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ABATTOIRS:Glme Island :—
_
..
Amended Begulalions respecting, laid on Table, 69 ..................... ", .....................................................
ABIGAIL, J. (See# MiNINGT).
'
ABSENCE .(See “ LEAVE OK ABSENCE”).
ACCIDENT (See “RAILWAYS”).
ADAMS, ROBERT'(See “'ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
ADDITIONAL S 1T'4TNO DAY:—
J
.F.riday piade a sitting day, meet at 4 o’clock, and that Government Business take precedence ol
.’■General Business, 83.
ADDRESS:- ’
.UdNpp.LEN.c^i to Heb Impeeial Majestv the Empeess Victobia of Germany :—
Letter from Consul-General for Germany respecting, laid on Table, 139 ............. ............................
In Repiv to Govebnob’s Opening Speech :—
. .
Brought uf>, motion made (Mr, Turner) for adoption of, 3; presented, and His Excellency’s
answer reported, 5.
r Appointments to the Office of Govebnob :—
- Motion made (Sir Henry ParTces) for, to the Queen, 70.
ADDRESSES AND ORDERS :—
Alphabetical Regist ers of ............................. ,
.........
........
AOMIISridTRATION OF JUSTICE
‘ Administration of Justice in New South Wales :—
Motion-made {Mr. Melville) that this House do now adjourn to consider, 22.
Alleged Assault on Robert Adams at Parramatta :—
Opinion of Attorney-General on the case, laid on Table, 122 .................. ................................... ;......
Case of Michael Kelly i gainst Thomas Ryan :—
.
Motion made (Mr. Lee) for papers in reference to, 15; Return to Address laid on,Table. 47..:....
Chaeges against Kzba Paul Mabgoschis :—
.
Motion made (Mr. Walker) for Return respecting, 47.
Conviction undeu the Vagrant Act :—
Motion made (Mr. J. P. Abbott) for papers respecting the conviction of a person named Greer
before Mr. Justice Docker, 51.
Mb. Distbict Couet Judge Dockee :—
Correspondence respecting remarks alleged to have been made in Parliament by Mr. R. H. Levien,
M.P., laid on Table, 37, 105 .........................................
........................
Adjournment of the House moved to call attention to the administration of Justice by, 55.
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> A
ADMIMISTRATIGN OF JUSTICE (c uUimed):—
■
Police Magistrate, Nowra, Clerk op Petty Sessions, Molong :—
Motion made (Dr. Ross) for papers in cases of John'Hyde Nisbett and Mr. Chippendale, 129 ...
Prisoner Holt :—
’
’ ■
Motion made (Mr. Garvan) for papers in case of, 33 ; Return to Address laid on Table, 74..........
Reformatory Treatment op Male Offenders •—
, ■
■ '
■
Additional Regulations laid on’Table, 84 ........I.’............................................ |.........;.............................
Visiting Magistrate and Warden at Emmaville :—
Motion made (Mr. Lee) for papers relating to appointment of, 15; Return to Order laid on
Table, 139........................ ..
...
6
^
’
’
ADJOURNMENT:— .
’
'".."".'l.............. 1'."""......................... :.........
Special, 2, 131,151.
.
.' Of the House :—
'
Motion made for, and passed, 4, 11, 28, 43, 60, 65; 80, 85,90,113,118,130,131,142,145,153,157,
164,167. „
Eor want of a Quorum after commencement of business, 22, 33, 166, 171.
Op Debate :—
'
'
Motion made for, and passed, 11, 22, 80, 126.
Motion made for, under Additional Standing Order No. 1, on the subjects stated below, arid
negatived:—
.
'
■ Death op Member op the House :—
Motion made (Sir, Henry Pwrkes) that in future the adjournment shall not be moved in conse
quence of, 15.
’
’
Motion made for, under Additional Standing Order No. 1, on the subjects stated below :—
Withdrawal from auction of conditional purchase ■ lands on Chowar Run, Deniliquin, and
negatived, 16.
..
Administration of Justice in New South Wales,’and negatived, 22.
.
Sale of large areas of public lands by auction, and negatived, 37.
. Labour of the Unemployed, by leave withdrawn, 48.
.
Administration of Justice ,by Judge Docker, and negatived, 55.
'
■
. Appointment of Mr. Eehon as a Railway Commissioner, and negatived, 117.
Consideration and assistance to the mining industries of the Colony, and negatived, 125.
Appointment of Mr. Eehon as one of the Railway Commissioners, and passed, T61.
AG-RICULTURAL PURSUITS,
.
Protective Import Duties :—
■ 1
Motion made (Mr. Copeland) for levying, with a view to encouraging, 79; and Debate adjourned,
80.
■
_
_
ALLEGED TRAMWAY FRAUDS (See “TRAMWAYS”).
ALPHABETICAL REGISTERS
...
Addresses and Orders passed during the Session, &c.............................................................................
Bills dealt with during the Session......................
ANGLEDOOL (See “TELEGRAPHS”).
.............................................................................
ANSWERS AND QUESTIONS
.,
Sessional Order passed, 9.
ANTHRAX BOARD:•
„
Report of, on the efficacy of Pasteur’s Vaccine of Anthrax, as a preventive against Cumberland
disease in sheep and cattle, laid on Table, 129
. .
APPRAISEMENTS (See “CROWN LANDS”).
••
................................. ..............................
ASSEMBLY (See also “ADJOURNMENT;” also “CHAIRMAN OE COMMITTEES;” also
. “CLERK OF ASSEMBLY;” also “PARLIAMENT;” also “SPEAKER”).
'
Opening of Session, 1.
,
-■
Usher of Black Rod delivers Message, 2.
Members sworn, 2(2), 3.
Member named, 130, 134.
’
.
Production of Records in Courts of Law, 2(2).
.
Governor’s Opening Speech, 2; Address-in-Reply, 3 ; Answer to Address-in-Replv, 5.
' •
’. Iriterruption, 3.'
. . . .
...
,
•
.
1
•
•’ ’
Sessional Orders passed, 8(J), g^), 10(4).
Elections and Qualifications Committee, 13, 35(2), 43, 51, 64, 74, 83.
Standing Orders referred to Standing Orders Committee, 17; Report brought up, 37; motion
■ made for Committee of the Whole, 42 ; Order of the Day postponed, 84, 125, 151,169 ......
Order of the Day discharged, 38, 64, 96(2).
.
•
Bill withdrawn, 38,64, 96(2).
’
.
’
’
Sittings after midnight, 56, 65, 70, 79, 84, 91, 97, 102, 109, 113, 126, 130, 134, 142,-145, 151, 157.
. Leave of absence to Member, 64, 91.
‘
Notices of Motion of General Business postponed, 75 ; in a bunch, 90, 152, 167.
’
'
’"'Orders of the Day of Government.Business postponed, 75, 91, 167.
Order of the Day of General Business postponed, 75, 167.
• ’
Additional sitting day, 83.
•
.
.
Ministerial Statement made' by Sir Henry Parkes, 133, 139, 164, 165, 167.
Votes arid Proceedings, Nos. 1 to 36 .........................................................;
.
- ■
'
Business undisposed of at close of Session................. ..................................................................... ;
. . Attendance of Members in Division and Counts-out during the Session""!!"....] !
"............. .
■ Business of the Session.............................................................................
...........................................
‘
Weekly Reports of Divisions in Committee of the Whole, Nos. 1 to 3............. -.......... ;....... ;..........
- Weekly Abstract of Petitions received, Nos. 1 to 10..................................... .................. !. ! !!!!!!'"
’ ■ Alphabetical Register of Bills..... ............... ................ ...............
■ ...............
Alphabetical Register of Addresses and Orders......................................................... !.!!!! ! ].........
.. i: Standing and Select Committees appointed during Session...........................................!!!!.]!!!!]]]]:!!
'
Proclamation proroguing ............................................. ............................. ....................... .................
..Proclamation dissolving.......... '......... ;...."..............................................
■.....................................
- Privilege:—
........................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Melville) that document quoted from, by the Colonial Treasurer, should be
. .
laid on Table, and withdrawn, 48.
.
_
Alleged Bribe offered to Member of Assembly, 130.
*
...
'
Charges'against Members of Parliament:—
'
’
-Motion made (Mr. Levien) that the charges made by him during debate on Leasing of the Tram
ways demand.inquiry, amendment moved (Mr. Carruthirs) and withdrawn, original motion
r ... withdrawn, 134., . .
....
.
’
'
'■
Minute recommending appointment of Royal Commission to inquire into, laid on Table; 139' .... ...

187

189
197
217
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ASSEMBLY {continued) :—
■
Payment op Members :—
Motion made {Mr. Lakcman) to provide for, in Appropriation Act, and withdrawn, amendment
proposed {Mr. O’ Sullivan) to attach Bill to Appropriation Act, and ruled out of order, motion
withdrawn, 157.
AUCTION SALES (See “• CROWN LANDS”).
AU8TBALIA:—
^
Correspondence respecting a Bill to confer on the Colony of New South Wales the name of, laid
on Table, 169.................................................................................................................................
AUSTRALIAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY —
Return respecting grant of land to, laid on Table, 139
.....................................
.................
AUSTRALIAN. MUSE DM —
Report of Trustees for year 1887, laid on Table, 55
...........
...........................................
AUSTRALASIAN STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY’S WHARF —
, Return respecting leasing of portion of a shed to Messrs. Flood and Company, laid on Table, 129
AVISFORD (See “ COMMONS ”).
’

BALLINA —
'
'
; Notification of Resumption of land under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act for Public
Cemetery, laid on Table, 155............................................ ■..........................................................
BALLOTING FOR SELECT COMMITTEES
^
Sessional Order passed, 9.
BANKING, LAND, BUILDING AND INVESTMENT COMPANIES
For quarter ended 30th Tune, 1888, laid on Table, 16 '
...............
...
.... ‘
.
BANK LIABILITIES AND ASSETS —
For quarter ended 30th June, 1888, laid on Table, 16 .
.
.
Do
30th September, 1888, laid on Table, 41.........................
..............
BANKRUPTCY ACT OF 1887 —
'
Regulations under, laid on Table, 17
.' .
__
..
., ..
..
...
BAR OF THE HOUSE Privileqe—Ai/leged bribe oEEereD to Mb Haynes —
,
.
Mr. Huntley summoned and sworn by Clerk, and evammed in reference to, 130.
BERRY, SENIOR CONSTABLE —
,
Motion made {Mr O’Sullivan) for papers relating to discharge of, 79
BILLS.
Withdrawn, 38, 64, 96(2)
BILLS OF SAtE ACT AMENDING BILL —
Motion made {Mr. Day) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 69; Order of the Day
postponed, 98, 152, 156.
BILLS OF SALE LAW AMENDMENT BILL —
,
'
Motion made {Mr. Wall) for leave to bring m,^47, presented, and read 1°, 79, Order of the Day
postponed, 152, 156
BIRDS PROTECTION ACT AMENDMENT BILL —
Received from Legislative Council, and, on motion of Mr. Garrard, read 1°, 89; Order of the Day
postponed, 98, 150, 156.
BLACK ROD
Delivers Message, 2.
BOARDS (See “HARBOURS”).
BOORAMUGGA RUN (See “CROWN LANDS”).
BOWRAL .—
Railway, Bowbal ob Moss Vale to Robertson .—
Return to Order {Session, 1887-8), laid on Table, 74 .........................................................................
BREWARRINA (See “CUSTOMS”).
BRIDGES —
Duplicated Line between Paebamatta and Penbith :—
Return to Order (iS'essiore, 1887-8), laid on Table, 31 ...
...
.............................
....
Return to Order {Session, 1887-8), laid on Table, 31
...................................................................
Spit, Middle Habboub :—
Report of the Public Works Committee on, laid on Table, 169
........
........
....
BROKEN HILL —
Water Supply .—
Report on, laid on Table, 84; referred to Select Committee on Broken Hill Water Supply Bill, 129.
BROKEN HILL AND DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY BILL —
Received from Legislative Council, and, on motion {Mr. Wilson), read 1°, 144 , Order of the Day
postponed, 152
BROKEN HILL AND SUBURBAN GAS COMPANY BILL:—
Petition presented {Mr Day) to proceed with, under tbe 65th Standing Order , presented, read 1°,
2°, 3°, passed, sent to Council, 32 ; returned with amendments, 83 ; Council’s amendments
agreed to, 98 ; assent reported, 133.
BROKEN HILL TRAMWAY BILL —
•
Petition presented {Mr. Cameron) to proceed with, under 65th Standing Order, presented and read
1° 32
BROKEN HILL WATER SUPPLY BILL — _
Petition presented {Mr Day) for leave to bring in, 102 ; presented and read 1°, 107 ; referred to
Select Committee, 112; Report brought up, 165
.......................
...
Petition from Broken Hill Distnet Water Supply Company (Limited) of Sydney, in opposition to
the Bill, and praying for leave to be represented before the Select Committee, 105 , prayer
granted, 112
...
'
..
'
Petition from Charles Edward Hogg, of- Broken Hill, in opposition to the Bill, and piaying for
leave to be represented before the Select Committee, and prayer granted, 131.
Report of Mr E. B Price, on Water Supply at Broken Hill, referred tb Select Committee, 129.
Petition presented from Inhabitants of District, praying the passing of a Bill enabling the Broken
Hill Water Supply Company to Carry out Ihcir scheme^lSO
.
.......
.........
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BKOUGHM, JAMES KENNEDY (See «MINING-”).
.
BRU-NKEB, JAMES NIXON, ESQ.
Acceptance of OiDce of Minister for Lands, and issue of Writ reported ; return of Writ certifying
to re-election for East Maitland, reported, 1; sworn, 2.
'
BUILDING AND INVESTMENT (See “COMMERCIAL BUILDING AND.TINVESTMENT
COMPANY SALE BILL.”)
■
BULLI COLLIERY DISASTER EUND BILL
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Mr. Go.wW), read 1°, 41; motion maderfor
second reading, and amendment moved to refer to-Select Committee, 64; leave given to Com
mittee to sit during adjournment, 68.
,
'
Petitition presented from Alban Joseph Riley for leave to appear before the Committee, &c., 79
BURWOOD.
.
•
•
Policemen in plain, clothes at :—
'
•
Motion made (Mr. Walker) for papers relating to, 41; Return to Order, laid on Table, 64.
BUSINESS DAYS.
.
Sessional Order passed, 8.
BUSINESS OE THE HOUSE*
Precedence of General Business, Sessional Order passed, 8.
Precedence of Government Business, Sessional Order passed, 8.
.
Sessional Order passed, 9.
Eormal Business, Sessional Order passed, 9.
•
. .
Precedence of .Government Business on Eriday (additional Silting Day), 83.
BUSINESS UNDISPOSED OE AT THE CLOSE OE THE SESSION
.
Sessional Paper ..............................................................................................................
.
BUSINESS OE THE SESSION
...............
Sessional Paper ......................................................... ................................................
BY-LAWS:—
................""
Laid on Table :—
. .
,
University of Sydney, 37 ....................................................................................... ..................................
Municipalities Act:—
Borough of East Maitland, 16.......................................................................... ...................................
Do
Alexandria, 16 .................................................... ;..............................i.....;....................
Do
Ashfield, 16..........................................................................................................................
Do
Waverley, 16, 161 ..................... ........................................................................................
Do
Wollongong, 16................................................................................. ;..............................
Do
Hunter’s Hill, 16 ................ ............................................................ ....... '.....(................
Do
Redfern (Sewerage), 64............................................................................................ ........
,
Do
Queanbeyan, 84................................................................................................. .................
Do
East Orange, 84..................................................................................................................
Do
Orange, 84 .......................... .............................................. ...............................................
Do
Newcastle, 121 ..................................................................................................................
Do
West Maitland, 161 ................................. ...................................................................I.,,,
Municipal District of Hamilton, 16......................................................................................... .....
Do
' Hay, 16 ...................... '..............;.............;........................ .............. .............
Do
Kogarah,84....................................................................... .....................................
Nuisances Prevention Act:—
Borough of Petersham, 16.................................. ..... .............................................................................
Do
Narrandera, 16 .......................................................................................................
Do
Hunter’s Hill, 16 ............ ..................................................................... ............................
Do
Wagga Wagga, 16
........................... ........................................ ......................... ,..
Municipal District of Adamstown, 16.........................................................................;.................... .
Newcastle Paving and Public Vehicles Regulation Act:—
.
.............
Borough of Newcastle, 16........."....................................................................................... ..................
Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act:—
. .
,
■
General, 37 ............................................................................................................................ .............. .
Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act: —
.......
Borough of Wagga Wagga, 16............................................. ................................................................
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CAMERON, ANGUS, ESQ., M.P.:—
.
Elected Chairman of Committees, 8.
Commission to, as Deputy Speaker, to Administer Oath of Allegiance, 17.
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT ABOLITION BILL.:'
Motion made (Mr. Walker) for leave to bring in, 161.
’
•
. CASSILIS (See “ RAILWAYS ”).
.
. . .,
.
CASTING VOTE :—
Given by Speaker, 65.
.
CASUAL LABOUR BOARD (See “UNEMPLOYED”).
CATTLE SALE-YARDS (See “ WEST MAITLAND CATTLE SALE-YARDS BILL”).
'
CENSURE (See “VOTE OF CENSURE”).
.
CENTENNIAL CHALLENGE CUP :—
•
Mr. Speaker reported receipt of letter from the National Regatta Committee in reference to, con
ditions under which it was competed for, 164.
CENTRAL POLICE COURT (See “NEW CENTRAL POLICE COURT;” also “SYDNEY
CENTRAL POLICE COURT BILL”).
.
.
.
.
CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES:—
'
, ;
Mr. Cameron elected, 8.
■
.
.
Mr. Melville proposed, 8.
' '
CHALLENGE CUP (See “CENTENNIAL. CHALLENGE CUP”).
.
.
CHARGES AGAINST MEMBERS OE PARLIAMENT—PRIVILEGE :— .
The Tbamivays :—

'

.

Motion made (Mr. Levien) that inquiry should be made into ; amendment .moved (Mr. Carruthers)
■ and by leave withdrawn ; original motion, by leave, withdrawn, 134.
Minute recommending the appointment of a Royal Commission to inquire into, laid, on Table, 139
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c
CHINESE :-t'
.
...
...
Euhnitcee Manupaotubed BT:—.
• •
'
Motion made ( Mr. Melville) for Committee of the Whole for Bill to deal with, 102. '
CHIPPENDALE, MR. (See “.ADMINISTRATION OE JUSTICE ”).
................
CHOWAE BUN, DENILIQUIN (See “CROWN LANDS”).
•
CHURCH OE ENGLAND PROPERTY BILL:—
•
• • =
Received from Legislative Council, and, on motion (Mr. J. P. Abbolt), read 1°, 42; Order of
,
' the Day postponed, 152. • • •
•
............................
• •.
•
"
CIRCULAR QUAY...
ImPBOVEMENTS :—............................................................
'
"
Report from Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 3 .......................
Motion made (Mr. Sutherland), that work be carried out, 42.
'
CIRCULAR QUAY IMPROVEMENTS BILL (See also “ CIRCULAR QUAY ”,).
Motion made (Mr. Burns) for Committee of the Whole, 88 ; Message from Governor, 106 ; House
in Committee, resolution agreed to, presented and read 1°, 108 ; Order of the Day postponed,
152.
CITY OE SYDNEY IMPROVEMENT BOARD
.
Annual Report for year ended August, 1838, laid on Table, 16'..............................................
CITY OF SYDNEY MAYORAL.ELECTION BILL:—
.
Motion made (Mr. O’ Connor) for leave to bring in, 47; presented and read'!0,56; read, 2°; com
mitted, reported with amendments, report adopted, 97; read, 3°; passed and sent to
{
Council, 117.
'
' '
'
'
’
CITY RAILWAY EXTENSION (He “RAILWAYS”).
CIVIL SERVICE :—
Commission op Inquiry :—
Motion made (Mr. Bibbs) for particulars respecting Board, 16; Return to Order, laid on Table, 41
Customs Duties at Beewabbina—Dismissal op Mb. Swift, late Customs Ofpiceb :—
Motion made (Mh ■DaKyar) for papers referring to, 47 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 51.........
CLARENCE TOWN
Removal op Timber .fbom Crown Lands :—
.
.
.
;
Return to.Order (Session 1887-8), laid on Table, 37 ..........................................................................
CLERK OF ASSEMBLY :—
.
" Reads Proclamation convening Parliament, 1.
'
Summoned to produce records, 2(?).
. .
Reads Address-in-reply, 3.
Reads Deputy-Chairman’s Commission to administer the Oath, 17.
.. Swears Member of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 352, 43, 51, 64, 74, 83.
Reads Petition, 79, 156.
.
.
. Issues summons for witness to be in attendance to appear at the Bar of the House, 130.
'Swears witness at Bar of the House, 130. .
'
CLOSURE OF DEBATE.:—
.
.....
.. .
.
Motion made, “ That Question be now put,” and no Tellers for the Ayes, 130.
■
COAL MINES (See “WORKING OE..COAL MINES-DURING STRIKES BILL;’.’ also, SILKSTONE COAL-MINE RAILWAY .BILL”).
.
.
.
'
COCK BURN :—
.
. Return showing tolal value of goods imported from South Australia by way of, for‘years ending
June, 1886, 1887, and 1888, laid on Table, 64 ........................................................'....................
. Return showing total value of all exports from New South Wales to South Australia by way of,
.
for years ending June, 1886, 1887, and 1888, laid on Table, 64 .......................... ■.......................
COLONIAL WINES (See “SALE OF COLONIAL WINES”)..
COLONY OF NEW SOUTH WALES:—
' '
Correspondence respecting a Bill to confer the.name of Australia on. laid on Table, 169 ...............
COMMERCIAL BUILDING AND INVESTMENT COMPANY SALES BILL:—
.
Received from ^ Legislative Council, and on motion (Mr. Carruthers) read 1°, 129.
Order of the Day postponed, 152.
COMMISSIONS.
Inquiry into the Civil Service :—
Motion’made (Mr. Bibbs) for particulars respecting Board, 16; Return to Order, laid on Table, 41
Alleged Tramway Frauds: —
' Report of Royal, laid on Table, 16 ..........................................................................................................
Water Conservation:—
Letter from Mr. Charles Robinson, in connection with Return respecting, laid on Table, 17...........
Deputy Speaker’s (Mr. Cameron), to administer the Oath, 17.
. ..
COMMONS:—
■
...
Muswellbrook :—
.
’
’
Return to Order (Session, 1887-8), laid on Table, 17 .......................................... .............................. .
Hargraves and Avispord :—
.
•
.
Motion made (Mr. Wall) for all papers in connection with the sale of portion of, 37.’
CONDITIONAL LEASES (See “ CROWN LANDS”).
'
CONDOLENCE (See “ADDRESS”).
CONNELLY JAMES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE. (See also “FINANCE”) :'
•
.
Comparitive Statement of the Fund during October, 1887 and 1888, showing increase or decrease
under each head, laid on Table, 37 ........................................................1.......................................
Comparative Statement of the Fund during November, 1887 and 1888, showing increase or decrease
under each head, laid on Table, 105.'...........'........ '........................................................... .............i.
CONVICTS:—
.
•
' • '
Despatch respecting French Law, on the return of, to France, laid on'Table, 27..............................
COUNCIL (See “LEGISLATIVE-COUNCIL”).
.
COUNT-OUT (See “NO QUORUM”).
COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT (See also “BY-LAWS”) :—
Notifications under, laid on Table :—
.
.
'
Loan of £7,000 to Municipal Council of Hay for Water Supply. Works, 21!..................................
Reticulation Works, Water Supply, West Maitland, 21 ...............’........... .’..........................................
Loan of £8,000 to the Municipal Council of Forbes, 165......................................................................
CROWN LANDS:— ’
.
.
.
.
"
'
...................
Alterations op Designs por Cities, Towns, and Villages:—’
.l. .
■ ,
Abstract of, laid on Table, 17, 69, 139, 169 ......... ’!..77'.’..i.’.V.......................................
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CROWN LANDS (continued) :—
.
Sites bob Cities, Towns, and Villages :—
■
Abstract of, laid on Table, 17, 69, 139,169............................................. .........................................
Reserted por Presertation op Water Supply :—
Abstract of, laid on Table, 17, 69,139, 169 .....................................................................................
Dedicated to Public Purposes :—
........
Abstract of, laid on’Table', 17, 47, 69, 122, 169
...........................;......................................
Dedication op certain Lands under 105 Section :—
'
'
Gazette Notices respecting, laid on Table, 17, 47, 122,169............................................;...............
Appraisements op Conditional Leases at Mores :—
''""Return to^Ordef (Session, 1887), laid on Table, 122.................................. .........................
Area Sold Annually, and Amount Receited por same :—
, Statement of, from 1 January 1884, to’30 September, 1888, laid on Table, 37.............................
Arrears, op Rents :— '
'
' .
'
•■
■■
Return respecting, laid on Table, 50 .................................................................................................
Auction Sales por 1887 :— .
..................
■ Minute respecting, laid on Table, 164................................................................................................
Booramugga, WIlga, and Sussex Runs :—
Return to Order (Second Session, 1887), laid on Table 122.................................. •...........................
Chowar Run, Deniliquin :—
Motion made (Mr. Chanter) for adjournment of the House, -to. call attention to withdrawal of,
from Conditional Purchase, 16.
"5*
a
'
Conditional Purchase op Etan MTntosh, Cubrabubula
^
Motion made (Mr. Levien) for Select Committee, 90.
.
.
Conditional Purchase op James Connelly, Tamworth. :—
f 'Motion made (Mr. Levien) for Select Committee, 90.
.
■
Conditional Purchase made by Mary Maloney at Burrowa :—
' ' ‘Return to'Order (Session, 1887-8), laid on’ Table, 122......................................................................
Currugundi Run, District op Gwydir:—
. Motion made (Mr.. Lawman) for papers connected with division of, 144.
■
Department:— • •• .•
• • •
;
• •
..............
Report’for 1887 laid on Table, 139 ..............................................................................................;......
.
Disposal op Crown Lands :—
................
Motion made (Mr. Chanter) that prior to the disposition of Crown lands the Minister shall cause
an advertisement to be inserted in some local newspaper, 60.
'
’
. Eorpeited Purchases and Conditional Leases 'in Eastern and Central Divisions :—
Return respecting, from 1 January, 1884, laid'on Table, 64 l.‘.......................................... ..............
Grant op Land to the Australian Agricultural Company :—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 139......... ...................................................................................
Hornsby:—
' ’• '................. ......................
Motion made (Mr. Walker) for papers in reference to, 112.
,
Instalments Due by Conditional' Purchasers :—
'
_
Petition presented from Conditional Purchasers, Temora, praying,'that in view of the failure of
their crops and loss of stock, the payment may be deferred, 139 ...................... .......................
Pastoral and Homestead Leases and License Pees op Resumed Areas :—
Return showing Rents reduced under 100th section of Crown Lands Act of 1884, laid on Table, 27
Pastoral Rents and Occupation License Pees :—
’
.. Motion made (Mr. Copeland) for Return in reference to, 55.
Public Lands :—.......................
•
‘ '
Adjournment moved, to call attention to the sale of large areas of, by auction, 37.
Regulations :—
■
- -Under Act of 1884—Notifications of cancellation, laid on Table, 16 ..................................................
Do
do
—Notification of amendment of, 28 and 87, laid on Table, 16 ..........................
Do
do —Notification of revival, amendment, and approval of, laid on Table, 16..........
Do'
do
—Notification of further amendment of Regulation No. 41, laid on Table, 112.
Do
do
—And Porms in connection with authorities to search for minerals in’ land
.
under Lease or License, 112.................................................... ‘...............
'
Do
‘ do
—Amended Regulations laid on Table, 60..........................................................
Removal op Timber prom, near Clarence Town :—
................
1 Return to’Crder (Session 1887-8)’,'laid on Table, 37
.11..................................
Rent on Marra Run:—
.
"
..........................
Return to'Order (Second-Session, 1887),' laid on Table, 122.......... ......................................
Reserves on resumed areas :—
'
................................
Motion made (Mr. G-ormly) that reserves on resumed portion of pastoral holdings should be
withdrawn from reserve, 157.
Sale op Land, Parish op Molong, County of As'hburnham :—
Return to Address (Session, 1887-8), laid on Table, 139..................................................................
Selections by John Harrison,' at Lismohe:—
*
Motion made (Mr. Lwiruj) for Select Committee to inquire into, 79 ; Report brought up 169
Special Areas:—
.
■
Motion made (Mr. Barbour) that system was contrary to the spirit and intention of the Land
Laws, &c., and withdrawn, 156.
‘ '
Teremiah Reserve, County Denison :—
- -Petition presented from Selectors' and others in reference to cutting up of, for Special Area
Reserves, 60.......... '.......'.....................
.
•
’
ORIMLNAL LAW (See “ OFFENDERS PROSATION BILL’’V;..... .....................................................
CUMBERLAND DISEASE (See “ ANTHRAX BOARD.”)
CURRUGUNDP RUN (See “ CROWN LANDS.”)
'
CUSTOMS:—. ■
■
Return showing amount of Customs, Revenue received on Imports from South Australia for years
ending June, 1886, 1887,' and 1888, laid on Table, 64 .............................. ‘......................... ........
. _ Return showing value of Goods imported from South Australia by way of Cockburn for periods
'
ending June,' 1886, 1887; and 1888, laid oh Table, 64 .................................................
Return showing details of Specific Duties for years ending June, 1887 and 1888, laid on Table '64
Protective Import-Duties :—.....................
• •
'
Motion made (Mr. Copeland) for levying, with a view to encouraging our agricultural and
, manufacturing pursuits, 79 ; and debate adjourned, 80.
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DAVIES, THE HON. JOHN, M.L.C..
Message to Council requesting attendance before Select Committee, 64; Message granting leaye, 69.
DEATH OE A MEMBER OP THE HOUSE
Motion made (Sir Benry Parkes), that in future the adjournment should not be moved in conse
quence of, 15.
James Squire Earnedd, Esqui'be, a Member fob Redpebn :—
|
..
Motion made (Sir Benry Parkes) expressing the House’s deep sense of the loss the Coiopy has
sustained by, 18.
...
.
DEBATE (See “ADJOURNMENT.”)
DEDICATION OP CERTAIN LANDS (See “ CROWN LANDS”)
DEFINITION OP WATER RIG-HTS BILL
..
.
Motion made (Mr. Abigail) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 101; Order of the Day
’ postponed, 152.
, ,
. .
,
DEPUTY SPEAKER:—
.
Commission to Angus Cameron, Esquire, to administer the oath of allegiance to members, reported,'
read by the Clerk, 17.
DESIGNS POR CITIES TOWNS AND VILLAGES (See “ CROWN LANDS”).
DESPATCHES
Laid on Tabde:—
'
Trade with the Marshall Islands, 16 ......................................................................................................
Tonnage admeasurement of Netherlands Vessels, 16 .......,..................................................................
Exemption of Kingdom of Tonga from provisions of Arms Regulation of 1884, 16 ..........................
Prench law on the return of Convicts to Prance, 27,..............................................................................
Foreign Deserters Act of 1852, 165.......................v*-:.............................................................................
DIPPERENTIAL RATES:—
^
Return to order (Session 1887-8), laid on Table, 31........................................................... !.............. !.
DISTRESS POR RENT ABOLITtON BILL :—
Motion made (Mr. Walker) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 33 ; motion made for 2°
negatived. Order of the Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 96.
.
DISTRICT COURTS ACT AMENDMENT BILL :—
' Motion made (Mr. Q-oula) for leave to bring in, 33 ; presented and read 1°, 50. Order of the Day
postponed, 122, 152.
•
.
DIVISIONS :—
„
Attendance of Members in, and Counts-out .....................................................................;......;...........
Weekly Reports of in Committee of the Whole ................-..................................................................
In. the House :—
■
No Tellers for, 130.
'
'
.
Chairman of Committees, 8.
'
■
Business Day (Sessional Order), 8.
Exclusion of Strangers (Sessional Order), 10.
.
.
Totalizator Legalizing Bill, 11.
'
. Divorce Extension BUI, 18.
Printing document laid on Table, 32.
.
.....
Endowment to Municipalities, 51.
.
Bulli Colliery Disaster Fund Bill, 65.
'.
,
Special Grants to Municipalities, 65.
Appointments to the Office of Governor, 71.
i
Parliamentary Representatives Allowance Bill, 75.
’
Protective Import Duties, 80.
'
The Financial Statement—Vote of Censure, 91.
'■
Grafton School of Arts Trustees Enabling Bill, 96.
.
Distress for Rent Abolition Bill, 96.
City of Sydney Mayoral Election Bill, 97.
,
Broken HU1 and Suburban Gas Company Bill, 98.
Postal and Telegraph Rates, 117.
The Tramways, 131.
Adjournment of House—Appointment of Mr. Pehon, 161.
Proposed suspension of Standing Orders—Supply Bill, 170(2).
.
.
In Committee of the Whole :—
'
■
Parliamentary Representatives Allowance Bill (Resohition), 189.
_ Sydney Central Police Court Bill (Mesokition), 192.
In Committee of Surely :—
General Estimates for 1889 :—
Parliamentary Reporting Staff, 191.
Vice-President of the Executive Council and Representative of the Government in the Legis
lative Council, 191-2.
- Board of Health, 192-3.
.
'
Sheriff, 195.
Petty Sessions, Police Magistrates, Clerks of Petty Sessions, &c. (C.P.S., Coqma), 195,
The Attorney-General, 196. ■
'
•
Water Supply and Sewerage Board, 19(5.
.
•
DIVORCE EXTENSION BILL:—
. .
'
\
Motion made (Mr. Neild) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 11; read 2°, committed, 18;
Order of the Day postponed, 64, 97, 152, 156.
•
Petition presented from William Macquarie Cowper, M.A., against, 22.:..:.......................................
.
Petition presented, Ministers of Religion, against, 63 ..........................................................................
Petition presented from Moderator of the Synod of the Presbyterian Church of Eastern
Australia against, 63 ................................. '. ................................
•.........
........ ■.............
DOCKER, MR. DISTRICT COURT JUDGE (See also “ ADMINISTRATION OP JUSTICE”): —
Correspondence respecting remarks made by Mr. R. H. Levien, M.P., in Parliament, laid on
' '
Table, 37, 105............................................................................................... .......................................
.
Adjournment of the House to call allontion to Administration of Justice.by, 55.
DOCKING, SUPERINTENDENT (See “FITZROY DOCK”).
DRAINAGE:—
:
.
.
.
Wobks, North Shore (See also “Nobth Shobe Drainage Works Bill.”)
Report from Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 3 ; Motion
made (Mr. Sutherland) that work be carried out, 42 ,.............................................................. !.
Works, Msnly (See also “Manly Drainage Works Bill.”)
. '
Report from Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 3; Motion
1
made-(Mr. Sutherland) that work be carried out, 42 •.................................................................;
DRIVERS AND FIREMEN (See *• RAILWAYS.”)
'
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283

2

299

1

329

3

1288

1
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EAST MAITLAND (See “ELECTORAL ”).
EDUCATION.
Resumption op Land poe School Pueposes :—
Notification of, laid on Table, 17, 55, 139 ..............................................................................................
Public Insteuotion Act : —
Regulations under, laid on Table, 37 ............................................ ..........'...............................................
Ukiveesity op Sydney :—
Additional By-laws laid on Table, 37 ......................................................................................................
EIGHT HOURS BILL
Motion made {Mr. Schey) for Committee of tbe Whole, 64; Order of the Day postponed, 98,152.
ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE (See “ELECTORAL.’')
ELECTORAL
Redpebn :—
Death of James Squire Farnell, Esquire, issue and return of Writ reported, 1; James Peter
Howe, Esq., sworn, 3.
Gunnedah
Resignation of Thomas Henry Hall Goodwin, Esq., and issue of Writ reported ; return of Wiit
.
. 1
certifying to the return of Edwin Woodward Turner, Esq., reported, 1 • Mr. Turner sworn, 2.
■
East Maitland :—
'
■
"
Acceptance of office of Secretary for Lands by James Nixon.Brunker, Esquire.; issue and return
of Writ reported, 1; Mr. Brunker sworn, 2.
*
'
Elections and Qualipications Committee :—
’
.
'
Speaker’s Warrant laid on Table, 13 ; 'maturity reported, 35; Members sworn, 35(2), 43, 51, 64,
74, 83.
‘
‘
■
Rolls foe Teaes 1880 to. 1889:—
•
Showing past operation of Expansion Clauses (6, 7, 8, and 9) of the Electoral Act of 1880, laid on
Table, 165 .................................................................................. '........... '................'..........................
ELECTORATES OF THE GWYDIR AND INVERELL BOUNDARIES AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made {Mr. Moore) for. leave to bring in, 11; presented and read 1°, 16 ; Order of the Day
postponed, 64, 97, 152.
ELECTRIC LIGHT
Appaeatus- Pubchased by the Government :—
'
Return to Order (Session 1887-8), laid on Table, 69..............................................................................
ELECTRIC LIGHTING (See “SYDNEY AND SUBURBAN ELECTRIC LIGHTING BILL;”
also “PARLIAMENT”). .
EMMAYILLE.
■
.
.
Visiting Magisteate and Warden at
.
Motion made (Mr. Lee) for papers in reference to appointment of, 15; Return to Order, laid on
Table, 139 ..........................................................................................................................................
EMPLOYEES LIABILITY AMENDMENT BILL:—
,
,
Motion made (Mr. Garrard) for leave to bring in, 11.
’
EMPLOYEES (See “TRAMWAYS”).
EMPRESS VICTORIA OF GERMANY (See “ADDRESS”).
•
ENDOWMENT (See “MUNICIPAL”).
.
ENTRANCE TO PORT HACKING (See “PORT HACKING”).'
'
ESKBANK (See “RAILWAYS”).
.
.
ESSBX-STREET ALIGNMENT BILL:—
.
'
■
Motion made (Mr. Garrett) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 112 ; Order of this Day
postponed, 117.
'
- .
ESTIMATES (See “ FINANCE ;” also “ WAYS AND MEANS ”).
'
'
EWING, THOMAS THOMPSON, ESQ., M.P.:—
■
Sworn as a Member of the Elections and Qualifications Committee, 61.
’
EXCLUSION OF STRANGERS:—
.
.
'
Sessional order passed, 10.
■ '
'
EXPENDITURE (See “ FINANCE ”).
EXPORTS:—
'
From New South Wales to South Austealia, via Cockburn :—
. •
■
Return showing total value of, for periods ending June, 1886, 1837 and 1888, laid on Tabic, 64...

.1

..

919

F
FACTORIES AND WORKSHOPS REGULATION BILL:—
.
Motion made (Mr. Street) for Committee of the Whole, 11: Order of the Day, postponed,- 38,
51,69.
. ;
.
.
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, 97; presented and read 1°; Order of the Day post
poned, 152.
FARNELL, JAMES SQUIRE, ESQUIRE:—
.
;
Issue of Writ for Redfern reported, in consequence of death of, 1.
Motion' made (Sir Benry Parkes) expressing the deep sense of the House of the loss which tire
Colony has sustained by death of, 18.
FEHON, MR;, RAILWAY COMMISSIONER:—
.
...
Adjournment moved to call attention to appointment of, and negatived, 117,; and passed, 161.
Correspondence respecting charges made in the Legislative Assembly against, laid on Table, 155...
FERGUSON, DAVID ALEXANDER, ESQ., M.P.:—.
'
.
'
Leave of absence granted to, 91.
•
FEVER (See “TYPHOID FEVER”).
.
FINANCE:—
•*'
.
Bank Liabilities and Assets :—
.
.
.
For Quarter ended 30 June, 1888, laid on Table, 16................................................. ...........................
For Quarter ended 30 September, 1888, laid on Table, 41 ............................................. .-........... ■.......
' Banking, Land, Building, and Investment Companies : —
.
.
.For Quarter ended 30 June, 1888, laid on Table, 16..,.......... ....... .......................... ..............................
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^FINANCE {continued) ;—
Supply:—
Committee of. Sessional Order passed, 9.
' ■
Motion made (Mr. Sums) for House to go into Committee, 28, 102, 108, 109, 113, 141, 145, 151
House in Committee, 28, 102, 108, 109, 113, 141, 145, 151.
'
' Resolutions reported, 28.
'
■
• '
Resolutions agreed to, 28.
'
-Poijrf of'Order reported from Committee, 108.
'
' Motion made (Mr. Burns) to suspend Standing Orders for, and amendment moved (Mr. M'Millan)
and passed, 170.
'
Ways and Means :—
.
Committee of, Sessional Orders passed, 9.
' ■ .
■
•
.
’
'
House in Committee of, 28, 48, 56, 60, 74, 84,'SS.
■ .
Resolution reported, 85.
Resolution received, 102.
Resolution agreed to, 102. •
Motion made (Mr. Burns) for House to go into Committee of, 11, 28, 48, 56, 60, 74, 84, 85.
'
.Estimates :—
■
•
'
Message No. 2 (Mr. Burns) recommending accompanying, for 1889, and Supplementary, for'1888
and previous years, 28 .................................................................................................................
Ways and Means for 1889 (Mr. Burns), laid on Table, 28 .............................................................
Schedule to for 1889, showing total, remuneration'pf all Public Officers, laid on Table, 47.........
Consolidated Revenue Fund :—
‘
'
•
. Comparative Statement during October, 1887 and 1888, showing increase or decrease under each
head, laid bn Table, 37 ................................................................................... -..................... •...........
Comparative Statement during November, 1887 and 1888, showing increase or decrease under
each head, laid on Table, 105 ........-............................................................................................
Railway Vote bob 1889 :—
'
■
Schedule showing proposed distribution of the Expenditure on, laid on Table, 139, 147 .........
• Rabbit Act :—
Return of Revenue and Expenditure under since 1883, laid on'Table, 50.............. '.....................
.
Expenditube :—
‘
Statement showing Rate per Head of Population from 1885 to 1888, laid on Table, 74...........
FINANCIAL STATEMENT—VOTE OF CENSURE‘
Statement oe Ways and Means :—
.
.
Motion made (Mr. Bibls) to refer back to Treasurer, and negatived, 91.
FIRE PRIG-ALES ACT
TaMWOBTH POAllD :—
'
■ ,
Amended Regulations, laid on Table, 121 ...;................................................................. .
FIRE BRIG-ALES ACT AMENDMENT BILL
..........
Motion made (Sir Benry Bartces) for Committee of the Whole, 129; House in Committee;
Resolution agreed to, presented and read 1°, 151 ; Message from G-overnor, 156 .......
FISHERIES (See “INLAND WATERS FISHERIES FURTHER PROTECTION BILL”). "
FISH RIVER TANKS
'
Railway Collision :—
.
'
Report of Board, 69 ............ 1........................................................................................................
FITZGERALD ROBERT GEORGE DUNDAS, ESQ., M.P.:—
■
'
Sworn, as a Member of the Elections and Qualifications Committee, 35.
FITZROY DOCK
(
Docking Superintendent :—
■ ■
1
•
Correspondence respecting omission from Estimates of Salary of, laid on Table, 50 ....................
FLOOD AND COMPANY, MESSRS.Return respecting leasing of a shed at the late A.S N. Co.’s Wharf to, laid-on Table, 129 ... .
FORBES
.
. "
. Notification under Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act, of loan of eight thousand pounds to
the Municipal Council of Forbes, laid on Tabic, 165 ........................................................
FOREIGN DESERTERS ACT OF 1852•
'
Despatches respecting, laid on Table, 165 .................................. -....................................
FORFEITED PURCHASES (See “CROWN LANDS”)..
.
.......
FORMAL. BUSINESS
'
Sessional Order passed, 9.
•
FRENCH CONVICTS
Despatch respecting French Law on the return of, to France, 27 .................... .
'
FUEL BILL:—
...................
Motion made (Mr. Alfred Allen) for Committee of the Whole, 156.
FURNITURE (See “ CHINESE ”).
- .
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GAMBLING (See “PUBLIC GAMBLING UPON BACECOURSES PROHIBITION'BILL”).
GAOLS:—
...
YASS :—

■

.

Notification of Resumption of land under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act for extension
■ of, laid on Table, 37, 165 ...................................................................................................
GENERAL BUSINESS:—
.
'
'
/
Sessional Order passed as to precedence of, 8.
Notices of Motions postponed, 75, in a bunch, 90, 152, 167.
Orders of the Day postponed, 75,167.
•'
'
GLADESVILLE:—
Purchase op Land adjoining Hospital pob Insane
’
• ' ' _
Motion made (Mr. Neild) for papers connected with, 1'22 ; Return to-Order, laid on Table, 144..’.
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Q-LBBE ISLAND ABATTOIRS
Araendied Regulations respecting, laid on Table, 69 ............. ;..............................■...............................
GLEN INNES (See RAILWAYS*)-.
■
GOLD DISCbVERY
Claims of William Tom, junior, and J. H. A. Li'stee, as the fibst Disoovehees in the
Colony :—
Return' to Order (Session 1887-8) laid on Table, 84..............................................................................
GOODOHAPS MR. C. A;
Statement of, upon relinquishing tbe Office of Commissioner for Railways, laid oh Table, 7..........
GOODWIN, THOMAS HENRY HALL, ESQ.1
Issue of Writ for Gunnedah in consequence of resignation of, reported, 1.
GOULBURN; AND TUENA TRAMWAY BILL^ _
Petition presented (Mr. Stevenson) to proceed with, under the 65th Standing Order, presented
. and read 1°, 27; Order of the Day postponed, 42.
'
GOVERNMENT (Se'e also « WHARFAGE ”).
Business:—
•
...
Precedence of. Sessional Order passed, 8.
'
(
Orders postponed, 75, 91, 167.
GOVERNOR
'
Messagfes from, delivered by Usher of the Black Rod, 2,
Opening Speech,'2. "Address in Reply, 3. Answer tb Address, 5.
’
Appointments to The ‘office of :— '
Motion.made (Sir Senry Parkes) for Address to the Queen in reference to, 70.
GRAFTON SCHOOL OF ARTS TRUSTEES ENABLING BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr.' See) for leave to proceed with, under 65th Standing Orders, presented,
read 1°, 2°, 27 ; Motion made to recommit and withdrawn, 95 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to
■
’ Council, 96 ; Returned with amendinchts, and an amended Title, 140 ; Amendments agreed
.
,
to,, 152; Assent reported, 1G3,
GRANTS (See “MUNICIPAL”).
■
‘
•
GREEN. (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
GUNNEDAH; (See ELECTORAL”)'. " •”
GWYDIR ELECTORATE (See '• ELECTORATES OF THE GWYDIR AND INVERELL
• ‘' BOUNDARIES' AMENDMENT BILL”).
‘
'

3

657

3

595

2

597

H
HANSARD
:
......
’
Repobting Proceedings-of Public Wobks Committee:—
• .
Motion made (Mr. O’Sullivan) for correspondence respecting, 139.
' ■
HARBOURS •—
Improvements At Ne wcastle :—..........
Report from Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 3 ; motion made
(Mr. Sutherland) that work be carried out, 41 ..................................................................-........... • 2
Boards :—
.
,
Motion made (Mr. M'Millan) to place Government Wharfage on shores of Port Jackson under,
: ■ i an amendiiient moved (Mr. Fletcher) to include Newcastle and principal Ports of the Colony,
118.
;
HARGRAVES (See “COMMONS”).
HARRISON, JOHN (See “CROWN LANDS”).
HAY:—
.
Water Supply Wobks :—
■
.
‘
Notification under the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act Extension Act of the Loan of
-£7,000 to Municipal Council, laid on Table, 21..............................................................................
2
HAYNES, JOHN, ESQ., M.P.:—
‘
Alleged Bribe offered to, by Mr. Huntley :—
Makes a statement in reference to, in tbe House, 130.
HICK’S BAY (See ‘‘ROADS”).
.
.
HOLBOROW, WILLIAM HILLIER, ESQ., M.P.:—
'
Sworn as Member of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 51.
HOLT, PRISONER ■—
•
. - Motion made (Mr. 6-arvan) for all papers in case of, 33; Return to Address, laid on Table, 74 ...
1
HOLT-SUTHERLAND ESTATE (See “ WORK OF UNEMPLOYED ON ROADS AT HORNSBY
/
AND HOLT-SUTHERLAND ESTATE;” also “ROADS”).
“HOMESTEAD LEASES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
HORNSBY (See “ROADS;” also “WORK OF UNEMPLOYED ON ROADS AT HORNSBY
AND. HOLT-SUTHERLAND ESTATE ; ” also “ CROWN LANDS
■
HOSPITAL ELECTIONS BILL:— '
'
Motion made (Mr. Lee) for leave to bring in, 33 ; presented and read 1°, 55 ; Order of the Day <■
postponed,'97, 152.
HOWE, JAMES PETER, ESQ.:—
Return of Writ for Redfern, 1 ; sworn, 3.
'
HUNTER AND M'l.EAY (See “MINING”).
HUNTER-STREET NEWCASTLE EXTENSION BILL:—.
'
Petition presented (Mr. Creer) to proceed urder tbe 65th Standing Order, presented and read 1°,
27; Order of the Day postponed, -69 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment,
.
report adopted, 75 ; Order of‘the Day postponed, .84; read 3°, passed, and. sent to Council, 88;
‘
. Returnedvwith amendments, with an amended Title, 140 ; Amendments agreed to. Message to
Council, 1§2 ; Assent reported, 163.
HUNTLEY, kR. —
'
,
‘
'
Alleged Bbibe offebed to Mb. Haynes, M.P.:—
.
^Summoned to Bar of House in reference to, sworn, cautioned, and examined, 130.
HYDRAULIC POWER (See “SYDNEY HYDRAULIC POWER COMPANY’S BILL;” also
. “ SYDNEY 'AND SUBURBAN HYDRAULIC. POWER COMPANY’S BILL”).
..
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343

Return! showing yalue of, for years ending Tune 1886, 1887, and 1888, laid on Table, 64 ..............
1
IMPORT DUTIES (See “PROTECTIVE IMPORT DUTIES”).
'
IMPORTED STOCK ACTS.
•Regulations under, laid on Table, 17 ........................................... ....... ...................
3
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, PARRAMATTA
.......................
Motion made (Mr. Wall) for papers in reference to the release of Rebecca and Margaret Pye,.28;
• Return to Order, laid on Table (not printed), 84.
’
INLAND WATERS CONSERVATION BILL
Motion made (Mr. Lakemaii) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 60 ; Order of the Day
postponed, 152, 156.
. .
INLAND WATERS FISHERIES FURTHER PROTECTION BILL
Motion made (Mr. GoZe) for leave to bring in, 101; presented and read, 10,122; Order of the
Day postponed, 152.
.
INSPECTORS (See “RAILWAYS”).
.
INSTALMENTS (See “ CROWN LANDS”).
...
INTERRUPTION;—
...
^
Of Debate, 3.
.
.
INVERELL (See “ELECTORATES OF THE GWYDIR AND INVERELL BOUNDARIES '
AMENDMENT BILL”; also “RAILWAYS”).
. ..
'
■

915

IMMIGRATIONI.
Report from Agent for-1888, laid on Table, 161 .................................................................................
IMPORTS.
Fbom SoiTTH AdSTEALIA BT WAT OE COCKBUBN :—

.

655

J
JEANNERET, CHARLES E., ESQ., M.P.
.
Leave of Absence granted to, 64.

K
KEENE', STEPHEN HENRY....................
".' '
'.
' '
Correspondence respecting Application for discharge of, from Nautical School Ship “ Vernon,”
laid on Table (not printed), 69.
KELLY, MICHAEL, ats. THOMAS RYAN (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
KETHEL, ALEXANDER, ESQ., M.P.
.
.
Sworn as a Member of the Elections and Qualifications Committee, 74.

LAMB’S FARM, LANE COVE
Motion made (Mr. Lee) for Deed-.of Grant for, and papers relating thereto, 15.
LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT;—
- "
Npl;moA,TioNS oe.Restfmbtions totdeb, laid os Table:—
Public Schools Purposes, 17, 55, 139 ................... ’..................................................................................
Sydney. Sewerage Works, 21 ..................................................................................................................
•r; Extension of the Gaol, Yass, 37, 165........................................................................................................
........ Sewerage purposes, parish of Botany, co.unty of Cumberland, 139........................................................
........ Public'.Cemetery, Ballina, 155....................................................... '................... ,..
.
.
LEASING (See “TRAMWAYS”).
LEAVE' OF ABSENCE
.......................................................... ............... ......................................
To Member of the Legislative Assembly, 64, Si. •
LEGAL PRACTITIONERS’ BILL•
Motion made (Mr. fFaZ/ter) for leave to bring in, presented and read If, 15; Order of the Day
postponed, 42, 140.
LEGISLATIVE, COUNCIL
Additional Nominations ;—
•• Correspondence laid on Table, 16..............................................................
,.
.
LEVIEN, ROBERT HENRY, Esq., M.P..
..........
Correspondence respecting remarks alleged to have been made in Parliament in reference to Mr.
District Court Judge Docker, laid on Table, 37, 105 .....................................................................
“Named” by Mr. Speaker, 130.
LEWISHAM PLATFORM (See “RAILWAYS”).
LIBRARY COMMITTEE:—
„
^
Sessional Order passed, 10.
•
LICENSE FEES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
LICENSES■
.
„ Public Wobks ;—
.
.
■ .
.
Regulations tolgive effect to section 409 of Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1883,-laid on Table, 27
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2
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LIQUOR TRAFFI0 (LOCAL .VETO) BILL
...
. Motion made {Mr. Hutchison) for Committee of tlie Whole, 79; House in Committee, resolution
agreed to, presented and read 'l°, 97 ; Order of the Day postponed, 152, 161.
’
Petition Pbesented in Favolb op :—•
•
From public meeting. Balmain; 37 .............................................................................................. ..........
' Do
St. Peter’s Schoolroom, Forbes-street, Sydney, 42 ....................'.....................
Do
Parramatta, 47......................... ............................................................................
Do
Granville, 55 ............................................................................................ ........
Life-boat Lodge, Sydney, 59..................................................... ........................................................
.
Public meeting, Ryde, 63.................................................................................................................
.
Ivanboe Lodge, Ho. 118, Coonamble, 74..........................................................................................
“ Good Intent” Division of the Sons of Temperance, Pitt-street, 95........................ ..................
“ Florence Nightingale ’’ Division, Daughters of Temperance, Temperance Hall, Pitt-street, 95.
“Star of the South” Division, Daughters of Temperance, Temperance Hall, Pitt-street, 95 ...
" We Strive to Save ” Lodge, 164, Presbyterian Schoolroom, Hay-street, Sydney, 95..............
Public meeting at Ashfield, 95.........................................................................................................
'
Do
at Marrickville, 95 .......................... !......................................................................
.
“ Multum in Parvo ” Lodge, Hinton, 95..........................................................................................
“Pride of the West” Lodge, Bathurst, 95......................................................................................
“Light of the Valley” Lodge, Dungowan, 95 ••...........................................................................
“ Nil'Desperandum ” Lodge, 483, Borambil, 95...................................................... .......................
' “ Oak Leaf ” Lodge, Kiama, 95 ..................... ................................................................................
“Nil Desperandum” Lodge, North Willoughby, 95......................................................................
“ Hero ” Lodge, Numba, 95..............................................................................................................
“ Hope of Mittagong ” Lodge, Mittagong, 95..................................................................................
“ Hope cjf Enfield ” Lodge, Enfield, 95 .......................................................................................... .
“Hope Ahead” Lodge, Mudgee, 95 .............................................................................................
“Evening Star” Lodge, Parading Ground, 95 ...................... .......................................................
“Rosebud” Lodge, Lambton, 95..... ................................................................................................
“ Pride of Jesmohd” Lodge, Jesmond, 95 ...-..................................................................................
St. Paul’s Redfern Branch of the Church of England Temperance Society, 95 ......................
Public meeting, Leichhardt, 95 ................................................i.....................................................
“Excelsior Tent,” Independent Order of Rechabites, Leichhardt, 114 ......................................
LISTER J. H. A. (See “ GOLD DISCOVERY”).
LIVERPOOL CHURCH OF ENGLAND GRAMMAR SCHOOL LAND SALE BILL
Petition presented (Mr. Hobbs) to proceed with, under the G5th Standing Order, presented and
read 1°, 22; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, report adop’tcd,'64; read 3°,
passed, and sent to Council, 69 ; returned with Amendments, 122 ;■ Order of the Day post
poned, 150', 156.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT :—
.
Petition presented from certain members of Municipal Councils in favour of passing a Bill during
•
the present Session, 27 ....................................................................................................................
LOCAL OPTION (See also “LIQUOR TRAFFIC (LOCAL VETO) BILL”)
Petition presented from Women’s Cln-istian Temperance Union, asking that the vote may be
taken on a separate day from the Municipal Vote, 47 ..................................................................
LOCOMOTIVES “See “RAILWAYS”).

MALONEY, .MARY (See “CROWN LANDS”).
'
MANLY (See “NORTH SHORE, MANLY, AND PITTWATER TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY
BILL”).
MANLY DRAINAGE WORKS BILL (Sec also “DRAINAGE”):—
Motion made (Mr. Burns) for Committee of the Whole, 88.
Message from Governor, 106; House in Committee, resolution agreed to; presented and
■ read 1°, 107 ; Order of the Day postponed, 151.
Petition presented from Municipal Council of Manly for amendment of, 139 ..................................
MANUFACTORIES (See also “PROTECTIVE IMPORT DUTIES”).
. Motion made (Mr. See) for Return respecting, in New South Wales and Victoria respectively
•
during the last five years, 50 ; Return to Order laid on Table, 84................................. 7...........
MABGOSCHIS, EZRA PAUL (See “ ADMINSTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
MARRA RUN (See “CROWN LANDS”).
♦ --.Marshall; islands :—
Despatch respecting Hade with, laid on Table, 16..................................................................................
MASTERS AND SERVANTS ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (Mr. Thompson) for leave to bring in, 33.
MAYORAL ELECTION (See “ CITY OF SYDNEY MAYORAL ELECTION BILL”).
McELHONE; JOHN, ESQ., M.P.:—
“ Named” by Mr. Speaker, 134.
MEAT SUPPLY OF AUSTRALIA: —
Return respecting laid on Table, 41.................................................*.........................'...............................
MEETING OF THE HOUSE :—
Sessional Order passed, 8.
MELVILLE, NINLAN, ESQ., M.P. :—
Proposed as Chairman of Committees, 8.
MEMBERS (See also “CHARGES AGAINST MEMBERS OF PART,!AMENT”).
Sworn,-2 (2), 3.'
Motion made (Sir Henry Parlces).m reference to adjournment of House on death of, 15.
Of Elections and Qualifications Committee sworn, 35 (-), 43, 51, 64, 74, 83.
'
Leave of absence granted to, 64-.
“ Named” by Mr. Speaker, 130, 134.
'
. Attendance of in Division and Counts-out ...........................................1....... ........... .........................
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MESSAGES:— •
■
■ '
.
Teanshission of, between the two Houses
Sessional Order passed,.9.
'
^
Eeom the Goveenob :—
'
■
Delivered by Usber of the Black Eod, X.
’
1. Estimates of Expenditure for 1889, and Supplementary Estimates for 1888 and previous
years, 28 ...................................................... ■.............................. ........................... ........................
< 2. Public Works (Committees’ Kemuneration) Bill, it!...................................................................
■ 3. Parliamentary Representatives Allowance Bill, 57.......................................................................
4. Newcastle Harbour Improvements Bill, 105 ........1..........................................................1..........
5. Manly Drainage Works Bill, 106 ............1.....................................................................................
6. Circular Quay Improvements Bill, 106......................................................................................
7. Sydney Water Supply (Partial Duplication) Bill, 106 ...............................'............................
8. Potts’ Hill Storage Reservoir Bill, 106..’..... •.....................:...... 1...........................................;.......
■
9. North Shore Drainage Works Bill, 106 .......................................... ............................................
10. Sydney Central Police Court Bill, 106.........................................................................................;
11. Assent to Sydney Hydraulic Power Company’s Bill, 133.
12.
„
Broken Hill and Suburban Gas Company’s Bill, 133.
'
■
L
13.
West Maitland Cattle Sale-yards Bill, 133.
.
.
14. Fire Brigades Act Amendment Bill, 156.......................................................................................
15. Assent to Hunter-street, Newcastle, Extension Bill, 163. .
16.
„
North Shore, Manly, and Pittwater Tramway and Railway Bill, 163.
17.
„
Grafton School of Arts’ Trustees Enabling Bill, 163.
18.
„
Young Walls'end Coal Company’s Hallway Bill, 164.
19. Vote of Credit, 167.................................................................................................................. .......
Fbom Assembly to Council:—
. '
Transmitting North Shore, Manly, and Pittwater Tramway, and Railway Bill, 7.
’
Broken Hill and Suburban Gas Company’s Bill, 33.
Sydney Hydraidie Power Company’s Bill, 41.
West Maitland Cattle Saleyards Bill, 41.
’
.
Parramatta Municipal Quarries Bill, 31.
.
Liverpool Church of England Grammar School Land Sale Bill, 69.
’ '
Parliamentary Representatives Allowance Bill, 79.
,. 1
.
Hunter-street Newcastle Extension Bill, 88.
’
1
Grafton School of Arts’ Trustees Enabling Bill, 96. 1
.
• ■
'
Young Wallsend Coal Company Railway Bill, 102.
’
City of Sydney Mayoral Election Bill, 117. 1
'
■
Newcastle Pasturage Reserve Bill, 156.
‘
Asking for leave to examine a Member of the Legislative Council before a Select Committee, 641
Agreeing to Amendments made in Broken Hill and Suburban Gas Company Bill,- 98.
Do
Do Sydney Hydraulic Power Company’s Bill, '98!
,
Do
West Maitland Cattle Sale-yards Bill, 98.
Do
Do
Grafton School of Arts’ Trustees Enabling Bill 152.
Do
Do
Hunter-street, Newcastle, Extension Bill, 152.
Do
Do
■ North 'Shore, Manly, and Pittwater Tramway and Railway
Do
Bill, 153.
‘
Fbom Council to Assembly:—
'
Transmitting Bulli Colliery Disaster Bill, 41.
Church of England Property Bill, 42.
'
Wesleyan Methodist Church Property Trust Bill, 88.
■’
’
■ Birds Protection Act Amendment Bill, 89.
•
Commercial Building and Investment Company Sales Bill, 129.
'
Broken Hill and District Water Supply Bill, 144.
'
Returning West Maitland Cattle Saleyards Bill, with amendments, 70.
Sydney Hydraulic Power Company’s Bill, with amendments, 89.
Liverpool Church of England Land Sale Bill, with amendments, 122.
North Shore, Manly, and Pittwater Tramway and Railway Bill, with amendments,
and an amended title, 127.
Yo.ung Wallsend Coal Company’s Railway Bill, without amendment, 129.
Grafton School of Arts’ Trustees Enabling Bill, with amendments and an amended
title, 140.
.
Hunter-street Newcastle Extension Bill, with amendments,, and an amended title, 140.
Granting leave to Member to attend as witness before a Select Committee, 69.
METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT (See “BY-LAWS”).
.
MIDDLE HARBOUR:—
.
.
Peoposed Beid&e at Spit :—
'
- '
•
Report-of the Public Works Committee on, laid on Table, 169 .......................................
MIDNIGHT :—
Sittings after, 56,65, 70, 79, 84, 91, 97, 102, 109, 113, 126, 130, 134, 142, 145, 151, 157.
MILPARINKA :—
Tele&baph Line :—
Motion made (Mr. O'SulUvan) for papers relating to establishment of, 51.
MINISTERIAL STATEMENTS :—
Made by Sir Henry Parkes, 133, 139, 164, 165, 167.
1
MINING'
■
Mining- Act Fubthee Amendment Act :—•
■
Regulations relating to laid on Table, 17........................................................... ....................................
Minebal License taken up by Michael Chakles Renham, Pabish of Picton :— .•
•
Return to Order (Session 1887-8) laid on Table, 84............................................................................
Minebal Conditional Pubchase oe Lames Kennedy Bboughm, Pabish oe Picton :—
Return to Order (Session 1887-8) laid on Table, 84................. ................................ ,.....-..................
’ Mining Industbies of the Colony :—
.
- . .
Adjournment of the House moved to call attention to the necessity of immediate consideration and
assistance to, and negatived, 125.
.
. .
Authobities to Seabch fob Mineeals in Land undeb Lease ob.License:—
..
.
Regulations and Forms in connection with, under Crown Lands Act of 1884, laid oh Table, 112
Cancellation oe Gold Leases, Nos. 650 and 661, Hunteb and M'Leay, also;Applications
fob iSame land by J. Abigail and Anotheb and T. A. Paulson- and Anotheb :—
Correspondence respecting, laid on Tabic, 151, 155 ....................................................................
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MINING- ACT FUETHER AMENDMENT ACT (See "MINING-”).
MTNTOSH EVAN (See “ CROWN LANDS’-’).
MOLONG (See “CROWN LANDS”).
. .
MOSS VALE (See “RAILWAYS”)
MUNICIPAL (See also “BY-LAWS;” also “LOCAL GOVERNMENT;” also “CITY OE
SYDNEY MAYORAL ELECTION BILL.”)
'
Unoccupied Houses in Subueban Municipalities :—
.
- -Motion made (Mr. Slattery) for return of, 22.
Special Geants to Municipalities:—
"
'
'
'
Motion made (filr. Cmridhers) for address to Governor to provide for, and debate adjourned, 22 ;
- '
Order of the Day postponed, 42; Debate resumed, and House divided, and the numbers
>,
being equal Mr. Speaker gave his casting-vote -with the Ayes, 65; Order of the Day post•
poned, 95.......................
.
Endowment to Municipalities :—
'. '
Motion made (Mrl Carruthers) for special legislation to provide for, in proportion to rates, &c.,
and negatived, 61.
'
.
'
1
MUSEUM, AUSTRALIAN:—
'
'
'
Report of Trustees for year 1887, laid on Table, 55...............................................................
.
MUSWELLBROOK (See also “RAILWAYS”).
.
Common:—
’
- Return to-Order (Session 1887-8), laid on Table,17.............................................. ...............................

NATIONAL PARK;— .
......................
Report of Trustees for 1887, laid on Table, 37 ......................................................................................
NAUTICAL SCHOOL-SHIP “ VERNON ” :—
'
Correspondence respecting application for discharge of boy Stephen Henry Keene, laid on Table (not
'
printed), 69.
•
NETHERLANDS VESSELS :—
Despatch respecting Tonnage Admeasurement, laid on Table, 16..................................................
NEWCASTLE (See “HUNTER-STREET (NEWCASTLE) EXTENSION BILL”).
NEWCASTLE HARBOUR IMPROVEMENTS BILL (See also “HARBOURS”): —
Motion made (Mr. Burns) for Committee of the Whole, 83; Order of the Day postponed, 90 ;
Message from Governor, 105 ; House in Committee, resolution agreed to ; presented and
read 1 , 107 ; Order of the Day postponed, 151.............................................................;
NEWCASTLE PASTURAGE RESERVE BILL:—
'
Motion made (Mr. Brtmker) for Committee of the Whole, 107; House in Committee, Resolution
reported and agreed to, presented and read 1°, 112; committed, reported -with an amendment,
.
report adopted, 151 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 156.
NEWCASTLE PAVING AND PUBLIC VEHICLES ACT (See “BY-LAWS”).
NEW CENTRAL POLICE COURT :—
•
Report from Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 3 ; motion made
(Mr. Sutherland) that work be carried out, 42...........................................................................
NEWTOWN :—
'
Papers respecting outbreak of Typhoid Fever at, laid on Table, 169..............................................
NISBETT, JOHN HYDE (See “ ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE ”).
NO QUORUM :— ‘
•
In House after commencement of business, 22, 33, 165, 171.
.
NORTH SHORE PiRAINAGE WORKS BILL (See also “DRAINAGE;” also "SEWERAGE”).
.
Motion made. (Mr. Bm-ns) for Committee of the Whole; amendment moved (Mr. Bills) and
negatived, 88; Message from Governor, 106; House in Committee, resolution agreed to,
presented,’and read 1°, 107 ; Order of the Day postponed, 151......................
...
.
NORTH SHORE, MANLY, AND PITTWATER TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY BILL :—
' Petition presented (Mr. Bay) to proceed with, under 65th Standing Order, presented and read, 1°,
2°, 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 7; returned with amendments and an amended title, 127 ;
amendments agreed to and Message to Council, 153 ; assent reported, 163.
Petition presented from Municipal Council of Manly against the Bill, 139................. ...................
NO TELLERS:—
.
' .
In Division, 130.
NOTICES OF MOTIONS :—
Of General Business, postponed, 75; in a bunch, 90, 152, 167.
NOTIFICATIONS (See “ REGULATIONS ”; also “ LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES
ACQUISITION ACT;” also “ COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT”).
NUISANCES PREVENTION ACT (See “BY-LAWS”),
r •
*
...

OAKEY PARK COAL-MINING COMPANY’S RAILWAY BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr. Frank Farnell) to proceed with, under the 65th Standing Order, presented
and read l0, 22 ; Order of the Day postponed, 64, 97, 150
OATHS (See “CLERK OF ASSEMBLY;'” also “DEPUTY SPEAKER”).
'
OCCUPATION LICENSE FEES (See "CROWN LANDS”).
'
OFFENDERS PROBATION BILL:—
.
.
Motion made (Mr. J. F. Allott) for leave to bring in, 47; presented and read 1°, 50; Order of
'
the Day postponed, 152.
.
■
■
.
OPENING OF THE SESSION:—
.
■' Proclamation read by the Clerk, 1.
...
■
Governor’s Opening Speech, 2.
.
ORDERS OF THE DAY :—
,
Discharged, 38, 64, 96 (s).
•
•
Of Government Business postponed, 75 ; in a bunch, 91, 167. .
.' Of General Business postponed, 75 ; in a bunch, 167.
.
ORDNANCE LANDS TRANSFER BILL:—
.
Presented and read 1° proformd, 2.
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PAPERS.'
YOL.

PAGE.

P
PARSES, THE HONORABLE SIR HENRY, K.C.M.G.
Makes Ministerial Statement, 133, 139, 164, 165, 167.
PARKS.
Returns showing those which hare received a share of the Yote for this year,- and the amount
alldtted to each, laid on Table, 64 ....................;............................................................................
PARLIAMENT
Opening of the Session, 1.
.
Proclamation proroguing Council and Assembly .......................................... .......................................
" Proclamation dissolving Assembly ..........................................................................................................
Lighting Buildings with Electric Light :—

. .

Return fo Order (.Sesnoa 1887-8) laid on Table, 37 ............. ........................................ :..................
PARLIAMENTARY REPRESENTATIVES ALLOWANCE BILL
Motion made (Mr. WilUam Clarice) for' Committee of the Whole, 55 ; Message from Governor,
57; House in Committee, resolution agreed to, presented and read 1°, 60 ; read 2°, 74; com
' ‘ mitted, reported, report adopted, 75 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 79.
.
PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS (See also “PUBLIC
WORKS (COMMITTEES’ REMUNERATION) BILL”)
•
General Report laid on Table, 16....................................................................................... ......................
. Motion made (Mr. Dibbs) for return respecting, 11; Return to Order, laid on Table, 41.........
' Motion made (Mr. Sutherland), for appointment of, as provided for by the Public Works Act of
1888, 17.
,
Harbour Improvements at Newcastle (See also “Newcastle Harbour Improvement
Bill”) :—
'
Report on, laid on Table, 3 ; motion made (Mr. Sutherland) that work he carried out, 41..............
Drainage Works, North Shore (See also “ North Shore Drainage Works Bill”) -.—
Report bn, laid on Table, 3; motion made {Mr. Sutherland) that work be carried out, 42................
Drainage Works, Manly (See also “ Manly Drainage Works Bill”) :—
•
Report On, laid on Table, 3; motion made (Mr. Sutherland) that work be carried out, 42 ..........
'New Central Police Court (See also “Sydney Central Police Court Bill”) :—
Report on, laid on Table, 3 ; motion made (Mr. Sutherland) that work be carried out, 42 ..........
Improvements to Circular Quay (See also “Circular Quay Improyements Bill”) :—
Report on, laid on Table, 3 ; motion made (Mr. Sutherland) that work be carried out, 42 .........
Storage Reservoir, Potts’ Hill, and Second Line op Pipes to Crown-street (See also
“ Potts’ Hill Storage Reservoir Bill ” ; also “ Sydney Water Supply (Partial
Duplication) Bill ”).
Report on, laid on Table, 3 ; motions made (Mr. Sutherland) that works be carried out, 42, 43
Wharfage Accommodation, Woolloomooloo Bay :—
Minutes of Evidence and Appendix on proposed improvements and additions to, laid on Table, 3;
Report on, laid on Table, 169 ..........................................................................................................
Proceedings of :—
'
.
Motion made (Mr. O’Sullivan) for correspondence between Mansard Staff and the President and
Speaker in reference to reporting of, 139.
Proposed Bridge at -the Spit,' Middle -Harbour :—
'
' '
Report On, laid on Table, 169 .............................................. ...................................................................
PARRAMATTA (See also “ BRIDGES
also “ RAILWAYS”)
.
Correspondence respecting purchase of Site for Public Buildings at, laid on Table, 169..................
Industrial School, Parramatta :—
■
Motion made (Mr. Wall) for papers in reference to release of Rebecca and Margaret Pye, 28;
Return to Order laid on Table (not printed), 84.
PARRAMATTA MUNICIPAL QUARRIES BILL
'
•' Petition presented '(Mr. Hugh Taylor) to proceed with, under the 65th Standing Order, presented,
read 1°, 2°, 3°, passed and sent to Council, 31.
PASTEUR’S VACCINE OE ANTHRAX (See “STOCK”).
.
'
PASTORAL LEASES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
PASTORAL RENTS (See “CROWN LANDS”).
PATENTS LAW AMENDMENT BILL'
Motion, made (Mr. Haynes) for Committee of the Whole, 51; Order of the Day postponed,
- 98, 152.
'
PAULSON, T. A., AND OTHERS (See “MINING”).
,
PAYMENT OF MEMBERS (See “PARLIAMENTARY REPRESENTATIVES ALLOWANCE
BILL”).
’
PAYMENT OF MEMBERS (See “ASSEMBLY”).
.
PENRITH (See “ BRIDGES also “RAILWAYS”).
PERJURY (See “ PROSECUTIONS FOR PERJURY AMENDMENT BILL”).
PETERSHAM (See “RAILWAYS”).
•
.
.
PETITIONS :—
Sessional Order as to Printing of, 10.
'
Read by Clerk, 79, 1.56.
■
.
.
Weekly Abstract of.....................................................................................................!...............................
PICTON DISTRICT (See “ RAILWAYS”).
.
PITTWATER TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY (See “NORTH SHORE, MANLY, AND PITT
WATER TRAMWAY AND RAILWAY BILL”).
POINTS OF ORDERS (See also “ SPEAKER ”)
Arising.in the House, 157.
Reported from Committee of Ways and Means, 84.
Reported from Committee of Supply, 108.
POLICE (See also “NEW CENTRAL POLICE COURT”)
’ Policemen in Plain Clothes at Buewood :—
, •
Motion •made-(3Pr. Walker) for papers respcctiug, 41; Return to Order laid on Table, 64 ..........
SENIOE-SEBGEANi POWELL:—

.
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1
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1
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1
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2
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2
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2

301

2

33

2

333,

.2

113

2

519

2

319

1

197

2
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Motion made (Mr. Walker) for Reports by Inspector Lawless, Inspector Atwell, and other Police
Officers, 74.
'
■
Seniob-Constable Bebby :—
'
Motion made (Mr. O’Sullivan) for papers relating to removal, 79.
PORT HACKING:—
'
'
.
•
Impboyement to Entbance :—
'
Motion-made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for Committee of the Whole to consider Address to Governor,..
that £500'be placed on the Additional Estimates to provide for, 117; Order of the Day post
poned, 150.
,
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POSTAL:—
.
..'•■■■
And Teleobaph Bates :—. .
......
.
.
.
.
Motion made (3fr: J)owei) for'Adclress to Governor for reduotions in, 117.
’
POTTS’ HILL STOBAGE RESBRYOIB, BILL (See also “WATER SUPPLY”):
Motion made (Mr. Sums) for Committee of the Whole, 88; Message from Governor, 106; House
. in Committee, Resolution agreed to, presented and read 1°, 108; Order of the Day post
.
poned, 152 .................. :......... .................................... ...................................................... •
POWELL, SENIOR-SERGEANT:—........................
Motion made (Mr. Watfcer) for all reports by Inspector Lawless, Inspector Atwell, and other
'
Police Officers, upon, 74. ........................ ...
■
PRECEDENCE OF.'BUSlNESS (See “BUSINESS OE THE HOUSE”).
PREMiSES RENTED BY THE GOYERNMENT:—
Return to Order (Second Session 1887), laid bn Table, 161...................................... ■,...... ■.
' ■
PREYIOUS QUESTION:—
■
.......
Moved and withdrawn; 130.
■
■ '
'
PRICKLY PEAR DESTRUCTION ACT OE 1886...
. ,
Cancellation of Regulation No. 2 and'adoption-of Amended Regulation, notification laid on Table,
.
16 ..................-...........................'........................'.............................................................
■ ■'
PRIVATE BILLS:—
'
'
•
......
. Yote of Chairman of Select Committee on, Sessional Order passed, 9.
■
PRIVILEGE:—
■ ' - •
'
Motion made (Mr. Melville) that the Colonial Treasurer, having quoted from a public document,
should lay it on the Table,'and withdra,wn, 48.
'
'
.
Motion made (Sir Senry ParTces) that William Fitzwilliam Terry he summoned to the Bar of the
House; to account for his possession .of the Report of'the Select Committee bri “Work of
Unemployed on the Roads at” Hornsby and Holt-Sutherland Estate” which appeared in the
' Australian Star, and witlidraivn, ISO; •
. _. Tn? Team-ways :—
.
- :
’
1
•
'
• •
' Motion made (Sir Senry Parses) in reference to alleged bribe offered to Member for Mudgee,
Mr. Haynes; House called upon said Member to disclose name of person so offending Mr.
Haynes having named Mr.‘Huntley, Clerk issued summons for Mr. Huntley’s attendance ;
service of summons'and Mi-; Huntley’s attendance reported ; Mr. Huntley directed to the Bar
and sworn.by Clerk ; Mr. Haynes'repeated-statement concerning alleged bribe ; Mr! Huntley
,
made a statement and withdrew, 130.
.
.
' Chaeges against Membebs of Paeliament :—
■
• ’
'
'
Motion made (Mr. Levien) that charges made,by him during the Debate on the proposed leasing
'
of the Tramways demand- inquiry!'; amendment moved (Mr. Carruthers) and by leave with
'
drawn; original motion by leave withdrawn, 134.
"
•
PROCLAMATIONS:—
'
.
Proroguing Council and Assembly ....................!....................................... -................ -...........................
Dissolving Assembly ............................................................................................!.....................
PROPOSED STANDING ORDERS (Sec “STANDING ORDERS”).
.......
PROSECUTIONS FOR PERJURY AMENDMENT BILL:—
'
.
Motion made (Mr. Lee) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 28 ; motion made for second
. reading and negatived, Order of the Day discharged and Bill withdrawn, 64.
PROSPECT DAM:—
. .
. .
.
Reports and Minutes respecting condition of, laid on Table, 105, 121,167; further correspondence
(to he appended) laid on Table, 129..................................................................................................
Papers respecting appointment of Engineer at, laid on Table, 129..................................... ; .
PROTECTIVE IMPORT DUTIES :—
'
:
.
""
-Motion1 made (Mr. Copeland) to levy, with a view to encouraging- our Agricultural and
Manufacturing Pursuits, 79, and Debate adjourned, 80.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS'
Correspondence respecting purchase of site for, at Parramatta, 169 :.........................
.
PUBLIC GAMBLING UPON RACECOURSES PROHIBITION BILL:—
.......................
Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for leave to bring in, 117.
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION ACT (See “EDUCATION”).
. .
PUBLIC PURPOSES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
PUBLIC WATERING PLACES (See “STOCK”).
'
PUBLIC WORKS (COMMITTEES’ REMUNERATION) BILL
Motion made (Sir Senry Parkes) for Committee of the Whole, 42; Message from Governor, 47 ;
House in Committee, Resolution agreed to, 56 ; presented and read 1° 60, Order of the Day
postponed, 74, 90, 152 .......................‘..................................................................................................
PUBLIC WORKS (See “PAHLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS” •
also “LICENSES”).
.
’
PURCHASE OF LAND (See “GLADESVILLE,” also “PARRAMATTA”).
PYE, REBECCA AND MARO-ARET:—
Motion made (Mr. Wall)'for papers in reference to release of from Industrial School, Parramatta,
28 ; Return to Order laid on Table (not printed), 84.
>

QUARRIES (See “PARRAMATTA MUNICIPAL QUARRIES BILL”).
QUEEN, HER MAJESTY THE (See “ADDRESS”)-.
“QUESTION BE NOW PUT”:—
Motion made, and no Tellers for the Ayes, 130.
QUESTIONS:—
.
And Answebs :—

Sessional Order passed;”9.''
'
QUORUM (See “NO QUORUM”).

■
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QUESTIONS (continued):—
'
QUESTIONS:—
Botany :—
Aborigines
Maloga Mission Station, S.
Reclamation of Mud Flats, 87.
Accidents (See “ Railways”)
.
Volunteer Corps, 116.
Adamstown :—Public School, 100.
'
Bourke :—Water Supply, 61.
Adelaide Exhibition :—
■
Breeza
Stock Road from Merriwa, 87.
Mr. J. C. Neild, Executive Commissioner, 19.
Brett, Michael Application for Conditional Purchase,
Amounts due to Exhibitors, 20.
50.
Administration oe Justice :—
Bridges :—
Mr. District Court Judge Backhouse, 6.
Narrandera, 23, 137.
Mr. Justice Foster, 14.
Hawkesbury Railway, 26.
Prisoner Newman—Mount Rennie Case, 15.
Overhead, Parramatta Railway Station, 59.
Prisoner Holt, 15.
.
Eucumbene River, 103.
Court of Quarter Sessions, Newcastle, 15.
Gilgandra, Castlereagh River, 105.
Imprisonment of Jansen in Casino Gaol, 19.
Overhead on Railway between Belford and WhittingConstable Berry, 20(2).
ham, 160.
New Law Courts, 30, 46.
Broken Hill :—Water Supply, 68.
Acquittal at Maitland of Men charged with Riot, 36.
Broo'kong :—Riots at, 14.
Police Magistrate at Coonabarabran, 50.
Bungendore
Road to Captain’s Flat, 40'.
Mr. J. C. Woore, Police Magistrate at Queanbeyan, 54.
Burnett, Mr. :—Postmaster at Hay, 30.
Lease of Oddfellows’ Hall as Central Police Court, 54.
Business Sites :—Captain’s Flat, 128.
*
Police Station at Hornsby, 55.
Captain’s Flat :—
■
S. H. Keene, confinee on ship “Vernon,” 59.
Road from Bungendore, 40.
,
Case Thpmas v. Miller, 77.
.
,
Business Sites, 128.
'
Mr. W. W. Armstrong, J.P., Rylstone, 78.
Carriages (See “Railways”).
.
Mr. Edward Dixon, J.P., of Greta, 79.
Carter, John (See “Mining”),
Sheriff’s Officer, Lismore, 81.
Casino :—
‘
•
Court-house at Redfern, 94.
Public Schools Act—Truant Inspectors at, 35.
Justices of the Peace—Members of Licensing Benches,
Sale of land, North Casino, 128.
104.
Cassillis (See “Railways”).
Decree, re Stephen & Erwin, 115.
Cattle and Sheep :—Railway Trucks for, 67.
Mr. Nisbitt, Police Magistrate, Molong, 120.
Centenary Celebration Act :—Sale of Building Sites,
The Equity Court, 128.
58.
'
Unexecuted Warrants in cases of Levy and Distress, 143.
Centennial Park :—
Duties of Police Magistrate, Molong, 143.
Inscriptions on gates, 105. •
Clerks of Petty Sessions, 147, 155.
Gate at Moncur-street, 121.
Prisoner Bertrand, 159.
Central Police Court :—Lease of Oddfellows’ Hall, 54.
Albury :—Water Supply, 61.
Chinese Merchant (See “Way Lee”).
■
Aldine Centennial History oe New South Wales :—
Circular Quay : —
Distribution of, 45.
Sale of Land near, 31.
'
Ammunition Factory :—Establishment of, 6.
Rent of Stores, 61.
'
Ardil'l, John Roache
Case of, 58.
Armstrong, Mr. W. W., J.P. :—Discontinuance of,
City Extension (See “Railways”).
City of Sydney Improvement Board
Bill to alter
•
adjudication on the Rylstone Bench, 78.
constitution, 101.
'
•
Artesian Wells :—Putting down of, 59,
.
Civil Service
;
Asheield :—
Commission of Inquiry, 26.
.
■ Water Supply to high portions of, 29.
Appointments to Railway Service, 68, 120, 136.
Tramway to Druitt Town, 82. •
Draftsmen in Registrar-General’s Office, 73..
Assembly :—
Mr. Nisbett, late P. M. at Molong, 120.
Law Officer of the Crown in, 24.
Mr. Willis, lately Acting Traffic Manager, on Northern
'
Payment of Members, 150.
•
line, 127.
Asylums :—Benevolent, 58.
Postal Inspectors,' 136.
Auburn Park :—Road, 149.
Inspector of Stock, Corowa, 137.
,
Auction Leases (See “Crown Lands”).
' Clerks of Petty Sessions, 147.
Australian Agricultural Company :—Wharf used by,
Mr. Dawson, late Crown Lands Agent, Brewarrina, 160.
at Newcastle, 115.
Civil Service Act :—Actuarial investigation under, 115.
Australian Star :—Paragraph in, 40.
Clarke, Porter William
Wages due to,' 127.
Backhouse, Mr. District Court Judge:—Appoint
Clerks of Petty Sessions '(See “ Administration of
ment as Acting Supreme Court Judge, 6.
Justice”).
' '
Bairnsdale :—Line to Bendock, 67.
Balmain :—Volunteer Corps, 116.
Cobar :—
'
Railway from Nyngan, 67.
'
Bananqalite :—Reserve from lease in parish of, 111.
.
Rifle Club, 94.
■
Barratta
’
Collarendebri :—Road to Pilliga, 68.
Auction Leases, 14.
'
,
Colo Valley :—Survey of Railway'Line, 36, 67.
Population area, 100.
Commissions
Conditional Purchases on Run, 101. ■
■
■
Inquiry into Civil Service, 26.
'
Travelling Stock Reserve, 111.
Railway Commissioners, 30.
Road through, 111.
Fisheries, 82.
'
Bathurst
Conditional Leases (See “Crown Lands”).
High School at, 36(2).
'
Conditional Purchases (See “Crowtn Lands’!).
Water Supply, 61.
■
Condobolin :—Weir in Lachlan River, 26.
Beecroet :—'
Conservation of Water (See “Water Conservation”).
•
Land sold at, 55.
Contracts :—Contributions from Workmen for Sick Pay,
Roads formed at, 58.
Bendock Railways to Bombala and Bairnsdale, 67.
23.
.
Coonabarabran :—Police Magistrate at, 50.
Benevolent Asylum
Money, to credit of, and in
Cordillera and Mount Costigan
Main streets in,
vested, 58.
,
Berrigan :—Tram-line to Jerilderie, 68.
144.
'
Corowa
»
BerriMa :—Public School, 53.
Sale of Lands at, 14, 21.
■.
Berry, Constable
Acting Clerk of Petty Sessions, 20.
Inspector of Stock at, 137.
.
. .
■
Country Rifle Clubs (See'“ Military ”).
'
Mining Registrar, 20.
.
'
Court-house :—Redfern, 94.
. ..
Bertrand, Prisoner
Case of, 159.
Cowra (See Railways”).
.
;
Big Jack’s Mountain :—Road between Cathcart and
Crates, Empty (See “ Railways ’.’).
' Eden, 103.
Crown Lands :—
’
. .
.
Blacktown :—Line to Blayney, 82, 137.
Cancellation of Reserves, 13.. , ' ■
.. .
■
Blayney (See “ Railways”).
'
Barratta-Auction Leases, 14. '
Boats :—Let out for hire, 112.
Corowa, Sale of Land at,-T4, 21.
1
'
Bogan, The :—Electorate of, 105.
Deposits on Land, made by-Michael Madden and-W. H.
Boggabri :—Trucks of Goods left at, 45.
‘ •
Monaghan, 14.
' - ,
Bombala :—Railway to Bendock, ^7.
Books :—Distributed to M.’sP. from Government Printing
Rent charged by Government for Land at Potts’
Hill, 23.
.
"
:■ ■ .
.
.
Office, 68. ’
258'—C
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'QUESTIONS (continued) :—■
. - '
•’
QUESTIONS (continued):—
Explosives' Transmission of Gunpowder, &c., 104:
Oeown Lands (continued)'
Fehon, Mr.
Railway Commissioner, 24.
' Forest Rangers, 2d.’
Ferries :—
'
'
•
Conditional Leases, 25.
.
Tolls on, 6, 81, 137. •
'
Reserves on Resumed Areas, District of Moama, 26.
Rates charged at Murwillumbah, 30. ' '
Water Reserves, Nos. 13 and 75, 36.
Field of Mars Common :—
'
Travelling Stock Reserve, No. 1239, 36.
Land sold at, 55.
Forfeited Conditional Purchases, 49.
.
Roads formed at, 58.
'
Michael Brett’s ApplicationforOonditionalPurchase, 50.
Tramway to, 83.
'
Field of Mars Common, Beecroft, Harbord, and HeathFinance
.
.
cote,. 55.
The Public Debt, 121.
Case of John Roach Afdill, 58.
Interest on capital spent on Railway Lines, 119, 143.
. Interest and Instalments due by Selectors and
Fire Brigades:—
.
, Squatters, 59; 120.’
.
Amendment of Act, 77.
"
Reserves, Narrabfi, 61, 77.
,
'
Lismore Board, 149.
t
'
Reserve at the Shades, near Molong, 73,. 127.
Fireman (See “Railways”)!
Riley Hill Reserve, Richmond River, 77.’
•
Fires :—
,
Selection by.J. or,Gr. Shearer a.t Moree,’ 93.
Government assistance to sufferers by, 6. ' /
Tamworth Land Board District, lOO.'
Losses sustained by persons at Potts’ Hill, 59.
. Uurruguhdi Run, District of Gwydir, 100.*
Barratta population area, 101.
t
Fisheries :—
,
Opening of portion of Hunter River, 40.
Conditional Purchases on Barrata, 101.
.
'
Commission, 82.
' •
'
Wooroowoolgen Run, Richmond River, 104.
Working of the Act, 83.
'
■
Instalments due by Conditional Purchasers, 105.
Fishermen’s Grievances :—Opening of the Hawkesbury
Travelling Stock Reserve, Barratta, 111.
'
River, 83.
'
Reserve from Lease,’ parish"of Banarigalite,’ 111.
Fish River :—Railway accident at, 46.
Reserve from Lease, county of Townsend, 111.
Fitzroy Dock :—Docking Superintendent, 49.
Sale df Lands, North Casino, 128.
‘
Fitzroy Waterfall :—Vote for Public Parks, 54.
Sale of Land. Woodstock, 144. ,
Flood & Co. :—Rent of stores by, at Circular Quay, 61.
Mr. Dawson,- late Crown Lands Agent at Brewarrina,
Floods Relief :—Funds to the credit of, 19.
.
. . , . .
Forest Rangers :—Services of, 25.
1
Ceown Lands Act op 1884 :—
"
Foster, Mr. Justice:—Conduct of, 14.
Homestead Leases and Occupation Licenses, Western
Free Passes. (See “Railways.”)
Division, 24.
,
.,
Free Public Library :—Public Holidays, 46.
Conditional Leaseholders under 52nd' clause,'25.
Freights. (See “Railways.”)
.
(..Rentals of Leases, 104.
,
Furniture :—Supply of, to Education Department, 135.
' • Codal :—Post and Telegraph Office,' 58.
Gaols :—Glen Innes, 29.
.
_,
.
Culvekt (See “ Railways”).'
.
’
George’s River :—Pollution of, at Liverpool, 82.
.
Cunynghame, Mrs. :—Late Matron at Parramatta
Germont, Dr. :—Letters addressed to, opened at’Colonial
Asylum, 121.
' •
Secretary’s Office, 63.
Currugundi Run (See “Ceown Lands”).
Gilgandra :—Bridge, Castlereagh River, 105.
.
Customs :—Bond, Richmond River, 127.
,
Gladesville Asylum :'—Mr. Poulton confinee, 120.
'“
Darby," Mr.' :—Railway Officer at Cabramatta, 24.
Glen Innes :—
’
•
Daeling Point :—Drainage of, 87, 103.
Railway to Inverell, 5, 40.
Dawson, Mr. (See “Civil Service”).
Gaol, 29. '
Depences :—Protection of the City, 139. i
Postmaster at, 150.
Demonstration .(See “Eight-hour Demonstration”).
Gold :—
.
Deniliquin :—Water Supply, 61.
Prospecting vote for, and other Minerals, 5.
_
. Dixon, Me. Edward, J.P.
Claims of William Tom, junior, and' J. H. A. Lister,
“ ‘ ' Appointment^ Trustee of Greta Park, 78. ,
as first discoverers of, 61.
Appointment of as Justice of the Peace, 79.
Goulburn :—Water Supply, 61.
Double Bay :—Opening of Swamp-street, 116.
Government Printing Office :—Books distributed to
Draftsmen (SeeRegistrae-General’s Office”).
■ Mfembers of Parliament, 68, 82.
. Drainage
Darling'Point,.87, 103.
Grafton :—Railway to Tweed, 137.
' Dredges —Tweed River, 103.'
Gratuities (See “Police”).
.
' Drivers (See' “ Railways”).
Greta Park :—Appointment of Mr. Edward Dixon, J.P.,
.
Druitt Town :—Tramway to Ashfield, 82.
as Trustee, 78.
.
'
Dubbo :—Changing" Station at, 59/
Gundaroo :—Hare plague in district, 119.
Dulwich Hill :—Tramway from Marrickville, 82.
Gunpowder (See “Explosives.”)
Education :—
.
Hannam, Conductor :—Dismissal of from Tramway Ser
Public Schools Act—Truant Inspectors at Casino, 35.
vice, 49, 93.
' Bathurst High School, 362.
'
Harbord :—
Free Public Library, 46.
Land sold at, 55.
■
Public’Instruction, 53.
Roads formed at, 58.
'
Public School, Berrima, 53.
■
Hare Plague :—In district of Gundaroo, 119.
Do
Hornsby, 55.
Harwin and Hayes (See “Railways”).
Do
Teacher, Marrickville, 68.
Hawkesbury River :—
.
Dp
Adamstown — Positions
of certain
Bridge, 26.
Teachers in. Public School,1 100/ .
Deepeningof, 54.
•
Supply of Furniture to Department, 136.
Hayes and Harwin (See “ Railways ”).
..■.Department of Public Instruction, 148/
Hayes, Mr. Samuel :—Docking Superintendent, Fitzroy
'.. Eight-hour Demonstration:—Newcastle, 14, 29.
Dock,. 49.
'• ■ Electoral
Heathcote :—
Public-houses used as Polling-places, 58.
Land sold at, 55.
■ Teralba, placing of, in Wollombi Electorate,' 62.
Roads formed at,* 58.
' “ Exp'euditure a’nd revenue from, in Bogan Electorate,
Hicks’ Bay (See “ Roads.”)
_
.
105.
Hoey, W. James :—Superintendent, Fitzroy Dock, 49.
Appointment of Potts’ Hill as Polling Place, 119.
Holiday :—Payment of Railway and Tramway Employes
Electoral Bill :—All Elections on the same day, 7.
for, 104.
■
■
Emigration :—Discharged prisoners from Great Britain,
Holt, Prisoner:—Case of, 15.
25.'
Holt-Sutherland Estate (See also “ Unemployed”).
Employees (See “Railways,” also “Tramways”).
Roads through, 30, 62.
Endowments (See “Municipal”).
Homestead Leases (See “ Crown. Lands ”):
”
Engaged Compartments (See “ Railways”):
Hornsby (See also “ Unemployed ”).
’
Equity Court :—Condition of, 128.
Public School, 55. •
Eucumbene River Bridge over, 103.
Police Station, &c., 55.
,
Evans, Rev. J. T.
Appointment to Military Depart
Roads formed, 46, 58, 63.
ment, 78.
;
'
Hunter River :—
•' •'’’Eveleigh •—Railway Siding at, 73.
Opening of portion for fishing purposes; 40.
Exhibition
Water supply, 61.
Adelaide, 19, 20.' '
•
Improvement Board (See “City of Sydney Improve
' Melbourne, 40.
'
ment Board”).
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QUESTIONS (continued):—
'
QUESTIONS (continued)
Narrandera :—
Interest and Instalments (See “ Crown Lands
Bridge, 23,137.
.
Inverell
'■
•
Borough Council, 81.
Railway from Glen Innes, 5, 40.
,
Neild, Mr. J. C. :—Adjustment of Accounts as Executive
Survey of railway line to, 40.
Commissioner, Adelaide Exhibitionj 19.. ; 'r
Jansen (See’“ Administration of Justice ”).
Newcastle
. •
.
■ " • ' _
_
Jerilderie :—Tram-line from Berrigan, 68.
Cost of maintenance of Military and Police at, during
Keene; S.'H.
Confinee on ship “Vernon,” 59.
Strike, 6, 23.
••>...
Kelly (See “ Licensing Act'”).
Eight-hour Demonstration at, 14, 29.
•
Land (See “ Circular Quay ”■). •
’
Court of Quarter Sessions, 15.1
Land Board (See “Crown Lands.”)
Postmaster at, 30.
Law Courts (New)
Designs for, 30, 46.
Cost of Transport of Military and Police to, 30,
Law Officer of the Crown In Legislative Assembly,
Rate charged for Water, 39. ' ’ •' "
’
'■ 24.
'
•
"
’
New Lambton :—Constables sent to, 24.
Lewis Ponds :—Mining land at, 147. ■
Newman, Prisoner.:—Case of, "15.:
'
Lewisham :—Traffic at Railway Platform, 99.
Newspapers :—Postage on, 39, .■
Licensing Act :— •
.
New South Wales :—Official History, 148.
■
Publican Kelly, 31.
NiSbet Mr. :—Late Police Magistrate,'M.plpug, 120.
IVIembers of Benches, 104.
North, Mr. J. B. :—Application 'for Larid,’ parish of
Lismore
•
■ . Megalong,. 46.
' 1
■ ' ' •
Sheriffs Officer at, 81.
■
Nyngan :—Railway to Cobar, 67.
■
‘
Pire Brigades Board, 149.
O
ccupation
L
icenses
(See’“
C
rown
L
ands”).
Lister, J. H. A.:—Discovery of Gold, 61.
Oddfellows’ Hall :—Lease of, as.Central Police Court,
Little Bumble :—Conservation of Water at, 45.
54.
■ '
Loir, Dr. :—Letters addressed’ to,’ opened at Colonial
Official History of New South. Wales :—Publication
Secretary’s Office, 63.
of, 148.
' ’
'
Locomotives (Seg “Railways.”)
Parks :—
■ ’
■
Madden, Michael’(See “Crown Lands”).
Improvement of, and Recreation Grounds, 29.
Maloga’:—Mission Station, 5.
Eitzroy Waterfall, 54.
■ T '■
Manufactories :—In New South Wales and Victoria,
Centennial, 105.
•
respectively, 40.
'
'’
Parcels Post .(See “Postal”).
Manilla*—Post and Telegraph Office, 99.
Parramatta :—
•
.
■
Marine Board :—Supervision of boats let out for hire,
Mrs. Cunynghame, late.Matrou at Asylum, 12i.
*
112.
Overhead Bridge at Railway Station, 59. " *
Marrickville :—
•
‘
Rifle Range and Butts, 62.
Public School Teacher, 68.
Passengers’ Steamers :—Overcrowding of, in Sydney
Tramway to Dulwich Hill, 82.
.
Harbour, 20.
...
•
Melbourne Exhibition :—
’
Payment of Members :—Legislative Assembly, 150.
Money paid by the Government, 40.
Pearce’s Corner :—Railway from St. Leonards, 81.
Catalogue of Mining Department’s Exhibits, 62.
Peat’s Ferry :—Railway Accident, 21.'
■
■
Merriwac—Stock Road to Breeza, 87. '
Penny Postage (See “Postal”).
Metz, Parish of (See “Mining”).
•
Penrith :—Sunday Train to, 21. ’•
Military :—
'
Phylloxera Vastatrix :—Spread and destruction of, 73.
Ammunition Paetory, 6.
Picton :—Railway Drivers and’Eireman in District, 99.
Cost of maintaining in Newcastle District, 6, 23.
Pilliga :—Road from Collarendebri, 68.
'
Cost of Transport to Newcastle, 30. • ‘
Pitman, Mr. :—Chief Mining Surveyor, 21.■
■
Country Rifle Clubs, 58.
P
olice
:—
■
■
Torpedo Corps, 58, 62, 100.
.
‘Cost of maintaining in Newcastle District, 6, 23.
• Rifle-range and Butts, Parramatta, 62.
Constable Berry, 20 (-).
'
Rev. J. J. Evans, M.A., 78.
Constables sent to New Lambton, 24. ■
•
•
Rifle Club at Cobar, 94.
Cost of transport, to Newcastle, • 30.
Reserve Corps, 155;
Gratuities on retirement, 46, 63. ■
’
Mining :—
Force at Wee Waa, 62.
■
Prospecting Vote for Gold and other Minerals, 5.
P
olling
places
(See
“
E
lectoral
”).
Stamp duty on transfer of Conditional Purchases to
Population Area (See “Crown Lands”).- '
Wingello Coal-mining Company, 13.
Porters (See “ Railways ”■).
Mining Act—Permits under 28th section, 20.
Postal :—
Erection of Government Smelting Works, 20.
Postmaster at Newcastle, 30.
•
Prospecting Board, 21.
Postage on Newspapers, 39.
Chief Mining Surveyor, 21.
Penny Postage System, 54.
Applications of Mr. J. B, North, parish of Megalong,
Post Office, Cudal, '58. •
46.
’
Post and Telegraph Office, Manilla, 99.
■
Mineral Conditional Purchase, parish of Metz, 55.
Coriveyanc’e.of Mails fromNarrabri to Walgett, 100, 121.
■ Catalogue of Mining Department’s Exhibits, Mel
Penny Postage and Parcels Post, 104.’
1 •'
bourne Exhibition, 62.
Inspectors, 136.
’
Applications for Shares of Prospecting Vote, 73.
Postmaster,' Glen Innes, 150.
•
.
Land at Lewis Ponds, 147.
’
'
■
Potts’ Hill :—
Issue of Mineral Licenses No. 148 to John Carter, 160.
Fire at, 6.
Moama :—Reserves on Resumed Areas, 26.
.
Rent charged by Government for Land at, 23.
Molong
’
Losses’ sustained by Persons througK'Fir’e at; 59.
Reserve attheShad.es, 73, 127.
Wages of Workmen at Reservoir,'88.'
’■ ‘
■
Duties ’of Police Magistrate, 143. ■
Appointment of as a Polling Place, 119.’
Molonglo Plains :—Road across, 128.
Poulton Mr. :—Confinee of Gladesville Asylum, 120.
Monaghan, W. H. (See “ Crown Lands ”).
■
Prisoners, Discharged':—Emigration of,''from’Great
Mooring Piles and Sheds :—Tweed Heads, 68.
Britain, 25.
• 1 '
'■
Mount - Rennie Case’ (See “Administration of
Prospect Board :—Names of and allowance to, 21.
Justice ”).
’
PROSPECt Dam :— • ' ’ '
’ 1 ” ':
,
Mount Costigan and Cordillera :—Main Streets in,
Dangerous proximity of workmen’s residences, 101.
144. ’
...
’ '
Construction of, 128. •
’'
’
' .
Mullet Creek (See “ Railways.”)
Prospecting Vote :—
•
Municipal :—
' ■
’
Gold and-other Minerals, 5.
Ratd charged at Newcastle for Water, 39.
,
Applications.for Shafes'of, '73.
Borough Council, Narrandera,-81. ’ ’
Public Debt (See “Finance”).
Government Roads through Municipalities, 149.
Public Houses :—Used as Polling-place, 58.
Endowments, 149.
’
Public Instruction (See,“'EDUCATidN”). '
Murwillumbah :—■
Public Schools'.(See “ EoucATioii’”). ■' <
Punt at, 25.
Public Works :—Tenders for,-7. <
•
_ '
..Perry, 30.
Public Works Act Amendment Bill :-rIntroduction
Muswellbrook .-^Railway to Gassilis, 135.
of, 81.
•' " •'
‘
Narrabri :—
’
’
. Public Works Committee :—Proposed Railway .Lines
Reserves, 61, 77.
■
referred to, 19.'1’
.i.’ys;
Conveyance of Mails to Walgett, 100, 121.
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QUESTIONS (continued):—
QUESTIONS (continued):—
.
.
Punts :—At Murwillumbah, .25. ' .
Riots :—
•
7
. '
..QuAEantIne :—Removal of Station, 94.
;
At Brookong, 14.
.
.
'
Quaetee Sessions (See “Administeation or Justice”).
Acquittal of men charged at Maitland, 36!
.
Queanbeyan
Mr. J. C. Woore, Police Magistrate,
Roads (See also “Unemployed”).
..
.
. 54.
'
‘
' ’
Use of Timber Waggons aud Trolleys on Public, 36.
Rabbits :—
Bungendore to Captain’s Flat, 40.Account, 53.
•
.
Beecroft, Field of Mars,. Harbord,. Heathcote, and
Subsidy, 53, 58, 82, 121..
Hornsby,'58.
■ ,
.
'
Destruction of, 57 (2).
Holt-Sutherland Estate, 62. ■
.
Receipts and. Expenditure under Act, 46.
Hornsby, 46, 58, 63.
.
Nuisance Act, 138.
’
Past Leumeah, residence of Hon! John Davies,
Railways :—
•
M.L.C., 62.
- - .
Glen Innes to Inverell, 5, 40,'
.
Collarendebri to Pilliga, 68. .
.
Proposed Lines, 19, 82. •
.
Stock, Merriwa to Breeza, 87.
Supply of Stock Trucks for, 20.
Big Jack’s Mountain, 103.
.
Sunday Train to Penrith, 21,
Survey of Hick’s Bay Road, Longueville, 104.
"Peat’s Ferry Accident, 21.
Through Barratta, 111,
.
. r
Mr. Darby, ,Officer-in-Charge, Cabramatta, 24.
Molonglo Plains, 128.
■
•
>■< Mr. Fehon, Commissioner, 24.
.
Auburn Park, 149.
•
•
Blayney and Cowra, delay of Passengers on, 26.
Government, through Municipalities, 149.
Embankments, Mullet Creek, 26.
Rylstone :—Mr. W, W. Armstrong, J.P., 78!
Hawkesbury Bridge, 26. '
Salvation Army
Wollongong, 25. .
'• Commissioners, 30.
.
Shades (See “ Reserves”).
•
1
Freights on empty Crates, 31.
Sheajrer, J. or G.-(See “Crown Lands”). .
Colo Valley Line, 36, 67.
:
Sheriffs Officer (See “Administration of Justice”).
Accident to Pettier Thompson at Towrang, 39.
Sick Pay :—Contributions from Workmen on Govern
Porters, 40.
ment Contracts, 23.
Singleton (See “ Railways ”).
Survey of Line to Inverell, 40.
Trucks of goods left at Boggabri, 45.
Smelting Works
Erection of GovermRent, 20.
Fish River Accident, 46.
Stamp Duty :— ,
;
. Refreshment Room, 54.
On transfer of Conditional Purchases to Wingello Coal
Overhead Bridge, Parramatta Station, 59.
Mining Company, 13.
Changing Stations at Wellington and-Dubbo, 59.
Office Accommodation, Sydney, 35.
•
' Nyngan:Cobar Line, 67.
Steamers (See “ Passenger Steamers ”).
Trial Surveys, Bairnsdale and Bendock, and Bombala
Stephen & Erwin (See “Administration of Justice”).
. . and Bendock,. 67.
St. Leonards :—Railway to Pearce’s Corner, 81.
Trucks for Cattle and Sheep, 67.
•
Strike (See “ Newcastle ”).
•
Appointments in Service, 68.
Stock :—
. Siding it Eveleigh, 73.
■
Supply of Trucks for, on Railways, 20.
.
Charge against Hayes and Harwin, 78, 94.
Reserves for Travelling, 36.
St. Leonards to Pearce’s Corner, 81.
Road from Merriwa to Breeza, 87.
Blacktown and Blayney, 82, 137. '
Inspector, Corowa, 137.
Engaged Compartments in Carriages, 94.
Suburbs :—Water Supply for certain, 83.
•
Traffic on Lewisham Platform, 99.:
Sufferers by Fires :—Government Assistance to, 6.
Drivers and Fireman, Picton District, 99.
Sunday Trains (See “ Railways”).
Payment of Employes for Holiday, 104.
Swamp-street
Opening of, at Double Bay, 116.
Locomotive Branch, 116.
,
Tamworth
Interest payable pn Capital expended, 119.
Land Board District, 100.
City Extension, 119.
.
.
Rent for Public Offices, 128.
Appointments by Commissioners, 120, 136.
Tanks (See “ Water Conservation ”).
Carriages and Trucks, 120, 148.
Teachers (See “Education”).
' Mr. Willis, ■ lately Acting Traffic Manager on the
Telegraphs:—
Northern Line, 127.
„
Office at Cudal, 58.
Wages due to Porter William Clarke, 127.
,
Post and Telegraph Office, Manilla, 93. •
Employes 135 (2), 136 (2), 137.
!
Department, 128, 149.
Muswellbrook-Cassilis, 135.
Tenders
For Public Works, 7.
Grafton-Tweed, 137.
Teralba :—Placing of, in Wollombi Electorate, 62.
Free Passes to Employes, 139.
Thomas v. Miller :—(See- “ Administration of
Interest on Capital spent on lines, 143.
Justice”).
Fatal Accidents to Employes, 148.
Thompson, Fettler
Accident to, at Towrang, 39i
^Culvert between Ashfield and Croydon, 148.
Timber Waggons Use of, on Public Roads, 36.
Construction of Locomotives, 159.
Tolls :—On Ferries, 6, 81, 137.
Line, Singleton, via Jerry’s Plains, to Cassilis, 159.
Tom, William :—Discovery of Gold, 61.
Overhead Bridge between Belford and Whittingham,
Torpedo Corps (See “ Military”).
.
,
Townsend :—Reserve from Lease in County of, 111.
Receeation Geounds :—Improvement of Parks and, 29.
Tramways :—
Redeeen
Court-house, 94.
Dismissal of Conductor Hannam, 49.
.
Refreshment Rooms (See “Railways”).
Berrigan to Jerilderie, 68.
.
.
Registeae-Geneeal’s Office :—Draftsmen at, 73.
Druitt Town to Ashfield, Marrickville to Dulwich
Rentals op Leases :—Under Crown Lands Act, 104.
Hill, 82.
.
Rent for Public Offices
Tamworth, 128.
Field of Mars, 83.
•
Reserve Corps (See “Military”).
Relaying Lines, 94, 99.
Reserves :—
Payment of Employes for Holiday, 104,
Cancellation of, 13.
Deposits of £50,000 for tender for, 138.
Resumed areas, district of .Moama, 26.
Travelling Stock Reserves (See “ Crown Land?
Water, Nos. 13 and 75, 36.
'
Trolleys : -Use of, on Public Roads, 36.
Travelling Stock, No. 1,239, 36.
Truant Inspectors (See “Education”).
Narrabri, 61, 77.
•
,
Trucks (See “Railways”).
At the Shades, near Molong, 73, 127.
Tweed Heads
Mooring Piles and Shed, 68.
Riley’s Hill, Richmond River, 77.
Tweed River :—
Travelling Stock, Barratta, 111.
Dredge for, 103.
'
Parish of Banangalite, 111.
Railway from Grafton to, 137.
County of Townsend, 111.
.
Unemployed :—
Resumed Areas (See “ Crown Lands ”).
Roads, Holt-Sutherland Estate and Hornsby, 30.
Richmond River :— • Roads through the Colonial Treasurer’s, Mr. E, B,
' Riley Hill Reserve, 77.
Smith’s, and Mr. Withers’ land, 46.
Customs Bond, 127.
Labour of, 49.
Rifle Club
Cobar, 94.
.
Road past Leumeah, 62.
Rifle Range :—Parramatta, 62.
Vote for, 74(2). ...
.
Riley Hill (See “ Reserves ”).
Uralla Volunteer Company, 135.

*
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QUESTIONS (continued) ':^:
Prospect Dam, 101, 128.
. .
.■
1
Lachlan Swamp and. Prospect'Dani; 144-.
VOLUNTEEES :— \
Way Lee :—Chinese Merchant; 160;
Rifle-range and Butts, Parramatta, 62.
.
Wee Waa. Police Force at,' 62.
•
.
Rifle-club at Cobar, 94.
W7eir :—Lachlan River, at Condobolin, 26i
Botany and Balmain Corps, 116.
.
Wellington :—Changing Station at, 59;'
,, . : ■
Uralla Company, 135.
.
Wells (See “Water Conservation;” also “Water
Wages op. Woekmen :—Potts’ Hill Reservoir, 88.
Supply ”).
_
;•
Wagga Wagga :—Water Supply, 61.
W7entworth :—Wrater Supply, 61. ,
■
Walgett:—Conveyance of Mails from Narrabri, 100,121.
W
harves
:—Australian
Agricultural
Company
at New*
Waeeants :—'Unexecuted in case of Levy and- Distress,
. castle, 115; . ....
■ .
.
'
' 143.
'
Willis, Mr.
Lately Acting Traffic Manager' bri the
Water Conservation :—
.
•
■
Northern Line, 127:
.
.
■,
Control of, by Works and Mines Departments, 20.
Wingello Coal-mining Company vStanip Duty on
Construction and Supervision of'Tanks and Wells, 30;
Transfer of Conditional Purchases-to; 13;
40. ;
WrOLLONGONG :—Salvation' Army at, 25:
• , .
'
Little Bumble, 45.
, Woodstock :—Sate of Land; 144.
Water Reserves (See-“Ceown Lands).” ......
Woore, Mr. J. C.:—Police Magistrate at. Queanbeyan,
Water Supply )—
'
.............
54■ '
'
•
.
V*
High Portions- of Ashfield, 29:.
Wooroowoolgen Run:—Land returned to Grown<on,
' Rate.charged at Newcastle, 39;'
104.
.
. .
, .
.
Artesian Wells, 59. WORKMEN.:—
.
•
Country Towns, 6L
Contributions for Sick Pay on Government Contracts,
. Broken Hill, 68:
23.
.
Certain Suburbs, 83.
Wages of, at Potts’ Hill Reservoir, 88.
Workmen’s Wages at Potts’ Hill Reservoir, 88.
“ Yuranich ”:—Monument to, 63;
To individuals in ur-gent cases, 119.

QUESTIONS (continued).:—
_
Vines :—Phylloxera Vastratrix, 73.
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RABBIT ACT'
.
,,.5-;
’• Return of revenue and expenditure under, since 1883, laid on Table, 50
........ .
RABBITS:—
.
•
■
'• •.........'"V
.^
S.upsidies, 18874888:—
' ’ ■
'
MinutC'by the Under Seefetary for Lands respecting, laid on Table, 101.......................... . •
RACECOURSES„.(See “RUBRIC GAMBLING UPON RACECOURSES PROHIBITION BiLL”)
'RAILWAYS (See also “SOUTH BURWOOD COAL-MINE RAILWAY BILL”; also'“:YOUNG
'
. WALLSEND COAL COMPANY’S RAILWAY BILL”; also “SILKSTONE GOAL-MINE
"
•
RAILWAY’ BILL”)':—
. ‘
’ '
’
’ '
■Statement of tbe Commissioner upon relinquishing office, October, 1888, laid on Table, 7..............
And Teamwavsi— .
. •
.
........ Report_for. v^arending 30 June, 1888, laid on Table, SI.............................................. '......................
"
’ Accident at Peteesham Beidge 1—•
■
'
.....
........
.... . Return .to Order (Session 1887-8), laid on Table, 31'..............................................;.................. ............'
'Boweal OB'liioss Vale to Robeetson :— ’ •
................ .
■
Return to Order (Session 1887-8), laid on Table, ,74..................................................................;..........
, . Beidges on Duplicated Lines -between Paebamatta and Peneith :—
1 ‘
' ’
' Return to Order (SmioM 1887-8), laid on Table, 31 .....................................................................
Return to Order (Sessiora 1887-8), laid on Table, 31 ...................... ................... ■.........
City Railway Extension :—
.
•..................... ............... ..............
Petition presented from City of Sydney and Suburban Towns and Boroughs as well as the Country
Districts of New South Wales, 83............................................................ ;.................................... .'.
Collision at Fish Rivee Tanks:—
.
....................................:................
Report of Board, laid on Table, 69 ......................................................................................................
Dippeeential Rates :—
......................................................................
Return to Order (Session 1887-8), laid on Table, 31..............................................................................
Deivees and Firemen in the Picton Disteict:-............■'................................
, Return respecting, laid on Table, 101..................................... ...............................................................
Inspectoes:—
...............................................■'............
Correspondence, Minutes, &c., respecting appointment of, 121, laid on Table ...................... ...........
Inverell to Glen Innes :—
•
Petition presented in favour of 63 .........................................................................................................
Lewisham Platpoem and other Stations :—
................................................
Return respecting Traffic, Revenue, and Expenditure, laid on Table, 101..........................................
Manufacture op Locomotives in the Colony :—
......
Eeports, Minutes, &c., respecting, laid on Table, 165 ............. ............... ;.......................
Mr. Fehon, Railway Commissionee :—
■....................................................................
Adjournment of tbe House moved to call attention to appointment of, and negatived, 117; and
passed, 161.
•
Correspondence respecting charges made in the Legislative Assembly against, laid on Table, 155
Muswellbrook Cassilis Railway Line:—
.
Return to Order (Session 1887-8), laid on Table, 17 ............. ,...........................................................
Railway Sueveys—Richmond to Walleeawang, and Richmond to Eskeank :—
Motion made' (Mr. Bowman) for papers, 156.
' Stock Vehicles:— .
Return showing number ordered to load more than a week ahead from date of order, for six
months ending 30 November, 1888, laid on Table, 09 ................................'............
Vote poe 1889:—
.........................
Schedules of proposed distribution of the expenditure of, laid on Table, 139, 147
RECORDS:—
..................
Production of, in Courts of Law, 2 (2).
REDFERN (See “ ELECTORAL”).
REFORMATORY TREATMENT:—
.
Male Oppendees :—
'
Additional Regulations, laid on Table, 84 ..................
.,
REFRESHMENT COMMITTEE:—
..............................................................
Sessional Order passed, 10
•
REGULATIONS:—
Laid on Table :—
Crown Lands Act of 1884:—
Notification of cancellation of special, 16 ............................. .........................................................
'
Notification of further amendment of No. 41,112...................................................................
Amendment of Nos. 28 and 87, 16 ............................................................................................. """
Revival amendment and approval of, 16.....................................................................................
Amended, laid on Table, 50 ..................................................................................’..................!!! !!!
And forms in connection with authorities to search for minerals in Crown Lands under lease or
license, 112 .................................................1....................,..........................................
Prickly Pear Destruction Act of 1886 :—
.......................
Notification of Cancellation of No. 2 and adoption of amended Regulation in lieu thereof, laid
on Table, 16.............................................................................................................................
Bankruptcy Act of 1887,17 ..................... ...................................................... ........................................
Mining Act Further Amendment Act of 1884, 17...................................................... ...........’j""'"’"
Imported Stock Acts, 17 .............................................. ..........................................................................
Criminal Law Amendment Act:—
.........................
.
Licenses for Public Works, 27.............................................................................................
, Public Instruction Act, 37 ......................................................................................
...............
Public Watering Places Act, 50 ......................................................................................
.......
Abattoirs, Glebe Island, 69 ........................................................................................ ............................
Fire Brigades Act, 121 ................................................................................. ...........................................
Theatrical Licenses..........................
■
......................................... ■"
RENHAM, MICHAEL CHARLES (See “MINING”).'.................................................................................
RENTS (See “ CROWN LANDS;” also “DISTRESS FOR RENT ABOLITION BILL”).
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REPORTS
’ Laid on Table :—
'
City of Sydney Improvement Board, 16..............'.f............. '■..................................................................
Royal Commission,’’"Alleged Tram-way Brands, 16............. ff..'................................... ...................’......
Railways and Tramways Of-New Soutli Wales for year ending 30 June, 1888, 21 \.....................
Trustees of the Rational Park for 1887, 37............................................................................. ■■..............
Trustees of the Australian Museum for 1887, laid on table, 55 ..........................................................
. Board appointed to;inquire into Railway Collision at Eish River Tanks, 69........ '.............................
Broken Hill Wafer Supply, &c., 84
....................................................................................................
Condition of thd Prospect Bam, 105, 121, 167 ........................... .'........................................... ............
Anthrax Board on the efficacy of Pasteur’s vaccine as a preventive against Cumber-land disease
in sheep and cattle, 129........................................................i.......... .'.......................
......................
Department of Lands for 1887, laid on Table, 139 ....................................... .'.................................. .
Government Statistician on Yital Statistics for 1887, laid on Table, 144 ..........................................
Immigration Agent for 1888,161.................................. ........................ ’..................... ..........................
~ Royal Commission on Piiblic'Tanks and Wells, 161 ....................... :................ i........... ............,..........
Standing Obdees Committee :—
,
,
Proposed New, 37.
•
Select Committees :—1
Young Wallsehd Coal Company’s Railway Bill, 47 ....................... ................................................;....
Work of Unemployed on Roads at Hornsby and Holt-Sutherland Estate (Progress), 150, (2nd
• Progress), 169...........'......... .....................................................'.............. ...............................................
’Selectionsby John Harrison, of Lismorc, 169 ...... .............................................. .............. ..................
Windsdr Gas-light Company (Limited) Act Amendment Bill, 112 .......................... .'......................
k Broken Hill Water Supply Bill, 165
...............'..........'1........... ...............'
Silkstone Coal-mine Railway Bill; 167 .......................................................... ............. .............. ...........
Pabliamentaey Standing Committee on Public Wobks
Harbour Improvements at Newcastle,' 3 ...........................................................'.............................
Tlrainage Works; North Shore, 3 ..... ................................................................................
Drainage Works„Manly, 3 ......................................... .....i............... ........... ..........1...... ......................
New- Central Police Court,’3.;...'...... -....I............ ............................... .'........I....'...!.'....'.....'...........
* Improvements to Circular Quay,'3 .7.'...'..;-.....'.......................................................................................
Storage Reservoir at Potts’ Hill, and second line of Pipes to Crown-street,' 3 ...... ...........
Wharfage Accommodation, Woolloomooloo Bay, 169 ................. ............... '........ . —__1...........
Proposed Bridge at the Spit, Middle Harbour, 169 ........"............................................................■■......
General, 16 ...‘.............................................................................................................................................
RESERVES (Sec “(DROWN LANDS;” also “NEWCASTLE PASTURAGE RESERVE BILL”).
RESOLUTIONS
Ebom Committee of the Whole :—
Reported, 38, 56, 60, 97,(2), 107 (3)', 108 (»), 112,151 (,*).
Agreed1 to, 38, 56, 60, 97 (*), 107 (-3)', 108 (3); 112, 151 l2).
*
Supply
'
Reported, 28
'
Agreed to, 28 ,
.
Ways and Means :—
•
Reported, 85.
Received, 102.
Agreed to, 102.
RESUMED AREAS (See “CROWN LANDS”).
•
•
RESUMPTION OF LAND (See also “ EDUCATION ”)
•
Notification of, Laid on Table
,
.
' Public School Purposes, 17, 55,139.......................................... .................
Sydney Sewerage Works, 21 ......................................... ..............................
Extension of the Gaol, Yass, 37, 165 .......................................................
Sewerage proposed, parish of Botaiiy, county of Cumberland; 139.......
Public Cemetery, Ballina, 155 ...................................................................
RICHMOND (See “RAILWAYS”). •
RILEY, ALBAN JOSEPH, ESQ.., M.P.
Sworn as a Member of the Elections and Qualifications Committee, 43.
ROADS:— ,
.
Hornsby : —
,
Documents respecting,- laid on Table, 43 ; referred to Select Committee on Work of Unemployed
on Roads at Hornsby and Holt-Suthcrland Estate, 59
’
Further correspondence, &c., laid on Table, 50, 55; referred to Select Committee on Work of
Unemployed on Roads at Hornsby and Holt-Sutherland Estate, 59 ..................... .'..................
Hobnsby and Holt-Suthebland Estate:—
'
•• Motion made (Mir.- Walker) for Select ■ Committee to inquire into Work of Unemployed on, 56
Papers referred, 59, 139 ; Message to Council, asking leave to examine the Hon. John Davies,
M.L.C., 64; Message granting leave, 69 ; Progress Report'brought up, motion-inade {Mr.
Walker) to print documents, and amendment moved {M.r. M‘Millan) to refer back to Com
mittee and withdrawn; Privilege, Sir Henry Parkes moved that William•Eitzwilliam Terry
he summoned to the Bar of the House to account for his possession of the Report and with
drawn, 150; Select Committee revived,T55 ; Second Progress Report brought up, 169
'
Petition presented from Mr. Burns to appear before, and read by Clerk, 156......................
HOLT-SuTHEBLAgJD ESTATE :—
.
Return respecting, laid on Table, 129; referred to Select Committee on Work of Unemployed on
Hornsby and Holt-Surherland Estate,,139............. .
-Hicks Bay' RoAd, Longuev-ille :—
■
Motion made {Mr. Bassall) for papers respecting, 140.
ROBERTSON:—
..
\
‘Railway fhom Boweal ob Moss Yale :—
Return to Ordfer laid on Table, 74 ................................
ROBINSON, MR. CHARLES:—
Letter from, respecting Return in connection with Water Conservation Commission, laid on
Table, 17,..............................................................................:......
'
ROLLS (See “ELECTORAL”).
RULINGS OF SPEAKER:—
'
On Point of Order arising in the House, 157. ■
On Point of Order arising in Ways and Means, 85.
On Point of Order arising in Supply, 109.
RYAN, THOMAS (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
RYRIE, ALEXANDER, ESQ., M.P. : .
• Sworn as Member of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 83.
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377, 385,389
649
'1
449
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'

537
1091,1219
335
531
477
521
1
477
445'
301
33
333
93
519
303

289, 295, 297
507
327,329
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1091

1219
1247
3
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2
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s
SALE OF COLONIAL WINES.
< '
Motion made (Mr. Haynes) for Committee of th® Whole, 16; Order of the Day postponed,
.
22, 51, 69, 98, 152.
SCHEDULES
To Estimates-in-Chief for 1889, showing the total remuneration received by all Public Officers,
laid on Table, 47.................................................................................................................. ..........••••
Showing proposed distribution of Expenditure on Eailway Vote for 1889, laid on Table, 139,147
SELECT COMMITTEES (See also “ REPORTS ”)
Sessional Order in reference to ballotting for, passed, 9.
Vote of Chairman of, on Private Bills, Sessional Order passed, 9.
Prayer of Petition for leave to appear before, granted, 112,121, 156.
Papers referred to, 59, 129,139.
Abstract of, and Standing, during Session ........ ................................ ................... ................................
SESSIONAL ORDERS:Passed, 8 l1), 9 (9),10 (*).
j
SEWERAQ-E (See also “COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT”; also
“BY-LAWS”):—.
Sydney Woeks :—

■

of

:—

703
697,699

1

225

2

507

2

509

?

505

1

521

1

225

1

263

3

449

3

1,069

3

649

_

Notification of Resumption of Land under Land for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on
Table, 21 .............................................................................................................................................
Pabish op Botany, County op Cumbebland :—
_
Notification of Resumption of Land under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act/ laid on
Table, 139- .............................................................................. ............................. ............................
. Scheme, Nobth Shoee —
.
Petition presented from Residents of St. Leonards against, as proposed by Mr. G. H. Stayton, and
recommended by Public Worts Committee, 144 ..........................................................................
SILKSTONE COAL-MINE RAILWAY BILL:—
Petition presented (Mr. Bowes) for leave to bring in, 117 ; leave given, presented, and read 1°,
129; referred to Select Committee, 139 ; Report brought up, 167.............. ...............................
SITES FOR CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
SOUTH BURWOOD COAL-MINE RAILWAY BILL :—
Petition presented (Mr. Melville) for leave to bring in, 27 ; leave given, presented, read 1°, 32.
SPEAKER:—
. Reports resignation of Member, 1 (2).
Reports.issue and return of Writs, 1 (3).
Reports attendance of House in Council Chamber to hear Opening Speech, 2.
Reports presentation of Address in Beply to Governor and Answer to Address in Reply, 5.
Lays on Table Warrant appointing Elections and Qualifications Committee, 13; Reports Maturity,
35.
. .
,
Reports receipt of Deputy Speaker’s Commission to administer Oath, 17.
Gives Casting Vote, 65.
Reports receipt of letter in reference to Centennial Challenge Cup, 164.
Directs Clerk to summon Mr. Huntley to Bar of the House, directs Sergeant-at-Arms to conduct
him to the Bar, informs him for what he has been summoned, directs Clerk to administer
the Oath to him, requests Mr. Huntley to withdraw, rules as to course of proceedings, and
recalls and cautions Mr. Huntley as to his evidence, 130.
.
Names Member for disorderly conduct, 130, 134.
Rulings

1
1

.

That a proposed amendment not being strictly relevant to a Resolution before the Committee of
Ways and Means was inadmissable, 85.
_
That in Supply an ordinary reference to the labours of the Public Service Inquiry Commission so
far as those labours referred to the Colonial Treasurer’s Estimate would not be out of
Order, 109.
.
Against amendment to tack on the Bill for Pavment of Members to the Appropriation Act, 157.
SPECIAL ADJOURNMENT (See “ ADJOURNMENT ”).
SPECIAL AREAS (See “CROWN LANDS”).
SPECIAL GRANTS TO MUNICIPALITIES:—
Motion made (Mr. Carruthers) for Address to Governor to provide for, and debate adjourned, 22;
Order of the Day postponed, 42 ; Debate resumed and House divided, the Nos. being equal;
Mr. Speaker gave casting vote with Ayes, 65. Order of Day postponed, 95, 152.
SPECIFIC DUTIES (See “CUSTOMS”).
SPIT (See “ MIDDLE HARBOUR”).
*
STANDING AND SELECT COMMITTEES:—
Abstract of, appointed during the Session ..............................................................................................
STANDING ORDERS:—
.
_
1 Motion made (Mr. .7. P. Allolt) to refer the whole to the Standing Orders Committee for
consideration, revision, amendment, and report, 17; Report brought up, 37 ; Motion made
for Committee of the Whole, 42 ; Order of the Day postponed, 84,125, 151, 169 ...................
Suspension of—Supply Bill:—
Motion made (Mr. Burns) for, and Amendment moved (Mr. McMillan), for Address to Governor
in reference to Public Affairs, and passed, 170. .
Committee :—
Sessional Order passed, 9.
STATISTICS:. \
Annual Report from Government Statistician on Vital Statistics for 1887, laid on Table, 144-..........
STAYTON, Mr. G. H. (See “SEWERAGE”).
'
STOCK (See also “IMPORTED STOCK ACTS”) :—
Regulations respecting agistment of, under Public Watering Places Act, 1884, laid on Table, 50...
Pasteub’s Vaccine of Anthbax :— ..
...
.
Report of Board on efficacy of, as a preventive against Cumberland Disease, laid on Table, 129 ...
STOCK VEHICLES (See “RAILWAYS”).
STORAGE RESERVOIR (See “WATER SUPPLY”).
STRANGERS, EXCLUSION OF:—
Sessional Order passed, 10.
STRIKES (See “WORKING OF COAL-MINES DURING STRIKES BILL”).
SUPPLY (See also “FINANCE ”) :—
Committee pf, Sessional Order passed, 9.
•
Motion made (Mr. Burns) for House to go into Committee, 11,102; 108, 109 113, 141, 145, 151.
House in Committee of, 28, 102, 108, 109, 113,141, 145,151.
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SUPPLY (continued) :—
■
■ .
•
Resolutions reported, 28.
Resolutions agreed to, 28.
. ^
Point of Order reported from Committee, 108.
’
.
Motion made (Mri Burns) to suspend Standing Orders for, and amendment moved (Mr. McMillan)
and passed, 170.
SUSSEX RUN (See “CROWN LANDS”).
'
SWIFT, MR. (See “CUSTOMS”).
................
.
SYDNEY^
City op Sydney Imphovement Boaed
Annual Report for year ended August, 1838, laid on Table, 16 ..........................................................
Sewerages ^^"orks • Notification of resumption of land under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Aet, laid on
Table, 21 .........................................................................................................................................
SYDNEY AND SUBURBAN ELECTRIC LIG-HTING- BILL
Petition presented (Mr.'S. S. Brown) to proceed with, under the 65th Standing Order presented,
read 1°, 15 ; Order of the Day postponed, 37, 60, 74, 91, 152.
.
Petition presented from Electrical Engineers in opposition to, 22.............................................. •...
SYDNEY AND SUBURBAN HYDRAULIC POWER COMPANY’S BILL.
.
• Petition presented (Mr. Garrett) to proceed with, under the 65th Standing Order, presented and
.
. read 1°, 4. Motion made for 2°, and Debate adjourned, 11. Order of the Day discharged,
, Bill withdrawn, 38.
'
•
'
SYDNEY CENTRAL POLICE COURT BILL (See also “ NEW CENTRAL POLICE COURT”):
‘ 'Motion made (Mr. Burns) for Committee of the Whole, 88; Message from Governor, 106 ; House
in Committee, resolution reported, 108; received, agreed to, presented, and read, 1°, 151.......
SYDNEY HYDRAULIC POWER COMPANY’S BILL:—
•
Petition presented (Mr. Garrard) to proceed with, under the 65th Standing Order presented and
read 1°, 2°, 3 ; committed, reported, report adopted, 37 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council,
41; returned with amendments, 89; Council’s amendments agreed to, 98; assent reported,
133
SYDNEY WATER SUPPLY (PARTIAL DUPLICATION) BILL (See also “ WATER SUPPLY):
Motion made (Mr. Burns) for Committee of the Whole, 88 ; Message from Governor, 106 ; House
in Committee, resolution agreed to, 108; Order of the Day postponed, 152 .....................

TAMWORTH:—
.
.
'
Fiee Brigades Boabd
•
(
■
............................... 1 •
■
Amended regulations, laid on Table, 121............................................................................ ........ .......
TANKS AND WELLS•
•
"
Report from Royal Commission on Public, laid on Table, 161...................... ............
Statement in reply tendered in evidence but refused by Royal Commission, laid on iable, 165...
TELEGRAPHS:—
:'
Site oe Tedegeaph Oeeice, Anqledood:— .
•.
•
•
•
Return to Order (Session 1887-8), laid on Table (not printed), 21.
Line to Milpaeinka :—
.
. .
.
Motion made (Mr. O’Sullivan), for papers relating to estabbshment ot, 51.
Postai and Telegeaph Rates :—
.
Motion'made (Mr. Bowel) for Address to Governor for reductions in, 117.
TELLERS (See “ NO TELLERS ”).
’'
TEREMIAH RESERVE (See “CROWN LANDS”).
.
TERRY, WILLIAM EITZWILLIAM (See “PRIVILEGE ”).
.
THEATRICAL LICENSES:—
Amended forms of and regulations, laid on Table, 169..................... ............ ..................................
THOMPSON, RICHARD.WINDEYER, ESQ., M.P::—
■
. '
Sworn as a Member of the Elections and Qualifications Committee, 3o.
^ ^Despatch respecting exemption from provisions of “ Arms Regulation of 1884,” laid on Table, 16...

351
507

529

315

375

415
. 659
955

1305

1287

TIMBER (See “CROWN LANDS”).
1
TOM, WILLIAM, JUN. (See “GOLD DISCOVERY”)..
.
.
TOTALIZATOR LEGALIZING BILL
Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell), for leave to bring m and negatived, 11.
TRADE MARKS AMENDMENT BILL:—
„ ,
Motion made (Mr. Carruthers) for Committee of the Whole, 11; House m Committee, Resolution
agreed to, 38 ; presented and read 1°, 41; Motion made for second reading and withdrawn ;
Order of the day discharged and Bill, withdrawn.
.
...
TRAMWAYS (See also “ BROKEN HILL TRAMWAY BILL”) :—
AXXiBGBD FbAUDS :-r

-

■

'

•

'

■ '

. . 1

Report of Royal Commission on, laid on Table, 16.............................................................................
Pboposed Leasing op the Goveenmbnt :—
,
■
Motion made (Mr. Neild) for Select Committee, to inquire into, and House counted out, Ai.
Petition, Public Meeting Leichhardt, in opposition to, 122................ .......................................... .
Motion made (Sir SmryParkes*, that Government should withdraw from the business of carrying
passengers in Sydney and Suburbs; Amendment moved (Mr. Copeland), and withdrawn,
125 ; Debate adjourned, 126 ; Debate resumed, 130 ; Motion made (Mr. Alfred Allen) that
“ question be now put,” and negatived; Mr. Haynes charged Mr. Huntley, with having
offered him a bribe ; Mr. Huntley summoned to Bar of the House,, and sworn ; Mr.,Levien
“ named •” Mr. Huntley cautioned and examined; Debate on main question resumed ;
Previous'Question moved and withdrawn; Debate continued, 130; Motion put and negatived,
131.
. . .
Railways and Tbamways :—
.
■
Report for year ending 30 June, 1888, laid on Table, 21................................................. :•*..........
Tbamway Employes •—
_
.
.
-Return to Order (Session, 1887-8) laid on Table, 112........................................ ............... .
ClTAEGES AGAINST MeMBEBS OP PAELIAMENT AND OTHEBS :—
‘
»
Privilege :—Motion made (Mr. Levien), {or inquiry into; Amendment moved (Mr. Carruthers),
and by leave withdrawn ; original motion by leave withdrawn, 134., .
• •
•
Minute recommending,appointment of a.Royal Commission.to. inquire..into, .laid on Table, 139..
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T
TRUSTEES (See “G-RAETON SCHOOL OP ARTS TRUSTEES ENABLING BILL”).
TUENA (See “GOULBURN AND TUENA TRAMWAY.BILL”).
•
TURNER, EDWIN WOODWARD, ESQ.
Return of Writ for Gunnedah reported, 1; sworn, 2.
.
TYPHOID PEVER :—
Papers respecting outbreak of, at Newtown, laid on Table, 169 ..........................................................

i
1

347

u

r

‘UNEMPLOYED” (See also “WORKS OP UNEMPLOYED ON ROADS AT HORNSBY AND
HOLT-SUTHERLAND ESTATE ” also “ ROADS ”)
Certain information relative to work.done by, laid on Table, 33 ................................................
Adjournment of tbe House moved in reference to labour of, and Motion withdrawn, 48.
Return respecting, laid on Table, 50 ......................................................................................................
• Return showing number of men who have applied for work to Casual Labour Board, where they
came from, and how dealt with, from May, 1887, to June, 1888, laid on Table, 51........;.........
Return'showing work carried out under control of Casual Labour Board, laid on Table, 155 ...1
. Correspondence respecting discontinuance of service of, laid on Table, 165 ■
UNIVERSITY OP SYDNEY:—
....................................
Additional By-laws, laid on Table, 37..............................
.
UNOCCUPIED HOUSES IN SUBURBAN MUNICIPALITIES':—
..............................................
Motion made (Mr. Slattertj) for return of, 22.
■
•
USHER (Sec “BLACK ROD”). • '
.

J

:

3

1083

3

1087

3
3
3

•1085
1077
1089

2

299

.

¥

VAGRANT ACT (See “ADMINISTRATION OP JUSTICE”).
VERNON (Spe “NAUTICAL SCHOOL SHIP VERNON”).
VOTE OP CENSURE
Pinancial Statement :—
Motion made (Mr. DiMs) to refer Statement of Ways and Means back to Treasurer, and negatived;
VOTE OP CHAIRMAN OP SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRIVATE BILLS:—
Sessional Order passed, 9.
VOTE OP CREDIT :~r .
Message from Governor recommending, 167.
.
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS (See “ASSEMBLY”).
. •

.
■

»

WALLERAWANG(See “RAILWAYS”).
.
.
WATER CONSERVATION (See also “INLAND WATERS CONSERVATION BILL”).
Commission •—
.....
■
'
Letter from Mr. Charles Robinson respecting Return in connection with, laid on Table, 17
Public Tanks and Wells :—
...
’
'
Report of Royal Commission on, laid on Table, 161...........................................................................
■ Statement in reply tendered in evidence, but refused bv Roval Commission. 16S 1
'
WATERING PLACES (“See “STOCK”).
..................... ..
WATER RIGHTS (See “ DEFINITION OP WATER RIGHTS BILL ”)
WATER SUPPLY (See also “ CROWN LANDS,” COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWER
AGE ACT,” also “BROKEN HILL WATER SUPPLY BILL,” also “BROKEN HILL AND
DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY. BILL ”):—
Stoeage Reseevoie Pott’s’ Hill, and Second Line as Pipes to Cbown Stbeet :_
Report from Parliamentary Committee on Public Works, laid on Table, 3; Motions made
(Mr. Sutherland), That works be carried out, 42, 43 ......................................
Hat :—
■
...................................
. Notification under the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act Extension Act of the Loan of
'
£7,000 to Municipal Council,, laid on Table, 21..................................................................
West Maitland :—

..........................................

, Proclamation under the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act, in connection with Reticulation
Works, laid on Table; 21 ...................................................................................................
Bboken Hill :—

...............................................

Report on, laid on Table, 84; referred to Select Committee on Broken Hill Water Supply Bill 129
Pbospect Dam :—
■
“
’
.
Reports and Minutes respecting condition of, 105, 121, 167. Purther correspondence (To le
appended), laid on Table, 129 .;........................................... ................................................... . '
Pbospect Reservoir :—
'
............. ...................
Papers respecting appointment of Resident Engineer at. laid on Table. 129
WAYS AND MEANS:—
.
' ' -............1................
Committee of, Sessional Order passed, 9.
>
• Motion made (Mr. Burns) for House to go into Committee, 11,’28, 48, 56, 60, 74, 84 85.
House in Commilttee, 28, 48, 56, 60, 74, 84, 85.
’
r
' Resolution reported,-85..
'
.
'
'
Resolution received, 102.
.
Resolution agreed to, 102.
Point of Order reported from Committee, 84.
. ’'Estimates for 1889 laid on Table, -28 ............................................ ..................................
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2
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2
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WEEKLY ABSTRACT OP PETITIONS
. J-..
Nos.
.......................................................... .............................................................................
WEEKLY REPORTS OP DIVISIONS
■ ^ Nos. 1 to 3 ........................................................................................................................ ....................
WELLS
See (“ TANKS AND WELLS ”).
' '
WESLEYAN METHODIST CHURCH PROPERTY TRUST BILL
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion of Mr. Garrard, read 1°, 88. Order of the day
postponed, 98, 117', 144,152.
.
'
WEST MAITLAND
' Wateb Suram :—
Proclamation under the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act, in connection with the Reticula
tion Works, laid on Table, 21................'.................'.....................................................................
WEST MAITLAND CATTLE SALE-YARDS BILL
Petition presented (Mr. Gould) to proceed with, under the 65th Standing Order, presented and
.
read 1°, 7; 2°, committed, reported, and report adopted, 37 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to
Council, 41; returned with amendments, 70. Council’s Amendments agreed to, 98 ; Assent
reported, 133.
.
.
WHARFAGE
' Goveenmbnt on Shobes oe Poet Jackson :—
'
Motion made {Mr. M'MillanJ to place under a Harbour Board, and amendment (Mr. FletcherJ
to include Newcastle and other principal Ports in the Colony, 118.
.
.
.
Accommodation, Wooeloomoodoo Bay
•
Minutes of Evidence and Appendix of Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, laid
on Table, 3 ..................................................................................................................... ...................
Report on, laid on Table, 169 ............:....................................................................................................
WILGA RUN (See “CROWN LANDS'”).
'
WINDSOR GAS-LIGHT COMPANY (LIMITED) ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Petition presented (Mr. Boioman) for leave to bring in, 95 ; leave given, presented and read 1°,
102; referred to Select Committee, 106 ; Report brought up 112 ; Order of the Day postponed,
'
117 ................................................................................................................... .................................
WOOLLOOMOOLOO BAY (See “ WHARFAGE ”).
WORKING OP COAL-MINES DURING STRIKES BILL
. Motion made (Mr. Walker) for leave to bring in, 15.
WORKSHOPS $ee “FACTORIES AND WORKSHOPS REGULATION BILL”).
WORK OP UNEMPLOYED ON ROADS AT HORNSBY AND HOLT-SUTHERLAND
ESTATE:—.|
■
' '
■
.
Motion made (Mr. Walker) for Select Committee to inquire into, 56 ; papers referred to Select
Committee, 59, 139 j Message to Council, asking leave to examine the Hon. John Davies,
,
M.L.C., 64; Message granting leave, 69; Progress Report brought up, motion made (Mr.
Walker), to print documents, and amendment moved (Mr. M'Millan) to refer back to Com
mittee and withdrawn ; Privilege (Sir Henry Parkes) moved that William Pitzwilliam.Terry
be summoned to the bar of the House to account for possession of report, and withdrawn, 150;
■
Select Committee revived, 155; Second Progress Report brought up, 169 ..............................
Petition presented from Mr. Burns for leave to appear before the Select Committee, and read bv
Clerk, 156................................................................................................................................-............
WRITS OP ELECTION (See “ELECTORAL”).
.
'
■

1

197

1

189

2

437

2

2

93
113

1

531

3

1091

3

1219

3

1247

2
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Y
YASS.
■
Ga0D :—
'
.
'
Notification of resumption of land, under Land for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, for extension
of, laid on Table, 37, 165 ............................................................................................................. .
YOUNG WALLSEND COAL COMPANY’S RAILWAY BILL.
Petition presented (Mr. Creer) to proceed with, under 65th Standing Order, presented and read 1°,
’ -28; referred to Select Committee, 32 ; Report brought up, 47; read 2°, 96; committed,
•
reported with an amendment; Report adopted, 97 ; read, 3°, passed and sent to Council, 102;
returned without amendment, 129; assent reported, 164 ..........................................................
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

Parliamentary Standing Committee
Public Works.

on

TOGETHEE WITH

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

APPEND] X

HARBOUR IMPROVEMENTS AT NEWCASTLE.

IprcsinUJ) to Uitiiiainrnt in arairtmna toitit ihf prnljisions cf the Dublii; Siorks ^.ct
51 "lie. §.o. 37, section 8.

SYDNEY: CHARLES POTTER, GOVERNMENT PRINTER.
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NAMES OE THE MEMBERS OE THE COMMITTEE,

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
The Honorable John Lackey, Chairman.
The Honorable Geobge Campbell.
The Honorable William Heney Suttob.

•

The Honorable James Watson,
The Honorable Ebedebick Thom;as Humpheby.

„

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
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PABLIAMENTAEY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

HARBOUR IMPROVEMENTS AT NEWCASTLE.
'

._______________________________

•
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REPORT.
on Public Works, appointed during
the last Session of Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1888, 51 Yic.
'No. 37, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “ the
expediency of carrying out certain works of harbour improvements, including
shipping facilities, at Newcastle,” have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is
expedient the works should be carried out; and, in accordance with the provision
of sub-section IV, of clause 13, of the Public Works Act, report their resolution
to the Legislative Assembly:—•
'

The Parliamentary Standing Committee

The proposed improvements consist of the construction of a basin on the
southern end of Bullock Island (now known as Carrington), which it is intended
to line with a wharf or quay that will provide about 4,000 feet of wharfage accom
modation ; the erection of seven additional hydraulic cranes, with a loading capacity
of 10 tons each; the reclamation of land near Honeysuckle Point, adjoining the
Great Northern Railway; and the removal of about 20,000 cubic yards of rock
which now obstructs the channel at the entrance to the harbour,
'
. . The estimated cost of the proposed works is £112,000, this amount being
stated on sworn testimony to he sufficient to complete them; and the object in con
structing the works is to increase the shipping facilities in the port of Newcastle,
in accordance with a plan prepared some years ago, and by which the present
arrangements at Bullock Island (now known as Carrington), were brought into
operation.
According to the evidence given before the Committee, the proposed improver
ments are very necessary.
' '
.
Pour of the cranes which have been in use upon the wharf on the south side
of the harbour have been removed from that wharf, in order to provide room there
for the unloading and loading of general menchandise; and three of these, with the
proposed new ones, will be brought into operation at Bullock Island—the intention
being that, as far as possible, the whole of the coal traffic on the southern side of
the harbour shall be centred in this locality.
^
The proposed basin, and the construction or completion in its vicinity of the
necessary wharf accommodation, will provide the authorities with additional mooring
Ipace for vessels, and enable them to load coal from the western side of a portion of
the present dyke as well as from the eastern. In the basin there will be, according
fcAthe Harbour-Master, room for a dozen vessels waiting their turn to load, and, as
a mooring ground, it will be better than any other part of the harbour, as it will be
put\of the tideway.
•
. V The proposed reclamation of land at Honeysuckle Point may be made very
profitable. The acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers explains That
the railway line at Honeysuckle Point runs close to Blane-street, and that the
railway workshops are on both sides of the line. It is proposed to put the workshops,
on the further side of the line from Blane-street on, or adjacent to, the land which
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is to be reclaimed, and then to sell a portion of the Blane-street frontage, the
proceeds from the sale of which, it is believed, will more than pay for the reclama
tion. The cost of the reclamation, so far as it is proposed to be carried out under
the present plan, is set down at £10,000.
_ The removal of a portion of the rock which interferes with the safe navi
gation of the harbour, and which is to cost £12,500, appears to be very desirable,
for the reason that it has been very much in the way, and is a serious danger to
vessels meeting the tide.
> In their consideration of these proposals the principal points upon which, in
the judgment of the Committee, it appeared to be desirable to elicit information, in
order that they might arrive at a just conclusion, were :—
(1.) The accommodation existing at Newcastle at the present time for the
carrying on of the coal trade of the port;
(2.) The extent to which the trade was actually increasing, or would
probably increase;
(3.) The possible diverting of a portion of the present trade from Newcastle
to Sydney, inconsequence of the completion of. railway communication

between the two places;
(4.) The probable duration of the Newcastle coal supply;
'
(5.) The revenue derived by the Government from the port.
. .
All the witnesses examined agree in stating that the present accommodation
is insufficient. Mr. Hickson, Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers,
says the proposed improvements are wanted very much, and that vessels have had to
wait a long time for their turn under the cranes. “ We have just finished,” he
states {question 49), “four additional hydraulic cranes, which have given great
relief, but still we want much more accommodation” ; and {question 86) “I have
known a vessel wait for two months for a herth.” The evidence of Captain Newton,
Harbour•‘■Master at Newcastle, is to the same effect. “ The limited space,” he
states {question 125), “has of late been very severely taxed—it has been con
stantly complained of by shipmasters ” ; and {question 127) “ a want of accommo
dation interferes greatly with the shipment of coal.” Mr. E. R. Neild, Acting
Railway Traffic Manager at Newcastle, says {question 199), “ the want of facilities
has. always been a serious trouble.” Mr, C. A. Goodchap, Commissioner for
Railways, though he is not prepared to say there has been any want of facilities for
the shipment of coal, at the same time considers the proposed new cranes to be
absolutely necessary in view of the requirements of the trade yearly; and, in an'
appendix to his evidence {Appendix B), he strongly advocates the construction of the
proposed basin, in order to improve the shipping facilities of the port, and the
carrying out of the proposed reclamation to create “ much-needed water frontage at
Honeysuckle Point.”
With regard to the extent to which the trade is actually increasing, Captain
Newton states that the shipping is increasing more than the accommodation; and
that, from his pilotage returns, he knows that but for the present Strike at the
collieries the export of coal this year would have largely exceeded the returns of
former years, and the shipping returns would have eclipsed anything before known
in Newcastle.
'
_
_ The question as to the railway communication between Newcastle and Sydney
diverting any of the coal shipment from Newcastle to the Metropolis was dealt with
principally during the examination of Mr. Goodchap, who was regarded by the Com
mittee as well qualified to, express an opinion upon the point; and Mr. Goodchap
considers that the coal trade of Newcastle Avill not in this respect he affected in any
material degree. He thinks {question 395) that there will be a good trad© in coal
on the Northern Railway line connecting Sydney and Newcastle, but that “it will
not affect the established mines that now do business with Newcastle in a very large
degree; that the coal which will be brought over this portion of the Northern
Railway will be coal developed at Lake Macquarie, and between that and the
Hawkesbury River.”. “The present mines,” he says, “will continue to use the
harbour of Newcastle and the shipping appliances at Bullock Island.”
The

Th.6, piobable dui ation pf tbe coal supply in the Newcastle district is
strikingly shown in evidence given by Mr. T. W. E. David, Geological Surveyor,
Department of Mines, who, in the absence from Sydney of Mr. 0. S. Wilkinson]
Government Geologist, was examined by the Committee; and in an appendix to his
evidence. He divides the. productive coal measures of the district into three
groups,—
(1) The Upper or Newcastle measures,
.
(2) The Middle or East Maitland measures,
(3) The Lower or Greta measures,—
5
£
and he estimates that the unworked areas of the first will furnish an output pf at
least 2,000,000 tons annually for 200 years, the second 20,000 tons daily for' 100
years, and the third 40,000 tons daily for 200 years. Evidence upon the question *
of supply was also obtained from Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries in the
Northern District, and from Mr. John Mackenzie, Examiner of Coal-fields, and;
though not of so definite a nature as that given by Mr. David, it supports the view
that the probable life of the .mines in the Newcastle district is sufficient to -justify
the carrying out of the proposed harbour improvements.
The revenue derived from the port appears to be less than it might be made,
for though a substantial return is received from the haulage and shipment of coal,
no wharfage dues on imports or exports are levied; and the evidence of Captain
Jackson, Manager of Public Wharves, together with an appendix to his evidence,
shows that if wharfage rates were levied, as they are in Sydney, the revenue would
be very materially increased. There is also at Newcastle, in connection with the
coal trade, the anomaly of the Eailway Department collecting and crediting itself
with the whole of the revenue derived from the shipment of coal, and yet not being
charged with any portion of the cost which is incurred by the Government in the ,
erection of cranes and tire construction of wharves.
. It will, however, be seen that the evidence generally, during the inquiry,
was strongly in favour of the proposed works being adopted, and on Thursday]
13th September, the Committee agreed to the following resolution, which Was moved
by Mr. Watson and seconded by Mr. Kethel:—
.
“ That the Committee consider it expedient that the harbour improvements
at Newcastle, as proposed on the plan and explained in the evidence
before the Committee, be carried out.”
JOHN LACKEY,
.
. Chairman.
Office, of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Sydney, 22nd October, 1888. ■
' .
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MONDAY, 27 ATTOUST, 1888.

"

present:—

The Honorable JOHN LACKEY (Ciiaismam).
The Hon. Okobqe Campbell.
Alexaflee Kethel, Esij.
The Hon. William Hefet Suttoe.,
Joseph Palmee Abbott, Esq.
The Hon. James Wats of.
Johf Kefbell Steeet, Esq.
,
TFe Hon. Eeedeeick Thomas Humpheey.
Thomas Michael Slatteey, Esq.
Hefey CoPELAFh, Esq., '
Sydfey Smith, Esq.
The Committee resolved to examine Joseph Barling, Esq, Under Secretary for Public Works with
reference to a suggestion from the Honorable the Minister for Works that certain of the nronosals
referred to the Committee by Parliament should be first considered, and with regard to the whole
of the works m the list referred to the Committee.
■
gard 10 tlle "lloie
.
Joseph Barling, Esq, Under Secretary for Public Works, sworn and examined•
.
1. Chairman.'} You know, I suppose, the list of proposed public works which has been submitted to the
2 °Tbe List I°tTke0itri?Partmfent
'vllich. might &st b® considered by the Committee.? Yes
- J. Barling,
Esq.
2. Ibeist, I take it, is one of works which are m a sufficient stage of advancement to be dealt with at
once, if the Committee should decide in their favour ? I think every one.
27 Aug, 18S8
o. Can you tell us if any of the works have actually been commenced P The fipcit whiVTi
-ni, £
■therTntth031^ W-0?11-00m00l0° Bay>-With reference to that, some improvements We been caTrffifout
there; but the special improvements referred to in this list, which are actually an extension of
, '
ments already taken place, have not yet been begun. The detailed information^with reo-arrl t +L prove-

o. With regard to the-improvements of the Circular Quay?

eStoSr

'

Part of the work on fho ood

-i i.

the imI,ro’'e,”“1'' r“f'!,'re'1 l« ''«» "ill <’*'»') to the western side a, "dlf flS

^ ‘"i

««*»«—

in a? a 1 theSG WOrks w1adlug1now .for the aPtl0U of the Committee ? Yes, or nearl/all of them '
immediate MturCe°™mYes mT tlllS llst submitted by your department certain works as those of a more

has promised to bring the Weste4 Suburbs iSinage scheme WoiTtfeSl^once^dflffi

II. Afr. Kethel.} May I ask what reason there is for delaying No. 6 on the list referred to the CmmnbfPA
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FRIDAY,

PARLIAMENTARY STANDIN& COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

HARBOUR IMPROVEMENTS AT NEWCASTLE.
FRIDAY, 31 AUGUST, 1888.

$ resent:—
The Honorable JOHN LACKEY
The Hon. 'William Henry Suttor.
The Hon. James Watson.
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humpheey.
Alexander Kethel, Esq.
Sydney Smith, Esq.

(Chairman).
Joseph Palmer Abbott, Esq.
John Rendell Street, Esq.
Thomas Michael Slattery, Esq.
Jacob Garrard, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to consider the subject of the proposed Harbour Improvements at Newcastle.
Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public Works, sworn and examined:—
12. Chaitmcm.] You have submitted here a list of works which I understand the Department is better
prepared to go on with than with others ? Yes.
13. It consists of harbour improvements at Newcastle, improvements to the Circular Quay, improvements
1 Aug., 188.8. at Woolloomooloo Bay, and dredging plant for Sydney Harbour. The first work is harbour improvements
at Newcastle, and the Committee in going into the matter would like to have some evidence of the
necessity for the work, if you have that evidence to give; the circumstances under which the work is to
be inaugurated, or whether it is a continuation of something already in progress; and any other facts
connected with the initiation of the work which you may be able to give us ? After I was examined by
the Committee on the last occasion, I saw Mr. Sutherland and had a talk with him about the general
business of the Committee, and he has desired me to make certain general statements, which, if it is the
pleasure of the Committee that I should do so, I will read.
.
[Mr. Abbott objected to the Minister for Works directly or indirectly sending messages to the Committee, and
thereby placing evidence of a secondary nature before them, and it was decided that Mr. Darling should
be examined irrespective of the Minister and on his own responsibility
14. Chairman.'] We have decided to take evidence upon the proposed improvements at Newcastle, and first
of all we are desirous of knowing the reason or necessity for the works ? In brief, the improvements
.
include the construction of a basin on the southern end of Bullock Island, which it is proposed to line
' with a wharf or quay which will give, when complete, about 8,000 feet of wharfage accommodation, -but
the present proposal is to construct about 4,000 feet. This will be more particularly shown on the plan.
They will also include the erection of seven additional hydraulic cranes with a loading capacity of 10'-tons
each ; the reclamation of land near Honeysuckle Point, adjoining the Great Northern Railway; and the
removal of about 20,000 cubic yards of rock which now obstructs the channel leading into the harbour,
the locality of which will be indicated on the plan. Mr. Hickson, the Acting Engineer-in-Chief for
Harbours and Rivers, is in attendance, and will produce large plans which will illustrate the improve
ments proposed, and he will be prepared to give a detailed explanation to the Committee. The works-are
entirely of an engineering and technical character, and it was thought it would be more satisfactory To
the Committee if the engineer himself attended and explained them. I have also in attendance the Rail
way Traffic Manager at Newcastle, the Harbour Master at Newcastle, and Captain Jackson. These
gentlemen will be prepared to show by statistics .and their evidence generally the necessity for the
proposed works. The first-named gentleman will be prepared with information showing the necessity
for the additional shipping appliances and wharfage accommodation which the plans will disclose;
Captain Newton will be able to show the necessity for the deepening operations which the schemewill also include; and Captain Jackson will be prepared with an outline of the revenue returns. ':Gf
'
course, the Public "Works Department is not a revenue department. We merely construct the works,
and the Treasury collects the revenue, and we thought it desirable that one of the revenue officers should
attend and give evidence on that point. I think that gives a rough outline of our proposals, and the
gentlemen I have named will bauble to give more detailed information, which will show the character
and necessity of the works.
.
15. Have you any record of any applications for, or memorials in favour of, this work ? A great number,
extending over many years.
,
16. This, then, is hardly regarded as a continuation of any special work? Works have been going on
there for a great number of years.
'
.
17. Rut this is a new work, independent of the expenditure which has taken- place there previously ? Tt
is ; but it is part of the plan which has been in progress for many years.
''
18. It is part of the original plan ? Well, I may say sobut it is just carrying out what the requirements
of the trade show to be necessary from time to time".
.
19. The Traffic Manager, I suppose, will be able to speak to that point ? Yes ; he will show the necessity
.
for extra crane accommodation, which the growth of the coal traffic makes necessary.
20. Mr. Abbott.] I suppose you, yourself, do not know anything of the necessity of the works ? No ;
but the gentlemen I have named are personally acquainted with the works.
v
21. You say there are required seven or ten additional cranes : is the capacity of the craneone lift ?
Yes ; we have cranes there capable of lifting 25 tons.
“
.
22. Chairman.]. Is that the greatest capacity ? I think so. I am speaking from memory, but I believe
it is 25 tons.
;
23. Mr. Abbott.] Is that plan now before the Committee the one that has been prepared ? Yes.
;.
24. And what about the estimate to be submitted by the Minister ? Mr. Hickson will give you that.:
25. Mr. Garrard.] Is this extra accommodation purely for coal purposes—for coal shipment only ? Well,
it will not be wholly so, I think, but Mr. Hickson will explain that more fully. I may mention that, as
you will see on the plan, it provides for rock excavation in the harbour. Of course, vessels go to
Newcastle chiefly for coal, but not wholly so.
‘
c
26. Can you tell us what the works have cost so far ? Yes; .but that will come more naturally from Mr.
Hickson.
.
■ ■
J. Barling,
Esq.

Robert
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'‘‘■'-''•iiobert Hickson, Esq., Acting Engineer-in-Okief for Harbours and Kivers,’sworn and,examined•
27. Chairman.'] Tour name is ? Eobert Hickson.
■
Hickson
2S;,:.Tou are Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers ? Tes,
Esq.
29! Ton have charge of the proposed works at Newcastle? Tes.
/•—
,3,0^ .How long have you had these works in charge ? Seven years.
31 Aug., 1888.
31. Ton succeeded Mr. Harley, did you not? Tes.
-3:2.. Has any part of the work been undertaken up to the present time—any' of these new works con=
.'templated in this expenditure ? No.
33..,The main feature of this work is, I suppose, to give additional wharfage accommodation ? ■ Tes.
'34. ^¥ill it be exclusively for coal purposes—for coal export? The wharfage accommodation will be
exclusively for the export of coal.
’
,35! I suppose that for some time it has been considered desirable that this accommodation should be
provided? Tes; it has been wanted very much. Vessels have had to wait a long time for their turn
under the cranes.
36! This proposed work is to provide for an increased shipment of coal ? Tes.
37;.} Was the work designed by yourself or by some other engineer ? It was mainly sketched out by
’ myself, and approved of by Mr. Moriarty.
38. Do you know the estimate of the cost of the work ? £112,000.
,39,. -Will that complete it, do you think? Oh,, yes, what we propose under the present arrangement.
We provide seven additional crane berths.
'40!’ Are these cranes to be worked by hydraulic power ?' Tes.
41. Are the present cranes worked by hydraulic power ? Tes.
42. Do you find they work successfully ? Tes.
■43..i_37r. Street.] Are you aware that great'complaints have been made of' the insufficiency of accommoda‘tion for the requirements of the trade of Newcastle ? Tes. constantly.
.44, .Chairman] Erom your own knowledge, are you aware of it ? Tes.
'45,1,Tou reside there, I take it? I did up to the last three months. I am now in Sydney.
46. Who is superintending these works now ? The Assistant Engineer for Water Supply, Mr. Walsh.
'47. How long have you been a resident at Newcastle ? Seven years.
'
48.. Then you have had an opportunity of observing the operations of the coal trade ? Tes.
49. And have you been impressed with the necessity for these proposed works ? Tes, very much
hnpressed. We hawe just finished four additional hydraulic cranes, which have given great relief, but still
we want much more accommodation.
!,50. .,!Will you point out where these cranes which you recently erected are? [Witness indicated on the
fl'an before the Committee the position of the fow cranes recently erected, and of those which have been at
-pork at Bullock Island for some years.] Eour new cranes have been finished a few months and are in
"constant use. What we propose now is not to extend further in a northerly direction than what is shown
on the plan, except for ballast jetties, for it would be too far away. We propose to make the basin, and
us;a start we are going to put up two ballast jetties on the south end of Bullock Island Wharf, and then •
..construct a wharf along the portion of the dyke as shown on the plan.
*51. How many additional cranes will that give ? Seven new cranes.
:52. Do you propose; ultimately to have cranes on the opposite side—that is, the western side ? We do
not propose that at present.
'
,
'
iSSy-And that is as far as this expenditure goes ? Tes.
^ '54. This £112,000 does not include the whole design? No. It includes £12,500 for the removal of
' -portion of rock in the harbour. All the vessels going out of Newcastle go out on a rising or flood tide,
and a portion of this rock has been very much in the way. It is called the Lightship Eock.
,55..,:It is not visible, is it ? No ; there is 12 feet of water on it at low-water. We propose to take off a
'corner of it, so as to give vessels more room. Also in the £112,000 there is a sum .included of £10,000,
which we propose to expend in reclaiming and utilizing a portion of land marked on this plan between the
railway at Honeysuckle Point and Bullock Island. The main object of that is this: The railway goes
.along Blane-street, and the railway workshops are on both sides of the line. It is proposed to put the
workshops on the further side of the lino from Blane-street, and then the portion of the frontage of
fBlane-street indicated on this plan will be sold, and the money realized will more than pay the carrying
out of this work of reclamation.
.
56. Tou propose to dredge the channel and fill in where you make this reclamation ? Tes ; we are getting
<a,aand-dredge to do this.
‘57! The reclamation would then come close up to the railway line ? Tes.
58. Then the present estimate includes that expenditure? It includes a portion of that expenditure;—the
commencement of it.
■
.
59. That is as far as it would affect the cranes you are going to erect ? Tes.
.60., Do you know what the present export of coal is ? I think it is about one million and three-quarters
a, year now, but the Eailway Department can give you correct information on that point.
61. Mr. Garrard.] Do you mean one and three-quarter millions in value or in tons ? Tons.
62. Mr. Kethel.] How many steam cranes is it intended to remove, or how many have been removed from
the Newcastle wharf? We have taken away four; there are only two remaining now.
i63. Where is it intended to place these ? We are going to put ‘three down at the south end of Bullock
Island Wharf; the other one of the four is useless. The object of putting the three there is that the staiths
at present on the Newcastle side will have to come down; but there is a certain class of coasting vessels
...wfeich go to these staiths, and we are going to provide short berths at this new place for these coasters.
647 That is part of the present project? No; that is almost done. The cranes are down, and the
foundations are almost ready for the three of them.
^5.; Is the removal of the cranes from the Newcastle wharf one of the reasons for this increased accommo'datibn at Bullock Island ? Partly; but it was necessary to take away these cranes in order to give more
.ajC.cpmmodation for vessels bringing general imports.
■
66. -Is it part of this scheme to take away the whole of the lines of rails that go by the Market Wharf,
and utilize the whole of the Newcastle Wharf for purposes of general trade apart from-coals ? It is nearly
dp.np, but that is not a part of this scheme.
‘
■ .
•
67. ‘Chairman!] Have you any information as to the revenue derived from the coal trade ? The Traffic
Manager can give you that exactly.
08.

4
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B. H'clisjn, 68. What quantity of coal dp you say they are capable of putting on board during the year.
Esq.
and three-quarter millions of tons were put on hoard last year..

69. The cranes are continuously at work ?

Oh, yes, day and night.

31 Aug., 1888, 70. Mr. Garrard.] That quantity you mention includes the shipment at Stockton ?

I think one

'
It is the whole of the

export from Newcastle.
71. Mr. Kethel.] What is the depth of water to which it is intended to dredge the harbour alongside the
proposed wharves ? 24 feet.
•
•
■
.
72. What depth is it now ? Between the dyke point and the A.A. Company s shoots there' is about 18
feet; further up, on the western side of the dyke, it dries at low-water. _
73. Is it intended to add to the present hydraulic power and pumping machinery, or to erect fresh machinery;
I understood the present power isf not sufficient to work the cranes ? It is intended to supplement it so
far as to put in a new engine and new set of boilers, but the hydraulic accumulators are sufficient, I think.
74. Chairman] What is your estimate of the time it will take to carry out these proposed works ? To
complete them will take something under three years.
.
75. That is as far as the expenditure of this estimate goes ? Yes; but of course as we put up each crane
we can use it; we can use them as we go on.
.
...
.
76. Mr. Abbott.] Will the construction of the works now proposed necessitate ultimately the construction
of'the whole of the design on the plan before the Committee ? Oh, no:
77. These works will be complete in themselves ? Complete in themselves.
_
_
78. You said something about a reclamation there—will that be for sale, or will it be utilized by the Rail
way Department ? Of course, that I cannot say. They might lay down a railway on a portion of it, and
sell the other.
79. Do you know what the staiths which it is proposed to remove cost ? No ; I cannot say.
80. They have never been used to any great extent, have they ? Ob, yes, by small vessels.
'
81. Do you know what the wharfage accommodation now at the harbour of Newcastle is ? We can load
twelve of the largest vessels afloat, at Bullock Island now.
_
82. How long would it take to load those twelve vessels ? Well, there can be loaded about 2,000 tons in
twenty-four hours from each crane. The difficulty with loading at the cranes there is not due to the
crane power, but to the difficulty of getting the coal quick enough to the cranes and put into the vessel.
The trimming takes time. 800 tons in ten hours is about what is done. "
83. How long do these vessels generally occupy a berth at the cranes? I think you will get better infor
mation about that from the wharfinger.
'
84. How often are there twelve vessels in the harbour requiring that accommodation ? It is very rarely
that a crane is idle.
'
85. But how often is there a demand for any greater number than twelve large vessels to use these cranes ?
I think there is always a demand.
86. And are the vessels kept there waiting very long for a berth ? I have known a vessel wait there for
two months for a berth.
.
87. Having to wait its turn ? Yes.
_ '
88 Mr. Garrard.] I should like to know the estimate of cost of the whole of the works on this plan
before the Committee ? Erom the bridge at Bullock Island upwards, as shown on the. plan, is not our
scheme. I think it is the suggestion of some one on Bullock Island.
- _
89. Why have you a plan here representing something which is not your scheme! To construct and
utilize these works you will have to do a considerable amount of dredging ? Yes.
_
90. To what width do you propose to deepen from the proposed wharf on the western side of the dyke ?
About 500 feet at present, to be completed as the trade demands.
91. Then vessels will have to go in head first and come out stern first ? Oh, no; there will be sufficient
room for them.
•
92. Is it intended to remove the whole of those rocks in the fairway of the harbour ? Oh, no; to do so,
we sbould have to go right up to the wharf.
93. It is intended to remove only the piece coloured on the plan ? Yes.
94. What proportion is that to the remainder ? That is hard to estimate.
95. Will you show the Committee the position of the last or No. 8 crane on the wharf? [Witness
indicated the position on the plan.]
96. And to'provide berths at that wharf, was not that rock considerably dredged away ? No ; not since
. I have been at Newcastle; there is about 13 or 14 feet of water on that rock there.
97. At the site of the last crane ? Yes.
98. "What is the nature of the retaining wall along the inner dyke on Bullock Island—is-it masonry?
It is a timber wharf.
99. But with an internal wall ? Yes, of broken stone.
’ .
100. Mere ballast? Yes ; large stone that comes as ballast—blue-metal.
■
101. What is the nature of the soil where the work has already been done ? Sand.
102. Is there any difference between a wall to retain sand and one to retain mud—do you think a
retaining wall for sand would, do for mud ? Yes, much better, because there is no tide there ; it will be
still water.
103. Are the piles on the outside wharf wooden piles ? Yes.
104. Do you purpose using the same inside ? Yes.
105. Is there any considerable deterioration owing to the borers there ? No; we copper the piles, and
they stand very well.
106. Can you tell us the estimated cost of the whole of the works ? No ; I could not tell you now.
107. Are there any wharfage rates or tonnage rates collected at Newcastle now? I think there, is a
small tonnage rate, but the wharfinger can tell you.
108. How many cranes are there at Stockton ? Two.
‘
109. Do some of the staiths that it is proposed to take away belong to a private company? No. There
are two there, which belong to the A. A. Co., but of course we cannot touch them.
110. "What is the depth of water along the dyke? About 23 to 21 feet at low-water, and higher up 17
or 18 feet.
111. Is it a rocky bottom ? Sand.

112.
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112. Do you not think it would be better to bring tbe coal further north along the dyke rather than have a r. Hickson,
congested traffic, according to your proposal ? I do not think so. As far as the shipment goes, this inside
Esq.
place at the dyke will be very much better, and it will be still water there. There is a very strong rush
—\
of tide on the outside of the dyke.
31 Aug ,1888
113. Chairman.\ Does this' expenditure provide for the railway accommodation on that point ? Do you
mean laying sidings ?
114. Tes ? No, it does not.
115. Or laying rails ? No, nothing to do with the railway.
] 16. Mr. Abbott.] Who is responsible for the estimated cost of £112,000 F I am.
'
117. Did you estimate it at that amount ? Tes.
118. Mr. Garrard.] Are the cranes for the inner portions of the works at the dyke included in your
estimate? Tes, the cranes complete ; seven cranes,119. Hydraulic cranes ? Tes ; seven of them are in this estimate.

Captain Henry Newton, Harbour Master at Newcastle, sworn and examined :—
120. Chairman.] Tou are Harbour Master at Newcastle P Tes.
Captain
121 How long have you been there ? I have been fifteen years in the service.
Newton.
122. At Newcastle ? Tes. Dour years as Harbour Master.
----- -123. And you are well acquainted with the proposed works at Bullock Island ? Tes.
31 Aug., 1888
124. The works which we are now considering which embrace an expenditure of £112,000 ? Tes.
125. I suppose, in the performance of your functions of Harbour Master, you see the necessity daily of increased accommodation for shipping? Tes; the limited space has of late been very severely taxed.
It has been constantly complained of by ship-masters. On some occasions I have had ships lying three,
four, and five abreast.
•
126. Loading ? No ; lying light for the want of wharf accommodation; and such a thing is not conducive
to the safety of vessels where they are subject to heavy freshets, as they are at Newcastle. ,
127. Of course you are of opinion that it is essential there should be sufficient harbour accommodation to
prevent vessels from being delayed ? . A want of accommodation interferes greatly with the shipment of
coal. When we have a tier of vessels lying four abreasr of one another, the inside ship may receive her
order to load at night-time, but as the orders for night-work are not given until 4 o'clock in the afternoon,
it is very difficult io enable the vessel to comply with it. We have to break the tier of vessels, and that
can only be done in fine weather. If the vessel cannot get to her berth when tbe order for her to load is
received she would lose her turn.
128. Of course your anchorage space is more now than it was ? Tes; but our shipping is increasing
more than our accommodation.
~
129. Have you given attention to these proposed works ? Tes.
'
110. Do you think they will obviate any delay in the shipment of coal? They are going to place three
steam cranes in position that will no doubt give small vessels quicker despatch.- Then there is to be 700 feet
of wharfage going inside the basin, but I would rather see it 1,500 feet than 700 feet, because that 700 is
actually only what is taken away from the four steam cranes on the eastern end of the wharf on the
Newcastle side.
.
] 31. How do you mean taken away ? There are three steam cranes near the end of the dyke which have
been removed from the Newcastle side. There is a ballast wharf there, and I have had as many as six
vessels there. Well, they are going to place three cranes there, and have a ballast wharf on the other
side, reclaiming the ground.
132. But about the general utility of the work after it has been carried out; it will give considerable
additional space for vessels engaged in the coal trade, will it not ? Tes.
133. Do you think the accommodation represented in these proposed works will meet present requirements ?
Dor a very short time.
134. Then additional works will be required subsequently ? Tes.
135. Have you given any consideration to the estimate set down for these works ? I have heard the
amount.
.
136. Tou have not gone into the figures to consider as to the money being sufficient for carrying out the
proposal ? No, I have not.
.
137. It embraces some reclamation near Bullock Island? Tes.
138. And the removal of some rock? Tes ; I was the first one to apply for the removal of that rock.
It is situated at the intersection of two channels, and ships coming in meet the tide and may go on the
rock.
139. Vessels are liable to accident by reason of the rock remaining there? Tes; great care has to be
exercised.
140. Does your knowledge extend back very many years with regard to Newcastle Harbour ? Tes. I
remember vhen coals were wheeled on board vessels in Newcastle Harbour.
141. How long ago was that ?' 1859. That was before I entered the service.
"
142. The harbour has been very much improved since then? In fact, by engineering skill and the
expenditure of money, it has been made, I may say, a harbour from a creek.
143. I suppose you have no idea of the total expenditure of money on the improvement of the harbour
from time to time ? No.
144. Are there any wharfage dues paid now ? Tes; there is a wharfage rate of |d. per ton on ships
taking in coal and wool. That realized about £7,000 for 1887.
""
145. That is being paid now ? Tes.
146. Has that rate always been paid ? Of late years.
1-17. Are the works—those that have been carried out, and those that are to be carried out—of a perma
nent character: Does the harbour, for instance, silt up again ? Tes ; the north channel silted up from a
depth of 21 feet to 12 feet 9 inches in consequence of freshets.
148. Mr. Abbott.] What are the freshets ? They are caused by floods in the river, and bring down large
'
quantities of silt, causing a decrease in the depth by the silting up. The silt coming down in that manner
has
r
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Captain i^g caused a decrease in the deptli by tbe silting up from 21 feet to 12 feet 9 inches, and for about 300
Newton, foot in width. We had to take the ships down in nearly -the centre of the harbour. The channel has not
/T*-been deepened again yet. We have two dredges working there now the “ Newcastle and the Hunter.
31 Aug., 18SS. 14g. QlMirmm^ rp^ thig dredging will still have to be carried on? Yes; I am of opinion that dredgingwill have to be carried on continuously.
150. Mr. Allott.'] Have you any idea of the export trade of Newcastle? I have. About 2,000,000 tons
of coal, in round numbers, we exportedHast year, I think. The exact figures are l,Go8,386 tons of coal
shipped out of Newcastle, and independent of Sydney.
151. Ohairman.1 That does not include what was sent to Sydney ? No; it is the foreign trade—the trade
outside of New S.outh Wales.
152. That would include all that goes to Melbourne and Adelaide ? Yes.
.
■
153. Mr. Ahlott.\ Have you any idea of what the wool export is ? I think that last year it was 46,000
bales.
154. It is increasing, I suppose ? Yes.
155. Chairman.'] Would that amount which you have stated represent what went out of the Colony, or
merely what went from the port of Newcastle ? Out of Newcastle.
.
156. But a great deal of that would come to Sydney ? No ; I think that amount was shipped out of New
'
castle direct for foreign markets.
■
157. Mr. Qarrari.] Was one reason of your availing ypurself of the north channel the desire to avail
yourself of the Stockton coal trade ? No.
,
. '
•
158. What width of channel would you require inside of the wharf on the western side of the dyke at
Bullock Island for getting vessels safely in and out ? We should require from 400 to 500 feet for the
class of ships now coming to Newcastle.
_
159. What is the estimated width between these two lines shown on the plan before the Committee {indi
cating the lines) ? I have not measured it.
160. What is the length of the longest vessel coming to Newcastle? The longest has been 480 feet.
"
161. And if you had three vessels abreast and only 400 feet of space how could you turn a vessel round?
We should always have room to swing a ship where there is a tide running.
_
_
162. You are of opinion that there would be sufficient room there to enable you to swing a ship ? Yes ;
most decidedly.
163. Is not that proposed dock on the western side of the dyke at Bullock Island dry now at low-water ?
Yes, dry at low-water.
.
_
164. Do you know whether there is any charge for wharfage on the Newcastle side? I do not think
there is.
165. And what is the other amount you mentioned ? A half-penny a ton.
166. Who would collect that revenue ? The Custom House.
167. Mr. Kethel.] Will there be water space available inside the dock for vessels to lie there awaiting
their turn for loading, and out of the tide-way—that is, of course, when it has been dredged out ? Yes.
It will, in fact, be better than any other place.
'
168. There would be accommodation, say, for a dozen vessels waiting to load ? Yes; and it will be better
for them, as they will be out of the tide-way.
,
_
.169. Will there be any wharfage accommodation available for vessels inwards or outwards at the reclaimed
land on the Honeysuckle Point side ? I can scarcely.answer that question.
170. Is there to be, on the Newcastle side, where this reclamation is to be carried- out, a wharf for shipping
accommodation ? ■ I believe there is. I proposed that there should be a timber wharf.
171. Mr. Garrard.] Are you under the impression that the whole of these improvements are to be carried
out at once ? No; my impression is not that. I should not say they could be all done now.
172. Mr. JELuniphery.] When that work has been accomplished, will there be sufficient accommodation for
the full requirements of the port ? Well, for this present year, if it had not been for the unfortunate
strike now taking place, I believe the shipping returns would have eclipsed anything known in Newcastle
before. If we make strides, as we have been doing of late years, these improvements would be nothing
' more than are required.
' 173. But in this scheme, is there any provision for future requirements, or is it only for those that are
immediate ? I think immediate.
174. Mr.-Kethel.] Is it not a fact that the frequent delay in vessels waiting for their turn to load arises
from the circumstance that a number of ships are chartered to load from one-mine. Is not that the cause
of the delay, rather than the scarcity of accommodation? I can answer that question this way: These
last three months the coal has been pretty well equally divided. Some two years ago there was a rush of
shipping, and the ships that were loading Wallsend coal had very great detention, and at times cranes
stood idle; but with this last influx of shipping it has not been so. The cranes have been continually at
work night and day, although the Wallsend ships have had long turns. They have had as much as fifty
days.
175. Mr. Suttor.] Do you know the quantity of coal exported from Newcastle during the present year ?
No..
■
_
176. You said it was proportionately larger than what it has been in former years ? I referred to the
shipping. I have not gone into the number of tons of coal, but I know the quantity would largely exceed
the returns of former years—that is, if it had not been for the present strike. I know it from my pilotage
returns. My pilotage returns for this year up to the 31st July were £11,704 17s., and last year the
amount was £14,834 for the whole year.
.
177. Mr. Ketheli] I understand that the vessels engaged in the coasting trade, or in fact most of the vessels in our trade, are exempted from that pilotage? Yes; and a number of the home ships are now
exempt, and most of the steamers.
178. Then these pilotage returns you have given us refer to foreign shipping ? Yes.
179. What is the rate of pilotage levied ? Eight-pence—four-pence in and four-pence out, by registered
tonnage.
180. Mr. Sydney Smith.] What is the distance from the point on the north shore at Stockton to the rock,
part of which it is proposed to remove ? I have measured it with the line, but I have not the measure
ment here.
1
181. I mean deep water ? I think about 350 feet.
182.
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182. Tou know it is proposed to take away this rock ? Tes.
'
’
Captain
183. Do you know the quantity of rock to be taken away ? No ; I do not know what quantity is to be Newton;
taken away, but it has been surveyed by the engineer.
184. What depth of water is there between the rock and the wharf on the Newcastle side ? ' Sometimes 31 ^1888it is dry.
185. Could, that not be utilized ? There is no way of utilizing it at present. The tide ebbs and flows
.
there. It is all rock. The wharf terminates there.
1
186. Mr. Garrard.] Will you point out the position of your boat-harbour there ? [Witness indicated the
position on the
.
187. Do I understand you to say that the rock at that point is sometimes dry at low-water ? Tes : there
is a passage that a boat will go down, but a little bit off the rock is bare.
188. I suppose you think that ought to be removed ? I think all obstructions ought to be removed, and
this rock is an obstruction, as it is dangerous to vessels meeting the tide.
a ii,•^°
depth of water is it intended to remove that rock; there is, I understand,
at the present Dme 17 feet of water on the rock : To what extent is it intended to remove the obstrucj10nN p16^6 18 onty 8 fect °f water on it now in some parts. I think they ought to remove it to the
depth ot at least 22 feet at low-water. If they do not do that, it is no use touching it.
190. Mr. Suitor.] Tou do not know what is actually proposed in relation to it ? No.
nm ’i ^airman.] Do you know the depth of water required to take a vessel out of the harbour ? Tes.
lOl-j. Aiid you think the removal of the rock will not be of sufficient benefit unless it is deepened to the
extent of 22 feet at low-water ? No, I do not.

Frederick Boscoe Neild, Esq., Acting Railway Traffic Manager at Newcastle, sw'orn and examined:—
F. R. Neild,
Esq.
192. Chairmani] What is your name ? Frederick Roscoe Neild.
193. Tou are Acting Railway Traffic Manager on the Great Northern line ? Tes.
i nr’ wv7
haTe you been Acting Traffic Manager ? During Mr. Higgs’ six months’ leave of absence.
®’
'
195. What capacity do you hold in your ordinary position? Traffic Inspector.
196. Over the Northern line generally ? The Metropolitan District. ,
embrac.es> 1 suppose, the coal traffic ? The section over which the coal trade runs,—from
Mullet Creek to Singleton ; that is my district.
198. Then you have, in your experience as a Traffic Inspector, or as Acting Railway Traffic Manager, a great
deal to do with the export of coal ? As Mr. Higgs’ locum tenens I have, but in my own capacity as Traffic'
Inspector I have nothing to do with the mineral trade.
.
199. Has your attention been given to the necessity for increased accommodation for the shipment of coal
at Newcastle ? _ The want of facilities has always been a serious trouble.
200. Do you think this-inconvenience will be remedied by the course of improvements which it is proposed
to commence at Bullock Island ? I think so.
,
201. Do you know the number of staiths or cranes they propose to erect there ? Seven cranes.
202. And you understand the design of the work generally ? Tes; Mr. Hickson explained it to me
yesterday.
203. Tou have seen from time to time the delays caused by the want of wharfage accommodation ? There
have been delays.
204. Sometimes vessels have had to wait in the harbour for their turn ? That was more the'case some time
ago than just now.
■
205. It is not the case at present ? No.
'
206. But the coal trade has been very great this year ? Tes.
'
207. And it would have gone on in the same proportion but for the present strike ? Tes.
.
.
208. Are you awrare of the revenue which the Government derive from the export of coal generally?
During the year 1887 it was £80,943.
'
- .
209. What would that include ? The haulage and shipment of coal.
'
210. Does it apply to any other export but that of coal ? To coal only.
211. Of course coal is the largest export of Newcastle ? Tes.
212. It preponderates over everything else ? Tes.
.
.
213. Wool is being exported now, is it not ? Tes.
,
214. Direct to foreign markets ? Tes.
215. Do you recollect how many ships went out of Newcastle with wool last year ? I could not say.
J-®uPPose
have never given much attention to the engineering requirements of the harbour ?
JNo; 1 do not profess to know anything of them.
.lo”S 1^iave J011 keen in the Railway service ? About twenty-six and a half years. •
•
218. In this Colony the whole time ? Tes.
219. Mr. Garrard.] Were the plans for the proposed wharfage accommodation submitted to the Railway
Department? Not that I am aware of.
'
17
22°. This is the first time you ever saw them, or rather yesterday, when Mr. Hickson showed them to
you ? Tes.
.
.
^
Do you not experience considerable difficulty at Bullock Island in getting the trains alongside
t e Bullock Island Wharf. We have had a great deal of difficulty, but it is in consequence of the
unpreparedness of the yard.
222. Is it complete now? No, but it is better than it was.
223. Tou see this plan before the Committee; it is proposed to have a double line of rails [indicating the
position on the plan]; do you prefer the way the Harbours and Rivers Department brings this line down
t is point, or would you prefer it going north? The scheme now proposed will be more concentrated,
and will place us in a better position from a railway point of view. Our difficulty now is, that with our
comparatively small staff our expenses are much increased. The expenses will be very much smaller
when the work is concentrated.
.
224. Ton said the revenue was derived from the haulage and train work ? Tes; the shipping charges are
included m the haulage rates.
ir &
&
225. Are the shipping departments under the Railways or under the Harbours and Rivers ? There is a
combination; they erect them, and we work and maintain them.
226i
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r. K, Neild, 226. Shipping facilities are provided to enable you to carry out your contract for haulage ?
Esq.

Tes.
■227. And should be charged against the Bail ways ? Well, that is a matter of accounts. Certainly, if we
collect the revenue, we are fairly chargeable with the cost.
31 Aug., 1888.
.228. Can you tell me whether the charge for the erection of the cranes and for harbour improvements has
ever been charged againsCthe railway lines ? I am not in a position to state positively, but I believe not.
229. Ifor. the interest ? Not so far as I am aware.
.
230. What is the profit to tbe Crown after the expense of haulage, and from the money received for
haulage—what does it cost the department, for instance, to bring a train of 500 tons from Wallsend to
Bullock Island? That is a matter which cannot be very quickly got at, because there are so many items
of detail.
'
*
231. What proportion of the haulage rates is charged for crane purposes? I could not say; that is a
matter which is done in the framing of the tariff in Sydney.
232. Can you give us the cost of a train of 500 tons from Wallsend, together with the cost of shipment,
pud the amount received from the Company for it? The train Would be only about 160 or 170 tons.
■
233. Ghairman.'] Tou have the ascertained cost per mile for haulage ? The cost per mile for all trains is
about 4s. It would be about £3 or £3 5s. for about 160 tons.
234. Prom Wallsend to the ship—that would include the shipment ? Tes.
235. Mr. Garrard.'] What, then, would be about the charge for that to the Wallsend Company ? About
£6 10s ,—lOd. per ton.
■
236. The whole of that profit, then, goes to the credit of the railway, and nothing goes to a sinking fund,
or to pay interest on the harbour improvements ? It all goes to the railway.
'
237. Mr. Suttor.] Canyon give us any information as to the export of wool from Newcastle, or as to the
amount of wool brought down by train ? No, I cannot. I was summoned to Sydney hurriedly, and all
my information is in Newcastle ; but Captain Baton is present, and might give the information.
238. Mr. Garrard.] Tou do not ship wool from your trucks, do you ; you simply deliver to the consignees;
who take delivery from the truck ? We bundle it out of the truck into the dumping shedi
2%$. Chairman^ And the dumping shed is on the wharf ? Tes.
240. Mr. Kethel'.] So that these improvements now before the Committee do not affect the wool trade ?
-No.
'
Captain John Jackson, Manager of the Public Wharves at Sydney, sworn and examined:—
Captain
241. Ghairman.] What is your name ? - John Jackson.
•
'
J. Jackson. 242. What position do you hold ? Manager of the public wharves at Sydney..
243. Do your functions extend to IN ewcastle as. well as Sydney ? Sometimes, hot always.
31 Aug., 1888. 244. Tou .exercise a supervision there ? Whenever the Treasury requires my attendance there, I go.
245. Tou have some knowledge of the shipment of coal there ? Not very much.
246. What is principally your work down there, then ? I have been down there reporting on the Stock
.
ton wharves, and I was appointed to a Commission that, inquired into the shipping facilities for inward
shipping at Newcastle.
'
247. Have you any figures or other information that u ill enable you to say what the revenue derived from
the shipping trade at Newcastle is? Tes; the shipment of coal amounts to about 1,750,000 tons,
and at 4d. per ton at the cranes this would make £29,000. Out . of this £29,000 is a sum of £14,000
which is paid to the contractor for shipping the coal. Then there are harbour, light, and pilot dues,
£35,000, and tonnage dues £7,000, or £71,000 altogether.
248. What year does this represent ? Last year.
249. Do you recollect what the amount for the year before was ? I do not.
250. And what is about the annual expenditure in keeping up those-works ? About £55,000.
251. Would the difference be a clear profit to the State ? No; these are the expenses including 4 per cent,
on loan. There is a loan of £462,000, and 4 per cent, on that amount would be about £18,000.
252. Does it include that? Tes.
253. And repairs also; there must be some estimate for repairs that would not include renewals
No
only the allowance for wear and tear,, or depreciation.
.
254. This estimate of £71,000 includes everything—exports generally ? No ; there is no export wharfage
—no export or import. This is only craneage.
° '
255. That would be coal only ? Coal only.
Sydney^' Yes^ ^
<iUtieS ia colinectiou with tlie ’Wharfage and Tonnage Bates Act in
257. Does that Act apply to Newcastle ? It should.
.
2o8. Why. was it withdrawn ? I think it was withdrawn by yourself.
259. But it was in operation in Newcastle? I think so.
260. Bor how long ? A month or two, I think. I know that it was cancelled at Newcastle, Wollongong
and. Jviama at the same time.
° e
261. There is no export duty on wool at Newcastle ? No, on no goods.
262. Mr. Kethel ] How is the item of tonnage made up ? At the rate of a half penny per ton per day for
o™>Sma<il“S Whll6 th0! h^t the wharves ; that is on the gross tonnage
- 1
J
op i *
Jrota6e would be for services rendered ? Tes; that is 8d. per ton.
'
264. Are there any statistics available to show us the amount of goods that have been landed1 on and
shipped from the public wharves at Newcastle upon which wharfage could be levied ? Tes. I have some'
and the outward 6 j11 f 7 °ffiCe' A* ^ *im® mward wharfage alone would amount to a little over £6,000,
opr Ar 0llT^ard wharfage on wool alone to £1,000, at the rate of 4d. per bale
•
4e;aw\r?8vdlPv°yTjU°V'lly WharfagesIlTldn°1tbelevied inwal,d and °utward at Newcastle
the same as at Sydney ? I do not see any reason why it should not ; it would only be lust.
do not wTe^y much^bout H
^
pr°P0Sed to be Carried 0ut at
? I
267. But I suppose during your visits to Newcastle your attention has been called to the necessity for
increased accommodation ? There is no doubt that inore accommodation is required. Lately several of
oiher'than coal16 JSewcastle Slde haTe beeu takeu a'vay to make an import and export whar/ for goods
268. Mr. Kethel] That is, the wharf from the Market wharf downwards is to be do voted tomerehandise? Tes.
269.
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269. Chairman^] Tou know nothing about the dredge service there, I suppose? No.
Captain
270. Do you know how many dredges there are there? I think three.
J. Jackson.
271. Do you know what the annual expenditure on them is, and whether they are kept continuously at'
work ? No.1 I'know that the last flood caused'a silting up near the Stockton wharf of about 4 feet, and'
1888.
that gave a great deal of work.
■
•
1
272. You have'no record of the annual cost ? No.
■
273. Mr. Kethel.'] Is the cost of the dredge service, or any part of it, charged in the £55,000 of expenses
,
mentioned by you ? The dredge service at Newcastle is, I think, about £15,000 a year, and is included in
the £55,000.
.
•
274. Mr. Kumphery.] Is the £29,000 for craneage charges collected by the Customs or by the Eailway
Department ? By the Eailway Department.
.
’
275. "Was it included in the amount stated by Mr. Neild in the returns he gave ? Yes.
276. What is the charge for using the cranes? Fourpence per ton.
277. You mentioned a sum of £14,000 for maintaining the cranes ? Yes ; that is paid to the contractor..
,
278. Then there is a profit- on the difference between'£14,000 and £29,000—that is in connection with
'
the cranes'already in use? Yes.
'
■
.
279. Mr. Kethel^] Will you furnish the Committee at its next meeting with a memorandum showing the
imports and exports for 1886 referred to .just now in your evidence ? "Yes.

Eobert Hickson, Esq., Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Eivers, recalled and further
examined:—
■
280. Chairman.] Are all the plans .and specifications showing details of these works ready ? No ; all of r Hicksor
them are not ready yet. Our estimate is based on the old plans.
,
Esq. ’
281. And you propose to carry out these works on the same scale as the others? Yes; they are ✓---- *____
estimated on the same scale. I can give you at once the plans upon which the present proposals have been 31 Aug., 1888.
based.
.
"
. 282. That is, in regard to the excavation, the piling, and other work connected with it ? Yes.
.
283. They are based on the same estimate as the other works ? Yes; they are actually slightly less "in
"
regard to the estimate.
•
284. Will you let us have the plans at the next meeting of the Committee ? Yes.
■

TUESDAY, 4 SEPTEMBER, 1888.

'

•present:—
.
" The Honorable JOHN LACKEY (Chairman) .
The Hon. William Henrx Suttor.
I
Alexander Kethel, "Esq.
The Hon. .Tames Watson.
John Ekndell Street, Esq.
The Hon. "Frederick Thomas Humphery. |
Jacob Garrard, .Esq.
Sydney Smith, Esq.
.
The Committee further considered the proposed Harbour Improvements at Newcastle.
Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries in the Northern District,, sworn and examined :—
■
285. Chairman.] Your name is? "John Dixon.
Mr. John
' 286. And you are ? Inspector of Collieries.
Dixon.
•287.. In carrying out the duties of your office, where are you mostly located? At Newcastle.
.
4SepC”l888.
28S. Do you exercise a supervision over the collieries generally ? In the Northern District.
1
289. In carrying out the functions of your office, do you have to attend .at all to the shipping of coal.?
No, not at all.
'
■
■
290. As an observer, or one interested in the coal trade, do you ever pay any attention to the shipping of
coal at Newcastle? Well, I do pay some sort of attention as to how the harbour is going on. I have
known the port for thirty-one years.
291. Have you been made aware of the circumstances under which you have been called here to-day—
that is, as to the propriety of erecting additional works at Bullock Island for the purpose of carrying on
the-coal trade? The first intimation I had of it (I was called down here by a wire) was when I came
here this morning.
,
■
*292. You are aware, at all events, that it is proposed' to construct new works at Bullock Island ? Yes ; I
have heard it talked of in the Newcastle District.
’
293. Have you given attention to the proposal to open up shipping facilities for coal at Sydney as well
as at Newcastle ? - Not at Sydney.
■
'
■
■ ‘
294. Have you not given attention to the probabilities of Newcastle being relieved by the shipment of
coal at Sydney; at Darling Harbour for instance ; or at North Shore ? All my attention-has been given
to making Newcastle the proper place for the shipping of coal.
1
295. Have you heard it suggested at different- times that the Northern Eailway line may be used for .the
Conveyance of coals for shipment ? Oh, yes ; I have heard it suggested.
'
■
290. You are aware of the output from the difiierent coal-mines in the neighbourhood of Newcastle ?
Yes.;-I am aware...of vvhat most of them can do.
'
•
297. And of the life of the'mines ? Yes.
.
•
298. I mean the period that the mines are likely to last ? Yes.
.
• ’
299. I suppose you are of opinion that the life of the mines in the Newcastle district is of a sufficient
character to_ Warrant the Committee in recommending these, proposed works to be .carried out ? I cer
tainly am of that opinion,
'
'
■
■
oOO. You think they will last a number of years ? A great number of years,
.
'301. Have any mine's shown any signs of giving out, or of not being able to furnish the usual supply ?.
■IS o, none ot them,
.
■
n j
11~B
.
302.
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• 302. Mr. Suttor.'] i suppose it is a matter of calculation as to how long the mines will last without being
o n _ ixon. ex]2aus^e(j ? It is a very difficult matter to calculate. A great many persons think that a large quantity
4/Seht,~ii$8
coa^ cau
Pf)i;aiILe(i seaward, and I am one of these; and also that coal is likely to he got for a great
1 ’’
' length along the coast, going.towards the south.
_
. .
_
303. Then you think that practically, as far as we are concerned, these mines are inexhaiistible ?. As far
as my own opinion is concerned, I look forward to Newcastle having the same output, or increasing that
output, for at least thirty years. I see nothing to hinder it, because there is plenty of coal about
Newcastle that has not been touched.
_
.
304. Mr. Garrard^] On the basis of the present output ? On the basis of the present output.
_ _
305. Chairman.] Have you made any estimate of the quantity of coal still in the Newcastle District
generally ? No.
■
306. No approximate estimate ? No; hut I know of seams practically untouched that have never yet sent
a cart-load to market.
. •
'
305\ Tou say that you hold the opinion that the Newcastle seams extend under the sea ? Tes, I do.
308. Are there instances of that in the old country? Where I come from, yes,—in the county of
' Northumberland and the county of Durham. I know where there are workings from 3 to 4 miles under
the sea, and practically inexhaustible. They will go as far as a man can breathe.
,
.
.
.
309. What depths are the pits there? Some of them about 700 feet, and there is another near Sunder
land 600 yards.
_
310. Mr. Watson.] Tou said just now that you had no evidence of any mines running out? Tes.
311. What about the Waratah mine ? That has just tapped a new field again.
’ 312. But the old mine ? That worked out; but there are many thousands of tons to be got out of that
,
mine yet from the pillars, and that is only a patch in the old Waratah Estate.
■ _
313. I suppose it is a kind of break in the seam ? It is a break in the seam, but not of the same thick
ness. There has been a sort of break or washout. They are in the same seam now, but more in the dip
of it.
...
314. Mr. Kethel.] In your calculation of the thirty years’ supply of coal, do you confine yourself to the
coal-fields in the Newcastle basin, or do you include the coal-fields of Lake Macquarie ? I may say this:
that I take in what is known as the Four-mile Creek.
•
. •
_
315. Chairman.] How far is that from Newcastle ? I think about 20 miles. I take Lake Macquarie, and
the Hunter as far as Four-mile Creek. That is my estimate, taking in West Wallsend, Monkwearmouth,
and back to the mountains.
316. Then, calculating at the rate of the present output, that would be about 60,000,000 of tons ? Tes.
‘
317. Mr. Garrard.] Irrespective of the coal under the sea ? No ; we must put that in too.
318. Suppose you exclude the estimate of the coal under the sea, how long do you think it would be
before the coal supply worked out ? I would not give it such a long period.
319. How much ? That is difficult to say. There might be faults.
320. Would the exclusion of the coal under the sea bring it down to a twenty years’ supply ? I do not
think it would.
.
.
.
321. Mr. Kethel.] Where are these seams to which you allude as having not yet been tapped ? There
are seams up Four-mile Creek.
.
322. That is beyond Maitland ? That is beyond Maitland. They have simply been sunk to or bored to,
and practically there has not been a load taken away from them yet. I believe there is a very large field
.
of coal there. Then there is West Wallsend; that is barely opened yet.
323. Have you considered as to the probable extension of the Stockton seam away north to Port Stephens
and to Baymond Terrace ? It is my opinion that it does not extend that way. I believe I can limit the.
Stockton seam.
324. Then your estimate is simply confined to the Valley of the Hunter ? Tes.
325. Mr. Suttor.] How many square miles of country are there in this estimate of yours ?. I cannot say ;
but it extends from Lake Macquarie back to the Hunter, and from the mountains out to West Wallsend.
•
326. Can you give us a rough estimate ? Well, it would be about 12 by 20.
'
327. About 1,240 square miles ? Tes.
.
t
. .
328. How many square miles have been worked out ? I could not estimate that without having the plans
to enable me to calculate.
..
.....
,
■
■
329. Chairman.] Tou think the coal resources of the district generally are quite suffieent to justify a
reasonable expenditure for shipping facilities ? Ido.
.
.
.....
r. . , .
330. Tou do not know the nature of the improvements that are proposed to be carried out? No ; but I
know what is proposed to be carried out at Bullock Island, that is with regard to reclaiming some land.
331. Mr. Suttor.] Do you think that the whole of the area of country you mentioned will be worked out
in thirty years ? I could not say, but I reckon it will last thirty years at the rate of the present output.
332. Not more than that ? I could not say that, because you cannot say what will come into the market.
I have of course seen many changes in Newcastle during the thirty years I have known it.
.
.
333. Mr. Kethel.] What is the deepest seam at present worked in the Newcastle coal-field? From 270
to 300 feet below the surface, except West Wallsend, which is 498 feet from the surface.,
334. Is that the same seam which is worked further north, or a separate seam ? The same as is worked
by the A.A. Company, Wallsend, Burwood, and Minmi—what we call the No. 6 or Borehole seam. ,
335. Have you any reason to believe that there are any workable seams underlying this one ? I believe
so. We know of a seam 3-feet in thickness underlying the present one.
336. Would it pay to work a 3-feet seam at that depth ? Tes.
337. Tou have reason to believe that there are workable seams below that depth ? I believe so, ,
338. Mr. Garrard.] Is this 3-feet seam, which is under the present Borehole seam, included in your
calculation? No; I am simply calculating the Borehole seam.
■ .
339. AThat is the distance between the Borehole seam and the 3-feet seam ? About 30 or 40 feet, and I ■
believe it is the intention of the A. A. Company to work it from its sea-pit. It will be a fiery seam, but
it will be worked some day, no doubt.
.
.
340. And there may be seams which are workable lower than that ? Tes.
341. That will considerably extend the life of the Newcastle coal-pits ? Tes.
342. Mr. Sydney Smith.] Do I understand that in your calculation you are including only the mines now
being worked ? The present seam now being worked—the Borehole seam. There is another seam, called
the Burwood seam, which was worked years ago, and no doubt will be worked again.
343.
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Mr.
343. Mr. Kethel.'] Is that the seam behind Merewether’s old house ? Tes ; it is workable there, and it is
workable at South Waratah, and I believe it will be found workable in other places in the district ?
~ John Dixon.
344. Do you include in your estimate the output of the Great Northern mine and Cockle Creek ? I was
i Sept.-,-1888.
not including the Great Northern—not the present seam they are working.
' r '
345. Mr. Street.] Have you any knowledge of the insufficiency of the present cranes to carry on the trade
of Newcastle.’ Do" you know of your own knowledge that more accommodation is required to carry on'
the trade of the port ? Of my own knowledge I have known vessels this year to lie there sixteen weeks:
They could not get a berth at the cranes.
346. Tou believe'there'are not enough shipping facilities to work the trade? I believe there are not
enough shipping facilities to" work the trade as it sho’uld be worked. There is plenty of coal, and men to
get it, but the ships cannot obtain it and get away.
'
347. Mr. Watson.] With reference" to that vessel which lay there for sixteen weeks, was it not waiting
for a particular coal? Well, it was like this : the vessel was lying under charter for,a particular coal, but
if a vessel came in connected with the ’ intercolonial trade this intercolonial craft was loaded, and the
other had to'lie where she was.' If" there had been,cranes enough the intercolonial trade would not have
interfered with this vessel. '
'!
■
•
'
348. But was there this particular coal to load this vessel ? Tes ; there were vessels under charter for
two coals,—Greta and Wallsend: ’
'

G. A. Tillet,
George Alfred Tillett, Esq., Assistant Engineer for Harbours and Eivers, sworn and examined:—
Esq.
349. Chairman.] ..Tou have brought plans connected with the proposed harbour works at Bullock Island ?
Tes. This plan which I produce represents the general type of the works proposed at Bullock Island.
4 Sept., 1888.
350. And the proposed new work ? Well, the proposed new work will be the same.
351. But are there no specific plans for the new work ? No, none have been yet prepared.
352. The estimate then has been arrived at on the old plans ? Tes ;the new works will be of the same
class.
‘
'
353. Does that apply to the dredging and filling up, and the piling, and so on ? Well, the plans in con
nection with the Bullock Island wharf will be the same as these.
.
'
354. And are the estimates based exactly upon the same cost? Tes.
355. Both in regard to the stone and wood work and dredging ? Tes.
356. Tou know the general estimate of the Bullock Island work at present proposed? Tes.
357. And you regard'that as a fairly approximate estimate? Tes.
•
_ 358. Mr. Watson.] Then, as a matter of fact, you have no plans and specifications ready for this work ?
' No.
'
‘
’
*
"
’
359. And if the Committee concurred in the work as proposed you could not carry it out ? No, not
until we had the plans; but we should simply have to make tracings of these old plans, that is all.
360. Mr. Suttor.] ‘ What is the reason why the plans and specifications have not been prepared ? As a
.rule, we never prepare plans and specifications until the money for the work has been voted.
361. What will the preparation of the plans and specifications cost ? On an average, from 2 to 3
per cent, of thevalue'of the work they represent.
362. And these works are expected to cost £112,000;—would the plans and specifications cost 3 per cent,
on that amount ? Not on such large works; perhaps not J per cent, on a large sum like that.
363. I suppose the item of the cost of getting out the plans is something in consideration of the money
not being voted ? That would be one reason why the plans are not made out. We have all the materials
necessary for forming a very accurate estimate of the work; but until the money is voted for carrying out
the work it would be almost absurd to prepare plans for it.
364. Chairman.] Tou say you never do prepare plans until the money is voted for the work? No.
365. And that is the reason why it has not been done in this case ? If we did prepare plans, we should
have no further information on which to base the estimates than we have at the present time. If there
were anything new to be done, it would require a further examination of the locality; but in the present
case it is simply a continuation of the wharf.
366. The same class of soil is to be removed, I suppose ; you do not anticipate meeting with rock where
you did not meet it in the other case ? No ; we know it does not exist.
367. Biit if it did exist it would make the cost very much greater ? Tes.
368. Do you know whether it is proposed to carry out the work by contract or by day labour ? By
contract; but the dredging will be done by day-work.
369. Mr. Kethel.] What is the class of work by which this is to be done ? Piling.
370. Ordinary piling ? Ordinary piling, of ironbark and turpentine.
_
371. Do you intend to sheath it with copper ? Whatever timber is used would be sheathed with copper
from the ground-line.
372. And would you have caps and joists and hardwood planking as on wooden walls ? Tes.
373. And what kind of retaining wall would you have to prevent the soil from falling in at the back of the
wharf ? At the back of the timber work there would be a rough retaining wall of hand-packed ballast,
and at the back of this retaining wall the ordinary dredge material.
374. Where would you obtain the stones from to make the facing ? The greater part of the stone would
be obtained at Bullock Island from ship’s ballast.
.
375. What does it cost ? I think nothing.
376. Do the ships deposit it there at their own cost, or do the Government men deposit it ? The ships get
rid of it themselves.
377. Then the greater part of the stone material, or the whole of it, would be obtained free of cost from
ships visiting Newcastle ? Tes.
378. And the whole of the earth required for filling-in purposes would come from the dredging in that
part of the harbour proposed to be deepened ? Tes.
379. There would necessarily have to be some stone foundations on which to put the hydraulic cranes;
how would you have them founded ? On iron cylinders sunk to a solid foundation and filled with concrete.
380. Mr. Garrard.] What is your estimate of the cost per ton for dredging ? The actual cost is about
6d. per ton:
'
3glf
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Gr. A. Tillett 381. And what does it cost to deliver the silt ? We have a price that has always been paid of 5d. per ton
Esq. . for a 40 yards’ run, and 3d. per ton for each 40 yards after the first 40 yards.

382. Is the 6d. per ton for the work done by your best dredge, or is it distributed over the whole of the
.
383. It is not'confined to the dredge “Newcastle” only, but relates to the whole dredging plant at
Newcastle? Yes,
_________________ _____________
'
■

4 Sopt., 1888, plant there ? . It is distributed over all the dredging plant in Newcastle.

Charles Augustus Goodchap, Esq., Commissioner for Eailways, sworn and examined:
384. Chairman.] Your name is Charles Augustus Goodchap ? Yes.
385. You hold the position of Commissioner for Railways ? _ Yes.
_
,
•
386. And as such you have had a good deal to do in exercising a surveillance over the shipment of coal ?
Yes
*
•
4 Sept., 1888. 387. And in the conveyance of the coal from the mines to the shipping port ? ■ Yes.
_
388. Are you aware that they are erecting new coal cranes at Bullock Island ? 5Tes; hydraulic cranes.
389. Erom what you know of the circumstances of the trade, do you think that the cranes proposed to
be erected there will be required ? Certainly.
.
.
390. Great inconvenience has been felt up to the present time through not having sufficient cranes, I
suppose? No. We have had cranes at Newcastle which supplied the actual necessities of the traffic;
but these have recently been taken away, with a view to giving ordinary merchandise those facilities it
requires ;■ and additional cranes were required at Bullock. Island to replace the facilities granted at
Newcastle. I am not prepared to say there has been any want of facilities; in fact, the facilities, so far,
have always been in excess of the requirements.
_
_
391. But, through the removal of the cranes from Newcastle, the proposed cranes will be required at
Bullock Island ? Yes.
’
392. And they will have full work ? Yes; they are absolutely necessary.
_ _
_
393. The railway line is not constructed the whole distance from Sydney to Newcastle, is it ? . There is a
small break at Mullet Creek of 4 miles.
.
.
. '
394. Is there any coal coming down on that Northern line now ? No;
.
.
.
_
395. Do you look forward to a coal trade coming to Sydney in connection with the Northern railway line ?
Yes, I think there will be a good trade in coal, but it will not affect the established mines that now do
business with Newcastle in a very large degree. I think the coal that will be brought over this portion
of the Northern railway will be the coal developed at Lake Macquarie, and between that and the Hawkes
bury River. '
396. You think there will be sufficient coal this side of Newcastle without going to the old mines ? I
think the railway between Newcastle and Sydney will be used principally in bringing coal from mines yet
to be developed. I think the present mines will continue to use the harbour of Newcastle and the
shipping appliances at Bullock Island.
^
...
397. Have there not been considerable coal deposits discovered at Gosf ord and in its neighbourhood ? Yes.
398. “Would that come to Sydney ? Yes.
_
399. And coal also from the neighbourhood of Lake Macquarie ? Yes.
_
400. Is it likely that in the winter season and stormy times coals would be sent by rail to Sydney to meet
immediate requirements ? The railway might be used occasionally to meet hurried requirements, but I
do not think storms are so severe at Newcastle as to prevent the use of the usual appliances.
401. But, on the whole, you think the proposed works at Newcastle are necessary ? Yes.
_
402. Mr. Watson.] When do you expect to have the completed railway line opened to Waratah ? I think
it will be opened in Eebruary next.
403. Do you think the opening of that line will divert any of the coal traffic from Newcastle to Sydney ?
To a limited extent.
'
,
404. But not to interfere with these new cranes ? No.
405. At what rate will you be able to carry coals to Sydney ? Not under 5s. per ton.
406. And the present rate by sea is 4s. ? Yes. But there is this difference in bringing it by rail. It is
handled only once, and when it is sent by sea it is handled twice. That makes it small, and brings about
a difference which is estimated at Is. 6d. per ton.
.
407. That would be a difference in favour of the railway. ? To that extent.
408. Would that not be an inducement to people to send coal by rail ? I think the difference between
5s. to Sydney and 4s. by sea would be immaterial.
409. But suppose you bring coal to Darling Harbour, so that it could be shipped at once ? I am quite
satisfied that coal will never be shipped from Darling Harbour.
■
410. But that was the original intention ? Yes ; I. believe so. I think Mr. Moriarty erected some cranes
there for the shipment of coal, but they have never been availed of. It is quite impossible to bring coal
on a line which is used as a suburban line, and as an ordinary through line for ordinary merchandise and
passenger traffic. A coal traffic could not be conducted on such a line. •
411. But it was originally intended to have the line between Homebush and Waratah a double line? Yes.
412. And that was altered? Yes; but, although it has been made for tbe present a single line, the
bridges and tunnels have been constructed for a double line.
413. Suppose the cranes had not been removed from the Newcastle side of the. harbour to give facilities
for the import and export of merchandise, would the shipping facilities have been sufficient for the
present requirements ? Yes, for the present requirements, but they are increasing year by year.
414. You are looking to the future ? Yes ; aud there is also a proposal to remove the staiths, which are
considered a great inconvenience.
415. At one time wharfage was collected at Newcastle, was it not ? Yes, for a short time.
416. It was found inconvenient on account of the railways ? Yes.
'
417. It diverted a good deal of traffic to Morpeth ? Yes; and to the A. A. Company.
418. Mr. Sydney Smithi] Have you made any calculation of the cost from Newcastle to Sydney ; I pre
sume you calculate the cost of 5s. a ton as the cost from Newcastle to Sydney ? It was in my mind that
the Government would construct a railway to Long Nose Point, and I was calculating in that direction
and from Lake Macquarie. It is 100 miles from Newcastle to Sydney,.and the grades, on that line are
very severe. It would be absolutely necessary to charge at least Id. a ton per mile to cover, working
expenses.
419,
C. A.
Goodchap,
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419. Mr. Suitor.'] You know it is proposed to make a railway from Tempe to Long Nose ? Yes.
•
420. Was there any suggestion to make, that line a coal line? It is to be used, as I understand, ’ Goodchap,
Esq.
exclusively for coals and minerals generally.
.
421. Carrying coals from the Ulawarra Line and the Northern Line ? Principally from the Illawarra
1 Sept., 1888.
Line, but coal will also come from the Western Line, and from the lines in the southern district, as
distinguished from the southern coast district.
•
422. As you said before that it is not likely coal would be brought from Newcastle to Sydney, this line.would not be used for the northern coal ? I think coal will be brought, but from mines not now developed. >
423. South of Lake Macquarie ? Yes.
• j
424. Mr. Garrard.] In reference to the management of the wharves at Newcastle, do I understand that
the Harbours and Elvers erect and superintend the repairs of these cranes and wharves ? No ; the lessee)
keeps the cranes in repair.
'
■
j
425. But the Harbours and Eivers erect them, and hand them over to your Department, and then you
let them out to the lessee? Yes.
. '
j
426. What revenue do you get from him ? We receive no revenue from the lessee. The cost of shipping
is included in the charge for hauling the coal, and we have to pay the, lessee l-jd. or 2d. per ton for all
coal shipped by him at the cranes.
j
427. What charge for shipment does he make ? He makes no. charge, we include it in the haulage.
\
428.' And he contracts to work these cranes, and do all the repairs ? Yes.
‘
429. Except the main pumping stations ? No; he pays the wages of the firemen and stokers.
V
430. The cost of the erection of these wharves and cranes is not put against the expenditure on the
railways. You have a free gift of these in the first instance ? I think so.
431. And nothing is put by for a sinking fund, or to meet the interest on the loan ? No.
432. Do you not think that some portion of that ought to be charged against the Eailway revenue ? I
certainly think so.
,
'
433. In other words they are a free gift to the Eailway Department? Well, they belong to the State,
and the Eailway Department makes use of them.
.
434. If you had to provide a sinking fund or the interest on the capital invested in these wharves, would
that not increase your price for haulage ? Yes.
,
435. Mr. Kethel^] Do the Eailway authorities levy any wharfage rates of any kind on goods landed by a
ship at Newcastle on the wharves ? No.
•
436. Do they at Sydney, at Darling Harbour ? The Darling Harbour wharf is one under the Treasury,
and is not under the Eailway Department.
437. Is it not a fact that when goods are landed on the Darling Harbour wharf, and shipped on trucks
consigned to the interior, you charge wharfage to the consignee ? I think we collect it on behalf of the
Treasury.
■
■
'
438. Mr. Garrard.] You spoke of the old coal wharf from which the cranes have been removed as being
devoted to the import and export of other goods ? Yes.
'
'
439. Is that wharf still under the Eailway Department ? I believe it is still a public wharf.
.
440. The Eailway Department’s wharf ? Well, that is a debateable question; it was at one time a
railway wharf, but it was proclaimed a public wharf. 441. Has it been proclaimed a public wharf? Yes. .
442. Who is supposed to collect the revenue? The Treasury. They issued a proclamation rescinding
the collection of wharfage dues.
443. And re-investing the wharf in your name ? No.
_

Captain John Jackson, Manager of the Public Wharves at Sydney, sworn and further examined:—
444. Mr. Kethel.] Will you explain to the Committee the returns handed in by you with reference to the
Capt.
amount of wharfage rates that would be realized at Newcastle if the rates were collected on the same J- Jackson,
basis as the charges at Sydney ? The return shows that the approximate amount of wharfage on imports /——n.
for the year ISsopu-^iscted, would be £5,758 13s. 8d., and the outward wharfage for the same period, 4 SePt->1888
if collected, would be £1,274 15s. 4d. This does not include any cargo brought to Newcastle or taken
1
from Newcastle by Sydney steamers.
‘
■
•
445. - As these are the returns for 1886, have you any means of arriving at an approximation of the amount,
if the fates were collected, on the same basis during the present year;—have you any means of forming an
estimate of that ? No. Taking into consideration the number of ships that have arrived, I should say
that the revenue which could be collected on goods going into Newcastle this vear would be close on to
£10,000.

.

THURSDAY, 13 SEPTEMBER, 1888.
present: —

.

JOSEPH PALMEE ABBOTT, Esq., (Yice Chaieman).
The Hon. William Henby Suttoe.
,
Alexandeb Kethel, Esq.
Hie Hon. James Watson.
John Kendell Street, Esq.
The Hon. Eeedebice Thomas Humpheey.
■
Jacob Garrard, Esq.
■
Sydney Smith, Esq.
■The Committee further considered the proposed Harbour Improvements at Newcastle.
T. W. E. David, Esq., Geological Surveyor, sworn and examined:—
446'. Mr. Suitor.] Have you a knowledge of the Newcastle coal-field ? Yes. I have been en<m°-ed about T. W. E.
two years preparing geological maps of. the Maitland and Greta coal-mines and the East Maitland coal- David, Esq.
measures, which extend within a few miles of the Newcastle field.
-n
447. Can you give a rough estimate, in square miles, of the area of those fields ? I am not prepared at all 13 SePt'>1888for what I am wanted this afternoon. I have not made any calculations, but I can state roughly what it
'
is. Erom the entrance to Lake Macquarie up to Greta there are.about 570 square miles. That is only
taking the measures as far as Branxton, but they extend a great deal further west,—about 33 miles alon'othe line up the Hunter from Newcastle.
a

2
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T.
E.
David-, - •
'Esq::

448. Do the coal-measures extend beyond Branxton ?, Tes; at least as far as Eix’s preek. That would
a-dd considerably to the area.
.
” ' '
449. Can you give us any idea as to the extent of the coal underlying, that area ?, There are thre^ seams
13 Sept., 1888. of- coal,—the upper or Newcastle series ; the middle or East Maitland series ; and the lower or Greta
1 series. < Those three series are not all continuous over that area, but where one series is absent another
takes- its place. It would take some time to calculate the amount of coal per. square mile throughout the
area, but I ha,ve just calculated E for about half that area. The Greta'coal-iheasure's would furnish a
daily output of 49,000 tons for about 200 years. • That is the Greta or low^f'series.',
. ' .
450.' Have you any idea what the other series would yield ? I may say1 thapiny estimate is taking the
areas where I think the Greta series would be workable,, because a ' considerable- part of that area of the
Greta series would be too deep to work. In making an estimate of 40,000. tons’ daily, I am' phly'takin’g
account of the Greta measures where the seams are’within workable reach.'
'
"
451. What is the quantity jn the middle series? The middle coal-nieasures, or East Maitland coalmeasures, speaking approximately, would furnish a daily output'hf'20T)(M tons'fo'r lOQ" years".-" I am hot
sufficiently well acquainted -with the upper series to give an- estimate. 'So large an area of the upj>er
series in the neighbourhood of Newcastle has been worked that I have not the 'necessary information fop
calculating the amount of coal in the unworked areas.’ ................
■ '
• ■
452-. Do you think any system of coal-mining, could be carried out under the sea in the peighbourhq.od of
Newcastle, as I presume the seams- extend" under the sea ?■ Tes, they are dipping' underneath the sda. ‘ I
should think the probability is that they could be worked at least a mile or two niilfs seawards. ' '
453. "Would not that give an enormously increased area of coal-fields, if you take that into account?
TJiat would come under the head of the upper, series, which I have hot calculated'. I have nqt sufficient
"acquaintance with the worked areas to form even an approximate estimate..
.- ■ * 1
■
454. Is the Greta series the lowest hnown ? No; there is another series below it. -AI the only places
where they show up at the -surface they are so disturbed by intrusive igneous rocks that no attempt has
been made to work them. Those measures below the Greta series occur, at Stroud, Kama Itiver, and
Port Stephens'.
.
- .
’ *
'
■
.......
.. ... ...
455. What is the approximate depth of that series below the Greta series ? There is greater uncon
formity between these Lepidodendron series. The Lepidodendron beds about Stroud and Port Stephens are
much older than the Greta measures, or the middle and Newcastle measures.
"
' ' '.
'
456. Are they in such a position that-they can be worked at a future date ? They will not be workable
about Newcastle. They would be far too deep at any point to the south of the Hunter Elver. The
neighbourhood of Stroud or Port Stephens is the nearest place! ’ Png seam has been opened in this series,
7 miles on the road from Raymond Terrace to Stroud. The seani was 6 feet thick, but rather inferior.
457. Wliat is the present output at Newcastle ?. I have no idea.'
’
'
. ' '
'
458. Canyon give us any idea how" long the Newcastle coal-fields can be-worked under the present system ?
Not further than the particulars I have already given of the Greta and East Maitland series.
'
.
John Mackenzie, Esq., Examiner of Coal-fields, sworn and examined'
459. Mr. Suttor.'] Are you the Examiner of Coal-fields ?, Tes.
Mackenzie, 46O. Are you acquainted with the coal-fields in. the Newcastle Districf ? TesESIJ461. Can you give the Committee any idea of the extent and probable duration of those coal-measures,
ISSe^lSSS ^aking them all north of Lake Macquarie ? They continue from Newcastle on to Gunnedah in the north-
John

.

.
'

462. What is your opinion generally as to the coal-fields about Newcastle ? It is all one coal-field, in my
opinion, from Newcastle to Wollougong. It Hips under Sydney and comes up again on the Wollongong side.
463. Take from Lake Macquarie as far as the Hunter Eiver, and the same'distance beyond the Hunter,
what supply of coal will be obtained from that area ? Eor what purpose dq you mean ? ’
'■' ' .
464- Commercial purposes ? I should say it will last for almost an unlimited time, because at the
present time the only seam of coal worked is the Borehole seam. That is the best seam of coal forhousehold, steam,'gas, blacksmith, and cooking purposes. But you must recollect that a time will come—
seemingly quickly-^when Newcastle and other places will be great manufacturing centres. There are
other seams of coal that it will not now pay to- work for steam or household purposes, but which will be
used for stationary engines, and the smelting of iron, copper, silver, and other minerals; and in my
opinion, as far as Newcastle itself is concerned, it is impossible for me or anyone else to say how long
this coal may last for export, &e., from Newcastle harbour.
'
'
465. A previous witness gave evidence to this effect—“ As far as my opinion is concerned, I lopk forward
to Newcastle having a large output, and increasing it too, for at least thirty years.” Do you agree with
that opinion ? They are speaking of the Borehole seam. I am speaking of other seams which at present
are not marketable for steam, gas, or Kousehold'purposes.
.
466. What do you think will be the life of the Borehole seam ? That entirely depends upon the distance
from Newcastle which you speak of. It is, really impossible to answer a question of this kind as to the
continuance of a seam which'at the present time-is beingworked from 8ft.'to 4ft. 6in., but which may be
worked in future at 4ft. 6in. only.' There is a great area which at present is not considered workable.
467. Does the Borehole seam extend all over the field? No; it changes its character' when you go
southward. At Lake Macquarie a bore was put down by the Australian Joint Stock Bank, and the
Borehole seam wus proved to be of no value. Tt is utterly impossible to say how far the seam is going,to
extend. If it is a question respecting Newcastle harbour, I can say that I believe myself, as far as we
can see at the present time, it does not depend upon the Borehole seam only. It will depend upon the
industries that will be started in that district. There is no doubt that manufactures will be started there
with which no other place in New South Wales can contend.
'
• . .
408. But will not those industries depend upon the vitality or inexhaustibleness of the coal-field ?• Tes.
There are seams of coal there which at the present time you cannot sell at' any price- Tou cannot sell
coal from those seams because the coal that'is now required is for steamers, locomotives, 'household, and
gas purposes. But a time will come, when seams of coal which are not so valuable as the Borehole seam,
and' which -would not now command any sale at all, will be used for the engines employed for
manufacturing purposes, '
'
469.
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469. Have you made any estimate in your own mind as to the future of Newcastle, and how long it will
John
take ,to exhaust the coal-fields P Nobody at the present time can say when they will be exhausted. Tou Mackenzie,
must not say; that wheri. the Borehole seam js exhausted the Newcastle harbour will be no good. My
_
opinion is that industries will Be started there winch will make seams of coal how of hd value of great,
TTdo
value.
.
‘
.
13 Sept, 1888.
470. Can you not give the Committee any definite opinion ? My opinion, as far as the Borehole seam is
concerned, is that it will last for the next forty or fifty years, if you take it 20 miles away from Newcastle.
471. Is that the uppermost seam ? It is the best-known lower seam. I have seen remarks made with
respect to seams below the Borehole seam ; but in my opinion there is no seam likely to be of any value
at all below the Borehole seam at a less depth than 2,000 feet.
472. Are there seams above the Borehole seam ? Tes; there are seams above it which we must not judge
according to the present demand: We must look to the future. There must be manufactures in the New
castle District,, and. those upper seams will be used for stationary engines for manufactures of all kinds.
'
That must,naturally bd'the case sooner of later.'
•
r ' .
,
473. Are.those seams at present not suitable for domestic purposes? There is quite sufficient for the
next thirty Tears, to -be obtained from the present sehm.
.
.
.
474. Vice-Chairman.] .Cun you hot say how long the seams now worked for marketable coal are likely to
last,Taking,the present output as the basis ? There is only one seam at and near Newcastle, and that is
the Borehole.
.
475. Tou have referred to the coal now marketable •—Kbw long will that last? That depends upon how
far you go out of Newcastle.
- . '
'
"476. Up to G-ret’a? As far as Greta is concerned, I do hot profess to give any opinion. It is dipping
there to a very great depth, and I think when you get 30 miles away from Newcastle it is going a long
Tay- ,.
• _
'
■■■
:
'
.
477. Mr. Garrard.] Do you know the quantity of coal taken away from Newcastle since the field was first
opened ? I cannot say .from memory.
.
•
,
. ,
,...............
478'. Taking Lake Macquarie as the southern limit of the field, and Port Stephens as the northern, and
the western boundary 30 miles from the coast, how long do you think that the coal-measures will last
at the.rate of the present output ? ' A borehole was put down at Lake Macquarie by the A.J.S. Bank
and there was. iip seam of coal there of any value.
. .
' ,
,
479. Well, there .will be so much less to estimate. T .am giving you that as a boundary ? . I.tell you that
there is nothing-there of any valu'e as far as the Borehole seam is concerned, and there is nothing at Port
Stephens; but that does not say that I can tell you the number of tons between the two places.
•
480. Do you know the annual output at Newcastle just now ? Over 2,000,000 tons.
, .
•
481. Have you any idea how long that output.is. likely to last with the seams now being worked ? ■ The
present output will last there, you may say, for the next fifty years.. But I say it is .not the Seam of coal
at present worked which has to be considered. There will be great manufacturing industries established.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.
Harbour Improvements at Newcastle.

APPENDIX.
A.
\To Evidence of Captain John JacTcsoni\
Sir,
'
Public Wharves Office, Circular Quay, i September, 1SS8.
.
I have the honor to enclose a statement of the approximate wharfage dues on Imports and Exports, other than
coal, at the Port of Newcastle, for the year 1886, if collected. Owing to the fact that neither weights nor measurement are
given in the statistical returns, it is not possible to make it more exact. It is, however, within a very few pounds of the
truth.
I have, &c.,
■
JOHN JACKSON,
The Secretary to the Parliamentary Works Committee.
Manager Public Wharves.
Imports to Newcastle, with approximate amount of Wharfage, for the year 1886

:-r-

'

Shot.................. .........•........................................

30 „

.......... ■......................

287 ,,

..................................

7

..................................

„

4*

„“

3 "
64 *

..........................

..................................
„“

..........................

39,000 ^...... “...............................
51180 . .................................. .

'398 *...... 7................................

Wheat..... .........................................

16
87,636

„
",

..............................
..............................

92,682
3l'930
...... 25,735

„
\\
„

..............................
......... ....................
..............................

Hav and Chaff.................................................
Hop Bitters .....................................................

Iron and Steel .................................................
Coffee......................

.

. .

Cordials............................................................
Cotton (raw)....................................................

At
6d. per case ..................
6d.....................................
Id. ,, dozen ..............
6d. ,, package ........
4d. „
,,
...........
Is. 8d. ,, ton.....................
Is. 8d. „ ,, ......................
9d. ,, package ...;.....
6d. ,, case ..................
6d. ,, ,,
..................
2d. ,, package ..........
2d. ,,
,,
........ .
2d. ,, case ..................
9d. ,, bale ..................
9d. ,, ,, ...................
9d. ,, ,, ..................
2d. „ .........................
9d. ,,. package ...........
6d. ,, hogshead..........
4d. ,, case ..................
4d. ,, package ..........
Is. 8d. „ ton.....................:
2d. ,, package ..........
Is. 8d. „ 500.....................
3s. 9d.. ,, 1,000..................
9d. ,, package ..........
Id. ,, cwt.....................
■ Id. ,, box ..................
2d. ,, package ..........
2s. 6d.....................................
4d. per cask ..................
Id. ,, cwt........... .........
6d. ,, package ...........
fd. ,, bushel ..............
2r)
•
2d. ,, keg ..................
|d. „ bushel ..............
2,1

Id. „
„
..............
Id. ,, cwt.....................
2d. ,, case ..................
6d. ,, package ..........
Is. 8d. „ ton ...'..............
3d. ,, cwt.....................
2d. ,, case ..................
47 ,, ..................................
9d. „ „ ..................
Id. each..........................
478.../......................................
Is. 8d. per ton......................
Is. 8d. ,, ,, ..................
Is. 8d. ,, ,, ..................
Is. 8d. ,, ,,
..................
2d. each..........................
Is. 8d. per ton.....................
Is. Sd. ,, ,,
..................
Is. 8d. „ ,,
..................
2d. ,, case ..................
Is. Sd. per ton ..................
2d. ,, package ..........
9d. „ bale ..................
3d. ,, package .:........
Is. Sd. ,, ton ..................
Id. „ dozen ..............
id. "
„
..... ........
9d. ,, bale .............. .
'

.

£ s.
0 4
0 15
2 18
18 7
4 15
1 8
0 0
5 14
0 9
0 3
0 2
0 0
0 3
0 10
0 3
0 2
1 2
2 8
5 2
110 19
2 14
0 2
3 11
6 10
9 12
0 12
9 3
17 2
34 4
49 15
205 8
7 14
0 16
0 15
0 0
243 8
3 6
5 16
257 9
88 13
71 9
0 9
0 4
158 18
274 13
0 0
0 8
1 15
1 19
81 10
3 0
8 8
0 12
25 4
11 6
0 7
209 1
17 12
0 5
4 7
0 12
0 17
8 10
0 7
0 0
0 13

d.
0
0
2
0
8
4.
5
0
0
6
6
■8
6
6
9
3
2
0
9
4
8
7
0
0
0
0
3
4
8
0
4
1
6
8
11
8
10
0
0
10
8
10
8
0
4
7
4
3
10
3
10
2
3
0
8
10
'8
0
8
4
9
9
o
8
8
0
0
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Imports to Newcastle—continued.

Cutlery ........................... .................................
Corh-fiour ................................................. .......
62
..
Dates ......... ................. .....................................
39
..
2d
Doors................................. ..............................
202 ................... '
' Drapery.............. ........ .....................................
Drugs.................................................................
193 ^
°
Earthenware.....................................................
Effervescing Powder ......................................
Farinaceous Food.............................................
31 * „ °
.............
9d
^’u•
Fish...................................................................
Floorcloth and Oilcloth ............. ....................
Flour ...............................................................
Fruits (bottled).........................................
Fruits (dried) ................................. ...............
Fruits (green) ......................................... .......
8301 ,,°
...
•lu*
Furniture .........................................................
286
„
.........................
9d.
Gas-fittings .....................................................
575
Ginger ................................................ ............
Glass (looking).................................................
Glass (window).................................................
Glass (plate) ....................................................
148 ,, ..............
Glassware ......... ...............................................
Jewellery ..................................... .’..................
Lampware.........................................................
Lead .................................................................
Leather ..........................................................
Boots and Shoes ..............................................
11
..
..
ou»
Lime-juice.......................................;................
10
..
Horses .............................................................
7 ....... ..
Olive Oil....................................... ...................
Sd
Olive Oil (quarts).............................................
9 cases ................................
9d
Olive Oil (pints) .............................................
8 ....................
■
9d
Olive Oil (|-pints)............... .................... .-.......
8 ;; ...........................................................
9d
Hair-oil .............................................................
35 ” ...
9d
Hair-oil (J-pints) .............................................
34 „ ...............................
9d
Hair-oil (|-pints) ............ .................................
2i ;; .........................................................
9d
Other Bulk Oils .............................................
10 ” ..............
Paints............. ..................................................
Putty.................................................................
U Sd
10 „ ................
Paperhangings ...... ........................................
Pepper and Spices ........................................
Pickles and Sauces ......................................... 5,600 • „ ........................
9d
Pictures.................................... .....................
Paper.................................... i...........................
381
Pitch, Tar, &c................................... ..........................................................
Plants and Seeds...................................................................................
Potatoes................................. ............... ..’......................................................
Preserves ............................................... .......................................................
4d
Bacon and Hams ........................'................................
54 „ .......
Preserved Meats ...... ..!..................................
292 „ ............
9d
Meats (Extract) ...................................................................................
12 „
....................................................
9d
Preserved Vegetables................................................. ..................
9d
Green Vegetables........... !...............!...................................................
Onions....................................!...........................................................................
Bice.......................................................... .................................................................
lq Sd
131 „
Saddlery and Harness...... ....................................................
Sago...........................................................................................................................

.

Saltpetre................... '....................................................................................
Epsom Salts ..............................................................-.................................
Fruit-salt ........................................................................................................
30 ...........................
'
Sarsaparilla ...................................... .......................................................
25 „ ................................................
Ship-chandlery.........................................................................................
Shooks and Staves ...........................................................................
22* ,,w
.............................
Silverplate-ware ...:.........................................................................
13
............................................... "
Slates............................................. ......................................................................... 65,757 ............'.....................................
Soaps (fancy)........................................................................................
Other Soaps ................................................................................................
238 „ .........................................
Lode Crystals .............................................................................................
Brandy ...............................................................................................................
Geneva ............................................... .. .................................
Gin........:............... ............................................................................................ 1 '897 ,, ..........................
Methylated Spirits .......................................................................
82 "
.............................................................
Perfumed Spirits...................................................................................
22
................................................
Rum...........................................................................................................................
Whisky ............................................................................
All otHers ..................................................................................
Starch...............................................................................................
Paper ......................................................................................................................
Brown Paper............................... ..............................................................
11 ,, .................
Writing-paper ..........................................................................................
Advertising matter ..,................................................................
30 „
..................................................
Books...................................... •...-........................................................................
Sundries ........................................................................................................
65
..
Building-stone ...................................................................................
Flags ......................................................................................................................
500 ,,
.
Steel Rods.................................................................................................
1,267 ,,
......................................
Sugar (raw) .................................................... .......................
'667
......... ...........
Sugar (refined) ..... .•..........................................
141 ”
......................
Sulphur .................................................... ....,................
Sundries (packages) .....................................................................
Tallow ................... .................... ............................................
Tapioca and Limoline................................................. ;........
40 cases ..............................................................

11—C

At
>J
>>

>>
j»

..........
..........

a

a

...................

)>

)>

..........

>)
,

a

.........

>j

..........

>>

..........

>>

>t

ii

...................

'

Is Sd
fid
fid

1

fid
1s Sd

ZOO

2d

id
id
fid

.

Pd

”

Pd

'

9d
Is Sd

..

it

Is Sd
Is Sd

2d.

ii

...................

case

.................................

J
J
>l

„

£ s. d.
0 13 0
0 10 4
0 6 6
0 16 10
96 0 9
4 16 6
0 4 0
0 7 0
0 5 2
14 7 2
2 1 0
1,062 0 10
2 6 6
24 19 2
3 9 2
10 14 6
14 7 6
0 11 6
0 2 0
9 12 4
7 8 0
3 16 0
0 1 6
0 2 0
5 18 4
0 2 3
0 2 9
0 T 8
0 11 8
0 0 6
0 1 6
0 1 4
0 1 4
0 5 10
0 5 8
0 3 6
0 1 8
14 11 8
0 16 8
6 16 6
0 13 0
46 13 4
0 7 6
1 8 6
3 11 3
■ 0 16 0
554 13 4
0 15 0
0 18 0
2 8 8
0 2 0
0 3 4
0 12 4
42 10 0
10 18 4
5 2 0
0 0 10
265 10 10
0 18 4
1 12 6
0 15 0
0 12 6
0 5 6
0 11 0
0 6 6
11 0 0
0 8 4
1 19 8
27 11 8
7 3 0
15 5 11
1 17 5
0 3 5
0 11 0
5 5 0
45 4 10
0 2 6
6 1 0
3 15 0
0 8 3
2 5 0
1 2 6
2 0 4
0 10 10
6 3 4
41 13 4
105 11 8
55 11 8
11 15 0
0 15 8
127 13 10
40 12 6
0 6 8

i

«r
A *

*.
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Imports to Newcastle—continued.

-y
3 .........................................
Pigs ...................................... .........................
Machinery ....................................................
Malt .......................................................... .
Marble ............................................................
Matches............................................................
Mats and Matting ........................................
Milk ................................................................
Mustard ........................................................
309 „ ..................................
Nails
...................................................
Nuts ....................;........................................
Oakum ............................................................
Oatmeal.............................................................
Curriers’ Oil .....................................................
Castor Oil (in bulk)................................... .
460 cases ..................................
Castor Oil (in quarts) .....................................
Castor Oil (in pints).............................:...........
508 cases ..................................
Castor Oil (in J-pints)..................................... 1,152 „ ..................................
Cod-liver Oil....................................................
2 ...................................
China Oil ...............................................
30 ” ....................
Salad Oil ....................................................
630
.............................
Salad Oil (in quarts) ......................................
5 ,, .................................
Salad Oil (in pints)
...................................
30 ,, ....................... ..........
Salad Oil (in |-pintsl ......................................
60 „ ................................
Salad Oil (in J-pintsj .....................................
S
..................................
Lucca Oil ..... ..................................................
3
................................
Essential Oils.............................................
10 ,,
..................................
Colza Oil.............................................................
Kerosene Oil.....................................................
Linseed Oil ....................................................'. 5,708 ,, ..........................
165 ”
..............................
Vegetable Oil .................................................
Palm Oil:................................................
Tea Oil .............................................................
St. Jacob’s Oil .................................................
IS
„ ................................
Mineral Oil .......................................... ....
615 ’’
................................
Tea.................................................
Dressed Timber .................................
Rough Timber ...........................................
2,038 „ ...........................
Palings ...............................................
' 70 " ...........................
Laths .........................................................
373,600 ....................................
iTin Plates......................................................
"Tobacco................................................
Fancy Toys .................................................
Cigars......................................................... '.......
Turpentine...........................................
Wood ware.....................................................
Varnish ...... ?...............................................
Maccaroni ...........................................
,
10
...................
.
Vinegar .............................................................
4 cases ..................................
Whiting and Chalk..........................................
Wines (still) ....................................................
Wines (sparkling)......................................
Woolpacks.....................................................
Wheels and Axles ........................................
Yellow Metal ..............................
Nails .........................................
Zinc.........................................................

At

£ s.1 d.
0 0 9
296 12 0
'22 7 6
3 3 0
8 5 4
0 9 9
15 19 4
'2 11 6
6 17 6
0 14 4
6 2 3
0 5 0
0 10
3 16 8
0 0 2
4 4 8
9 12 0
0 10
0 5 0
5 5 0
0 0 10
0 5 0
0 10 0
0 14
0 0 6
0 5 0
0 3 4
7 5 0
47 11 4
17 6
0 10
0 18 0
0 9 0
5 2 6

-

2d. ;;

;;

.................

2d.

'!

............... -

”

2d.............

2d.

,, ■ ....................... •

14 10

9

232 16 8
219 16 8
5 16

4d.

2d.

„ 1,000

..

■

8

6 4 6

.

9

3 10

1

5 10

0 15

0

0 15

0

0 16

8

3

3

9

0 13

4

0

1

8

4 15

0

0 0 8
35 11
9

8

5

0

2 13 10

Is

.

8d

0

3

0

16

9.

0

0 11

8

0

4

9

034

‘ £5,758 13 8 ■
■

Exports from Newcastle in 1886.

Bohedust .....................................................
Bark ...............................................................
Bricks, Building .......................................
Carriage Material.....................................
Copper .............. ■..................................
Coke ....................................................
Green Fruit ....................................... •
•
Flour ..........................................
Hardware .......................................
Hardwood ............................................
Hay and Chaff ..............................................
Leather .....................................................
Horses.................... •.......■................
■
Cattle...... ■.............................................
Sheep .............................................
• ■
Lime ■...........................................
Machinery.............■......................
Mohair ................................................
Maize .................................................
Oats.................................................
Oysters ...................................................
Olieum .................■....................
'
Potatoes...........................................
Sundries.........................................
Skins ............................................... ■
■
Soap...................................................... .
,
Shooks and Staves ..........................
■
Timber ..................................... • •
Tin .....................................................
Tallow..............................................
■
Wine .........................................
Wool .................................................

.
At

68
16,000
2,198

,, ..........................
........................

10d.
1nd

„ ......................

lOd.

..

ROD

..

' ’

'

'

‘

157'tons.................... . .
14.;..........
38.................
1,612 ..

849

T

.

•
lOd

Ud

4d '

1 nd

ind
i nd

•

■

.................

• •

"
£ s.
19 15
3 5
16

d.
10
0
8

47 13

2

13
9?
0
• 0
0
2
6

17 6
11 8
19 5
16 8
16
18 4
10 10

0 11 8
1 11 8
10 16
0 6 8
15 0
0 0 8
1 17 6

’

..........................................

n ft
17
0 8
5 T9
19
0 4
0 12

n
1
4
7
2
2
6

finn fppt.
...

0 2 6
23 15 0
1 nno

0

ft

£1,274 15 4
Circular Quay Office, 2 December, 1887.
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B.
[To Evidence of C. A. Goodchap, Esq!]

■

Sir,

.
Department of Railways, Sydney, 10 September, 18S8.
When giving evidence on the.4th instant, before the Parliamentary Committee on Public Works, with reference,
to the proposed basin at Bullock Island, Newcastle, I contented myself with answering the questions which were put to
me, and although I have a very strong opinion as to the indirect benefits which are likely to accrue from the adoption of that
scheme, it did not occur to me to volunteer any statement on that head. But I am not satisfied that I should be
discharging my duty if I refrained from directing the attention of the Committee to these advantages which might other
wise be entirely overlooked.
I beg, therefore, to place in your hands a few remarks on the subject, for such use as the Committee may consider
expedient.
•
,
The basin referred to will be of immense importance in improving the shipping, facilities of the port?' Under
existing circumstances ships (foreign going) are often delayed for want of room two or three weeks, and even more before
they can get coal. This does not arise from want of cranes (which are quite equal to do all they have been called upon to
do, and perhaps a little more), but to.the inadequacy of the means of berthing vessels. Moreover, the existing berthing
space is often not available in the case of large ships when the tides do not supply a sufficient depth of water. This
disadvantage will be obviated, and the berthing facilities largely improved and extended by this basin.
But indirectly the formation of the basin can be made instrumental in the reclamation of land and the creation of
much-needed water-frontage at Honeysuckle Point.
There is a large area there awash at high tide, and through it a channel has been formed. If the silt dredged from
the basin were used to raise this land above the action of the tides (say) 4 feet and the channel referred to deepened some 10
feet, there would be available for sale a considerable area of land with water-frontage, the proceeds of which would probably
recoup all the outlay required to carry out the entire scheme. The Government would thus have secured two important
public requirements with the ultimate outlay of very little money, if indeed the balance did not prove (if a Dr. and Cr.
account were kept) to be on the Cr. side of the account.
I have, &c.,
•
CHAS. A. GOODCHAP,
Commissioner for Railways.
The Chairman, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.

c.
[To Evidence of Mr. John Eixon!]
Sir,

Custom-House, Newcastle, 4 September, 1888.
In compliance with the request of Mr. Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, I beg to enclose herewith a return showing
the export of coal from Newcastle to foreign and intercolonial ports during the period from 1st January to 31st August,
1888.
'
'
I have, &e.,
.
WILLIAM R. LOGAN,
Harrie Wood, Esq., Under Secretary for Mines, Sydney.
Sub-Collector of Customs.
Memo, showing the Export of Coal from Newcastle to Foreign and Intercolonial Ports from 1st January to 31st August, 1888.
Where Exported to.

*

Tons.

Victoria ....................................................................
New Zealand .............................................................
South Australia.........................................................
Queensland.................................................................
Tasmania....................................................................
Western Australia.............................................. 1....
Fiji ............................... :...................■1.......................
Hong Kong.................................................................
New Caledonia .........................................................
United States.............................................................

531,753
111,752
60,450
•3,496
28,595
8,285
5,959
35,288
28,373
6,238
17,879
6,731
263,442

Where Exported to.

South Sea Islands .................................................

Tons.

27,480
27,546
9,186
15,676
72,063
8,81§
894
1,436
400
1,685
1,273,426

WILLIAM R. LOGAN,
Sub-Collector of Customs.

Custom House, Newcastle, 4 September, 1888.

D
[To Evidence of T. TV. E. David, Esq.]
Sir,

■
As requested by your secretary yesterday, I beg to supplement the evidence given by me, before your Committee,
with regard to the probable duration of coal in the Newcastle District, as follows :—
(a) In my evidence I divided the productive coal-measures into three groups—
1. Upper, or Newcastle measures.
2. Middle, or East Maitland measures.
.
3. Lower, or Greta measures.
A fourth group of coal-measures exists below the Greta, in a formation known as the Lepidodendron series, typically
developed at Stroud, the Karua River, and near Port Stephens, &c. ; but as no coal has as yet been profitably worked
from this formation it has been left out of consideration in making the calculations as to the probable yield of the coalmeasures in the Newcastle District. My rough estimate of the. probable yield of the East Maitland and Greta coalmeasures, within the prescribed area (viz., north and south from Lake Macquarie Heads to Fullerton Cove, and east and
west from 1£ miles east of the South Pacific coast to Branxton), has already been given, namely, about 20,000 tons daily
for 100 years for the East Maitland coal-measures, and 40,000 tons daily for 200 years for the Greta coal-measures. I have,
since giving my evidence, checked the above approximate estimate, and consider it tolerably correct. As regards the
probable yield of the Newcastle coal-measures, my calculations show that the unworked areas of the Borehole, Burwood,
and Great Northern (Donaldson’s) seams would furnish in the aggregate an output of at least 2,000,000 (two million) tons
annually for 200 years.
'
(J) As regards the northerly extension of the northern coal-field, I omitted to mention, when giving evidence, that
this field does not cease at Singleton and Rix’s Creek, but continues bn, with slight breaks, first in a north-west, then in a
north-north-east, direction to the Queensland border. Within this area I have seen a 7-ft. seam of workable coal at
Piercefield, near Muswellbrook ; two workable seams of 7 feet each near Gunnedah,; and a 30-ft. seam, of which at least
7 feet was workable, at Ashford, near Inverell.
I have, &c.,
. T. W. EDGEWORTH DAVID, B.A., F.G.S.,
Government Geological Surveyor,
Department of Mines, 25/9/88.
The Honorable the Chairman, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.
.
[One Plan.]
Sydney; Charles Potter Government Printer.—1883.
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Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be {printed; 6 Decembery 1888.

CAREINGTON,
•

•

' Message No. 4.

'

Governor. .

.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends, for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, the expediency of making
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the carrying out of certain
harbour improvements at Newcastle, in the county of Northumberland.
Government House,

'

Sydney, 29th November, 1888.-
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In tlic course of their inquiry concerning these proposed improvements,
the Committee examined a large number of witnesses, including merchants well
acquainted with the shipping trade of Sydney, and owners or representatives of the
.owners of private wharves, their desire being to elicit full information, and have
the subject of the wharfage accommodation of Sydney Harbour, and the necessity
or otherwise of improving the Circular Quay as proposed, placed before them in all
the aspects from which it may be viewed.
Necessarily, as is always the case, where matters are regarded from different
points of view, the evidence will he found to some extent conflicting, hut a careful
examination of it will shoAv that it. is very much in favour of the improvements, and
that even the testimony of those who came before the Committee hostile to the
proposals is certainly not so unfavourable as to induce the belief that what is
proposed to be done should not be carried out.
.
The strongest evidence given in opposition to the improvements came from
three witnesses, two of whom have had a long experience in. relation to wharfage
matters in Sydney, and are still in positions which entitle them to speak with some
authority on the subject. They are Mr. Alfred Lamb, a private wharfowner and a
member of the Private Wharfowners’ Association, and Mr. James Powell, Collector
of Customs. ' The third witness directly opposed to the improvements is Mr. E. C.
Batt, the representative of a company who are expending a large sum of money in
providing extensive wharfage accommodation at the site of the old' A.S.N. Co.’s
Works, Pyrmont. Yet each of these three gentlemen, or at least the two former,
notwithstanding that they expressed themselves generally as opposed to the
Government expending money to increase the wharfage accommodation of the
port, will be found to have admitted the necessity of providing for the objects
which it is principally intended by the proposed improvements to secure. The
first of the improvements is the transference of the vessels and men of the
Marine Board, and the boats and men of the Custom House, from the eastern
to the western side of the Quay. No. objection is raised by these witnesses to
that. The second of the improvements is the construction of two new berths
for sailing vessels on the western side of the Quay, in place of the old wooden
wharf at present' there, used partly by the P. & 0. Co., and partly by the Port
Jackson S.S. Co. This is objected to by the three witnesses referred-to on the
general ground that it unnecessarily increases the wharfage accommodation of the
port, anfl, further, that it is likely to assist in bringing about a return to the system of
injurious competition among wharfowners in which the prominent feature was a reck
less practice of giving rebates.. Mr. Lamb, however, when questioned {Question 3Q5)
as to the advisableness of doing something to restore the wharf on the western side
of. the Quay, it being now in a condition of very much decay, admits that any
expenditure to make the wharves more substantial in their present shape would be/
judicious. Eurthermore, he says, {Question 389) that if the wharves on the
western side were set apart for vessels with general merchandise—which it is the
intention to do—they would probably be rather sought after by agents; and
(Questions 396-399) that the' Circular Quay being Government property, and a con
siderable quantity of material being imported by the Government in sailing vessels,it is desirable to have berths for sailing vessels on the western side. Mr. Powell is
opposed to the new berths on the western side, but he, too, agrees {Questions 979
.980) that, if the present wharf is in a dilapidated condition and should be renewed,
the renewal of the wharf ought to be carried out, and, further, if it be necessary to
renew the wharf an improvement in its present style should he adopted. The
evidence of Mr. Batt is less important than that of Mr. Lamb or Mr. Powell by
reason of the fact, , as he himself states, that he has had nothing to do with commerce
relating to shipping, except as an auctioneer having to do with wharf property and
its sale; but he, also, though appearing before the Committee to protest, . on
behalf of his Company, against the Government spending money in improving their
wharf properties, has nothing direct to urge against the proposed new berths for
sailing vessels. Questioned as to whether he could point out on the plan before
the Committee any portion of the proposed improvements which he thought
should not be constructed, he answered {Question 1062), “I do not think so, for
the reason that .1 have been more concerned with the general idea than trying
to dissect the plans proposed by the Government.” And, again, when asked
(Question 1064) what portion of the proposed expenditure should not be incurred,,
he said he had not sufficiently studied the plan to answer the question,
Tfe«

;

'

•
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The third of the proposed improvements is the alteration in the arrangements
for the ferry traffic, and there is no objection on the part of these witnesses to that.
Neither does there in reality appear to he—except, perhaps, by Mr. Batt, who,
however,' as already pointed out, merely objects generally to any Government
wharfage improvement—to the fourth of the proposals, and one of the most
prominent of the series, on the eastern side of the Quay: the additional accom
modation for the mail steamers. “No doubt,” says Mr. Lamb, in answer to a
question (Question 864), “an expenditure for such a purpose as the wharf for the
P. & 0. Co. is I quite justifiable, because an income is assured before the work is
constructed; -the P. & 0. Co. and the Orient Co., require special accommodation.”
And Mr. Powell gives evidence to the same effect. “Any extensions of a remunerative
character,” he remarks in a long statement he made to the Committee {pages 34-35),
“ required by the Government tenants, at the Circular Quay should he favourably
entertained; the full wharfage is paid by the importers of. goods landed on the
leased sections, and the question of rebate cannot enter.” Moreover, in his reply to
a question {Question 973), he says, “ The lengthening of the wharves for the lessees
is, no doubt, a:necessary work”; and {Question 978), when asked what portion of
the whole of the improvements should not he carried out, he answers, “ The portion
on the west side” (which in his reply to Questions 979-980, already referred to, he
admitted should be made).
* * * * “ All the other improvements, I think,
should he carried out.” Prom this it will he seen that even the witnesses who, in a
general sense, appeared antagonistic to the proposed improvements, are found, when
their evidence is sifted, if not actually to concur in the proposals, to at least admit
that they are of a character which it would not he unwise to adopt.
The form in which the Committee, conducted their inquiry relative to these
proposed works may he stated as follows :—
(1.) The nature of the proposed improvements.
.
(2.) The purposes for which the improvements are intended.
.
(3.) Evidence in justification of the improvements—
(a); As to present accommodation for shipping at the Circular Quay.
{b), As to the present condition and the probable growth of the shipping
| trade.
’
■
(e) jAs to . the condition of the harbour ferry traffic.
*
{d) As to the amount of revenue derived from the present accommodation,
and the amount expected to he obtained from the improvements.
(4.) Evidence against the improvements—
:
'
{a) As to the wharfage accommodation generally in Sydney Harbour,
and whether it is sufficient for present and future requirements.
{b) As to whether the improvements would he carried out if the Circular
Quay were owned by, or in the hands of, private persons.
The nature of the proposed improvements has already been stated.
.
The purposes for which the improvements are intended have to some extent
also been referred to, but they require some further explanation in order that they
may be clearly understood. The removal of the vessels and men of the Marine
Board, and of the boats and men of the Custom House, from the eastern to the
western side of the Quay, is necessary in consequence of the proposal to build the
new wharf on the eastern side for the accommodation of the steamers of the P. & 0.
Co. The new boat sheds and slips will be constructed on the property recently
purchased by the Government. The two new berths on the western side of the
Quay are intended for the use of sailing vessels, the accommodation for those vessels
at the Circular Quay at the present time being, it is alleged, insufficient, and the
berths are also proposed as an improvement, on the present old wharf, which is
declared to be in such a worn-out condition that it must either be renewed or
abandoned. The change in the arrangements for the accommodation of the ferry
traffic is intended chiefly to lessen the danger which now exists through the necessity
for the ferry steamers to cross each other in their trips to and from the Quay. The
new wharf on the eastern side of the Quay, for the accommodation of the P. & O. Co.,
is to afford increased wharfage space to that company, in accordance, with an under
standing between the Government and the company, by which they are occupying
their present wharf, which is regarded as a temporary one, until a permanent wharf
for their use is built; and the lengthening of the Orient Co.’s wharf to the extent of
.50

40
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50 feet is for the purpose of making the length of' that wharf more in accordance
than it is at present with the length of the company’s steamers. Part of the new
wharf, which is to be built for the P. & 0. Co., was intended for the use of the
Messageries Maritimes Co., their present accommodation being-somewhat interfered
with by the proposed extension for the benefit of the Orient Qo., hut this, arrange
ment is shown by evidence to be less desirable than an alteration in the plan relating
to the improvements on • the eastern side of the Quay, by which the wharf of the
Messageries Maritimes Co. will be widened, and the accommodation made sufficient,
for their steamers.
.
,
.
Referring now to the evidence in justification of the proposed improvements,
it will be found that the general body of the witnesses are emphatically of opinion
that they should be carried out. Pirst, as to the accommodation at present available
for shipping at the Circular Quay. Captain Hixson, President of the Marine Board,
thinks the proposed works necessary {Question 50), as “rve certainly require more
accommodation for shipping than we have at the present time, for large steamers
especially”; and he considers {Question 60), that by these proposals the Circular
Quay will be utilized to its fullest extent; and {Question 65), that “ £120,000 is not
an exorbitant amount of money for so great a scheme.” Captain Pettit, Harbour
Master, regards the works as a great improvement on the -present state of things, and
he does not think that space could be economized better than by this plan. Captain
Jackson, Manager of the Public "Wharves, states that complaints are made at the
present time of the want of accommodation, and that it is considered by shipping
people that the works proposed will meet their requirements at the Circular Quay,
to which they are always inclined to give a preference over other wharves. Mr.
Angus Moir, Clerk of Works at the Circular Quay, thinks {Question 217) the works
are very essential, and points out that the old wharf—meaning the wharf, on
the western side of the Quay—is completely gone underneath. Captain Thomas
Summerbell, traffic manager of the North Shore Steam Perry Co., says {Questions268-269) he has very often been impressed with the necessity for increased accom
modation for ocean-going steamers, and he thinks the proposed improvements will
answer everything that is wanted'. Mr. G. S. Yuill, manager of the Orient S.S. Co.,
complains that the wharf at present used by the steamers of. his company is too
short, and prejudicial to the proper working of the steamers. Purthermore, he states
that the wharf occupied- by this company is the only one in Sydney Harbour where
the.-Orient. steamers can lie with safety, and that there is no private wharf that
affords such accommodation. Mr. James Weir, agent for the P. & O. Co., thinks
the intended improvements necessary for the general accommodation of the port,
and says that what is proposed to be done for the P. & 0. Co.’s vessels is absolutely
necessary to enable the company to carry on their increasing trade. Mr. Thomas
Littlejohn, the Hon. S. A. Joseph, M.L.C., and Mr. It. Gr. Yallack, each engaged
in extensive, mercantile business in Sydney, and having much to do with
shipping, also favour the proposals. The first-named thinks the improvements are
exceedingly desirable. Mr. Joseph, who is President of the Sydney Chamber of
Commerce, is of a similar opinion, and states {Question 598) that he has always
preferred sending his ships to the Circular Quay, and {Question 600) that the same
preference is shown by the captains of ships coming to Sydney. “We have a
difficulty,” he says, in answer to another question {Question 613), “in obtaining
. berths at the Circular Quay, where we require them very often.” Mr. Yallack,
who a few years ago was a prominent member of an association formed in Sydney
to bring about a general improvement in the wharfage accommodation of the port,
considers the. Government will be perfectly justified in incurring this expenditure,
as -the money will be well spent. ■ .
The present condition of the shipping trade of Sydney is shown by theevidence to be of a satisfactorily progressive character, and its growth to very much
larger dimensions than are now apparent is undoubtedly assured. All the witnesses
examined agree upon this point, and it will be found from the evidence given by
the representatives of the large steamship companies, whose vessels are berthed at
the Circular Quay, that in the building of new steamers there is a tendency toincrease their -length and their tonnage very considerably.
As to the present condition of the harbour ferry traffic, and the proposed
alterations in regard to the accommodation for the ferry steamers, it is perhaps.
sufficient

sufficient to say that the representatives of the North Shore Steam Ferry Co. and
the Watson’s Bay Co. are favourable to the changes, and that the Port Jackson'
Steam Eerry Co. are apparently not unfavourable, as, though no witness on
their behalf was examined the manager of the company was invited to attend-before
the Committee and give evidence on the subject. The opinion of persons uncon
nected with the ferry companies, and who may be considered to represent the public,
will he found in the evidence of the other witnesses who appeared before the
Committee, and that opinion supports what it is proposed to do.
The question of revenue is dealt with chiefly in the evidence of Captain
Jackson, who, as an officer of the Treasury, has much to do with its collection.
The proposed works, he says (Question 164), will bring in a large revenue. -The
revenue from the. Circular. Quay last year, excluding the A.S.N. Co.’s wharf, was
£24,000 ; this year, including the A.S.N. Co.’s wharf, it will he £42,000. . Each of
the proposed new berths will produce a revenue of £2,610 14s. 3d., that being the
average of each berth at the Quay. The large steamship companies who. lease
wharves at the Quay pay each an annual rent of £2,500, and, in addition to
this, wharfage rates on all goods landed and shipped are collected, which in
creases the sum received annually to between £5,000 and £6,000. The steam
ferry companies also pay annual rentals. At the same time the expense of
managing the Circular Quay is apparently very small, the amount for last year,
including all wages, being £1,691. Mr. Alfred Lamb endeavpurs in his evidence
“to point out that the revenue derived from the Circular Quay may be seriously
affected whenever there is a return by private wharfowners to a system of giving
rebates ; but the fact that the private wharfowners have entered into an arrange
ment with the. Government not to give rebates shows at least that there will be no
return to a rebate system if it can be avoided, and Mr. Lamb admits (Question 422)
that the berths at the Quay, leased to the large steamship companies, “ yield very
handsomely to the Government,” and with regard to leased berths the question of
rebates has nothing to do.. The character of Mr. Powell’s evidence on this point is
much to the same effect. It will also be found from the evidence given by Captain
Jackson (Questions 531-533) that when the rebate system was at its height the
Circular Quay was in advance of the private wharves, for, while private wharfowners
were giving from 50 to 75 per cent., the Circular Quay could maintain its position
by giving only 25 per cent.; and this circumstance appears to have induced the
private wharfowners to wait upon the Colonial Treasurer and get him to cease
giving rebates, on'condition that they also abandoned the practice. There does'not
appear in the evidence anything to prove that the Government would not be
similarly successful in any future competition of this kind.
,
.
The evidence against the proposed improvements came principally from
witnesses whose names and statements have been referred to in what has already
been said; but in dealing with the subdivisions of this, portion of the plan followed
by the Committee in their inquiry, there are one or two points worthy of notice,
and to which attention has not yet been drawn. The evidence elicited with
reference to the wharfage accommodation generally, in Sydney Harbour, disclosed
the fact that though there are a large number of private wharves, some of them
considerably improved, the Circular Quay is the most liked, more particularly
because of the ease with which goods can be conveyed to or from the wharves. But
the position of the private wharves is best shown in the evidence of Mr. E. C. Batt,
who, it will be remembered, appeared before the Committee as the representative of
a company providing extensive wharfage accommodation at Pyrmont. Questioned
as to whether he was aware before his company commenced their enterprise that
there' was more wharfage accommodation in the harbour than was required, he said
{Question 1071)—“ I visited all the private wharves, and judged for myself of their
facilities ; I found they were so many years behind the time that I would not have
the slightest hesitation, if there were three times as much accommodation as at
present, in going on with our proposed plan .... I think they are bound to
go to the wall in any case. I do not wonder at people going to the Circular Quay
with their ships instead of to private wharves.” Mr. R. G. Yallack is unquestionably
of opinion that the present wharfage accommodation here is behind the wharfage
accommodation of other parts of the world.
12—b
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As to whether the proposed improvements would he carried out if the
Circular Quay were owned by or in the hands of private persons, the evidence of
most of the unofficial witnesses goes to show that they would. Mr. Littlejohn
states {Question 572) he is sure that if this property belonged to private indi
viduals it would have been improved to the extent proposed long ago. Mr. S. A. Joseph
is of a similar opinion; he has very little doubt {Question 588) that the improve
ments would have been made years ago. Mr. R. G. Yallack mentions {Question
682) that not long Since a syndicate of capitalists were prepared, if they could
obtain certain powers from the Government, to carry out a general system of
improved wharfage accommodation for Sydney, and were ready to deposit £100,000
or £150,000 as a guarantee for the completion of the work. He says also {Question
691) that if the project of improving the Circular Quay were put before the public
as a matter to be taken up by them in shares, the shares would be appropriated in
a few days, as “ the possibility of the requirements of the port, and the natural
accommodation and facilities afforded by Sydney Cove, are simply incalculable.”
Generally, too, it is admitted that the Government being the owners of the Circular
Quay, and the property being the most advantageously situated for wharfage
purposes, it is their duty to improve it and make the most they can of it.
The amendment in the plan representing the improvements laid before the
Committee, intended to give the necessary accommodation to the steamers of the
Messageries Maritimes Co., is based chiefly upon statements made by M. Conil,
principal agent of the company. His evidence is to the effect that the company are
building four or five new steamers for the trade with Sydney, and that, as each of
these steamers will be • 500 feet long, it will be necessary to have the berthing
accommodation at present used by the company’s steamers extended. The plan of
the proposed improvements at the 'Quay provided for extended accommodation at
the Messageries berth, but the proposed extension, instead of being any advantage,
would, according to M. Conil, be positively dangerous to the safety of the vessels,,
as it would not be possible for the steamers to lie for anything like their whole
length close alongside the wharf. It was to do away with this difficulty that the
Committee decided to recommend such an alteration in the plan of the improvements
as would give the Messageries Co. the accommodation they require. The additionalcost is comparatively trifling, and the company are prepared to pay an increased
rental.
,
'
, The Committee have agreed to the following resolution which on Thursday,
4th October, was moved by Mr. Garrard and seconded by Mr. Suttor:—
“ That the Committee consider it expedient the proposed improvements to
the Circular Quay be carried out, but recommend the alteration of the
. design of the wharf for the Messageries Maritimes Co., on the eastern
side, at a cost not exceeding £5,000, as shown on the amended plan.”
JOHN LACKEY,
Chairman.
Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
22nd October, 1888.
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Ifoesent:—
The Honorable JOHN LACKEY (Chairman).
The Hon. William Henry-Suttoe.
Alexander Kethel, Esq.
The Hon. James Watson. .
John Bendell Street, Esq.
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humpheey.
Jacob Garrard, Esq,
. .Sydney Smith, Esq.
The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Improvements to the Circular Quay.
Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public Works, sworn and examined-:—
1. Chairman.'] Your name is Joseph Barling ? Yes.
J. Barling,
2. And you are Under Secretary for Works P Yes.
Esq.'
3. You have come to give us some evidence with regard to the proposed improvements to the Circular
Quay? Yes.
.
.
. Sept., 1883.
4. What do those improvements consist of ? The plan produced embraces the whole of the improvements
intended to be executed under the vote taken for the Circular Quay. These improvements consist, on the 1
western side, of arrangements for accommodating the vessels and men belonging to the Marine Board,
and the boats and men belonging, to the Custom House, required by reason of the necessity for the
removal of the present boat-sheds on the eastern side, to make room for other works which will be
described further on. These will be constructed on the land lately purchased by the Crown. It is
further proposed to remove the old wooden wharf on the western side, and to construct in place thereof'
a roadway, to be paved with wood blocks on concrete. In front of this will be two new berths, constructed
of timber, each 450 feet in length, alongside of which will be a depth of water of 27 feet at low-water
spring tides. On the southern side of the quay it is proposed to construct a new jetty for the Watson’s
Bay and other boats, 130 feet in length and 50 feet in width, and one for the Port Jackson S.S. Company,
also 130 feet in length and 50 feet in width. These two new jetties will be fronting the Circular Quay,
between Elizabeth-street and Phillip-street. The present floating jetty at Phillip-street is to be removed
about 75 feet to the east. On the eastern side of the quay a new wliarf is being constructed 624 feet in
length, and also a new dock for the horse-ferry to North Shore, at the back of which wharf will be formed,
and covered with wooden blocks, a road extendiug from the back of the Messageries Company’s Wharf
to the extreme of Macquarie Point. The present Orient Company’s Wharf being insufficient for the
large class of vessels using it, it is proposed to lengthen it 50 feet. Mr. Tillett, Assistant Engineer, on
■ behalf of the Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Eivers, who is absent from Sydney to-day, will be
prepared to give a detailed description of the scheme which I have briefly sketched out. Captain
' Hixson, President of the Marine Board, and the -Harbour blaster are in attendance, and will give
evidence as to the necessity for the proposed improvements. Captain Jackson will follow on the same
lines, and will also be prepared to give information to the Committee on the financial aspect of the
question. Mr. Moir, the.Clerk of Works, under the Assistant Engineer-in-charge of the Circular Quay
improvements, who is also absent from -town, will be in attendance to. give evidence as to the dilapidated
state of the western side of the quay. That is a brief outline of what we propose, and of the evidence we
propose to bring before the Committee.
5. The gross sum for the carrying out of this work is £120,000 ? £120,000.
.
.
6. Mr. Garrard.] What is the present contract for the.work at the P. & 0. Company’s Wharf? That I'
have left to the Engineer to deal with.
‘
.
7. Mr. Humpheryi] Have you not already let a contract for a portion of- this work? Yes, we have, for
wharf extension; but that was let before the Public Works Committee came into existence, the work was
so urgent.
..
.
8. Do you know the amount of the contract? I think it comes to £13,000'; but you will have that
answer from the Engineer.
■
Q. Mr. Suitor.] Is that a part of the £120,000? Yes.
10. Mr. Garrard.] You say that contract was let before the Public Works Committee came into
existence ?. Yes.
■
■
'
'
11. But since the Public Works Act came into existence ? I think not; but I will produce evidence on
that point. - I will produce the bond and see. The date of the bond was the 17th of May, 1888, and the
Public Works Act was assented to on the 5th June. ‘
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George Alfred Tillett, Esq., Assistant Engineer for Harbours and Rivers, sworn and examined:—
G. A. Tillett, 12. Chairman.'] Have you tbe plans of tbe proposed Circular Quay improvements ? The'only plan is that
Esq.
which is exhibited before the Committee. That is the only plan prepared with reference Jo the new
/
work's.’• •
'
’ ' '
'■
’•
4 Sept., 1888.
Have any plans been prepared with reference to the works how being carried out? The working
1
plans have been prepared for the most northern improvement on the eastern side of the Circular Quay.
14'. And the work is being carried out under those plans ? '.Tes.
.
15. You have not the detailed plans of the work to be carried out altogether under this expenditure ?
^.No; some of the plans are in.progress.
•
, ■
1G. Can you describe to the Committee the nature of the work by that plan which you exhibit to us ?
On the western side of the quay arrangements’are proposed for the accommodation of the Marine Board.
Their vessels, seven in number, will be accommodated at the jetties or under the shed represented on this
]dan, and their ordinary pulling-boats also.
'
17. Mr. Garrard.] Is the slip to be worked. by steam-power ? By steam-power. There will be a
retaining wall in the direction indicated on the plan formed of concrete, and extended to what is
'
now the Mercantile rowing-shed. Then there will be some small establishments for the accommodation
of the Custom-hoase men-and their boats. The whole of these improvements are to be erected oh the
land lately purchased by the Crown. There is an addition to one of the old' A.S'.H. Co.’s jetties marked
upon the plan, but it is not intended to be carried blit how, and is hot included in the £120,000. Then
wre propose to remove the v'hole of the old timber wharf, a's'showm on the plan, and replace it by a roadway
consisting of iron piers and girders carrying buckle-plates ; on the'buckle-plates concrete will be spread,
and on the concrete wooden blocks. The wharf will be. constructed of timber, and wall give two berths
each 450 feet in length, and there will be 27 feet of water there at low tide. By the erection of these
■ two berths the wharf now used by the Manly Beach steamers will be destroyed, and in place of it the
Manly Beach’ steamers will be provided with a jetty at the south extreme Of the Circular Quay, .and the
'
"Watson’s Bay boats in another position.. The present floating jetty will be moved 75 feet. There is a
•
lengthening of the Orient Company’s w'harf shown on this plan, but it is not included in the present
vote. The Messageries Company’s ivharf will also be extended/ The present site of the horse-ferry to
North Shore will be destroyed by the new wharf, and the new wharf and the new horse-ferry will be at
the extreme north point on the eastern side of the quay.
‘
.
18. Chairman.] That embraces the whole of the works? With the filling in of the roadway and the
wooden blocking right up to the point—that embraces the whole of the works to cost the £120,U00.
.
19. Mr. Kethel,] Hoes that wooden blocking form part of the contract now proceeding,-or is- it included
in the vote w’e are now considering ? Part of the vote.
.
’
'
.
..
20. Mr. Garrard.] What is the estimate of cost of the addition to the Orient Company’s wharf and the
A.S.N. Co.’s pier, which you say is not included in this vote ? ‘ The Orient Cbmpany’s wharf, £l,20d‘;
and the'estimated cost of the extension to one of the A.S.N. Co.’s jetties is £1,500.
'
'
21. You are not providing any facilities at. either.of these big berths for the unloadmg of locomotive
. boilers,’orany other goods of that kind? No, nothing in the shape of .cranes.
;
’
" ''
22:''Has theAttention Of the Department been' drawn to fh’e necessity for such a thing ? Not up to the
present;
' ’
•
'
- '
•
- • '•
23. The new wharves on the western side are, I presume, for sailing vessels ? Eor sailing vessels.
24. They'usually bring these heavy goods ? Yes ; but no provision has'been made for that. •
'
25. What is' your opinion with regard to this—do you think it is desirable, or a necessity, that there
should be facilities for the unloading of these heavy goods ? It may be desirable, blit it is not a necessity!
,
2'6.'Have y?u ever witnessed the unloading from vessels of large packages, such as iocomotiye bbilers'-?
- I'have.'
27.' Did it not afflict your righteous soul, as a technical man, to see it ? It seemed a very tedious process;
but there seemed to be no absolute necessity for cranes. In addition to what I have already explained,
■ it is intbn'ded "to erect three more' iron sheds exactly of the same character as those which are bn the
eastern side of the Circular Quay. It is proposed to erect two "on the western side and one'' oil the
.eastern side.
' ’
'
'
. "
'‘
' ' "
28'. Is your estimate of the cost based on the contract already let for the P. & O. Co.’s work ? The
estimate was made before that contract was let. It is based on the cost of the Messageries and Orient
.
Companies’wharyes and from the Orient Company’s wharf south. ■
■ '
''■
29. Which you consider to be proper estimates on which to base the present ? Yes.
.
30. Mr. Sutler.] . Axe the new sheds included'in the estimate of :£l20,00d ? Yes j the cost of the three
sheds already erected has been £3,500 each shed.
.
31V Mr. Garrard'^] Can you produce the drawings and specifications of the P. & 0. Company’s wharf now
in course'of'erection? lean.
'
‘
32.- Chtiirm'ah.] Can you put them on the table for inspection ? Yes.
.
.
33-- Mr. Kethel.] What distance do you intend to encroach on the waters of the harbour on the western
side beyond the present line of the wharf ? 50 feet.
•
•
: '
'
s
34.'' Outwards ? Yes, frbih the.line of the. present wharf.
'
■
35. Is that along the whole length of the .proposed wharf from the northern end? On the northern end,
and gradually reducing it to 15 feet at the southern extremity.
- '
'
- '
'
'
36;'These jetties intended for the accommodation of the Customs-and the Marine Board launches and
' boats,—are they to be constructed of wooden j)iles ? Wooden pile^,''
* .......... ...
37PSheathed with mefal ? .'Sheathed with copper.
■
'
38. Do I' understand, in connection with the proposed berths, the piles are to be iron ? No, wooden; but
the roadway at the back will be formed of iron cylinders with iron girders and buckle-plates, concrete
being placed oh the top, and then wooden blocks. ' '
.....
.. __
...
39. What is the nature of the wall at the back of that,, at. the water-line is there a wall there at present ij
I think there is, though it is not worthy of the name of a wall. It is simply ballast. "
" '
'" ' ' '’
40. Has that hot something to do with the nuisance arising at the Circular - Quay—does not the sewage
come down by way of the old Tank Stream and catch on this old wall,? , I think it is very probable!. '
41- Mr. Street.] Can you tell me what increase of berth accommodation this will give? The increased,
hccommo'datioh will be two berths' each of 450 feet, and' a berth of 6'24 feet.
' * ’
.
.............. ’•
42.
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42. That will be-about 1,500 feet more berthing accommodation than at the present time?, Not mpre G. A: .‘Tillett,
.
than there is at the present time. There will be 600 feet more than at the present time, but there will -.--.Esq.''
be 900 feet of additional berthing arranged and made more convenient than at the present time.
. i Sept, 1888.43. You really only increase the berthing by 600 feet;—will it increase it more.? It will really increase it
' more, because the old wharf is quite unsafe at present. It will have to-be pulled down whether these
berths are constructed or not. We have now been repairing-it, although what has been done- to it can
hardly be said to have been repairing it. If a plant has broken away, we have patched it up. Last year'
it-became a question whether.we should-not barricade it.
.
•
44. Mr. Garrard!] I suppose the arrangement on the eastern side allows' you to avail yourself of the
frontage better than now ? This echelon plan will allow vessels to overlap each other.
....
,
45. Mr. Kethel.] I understand the iron cylinders with iron girders between and with a floor.of-wooden
blocks will be somewhat similar to what the Eailway Department has carried out on the Redfern bridge ?
Yes;’-in widening the tunnel there.
..
..
.
. . ..
46. The work you contemplate in widening the roadway at the Circular Quay would be somewhat similar
to that ? Yes. In arriving at the estimates of that we got it in this way : A very similar work has. been
carried out in Bombay Harbour, the exact cost of which yvas £70 per square of 100 feet. Taking into
consideration the rate of wages at Bombay and the rate here, we have allowed £88 per square of 100 feet.

' Captain Francis Hixson, President of the Marine Board, sworn and examined:—
Captain. E.
47. Ghairmqn!] Your name is ? -Francis Hixson.
. ,
.
,
.
Hixson.
48. You areHarbour Master-of the Port of Sydney? I am President of the Marine Board..,
49.. And as President of the Marine Board you have a good deal to do with harbour improvements ? 4SepCl888.Yes. •
■
•
i ,■ 1 - - ■
5.0., Are you officially consulted with reference to proposed improvements in the harbour ;—is the Marine
Board officially consulted ? No ; the Board have no power over the construction of publie.wprks. ,,, r
51..-But with reference to public works of this sort, is it usual to take evidence from the Chairman or
members of the Board as to the necessity of the work ? No.
^
52. .Well, that is pur object now, to ask you to give some evidence with.referehce to. the proposed ,w,6rk
at the Circular Quay shown on this plan. It is proposed to make an expenditure of £120^000 on different
works shown on this plan. Has your attention been called to these works in any way before ? Yes ; T
haye seen that plan.
■ . ,
'
. i . ■ .
• •
•
53.' And you are to. same extent aware of the nature of the works, proposed ? Yes.................
r.
54. You are aware that some of the works are now in progress—that on the P. & O. Company’s side of
the quay? •..Yes.,’ . .....
.
’
.
.
.
,.
55. And there are some works going on on the other extreme point? I do not think those works are
commenced yet.
,
.
.
.
..
............. .. v...... .
56. From the experience -you have had of the work of the port, do you think that these -proposed works
are necessary? I think.they are. We certainly require more accommodation for shipping than we have
at-the present time, for large steamers especially.
.
,
/ .
57. Do.you think the design proposed here a desirable one ? . Yes ; I think it is a very good design.
5.8, You have had considerable experience in maritime works ? Yes.
. .
..
, ....
59., And the vessels of the present day require more accommodation than before? Yes. The .tendency
of the,age is to, have larger vessels—to increase the length of the vessels ; and, therefore, to have additional
and.longer wharves, than we have, previously been accustomed to. .
,
.
'
;-.-.-.GO. And do you think this project, if carried out here, will give the required accommodation? I think
the present proposal is. utilizing the Circular Quay to the fullest extent,.
'
....
... ■ -,
61. You think it is a fair adjustment of the wharfage accommodation to the different Companies, that is,
.to,,the different classes of business to be carried on, to.the different mail steamers and ferry boats,pind to
the ordinary mercantile vessels—you think that the accommodation is proportionately arranged ? Yes ; I
fhin’k it.is^a,.yery fair proposal.
,
,
.
.
,v
with reference to, the ferry accommodation, do you think the proposal will meet that ? % ain not, so
sure of that. It is to a certain extent good; but I rather object to so many big steamers being
concentrated at one place. I would rather see the North. Shore, steamers go to the western .side;..and the
Port Jackson Company to where the North Shore steamers are now. I think we should distribute the
traffic as much as we can.
.
/
,
.
63. .Mr^ Kethel.] That is only.a matter of detail, and might be arranged afterwards ? Yes, altogether a
matter, of detail., It wp.uM not interfere with the proposal on the plan.
. ;
.
..
t-s-.
64. Chairman.] You have not made any estimate of the cost of the work—any approximate estimate;
I suppose? No; that is not my province.
...
„.-.v ...
65. Would you think the amount proposed to be expended on these works a. reasonable one? Having
in view the necessity for this increased wharfage accommodation for the P. & O. Company’s vessels,, the
Orient Co.’s vessels, the Messageries Co.’s vessels, and for sailing vessels on the western side, I think that
£120,000 is not an exorbitant amount of money for sd great a scheme. There .is a -large revenue coming in
from these vessels to pay interest on such a slim, and the jetties at the head qf-the,coY,e,a^e also remunerative.
.1 think good interest wilb-come from money .expended on. Circular Quay improvements..^ ^
,,-1&
6.6. \.Qf course the. .depth of water js-quite sufficient, to meet the requirements of vessels at the present
• limb? Yes; the water.has been .deepened to-,a greater extent than by nature.., ^
6.7. .We have had it in evidence here that on the western side they have a depth of 2_7 feet ? Yes ; that is
at low-water.
.
r-.
. , ;;
, .>Vf
68. I suppose it would be the same, or deeper, on the other side? We have 27 feet at all these new
whafves,. you might say...
...
...
- •
-j ,, ,
69. The water is susceptible of being dredged to any depth, I suppose, or is it a rocky bottom ? ’ Mostly
rock.
■
~
•.
70. Mr. Kethel.] That is on the east side? On lioth sides. There might be considerable patches of mud,
but it is mostly rock. A good deal of it. has been blasted already.
,
. .
j
71. Have you, as President of the Marine Board, or has the Board, been consulted as to the disposal of
the space on the north-west corner of the. cove ? I have been consulted with regard to that.
’
72.

,
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72. And do the arrangements meet with your approval ? It is about the best that can bo done for us. They
are turning us away from our old place near the P. & 0. Company, and what they are doing for our future
4 S t' vssr accommodation will answer reasonably well.
_
;
’
_
’
‘ 73! Could you suggest any.improvement on the general scheme proposed, so as to mate it more efficient ?
I do not know that I could. I have always been in favour of leaving the head of the cove for passenger
•steamers, and the other portion for big ships. • '
.
•
74. Would you be'in favour.of moving the Mercantile rowing-shed ? No ; we studiously left that there.
75. Is there water enough in that little bay for your requirements ? Scarcely ; it will have to be dredged,
■
and the rock will have to' be blasted.
'
.
•
'
76. That is between the present A. S. N. Company’s wharf and the Mercantile rowing-shed ? Yes. _
77. Mr. SuttorP\ Do you think there will be any danger in the concentration of the ferry traffic to which
■
you alluded just now"? I do not think it is attended with positive danger. The steamers have to proceed at
reduced speed, and I do not think danger will arise such as might arise if the boats were navigated
■
recklessly. ‘
'
'
'
...
78. Mr. Garrard] You are of opinion that it will conduce to the safety of the public if the Port
Jackson steamers are brought over to the eastern side P Certainly ; if you do away with the necessity for
the Manly Beach and North Shore steamers to cross each other, you do, away with a certain amount of
risk to the travelling public.
.
_
_
__
79. You have seen,the construction of the new wharves for the Orient and the Messageries Companies,—did
the way in which they were constructed meet with your approval ? Yes. . I think they are well constructed
and serviceable wharves. I do not profess to have considered the details thoroughly..
_
80. Do you know whether there has been any great drawback to the .wharves here owing to there being
,
, nothing on them for the lifting out of heavy weights from vessels ? Very great inconvenience.
_
•
81. Do you not think it would be an improvement if there were some provision on the wharves to lift
'
heavy weights ? A very great improvement.
.
_
_ '
. .
82. Has not every port you have known some facilities of that kind ? I believe they have, but we have
nothing.of the sort around the Circular Quay.
1
•
'
83. Are you aware whether there are any facilities of the kind on the. banks of the Yarra ? Yes ; I
know they have them there.
.
. '
'
'
84. At present the'ship's coming here have to use their own tackle for the purpose? Altogether. .
'
85.' Does that not obstruct the traffic on the wharf? Yes ; and not only that, but the trouble of rigging
up‘the purchases on the vessels is very great.
•
.
.
86. Chairman] You could not say from your own knowledge what return these works would yield to the
' Treasury on the amount expended upon them? No; I could not give you an idea, but Captain Jackson
will be able'to give you information with regard to that. •
,
87. Has the question ever occurred to you whether it is wise for the G-overnm.ent to undertake works ,of
this descriptionwhether it would not be better to leave them to private enterprise—to private wharf
owners or owners of. wharf-frontages ? .Yes; I have studied that question. We are in a peculiar
position here. There is a certain amount of the foreshores here in the possession of the Government,
which is utilized by the Government in making wharves, while there is also a certain amount of wharfage
owned by private proprietors, and consequently there is a clashing of interest.
88. You hardly know whether, if the' Government declined to provide accommodation of this sort,
private proprietors would be found to undertake it ? The fact is that Sydney Cove and Woolloomooloo
Bay give greater accommodation than any other bays in the harbour. Shipping are anxious to go to the
Circular Quay or to Woolloomooloo Bay, because of the facilities for getting their goods away, compared
with the facilities on the wharves in Darling Harbour ; and the expense to importers is less at the Circular
Quay and at Woolloomooloo Bay than at private wharves.
.
89. Mr. Garrard] Did you ever see a proposal to construct a jetty approximately to the point on the
plan represented as you observe by the letter “ Y ” ? Yes. ,
'
.
90. You do not think that a feasible proposal? I do not think, considering the ferry traffic in Sydney
Cove, that it would answer.
.
.
"
91. Mr. Kethel] In what respect do you consider there are. greater facilities at the Circular Quay than
•
at private wharves ? I mean in regard to the haulage from where the goods are delivered to the places
where they have to be stored in town.
'
. .
92. Are you not aware that most of the private wharves in Sydney have warehouses and sheds to a
greater extent than the Government have at the Circular Quay for the protection of goods? Yes; I
. suppose they have.
.
•
~
93. Then the extra facilities .merchants would have at the Circular Quay would be the easy access and
easy gradients—no hills to pull up, for instance? That is all I mean. I know that as a rule agents of
ships are anxious to get them into the Circular Quay.
’
. ,
94.: Since there have been weather-sheds built ? Yes.
,

. Captain Henry Pettit, Harbour Master of Sydney, sworn and examined :—
95. Chairman] Your name is ? Henry Pettit.
96. You are Deputy Harbour Master or Harbour Master.for Sydney? Harbour Master.
•
97. And in the performance of the duties belonging to your office you have, I presume, often brought
4 Sept., 1888. under your observation the necessity for increased shipping accommodation ? Yery often.
_
98. Have you been made aware of the proposed improvements at the Circular Quay ?I saw the plans in
Mr. Barling’s room this morning.
,
.
99. You never saw them before? No, never before.
.
■
•
100. You have heard of the proposed works at the Circular Quay-before? - Yes, I have heard of them
before.
.
.
101. You have seen that'plan which is exhibited here ? Yes.
102. You know the proposed works represented on that plan ? Yes.
103. Do you think, from your observation, that these works are necessary ? Ithink it will be a great
ItaprovemeUt on the present state of thingBi
■
Captain
H. Pettit.
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101, It will give greater facilities to commerce and to the large vessels coming here now? Tes; anid
Captain
instead of giving accommodation to one of the P. & 0. Company’s steamers it will give accommodation U*"Pettit,
for two ; that is, taking the present Manly Beach wharf in.' '
105. Tou have had considerable experience in maritime matters in your time ? Tes, a great deal.
4 ®ePt,->
106. Ton have been in difEerent parts of the world, I suppose? No ; I am a native of the Colony. My
experience has been principally in Sydney.
_
107. If you were asked to give an opinion as to the proposed design, would your opinion coincide with
what is here proposed ? I do not think you could economise space better than is shown on this plan.
108. Are you aware of the gross amount of the vote that is required of intended to be set apart for the
construction of these works ? No ; I have not heard the amount of the vote for it.
109. Have you heard any opinion expressed by seafaring men as to the character of the improvements ?
No, there is such a difference of opinion on that matter on the part of nautical men as to what is the
best to do but really my own experience here with regard to the class of vessels coming shows that the
wharves which would have been suitable twenty years ago would not suit them at all now. They want
considerable frontage and room; and in-and-out berths, such as the A.S.N. Company’s old wharves, wrould
not be suitable for the long ships coming here now with hatches so spread out as they are to take in cargo.
A long frontage, such as is proposed in these improvements, gives them an opportunity for discharging
'
and taking in cargo at one time.
’
110. Then by this plan they could go on loading at one hatch and unloading from another ? Tes ; in the
space these two new berths would give most of the discharging hatches of the steamers would come in
and could be worked. There are some boats that have their saloons amidships and the discharging
hatches fore and aft. It would be awkward for them. Tou would have to put them to the longest jetties ;
but still the plan proposed would give the best accommodation, Then for sailing vessels you could
accommodate four large ships, having them stern to stern. Tou might have four sailing ships bringing a.
London cargo, or two large steamers.
111. Mr. Kethel^] Are you aware that the new berth which is being formed on the north-east corner of
the quay is to be 624 feet in length ? Tes.'
112. Do you not think that it is too long for one ship, and that such a length could be better utilized;—
are there any steamers coming here upwards of 600 feet in length ? The present steamers coming here
run to 500 feet, but they do not want tbe whole of their shipito be accommodated. Certainly it is a long
space to be taken up on the side of the quay. Still I do not see how you could make two berths of it for
'
that class of steamers ; and that particular berth is rather an exposed one. There is a tide there, and with
a strong westerly gale it is a lee shore, and you get the ivhole force of the tide. •
113. And you think by having that extra length.you can keep the ship sufficiently into the southward to
keep her out of the tide, and somewhat out of the wind ? Tes.
114. Mr-. Qarrard.\ I suppose some of that extreme length is to give a site for the horse-ferryboats?
Tes; the northern end forms a dock.. Then there is a portion of the wharf there which is to be utilized
for the Messageries’ boats, and that company talks of sending boats here over 500 feet in length.
115. What is their length now ? About 430 or 440 feet long.
116. And you understand that they' are building boats 500 feet ? The captains have told me that the
company is building boats of 500 feet.
■
'
117. So it will be absolutely necessary to have extra space for them ? In that new berth they will have
about 500 feet. It will give them a full 500 feet, without interfering with tho lower ;berth.
118. The berths on the western side are probably for sailing vessels ? They can be applied to either one
or the other—sailing vessels or steamers.
•
119. Has-your attention over been directed to the want of appliances for unloading heavy weights, such
as-locomotives, from vessels at the Circular Quay? There are no appliances for that. Vessels are
obliged to put up a derrick.
120. Which occupies a considerable time, and interrupts traffic on the wharf ? Very often.
121. Do you think that, if proper appliances for unloading heavy weights were put there, it would be a .
very great facility ? I think so. We used to have to employ an anchor and a good strong rope to guy
tbe locomotive from the ship, and then lower away on tackles to get them off.
122. I suppose you entirely agree with'bringing the Port Jackson Company from the western side of the
quay to the eastern? I think there will not be so much crossing. ■
•'
123. Tou mean that, for the traffic going down the harbour, the berthing accommodation should be on
.
the eastern side ? I think so. It keeps the outgoing boat on the proper side and the incoming boat on
hers.
•
• >
.
124. Mr. Kethel.~\ And you approve of the general arrangements for these improvements;—can you
suggest any alteration in the design which you think would be an improvement, to assist in the berthing
and navigation ' and general commerce of the quay? The present plan, I think, will accommodate the ■
'
present class of vessels coming to the jrort, and will facilitate their operations.
125. Tou cannot suggest anything better ? I could not suggest anything better. Of course you know . in-and-out jetties would give a greater amount of accommodation than is provided by giving vessels breast
'
frontages.
.
.
126. Would not the application of that principle give you a couple more berths ? Tes, you could
certainly make more berths ; but whether, by adopting the saw-tooth principle, you could accommodate
the number of hatches which are in the vessels we have now is another matter. It is such a different.
thing from the old class of vessels of some twenty years ago.
_
127. Mr. Garrard] Do you not think that taking the horse-ferry boats so far out to the point,, subject
to the tide and to the north-easters, will render it difficult for them to make the dock ? No doubt it is a
very exposed place, and you are subject to the tide, and then the sewer empties there.
128. Do you not think if the dock were brought further into the cove it would be safer for the vessels
and for the ordinary traffic ? Well,' by a mechanical contrivance, and by the end of the proposed wharf ,
projecting, they might be given some protection, but it is certainly not a nice place for them.
129. Chairman.'] There is hardly any alternative is there ? No. This plan utilizes the space.
130. And then it is nearest to the point where the service -is carried on at the other side of the water ?
Tes. ‘ No doubt by putting out good substantial jetties, well fended and protected, the boats could get
in( but they will have to be worked very handily there! It is the one bad place we have in the harbour.
-
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131. Mr. Garrard.] In fact, between Eort Macquarie and Kirribilli is one of tbe narrowest and most
dangerous parts in our harbour ? Tes.
.
■
132 And, therefore, to decrease the width increases the danger ? Tes ; but this does not decrease the
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133. What is the length of these horse-ferry boats ? The Binalong, the last new one, must be a vessel
of over 120 feet. She is a very large boat, with great beam.
■■
■
w
134. Therefore, if the dock is only 60 feet long, she will be projecting out for 50 or 60 feet f Well
she is over 100 feet in length.
■ ■
.
-i
, j t
-l
135. Mr. Kethel] I understand that there is a shoal extending opt at that point to the tinted line shown
on the plan, and all vessels in the fair-way will have to keep out beyond that ? Tes. I think the horseboats will be within what is known as the buoy.
.
■
136. And no ocean-going vessel comes within that buoy ?. No.
■ ■
.
•
n
137. Do you know the distance between the buoy and the retaining-wall ? I should say 70 or 80
138. Do you remember how this wall was built, how far the reef of rocks extended, or was the walkbiult
as-far as.the reef of rocks extended? The foundation-stones of the retaining-wall were laid at dead low
water, spring tides, and any inequalities in the rocks were filled up ' with concrete or other substantial
matter. The reef of rocks extends from low-water-mark about 60 feet, varying in places.. . . ■
139. So that the fair-way of the harbour has never been further off than now, in consequence of the
rocks ? There has been nothing added to, or taken away from, the width of the harbour there.
\
140. Has the effect of the sewer emptying there been to fill up the harbour at that point? No doubt
there has been a lot of silt deposited from the sewer there.
1 .• .
•
• ■
141. Chairman.] Is that sewer taken out at all into the harbour ? About 50 feet, and it is supposed
that the scour takes the stuff away.
.
■
_ .
.....
■
142. The sewer was originally emptied near the bank ? Tes, until the larger sewer was carried out.
143. Mr. Kethel] Then this wharf will not encroach on the navigable watprs of the harbour, nor, when
the stern of 'a boat projects, will it interfere with any vessel in the fair-way ? . I do not think so ; but if
you. had two colliers discharging coal outside a big steamer there it would make a perceptible difference
in the width.
.
.
.
_
_
144. But otherwise there ■would be no difference in the fair-way of the harbour ? No...
. . .
145. Mr. Garrard.] Vessels coming up the harbour have no business on this side, have they ; they should
be on the other side ? Tes.
146. Vessels going outside keep on this side ? Tes.
_
.
_
■
147. Mr. Kethel?] But vessels beating against a westerly wind keep on both sides ? Tes, they do.
Captain John Jackson, Manager of the Public Wharves at Sydney, sworn and examined.
Captain
148. Chairman.] Tour name is John Jackson ? Tes.
J. Jackson. 149. Tou are Manager of the Public Wharves at Sydney ?

^
Tes.
,
.
- ----------- - 150. Have you given any attention to the proposed improvements at the Circular Quay ? I have.
4 Sept., 1888. i5i Have you seen any detailed plans of the proposed changes and improvements ? Tes.
152. Have you seen the plan exhibited here ? Tes.
_
153. Tou know the nature of the accommodation proposed to be supplied ? I do.
154. And do you think it will meet the requirements of the trade ? Tes.
■
y.
_
_
155. Tou. think it is of such a character as will be required? Tes. There is one portion of it which I
am not in favour of. . I think the ferry jetties might be slightly altered.
_ •■■■■;
■ ,
156. The way in which the ferry accommodation is proposed you do not quite agree with ? . _No.
_
157. Do you think when the large wharves are constructed they will give the accommodation required
here ? The Circular Quay will not give sufficient accommodation ; you never can make it give sufficient
accommodation.
. _
'
158. This is intended, is it not, more for the mail boats and the Messageries boats ? Tes,
■
1.59. According to the design of the works to be carried out, are they of such a character that you concur
in them? I do.
,
.
160. Some reference has been made to the difficulties experienced by commercial people in loading and
unloading large vessels;—are there at the Circular Quay the modern appliances for loading and
unloading? No.
.
161. And that is not included in any of these proposals ? No. ,
■ ■
1
162. Do you know the reason why? Well, only that ships prefer using their own tackles, and large
steamers have their own cranes.
.
16.3, Then permanent cranes would be of no use ? Perfectly useless.
■ ■
164. Have you made any approximate.estimate of the cost of these works ? I do not know whether the
■ estimated cost is reasonable or not, but I know the works will bring in a.large revenue.
165. Have you made any calculation as to what the revenue is likely to be ? Tes.,
166. Tou know the gross cost of the works ? Tes, and I can give you the revenue for the years 1887 and
1888.
•
■. .
.
. ..
■.
167. Will you state it please under the different heads ? Including-the Circular Quay as it is, at present,
and excluding the A.S.N. Co.’s Wharf, the revenue from the Quay for 1887 was £24,000. ' -That is .from
the north-east end of the wharf to the southern end of the late -A.S.N. Co.’s Wharf. And the amount for
this present year,-including the A-S.N. Co.’s V/harf, will be £42,000.
168. That is estimated on the receipts up to. the present time ? The actual revenue - received up to the
30th' June, and paid into the Treasury, was £22,000, and the latter part of the year is always better than
the former-, because of the busier time.
'
169. Are there any other items you wish to give to the Committee ? No.
170. That embraces the whole ? Tes.
171. Tou come a good deal into contact with shipping people, do you not ? Tes.
172. Tou have heard them complain of a want, of accommodation? Tes.
'
■
■
173. And do they seem to concur in the opinion that what is now proposed will be sufficient for them ?
Well, formerly, they had so little accommodation that they, were glad of any they could get.
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174. But do, they seem to think that the works proposed now will meet their requirements ? "Y"es.
Captain
175. Have you heard any adverse opinions expressed'by'any of the commanders of ships, or by com- J-Jackson.
mercial men ? No.
.
’
■
t
—■
170. And you think that, on the whole, the proposed improvements and accommodation are desirable, and ^
the best that can be provided ? I do.
.
177. Have you heard anything said about the Government not permitting somebody else to provide this
accommodation? No.' '
'
'
..
178. Mr. Sydney Smith.\ You have mentioned that you do not approve of the arrangements for the ferry
boats? Yes.
'
■
'
: 1
' '
179. In what way do you not approve of them ? I do not approve of the Watson’s Bay boats being so
far over. That is in the arrangements only. I think they ought to go to the Point—to Macquarie Point
"
or to Dawes’Point. I think the traffic will increase so much that they will have to go to the Point.
•
180. Does that refer to a,U the ferry-boats? The ferry-boats that go to-Manly and other places. . ’
181. In making your estimate of the revenue, you stated that the amount for 1888, based on the revenue
-to the end of June, would be £42,000; have you made any estimate of the revenue to be derived from the
additional accommodation ? I reckon that each berth which will be provided will give £2,510 14s. 3d.
■■•That'is'the average. of each berth on the Circular Quay.
■
'
182. That will-give a’tofal revenue of how much? About £42,000.
■
183. I am speaking of the additional revenue ? You would not get much additional revenue from the
western side.
'
'
184. Mr. Qarrard.~\ You said, in answer to the Chairman just now, that the large modern steamships have
•steam appliances of their own for lifting heavy weights out of them holds ? Yes.
■ '
'
185.' What are those appliances usually capable of lifting ? About 5 or 6 tons. I do not think more.
'
186. Have you ever seen locomotive boilers, or any weight of 2.0 or 30 tons, come out-of these steanir
ships ? No ; such large weights come by sailing vessels.
■
187. How are they got out-of vessels ? By derricks.
188. A very cumbersome proceeding ? Yes.
189. Do you not think it1 would be a great convenience if facilities for unloading heavy weights were pro
vided at the Circular Quay ? I think it would be if one berth were set apart for them.
190. Have you been to Melbourne lately—since that large crane was erected on the Yarra bank ? I was
there when it was erected.
'
,
19 L. And you think an appliance of that kind would be of advantage here ? I do.
.
192. -Mir. Kethel7\ How many steamers of the P. & O. Company or the Messageries Company come here
in the year ? - Thirteen from the P. &■ 0. Company.*
■
'
193. How much wharfage do you-collect from each of them per trip ? They vary.
194. Inward and outward together ?' About £2-00.
.
195. Do you collect wharfage on all the goods ? Yes.
•
'
.196. Do you charge the Company for “ laying” days when loading outwards ? No ; they pay £2,500 in
'
, lieu of tonnage dues, and then I collect all the wharfage.
.
' ' '
197. Oh all'the goods landed'and shipped? ' Just so.' That amounts in the case of the P. & O. Co. to
about £5,500 a year. •
■
,
198. So that actually these large berths to be devoted to the ocean mail steamers would, instead of the
£2,500 that you have quoted as the average revenue, bring you in a revenue each of £5,500 ? Fully that!
199. What is the expense of managing the Circular Quay in the matter of wages and repairs ? Bepairs
I am not ajoleto give you.
•
-•
200.'Iii'-management? In 1887, £1,691. That includes all wages.
'
■
20/. And there would be a slight outlay for staging ? No; that is the whole of it.
202. MrSydney ■Smith.’] What portion of this charge would be for the P. & O. ” Co.’s berth? I could
.
not distribute it among the berths. It is for the thirteen berths at the quay. * W e have just as much to ,
do with the Messageries as with the P. & 0., 0/as with any other berth at the Quay.
'
' '
203. Do you-know the amount of the contract for the work that is to be carried out for the P. & O.
Co. ? I think I saw it in the paper as about £13,000, including the ferry’dock.
'
204. By the ■ erection of that -wharf you will get an additional £2,500 a year ? You will get about
£6,000 for the wharf, including the horse ferry.
■ '
'
•• '
'
205. Mr. Kethel.~\ Have you ever found any difficulty in berthing vessels alongside the wharf by reasonof a want of wateris there ample water for berthing ships ? There is plenty of water at all the berths
except that opposite the Custom-house, where there is a rock.
-'
' ''
206. Apd that in the hew arrangements will not be used for berths ? No.
.
207. It Is intended to put the passenger jetties there ? It is the only thing it is fit for.
208. Mr.' Street] Do you think the projection at the southern end of the proposed P. & 0. Co.’s
Wharf will be any hindrance to the navigation of the harbour ? No.
■
209. It was said by a former witness that a collier lying outside a steamer there might interfere with the
•
navigation? I do not think it would.
.
'
;
.
•

*Note {on revision) :—The number is twenty-six.
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The Hon. James Watson.
John Eendeil Steeet, Esq.
The Hon. Eeedeeick Thomas Hdmpheey.
Jacob Gaeeaed, Esq.
Stdnet Smith, EsC[.
The Committee further considered the proposed Improxements to the Circular Quay.
Mr. A. Moir.'
Mr. Angus Moir, Clerk of Works at Circular Quay, sworn and examined:—
'
210. Chairman.’] Are you Clerk of Works in charge of the improvements now being made at Circular
11 Sept., 1888. Quay p Yes.
211. Describe the nature.of the improvements that are being carried out under your supervision? There
is a wharf being constructed on the eastern side, where the Peninsular and Oriental boats are to be
berthed.
212. Any other work besides that ? Nothing at present.
213. Is it proposed to change the ferry wharves ? Yes, I believe it is.
214. Is nothing being done on the western side of the quay now ? Nothing since a shed was put up for
the Peninsular and Oriental Company at its present wharf.
215. Is any work going on at the north-west side for the Marine Board ? There is nothing going on
there at present.
.
216. Is it proposed to make improvements there as well ? Yes; I believe it is.
' 217. Erom your knowledge of the requirements of the trade, are you of opinion that the works proposed
are essential ? I think they are very essential. The old wharf is completely gone underneath.
218. Are the steamers coming here now much larger, and do they consequently require more space? Yes.
219. Are these works intended, among other things, to provide for that ? Yes. When the improvements
are made, the accommodation will answer very well.
■
220. What length of ship will this new wharf accommodate ? A ship 525 feet long.
- 221. What will be the depth of water at low tide ? With a little dredging we can easily get 30 feet,
.
222. What is the depth now ? Where the P. & 0. boats lie now there is about 28 feet at low-water.
223. How long have you occupied the position of Clerk of Works ? Nine years last June.
. 224. During that time, have you seen the strides made by our trade and commerce ? Yes.
225. Are you aware that there is a necessity for increased accommodation? Yes; we do want more
accommodation.
“
226. As Clerk of Works, are your duties confined to carrying out the works, apart from designing them ?
Yes.
227. Have you merely to see that certain works are carried out according to the plans submitted to you ?
Yes.
.
. ■
228. Mr. Kethel.] What class of work are you carrying out on the eastern side where the wharf is being
•
constructed—piles or stone ? Piles.
.
229. Is it your opinion that such work is just as suitable for the purpose as an iron wharf with cylinders.
Have you any experience as to the duration or cost of iron wharves ? There is no doubt that an iron
wharf would stand the longest.
230. How long, in your opinion, will a well-built, wooden wharf last, under reasonable circumstances, if it
. is built as you are building this one, the piles being protected with sheathing ? I should say fifty years.
231. Have you had any experience in the construction of iron wharves, on cylinders filled with concrete,
similar to .that at the head of Darling Harbour ? I have had no experience, except with regard to the
wharf you have just mentioned.
232. Do you knowanything of the cost of constructing stone wharves, as contrasted with wooden wharves?
Stone wharves cost about six times as much as wooden wharves.
' 233. Do you mean freestone ? Yes.
234. If they were constructed of granite, would the cost be still, higher ? Yes.
235. So that, under the circumstances, is it your opinion, as a practical man, that we are justified in
constructing these wooden wharves with driven piles, instead of carrying out more expensive, although
more durable, works in iron or stone ? I believe that if the piles were coppered right up to the heads;
and ey.en on the heads, it would make a great difference in the length of time they would last, because
the piles generally go between the caps and high-water. I had experience of that in connection with the
piles at Pyrmpnt Bridge six months ago. The piles were as good under water as they were the day they
were put in.
.
.
236. Were they not attacked by the teredo navalis ? No ; the sewage kills that insect.
237. M ere the piles protected with metal sheathing ? Yes, up to high-water.
238. Where the metal sheathing was intact, even if the water was not filled with ammonia from the
sewage, could the teredo get at the piles ? On a great many of the piles the metal w;as torn away.
239. Mr. Street.] You have spoken of the unsafe condition of the western side of the wharf,—can you
explain in what way it is unsafe, and whether it is absolutely necessary that some alterations should be
made ? All the girders are destroyed by the white ant, except the new girders, which have been put in
from time to time.
>
e
.
6
>
e
240." In your opinion, is it absolutely necessary that something should be done to render that wharf safe ?
Yes. I have many times wondered that it has stood so long.
241. Mr. Garrard.] What timber was used in the wharf on the western side ? Ironbark.
242. What timber are you now using on the eastern side. ? Ironbark.
'
243. Do you adopt any means to protect the timber from the white ant ? Where there are any cracks or
strains, we use carbolic oil.
244. What contracts are now let ? Only for the woodwork.
2^5. Is the inner wharf stone or concrete ? The contract now going on is only for the piles*
246.

.
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Mr.
246. ,What is tne total cost P £13,000.
.
■
A. Moir.
247. Are tenders invited for the inner portion? Not that I am aware of.
248. Of what do you purpose making the retaining wall? I do not think there is anything decided. 11{5^^888
expect it will he of concrete.
1
*
249. Is it not strange to begin business by accepting a tender for the outside work before accepting one
'
for the inner work ? The boat-shed is in the way at present.
250. Do you anticipate that the outer work—the piling and planking—will be finished before the inner
work ? Yes.
'
251. How long has this contract been let ? About four months.
252. What is the time for completion ? Nine months.
>
253. Is the contractor well on with his work for the time he has had it in hand ? He has only got the
concrete in for the ferry-landing, and he has six piles in one place and twelve in another.
,
■
254. Is it possible for him to finish the work in nine months ? I think so.
_
255. Is there any penalty attached to the contract ? I think so.
256. Mr. Keihel.\ Have you to supervise several other contracts besides this in course of construction in
the harbour ? Yes.
'
■
’ •
257. Especially the large works in Darling Harbour ? Yes; I devote a large portion of my time to those
works. I am only occasionally at the Circular Quay.
258. Afr./Stoor.] Is the old wharf built on piles ? Yes.
,
259. What length are they ? I can hardly tell; they are all covered with metal.
'
260. Are they standing well ? Some are, and others are not. I have no idea how long they have been
down.
'
.
261. Are the greater number of the piles- in the old wharf quite sound ? A good many of them are sound
and a good many are bad. Some of them have been taken out. ’

Captain Thomas Summerbell, Traflic Manager of the North Shore Steam Ferry Company, sworn and
examined:—
.
262. GhairmanJ] Are you Traffic Manager of the North Shore Steam Ferry Company? Yes; I have Capt. T.
Summerbell
filled that position for about ten years.
•
•
263. During that time, have you seen and been made aware of the increased demand for accommodation
at the Circular Quay? Yes
.
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264. Have you felt the pressure very much, so far as your company is concerned ? Yes ; I have felt it a
good deal from time to time.
'
■
1
265. Have you had additional accommodation given to you at various times ? I think it is six or seven
years since we have had additional accommodation given to us. That is at the head of the cove. Of
course the G-overnment are doing great things for us on the eastern side.
. •
266. Do the Government propose to move your jetty ? I think they propose to move the' Watson’s Bay
and Manly Beach steamers.
267. Are you aware generally of the design proposed to be carried out by the Government in making
these improvements ? I have a pretty fair idea.
‘
268. In your experience in connection with the duties of your office, have you been impressed at various
times with the necessity for increased accommodation for ocean-going steamers? Yery often; I have
thought that there ought to be more accommodation1 for ocean-going steamers.
269. Do you think the accommodation now proposed to be given by the Government will meet the
.
requirements of the trade? I think so. I have carefully noted the reports, and.I have'seen the plans,
and I understand generally what is going to be done. I think the proposed improvements will answer everything that is wanted for many years, that is, so far as the berthing of ships is concerned.
270. Deference has been made to the difference between stone-work and ordinary pile-work;—as a practical
,
man, which do you think it is most desirable for the Government to adopt? Speaking from my .own
.
■
experience, if the water were shallow, of course I would like stone-work. We have adopted that ourselves
on our own property. But when there is any depth of water piles carried put in a good substantial
manner are cheaper and much quicker; if there are 3 or 4 fathoms of water I should think there would
be no objection to piles. 1
'
271. How long have the present piles been down at the Circular Quay ? I cannot remember with regard
to the Circular Quay, but I remember piles being driven in an old wharf which stood for forty years;
except a few of them, they were as good as on the first day they were put in; they were ironbark.
Turpentine was not used at that time.
■
. .
’
-272. Do you know the depth of the water in front of these wharves at low tide? At the P,. & 0..
Company’s wharf I should say there is about 28 or 30 feet of water.
273. Is that sufficient for present requirements ? I think so. It would be a very large vessel that would
-'
draw 30 feet.
.
274. Are theremot very large steamers coming here now ? Yes.
275. What do they draw? They draw 26 and 27 feet, according to their water-marks.
.
276. As far as the trade connected with your jetty is concerned, do you think there will be sufficient
convenience for carrying it on ? I do not think so.
,
277. Will that not be the case under the proposed new arrangements ? As far as I can understand the
present proposals, there is to be no alteration in our jetties ; that is to say, we are going to remain where
we are, and no additions or improvements are to be made.
,.
'
'278. No increased accommodation? No.
' .
.
279. The only alteration so far as the jetties are concerned will be the removal of the Watson’s Bay.jetty
and the Manly Beach boats ? Yes ; they will be carried round to the east of us.
280. Does that become necessary through the extension of the wharf on the western side of the cove ?
•
Yes. I would like to say in passing that the ferry accommodation is entirely inadequate.
281. Mr. SuitorDo you think that the proposed works are an improvement on the old accommodation?
The shifting of the Watson’s Bay and Manly boats to the east is a very great improvement. I would,
however, draw attention to the fact that the ferry steamers always will cross each other coming in ,and
going out.
'
'
■ 282,
'
- 12 B
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Capt. T. 282. Is there more liability to danger under the new plan ? The danger is minimised, ho doubt. The
Sammcrbell. Qhaiman. asked me about the accommodation at our jetties; it is entirely inadequate. No. 5 jetty was
^ve years ago for our boats, but the population has increased two or three fold since then, and.our
eP •>
vessels are very much larger. Then we have only half of No. 4 jetty. I am largely interested there.
-There is very good accommodation for the shipping, but the passenger accommodation is very limited.
283. __Mi\ Garrard.] Is it not the fact that only the Neutral Bay and Mossman’s Bay. steamers will'cross
"the other steamers ? Yes. ■
.
281. 'Will not the ordinary traffic to Milson’s Point and Lavender Bay be quite clear ? Yes.
-,
285. Do you think it is an improvement to shift the horse-ferry steamers ? To’answer that question
■ conscientiously I must say it is not; still, what is now being made will answer every purpose. Mr.
Darley invited me to his office twice to view the plans, and I offered one or two suggestions, and excellent
accommodation is provided. We have got everything we can desire at .that place.
*
286.'What is the length of the boats you use there ? 130 feet.
. ,
287. Will not the extreme end of the boat project into the channel P No.
.
-288-. Will it not be very difficult for- your boat to make that dock in a strong north-west wind ? I do
^
• not think so. I shall be extremely blamable if it is so, because the Department honored me by accepting
'
a few suggestions, and I entirely approved1 of Mr. Darley’s plan. I do hot anticipate any difficulty. '
289. Do you think there is any necessity for so long a berth for one vessel at the new P. and 0. Co.’s
wharf as is shown on the plan P It seems to me.a very great length.
■
.
.
■
290. If it were possible to reduce it and to bring your dock further in, would it be better ? There is ho
doubt it would be better but we thought this plan got over all difficulty.
'
.
291. Mr. Kethel.] I understood you to say that in consequence of the increase in your traffic, and the
-increase in the size of your vessels, your jetty accommodation is inadequate ? Quite so.
.
.
292. In what respect would you require that jetty to be altered to meet the increasing demands of your
>
trade? In the length. It is divided into three parts; 40 feet for waiting-rooms, 40 feet for the platform,
and 20 feet sloping. The vessels are 130 long, so that the length of the jetty is not sufficient. The stage
is sometimes at an angle of 45 degrees, sometimes level, and sometimes it is the reverse way. If we had a
floating pontoon there to lengthen the jetty it would get over all the difficulty. Sometimes the time taken
., .
up in waiting and screwing a vessel in and out is equal to the time taken in the transit across the harbour.
■ ‘ ‘
■ 293. Do I-understand you to say that a floating pontoon attached to the end of the jetty would meet all
your requirements without carrying out the solid structure to any greater length than at present p That
^
would be a very great improvement.
•
’
294. What rent do you pay to the G-overnment for your jetty ? £600 a year.
.
295. I presume that in asking for this additional accommodation you would be prepared to pay a.fair
amount of extra rent? Yes. I would be very glad to pay for the whole of the other jetty if the
Department would let us have it. Then for berthing vessels we should have fender piles, which would
greatly assist a -vessel coming alongside.
296. How many would you propose to have there ? Por long vessels like ours we should have at least four. .
297. Are not fender piles provided in various parts-of the harbour where harbour steamers are berthed ?
Yes. Balmain has them.
■
298. Have you commanded ocean-going vessels ? Coasting steamers.
299. You are, therefore, familiar with the entrance to our harbour. What is the depth of water on the
shoal in the western channel abreast of the Sow and Pigs ? I cannot recollect.
300. Questions have been put to other witnesses as to the depth of water alongside the wharves. Do
you think the depth of water at the wharves is quite sufficient for any ocean steamers that can enter the
port ? I cannot recollect the depth of water at the place you have just referred to, but I think it used
•to be 27 feet or 28 feet. It has been very much deepened since I have been on the coast. The eastern
.
channel has been dredged out.
301. On one or two occasions have ships of war had to wait at the Heads until the tide flowed in order to
cross those shoaly places ? I have understood such to be the case.
,
‘
1
302. Is it your opinion that the depth of water that will exist alongside the berths for large ships at
the Circular Quay will be sufficient for any vessel that can cross the- shoal at the entrance to the harbour ?
I can hardly answer that, because I know that a great deal of dredging has been going on of late years.
The eastern channel I' know has been deepened ; but I have not been outside the Heads three times since
I have been in the Company’s service.
George Skelton Yuill, Esq., Manager of the Orient Steamship Company, sworn and examined:—
G. S.'Yiiill, 303. Chairman?] Are you the Manager of the Orient Steamship Company ? Yes.
,
' ESIJ- 304. Have you had a great deal of experience of the want of accommodation at Circular Quay ? Yes •;
' we have suffered, but we have had nothing much to complain of lately.
XI Sept.,1888. 3Qg_ jg additional accommodation now proposed to be provided ? Yes; it is proposed to add a small
' piece to our wharf; it has been our complaint that our wharf is too short.
■
306. Did you find that to be prejudicial to the proper working of the Company’s boats? Yes.
307. How long have your boats been trading here ? I think we first came here in 1878.
308. Have you ever found any difficulty from an insufficient depth of water ? Yes ; not at our present
wharf, but where the P. & 0. Company’s boats now lie, we touched twice.
309. Has that place been since deepened ? Yes.
■
310. Is the place where you are now deep enough for practical purposes ? Yes ; it is a rocky bottom
where we are now.
311. Have you any knowledge of the general tendency of the designs proposed by the Government,- for
the improvements at the Circular Quay ? Nothing beyond what I have seen on the plan.
312. Have you formed any opinion as to the necessity for those improvements ? The improvements, so
far as the eastern side is concerned, seem to be very desirable. It is desirable that the mail steamers
should be berthed at the Circular Quay if possible.
131-3. Have you had much to do with the construction of wharves ? Not very much.
'
314. Would you be prepared to offer any opinion as to whether it would be better or more economical in
the long run to build stone wharves or wharves on piles ? Of course you must have the front of piles.
You- could not moor to a stone wall.
315. Will piles last a long time if the work is properly done ? I think so.
.
316.
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316. Have you suffered ineonveuience in working your vessels, owing to a want of depth of water in any GvS. Yuill,
other part of the harbour? This.is the only wharf in Sydney Harbour where our vessels could lie with 1 Baq.' •
.safety. I refer to our present wharf, just opposite to where the P. & 0. Company’s boats now lie.
118
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317. There are no private wharves giving such accomniodation ? No.
318. Have private wharves the necessary depth ? There is a new wharf being made which will have the
required depth.
.
319. Have you had any offer from private proprietors to give you accommodation ? Yes.
.
320. What do you pay to the Government now for the use of your wharf ? £2,500 a year.
321. Is that the rental you have been paying ? Yes; but we get no wharfages. The Government get
the wharfages besides, which makes the yield £3,00Q or £4,000 a year.
322. Would you pay any more for additional accommodation ? I do not think we could be asked to pay
any more rent. We consider it a very high rent at present.
.
323. Mr. Kethel.'] What is the average draught of water by your steamers with the hold full of cargo, and
. .the bunkers full of coal? The largest vessels draw about 26 feet 6 inches.
.
324. Have your captains always been able to come up and down the harbour at all times, without being
. detained on account of insufficient depth of water ? I do not think they have ever been stopped, but I
cannot say exactly. ,
'
'
325. In the changes which have taken place of late years, have the steamers increased their draught of
water, or has the change principally been an increase of length ? The change has principally been in the
length °f the vessels. The new steamers draw a little more water than the old ones, but not in proportion
to their extra length. Of course there is a great difference between a steamer discharging cargo alongside
a wharf, and a steamer going along a channel or entering a port. She can go along on an even keel, or
she can go in on a high tide; but when she is discharging cargo, as the cargo is taken out, her engines may
put her down 4 or 5 feet astern.
■
•
.
326. Will the addition now proposed to be made to your wharf be sufficient for the requirements of your
trade for some years to come ? It is still too short.
•
'
327. How niany hatches do your ships work ? Three.
'
328. What distance are they apart ? I think they vary from about 40 feet.
329. It is not your desire that the wharf should extend as far as the ship’s bow, but all that you desire is
to have the wharf where your farthest gangway is ? That is one point; but it is rather dangerous to have
too much of a ship’s-side exposed to a “ southerly burster.”
•
330. Do not your vessels lie nearly north and south ? We lie about north-east.
331. Is your berth the shortest of the three ? Yes; it is much the shortest.
,
332. Would you prefer to have it a little longer ? Yes ; it would be very much safer for the ships.
333. Mr. Garrard.] Do you prefer the eastern to the western side ? Yes.
334. What is the length of your longest vessel ? About 485 feet, I think.
.
335. And you have a 450-foot berth? No; 350 feet.
.
336. Do you think there is too much of your vessel projecting over the end of the wharf if the wind
comes broadside on? Yes ; the vessel might easily be torn away from her moorings.
■
337. In view of the advantages which you think would accrue from having a longer wharf, would you be
-prepared to pay an increased rent? We pay exactly as much as the Messageries'Maritimes Co. do,
although they have 480 feet of wharf and we have only 350 feet.
'
'
338. Do you not occupy a better position, and have they not to employ a tug ? We have always to
employ a tug.
’
.
339. Is that necessary ? Yes. We would be very glad to have the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s berth
instead of our present one.
.
340. Do you think that a small increase of 50 feet should be made on your wharf ? I think it is most
desirable. I think the vessels are in a dangerous position at present.
341. Has that increase been promised to you ? There is nothing in the shape of a promise, but it has
been proposed or suggested. We think it is not enough. I think if 50 feet were added to each end it
. would be enough.
•
-'
342. Do you think there is a tendency to build still larger vessels ? Yes.
343. Do you think their draught of water will increase very much ? No.The tendency of the day is to
follow the American style, which is to make big steamers, increasing their length. ■
344. Are not your vessels almost of the American size ? No.
345. What isx the size of your largest vessel ? 6,500 tons. The American vessels are now close on
10,000 tons.
,
346. Do you know their draught of water ? They draw more than ours; I think their largest vessel
draws about 27 feet 6 inches.
'
347. Mr. Kethel?] When you speak of American vessels do you refer to the trans-Atlantic steamers ? Yes
348. Mr. Sydney Smith.] What is the length of the American vessels you refer to? I think the larges'
vessel is 520 feet long.
.
349. And your largest vessel is 485 feet ? Yes.
'

^ ,

Alfred Lamb, Esq., merchant and Wharfowner, sworn and examined:—
350. Chairman.] Have you been engaged in commercial pursuits in Sydney for some years ? Yes ; more a Lamb
particularly in the shipping trade.
‘ .
Esq. ’
a51. Are you the owner of a large wharf near Miller’s Point ? Yes; I have been a wharfowner in the s—
neighbourhood of Miller’s Point for the last twenty years.
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352. Have you had a great deal of experience as to the accommodation necessary to be provided? Yes;
I think I have had as much experience as most people. "
353. Have you given any attention to the proposed improvements at the Circular Quay ? This is the
first time I have seen the plan. I have heard of the proposed extension on the eastern side, .sweeping
away the Government boat-sheds ; I heard of that extension being proceeded with, but I did not know of
'
any proposed extension on the western side until I saw this plan.
354. It is proposed to enlarge the steamers’ berths on the western side also, and to remove some of the
ferry jetties to the south-eastern side;—do you thing that project is necessary ? I think that any project
'
-to

54
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'A;'lamb, to increase the safety of the'ferry traffic is advisable, but so far as the further extension of wharfage for
Esq.
commercial purposes is concerned, I certainly think it is going a little beyond the times. There will be
si/q''t~Tsas ample wharf accommodation for mercantile purposes when the P. & 0. Co.’s wharf is built for some time
■ cp ., 8.
comej t)eca,use j know that for eight or nine months in the year the present wharves, private- and
G-overnment, are not half supplied with shipping.
_
355. Supposing this accommodation were, not provided by the Government, do you think that private
wharfowners could supply the necessary accommodation for the shipping P I am perfectly certain that
private wharfowners are prepared to do more than they are allowed to do. There is so much restriction
placed upon the private wharfowners that they are not allowed to provide as much accommodation as
they would like to. That has been my experience for twenty years. I built the first wharf round by the
battery, and the trouble about putting that out was lamentable. It was the first wharf on piles in that
. part of the harbour,* and there was no end of difficulty about it; and the difficulty.has not lessened.
The private wharf-owners would give far more facilities, and they are prepared to do so, if they could get
,
the same privileges as the Government are prepared to exercise themselves. They are not prepared to
extend the same privileges to private owners.
'356. In whose discretion rests the power of giving- authority to extend jetties into the harbour or to
.improve wharf accommodation ? The Minister for Lands under the direction of the Harbours and Eivers
Department.
.
.
357. There is. a joint authority? Yes.
.
358. Have you to obtain the concurrence of those officials before you can make improvements or extension ?
' Yes ; and pay a very heavy annual rent for the privilege.
•
_ .
359. Is. this authority regularly exercised by the functionaries to whom you allude ? Well, it is hard to
_
say. Sometimes certain people get it, while others do not. It seems to be somewhat irregular.
360. Has it struck you that the traffic has been impeded in places by the injudicious construction of
wharves ? Up to the present I do not think that is the case except in one direction. Near Pyrmont
Bridge a wharf seems to come out" a tremendous distance—about 3Q0 feet, I think. It is a private wharf
on the eastern side erected by MTlwraith and M'Eachern. It has suprised everybody. If other wharves
were run out to the same extent there would be considerable obstruction to the Government’s own wharf.
361. In the opinion of commercial men are the Government constructing works which ought to be left to
private enterprise ? I think people are a good deal divided in opinion. Some people are always glad to
see the Government spending money which will give them accommodation at no cost to themselves. On
•
the other hand people who see Government expenditure here, there, and everywhere are of opinion that
the Government do interfere with private enterprise. That applies to wharfage extension. Being a wharf
owner and particularly connected with the whole of the private wharves as Chairman of the Wharves
Association, I am bound to know that our wharves are almost empty for more than half the year. That
makes us feel that wharfage accommodation is superabundant.
’
362. Have you heard what is the estimated cost cf these improvements ? No ; but I have seen a report
in one of the papers.
'
363. The estimate is £120,000 ? I thought that applied to the extension on the eastern side for the P. &
O. Company. ■
361. It includes the whole of the works on the eastern and western sides, the removal of these ferry
services, and the improvements for the Marine Board? No doubt an expenditure for such a purpose as
the wharf for the P. & 0. Co., is quite justifiable because an income is assured before the work is con
structed. The P. & 0. Co., and the Orient Company require special accommodation. Butevenifitistrue
that, as Mr. Yuill says, the probability is that the companies will go in for building steamers after the
American style, that only applies to the passenger traffic, and those enormous passenger steamers are not
likely to come in eight or ten times a month, so that there is no necessity for more accommodation than
is now being given. When the P. & 0. Co. go to their new berth there will be further accommodation
open on the western side.
/
_ _
365. Mr. Suitor.'] We have heard that the wharf on the western side is very much decayed, and that it is
absolutely necessary to restore it. Would it be better to restore that wharf in its present place or to
make additions, ?■ I think any expenditure now to make the wharves more substantial in their present
shape would be judicious expenditure, whereas the other expenditure to my mind is extravagant
expenditure. There is no actual necessity for extended wharfage.
366. Do yon thing private wharfowners would be able to provide wharfage accommodation for very large
"vessels which come here ? As a matter of fact, a very large private wharf is in contemplation. I know a
very great effort is being made to bring it to the front. That is at Pyrmont—the old A.S.N. Company’s
property. There is accommodation there for seven of the largest vessels of the cargo type' coming here.
,
They do a great deal of the work. I have seventeen cargo steamers during the course of a year, and they do
not require such enormous accommodation as these passenger boats do. There is this large accommodation
being provided at Pyrmont on the old A.S.N.’ Company’s property. There will be accommodation for at
least five large vessels if not more. Then the Government are building a very large wharf there. It is
almost completed. That wharf should I think, accommodate live or six vessels when the jetties are out. I
have not seen the plan, but I have heard it described. It is near Goodlet & Smith’s, this side of Pyrmont
Bridge.
.
1
•
367. Mr. Garrard.] Is not that next to the railway line ? Yessels are more likely to load and discharge
there than at Pyrmont. Private people are spending money, and the Government are spending money in
’
anticipation of bringing foreign trade there. Whether that is entirely in connection with coal I cannot
say. I should say it is not from the appearance of it. It will do for far more than coals. At present
'
there is very large accommodation at Woolloomooloo Bay, and there have not been more than three general
cargo vessels per annum there since it has been built, so that it is lying idle to a very large extent. 368. Mr Suitor.] If more encouragement is to be given to private enterprise, the Government should
spend much less than they do ? Yes.
369. Mr. Humphery.] Is it your opinion that in view of the increased length of wharfage for the P. & 0.
Company and the Orient Company, the present wharfage accommodation at Circular Quay is in excess of
. requirements ? I would not say in excess of requirements ; but I am perfectly certain that it is quite
■
i
ample
* Note {on revision) :—I have to correct this statement by excepting Mocnamara’s Wharf, which was built out on piles
before I built out Parbury’s.
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/ ample for some time to come. It would strike any stranger not perfectly conversant with what is going A- Lamb, ,
/ on, and particularly people going to North Shore, that the Circular Quay is crowded. But that is because \VC’
Es<b .
•
are now m the thick of the wool season. Then, again, vessels are sent to the Circular Quay just for the
purpose of taking business away from, private wharfowners, because they will not give the owners or
^
*
agents rebates. The vessel's have been put there simply to coerce private owners to give rebates. Private
..
wharfowners are at present under an arrangement with the (xovernment, by which they will give no
concessions to shipowners or agents to put the vessels at their wharves. Therefore the agents send the
vessels to the Government wharves in order to coerce the private wharfowners into giving them rebates.
That is really why they are filling up the Circular Quay at the present moment. In the months of July and
_
August the quay was very full, and the private wharves were not over full. That is just about the
position. A return was placed on the Table of the Assembly about May or June last, in answer to a ■
question put by Mr. Dibbs to the Cdlonial Treasurer, as to whether rebates were being given to vessels
going to the Government wharves. The answer given by Mr. Burns, from a report by Captain Jackson,
the manager of the Circular Quay, was that the Government wharves were often empty because private
wharfowners were giving rebates, and that unless the Government wharfinger were allowed to give some
rebates, concessions, or “ tip,” really to the, agents of. the ships, the Government wharves would be
empty. That in itself is sufficient proof that there is more wharfage accommodation than is ample at the
present moment.'
.
370. Is it your opinion that a large portion of the proposed expenditure of £120,000 is unnecessary ?
Certainly ; and the improvements on the western side could be made for half the money. Looking at the
plan, and seeing the extension on the eastern side, I think that about half of the proposed expenditure
1
would be sufficient.
371. Have you had considerable experience in the erection of wharves? Yes ; I have built several.
.
372. Can you state, in your opinion, what ought to cover the cost of extending the Orient Co.’s wharf 50
feet ? That is a very small affair.
.
373. Is it your opinion that it would not cost anything like £120,000 to car'ry out necessary improvements
’
at the present time ? To meet the requirements, it certainly would not.
■
‘
374. To meet all requirements, including the necessity for making some alteration in the ferry services ?
The alteration pf the ferry services is a very small matter, and a very necessary matter.
.
375. Mr. Kethel.'] Is it not a fact that the contracts, or part of the contracts, for converting the land you
have referred to at Pyrmont into spacious .wharves and warehouses are let, and are not the works in '
progress ? Yes ; the works arc in very active progress.
• 376. Are you aware that it is in contemplation to move some of the large lines of ocean steamers from the
. Circular Quay to those berths as soon as they are completed ? I have heard it contradicted to-dav, but I ,
have heard it stated. I can only say that I have not heard it officially. I have heard that an effort will
be made to. move the whole Orient Company over there. I do not know that it will come about. I do
not think the Orient Company will ever be so foolish as to go there while they have such a berth as their '
.
present one.
■
■
■377. As a wharfowner interested, you have expressed the opinion that it is wrong for the Government to
enter into competition with private enterprise. But the Government having become possessed of the
■ '
• Sydney Cove wharfage, do you not think they are bound, by every means that their professional advisers
can suggest, to improve that property so as to make it suitable to meet the demands of the traffic, even if
they do a little wrong to private enterprise? No; because private owners will not lose their money
simply because the Government choose to spend public money. Private enterprise will come into severe
competition with the Government, which will bring clown the Government rates. We have it on record
that if private wharfowners give rebates and concessions the Government must do the same; and once'
it begins there is no limit to it.
378. Has the system of rebates totally ceased under the Private Wharfowners Association ? Yes. There
are one or two wharves outside the Association which have given rebates.
'
379. But the wharfowners of Sydney, as a rule, have refused to make any rebate on wharfage rates ? Yes.
380. Are you aware whether the Government wharfinger still allows rebates, as he did some few months
ago, to the amount of 15 per cent. ? No. I have heard from Mr. Burns’s own lips that he has strictly
prohibited any rebate. I have every reason to believe that that is carried out by Captain Jackson. I am
’
open to conviction. To show what the competition has been amdng private owners trying to get business,
I may say that I have known a shipmaster to be met at the Heads and £100 put in his hands to induce
■him to go to a certain wharf. He went up and discharged at that wharf, and all that the wharfowners
made out of the wharfage was £90, so that they lost £10 on the transaction.
381. Mr. Garrard.] The Government did not set that immoral example ? I think the Government is as
much to blame as anybody else in the matter. What I have related occurred years ago.
382. Mr. Kethel.] There is another phase of the question. When the competition between Government
'
and private wharves was at its height some years ago, is it a fact that on frequent occasions 50 per cent.
and 75 per cent, rebate was granted to the agents of ships to have them sent to certain wharves? Yes ;
six years ago that was done. That was going on when the private wharves were in open competition.
,
That is one of the reasons why I worked hard to get all the owners to work together. A few months
■
before that was done—when those rebates were given—these people had their places empty, and they could
afford almost to let the ships come f&r nothing, so as to get their stores filled.
1
383. Is it your opinion that the wharf accommodation at present will be adequate to meet the whole
demands of the traffic for many years to come, except in extending the size of the berths ? Yes.'
384. Is it a fact that in consequence of the great number of steamers which now conduct the goods traffic,
’
and which are superseding sailing ships, one wharf will now grant as much accommodation for the traffic
of the port as three wharves would have granted when the traffic was entirely done by' sailing ships ? I
' would not like to say so much as that, because the steamers are so much larger that they take almost as
-much accommodation to start with as two sailing vessels.
'
■
385. Will not a steamer come in with 1,000 tons of cargo and put it all out in a dozen working hours,
■
while a sailing ship would take seven days 'to put out that cargo, and therefore the same berthing
'
accommodation required for qne sailing ship would accommodate two steamers bringing two or three
times the amount of cargo ? That is the position, provided the berths are 'made a little larger for the
• extra size of the steamers. Ships come and stop four or five weeks, but a steamer goes away in a few days.
That does not necessitate the enormous accommodation that people imagine.
386.
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386. Have you ever made any comparison between the relative durability of wooden wharves and wharves
constructed of ordinary sandstone, and as to which is the most economical to construct, keeping in view
the
time they will last ? I believe that our colonial timber, more particularly turpentine, is quite durable
11 Sept:, 1888.
enough for all purposes of the sort. Against stone I have always heardAhe objection that the harbour is
more liable to silt up where there is a stone wall than where the water has a free current under the piles.
I can speak from my own experience. Twenty years ago I put down the first turpentine piles to any
extent, at Lamb’s old wharf, and those piles are standing now almost as good as when they were put down.
387. Is it your experience that turpentine possesses sufficient strength of fibre to bear any strain put upon
it, although the fact is it does not nearly possess the strength of ironbark ? I think so; it is only
necessary to put the piles a little closer. That is more a question for a scientifie man ; it is a debateable
point.
388. Mr. Street.'] Are you aware that the agents of vessels would always give the preference to the berths'
at the Circular Quay, owing to the facilities for haulage ? There is no doubt it is a popular wharf,
389. If the wharves on the western side were set apart for merchandise vessels, would not those berths
be rather sought after by the agents ? Probably, on even terms ; but a very slight difference would turn
the scale. I have seen an enormous steamer go up to Woolloomooloo Bay.
Those considerations weigh
a great deal.
'
390. Still it is a popular wharf, more pirticularly owing to the facilities for haulage ?
It is popular in
some respects ; but I have heard shipmasters complain about the open thoroughfare. Agents may like
it. Except from the haulage point of view, Ido not think it is a more popular place or a more convenient
place in any way for a shipmaster, who is really the man to be considered. I do not think it is any
advantage to the shipmaster or to the man who really pays the money.
391. Is it not the case that no facilities have been given for unloading heavy weights at the Circular Quay
except the old-fashioned way of raising a derrick ? Tes.
392. Are proper facilities provided at any other wharves in Sydney ? Only at one. There is one heavy
lifting machine at Mort’s Dock. I think the best plan would be to have a floating crane. If a powerful
crane were erected at a particular place several/vessels would require it at the same time. There was
some scheme here to get up a floating derrick ; several people took an interest in it; but they found it
would be a very expensive piece of machinery, and the project was abandoned.
393. Is there not such a derrick in the Thames P I think there are several; there is one in the docks.
394._i¥h. Garrard.] .With reference to the question put, by Mr. Street, and the proposal to erect a
floating crane, which you have referred to, was not the real obstacle to that project the difficulty in getting
such heavy weights up the inclines leading from many of the private wharves ? There "are not many
enormous lifts. There is far more difficulty in getting pieces of machinery from the private wharves than
from Circular Quay; but out of forty or fifty ships discharged in a year I do not suppose there are more
than four or five heavy pieces.
395. You say that one obstacle to the proposal to get a floating crane was the heavy cost of maintenance;—
would it not be better to have one fixed place for such a crane, as they have on the Yarra Bank ? I do not
think a crane would be a very expensive job if it were fixed, and it would be more of a convenience than
otherwise.
396. Are you aware of the quantity of material imported by the G-overnment ? It varies very much.
397. You know it is considerable ? Yes ; it varies.
.
398. Does not a great deal of the material so imported come by sailing vessel ? Yes.
399. Therefore, the Circular Quay being Government property, it is desirable to have berths for sailing
vessels on the western side ? Yes.
400. I understand you agree that it is desirable to have those improvements on the eastern side for large
mail-steamers P Yes.
401. That accommodation is not provided by any private wharfowner at present ? No; private wharf
owners can give it, but the mail-steamer companies prefer the Circular Quay, where their vessels can be
seen.
'
402. Is that the reason ? I think so.
403. Is there any private wharfowner in Sydney able to give sufficient accommodation—an average of
550 feet ? Yes ; there is a very fine wharf now in the market which could give that accommodation if
the owners were allowed to build out, and were given the facilities given to other people.
>
404. In reference to building out, for instance, in the bay you refer to, if each wharfowner were allowed
to run out a jetty, would they not meet at a point in the harbour between Dawes Point and Moore’s Point?
No ; because it is very much in a bight.
'
405. The very fact of their running out to an extreme point would render it inevitable that they should
come near to each other ? That is quite likely, if they got out so far.
406.. Have you not noticed a difficulty in berthing vessels at Dalton’s Wharf and Moore’s Wharf through
the jetties extending far out? They might overlap each other, but if they kept within their own water
there would be no difficulty.
'
'
407. Do you think that the Harbours and Divers Department sometimes place difficulties in the way of
private owners extending their wharves? They place difficulties in some people’s way. They do not
place difficiilties in the way of gentlemen who have run out a wharf at one place.
408. If it is absolutely necessary to renew the wharf on the westetn side, do you not think the proposed
echelon'plan, would be better than to have a straight berth? I think it is a very nice improvement indeed.
I only question the necessity for it.
409. You know a great deal about the traffic of the cove. Do you not think that the shifting of the
Manly Beach.and Watson’s Bay boats is preferable to the present state of things ? Yes.
410. There will not be so much crossing of each other’s boats ? No.
411. Are the A.S.N. Co.’s wharves now used for ocean-going vessels? Yes; since the Government
came into possession of them. In their present state they give accommodation for six more vessels of
the ordinary size.
412. In any of the wharves in which you are interested, are the piles sheathed, or are they covered with
the ordinary bark ? It is only the Government who can afford to sheath piles.
413. Do you think it is desirable to sheath piles ? No ; it is a waste of money.
'
414. Do you think the natural cover of the bark is far preferable ? Yes. I am speaking of turpentine.
Ironbark piles require to be sheathed.
^j.g.
‘
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415; Mr. Sydney Smith.] I understand you have constructed wharves with turpentine piles. What is their A: Lamb, Esq.life? Fourteen or fifteen years; I know from my own examination.' There are other turpentine piles
which were put down twenty years ago. I believe they are quite good yet, although I have not examined H S'ept.;.1888k
them for the last four or five years. Those were put down without bark,- and 1 think if the bark were left
on them they would last much longer.
•
...
416. How much longer ? I have not had them down long enough to be able to say.
417. With regard to the improvements now proposed by the Government, supposing this were private
property, and the P. & 0. Co.’s wharf was not in proper repair, and would have to be renewed, do you not
think it would be advisable to make the improvements suggested by the Government ? A private wharf- ■ •
♦•owner would certainly look at the cost and the probable return.
■
.
418. You have referred to a return laid on the Table of the House in reply to a question. How long ago
. ■ ':
was that ? It was about May or June last. A. question was asked by Mr. Dibbs as to whether it was a
fact, that the Government Wharfinger was giving rebates for vessels at Circular Quay.
.
419. You have referred to MTlwraith’s Wharf, which has been extended into Darling Harbour. Do
you not think it is an obstruction to vessels to have a wharf projecting in that way ? I think that if
-all were allowed to do the same thing the harbour would become impassable.
420. Supposing the opposite side were owned by private owners, and they wished to extend their wharves
would it not be impossible to do so ? They would simply meet. There-would be no room to go down to
the Government.wharves. The present extension will almost make the Government wharf useless in
course of time.
421. Mr. Sutter.] If you were told that the gross receipts from the Circular Quay were' £40,000 per annum,
and that the expenditure was only £1,700 per annum, do you think that an expenditure of £120,000 would
'
be justified ? It would depend upon whether the receipts are going to be £40;000 per annum.
'
-.422. We were told that the receipts this year were estimated to amount to about £40,000, and that the
expenditure to collect it was only £1,700 ? Those receipts include those from the new; purchases for which
-the Government have given a large sum. As for that being a good return for the value of the property
there is nothing particularly good in it. At the same time it is being bolstered up now to a certain extent
by the assistance of the private owners. If the private owners choose to give concessions we can reduce
that very materially. Therefore it is not to be reckoned upon as a fixed rental. I know pretty well what
the rentals are, although Mr. Yuill could not give an answer to the question. The Orient Co. and
the P. and O. Co. each pay about £2,500 per annum, and the Government collect the wharfages, so that
the berths yield very handsomely to the Government, each berth giving £6,000 a year or more. But
.it is very special accommodation for such large steamers. I say that the further expenditure of
£120,000 will not necessarily increase the revenue to such a vast amount as they may expect. It is only
an estimate, and we know how estimates are made up.
,
Mr. William Leslie, manager of the Watson’s Bay and South Shore Steam Ferry Co., sworn and
examined:—
423. Chairman.] Are you the manager of the Watson’s Bay Ferry. Co'.? Yes; I have been the Mr.W.Leslie,
manager since the amalgamation, two and a half years ago.
/—N
424. Have you found sufficient accommodation for your trade at all times at the jetty you are using ? Yes. HSept., 1888.
425. Is it proposed to shift your jetty ? Yes ; to shift it to the east end.
■
426. Will that give you the same accommodation as you had on the other side ? It depends upon the
kind of jetty that we are to get.
'
427. You are not aware of the proposed design of the jetty you are to get ? No.
428. Have you sufficient accommodation where you are for the trade carried on ? Yes.
429. Your trade is not so great as that of the North Shore Co. ? No; it is not a. twentieth part.
430. How many steamers have you ? Five.
431. Have you given any attention to the proposed improvements at the Quay generally ? Myself and
Captain Summerbell looked over them on Friday last.
432. You would not be called upon to give special attention to the proposed improvements ? No.
433. Do you think it is desirable that the proposed improvements should be made ? I think alterations
should be made.
>
434. Are you aware of any inconvenience which the large steamers have suffered ? I am not aware of it.
435. Mr. Kethel.] Have you noticed the position in which it is intended to place the floating jetty—that
is, to move it to the eastward about 100 feet;—when a vessel is berthed there loading or unloading, do
you think there will be any room for a passenger steamer to get to and from the floating jetty ? • There is
no room even for the jetty.
436. Assuming that the floating jetty is removed from its present position to the proposed position,
100 yards to the east, will there then be access for passenger boats if a ship is berthed at the place
proposed in this plan ? I should imagine there would not be any room. The ship would take all the
room, unless the ship is kept more astern.
'
•
437. In your opinion it would not be judicious to move the floating jetty into the-south-east corner unless
the ships occuping that berth were kept well astern ? Yes ; I do not think there would be room in the
•
present plan.
.
438. Mr. Garrard.] How many ships are berthed there ? Two at present.
'
439. What is the length of your present wharf ? About 120 feet. Our steamers are 95 feet long. Only
one of our vessels can lie alongside at present.
440. By reducing the width of the outer end of your proposed new wharf, would it be possible to obtain
three berths where only two berths are shown at present ? Yes.
.
■441. Could the same thing be done in the ease of the Manly Beach wharf ? Their vessels have much
more beam than ours, and they are longer.
442. Do you think it is an improvement to shift the ferry steamers from the western to the eastern side ?
Yes.
443. Mr. Street.]' As the vessels are berthed at present, is there much difficulty in navigation, coming in
and going out ? Yes ; there is very considerable difficulty.
'
444. Do you think the traffic is dangerous as the steamers are berthed at present ? Yes; it will be
considerably improved by shifting the Manly boats. The danger will be lessened. There will- be no
'
crossing
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Mr.W. Leslie, crossing then, because the "Watson’s Bay and Manly boats will'keep on the eastern side, and the Neutral

\ Bay, Northi Shore, and Parramatta boats will keep on the western side, and need not cross each otherat
j think that would be a great improvement.
445. Mr. Qafrard7\ Plave you had large experience in various parts of the world ? Tes, in these colonies,
New Zealand, and at Home.

11 Sept., 1888.

James Weir, Esq., Agent for the Peninsular & Oriental Steamship Co., sworn and examined :—
J. Weir, Eeq. 446. Chairman.'] Are you the agent of the P. & 0. Co. P Tes; I have been so for the last six years.
447. Are you acquainted with the accommodation which the Government intend to provide at the Circular*
11 Sept., 1888. QUay P Tes.
448. Do you think it is necessary ? I do ; for the general accommodation of the port.
449. Do you consider that what is to be done for the P. & 0. Co.’s vessels is absolutely necessary ? I do.
450. Are the Government giving you enlarged accommodation ? Tes.
451. Greater than before ? We had nothing from the Government before. At the present time we are
occupying what is called a temporary wharf, on the understanding that we will be moved to a per
manent one as soon as it is built.
_
452. Have your captains complained at anytime of the difficulty of utilizing the wharfage accommodation'
on account of the insufficient depth of water ? Tes ; when we were at the old A.S.N. Oo.’s wharf we
suffered very much from that. .
.
,
453. Is that the case, since you have been at the present wharf? No ; that is only a matter of a few
.
months.
■
454. Have you sufficient depth of water where you are now ? Plenty.
455. Do you think that the proposed accommodation will be of considerable value in carrying out your
increased trade ?' Tes.
'
456. Is it your opinion that the trade of this port is increasing and is likely to increase, and that there
fore more accommodation is necessary ? Tes.
457. What is your opinion about the propriety of the Government constructing these works, and entering
into competition with private enterprise. Have you heard that the Government are doing more than
they should ? I have not heard much of that.
1
.
■.
458. It is the fact that the Government own the principal frontages to the Circular Quay, and they being
the proprietors, do you not think it is their duty to make the frontages as accessible as they can ?
Certainly; I think, as far as I can offer an opinion, that it would be the duty of the Government to
provide a certain amount of accommodation.
459. Have you given any attention to the proposed improvements generally? No; I would have done
.so if I thought I should be called upon to give evidence, but I am aware of what hasbeen proposed.
460. Mr. Suitor.] Would you rather deal with the Government or with private individuals in leasing or
using wharves P It depends upon circumstances. I am quite ready to deal with the Government, but
I ''
that would entirely depend upon circumstances. I may tell you in connection with that that the rents
charged by the Government, which we are paying now; are considerably more than we were paying to
the old A.S.N. Co. We then rented that wharf at £2,350 per annum,* and our wharfages were on an
average, during my time, about £3,000 per annum, so that really we had a margin. But in dealing with
•
the Government we shall have to pay £2,500 per annum and sacrifice all the wharfages. Of course that
is a wonderful difference.
'
'
461. The Government derive no other revenue from the berth you use besides the amount you pay ?
No ; except the wharfages before referred to, and it is quite enough.
1
462. Mr. Kethel.] When your Company occupied the old A.S.N. Co.’s wharf, did you collect the
wharfages, and will the Government now charge you for your berth and collect the wharfages ? Tes.
463. Mr. Sydney Smith.] Is that really the state of the case ? I can only give you an idea based on my
'
experience at the time we collected the wharfages ourselves,, and I think the average was quite £3,000
per annum.
■
464. Did that include everything which the Government got from the berth, including your rental? The
A.S.N. Co. received the rent, and my Company the wharfages, but the Government renting a wharf to us
would receive the wharfages and an additional £2,500 for rent.
. ,
465. Besides the £3,000 P Tes ; so that it ought to be a source of revenue to the Government of nearly
i£6,000 a year.
.
460. Mr. Carrardi] What is the length of your longest ship ? I think about 485 feet.
467. Is that the largest of the fleet ? Tes. We go on increasing in size, and it is difficult to say what
it may ultimately be. The next may be 500 feet.
468. Have the Government in their provisional agreement undertaken to give you 624 feet ? No,
500 feet.
.
1
,
■
469. Then if 624 feet is in course of construction to give a berth for your vessels, and you are only to
get 500 feet, there will be 124 feet to spare ? That is not for us. It is for some other Government
'
purpose. We shall only get 500 feet. ,1 think it is in contemplation to alter the Messageries Maritimes
Co.’s berth.
470. Mr. KetheV] Have any of your steamers of the deepest draught ever experienced any difficulty in
■ getting in or out of the berths, or in getting up and down the harbour ? I cannot say that they have.
471. Have you known the masters of any of them to have been obstructed by the reef at the Sow and
Pigs? No. They know it is there, and Hie pilots keep out of its way.
.
472. There is a shallow bar across the channel. Will the depth of water alongside your new berth be
quite sufficient for any vessel that comes in? It will have to be deepened very considerably. I am not
'
prepared to say what it is at present, but I think it is very little, 22 feet or,so.
473. Will 28 feet be ample ? Tes; 28 feet will be sufficient, but 30 feet would be better.
474. It will not hurt if they touch, as it is a soft silt bottom ? We do not like them to touch at all.
475. Mr. Carrardi] Can you tell us the length of the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s boats ? No;
but they are something over 400 feet. ■ I may tell you in connection with that that they are building four
steamers at the present time for this trade, and they will be 500 feet long.
Robert
# Note (on revision} :—Including £150 Municipal ta^es.
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Eobert Hickson, Esq., M.I.C.E., Acting Engineer-in'-Cbief for Harbours and Eivers, sworn and examined;
476. Chairman:'] Are you superintending the construction of the proposed improvements at the Circular R. Hickson,
Quay P Yes.
Esq.,
M.I.C.E.
477. What is the length of the accommodation given to the Messageries Maritimes Co. ? 480 feet. '
478. Will that be sufficient to accommodate their steamers? That is what they have now.' We
arc taking 50 feet off that, and giving it to the Orient Co., which will involve the Mesageries 11 Sept.,1888
Maritimes Co. going further over to the P. & 0. Co.
.
479. Will they be able to do' that ? Yes • they can project over it a little.
480. Will that be a safe position for the steamer ? I think so. It is only 24 feet beyond the present
wharf. That will leave 600 feet of wharf ; 500 is for the P. & 0. Co., and the remaining 100 feet is for
small vessels discharging coal.
.
.
.
481. So that, you will have a frontage, independently of that used by the P. & 0. Co. ? Yes, of
about 100 feet;
.
''
482. Mr. Garrard.] Eor what purpose will these vessels, discharge coal ? Eor general purposes. The •
Wharfinger says that some place is wanted at the Circular Quay where small vessels can discharge coal,
and he thought this would be the most convenient place.
.
.
483. Do you not think that would be very objectionable, coming alongside three lines of mail steamers ?
It will not be close, to the passengers.
484. Do you not think it will be very objectionable ? I do not think so.
4S5'. Erom your experience of Newcastle, do you not know that there have been frequent complaints
about bringing coal down past the city to the old wharf, and that one of the arguments used is that the
change would get rid of the dirt and dust necessarily connected with this coal export ? I cannot say that
I ever heard that reason given. The reason for removing the coal trade from there is because the wharf
acccommodation is required for general cargo purposes.
■
.
.
486. dan you tell us of any place in the world where general merchandise and coal traffic are mixed up
together, where there are facilities for separating them ? I could not tell you from memory now.
•
487. One of these berths is for these coal vessels ; what is the length of an ordinary brig ? 120 feet.
488. She might project 20 feet over the fairway ? She would project 20 feet beyond the point.
'
489. Mr Kethel.] What is the length which you have allowed for the Orient steamers with the new
addition ? 400 feet.
.
•
490. Would it not be possible to change the alignment of the outer line of piles so as to enable the
Messageries Maritimes Co.’s berth to be lengthened 50 feet, and io give 500 feet to the Orient
Co., without interfering with the general scheme ? There are some difficulties in the way. The
main difficulty would be.this: You would have to bring in the alignment considerably, and carry on another
line 100 feet. You would get into shallow water', and you would have an enormous-quantity of rock
excavation to get deep water in this berth. I think it would alter the general design too'much to bring
the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s boats into the same line with the Orient-Co.’s boats.
491. Do you not think that the coal trade to which it is intended to allot the outer end of that extension
could be better conducted at what was recently known as Campbell’s Wharf, or at some other wharf ?■ /1
am hardly able to give an opinion on that point. Captain Jackson will be better able to do so. There
is a special reason for that. All this was arranged before I .came to town, and there was some special
arrangement made by Captain Jackson for putting the coal vessels there. I think he can explain it. .
492. Are you aware that the Messageries Maritimes Co. are constructing a number of steamers con
siderably longer than those at present trading here ? Yes.
'
493. Are they not over 500 feet ? They can go in there if they are 500 feet long.
.
494. Mr. Sydney Smith.] I understand you do not propose to extend the Orient Co.’s Wharf at present ?
Yes; it is proposed in the whole scheme.
495. It is not'in this proposal now before us ? Yes, it is.
496. I think we have it in evidence that it is not included in the present estimate ? I think it is part of
the present estimate.
497. Are you aware whether the Orient Co. is asking for additional accommodation? I have not
heard.
'
, '
498.-Are you aware whether it has been represented to the Government that their vessels are,in great
danger on account of having small accommodation ? I have not heard that.
,
.
499. Do you not think that, in making arrangements now to give additional accommodation to the various
companies, it would be advisable to- carry out a general scheme so as to give the Orient Co. and the
Messageries Co. sufficient accommodation to berth their longest steamers ? I think so.
'
500. Supposing the wharf is constructed as proposed, how would you give the extra accomniodation—that
is, 450 feet—to the Orient Co.? You cannot give it farther north, but you can in the south. But
I think they have sufficient accommodation, because they can overlap at each end. There is 100 feet to
spare at the extreme eastern end.
. .
,
501. Mr. Garrard.] I understand that you prefer, if there is a necessity to lengthen the Orient Co.’s
berth, to do so at the southern end ? Yes; but it is not necessary to lengthen it. On looking over the
papers I find that the proposal to add 50 feet to the Orient Co.’s Wharf is included in the estimate of
£120,000.
.
502. Mr. Kethel.] Is the extension of the northern jetty at Campbell’s Wharf also included in this
Yote ? Yes.
'
'
'
Captain John Jackson, Manager of the Public Wharves at Sydney, sworn and further examined :—

503. Mr. Garrard.] We have it in evidence that a wharf is being provided for the-P. & 0. Co.,
whose contract with the Government is for a berth of 500 feet. This berth on the plan, however, is 624
feet, leaving 124 feet extra. It is intended to allow the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s boat to overlap 50

'

Captain

Jackson;

J'eet, so that there will be a surplus length of 100 feet, which, we are told, is to be used for the purpose of 11SePt->1888.
unloading cargoes of coal. Has that been done oh your recommendation? No,mot absolutely; but it
will be done.
•
.
504. Do you not think that the unloading of coal will be very objectionable so close to the berths of those
large passenger-carrying palaces ? I do not think so.
■
'
'
505; '

.
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505. Do yoii know any place in tlie world where coal is handled so close to general cargo and passengers?
^______ _ I^°t exactly. In this case the wharf will be fenced in, and the way in which coal is now discharged at
11 Sept 1888
Quay O’3! it is hoisted up and put into the carts.
- '
F ■’
*506. By baskets ? Tes.
.
507. There is the emptying of the baskets into the cartswould not the prevailing winds have a
tendency to blow the dirt and dust on to the P. & 0. Co.’s boats ? Tes; I admit it would.
508. Are there not also a considerable number of passengers by the horse-ferry who would also be
incommoded ? Tes, in a measure. The berth would not only be for coal, but also for timber.
509. There are 100 feet available for this purpose;—what is the length of the vessels coming from
Newcastle ? Hot more than 110 or 120 feet.
510. So that they would project 10 or 20 feet ? Only the fore hatches.
511. What would be the length of the timber vessels ? They are only small ketches.
512. Do you not think it would be undesirable to have coal traffic so near to those floating palaces?
Tes; to a certain extent I admit it would be undesirable.
513. If there is no necessity for an additional 100 feet there, and you could bring theferry-boat 100 feet
more under the shelter of the point, would it not be better ? I think it would, but the contract is
now let.
514. If there is a project to give greater length of berth to the Orient Co., would an increase of the
wharf on the southern end be very objectionable ? Tes ; very much so. It would interfere with the
berthing and unberthing of ships inside of it.
515. Would not the same objection apply in extending the wharf at the other end towards the Messageries
Maritimes Co.’s berth? Not at all.
’
516. Is not their berth a kind of dock ? They go in from the northern end, but on the other side they will
have to come south and go alongside. Tou could not always get them south, because there would be two
vessels lying inside, and perhaps two outside.
*
517. Do you propose to move the floating jetty to the position marked on the plan ? No; it could not
be done, because the jetty would be brought right on to the bows of the vessels.
518. Could you shift it further around where it is at present ? Tes, but the other wharves would have to
be curtailed.
519. In running out a jetty for the Watson’s Bay Co., does this plan only provide two berths, one
on each side ? Tes.
520. Do you think it would be better if the outer end of that wharf were reduced in width, so as to give
three berths instead of two ? Tes; you could get two small steamers in, and have three berths instead
of two.
521. If the Manly Beach Wharf were extended further, do you think there would be any objection? I
do not think so.
522. I suppose there is hardly room to do it for them because their boats are wider ? Tes.
523. Mr. Sydney Smith.'] When you were here before did you state that you did not believe at all in the
present arrangements for passenger traffic ? No, not for the North Shore ferry traffic. I would sooner
see it brought on to the western side, because there is a danger of crossing if the North Shore ferry is to
be where if is now proposed. The Manly Beach and North Shore ferries come rather too close together
under this proposal. The present proposed wharf for the North Shore boats is too large.
524. With regard to the accommodation proposed to be given to the Orient Co., what is the present
length of their berth ? 320 feet.
525. It is now proposed to give them 50 feet more. What is the longest boat they have ? 430 feet.
526. Have you heard them complain of a want of sufficient accommodation? Tes,
527. Will the extra accommodation of 50 feet get rid of the danger ? I think so.
528.. Do you think there will be no necessity to extend it further for their long boats ? No. They have
applied for an extension on the southern side, but that is what I object to. If there is any necessity to
extend it to the north it could be easily done.
•
529. Mr. Kethel.] It was stated that some of the Orient steamers have hatchways 400 feet apart, and if
the new extension only increases the wharf to 380 feet it is evident that one of the hatches will be 20 feet
outside the wharf berth. Is it not within your knowledge that the hatchways are 400 feet apart ? No ;
I do not think so. The boats are only 430 feet long.
530. Mr. Sydney Smith.] If you extended the Orient Co.’s wharf 50 feet more, would it interfere with the
Messageries Maritimes Co.’s wharf ? Not if it runs in a certain way.
■^0U rememher a question being asked in the House by Mr. Dibbs as to whether or not the
Manager of the Grovernment wharves allowed rebates in the wharfage rates, when Mr. Burns replied that
as the private wharfowners allowed rebates the ships landing at the G-overnment wharves would not go to
them unless the Manager was also allowed to give rebates ? Tes; private wharves at that time were
giving rebates of from 50 to 75 per cent, on inward cargo.
532. Did that take place in this year ? Tes. I applied tp Mr. Burns to allow me to give a rebate up to
25 per cent. The private wharfowners then waited upon Mr. Burns, and asked him to. cease giving rebates,
on condition that they also ceased from doing so. The rs.atter ended there.
533. It was quite sufficient if you only gave 25 per cent ? Tes; we were safe to get the ships at 25 per
cent.
534. Is that arrangement now observed by the private wharfowners ? I think they are beginning to
work through it again slightly.
535. Are the Government aware of that fact ? I do not want to acquaint the Treasurer of it just jet.
It has not yet come to a proper head.
536. Mr. Kethel.] In the face of that fact, do you think we are justified in recommending the Government
to expend such an enormous sum of money upon a commercial enterprise which must bring the Govern
ment into contact, collision, and opposition with private owners ? It would not be opposition to give
25 per cent., while the private wharfowners are giving rebates of 75 per cent.
537. It is opposition in this way: The Government are starting in business as wharfowners, and they
- have spent during the present year something like- £320,000 in purchasing property for which they have
no use except to work the wharves for the. purpose of making money? They pay for themselves, and
give splendid interest.
538.
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'538. Mr. Garrard.] Do you.not recoguise tile fact that the Government are not now entering for the j0^1^
first time into competition with private owners ;—being owners, and having been owners for many years, '
of large wharf properties, they are, as business men, simply making the best use of them ? Yes, without pigep^isss.
injuring others or cutting below others in the slightest degree.
_
_ '
539. Mr. Kethel.] I suppose you are aware that the wharfage accommodation, public and private; in
Sydney, is about twice what is required to accommodate the traflic of the port ? I do not know that.
.
54i0. • Since you have been in charge of the Circular Quay, have you ever known a time when all the wharfage
accommodation in the harbour has been occupied ? I do. I have had ships lying down .the harbour a
whole week waiting for a berth.
■
'
541. At your wharf? No-; at any wharf in Sydney.
.
542. Are you hot aware that the splendid Dibbs’ wharf has not been more than one-fourth occupied on
.an average? Repeatedly vessels have been waiting down the harbour for berths. Twenty-eight large
home ships were lying in Woolloomooloo Bay in 1885, discharging inward cargoes. They could not be
■ accommodated. Since then the private wharves have been greatly improved.
.
543. Do you know for what purposes those jetties are to be used which are now being run out in a
northerly direction from Pyrmont down the harbour ? They are for railway purposes.
^
544. Mr. Sydney Smith.] Will the erection of the wharvfes at Darling Harbour to a large extent relieve
*
the wharves at Circular Quay ? Not at all.
545. Do you know what is proposed to be done at Darling Harbour ? It is proposed to bring wool down
there.
■
■
'
_
'
546. Have you heard’ of any proposal to unload there all material required for the railways ? Yes; but
that does not come in at the Circular Quay at present. It has been taken in lighters. Por the last two
years no railway material has been landed at the Circular Quay wharf.
.
547. Gkdirman.] How long have you been in charge of the Circular Quay ? Pour years.
:548. Is the trade making annual progress? When I went there the revenue amounted to £7,000 per
annum. This year it will be close on £50,000.
549. Mr. Ketkel.] That will be including the revenue from the recently-acquired A.S.N. Co’s, property ?
Yes.
550.' Chairman.] Do you believe that the trade of the port is increasing regularly ? Yes; and very rapidly.
'551. That being the case, I presume you are strongly of opinion that increased accommodation is
required ? Yes.
552. Going outside the question of competition with private owners, do you think that the Govern<meni are quite warranted; as owners of this property, in making adequate accommodation for the
shipping ? I do.
553. Mr. Street.] Do you say that ships coming here would always give the Circular Quay the preference ?
Yes.
554. Even when there is a difference in the rebates of 25 per cent, as contrasted with 75 per cent. ? Yes.
'555. What is the reason ? Principally on account of the haulage. It is easier to take the goods away.
556. Chairman.] It is owing both to your proximity to the business part of the town and the easy grades ?
Yes. They prefer the Woolloomooloo wharf to the back wharves.
•557. Mr. Kethel.] During previous years there were bitter complaints from merchants and consignees of
goods to the effect that goods when landed from the ship’s slings were placed in a public street, over
which the authorities had no control, which was open to all prowlers, and where there was no shelter from
the weather;—has that objection been removed ? It is removed in a great measure. There is no cause of
complaint now except on the western side, where the roads are narrow. On the eastern side complaints
are very rare;
•558; Do you have general cargo on the eastern side ? Yes.
■559. Was it to remove that objection that weather-sheds were erected at different parts of the Quay ? Yes.
560. It was especially on the west side where the greatest complaints were made ? Yes. There are com-plaints-occasionally now, because the road is very narrow. It is not sufficient to give accommodation for
ships. I think it is only right that when the Government gets a large revenue it should give some pro
tection to the cargo; If it is landed at Woolloomooloo, there is a large shed.
561. Chairman.] Is it intended to do ultimately something of the same kind on the western side ? Yes.
There are three large sheds on the eastern side now.
THURSDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER, 1888.
flrrqrnt:—
The Honorable JOHN LACKEY (Chaiehan).
Alexandee Kethel, Esq.
The Hon. Geoege Campbell.
Joseph Palmee Abbott, Esq.
The Hon. William Heney Suttoe.
John Rendell Steeet, Esq.
The Hon. James Watson.
Jacob Gaeeaed, Esq.
The Hon. Eeedeeick Thomas Humpheey.
Sydney Smith, Esq.
Heney Copeland, Esq.
The Committee proceeded to further consider the proposed Improvements to Circular Quay.
[The Chairman reported that Mr. Campbell, Mr. Suitor, and Mr. Abbott had that morning visited the
Circular Quay; and examined those parts of the Quay proposed to be altered or improved according to the
plan and the evidence before the Committee.]
.
Thomas Littlejohn, Esq., merchant, sworn and examined:—
,
562. Chairman.] You are engaged in mercantile pursuits in Sydney ? Yes.
563. Are you ex-chairmah of the Chamber of Commerce ? I was chairman five or six years ago.
T. Littlejohn,
564. Are you aware of the object for which you have been asked to attend here: that is, to give us some
Esq.
information with reference to the proposed improvements at the Circular Quay ? I have sOme idea of r
what it is.

.

. .

'

565. Are you aware .of the nature of those improvements? Yes, to some extent. I have looked round
the Quay this weeki

.
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T. Littlejohn, 566.- Of course you know that all the land around the Circular Quay is the property of the Grovernment ?

Es1-

.Tes.
’ •
567.
And
that the object of this proposal is to improve it to a certain extent ? Tes.
■ .
.
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' 568. Have you given special attention to the proposed improvement of the wharfage accommodation ? Tes.
569. Have'you seen the plan ? I have seen a reduced plan, which has been sufficient to acquaint me
with the object of the improvements.
.
.
,
570. It is proposed to improve the accommodation especially on the east and west sides, where the P. & 0.
Co.’s vessels, the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s, and other mails steamers are accommodated, and, in addition
to that, it is proposed to alter the traffic as far as the Manly Beach and Watson’s Bay trade is concerned ?
Tes.
‘
■
■
• ■ .
571. Do you think that those improvements are essential ? I think they are exceedingly desirable.
572. In fact I suppose that if this property belonged to private individuals it would have been improved
to this extent long ago ? I am sure that is the case.
'
.
573. Is there anything in the proposed improvements which you think would militate against the public
interest in any way ? Ho. I approve of them generally; but instead of being an'extension of wharfage
accommodation, as far as the public is concerned, they will diminish it to a certain extent, for this reason: I
understand that some of the wharves which used to belong to the old A.S.H. Co.' will be taken for the'use
of the G-overnment, so that there will be a berthage for two vessels at any rate lost there. Then there
will be the berthage of one vessel lost opposite Mort’s stores at the Circular Quay. That will be the loss of
three berths. Instead of these berths you have only one new berth for the P. & 0. Co.; so that these
improvements are really a restriction of accommodation.
• '
'
574. Has your attention been directed to the modern improvements in wharfage accommodation generally
in other ports besides this ? Hot as an expert.
.
575. Do you think that these are reasonable improvements, at all events? Decidedly.so. If you would
allow me I should like to make one suggestion which has probably been before the Committee. It is this :
The road that leads around beyond Hill, Clark, & Co.s’ store up to the rocks is a higher level than the
road next to the water. I should decidedly recommend that' it should be reduced to the same level as the
road next the water, for in some places it is four or five feet higher where you go round to the fort. It
would be exceedingly inconvenient to leave that road at its present elevation.
'
576. Could it be done without any very great expense ? -1 think so. Another thing that occurred to me
was that it was a great mistake to ever allow Hill, Clark, & Co’s, stores to be erected on that corner.
.
577. Have you given any attention to the proposed alteration of the wharf adjoining the Hofth Shore
boat, jetty at the extreme' north-eastern end ? That is for the horse ferry. It strikes me it is very suitable,
and the only drawback to it will be the risk of collision with the Manly and Mossman’s Bay boats ; but
that, I suppose, is not a very serious matter.
'
.
:
578. Is there any other suggestion, as a mercantile man, that you would like to make in reference to these
improvements? Ho; not looking at the improvements as improvements. I do not know whether'the
mode of delivering cargo occupies the attention of this Committee at all, but there is very great room for
improvement in that respect. Tf the same system which prevails in London at the docks in taking charge
of cargo, and seeing that it reaches the proper hands, could be introduced here it would be a groat
advantage; -Ho doubt it will come in time, as this city is growing so rapidly, but at present the arrange
ments are of the most primitive and unsatisfactory character.
■
579. The wharfage accommodation? Ho; the arrangements for receiving and delivering cargo to'the
different consignees. Having the wharves on open roadways is an exceedingly objectionable feature. •
580. Does it apply to the Government wharves especially or to the wharfage ..generally ? More especially
to the G-overnment wharves. Some of the private wharves have gates, and really, on some occasions, they
have been able to give very great and satisfactory attention to the proper distribution of the ships’ cargoes.
581. Of course in any place the Circular Quay would be regarded as a very valuable public property ?
• Exceedingly so. .
582. And in that light would be worthy of any reasonable expenditure that might be made' upon it ? It
would.
583. Tou think that the proposed improvements are of a tolerably satisfactory character, at all events ?
Decidedly.
'
'
'
The Honorable Samuel Aaron Joseph, M.L.C., sworn and examined :—
S. A^Joseph
Chairman.'] Are you engaged in mercantile pursuits in Sydney and have you been so engaged for
' M.L.C. ’ many years ? Tes. '
,—N 585. After looking at the plan now before the Committee, and as far as you are able to form an opinion, do
20 Sept., 1888. ypu think that the proposed improvements at the Circular Quay are of a desirable character ? I do.
586. Do you think that additional wharfage accommodation is necessary ? Tes.
587. Do you think that this being a valuable public property it is essential that fair accommodation should
be given ? Certainly. It is a most desirable wharf property. 588. If the same property were in the hands of private individuals do you think that these improvements
or better ones would have been made years ago ? I think there is very little doubt of it.
589. Is there anything' special in the proposed improvements that you would take exception to in any
way as a man of mercantile experience ? I think not; except that it does not give any very much increased
accommodation.
590. Does it not enlarge the berthage accommodation in places ? The new berth of the. P. '& 0. Co. is
the increased accommodation,'but there will be only berthing room for the same number of ships that
there is at present, I think, with that exception.
'
'
...
591. Does it not affect the trade between here and Manly Beach and Horth Shore by ferry, and remove
all the jetties on to one side ? Tes; they will not cross the Cove.'
' '
592. Dp you recollect a proposal some years ago to take a jetty out into the centre of- the Cove ? Tes.
. .
593._That, of.course, was strongly objected to? I remember it; but I do not exactly recollect what the
particular objections were.
'
594. Are you a wharf proprietor at all ? Ho.
'
595. Are you of opinion that the trade of the port is increasing ? Tes, considerably.
• 596. And is it likely to increase ? It must increase.
597. That being the case, is it essential that public property such as this should be fairly and reasonably
improved ? I have no doubt of it myself.
_
'
5981
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598. Mr. Watson?] The last witness said that the facilities at the. Circular Quay are not so great as they are
Hdn.
at private wharves—Can you explain that in any way ? No ; I have never found that to be the case. T S. A. Joseph,
have always preferred sending all my ships to the Circular Quay, in preference to other wharves, principally ' ' • •
on account of the haulage which is very much easier. The access for drays and all that sort of thing is 30 g
18g8
very much easier than it is at most private wharves.
p
•
599. Have you a large number of ships consigned to your firm ? Tes.
•
600. Do you always give the preference if you.can to the Circular Quay ? Yes; I do not say that there are
many greater facilities there, but it is more convenient, and I think that there is no doubt that the
captains of ships always prefer going to the Circular Quay rather than to the other wharves.
'
601. But the Circular Quay could not be enclosed the same as some private wharves are, so as to protect
goods landed from vessels ? I do not see why it could hot be.
'
602. Take the western side—Is not that on a public street ? The wharves are not on a public street.
603. The western side is ? I thought the street would be at the back of the w-harves.
.
604. The Government attempted to close it up on one occasion, and they were prevented ? I am quite
■
of opinion that all discharging berths should be enclosed sheds, and' that those sheds should be closed at
night.
■
605. At the present time when vessels discharge on the western side, must not the goods be removed
before night, or they would lie at the mercy of anyone? Tes; there are no sheds there except the P.
& O. Co.’s shed.
■
606. Would it be a great convenience to consignees and shipmasters if there were enclosed sheds ? No
wharf can be considered complete without enclosed sheds.
.
•
.
;
607.' On the whole do you think the Government are justified in spending £120,000 in improving the
Circular Quay at the present time without sheds ? I do not think the work would be complete without
sheds. I am not prepared to say at once anything about the amount of money, because I have not given
it sufficient consideration. .
•
!
.
608. Still, do you think that the trade of the port would demand such an expenditure ? I think the trade
of the port warrants any reasonable expenditure to make the. wharfage accommodation compatible with
the increasing trade of the port.
.
■
609. Mr. Kethel.] Tou have occupied a prominent position in the mercantile community as Chairman of the
Chamber of Commerce, and you have taken an active interest in the extension of the'railway system into
the city ? Personally I have not taken an active interest in the extension of the railway into the city. •
6L0: Tou are aware that there is at present an agitation on the subject, which has been considered several
times by the Chamber of Commerce during past years ? Yes. I have abstained from taking any prominent
part in the question of the city railway extension, from the circumstance that being a Member of the
Legislature I considered it better not to give any expression of opinion beforedt came before me in. that
place.
611. In relation to that, what I want to allude to is this : Is it wise, in your opinion, for the Government to
• carryout extensive alterations in the public wharves of the city at present, while the question of the route
and system of the city railway has not been decided upon
would it not be wiser for the Governmentto
wait until Parliament had decided upon the system of railway extension connecting with the various
■wharves of the city, and then make all the wharfage improvements and extensions harmonize, with the
proposed system of railway extension? Without giving the matter further consideration it does not.strike
me at the moment that the railway extension into the city and the improvement of the wharves at the Circular
Quay are so very'intimately connected.' Supposing there were a railway alongside the wharves, ships’
■ cargoes could not be discharged into the railway trucks. In Melbourne there is a very different soft of
system. They have there a large central goods depot, and the railway discharges the whole of the goods
into that depot. They are taken from there by the consignees in whatever way they choose^by vans,
•
carts, or anything of that kind. Precisely in the same way the consignees here take the goods off the
wharf. They have an opportunity there of sorting such things as they require to send on. by rail into
the interior. But the large bulk of the railway traffic in imported goods is in sorted parcels, and not in
the large bodies of goods landed from import ships.
'
.
.
612. I understand it to be your opinion that whatever wharfage improvements may be carried out by the
Government the railway extension could be modified to suit ’them without interfering with the utility of
the general system. Is it your opinion that if the railway system is extended into the city and connected with
the various wharves its utility will not be affected by the present proposed improvements of the Circular
Quay, and that the railway might be modified to meet exigencies ? I think that great facilities might be
afforded’ by there being a railway in close proximity to the wharves ; .but I do not think that the absolute
question of wharf accommodation is .sufficiently intimately connected with the extension of the railway
into the city that it should be deferred until some scheme of railway extension is completed.
'.
613. Mr. Suitor.] As a large importer, have you any difficulty in securing berths for yqur vessels.coming
here ? No ; I am not in the bahit of hearing any complaints. We have a difficulty in obtaining berths
at the Circular Quay, where we require them very often. As' I have said before, on equal termshve always
• give, the preference to the Circular Quay, unless there is some very great consideration otherwise. . ■ ;
■
614. Gan you give us any idea at what rate the trade of the port is increasing ? No; I have not prepared
myself with any statistics of that sort. I do not think any opinion I could give would be sufficiently
reliable to be of any service. ■
■
■
.615. But it is increasing very rapidly ? There is no doubt about that.
.
616. The import and export trade ? Tes, and must continue to increase.
.
.
617. Chairman?] Do you think that wharfage improvements and accommodation are bearing a fair pro
portion to the increase of trade generally in the Colony;—are they keeping pace with the increased
commerce of the Colony? I am inclined to think not, It has been my view for a long.time, that there
.. ,
should be a Harbour Trust, and that the whole of the wharves should if possible be under the control of
a Harbour Trust, so that they could be all under one general management, and the accommodation then
r
' 'would,' under such a trust, be kept up in accordance with the increase of the trade.
'
618. Mr. Copeland.] Do you know the wharfage accommodation at Melbourne, on the. Yarra, and at
Sandridge and Williamstown ? I am not very intimately acquainted with the Yarra accommodation, but
I know Williamstown and Sandridge very well.
.
.
.
, .
619. Have you seen the new wharfage accommodation along the Yarra ? Noi
. .
.
. ,/ »
'
620.
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620. Are you aware that recently they have built some 2 miles of wharfage accommodation along the
S' Mlo'3'3'1’ Yarra to the New Cut ? No ; I have not seen it at all.
621. Would you be prepared to say, that, if the Government carried out these proposed new works, we
.'20Sept.j 1888. sk°u^ *hen be equal to Melbourne in accommodation for shipping? No. Not being acquainted with
'
’ that accommodation, I should not be prepared to compare the two.
622. Mr. Watson.'] If the railway were brought to the Circular Quay for goods traffic, do you think that
much goods would go direct from the ships to the interior ? I do not.
623. What proportion do you think would go ? It might be the effect of considerably altering the trade.
It might produce the effect that large importers in the interior would so indent their goods that they would
come out in suitable packages to be forwarded direct from the ship to the interior ; but from my experi
ence of the trade as it is at present, I do not think that any considerable portion of goods would go direct
from ships into the railway to go into the interior at once.
624. At the present time do all the goods imported go direct from the ships into the merchants’ stores ?
Tes.
'625. Do none go direct to the country ? There is a certain proportion of certain classes of goods which
goes direct to the country. A considerable proportion of heavy goods, such as building materials, cement,
and that sort of material, goes direct from the ships into the country, but in other branches of trade there
are sorted up orders which have to be kept by the importer in stores in Sydney, and sorted up from various
orders, in accordance with the requirements of the interior storekeeper.
626. Tou have stated that you have experienced difficulties in getting berths at the Circular Quay. I pre
sume it has only been in the wool season ? Tes, the wool season and the approach of the wool season. I
believe the preference is given to ships for the inward berth which are going to load outward from the quay.
627. Is it a fact that a large proportion of the ships coming to Sydney are fixed for different wharves
. before they leave London ? Tes, a great many are.
628. Were it not for that a great many of them would go direct to the Circular Quay in preference to the
other wharves ? I think they would.
•
629. Chairman.] When you say that large goods are sent frequently direct from the ship’s side to the country,
are they not sent, as a rule, through the merchants, and has it not been, the merchants’ convenience that
has been consulted ? Tes.
,
630. Such as in the case of large railway contracts ? Articles like galvanized iron. A wholesale importer
having a parcel of galvanized iron or wire, knowing that he would have to discharge it from the ships,
would probably seek some country orders, in order to have these heavy packages sent direct from the
ships to the country rather than store them. By doing so he could offer some sort of inducement to the
purchaser, because he would save the expense of double cartage, storage, and so forth.
631. But as a rule does merchandise generally go into the importers’ stores and warehouses ? Tes.
632. And in a very large proportion ? Tes.
633. Are you prepared to say what proportion? No.
634. In fact, there are very few importers here who import direct for the interior ? There are a con
. siderable number I should think, but not to any large amount of tonnage; the tonnage of those who
import direct is small compared with the amount of tonnage which comes into the port.
•
635. With reference to the railway communication to the Circular Quay, which has been referred to, do you
think that a railway constructed to the Circular Quay would afford any very large amount of accommodation
to mercantile men for the transit of goods ? I do not think so.
636. Supposing that a railway were extended to the Circular Quay, with a certain number of intermediate
stations where goods could be deposited, there would be the same expense of loading drays and taking
those goods from the intermediate stations as there is at present in taking them from the wharves ? The
absolute expense of the extra distance which a dray travels "is small in comparison with the expense of
loading a dray. When the goods are once on a dray it is of very little importance—provided it is a fair
road—whether the goods are taken half a mile or three quarters of a mile, or a mile; The extra cost is
. comparatively small.
636f. Does not the same apply pretty generally to the export of wool; wool does not come direct from
the station to the ship, but goes into the merchants’ stores or the woolbrokers’ stores ? A considerable
quantity of wool goes direct from the railwayto the ships. It does not go from the railway to the ships
now because it has to go into the dumping store ; but if any arrangement could be made whereby the
wool could be dumped, the very large quantity of wool clips which are nearly always shipped would hardly
ever go into the woolbrokers’ stores.
.
637. Is it only recently that the system of dumping has been adopted on stations in the interior, which
enables the clips to be sent direct into the ships from the railway ? Tes, very recently, on very large
stations.
.
638. And on very few stations ? Tes, a few of the large stations.
639. On not more than half a dozen stations ? lam not prepared to say on how many stations. There
is a certain number of clips from large stations which come down already dumped, and I should think
that if the Railway Department made arrangements for dumping wool at the large country termini there
are plenty of station holders who intend to ship their wool; who would bring their wool dumped there, and
then it would go direct on board ship.
640. But it would make very little difference to the station owner whether his wool was dumped in the
town or in the country ? No; the charge would be very much alike. The only saving would be some
thing like 3d. per bale for cartage.
Richard G. Tallack, Esq., merchant, sworn and examined :—
R. Gh Tallack, 641. Chairman^ Have you been a resident of Sydney for some years ? Tes, about 35 years.
Esq.
642. Have you been engaged in mercantile pursuits ? Tes.
^as . 6 wharfage accommodation been brought under your notice several times ? I was for a long
P •>
■ time working in connection with the Committee of the Wharfage Improvement Association, and I
presume it is in consequence of my connection with that Association that I have been asked to attend
here.
.
644. When was it formed? Pour or five years ago, and it worked persistently for three or four years.
645.. Did it result in any specific recommendations ? Tes.

'

'

.....................
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E. &.
’
C'iK? For' wharfage improvement? Not so much perhaps for cju’o'ct'wharfage improvement, althoueli
■
& Yallack, Ksq.
that was always considered, as to urge upon the Government the resumption of all the wharves.
6d<7. Did it make that recommendation? Yes. In fact plans were prepared, and a model is in existence 20ge~"t~T888
now at the Technological Museum. The model now there was prepared at very great cost, showing the •
p
'
improvements suggested by the Committee.
•
648. How far did the water frontage extend which the Committee recommended? The whole of the
Darling Harbour frontage on the eastern side.
'
649. To meet the Government property at the Circular Quay ? Yes.
660. How was that Association established ? A meeting of citizens was called to consider the want of
proper wharfage accommodation in this port, and the result was that, after two or three meetings, a
Committee was appointed, of which I was one, and that Committee worked at a considerable expenditure
of time and money for a long time. "When the matter was laid before Sir John Eobertson he asked for
some specific and clefinite proposition, which was made to him. Plans were called for by tender, and
premiums were offered. These plans were sent in and submitted to the Government.
651. Did you make any specific recommendation as to the nature of the improvements to be made ?
Simply that the wharfage should be improved; that it could only be definitely and properly improved in
view of future requirements by the resumption of the whole of the water frontages of Darling Harbour.
I think it was on the recommendation of the Committee that the Government asked Sir John Coode to
report. It was on the recommendation of the Committee that he came here. An estimate was made of
the probable cost, and it was submitted to the Government.
652. Do you recollect the amount ? No ; but it was proved to the satisfaction of practical men on that
Committee that it was a very feasible project, and that it would result in profit to the Government,- as
well as increased accommodation for the port.
653. Was it wholly on'the ground of probable sources of profit that the Committee recommended the
adoption of this scheme ? Not at all. The Committee wras appointed by citizens, wrho met to protest
against the want of wharfage accommodation.
654. And they recommended the resumption of the whole of those water frontages ? Yes.
655. Did they think that the commerce of the port would be better provided for in the bands of the
Government than in the hands of private individuals ? Yes ; that wras the opinion of a large number of
commercial men in Sydney.
656. Do you think that since then the Government frontages have been improved in the same proportion
as the frontages owned by private individuals ? Unquestionably some improvements have been made on
private properties since then, but the whole scheme was looked at more particularly with a view to the
future development of the port rather than with a view to immediate requirements, although there were
matters which required immediate adjustment. Many of the private wharves have since been largely
improved, and perhaps as far as their accommodation will permit. But that is uot wholly the case,
because there are a great many defects in them now.
.
657. But great improvements have taken place in the wharfage accommodation ? I would scarcely say
great improvements. Mere individual effort cannot result in any great national benefit.
658. Have the improvements been in keeping with the increased trade of the port ? That is perhaps
more than I can say.
659. Are you engaged now in mercantile pursuits ? Yes. I can only speak of this matter first of all
from an importer’s point of view. The firm I am connected with probably land 5,000 packages a year,
from the United Kingdom, chiefly ; a great many from China, and a few from the United States. For
want of sufficient accommodation we are frequently not only put to great inconvenience, but suffer serious
'
damage to our goods. Not only did we ourselves feel this, but other merchants also, and therefore the
meeting I have referred to was held, and action was taken by the Committee on behalf of the meeting.
660. "Was this a meeting of the citizens ? There were seventy or eighty prominent importers present.
661. It was not a general meeting of the public? No.
662. Have you given any attention to the proposed improvements at the Circular Quay ? No. I see the
plan now before this Committee.
663. Do yon think that the whole of them are necessary ? The three large mail companies will be
berthed on the eastern side.
•
664. Will there not also be large freight accommodation on the western side ? Yes. It is important to
know if they will be provided with sheds for the receipt of cargo.
665. That is the case. What is your opinion respecting that accommodation ? It will be necessary for
these sheds to cover the whole of the wharfage accommodation where the ships will be berthed. I say
that in view of damage sustained last week on the wharf through rain. We had to send tarpaulins, to'
cover our goods.
666. It is not shown on the plan, but I am told that there will be sheds along the whole length- What
is your opinion ? Looking at it from a merchant’s point of view, sheds are an absolute necessity.
667. There is® sufficient room for the purpose of enclosing the sheds, so that the goods will be protected
from damage ? That is our desire, of course.
668. It has been stated that a street runs down on the western side, and that it would prevent the possi
bility of sheds being constructed there ? Possibly so. It is most desirable that sheds should.be erected
in connection with the immediate discharge of ships. We have no docks here as they have in European
countries, from which ships can discharge at once into sheds prepared for their reception. Here we have
nothing of the kind, nor has private enterprise launched out largely in that direction. That is what
importers largely complain of. I presume there will be some sheds in connection with these wharves, and
it is an absolute necessity.
669. Are not a great many of the merchants here wharfowners themselves ? Yes.
670. Are your firm wharfowners ? No.
671. Have wharfage accommodation and properties increased largely in value during the last few years ?
No doubt they have.
672. As a State property, do you think the proposed improvements to the Circular Quay are absolutely
necessary ? Yes; a small basin like that cannot be indefinitely increased in its accommodation. There is
an absolute congestion of traffic in that small basin, and large ships completely block the way. I see that it
is proposed to move the Manly and other ferry boats towards the eastern side. That is a step in the right
direction, but it does not go half far enough ; the ferry boats should go outside of it altogether973,
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11. G. Vallack, gyg But on the whole do you think that .the proposed improvements are of a desirable character ?
674

I do.
Are you aware of the proposed expenditure on those works ? No.
.
'
Then you cannot give any detailed information as'to the'possihility of the amount being required ?
20 Sept., 1838.
of course I hold the opinion that money properly expended for absolute improvements is always
well spent, either by the Government or by private individuals.C76. Do you think that the trade of the port is gradually increasing ? Yes; imports and exports are
increasing.
- .
077. And are they likely to increase ? Yes; we build our faith on it.
7
67S. Mr. Qoi)eland^\ Have you an}'knowledge of the wharfage accommodation in other seaport towns?
Not technically ; only as I have seen it. I know many of the docks at London, Plymouth, and other
places. The English harbours have hardly any deep water-frontage, and’ docks are a necessity. They
have to excavate their docks. Here we have docks already formed, with deep water alongside. Not
simply for the protection of goods, but for the convenience of vessels they have had to excavate in England;
I have no technical knowledge of wharfage.
"
6/9. A.re you of opinion that the present wharfage accommodation here is’behind the wharfage accommor
dation of other parts of the world ? Most unquestionably. To be convinced of it you have only to see
what New Zealand has done in that way. Auckland, Timaru, and several other ports are under Harbour
Trusts. I may say in connection with this movement, which we took up on behalf of the merchants, we
did suggest to the Government that a Harbour Trust should be formed, and our impression was that a
Harbour Trust would be not only the best, but the only, efficient means of providing the necessary
accommodation. AYe did not contemplate that in the immediate future large and expensive works should
be constructed; but we looked forward to having all wurk done towmrds a given end; that a plan should
be decided upon, and that that plan should always be worked to. Eor instance, you can never by
independent individual effort get anything done towards facilitating transit of goods on the steep grades
grades at present existing behind the private wharves. Besides, the wharves, at present, are not continuous.
If you want to get from one wharf to another, you have-to travel 500 or 600 yards; whereas 50 yards or
less should be sufficient.
■
.
'
.
680. Do y on think that the present wharfage accommodation would suffice for twice the present population
of the Colony ? That involves another consideration. In days gone by, when sailing ships only came
here, taking three or four weeks to discharge a given quantity of goods, the wharfage accommodation
required was much larger than is now required, when steamers discharge a given quantity in three or four
days. If a Messageries Maritimes Oo.’s boat comes in too late on Saturday to lodge her manifest, work is
begun at half-past 12 on Sunday night and she clears out on Monday afternoon, after putting out 1,000
tons of cargo; A sailingehip, however, will lie at a wharf for three or four weeks, discharging and taking in
cargo. In answering this question, that has to be taken into consideration. AYe have to consider whether
or not the carrying trade of the future will not be mainly, if not altogether, carried on by steamers. If
the whole of the trade of this port were carried on by steamers—I am speaking now of the ocean-going
boats—I daresay.that one-third,of the wharfage accommodation would be sufficient, as compared with
what it should be if the trade were all carried on with sailing ships, which require so much more accom
modation, in consequence of the time they take in discharging and receiving cargo, during which time
they lie alongside the wharf.
’
. . .
’ - 681. Erom what you know of the progress in marine matters, are not the probabilities such that we are
more likely to have goods brought by steamers than by sailing vessels ? The steam accommodation for
the. carriage of goods from Europe is being increased every day. New companies are being formed, and
are building new ships.'
’
682. • Supposing these works were not carried on by the G-overnment, do you think there is any proba
bility of any congestion of traffic at all;—speaking of the next twelve or fifteen years, during which time
we may expect that the population will increase twofold, do you think that if the G-overnment did not
take these works in hand; but left it to private enterprise to meet the requirements of the port, there
would be any congestion of trade for want of wharfage accommodation? It is difficult to say; -Of
course if the Government could by one stroke obliterate the Circular Quay, and say that all that traffic must
be thrown into Darling Harbour or anywhere else, no doubt trade would be congested. AYith regard’to
the means of providing wharfage accommodation, I may say that not long since one of our largest con
tractors offered on behalf of a syndicate, formed or to be formed, or after consultation with great
capitalists, to carry out the works proposed if they could obtain powers from the Government. As a
guarantee they were prepared to deposit something like £100,000 or £150,000 for the completion of the
work.
.
.
.
683.-In what time would they. have completed those works? There would have been no necessity
for immediate completion. They would only complete the works as the requirements of the port woulddetermine. If, as we suggested, the Government resumed all those frontages, there would have been no
necessity, for a large and immediate outlay for the construction of wharves so much as for a general and
gradual-improvement as the requirements of the port would necessitate.
■684. Do you think the trade is not suffering from want of accommodation at present? No.
685. Do you think it is not likely to suffer for a few years to come allowing for the natural increase of
population? . Yes. The very fact of merchandise being brought here by steamer lessens the necessity
for additional wharfage accommodation immediately. .
.
686. Do you think the goods will be brought here in steamers in an increasing ratio ? Yes ; but as the
trade of the port expands so the necessity for accommodation will arise; I do not think we have tod
much accommodation for the shipping here.
.
.
687. Are you acquainted with the wharfage accommodation in Melbourne ? Not intimately. I know
tlm Yarra, AYilliamstown, and Sandridge. But I fancy they have a different system there. The ship’s
officer is no longer responsible when the goods are over the ship’s side. The responsibility is then taken
by the railway or some other authority. The goods landed in the Bay are not delivered from the ship’s
side to the merchants. They are brought to Melbourne by train.; they are lodged in sheds, and thence
delivered; I allude to the large ocean boats which do not go up the river.
688. Do you think there is an immediate necessity for the Government to enter into an expenditure of
£120,000 to provide additional wharfage accommodation? I would like to know if you mean the
improvement in wharfage accommodation contained in the plan before the Committee. There is scarcely
any additional accommodation provided by this proposed plan.
.
'
689.
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689. Will not improved accommodation give increased accommodation? Looking at this plan I do not
QvVillack,
think the accommodation is increased by 10 per cent. The Pitt-street wharf is in a dilapidated condition. .
’
690. I presume you are alluding particularly to the amount of space; but the accommodation will consist 2o"smb~"i888
in the increased number of ships and so forth? Quite so; I understand your question. _ I think the
p'
G-ov.ernment will be perfectly justified in any outlay of this character which will make a permanent
improvement in the accommodation of the harbour.
.
•
691. The Government may be justified, but do you think as a business man that the Government are
called upon to enter into the expenditure of £120,000 of public money to provide this proposed accom
modation? I will answer it in another way : If you were only to put this project before the public I
guarantee that you would get £100,000—the value of the wharf—taken up in shares in seven days. The
possibility of the requirements of the port, and the natural accommodation and facilities afforded by
Sydney Cove are just simply incalculable. The Government will be perfectly justified in incurring this
expenditure. As I said just now, the extra wharfage accommodation is not very much, but the necessity
for sheds does certainly exist, and they should be erected. The old wharf on the western side is very
dilapidated, and will have to be renewed in some form or another very soon. I do not think it would be
extravagance to spend £120,000 on the accommodation. It is money well spent.
692. Mr. Kethel.'] I understand you to say that the cause of the formation of the Wharfage Improvement
Association was the fact that the firm with which you are connected and others had suffered serious loss
by damage to goods when discharging from ships ? Tes.
‘
•
693. From what cause? Because there was no accommodation on the wharves. Goods were often, even
on the Circular Quay, landed in a mud pool until they were taken away by the carts. Then there was
such a congestion of ships that it was impossible to get them away. '
694. Does that remark apply to the Circular Quay or to the private wharves ? To the private wharves and
the Circular Quay as it did exist.
.
• '
.
695. Then in your opinion all wharves for discharging general cargo should be covered by shelter
.
sheds ? Tes.
'
•
.
'
696. Would that meet your objection? Tes.
.
.
697. Tou are aware, I presume, that-'the tendency of the improvements at the Circular Quay and other
Government wharves is to draw the traffic of the port away from the private to the public wharves ?
I can scarcely say that. This is the only improvement suggested by the Government that I know of,
except at Pyrmont. What the result of that will be is an unknown quantity.
•,
698. We have it in evidence that the Circular Quay traffic has improved considerably in quantity during
the last year or two. We have it also stated in evidence by a gentleman connected with the private
wharves that many of the private -wharves used for the purposes of foreign shipping are idle for half the
year. Under those circumstances do you think it is- justifiable on the part of the Government to expend
more money to attract the trade of the port to public wharves, and thereby impoverish- private wharf
owners and render their properties unprofitable ? The Government is already possessed of this property.
It is not as if the Government purchased this property for the purpose of coming into competition with
private wharfowners. It is already their property, and in the interests of the port they are Ijound to
improve it.
.
,
699. Mr. Campbell^] What was the reason for recommending the Government to resume the private
wharves ? Because it was the general opinion of merchants—and I believe it would be found to be their
opinion to-day if they were canvassed—that no one but the Government, or a body such as a Harbour _
Trust, with powers delegated from the Government for resumption, could ever satisfactorily complete the'
wharfage accommodation, as a continuous wharfage accommodation, for this .port.' I do not think any
private effort will ever make it what it should be made.
,
700. Do you think that because the private owners do not provide the necessary accommodation, therefore
the Government should take the matter into its hands ? Tes. The private owners have awakened to. a
sense of their responsibility. A few years ago there was an iniquitous system of arranging for, ships to
come to inaccessible wharves. I have seen ships waiting twenty days for a berth arranged in England
before they ever sailed. The particular wharf, on account of the large amount of rebate given, was already
full, and there was no room for the ship when she arrived, so that £20,000 or £40,000 worth of goods had
to lie idle for three weeks.
701. Was that in the case of private wharves ? Tes.
702. Was that one of the reasons ? Tes ; it was one of the reasons. There came into connection with our
arguments—although we did not trouble ourselves with it—the question of railway accommodation for
the city. I believe the two will work together. I am not only expressing a private opinion, but also an
' opinion expressed by many merchants with whom the Committee of which I was a member came in contact.
We spent probably £1,500, and lots of our own money as well as our time, to work out this inquiry to. a
satisfactory issue, and to bring it to a focus, and we were supported by' donations from most of the
merchants in the city. I daresay I could produce a list of men who gave £10 or £20 two or three times
over in furtherance of the object we had in view. I think it shows that those engaged in importing all
'
suffer from the want of accommodation. I think sixty or seventy importing firms subscribed to this object.
■
7,03. Was'the effect of your action to have the private wharves improved ? I think it was.
.
,
704. Mr. Garrard.] With regard to this new wharf, at the Circular Quay, you are aware that on the
eastern side it is proposed to berth the three mail steamers. Do you think it is desirable that with the
shipments to and fro from the mail steamers coal should be dealt with in any way by unloading it in
close proximity to the steamers ? It can be only a private opinion, and it can carry no other weight.
Small vessels have always had a berthing place in the south-east corner of the Cove. I would ‘ like to
know if it is intended to do away with that.
•.
705. It is intended to take the outer end of the P. & O. Co.’s Wharf, where there is 120 ft. to spare, and
to use it for the unshipping of coal from small colliers. What is your opinion on that ? I would no.t
have'made provision for such accommodation ; but I do not really know what are the requirements of coal
in the immediate neighbourhood.
'
'
■
706. What I want to know is your opinion as to whether it is undesirable to have coal traffic closely
associated with those mail steamers which have so much passenger accommodation ? I should have
thought myself that it was undesirable.
.
,
.....
.. .
707. Mr. Suttor.] Would not the recommendations made by your Committee really give the Government
a monopoly of all the wharfage accommodation in Sydney ? Certainly it would, but it would have been
12—D
*
taken
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W* ?f 1^© hands of the GroYernment by the appointment of a Harbour Trust. Harbour Trusts
exist in many ports, arid one is largely at work in Melbourne'.' ' Such trusts ’ have carried out tbeir work
20'gept.' 1888 very s||fi®fapf9i’^y i11 New Zealand, and in parts of the United Kingdom.' Even if it did take the work
- away from private wharfowners thejr would get a quid pro quo.' There is a hardship in depriving a man
6f his own private property; still private wharfowners, like others, have to give way for the general good.
Hardships would ensue, possibly, but X think that the quid pro quo for the resumption of the property
would be satisfactory in most instances. A great deal of the wharfage property in Sydney is simply that
which has been cribbed from the sea. Mr. John Young,' who was one of our committeemen, pointed out
GOD or 700 ft., reb'laimed without saying “by your leave, or with your leave” for the harbour, and it is
held'by a man having ho more title to it than I have.
,
'
/OS. Has not private competition to some extent been in favour of importers and shipowners? I do not
s9’
my part as an individual, I have never known anyone who would grumble at having to pay
a fair charge for any accommodation that might be given, if the wharfage rates are fixed by the Government.
If the wharfage rates are not sufficient to pay for the accommodation required, I do not think the
merchants would grumble at having to pay what is equitable, fair, and sufficient. '
'
;
709. We have been told here that in consequence of the rebates allowed by the private wharfowners
some pressure was brought to bear on the Government to make reductions as well ? Erom reports in
the papers and so on, I have sben that it has been the case, and I believe that since then the Government
and the private wharfowners have agreed not to allow any rebate "at 'all. 'That is what I complained of
just now : That some few years ago arrangements were'made' in Eoiidon for goods to eoirie to' certain
wharves here without any regard to their suitability : and if you were engaged in importing or landing
many goods in this port, and they were put down at an inaccessible wharf where the gradients were'very
steep and the accommodation very slender, I think you worild kick ‘as'well as we" did. ‘ The "rebates were
made to a veiy large extent to the charterers or owners of the ships to send them to particular wharves”
debates I believe were given to the amount of GO per cent, on the ordinary wharfage rates, which showed
either-that the wharfowners were receiving too rimeh under ordinary circumstances, or that they were
losing money by the arrangements which they made, which is not a reasonable view to take. There is'
evidence that the rates charged were sufficient for a reasonable amount of accommodation. '
l£etliel.~\ Are you aware of the wharfage rates charged by the Harbour Trust in Melbourne,
mpiplji-for landing goods on the wharf without shelter ? Our Committee did obtain that information, but
I do riot remember it. The conclusion which-We came to roughly was that ohr wharfage rates'Ere fair,
perhaps not excessive, but tending that way rather than the btheri’
’ ' '
,
-^re ^ou net aware that the wharfage rates in Melbourne are more than double those of Sydney,
End sometimes treble? I am not in a position to say. I do not know of my owri knowledge that
they are. .......................
'
'
■
•
■
■■■
'
•
•
712. Is it not one feature of the Harbour Trust in Melbourne that whilst not giving the slightest
a666mmodation to'importers, the charges come to something like 5s. per ton during the present "year—
JPt knowledge °f that ? No. I have never heard complaints against the wharfage rates here as
beipg ari. any way.excessive. In connection with the movement vvitli which I was ‘ associated, we never
heard that as a grievance from merchants or importers. After a comparison made with the rates charged
in various ports, and estimating them all round, the impression remained with me that our wharfage rates
ahe about a fair'thing. ‘
'
'
• '
' •• •'
’n
^ ever strike you, in arriving at those averages, that the rates charged in Sydney, private and
llBi ^
I?8®
in ^“7 other part of the world ? 1' do not think so! I am riot prepared to deny the
statement, but speaking’from the general impression on my mind I do riot thirik that is the case. I do not
think any objection would be inade to increased wharfage rates if increased accommodation were given.-' ’
714. Arq yoq acquainted with the Grafton wharf ? Yes. '
' '
:
'" ’
'
■
^-5. To you know any other wharf anywhere that possesses greater facilities or accommodation than the
wharf, With the exception of a heavy lifting crarie?. I was about to observe that there is an
.absence of any appearance of a lifting crane in connection with this'scheme of the Government. I did
jt’ ^©cause in all probability this wharf will be engrossed by steamefs. As they have the
power ip.'themselves to put heavy weights over the side, they do not perhaps require the assistance of a
hydraulic or other crane: But sailing vessels, not having the same appliances as steamers, would require
such assistance. There is an absence of such accommodation in this plan. The Grafton Wharf has
been wonderfully improved of late years. But there is' a very steep gradient from'there up to the city. :
,
,6nly in the case of one or two streets ? The Committee to which I have referred intended that
brie principal object of resumption would be the reduction of those gradients.
! ’ '
T'17. You plludej just now to the fact that it is your opinion, as one who has taken an active part in the
Improvement Association, inovenient, that the extension, of the railway into the city and its
connection, with the wharves should form part of a harbour scheme ? We were not appointed to consider
that, puestiph, but it naturally cropped up; and when the design for the wharves which was, worked
put by. Mr. Sphultze, Civil Erigineer, was perfected, there was provision made to bring the railway
't})® ^harves in' Darling Harbour. Of course'the Railway Department, we presumed, would
have to pay the cost of construction, and bear a proportion of the cost of the accoinmodation given when
the resumption took place, if it ever came about.
’
'
:
■'
■
■
yriu tbipk it would be wise on the part of the Government, in view of the anticipated extension
.
j'Nri city and the foreshores, to defer for a time these improvements to the Circular Quay
in oraer that- they ini^ht be made to harmonize betfer with the railway ? Ho. ' I 'think tlie day will comb
of 'the port will be in touch with the railway ; but I would not defer the one until'the
other is an accomplished fact.
'
' '
"
'
'
1 . c- - . ■
^9. Was that plan of Mr. Schultze’s got up at the request of the Association ? W® called for com■pbtitfye designs; giving 100 guineas for the first prize, arid fifty guineas for the second. It Was not
reinuneratiori sufficient for the labour bestowed on -the' designs, but they were worked out by competent
geritlemeri with'the view of'gaining some ecto.
"
' ' '
‘
'"
'
720. Was Mr. Schultze’s the prize design? Yes.
r'-ri
^ a,wa,re
the design if carried out would reduce by two-thirds the wharfage accommodation
ot Darling Harbour as compared with the present accommodation.'? That is riot true. Although this design
was put forward by our Association in consequence of Sir J. Robertson’s request that we should submit
'
" something
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something tangible in the shape of a suggestion, we did not dictate or attempt to dictate to the (govern- • G-. Vallack,
. Esq.. ' •
ment on any particular point. We simply suggested that in the ahsence(of a better plan being proposed
something of this kind would meet the-recjuirements of the port. We did noi say that it was not capable 20 Sept.,1888.
of improvement.
•
. :
, ,
,
.
' '
., I xj T'u-‘
722. Are you aware whether Sir John Coode-has ever reported on the scheme r I believe, that -pir. John
Coode. asked for certain information from the Government. Sir John Coode in my presence said, he had.
'spent two whole days in going down the eastern side of Darling Harbour examining the wharves, fie was
then provided by us with the levels of the various streets below Sussex-street, adjoining those wharves.
r
• r.i . m— tt-h u—
ivTotm-p . TTa then r«riiiirftd further mtormationi
would leave the matter in the hands of the Government to furnish him-with certain data. I believe his
request is pigeon-holed in the Government Departments to this day, and it was-never taken .notice ot. 723! Ar. '(xarrardi] As it is intended by the Government, wharf authorities to keep the berths where tpe
P. & 0. Co.’s boats are. now moored for cargo sailing vessels, do you not think it would be desirable to
have some mechanical appliances there for lifting heavy weights ? Unquestionably that is the case, that
'does not aiiply to the berths where the steamers go.
,
, v. . •
' - ,
724. Is it very desirable, seeing that heavy weights come by sailing vessels, to have biting appbances
there.?,. Tes.
.
. ,
:
.
,
..
. v ij--;-i. ji'- 'f U■''U
725. Chairman] Tou say that your firm imports largely;—do you ever send goods direct trom the ship s
side to the interior ? Ho j very seldom. .. r,
£ ■’
'
726. Do you ever have produce sent through your house to the interior ? We are not agents ot produce;
'occasionally we do.
, . '
.
i .. . .
'
T .......... J. i i t ■. /C
727. Do you ever send wool direct from the interior ? .That is more than. I can answer, it is nv6 or six
years ago since we made a speculation in w'pol. -We^hipjfed 300 bj 400 h.ales.^ ..
,
72^. Do. you ever export tallpw, hides',i preserved, meatshor ahything of that sort ?. ^No.^ . - , • ’ * —
729. if the railway'system were carried to the Circular Quay and the other whar.ves;( as proposed,,,do,you
think goods would be sent from the .shipjs side generally to the interior ? . That necessity grpW(S-every
day. The importers who get their goods direct from the ship’s side -to the inland t$owns are growing in
number every day. I suppose, there wp.uld be ten instances of goods- going in tjlat waytp one instance
twelve or fifteen years ago. I have no data to go upon,.. I know there is a very large number of importing
firms! Whether goods go through agents or merchants matters not. They go direct from the ship s side
to.the interior.., The number of these firms is growing every day. .
•;
.
7;3C). Wh'at is their number do you think ? 1 think it would be impossible to tell. ^
731. Are there halfja-dozen whose places of business, are in the interior ? I-could name score's.
v
’732. Who,import largely ? That is capable of expansion or contraction.^-. The bulk is notlarge, J .dare
say; but it is growing. There are six firms in the interior who would probably import, (say) 300 or
40.0 tpns a year, and several who would import smaller; quantities from 50 tons to 150 or 200-tpnsv-. , 733. Would they import directly and independently of Sydney irierehahts ? No ; many of them through
'Sydney merchants. ,
.
■ . ■
..
;
- I".rCi >')
ti734. Tt is a mutual advantage to the Sydney merchant and the importer m the interior that the goods
should go direct ? Tes.
_
.
.
US'o. Therefore the Sydney merchant is a party, to it ?, Tes.
_
..
......... .
.. .
736. It is not done independently by the country .storekeeper ? It is ; blit the. merchant is qm ijgent m
this matter very likely. . Either he may have a direct monetary interest in the goods which, arp being
forwarded, the transactions taking place through him, or he. may be simply ah agent for the receipt and
forwarding of the goods. But the number of importing firms in the interior towns is increasing every day.
737. It has been stated that, at certain times in the year! the wharfage accommodation is more than e's's.eiitial
for the requirements of the port;—is that the case ? I am hot competent to give an opinion upon that
point.
738. Is, not the shipping trade a, fluctuating one P ,Tes.
U • ..a--73'9’., .At pertain times of the year are there not a great many more vessels here than at other times, such
as during the wool season ? Tes both in exporting, and importing there are seasons of the year when
there is a greater demand for tonnage than at other seasons.
, _ ,
.
;
J «. i. ...
74*6'. In those busy seasons it is essential to have suitable accommodation ?, Tes., I take it. that the large
■ wool stores built by Hill & Co., by Mort & Co.', and Harrison, Devlin, & Co., apd others,.lie idle for.a
large portiqn of the year; but they have to provide accommodation for,the busy season when it cpmps^ . •
741. With reference to the project- you .spoke of,,.to, which, yoiir Association gave the first,prize, was at
’ provided in ;M!r. Schultze’s plan that there should be railway coinmuiiicatioh with all the wharves in
Darling Harbour ? Tes.................. ............. , .. s ,. .
-. .
0
' * . .4-,
742'. So,that,it did occur, tp you,that,there should b,e that accommodation for all the wharves ,. , It \youid
be a. wonderfill convhhiepbe to .all, cohcefned. Buf.it Was not simply cbhfinqd td.fhat’. A roadway was to
li’aye lieeh formed in connectioii with .those T^arygs leading direct to the railway. Accommodation dor a
roadway 120 feet wide was provided fqi; in thatp.ran, to run alongside thejWharyes^. Of course the rajlw.ay
scheme was shown in connection with the inq,d,ei in thp^useumj,, but it. was no part of the scheme r'elerfed
to.the Committee which was appqintod to cpnsi,der, wharfage improvement.
. ( . ( . .
...
to
743. Then in fact the road accommodation had as much to do with it as the railway accommodation,. , Ine
road accommodation was part of our plan • not so the railway accomniodation. The. railway accommodalapn
had nothing to do with us, but the roadway was part of our plan, because the resumption contemplated
the erection of warehouses in connection with the wharves.
.......................
. . i- ■, l-i;: ,
744., jf railway communication, were carried into the city as asked for, do you, think it is-essential that
the railway accommodation should be conveyed to. the different wharves as proposed in. that plan,. -L do
think so. Although it was not included in our first idea, I do not think there was any member ot the
Association who did not give his adhesion to it.
,
.....
745. Eor the purposes of export, and import ?, Tes; for the free transpprt of goods.
•• .
,
746. Do you think that goods would come direct to the different wharves to go to England, America, or
Antwerp P Facilities for transport always increase business.
747. It would increase if you had the accommodation ? Tes ; it would focus there.
■. , •
..
748. In the meantime you would have the road.s leading to the wharves', and the merchants would get a
direct benefit from the road communication ? Tes.
.
-------------------------------------- -

-

'
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Mv.-A. Gonil. M. Andre Conil, Principal Agent for. the Compagnie des Messageries Maritimes, sworn and examined :—
20Sept., 1888.Ohairman^]

Are you the agent of the Messageries Maritimes Co. in Sydney? Tes.
Have you been acting in that capacity for some years ? Tes ; for six years.
.
751. Do your vessels trade between here and Marseilles ? Tes ; and they go on to Noumea from here.
•
752. Do you berth your vessels at the Circular Quay ? Tes.
■
,
753. Have you seen the plan of improvements now before this Committee? No. I wrote to the G-overnment last.July asking for an extension of the Messageries Maritimes wharf to 540 feet. ~We have now
490 feet. I proposed an extension to 540 feet, because the Company are building four or five new
steamers which will be 500 feet long. They will be running next year.
754. How many ? Dive new steamers for the Australian line. The present wharf cannot receive those
new steamers. I see on the plan before the Committee a recess in the wharf which will be very inconvenient
for the new steamers when they are coming to or leaving the wharf. I think they should widen the
■
•
present wharf a certain distance, say 20 or 25 feet.
.
755. Is that part of the present project ? Captain Jackson some time ago showed me a tracing which I
now produce.' Our present wharf is 490 feet long. It will be necessary to extend it to 540 feet and to
widen the wharf, because there is not enough water. It will have to be dredged; but if you widen the
wharf there will be sufficient depth of water without dredging. It will then be very easy to come to and
leave the, wharf. ' "With the recess now shown on the plan it will be very 'difficult.
'
755|. Have you recommended that to the authorities ? Tes.
756. -To whom ? To Captain Jackson who gave me this. plan. He toldmeit was the intention of the Govern
ment to widen the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s wharf, and to extend it sufficiently to accomodate the
■
new steamers. . As it is proposed on this plan, however, it will be dangerous for the steamers.
757. Where are the new steamers being built? In the dockyard of the company near Marseilles.
All the steamers of the company are built in their own dockyard.
■
758. Have you found your trade here increasing ? Tes ; we are satisfied.
759. Do you think that the trade of this port generally is increasing ? Tes.
.
.
760. And that it is likely to go on increasing ? Certainly. Since the beginning of the Messageries Mari
times Co.’s service the trade increases every year.
• .
,
761. Have your company had any reason to regret their .enterprise? No; the. company has this year
renewed its contract for fifteen years.
762.-. Do you get a subsidy from your Government ? Tes ; for fifteen years.
/
763.. Have you any other subsidy besides that ? Tes; we have a subsidy for the Brazilian line; for the
Mediterranean, Japan, and different places.
'
■
•
1
764. Do you pay the Government here an annual rental for the use of your wharf? Tes; we pay .the
Sydney Government £2,500 for the shed and wharf.
7,65. Do you collect wharfage rates and other, dues? The company does not. When I proposed an
extension of the wharf the Government replied to me: “We will extend the wharf, and the company
will pay a.proportionate rent according to the expense for extension.”
766. ■ Do you know why the proposed improvement that you suggested has not been recommended ? No.
767. Mr. MumpheryThe plan you now show will not provide you with the accomodation you require? No.
, 768. Mr. Watson.1 As a matter of fact if the plan now before us is recommended by this Committee you
will be unable to berth your new steamers ? It will be possible, but very dangerous.
769. With a vessel requiring 540ft. will it not be impossible to lie alongside of 490ft. ? Tes ; it is
impossible. The Government have proposed to extend it.
■
7.70.. Chairman.] Tou will have to back your steamers in ? Tes.
•
7.71. Under the proposed arrangement can you berth your new steamers ? Certainly not, for if the plan
proposed by the Government were maintained, our steamers would have great difficulty in coming alongside
. and leaving the wharf, and the operation would be dangerous.
.
°
772. Supposing the P. and O. Company’s steamer is lying at the new wharf could you possibly berth one
of your new steamers in the place set apart for it on this plan ? It would be possible, but it would be
dangerous. We should certainly be damaged.
•
.
773. Mr. Suttor.] Por the proposed accommodation would you be prepared to pay extra rent ? Certainly.
When I wrote to the Government they replied asking that I should j)ay a rent proportionate to the expense
they were put to in providing the additional accommodation. I pay £2,500 a year for 490 feet, and I want 40
or 50 feet more,, and I will certainly pay for it in proportion to the expense incurred by the Government.
774. Have you informed the Government of that ? Tes. The Colonial Treasurer wrote to me, and I wrote
.to him that I am prepared to pay.
775- Have you received any reply ? • No ; the Government told me when I-asked for an extension that
they were prepared to make the extension, but that the Company must pay rent in proportion. I have
accepted that. I have received a letter from Captain Jackson stating that the Orient Company have applied
fpr an extension of their wharf by 100 feet, and that that extension can only be done in a northerly
direction in front of my company’s wharf. I have replied to that letter stating that if the extension is
■ made.only on one side it will be inconvenient for our steamers, and that it would be better to extend the
Orient Company’s wharf 50 feet on one side and 50 feet on the other.
Captain Jackson told me some
days ago that the. Government has decided to put 50 feet on each side.
.
776. Mr. Garrard.] What is the beam of your vessels ? Thirty-five feet.
777. Mr. Copeland.] .Are you inconvenienced at your present. wharf ? No ; because there is nothing
before the steamer.
%
'
778. As a matter of fact you are not inconvenienced ? When the P. & 0. Co’s, steamer is before us it
will be very difficult to come in.
'
7,79. Chairman.] Tour new.steamers will be.much larger ? Tes; very much larger; like the steamer Ormuz.
The present steamers will be sent’to China. The first new steamer will arrive here m July or August nextyear.
780. Do you take merchandise aswell as passengers from here? Tes; the steamer is always full of
merchandise.
.
'
.
781. Do you take much wool? . Chiefly wool, for various places—Marseilles, London, and other places.
782. How do you send the goods to London; do you tranship them?
We have a cargo boat from
Marseilles to London for goods only. When the steamer arrives at Marseilles the steamer, tranships the
goods for London.
'
'
783. And to other ports as well? .. Tes.
.
.
784. Do you bring any goods back again to this Colony in return ? Tes; merchandise ; th^ steamers-are
always full.
'
'
' '
785. Prom all ports ? Tes ; from London, Belgium, and everywhere.
George
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.George Alfred..Tillett, Esq., Assistant Engineer for Harbours and Rivers, sworn and further examined:—
. ,
78G’. Chairman^] Have you had a great deal to do with the proposed improvements at Circular Quay ? Yes. &■. ATUletfc,
787. What is your office ? Assistant Engineer for Harbours and Rivers.
•
788. Do you make any of the surveys of these proposed works ? Ho.
20 Sept., 1888.
789. Who actually made the surveys ? An officer of the Department named Halligan.
’ ,
790. The project has been recommended I suppose by the Harbour Master ? Principally by the Harbour
Master or Captain Jackson.
■
...
791. Has your attention been called to the accommodation required by the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s
service ? Yes.
'
• •
v
792. Has it been pointed out to you that the steamers the company are now building are very much
larger than the steamers they now use ? It has been pointed out that the largest vessel they would.
robably bring into port would be 500 feet long.
■ _
^
_
93. Could those vessels be accommodated sufficiently by the project now before this Committee ? I think
.
so, without any difficulty.
794. What is the length of the wharf frontage proposed to be given to them ? At present it is 480 feet.
795. Their new vessels will be 500 feet long ? Yes.
_
_
796. Do you think the wharf frontage will accommodate vessels 500 feet long ? The proposition is to
allow the Messageries Maritimes Co. to occupy a portion of the new berth now being constructed for the
P. & 0. Co.’s steamers, whereby the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s steamers will have 530 feet frontage. >
.
That is to the north of the berth occupied by them at present. 1
.
797. How can that be done;—will not the bow of the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s boat protrude over the
other wharf ? It will be part of the wharf now shown in red on the plan, which is being erected for the
P. & 0. Co. There is a slight pencil line showing where the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s steamer will
extend to. There is sufficient rounding in the bow of the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s steamer to fit into
the recess shown in the wharf on the plan.
798. Mr. Kethel.'] By how many feet will the proposed extension of the Orient Co.’s present berth
encroach upon the berth of the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s steamers ? If you look at it from that point
of view we should be depriving them of 25 feet.
.
799. And the present length they have is 480 feet? Yes.
800. That will reduce the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s berth to 455 feet ? There is only 40 feet taken
from them, not 50 feet. ,
.
801. Chairman.'] How many actual feekwill the Messageries Maritimes Co. have when the extension of
the Orient Co.’s wharf is taken off ? ,460 feet actually. That is looking at it from Mr. Kethel’s point of
view. He assumes that we take away part of the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s wharf, whereas we do not
actually take any of their frontage. There is plenty of room for the vessel to back in and occupy the
whole length of the wharf alluded to.
'
•
.
802. What is the beam of the steamer ? 45 feet.
.■
803. How can you take.in a vessel of that beam into a recess of 40 feet;—you are to deprive the vessel
of at least 30 feet of wharfage ; that will leave her only 450 feet;—the new steamers will be 500 feet
long and will require a wharf space of 540 feet ? Mr. Kethel has taken 500 feet to be the length of the
taffrail, whereas the level of the wharf is below the vessel, so that the edge of the taffrail may be taken
over the edge of. the wharf.
■
'
•
804. Mr. Garrard^] At low water would not the rail be level with the wharf. ? Never.
805. Mr. Watson.] There will be only 460 feet for the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s steamer when you:
take off 40 feet ? No; 440 feet.
’
806. Supposing they bring here vessels 500 feet long, how are they to be berthed in that space ? ’ By
allowing the vessels to project along the wharf now being built for the P. & 0. Co.
'
807. Then there would be 60 feet to be taken from the P. & 0. Co.’s Wharf ? Yes.
,
808. What distance would the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s steamer be from the wharf to allow her to lie ' ■
along there ? The bows of the vessel would fit into the angle.
'
809. Would the round of the vessel fit in there ? Practically she could not lie close to the wharf.
810. Mr. Garrard.] How much would it cost to run out a wharf on the echelon principle for the
Messageries Maritimes Co.’s line, so as to do away with that provision in the plan for an angle ? I could
not state it exactly without some measurement.
.811. Mr. Kethel.] Would it be much expense to so far depart from the present design as to make an
echelon wharf, as suggested by Mr. Garrard, in order that the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s boat might
overlap the P. & 0. Co.’s Wharf in the same way as the Orient Co.’s boat will overlap the Messageries
Maritimes Co.’s wharf;—is the bottom rock or mud ? Two or three feet of mud with rock underneath it.
The proposal you speak of has been gone into, and this matter of berthing the French vessel, as proposed
'
on the plan, has been approved of by Captain Jackson, who has to do with the berthing of vessels. He is
fully convinced that the proposed arrangement will meet all the requirements.
812. Are you aware that the agent of the Messageries Maritimes Co. has protested against this
arrangement, and declares that it is not sufficient ? I am not aware of that.

?
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The Committee further considered the proposed Improvements to the Circular Quay.
Captain Henry Pettit, Harbour Master at Sydney, sworn and further examined :—
.
SI'S.'Chairman.] Are you the Harbour Master of the Port of Sydney? Yes; I have held that office for Jlaptain
H. Pettit.
some years.
814. Have you had considerable experience in matters relating to the berthing of the vessels and the
“
general 20 Sept., 1888.
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general moment of the trade connected with the shipping in the port ? Tes ; for the best part of my
life I have been connected with the harbour work.
20Sept.,1888.
reference to the evidence you gave a few evenings ago, we are anxious to have from you some
•'
* ' expression of opinion as to an apparent difficulty which has cropped up with regard to the accommodation
for the Messageries Maritimes Co. under the proposed improvements. Wehave been examining M. Conil,
the agent of the Company, and he complains that the accommodation proposed to be given to him will not
be sufficient for the large vessels the company are now building. Are you aware that they are building
vessels larger than those now used J? Tes, I have heard that that is the case.
.
816. Do you know the length of their boats which come here at the present time ? 430 feet.
817. The new boats will be 500 feet long ? 515 feet I have been told; 500 feet between the perpen
diculars.
_
818. We have been told in evidence that they are likely to have their large boats here in the .course of a
few months. In that case do you think that the proposed accommodation would be sufficient to meet
the requirements of the new steamers ? I do not think the present wharf would be suitable for them in
its present state.
,
'
819.. What is the length of their present wharf? The available length they have got is .under 500 feet.
They have a small portion at the southern end taken up with a landing stage, and the available length of
the wharf is, I suppose, about 480 feet.
.
820. In that case it would be impossible to accommodate vessels 500 feet or over 500 feet long ? It might
accommodate their hatches, but a portion of the steamers would be projecting over the boundary of their
present wdiarf into shallow water.
821. The bowsprit ? The present class of steamers have straight stems, with nothing protruding from
the stem.
822. Tinder these circumstances do you think that the proposed design would be sufficient for those
large vessels ? Not the present Messageries Maritimes Co.’s berth. They will be larger and will draw
more water, and at the northern end of their berth there is only about 15 feet of water at loty spring
tides. At present they are kept off some 20 feet forward to keep them in sufficient water, even with their
-present light draught. If their larger boats take in their coal and load to 22 feet they would have to be
kept some distance out to prevent them from taking the ground. There would be considerable distance
between the steamer and the wharf. She would not touch the wharf at the northern end.
823. The agent of the Messageries Maritimes Co. suggested the propriety of accommodation being pro
vided for him by building out some distance on the echelon principle south of the P. & O. Cols berth, so
as to .allow the bow of his vessel to overlap the P. & 0. Co.’s steamer in front ? That would make the
wharf more easy of access, for I understand from the plan that there is a small portion left between the
Messageries Maritimes Co.’s wharf and the proposed new wharf for the P. &, 0. Co. for the accommoda
tion of small vessels. It will always be a source of trouble to the Messageries Maritime,s Co.’s boat,
because it will be taken up by coal-laden vessels. If the wharf were taken out in the northern corner on
'
the echelon principle I think it would be far. better. At the present time we have a great deal of difficulty
in keeping the steamer’s propeller clear of the wharf. We have to let go an anchor and,ease the steamer
m forward. Even with a light breeze from the westward we have great difficulty in berthing the steamer
safely.
824. It is your duty to see that these vessels are properly berthed ? It is part of my duty. Others may
do it, but I am responsible. There are only three of us—myself and two assistants—and we have to do
the whole of the removal work of the harbour.
825. Supposing that these proposed improvements were carried out, and the P. & 0. Co.’s wharf and the
Orient Co.’s wharf were occupied, and you had to find a berth for the large vessels of the Messageries
Maritimes Co., could you do it with the arrangements as now proposed ? I daresay it could be done by
keeping the bow of the Erench steamer sufficiently far off with an anchor.
826. How would you do it ? I should let go an anchor, and not let her bow go near the wharf.
827. Would not that be dangerous ? Not dangerous, but inconvenient.
,
828. Would it not be dangerous in ease of a storm? No. With a chain out, and a good anchor and
fastening it would be perfectly secure. But there would be a lot of waste space, and there would be
water between the ship and the wharf.
829. Then on the whole do you think that even with the proposed present arrangement there would not be
much danger in berthing the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s boats ? No.
830. Do you think it would be better if the plan were altered as already described ? Tes ; a great deal
better.
831. Can you form an estimate of the probable cost of the alteration ? I cannot.
832. Would it necessitate building out behind the P. & 0. Co.’s wharf ? It would not interfere with the
water space in the Cove, because the northern end of the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s berth lies in an
indent. If you berthed a ship of the stated tonnage and draft, in order to keep her in deep water, you
would have to keep her bow out, and you would get no benefit from that part of the wharf.
833. As a man of large nautical experience, do you think it would be desirable to build out the wharf in
the manner proposed ? Tes ; I think it would be a great improvement for the Messageries Maritimes
Co.’s berth.
834. Do you think that it would be a more complete work ? Tes. The P. & O. Co.’s boats could moor
inside the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s boat’s bow.
835. Of course you are aware that the company occupying this wharf pays largely for it, and would be
prepared to pay a larger return on the increased outlay if it gets the accommodation asked for ? It will
be a very beneficial thing for the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s berth if it were built out as suggested at
the northern end. I do not know how it would affect the new wharf for the P. & 0. Co., but it
would be a very great improvement for the Messageries Maritimes Co.
836. Do you think that the space of the P. & 0. Co. would be affected by it ? No. It would cause them
to build a little further out. I do not see how it could affect the P. & O. Co.
837. Their position would be exactly the same as it is now? Tes.
838. Mr. Garrard.'] Are you aware that the Orient Co. complains of a want of sufficient wharfage to work
their hatches, and that, to meet their complaint, this proposed addition is to be made ? Tes.
839. If the plan of an echelon wharf, which has beem suggested to you, were carried out, is there anything
to prevent the Orient Co. from having 90 feet instead of 50 feet;—is it not simply a question of taking it to
the
‘ A
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the northward provided there is sufficient berthing space for the P. & Q. boats? ffihe further out you
bring the Cfrierit C.o.’s wharf the greater will thd'indent be into which the Messageries Maintimes Co.’i
boat'will have to'be backed, and it will be all the more difficult to keep the propelldfs' clear.' ' '"'l'' i
^
310. There is. 120 feet'of space more than is required by the'Messageries Maritimes Co. and the P. & 0Cb., so that fhe Orient Co'.’s wharf might be lengthened at the "northern end ? Tes. ’
’
841. Is it more desirable to lengthen the Orient Oo.’s wharf at the northern than at the southern end,
Because'•leh'g'theniilg'the'southern end "would’interfere with''other'vessels’? "Yes'; the northern •dhct
wqu|d behett'ef.1 '
" ''
’
‘
'
'
• "*
1
4!ta
8'42.1‘ WhaJi’is the beam of the P. & 0. Co.’s boats ? 50 feet.
843. '
........................

P.&p.

,

_

_

_

A1.?-'

PaP'-aia
'TjJltlh
20g' t
't’-'-'/'i!
■

844. "Wbuld' t!hdt’"be' better “Tor ’ getting the vessel in and biit ?’’' Yes.' I would" 'not'’" recommend" too much'
projection’ait the northern end of the- Prient Co.’s wharf." Haiiling up a steamhr with‘twin1 screws in a
narrow space would make it very risky for the propellers.
" ' ’
' ' '
' ' .........■ '
^
845.'"If thf'w6re ’keft square pdb hot see how’that could occur? That is true.
846. Mr!' Sydney‘Smith.'] What is’the depth of water at" the south end of tlie P.! &! P. Co.’s new wharf?.
It is shallow water, and it will have to he deepened considerably.
’‘ ■
S47r What ■ il1 "the present depth ? At the northern end pf the present Messageries Maritimes Cq.’.s
wbarftbefe is 14''or' 15" feet "of'water'at low waiter spring tides’. It is f6cky''formati0h alfaloU" thbre’'
with'ye^y Tittle'silt oh it. '" '
' " .................... "
............................. ..
'' •:'>u.--.:-’, •
SIS? Wphd’if"Be'very costly to get out ? Yes ; it would entail blasting and all that sort of thing.'
849. How far out does that extend? "As you go but tlie silt is deeper on it.' ' " ',l ‘■M
>i">
850. What is( the depth of water ? 23 feet at low water, and 15 feet alongside the wharf.
851. How’niany feet of'wharf do you fequife for the'P". <$‘0. Co.’s boats? ' Over SOO’teet., Their new
boats ard'jusf '5Q0'feef long."' ’ “
.................... ‘ ’ ;
’
' ' '
’ H(';
'‘-i
•••■ir -u-n
852.1' Supposing'i£he'expenditure were too much to carry out the new proposal, how would it answer if we'
did not extend the P. & 0. Co. s wharf to the full distance south, which is now proposed^so as’to' permit'
the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s wharf to extend further north ? I do’ not see what c6uld’tjihn'be',"ddhe
with'the vbbaht space between the two ships." '
‘
.a,.. ■ . -w oh-i. <;1j
SS'I
i® required to accommodate the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s steamers, as the present
proposed wharf will be! top short to accommodate their new boats. Supposing you were iiot to build but
tlieiy wharf' on 'th'e echblbh pfincipl e, but simply’to make itastraight lihb, would iibt tha!tgive dmpierdom’t
You'might then accommodate, the three' mail companies, if you allowed themfcj' encroach'one dii'the o't'lier.
85A Py "doing'this 'would'"you hot save expense, and'at the same tinie give’better'1 a'ccbmmodatibn t’o'fh’d
Messageries’Maritimes Co.’s "boats, while’you would riot interfere. either "wife the Qfieht Oofer fee
•P. &. 0. Co. ? That would be a very expensive undertaking. It is rocky" formation' where
Co;:s: wharf is being made, apd the-further yoii go towards He point, tlie''rock''is worse fed’The wafer
shallower".' Tt is very "shallow also at‘fee south end" of "fee P. & Q'. Coi’s'wharf.'"' ' ''ui
'' ‘
'‘'‘-r
855. Do you think that the’additional expense would be v'ery great ? ' It is'Very expensive when you have
to drill holes in'fee rock:"' Prom the' experience Ihave had of' berthing the" steamefs'’I think •feat’M’
Coriil’s suggestion would be'vety usefulhiid beneficial to the Messageries MaHtimes Co".,if" it wire carried
. J*
$m, ?lve mo-re Ybzrt accommodation, because a cerfain amount of the space howsbown on
fee plan-will be of' no use whatever. • Owing to the shallow wa'ter’the steamer will'have’tb lie'bff’ so' feat
that'portion'of fee wharf will be of no use."
’’
" ............■ ’ "! ’ "‘""n'i .» 1 iin* • i- <.. im’.. <•, im.*
8'5b: Is’feefe "only 12'feet of water at the south end of the P. & 0. Co.’s wharf? About 13. feet or 14
feet. That is at the entrance to fee present boat-shed.
" ‘
<»<
,•!< ^
S57-’ Yl11 Yl*’ m 6f "seirviee 'to the "P." & 0." Co. any more than to the Messageries Maritimes Co ? I have
not seen fee-boundary to whickfee P. & 0. Cols wharf Will comb; But I suppose "'frbm fee plak featft'
will come to the present G-ovefnmeht shed for the “Nea.” '
' "
’>• •' !! ‘' 1
-u- <• i{
^ ascertain is this : We have at present more than sufficient accommodation for fee
5* * V- Co.s boats at the new'wharf now being made .for febm ; if, hdifeyef,'feat" wliM'fewefe'onlv'.
e.xt?n^(;'?i
Y°hl: W1%lri
%et of fe® northern end of the present Messagnries ‘ MaHtimek'C6'.’.s wharf
“la't aUxw of sufficient accommodation being given'fof "evenThb" largest vessbls’feaf wiil'''cbmle
alongside the Messageries Maritimes" Co.’s Wharf?' I think so.' Thlre is'a VacanVspfee'at lirbse^
^etv!?e!k % Y0 Co;s-’wbarves, and I heard the wharf manager say that he intended to'usefeit’shSic’l"
tor small vessels.
'
•
*
< >•
-c
859. That is intended to be set apart at the northern end of the wharf? If there is to be 100 feet to
spare between fee two berth?, then'of'course the Orient" Co.'could have a longer Spac!'aUbwed?fee&,’aiut
they could-go farther northward, and the same would apply to fee Messageries Maritimes Co 1
!"'''
860: Mr: ffiWA'] ' Would not’that plain, which has just been suggested to’you, intensify the difficultv of
getting steamers m and out? I think so.
'
c • •
•-• •* -W •* u.nr
is
S6i."TheHuHhef you go infe’the bight, is it not harder work to moor the ships ? Yes. We want to do
away with that pignt.
..................
’
:
• -’
» •
•% .• j, ** -,v.>
phft M^feb hifebrif^ °Ut y°U ?e*’ "k® ®asier ^ is t0 w°rk ?
5 without interfering with the working
863. Mr.: Campbell'!] Have you been consulted about these improvements ? No.
864. Has not even your opinion been asked in any way ? Noi
"
'
’ *
865. Clpfrirman J Do you" think feat fee improvement suggested by the agent of the Messageries Maritimes Coy would be fee most desirable course to "adopt? I certairily thirik itVould "be fevery g'reat
improvement for the Messageries Maritimes Coi
’ ' •
■
■ j r> .. f
m% -Mr-rMetlfel] Do you'thorougbly understand what it is that M. Conil requests ? Yes.
’
367
(yh rtlH'IWI ftM "1
O 4* .4-l»/-\
’U n •»»-£ 4 p. 41-1 k’ ‘
- J i L.
■
T*.'.
‘
A * .
_
“
*
Chairman:] That the wharf is to be carried but for some distance- on the echelondiriuciide at fee
south end of the P. & 0. Co.’s wharf ? I quite understand that.
8"6'8". Aff. Ketliel!] Have you any idea; what is the depth of featef 50 "feet off the northern end of the nresent
'nortHem angle ? "Mburf fegta't-lbrii waiter spring’ tidesP;’ Tim!'
is 50feet out from-fee present wharf lace............................... •
' •
4-.
^dea-at-the northern end (say) 50 feet out, there would be water enough
for-most steamers to lie alongside without deepening it ? ' I "think we could thfe’ cdrry’the wharf S
deep water, so that there will be no necessity for blasting or dredging;
^
•' ''^o "
ttt

pn

'
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870. The ship’s foreioot would be 25 feet out, which would give 75 feet out from the present line, so that
tjjg vessei could lie afloat at all times ? Yes ; and I think it would make a very good job of it.
871. You have stated that if the P. & 0. Co.’s wharf is carried into the corner shown on- the plan, the
eP •>
rock will have to be blasted in order to make the water deep enough for the stern of the P. & 0. Co.’s
steamers ? Yes.
'
'
872. If the Government decide upon keeping out: the wharf, as now suggested, would not the money
saved by not having to blast away so much rock, largely pay the expense of forming a pile wharf in the
manner suggested by M. Conil ? There is no doubt it would relieve the cost a great deal. There would
not be the expense and long job of drilling holes for the piles in the rock. If you went out 50 or 60 feet
you would get into deep water, and there would be no necessity for blasting or dredging.
873. Would there be greater safety and less liability to accident or collision between the stern of the P.
& 0. Co.’s steamers and the bow of the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s steamers if berthed, as now proposed,
■
than would be the case if the present plan were carried out ? I think so.
•
874. Because, except by accident, it would be impossible for the two ships to come into contact ? If the '
Messageries Maritimes Co.’s boat is kept flush with the' company’s wharf boundary you could not come
into contact.
.
875. You have stated that you have to keep the bow of the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s boat at present
some 15 feet off the wharf, and that, therefore, you have to drop one of the anchors in the stream. But in
■
westerly winds do you not have to drop an • anchor off the bow of all the mail steamers before mooring
them ? As far as the present P. & 0. Co.’s berth on the western side is concerned, the anchor is merely
let go for convenience in going away. It would entail the employment of two tugs to get the ships off
'
the wharf if we had not an anchor down.
,
.
.
876. With the exception of the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s boats, where an anchor is laid out 'to keep
the ship’s bow from striking the rocks, the anchors are laid out for the other mail steamers for convenience
and not for safety ? Yes; the P. & 0. Co.’s boat can lie alongside the western wharf without any risk of
touching the ground. .
.
877. Ohairman.~\ That does not apply to the eastern wharf P No.
■ 878. The anchor put out in the case of the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s boat is necessary for her safety ?
Yes.
879. Have the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s boats to lie now some distance off the wharf? When they
■
come from Noumea and are light they can go close in. The vessel is kept as far back as possible, where
the depth of water is. greatest. When, however, the steamers are full of cargo and loaded with coals
they are kept off the wharf with an anchor, or, what is called a “ dummy,” that is, a floating stage. It
would be a great improvement to have a wedge-shaped piece of wharf, coming to nothing at one end and
running out 50 feet at the other.
.
880. The Messageries Maritimes Co.’s steamers could then come up to the wharf loaded or unloaded?
Yes. The officer might let go an anchor when the wind would be on the beam, merely to ease the ship,
and might have a tug on the quarter, but that would be a matter of handling the ship.
881. Do you think it is desirable that, in view of the value of this State property the most complete
improvements should be made ? I think the class of ships we have coming to the port cannot be too well
,
,
accommodated. ’
882. Do you think that if this frontage we are now talking of, which is to be ’ occupied by the
Messageries Maritimes Co. belonged to private individuals, the most complete acccommodation would have
been given before this time ? I think so. I think private people would have heard more of the com
plaints of the masters and of the people having to do with the steamers.
1
883. Especially in view of the large return obtained in the shape of rent and wharfage rales ? ’ Yes. I
think the Government ought to give very good acccommodation, for the ships are very valuable and large,
and if they came into contact with anything they would be likely to sustain serious damage.
884. As proprietors of this property, do you think that the Government ought to give the necessary
accommodation for carrying on the commerce of the port ? Yes ; I would recommend that to be done.
885.' Mr. Keihel.'] Have you been made acquainted with the details of the proposed accommodation for
the launches and boats of the various branches of the public service—the Customs, Police, and Marine
Board ? I have not been over the ground, but Captain Hixson told me where it was intended to provide
that accommodation..
886. Do you know how it is to be laid out ? No. I have not seen the plans of the proposed improve
ments.
.
, 887. Mr. Sydney Smith.'] "What is proposed to be done now with regard to dredging at the new wharf in
order to make it suitable for the P. & 0. Co. ;—do you know if that is part of the new contract ? It will
require a lot of dredging to provide the necessary depth—not only dredging, but blasting I should think. .
Those vessels want 27 feet at low water.
■
■
888. In that case will they not have to dredge 13 feet there ? Yes ; or build the wharf sufficiently far
out into deep water, and that would encroach too much on the water space in that part of the harbour.
It is. all rocky formation out to the sewer buoy. It is a very expensive place to deepen. I think it would
facilitate matters very much if the Messageries Maritimes Co’s, wharf were built out in the manner sug
gested, so that the vessels of the two Companies would lie clear of one another, and ndt in a straight line.
889. Ghairman.] Do you think that woul(f be the most desirable course ? Yes.
890. Can you give any information as to the probable cost of that work ? The cost would be regulated a
good deal by the blasting work. ’When you have to drill holes in the rock it is a tedious operation.
891. Would they have to drill holes in the rock to carry out the improvement we are now speaking of?
I do not think they would have to do so for the outer piles. They might have to do so m the case of afew
of the innermost piles. As they go to the deeper part, towards the Orient wharf, they would get sufficient
hold in the mud.
892. Supposing this improvement were adopted, what width would it be necessary to make the northern
part of the wharf ? Mr. Kethel has mentioned 50 feet. Another 25 feet would leave ample space.
893. Would that interfere with the trade or traffic of the Cove? No. If the wharf were built as now
suggested the vessel could steam right out from the wharf clear of the point. Now she cannot do that.
894. Could the vessel then be berthed at much less expense, and would it be easier in every way ? They
would still require to have the same appliances. .
■
895.
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895. She does not back herself in absolutely ? No; she always has a tug.
'
H^Pettifc
896. They take the precaution, to ensure absolute safety, to have the assistance of a tug ? Tes. They
could dispense with a tug at times, but at other times they could not; and the charge for a tug is small. : 20Sept 1888
897. Mr. Campbell.} Have the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s boats been hitherto berthed satisfactorily ?
■
Tes. As M. Conil may perhaps have told you, they bare made remarks about [ the wharf being
too far in.
.
898. Has the berthing of their vessels been carried out without loss or accident ? Tes.
[The Committee decided to defer anyfurther consideration of the proposed improvements to the Circular Quay
until a plan was prepared showing how the wharfage accommodation on the eastern side could provide jor
the berthing of the steamers of the Messageries Maritimes Co. close alongside the toharf for. their whole
length, together with an estimate of the cost of such provision, and information concerning the necessity
or othenoise for dredging operations, in order to obtain the required depth ofwaterd}
.
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The Honorable JOHN LACKET (Chaiemak).
Alexander Kethel. Esq.
The Hon. William Heney Stjttoe.
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humpheey.
Joseph Palmee Abbott, Esq.
Heney Copeland, Esq,
Jacob Gaebaed, Esq.
Sydney Smith, Esq.
The Committee proceeded to further consider the proposed Improvements to the Circular Quay.
Robert Hickson, Esq., M.I.C.E., Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers, sworn and further.
examined:—
899. Chairman.} Tou are Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers ? Tes.
Robert
900. Tou have given evidence before with regard to the proposed improvements at the Circular Quay? Tes. Hickson, Eeq.
901. Do you see any occasion to alter the evidence you have already given? No.
M.I.C.K.
902. Do you consider that the improvements proposed are necessary ? Tes.
26Se"t~l888
903. Since you gave evidence a few evenings ago it has been proposed to alter some of these wharves
ep
where accommodation is to be given to the Messageries Maritimes Co.;—have you been informed of that?
Tes.
'
|
904. Are you aware of the proposed alteratio'n ? Tes ; I have heard what it is.
905. It is proposed to enlarge the wharfage accommodatfon by means of an alteration of the shape of the ■
wharf ? Tes ; pushing it out a little.
I
,
906. The northern end is to be carried out some 50 feet ? Tes.
;
907. Do you think that that proposed alteration would meet the requirements of the Messageries Mari
times Co. ? Tes ; undoubtedly it would.
,
908. I mean for the boats they say they are building ? Undoubtedly it would. The present wharf, as
shown on the original plan, will accommodate vessels 500 feet long. That is shown by the model of a
steamer which I now produce, and appl/ to the plan.
.
909. What is the length of the model which you now produce ? 500 feet. It is a model of their new
boats, 500 feet long.
.
910. Do the width and all other proportions of the model fairly represent their new boats ? Tes.
911. Do you think that under these circumstances the proposed wharf, as designed, would give sufficient
accommodation for a vessel of that size' without any danger ? 1 think so.
■ .
912. Have you in your engineering capacity had anything to do with the arrangement of shipping? Tes. •
913. Do you think that the accommodation provided by the original plan would be sufficient ? I think it .
would.
'
914. Supposing the Orient Company’s steamer was at that company’s wharf at the same time, what
distance would it be from the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s boat ? Very nearly 30 feet.
‘
915. What distance would there be between the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s stfeamer and theP &O.
Co.’s steamer ? The bow and stern of the two steamers wmuld be against each other.
916. Would that be safe under all circumstances ? Tes. They v'ould not venture to touch.
917. Would it be safe in case of storms—“ southerly bursters,” or westerly winds ? Tes.
918. Do you think that the present arrangement would be better than the proposed arrangement for
increasing the width of the wharf at the northern end? I do not see that there is very much difference
'
between the-two. Perhaps the new arrangement proposed would be better, but it would cost more.
.
919. Do you think that if the company interested paid for the difference in the’outlay the newproposal would
be the better course to adopt ? Tes.
920. Would it be safer? It would be more convenient, no doubt. I think the other proposal is quite
convenient, because I sec no difficulty in the way of working the steamers.
921. Mr. Copeland.} In allowing for these distances, have you considered the top gearing of these vessels—
the mizen yards of the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s boat, and the foreyards of the Orient Co.’s
boatF There are no yards on the mizen-masts of those steamers.
The stern of one steamer would lie
abreast of the bow of the other.
.
.
922. The bow of the Orient Co.’s boat would overlap the Messageries Maritimes Co.’s boat? Tes.
The one inside has no yards. The outside one has. That would not matter very much, because, as
. a matter of fact, in the London docks those vessels lie alongside each other, and have to trim their yards
accordingly. ’
■
923. Mr. Mumphery.} Can you sav approximately what the additional cost of the nronosed alteration
would be? £5,000.
1 L
' .
924. Mr. Kethel.} Does not that seem to be a very large amount for such a small piece of wharf ? That
is because we have to build in deep water, and have to use longer piles. It is the whole length of the wharf. ’
925. Will you have to drill any holes, or will you have to drive the piles ? I think we shall have to drill J
some, which will increase the cost, and we shall have to strip off a piece of the old wharf to tie in.
12—E
'
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926. Mr. Garrard.] If the wharf is made as now proposed on the echelon principle, will the Messageries
M.LCJL1*'’ Maritimes Co.’s boat project 30 ft. over the P. & 0. Co.’s boat ? The wharf is 470 ft. long ; the one
steamer would project 40 it. over the other.
26 Sept.,1888.927. What is the width of the proposed new echelon ? Fifty feet at one end, Tunning to nothing at the
other.
James Powell, Esq., Collector of Customs, sworn and examined :—;
James Powell, 928. Chairman.] Have you had a great deal to do with the management of vessels in this harbour P
Esq.
yes; in connection with the Wharfowners’ Association.
929. Are you now Collector of Customs P Tes.
ep ., 8. ggQ How long have you occupied that position ? Seven years.
.
931. Has your attention been drawn at different times to the accommodation given by the wharfage at the
'
Circular Quay, and by the other wharves in this port ? Tes ; for thirty-five years.
932. Has it appeared to you that the wharfage accommodation at any time has been insufficient for the
requirements of the port ? As my voice is bad, I have placed my views on the subject on paper, and I
would be happy if you would receive it as my evidence. My statement is as follows-: The sufficiency
of the present wharfage accommodation to meet the requirements of the port of Sydney is in my opinion
established. The nature and character of the accommodation afforded is open to criticism. There has
existed in the past, and there now exists, an unhealthy competition between the Grovernment and the
private wharfowners. Every shilling spent by the Government in improving wharf property increases
the competition without advantage to the general public. The question has not been so much to advance
the trading interests of Sydney as to secure a certain share of tolls derived from the importation
and exportation of goods. That there has been competition is in itself . good evidence that . the
accommodation has been something in excess of requirements. It should be kept in mind that
the - toll imposed upon importers and exporters for the privilege of passing their goods over
any wharf in Sydney is regulated by an Act of Parliament.
The rates imposed by the 7
Tie. No. 12 varied considerably, with a general basis from 2s. 6d. to 3s. 6d. per ton. These
■
rates continued to be collected at the public and private wharves until July, 1880, when a reduction was made on a general basis of Is. 8d. per ton on imports, and lOd. per ton on exports. Tonnage rates
'
' for the use of wharf frontage were also imposed. It may be desirable to ascertain the cause of the re
,
duction in the rates charged, and the reasons for interfering by legislation with the rates to be collected
‘
’
at the public, and indirectly with those charged at private wharves. There was at the time of the alteration .
in the rates more than sufficient accommodation for the discharge and loading of ships. The Government
wharves (then comparatively unimproved) did not very actively compete with the private wharves. The
public wharves were at times almost deserted, and ships discharged mainly at private wharves. The open ■
secret was that shipowners, ship masters, or ship agents secured rebates of the total wharfage rates 1
collected, sometimes to the extent of 75 per cent., very frequently to the extent of 50 per cent, and rarely
less than 33 per cent. The unrivalled site belonging to the Government presented no advantages over the
private wharves. The Government did not at that time openly give rebates, but during part of the time
the rates were farmed, and the competition left the lessees (in some .instances) with heavy loss. The
importers of goods paid the rates of 3s. 6d. per ton simply as a toll, receiving no benefit or advantage, of
any kind except to take delivery of their property. They had no voice in the selection of a wharf for the
discharge of their goods, and they knew that from 33 to 75 per cent, of the amount paid as wharfage was
returned to persons who gave no, service of any kind for the enforced bonus. At length the aid of the
Government was importuned by the importers. It was urged that nothing was done for the money
paid as .wharfage, that the toll was a spoil to be clamoured for, and that the accommodation required
for the safe keeping and protection of goods when landed was altogether uncared for. The
accommodation necessary for the discharge of ships at public wharves was not considered. The
efforts ' of private wharfowners to improve their properties did not conduce to their advantage. Ship
owners and agents sought the highest rate of rebate obtainable with the best accommodation, but the
rebate was the first consideration. The offer of the highest rebate from the owner of the least improved
property was the lever used to get more favourable terms from those who had increased the accommo. dation for the benefit of importers. The way out of the difficulties, recognized by the Government, was
to improve the Government wharf properties, and to sever the rebate knot by reducing by Act of Parlia
ment the rates authorized to be collected at public and private wharves. A new scale of rates was fixed
by the 44 Victoria No. 8, on a basis of Is. 8d. per. ton on goods imported, and half that sum on goods
exported. The reduction of the rates did not stop the allowance of rebates. A powerful combination of
wharfowners failed to maintain the collection (without rebate allowance), even at the rate of Is. 8d. per
ton. The Government allowed rebates on the reduced rates. The whole competition remained, and
remains, proving that there is atnple choice of, and therefore a redundancy of, accommodation. It is so
common to read statements made about the vast increase of trade in the Colony, and the insufficiency of
the wharfage accommodation to meet the expanded and always expanding shipping tonnage that
figures quoted in support of such. statements appear, until they are closely examined, almost
unanswerable. In the year 1851—the year of the separation of Victoria from New South Wales,
the trade of this Colony fell to 553 vessels, with tonnage measuring 153,002 tons register. In
1855 (including Queensland) the number of vessels entered was 1,152, of 353,323 register tonnage.
In 1886 the steam tonnage entered was 1,494,003 register.
The sailing tonnage was 620,615
register. The conditions have altogether changed. Those of us who can recall the clumsy
appliances for ' dumping ~ wool existing about, and subsequent to, the year 1853, know that
.
the unloading and loading of a ship was a question of months.
The tonnage of sailing ships at that
time appears insignificant when compared with the tonnage (sailing and steam) of the present time. The
time for unloading and loading is reduced to a minimum period. In the old days it was by no means
uncommon for a large vessel to occupy a berth for fully two months—often much longer. Now a vessel
of 3,000 tons enters, discharges, loads, and leaves Sydney within a fortnight of arrival. In support
of my assertion that the present wharf accommodation is sufficient for the trade of Sydney,, so far
as area and extent are considered, I ask attention to the following: At the present time the
Government wharf, Circular Quay, east and west side, accommodates the largest total of tonnage entering
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Port Jackson. The Circular Quay accommodates the largest tonnage, and berths the greatest number of Jkmes Powell,
ships in a year. All this is, however, due to private enterprise engaged in utilizing public property. The
ships of the P. & 0. Co., and the Orient Company, the Messageries, and the G-erman Lloyds swell the tonnage
at the Circular Quay, and the companies named, or three of them, put more ships during a year along•
side their leased sections of the Quay than any private wharf can show, excepting the wharves occupied by
local and intercolonial steam companies. Any extensions of a remunerative character required by the'
G-overninent tenants at the Circular Quay should be favourably entertained.
The full wharfage
is paid by the importers of goods landed on the leased sections, and the question of rebate
cannot enter.
But 1 it would be exceedingly difficult ' to convince an importer or exporter
of goods discharged or laden at the Circular Quay that the Government would act fairly by
taking Is. 8d. per ton on goods landed at the leased wharves, and refunding 5d. per ton of the importers’
money on goods landed at the next berth on the Quay. I think it can be clearly demonstrated that addi
tional extensions at the Circular Quay and other Government water frontages in Port Jackson are not
urgently needed, and that any proposed extensions (other than those previously referred to) would
simply invite and establish unhealthy competition with all the attendant disadvantages of a return to
heavy rebates. It may perhaps be desirable to know roughly what the present accommodation is in Port
Jackson for the discharge of cargoes sea-borne.' The Government wharves at the Circular Quay, "Woollodmooloo Bay, and the head of Darling Harbour, represent one section. The associated wharfingers, are
represented by the Central, Dalton’s, Dalgety’s, Dibbs’, Moore’s, Parbury’s, Saywell’s, Smith’s, Towns’,
Washington, and Walker’s wharves .The Association can berth twenty-seven ships of large tonnage, and
they can berth a ship of 750 feet with a depth of water to 28 feet. There are also the wharf properties
occupied by the intercolonial and local steam companies, nearly all of which enter the lists in competition
by giving rebates against Government and the associated wharfingers. In order to gain an idea of the
inward tonnage subject to competition, I have made a careful analysis of the shipping statistics for 1887.
I have rejected all intercolonial trade, because that' tonnage is provided for outside general wharfage
competition. The arrivals during 1887, were:—Prom Great Britain—Sailing ships, 123; tonnage, 154,289.
\
Steamships, 86; tonnage, 205,882. Prom United States—Sailing ships (including timber cargoes) 45;
tonnage, 41,852. Steamships, 12; tonnage, 22,367. Hongkong—Steamships, 51; tonnage, 75,176.
Prom Prance—Sailing ships, 3; tonnage, 1,955. Steamships, 13; tonnage, 34,542. Prom Germany—
Sailing ships, 12; tonnage, 8,626. Steamships, 14; tonnage, 27,816. Prom India—Steamships, 13; tonnage,
'
21,200.' This is not a very formidable list of vessels to be accommodated when the extent of the existing
accommodation is taken into consideration. I do not think any person .can say that he has been unable to
.
obtain a berth for a discharging ship during the past twenty years. The question then follows: Is it necessary
’
to increase wharfage accommodation at the public charge, and what guarantee is there that such public outlay
will give a fair return for the amount proposed to be expended. We have seen the Circular Quay whenalmost
desertedby ships, and this has been brought about by the rebate system. Increase wharfage accommodationin excess of trade requirements, competition will follow, the rebate system will be continued, and the
return for the expenditure of public money on wharf extension will be reduced. It appears to me, that
the war of" wharfage rebates and allowances can only be controlled by the creation of a Harbour Trust,
embracing the. control, working, and direction of the water frontages of Port Jackson. Such a trust
would regulate with authority the . trade of the port, and would put an end to unseemly competition
between the Government and private owners of wharf property. It is so usual to hear complaints
about charges, that surprise is not felt when complaints are made about the charge for wharfage. The
main reason for complaint is that nothing is given in exchange for the payment beyond the mere use of the
wharf as a landing place. There is, of course, the additional complaint that any rebate of wharfage given
to shipowners or agents, is a gift of importers’ money. It is a fact, however, that the wharfage rates . are
lower in Sydney than in almost any other port or place. The docks, in London, charge very much higher
rates than those charged in Sydney. Yet in London competition is so severe, that dock and wharf
properties are among the least paying of commercial ventures. Whenever a Harbour Trust is established
in Sydney, the rates and charges for shipping accommodation will be far higher than they now are. A
reasonable assessment of the Government wharf frontages, with a well ascertained statement of the
amount spent thereon, would show that the investment has little to recommend it. The same applies
equally to private wharf properties, the owners of which are in the hands and very much at the mercy
of a cla'ss' of customers who will take their ships wherever they can get the best rebate, irrespective of
accommodation or consideration for the interests of those most concerned, viz., the importers and
exporters.
,
'
933. Do you adopt that as your evidence before the Committee ? Yes.
■
934. Are you aware of the special improvements which are proposed to be made at the Circular Quay ?
I have seen the plan in this room.
.
' .
935. As a State property do you think it is advisable to spend the money proposed to be expended in
making these improvements ? I can only give an opinion in connection with the possibility of obtaining
a return for the outlay. The improvements will undoubtedly beautify the place, and make it more
attractive.
•
936. If this property were private property do you think that the owners would feel it to be their duty to
improve it to the extent now. proposed ? Ido not.
.
937. Do you-know the amount proposed to be spent on it ? I do not.
'938. £120,000 is the proposed amount. Do you think that is an excessive expenditure ? Not if .there is
a return to come from it. I do not see where the return is to come from.
•
939. Do you know what the return is now from the wharves belonging to the Government ? At the
present time I cannot say from memory. I have seen statements of the return.
,
940. Do you think that the system of rebates is still going on P T think it is, but I am not quite sure. It
•is not openly, perhaps ; but 1 think it is going on.
,
'
'
941. Have you some doubt as to the probability of these improvements giving an adequate .return for the
•money spent? Yes;; with, a view to-the increased competition:
’
•
•
.
942. Do you think that the commerce of the port is .increasing at a sufficient ratio to warrant the Govern
ment in improving their property to this extent ? The commerce is undoubtedly increasing ; but the
facilities for discharging vessels are so great, and they are improving so fast, that the ratio of accommo‘
fiation is not required’for the increased number of vessels.
• ■
' ■ ,94,3 ;
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Of course the improvements here proposed apply to different sections of commerce. The suburban
traffic is largely affected by them. Do you think that the improvements are necessary on account of the
2CSept'”l888 -^or^1 Skore traffic, for instance ? That does not give any wharfage revenue, I apprehend.
■
'944. Do the companies not pay rent ? Tes.
945. They say that it is a very good rental ? I was speaking simply of wharfage charges for goods.
946. Has your attention been given at all to the passenger traffic between the Circular Quay and the
different places of resort, such as Manly Beach, "Watson’s Bay, and other places ? Only as a matter of
daily notice.
■
947. As an ordinary citizen have, you seen that this traffic is increasing, and that it requires more accom
modation ? Tes; that is evidently the case.
;
,
948. Mr. Copeland.'] Do you think that at the present rate of increase of the population the present
accommodation will be sufficient for the shipping trade which we may expect, say ten years hence ? I
■
think it would be very hard to forecast ten years.
949.. Take the average increase in the population? Judging by the past, I think that the present
accommodation will be amply sufficient for the next ten years. I am speaking of the accommodation of
the port as it is,' and hot of the Circular Quay alone.
•
950. Are you alluding to all private and public wharves ? Tes.
>
951. Do you think there is already sufficient wharfage accommodation to supply the increased population
that we shall probably have ten years hence ? Ido; only judging by the past.
952. Have you any personal knowledge of the wharfage accommodation of other places besides Sydney—
of Melbourne, for instance ? Of London I have. Of course I have seen the accommodation at Melbourne,
but I know nothing of the tonnage and returns.
953. Is it your opinion that with regard to covered sheds we have sufficient accommodation ? Covered
sheds are a great advantage undoubtedly ; but I do not see the advantage arising from them particularly,
unless they are locked sheds. Open sheds are merely protection for the goods from the weather.
■
954: Do you believe that it would be a benefit if we had locked sheds ? Tes, and enclosed wharves.
955. Do you think that it would be well to have locked sheds around these wharves ? I think that locked
sheds' on dll wharves would be a very great safeguard to property, and also as far as the revenue is concerned.
956. Have you had any opportunity of seeing the increased wharfage-at Melbourne which has been
provided recently ? I have; along the Tarra banks.
■
957. Did it not strike you that they have much more wharfage accommodation there than we have ?. Tes;
it is more systematic in every way.
958.-And for a population similar to our own ? Tes.
959. That is undoubtedly the work of the Harbour Trust in Melbourne ? Tes.
•
960. As a madter of fact, suppose we were to complete these proposed improvements, do you think that
even then we should be equal to the wharfage accommodation at Melbourne ? No ; not as far as I have
had an opportunity of seeing it.
961. Have you been down the Tarra to the New Cut ? Tes.
962.. Is there are reason why we should not have the same amount of wharfage accommodation here as
they have in Melbourne ? So far as the public wharfage is concerned we have not the-area.
.
963. Is not that all the greater reason for utilizing the area we have ? . I am afraid the space is too small
to do it on the scale on which they are doing it in Melbourne.
964. Is not that the best reason for doing the best w'e can with the area which we have? I think we
have done that in leasing the wharves to the mail companies. I think private enterprise is doing what
Grovernment enterprise failed to do.
•
"
965. Is it your opinion that this proposed expenditure is not likely to be reproductive ? It would be an
embellishment, but I do not think it would be reproductive as long as competition for private wharves
exists. A rebate of 50 or 60 per cent, would drive ships away from the Circular Quay at once.
966. Is rebate allowed by private wharfowners ? Tes.
.
9'67. Are the Government allowing any rebate at present? I do not know. I know the Government
•
have allowed rebate in the past.
.
’
.
968. "Was not that before the passing of the Wharfage Bates Act ? No. There has been a Wharfage
Bates Act ever since I can remember.
.
969. How recently is it, do you think, that the Government have allowed a rebate ? I think within
three or four years, speaking from memory. I know that when I had to do with the Wharfage
Association the Government were allowing rebate. That was eight years since. In fact, we were in active
opposition against each other. .
.
.
970. Are you of opinion that the Government could not compete against private wharves ? I do not
'
say that. I only doubt whether the Government should have anything at all to do with wharfage as a
business.
•
.
'
971. By whom do you think it should be taken in hand ? By private people or by a Harbour Trust. The
wharfage is handed over to these lessees; at least the frontage is. The Government do not relinquish
the wharfage rate. They take that.
972. Mr. Humpliery.] What portion of these works do you think should be carried out at Circular Quay?
I have not studied the plan sufficiently to be able to say.
•
973. Chairman.] Do you understand what the plan proposes ? Tes ; generally. I believe it is proposed
to transfer the P. & 0. Co.’s wharf to the eastern side of the Quay. That will necessitate the removal of
the Government boat-shed to the other side of the Quay. That, I look upon as absolutely necessary if
the P..& 0. Co.’s boats are to go to the eastern side of the Quay. The lengthening of the wharves for the
lessees is, no doubt, a necessary work.
974. Then there is the alteration of the ferry services ? That is, no doubt, a necessary work.
975. Then there is the approach to the berths at the western side of' the bay now occupied by the Marine
Board ? Tes.
.
'
976. There are some other improvements on the western side of the bay, where it is proposed to take
•'
some of the traffic? Tes. I am only offering a genera,! objection to any increase of berthing accommo
dation which would be brought into competition with that which already exists.
977. Do you understand fully the improvements to be made ? Tes.
.
978.Hfr. Rumphery.] In your opinion what portion of the improvements should not be carried out?
.
"
The

_
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•

■

ej?

I

niwWhTwW^rP 5dr) f^V3’the enlaJgem1ent of tlie berths there and the fottaatlen of two
James Powell,
new berths where the P. & 0. Co. s steamers used to lie. All the other improvements, I think should be
Esq.
carried out; The improvements I have referred to are only unnecessary in my opinion because they will
not return anything like interest on the money spent on them.
^
oecause mey will 26 Sept., 1883.
079. Mr Garrard.] Are you aware that the western portion, of the quay is in a very dilapidated state
I™ Ty^T\t° ^rrewed m S°me
0r'0tller ? 1 am told thatis the case.
7 ailaPldated state,
adopted ? 1SDecidedlyf neCeSSary to renew ^ shouli not an improvement in the style of the wharf be
oftheTnTeesdtie?of tL0LPrtVattb \arf‘°WnerS Pr0T^“§ sufficient accommodation, and keeping abreast
Grafton wharf of the Port;-what uew accommodation has been provided? The accommodation at
982. Has not that been erected for some time ? Tes ; seven or eight years.
■
Yet ^ 7011 aWare that ^ the present moment a iarge increase of wharfage is being made at Pyrmont ?
“tth^havf

fwh°,
such a large sum of money there, must have an
°r he Capital they are pending in providing increased accommodation ?

&

9f-i^fef0reZ •lle Gov?rnme,Ilt beiDg possessed of the valuable property known as the Circular Quay
should they not improve it to the utmost ? I cannot say what they shoid d? ■
“5
as any matter of private enterprise, the question is : will it pay ?
’
P7
S

tlrln’v rtla1 aVG ^
^ ^ wiU P^’in sPite of anY opposition by private owners do you not
087 aI Srrt tUW
facilities ? I think they should most LdoubteZ rf it Jill pay
Trustf Ho fZSrInf0ft0pini0nth/t the wbarfa£e of Port Jackson should be handed ove7 to a Harbour
oqq «
^ 0 .> 1 am not strongly m favour of it; but I am strongly in favour of uniformity of action
88. bupposmg a Harbour Trust were eventually formed, would it not simplify matters if a large nortion
of t le harbour frontage was in the hands of the Government to pass over'to tlfe Harbour TrusJ PIf the
Government gave it to the Harbour Trust, it would facilitate Ws very much If the Government

?S? ?h

wSbs|efre,t*a™‘b*e'b”11

^“a

»=•

990. At any rate they are the holders of the Circular Quay ? Tes.
■
991. Are you aware that the Circular Quay has always been a favourite berth irrespective of rebates on
tte
* wouid^^?:^
992. Not rebates of 75 per cent., at any rate ? . No.
■
QOd'
the SystemJof rebates bfen done away with for some time ?

' .

'

Oh dear no '

reb*tM ™ •*
SreblSwlS SeK"

recently; Md rtnt hM been tbe reaton?

996. To a certain extent? Yes.
997. Were you not connected with the Wharfage Association ?

Tes; eight years since

,o the eiKter”side wm w

*”

»4«»

H)02. Is it not a fact that nearly all heavy weights, such as locomotives, are landed at the Circular Quay ?

JSb® be“ nie1 flTSliferS SSL^AertTSvlf f ^ ’"“T ? 1 “"t “ “
them because U.e, ccumot claim whSfage IS™ I P “'
d» “‘ “r« to kave
Circular Quay.
Te°s5:

■

7

18 no doubt that tbey wcruld ba^e an easier get-away from the
OT“ tb« ^ ’'1™ f

™"ld We “

0t reba‘e‘-d° »" -‘“It itis„ther.c„t-thr„af
' w0Wi!011S y0 70U •t]link it1win last ? 80 long a» the supply exceeds the demand
1008. We have it m evidence that some wharfowners have not only given a rebate of fho

f +-l

wharfi^e rates, but money to boot ? I never heard of anything soYad as thlStl We hetd of S

’ is?v! “ tiro “L'te": iintvfwz rtt oit1

rf61 “wi^’

Sftlsf n„°t tPCr w mrself' "f
tli» proprietor, I hi t? Setrith
^
”
necessarily!
*
■"1"> >“ l>roheW W interest on the money invested? No; not

Stmphtm ^ “te ™ " *» ls- 8d'i “

reduced to-momotthllewtd'ltin to

1012. Can you give us any idea of the revenue from the Circular Quay ?

No • not at nresent

del ived- from wharfage only.. . Ifis derived from rents of the wharves, Ld from various to

7>

of rome!
It

88
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'

JamesPowell, It.is oiot-wharfage pure and simple. Of course by leasing the wharves a large return is secured ; hut it is
'
:®S<1pnly secured because the property is made the most of by those who use it, and the Government derive
the benefit of the wharfage charges. If the Orient Company or any other of the Companies discharges
^6 Sept,, 1888.
a
the Government derives a very large sum from wharfage charges, in addition to the rents
for which the property is.leased.
'
.
■
1013. Ohairman.'] Are you not a very old colonist? les; thirty-five years in the shipping.and Custom
House business. .
...
1014. Have you watched the increase of the commerce of Sydney during that time,.and taken an .citerest
in it ? Tes. •"....
^
^
.
1015. Have you given any attention to the necessity for providing railway communication as far as
the Circular Quay ? I have.
1016. Do you think that the extension of the railway to the Circular Quay and improvement of the wharfage
accommodation- there should work in one with the other ? Tes ; I think they should work in, but I do
not think the results are likely to be of a character that some sanguine people anticipate. The quantity
,
pf goods, taken away from the ship’s side direct to the interior is very small; the traide of the interior is
mostly a repack trade.
_
1017. Are there many country storekeepers or merchants whose goods go direct from the wharf into the
interior ? Very few, comparatively.
.
'
'
■
■
1018. In a very great number of cases are not the goods taken into merchants’ warehouses, distributed, and
sent into the interior, so that therefore they would not go direct from the ship’s side by rail into the
interior ? Tes; that has been my experience.
_
1019. Do you think it is desirable on account of passenger traffic to extend the railway to the Circular Quay ?
Only in connection with the North Shore traffic.
■
1020. Do you think the railway vrould not be much affected by other traffic? No.; not so much so far as
ocean travelling is concerned.
_
1021. It is a fact that very little produce is sent away direct from the country—from the interior ? Tes ;
it mostly goes through warehouses in Sydney, before it is shipped.
_
_
1022. If it were decided to carry out the improvements now proposed, do you think it is essential that
they should be deferred, pending any future railway construction by the Government ? I do not; but I
should think it desirable to keep such a project in mind.
.
Edmund Compton Batt, Esq., sworn and examined
1023. Ghairman.'] Are you a member of the firm of Batt, Rodd, & Purves ? Tes.
1024. Are you engaged in mercantile pursuits and general auctioneering business ? Tes.
_
■
1025. Have you anything to do with wharfage accommodation ? Tes, as far as it is concerned with land.
26 Sept., 1888. pQ2g. Have you been made aware of the proposed improvements at the Circular Quay ? I came here the
other day and looked at the plan.
_
•
1027. In a general way do you know the improvements which are proposed to be carried out? Tes,; I
have noticed them on the plan.
•
:
_
1
.
1028. Do you think it is desirable in the interests of the public that.those works should be carried out?
I -hardly like to give an opinion on that point. It is probably more of a question to be decided by those
who know more than I do about shipping transactions. It would be impertinent on my part, perhaps, to
give an. opinion, except a general idea, that for the import and export of goods the nearest place to deliver
them and take them away is the best for a wharf. I do not see how- that would hold good for the Circular
Quay.
1029.- Do- you allude to goods coming to the port pr to goods coming from the country ? I allude-more
particularly to goods which are sent away, which I take to be of the first importance from the Australian
side of the question.
...
1030. Do you know the estimated- cost of these proposed improvements ? ; I have seen it stated in the
papers to be £120,000.
_
1031. Have you had much to do with commerce relating to shipping ? Nothing, except as an auctioneer
in Sydney having to do with wharf property and its sale. I have made it a study lately because I am
intimately connected with the agency of a large project at Pyrmont on what is called Darling Island. It
is the A.S.N. Co.’s old site. My principal object has been to make a study of the question of easy transit
and shipment of goods, so as to do away with the carriage of goods through the street's of Sydney, which
is a great evil at-present, and of which the Sydney Corporation has complained bitterly. I presume I am
not saying what is outside the knowledge of anyone at the present time when I say that any person driving
in George-street or Pitt-street during the wool season stands a very good chance of being blocked for five
minutes at a time on account of -the congested street traffic.
1032. Under any circumstances would you regard the frontage to Sydney Cove as a valuable property ?
Most certainly.
...
■
. .
1033. Can you cursorily give us any approximate estimate of the value of that property ? I may say
that as a firm we are usually called upon to give that information professionally, and therefore I would
refer not to give an answer to the question on this occasion.
■ ■■ ■
034. Do you regard it as a valuable property? Tes, beyond all doubt. I think that the Government
purchase of the A.S.N. Co.’s property was one of the cheapest purchases ever made.
■
’
1035. What was the price for that land ? Speaking from-memory, I think it was about £300,000.
1036. Estimating the value of the whole of Sydney Cove proportionately to the price paid for a frontage,
it is' a most valuable property ? Most certainly.
_
1037. Do you think that if that property were in private hands-the best possible improvements would
have been constructed before this ? I think it is possible they would have been.
.
1038. Supposing that this property belonged to yourself or to any company you represented, would you
not probably make much greater improvements than are shown on this plan ? Not if I had other property
in view which I thought was much more suitable for the purpose.
.
. .
_
1039. If it belonged to you, would you not make these improvements ? It would be a comparative
question. I. hold that you could never take goods from the interior to the Circular Quay. While not wishing
to say anything against the opinions of those who think differently, I hold that the Circular Quay is the
proper place for public ferry traffic and for that principally.
1040
C. Batt,
Esq.

'
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1040. Do you represent a cotnpany which owns a large wharfage property in other parts' of the harbour? E. G. Batt;
Esq.,In one part only.
1041. That is in Darling Harbour ? Yes.
■
•
, ■ .
1042. That you propose to connect with the interior ultimately by means of the railway? We are
^SS.
endeavouring to get the Government to see it in that light, and I think they view it favourably.
■
1043. Of course you have a large interest in the improvement proposed to be carried out in connection
with that project ? Yes.
•
1044. When completed I suppose you consider it will be better than any other wharfage property in the
neighbourhood ? I think so.
1045. Have you a very large frontage ? Yes; about 2,150 feet.
1046. Has a considerable portion of that been reclaimed? No; a portion of it is reclaimed land; but I do
not know that that has added materially to the actual water frontage. About 4 acres out of about 8i
has been reclaimed. That has not given us more water frontage; but it has given us more land ; and we
have paid pretty heavily to the Government for the resumption.
t
1047. What distance will you be from the Government railway when the work is completed ? 1,500 feet..
It is 1,500 only from their own line to the boundary of our property. Not only is that the case, but there
is a reserved road all round Pyrmont Bay, kept purposely by the Government I suppose, 66 feet wide, •
which is suitable for railway purposes, so that no money would have to be paid for resumption.
1048.< How many frontages will you have when your project is completed—Will you have, a frontage to
the east, to the north, and to the west? Yes, three; and then there is a street frontage to John-streef
on the other side.
...
•
.
1049. What is your average depth of water ? Prom 27 feet to 30 feet. ’
1050. Is that the natural depth ? We have dredged.
. .
.
1051. Is that part of your work,? Yes. We have applied to the proper ofllcials of the Harbours and
Rivers Department, and I believe we have arranged entirely for the rental of the wharf as it is. We"
have only applied for as much as will take us out to the natural depth required.
1052. Do you think that your project will be very convenient for Sydney commerce working between
your wharves and the warehouses in Sydney ? I think we shall have the advantage there over every
body.
.
"
.
•
'
1053. In what way ? Easy grades, no extra storage, no extra handling of goods, and all the traffic from .
the inteiior delivered from the railway trucks as it comes down direct into the ships.
.
.
1054. If a.shipment of merchandise were-brought to your wharf how would you distribute it? Quite as
easily as from the Circular Quay.
.
,
1055. In what way ? By carting it around Darling Harbour. By going that way we are equidistant with
the Circular Quay from the centre of Market-street, or we are somewhat nearer to it. Taking Marketstreet as the centre of the city, we are nearer to it than the Circular Quay is.
1056. Which part of Market-street ? Taking the junction of Market-street and George.-street as the
centre of the city to which the traffic would be, we are favoured by distance.
.
1057. Do you understand the nature of the improvements generally at Sydney Cove? I do.
1058. I refer to the increased accommodation to be given to the large ocean-going steamers of the P. & O.
Co., and Orient Co., and the Messageries Maritimes Co.,, and also to the ferry boats-of the Manly Beach
.
and Watson’s-Bay Companies ? Yes ; I am acquainted with what is proposed to be done. I am Chair-'
man of the Watson’s Bay Co., and our manager has spoken to me about the matter.
1059. Do you think that improvements are necessary for those purposes ? I think that the avoidance of
' tbe crossing of the ferry boats is of very great importance. I think that if the Government provide rail
way communication between the present terminus and the Circular Quay by any route, whatever the
passenger traffic will enormously increase the ferry traffic at the Circular Quay; and it is only a question
of time when the whole of that Quay will be required for the ferry traffic.
.
1060. Do you mean a railway for the purpose of conveying traffic from the country into the- city, or fromthe^ity into the country ? Speaking personally, I have no idea that a railway will ever be run down to the
Circular Quay for the conveyance of goods. There would be no room for it without resuming all the
valuable properties around the Circular Quay. But there is a great passenger traffic to the city owing to
the many thousands of people who live up the line, and who have to get into Sydney. The construction
of a railway for that traffic is only a question of time.
- .
1061. Will it be necessary to- bring those passengers to the Circular Quay ? I know that there is a very
great outcry for it. If the railway were taken to the centre of the city, at Market-street, I should be quite'
content to walk from there to my office, but I think some people are of opinion the railway should go to
the Circular Quay. .
1062. Mr.'Hwmphery.'] Can you point out on the plan any portion of the proposed improvements which',
you think should not be constructed? I do not think so, for the reason that I have been more concerned
with the general idea than trying to dissect the plans proposed by the Government. I object on wider.
lines to the expenditure of public money where I think better uses, can be found for it.
1063. Can you not state whether in your opinion the proposed expenditure should be carried out, having
.
regard to the evidence you have heard from Mr. Powell ? I think not.
'
'
,
1064. What portion do you think should .not be carried out ? I have not sufficiently studied the plan- to,
answer that question.
1
'
.
1065. Have you observed that there is to be a new berth for the' P. & O. Co.? Yes, and for the' ' .
Messageries Maritimes Co'.
'
'
.
1066. Is not that necessary ? If it is necessary to take the P. & 0. boats there, I have no doubt it is.. 'My „ '
.
impression is that the Circular Quay is one of the best and safest of places to go to, and that it will always , *
get part of the traffic;. but if you supply a better place than the Circular Quay it is questionable- whether'
you will want more accommodation there. I see that part of the proposed improvements .consists of a
coal wharf'at the end of the P. & 0. Co.’s wharf. I do not think that anyone whoi.has'travelled
about in large steamers, and who has had to put up with the inconvenience of coaling,' will'look upon that
as a good suggestion.
- - _
.
’
1067. What wharfage accommodation have you provided in your proposal ? Room enough for the largest
steamers afloat, with sufficient'depth of water for any that may be built for the next twenty years.
"
1068. How many berths ? Eight berths for the largest ocean going steamers.
'
1069; Do you think that the steamers now berthing at the Circular Quay will berth there if they can get ■
■ 'equally ‘

.
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E. C. Bait, eqUa]iy g00Ci accommodation from you ? I think they will of their own accord berth where they get the
greatest facilities.
_
26 Sept. 1888,10^- Therefore you think the Government ought not to provide this accommodation ? Tes ; because the
’
* steamers will get at our wharves direct cargo from the interior, and heavy goods may be landed on the
railway trucks. In addition to that, instead of having to lie outside for coal they can coal in one-fifth of
the time alongside our wharves. One great object of this project is public as well as private, because
it will open up the southern collieries. This is the nearest place they can ship coal from.
•
1071. Tou have heard the evidence of Mr. Powell with regard to the question of accommodation
for the present traffic : were you aware of the fact that there were more berths than are required before
you commenced your private enterprise, or did you think yours so superior that you could almost enjoy
a monopoly? I visited all the private wharves, and judged for myself of ,their facilities. I found .that
they were so many years behind the time that I would not have the slightestpiesitation, if there were three
times as much accommodation as at present, in going on with our proposed plan. I heard Mr. Powell state
that in the olden days a ship would lie alongside a wharf for two months, and I heard him quote the
shortest time in which a steamer could now discharge and load. But steamers cannot discharge with any
more speed at the private wharves because.no accommodation has been provided. Nature has given the
water frontage with a hill at the back which only one small dray at a time can climb. The traction can
not be improved on account of the narrow streets. I think they are bound to go to the wall in any case.
I do not wonder at people going to the Circular Quay with their ships instead of to private wharves. It
is quite possible there is room for both.
1072. It is quite probable that the Circular Quay and your proposed wharf extension will be the popular
resorts for all the ocean-going steamers ? I believe so.
•
' ,
1073. To the neglect of the existing private wharves ? I think so. _ I have taken a lot of trouble, and
I have joined with others in expending money in anticipation of that being the case, so that it is not merely
idle words.
.
_
_
1074. Have you any objection to state what has been the expenditure on the improvement of your site ?
If we carry it out entirely as we have begun it, and as we have been working with our architects right
through, I suppose that the expenditure will be £250,000. That is irrespective of the cost of the land.
1075. Of course you hope to' obtain a very fair return from it ? I have had estimates worked up by.
shipping men, and if we get anything like what they estimate, we shall be quite content.
1076. Mr. Kethel.'] What description of goods do you anticipate will be shipped when you succeed in getting,
this work completed, and placed in direct communication with the interior by rail ? . Meat, wool, coal,
and grain. Meat will be a very large item.
_
1077. In what form do you expect meat to come down—frozen ? I expect it to come down from where
it is killed, as at Biverstone and other places at present in existence. It has been pointed out to us by:
stock and station agents that such a place as we propose to provide is required. All second handling -.
will be avoided. The meat will come down in trucks and will go direct into the frozen store, and it will
never be touched until it goes straight away by train into the ship. Half the meat which has gone bad ■
in being sent home has gone bad on account of the extra handling between the freezing-chamber and
the ship.
1078. What is the usual mode at present adopted in shipping frozen meat from Sydney harbour ? I believe j
it is sent down in trucks from wherever it is killed to Mort & Co.’s store or Richards store. It remains ■
there until it is wanted on board ship. I have seen it carried through Sydney on a hot summer’s day,.
and very often-it has been taken off in a lighter to the Orient Co.’s boat. That is done after the meat has
been frozen ; it begins to thaw, and then the mischief is done.
_
1079. That is one objection which you anticipate meeting and remedying ? Tes. We anticipate a very.
large trade.
...
1080. As that trade is almost entirely conducted by steamers, do you think that the large steamers will
frequent your wharves, and that you will secure a large proportion of the ocean-going steamers
frequenting this port ? Tes ; for the reasoji that anything which comes down by railway can be shipped.1
The same thing applies to wool, but more particularly to any perishable article like"frozen meat.
.
1081. Do you intend to provide freezing apparatus and cool storage for the meat, if it comes down before ■
the ship is prepared to take it on board ? Tes.
..
. ’
1082. Is there any other cool storage at public or private wharves ? ■ None at all. That is how failures •
have taken place in the past. The meat when it came down had been frozen a certain time, and before it
■ was placed on board ship it began to thaw.
.
1083. When you spoke of coaling vessels at your wharves, did you mean that you would supply steamers
with coal for cargoes, or merely that you would supply coal for the consumption of the steamers thorn- .
selves which might be berthed alongside your wharves ? For both purposes.
.
1084. Do you intend to erect hydraulic'cranes for the railway waggons? Tes; travelling, hydraulic
. cranes. I think that steamers will naturally come to a place where they can get coal with the least trouble.
,

,
Arthur Latimer M’Credie, Esq., sworn and examined:—
.
•
.
1085. Chairman.] Are you the architect for the new wharves at Pyrmont?
Tes; architect and
M'Credie,
consulting engineer.
■
’
E6(l1086. Are the whole of the works being done under your surveillance ? Tes.
■
sm*^~**' 1087. The wharves as well as the general works ? Tes ; the whole of the works.
_
•
26 Sept., 1888, yogs. Several large buildings form part pf the project;—are they under your control?
Yes; wo have
designed them.
'
1089. This will be a very large work ? Tes.
1090. Do you regard it as very complete ? Tes.
It will tiike somewhere about three years before it is
1091.' How long will it be before it is completed ?
A. L.

1092. Then Tsuppose-the accominodation which it is proposedtpprovide, will be of a-first-class characterin every respect ? Tes; complete in every way.
no
1093. It'not only provides befthing accommodation, but storage accomn^od^tipn as well. Tes.
1094. Storage lor merchandise,' wool, and frozen meat ? Tes.
■ 1 ■ •
1096.
J.095, Have you applianpee for refrigerating ? Tes,
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1096. And cool chambers for beeping the meat afterwards ?
Tes; for storing somewhere about 48,000
.A. L.
sheep.
‘
M'Credie,
Beq.
J011 loot upon this as a growing trade ? Tes ; it is a growing trade.
1098, Are you an old colonist P Tes.
hicreashig'p0'1'^611676
^ commerce of tlle Port *s largely increasing, and that it is likely to go on 26SePt-.1888.
1100. Do you suppose that the export of meat will become a large item in the exports of the colony P
Tes; it is growing rapidly.
,
^
.
1101. Are large quantities of frozen meat now being sent away ? Tes.
•
1102. By a jirivate company ? Tes.
1103. Have you givenany attention at all to the improvements proposed at the Circular Quay ? I have not
seen them until to-night. Of course I have seen mention of them'in the papers.
Beyond that I did not
Know what improvements were to be made until I saw the plans to-night.
1104. As far as you know the proposed improvements, do you think they are necessary P That I could
scarcely give an opinion upon unless I went into the matter. I have not had time to consider. Of course I
Jcpow that the wharf on the western side of the Quay is in a dilapidated state. '
11 ar a °/0U tlu?k i<; is a va!uab!:e .Pul3li? property ? There is no doubt about it.
iini?' tt aS SUC i ^i° y0U tkmk ^ is desirable to improve it so as to give fair accommodation? Tos.
J.1U7. Have you had any personal experience of the shipment of frozen meat? No; except in a
professional way; 1 have fitted up the chambers.
■
you anything to do with fitting up the Government chambers on Glebe*Island P No.
In tt the chambers m connection with Mr. Mort’s Fresh Food and Ice Co.? No.
Jr • . ve y°u had anything to do with the fitting up of chambers besides those which you are now '
v designing? Tes; for the South Coast and West Camden Co. We fitted up those chambers.' '
liil. Was not that for butter and cheese P For frozen meat as 'well.
,
li lo' ^h®,re Were tbey constructed ? In Sussex-street, near the corner of Liverpool-street.
1113. Ho they receive meat for shipment ? Tes ; a considerable quantity for shipment. From there the
meat is taken to the shij)\s side.
' ■
.
.
'
•
1114. Do you think it is likely that meat will be killed and frozen in the country to be brought to Sydney ?
or long distances it is almost necessary. If you can kill the animals and bring the meat down quickly
at night to be stored m suitable 'chambers it will be done.
'
4
y
Supposing meat were killed at Bourke or Hay would it be practicable to bring it from there to
i/could'not be^ne1^
alstanCe ’ un^ess
h'-id cars specially constructed for conveying the meat
i
P0^011 know tbe co.st of keeping the temperature at a certain degree ? No.
'
1117. Can you tell approximately what it would cost per lb, of meat to keep the temperature at a certain
degree for say a distance of 500 pules ? I believe it has not been properly decided yet; I believe the
Government are going to have some tests made.
J
1118. In the case of the stores you are-designing, will the.trade there be to receive meat in its
oidmary state, freeze it m the budding, and store it there ? Tes.
shined ?*'Tes6 meatWerefr0Zenintlieillteri0rW0Uldy°Ul:,e PrePare(i to keeP i<; tkere urlti1' it was

•

’

•

•

'
'

1120. Do you intend to provide chambers for .either one or the other ? Tes.
W21' IIave
g°l:ie ’uto the cost of storage and keeping the temperature at a certain point so as to bo
unprofitable W • ier *16 cosb W011P4 ke 80 iarge as to make, it probably tmremunerative. It is not
moo If -bat way have yon been guided to that opinion? By experience.
1123. Do you mean of the different processes now in use here ? Tes.
112t P suppose that experience in America is of little use as-a guide here because there they have natural
ice f a es; we have not got that here.
. '
1125. Do you know whether the suburban traffic by the ferries to Manly Beach, St. Leonards, and other
particularlylr6S addltl0Ual accommodation ? I can scarcely say as I have not studied the subject
.H26 Mr. Garrard.] Do you know the state of the western side of the Circular Quay as to whether it is
110(7 "a k . W usually looked at it, and I know it is in a very bad state. *
M27. As a civil engmeer do you favour the construction of wharves, with woodenpiles as against iron.?
H28. Will the wharfage proposed to be built outside the stone wall at Darling Island be built on piles ?
1129. Of what timber ? Turpentine.
1130. Do you prefer that to ironbark ? Tes.
,
.
the bark°'V ^ ^ PUt ^ ^ Piles—do y°u sheatl1 tliem or Put tliem in with the bark on ?

.
We leave on

1132. TVliat is the life of turpentine piles? About 50 years.
1133. Tou have not had 50 years experience of them ? JSTo.
1134. Do you think that at least 50 years will.be their life ? Tes. We have taken out piles which have
been down thirty years.
J|as y°ur attention ever been drawn to the. in efficient means of unloading heavy weights coming-hero
from other countries, such as locomotive boilers ? Tes.
.
'
J
v . a
?aIe y011 ever seen tbe operation carried out at the Circular Quay ? Tes
lf37. is it very cumbersome and inefficient? Tes.
.
’
. CifculS
caPabl?,of ]®ng ^avy weights were erected at some part of the harbour, say the
n qq 1 w? i
^ y°u *hl,Dk l4: would be a great benefit to the community ? Tes.
' ' '
be 12 tons We'Sllt WlU thG cran?s>at your wharves be capable of lifting? 12 tons ; the heaviest lift will
hi?' WT1? ^0!11 ^ ea8i]y erect a larger crane, if necessary, to lift heavier weights ? Tes.
1142 H the model Sb °ff he Watei' ?
!3y dredSing- Tllafc is on the eastern side facing Sydney,
114*5. Is the model ofthe steamer now exhibited by you to the Committee made to a scale ? Tes.
' '

•

'
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1143. What is its length? 500 feet with about 52 feet beam.
.
, ., ,
kjta
in
1144 Can you give us an estimate of the probable cost of a pile wharf, 25 feet wide by 570 ee
,
length ? It depends upon circumstances ; whether it is pile driving or whether the bottom is flat rock,

26 Sept., 1888. jjjf S^Snary #e dSing in the silt of Port Jackson, do you think that £5,000 would be ample
IS^^miH^^e^SlS^m^ at the Circular Quay P

Ihadnot seen them before

1147^ Are you aware that the down harbour and North Shore traffic in Sydney Cove crosses ? Yes.
1148. If it m proposed to shift the berths of the Manly Beach and Watson s Bay ferry boats from the
western to thePeastern side, do you think that will be an improvement and make it less dangerous . Yes.
1149. Mr. Kethel.\ Have you had much experience in designing and constructing wharves. Yes, a
considerable amount of experience here and in Queensland.
• ^
.i,, p4T,(,11-|flT.
1150 With your experience as an engineer can you suggest any better method of improving the Circular
Quay and itl accommodation than ^suggested by the present plan ;-had you not the
of
the Quay under your consideration several years ago ? Yes ; some considerable time since. I have not
llSLCanyJuluggest anything more desirable or profitable to improve the wharfage accomodation of the
Circular Qmy thfn what is suggested in this plan? It is rather short notice to answer that question; I
would rather study the matter before answering.

.

-

. . '
Mr. William Henry Shortland sworn and examined:—
'
1152. Ohairman.'] Are you a member of the firm of Shortland and Sons, carriers ? Yes. We have been

Mr. W. H.
Shortland. carriers in the city for thirty-five or forty years.
26SepM888.

.
^
. qi
^ fniw Who
1153. Is that the name of the firm ? The name of the firm is that of Bichard Shortlan^
is now deceased. I have been engaged for twenty-one years m our own WeBS; and! ™ ^ togr
years with Mr. Powell, the present Collector of Customs. When I left school I went straight i
■
Powell’s office, and so gained my experience of Custom House and shipping work.
H”,To»agfg~i^
i
; a- >»—* *»*
HteUn connection *itk your occupation I mppoae yon catty to and item ttie tations whattec in tie
city ? Yes.
.
1157. To the railway and other places ? Yes.
■
, ,
-ypS.
1158. I suppose there is a great deal of carriage between the different wharves ^nd the city . Y e^,
We call our carrying heavy carrying. It is mainly confined to the city, an we
SSYn the pursuit of yont occupation do you Snd a wry great differ™* “
wharves ? Yes ; the haulage is very much greater from some than from others pthat is from the back
wharves. We call the Circular Quay the wharf, and we call all the others the back wharves.
1160. The Circular Quay is far more favoured than any other ? Yes.
rlliP WP fa lie
1161. Does it cause yon to make any difference m the cost of carriage? No ; “ a
our work at one price for all the wharves. The merchant does not know where a ship will discharge.
U62YIt irimmaterial what wharf the goods come to ? Yes. Still there are some of our customers-I
think onlv three—whose goods we take at a lower rate from the Circular Quay.
■ ..
1163 Are you provided with ordinary facilities for loading at the different wharves ;-if you are carting
mereUnSJ from the Circular Quay ifemre. or from any of the other who™, hare you
tion ? Tes; we r<«kon that we hale every appliance-shear legs, lifting gear, all sorts of vehicles from
large.boiler waggons to parcel vans.
,,
n
1164. Do you take the merchandise from-the wharf or the ship ? Prom the wharf.
1165. In tie case of very heavy machinery, such as locomotives would that be fmov®J f
to the wharf by the people interested in the ship ? By the stevedore ; he lands all the cargo on the
wharf.
'.
1166. Then you take it from there P Yes.
„
1167. Have you appliances to take it P Yes, to lift it from the wharf.
wf Wp 1168. Then you do take heavy material, such as locomotives ? Yes ; we lift it from the wharf. We have
taken the whole of Beyer, Peacock, & Co.’s locomotives. When the boilers and frames are fitted togethe
and brought out in that manner in the ship, the total weight would be 21 tons. When the boiler stands
alone I think the weight is 11 tons.
.
,
1169. Do you take Government rails ? No; I believe they are lightered.
•, • n
1170. They used to he taken from the Circular Quay some years ago P Yes ; I think it is five years ago.
1171. Do you remember shipments of Park G-ate rails ? Yes.
, , , . T j™ .
-a,™1172. Rails with which great fault was found because they were badly selected m London ,
J
not taken from the Circular Quay? Yes.
•fwr.rr,
1173. In the course of your occupation do you take for private individuals very much merchandise ro
the ship’s side to the railway to go into the interior ? Very little ; there are vcry few customers whose
goods are taken direct from the ship to the railway. Nearly all the imports of Sydney are taken into
11°74.S Does^very much of the produce of the country go direct from the railway into the ships ? I should
say that only the copper, tin, and lead, go direct.
,
■1175: Does the wool go into the ship direct ? No ; it passes down to the stevedores to be pressed.
1176. It goes into the warehouses ? Yes ; unless it happens to be dumped. Even then I think it goes
im^Do^you^asrdown a good deal of wool?

No; it is a Government contract. We have had no

Government contract except the removal of locomotives from the Circular Quay.
1178. Can you form an opinion as to the proportion of dumped wool that comes from the country a
goes direct to the ship ? I cannot give an opinion, as we do not handle the railway wool.
ii/y'
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Mr, W. H.
1179. Have you been made acquainted with the proposed improvements at the Circular- Quay ? No.
1180. Have you seen the plans proposing to give extended accommodation to the Orient, P. & 0., and Shortland.
Messageries Maritimes Companies, to improve the ferry service occommodation, and to make some addi
tional improvements to the wharves on the western side of the Cove ? As carriers we should certainly °8eP •> . •
favour broadside wharves. That js another reason for preferring the Circular Quay—the ships lie right
alongside. When a ship is unloading from several hatches on a long jetty the jetty soon becomes
blocked, and the carriers cannot get at the goods. - The jetties are of no great width, and perhaps only a
single dray can pass along.
Por quick loading there is nothing to beat the Circular Quay with its broad
side wharf. Cowper-wharf is also a broadside wharf.
1181. Engaged in the carrying trade as you have been, you have had an opportunity of watching the
increase of the commerce of the port;—has it increased to a large extent during the last few years .?
Certainly it has.
.
,
1182. Do you think it is likely to go on increasing for many years F Tes. I remember seeing ships
discharging alongside the wharves for six or seven weeks at a time ; whereas now they discharge in a
fortnight.
.
.
1183. Do you think it is essential that these works should be carried out so that vessels discharging may have all the necessary accommodation ? Tes.
•
.
1184. I presume that the greater the facilities are which are given for discharging and loading vessels
the more likely is the enterprise to result successfully? Tes. I consider that shed accommodation enables,
ships to discharge much more rapidly than would be the case with a bare wharf. Steamers break- bulk
at other ports before they come here, and they are quite ready on the moment of arrival to commence’
discharging. The owner of the goods may not find out for twenty-four hours, through the Press,
that the steamer has actually arrived. The steamer, however, can put the goods at once into a shed, ahd;
they are protected. A locked shed is far more serviceable than an open shed.
1185. Are the Circular Quay sheds open or locked ? The Orient, P, & 0., and Messageries Maritimes
Co.’s sheds are locked.
,
■

j
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APPENDIX.
A.
.
'

.

[To Evidence of Alfred Lamb, Esq?\

Sir,

Sydney, 21 September, 1888.
I hare the honor to enclose for the information of the Committee a report from Captain Jackson, Manager of the
Public Wharves, that was placed on the table of the Legislative Assembly on tbe 19th June, and to which I referred in my
evidence before the Committee on the 11th instant. It will be observed it is stated in this rsport that under rebate competition
with private wharves (except for loading) public wharves become empty except under the same system. It must be plain to
anyone a rebate system does not increase the accommodation, therefore, the latter cannot be insufficient.
’
The evidence now of Captain Jackson before your Committee on the 11th and 19th instant, as it appears in the Sydney
Morning Serald, placed alongside this printed Parliamentary report, is so contradictory that, beyond calling attention to it
comment is unnecessary.
In the evidence above referred to figures are given as to the annual returns for wharfage at Woolloomooloo Bay. I
believe I am right in stating, without having had actual access to the figures, that all returns from the public wharves are
swelled up by the Q-overnment charging itself with wharfage on its own materials. In the figures mentioned is included the
wharfage on an enormous quantity of water pipes for carrying the Nepean water to the City, a specially heavy importation
not likely to benefit any Q-overnment wharfage returns again.
'
I have, &c.,
■
ALFRED LAMB.
The Honorable John Lackey, M.L.C., Chairman, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.

[Extract from “ Votes and Proceedings of the Legislative Assembly," ]Sro. 108, Thursday, 21 June, 1883.]
(13.) Rebate from Wharfage Rates on Public Wharfs :—Mr. Lyne, for Mr. Dibbs, asked the Colonial Treasurer,—
(1.) Is it a fact that the management of the Circular Quay is allowing a rebate of 25 per cent, from the wharfage rates
upon the cargoes of vessels discharging at certain public wharfs ?
,
(2.) Has he given his sanction to a system of rebates in competition with the owners of private wharf property ?
(3.) Is not the giving of rebates a violation of the law ?
Mr. Burns answered,—
(1 and 2.) In answer to the Honorable Member’s questions Nos. 1 and 2, I have obtained from Captain Jackson,
Manager of Public Wharfs, the following report upon the practice of allowing rebate from the wharfage rates payable
by ships discharging at public wharfs : —
“In compliance with your instructions, I have the honor to report, for the Colonial Treasurer’s information, the
manner in which the business of the public wharfs has been conducted.
“ During the four (4) years that the public wharfs have bean under my charge, I have endeavoured, as far as in my
power to carry on the business on commercial principles (without which wharf business cannot be carried out to
advantage), with what result is well known to yourself. During the first two (2) years, I found no difficulty to
contend with, as nearly all the principal wharf-owners had formed themselves into an association, and no rebate
of any kind was allowed, in consequence of which the public wharfs received a fair share of the shipping business
of the port, the revenue of the Quay having increased during the two (2) years from £12,000 to over £18,000
per annum.
u During the latter part of 1886 it was found necessary to re-establish the rebate system (which had in fact been Ie
use for twenty (20) years previous), in order to protect the revenue from the wharfs under my charge. I
accordingly asked and obtained permission from the then Colonial Treasurer (Sir P. Jennings) to allow rebate
of 10 per cent, on the net inward wharfages and 5 per cent, on the tonnage, dues. This rebate was only given
to the agents of one vessel, as I soon found that it was not sufficient inducement, as private wharf-owners at this
time allowed from 30 to 45 per cent. This large rebate was the cause of every berth at both the Circular Quay
and Cowper Wharf being vacant for over one month of the present year, and compelled me again, in the interest
of the wharfs, to ask permission to increase the rebate already granted by the former Colonial Treasurer to
25 per cent., tbe minute of Mr. Burns’ approval expressly stating that the authority was to be exercised with
great care. This has only been allowed 'to four (4) vessels, three (3) at the Circular Quay and one (1) at
Cowper Wharf.
“ I beg to point out that the rebate allowed by the Qovernment in no way competes with the private interest of wharf
owners, as in all cases the amounts given by them exceed what is allowed by the public wharfs by 10 or 20
per cent.
“ So long as private wharf-owners continue to allow rebates, it is absolutely necessary that the business of the public
wharfs be cai-ried on under a similar arrangement, as otherwise vessels (except for loading) will go where rebate
is given, and the public wharfs will be empty.”
(3.) I am not aware that the giving of rebates is a violation of the law. I consider it to be perfectly legal.

B.
[To Evidence of M, A. Gonil.']
Dear Sir,
.
Sydney, 21 September, 1888.
_
With reference to our conversation of yesterday re extensions of our wharf, I herewith enclose a letter which I
received from the Colonial Treasurer on the 20th February, and which will give you complementary information about tho
matter.
. ,
I am, &e.,
. ,
A. CONIL.
The Hon. J. Lackey, Sydney.
-----------------Sir,
_
_
The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, 20 February, 1888.
.
I have the honor, by direction of the Colonial Treasurer, to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 7th instant, and
to inform you, in reply, that there will be no objection to an extension of 50 feet to the wharf at the eastern side of the
Circular Quay leased to you, provided you will undertake to pay a proportionate increase of rent for such extension.
X liaye &c«
The Principal Agent,
,
Q. EAGAR.
Messageries Maritimes Co., Sydney.

c.
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[_To Evidence of James Powell, Esq.']
The Collector of Customs to The Secretary, Public TVorks Committee.

®ir’ T i,
,, ,
, ,
i t> l
‘ .Custom House, 5 October, 1888.
„ . .
1 ha,ve the llonor to forward a Return, prepared in connection with my evidence given before the Public Works
Committee, and to request that the Return may be received as an appendix to the evidence.
•
.
I have, &c.,
.
----------JAMBS POWBLL.
RETURN showing the number of Inward Cargo Ships berthed in Port Jackson during the year 1887, the wharves at which
such ships were berthed, and their respective register tonnage.
Note.—Vessels consigned to the P. & O.S.N. Co............................................................................... j
•
Orient Co. .................................................................................... i At Circular Quay;
Messageries Maritimes................................................................. 1
Eastern and Australian S.S. Co............
)
China S.N. Co................................................... .............................. At Smith’s Wharf;
Apd intercolonial- trading vessels, are not included in this Return, such vessels having fixed or leased berths for their
constant'trade irrespective of wharfage competition.

Ship.

Afghan......................................
Arapua......................................
Bancora ..................................
Baneora. ..................................
Bhundara...................
Caroline ..................................
Clitus ....................................
Deepdale ..................................
Deepdale ...............................,4
Duleep Singh .:......................1
Emblem ..................................
Fulda ......................................
Ghazee......................................
Ghazee......................................
Hercules. .1..........
Hohenzollern ............................
Hohenstaufen..........................
Habsburg ..............................
Hankow ............;....................

Tons.

1,439
540
2,170
2,170
2,190
680
1,588
1,715
1,715
1,198
1,152
884
1,764
1,764
1,215
1,900
1,900
1,910
2,322

1887.
Australian Steam Navigation
Ship.
Hohenzollern ....................
Hohenstaufen...................
Habsburg...........................
Francesca T.......................
Hohenzollern ...................
Hohenstaufen.................. .
Jumna ...............................
M. A. Troop ....................
Neckar...............................
Norkoowa......... I................
Nuremberg '........
Nowshera...........................
New Guinea.......................
Nebo.............................. .
Preussen ...........................
Port' Adelaide....................
Pathan..........................
Port Jackson ..... ;.......

Company.
Tons.
1,900
1,900
1,910
1,111
1,900
1,905
1,048
1,118
870
1,074
2,189
1,938
1,700
1,382
- 2,880
1,783
1,762
1,728

Ship. -

.

Tons

Port Philip ..............................
Port Pirie..................................
Pathan.........................
Port Darwin ..........................
Port Jackson ..........................
Port Denison ..........................
Patrician ...............
Remington ■..............................
Saliei- ......................................
Seine..........................................
Sikh ..........................................
Salier..........................................
Sikh ..........................................
Sikh .................. '......................
Tiverton ............. ....;..............
Victoria ....................................
Zuleika..............................
Zealandia.................................

1,732
2,040
1,762
1,628
1,728
2,289
1,213
999
1,894
735
],5io
“1,894
1,510
1,510
1,743
934
1,092
1,714

Total, 55 ships.
Ship.
Adelaide Platt.......... '...............
Ardvar......................................
Ashleigh Brook ......................
Bertha
..... .’......
Balkamah...... i...... ...................
Balmoral Castle ............i........
County Carnarvon..................
Coromandel..............................
G. O. Cuthbert ................... .-.
Clynder......................................
Cabul..........................................
.Callao ......................................
Dumbartonshire......................

Tons.
1,090
858
1,915
887"
1,318
2,059
1,267
849
999
1,117
1,397
978
915

Dalton’s Wharf.
Ship.
Dawpool ......................
Dunscore ............... .
Dunkeld ...................... ........
Eurydice ......................
GryJfe ..........................
Loch Bredan ..............
Leicester Castle ..........
Leucadia ......................
Lake Erie......................
Livingstone ...................
MoelFilian.................. ..........
Maulesden .................. ..........
Northbrook..................
Total, 38 ships.

Ship.
Alex. Laurence'......................
Ariadne........:..........................
Brussels ..................................
Cochin ......................................
Dunolly ..................................
Dallam Towers ......................
Dee ..........................................

Tons,
1,205
1,167
991
1,200
1,478
1,464
1,115

Adelaide Wharf.
Ship.
’
Earl Zetland ...........
Firth of Stronga......................
Firth of Solway ......................
Firth of Clyde..........................
Gareloch .-......
Glenfyne ..................................
Inchgreen.............................
Total, 21 ships.

Ship. '
Amoy ..............
Chindewara.......
Cairngorm .......
Cluny Castle ...
Charlotte Groom
Coldinghame ...

Tons.
994
-1,487'
1,166
1,934
1,661
1,059

Ship- '
.
Brilliant .;............................
County Anglesea......................
Gimba ..;.........
Cairnbulg..................................
Ecclefechan..............................

Tons.
1,613
1,067
1,117
1,567
2,058

Tons.

Ship.

Tons

1,081
1,500

Olga ..........................................
Phasis ......................................
Panmure ..................................
Rohilla.....................................
Snowden ..:..............................
Sardahana ..............................
Skelmoslie ..............................
Santa..........................'...............
Shandon .............
Sherwood........................
Vanuara ..................................
Yarkand ..................................

Tons.
1,461
1,251
1,245
1,207
1,177
913
1,091

Ship.
ons.
John Gamble .............
Loch Trool .................
Moresby .....................
Oakhurst .................................. 1,032
Port Jackson .......................... 2,132
Seriol Wyn ................. .........;.. 1,065
Thessalus.....................

Grafton Wharf.
Ship.
.
Tons.
Dumfrieshire .......................... 1;221
Grassendale................................. 1,819
LeylandBros.....................
2,238
Lake Ontario...:.,......... ............ 1,061
Mitredale.................................. 1,231
Port Darwin ..............
1,628
Total, 18 ships.

Ship.
Tons.
Port Augusta .............
Port Pirie.....................
Roehampton.................
Rising Star ................. ............
835'
Siosa .............................
Samoa .........................

1,005

Circular Quay.
Ship. . .
...
Tons.
Essex.............................................1,675
Gladstone............................... 1,209
Hubbuck........................
1,834
Kent..............................
1,620

Ship. .
.
.
Sussex ......................
Sir W. Raleigh
Trafalgar..... .......................
Yallaroi ............. ..,V. 1,499

528
1,490
1,503
985
1,065
1,119
1,528
940
1,397
1,823
2,012
1,311

Tons.
1,620
1,492
1,429

Total, 13 ships,
Dibbs’.'
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Ship.

Tons.

Angerona.................................. 1,215
Batavier ...........................'...... 1,616
Black Adder
917
City Sparta.............................. 1j193.

Ship.

Tons.

Bahkhall .................................. 1,312
Essex.......................................... 1,675
East Lothian .......................... 1,389

Ship.

Tons.

Achilles .................................... 1,521
Candida ................................... 1,221
Hubbuck ................................... 1,834

Ship.

Tons.

Australasian............................. 2,343
Aberdeen.................................. 2,371
Australasian.............................. 2,343

Tons.

H. G. Johnson.......................... 1,027
Hahnemann.............................. 1,937
Valdivia ..................................
877

Total, 10 ships.
Moore’s Wharf.

Ship.

Ship.

Tons.

City Hankow ........:................ 1,195
Cordillera..................................
852
Duke Argyle .......................... 2,037

Tons.
1,502
1,300
1,284

Tons.
1,257
1,163
1,513

Ship.
Albuera........................... .........
Cloncaird....................... .........
Star of Germany............ .........

'
'
Central Wharf.
Ship
’
'Hawkesbury ..........................
Illawarra .................................
Melbourne ............................
Total, 9 ships.

Tons.
1,120
1,887
1,867

Tons.
Ship.
Parramatta .................... ......... 1,521
Rodney........................... .......... -M47
979
Windsor Castle ......................

Dalgety’s Wharf.
Ship.
Aberdeen................................. ,
Gulf of Venice.........................
Orontes..................................... ,
Total, 9 ships.

Tons.
2,371
1,964
1,318

Ship.
Francis Thorpe ......................
Howden ................................
Hereward.................................
.Total, 9 ships.

-

Tons.
Ship.
Smyrna...................................... 1,305
Sophocles....................... ......... 1,120
948
Thermopylae .............. . .........

Union Steamship Go’s. Wharf.
Ship.

Tons.

Alameda .................................. 1,939
Alameda .................................. 1,939
Alameda ..................
1,939

Ship.

Tons.

Alameda .................................. 1,939
Mariposa ................................. 1,939
Zealandia.................................. 1,714
Total, 9 ships.
'

Ship

Tons

Zealandia.................................. 1,714
Zealandia.................................. 1,714
Zealandia.................................. 1,714

Lime-street Wharf.
Ship.

*

Tons.

Austriana.................................. 1,519
Blengfell .................................. 1,154
City of Tanjore ......................
768

Tons.

Ship.

1,543
358

Argus ......
Confluentia

Ship.

Tons.

Cadzow Forest ...................... 1,068
Charles Bat..............................
724
Furness Abbey .. ................... 1,044
Total, 9 ships.
Smith’s Wharf.

Ship.

Tons.

Eamock...................................... 1,198
Firth of Tay..............................
826
Total, 6 ships.
.

Ship.

Tons.

Glenesk..................
1,298
H. S. Sanford.......................... 1,101
Mowe ...................
1,058

Ship.

Tons.

Johanna .............................
430
Pericles...................................... 1,598

Parbury’s Wharf.
Ship.

Tons.

Aviemore.......................
1,592
Eifeshire .................................. 2,425

Ship.

Tons.

Dorenby ..................................
863
Edinburgshire.......................... 1,277

Ship. •

Tons.

Gulf of Venice.................
1,964
Patriarch ................................. 1,339
Total, 6 ships.
Ship.

Cowper Wharf.

Tons.

Lobo..........................................
899
Port Victor.............................. 1,829
Total, 5 ships.

Ship.

Ship.

Chr. Knudson
..................
Ethiopian..................................

569
839

Ship.

Jerusalem:

_

Stirlingshire.

Town’s Wharf.
Tons.

Ship.

Tons.

Sophocles................................... 1,120
Sami. Plimsoll........................... 1,061

Tons.

Ship.

901

Nomad ,

Tons.

1,221

Tons.

452

Total, 4 ships.
Fagan’s Wharf.
Ship. .

Tons.

Cassandra.

711

Ship.

Tons.

Ullock ....................... ..............
Total, 2 ships.

7-79

Struth’s Wharf.

Ship.
Cicero ...

Tons.

1,115

Ship.'

Tons.

986

Kew ...
Total, 2 ships.
Russell’s Wharf.

Ship.

Tons.

Embla ...

385
1 ship.
* Timber Cargoes.

Ship.

Ship:.
Tons.
Ship.
Tons.
Don Nicolas..............................
?69
Prospect .................................
710
Dr. Mezger ..............................
628
Pacific Slope............................
799
Emile Marie..............................
-602
Pegase ......................................
471
Freida Grampp ......................
199
Royal Tar..................
598
Fray Benton..............................
511
Rosenberg ..............................
860
Geo. Thompson ...................... 1,128
Royal Tar..................................
598
Glint..........................................
715
S. S. Ridgway..........................
831
Geo. Thompson ...................... 1,128
St. Lawrence -........................ 1,019
Freidrickstadt..........................
653
Shannon .................................. 1,292
Hanover ..................................
558
Siebin ......................................
641
Heiden......................................
751
Montgomery Castle ..............
871
Hercules ..................................
561
-Apollo ...................................... 1,124
C. B. Keniry ..................'....... 1,073
Total, 38 ships.
Generally discharged at water frontages held by proprietors of Licensed Timber Bonds.
RECAPITULATION.

Juletrae..................
Kosciusko.....................•...........
Lindus .................................
M'ercuo......... ..........
Maria Louise ..........................
Martha......................................
Marie-Rutho ..........................
Martha.....................................
Nineveh ..................................
Nebo..........................................
Nineveh
........................
rBacific'Slope............................ ‘
jPakwah

Tons.

730
1,192
1,080
717
456
853
419
853
1,174
591
1,174
799
81.9
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RECAPITULATION.
Wharf.

No.- of shipsberthed, 1887..

Grovernment property .

( Circular Quay..................................
j Cowper Wharf................................ i

13
5

.In association.

( Parburry’s.......................................
Walker’s ..... '...................................
Alger’s.............................................
Central......................'............ 1.........
Dalgety’s.........................................
Towns’.............................................
Moore’s............................................
Washington ....... ...............
Smith’s............-.................................
Dibbs’.................................
1 Grafton...... 7.....................................

6
0
0
9
9
' 4
9
- 21
6
10
18 •

In separate competition

: Australasian Steam Navigation Co.
Daltonls ...........................................
Union Steam Co...............................
-{ Lime-street......................................
Fagan’s.............................................
Struth’s............................................
. Russell’s ..........................................

55
38
9
9
2
2
1

1837.

Timber ships

Accommodation available irrespective
, of leased berths.

Estimated
do
3

do'

| For year 887.

1 berth.
1 do.
1 do.
5 berths.
.2 do.
2 do.
3 do.
1 berth.
3 berths.
■ 6 do.
4. do.
3 berths.
1 berth.
1 do.
1 do.
1 do.
1 do.
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Custom House, Sydney, October 4, 188S.

[One plan.]

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1888.
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CmCIJLAR QUAY IMPROVEMENTS BILL.
■

'

(MESSAGE No. 6.)

,

■

•Ordered by the Legislati/ee Assembly to be printed, 6 December, 1888.

‘CARRINGTON,
. Governor,

,
- '

.

. '

Message No-. 6.
,

In accordance 'with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends, for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, the expediency of making
. provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the carrying out of certain
improvements to the Circular Quay, Sydney.
t
Government House, Sydney,
30</t November, 1888.
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John Lackey, Chairman.
Geobgke Campbell.
"William Heney Suttok.
James Watson.
.
Eredeuick Thomas Huhpheet.

.
.
_

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

;
.
.
'

•

.

.

Joseph Palmer Abbott, Esquire, Vice-Chairman.
James Nixon Brhnker, Esquire.
Henry Copeland, Esquire.
Alexander Kethel, Esquire.
.
John Bendell Street, Esquire.
'
Thomas Michael Slattery, Esquire.
■
.Jacob :Garrard, Esquire.
Sydney Smith, Esquire.

.

.

[James Nixon Bruuker, Esquire, by reason of his accepting the office of Minister for Lands, did not
take his seat as a member of the Committee,]

_
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Joseph Barling, Esq., TJnder Secretary for Public Works ..................................................
1-2
Robert Hickson, Esq., M.I.C.E., Acting Engineer-in-CMef for Harbours and Rivers..........
2-3
Captain John Jackson, Manager of the Public Wharves at Sydney......................................,..
3-6
Captain Henry Pettit, Harbour Master of Sydney.............................. ........................................ 6-8
Mr. John William Hilliard, Wharfinger at Cowper Wharf, Woolloomooloo Bay ...............
8-9
Mr. Alexander Brown Portus, Superintendent of Dredges ...................................................... 9-10
Mr. John Joseph Earl, Timber Merchant ...... ........................................................................... 10-12
James Barnet, Esq., Colonial Architect ................................ ........................................ ............ 12-14

APPENDIX.

.

To evidence of Mr. Alexander B. Portus...................................... .......... ............... ....................
Plan, showing the.proposed Improvements and Additions to the Wharfage Accommodation,
Woolloomooloo Bay, as it was submitted to the Committee.
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/

. MINUTES OE EYIDENCE.
WHARFAGE ACCOMMODATION, WOOLLOOMOOLOO BAY.

WEDNESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER, 1888.

’

f)r.cs,ent:—

The Honorable JOHN LACKEY (Chairman)..
The Hon. George Campbell.
Joseph Palmer Abbott, Esq.
The Hon. William Henex Sttttob.
John Kjendell Street, Esq.
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Hdmpherx
Thomas Michael Slattery, Esq.
Alexander Kethel, Esq.
Jacob Garrard, Esq.
Stdnex Smith, Esq.
The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed improvements and additions to the wharfage
accommodation, Woolloomooloo Bay.
Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public Works, sworn and examined:—
modoo^Bay*?^
aWare ^at we ^aTe ua<^er consideration the proposed improvements at Woolloo-,. j. Barling,
?. What is the estimate of the cost submitted for the work? .£42,000.

That is the sum asked from r-S-N

Jrarnament tor the construction of the works.
1 19 Sept.,1888.
3. Can you give us any information as to the circumstances under which the vote was initiated or the
work undertaken . It was partly intended for the use of Her Majesty’s navy, and to resume a piece of
w art originally constructed for that purpose'in the bay. Captain Jackson will give particulars as to the
•
necessity for the work.
"
■
4. Does the Imperial Government contribute anything to the work? No. There was an understanding
come to between the Government of New South Wales, when Sir Alexander Stuart was Premier, and the
imperial Government, whereby certain lands were given up to the Colony by the Imperial Government in
exchange for other places and works of which this wharf forms part.. We have put up part of the wharf
which is marked Admiralty Wharf ” on the plan now before the Committee. It is on the west side of
Admiralty00 00
^ 1'>r0'P0Se t0 Use that whar^ for general purposes, and erect a new wharf for the
5. I have in my hand a statement which I think comes from the Public Works Department, in which the
cost or these proposed_works is stated at £112,000;—will you look at this document and see if it is correct ? .
I tbmk this document is a mistake. The amount of £112,000 is a clerical error; it is an error of tran
scription ; it should be £42,000.
' ‘
' '
'
6. Is there another vote of £112,000 ? Yes.
7. Is that the amount estimated for the Newcastle improvements? Yes.
8. Then the correct amount for these works, at Woolloomooloo Bay is £42,000 ? Yes.
9 Isthatthe estimated amount submitted by the' skilled officers of the Department after examination ? Yes.
10. Have you a list prepared of the works proposed to be carried out for £42,000 ? Yes. It is as
follows
It is proposed to erect on the western side of Woolloomooloo Bay a wharf 588 feet in length, a
portion of which, viz., 320 feet, is for the use of Her Majesty’s ships, and the remaining portion for
commercial purposes, and what is marked on the plan as Admiralty Wharf will be lengthened as shown,
making a total length of 404 feet, the whole of which it is proposed'to use for general commercial purposes.
t is further proposed to fill m the part of the curved face of the wharf at the south-west corner, and thus
construct a wharf having a straight face of 250 feet, and from the centre part of Cowper Wharf to run
out a ]etty 700 feet m length and 100 feet in width.
'
11. What is the length of the jetty now in existence at Woolloomooloo, Bay ? About 250 feet. .
12. Mas that been in use for some time ? Yes, for some little time.
■
13. Have these proposed works ever been submitted to Parliament in. any way ? I think it is one of the
votes passed..
.
It'
l1:. P:i:oPosed
*6 Secretary for Public Works to refer the works to this Committee ? Yes.
'
15. Is it within your knowledge that applications have been made at various times- bv maritime people tohave these works carried out at Woolloomooloo Bay? I cannot say that it is. ■
Treasury
Pe^10Ils been presented ? No. It is a matter that came to our Department from the
.'

19—A
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J. Barling,
Esq.

17. Is it a proposal partly to carry out-the arrangement of an exchange of sites with the Imperial
G-overnment ? Yes. The main reason, I think, for changing the site of the Admiralty Wharf is the
19^SepM888. difficulty of getting proper foundations for stores.
18. Mr. Garrard.'] Have the Admiralty authorities complained about the accommodation at present given ?
No. They have not complained, because it does not matter to them what the foundations may be, so longas they are provided. It would cost an immense sum of money to get foundations at the present site.
19. Has the Colonial Government to carry out that work P Yes. It was part of the arrangement made
by Sir Alexander Stuart. We found it so difficult to get settled foundations on the present site that it
was decided to change the situation.
20. Will it not be a great eyesore in the Domain if those buildings are shifted farther out? I hardly
think so. If we are going to use the present wharf for commercial purposes, I do not think it will matter
much to provide the other accommodation farther away.
21. Mr. Kethel.] Could you furnish the Committee with a memo, showing the nature of the arrangement
entered into between the G-overnment of New South Wales and the Imperial G-overnment by which the
Colony is committed more or less to this scheme ? It is not in my Department; still, if you wish it, I can
easily get the document.
22. Chairman.] Is it part of the general exchange by which the Imperial authorities got Garden Island?
Yes.
23. Mr. Alhott.] Can you state what is the expenditure on Cowper Wharf at the present time ? Captain
Jackson will be able to give it.
24. Can you tell me what the whole of the works have cost from the beginning ? I have not the figures
with me at present, but I will send them in.
25. Can you state what revenue has been derived each year for the wharfage accommodation at present
existing ? The collection of the revenue does not come within my Department. Captain Jackson will be
able to give information on that point.
26. Chairman.] Will you supply the Committee with all the papers you have referred to ? Yes.

Eobert Hickson, Esq., M.I.C.E., Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours andEivers, sworn and examined:—Yes.

K. Hickson, 27. Chairman.] Are you aware of the project to make certain improvements at Woolloomooloo Bay ?
Esq.
28. Do you know the amount required to effect these improvements ? £42,000.

29. What do the works consist of ? An extension of the Admiralty Wharf, on the west side, for a length
19 Sept.,1888. 0f gyg feek I think its present length is 250 feet. This is a further extension at a cost of £8,000.

.

Then there is an extension and filling up a little bit of the harbour at a cost of £4,500 in round numbers.
30. Is it for filling up alone, or filling up and a wharf ? It is a wharf and filling up with dredged material
and ballast, which will not cost much. We generally get ballast—rough stones—in front, and fill up with
rubbish behind.
31. What work follows that ? Straightening part of the circular portion of the wharf. It is very
awkward for a vessel to get in there at present. We intend to cut off a piece so as to make a straight
berth.of 250 feet, which a vessel can lie alongside. That is a timber wharf; it will cost about £1,800.
Then there is a jetty 700 feet long by 100 feet wide, which will cost a little over £27,700.
32. Is that jetty considered to be a desirable work ? Yes. ■
33. Have you recommended it ? No. I think it was mainly recommended by Captain Jackson.
34. Who was the professional man who designed it ? Mr. Moriarty.
35. It is in your Department that you have taken up the project ? Yes.
36. Will the jetty of 700 feet be all piled ? Yes; all timber.
'
37. What will be the exact cost ? £27,740.
38. What will be the distance between that jetty and the present small jetty shown on the plan ? Nearly
130 feet.
39. Will that be of sufficient space to allow of the use of the two jetties r Yes.
'
40. Will the long jetty of 700 feet affect injuriously the traffic of the bay generally ? No.
41. If large vessels go there will they be able to turn ? Yes; as a matter of practice, they will turn out
side.
.
42. There was a project some years ago to carry out a similar jetty in Circular Quay;—was not that objected
to because it would interfere with the traffic of the Cove ? I do not know. It must have been before I
came here.
43. Would that be the case in this instance ? No ; I think there is sufficient room.
44. Do you know anything of the conditions or circumstances under which this wharf has been conceded
to the Admiralty ? No; I do not know anything of the arrangement.
45. Have you formed any opinion as to the necessity of the work generally? Erom two or thi’ee visits which
I have made to the place, 1 think there would be a very large business done, if there was sufficient
accommodation.
46. Do you think the proposed works can be carried out at the estimated cost ? I think so. I went
through the estimates myself.
47. Mr. AbboitC] Do you know what the Cowper Wharf cost ? No; but I could let the Committee know
to-morrow.
48. What is the income ? Captain Jackson will be able to tell you that. I think the wharf cost £18,000.
49. Mr. Kethel.] Have the Imperial authorities atanytime complained of the accommodation at their disposal
at Woolloomooloo ? I have not been here long enough to be able to say. They have not done so to my
knowledge.
50. At whose suggestion is the proposal made to change the site of the Admiralty Wharf ? I do not know
what are the arrangements with the Admiralty. I believe that the motive for moving from the present site
is this : We want more wharfage accommodation in Woolloomooloo Bay, and it is more convenient to put
the man-of-war ships on the outside than to have them coming backwards and forwards through the shipping.
51. Are you aware of a single instance in which a man-of-war ship has been brought alongside that wharf ?
No, because I do not ttdnk there is any place where they could go alongside. But I believe they intend
to do so, and it is the object of the wharf.
:
'
'
52. Mr. Abbott.] .Do you know anything about stores to be erected at Woolloomooloo Bay? No.
53.
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53. Mr. Kethel.']- At whose suggestion is it proposed to extend the jetty 700 feet into the harbour ? I E. Hickson,
believe it was proposed by Mr. Moriarty, after consultation with Captain Jackson. I believe that is bow it • Esq. '
originated.
19 Sept.,1888.
54. -Are there any minutes referring to the reasons why a jetty of these peculiar dimensions should be
made ? I have not seen them.
, ■
55. Does it not strike you as peculiar to have a jetty 100 feet wide for commercial purposes ? I think it
is wanted for large vessels, which are proposed to be accommodated. You want plenty of room for
landing cargo. I do not think it is too wide.
.
•
56.. Mr. Garrard.] "We have been told that the reason for shifting the Admiralty "Wharf is because you
'find a difficulty in getting foundations for stores which the Colonial G-overnment have undertaken to build
for the Admiralty ;—is that the case ? I cannot say. I do not know the arrangement.
'
57. Is there any difficulty in erecting stores on the present site of the Admiralty "Wharf ? There is k
difficulty all along there, because it is made ground, and the foundation is not good.
58. Do you know the character of the buildings to be erected there ? No.
"59. Who is dealing with that matter ? The Colonial Architect.
•
.60. Do you know what was promised to the Admiralty with reference to those stores ? No.
61. Do you know if the Colonial Architect has complained of the want of good foundations there ? No.62. Do I understand that it is intended to bring the man-of-war vessels themselves alongside? Yes ; I
believe that is the intention.
"
.
■
63. If stores are erected on the proposed new site, will they not shut out part of the view from the
Domain ? Not very much. The land is very high above it.
.
64. How many ships will the new large jetty accommodate ? A large and small one on each side. That
■will be four.
'
65.. Do you think it would be better to diminish the width of the jetty 6n-the outside, so that .the vessels
lying inside could overlap, thus giving another berth ? I do not think so. You could only take off
il5 feet from the width, and most of the vessels coming here are of greater beam than that. The vessels
with large cargoes go outside, and that is where you want most room.
66. Do you know the width of the Sandridge Railway Pier at Melbourne? I think there are six lines of
.rails on it. It is a very wide pier, but I do not remember the exact width.
"
,
■67. Are the foundations at the back of the proposed new site for the Admiralty "Wharf better than those
at the back of the present site ? Yes. It is good.hard ground.
68. Mr. Kethel^] On whose authority is the statement made that a solid foundation cannot be obtained
in the rear of the present Admiralty Wharf;—have you any personal knowledge of the fact .that good
foundations cannot be obtained? 1 believe a foundation could be obtained, but at considerable expense.
You would have to go down through a lot of made-ground.
'69. How far back does it extend behind the present wharf ? I do not know. 70. Does not the sandstone cliff come down close to the railing of the Domain ? At one end I believe" it
"does; but it goes off immediately.
71. Do you speak from your own experience ? No.
.
.
,
72. Mr. Suitori] Is it part of your duty to give any opinion as to the desirableness of these works ? ■ No.
73. Are you simply instructed to prepare the plans ? Yes ; that is all I consider to be my duty.
Captain John Jackson, Manager of the Public Wharves at Sydney, sworn and examined:—
74. Chairman'], Are you the Manager of the G-overnment Wharves generally ? Yes."
, .
•
75. Are you aware of the project to construct improvements at Woolloomooloo Bay, and the nature of
Captain
J. Jackson.
those imjirovements ? Yes.
'
.
76. Are you aware of the amount required to carry out those improvements ? I believe it is £42;000.
77. Have you formed any opinion as to whether that money will carry out the works ? No.
19 Sept., 1888
78. Have you formed any opinion as to the necessity for the works ? Yes ; there is a very great necessity
.for them.
- .
79. Is there a large commercial traffic in Woolloomooloo Bay ? Yes.
'
-80. Do you know anything, of an arrangement under which the Admiralty Wharf is proposed to be
enlarged? It was proposed at one time to erect stores facing the Admiralty Wharf.
81. Is that wharf used by the Imperial authorities ? No.
"
.82. Por what reason is it not used ? Because they could not get a foundation for stores at the back of it.
83. Is it used for shipping ? Yes.
.84. By what kind of vessels ? Commercial vessels.
85. Is it ever used for Imperial purposes ? No.
.
86. You are aware that it is proposed to construct a long jetty into the bay ? Yes.
.
87. Were you a party to its recommendation ? Yes.
•
. 88. Do you think it is.required in the interests "of the public ? I do; but I do not think it is wide enough.
89., What width would you have made it ? 150 feet.
■
90. Would that affect the traffic to the smaller jetty ? No.
.
91. If large vessels .came, would it not affect the traffic ? No.
.
. .
92. Is the trade of that part of the city increasing? Yes. It would increase more if there were
.accommodation.
.
. ,
93. What is the nature of the trade carried on there generally ? Coal, timber, and general cargo.
■9.4. Are there any warehouses.about there? Yes; jnst completed.
,
.
95. "Would they be built on the wharf ? In the neighbourhood of the wharf. ....
* •
96. Have you formed any opinion as to whether the vote is sufficient for the works ? No; that is not in my
province.
.
97. Are you clearly of opinion that the trade requires more accommodation ? Yes.
98. Do you think that the accommodation here proposed is of a suitable character ? Yes.
■.
99.- -Have you formed any opinion as to the revenue that will be received? During the present year the
revenue from Cowper Wharf will be £3,800. In its present state it is not capable of doing any more.
-100. What is your estimate of the revenue so soon as these proposed improvements shall have been
.carried out? The new jetty will be able to accommodate six ships, and each berth will be worth about
£1,000 per annum. That will be £6,000, in addition to the £3,800 at present received. „ I'Ol. Mr. Alhott.] How long have you been in your present position ? Dour years.
102.

100
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Captain
J. Jackson.

102. Iii what position-were you before ? Master of the ship “ Gladstone.”
• 103. Can you tell me what the wharfage accommodation of Sydney is at the present time ? _ I can only
„
state it approximately. I think that there is wharfage accommodation for forty-five large ships.
eP ■’
‘ 104. Is that exclusive of coasters ? Yes, and of coastal and intercolonial steamers.
_
105. Do you know if any of the vessels.in Sydney at the present time, or at any time since you have
occupied your present position; have been inconvenienced through not being able to get wharfage accom
modation ? Yes.
106. When ? In 1885.
107. What number? I had four ships lying out in the bay.
. _
108. Was in on account of the whole of the wharfage accommodation being taken lip ? Yes; for a short
time.
.
109. Was that an exceptional year ? Very exceptional.
■
110. Has anything of that kind occurred since ? I do not think sc.
_
_
.
111. Or before? No. It was owing to a large contract with the Government for the delivery of water-pipes.
112. Do you know what Cowper Wharf cost? Only the timber portion, which cost £18,000. Ido not
.
know the cost of the other portion. £18,000 is exclusive of the small jetty.
113. What has been the revenue for Cowper Wharf. during the four years you have held your present
position ? In 1884, when I joined the service, it was £1,500. In 1885 it came up to, I think, over
£4,000. That was on account of the large number of general-cargo ships going there. In 1886 it fell
off, and I think it was only about £3,500.
114. What was it in 1887 ? It was close on £3,800.
'
^
115. Does that revenue include harbour dues and all other dues ? That is only wharfage and tonnage dues.
116. Was there a large quantity of Government goods landed during that period ? The wharfage for the
Government amounted to about £460 in 1885 ; in 1886 it amounted to £82.
117. What kind of cargoes are discharged at Cowper Wharf ? General cargoes, timber, and stone metal.
General-cargo ships from London and New York go there. ' Only a few days ago there was a large
steamer there. ■
118. Is the principal revenue derived from intercolonial vessels ? Yes.
119. Are any of these wharves let to Mr. George Hill ? No.
120. All the metal brought by Mr. Hill is discharged at' Cowper Wharf ? Not all- of it. The principal
portion of it is.
.
'
121. Do you know what he pays in a year ? I think it is about £1,500.
122. It is only in one year that you ever knew vessels to be unable to get berths ? Yes.
' '
123. At the present tiine, what is the state of the harbour in that respect ? The Circular Quay is full.
124. And the private wharves ? A good many of the private wharves are full.
.
125. Is not the Circular Quay let to three companies ? It is not let. They pay rent equivalent to tonnage
dues, but the Government collects the wharfage.
•
126. Mr. Humphery.'] What is the annual cost of the maintenance of Woolloomooloo Bay? It is the
same every year—£487.
■
127. That is the salaries ? Yes. • There is another sum of £50 for cleaners.
128. Any repairs ? No; not lately. There may have been small repairs, but nothing important.'
129. Do you estimate that, deducting the annual cost, the return will be something over £3,000 a year at
'
present ? Yes.
.
•
•
.
130. When the proposed new jetty is constructed, do you estimate you will receive £10,000 a year ? I
should say £1,000 for each berth. That will give £6,000 a year additional.
131. That will be 25 per cent, on the proposed outlay ? Yes.
.
■
132. Mr. Ketliel.~\ It has been stated that a portion of the Woolloomooloo wharfage consists of an
additional wharf for the Imperial Government. Are you aware at whose instance or request this new
wharf is to be constructed for the Navy? No.
133. Do you know the reasons why it is proposed to make that new wharf ? I believe it was originally
intended to erect stores at the back of the present Admiralty AVharf, but it will cost a great deal to get
foundations there.
:
134. On whose authority do you make that statement about the foundations ? Mr, Williams, assistantengineer. It will be necessary to go down 23 feet to get a foundation. ■
■
135. Is it intended to berth ships there ? T think so.
136. Is it necessary to provide a wharf 300 feet or 400 feet long for Imperial ships’ boats to land or take
off munitions of war ? I do not know.
.
’
137. As a nautical man, are you of opinion that such an extensive wharf should he devoted to Imperial
purposes ? My opinion is that it is not required.
.
,
138. Do you know that extensive warehouses and wharves have been erected at Garden Island -for the
Navy ? Yes.
•
.
.
.
139. Have you any reason to believe that the Imperial Government really require large additional
wharfage and storage on the mainland besides what they have got on the island ? I do not think so.
140. Do you know for what class of naval stores the proposed warehouses are required ? No.
141. How many foreign ships have you had at Woolloomooloo AVharf this year discharging general cargo,
as distinguished from timber ? . Three.
•
.
142. Can you give any idea of the number that have discharged general cargoes there since you have been
in charge during the last four years ? I should say about fifty.
.
143. Is it not a fact that sometimes during a whole year not a single foreign ship discharges goods other
than timber at that wharf ? . In 1884 there were no foreign ships'there.' They first commenced to go there
when the Government imported pipes came out here.
.
144. The fact is that the ships having been sent to AVoolloomooloo to discharge pipes for the Government
also discharged their general cargoes there ? Yes ; but it was only a few.. Since then ships have gone in
without any Government cargo.
.
145; Is not the long haulage up the hill from Cowper Wharf into the city proper regarded as a great
objection on the part of consignees ? No.
.
_
146; Are you not aware of that fact ? No. lam aware that they would sooner cart goods from Woolloo' mooloo than go to the back wharves. The great drawback to AVoolloomooloo is the rough element in the
neighbourhood and the.pilfering which takes place.
■
•
. .
147,
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Captain
147. Is not the eastern section of Cowper Wharf almost entirely used for landing blue-metal and .coals ?
J. Jactsbu.
The south-eastern corner is.
.
_
148. Is any rent'paid for the use of that wharf in addition to the landing charges on these materials r 19SepMS88.
No.
'
■
• '
149. Is it not a fact that cargo has been lying there for weeks and the wharf made a storehouse? No ;
because ships are in at night and out in the morning.
•
'
150. Have I not seen cargoes lying there for upwards of a month at a time? That might have been the
case. Before my time it was a coal-yard.
151.- You anticipate that the long jetty will berth six ships; what class of ships do you allude to ? The
ordinary-sized sailing vessels.
152. Is that in addition to the present accommodation ? • Yes,
153. Do you mean that you will have five berths at the new jetty ? No. Six additional berths; three on
each side.
'
154. What description of ships—foreign-going vessels ? Yes; ships of about 1,500 tons.
155'. What is the usual length of a 1,500-ton ship, from the stern to the boom end ? I should put the ship’s
boom end over the wharf. At the end of the wharf I would put it past the wharf. I do not reckon the
ship’s boom.
*
_
156. Wellf the bowsprit ? I should not reckon the bowsprit, except of one ship.
157. You would get three intercolonial ships berthed there ? Yes.
158. Is it your experience that intercolonial vessels, whose cargoes consist almost entirely of agricultural
produce, would yield the amount of revenue which you estimate to receive? No; not intercolonial
vessels.
_
_
_
159. Do you think that ships would land produce there ? No ; I reckon on foreign-going ships.
160. Is it not a fact that ships with cargoes consisting of grain of' every description prefer to land them
where there are several warehouses within easy access ? Yes.
161. Do you know whether Avarehouses are in course of erection at Woolloomooloo ? Yes. They belong
to Messrs. Holdswmrth and Evans.
'
'
162. On the reclaimed ground ? Yes; behind Cowper Wharf. At the present time I am given to under
stand Messrs. Hoffnung & Co. have purchased a large block of land there from Mr. Munro, on which they
intend to erect warehouses.
■
163. Are there a great number of timber ships from Europe and America discharging timber at Woolloomooloo ? No.
’ 164. Is there not one there now ? There are two from Puget Sound.
165. Have not the consignees of those vessels, and people interested in that branch of trade, asked the
Government instead of constructing jetties to provide more storage accommodation for their cargoes?
No ; but I think it would be a capital thing.
'
166. But has it not come to vour knowdedge that an application has been made for more storage accomo
dation? No.
167. Will Mr. Hilliard be better able to answer that question ? Yes.
168. As a seafaring man of considerable experience, do you think it conducive to the well-ordering of the
harbour to project such a long jetty into comparatively narrow water ? I do not think it will interfere
with any shipping.
169. Would you not find considerable difiiculty in berthing a large ship with the Avind blowing into the
harbour? No.
.
.
.
170. Have not nautical men a decided objection to Avharfage improvements of this description, and Avas
not a similar proposal in regard to the Circular Quay some years ago unanimously condemned by all
seafaring men of experience amongst us ? I never sawT any difiiculty in berthing ships at jetties.
171. Are you not awmro that the intended projection of a jetty into Sydney Cove was abandoned on
account of the opposition offered by the nautical authorities? Yes.
172. Notwithstanding that, do you recommend the construction of this jetty into the centre of Woolloo
mooloo Bay ? Yes.
.
173. Mr. Garrard.'] You say that you wdll have six berths at this jetty for 1,500-ton ships.. What-is the
usual length of a 1,500 ton ship ? About 250 ft.
174. How long is the jetty ? 700 feet.
175. The approaches will take off 40 feet, so that the jetty will be 90 feet short. Is not that the case ?
They are not all 250 -feet long. Some are only 230 feet. I reckon that the tAVO end ships Avill project
50 feet outside the wharf when the six berths are taken up.
•
176. Then the outside ships can only work one hatchway ? They seldom Avork more.' The forehatch
is generally so small that they cannot Avork it.
,
'
■
'
177. Would you prefer, a wharf 150 feet Avide ? Yes ; because the ships lying at the long jetty will be
general cargo mainly. I would also suggest a roadway in the centre lowered so as to bring the floors of
the drays on a level with the Avharf.
■
•
178. What was the objection to that in the Department ? I do not know. ,
179. Did the Engineer-in-Chief raise any objection when you suggested it ? Not that I am aware of.
180. Do you not think that with six neAv berths at the jetty and an additional one in the bight you could
do Avithout a further extension of the Admiralty wharf for some time to come? ^ Yes; I do not think the
Admiralty wharf is required for some years. I do not think they will ever use it..
.
181. That will give you an additional berth ? But I do not think it is required.
'
182. Do you think that the main jetty and the straightening of the wharf on the south-western sideAvill
give you all the accommodation required ? Yes ; and to fill in the present Admiralty wharf.
• .
■
183. Do you want to utilise it ? Yes; I am doing it now.
- •
•
184.. Are you paying the Imperial Government anything for the use of it? No.
,
185. Then you really think it is necessary to keep control of the present Admiralty wharf, and if the
Admiralty want anything they could get it farther north ? Yes.
•
.
■ •
186". Mr. Sydney Smiths] What is the accommodation at present at Woolloomooloo Bay ? Five berths
such as they are. There is actually only one good berth. There is only one berth where you can lie
properly alongside.
187. Have you had any .complaints of want of accommodation at Woolloomooloo? Yes, frequent com
plaints. When ships have been in there there have been very great complaints of Avant of accommodation.
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_ Captain
188. How long have ships been"waiting ? They have not been waiting. "When they were once in, there
J. Jackson.
nC) g0jng ou^ aga^ . they have to take what they can get. At present there is a vessel discharging
10Sciit~1888 ^m^era slage 20ft. long.
.
'
■ - .
" ’’
' 189. Have the wharves ever been blocked with timber and stones stacked on them ? No; that has been
all removed as soon as a berth is required.
...
'.
190. How long are they allowed ? 48 hours by the Act; but with a large timber cargo it is impossible.
191. "What is the depth of water at "Woolloomooloo Bay alongside the wharf? 20 ft. It silts up-very
fast; it will be 24i ft., at the end of the big wharf. It varies from 12 ft. to 18 ft. alongside the Admiralty
wharf.' There is a patch of 12 ft. just opposite the new crane.
192. Can you dredge it ? Yes ; it is on mud.
193. What depth can you get.by dredging ? 30 ft., I believe.
‘194. Mr. Campbell.'] In connection with the silting up, will not almost constant dredging be required ?
Yes; every eight or ten months. The silt is so very soft that ships go five or six feet into it.
■
19o. Is there great drainage there ? Yes, just alongside the wharf.
'
196. Mr. Suitor.] With regard to the estimated revenue of £10,000, is it based on the idea that the berths
will be always occupied ? No ; the revenue for each ship of 1,500 tons will be £280. I calculate on
having four ships at each berth every year.
•
.,
197. Do you make allowance for berths not being occupied ? Yes; I make allowance for their not being
occupied for six months in the year.
.
.
.
.
198. Chairman^] Would you be good enough to show us how far the G-overnment property extends on
'the south-eastern side of the wharf ? . [Witness indicated the point upon theplan?\
199.. Begarding the property as a valuable one owned by the Government, are you of opinion that the
improvements proposed are necessary ? Yes.
‘200. Do you think it will be valuable in view of the probable increase of trade and commerce in the colony
generally? I have not the slightest doubt about it.
'201. Mr. Kethel.] I observe that part of the scheme is to fill in the present landing stages and afford
other accommodation where steamers land their passengers on the south-western corner. Is not that
where the Manly Beach and Watson’s Bay boats land their passengers? Those boats do not go there
now.
202. What are the landing stages now used for ? Timber ships lie alongside.
203. Is any provision made in the proposed alteration of the passenger accommodation for that portion of
the public who use Woolloomooloo wharf as a landing place? Yes; there is a jetty there.,
204. Do you intend to use the present jetty for passengers ? Yes; that is my idea.
■
205. Are there not two berths at that jetty for large-sized ships ? They are very narrow.
206. How do you reconcile your statements when you say that you will have six additional berths, and
that you intend to deprive yourself of two berths at this jetty ? There will be three berths on each side
of the new jetty. I do not reckon the jetty you refer to as a berth.
.
'
207. Have I not seen vessels discharging there ? Small vessels ; I have put a vessel there because I had
no other berth.
208. You have stated that there is a ship discharging timber with a stage 20 feet long. Is that long stage
necessary because of the shallowness of the water or on account of the wharf ? On account of the wharf.
209. Mr. Suitor^] Do you think it is uot desirable to carry out the work as proposed for the Imperial
G-overnment ? I do not know whether the Imperial G-overnment requires it.
210. Did you not say it is not required ? I do not think it is necessary, as far as I know.
■
211. If that proposal is carried out, would it be a good alternative plan instead of makingthe proposed
Targe jetty ? I think the jetty will be more convenient.
.
212. But will not one work cost £8,000 while the other will cost £27,000 ? You could only berth two
ships at the Admiralty Wharf, while you lose a valuable frontage. The jetty would only require 150 feet
of frontage, while'it would berth six ships.
.
'213. Do you think it would not be possible to abandon the jetty, and carry out the Admiralty proposal ?
There would not be sufficient accommodation.

Capt. Henry Pettit, Harbour-master at Sydney, sworn and examined :—
Captain
214. Chairman.] Are you Harbour-master of this port, and have you occupied that position for a number
H. Pettit, -of years? Yes for the last four year's.
215. Have you been engaged in the same kind of work for a great number of years ? Yes.
19 Sept., 1888. 2i0_ Have you given attention to the proposed improvements at Woolloomoolloo Bay ? Yes; Ihave
seen the plans.
.
.
217. Do you recognise that portion of the bay where it is proposed to construct a long-jetty ? Yes. 218. You are a nautical man, and have had a lot of experience ?

Yes.

219. Do you think the proposal is a feasible one ? The proposal will give very good accommodation for
shipping in Woolloomooloo Bay.
;220. Do you think it will cramp the action of vessels coming,in and going out ? No.
.
221. Is it a wide bay ? Not particularly wide, but there is sufficient room to bring in vessels, either on
one side or the other.
,
.
.222. Is it. much wider than Sydney Cove ? No.
.
223. Do you recollect a project, some years ago, to carry out a jetty in Sydney Cove, which was strongly
objected to ? Yes.
'
. .
224. Was it not contended that it would cause confusion in the shipping and bring about accidents, besides
curtailing the facilities for getting about ? Sydney Cove has a very great deal of traffic ; but in Woolloo
mooloo Bay it is not so.
.225. But taking a prospective view, have we not reason to believe that the traffic wdll increase in that bay
■as it has in Sydney Cove ? Yes.
"
.
226. Do you think that the proposed works, as a wdrole, are essential for the improvement of a valuable
.G-overnment property such as this is ?
think that the proposed jetty will return very good interest on
. the money expendedi
......
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227,. If.that property were in the'hands of private individuals do you think .it would be improved to this
and even to a far greater extent ? Yes.
' '
‘ "
228. Do you know anything about the proposal to improve the Imperial frontage to the bay, the part now
occupied by the G-overnment ? I see that there is a wharf on the western side of the bay, anid that it is
proposed-to-extend it farther to the north. ■
■
,
.
229. Do you re.collect the place which used be to called the Centipede Dock ? Yes.
'
230. Is that the locality ? Yes. '
'
'.
• ’
,
231. Is-that where the new-wharf is proposed to be-erected ? Yes.
‘
232. Do you know anything of the circumstances,'under which an exchange took place between the
Colonial-G-.overnment and the Imperial G-overnment, with regard to G-arden Island, and under which this
wharf was conceded to the Imperial Government ? No.
.
'
‘
.
233. Is .the-traflBc in Woolloomooloo Bay very large now ? No, not particularly. Small craft go there.
231. Would'it be increased if there were proper accommodation ? Last year, in the wool season, there
was a great.deal of shipping in the port, and the wharf, manager contrived to get large-ships alongside the
small jetty, and both sides were occupied during a part of the season.
..
' '
235. -Do. yo.u.k-now the-amount proposed to be spent bn those improvements ? No.
236. £42,000 is proposed for the whole of the works. Have you formed any opinion as to whether that
amount will be sufficient to carry Out the proposed works ? No. I think the wharf manager would know
what 'accommodation is required.
•
'
' '
.
'
237. Mr. Abbott] Was your opinion asked with regard to the necessity for these works before they were
initiated by the. Department?' No. The first intimation I had was.,, when I was summoned to give
evidence here.'
...
•
238'.' You' were not asked whether or not sufficient accommodation already existed in Port Jackson before
this work-wag proposed ? . I think that the wharf manager complained bn several occasions. ' .
'
239. Were you never called upon to give a report regarding the necessity for it ? No.
.
240. Have you been Harbour-master about the same length of time as Captain Jackson has occupied his
position?- Yes.
- ■
•
...
.
.
.
241. Were you.in the service before that ? Yes ; for the last 13 years.
242. Have you known any inconvenience to shipping to exist from want of wharfage accommodation in the
port ? A great many ships could not get berths during the'wool season at the Circular Quay.
243. Could they go elsewhere ? Yes.
'
.......
.
.
' 244. Is there any wool trade at Woolloomooloo ? No. Many ships would prefer to go to Woolloomooloo
rather than to the back wharves.. I have heard many shipmasters make that remark:
• ■
245. Do you know what the present wharfage'accommodation in Port Jackson'is ;—how many ships
wpuld it -accommodate at private and Government wharves ? I have' never particularly counted the
number, but it would accommodate a great number.
'
■ ■ • .
.
246. Would it accommodate 100 ? That would depend upon the size and description of the ships. They
vary from 500 to 100 feet long. .
.
■
'
'
'
'. '
'■
247. Has there ever been in your experience any great inconvenience from want of wharfage accommodation ?
No.
•
...................................
248. Do you think there is, in- the interests of shipping, any real necessity for the construction of these
wprks;—is.there an absolute necessity for them? As far as'getting berths is concerned I do not think
at the present moment any shipping master is put to great inconvenience from want of accommodation." I
have -heard many remarks that if there were more accommodation at the Circular Quay, it was a very easy
place for the carriage of' goods, and it would be patronised a great deal more. There is no doubt there
are a great inany wharves, and I have' never seen all the wharves full.
.
'
' 249. Do you think that wool, ships would load -at Woolloomooloo-. Bay;—do you not know that the wool
coines into the city and is shipped' through the warehouses, and that none comes.direct from the railway
to the ships'?' Occasionally'pressed wool is brought down to the wool ships at the Quayi "
' '
250.- But do.es it not all come through the commission agents in Sydney? Yes.‘
■
251. Do you think that any wool would go to Woolloomooloo at all? You would require to have stores
there. It would go there if there was storage.
' .
”
' ' '
252. Mr. Kethel] Are you aware that there is a large sewer draining the whole of Woolloomooloo and
part of'Surry Hills, flowing into Woolloomooloo Bay, near Cowper Wharf ? Yes.
•
253. In relation to this proposed-jetty -where is the outfall of .that sewer ? .It is very close to the eastern
boundary of that jetty.
’ '
' '
'
........
■ ■
254. There is, I believe, a considerable deposit of silt and mud from that sewer which necessitates
frequent di-edging to keep the bky clear. Speaking as a nautical man of considerable experience, do you
think that the construction of a jetty 100 feet wide and 700 feet long, close'to the outfall of a sewer,
will have a tendency to cause the bay to be silted up so that it could not be dredged ? .Very much of the
mud that comes" down is easily dredged away. At one time it was filled up there, but a short time ago a
large steamer drawing 23 feet was alongside that jetty.
'
255. Are you aware that rainstorms cause a great accession to the silt at the mouth of the sewers, and
that the last season in Sydney 'being exceptionally dry there has not been nearly the same quantity of silt
carried down;' but that if we have a recurrence of wet seasons we shall have a large quantity of accumu'lated dust and debris carried down ? Yes. '
’
’
256. Is it your opinion that the construction of a jetty close to the outfall of one. of the greatest sewers in
the city will not have a tendency to accumulate the foetid mud and slime from the sewer which will become
a cause of danger—firstly, by silting up the harbour, and secondly, by causing a deposit of filthy slimeto' be permanent in and about the piles' of that jetty ? There is no doubt there is a deposit of silt there,
but in my opinion a dredge periodically working can keep it clear. It is a matter of dredging. There is
no -tide there. - As far as this- sewage matter -is concerned there is always the continual working of
steamers which would not allow anything to remain stagnant there. It -would require occasional dredging
the. same as the sewer off Macquarie Point, and the old tank stream sewer in Sydney Cove.
2o7.'Can you suggest any means whereby the wharfage.accommodation at'Woolloomooloo Bay can beincreased without running out a jetty, which many people believe to be objectionable? The shores of-the
bay adjoining the Domain might be utilised for wharves, but it'would be a very expensive job. "
258. Mr. Garrard]- Is that owing to the precipitous character of the land ? Yes. By the expenditure
oft a great deal of money it might be made equally as good for wharfage accommodation as the Circular
Quay, but it would be costly. '
'
'
• ■
259.-
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259. Mr. Kethel.'] In reply to a question you said that you have been Harbour-master for four years, and
that you were thirteen years previously in tbe Service;—what was your position in the Service before?
I ''vas Assistant Harbour-master.
260. And before that ? I was a master in the tug service.
.
261. From that are we to understand that prior to your appointment as Harbour-master you had ample
opportunity of being thoroughly conversant with the state of the shipping in the port ? Tes ; I have
been connected all my life with shipping.
.
262. Mr. Garrard.] I suppose there is more silt washed down by summer thunderstorms than by. .ordinary
rains ? Tes. Thunderstorms bring down a great deal more silt.
'
263. And the silt off the streets, brought down by these sewers, is not'offensive ? Ho, not as a rule. •
264. The sewage matter from the houses is the offensive matter ? 'Tes. .
265. Are you aware that a very extensive system is being carried out to convey the sewage to the ocean ?
Tes.
*
.
'
266. So that although silt may be washed down from the streets it will not be accompanied by offensive
sewage matter ? Hot if there is a main outlet to the sea at Bondi.
267. Chairman.] With reference to the sewers emptying into the harbours at the edge of the bays, how
many sewers have been extended into deep water ? The only one I know of is the one at Macquarie
Point. The buoy there denotes the shallow water off the Point. The sewer goes down to within a very
short distance of the buoy.
.
'
268. Then the idea is that the sewer carries off the accumulation of silt ? Tes.
269. Is it the only one where this extension has taken place ? I do not know of any other.
270. "What has been done in the case of Hushcutters’ Bay ? I do not know of any pipe being laid out
there, because in Eushcutters’ Bay there is no tide.
271. Is it not the accepted practice to get rid of the inconvenience of sewage, emptying into a place like
Woolloomooloo Bay, by extending the piping into deep water? It is recommended to put it clear of the
flats.
■ •
'
272. Where the tide is strong and there is a scour at certain seasons ? Tes.
.
273. Is the tide active in .Woolloomooloo Bay? Ho ; there is a rise and fall, but no stream.

Mr. John William Hilliard, Wharfinger at Cowper Wharf, Woolloomooloo Bay, sworn and examined:—■
. . , 274. Chairman.] Are you the wharfinger at Woolloomoolo Bay ? Tes.
'
J.W.Hilliard. 275, Have you full opportunity of seeing the shipping traflic there ? Tes.
19Se~t~l888
^ ver^ ^arSe now ? The revenue this year will be about £3,800.
eP •> :8-277. Prom what class of vessels generally is it derived? From coasters and general cargo ships fromLondon.
■
.
'
278. Are London ships berthed there ? Tes.
279. Many ? Hot very many. In 1885 £5,000 wras collected.
•
,
280 Have you noticed any inconvenience arising at various times owing to the want of accommodation for
vessels ? Tes. On several occasions I have seen ships go away from there to other wharves.
281. Do you know what the proposed improvements are at AVoolloomooloo Bay ? Tes.
282. Do you think that the proposed jetty, 700 feet long and 100 feet wide, will cause any inconvenience
to the traffic of the bay ? Hot in the least. It is the very thing that Cowper Wharf wants.
283. If there was sufficient accommodation do you think the bay would be more frequented by ships?
Tes. The masters are rather disgusted when they first go to the bay ; but once there they express an
opinion that they will go there again. '
'
e
284. Are there any mercantile stores in the neighbourhood ? There are four or-.five bonded stores now
being built, and nearly finished. I believe that Hoffnung & Co. have taken up a large piece of ground for
the purpose of erecting large stores.
...
285. Do you think it is likely that wool will be shipped from there at any time ? I should not wonder
if it were, provided there was a store to receive it.
.
'
286. During a busy season do you think it would be the case ? Tes.
>
287. Are you of opinion that, as Government property, it is wise to improve the wharf to this extent ?
Tes.
'
288. Mr. Humphery.] Have you formed any opinion as to the probable income from the proposed new
jetty ? If we had a jetty 500 feet or 600 feet long and 150 feet wide we should have it full all the time.
1 think that if we had a jetty of that kind, instead of having a revenue of- £3,000 or £4,000 a year we
would have a revenue of £20,000. We would then have room for ten vessels.
.
289. What is your reason for saying that the jetty should be 150 feet instead of 100 feet wide ?, Because
50 feet on each side will be required for a loading berth, and another 50 feet would be required in the
centre for a cart track.
'
290.. Do you believe that vessels would come and make use of that jetty ? Tes. Cowper Wharf has
facilities which a great many other wharves have not. That is for getting away. The drays can come in and
load and get right away without waiting. There are four s'treets there by which they can get away.
291. Mr. Ketheli] The Admiralty have a wharf on the western side of Cowper Wharf; what use is made
of it by the Government ?_ I have put metal on it principally, but two small cargoes of metal will fill it
up. It is about 30 feet wide. I have to leave a roadway for carts to come up, so that there is only the
centre space.
•
292. Do the naval authorities allow you to use their wharf in that way ? I think it is turned over to
Cowper Wharf now.
293. Have the naval authorities ever used it ? Hever.
,
294. Do they not send boats ashore to land ships’ stores? ' Ho; they land at all parts of the wharf;
sometimes at the jetty. They do not use it at all.
.
295. For what purpose do you intend to use the small jetty if the large one is extended ? For colliers
to discharge coal; it is very useful for it.
.
296. Will you make no provision for accommodation for passengers landed from steamers ? . They can
come and land there.
.
297. Have you been much pressed for space, at Cowper Wharf for landing cargoes ? Tes. '
298. For what description of goods have you been pinched for accommodation ? Timber, metal,- and
sometimes coal.
•
■
299.
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299. Have the people’eugaged in the importation of timber and landing it at Woolloomooloo Wharf * Mr..
expressed a desire that they should receive more accommodation, or have they expressed a desire that the
HilhardGovernment should resume some of the adjoining land to make storage-yards rather than that a jetty
should be extended into the bay? No ; I have heard it rumoured that the Government would resume19kept.,1888..
all the frontage to the wharf.
"
Mr. Alexander Brown Portus, Superintendent of Dredges, sworn and examined :—
300. Chairman.'] Have you a good deal to do with Sydney Harbour? Tes. lam Superintendent of
Mr.
Dredges.
’
A. B. Portus.
301. Do you know Woolloomooloo Bay ? Tes.
_
*
-n
302. Are you aware of the proposed improvements there? Tes ; I know that a long jetty is to be run 19Sept., 1888.
out. I am not aware of the other improvements.
303. The Naval Wharf is proposed to be extended, and other improvements are to be made, at a total cost
of £42,000 ;—do you think such improvements are necessary ? I think so, so far as the commerce of the
port is concerned.'
304. Do you know the accommodation that will be given by these improvements ? Tes.
305. Do you think that the proposed jetty 700 feet long and 100 feet wide will interfere- with the traffic
of the bay in any way ? It will to some extent.
■ 306. Oh the whole, dp you think that it would be desirable to construct that jetty ? I think so.
307. In your official capacity have you been consulted ? No.
.
308. Nor your opinion asked ? No.
309. Have you had anything to do with the dredging of that bay from time to time ? Tes.
310. Does the sewage empty itself there ? Tes. There is a sewer at the foot of Eorbes-street, another
at Dowling-street, and another at Duke-street, and a great quantity of sewage comes in..
’
311. How far does the pipe go into the water ? I cannot say. We have dredged close up to it. .
312. Then the pipe empties close to high water ? Tes. Generally speaking there is a deposit outside the
mouth of the sewer.
’
313. Is the tide strong there ? No.
'
•
_
,314. Does your experience in dredging lead you to conclude that the sewage being taken out by pipes
into deep water loosens the deposit, so that it is more easily removed by the tide ? I do not think it
makes much difference.
'
315. Is it not supposed that the scour is greater when the sewage is taken out some distance to where the
.
tide is more active ? The scour would remove it to some extent, but I know we have had to dredge at the
mouths of all the sewers.
_
316. Do you recollect where the sewer at Fort Macquarie first empted itself ? Tes ; some distance out.
317. Was it extended afterwards ? I do not recollect it.
318. How long have you had control of the dredges ? Eight years. I was in Newcastle before that.
319. Are you an engineer by profession ? Tes ; a millwright and engineer.
...
.
320. Does the harbour suffer much more in flood seasons from deposits from sewers and such things than it
does in dry seasons, such as we have had recently ? Tes ; there is more dredging to be done in wet seasons.
321. Do you keep any record of the number of tons of silt removed from time to time in the different
localities ? Tes. ’
'
322. How many dredges are there in Sydney harbour ? Three.
323. Actively at work ? Tes.
’
■
324. Can you keep them at work at all times ? Tes, except when it is very rough weather, when it is
dangerous to send the punts with silt to sea.
325. The delay in continuous work would be attributable to that alone? Tes.
.
326. I suppose that to work the dredges economically they ought to be kept at work at all times ? Tes.
327. But that you cannot do? Our most economical dredging was at Newcastle, when we were working
night and day.
■
328. Is that the rule in dredging services ? Tes.
.
.
329. Have you not been able to do it in Sydney ? It was done in Sydney for four years, when the dredge
was working at the Heads. That was before I came to Sydney.
v
'
330. Did you experience much-difficulty in deepening-'Woolloomooloo Bay, and other places where sewers
make deposits ? No ; there is no difficulty, except when vessels are sometimes in the way, and then there
is a little delay.
'
331. Mechanically there is no difficulty ? No.
332. What number of tons can you remove ? That would depend upon the size of the dredge.
_
333. If an ordinary dredge were used to deepen the frontage to the wharf jn this bay, how long do you
calculate it would take you to do so ? One of our dredges lifts about 700 tons per day, and another does
the same. The large dredge is at present dredging over 2000 tons per day.
334. Can you send that to sea ? Tes. These figures are approximate. The “Sampson,” our largest dredge,
has. three punts of about 350 tons capacity. There is one steam hopper barge which takes 400 tons. They
go three miles outside.
335. Have you all the modern appliances in your dredges ? Tes.
■
_
336. Have not dredges been improved to a great extent during the last few years ? As far as the size of
•
dredges is concerned there is a decided improvement. The larger a dredge is, the more economically it is
worked ; I think we have kept pace with the times.
_
337. Do you think there would be sufficient inducement to warrant the Government in constructing these '
improvements at Woolloomooloo Bay ? I think so, judging from the fact that the present jetty was very
largely used some time ago. I think it is very largely used now, and the facilities offered by the Govern.
ment are more than are offered at other wharves.
■
•
338. Are you aware that warehouses are being built in the neighbourhood of the wharf at Woolloomooloo
Bay ? ' There is a shelter shed at the wharf, but I am not aware that there are any warehouses there.
339. Would the small jetty continue to be used if the large jetty were built ? It was constructed for the
Manly Beach traffic at first, but it is not used for that now.,
340. Is it proposed to construct a roadway along the large jetty ? I am not aware.
341. Is it not usual to place a line of rails on such jetties, so that merchandise may be easily moved back
wards and forwards ? Tes.
19—B
342.
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• Mr;
342. As a property belonging to tbe State, do you think Cowper Wharf is of sufficient value to warrant
A. B. Portus. these improvements ? I think so.
_
_
t
343. Mr. Abbott.'] Do you know, as a matter of fact, whether the wharfage accommodation which exists'
19Sept., 1888. •n p0J.|; jactB0]1 now is not more than ample for all the shipping that has ever come to it, taking into
consideration all the public and private wharves ? Judging from occasional observation, I imagine there
is a necessity for increased accommodation. The accommodation offered by the G-overnment is better
than that provided by private individuals—the approaches are better.
_
344. Do you think the Government will get a fair return in revenue for the construction of such a work
■ as this, having regard to what it has already cost them to construct works at Woolloomooloo Bay ? It
will very much depend upon how matters are arranged between the Government and private individuals.
If private individuals offer rebates and other facilities to shipping which the Government cannot offer
them, the Government may be at a loss. .
345. Is that the case with regard to wdiarfage in Sydney P I do not know.
346. Was it not the case a short time ago ? I do not know.
_
_ _
347. Was your opinion ever asked as to the necessity for these works ? It is not usual to ask my opinion.
I have generally to do with the dredging of the harbour. Mr. Moriarty and Mr. Darley have to do with
those matters. I may have been asked, but I cannot charge my memory with it.
_
348. Mr. Humphery.] Can you state approximately what is the yearly cost of dredging Woolloomooloo
Bay P I could by referring to my books.
_
349. Can you say whether the cost will be appreciably increased if these proposed wharfage improvements
are carried out ? The continuation of the jetty would not make the bay more difficult to dredge than it
is now, because the distance of the jetty from the shore is sufficient to allow of dredging without hindrance.
350. If the return upon the cost hitherto is deficient, will it be a fair criterion as to the future cost? Yes.
351. Mr. Kethel.] You observe the distance between the old jetty and the proposed new one—perhaps
150 feet. In working a first-class dredge what room do you require for the punts to lie alongside and load,
and to move the vessel about with the punts fast alongside, the dredge being as close as possible to the
' piles on each side;—do you think there is sufficient space there to enable one of your large dredges to
dredge this portion of the harbour from side to side ? The dredge “ Sampson” can work well in about 110
or 120 feet.
...
„
352. Dredging between the jetties where the sewage out-fall occurs is principally done by the “ Charon” ?
Yes; and the dredge “ Hercules” constantly dredges there.
■
353. Could the “ Hercules” work there conveniently with her punts;—do you think there is space
between the two jetties to dredge successfully ? Yes ; the dredge “ Hercules” could work very well with
a distance of 130 feet.
_
354. You are aware that several sewers flow into Woolloomooloo Bay under Cowper Wharf, one on either
side, and one perhaps right underneath the proposed jetty. In your opinion, would there be a tendency
for the silt to accumulate amongst the piles under the jetty when extended where you could not reach it
with any of your dredges P Yes, probably it would ; but I do not see any great disadvantage from that,
because the dredge would remove it from time to time.
'
355. How could a dredge get the stuff from among the piles ? The sewage would fall down alongside the jetty.
356. Do you think that with a jetty 100 feet or 150 feet wide the action of the dredges beyond the outer
piles would cause the central deposit to give way ;—would it not remain and silt up to the water’s edge
in course of time ? I daresay it would, but there would be no great inconvenience if it did silt up.
357. If it was impure sewage would it not become a public nuisance and dangerous to health ? I do not
think it is a contingency of the future, because the sewage will eventually go to Bondi.
358. Is it not a fact that such a state of things exists at the present time among the piles on the wharves ;
—has not the deposit reached nearly to high-water mark, at all events above low-water mark, where it can
not be reached by any of the dredges ? That may be the case where there is not sufficient width to go in.
359. Mr. Garrard.] I understand your largest dredge, the “ Sampson,” a double-sided dredge, can work
very well in a space of 120 feet ? Yes.
360. As there will be a space of 130 feet between the two jetties, the “Sampson” could work there
easily ? Yes; the new dredge which is being constructed is 28 feet wide with no side ladders, and could
work in a smaller space than the “ Sampson.”
361. Mr. Suitor.] Doyou think there would be an accumulation of sewage at Forbes-street ? No, the
~
dredge could go round from time to time, and keep it down.
362. Does the silt accumulate where the new jetty is to be erected ? Yes ; the dredge has to go there
frequently. The worst place is between the two jetties.
363. "What is the depth of water near the jetty ? About 22 feet at low water.
364. Chairman^] Can you supply us with a report of the cost of dredging Woolloomooloo Bay, say for
four or five years? Yes.
365. Mr. Garrard.] What is the bottom at 22 ft ? Bocky, close in. That is on the eastern side, and
very close in.
•
366. Mr. Kethel.] Have you been right down on the bed rock in the middle of the bay ? No ; only where
the sewage is.
Mr. John Joseph Earl, timber-merchant, sworn and examined :—
367. Chairman.] Are you engaged in business as a timber merchant in Sydney ? Yes.
368. Where is your place of business ? At Dawes Point.
f—-------- 369. Have you been long engaged in that business in Sydney ? Yes; 40 years.
19 Sept., 1888. gyo. Have you been carrying on business at the same place all the time? No, principally at Darling
Harbour,—Sussex-street, and at the head of Darling Harbour,—Liverpool-street.
371. Have you carried on business transactions at any time at Cowper Wharf or Woolloomooloo Bay?
Yes, during the last three or four years.
„
372. Have you a place of business there ? No ; I receive cargoes there.
373. Foreign shipments ? All foreign shipments.
374. Baltic and American timber ? Yes ; I had a cargo berthed there this morning.
375. Have you ever found a deficiency of wharfage accommodation at Woolloomooloo Bay ? Yes, fre
quently. We want more wharfage accommodation now.
376. Have you had reason to complain from time to time of want of accommodation? Yes.
377.
Mr.
J. J.Earl.
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377. Have you heard of others being placed in the same circumstances ? Tes, frequently.
Mr.
378. Are you aware of the proposed improvements there ? I now see the plan for the first time.
•®ar^
379. Do you think that these improvements are desirable ones ? I think that the iettv, bv all means,
should be made.
J 3 3
’ 19 Sept., 1888..
380. Do you think that the traffic of the bay would be impeded by the construction of a jetty there ? No.
381. Do you recollect a similar project being proposed for Sydney Cove ? Tes.
382. Was that strongly objected to P It was. A gentleman lately deceased (Mr. Flood) had strong
■
objections to it.
' '
■
■
383. Do you think that the same objections would suggest themselves in this ease ? No. I think this
would be a very great advantage.
384. Suppose that in twenty years the traffic of this bay increased to the same extent as the traffic of
Sydney Cove has increased since you recollect it; do you think the jetty would then be an inconvenience ?
No. I do not think a jetty at the Circular Quay would be an inconvenience. I think it would divide the
traffic and make it safer.
’
.
385. Do you know anything of the relative widths of Sydney Cove and Woollomooloo Bay ? No. I
should think that Sydney Cove is a little wider.
_
386. Do you know the two localities well ? Tes.
_
387. Do you recollect the Centipede Bock ? Tes. It was near the boat-harbour.
388. Do you know the small jetty now in existence ? Tes.
389. Do you think the two jetties would cause great inconvenience? I think I would prefer to do away
with the small jetty when the other is built. I have a ship berthed alongside the eastern side of the
small jetty.
390. Its distance from the longer jetty is about 130 feet;—would that cause great inconvenience ? Not very
great; but I think it would be better without the smaller jetty, if you extend the longer jetty 600 or 700 feet.
391. Do you know anything about the proposed expenditure ? No; I have never heard anything about it. I
had some conversation with the Manager of the Circular Quay. I wanted him to try and get a place between
the Admiralty "Wharf and the mainland filled in, so as to use it as a timber-wharf. That led to other conver
sation with respect to the extension of the wharf out to Lady Macquarie’s Chair; but I did not know then
that the Admiralty had a right to any portion of it.
392. Do you know anything of the proposed alterations to the Admiralty Wharf ? Nothing whatever; I
only know the present one.
393. Do they use the present one very much ? I never saw a boat of theirs alongside.
394. Is it used at all P It is used as a stone-wharf, I think, by the Kiama people. I have seen a lot of
metal stacked on the wharf.
395. Do you think the traffic would be likely to increase if proper accommodation were provided ? I am
sure of that.
396. In view of the probable increase of traffic generally in the port in the course of years, do you
think it is desirable to improve this State property to the extent proposed ? I certainly do. I think it
would be quite as good a paying property as the Circular Quay, in proportion to the amount spent upon it.
397. Mr. Abbott.]' How long have you had a place of business at Woolloomooloo ? I have never had a
fixed place of business there ; I receive cargoes there. Timber cargoes have to go there-because there is
no other accommodation for them except at Dibbs’ wharf, and that is sometimes occupied.
There is
another wharf—J. C. Ellis’ wharf at Pyrmont, which is sometimes available for landing timber upon. .
398. Are there not timber-ships at the Circular Quay ? No ; vessels having small lots of timber, mixed
with other goods, sometimes discharge there.
.
399. Mr. Humphery.] It is said that the width of the proposed jetty is to be 100 feet;—is that sufficiently
wide ? It is not wide enough. It should be at least 130 feet wide. Tou must have a roadway. There
must be room for several drays to pass, otherwise it will not be of any use, because you cannot get the goods
away.
400. It should not be less than 130 feet, but I suppose 150 feet would be better? .Tes ; the wider the
better ; there will be more landing accommodation.
401. Mr.^Kethel.] With reference to the accommodation that you required recently, and had reason to
complain of at Cowper Wharf,, was it the want of berths or the want of room to store your cargoes ?
The want of room to stack cargoes ready for delivery.
' *
■
402. Principally ? Tes. The wharf is generally filled up with coal, metal, and hardwood, and we sometimes
have to wait two or three days to have that cleared away, and that causes expense and delay.
403. I he principal jjortion of the cargoes which have been landed by you at Woolloomooloo is what is
known to the trade as Oregon ? Tes, principally.'
"
404. Is that generally discharged out of the bow port, or the gangway ? Nearly always out of the stern or
bow port; but in the case of several ships I have come across lately we have had to discharge from the
hatch. That is one great evil at present—the curve in the wharf prevents ships from getting alongside.
I have had a large ship, during the last two months on .which I had to run out a stage 25 feet long to
reach the rail of the ship. That is a great disadvantage compared with getting the timber direct on the
wharf from ships’ tackles:
6
6 .
405. Have you ever suggested to the Government wharfage authorities that they should obtain more space
for landing and stacking timber on Woolloomooloo Wharf? Tes. I spoke of it two years ago, and even
a longer time back. Mr. Bell was the first person I spoke to. I suggested that the best thing to do was
to resume the block of land from Bourke-street in a line with the street at the back of the quay right
away from the eastern extremity of the wharf.
406. Did Mr. Bell then occupy the position that Captain Jackson now occupies ? Tes. I have since
spoken to Captain Jackson about it.
407. If a timber-ship were discharging out of the bow or stern port, what amount of berthage would she
require—would 50 feet bs enough ? Quite enough.
.
408. So you could put four timber-ships in the same space required by one ordinary merchandise vessel ?
Tes, if we had space to run the timber out. We could not berth and discharge four vessels at one time
unless we had space to stack the timber.
’
409. I believe I am correct in saying that the greater number of the foreign ships discharging at the
existing jetty are ships timber-laden ? Tes. I have seen a few large steamers of 2,000 or 3,000 tons
discharging their cargoes, and one or two English ships. The greater number are timber-ships.
410.

i'2
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/ - Mr. , 410. Do you think that the-proposed jetty is the most suitable improvement for landing and getting
J. J. Earl, away cargoes of long timber? No; unless the ships discharged out of the hatches. Then it would
iq^f^isRS answer very well.
'
'
’
_
.
eP •>
• 4pi_ How would you stow and get such long timber away;—would it not be extremely inconvenient ? Yes.
412. -Can you suggest any other means of improving Woolloomooloo Bay equal to or better than this
proposal? No ; I do not know that I could. There is one thing certain. If that jetty is constructed you
can berth general-cargo ships with merchandise from England, and leave the timber-ships the whole space
outside of .that.
■
_
•
413. Did you hot suggest some time since the construction of a quay from the present Admiralty Wharf
out to Lady Macquarie’s, Chair ? I did. Looking from the point down to the Admiralty Wharf it struck
me .that it would be a very good place to berth all the mail-boats, and I do not think it would be a very
.
expensive'undert'aking.*
’
.
,
414. Are you still of opinion that that would be a feasible plan ? Yes ; but I was not aware until now
that the Admiralty claimed any portion of it. Of course they would have to give up that berth on
the proposed wharf.
.'
_
.
,
415. Is it only within the last few years that you have been largely using Cowper Wharf for a timberwharf ? Yes, about four years.
.
.
416. Prior to that, where did the greater number of ships discharge ? At the Circular Quay and at
Dibbs’ Wharf.
. '
,
.
417. I understand they will not allow timber to be landed at the Circular Quay, owing to its bulkiness ? Yes.
• 418. Are' there any objections to landing timber at Dibbs’ Wharf and other wharves other than those
which existed when you landed timber there? No. . We find that purchasers prefer Cowper Wharf,
because there is a better getaway. All the back wharves have steep gradient approaches, and you cannot
take as much timber from any on a dray as you can from Cowper Wharf.
419. The wharves further up Darling Harbour are not sufficiently spacious for timber ? On the Sydney
side you cannot land timber, and on the other side I do not think there is water enough for a ship of any
great tonnage. You have'to partly discharge cargo before you get the ship into the wharf. . _
420. Is it not a fact that a larger proportion of the imported timber^coming into Sydney now is discharged
at private wharves—the consignees’ own wharves—than at any previous time in the commercial history of
the Colony? Yes. The operations of timber merchants are larger, and they are able to buy whole
cargoes. Before they could only buy portions.
.
421. Many years after you were first interested in the trade nearly every cargo was submitted to the trade
generally, but now it has become the practice for retail timber merchants to import their own cargoes and
land them at their own private wharves ? Yes.
'
.
422. Mr. Suitor.'] Do you know if Cowper Wharf is used largely by other ships than those you speak of ?
Yes. All the berths are full. I have seen ships with general merchandise there. ^
_
423. Have you had difficulty in getting berths at Cowper Wharf ? No ; perhaps we have had to wait a
•
day or two, but not longer. That might be the case at any wharf.
.
424. I suppose that sometimes you use private wharves? Yes, frequently. If I am going to store
timber for any length of time, I take a private wharf, because they will not allow me to keep it on a
Government wharf.
.
425. What is the advantage of using Cowper Wharf when your place of business is so far away ? There
is a better getaway. You can get quit of the timber much easier than at any other wharf, because there
is a greater space to work at.
"
' .
426. If there were greater facilities at Cowper Wharf, would it be usedhnore ? I am certain of it.
Captain Jackson speaks of that portion of the wharf at the back of the Admiralty Wharf—that portion,
which has to bo filled in—being' kept as a bond or storage wharf. , If so, it would pay very well; a rent
wmuld have to be charged. In fact it would be under his control.
,
'427. Chairman.] But it belongs to the Admiralty ? I am speaking on the assumption that the Admiralty
will accept the position further on.
■
■
THURSDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER, 1888.

jto&cni:—
The Honorable JOHN LACKEY (Chairman).
The Hon. George Campbell.
The Hon. William Henrx Slfttor.
The Hon. James Watson.
The Hon. Erederick Thomas Humphert.
Henry’Copeland, Esq.

Alexander Kethel, Esq.
Joseph Palmer Abbott, Esq.
John Rendell Street, Esq.
Jacob Garrard, Esq.
Sydney Smith, Esq.

The Committee further considered the. proposed improvements and additions to the Wharfage
'
- Accommodation,’Woolloomooloo Bay. •
[The Chairman reported that several members of the Committee—Mr. Campbell, Mr. Suitor, Mr. Kethel,
Mr. Abbott, and himself—had that morning visited Woolloomooloo Bay, and,by personal observation, and
inguiry from persons engaged at the wharves there, had made themselves better acquainted with the
works represented in the proposals before the Committee?^
•
' '
•

J. Barnet,
■Eb(J-

eP •>

James Barnet, Esq., Colonial Architect, sworn and examined

•

428. Chairman^] Have you occupied, your present position of Colonial Architect for many years? Yes.
429. Have you been charged with the different works to be carried out 'under an arrangement made
between the Imperial and Colonial Governments wnth respect to naval matters ?
‘ Woolloomooloo Bay, and Spectacle Island.
.
'

Yes, at Garden Island,

430.

* Note (on revision)I am told there is a depth of water 30 feet all the way from the baths to the point, immediately
outside the straight lodge of rocks ; and without encroaching on theDomain beyond the present line of the existing fence,
an esplanade, 200 feet wide, could be formed, and the material for filling in and levelling is on the spot.
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430. Have you had anything to do with other works ? No ; with the exception of the Admiral’s house.
1- Barnet,'
431-. The reason why we have been brought to this investigation is that we have had placed before us proposed _ Jisq'
improvements at 'Woelloomooloo Bay. We find that an Admiralty wharf forms part of- the wharf 20,Sct>t'”l888
improvements we are now considering. They have been inspected by several members of the Committee,
v ’’ ''
and we find that the works on the Admiralty wharf are in statu quo. Comparatively nothing has been
done. There is a wharf, but no improvements of any moment carried out ? No ; the foundations for the
.
store are found to be very difficult.
.
432. Is it proposed to build a store there ? Yes.
433. Is it still intended to build a store there in addition to the store on Garden Island? I believe so.
There is no store on Garden Island.
•
'
434. What works have been carried out on' Garden Island ? They have all to be carried out under my super
vision. On Saturday,- 16th June, I went over the Island with his Excellency the Governor and Sir Henry
Parke'Sj and at their request I furnished them with a precis of the whole matter. That precis has just
been read to the Committee. .
435. Have you been aware of the interchange of certain lands between the Government of the colony and
the Admirality, for any time ? Yes.
436. We're you Colonial Architect at the time the arrangement was first made, a good many years back ?
Yes.
.
•
43.7. Do you recollect what the exchange consisted of at that time ? T do not. The whole of the lands
were leased to the Colonial Government.
'
■
438. How far did Dawes’ Battery extend ? It included the Corporation baths.
439. Did it include Dawes’ Point absolutely ? Yes.
•
•
440. And the Queen’s stores ? They were not included. They were not surrendered. I think they are
not leased to the Government.
441. What else is there ? Victoria Barracks.
442. And Imperial lands all through the country ? Yes—at Newcastle, Parramatta, Liverpool, and
other places. I think there was also something in Brisbane. I think Port Denison was included.
443/ In exchange what was given ? Garden Island.
444. And a condition that a residence should be purchased for the Admiral ? Yes ; also the erection of
a store at Wooloomooloo Bay and at Spectacle Island.
445. When was that arrangement completed ? About Sir Alexander Stuart’s time.
446. Have the works at Garden Island been carried out at the expense of the Colony ? Yes ; entirely.
447. Do you know approximately what they cost ? I cannot say from memory, but I stated the whole
matter in a minute to the Colonial Secretary.
.
448. I find that there is a vote of £165,000 in 1888 ? Yes ; it is in the present year’s estimates.
449. And there is a past vote of £50,000 ? Yes ; that is expended.
450. Is it still intended to carry out the improvements at Woolloomooloo Bay? I have had no instruc•
tions since I wrote that letter, describing the whole matter. When I met the Governor and Sir Henry
Parkes at AVoolloomooloo Bay, as well as at Garden Island, I produced a plan, and Sir Henry Parkes asked
me to give him the particulars. I gave him a full history of the whole matter, pointing out that the erecttion of this store would encroach upon the Domain, as the plan would show.
451. What is the estimated cost of the proposed improvements at AVoolloomooloo Bay ? About £40,000.
452. I refer to the Admiraltv portion of those improvements ? As far as the store is concerned it will be
£40,GOO.
''
_
'
•
'
453. Do you know whether it is the intention of the Admiralty to recommed that those improvements be
carried out ? I may say that the plans were made under the direction of an officer for the Admiralty,
Mr. Fishenden. They were all approved, and copies sent Home to the Admiralty ; and the store is
' .
a portion of what (was approved of by the Admiralty.
.
454. Are you acquainted with the proposed improvements generally at Woolloomooloo Bay ? No ; I am
not aware of them, except in connection with the Admiralty store. I know that Mr. Darley recom
mended that we should go further north to avoid the bad foundation. I pointed out that it would
perhaps be better to allow the Admiralty people to have some of the newly purchased property at the
Circular Quay. '
.
455. Would not going further north at Woolloomooloo Bay encroach still more upon the Domain ? I do
not think so. It would encroach upon the baths, which are Corporation property.
456. How are they held ? I do not know.
'
457. Have you formed any opinion as to the propriety of building upon the frontage where the baths ■
are ? No.
■
■
458. Do you think it is a suitable place for the baths at all ? No; not in the present condition of the water.
459. Supposing it was not used as baths, do you think it should be taken from the public, who now hold
it for recreation purposes as a frontage to Ihe Domain? No; but we have progressed so rapidly with
wharfage frontage that we do not know where to go. When we visited Woolloomooloo Bay, Capt. Hammill,
of the Navy, was with us, and he expressed the opinion that Garden Island was the proper place for
the store. The store was designed on the mainland principally to please the storekeeper of the time.
460. May not the present storekeeper hold a different view? He may.' The objection the former store
keeper had was, that when contractors .delivered the stores, it would be better to receive them on the
mainland ; but I think it is just as easy to receive them on the island. I was always opposed to building
•
at Woolloomooloo Bay.
461. Can you form approximately an estimate of the value of the frontage given to the Admiralty in
Woolloomooloo Bay ? No.
,
>
462. You see from the plan that it is proposed to build a new jetty in the bay 700 feet long and 100 feet
wide ;—do you think that is a desirable improvement of the bay ? That is a matter I have not studied.
463. Do you know whether the Admiralty improvements are nearly completed at Garden Island ? The
buildings I have had instructions for—that is, the barracks and.the store—are completed, and the founda
tions are in for all the other buildings. Plans were submitted' months ago. In fact, Sir Henry Parkes,
when he was there the other day, asked what was the reason why the works were not going on, and I said
they were simply'awaiting his authority.
■
464. AVhat was the cost of the Admiral’s residence ? I think it was more than £20,000.
. 406.
465. Has there been further expenditure upon it since ? Yes.
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J. Barnet,.

4gg_ js ^ a very complete residence ?' Tes; it is now.
467. Mr. Copeland.] AThat is your opinion in reference to the construction of a jetty, 700 feet long,
20Sept 1888
out right uit° the centre of AToollqomoolpo Bay ;—do you not think it will interfere with the
"
’ ' navigation of the bay ? I have never considered that matter. I recollect that some years ago when a
similar proposal was made in regard to the Circular Quay it was very strongly objected to.
468. Will it not have the same effect as if the hay had been naturally divided in two ? Certainly, it will
have that effect.
'
469. Can you give the Committee any information as to whether the same objects could not be carried out.
on the frontage without interfering 'noth the navigation ? No, I cannot. Wharf matters are outside my
line.
■
'
•
470. What is the nature of the stores intended to he kept in the proposed new building in Woolloomoloo
Bay;—any explosives ? No explosives. Ship chandlery more than anything else. The explosives are
supposed to be kept on Spectacle Island. Anyone who visits the Circular Quay Admiralty Stores mil see
that they comprise almost everything that can he mentioned.
471. Is there any equally suitable place on the other side of AVoolloomooloo Bay without interfering with
the Domain ? I cannot say. In my opinion the store should go to the island.
472. Tour opinion is decided that it should go to the island? Tes. -In its present position it will
necessitate the removal of the stores twice.
473. Do you know if the opinion of the present Imperial storekeeper has been taken on the question ? I.
am not aware. I know that the former storekeeper was very strong on the point of having the stores at
Woolloomooloo Bay.
•
474. Is there plenty of water alongside the island for vessels to discharge stores ? There is a wharf now
erected where the Nelson could lie alongside of. It would only be necessary to lay down rails and build,
the store in a suitable situation.
475. Did the storekeeper at that time give any reasons for desiring to have the stores on the mainland ?
The principal reason he gave was that contractors should bring their goods to the store on the mainland
instead of to the island ; but I could not see the force of that reason. There were quarters for himself
there, and perhaps that was the principal reason.
476. Is it intended to bring the Imperial vessels alongside these stores and load them as required? I
think not. The stores have to be taken out in tenders to the ships. Ships bringing stores from England
would come alongside.
477. Tou are not charged with the building of the proposed jetty ? No ; the agreement was that Mr.
Moriarty was to do all the waterwork and put in the foundations. We were to work jointly so as to get
the matter out quickly.
478. Mr. Garrard.] There is a plan here showing the original site of the Admiralty wharf, and also the
’
proposed alteration. Do you recognize it as yours ? No ; it is not my plan.
479. Have you ever seen it before ? I think I have.
_
480. Where did it come from ? It is from the Harbours and Elvers Department.
481. It is a sketch plan showing how the site of the building might be altered? Tes; Mr. Darley
proposed to put the stores underground.
482. tTpon this there is a minute endorsed to the effect that you see no objection to the removal to the
new site, but you objected to inflammable stores being together ? Tes.
483. Can you tell us what plans you prepared originally for the Woolloomooloo site ? The whole matter
is shown on the plan I now produce.
•
484. Has this plan received the approval of the Admiralty ? Tes ; this is a copy of the plan which
received the approval of the Commodore.485. AVere there any detailed descriptions given with it ? No.
486. Do you recognise this paper as being the specification of the work to be performed ? Tes.:
487. Is the work there mentioned included in your plan ? Tes.
488. Mr. Campbell.] Was anyone present representing the Admiralty when the works were recently visited
by the Governor and Sir Henry Parkes ? Tes ; the Admiral and Captain Hammill.
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\To Evidence of Mr. Alexander B.,]?orius^\ '

-

.■

Memo, of Dredging performed at Woolloomooloo Bay from 1st January, 1881, until 31st December, 1887.
The attached memo, affords the information asked for by Mr. Humphery last night in connection with the Woolloo
mooloo Bay proposed jetty.
It will be seen that 281,650 tons have been lifted, at a total cost of £11,402'11s. 6d. for dredging and towing. Of
this quantity, 191,295 tons were sewage deposit; the balance was original bottom removed to deepen the- channel and wharf
berths for heavy-draught ships. The average cost of the dredging aud depositing 3 miles outside of Sydney Heads has
been 9|d. per ton.
’
•
Sydney, 20 September, 1888.
■
A. B. PORTUS.
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WHARFAGE ACCOMMODATION, WOOLLOOMOOLOO BAY.

appointed during
the present Session of Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1888, 51
Vic. No. 37, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon
“the expediency of carrying out certain improvements and additions to the
Wharfage Accommodation, Woolloomooloo Bay,” have, after due inquiry,
.
resolved that it is not expedient the proposed works should be carried out.; and,
in accordance with the provision of sub-section IV, of clause 13, of the Public
Works Act, report their resolution to the Legislative Assembly:—
The proposed improvements and additions consist of a jetty 700 feet in
length by 100 feet in width, extending into the hay from the centre part of Cowper
Wharf, to cost £27,740 ; the construction, at a cost of £8,066, on the western side
of the hay, from the northern end of what is known as the Admiralty Wharf to a
point near Bobinson’s Ladies Baths, of a new wharf, 588 feet in length, 320 feet of
this length to he set aside for the use of Her Majesty’s ships, in lieu of the present
Admiralty Wharf, which, with the 268 feet of the new wharf, it is proposed to use
for general commercial purposes ; the lengthening of the present Admiralty Wharf
by 140 feet, in order to make the total length of that wharf 404 feet, at a cost,
including the formation of roadways, of £4,439 ; and'the filling-in of a part of the
curved face of Cowper Wharf, at the south-west corner, so as to produce a wharf
having a straight face of 250 feet, the cost of this alteration to he £1,755. The
total estimated cost of the proposed works is £42,000.
It will he seen that the principal improvements or additions proposed are—
first the jetty, and secondly the new wharf, part of which is to he handed over to
tne Admiralty in lieu of the wharf which at present exists in Woolloomooloo Bay
' for the use of Her Majesty’s ships on the Australian station; and to these the
Committee, during the course of their inquiry, directed most of their attention.
They examined a large number of witnesses, obtaining evidence not only
from the G-overnment officials who may be regarded as responsible for the proposals,
hut also from other officers in the Government service who are in the position to give
a valuable opinion upon the scheme; from merchants interested in the shipping trade
of the port; from nautical men directly connected with this trade; from carriers
whose occupation it is to convey cargo to and from the wharves in Svdney; and
from others, including an expert in the construction of wharfage accommodation,
and Captain Kane, an officer of the Loyal Navy, representing the Admiral at present
commanding the British Squadron in these waters. In addition to this several
members of the Committee visited Cowper Wharf, and by personal observation and
inquiry of persons engaged there, made themselves more fully acquainted with the
proposals before them.
# The result of these efforts on the part of the Committee to elicit full infor
mation concerning the proposed works is the collection of a large amount of evidence,
from which, after careful consideration, they have come to the conclusion that the
expenditure which would be incurred upon the works is not justified, either by the
"
requirements
The Parliamentary Standing- Committee

on

Public Works,

requirements in connection with the wharfage accommodation of the port, or by the
nature of the proposals regarding them as a scheme for the improvement in a desirable .
and proper manner of a very valuable Government wharf property.
The Committee do not mean that the wharfage accommodation at Woolloo
mooloo Bay should not be improved. They are convinced that improvement might
be carried out advantageously,, but any additional accommodation proposed should,
they consider, be designed on the basis of a broadly and well conceived national
work for the. permanent improvement of the bay, rather than in a fragmentary and
incomplete manner, with the object, chiefly, of bringing in an immediate increase of
revenue.
Two circumstances connected with the scheme were apparent to the Com
mittee throughout the inquiry, and these were,—a want of comprehensiveness, as well
as a faultiness of design, in the proposed plan for improving the wharfage accom
modation of the bay by means of the jetty; and an indefiniteness with regard to the
arrangements with the Admiralty in respect of the present Admiralty wharf and
the proposed new wharf in lieu thereof.
It will be found from the evidence that the proposed improvements and
additions originated with. Captain Jackson, the Manager of the Public Wharves;
and though he considers the increased accommodation is required to meet the wants
of the shipping which discharge their cargoes in Woolloomooloo Bay, and those
which, with further accommodation, might be expected to discharge there, his main
idea in recommending these works appears to have been to increase the revenue now
derived from the wharf. The Committee, however, while they admit the importance
of an increased revenue, do not regard this as the only or principal object to be
secured in a plan for the improvement of the bay.
In Woolloomooloo Bay the Government possess what,—omitting from con
sideration the Circular Quay,—is the finest wharf site in the harbour, and, including
frontages which in the future may have to be resumed and added to that at present
in the hands of the Government, would be greatly superior to even the Circular
Quay. Yet in this splendidly-situated natural dock, which, by a comprehensive and
well-devised scheme, might be improved so as not only to produce a large revenue
but afford ample accommodation for shipping visiting the port, it is proposed, on the
plans submitted to the Committee, to construct, at great expense, certain works, the
chief of which—the jetty—in the opinion of the Committee, would, by reason of its
great length and position, disfigure the bay, and interfere with navigation, without
being as serviceable to shipping as its originator supposes; while the next important—
the new Admiralty wharf—is a work respecting which the Naval authorities appear
indifferent, and those who may be considered as responsible for proposing it doubtful
as to its necessity.
.
It is noticeable too that apart from Captain Jackson, no one, according to the
evidence, in or out of the Government service, has been consulted with reference to
the advisableness or otherwise of constructing the proposed works. Captain Jackson
appears to have suggested the scheme, and the proposals went from the Treasury to '
the Department of Public Works, where they were handed over to Mr. Moriarty,
Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Bivers, and he caused the necessary plans to be
prepared. No one but Captain Jackson was consulted in the matter. Captain
Pettit, Harbour Master of Sydney, having a large experience in shipping matters,
was not referred to in any way. Nor was Captain Hixson, President of the Marine
Board, or apparently anyone else. The whole scheme wras that of Captain Jackson,
and his principal object, as already mentioned, appears to have been an immediate
. increase of revenue.
That the expenditure upon the proposed works is not justified by the present
requirements for wharfage accommodation in the port will be seen from evidence
given relative to the existing accommodation for the berthing of vessels and the
number of vessels visiting the port. This evidence bears upon the Woolloomooloo
Bay proposals differently from the manner in which testimony of a similar character
bore upon the proposals lately dealt with by the Committee for the improvement of
the Circular Quay. In the latter case most of the improvements were of a character
which removed them from the class that might be regarded as entering into compe
tition with private enterprise, and those which were not were necessary for the purpose

of renewing a worn-out portion of the wharf. on the western side of the Quay. In
the case of Woolloomooloo Bay there are no such reasons to support the proposals as
were apparent in the matter of the Circular Quay. The berths at the proposed jetty or
the new wharf have not been, and there is no evidence to show they are likely to be,
leased as most of the Circular Quay is. Doubtless there are reasons why the
Oovernment—being the possessors of a valuable wharf property—should endeavour
in the public interest to do the best they can with it, but unless that endeavour, when
it is directed'towards improving the property, is guided by a desire to make the
improvement of a comprehensive, permanently effective, and truly national character,
the Committee consider that Parliament should hesitate before according to it its
approval.
‘
Another thing which influenced the Committee in their decision was the fact
that if they recommended the construction of the jetty it would, were the evidence
acted upon, have to be made of greater width than is proposed, and consequently at
a much increased cost. The estimated cost of this work, as it was submitted to the
Committee, is £27,740; the estimated cost, if the jetty were widened to 150 feet, as
the witnesses generally say it should be, is £41,040, or half as much again, which
would bring the total cost of the proposed improvements in the bay to £55,300, as
compared Avith £42,000, the total estimated cost submitted in the first instance to
the Committee.
•
On the occasion Avhen several members of the Committee visited Cowper
Wharf they found almost the whole of the wharf covered with blue metal, coal, and
timber, much of this material bearing the appearance of having been there for some
time, and it appeared to them, as it is shown in the evidence, that if measures were
taken to keep the wharf clear of cargo after it has .been discharged from vessels
there would be considerably more accommodation available for shipping than under
present circumstances there seems to be.
•
In their inquiry, the Committee elicited information upon the following
points.:—
(1) The nature of the proposed improvements and additions.
,
' (2) The necessity or otherwWlbr the proposed works; the examination relative
to this being directed towards obtaining evidence as to—
{a) Whether any general desire has been expressed for what is proposed.
.
(6) Whether the improvements will afford the accommodation anticipated.
(c) The revenue expected from them.
_ _
id) Whether the works are likely to interfere with the navigation of the bay.
{e) Whether they are desirable in view of the importance of WoolloOmooloo
.
Bay as a State property which might be improved very advantageously
by a comprehensive and well-devised scheme of wharfage accommodation.
(3) Whether the proposals are justified by the extent of the shipping trade, and
.
the wharf accommodation already available, including the proposed improve
ments at the Circular Quay.
.
In relation to the description of the improvements and additions already given,
it is necessary, in order that they may be clearly understood, to say something further
both of the proposed jetty and the new Admiralty Wharf. The jetty, which would
be run out in the centre of the bay, Captain Jackson considers would afford
accommodation for six 1,500-ton ships (three on each side), while the evidence of
other witnesses is to the effect that it would not afford this accommodation. The
new wharf for the use of Her Majesty’s ships is proposed because, in accordance
with the arrangements between the Government of this Colony and the Admiralty
for the construction, of certain works for the use of the Navy, it is necessary to build
a naval store, and it is represented as difficult, unless at great expense, to obtain
foundations for the store at the back of the present Admiralty Wharf, where up to
the present it has been proposed to erect it. The straightening of the face, of the
wharf , at the south-west corner of the bay is proposed because of the difficulty
experienced by a vessel in lying abreast of a curved wharf; and to this part of the
proposals, it may be said, the Committee entertain no objection. This improvement^
the cost of which is £1,755, is, however, a matter of very small impoi’tance, and ii
considsred necessary can be carried out without reference to the Committee.

Tile question of the necessity or otherwise for the- proposed worts forms, of
course,, the' principal feature of the evidence, and it will he found fully dealt with.
Examining it according to the plan just stated, and referring to the first point—■
whether any general desire has been expressed for what is proposed—the evidence
leads the Committee to believe that there has not been, an expression of such a
desire.
Captain Jackson says there have been frequent complaints, of a want of
accommodation at Woolloomooloo Bay; but Mr. Joseph Barling, Under Secretary
f or Public Works, states that he is unaware of any applications by maritime people
to have these works carried out, and that no petitions (or memorials) in favour of
them have been received. Yarious witnesses will be found to have expressed them
selves as of opinion that the proposed works would be remunerative, and that the
superiority of Woolloomooloo Bay as a place for the berthing of vessels justifies the
carrying out of improvements; but there is nothing to show that prior to the present
proposals being brought forward there was any general demand for extensive additions
to the existing accommodation.
• ‘ As to the new Admiralty Wharf, those chiefly concerned in the arrangements
for the accommodation of Her Majesty’s ships here knew nothing about it until it
was brought under the notice of Bear-Admiral Pairfax in a letter from'the Committee
asking whether the alteration from the old Admiralty Wharf to the new was approved
of by the naval authorities. Notwithstanding that this part of the proposals referred
to the Committee comprised a change in the arrangements between the Government
and the Admiralty, by which a wharf already handed over to the naval authorities
was to be taken from them and a new wharf constructed at a cost to the country of
£8,000, and in a situation which, when a store was in course of being built at the
rear, would probably necessitate an extensive encroachment upon the Domain, the
Admiral was unaware of it, and when questioned regarding it was unable . to say
definitely, without reference to the Admiralty, whether the proposed alteration would
dr would not receive Admiralty sanction. Added to this there is evidence from
Captain Jackson in which he declares that the new Admiralty Wharf is not necessary,
as the present one has never been used for naval purposes; and from the Admiral,
through Captain Kane, intimating that, if certain arrangements of an inexpensive
character are made in the city the store proposed to be erected at Woolloomooloo
Bay might be built on Garden Island, and the bay, as far at least as this store is
concerned, left free for commercial purposes in connection with the trade of the port.
With reference to whether the proposed woi’ks will afford the accommodation
anticipated from them, the evidence shows that unless the jetty be widened con
siderably they will not. The width proposed is 100 feet, and Captain Jackson
is of opinion that this would be too narrow. As ships would be discharging at each
side of the jetty at the same time, and there must be a roadway along the centre of
the jetty for the passage of drays, there would not, in the opinion of most of the wit
nesses, be sufficient space for the discharged cargo and the drays, and as one witness
of experience put it “ there would be a regular block.” Moreover, there is a differ
ence of opinion as to the number of vessels the jetty would accommodate. Captain
Jackson says it would accommodate six of 1,500 tons, the length of each being from
230 to 250 feet. Eorty feet of the jetty would be taken up by the approaches from
the main wharf, and would not be available for berthing vessels, so that the berthing
space would not exceed 660 feet, and this would have to accommodate, according to'
the evidence of Captain Jackson, three vessels, the total length of which would be
something between 690 and 750 feet. But other witnesses, whose testimony in a
matter of this kind must, from their experience in regard to the berthing of vessels,
be considered valuable, are of opinion that the accommodation at the jetty would be
much less than Captain Jackson anticipates.
*
The question of the extent of accommodation afforded bears directly on that
of the revenue expected to be derived, and Captain Jackson represents the expected
revenue at £1,000 per annum from each of the jetty berths, which would make a
total increased yearly revenue from Woolloomooloo Bay of £6,000 ; but inasmuch as
it is uncertain whether the jetty would afford the accommodation upon which thisestimate of revenue is based, it is doubtful whether these figures can be regarded as
accurate.
Whether

.
- Whether the frappse*! works would, if .earned, out, he likely to interfere with
the navigation of the bay, is a matter which relates chiefly to the jetty. The
evidence upon this point is conflicting, but though it does not appear that the navigatioi^of the hay. would, by reason of the jetty, be made unsafe, it would, in the
©pinion of the 'Committee, be rendered in many cases difficult, as such a projection
hito the centre of the bay as this jetty,. especially if it were widened to the extent
considered necessary, would very materially lessen the space for the movements of
vessels and boats.
. . Coming now to the importance of Woolloomooloo Bay ;as :a .State property,
which might, by ^ comprehensive'and well-devised scheme, be advantageously im
proved, it is the opinion of Mr. Norman Selfe, Avhose acquaintance with the question of
wharfage improvement is well-known, and of others, that the bay offers an opportunity
for a broad and perfect scheme of wharfage accommodation, and in this the Committee
concur. “Looking at the thing on broad grounds,”,Mr. Selfe says {Question 1157),
“ I think the Government should utilize a number of side wharves on shore before
they extend the accommodation. The facilities for building walls under water are
now so great that I think it would add far more to the dignity of the port, if I may
use such an expression, to build a grand stone quay down one side of the bay.
When that is not enough, build one down the other side, and as a very last resource
build a jetty in the middle of “the bay. The sewage, as long as it is discharged into
. the bay,,would certainly fill up against the jetty, and it would be difficult to dredge
it away.” Such a scheme as he here suggests could, he explains, be carried out
gradually, as circumstances required. His idea, definitely stated, is,—“that the
Government should begin at the south-east corner of the bay, and gradually build a
continuous wall 1,500 feet long towards Potts’ Point, levelling the rocks and filling
in the space behind the retaining wall with the material, and making a broad quay.”
On the other side he would “ build the wharf as part of the continuous whole, and
then give the Admiral whatever might be arranged.” Or, he proceeds to point out—
“ The Admiralty have Garden Island, and in the course of a year or two, When it
becomes inconvenient to have war ships here, it may be desirable to give them another
spot, or they may desire to go elsewhere. A continuous quay might be made on this
side,, the same as on the eastern side. It is easy enough to enclose the Admiralty
portion with strong walls which can be taken down, if it is ever thrown into a general'
system, at some future time.” The proposed jetty he regards as a piecemeal project,
and unworthy of a national work.
.
The. last point in the plan of inquiry respecting which further- notice is
necessary, is whether the proposals are justified by the extent of the shipping trade
and the wharfage accommodation already available, including the proposed improve
ments at the Circular Quay. Captain Jackson considers that the shipping trade
justifies, the carrying out of the proposed improvements, but the evidence generally
shows, indisputably, that if the private wharves are taken into consideration, there
is more than sufficient Avharf accommodation in the port of Sydney for the number
of vessels coming here. Then, in addition to what at present exists, there will shortly
be . extra accommodation at the Circular Quay. These circumstances, as already,
pointed out, do not form sufficient ground for concluding that Woolloomooloo Bay ,
should not be improved, but they are certainly reasons why a large amount of money
should not be expended upon the proposed works. Mr. Norman Selfe, who is of
opinion that there is plenty of wharf accommodation here, states that if the owners
of. private wharves had power to alter the levels of the streets forming the Avharf
approaches, those wharves would be equal to requirements for some years to come,
and, on behalf of tbe Wharf Association, it is represented in the evidence that
irrespective of shipping permanently provided for at their OAvn wharves, there is
wharf accommodation at the present time for 800 or 900 general cargo vessels' per.
annum, while the average number of arrivals annually is 230.
.
On the grounds, set forth in the foregoing portions of this report, the Com
mittee consider that it is not expedient the proposed works should be carried out,
and they are of opinion, that for the reasons which will be found in the evidence of
Captain Kane, R.N., and in a letter from Bear-Admiral Eairfax, an effort should be
made by the Government to haAre the proposed naval store and AAfharf proAnded at
Garden Island instead of at Woolloomooloo Bay.
.
.

The

The; following resolutions were, passed by the. Committee on Thursday, 6th
December
Moved by Mr. Abbott, and seconded by Mr. Kethel—
■
“That in the opinion of the Committee the present requirements for
' wharfage accommodation in the port do not justify the expenditure
necessary for the construction of the proposed wharfage improvements
and additions at Woolloomooloo Bay.”
Moved by Mr. Abbott, and seconded by Mr. Kethel— .
_
• “ That the Committee recommend that the Government enter , into negotia.
. tions with the Imperial naval authorities with the. view of providing
.
the necessary accommodation at Garden Island in lieu of the proposed
site for a naval wharf and store at Woolloomooloo Bay.”..
JOHN LACKEY,
Chairman.
Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
10th January, 1889.
.
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MINUTES OE EVIDENCE.
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{TAKEN BEFORE EIBST COMMITTEE.) .

WHARFAGE ACCOMMODATION, WOOLLOOMOOLOO BAY.

WEDNESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER, 1888.
^r£0£ni:—
The Honorable JOHN LACKEY (Chaibman).
Joseph Palmee Abbott, Esq.
The Hon. Geoege Campbell.
John Kenbell Stbeet, Esq.
The Hon. William Henet Suitor.
Thomas Michael Slattebt, Esq.
The Hon. Ebedebick Thomas Humphebt.
Jacob Gabeabb, Esq.
Alexanbee Kethel, Esq.
Subnet Smith, Esq.
The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed improvements and additions to the wharfage
accommodation, Woolloomooloo Bay.
Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public Works, sworn and examined :—
1. Chairman.) Are you aware that we have under consideration the proposed improvements at Woolloo- J. Barling,
mooloo Bay ? Yes.
_
Eb<12. What is the estimate of the cost submitted for the work ? £42,000. That is the sum asked from /
n
Parliament for the construction of the works.
.
_ _
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3. Can you give us any information as to the circumstances under which the vote was initiated or the
work undertaken ? It was partly intended for the use of Her Majesty’s navy, and to resume a piece of
wharf originally constructed for that purpose in the bay. Captain Jackson will give particulars as to the
necessity for the work.
4. Does the Imperial Government contribute anything to the work ? No. There was an understanding
come to between the Government of New South Wales, when Sir Alexander Stuart was Premier, and the
Imperial Government, whereby certain lands were given up to the Colony by the Imperial Government in
exchange for other places and works of which this wharf forms part. We have put up part of the wharf
which is marked “ Admiralty Wharf ” on the plan now before the Committee. It is on the west side of
Woolloomooloo Bay. We propose to use that wharf for general purposes, and erect a new wharf for the
Admiralty.
_
5. I have in my hand a statement which I think comes from the Public Works Department, in which the
cost of these proposed works is stated at £112,000;—will you look at this document, and see if it is
correct ? I think this document is a mistake. The amount of £112,000 is a clerical error ; it is an error
of transcription; it should be £42,000.
6. Is there another vote of £112,000? Yes.
7. Is that the amount estimated for the Newcastle improvements ? Yes.
'
8. Then the correct amount for these works at Woolloomooloo Bay is £42,000 ? Yes. '
_
9. Is that the estimated amount submitted by the skilled officers of the Department after examination ?
Yes.
,
10. Have you a list-prepared of the works proposed to be carried out for £42,000? Yes. It is as
follows :—It is proposed to erect on the western side of Woolloomooloo Bay a wharf 588 feet in length, a
portion of which, viz., 320 feet, is for the use of Her Majesty’s ships, and the remaining portion for
commercial purposes, and what is marked on the plan as “Admiralty Wharf” will be lengthened as shown,
making a total length of 404 feet, the whole of which it is proposed to use for general commercial
purposes. It is further proposed to fill in the part of the curved face of the wharf at the south-west
corner, and thus construct a wharf having a straight face of 250 feet, and from the centre part of Cowper
Wharf to run out a jetty 700 feet in length and 100 feet in width.
11. What is the length of the jetty now in existence at Woolloomooloo Bay ? About 250 feet.
12. Has that been in use for some time ? Yes, for some little time.
_ _ _
13. Have these proposed works ever been submitted to Parliament in any way? I think it is one of the
votes passed.
14. Was it proposed by the Secretary for Public Works to refer the works to this Committee ? Yes.
15. Is it within your knowledge that applications have been made at various times by maritime people to
have these works carried out at Woolloomooloo Bay ? I cannot say that it is.
16. Have any petitions been presented ? No. It is a matter that came toour Departmentfrom the
Treasury.
■
17.
‘”
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J. Barling,

17,

is it a proposal partly to carry out the arrangement of an exchange of sites with the Imperial
Government ? Tes. The main reason, I think, for changing the site of the Admiralty Wharf is the
l9sTt^i88S difficulty of getting proper foundations for stores.
eP ., a. ^ jy-?' Q-arrard.'] Have the Admiralty authorities complained about the accommodation at present given ?
,
No. They have not complained, because it does not matter to them what the foundations may be, so long
as they are provided. It would cost an immense sum of money to get foundations at the present site.
19. Has the Colonial Government to carry out that work ? Yes. It was part of the arrangements made
by Sir Alexander Stuart. We found it so difficult to get settled foundations on the present site that it
was decided to change the situation.
20. Will it not be a great eyesore in the Domain if those buildings are shifted farther out? I hardly
think so. If we are going to use the present wharf for commercial purposes, I do not think it will matter
much to provide the other accommodation farther away.
.
21. Mr. Kethel.] Could you furnish the Committee with a memo, showing the nature of the arrangement
entered into between the Government of New South Wales and the Imperial Government by which the
Colony is committed more or less to this scheme ? It is not in my Department; still, if you wish it, I
can easily get the document.
22. Chairman^] Is it part of the general exchange by which the Imperial authorities got Garden Island ?
Yes.
'
23. Mr. Abbott.] Pan you sfate what is the expenditure on Cowper Wharf at the present time ? Captain
Jackson will be able to give it.
24. Can you tell me what the whole of the works have cost from the beginning ? I have not the figures
with me at present, but I will send them in.
25. Can you state what revenue has been derived each year from the wharfage accommodation at present
existing? The collection of the revenue does not.come within my Department. Captain Jackson will b.e
able to give information on that point.
26. Gliairman.~\ Will you supply the Committee with all the papers you have referred to ? Yes.
Robert Hickson, Esq., M.I.C.E., Acting Eugineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers, svrornand examined:—
R. Hickson, 27. Chairman] Are you aware of the project to make certain improvements at Woolloomooloo Bay ? Yes.
Esq.
28. Do you know the amount required to effect these improvements ? £42,0.00.
29. What do the works consist of ? An extension of the Admiralty Wharf, on the west side, for a length
19Sept.,1888.
ggg fee^ I think its present length is 250 feet. This is a further extension at a cost of £8,000.
Then there is an extension and filling up a little bit of the harbpur aj; a, cost of £4,50p in round numbers.
30. Is it for filling up alone, or filling up and a wharf? It is a wharf and filling up with dredged material
and ballast, which will not cost much. We generally get ballast—rough stones—in front, and fill up with
rubbish behind.
,
• .
31,, What work follows that ? Straightening part of the circular, portion of the wharf. It is very.
:
.
awkward for a vessel to get in there at present. 'We intend to cut off a piece so as to make a straight
berth of -250 feet, which a vessel can lie alongside. That is a timber wharf; it will cost about £1,800..
.
Then there is a jetty 700 feet long by 100 feet wide, which will cost a little over £27,700.
32. Is that jetty considered to be a desirable work ? Yes.
.
33. Have you recommended it ? No ; I think it was mainly recommended by Captain Jackson.
34. Who wass the professional man who designed it ? Mr. Moriarty..
35. Is it in your Department that you have taken up the project ? Yes.
.
36. Will the jetty of 700 feet be all piled ? Yes; all timber.
37. What will be the exact cost? £27,740.
'
38. What will be the distance between that jetty and the present small jetty shown on the plan ? Nearly
130 feet.
.
•
■
'
39. Will that be of sufficient space to allow of the use of the two jetties ? Yes.
•
4P: Will the long jetty of 700 feet affect injuriously the traffic of the bay generally ?' No.
41. If large vessels go there will they be able to turn ? Yes; as a matter of practice, they will turn putside.
.
.
.
12. There was a project some years ago to carry out a similar jetty in Circular Quay;—was not that objected
to because it would interfere with the traffic of the Cove? I do not know. It must have been before I
came here.
43. Would that be the case in this instance ? No ; I think there is sufficient room.
44. Do you know anything of the conditions or circumstances under which this wharf has been conceded'
to the Admiralty ? No; I do hot know anything of the arrangement.
.
45. Have you formed any opinion as to the necessity of the work generally? Erom two or three visits which
I have made to the place, I think there would be a very large business done, if there was sufficient
accommodation.
46. Do you think the proposed works can be carried out at the estimated cost ? I think so. I went
through the estimates myself.
.
47. Mr. Abbott] Do you know what the Cowper Wharf cost ? No; but I could let the Committee know
to-morrow.
48. What is the income? Captain Jackson will be able to tell you that. J think the wharf cost £18,000.
49- Mr. ifethel] Have the Imperial authorities at any time complained of the accommodation at their
disposal at Woolloomooloo ? I have not been here long enough tp be able to say. They have not dope so
to my knowledge.
.
•
50. At whose suggestion is the proposal made to change the site of the Admiralty Wharf ? I do not know
what are the arrangements with the Admiralty. I believe that the motive for moving from the present site
is this : We want more wharfage accommodation in Woolloomooloo Bay, and it is more convenient to put
theman-of-war ships on the outside than to have them coming backwards and forwards through the shipping.
51. Are you aware of a single instance in which a man-of-war ship has been brought alongside that wliarf ?
No, because I do not think there is any place where they could go alongside. But I believe they intend
to do so, and if is the object of the.wharf..
.
52. Mr.’Abbott] Do you know anything about stores to be erected at Woolldomooioo Bay ? No.
53.
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53. Mr. Kethel.'] At whose suggestion is it proposed to extend the jetty 700 feet into the harbour? I R\g^s'0n’
believe it was proposed by Mr. Moriarty, after consultation with Captain Jackson ; I beheve that is how it
originated.
'
•
, 19'Se'pt.,1888.
54. Are there any minutes referring to the reasons why a jetty of these peculiar dimensions should be
•
made ? I have not seen them.
.
.
,
55. Does it not strike you as peculiar to have a jetty 100 feet wide for commercial purposes ? I thipk it
is wanted for large vessels, which are proposed to be accommodated. You want plenty of ropin' for
landing cargo. I do not think it is too wide.
_
,.
_
. ;.
56. Mr. Garrard.] We have been told that the reason for shifting the Admiralty Wharf is because you
find a difficulty in getting foundations for stores which the Colonial Government have undertaken to build
for the Admiraltyis that the case ? I cannot say. I do not know the arrangement.
.
57. Is there any difficulty in erecting stores on the present site of the Admiralty Wharf ? There is a
difficulty all along there, because it is made ground, and the foundation is not good.
58. Do you know the character of the buildings to be erected there ? No.
'
59; Who is dealing with that matter ? The Colonial Architect.
..
60. Do you know what was promised to the Admiralty with reference to those stores ? No. .
61. Do you know if the Colonial Architect has complained of the want cf good foundations there ? No^
62. Do I understand that it is intended to bring the man-of-war vessels themselves alongside ? Yes ; I
believe that is the intention.
_
■
63. If stores are erected on the proposed new site, will .they not shut oat part of the view from the
Domain? Not very much. The land is very high above it.
. .
,
64. How many ships will the new large jetty accommodate’? A large and small one 6n each side. That
win ue luiir.

•

..

t

•

j

j

.

_

65. Do you think it would be better to diminish the width of the jetty on the outside, so thaf tne yessels
lying inside could Overlap, thus giving another berth ? I do not think so. You could bmj take off
25 ffeet from the width, and most of the vessels coming here are of greater beam than that. The vessels
with large cargoes go outside, and that is where you Avant-most room.
_
•
66. Do you know the width of the Sandridge Railway Pier at Melbourne? I think there are sit lines of
rails on "it. It is a very wide pier, but I do not remember the exact width..
67. Are the foundations at the back of the proposed new' site for the Admiralty Wharfbetter than those
at the "back of the present site ? Yes. If is good hard ground.
_
’
; . .. ... .
68. Mr. Kethel.] On whose authority is the statement made that a solid foundation cannot be optaijied
in the rear of the present Admiralty Wharf
have you any personal knowledge of the fact that good
foundations cannot be obtained ? I believe a foundation could be obtained, but at a considerable expense.
You would have to go down through a lot pf made ground.
.
'
'
.69. How far back does it extend behind the present wharf ? . I do not know.
.
.
.
70. Does not the sandstone clifi: come down close to the railing of the Domain ? At one end I believe it
does, but it goes off immediately.
'
71. Do you speak from your OAvn experience ? No: _ .
_
,
.
72. Mr. Suitor.] Is it part of your duty to give any opinion as to the desirableness of these iVqijks ?. No.
73. Are you simply instructed to prepare the plans ? Yes ; that is all I consider to be my duty.
'
Captain John Jackson, Manager of the Public Wharves at Sydney, sworn and examined :^-Captain
CTiaAmaw.] Are you the Manager of the Government WTiarves generally ? Yes.
.
.
75. 'Are you aware of the project to construct improvements at Woolloomooloo Bay, and the nature of J. Jackson.
those improvements ? Yes.
• • FmoAii
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76. Are you aware of the amount required to carry out those improvements ? I believe it is £42,000.
77. Have you formed any opinion as to whether that money will harry out the works ? No.
_
78. Have you formed any opinion as to the necessity for the ivorks ? Yes ; there is a very great necessity
for them.
*
79. Is there a large commercial traffic in Woolloomooloo Bay ? Yes.
,
•
j ■ • r80. Do you know anything of an arrangement under which the Admiralty .Wharf isproposed to be
enlarged ? It was proposed at one time to erect stores facing the Admiralty Wharf.
81. Is that wharf used by the Imperial authorities ? No.
.
- ,.
82. Por what reason is it not u&ed ? Because they could not get a foundation for stores at the pack ot it.
83. Is it used for shipping? Yes.
.84. By what kind of vessels ? Commercial vessels.
85. Is it ever used for Imperial purposes ? No.
.
. ,
86. You are aware that it is proposed to construct a long jetty into the bay ? Yes.
87. Were you a party to its recommendation ? Yes.
.................. = ,....
88. Do you think it is required in the interests of the public ? I do ; but I do not think it is wide enough89. AYhat ividth would you have made it? 150 feet. '
’
90. AYould that affect the traffic to the smaller jetty ? No.
91. If large vessels came, would it not affect the traffic ? No.
..
'
92. Is the trade of that part of the city increasing ? Yes. It would increase more if therp Avere
accommodation.
.
93. AYhat is the nature of the trade carried tin there generally ? Coal, timber, and general cargo.
94. Are there any warehouses about there ? Yes ; just completed..
95. AYould they be built on the wharf ? In the neighbourhood of the wharf.
96. Have you formed any opinion as to whether the vote is sufficient for the Ay'orks ? No ; that is not in
my province.
- ,,
97. Are you clearly of opinion that the trade requires more accommodation ? Yes.
98. Do you think that the accommodation here proposed is of a suitable character ? Yes.
99. Have you formed any opinion as to the revenue that Avill be received ? During the present year the
revenue from Cowper Wharf will be £3,800. In its present state it is not capable of doing any more.
100. What is your estimate of the revenue so soon as these proposed improvements shall have been
carried out ? The new jetty Avill be able to accommodate six ships, and each berth Avill be worth about
£1,000 per annum. That Avill be £6,000, in addition to the £3,800 at present received.
,
101. Mr; Abbott.] How long have you been in your present position ? Your years.
102;
74.
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102. In what position were you before P Master of the ship “ G-ladstone.”
.
J. Jac son. jQg Qan y0U tell me what the wharfage accommodation of Sydney is at the present time ? I can only
19Se^t~3B88
approximately. I think that there is wharfage accommodation for forty-five large ships.
p ’’
' 104i. Is that exclusive of coasters ? Tes, and of coastal and intercolonial steamers.
105. Do-you know if any of the vessels in Sydney at the present time, or at anytime since you have
occupied your present position, have been inconvenienced through not being able to get wharfage
accommodation P Yes. ■
106. When ? In 1885.
107. What number r I had four ships lying out in the bay.
.
108. Was it on account of the whole of the wharfage accommodation being taken up ? Tes; for a short
time.
109! Was that an exceptional year? Very exceptional.
110. Has anything of that kind occurred since ? I do not think so.
111. Or before? No. It was owing to alarge contract with the Government for the delivery of water-pipes.
112. Do you know what Cowper Wharf cost ? Only the timber portion, which cost £18,000. I do not
.
know the cost of the other portion. £18,000 is exclusive of the small jetty.
113. What has been the revenue from Cowper Wharf during the four years you have held your present
position ? In 1884, when I joined the service, it was £1,500. In 1885 it came up to, I think, over
£4,000. That was on account of the large number of general-cargo ships going there. In 1886 it fell
off, and I think it was only about £3,500.
.
114. What was it in 18’87 ? It was close on £3,800.
115. Does that revenue include harbour dues and all other dues ? That is only wharfage and tonnage dues.
116. Was there a large quantity of Government goods landed during that period? The wharfage for the
Government amounted to about £460 in 1885; in 1886 it amounted to £82.
■
117. What kind of cargoes are discharged at Cowper Wharf ? General cargoes, timber, and stone metal.
General cargo-ships from London and New York go there. Only a few days ago there was a large
steamer there.
'
118. Is the principal revenue derived from intercolonial vessels ? Tes.
119: Are any of these wharves let to Mr. George Hill ? No.
120. All the metal brought by Mr. Hill is discharged at Cowper Wharf ? Not all of it. The principal
portion of it is.
.
121. Do you know what he pays in a year ? I think it. is about £1,500.
•
122. It is- only in one year that you ever knew vessels to be unable to get berths ? Tes..
123. At the present time, what is the state of the harbour in that respect ? The Circular Quay is full.
124. And the private wharves ? A good many of the private wharves are full.
125. Is not the Circular Quay let to three companies ? It is not let. They pay rent equivalent to tonnage
dues, but the Government collects the wharfage.
■
126. Mr. HwnpheryWhat is the annual cost of the maintenance of Woolloomooloo Bay? It is the
same every year—£487.
■
.
127. That is the salaries ? Tes. There is another sum of £50 for cleaners.
■
128. Any repairs ? No ; not lately. There may have been small repairs, but nothing important.
- . .
129. Do you estimate that, deducting the annual cost, the return will be something over £3,000 a year at
present ? Tes.
_
130. When the proposed new jetty is constructed, do you estimate you will receive £10,000 a year? I
.
should say £1,000 for each berth. That will give £6,000 a year additional.
.
131. That will be 25 per cent, on the proposed outlay ? Tes.
■
132.. Mr. Kethel.'] It has been stated that a portion of the Woolloomooloo wharfage consists of an
additional wharf for the Imperial Government. Are you aware at whose instance or request this new
wharf is to be constructed for the Navy ? No.
•
133. Do you know the reasons why it is proposed .to make that new wharf ? I believe it was originally
intended to erect stores at the back of the present Admiralty Wharf, but it will cost a great deal to get
foundations there.
.
_
134. On whose authority do you make that statement about the foundations? Mr. Williams, assistantengineer. It will be necessary to go down 23 feet to get a foundation.
.
135. Is it intended to berth ships there ? I think so.
•
136. Is it necessary to provide a wharf 300 feet or 400 feet long for Imperial ships’ boats to land or take
off munitions of war ? I do not know.
137. As a nautical man, axe you of opinion that such an extensive wharf should be devoted to Imperial
purposes ? My opinion is that it is not required.
.
•
138. Do. you know that extensive warehouses and wharves have been erected at Garden Island for the
Navy? Tes. •
■
■ •
.
.
■
139. Have you any reason to believe that the Imperial Government really require large additional wharfage
and storage on the mainland besides what they have got on the island ? I do not think so.
140. Do you know for what class of naval stores the proposed warehouses are required? No.
141. How many foreign ships have you had at Woolloomooloo Wharf this year discharging general cargo,,
as distinguished from timber ? Three.
•
142. Can you give any idea of the number that have discharged general cargoes there since you have been
in charge during the last four years ? I should say about fifty.
‘
143. Is it not a fact that sometimes during a whole year not a single foreign ship discharges goods other
than timber at that wharf ? In 1884 there was no foreign ships there. They first commenced to-go there
.
when the Government imported pipes came out here.
144. The fact is that the ships having been sent to Woolloomooloo to discharge pipes for the Government •
.
also discharged their general cargoes there ? Yes ; but it was only a few. Since then ships have gone in
without any Government cargo.
.
145. Is not the long haulage up the hill from Cowper Wharf into the city proper regarded as a great
objection on the part of consignees ? No.
146. Are you not aware of that fact ? No. I am aware that they would sooner cart goods from Woolloo’
mooloo than go to the back wharves. The great drawback to Woolloomooloo is the rough element in the
neighbourhood, and the pilfering which takes place..
.
•
.
•
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147. Is not tte eastern section of Cowper Wharf almost entirely used for landing blue-metal-and coals ? Captain'.
The south-eastern corner is.
...
.
■
'
< •J. Jackson'.
148.- Is any rent paid for the use of that wharf in addition to the landing charges on these materials ?
19Sept.,.1888. '
No.
’
■
149. Is it not a'fact that cargo has been lying there for weeks and the wharf made a storehouse ? No ;
because ships are in at night and out in the morning.
150. Have I not seen cargoes lying there for upwards of a month at a time ? That might have been the
case. Before my time it was a coal-yard.
.
151. You anticipate that the long jetty will berth six ships ;—what class of ships do you allude to ? The
ordinary-sized sailing vessels.
'
.
152. Is that in addition to the present accommodation ? Yes.
’
•
153. Do you mean that you will have five berths at the new jetty? No. Six additional berths ; three
on each side.
154. What description of ships—foreign-going vessels? Yes ; ships of about 1,500tons.
155. What is the usual length of a 1,500-ton ship, from the stern to the boom end ? I should put the
ship’s boom end over the wharf. At the end of the wharf I would put it past the wharf. I do not reckon
the ship’s boom.
156. Well,, the bowsprit? I should not reckon the bowsprit, except of one ship.
157. You would get three intercolonial ships berthed there? Yes.
.
158". Is it your experience that intercolonial vessels, whose cargoes consist almost entirely of agricultural
produce, would yield the amount of revenue which you estimate to receive? No; not intercolonial
vessels.
•
159. Do you think that ships would land produce there ? No ; I reckon on foreign-going ships.
■
'
160. Is it not a fact that ships with cargoes consisting of grain of every description prefer to land them
where there are several warehouses within easy access ? Yes.
'
161. Do you know whether warehouses are in course of erection at Woolloomooloo ? Yes. They belong
to Messrs. Holds worth and Evans.
.
162. On the reclaimed ground ? Yes; behind Cowper Wharf. At the present time I am given to under
stand Messrs. Hoffnung & Co. have purchased a large block of land there from Mr. Munro, on which
they intend to erect warehouses.
163. Are there a great number of timber ships from Europe and America discharging timber at Woolloo-rnooloo ? No.
164. Is there not one there now ? There are two from Puget Sound.
165. Have not the consignees of those vessels, and people interested -in that branch of trade, asked the
Grovernment, instead of constructing jetties, to provide more storage accommodation for their cargoes ?
No; but I think it would be a capital thing.
'
166. But has it not come to your knowledge that an application has been made for more storage accom
modation? No.
.
'
■ 167. Will Mr. Hilliard be better able to answer that question ? Yes.
168. As a seafaring man of considerable experience, do you think it conducive to the well-ordering of the
harbour to project such a long jetty into comparatively narrow water ? I do not think it will interfere
•with any shipping.
.
169. Would you not find considerable difficulty in berthing a large ship with the wind blowing into the
harbour ? No.
.
170. Have not nautical men a decided objection to wharfage improvements of this description, and was
not a similar proposal in regard to the Circular Quay some years ago unanimously condemned by all sea
faring men of experience amongst us ? I never saw any difficulty in berthing ships at jetties.
171. Are you not aware that the intended projection of a jetty into Sydney Cove was abandoned on
account of the opposition offered by the nautical authorities ? . Yes.
172. Notwithstanding, that, do you recommend the construction of this jetty into the centre of Woolloo
mooloo Bay ? Yes.
*
173. Mr. Garrard.'] You say that you will-have six berths at this jetty for 1,500-ton ships. What is the
usual length of a 1,500-ton ship ? About 250 feet.
174. How long is the jetty ? 700 feet.
'
175. The approaches will take off 40 feet, so that the jetty will be 90 feet short. Is not that the case?
They are not all 250 feet long. Some are only 230 feet. I reckon that the two end ships will project
.50 feet outside the wharf when the six berths are taken up.
.................
176. Then the outside ships can only work one hatchway? They seldom work more. The forehatch is
generally so small that they cannot work it.
- .
177. Would you prefer a wharf 150 feet wide ? Yes; because the ships lying at the long jetty will be.
general cargo mainly. I would also suggest a roadway in the centre lowered so as to bring the floors of
.the drays on a level with the wharf.
■
178. What was the objection to that in the Department ? I do not know.
179. Did the Engineer-in-Chief raise any objection when you suggested it? Not that I am aware of.
180. Do you not think that with six new berths at the jetty, and an additional one in the bight, you- could
do without a further extension of the Admiralty Wharf for some time to come ? Yes; I do not think the
Admiralty Wharf is required for some years. I do not think they will ever use it.
181. That will give you an additional berth ? But I do not think it is required.
.
182. Do you think that the main jetty and the straightening of the wharf on the south-western.side will
give you all the accommodation required ? Yes ; and to fill in the present Admiralty Wharf.
183. Do you want to utilize it? Yes ; I am doing it now.
184. Are you paying the Imperial G-overnment anything for the use of it ? No.
185. Then you really think it necessary to keep control of the present Admiralty wharf, and if the
Admiralty want anything they could get it farther north ? Yes.
186. Mr. Sydney Smilhi] What is the accommodation at present at Woolloomooloo Bay ? Eive berths,
such as they are. There is actually only one good berth ; there is only one berth where you can lie pro
perly alongside.
- 187. Have yOu had any complaints of want of accommodation at Woolloomooloo? Yes, frequent com
plaints. When ships have been in there there have been very great complaints of want of accommodation.
■ '
. “■
■
188.
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®-°w ^°PS ^ave s^ips teen waiting ? They have not been waiting. When they were once in, there
is no going out again; they have to take what they can get. At present there is a vessel discharging
19Sent 1888 timbertwith a stage 20 feet long.
’■
•’ 189. Have the wharves ever been blocked with timber and stones stacked on them ? No ; that has been
all.removed as soon.as a berth is required.
•
190. How long are they allowed? Forty-eight hours by the Act; hut with a large timber cargo it is
impossible.
191. What is the depth of water at Woolloomooloo Bay alongside the wharf? 20 feet. It silts up very
fast; it will be 24 feet at the end of the big wharf. It varies from 12 feet to 18 feet alongside the
Admiralty Wharf. There is a patch of 12 feet just opposite the new crane.
192. Can you dredge it ? Tes ; it is on mud.
193. What depth can you get by dredging ? 30 feet, I believe.
194. Mr. Campbell.] In connection with the silting up. will not almost constant dredging be required ?
Tes ; every eight or ten months. The silt is so very soft that ships go five or six feet into it.
195. Is there great drainage there ? Tes, just alongside the wharf.
196. Mr. Suitor.] With regard to the estimated revenue of £10,000, is it based on the idea that the berths
will be always occupied ? No ; the revenue for each ship of 1,500 tons will be £280. I calculate on
having four ships at each berth every year.
.
.
197. Do you make allowance for berths not being occupied ? Tes; I make allowance for their not being
occupied for six months in the year.
■
198. Chairman.] Would you be good enough to show us how far the Government property extends on
the south-eastern side of the wharf. [Witness indicated the point upon the plan.]
199. Regarding the property as a valuable one owned by the Government, are you of opinion that the
improvements proposed are necessary ? Tes.
'
.
200. Do you think it will be valuable in view of the probable increase of trade and commerce in the
Colony generally ? I have not the slightest doubt about it.
•
201. Mr. Kethel.] I observe that part of the scheme is to fill in the present landing stages and afford
other accommodation where steamers land their passengers on the south-western corner. Is not that
,
where the Manly Beach and Watson’s Bay boats land their passengers ? Those boats do not go there
now.
'
202. What are the landing stages now used for? Timber ships lie alongside.
203. Is any provision made in the proposed alteration of the passenger accommodation for that portion of
the public who use Woollooloomoo Wharf as a landing place ? Tes ; there is a jetty there.
204. Do you intend to use the-present jetty for passengers ? Tes ; that is my idea.
205. Are there not two berths at that jetty for large-sized ships ? They are very narrow.
.
206.' How do you reconcile your statements when you say that you wfill have six additional berths, and
that you intend to deprive yourself of two berths at this jetty ? There will’be three berths on each side
of the new' jetty. I do not reckon the jetty you refer to as a berth.
207. Have I not seen vessels discharging there ? Small vessels ; I have put a vessel there because I had.
no other berth.
208. Ton have stated that there is a ship discharging timber with a stage 20 feet long. Is that long stage
necessary because of the shallowness of the -water, or on account of the wharf ? On account, of the wharf.
209. Mr. Suttor.] Do you think it is not desirable to carry out the work as proposed for the Imperial
•
Government ? I do not knoiv whether the Imperial Government requires it.
210. Did, you not say it is not required ? I do not think it is necessary, as far as I know.
.211. If that proposal is carried out, would it be a good alternative plan instead of making the proposed
large jetty ? I think the jetty will be more convenient.
.
212. But will not one Avork cost £8,000 AA'liile the other will cost £27,000 ? Ton could only berth two
ships at the Admiralty Wharf, Avhile you lose a valuable frontage. The jetty avouM only require 150 feet
of frontage, while it would berth- six ships. •
213. Do you think it would not be possible to abandon the jetty,- and carry out the Admiralty proposal ?
There would not be sufficient accommodation.

.
Capt. Henry Pettit, Harbour-master at Sydney, sw'orn and examined :—Captain
214. Chairman.] Are you Harbour-master of this port, and have you occupied that position for a number
H. Pettit. '0f years ? Tes ; for the last four years.
<7 *—215. Have you been engaged in the same kind of work for a great number of years ? Tes.
9 ept.,1888. 21(3. Have you given attention to the proposed improvements at Woolloomooloo Bay? Tes,; I have
seen the plans.
'
217. Do you recognize that portion of the bay where it is proposed to construct a long jetty ? Tes.
•
218. You are a nautical man, and have had a lot of experience ? Tes.
219.^ Do you think the proposal is a feasible one ? The proposal will give very good accommodation for
shipping in Woolloomooloo Bay.
‘
220. Do you think it will cramp the action of vessels coming in and going out ? No.
221. Is it a wide bay ? Not particularly wide, but there is sufficient room to bring in vessels, either on
one side or the other,
222. Is it much wider than Sydney CoA'e ? No.
■ 223. Do you recollect a project, some years ago, to carry out a jetty in Sydney Cove, Avhich was strongly
objected to ? Tes.
• 224. Was it not contended that it would cause confusion in the shipping and bring about accidents,
besides curtailing the facilities for getting about ? Sydney Cove has a very great deal of traffic; but in.
Woolloomooloo Bay it is not so.
’
225. But taking a prospective view, have we not reason to believe that the traffic -will increase in that bay
.
as it has in Sydney Cove ? Tes.
‘
226. Doyou think that the proposed works, as a whole, are essential for the improvement of a valuable
Government property such as this is ? I think that.tke proposed jetty will return very good interest on
the money expended;
.
-.
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227. If that property were in the hands of private individuals do you think it would be improved to this,
Captain
and even to a far greater, extent ? Tes.
H. Pettit.
228. Do you know anything about the proposal to improve the Imperial frontage to the bay, the part now
occupied by the Government ? I see that there is a wharf on the western side of the bay, and that it is ■
1888’'
proposed to extend it farther to the north.
'
229. Do you recollect the place which used to be. called the Centipede Eock ? Tes.
230. Is that the locality ? Tes.
231. Is that where the new wharf is proposed to be erected ? Tes.
'
232. Do you know anything of the circumstances under which an exchange took place between the
Colonial Government and the Imperial Government, with regard to Garden Island, and under which this
wliarf was conceded to the Imperial Government ? No.
'
233. Is the traffic in Woolloomooloo Bay very large now P No, not particularly. Small craft go there.
234. Would it be. increased if there were proper accommodation ? Last year, in the wool seaspn, there
was a great deal of shipping in the port, and the wharf manager contrived to get large ships alongside the
small jetty, and both sides were occupied during a part of the season.
235. Do yon know the amount proposed to be spent on those improvements ? No.
236. £42,000 is proposed for the whole of the works ;—have you formed any opinion as to whether that
amount will be sufficient to cany out the proposed works ? No. I think the wharf manager would know
what accommodation is required.
*
‘
237: Mr. Abbott.] Was your opinion asked with regard to the necessity for these works before they were
initiated by the Department? No. The first intimation I had was when I was summoned to giye
evidence hpre.
" °
238. Ton were not asked whether or not sufficient accommodation already existed in Port Jackson before
this work was proposed ? I think that the wharf manager complained oh several occasions.
239. Were you never called upon to give a report regarding the necessity for it ? No.
240. Have you been Harbour-master about the same length of time as Captain Jackson has occupied his
position ? Tes.
■
_
~
241. Were you in the service before that ? Tes; for the "last 13 years.
242. Have you known any inconvenience to shipping to exist from want of wharfage accommodation in the
port ? A great many ships could not get berths during the wool season at the Circular Ouav.
243. Could they go elsewhere ? Tes.
'
’‘ *
244 Is there any wool trade at Woolloomooloo P No. Many ships would prefer to go to WbolloomooloQ
rather than to the back wharves. I have heard many shipmasters make that remark.
"
245. Do you know what the present wharfage accommodation in Port Jackson is —how many ships
would it accommodate at private and G-overnment wharves? I have never particularly counted thd
number, but it would accommodate a great number.
246. Would it accommodate 100 ? That would depend upon the size and description of the ships Thev
vary from 500 to 100 feet long.
'
247. Has there ever been in your experience any great inconvenience from want of wharfage accommodation?
248. Do you think there is, in the interest of shipping, any real necessity for the construction of these
worksis there an absolute necessity for them ? As far as getting berths is concerned I do not think
at the present moment any shipping master is put to great inconvenience from want of accommodation. I
have heard many remarks that if there were more accommodation at the Circular Quay, it was a very easy
place for the carriage of goods, and it would be patronised a great deal more. There is no doubt there
are-a great many wharves, and I have never seen all the wharves full.
249. Do you think that wool ships would load at Woolloomooloo Baydo you not know that the wool
comes into the city and is shipped through the warehouses, and that none comes direct from the railway
to the ships ? Occasionally pressed wool is brought down to the wool ships at the Quay.
250. But does it not all come through the commission agents in Sydney ? Tes.
251. Do you think that any wool would go to Woolloomooloo at all? Tou would require to have stores
there. It would go there if there was storage.
252. Mr. Kethel.'] Are you aware that there is a large sewer draining the whole of Woolloomooloo and
part of Surry Hills, flowing into Woolloomooloo Bay, near Cowper Wharf? Tes.
253. In relation to this proposed jetty where is the outfall of that sewer ? It is very close to the eastern
boundary of that jetty.
• •
254. There is, I believe, a considerable deposit of silt and mud from that sewer which necessitates
frequent dredging to keep the bay clear. Speaking as a nautical man of considerable experience do you
think that the construction of a jetty 100 feet wide and 700 feet long, close to the outfall of a sewer,
will have a tendency to cause the bay to be silted up so that it could not be dredged ? Yery much of the
mud that comes down is easily dredged away. At one time it was filled up there, but a short time ago a
large steamer drawing 23 feet was alongside that jetty.
'
255. Are you aware that rainstorms cause a great accession to the silt at the mouth of the sewers, and
that the last season in Sydney being exceptionally dry there has not been nearly the same quantity of silt
earned down; but that if we have a recurrence of wet seasons we shall have a large quantity of accumu
lated dust and debris carried down ? Tes.
256. Is it your opinion thatthe construction of a jetty close to the outfall of one of the greatest sewers in
the city will not have a tendency to accumulate the foetid mud and slime from the sewer which will become
a cause of danger—firstly, by silting up the harbour, and secondly, by causing a deposit of filthy slime
ti be permanent in and about the piles of that jetty ? There is no doubt there is a deposit of silt there,
but in my opinion a dredge periodically working can keep it clear. It is a matter of dredging. There is
no tide there. As far as this sewage matter is concerned there is always the continual working of
steamers which would not allow anything to remain stagnant there. It would require occasional dredging,
the same as the sewer off Macquarie Point, and the old tank stream sewer in Sydney Cove.
’
257. Can you suggest any means whereby the wharfage aecommodaijibn .at Woolloomooloo Bay can be
increased without running out a jetty, which many people believe to be objectionable ? The shores of the
bay adjoining the Domain might be utilized for wharves, but it would be a very expensive job.
258. Mr. Garrard.] Is that owing to the precipitous character of the land? Tes. By the expenditure
of a great deal of money it might be made equally as good for wharfage accommodation as the Circular
Quay, but it would be costly. •
259.

.
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269. Mr. Kethel^ In'reply to a question you said that you have been Harbour-master for four years, and
Hv Ptttit. that you were thirteen years previously in the Servicewhat was your position in the Service before ?
-laco I was Assistant Harbour-master. ' '
'
.
_
ep
• 200. And before that ? I was a master, in the tug service.
.
261. Prom that are we to understand that prior to your appointment as Harbour-master you had ample
opportunity of being thoroughly conversant with the state of the shipping in the port ? Tes ; I have
been connected all my life with shipping.
.
262. Mr. Garrard.'] I suppose there is more silt washed down by summer thunderstorms than by ordinary
rains P Tes. Thunderstorms bring down a great deal more silt.
263. And the silt off the streets, brought down by these sewers, is not offensive P No, not as a rule.
264. The sewage matter from the houses is the offensive matter ? Tes.
265. Are you aware that a very extensive system is being carried out to convey the sewage to the ocean ?
Tes.
.
266. So that although silt may be washed down from the streets it will not be be accompanied by offensive
sewage matter ? Not if there is a main outlet to the sea at Bondi.
.
267. Ohairmm.] With reference to the sewers emptying into the harbours at the edge of the bays, how
many sewers have been extended into deep water ? The only one I know of is the one at Macquarie
Point. The buoy there denotes the shallow water off the Point. The sewer goes down to within a veiry.
.
short distance of the buoy.
.
268. Then the idea is that the sewer carries off the accumulation of silt ? Tes.
269. Is it the only one where this extension has taken place ? I do not know of any other.
270. What has been done in the case of Rushcutters’ Bay ? I do not know of any pipe being laid out
there, because in Rushcutters’ Bay there is no tide.
271. Is it not the accepted practice to get rid of the inconvenience of sewage, emptying into a place like
Woolloomooloo Bay, by extending the piping into deep water ? It is recommended to put it'clear of the
flats.
,
.
..
_
272. Where the tide is strong and there is a scour at certain seasons ? Tes.
273. Is the tide active in Woolloomooloo Bay ? No; there is a rise and fall, but no stream.

Mr. John William Hilliard, Wharfinger at Cowper Wharf, Woolloomooloo Bay, sworn and examined
Mr.
274. Chairman.] Are you the wharfinger as Woolloomooloo Bay? Tes.
J. W. Hilliard. 275. Have you full opportunity of seeing the shipping traffic there ? Tes. ..
s'
276. Is it very large now ? The revenue this year will be about £3,800.
.
.
19Sept.,1888. 277< Prom what class of vessels generally is it derived? Prom coasters and general cargo ships from
London.
■
.
278. Are London ships berthed there ? Tes.
.
279. Many ? Not very many. In 1885 £5,000 was collected.
,
280. Have you noticed any inconvenience arising at various times owing to the want of accommodation, for
vessels? Tes. On several occasions I have seen ships go away from thereto other wharves.
..
281. Do you know what the proposed improvements are at Woolloomooloo Bay ? Tes.
282. Do you think that the proposed jetty, 700 feet long and 100 feet wide, will cause any inconvenience
to the traffic of the bay ? Not in the least. It is the very thing that Cowper Wharf wants.
■
283., If there was sufficient accommodation do you think the bay would be more frequented by ships ?
Tes. The masters are_ rather disgusted when they first go to the bay ; but once there they express aii
opinion that they will go there again.
•
.
284. Are there any mercantile stores in the neighbourhood ? There are four or five bonded stores now
being built,. and nearly finished. I believe that Hoffnung & Co. have taken up a large piece of ground
for the purpose of erecting large stores.
"
■
285. Do you think it is likely that wool will be shipped from there at any time ? I should not wonder
if it were, provided there was a store to receive it.
...
286. During a busy season do you think it would be the case ? Tes.
i
287. Are you of opinion that, as Government property, it is wise to improve the wharf to this .extent ?
Tes.
.
.
'
288. Mr. Mmiphery.] Have you formed any opinion as to the probable income from the proposed new
jetty ? If we had a jetty 500 or 600 feet long and 150 feet wide we should have it full all the time.
I think that if we had a jetty of that kind, instead of having a revenue of £3,000 or £4,000 a year we
would have a revenue of £20,000. We would then have room for ten vessels.
289. What is your reason for saying that the jetty should be 150 feet instead of 100 feet wide ? Because
50 feet on each side will be required for a loading berth, and another 50 feet would be required in the
centre for a cart track.
290. Do you believe that vessels would come and make use of that jetty? Tes. Cowper Wharf has
facilities which a great many other wharves have not. That is for getting away. The drays can come m
and load and get right away without waiting. There are four streets there by which they can get away.
291. Mr. Kethel.] The Admiralty have a wharf on the western side of Cowper Wharf—what use is made
of it by the Government ? I have put metal on it principally, but two small cargoes of metal -will fill it
up. . It is about 30 feet wide. I have to leave a roadway for carts to come up, so that there is only the
centre space.
.
292. Do the naval authorities allow you to use their wharf in that way ? I think it is turned over to
Cowper Wharf now.
293. Have the naval authorities ever used it ? Never.
■
' "
294. Do they not send boats ashore to land ships’ stores ? No; they land at all parts of the wharf;
sometimes at the jetty. They do not use it at all.
■
295. Dor what purpose do you intend to use the small jetty if the large one is extended ? Dor colliers to
discharge coal; it is very useful for it.
,
296. Will you make no provision for accommodation for passengers landed from steamers ? They cancome and land there.
,
297. Have you been much pressed for space at Cowper Wharf for landing cargoes ? . Tes.
.... ;
298. Dor what description of goods have you been pinched for accommodation ? Timber, metal, .add
sometimes coah
"
”
_
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299. Have the people .engaged in the importation of timber and landing it at'Woolloomooloo Whdrf
Mr..;
expressed a desire that they should receive more accommodation, or have they expressed a desire that the j.W.Billiard.
Government should resume some of the adjoining land to make storage-yards rather than that a jetty
;
should be extended into the bay ? No ; I have heard it rumoured that the Government would.resume all 19Sept,,1888.
the frontage to the wharf.
.
Mr. Alexander Brown Portus, Superintendent of Dredges, sworn and examined:—■
Mr.
BOO. Chairman.'] Have you a good deal to do with Sydney Harbour ? Tes. I am Superintendent of A. B. Portus.
Dredges.
• .
19 Sept., 1888.
301. Do you know Woolloomooloo Bay ? Tes.
302. Are you aware of the proposed improvements there P Tes ; I know that a long jetty is to be run
out. I am not aware of the other improvements.
303. The Naval Wharf is proposed to be extended, and other improvements are to be made, at a total cost
of £42,000 ;—do you think such improvements are necessary ? I think so, so far as the commerce of the
port is concerned.
304. Do. you know the accommodation that will be given by these improvements ? Tes.
305. Do you think that the proposed jetty 700 feet long and 100 feet wide will interfere with the traffic
of the bay in any way ? It will to some extent.
.
•
306. On the whole, do you think that it would be desirable to construct that jetty ? I think so.
307. In your official capacity have you been consulted ? No.
>
308. Nor your opinion asked ? No.
309. Have you had anything to do with the dredging of that bay from time to time ? Tes.
310. Does the sewage empty itself there ? Tes. There is a sewer at the foot of Forbes-strect, another
at Dowling-street, and another at Duke-street, and a great quantity of sewage comes in.
311. How-far does the pipe go into the water ? I cannot say. We have dredged close up to it.
312. Then the pipe empties close to high water ? Tes. Generally speaking there is a deposit outside the
mouth of the sewer.
313. Is the tide strong there P No.
314. Does your experience in dredging lead you to conclude that the sewage being taken‘out by pipes
into deep water loosens the deposit, so that it is more easily removed by the tide ? I do not think it
makes much difference.
■
■’
. .
•.
315. Is it not supposed that the scour is greater when the sewage is taken out some distance to where the
tide is more active ? The scour would remove it to some extent, but I know we have had to dredge at the
mouths of all the sewers.
.
.
316. Do you recollect where the sewer at Fort-Macquarie first emptied itself ?
Tes ;somedistance
out.
317. Was it extended afterwards ? I do not recollect it.
•
318. How long have you had control of the dredges ? Eight years. I was in Newcastle before that.
319. Are you an engineer by profession ? Tes ; a millwright and engineer.
320. Does the harbour suffer much more in flood seasons from deposits fromsewers and suchthings than
it does in dry seasons, such as we have had recently ? Tes; there is more dredging to be done in wet seasons.
321. Do you keep any record of the number of tons of silt removed from time to time in the different
localities ? Tes.
'322. How many dredges are there in Sydney Harbour ? Three.
323. .Actively at work ? .Tes.
.
:
321.- Can you keep them at work at all times ? Tes, except when it is very rough weather, when it is
dangerous to send the punts with silt to. sea.
.
325. The delay in continuous work would be attributable to that alone ? Tes. . ■
’
326. I suppose that to work the dredges economically they ought to be kept at work at all times ? . Tes.
32.7- But that you cannot do ? Our most economical dredging was at Newcastle, when we were working
night and day.
,
'
'.
328. Is that the rule in dredging services ? Tes.
, ,
'
329. Have you not been able to do it in Sydney ? It was done in Sydney for four years, when the dredge
was working at the Heads. That was before I came to Sydney.
. ■ .
....
. .
330. .Did you experience much difficulty in deepening 'Woolloomooloo Bay, and other places where sewers
make deposits ? No ; there is no difficulty, except when vessels are sometimes in the way, and then there
is a little delay.
.
,
•
331. Mechanically there is no difficulty ? No.
■
. ■ ■ .
.
332. What number of tons can you remove ? That would depend upon the size of the dredge.
33-3. If an ordinary dredge were used to deepen the frontage to the wharf of this bay, how long do you
calculate it would take you to do so ? One of our dredges lifts about 700 tons per day, and another does
the same. The large dredge, is at present dredging over 2,000 tons per day.
■ . •
•
;
331. Can you send that to sea ? Tes. These figures are approximate. The “Sampson.” our largest dredge,
has Three .punts of about 350 tons capacity. There is one bteam hopper barge which takes 400 tons. They
go three miles outside.
■
• .
^
335. Have you all the modern appliances in your dredges ? Tes.
336. Have not dredges been improved to a great extent during the last few years ? As far as the size of
dredges is concerned there is a decided improvement. The larger a dredge is the more economically it is
worked ;.I think we have kept pace with the times. :
■
.
■ . ,
: ...
■
337. Do you think there-would be sufficient inducement to warrant the Government in constructing these
•improvements at1 AToolloomooloo Bay ? - I think so, judging from the fact .that the present jetty was very .
largely used some time ago. I think it is yery largely used now, and the facilities offered by the Govern
ment are.more than are offered at other wharves.
.
...
,.
338. Are you aware that warehouses are being built in the neighbourhood of the wharf at AToolloomooloo
Bay ? There is a shelter shed at the wharf, but I am not aware that there are any warehouses there. •
339. Would the small jetty continue to be used if the large jetty were built ? - It was constructed for the
Manly Beach traffic at first, but it is not used for,that now.
'
340. Is it- proposed to construct a roadway along the large jetty ? I am not aware.
341.Ts it not usual to place a line of rails on such jetties, so that merchandise may be easily moved back..wards and forwards ? . Tes.
.
“
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342. As a-property belonging to the State, do you think Cowper Wharf is of sufficient value to warrant
A. B. Portii^. thegg improvements ? I think so.
IsientMBSS
Abbott.'] Do you know, as a matter of fact, whether the wharfage accommodation which exists
i*1 Port Jackson now is not more than ample for all the shipping that has ever come to it, taking into
consideration all the public and private wharves ? Judging from occasional observation, I imagine there
is a necessity for increased accommodation. The accommodation offered by the G-overnment is better
than that provided by private individuals—the approaches are better.
”
. 344. Do you think the G-overnment will get a fair return in revenue for the construction of such a work
■
.
as this, having regard to what it has already cost them to construct works at Woolloomooloo Bay ? It
:
.
. will very much depend upon how matters are arranged between the G-overnment and private individuals.
'
If private individuals offer rebates and other facilities to shipping which the Q-overnment cannot offer
them, the Government may be at a loss.
•
•
345. Is that the .case with regard to wharfage in Sydney ? I do’not know.
.
346. Was it not the case a short time ago P I do not know. '
’
347. Was your opinion ever asked as to the necessity for these works ? It is not usual to ask my opinion.'
I have generally to do with the dredging of .the .harbour.. Mr. Moriarty and Mr. Darley have to do with
those matters. I may .have been asked, but I cannot charge my memory with it.
.
348. Mr. Humphery;\ -Gan you state approximately what is the yearly cost of dredging Woolloomooloo'
Bay? I could by referring, tp my books.
......
■
•
'
349. Can you say whether the cost will be appreciably increased if these proposed wharfage improvements
are carried.out? The continuation of the-jetty would not make the bay more difficult to dredge than it
is now, because the distance of the jetty from the shore is sufficient to allow of dredging without hindrance.
350. if the return upon the cost hitherto is deficient, will it be a fair criterion as to the future cost ? Yes;
351. Mr. Kethel.] You observe the distance between the old jetty and the proposed new one—perhaps
150 feet;—in working a first-class dredge what room do you require for the punts to lie alongside and load,
' and to. move the vessel about with the punts fast alongside, the dredge being as close as possible to the
piles on each side;—do you think there is sufficient space there to enable one of your large dredges to
dredge this portion of the harbour from side to side ? The dredge “ Sampson ” can work well in about 110
or 120 feet.
...
'
•
'
352. ^Dredging between the jetties where the sewage out-fall occurs is principally done by the “ Charon ” ?
Yes*; and the dredge “Hercules” constantly dredges there.
353. Could the “ Hercules ” work there conveniently with her punts;—do you think there is space
between the two-jetties to dredge successfully ? Yes; the dredge “ Hercules ” could work very well witlr
a distance of 130 feet.
354. You are aware that several sewers flow into ^Woolloomooloo Bay under Cowper "Wharf, one on either
side, and one-perhaps right underneath the proposed jetty. In your opinion, would there be a tendency
for the silt to accumulate amongst the piles under the jetty when extended where you could not reach it
with any of your dredges ? Yes, probably it would ; but I do not see any great disadvantage from that,
because the dredge would remove it from time to time.
355. How could a dredge get the stuff from among the piles ? The sewage would fall down alongside the
jetty,
_ .
.
356. Do you think that, with a jetty 100 feet or 150 feet wide, the action of the dredge beyond the outer
piles would cause the central deposit to give way;—would it not remain and silt up to the water’s edge
in course of time ? I daresay it would, but there would be no great inconvenience if it did silt up.
•
3,57. If.it was impure sewage would it not become a public nuisance and dangerous to health ? I do not
think this is a contingency of the future, because the sewage will eventually go to Bondi.
358. Is it not a fact that such a state of things exists at the present time among the piles on the wharves;—
has not the deposit reached nearly to high-water mark, at all events above low-water mark, where it cannot
be reached by any of the dredges ? That may bo the case where there is not sufficient width to go in..
359. Mr. Garrard.] I understand your largest dredge, the “ Sampson,” a double-sided dredge, can work
very well in a space of 120 feet? Yes.
360. As there will be a space of .130 feet between the two jetties, the “Sampson” could work there
easily ? ■ Yes ; the new dredge which is being constructed is 28 feet wide, with no side ladders, and could
work in a smaller space than the “ Sampson.”
361. Mr. Suttor.] Do you think there would be an accumulation of sewage at Porbes-street ? No, the
dredge could go round-from time to time, and keep it down.
.
362. Does the silt accumulate where the new jetty is to be.erected ? Yes; the dredge has to go.there
frequently. The worst place is between the two jetties.
363. What is the depth of water near the jetty ? About 22 feet at low water.
364. Chairman.] Can you supply us with a report of the cost of dredging Woolloomooloo Bay, say for
four or five years ? Yes. [Vide Appendix A.]
365. Mr. Garrard^] What is the bottom at 22 feet ? Rocky, close in, That is on the eastern side, and
.
very close in.
.
366. Mr. Kethel.] Have you been right down on the bed rock in the middle of the bay ? No ; only where
the sewage is.
...
■ Mr. John Joseph Earl, timber-merchant, sworn and examined:—
Mr.
367. Chairman.] Are you engaged in business as a timber merchant in Sydney ? Yes.
"
J. J. Earl. 868. Where is your place of business ? At Dawes’ Point.
r——•' 369. Have you been long engaged in that business in Sydney ? Yes ; forty years.
19Sept.,1888. 370. Have you been carrying on business at the same place all the time ? No, principally at Darling
Harbour,—Sussex-street, and at the head of Darling Harbour,—Liverpool-street.
371. Have you carried on business transactions at any time at Cowper Wharf or Woolloomooloo Bay ?
Yes, during the last three or four years.
272. Have you a place of business there ? No; I receive cargoes there.
373. Foreign shipments ? All foreign shipments.
374. Baltic and American timber ? Yes; I had a cargo berthed there this morning. .
375. Have you ever found a deficiency of wharfage accommodation at Woolloomooloo Bay ? Yes, fre
quently. We want more wharfage accommodation now.
376. Have you had reason to complain from time to time of want of accommodation ? Yes.
377.

9* '
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377. Have you heard of others being placed in the same circumstance'! ? Tes, frequently.
" . ”
-Mr. ,
378. Are you aware of the proposed improvements there ? I now see the plan for the first time.
• ™
379. Do you think that these improvements are desirable ones? I think that the jetty, by all means; .
should be made.
.
’
•
eP !>
•
380. Do you think that the traffic of the bay would be impeded by the construction of a jetty there ? Nd.
381. Do you recollect a similar project being proposed for Sydney Cove? Tes.
.
■
382. "Was that strongly objected to ? It was. A gentleman lately deceased (Mr. Flood) had strong
objections to it.
•
.
383. Do you think that the same objections would suggest themselves in this case? No. Ithink this
would be a very great advantage.
■
'384. Suppose that in twenty years the traffic of this bay increased to the same extent as the traffic of
Sydney Cove has increased since you recollect it; do you think the jetty would then be an inconvenience?
No. I do not think a jetty at the Circular Quay would be ah inconvenience.' I think it would divide the
traffic and make it safer.
....
.
385. Do you know anything of the relative widths of Sydney Cove and Woolloomooloo. Bay ? No. I
■should think that Sydney Cove is a little wider.
_ ■
.
’
' ’
.
'
386. Do you know the two localities well ? Fes.
.
.
•'
.387. Do you recollect the Centipede Bock ? Tes. It was near the boat-harbour. ’
.
■
'
’
388. Do you know the small jetty now in existence ? Tes.
’
-389. Do you think the two jetties would cause great inconvenience? I think I would prefer to do away
•with the small jetty when the other is built. I have a ship berthed alongside the eastern side of the
■small jetty.
'
.
.
'
390. its distance from the longer jetty is about 130 feet;—would that cause great inconvenience? Not very
great; but I think it would be better without the smaller jetty, if you extend the longer jetty 600 or 700 feet. '
391. Do you know anything about the jiroposed expenditure ? No; I have never heard anything about it. I
-had some conversation with the Manager of the Circular Quay. I wanted him to try and get a place
between the Admiralty Wharf and the mainland filled in, so as to use it as a timber-wharf. That led to
other conversation with respect to the extension of the wliarf out to Lady Macquarie’s Chair ; but I did
not know then that the Admiralty had a right to any portion of it.
.
'
392. Do you know anything of the proposed alterations to the Admiralty Wharf ? Nothing whatever; I
only know the present one.
•
■
- 393. Do they use the present one very much? I never saw a boat of theirs alongside.
.
• ■
394. Is it used at all ? It is used as a stone-wharf, I think, by the Kiama people. I have seen a lot of '
metal stacked on the wharf.
'
.
' '
395. Do you think the traffic would be likely to increase if proper accommodation were provided ? I am
sure of that.
„
•
396. In view of the probable increase of traffic generally in the port in the course of years, do you think
it is desirable to improve this State property to the extent proposed ? I certainly do.- I think it would
■ be quite as good a paying property as the Circular Quay, in proportion to the amount spent upon it.
.397. Mr. Abbott.'] How long have you had a place of business at Woolloomooloo ? I have never had a fixed
place of business there ; I receive cargoes there. Timber cargoes have to go there because there is no
other accommodation for them except at Dibbs’ wharf, and that is sometimes occupied. There is another
'
wharf—J. C. Ellis’ wharf at Pyrmont, which is sometimes available for landing timber upon.
398. Are there not timber-ships at the Circular Quay ? No ; vessels having small -lots of timber, mixed
.with other goods, sometimes discharge there.
399. Mr. Rumphery.] It is said that the width of the proposed jetty is to be 100 feet;—is that sufficiently
wide? It is not-wide enough. It should be at least 130 feet wide. Tou must have a roadway. There
must be room for several drays to pass, otherwise it will not be of any use, because you cannot get the
■ goods away.
"
.
400. It should not be less than 130 feet, but I suppose 150 feet would be better? Tes; the wider the
better; there will be more landing accommodation.
■
401. Mr. Kethel^] With reference to the accommodation which you required recently, and had reason to
complain of at Cowper Wharf, was it the want of berths or the want .of -room to store your cargoes ? The
want of room to stack cargoes ready for delivery.
'
402.. Principally ? Tes. The wharf is generally filled up with coal, metal, and hardwood, and we some„
times have to wait two or three days to have that cleared away, and that causes expense and delay.
"
403. The principal portion of the cargoes which have been landed by you at Woolloomooloo is what |is
known to the trade as Oregon ? Tes, principally. .
'
404. Is that generally discharged out of the bow port, or the gangway ? Nearly always out of the stern or
bow port; but in the case of several ships I have come across lately we have had to discharge from the
hatch. That is one great evil at present—the curve in the wharf prevents ships from getting alongside.
I have had a large ship during the last two months on which I had-to run out a stage 25 feet long to reach
the rail of the ship. That is a great disadvantage compared with getting the timber direct on the wharf
from ships’ tackles.
405. Have you ever suggested to the Government wharfage authorities that they should obtain more space
for landing and stacking timber on Woolloomooloo Wharf ? Tes. I spoke of it two years ago, and even
a longer time back. Mr. Bell was the first person I spoke to. I suggested that the best thing to do was
. to resume the block of land from Bourke-street in a line with the street at the back of the quay right
'
away from the eastern extremity of the wharf.
' ,
,
406. Did Mr. Bell then occupy the position that Captain Jackson now occupies ? Tes. I have since
spoken to Captain Jackson about it.
‘
407. If a timber-ship were discharging out of the bow of stern port, what amount of berthage would she . ,.
\
require—would 50 feet be enough ? Quite enough.
'
408. So you could put four timber-ships in the same space required by one ordinary merchandise vessel ?
'
Tes, if we had space to run the timber out. We could not berth and discharge four vessels at one time
.
•
unless we had space to stack the timber.
•
■
409. I believe I am correct in saying that the greater number of the foreign- ships discharging at the
existing jetty are ships timber-laden ? Tes. I have seen a few large steamers of 2,000 or 3,000 tons
discharging their cargoes, and one or two English ships. The greater number are timber-ships.
41-0;

'
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• Mr.
410. Do you think that the proposed jetty is the most suitable improvement for landing and getting away
J. j. Earl.

cargoes of long timber ? bio ; unless the ships discharged out of the hatches. Then it would answer very
'
.
’411. How would you stow and get such long timber away ;—would it not be extremely inconvenient ? Tes.
412. Can you suggest any other means of improving "Woolloomooloo Bay equal to or better than this
proposal ? No ; I do not know that I could. There is one thing certain. If that jetty is constructed you
can berth general-cargo ships with merchandise from England, and leave the timber-ships the whole space
outside of that.
4T3. Did you not suggest some time since the construction of a quay from the present Admiralty Wharf
out to Lady Macquarie’s Chair ? I did. Looking from the point down to the Admiralty Wharf it struck
me that'it would be a very good place to berth all'the mail-boats, and I do not think it would be a very
expensive undertaking.* '
'
414.' Are you still of opinion that that would be a feasible plan ? Tes ; but I was not aware until now
that the Admiralty claimed any portion of it. Of course they would have to give up that berth on the
proposed wharf.
415. Is it only within the last few years that you have been largely using Cowper Wharf for a timberwharf ? Tes, about four years.
'
416. Prior to that, where did the greater number of ships discharge? At the Circular Quay and at
Dibbs’ Wharf.
f
417. I understand they will not allow timber to be landed at the Circular Quay, owiug to its bulkiness ? Tes.
418. Are there any objections to landing timber at Dibbs’ Wharf and other wharves other than those
which existed when you landed timber there? No. ATe find that purchasers prefer Cowper Wharf,
because there is a better get-away. All the back wharves have steep gradient approaches, and you cannot
take as much timber from any on a dray as you can from Cowper Wharf.
■
419. The wharves further up Darling Harbour are not sufficiently spacious for timber ? On the Sydney
side you. cannot land timber, and on the other side I do not think there is water enough for a ship of any
great tonnage. ' Tou have to partly discharge cargo before you get the ship into the wharf.
420. Is it not a fact that a larger proportion of the imported timber coming into Sydney now is discharged
at private wharves—the consignees’ own wharves—than at any previous time in the commercial history of
the Colony ? Tes. The operations of timber merchants are larger, and they are able to buy whole
cargoes. Before they could only buy portions.
.
421. Many years after you were first interested in the trade nearly every cargo was submitted to the trade
'generally, but now it has become the practice for retail timber merchants to import their own cargoes and
land them at their own private wharves ? Tes.
422. Mr. ■Suitor.']' Do you know if Cowper Wharf is used largely by other ships than those you speak of ?
Tes. All the berths are full. I have seen ships with general merchandise there.
423. Have you had difficulty in getting berths at Cowper AVharf ? No ; perhaps we have had to wait a
.day or two, but no longer. That might be the case at any wharf.
•
424. I suppose that sometimes you use private wharves ? Tes, frequently; If I am going to store
timber for any length of time, I take a private wharf, because they will not allow me to keep it on a
Government wharf.
.
.
■425. AT hat is the advantage of using Cowper ATharf when your place of business is so far away ? There
is a better get-away. Tou can get quit of the timber much easier than at any other wharf, because there
is a greater space to work at.
426. If there were greater facilities at Cowper AVharf would it be used more ? I am certain of it.
■Captain Jackson speaks of that portion of the wharf at the back of the Admiralty ATharf—that portion
which has to be filled in—being kept as a bond or storage wharf. If so, it would pay very well; a rent
would have to be charged. In fact it would be under his control.
‘
427. Chairman.] But it belongs to the Admiralty ? I am speaking on the assumption that the Admiralty
will accept the position further on.
j
'
.

19 Sept.,1888 well. •

THURSDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER, 1888.

ffrrsmt: —
The Honorable JOHN LACKET (Chairman).
The Hon. George Campbell.
'
Alexander Kethel, Esq.
The Hon. ATilliam Henry Suttor.
Joseph Palmer Abbott, Esq. ■
The Hon. James ATatson.
John Kendell Street, Esq.
The Hon.'Erederick Thomas Humphert.
Jacob Garrard, Esq.
Henry Copeland, Esq.
Sydney Smith, Esq.
The Committee further considered the proposed improvements and additions to the wharfage
accommodation, AToolloomooloo Bay.

*

'

\_The Chairman reported that several members of the Committee—Mr. Campbell, Mr. Suttor, Mr. Kethel, Mr.
Abbott, and himself-—had that morning visited Woolloomooloo Bay, and, by personal observation, and
.
inquiry from persons engaged at the wharves there, had made themselves better acquainted'with the works
■
represented in the proposals before the Committee.]
'
, , .

.
James Barnet, Esq., Colonial Architect, sworn and examined:—
Chairman.] Have you occupied your present position of Colonial Architect for many years? Tes.
.429. Have you been charged with the different works, to be carried out under an arrangemeut made
20Sept.,1888.^e*weenImPei'ial and Colonial Governments with respect to naval matters ? Tes, at Garden Island,
1
* Woolloomooloo Bay, and Spectacle Island.
•
■
430.
*

.

■■

—

_

__

-

----------

^ *Note (on revision)-.—-1 am told there is a depth of water 30 feet all the way from the baths to the point, immediately
outside the straight ledge of rocks ; and without encroaching on the Domain beyond the present line of the existing fence, an
esplanade, 200 feet wide, could be formed,- and the material for filling in and levelling is on the spot.'
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430. Have you anything to do with other works?. No with the exception of the. Admiral s house. ; ■
. 431. The reason why we have been brought to this investigation is that we have had;placedbefore-us proposed
improvements at Woolloomooloo Bay. We find that an Admiralty AVharf forms part of fhe wharf
improvements.we are now considering. They have been inspected by several.members of the Committee,
and ivc find that the works on the Admiralty AVharf are in'statu quo: Comparatively nothing has been
' done. There is a wharf, but no improvements of any moment carried out ? No; the foundations for the
store are found to be very difficult.
.■
- .
'432. Is it proposed to build a-store tlierc ? Tes.
■433. Is it still intended to build a store there in addition to the store on Harden. Island. 1 believe-so.
There is no store on Garden Island.
■
434. What works have been carried out on Garden Island ? ' They have all to be carried out under, my
supervision. On Saturday, 10th June, I went over the Island with his Excellency the Governor and Sir
• Henry Parkes, and at their request I furnished them with & precis of the whole matter, lhat piecis has
■just been read to the Committee.
• '
' ' . ' j-ji ri i'
j
435. Have you been aware of the interchange of certain lands between the Government of the Colony and
the Admiralty, for any time ? Tes.
.
436. Were vou Colonial Architect at the time the arrangement was first made,' a good many years back .
437. Do you recollect what the exchange consisted of at that time ? I do not. The whole pf the lands
were leased to the Colonial Government.
•
_
433. How far did Dawes’ Battery extend ? It included the Corporation baths.
•439.' Did it include Dawes’Point absolutely ? Tes. '
'
'
. '
440. And the Queen’s stores ? They were not included. They were not surrendered. I think they are
not leased to the Government.
■
,
411. What else is there ? Victoria Barracks.■
■
■
412. And Imperial lands all through the country? Tes—at Newcastle, Parramatta, ^ Liverpool, and
other places. I think there wras also something, in Brisbane. I think Port Denison was included.
443. In exchange what was given ? Garden Island.
.
-.
'
.
■
444. And a condition that a residence should be purchased, for the Admiral ? Tes ; also the erection of
a store at Woolloomooloo Bay, and at Spectacle Island.
_
.
445. When w'as that arrangement completed ? About Sir Alexander Stuart’s time.
_
'446. Have the works’at Garden Island been carried out at the expense of the Colony ? Tes ; entirely.
■ 447. Do you know approximately what they cost ? I cannot say from memory, but I stated the whole
matter in a minute to the Colonial Secretary.
...
■ 448. 1 find that there is a vote of £165,000 in 1888 ? Tes; it is in the present year s estimates.
449. And there is a past vote of £50,000? . Tes ; that is expended.
_
450. Is it still intended to carry opt the improvements at Woolloomooloo Bay ? I have had no instruc
tions since I wrote that letter, describing the wdiole matter. AVhen I met the Governor and Sir Henry
■ Parkes .at AVoolloomooloo Bay, as well as at Garden Island, I produced apian, and Sir Henry Parkes asked
mo to give him the particulars. 1 gave him a full history .of the whole matter, pointing.out that the erect-.
tion of this store wmuld encroach upon the Domain, as the plan would show.
.
• •■
• .
.
451. AVhat is the estimated cost of the proposed improvements at Woolloomooloo Bay ? About £40,000.
• 452. I refer to the Admiralty portion of those improvements ? As far as the store is concerned it,will be
£40,000.
'
'
'
'
.
,
. 453. Do you know whether it is the intention of the Admiralty to recommend that those imprpvemeiits be
carried out? I mav say that the plans were made under the direction of ail officer for the Admiralty,
Mr. Bishenden. They were all approved, and copies sent Home to the Admiralty; and the store is a
portion of what wras approved of by the Admiralty.
.
._
454. Are you acquainted with the proposed improvements generally at Woolloomooloo Bay ? No; l am
not aware of them, except in connection with the Admiralty store. _ I know that Mr. Darley recom
mended that we should go further north to avoid the bad foundation. I pointed out that it would
perhaps be better to allow the Admiralty people to have some of the newly purchased property at the
Circular Quay.
_
n '
.■
T ,
455. Would not going further north at Woolloomooloo Bay encroach still more upon the Domain . I do
not think so. It -would encroach upon the baths, which are Corporation property.
456. How are they held ? I do not know.
457. Have you formed any opinion as to the propriety of building upon the frontage where the baths
are ? No.
"
.
458. Do you think it is a suitable place for the baths at all? - No ; not in the present condition of the water.
459. Supposing ii was not used as baths, do you think it should be taken from the public, who irow hold it
for recreation purposes as a frontage to the Domain ? No; but we have progressed so rapidly with wharfage
frontage that we do not know where to go. AVhen we visited Woolloomooloo Bay, Captain. Hammill,
of the Navy, was with us, and he expressed the opinion that Garden Island was the proper place for
the store. The store was designed on the mainland principally to please the storekeeper of the time.
460. May not the present storekeeper hold a different view ? He may. The objection the former store
keeper had was, that when contractors delivered the stores, it would be better to receive them on the
mainland ; but 1 think it is just as easy to receive them on the island. I was always opposed to building
at Woolloomooloo Bay.
_
_
.
461. Can you form approximately an estimate of the value of the frontage given to the Admiralty in
Woolloomooloo Bay ? No.
_
462. Tou see from the plan that it is proposed to build a new jetty in the bay 700 feet long and 100 feet
wide ;—do you think that is a desirable improvement of the bay ? That is a matter I have not studied.
463. Do you know whether fhe Admiralty improvements are nearly completed at Garden Island ? The
buildings I have had instructions for—that is, the barracks and the store—are completed, and the founda
tions are in lor all the other buildings. Plans were submitted months ago. ■ In fact, Sir Henry Parkes,
when he was there the other day, asked -what was the reason why the works were not going on, and I said
they wore simply awaiting bis authority.
.
464. AVhat was the cost of the Admiral’s residence ? I think it was more than £20,030.
■ 465. Has there been further expenditure upon it since ? Tes.
•
4.66.
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.466. Is it a Very complete residence ? Yes; it is now.
467. Mr. Copeland.] What is your opinion in reference to the construction of a jetty, 700 feet long,
3()Sept^l888. run^nk out right into the centre of Woolloomooloo Bay;—do you not think it will interfere with the
navigation of the bay ? I have never considered that matter. I recollect that some years ago when a
similar proposal was made in regard to the Circular Quay it was very strongly objected to.
. '466: Will it not have the same effect as if the bay had been naturally divided in two ? Certainly, it will
have that effect.
469. Can you give the Committee any information as to whether the same objects could not be carried
- out on the frontage without interfering with the navigation ? No, I cannot. Wharf matters are outside
my line.
■470. What is the nature of the stores intended to be kept in the proposed new building in Woolloomooloo
Bayany explosives? No explosives.
Shipchandlery more than anything else. The explosives are
'-supposed to be kept on Spectacle Island. Anyone who visits the Circular Quay Admiralty Stores will see
that they comprise almost everything that can be mentioned.
•471.. Is there any equally suitable place on the other side of Woolloomooloo Bay without interfering with
, the Domain ? I cannot say. In my opinion the store should go to the island.
,
'472, Your opinion is decided that it should go to the island ? Yes. In. its present position it will
necessitate the removal of the stores twice.
1 473. Do you know if the opinion of the present Imperial storekeeper has been taken oh the question ? I
am not aware. - I know that the former storekeeper was very strong on the point of having the stores at
Woolloomoolo Bay.
■
.
474. Is there plenty of water alongside the island for vessels to discharge stores ? . There is a wharf now
-erected which the “Nelson” could lie alongside of. It would only be necessary to lay down rails and
build the store in a suitable situation.
, 475. Did the storekeeper at that time give any reasons for desiring to have the stores on the mainland ?
' The principal reason he gave was that contractors should bring their goods to the store on the mainland
instead of to the island; but I could not see the force of that reason. There were quarters for himself
there, and perhaps that was the principal reason.
476. Is it intended to bring the Imperial vessels alongside'these stores and load them as required ? I
think not. - The stores have to be taken out in tenders to the ships. Ships bringing stores from England
would come alongside.
477.You are not charged with the building of the proposed jetty? No; the agreement was that Mr.
Moriafty was to do all the waterwork and put in the foundations. We were to work jointly so as to get
the matter put quickly.
478. Mr. Garrard:] There is a plan here showing the original site of the Admiralty Wharf, and also the
proposed alteration;—do you recognize it as yours ? No ; it is not my plan.
’ 479. Have you ever seen it before ? I think I have.
480. Where did it come from ? It is from the Harbours and Eivers Department.
; 481. It is a sketch plan showing how the site of the building might be altered ? Yes; Mr. Darley
•'-proposed to put the stores underground.
.
482. Upon this there is a minute endorsed to the effect that you see no objection to the removal to the
hew site, but you objected to inflammable stores being together? Yes.
'
'- 483. Gan you tell us what plans you prepared originally for the Woolloomooloo site ? The whole matter
is shown on the plan I now produce.
484. Has this plan received the approval of the Admiralty? Yes; this is a copy of the plan which
: received the approval of the Commodore.
- 485: Were there any detailed descriptions given with it ? No.
486. Dp you recognize this paper as being the specification of the work to be performed? Yes.
487. Is the work there mentioned included in your plan? Yes.
- 488.. Mr. Campbell:] Was anyone present representing the Admiralty when the works were recently visited
by the Q-pvefhor and Sir Henry Parkes ? Yes; the Admiral and Captain Hammill.
Esq.
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- Wharfage Accommodation, Woolloomooloo Bay.

APPENDIX.

A
[To Evidence of Mr,. Alexander B. Portus.~\
Memo, of Dredging performed at Woolloomooloo Bay from 1st January, 1881, until 31st December, 1887.
The attached memo, affords the information ashed for by Mr. Humphery last night in connection with the Woolloo
mooloo Bay proposed i etty.
...
m
It will be seen that 281,650 tons have been lifted, at a total cost of £11,402 lls. 6d. for dredging and towing. Of
this quantity, 191,295 tons were sewage 'depositthe balance-was original bottom remoyed to deepen the channel Mid wharfberths for heavy-draught ships. The average cost of the dredging and depositing three miles outside of Sydney Heads has
been 91-d. per ton.
•
- ,
............
A. B. PORTUS.
Sydney, 20 September, 1888.
Deedging at Woolloomooloo Bay.
Dredging.

Name.
-

tons.

1883.
“ Minos” ..................................................................

42,750
1,420

1884.
’
“ Hercules” ..............................................................

2,600;

1885. '

.

1,949 13 0
381 0 0

“ Sampson” ..............................................................

45,710
101,980

1,258 11 0
2,609 1.6 0

1887.
.
“ Hercules” ..............................................................

4,560

175 12

0

281,650

7,495 13

2

1886.

.

s. d.
£
757 0 7
14 17 0

d.
5-69
.5-75
6-79

2

64,080
18,550

“ Sampson” .................. ...........................................

per ton

per ton

s. d.
£
1,013 10 7
34 0 5
73 ii

. Towing.

.

'

6-99
4-93
6-60
5T6
9-24

.

98 11

8

955 0
183 19

0
1

678 0 6
1,117 2 o
102 8

Q

d1. *
4-25
2-51
■

?•!

,

3-57
2’38
■3-56
2-63

•
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MINUTES OE EYIDENCE.
{TAKEN BEFORE SECOND COMMITTEE.)

WHARFAGE ACCOMMODATION, WOOLLOOMOOLOO BAY.

THURSOAT, 15 NOVEMBER, 1888.
Present:—

The Hon.
The Hon.
The Hon.
The Hon.

The Honorable JOHN LACKEY (Chairman).
Geokqe Campbell.
Joseph Palmer Abbott, Esq.
William Hen nr Suttos.
Henry Copeland, Esq.
■
James Watson. .
Thomas Michael Slattery, Esq.
Fbedeiuck Thomas Humphery.
John Rendell Street, Esq.
Daniel O’Connor, Esq.

The Commiltee proceeded to further consider the proposed improvements and additions to the wharfage
, ■ •
accommodation, Woolloomooloo Bay.
. .
:

Robert John King, Esq., sworn and examined :—

■ing, ‘189. Chairman.'] You are engaged in mercantile pursuits in Sydney? Yesand have been for some lime.■
490. You have had to do with the wharfage accommodation of the port amongst oilier things ? I had a
1—N great-deal in former days to do with the shipping.
1888. 4,9p. Tour firm was originally, I think, Thacker & Co., and then Thacker, Daniell, & Co. P Yes.
.
492. You are aware that the question now under the consideration of this Committee is the providing
additional’wharfage accommodation at Woolloomooloo Bay P Yes.
.
'
493-. It is proposed to expend a considerable amount of money there in improving the wharfage accomnio-'
dation for mercantile purposes generally, and for Admiralty purposes as well ? Yes.
■
'
494. Have you seen the plans ? Yes.
.
495. Have you given any attention to the necessity for improving. the wharfage accommodation of our
harbour ? I have; and,’I think, with some alterations of these plans, that it would be a great benefit if
a portion of the trade—the discharging of inward cargoes—could be diverted to Cowper Wharf, so as
.
to relieve the Circular Quay, and leave the wharf entirely for loading. At the present time it is very
often impossible to get vessels into the wharves from the want of room.
496. Is the whole of Woolloomooloo Bay known as Cowper Wharf? I believe that name applies to the
whole wharf ; I have always heard it called Cowper Wharf.
497. .You think.it would be. an acquisition for commercial operations if additional accommodation were
given there ? I think it would be a very great benefit indeed.
498. You arc aware that it is the property of the Government ? Yes.
..
499. You think the property is of so much value that it ought to be improved to its fullest extent ?
There are capitalists in Sydney who would be very glad to take it from the Government, and to lay out
the money which the Government propose to expend upon it. I have consulted with several gentlemen
about the matter, and I think there would be no difficulty at all if the Government wished to lease the
property.
500. Are you aware of the character of the proposed improvements ? Yes.
501. You know the jetty which it is proposed to erect ? Yes.
,
502. And you are aware of the small jetty existing there now ? Yes.
’
503. Do you think the proposed improvement a desirable one? I think that the proposed jetty should be
widened, that on each Side there should be about forty feet, with a roadway of fifty feet for the drays to
go up. The drays would not then go in among the goods, and there would be very little labour in passing
the goods on to them. If there were a fifty feet passage for the drays, trollies could carry the goods from
the ships-, and they would not get damaged, as is now the case on our wharves.
504. Then you would give sufficient room to enable the drays to. be taken up right to the centre of the
jetty, with room to load or unload at either side ? Yes.
505. Would that be better, do you think, than a tramway ? I think it would be better. There is only one
handling. The trolly runs flush with the ships ; the heavy luggage is then put on; and there is no
second handling.
.
506. That would necessitate the jetty being considerably wider than is now proposed? It would need to
be 130 feet wide ; it is now 100 feet wide.
.
507. The additional thirty feet would give sufficient room, you think, for carrying out'the different work
that would be required, in the way you describe ? Yes.
508. You know nothing, I suppose, about the proposed Admiralty Wharf at Woolloomooloo Bay ? No
thing beyond what I have seen on the plan.
509.
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'

I?'

^ ^ie
^rom
means of access to the water being more level on that side, the wharf ®- King,
would be appreciated to a greater extent than some of the wharves in Sydney ? I am sure it would. I
®S<1- ' ‘
have spoken to some of the draymen on the subject, and thev would far sooner cart from Cowper Wharf '
than from any other wharf in Sydney, except of course the Circular Quay, where the get-away is 15 »ov-. li
very good.
.
. •
6
J •
510. Of your own knowledge, would the facilities for access to Cowper Wharf be greater than they are
now to many of the wharves at Darling Harbour ? Yes; I am sure they would.
•
511. The ascents are not so great, and necessarily the horse-power required to move goods to warehouses
m o vr51 " i0r cTier places would be less ? The haulage would be very much less from Cowper Wharf.;
oli. lou have had a great deal of experience with shipping, I suppose, in the commercial establishments
you nave been identified with during a number of years ? Yes.
ol3. And the nature of the access to the wharf has always exercised considerable influence upon the
removing ot goods . The preference has always been given to the Circular Quay, on-account of the get
away being so good.
^ ^7
.
°
f.14 The Circular Quay is regarded as a wharf offering greater facilities for traflfle than other wharves—
those at Darling Harbour, for instance ? Decidedly so.
515. And Cowper Wharf would be regarded in a similar light ? I think so. I do not think Cowper
Whart is quite as .good as, but it is the next best wharf to, the Circular Quay.
516. In point of facility of access ? Yes.
517. Mr, Abbott^ You said just now that you would have the Circular Quay as a loading wharf, and use
Woolloomooloo Bay for discharging at;—would a vessel load at one wharf and discharge at the other ?
lhat is what they invariably do at the present time. They discharge their cargoes at the back wharves,
cAo \-fn waerl y16/. aIre reacty to load wool they lie alongside the G-overnment wharf at the Circular Quay.
j° y0^,?0/3. thmk.tnat a jetty 700 feet long running outinto Woolloomooloo Bay would interfere a
great deal with the navigation of that bay ? ]STo.
'
.
519. Do you not know that that system was objected to years ago as applied to the Circular Quay ? I
oeneve iu was*
.
520. And generally condemned ? Yes.
o21. Have you seen the report of Mr. Powell in reference to the harbour accommodation of the port ? I
refer to? 1US “ ^ paper the 0ther day about tlie Circular Quay; would that be the report you
522. Tres. Do you know that he stated that the present wharfage accommodation is ample for all the
shipping that comes into the harbour—more than ample ? Yes.
.
523. Is that the case ? I rather question it.
•
52k Do you know that any ships are unable to get berths to discharge their cargo here—not particular
berths, but unable to get accommodation at all ? I believe that at times there is a difficulty : and that
that was the reason why some ships first went to Cowper Wharf.
■
52^+iCari jr°11 “en*10^ any instance? Dangar, G-edye, & Co. were unable to get berths some time back,
and they were the first to send ships to Cowper Wharf.
another ship1*61 Wllarf utilized no'v to tlie f ullest extent ? I have seen Cowper Wharf full, not room for
Batc,S,rryn rare’18 lt, not ?„ I'To 5 1 ^ave seen the wharf, and thought it a very busy place.
Mr. Mr.] Do you know if many ships discharge at Cowper Wharf ? A good many ships have
discharged there ; I have seen the wharf full of ships. I used to go by there very frequently, and 1 have
seen five or six ships lying there at a time, some of them large London ships. About 50,000 tons of large
pipes have been discharged at Cowper Wharf.
°
i
>
6
529. How long since ? About eighteen months ago.
530. The pipes for the Sydney water supply scheme ? Yes.
.
.' .
roo Tviat
like}J t0ioccur aoain ?
j hut these ships bring large general cargoes.
’
,, , 40 y011 kn0'7 tllat there is a great deal of accommodation on the west side of the Circular Quay, and
that it is proposed to epect wharves there ;—would not the erection of those new wharves have the effect of
giving all the additional accommodation required ? My idea is that the small steamers will require all the
accommodation at the Circular Quay.
1
533. But provided they make fresh accommodation for small steamers, such as the Watson’s Bay boats—it
is proposed to remove them to fresh wharves ? Yes.
' ■
•
■

Captain Henry Coey Kane, E.N., H.M.S. Calliope, sworn and examined:—
531. Chairman.'] You are the captain of Her Majesty’s ship Calliope? Yes.
•
Capt.
535. Are you acquainted with the site of the proposed Admiralty Wharf at Woolloomooloo Bay? Yes.
Kane.
536. Have you given your attention to the nature of the improvements proposed to be made there ? • Yes:,
the Admiral has spoken to me about them.
15 Nov->1888*
537. A site has been reserved for an Imperial wharf ? Yes, for many years past.
i
■
538. And for stores also ? Yes ; so I understand.
539. Some alteration of opinion has occurred as to the character of the site. This is an alternative site
that we are now speaking of. The original site was objected to on the ground that it was not possible to
•
find proper foundations for the stores ? Yes.
510. Then it was considered desirable to alter the site to one further north ? Considered-desirable, but
not in any way by the Admiral. The Admiral is in no way a party to the alteration.
' .
.
54^. We are anxious to know the opinion of the Admiralty with regard to the proposed new site to enable
us to perfect the improvements proposed to be carried out;—do you know vyhether the Admiralty has
190—C
’
•
given
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Capt. - given any consideration to the site ? ■ The Admiralty has notyet had an opportunity of expressing an
H. C. Eane. 0pjUi0n on the subject, because the Admiral, although he received a letter about it a couple of months
i(Tmago,, was away, and the matter was very indefinite. It was understood that the question was going to be
considered by this Committee. He therefore wrote a letter expressing in general terms his willingness
to. advise the Admiralty to assent to anything which would not prejudice the navy in what they had at
present:
...
542. That is exactly the feeling as far as we are concerned. Then of course there is no strong opinion on
the part of-the Admiralty with reference to one site or the other so long as they get a desirable one ? In
view of the fact that there is no foundation for the store at the reef of the old site, there is no question
something must be done. Whether the new site is the best that can be obtained may be a matter for
.
consideration. The opinion of the Admiral is that there should be a pier of suitable length. The new pier
is to be altogether 558 feet long, 320 feet of it to be devoted to the navy. That does not seem to be
quite as much as existed in the old pier. It appears that the navy loses in that respect. That is one
point to which the Admiral desires me to call attention. In the next place the stores should be as large
and built practically on the plan which has now been approved for five years—on the 13th March, 1884.
The plans having’been approved for these buildings, the Admiral of course could not advise the Admiralty
to agree to any reduction in the space or style of the buildings. Then this- quay or pier in front of the
store should be exclusively reserved for the navy. This, from a military and naval point of view, is very
important. I think everyone will agree that we cannot get on with our work in a satisfactory way if all
■
the larrikins-of the-town are allowed to-loaf about the wharf, and if carts are coming backward and
forward blocking up the road. In that connection I may mention that the present state of the frontage
to the depot at the Circular Quay is about as'bad as it- can be. We are experiencing what a bad thing it
is to have a depot without having the whole frontage of that depdt belonging to us.
.
543. Have you visited Woolloomooloo Bay ? Tes ; several times. I know the place fairly well. Of
course I cannot give an opinion upon such technical points as to whether there is a good foundation
behind the proposed site. ■ The only point that struck me was as to whether or not there was sufficient
space behind the new pier and in front of the hill to build the stores. I am told that it has been surveyed,
and that by cutting into the hill it can be done. All that we want is to get the stores.
_
544. I suppose, generally, as far as the Admiralty are concerned, if the original conditions and stipulations
are carried out as to the frontage and capacity of the stores they will have no objection? I do not think
that under those circumstances there would be any objection on the part of the Admiralty.
1545. As far as I can-se.ethe alteration has-been made in the interests of the Imperial service, because it
was found that the original site failed as far as the foundation of the stores was concerned ? Undoubtedly
it is in the interests of ■ everybody that the agreement which was come to several years ago should be
carried out, .... - ...... . ■
• ■ .
•
' ..
546. But the original agreement could not be carried out because nature interposed ? I am referring
back'to a more ancient agreement, by which the Colonial Q-overnment agreed to provide proper stores
and so on for the.navy,-and a. proper wharf. At the time this first agreement was made, in 1882, there
was then lio’question about the particular site which was afterwards chosen. It was then merely whether
pr-not it,should be put in Woolloomooloo Bay.’ It was once a question whether it should be at
Dawes” Point or Port Macquarie. The agreement by the Colonial Government to provide suitable
stores is relied on. -.......... • - .
•
•
•
■
•
•
.
547.- But-tins forms part of the original agreement upon which the exchange of Garden Island was made ?
Tes.
...
•
. .
.
.
548. It is in carrying out that part of the agreement that our condition failed of putting stores on the
- original site. "It'is necessaiy'to select a site further north, and we are anxious to know the opinion of
the Imperial authorities ? The Admiral desired me to state in his name that provided the new buildings
are in accordance with the contract, and that the-wafer frontage is sufficiently deep, there will be no
objection on his part to change the site, and he will recommend the Admiralty to adopt it.
549. Mr., Oopeland.'] Has your attention been drawn to the jetty proposed to be run into the centre of
'
the bay ? I have seen it on the plan, but not in situ.
550. Do you think that jetty extending 700 feet into the bay will cause any-difficulty in handling vessels
and berthing them ? It did strike me at the time that the extent of deep water on either side of the pier
was not very much, and that there would be some difficulty in getting vessels alongside and away from it,
but I do not think it is insuperable.
551. Would it do an injury to the bay to build such a jetty? Speaking in such general terms as I can,
I think it is a step which would more or less injure the bay in several ways, but which might be under
taken to meet the necessities of commerce, which should come before everything.
552. Will it injure the bay with respect to the berthing of vessels ? No doubt it will make difficulties in
berthing vessels around the shore. It will be less easy to come alongside the present jetties than if the
pier were not there.
'
.
553. Would you recommend that such a jetty should be taken into the centre of a narrow bay, supposing
that it was properly a naval harbour under the control oi the navy ? No ; but the conditions of a naval
harbour and a commercial harbour are entirely different.
554. Could you manoeuvre a vessel easily in that bay with a jetty 700 feet long ? Undoubtedly not. It
■
would be more easy in a schooner or coaster to come alongside one of the small piers or jetties which
' exist at present without the pier than with it. The pier would be an impediment undoubtedly. At the
same time one thing has to give in to another.
555. Do you think that the additional length of wharfage accommodation would more than compensate
for the inconvenience which would be caused with respect to the berthing of vessels ? . It is not a subject
to which I have paid particular attention, nor is it one in which I feel I would be very competent if I had
paid attention-to it. ■ It is entirely a commercial question. If you ask me if I could bring my ship
alongside that pier without danger or difficulty I will say yes; but I am not prepared to go into the
question as to whether or not it is a good thing for merchant vessels, because I do not know what are
the-conditions.
• ■
•
556. I understand you-are erecting naval stores and wharves on Garden Island ? Tes,
567. Then what necessity exists for additional stores here ? The buildings which are being erected on
Garden Island are not what are properly called stores. They are buildings for making repairs to ships,
for'making castings, in fact the general workshops you have in a factory like Mort’s. The building which
.
is
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-is to contain all the rope, all the provisions, and the other hundid things required for the ships,, was
.Capt.
to he put on- the main.land. The question was raised at one time as to whether or not those stores should
Kane,
.also he on G-arden Island. There were several objections, one being that there was not room on Garden
Island without removing a hill which exists there, and which would involve a great deal of expense.' ^'ov"
The main reason why the store, as distinguished from the factory, was proposed to be kept on the main
land was the fact that it would be more convenient for the ships to go to the main land for their stores.
A large number of stores are bought in the town, and these are continually coming in from all quarters.
It was thought at the time that it would be inconvenient to have this depot on an island, as it would
necessitate constant lighterage backwards and forwards.
'
,
_
558. Will there be any explosives placed in these stores ? No; they are all stored at Spectacle Island. . '
559. What is the length of the water frontage formerly proposed te be given ? I think it was 400 feet,
and the length proposed in the letter to the Admiral was 320 feet.
.
560. Do you think that it is absolutely necessary that the Admiralty should have absolute control over
this wharf ? I think so.
'
561. And thatthe public should be excluded ? I think so.. I think that is very necessary for the efficient
carrying out of the service, which is tor the well being of the Colony, and not merely a question for us. I
may point out that an accession to the fleet, known as the Australian Squadron, will he coming out
next year. We have now no fit place to put our stores, and what we are to do when the five extra ships
come out, I do not know. The old depot is decayed. We cannot stow things on the upper floors.
They are crowded together in a most inconvenient manner down below. Dive years ago the Government
drew out the plans. Nothing has been done since.
'
■
'
562. Do you think that the necessities of the service will require such a large strip of water frontage to be
locked up specially P Perhaps I had better put it .that the Admiral thinks so.
I am directed by the
Admiral to express his opinion strongly on that point. It is quite certain that the Admiralty would, as
far as lay in them, claim that part of the agreement, that the jetty as well as the stores should be
exclusively devoted to the navy, and railed around, or otherwise separated from the Domain or general
' thoroughfare.
.
•
'
563. Would the navy use this particular wharf in future so that all traffic between the ships and the shore
would be directed to this particular spot ? All the traffic would. I do not mean to say that we should
never land at Port Macquarie steps. All our traffic, with regard to stores, would naturally be concentrated at this wharf. Of course, we would, I suppose, be allowed to land at Port Macquarie steps as well as the
rest of the world.
564. Mr. Street.^ I think I understood you to say that you did not see any insurmountable objection to
having the stores proposed to be erected at Woolloomooloo Wharf erected on Garden Island ? That is a
question which the Admiral spoke to me about, and, with the permission of the Committee, I will go into
' that, though it did not appear to me to be a question on which I should speak without being asked. The
Admiralty having agreed to a definite plan, which was proposed and sanctioned by the Government, the
Admiral feels that it is not his place to initiate any change. On the other hand things have changed to a
certain extent, and he thinks, as he has heard it mooted in some places, that if a change could be made to
Garden Island, if Garden Island could be,levelled right through—which will involve a considerable sum
of money, but I do not know how much—-if the same sized building as is shown on this plan were built
on Garden Island, and if at the same time we had in some convenient position in the town an office for
the paymaster, aud a small receiving store, where the townspeople who contract to supply the navy with
various articles, could deliver the goods, it is a question which might he submitted to the Admiralty
whether it would not be better to have the depot at Garden Island.
'
565. Tour opinion is that it might possibly be a greater convenience for the service to have all your
buildings within a short radius ? I am rather of that opinion myself. I. am not prepared to give'it as
' the Admiral’s dictum that it is so. I have for some little time past been in favour of that idea. Of course
there are many considerations. It might cost much more, and it might not be convenient to give an office
and receiving store in the town. But that is a feature which the naval authorities, and probably most
people, will think is a necessity. You could not have a person who wanted to see the paymaster for five
minutes to talk about a contract going over to Garden Island. On the other hand when he had to
deliver some small goods he could not be expected to pay for lighterage, nor could we. Therefore the
proposal to have the depot at Garden Island would involve, in the opinion of the Admiral, an office and
receiving-room at some convenient place in the town.
.
■
\Mr. Suitor : At this stage I wish to raise a point of order. The Pullic Works Act at Clause 12, says :—
“ The Committee shall, subject io. the provisions contained in the next following section, consider
and report upon all public toorks (except fortifications and works connected with the, military or
naval defence of the Colony'),” fyc. It appears from Captain Kane’s evidence that there can be no
doubt that these works are connected with the naval and military defence of the Colony, and that
being the case, I submit that it is clearly out of order for the Committee to deal with this matter in
view of the express wording of the Act. I submit that it would be better to get the opinion of the
■
Attorney-General on the point as to whether or not we can take these works into consideration.
Chairman : As far as my opinion goes, the course the questions have taken is quite in keeping with the
■
object, for which we have met to-day. We have met for the purpose of considering improvements in
Woolloomooloo Kay generally. When we proceed to the consideration of these improvement's we
find that a portion of them are included in an agreement made and completed between the Imperial
authorities and the Government of this country, completed and not pendent in any sense. That is
for the exchange of land at Garden Island for Imperial lands in different parts of the city.. Kart
of that agreement was that the Government should give the Imperial authorities a wharf at
Wolloomooloo Kay,and construct stores on the wharf or behind it. It was subsequently found by
■
the skilled men employed to carry out those works that there was a difficulty in getting foundations
for the stores on the site first proposed. It was then proposed to alter the site of the Imperial
wharf from one site to another. When we come to consider these improvements we desire to
ascertain the opinion of the Imperial authorities as to the change of site, and it seems to me to be
quite in order to ask theie questions from the gentleman now giving evidence before the Committee as
the representative of the naval authorities. I take it that there is nothing extraneous or irregular
in the- character of the evidence sought to be obtained from the gentleman who has so readily and
.
kindly come here on behalf of the Imperial authorities^
§66.

m
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Capt.
5G(‘. Jf;-. Street.'] Do you think that privacy and freedom from ohstruction by the general traffic of thh
H. 0. K'arie. ci(;y coui(t tie better obtained by the erection of these stores at Garden Island rather than at Woolloomooloo
^ ^
they would. I think that the advantages of privacy and security of the stores would bo
15 Nov., 8 . jncreage(j by haying them at Garden Island instead of at Woolloomooloo.

Mr. W. G.
Deuchar.
'
'
15 Nov,, 1888.
.
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■
Mr. William Glen Deuchar sworn and examined :—
567. Chairman.] In what occupation are you engaged ? I am shipping clerk for Dangar, Gedye, & Co.'
ggg. Have you had considerable experience in shipping business ? Yes; for ten years. I manage the
whole of the shipping business for the firm.
_
'
^qq j£ave y0U had an opportunity of becoming acquainted with the shipping accommodation at the whole
of the. wharves in Sydney ? Yes; we generally have most connection with the Circular Quay. 570. Is there a scarcity of wharf accommodation ? At times there is. In 1885-86 we had the ships carrying
pipes for the Sydney water supply, and on one occasion we had three ships lying in Neutral Bay for a
week or ten days. We could not get a berth at the Circular Quay. At last we applied to the Govern
ment, and they authorized us to take the ships to Woolloomooloo Bay. We did so.
571. Have you ever known the same pressure to exist since? No.
572. Have you ever known a scarcity of wharf accommodation at the wool season or any other time ? No.
I think if many vessels came in at present from London, and we wanted berths at the Circular Quay, there
would be great difficulty.
573. Is there a particular kind of commerce carried on at Woolloomooloo Bay? No; we have had ships
there with general merchandise.
574. Is it not generally used for blue metal and timber ? Yes.
575. Does that require a certain amount of accommodation ? . Yes.
576. Do you think that if the proposed improvements were carried out at Woolloomooloo Bay it would
interfere with the commerce of the port? No; I think it would be the other way. As far as we are
concerned it would be. We have ships coming here now, which we would bo quite willing to send to.
Woolloomooloo instead of to the Quay, and that would give more space at the Circular Quay for steamers.
577. Do you think that the long jetty proposed to be constructed is a desirable improvement? Yes ; my
idea is that it should be about 130 feet wide,—50 feet for drays, and 40 feet on each side for goods. '
578. Is Woolloomooloo Bay favourably regarded for facility of access? Yes ; the grades are better than
at some of the other wharves.
'
579. Do you think that the existing wharfage accommodation is sufficient for the commerce of the port ?
I think it is at present; but if it goes on increasing at the present rate there will not be sufficient
accommodation.
580. During the wool season have you seen much inconvenience from the want of accommodation ? Yes ;
we have sometimes been obliged to keep ships out for a week, and sometimes we have had to lighter the
wool to the ship out in the stream. There is very often a rush of inward cargo vessels which have the
preference for berths at the Circular Quay, and the wool ships are consequently shut out. If these
improvements were carried out at Woolloomooloo Bay we would send general cargo ships there, which
would leave space available at the Circular Quay for wool ships.
581. Do you think that if Cowper Wharf had belonged to private individuals these improvements would
have been carried out before now ? I think improvements would have been made, but I do not know to
what extent.
582. Mr. Watson.] You said that during 1885 you had three vessels lying in Neutral Bay ;—what did that
arise from ? We were bound to discharge their cargoes of pipes at the Circular Quay, and we could not
get berths there.
'
583. Were there not other berths available? We would not be able."to cart the pipes from the other
wharves. The carters objected. They said they could not carry out their contract.
584. At the large wharves have they not machinery to lift the pipes ? The expense would be much greater. .
585. Then it was on the score of economy for yourselves that you wanted to go to the Circular Quay ?
No, not that alone. It was on account of the charterers of the ships.
586. You were acting as agents ? We acted as their agents, and we did the best we could.
. 587. You do not put all the ships of your firm to the Circular Quay ? No.
588. Will it be as convenient for carters to land goods at Woolloomooloo Bay as at the Circular Quay
and other wharves ? Not as convenient as the Circular Quay. I have heard it remarked by draymen
that the Circular Quay is the best wharf in Syduey.
589. Mr. Street.] Do you say that the firm you are connected with give the preference to the Circular
Quay ? Yes; we are not interested in any wharf, and we prefer the Circular Quay when the ships are
free. But some come in fixed for certain wharves.
590. Is any rebate given now by private owners ? Not that I know of.
591. If rebates were given would not the other wharves compete very much with the Circular Quay ?
Yes ; we would put our ships where we could get most.
592. Have you ever found a difficulty in getting accommodation for inward cargoes ? Yes ; in 1885 and
1886.
<
.
593. With regard to the ships detained for a time during the wool season, was that only for a short time ?
Yes ; it was not a very great inconvenience.
' 594; Mr. Suttor.] Do you unload many ships at Woolloomooloo Bay during the course of the year ? We
have not had any ships there since the pipe ships, because we have always got accommodation at the
Quay. But if these improvements were made we would put our ships there, and leave more space at the
Circular Quay:
595. Are you aware that more accommodation is being provided at the Circular Quay ? Yes.
596. Do you think that when that additional accommodation is provided at the Circular Quay there will be
any necessity for this additional accommodation at Woolloomooloo Bay? I think it is required at the
present time, r
597. Is not Woolloomooloo Bay at a great distance from the city? Not greater than other wharves,
except the Circular Quay,
’
.. .
. - 598.
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■598. Is it likely to be used if other wharves are available? It all depends. If the Circular.. Quay was- Mr.tW. G-,
full we would avail ourselves of Woolloomooloo Bay. We would sooner go to the Circular Quay., We . Deuchar. •
have a large steamer coming in now, aud I do not know that we shall be able to get accommodation at
the Circular Quay. If there was no accommodation there we ivould send .her to Woolloomooloo Bay.
‘
599. If there was accommodation at the private wharves, would you prefer to go to Woolloomooloo Bay?
Tes. Our ships generally load wool, and our reason for putting them at the Quay is that we only pay
half dues there. That is Jd. a ton per day instead of |d. The next best thing is to put them at
'
Woolloomooloo Bay.
(500. Chairman^] Ilavo you considerable imports as well as exports ? Begularly eight or ten ships every
■year. Sometimes a great deal more. . We export largely—wool, tallow, hides.
.
(J01. Do you think that the wharfage accommodation is in excess of the commerce of the port at the
present time? I do not think so,
602. Do you think that the commerce of the port is increasing very largely ? Tes, very much.
G03. Do you think it will go on increasing,' and that consequently more accommodation will be required ?
1
Tes.
_
‘
_
601. That being so, are you of opinion that these proposed improvements should be carried out at Wool
loomooloo Bay ? I think so, to a certain extent. Of course I am not aware of the whole of the improve
ments proposed. As far as we are concerned the jetty would be a very desirable improvement. If it
were 130 feet wide it would be the best wharf in Sydney for unloading cargo ; I will not say for loading,
because there are no dumping stores, and unless they are erected we could not load wool ships there.
■
G05. Do they dump how on many stations in the interior ? Tes; they are now going in for dumping on
every station which has over 1,000 bales.
Mr. George James Harvison sworn and examined:—■
;
606. Chairman.'] Are vou shipping clerk in Hoffnung & Co.’s? Tes; I have been so for five or six Mr. ft. J.
years.
.
_
Harrison.
607. Have you had a good deal to do with the shipping of the port during that time ? Tes; with all
shipping connected with the firm.
•
.
16 Nov., 1888.
G08. Have you had an opportunity of seeing the surroundings of the wharf accommodation and appli
ances ? Tes.
■
609. Do you export as well as import ? Tes; but not very largely. It is all intercolonial trade—
general merchandise. We import very extensively from England and nearly all the ports.
.610. Yfliat wharves do you do business with generally ? Several of the ships come to the Circular Quay,
Dibbs’ Wharf, and Dalton’s Wharf, and all round. We have ships occasionally at Woolloomooloo Bay.
611. Do you think that the commerce of the port is increasing largely ? Tes; it has increased wonder
fully during the last three or four years. I think it will go on increasing. The imports are certainly on
the increase.
■
612. Do you know the wharfage accommodation at Woolloomooloo Bay ? I have seen it frequently. Wo
have had ships consigned there.
G13. Have you found that it gave abundant facilities ? It is far better than the back wharves, not for
the accommodation there at present, but for the access to it. The haulage from the back wharves is very
great. Ho one would attempt to bring up a couple of tons from those wharves with less than three or
four horses. Erom Woolloomeoloo you could bring a ton on a one-horse dray, and a couple of tons with
two horses. That is a matter of considerable moment to importers. Another consideration is that to
get to the back wharves you have to go through the busy part of the city where traffic is considerably
impeded. ' In Woolloomooloo there is very little to obstruct the traffic.
G14. Have your vessels had no difficulty in coming up to the wharf at Woolloomooloo ? No. They
drew a good depth.
G15. Are you clearly of opinion that the commerce of the port renders it absolutely necessary to have
additional wharfage accommodation ? I have no doubt of it.
G16. Mr. Watson.] What position do you hold in the firm of Hoffnung & Co. ? I amdespatch and
shipping clerk.
617. Do you deal with exports ? I deal with all the imports.
618. Not with the consignment of vessels ? No ; I have nothing to do with that.
G19. Then you do not know anything of the shipping of the port so far as inwardvessels areconcerned?
I have to deal with incoming shipments, but I have nothing to do with the vessels.
620. How many vessels do your firm get consigned to them ? Twenty or thirty or something of that
sort.
'
•
621. Who looks after them ? Another man looks after the ships when they are consigned to us.
.
G22. As a matter of fact, you know nothing of the vessels consigned to the firm? No.
••
623. To do not know anything about the accommodation ? No; except as it concerns myself. I have
• nothing to do with- the shipping.
624. Mr. Campbell.] Has your .house any store or stores at Woolloomooloo ? No; we have stores at the
Circular Quay.
.
Captain Alexander Toung sworn and examined :—■
625. Chairman^] Are you master of the ship Gretna ? Tes; she has traded to this port for some years
Capt.
from London. She is a wool ship, and I am loading wool now at the Circular Quay. She is 1,705 tons -A. Toung.
register.
*
~s
626. Have you found any difficulty during the time you have been trading here in getting wharfage ^ ■^oy-> 1888,
accommodation? Tes; I was detained a week three years ago, when I wanted to load wool, at the
Circular Quay.
.
.
,
627. Have ’you found any difficulty in getting a berth to discharge inward cargo? I had a little
difficulty this voyage, but 1 got half a berth at Woolloomooloo Bay. I think Cowper wharf could be
greatly improved. I discharged a cargo of timber there. I think 100 feet will not be sufficient width for
the new jetty. It should be 150 feet wide altogether. That would allow a dray to turn.
628. How long have you been trading here ? Eighteen vears.
~
.
'
629,
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^ 629. • Have you seen a great increase in the commerce of the port? Tes; especially at the Circular
.°35l' Quay! It has been growing all that time. I do not see why it should not go on increasing.
630. Do you think that the proposed improvements at Woolloomooloo Bay are desirable ? I think they
ISNoy., 1888. are wanted very badly.
'
631. If the property belonged to private firms do you think that increased accommodation would have
been given before now ? Tes ; long ago.
'632. Do you think that the construction of a jetty would be detrimental to the commerce of a bay like
that at Woollooloomoo ? No ; it would afford additional facilities.
633. Have you heard any opinion expressed as to Woolloomooloo offering greater facilities for haulage
than some of the other wharves ? I expressed that opinion myself before I had any idea of giving
“evidence.
634. Have you paid any attention to the improvements in wharves now going on around Darling Harbour ?
,
I have discharged at the Grafton, and several other wharves there. I know that most of the wharves
have been improved, and are being improved.
635. Do you still think there is room for improvement at the Circular Quay ? Tes ; I think the present
'state of the Circular Quay would point to that. There is not a single berth vacant at the Circular Quay.
'636. Can accommodation be got at private wharves ? I do not know. It is a matter of drawing trade to
the Circular Quay. All the wool ships would discharge at Woolloomooloo Bay, if there was no accom■modatioh at the. Circular .Quay. Seeing that a very fair amount is obtained by the Government for ships
berthed at the Circular Quay the accommodation might be better.
■
■ 637. Mr. Humphery.] The new jetty will accommodate six vessels;—do you think that those six berths
will be constantly occupied ? I think so. If I had the same accommodation at Cowper wharf as there
is at the Circular Quay, I would as soon discharge there as at the Circular Quay. If there was a jetty,
and it was regulated more like a private wharf, 1 would prefer Woolloomooloo to the Circular Quay,
because the latter is too open.
'
• 638. Mr. Watson.] Tou say you are charged a fair amount for wharfage accommodation at the Circular
,
Quay. Have you been to Melbourne and Adelaide ? Tes.
639. Are you aware that the wharfage rates there are double what they are at the Circular Quay ? They
'
are higher at Melbourne.
•
'640.' Why did you go to Cowper Wharf with timber? Because I knew I was going to load in Sydney,
and preferred going to Cowper Wharf to any outside wharf.
'641. Was there an outside wharf which could take your cargo? I think Smith’s Wharf and several
others could.
'642. Do you not know that all timber ships which cannot go to the Circular Quay go to Woolloomooloo ?
No ; a great many go to Johnston’s Bay.
.
'643. What is the advantage of discharging at Cowper Wharf with the view of ultimately coming to the
■ Circular Quay ? The advantage is that if we discharge at a Government wharf our rates at the Circular
Quay are one-half while loading wool.
'
- 644: Can you not load wool at Lamb’s Wharf ? That is conditional on being consigned to Lamb’s Wharf.
He, has his regular vessels ; we. are chartered to Burns, Pbilp, & Co.
'
' 645. With reference to this jetty, could you berth three ships at a jetty 70G ft. long ? Not three vessels
of our size. , Tou might not always have ships of that size.
' 646. For the purpose of berthing three ships there would it not be advisable to make the jetty a little
• longer?. Possibly that should be done, seeing that vessels are being made larger. There is room to
' make the jetty 1,000 ft. long without injuring the bay. Tou would then have more room to move ships
alongside the jetty than there is in the London docks at any time.
'
647. If that jetty were run down the middle of Woolloomooloo Bay there could be no ships lying, outside
•.to load or unload ? I think there would be quite room enough at the sides of the bay. There would be
sufficient room to take in the largest vessels visiting your port.
648. Mr. Campbell.] Do you think that the existing passenger jetty will interfere with the proposed new
jetty ? I do not, think so. There would not be room to swing a ship, but you could move her in and
- out. Tou would not be likely to have large ships at the small jetty. If there is 100 ft. of space that
will be sufficient.
649. Mr. Suttor.] Have you had any difficulty in getting a berth since you were delayed three years ago ?
Not exactly a difficulty,-except this trip ; there was no berth at the Circular Quay and I do not think there
■is room at Cowper Wharf. I would not go there again with a general cargo.
■ 650. It is proposed to 'make new berths on the western side of the Circular Quay;—do you not think
1 that when they are-finished they will be sufficient for present requirements ? That is scarcely for me to
say. Tou can always rely upon the Circular Quay being taken .up for four months in the year with the
loading-of ships alone.
.
651. Tou have not had any great inconvenience during the last three years ? I do not consider that I
-am-at a-loading berth now, but I. had no choice. Three years ago there was one vessel lying' out in’the
= stream at the Circular Quay, and all her wool had to be lightered. There were three or four ships dis-charging at the west side of -the Quay. If you had accommodation at Cowper Wharf those vessels might
have been discharging there, and the loading ships could have got sufficient wharfage.
652. I suppose Cowper Wharf could only be used by vessels unloading ? Tes; new stores might be put
up there seeing the advancement of Sydney.
a
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The Committee further considered the proposed improvements and additions to the wharfage accom
.
modation, Woolloomooloo Bay.
•
Captain Benjamin Jenkins sworn and examined:—
'
'
,
653'. Vice-Chairman.] You have been a captain in the mercantile navy 1 Yes.
' ■. . Capt.
654. For how long 1 Over twenty years.
B. Jenkins.
.
'
• ,
655. You are now a member of the Marine Board, are you not? Yes.
. > I6N0C1888.
656. How long have you been living in Sydney ? Since I first came here, nearly thirty-four years.
i
657. You have been a resident for many years 1 I have been trading here. I have always made Sydney
my home since that time.
•
.
658. You know Woolloomooloo Bay very well, I suppose 1 Yes ; I have taken cargo in there several times
—timber.
'
.
659. You know Cowper Wharf that is there now ? Yes.
'
.
■
660. And you have seen the plan of the proposed improvements to Woolloomooloo Bay, more especially
that jetty? Yes ; that long jetty.
.
'“ ■
661. How many large ordinary vessels can be berthed at Cowper Wharf at the- present time without the
jetty 1 I do not think they could berth more than three, leaving the jetties out.
'
662. Leaving the new jetty out, as the wharf is now ? With the other jetty, of course, there is a vessel
along each side—two vessels.
'
663. That would be five vessels ? Yes. '
'
’
■
■
■
■ • ■
' .
664. What is your opinion about the advisability of constructing that proposed long jetty? It appears to
be a very good idea ; but I think it is narrow for that length. In my. opinion three short ones would be
better than one long one.
'
.....................
.
665. That is, I suppose, it is not wide enough to allow two ships to be taking in cargo, or discharging,; oii
each side ? Ho ; the cargo would have to go down to the outer ships along the centre of the wharf.
;
666. Do you know the width of that jetty ? No; I do not.
'
'
66/. We are told it is 100 feet wide ? That would not be wide enough to take two ships on each side. ■ 668. What width would you say it ought to be ? I should say it ought to be 140 or 150 feet.
' . '
669. Do you think there is any necessity for the Government to provide any more wharfage accommodation,
in Sydney than they already possess ? I do not know. I have always considered that that wharf ought to
be a timber wharf. That Woolloomooloo Wharf is admirably adapted for a timber wharf, for ships dis
charging long lengths of timber, simply because there is a get-away from it in different ways; and.the
wharves up here have not got that space.
670. Do you know whether the wharfage accommodation there is, at the present time, has ever been fully
used, even for that purpose ? No; I do not'know that.
' *
671. Then you do not know that there has been any demand for increased wharfage accommodation there
for timber vessels ? I wanted a berth there myself a short time ago, and, owing to the quantity of stone
and things on the wharf, I could not get one.
i
.
6/2. But suppose the owners of that stone were compelled to. take it away as quickly as it was discharged
from the vessels, do you think then there would be any necessity for additional wharfage accommodation
there ? No ; I think there ought to be enough, unless the trade increased of course.
67 3. But at the present time ? At the present time I should think' there would be enough.
674. I suppose you know that the stone is continually there—that the wharf is never cleared of it ? No.
675. Do you think if the owners of that stone were compelled to remove it as quickly as it was landed-,
there would be plenty of accommodation for all the ships that would be likely to come there? Yes;H
should think there would be.
•
676. Of course you would compel all ships discharging to do the same thing—clear their cargoes away as
quickly as possible ? The cargo should be allowed to remain a certain time on the wharf.
.
'
677. Do you think if the pier were built in the shape and position proposed, it might interfere with sub/
sequent improvements to that part of the harbour ? Undoubtedly it would.
• -•
678. Might it not interfere with other wharfage improvements to that part of the harbour—will they not be
for all time bound to that system of wharfage, jetties—would it not interfere with the present wharfage
accommodation ? It certainly would, because you could not get vessels in on either, side the same'as you
can now ; still there would be two more vessels admitted that we could not get there now.
' ' .'
679. By reason of the jetty ? Yes.
•
'
680. That is, the jetty would accommodate two more ;—although the construction of thejetty would decrease
the accommodation at Cowper wharf as .it is, the jetty itself would increase the accommodation in the
bay? Yes; about two ships more, I think;
.
.
\
681. Do you think it would be worth spending £42,000 to produce that result ? I should not like to
say that.
.
■ •
682. Do you'think it would. be' worth while spending £27,000 in the present state of the wharfage
accommodation ? Even that I could not say.
•
.
‘
683. Do you approve of this system of jetties at all for berthing ships ? Ido approve of them. At theCircular Quay you'cannot'put a ship well alongside; it is jammed up against it fore and aft, and 20 or '30
feet away amidships.
■
• ■
■ ;
684. But do not ships at the Circular Quay come right up to the wharf; it is only a question of dredging.?
No ; because it is curved.
" 6.85:

y
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Capt.
685. po you think if that jetty were constructed in that position there would he room to run out other
B. Jenkins. je^jgS subsequently, and work ships at them l I do not think there would be much room for other jetties.
ISNoy^lBSS
^ constructing that 700 feet of a jetty, you think you are only giving additional berthing accom■’
. modation for two. more ships 1 Yes ; that is wliat I think.
687. Mr. Copeland.^ Do you think there would be only room to berth one ship on each side of that jetty,
700 feet long? Two on each side only.
688. That would be four vessels ? Yes.
689. Supposing that long jetty were constructed would it not make it much more inconvenient to berth
large vessels at other parts of the wharf ? There would be less room certainly.
690. There would not be the same room to swing? No; it would be more difficult to swing large ships
with that wharf out that way.
691. Supposing nature had divided that bay into two bays, would you not consider it less serviceable than
it is now,;—supposing, a reef of rocks ran along where it is proposed to put that jetty would you not think
it a misfortune ? Yes.
.
692. Would you not have gone to the trouble to blast out that reef of rocks so as to clear the harbour-of
•
all impediments to navigation ? Certainly; there would not be much room for anything but merely to haul
"
■ vessels in and out. They could not do then as they do now, sailing in and out from that wharf.
„
. . 693. Supposing larger vessels were to go there than go now, vessels as large as those that now go to the
’
" Circular Quay, Would it not be a great inconvenience to have that jetty protruding 700 feet into the bay ?
Yes; it would. -1 do not think that you could put large vessels such as you have at the Circular Quay
at either of those corners.
694. That is if you built that long jetty ? Yes ; they would have to be smaller vessels.
695. On the' whole, you consider that that jetty protruding 700 feet into the bay would be a serious obstacle
To the navigation of the bay ? Yes, it would, of course.
696.'Supposing you were holding a responsible position in the Government service, would you, from your
'
nautical experience, recommend a jetty like that to be built;—supposing we were asking your advice from a
professional .point of view, would you recommend it to be built? I would not object to giving my opinion
for building a jetty like that so that timber ships could be discharged.
697."You think, in point of fact, it would be 'an improvement, do you? More ships would be able to
discharge there.
•
698; Would that counteract any disadvantage owing to the impediment to navigation? Well, a vessel that
now sails in and out would not be able to do it then ; it would have to be towed or hauled in. It could not
sail'in with impunity as it can now.
699. Do you know any other traffic besides the timber traffic that that proposed jetty would be serviceable
for? ’ Tt might for ironwork such as boilers or water or drain pipes, or anything of that sort. It would be
a handy, place to discharge them.
700. Would that jetty have any advantages over an ordinary wharf alongside the shore on account of its
reaching biit into the middle of the bay? You would have deep water; that would be the only advantage.
701. These wharves at the shore would, of course, be dredged? Yes; still you have to go out a certain
distarice.
702. There is no special kind of traffic a jetty like that would be required for other than timber ? I do not
think so.
.
703. I suppose these timber vessels generally discharge through bow or stern ports, do they not? Yes ; the
’tween decks is generally put through the bow ports, and the other very often through the stern port, or
sometimes both holes are through the bow port.
'
704. Would there be any convenience for discharging timber through the bow port at that wharf, supposing
•
, that jetty were not constructed ? You could haul the vessel’s bow on to the wharf. At the outer wharf
■ there you would not be able to discharge through a bow port; you would want a lighter.
705:'. Unless you launched the timber overboard ? Into a lighter or launched it overboard. It is much
easier to moor a ship alongside a jetty like that than to moor her bow on.
706. Mr. Humphery.~\ How many vessels will Cowper Wharf accommodate, at the present time? I think
about five, with the short jetty.
707. If Captain Jackson says the new jetty will give additional berths for six vessels, is he correct or not?
That is according to the size of the vessels.
708. Vessels of 1,500 tons? That would be 300 feet long.
709. Captain Jackson says the length of thejetty would accommodate six vessels of 1,500 tons each; is that
correct ? I do not think that jetty would support more than two vessels on each side.
710: Mr. Watson.] You have been a long time connected with the port of Sydney ? Yes ;. since 1854.
711. You have a great deal of knowledge of the wharfage accommodation of the port? Yes.
712. From your experience and what you know, do you think additional wharf accommodation is necessary ?
I think additional wharfage is required for timber. It is very awkward for timber vessels.
713. Cowper Wharf is almost the only place at which you can discharge timber ? Yes. If you take it to
the. Circular Quay the long lengths have to go through the city, and they block the Quay.
I have always
thought that it ought to be left for timber discharging.
714. Exclusively for a timber wharf ? Yes.
715. Do you think London ships would go there to discharge, as well as to the Circular Quay, or around to
the Blackwall ? They could do so.
716. Would it be to their advantage ? I should prefer any of the wharves up here to going down there.
717. Are there any wharves at Darling Harbour where you can discharge timber as at Cowper Wharf? No.
718. Where do Gbodlet and Smith discharge? They have their own works at Pyrmont; I mean public
wharves.
.
•
719. Suppose Woolloomooloo Bay belonged to you, and you thought it desirable to give further facilities ;
would you run out that jetty, or make it the same style as the Circular Quay ? I think I should be inclined
to put out short jetties.
.
720.'' Notwithstanding what you said just now about interfering with the navigation of the bay ? Yes. .
721. Mr.. Street.] Do you think the necessities of the port are so great as to justify the expenditure of
£27,000 upon that jetty at the present time ? I said just now that I wduld not like to say such a thing;
but really I do not think so.
•
722.
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7J2. Mr.Gamrd.] How many timber vessels have you known to be unloading in Woolloomooloo Bay at
. ■ ,Capt,
the one time f i do not think I have ever seen more than two there.
B. JenkinSi
723. The present Cowper Wharf would satisfy the requirements in that respect 1 Yes.
■
724. In the event of its being decided to run out this jetty, do you think it would be desirable to give it a IGNov^lSsi
moie easterly inclination than it has now 'l I think it should run straight out in the bay.
725. More towards our prevailing north-east winds ? Yes, straight out.
*
726. It would be very easy for vessels to go in there 1 It is awkward there now for vessels
•
<27. It only means drawing out in the bay a little further to turn? These big ships require some
manoeuvring, and must have room.
o
4
&UUIB
728. You think that if it is decided to carry out that wharf, it should be at least 140 feet wide ? Yes • if
you are going to make it 700 feet long, you must have it wider, on account of the two vessels working’on
each side ; you would want room for the goods to go up and down.
‘
6
729. Do you think it would be an advantage to have a sunk roadway in the centre ? You would have to
have room for drays to pass up and down freely.
730. That would only necessitate the wharf being wider on the two berths nearer the shore? . You mmht
taper it off that way if you thought fit.
°
731. If all Woolloomooloo Bay were yours, do you think the circumstances of the port would justify you in
improvmg rt to the best known extent ? I do not think I should like to lay out that money.
7J
732. You think there is sufficient wharfage accommodation to make it a very risky thing, if this were a
private matter, to go to this expense ? Yes.
J
733. Mr. Sydney Smith.'] You are aware of the width of the wharf? 100 feet.
734. Do you think that two vessels lying on each side of the proposed jetty could discharge cargo without
mterfermg with each other? _ It would do very well if it were half the length of what it isnow.
J;',; nf,Snpr0P0Sed’ do y°u tllmk t,ley could discharge without inconvenience ? They, would inconvenience
each other , there would be so many drays required on it at once. I think they would interfere with each
other tremendously ; there would be a regular block.
*
lo* ^0U ^ou!d recommend that if the jetty were carried out it should be wider ? 40 feet wider,
firm
--1 vthlf k
laS ^ S°me misunclGratanding. You said that the increased accommoda-i
^ V
f°r two1m0^ Shllf; y°umean
more than the present facilities. Suppose
the present wharf would accommodate five ships, then with the new wharf and the jetty there would be
seven. I understood you to mean that though the jetty would give accommodation for many more vessels,
!t wouid take away some of the existing accommodation; and you think that altogether there would be only
additional accommodation for two more vessels? That is what I think.
• ■
738 Between this long jetty and the short jetty a vessel could not be put at all ? Ho ; you see the width
of the two ships would be there, and it would be all taken away.
fr1101/?6 Las® of tlle Jetty would take away some of the present accommodation ? Yes
<40. J/r. Garrard.] Are you aware that the base of this wharf that you say would deprive you of two
berths is only about 108 feet wide? It would be more than that.
1
*

ui

sis

do *w‘r
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-Mr. James M‘Mahon sworn and examined :—
744. Ffcfi-C'Aaimcm.] You are a carrier ? Yes.
745. What is the name of your firm ? M‘Mahon & Company, carriers.
Mr.
746. You have seen the plan of this proposed new wharfage accommodation at Woolloomooloo Bay; a J. M'Mahon.
jetty is to be run out into the bay, towards Robinson’s baths,. 700 feet long and 100 feet wide
do you ■
•
''novTiAofWTfnythm1S •aS t0 the advisa,jility or necessity of the erection of a wharf of this kind at a cost 1GNoy->1888
or <fcA<,U(JU ! it would give more accommodation.
< 47. But is there, in y0ur opinion, any necessity for that accommodation ;—is there such a deficiency of
wharfage accommodation in the harbour of Port Jackson at the present time as to-necessitate an expendi
ture ol ±27,000 for additional accommodation ? I could not say at the present time. There are times
when the wharves are pretty well blocked up, and you. cannot get sufficient accommodation.
/ 4b. Have you ever known an instance, since you have been a carrier, of such a thing happening, that
ships could not get berths, because all the wharves were occupied ; was it not rather because they could not
get a choice of berths? -^o; I have known of no instance where ships could not get berthed at some place,
with the exception of choice of wharves. There is a certain class of wharves where they cannot discharge
certaip goods. Locomotives, and very heavy boilers cannot be discharged at some places very easily.
749. 1 suppose most of the ships have their own particular wharves, which they like to go to ? . Well I
vKoP°wiSOi ^jat iS I6’7 mUch amonSsfc themselves. You generally find certain ships at certain wharves.
750. What evidence do you propose to offer the Committee with reference to this wharf? I was simply
asked to come here to-day to say that it is quite as accessible as any other wharf in Sydney, with the excepF,011 w the Circular Quay, and I told two or three gentlemen who asked me, that in my opinion Woolloomooloo
Ray W hart was quite as accessible as any other wharf.
75L Has it any advantages over any other wharf? As it now is, it has advantages, from a carrier’s point
ot view, because there is more scope to work in..
•
r
752. That is because it is not fully occupied, I suppose ? Of course, I cannot speak nautically. A ship
lying broadside gives you the whole 250 or 300 feet, whatever her length may be, for access /but if two
broadside6 dlScdlargms at a JetfcJ 38 or 40 feet wide you cannot have the same access as if a ship was lying
753. The width of the jetty, 100 feet, would be far different from 38 or 40do you think 100 feet ample?
l^snould tiunk that to give sufficient accommodation it would require 120 feet.
■
754. Mr. Garrard.] Is it not a fact that what are called the back wharves are very difficult to get away
I,1'®.!11’ T°;vlnf. J,° , e steepness of the inclines ? Some of them are ; some are worse than others.
755. It is difficult to get from the majority of the back wharves to the central parts of'the city ? Well, all
the wharves are pretty steep.
'
.
.
v
v
> .
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756. Circular Quay and Woolloomooloo Bay are an exception to the general rule? Circular Quay-is, of
J. BI Mahon. course) an exception. You have level carriage from that to any part of the city..
IfiN A 1888
n0^ ^oolloomooloo Bay much of the same character 1 No ; it is nothing like the Circular Quay,
s: .■0-T'’.
-'1758, But better than the back wharves? Better than some of the back wharves.
.759. Can you mention any wharf that is as easy to get away from as Woolloomooloo Bay? I could not say
as the accommodation is at present.
.
‘
.
760. You do not know of any private wharf in the city where the getting away is as easy as the getting •
away from Woolloomooloo Bay ? That would depend upon circumstances. If there were only one or two
vessels at a- certain wharf the accommodation would be as good as that at Woolloomooloo Bay. For instance,
take Sussex-street : The Grafton Wharf has not as steep an access as other wharves, but the narrow space .
coming away from there prevents carriers from getting access and egress as readily as they would to other
places.
'
■
_
,
.
76,1. You spoke just now about there being a dearth of accommodation for the unloading of heavy weights]
—where are these heavy weights usually unloaded ? At the Circular Quay principally.
'
762. Do you think it desirable that the Circular Quay or Woolloomooloo Bay should have proper appliances
erected for the unloading of these heavy weights ? There are no appliances.
■
763. Do you think it desirable that there should be? I do. .
■
’ 764. Great loss of time and blockage of the traffic occurs at the present time owing to the means employed ?
.
Yes,
’
_
■
.
765. Have you been in Melbourne ? No.
.
■
■
766. Do you know that there is a large crane for lifting these weights on the banks of the Yarra ? No.
767. You think it would be desirable to have some means, of lifting these heavyweights from vessels? I do..
7 68. At present there is no such appliance ? There is no appliance, except what we term screw-jacking, or
manual labour.
769. Mr. Sydney Smith.] Have you ever noticed a large quantity of metal or stone on the wharves at
Woolloomooloo Bay ? Yes.
.
.
•
770. And timber? And timber.
,
771. Has not that interfered greatly with other people having the use of the wharf? It did not affect us
very much, because there are never more than two large ships, London ships, there at a time. The metal
is discharged pretty well at the eastern side, and the timber at the western side, leaving the two middle
berths for any English ships that may be discharging there. There are four or five outlets from Woolloo
mooloo Bay.
. .
772. Supposing the metal and timber were taken away as quickly as it ought to be, do you think there.
would be a want of wharf accommodation in.Woolloomooloo Bay at the present time? Not according to
the amount of ships that comes there now.
'
773. You are aware of the proposed extent of the jetty, and of its width. It is proposed to unload vessels
at each side. The length is 700 feet. Do you think that there would be any inconvenience felt if the jetty
were 100 feet wide, with drays travelling along the jetty, and ships unloading on each side;—do you think
there would be any inconvenience with cargo being discharged on Jpoth sides ? Not if the jetty were the
proper width.
.
774. What width would you propose, having regard to the length of the jetty, 700 feet, and the fact that
vessels will be unloaded-on each side, and that the cargo will be stacked on each side, and that drays will
.
have to come backwards and forwards ? Under the present system the cargoes would not be stacked much at
the side, because they would be taken away as fast as they came out. When two vessels are discharging at the
•
present jetties at the back wharves, which are only 38 or 40 feet wide, one each side, we have to work our
passage up and down that 38 or 40 feet the jetty gives us, so you have an idea what room 120 feet would
give you.
■
...
• 775. You reckon the width ought to be 120 feet? To give ample accommodation I think it should.
.
776. I understand from your experience of Woolloomooloo Bay, and you have had a good deal of experience
‘
there, that no inconvenience has been felt there from want of wharf accommodation? Not at the present
time that I know of, because there are no more than two large English vessels in at a time.
^
777. In view of the present accommodation, and if the property were your own, would you feel justified in
expending £27,000 in additional wharf accommodation? Well, taking it from a speculative point of view,
it would be according 'to the interest I had in the ships. If I had influence with the shipping agents at
home or here I certainly would have it done.
_
778. In an ordinary business way ;—I mean without any influence at all 1 I daresay it would take seven
vessels in'the year to pay the interest on that.
779. Mr. O’Connor.] How long have yon been a carrier ? Thirty-four years.
_
780: In your experience you have found out, I suppose, that the trade is increasing proportionately every
year ? Yes. ' ■
• ■
.
781. You think the trade is greater now than it was last year ? The wool trade alone up to to-day has
increased 25 per cent.
.
.
782.. In your opinion it is natural to suppose that it will go on increasing, so that the question after all is
.
not to-know what is required at the present day, but what will be prospectively required in the next two or
three years ? If it keeps increasing as it has during the last ten years I feel confident that you will want
the whole of Woolloomooloo Bay.
.
783. Mr. Suttor.] I suppose you employ a large number of men and horses? I have about 207 horses and
106 men.
'
. 784.. You do a great deal of carting from the wharves ? Yes.
785. Have you carried much from Woolloomooloo Bay ? I have canned a large portion of the cargoes
discharged there. • I had the carriage of the-water pipes that were landed at Woolloomooloo Bay.
786. How long ago ? About two years ago.
_
787'. Have you carried much from there since ? Yes ; a few ships have been in there since.
‘
788. How often are you employed on the average in carrying from Woolloomooloo? Every day.
789. What kind of stuff do you carry ? General merchandise.
'
790. Much timber ? Yes ; ■ a good deal of timber.
791. Have you ever carried timber from the Circular Quay ? Not for many years; it is not unloaded there
now.
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now. In years gone by it was the depot for timber, as Woolloomooloo Bay is at the present time. . Mr.
J. M'Mahon.
Opposite. Mort’s, and around the eastern side before the wharves were made, was all for timber.
.
:T92. It is proposed to make two new wharves for large vessels at the west side of the Circular Quay;—
supposing timber .were unloaded there would there be any difficulty in getting it away 1 Yes ; there' 16 Nov.rises.
would be a difficulty from the- length of it and the great traffic there is up George and Pitt streets—the only
good outlets you have from the Circular Quay.
793. Is there difficulty in getting it from Woolloomooloo Bay ? You have not the same traffic from the
eastern or the southern portion of the City as you have along Pitt and George streets.
794. You think it would be convenient to carry timber from Woolloomooloo Bay ? More convenient than
from the Circular Quay.
.
795. Would that be a relief to the streets to any extent! I suppose so.
'
796. There is. not much traffic in the streets about Woolloomooloo Bay, I suppose 1 Not so much traffic as
there is down here.
.797. To what part of the city is timber generally carried! Wherever it may be ordered;—to the buildings,
back wharves, and one place or another.
,
'
.798. Is it carried direct to the buildings being constructed, or is it taken to the timber-yards- first ? Some
.to the buildings, and some to the timber-yards.
,
799. I suppose the haulage is pretty easy from Woolloomooloo Bay ? It is easy from-Woolloomooloo Bay.
■800. What would be the difference of haulage, as far as a horse is concerned, from Woolloomooloo Bay, and
from some of the wharves at Darling Harbour, steep wharves i The difference would be from 7 cwt. to
half a. ton for a good horse.
;801. That is half a ton from Woolloomooloo Bay 1 I could take 30 cwt. from Woolloomooloo Bay ; a ton
would be quite sufficient from the other wharves, taking it from the drayman’s stand-point,- if he had a good
•horse and wanted to work him properly.
.
.
-802. Mr. O’Connor.] It would -be a very good horse that would take a ton or half a ton from some of them ?
We are supiposed to take that.
.
.
;803. What is the name of that wharf in. Lower Fort-street, near Cumberland-street, where the ’bus-stand
is ? Lamb and Parbury’s.
•
■
.
■804. What would two horses pull from there! That would depend.upon the class of horse.
-805. The best horses you have! Two tons.
- .■
.
806. Mr. Suttor.] Do the carters make any difference per ton for carrying from the different wharves, or
■is there a regular rate ! One regular rate. We have to take the good with the bad, that is, the majority
■.of us.
.
■’
'
'
Mr. William Henry Shortland sworn and examined :—■
■
807. Vice-Chairman.] Are you a member of the firm of Shortland and Sons,.carriers! Yes. - . ■
Mr. W. H.
808. Your business has been established for along time! For a very long time, about forty years, during Shortland.
which I have been connected with it for about twenty-one.
For four years' I served in Mr. Powell,
the Collector of Customs’ office, when I left school.
■
'
'
_ '
16 Nov., 1888.
-809. Do you know of the proposal to run a jetty out into Woolloomooloo Bay from Cowper Wharf 1 I do.
■810. Do you see any necessity for that at the present time ! Yes. I should say that, next to .the Circular
Quay, this is the best wharf we have in Sydney, and a most desirable wharf in which to put improvements.
It stands to reason that a good wharf like that has a superiority over what we call the back wharves,
because it is so easy to come off that wharf. There is no necessity for carriers to keep trace-horses; and be
put to the large expense they are now under in working the back wharves.
■
■
-811. In the interests of the carriers who have to take the goods from the ships, you think it would be
desirable to construct a wharf of the kind proposed for £27,000! I do ; because there is likely to be an
.increase of business. It would be a saving to carriers, and a relief to the traffic of those crowded back
wharves.
■
.
.
'
812. Would it cost the public less for the carriage of the goods ;—we were just told by Mr. M'Mahon that
you took one good thing with a bad ! That is so. We have a regular rate, as a rule ;. still there are such
.places as bonded stores, where the question of carriage concerns them greatly. If a ship is. unloaded, at the
Circular Quay they can afford to store goods in those bonds at a less rate than the owner of a bond at -one
of the back wharves, or far away ; so he, as a general rule, has a differential rate with his carrier. The
Circular Quay is, of course, always the cheapest rate.
.
...
813. To the public! Certainly to the public.
.
814. Mr. O’Connor.] You said that in the interests of the carriers you thought it would be well for the
Government to expend £27,000 on these wharfage improvements. Did you mean that it would be. expended
at their interest,, or did you mean this : That if you have to keep extra horses the charge, to the public is
•higher! Yes; it is to a certain extent.
' . '
.
,
,
.
815. Then in reality it is not, after all, in the interests of the carriers but in the interests.of the. public!
Certainly.
.
.
....
Captain John Yine Hall sworn and examined :—
816. Vice-Chairman.] You have been a captain of merchant vessels trading to this port! Yes.
(w
817. For how long! I was not trading here very long. I have been living here, practising as a surveyor, J. V.Hall.
for the last five years. I have made voyages to this port.
818. Are you commanding vessels now! No; I am practising as a marine surveyor here now.
16Nov., 1888.
819. You have seen the plan of the proposed wharfage accommodation at Woolloomooloo Bay;__it is
proposed to run out a jetty 700 feet in length and 100 feet wide there ! I see it now ; I have not’seen it
before.
.
820. Do you know Woolloomooloo Bay and Cowper Wharf! Yes; I know them well.
821. What is your opinion, having regard to the existing wharfage accommodation in Port Jackson, as to
the necessity for this work, which we are told will cost £27,000 ? I do not think that there is an absolute
necessity for it. At the present moment, and (say) for the last six months, there has been no pressure on
:
wharfage
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Cant. J. V. wharfage acconirnoclation at all; but I have known a time during the five years that I have been living
.Half.
here when Woolloomooloo Bay has been blocked up with London ships. That is several years ago. .
16 Nov'- 1888 821^. Was not that when they were bringing iron pipes for the Governments The ships I am speaking or
- V ,. 'V ' M were not discharging iron pipes j they were discharging general cargo; but that, of course, was an exception.
Speaking of the present moment, and of the last six months or more, there certainly is no absolute necessity
.
for the extension of the wharfage accommodation of Woolloomooloo Bay.
822. You know it is proposed to utilize the western side of the Circular Quay j there is to be a new wharf
there. 1 That is to be a mail-steamers’ wharf.
823. No; that is to be on the eastern side. On the western side, where the Manly boats go, and the
P. & 0. boats are now. It will be relieved by these boats being located on the eastern side. Having
regard to that fact do you think there is likely to be any necessity for this public work for some years 1
I could not honestly say I think there is now, or that there is likely to be in the immediate future
a pressing necessity for this work.
_
.
824.- Do you think, however, if there was any necessity for work of that kind, that Woolloomooloo Bay is a
.
good place to find additional wharfage accommodation 1 Undoubtedly.
_
825. What do you think of the practice of running out jetties such as that proposed l I think it is a
capital principle, but I would not run a wharf out blindfold into the middle of the bay like that. I should
take one shore or. the other, and measure my distance very carefully. For instance, looking at it very
roughly, without measuring it, I should say that that jetty should either go considerably to the eastward or
considerably to the westward. I would bring it so far to the eastward that there would be a space left of
about 180 to 200 feet, and then there would be room to make a jetty facing the shore on the eastern side.
I would leave room for another jetty on the western side by and by, because if it is necessary now, or within
the next few years, to build .this jetty, quite possibly in a few years more a second jetty will be Wanted.
826. You think it is a bad thing to locate it right in the centre 1 Undoubtedly. You are spoiling your
own space; you are -not making the best of your room. It ought to be very carefully measured tip, because
you would probably have big steamers alongside this jetty, and if you had another jetty there must be room
for another big steamer alongside it, with a collier alongside each. Two or three feet short in the width
would make ,all the difference in the world when you have big steamers to deal with.
827. Mr. Humphery.] Do you think it is possible that these proposed wharfage improvements will be
required within the next four or five years ; that the increasing traffic of the port will render it desirable
that they should be carried out? Well, it is a very difficult question to answer, unless one has studied the
statistics of the port, which I cannot say I have done. It is very easy to give a haphazard answer, but I
should not like to answer without having the statistics of the port before me. I spoke of Woolloomooloo
Bay just now being so crowded with London ships. I quite remember that time, and all the wharves were
pretty full then. There must have been some special increase of traffic for the time being. So far as I see,
without having any special knowledge in the matter, speaking merely from my own observation, there is no
■ • . •
pressing necessity for that wharf.
_
'
.
828. Do you think that the additional wharfage accommodation proposed would be constantly occupied 1
■ Well, judging from what they are doing at the Circular Quay, I should say yes; but I do not know
whether, if I were a private wharf-owner, I should care for that competition on the part of the Government.
•829. Do you think it would be remunerative work 1 Undoubtedly. I say again that I am only speaking
haphazard, because I do not know what the exact percentage would be; but I should say that the probability
is if you built that-wharf that you would have it constantly full of shipping. You would have all the large
outside steamers coming in there regularly, and probably have that wharf almost constantly full.
830. Vice-Chairman.] At the expense of others? Yes.
831. Mr. Humphery! I suppose you think it would be unhealthy competition with private owners ?
'
’
Decidedly.' If I were asked outside, the question of Government competition with private enterprise—
' whether it would be a good thing to improve the Bay in that way I should say yes.
..
832. Mr. Garrard.\ If it were your own property do you think there would be room to enter into compe
tition with others ? Certainly ; if it were my own property I would put the wharf down in a minute.
833. This proposal of yours is, as I understand it, to run a jetty out parallel with the shore? Before I
would make up my mind where the jetty should go I would measure up the space in the Bay carefully,
having it'in my mimlthat I might want to run two other jetties out at a subsequent time parallel to this
.
one. I should so build the first one as to give myself as much room as possible for the other.
834. What is the width of large vessels of 2,000 tons ? 48 feet—that is the outside.
835. It is not an unusual thing for a vessel lying alongside the wharf to have a collier alongside? You
'
niust have a-collier it:is almost necessary in every case, whether the vessel is a steamer or a sailing-ship.
836. So there would have to be room for two colliers, one for each vessel ? Yes ; you would want nearly
200 ;feet space; "
■837. Between-the two wharves, to allow an additional vessel berthing each side ? Exactly.
838. If there is not sufficient width across Woolloomooloo Bay to give you that, one jetty will be sufficient?
Quite so. Even then it would be just as well to place your jetty in such a way that when you ran the
other jetty'along the line of the shore you should not waste any .room—to give as much room on the other
side as possible.

Robert
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E. Hickion,
Robert Hickson, Esq., M.I.C.E., Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers, sworn and further
examined:—
M.I.C.E.
839. Vice-Chairman.] Do you produce a return prepared by yourself in reference to the increased cost of the
16NoVTl888.
proposed jetty in Woolloomooloo Bay if the width is increased ? Yes; it is as follows:—
Abstract

of Estimate for Wharfage Improvements, Woolloomooloo Bay.

Description of work.

Large jetty, 700' x 100', with wings ......
Widening Cowper Wharf ......................
Northern extension of Admiralty Wharf
Filling and forming roadway...................

Quantities.

SqrB.
730
39
218

Bates.

Total.

Amount,

£ s. a.
38 O O
45 O O
37 0 0

£
27,740
1,755
8,066
4,439

s.
O
0
0
0

d.
0
0
0
O

£

B.

£42,000 0

Large jetty, 700' x 130' ..
Widening Cowper Wharf,
Admiralty Wharf.............
Forming roads .............. !.

Large jetty, 700' x 150' .
Widening Cowper Wharf
Admiralty Wharf... ........
Forming roads ................

Cost, with jetty 130 feet wide.
910
38 0 0
39
45 0 O
218
37 0 0

.

Cost, with jetty 150 feet wide.
1,080
38 0 0
39
45 0 0
218
37 0 0

840. That is your estimate of the increased cost 1 Yes.
841. And you hand it in as such from the Department?

35,720
1,755
8,066
4,439

0
0
O
O

0
O
0
0

41,040
1,755
8,066
4,439

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Yes.

FRIDAY, 23 NOVEMBER, 1888.
frtsent:—

The Honorable JOHN LACKEY (Chairman).
The Hon. ''George Campbell
Jacob Garrard, Esq.
The Hon. William Henry Suttor.
Alexander Kethel, Esq.
The Hon. James Watson.
Sydney Smith, Esq,
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphery.
Thomas Michael Slattery, Esq.
Joseph Palmer Abbott, Esq.
John Rendell Street, Esq,
Henry Copeland, Esq.
Daniel O'Connor, Esq,
,
The Committee further considered the proposed improvements and additions to the wharfage
accommodation, Woolloomooloo Bay.
Captain William Robertson sworn and examined:—
842. Chavrman.~\ You are engaged in mercantile pursuits in Sydney ? I have been engaged as stevedore at Captain W.
the Circular Quay for fourteen or fifteen years.
Bobertson.
843. You have become acquainted with the trade carried on at the different wharves ? Yes.
844. And before you settled down here? I was trading to the port for about twenty years before I settled down. ^ ^or,> 1888.
It is twenty-two years since I first came to Sydney.
845. And had opportunities of knowing the accommodation provided at the various wharves ? Yes.
846. Where is your present place of business ? We have two places—one on each side of the'Circular Quay,
847. You carry on the wool trade 1 Wool dumping.
848. You are acquainted with Cowper Wharf at Wooloomooloo Bay ? Yes.
.
849. You have had an opportunity of observing it since the wharf was first built, I take it? Yes.
850. Is there a large trade at that wharf ? There is a good trade now, but with greater facilities I am sure
the trade would be greater.
.
851. What is the nature of the trade carried on there mainly—timber, or general merchandise ? General
merchandise. There are sailing ships and steamers come there with timber and all sorts of cargo.
'852. Thera is no wool sent from there ? Not yet.
853. There are no appliances ? No. I have no doubt eventually there will be.
t
854. Is it used specially for any particular branch of trade ? I do not think so. It is available for all
vessels.
.
855. Is it a fact that they have gone there in considerable numbers, from time to time, and been glad to
avail themselves of the facilities it afforded ? I think that ships, as a rule, if it were left in the hands of the
captain, would go to Woolloomooloo or the Circular Quay in preference to any other wharf in Sydney.
856. One reason, I take it, is that the haulage is easier ? Much easier.
857. You can get to and from it with greater facility ? I think the dray proprietors prefer drawing goods
from the Circular Quay or Woolloomooloo to any other wharves.
858. And that is a matter of considerable moment in working a wharf? Yes ; it facilitates the discharge
of the ship. The sooner the drays can get the cargo away the sooner the ship can get her cargo out.
859. Do you know anything of the depth of the water at Cowper Wharf ? No.
860. Are you aware of the nature of the proposed improvements ? I have only seen a rough outline of the
wharf. I think it would be a very good improvement if carried out.
861. Do you know the length of the proposed jetty ? No.
862. Are you aware of the width? I heard it was proposed to make it 150 feet.
863. It is only 100 feet? I think that is too narrow.
864.

'
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864. You think if the jetty were constructed it would be desirable to have means of access for drays down
the centre 1 I think it would facOitate the discharging of the ships’ cargo very materially.
23 Nov 1888
generally, from your knowledge of the trade of the harbour, you think it is desirable to have
.
' ’ these improvements made? There is no doubt of it.
' '
866. Of course you are aware that it is Government property now ? Yes.
•
.
867. Do you think if.it were private property it would be improved to the extent proposed in this project ?
I do not know that private enterprise would spend so much money.
868. Is it not the case that very extensive wharfage - accommodation has been provided in various parts of
the port by private enterprise ? No doubt of that; but I think the facilities are better at the Circular Quay
.
.
and Woolloomooloo Bay than any of them. .
869. As it is now with the improvements ? Yes.
870. Is it your opinion that as it is now it is sufficient to meet the requirements of the place ? No; not by
a long way. We got a berth yesterday for a ship that had been waiting fourteen days for one, and
another I know that cannot get a berth for a week. They must come to the Circular Quay, because the wool
is shipped there.
.
871. Mr. Abbott.] They are waiting for a particular berth? For any berth at the Circular Quay.
872. Mr. Copeland.] Can you suggest any better means of giving wharfage accommodation than this
particular jetty that it is proposed to extend into the harbour ? No ; I think that jetty would be the
greatest improvement that could be made, because it would make all the space available for other traffic and
still accommodate the large ships alongside the jetty.
•
873. Do you not think it would make it very awkward for berthing other vessels on account of the narrow
space between the foreshore and the jetty ;—suppose there were a vessel at each side, and a collier along
side each ? I do not think so, because it is almost like a dock. They move ships in the London docks in
much less space than they would have here. In the London docks the ships go through places where
there is barely breadth for them to pass.
• 874. Yes, but when they get into the dock there is generally a greater space than there would be here for them
to swing ? No; sometimes I have been pinching ships with handspikes to get them through a narrow passage.
Neither wind nor sea could reach the ship there; you could move her anywhere almost to a hair’s breadth.
875. You think that this jetty 700 feet long would be a real improvement to the facilities for shipping?
There is no doubt about it.
•
■
876. Mr. Kethel.] I understood you to say that there were several ships waiting to get a berth anywhere at
the Circular Quay just now ? There were two ; one I got a berth yesterday ; -the other I cannot get a berth
for a week.
•
877. Are there no berths anywhere else in the harbour ?■ That would not suit us.
878. What are the special reasons in favour of the Circular Quay in your case ;—why would not another
berth do ? Because it would cost so much more money to get towed there.
879. Is it not because your wool dumping machinery and warehouses are alongside the Quay? No doubt
about it.
.
880. Another reason I suppose is, that the ships berth alongside fore and aft the wharf, and they being
broadside offer greater facilities for unloading ? Yes.
. ■
'
881. That being the case that would not apply to the proposed jetty at Woolloomooloo ? I cannot see any
difference, if there is sufficient breadth on. each side of where the drays go down to land the goods.
882. Are you a,ware that the objection that many carriers have to the jetty system, of the private wharves
is that the jetty becomes lumbered with cargo, and there is great confusion in loading the goods ? I think
the fault arises from the jetties being too narrow. A jetty 50 feet wide, with two ships discharging, would
be blocked up in an hour.
•
.
883. That jetty is proposed to be 100 feet wide ? It ought to be half a hundred feet wider.
,
. ■ . 884. How long have you been connected with shipping matters in Sydney ? A little over fourteen years
. as a. stevedore.
• 885. - Did you take any part in the discussion that took place some years ago among commercial and nautical
circles when it was proposed to run a jetty like this out from the middle of Sydney Cove? No; but the
idea struck me the first morning that I landed in Sydney that it would be a grand idea. Since then my
opinion has altered, because it would be a pity to block the traffic.
886. Are you aware that the opinion of all the nautical men in the port was against the proposal ? No; as
I say, it struck me it would be a good idea, but since then I have altered my idea.
887. Mr. Garrard.] One or more jetties ? One jetty.
888. What made you alter your opinion 1 I think it would block the traffic ; there are so many harbour
steamers running.
889. Is there likely to be a large amount of harbour passenger traffic at Woolloomooloo Bay ? I think the
passenger traffic might be carried from Woolloomooloo Bay very successfully, because most of the travelling
public come from Paddington, Waverley, and those places, and it could go to Woolloomooloo Bay as well as
to the Circular Quay.
890. Do you not think the Circular Quay will always have the preference for harbour traffic ? I daresay
now the tram comes that way it will induce the traffic that way.
'
891. And there is less likelihood of Woolloomooloo Bay being availed of for passenger traffic ? I could not
say what will take place ten years hence.
.
892. Mr. Kethel.] If the proposed jetty and other improvements were made at Woolloomooloo Bay, would
you be'prepared to berth your ships there, and take your wool to them when you could not get a berth at
.the Circular Quay, in preference to any other part -of the harbour ? We would take it anywhere. •
893.'- Supposing that the Government expended this money, do you think it likely that you and the gentlemen
connected with you in the exportation of wool would put up machinery there and deliver wool at the wharf, or
take your wool round'th'ere in any way in preference to any other part of the harbour ? My idea is that it
will come to that.' WgSwill have to put machinery up there before many years ; but we can take it down
now to Bradley’s Head, and we could take it round to Woolloomooloo Bay.
.
8'9’4.ii Do-you use-your machinery in Windmill-street? We had machinery there, but we left that place
many years ago.
.
895. Is the operation of wool dumping proceeded with there still ? At the Central Wharf it is. ' We had
plant at Dalton’s Wharf, but when he bought that wharf we had to leave..
896.,^
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896. Have you had ships to load or unload at Woolloomooloo Wharf1? I have unloaded several ships- at - Captain W. .
Woolloomooloo.
- .
•
Bobertson.'
897. What class of goods? General cargo from London. The San Francisco mail steamers too; we took'9oC^''iRR«.
a portion of the Zealandia’s cargo in at Woolloomooloo Wharf.
'
' '
~
■ ov'-’;- :
898. What is the reason you took her away from her usual berth ? Those were all taken up.
899. Is it not a fact that they had a contract with the A. S. N. Co. to occupy that long jetty?. T am not.
aware of it, but all the jetties there are occupied at the present time.
'
•
900. Mr. Street.'] Do you consider that the scarcity of wharfage accommodation' in Sydney harbour at the"
present time justifies so-large an expenditure as the erection of this jetty would- involve? - I think so. I
think, any improvement the Government carry out in wharfage accommodation for vessels would repay
them better than any works the -Government, have.
’
■
.
901. You think there is a scarcity of wharfage accommodation? In the height of the wool season there isalways a scarcity. I have known ships three deep at the Circular Quay.
.
902. Do you think if this jetty were constructed there the wool would be lightered round or carted round?
I have no doubt of it. Any vessel that cannot get wharfage accommodation moors out at Neutral Bay,,
and I have lightered over there. It does not matter where we take, it to.
'
903." I suppose it is the busiest season of the year just now? Yes, from November till February.
904. How many ships have you had a difficulty in berthing during this season ? There is a- difficulty in -.
berthing. There is not sufficient accommodation at the Circular Quay for the number of ships. The. wool '
is increasing year by year, and a greater number of ' ships are employed.
905. Suppose this jetty were erected at Woolloomooloo Bay, that would not help the wool traffic ? Ships1
could discharge there, and come round to the Quay to load. There is not accommodation for both- inward •
and outward ships.
...
.
906. Do you know that more accommodation is being provided at the Circular Quay on the west side;—'
suppose you were told that two berths were to be provided on the west side for sea-gbing ships, instead of
giving that part up to passenger steamers to Manly and other places ? It would be a great help no doubt. ‘
907. Do you not think that, extra accommodation would be sufficient to provide for the shipping for some
time to come ? I do not think so. I do not think that two years hence it will be half enough.
'
908. Do you think the wool will increase so much as to require so much additional accommodation ? I
fancy the increase this year will be 100,000 bales. '
'
'
.
909. What about next year after the drought ? It may be less, but a good season will bring it up again.
910. Generally is there any great difficulty in getting berth accommodation ? In the wool season.
'
'
911. The whole year round ? In winter there is no difficulty, in summer there is.
'
912. You have only had difficulty with one ship this year? Two, within the last fortnight.
913. Mr. Abbott.] Do you think the Government can make their work as productive as private individuals
can? I am pretty sure that any outlay on extra wharfage accommodation would pay the Governnient'25 '
per cent.
■
.
914. They are in just as good a position to make returns from that outlay as private individuals?' Yes; I am
sure of it.
■
■
■ '
'
915. You spoke about warehouses;—will you tell me the rent of warehouses about the Circular Quay ? We-’
pay for rent and the use of the plant at the Blackwall Stores £1,650 a year, independent of taxes.
916. You have recently leased from the Government some property that was the A. S. N. Co.’s, on the
opposite, side of the wharf,—what rent do you pay ? We pay £100 for the six months we use it.
’■
917. Have you as much accommodation in those stores as you have the other side? Nothing near it; this
.
is only a very narrow shed.
■
..... 918. Is it the big store, or the shed? Just a galvanized store, only about 28 feet wide and 264 feet-long.'
919. Have you any idea of the cost of construction? No; but it is only a galvanized shed; it cannot
'
~
have been very expensive.
'
'
920. What is the comparative size of the stores,—those you lease for £1,600 and those you lease for £100 ? • .
It would hold less than half the Blackwall Stores would hold ; and then we have the use of the machinery 1
■
there—six large wool-presses, engines, and wool-trucks.
The Government gets about £4,000 a year • ■
wharfage for the wool that comes through that place.
' .
921. They would get that anyway ? Not if we left the Circular Quay.
'
-- - A
9-22. Someone else would go there if you left it?------- ^
' •
' '
'
923. Chairman.] From your observation, .do you think the commerce of this port is increasing ? Yes,--very ;
rapidly.
'■
:
924. Has it suffered any impediment or shock from the present protracted drought ? It has hardly had''
time.to be felt yet.
■
■
■
• •
'
925. There is no large grain trade carried on at the Circular Quay ? No ; ■ there never, has been. Any grain .
I have had the handling of has generally come from Yictoria. ■ I have never handled any grain to be landed '
here.
' :
926. Are there large quantities of grain from New Zealand ? Not lately. Most of the grain I have-had todo with has come from Yictoria.
'
927. Do they not import oats and barley somewhat-largely ? Yes ; but that does not come to the Circular
Quay, as a rule.
•
'
■
928. Mr. Watson], You are referring to what passes through your own hands ? Yes. I have -heard of some
lots of New Zealand oats being.landed here, but only now and again—not as a rule.
.

'
Captain John Jackson, Manager of Public Wharves, sworn and further examined :—
.
929. Chairman.] What is your appellation ? Manager of Public Wharves.
'
.' Captain J.
930. That includes the whole of the Government wharves, I take it? Yes.
'
’ Jackson-.
931. And necessarily, of course, the Woolloomooloo Bay Wharf—Cowper Wharfl1-;. Yes.
9,32. There has been a return prepared of the receipts for Cowper'Wharf;—was'tliat return prepared, by: 23 Nov., 1888.
your Department ? Yes.
,
,
■ ■ ■• '
933. I see by that the receipts for some years have amounted to a considerable sum—upwards of '£4,000 ?'■ '
Yes,; but I produce an amended return.
[Vide Appendix B.]
934.

,»
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Captain-?' 934. Dp you give this in as evidence ? Yes.

.

.

'

'

•

■

'

3. Jackson. 935 Then the highest sum received in one year for wharfage rates, in 1886, amounted to £5,181 4s. ltd. 1'

28 Ndv.j 1888.936. Last year to £3,8111

Yes.
937. This year, up to October 31, for ten months of the year only, it has amounted to £2,807 6s. lid. 1 Yes.
938. Is the accommodation at Cowper Wharf usually largely availed of for purposes of commerce 1 Yes,
very much. Of course there is a large number of coasting vessels ; there is only one proper berth for large
ships.
939. Is that generally occupied? Well, not at all times ; there is a large steamer expected there to-morrow,
and the Zealandia left the day before yesterday, so that there has only been two or three days between.
940. Would the accommodation for such large ships be considerably improved if the proposed jetty were
constructed ? I have not the slightest doubt about it.
941. It has been stated by some witnesses here that the jetty ought to be much wider than it is to admit of
vehicular traffic, the traffic of drays down the centre ? I quite agree with that.
942. You think it would be an improvement ? As it is at present it is 700 x 100 feet; it is actually of
very little use without a space for vehicular traffic in the centre.
943. You think it would be a matter of much greater convenience, and give greater facilities for the
carrying on of the traffic of the wharf ? Far greater.
9.44. What is about the width that would admit of that—130, or 150 feet? I should suggest 150.
945. Do you think that the extra width would interfere with the navigation of the bay in any way ? I
think not.
r
946. Not in any perceptible way ? I think not.
947. As far as your observation of the trade of that part of the port is concerned, you think it is desirable
that the improvements should be carried out ? I do.
948. You.have no hesitation in recommending it? No hesitation whatever.
949. Mr. Humphery.] What is the annual expenditure? £487.
950. Does that statement show the expenditure ? No ; there is only a salary that is expended.
951. Then the evidence you gave upon a former occasion as to the annual expenditure would be correct ?
Yes.
.
'
"
952.. You still think that this jetty would give accommodation to six vessels ? I do.
953. And have you altered your opinion as to the probable income for each berth ? No ; I have no reason
to alter my opinion upon that.
954. You still think that there will be £1,000 a-year obtained for each berth in addition to the present
income ? I think so.
955. Mr. Garrard.] Do you think that there will be sufficient trade for this jetty in Woolloomooloo Bay,
considering the increased wharfage accommodation you have at Darling Harbour on the Pyrmont side ?
I do not think that large ships will go to Darling Harbour. I think it will be more for railway traffic.
956. Do you not think that there will be a large amount of exports for foreign countries brought down by
the railways? Yes, but not shipped from Darling Harbour wharves.
.
957. You think that the wharves at Pyrmont will be confined more to the intercolonial trade ? I think so.

.
William Robeson Benson, Esq., Manager of the Wharf Association, sworn and examined
W-R.Benson,^8- Chairman.] You are chairman of the Wharf Association? I am not the chairman; I am the
Esq.
manager. :
.
959. In connection with the duties of your office you have become aware, to a large extent, of the commerce
28 Nov., 1888,of this port generally ? Certainly.
960. And the extent to which that commerce is carried on at the various wharves of the port? Yes:
961. Amongst other wharves you are aware of the existence of Cowper Wharf, Woolloomooloo Bay ?
Yes.
962. Do you know anything about the proposed improvements there? No; I have not seen the plan of
them.
963. There is a plan before you. You see from that plan that it is proposed to erect a new jetty ? Yes.
964. Are you aware it is proposed that that jetty should be 700 feet long? Yos; so far as I have been
informed, and having seen the plan.
965. And, a width of 100 feet ? Yes.
.
966. I suppose you have had practical knowledge of the working of the various wharves in the port ? For
the last seventeen or eighteen years.
’
967., Do you think that these dimensions are good ones for the construction of a jetty of the character pro
posed ? My practical knowledge would tell me no, not at all.
.
968. What would be the nature of your principal objections to it ? Am I called upon to give an opinion in
regard to it ?
969. You are simply asked for information;—we want to get information with reference to the propriety
of carrying out certain improvements, and we heard that you were desirous and capable of giving us useful
information? In the first place the jetty is too narrow. It is impossible to discharge at the same time
two or three ships on each side of a jetty so narrow, unless you had trucks on the wharf to remove goods
as soon as they came out of the ships. Then you might work it, but otherwise there would be great
inconvenience.
970. What would you think would be a sufficient width—150, or 200 feet? 200 feet. The wider of
course, the better. '
971. In that case do you think it would affect the traffic in that part of the harbour in any way? Any
jetty extended 700. feet out into a narrow place like Woolloomooloo Bay, I think, could not but affect the
traffic.
.
.
.
•
972. Is it your opinion that there is sufficient wharf accommodation in Sydney at the present time for the
commerce of the port? It is far in excess of the requirements. To illustrate that, I may say that there
ftre about.fifty berths now, open to navigation, excluding the China Navigation, E. & A., P. & O., Orient,
•
:
.
and
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and Messageries steamers’ wharves. Each wharf is capable of berthing a ship and a half, or 75 a month, W.E.Bensoh,
which would be 900 a year. The average number of arrivals in the port is about 230, so that therefore
_
shows that only one-fourth of the present accommodation is required for the shipping arriving in the port 23^^1883
during the twelve months. Besides this, there are large wharves being constructed by the Government at -; °T'’
*
Pyrmont, now almost completed,, which, when completed, will berth at least three ships, and on the site of
the old A. S. IST. Company’s property at Pyrmont there are wharves being constructed for six more ships.
Then again there are the wharves leased by private individuals, who are under obligations by the terms of
their leases to increase their accommodation, so that within the next twelve months you will have wharfage
accommodation in this port for 1,200 ships, whereas the number of arrivals per annum is only 230.
•973. Is it your opinion that the commerce of the port is increasing? It is increasing; but the.wharfage
accommodation is increasing in a greater ratio.
"
.
974. Is there any special demand in the trade Tor accommodation at certain wharves because of there being
facilities of access to those wharves, or a better position? Not that I am aware of.
975. Supposing that the wharves which you speak of to the west of Darling Harbour, now being con
structed, were completed, would they answer the purposes of wool-shipping with equal facility to those'
already in use? Well, the trade of the harbour is located on this side of the water, and it would take some
great inducement to disturb it.
.
976. Is it the case that the access to the wharves being hilly or otherwise influence? their trade to a large
extent ? The access to most of the wharves under my management is pretty fair. I have had no complaints
in that direction.
.
977. Would carriers taking produce to the wharves and merchandise away charge any more per ton for
removing it from Darling Harbour wharves than for removing it from the Circular Quay ? Not that I am
aware of.
,
978. I suppose that there are special rates of charges for the removal of goods ? I think most of the
carriers have one all-round rate to remove goods from any wharf. Many of them are under a contract on
that plan.
.
.
979. You are a manager of the Wharf Association—is it a private company? It is an association of
private wharf-owners.
.
980. Are there any recognised rates of wharfage at the different wharves throughout the port ? The
wharfage rates are fixed by Act of Parliament. At all the wharves under my management the Government
rate, the schedule rate, is exacted.
•.
981. There is a Government rate then ? Yes.
.•
982. Does that apply equally to Government wharves and private wharves ? Exactly, as far as I know..
983. Then the competition between the Wharf Association and the Government wharves would be to get .
the most custom, the most ships at the various wharves ? There is no rebate existing, as far as I know,
between the Association of wharf-owners and the Government; so there is no competition in that respect.
984. There has been a rebate ? There was a rebate up to the end of June last. I believe rebates were
given on both sides.
.
985. I suppose that was found injurious to both interests ? That was the reason of'the formation of our
Association—to work in unison with the Government to abolish the rebate system.
986. And has the intention under which the Association was formed been carried out and observed ? Yes,
strictly.
.
'
987. In all cases ? Yes, as far as the Wharf Association is concerned.
9b8. And so far as the Government are concerned ? So far as I am aware the Government have adhered
to the letter of the law in that respect.
’
989. Mr. Garrard.] Does your estimate of the number of ships per annum include intercolonial ships?'
No ; they are all provided for.
•
990. And did your statement exclude the intercolonial ships’ wharves ? Yes.
The statement I made was
'
irrespective of the intercolonial trade, which is provided for. They generally have one part of the harbour,
with smaller wharves than those under my control.
'
991. Irrespective of the intercolonial trade, which has its own wharves? Irrespective of the intercolonial
trade, the China Navigation Co., the E. & A., the P. & O., the Orient, and Messageries Companies’ wharves,
the average number of vessels arriving is 230, excepting timber ships, which are generally provided
for by the timber merchants at their own yards.
992. What about sailing ships ? I include sailing vessels carrying general cargo, and steamers except the
lines I have mentioned.
'
993. I understand that you think that the improvements at Woolloomooloo Bay are not required ?
Certainly not.
'
'
994. Do you think that the improvements being carried out at Pyrmont, and by a private firm, at the old
A.S.N. Company’s site are not required ? Well, outside the Pyrmont works and the' Government works at
Pyrmont, you have accommodation for 900 ships at the present moment, and 230 is the average number of
arrivals'; so that, therefore, we have accommodation about four times in excess of that required.
995. I suppose that the proprietors of the old A.S.N. Company’s works would not have spent money there
without having a reasonable chance of recouping themselves ? They might have some motives in view, but
private enterprise is sometimes astray as well as Government enterprise.
•
996. What motive could they have ? Well, I did not divine their motives.
997. Do you think any proposition has been made to the Government to take it over? No; I am not
aware of it.
998. Mr. Street.'] How many wharves are included in the Association you represent ? Twenty-nine berths.
999. Are they always occupied ? No.
1000. How many ships could you berth in the year ? About 500 over-sea vessels ; being 270 in excess of
the average number of arrivals.
.
.
1001. Do you know how many you have berthed this year already ? No ; I could not tell you. •
1002. You could berth a very much larger number than you do ? I think we could accommodate all the trade
of the port, excepting of course, the mail lines of steamers, which I have mentioned before.
'
1003. That is all the ships with general cargoes arriving in this harbour from foreign ports ? Yes.
1004. Mr. Suttor.'] Is any season more busy than another ? Yes; this is about the busiest time of the year.
1005. How many months does that extend through ? About four months in the year.
1006.
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Benson, 1006. And how do .you.find the private wharves occupied at that time 1 Just now I have very few ships
alongside.
.
.
'
1007. Could you give us any information in the shape of a return of the number of ships berthed at private
wharves within the last two years 1 I could furnish you with such a return, and I should be happy to send
it in to the Committee. [Vide Appendix C.]
1008. Stating the berthing accommodation and the actual berths occupied V Yes.
.
1009. Mr. Copeland.] I suppose that when these new wharves, which are being constructed at Pyrmont,
are completed, they must reduce the necessity for building this increased accommodation at Woolloomooloo ?
Exactly so, because there will be more berths then, and fewer ships to occupy them in proportion.
1010. I suppose it is just possible that if increased accommodation had been given at Woolloomooloo Bay,
it might have been the means of preventing these people from building new wharves on their own account 1
No; because they are already commenced, and many of them nearly completed.
■iOll. But if this increased accommodation had been gone on with previously by the Government that might
have been the means of preventing these private persons from expending their capital 1 I cannot say.
1012. You said that the intercolonial vessels were already provided for;—do not a large number of
intercolonial vessels discharge at Woolloomooloo 1 Not that I am aware of. There may be one occasionally,
but the number is very small; in fact I do not know whether during the last two years there has been one
there—they discharge principally .ballast, coal, and .timber. I think, in the last three years, there have
been eight over-sea vessels there each year.
10131; Allowing for the increase in the intercolonial trade, do you think there' is sufficient accommodation
for these vessels for many years to come ? . Yes ; .1 should imagine so.
.
‘
1014. At the present time the wharves where the intercolonial vessels discharge are not fully occupied?
No, I do not think so. I do not think the wharves in Sydney harbour are ever all occupied, or ever have
been.
....
.
.
.
.
. .
.
'
,‘
1015. I am directing your attention now principally to the intercolonial vessels;—you said that they are
provided for ? Yes; in this way : the intercolonial trade is now being principally done by steamers, arid
.therefore the steamboat companies have, their own. wharves for the reception of the cargoes of their steamers:
1016. You think that there is plenty of accommodation at the present‘time—even in the busiest seasori?
Yes; in fact I may say that the wharves are. never full—not the whole of them.
. ’•
1017. Not even in the busiest season of the year ? No.
'
1018. Would it be requiring too much to ask for information as to what returns these private wharves are
giving to their owners ;—I suppose you could hardly be possessed of that information ? If you take the
capital value of .the wharves, they have given a very small return; I should say about 3 per cent., irrespective
of returns from Stores, Bonds, &c.
1019. That is 3 per cent, clear of the working expenses? Yes. I have never worked the question out in
figures; I can only say approximately.
.
102Q. Is it possible for you to furnish the Committee with that information accurately, with a view to
guiding them to decide whether these improvements would be likely to be remunerative to the Government ?
I shall think over it,, and if I can give you the information I will.
1021. Mr. Humplbery.] Can you say if Cowper Wharf has much increased in favour of late years? I do not
think it has, taking the number of vessels that have been berthed there during the last two or three years.
Out of the eight ships berthed there each year during that time six or seven were laden with pipes con
signed to the Government. The average number of ships going there would be eight per annum. .
1022. Is it a fact that a preference is given to Cowper Wharf, next to the Circular Quay, over any of the
other private wharves? Well, I should imagine that no ship-owner would go there in preference to some
of the private wharves.
.
.
1023'. Mr. Copeland.] You said just now that you did not think the business had increased very much
at Cowper Wharf during the last few years? No.
1024. We have a return here showing that the revenue from Cowper Wharf in 1880 was only £514, the
year before that it was only £314,whereas in 1886 it had increased to £5,181, and for ten months of the
present year it has been £2,807, which would be at the rate of £3,100 per annum ? Of course when the
busy season is over, the revenue will fall off greatly.
1025. You see that the revenue has increased approximately about six times since 1880 ? The rates have
probably increased there during the same period.
Perhaps there are rents derived from stores and other
buildings.
1026. This revenue is exclusively from berths ? I am speaking of deep-sea vessels, not of intercolonial vessels.
1027. This includes all vessels ? I was speaking only of deep-sea vessels.
1028. Chairman.] What number of vessels did you say had berthed there during the last three years? On
aii average eight, that is including, of course, the pipe-laden ships consigned to the Government.
1029. We have it here, in a published return, that the number of vessels altogether in 1886 was 521 ? Yes .;
but that is taking the small coasters and steam launches.
1030: There are 24 over-sea vessels, and 497 coasters? That includes timber ships. My figures do not
include timber ships.
1031. Why do you omit timber-ships ? I take no notice of them because I regard them as being
specially provided for. As a rule they generally go to the yards of timber merchants who have water
frontages.
, 1032. It is the case that timber-ships very frequently come to this wharf in preference to others? Possibly
some years they went there, because whereas rent was charged on timber lying on a private wharf the
timber was allowed to lie at Cowper Wharf without charge.
.
1033. Mr. Copeland.] Do you know whether the practice is amended now in that direction, whether they
are compelled to clear the cargo away ? There are so few ships go to private wharves, or to the Govern
ment wharves ; they generally berth at the timber merchants ; but I have not paid any attention to the
matter.
1034. It is your opinion, from the position and site of the wharf, that it is deserving of being provided with
fair accommodation for shipping and commerce ? In the face of the fact that the wharfage accommodation
is largely in excess of the requirements I cannot see the utility of doing so.
’
1035. Do you think that if the wharf belonged to the company you are connected with they would improve
it to the greatest extent for the purpose of giving facilities to the shipping public ? I am certain they
would not.
•
.
1036.
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1036. Suppose the wharf belonged'to a company outside yours 1 ■ Well, in view of there being so many W R.Bensotoj
Esq.
■
wharves there must of course be competition, and therefore the revenue must tumble down perhaps 50 to 75
per cent.
'23 Nov.-, £868.'
1037. Do you think that the trade of this port is increasing 1 Yes.
•
• •
1038. Largely increasing? Yes.
■
1039. Do you think it is likely to go on increasing ? That is a question I cannot answer.
•
1040. You have not made up your mind.on that point? No.
....
1041. It is the case that the population isdncreasing, and as the population increases does not trade necessarily
increase;—I suppose that there are greater numbers that have to be fed and clothed? Yes; but thequestion is whether we should not produce many things ourselves that are now imported.
. ■
. y
1042. On the whole you think that the wharfage accommodation of the port is sufficient for all present.
requirements ? More than sufficient for many years to come, as far as my knowledge serves me to answer
the question.
.
.
.
,
Alfred Lamb, Esq., merchant and wharf-owner, sworn and examined :—
'
1043'. Chairman.] You have given evidence before 1 think on matters conn'ected with wharfage accommoda-'A if
Lamb,
tion?- Yes.
•
•®8<b .
1044. And you have had a considerable amount of experience in the management of and in the dealing
with wharves in the city of Sydney ? Yes, I have been connected with them pretty well all iny life. "
23 Nov., 1888.
1045. And you are still engaged in the same occupation ? Yes'.
"
.
.
.
1046. What is the name of the wharf where you carry on your business?. The Central Wharf.. _ . .
i
1047. I suppose you are pretty well acquainted with most of the wharves round the port? Yes, I think’
I know pretty well all of them..
.
.
.
. .
.
:
,
_
I
1048. Is it a fact that there are new and large wharves being constructed,—at Pyrmont especially? Y'e's.
1049; Anywhere else.? And the Government wharf on both sides of the Pyrmont Bridge.
1050. One of these wharves is being constructed by private enterprise? Yes.
..
.
.
■
1051. .What is the name of that wharf ? I think it is generally known as the Pyrm'oht Wharf, th'e late
’
A... S: N. Company’s works.
.
• .
.
.
....
1052. A large amount of capital is being expended there ? A considerable, amount; I believe; . .
.
.
1053. Can yoii form an approximate idea of the amount of the capital that is being expended there how ?
I, believe already some £150,000 has been spent in. purchasing and improving that property;
;
1054. It belongs to a private company, I take it ? Yes,
......................i.i. ... i1055. Do you think that they have good ground for the large improvements that they are undertaking ?
I think it is doubtful.
....
1056. Is it your opinion that the trade of the port is increasing largely ? No doubt there is a fair increase;.
1057. An ordinary increase ? Yes.
.
'
...
1058. Notwithstanding the dearth in trade, and the bad times, and the drought that we have suffered from ?
There is a fair increase in shipping, and I should think a fair increase in the trade of the .port.
;
1059. The population of the community is increasing too from immigration and other sources ? I 'suppose tha£
causes increased trade to some extent.—it is bound to do so.
. .
' . '. '•
1060., Is the export trade largely increasing ? Yes, the exports are largely increasing;
.
• .. •
1061. In various products—mineral, pastoral; and others ? In all products.
'
...
■
'
1,062.- A great deal of .coal is sent away from this port, amongst other things, is there not ? Yes.
'
1063. But more from Newcastle ? Yes.
.
'
■
" '
_ ,
■
1064. Large quantifies 'of wool too ?' The Customs statistics published every thre'e month's show that;
'
1065. And tallow;—there is not any large increase in the grain export? That varies more th'an anything
else, from the seasons we have ; but still there is no foreign export of grain from this country yet.
.
10.66. Is there a large import ? Yes; an intercolonial import.
'
............ 1067. Mostly from New Zealand, South Australia, and Yictoria? Yes ; but those are matters so generally
stated by Customs statistics that one can hardly follow them without following the Statistics.
.. . ' '
1068. On the whole is it your opinion that the wharfage accommodation is keeping pace with the trade
generally, with the commerce of the port ? I am satisfied that wharfage accommodation is ahead of th'e require1’
niehts at the present time.
, ' '
•
1069.. You are aware of the proposed improvements at Woolloomooloo Bay and Cowper Wharf ? Yfes '; I
see them on the plan here.
.
'
...........................
'
.
,
1070. Dq you think they are desirable? Tdo not think they are desirable because there is,no necessity for
them. This proposal to put out a large jetty not only interferes very much with the traffic of Woolloomboloq
Bay, but increases the wharfage accommodation to an, extent that; as I said before, is hot required; ’Of
course the-evidence that has been already given is public property, and it is there shown by the pe’opl'e mds’iS
conversant.with this question that the wharfage accommodation is ample, and a go.od deal,ahead of present
requirements.. ' The most practical man who gave evidence to that effect was Captain Pettit; the harbour
master, who berths all the vessels, and he said that he had never known a vessel to be delayed for a berth,
and the opinions of those who have been closely connected with wharfage matters coincide with iny
experience. The improvement to this jetty by Government expenditure is simply Government taking up’oh
itself an extension into the harbour to. an extent that private enterprise is always, prepared to do; But is'
limited from doing. Then when private proprietors do make these extensions they are taxed with a heavy
rental, and have to make their revenue in competition with public wharves and the public, expenditure!
The Grov'ernment building out a wharf such as this taxes itself with no such expenditure. .If a private man
were to build out a wharf like that the Government would charge him from £700 to £'800 per ahnh’rh;'
We are paying in that proportion for what we already have, and if we found'the demand for wharfage’ waS
so great, I am certain every private wharf owner would be prepared to make any reasonable'extension to
provide accommodation. But the necessity has not arisen. From the number of vessels entering the port,'
and the berths available, it has been shown conclusively from the figures and evidence before the Committee
that the berths are far in excess of the requirements of ships.
.
.
.
.
. . . • .
1071. Have you known it to be the case that wool ships have been delayed waiting for particular berths ;—
we have it in evidence that it is so ? For about two months in the year,, in the height of the season, a ship
may be delayed for a particular berth; but it is absurd to say that there was necessity for a ship .being
delayed for a berth for any purpose
'
■
.1072.

-p
S6'r

>■•
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'^iifroa La'tnt; 1072. Viewing this prospectively, how long do you think that the present accommodation will be sufficient
Eaq.~for the port, supposing the trade to go on increasing at the same ratio that it has done within the last three
'23Nov^T§88 ■or ^our yeal'S ^ Well, that is hard to say ; but I think that for the next ten years the accommodation
‘
’’
' would be sufficient, with what we know is actually going to be done, with the improvements at Circular
Quay and this Pyrmont scheme, and the other public wharves that are being made. This property being
Government property I take it that it is always there available, and a wharf coukl.be built out in ten or
'
twelve months. • Therefore there cannot be any necessity for the Government building a wharf five or ten
years before it is needed. Then, again, when this public expenditure is made, should it be made, the
accommodation then, I say, being far ahead of the requirements, you come into the question of the revenue
from these wharves being considerably reduced, because the competition to secure the shipping from the.
different wharves must necessarily reduce the revenue.
1073. Under the present circumstances, if Cowper AVharf were your property, would you improve it to the
extent proposed 1 Well, I- would prefer to sell it to somebody else, and let him do it.
.
1074. You know the nature of the improvements! I see it from this plan.
1075. Do you think they would be desirable improvements, supposing it were decided to improve the
.
. , accommodation;—do you think that would be the character of accommodation that would bo necessary.or
*
’ ‘ desirable? No; I think it would be very undesirable to block up the harbour with so long a jetty.
. .
1076. Do you know the width of the jetty ? It is 100 feet on this plan, but I have-heard it mentioned that
it might be 150 feet.
'
1077. Do you think that 100 feet would be wide enough for the purpose of carrying on the commerce of a
place like that, where ships would be berthed, to facilitate the loading and unloading of vessels without un
necessary delay;—do you think it is desirable to have vehicular traffic down the centre 1 Vehicular traffic
would have to go down the centre.
'
1078. Do you think that width would admit of it? You could do it; but the" wider you made it the bettor.
1079. Could you carry vehicular traffic down a width of 100 feet? Oh, you could do it.
1080. It would give you a very limited space? The wider it could be the more convenient. But lam
speaking more on the main question whether there is a necessity for an expenditure of this sort for wharf
age purposes. I think the more the wharfage can be consolidated into one part, instead of distributing it, the
more convenient it is. This wharf I look upon, and I think most people are of the same opinion, as adapted
for the timber, produce, coal, and metal trade, for the eastern parts of the city. It is very suitable for that,
and not really required for big shipping purposes at all.
1081. You think the accommodation will be sufficient for those purposes withoutthe improvements? Certainly.
1082. Mr. Copeland] This expensive wharf that is being built at Pyrmont—I suppose a number of gentle
men have formed themselves into a company or syndicate to carry out those works ? Yes.
1083. I suppose they have gone into this business purely as a matter of speculation ? Just so.
1084. And they expect to be remunerated for their expenditure ? Yes.
1085. Do you not think that as trade increases there will always be found other persons ready to go into
. similar speculations, so as to get the wharfage accommodation up to the necessity of the times ? I think
you will always find private enterprise ready to do what is necessary.
1086. You think it has done hitherto what was necessary ? Undoubtedly it has.
•
1087. Do you think these proprietors of this new wharf anticipate realizing payable results from their
speculation ? I presume they do, or they would have been very foolish to go into it. Whether they will is
another question.
.
'
1088. Seeing that they have to pay rent that the Government would not have to pay for this accommodation
at Woolloomooloo, is it not reasonably to be supposed that the Government would also be able to obtain
remunerative returns for their expenditure ? Whatever may be the returns if the supply is far in excess of
the demand there must be severe competition, and those returns will naturally be considerably lessened.
1089. Speaking as an Australian, as a private individual, outside of your being a wharfinger, would you not
consider it the duty of the Government, where they have a fine property like that, to put it to the best, ad
vantage and make it reproductive ? As a citizen I think the Government have no right to spend the public
money in building what is not required. They receive certain rents from private individuals who have done
a great deal for the wharfage of the Colony, and there is undue competition brought on by the action of the
Government in spending public money, if they continue to do so and increase the supply above the
demand.
•
1090. But if we have a number of people who are always prepared to avail themselves of every opportunity
for buildihg a new wharf, the Government would never have any opportunity of making use of its facilties
for giving wharfage accommodation ;—if the Government always allowed private individuals to make pro
vision- for these necessities, we should never have an opportunity of using that fine water frontage and
putting it to. its best use ? But it is not necessarily the function of the Government to provide wharfage
for individuals.
1091. But considering the fact that the Government stands possessed of that foreshore, with all the capabili
ties of making good wharfage accommodation, would you think it desirable for the Government to allow
their property to stand neglected and unoccupied, while private individuals were allowed to scoop the pool ?
But the pool becomes so very much reduced by the very action of spending the money to increase the
accommodation.
1092. Do you not think the Government ought to come in and get their share, so. as to obtain a more reason^ able return for what they stand possessed of ? If they are a business Government, and going to enter into
every class of business and competition, I suppose there is nothing to be said about it; the public must'sub
mit to see the .public money put into what may be a very questionable investment.
.
1093. But assuming that view of the question to be a sound one,—seeing that the Government are actually
in possession of that valuable property, do you think they should allow it to remain unutilized, simply to
allow private whai’fingers to get all the business into their own hands? I say the Government have no
right to spend the public money in providing what is unnecessary, or to an extent that is unnecessary.
1094. You think the Government should not construct railways because they would be competing with
bullock drivers and other carriers? That is a very different question; the railways were things that
private enterprise could not have undertaken in this country. Had the Government not taken the job in
hand we should never have had them. Wharves are in a very different position ; private people gave the
wharfage accommodation long before the Government did.
1095.
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1095. The private people also'gave carriage on the land, and in other countries private enterprise has Al^ed
carried out the railways ;—would you go a step farther, and say that the Government ought to allow the
'
Circular Quay to remain unused from fear of competing with private enterprise? It is not lying unoccupied'23^^1888' ■
Or unused ; it is sure to be used so far as the demand will enable it to be used.
. 1
. ■
,
'
*'
1096. Remember, the question here is not of the Government resuming land for the purpose of competing
with private individuals; they have the foreshore, and the question is whether they would be justified in
failing to use it? I do not think the Government would be justified in building that improvement, as it.is
presented here, in the public interest.
.
•
■
1097. Mr. Garrard.~\ You complained just now of the Crown preventing private wharfingers extending
their wharves .to meet the requirements of trade? In many instances. I referred the last time I was here
to am instance where a wharf was extended to an extraordinary extent—a. wharf from the other ■ side of
Pyrmout'Bridge j but, as a rule, private individuals have not been allowed, to extend their wharves to'the
extent they were prepared to do, and to pay the Government for that privilege. I dare' say I have, applied
to build out five or six wharves in my time.
In every instance where I have applied to go out 450 feet, I
have been told it -would interfere with the harbour, and I could only go out 350 feet. I say the argument
has not held good; we have not interfered nearly to the extent that this proposed jetty will interfere.
What the Government refuses to individuals it will take upon itself.
'•
1098. Was not the curtailment of your applications in those cases to prevent your encroachment on your
neighbours’ water ;—if each man were allowed to go out, there would be a time when they wrould meet in
the middle, and block each other ? They may have been curtailed on that account in some, instances.
1099. The Central Wharf, for instance ;—is that the reason that extension was not allowed ? No ) because
you could narrow your jetty as you went out.
•
■
. 1100. In this case under consideration the jetty runs from the centre, and there would be no one interfered
with, as the Government owns the property all round the bay ? Yes.
1101. You do not object to the nature of the improvements if they were required;—your objection is that
the commerce of the port does not require this extra extension? That is it; and I think all the evidence
that has been given before you by practical people on this question, unless they have been, people who, to a
certain extent, were answerable for recommending these improvements, bears me out in what I say. Of
course I have had an opportunity of seeing it.
1102 You referred to Captain Pettit’s evidence;—have you seen question 226 :—“Do you think that the
proposed works, as a whole, arc essential for the improvement of a valuable Government property such as
this is? I think that the proposed jetty will return very good interest on the money expended ” ? Yes;
but when he was asked if he ever knew of vessels being inconvenienced waiting for berths, he said he never
knew it in his experience, and I say that is the most practical experience the Committee could possibly have
as to the necessity for increased wharfage accommodation.
:
.
1103. Is it not a fact that the get-away from Wolloomooloo Bay is very much easier than from any of the
back wharves ? No; I do not think it is so very easy as has been represented in some quarters. We have
certainly some steep pulls from some of the back wharves, but they are very short, and the steep' pull from
Woolloomooloo Bay is rather long. Take one with another, I do not think there is much to choose. If
you take special things, such as long timber, Woolloomooloo Bay has the easier get-away. I say that
Woolloomooloo Wharf is essentially fitted for timber, produce, metal, coal, and things of that sort. For
general cargo purposes very few ships ever go there or ever require to go there, so the necessity for it does
not exist to a large extent at all.
.•••■.
1104. Mr. Kethel.\ It has been stated in evidence that ships have occasionally been waiting .several days for
a berth ;—now, I would like to ask you with whom rests the power of sending a ship to any particular
wharf to discharge her inward cargo, and perhaps to take her outward cargo;—is it the shipper in-England,
the ship’s agent here, or the consignees and owners of the goods that form the cargo ? It varies- in many
respects. -If you could tell me that what is known as the brokers’ ring in London was.not in existence it
would probably be in the power of the shipowner to send his ship to any wharf; but at the .present moment
it is in the power of the people in England w7ho load the ship, or the agent who has the'ship out here.' -. .
1105. Is it or is it not generally stated on the bill of lading signed by the captain what wharf he should
discharge at, or that the agent shall have power to send him to such wharf as he .pleases? ' The custom in
England is the same,-I think, pretty well all over the world; Ships that come to these colonies are generally
chartered, and in the charter party the charterer has power to send the ship to any wharf he likes. In the
same way, if I charter a ship to London, I have it in my power to send it to any wharf or dock that Hike.
It is not the question whether the accommodation is good or bad that necessarily attracts the ship. I. think
your experience, Mr. Kethel, will bear me out in that.
.
i
- 1106. It has been inferred that ships have had to wait for a berth because the owners of the goods desired
an easy access to the ship, or the captain desired to get one wharf as preferable to another;—I wish to elicit
whether the consignee of the goods or the captain has any voice in selecting the wharf? The owner of the
'
goods, not being the charterer, never has a voice ; the captain very seldom has a voice.
- •
_
1107. Mr. Street.^ How many ships are you capable of berthing at the Central Wharf in the course of the
year? I have cne large steamer and four large ships at the present time—that is five.
1108. Are you always full ? I have never been full for the year through in the whole of my experience.. 1
have never been full for more than two or three months in the year—that is the wool season. I could
accommodate comfortably, loading and discharging, sixty to seventy vessels per annum, and I will undertake
to say I have never had half that quantity. Some of them are only loading wharves, and a wharf Svith the capacity of mine'could discharge there from sixty to seventy ships; and I do not think we have ever had
more than about a dozen.
'
' ; \\Q§.. Mr. Garrardh] Is your property a jetty running out? Yes.
■
'
1110. What is the width? They vary from 30 up to 40 feet.
'•
■
.
1111. Would that allow vehicles to go down the centre when there is a ship on each side.? It does, but it is
a little inconvenient. We generally run the goods off in some way, but the drays do1 constantly go up- and
down; but my wharf is somewhat differently situated, because I do loading on one side'and discharging on
-the other.'
.
■1112. Mr. SvMor.~\ Does the same rule apply to the other wharves as to yours with regard to the accommo
dation being taken up ? Yes, decidedly: To show what one berth is capable of, take some statistics Mr.
■
■■ Powell-
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'Alfred' EaiiiB, Powell’gave with regard to the Washington Wharf, only an ordinary wharf, neither particularly good nor
Esq.
bad. • Where the agent had plenty of ships coming to his consignment he berthed there twenty-one ships in
the year. For an average of three to four years he berthed eighteen ships, which shows that one berth can
23’8Wl!iS8;'do eighteen ships. Now, if you take the berthing capacity in the harbour at the present time at about half
of that, you will get berthing accommodation for 700 to 800 general cargo vessels per annum outside the
big regular steamers; and those Government statistics will show you what I know is the fact, that there are
not probably 300 vessels of the sort coming into the port. You cannot get over the facts.
1113. Do these private wharves berth wool ships ? Yes, two of them—Dalgety’s and my own.
lli'4. Are they the only two? Yes, at the present moment.
1115. Do the others berth wool ships ? They can berth them, but they have not the presses and appliances
for loading them. Dibbs’ Wharf and Mort’s Wharf could do it.
IT 16. As a rule they do not berth wool ships? Not as a rule. Mine, for four months in the year, is
almost entirely confined to wool-loading.
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The Committee further considered the proposed improvements and additions to the wharfage accommoda'
tion, Woolloomooloo Bay.
.
Norman Selfe, Esq., M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E., Ac., Consulting Engineer, sworn and examined:—
N. Selfe, Esq. 1117. Chairman.] Are you aware of the character of the proposed wharfage improvements at Woolloo' —mdol’o'o Bay ? Yes, so far as I have gleaned from half-an-hour’s perusal of the report.
29 Nqy., 1888. pqqg. Have you inspected the locality ? I have known it for years.
.
...
1119. Have you inspected or seen any plan of the proposed improvements? Just the plan which is
attached to the report of the previous proceedings of this committee.
_
1120. Have you had much experience in wharfage accommodation or many opportunities of acquiring
knowledge as to such accommodation in Sydney Harbour generally ? I designed and carried out all the
principal wharves round Miller’s Point, and introduced new systems of wharf-building, which have since
been largely adopted. I have seen and made a study of the wharf system of New York, the great quays^
at Antwerp, and so on'. I- know exactly how the wharves are built in those places. I was instrumental
in saving the Government of this country at least £100,000 about fourteen years ago by preventing them
from building some proposed wharves along the Circular Quay. On that occasion the proposal was to put
six or eight wharves where there are now only three, and the leading principles I advocated then, I am
Very glad to say, have been since adopted, and every main principle which was proposed to be adopted has
been abandoned; Since building the wharves at Miller’s Point I have spent two years in travelling round
the world, and in the course of my travels I paid particular attention to wharfage accommodation and the
construction of docks and harbours, such as the new Tilbury Docks below London, the docks and quaysat Liverpool, and especially the quays in Northern Europe, where there is much more canal system. 1was very much struck by the fact that, in most countries, they take the trouble to dig into the land to
make water accommodation. In New South Wales we take a deal of trouble to fill up a very beautiful
1
harbour which Nature has given us. We have done that for years. Many estuaries which used to be
navigable'are filled up, as for instance Long Cove.
H’21: With regard to the proposed improvements to Sydney Cove, what was the character of the design?
It was a design which the Government were about to carry out until it with others was referred to a
Select Committee. It was proposed to build a number of small iron berths only suitable for vessels of
the smallest class. Being engineer to Mort’s Dock, and being well acquainted with the class of vessels
then visiting the port, I saw at once that the improvements, if carried out, would be wholly useless for the
modern class of ships. I had the honor of presenting a number of plans to tlie Select Committee, and they
were-reported to-the House.* All the Government proposals were then abandoned for, I think, seven
years,.and then new plans were brought up which embodied every leading principle I had advocated in my
, own plans before .the. Select Committee. '
1122. By whom was the design submitted ? The Harbours and Rivers Department, or Mr. Moriarty.
.
1123. .To Parliament ? I do not think so. Parliament voted £89,000,-1 believe, as a first instalment
towards the work. A. Select Committee inquired into the matter, and a plan marked B,t was recom
mended, which showed the largest vessel, the “ Sobraon,” at a wharf with 60 feet frontage. Before the
contract plans were made some of the berths were very much extended. . The plan I have given you is
the one for which tenders were called, and had it not been for a second Select Committee being appointed
it was-intended, the Engineer-in-Chief said, to accept by wire the tender which the Horseley Iron
Company had sent in for its construction.
.
1124. The plan on the easel showing the proposed improvements at Woolloomooloo Bay is a copy, on a
larger scale, of the plan you have in your hand ? Yes.
■
.
.
.
1125. Is this a desirable project to carry out? It is a waste of material, I consider, to make a jetty as
wide at-the extreme end as at the shore end-. At the point of the jetty cargo only would be deposited,
whereas at the root of the jetty the whole of the traffic would be congested. I think there would be very
much less taking up of the waters of the cove if the jetty narrowed at the end. It seems to be unneces
sarily wide at the end. Two very large “ tramps”—immense cargo vessels—can discharge at a wharf I
.
. .
.....
.
' . built:
* Note ('on revision) .-—Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 25th June, 1874.f Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 24th April, 1873. '
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built 450 feet long, and only 35 feet wide, at the end. X mean ships like the' s.s'. “ Aberdeen,’’' and ‘the iNv Selfe, Bsqf
“ Wilcannia,” which was here the other day. At the same time, there is a great advantage in width..
1126. Do. you know the dimensions of the proposed jetty ? 750 feet long by 100 feet wide. I reckon
at the price given it is making ground at a cost of £17,000 per acre.
' ’
■■■
' ;;
■
•
1127. Supposing it is deemed advisable to adopt the. design, do you think the jetty is wide, enough? I
think it is too wide at the end, and if it is desirable at all I would widen it at the foot to. get plenty of
egress for carts. Of course, the engineers may have reasons I am not conversant with. There may. be
something in the depth of water, but I think the jetty should trend more to the eastward, and more in’a
direct line with the bay. I notice the price comes to approximately £40 per square. There may be, as
I said, something in the depth of water, but I built jetties of the very largest.type at a maximum cost, of
£25 per square. I mean a 10 x 10 square.
'
• • '
;
1128. Supposing you approved of a jetty being constructed, would you recommend it being carried
out straight out or on the eschelon principle ? As straight a line as you can go. "With a long straight
wharf you can berth ships of any length, and you can berth three medium sized ones or two long ones.
You do not economize space very much by having the other.
.
.
1129. Trom your knowledge of the trade at the different wharves do you think further accommodation
is necessary ?, There is plenty of accommodation in Sydney.
' '
1130. Do you think the necessity, for further accommodation is of such a pressing character as. to warratit
the Government ini spending £42,000 on these improvements, this being a State property ? I hardly.think ft
is. I notice that it is expected to return a revenue of £6,000 a year, Of course as a.matter of
business it would be a good speculation, and the Government might be justified in doing it on that account,
but as a matter of fact'there are a large number of wharves which would be very much improved ,if, the
owners had power to alter the levels of the streets. Bound in the neighbourhood of %indmili-str.eef
and Miller’s Point if it was possible to alter the grades reaching the wharves—which cannot be done
without ah Act of Parliament—the wharves would be equal to the requirements for- some years to
come.
■
■
1131. Has large wharfage accommodation been provided during the last few years in the. port—in
Darling Harbour ? Yes, very large.
,
...
1132. Some large works are going on there now ? Yes.
'
.
.•
1133. They will afford very large additional accommodation ? Yes.
•
•.
...
1134. It is essential to get power from the Government to make these reclamations for wharves ? The
Government regulations have been increased in stringency extremely during the last two or three years.
A wharf which paid a rent of £5 a year until recently is now charged £50 a year—that is for permission
to extend a wharf into the water.
.
‘
1135. I suppose great efforts are made by the owners of water frontages to, get power, to extend into
the harbour? Yes. The Government policy has not been very definite ; it has vacillated a. great deal,
it has been very unequal. At one time extensions could be got quite easily, and at other times they
could not do anything. Dor instance, when Mr. Moore placed his property in my hands for improvement
he wanted to extend the wharf. We had some difficulty in getting permission to make a small extension.
I said..“ Well, apply for a 150 feet extension,” never thinking it would be granted; but it was granted,
and the wharf was built. It goes right beyond the limit line. Mr. Moore was a fortunate man in obtaining
a berth-which will accommodate the largest vessel that may ever come to this port.
1136. Do you know of any similar cases ? No ; but I know of cases where extensions had been refused
where no injury to the public could possibly have accrued.
.
' .
'
•
1137. Who possesses the power of granting these concessions? I think it rests with.the Lands Depart
ment and the Harbours and Rivers Department.
■
1138. Has the exercise of this power been governed by political influence? I could not say.
■
1139. Has the Minister ever overridden the recommendation of his officers and given the authority
himself P I would not say that.
'
' ' '
■
1140. The unequal character of the administration does not arise from that source? No; I think it
arises from not having a hard and fast policy laid down on a sound basis. From Miller’s Point to Dawes!
Point there has been an arbitrary curved line laid down, which is called the limit of reclamation. 'I., hold
that any wharf might be extended to a straight line running between these points without encroaching on
the fair way of the harbour. Parrelly’s Wharf, which has been altered, and two or three other wharves, in
that light, might be extended very much, providing the owners were agreeable to lose a certain portion of
their frontage by coming to a point; and no injury to navigation could possibly ensue.
. '
1141. Does that apply to other points in the harbour,—to Darling Harbour, or Farm. Cove, or
Woolloomooloo Bay ? I am not very certain about the limit-line in Woolloomooloo Bay.
'
.
1142. Have you heard of any dissatisfaction expressed as. to this authority being given to one and denied
to another ? Oh! Yes; but I cannot say anything of my own knowledge. I have seen permissions given
where it appeared to me influence had been at work; but I could not say so of my own knowledge!
1143. You think on the whole the wharfage accommodation of Sydney is sufficient for the requirements
at the present time ? I do.
' '
1144. Do you think the traffic of the port has been increasing in such a ratio as to require additionalaccommodation ? I think the modern class of steamers and the facilities for discharging almost-keep
pace with the increased imports. They can put out 2,000 tons ’of cargo, and get everything removed
from the wharf now in a fourth of the time it used to take to discharge one of the old fashioned- 700-tdn
Aberdeen clippers. Ships are here to-day and gone to-morrow now.
'
.
.' v.
1145. The appliances for discharging cargo are not stationary on the wharf, but floating ?. Everylocality has a special system. I have often wondered why hydraulic cranes are not more use’dhere, like
they are in the Yictoria and Albert Docks. The stevedores here have become used to a moveable; sort of
steam-engine. They are able to do the work with it, and as long as that is done in time it matters very
little as to the means employed.
■
: .
1146! It has been done effectually up to the present time ? 1 think so.
: *
1147. In that case you would not think it essential with regard to Government wharves to have.hydrauliccranes ? Most decidedly the Government should have them. I think I was the first to introduce themhere. Some twenty-three years ago I made the first hydraulic machinery- and lift ever -made in the:
Colony.
'
. .
.
. 1148. Still, the work has been tolerably effectually
done by portable engines?. Yes.
.. , 114! 9-<
....
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N. Selfe, Esq. 1140. j/j\ Cdpetand.} In the matter of granting permission to extend a wharf do you imply that occa29ifov'"l888 s'ona^7 there has been favouritism shown, and political influence at work P : I do not mean to imply it
—
'<
• has arisen through the exercise of any improper or political influence, hut because a proper policy has not
been laid down for the guidance of a Minister.
1150. Do you remember an instance where a Minister has granted to one person a concession which he
has refused to another ? I cannot call to mind a case at the present moment.
'
1151. Do you think the rents charged for water frontage concessions are higher than what would be
charged if the water frontages were owned by private individuals ? There is a want of uniform policy.
In Wollongong the G-overnment make the wharves and give the public the benefit of them; but here the
public who provide the money and make the wharves are at a disadvantage. They arc taxed here for
improving the port.
v
1152. Do you consider it a tax to charge a man rent for the land he occupies ? It is not land; it is water.
1153. It is land under the water ? Tes ; but a mau can moor his punt and occupy the water. I take it
that a man who has a water frontage and erects there a fine wharf at great expense is a benefactor to the
country, and should rather have a premium than be taxed.
1154. Do you know any reason why the State should not derive revenue for land under water any more
. than for land on shore ? I think the State should resume the water frontages and then there would be a
distinct reason in it. But the public having possession of certain water frontages, it is. rather hard that
in'some cases they should have to pay these rents.
1155. You are not prepared to say that as a rule the rents are excessive—that a larger amount is demanded
than they ought to be called upon to pay ? I know of a case where the proprietor said he would rather
allow his wharf to tumble down as it was not worth the rent to him.
1156. Did he let it tumble down P I do not think he uses it.
ua^erstian(i y°u approve of the proposal to project a jetty 700 feet long right in the middle of
Woolloomooloo Bay ? I did not say that. If there is to be a .jetty there I would make it taper ; but
looking at the thing on broad grounds, I think the Government should utilize a number of side wharves
on shore before they extend the accommodation down the centre. The facilities for building walls under
water are now so great that I think it would add far more to the dignity of the port, if I may use such an
. - expression, to build a grand stone quay down one side of the bay. When that is not enough, build one
down the other side, and as a very last resource build a jetty in the middle of the bay. The sewage, as
long as jt is discharged into the bay, would certainly, fill up under the jetty, and it would be difficult to
dredge it away. It would cost a great sum to build' a jetty, and it would be"far better, I think, on broad
grounds to build a stone quay on the western side. There are several miles of walls iu the new Tilbury
Docks, which are 33 feet thick at the bottom. In .Antwerp the walls are built right clown into the mud.
In New York there are many instances of their having made wharves by throwing in what they call rip
rap, or what we call rubble. Where there is a very muddy bottom or no bottom” they throw in ballast
until it consolidates, and after a time they erect a stone wall on it. I have no doubt the rock is within a
reasonable depth in Woolloomooloo Bay, and if so there would be no trouble in building a retaining wall
under water, and you could dredge close up alongside it.
°
1158. You are of opinion that it would be more judicious at present to build a wharf at the foreshore
than project a jetty into the bay ? Yes.
•
•
■
1159. Would the jetty be likely to interfere with the safe navigation of the bay ? I do not think so : I
think there is room there for handling vessels. In the London (Export) Docks there is a jetty of about
the same size running out into the middle of the dock. I think Woolloomooloo Bay is well protected by
. G-arden Island. Prom my knowledge generally of wharves I would say that there is no difficulty in the
matter.
J
1160. You think there would be no difficulty in getting vessels to the wharves on the foreshore if the jetty
were built there ? I cannot say that as I am not a nautical man. I think if I were sitting in judgment
on the plan I would like the engineer to give an estimate for building a strong wall from the present wharf
to Potts Point for a quay on the eastern side; and, if there must be a jetty, for one in the middle of the
bay.
■
• ^
1161. Would there be any inconvenience in having two jetties together ? • I do not think so; I think it
is pretty well protected there.' It is simply a matter'of warping the vessels.
1162. I suppose you know the eastern foreshore is private property? Yes.
1163. . Supposing the G-overnment were short of wharfage accommodation, would it not be more judicious
for the G-overnment to resume the water frontage and build wharves there rather than interfere with the
ky ^is long-projecting jetty ? I think most certainly they should resume the land on the eastern
side before they spend a penny in building a jetty. If the jetty is built it will certainly become a com
mercial centre ; it will add immensely to the value of property dowrn there.
1164. Mr. Watson], Areyou aware that the frontage marked red on the western side has been reserved
for the use of the Imperial G-overnment ? Yes.
:
.
1165. Supposing you were the owner of the land fronting Woolloomooloo Bay, and had the right to resume
this ioreshore on the western side, wrould you build wharves in accordance with what you say, or run out
a -jetty r * I would build a quay there first.
1166. In preference to running out a jetty ? It w-ould not be cheaper at once; but it would be a far
better thing m the long run. 1167. Can you give any rough estimate of the cost ? I only remember that the estimate for a continuous
quay tor Circular Quay, twelve or fourteen years ago, was about £65 per foot run ; it was for a wall 45
teet high, giving 30 feet of water at low tide. You might safely say you could get a quay built all along
there tor £100 a foot, including the filling in of the space behind the wall. ■
Kethel.] Do I understand you to say that before partially improving the bay, as proposed it
would be wise to get the details of a comprehensive scheme for improving the whole of the bay and allow
whatever work is done now to form a part of the scheme ? That is exactly what I said. I think this is
simply nibbling, so to speak, at Woolloomooloo Bay, and we shall in course of time have (as we shall have •
ail round the harbour) difficulties in making a grand work there, because there has been so much money
already spent. I think the thing should be done on a broad principle, and a perfect scheme of wharfage
accommodation for the locality should be prepared before any work is done at all. '
1169. Have yon noticed in going round the bay that the margin of space ai aiiable’for loading or unloading
ships is exceedingly limited ? The road is very narrow there,
■
*
1170

'*'*£
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1170. You are aware the Admiralty Wharf is intended to be removed 320 feet further north ? I underSelfe, Esq;
stand that from the proceedings of the Committee ; but I do not see that it makes any difference in build
ing a long quay and setting so many feet apart for the use of the Admiralty.
•
0T'5
'
1171. Have you indicated to anyone the desirability of the Grovernment constructing a wharf from the
.
end of the present jetty to Mrs. Macquarie’s Chair, excavating part of the hillside, and forming a part, of
a large quay? I have"never made a proposal to anyone; but that is practically what I am suggesting
•
now as part of a perfect scheme.
1172. Mr. Garrard.'] Would you feel justified in making the improvements if you owned the property
which is now in the hands of the Government and private individuals ? I certainly think no more wharf- '
1
'
age accommodation should be handed over to private individuals in the port.
.
...
1173. Supposing some of your clients had this property in their hands, do you think they would utilize it,
in somewhat the same way? I am sure they would, but they do not look for the good of the country:
they look for an immediate return for their outlay.
.
'
1174. Your principal objection to running out a jetty is that the sewage matter would accumulate under
it and become a nuisance ? That is one; and another is that it is unworthy of a national work.
1175. You think the outer end of the jetty, if constructed, should not be so wide as the inner end ? Yes.
I can point out two or three jetties which are twice as broad at the root as they are at the point. .
„
1176. How would you diminish the width of the outer end ? I would take it off on the western side..
1177. And so give the jetty an easterly direction? Yes ; but there may be special reasons.for keeping
the jetty as it is marked on the plan : there may be rocks or mudbanks.
.
,
1178. YVe have evidence to the effect that there is nothing in the bay to interfere with the erection of a '
jetty ;—you think it would be better to go more into the centre of the bay, because the jetty would face
the north-easterly winds more ? Yes.
1179. Do you know the nature of the properties on the eastern side ? I know there is no property there
of any value, that is to say there is nothing to destroy.
...
1180. The cliffs are almost perpendicular near the water’s edge, and the intervening space is occupied by
small boats principally ? Yes; but the stone would form material to fill up the space at the back of the
retaining wall.
,
1181. Mr Suttor.] By whom were the docks you observed in your travels provided? At Antwerp the
works are national, I believe ; the docks at Tilbury were carried out by a company. Almost every work
of the kind in England is carried out by a company, except at Liverpool where there is a harbour board oi*
trust, I understand.
.
...
.
1182. Is it done by private enterprise at Antwerp ? No ; it is built by the State, I believe.
1183. I suppose you consider that inasmuch as the Government have this large property it is desirable to
make the most of it ? I think Sydney is a city of lost opportunities, and if a wharf is built here, it
•
will be another opportunity lost for making a great and permanent work.
_
'
;
1184. Will you point out on the plan where you think the wharfage accommodation should be constructed
in the bay? My idea is that the Government should begin at the south-east corner of the bay, and
.
gradually build a continuous wall 1,500 feet long towards Potts’ Point, levelling the rocks and filling , in
the space behind the retaining wall with the material, and making a broad quay. On the other side I
would build the wharf as part of the continuous whole, and then give the Admiral whatever might be
arranged. The Admiralty have Garde;i Island, and in the course of a year or two, when it becomes
inconvenient to have war ships here, it may be desirable to give them another spot, or they may desire to
go elsewhere. A continuous quay might be made on this side, the same as on the eastern side. It is
.
easy enough to enclose the Admiralty portion with strong walls which can be taken down if it is ever
thrown into a general system at some future time.
1185. You are of opinion that a quay should be constructed round the whole of the bay? A complete
plan should he made and estimates submitted before anything is done in piecemeal. I look upon that, as
absolutely essential.
1186. Mr. Campbell.] What would be the cost of a comprehensive plan? It would cost perhaps £100 a
•
foot, or, say, £150,000 for the eastern side.
'
1187. Mr. Suitor^ It would be necessary to resume a quantity of land for that purpose ? _ Yes ; a great •
deal. The Government necessarily have to do the work on a very much more expensive scale than
private individuals.
'
_
_
_
_
’
1188. Would the best use be made of the water by making a jetty, or would it be wiser to adopt your
system ? This bay can only be treated as a part of the harbour ; and, looking at it from a national point
of view—which I take it this Committee must do—this is not an improvement that would be any credit to
Sydney.
■ '
....
1189. Is it desirable that the Government, owning this property, should come into competition-with private
wharfowners ? I think that if a complete scheme such as I have shadowed forth were taken in hand it
could be carried out gradually as the circumstances required. It could be built to accommodate one, two,
or three ships at first, and the wharf to be extended in proportion as the traffic increased.
1190. Mr. Copeland.] Speaking roughly, how many years would it take to complete the whole scheme ?
It is simply a question of money available. It could easily be done in two years if it was necessary.
1191. Taking an estimate of the increase in imports and exports, and the growth of population, is there
any reasonable expectation of such a wharf as you have suggested being utilized in the course of a few years?
I think so. A very important point has occurred to me w'hich I may mention to the Committee. There
is bound to be, sooner or later, a high-level bridge to North Shore. So sailing-ships going to Darling
Harbour will have to strike their top-gallant masts, and this will give an increased value to Woolloomooloo ’
Bay. I think it is probable that a certain class of ships will make Woolloomooloo Bay the point of
discharging. Possibly, the wool ships for a very long time will have to go up Darling Harbour, where so
much provision has been made for them ; but large sailing ships, with their lofty masts, perhaps 180 feet
. high, would like to go to Woolloomooloo Bay. Some masts are, perhaps, as high as St. James’ steeple. _
119.2. You are aware that the work of striking the royal and top-gallant mast or even the top-mast is
comparatively easy and could be 'done while the vessel is coming up the harbour? The royal and top
gallant mast could be struck ; but it is a very serious thing to strike a top-mast.
_ _
1193. You are of opinion that by the time such a wharf was completed, in all probability we should have
increased trade enough to utilize the accommodation ? Yes. I may say, to prevent any misunderstanding,
190—E
•
that
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N. Selfe,- Esq. that a great many of my.remarks,have been-.made from myipoinkof -view/as a citizen,.having an interest^ in the improvement of the country, apart from .my professional knowledge as an engineer. Of course, if
29 Nov;, 1888.1 were engaged to improve the bay, I should simply try to carry out my instructions in the cheapest way;
but I take it the Government should not be in the position of a private wharf-owner. This is a private
wharf-owner'sscheme.
Captain J. C. Sounding, Master Mariner, sworn and examined:—
.
Captain J. C. 1193|. Chairman!] Are you aware of the nature of the proposed improvements in Woolloomooloo Bay?
Rounding, Yes. I have paid 'severals vists to the Bay in connection with the matter. I had vessels running there with
''T
coals when I was manager of a company here.
;
29 ov., 1888.1194. You have written to the Committee, enclosing a statement of your views, together with a plan?
Tes. Thave based my plan on what I have seen in the old country, Calcutta, New York, and other places;
.1194!. We have not had time to examine your-plan. I suppose it differs somewhat from the plan on the
easel there ? Considerably.
.
1195. Do you think the proposed improvements desirable ? I certainly think improvements are desirable;
but I do not approve of a jetty 700 feet long by 100 feet wide.
1196. Does your plan propose a jetty at all ? Two jetties, 427 feet long by 100 feet broad, and 135 feet
apart. I have got the soundings marked here, so as to give you an idea of what depth of water you will
have alongside the wharf on the western side. At the northern wharf you have only 5|, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12,
and 13 feet. That will not accommodate any vessel with a decent draught of water.
1197. It could be deepened by dredging? Yes; but would cost a considerable amount of money. By
extending the wharves out into the stream it would give greater frontage and more space for sheds, rail
way lines, cranes, &e. Two piers are better than one. It enables two ships to haul in there quite clear
of One another, and it leaves any amount of room for taking in cargo over the side at the same time .as
you are working shore cargc. This question of jetties I have studied for some years. I sailed out of
the Victoria Docks for fifteen years in steamers. I have gone into London with 10,000 bales of wool, put
them out in eighteen hours, gone into dry dock, come out again, loaded 2,000 tons of cargo, and gone away
with 600 passengers on board, in a week.. We never-could have done that unless we had a proper system
of loading and discharging the ship. This jetty system in the Royal Albert and Victoria Docks was
sound very convenient for the purpose. We had overside wool to put out as well as putting .out wool on
ihore. The former had to be sent away to the Continent. That is the reason why I. advocate two jetties
n Woolloomooloo Bay. 135 feet is quite ample space between the jetties ; and, in the event of business
increasing, another jetty could be constructed on the eastern side, by making'the two jetties only 427 feet
long.,
_ .
. .
.
.,
1198. Would you have two or three jetties of the same length ? Two. Sailing ships will run about
230 or 240 feet each, and it will be a large steamer that is 427 feet long. I think the “ Ormuz” is about
the length.
'
_
.
...
1199. What is your idea as to the general wharfage accommodation of the port;—is it sufficient for the'
requirement's ? It is not. I was here twenty-one years ago, third officer of a sailing ship twice, and I
must say that, bar private enterprise, there is no improvement at Circular Quay except the wood blocking,
which has been done lately—no hydraulic cranes there yet. It is a waste of room. If we had that place
in London it would have been devoted to this jetty system long ago—it would never have been allowed
to lie waste like that. In London we have to dig out docks. I used to play cricket where the Tilbury
Docks now are. But at Circular Quay there is a beautiful dock already made; the same in
Woolloomooloo Bay.
...
..
.
.1200. You think additional accommodation is required at the Bay ? I do. I am interested in the
Canadian and Pacific mail boats, which are very likely to be running here shortly. These ships, when
they come from Yancouver Island, will most likely bring some timber. I have noticed that a considerable
quantity of timber has been landed at Woolloomooloo Bay during the last few years. A ship lies end
on to the wharf. They simply haul out the timber, and it lies all over the wharf—in fact, the wharf is blocked
up with timber. We have virtually no wharf but this in Sydney which would- accommodate this class
of ships—say 450 feet long. They are 6,000 ton ships, 18 knot power, and about 450'feet long. I have
sent a report on our wharfage accommodation to Sir George Stevens, President of the Canadian and
Pacific Railway Company, and to Mr. W. C. Tan Home, Vice-President of that company. Their ships
could lie alongside this wharf and discharge their timber quickly. There are certain matters to attend
to in the hold of a steamer, and when she is here for perhaps ten days it means a matter of push and go
all the time. You do not want to work overtime more than you can help, as wages are too high. I look
.upon this wharf as a very .good wharf for ships like these to go to—far better than Circular Quay. If
you had 700,000 or 800,000 feet of timber to run out at Circular Quay I very much doubt whether the
Government-would allow it to be stored there. At Woolloomooloo Bay I have seen a ship discharge a
general cargo on to the open wharf. It was simply lying about the wharf -.indiscriminately, and _ larrikins
—rmen, women, and children—were running about among the cases, some of which contained raisins and
preserved fruits, and, of course, some were pilfered.
1201. Mr. Copeland!] You are of opinion that whatever wharf accommodation is provided closed sheds
.should also be provided? Yes ; good weather-proof covered-in sheds. The sides of the sheds should be
arranged on rollers the same as they are at home, so that as a ship comes alongside the wharf any
part of the shed will slide back telescope fashion. I th'iuk I recommended in my letter that if a railway
should be run down the sides of the jetties the rails should'be counter-sunk—made flush-.with the
deck of the jetty—so as to cause no inconvenience to carts or horses.
1202. I am anxious to have your opinion as to whether the jetties should be carried out into the centre
of the Bay, or whether the improvements should be confined to quays or wharves round the foreshores of
the Bay.? I propose to run two jetties out into the Bay 427 ft. x 100 ft., in lieu of one long jetty 700 ft.
x 100 ft., as proposed in the Government plan. The former will accommodate eight average ocean
sailing, vessels, or four large ocean steamers, and in the event of all the berths' being full,' and working
cargo, they will not interfere with each other’s working, &c. The latter long jetty will accommodate
.about six average ocean-going sailing vessels, or four large ocean steamers, and if all the berths are occupied
at one time and working cargo, very great inconvenience and obstruction would arise.. I have, experi
enced this sort of thing myself. I .certainly'prefer the jetty improvements, ’but I consider the time has
'
.
•
.
arrived
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arrived that the whole of "Woolloomooloo Bay should be in the hands of the Government or of a Harbour, ©apt*111!;!- ©■
Trust, and that every possible.new improvement—jetties and whaawes—should be carried out as soon as - j °dmg>
possible for the better accommodation of our ever increasing tonnage, and because of the large revenue 29Nov1888
the-Government would receive. A private company would have done this years ago ; vessels, especially
‘
steamers, will always follow the best accommodation.
1203. Would it not be better to construct wharves on the eastern side in preference to projecting jetties
into the middle of the Bay ? No. Suppose you had a wharf all the way round the Bay, you could only
accommodate about half the number of ships that I could get into the Bay by having jetties.
' 1201. Will not the jetties interfere considerably with the navigation of the Bay ? Not at all. There is no
’
wind, and, virtually, there is no tide in the harbour.
■
1205. It would not be so convenient to get to a foreshore as to a jetty ? No. To put a ship alongside a
jetty is a most simple thing.. I have allowed more space, larger jetties, and greater width than we have.in
the "Victoria and Albert docks in London. Tho firm I formerly belonged to has about 100 steamers.
I have seen twenty-five of our ships lying in Calcutta and ten in London, at one time. We had 2,000
feet of space.on the import side, and a similar space on the export side.
1206.. You approve of the proposal to extend a jetty right out into the Bay? Yes; but not 700 feet
■ long, because when the traffic increases you will have to construct jetties on the western side.
1207. I suppose you are aware the eastern foreshores are alienated ? Yes. 1208. Do you think it would be in the interest of the public if the Government were to resume those
frontages and extend round that side of the bay a system of quays or wharves somewhat similar to those
you recommended for the western side ? Oh, yes ; but that is not contained in your plan. Bor the effeetive working of such a number of vessels as these improvements would accommodate, T should advise the
reclamation of all land from Cowper Wharf to Blane-street; from the Domain, Bourke-street, to Broughamstreet, and that it should be done before any alteration or construction of wharves. Such reclamations
andimprovements would pay handsome returns to the Government Treasury, and would be the.finest
wharfage accommodation in the southern hemisphere. The whole of these wharves should be railed of!;
from the public.
1209. Would it not be more beneficial to carry out my idea than to project a jetty into the middle of'the
Bay? No. On that side, at low water, you run 14 feet, 12 feet, 10 feet, 9 feet. It would cost a
tremendous amount of money to increase the .depth to 24 feet.
_ 1210. But you want something for filling up the space behind the retaining wall? I do not think so. I do not
agree with that side;. I believe in the western side. I should advise any line of mail steamers to berth at
■ the western side.
1211. Don’t you think it would be easy to make similar berths on the eastern side? Yes ; but you would
have to dredge a. great deal to provide 22 feet at low water, and that means a very great expense. I
would prefer to run the wharves further out and save dredging, and that would give larger, space for
sheds, railways, cranes, &c. There is only 14 feet of water here. "
'
1212 You do not know of any impediment to dredging to that depth ? Not as far as I have seen of the
soundings. Whether they have made a correct survey of the Bay I cannot say.
• 1213. You think it would be well to resume that frontage and build a wharf ? Yes. You would have the
whole of the place, and it would be a handsome,, well made, natural dock.
1214. Mr. Watson.\ Have you been a resident of Sydney for long ? Five years.
'
1215. Have you brought any ships into the port ? No ; I have not brought a ship in as commander.
1216. What is the name of the firm with which you were connected ? It was the British India Steam
Navigation Co. I was running dowm Torres Straits four years from London ; I opened the line.
1217. How many steamers do they own? About 100, from 6,000 tons to 600 tons—all classes and all kinds;
I have been in about half a dozen of them.
'
"
1218. Have you heard of any difficulty in getting accommodation in Darling Harbour? Icannbt saythat I
have heal'd of any inconvenience being experienced ; but I know the wharves in Sydney pretty well. I
have taken an interest in this movement at AVoolloomooloo Bay, and I have wralked round nearly the whole
of the wharves to see whether they would be thoroughly adapted to a ship of about 450 to 500 feet long,
■drawing 25 to 28 feet of water when she is going away.
Captain Francis Hixson, 11.N., President of the Marine Board, swrorn and examined :—
■
1219. Chairman.'] You are President of the Marine Board, I believe? Yes; I have held that position Capt.Hixson,
for some considerable time.
R-N"1220. We are taking evidence as to the propriety of giving increased wharfage accommodation at
Woolloomooloo Bay ? I understand so.
29Nov., 1881.
1221. Have you given any attention to the proposed alterations or improvements ? Yes.
1222. liefer ring to the plan on the easel there, do you think it would be desirable to.construct a jetty on
•
that principle out into the waters of the Bay ? I see no objection to it.
1223. Do you feel justified in recommending it? Yes; I do not oppose it. There is no traffic in
Woolloomooloo Bay which would interfere with the extension of a jetty there. The tendency of harbour
steamer traffic is to recede from the Bay rather than to frequent it.
*
1224. Is it your impression that additional wharfage accommodatiou is required in Sydney Harbour ? I
have heard coriiplaints that the Government are unable to berth ships at the present time.
1225. Have you heard or seen any evidence of the necessity for providing increased accommodation? I
heard a day or two since that Captain Jackson, Wharfinger, was unable to give berths to ships which had
applied to^ him for accommodation. I have nothing to do with making arrangements for the berthing ot
ships. My official position has nothing to do with the construction of wharves. I simply deal with''the
.ships.
1226. You would have a general knowledge of the commercial requirements of the port? I think so.
1227. Do you think additional accommodation is desirable at the Bay ? Yes.
1228. You think that if the wharf property had belonged to private individuals it would have been
improved long ago ? Yes.
1229. It is a very valuable asset in the national estate ? Very much so.
■
1230. And a property which deserves improvement ? I think so.
.
1231.
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'Capt. Hixson, 1231. We have evidence given by experts that it would be desirable, instead'of tailing the jeity out inlo
the Bay, to improve the water frontages on either side for some considerable distance and make a sort of
Circular Quay—have you given any attention to that project ? I have given no great attention to it; but
0V'’
' for the shipping in the Bay, and for the nature of the traffic there, I think a long jetty run out in this way
is a very good way of utilising the accommodation.
■
1232. You think-that if a jetty is constructed its dimensions should be about 700 feet long by 150 feet
wide? Yes.
'
_
.
1233. Witnesses have stated that the width is not sufficient—that it is not wide enough to admit of
vehicular traffic down the centre of the jetty ? I would be inclined to give more width, so as to give
greater accommodation forthe traffic. Ships will be placed on both sides of the jetty.
_
1234. You have hot had under your observation the alterations on the naval portion of the Bay? No ;
they have not come- under my official notice.
'
1235. Do you think one jetty would be better than two, or two better than one?
I am rather inclined
to favour a long jetty to afford berths on either side, as proposed. Ships have to be turned, and 'the
waters being rather narrow, I favour one long jetty in preference to two shorter ones.
1236. Mr. Humphery,~\ Is it your opinion that if a jetty is constructed as proposed, the berths would be
■
constantly occupied ? I cannot say that, but 1 know that both Woolloomooloo Bay and Sydney Cove are
favourite positions to which ships like to go.
•
...
1237. Do you think there would be' a fair return for -the expenditure ? I am inclined to think there
would be.
.
1238. Mr. Watson.] You said Captain Jackson was unable to give berths—on what grounds was he
■ unable ? Because he had no berths to give.
■ 1239. Cannot they obtain berths anywhere else ? I believe they could,
1240. What is the renson for applying for berths at Circular Quay ? I could not tell you.
1241. Is it not for the convenience of getting wool from the stores ? I am inclined to think so ; but I
am not certain.
'
1242. On what grounds is additional accommodation required? On the grounds that Ihave mentioned::
that the wharfinger told me notlong since, that he could not comply with applications for accommodation.
1243. Cannot they get accommodation elsewhere ? I believe they could.
1244. Are.you not aware that the wharves in Darling Harbour are half empty at the present time ? I
understand they are.
'
_
1245. Mr. Kethel.] Have you given much consideration to'the planning out of wharfage accommodation
since you have occupied your present position ? I cannot say that I have given particular attention to it.
That particular duty does not come under my cognizance.
•
.
1246. You have said that you would prefer a jetty being run out to improving the foreshores ;—do I
understand that you would prefer to leave the sides of the bay as they are, and run two jetties out to
supply whatever accommodation may be required ? What I am impressed with now is, that the present
proposal would be less expensive, and probably less troublesome, than to construct a wharf round the whole
.
of the foreshores.
1247. Supposing it were contemplated to have a comprehensive scheme of permanent wharfage improve
ments on the foreshores of Woolloomooloo Bay, are we to understand that you think that wooden jetties
should form part of that scheme ? I do do not set up one scheme for another. I understood I was asked
whether I was in favour of this particular proposal. 1 have not gone into the other matter sufficiently to
give a reliable opinion.
.
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APPENDIX.
?•
[To Evidence of Captain John Jackson.']
Statement of Revenue from and Number of Vessels berthed at Cowper Wharf from 1866 to date.
•

• Over-sea Vessels.

Coasters.

Year.

1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
' 1878
1879
1880
1881. .
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887 '
1888 •

.

Total.

.
£
128
21
58
74
■93
.205
308

s.
15
15
16
13
19
15
5

d.
9
9
.9
2
4
3
2

327
322
208
265
314
514
1,433
1,904
1,735
.' 2,449
4,057
' 5,181
3,811
2,807

13
12
9
15
13
19
9
16
10
4
6
4
13
6

10
0
9
9
1
10
3
2
10
5
2
10
3
11

'

^

| Information cannot bo obtained.
*

527
433
549
597
555
621
518

i
9
20
'24
14
8

■

437
' 570
606
521
610
483

'

'

No books were kept prior to 1882.

To October'Slst.

Circular Quay, November 23rd, 1888.

'

.....

’

JOHN JACKSON. >

C.

.

[To Evidence of William Robeson Benson, Esq.]

• '

;................

Rktttrn showing number of inward cargo ships and steamers berthed at the Associated Wharves.from 1st January, 18S7, to
Slst October, 1888, and their respective register tonnage :—
....

Ship.

•

Alex. Laurence.......................
Ariadne .............................••...
Aristomene..............................
^Brussels .................................
Brambletye ...........................
Ballumbie ...............................
Cochin...............................
Cape Breton .................... <...
Cambrian Princess...................
Dunolly ...................................
Dallam Towers .......,.......... ■...

Ship. .

'

Amoy..................
Annie Stafford .......................
Chindewara ..........................
Cairngorm ..............................
Cluny Castle ...........................
Charlotte Croom ...................
Coldingbame ...........................
Crummock Waters ...............

Ship.

Australasian (steamer)...........
Aberdeen (steamer) ...............
Australasian (steamer)...........
Aberdeen (steamer) ...............
Australasian (steamer)...........
Aberdeen (steamer) ..............

Tons.

1,205
1,167
1,750
991
1,513
1,131
1,200
1,421
1,350
1,478
1,464

Tons.

994
1,297
1,487
1,666
1,934
1,661
1,059
995

Tons.

2,343
2,371
2,343
2,371
2,343
2,3?1

■ Adelaide Wham?.
Ship.' ■
Dee..................................... .
Dallam Towers ......................
Earl of Zetland.......................
Eirth of Stronza ...................
. Firth of Solway.......................
Firth of Clyde .......................
Firth of Dornoch ...................
Firth of Clyde .................
Firth of Forth .......'...............
Gtareloch..................................
GUentyne....;...........................'.
Total, 33 vessels.

Tons.
1,115
1,464
1,461
1,251
1,245
1,207
907
1,207
930
1,177
913

G-eaeton Whaef.
Ship.
.
Dumfrieshire...........................
Durham ...................................
Bdiuburgshire ........................
Grassendale ...........................
Grassendale' ...........................
Leyland Bros............................
Lake Ontario...........................
. Mitredale ...............................
'
Total, 24 vessels.

Tons.
1,221
1,997
1,277
1,819
1,819
2,238
1,061
1,231

Dalgett’s Whabf.
Ship.
Australasian (steamer)...........
Damascus (steamer) ...............
Damascus (steamer)...............
Gulf of Venice (steamer).......
Orontes....................................
. Pericles ......
Total,, 17 vessels.

Tons.
2,343
3,790
3,790
1,964
1,318
1,598

Ship.

Tons.

Gayton........................
Inchgreen...................................
Inchkeith...................................
John Gamble ...........................
Loch Trool .........................
Moresby .........
Maraval ..........
Oakhurst ...................................
Port Jackson ..... ................... i
Seriol Wyn ...............................
Thessalus ...................................

Ship.

936
1,091
1,237
1,027
1,410
1,217
1,257
1,032
2,132
1,065
1,782

Tons.

■

Maxwell .......................:..........
Port Darwin. (steamer)............
Port Augusta (steamer)...........
Port Pirie (steamer) ...............

1 >800
1,628
1,856
2,040

Boehampton (steamer) ............ 1,391

Rising Star ,..............................
835
Siosa........................................... 1,691
Samoa ......... ....................... . • ■ ■ 1,109

Ship.

Tons.

Patriarch ................................... 1,399
Smyrna....................................... 1,305
Sophocles................................... 1,120
Thermopybe..........................
948
• Thermopylae..............................
948
Centbal
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Ship.

Tons.

Achilles ..................................
British General.......... ............
Candida ..................................
Derwent..................................
■ Foxglove..................................
Gulf of Yenice (steamer).......
Gareloch.......... '.......................
Hubbuek (steamer) ...............
Hawkesbury .........................

Ship.

Amyone ......................... '........
Aruguda..................................
Ashleigli Brook (steamer)......
Adam W. Spies.......................
Batavier..................................
Blackadder..............................
Blairgowrie ...........................
Bay of Bengal ......................
City of Sparta .......................
City of Hankow (steamer) ...
Cordillera ..............................

1,521
1,754
1,221
1,896
842
3,022
1,177
1,834
1,120

Tons.
1,300
998
1,925
1,171
1,6'6
917
1,554
1,526
1,193
1,195
852

Ship.

Central Whaep.
.

Tons.

Hubbuek (steamer)'...............
Hubbuek (steamer) ...............
Illawarra....'.............................
Illawarra..................................
Kent ......................................
Melbourne ..............................
Murrumbidgee (steamer)......
Murrumbidgee (steamer)......
Parramatta...... :......................
Total,, 26. vessels;

Ship.

1,834
1,834
1,887
1,887
1,620
1,867
3,250
3,250
1,521

Dibbs’'Whabf.
'

Tons.

Duke of Argyle (steamer) . ..
Essex .................................... ..
Embleton ............................ ..
Eugenie ................................ ..
G. V. Jordan........................ ..
H. G. Johnson .................... ..
Hahnemann ........................ ..
Ladakh ................................ ..
Lake Erie ............................ ..
Lismore ................................ ..
Marv M'Master.................... ..
Total, 32 vessels.

2,037"
629
1,196
699
662
1,027
1,937
1,940
938
1,598
590

Ship

‘

'

Tons

Port Eairy (steamer)'...............
Rodney........................................
Kiverina (steamer) ...................
Riveri na (steamer)...................
Sir W. Raleigh...........................
Sussex (steamer).......................
Windsor Castle ........ •..............
Wilcannia (steamer) ................

Ship.

■

1,447
2,883
2,883
1,492
2,504
979’
1841

Tons.

Muriel ......................................
Kerens ......................................
. Kith ...............................
Port Pirie (steamer) ...........
Port.Phillip (steamer): ...........
Richard Parsons.......................
Salamanca...................................
South American ......................
Selembria (steamer) ...............
Worcester (steamer.) ...............

535
1,272
990
3,190
2,671
1,116
1,202
1,762
1,992
2,890

Mooee’s Whaef.
Ship.

Tons.

Atlantic ...................................'
Bankhall..................................
Balmoral Castle (steamer) ...
Crofton Hall ...........................
Colwyn ..................................
Dunolly ..................................
Essex (steamer)......................
East.Lothian............'..............

996
1,312
1,653
2,075
1,160
1,479
1,675
1,389

Ship.

Tons.

Eastern Monarch ....
Erancis Thorpe.......
Erancois....................
Howden ...................
Hereward ................
Albeura ..................
Cloncaird ..............
Imperial..................
Total, 22 vessels.

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

Ship.

Tons.

1,706
1,257
1,050
1,163
1,513
1,502
1,300
1,288

M'Leod...........................
Korth ............................ .........
Poonah............................ .........
Star of Germany............ .........
South Esk........................ ...........
Thunderbolt.................... .........

Tons.

Ship.
Tons.
Keptun ................ .................
246
Pericles ................ ................. 1,598
Ralston .............. . ..................
815
Volga ;.......;.......... ........;....... 1,620
VemiS/ .......................

1,296
1,199
1,284
1,154
1,193

Smith’s Whaef.
Ship.

Tons.

Argus .......................................
Ccnfluentia..............................
Cynisca ...................................
Cynosure:...................................
Earnock............................;__
Eirth of Tay ...........................
Eirth of Stronza ...................

Ship.

•

1,543
- 358'
846
764
1,198
826
1,281

Ship.

Eirth of Solway......................
Glamis ....................................
Harold ..................................
Johanna....................................
King Malcolm ...........,..........
Luise ......................................
Largo Law...............................
Total, 19 vessels.'

Tons.

Aviemdre' ......... ...'.................
Drummuir '........................
. Duke of'Devonshire (steamer)'
Eifeshire (steamer) ...............

l’,592
1,798
2,024
2,425

Ship.

1,245
1,150
1,299
430
1,256
418
1,587

Pabburt’s Whabf.
.
■

Tons.

Gulf of Yenice (steamer):..... 1,964
Gulf of Venice (steamer)...... 1,964
Hesperides............................. 1,338
Miltiades.'................................. 1;452
Total, 12 vessels.

Ship,

Tons.

' Patriarch ...........................
Sophocles...................................
Samuel Plimsoll........................
Sophocles...................................

1,339
1,120
1,061
1,120

Town’s Whaef.
Ship.

Tons.

Ardenclutha ........................... 1,222
Chr. Knudson ......................
569
Coringa........;............... .•.......... 1,343

Ship.

...........................

Achilles .............. ...................
Alex. Lawrence................. .
Centurion ..............................
Candida .'.................................

Ship..

Tons.

Ethiopian ................................ 839
Embla.................
385
Eurness Abbey ...................... 1,044
Total, 8 vessels.

Tons.

Ship.

Dalton’,s Whaef.
■
■■

1,521
1,205
1,194
1,222

Carnarvon Castlo ..................
Carleton •..................................
Hereward ..............................
Haddpn Hall...........................
Total, 12 vessels..

Tons.

:

Tons.

1,170
1,300
1,513
1,146

Ship.

Tons.

Jerusalem ...............................
Komad ......................................

Ship.

..

.

■

901
452

Tons.

' Hannover ..;...............................
558
Howrah ................................... 1,098
Loch Trool ............................... 1,410
Kebo........................................... 1,383

Tijibee Laden Vessels.
Ship................

■

Angeroha ' ......... i...;............
Juletrae ..................................

1,215
730

Ship.

Tons.

Hebo '.......... ;................. ■........
591'
' Pakwan1 ..... .........................■ 819
- 'Total,-6:vessels.-

Ship. .

Tons.

'Royal-Tar- ..............................
Valdivia..........................

598
877

RECAPITHLATIOK.
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♦
Adelaide ..........
Grafton..............
Dalgety’s ...........
Central..............
Dibbs’ ..............
Moore’s ..........
Smith’s..............
Parbury’s...........
Town’s ...............
Dalton’s ..........

’

Wharf.

RECAPITULATION.
Number of
Ships.
...................
33
..................
20'
..................
..................
..................
..............
..................

Number of
Steamers.
4

10
11

15

-

1
2

1

19

Total.
33
24
17
26
32
22

’

'

19

8
8
. 12

12
8
12

4

205
6

Timber laden vessels ......
'

Total ................... 211

Note.—All steamers partly laden. Steamers consigned to the Eastern and Australian S.N. Co. and the China S.N. Co.
are not included.
.
.
W. R. BENSON.
14, Change Alley, Pitt-street, November.28th, 1888.
1

D .
■

The Peoposed New .Admiralty Wharf, Woolloomooloo Bay.

'

'

PtEAR-Admiral Fairfax to His Excellency Lord Carrington, in reply to a letter from the Chairman of the Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Public Works, on the subject of wharfage accommodation for the Royal Navy, proposed to be
provided in Woolloomooloo Bay.
My Lord,
Orlando, at Sydney, 12th November, 1888.
In reply to letter, dated 26th September, 1888, from the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
forwarded by your Excellency, on the subject of wharfage accommodation for the Navy, to be provided in Woolloomooloo
Bay, I beg to say that the arrangements between the New South Wales Government and the Admiralty have been com
pleted some years ago, and without reference to their Lordships I could not concur in any extensive departure from the
plans already approved.
;
If, however, as now appears, there is a difficulty in completing the wharf and buildings, as designed, in the assigned
position, owing to want of foundation, I am satisfied that there will not be difficulty'in obtaining authority to alter the
position to the extent proposed, provided equal advantages in all respects are offered as were arranged in the former position,
and as regards exclusive possession to the Navy of the wharf to the extent originally proposed, with the naval store buildings
situated in the same relative position in. the rear of the wharf.
. ■_
Owing to increasing requirements, the want of the new naval store and wharf is very much felt, and further increase
of the squadron is anticipated. I should be prepared to submit for Admiralty approval any approved change of position
from the original plan which would accelerate the building of the new naval dep6t: And should your Excellency’s Govern
ment think any such change advisable with that view, I will endeavour to fall in with the arrangement and recommend
its adoption if I find' the plan proposed to be suitable and feasible.
I have, &c., '
"
H. FAIRFAX,
.
Rear-Admiral and Commander-in-Chief.
His Excellency the Right Honorable Lord Carrington, G.C.M.G., &c., &c., &c.,
.
Governor and Commander-in-Chief, New South Wales.

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.
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No. 1.
Messrs. Elood & Co. to The Colonial Treasurer.
Sir,

Blackwall Stores, Circular Quay, 3 May, 1888.
In view of the approaching wool season, we beg to offer to rent from you, for a short or long
term, as you may elect, either the whole or portion of shed on northern jetty at old A.S.N. Co’s, premises.
We shall require additional accommodation and greater facilities for getting away the wool during
the coming season, and do not wish to seek for same outside the Circular Quay, where we have for so
many years carried on the whole of our business.
.
.
We trust you will look favourably on our application, and let us know early on what terms you
will be inclined to let. above premises.
'
;
We remain, &c.,
--------FLOOD &. CO.
Manager, Circular Quay.—GP.E., B.C., 4/5/88.

.

No. 2. .
.
Report by Captain J. Jackson, Manager of Public Wharves.

,

.

■

Circular Quay, 7 May, 1888.

During the wool season, from September to February, only about one-half of the extensive sheds on the late

A.S.N. Company’s property will be required for import goods, as nearly the whole of the wharf accommo
dation will be taken up by vessels loading outwards ; and also, taking into consideration the large amount
of revenue that would be lost to the Quay if this firm removed their business to another, wharf, I would
recommend that 264 feet of the northern end of these sheds be leased to Messrs. Flood & Co. for three
years, but only for six months of each year, from the 1st of September to the 1st of March, at a yearly rental
of £200, on condition that any alteration they may require to make the sheds suitable for carrying
on their business be done at their own expense, and that they insure that portion of the shed used by
them in the amount of £2,000.
The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
J.J.
Approved.—J.F.B., 11 /5 /88.
286—
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No. 3.

No. 3.
The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade to Messrs. Flood & Co.
Gentlemen,
.
The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, 19 May, 1888.
I have the honor, by direction of the Colonial Treasurer, to acknowledge receipt of your letter
of 3rd instant, and to inform you, in reply, that he is willing to grant you a lease of 264 feet of the
northern end of the shed upon the late A.S.N. property, upon the following terms, namely:—
(1.) The lease to be for the period from 1st September to 1st March in each of the years 1888-9,
1889-90, 1890-1, i.e., three years.
•
•
(2.) The rent to be £200 for each half-yearly period.
(3.) Any alterations required in the sheds, to fit them for your purposes, to be carried out at vour
own cost, and only afterleave obtained from the Government.
'
(4.) The portion leased to you to be insured by you in a sum of £2,000 (two thousand pounds).
Awaiting your reply.
I have, &c.,
•
G. BAGAE.

•

No. 4.
.
Messrs. Flood & Co. to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
Sir,

Blackwall Stores, Circular Quay, Sydney, 23 May, 1888.
We are in receipt of your letter of' the 19th instant, in answer to our application of 3rd
instant, for lease of shed on late A.S.N. property.
. Considering we shall be at great expense making the premises suitable to our business, and that,
you will have the benefit of same for half the-year, we think -that £100 for the half-year would be an
.adequate rent.
.
.
We are prepared to accept a lease for three years, and also to keep the premises insured during
our term in a sum of £2,000.
Kindly give this matter your early attention, and oblige,—
Yours, &c..
"
--------ELOOD & CO.
Approved.—J.E.B., 25/5/88.
■ .

.No. 5.
The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade fo Messrs. Flood & Co.
Gentlemen,
- The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney,-29 May, 1888.
I am directed by the-Colonial Treasurer to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 23rd
instant, in reply to Treasury communication to you of 19th idem, and to state that he is prepared to
accept the rent named therein.
A lease will be forwarded to you for execution in due course;
I have, &c.,
E. KIKKPATKICK,
(For .the Under Secretary).

No. 6.
Agreement to let and take.

.

We hereby agree to let and'take the following premises, namely:—264 (two hundred and sixty-four) feet
of the northern-end of the shed upon the Government property at the Circular Quay, formerly .known as’
the A.S.N. Co. Wharf—upon the following terms and conditions, namely :—
....
(1.) The occupancy to be for the period from 1st September to 28th February, both days inclusive,
in each of the years 1888-9, 1889-90, and 1890-1, to commence from the 1st September .now/
next ensuing. At the end of each half-yearly period the premises revert to the lessor, until the
commencement of the next following half-yearly period.
‘
■
(2.) The rent to be one hundred (£100) for each sir months’ term, and to be paid in advance-to the
Manager of the Circular Quay.
'
(3.) If rent remains unpaid for seven days after demand, the lessor may enter upon the property,
and the lessee to remove without prejudice.
(4.) The lessee shall not re-let the whole or any part of the property leased without permission from
the lessor.
•
.
(5.) The lessee to keep the property in repair, ordinary wear and tear excepted.
(G.) Any alterations required by lessee, shall be carried out at his own expense, and the character .of
;
them shall be -subject to the approval of the lessor.
’
, (7.) The lessee shall insure the property for a sum of two thousand pounds (£2,000), and shall keep
the same insured during the currency of this lease ; premium.receipts.to be lodged with lessor. '
As witness our hands, this 14th day of August, 1888,—
:.
•„
FLOOD .& GO.,
.
Witness: John Jack-son.
. .
Tenant.
'
'
For the Government of New South'Wales.
-

J. F.'BURNS,
■ '

^
Witness: G.

Eagad.

'

'

"

'

;

"Colonial Treasurer, - - ' Landlord.

.

■
No. 7.
.
Memorandum from Messrs. Elood '& Co. to Captain Jackson.

Dear Sir,
_
'
17 Loftus-street, Sydney, .28 November, 1888.
In answer to your inquiry re wool through our portion of the sheds leased from the Govern
ment at the old A.S.N. Co.’s wharf, we estimate that the number of bales shipped through the above sheds
will be about 100,000 for the six months.
.
Yours truly,
FLOOD & CO.,
(Per H. J. King).

No. 8.
Report from Captain Jackson, Manager of the Public Wharves.
Lease to Messrs. Flood & Co. of Stores at the Circular Quay. (Supplementary to the answers made to
. questions by Mr. Melville, M.P., on 20th November last.)
Circular Quay Office, 29 November, 1888.
_ In answer to your verbal inquiry I have the honor to state for the information of the Honorable
the Colonial Treasurer, that apart from'the rent paid by Messrs. Flood & Co. for a portion of the shed on
the late A.S.N. Company’s wharf, that firm will ship through this shed about 100,000 bales of wool (see
memorandum herewith) ; this,'at 4d. per bale, will give wharfage amounting to £1,666 13s., and to this
must be added about £900 tonnage dues on vessels loading this wool, giving a revenue through leasing
this shed of about £2,666 for six months. I beg further to state for the information of the Colonial
Treasurer that, prior to taking the above wharf over on the 1st July last, it was leased to Messrs. Burns,
Philp, & Co., at an annual rental of £8,000 exclusive of the stores,-the annual rental for these amounted
to £5,450, making the gross income from the whole of this property prior to the wharf being worked bv
the Government £13,450.
.
. 8
"
As this property has only been in my charge from the 1st of July last, I can only give the income
that will be derived for the six months ending December 31st, as follows:—Wharfage and tonnage dues,
£6,20Q; rent of stores, £1,800 to this must be added the annual value of stores and offices occupied by
Government Department, £3,600; making the gross income from this property for the six months ending
December. 31st, £9,800, or £19,600 per annum, about 7| per cent, on the cost of the property. The
gross revenue from the Quay for' the current year (inclusive of the above wharf) will amount to over
£42,000. •
*
‘
I have, &c.,
JOHN JACKSON,
Manager.
The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

C8A]

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1888.
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NEW SOUTH WALES;

AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM.
(REPORT OP THE TRUSTEES FOR 1887;)

^rcsentci) to parliament, pursuant to JUt 17 Pir. £io. 2, scr, 9.

To Hrs Excellexct The Goteenor xto Exectjtite Council,—
The Trustees of the Australian Museum, incorporated by the Act 17 Victoria No. 2, have the
honor to submit to your Excellency in Council, in accordance with the 9th section of that Act, this their
thirty-fourth Annual Eeport.
•
1. The hours during which the Museum is open to the public have continued to be, as in previous
years, from 10 until 5 o clock (or in summer till 6 o’clock) daily, except on Mondays, when it is closed
for the necessary purposes of cleansing, and except on Sundays, when the hours are from 2 o’clock only
to 5. The record of the number of visitors in 1887 shows a decrease, the total number being
122,/99, as against 127,231 in 1886. The largest attendance on one day was 2,658, namely, on Monday,
the 3rd October; and the largest Sunday attendance was 1,233, on the 17th July. The average daily
number throughout the y.ear was 330 on week-days and 709 on Sundays. The orderly conduct of the
visitors on all these occasions, and the apparently intelligent interest taken by a large portion of them in
the exhibits, afford gratifying evidence of their value, as affording not merely amusement but also useful
instruction. .
'
1
'
. .
2. The collections are still being increased, mainly by purchases, exchanges, and donations, but also
by our collecting and dredging expeditions. A list of these additions, under their separate heads, with a
report by the Curator, will be found in Appendices IV, V, VI, VII. Ah expedition, under the charge of
Messrs. Cairn and Grant, to the Bellenden Ker Ranges, in Northern Queensland, resulted in obtaining
for the Museum about sixty-eight .species (198 specimens) of birds, and eleven species (35 specimens) of
mammals, seven of which are new to the Museum, and three are new to science; besides a number of
insects and other invertebrates. A list of these will be found in Appendix IX. The Trustees were '
enabled also during the year to send an expedition to Lord Howe Island, in company with the Visiting
Magistrate, Mr. II. T. Wilkinson. Advantage was taken of. this official visit, and Messrs. Etheridge,
Thorpe, and Whitelegge were instructed by the Trustees to proceed there. A report of the expedition
fornis Appendix X, and a fuller account of the natural history of this interesting island will shortly be
issued as a separate publication.
•
3. The Ethnological Hall referred to in last year’s report has been fitted up with cases, and the
valuable Ethnological collections, mostly acquired during recent years, are arranged there. It is antici
pated that this will prove to be not the least interesting portion of the Museum. The removal of this
collection to the new hall has cleared the galleries in the old wing, which are now being used temporarily
for the display of foreign mammals' and other specimens not of local, interest. It has been found neces
sary to use a portion of the old wing for books for which there is no room in the Library, and. one end of
it has accordingly been fitted up with book-cases. Ultimately this wing is intended to be for the reception,
of the Geological Collections, but as no money has been allowed by the Government for cases during the
present year, the work of fitting it up for their exhibition is necessarily postponed. The officers of the
Institution are still suffering much inconvenience, and their work is in no small degree retarded, by
reason of the want of additional accommodation.
1—A

'

-

[1,083 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material) Pill 13s. lid.]
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A PPENDIX III.
ATTENDANCE OP THE TRUSTEES DURING 1887,
Grown Trustee.

‘

The Honorable Sir Alfred Stephen, G.C.M.G., C.B., M.L.C;

...

7

Official Trustees.
His Honor the Chief Justice
...
...
The Honorable the Colonial Secretary
...
The Honorable the Attorney-General
...
The Honorable the Colonial Treasurer
...
The Auditor-General
............................
The Collector of Customs■ ...
;.. ' ...
The Surveyor-General
...
...
...
The Colonial Architect
............................
The President of the Medical Board
...
.

............................ 0
............................ 0
... ■ ...
...
............................ 0
............................ 7
... . ................
............................
...............................
.............. .
...

0

0
0
1
9

Elective Trustees.

...
................11
J. C. Cox, Esq., M.D., E.L.S...........................
............................ 6
J. Belisario, Esq., D.D.S. ...
...
...
.............. .
... 0
A. Liversidge, Esq., E.R.S.................. .... ...
............................ 11
The Honorable Jas. Norton, M.L.C.
...
............................ 6
Sir Alfred Roberts, M.R.C.S., Knt.
...
............................ 7
H. H. B. Bradley, Esq.....................................
............................ 11
Robert Hunt, Esq., E.G.S...............................
............................ 5
Charles Moore, Esq., E.L.S.............................
............................ 4
C. S. Wilkinson, Esq., E.G.S. ’ '...................
............................ S
The Honorable P. G. King, M.L.C.
...
„■......................... 1
■W. J. Stephens, Esq., M.A.
................
................
.., 5
Edmund Eosbery, Esq.
...
...
...
'W. D. Campbell Williams, L.R.C.P., London, &c.
...
... 2
Number of Board Meetings during the year

.
'

... 14

■

-APPENDIX IV.
ACQUISITIONS BY COLLECTION AND PURCHASE.

'

Mammals :—15 species ; 40 specimens collected. 12 species ; 16 specimens purchaser].
Birds:—126 species; 478 specimens collected. 109 species; 194 specimens purchased.
Birds’ Eggs :—4 species; 5 specimens collected.- Collection of Australian eggs purchased.
Birds’ Nests
3 species ;-ll specimens collected. 4 species ; 4 specimens purchased. _
Eishes:—55 species ; 138 specimens collected. 99 species ; 152 specimens purchased,
'Insecta:—1,737 specimens purchased..
Crustacea:—1 species ; 1 specimen purchased.
Mollusca:—4 species ; 4 specimens and two collections of shells'purchased.
Echinodermata:—Collection purchased.
'
'
Minerals :—A large number of specimens purchased.
Eossils:—32 species.; 135 specimens purchased.
'
■
'
Ethnological specimens purchased:—
42 specimens from New South Wales.
47
3)
. ' 3) Harvey GrouP
New Guinea.
"88
New Zealand.
107
Solomon Islands.221
Eischer Islands... '
8
New Ireland.
298
Gardner’s Island.
8
3)
>>

4 specimens from Cean Island. .
381
33
33 Admiralty Islands
67
Mortlock Islands.
24
New Britain.
15
Louisiade Islands.
6
Greenwich Island,
2
Stewart Island,
.. _

APPENDIX V.

5
APPENDIX V.

DONATIONS.
Specimen.

Mammals.
3 Dasyurus viverrinus
................
1 Hydromys leucogaster
................
1 Antechinus sp......................................
2 Dasyurus maculatus
...
...
1
„
viverrinus
.............. .
1 DelpMnus sp.
............................
1 Small opossum from poucli
...
1 Mouse (Mm. sp.) ...
...
...
1 Dasyurus viverrinus
................
1 Antechinus sp.........................
..
1 Hydromys chrysogaster ...
...
1 Herpestes griseus...............
... '
1 Dasyurus viverrinus
................
1 Canis dingo.........................................
1 Echidna setosa
............................
1 Hapale jachus
...
...
.;.
1 Phascogale penicillata
................
Foetus, and the ovaries of a kangaroo
1 Hydromys leucogaster
...............

2
2
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1

Birds.
Euphemabourkii ...
...
...
...
Kecurvirostra rubricollis ...
...
...
Pomatostomus riificeps
;...........................
„
superciliosa
...
...
Apteryx oweni
...
.............................
.
Pelecanus conspicillatus ...
...
...
G-ymnorhina tibicen
............................
Hieracidea orientalis
................
...
.
Elanus axillaris
.........................................
Biziura lobata
...
...
...
*...
Eudyptula minor'.........................................
Nycticorax caledonicus
...
...
..
Podargus strigoides...
...
...
...
Entomyza cyanotus
............................
Ptilotis auricomis ...
...
...
...
Collyriocincla harmonica ...
...
...
Eopsaltria australis...
...
...
...
Athene strenua
...
...
...
...
Biziura lobata
...
...
...
...
Nycticorax caledonicus
...
...
...
Fulica australis , ...
...
...
...
Falco frontatus
...
...
...
...
Geocichla lunulata "
...
...
...,.
Turnix varius .
................
...
...
Turnix velox
....
...
...
...
Tribonyxsp....
...
...
... '
....
Astur approximans...
...
.;.
...
Strepera anophonensis
...
...
...
Coturnix pectoralis
...
...
Synoicus australis ...
...
...
...
Hieracidea orientalis
...
...
...
Cacatua galerita (supposed to be 100 years old)
Psephotus hsematonotus ...
...
...
Podargus strigoides...
...
...
. .
Hssrriatopus longirostris ...
...
...
Tropidorhynchus corniculatus ...
...
Zosterops dorsalis ...
...
...
...
Hirundo neoxena ...
...
...
...
Petrceca erythrogaster
...
...
...
Gygis Candida
...
...
...
...
Platycercus pennantii
...
...
...
Menura superba
...
...'
...
...
Accipiter cirrhoeephalus ...
...
...
Eurystomus pacificus
............................
Merops ornatus
...
...
...
...
,
Dromaius novse-hollandise ...
...
...
Dicseum hirundinaceum ...
...
...
Ca,comantis flabelliformis ...
...
...
Geobasileus reguloides
...
................

Donor.

... Mr. T. Brown.
,
... Mr. H. P. Dove.
... Mr. W. J. Foster.
'"I Mr. H. G. Greville.
... Messrs. Gibbs, Bright,’& Co.
... Mr.B. Greenwood.
... Mr. J. B. Holding.
... Mr. Jas. M‘Donald.
... Mr. J. Mitchell.
... Mr. A. M‘Tarvish.
.... Mrs. Miller.
... Constable Ord.
... Mr. E. G. W. Palmer.
... Mr. "W. Porter.
... I Sir A. Stephen, G.C.M.G.,
... J C.B., &c.
... Mr. J. M. Stevens.
... Mr. S. Sinclair.

^ Mr. K. H. Bennett. ,
... ) The Director, Botanical
... j
Gardens.
| Mr. H. Burns.
Mrs. Cadell.
... Mr. T. Cadell.
... Dr. J. G Cox.
... Mr. J. Connors.
... Mr. L. B. Dyce.
... Mrs. Elwin.
... | Dr. Fischer.
...
...

Mr. J. T. Fischer.
Dr, Fiaschi.
■v
'

-Mr. Bichd. Grant.

Mr. B. Hunt.
Mr. S. Hosie.
Mons. L. Jaubert. ■
| Mr. H. G. Lodwidge.
Mr. H. J. M'Cooey.
| Mr. J. A. Millington,
Mr. A. H. M‘Culloch.
| Hon. Jas. Norton, M.L.C,
Mr. H. Newcombe.
Mr. Palmer. .
> Mr. P. Schrader.

I

Specimen.

1
2
1
1
1
2
6
3
1
2
1
1
6
1
2
1
1

‘
Birds—continued.
PardalottiS affinis
...
„
punctatus
............................
Biziura lobata •
...
.............................
Casuarius australis... ■
■ ...
Dromaius novsB-hollandise'...
■... • ...
Kaguus
...■
...
, , • ...
Tricbogkssus pusillus
...
•...
Amadiua latHami
’ ..
...
AcantMza liiieata ...
...
...
Melithreptus lunulatus
................
■ ...
Myzomela sanguineolenta ...
... ■ ...
Meliornis novse-hollandiae............................
Estrilda temporalis...
...
- ...
...
Pardalotus puuctatus
..
...
...
Rbipidura albiseapa
...........................
Acanthorbynchus tenuirostris
... - ...
Ptilotis auricomis.........................................

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Phyllurus platurus ...
.
Pygopus lepidopus ...
.
Cyclodus gigas
. .
.
Morelia spilotes ,.
.
Typhlops rueppellii...
.
Yermicella annul ata
.
Diemenia supercilioTa, juv.
„
reticulata
.
Platurus scutatus ...
.
Cyclodus gigas
...
.
Phrynosoma comuta
'.
G-rammatopbora barbata ..
Diemenia superciliosa
.
Lialis punctulata ... .
Pbyllurus myliusii ...
Dendropbis punctulata
.
Lialis punctulata ...
Pbyllurus platurus; var. •
Hoplocepbalus pallidiceps .
„
sp. juv.
.
Lialis sp.
.
...
Pygopus lepidopus ...
.
Crocodilus biporcatus
.
Morelia spilotes ’ . . - ■.
Pseudecbis porpbyriacus .
Morelia spilotes
...
.
Diemenia supercibosa
.
Pygopus lepidopus ...
Typhlops sp..........................
Pbyllurus platurus ...
.
Elapbis quadrilineatus
.
Callopeltis flavescens
.
,,
lacertina...
.
Coronella lasvis
..............
Pelias berus................
Lacerta vivipara ...
..
Tropidonotus natrix
>.
„ juv. .
Zamenis viridiflavus
.
Tropidonotus tesselatus .
Small snakes
...
.
Lacerta stirpium ...
.
Yermicella annulata
.
Phyllurus platurus ..
.
Morelia spilotes
...
.
Cbelonia oblonga . .
.
Egernia cunninghami
.
Lagostoma sp.
...
.
Lygosoma tseniolatum
.
Hoplocepbalus variegatus ..
Yermicella annulata
•
Hydrosaurus varius...
Small snake :..
...
.,
Naja tripudians
... *

Donor.

| Mr. P. Schrader.
j Dr. Sinclair.
Mr. T. Saves.

-Mr. J. A. Thorpe.

Reptiles.
Mr. E. ~W. Attwood.
Dr. Belisario.
Mrs. G. H. Barrow.
Mr. H. Brown.
Mr. A. Bingham.
Mr. J. Boland.
Mrs. Byrnes.
Mr. E. Byrnes.
Com. C. H. Cross, R N.
Dr. J. C. Cox.
Dr. Card.
Mr. E. Chilton.
Mr. A. Craddock.
Mr. J. T. Cockerill.
Mr. C J. Dyce.
J Mr. H. G. Greville.
Mr. S. Gray.
Mr. D. C. Gordon.
| Mr. C. Hanson.

'

'

Mr. G. W. Hampshire.
Mr. H. Hancock.
Mr. T. Hayden.
Mr. YiLn. House.
Mons. L. Jaubert.
Mr. Kavanah.
Hon. J. G. Lackey, M.L.C.
Mr. S. Larter.

► Mr. Max Ludoff.

' ’ | Mr. E. H. Lucas.
Mr. J. M‘Lean.
... | Mr. Mitchell. .
...
....
...
...•

Mr. N. J. Mason.
Mr. Wm. Moss.
Mr. D. Moore.
Mr. A. S. M‘Gowan.
Mrs. Miller. -

Specimen.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Donor.

Rep tiles—con tinued.
Acanthophis antarctica
................
...
Lizard
„.
...
...
......... ...
,
Braehysoma diadema
...
...
...
Hoplocephalus curtus
...
...............
„
signatus ................
...
Diemenia superciliosa
...
...............
Typhlops nigrescens
............... .... ... .
Phyllurus platurus, var..................................
Aspidiotes ramsayi...
...
...
.,. ,
Hoplocephalus-sp. hoy.......................
...
Dendrophis sp. nov.
...............
...
Yermicella annulata
... .. ... , , ... .

j,

'H

Pygopus lepidopus..., '
Diemenia reticulata...
Braehysoma diadema
Hoplocephalus curtus
Hyla perdnii
...
Yermicella annulata
Cyclodus gigas
...
Acanthophis antarctica
Skin of African snake
Morelia spilotes
.■..
Diplodactylus vittatus '

............
............................ ...
...
...
... ,
......................
... .. ...
...
..;
...
... ,
...
...
...
...
...
...
... ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

:
Mshes.
1 Ohrysophryshasta ...
...
...
1 Echeneis naucrates...
...
...
1 Neopempheris pectoralis. Type ...
1 Eupetrichthys angustipes. Type...
1 Heterodontus phillipi
...
...
2 Scyllium anale
................
...
1 Tetrodon inefmis ...
...
...
1 Trigla kumu...
...
...
...
1 Antennarius striatus .
...
...
1 Caranx ciliaris
................
...
9 Clupea sagax
...
................
1 Prionurus microlepidotus ... ■ .,.
1 Synaptura nigra ...
...
...
1 Trichiurus coxii, Type
... ■ ...
1 Acanthurus triostegus
... •...
1 Apogon fasciatus ...
...
...
2 Grlyphidodbn unioeellatus ...
...
1 Solenognathus spinosissimus
■■
1 Dactylopterus orientalis
...
...
1 Therapon sp. .
...
...
...
1 Hippocampus abdominalis ... • ...
5 Apogon punctatus ...
...••■...
2 Cristiceph sp.
...
...
1 Chthamolopteryx melbournensis ...
2 Monacanthus granulatus
...
...
1
„
sp. ................
...
1 Odax sp.
...
...
... ■••...
1 Ostracion sp.
...
...
• ..
2 Rhinobatus bougainvijlii
...
...
2 Monacantius sp. ...
...•■•...
1 Zygsena malleus
...
...
...
2 Apogon norfolcensis. Type
■ ...
2 Julis dorsalis
...
... ■...
2 Parma polylepis
...
...
...
2 Coris trimaculata. Type .:. ■- ...
2 Labrichthys dorsajis
...
1 Eistularia serrata ... ....
1 Tetrodon inermis ...
... ■, • ...
1 Ostracion diaphanus
...
...
1 G-alaxias coxii
...
...
...
1 Pristiophofus eirratus
' ...
...
1 Haploactis milesii ...
...
...
1 Cossyphus unimaculatus
... ■• ...
4 Eistularia serrata
... ■ ...
1 Chaetodbn strigatus...
... ■-.,.
1 Exoccetus sp.•
...
... - ...
2 Oligorus macquariensis- ...
-...

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
| Mr.

E. M‘Ewan.
Newman. . ' ‘
J. N. Oxley.
E. Gr. AY. Palmer.

Mr. A. Powell.
Mr. AY. 0. Renwick.
S- Mr. James Ramsay.
..i
...
...
...

Mr. AYm. Ronans.
Mr. A. Rose. '
Mr. G-. Reed.
Mr. E. Gl. Steyens.
■" j Mr. T. J. Skrine.
,..
...
...
...
...
...

Dr. Sturt.
Mrs. E. Schofield.
Messrs. Tost & Rohu.
Mr. T. J. Hldrich.
Mr. R. H. D. AYhite.
Mr. J. AYyatt.

Mr. Theodore Bevan.

"j Proprietors of Bondi Aquarium.
...

Mr. Chas. Colette.

-Dr. Jas. C. Cox.

| Mr. Chas. AY. Cross.
Mr. J. 0. Dunlop.
Mr. Gl. Eastway.
Mr. G-eo. Eairbairn.
Dr. L. Eoucart,

-Mr, R. Jagoe.

| Mr. J. Gr. Lodwidge.
Mr. Jas. Longmore.

1

.
^Mr. J. A. Millington.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
| Mr.

H. Newcome.
K. J. O’Dea.
Ponder.
H. Prince.

Dr. Read.
Mr. Rohu.
Dr. E. Sinclair. ■
Mr. Hr Smithurst.
Mr. E. Soane. '

.
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Donor.

Specimen.

Fishes—continued.
Mr. B. H* Taylor.

1 Periophthalmus koelreuteri
22 Ambassis gymnocephalus ..,
3 Clupea richmondia ...
..
4 G-obioides purpurascens ..
11 Anguilla sp.
1 Gobius
~ ‘ ' castelnaui
' '
6
„ -gobioides
2
sp. ...
1 Zygaena malleus
1 Centropogon robusfcus
2 Gadopsis marmoratus
2 Ostracionlenticularis
3
5
V
2

-Mr. Thos. Temporly.

Mr. J. Thomas.
Mr. Thompson..
Mr. Jas. Tupy.
Mr. Vandervort. ■
Mr. A. S. Walsh.

Ctenolates ambiguus
Oligorus macquariensis
Maequaria australasica
Therapon elliptieus...

Insecta.
1 Orthopteron.................................................................
1 Mantis sp..................!.
.............................'
..
1 Belostoma indicum, St. F. & S.
..............
14 Coleeptera.............. .
........................................
1 Cybister sp....
...
...
...
...
..
1 Orthopteron.................................................................
1 Mantispa australica, W. ...
...
...
..
1 Chelepteryx collesi, Gray ...
...
....
..
Collection, chiefly Lepidoptera, from New Guinea
1 Keduvius sp.
...
...
...
...
..
1 Belostoma indicum, St. F. & S................................
1 Thynnus sp....
1 Gryllotalpa sp.........................
—
1 Papilio sarpedon, L.
1 Agarista agricola, Don ...
1 Belostoma indicum, St. F. & S.
puncticollis, Hope
1 Amarygmus
_
_
4 Bhynchophora
! Chelepteryx
~ '
collesi,
'
Gray ... ‘
...
6 Ethon affinis, L. & G.
1 Cocoon of Oiketicus sp. ...
1 Larva of Chaarocampa celerio, L.
1 Chelepteryx collesi, Gray ...
1 Bejostoma indicum, St. F. & S.
1 Anoplognathus porosus, Dalm.
1- Bepsimus manicatus, Sw.
1 Gryllus sp............................................
1 Chrysalis of Danais plexippus, L....
1 Macrotoma sp.
...
... ' ...
4 Galerucella semipullata, Ch.
...
1 Chserocampa scrofa, Bois................
1 Xylotrupes australicus, Th.
...
Small collection from Norfolk Island
Belostoma indicum, St. F. & S.
Larva of Pielus sp..............................
Larva of Sequosa triangularis, Don
Dasypodia selenopbora, Gn.
...
Mantis sp. ...
...
...
1 Carenum marginatum, Bd.
...
1 Collection of Sydney Lepidoptera
6 Anobium paniceum, F.......................
.1 Anthersea eucalypti, Sc.....................
1 Sequosa triangularis, Don ...
...
1 Metamimas australasiae, Don
...
1 Bhytiphora sp. nov.
•...
...
Collection of Coleoptera
...
•...
~ Chserocampa erotus, Cr. ...
...
Corydalis sp.
...
...
...
Chserocampa celerio, L.
...
...
Chelepteryx collesii, G. & cocoon...
Perga sp. ...
...
...
...
Danima banksise, Don
................
Percosoma sp.
...
-................
Belostoma indicum, St. F. & S. ...

■ Mr. Osborne Wilshire.

| Mr. G. H. Barrow.
Mr. J. Anstey.
| Mr. A. Birkett.

.

Eight Bev. Bishop of Goulburn
Mr. J. C. Betteridge.
Mr. Theo. Bevan.
Mr. H. Chambers.
:
Dr. J. C. Cox.
Mr. Carter.
^
;
Mr. C. Cressey.
| Master C. Carter.
Mr. J. Fitzhardinge.
| Mr. A G. Gambell.

-■

- Mr. W. Henderson.
Mr. J: B. Holding.
| Miss Hall
Master Haughton.
Mr. A. Habbe.
j Mr. James Henry.
Mr. C. Hedges.
Mrs. Kidd.
■
Mr. J. G. Lodwidge.
Mr. Chas. Moore.
Miss Manning.
.
Mr. E. J. B. M'Kenna.
Mr. J. A..Millington.
Mr. J. M'Cready.
Mr. A. S. M'Gowan. '
Mr. W. A. Nicholas:
Mr. A. S. E. Peer.
j Mr. P. B. Pedley.
- | Mr. T. Eanft.
| Mr. J. H. Bose.

'

...
...
...

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
‘"j Mr.

A- W. Bobey.
S. W. Spain,
J. M. Stevens.
F. A. A.Skuse.

...
...
...

Mrs. Schofield.
•
Mr. H. Smithurst.
Mr. Thos. Thorburn.

'

_ ■

\

■9-

/

'

Specimen.

■
Insecta—continued.
1 Caterpillar ...
...
...
...
...
...
....
...
...
1 Belostoma indicum, St. F. & S........................................................................
1 Plusia sp. ...
1 Phasma sp. :..

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

Donor.

Mr. Woolley.
Mr. H. Winnett.
Mr. Chas. Wensley.
■
Rev. W. H. H. Yarrington.
Mr. 0. L. Young.
•

...

1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3

' Arachnida, Sfc
Mygale sp. ... ,_...
...
...
Heterostoma sp.......................
...
Spider
................
...
...
Epeira sp............................................
Heterostoma sp. . ...
...
...
Spider’s web...
...
...'
...
Spider and 2 cocoons
...
...
Spider
...
...
...
...
„
... •................
...
Spiders- -.........................................
. „
.........................................

Mr. Gr. H. Barrow.
Mr. Gordon Carmen.
Mr. J. Dunshea.
Mr. Charles Eorrest.
Mr. J. R. Holding.
.
Hon. J. G. Lackay, M.L.C.
Mr. W. B. Muir.
Mr. A. S. M‘G-owan.
Mr. Palmer.
Mr. J. Sinclair.
'
Mr. J. Woodbridge.

•
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1

’
■
Crustacea.
Scylla serrata ’
...
...
...
Penseus sp.............................................
Lobsters
................
.....................
Parasitic crustacean
...
...
Hyastenus diacanthus
...
...
Penaeus sp............................................
„ . . ,........................................
Lepas hilli, Leach ...
................

Mr. J. Assenheim, jun.
Mr. G. Eastway.
Mr. W. Glover.
•
Mr. J. G. Lodwidge.
Mr. H. Somers.
Hr. Ward. .
Mr. J. Woodbridge.
Mr. E. King.

•
’Echinodermata.
Strongylocentrotus erythrogrammus
...
Amblypneustes sp....
...
...
...
Centrostephanus rodgersi ...
...
...
Seastar . ...
...
...
...
..,
Sarcoptilus grandis ...
...'
...
...

Mr. R. Harris.
Mr. J. G. Lodwidge.
Mr. Wm. Steers.
Captain Young.
Dr. Craig-Dixon. '

1
8
1
- 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
]
1
4

Planarianworm
Eunice sp. ...
Gordius sp. ...
Planarian'worm

...
...
...
...
... - .;.
...
...
...............

Vermes, tyc.
...
...
...
...'
...
...
...
-................

Mr.
Mr.
■Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Zoophyta, Spongida, tyc.
Sponges
...
...
...
...
...'
Skeleton of gorgonia
...............
...
Coral from Eiji
...
....
...
...
Dendrophylla nigrescens ...
... ~ ...
'

Chas. Forrest.
R. A. Glasscock.
E. Reeve.
T. Scanlon.
W. B. Walker.

Dr. J. C. Cox.
Mr. W. Forsyth.
Yen.. Archdeacon King.
Mr. C. M. Woodford.

Mollusca.
Mr. Sami. Brownett.
■
1 Mud oyster growing on boat’s rowlock, Port Jackson ...
:}
2 Hnio ambiguus, Queensland
....
...
...
Dr. J. C.-Cox.
2 Melania denisonensis, ,,
...
...
...
...
Collectiomof land and marine shells from Hew Caledonia ...
... Mr. Koch.
1 Aplysia sp., Port Jackson ...
...
...
......
...... Mr. J. G. Lodwidge.
1 Solarium lasvigatum, Richmond River, New South Wales
...
... Mr. N. Lockyer.
1, Anthoracopharus kreffti, Camden, New South Wales ...
...
... Hon. James Norton, M.L.C
2 Ostrea malleus, Brisbane Water, New South Wales ...
...
... Mr. J. F. Parr.
1 Octopus tetricus, Hawkesbury River, New South Wales
...
... Mr. Wm. Roller.
Collection of land and marine shells, Philipine and South Sea Islands.. Miss Stephen.
Mrs. Geo. Taylor.
3 Gibbus lyonetianus, Mauritius
...
...
2 Hnio delphinua, Malay Archipelago
...
1 ,, subtrigonus, Siam ’...
...
...
Rev. J. E. Tenison-Woods.
1 Patella testudinaria, Philipine Islands ...
2 Natica fluctuata,
1 „
...

}

' Minerals, fyc.
Orthoceras from Ivanhoe ....
...
...
...
Cimolite
...............
...
...
.:.
.:.
Deposit of carbonate of lime on fresKwater plants ■
A nodule of ferruginous sandstone, with nucleus ...
Chalcedony pseudomorph, after pisolitic limestone
Bismuth ochre .
...
...
................
...
Tin crystal. ...
...
...
...
...
...
Cobaltiferous oxide of manganese, and serpentine...
Auriferous and argentiferous gossan
...
...
Auriferous and argentiferous ores
...
1—B
.

Mr. K. H. Bennett.
Mr. J. G. Bagot.
j- Mr. Chas. Cropper.
| Mr. W. Cumberland.
Messrs. Dudley- & Baker.
> Messrs. Eady and party. ■

10
Specimen.

Donor.

Minerals, Sfc.—continued. ■
.
.
G-em sand from diamond-fields at-Mittagoug
...
...
■... Mr. .1. i\ Fisher
Arsenical pyrites
... - ■...
■ -...
...
-... Mr-, j. j. Finn.
Auriferous and argentiferous ores,- including gossan, cerussitc, anglesite, |
Hellyer
pyromorphite, chloride of silver, gold, &c.
Mr. F. F-. Hoddinott.
■G Opals ■
...
•...'
... ■■■...
- ...
Mr. M'Cooey.
Quartz crystals
...
....
...
...
Mr. R. Male. ■
Sandstone nodules
...
...
...
...
Messrs.' Moss and party.
2 Specimens quartz, with gold
' '...
Yarious eruptive rocks and copper ore
...
'
17 Specimens of eruptive and metalliferous rocks, including chlorite, copper r Mr. L.‘Nicholson.
pyrites, and arsenical pyrites
"...
... " ... ‘ '...
... )
...h
.
Alluvial sand ...
' ... ' ... ■ '.
... I
Magnetic iron...
...
... ’ .
... J-Mr. Pender.
Zircon (red), &C. ... ...
'.
"J- ■
■ '
Titanic iron ...
...
‘ ...
.
Olivine (green) ■ ’ ...
..: ' ' .
Axinite crystals
__ '
... ’ ’.
Chabasite
... ...’
... '
Molybdenite
... ....
...
.
Tin-ore. crystals
.
... ....
Zircons
....
..........................
Hyalite
... ...
...
..
Diorite....
... ...
...
.
"■ 1-Mr. D. A. Porter.
Mesotype in granite ....
.............
Stalactitic manganese ore ...
.
Stibnite .
1. -. ....
... ...
Titanic iron ......................................
Anal cite and chabasite
...
.
Albite ..
....................
.
' .
Hornblende crystals ...
• ... •
Mr. E. A. Rennie.
Specimens of copper-ore
... - •.
Mr. E. M. Ryan '
Agate pebble, •...
...
...
■.
Mr. F. Ratte - ■ •
Auriferous quartz with mispickei .
Copper pyrites
....
...
.
Mr. Steverlynck
Galena...
...
...
.
Azurite
* ...
...
.
A collection of rocks and minerals, illustrating the mode of occurrence" of")
,
j Mr. J. ~W. Stone. '
the diamond, with section of diamohdifefoiis ground
Cast of a large diamond
■
■'
1
, Copper ore
...
■...
...j.
Mr.
H.
E.
Stephenson.
Iron ore
...
...
Galena...
...
...
... Mr. H..Smithurst.
Collection of minerals
' ... Mr. Searr.
Arragonite, in basalt
Alluvial gold, washdirt and decomposed granite
‘| Mr. S. Sinclair.
Auriferous pyrites in quartz and burnt sand
Dendritic gold in arsenical pyrites ...
...
' "'j Mr. Jack Smith.
Dendritic gold in serpentine
...
...
... Mr. G. Troy.
2 Specimens of eruptive rocks
■■•... ■■■...
" ' - | Mr. M. Walsh.
2 Specimens of copper pyrites and- gold ...
Crystal of tin-stone ...
...
...
Quartz, with chlorite schist and pyrites ■...
'"I Mr. Woodford.
Debbies of pink and white and pink limestone
... Mr. Chas. Wo'oller.
Graphite'
...
...
... ■-...-...
Fluorspar
...
... • • ...
...
...
..
Silicified wood...
...
...
...
...
..
Calcareous deposit.-.—
... - ...
...
...
..
Myeline and other minerals ...
...
■................
■ ..
Black sand, composed mostly of titanic iron with zircons

-Mrs. E. Selkirk.
Mr. Richardson.

■ .
,
Fossils.
'
Leaves (Daphnogene sp.)
....
................
....
...
............... Mr. W. Cumberland.
11 specimens fossil fish
...
...
...
...
...
...
... Mr. A. Harber.
29 Permo-Carboniferous Brachiopoda, from Bowen River Coal-field, N.Q.
Mr. R. L. Jack.
34 Permo-Carboniferous Brachiopoda, from Mount Britton, N.Q. • ...
Fossil nut (concretion)
...
....
... • ....
....
...
Fern (Cyeadopteris scolopendriha).
.....
.... ' ...
..... ... Mr. C. Kent.,
Fish (Myriolepis sp.) ... ...
-• ...
...
... ■ ...
...
...
Mr. Kershaw-.
Phacops eaudatiis
....
...
....
.....
...
...
..
Lower jaw of Nototherium .... ■■•... • .... ■
■ ...
... - .... Mr. J. M'Master.
12 Specimens Permo-Carboniferous Brachiopoda ... . ...
....
... | Mr. A. L. Moi-fisett.
1 Bivalve—Carboniferous
• ...
.... • • ... • - ...
....
..
Mr. L. Nicholson.
1 Slab Brachiopoda ...
..•.
•...
...
"...
..
Slab ef stone showing fossils, viz., Gervillia, Trigonia, Ammonites,-&c. ..: ' Hon-. R. H. D-. White.-

ai

Specimen.

Donor.

'Ethnology.
Antiquities from Egypt
... -Egypt .ExplofatioiyEnhd:1 Tomahawk ...
.
| Bundaburah'Creek,'N.S.W....
... 'Mr. A. B. Eerrie.
1 Hammer
...
.
1 Piece of tappa
.
| British-New Guinea ... ■ ...
...
2 Native dresses
.
Bev. W. Wyatt Gill.
1 Piece of native cord.
1 Girdle worn (anciently) by women after confinement to support and )
... j Bev. W. Wyatt Gill.
compress the abdomen. Manihild, Harvey Group of Islands
3 Stone implements .h
..
.
.
..
ISlne”88;::
:::
(New South. Wales..... ......................
... Mr. M'Cooey.
9
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Nulla nulla1 ...
■■■ )
•
Eood bowl from Solomon Islands ...
Tomahawk
...
...
| South Australia
Stone for pounding grass seed
Stone axe
............................................. ..........
Spear... ,'•••.
•••
-Viti or Ei]i Islands
Etruscan armlet about 2,500 years old ...............
Stone axe from Junee, N.S.WV '............................

1
1
1
2

.
. Botanical.
Net fungus ...
...
...
...
...
...
Ball-nut fungus (Ileodiclyon gracile) ■ ...
Sample of gum
...
•.........................................
Ball-nut.fungus (Ileodiclyon gracile)
................

...

Lieut. Boche, E.N.

...

Mr. H. Shaw.

:

... Mr. H. E. Stephenson, J.P.
... .Mr. Thomas Steel.
... Mr. B. H. D. White.
... Mr. Bobt. Whitley.

Miss Agnes Copeland.
Mr. Fry.
. ■
Mr. J.-S. Sheet.
-Mr. G; Twemlow.
■

■
Medals: ■
_
1 Bronze medal—commemorative of the-reception of H.B.H. Prince)
'
’
Albert Victor of Wales on the occasion of his receiving the Freedom > Corporation, City of London,
of the City
...
....
...
:.
...
...
...
...)
.1 Bronze medal
...
’................
...
...
...
...
...) Indian and Colonial Exhibition
1 Diploma
... ■ ... . ...
’ ...
...
... '
... ' ' ...
... .j Commissioners.
.
Historical.
■
■
Historical relics
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... Mr. E: E. Lovett.
Invitation Ticket, dated 12th July, 1814, to a dinner given by the officers)
of the late Boyal British Volunteers to the non-commissioned officers j- Mr. H. Small. '
and men ...
...
...
...
...
...
................ „
Old newspaper—“ London Packet,” November, 1805
...............
... Mr. A. Stevens.
4 Old French bank notes, 1792-93 ...‘
...
...
...
...
... Mr. W. H. Vosper.

.

Miscellaneous.
Hair-ball taken from sheep
Echidna eggs................

Mr. B. B. Banes.
-Mr. C.- Cropper.

Boohs for the Library.
' Linnean Society of London.
1 Catalogue of the Library ...
...
... ■ ...
...... '
-Catalogues of Books in the Departments of Zoology, Mineralogy, and'
General Library...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Trustees of
the . British
Catalogue of Fossil Mammalia. Part 4 .........................................
Museum.
■Various other Catalogues
...
...
...
...
...'
...'
Official Becord N.Z. Industrial Exhibition... ■ •
...
...
N.Z. Institute and Colonial
Transactions, vol. 19 ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Museum.
Brown: Manual of N.Z. Coleoptera. Parts 1-4 ............................ Boyal Commission—Conservation-of Water, 1,-2, 3 Beports
...
Proceedings, Geographical Society of Australasia... • ■ ...
...
-Census of Plants of N.S W. Moore, 1884.
Bailway Guide, 1886 ...
...
...
.
... ^ Government Printer, Sydney.
Beports on Geological Surveys, 1851, &c. .
Beports on Lord Howe Island ••...• .
Spruson on Horfoik Island ...
... • .
...J_
Curr’s Australian Bace
...
.
Government Printer, Melbourne. .
Annual Beport, 1884 (in 2parts) ■ ...
.
Smithsonian Institute, Washingtoji.
Annual Eeport, 1885-6
... • ...
.
' j Indian Museum, Calcutta.
Lyddeker : Catalogue of Pre-historic Vertebrata
f Academy of Natural Sciences,
Proceedings, 1871 to 1886 ...
...
...
' (. Philadelphia.
Catalogue of Library...
...
...
-..
' | University of Sydney.
Calendar, 1887
...
...
... -- ...
Trochidaj and other Genera of S.A. Part 1
J. Brazier.
.
Sundry Exhibition Catalogues
.
Supplement to Catalogue, 1888 j Free Public Library, Sydney.
Beports, 1885-6-7
................

12
Donor.

Specimen.

Boohs for the Library—continued.
Proceedings, 1882
..................................................................
...
„
1880
...............................................................................
Eeport for 1886-7
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Inaugural Dissertations, 1886
...
...
...
...
...
Official Catalogue of Exhibits from the Colony ..... . ...
...
Eeport of the Eoyal Commission ...
...
...
...
...
Annual Eeport (new series, vol. 1)................ ' ...
... ^ ...
Dawson: Fossil Plants of the Devonian and Upper Silurian ' ...
„
Eeport on Fossil Plants ...
...
...
...
...
Annual Eeport of the Curator, 1886-7

...

...

...

...

"'I Eoyal Society of N.S.W.
... The Auckland. Institute.
... University^of Bonn. .
... > N.S.W. Commission,.Colonial
... ) and Indian Exhibition.
Geologi cal and ISTatural Histo ry
Survey of Canada.
i
f Museum of Comparative Zoo\ logy, Harvard University. _
... Geological Survey of India.

Eecords, vbls. 19 and 20
...
...
...
...
......
Murray : Greology and Physical Geography of Victoria................
Mueller: Vegetable Fossils of the Auriferous Drifts ■ ...
...
. ... (Department of Mines, Mel
Gold-fields of Victoria: Eeports of Mining Begistrars; Eeports of Mining f bourne.
Surveyors, &c.
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
■■■J
Department of Mines, Sydney,
Annual Eeport, 1886 .............. :
.........................................
f Highland and Agricultural
Transactions., vol. 19..................................................................
( Society of Scotland.
... Eoyal Society of Victoria.
Transactions and Proceedings, vol. 23
............................
... B. Quaritch, London.
Catalogues of Books ...
...
...
...
...
...
Eoyal Cornwall Polytechnic Society.
54th Annual Eeport ...
...
...
.............................
... Queensland Government.
»
O’Donovan: Catalogue of the Parliamentary Library
...
Eoyal Colonial Institute, London.
Proceedings, vol. 18 ...
..
...
...
...
...
... ) Musee Eoyal d’Hist. Nat. de
Bulletin, tome 4
... ' ...
...
...
...
. .
... ) Belgique.
."
Annales, tome 13
...
...
...
..
...
...
... Vereins fur Naturkinde, Cassel.
Festschrift zur Feier seines fiinfzig jahren bestehens
...
Orhithologsichen Vereines, Vienna.
Mittheilungen, 1886 ...
...
...
...
...
...
Wagner Free Institute, Philadelphia.
Transactions, vol. 1
...
...
...
...
...
...
... Eoyal Society of Queensland.
Proceedings, vol. 3
...
...
...
... _ ...
• ...‘
Proceedings, 1884 and 1886 ...
...
...
...
...
j Eoyal Society of Tasmania.
Eegister of Papers ...
...
...
...
................
... Eoyal Society of S.A.
Transactions and Proceedings, 1877-1887 ...
...
...
" I Linnean Society of NSW. ,
Proceedings, vol. 2
...
... '
...
...
...
...
List of Contributors ...
...
...
...
...............
... The Publishers.
Fauna und Flora des Golfes von Ncapel, Mon. 13 and 14
... Asiatic Society of Japan.
Transactions, vol. 15 ...
...
...
...
...
...
( Senckenbergische Naturforschende
Berichte, 1886-7
...
...
...
...
................
(
Gesellschaft, Frankfurt a.h.
... NewVork Academy of Sciences.
Transactions, vol. 5 ...
...
...
...
Biological Society of Washington.
Proceedings, vol. 3 ...
................
............................
... School of Mines, Ballarat.
Annual Eeport; 1886..................................................................
... J. Bracebridge Wilson, Geelong.
Macgillivray: Marine Polyzoa of Victoria ...
...
...
(■ President, Wellington BhilosoAnniversary Address....
...
...
...
...
...
phieal Society.
"'
... S. S. Saunders.
Three new Fig Insects; Sir S. S. Saunders...
...•
...
(Museum of Science and Art,
Eeport, 1886 ...
...
( Edinburgh. "
... Zoological Society, Philadelphia.
Annual Eeport, 1886-7
... Public Museum, Milwaukee.
Annual Eeport, 1886-7
( Public Library Museums and
Eeports, 1885-6
...
'"l National Gallery of Victoria.
... Museum of S.A.
Eeport, 1886-7
...
...
...
...
•••
Notes on Geological Map of Gumeracha and Mount Crawford Gold-fields "1
.
Eeport on Ulooloo Gold-field
.................................
............................ ( S.A. Government.
.Geological Map
...
...
...
...
...
•••
•••
■■■)
Eeport, 1886 ...............................................................................
................ Queensland Museum.
^
3 Government Central Museum,
Eeports, 1885-6 and 1886-7...
...
...
...
...
...
... | Madras.
Plants reputed Poisonous and Injurious to Stock ; by F. Ml Bailey and'
P. E. Gordon
...
...
...
...
...
...
... ‘
List of his Scientific Writings ; Bev/J. E. Tenison-Woods
................
Notes on some Australian Polyzoa ; T. Whitelegge
...,
...' - ...
Eeport of the Ornithologist, 1886; C. H. Merriam
...
;...............
The summit plates in Blastoids, &c.; C. Wachsmith and F. Springer ...
Gold Ornaments from the U.S. of Columbia; G. F. Kunz
... . .... -The Authors.
Six Pamphlets; W. Haacke...
...
...
...
...
...
Catalog der austellung de Westlichen Sudsee; Otto Finsche
...
...
Lehrmittel fur Volkerkunde—Gesichtsmasken von Volkertypen der
Sudsee; Otto Finsche ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Canoes und Canoebau in den Marshall Inseln; Otto Finsche ...
... j
Hausbau, Hauser, und Siedelungenan der sudostkuste von der Neu |
Guinea; Otto Finsche.........................................
'............................ J
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APPENDIX VI.
EXCHANGES.
Received from—

.

’

,

Forwarded to—

The Geographical Society of Australia.
Birds:—6 species—6 specimens. |
Collecting material.
Mr. James Dali, New Zealand. (5, 37.)
Mammals:—1 species—1 specimen.
Birds
35 species—36 specimens.
Birds
16 species—21 specimens.
Birds’ Eggs:—14 species—27 specimens.
Birds’ Eggs —A few specimens.
Mollusca:—84 species—227 specimens.
Insecta:—A few specimens'.
.
Minerals :—4 species—5 specimens.
Mollusca:—A small collection.
Echinodermata:—5 species—5 specimens.
Queensland Museum, Brisbane. (19.)
Casts :—18 specimens.
Birds :—2 species—2 specimens.
Eishes:—1 species—2 specimens.
Hospital for Insane, Gladesville. (30.)
Sundries.
Birds:—1 species—2 specimens.
■
L. Taizanowstki, "Warsaw.
Birds:—87 species—102 specimens.
.
|

(36.)

•
.
/
Boyal Museum, Elorence (Italy). (28.)
Eishes:—32 species—34 specimens.
:|
Zoophytes:—2 species—56 specimens.
j .■ Ethnology—106 specimens: ..
'
Tasmanian Museum, Hobart. (1, 10, 22, 34.)
Beptiles:—3 species—3 specimens.
Eishes :—13 species—17 specimens.
. Eishes :—8 species—-8 specimens.*
Eossils :—40 species—115 specimens.
Skeletons:—4 species—4 specimens.
. Casts:—20 specimens.
, Ethnology:—1 specimen.
■
Bottles (stoppered) :—3 dozen."
Tubes (glass) :—2 dozen.
.
"

Mr. B. H. Newman, Tumu't. (8.)
Minerals:—Specimens of ores and rocks.
| . Books :—8 catalogues.
.
.
Eossils:—A collection.

■

Mr. B. Dunstan, Sydney. (7.)
|
Minerals:—30 specimens.

Mr. E. M‘Knight, Melbourne. (14.)
.
Eossils :—5 species—18 specimens.
|
Eossils :—10 specimens.

Eossils:—20 species.

Mr. E. W. Thompson,. Sydney. (26.) ,
’
.
|
Minerals:—Sent in 1888.

Minerals :—17 specimens.

Mr. George Blackmore, Sydney. (25.)
'
.
| '
Minerals :—24 specimens.
Mr. J. Waterhouse, West Maitland.

(24.)

Eossils:—57 species.
.

Natural History Museum, Newcastle-on-Tyne. (11.)
|
Mollusca:—21 specimens.
■ Boyal Museum, Brussels. (21.)
|
Casts:—18 species—20 specimens.

Linnaea Naturhistorisehes Institut, Berlin.
Beturn to be made in 1888.
'
|
"• Mammal:—1 species—1 specimen.
■

-

Zoological Station, Naples. (4.)
Mammals :—4 species—4 specimens.
Eishes :—6 species—6 specimens.

1

■

’

Professor Parker, Dunedin. (18.)
|
Mammal:—1 species—1 specimen.

Public Library, Art Gallery, and Museum of South Australia, Adelaide. (9.)
Birds.:—2 species—3 specimens.1
Eish:—1 species—1 specimen.

■
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Received from—

.

Forwarded to-

British Museum, London.

'
]
'

(21.)

Mollusca:—1 species—60 specimens.
Echinodermata :—2 species—2 specimens.
Zoophyta
1 species—3 specimens.
Actinozoa—7 species—7 specimens.

.
.

'
Stavenger Museum, Norway. (29.)
’
Collection of Norwegian birds.
J
Birds :—23 species—27 specimens.
Specimens formerly received.
.
Books—Proceedings.

Zoological Society, London. (31.)
.
|
Birds :—i species—2 specimens (alive),

Academy of Natural Science, Philadelphia. (33.)
|
Books—Yarious publications.

Mr. H. Seebohm, London. (40.)
Large collection of birds received in 1883.
|
Birds:—19 species—36 specimens.
Keturhs promised.

Professor H. A. Ward, New York. (41.)
•
|
Echinodermata:—9 species—57 specimens.

~
Eishes, &c., promised.

Educational Museum, Tokyo, Japan. (42.)
.
|
Birds125 species—169 specimens.
The University, Sydney. (27.)
'
. Mammals2 species—2 specimens.
And sundries, for anatomical purposes.

The N.S.’W. Commissioners of the Adelaide Jubilee Exhibition.
.

7
. 22
. 27
3

(16,17.)

mounted groups of birds, &c.
mounted specimens of marsupials.
mounted specimens of birds.
mounted specimens of reptiles.

APPENDIX YII.
ADDITIONS TQ THE MUSEUM: UBRARY, 1887.
Reg. No.

‘

Rook.

Class A.

2217-18
2219-23

2234
2235-6
2241.
2246-52
'
2257
. 2258-9
2296
.
2297
2342
. 2349

Hudson (C. T.) and Crosse (P. H.) The Eotifera; or, Wheel Animalcules.
. ' 1 voh text. 1 vol. plates. London, 1886, 2 vols. 4to.
Gwyn Jefferies (J.) British Conchology ; or, an Account of the Mollusca
which inhabit the British Isles and the Surrounding Seas:—
Yol. 1—Land and Ihesh-water Shells. London, 1862.
,
Yol. 2—Marine Shells. London, 1863.
Vol. 3
„ '
„
1865.
Yol. 4
„
„ , 1867.
Yol. 5
„
„
1869. 5 vol. 8vo.
Sowerby (J. de C.) and Lear (Ed.) Text by J. S. Gray. Tortoises, Terrapins,
and Turtles, drawn from life. London, 1872. 4to.
Sowerby (J.) and Sowerby (G. B.) The Genera of Becent and Eossil Shells,
for the use of Students. London, 1820-25. 2 vol. 8vo.
Leuekart (E.) Trans, by W. E. Hoyle. The Parasites of Man. Edinburgh,
1886. 8vo.
'
Bertkau (Philipp). Bericht iiber die Wissenschaftlichen Leistungen im
Gebjete der Entomologie. Berlin, 1846-84. 7 vols. 8vo.
Bertkau (Philipp). Bericht iiber die Wissenschaftlichen Leistungen im
Gebiete der Entomologie. 1838-45. Berlin, 1840-47. 1 vol. 8vo.
Marshall (G. E. L.) and Niceville (L. de.) The Butterflies of India,
Burmah, and Ceylon. Calcutta, 1882-6. 2 vols. 8vo. ,
Tryon (G. W.) Manual of Conchology; Structural and Systematic, with
Illustrations of the Species.
Vol. 8, Naticidse, &c.. Philadelphia, 1886. 8vo.
Tryon (G. W.) Manual of Conchology; Structural and Systematic, with
Illustrations of the Species. Second series.
Vol. 2, Zonitidas. • Philadelphia, 1886. 8vo.
Bewick (T.) A General History of Quadrupeds. Newcastle-on-Tyne,
1790. 8yo.
,
Gray (J. E.) Synopsis of the Species of Whales and Dolphins in the
Collection .of the British Museum. London, 1868. 4to.
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2351-3
.
2354
'

2335
.
■
2363
,
2364
.
2365

2367
■
. 2368
2369
2372
■
2373
'
, 2410
,
2377
2378-9
2404
2405
2406
’
2412
2416-7

2429-33
2434
2435
2451-76

■

'

•

Lischke (C..E.) Japanische Meeres Conchylien. Ein Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Mollusken Japans mit Besonderer Hucksicht auf die Geograpliische
ferbreituiig derselbeh. 1st, 2iid, 3rd Theil. Coloured plates. Cassel,
1869-1874. 3 vols, 4to.
Corse (John). Observations on tbe Different. Species of Asiatic Elephants
and tbeir mode of dentition. 1799. 4to. '
•
Tbmes (John). On the structure of the Dental Tissues of the order
Bodentia. 1850.
Tomes (John). On the Structure of the Dental Tissues of Marsupial
Animals, and more especially of the Enamel. 1849. In 1 vol. 4to.
Miall (L. C.) and Denny (A-) The Structure and Life History of the
Cockroach (Periplaneta Orientalis), an introduction to 'the Study of
Insects. London and Leeds, 1886. 8vo.
,
Pfeiffer (L.) and Clessin (S.)
Homenclator Heliceorum Yiventium.
Cassellis, 1878. 8vo.
Blyth (E.) Enlarged by W. B. Tegetmeier. The Natural History of eh^
Cranes. London, 1881.
Coues (E.) E.S. Northern Boundary Commission. Natural History. No. 1.
On the Murid®. Philadelphia, 1874. In 1 vol. 8yo.
Allen (H.) Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections.- No. 165. Monograph
of the Bats of North America. Washington, 1864. 8vo.
Wallace (A. R.) Yarious papers (9).
Clarke (J. W.) On the Eared Seals of the Auckland Islands. 1873. In
1 vol. 8vo.
,
Cuvier (Baron Gr.) The Anitnal Kingdom, arranged according to its organ
isation. A new Edition, with Additions by W. B. Carpenter and J. 0.
Westwood. Wood and steel engravings. London, 1849. 8vo.
■
Gould (John). Introduction to the Trochilidao, or Eamily of Humming
Birds; London, 1861'. 8vo.
.
Gould (John). A Century of Birds from the Himalaya Mountains. London,
1832. Imp. fol.
'
Gould (John.) A Monograph of the Troehilidse or Eamily of Humming
Birds, completed after the author’s death by R. B. Sharpe. Supplement,
coloured plates; London, 1887. Eel.
Tugwell (Rev. Geo.) A Manual of the Sea Anemones commonly found on
the English Coast. London, 1856. 8vo.
The Gardens and Menagerie of the Zoological Society delineated
Quadrupeds, vol. 1; 1830.
Birds. 1831. 2 vols. London,’
1830-1. 8vo.
Sleeker (P.), Works on Ichthyology by. Yol. 1 contains 22 papers.
Vol. 2 contains 9 papers.
,
.
Yol. 3 contains—Enumeratio speciemen piscium hucusque in
Archipelago Indico observaturum petro Equite a Bleeker. Batavia,
1859; Ichthyologia Archipelagi Indici prodriomus petro Equite a
Bleeker. Batavia, 1860. 4to.
v
Romer (Eduard.) Monographic der Molluskengattung Venus Linne. Band
II. Cassel, 1864. 4to.
U.S. Commission of Eish and Eisheries.
Goode (G. B.), Editor. Eisheries and Eishery Industries of the United States. Section 1, Natural History of useful Aquatic Animals. Text 1 vol.
Atlas with 277 plates, 1 vol. Washington, 1884; 2 vols. 4to.
Shaw (G.) General Zoology;—Yol. 1 part 2, vol. 2 part 1, vol. 3 part 1,
vol. 4 parts 1 and 2. 5 vols. 8vo,
Brown (Captain Thos.) The Book of Butterflies and Moths. London,
1843. 12mo.
British Birds. The Water Birds. Religious Tract Society. London. 12mo.
Systematisches Conchylien Cabinet von Martini und Chemnitz. 26 vols. 4to.
Band I Abt. 12—Helix, by L. Pfeiffer; Anostoma, by Fischer; Boyssia, by L. Pfeiffer;
. Tomigerus, by Spix; Proserpina and Streptaxis, by Gray.
„ 12—Helix, IV Theil, by L. Pfeiffer.
,, 13—Bulimus, Partula, Achatinella, Aeliatiha, and Azeca, byL. Pfeiffer.
„ 14—Clausilia, by C. H. Kuster ; 15—Pupa, Vertigo, Megaspira, Balea,
and Tornatellina, by C. H. Kuster.
. '
,, 15a—Cylindrella, by L, Pfeiffer; 16—Garychium, Scarabus, Auricula, and
Jaminia, by C. H. Kuster.
,
„ 17—Physa, and Planorbis, by S. Clessin ; 17b—JOimnaeus, Amphipeplea,
Chiiina, Isidora, and Physopsis, by C. H. Kuster.
„ 18—Trochatella, Helicina,, and Lucidella, by L. Pfeiffer; 19—Cyclostoma,
Choanopoma, Cyclophoi'us, Leptopoma, Megalomastoma, Pupina,
Callia, Pomatias, Aulopoma, Craspedopoma, Myxostoma, Pterocyclos-, Aeieul'a, Geomelania, Hydrocena, Cataulus, Diplommatina,
by L. Pfeiffer. ' ,
. „ 20—Ampullaria, by R. A, Philippi; 21—Paludina, Hydrocena, and
Valvata, by C. H. Kuster; 22—Rissoa, and Rissoina, by H. C.
Weinkauff.
,, 23—Paludinelia, by C. H. Kuster ; 24—Melania and Melanopsis ; 25—
,
Paludomus, by A. Brot.
.•
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•

'

Systematisches Conchylien Cabinet von Martini und Chemnitz—continued.
Band II Abt. 1—Natica, and Amaura; 2—Turbo, by B. A. Philippi.
„
3—Trocbus, and Xenophora ; 4—Delpbin'ula, Scissurella, Globulus,
Botella; 5—Pbasianella, Bankivia, and Lacuna ; 6—Adeorbis,

.
„
Band III Abt.
,
„
1

„

Band IV Abt.
Band V Abt.
,,
Band VI Abt.
Band IX Abt.
.„
.

„

Band X Abt.
„
Band XI Abt.

2499
2500
2557
2563
2669
2689
2502
2503

2554
2555
2556
2558
2561
2571
2582

2598
2651
2652
2653
2654
■2659-60

Skenea, Orbis, and Possarus; 7—Solarium;'8—Risella, by B.. A.
Philippi.
i
9—Litorina, by C. H. Kuster and K.. A. Philippi; 10—Neritina ; 10A—
Navicella, by E. von Martens.
•
lA—Buccinum, Purpura, Coneholepas, and Monoceros ; 1b—Cassis,
Cassidaria, Oniscia, Dolium, Eburna, and Harpa, by C. H. Kuster.
1c—Buceinum II Theil, Eburna, Bueeinum, Volutaharpa, Buccinopsis,
Neobuccinunr, by W. Kobelt; 1e—Bieinula, by C. H. Kuster. 1
2—Murex, Ranella, Triton, Trophon, and Hindsia, by C. H. Kuster and
W. Kobelt.
'
3a—Turbinella, Easciolaria, by H. C. Kuster; 3b—Eicula, Bulbus,
Tudiela, Busyeon, Neptunea, Euthria, and Eusus, by W. Kobelt.
1—Strombus, Pteroeera, Eostellaria, and Chenopus, by C. H. Kuster;
2—Conea; 3—Dibaphus, by H. C. Weinkauff.
1—Olivia; 1a—Aneillaria, by H. C. Weinkauff; 2—Terebra, Mitra,
Voluta, and Cymbium, by C. H. Kuster.
3—Cyprea, and Ovula; 4—Marginella, and Erato, by H. C. Weinkauff.
1—Sigareta ; 1a—Haliotis, by H. C. Weinkauff.
•
1—Anodonta,.by S. Clessin.
2—Hnio, Hyria, Margaritana, Monoeondylaea, and Dypsas, by C. H.
Kuster.
3—Cyeladea, Pisidium, Sphaerium, Cyrena, Corbicula, Batissa, Velorita,
Limosina, Calyeulina, by S. Clessin.
i
2—Cardium, and Isocardia; 3—Donax, and Iphegenia, by E. Romer. .
4—Tellina, by E. Romer.
.
■
1—Veneraeea, Cypriha, Cytherea, Sunetta, Dosinia, Cyelina, Lueinopsis,
Venus, Saxidomus, Venerupis, dementia, Lueina, Fimbria, Galatea,
by L. Pfeiffer; 2—Maetracea, by H. C. Weinkauff.

Code of Nomenclature and Check list of North American Birds adopted hy
the American Ornithologists’ Union. New York, 1886. 8vo.
Harting (James Ed.) British Animals extinct within historic times, with
some account, of British Wild White Cattle. • London, 1880. 8vo.
Krefft (Gerard).. Catalogue of the Minerals and Bocks in the Collection of
the Australian Museum. Sydney; 1873. Svo.
.
Krefft (Gerard). The Snakes of Australia; an illustrated and descriptive
Catalogue of all the known species. Sydney, 1869. 4to.
Another copy.
/
Another copy. Coloured plates.
.
Another copy. Coloured plates.
.
Bonaparte (C. L.) -.Conspectus Generum Avium. Tomes I and II. Lugduni,
Batavorum, 1850 and 57
, ■
Einsch (O.) Index to Bonaparte’s Conspectus Generum Avium. Lugduni,
Batavorum, 1865. In 1 vol. Svo.
.
Scott (A. W.) Mammalia recent and extinct; an elementary treatise for the .
use of the Public Schools of N. S. Wales. Sec. B.—Pinnata. Sydney,
1873. 8yo.
"
Another copy. Paper cover.
Another copy. Paper cover.
Cox (James C.) A Monograph of Australian Land Shells. . Coloured plates,
Sydney, 1868. Svo.
Bennett (Geo.) Observations on the Snakes and the Lizards resembling .
'
Snakes, and on Birds destructive to reptiles in New South Wales. Svo'.'
‘ [See Australian Almanac, 1883.]
Tenison-Woods (Rev. J. E.) Eish and'Eisheries of New South Wales.'
■ Photographs. ■ Sydney, 1.883. 4to.
1
Peres de la Compagnie de Jesus—Memoires concernant 1’Histoire Naturelle
de I’Empire Chiuois. 3 parts in 1 vol. 4to. Chaug-hai, 1880-85.
Cahier 1. R. P. Heude. Memoire sur les Trioujx, .1880. R. P. C.
Rathouis.. Etude sur le Coccus-pe-la. 1880.
Cahier 2 and 3. R..P. Heude. Notes sur le Mollusques terrestres
de la Vallee du Eleuve-bleu. 1882,1885.
Broun (Captain Thomas). Manual of New Zealand Coleoptera. Parts 1-4.
Wellington, 1880-86. Svo.
■
Duncan (P. Martin). The Transformations of Insects. 3rd Ed. London,n.d. Svo.
Wagler (Joannes).
Systema Avium, with MS. Table des Genres.
Stuttgarti® and Tubingm. 1827.' Svo.
’
Knip (Madame—nee Pauline de Coureellas)., Les Pigeons. 87 coloured
'plates. Text by C. J. Themmnick. Paris, 1811. Imp. fol.
.
Bennett (J. W.) A selection of Rare and Curious Eishes found upon the
‘ coast of Ceylon, from drawings made in that Island and coloured from '
life. London, 1851. 4td.
'
■ Darwin (Charles). The Variation of Animals and Plants under Domestica
tion. 2nd Ed, London, 1885. 2 vol. Svo.

\
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2665
.
2666
- 2676
2681
2682
■
2683

2684
2685
2693
2695
,
2771
2772

.

•
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Darwin (Charles). The Descent of Man and Selection in relation to Sex.
2nd Ed. London, 1885. 8vo.
Wall (Wm. S.) Description of the Skeleton of a New Sperm Whale, lately
set up in the Australian Museum,-with some account of a new genus of
Sperm Whales called Euphysetes. Sydney, 1851. Svo.
Australian Museum. Descriptive Catalogue of the Medusae of the Austra
lian Seas. Part 1, Scyphomedusae. Part 2, Hydromedusae. E. von
'
Lendenfeld. . Sydney, 188’7. Svo.
_
.
Sowerby (Gr. B.) illustrated Index of British Shells; 2nd Ed. London,
1887. E. Svo.
' Nott (J. Fortune). Wild Animals photographed and described, London,
’
1886. Svo.
■ •
'
Coues (Elliott). Key to North American Birds. 2nd Ed., with which areincorporated General Ornithology, an outline of Structure and Classifi
cation of Birds, and Field Ornithology, a Manual of collecting, preparing,
and preserving birds. London, ISSii. Svo.
,
Marschall (Comite Augusto de).
Nomenclator Zoologicus, continens
nomina systematica generum avium tarn viventium quam fossilium. Sub
auspiciis 0. E. Societatis Zoologico-Botanics. Vindobon®, 1873. ' Svo.
Eay Society—Cameron (Peter). Monograph of the British Phytophagous
Hymenoptera. Vol. I. London, 1882. Svo.
■
Marshall (A. Milnes) and Hurst (C. Herbert). A Junior Course of Practical
Zoology. ■ 1887. Svo.
•
,
Cope (Ed. D.) Synopsis of the Extinct Batrachia, Eeptilia, and Aves of
• North America.
(Trans. Amn. Phil. Soc., vol. XIV., new ser.)
Philadelphia, 1870. Svo.
■
Fowler (Bev. W. W.) The Coleoptera of the British Islands. Vol. I.
Adephaga-Hydrophilid®. London, 1887. Svo.
•
Cistula Entomologica. Vol III, parts 26, 27, 28, 29. .
!

•

Class B.

- 2408
'
2444

Quatrefages (A. de). Introduction a 1’Etude des Eaces Humaines. Paris,
, 1887. Svo.
I
Moore (Chas.) A Census of the Plants of New South Wales. Sydney, 1884.
• Svo.
.
2559 Catalogue of the Natural and Industrial Products of New South Wales
forwarded to the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1867. Sydney, 1867.
Contains (among other papers) :—
.
Woods Indigenous to New South Wales.
•
Bennett (Geo.) Introduction and cultivation of the Orange.
_
Tebbutt (John), -junr. Progress and present state of Astronomical
,
Science in New South'Wales. Svo.
2567 Haddon (Alfred C.) An Introduction to the Study of Embryology. London,
1887. Svo.
.
.
2658 Darwin (Charles).
The various contrivances by which Orchids are
fertilised by Insects. 2nd Ed. London, 1885. Svo.
_
2659-60
Darwin (Charles). The Variation of Animals and-Plants under Domestica
tion. 2nd Ed. London, 1885. 2 vol. 8vo.
2661
Darwin (Charles). The Movements and Habits of Climbing Plants. Lon
don, 1885'. Svo.
2662
Darwin (Charles). The different Forms of Flowers on Plants of the same
species. London, 1884. 8vo.
2664
Darwin (Charles). The effect of Cross and Self Fertilisation in the Vege
table Kingdom. 2nd Ed. London, 187.8. ’
y
'
•
.
Class. C. .
.
'
2240

Davison (S.) The Discovery and Geognosy of Gold deposits in Australia.
London, 1860. Svo.
.
.
2341
Geological Survey of Illinois. Vol. 3. A. H. Worthen—Geology. F. B.
■
Meek & A. H. Worthen—Palaeontology. Illinois, 1868. 4to. _
2348
Burmeister (H.) Die Labyrinthpdonten aus dem Bunter Sandstein von
Bernsburg. Abt 1. Trematosaurus. Berlin, 1849. 4to.
_ _
2350
Coues (E.) and Allen (J. A.) U.S. Geological Survey of the Territories.
Monographs of North American Kodentia. Washington, dtof
.
2360
Dawson (J-. W.)
Acadian Geology. The- geological structure, organic
.
remains, and mineral resources'of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and
Prince Edward Island. 3rd Ed. Map, illustrations, and supplement.
London, 1878. Svo.
,
2S76
Dawson (J. W.) Fossil Men and their Modern Eepresentatives. London,
/
. 1883. 8vq.
'
...
■
2361
Eeade (Ti M.) The Origin of Mountain Eanges. ■ Plates. London, 1886.
Svo.
■
1—C
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Memoirs of tlie Geological Survey of the United Kingdom. Figures and
Descriptions of British Organic Remains.
Dec. X. London, 1861. Huxley (T. H.) Preliminary Essay on the
Systematic Arrangement of the Eishes of the Devonian Epoch.
Dec. XII. London, 1866. Huxley (T. H.) Illustrations of the
Structure of the Crossopterygian Ganoids. In 1 vol. Svo.
•2370
Miller (S. A.) American Palaeozoic Eossils. A catalogue of the Genera
and Species. Cincinnati: Ohio, 1877. Svo.
2101
Zirkel (Ferdinand). Lehrbuch der Petrographie. Band I, II. Bonn, 1866.
Svo.
2402
Zirkel (Ferdinand), Untersuchungen uber die Mikroskopische Zusammensetzung und Slructur der Basaltgesteine. Bonn, 1870.
Zirkel (Ferdinand). Die Mikroskopische Beschaffenheit der Mineralien
und Gesteine. Leipzig, 1878. In 1 vol. Svo.
2403
Lasaulx (A. von). Eiufuhrung in die Gesteinslehre. Breslau, 1886.
„
Das Erdbeben von Herzogenratham, am 22 Oct., 1873.
Bonn, 1874.
,,
Das Riesige und das Winzige in der Geologic. Bonn,
•
1872.
.,
Der Streit uber die Entschung des Basaltes. Berlin,
1869. In 1 vol. Svo.
• 2407
Meunier (Stanislas).
Encyclopedie Chimique. M. Fremy. Tome II,
Metalloides. Appendice Meteorites. Paris, 1884. Svo.
2109
Agassiz (L ) Monographie des Poissons Fossiles du Yieux Gres rouge ou
Systeme devonien (Old Red Sandstone) des iles Britanniques et de Russie.
Neuchatel, 1841. 4to.
2418
Meyer (H. vou) and Plienniger (H.) Beitrage sur Palaontologie AYurtembergs enthaltend die Fossilen Wirbelthierreste, &c. Stuttgart, 1844.
Impl 4to.
2419
Lindstrdm (G.) On the Silurian Gastropoda and Pteropoda of Gotland.
Stockholm, 1884. 4to.
2420
Ettingshausen. (Constantin F. von ) Die Genetischo Gliederung der Flora
Australiens. Wien, 1875. 4to.
2421
Meyer (H. von). Reptilien aus der Steinkolen Formation in Deutschland.
(p. p. 60 to 220). Taf. Villa to XXIII. Frankfurt a.m., 1857. 4to.
2422
Rosenbusch (H.) Mikroskopische Physiographie der Mineralien und
Gesteine.
Band I. Die Petrographisch AVicktigen Mineralien. Stuttgart,
1885. Svo.
2425
Rosenbusch (H ) Die Steiger Sehiefer und ihro Contactzone an den Granititen von Barr. Andlan und Howald. Strassburg, 1877. Svo.
2423
Lasaulx (A. v.) Aus Irland. Reiseskizzen und Studien. Bonn, 1878. Svo.
2424
Lasaulx (A. v.) Sicilien ; Ein Geographisches charakterbild. Bonn, 1879.
,,
Das Erdbeben von ifeizogenrath. Am, 24 June, 1877.
Bonn, 1878.
,
,.
Elemente der Petrographie. Bonn, 1875. Svo.
2426-7 Dagincourt (Dr.) Annuaire Geologique Universe!, et Guide du Geologic
autour du Monde. Paris, 1885-6. 2 vols Svo.
2436-7 Phillips (John) Manual of Geology, Theoretical and Practical. Ed. by
R. Etheridge and H. G. Seely. 2 vols. Svo. London, 1885.
Part 1. Physical Geology and Paleontology. II. G. Seely.
Part 2. Stratigraphical Geology and Paleontology. R. Etheridge.
2477
Dawson (J. AY.) Air-breathers of the Coal period : A Descriptive Account
of the remains of Land Animals found in the Coal formation of Nova
Scotia. Montreal, 1863. Svo.
2498
Boricky (Eman.) Elemente einer neuen Chemisch-Mikroskopischen Mineral
und Gesteins analyse. Prag, 1877.
,
Boricky (E) Petrologische Studien an den porphyr-gesteinen Bdhmens.
Prag, 1882. In 1 vol. Svo.
2547
Lesquereux (Leo). Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania.
Report of Progress. P.
Description of the Coal Flora of the Carboniferous Formation of
Pennsylvania and throughout the United States. Wols. I and
II bound together.
2548
Atlas. Harrisburg, 1879-80. 2 vols. Svo.
■ 2559
Catalogue of the Natural and Industrial Products of New South AVales
.
forwarded to the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1867. Sydney, 1867.
Clarke (Kcv. AY. B ) On the Sedimentary Formations of N.S.W.
Keene (Wm ) New South AVales Coal-fields.
Krefft (G.) Fossil remains of Mammals, Birds, and Reptiles from
the Caves of AVellington Valley1'. Svo.
2561
Keene (W)
Our Coal-fields. (See Australian Almanac for the vear
1863.)
.
^
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‘
25641 . Hochstetter (F. tor) and Petermann (A.) Geological and Topographical
. Atlas of New Zealand. Six Maps of the Provinces of Auckland and
Nelson, Auckland, 1864. 4to.
2565
Geology of New. Zealand : In explanation of,the Geographical and Topo■ graphical Atlas. Trans/hy Dr. C. F. Fischer.' Auckland, 1864. 8vo.
2568
Smyth (E. Brough). The Gold-fields and Mineral Districts of Victoria.
Melbourne, 1869. E.’Svo.
.
...
2601
Lydekker (Eichard). Catalogue of .the Pleistocene and Pre-historic Verte
brata in'the Indian Museum. ....................
Lydekker (Eichard)'. Catalogue of the Seivalik Vertebrata in the Indian
.
Museum. ; . Part. l.-r-Mammalia.
. Part 2.--Aves, Eeptiles, Pisces.
Calcutta, .1885-6. In 1 vol. Svo.
.
'
. 2610
Murray (Eeg. A. F.), Victoria.
Geology and Physical Geography.
.
Melbourne, 1887. Svo.
.
.2612
Annales du Museei P. J. Van Beneden—
■Description des Ossements.
Fossiles des Environs d’Anvers.
■
Partie 5.—Cetaces. Texte Bruxelles, 1886. Fol.
2613
Planches. Bruxelles, 1886. , Imp. fol.
. :
2615
Geological Survey of New South .‘Wales (Department of Mines).
.
David (T. W. Edgeworth). Geology of the Vegetable Creek Tin
. . mining. Field, New England District, N.S.W. Maps and
.
sections. . Sydney, 1887. 4to.
2655
Darwin (Charles). Geological observations on- the Volcanic Islands and
i parts of South America visited during-the Voyage of H.M.S. “ Bea<de.”
2nd Ed. London, 1876. Svo.
° .
„
2663
Darwin (Charles). The Formation of Vegetable Mould, through the action
of Worms, with observations on their habits. London, 1883, Svo.
2670
Meek (F. B.) and Worthen (A. H.) Descriptions of new Palaeozoic
Fossils from Illinois and Iowa (Proceedings Acad. Nat. Sc. Philadelphia, 1861.) Svo.
■
‘
v ; ' 2671
Wachsmuth (Chas.) and Springer (Frank). Eevision of the Paheocrinoidea
(Pro. Acad. Nat. Sc., 1880-86.) Svo.
‘
r
• '2679
Dixon (Fred.) The Geology and Fossils of the Tertiary and Cretaceous
Formations of Sussex. London, 1850. 4to.
“
2680 , Mantell (Gideon), dossils ot the South Downs, or Illustrations of the
Geology of Sussex. London, 1822, 4to.
.
•
2686
Bowerbank (j. S.) Monograph of the British Spongidae. Edited, with
adaitions, by Eev. A. M. Norman. Vol. IV. Supplementary. London,
1882. Svo.
,
'
rr
j
,
2687
Phillips (John): Geology of Oxford and the" Valley of the Thames.
Oxford, 1871. Svo.
.
2697-8
Klipstein (Dr. A. V.) Mittheilungen aus dem Gebiete der Geologie und
Palaeonthologie. Giessen, 1845-8.3.
Band 1. Band 2, Ab: 1, 2, 3. 2 vols. 4to.
2699
Boemer (Dr. Ferdnd.) Die Kreidebildungen von Texas und ihre organischen
■ Einschlusse. Bonn, 1852. 4to.
2700
Phillips (John). Illustrations of the Geology of Yorkshire. Part 1.—The
■ , Yorkshire Coast.- 3rd Ed.; edited by E. Etheridge. London, 1875. 4to.
"
2701
Borneman (Job. Georg.) Die Versteinerungen des Cambrischen Schichtensystems der Insel Sardinien. Abth. 1 (Nova Acta der K. Leop-Carol.
Deutschen Akad. der Naturforscher Bd. 51). Halle, 1886. 4to
v
■ 2702
Grandeury-(F. Cyrille). Flore Carbonifere du Department de la Loire et du
• Centre de-la France. Parties 1, 2, and Atlas. Paris, 1877. 4to.
Murchison (Eodk. I.), Verneuil (Ed. de), and Keyserling (Count Alexr.
2703-4
- von). The Geology of Eussia in Europe and the Ural Mountains.
London and Paris, 1845. 2 vols. 4to.
2705-6
Bronn (H. G.) Index Palseontologicus oder iibersicht der bis jetzt bekannten
Fossilen Grganismen, unter niitwirkung der H. E. Goppe'rt, und H. von
Meyer bearbeitet von H. G. Bronn. Stuttgart, 1848-9. 2 vols. Svo.
2707-9
Dames (W.) und-Kayser (E.)
Pakeontologische Abhandlungen. Berlin,
'
1882-7. 3 vols. 4to.
• - 2710-3
Eenault (B.) Cours de Botanique Fossile fait au Museum d’Histoire
Naturelle. Annees I-IV. Paris, 1881-5. 4 vols. Svo.
•- • 2714
Geinitz (Hans Bruno). Dvas oder die Zechstein formation und das Eothlie- gende mit beitragen. E. Eisel, E. Ludwig, A. E. Eeuss, E. Eichter.
Heft 1 and 2. Leipzig, 1861-2. 4to.
.
. P15: Saporta (Le Marquis de). Les Organismes problematiques des Anciennes
Mers. Paris, 1884. 4to.
'
'
2716-8
Mojsisovics (E. von.) und Neumayer (M.)
Beitrage zur Palaontologie
Osterreich-Ungarns, und des Orients.
Band 1-V. Wien, 1882-7.
■ 3 vols. 4to. ---■■■
.
2719' -Nathorst (A. C.) Nouvelles Observations sur des Traces d’Animaux et autres
:
Phenomenones d’Origine purement mecanique decrits comme. “ Algues
Fossiles (Kongl. Svenska Vetenskaps-Akademiens Handlingar Bd. 21,
No. 14). Stockholm, 1886. 4to.
.

.

■
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’
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De Koninct (L. G-.)
Keehei'clies sur les Fossiles Pal6ozoiques de la
Nouvelles-Galles du Sud. (Mem. de la Soc. Koy. des Sciences de Liege.
2nd Sei\ T. YI and YII.) Bruxelles, 1878. 8vo.
^
Qiebel (C. G.)
Fauna der Yorwelt nut steter Berucksichtigung. der
2724-6
lebenden Thiere. Leipzig, 1847-56.
Bd. 1, Ab. 1. Sangthiere
„ 1, „ 2. Yogel and Ampbibien. ’
.
„ 2, „ 1. Insecten and Spinnen."
■ ,, 3, „ 1. Cephalopoden.
•
Unger (E.) Genera et Species Plantarum Fossilium. Yindobonae, 1850.
2727
8vo.
. .
■
.
.
,
Memoire sur les Belemnites eonsiddrees
2728 ' Blainville (H. Ducrotay de).
zoologiquement et geologiquement. Paris, 1827. 4to.
Pusch (George Gottlieb). Polens Palaontologie. ■ Stuttgart, 1837.
2729
Geinitz (Hans Bruno). Die Yersteinerungen der Grauwackenformation in
2730
Sachsen und den Angrenzenden Lander-Abtheilungen. Heft 1 and 2.
Leipzig, 1852-53. 4to.
_
,
Mojsisovics (E. von) und Newmayer (M.) Beitrage zur Palaontologie Oster.2740
reich Ungarns.
.
’
■
_
.
Mueller (Baron F. von). . Observations on JNew Vegetable Fossils of the
•
2769
• Auriferous Drifts. Dec. 1, 2. (Geol. Sur., Yict.) Melbourne, 1874
and 1883. 4to.
'
.
.
.
2721

Class D.
2214-6 •
2225
2226
,

2227
2228-9

'

2587-8
2256
'

,

2257

2246-52
2260
226.1-2
2263
2264
2265
2293

.

2266
2267
.2268
2269

2271-85
2294
2295
2549
2298

.

Catalogue of the Natural History Library of the Linnean Society of London,
Parts 1, 2, 3. 1866-77. 3 vols. 8yo.
^
Catalogue of the Books in the Department of Zoology, British Museum
i Natural History. Third edition. 1884. Svo.
Catalogue of Books in the Department of Mineralogy, British Museum,
1881. Svo.
Catalogue of Books of the General Library, British-Museum, 1884. • Svo.
Boyal Commission, Conservation of Water. First Eeport of the Com
missioners. Diagrams and Plans. Sydney, 1885. 2 vols. fol.
Conservation of Water—Eoyal Commission—
'
_
Second, Third, and Final Eeports. Diagrams and Plans.' Sydney,
1887. 2 vols. Fol.
■
Berliner Entomologische Zeitsehrift■
Band, 28. 1884. 1st and 2nd Heft. Berlin, 1884.
„ 29. 1885..
' „
'
„
1885. 8yo.
Bericht uber die Wissenschaftlichen Leistungen im Gebiete der
Entomologie. •
1838. Berlin, 1840.
1846-84. Berlin. 7 vols. Svo. .
New Zealand Industrial Exhibition, 1885. The Official Eecord. Wellington,
1886. Svo.
’
'
Annual Eeport of the Smithsonian Institute for 1884, in 2 parts.
Washington, 1885. 2 vols. Svo.
Catalogue of the Library of the Australian Museum. -Sydney, 1883. Svo.
Philosophical Transactions of the Eoyal Society of London for the year 1884,
Vol. 175. London, 1885. 4t6.
//
Philosophical,Translations of the Eoyal Society of London for the year 1885.
Vol. 176. London, 1886. 4to.
.
Philosophical Transactions of the Eoyal Society of London for the year 1886,
Yol. 177. London, 1887. 4to.
The Zoological Eecord for 1885. London, 1886. Svo.
Catalogue of the Library of the Zoological Society of London. London,
1880. Supplement to 1883. Svo.
,
Indian Museum. Annual Eeport and Lists of Accessions, 1885-6.- Calcutta,
1886. Svo.
.
Bailey (F. M.) and Gordon (P. E.) Plants reputed Poisonous and Injurious
to Stock. Brisbane, 1887. Svo.
'
Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Science of Philadelphie. 1871
(incomplete), 1872 to 1885. * 15 vols. Svo. Philadelphia, 1872-86.
Buckler (W.) Eay Society. Volume for 1886. The Larva of British
Butterflies and Moths. Edited by H. T. Stainton. Vol. 2. London,
1887. Svo.
,
Eoyal Cornwall Polytechnic Society. 53rd Annual Eeport, 1885. Falmouthi
' 8vo.
Eoyal Cornwall Polytechnic Society. 54th Annual Eeport. Falmouth,
1886. Svo.
Catalogue of Books in the Library of the University of Sydney. Sydney,
1885. Svo.
■
,
■
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Supplement to the Catalogue of the Free Public Library for 1883.
1881. 4to. .
'
British Museum Catalogues as under:—

2255
2270

2242
2243
2244
2245
• 2301
2302
2303
2304
2305
2306
2307-9
2310
2311
2312
2313
•' 2314
2315
2316
2317
2318
2319
2320
2321
2332

2323
2324
2325
2326-33
2334
2335
2336.
2337
2338
2339
2340

2343
2367
"
'
2380-97
2398

N

Book.

Sydney,

'

Lyddeker (R.) Catalogue of Fossil Mammalia in the British Musuem. Part
IY. Order Ungulata; suborder Prohoscidea. London, 1886. 8vo.
British Museum Catalogues. Duplicate parts :—
■
Hagen. Cat. Neuropterous Insects—
Parti. Termitina. 1858. (Dup. of 174).
List of Lepidopterous Insects App: 1848. (Dup. of 181).
Smith (F.) Cat. Hymenopterous Insects—
PartlY. 1856. (Dup. of 163).
Species of Entozoa. 1853. 12mo.
List of British Fish. 1851. 12mo.
'
„
Mollusca, &c. 1851. 12mo.
’
„
Centronise or Radiated Animals and Sponges. 1848. 12mo.
G-ray (J. E.) Catalogue of the Seales and Whales in the British Museum.
2nd Ed. London, 1866. Svo.
Supplement to above. London, 1871. Svo.
G-adow- (H.) Catalogue of the Birds in the British Museum. Vol. IX.
London, 1884. Svo.
. .
^
^
Sharpe (R. B.) Catalogue of the Birds in the British Museum. Vol. X.
London, 1885. Svo.
_
Sclater (P. L.) Catalogue of the Birds in the British Museum. Vol. XL
London, 1886. Svo.
.
Appendix to Catalogue of Shells and Reptiles. 1872. 4to.
Boulenger. Catalogue of the Lizards in the British Museum. 2nd Edn.
(G. A.) London, 1885-7. 3 vols. 8vo.
Catalogue of Marine Polyzoa in the British Museum. Part 3. London,
1875. Svo. '
Gray (J. E.) Catalogue of Sea-pens. 1870. Svo.
Gray (J. R ) Catalogue of British Birds. 1863. Svo.
Johnston (Geo.)
Catalogue of British non-parasitical Worms. 1865.
Svo.
,
Woodward (H.) Catalogue of British Fossil Crustacea. .1877, Svo.
Catalogue of Fossil Foraminifera. 1882. Svo.
Hinde (G. J.) Catalogue of the Fossil Sponges. 1883. 4to..
_
Owen (R.) Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of the Fossil Reptiles of
South Africa. 1876. 4to
'
Smith (F.) Descriptions of New Species of Hymenoptera. 1879. 8vo.
Walker (F.) List of Lepidopterous Insects. Pt. 28. 1863. 12mo.
„
„
„
„ 32, 1865.
„
Gray (J. E.) List of Mollusca. Parts 1 and 2. 1855 and 1865. 12mo.
A. General Guide to the British Museum.
.
Guide to the Gould collection of Humming Birds.
Guide to the Galleries of Reptiles and Fishes. 1887.
.
Introduction to the Study of Meteorites. In.l vol. Svo.
Guide to the Galleries of Mammalia. Svo. (Dup. of 1821).
.
„
Fossil Fishes. (Dup. of 1821.) Svo.
'
,, . Geology and Palaeontology. (Dup. of 2110.) Svo.
Walker (F.) Catalogue of the Specimens of Heteropterous Hemiptera.
Parts 1-8. London, 1867-73. 8 vols. Svo.
List of Specimens of Birds. Part 3. Gallinae, &c. 1844. l2mo.
„
„
Lepidopterous Insects. Parti. 12mo. 1844,
„
,, ~
Myriapoda. 12mo. 1844.
British Animals. Part 17. 12mo. 1855.
'
•
Gray. Catalogue of Conchifera. Parti. 12mo. 1853.
Lydekker. (Dup. of 2070.) Catalogue of Fossil Mammalia. Part 3. Svo.
1886.
’
'
Etheridge and Carpenter.
(Dup. of 2109.) Catalogue of Blastoidea.
1886. 4to.

The Zoological Journal. London. Vols. I to V, 1825-35. Coloured
plates. 5 vols. 8vo.
_
Allen (H.) Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. No. 165. Monograph
of the Bats of North America. Washington, 1864. Svo.
_
_
The Monthly Microscopical Journal. Transactions of the Royal Microscopical
Society, and Record of Historical Research. Vols. I-XVIII. London,
1869-77. 18 vols. 8vo.
,
'
Palteontographical Society. Vol. XL., issued for 1886. London, 1887. 4to.
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2399

Highland and Agricultural Society of Scotland. .Transactions. 4th Series,
Yol. 19. Edinburgh, 1887. Svo.
2400
The Entomologist’s Monthly Magazine. Vol. 23. 1886-87. Svo.
■
. 2411
Annales des Sciences Naturelles. Zoologie and Paheontologie. Series YII.
Toine I. Paris, 1886. Svo.
_
.
“ Challenger,” H.M.S. Eeports of the Scientific Eesults-ef the V.oyage:—
2413-5
Narrative. Yols. I (in 2 parts) and II. S vols. 4to. London, 1882-5.
.
Yol. I contains Narrative of the Cruise, with a general account
'
.
-of the Scientific Eesults ; by Staff-Commander T. H. Tizard,
H. N. Moseley, J. Y. Buchanan, and John Murray. 1885.
Yol. II contains Magnetical and Meteorological Observations. .
2291
■■
Botany. Vol. II, 1 vol. 4to.' London, 1886.
.
.
Contains Eeport on the Diatomacese; by Francesco Castracane
' degli Antelminelli.
.
/
2286-90
- Zoology. Yols. XVII, XVIII (in 3 parts), XIX. ;
.
' 2688
Vol. XX; and
.
'
2722-3
Vol. XXI (in 2 parts). 8 vols. 4to. London, 1886-7.
'
,
. ,
Yol. XVII contains—Eeport on the Isopoda (2nd part),
’
E. E. Beddard; Eeport On the Brachyura, E, J. Miers ;
Eeport on the Polyzoa (2nd part), G-. Busk.
• , .’
Yol. XVIII contains Eeport on the ■ Eadiolaria, Ernst
Haeckel.
.
. ■
.
' Yol. XIX contains—Eeport'on the Nemertea, A. A.W.
Hubrecht; Eeport on the Cumacea, G . 0. Sars ; Eeport
on the Phyllocardia, G-. 0, Sars ; Eeport on the Ptero.
poda (1st part), Paul Pelseneer.
Yol. XX contains—
•
1. Eeport .on the Monaxonida by Stuart 0, Eidley and
Arthur Dendy.
.
' 2. Eeport on the Myzostomida (Supplement) by Dr. L.
.
von Graff.
3. Eeport oil Cephalodiscus decalophus : A new type of
the Polyzoa, by Wm. C. MTntosh. 4to.
' .
Yol. XXI contains—Eeport on the Hexactinellida, by Dr.
' E. E. Schultze.
'

,

'

.
■ '
.

2416
2417

.
-'

2428
■: 2438
- -2139
2440
2441
2446

•

2447■

• 2449
2450
2478-97
2504

............... 2505'
2507-11

•
•

. 2512-26
2527-30
-2531
2741
2532
2742
2743

H.S. Commission of Eish and Eisheries.
Goode (B. G.) Fisheries and Eishery Industries of the United States. Sec
tion 1. Natural History of useful Aquatic Animals.
Text and Atlas, with 277 plates. Washington, 1884. 2 yols. 4to.
Sydney University Calendar, 1887. Sydney, 1887. 8vo.
Zoological Society of London. Index to Proceedings. 186E-70. Svo. .
'
„ „
•
1871-80, Svo.
- ,,
'
Charter, Eeport, Lists, &c. 8Vo.
'
„
Eeports of Council at Annual Meetings. Svo.
Transactions and Proceedings of the Eoyal Society of.Victoria. Vol. 23.
Melbourne, 1887. Svo.
New South Wales. Eeports on Geological Surveys. 1851 and following
vear. Eol.•'
Eeport of the 56th Meeting of the British Association. 1886. London.
1887. Svo. Morphologisches Jahrbuch. Band 12. Leipzig, 1887.. 8vo.,
Memoires du Museum d’Historie Naturelle, par les Professeurs de cet
Etablissement. Orne de Gravures.
:
'
Tomes I to XX. Paris, 1815-32. 20.vols. 4to. .
r
Quaritch (B.)
Catalogue of English Literature (Part 10 of General
‘
Catalogue). London, 1884. 8vo.
Quaritch (B.) Catalogue of History, Geography, and Philology of America,
■ Australia, Asia, and Africa (Part 12 of General Catalogue). London,
1886. Svo.
'Eevne Zoologique—Par la Societe Cuvierienne.' Pwblie sous la direction de
E. E. Guerin-Meneville—
Tomes 1—11. Paris, 1838-48. In 5 vols. 8vo.
.
Eevue et Magazin de Zoologie. Becueil Mensuel, par E.E. Guerin-Meneville
et Ad. Eocillon—■
1
'
. 2nd Serie. Tomes 1—23. Paris, 1849-72. In 5 vols. Svo.
3rd Serie. Tomes 1—7. Paris, 1873-9. In 4 “vols; Svct
Nature. Yol. 35. Nov., 1886, to April, 1887. 4to.' . ,
Nature. Yol. 31. Mav-Octoher, 1887. London, 1887. 4to.
' ’Comptes Kendus. Tome CIY. Jan, to June, 1887.' 4to.
Comptes Eendus-. 'Tome’CY.! Paris, 1887. 4to.
- ..
^ Zdologisclier Anzeiger. ' Jalir. X. 1887.' Syo-. '
^
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2533
. .
2741
.
'

2534
' 2535-6
. ■ .■
-2537-36
■ .
;
.
- '
- .
2562'
' ■
.
2566
2569
2572
•
2573
- .
2574
2575
. .
2576
2577

'

•
2578
2579-80
'
2581
•
2583
.
2584
.
■

■
2585
. .

.

25.89
2592
•> ■
2590
. 2591
2593
. ‘
2594-5
.
. ■ 2596
2597
.
2599-2600
2601
.2602
2603
- 2604
2605
,
_

-

Annals and Magazine of Natural History. Vol. 19. Jan. to June, 1887.
Svo.
Annals and-Magazine of Natural History. Vol.- 20. January to December,
1887. Svo.
.
Eoyal Society of New South Wales. Vol. 16. 1882. 8vo.
- .
Zeitschrift fur Malakozoologie. 1844-53. Hanover and Cassell. 1845-53.
.
2 vols. Svo.
Malakozoologische Blatter. Als Fortselzung der Zeitschrift fur' Malakozoologie herausgegeben.
Band X—XXV. 1851-78.
,
Neue Edge. Band I—VIII. 1879-86.
.
!
‘ Cassell and Berlin. 1854-86. 10 vols. Svo.
.
Australian Almanac for the vear-1871. The Intercolonial Exhibition of
■
; 1869-70. Svo.
"
"
■
Melbourne International Exhibition, 1880-81. Official Eecord and Cat^-,
logue of Exhibits. Melbourne, 1882,
O’Donovan (D.) Analytical and Classified Catalogue of the Library of the:
Parliament of Queensland. Brisbane, 1883. 4to. ,
Eoyal Colonial Institute. Proceedings, Vol. 18. 1880-7. London, 1887.
' 8vo.•
Musee Eoyal d’Histoire Naturelle de Belgique. Bulletin, Tome IV. 1886.
Bruxelles, 1886. 8vo.'
■
'Zeitschrift furWissenschaftliche. Zoologie. Band 44. Leipzig, 1886. Svo.
Deutsche Entomologische Zeitschrift. _ Jahrgang 30, (1886).
.
.
Eericht, 1885. Berlin, 1886. Svo.
:
Berliner Entomologische Zeitschrift. Band 30,1886. Berlin, 1886.
Vereins fur Naturkunde zu Cassel. Pestschrift zur Feier seines funfzig
jahren Besteheus. Cassell, 1886
'
Oriuthologischen Vereines in Wien. . Mittheilungen. Jahrgang, 1886.
Wien, 1886. 41o.
- ■
:
Dniversitat zu Bonn.
■
'
Inaugural and Philological Dissertations der Facultat der Eheinischen
.
• Freidrich Wilhelms Dniversitat zu Boirn. Bonn, 1886. 3 vols. Svo.
Wagner Free Institute of Science of Philadelphia. Transactions, vol. 1.
Philadelphia ,1887. Svo.
Museum d’Histoire Naturelle de Paris. Archives, Tome X. Paris, 1858.
4to.
•
. ..
: New South Wales—-Exploration of the Caves and Divers of New South
Wales. Minutes, Eeports, Correspondence.
(Plans, photograohs.)
Sydney, 1882. Fol.
.
■
Lord Howe Island. Eeports concerning (with maps and photographs) by—
J. Bowie Wilson.
5
H. Wilkinson—Geology. .
'
.
W. J. Conder—Survey.
:
.
J. Duff—Botany.
.,
A. Morton—Fauna.
•
Correspondence respecting removal of Eesident Magistrate. Sydney,
.
1882. Fol.
...
.
•'
Colonial and . Indian Exhibition, London, 1886. Official Catalogue of
Exhibits from the Colony of New South Wales. . Sydney,-1886. Svo.
Geographical Society of Australasia. Proceedings (with maps and illus-•
trations). Special Vol., 1885.
Vol. 1—Sessions, 1883-4.
..
,, 2— ,,
1884. Sydney, 1885. 3 vols. Svo.
Eoyal Society of Queensland. Proceedings. Vol. 3, 1886. Brisbane, 1887.
Svo.*
Eoyal Society of Tasmauia. Papers and Proceedings and Eeport for 1884
and 1886. Hobart, 1885 and 1887. 2 vols. Svo.
Morton (Alexander). Eegister of papers in the Tasmanian Journal and the
Eoyal Society of Tasmania, 1841-85. Tasmania, -1887. Svo.
•
New Zealand Institute. ' Transactions and Proceedings. Vol. 19 (second of
new series), 1886. Wellington, 1887. 8vo.
i -1
Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada. Annual Eeport (new
series). Vol. 1, 18S5,-with maps and plans.-.- Montreal, 1886. 2 vol. Svo.
Lydekker (Eichard). Catalogue of the Pleistocene and Pre-Mstoric Verte
brata in tlie Indian Museum. SVO.
•
;;
Entomological Society of London—Transactions, 1886. London, 1886.. 8vo.
■ Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science. Vol. XXVII. New Series.
London, 1887. Svo.
'
.
1
Notes from the-Leyden Museum. Vol. VIII. Leyden,-1886. 8vo.
Museum d’Histoire Naturelle de Pays:Bas. Tome IX. -Catalogue
,
. Osteblogique des Mammiferes. F. A: Jentink; -Leide, i-887. 8vO.
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•

2606-9

■

-2611
2612-3
.
.

2614
2615

.

•

2616

-2617-32
2633
2634-5
2636-8
2639-50

'

2668
•

-2675
2676
2677
2678

2685
2686
2694
2696
2768
.2720
2731
•

2732
2733
■2734

'

Museum of Comparative Zoology. Harvard University, Cambridge. Bulle
tin. Vels. I, 11, III, V. 4 Vols. 8vo. _
_ '
m
„
Annales du Musee d'Histoire JN aturelle de Belgique. Tome VII. Texte &
Plates. Bruxselles, 1883. Pol.
.
■
_
Annales du Musee d’Histoire Naturelle de Belgique. Tome XIII. Descrip
tion des Ossements Possiles des Environs d’Anvers. Parti 5, Cetaces.
P. J. van Beneden. Teste. Pol. Planches. Imp. fol. Bruxelles, 1886.
Mines (Department of) New South Wales. Annual Deport for 1886: Sydney,
1887. Pol.
__
.
__ ________ _ _
Geological Survey ol JN.S.W. (Department of Mines). David (T. W. Edge
worth.) Geology of the Vegetable Creek Tin-miuing Pield, New England
District, N.S.W. (Maps and Sections). Sydney, 1887. 4to.Colonial and Indian Exhibition. London, 1886. Illustrated Hand-book ol
Victoria. Editor, Jas. Thomson.
Melbourne, 1886, contains— .
Australia. By Joseph Bosisto.
■
Victoria. By Julian Thomas.
•
Pacts and Pigures. By H. H. Hayton.
Agriculture. By John L. Dow.
• '
A Wine-producing country. By H. de Castella. ■
Physical Geography and Geology. By B. A. P. Murray,.
■
Live Stock Husbandry.! By Geo. A. Brown.
Horticulture. By Wm. Elliott.
'
; Journal fur Ornithologie. Jahr. I, 1853 to Jahr. XV, 1867-. And Extra Hft,
1853.
.
’
General Index. 1853-67:
• Zweite Polge, Bd. I. Jahr. XVI, 1868 to Band II. Jahr. XVII, 1869.Dritte Polge Bd. 1, Jahr. XVIII, 1870 to Bd. 3, Jahr. XX, 1872.
■ Vierte Polge Bd. 1, Jahr. XXI, 1873 to Bd-. 12. Jahr. XXXII, 1884.
■
34 vols.- Svo. Cassel and Leipsig, 18'3-84. ■
_
__
Smithsonian Institute. Annual Deport for 1884. Part,2. Being Deport of
U.S. National Museum, 1884. Washington, 1885. Svo. .
^ ^
Doyal Society of New South Wales—Journal and Proceedings for 1886. Vol.
.
XX: Sydney, 1887. 8vo.'
^
^ ^
Australian Museum. D. von Lendenfeld. Descriptive Catalogue of the
Medusas of the Australian Seas., Part 1—Scyphomedusaj. ■ Part 2—Hydromedus®. Sydney, 1887. Svo.
■
Goldfields of Victoria. Deports of the Mining Degistrars for the quarters
'
30th June, 1884, to 31st March, 1887. (June, 1885, missing.) Melbourne. Pol.
Deports of the Mining Surveyors and Degistrars. Quarter 31st March, 1883,
'
to 31st March, 1884.
Mineral Statistics of Victoria for the years 1883,1884,1885.
'
Annual Deport of the Secretary for Mines and Water Supply, 1884, 1885.
Deport, Chief Inspector of Mines, 1883, in 1 vol. fol. Melbourne. Pol.
' Day Society. Cameron, (Peter.) Monograph of the British Phytophagous
Hymenoptera. Vol. I. London, 1882. Svo.
__
Bowerbank (J. S.) . Monograph of the British Spongidae. Edited, with addi
tions, by Dey. A. M. Norman. Vol. 4. Supplementary. London, 1882.
■
Svo.
’
Annales des Sciences Naturelles. Zoologie et Paleontologie. 7me. Serie.
Tome II. Paris, 1887. Svo.
'
, ,
Library Chronicle. A Journal of Librarianship and Bibliography. Vol.-1.
. London, 1884. D. Svo.
Library Chronicle. Vol. II. London, 1885. . Svo.
•
‘ Colonial and Indian Exhibition. Deport of the Doyal Commission for the
Colonial and Indian Exhibition, London, 1886. London, 1887. Svo. Philosophical Society of Adelaide, S.A. Transactions and Proceedings and
'
Deport for 18/7-78, and 1878-79. Adelaide, 1878-79. 2 vols. in 1. Svo.
Doyal Society ,of South Australia. Transactions and Proceedings and
Deport:—
- ■ '
•
'
‘
Vol. 3. 1879-80) 2 volg inl
'
'
„ 4. 1880-815
.
.
5. 1881-821, inl .
„ 6. 1882-83)
.
-,V 7. 1883-841 0 , • ,
„ 8. 1885-86) 2 Vols-1'

„ 9. 1886-7. 4 vols. Svo.
2735
2745 • Geological Magazine. 3 Decade. Vol. 4. 1887. 8vo.
The Entomologist. Vol. 20. 1887. Svo.
■
2746
The American Naturalist. Vol. 21. 1887. Svo.
~
. 2747
The Ibis. 5 Ser. Vol. 5. 1887. Svo.
.
2748
2749 ' Jpurnal de Conchyliologie. Tome 27. 1887. 8yo. ,
2750
Quarterly Journal, Geological Society of London, Vol. 43. 1887. 8yo
^

,

'2d
Reg. No.

Book.

Class D—continued.
2751
■2752
2753'
2754
2755
2756
2757

2758
2759
2760
2761
2762

’ 2763
2764
2765
2766
2767

2770
2773

Journal of tlie Eoyal Microscopical Society. Ser. 2. Vol. 7. 1887. Svo.Proceedings, Lin. Soe., N.S.W. 2nd Ser. Vol. 2. 1887.. Svo.
Linnean Society of New South Wales. List of the Names of Contributors
to the first series of the Proceedings from 1875 to 1885. Sydney, 1887.
Svo. *
Transactions, Entomological Society of London.' 1887. Svo.
‘
Notes from the Leyden Museum. Vol. 9. 1887. Svo.
‘
Geological Survey of India :—
Eecords. Vol. 19, 20. 1886 and 1887 in 1 vol. Svo.
Eauna and Elora des Golfes von Neapel-:—
XIII Mon.. Koloniebildenden ' Radiolarien (Sphasrozoeen). Von
Dr. Karl Brandt. Berlin, 1885.
XIV Mon. Polvgordius. Von Prof. Julien Eraipont. Berlin,
1887. ‘ 4to. '
■
_
^
Zeitschrift fur Wissenschaftliche Zoologie. Band 45. Leipsig, 1887. Svo.
Academy of Natural Sciences Philadelphia, Proceedings, 1886.
Phila
delphia, 1887. Svo.
.
.
'
Asiatic Society of Japan. Transactions. Vol. XV. Yokohama, 1887.
■
Senckenbergische Naturforschende Gesellsehaft in Erarikfurt. a.m.
’
Berichte. 1886-7. Erankfurt, 1887. -8vo..
.
Geological Survey of Canada:—
'
'The Eossil Plants of the Devonian and Upper Silurian Eormations
of Canada. J.W. Dawson. Montreal, 1871. Part 2. Montreal,
1882.'
•
'
•Report on the Eossil Plants of the Lower Carboniferous and Mill
.
stone G-rit Eormations of Canada. J.W. Dawson. Montreal,
1873. Svo.
■
Library Notes, Library Bureau, Boston. Vol. 1. Boston, 1886-7. Svo. '
New York Academy of Sciences. Transactions. Vol. AL New York,
1885-6. Svo.
'
. .
■
Biological Society of Washington." Proceedings. Vol. III. July, 1884, to
Eebruary, 1886: Washington, 1886. 8yo.
International Exhibition, Sydney, 1879. Official Catalogue of the British
Section. London. Svo.
'
AVool Show. Official Catalogue of the AVool Exhibits. .
Ethnological Gallery. Official Catalogue of the General Ethno• ' logical Collection. •
•
Queensland Court. Rise and Progress of Queensland Industries :—
Pearl Shell and Beche de-mer.
Wool. *
Dugong Eishery.
Gold.
Sugar.
.
■
Copper.
Timber.
‘ .
Tin.
•
Catalogue of Tasmanian Contributions. .
Catalogue of Fiji Exhibits.
■
Visitors’ Companion, Sydney, &c. Svo.
La Nature: Revue des Sciences et de leurs applications aux Arts et a
ITndustrie. 15e Anne, June-December, 1887. Paris, 1887. 4to.
Annales du Musee. Boyale de Belgique. Tome 6.
Class E.

'

Dampler (Wm.) A New Voyage round the World. 3rd edition. London,
1698-1703. 3 vols. Svo.
Voyages and Descriptions, in vol. II. 1699.
A Voyage to New Holland, &c., in the year 1699, in Vol. III. 1703.
Davison (S.) The Discovery and Geognosy of Gold Deposits in Australia.
2240
London, 1860. Svo.
A’oyage antour du Monde sur la Ef egate la Venus, 1830-9, commandee par
2253
A du petit Thouars—
,
Zoologie Text. Paris, 1885. Svo.
-,,
Atlas. Paris, 1846. Imp. fol.
.
2254
Geological Survey of Illinois. Vol. 3.
2341
Worthen (A- H.) Geology.
‘
Meek (E. B.) and Worthen (A. II.) Palseontology. Illustrated.
Illinois, 1868. 4to.
.
Coues (E.) and Allen (J. A.) U.S. Geological Survey of the Territories.
2350
Monographs of North American Rodentia. Plates. Washington. '
Keate (Geo.) An Account of the Pelew Islands, in the Western Pacific
2374
Ocean. Composed from the journals and communications of Captain
Hy. Wilson. Plates and charts. ■ 2nd edition. London, 1788. 4to.
Railway Guide of New South Wales. 3rd edition. • Sydney, 1886. 4to.
2445
~D
.

2237-9
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Class E—continued.
" 2501
.
..
2517-8

2551-2
2553
2559

'
.

2560
2561'
2570
.
2581
2585
.

26o7
.
2667
.
.
2672
2673
2674
2691-2
■
2736-9

'Leach (Wm. Elforcl).
Malacostraca Podophthajmata BritaoanisB; or,
Descriptions of such British Species of Linnean G-enus Cancel: as have
their eyes on footstalks. Illustrated by Jas. Sowerby. London, 1815.
4to.
.
_
Lesquereus (Leo). Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania—Report of
Progress. P. Description of the Coal Elora of the Carboniferous
Eormation of Pennsylvania and throughout the United States. Yols. 1
and 2 bound together ; and Atlas. Harrisburg, 1879-80. 2 vols. Svo.
Polak (J. S.) Manners and Customs of the New. Zealanders ; with notes cor
roborative of their Habits, Usages, &e,, and remarks,to intending Emi
grants. Woodcuts. (Map wanting.) London, 1810. 2 vols. Svo.
Jukes (J. Beete). A Sketch of the Physical Structure of Australia, so far
as' it is at present known. London, 1850. Svo.
Catalogue of the Natural and Industrial Products of New South "Wales
forwarded to the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1867. Sydney, 1867.
Contains (amongst other Papers)—
,
.
Woods Indigenous to New South Wales.
George Bennett. Introduction and Cultivation of the Orange.
John Tebbutt, jun. Progress and Present State of Astronomical
Science in New South Wales.
Another copy.
•
.
Peppercorn (Fred S.) Historical Sketch of Inland Discovery in Australia.
.
Part 3. See Australian Almanac, 1863.
Ridley (Rev. Wm.) Ramilaroi and other Australian Languages. Sydney,
„
1875. 4to.
.
_
New South Wales: Exploration of the Caves and Rivers of New South
Wales. Minutes, Reports, Correspondence. Accounts, Plans,, Photo
graphs. Sydney, 1882. Fol.
.
.
Lord Howe Island. Reports concerning (with maps and photographs), by
J. Bowie Wilson—
H. Wilkinson, on Geology.
W. J. Conder, on Survey.
.
J. Duff, on Botany.
.
A. Morton, on Fanua.
■
Correspondence respecting removal of Resident Magistrate. Sydney,
1882. Fol.
.
_
Darwin (Charles). A Naturalist’s Voyage: Journal of Researches into the
Natural History and Geology of the Countries visited during the Voyage
of H.M.S. “ Beagle ” round the World. London, 1884. 8vo.
Coni grave (John Fairfax). South Australia: A Sketch of its History and
Resources. A Handbook compiled for the Colonial and Indian Exhibition,
London, 1886. 2nd edition. London, 1886. Svo.
Spruson (J. J.) Norfolk Island: Gutline of its History from 1788 to 1884.
Compiled by J- J. Spruson. Sydney, 1885. 8vp.
Another copy. Svo.
.
Another-copy. Svo.
.
Guillemard (F. H. H.) The Cruise of the “ Marchesa ” to Eamschatka and
New Guinea, with notices of Formosa, Liu-kin, and various Islands of
the Malay Archipelago. London, 1SS6. 2 vols. Svo.
Curr (Ed. M.) The Australian Race: Its Origin, Languages, Customs,
place of Landing in Australia, and route by which it spread itself over
that Continent. Melbourne, 1886. 3 vols. Svo. 1 vol. fol.
Class F.

■2448 1 Encyclopaedia B’rittanica.

2230-2"
2292

9th ed.

.
Vol. 21 and 22.

1886-7. 2 vols. 4to.

Sands (J. & Co.) 1886. The New Atlas of Australia: Queensland, South
Australia, Western Australia. 3 vols. fol.
.
-' Murray (Jas. A. H.) A New English Dictionary on Historical principles.
Part 3. Batter-Boz. Oxford, 1887. 4to. .
Class G.

2356-9

Manuals for Natural History Collectors in 4 vols., 12mo. London, 1885-7 : —
1. Gray (P.) and Woodward (B- B.)—Sea-weeds, Shells, and Fossils.
2. Skuse (F. A. A.) British Stalk-eyed Crustacea and Spiders.
3. Bagnall (J. E.) Handbook of Mpsses.
4. Holmes (E. M.) and Gray (P.) British Fungi, Lichens, and Mosses.
5. Kirby-(W. F.) British Butterflies, Moths, and Beetles.
.
6. Butler (E, A.) Pond Life : Insects.
7. Jewitt (L.) English Coins and Tokens^with a Chapter on Greek
and Roman Coins, by B. V. Head.

27
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Class Gr—continued.
2362
2371
2375
2559

2561

2562
2656
2506
2550

Eoberts (Chas.)
The Naturalist’s Diary: A Day-book of Meteorology,
Phrenology, and Kural Biology. London, 1886. Svo.
Holgate (C. W.) An Account of the Chief Libraries of Australia and
Tasmania. London, 1886. Svo.
Brannt (\\r. T.) and Wall (W. H.) Techno-cbemical Receipt Book, edited
chiefly from the Q-erman. Philadelphia and London, 1886. Svo.
Catalogue of the Natural 'and Industrial Products of New South Wales,
forwarded to the Paris Universal Exhibition of 1867. Sydney, 1867.
Svo. Contains (among other papers)—
Woods Indigenous to New South Wales.
Introduction and Cultivation of the Orange—Q-. Bennett.
Progress and present state of Astronomical Science in New South
Wales—John Tebbutt, jun.
Australian Almanac for the year 1863. Sydney, 1863. Contains—
Bennett (Geo.) Observations on the Snakes and the Lizards re
sembling Snakes, and on Birds destructive to Reptiles in New
South Wales.
Peppercorn (Bred. S.) Historical Sketch of Inland Discovery in
Australia. Part 3.
Keene (W) Our Coal-fields.
Australian Almanac for the year 1871. Contains—■
'
The Intercolonial Exhibition of 1869-70.
Darwin (Charles). The Origin of Species by means of Natural Selection.
6th edition. London, 1886. Svo.
Inaugural Dissertations, University of Bonn. 1886.
Crooks (William). Select Methods of Chemical Analysis (chiefly inorganic).
2nd ed. London, 1886. Svo.
'

Class I.

2299.

Pamphlets. Svo. vol. 21. 1887.
Museum publications:—
Act of Incorporation—“ Australian Museum Act,” 1853.
By-laws of the Australian Museum.

1870, 1879, and 1882.

Guide to the Contents of the Australian Museum. 1883.
List of old Documents and Relics. 1884.
Descriptive List of Aboriginal Weapons. 1887.
Ramsay (E. P.) Hints for the Preservation of Specimens of
Natural History. 3rd ed. 1887.
Ratte (F.) Hints for Collectors of Geological and Mineralogical
Specimens 2nd ed. 1887.
Brazier (J )
Trochid® and other Genera of South Australia, with
their Synonyms. Part 1. (From the Trans. Roy. Soe. of S.A.)
1886.
The Commercial, Pastoral, and Agricultural Association Report of
the Auckland Institute and Museum for 1886-7. Auckland, 1887.
2775—Pamphlets. 8vo., vol. 22, 1887. Contains—
School of Mines, Baallarat. Annual Report, 1886. Baallarat, 1887.
Royal Botanic Gardens, Ceylon. Hand Guide. Colombo, 1883.
,,
,,
Catalogue. Colombo, 1879.
Colombo Museum. Guide to the Collections. Colombo,, 1882.
Catalogue of the Marine Polyzoa of Ahctoria. P. H. Macgillivray.
(Roy. Soc., Victoria, 1887.)
List of the Scientific Writings of the Rev. J. E. Tenison-Woods.
Trochidse and other Genera of South Australia, with their Synonyms.
Part I. J. Brazier. (Roy. Soc., S.A., 1886.)
Notes on some Australian Polyzoa. T. Whitelegge. (Linn. Soc.,
N.S.W., 1887.) _
_ *
AVellington Philosophical Society. Anniversary Address by the Presi
dent. F. B. Hutchinson. Wellington, 1887.
Descriptions of three new genera and species of Fig Insects allied to
Blastophaga, from Calcutta, Australia, and Madagascar. Sir
Sidney S. Saunders. (Ent. Soc , 1883 )
Descriptive Catalogue of R. Damon’s collection of celebrated Diamonds.
Edinburgh Museum of Science and Art. Report of the Director for
1886.
Rules for Zoological Nomenclature drawn up by the late H. E. Strick
land at the Instance of the British Association. London, 1873.

2S
Class I—continued.
2776-Pamphlets. Svo. vol. 23, 1887. Contains—
• Zoological Society of Philadelphia, lath Annual Report 1886-7.
Public Museum, City of Milwaukee, 5th Annual Report, 1886 7.

The SumSt Platerin’Sk^toMs, Crinoids, and Cystids.

•

-

'

'

Gold^raamente' from '^^5TJnited^States,of^Columbia.

.
. QQ_ a7

Chas. Wacksmuth^and R. Springer.

Geo. R. Kunz.

(American Antiquarian,

Some1 problems in connection with the Stone Age. S. D. Peat. (American Antiquarian l887.)
On some remains of Batrachian Reptiles discovered in the Coal Formation of Ohio by Dr. J. S.
• Newberry and Mr. C. M. Wheatley. _ Jeffries Wyman, (billiman s Am. Jour, J8o8,)
_
Descriptirii of New Carboniferous Fossils
from the^ Appalachian, Illinois, and Michigan Coal
Fields.' R. P. Stevens. (Silliman s Am. Jour, 1858.)
Bioekographie, Museenpflege und Kolomal-thierkunde. W. Haacke. (Zeit. fur Wiss. Jena.
Bd. XiX")
.
TTpher die Ontosenie der Cuhomedusen. W. Haacke. '(Zool. Anz, 1886.)
Die Scvnhomedusen des St. Vincent Golfes; W. Haacke. (Zeits. fur Naturwis. Jena. Rd_SX.
Biologie! Gesamtwissenschaft und Geographie. W. Haacke.
Der Nordpol als Schopfungszentrum der Landfauna W. Haacke. (Biol. Centralblatt B . .)
T>i*p T?flHiflrtieriiatur de Seeigel. "W. Haacke. (Biol. Centralblatt Bd. 7.)
Catalog der Austellung fur vergleicheude Vdlkerhunde der westlichen Sudsee besonders er
• Dp-ntsohen Schutzffebiete. 0. Finscb. (Greog. Ges. Bremen, loo/.J
,
Lehrmittel fiir Volkerkunde zur Anschammg wie Ilnterricbt. Gesicbtsmasken von ^ olkertypen
'
der Sudsee und dem malayischen Arcbipel. 0. Fmscn. Bremen, 1S87.
,
Canoes und Canoebau in den Marshall luseln. 0. Rinsch. (Verhand. Berlin. Anthrop, Gesel.
Versuch'emer Monographie des Bournonit.' R. Zirkel.

(Sitzungs. Akad. W. math. nat. Wien.

Ueher^e genetische Gliedorung der Cap. Rlora. Constantin R. v.'Ettinghansen.

(Sitzb. Akad.

Vorl^fig^Mittheilungeniiber die Entwicklunge und Lebensweise des Lepidurus Rroductus, Bose.
P Braucr. (Sitz. Ak’ad. Wissen. Wien, Bd. LXIX, 1874.)
,
n i •
Hber nene und ungeniigend hekannte Vogel von New Ommea und den Inseln der Geelvi
■
A B Meyer. (Sitz. Akad. Wissen. Wien. Bd. LXIX, 1874.)
' Zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der.Vegetation der Erde. Const. I. v. Ettmgshausen. (Sitz. Akad.
-

■

Der

"Wissen. Wien, Bd. LXIX, 1874.)
.
Dotterstrang des Phigiostomen. S. Schenk.

Tiri
1^74,1
Wien, Bd. LXIX, 1874.)

(Sitz. Akad. Wissen.

2777—Pamphlets. Polio, vol. VI, 1887. 'Contains— '
.
Public Library, Museums, and National .Gallery ef Victoria.

i iqqk irrr
Reports, 1885, 1886.

Universitat Ered. Will. Bonn—
,
'
Judicia Quinque Ordinum.
Sacram Menioriam Fred. Will. HI.
Natalicia Guilelmi Imperatoris Germanic!.
Zur Feier der Ubergabe des Rectorats.

,

'

'
_

. -

•

Haushau!\liu°erund Siedelungen an der Siidostkiiste von New Guinea,

•
0. Emsch.

Wien,

1887
British New Guinea. Issued hy Burns, Philp, & Co. (Limited). Sydney, 1886.
Diamonds, Pearls, and Precious Stones taken from the collection known as the Crown Jewels of
France. Tiffany & Co, New Tork.
'
Sydney Free Public Library. Reports, 1885, 1886. .
.
•
Museum, South Australia. Report, 1886-7.
.
, n
flAiRo iw
South Australia. Notes on Geological Map of Gumeracha and Mount Crawford Gold-fields, by
H. P. Woodward, under direction of H. Y. L. Brown (with map).
South Australia—Report on the Ulooloo Gold-field. H. Y. L. Brown. Adelaide, 1887.
„
.
(Geological Map of), exclusive of the Northern Territory.
Queensland Museum. Report, 1886.
•
_ „
„ „
Government Central Museum, Madras.

Reports, 1885-6, 1886-7.

Report from the Select Committee on the Vine Diseases Bill. Sydney, 1886.
Report of the Executive Secretary on the Bordeaux International Exhibition of Wmes, 1882.
Sydney, 1884.
’

■
■

’

APPENDIX VIII.
. Repobi’s op Scientific Assistants.

_

.

"

,

Icthtoi.ogical Depaiitment.—J. Douglas Ogilby, Assistant.
During the year the Museum has
become richer by 640 specimens of fishes. Of these, 146 have been received as donations ; 53 obtained hy
exchange with different museums, in which class a most valuable collection received from the llorence
Museum, through Professor Giglioli, deserves special mention; 174 received from the Museum collectors,
the greater part of' which were brought from Lord Howe Island by Messrs. R. Etbendge and par y;
115 obtained from the harbour hy means of the trawl-net; and the remaining 152 obtained from difierent
sources hv. purchase. Among the fishes received during the year, 13 have been described as new species.
r I
y
•
■
•
•
• • ' : ; •
Entomological

29
Entomological Depaiitment.—A. Sidney Olliff, Assistant.—During the past year 1,760 insects
have been added to the collection, the various orders being represented as follows :—Lepidoptera, 865 ;
Coleoptera, 845 ; Orthoptera, 30; Neuroptera, 10; and Homoptera, 10. Of these no less than 1,200 were
contained in a collection purchased from Mr Gr. Eirth, Hamilton, New South Wales, which is by far the
most important accession for the year. Besides many rarities, the collection comprised a fine series
of lignivorous lepidoptera, mostly from ,tbe Hunter Kiver District. Valuable donations were received
from Messrs J. H. Bose, A. J. Gambell, C. Wensley, H. Smithurst, A. S. Peer, and others. Another
important donation is the collection obtained by Mr. J. A. Millington in Norfolk Island, which formed
the basis of a recent report on the insect fauna, of that island; the collection contained 35 species, and
yielded no less than 11 new to science, of which the types have been added to the Museum collection.
During the year about 350 species were collected for the Trustees, including a series of 20 species obtained
by Mr. Etheridge and party in Lord Howe Island; 40 species collected at Litligow by Mr. Grant; and
120 at Cassilis, New South Wales, by Mr. Olliff. Among these a considerable number are new to the
Museum collection.
,
•
'
Conchological Depaetment.— John Brazier,- Assistant.—During the year ending 31st Dec
ember, 1887, a large number of specimens have been presented, the most interesting being by Miss
Stephen, consisting of 1,50.0 specimens from all parts of the world, many of them quite new to the
collection. The most important purchase was the collection of the late Hon. E. K. Cox, containing about
60 species and 2,000 specimens, a number of rare volutidse being additions to the general collection in
this department. Eighty-four species, numbering 226 specimens, have been sent away in exchange to
New Zealand.
'
■
Mjneeal Depaetment.—E. Batte, Assistant.—Forty donors, from various parts of the Colony, have
contributed a number of specimens, .estimated at about 250 ; and about 100 specimens, partly from New
South Wales, have been acquired either by exchange or purchase, while about 150 specimens have been
collected, mostly in the west. The Australian collection of minerals is intended to comprise from 10,000
to 15,000 specimens, and to be classified so that, by its means, information upon the geological constitution
and mineral productions of any part of New South Wales, or even Australasia, could be easily obtained
by visitors. There is, however, much to be done before this result can be attained. The general collection
of minerals, which included already over 2,200 specimens, mostly from Europe and America, has been
increased by 210 purchased specimens, some of which are of great rarity and value.
'
1
Ethnological Depaetment.—J. Brazier, Assistant.— During the year a large number (1,157) of
specimens have been purchased to fill up gaps in this department. Specimens have been^secured from
the Lachlan Biver, N.S.W.; Harvey Group of Islands ; Bapanui, or Easter Island ; British New Guinea; <
Solomon, Admiralty, New Ireland, New Britain, Gardiner’s, Sir Chas. Harvey’s, and Fischer’s Islands-;
New Zealand. We are expecting other large consignments from our collectors in Western Polynesia.
The number of specimens presented during the year is only 28 from New South Wale=, South Australia,
and Manihiki Harvey Group. '
'
'
Palasontolog-icAl Depaetment—B-. Etheridge, jun., Assistant.—Mr. Etheridge commenced his
duties at the Museum on June 1st, 1887, and since that date the paleontological stores placed in the
basement and uppermost gallery of the Museum have been dealt with, sorted, and relegated to their
proper places in the collection, or systematically packed away for future study. The fine collections of
Lower Carboniferous Plants from the neighbourhood of Stroud have, been named, so far as the Palaeobotanical
literature to hand will permit. A systematic overhauling of the Australian Fossils has been commenced,
with the view of separating the collection into three sets, viz., an exhibition set for the cases ; a study set,
for wmrking purposes; and duplicates, for exchange. So far, the Silurian and Devonian have been dealt
with, but as they are the least known of our fossils, the number of duplicates separated must, of necessity,
be at present very limited. With the view of keeping these in the most readily-accessible form, a room
has been set apart and shelved for their reception in wooden trays of a uniform size, and all duplicates
have been placed there so far.
"
E. P. BAMSAY,
Curator.

APPENDIX IX.
Collection of Birds, &c., hy Messrs. Cairn and Grant, from Bellenden Ker Banges.
Aceipiter cirrhocephalus
.,.
Astur novse-hollandise...'
...
Strix tenebricosa
...
...
Eurystomus pacificus
...
Chihia bracteata
...
...
Halcyon macleayi
...
...
Alcyone pulehra
... - ...
Scythrops novse-hollandise ...
Tauysiptera sylvia
...
...
Carpophaga assimilis...
...
„
norfolciensis
...
„
spilorrhoa
...
Pilopus super bus
...
...
Macropygia phasianella
...
Chalcophaps chrysochlora ...
Synoicua australis
... ' ...
Turnix varius ...
...
...
„
melanotus
...'
...
Chalcites plagosus
...

No. of Specimens.
...
1
...
1
...
1
' ... -7
...
7
...
17
...
2
...
1
2
5
....
1
...
2
...
5
...
5
...
3
... / 3 •
...
2
...
3
9.

No. of Specimen
...
2
Chalcites minutilus ...
...
Cuculus flabelliformis
...
...
2
Centropus phasianus ...
...
...
5
Platycercus pennantii
...
...
4
...
14
_ Tricohoglossus chlorolepidotus
,,
multicolor ...
...
3
Aprosmictus scapulatus
...
...
13
Tallegalla latbami
...
...
...
2
Lopholaimus antarcticus
...
...
6
Dicseum hirundinaceum
...
...
9
...
12 .
Malurus cruentatus o’
...
...
1
. „
„
.?
Monarcha melanopsis...
...
...
8
,,
albiventris...
...
...
G
Myiragra plumbea ...
...
...
4
Bhipidura dryas
...
.;. ’ ...
2
...
5
Arses kaupii ...
...
...
...
G
Eopsaltria chryrorrhous
...
-,,
nana
...
. ...
5

30
No. of Specimens.

No. of Specimens.

Heteromias cinereifrons
Pachycephala melanura
„
falcata ...
SeriCorms citreogularis
Zosterops cserulesens ...
Campephagajardinii ...
,,
swainsonii
Pitta assimilis
...
Orthonyx spaldingi ■...
Collyriocinla boweri
,,
parvissima
Scenopseus dentirostris
Ailursedus maculosus...
Sphecotheres fiaviventris
,,
maxillaris
Ptilorhis victori® ef ...
33

33

S

•••

................
................
................
................
...............
...
...
.............. .
................
...............
...
...
... .
...
................
................
................
...............
................
................

6

4
4
5
2
1
2
13
22
14
2
33
32 .
2
1
18
8

■

Grancalus hypoleuciis
...
Mimeta viridis...
...
...
Calornis metaliea
...
...
Psephodes crepitans (2 ad. 1 6)
Chimacteris leucopoea
...
Sittella striata...
...
...
Estrelda temporalis ...
...
Megapodius tumulus ...
...
Meliornis sericea
...
...
Myzomela sanguineolenta ...
. ,,
obscura ...
...
Ptilotis frenata
................
,,
notata ...
...
„
macleayana ...
...
Casuariits Australis ... - ...

...
2
... - i
...
10
3
...
3
...
4
...
2
...
2
...
1
...
7
...
1
...
8
...
1
...
1
...
3
—
397

;
.

.

Mammals.

Dry Skins.
i
1
5
7
1
1
2

Hapalotis sp.
Dasyurus gracilis (Ramsay) sj). nov.
Phalangista archeri (Qolleit).
„
iolmstonei, (Ramsay) sp. nov.
„
leinuroides (Collett).
„
sp. (nov. juv.)
Halmaturus mastersii, (Krefft).
,,
\rilcoxi, (Krefft).
6

1
2
1
5
1

In Spirits.
Halmaturus mastersii (juv.)
„
„
(adult).
Macropus sp. nov. (adult).
Phalangista archeri.
Hipsiprymnodon moscliatus.

SI specimens. 10 species.
1 dried female aboriginal.
E. P. EAMSAY,
Curator.

'
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APPENDIX X.

-

Progkess Report, Lord Howe Island Collecting Party, August-September, 1887.

_

Sij’j

'
Australian Museum, 25 September, 1887.
In compliance with your letter, No. 198, of August 22nd, 1887, instructing me to proceed to
Lord Howe Island, in company with Messrs. Thorpe arid Whitelegge, I have the honor to inform you
that we left Sydney at 4'30 p.m. on that date, in the s.s. “ Maitland,” for Newcastle, arriving there at
midnight, when we at once transshipped to the s.s. “ Taupo,” of the Union Steamship Co. s line, and early
on the morning of August 23rd proceeded direct for the Island.
"
We arrived at daybreak on August 25th, and immediately landed our. baggage, arrangements for
■ our accommodation being very kindly made by Mr. H. T. Wilkinson, the Visiting Magistrate, who
■was proceeding to Norfolk Island. I am also much indebted to one of the residents, Mr. T. B. Wilson,
for the use of his store as a receptacle for our baggage and collections.
.
We commenced systematic collecting on the same date (August 25th), and were fortunate enough
to secure what may perhaps be a new species of Gerygone. Erom August 25th to August 30th the
weather was all that could be desired, and a large amount of work was accomplished by all. members of
the party. During this interval the northern portion of the island was thoroughly explored in relation to
.its avifauna and mollusca, both land and marine, Mr. 'Whitelegge also being fortunate in obtaining
numerous specimens of land Planarians, probably five species in all. We devoted August 27th to an
examination of the shore at the western foot of Mount Lidgbird and the south end of the Coral
Reef, which commences at this point, passing in a north-westerly direction to join Phillip Point,, at the
northern extremity of the island. On this part of the reef we were highly successful in obtaining a
number of Mollusca, Crustacea, Echinodermata, Corals, and a few Eish. We further devoted time to an
eiamination of the Coral-rock Deposit, from which the remains of Sir Richard Owen’s genus of extinct
“ horned lizard” (Meiolania) are derived, a subject which will be referred to later on.
On August 30th, we left our hut soon after daybreak, to ascend Mount Gower, 2,840 feet. The
day was spent in examining the gullies and eastern slopes of Mount Lidgbird, and we were fortunate to
meet with,a new Helix and two new species of Bytldnella. The whole of this part of Lord Howe Island
is of a very inaccessible nature, composed of basaltic rocks, the surface much broken up, and covered
with a dense palm and vine scrub, with here and there patches of tree-fern, the whole interspersed amongst
■ a heavy growth of forest trees, and rendering examination and travelling very slow and tedious. ^Towards
evening we arrived at the saddle uniting Mounts Lidgbird and Gower, and camped in Erskine A alley, on
the west side of this divide. Tho remainder of the evening was spent by Mr. Thorpe and the guide in
endeavouring to obtain specimens of the wood-hen (Ocydromous sylvestris) ; but during the entire dayonly one example was seen and shot, although we were now said to be in one ot the chief haunts of this
interesting and fast-decreasing bird. During the night the weather completely broke up, and the genial
temperature of.the previous days gave place to tempestuous squalls, heavy gales, and mist, which con
tinued, with short intermissions, to within a day or two of our departure from the'island. The next
morning, August 31st, the whole of Mount Gower summit was enveloped in a thick mist, and taking into
consideration the risk}' nature of the climb, it was deemed advisable, although with.great regret, to
.
abandon any further attempt at an ascent, especially as our time was limited.
On 1st September the party proceeded to the examination of Rabbit or Goat Island, a. small
eminence in the centre of the lagoon. The fauna was found to correspond with that of the main island,
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but we discovered a well-marked variety of the common Helix (II. Sophies), and also a variety of Helix
Gatletti, Brazier. It was further observed that, even at this early date, the “Mutton Birds” (Puffinus
sphenurus) were coming in to scrape out their burrows, an example being captured.
.
•
On 5th September a trip was made by Mr. Thorpe and myself to Mutton Bird Point, on the south
east coast of the island, but the birds (PvJJinus) had not taken up their residence there to any great
' extent at this time of the year, although specimens were captured. On the return journey we explored
Blenkinthorpe Beach, and obtained examples of the burrowing crab (Ocypoda ceratophthalma, Pallas).
During the remainder of our stay, and on the dates alternating with those mentioned, the members
of the party, either collectively or singly, pursued various branches of investigation. In this manner a
number of interesting insects, two species of lizard, a quantity of land and fresh-water shells, and, as
before stated, land planarians were obtained. In the two last-named groups Mr. Whitelegge’s efforts
were highly successful. He was likewise fortunate in determining the presence of a Hymenosoma, a
. marine genus of Decapoda, in the watercourse of a gully running from the north peak of the island, at a
height of 150 feet above sea-level. On 28th August two shallow but interesting caves were explored by
us in the Coral-rock of North Bay. We anticipated meeting with bats here, but in their place we
encountered thousands of moths (Dasyposia ymatodes) clinging to the roofs, which were said to be blind,
but are not so. We also procured an example or two of some poor stalactites.
The Coral Beef enclosing the lagoon on the west side, and some coral ledges at Ned’s Beach on the
east, were examined so far as the weather would permit. In fact the northern end of the former at
North Bay, and its southern extremity under Mount Lidgbird, were thoroughly examined, but I regret
to say the central, and probably most interesting portion, was for the reason stated left untouched. Mr.
Whitelegge, I am exceedingly glad to state, found a specimen of the zoophyte, Geratella fusca. Gray, of
which the polyps have hitherto remained unknown, with these organs in situ, and protruded, and was
able to kill them in that condition. On the ledges at Ned’s Beach Mr. Thorpe met with a specimen of an
Echinemeus, probably new, and Mr. Whitelegge afterwards found others. In his “ Catalogue.” Dr.
Haswell does not assign a locality to the Decapod Xanthodes atromanus, Has., but it is more than
probable that we have secured this species.
Dredging was attempted iu the lagoon by Messrs. Unwin, Whitelegge, and myself, but this
enclosed ■water appeared at this period of the year to be singularly unproductive of life. No attempt was
made to dredge outside the reef. This would require much heavier gear than we were provided with, and
the services of a steam launch would be indispensable.
,
On the 13th September Mr. Thorpe and myself visited the Admiralty Islets, having waited for
some days for sufficiently calm weather to enable us to land. These rocks are veritable rookeries, and we
were enabled to obtain a fine series of birds, including a large Sula. Eggs of Sula, Onychoprion fuliginosa
and Anous einereus were also secured.
The search for the remains of the Horned Lizard (Meiolania), one of the chief objects of the
expedition, was vigorously carried out by the whole party. Numerous fragments of bones were found,
and others obtained by purchase from the Islanders. The conditions under which these remains occur,
however, convinced me very shortly after our arrival that their discovery is a pure matter of chance. The
large superficial area of the Coral-rock in which the fossils are found, and the scrubby nature of the ground,
preclude any well-regulated method of search at present. The majority of the specimens hitherto found,
including the best and largest, have been met with quite accidentally during agricultural operations iu the
dark loamy soil which usually overlies the Coral-rock, and results from its decom-pqsition and the sur
rounding basalt. Amongst the specimens obtained is the greater part of a pelvis, probably Lacertilian ;
two good tail-sheaths of VlIeio/miiasyiZtfYyecps, Owen; portion of a Chelonian carapace; and a series of
bones and fragments not yet determined. There are also some blocks of rock still to be developed which
may yield good results.
I paid especial attention to the geology of the island, and have taken copious notes thereon, more
especially as bearing on this interesting deposit of Coral-rock. I also visited the outcrop of basaltic rock
on the beach, below Mr. Bobins’ house, containing veins and cubes of iron pyrites, which are said to
contain 3 dwt. 14 gr. of gold, and silver 3 dwt., to the ton, and obtained specimens. Under the gui
dance. of Captain T. Nichols, I also visited the beach on the west side of the island, between the Clear
Place and Observatory Point, to inspect the stanniferous deposit said to exist there. The material pointed
out to me I believe to be a basalt amygdaloid. It is stated that between 40 and 50 tons were shipped to"
Auckland, and found to contain 40 per cent, of tin. Examples of both the pyrites and amygdaloid have
been assayed by Mr. Mengaye, at the Department of Mines (Geological Survey Branch), and have been
found destitute of both metals. I found the physical topography of the charts so utterly unreliable and
faulty (excepting, of course, the outline), that it was impossible to insert geological lines correctly without
an actual survey, and I am greatly surprised to find that Mr. 'Wilkinson has succeeded in producing so
accurate a geological map as he has, and I most cordially congratulate him on it.
I omitted to mention that attention was paid to line-fishing, especially by Mr. Thorpe, and a number
of fish procured. I have also to record the success of Mr. Unwin in this branch, especialty around the
Admiralty Islets.
Careful and copious notes were taken of the zoology, especially as bearing on the locality,
numerical condition, habits, &c., of the fauna, and information collected in respect to the introduced
animals. It will give me much pleasure to embody this in a separate report, should the Trustees desire it.
In conclusion, I have to acknowledge the cordial assistance rendered to the party by the following
residents:—Captain T. Nichols, Messrs-. Langley, Bobins, T. B. Wilson, W. Nichols, — Johnston, C.
Stevens, and H. Wilson. Great acknowledgments are also due to Mr. C. H. Unwin, of the Chief Secre
tary’s Office, who, although on a pleasure trip, volunteered to remain at Lord Howe Island, and render
us assistance.
We again arrived in Sydney on the evening of 17th September. The accounts have already been
handed to you.
.
I have, &c.,
’
B. ETHERIDGE, Junk.
..
.
(In charge of Lord Howe Island Collecting Party).
The Curator, Australian Museum, Sydnej^.
Schedule
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Schedule of Specimens obtained by the Lord Howe Island Collecting Party, July-August, 1887.
Mammalia—
■
Mas musculus, var.
Scotophilus morio, Gray.
Aves—;
'
Ninox boobook, Latham.
'
Halcyon vagans, Lees.
Zosterops strenuus, Gould.
„
tephropleurus, Gould.
Gerygone insularis, Ramsay.
■ „ .
Thorpei, Ramsay (sp. nov.)
Merula vinitincta, Gould.
llbipidura cervina, Ramsay.
Pachycephala gutturalis, Latham.
Aplonis fuscus, Gould.
Strepera crissalis, Sharpe.
Cuculus inornatus.
Chalcophaps chrysochora, Wagl.
Charadrius xanthocheilus, Gould. ■
. Numenius uropygialis, Gould.
Limosa
„
Gould.
Ocydromus sylvestris, Sclater.
Prion turtur, Smith.
Puffinus brevicaudus, Brandt.
„
sphenurns, Gould.
Prpcellaria, sp.
.
Anous einereus, Gould.
.
„ stolidus, Latham.
Onychoprion fuliginosus, Gmel.
Sula Australis, Gould.
Reptilia—
Phyllodaetylus Giintheri, Boul.
Lygosoma lichenigerum, O’Shaun. ■
Risces—
‘
'
Serranus Dtemeii. Gunther.
Plectropoma cinctum, Gunther.
Traehypoma macracanthus, Gunther.
Arripis salar, Rich.
■
Apogon, sp.
Atypus strigatus, C. and V.
Scorpis sequipinnis, Rich.
Plesiops nigricans, Rupp.
■
Girella cyanea, Macleay.
'
Chironemus marmoratus, Gunther.
Scorpama, sp.
Pterois zebra, G. and Y.
Pempheris, sp.
Caranx, sp.
.
Seriola Lalandi, 0. and V.
' Antennarius Commersoni, Lacep.
Gobius, sp.
• Salarias, sp.
Tetragenurus Wilkinsoni, Macleay.
Myxus elongatus, Gunther.
Diplocrepis, sp.
'
Pomacentrus, sp.
Pseudoscarus, sp.
Labrichthys luculentus, Rich.
.„
, inscriptus, Rich.
■ Platyglossus, sp.'
■
Hemirhamphus, sp.
Scombresox Forsteri, G. and V.
.
Gonorhynchus Greyi, Rich.
Clupea, sp.
■
‘
Anguilla'Australis, Rich.
.
Murasna nebulosa,. A/t/.
.
„
afra, Bl.
■
Ostracion diaphaniis, Bl.
SP. Tetrodon, sp.
Solenognathus, sp.
Mollusca—
■
Spirula Peroui, Lamk.
Ohychoteuthis Banksi, Leach.,
Sepia, sp.
'
Fusus Hanleyi, Anyas. '
Eanella leucostoma, Lamk.
.
Nassa mucronata, A. Ad.

Nassa elegans, Kiener.
•
,, paupera, Gould.
■
Purpura succincta, Martyn.
„
•„
var. striata.
„
. „ . var. textilosa. '
„
amygdala, Kiener.
'
„
Smithi, Braz (sp.. nov.)
Cominella Tritoniformis, Blainv.
Kicinula morus, Lamk.
Sistrum chaidius, Duclos.
'
„
margin.alba, Blav.
Yoluta nucleus,
•
Columbella versicolor, Shy.
■ „
Tyleri, Gray.
■
„
varians, Shy.
■
„■
Cumingi, Reeve.
'
„
sp. •
Engina armillata, Reeve.
',,
Imeata, Reeve.
Mitra scutulata, Ghem.
'
» sp.
Yermetus, sp.
■
Cyprsea errones, Linn.
.■
„
moneta, Linn.
„
annulus.
.
„
caput serpentis, Linn,
„
staphylsea, Linn.
'
■ ,,
felina, Gray.
■ „
vitellus, Linn.
Natica picta, Recluz, var.
.
Eolium variegatum, Lamk.
Scalaria perplexa, Bease.
_
Conus anemone, Lamk.
„• Hebrmus, Hivass.
„ coronatus, Dilliv.
,,. capitaneus, Linn.
. „ vermicirlatus, Hwass.
.
•
Strombus lloridus, Lamk.
,,
luhuanus, Linn.
Yertagus obehscus, Bruy.
'
Cerethium, sp. .
•
Lampania Australis, Quay.
Potanhdes ebeninus, Bruy.
_ ■
'
Littorina Diemensis, var Mauritiana, Lamk,
„
nodulosa, Gmelin.
„
plicata, Linn.
.
„
undulata, Gray.
■
Planaxis mollis, Shy.
.
Hipponyx antiquata, Linn.
Herita melanotragus, E. A. Smith.
Nerita antiquata, Ruluz.
.'
,, .. albicella, Linn.
Turbo imperialis, Linn.
Trochus P sp.
.
'
'
Clanculus, sp.
Risella plicatula, Fhil.
Thalotia, sp.
•
Haliotis, sp.
' Patella tramsoserica, Martyn.
Scutus anatinus, Bon.
Siphonaria denticulata, Q.
G.
Chiton, sp.
Acanthochites, sp.
■
Bulla ampulla, Linn. ■
Aplysia tigrina, Rang.
Pleurobranchus, sp. .
Onchidium, sp.
Dolabrifera Brazieri, Shy.
lanthina exigua, Lamk.
,,.
casta, Reeve.
Helix Sophias, Gash.
„
„
var conica, Brazier (var. nov.)
,, Howinsulae, Cox.
,, Catletti, Brazier. . •
,, Whiteleggei, Brazier (sp. nov.)
„ textrix, Pfr. .
„ Lidgbirdi((sp. nov.)

I
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Helix Balli, Brazier (sp. nov.)
. ■
„ Unwini, Brazier (sp. nov.)
' ,. Wilkinsoni, Brazier (sp. nov.)
Bulimus bivaricosus, Qask.
„ .
,,
var euniculoides, Gox.
Helicarion Hilli, Gox.
Yitrina Etheridgei, Brazier (sp. nov.)
-Tornatellina incoospicua, Brazier.
Simpulopsis Mastersi, Brazier.
Omplialotropis exquisifca, Pfr. .
„
Pfeilferi, Crosse.
Eealia, sp.
’
Diplommatina Macgillivrayi, Pfr.
'
■
■
„
- capillaeea, Pfr.
„
. Cantori, Pfr. '
Bytbinella Wbiteleggei, Brazier (sp. nov.)
„
Eamsayi, Brazier (sp. nov.)
Ostrea, sp. a.
„
sp. 1.
. .
Avicula limbriata, Reeve.
„
malleoides, Reeve.
Pinna.
Lima multieostata, Shy.
'
Modiola, sp.
■
.
'
Area deeussa't-a, Shy.
„ divaricata, Shy.
Pectunculus tenuicostatus, Reeve.
Chama, sp.
Tridacna elongata, Lamk.
Cardium unedo, Linn.
Lucina interrupta, Lamk.
Crassatella pulehra, var Cumingi, A. Ad.
Tapes literata, Linn.
Mesodesma glabrata, Lamk.
,
Mytilicardia variegata, Bruy.
Polyzoa (Numerous specimens unnamed).
.
Tunieata (Numerous specimens unnamed).
Lnsecta—
Macrotoma. gemella, Paso.
Leptops, n. sp. ?
Blax Wollastoni, White
.
Lamprima insularis, Macleay.
Scaraphites Macleayi, Westw.
Chlaenius peregrin us, Cast.
Lestignathus fugax, Oil.
Platynus, sp.
Harpalus, sp.
Promethis, n. sp. ?
Telephone, n. sp. ?
Saragus exulans, Pasc.
. „
n. sp.?
‘
Dasypodia cymatodes, Gn.
Blatta, sp.
'
Eurycantha Australis, Montr. ■
Phaneroptera, sp.
G-ryllotalpa Australis', Mr.
'
, Julus, sp.
.
Heterostoma, sp.
• .
Crustacea—
Mensethius monoceras, Lath.
Lophactaea granulosa, Rip. ,
Acnsea tomentosa, M. Mdw.
■
„
rugata
'
„

sp.

Xanthodes atronianus, Hasw. '
Medseus, sp.
'
_
Etisus
Randall.

Phymodius ungulatus, M. Mdw.'
Leptodius, sp..
....
Chlorodius niger, Forsk.
Ozius rugulosus, Stimp. 1
„ sp.
'
• Pilumnus, sp.
.
' . Actumnus tomentosus, Haim.
i
Trapezia cymodon, Herbst.
.
■ .
Neptunus pelagicus, Linn.
.
Thalamita prymna, Herbst.
..
.
sp.
'
.
Ocypoda ceratophthalma, Pallas. '
Grapsus variegatus, Fair.
• Planes miniitus, Lynn. .
. •■
. Paragrapsus quadridehtatus, M. Mdw. ?
; Plagusia chabrus, Linn.
.
Leiolophus planissimus, Herbst.
■
Banina dentata, Latr.
Petrolisthes, sp.
Alphseus Edwards!, Aud.
Goniodactylus chiragra, Fabr.
Palinurus ornatus, Fabr. ?
,,
Hugellii, Heller?
Ourozeuktes. sp.
■
Lepas anserifera, Linn.
'
.,
pectinata, Spenyler.
Tetraclita rosea, Krauss.
Annelida—
■
.
Bhynchodemus ? (5 or 6 species.)
Sipunc.ulus, sp.
Earth-worms (numerous specimens.)
Mchinodermdta—
'
Echinometra lucunter, Leske.
Strongylocentrotus tuberculatus, Lamk.
Centrostephanus rodgersi, A. Agass.
Tripneustes angulosus, Leske.
.
Breynia australasise, Leach.
Eehinoueus, sp.
Asterias calamaria, Gray.
Asterina calcar.
Linckia, sp.
Holothuria, sp._ „
va.gabunda, Sel.
Stichopus chlorosus, Brandt.
Cucumaria, sp.
Actinozoa—
Turbinaria, sp.
Caelaria dadselia, M. and S. ?
Styeophoria, sp.
Cyphastrasa Bruggemanii, Quelch.
Turbinaria, sp. .
Tubipora, sp.
Madrepora, sp.
.
Zoanthus, sp.
Polythoa, sp.
Spongodes, sp.
Alcyonium.
Anicella Australis, Gray ?
Hydrozoa—
■
Physalia utriculus, Huxley.
Velella, sp.
Protozoa—
lantbella flabelliformis, Gray.
Cacospongia, sp.
Spongia officianalis, var.
Orbitulites complanatus.

H.—Fossils.
Reptilia—
'
' Mollusca—
.
Meiolania platyceps, Owen.
Bulimus bivaricosus var solidus,.
jnr. (var.
Tail-sheaths, vertebrae, and numerous other
nov.)
fragments, not determined.
Helix Sophiae, from the Post Tertiary Coral-rock.
Ghelonia—'
Aves—
Portions of a carapace, and other bones probably
Numerous fragments of bird bones, a skull, &c.,
Chelonian.
representing at least two distinct*birds.
‘
K.
■
1—E

K.—E
a. Examples of basalt Amygdaloid, supposed to
contain tin. (See Appendix M~).

l. Basaltic rock, containing iron pyrites, sup
posed to be both auriferous and argen
tiferous. (See Appendix ~M.)
c. Stalactites from North Bay Caves.

L.—Soils
c. Soil derived from the decomposition of the
a. Soil derived from the decomposition of
latter only.
,
basaltic rocks.
d. So-called “ Guano.”
'
1. Soil derived from the same and the Coralrock.
,
The collections obtained by the expedition have been carefully examined, and named, by the
Museum staff in charge of the various departments.
•
E. P. EAMSAY,
Curator.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

TECHNOLOGICAL, INDUSTRIAL, AND SANITARY MUSEUM.
(REPORT OP THE COMMITTEE OP MANAGEMENT FOR 1887,)

^resenteb ter parliament pnmtant to Act 17 Die. H01- 2, sec. 9.

To Hts Excellency the Goykhnob and Executive Council,—
The Trustees of the Australian Museum, incorporated by the Act 17 Victoria No. 2, have the
honor to submit to your Excellency in Council, in accordance with the 9th section of that Act, this the
Eighth Annual Eeport of the Committee of Management of the Technological, Industrial, and Sanitary '
Museum.
.
,
'
'
1. The business of the Museum has been conducted by the same Committee as in the previous year, ■
namely,—Sir Alfred Eoberts, M.E.C.S.E., Professor Liversidge, M.A., E.E.S., and Mr. Eobert Hunt,
C.M.G., E.G-.S. Although Professor Liversidge has been absent from the Colony the whole of the year,
he has been actively attending to the interests of the Museum in the countries he has visited.
.
2. The Museum has continued open every afternoon (Good Eriday and Christmas Day alone
excepted) during the whole of the year 1887. A statement of the number of visitors for the year will be
found in Appendix II of this Eeport. An important falling off in the attendance is noticeable during
the past year. This is doubtless due to the seriously overcrowded state of the building,, a state of affairs ■.
which has been brought under notice by the Committee in past Eeports ; but the matter has now become
of the utmost urgency in the interest of the usefulness of the Museum and the safety of the collections.
The Committee is gratified, however, to learn that the somewhat difficult task of providing suitable
accommodation for the large and rapidly increasing collections is engaging the earnest attention of the
Honorable the Minister for Public Instruction.
3. The total number of specimens acquired during the year is 3,411. Besides the specimens, 325
books and pamphlets were acquired, and also 233 maps, drawings, diagrams, &c. These will be found
alluded to in detail in the Appendices. Much care has been exercised in the selection of specimens
Required by purchase, and it will be observed that large numbers of specimens-, many of them of consider
able educational and money value, continue to be presented to the Museutn. Attention may be invited
to the following as the most noteworthy donations received during the year:—A collection of Indian
economic products (chiefly vegetable), comprising no less than. 1,2'96 specimens, in 108 frames, from the
Government of India; splendid collections of copper ores and associated rocks, from Captain E. N.
Williams,and the Eev. J. Milne Curran, E.G.S., both of Cobar, New South Wales; three frames of the.
chief varieties of leather, from Messrs. Bevington & Sons, of London; and further selections from the
educational publications of Messrs. W. & A. K. Johnston, of Edinburgh, and Messrs. George Philip &
Son, of London and Liverpool, should be noted.
•
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4. The thanks of the Committee are due to the gentlemen who have kindly lent specimens. The
Committee has reason to believe that when the matter of lack of accommodation shall have been got over
there will be no difficulty in acquiring loans of valuable objects for fixed periods.
t .
' 5. Mr. Alfred Hawkesworth, the honorary wool-classer to the Museum, has not only been instru
mental in securing a very large number of additional wool specimens, but he has been kind enough to
devote several weeks to the systematic arrangement of the whole of the wool collection, which now
amounts to over 1,000 Australian samples alone. •
A descriptive catalogue of the wool section is now well advanced, and will shortly be printed.
Many growers and wool-brokers have furnished valuable informatiou.
.
The Committee of Management exhibited collections of Australian Economic Products at the late
Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition, and were awarded Pirst Order of Merit for the following
exhibits:—
■
1. Drugs and medicinal plants,-and-plants yielding volatile oil.
• '
2. Carded wools, yarns, tweeds, and scarlet cloth.
•
3. Timber.
'
4. Barks.
•
5. Eorty specimens of tanning materials.
,
6. Twenty-eight water-colour drawings of economic plants.
■
. 7.' Twelve vegetable products used as food by the aboriginals.
8. Eighteen specimens of vegetable fibres.
9. Gums and resins taken from indigenous trees.
10. Collection of type samples of wool, from the several Australian Colonies, in the grease, washed,
and scoured. Samples of the manufactured article in its various stages.
'
The Committee begs to add to this, its Eeport, the following Appendices:—
I. Balance-sheet for the year ending 31st December, 1887. '
'
II. Attendance of visitors.
.
_
III. List of specimens purchased.
IY. List of specimens presented.
V. List of specimens lent.
YI. List of books purchased.
■
VII. List of books, periodicals, &c.,-presented.
..
YIII. List of diagrams,-maps, photographs, &c., purchased.
. IX. List of diagrams, maps, photographs, &c., presented.
'
X. List of articles received in exchange.
XI. List of articles sent away in exchange.
.
The Common Seal of the Museum is affixed by order of the Board, this third day of July, 1888.
•
(l.s.) ALFRED ROBERTS,
Members of
(l.s.) ROBT. HUNT,
Committee.
(l.s.) A. LIVERSIDGE.
J'. H. Maiden,
'
Curator and Secretary.
(l.s.) ALFRED STEPHEN, Crown Trustee. .
APPENDIX I.
,
Balance-sheet of the Technological Museum of New South Wales for the year ending
.
31st December, 1887.
•
•
..
1’

'■ ‘

"

'Receipts.

Expenditure.

The Honorable the Treasurer—Vote for 1887.
Amount expended in London on behalf of
. . this Museum by the Agent-General of
New South Wales.....................................

£
s. d.
3,700 0 0
0 7 0
3,699 13 0

4 November—Sale of duplicates of specimens
• of Japanese pottery..................................

> . ,
■ •

-

9 8

1

• '

. . .
r
~
V
Total receipts..........................
Balance from 1886—
; Union Bank......................
£742 17 7
- Cash in hand......................
1 18 5

3,709

Salaries...... -.....................................................
Models, apparatus, and chemicals..............Show and other cases .................................
Bottles.............................................................
Stationery .......................................................
Freights .......................................................
Sundries ......................................... . . . •
Ironmongery .............................. .................
Painters’ materials................................ ......
Timber..... :......................................................
Labels ......................................... ........... ;......
Advertising.....................................................
Books, maps, and diagrams..........................
Collecting specimens.....................................
Uniforms.........................................................
Exchanges, postages, &c................................
Insurance............................ ...........................
Night watchman.................*.........................
Purchase of specimens .................................
Additions to premises .................................
Mounting specimens .....................................
Adelaide Jubilee international Exhibition..

1. 1
Balance to 1888— *
Union Bank......................
Cash in hand'..................

■
£1,079 14 2
4 19 «S

744 16 0
.

£

4,453 17

1

£
944
"76
439

s.
12
4
8

d.
7
3
2

I 15
24 19
83 16
5 9 • ft
32 2
14 1
71 4
156 O
7 19
472 13
67 12
17 6
8 0
63 15
100 0
138 18
32 8
506 11
50 13

0
10
3
9!
7
10
7
0
0
'2
0
2
7
0
0
-5
8
6
6

3,369 3 3

i;084 13 10
.

£

4,453 17

1
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APPENDIX II.
ATTENDANCE (AFTERNOONS ONLY) OP VISITORS DURING 1887.

January ...
...
...
Eebruary ...
...
March
...
...
...
April
...
...
May
...
...
...
June
...
...
...
July
............................
August
............................
September............................
October
............................
November ...
...
...
December ...
...
...

Sundays.
............................ 1,396
............................
804
............................
661
............................
762
............................ 1.261
............................ 1,161
............................. 1,551
............................
753
............................
938
............................ 1,076
............................
857
............................
691
11,-911
Total

...

Largest Sunday attendance, June 12tli...
Largest week-day attendance, October 3rd

Week-days.
2,663
2,309
1,923
2,332
2,165
3,302
2,474
2,328
2,186
2,169
1,893
2,564
28,308

...40,219
554
582

APPENDIX III.
PURCHASES (Specimens).
Museum
No.

Date and Description.

Eebruary 2.
Japanese band-pump, constructed of wood, with hinged jet, 17 inches long. Height of pump,
3 feet.
Plaster Gasts.
June 30.
Collection of Casts in Eictile Ivory:—
16.381 Book Cover; Italian, 5th, 6th, or 7th century. The Virgin and Child, and illustratiohs of
events connected with the life of our Saviour. Original of ivory, in the Bibliotheque
Nationale, Paris. 54-56.
16,381a Diptych, one leaf ; Homan, about A.n. 250. The Homan secular games. Original of ivory, in
the Eejervary Collection, Mayer Museum, Liverpool, England. 54-49.
16.382 Book Cover ; Italian, 5th, 6th, or 7th century. Christ enthroned, and illustrations of various
miracles performed by Him. Original of ivory, in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. 54-57.
16.383 Panel of a Book Cover; G-erman (P), 11th century. The Crucifixion and the four Evangelistic
symbols. Original of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 54-59.
16.386 Box; Homan, 3rd or 4th century. The sliding back of a money-box. A female figure with a
rudder and a cornucopia. Original of ivory, in the collection of Mr. Attenborough. • 55-61.
16,386a Diptych, one leaf ; Roman, 4th or 5th century. A poet (?). Original of ivory, in the Trea
sury of the Cathedral of Monza, Italy. 68-2.
16.387 Panel of a Book Cover; Byzantine, 9th or 10th century. Saint Mark giving his blessing.
Original of ivory, in the Brera, Milan, Italy. 58-57.
16.388 Panel of a Book Cover; Byzantine, 9th or 10th century. Saint Mark, with other figures.
Original of ivory, in the Brera, Milan, Italy. 58-58.'
16.389 Diptych, one leaf; Classic, 3rd or 4th century. Diana and Virbius. Original of ivory, in the
Biblioteca Quiriniana, Brescia, Italy. 58-62.
16.390 Panels of a Book Cover; German, 9th or 10th century. The Saviour in Majesty, and St.
Stephen. Original of ivory, in the Royal Museum, Darmstadt, Germany. 58-87.
'
16.391 Diptych ; Roman, date A.n. 5l7. The Consul Anastasius Savinianus, presentation of captives,
and games of the circus. Original of ivory, in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. 58-88.
16.392 Diptych, one leaf; Homan, 6th century. The Consul Anastasius Moschianus. Original of
ivory, in the Cabinet des Antiques, Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. 58-89.
16.393 Diptych, one leaf; Roman, 3rd or 4th century. An Emperor presiding at a circus. Original
of ivory,' in the Biblioteca Quiriniana, Brescia, Italy. 58-90.
16.394 Panel of a Book Cover ; Erench, 10th or 11th century. The Saviour in glory with the Evan
gelical emblems. Original of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 58-91.
16.395 Panel; Italian, 9th or 10th century. The Saviour in Majesty. Original of ivory, in the
~
Christian Museum of the Vatican, Home. 58-92.
16.396 Panel of a Book Cover; Roman, 4th or 5th century. The Saviour and Evangelists. Original
of ivory, in the Boyal Museum, Darmstadt, Germany. 58-93.
‘
' 16,397 Panel of a Book Cover; Byzantine, 10th to 12th century. Carved in camel bone. The
Saviour in glory. Original in the Eejervary Collection, Mayer Museum, Liverpool, Eng
land. 58-94.
’
14,573

38<.

APPENDIX III—.continued.

'

PURCHASES (Specimens).

Museum
No.

16,398
. 16,399
16,400
; 16,401
16.402
16.403
16.404
16.405
16.406
16.407
16.408
16.409
. 16,410
16.411
16.412
. 16;4i3
16.414
16.415
, 10,416
: 16,417
16,418
. 16,419
16.420
16.421

Date and Description.

Diptycli, one leaf; G-erman, 9tli or 10th century. The incredulity of Saint Thomas ; the
Saviour and Apostles. ^Original of ivory, in the Cathedral Treasury, Aix-la-Chapelle, Ger
many. .58-95.
Diptych, one leaf ; G-erman, 9th or 10th century. The disciples at Emmaus, and other subjects.
Original of ivory, in the Cathedral Treasury, Aix-la-Chapelle, Germany. 58-96.
Panel; German, 11th or 12th century. The Crucifixion, with the Evangelical emblems.Original of ivory, in the Eoyal Museum, Darmstadt, Germany. . 58-97.
Panel; Byzantine or Italian (?), 1'Oth or 11th century. Saint Nazarius, Original of ivory.
.
58-98,'
.....
...
.
Panel, in .two compartments; German, 10th century. The raising of Lazarus, and Christ
giving sight to the Blind. Original of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 58-99.
Arm of. a Chair (?.) ; Blienish Byzantine (?), 12th century. Interlaced foliage and figures.
Original of ivory, in the Meyrick Collection, South Kensington Museum, London. 58-100.
Arm of a Chair.Khenish Byzantine (?), 12th century. Original of ivory, in the Meyrick
Collection, South Kensington Museum, London. 58-101.
Border ; Italian, 10th to 12th century. Frieze, with birds. Original of ivory, in the Treasury
of the Cathedral of Salerno, Italy. 58-102.
•
Border; Italian (?), 10th to 12th century. Original of ivory, in the Treasury of the Cathedral
of Salerno, Italy. 58-103.
.
Panel of a Shrine (?) ; Byzantine,-llth'or- 12th century. The Crucifixion. Original of ivory, in
the Treasury of the Cathedral of Salerno, Italy. 58-104.
•
• ■
Panel of a Book Cover ; German (?), 12th century. The Crucifixion. Original of ivory, in the
Boyal Museum, Darmstadt, Germany. 58-105.
.
Panel of a Book Cover ; Frankish, 9th or 10th century.. The Crucifixion. Original of ivory,
in the South Kensington Museum,^ London. 58-106.
_
_
Panel, in three compartments; late Carlovingian, 10th century. Legendary subjects. Original
of ivory, in the Bigollot Collection, Museum of Amiens, France. 58-107.
. _
Diptych, the reverse of one leaf; Carlovingian, 10th century. The Ascension. Original of
ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 58-108.
Panel of a Book Cover; German, 10th century. Christ casting out devils. Original of ivory,
in the Koyal Museum, Darmstadt, Germany. 58-109.
Panel of a Book Cover; German, 10th century. Christ raising the "Widow’s Son. Original of
ivory, in the British Museum, London. 58-109a.
.
'
Panel; Byzantine, 9th or 10th century. Saint Mennas. Original of ivory, in the Brera,
Milan, Italy. 58-110.
'
_
__
Panel;*B.usso-Greek, 14th century. Heads of saints, Original of metal. 58-111.
Diptych, one leaf; Carlovingian, 9th or 10th century. The last Judgment. Original of ivory,
in the South Kensington Museum, London. 58-112.
Diptych, one leaf; Carlovingian, 9th or 10th century. Arabesque ornament. Original of
ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 58-113.
Diptych, one leaf (?) ; German (?), 9th or 10th century. Men hearing offerings; probably a
.
Nativity group. Original of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 58-114.
Panel of a Casket (?) ; Byzantine, 9th or 10th century. Saint Mark baptising. Original of
ivory, in the Brera, Milan, Italy. 58-115.
.
Panel of a Casket (?) ; Byzantine, 9th or 10th century. A legendary subject. Original of
ivory, in the Brera, Milan, Italy. 58-116.
'
Casket; Byzantine, 11th or 12th century. The Saviour; the Virgin, the Apostles, and other
saints. Original of ivory, in the Meyrick Collection, South Kensington Museum, London.

58-116<js.

10,422
’ 16,423
16.424
16.425
16.426
■ •16,427
; 16,428
' 16,429
' 16,430
. 16,431
' 16,432

'

'

....

Panel; Byzantine, 11th century. Our Lord in glory ; angels and saints. Original of ivory,
'
in the Meyrick Collection, South Kensington Museum, London. - 58-117.
_
Panel of a. Book Cover ; Byzantine, beginning of the 12th century. Works of Charity and
Mercy. Original of ivory, in the British Museum,- London. 58-118.
Panel of a Book Cover; Byzantine, beginning of the 12th century. Scenes from the Old
Testament. Original of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 58-119.
Panel; French (?), 10th century. The Virgin and Child enthroned. Original of ivory. '58-120.
Crucifix, front; Busso-Greek, uncertain date. The History of our Lord. Original of cedar
■
wood in the collection of — Windus, Esq. 58-122.
,
Panel; German (?), 12th century. The Crucifixion. Original of ivory, in the British Museum,
London. 58-123.
■
■ Panel of a Palimpsest; Carlovingian, 10th century. The Crucifixion and the Besurreetion.
Original of ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 58-124.
•
Panel; Italian, 12th century. The Annunciation, the Nativity, and the Adoration, of the
Magi. Original of ivory, iu the British Museum, London. 58-125.
’
' Panel; 'affixed to the Psalter -of Charles Le Chauve ; Carlovingian, 9th century. A subject
from the Psalms of' David. Original of ivory, in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris.
'
58-126. "
,
,
'
Panels of a Casket; four, Italian, 7th century. The sick women touching Christ’s garment;
■ Christ healing the sick; the raising of Lazarus; Christ giving sight to the Blind. Original
of ivory, in the collection of M. Micheli, Paris. 58-127.
! .
...
Handle off a Flabellum, or Fly Flapper; South of France,. 8th to 10th century. • A seated
. L figure, and two pastoral subjects."-' Original of ivory,-in the collection of M. Carrand.
Lyons, France, 58-128.
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Museum
No.

16.433
16.434
,16,435
16.436
16.437
16.438
•

16.439
16.440
16.441
16.442
16.443
16.444
16.445
16.446
16,447
16.448
16.449
16.451
16.452
16.453
16.454
16.455
16.456
16.457
16.458
16.459
16.460
16.461
' 16,4C2
16,463
. 16,464
16,465
. 16,466

Date and Description.

Handle of a Flabellum, or Fly Flapper; South of France, 8th to 10th century. Pastoral and
agricultural subjects. Original of ivory, in'the collection of M. Carrand, Lyons, France
58-129.*
Panel; G-erman (?), 10th to 12th century. The Saviour in Majesty. Original of ivory, in the
British Museum, London. 58-130.
Panel; Byzantine, 12th century. The Saviour hi Majesty. Original of ivory, in the South
Kensington Museum, London. 58-131.
.
“
Top of-a-Casket; Byzantine, 10th to 12th century. The Saviour blessing two (royal) figures.
Original of ivory, in the Collegio Romano, Rome. 58-133.
'
Panel;'Italian, 10th century. Bust of a man in the act of worship. Original of ivory 'in
the Treasury of the Cathedral of Salerno, Italy. 58-134.
*
Head of a Pastoral Staff; Irish, 10th to 12th century. Interlaced scrolls and rectangular open
work. Original of ivory, in the Meyrick Collection, South Kensington Museum, London.
58-136.
Head of a Pastoral Staff ; German (?), 8th or 9th century. Original of ivory, in the Christian
Museum of the Vatican, Rome. 58-137.
Head of a Pastoral Staff; Italian (?), 12th century. The whorl terminating in a ram’s head
and horn. Original of ivory, in the Christian Museum of the Vatican, Rome. 58-137a.
Panel of a Shrine; Byzantine, 11th or 12th century. The Creation. Original of ivory, in the
Treasury of the Cathedral of Salerno, Italy. 58-138.
Panel of a Shrine ; Byzantine, 11th or 12th century. Noah building the Ark. Original of
. ivory, in the Treasury of the Cathedral of Salerno, Italy. 58-139.
Panel of a Shrine ; Byzantine, 11th or 12th century. The Creation of Eve. Original of ivory
in the Treasury of the Cathedral of Salerno, Italy. 58-140. .
’
Panel of a Casket; Byzantine, 10th century. Wild'beasts combating. Original of ivory in
the Museum at Arezzo, Italy. 58-142.
’
Box “'Panagia,” for holding fragments of consecrated bread ; Russo-Greek, 17th. century (?).
The Three Angels who visited Abraham, surrounded by ten scriptural subjects in medallions.
, Original of ivory, in the Christian Museum of the Vatican, Rome. 58-143.
Box “ Panagia,” the cover ; Russo-Greek, 17th century (?). In the centre SS. Gregory, Basil,
and Ivan, surrounded by busts of saints in twelve medallions. Original of ivory, in the
Christian Museum of the Vatican, Rome. 58-144.
.
Box “ Panagia,” the cover; Russo-Greek, 17th century (?). The Crucifixion, surrounded by
medallions of saints. Original of ivory, in the Christian Museum of the Vatican, Rome.
58-145.
.
Box “Panagia” ; Russo-Greek, 17th century (?). The Virgin and Child surrounded by saints.
Original of ivory, in the Christian Museum of the Vatican, Rome. 58-146.
Panel of a Shrine; Byzantine, 11th or 12th century. The Nativity, and the Flight into Egypt..
. Original of ivory, in the Treasury of the Cathedral of Salerno, Italy. 58-147.
Dipytch,'one leaf; German, 12th century. Scenes from the life of Christ. Original of ivory, '
_ in the South Kensington Museum, London. 58-149. •
Diptych, one leaf; German, 12th century. Scenes from the life of Christ. Original of ivory,
in the South Kensington Museum, London. 58-150.
.
Panel of a Casket; Italian, 14th century.- The story of Susanna and the Elders. Original of
' bone, in the Meyrick Collection, South Kensington Museum, London. 58-151. •
Panel of a Casket; Italian, 14th century. The story of Susanna and the Elders. Original of.
bone, in the Meyrick Collection, South Kensington Museum, London. 58-152.
Panel of a Casket; Italian, 14th century. The story of Susanna and the Elders. Original of
bone, in the Meyrick Collection, South Kensington Museum, London. 58-153.
•
Panel of a Casket; Italian, 14th century. The story of Susanna and the Elders. Original of
bone, in the Meyrick Collection, South Kensington Museum, London. 58-154.
Panel; South German (?), 11th century. A saint or prophet. Original of ivory, in the Brera,
Milan, Italy. 58-155.
.
’
^
Portion of a Situla; Byzantine, 10th to 12th century. Figures of an emperor and bishops.
Original of ivory, in the Cathedral Treasury, Aix-la-Chapelle, Germany. 58-156.
Panel of a Casket; Byzantine, 10th to 12th century. David crowned. Original of ivory, in
the Collegio Romano, Rome. 58-157.
Panel of a Casket; Byzantine, 10th to 12th century. David slaying Goliath. Original of ivory,
in the Collegio Romano, Rome. 58-157a.
Diptych, portion of a leaf much injured ; Roman, 6th century. A consul seated. Original of
ivory, in the South Kensington Museu'm, London.. 58-158.
Panel of a Shrine; Byzantine, 11th or 12th century. The Shepherds at the Nativity; the
Massacre of the Innocents. Original of ivory, in the Treasury of the Cathedral of Salerno,
Italy. 58-159. •
J
^
•
.
’
Panel of a Shrine; Byzantine, 11th or 12th century. Christ giving sight to the Blind, and the
Resurrection. Original of ivory, in the Treasury of the Cathedral of Salerno, Italy. 58-160.
Panel of a'Shyine; Byzantine, 11th or 12th century. The Presentation, and the Marriage at
Cana. Original of ivory, in the Treasury of the Cathedral of Salerno, Italy. 58-161.
Panel of a Casket (?) ; Byzantine, 9th century. SS. Peter and Paul, seated. Original of
ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. ■ 58-162.
‘
■
Panel of a Shrine; Byzantine, 11th or 12th century. Jacob’s Dream, and Moses at 'the
Burning Bush. Original of ivory, in the Treasury, of -the Cathedral, ef Salerno, Italy.
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Date and Description.

Panel of a Shrine; Byzantine, 11th or 12th century. Abraham offering up Isaac. Original
of ivory, in the Treasury of the Cathedral of Salerno, Italy. 58-164.
7
16.468 Panel of a Casket (?) ; Byzantine, 6th to 10th century. The creation of Adam and Eve, and
the death of Abel. Original of ivory, in the Meyrick Collection, South Kensington
Museum, London. 58-165.
,
16.469 Panel of a Casket; Byzantine, 12th century. An armed king and soldiers. Original of ivory,
in the South Kensington Museum, London. 58-166.
,16,470 Handle of the Flabellum of Tournus (?) ; Erench (?), 12th century. Original of ivory, in the
collection of M. Carrand, Lyons, France. 58-167rt, i, c.
.
16,471 Handle of the Flabellum of Tournus (?), a portion ; Italian (?), 8th to 10th century. Figures,
with interlaced foliage. Original of ivory, in the Museum of the Hotel de Cluny, Paris.
58-168.
16,472 Handle of the Flabellum of Tournus (?), a portion; Italian (?), 8th to 10th century. Figures,
with interlaced foliage. Original of ivory, in the Museum of the H6tel de Cluny, Paris.
58-169.
16.473 Box; Carlovingian, 11th century. Events from the life of a saint. Original of ivory. 58-169«.
16.474 Chessman ; Northern, 11th or 12th century. A rook, or warrior, with a large shield. Found
in the Isle of Lewis, 1831. Original of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 58-170.
16.475 Chessman; Northern, 11th or 12th century. A knight on horseback, with a large shield.
Found in the Isle of Lewis, 1831. Original of- ivory, in the British Museum, London.
58-171.
•
16.476 Chessman ; Northern, 11th or 12th century. A rook, or warrior, with a large shield. Found
in the Isle of Lewis, 1831. Original of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 58-172.'
16.477 Chessman; Irish (?), 12th or 13th century. A queen crowned and seated. Found in the Isle
of Lewis, 1831. Original of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 58-172#.
16.479 Draughtsman; French, 12th century. Delila and Samson. Original of ivory, in the collection
of M. Carrand, Lyons, France. 58-174.
.
16.480 Draughtsman. Two females. Original of ivory. 58-175.
16.481 Draughtsman ; English, 11th or 12th century. A man carrying a faggot of sticks. Original
of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 58-176.
16.482 Draughtsman; French, 12th century. A huntsman riding on a hare, and holding two dogs.
. Original of ivory, in the collection of M. Carrand, Lyons, France. 58-177.
~
16.483 Draughtsman; English (?), 12th century. A man riding on a dragon, a dragon behind him.
Original of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 58-177#.
16.484 Pyx; cylindrical, Italian, 6th to 8th century. The Saviour and the Demoniac. Original of
ivory, in the collection of the Kev. Walter Sneyd. 58-181.
16.485 Pyx; cylindrical, Italian, 5th or 6th century. Miracles of our Saviour. Original of ivory, in
the Christian Museum of the Vatican, Borne. 58-182.
16.486 Tablet; German, 11th or 12th century. The Apostles witnessing the Ascension. Original of
ivory, in the Boyal Museum, Darmstadt, Germany. 58-183.
16.487 Panels of a Casket (24) ; Northern Europe, 12th century (?). The Saviour in glory ; the death
of Judas, and other subjects. Original of ivory, in the Museum of the Hotel de Cluny,
- Paris. 58-188.
.
16.488 Casket; Carlovingian, 10th century. The early history of Christ. Original of ivory, in the
Museum of the Louvre, Paris. 58-191.
'
'
16.489 Statuette of the Saviour; French, 13th century. Original of ivory, in the Meyrick Collection,
South Kensington Museum, London. 58-194.
16.490 Statuette; French, 13th century. The Virgin and Child. Original of ivory, in the Meyrick
Collection, South Kensington Museum, London. 58-195.
16.491 Panel of a Book Cover; English (?), 14th century. The Crucifixion. Original of ivory, in the
MSS. Department, British Museum, London. 58-196.
16.492 Diptych, one leaf ; Italian, 13th century. The offering of the Magi. Original of ivory,-in the
collection of the Eev. Walter Sneyd. 58-197.
16.493 Mirror Case, the cover; German (?), 16th or 17th century. The Massacre of the Innocents.
Original of ivory, in the Christian Museum of'the Vatican, Borne. 58-198.
16.494 Mirror Case, the top ; French, 14th century. A domestic group. Original of ivory. 58-199.
16.495 Mirror Case, the top ; French, 14th century. Siege of the Castle of Love. Original of ivory58-200. '
16.496 Mirror Case, the top; French, 14th century. The ascent to the Castle of Love. Original of
ivory, in the Boyal Museum, Darmstadt, Germany. 58-202.
16.497 Mirror Case, the top; French, early 14th century. The Battle of Boses. Original of ivory,
in the Meyrick Collection, South Kensington Museum, London. 58-203.
' 16,498 Mirror Case, the cover ; French or Italian, late 14th century. A tournament. Original of
ivory, in the collection of M. Carrand, Lyons, France. 58-204.
16.499 Mirror Case ; French, 14th century. A tournament. Original of ivory, in the collection of
M. Carrand, Lyons, France. 58-206.
16.500 Mirror Case, the top ; French, 14th century. The Court of Love. Original of ivory, in the
Museum of the Hotel de Cluny, Paris. 58-207.
_
. 16,501 Mirror Case, the top; English, 14th century. Two pairs of lovers. Original of ivory, in the
Museum of the Louvre, Paris (?). 58-210.
, 16,502 Mirror Case, the top ; English (?), 14th century. A knight and a lady. Original of ivory,
. in the British Museum, London. 58-211. "
16.467
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16.503
16.504
. 16,505
16,506
16.507
16.508
16.509
16.510
: 16,511

16,512
, 16,513
16.514
16.515
16.516
16.517
16.518
16.519
' 16,520
1.6,521
, 16,522
16.523
16.524
16.525

16526
, 16,527
' 16,528
. 16,529
. 16,530
16,531
; 16,532
: 16,533
.. 16,534
, 16,535.

Date and Description.

Mirror Case, the top ; French, 14th century. Two lovers and a monk. Original of ivory, in
the Museum of the Hotel de Cluny, Paris. 58-212.
Mirror Case, the top; French, 14th century. A lady and her lover. Original of ivory, in
the Museum of the H6tel de Cluny, Paris. 58-213.
Mirror Case, the top ; English, about 1375. A knight offering a heart to a lady. Original of
ivory, in,the British Museum, London. 58-214.
Mirror Case, the top; French (F), 14th century. A lady and a knight. Original of ivory.
Mirror Case, square, the top ; French, end of 13th century. A gentleman offering a heart to
a lady. Original of ivory, in the Museum of the Louvre, Paris. 58-216.
Diptych; French, 15th century. The Trinity, and the Saviour in glory. Original of ivory.
Diptych ; French, 14th century. The history of Christ. Original of ivory, in the collection
of M. Micheli, Paris. 58-218.
'
.
Panel; French (?), 14th century. The Conversien of St. Paul, and Eutychus. Original of
ivory, in the Museum of the Hotel de Cluny, Paris, 58-2i9.
Panel; French (?), 14th century. Daniel in the lions’ den; Shadrach (?) in the furnace ; the
- martyrdom of St. Denis. Original of ivory, in the Museum of the Hotel de Cluny, Paris.
58-220.
.
3
Panel; French (?), 14th century. St. Peter preaching, and the martyrdom of St. Peter.
Original of ivory, in the Museum of the Hotel de Cluny, Paris. 58-221.
'
Panel; French (r), 14th century. Destruction of idols, and scourging of a martyr. Original
of ivory, in the Museum of the Hotel de Cluny, Paris. 58-222.
Panel of a Book Cover (?) ; Byzantine, 10th or 11th century. The Nativity. Original of
ivory, in the collection of Bohde Hawkins, Esq. 58-225.
Diptych, one leaf; French, 14th century. The Salutation, and the Nativity. Original of
“ivory. 58-226.
^
a
Diptych, one^ leaf; French, 14th century. The Coronation of the Virgin, and the. death of
Thomas a Becket.
Original of ivory, in the Meyrick Collection, South Kensington
Museum, London. 58-228.
Diptych, one leaf; German, 14th century. The death of the Virgin, Original of ivory.
58-229,
%
Diptych, one leaf; French, late 15th century. The Nativity. Original of ivory, in the
_ Meyrick Collection, South Kensington Museum, London. 58-230.
Triptych ; Italian, 16th century. Tho Besurreetion, the Crucifixion, and the Virgin enthroned.
- Original of ivory, in the Christian Museum of the Vatican, Borne. 58-232.
'
Panel of a Casket; French, 14th century. Scenes of hunting and hawking. Original of ivory,
in the Meyrick Collection, South Kensington Museum, London. 58-233.
Semi-statuette, a portion of a group ; French (?), 13th century. A female holding an infant.
Original of ivory, in the collection of the Eev. “Walter Sneyd. 58-235.
Semi-statuette ; French, 15th or 16th century. A saint holding the Crown of Thorns. Probably
from a group of the Deposition from the Cross. Original of ivory. 58-236.
Semi-statuette, a portion of a group; German, 14th century. The Marys at the Sepulchre.
Original of ivory, in the Boyal Museum, Darmstadt, Germany. 58-237.
.
Panels, nine, fixed on the front of the cover of the “ Sacramentaire de Metz ”; French, 9th
century. Various religious functions. Original of ivory, in the Bibliotheque Nationale,
Paris. 58-238.
'
Panels, nine, fixed on the back of the cover of the “Sacramentaire de Metz”; French, 9th
. century. Various religious functions. Original of ivory, in the Bibliotheque Nationale,
Paris. 58-239.
Panels pf a Casket, six; Byzantine, 10th pr 11th century. Classical figures. Original of
ivory, in the Museum, Arezzo, Italy. 58-240.
' ’
Panels of a Casket, two; Byzantine, 9th to 11th century. Chiron and Achilles, and other
subjects. Original of ivory, in the Meyrick Collection, South Kensington Museum,
London. 58-241.
Panels of a Casket, twelve ; Byzantine, 10th or 11th century, Classical figures. Original of
. ivory. 58-242.
'
.
'
Panels of a Casket (?) ; German (?), 14th century. Two lovers and a monk. Original of’
ivory, in the Eoyal Museum, Darmstadt, Germany. 58-243.
Handle of a Dagger; French, 15th century. Original of ivory, In the collection of M. Carrand,
Lyons, France. 58-244.
Head of Christ; French, 15th century. Original of ivory, in the Douce (Meyrick) Collection,
South Kensington Museum, London. 58-245.
Head of a Man wearing a Coronet, forming part of a rosary; French, late 15th century.
Original of ivory, in the Douce (Meyrick) Collection, South Kensington Museum, London.
58-2450.
'
“
‘
H.ead of a Monk, forming part of a rosary; French, late 15th century. Original of ivory, in
the Douce (Meyrick) Collection, South Kensington Museum, London. 58-2455.
.Head of a Negro, forming part of a. rosary; French, 15th century. Original of ivory, in the
Douce (Meyrick) Colleption, South Kensington Museum, London. 58-245e.
Heads, eight; French, 15th century. Portions of a rosary. Originals of ivory, in the Douce
(Meyrick) Collection, South Kensington- Museum, London. 58-245r/ to l.
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No.

16.536
16.537
16,537a
16.538
16.539
16.540
16.541
16.542
16.543
16.544
16.545
. 16,546
16.547
16.548
16.550
16.551
16.552
16.553
16,554'
16,555
16~556

16,557
. 16,558
16.559
16.560
, 16,561
16.562
16.563

■ 16,564''

16,565
1'6,566
16,567

Date and Description.

Statuette; Erench, early 14th century. The Virgin and Child, forming the outside of a
Triptych when closed. Original of ivory, in the Museum of the Louvre, Paris. 58-251.
Tobacco-grater; Erench, 17th century. Harlequin with viol da gamla. Original of ivory.
58-253•
...
'
.
Tablet; English, 18th century; with satirical representation of Orator Henley preaching.
Original of ivory, in the Meyrick Collection, South Kensington Museum, London. 58-254.
Circular Box (a portion) ; Italian, 16th century. Dancing children. Original of ivory. 58-255.
Panels, two; Eoman, 4th century. Allegory of the life of a poet. Original of ivory, in the
Cabinet des Antiques, Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris. 58-256.
.
Handle of a Hunting-knife ; Erench, 16th century. Hercules combating. Original of ivory.
58-257.
'
....
Tobacco-grater; Erench, 17th century. Grotesque peasant. Original of ivory, in the
Museum of the Hotel de Cluny, Paris. 5/8-258._
~
Handle of a Hunting-knife ; Erench, 16th century.". Infant Neptune. Original of ivory, in
the Museum of the Louvre, Paris. 58-259.
Tobacco-grater; Erench, 17th century. Venus instructing Cupid. Original of ivory, in the
Museum of the Hotel de Cluny, Paris. 58-260.
.
Pyx, cylindrical; Italian, 4th or 5th century. Christ and the Apostles, and Ahraham' offering
up Isaac. Original of ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 58-261.
Panels, two; Italian, 8th to 10th century. Eoliage. Originals of ivory, in the British Museum,
London. 58-262.
_ ■
Diptych, one leaf; Italian, 5th or 6th century. Adam in Paradise. Original of ivory, in the
collection of M. Carrand, Lyons, France. 58-263.
.
Diptych, one leaf; Carlovingian, 10th century. The Marys at the Sepulchre. Original of
ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 58-264.
Tankard, called the Bedford Tankard ; Flemish, 16th century. Satyrs and Bacchantes. Original
of ivory, in the collection of Messrs. Elkington & Co. 58-265.
Panel; Flemish, first half of 17th century. Infant Satyrs and Nymphs, by Gerhard von Opstal.
Original of ivory, in the Museum of the Louvre, Paris. 60-1.
Panel; Flemish, first half of 17th century. Infant Bacchanals and Silenus, by Gerhard von
Opstal. Original of ivory, in the Museum of the Louvre, Paris. 60-2.
Panel, Flemish; first half of 17th century. Infant Bacchanals and Goat, by Gerhard' von
Opstal. Original of ivory, in the Museum of the Louvre, Paris. 60-3.
.
Panel; Flemish, first half of 17th century. Centaurs carrying off a Nymph, by Gerhard von
Opstal. Original of ivory, in the Museum of the Louvre, Paris. 60-4. '
Panel; Flemish, first half of 17th century. Triton and Nymph, by Gerhard von Opstal.
Original of ivory, in the Museum of the Louvre, Paris. 60-5. ' .
.
■
Panel of a Book Cover (?); Frankish, 10th or 11th century. Christ disputing with the Doctors,
the Marriage at Cana, and Christ meeting the Nobleman. Original of ivory, in the
"Wallerstein Collection, Koyal Library, Munich. 64-45.
Book Cover, in eight compartments; Italian, 6th or 7th century. Christ seated, with the four
Evangelists standing around him, and other subjects. Original of ivory, from the Convent
of Saint Michael, Murano, near Venice; in the Museum, Kavenna, Italy. 65-93.
Diptych, one leaf ; Koman, beginning of the 6th century. The Consul Areobindus seated, and
allegorical figures of Kome and Constantinople. Original of ivory, in the Public Museum,
Zurich, Switzerland. 65-94.
Diptych, one leaf; Byzantine, 10th or 11th century. Standing figures of Saint Andrew and
Saint Peter. Original of ivory, in the Imperial Museum, .Vienna. 65-95.
Diptych, one leaf; Koman, 6th century. Standing female figure, probably Kome, bearing
emblems of Peace. Original of ivory, in the Imperial Museum, Vienna. 65-97.
.
Panel; Italian, 6th century: Joseph sold by his brethren. Original (of ivory) on the chair of
St. Maximian, at Kavenna, Italy. 65-99.
'
Panel; Italian, 6th century. The meeting of Jacob and Joseph. Original (of ivory) on the
chair of St. Maximian, at Kavenna, Italy. 65-100.
Panel or Upright Bar; Italian, 6th century. Foliage springing from a vase; among the
branches are various animals. Original (of ivory) on- the chair of St. Maximian, at
Kevenna, Italy. ' 65-101.
Panel of a Book Cover; Carlovingian, 9th century. The Saviour in glory, surrounded by
angels; the four Evangelists ; carved by the Monk Tutilo of Saint Gall; and allegoric figures
of the sun and moon, earth and ocean. Original of ivory, in the Library of the Monastery
, of St. Gall, Switzerland. 65-103.
Panel of a Book Cover;- Carlovingian, 9th century. Carved by the Monk Tutilo of St. Gall.
Foliage, amidst which is a Hon springing on its prey ; the Assumption of the Virgin ; and
bears bringing food and fuel to St. Gall. Original of ivory, in the Library of the
Monastery of St. Gall, Switzerland. 65-104.
Panel of a Book Cover, executed at St. Gall; Carlovingian, 9th century. Foliage, among
which are various animals. Original of ivory, in the Library of the Monastery of St. Gall,
Switzerland. 65-105.
Panel; Italian, 10th or 11th century. The Crucifixion, with the Virgin, St. John, and two
soldiers. Above are allegoric figures of the sun and moon. Original of ivory. 65-107.
Panel; German, 9th or 10th century. Daniel in the den of lions. Original of ivory, in the
collection of the late Mathew Hzielli, Esq.‘ 65-108.
- .
*
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16.568
16.569
16.570
16.571
16.572
16.573
16.574
16,576
16,577
16.578
16.579
16,580.
16.581
16.582
16.583
16.584
16.586
16.587
16.588
,16,589
16.590
16.591
16.592
16.593
16.594
16.595
16.596
16.597
16.598
16.599
16.600
16,601
16,602
16.603
16.604

Date and Description.

Panel; Classic, 3rd or 4tli century. Pigures of iEsculapius and Hygeia. Original of ivory,
in a private collection in Switzerland. 65-110.
'
Panel of a Triptych, the centre ; French, 16th century. Two angels bearing a ring, probably
a reliquary ; the background powdered with fleurs-de-lis. . The complete triptych is in the
. South Kensington Museum, London. 65-111.
.
Panel of a Reliquary (?) ; North Italian (?), 9th century. Bust of our Saviour holding a
book. Original of ivory. 65-112. .
.
•
.
Panel of a Casket (?) ; Italian, Lombardic (?), 10th century. Interlacing foliage, forming
four medallions of saints. Original of ivory, in the Museum, Ravenna, Italy. 65-113.
Panels of a Book Cover; Byzantine, 10th or 11th century. Three, angels. Three of the
Evangelistic symbols. Originals of ivory, in the Royal Museum, Darmstadt, G-ermany.
65-114.
.
.
Panel of a Casket (?); G-erman, 12th century. The Saviour seated in glory, with .the Evan-.
gelistic symbols (imperfect). Original of ivory, in the Royal Museum, Darmstadt, Germany.
. 65-116.
•
...
Panel; Roman, 4th or 5th century. Apollo and Daphne. Original of ivory, in the Public
Library, Ravenna, Italy. 65-117.
.
Comb, centre of one side; German, 16th century. David’s message to Bathsheba. Original
of ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 65-119.
.
Panel; Italian, 16th century. Angels playing on musical instruments. Original of ivory, in
the South Kensington Museum, London. .65-120.
.Panel; German, 12th century. The Nativity, with angel and shepherds. Original of ivory,
in the Royal Museum, Darmstadt, Germany. 65-121.
1 Diptych, one, leaf; Prencb, 14th century. The Crucifixion. Original of ivory, in the collection *
of — Farrer, Esq. 65-122.
Draughtsman; Scandinavian, 12th century. Figure grasping two monsters. Original of
ivory, in the Royal Museum, Copenhagen. 65-124.
Draughtsman ; English, 12th or 13th century. St. Martin dividing his cloak. . Original .of
ivory, in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, England. 65-125.
Draughtsman; English, 12th or 13th century. St. Martin dividing his cloak. . Original of
ivory, in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, England. 65-126.
.
Panel, chased silver; Anglo-Saxon (?), 7th or 8th century. Interlaced serpents. Original in.
the Royal Museum, Copenhagen. 65-127. •
Style, for writing, with female terminal'bust; Roman, 1st to. 4th century. Original of ivory,
in the British Museum, London. 65-128.
Pyx,, cylindrical; Classical, 3rd or 4th century. Scenes from the life of Achilles.. Original of
ivory, in the Treasury of the Cathedral of Xanten, Germany. 65-130.
Pyx, cylindrical; Classical, 1st to 4th century. Venus and Adonis, Cupid and three Nymphs.
Original of ivory, in the Public Museum, Zurich, Switzerland. 65-131.
.
Diptych, one leaf; Roman, beginning of tbe 6th century. A cornucopia, the. monogram of
Areobindus surmounted by a cross and an inscription. Original of ivory, in the
Metropolitan Library, Lucca, Italy. 68-1.
_
Diptych, one leaf; Roman, beginning of the 6th _ century. A cornucopia, the monogram of
Areobindus surmounted by a cross and an inscription. Original' of ivory, in the
Metropolitan Library, Lucca, Italy. 68-l<z.
Head of a Pastoral Staff; Italian, 12th or 13th century. The Agnus Dei bearing a cross.
Original of iv6ry. 68-2.- • ■
Head of a Staff; Scandinavian (?), 12th century. Animals amongst branches and leaves.
Original of ivory, in the Royal Museum, Copenhagen. 68-3 & 3«.
Figure ; Flemish, 17th century. An infant asleep. Original of ivory. 68-4.
Draughtsman; French (?), 12th century. David and two attendants approaching Goliath.
Original of ivory, in the collection of M. Carrand, Lyons, France. 68-5.
Panels of a Casket (?) ; Eastern, 10th to ;12th century.- Figures of animals. Originals of
ivory. 68-6, 6a, 6b.
.
■
Casket; German (?), 12th century. A king seated, holding.a sceptre and orb. A bishop in a
chair, flowing scroll ornaments intertwining dragons and other fabulous animals. Original
, of. ivory, in the Royal Museum, Copenhagen. 71-51.
‘
Tablet; Etruscan. Diana. Original of ivory, in the Eejervary Collection,. Mayer Museum,
Liverpool, England. 73-1.
.
.
Border, a portion ; Etruscan. Original of ivory, in the British Museum, London; 73-2.
Scent-box, a fragment; classical, 1st to 4th century. Silenus, holding a bunch of grapes.
Original of ivory, in the Eejervary Collection, Mayer Museum, Liverpool, England. 73-3.
Box, a fragment; Roman, 1st to 4th century. Cupid playing on two lutes. Original of ivory,
in the British Museum, London. 73-4.
’
Panel; Etruscan. A female figure. Original of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 73-5.
Tessera, circular, used as an admission ticket ; Roman, 1st to 4th century. A youth standing
beside a girl seated. Original of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 73-6. ■
.
Tessera, obverse, circular, used as an admission ticket; Roman, 1st to 4th century. A Greek
inscription. Original of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 73-6®.
.
Tessera, circular, used as an admission ticket; Roman, 1st to 4th century. Side face of a man.
Original of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 73-7.
.•
. •
Tessera, circular, used as an admission ticket; Roman, 1st to 4th- century. Side face of a man.
Original of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 73-8.
'
1—rG
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16.605
16.606
16,607 . 16,608
16.609
16.610
' 16,611
, 16,612
- 16,613
16.615
16.616
16.617

16.618
16.619
16.620
16,621
16,622
16.623
16.624

16,626
16,626
16.627
16.628
16.629
16.630
16.631
16.632
. 16,633
16.634
16.635
16.636
. 16,637
16.638
16.639
. 16,640

Date aud Description.

Tessera, circular, used as an admission ticket; Eoman, 1st to 4tli century. A hand. Original
of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 73-9.
,
_
Tessera, circular, used as an admission ticket; Eoman, 1st to 4th century. A prawn. Original
of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 73-10.
.Tablet; Classical, 3rd or 4th century. Cupid as the G-enius of Death. Original of ivory, in the
Eejervary Collection, Mayer Museum, Liverpool, England. 73-11.
_
Tablet ; Eoman, 4th century (?) The Genius of Winter. Original of ivory, in the Eejervary
Collection, Mayer Museum, Liverpool, England. 73-12.
_
_
_
Panel; Eoman, 3rd or 4th century. Part of a martial procession. Original of ivory, in
the Public Library, Treves, Glermany. 73-13.
. _
Diptych, one leaf; Eoman, 3rd century. A priestess before an altar. Original of ivory, in
the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-14.
._ _
Semi-statuette ; Eoman, 4th or 5th century. A female mythological figure. Original of
ivory, affixed to the silver pulpit in the Cathedral of Aix-la-Chapelle, G-ermany. 73-15.
Semi-statuette; Eoman, 4th or 5th century. A male figure surrounded by vine branches. Origi
nal of ivory, affixed to the silver pulpit in the Cathedral of Aix-la-Chapelle, G-ermany. 73-16.
Semi-statuette; Eoman, 4th or 5th century. A male figure holding a vase above his head.
Original of ivory, affixed to the silver pulpit in the Cathedral of Aix-la-Chapelle, Germany.
- 73-17.
■
...
Semi-statuette; Eoman, 4th or 5th century. An emperor on horseback. Original of ivory,
• affixed to the silver pulpit in the Cathedral of Aix-la-Chapelle, Germany. 73-19.
Semi-statuette; Eoman, 4th or 5th century. A female figure and a satyr. Original of ivory,
affixed to the silver pulpit in the Cathedral of Aix-la-Chapelle, Germany. 73-20.
Diptych, one leaf; Eoman, 6th century. Bust of the Consul El. Theodorus Yalentinianus,
505 A.n. Original of ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-21.
Diptych, one leaf; Eoman, 6th century. Bust of the Consul El. Theodorus Yalentinianus,
505 A.n. Original of ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-22.
Diptych, one leaf ; Eoman (?), 6th century (?). Original of ivory, in the Eejervary Collection,
Mayer Museum, Liverpool, England. 73-23.
_
_
_
Diptych, one leaf; Eoman, 6th century. Bust of a young consul. Original of ivory, in the
Eejervary Collection, Mayer Museum, Liverpool, England. 73-24.
Panel; Eoman, 3rd or 4th century. Group. A priest joining the right hands of a man and
• woman. Original of ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-25.
Panel of a Book Cover; Eoman, 4th or 5th century. Bust of a female in a wreath supported
by two angels. Original of ivory, in a private collection at Aargau, Switzerland. 73-26,
Panels of a Casket (three) ; Byzantine, 11th century. Scenes from the Life of Christ.
Originals of ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-27, 27a, 27A
Diptych, one leaf ; • Italian, 6th or 7th century. Christ and the woman of Samaria. Original of
ivory, in the collection of the late T. Bateman, Esq., Yolgrave, Derbyshire, England. 73-28.
Diptych; one leaf ; Italian, 6th or 7th century. Christ curing'the paralytic. Original of ivory,
in the collection of the late T. Bateman, Esq., Yolgrave, Derbyshire, England. 73-28a.
Book Cover, front; Carlovingian, 9th century. The Virgin and Child, with Isaiah on the left
and Melchisedec on the right panel; below, the Nativity and the angels appearing to the
shepherds. Original of ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-29.
Panel; Italian (?), 10th century (?). Ten scenes, from the Creation to the fall of man.
Original of ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-30.
Panel; Italian (?), 10th century. The Crucifixion. Original of ivory, in the Kunst Kammer,
Berlin. 73-31.
Panel; Lombardic (?), 10th century. The Presentation in the Temple. Original of ivory, in
the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-32.
_
Elabellum or Aspergillum (?), a portion ; Erench (?), 12th century. The occupations of the
months of the year. Original of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 73-33.
Panel; Byzantine, second half of the 10th century. The legend of the forty martyrs
abandoned on a frozen lake. Original of ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-34.
Diptych; Byzantine, 10th or 11th century. The Birth of Christ and the Presentation in the
Temple. Original of ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-35.
Triptych, inside of one wing; Byzantine, first half of the 10th century. The Archangel
Michael. Original of ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-36.
_
_
Triptych, outside of one wing ; Byzantine, first half of the 10th century. Circles with rosettes.
Original of ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-37.
_
Panel, widened at each end ; Byzantine, 10th century. Monstrous animals and a man with a
spear attacking a lion. Original of ivory, in a collection in Switzerland. 73-39. _
_
Panel of a Casket; Byzantine, 10th century. A man gathering grapes. Original of ivory, in
•
the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-40. .
...
Panel; Byzantine, 11th century. The raising of Lazarus. Original of ivory, in the Kunst
Kammer, Berlin. 73-41.
_
_
Panel; Byzantine, 10th or 11th century. The Deposition from the Cross. Original of ivory,
in the Treasury of the Cathedral of Hildesheim, Hanover. 73-42.
Panel; Byzantine, 10th to 12th century. Christ and the two disciples at Emmaus. Original
of ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-43.
_
-Panel; Byzantine, Hth century. Busts of SS. Philip, Stephen, Andrew, and Thomas, and, in
the centre, St. John the Baptist. Original of ivory, in the South Kensington Museum,
London. 73-44.
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16,644.
16,64.2
16.643
16.644
16.645
16.646
16.647
16.648
16.649
16.650
16.651
16.652
16.653
16.654

16,656
16.657
16.658
16.659
16.660
16,661
16,662
16.663
16.664
16,665.
16,666
16.667
16.668
16.669
16.670
16.671
16.672
16.673
16.674
16.675
16.676

Date and Description.

Triptych, central piece; Byzantine, 11th century. Christ seated on a throne, and busts of
the Virgin, St. John, and Michael. Original of ivory, in the Cathedral of Treves (?),
G-ermany. 73-45.
Book Cover; Byzantine 11th century. The Virgin and Child. Original of ivory, in the
Cathedral Treasury, Aix-la-Chapelle, G-ermany. 73-46. .
...
.
. .
Book Cover, the back ; Byzantine, 11th century. Busts of saints and apostles. Original of
ivory, in the Cathedral Treasury, Aix-la-Chapelle, G-ermany. 73-47.
Panel, round-topped; Byzantine, 11th century. The death of the Virgin, and figures of saints.
Original of ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-48.
' .
Panel, sunk; Byzantine, 11th or 12th century. The death of the Virgin. Original of ivory,
in the Royal Library of Wolfenbiittel, G-ermany. 73-49.
Panel; Byzantine, 11th or 12th century. The Annunciation and scenes in the life of Christ.
Original of ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-50.
.
.
Panel of a Book Cover; Byzantine, Hth to 13th century. Christ, the Virgin, and St. John.
Original of ivory, in the collection of the Rev. Walter Sneyd. . 73-51.
Lid of a Casket; Byzantine, 12th century. Armed knights. Original of ivory, in the collection
of the late T. Bateman, Esq., Yolgrave, Derbyshire, England. 73-52.
.
Eront of a Casket; Byzantine, 12th century. Knights in combat with a lion. Original of
ivory, in the collection of the late T. Bateman, Esq., Yolgrave, Derbyshire, England. 73-53.
Panel; Spanish-Moreseo, 11th century. Birds and deer amongst leaves and branches.
Original of ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-54.
,
Panel, deeply sunk; Byzantine, 12th or 13th century. The Virgin and Child. Original of
ivory. 73-55.
.
, .
Panagia, portion of; Russo-Greek, 17th century (?). The Virgin. Original of ivory, in the
Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-60.
• Panagia, portion of; Russo-Greek, 17th century (?). Bust of St. Nicholas. Original of ivory,
in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-61.
Cross; Russo-Greek, 17th or 18th century. Eront: A saint in the centre. Back : Scenes
in the Life of Christ. Original of ivory, in the Royal Museum, Copenhagen. 73-62 & 63.
Sceptre (of Charlemagne ?); Carlovingian, 9th century. Original of ivory, in the Cathedral
Treasury, Aix-la-Chapelle, Germany. 73-64.
Panel of a Book Cover; Carlovingian, 10th century. The Crucifixion. Original of ivory, in,
the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-66.
Panel of a Book Cover; Carlovingian, 9th century. Scenes from the Life of our Lord.
Original of ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-68-.
Panel of a Book Cover, the reverse ; Carlovingian, 9th century. The Baptism, and Saint John
preaching. Original of ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-68«.
Panel of a Book Cover (?) ; Carlovingian, 10th century. The Transfiguration. Original of
ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-69.
Panel of a Book Cover (?) ; Carlovingian, 10th century (?). Christ healing the paralytic.
Original of ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-70.
Diptych; Carlovingian, late 10th or 11th century. The Transfiguration. Reverse of. the
second leaf of a palimpsest diptych. Original of ivory, in the South Kensington Museum,
London. 73-71.
:
.
Diptych, lower half of one leaf; German, 9th or 10th century. The descent of the Holy
Ghost. Original of ivory, in the collection of the late T. Ba'temen, Esq., Yolgrave, Derby
shire, England. 73-72.
'
_
Diptych, one leaf ; German (?), 9th or 10th century. Scenes from Old Testament history and
the Presentation, in the Temple. Original of ivory, in the Eejervary Collection, Mayer
Museum, Liverpool, England. 73-75.
.
Panel of a Book Cover (?); German, 9th century. The offering of the Magi and the Pre
sentation. Original of ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-74.
.
Panel; German, 9th or 10th century. The Baptism. Original of ivory, in a collection from
Rbeinau, Switzerland. 73-75.
.
_ _
Panehof a Book Cover (?) ; Prankish, 9th or 10th century. The Miracle at .Cana. Original
of ivory, in the collection of Prince Hohenzollern, Dusseldorf, Germany. 73-76.
Panel of a Casket (?) ; Byzantine, 11th century. Warrior and a young female. Original of
ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-78.
.
Panel; Carlovingian, 11th century. An apostle standing. Original of ivory, in the South
Kensington Museum, London. 73-79.
_ _
Diptych, one leaf ; Erench, 10th ,or 11th century. The incredulity of St. Thomas. Original
of. ivory. 73-80:
*
_
'
...
Diptych, one leaf; French, 10th or 11th century. Figure of Moses. Original of ivory. 73-81.
Panel; German, 10th century (?). Christ, St. Peter, and St. Paul. Original of ivory, from
the collection of Graf von Kessestatt, in the Public Library, Treves, Germany. 73-82.,
Diptych, one leaf; Erench (?), 10th or 11th century. Scenes of gospel history. Original of
ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-83.
.
_ _
Diptych, one leaf; Erench (?), 10th or 11th century. Scenes of gospel history. Original of
ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-84.
.
. . _ .
Book Cover ; Rhenish-Byzantine, 8th to 10th century. Christ and the disciples.. Original of
ivory in the Public Museum, Cologne, Germany. 73-85.
. _
_
Panel; Western Germany, 9th or 10th century. The Baptism of Christ. Original of ivory.
73-86.
^
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16,677

Diptych, one leaf; German (?), 9th. or 10th century. Christ seated. Original of ivory, in the
Eoyal Library, Berlin. 73-87.
16.678 Diptych, one leaf; German, 9th or 10th century. Saint Gregory. ■ Original of ivory, in the
Eoyal Library, Berlin. 73-88.
'
Panel, Anglo-Saxon, 11th century. The Adoration of the Kings. Original of ivory, in the
\ 16.679
7
South Kensington Museum, London. 73-89.
16.680 Panel of a Shrine (?) Anglo-Saxon, 9th or 10th century. Original of ivory, in the Eitzwilliam
■ Museum, Cambridge. 73-90.
.
16,681 Panel of a Book Cover ; German, 10th century. The Virgin discovering Christ in the" Temple.
Original of ivory, in the Eoyal Library, Berlin. 73-92.
.
16,682 Pectoral Crucifix; Anglo-Norman, 10th or 11th century. Original of ivory, was discovered
on the site of Lewes Priory, Sussex. 73-93.
16,683 Panel; German, 10th or 11th century. The Presentation in the Temple, and the Baptism.
Original ef ivory, in the Treasury of the Cathedral of Treves, Germany. 73-94.
' 16,684 Diptych, one leaf; German, 10th or 11th century. The Birth of Christ. Original of ivory, in
the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-96.
16.685 Diptych, one leaf; German, 10th or 11th century. The Crucifixion of Christ. Original of
ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-97.
16.686 Diptych, one leaf; German, 10th or 11th century (?).• The Salutation and the Visitation of
_ the Virgin to Elizabeth. Original of ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-98.
. 16,687 Diptych, one leaf; German, 10th or 11th century (?). The visit of the two Marys to the
■' Sepulchre. .Original of ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-99.
16,688 Book Cover; German, 10th to 12th century. Symbols of the Evangelists. Original of ivory,
in the Public Museum, Cologne, Germany. 73-100.
.
16,689 Book Cover, portion of; Ehenish-Byzantine. 10th to 12th century. The Symbols of the
Evangelists, and in the centre a' figure of Christ, with the Virgin and St. John. ' Original
of ivory, in the Treasury of the Cathedral of Hildesheim, Hanover. 73-101.
■ 16,690: Crucifix of the Princess Gunhilde, the front; Seandinavian-Byzantine, 11th century. Original
of walrus-bone, in the Eoyal Museum, Copenhagen. 73-102.
16.691 Crucifix of the Princess Gunhilde, the reverse; Seandinavian-Byzantine, 11th century.
Original of walrus-bone, in the Eoyal Museum, Copenhagen. 73-103.
16.692 Panel; English (?), Hth century. A king riding towards another king in bed. Original of
ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-104.
.
16.693 Prieze, portion of ; German (?), 10th to 12th century. Vine branches and foliage. ■' Original
of ivory, in the Public Museum, Cologne, Germany. 73-105.
.
16.694 Book Cover; German, 10th to 12th century. The Glorification of SS. Gereon and Victor.
Original of ivory, in the Public Museum, Cologne, Germany. 73-106.
16,695. Panel; German, 10th to 12th century. The Elagellation of Christ. Original of ivory, in the
collection of the Eev. Walter Sneyd. - 73-1071
.
16.696 Panel; German (?), 10th to 12th century. Two figures carrying grapes to the wine-press
_ Original of ivory, in the Eejervary Collection, Mayer Museum, Liverpool, England. 73-108,.
16.697 Diptych, one leaf; German, 1 Lth or 12th century. Christ’s Agony in the Garden. Original
of ivory, in the collection of Ehode Hawkins, Esq. 73-109.
• 16,698 Diptych, one leaf; German, Hth or 12th century. The Last Supper. Original of ivory, in
the collection of Ehode Hawkins, Esq. 73-110.
•
16,699 Panel of a Book Cover (?) ; German, Hth or 12th century. Christ cleansing the Temple and
^ni the
'M‘arl' O'VP113! °f ivory, in a private collection at Cologne, Germany.
. 16,700

Panel; Ehenish, 11th or 12th century. The Birth of Christ. Original of ivory, in the Public
Museum, Cologne, Germany.' 73-112.
.
'
16.701 Panel ; German, Hth or 12th century. The ‘Women at the Sepulchre. Original of ivory, in
the Public Museum, Cologne, Germany. 73-113.
16.702 Panel; German, 11th or 12th century. The Crucifixion. Original of ivory, in the Public
'
Museum, Cologne, Germany. 73-114.
16.703 Panel; Byzantine, 11th century. The Birth of Christ. Original of walrus-tooth, in the
South Kensington Museum, London. 73-115.
'
. 16,704 Panel; Ehenish-Byzantine, Hth century. The Adoration of the Kings. Original of. walrustooth, in the South Kensington Museum," London. 73-116.
°
‘
16,705 Panel; German, 11th or 12th century. The Annunciation. Original of ivory, in the Kunst
Kammer, Berlin. 73-117.
.16,706 Panel; German, 10th to 12th century. “Victory” killing a soldier. Original of ivory, affixed
to an Evangeliarium in the Public Library, Hamburg. 73-118.
'
16.707 ‘ Panel; German, 11th or 12th century. A figure of St.Haul. Original of ivory, in the Museum
of the Hotel de Cluny, Paris, 73-119.
.. "
■
16.708 Panel; German (?) Hth or 12th century. Eude figures of animals. Original of ivory. 73-120.
16.709 Panels, nine, affixed to a book cover ; -German, Hth or 12th century. Christ, the Virgin, Saint
John, and tbe Evangelical symbols. Originals of ivory, in the Eoyal Museum, Darmstadt,
Germany. 73-121..
. .
16.710 Panel of a Book Cover ; German, 11th or 12th century. The Crucifixion. Original of ivory,
affixed to the Gospel Book of the Church of St. Maria, Lyskirchen, near Cologne, Germany.
73—122. ■
.
16.711 Panel; Erench, 12th century. The Saviour iu Glory. Original of ivory, in the South
Kensington Museum, London. 73-123.
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16.712

Panel; Erench (?), 12th century. The Annunciation and the Nativity. Original of ivory, in
the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-124.
Matrix of seal; Scandinavian, 12th century. Original of walrus-tooth, in the Koyal Museum,
'Copenhagen. 73-125.
Panel; German, 12th century. The Descent of the Holy Ghost. Original of ivory, in the
Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-126.
"
Panel; German, 12th century. The four great Doctors of the Church. Original of ivory,
affixed to a Sacramentarium of St. Gregory, in the Koyal Library, Berlin.' 73-127.
Panel; German, 12th century. An Archbishop. Original of ivory, in the Koyal Museum,
Munich. 73-128.
Panels, four, at the corners of an evangeliarium, or shrine; German, 12th century (?). The
symbols of the Evangelists. Original of ivory, in the Treasury of the Cathedral of Treves,
Germany. 73-130.
Block; Scandinavian or North German, 12th century. The Harrowing of Hell. Original of
ivory, in the Koyal Museum,- Copenhagen. 73-131.
Block; North German (?), 12th century. Christ rising from the Tomb. Original of ivory, in
the Koyal Museum, Copenhagen. 73-132.
Panel; German (?), 12th or 13th century. The Crucifixion. Original of ivory, in the Eejervary
Collection, Mayer Museum, Liverpool, England. 73-133.
,
'
Panels, four; ‘Erench, 12th century. ■ The Evangelists. Originals of ivory, -in the South
Kensington Museum, London. 73-135.
Panel; Moorish, 11th century. Top of a casket. Original of ivory, in the South Kensington
Museum, London. 73-136.
Statuette; German (?), 12th century. Eigure of Christ. Original of ivory, in the Kunst
Kammer, Berlin. 73-137.
Panel, centre of a Triptych; Italian (?), beginning of 14th century. Subjects from the
Gospels. Original of ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-138.
Panel of a Triptych; English, 13th century. The Crucifixion and other subjects. Original of
ivory, in the Eejervary Collection, Mayer Museum, Liverpool, England. 73-139.
’
Diptych; Erench, early 14th century. The Birth and Crucifixion of Christ. Original of
- ivory. 73-140.
Panel; Erench (?), early 14th century. The Birth of Christ. Original of ivory. 73-141.
Diptych; Khenish, 14th century. Christ bearing his Cross, and the Descent from the Cross.
Original of ivory, in the Eejervary Collection, Mayer Museum, Liverpool, Englapd. 73-146.
Diptych, a portion; Erench, 14th century. The Annunciation and the Birth of Christ.
Original of ivory, in the Eejervary Collection, Mayer Museum, Liverpool, England. 73-147.
Diptych, a portion ; Erench, 14th century. The Adoration of the Kings, and Christ’s entry
into Jerusalem. Original of ivory, in the Eejervary Collection, Mayer Museum, Liverpool,
England. 73-148.
Diptych, a portion; Erench, 14th century. The Last Supper, and the Kiss of Judas. Original
of ivory, in the Eejervary Collection, Mayer Museum, Liverpool, England. 73-149
Diptych, a portion; Erench, 14th century. The Crucifixion, and the “Noli me tangere.”
Original of ivory, in the Eejervary Collection, Mayer Museum, Liverpool, England. 73-150.
Diptych, one leaf ; German, 14th century. St. George and the Dragon. Original of ivory, in
the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-151. '
'
Diptych, one leaf; German, 14th century. The Offering of the Three Kings. Original of ivory,
in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-152.
Diptych, one leaf; German, 14th century. The Virgin and Child. Original of ivory, in the
Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-153.
Diptych, one leaf; German, 14th century. The Crucifixion. Original of ivory, in the Kunst
Kammer, Berlin. 73-154.
Diptych, one leaf ; German, 14th century. The Annunciation. Original of ivory, in the Kunst
Kammer, Berlin. 73-155.
Diptych, one leaf; German, 14th century. The Birth of Christ. Original of ivory, in the
Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-156.
'
Diptych, one leaf; Erench, 14th century. The Death of the Virgin. Original of ivory.
73-157.
.
Diptych, one leaf; Erench (?), 14th century. The Crucifixion. Original of ivory, in the
Eejervary Collection, Mayer Museum, Liverpool, England. 73-158.
Diptych, one leaf; Erench (?), 14th century. The Birth of Christ. Original of ivory, in the
Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-160.
Diptych, one leaf; Erench (?), 14th century. The Virgin and Child. Original of ivory, in the
Eejervary Collection, Mayer Museum, Liverpool, England. 73-161.
Diptych, one leaf; Erench (?), 14th century. The Birth of Christ. Original of ivory. 73-162.
Triptych; Erench, 14th century. The Crucifixion and other subjects. Original of ivory, in the
Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-163.
Diptych, one leaf; French, 14th century. The Crucifixion. Original of ivory, in the .Kunst
Kammer, Berlin. 73-164.
'Writing-tablet; Erench, 14th century. A knight with a hawk. Original of ivory. 73-16.5.
Writing-tablet Erench, 14th century. A sylvan scene. , Original of ivory. 73-166.
Diptych, one leaf; Erench, 14th century. The Nativity and Christ’s appearance to his Disciples.
Original of ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-167.

16.713
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Chessman; Northern, 11th or 12th century. A/King, crowned, and seated in a chair.
Original of ivory, from the Isle of Lewis, in the British Museum, London. 73-284.
A King, crowned, and ■ seated in a chair.
16.818 Chessman; Northern, 11th or 12th century.
Original of ivory, from the Isle of Lewis, in the British Museum, London. 73-285.
16.819 Chessman; Northern, 11th or 12th century. A Queen, crowned, and seated. Original of
ivory, from the Isle of Lewis, in the British Museum, London. 73-286.
16.820 Chessman; Northern, 11th or 12th century. A Queen, crowned, and seated. Original of
ivory, from the Isle of Lewis, in the British Museum, Londpn. 73-287.
16,821' Chessman ; Northern, 11th or 12th century. A Bishop, with mitre and pastoral staff, seated.
Original of ivory, from the Isle of Lewis, in the British Museum; London. 73-288.
16,822 Chessman; Northern, 11th or 12th century. A Bishop, with mitre, book, and pastoral staff,
standing. Original of ivory, from the Isle of Lewis, in the British Museum, London.
73-289.
•
'
.
16.823 Chessman; Northern, 11th or 12th century. A Knight, with large shield, on horseback.
' Original of ivory, from the Isle of Lewis, in the British Museum, London. 73-291. .
16.824 Chessman ; Northern, 11th or 12th century. A Kook, or warrior on foot, with sword and shield.
Original of ivory, from the Isle of Lewis, in the British Museum, London. 73-292.
16.825 Chessman; Northern, 11th or 12th century. A Kook,- or warrior on foot, with shield and
sword in front. Original of ivory, from the Isle of Lewds, in the British Museum, London.
73-294.
•
. , .
16.826 Chessman ; Northern, 11th or 12th century. A Pawn, an oblong block, with incised ornament.
Original of ivory,, from the Isle of Lewis, in the British Museum, London. 73-296. ..
16.827 Chessman ; Northern (P), 12th century. A King, crowned, on horseback. Original of ivory,
in the British Museum, London. 73-297. •
• _
16.828 Chessman; German, 12th century. A Queen, seated, with a kneeling figure.on each side.
Original of ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-298.
.
_
_
16.829 Chessman; German, 12th century. A King, crowned, seated in a bower. Original of ivory,
in the Koyal Museum, Copenhagen. 73-299.
_
...
16.830 Chessman; Northern, 12th century. A King, seated, a hound in front of him. Original of
ivory, in the British Museum, London. 73-300.
.
_ _
16.831 Chessman (?) ; Irish (?), 12th century (?). A bear devouring the'head of a woman. Original
of ivory, in the collection of the late K. Ball, Esq., Dublin. 73-301. .
_
_
16.832 Chessman; German, 13th century. A Bishop, seated in a chair. Original of ivory, in the
Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-302.
,
...
.
.
16.833 Chessman; German, 13th century. A Bishop, seated in a chair. Original of ivory, in theKunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-304. *
.
. 16,834 Chessman; German, 14th century. A King, crowned, with sword and a hawk; at the back
are seven warriors, with long shields. Original of ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin.
16.817

Chessman ; English (?), 13th century. Two Knights, seated, connected by interlacing branches
of trees. Original of walrus-tooth, in the Museum of the Society of Antiquaries of
Scotland. 73-306.
^
'
16.836 Chessman ; German, 14th century. A Knight, on horseback, with fifteen soldiers on foot, at
base. Original of ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-307.
_
_
16.837 Chessman ;’ German, 14th .century. A Knight, riding on a lion, ten soldiers on foot, at base.
Original of walrus-tooth, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-308. ■
_ _
_
_
16.838 Chessman ; German, 14th century (?). A Giant, with shield and club. Original of ivory, in
the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-309.
.
'
16.839 Chessman; German, 14th century. (?). A Queen, seated on a throne, with crown and sceptre.
Original of ivory, in the British Museum, London. 73-310.
_
16.840 Chessman ; German, 16th century. A Knight, on horseback. Original of ivory, in the South
Kensington Museum, London. 73-311.
16.841 Chessman; English, 13th or 14th century. Two mounted Knights. Original of walrustooth, in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, England. 73-312.
16.842 Draughtsman; Anglo-Saxon. Incised circles. Original of ivory. 73-313.
16.843 Draughtsman; English (?), 12th century. The wolf and stork. Original of ivoryf m the
collection of the late Kev. Dr. Millard, Basingstoke,-Hampshire, England. 73-314. _
16.844 Draughtsman; German, 12th century. David slaying Goliath. Original of ivory, in the
. Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-317.
.
’
.
16.845 Draughtsman; German, 12th century. Hercules slaying Cacus. Original o± ivory, m the
Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-318.
.
.
Original ox ivory,
16.846 'Draughtsman ; Grerman, 12th .century. A female, a hare, and a dragon.
in the Dyck Collection, Munich, Bavaria. 73-319.
. .
16.847 Draughtsman; German, 12th century. A man with a bow, and two centaurs. - Original of
ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-320.
.
16,'848 Draughtsman; German, 12th century. A boat with four men. ■ Original of ivory, at
Cologne (?), Germany. 73-32-2.
16.849 Draughtsman; German, 12th century. Samson pulling downi the gates of Gaza. Original ot
. ivory, in the British Museum, London. 73-323.
16.850 Mirror-case Cover ;' German, 14th century. A love scene. Original of ivory, in the Kunst
Kammer, Berlin. 73-325.
:
.
16,851' Mirror-case Cover ; Drench, 14th century. Two Knights, tilting. Original of ivory, m the
Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-326.
.
16.835
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16.852

Mirror-case Coyer; Grerman (?), 15th century. A gentleman presenting a rose to a lady.
Original of ivory, in the Kunst Kammer, Berlin. 73-327. .
'
16.853 Box Cover, circular; Grerman, 16th century.' Bathsheha in the hath. Original of ivory, in
the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-328.
"
16,854. Mirror-case Cover; French, 14th century. . A lady crowning a gentleman. Original of
ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-329.
16.855 Mirror-case Cover; French, 14th century. Knights on horseback, -fighting. Original of
ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-330.
16.856 Mirror-case Cover; French, 14th century. A hawking party. Original-of ivory, in theSouth, Kensington Museum, London. 73-331.
.
16.857 Mirror-case Coyer; French, 14th century. A balcony with figures. Original of ivory, in the
South Kensington Museum, London. 73-332.
16.858 Mirror-case Cover ; French, 14th century. Three figures in a garden. Original of ivory} in
the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-333.
'
16.859 Mirror-case Cover ; French, 14th century. A hunting party. Original of ivory, in the SouthKensington Museum, London. 73-334.
,
.16,860 Mirror-case Cover; English, end of 13th century. Gentleman and lady playing chess.
Original of ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-335.
16,861 Mirror-case Cover ; English, 14th century. A game at chess. Original of ivory, in the South
Kensington Museum, London. 73-336.
'
16,862 Mirror-case Cover (?) ; French, 14th century. A hawking party. Original of ivory, in theSouth Kensington Museum, London. 73-337.
16,863 Folding Tablets, twm; English (?), 14th century. Scenes from the Gospels. Originals of ivory,
in the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-338.
'
'
16,864j Box Cover; German, 15th century. God the Father, and the dead Saviour. Original of ivory,
in the South Kensington Museum, London. 73-339.
'
16,865 Comb and Sheath ; classical. Original of ivory, from Pompeii, in the collection of Mr. Bocke.
73-340.
.16,866 Comb, with a double row of teeth; classical. Original of ivory, from Pompeii, in the collection
of Mr. Bocke. 73-341.
' ■
16,866a Comb; Antique Koman, 1st to 4th centur}'-. Original of ivory, in the Fejervary Collection,
Mayer Museum, Liverpool, England. 73-342.
'
16.867 Comb,, one side ; Carlovingian, 9th century. The comb of St. Herebert, Archbishop of Cologne.
Original of ivory, in the Public Museum, Cologne, Germany. 73-344.
16.868 Comb, one side; German, 11th century. Original of ivory, in- the Public Museum, Cologne,
Germany. 73-345..
16.869 Comb, one side; German, 11th century. Original of ivory, in the Public Museun, Cologne,
Germany. 73-346.
'
.
16.870 Comb, a portion ; English, ! 1th century. Original of ivory, from the collection of Mr. Bocke,
in the British Museum, London. 73-347.
16.871 Comb, a portion; English, 11th century. Original of ivory, from the collection of Mr. Bocke,
in the British Museum, London. 73-348.
.
16.872 , Comb; ‘German (?), 14th century. Front of the middle portion of a double-toothed comb.
Original of ivory, in the Mayer Museum, Liverpool, England. 73-349.
,
16.873 Comb; German (?), 14th century. Back of the middle portion of a double-toothed comb.
Original of ivory, in the Mayer Museum, Liverpool, England. . 73-350.
16.874 Comb, one side; German, 16th century. Original of ivory, in the South Kensington Museum,
London. 73-351.
•
16.875 Panel; North Italian, 15th century. Saint Sebastian.' Original of ivory, in the South
.
Kensington Museum, London. 73-352.
'
.
16.876 Panel; Italian, 16th century. The Dead Christ and Angels. Original of ivory, in the British
Museum, London. 73-353.
'
16.877 Panel; Italian,. 16th century. The Saviour and Apostles. Original of ivory, in the South
Kensington Museum, London. 73-354.
16.878 Drinking Cup; formerly belonging to Martin Luther; German, 16th to 17th century.
Original of ivory, in the collection of the late Lord Londeshorbugh. 73-355.
. 16,879 Powder-flask ; Indo-Portuguese (?), 17th century." Scenes of the Passion. Original of ivory.
73-356.
.
■
16,880 Panel; German, 17th century. The Crucifixion. Original of ivory. 73-357.
16,881 Panel; Italian, 17th century.. Diana and her attendants. Original of ivory. 73-358.
16,882 Panel; German, 17th or 18th century. Dutch boors playing at cards. Original of ivory. 73-359.
16.883 Card Case, front; Hindoo, 18th century. St. George and the Dragon. Original of ivory, hi
the collection of Miss Harwell. 73-360.
.
16.884 ' Card Case, back; Hindoo, 18th century (?). An Indian divinity. Original of ivory, in the
collection of Miss Harwell. 73-361.
16.885 Pyx, cylindrical; Italian, 6th to 9th century. Saint Mennas. Original of ivory, in the
' collection of Alexander Nesbitt, Esq. 73-365.
16.886 Runic Casket, six pieces; Northern, 9th to 11th century. Monstrous animals and ribbon .
ornament. Original of ivory, in the Museum of Brunswick, Germany. 73-366.
16.887 Statuette; English (?), 14th century. The Virgin and Child. Original of ivory. 73-367.
16.888 Panel; Spanish, first half of 17th century. St. Francis translated to Heaven. Ascribed to
Alonzo Cano. Original of ivory, in the South Kensington Museum, London. 74-138.
16,889 | The Strass Tankard. 59-1.
1—H

.
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,to
.17,616
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Noyemter 16.
Three figures in clay, representing, on a reduced scale, the external casts left in the hot pumice
and ashes by human victims of the catastrophe at Pompeii in a.d. 79. The reproductions
were obtained by filling the space left by the putrefaction of the bodies with plaster-of-Paris.
Japanese lottery., §c.
•
May 21.
'
Collection of articles of Japanese manufacture, comprising pottery, cloisonne ware, articles in
bronze and iron, books of brocade patterns, dresses, hangings for mantel-pieces, &c.
Japanese “ Shippo ” or Cloisonne ware.—In manufacturing the

cloisonne, the first process of the Japanese
workman is to bring the vase, plaque, or ornament into the desired shape. If a large-sized vase is required, a
piece of copper, of about 16 in. by 24 in., is beat into a tube, and then soldered together so perfectly as not to
leave any visible junction. By means of long-continued hammering the tube is bulged out in the middle and '
contracted at the top and bottom until it assumes the required shape ; the bottom is then soldered in, and the
the upper edge finished, after which the surface is polished perfectly by acid. Now, the artist, who is provided
with a drawing or design, begins to manipulate, and with a fine brush and Indian ink transfers the design to
the vase. The next process, which is a very delicate one, consists in covering with a certain resin the whole, of
the outlines drawn on the vase, by which are fastened wire or ribbons (of the same metal), something after the
manner of silver filigree work. After this, solder is applied, and the vase is taken to a dry fire, and the wire
carefully brazed on and permanently fastened to its place: The next proceeding—one that requires great
artistic skill—is the filling up of the spaces formed by the wires with the variously-coloured enamels to
complete the design, and during this stage of the process the article is baked in a furnace six or eight times,
according to the number of layers of enamel applied. The surface-of the article at this stage is rough and
uneven, and is therefore taken in hand by the polisher, who has 'to use great judgment in order to avoid
damaging the article; and it rests with his portion of the business whether the result will be perfect or
defective. He uses a kind of gritty stone, which is constantly wetted, and with this he grinds down the
projections until the surface becomes perfectly bright and smooth. The last touch is then given by the article
Being polished with a kind of cork stick, which produces that brilliant surface so admired by lovers of this art.
Cloisonne Enamel Elate ; diameter, 9i inelies. Price in Japan, 45 yen = £7 10s. Namikawa,
. Kyoto, Japan.
'
14.969 ; Cloisonne Enamel Vase; height, 4| inches. Price in Japan, 15 yen = £2 10s. Namikawa,
Kyoto, Japan.
.
.14,970 Three Napkin Kings, of different designs ; diameter, If inches. Price in Japan, 6 yen = £1.
Namikawa, Kyoto, Japan
14,971 Set of Seven Napkin Kings, to illustrate all the stages in the manufacture of cloisonne work ;
diameter, If inches. Price'of the set in-Japan, 7 yen = £1 3s, 4d. Namikawa, Kyoto,
Japan.'
■
'
'
14.968

Pottery and Metal-worh:—■
Vase (one of a pair) ; height, 12 inches. Price in Japan—Pair, 7 yen 50 sen = £1 5s.; single,
3 yen 75 sen = 12s. 6d. Taizan, Kyoto, Japan.
14.954 Vase (one of a pair) ; height, 7f inches. Price in Japan—Pair, 2 yen 40 sen = 8s.; single,
1 yen 20 sen = 4s. Taizan, Kyoto, Japan.
14.955 Vase (one of a pair) ; height, 6 inches. Price in Japan—-Pair, 2 yen =-6s. 8d.; single,
1 yen = 3s. 4d. Taizan, Kyoto, Japan.
.
14.956 Vase ; .height, 9f inches. Price in Japan, 1 yen 80 sen = 6s. Taizan, Kyoto, Japan.
14.957 White Enamel Plaque; diameter, 12i' inches. Price in .Japan, '8 yen 80 sen — £1 9s. 4d.
Taizan, Kyoto', Japan.
'
14.958 Vase; height, 12f inches. Price in Japan, 2 yen = 6s. 8d. Kinkozan, Kyoto, Japan.
inches. Price in Japan—Pair, 3 yen = 10s.; single, 1 yen
14.959 Vase, one of a pair; height,
50 sen = 5s. Kinkozan, Kyoto, Japan.
14.960 Vase,one of apair; height, lOJ inches. Pricein Japan—Pair, 6 yen = £1.; single, 3 yen =10s.
Kinkozan, Kyoto, Japan.
14.961 ; Vase, one of a pair ; height, lOf inches. Price in Japan—Pair, 8 yen = £1 6s. 8d.; single, 4
yen= 13s. 4d. Kinkozan, Kyoto, Japan.
14.962 Vase, one of a pair; height, 121 inches. Price in Japan—Pair, 6 yen = £1; single, 3
yen = 10s. Kinkozan, Kyoto, Japan.
14.963 ; Plaque ; diameter, 15J inches. Price in Japan, 6 yen = £l. Kinkozan, Kyoto, Japan.
14.964 ” White Enamel Plaque ; diameter, 12f inches. Price in Japan, 8 yen 50 sen = £1 8s. 4d. Kin
kozan, Kyoto, Japan.
14.965 ; Vase ; height, Ilf inches. Price in Japan, 20 yen = £3-6s. 8d. Tanzan, Kyoto, Japan.
14.966 Vase, one of a pair ; height, Ilf inches.’ Price in Japan—Pair, 10 yen = £1 I3s. 4d.; single,
5 yen = 16s. 8d. Kinkozan-, Kyoto, Japan.
14,967a Tea-pot, with two spouts; height, 2f inches. Price in Japan, l yen = 3s. 4-d. Tanzan, Kyoto,
Japan.
.
14.9675 Box, circular shape; height, If inch; diameter, Scinches. Price in Japan, 2 yen = 6s. 8d.
Tanzan, Kyoto, Japan.
.
14.967 r Tea-pot; height, 3f inches. Price in Japan, 1 yen 50 sen = 5s. Tanzan, Kyoto, Japan.
14.9676 Vase; height, 4 inches. Price in Japan, 15 sen — 6d. Tanzan, Kyoto, Japan.
14,967 c Teapot, hexagonal shape .; height, 6 inches. Price in Japan, 3 yen = 10s. Tanzan, Kyoto,
Japan.
11,967/ Vase, hour-glass shape ; height, 5f- inches. Price in Japan, 20 sen = 8d. Tanzan, Kyoto,
Japan.
!.4,907y Vase,-one of a pair ; height, 5f inches. Price in Japan—Bair, 1 yen 60 sen = 5s. 4d.,; single, 80
gen — 2s. 8d. Tanzan, Kyoto, Japan,
’
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14,967A Vase, one of a pair; height, 4/ inches. Price in Japan—Pair, 1 yen 60 sen = 5s. 4d. • single
80 sen = 2s. 8d. Tanzan, Kyoto, Japan.
^ .
•
>
s >
14,967/ Jug ; height, 3 inches. Price in Japan, 10 sen = 4d. Tanzan, Kyoto, Japan.
14,967^ Vase, lidded; height, 3* inches. Price in Japan, 1 yen 20 sen = 4s. Tanzan, Kyoto, Japan.
14.972 .Bronze Teapot; height, 6i inches; breadth, 4| inches. Price in Japan, 4 yen 50 sen = 15s
Joime, Kyoto, Japan.
.
14.973 Bronze Bowl; height, 4| inches; breadth, 5| inches. Price in Japan, 7 yen = £1 3s- 4d
Jomie, Kyoto, Japan.
' ‘
14.974 Bronze Inlaid Salver; diameter, 12| inches. Price in Japan, 28 yen = £4 13s. 4d. Jomie
Kyoto, Japan.
.
14.975 Bronze Vase, one of a pair; height, 6 inches. Price in Japan—Pair, 25 yen = £4 3s 4d •
single, 12 yen 50 sen = £2 Is. 8d. Nogawa, Kyoto,'Japan.
’
M
14.976 Bronze Vase, one of a pair ■ height, 4f inches. Price in Japan—Pair, 20 yen — £3 6s. 8d/
. smgle, 10 yen = £1 13s. 4d. Nogawa, Kyoto, Japan.
• ‘
'J
14,976a Circular Bronze Box; breadth, 2ft inches ; depth,
inch. Price in Japan, 5 yen = 16s 8d
Nogawa, Kyoto, Japan.
.
14.977 Iron Inlaid Plates ; diameter, 9i inches. Price in Japan, 50 yen — £8 6s. 8d. Ikeda, Kyoto
J apan.
J ’
14.988 Iron Inlaid Vase, one of a pair; height, 6 inches. , Price in Japan—Pair, 18 yen = £3 ; single
9 yen = £1 10s. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
■
8
14.989 Bronze Vase,, one of a pairheight, 6 inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
■
14.990 Bronze Tray ; size, 12 x 9^ inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
• ...
. Textile Fairies :—

...

14,978a
TLengtl1 ?f dress> nearly 2 yards. Yamanaka, Osaka, Japan.
14,9786 Ked Silk Dress (stuffed) ■ Length of dress, nearly 2 yards. Yamanaka, Osaka, Japan.
14.980 lukusa ; outside of dark red silk, inside blue silk ; size, 2 feet 11 inches x 2 feet 4* inched
Price m Japan, 7 yen ==£1 3s. 4d. Yamanaka, Osaka, Japan.
' ‘
14.981 Eukusa; outside of red silk inside blue silk; size, 2 feet 11 inches x 2 feet 3 inches. Price
m Japan, 6 yen —£1. Yamanaka, Osaka, Japan.
.
14.982 Eukusa; outside of red silk, inside blue silk; size, 2 feet 11 inches x 2 feet 3 inches. Price
, in Japan,-5 yen 50 sen = 18s. 4d. Yamanaka, Osaka, Japan.
.
. ■
14.983 Eukusa; outside of red silk, inside purple silk ; size, 3 feet x 2 feet 3 inches. Price in Japan,
5 yen = 16s. 8d. Yamanaka, Osaka, Japan.
■
14,984a Book (18 pages), containing 142'Brocade Patterns; size, 16 x 12 x 2* inches. Ikeda Kyoto
Japan.
.
. ■
’.’
14,9846 Book (16 pages), containing 105 Brocade Patterns'; size, 12 x 9i x 2i inches. Ikeda, KyotoJapan.
>■ j,
14.984 c Book (26 pages), containing 105 Brocade Patterns; size, 12 x 9|- x
inches. Ikeda, Kyoto
Japan.
.
.
J
’
14,984d Book (28 pages), containing 168 Brocade Patterns; size., 17 x 11 x 3 inches. Ikeda, Kyoto
Japan.
14,985. Mantelpiece Hangings; size,. 7 feet 3i inch x 1 feet 2f inches. Price in- Japan, 11 yen
£1
■
16s. 8d-. . Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
.
J
14.986 Yellow Silk Shawl, craped ; bordered with a fringe. -Size, 4 feet 8 inches square. Price in
Japan, 8 yen = £1 6s. 8d. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
14.987 a One Dozen Doyleys, of variously coloured cloth; diameter, about 10 inches. Price in Japan,
2 yen = 6s. 8d. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
.
L
14,9876 One Dozen Doyleys, of variously coloured satin; diameter 10 inches. Price in Japan, 2
yen 50 sen = 8s. 4d, Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
1
NetsuJces:—
14,979a A hollow, circular, bronze casting, on which is a fly with gilt wings.” Price in Japan, 17s. 6d;
14,9796: Larved wooden model of a temple with scrollwork all round, and. a figure lying in a position
• of repose. Price in Japan, 10s. 6d.
*
14,979 e Jvory carring, representing two youths playing blindman’s-buff round a screen. Price in Japan.
14,979rf
14,979e
14,979/
14,97%

Eigure of tiger (?), enraged. ‘W.ood-carving. Price in Japan, 7s.
Wood-carving of Japanese female. Price in Japan, 4s. 5d.
.
AV.ood-carving of an octopus embracing a baboon. Price in Japan, 8s-. 9d.
Ivoiy-carving: The fabled horses coming out of a bottle gourd. Price in Japan, 5s 3d
Yamanaka, Osaka, Japan.
1
Neisukes ” are- small Japanesei carvings, in iyory, wood; «c., which- are used as «toggles.
Japanese1customPlpe °r medlCiae case to tllebe3*” i eael1 represents some legend or some

16,95.6

Battle-axe, wrought, in pure steel, polished, and finishea. Model is that of the. Middle Ages but
the details are ongmal, It occupied the artist about four months. Length 2 feetgreatest breadth, TO* inches.
* ’ -

oeptember 27.
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Pottery and Metal-work.
■
16.973
16.974
16.975
16.976
16.977
16.978
16.979
16.980
16.981
16,983
16.986
16.987

October 9.

-Vases, earthenware; Syria.

| Plates, earthenware; Syria. •

.

Plaque, earthenware; Syria;
.
Centre Flower of papier mache; an excellent imitation of plasterrof-paris; German.
Candlestick of w.rought iron, with spiral candle regulator and snuffers; German.
Candlestick of wrought iron, modern; German.
'
.
• NoTember 16.
•
A collection of silver objects for personal ornament in Filigree Work:—1

17.460
17.461
17.462
17,463-■ 17,464
17.465
17.466
17.467
17.468
17.469
17.470
17.471
17.472
17.473
17.474
17,475.
17,476
. 17,477
17.478 ■
17.479
17.480

17,4.81
17.482
17.483
17.484
17.485
17.486
17.487
17.488
17.489
17.490
17.491
17.492
17.493
17.494

17.746
17.747
17.750
17.751
17.752
17,757
17.740

17.741
17.742

- Brooches, with flowers-; wrought at Turin, Italy.

Paper-knife.
Hair-comb (lady’s).

'

Necklaces.
Bracelet.
Card-case."
Bouquet-holder.
Fan-stick.
,
Brooch of oxidized silver.
Technological Series, illustrating-the Manufacture of Filigree Work—
Pure Silver, at 1000/1000. •
Kefined Copper, for alloying the pure silver.
Respectively used for fine filigree work, for
Silver, at 960/1000.
framework of the finer parts, for outer parts
Silver, at 820/1000.
of brooches, for brooch-pins, clasps, &c.
Silver, at 800/1000.
Silver, at 700/1000.
Solder.
.
Boracic Acid.
•
Fused Boracic Acid.
Chloride of Ammonium, for soldering.
Piece of Silver in rods, as melted.
Pair of Pincers employed for taking up the fine cut wire.
Twisted Silver Filigree Wires.
.
'
Part of Fan, outlined, with all pieces necessary to finish it according to the. pattern of
No. 17,479; Turin..
■
November 30.
.
Oblong Box, with sliding lid. The frame is of ebony with ivory inlay, the panels being of
porcupine quills. Colombo.
•
.
'
Ivory Paper-knife, with fine fretwork pattern. Loodiana, Delhi.
.
Nest of five Spherical Wooden Boxes, in descending sizes, forming a ball; lacquered. Hydera
bad, Scinde, India.
.
.
. ,
Fan made out of a palm leaf (Borasms sp.), with mica ornament, and coloured. Calcutta.
An oblong Basket, lidded, of plaited pandanus leaf, stained and unstained to form geometrical
patterns.
'
. ^
Cushion Cover. In Scinde (India) Work, composed of silver and silk thread worked into floral
and other patterns.
‘
Brahmin Cow, suckling a calf. Executed in white marble. (Imperfect, the horns having been
broken.) Jeypore, India.
.
Elephant with howdah, carved out of potstone, and polished.
.
Hindoo Idol (probably Brahma) carved out of potstone, and highly polished.
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17.743
17.744
17.745

Date and- Description.

17,749
17,756

Elephant carved out of ebony, with ivory tusks. , Colombo, Ceylon.
Tortoise-shell Paper-knife, in one piece. Colombo.
Sandalwood {Santalum album) Paper-knife, with inlaid ivory ornamentation. This work is
known as Surat-ware, from its place of manufacture—Surat, India. The ivory is inlaid in.
geometrical patterns on,a sandalwood base, and the ivory is then coloured with metallic
and other paint.
'
'
Handkerchief-box of Surat-ware.
Lidded Limoges Jar, with landscape on lid. In brown glazed ware.

17.759
17.760
17.761

S'elleek-ware.
Oval Twig Basket.
Cardium on coral.
Shell and Coral Cream Jug.

.
'

'

. Extract from “Harhs and Monograms on Pottery and Porcelain” (Chaffers).—“ The leading characteristics
of design in Belleek-ware are marine subjects, such as dolphins, sea-horses, nereids, aquatic plants, coral, &c.;
these are produced in parian or biscuit, and a creamy porcelain like ivory; also covered with a glittering
iridescent, glaze like mother-of-pearl. The mark is printed or stencilled upon the Ware in red, brown, or
green, and represents one of the Irish round towers, the harp and a deerhound, as well as the three-leaved
shamrock. This china is a real porcelain, the result of the simple vitrification of felspar and china clay,”
The ware derives its name from the place of its manufacture—Belleek, Lough Erne, county Fermanagh,
■

17,762
17.764
17.765
17.766
17.767
17.768
17,770
17.772
17.773
17.774
17.775
17.776
.17,771

Tobacco Jar of terra-cotta, from Kobe (Hiogo), Japan.
'
Teapot.
,
■
,
Teapot.
Bronze Gong. Kobe (Hiogo), Japan.
Vase, in form of a shell with elephant’s head at each of its four comers. Ivory ware.
Long-necked bottle of coloured, ware (yellow and white) with floral sprays and figures.
Eoyal blue. Kaufmann.
•
Cup and Saucer, with painted scenic representations, figures, Ac.
•
Symbolic figure, “ Beace,” chinaware. Holding a green leaf over the left shoulder.
Symbolic figure, “ Wisdom,” chinaware. In the attitude of an orator, holding a serpentin the
left hand.
Octagonal-shaped doll’s cup.
Coffe.e-cup and saucer with gilt rim and small coloured views.
Ink-stand, chinaware, coloured. Nos. 17,767-71 are Dresden-ware.
'
.

'
December 15.
17,733 I Mace of steel, engraved, chased by hand. Executed in Sydney.
17,738 I Stout sprig of pink coral mounted in gold.
'
BOTANY.
16,938

16.939
16.940
16.941

14.740

14.741
14,744

14,747
14.742

.
•

September 6.
Herbarium (with index), comprising 25 fasciculi of plants indigenous to the British Isles,
containing specimens of upwards 6f 1,100 of the 1,400 known species. Arranged according
to the natural orders, with reference to descriptions in Hooker’s Flora, fifth edition, and
Lindley’s Flora, fifth edition.
,
,
. .
Herbarium, comprising 94 folio fasciculi of plants indigenous to the British Isles, containing
about 1,050 species; with index.
.
■
Collection of American Ferns, and British, Continental, and American Plants.
Collection of European Plants.
Economic Botany (Atjstbaman).
.
January 1.
Collection of Barks of Trees indigenous to New South Wales ; all obtained from the trunks
Bark of Acacia aneura; F. v. M. “ Mulga.” (Leguminosae.) Found at Ivanhoe, N.S.W.
The trunk bark, obtained 25 September, 1886. The tree attains a height of about 30 feet.
The timber is exceedingly hard and fine-grained, and is capable of „a high polish. It is
much used by the natives in the manufacture of implements, weapons, Ac. The leaves are
much relished by stock.
.
'
Bark of Acacia aneura var ; F. v. M. “ Narrow-leaved Mulga..” (Leguminosae.) . Found at
Ivanhoe, N.S.W. Similar in habit, Ac., to the preceding. Leaves-are much relished by
stock. Bark obtained September 30, 1886.
Bark of Acacia calamifolia (P); Sweet. “Nealy” or “Needle-bush.” (Leguminosae.)- Found
at Ivanhoe, N.S.W. Small tree about 12 to 15 feet in height. Timber exceedingly hard and
tough, and possessed- of a very agreeable perfume; used by natives for making weapons, Ac.
Stock will not eat the leaves even when in a starving condition. Bark obtained September
6,1886.
(
Bark of Acacia colletioides; A. Cunn. “Wait-a-while,” or “ Prickly Acacia.” (Legnminos®.)
Found at Ivanhoe, N.S.W. A low-spreading bush, suitable for hedge-planting.' Bark
obtained October 2, 1886.
Bark of Acacia homalophylla; A. Cunn. “Yarran.” (Leguminosae.) Found at Ivanhoe, N.S.W.
A small ornamental tree attaining a height of 10 or 15 feet. Timber very hard and capable
of a high polish. It is possessed of an agreeable odour, and is much used by the natives
for. their weapons, Ac. The leaves are eaten by stock. Bark obtained September 25, 1886.
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14,743

Bark of Acacia homalophylla var; A. Cunn. “Narrow-leaved Tarran.” (Legumsnasse.).
Found at Ivanhoe) N.S.W. Similar in habit to the preceding. Bark obtained September
4,1886.
14,745 Bark of Acacia Oswaldi; F. v. M. “Miljee.” A.smallbushy tree from6to S feethigh. Timber
exceedingly hard and tough, possessing a very disagreeable smell when fresh or green;
used by natives for short weapons, such as clubs. Leaves eaten by stock. Bark obtained
’ September 6, 1886.
'
:
14,746 Bark of Acacia sentis ; F. v. M. “Thorny Acacia.” (Leguminoste.) Found at Ivanhoe, near
Hay, N.S.W. A small low-spreading tree from 8 -to 10 feet high; the timber is soft, but
exceedingly tough ; the young twigs are armed with slender acute spines or thorns. Bark
obtained October-2, 1886.
'
14,748 Bark of Acacia sp. (Leguminosae.) Found near Cobar, N.S.W. A large tree attaining a
height of 40 or 50 feet. Found only in the locality whence this specimen was obtained,
about 60 or 70 miles west of Cobar. The timber is exceedingly hard and strong. Bark
obtained August 12 and October 12, 1886.
. 14,754 Bark of Acacia sp. “Poplar.” (Leguminosae.) Found near Darling Biver. A slender-grow
ing tree, plentiful on sandhills near the Darling Biver. Bark and leaves possess an extremely
pungent flavour, resembling watercress, but much stronger. Wood very soft and light.
14,749 Bark of Casuarina glauca_; Sieb. “ Belar.” (Casuarinese.) Found at Ivanhoe, N.S.W. A
. very common tree, attaining a height of 40 or 50 feet. The timber is exceedingly hard, but
brittle. It is much used for fencing-rails. Bark obtained September 25, 1886.
14,752 Bark of Eremophila longifolia; F. v. M. “Emu Bush.” (Myoporime.) Found at Ivanhoe,
N.S.W. A small ornamental tree, from 10 to 15 feet in height, bearing a profusion of dull
red trumpet-shaped blossoms. The bruised leaves of this tree are used by the natives for
tanning or preserving their water-bags, made of the entire skins of wallabies. Bark obtained
October 4, 1886.
'
■'
14,752a Leaves of Eremophila longifolia; F. v. M. (Myoporinae.) Found at Ivanhoe, .N.S.W. Leaves
obtained November 19, 1886.
- ‘■
14,751 Bark ol Fusanus acuminatus; Syn. Santalum acuminatum; D.C. “ Quandong.” (Santalacese.) Found at Ivanhoe, Hay, N.S.W. A small tree, attaining a height of 10 or 12
feet. The fruit of this tree is made into a preserve; the hard pericarps (quandongs) are
strung together to form bracelets, necklaces, &c. The kernels contain a large quantity' of
oil. The timber is used by the natives for' obtaining fire by friction. Bark obtained
October 4,1886.
•
°
J
14,753 Bark of G-revillea striata; B. Br. “Beef-wood.” (Proteacese.) Found near Darling Biver.
A medium-sized tree, attaining a height of 40 feet; the timber is beautifully marked, re
sembling raw beef, hence its vernacular name. Bark obtained October 14,1886.
14,750 Bark of Hakea leucoptera; E. Br. (Proteaceas.) Found at Ivanhoe, Hay, N.S.W. A tree
attaining a height of 15 or 20 feet. Timber not used. Bark obtained 4 September, 1886.
16,982
16.984
16.985
14574-5

October 9.
Bouquet of different dried grasses ornamented with peacock’s feathers.
Fan, square shaped, made from a kind of rush, with border and handle of straw.
Fan, circular shaped, ornamented with coloured stars. Italy.

.
Italy.

February 2.
,
Two antimacassars, made by a New Caledonian convict, from the fibre of the “ G-iant Aloe.
Fourcroya gigantea, Vent. (Amaryllide®). These articles exhibit the fineness as-well as
the great strength of the fibre.
February 19.

Museum No.

14,658
14;659
14,662'
14.663
14.664
14.665
14,677
14,680
14.685
14,695
14,660
11.672
14.673
14,079 ,
14,078
14.686

Description.

Oils .—
Laurel oil.
Pine oil.
.
Stavesacre oil.
Peach kernel oil.
Ginger grass oik
Busa oil.
. .
Fruits and Seeds:—
Stavesacre seeds.
Black cummin seeds.
Brazil nuts.
Linseed (English).
Gums and Fesins —
Balsam of Copaiba.
Gamboge, in lump,,
Gamboge,, in pipe.,
Hog gum.
Miscellaneous :—
Cura<;oa aloes.
■
Zanzibar aloes:
'

Museum No.

'

Description.

14,667
14,670
14,688
14.689
14.690

Strasburg turpentine.
Bordeaux turpentine.
English oil of peppermint.
Oil of parsley.
Oil of petit grain.

14.696
14.697
14.698

Linseed (Baltic).
~
Linseed (Calcutta);.,
Soap berries. Saponaria officinalis.

14,669
14,683
14,691
14,694

Sap green.
Indian bedellium.
Extract of monesia.
Genuine Burgundy pitch.,

14,687 Mocha aloes.
14,682 Cake safflower. •

•
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•
17.355
17.356
17.357
17.358
■
17.359

Description.

.. PURCHASES (Specimens).
Museum No.

Description.

November 10.
Pods of Acacia, sp. India.
Pods of Acacia concinna.
Pods of Acacia nilotica. West Africa.
Nuts of Anacardium occidentale.
“Cashew.”
Nuts, roasted, Anacardium occidentale.
“Cashew.”
Nuts of Acroloma sclerocarpa.
Nuts and kernels of Aleurites triloba.
“ Candle nuts.” Fiji.
Pods of Amomum Grana-paradisiaica.
Malagueta, Cuba.
Seeds of Adenanthera pavonina.
“ Barbadoes pride.” India.
Seeds of Arachis hypogcea. “ Ground
nut.” India.
’
Nuts,unhusked,Arecacatechu. “Betel
nut.”
Nuts, unhusked, Areca catechu. “Betel
nut.”
’
Nuts, dried and split, Areca catechu.
“ Betel nut.”
.
- Seeds of Abrusprecatorius. (Jequirity.)
West Indies.
■
Nuts of Aegle marmelos.
Attalea Cohune; Mart. Honduras.
Fruit of Bassia Parkii. “ Shea butter
nuts.” West Africa.
Fruit of Bassia longifolia. India.
Kernels of Bassia latifolia. India.
Bassia sp.
Cones of Balanthes Koxburghii.
Nuts of Berthollettia excelsa. “Brazil
nut.”
'
Pods of Bombax malabaricum.
Pods of Bombax sp.
Nuts of Caesalpinia Bonducella.
Seeds of Croton Tiglium. “ Croton.”
Crescentia Cujete; Linn. (Begnohiacese.) “ Calabash.”
Pods of Canavalia gladiata; D.C.
Nuts of Calophyllum inophyilum;
Ndilo.
"
Kernels of Calophyllum inophyilum.
' Ndilo.
Seeds of Carapa guineensis. “ Tallicoonal.” Fiji.
•
Nuts of Caryocar tomontosum. West
Africa. '
Nuts of Cocos nucifera. Coco-nut. .
Seeds, of Coix lachryma.
Seeds of Coix sp.
Pods of Caesalpinia coriaria. “ Divi
DivL”

17,'391

Split pericarp, with seed enclosed,,
Dipterix odorata. “ Tonquin bean. ’ ’
17.392 Fruits of Datura stramonium.,
17.393 Necklace, made of the seeds of Elseocarpus ganiteus.
"
17.394 Nuts-of Entada scandens.
17.395 Nuts of Entada gigalobium.
17.360
17.396 Nankincotton G-ossypiumsp., unginned.
17.361
Malta.
,
.
17.397 Capsules of G-ossypium sp. India.
17.362
] 7,398 G-ynocardia odorata. India.
17.399 Guizotia oleifera.
17.363
17.400 G-uilandria Bonducella.
17.401 Hyptaene Thebaica.
'
17.364
17.402 Jatropha Curcas. West Africa.
17.403 Juglans nigra. Black walnuts. North
17.365
America.
17.404 Nuts of Lecythis ollaria. Sapucaya
17.366
nuts.
17.405 Lecythis ollaria. Capsule.
17.367
17.406 Myristica sp. Wild nutmegs. British
Guiana.
17.368
17.407 Pods of Moringa pterygosperma.
Horse-radish tree.
17.369
17.408 Seeds of Moringa pterygosperma.
17.370
17.409 Mucuna sp. Horse-eye bean. British
17.371
•
Guiana.
17.410 Seeds
of Nelumbium speciosum.
17.372
Egyptian Lotus.
17.373
17.411 Seeds of Ormosia dasycarpa. Snake17.374
wood.
•
.17,375
17,412. Seeds of Ormosia sp.
17.376
17.413 Pongamia glabra. India,
■
17.414 Seeds of Papaver somniferum. Poppy.
17.377
17.416 Piper longum. The unexpanded flowers.
17.378
17.417 Quercus sp.; Knoppern. Galls found
17.379
■
on certain oaks in Hungary, &c.
17.380
17.418 Quercus sp. galls.
17.381
17.419 Kaphia vinifera. Fruits.
17.420 Seeds of Kicinus conmunis. Castor oil.
17,332
17.421 Kernels of Sterculia acuminata. Kola.
17.383
17.422 Nuts of Sterculia acuminata. Kola.
17.423 Nuts of Sapindus saponaria. “Soap17.384
nut.”
17.424 Galls of Tamarix gallica.
17.385
17.425 Nuts of Terminalia belerica; Beleric
(Myrobalans). India. 17.386
17.426 Nuts of Terminalia belerica.
•
17.,427 Nuts of Terminalia chebula; Chebulie
.17,387
(Myrobalans).
17.388
17.428 . Nuts of Terminalia sp.
•
17.389
17.429 Seeds of Thea camellia. “Tea.”
.17,390
17.430 Seed of Thevetia neriifolia. “Yellow
coriander.”
.
November 30.
'
17.753 Turned olive-wood inkstand.
\
'
17.754 Olive-wood section, showing bark. Palestine (?).
.
17.755 Olive-wood section, showing bark. Palestine (?).
,
'
17,758 Bokhara plum (Aloo Bokhara), Prunus bokhariensis, Boyle. This fruit is commonly met with
in Indian bazaars, and is used much in the same way as prunes.
17,763 Bannister brush of coir fibre. Kobe, Hiogo, Japan.
.
,
December 2.
17,722

17.728
17.729
17.730
17.731
17,782

A quantity of turmeric (Lega), packed in a cylindro-conical package of cocoa-nut palm spathes.
Samoa.. Dr. Seemann, in his “ Flora Yitiensis,” mentions that turmeric is used in Samoa as
a medicine, but more especially by the Samoan women, who hold it in great estimation as
a cosmetic.
'
'
"
December 15Package of Samoan tobacco.
*
Necklace of seeds of Adenanthera pavonina. (Samoa).
''
Two Samoan cigars (tobacco in banana leaf).
A quantity of Kava (Piper methysticum). Used by the Polynesians for making an intoxicating.
beverage. (Samoa).
' '
A bundle of fibre (Fan). (Samoa).
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- No.
16.948
16.949
16.950
16,989
17,000a
16.951
14,801-2
14,809
14,814
15,092
16,931
17,088
14,804-5
14,821
16,991
16,955
17,093
17,092
16,992
16,999a
16,999
14,812
147815
14,779-80
16,908
16,911
14,898

PURCHASES (Specimens).

'

Date and Description.

Bark of Acacia aneura; E. y. M. “ Mulga.” (Legumiuosse.) Height, 20 to 30 feet; diameter,
6 to 12 inches. Collected on August 5,1887, at Tarella, Wilcannia. Formation: Silurian,
chocolate soil and loose stones.
.
.
Insect galls (Mulga apples) of Acacia aneura; F. v. M. “Mulga.” (Leguminosas.) Obtained
from the leaves; the galls have an agreeable taste. Collected on August 5,1887, at Dry
Lakes. Formation: Silurian, chocolate soil and loose stones.
Insect galls (Mulga apples) of Acacia aneura ; F. v. M. “ Mulga.” (Leguminosae.) From
' the leaves; unedible. Collected on August 8, 1887, at Dry Lakes. Formation: Silurian,
chocolate soil and loose stones.
•
Log of Acacia aneura; F. v. M. “ Mulga.” (Leguminosae.) Height, 20 to 30 feet; diameter,
6 to 12 inches.
Collected on August 20, 1887, at Tarella, "Wilcannia. Formation:
Silurian, chocolate soil and loose stones.
Log, dry,'of Acacia aneura; F. v. M. “ Mulga.” (Leguminosae.) Height,- 15 to 20 feet;
diameter, 6 to 12 inches. Collected on August 30,1887, at G-nalta, Wilcannia. Formation:
• Silurian.
Insect galls of Acacia cyperophylla; F. v. M. (Leguminosae.) From the leaves, unedible.
Collected on August 8, 1887, at Dry Lakes.' Formation: Probably Tertiary.
'
Bark and gum of Acacia dealbataLink. “ Silver Wattle.” (Leguminosae.) Height, 20 to 30
feet; diameter, 12 to 18 inches. Collected on March 1 and 2,1887, at Quiedong. Forma
tion : Limestone.
.
Bark of Acacia glaucescens; Willd. “Myall.” (Leguminosae.) Height, 15 to 20 feet;
diameter, 6 to 12 inches. Collected on April 8,1887, at Quiedong. Formation: Limestone.
Leaves of Acacia glaucescens; Willd. “Myall,” (Leguminosae.) Height, 15 to 20 feet;
■ diameter, 6 to 12 inches. Collected on April 8,1887, at Quiedong. Formation: Limestone.
Log of Acacia melanoxylon; R. Br. “Blackwood.” (Leguminosae.). Height, 40 to 120 feet;
diameter, 12 to 36 inches. Collected on May 22, 1887, at Bonang, Delegate. Formation:
Mudstone, Silurian.
.
•
Piece of timber of Acacia melanoxylon; It. Br. “ Blackwood,” Fashioned into a gunstock.
(Leguminosae.) Note.—Timber used for furniture, buggy naves, &e.'
Bark of Acacia pendula; A. Cunn. “ Bastard G-idja’,” or “ Nilya.” .(Leguminosae.) Height,
10 to. 12 feet; diameter, 4 to 6 inches. Collected on September 7, 1887, at Tandarlo.
Formation: Silurian.
.
Leaves and bark of Acacia penninervis ; Sicb. (Leguminosae.) /.Height, 20 to 25 feet;
diameter, 8 to 12 inches.. Collected on April 4,1887, at Quiedong. Formation: Lime
stone.
•
G-um of Acacia penninervis ; Sieb. (Leguminosae.) Height, 20 to 25 feet; diameter, about 1
foot. Collected on March 22 and 23, 1887, at Quiedong. Formation: Limestone.
Bark of Acacia salicina; Lindl'. “ Native Willow.” (Leguminosae.) Height, 20, to 25 feet;
diameter, 12 to 18 inches. Collected on August 15, 1887, at Tarella, Wilcannia. Forma
tion : Silurian.
'
Bark of Acacia salicina; Lindl. “ Native Willow.” (Leguminosae.) Height, 30 to 40 feet;
diameter, 12 to 18 inches. Collected on August 26, 1887, at Momba, Wilcannia. Forma
tion : Bed soil supposed to be recent."
•
Insect galls of Acacia salicina ; Lindl. “ Native Willow.” (Leguminosas.) Height, 15 to 20
feet '; diameter, 4 to 6 inches. Collected on August 20, 1887, at Cobham Lake.
Bark of Acacia sentis ; FI v. M. “ Prickly Acacia.” (Leguminosae.) Hpight, 15 to 20 feet;
diameter, 4 to 6 inches. Collected onAugust-20, 1887, at Cobham Lake. Note.—The fact
of this species growing in a locality is looked upon as a sure indication of water.
Bark of Acacia tetragonophylla; F. v. M. “ Dead finish.” (Leguminosae.) Height, 10 to 12
feet; diameter, 6 to 8 inches. Collected on August 22, 1887, at Tarella, Wilcannia.
-Formation: Silurian.
Log of Acacia tetragonophylla ; F. v. M. “ Dead finish.” (Leguminosas.) Height, 6 to 10
' feet; diameter, 4 to 6 inches. Collected on August 29, 1887, at G-nalta, Wilcannia.
Formation: Silurian.
Small piece of wood of Acacia tetragonophylla; F. v. M. “ Dead finish.” (Leguminosae.)
Collected on August 30, 1887, at G-nalta, Wilcannia. Formation : Silurian.
Bark of Acacia vestita; Ker. (Leguminosas.) Height, 20 to 25 feet; diameter, 10 to 18
inches. Collected on April 9, 1887, at Quiedong. Formation : Limestone.
Leaves of Acacia vestita ; Ker. (Leguminosae.) Height, 20 to 25 feet; diameter, 10 to 18'
inches. Collected on April 9, 1887, at Quiedong. Formation: Limestone.
Leaves and bark of Augophora intermedia; D.C. “Apple-tree.” (Myrtaceas.) Height, 30
to 50 feet; diameter, about 3 feet. Collected on December 22, 1886, at Colombo, near
Caudelo. Formation: Granite.
Gum of Angophora intermedia ; D.C. “Apple-tree.” (Myrtaceas.) Height, 30 to 50 feet;
diameter, 2 to 4 feet. Collected in June 30, 1887, at Colombo, near Candelo. Formation:
Granite. .
Log of Angophora intermedia; D.C. “Apple-tree.” (Myrtaceas.) Height, 30 to 50 feet;
diameter, 2 to 4 feet. • Collected in June, 1887, at Colombo, near Candelo. Formation:
G-ranite.
•
.
Timber of Atherosperma moschata;-Labill. “Sassafras.” (Monimieas.) Height, 30 to 40 feet;
. diameter, 1 to 2 feet. Collected in March, 1885, at Bonang, Delegate. Formation: Mud
stone, Silurian.
•
■ .
.
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15,088
15,091
16.927
16.928
'16,916
14,803
16,900
17.000
. 18,997
17.001
14,800
14,816
10,947
16,990
16,930
16,930ff
16,903
16,917
14.900
14,796-8
16,899
14.901
16,898
15,083-5
16,933
14,786-7
14,783-4

Date and Description.

Bark of Atherosperma moschata ; Labill. “Sassafras.” (Monimiese.) Height, 60 to 80 feet;
diameter, 2. to 3 feet. Collected on May 19, 1887, at Bonang, Delegate. Pormatioh': Mud
stone, Silurian.
.
Log of Atherosperma moschata; Lahill. “Sassafras.” (Monimiese.) Height, 60 to 80 feet;
diameter, 2 to 3 feet. Collected on May 21,1887, at Bonang, Delegate. Pormatioh: Mud’stone, Silurian. Note.—Pound in deep creeks of the jungle.
Leaves of Atherosperma moschata; Labill. “Sassafras.” (Monimiese.) Height, 60 to 80
feet; diameter, 2 to 3 feet. Collected on May 22, 1887, at Bonang, Delegate. Pormation :
Mudstone, Silurian.
Bark of Atherosperma moschata ; Lahill. “Sassafras.” (Monimiese.) Height, 60 to 80 feet;
diameter, 2 to 3 feet. Collected on May 22,1887, at Bonang, Delegate. Formation: Mud
. stone, Silurian,
.
Whole Plant of Boronia rhomhoidea; Hook. (Eutacese.) Collected on July 16, 1887, at
Charlie’s Forest, Braidwood. Formation: Conglomerate.
‘
.
Eesin (Sandarac) of Callitris calcarata; E. Br. “ Pine,” “Murray Pine,” or “Cypress Pine.”
(Coniferse.) Height, 3n to 4U feet; diameter, about 1 foot. Collected on March 3 and 4,
■ 1887, at Quiedoiig. Pormation: Limestone.
Leaves of Callitris calcarata; E. Br. “ Pine,” “ Murray Pine,” or “ Cypress Pine.” (Coniferse.)
Height, 20 to 40 feet; diameter, 6 to 18 inches. Collected on April 8, 1887, at Quiedong,
Delegate. Pormation : Limestone.
'
Piece of Timber of Callitris verrucosa ; E. Br. “ Eock Pine.” (Coniferse.) Height, 20 to 25
feet; diameter, 6 to 12 inches. Collected on August 30, 1887, at Danbeney Eange.
Pormation: Silurian.
‘
Log of Capparis Mitchelli; Lindl. “ Native Orange.” (Capparidese.) Height, 12 to 15 feet;
diameter, 6 to 12 inches. Collected on August 29, 1887, at G-nalta Peak, Wilcannisi.
Formation: Silurian.
• .
•
'
Bark of Cassia sp. (Leguminosae.) Height, 10 to 15 feet • diameter, 4 to 6 inches. Collected
on August 29, 1887, at Gnalta, Wilcannia. Pormation : Silurian.
.
/ .
Whole Plant of Centipeda Cunninghami; F. v. M. “ Sneezeweed.” Height, 4 to 12 inches. ■
Collected on February 28, 1887, at Quiedong. Pormation : Limestone.
Whole Plant of Centipeda orbicularis; Laur. “ Sneezeweed.” Length, 2 to 8. inches.
Collected on April^S, 1887, at Quiedong. Pormation: Limestone. ’ Note.—Pound inmoist
situations.
'
.
Whole Plant of Codonocarpus cotinifolius; P, v. M. “Quinine,” or “Medicine Tree.”
(Phytolaccese.) Height, 20 to 25 feet; diameter, 6 to 8 inches'. Collected on April 6,1887,
at Dry Lakes, Wilcannia. Pormation : Supposed to be Tertiary.
Log of Codonocarpus cotinifolius; P. v. M. “Quinine,” or “Medicine Tree.” (Phytolaccese.)
Height, 20 to 25 feet; diameter, 6 to 8 inches. Collected on April 6, 1887, at Dry Lakes,
Wilcannia.
‘
.
..
Whole Plant of Cymbonotus Laws Oman us ; Claud. (Compositse.) Collected on May 2, 1887,
at Delegate.
.
Whole Plant of Cymbonotus Lawsonianus; G-aud. (Compositse.) Collected on May 3, 1887,
at Delegate. Pormation: Limestone.
.
Whole Plant of Cymbonotus Lawsonianus ; Gaud. (Compositse.) Collected on April 6,1887,
at Quiedong, Delegate. Pormation : Limestone.
Leaves of Doryphora sassafras ; Endl. “ Sassafras.” (Monimiese.) Height, 60 to 80 feet;
diameter, 2 to 3 feet. Collected on July 17, 1887, at Monga, Braidwood. Pormation:
Humus and decomposed shale.
.
Piece of Timber of Ekeoearpus kolopetalus ; P. v. M. “ Maddagouri.” (Tiliacese.) Height,
30 to 40 feet; diameter, 1 to 2 feet. Collected in March, 1885, at Haydon’s Bog, Delegate.
Pormation: Mudstone, Silurian.
'
•
Leaves, Bark, and G-um of Eucalyptus amygdalina, var.; Labill. “Peppermint.” (Myrtacese.)
Collected on February 14 and 16, 1887, at Bombala.
.
Log of Eucalyptus amygdalina, var.; Labill. “ Peppermint.” (Myrtacese.) Height, 60 to 80 '
feet; diameter, 2 to 3 feet. Collected on June 17, 1887, at Bombala. Pormation: Con
glomerate. '
. ,
.
Piece of Timber of Eucalyptus amygdalina, var.; Labill. “Cut-tail.” (Myrtacese.) Height,
200 to 300 feet; diameter, 6 to 8 feet. Collected at Haydon’s Bog, Delegate.
Log of Eucalyptus G-unnii, var.; J. Hook. “Floode'd,” or “ Bed .G-um.”1 (Myrtacese.)
Height, 60 to 80 feet; diameter, 2 to 3 feet. Collected on June 17, 1887, at Bombala.
Pormation: Conglomerate. Always found in damp situations.
,
.
Leaves, Bark, and G-um of Eucalyptus G-unnii, var.; J. Hook. “ Flooded,” or “ Bastard
G-um.” (Myrtacese.) Height, 60 to 80 feet; diameter, 2 to 3 feet. Collected on May 8,
. 1887, at Delegate. Pormation: Mudstone, Silurian.
Log of Eucalyptus Gunnii, var; J. Hook. “Flooded,” or “Bastard G-um.” (Myrtacese.)
Height, 60 to 80 feet; diameter, 2 to 3 feet. Collected on June 12, 1887, at Delegate.
Formation: Granite. - •
.
Leaves and Bark of Eucalyptus G-unnii, var; J. Hook. “ Eed gum.” (Myitacese.) Height, 80
to 100 feet; diameter, 3 to 4 feet. Collected’on January 6,1887, at Delegate. Pormation:
, Granite.
•
.
.
.
:
Leaves and Bark of Eucalyptus hsemastoma; Smith. “ Bough,” or “ Small-leaved Siringy-bark.”
(Myrtacese.) Height, 40 to 60 feet; diameter, about 2 feet. Collected on December 23.
1886, at Colombo. Pormation: Granite.
. .
1—I

■

,

'
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G-um of Eucalyptus haemastoma; Smith. “ Hough” or “Small-leaved Stringy-bark.” (Myrtaceas.)
Height 40 to 60 feet; diameter, about 2 feet. Collected on December 24, 1886, at Colombo.
Pormation: G-ranite. ,
Stringy Bark.” (Myrtaceas.) Height, 60 to 80
16,913 Log of Eucalyptus haem'astoma ; Smith.
feet; diameter, 2 to 3 feet. Collected in June, 1887, at Colombo. Pormation: G-ranite.
15,087 Gum of Eucalyptus fnacrorrhyncha ; F. v. M. “ Stringy Bark.” (Myrtaceas.) Height, 80 to
120 feet; diameter, 2 to 4 feet. Collected on May 15th and 16th, 1887, at Amboyne,
Delegate. Pormation: Limestone. Note.—The timber used for fencing and wheelwright’s
work.
16.923 Leaves of Eucalyptus macrorrhyncha; P. v. M. “ Stringy Bark.” (Myrtaceas.) Height, 60 to
80 feet; diameter, 2 to 3 feet. Collected on May 12,1887, at Delegate.
16.924 Bark of Eucalyptus macrorrhyncha; P. v. M. “ Stringy Bark.” (Myrtacese) Height, 60 to
80 feet; diameter, 2 to 3 feet. Collected on May 12,1887, at Delegate.
16.925 Insect galls of Eucalyptus macrorrhyncha; P. v. M. “ Stringy Bark.” (Myrtacese.) Pound
on young plants and suckers. Collected on May 12, 1887, at Delegate.
14,781-2 Leaves and bark of Eucalyptus melliodofa ; Cunn. “Bos,” or “Yellow Box.” (Myrtacese.)
Height, 30 to 50 feet; diameter, about 2 feet. Collected on December 23,1886, at Colombo.
Pormation: Granite.
16,912 Log of Eucalyptus melliodora; Cunn. “Box,” or “ Yellow Box.” (Myrtaceas.) Height, 80
to 100'feet; diameter, 2 to 4 feet. Collected in June, 1887, at Colombo. Formation:
Granite.
_
14,792-1 Leaves, bark, and gum of Eucalyptus odorata, var; Behr. “White Box.” (Myrtacese) Height,
100 to 150 feet; diameter, 6 to 8 feet. Collected on February 5 and 6, 1887, at Wongrabell.
Hnte —Timber soft when green, but becomes hard when dry ; much used, and very durable.
14,810-1 Leaves and bark of Eucalyptus polyanthema; Sch. “Box.” (Myrtacese.) Height, 60 to 80
feet; diameter, 3 to 4 feet. Collected on April 10, 1887, at Quiedong. Formation: Limestone.
16,904 Leaves of Eucalyptus ro&trata; Schl. “ Eed Gum.” (Myrtacese.) Height, 80 to 100 feet;
diameter, 2 to 4 feet. Collected on June 27,1887, at Colombo, near Candelo. Pormation:
Granite.
"
16.905 Bark of Eucalyptus rostrata; Schl. “Eed Gum.” (Myrtacese.) Height, 80 to 100 feel;
diameter, 2 to 4 feet. Collected on June 27,1887, at Colombo, near Candelo. Formation:
Granite.
16.906 Insect galls of Eucalyptus rostral a; Schl. “Eed Gum.” (Myrtacese.) Young saplings.
Collected on June 28,1887, at Colombo, near Candelo. Pormation: Grauite.
16,914 Log of Eucalyptus rostrata; Schl. “Eed Gum.” (Myrtacese.) Height, 60 to 80 feet;
diameter, 2 to 4 feet. Collected in June, 1887, at Colombo. Pormation : Granite.
16.993 Gum of Eucalyptus rostrata; Schl. “Creek Gum.” (Myrtacese.) Height, 30 to 40 feet;
diameter, 1 to 2 feet. Collected on August 23, 1887, at Tarella, Wilcannia. Pormation :
Silurian.
16.994 Insect galls of Eucalyptus rostrata; Schl. “Creek Gum.” (Myrtacese.) Young plants.
Collected on August 23, 1887, at Tarella. Wilcannia. Pormation: Silurian.
16,996 Bark of Eucalyptus rostrata ; Schl. “ Creek Gum.” (Myrtacese.) Height, 50 to 70 feet;
diameter, 12 to 30 inches. Collected on August 29, 1887, at Tarella, Wilcannia. Porma
tion : Silurian.
1(7,(02 Charcoal (obtained from limbs and branches) of Eucalyptus rostrata; Schl. “ Creek Gum.”
(Myrtacese.) Height, 20 to 30 feet; diameter, 1 to 2 feet. Collected on August 29, 1887,
at Gnalta, Wilcannia. Pormation : Silurian.
14.902 Piece of timber of Eucalyptus Sieberiana; P. v. M. “ Cabbage Gum.” (Myrtacese.) Height,
40 to 60 feet; diameter, 1 to 2 feet. Collected in March, 1885, at Haydon’s Bog, Delegate.
Pormation: Silurian, mudstone.
14,905« Piece of timber of Eucalyptus Sieberiana; P. v. M. “ Cabbage Gum.” (Myrtacese.) Height,
60 to 80 feet; diameter, 1 to 2 feet. Collected oh May 5, 1887, at Delegate. Formation:
Silurian, mudstone.
16,896 Log of Eucalyptus Sieberiana ; P. v. M. “ Cabbage Gum.” (Myrtacese.) Height, 40 to 60
feet; diameter, 1 to 2 feet. Collected on June 16, 1887, at Bombala. Formation: Con
glomerate.
•
14.903 Piece of timber of Eucalyptus stellulata ; Sieb. “ Sally ” or “ Black Gum.” (Myrtacese.)
Height, 30 to 50 feet; diameter, 2 to 3 feet. Collected in March, 1885, at Haydon’s Bog,
Delegate. Pormation : Silurian, mudstone.
16,895 Log of Eucalyptus stellulata; Sieb. “ Sally ” or “ Black Gum.” (Myrtaceas.) Height, 20 to
40 feet; diameter,! to 3 feet. Collected on June 16, 1887, at Bombala. Pormation:
Conglomerate.
14,799 Gum of Eucalyptus stellulata ; Sieb. “ Sally ” or “ Black Gum.” (Myrtacese ) Height, 30!to
50 feet; diameter, about 2 foct. Collected on February 17 and 18,1887, at Bombala.
Pormation: Limestone.
14,807-8 Leaves and bark of Eucalyptus Stuartiana; F. v. -Vr. “Apple Tree.” (Myrlacese.) Height,
80 to 100 feet; diameter, 2 to 4 feet. Collected on April 7, 1887, at Quiedong. Forma
tion : Limestone.
'
14,820 Kino of Eucalyptus Stuartiana; F. v. M. “Apple Tree.” (Myrtacese.) Height, 80 to 100
feet; diameter, 3 to 4 feet. Collected on March 24 and 25,1887, at Quiedong. Formation:
Limestone.
14,785
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15,086’: Gum of Eucalyptus tpreticomis ; Smith.. “Mountain Gw-” (Myrtacese.) Height, 10.0 to
18Q feet; diameter, 4 to 8 feet; found on mountain ridges. Coliected on May 20, 1887, at
Bonang, Delegate. Pormation: Silurian, Mudstone. Note.—Timber is considered valuable.
14,905 Piece of timber of Eucalyptus viminalis ; Labill. “ Ribbon Gum.” (Myrtacese.) Height,
GO to 80 feet; diameter, 2 to 3 fe.et. Collected on May .5, 1887, at Delegate. Formation:
Silurian, mudstone.
11,905?- Piece ef timber pf Eucalyptus viminalis; Labill. “Ribbon Gum.” (Myrtacese.) Height,
60 to 80 feet; diameter,' 2 to 3 feet. Collected on May 5, 1887, at Delegate. Formation :
.Silurian, mudstone. Note.—The timber is used for wheelwrights’ -work.
16,926 Insect galls of Eucalyptus viminalis; Labill. “Ribbon Gum.” (Myrtacese.) Found on
sapling. Collected on May 28, 1887, at Tingiringi Mountain, Delegate.
16,897 Log of Eucalyptus viminalis, yar..; Labill. “Ribbon Gum,” or “Manna Gum.” (Myrtacese.')
Height, 6.0 to 80 feet; diameter, 1 to 2 feet. Collected on June 17, 1887, at Bombala.
Formation: Conglomerate.
14,806 Bark of Eucalyptus viminalis, yar.; Labill. “ Manna Gum.” (Myrtacese.) Height, 60 to 80
feet; diameter, 2 to 3 feet. Collected on April 6, 1887, at Quiedong. Formation:
Limestone.
14,813 Leaves of Eucalyptus viminalis, yar.; Labill. “Manna Gum,” or “Ribbon Gum.” (Myrtacese.)
Height, .60 to 100 feet; diameter, 2 to 3 feet. Collected on April 6, 1887, at Quiedong.
Formation: Limestone.
14,818 Manna of Eucalyptus viminalis, var.; Labill. “ Manna Gum,” or “ Ribbon Gum.” (Myrtacese.)
Height, 63 to 80 feetdiameter, 3 to 4 feet. Collected on March 28, 1887, at Quiedong.
Formation: Limestone.
,
14,819 Kino of Eucalyptus viminalis, var.; Labill. “ Manna Gum,” or “ Ribbon Gum.” (Myrtacese.)
Height, 60 to 80 feet; diameter, 3 to 4 feet. Collected on March 26 and 27, 1887; at
Quiedong. Formation -. Limestone.
•
'
14,788-9 Leaves' and bark of Eucalyptus sp. “ Black Box.” (Myrtacese.) Height, 80 to 100 feet;
1 diameter, 3 to 4 feet. Collected on January 24, 1887, at Nangutta. Note.—Timber soft
when green, but becomes bard when'dry ; much used and very durable.
14,790-1 Leaves and bark of Eucalyptus sp. “ Cabbage Box.” (Myrtacese.) Height, 80 to 100 feet;
■ diameter, 3 to 4 feet. Collected on January 25, 1887, at Nangutta.
1G,909 Leaves of Eucalyptus sp. “ 'White Gum,” or “ Blue Gum.” (Myrtacese.) Height, 80 to 100
■ feet; 'diameter, 3 to 4 feet. Collected on 26 June, 1887, at Colombo, near-Candelo.
; Formation : Granite.
16,910 Bark of Eucalyptus sp. “ White Gum ” or “ Blue Gum.” (Myrtacese,) Height, 80 to 100 feet;
diameter, 2 to 4 feet. Collected on June 26,1887, at Colombo, near Candelo. Formation:
Granite.
16,915 Log'of Eucalyptus sp. “White-Gum” or “Blue Gum.” (Myrtacese.) Height, 60 tp 80feet;
diameter, 2 to 4 feet. Collected in June, 1887, at Colombo, near Candelo. Formation:
. Granite.
16,988 Bark of Eucalyptus sp. “ Bastard Box.” (Myrtacese.) Height, 30 to 50 feet; diameter,
1 to 2 feet. Collected on August 9, 1887, at Dry Lakes, Wilcannia. Formation : Silurian.
17.089 Plant of Euphorbia Drummondii; Boiss. “ Poisonweed.” (Euphorbiacese.) Collected on
September 13 and 14, 1887, at Wonnaminta. Formation : Silurian.
17,091 Plant of Euphorbia Drummondii; Boiss. “ Poisonweed.” (Euphorbiacese.) Collected on
August 19, 1887, at Cobham Lake.
■
17.090 Plant of Euphorbia erythrantha; F. v. M. “ Poisonweed.” (Euphorbiacese.) Collected on
. September 12, 1887, at Wonnaminta. Formation: Silurian.
14,904 ’ Timber of Exocarpus cupressiformis, Labill.; “ Native Cherry.” (Santalacese.) Height, 20
■ to 40 feet; diameter, 1 to 2 feet. Collected on May 3,1887, at Brown’s Camp. Formation:
Mudstone, Silurian.
16,953 Log of Flindersia maculosa ; F. v. M. “ Leopard Tree.” (Meliacese.) Height, 30 to 50 feet;
diameter, 12 to 18 inches. Collected on August 15, 1887, at Tarella, Wilcannia.
Formation: Silurian.
16,995 Gum of Flindersia maculosa; F. v. M. “ Leopard Tree.” (Meliacese.) Height, 30 to 50 feet;
diameter, 12 to 18 inches. Collected on August 9, 1887, at Tarella, Wilcannia. Formation :
Silurian.
16,954 Log of Grevillea striata; R. Br. “Beefwood.” (Proteacese.) Height, 20 to 30 feet,
diameter, 12 to 18 inches. Collected on August 13, 1887, at Tarella, Wilcannia.
Formation: Silurian.
•
14,795 .Plant of Linum marginale; Cunn. “Flax.” (Linese.) Height, 2 to 4 feet. Collected on
February 12,1887, at Bombala.
' 14,817 Plant of Mentha gracilis ;• R. Br. “ Pennyroyal.” (Labiatse.) Height, 6 to 12 inches.
Collected on April 12,1887, at Quiedong. Formation: Limestone. Note.—Found chiefly
m damp localities.
.
16,901 Plant of Mentha saturejoides; R. Br. “Pennyroyal.” (Labiatse.) Collected on April 7,
1887, at Quiedong, Delegate. Formation: Limestone.
. 16,998a Log of Myoporum Dampieri, A. Cunn.; Syn. Myoporum montanum. R. Br. “ Water-bush,” or
- “Native Daphne.” (Myoporinse.) Height, 15 to 20 feet; diameter, 6 t° 10 inches.
Collected on August 30, 1887, at Gnalta, Wilcannia. Formation: Silurian.
16,952 Gum of Myoporum platycarpum; R. Br. (Myoporinse.) Height, 20 to 30 feet; diameter,
12 to 18 inches. Collected on August 3 and 4, 1887, at Netallie, Wilcannia. Formation:
Probably Tertiary.
-
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14*899
16,998
16,902
15.089
16,929
16,932
15.090

Piece of timber of Persoonia lanceolata; Andr. “ Bonewood.” (Proteacese.) Height, 15 to
20 feet; diameter; 12 to 18 inches. Collected in March, 1885, at Haydon’s Bog, Delegate.
Pormation: Mudstone, Silurian.
.
.
Log of Pittosporum phillyrajoides; D. C. “.Mock Orange,” or “ Native Willow.” (Pittosporeas.)
Height, 12 to 15 feet; diameter, 6 to 12 inches. Collected on August 29,1887, at Q-nalta,
Wilcannia. Pormation: Silurian.
Plant of Polygonum plebejum; R: Br. (Polygonacese.) Collected on April 7, 1887, at
Quiedong, Delegate. Pormation: Limestone.
.
Piece of timber of Senecio Bedfordii; P. y. M. “ Cottonwood.” (Compositse.) Height, 20
to 25 feet; diameter, 4 to 12 inches. Collected on May 19,1887, at Bonang, Delegate.
Pormation: Mudstone, Silurian.
'
•
Down of Senecio Bedfordii; P. v. M. “ Cottonwood.” (Compositse.) Height, 16 to 20 feet;
diameter, 4 to 12 inches. Obtained from under-surface of leaves., Collected on June 9
and 10, 1887, at Spring Creek, Delegate. Pormation; Mudstone, Silurian.
Log of Senecio Bedfordii; F. v. M. “ Cottonwood.” (Compositse.) Height, 10 to.30 feet;
diameter, 4 to 12 inches. Collected on June 14,1887, at Bonang, Delegate, Formation;
Mudstone, Silurian.
;
‘
.
Log of Telopea oreades; P. v. M. “ Grippsland Waratah.” (Proteacese.) Height, 8 to 40 feet;
diameter, 4 to 24 inches. Collected on May 21, 1887, at Bonang; Delegate. Pormation:
Mudstone, Silurian. Note.—Timber said to be very elastic.
' ‘
.

Economic Entomology.
■
May 4.
, .
A collection of insects injurious to the vine, together with some specimens of leaves and roots—the former
- to show the galls caused by insects ; the latter, the characteristic appearance of a vine-root infested
by phylloxera. The insects are each mounted on glass slides, for the microscope.
i.

14,836
14.837
14.838
14.839
14,840
14,841
14,842
14,843
14,844
14,845
14,846
-14,847
14,848
14,849
14,850
14,851
14,852
14,853
14,854
14,855
14,856
14,857
14,858
14,859
14,860
14,861
14,862
14,863
■ 14,864
14,805
14,866
14,867
.14,868
14,869
14,870
14,871
14,872
J.4,873
17,736

Phylloxera vastatrix radkibola:—
Ovum.
•
Ovum.
Putamen ovi.
Larva juvenis.
Larva juvenis.
Larva juvenis.
Larva semi-adulta.
Larva semi-adulta.
Larva semi-adulta.^
.
Larva adulta.
Larva adulta.
Larva adulta.
Larva ovum inventre gerens.
Larva ovum inventre gerens.
Larva hibernans.
. Larva hibernans.
Pellis larvae.
’
Pellis larvae.
Larva cutem deponens.
Larva cutem deponens.
Nympha.
Pellis nymphae.
Pellis nymphae.
Alata.
Alata.
■
Alata ova in ventre gerer.s
Gallicola:—
Ova.
Ova.Larva juvenis.
. Larva juvenis.
Larva adulta.
Larva- adulta.
. .
Male.
Pemale.
Insects injurious to the Vine, other
than PhylloxeraPolyxenus laguras ; De Gur.
Polyxenus laguras ; De Q-ur.
.
Hoplophora aretata; Riley.
Hoplophora aretata (cum ovo) ; Riley.
.
Sprig of pink coral.

Description. - .

14.874 Hoplophora aretata (cum ovo) ; Riley
14,875 Nothriis mutilus; Koch.
14,876 Nothrus mutilus; Koch.
14,877 Nothrus scaliger; ’ Koch.
14,878 Nothrus scaliger; Koch.
14,879 Pelops acromios; Koch, Herm.
14,880 Pelops acromios ; Koch, Herm.
14,881 Eremseas cymba; Nic.
14,882 Eremseas cymba; JNic.
'
14,883 Leiosoma giloula.
14,884 Leiosoma giloula. ■
•
14,885 Zetes morticinus ; Koch.
‘ '
14,886 Zetes morticinus ; Koch.
.
14,887 Tegeocranus cymbida; Hall.
14,888 Troetes fotidus. . ■
14,889 G-amasus sp.
14,890 Bdella sp.
14,891 Larva sp.
.
14,892 Larva sp. ’
,
’
14,893 . Trombidium larva or Psylla larva..
14,894 Coccus vitis, larva feminse.
14,895 Coccus vitis, larva embryonalis.
The following specimens are
preserved in spirit:—
' '
14,829 Leaves of American vine, cultivated in
Europe, showing galls. (Two small ,
green leaves.)
‘
14,830 Leaf of American vine, cultivated in
America, showing galls. Nortons,
Yirginia.
•
14,831 Leaf- of American vine, cultivated in
’ Europe, showing galls. Nortons,
Yirginia.
.
.
'
14,832 Root of vine, strongly affected with
Phylloxera. ‘
-.
"'
14,833 Root of European vine, very slightly
affected with Phylloxera.
14,834 Root of European vine, with nodes
caused by Phylloxera..
/
14,835 Root of American vine, with nodes
. caused by Phylloxera.
.

November 30.
17,737

Sprig of dart red corah
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Description.

.

Economic Geoloot.
. February 19,

-

14,666 I Stockholm petroleum,
,
14,692 I Crabs’ eyes..
■

May 4.

14,896 | Marble; small slab of oblong shape for use as a paper-weight, polished.

Marulan, N.S.'W.

July 11.
16,891 j Lignite.

From Bombala, N.S.'W.
.

it,003
It,004
It,005
17,006

October 10.

Ferruginous septa. Gnalta. Wilcannia, N.S.W.
Fossilized wood. Wonnaminta.
Green carbonate of copper. Broken Hill, N.S.W.
Gypsum, Wonnaminta. Wilcannia.
October 31.

lt,0St ] Salt (chloride of sodium), more or less impure.

*
Cobham Lake.

November 30.
It,739 | Moonstone, polished.
. '

" It,617
17.618
17.619
17.620
17.621
17,622
17,623
17,624
17.625
17.626
17.627
17.628
17.629
17.630
17.631
17.632
17.633
17.634
17.635
17.636
17.637
17.638
17.639
17.640
17641-45
17646-49

Ceylon.
November 16.

A Collection of Asbestos in the raw state, together with a large number of articles, showing
some of the uses to which it is now applied.
Asbestos, Fibre, in the rock, Canada.
'
Grey Asbestos ; manufactured at Turin, Italy. Val d’Aosta, Italy.
,
White Asbestos; manufactured at Turin, Italy. Yal d’Aosta, Italy.
.
First Quality Asbestos ; manufactured at Turin, Italy. Yal di Susa, Italy.
.
Grey Italian Carded Asbestos; used for making asbestos gaskets, packing steam-cocks, &c.,
and for places where millboard or rope-packing cannot be applied; also for filtration and
other purposes. Manufactured at Turin, Italy.
White Italian Carded Asbestos; used for making asbestos gaskets, packing steam-cocks, &c.,
and for places where millboard or rope-packing cannot be applied; also for filtration and
other purposes. Manufactured at Turin, Italy.
‘
.
Carded Asbestos; used for making asbestos gaskets packing steam-cocks, &c., and for places
where millboard or rope-packing cannot be applied; also for filtration and other purposes.
Manufactured at Turin, Italy. Yal di Susa, Italy.
.
Carded Canadian Asbestos; used for making asbestos gaskets, packing steam-cocks, <S;c., and
for places where millboard or rope-packing cannot be applied ; also for filtration and other
purposes. Manufactured at Turin, Italy.
'
Asbestos, powdered and washed; manufactured at Turin, Italy.
"
Asbestos Millboard Washers ; manufactured at Turin, Italy.
Italian Asbestos Millboard; for packing steam-joints, cylinder-covers, steam-chest covers.
man-hole joints, pipe flanges, &c. Manufactured at Turin, Italy.
'
Canadian Asbestos Millboard; for packing steam-joints, cylinder-covers; steam-chest covers,
man-hole joints, pipe flanges, &c. Manufactured at Turin, Italy.
Grey Asbestos Paper; manufactured at Turin, Italy. Yaltellina, Italy.
'
.
White Asbestos Paper; for electric work, and very fine joints. Manui'aetured at Turin, Italy.
Yaltellina, Italy.
J
White Canadian Asbestos Paper; for electric work, and very fine joints. Manufactured at
* Turin, Italy.
.
Elliptical Washer of Asbestos, bound with copper wire. Manufactured at Turin, Italy.
Trond’homme, Canada.
'
>
J
Asbestos Cloth, of Canadian fibre. Used for filtering or straining chemical liquids, for drop
curtains in theatres, furnacemen’s aprons and leggings, firemen’s clothes, gloves, &c.
Manufactured at Turin, Italy.
Plaited Canadian Asbestos Rope, about If in. diameter. Manufactured at Turin, Italy.
Plaited Canadian Asbestos Rope, about 1 in. diameter, Manufactured at Turin, Italy.
Canadian Asbestos Packing (three-ply). Manufactured at Turin, Italy.
'
Canadian Asbestos Packing (six-ply). Manufactured at Turin, Italy.
Fine Asbestos Yarn (double-twisted) of Canadian fibre. Manufactured at Turin, Italy.
Italian Asbestos Packing (two-ply). Manufactured at Turin, Italy.
■
.
Plaited Italian Asbestos Rope, about I f in. diameter. Manufactured at Turin, Italy,
Asbestos Millboard Washers. Manufactured at Turin, Italy.
Asbestos Millboard Washers. Manufactured at Turin, Italy.
- -
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.
—17,650
17.651
17.652
17.653
17.654
17.655
.717,656.
17.657
17.658
17.659
17.660
17.661
17.662
17.663
17.664
17.665
17.666
17.667
17.668
17.669
17.670
.

17,671
17.672
17.673
17.674
17.675

Description.

Museum No.

Description.

November 18.
17,676. Marble (Variegated). St. Anne, Belgiuin.
Marble. Black Elver (Lower Silurian),
17.677 Portor Marble. Porto Venere, Italy.
Cornwall, Canada.
'
17.678 Marble. Vitulano, Italy.
1
Marble. Black Elver (Lower Silurian),
17,6.79 Coralline Marble, Vitulano, Ita y.
Pointe Claire, Canada.
17.680 Mottled Marble. Vitulapo, Italy.
Marble. Black Eiver (Lower Silurian),
17.681 Black Marble. Egypt.
'
'
Pointe Claire, Canada.
. 17,682 Shell Marble.. Egypt.
'
Marble (C'hazy). Canghnawaga, Canada.
17.683 Variegated Marble. Egypt.
Marble (Cbazy). Canglinawaga, Canada.
17.684 Breccia. Pyrenees.
Marble (Cbazy). Gloucester, Canada.
17.685 Variegated Breccia. Vitulano, Italy.
Marble (Cbazy). L’Original, Canada.
Marble (Cbazy). St. Dominique, Canada.
17.686 Variegated Breccia. ALtulano, Italy.
17.687 Variegated Breccia. Vitulano, Italy.
Marble (Cbazy). St. Lin, Canada.
Marble (Laurentian). Arnprior,Canada.
17.688 Variegated Breccia, yitulano, Italy.
.
17.689 Septafium (Section).
Lyme Eegis,
Marble (I ^aurentian). Arnprior, Canada.
England.
Marble (Laurentian). Grenville, Canada.
Marble (Laurentian). Grenville, Canada.
17.690 Serpentine (Lower Silurian).
Mel
Marble (Laurentian). Canada.
'
,• bojirne, Canada.. '
Marble (Laurentian). Canada.
17.691 Serpentine . (Lower Silurian).
Mel
'
. bourne, Canada.
Marble (Lower Devonian). Dttdswell,
Canada.
. 17,692 . Serpentine (Lower Silurian).
Mel
Marble (Lower Devonian). Dudswell,
bourne, Canada.
17.693 Serpentine (Lower Silurian). Orford,
Canada.
Marble (Lower Devonian). Dudswell,
Canada.
17.694 Serpentine (Lower Silurian). Orford,
Canada. .
'
.
Marble.
Quebec Group, Kinfacy,
Canada.
Canada.
17.695 Serpentine (Lower Silurian). Orford,
Mai’ble (Lower Silurian). Shipton,
. Canada. .
17.696 Serpentine (Lower Silurian). Orford,
Canada:
Canada.
Marble (Lower Silurian). Shipton,
17.697 Serpentine (Lower Silurian). Shipton,
Canada.
Marble -(Lower Silurian). Shipton,
Canada.
• ’
17.698 Serpentine (Lower Oolite). St. Joseph,
Canada.
‘
■
'
Marble (Lower Silurian). Shipton,
Canada..
. .
17.699 . Serpentine (in Limestone). Moriah,
Canada.
Marble. Trenton, Montreal, Canada.
■ New York.
Marble (Cbazy), near Cbazy, New York.
17.700 Serpentine. Pyrenees.
Marble. Mallet’s Bay, Vermont.
17.701 Vert Campan. Pyrenees.

Economic Zooloot.
Miscellaneous.
Eebruary 19.
14,661
14,676
14,681

Dippel’s Oil.
Shellac.
Inctian Galls.

14,684
14,693

Cantharkles.
Blue Aleppo Galls.

Wool'and Hair.
Eebruary 24.
Samples of "Wool and Hair, with market yalixe in England, in 1886.—Eanps.den & Co., Deiysbury,
Yorkshire.
14.727 ■, Cross-bred, Shin Wool. Value, 8d. 1.
14,723 Shin Wool from Lincoln Sheep. Value,
; ■
7d. 2.
‘'
’
" ' ■
14,726 Shin Wool from Yorkshire Sheep.
'
Value, GJd. 3.
‘
'
14.728 Shin Wool from Low Lincoln Sheep.
- Value, 6|d. 4.
14,730 Shin Wool from Low Lincoln Sheep.
Value, 6id. 5.
•

14,725 Shankings from deep-grown Wool. 6.
14.732 White Kid Hair. Value, 4|d. 7.
14.734 White Goat Hair. Value, 4(d. 8.
14.738 Brown Cow Hair- ^fllne, lid. 9,
14.739 White Cow Hepr. Vaine, 31d. 10.
14,737 Brown Calf- Hair. Vaine, lid. ll.
14.733 Grey Kid Hair. Value, 2d. 12.
14,736 Great Goat Hair. Value, lid. 13.
14.735 Black Goat Hair. Yalue, lid. 14.

A Collection of Wools, raw and in different stages of manufacture.—Cochrane Bros., ploth manu
facturers, Galashiels, Scotland.
14,702 Pure Clothing yLml, very heavy, in
. • grease. Loss in scouring would he
‘
about 55 per cent. 1.
14,702« Breech Wool from 1. 2.
1.4,703 Scoured Wool (1), evidently for dy.eing
purposes. 3. ' '
'

14.704 Lambs? Wool, very wasly, hurry. 4.
14,704® Belly Wool, from Jambs. 5.
14.705 Lambs’ Wool, partly yvgghed, grgbably
in cold water. 6.
14.706 Wool,, dyed black, for mixtures. 7- '
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If,707

Yfohl, scoured aud will owed (or leased)
ready for the carding machine. 8.
i4',707« mixed,- scoured1, and willowed (Teased),
for making steel-grey cloth, ready
__
.
for carding machine. 9.
l-l,70S Carded "Wool, ready for condenser;
white. 10.
,
'
14,703 Car’dedWool, ready for condenser' grey.
H.
’
14.709 White Condensed Wool, ready for
spinning. 12.
14.710 Grey Condensed Wool, ready for spin
. lYin'g. 13.
.
11,711. Wool, spun, ready for reeling. 11,
14.712 White Tarn, reeled, ready for scouring.
JlS.

'

14,715

14.716
14,716a
.
11.717
14,717a
14,713
11.719
, .
14.720
14.721

Description.
White,tBlack,. and Brown Tarns, wound,
ready for twisting. No. 20 is much
finer than the others, spun to 60 cut
or counts'. 21 and . 22 spun to 42
cut or counts. 20-22.
Grey (black and white)'Twist, ready
for warps and wefts, 23.
White and Brown Mixture, twisted,
ready.for warps and wefts. 24.
White Tarns,- in warp bobbins. 25.
Brown Tarn, in warp bobbins. 26.
White, Black,- Grey, Brown and White,
and Brown Mixture; weft pins.
27-31.
.
.
Uiifiirished CToth, made from Saxony
wool.
Finished Cloth, made from Saxony wool.
Unfinished Cloth, made from Cheviot
wool.
Finished Cloth, made from Cheviot wool.

' I4,7i2'a( GreyTarn',reeled'.readyforscoufihg. 18.
.
16'. ^
'
14.713 Scoured Tarn, ready for dyeing. 17.
.14,722
14.714 Dyed Yarn, ready for winding; black
and brown. 18-19.
.
May 26.
Y Collection of Wool's, raw and in different stages of manufacture.—J. Eaistrich & Sons, Brackeiidalc
Mills, Thackley, near Bradford, Torkshire.
15^060 PiirC Mefino Clothing Wool, in grease.
15,065 Warp, ready to prepare for loom. 8.
15,0’86 Spun, and ready to go' into the shuttle
.
l-3;.
for weaving. 9'.
•
15,061 ITire Mfei mo Clothing Wool, scoured. 4.
15.067 Cloth, before being taken out of loom. 10.
15',062 Merino'Clothing Wool, “willeyed,” i.e.,
15.068 Cloth, after having been taken out of
treated by a machine which shakes all
loom and scoured. 11.
.
refuse out of the wool, and cleans
15.069 Cloth, after milling or beating. 12.
it. 5.
15.070 Patterns of Cloth, viz.:—19 cabinet—
15,06,1 Sliver off carder. G.
cloths,3 billiard-cloths', 7 coatings.
15,084 Slubbihg off condenser. 7.
August 19.
16,919 1| oz. “Shoddy ” or “ Worsted Fly.”
15,920 Sample of material from W'hich“ shoddy”
.
is made.
. •
November 30.
.
17,748 Cap made of came! hair. Loodiana, Delhi, India;.
November 10.

1!7,140'

17,164
,
17,146

17,146

.
17,154a
.

,
17,151 i

Wools (New South Wales.)
17,156 High-class stud ram’s wool; greasy
Merino Wools :—
combing. JL C. White, Havilah,
Mudgee, New South Wales. 25.
A very high, type of wool, a combina
17,148a Ewes’ wool; superior, combing. T. W.
tion of the Spanish and French
Hammond, Old Junee, Biverina, New
merino. J. Penzer,Tarrand'ah,Dubbo,
South Wales. 15.
New South Wales. 34.
17,148j Greasy wool (ewe’s) ; breech, or lowest
A very useful specimen ofcombing
part of fleece, front superior combing
wool, of Tasmanian blood. J. Penzer,
. fleece. Old Junee, Biverina. 15. ■
Tarrandah, Dubbo, New South
17,149' Stud ram’s wool; very superior combing.
,
Wales. 34.
.
James Lee, Larras Lake, Molong,
Very superior combing from the cele
New South Wales. 17.
brated Goonoo Goonoo Stud Flock.
17,149' Stud' ram’s wool; superior combing.
Peel Biver Limited Liability ComJames Lee, Larrais Lake, Molong,
pauy, Goonoo Goonoo, New South
. New South Wales. 16.
Wales. 12.
17,158: Hogget’s wmol; a very useful combing.
Very fine combing wool from the cele
Chisholm Bros., Kippiland, Goulbrated Goonoo Goonoo Stud Flock.
burn, New South Wales. 28.
Peel Biver Limited Liability Com
17,158 Finecombihgwool of hoggets. Chisholm
pany, Goonoo Goonoo, New South
.
Bros'., Kippiland, Goulburn, New
Wales. 12; .
South Wales. 28.
•
Greasy wool of merino ram.
This
17,143 A deep' combing wool from hogget ram,
specimen of ram’s wool is taken oft’
.
13 month's old. Chisholm Bros.,
a fleece which was pronounced, by
Kippiland, Goulburn, New South
Dr. Bowman, to be the mest valu
.
Wales. 11.
.
able wool exhibited in the Indian
17,147 Ewe hogget’s wool; strong combing.
and Colonial Exhibition of 1886.
.
Collaroy Company, Limited. 14.
G. J. Mnlholland, .Oura, Wagga
17,155 Greasy wool; deep grown combing, J.
Wagga, New' South. VYales. 22.
M. L, Macdonald, Wallabadah, New
A fi-ne combing- w'oolfrom the’progeny
. ,
South Wales. 24,
.
of Tasmanian ram’s. G. J. Mulhol17,160 Superior cbmhing wool from hogget.
land, Oura, Wagga Wagga, New
CoWabee, Colmar (?). 30.
South Wales. 23.
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17,141 .Fine combing wool. Wantabadgery,
,
Wagga Wagga,-New South Wales.
.
. 5 and 6.
17,150 Ewe’s wool; superior combing. Wanta' badgery, Wagga Wagga, New South
Wales. 18.
.
• '
17,14il A low or strong combing wool. Wanta. badgery, Wagga Wagga, New South
Wales. 5.
37,139 Wool of sheep shorn in grease; strong
or deep grown combing. The Hon.
W. Wilson, G-oonambil, Cowra, New
South Wales. 1.
V ,139 Wool of sheep shorn in grease; strong
or deep grown combing. The Hon.
,W. Wilson, G-oonambil, Cowra. 2.
' 17,153 Greasy wool; superior combing (two
samples.) Alex. ^ Sloane, Mulwalla,'
'
New South Wales.- 21.

,

Description.

. ,

17,162

Greasy wool (ewe’s); superior combing.
.
Alex. Slqane, Mulwalla, New South
.
Wales. 32. .
.
-. •
17,143 Greasy wool (ewe’s)'; Atamg combing.
Alex. Sloane, Mulwalla, New South
Wales.- 8.
.
17,157a Combing wool; scoured. W. Gibson
*
& Co., Union Works, Bourhe. 26.
17,157J Clothing wool; scoured. W. Gibson &
Co., Union Works, Bourke, New
South Wales. 27.
i
17,152

English Breeds of Wool:—
Komney Marsh (Kent). Demi-luslre.
E. B. Woodhouse, Mount Gilead,
Campbelltown, New -South Wales.

20.

.

17,142
-

-

_

Romney Marsh,(Kent). Demi-lustre;
low quality. Mount Gilead, Camp
belltown, New South Wales. 7.

Victoria.
17.170
‘
.
17,165a
’
17,1G5&
‘
'
17.172

17.179
.
17.180
' ■
17.171
17.181
.
17.173

17,167.
'

Merino Wools:—
Ewe’s wool, 2-tooth ; very superior
combing; value, lid. per lb. J. Ware,
, Mingah, Victoria. 40.
A very high-class wool from a stud ram,
2-tooth. This stud flock is much
sought after for improving or crossing
with, other strains.
C. Ayrey,
Waranooke. Victoria. 41.
A very high-class wool from ewe the
• progeny of the preceding. C. Ayrey,
Waranooke, Victoria. 35.
Very fine type of merino stud ram’s
wool, one of the most valuable strains
■ in Victoria. T. Dowling, Jellalabad,
Victoria. 43.
A very superior hogget wool from
“Retreat” ewes. An excellent type
of wool. George Carmichael, Re
treat, Victoria. 50.
Stud ewe’s wool, 8-tooth; a fine combing
wool. Molesworth & Mattheson, 1
Moranghurt, Victoria. 51.
Ewe’s wool; a fine useful style of comb- '
'
ingwool. R. Ramsden,Brunybrungle,
Victoria. 42. ’
'
Specimen of pure combing wool from
one of the most valuable strains of
merino blood. T. Russell, Wurrott.
Station, Victoria. 52.
Pure merino ewe’s wool; age, IS months.
Very superior combins wool; value,.
13d. per lb. Thos. Russell, Tarnina,
Cressy. 44..
Ewe’s wool'; a most useful combing
wool; 17 months 17 days old; 355
days’ growth. Thos.Russell,Warrook,
Rokewood, Victoria. 37.

17,168' Ewe’s wool, 2-tooth'; an excellent style
of combing ; 368 days’ growth; value,
Is. 2d. per lb. Thos. Russell, Warrook, Rokewood, Victoria. 38.
17,169 “ Comeback” wool, from sheep aged 3
years; 349 days’ growth. This style
.
of wool has been realizing very high
.
prices, and shows a Leicester strain ;
-•
value, Is. 2d. per lb. Josiah Austen,
Greenvale, Victoria. 39.
17,166 Ewe-hogget’s wool; 360 days’ growth;
age, 17!, months. 'A useful fine
merino wool; value, lid. per lb. E.
Bryan Wright, jun., Spring Vale,
Victoria. 36.
17,178 Wool of sheep shorn in grease (two
.
samples) ; value, 12d. per lb. Vic
'
toria. 49.
17,176. Hogget’s wool, washed in hot water; an
excellent combing wool; value, 2s.
Gd. per lb. (two samples). Victoria.
.
.
47.
•
.
17,177 Cross-bred wool, washed ; value, Is. 2d.
per lb. Victoria. 48a.
17,177 Cross-bred wool, washed ; value, Is. 2d.
•
per lb. Victoria. 485.
17,175 Wool of merino sheep, scoured; value,
Is. Qd. perlb.; combing (two samples).
„
Victoria. 46.
17,174 Lamb’s wool; very superior ; value, 3s.
6d. per lb. Victoria. 45.
17,151 White merino.wool, scoured ; value, 4s.
.
2d. per lb. Sir Samuel Wilson. 53.

Queensland.
17,286 Stud ram’s wool. (Same remarks as
■
.
Merino Wools-:—
.
77.) 58.
■
'
17,196
Ewe’s wool, greasy;
fine combing.
17,200 Stud ram’s wool. (Same remarks as
.
George Clark, East Talgai, Hendon,
•
Queensland-. 69.
77.) 74.
.
' . '
Nos. 77,58, 74, bred by Hodgson &
17.196 Ewe’s wool, greasy ; fine combing.
_
Ramsay, Eton Vale, Darling
.
G eorge Clark, East Talgai.
68.
Downs, Q. *
'
.17,195
Ewe’s wool, washed ; fine combing.
17,159 Hogget ram’s wool ; fine combing.
■
.
George Clark, East Talgai-. ' 68.
Marshall & Slade, Glengallan, War
17.197 Ewe’s wool, greasy ; fine, combing.
wick. 28.
George Clark, East Talgai*. 67.
17,183 Hogget ram’s wool; fine combing;
•17,203 Stud ram’s wool; superfine combing;
average growth,'381 days; partly
weight, unskirted, 17 lbs. 10 oz.
'
Marshal] & Slade, Glengallen, War
hand, partly grass fed. 7v.
wick. 55.

V
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Museum No.

Description.

j.7,185

Description.

‘

Eam’s wool; strong combing, 395 days’
17,187 Ewe’s wool; combing, hot-water washed. growth, greasy. C. B. Eisher, EllanGore &Co., Yandilla, Darling Downs,
gowan, Darling. Downs, Q. 57.
Q. 59.
17,198a Eam’s wool; fine combing, greasy. C. B.
17,199 Ewe’s-wmol; fine cembing. Gore & Co.,
.
Fisher, Ellangouan. 72.
Yandilla. '73.
.
17,1985 Ewe’s wool; strong combing, greasy.
17,194 Ewe hogget; fine combing,_ 315:days’
C. B. Fisher, Ellangowan. 71.
growth, hot-water washed. Gore &
17,184 Ewe’s wool;' strong combing, greasy.
. Co/, Yandilla. 66.
'
C. B. Fisher, Ellangowan. 56.
17,190a Ewe’s wool; super combing. Queens
- Nos. 56, 57, 71, 72 are from the well-known
land Co-operative Pastoral Co.,
strain of sheep called “ Fisher blood,” the progeny
Limited, Pikedale, Darling Downs,
of sheep bred in South Australia, arid which pro
Q. 63.
duce a heavy strong combing and great weight of
17,1905 Ewe’s wool; fine combing, 365 days’
fleece. 56.
.
growth. Queensland C. & P. Co.,
17,182 4-tooth ewe’s wool, combing; wool of
Limited. 70.
■
337 days’ growth. Shanahan & J en17,201 Wool of wethers; super clothing.
nings, Darling Downs, Q. 54.
Queensland C. & P. Co., Limited. 76.
17,192 4-tooth ewe’s wool ; strong combing,
17,291 Wool of wethers; super combing.
337 days’growth. Shanahan & JenQueensland C. & P. Co., Limited. 62.
•
uings. Darling Downs, Q. 64.
17,188-9 Black merino wool; greasy, 370 days’
■ 17,193 4-tooth ewe’s wool; 337 days’ growth ;
growth. W. Allan, Dalveen, War8 lb. 4 oz. Shanahan & Jennings,
wuck, Q. 60-61.
. Darling Downs. 65.
'
South Australia
17,208a Wool of sheep shorn in grease. 103.
17,218 Wool of stud ram “Young Zulu”; cut
17,2085 Wool of sheep shorn m grease; a
15 lb. of wool. Bred by John Murray,
beautiful specimen of high-class
■
Murrayvale, Mount Crawford, South
combing wmol. 104.
•
Australia. 167.
17,208c Same description as 104. 105.
17,211a Eam’s wool; strong combing. 137.
17,20851 Same description as 104. 106.
17,2115 Eam’s wmol; strong combing. .138.
17,208 e Same description as 104. 107.
17,211c Eam’s wmol; strong combing. 137,139.
17,208/ Same description as 104. 108.
137, 138, 139, bred by John Murray,
17,208y Wool of sheep'shorn in grease; showdng
Murray-vale, Mount Crawford, South
a sort of lowmr quality than 103-108.
Australia. ■ 139. ■
109.
17,209a- Superior combing wmol. 115.
17,2085. Same description as 109. 110.
17,2095 Superior combing wool. 116.
17,208y Same description as 109. 111.
17,209c Superior combing w.ool. 117.
17,2087c Same description as 109. 112.
17,209<7 Medium combing wmol. 118.
17,215a Three samples of superior combing wool
17,209c Medium combing wool. 119.
■
(ram’s), from . Baila Station, J.
17,209/ Medium combing wmol. 120.
Anderson, White Eiver, Port Lincoln.
I7,209y Strong combing wmol. 121.
157-159.
17,2095 Strong combing wool. 122.
17,2155 Three samples of fine combing wool,
115-122 bred by the Honorable A. B.from Baila Station. J. Anderson.
' Murray,from Murrayvale ewms.
160-162.
_
17.206 Eight samples of wool, from superior to
17.215 c Eam’s wool; strong combing, from Baila
strong ci mbing. Bred by W. Cuvier,
Station. J. AnHerson. . 163.
Esq., Anabranch, West MoonaStation.
I7,215c7 Eam’s wmol; clothing, Baila Station.
. 91-98.
J. Anderson. 164..
17.220 Stud ram’s wool. ' Bred by James
17,217a Five samples of strong combing wool.
Saunders & Co., Canowie. 169.
■ Sir Thomas Elder, Lyndhurst Station.
17,204a Stud ram’s wool. 78.
166.
■ 17,2045 Stud ram’s wmol. 79.
■
17,2175 Two' samples of wmol (pieces). Sir
17,204c Flock hogget’s wmol. 80. ,
Thomas Elder, Lyndhurst. 166.'
17,204(7 Flock hogget’s wool. 81.
17,217 c Stained pieces. Sir Thomas Elder. 166.
78-81 bred by B. Scppelt, Scppells17,214a Nine samples of combing wools. Sir
field.
•
•
Thomas Elder, Beltana. 147-155.
17.207 Four samples of combing wmol, from
17,2145 Sample of belly wool. SirThomas Elder,
■
fine to strong. Bred by E. C. & J.
Beltana. j.56.
L. Stirling, Nalpa Station. 99-102. .
17,212 Three samples of wool. Bred by Smith
17,2105 Sample of wool from the neck. Sheep
& Swan, Fowler’s Bay. 140-142.
bred on Cordilla Station. 135.
17.216 Wool of sheep shorn in grease. Edmund
17,210c Belly wool. Sheep bred on Cordilla
■
Bowman, Martindale.Mintaro. 165.
Station. 136.■
.17,222 ■ Wool of sheep shorn in grease. Mark
17.221 Wool of sheep shorn in grease; mark,
Kopp. 171.
•
*
H & W over B. 170.
■
17,213a Eam’s wool (two samples). E. Salter,
17,205a Six samples of strong combing wool
Angaston. 143-144. .'
from Moolooloo. 82-87.
I7,2l35 Hogget’s wool (two samples). E. Salter,
17,2055 Three samples of wmol from breech,
Angaston. 145-146.
■ ' unskirted; Moolooloo. 88-90.'
17,210a Twmlve samples of wool, from fine to
17.224 Three samples of strong combing wool;
strong combing. Bred on Cordilla
mark; D & P. 173.
'
Station; Sir Thomas Elder, owner.
17,223 Wool of 6-year old ram, cut 15 lb.;
'
123-134.
mark, D & P. 172.
■
17,2087 Same description as 109. 113.
17,226 Wool of sheep shorn in grease (heavy
17,208ot Same description as 109. 114; 103-114
■
in grease) ; value, S^d. per lb. 175.'
from Yalluin Station.
'
"
17.225 Scoured wool'; value, 12d. per lb. 174.
17,225 Scoured wool; value, 13d. per lb. 176.

l-K
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Description.

Museum No.

. Description.

New Zealand.
17,240
17,267
.17,236
17,245

Merino Wools :~
Eam’s wool. Out 9| lb. 189.
Ewe’s wool Cut lOl lb. 216.
Earn hogget. Cut 12 lb. 185.
Ewe hogget. Cut lOf lb. 194.

Half-bred Wools:—
Ewe’s wool. Eleece 7 lb., skirted.
.
206..
17,264 Hogget’s wool. Skirted fleece, 6 lb. 213.
17,241 Wool of sheep shorn in grease. 190.
17,257

17,234 Hogget’s wool. Cot 7 lb. 183.
17,250 Wool of WetbOri Cut 83 lb. 199.
■
17,261a Wool of sheep sborii in grease,-worth
10-|d. per lb. 219;
17,248
.
17,239

Wool of wether. Eleece, skirted, 4 lb.
197.
Lamb’s woOl. Cut 2| lb. 188.

Lincoln and Eomney Marsh lustre wools, bred in New Zealand
17,243 Eomney Marsh ewe’s wool. Cut 11 lb.
192.
,
,
17,231 Eomney Marsh wether’s wool. 180.
17,246 Eomney Marsh ram hogget’s wool.
' ('ut 161 lb. 105.
_
17,262 Eomney Marsh ram’s wool. Cut 161lb. 211.
17,242 Eomney Marsh hogget’s wool. 191.

17,253 Lincoln ram’s wool. 0utl8|lb. 202.
17,239 Lincoln lamb’s wool. 187.
17,233 Lincoln ewe hogget. 182.
17,252 Lincoln ewe. Cut 20 lb. 201.
17,263 Lincoln wether’s wool. 212.
17,244 Lincoln hogget’s wool. 193.
17,255 Border Leicester wool from sheep bred
in New Zealand. 204.
.
17,265 Eomney Marsh lamb’s wool. Washed
fleece 21 lb. 214.

New Zealand half-bred and cross-bred wools
17,254 Shropshire Down hogget ram’s wool.
17,249 Cross-bred wool. 198.
203. . .
. .
Cross-bred wool. Yalue 8d. per lb.
17,260 Half-bred hogget’s wool. 209.
- 178.
.
17,235 Hampshire Down ram hogget’s wool.
i7j26L Cross-bred wether’s wool. Cut 12 lb.
Skirted. 184.
210.
17,232. Hampshire Down ram’s wool. 181.
17,626 Half-bred ram. Cut 12| lb. 215.
17,250 Cross-bred wether's wool, weight 8| lb.
17,237 CrOss-bred ewe. Cut IO3 lb. 186.
greasy. 199.
_
17,268 Half-bred ewe hogget. Cut llj lb,
17,256 Shropshire Down ewe’s wool. Skirted
217.
.
;
fleece 73 lb. 205.
.
17,259 Cross-bred ewe hogget. Cut lO-j lb;
17,247 Shropshire Down ram’s wool. 196.
208.
I7j258 Southdown ram’s wool, cut 91- lb. 207.
17,251 Cross-bred hogget. CutlOflb. 200.
17,269 Southdown ewe’s wool, cut 7 lb. 218.
17,230 Shropshire Down hogget’s wool. 179.

17,288

3

Cape of Good Hope:—
qualities of mohair all more or less
kempy. Yalue 9d. Kemp is a white
hair that will not take dye, and is
very detrimental to the value and to
nianufacturing purposes. 248.

Merino Wool
Ereiich Eambouillet ram’s wool, 12
months’ growth, combing; Natal.
235.
,
1.7,282 German Eambouillet ram’s wool, 14
months’ growth, combing. Natal.
242.
I7,26iffl Western Wool, clothing. 222.
17,265a Ewe’s wool, combing. 223.
17,271 Wether’s wool, cardiiig. 230.
.
17,275

Cross-lred Wools:—
17,266« Cross-bredhalf-bredLeicesterandmerino
ram’s wool. Natal. 224.
17.286 Cross-bred merino ewe’s wool. 246.
17.287 Merino lamb’s wool, 12 months’ growth.
247.
,
17.279 Eine lamb’s (ewe) wool. 239.
17,278 Eine lamb’s (ewe) wool; 238.
17.280 Eine lamb’s (ewe) wool. 240.
17,268a Eine lamb’s wool. 226.
17,273 Medium lamb’s wool. 232.
Tasmania:—
17,3ila Wool of sheep shorn in grease, -value
lOd. per lb. (2 samples). 270a.

17,269a Mohair, Natal.
17,274 Mohair, Natal.
17,269a Mohair, Natal.

227.
234.
228.

17,281
17,277a
17,281
17,262a
17,2-70
17,262a
.17,2625
17,2625

Ewe’s wool, combing. 244.
Ewe’s wool, carding. 237.
Ewe’s wool, low clothing. 241.
Wool, greasy. 220a.
Ewe’s wool, combing. 229,
'Wool, greasy. 220a. .
Belly wool in grease. 2205.
Belly wool, greasy. 2205.

17,285

Merino ewe lamb’s wool, low quality.
245.
.
Merino ram lamb’s wool, low combing.
243.
Lamb’s wool, low quality. 233.
Ewe’s wool. 237.
Wool scoured. 225.
s
Wool scoured, coarse. 231.
Wool scoured (2 samples). 221.

17,2-83
17,282a
17,2775
17,267a
17,272
17,263a

17,3115 Breech wool, greasy.

2705,
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Wool from mrig.m (Jomtries:—
17,315a Spanish merino, greasy. 274a.
.
17,3155 Spanish merino, greasy, back of fleece.
.
2745.
•
"
17,315c Spanish merino, greasy, breeeh wool.
'' '
271c.
_
_
17,315f/ Spanish merino, greasy, pieces or skirt
ings. 274,d
17,302 East Indian white wool (twisted).. 261.
17,312 Falkland Islands low combing wool, 2
samples. 271,
17,310 Canadian wool, lustre combing- 269.
17,300 Indian white wool. 259.
17,297 Grey wool, Indian. 206.
17,293 Eussian camel hair. 252.
17.304 Pawn grey, India. . 263.
17.305 Indian white wpoh 26 k
17.306 East Indian wmol 265.
17.307 East Indian black wool 266.
17,290 East Indian brown wogl. 250.
17,317 South American brown alpaca wool;
value i3d. per lb. ' 276.

17,316
’
17,303
17,296
17,299
17,295
17,298
17,292a
17,2925
17,291a
17,289
17,294
17,294
17,308
17,301a
17,3015
17,314

Description.

Bagdad brown wool; yalue 8d. per lb.
’ 275. ' '
' ' '
■
Ionic wool (rouge colour). 262,
.
Indian wool, reddish colopr. 255.
Indian white wool, 258.
Indian wmol, 254.
Indian white wool 257.
East India white wool. 251.
East India white wool. 251.
East India white wool. (2 samples.)
250a, 1
East Indian white wool. (2 samples.)
249.
East India yellow -wool. 253.
East India yellow wool. 253.
East India yellow wool. 267,
EasI Indian yellpyv wool. 260a.
East Indian yellow wool, 26,05.
Mpgajlore wool, scoured. 273.

Economic Zoology.
. November 10.
Silk-worms and Silk.
17,349 Silk yarn dyed in Delphinium Ispark.
17,340 Eria. cocoons, Attacus (Philasomea).
No. 3.
"
_
Lakhumpur, Assam.
17,350 Silk yarn dyed in Delphinium Ispark
17.341 Eria cocoons, prepared for carding.
and indigo. No. 2.
17.342 Eria raw silk, Attacus ricini pf good
quality. Assam.
17,351 Silk yarn dyed in Delphinium Ispark.
No. 4.
'
17.343 Cocoons of Attacus ricini. Donagpur.
17,352 Silk wmund, 4 specimens.
17.344 Cocoons of Attacus ricini. Donagpur.
17,353 Skein of silk.
17.345 Cocoons of Cricula trifenestra. Madras.
17,354 Tussar silk dyed in Calcutta with
17.346 Cocoons of Saturnia Eredhubii. West
A * Os\
aniline dyes.
17,430 Purree, or Indian yellow.
17.347 Chrysalides.
17.348 Tussar silk. Mirzapore, North-west
Provinces, India.
tt i

Educational.

■
November 16Educational works employed for the instruction of the Blind in the Institutions of the following
Continental Towns.
'
17.516 Cantu librp di lettura pei fancpulle, 3
Asylum for the Blind, Lausanne, Switzerland.
parts.
Printed in Braille type :—
17.517 Cantu, Cenni di Storia Patria. •
17.495 New testament, 8 volumes. Bound.
17.518 Cantu, Metodo di Scrittura pei ciachi
17.496 Eables et poesies diverses. B.pund.
'
cplla matita.
. 17,497 Sydlabaire franpais a 1’usage des
17.519 Silvio Pellico, Dpveri degli Nomini.
aveugles.
17.520 Biografia degli IHustri Italini.
17,198 Methode franpaise pour I’eerit.ure de
17.521 Braille, Notazione numerala.
Eoucault.
17.522 Beethoven, Sinfpnia Ee Stefano.
17.499 Eecueil de Psaumes et Cantlques.
17.523 Czerny, 40 Exercizi per Pianoforte.
17.500 Eecueil de morceaux d’orguei
17.524 Chopin, operas 34, 48, 55.
17.501 Constitution federale de la Confedera
17.525 Petfali, 15 Studi per organo.
tion Suisse.
17.526 Eoucault, Guida numerica par scrivera.
17.502 Cours elementaire d’harmonie.
Boman type:—
17.503 Elements de Geometrie definitions, &c.
17.512 Petrali, sillabario e letturo.
17,501 Alrege de Geographie par TJlysee
17.513 Cantu, H. Galantuomo, 3 vols.
Guinaud.
The folloiving number is from an American Institu
17,505 Lesenbungen fur Blinde. 3 vols.
tion—Perkins' Institution, Boston, Mass.:—
.17,506 Grimm, Kinder und Ilausmarcben.
17,509 Tables of Logarithms, lines, tangents,
- 17,507 De I’Education des Aveugles.
&c., in modified Eoman type.
Institution for the Blind, Paris. Printed in Boman
Maps and apparatus used on the Continent for the
type:—
instruction of the Blind:—
17,503 ArithmetiqueelementaireparE. Dufour.
17.527 Mute Map of Europe in relief.
Asylum for the Blind, Turin. Printed in Braille
17.528 Map of Italy with use of Vi tali’s ink for
type:—
the Blind.
17,51.0 Storia sacra,—Antico
Te.stamento;
17.529 Perforated board for arithmetical
Nuovo Testamento, 2 vols,
operations.
17,511 Arithmetic, 2 vols.
17.530 Writing apparatus used at the Institu
tion for the Blind, Milan.
Institution for the Blind, Milan :—
17.531 Eaineri’s disc for Geometry.
17.514 Scavia Nozioni di Grammatica Italiana.
17.532 Steel point for writing.
17.515 Primi elementi di Arithmetica.
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Articles made by tiie inmates of different Institutions for the Blind on the Continent:—
17.597 Card-tray, open woodwork.
Wicker railway travelling-basket..
17.598 Antimacassar, with daisies.
Plate basket of wicker-work.
17,598a Antimacassar.
Specimen of chair-seat caning.
17.599 Lampstand of worsted work and beads.
Erame for No. 17,583.
17.600 Baby’s worsted jacket, ‘
Worsted winder of turned wood.
17.601 Small bead basket, with artificial flowers.
Sun-blind of unpainted laths.
17.602 Small bead basket, with artificial flowers.
Sun-blind of laths painted green-.
17.603 Embroidered pincushion. .
Cocoanut thread and plait.
17,601 Towel-holder.
Cocoanut rope.
17.605 Towel-holder.
Esparto thread and plan.
17.606 Stool-cover.
Esparto fibre, dyed and undyed, and
17,606a Worsted work for covering a reticule.
rope.
17.607 Table-napkin ring.
.
17.590 Esparto.door-mat.
17.608 Table-napkin ring.
.
17.591 Cocoanut door-mat.
17,61)9 Two watch-pockets in worsted work
17.592 Cocoanut door-mat, openwork.
with beads.
17.593 Cocoanut matting.
17.610 Bead candlestick ornaments.
17.594 Cocoanut matting, coloured.
17.611 3i metres silk lace.17.595 Paper-knife, open woodwork.
17.612 1 metre cantu lace.
17.596 Paper-knife, open woodwork.

17.581
17.582
17.583
17.584
17.585
17.586
17.587
17.588
17,588a!
17.589
17,589a

17.533
17.534
17.535
17.536
17.537
17.538
17.539
17.540
17.541
17,512
17,543
17,514
17.545
17.546
17.547
17.548
17.549
17.550
17.551
17.552

Series of Cardboard Embossed Geometrical Eigures,
Heroes, &c.
17.553
Bordures. (Borders.)
Bosace, perles, entrelacs.
(Boses,
17.554
pearls, and mouldings.)
Bais de cceur. (Technical term for a
certain architectural moulding.)
17.555
Bosace.
.
17.556
Bossages, Tores. (Bossages or rustic
17.557
coins, tori.)
Pulmonaire cymbalaire,Piloselle. (Com
17,553
mon Pulmonaria or lungwort, snap
dragon, Piloselle.)
17.559
Eeuille d’Erable. (Maple leaf.)
Eeuille de Chene. (Oak leaf.)
17.560
Eleuron.
(Flower, an architectural
17.561
ornament.)
17.562
Passiflore Palmee. (Palmated passion
17.563
flower.)
17.564
Lierre. (Ivy branch.)
17.565
Erise Grecque. Acanthe. Palmette.
17.566
(Greek frieze. Acanthus. Palm leaf.)
17.567
Eefends et bossages. (Indented lines
17.568
and bossages.)
17.569
Denticules, dents de Scie.
(Dentils,
17.570
saw-teeth, architectural ornaments.)
' 17,571
Niveau de Ma^on. (Mason’s level.)
17.572
Pannean Losange avec coins a point
17.573
de diamond. (Panel with lozeuge17.574
shaped ornament, diamond-pointed.
17.575
Compass.
17.576
Triglyph.
17.577
Grecque bordures. (Greek borders.)
17.578
Panneau a angles arrondis et carres.
17.579
”
(Panel with rounded and square
17.580
angles.)

Ornaments, and Profiles of Classical'
Clef.

(A key.)

Equerre et fil a plomb.
plumb line!)

(Square and

Etoile simple. (Star.)
Panneau. (Panel.) 1.
Canaux, from Temple of Castor and
Pollux. (Channelled ornament.)
Erise Grecque. (Fragment Greek
Frieze.)
•
■
Eleuron. (Flower, architectural orna
ment.)
.
Gulot.
Pannean. (Fragment.)
Bosace Benaissance.
“ Ceres.”
- .
Minerva.
„
Auguste, jeune (antique).
Paris.
Apollon.
Profile of Egyptian.
Venus of Milo.
Diana.
Sappho.
Achilles.
.
Antinous.
Jeune fille aux osselets.
Faun, laughing.
Agrippa.
Dlysses.
'
Caracalla.
,
Venus du Capitole.
Thalie.

Ethnology.

14,761

14,702

14.906
14.907
14.908

Musical Instruments.
.
March 28.
.Taki-goto. Of hardwood, 4 ft. 6 in. long, with thirteen strings of silk neatly twisted. This
instrument is provided with- thirteen movable bridges, by means of which the pitch of the
strings is regulated ; the bridges are- of wood, about 2| in. in height. The Taki-goto is
learnt chiefly by Japanese ladies moving in the upper circles of society. It is rather an
expensive instrument, and requires much practice. The performer places it on the floor,
and sitting in the usual Japanese attitude, bends over it and twangs the strings with her
fingers, the tips of which are encased in plectra, resembling thimbles, which terminate with a
little projecting piece of ivory, in form like a finger-nail. Modern. Japan.
Sime-Da'iko, or small drum. The- body in lacquer-ware, ornamented with embossed flowers and
foliage in gold. Diam., 13|in.; height, 5f in. "With folding stand. This drum is suspended
in a wooden frame by silken cords, and is beaten on its upper part with sticks. Modern.
Japan.
.
'
_
May 12.
-Complete suit of Japanese armour, being the uniform and accoutrements of a noble (Daimio).
Gilt helmet with crest
•
.
'
‘
Spear with coverings.
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Museum

Description.

No.

14.909
14.910
14.911
14.912

Spear with coverings.
Lance, 7 feet long, with steel blade.
Long sword.
Short sword.
'

16.967
16.968
16.969
16.970

October 9.
Eoot of hookah of silver inlaid in iron. Syria: '
Basin for ablations, with lid. Brass. Used by the Druses.
Dagger with silver inlaid in iron. Syria.
•
Head ornament of silver, worn by a Druse bride. Syria.

Syria.

The following note is taken from Vice-Admiral J. W. Dowell’s work entitled, “ Cruising in Many
Waters.” At page 131 he says :—“ A silver horn on the forehead, of about a foot high, cannot be pleasant to
the wearer, nor could I admire it. It is hollow, and being placed upright on the' head,'it is secured under the
chin by a silken cord, and a veil carried over it falls low down in front.”
.

16.971
16.972

Cap or head ornament used by Druses. Silver. Syria.
.
'
•
Water-bottle, inlaid with silver, used by Druses. Syria.
’
'
“The Druses are a curious people of mixed Syrian and Arabian origin, inhabiting the mountains
of Lebanon and Antilebanon, Syria.”
■
.

Mechanics.

May 21.
14.991
14.992
14.993
14.994
14.995
14.996
14.997
14.998
14.999
15.000
15.001
15.002
15.003
15.004

15.005

15,006

15,007

15,008

_

■

Tools of a Japanese Carpenter:—
Sharpening-stone, of fine-grained hard sandstone. Used for putting an edge on tools that are
very dull. Size, 8| x 3 x 2f in. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
•
Sharpening-stone, soft and shaly in composition. Used in the same manner as our oilstone, for
putting a fine edge on tools. Size, 9 x 3 x 21 in. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
'
Sharpening-stone, of. flaky structure and very brittle. Used for putting the ■ finest edge on
tools. Size, 8f x 3 x 11 in. Pricein Japan, 11 sen = 4d. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
Adze, steel head, with curved wooden handle. Dimensions of head,. 5| x 3| in.; length of
' handle, 241 in- Price in Japan, 38 sen = Is.-3d. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
Small saw, with teeth at back as well as in front, with pine (probably Cryptomeria japonica)
handle. _ Size of blade, 6f x 21 in.; handle, 9 x 1 in. Note: The teeth of these saws are
pitched in the opposite way to those of English saws. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
Saw, similar to 14,995, but of larger size, with pine (probably Ci'yptomeria japonica) handle.
. Size of blade, 9f- x 2|in.; handle, 9f -x L in. Note : The teeth of these saws are pitched
in the opposite way to those of English saws-. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
Saw, with pine (probably Cryptomeria japonica) handle. Size of blade, 141 x if in.; handle,
Ilf x 1 in. Note : The teeth of these saws are pitched m the opposite way to those of
English saws, Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
Saw-set, with three gauges. Length, 4 in. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
Saw, with blade tapering, from 4f in. to 4 in., with pine (probably Cryptomeria japonica) handle.
Size of blade, 161 in-; handle, 15! x If in. ■ Note : The teeth of these saws are pitched in
the opposite way to those of English saws. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
Saw file, with pine (probably Cryptomeria japonica) handle. Size of blade, If x 1 in.; handle,
4 x f in. Price in Japan, 3 sen = Id. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
.
Saw file; similar to 15,000. Size of blade, 2f x f in. ; handle, 4 x f in.
Price in Japan, 4 sen
5 rin = 2d. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
■
.
Saw, with pine' (probably Cryptomeria japonica) handle. Size of blade, 8f x f-in.; handle,
8f x 1 in. Note: The teeth of these saws are pitched in the opposite way to those of
English saws. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
.
■Saw ; somewhat similar to an ordinary keyhole saw. Size of blade, 7f x fin.;handle, 61 x f in.
Note': The teeth of these saws are pitched in the opposite way to those of English saws.
Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
- .
>
Saw ; similar to No. 14,999. Blade tapering, from 4f in. to 2f in., with pine (probably
Cryptomeria japonica) handle. Size of blade, 131 in.; handle, 13f-x If in. Note: The
teeth of these saws are pitched in the opposite way-to those of English saws. Nishimura,
Kyoto, Japan.
.
Saw, similar to No. 14,999. Blade tapering, from 31 in. to 2 in., with pine (probably Crypto
meria japonica) handle. Size of blade,. lOf in. ; handle, lOf x l in. Note: The teeth of
these saws are pitched in the opposite way to those of- English saws. Nishimura, Kyoto,
Japan.
■
.
.
’
Saw, similar to No. 14,999. Blade tapering, from 2f in. to 2f in., with pine (probably Crypto
meria japonica) handle. Size of blade, 10! in. ; handle, 9! x 1 in. Note : The' teeth of
these saws are pitched in the opposite way to those of English saws. Nishimura, Kyoto,
Japan.
•
■
.
.
.
Saw, similar to No. 14,999. Blade tapering, from 31 in. to 11 in., with pine (probably.Crypto
meria japonica) handle. Size of blade, 6! in.'; handle, 9f x 1 in. Note: The teeth of
these saws are pitched in the opposite ■ way to those of English saws. Nishimura, Kyoto,
Japan.
'
.
.
Drilling tool, with tetragonal .blade and pine- (probably Cryptomeria japonica). tiandle. Length
©f blade, 11-in.; handle, 8 in, Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.,
. .
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Museum
No.
15,009
15,010
15,011
15,012

.

Description,
Drilling tool, with tetragonal hlade and pine (probably Cryptomeria japonica) handle-. Length
of blade, 1| in.; handle, 9i in. Nisliimura, Kyoto, Japan.
. N ,
..
T
,,
Drilling tool, with triangular point and pine (probably Cryptomeria japonica; nancue..
of blade, 2| in.; handle, 10i in. Price in Japan, 4 sen = l|d. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
Drilling tool, with tetragonal blade and pme (probably Cryptomeria japonica; nanuie.
of blade, 2| in.; handle, 10| in. Nishimura, Kyoto, flapan.
/
„
Drilling tool, with triangular point and pme (probably Cryptomeria japonica; iiapaie.
of blade, 3f in.; handle, Hi in. Price in Japan, 4 sen 5 rm = 2d.
Nishimura, Kyoto,

Screwdriver, the blade having an iron shpulder. Handle of hardwood, hooped with iron.
" Length of blade, Bin.; handle, 4i in. Nishimura, Kyoto, Jap,an.
15.014 Gouge, with pine (probably Cryptomeria japonica) handle. Length of Wade, 1; JP-; handle,
7i in. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
•
i
ji
15,015 Gouge, with pine (probably Cryptomeria japonica.) handle. Eengpb OT made, ^-5- m., no.uu,u,
101 in. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan. '
„
^
j.
in., nd.uu.ic,
15,016 Grouge, with pine (probably Cryptomeiua ppomea) handle. J-iengta oi piaae,
5i in. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
,
,,
in., nanuie,
15,017 Gouge, with pine (probably Cryptomeria japonica) handle. Length 01 blade,
81 in. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
-vr i •
15,018 Mortising cliisel, with handle of cedar (r). Length oi blade, d8 in., nanaie, -±4 in. xmsu
inura, Kyoto, Japan.
,
ii 0
15,019 Chisel, with handle of hardwood, hooped with iron. Length ox Diade, osin., nauuic, o i .
Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
^
p,, i
• u
15,020 Chisel, with handle of hardwood, hooped with iron (socketed). Lengtn ox made, o3 monos ,
handle, 3 inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
‘
15,021 Chisel, with handle of hardwood, hooped with iron (socketed;. Lengtn ox mane, o4 monos,
.handle, 2f inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
, j, oi • i „
15,022 Carving tool, with handle of hardwood (socketed). Length 01 biade, 0 mcnes , nanaie, 03 inontjte.
Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
■ , ,
T
OB
15,023 Carving tool, with handle of hardwood, hooped with iron (socketed). Lengm ox mauo, os
inches; handle, 3-J inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
.£ui j oi
15,024 Carving tool, with handle of hardwood, hooped with iron (socketed). Lengtn ox oiaue, o3
inches ; handle, Bf inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
inches. Price m Japan, ib sen—/a. rsisnim
15,025 Pincers, of ordinary make ; size, 9-J x
15.013

15,026
' 15,027
15,028
15,029
15,030
15,031
15,032
15,033
15,034
15,035
15;036
15,037
15,038
15,039
15,040
15,041
15.042
15.043

Wood-shaver, the blade tapering from i mch to a point, with handle and sneatm ox pme ^piou
ably Cryptomeria japonica). Length of hlade, 5 inches ; handle, 5i inches. Nishimura,
Carving tool or paring chisel, with handle of hardwood. Length oi blade, 03 incnes, nanaie^
4 inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
., . .
,
,,
Carving tool, with handle of hardwood, hooped with iron. Length ox made,
incnes, nduuit,
3f inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
.
Carving tool, with handle of hardwood. Length oi blade, b^ incnes, nanaie, a-s incneo.
Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
'
•
Carving tool, with handle of hardwood, hooped with iron. Length ot bl.adp, O j mcnes , nanuie,
2£ inches. Nishimura,-Kyoto, Japan.
„
, „5
Carving tool, with handle of dark-coloured hardwood, hooped with non. Length ox maae, u8
inches; handle, 3f inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
.
, ...
Carving tool, with handle of hardwood, hooped with iron (socketed.). -Lengtn oi maae, j*
inches ; handle, 3v inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
. ,, ,
Carving tool, with handle of light yellow-coloured wood (socketed). Length ox made, u3
inches; handle, 10i inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
Carving tool, with handle of hardwood (socketed). Length oi blade,
^ciies ) nanaie,
inches. Kishimnra, Kyoto, Japan.
'
.
Mortising chisel, the blade having an iron shoulder. Handle ot haidw ood, nooped AMtn iron.
Lencth of blade, 9-?f inches; handle, 5 inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
Mortising chisel, the blade having an iron sboulder. Handle ot hardwood hooped vutn iron.
Length of hlade, 9 inches ; handle, 4 inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japa-n.
^ ^
_J.
Hammer, the head having one tapering point and one ordinary circular face, with handle ot
hardwood. Size of head, 3i inches x 1 inch ; handle, 8r inches x | inch. Price in Japan,
7 sen 5 rin = 3d. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
,
,
Hammer, similar to No. 15,037, but of larger size, with square face and handle ot hardwood.
Size of head, 5 inches x 1 inch ; handle, 9i inches x 1 inch. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan
Hammer, with two circular faces, and handle of hardwood, Size or head,
x 14 incnes ,
handle, JH inches x L inch. Price in Japan, 16 sen = 6-|d. ■ Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
Instrument for marking timber by means of a cord passing over a circular spindle turned by a
• small iron crank. The piece of bamboo is used in connection with the marker. Size, bv
x 3 x 3 inches. ' Price in Japan, 32 sen - - Is. Id. 1 Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
Mortise-gauge of dark-coioured hardwood. Size, Bf x 2f x If inches. Nishimura, Ljoto,
Japan.
_
'
Gutting-gauge, of hardwood. Size, 9 x 5f- x If- inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
Rabbet-plane, of light-coloured wood veined somewhat similar to beech. The iron is 5 inches x
" f- inch to a point. ' Size, 9i x 2f inches x 1 inch. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
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No.

15.044
15.045
15.046
15.047
15^48
15.049
15.050
• 15,051
15.052
15.053
1.5,054
15.055
15.056
15.057
15.058

Description.

Rabbet plane, of bardwood somewhat resembling oak. Iron, 4| inches in length, widening to
the cutting point, which has a Curved sharpened edge. Size, 9^ x
inches x | inch.
Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
’
Rabbet plane, of hardwood somewhat resembling oak. Iron, 5 inches x | inch, similar to the
ordinary English rabid plane iron. Size, 9-1- x 2|- inches x f inch, Nishimura, Kyoto,
Rabbet plane, of light-coloured hardwood somewhat resembling oak. Iron, 5f x 1-g- inches
similar to iron of No. 15,045. Size, 91- x 2f x 1| inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
’
Smoothing plane, of wood somewhat resembling beech. Iron, If x IJ inch, similar to English
make, but much thicker. - Size, 4 x 1| inches x 1 inch, Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
■Wood-scraper, of light-coloured hardwood. .Iron, 3£ x i| inches, similar to English make, but
much thicker. Size, 5 x 2i inches x 1 inch. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan,
Round plane, of wood somewhat resembling oak. Iron, 4 x 1-f inches, similar to English make,
’ but much thicker. Size, 9| x 11 x if inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
’
Hollow plane, of wood somewhat resembling oak. Iron, 4-| x 11 inches, similar to English
make, but much thicker. Size, 91 x if x If inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
Single-tooth gauge, of light-coldured wood. Size, 5 x 3f x If inches. Nishimura, Kyoto,
, Japan.
,
•
Hollow plane, of wood somewhat resembling oak. Iron, 4| x f inches-, similar in thickness to
an English iron used for the same purpose. Size, 6f x If x 1 inches. Nisliimura, Kyoto,
Japan.
•
.
Round plane, of wood somewhat resembling oak. Iron, 41 x f inches, similar in thickness to
an English iron used for the same purpose. Size, 8 x If x 1 inches. . Nishimura, Kyoto,
Japan.
'
Plane, of wood somewhat similar to beech. Iron* 4f x 2f inchesj very thick in make. Size,
9f x 2f x -If- indies. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
'
Plane, with curved face, similar to a plane used by English cabinet-makers; but very much
smaller, and with a much thicker iron. Size, 4 x If x If inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
Plane, of wood somewhat resembling oak. Iron, 4| inches in length, 2f inches in width, & inch
) in thickness. Size, 10 x 2f x If inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
.
Plane; of wood somewhat similar to beech. Iron, 3 x 2| inches, exceedingly thick. Size,
lOf x 3 x 1 inches. Nishimura, Kyoto, Japan.
.
‘
Square and measure. A similar instrument is used by European blacksmiths at the forge.
Length, IQi inches ; width, 9f inches. ■ Price in Japan, 38 sen = Is. 3d. Nishimura,
Kyoto, Japan.
•
•
Models.

14.568
14.569
14.570
14;571
14,572

' 14,758
14.759
14.760

Eebruary 2.
Models in papier-mache, coloured to nature, of the following
Human head.
'
’
Human thoracic cavity.
.
Human hand.
.
Human foot.
Horse’s hoof and leg below knee.
. ■
These models are each in several pieces, giving facility for examining the internal as well
as the external parts.
March '20.
Model of Japanese 'country-house.
Model of sengoku-bnne, or sailing Vessel of ancient Japan.
Model of Japanese dwelling-house.
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DONATIONS (Specimens).
Museum

Nf.

Description.

.

Miscellaneous.

.
14,099

Eebruary 18.

Specimen of Jean Scberbel’s Patent Cardboard Box and Claw Clamps for bolding tbe comers
together. (Donor: Pred. Walsh, Esq., International Patent and Trade Marks Office,
Sydney.)
•
_

16.892
16.893
16.894

.

July. 10.

.

Specimen of Calico dyed with quercitron bark for yellow. (Donors : Messrs. J. Keys & Sons.)
Specimen of Calico dyed- with old fustic for yellow and mordanted with alumina. (Donors:
Messrs. J. Keys & Sons.)
.
Specimen of Calico dyed with logwood for black. (Donors : Messrs. J. Keys & Sons.)
Applied Aet.
November 7.

17.126
17.127

“ Martin-Ware ” "Ease, 9f-/rx7i".
“ Martin-ware ” Ease, 9i" x 6|-".
'

Southall, England.
Southall, England.

(Donor :• Sir Alfred Roberts.)

Economic Botany.

.

14,565

.
January 1.
Sample of Pituri (Duboisia Hopwoodii, E.v.M.), in semi-circular bag. Erom the Herbert
River (Pituri Creek), Queensland—latitude 23° south, longitude 139°east. (Donor: Herbert
Butcher, Esq., Tintinallogy, N.S.W.)

14,567

Portulaca oleracea, Linn., “ Purslane seeds” (Tortulaeeas). Used by the aboriginals of the
Western District for food. (Donor : K. H. Bennett, Esq., Ivanhoe, near Hay, N.S.W.)

'

Eebruary 2.

Eebruary 24.

.

.

■

14,755

Two bunches of Rose Apples. Eugeniamyrtifolia, Sims; Syn. Jambosaaustralis, D.C. Round
in New South Wales and Queensland. (Donor: The Curator.)

14,757

Six cobs of Corn growing on one stem.

•

•

March 2.
Grown by donor—Mr. Luck, Yarragee, Moruya.

-April 20.

,

.,

14,764

Billet of Wood. Resembling ebony in appearance, and used by natives for making clubs; &c.,
Normanby Island, New Guinea. (Donor : Dr. Alex. M'Kinlay, late of H.M.S. “ Swinger.”)

14,765
'

Bark, used by the natives of the Engineer Group, Eastern New Guinea. Grated down into a
paste; as an application for rheumatism, it acts as an active rubefacient. (Donor : Dr. Alex.
M'Kinlay, late of H.M.S. “ Swinger.”)
’
.
‘
Resin from St. Agnan Island, Louisiades Group. When chewed into a white paste, used by
the natives for decorating their face and body, also for marking torches. (Donor: Dr.
Alex. M‘Kinlay, late of H.M.S. “ Swinger.”)

April 20.

14,767
'

May 26.
15,059

Monstcra deliciosa, Lieb. (Aroidece.) The'Emit. The fleshy spadix, bearing perfumed and
well-tasted fruits, is habitually sold in the Mexican market, where it rivals the pineapple in
estimation. Mexico. (Donor : Chas. Moore,- Esq., E.L.S., Director, Botanic Gardens,
Sydney.)
.

15,071

May 31.

Castanospermum austi’ale, Cunn. et Eraser. “ Moreton Bay Chestnut ” The pod.
Chas. Moore. Esq., E.L.S., Director, Botanic Gardens, Sydney.)
~
'

(Donor:

June 23.
15,093'

Quercus macrolepsis, Kotschy. “ The Smyrna Oak.” The fruit, a valonia, contains a fair
proportion of tannin. (Donor: Mr. Henry Smithurst.)
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.
.

Indian.
.
.
June 24.
Erom the Government of India, the Collection of Economic Vegetable Products of India, 'consisting of
Gums and Eesins, Pood Substances, Medicinal Products, &c., as below enumerated
.

Gums, Resins, Sfc. .
Museum No.

15.947
15.948
.
15.949
„
15.950
15.951
15.952
.
15.953
15.954
15.955
15.956
.

15,957
15.958
15.959
15.960
15.961
15.962
■
15.963
. 15,964
•

Gum of Acacia arabica; Willd. “Gumarabic.” (Leguminosae.) , Gum of Acacia catechu; Willd. “ A
gum-arabic.” (Leguminosae.)
Extract of Acacia catechu. “ Catechu
or Cutch.”
Gum of Acacia leucophlcea; Willd. “A
gum-arabic.”
Gum of Acacia modesta; Wall. “A
gum-arabic.”
.
Gum of Acacia sundra"; DC. “Agumarabic.”
Eesin of Ailanthus malabarica; DC.
“Matti-pawl.” (Simarubeae)
Gum of Albizzia lebbek; Benth. “ Sirissa.” (Leguminosae.)
Gum of Albizzia procera; Benth.
Gum of Anogeissus latifolia; Wall.
“Dhowragum.” (Combretaceae.) '
Gum of Balsamodendron Mukul; Hook.
“ Mukul resin ” (Burseiaceae.)
Extract of Berberis lycium; Eoyle.
(Berberidcae.)
\
Gum of Bombax malabaricum; DC.
“ Silk-cotton tree gum.” (iMalvaceae.)
Gum of Boswellia serrata; Eoxb.
“ Olibanum.” (Burseraceae.)
Gum of Buchanania latifolia; Eoxb.
(Ahacardiaceae.)
Gum of Buteafrondosa; Eoxb. “ Pulas
or dhak.” .Leguminosae.)
Eesin of Calophyllum inophyilum;
Linn. “Ndilo.” (Guttiferae.)
Eesin of Canarium strictum; Koxb.
“ Black dammar.” (Burseraceae.)

15,965
15.966
’
15.967
■
15.968
15.969
15.970
15.971
15.972
'
15.973
.
15.974
15.975
15.976
15.977
15.978
15.979
'
15.980
15.981
15.982

Dyes, Tans, S;c.
16.003

.
. 15,983
15.984
15.985
15.986
15.987
15.988
15.989
15.990
15-,991
'
'
15,992

'

.

15.993
15.994
15.995
15.996
15.997
15.998
•
15.999

16,000
.
'' 16,001
’
16,002
'

■

'

Powder of Abir.
Powder, variety, of Abir.
16.004
Bark of Acacia arabica; Willd.
16.005
“Babul.” (Leguminosae.)
Pods of Acacia arabica. “Babul.”
Seeds of Acacia arabica. “Babul.”
■ 16.006
' ■
Leaves of Acacia arabica. “Babul.”
.
16,007Gum of Acacia arabica. “ Gum-arabic.”
16.008
Extract of Acacia catechu; Willd.
”
“ Catechu or Cutch.”
16.009
Extract, variety, of Acacia catechu.
“ Catechu or Cutch.”
■
16.010
Bark of Acacia catechu. . “ Catechu or
Cutch.”
16.011
Pods of Acacia concinna; DC.
Bark of Acacia farnesiana ; Willd.
16‘012
Leaves of Acacia leucophlcea; Willd.
16,013
“ Panided acacia.” (Leguminosae.)
Bark of Acacia leucophlcea. “ Panicled
16,014.
acacia.’'
. .
Bark of-Acacia jaeguemontii; Benth.
16.015
“ Babul.”
•
Ash of Achyranthes aspera; Linn.
16.016
(Amarantaceae.)
.
Wood of Adenanthera pavonina; Linn.
16.017
“ Barricarri.” (Leguminosae.)
Leaves of Adhatoda vasica; Nees.
16.018
“.Malabar nut.” (Acanthaceae.) .
’
Eind of fruit of iEgle marmelos; Correa*
16.019
“Bael.” (Eutaceae.)
'
Pulp of fruit of J£gle marmelos; “ Bael.”
1—L

Description.
Gum of Cochlospermum gossypium;
DC. “ Kuteera or false tragacanth.”
(Bixineae.)
Gum of Ferula Narthex; Boiss. (Hm‘ belliferae.)
Caoutchouc of Ficus elastica; Bl.
“ India-rubber.” (Urticaceae.)
■
Gum of Gluta travancorica; Beddome.
(Anaeardiace* )
Gum of Melia azadirachta; Linn.
“Neem or Margosa.” (Meliaceae.)
Gum of Moringa pterygosperma;
Gaertn. “ Horse-radish tree gum.”
(Moringaceae.)
.
Gum of Odina Wodier; Eoxb. (Anacardiaceae.)
Eesin of Piuus excelsa; Wall. “ Bhotan
Pine.” (Coniferae.) ,
Gum of Pistac.ia • lentiscus; Linn.
“ Mastic.” (Anacardiaceae.)
Gum of Pterocarpus marsupium;
Eoxb. “ Kino.” (Leguminosae.)
Gum, variety, of Pterocarpus mar
supium ; Eoxb “ Kino.”
Eesin, of Schleichera trijuga; Willd.
('Sapindaceas.)
Eesin of Shorea assamica: Dyer.
(Dipterocarpae.) '
Eesin of Shorea robusta ; Gaertn. “Sal
resin.”
Gum of Sterculia urens ;
Eoxb.
“ Kuteera.” (Sterculiaceae.)
Gum of Styrax benzoin ; Dryand.
“ Benzoin.” (Styraceae.)
Gum of Terminalia belerica; Eoxb.
“ Myrobalan.” (Combretaceae.)
Gum of Terminalia tomentosa; W. & A

Museum No.

Description.

' '
'
Bark of Albizzia lebbek; Benth.
“Sirissa.” (Leguminosae.)
Bark of Albizzia procera; Benth. '
Boot-stock of Alpiuia galanga; Swz.
“ Galangale.” (Scitamineae.)
Flower of Althaea officinalis • Linn.
“ Mallow.” (Malvaceae.)
Alum.
"
■
Ash of Amarantus spinosus; Willd.
(Amarantaceae.)
’
.
Fruit of Anacardium occidentale ; Linn.
“ Cashew.” (Anacardiaceae.) .
Leaves of Anogeissus latifolia; Wall.
( Combretaceae )
Nut of Areca catechu; Linn. “Betel
Nut.” (Palmae.)
Yellow Arsenic; (Mineral.)
Bark of Artocarpus integrifolia; Linn.
“Indian Jack Bark.” (Urticaceae.)
Bark of Baccaurea sapida; Mull.-Arg.
(Euphorbiaceae.)
Leaves of Baccaurea sapida; Mull.-Arg.
'(Euphorbiaceae.) .
'
Bark of Barringtonia acutahgula;
Gaertn. (Myrtaceae.)
Bark of Bassia latifolia ; Eoxb. “ Mahwa.” (Sapotacefe.)
•
Bark of Bauhinia purpurea) - Linn.
(Leguminosae.) .
"
_
Bark of Bauhinia variegata; Linn.
■ “MountamEbony.” (Leguminosae.)
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■
Museum No.

16,020
. .
16.021

Description.

'DONATIONS (Specimens.)
"
Museum No.

Woodof Bcrberisaristata; DO. (Berbcridete) .
. .
. •
B,oot of Berberis aristata; DC. (Berberidese.)
.
16.022 Seeds of Bixa orellana ; Linn. “ Annatto.” (Bixinese.)
16.023 Gfum of Bombax malabaricum; DC.
“ Silk-cotton Tree.” (Malvaceae.)
16.024 Leaves of Briedelia montana; Willd.
. (Euphorbiaceae.)
.
16.025 Bark of Briedelia retusa; Spreng.
16.026 Elower of Butea frondosa; lloxb,
“Pulas or Dhak,” (Leguminosae.)
16.027 Wood of Csesalpinia sappan; Linn.
“Sappan.” (Leguminosse.)
16,028' Ash of Calotropis gigantea; E. Br.
“MudarorYereuin.” (Aselepiadeso.)
16.029 Carbonate of soda. (Mineral.)
16.030 Bark of Careya arborea; Eoxb.
.
(Myrtacese.)
16.031 Elower of Cartbamus tinctorius ; Linn.
“ Safflower.” (Composite,)
'16,032- Bark of
Cassia auriculata; Linn.
“Tanner’s Cassia.” (Leguminosae.)
16.033 Leather tanned with above, Cassia
auriculata; Linn. “Tanner’s Cas•
sia.” (Leguminosai.)
16.034 Bark of Cassiafistula: Linn. “ Purgeng
Cassia.” (Leguminosae.)
16.035 Bark of Casuarina equisetifolia ; Eoyst.
(Casuarinese.)
16.036 Seeds of Cedrela toona ; Eoxb. “ Eed
■
Cedar.” (Meliacese.)
16.037 Elower of Cedrela toona; Eoxb. “Eed
Cedar.” (Meliacea?.)
16.038 Barkof CeriopsEoxburghiana; Amott.
(Ehizophorese.)
16.039 Bark of Chickrassia tabularis; Adr.
.
Juss. (Meliacece.)
16.040 Leaves of Cicer arietinum; Linn..
“ Check Pea.” (Leguminosse.)
16.041 Cochineal of Coccus cacti; Linn.
(JEemiptera.)
16.042 Stick-lac of Coccus lacca.
16.043 Shell-lac of Coccus lacca.
' 16,044 Buttoh-lac of Coccus lacca.
16.045 Lac-dye of Coccus lacca.
16.046 Dye of Copper sulphate.
16.047 Leaves of . Cordia Myxa; Linn.
“ Sebesten Plum.” (Bofaginese.)
16.048 Ehizomes of Curcuma aromatica;
Salisb. “ Zedoary.” (Scitaminese.)
16.049 Ehizomes of Curcuma longa; Eoxb.
“ Turmeric.”
'
16.050 Plant of Cuscuta reflexa; Eoxb.
(Convolvulacese.) ■
_ 16,051 Ehizomes of Cyperus pertenuis; Eoxb.
(Cyperace*.) .
16.052 Barkof Diospyros embryopteris ; Pers.
“Gab.Eruit.” (Ebenaceae.)
16.053 Eruit of Diospyros embryopteris ; Pers.
“ G-ab Eruit.” (Ebenaceae.)
16.054 -Bark of Erythrina indica; Lam.
(Leguminosae.)
16.055 Bark of Eugenia jambolana; Lam.
“ Eose Apple.” (Myrtaceie.)
' 16,056 Barkof Ficusreligiosa; Linn. “Sacred
Eig.” (Urticacese.)
16.057 Bark of G-aruga pinnata; Eoxb.
(Burseraceae.)
16.058 Ash of Grmelina arborea; Eoxb.
■
(Eerbenaceae.)
16.059 Heart-wood of Hsematoxylon’ campechianum ; Linn.
“Logwood.”
' ' ■
' (Leguminosae.)
‘
16^060 E.ower of Hibiscus i osa-sineusis ; Linn.
(Malvaceae.)

Description.

16,061 Asli of Holarrhena antidysenteriea;
.
.
Wall. . (Apocynaceae.) ,
.
16.062 Dye of Indigofera tinctoria; Linn.
“Indigo.” (Leguminosae.)
16.063 Barkof Lagerstrcemiaparviflora ; Eoxb.
(Lythraceae.)
,
16.064 Lime. (Stone.).
16.065 Powder of Mallotus philippinensis;
Mull. “Kamala.” (Euphorbiaceae.)
16.066 Bark of Mangifera indica; Linn.
' “Mitngo.” (Anacardiace®.). .
16.067 Leaves of Melia azadirachta; Linn.
■ “ Neem or Margosa.” (Meliaceae.)
16.068 Mica or Talc. (Mineral.) ■
16.069 Bark of Mimusops Elengi; Linn.
(Sapotaceae.)
16.070 Eoot of Morinda citrifolia; Linn.
“ Indian Mulberry.” (Eubiaceae.)
16,071. Wood of Morinda citrifolia;. Var.
(Bracteata.).
16.072 Bark of Morinda tinctoria ;. Eoxb.
16.073 Barkof Myrica sapida; Wall. “Box
Myrtle.” (Myricaceae.)
.
16.074 Black Earth Ochre.
16.075 Yellow Ochre.
16.076 . Multani Ochre..
, .
16.077 G-eru Ochre.
•
16.078 Eamraj Ochre.
.
16.079 Hirmji Ochre.
16.080 Khari Ochre.
.
.
16.081 Barkof OdinaWodier; Eoxb. (Anacardiacese.)
. .
16.082 Bark of Oroxylum indicum; Benth.
(Bignohiacese.)
16.083 Fruit of Oroxylum indicum; Benth.
.
(Bignoniaceae.)
16.084 Hartal (Orpiment.)
•
16.085 Seeds of Peganum harmala; . Linn.
(Eutacese.)
16,056 Eruit of Phyllanthus emblica; . Linn.
“ Embbi Myrobalans.” (Euphorbiacese.)
16,087 Leaves of Phyllanthus emblica; Linn.
“ Embbi Myrobalans.”
(Euphorbiacese.)
.
16,083 Bark of Phyllanthus lanceolaria (P).
16.089 Bark of '
Pinus longifolia; Eoxb.
“Long-leaved Pine.” (Coniferse.)
16.090 Charcoal of Pinus longifolia; Eoxb.
(Coniferai.)
'
•
■ 16.091 Twigs of Piper chaba; Bl. (Piperacese.)
16.092 Grails of Pistacia integerrima; J. L.
Stewart. (Anacardiaceae.)
16.093 Bark of Prosopis pubescens; Benth.
(Leguminosse.)
16.094 Dye of Proto-sulphate of iron.
16.095 Bark of
Psidium guyava; Eaddi.
'
“ Gruava.” (Myrtacese.)
16.096 Eruit of
Psidium Gruyava; Eaddi.
“ Guava;”
16.097 Leaves of Psidium Guyava; Eaddi.
“ G-uava.”
,
16.098 Barkof Pterocarpus marsupium ; Eoxb.
■
' “ Kino.” (Leguminosa}.) . 16,099 Chips of Pterocarpus santalinus ; Linn f.
'
“ Eed Sanders.”
16.100 Woodof Pterocarpus santalinus; Linnf.
“ Eed Sanders.”
16.101 Flower of Punica -granatum; Linn.
“ Pomegranate.” (Lythraceae.)
16.102 Eind of fruit of Punica granatum; Linn.
“ Pomegranate.” (Lythraceae.)
16.103 Bark of Punica granatum; Linn.
“ Pomegranate.” (Lythraceae.)
16.104 Galls of Quercus infectoria; Oliver.
'
'
(Cupuliferae.)
• ■
16.105 Bark of Quercus pachyphylla; Kurz.
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Museum No.

16,106
16.107
16.108
16.109
16.110
16,111
16,112
16.113
16.114
16.115
16.116
16.117
16.118
16.119
16.120
16,121
16,122
16.123
16.124
16.125

16.126
16.127
16.128
16.129
16.130
16.131
16.132
16.133
16.134
16.135
16.136

16.163
16.164
16.165
16.166
16.167
16.168
16.169
16.170
16.171
16.172
16.173
16.174
16.175

"

Description.

DONATIONS (Specimexs.)
Museum No.

Eruit of Kandia dumetorurn; Lam.
“ Bush Randia.” (Ruhiacese.)
Bark of Randia dumetorum; Lam.
“ Bush Randia.” (Ruhiacese.)
Root of Rheum Emodi; Wall. (Polygonacese.)
Bark of Rhizophora mucronata; Lamb.
(Rhizophorese.)
Leaves of Rhus acuminata; DC.
(Anacardiacese.)
Leaves of Rhus semi-alata; Murray.
“ Wax-tree.”
Leaves of Rhus Cotinus; Linn. “Sumach.”
Bark of Rhus Cotinus ; Linn.
Woodof Rhus Cotinus; Linn.
Bark of Rhus mysorensis; Heyne.
(Anacardiacese.)
G-alls of Rhus succedanea ; Linn.
Seeds of Ricinus communis; Linn.
“ Castor Oil.” (Euphorbiaceae.)
Root
of Rubia
cordifolia; Linn.
“ Madder.” (Rubiaceae.)
Root
of Rubia cordifolia;
Yar.
Root of Rubia sikkimensis; Kurs.
“ Sikkim Madder.” (Ruhiacese.)
Root of Rubia tinctorium; Linn.
Nishadal of Sal-ammoniac.
Bark of Salix tetrasperma; Roxb.
(Salicinese.)
Common Saltpetre.
Refined Saltpetre.
Eruit of Sapindus attenuatus; Wall.
(Sapindaceae.)
Eruit of Sapindus mukorossi; G sertn.
(Sapindacese.)
Eruit of Sapindus trifoliatus; Liun.
Emit of Setnecarpusanacardium; Linnf.
“Marking Nuts.” (Anacardiacese.)
Bark of Shorca robusta; Gaertn.
“ Sal.” (Dipterocarpese.)
Ash of Shorea robusta; “ Sal.”
Soda (Sajji)
Soda, carbonate. (Mineral.)
Bark of Soymida febrifuga; Adr. Juss.
(Meliaceae.)
•
Leaves of Strobilanthes flaccidifolius ;
Nees. (Acanthacese.)
Bark of Symplocos cratsegoides ; Ham.
(Styracese.)
Fibres.
Eibre of Abroma, angusta; Linn.
(Sterculiacese.)
Eibre of Abutilon indicum; G. Don.
“ Country Mallow.” (Malvaceae.)
Eibre of Acacia arabica ; Wild. “Gumarabic.” (Leguminosse.)
Eibre of Acacia leucophlcea; Willd.
“Panicled Acacia.”
Sola of iEschynomene aspera; Linn.
(Leguminosse.)
Eibre of Agave americana; Linn.
“American Aloe.” (Amaryllidese.)
Eibre, clean, of Agave americana; Linn.
“ American Aloe.”
Eibre of Agave vivipara ; L. (Amaryl
lidese.)
Eibre of Aloe vulgaris. Sent under this
name from Madras; doubtful.
Eibre of Ananassa sativa; Linn. “ Pine
apple.” (Bromeliacese.)
Eibre of Anon a reticulata ; Linn.
“ Cherimoyer.” (Anonacese)
Eibre of Anona squamosa; Linn.
“ Sweet sop.”
"
Bark of Aquilaria Agallocha; Roxb.
. “ Lign aloes or eagle wood.”
(Thymelseacese.)

16,137
16.138
16.139
16.140
16.141
16.142
16.143
16.144
16.145
16.146
16.147
16.148
16.149
16.150
16.151
16.152
16.153
16.154
16.155
16.156
16.157
16.158
16.159
16.160

Description.

Bark of Symplocos racemosa; Roxb.
“ Lodh Bark.”
Ash of Symplocos racemosa.
Elower of Tagetes patula; Linn.
(Compositse.)
Eruit of Tamarindus indica; Linn.
“•Tamarind.” (Leguminosse.)
Galls of Tamarix articulata; Yahl.
(Tamariscinese.)
Barkof Taxusbaccata; Linn. “Yew.”
(Coniferse.)
Leaves of Tectona grandis; Linn.
“Teak.” (Yerbenacese.)
Eruit of' Terminalia arjuna ; Beddome.
(Combretacese.)
Bark of Terminalia arjuna.
Eruit of Terminalia belerica; Roxb.
“ Belleric Myrobalaus.”
Bark of Terminalia belerica. “ Belleric
Leaves of Terminalia belerica. “Belleric
Myrobalaus.”
Bark of Terminalia catappa; Linn.
“ Almond Tree.”
Leaves of Terminalia catappa; Linn.
“ Almond Tree.”
Eruit of Terminaliachebula; Retz. “Chebulic Myrobalans.” (Combretacese.)
Galls of Terminalia chebula. “Chebulic
Myrobalans.”
Bark of Terminalia chebula. “Chebulic
Myrobalans.”
Eruit of Terminalia citrina; Roxb.
Bark of Terminalia paniculata ; W. & A.
Bark of Terminalia tomentosa; W. & A.
Elower of Thespesia populnea; Corr.
“ Bhendi.” (Malvaceae.)
Gambier of Uncaria gambier; Hunter.
(Rubiacese.)
,
Root-bark of Yentilago madraspatana ;
Gaertn. “ Pupil.” (Rhamnese.)
Elower of Woodfordia floribunda;
Salisb.

(Lythraceae.)

16.161
16.162

Leaves of Woodfordia floribunda;
Seeds of Wrightia tinctoria; R. Br.
(Apocynaceae.)
Sent under this
name, but probably seeds of Holarr
hena and antidysenteriea.

16.176

Eibre of Bambusa tulda;
Roxb.
(Gramineae.)
Eibre of Barringtonia racemosa; Gaertn.
(Myrtaceae.)
Fibre of Bauhinia anguina; Roxb.
(Leguminosae.)
Eibre of Bauhinia macrostachya; Wall.
Eibre of Bauhinia racemosa ; Lam.
Eibre of Bauhinia retusa; Ham.
Rope of Bauhinia Yahlii; W. & A.
“ Maloo.”
Fibre of Bauhinia Yahlii; W. & A.
“ Maloo.”
_
Fibre of Beaumontia grandiflora; Wall.
(Apocynaceae.)
Eibre of Bixa Orellana ; Linn.
“ Annatto.” (Bixinese.)
Eibre of Bcehmeria malabarica ; Wedd.
(Urticacese.)
Eibre of Bcehmeria nivea; H. & A.
“Rhea.” (Urticacese.)
'
Eibre of Bombax malabaricum ; DC.
“ Silk-cotton tree.” (Malvac'ese.)
Cotton of Bombax malabaricum. “ Silkcotton tree.”
Cotton (variety) of Bombax malabari
cum. “ Silk-cotton tree.”

16.177
16.178
16.179
16.180
16.181
16.182
16.183
16.184
16.185
16.186
16.187
16.188
16.189
i
16.190
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Museum No.

16.191
16.192
16,19b
16.194
16.195
16.196
16.197
16.198
16.199
’
16.200
16.201
16.202
16.203
'
16.204
16.205
16.206
.16,207
16.208

'

16.209
•
16.210
16,211
16.212
16,379
16.213
16,214.
16.215
16.216
16.217
16.218
16.219
16.220
16.221
16.222
16.223
.16,224
16.225
16.226
16.227
16.228
16.229
. 16,230
1.6,231
16,232
1.0,233
16.234
16.235
16.236
16.237
16.238

DONATIONS {Specimens).
Museum No.
'

-Description.
.
16.239 Atrial root of Eourcroya gigantea.
Moss of jJorassus flabelliformis ; Lina.
“ Gigantic aloe.” (A maryllidea.) .
“ Palmyra ” (Palmae.)
16.240 Atrial root of Girardinia heterophylla;
Eibre of Borassus flabelliformis. .
“Decaisne.” ’ (Urticacea.)
Eibre of Butea frond osa; Roxb. “Pulas
16.241 Atrial root of Godra calenis (?) ,
or Dhak.” (Leguminosse.)
16.242 Cotton of Gossypium arboreum; L.
Cane of Calamus gracilis; Roxb. (Palmse.)
(Malvaceae)
Cane of Calamus RotangLinn.
16.243 Nankin cotton of Gossypium barba'Cane of Calamus tenuis ; Roxb.
■
dense, var religiosum; Linn.
.
Fibre of Calotropis gigantea; R. Br.
16.244 Cotton o*' Gossypium, sp. •
“ Mudar or Yercum.”
(Asclepi16,245- Uplands cotton of Gossypium, sp.
adaeero.y
16.246 Sea Island cotton of Gossypium, sp.
Fibre (variety)’of Calotropis gigantea.
16.247 Cotton (variety) of Gossypium, sp.; Linn.
Rope of Calotropis procera; R. Br.
16.248 Cotton (variety) of Gossypium, sp.
(Asclepiadaceae.)
16.249 Cotton (variety) of Gossypium, sp.
Eibre of. Cannabis sativa ; ' Linn.
16.250 Cotton (variety) of Gossypium, sp.
“Hemp.” (Urticacese.)
.
16.251 Cotton (variety) of Gossypium, sp.
Eibre (variety) of Cannabis sativa.
16.252 Cotton (variety) of Gossypium, sp.
“ Hemp.”
.
,
16.253 Cotton of Gossypium herbaceum; sp.
Eibre (variety) of Cannabis sativa.
16.254 Cotton (variety) of Gossypium her
“Hemp.”
'
baceum.
.
Fibre of Careya
arborea; Roxb.
16.255 Cotton (variety) of Gossypium her(Myrtaceae.)
■.
baceum.
'
Eibreof Caryotaurens; Linn. “Kitool.”
16.256 Eibre of Grewia abutifolia; Juss.
(Palm®.)
.
(Tiliaceae.) ’
Rope of Chamaefops Ritchieana ;, Griff. ’
16.257 Fibre of Grewia asiatica; Linn.
(Palma.)
16.258 Eibre of Grewia elastica ; Royle.
Leavesof Cocosnucifera; Linn. “Coco
16.259 Fibre of Grewia laevigata.; Yahl.
nut.” (Palma.)
16.260 Fibre of Grewia oppositifolia; Roxb.
Eibre of Cocos nucifera. “ Coco-nut.”
16.261 Eibreof Guazuma tomentosa; Kunth,Eibre of Corchorus olitorius ; Linn.
“ Bastard cedar fruits.” (Sterculi
“Jufe.” (Tiliacea.)
acese.)
' •
Fibre of Cordia Myxa; Linn. “Sebesten
16.262 Eibre of Helicteres Isora ; Linn. (Ster
plum.” .(Boraginea.)
culiacese.)
Barit of Cordia Myxa. “ Sebesten plum.”
16.263 Eibre (variety) of Helicteres Isora.
Ropeof CordiaMyxa. “Sebesten plum.”
16.264 Fibre (variety) of Helicteres Isora.
Leaves of Corypha umbraculifera; Linn.
16.265 Eibre of Hibiscus Abelmoschus; Linn.
(Palma.)
'
'
(Malvaceae.)
.
•
Crotalariajuncea; Linn.) Leguminosa.)
16.266 Eibre of Hibiscus esculentus; Linn.
Rope of Crotalaria Burhia; Hamilt.
“ Okro.”
(Leguminosa.)
_
16.267 Fibre of Hibiscus cannabinus; Linn.
Eibreof Cyperus Iria; L. (Cyperacea.)
’
“ Brown hemp.” •
Eibre of Daphne longifolia; Meissn.16.268 Fibre (variety) of Hibiscus cannabinus.
■ (Thymelaacea.)
.
“ Brown hemp.”
,
^ ,
Fibre of Daphne Wallichii; Meissn.
16.269 Eibre (variety) of Hibiscus cannabinus.
Eibre of Dendrocalamus strictus ; Nees.
“ Brown hemp.”
(Graminea.)
16.270 Eibre of Hibiscus ficulneus ; Linn.
Eibre of Edueworthia Gardner!; Meissn.
16.271 Eibre of Hibiscus macrophyllus ; Roxb.
(Thymelaacea.)
16.272 Eibre of Hibiscus mutabilis ; Linn.
Eibre of Entada scandens; Bth.
16.273 Eibre of Hibiscus Sabdariffa; Linn.
(Leguminosa.)
“ Roselle hemp.”
Cotton of Eriodendron anfractuosum;
16.274 Fibre of Hibiscus tiliaceus; Linn.
DC. (Malva’cea.)
16.275 Rope of Hibiscus tiliaceus.
Fibre of Eriodendron anfractuosum.
16.276 Rope of Holarrhena antidysenteriea;
Fibre of Eriolana Candollei ; Wall.
Wall. (Apocvnaceae.)
(Sterculiacea.)
16.277 Eibre of Kynia calycina; Roxb. (MalEibre of Eriolana Hookeriana; W. & A.
vacem.)
•
(Sterculiacea.)
16.278 Rope of Kydia calycina.
Grass of Eriophorum comosum ; Wall.
16.279 Eibre (clean) of Kydia calycina.
(Cyperacea.)
’
16.280 Rope of Lagerstrcemia parviflora ; Roxb.
Rope of Eriophorum comosum.
.
(Lythraceae.)
Eibre of Erythrina indica; Lam.
16.281 Fibre of- Laportea crenulata; Gandich.
(Leguminosa.)
(Urticacese.)
Eibre of Excacaria agallocha; Willd.
16.282 Eibreof Lasiosiphonerioeephalus; Dene.
(Euphorbiacea.)
16.283 Leaves of Licuala peltata; Roxb.
Bark of Excacaria agallocha.
(Palmae.)
Eibre of Eicus bengalensis ; Linn.
16.284 Eibre of Linum usitatissimum; Linn.
(Urticacea.)
.
. “Flax.” (Lineae.)
Fibre (variety) of Eicus bengalensis.
16.285 Eibre of Malachra capitata; L. (MalFibre of Ficus cordifolia; Roxb.
\aeeae.)
.
Pope of Ficus cordifolia.
16.286 Eibre (variety) of Malachra capitata.
Rope"of Ficus cordifolia (variety).
.
16.287 Culm of Maranta dichotoma ; Wall.
Fibre of Eicus Cunia; Buch.
(Scitaminse.)
Atrial root of Eicus religiosa; Roxb.
16.288 Eibre of Marsdenia Roylei; Wight.
AErial root of Ficus religiosa; Linn. _
(Asclepiadeae.)
Atrial root of Ficus Roxburghii ; Wall.
16.289 Eibre of Melia Azadirachta; Linn.
Atrial root of Eicus Tsiela; Roxb.
“ Neem or Margosa.” (Meliacea}. )
Description.
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DONATIONS' (Specimens).

Museum No.
16.290
'
16.291
16.292
,

.
.

*

■

'

■

■
• . Description.
. Museum No.
Description. ■
r
Kopo of Melia Azadirachta. “ Neem
16.332 Fibre of Sanseviera zeylanica; Willd.
or Margosa.”
■ (variety). “Bowstringhemp.” HseFibre of Melia Azediraoh ; Linn.
modoraceae.)
.
Bark of Melodinus monogymis ; Boxb.
16.333 Fibre of Sanseviera zeylanica; Willd
(Apocynacefe.)
(variety). “Bowstringhemp.” (Ha>16.293 Fibre of Melodinus monogynus.
modoraceae.)
16.294 Fibre of Mimosa, sp.; Linn. (Legu
16.334 Fibre of Sesbania grandiflora; Pers.
minosae.)
(variety). (Leguminoste.)
16.295 Fibre of Morinda tinctoria ; Eoxb.
16.335 -Fibre of Sida rhombifolia; Linn.
(Eubiaceae.)
■
.
^ (variety). “A hemp ” ' (Malvace*.)
16.296 Fibre ' of ■ Morinda tinctoria, forma
16.336 Fibre of Sida, sp.; Linn, (variety).
exserta; Eoxb.
(Malvaceae.)
.
16.297 Fibre of Moringapterygosperma; Q-aertn.
16.337 Silk, cocoons (mulberry).
“ Horse-radish tree.” (Moringeac.).
16.338 Silk, cocoons (mulberry, variety). .
16,298 Fibre of Musa paradisiaca ; Linn.
16.339 Silk, cocoons (Eria).
,
“ Plantain.” (Scitamineaj.)
16.340 . Silk, cocoons (Eria, variety).
16.299 Fibre of Musa paradisiaca. “Plantain”
16.341 Silk, cocoons ( Eria, variety).
(variety).
'
16.342 Silk, cocoons (tasar).
16.300 Fibre of Musa paradisiaca. “Plantain”
16,343' Silk, cocoons (tasar, variety). (variety).
.
16.344 Silk, cocoons (tasar, variety).
16.301 Fibre of Musa sapientum ; Linn.
16.345 Silk, cocoons (muga).
“ Banana.”
'
16.346 Silk, raw (mulberry).
•
16.302 Fibre of Mus’a sapientum. “ Banana”
16.347 Silk,'raw (mulberry, ebasbm).
(variety).
H:,348 Silk, raw (mulberry, variety). .
16,303 Yariety of Musa textilis ; Louis. Nees.
16,349 Silk, raw (mulberry, variety). 16.304 Eope of Musa textilis. ■
.16,350 ^Silk, raw (Eria). 16.305 Fibre of Musa textilis (variety).
16.351 Silk, raw (Eria, variety).
16.306 Stalks of.Nelumbium speciosum ; Willd.
16.352 Silk, raw (Eria, variety).
“ Egyptian bean.” ' (Nympbajaceas.)
. .16,353 Silk, raw (tasar).
16.307 Fibre of-OdinaWodier ; Eoxb. (Ana
16,351 Silk, raw (tasar; variety).
,
'
cardiacese.)
’
. 16.355 Silk, raw (muga).
'
16.308 Fibre of Odina Wodier (variety).
16.356 Silk, raw (muga, variety).
16.309 Straw of Oryza sativa; Linn. “Eice.”
16.357 Fibre of Spnnia orientalis; Planch.
(G-raminete.)
•
■ (Urticacese.)
16,310 Leaves of Pandanus odoratissimus;
16.358 Fibre of Sterculia guttata; W. & A.
Willd. I1 Screw pine.” (Pandanese.)'
'
(Sterculiacese.) .
16,311 Fibre of Pavonia zeylanica ; Cav.
16.359 Fibre of
Sterculia urens; Eoxb.
(Malvacea}.)
'
■
'
(Sterculiacpse.)
_
16j312 Leaves of Phoenix acaulis ; Linn. ■
16.360 Fibre of
Sterculia villosa; Eoxb.
(Palmae.)
(Sterculiacese.)
16.313 Leaves of' Phoenix sylveslris ; Eoxb.
/16,361 Fibre of Sterculia versicolor; Wall.'
“Wild date.”
(iSterculiacese.)
16.314 Fibre of Pasderiafoetida; Linn. (Bubi16.362 Bark of Steroospermum cbelonioides ;
.
arete.)
DC. (Bignoniaceae.)
16.315 ' Grass of Pollinia ei’iopoda ; Trim. •
16.363 Bark of Strobiiautbes, sp.; Nees.
(Gramineae.)
(Acanthacese.)
16.316 ' Fibre ofPolyalthialongifolia; Bth. &
16.364 Fibre of Thamnocalamus spatbiflorus.;
■
Hook f. (Anonacese.)
Munro. (Graminese.)
16.317 Fibre of Prosopis pubescens ; Benth.
16.365 Fibre of Thespesia Lampas; Dais.
(Leguminosae.)
- (Malvacese.)
16,318 Fibre of Ptieraria tuberosa ; DC.16.366 Fibre of (variety) Thespesia Lampas;
(Leguminosae.)
..
~
Dais. (Malvaceae.)
16.319 Stem of Eubia cordifolia ; Linn. (Bubi16.367 Fibre of Thespesia populnea; Corr.
'
aeeae.)
-'
“ Bhendi.” (Malvaceae.)
16.320 Stem (variety) of Eubia cordifolia.
16.368 Bark of Thespesia populnea; Corr.'
16.321 Eeeds of Saccbarum Mara (Sara) ;
“Bh.-ndi.”. (Malvaceae.)
Eoxb. (Graminete.)
16.369 FihreofUrenalobata-Liun. (Malvaceae.)
16.322 Leaves of Saccharuni Munja; Eoxb.
16.370 EibreofUrenasinuata;Linn.(Malvaceae.)
16.323 Eope of Saccbarum Munja.
.16,371 Fibre of Urtica (Girardinia) hetero16.324 Fibre of Saccbarum Munja.
•
'
pbylla; Eoxb. “Nilgiri Nettle.”
16,325- Fibre of Saccbarum Munja (variety).
(Drticaceae.)
•
16,326 Culms of Saccbarum Munja.
16.372 Fibre of Urtica tenacissima (Bceh
Hi,327 Flower tops of Saccbarum Munja.
meria?); Eoxb. (Urticaceae.)
16.328 Pressed cane of Saccbarum officinarum ;
16.373 Fibre of Yentilago calyculata; Tuls.
Linn. “Sugarcane.”
•
(Ehamneae.)
16.329 Twigs of Salix tetrasperma; Eoxb.
16.374 Eope of Yentilago calyculata; Tuls.
(Salicinese.).
•
(Ehamneae.)
16.330 Fibre of Sanseviera zeylanica ; Willd.
16.375 Fibreof Ventilagomadraspatana; Gaertn.
“Bowstringhemp.” (Haemodoracese.)
16.376 Fibre (variety) of Venf;iiag0 ma(jras.
16.331 Fibre, of Sanseviera zeylanica; Willd
patana; Gaertn.
(variety). “Bowstringhemp.” (Hse16.377 Fibre of Vitis adnata (?)
modoracese.)
.
16.378 Stalks of Zea Mays ; Linn. “ Maize.”
(Gramineae.)
.
.
'
"
Oils,
15,839 Eoot ■ of Acorus- Calamus; Linn.
15,840 Bulb of Allium Cepa; Linn. “Onion.”
“Sweet Flag.”- (Aroidese.)
(Liliacese.)
5
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Bulbijf Allmmsativum; Linn. “G-arlic.”
Amomum snbulatum; Eoxb. “Bengal
cardamoms.” (Scitaminese.)
15.843 Seeds of Amoora Eobituka ; IY. & A.
(Meliacese) .
15.844 Anacardium
occidentale ;
Linn.
“ Cashew Nuts.” (Anacardiacese )
“ Lemon
15.845 Andropogon citratus ; DC.
grass.” (Gramiuese.) .
15.846 Eoot of Andropogon muricatum;
Beauv. “ Khus Khus grass.”
15.847 "Wood of Aquilaria Agallocha; Eoxb.
“Lign Aloes or Eagle "Wood.”
(Thymelseacese.)
15.848 Nut of Arachis hypogea; Linn.
“ Ground or Pea Nuts/’
(Legu
minosae.)
15.849 -Seeds of Argemone mexicana; Liiin.
“Mexican poppy.” (Papaveraceae.)15.850 1 Plant of Artemisia vulgaris; Linn.
“IndianWormwood.” (Compositse.)
15.851 Seeds of Bassia latifolia; Eoxb.
“ Mahwa.” (Sapotacese.)
15.852 Seeds of Bassia longifolia ; Willd.
15.853 Seeds of Benincasa cerifera; Savi.
(Cucurbitacea;.)
15.854 Seeds of Bombax malabaricum; DC.
“ Silk-cotton tree.” (Malvaceae.)
15.855 Brassica alba; H.E. & T.T. “ Mustard
- seed.” (Cruciferse.)
15.856 Seeds of Brassica campestris ; Linn.
15.857 Seeds of Brassica juncea; H.E. & T.T.
15.858 Brassica nigra; Koch. “ Muslard seed.”
15.859 Seeds of Buchanania latifolia; Eoxb.
(Anacardiacese.)
15.860 Seeds of Butea frondosa; Eoxb.
“ Pulas or Dhak.” (Leguminosae.)
15.861 Seeds of Csesalpinia Bonducella; Eoxb.
“ Nicker nuts.” (Leguminosae.)
15.862 Seeds of Calophyllum iuophylium ;
Linn. “Mdilo.” (Guttiferse.)
15.863 Camphor.
15.864 Seeds of Cartbamus tinctorious; Linn.
“ Safflower.” (Compositse.)
15.865 Seeds of Carum Garni; Linn. “ Cara
way.” (Umbelliferse.)
15.866 Seeds of Carum copticum; Benth.
15.867 Seeds of Carum Eoxburgbianum; Bentb.
aromaticus ;
Linn.
15.868 Caryophyllus
“ Cloves.” (Myrtaceae.)
15.869 Wood of Cedrus Deodara; Loudon.
“ Deodar.” (Coniferse.)
15.870 Seeds of Celastrus paniculatus ; "Willd.
“ Staff tree.” (Celastrineae.)
■
15.871 Bark of Cinnamomum zeylanicum;
Breyn. “ Cinnamon.” (Laurinese.)
15.872 Seeds of Citrus medica; Linn. “Citron.”
(Eutaceae.)
’
15.873 Citrus medica (rind of fruit).
15.874 Citrus medica (rind of fruit, variety).
15.875 Kernel of Cocos nucifera; Linn.
“ Copra.” (Palma;.)
15.876 Seeds of Coriandrum sativum; Linn.
. “ Coriander.” (Dmbellifera?.)
15.877 Croton Tiglium ; Linn. “ Croton seed.”
" (Eupborbiacese.)
15.878 Seeds of Cucumis Melo; Linn.
“ Melon.” (Cucurbitacese.)
15.879 Seeds (variety) of Cucumis Melo.
“Melon.” ‘
'
15.880 Seeds of Cuminum Cyminum; Linn.
“ Cumin.” (Umbeniferse.)
15.881 Eoot of Cyperus rotundus; Linn.
“ Nut grass.” (Cyperacese.)
15.882 -Pods of Dalbergia Sissoo ; Eoxb.
(Leguminosse.)
.

15.841
15.842

15.883

'

.

.

Description.

Seeds of Eruca sativa; Lam. (Cruciferae.)
.
15.884 Seeds of Eoeniculum vulgare; Gaertn.
“Eennel.” (Dmbellifferae.)
15.885 Seeds of Gossypium herbaceum ; Linn.
“ Cotton-.” (Malvaceae.) .
"
15.886 Seeds of Guizotia abyssynica; Cass.
“ Eamtil.” (Compositae.)
15.887 Seeds of Gynocardia odorata; E. Br.
“ Chaulmoogra.” (Bixineae.)
15.888 Fruit of Illicium anisatum; Linn.
“ Star anise.” (Magnoliaceae.)
15.889 Eoot of Iris florentina; Linn. “Oris.”
(Iridaeeae.)
15.890 Seeds of
.Jatroplia Curcas; Linn.
“ Purging nut.” (Euphorbiaceae.)
15.891 Seeds of
Laetuca- scariola; Linn.
(Compositae.)
15.892 Seeds of Lagenaria vulgaris; Seringe.
“Bottle Gourd.”. (Cucurbitaceae.)
15.893 ■ Seeds of
Lepidium sativum; Linn.
“ Cress.” (Cruciferae.)
15.894 Linum usitatissimum; Linn. “ Lin
seed.” (Lineae.)
15.895 Linum usitatissimum. “ Linseed-.’.’ •
15.896 Seeds of Melia Azadirachta; Linn.
“Neem or Margosa.” (Meliaceae.)
15.897 Plant of Mentha piperita; Sm.
“’Peppermint.” (Labiatae.)
.
15.898 Plant of Mentha sativa; Linn. “Mint.”
15.899 . Plant of
Mentha viridis; Linn.
“ Spearmint.” (Labiatae.)
.
15.900 Seeds of Moringa pterygosperma;
Gaertn. “ Horse-radish tree.”
15.901 Leaves of Murraya Konigii; Spr.
(Eutaceae.)
15.902 Leaves of Myrtus communis; Linn.
“ Myrtle.” (Myrtaceae.)
15.903 Fruit of Myrtus communis.
15.904 Eoot of Nardostachys Jatamansi; DC.
“ Spikenard.” (Valerianaceae.)
15.905 Seeds of Nigella sativa; Linn. “Black
cumin.” (Eanuneulaeeae.)
15.906 Seeds of Papaver somniferum ; Linn.
“ Opium poppy.” (Papavcraceae.)
15.907 Seeds (variety) of Papaver somniferum.
“ Opium poppy.”
'
15.908 Plant of Parmelia perlata; Ach.
(Lichenes.)
15.909 Seeds of Peganum Harmala; Linn.
(Kutacea;.)
*
15.910 Seeds of Pimpinella Anisumj Linn.
“Aniseed.” (Umbelliferse.)
15.911 Seeds of Pinus Gerardiana; Wall.
(Coniferae.)
15.912 Wood of Pinus longifolia; Eoxb.
“ Long-leaved pine.”
15.913 Seeds
of Piper nigrum;
Linn.
(Piperaceae.)
15.914 Nuts of Pistacia vera; Linn. “Pista
chio.” (Anacardiaceae.)
"
15.915 Seeds of Pithecolobium dulce; Bth.
,
(Leguminosa;.)
15.916 Leaves of Pogostemon Patchouly;
Pellet. “ Patchouly.” (Labiatae.)
15.917 Pods of Pongamia glabra; Vent.
“Indian beech.” (Leguminosse.)
15.918 Seeds of Pongamiaglabra. “Indianbeech.”
15.919 Seeds of Primus Amygdalus; Baillon.
“ Bitter Alnionds.” (Eosacese.)
15.920 Seeds of Psoralea corylifolia; Linn.
. (Leguminosse.)
15.921 Seeds of ’ Pterocarpus Marsupium;
Eoxb. “ Kino.” (Leguminosae.)
15.922 Seeds of Kaphanus sativus-; Linn.
(Cruciferse.)
.
’
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15.923
15.924
15.925
15.926
15.927
15.928
15.929
15.930
15.931
15.932
15.933
15.934

15.347
15.348
15,349
15,350
15.351
15.352
15.353
15.354
15.355
15.356
15.357
15.358
15.359
15.360
15.361
15.362
15.363
15.364
15.365
15.366
15.367
15.368
15.369
15.370
15.371
15.372
15.373
15.374
15.375
15.376
15.377
15.378
15.379

Description.
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DONATIONS (Specimens).
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Eruits of Rlius semi-alaia; Murray.
“Wax tree.” (Anacardiacese.)
Seeds of Rhus succedanea ; Linn.
Ricinus communis ; Linn. “ Castor oil
seed.” (Eupborbiacese.)
Seeds of Salvadora oleoides; Linn.
(Salvadoracese.)
Seeds of Santalum album; Linn.
“ Sandalwood.” (Santalacese.)
Wood of Santalum album. “Sandal
wood.”
Eruits of Sapindus trifoliatus; Linn.
(Sapindacese.)
Seeds of Semecarpus Anacardium;
Linn. f. “ Marlring-ink Nuts.”
(Anacardiacese.)
Seeds of Sesamum indicum ; Linn.
“ Gingelly.” (Pedalinese.)
Seeds (variety) of Sesamum indicum.
Seeds of Shorea robusta; Grsertn.
“ Sal.” (Dipterocarpese.)
Seeds of Spinacia oleracea; Mill.
“ Spinach.” (Clienopodiacese.)
Drugs.
Root-bark of Abroma augusta; Linn.
(Sterculiacese.)
Seeds (white) of Abrus precatorius;
Linn. “ Jequirity.” (Leguminosse.)
Seeds (black) of Abrus precatorius;
Linn. “ Jequirity.” (Leguminosse.)
Seeds (red) of Abrus precatorius.
“ Jequirity.”
Root of Abrus precatorius. “Jequirity.'’
Ash of Abrus precatorius. “Jequirity.”
Root of Abutilon indicum; G-. Don.
“ Country mallow.” (Malvacese.)
Leaves of Abutilou indicum. “ Country
mallow.”
Eruit of Abutilon indicum. “ Country
mallow.”
_
Park of Acacia arabica; Willd. “Babul.”
(Leguminosae.)
Gum of Acacia arabica. “ Gum-arabic.”
Leaves of Acacia arabica. “ Babul.”
Seeds of Acacia arabica. “ Babul.”
Pods of Acacia arabica. “Babul.”
Catechu (or Cutch) of Acacia catechu.
Bark of Acacia catechu; Willd.
Pods of Acacia coneinna ; DC.
Bark of Acacia leucophlcea; AVilld.
Plant of Acalypha indica; Linn.
(Euphorbiacese.)
Seeds of Achyranthes aspera; Linn.
(Amarantacese.)
Leaves of Achyranthes aspera.
Plant of Achyranthes aspera.
Ash of Achyranthes aspera.
Root of Aconitum ferox; Wall. “Bikh
or Bisb.” (Ranunculacese.)
Root of Aconitum heterophyllum; Wall.
“Atees.”
Root of Acorus Calamus; Linn.
(Aroidese.)
Loaves of Adansonia digitata; Linn.
“ Baobab or monkey breadfruit.”
(Malvacese )
Pulp of Adansonia digitata. ‘ Baobab
or monkey breadfruit.”
Bark of Adansonia digitata. “ Baobab
or monkey breadfruit.”
Seeds of Adenanthcra pavonina ; Linn.
“ Barricarri.” (Leguminosae.)
Root of Adhatoda Yasica; Ness.
(Acanthacese.)
Leaves of Adhatoda Yasica.
Ash of Adhatoda YasG*.

Description.

15.935

Seeds of Symplocos cratsegoides ; Ham.
(Styracese.)
15.936 Seeds of Tamarindus indica; Linn.
“ Tamarind.” (Leguminosse.)
15.937 Seeds of Tectona grandis; 'Linn. f.
(Yerbenacese.)
15.938 Wood of Tectona grandis.
15,939. Oil-cake of Terminalia belerica; Roxb.
“ Belleric Myrobalaus.” (Combre
tacese.)
15.940 Seeds of Terminalia belerica. “ Belleric
Myrobalaus.”
15.941 Seeds of Thevetia neriifolia; Linn.
(Apocynacese.)
15.942 Seeds of Trigonella Eoenum-groecum;
Linn. (Leguminosse.)
15.943 Plant of Viola serpens; Wall.
(Yiolaeese.)
15.944 Seeds of Vitex trifolia; Linn.' (Verbenacea;.)
15.945 Seeds of Wrightia tomentosa; R5m.
15,916 Seeds of Xanthium strumarium; Linn.
(Compositse.)
’
15.380
15.381
15.382
15.383
15.384
15.385
15.386
15.387
15.388
15.389
15.390
15.391
15.392
15.393
15.394
15.395
15.396
15.397
15.398
15.399
15.400
15.401
15.402
15.403
15.404
15.405
15.406
15.407
15,403
15.409
15.410

Elowers of Adhatoda Yasica.
Plant of Adiantum Capillus-veneris;
Linn. (Filiees.)
Plant of Adiantum caudatum; Linn.
Leaves of iEgle Marmelos; Correa.
“Bael.” (Rutacese)
Eruit of iEgle Marmelos. “ Bael.”
Root-bark of iEgle Marmelos. “ Bael.”
Root of iErua lanata ; Juss. (Amarantaceae.)
Flowering tops of iErua lanata.
Mushroom of Agaricus campestris,
Linn. (Fungi)
Root of Agave americana; Linn.
“ American Aloe.” (Amaryllidese.)
Leaves of Agave americana. “American
Aloe.”
Eruit of Aglaia Roxburghiana; Miq.
(Meliacese.)
Bark of Ailanthus excelsa; Roxb.
(Simarubese.)
Bark of Ailanthus malabarica; DC.
“ Matti-Pawl.”
Gum of Ailanthus malabarica. “ MattiPawl.”
Plant of Ajuga bracteosa; Wall.
(Labiatse.)
Eruit of Alangium Lamarckii; Thwaites.
(Cornacese.)
Bark of Alangium Lamarckii.
Root-bark of Alangium Lamarckii.
Seeds of Albizzia Lebbek; Willd.
“Sirissa,” (Leguminosse)
Bark of Albizzia Lebbek.
Bark of Albizzia odoratissima; Benth.
Plant of Alhagi maurorum ; Desv.
(Leguminosse.)
Bulbs of Allium Cepa; Linn. “Onion.”
(Liliacese.)
Seeds of Allium Cepa.
Bulbs of Allium sativum; . Linn.
“ Garlic.”
Root-stock of Alocasia indica; Schott.
(Aroidese.)
Aloes of Aloe socrotrina ; Lam.
(Liliacese.)
Leaves of Aloe vera ; Linn.
Root-stock of Alpinia Galanga ; Swz.
“ Galangile.” (Scitaminese.)
Bark of Alstonia scholaris ; R. Br.
“Dita or Devil tree.” (Apocynacese.)
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15.411
.
15.412
15,.413
15.414
15.415

Description.
Museum No.
,
Description.
Eoot of Althaea officinalis; Linn.
15.454 Bark of Betula Bhojpattra; Wall.
(Malvacese.)
(Cupuliferse.)
Elowers of Althaea officinalis.
15.455 Leaves of Bignonia indica; Eoxb.
Eoot of Althaea rosea ; L.
(Bignoniaceae.)
15.456 Gum of Bombax malabaricum; DC.
Alum.
.
Eoot of Amarantus spinosus; Willd.
■ “ Silk-cotton tree.” (Malvacese.)
15.457 Bark of Bombax malabaricum. “ Silk(Amarantacese.)
.
15.416 Plant of Amarantus spinosus.
cotton tree.”
1-5,417- Eruit of Amomum subulatum; Eoxb.
15.458 Eoot of Bombax malabaricum. “ Silk•
“Bengal card amom.” (Scitaminese.)
cotton tree.”
1
15.418 Bark of Amoora Eohituka; W. & A.
15.459 Mineral of Borax.
:
(Meliaceae.)
15.460 Seeds of Brassica campestris ; Linn.
15.419 Bulbs of Amorphophalluscampanulatus;
(Cruciferse.)
"
Blume. (Aroidese.)
.
15,461. Seed's of Brassica campestris; Linn, var.
15.420 Nuts of Anacardium occidentale; Linn.
1
(Eapa.)
“ Cashew.” (Anacardiacese.)
15,462 Seeds of Brassica nigra; Koch.
15.421 Pericarp of Anacardium occidentale.
“Mustard.”
'
.
“ Cashew.”
15,463. Elowers of Brayera anthelmintica;
15.422 Eoot of Anacyclus Pyrethrum; DC.
Kunth. (Eosacese.)
(Compositae.)
15,454 Bark of Briedelia montana; Willd.
15.423 Seeds of Anamirta Cocculus ; W. & A.
'
(Euphorbiacese.)
(Menispermacese.) ■
.15,465 Bark of Briedelia retusa; Spreng.
15.424 Leaves of Ananassa sativa; Linn.
15.466 Kernels of Buchanania latifolia; Eoxb,
(Bromeliacese.)
(Anacardiacese.)
15.425 Plant of Andrographis paniculata; Nees.
15.467 Seeds of Butea frondosa; Eoxb. “Pulas
(Acanthacse.)
or dhak.” (Leguminosse.)
15.468 Loaves of Butea frondosa. “ Pulas or
15.426 Grass of Andropogon citratus; DC.
.
. (Gramineae.)
dhak.”
15.427 Eoot of Andropogon muricatus ; Eetz.
15.469 Dried dowersof Butea frondosa. “Pulas
15.428 Grass of Andropogon Schcenanthus;
or dhak.’.’
Linn.
15.470 Seeds of Csesalpinia Bonducqjla; Eoxb.
15.429 Leaves of Anisomeles malabarica; E.Br.
(Leguminosse.)
15.471 Wood of Csesalpinia Sappan; Linn.
(Labiatae.)
15.430 Plant of Anisomeles ovata: E. Br.
“ Sappan.”
.
15.431 Mineral of Antimony; black.
15.472 Kernels of Calophyllum iuophylium ;
15.432 Seeds of Apium graveolens ; Liun.
'
'. '
Linn. “ Ndilo.” (Guttiferse.)
■
(Umbelliferae.)
■ 15,473 Leaves of Calotropis gigantea; E. Br.
■ 15,433 Wood of Aquilaria Agallocha; Eoxb.
“Mudar or Yercum.” (Asclepiadese.)
“ Lnm Aloes or Eagle Wood.”
15.474 Bark of Calotropis-gigantea. “Mudar
(Thymelseacese).
,
or Yercum.”
15.434 Areca Catechu ; Linn. “ Betel nut.”
15.475 Camphor.
.
(Palmse.)
.15,476 Kesin of Canarium strictum; Eoxb.
15.435 Seeds of Argemone mexicana; Linn.
(Burseracese.)
,
.
(Papaveraceae.)
15.477 Bhang of Cannabis sativa; Linn.
15.436 Plant of Argemone mexicana.
“Hemp.” (Urticacese.)
15.437 Plant of Aristolochia bracteata; Eets.
15.478 Charas of Cannabis sativa. “Hemp.”
. 15,479 Ganja of Cannabis sativa; Linn.
(Aristolochiacese.)
15.438 Mineral of Arsenic ; white.
“ Hemp.” (Urticacese.)
15.439 Elower-heads of Artemisia maritima;
15.480 Eruit of - Capsicum frutescens ; Linn.
Linn. (Compositse.)
.
“ Spur pepper.” (Solanacese.) .
15.440 Plant of Artemisia vulgaris ; Linn.
15.481 Mineral of Carbonate of Soda.
.
' “ Indian wormwood.”
15.482 Flowers of Cartbamus tinctorius; Linn.
15.441 Tuber of Asp >ragus adscendens; Eoxb.
“Safflower.” (Compositse.)
. (Liliacese)
.
15.483 Seeds of Carum Carui; Linn. “ Cara
15.442 Eoot of Asparagus racemnsus ; Willd.
way.’’ (Umbelliferse.)
15.443 Eoot of Babospermum montanum;
15.484 ■ Seeds of Carum copticum ; Benth.
Mull.-Arg. (Euphorbiacese.)
, 15,485 Seedsof Carum Eoxburgbianum; Benth.
15.444 Gum-resin of Balsamodendron Mukul;
15.486 Caryophyllus
aromaticus ;
Linn.
Hook. (Burserai-ese.)
“ Cloves.” (Myrtacese.)
15.445 Bamdochan of Bambusa arundinacea ;
15.487 Bark of Cassia auriculata ; Linn.
Eets. (Graminese.)
,
“ Tanners’ Cassia.” (Leguminosse.)
. 15,446 Leaves of Barleria prionitis ; Linn.
15.488 Flowers of Cassia Fistula; Linn.
■
(Acanthacese.)
“ Purging Cassia.”
15,447 Seeds of Barringtonia racemosa; Blume.
15.489 Bark of Cassia Fistula.
“Purging
(Myrtacese.)
.
Cassia.”
•
' 15,448 Elower of. Bassia latifolia; Eoxb.
15.490 Pulp of fruit of Cassia Fistula.
.
“ Mahwa.” (Sapotacese.)
“ Purging Cassia,”
15,449' Bark of Bauhinia purpurea ; Linn.
15.491 Leaves of Cassia lanceolata; Forsk.
(Leguminosse.)
1
(Leguminosse.)
15.450 Bark of Bauhinia Yahlii; W. & A.
15.492 'Plant of Cassia ohovata ; Colladon.
“Maloo.”
.
15,3 93 Seeds of Cassia occidentalis ;' Linn.
15.451 Eoot of Bauhinia variegata; Linn.
15.494 Leaves of Cassia Tora ; Linn.
“ Mountain ebony.”
15.495 Plant of Cassytha filiformis ; Mill,
• 15,452 W'ood of Berberis aristata ; DC.
(Laurinese.)
(Berberideas.)
15.496 Barkof Casuarina equisetifolia; Forster.
15,453 Extract of Berberis Lycium ; Eoyle.
(Casuarinese.)
.
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15.497 Bark of Cedrela Toona; Eoxb. “ Eed
cedar.” (Meliacese.)
15.498 Wood of Cedrus Deodara; Loudon.
(Coniferse.)
15.499 Seeds of Celastrus paniculata ; Willd.
\
“ Malkunji.” (Celastrinese.)
1-5,500 Wax of Cera alba.
15.501 Bark of Chickrassia tabularis •; Adr.
.
,
Juss. (Meliacese.)
15.502 Eoot of Chrysanthemum indicum; Linn.
(Compo,sitse.)
15.503 Bark of Cinchona augustifolia.
15.504 Bark of Cinchona Calisaya; Weddell.
'
“ Suecirubra.” (Eubiacese.)
15.505 Bark of Cinchona. (Hybrid.)
15.506 Bark of Cinchona Ledgeriana.
15.507 Bark of Cinchona suecirubra; Pavon.
15.508 Powder of Cinchona suecirubra.
15.509 Eind of fruit of Citrus medica; Linn.
(Rutacese.)
15.510 Eind of Citrus medica; yar. (Limonum.)
15.511 Stpms of Cocculus Leseba; DC.
(Menispermacese.)
.
15.512 Stick-lac Coccus lacca.
15.513 Gum of Cochlospermum Gossypium;
DC. (Bixinese.)
■ 15,514 Flower of Cocos nucifera; Linn. Cocof nut. (Palmse.)
15.515 Kernel of Cocos nucifera ; Linn.
Copra.” (Palmse.)
15.516 Seeds of Coffea arabica ; Linn. “Cof
fee.” -(Eubiacese.)
. 15,517 Flower of Colchicum autumnale ; Linn.
“ Saffron.” (Liliacese.)
15.518 Fruit of Conium aculatum ; Linn. (Um:
belliferse.)
•
15.519 Copper sulphate.
15.520 Eoot of Coptis Teeta; Wall. “Teeta.”
(Eanunculacese.)
15.521 -Fruit of Cordia Myxa; Linn. “Sebesten plum.” (Boraginese.)
. 15,522 Bark of Cordia Rothii; Rom. & Sch.
15.523 Seeds of Coriandrum sativum ; Linn.
“ Coriander.” (Umbelliferse.)
15.524 Leaves of Cratseva religiosa ; Forst.
(Caparidese.)
.
15.525 Root of Crinum asiaticum ; Herb.
(Amaryllidese.)
. 15,526 Flower of Crocus sativus; Linn. (Iri•
dese.)
15.527 Croton seed of Croton Tiglium ; Linn.
(Euphorbiacese.)
15.528 Croton seed .of Cucumis sativus ; Linn.
(Cucurbitacese.)
15.529 Seeds of Cuminum Cyminum; Linn.
“ Cumin.” ('Umbelliferse.)
15.530 Wood of Cupressus sempervirens; Linn.
(Coniferse.)
j 5,531 East Indian arrowroot of Curcuma au‘
gustifolia; Roxb. (Scitaminese.)
15.532 Turmeric of Curcuma longa ; Roxb.
15.533 Tubers of Curcuma aromatica; Salisb.
15.534 Indian Doub-grass or Cynodon Dactylon ; Pers. (Graminese.)
•
15.535 Root of Cyperus pertenuis; Roxb. (Cy, .
peracese.)
15.536 Bark of Daphne papyracea ; Wall.
- (Thymelseacese.)
15.537 Fruit of Datura fastuosa; Linn. (Solanacese.)
15.538 Leaves of .Datura fatuosa.
15.539 Flower of Datura fatuosa; Linn. (So
.
lanacese.)
15.540 Seeds of Datura fatuosa.
■ 15,541 Seeds of Datura stramonium; Linn.
“ Thorn apple.”
•'
1—M

Museum No.
Description.
.
15.542 Leaves of Datura stramonium.
15.543 Leaves of Dendrocalamus strictus;
Nees. (Graminese.)
15.544 Tuber of Dioseorea versicolor; Wall.
(Dioscoreacese.)
15.545 Bark of Diospyros Embryopteris; Pers.
Gab fruit.” (Ebenaceae.)
15.546 Fruit of Elletaria Cardamomum; Maton.
(Scitaminese.)
16.547 Grain of Eleusine ebroeana ; Gaertn.
“ Ragi.” (Graminese.)
15.548 FruitofEmbelia robusta; Eoxb. (Myrsinese.)
15.549 Grass of Eragrostis cynosuroides; E. &
■
S. (Graminese.)
15.550 Bark of Erythrina indica ; Lam. (Le>
guminosse.)
15.551 Bark of Eugenia Jambolana; Lam.
“ Eose apple.” (Myrtacese.)
15.552 Eoot of Euphorbia antiquorum ;-Linn.
(Euphorbiacese.)
15.553 Bark of Ficus bengalensis; Linn. .(Ur
ticacese.)
15.554 Bark of Ficus glomerata; Eoxb.
•15,555 Seeds of Foeniculum vulgare; Gaertn.
(Umbelliferse.)
15.556 Leaves of Gendarussa vulgaris; Nees.
‘
(Acanthacese.)
15.557 Eoot of Gentiana Kurroo ; Eoyle.
(Gentianacese.)
15.558 Seeds of Glycine SojV; Sieb. ’“ Soy
bean.” (Leguminosse.)
15.559 Boot of Glycyrrhiza glabra; Linn. (Le
guminosse.)
15.560 Eoot of Gmelina arborea; Eoxb. (Ver.
benaceae.)
15.561 Seeds of Gossypium herbaceum ; L.
“ Cotton.” (Malvaceae.)
15.562 Leaves of Grangea maderaspatana;
Poir. (Compositse.)
15.563 SeedsofGynandropsispentaphylla. DC.
(Capparidese.)
15.564 Seeds of Gynocardia odorata ; E. Br.
“ Chaulmougra.” (Bixinese.)
15.565 Root-stock of .Hedychium spicatum ;
Ham. (Scitaminese.)
15.566 Fruit of Helicteres Isora; Linn. (Ster.
culiaeese.)
15.567 Root of Helleborus niger; Linn. .(Ea
nunculacese.)
15.568 Root of Hemidesmus indicus; E.
Br. “Indian sarsaparilla.” (Ascle
piadese.)
15.569 Leaves of Hibiscus Abelmoschus; Linn.
(Malvacese.)
■
15.570 Seeds of Hibiscus cannabinus ; Linn.
15.571 Seeds of Hibiscus esculentus ; Linn.
15.572 Bark of Holarrhena antidysenteriea
Wall. (Apocynacese.)
15.573 Barley of Hordeum vulgare ; Linn.
(Gramincese.)
15.574 Seeds of Hyoscyamus niger ; Linn.
“ Henbane.” (Solanacese.)
15.575 Eoot of Ichnocarpus frutescens ; Br.
(Apocynacese.)
15.576 Seeds of Ipomcea hederacea ■; Jacq.
(Convolvulacese.)
15.577 Root (white) of Ipomcea Turpethum;
Br.
.
■
15.578 Root (black) of Ipomcea Turpethum.
15.579 Root of Jateorhiza palmata ; Miers.
(Menispermacese.)
15.580 Seeds of Jatropha Curcas; Linn. “Phy
sic nut.” (Euphorbiacese.)
15.581 Eoot of Krameria triandra; Euiz ,et.
.
Pavon. (Polygalese.)
■
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- Museum No, '

Elower of Lavandula Stasclias ; Linn.
(Labiatse.)
.
.
Seeds • of Lepidiam sativum; ;Linn.
(Cruciferse.)
'
15,584i Stone of Lime.
'
15,585. Seeds of Linum usitatissimum ; Linn.
'
.
“ Elax,” (Line®.)
,
15.586 Seeds (varietj) of Linum usitatissimum.
- - “ Elax.”
.
_
■
15.587 Bark of Mallotus philippinensis ; Mull.
. : ’
(Eupbprbiace®.)
;
15.588 Eruit of Melia Azadirachta ; Linn. '
' "
''
“-Neem or Margosa.” (Meliace®.)
15.589 Bark of Melia Azadirachta. “Neem or
.
.
' • margosa.”
'
'
15.590 Leaves of Meha Azadirachta. “Neem
' •
' ' or mar.gosa.”
'
15.591 -Plant of:Melilotus officinalis; 'W'illd.
.:
' (Leguminos®,)
’
15.592 Leaves of Melissa officinalis ; Linn.
„•" '
, - -'
(Labial®.) '
.
15.593 Elower of Melissa (Calamintha) um■'
'
brosa;'Bieb.
. - 15,594 Plant of Mentha arvensis; Linn.
“ Horse-mint.” (Lahiat®.)
■■
15,5.95 Plant of Mentha piperita; Linn. “ Pep
permint.”
, - ’ , 15,596 Plant of Mentha viridis ; Linn.
15.597 Elower of Mesua ferrea; Linn. “ Iron
'
; Wmod.” (G-uttifer®.)
15.598 Mica.
'15,599 Bark of Michelia Champaca ; Linn.
’
(Magnoliace®.)
.'.15,60.0, _ Flower of Mimusops Elengi; Linn..
'
(Sapotace®.)
.15,601 ' Bark of Mimusops Elengi. •
15.602 Leaves of Mirabilis Jalapa; Linn. (Nyc-"
:
'
tagine®.)
,
15.603 Plant of Momordicadioica; Eoxb. (Cu/
'
curhitace®.)
15.604 Eoot of Morinda citrifoha; Eoxb. (Bu•
' biace®.)
■ •
15.605 Leaves of Morinda citrifolia.
■
15,606 EootofMoringa pterygosperma; Gr®rtn.
“Horse-radish tree.” (Moringe®.)
... 15,6,07 ; Gum of Moringa pterygosperma.
“ Horse-radish tree.’’
15,608 Eoot of Morus indica; Linn. “Mul-.
berry.” (Urticace®.)
y 15,609 Seeds of Mucuna pruriens; DC. “Cow
.
.
hage.” (Leguminos®.)
15.610 Leaves of Murraya Konigii; Spr. (Bu'
tace®.)
15.611 Eoot of Musa pa,radisiaca; Linn. “Plan
tain.” (Scitamina®.)
15.612 Leaves of Musa paradisiaca. “ Plan
.tain.”
15.613 Leaves of Musa sapientum ; Linn..
.
“Banana.”
15.614 Bark of Myrica sapida ; Wall. (Myri. ' .
cace®.)
■
15.615 Mace of Myristica moschata; Willd..
_■
•
(Myristice®.)
.
15,616 Nutmeg of Myristica moschata.
.15,617 Leaves of Myrtus communis ; Linn.
'
(Myrtace®)
.
15.618 Eoot of Nardostachys Jatamansi; DO.
.
“ Spikenard.” (Valeriane®.)
.
15.619 Bark of Nauclea' ovalifolia ; Eoxb.
;
(Eubiace®.)
15.620 Leavesof Nelumhium speciosum; Willd..
.
' ■ ' ’
“ Egyptian bean.” (Nymph®ace®.)
' 15,621 Seeds of Nelumhium speciosum. “Egyp.
•
tianbean.”
.15,622 Ehizomes of Nephrodium Eilix-mas ;
Eichard. ’ (Eilices.)

15,623

...

A

• Description.

...

...
'

BarkofNeriumodorum; Soland,' (A.po.
' cynace®.)
15,621 Leaves of Nerium-odorum.
15.625 ' Boot of Nerium odorum,
-/
15.626 Leaves (var. Pulo) of NicotianaTabacura;
Linn. “ Tobacco.” (Solanaee®.)
15.627 Leaves (var. Gargaeh) of Nicotiana
Tabacum. “ Tobacco.”
'
15,628' Leaves (var, Motihari) of - Nicotiana
Tabacum. “ Tobacco.”
15.629 Leaves (var, Hingli) of Nicotiana Taba‘
" cum, “ Tobacco..”
■
15.630 Leaves (var. Pakapat) of Nicotiana
Tabacum. “Tobacco.”- • - • ■
15.631 Seeds of Nigella sativa; Linn. “Black
. cumin.” (Eanunculace®;)
15.632 Leaves of Njctanthes arbor-tristis ;
.
Linn. (Oleace®,)
15.633 Flowers of Nymphaea alba; Linn. (Nym
ph®ace®.)
•
...
15.634 Plant of Ocimum basilicuni ; Linn.
'
“ Sweet Basil.” (Labiat®.)
15.635 Plant of Ocimum sanctum ; Liun.
.
< (Labiat®.)
15.636 Bark of Odina Wodier ; Eoxb. (Ana
.
eardiace®.)
; ■ - .
15.637 Eoot of Oldenlandia umbellata ; Linn.
.
(Eubiace.®.)
.....
15.638 Leaves of Olea cuspidata ;
Wall.
• . (Oleace®.)
15.639 Bark of Olea glandulifera; Wall.
15.640 Leaves of Olea glandulifera.
15.641 Eoot of Onosma echioides ; Linn.
(Boragine®.)
15.642 Plant of Opuntia Dillenii ;
Haw.
■ (Cacte®.)
15.643 Seeds of Origanum vulgare ; Linn.
(Labiat®.)
'
15.644 Bark of Oroxylum indicum; Benth.
(Bignoniace®.)
15.645 Hartal or Orpiment.
- •
■
15.646 Husked Oryza sativa; Linn, “Eice.”
(Gramme®.)
.
‘
15.647 TJnhusked Oryza sativa; Linn. “Eice.”
(Gramine®.)
15.648 Eruit of Papaver somniferum; Linn.
“ Opium poppy.” (Papaverace®.)
15.649 Seeds of Papaver somniferum. “Opium
poppy.”
15,650. Opium of Papaver somniferum. “Opium
poppy.”
.
15.651 Plant, of Parmelia perlata ;
Ach.
(Lichenes.) .
15.652 Eruit of Pedalium Murex- ; Linn..
(Sesame®.)
15.653 Plant of Pedalium Murex. 15.654 Seeds of Peganum Harmala ; Linn.
(Rutace®.)
- 15.655 Grain of Penicillaria spicafa; Willd.
.
(Gramine®.)
-■ ■ 15.656 Seeds of Phaseolus aconitifolius ; Jacq.
(Leguminos®.)
15.657 Seeds of Phaseolus Mungo ; Linn.
“Mung or gram.”
•
15.658 Bark of Phyllanthus Emblica; Linn.
“ Emblic myrobalans.” - (Euphorbiace®.)
'
15.659 Eruit of Phyllanthus Emblica; Linn.
“ Emblic myrobalans.”
(Euphorbiace®.)
15,660' Leaves of Phyllanthus Emblica. “ Embiic myrobalaus.”
15.661 Leaves of Phyllanthus multiflorus ;
Eoxb.
.
15.662 Eoot of Picrorhiza Kurroa; Eoyle.
(Scrophulariace®.)

2
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■
;
Description. . ■ ■ 15,663 • Seeds of Pimpinella Anisum ; Linn.
15.704 - Bark of Quercus Eobur; Linn, “ Oak.”
(TJmbelliferse.)
'
15.705 ' Fruit of Eandia dumetorum ; Lam.
15.664 Seeds of Finns Gerardiana ; Wall,
“ Bush randia.” (Eubiace®.) ;
• (Coniferse.)
■
15.706 Bark of Eandia dumetorum.
■
15.665 Leaves of Finns longifolia ; Eoxb.
15.707 Fruit of Eandia uliginosa; DC. “ Bog
■ •
“ Long-leaved pine.”
.
raudia,” (Eubiace®.)
15.666 Woodof Finns longifolia. “Long-leaved
1.5,708 Seeds of Eaphanus sativus; Linn.
" ..
■ . pine.”
.(Crucifere®.)
■
15.667 Bark of Finns longifolia. “Long-leaved
15,709 Leaves of Ehazya stricta ; Decaisne.
• , ; pine.”
■ . (Apocynace®.)
;
.
15.668 Twigs of Piper Chaba; Bl. (Piper15,710 Eoot of Eheum Emodi; Walk (Polyace®.)
gonace®.)
(
• 15,669 Cubebs of Piper Cubeba; Linn f.
15.711 Leaves of Ehinacanthus communis;
15.670 Unripe fruit of Piper longum;
.
Nees. (Acanthace®.)
,
.
. . Linn.
•• ■■
■
15.712 Leaves of Ehododendron Anthopogon;
15.671 Seeds of Piper nigrum; Linn. “ Black
D: Don. (Ericace®.):
t
.
pepper.” (Piperace®.)
15.713 Flowers of Ehododendron arboreum;
15 672 Galls of Pistacia integerrima; Stewart.
Sin. (Ericace®.)
(Anacardiace®.)
15.714 Leaves of Ehododendron eampanula.. - 15,678 , Nuts ofPistacia vera; Linn. “Pistachio.” . ;
turn; D. Don.
. , ■ ;. i
•
15.674 Seeds of Plantago Ispaghula; Eoxb..
15.715 Leaves of Ehus acuminata ;: V DC.
•
. ,
• “Spogel,” (Leguminos®.)
'
(Anacardiace®.)
' ^
•
15.675 Eoot of Plumbago cbccinea;1 Boiss.
15.716 Leaves of Ehus buckiamela ; Eoxb.
,
(Plumbagine®.)
15.717 Bark of Ehus mysorensis; Heyne.
15.676 Eoot of Plumbago zeylanica ; Linn.
15.718 Fruit of Ehus semialata; Murray;
15.677 Dried tops of Pogostemon Patchouly ;
“Wax-tree.”
•
'
Pellit.
“ Patchouly.” (Labiat®.)
15.719 Galls, of ‘Ehus succedanea; Linn..
15.678 Eoot of Polygonum aviculare ; Linn.
’
(Anacardiace®;)
'
(Polygonace®.)
15.720 Leaves of Eicintis communis ; Linn-.
15.679 Eoot of Polypodium vulgare ; Linn.
„
“ Castor Oil.” (Euphorbiace®.)
(Filiees.) .
15.721 Seeds of Eicinus communis-. “ Castor
15.680 Fruit of Pongamia glabra; Vent. “ In
.
Oil.”
_ _
.
. .
;
.
dian beech.” (Leguminos®.)
15.722 Eoot of Eicinus communis.
Castor
15.681 Leaves of Pongamia glabra. “Indian
.
' ■ Oil.” ■
.
beech.”
l5j723 Buds of Eosa damascene; Mill. (Eo15.682 Eoot of Pongamia glabra. “ Indian
sace®.)
:
s .
beech.”
15.724 Twigs of Eubia cordifolia; Linn. (Eu15.683 Bark of Populus euphratica; Oliv.
■
.
biace®.)
. ■ ; (Salicine®.)
15.725 Eoot of Eubia cordifolia.
15.684 'Flower-buds of Populus euphratica.
15.726 Leaves of Bumex vesicarius ; Linn.
15.685 Plant of Portiilaca oleracea; Linn.
(Polygonace®.) _
(Portulace®.)
15.727 Plant of Bumex vesicarius.
15.686 Mineral of Potassium.
15.728 Plant of Buta graveolens; Linn.
15.687 Eoot of Potentilla nepalensis; Hook.,
(Eutace®.)
. ("Rosacea'.)
15.729 Eoot of Saccbarum officinarum; Linn.
15.688 Bark of Premna mucronata ; Eoxb.
“ Sugar-cane.” (Gramine®.) (Verbenace®.)
.15,730 Sugar (refined) of Saccbarum officina15.689 Nuts of Prunus Amygdalus; Baillon.
. rum. “Sugar-cane.”
• • ■
“ Bitter almonds.” (Bosace®.)
15.731 Sugar (unrefined) of Saccbarum offici15.690 Shells of Prunus Amygdalus.
.
narumj.Linn.(Gramine®;)-15.691 Fruit of Prunis communis ;
Huds.
15.732 Mineral (Sajji).
,
“ Bullaces.”
15.733 Nishadal of Sal-ammoniac.
15.692 Bark of Psidium Guyava ; Eaddi.
15.734 Eoot of Salicornia. indica'; Willd.
.
.
“ Guava.” (Myrtaceie.)
(Chenopodiace®.)
- . 15,693 Seeds of Psoralea corylifolia; Linn.
15.735 Bark of Salix tetrasperma; Eoxb.
“Bauchee.” (Leguminos®.)
(Salicine®.)
■
'
’
15.694 Wood of Pterocarpus santalinus ;
15.736 Seeds of Salvadora oleoides ; Dene.
■
Linn. f. (Leguminos®.)
■
(Salvadorace®.)
15.695 Leaves of Pterospermum acerifolium;
15.737 Sandalwood of Santalum album; Linn.
Willd. (Sterculiace®.)
(Santalace®.)
15.696 Flower of Pterospermum suberfolium;
15.738 Seeds of Santalum album.
Lam.
'
15.739 Eoot of Sapindus trifoliatus ;' Linn.
- 15,697 Eoot of Pueraria tuberosa; DC.
(Sapindace®.)
•. '
(Leguminosce.)
15,740" Eoot of Sarcostemma brevisfigma;
- 15,698 Eind* of fruit of Punica Granatum;
; Wight & Arn-. ’ (Asclepiade®,):.
15.741 Eoot of Sax-ifraga ligulata; " Wall.
Linn. “Pomegranate.” (Lythrace®.)
15,699 Seeds of Punica Granatum. “Pome
,
■ (Saxifragace®.).
- ■
- granate.” ■
15.742 Fruit of Scindapsus officinalis ; Schott.
. 15,700 Bark of Punica Granatum. “ Pome
(Aroide®.)
f
granate.”
15.743 Fruit of Semecarpus Anacardium;
. 15,701 Eoot of Punica Granatum. “ Pome
Linn. f.
“Marking-ink. Nuts.”
granate.”
(Anacardiace®.)
- ......
15.702 Leaves of Pyrus aucuparia; G®rtn.
15.744 Bark of Semecarpus Anacardium.'
(Eosace®.)
“ Marking-ink Nuts.”
'
15.703 Galls of Quercus infectoria; Oliver.
15.745 - Seeds (black) of Sesamum indicum .
(Cupulifer®.)
’
Linn. “ Gingelly;”,, (Pedaline®.)
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15,746

Bark of Sesbania grandiflora; Pers.
v (Leguminosse.)
15,747' Leaves of Sesbania grandiflora.
15.748 Seeds (yellow) of Setariaitalica; Beauv.
“ Italian Millet.” (Graminese.)
15.749 Resin of Shorea robusta; Gsertn.
“ Sal.” (Dipterocarpese.)
15,750. Plant of Sida aculeata; Burm. (Mal
vacese.)
15,751 . Seeds of Sida cordifolia; Linn.
15,752’ ■ Silajit of Silajatu.
.
15.753 Mineral, Silicate of magnesia.
15.754 Smilax China; Linn. (Liliacese.)
15.755 Root of Smilax ovalifolia; Roxb.
1
(Liliacese.)
15.756 Leaves of Solanum Melongena; Linn.
; •
“ Bringall or egg plant.” (Solanacese.)
' 15,757 Root of Solanum Melongena.
.
15,758 Potato of Solanum tuberosum; Linn.
• - 15,759 Bruit of Solanumxanthocarpum;
Scbrad.
■
' .
115,760 Grass of Sorghum halepense ; Pers.
'
(Graminese.)
15,761 Grain of Sorghum vulgare ; Pers.
.
, “ Great millet or guinea corn.”
■
15,762 Bark of Soymida febrifuga; Adr. Juss.
(Meliaceae.)
15,768 Root of Sphseranthus indicus ; Linn.
.
(Compositae.)
•
15.764 Plant of Spinacia hispida ?
15.765 Seeds " of Spinacia oleracea; Mill.
“ Spinach.”' (Chenopodiacese.)
15.766 Leaves-of Spinacia oleracea. “Spinach.”
15,767' Bark of Spondias mangifera; Pers.
“ Hog plum or wild mango.” (Ana
.
cardiacese.)
15.768 Bruit of Spondias mangifera.- “Hog
plum or wild mango.”
15.769 Leaves of Sterculia colarata; Roxb.
. (Sterculiaceae.)
. 15,770 Bark of Stereospermum cbelonioides;
DC. (Bignoniacese.)
15.771 Bark ' of Stereospermum suaveolens;
DC.
15.772 Barkof Streblus asper; Lour.. (Drti

caceae.)

15.792
15.793
15.794
15.795
15.796
15.797
15.798
15.799
15.800
15.801
15.802
15.803
15.804
15.805
15.806
15.807
15.808
15.809
15.810
15.811
15.812
15.813
.
15.814

15.773

.

Seeds of Strychnos Nux-vomica; Linn.
“ Balse angustura.” (Loganiaeeae.)
15.774 Seeds of Strychnos potatorum; Linn. f.
“ Clearing nuts.”
.
15,775 Plant of Suaedanudiflora; Moq. ‘ (Chcnopodiaceae.)
15,776 Mineral, Sulphur.
15,777' Plant of SwertiaChirata ; Ham. (Gen-

15,791

•
15.778
15.779
•

tianaceae.)
Root of Sygodium flexuosum ?
Bark of Symplocos crataegoides; Hamilton.

(Styracese.)

15.780 Bark of Symplocos racemosa; Roxb.
15.781 Bark of Tamarindus indica; Linn.
“ Tamarind.”(Leguminosae.)
15.782 Shells of Tamarindus indica. “Tama
rind.”
15.783 Tamarind
of Tamarindus indica.
'”
“ Tamarind.”
•
15,781 Galls of Tamarix articulata; Yahl.
(Tamariscinese.) .
15.785 Twigs of Tamarix dioica ; Roxb.
15.786 Bark of Tectona grandis; Linn. (Yer
benacese.)
15.787 Wood of Tectona grandis.
15.788 Bark of Terminalia Arjuna ; Bedd.
(Combretacese.)
T5,789 Bruit of Terminalia belerica ; Roxb.
■ “ Belleric myrobalans.”
15,790 Bark of Terminalia Catappa; Linn.

15.815
15.816
15.817
15.818
15.819
.
15.820
15.821
15.822
15.823
15.824
15.825

15.826
15.827
15.828
15.829
15.830

Description.
Ripe fruit of Terminalia Chebula; Retz.
.“Chebulic myrobalans.” (Combre
tacese.)
Unripe fruit of Terminalia Chebula.
“ Chebulic myrobalans.”
Small fruit of Terminalia Chebula.
“ Chebulic myrobalans.”
Galls of Terminalia Chebula. “ Chebulic
• myrobalans.”
Bark of Terminalia tomentosa; W. & A.
Bark of Tetranthera laurifolia; Jacq.
(Laurinese.)
Bark of Tetranthera monopetala; Roxb.
(Laurinese.)
Bruit of Thespesia populnea; Corr.
“Bhendi.” (Malvacese.)
Stems of Tinospora cordifolia; Miers.
(Menispermacese.)
Root of Tinospora cordifolia.
Plant of Tragia involucrata; Mull.-Arg.
(Euphorbiacese.)
Nuts of Trapa bispinosa ; Roxb.
“ Singhara.” (Ornagracese.)
Plant of Trianthema pentandra; Linn,
(Bicoidese.)
Bruit of Tribulus terrestris; Linn.
(ZygophyHese.)
_
Plant of Trichosanthes dioica; Roxb.
(Cucurbitacese.)
■
Seeds of Trigonella Bcenum-grsecum ;
Linn. “ Boeni grek.”
(Leguminosse.)
Wheat of Triticum sativum; Lam.
“Wheat.” (Graminese.) v
Root of Tylophora asthmatica; Wight
&Arn. • (Asclepiadese.)
Root of Typhonium orixense; Schott.
(Aroidese.)
'
Gambier of Uncaria Gambier; Hunter.
(Rubiacese.)
Bulb of Urginea indica; Kunth.
’ (Liliacese.)
.
Root of Yaleriana officinalis ; Linn.
(Yalerianese.)
Root of Yanda Roxburghii; R. Br.
(Orchidese.)
Resin of Yateria indica ; Linn.. (Dip
terocarpese.)
Seeds of Yernonia anthelmintica; Willd'.
“ Purple Bleabane.” (Compositse.)
Plant of Yiola cinerea;
Boiss,
(Yiolaeese.)
'
Plant of Yiola odarata ; Linn.
Root of Yiola serpens; Wall.
-Leaves of Yitex Negundo; Linn,
(Yerbenacese.)
Root of Yitex Negundo.
Leaves of Yitex trifolia; Linn..
Plant of Wedelia.calendulacea; Less.
(Compositse.)
.
Root of Withania somnifera; Dunal.
(Solanacese.)
Blower of Woodfordia floribunda;
Salisb. (Lythracese.)
.
Seeds of Wrightia tinctoria; Br.
(Apocynacese.) Sent under this
name; probably Holarrhena anti,
dysenterica.
Bruit of Xanthium strumarium; Linn.
■ (Compositse.)
Plant of Xanthium strumarium ; Linn.
(Compositse.)
Seeds of Xanthoxylon alatum'; Roxb.
(Rutacese.)
' Bark of Xanthoxylon alatum. ■
Seeds of Zea Mays; Linn. “ Maize.”
(Graminese.)
.
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DONATIONS
1

Museum No.

Description.

15.831
15.832

Hour of Zea Mays. “ Maize.”
Rhizomes of Zingiber officinale; Roscoe.
(Scitaminese.).
*
Eruit of Zizyphus Jujuba; Lank.
“ Jujube.” (Rhamnese.)

15.833

(Specimens).

'
.

Museum No .
Description. 15.834 Bark of Zizyphus Jujuba. “Jujube.’
15.835 Leaves of Zizyphus Jujuba. “ Jujube.”
15.836 Root of Zizyphus Jujuba. “Jujube.”
15.837 Root of Zizyphus nummularia; W. & A.
15,888 Fruit of Zizyphus vulgaris ; Lank.

Foods
15,095 .Black seeds of Abrus precatorius;
Linn. “Jequirity.” (Leguminosse.) ,
.25,096 ■ Red seeds of Abrus precatorius.
“ Jequirity.”
15.097 White seeds of Abrus precatorius.
'
“ Jequirity.”
15.098 Gum of Acacia arabica; Willd. “Gumarabic.” ■ (Leguminosse.)
15.099 Seeds of Acacia arabica. “Babul.”
15.100 Acacia Catechu; Willd. “ Catechu.”
15.101 Yariety of Acacia Catechu. “Catechu.”
15.102 Root-bark of Acacia Jacquemontii;
Benth. “Babul.” (Leguminosse.)
15.103 Bark of Acacia leucophlcea ; Willd.
“ Panicled acacia.”
15.104 Pods of Acacia leucophlcea : Willd.
•
“ Panicled acacia.” ■
15.105 Baobab or monkey bread-fruit of Andansoniadigitata; Linn. (Malvacese.)
15.106 Baobab leaves, of Andansonia digitata.
15.107 Fruit of iEgle Marmelos ; Correa.
“ Bael. ’ ’ (Rutacese.)
15.108 Fruit of Alangium Lamarckii; Thwaites,
(Cornacese.)
.
15.109 Bulbs of Allium Cepa; Linn. “Onion.”
(Liliacese.)
15.110 Bulbs of Allium sativum ; Linn.
“ Garlic.”
15.111 Seeds of Amarantus Anardana; Hamilt.
•
.
“Common amaranth.”
(Amaran.
tacese.)
•
16.112 Seeds' of Amarantus frumentaceus ;
Buch.
.
15.113 Nuts of Anacardium occidentale; Linn.
“ Cashew.” (Anacardiaceae.)
15.114 Nuts of Arachis hypogsea ;' Linn.
“ Ground or pea.” (Leguminosse.)
15.115 Nuts of Areca Catechu; Linn. “Betel.”
(Palmse.)
15.116 Nuts, var. Dakhini, of Areca Catechu ;
“Betel.”
15.117 Oats of Avena sativa; Linn. “Oats.”
..
(Graminese.)
15.118 Flowers of Bassia latifolia; Roxb.
“ Mahwa.” (Sapotacese.)
15.119 Pods of Bauhinia retusa ; Ham.
“ Maloo.” (Leguminosse.)
15.120 Seeds of Bauhinia Yahlii ; Roxb.
.
“ Maloo.” (Leguminosse.)
15,121. Pods of Bauhinia variegata; Linn.
■
“ Mountain ebony.”
15.122 Buds of Bauhinia variegata. “ Moun
tain ebony.” ■
15.123 Pods of Bauhinia, sp.
•
15.124 Seeds of Brassica campestris ; Linn.
(Cruciferse.)
■
15.125 Seeds of Brassica juncea; H. f. & T. .
15.126 Brassica nigra ; Koch.
“ Mustard:
seed.”
15.127 Seeds of Buchananis latifolia ; Roxb.
(Anacardiacese.)
• 15,128 Seeds of Cajanus indicus; Spreng.
“ Pigeon peas.” (Leguminosse.)
15.129 Pulse of Cajanus indicus. “ Pigeon
peas.”
■
15.130 Seeds of Cajanus indicus. “ Pigeon
peas variety.”
15.131 Pulse of Cajanus indicus; Spreng.
'
' (Leguminosse variety.)
15.132 Leaves of Camellia theifera; Griff.
.
“ Tea.” (Ternstrsemiacese.)

15.133
15.134
15.135
15.136
15.137
15.138
15.139
15.140
15.141
15.142
15.143
15.144

15.145
15.146
15.147
15.148
15.149
15.150
15.151
15.152
15.153
15.154
15.155
15.156
15.157
15.158
15.159
15.160
15.161
15.162
.
15.163
15,164'
15.165
15.166
15.167
15,168

Fruit of Capsicum frutescens; Linn.
“ Spur.” (Solanacese.)
Seeds of Carthamus tinctorius; 'Linn.
“ Safflower.” (Compositse,) ' ■
Yellow seeds of Cicer arietinum; Linn.
“ Chick pea.” (Leguminosse.) ;
White seeds of Cicer arietinum. “Chick
pea.”
.
.
,
Pulse of Cicer arietinum. “Chickpea.”
Kernel of Cocos nucifera : Linn.
“ Copra.” (Palmse.) ,
Seedsof Coffeaarabica; Linn. “Coffee.”
(Rubiacese.)
Seeds of Coix lachryma; Linn. “Job’s
tears.” (Graminese.)
Fruit of Cordia Myxa; Linn. “ Sebesten
plum.” . (Boraginese.)
Seedsof Cucumis Melo; Linn. “Melon.”
(Cucurbitacese.)
Seeds of Cucumis Melo; Linn. (Cu
curbitacese.)
Wild arrowroot of Curcuma angustifolia; Roxb. “ East Indian arrow
root.” (Scitaminese.)
Plant, of Cyamopsis psoralioidesDC.
“ Guar.” (Leguminosse.)
Fruit of Dillehia indica. Linn,- (Dilleniacese.). .
Tuber of Dioseorea bulbifera; Linn.
“Yams.” (Dioscoreacese.) •
Seeds of Dolichos biflorus ; Linn.
(Leguminosse.)
Pods of Dolichos Lablab; Linn. “Horse
_gram.” .
Fruit of Elseocarpus serratus; Linn.
(Tiliacese.).
Grain of Eleusine corocana.; Gsertn.
“ Ragi.” (Graminese.)
Seeds of Ervum Lens; Linn.. “Lentil.”
(Leguminosse.)
Seeds (split) of Ervum Lens. “Lentil.”
Fruit of Eugenia Jambolana; Lam.
“ Rose apple.” (Myrtacese.)
Seeds of Fagopyrum esculentum ;
Moench. “Buck-wheat.” (Polygonacese.)
.
Fruit of Ficus Carica; Linn. “ Fig.”
(Urticacese.)
. .
Fruit of Ficus Cunia; Buch. “Fig.”
Glycine Soja; Sieb. & Zucc. “ Soy
bean.”- (Leguminosse.)
Fruit of Gmelina arborea j Roxb.
.. (Yerbenacese.)
Seeds of Gossypium herbaceum; Linn.
“ Cotton.’- (Malvacese.)
'
Fruit of Guazuma tomentosa ; Kunth.
“ Bastard cedar.” (Sterculiacese.)
Barley of Hordeum vulgare ; Linn.
“ Barley.” (Graminese.) •
Root of Ipomsea Batatas ; Lamk.
“ Sweet potato.” (Convolvulacese.)
Juglans regia ; Linn.
“ Walnut.”
(Juglandese.)
.
Lathyrus sativus; Linn. “ Yetchlings.”
(Leguminosse.)
'
- ■ Lathyrus sativus. “ Vetchlings.”
Unripe fruit of Mangifera indica; Linn.
(Anacardiacqoe.):
Dried juice of Mangifera indica.
“Mango.”
.
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Museum No,
Description. '
„ 15,169 Plant of Mentha aryensis; Linn. “Mint.”
■
■ (Libiatse.)
.
, 15,170 ■ Plant of Mentha piperita; Linn. “Pep
]
. ■ permint.”
15.171 Eruit of Mesuaferrea; Linn, “Iron■
wood.” (Gruttiferas.)
15.172 Eruit of Momordica Cbarantia; Linn,
, ..
(Cucurbitaceae.) .
.
15.173 Leaves of Moringa pterygosperma;
...
.
Gaertn.
“ Horse-radish.”
(Mor.
ingeae.)
15.174 Elower of Moringa pterygosperma.
'
■
“Horse-radish.”
15.175 Eruit of Moringa pterygosperma.
' ‘
.
' “Horse-radish.”
15.176 Eruit of Morus indica; Linn. “ Mul, berry.” (Utricaceae.)
- 15,1-77 Leaves of Murraya Konigii ; Spr.
(Eutaceae.)
:
15,178 Eruit of Myrica sapida ; ’Wall. “Boxmyrtle.” (Myricaceae.)
'
' 15,179 Seeds of Nelumbium speciosum ; Willd.
“ Egyptian beans.” (Nymphaeaceae.)
15,180 Eoot of HymphaeaLotus; Linn. “White
lotusf’ (Nymphaeaceae.)
' 15,181 Seeds of Ocimum basilicum; Linn.
“ Sweet basil.” (Labiatae.)
" 15,182 Oryza' sativa (husked rice) ; Linn.
‘ “ Eice.” (Gramineae, var. Achra.)
■ 15,183 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “Eice.”
Yar. Achra.
15.184 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “Eice.”
,
,
Yar. Benaphul.
15.185 Oryza sativa (husked); Linn. “Eice.”
•
.
(Gramineae, var. Benaphul).
15.186 Oryza sativa (unhusked).
“ Eice.”
,
- ,
- Yar. Chini-shakkar.
‘
15,187 Oryza sativa (husked). “Eice.” Yar.
. -,
chini-shakkar.
‘
15,188 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “ Eice.”
r
:
Var. Chapli.
•
15,189 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “ Eice.”
. •- . Yar. Dudh-kalam.
‘
15,190 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “ Eice.”
..
.
Yar.. Ghrita-sail.
•
'
15,191 Oryza sativa (unhusked); Linn. “Eice.”
t.............. ,
(Graminese.)
15,192 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “Eice.” Var.
■ ,
-Harsa.
. 15,193‘ Oryza sativa (unhusked). “Eice.” Var.
‘
Bansjira.
o
15,194 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “Eice.” Yar.
'
Eup-kalma.
15.195 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “Eice.” Var.
, .
Eutia.
15.196 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “Eice.” Yar.
s,>
- Cbiknal.
15.197 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “Eice.” Var.
‘■
Lalkalma.
- 15,198 Oryza sativa (unhusked), “Eice.” Yar.
*
- '
Lalmoti.
.15,199 Oryza sativa (husked). “Eice.” Yar.
•
. Lalmoti.
. 15,200 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “Eice.” Yar.
*
Bansmati.
15,201 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “Eice.” Yar.
•’
• ,
Banspati.
. 15,202 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “Eice.” Yar.
•’
'
Sona:mukta.
15,208 Oryza sativa (husked) ; Linn. “Eice.”
" • (Graminese), var. Dadkhani.
. 15,204 Oryza.sativa (unhusked). “Eice.” Yar.
'
- ' Piso.
15,205 , Oryza sativa (husked). “Eice.” Yar.
•
Piso.
■ ' 15,206 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “Eice.” Yar.
,.. .
Nalkosh.
.
.....

Museum No.
.
..
Description
,
15.207 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “Eice.” Var.
Kala-manik.
15.208 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “Eice.” Var.
Munar.
15.209 Oryza sativa (husked). “Eice.” Var.
Mugi.
'
15.210 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “Eice.” Yar.
Kele.
.
s .
. 15,211 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “Eice.” Yar.
Hansraj.
.
15.212 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “Eice.” Yar.
.
Digha.
.
15.213 Oryza sativa (unhusked). “Eice.” Yar.
Balam.
.
15.214 Oryza sativa (husked.) “Eice.” Yar.
Balam.
,
15.215 Seed of
Panicum frumentaceum
(Husked) ; Eoxb. “ Sanwa millet.”
(Graminese.)
‘
15.216 Seed of Panicum frumentaceum (un
husked) ; Eoxb. “ Sanwa millet.”
15.217 Seed of Panicum iniliaceum (un
husked) ; Linn. “ Chena or Indian
millet.”
.
■ '
15.218 Seed of Panicum miliare (unhusked) ;
Lamb. “ Little millet.”
15.219 Seed of Papaver somniferum (un
husked) ; Linn. “ Opium poppy.”
(Papaveraceas.)
.. 15,220 Seed ef Paspalum scrobieulatum (un
husked) ; Linn. “ Koda millet.”
,
(Graminese.)
_
15.221 Seed- of Pennisetum typhoideum (un
husked); Eich. “Bulrush millet.”
(Graminese.)
15.222 Seeds of Phaseolus aconitifolius; Jacq.
(Leguminpsse.)
15.223 Seeds of Phaseolus Mungo; Linn.
. “ Gram or mung bean.”
..
15.224 Seeds (variety) of Phaseolus Mungo.
.
.“ Gram or mung bean.”. .
..
15.225 Seeds (variety) of Phaseolus Mungo.
.
“ Gram or mung bean.” . . . „
15.226 Seeds (variety) of Phaseolus Mungo.
“ Gram or mung bean.” .
.
15.227 Seeds (variety)' of Phaseolus Mungo,
.
var. . radiatus ; Linn.. “ Gram or
mung bean.” (Leguminosse.)
15.228 Seeds .(split) of Phaseolus Mungo.
“ Gram or mung bean.”
15.229 Phoenix daetylifera; Linn. “ Hates.”
(Palmse.)
15.230 Pruit of Phoenix Sylvestris; . Eoxb.
“Wild dates.”
15.231 Pruit of Phyllanthus emblica; Linn.
“Embric Myrobalaus.” (Euphorbiacese)
■
15.232 Pruit of Pinus longifolia; Eoxb. “Long
leaved pine.” (Coniferse.) . _
15.233 Nut of Pistacia vera; Linn. “ Pistacia
nuts.” .(Anacardiacese.) .
_
15.234 Pisum arvbnse; Linn. “Grey or field
peas.” (Leguminosse.)
15.235 Seeds of. Pisum arvense. “Grey or field
peds.”
■
15.236 Pisum sativum ; Linn. “ Common pea.”
15.237 Seeds, (variety) of Pisum sativum.
“ Common pea.”
15.238 Pisum sativum (split). “Common pea.”
15.239 Seeds of Pisum sativum (variety); Linn.
“ Common pea.” (Leguminosse.)
15.240 Seeds of Pisum sativum (split) ; Linn.
“ Common pea.”
.
15.241 Seeds of Pisum sativum (variety); Linn.
“ Common pea.”
.
_
15.242 Seeds of Pisum. sativum (split); Linn.
. “ Common pea.”
_ ........
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Museum No.
Description.
.
15.243 Prunus Amygdalus, var. Amara; Baillon.
.
“ Bitter almonds.” (Eosacese.)
15.244 Pruit of Prunus armeniaca ; Linn.
“Apricots.”
15.245 Fruit of Prunus communis, var. insitia;
Huds. “ Bullaces.”
15.246 Pruit of Psidium Guiaiva ; Eaddi.
“ Guavas.” (Myrtacese.)
15.247 Pruit of Pyrus variolosa ;
Wall.
(Eosacese.)
_
15.248 _ Pruit of Eandia dumetorum; Lam.
“ Bush randia.”- (Eubiacese.)
15.249 Pruit of Eandia uliginosa ; DC. “ Bog
Eandia.”
•
15.250 Flower of Ehododendron arboreum;
Sm. (Ericaceae.)
15.251 Berries of Ehus semi-alata ; Murray.
“Wax-tree.” (Anacardiaceae.)
15.252 Buds
of Eosa damascene.
Mill.
(Eosacese.)
15.253 Saccbarum officinarum (sugarcane) ;
Linn. “ Sugarcane.” (Graminese.)
15.254 Saccbarum officinarum (sugar). “Sugar
cane.”
15.255 Saccbarum officinarum (sugar, variety).
“ Sugarcane.”
15.256 Saccbarum officinarum (sugar, variety).
.
“ Sugarcane.”
15.257 Saccbarum. officinarum (sugar, variety).
“ Sugarcane.”
15.258 Saccbarum officinarum (sugar, variety).
“ Sugarcane.”
15.259 Saccbarum officinarum (sugar, variety),
“ Sugarcane.”
'
15.260 Saccbarum officinarum (sugar, variety).
“Sugarcane.”
'
15.261 Saccbarum officinarum (sugar,, variety).
“Sugarcane,”
"
15.262 Pruit of Sagefetia Brandretbiana;
Aitcb. (Ebamnese.)
15.263 Salt (variety.)
.
15.264 Salt (variety.)
15.265 Salt (variety.)
15.266 Salt (variety.)
15,267. Pruit of Schleichera trijuga; Willd.
(Sapindacese.)
15.268 Semecarpus Anacardium ; Linn, f,
■
“ Marking nuts,” (Anacardiaceoe.)
15.269 ' Seeds of Sesamum indicum; Linn,
“ Gingelly.” (Pedalinese.)
15.270 Seeds (variety) of Sesamum indicum.
_
“ Gingelly.”
•
15,271. Seeds of Setaria italica ; Kunth.
“ Italian millet.” (Gramineae.)
15.272 Seeds of Shorea robusta; Gsertin.
“Sal.” (Dipterocarpse.)
15.273 Pruit of Solanum gracilipes; Dene.
(Solanacese.)
.
15.274 Pruit of Solanum Melongena;. Linn.
“ Brinjal or egg plant.”
15.275 Grain of Sorghum vulgare; Pers.
“ Great millet or guinea, corn.”
"
(Graminese.”

Museum No.

15.276
15.277
15.278
15.279
15.280
■15,281
15.282
15.283
15.284
15.285
15.286
15.287
15.288
15.289
15.290
15.291
15.292
15.293
15.294
15.295
15.296
15.297
■
15.298
15.299
15.300
15.301
15,3Q2
15.303
15.304
15,805
15.306
15.307
15.30.8
15.30.9
15,310

Description.

.

Grain (variety) of Sorghum vulgare.
“ Great millet or guinea com.”
Leaves of Spinacia oleracea; Mill.
“ Spinach.” (Chenopodiacese.)
Eoot of Spinacia oleracea. “Spinach.”
Pruit of Spondias mangifera; Pers.
“ Hog plum or wild mango.” (Anacardiacese.)
'
' ■ '
Pruit of Strychnos potatorum; Linn, fib
“ Clearing nuts.” (Loganiacem)
Pods of Tamarindus indica; Liun.
“ Tamarind.” (Leguminosse.)
Tamarind of
Tamarindus indica.
“Tamarind.”
Leaves of Tamarindus indica. “ Tama
rind.”
,
'
Pruit of Terminalia belerica; Eoxb.
“ Belleric Myrobalans.” (Combre
tacese).
.
Pruit of Terminalia Chebula; Eetz.
“ Chebulic Myrobalans.”
‘
Pruit of Terminalia Chebula. “ Ohebulic Myrobalans.”
Small fruit of Terminalia Chebula; '
Eetz.
“ Chebulic Myrobalans.”
(Combretacese.)
.
.
Nut of Trapa bispinosa; Eoxb. - “Sing-hara.” (Onagracese.)
Flour of Trapa bispinosa. “Singhara.”
Wheat of Triticum sativum; Lam.
(Graminese.)
Wheat (variety) of Triticum sativum.
Wheat (variety) of Triticum sativum,
Wheat (variety) of Triticum sativum.
Wheat (variety) of Triticum sativum.
Wheat of Typha augustifolia; Linn.
“Bulrush.” (Typhacese.)
Sugar of Typha elephantina; Eoxb.
“ Elephant or dib grass.”
Seeds of Yigna Catiang ; End! “ Catiang.” (Leguminosse).
.
‘
Seeds (split) of Yigna Catiang; Endl.
“ Catiang.”
.
Yitis vinifera; Linn.
“ Baisins.”
(Ampelidese).
Yitis vinifera (variety). “Eaisins.”Seeds of Zanthoxylum Ehetsa,; DC.
(Eutacese.)
.
Seeds of Zea Mays ; Linn. “ Maize.”
(Graminese,)
Seeds (variety) of Zea Mays, “Maize.”
Seeds (variety) of Zea Mays. “Maize,”
Flour of Zea Mays. “ Maize.”
Pruit of Zizyphus Jujuba,; Lam.
“Jujube.” (Ebamnese.)
Pruit (variety) of Zizyphus Jujuba.
“ Jujube.”
Fruit of Zizyphus nummularia; W. & A.
Pruit of Zizyphus vulgaris ; Lamk.
Pruit of Zizyphus xylopyra; Willd. ;

Spices.
15.311
15.312
15.313
15.314
15.315

Bulbs of Allium cepa; Linn. “Onion.”
(Liliaese),
Bulbs of Allium sativum; Linn.
- “ Garlic.”
Pruit of Amomum subulatum ; Eoxb.
(Scitaminese).
Seeds of Apium graveolens; Linn.
“ Wild celery.” (Umbelliferse.)
Seeds of Brassica campestris; Linn.
“Turnip.” (Cruciferse.)

15.316

Seeds of Brassica. juncea; H. F & T. T.
“ Indian mustard.” .
.
15.317 Seeds of Brassica nigra; Koch. “Black
mustard.”1
15.318 Pruit of Capsicum annuum; Linn.
. “ Spanish pepper.” (Solanacese.)
15.319 Seeds of Caraui copticum ; Benth.
(Umbelliferse.)

15.320

Cloves of Caryophyllus aromaticus;
Linn. ' “ Cloves.” (Myrtacese.)
■
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No,

15.321

Description.

•

(Specimens).

Museum No.

Description.

Leaves of Cinnamomum obtusifolium;
15.334 Plant of Mentha sativa; Linn. “Mint.”
(Labiatse.)
•
.
Nees. (Laurinese.)
15.322 Bark of Cinnamomum zeylanicum;
15.335 Nutmeg of Myristica moschata; Willd;
• Breyn. “Cinnamon.”
“Nutmegs.” (Myristacese!)
15.336 Myristica moschata. “ Mace.”
15.323 Kernel of Cocos nucifera; Linn.
“ Coco-nut.” (Palmae.)
15.337 Seeds of Nigella sativa; Linn,var indica.
15.324 Leaves of Corckorus olitorius; Linn.
“ Black cumin.” (Eanunculacese.)
15.338 Seeds of Papaver somniferum;' Linn.
. 1
Jute.” (Tiliacese.)
15.325 Coriandrum sativum; Linn. “Cori
(Papaveracese.)
ander.”' (Umbelliferse.)
15.339 Seeds of Peucedanum graveolens; Benth.
“Dill.” (Umhelliferse.)
15.326 Flower of Crocus sativus; Linn.
15.340 Seeds of Piper • Cubeba; Linn, f.;
. (Irideae.)
15.327 Seeds of Cuminum Cyminum; Linn.
,
“ Cubebs.” (Piperacese.)
.
“ Cumin.” (Umbelliferse.)
15.341 Seeds of Piper nigrum ; Linn. “Black
pepper.”
15.328 Seeds (variety) of Cuminum Cyminum.
15.342 Tamarindus indica; Linn. “Tamarinds.”
,,
•• “Cumin.”
(Leguminosse.)
.
15.329 Ehizomes of Curcuma longa; Eoxb.
15.343 Leaves of Trichosanthes dioica; Eoxb.
..
“Turmeric.” (Scitaminese.)
(Cucurbitacese.)
15.330 Elettaria Cardamomum; Maton. “Car15.344 Seeds of Trigonella Foenum-grsecum;
■
' damoms.” (Scitaminese.)
.
Linn. “Fenugreek.” (Leguminosse.)
15.331 Ferula Narthex; Boiss. “ Assafsetida.”
15.345 Seeds of Yernonia anthelmintica;
(Umbelliferae.)
.
Willd. “ Purple fleabane.” (Com
15.332 Seeds of Foeniculum vulgare; Gsertn.
positse.)
■“Fennel.” (Umbelliferse.)
] 5,346 Ehizome of Zingiber officinale; Eoscoe.
15.333 Leaves of Melia Azadirachta; Linn.
“ Ginger.” (Scitaminse.)
'
“ Neem or Margosa.” (Meliacese.)
.
July 5.
16,890 Quantity of indigenous tobacco (sun-dried) wrapped in portion of spathe of .sago palm.
Obtained from natives of the village of Tumu, 50 miles north of Cape Blackwood, Gulf of
Papua, New Guinea. Theodore Bevan, Esq., F.E.G.S., Sydney.
’
' .
August 8.
16,918 Eesin of grass-tree gum of Xanthorrhea hastilis, E.Br. From New South Head Eoad, towards
,
Bondi. J. H. Maiden, Esq., F.E.G.S., Sydney.
August 22.
16,922 A quantity of seeds and fruits of the Mahwa-tree, Bassia latifolia; Eoxb. The Government of
India, through F. B. Wauson, Esq., Deputy Conservator of Forests, Chata, Nagpur Division,
July 5.
16,934 Sago meal or flour (41b.) From Evorra village, Jubilee Elver, 16 miles north-east of Bald
. Head, New Guinea, See Proc. Linn.. Soc;, N.S.W., for 1887. Theodore F. Bevan, Esq.,
•
.
F.E.G.S., Sydney.
.
■
,
.
■ .
. '
September 14.
■
16,943 Bark of Eucalyptus maculosa.. “ Spotted gum.” Spring Hill, Mittagong. Mr. C. E. Fraser,
■
Mittagong.
■
*
■
.
September 30.
16.957 Bark of Exocarpus cupressiformis; Labill. “Native cherry.” Near Eyde, 30/7/37. ' J. H.
Maiden, Esq., F.E.G.S., Sydney.
‘
16.958 Bark of Acacia longifolia; Willd. “ Golden wattle.”. Near Eyde, 30/7/87.
■
16,959' Bark of Banksia integrifolia; Linn, fil. “ Coast honeysuckle.” Oatley’s Grant, 23/7/87.
16.960 Bark of Banksia serrata ; Linn, fil. “ Common honeysuckle.” Galley’s Grant, 23/7/87.
16.961 Bark of Acacia longifolia; Willd. “ Golden wattle.” Oatley’s Grant, Ulawarra Eailway
line, 23/7/87.
16.962 Bark of Etaeocarpus grandis ; F. v. M. Sydney, 20/7/87.
•
16.963 Bark of Ehus rhodanthema; F. v. M. Sydney, 20/7/87.
■
"
16.964 Leaves of Ehus rhodanthema; F. v. M. Sydney, 20/7/87. •
16.965 Ehus sp. (probably coriaria); Sumach. Sydney, 20/7/87.
October 27.
17.072) Twigs ofAlstonia constricta; F. v. M. “ Feverbark-tree.” The Eev. J. Milne Curran, F.G.S.
October 31.
•
17.073 Oblong mat of Pandanus “Screw-pine.” Fibre, woven in a loom (native), unstained ; trans
versely disposed on one side, and at equal intervals are nine ornamental bands of fibre,
stained black, in geometrical patterns worked into the mat; length, 6 ft. 9 in.; breadth,
2 ft. 6 in. (exclusive of fringe). Santa Cruz Islands. Mrs. Selwyn, Sydney.
17.074 Basket of woven screw-pine fibre, the fringe of the handle being bast from a Tiliaeeous plant.
By way of ornament, oblong flaps of screw-pine cloth are stretched, four on each side. Each
flap is ornamented with black geometrical patterns ; about 9 in. square (exclusive of
handle). Santa Cruz Islands.
.
•
17.075 Boat-shaped bowl dug out of wood and carved after the fashion of a bird. Inlaid with motherof-pearl stem and stern; blackened. Greatest length, 15J in.; breadth, 3| in.; height,
4 in. Solomon Islands.
'
.17,076 Comb of whale-bone, twenty-three teeth; shape, sub-triangular; the handle beautifully orna
mented with very fine screw-pine plait, stained yellow and red. Greatest length, 7 in.;
width at. end of teeth, 2§ in, Ul'ana, Solomon Islands.
.
November 13.
.
17,138 J Bark of Acacia implexa. 'County of Camden, New South Wales. Eev. Dr. Woolls, F.L.S.
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November 26.
Samples of tea, about 6 oz. weight. Messrs. Griffiths Bros., Melbourne.
'

Museum No.

17,701
17.705
17.706
17.707
17,706
17,727

Description.

Museum No.

Pekoe. Java.
Pekoe, black leaf. Java.
Orange Pekoe. Java.
Elowery Pekoe. Java.
Broken Pekoe. Java.

Description.

17.709 Pekoe siftings. Java.
17.710 Pekoe Souchong. Java.
17.711 Souchong. Java.
17.712 Broken leaf. Java.

December 16.
Pod and preparations from Strophanthus hispidus; DC. (Apocynse.) A new remedy in
certain diseases of the heart. It has superseded Digitalis under some circumstances. West
Africa. Messrs. Burroughs, Wellcome, & Co., Melbourne.
December 12.

17,734

.

Owenia acidula; E. v. M. “Mooley fruit, or native nectarine.” (Meliacese.) Eaten by
aboriginals. Grown on Yancannia, Wilcannia. Mrs. Robert Kennedy, Wonnaminta.

Gums, resins, and kinos, as follows.
Museum No.

17,779
17.781
17.783
17.782
17.784
17.785
17,792
17,787

December 29.
.
■
Charles Moore, Esq., E.L.S., Curator, Botanic Gardens, Sydney.

Description.

Museum No.

Gum of Acacia homalophylla; A. Cunn.
Gum of Albizzia procera; Benth.
Resin of Araucaria Bidwilli; Hook.
Resin of Araucaria Cunningbamii; S.
Richmond River.
Resin of Callitris columellaris; E. v. M.
Callitris verrucosa ; R. Br.
Kino of Eucalyptus amygdalina; Labell.
Kino of Eucalyptus leucoxylon; E.v.M.

Description.

17,791 Kino of Eucalyptus maculata; Hook.
17.788 Kino of Eucalyptus melliodora; A.Cunn.
17.789 Kino of Eucalyptus obliqua; L’Herit.
17.790 Kino of Eucalyptus rostrata; Schl.
17,786 Kino of Eucalyptus sissilis ; E. v. M.
17,778 Gum of Macrozamia Perowskiana; Miq.
Botanic Gardens, Sydney.
17,780 Sterculia rupestris; Benth.

Economic Geoiogt.
Eebruary 17.
Samples to illustrate the manufacture of Portland cement.
Sydney.
Museum No.

14.637
14.638

■

Description.

Sample of Medway clay.
Chalk and clay, after mixing and before
drying. “ Wet slurry.”
Chalk and clay, after drying and before
burning. “Dry slurry.”
Portland cement clinker, after burning
and crushing and before going into
the millstones.
Ground cememt.
Portland cement clinker, after burning
and before crushing and grinding.
Brick of neat cement; gauged, January
22, 1887.
Brick—one part cement, one parts and;
gauged, January 21,1887.
Brick—one part cement, two parts
sand ; gauged, 20 January, 1887.

*
Messrs. Maedonnell & Busch, Bond-street,

Museum No.

Description.

.

14.646

Brick—one part cement, three parts
sand; gauged, January 19, 1887.
14.647 Brick—one part cement, four parts
14.639
sand; gauged, January 19, 1887.
Seven briquettes of “ neat ” cement
14.640
bearing these marks :—
14.648 Set 27/7/84. No. E 190.
14.649 Set 10/11/84. No. G 449.
14.641
14.650 Set 1/12/84. No. 576.
14.642
14.651 Set 23/12/84. No. 586, tested to 14,628
. on the 6th January, 1886, and not
14.643
broken.
'
14.652 Set 5/8/85. No. 94.
14.644
14.653 Set 31/12/85. No. 13.
14,054 Set 6/12/85(P). No.-^-S11,645
14,655-7 Three circular tablets, about 3 inches
diameter, of neat cement; dated 31
December, 1885.
April 17.
14,763 I Psilomelane (Manganese ore) from Newbabinda Station, near Nymagee, New South Wales.
|
Mr. E. C. Pettitt, Nyngan, New South Wales.
April 30.
14,826 [ Silver ore from the “ Silver King” Mine, Sunny Corner, near Bathurst, New South Wales.
]
Mr. W. Adam, SyAney.
May 7.
'
14,897 I Meerschaum (silicate of magnesia), from the Gwydir River, New South Walds. Mr. Alex.
I
McPherson, Sydney.
'
July 4.
15,094 I Small slab of Portovenere .marble, polished on one side.
|
Gilding, Sydney.

,
Portovenere, Italy.
*

August 19.
16,921 I Bottle of crude Petroleum oil from the Gisborne Oil Well, New Zealand.
I
Esq., Sydney, through Theodore Bevan, Esq.
%
1—N

'

Mr. W. H. .

William Fleming,

APPENDIX IY—continued.
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Museum
No.

16,935

Description,

August 27.
Collection of Cobalt ores and associated rocks obtained from the Cobalt Mines, at Port
Macquarie, New South Wales. Uriah Dudley, Esq., Port Macquarie.

'
September 1.
16,937 | Prehnite from Prospect Waterworks. A. Godhard, Esq., Prospect Waterworks.
October 27.
Copper ores and associated rocks from Cobar. The Rev. J. Milne Curran, E.G.S., Cobar.
Museum No.

Description.

17.011

Quartz with green carbonate of copper;
' Girilambone Mine, Cobar.
17.012 Veinstone; Giralambone Mine, Cobar.
17,013-4 Specimens of a vein, full size; Giralambone Mine.
•
These are typical of veins in the Grira■ lambone District, and, though of no
.
thickness, extend to great depths.
17,015-7 Carbonates, blue and green, from upper
.
;
part of Cobar lode.
17,018-20 Carbonates ol copper in impure steatite;
Cobar, New South Wales.
17,021 Slate, forming country around the Cobar
lode.
17,022 . Black slate, with magnetic iron pyrites,
from the lowest levels in the Cobar
Mine.
17,023-4 Pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite from Cobar
Mine.
17,025 Chalcopyrite (copper pyrites). Cobar.
17,026-7 Pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite. Cobar.
17,028-9 Malachite, forming incrustation. Cobar.
17,030
From lowest level of Cobar Mine.
17.077
>
17.078
17.079
17.080
17.081

Museum No.

17,031
17,032-3
17,034-5
17,036
17,037-8
17,039-40
17,041
17,042
17,043-7
17,048-50
17,051-2
17,053-4
17,055
17,056
17,057-64
17,065
17,071
17,825

Description.

Slate out of which 17,030 is obtained.
Cobar.
Pibrous malachite.
Galena found with copper in the Cobar
Mine.
Redruthite. Cobar.
'
Pibrous malachite on ironstone. Cpbar.
Rocks associated with copper ores.
Cobar.
Azurite. Cobar.
Steatitic slate wall of lode. Cobar.
Green carbonates of copper. Cobar.
Native copper. Cobar.
Azurite crystals. Cobar.
Green carbonates of copper. Cobar.
Volcanic ash indurated and interbedded
with silurian rocks.
Pine-grained (steatitic) sandstone, used
for making fire-bricks for smelting
furnaces.
Green carbonates of copper. Cobar. '
Azurite and green carbonate of copper.
Azurite. Cobar.
Mass of azurite crystals.

October 31
17.082 Kopai (powdered gypsum).
Used
Cerargyrite or Horn Silver. Broken
instead of lime for making mortar,
.Hill Mine. Mrs. Robert Kennedy,
mixed with more than its own
Wonnominta, N.S.W.
quantity of sand.
Carbonate of silver.
Broken Hill
17.083 Limestone.
Mine.
'
17.084 Cuprous Silver ore. Day Dream Mine.
Fossilized wood (3 specimens).
17.085 Tin ores (3 specimens). Lady Don
Chloro-bromide of silver.
Claim, Poolamacca.
Slab of gypsum.
17.086 Silver ores (2 specimens).

Copper ores from the Cobar mines.

R. N. Williams, Esq., manager, the Great Cobar Mines,
Cobar, N.S.W.
„
17.094 Chalcopyrite.
17,108-10 Blue carbonate of copper, crystallized
(9 specimens) ; silky crystals of mala
17.095 Slate, with dendritic manganese oxide,
chite, with azurite crystals.
forming country to the north of the
copperlode. Cobar.
17,111 Mass of azurite crystals, with fibrous
malachite, imbedded in impure
17,096-7 Native copper (2 specimens).
steatite.
17,098-100 Malachite on impure steatite (6 speci
mens).
17,112 Green carbonate of copper, in impure
steatite.
17,101-4 Blue carbonate of copper on impuie
steatite (12 specimens).
17,113-15 Chalcopyrite (6 large specimens).
• 17«,105-7 Blue and green carbonates of copper 17,116-18 Redruthite (9 large specimens).
(six specimens).
November 11.
17.129 Nodules of saud and small pebbles concreted by a ferruginous cement. Mr. C. E. Fraser,
Mittagong.
17.130 Brown clay, with ironstone.
November 18.
17,703 Graphite, from New England, New South Wales. Messrs. Pike & Erskine, Sydney.
17,713
17,715
17,723

December 2.
Sixteen small rubies, from the MacDonnell Ranges, South Australia. Mr. W. Gardner, through
Mr. Thomas Colyer, Sydney.
Graphite, from New England, Newr South Wales: Mr. Charles Wooller, Sydney.
Rock crystal (fragment), Mauritius. Monsieur B. de Montille, Sydney.
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Museum
No.

Description.

.'
December 3. . •
27,725 I Stalactitic liniomte, from near Cowan Creek, Berowra, Great Northern .Line.- J. H. Maiden,
’
I
E.R.&.S., Sydney.
.
'
'
,
.
. December 27.
’
27,777 | Green carbonate of Copper, from near Port Macquarie. Mr: Charles Wooller; Sydney. ■ •
■

Economic Zoolo&t.
•
February 17.
.
Specimens to illustrate the various processes in the manufacture of Leather.
St. Thomas-street, London, S.C.
.Museum No.

'•

'

Deseription.

-

Sheep shin in process of manufacture
14.577 Sheepskin with wool on.
‘
14.578 Sheepskin after the wool has been
removed by the application of lime.
“Pfelt.”
14.579 Sheepskin after saturation in lime-water.
’
“Limed pelt.”
14.580 Sheepskin alter the superfluous flesh has
■■
been removed by working with the
two-handled knife. “Fleshed.”
14.581 Sheepskin (grain side) after splitting by
machine. “ Skiver.”
’
14.582 Sheepskin (flesh side) after splitting by
.
.
machine. “ Lining.”
14.583 Skiver cleansed from lime and fatty
matter. “ Puered.”
•'
■.
14.584 Skiver further cleansed by immersion
in fermented bran and water.
’
“Drenched.”
14.585 Skiver made into leather by infusion of
.
sumach: “Tannedskiver.”
.
14.586 Skiver leather partially bleached with
sulphuric acid, for dyeing. “ Cleared.”
14.587 Skiver dyed rose-colour with cochineal.
“Dyed.”
.
14.588 Skiver leather prepared with white of
- '
'
egg, for glazing. “ Cleared.” •
14.589 Skiver leather marked with toothed box
wood roller. “ Boiled.”
14.590 Skiver leather glazed with finer-toothed
box-wood roller. “ Cut through.”
14.591 Skiver leather smoothed and glazed with
.
hardwood roller. “ Finished for
book-binding, &c.”
Sorsehide in process of manufacture: —
14.592 Horsehide as imported from South
America.
.
14.593 Horsehide with hair removed by satu
ration in lime-water. “ Unhaired.”
14.594 Horsehide after removal of superfluous
flesh by the two-handled knife.
“Fleshed.”
14.595 Horsehide cleansed from lime and fatty
matter. “ Puered.”
'
14.596 Horsehide cut down to an even sub
stance with curriers’ knife. “ Bateshaved.”
■
1
14.597 Horse-hide after cleansing with fer
mented bran and water. ‘ ‘ Drenched. ’ ’
14.598 Horsehide tanned with bark and terrajaponica. “ Tanned.”
'
14.599 Horsehide thinned to required substance
with curriers’ knife. “Shaved.”
14.600 Horsehide oiled and dried in the air.
“ Dried out.”
’
14.601 Horsehide seasoned and stretched to
■
obliterate wrinkles. “ Seasoned and
set.”

Museum No. •

. ..
■
'
Messrs. Bevingtons & Sons,
'
. Description.

.

14.602

■

Horsehide imprinted with artificial grain
by brass roller. “Boiled and grained.”
14.603 Horse-hide prepared with boiled linseed
oil and prussian blue. “ First coat.”
14.604 Horse-hide enamelled with boiled lin
'
seed oil and prussian blue. “ Second
1
coat.”
■ •
1
14.605 Horse-hide varnished with boiled linseed
oil, prussian blue, and lampblack.
' '
■ “ Third coat.”
• e ; > '
:
14.606 Horse-hide softened and finished for
shoemakers’use. ' “ Enamelled horse
hide.”
Goatskin in process of manufacture■
■
14.607 Goatskin as imported from Switzerland.
14.608 Goatskin unhaired after saturation'in
■
lime-water. “ Unhaired.”
14,009 Goatskin after removal of superfluous
flesh by the two-handled knife.
“Fleshed.”
14.610 Goatskin cleansed from lime and fatty
matters. “ Puered.”
14.611 Goatskin further cleansed with feri
mented bran. “ Drenched.’*
14;612 Goatskin made leather by ihfusion.'df
sumach. “Tanned.’.’
14.613 Goat leather extended after tanning
and dried in the air. “-In crust.”
14.614 Goat leather partially bleached with
sulphuric acid for dying. “ Cleared.”
14.615 Goat leather dyed maroon colour with
Orchilla Weed. “Dyed.”:
•
14.616 Goat leather shaved and thinned with
the currier’s knife. “ Shaved.”
14.617 Morocco leather prepared with white of
egg for glazing. “Seasoned.” 14.618 Morocco leather after first glazing with
toothed boxwood roller. “ Boiled.”
14.619 Morocco leather after .second glazing
with a finer toothed hoxwqod roller.
_
“ Cut through,”
14.620 Morocco leather after third glazing with
.
smooth hardwood roller.
“ Dum
mied.”
’
14.621 Morocco leather grained up and finished
for furniture-makers’ and coachmakers’ use. Coloured morocco.”
Calfskin in process of manufacture :—
14.622 Calfskin as imported from Bussia.
.
14.623 Calfskin with hair taken off after satura
tion in lime-water. “Unhaired.”
14.624 Calfskin cleared -from loose integu
ment with the two-handled knife.
“Fleshed.”
'
"
14.625 Calfskin cleansed from lime and fatty
matter. “Puered.”
2 4,626 Calfskin further cleansed with fermented
bran and water. “Drenched.”
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Museum No.

14.627
14.628
14.629
14.630
14.631

DONATIONS (Specimexs).
Museum No.

Calfskin made into leather with alum,
salt, and flour. “ Tawed.”
Calf leather extended and softened by
rubbing on a sharpened iron. “ Sta
ked.”
Calf leather after washing in water to
remove superfluous alum and salt.
“ Washed.”
Calf leather after saturation in yolk of
egg. “ Egged.”
_
Calf leather rendered soft and pliable
by working over a sharpened iron.
“ Second staking.”

14.632
14.633
14.634
14.635
14.636

Description

Calf leather prepared with mordant for
dyeing.
Calf leather dyed black with logwood
and copperas. “ Dyed.”
Calf leather softened and cut down to
an even substance by the moon knife.
“ Pared.”
Calf leather extended and smoothed.
Calf leather oiled and finished for the
use of boot and shoe makers. “ Kid
calf.”
'

14907
’

April 27.
Clothing wool, verv superior. Nangas,
14,824 Clothing wool, superior. Near Young.
G-undagai, N.S.W. W. H. Chard,
14,825 Clothing wool, superior. Bulga, near
Esq. (Messrs. W. H. Chard & Co.),
•
Cobar.
Sydney.
May 18.
Eine clothing wool, scoured.-—J. It. Chappel, Esq., Dundee, New England (through Messrs,
W. H. Chard & Co., Sydney.)

16,942"

September 3.
A number of tubes filled with assorted coloured yarns for the loom.—Messrs. John Yicars & Co.,

14 823
’

Sydney.

16,944
16 945
’

17 010
’
17,009
17,008
’
17,007

September 27.
Hair of Angora Goat. Beefwood, near Wilcannia, N.S.W.—Mr. P. Mathers, Beefwood, near
Wilcannia.
.
,
„
,
,.
Small bottle of Emu oil. In many parts of this country it is used as a cure lor rheumatism,
but more especially for bruises and sprains.—Mr. P. Mathers, Beefnood, neat
Wilcannia.
October 11.
Stud rains’ wool, combing, (12 samples); Darr Eiver Downs, Western Queensland
Messrs. Williams & Co., per A. Eisken, Melbourne.
,
Stud ewes’ wool (11 samples), combing; Darr Eiver Downs. Messrs. Williams & Co., per
A. Eisken, Melbourne.
.
^
^
„ ,,
Elock ewes’ wool, clothing (5 samples); D'arr Eiver Downs—Messrs. Williams & Co., per
A. Eisken, Melbourne.
'
.
i
Lambs’ wool (3 samples); Darr Eiver Downs.—Messrs. Williams &'Co., per A. Tisken,
Melbourne.

December 2.
Queensland merino wools.—Messrs. A. Crombie & Co., Strathdarr, Western Queensland.
17.720 Wool from 6 and 8 tooth ewes with
17,716 Wool of stud ram t: Jimboru,” 12 years
lambs. 32-40.
of age. 1.
17,717 Wool from shirled hoggets (shorn as
17,716a Wo.ol of stud ram “ Tasman,” aged 10
lambs). Yery superior combing. 41-47.
years. 2.
17,717a Wool from shirled hoggets (shorn as
17,7165 Wool of stud rams, station-bred, sons
lambs). Combing. 49-55.
of Nos. 1 and 2. 3-5.
17.721 Wool from ewe hoggets (stud), by stud
17,716 c Wool of stud rams, sons of Nos. 1 and 2;
rams; 12 months’ growth. 56-58.
station-bred. 6-9.
17,7175 Wool from shirled hoggets (shorn as
17,718 Wool of stud ewes, 6-tooth; 10 months’
lambs). Clothing. 59-61.
growth. 10-20.
17,718a Wool of stud ewes, 8-tooth ; 10 months’
growth. 21-31.
December 10.
17,726 | Trepang or Beche-de-mer (Holothuria); 8| inches long, Fiji.—Mr. A. L. Hinton, Sydney.
December 19.
New South Wales—C. Fetherstonhaugh, Esq., Goorianawa, Mundooran, N.S.W.
17,735a Flock ewes’ wool, 6-tooth; very superior combing. Bred from Mudgee blood; paddocked,
grass-fed; shorn in grease. The clip, of 188b “topped the market in Sydney at lO^d.

1-8.
17,7355 Elock ewes’ wool, 6-tooth ; a fine combing wool. 9-13.
17,735c Elock ewes’ wool, 6-tooth, showing a stronger combing sort than the above. 14-16.
The remarks as to breed, $c., apply to Nos. 17,7355 and c, as well as No. 17,73oa.
Education.
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Education.
May 20.

Museum No.

Description.

Museum No.

Description.

14.925 ’
14.926
14.927

Messrs. George Philip & Sod, Caxton Buildings, Liverpool.
Philip’s Schoolroom Map of the British
14.928 Philip’s Standard Map Drawing Book,
Empire.
No. 1.
•
Philip’s Chart of Geographical Terms.
14.929 Faunthorpe’s “ British Colonies.”
Philip’s Geographical Illustrations—
14.930 Intermediate Class-book — Modern
Burmese Alps.
Geography.
Philip’s Geographical Illustrations—
14.931 Kindergarten Drawing Books (4 types).
, Cologne Cathedral.
14.932 Kindergarten Script Letters.
Philip’s Geographical Illustrations—
14.933 Martin’s Euclid, Book 1. .
Jerusalem.
14.934 Alexander’s Healthful Exercises for
Philip’s Jubilee Atlas of the British
Girls.
.
, •
Empire.
'
14.935 Alexander’s Musical Drill for Infants.
Philip’s Jubilee Atlas of the British
14.936 Hayes’ Test Cards. 1 pkt. H 2.
Empire.
14.937 Taylor’s Musical Theory Course.
Philip’s British Empire Atlas.
14.938 Practical Hints on Elementary SchoolPhilip’s Scripture Atlas.
work.
Philip’s Grammar School Atlas.
14.939 Practical Hints—Infant School-work.

14.940
14.941
14.942
14.943
14.944
14.945
14.946

Messrs. W. & H. K. Johnston, Edina'Works, Edinburgh.
Cosmographic Atlas.
14,947 Howard Yincent Map of the British
Colonial and Indian Atlas. •
Empire.
Small Wall-map of India.
14,948 Natural History Plates (8).
Small Wall-map of Australia.
•
14,949 Type of Native Hindoo.■
Greek History Chart (in case).
14,950 Type of North American Indian.
Koman History Chart, No. 1 (in case). 14,951-2 Copies of catalogues and specimen
Colonial Atlas of Oceania.
.
books.

14.918
14.919
14.920.
14.921,
,,. .
14.922
14.923
14.924

'

Miscellaneous.'

February 12.
14,576 | Japanese paper money, equal in value to two shillings.

.

.

Thomas Shaw, Esq., Sydney,

14,756

■ March 2. '
■
■
Piece of bark stripped from a Norfolk Island pine. (Araucaria excelsa) by lightnum Eyde
January 29,1887. Mrs.-E. F. Barlow, Wondoo, Eyde.
•

14,766

,
March 20.
One krone of silver. Date, 1882; country, Norway and Sweden.
c/o Colonial Mutual Insurance Co.
'
-

Mr. W. H. Steadman,

May 4.
Herbarium specimens mounted in recessed frames and folding-in - book fashion.
,
■
Babone, Feez, & Co., Sydney,
'
14.827 Castanea vesca, Linn. (Spanish chesnut, male and female).14.828 Juniperinus sabina, Linn, (common savin).

Messrs.

. June 6.
.
.
Two sets of Highland bagpipes, full size; No. 1 made in 1840, No. 2 made in 1850; the former
from Lignum Vitse wood, the latter from Tulip wood. Made by the father of donor, Mr.
George Sherar, Sydney.
.
'
June 10.
15.077 Danish coins, current:—1 ore = |d.; date, 1874.
15.078 Danish coins, current:—2 ore = -jd. ; date, ] 874.
J
15.079 Danish coins, current:—10 ore = Ifd.; date, 1857
Mr. S. L. Haurowitz, Sydney.
15.080 . German coins, current:—5 Pfennig = M.
15.081 1 Groschen = Id, obsolete.
15.082 American coin, current:—1 cent = id.

15,072

’
■
September 30.
Bamboo representing one year’s growth, 65 feet. Gladesville, N.S.W, Sir Alfred Eoberts,
Sydney.
'
’
December 2.
17,714 Head sinkers for line-fishing for schnapper, &c. They are cigar-shaped, and the line passes
■ through the core. The sinker is not fixed to the line, as is usually the. case, but is capable.of sliding along it. Designed by the donor, Mr. John Fagan. .

16,966
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Museum

Date and Deseription.

No.

14,566

Eebruary 2.
■
Large iron model of a “Manhe’s process” copper converter. See “Proceedings of the
' Association for 1886.” Engineering Association of N.S.W., Sydney;
" ‘ '
Eebruary 21.

;

.

■

14 700-1 Two breech-loading rifles, with flint-locks; one taken to pieces to show the mechanism, the
■ other -in working order. In use in the United States Navy.
Eerry in 1834. Mr. John Eagan, Sydney.

Made by J. H; Hall and H.

’
Mr. Fagan; to whom the Museum has from time to time been indebted for many interesting exhibits, has
furnished the following description of the above-mentioned rifles :—The barrels of the rifles are turned outside
and slightly tapered towards the muzzle. They are bored in sixteen parallel grooves; which have a quarter of
a turn in the entire length, which ends within a short distance of the muzzle. The fore-sight is brazed near
the end of the muzzle,' declining a little to one side ; the backsight is dovetailed into the barrel near the breech,
which can be moved or adjusted to suit the tip of the foresight. Two arms are fixed jn the barrel, in which
the elevating breech works the breech itself is cut out of a solid piece of steel by rose cutters and milling tools.
The diameter of bore is ^ of an inch, tapering slightly to the muzzle. The powder chamber, the s.prings,
and the whole'of the lock are in the back part of the elevating breech. The breech opens at an angle towards
the barrel, which allows room to place the bullet or cartridge. In pressing the trigger either at half or full
cock the breech will close and lock itself before the hammer and flint can fall upon the' cup which holds the
powder, and which is cut out of the top of the breech. A lid covers the breech, and is held down by a spring,
but when struck by the flint a spark can pass into the cup. There are four springs connected with the breech.
The stocks are of American walnut, and the barrels are attached to them by three brands. The action of the
breech is similar to that of the Martini-Henry, but reversed.
.
' '

.
.
June 8.
15,073-76; Proof pieces of the new gold coinage, consisting of two sovereigns and two half Sovereigns.
The Deputy Master of the Mint. .
'
. .
1 July 14.
.
15,072a Diploma and medal for two sets of Highland bagpipes made in 1840 and 1850 respectively.
Mr. Gleorge J. Sherar, Ivy-street, Eedfern.
15,072a Bronze medal and certificate of Honorable Mention, London Exhibition, 1851. Mr. George
J. Sherar, Ivy-street, Eedfern.

17.119
17.120
17.121
17.122
.17,123
' 17,124
17,125

November 6.
Collection of Ancient and Mediaeval Coins. Mr. Eobert Whitburn, Sydney.
Eose Crown; Charles II, 1662.
...........................
Half-crown piece, William and Mary, 1689.
:
Shilling, Edward YI.
Shilling (3), Elizabeth, 1562.
,
Sixpenny piece, Queen Anne, coined from silver captured from the Spaniards in. Vigo Bay.
Eoman copper coin.
.
Boman silver coin.
17,131-7

Country.

November 13.
Collection Of English and foreign coins.
Name of Coin.

Metal.

Date.

Mr. Eobert Whitburn, Sydney.
Obverse.

Eeverse.

Value : name of king.
Lipn rampant : motto .
Centime ............. Nickel .......
Coat of arms.
Lira ..................... Silver .......
King’s head ...............
Papal coat of arms .... Year : value.
Bajocco........;....... Copper ......
Year : value,
Silber groschen .. Poor silver
King’s head ...............
do.
do
..
do
...............
do
Para ..................... Copper ......
Man-of-war sailing vessel.
Halfpenny token..
do ......
1S43 Queen’s head........
Year : value.
’
Bajocchi ............. Silver ......
.1852 Papal coat of arms
do.
do.
.............
do
......
1858 Pope’s head .........
do.Kreutzer ............. Poor silver
1840 Coat of arms ........
Obsolete.
Cent ................... Copper......
1732
do ..................... Nickel ......
1867 Ornamental shield.......... Motto : value : year.
Ore ..................... Silver ......
1865 King’s head : name ...... Value : year;
Cent ..................... Copper ......
1863 Crown ; king’s initial ... Arms : value.
Gulden ............... Silver ......
1763 Crown : shield : value... Ornamental.
Real .....................
1774 King’s head .................. Coat of arms,
do ..... .
do.
do
..................
Medio .................
do
......
1785
Dinero .................
do ......
1875 Coat of arms ................. Goddess of Liberty: value.
Pfennig.................
do
.................. Value : year.
do ......
1877
1834
do
.................. Goddess of Liberty: year,
Cent .....................
do ......
do.
Dime (10 cents) ..
do ......
1876
do
............. !...
Franc .............. .. Gold ,.........
1858 Emperor’s head.............. Value : year.
Centime ............. Copper ......
1875 Head of Liberty: year... Value : motto.
Centesimi............
do
......
1867 Head: name of king../... Vajue : year.
1870 Coat of arms ...,:............ Ornamental: year.
Centime '.............
do
......
do
.............
do
......
1856 Emperor’s head.............. Eagle : value.
It is probable that the smaller one of the two coins found in Sussex is Greek coin about 2,000
years old.
Konie (Empire)...... ;...... Antoninus Augustus, Consul for the third time; died about a.d. 160; (Found in Sussex.)
Belgium..........................
Sardinia ..........................
Borne (under the Pope)..
Prussia ........ ................
Do
..........................
Turkey ..........................
New Brunswick ..........
Rome.(under the Pope)..
Do
...
Dukedom Schwarzburg..
Holland (Netherlands)...
United States of America
Sweden ..........................
Netherlands ..................
Old Netherlands ..........
Spain ...................... .......
Do ..... ........................
Peru
....................
Oermany ......................
United States of America
Do
...
France (Empire) ..........
Do (Republie)..........
Italy ..............................
Spain ...... .......................
France (Empire)1 ..........
Greek Empire ...............
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LOANS.
Country

Name of Coin.

Metal. "

England-.......................... Model penny ...... Silver enclosed
in copper.
Do
......................... Penny .................. Large copper..
Ireland .......... ...........
Halfpenny ..... ,
Do (base.ihohey)'...-...
England.......................... Guinea .................. Gol'd' .............
Do
.....................
Shilling............... .
Do
..........................
do
................. •.
Do
..........................
do
..................
Do
.............. ........... Sixpenny piece ...
do ..........
Do
.......................... Threepenny piece..
do ..;......
Do
.:................
Penny ..................
Do
.......................... Halfpenny ..........
do
.........
Do
.......................... Earthing ..............
do ..........
Do
......................
Lion shilling ...... Silver ..........
Do
Do
Do
Do/
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

......:................. .
..........................
..........................
...... ...................
..........................
..........................
................... ::...

Date.

bverse.

Queen’s head..................
1652
ISIS
17^7
1787
1820
1787
1763
1797
1773
1799
1826

do
do

Britannia.
Harp. '
' '
Base.
,
•
Arms in small circle.
Crowns between shields.
.dp.-

Arms.. '
do.1 '
: ' Crown over value.'
Britannia.
do. '
1

.

So.

Lion over crown over" the
three emblems.
Britannia.
'
' do.
. .
..
Crowns over parted shields.
Crown over four (4) pence.
Three pence.
Two pence.
Shields spread irclet in
centre.'
do.
do., but no rose,
do.
Ornamental.
do.
Britannia.
do.

Half (?) farthing... Copper.......... 1826
. do
...
do .......... 1826
Shilling.-.-..............
17
Groat ...................
do .......... 1710
Threepenny piece..
do .......... 1713
Twopenny piece ...
do .......... 1713
ShiiUng../..............
db' ..... '... 1750

.......................
do
............
'........:................ Sixpenny piece ...
..........................
do
...
..........................
do
...
............•.....
do
...
......................
Halfpenny ..........
.......................... Earthing ..............

Eeverse'.

1743
1758
1758
16—
.......... 1682
1749
.......... 1700
.

The above information has been kindly supplied by Mr.- Martin P. Hansen, Sydney.
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PURCHASES
Library
No.

Title of Book.
•

. 1,727
1,792
1.867

(Books).

Author.

Ageicttituee.

'

1,898
1,918
1,924
1,928
1,933
1,936
1,963

Catalogue pf Dairy Show,'1886'. Agricultural'Hall, London
School of forestry in Grerinany '
...
...
:..'
Construction and Equipment of Grain 'Magazines ....'''
The Young Tea Planters’Companion
....
...
...
Crown Porests in the Cape of Good Hope ...
...
...
The Culture of Cotton '
...
...
...
...
La Vegetation dans les Bautes Latitudes ...
... ' ...
Canadian Porests
...
...
...
...
...
...
Eeport on Agriculture in New Brunswick, 1884 :..
..'
Beport of the Canadian Minister of Agriculture, 1883 ...
Agricultural Pests in India ..:
...
...
...
...

1,761

..
.
Appmed Science. .
Atlas der Hrproduction Oesterreichs
....
...

1.868

1.830
1,923
1,965
1,973

Ministerial Department for
Agriculture.
A Treatise on Paper............................................................................... Parkinson.
.
A Manual of Dyeing and Eeceipts. 3rd edition 1............................. Napier.
Printing of Cotton Fabrics ■ ..
•..............................
................ Sansone.
.
•
Exercises in "Wood Carving ...
...
...
...
...
... TT-nwin. .
|
■
■

.

1.831
1,848
i;953
' 1,974
1,993

Balfour.

...

.

.

. Aechitectijee.

1,530 L’Architecture Normande.. VoJ. IX. , . ...
...
................
d 1,833 Pamoiis Monuments of Central India ................... .
...
1,840 .L’Architecture Normande. Vol. X.
...
...
...
...
1,964 The Site of the New Admiralty and War Offices, Whitehall,
London.
’
1.969 Ornamental Interiors...
...
... " ...
...
...
...
1.970 Technical School and College Building
.............................
1,760

Brown
Luther.
Deas.
Brpwn.
Mallett.
Tisserahp,
Small.

.

Aet.

Euprich Eobert.
Seppel Griffin..
Euprich Eobert..
Eoyal Institution British
Architects.
Moye Smith..
.
Eobins.

’

Torino e L’Esposizione Italiana, .del 1884. Cronaca illustrata,
della Esposizione Nationale Industrial! ed Axtistica del 1884.
Illuminated Ornaments , selected from the Manuscripts of the Shaw,
Middle Ages.
'
‘ '
Precious Stones; Nature, Art,- and Literature .. ................... .
Album of Designs found at Pompeii
• ...
...
. ... ’
..'
Examples of Armorial China ...' ' ................
'................ ...
Griggs.
II Tesoro di San Marco in Venezia ...
...
...
...
‘ Ongania,
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Libi’ary

PUKCHA.SES (Books).
Author.

Title of Book.

No.

Botany.

1,742
1,758
1,591
1,721
• 1.590
1,648 ■
1,818
1.819
1,829
1,832
1,852
1.869
1.870
1,87.1
1.875
1.876
1.877
i;879
1,880
1,881
1.914
1.915
1.916
1.917
1.971
1.972
1,976
1,992

Plan'ts Indigenous to tlie Colony of Victoria. Lithograms
...
Companion to the United-States Pharmacopoeia
...
... .
...
Report on the Scientific Results of the Exploring Voyage of
H.M.S. “Challenger,” 1873-6. Botany. Vol! II.' Diatomacece. Part IV.
.
American Medicinal Plants. Eascicle V. ...
...
...
...
Biologia Central! Americana; 'or, Fauna and Flora of Mexico
and Central America.
Botany {Gycadacece).
Vol. IV.,
pp. 49-144.
New Commercial Plants and Drugs. No. 10 ...
...
...
The Flora of North America arranged according to their Natural
System.
'
’
Synophical Flora of North America. The Gamopetalae ...
...
Nippon Shokubrutsmneii, on Nomenclature of Japanese Plants...
The Botanical Atlas. A Guide to the Practical Study of Plants...
Sketch of the Forests of West Africa
............................
....
' British Flora. '5th edition ...
...
...
...
...
...
A Synopsis of British Flora. 3rd edition ...
...
...
...
Materia Medica
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Extra Pharmacopoeia ...
...
... .
...
...
Guide to Therapeutics
..................................................................
Manual of Botany •...............................................................................
■ Student’s Flora
...............................................................................
The Phytologist, 1841 to 1851
......................................................
Medicinal Plants
...
...
... • ...
. ...
...
...
Trees and Shrubs of Great Britain............................
................
Manual of Botany
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Medical and Economical Botany. 2nd edition ...
...
...
The Fibre Plants of Africa and the. Colonies
............................
Report on Gums, &e., in the Indian Museum
............................
Biologia Centrali Americana. Part 23
...
...
...
...
Prolusio Florse Japonic®
...
.................................... ...
...
American Medicinal Plants. Fascicle VI...........................................

Mueller.
.
Oldberg & Wall.
Murray.
"
Millspaugh.
Hemsley.
Christie.
Forrey & Gray.
Gray.
Matsumura & Vatabe.
M‘Alpine.
Moloney.
Hooker.
Bindley.
.
Bentley & Redwood.
Martindale & Westcott.
Farquharson.
Bentley.
Hooker.
Newman.
Bentley & Tremen.
Loudon. . Balfour.
Bindley.
Dickson.
Cooke.
Hemsley.
Miguel. .
Millspaugh.

Chemistry,

1.701
1,715
1,874

Commercial Organic Analysis. .Vol. II.
Treatise on Chemistry. Vol. Ill, Part 3
Anfield’s Chemistry ...
...
...

1,531

Official Year-Book of the Scientific and Learned Societies of Great
- Britain and Ireland, 1887.
Ellis’s Irish Educational Directory and Scholastic Guide, 1887 ...
Statistical Atlas of United States.' Scribner’s
...
................
Statistical Atlas of India, 1886
...
...
.... ...
Phraseological Dictionary of Commercial Correspondence...
...
Dictionnaire de Commerce ...
...
............. .
...
...
Dictionnaire Industriel
...
...
...
...
...
...
Dictionnaire des Products de la Natureet de 1’Art...
...
...
The Draper’s Dictionary
..................................................................

-

1,021
1,834
1,847
1,850
1,905
' 1,906
.■ 1,907
1,913

.

1,778
1,792'’
1,828
1,934

1,780
1,794
1,801
1,860

Cyclopjddias, &c.

Scribner & Co.
Scholl.
Guillaumin & Co.

Lacroix.
Magnier et Dew.
-Beek.

Education.

United States Bureau of Education, Circulars of Information,
Nos. 1 and 2. 1885.
.
Schools of Forestry in Germany
...................................................... Brown.
Some National and Board School Reforms ...
............................. Lord Brabazon.
Annual Report on New Brunswick Schools. 1885
.....
... The Chief-Superintendent
of Education.
■ .

1.763
517

Roscoe and Schorlemmer.
Anfield.

Geology

and

Mineralogy.

•
.
Geology, Mineralogy, Sfc.
Memoires sur les .terrains Cretaces et Tertiares. Tome II...
... Mourlon.
Geological Survey of Victoria. Observations on New Vegetable Baron Mueller.
Fossils.
'
Congres Geologique International, Bologne. 1881. Compte.rendu
de la 2me Session.
Geological Survey of Victoria. Prodromus of the Palaeontology.
Decades, 2-7.
Annual Report of' the Government Geologist, South Australia, Government Geologist,
December, 1882, to December, 1883 (with plans).
Introduction to the Study of Minerals, with a guide to the Mineral
Gallery in the British Museum. Pamphlet.
' '
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PURCHASES
Library
No. ^

■

Title of Book.

(Books).

.

Author

’

■ 1,862. An introduction to the study of Meteorites represented in the
’

Collection in the Brilish Museum.

*

1,926 . Exploitations Minieres a ia Nouvelle Caledouie ■ ...
1,929 Mineral resources of the Dominion of Canada
...
Mechanics

1,521
1,521a1,817
1,851
1,925

and

’..............

TWrf
c

Engineeking-.

Die Maschinen Baumaterialien und dereu Bearbeilung ...............
Atlas to illustrate the above ...
...
...
...
...
.
The Steam-engine
...
...
...
... ' "
The Portable Engine, its Construction and.Management ...
...
Discussion on Steel Bails at American Institution of Mining
• Engineers
...
...
................
...
... '

Wiebe. '
Wiebe.
Holmes.
Wansbrougb.
Sandberg.

Zoology.
1,725

1,743
1,823
1,836
1,849
■1,899
1.961
1.962
1.920
1.921

1.922

Commercial and other Sponges
....
...
Pralctische Insecten Kunde...........................
.
Treatise on Insects injurious to-Gardeners, Eoresters, and Farmers
Exports of Observations on Injurious Insets Insecten und Wurmer
.
...............
Insects injurious to Forest and Shade Trees
Coucours d’Animaux de Bouclierie, 1849 to 1861
Concoufs d’Animaux Beproducteurs., 1850 to 1861
Uses of Animals to Man
...
...
...
Ostriches and Ostrich Farming
...............
Ostrich Farming in South Africa ...
...

Hyatt.
Taschenberg.
Vincent & Kollar.
Ormerod.
Taschenberg.
Packard.
Lankester.
'
Moscu'-hall & Harting.
Douglas. . •

Miscellaneous

1,762
1,87.8
1,816
1,904
1.908
1.909
1.910
1.911
1.912
1,919
1,927
1.930
1.931
1.932
1.956
1.957
1,985

Top.ographische Atlas von het Konigrijk der Nederlamden
Book-keeping ...
;..
...
'
Curiosities of Food
...
...
Blue Book, 1886
' ...
...
I he Natural History of Commerce
The Technical History of Commerce...
Growth and Vicissitudes of Commerce
Recent and Existing Commerce
....
...
... ' ...
European Statistics-............................ ■
................
"
Our Food.
...
..,
...
...
.
Notes on Perak'
...
... - ...
...
...
”
The Province of Nova Scotia ...
...
...
...
The Province of New Brunswick
.........................................
"
Temperature and Rainfall of India............... '
...
..'
.'.
Quinta Esposizione dTndustria
-...................................................
Primo Esposizione dei Cotoni Italian! fatta a Torino, 1864
List of Economic Products presented tp the South Australian
Government by the Government.of Bengal.

■

Catalogues, Patents, &c. '

'

Inglis.
Simmonds.
Teats.
do.
do.
do.
Lankester.

Blanford.
Mukhargi.

-

1,856 | General Guide to the Natural History Museum, South Kensington, London.
British Museum, Natural History Section :—

Library Ho.
1.857
1.858
1.859
1,861

Title of Book.

'

Guide to Galleries of Beptiles and Fishes.
Guide to Galleries of Shellfish and
Starfish.
Guide to Collection of Fossil Fishes.
Student’s Index to Collection of Minerals.

Library No. '
1.863
1.864
1.865

' .- Title of Book.

Guide to Galleries of Mammalia.
Guide to the Gould Collection.
Guide to Department ’of Geology and
Palaeontology.
'
.

Miscellaneous.
1,886

List of Objects in the Art and Industrial
Divisions of the Edinburgh Museum
of Science aud Art; acquired iu
1883-6.
. I
1,955- Guidicio della B. Comera d’Agrie e di
Commercis. di Torino. 1838,
1—0

l,956rti Guidicio della Comera d!Agrie e di Commercis di Torino. 1851.
1,782 Index to Official Journal, Patent Office.
. . .
July to Dec., 1884,. .

<»*)
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DONATIONS (Boots).
Pekiodicals Bound.

Library No.

23
264
444
967
969
972
973
975
976
978
981
982
988
990

1,022
1*194
1,232
1.242
1.243
1,292
1,295
1,612

Title of Book.

Library No.

Title of Book.

Wool and Textile Pabries. Yol YI.
Jan. to June, 1885.
Ironmonger. 12 vols., complete. July,
1882, to Dec., 1885.
Chemical Beview. 2 vols. 1884 and
1885.
. .
Colliery Guardian. 2 vols. July, 1884,
to Dec., 1885.
Timber Trades Journal. 2 vols. July,
1885, to June, 1886.
Paper-makers’Monthly Journal. 2 vols.
1884 and 1885.
American Microscopical Journal. 1 vol.
1885.
Telegraphic Journal. Vols. XVI and
XVII. 1885.
'
Journal of Porestry. 1884 and 1885.
La Lumiere Electrique. Vols. XY to
XVIII. 1885.
Iron. Vols. XXY and XXYI. 1885.
Gas and Water Review. Vols. XIII
and XIV. 1885.
'
Knowledge. 1885.
Mechanics. Vol. VI. Jan. to Dec., 1885.
Engineering. 2 vols. Jan. to Dee., 1885.
Sanitary Record. 1 vol. 1884-5.
Scientific American. 2 vols. Jan. to
Dec., 1885.
"
American Artisan. Jan. to June, 1885.
London Iron Trade Exchange. 2 vols.
Jan. to Dec., 1885.
Mechanical News. 1 vol. - 1885-6.
Stationery Gazette. 1 vol. 1885.
Journal of Indian Art. Nos. 17 and 18.
2'vols. Jan. and April, 1887.

Imperial Gazetteer of India, in 14 vols.
Vols. IX* X, XL
1.747 Iron Age. 6 vols. April, 1883, to Dec.,
1885
'
1.748 Textile Recorder. 2 vols. 1883,1885.
1.749 Paper Trade Journal. 1 vol. July to
Dec., 1885.
1.750 British and Colonial Printer and Sta
tioner. 1 vol. Oct., 1884, to June,
1885.
.
........
1,751 Californian Architect. Vol, III, 1882;
vol. IV* 1883; vol. V, 1884.
1.752 American Mail. 2 vols. 1884-5.
1.753 Printer’s Register. 2 vols. 1884-5.
1.754 Amateur Photographer. 2 vols. Oct.,
1884, to Dec., 1885.
2 vols.
1.755 Jeweller and Metalworker.
1882-3.
.
.
3 vols.
1.756 Stationery Trades Journal.
1883-5.
,
1.757 Horological Journal. 2 vols. 1883-5.
1,779 Index Medicus. Vol. V. January to
December, 1883.
1,781 Journal of the American Chemical
Society. 1879-80-81.
2 vols.
1,786 Jeweller and Metalworker.
■ 1884-5.
_
1,790a Reveu Coloniale Internationale April,
■
188'7.
.
1,796 Ausstellungs Zeitung Zurieh. 1883.
1.838 Index Aledicus. Vol. IV. 1882.
_
1.839 Index Medicus. Vol. VI. 1884.
1,841 Bulletin of Miscellaneous Information,
Royal Gardens, Kew.
1,866 Journal of Indian Art, No, 19.

1,675

PuOCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES.

1,791* Proceedings of the Linnean Society of
New South Wales. Vol. I, 1875-6 ;
vol. II, 1877; vol. Ill, 1878; vol.
IV, 1879-80; vol. V, 1880-1 ; vol.
VI, 1881-2; vol. VII, 1882-3 ; vol.
VIII. 1883-4; vol. IX, 1884-5; vol.
X, 1885-6.

l,872f journal and Transactions of the Pharma
ceutical Society of Great Britain
(1st and 2nd series), 1841 to 1879.
29 vols.
.
l,873t Journal and Transactions of the Pharma
ceutical Society of Great Britain
(3rd series), 4879 to 1882. 13 vols.
. f Purchases

* Donation.
Exhibition' Liteeatuee.

1,728 | Brewers’ Exhibition, London, 1886.

Official Catalogue.

London International Exhibition, 1862.
1,770 Exhibition Catalogue, descriptive of
1,771 Exhibition Catalogue, .Brazil.
Island of Trinidad.
Do
Japan.
1,774
1.772 Exhibition Catalogue, Algerie.
Do
des Produits de
1.767
Do
New SouthWales.
1.775
Colonies Pran^aise.
Do
Economic Minerals
1.776
Exhibition
Catalogue
Works
of
Art
and
1.768
of Canada.
Industries, sent from Sweden.
1.777 Exhibition Catalogue, Natal.
1.769 Exhibition Catalogue (official), United
1.773 Ceremonial to be observed at the State
States.
opening, May 1,1862.
Miscellaneous.
1,799

1,741

Cookery and Pood Exhibition, London,
1886. Official Catalogue.

1,766

Exhibition Catalogue, Antwerp, 1885.
Canadian section.

1,732

Reminiseenses of the Colonial and Indian
Exhibition.

1,797

Architectural and Building Trades Exhi
bition, Official Catalogue. London,
1887.

Kunstgeschiehtliche Beitrage liber die
vielfarbigen Gobelin-Wirkereien und
Purpurstickereien. Ausstellung des
Kunstgewerbe vereins.
Hanover,

1.824

Manchester Royal Jubilee Exhibition
Catalogue. 1887.
. _ _
1.825 Newcastle-upon-Tyne Royal Mining
Exhibition Catalogue. 1887.
1.826 Salt lire Royal Yorkshire Exhibition
'
Catalogue: 1887.
1.827 Esposizione Regionale Poscana Catalogo.
■

1887.

.

■;
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PURCHASES (Books).
Exhibition Litebatuee.

Colonial and Indian Exhibition, London, 1886.
Libi'ary No.

-Title of Boot.

1,732

BeminisceHces of the Colonial and Indian
Exhibition, London, 1886. Official
Catalogue..
Catalogue of Exhibits in the Yi.ctorian
Court.
'
Beport, 1887.
Catalogue of New Zealand Exhibits.
Official Guide.
Commissioners and Begistrars.

1,744
1,837
1.945
1.946
1.947
1,890*
1,982*
1,983*
1,984*
1,900
1,923
1.938
1.939
1.940

Title of Boot.

Library No.

_

Catalogue of Exhibits from Quebec.
Catalogue of Geological Exhibits, New
Zealand.
'
...
l-,950 The Colonies and India Supplement.
.1,951 Beport of Beception Committee.
1.986 Illustrated Handbook of Victoria.
1.987 Catalogue Victorian Geological Collec
tion.
1,991 Catalogue American Exhibits.

1.948
1.949

Miscellaneous.
1.941 A nvers Exhibition, 1885. List of Jury.
Official Catalogue of N.S.AV., Exhibits.
1.942 Amsterdam Exhibition, 1883, Catalogue
Official Catalogue.
of Exhibits from Spanish Colonies.
Catalogue Victorian Exhibits.
1.943 Amsterdam Exhibition, 1883. Catalogue
Catalogue Northern Territory Exhibits.
of Japanese Section.
Official Catalogue Jubilee Exhibition,
1.944 Amsterdam Exhibition, 1883.
Beport
Liverpool, England, 1887.
on Egyptian Exhibits by. Cherif
Official Catalogue of Exhibits from Vic
toria in the London International
Pasha.
‘
1,952 Maritime Exhibition, Havre,. 1887.
Exhibition, 1873.
'
Special Begulations of the Floating
Catalogue of Exhibits from Guatemala,
Paris Exhiji., 1878.
.
.
Exhibition.
■
:
1,939 'Catalogue Norwegian Exhibits. Vienna
Calcutta Exhibition, 1883. Bep.ort of
Exhibition, 1873.
'
South Australian Commissioners.
1.990 Catalogue of Exhibits People’s Palace,
Offi cial Catalogue of the Woollen Exhibits,
.. '
1887.
Crystal Palace Exhibilion, 1881.
* Donations. Adelaide Jubilee Exhibition.-

•

•

•

>

Bepobts. %

1,726
1,729
.1,733

1,765
1,793

United States Consular Report!!.
1.734 Beports from January to April, 1882.
Mercantile Marines of Foreign Countries,
1.735 Beports from November, 1883, to EebApril, 1886.
ruary, 1884.
’
State of Labour in Europe, 1878.
1.736 Beport from March to June, 1884.
The Cotton-Goods Trade of the World.
November,and December, 1,881.
Reports from the Consuls of the United States.
Vol. XIX. April40 September, 1886. .
1,822 Vol. XXI.
„ XX. September to December, 1886.
‘

January to March, 1887.
,
'

Reports H.M. Diplomatic and Consular Officers.
,
Trade
and
Finance.
116-168.
1,-967
1.787 Trade aud Einanee, 1886. 30^32. ComDp
dp
169-206.
mercial. Pts. 1, 2, 3. 1 to -29.
1,9.68
1^789 Miscellaneous. 1 to 25.
1.788 Commercial, Japan, China, and Corea,
Do
26 to 51.
'
1884.
1,966
1,821 Trade and Finance. 73-115.
Miscellaneous.
1,854 Department of Mines—Annual Beport,
1,790 Beports on Insects injurious to root and
1886.
' ! ; . ;,
certain other crops in-Great Britain.
1,935 Beport on the Fisheries of Canada, year
1.814 Beport on progress and condition of the
1883.
'
!
Botanic Gardens, Adelaide, during
year 1886.
J ,958 Beport of the Papal States Fjepiuties on
the Dublin Exhibition, 1865.
1.815 Beports on Insects injurious to Hop
Plants, Corn, and Eiuit Crops.
1,9,60 Beport of the Blind Congressjin Amster
dam, 1885.
'
!
1,820 Beport of the British Association, Bir
mingham, 1886.
APPENDIX VII.
DONATIONS (Books
Library

No.

1,724
.1,883

1,888.

and

Peeiodicals).

Title of Book.

'
.
Agriculture.
Commercial, Pastoral, and Agricultural Association of New South
Wales: Its origin and purposes. Presented by the Associatiojr.
. .
Tropical Agriculturist (1881-87). Presented by the Honorable
the Minister for Public InstriictibUr
•
Chemico-Agricultufal Tables for use of Students at the College of Wolff;
Agriculture, Bom ah a, Tokio, Japan. Presented by the,Council.

Author.
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DOITA.TIONS (Books
Library
No.

•

and

Author.

Title of Book.

Aechitecttjbe

1,738
1,889

Periodicals).

and

Aet.

Plan of the Australian- Museum and its contents. Presented by
the Trustees, Australian Museum.
'
American Education in Pine aud Industrial Art; Part I. Presented Clarke.
by Commissioner of Education, Washington.
.
Botany.

1,979
1.994
1.995
1;745
1,746
1,808
1,893

Notes on some indigenous Sago and Tobacco from New G-uinea.
Presented by J. H. Maiden, F.R.Gr.S.
Piihrer durch die Vegetablische Abtheilung der Kgl. Landw:
Hoehschule. Presented by Prof. Wittmach.
*
The Action and Uses of Strophanthus. Presented by Messrs.
Borroughs, Wellcome, & .Co., Melbourne.
Description and Illustrations of the Myoporinous Plants of Aus
tralia : Part II. Lithograms. Presented by G-overnment of
Victoria through the Department of Public Instruction, Sydney.
.Notes on Australian Plants (Swainsonia Beasley ana). Presented
by the Author.
Iconography of Australian species of Acacia and cognate genera :
l-4'' Decades. Presented, by Government of Victoria through
• the Department-of Public InstructionWoods and Forests of Tasmania; Annual Beport, 188G-7, by the
Conservator. Presented by Gr. 8. Perrin, F.L.S., Conservator.
.

1,835
1,783
•1,807
1,784-

1;902
1,903
1,889
1,977

.

Education.

Maiden.
Wittmach.
Fraser.
Mueller.
Mueller.
Mueller.
Perrin.

.

" Calendar of the Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland, 1887. Pre•sented by the Secretary to the Society. .
'Circulars of Information of the Board of information, Washington:
No. 1,1886. The Study of Music in Public Schools. Presented
by the Superintendent of National Education, Washington.
Beport of Commissioners of' Education, 1884-85 : Washington,
1886. Presented by the Bureau of Education, Washington.
No. II, 1886. Proceedings of Department of Superintendent of
National Education Association at its meeting at Washington,
23 aud 26 February, 1886. PreseTued by the Superintendent
of National Education, Washington.
'
Beport on Technical Education: From-the Government Printer... Combes.
Beport of the Minister of Public Instruction. From Grovernmcnt
Printer.
.
'-American Education in Fine and Industrial Art: Parti. Pre Clarke.
sented by Committee of Education, Washington.
Mason Science College, Birmingham: Calendar, 1887-88.. Pre
sented by the Council. •
GrEOLOQY AND MlNEEA'LOGY.

1,730
1,800
1,805

1,811
1,885
519
1,938
1,802
1,803

School of Mines, Ballarat, Annual Beport, 1886. Presented by
the Secretary for Mines.
‘
'
Beport of Government Geologist, South Australia, 1883 ; with five
lithographed plans. Presented by H. T. L. Brown, Govern
ment Geologist, South Australia.
Notes on Geological Map of Gumeracha and Mount Crawford
Gold-fields, South Australia; with map. June 22, 1886. Prei sented by H. T. L. Brown, Government Geologist, South
Australia.
.
California State Mining Bureau: Parts I and II. Sixth Annual
Beport of State Mineralogist. Presented by Acting Secretary,
California State Mining Bureau.
.
Gold-fields of Victoria : Beport of the Mining Begistrars for Quarter
ending 30 June, 1887.
Presented by the Honorable the
Minister for Mines, Victoria..
•
1
Gold-fields of Victoria. Beports of the Mining Begistrars, Half
. year ending 31 March, 1887. Presented by the Secretary for
Mines, Victoria.
.
Gold-fields of Victoria. Beports of the Mining Begistrars, Quarter
' ending 30 September, 1887. From the Secretary for Mines.
Beport on the Geological character of Barossa and Para Wirra,
South Australia; with plan. 10 December, 1885. Presented by
the Government Geologist.
Beport of the Geological character, of the country passed over from
•Port Augusta to Eucla, South Australia-; vdth plan. Presented
by tlie Government Geologist. ,
•
.

Government Geologist.
Government Geologist.

Part I, Hanks.
Part II, Ireland.
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DONATION'S (Books
Library
No.

1,804
1,806

1,897

Pebiodioals)..

Title of Book.

Author.

GrEOIiOGY AND MlNEBALOGY—continued.
Beport on Ulooloo G-old-field, South Australia; with plan. Pre
sented by the G-overnment Geologist.
Reports on Geology of country east, of Farina and northward to
latitude 23 degrees 10 minutes. South Australia, 1884.
Presented by the Government Geologist.
Mechanics

1,722

and

and

Engineebing.

.

,

Drawing'and Bough Sketching for Marine Engineers. Presented Donaldson,
by the Author.
The strength and elacticity of New South "Wales timbers of Warren,
commercial value. From the Government Printer.
Zoology.

1,737
1.739
1.740
1.980

Notes for Collectors, containing hints-for the Preservation of
specimens of Natural History. Presented by the Trustees,
Australian Museum.
Catalogue of Australian Stalk—and Sessile-eyed Crustacea.
Presented by the Trustees, Australian Museum.
Catalogue of the Australian Birds in the Australian Museum.
Presented by the Trustees, Australian Museum.
"
Catalogue of the Medusee of Australian waters. Presented by the
Trustees, Australian Museum.
-

1.981
1,731

.

Miscellaneous.

1,784

1,809
1,812
1,853
1.891
1.892
1,894
1,901
1,884 .

1,810

1,557
1,557a
1,785
1,793

Haswell.
Bams ay.
Yon Lendenfeld.
.

.

Naturproducte de Westlichen .Siidsee. Presented by the Author,
Dr. 0. Finch.
Aboriginal Weapons, Implements, &c.,, in the Australian Museum. Collectedby K. H. Bennett,
Presented by the Trustees, Australian Museum.
Mossgiel, N. S. Wales.
Peoceedings

1,782a

Eamsay.'

of

Societies.

Proceedings Eoyal Society of Tasmania, 1886. Presented by the
Council.
.
.
Proceedings of Department of Superintendent of National
Educational Association at its meeting at Washington, February
1886. No. 2, 1886. Presented by the Bureau of Education,
Washington.
.
Proceedings and Transactions of the Queensland Branch of the
Geographical Society of Australasia, 2nd Session, 1886-7, Vol.
II. Parts 1 and 2. Presented by the Council.
Journal of the Proceedings of the Boyal Society of New South
Wales, Yol. XXI, part I, August, 1887. Presented by the
Council.
.
Boyal Geographical Society of Australasia, 1886-7. Yol. II, part
2. Presented by the Council.
Begister of Papers published in the Tasmanian Journal, and the Alex. C. Morton, Librarian.
Proceedings of the Boyal’Society, Tasmania. Presented by the
Council.
'
Proceedings of the Boyal Society of Queensland, Yol. III.
Presented by the Council.
’
■
Transactions and Proceedings of the Boyal Society, Victoria.
Yol. XXIV, part I. Presented by the Council.’ ""
Journal and Proceedings of the Boyal Society, New South Wales,
1886. Presented by the Council.
Transactions and Proceedings of the Boyal Society, Victoria, vol.
XXIII. Presented by the Council.
Exhibition Literature.
Adelaide Jubilee Exhibition, 1887. Forestry Exhibits, Department
• of Mines, Forest Branch, New South Wales.- Presented by
the Department of Mines, Sydney.
■
Beports.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 22nd Annual Beport;
Catalogue 1886-7. Presented by the Secretary of the Institute.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. President’s Beport, 8
December, 1886. -Presented by the Secretary of the Institute.
Beport of the Board of Technical Education, New South Wales,
1885. Presented by the Board of Technical Education.
17th Annual Beport of the South Australian Chamber of Manufac
tures, Adelaide, for year ending July, 1886, Presented by the
Chamber.
'
-
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No.
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Pebiodioals).

Title of Book.

Author.

Repobts—continued.

Report of the G-overnment Geologist of South Australia, 1883 ;
1,800
with 5 lithographed plans. Presented by the Government
Geologist.
.
Report, Queensland Museum, 1886. Presented by the Trustees.
1,818
Liverpool School of Science. 25th Annual Report, 1885-6.
1,855
Presented by the Committee of the School.
_
30th Annual Report of Pharmaceutical Society of Australasia.
1,882
Presented by the Council.
_
_
Reports of Gold-mining Registrars of Yictoria. Presented by the
1,885
Secretary for Mines.
Yorkshire College of Science, Leeds. l3th Annual Report.
1,887
Presented by the Council.
Report of Council of Birmingham and Midland Institute, 1886.
1,989
Presented by the Council.
.
Annual Report of the Secretary for Mines and Water Supply,
1.895
Victoria, 1886. Presented by the Secretary.
Mineral Statistics of Victoria, 1886. Report of Secretary for
1.896
Mines, Presented by the Secretary.
Report on the Asylum for the Blind at Lausanne (Switz.) from
1,954
1847 to 1885, with the exception of the 2nd Report (out of
print). 32 vols. Presented by the Superintendent of the
Asylum through Chev. Jervis.
_
1,954a Education des aveugles. Impressions de voyage par le secretaire.
Presented by the Superintendent of the Asylum through Chev.
Jervis.
_
Report, British and Poreign School Society. Presented by the
1,97.8
Council.

.

Periodicals and Magazines.

The Publishers of the following Journals have generously continued to contribute copies of their
publications to the Reading-room of the Museum during the year, viz.:—
•
Hatters’Gazette
(London).
'
Amateur Photographer (London).
Horological Journal (London).
.
American Mail and Export Journal (New York).
Ironmonger (London).
American Monthly Microscopical Journal (New
Ironmonger (Supplement).
York).
Iron (London). '
Bookseller (London).
Iron and Steel Trade Journal.
Boot and Shoe Trades Journal (London).
Jeweller and Metal-worker (London).
Brewers’ Guardian (London).
Manufacturer and Builder (New York).
British and Colonial Printer and Stationer
Mechanical News (New York)(London).
Mineralogical Magazine (London).
/
British Trade Journal (London).
Oil and Colourman’s Journal (London).
Builders’ Weekly Reporter (London).
Paper-maker’s Journal, and Annual Directory of
Building World (London).
Paper-makers (London).
Bullettino Telegraphico (Rome).
Paper Trade Review (London).
Burgoyne’s List.
Pharmaceutical Journal.
Cabinet-maker (London).
Plumber and Decorator.
California Architect (San Francisco).
Printer’s Register (London).
Canadian Magazine (Montreal).
Reveu Coloniale Internationale.
Colliery Guardian (London).
Sanitary Record (London).
Cooke’s Illustrations of British Fungi.
Sugarcane. (Manchester). '
Co-operative Index to Periodicals (London).
Stationery Trades Journal (London).
_ '
Decorators’ Gazette (London).
Telegraphic Journal and Electrical Review
Educational Record (London).
,
(London).
Exporter (London).
Textile Recorder (Manchester).
Engineering (London). '
Therapeutic Gazette.
Fireman (London).
Tropical Agriculturalist.
Forestry (Edinburgh).
Timber Trades Journal (London).
■
Gas and Water Review (London).
Hardware Trade Journal (London).
’ The Publishers of the following have been good enough to occasionally forward copies of their
journals to the Museum :—
'
Educational Record,
■
"
Australian Journal of Pharmacy.
Industrial Review.
'
Brewers’ Gazette.
Iron Age (New York). .
.
British Mercantile Gazette (LondonJ.
Leather Trades Circular.
Chamber of Commerce Journal.
Mechanical Progress.
Chemical News.
Mechanical World.
'
Chemical Review (London):
Mineralogical Magazine.
Decoration,

\
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DONATIONS (Books

Paper and Printing Trades Journal.
Paper^maker’s Circular (Loudon).
Paper-making.
Phillips’ Machinery Register.

.

and

Pebiodioals).

Practical Engineer.' .
Sanitary World (London).
Scientific American (New York)
Textile Manufacturer.

APPENDIX YU I.
.

PURCHASES (Diaobams, Maps, &o.)

February 24.
Photographs mounted on Cardboard of:
Combing Machine.
Screw Gill Lap Machine.
Gill Preparer, Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 5. _
'
Screw Gill Box, two heads of one delivery each.
Screw Gill Box, one head of one delivery.
Worsted Drawing Frame (French system).
Worsted Roving Frame.
AYorsted Dandy Roving Frame.
Worsted Spinning Frame.
Calico Loom, with Yorkshire Tuppets (for
worsted goods).
'
‘
Wrought Iron and Steel Double Forge Hearth,
with Reheating Furnace.
Wrought Iron and Steel Forge Hearth, with
Reheating Furnace.
February 5.
Furnace for Smelting Ores. Broken section.
Gooch’s Link Motion.
Gooch’s Link Motion.
'
■
Large Puddling Furnace Gas Regenerator.
Oven for ALood-charcoal.
“ Newcomen ” Model.
Glass Levelling Furnace.
Furnace for Making .Coke.
July 12.
Cupellation Furnace (German patent).
Mansfield Roasting Furnace.

July 19.
Hungarian Roasting Furnace.
Swedish Roasting Furnace.
Swedish Refining Hearth.
August 1.
Crucible Furnace.
Double Refining Hearth for Iron.
Spectacles Furnace.
Lignation Furnace.
.
August 23.
Furnace for Smelting Tin Ores.
Furnace for the Manufacture of Crown Glass.
Furnace for Smelting Iron Ores.
September 6.
Portfolio of Indian Art. No. 27.
Portfolio of Italian Art'. Parts 3 to 5.
Portfolio of Persian Art. Part 7.
Portfolio of Swedish Art. Part 5,
Photographs of Burmese and Madras Art-ware.
Drawing of Davis’s Breeze Oven.
.
November 15.
Anthracite Blast Furnace.
Bessemer Converter.
December 12.
Clarke & Rowley’s Map of New South AYales.

Diaobams (Coi.oi:hkd to Natijk.e) op New South Wales■ Economic Plants.

Acacia hinervata; DC. “Black-wattle.” (Leguminos*.) Use': Timber, tan, gum.
Acacia decurrens, glabrous var; APilld. “Blackwattle.” (Leguminosae.) IJse: Tan.
Acacia decurrens, glabrous var; Willd. Blackwattle.” (Leguminosse.) Hse: Tan. •
Acacia dealhata; Link. “Silver-wattle.” (Legu
minosse.) Use : Timber, tan, gum.
Acacia melanoxylon; R. Br. “ Black-wood.”
“ Light-wood.” (Leguminosse.) Use: Timber,
tan.
.
Acacia pendula; Cunn. “Weeping myall.”
(Leguminosse.) Use: Timber, tan.
Acacia podalyrisefolia; Cunn. A silver-wattle.
(Leguminosse.) Use : Timber, tan.
Acacia pubescens; R. Br.
(Leguminosse.)
Use: Tan.
ACaciapenninervis; Sieb. “Blackwood.” “Hick
ory.” (Leguminosse.) Use : Timber, tan.
Acaciaverniciflua - Cunn. (Leguminosse.) Use:
Tan.
Acronychia Baueri; Schott.
“ Brush ash.”
(Rutacese.) Use: Timber.
AeroBychia Cunninghamii; Hook. Syn., Medicosma Cunninghamii; Hook. fil. (Rutacese.)
Use: Timber.
Aegiceras majus ; Gsertn. “ River mangrove.”
(Myrsinese). Use: Tan.
Alphitonia excelsa; Reiss. “Redash.” (Rhamnese.) Use: Timber.
Alyxia ruscifolia ; R. Br. (Apocynese). Use:
Timber (small).
Angophora intermedia; DC. “Narrow-leaved
apple-tree.” (Myrtacese.) Use: Timber.
Angophora lanceolata; Oav. “ Apple-tree.”
“ Red-gum.” (Myrtacea.) Use : Timber.

Alphananthe phillippinensis ; Planch. “Elm.”
“Tulipwood.” (Urticess.) Use : Timber, fibre.
Aphananthe phillippinensis; Planch. “Elm.”
“Tulipwood.” (Urticese.) Use: Timber, fibre..
Baloghia lucida; Endl. “ Brush bloodwood.”
(Euphorbiacese.) Use: Dye, timber.
Backhousiamyrtifolia; Hook, etHarv. “Water
myrtle.” (Myrtacese,) Use: Timber.
Banksia integrifolia; Linn fil. “ Coast honey
suckle.” (Proteacese.) Use: Timber.
Banksia marginata; Car.
“ Honeysuckle.”
(Proteacese.) Use: Timber, tan.
Banksia serrata; Linn fil. “ Common honey
suckle.” (Proteacese.) Use : Timber, tan.
Brachychiton acerifolium ; F. v. M. “Flametree.” “Lace-bark-tree.” (Sterculiaecse.) Use:
Timber (poor), fibre.
Brachychiton luridum ; F. V. M- “Sycamore.”
“Hat-tree.” (Sterculiacse.) Use: Timber, fibre.
Callistemon salignus ; DC, “ River tea-tree.”
“ Stonewood.” (Myrtacese.) Use: Timber.
Callicoma serratifolia; Andr. “Native beech.”
(Saxifragese.) Use: Timber.
,
•
Cargillia Australis ; R. Br.
“ Black plum.”
(Ebenacese.) Use : Timber, food.
Cargillia pentamera; F. v. M. “ Black myrtle.”
“Grey plum.” (Ebenacese.) Use: Timber,
food.
Cargillia pentamera; F. v. M, “ Black myrtle.”
. “Grey plum.” (Ebenacese.) Use: Timber,
food.
Castanospermum Australe; Cunn. et Fraser.
(Leguminosse.)
_
Casuarina suberosa.; Otto et Dietr. “ Sho«
oak.” (Casuarinese.) Use: Timber.

APPENDIX VIII—continued.
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Casuarina glauca; Sieb. “ She-oak.” “Belar.
(Casuarinese.) Use : Timber, tan.
Ceratapetalum gummiferum; Smith. “ Cliristmas bush.”
(Saxifragese.)
Use: Timber,
ornament.
Ceratapetalum apetalum; D. Don. “ Coacbwood.” “ Leather-jacket.”
“ Lightwood.”
(Saxifragese.) Use: Timber.
Citriobatus multiflorus; Cunn. “OrangeThorn.”
(hittosporese.) Use: Timber, food.
■
Clerodendron tomentosum ; R. Br. (Yerbenacese) Use: Timber.
.
Clerodendron tomentosum; R. Br. (Verbena
. cese.) Use: Timber
'
Cupania nervosa; F. v. M. A Tamarind. (Sapindacesei) Use : Food, timber.
Commersonia' echinata;
R. et Gr. Forst.
(Sterculiacese.) Use: Fibre.
Var platyphylla; Andr. (Sterculiacese.)
Dysoxylon Muelleri; Benth. “Turnip-wood.”
(Incliacese) Use: Timber.
Dysoxylon Fraserianum ; Benth. “Rosewood.”
(Incliacese.) Use: Timber.
Dysoxylon Fraserianum; Benth. “Rosewood.”
(Incliacese.) Use: Timber.
Elseocarpus cyaneus ; Ait. (Tiliaceae.)
Elseo.carpus cyaneus ; Ait.
“ Native ohve.”
“White boree.” (Tiliacese.) Use: Timber.
Elaeocarpus grandis; F. v. M. “ Blue fig.”
. (Tiliacese.) Use: Timber.
Eucalyptus corymbosa; Smith.
“Bloodwood.”
(Myrtacese.) Use : Timber, Kino.
Eucalyptus amygdalina; Labill. “ Pejtpermint
. tree,&c.” (Myrtacese.) Use: Timber,Kino oil.
Eucalyptus crebra ; F. v. M. (Myrtacese.)
Eucalyptus pilularis; Smith. “ Blackbutt.”
(Myrtacese.) Use : Timber, Kino.
Eucalyptus piperita; Smith.
“ Peppermint.”
. (Myrtacese.) Use: Timber, Kino oil.
Eucalyptus stricta; Sieb. (Myrtacese.) Use:
Timber (small).
‘
Eucalyptus Sieberiana; F. v. M. “ Native ” or
“Mountain ash.” (Myrtaceae.) Use: Timber,
kino.
• '
.
Eugenia Smithii; Poir. “ Lillypiily.” (Myrta, cese.) Use : Timber, tan, food.
Eugenia Smithii; Poir. “ Lillypilly.” _ (Myrtaceae.) Use : Timber, food.
Eugenia myrtifolia; Sims.
“ Brush myrtle.”
(Myrtacese.) Use: Timber.
Eugenia Ventenatii; Benth. “Drooping myrtle.”
“ Large-leaved water-gum.”
(Myrtacese.)
Use: Timber, food.
,
Eupomatialaurina; R. Br. “Balwarra.” “Rose
bush.” ' (Anonacese.) Use: Timber.
Euphorbia pilulifera; Linn. “ Asthma herb.”
(Euphorbiacese.) Use: Drug.
Ficus scabra; Forst.
Syn., Ficus aspera.
“Rough-leaved fig.”
(Urticese.)
Use:
Timber (inferior).
Ficus rubiginosa ; Desf. “ Port Jackson fig.”
(Urticese.) Use : Timber, resin.
Harpullia Hillii; K v. M. Tulipwood. (Sapindacese.) Use: Timber.
Harpulha pendula; Plonch. Tulipwood. (Sapindacese.) Use: Timber.
Harpullia pendula; Plonch. Tulipwood. (Sapindacese.). Use: Timber.
,
Helicia glabriflora; F. v. M.
(Proteacese.)
/Use: Food.
Hymenosporum flavum ; F. v. M. “WollumWollum (of N.S. W. Aborigs.) (Pittosporese.)
Use: Timber.
Lagunaria Patersoni; Gr. Don. “ Tulip-tree.”
(Malvacese.) Use : Fibre, timber.
Lagunaria Patersoni; Gr. Don. “Tulip-tree.”
(Malvaceae.) Use: Fibre, timber.

Laportea photiniphylla; Wedd. “Narrow
leaved nettle-tree.” (Urticese.) Use: Fibre,
timber.
‘
.
Macadamia ternifolia ; F. v. M.. “ Queensland
, nut.” (Proteacese.) Use: Food.
Macadamia ternifolia; F. v. M. “ Queensland
nut.” (Proteacese.) Use: Food.
Melaleucaleueadendron; Linn. Syn., Melaleuca
minor; Smith. A variety of this species
yields Cajuput oil.
(Myrtacese.)
Use:
'Timber, oil.
Melaleuca nodosa ; Smith. “ Swamp tea-tree.”
(Myrtacese.) Use: Timber.'
Melaleucapauciflora; Turcz. (Myrtacese.) Use:
Timber.
■
Melaleucastyphelioides; Smith. “Prickly-leaved.
tea-tree.”' (Myrtacese.) Use: Timber.
Melia azedaraeh; Linn. “ White cedar.” ’ “ Capo
lilac.” (Meliacese.) Use: Timber.
Mollinedia macrophylla; Tulasne. Syn., Kibara
macrophylla. (Monimicse.) Use: Timber.
Myoporum acuminatum ; R. Br. Syn., Myoporum tenuifolium; Gr. Forst. (Myoporinese.)
Use: Timber.
Nephelium leiocarpum ; F. v. M. “ Tamarind
wood.” (Sapindacese.) Use: Food, timber.
Nephelium leiocarpum ; F. v. M. “ Tamarind
wood.” (Sapindacem.) Use: Timber, food.
Nephelium tomentosum ; F. v. M. (Sapindacese.)
Use: Food, timber.
Nephelium Beckleri; Benth.
(Sapindacese.)
Use : Food, timber. ■
_
Notelsea- ligustrina; Vent. “Native olive.”
(Jasminese.) Use: Timber.
Notelsea punctata; R. Br. (Jasminese.) Use:
Timber.
Persoonia salicina; Pers. “ Gfeebung.” (Pro
teacese.) Use: Timber.
Pbyllanthus Ferdinand!; Muell.-Arg. Syn.,
Bradleia australe. “ White beech.” “Lignum
1 vitse.” (Euphorbiacese.) -Use :. Timber.
Pisonia inermis; Gr. Forst. (Nyctaginese.) Use:
Timber.
Pittosporum phyllyrseoides ; DC.
“ Willowbush.” (Pittosporese.) Use : Timber, forage.
Pittosporum phyllyrseoides; DC.
“Willow■ bush.” ’ (Pittosporese.) . Use: Timber, forage
Pittosporum umlulatum; Vent. “ Mock orange.”
“Native laurel.” (Pittosporese.) Use: Timber,
.perfume.
Pittosporum undulatnm; Vent. “Mock orange.”
“Nativelaurel.” (Pittosporese.) Use: Timber,
perfume.
.
Pithecolobium pruinosum; Benth. (Leguminosse.) Use; Timber.
Pithecolobium pruinosum ; Benth. (Legumi
nosse.) Use: Timber.
.
Podocarpus elata; L’Herit. “Colonial' deal.”'
“ White pine.” • (Coniferse) Use: Timber.
Podocarpus elata; L’Herit. “ Colonial, deal.”
“White pine.” (Coniferse.) Use: Timber.
Pseudomorus Brunoniana; Bur. “Mail.” (Urti
cese.) Use: Timber.
Rhodamnia trinervia; Blume. “ Black-eye.”
“Brush turpentine.”- (Myrtacese.)
Use:
Timber.
Rhus rhodanthema; F. v. M. “ Deep yellowwood.” (Anacardiacese.)
Sambucus xanthocarpa; F. v. M.
“Native
Elder.” (Caprifoliacese.) Use: Timber, food.
Sideroxylon (Achras) australe; Benth. et Hook
fil. “Black plum.” (Sapotacese.)
Use:
Timber, food.
Stenoearpus sinuatus ; Endl.
“ Silver oak.”
(Proteacese.) Use: Timber.
Stenoearpus salignus ; R. Brown. “ Silver oak.”
(Proteacese.) Use: Timber,
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Syncarpia, laurifolia ; Ten. “ Turpentine-tree.”
(Myrtaceae.) Use : Timber, resin. ,
Syncarpia leptopetala; E. v. M. “ Brush tur
pentine.”. “Myrtle.”
(Myrtacese.) Use:
Timber.
,
.
Sterculia accrifolia. (Sterculiacese.)
Sterculia quadrifida; E. Brown. “'Kurrajong,”
“Calool.” (Sterculiaceas.) Use: Timber (poor),,
fibre.
■
Tristania conferta; Eobt. Brown. “ White box,
Bastard box.” (Myrtacese.) Use: Timber.

Tristania conferta; Eobt. Brown. “ White box,
Bastard box.” (Myrtacese.) Use: Timber.
Tristania laurina; Eobt. Brown. “ Swamp
mahogany.” (Myrtaceae.) Use: Timber.
Tristania laurina; Eobt. Brown. “ Swamp
mahogany.” (Myrtaceoe.) Use: Timber.
Tarrietia argyrodendron; Benth. “ Stayewood.”
(Sterculiacese.) Use: Timber.
Hylomelum pyrifornic ; Smith. “ Native ” or
“Wooden pear.” (Proteacese.) Use: Timber.

APPENDIX IX.

DONATIONS.
Maps, Drawings, Diagrams, &c.
.
May 20.
School-room Map, British Empire, 6' x 5'.
Chart of Geographical Terms.
Geographical Illustrations, Bernese Alps.
Geographical Illustrations, Cologne Cathedral.
Geographical Illustrations, Jerusalem.
The above were presented by Philip & Son,
Caxton Buildings, Liverpool, England.
'
Small wall-map of India. .
Small wall-map of Australia.
Howard Vincent Map of British Empire.
Natural History, plates representing serpents,
zebra, platypus,1 shark, kangaroo, peacocks,
parrots, bats.
Type of native Hindoo.
Type of North American Indian.
.
The above were presented by W. & A. K.
Johnston, Edina Works, Edinburgh.

June 27.
'
Geological Map of South Australia, exclusive of
the Northern Territory. December 31, 1886.
Geological Map of the' Barossa and western
portion of the Parra Wirra Gold-field
Eeserves.
Geological Map of Mount Crawford and Gum•
meracha Diggings, Parra Wirra, S.A.
Geological Map of the Ulooloo Gold-fields
Eeserve Hundred of Hallett, S.A.
The above were presented by the Government
Geologist, S.A.
October 21.
Photo of a Blow-pipe. Presented by Eevd. J. A.
Milne Curran, Gobar.
•
December 2.
Synoptical guide for fearing silkworms. Pre. sented by Chas. Dickins & Son, Adelaide.

APPENDIX X.

EXCHANG-ES
Date.
1887
11 Jan.
30 Sept.

(Outwards).

Description of Specimens.

Casts of 6 nuggets
...
...
...
Casts of 6 meteorites
...
...
...
50 specimens of vegetable products ...
1 specimen of chaleopyrite (copper ore)
19 specimens of rock and minerals ...
33 specimens, rock and minerals

7 Oct.
11 Oct.

47 specimens, rock and minerals
t
43 specimeils, rock and minerals
...
...
...
65 specimens, rock and minerals
............................
46 specimens, vegetable products
...
...
...
49 specimens, rocks and minerals
...
...
...
53 specimens, vegetable products
............................
30 specimens, wool
..
...
...
...
...
6 gifts of Froebel (Kindergarten).............................
1 box geometrical models
....
...
...
...
1 box stereometfieal models ...
...
...
...
Diagrams, &c., illustrating the manufacture of pins, pens,
needles, and paper ...
...
...
................
100 specimens of minerals
...
... ' ...
...
3 casts of nuggets
...
...
...
...
...
1 cast of meteorite
...
...
...
...
...
1 cast of cobaltite crystal, Tunaberg, Sweden
...
88 specimens of vegetable products
...
...

Sydney ; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—18S8.
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To whom sent.

The Secretary, Free Library.
Melbourne.
The Secretary, School of Arts,
Deniliquin.
The Secretary, Chamber qf
Commerce, Adelaide, S.A.
The Secretary, Free Library,
Melbourne. (For Techno-*
logical Museum.)
.
Dept, of Mines, Melbourne..
The Begistrar, School of
Mines, Ballarat.
G. W. Griffin, U.S. Consul,
Sydney.

The Director, Educational
Museum, Tokio, Japan.

1888-.
3STEW SOUTH WALES,

.

EDUCATION.

..

(AMENDED REGULATIONS UNDER THE “ PUBLIC INSTRUCTION ACT OR 1880,”) -

■jPwaeitUb tii parliament, pitrsmmt in .Art 43 Pic.

$o,

23/ m. 37,

Department of Public Instruction, Sydney, 25th September, 1888.
PUBLIC INSTEUCTION ACT OP 1880: AMENDED EEGULATIONS AS TO
TKAINING-, EXAMINATION, AND CLASSIFICATION OP TEACHERS,
His Excelienct the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has beeii
pleased to approve of the following amended Regulations, in substitution for those
relating to the Training, Examination, and Classification of Teachers, of date 12fh
February, 1886.
JAMES INGLIS,
'
' Examination and.Classijication.
74. The attainments of Teachers, Students of the Training Schools, and Candidates for employ
ment as Teachers, will be tested by written and oral examinations^ and their skill in teaching will be'
determined by their ability to manage a school or class ; and, according to. such attainments and skill
they will be classified in the following grades :—The First, or highest class, will have three grades,
distinguished as A with Honors, A (without Honors), and B ; the Second Class will have three grades,
distinguished as A with Honors, A (without Honors), and B; and the Third Class will have three
grades, distinguished as A, B, and C. A classification awarded to a Teacher, a Student of the Train
ing School, or a Candidate for employment, after his first successful examination, will be provisional
only, and will be confirmed at the end of three years from the date of examination if the Inspectors’
reports upon his school work be fully satisfactory : Provided that the classification of any Teacher in
the School Service shall be liable to reduction or cancellation for inefficiency, gross neglect of duty, or
serious misconduct bn the part of the person holding such classification.
Assistant teachers,.
,
■
■ , 80. Assistant teachers may be appointed to schools in which the average daily attendance
exceeds seventy. They may be (a) persons who have served for four years at least as a pupil-teacher,
or (b) persons who have been examined and classified.
;
'
Pupil teachers.
81. Pupil-teachers may be employed to serve not less than four years in any school in which
the average attendance has beeii not less than fifty for the; three months preceding; provided that
the teacher holds a classification not lower than Class II,
,
'

SUBJECTS OF EXAMINATION FOR TEACHERS AND PUPIL-TEACHERS.
84. The subjects in which teachers, students of Training Schools, and pupil-teachers shall be
examined for classification are those stated hereunder.
Foe a Third-class Certificate.

Beading—Full value, 800 marks. Prose and Poetry. .
'
Writing—Full value, 800 marks. Specimens of Copy-setting in round hand, half-text, and small hand.
Arithmetic—Full value, 1,000 marks. Simple and Compound Rules, Reduction, Proportion, Practice,
Simple and Compound Interest, "Vulgar and Decimal Fractions.
■
Text Books—Barnard Smith’s Arithmetic, or
'
Hamblin Smith’s Arithmetic.
. .
Grammar—Full value, 1,000 marks; Including Punctuation, Paraphrasing, Parsing, Analysis of
. Sentences, Meanings and Applications of Words, Saxon and Latin Prefixes and Affixes," Dictation
’ and Composition.
'
'
Text Aoot’s^M'Leod’s Grammar, and .
■
'
Laurie’s Composition.
.
'
Geography—Full value, 1,000 marks. Europe and Australia in detail., ‘ Mapping in connection with
those Continents.
' i '
'
'
Text Books—Hughes’ Class Book of Geography.
_
Geography of New South Wales (Wilkins’)1
History—ByAX value, 600 marks. Outlines of British History from the Conquest to. the reign of
"Victoria inclusive; date of Accession of each Sovereign;.leading Men; and most important
Events. General sketch of Australian History.
Text Books—Nelson’s Royal History of England.
Sutherland’s History of Australia.
. _
..
School Management—Full value, 800 marks. Organization, Discipline, and Instruction of Schools—
in outline.
1 '
Text Roofe—Gladman’s School Method.
Public Instruction Act and Regulations.
- , Domestic
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Domestic i7co»o?jy—(Female Teachers only)—Full value, 500 marks. Plain Needlework, Food,Clothing,
Household Management.
,
Text Booh—-Hassall’s Domestic Economy.
.
Drawing—Full value, 500 marks. Black-board, Freehand.
Text Books—As prescribed in the Standard of Proficiency.
,
Vocal Music—Full value, 500 marks. Rudiments of Music, either notation.
Text Books—Curwen’s Standard Course, or
Sutton’s Theory of Music.
Fob

a

Second Class-certificate.

Reading—Full value, 500 marks. Prose and Poetry from any English Reading Book.
■ Writing—-ViiQ. value, 500 marks. Specimens of Copy-lines, Letter-writing, Ornamental Writing.
Arithmetic—Full value, 1,000 marks. The full Course, with Elementary Mensuration.
Text Books—Barnard Smith’s Arithmetic.
Hamblin Smith’s Arithmetic. , .
.
.
Todhunter’s Mensuration (for Males, Chap. I to XX inclusive. For Females,
Chap. I to XIII inclusive.).
QramimCer—Full value, 1,000 marks. Including Spelling, Punctuation, Parsing, Paraphrasing; MSariing
and uses of Words, Etymology and Analysis.
Text Books—Hunter’s Grammar.
Lennie’s Grammar (revised).
.. Morell’s Grammar and Analysis.
.
.
■
. Subjectfor Special., Study—“JvAiiik C«sar.”—(Shakespeare:)
Geography—Full value, 800 marks. Physical Geography. .
Europe, Australasia, and North America) in detail.
Mapping within these limits.
' .
Text Books—W. Hughes’ Class Book of Geography, and
- - ■
-Edward Hughes’ Physical Geography, , or
•
'
Geikie’S Physical Geography.
History and English Literature—Full value; 700 marks:
. , .;
. < .,
History— I B^sh.History, from the Conquest to the present times;
) Auitraliah History.
Literature—Elizabeth to Cromwell inclusive.
> - '
Text Books—Nelson’s Royal History; ....
‘
.
Sutherland’s History of^ Austraha. ,
^
i,.i
.....
_
^Smith’s.Smaller History of English Literature:
Art 'of
Full vltltie,' 506 iriarks.' Organization, Dis’clplihe) Method; and IftstKictibh of Schools,’
in greater detail.
.
.
Text BSo/:s—Glad man’s School Method.
_
Public Instruction Act and Regulations.
Sanitary Sciehce (Female Teachers only)—Full value, 500 marks.
"
Text Books—Wilson’s Healthy Life and Healthy Dwellings.
Drawing—Vu\\ value, 500 marks. Ged'metfifcal and Model Drawing.
Text jBdd&a—Nfssbit and Brown’s Handbook of Model and Gbjeiit Dr&wihg.'
*
»._.
..
Rawle’s Practical Plane Geometry:
.
,
, , ,
;
,
.
Vocal ififsi<H-Full value; 500 marks. . Rudiments of Music, either notation,‘ with ihciSaSed pfbficiehey)
........
Text Roo&s—Ciirweh’s Standard Course, or
‘
. Sutton’s Theory of Music.
* Alternative Groups for Hales:
■
■
_
Group I.
Jli/ciid—Fulljalue, l,000;marks. First three Books of Euclid’s Elements; with Deductions.
-Full value, 1,000 marks. To Quadratic Equations, including Surds.
.
Text Books—Hamblin Smith’s Algebra.
•
.
Todhunter’s Euclid.
•
.
Group II.
Ldfe'h—Full value', 2,000 marks. GrSmmar; Composition. Caesar; DS Bello Gdllico. BSdks f to IV
inclusive.
Text Books—Dr. Smith’s Smaller Latin Grammar. “Pfiiicipia Latina)” Part I ; Snd lliiie’s
.
Latin Syntax, Part I.
_.
•

* Alternative Groups for Females.
.
.
Group I.
french—Full value, 1,500 marks. Grammar, Composition. Translation from ah easy aiitnof.
Text Books—Voltaire’s Charles XII. Books I to TV inclusive.
Havet’s" Freh'ch Class' Book (.complete)'; of
Hallard’s French Grammar.
•
Group II.
Latin—Full value, 1,500 marks. Grammar, Composition. CaBsar, De Bello Gallico. Books I, II.
Text Books—As for Males'.
■
t
Group
Euclid—Foil vaiOe, TSO niarks.'i Books I and il; ifith easy Deductions on: tlieifi.
Text Books—As for Males. .
.
^
'
Alge&ra—Flill value, 750 marks. To Quadratics, omitting Surds.Text Books—As for Males.
Gfdup IV. .
'
Any two of the following Sciences:—
Experimental Physics—Full value, 750 marks.
. ,
.... ..
Text Roo/;—Balfour Stewart’s.Lessons on Elementary" .Ph'ys'iSsv
GliSkist'ry^Vfll valuO; 750' mark's.’ JnOrgan'ic.
•
,
OTeatf Roof;—Roscoe’s LessOns in Elementary Chemistry.
Geology—VuVl value, 750 maiks.'
t ..
.......
Text Book—Lyell’s Student’s Elements Of Geology.•
HoolOgf—FifA ySlue1; 750'.nrark.s’, .
....
.
•
- ..
Text ROq^PfuKley’s Le’s-dons in Elementary Zoology; .
Boidhy—VvAX value, 750 marks.
..
... .. . Teai.Rool;—Oliver’s LessOns in Elementary'Botany. ■'
/iysiofo.Oy—Full value, 75Q,marks._
,
.
ROdF^Httxfey’a’ Lessdnd ifi Elementary Physiology:. .
-

in.

For
..... i Soii.-^These groups of subjects are. styled Alternative, because, eabdidates. art’ allbw&Lto ebbose from tbeme ho
group-ib Wbich' the'y with to be examined. Candidates are' requited t6 condne themtelveS to One gtbup.
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Fikst-class Cebtifkjatje,

Reading—Full value, 500 marks, trose and Poetry from a standard .authbh,
-........ .. „
.
Writing—FuH value, 500 marks. Specimens of Copy-setting and iiett'ei'-#ritin|;
PMiiSlife
Principles of Writing.
.
Arithmetic—Full value, 1,000 marks. The whole theorg and practice.
Text Books—Hamblin Smith’s Arithmetic.
‘
Barnard Smith’s Arithmetic.
Colenso’s Arithmetic (as revised by Hunter).
Todhunter’s Mensuration (for Males only). ,«.....
- . ..
Grammar—Full value, 1,000 marks. Including Orthography, Piihctiiatldn)
t’aralfiFaiiSI,
Analysis, Composition, Etymology, Prosody, and Style;
■
Text Books—Mason’s Eriglis'h Grammar;
Bain’s Higher English Grammar.
Meiklejohri’s Book of English.
■
Geography—Full value, 800 marks. Physical Geography.
Astronomical Geography. .
Text Books—Geikie’s Physical Geography.
.
•
Lockyer’s Astronomy.
..... .
.
... , „
, . i . .
Art of Teaching—Full value, 700 marks. Organization, Method, Sikcipime; ^itfi &
of the
Constitution of the Human Mind.
•
’
Text Books—Gladman’s School Method,
Tate’s Philosophy of Edubatiofi, or
Morell’s Mental Philosophy.
Sanitary Science—(Female Teachers only)—Full value, 500 fnarks.
Text Book—Wilson’s Healthy Life and Heajthy Dwellings.
.
Drawing—Full value, 500 marks. The full U Cbrtiflbate.
Text Book—Dennis’ Perspective.
.
Vocal Music—Full value, 500 marks.._ Rudiments of.Musbjoit.her .notation...
Text Books—Curwen’s Standard Cbuf.se, hr Stitton’4 Th'eoky of ®usic. s
’
History—Foil value, 700 marks. History of Ehgiahd ih detail; History of AuWfaiia.
Text Books—Smith’s Student’s Hume.
. .., ^
Creasy on the English Constitution. Chapters 16; 11; 15; 16.
Sutherland’s History of Australia;. ...
English Literature—Full value, 800 marks. Elizabeth t'6 Ahfib;
. Text Book—Morley’s English Literature. Chapters VII to XI inclusive.
For Special Study—Shakespeare,’.S..“ Merchant of.Venice.”
Milton’s “Paradise Lost.” Book I...
..
,,, „ . ;
Addison’s Essays, 12 (Clarendon edition), Nos. 3, 15, 25: 61, 105, 106; iM 156
165, 409, 458, 487., .......
........., , ,,
Bacon’s Essdys; 6, Blackie’s edition, Cifil ami liibfii.
Alternative Groups for Males.
-

'

.

'

. Group I.

Algebra—Full value, 1,000 marks. Including the Binomial Theorem.
Text Books—Colenso’s Algebra, , or
■
Hamblin Smith’s Algebra.
Euclid—Full value, 1,000 marks. Books I to VI, with Cediicfibirf.
■ Text Books—Potts’ Euclid, or
Todhunter’s Euclid.
Plane Trigonometry—Full value, 1,000 marks.
■
Text Books—Todhunter’s Trigonometry for Schools and Colleges,' 6f
Hamblin Smith’s Trigonometry.

‘

'

.

*Group if.
Latin—Full value, 2,000 marks. Virgil, first two Books of ASheid j Eivy, Book 2l. fjueitidivl Ph*
Grammar. Composition.
.
•
.
Text Books—Dr. Smith’s Larger Latin Grammar.
Abbott’s Latin Prose Composition.
Ihne’s Latin Syntax.
Creel;—Full value 1,000 marks.
.
.
.
Text Books—Xenophon’s “Anabasis.” Books 1 and II.
Smith’s Larger Greek Grammar.
. .
Abbott’s Greek Prose Composition. ,
Fren6h—FxAl value, 1,000 marks. Grammar, Translation, Composition;
.
Text Books—Souvestre’s “ Un Philosophe sous les Toits.”
.
Racine’s “Athalie.”
..
Havet’s French Grammar.
.■
. . . , , ,,. . .
Hallard’s French Grammar.
....
German—Full value, 1,000 marks., Grammar, Translation, Composition.'.. .
. .,
.
Text Books—Schiller’s “History of the Thirty Years’ War.” Chapfbrl I td IV;
Goethe’s “Faust.”
Otto’s German Grammar.
* Note. - In this group at least two languages must be taken, one of theta bSihf Latin.
f Group III.
Natural Science—Full value, 750 marks. Experimental Physics.
Text Bbok—Ganot’s Physics.
Chemistry—Full value, 750 marks. Inorganic.
. .
....
. ,
.
Text Book—BoscoCs Class-book of Elementary CHefnistry (Machiiffiin')';
GeoZbt/J/—Full.value, 750 marks.
Text Book—Jukes’ or Geikie’s Geology.
Zoology—Full value, 750 marks.
.
■
_ Text Bool:—Huxley’s Zoology.
.
BoMiriy—Full value, 750 marks.
.
Text Booi—Oliver’s Manual of Botany.
Physiology—Eull value, 750 marks.
. Text Bool-—Huxley’s Physiology, '
.................
•• •
Sanitary Science—Full value, 750 marks;,
Text Booh—Wilson’s Handbook of Hygiene.
■
t Note.—Any/ottr of these Sciences may T)d

Group IV.

■d

4
'
- Group.IV.
. Euclid—Pull value, 1,000 marks. Books I to VI, with Deductions.
,
• Text Boohs—As in-Group ,1. 1
.r
.
•
Algebra,—Pull value, 1,000 marks. Inclusive of the Binomial Theorem. .
Text Books—As in Group I;
_ .
Latin—Pull value, 1,000 marks. Caesar, De Bello Gallico. Pirst two looks,
<• Virgil’s A5neid. Book L
.
...
Text Books—As in Group II,
.
'‘ ■
"
•'
Group V.
‘
AmcM—Full value, 1,000 marks. Books I to VI, with Deductions.
■'
Text Books—As in Group I.
. . ,
Algebra—Pull value, 1,000 marks. Inclusive of the Binomial Theorem,
Text Books—As in Group I.
' .
...
'
And any two Sciences of the Science Group already specified in Group IJJ, Pull value 1,000-marks,
-■
"
Group VI.'
Latin—Pull value, 2,000 marks. Virgil’s A5neid. Books I, II.
•
^
'
Livy. Book XXL
'
Horace’s Odes. - Books I, II.
•
Grammar and Composition.
Text Books—As in Group II.
Together with any two of the following Sciences, namely, Chemistry, Physics, Physiology, Geology,,
Pull value 1,000 marksr '
Text Books*-As in Group III,
Alternative Groups for Females.
'
,
Group I.
. .
french—Pull value, 1,500 marks. Grammar, Translation, Composition,
.
Text.Books—Souvest're’s “ Un Philosophe sous les Toits.”
■
Corneille’s “ Le Cid.”
'
'
.
Racine’s “Athalie.”
- .
.
.
■
Havet’s French Grammar.
•
,
.Hallard’s French Grammar.
•
Group II.
'
Geracm—Full value, 1,500 marks. Grammar, Translation, Composition,
Text Books—As for Males,
.
■
■
•
Group HI.
•
Lalin—Full value, 1,500 marks. Grammar, Translation, Composition,
.
Text Books—As for Males.
'
‘
Group IV.
Euclid—Pull value, 800 marks. Books I to IV, with Deductions.
Text Books—As for Males.
•
Algebra—Pull value, 700 marks. To Quadratic'Eguations inclusive.
Text Books—As for Males.
.
...
.
Group V.
'
.
Any, three of the following Sciences :—
Experimental Physics—Pull value, SCO marks.
,
Chemistry—Full value, 500 marks. '
.
Geology—Full value, 500 marks.
•
Zoology—¥ all value, 500 marks.
Botany—PvB' value, 500 marks.
,
Physiology—Full value, 500 marks.
.
‘
Text Books—As for Males of First Class.
'
Note.—In lieu of the Alternative Subjects of examination herein prescribed for a Second-class
or a First-class Certificate, the subjects of the Sydney University Arts’ Course (as set forth in the
by-laws :an<l annually-published in the Calendar) will be taken up in the Training Schools by those
students who have passed the University Matriculation examination and who may desire -to compete,
in subsequent University examinations, for- the. special privilege of remaining a third year in Training
and proceeding to the final examination for the'B.A. degree.
6
Subjects .or Study fob Pupil-teachers,
Before Appointment—Candidates.
Beading—Full value, 50 marks. To Read an advanced Class Book, sanctioned by the Minister, with
ease,- fluency, and expression, to Spell well, and to understand the meaning of the passage read.
Writing—Full value, 50 marks. To write from Dictation, in a neat hand, a simple Prose Narrative,
' with correct spelling and punctuation.
'
‘
Dictation—Full value, 100 marks.
’
Arithmetic—Full value, 100 marks. To know the Arithmetical Tables, and to. work the rules in Vulgar
Fractions, Proportion and Practice, as in Barnard Smith’s Arithmetic.
'
Grammar—Full, value,' 100 marks. To Parse and Analyse correctly a passage taken from an ordinary
Class-book ; to know the Elements of Grammar.
'
Geography Full value 100 marks. To understand the Geographical Terms, to be acquainted with
the Map of the World, and to have' a knowledge of the Geography of Australia.
Drawing—Full value, 50 marks.' Freehand Tests,' as prescribed for a Third Class in the Standard
of Proficiency.
.
Y,?™1.
Full value, 50 marks. As prescribed for a Third Class in the Standard of Proficiency.
Skill in Teaching—To Teach a Junior Class in the presence of an Inspector.
'
'
•
Pupil-teachers—Class IV.
'
Reading—Full value, 50 marks. To Read the Fifth Reading Book, .sanctioned by the Minister, with
fluency and expression, give synonymous words andphrases,' and answer’upon the subject matter;
to repeat from memory fifty lines of Poetry.
■
.
.
.
"
Writing—Full value, 50 marks. To write neatly and correctly from Dictation or from Memorv.
Dictation—Full value, 50 marks.
.
,
»
Arithmetic Full value, 100 marks. To work Questions in Proportion, Vulgar and Decimal Fractions,
and Practice.
.
.
■
Text Bool:—Barnard Smith’s Arithmetic.
■,
.
Grammar—Pull value, 100 marks. To Parse, Paraphrase, and Analyse a Passage; Meanings of
W oras ; Etymology.
•
Text Books—Lennie’s Grammar (revised).
.
Laurie’s Spelling and
■
.
Dictation Class Book.
Geography—

5
Geography—YvXi value,- 80 marks. New South Wales, in detail; Europe, • The Physical Features and
Chief Towns in each Country.
’
Text Boohs—Wilkins’ Geography of New South Wales. .
Hughes’ Class Book of Geography.
'
History—Full value, 70 marks. English History to William I.
_
.
*
Text Booh—Nelson’s Royal History of England.
.
'
Australian History—Sutherland’s. Chaps. I to V.
Dravxnp—SvH value, 50 marks. Black-board Practice. . . .
.
.
.
Vocal Music—Full value, 50 marks. Stimpson’s Singing Class Book, Chaps. I to VIII.
.
Geomein/(for Males)—Full value, 100 niarks. Euclid. Book I. Propositions I to XXVI.
Text Booh—Todhunter’s Geometry.
Algebra (for Males)^—Full value, 100 marks. Hamblin Smith’s Algebra. Chaps. I to V inclusive.
Latin (for Males)—Full value, 100 marks. Smith’s “ Principia Latjna ” to Exercise XXIV inclusive.
* French (for Females)—Full value, 100 marks.' De Fivas’ “ Grammaire des Grammaires,” to Exercise
XXX inclusive.
'
■
School Management—Full value, 50 marks. The Kindergarten Principle (Lyschinska). Gladman’s
' School Method. '
'
' '
.
...
.
Needleworh (for Females)—Full value, 50 marks.
Pupil-teachers—Class III.
Readmp—Full value, 50 marks. To read with improved intonation and expression.
.
IFriiiny-^Full value,-50 marks. Specimens of Penmanship; three hands.
..
■ ;
Arithmetic—Full value, 100- marks. Compound Interest, Profit and Loss, and Square Root—'as in
Barnard Smith’s Arithmetic.
Grammar—Full value, 100 marks. Parsing of Difficult Sentences, with a good knowledge of Syntax,
and the Analysis of Sentences ; Meanings of Words; Force of Affixes; Latin Roots; Composition.
■ Teat Book—Lennie’s Grammar (revised).
Geography—Full value, 80 marks. Australia ; Polynesia.
.
Mapping, confined within these limits.
■
Text Boohs—Collins’ Geography of Australia and Pacific Ocean.
Collins’ Australian and Primary Atlas.
'
History—Full value, 70 marks. English History : William I to Richard III inclusive.
.
Australian History—Sutherland’s. Chaps. VI to X.
■
•
Text jBoofe—Nelson’s Royal History of England.
Sutherland’s History of Australia.
'
Drawing—Foil value, 50 marks. Freehand Drawing.
'
Vocal Hfttaic—Full value, 50 marks. Stimpson’s Singing Class Book, Chaps. IX to X-II inclusive.
Geometry—Full value, 100 marks. Euclid., . Book I.
Algebra—Full value, 100 marks. Fractions and Simple Equations, to Chap. XIV inclusive.
.
Latin—Full value, 100 marks. Smith’s “ Principia Latina,” to Exercise XXXIII.
(for Females)-=-Futl value, 150 marks. “ Grammaire des Grammaires, to Exercise LX. (See
note*, Fourth Class Pupil-teachers.)
.
'
School Management—Vu\\ value, 50 marks. Gladman’s School Method. The Kindergarten Principle
(Lyschinska).
‘
,
Needlework (for Females)—Full value, 50 marks.
Pupil-teachers—Class II.
Beading—VvH value, 50 marks. A standard author, with correct intonation and emphasis.
Writing—Full value, 50 marks, Specimen of Penmanship ; three hands, with increased skill.
Arithmetic—Full value, 100 marks. Cube Root, Discount, Stocks, Proportional Parts—as in Barnard
Smith’s Arithmetic, or Hamblin Smith’s Arithmetic.
Grammar—Full value, 100 marks. Increased skill in Parsing, Paraphrasing, and in tire Analysis of
Sentences ; Meanings of Words ; Affixes ; Roots ; Composition.
Text Booh—Hunter’s Grammar.
.
•
Geography—Vu\\ value, 80 marks, AsiaPhysical Features and Chief Towns of each Country of Asia
and North America.
'
'
■
. Physical Geography : Waves, Tides, Currents.
.ffisfory—Full value, 70 marks. English HistoryHenry VII to Anne, inclusive.
Australian History—^Sutherland’s. Chapters XI to XVl.
Draioing—Full value, 50 marks. Model Drawing.
1
Vocal Music—Full value, 50 marks. Stimpson’s Class Book, Chaps. XIII to XV inclusive'.
'
Geometry—Full value, 100 marks. Books I and II, with Deductions in Book I.
Algebra—Full'value, 100 marks. Simple Equations and Surds, to Chapter XXIV inclusive.
Latin—Full value, 100 marks. Smith’s “ Principia Latina,” to Exercise XLVIII.
French (for Females)—Full value, 150 marks. “ Grammaire des Grammaires,” to Exercise XC. (See
note*, Fourth Class Pupil-teachers.)
.
'
School Management—Full value, 50 marks. Gladman’s School Method. The Kindergarten Principle
(Lyschinska).
•
. .
■
.
...
Needlework (for Females)'—Full value, 50 marks.
.
.
Pupil-teachers—Class I.
Beading—VaW value, 50 marks. To read with ease and expression from a standard author.
..
Writing—Fu\\ value, 50 marks. Specimen of Penmanship ; three hands, with increased skill.
Arithmetic—Vw\\ value, 100 marks. Application of Rules and Principles. Mensuration of Surfaces.
Text Books—Barnard Smith’s Arithmetic.
.
Todhunter’s Mensuration.
Gram mar^-Full value, 100 marks. Parsing,' Paraphrasing, Prosody, Analysis of Sentences, Meanings
of Words, Formation of Words, Derivations, Composition.
, Text Book—Hunter’s Grammar.
■
Geography—Full value, 80 marks. Physical Geography. Physical Features and Chief Towns of each
of the Countries of Africa and South America.
Mapping within theselimits. •
-ffisto-y—Full value,“70 marks. English History: George I to present time. Australian Historv—
Sutherland’s. Chapters XVII to XXII.
Drawing—Full value, 50 marks. Advanced proficiency expected in the three sections.
Vocal Music—Full value, 50 marks. Stimpson’s Class Book, Chaps. XVI to end.
Geometry—Full value, 100 marks; Books I and II, with Deductions.
'
A Igebra—Full value, 100 marks. Quadratic Equations, with Surds, to Chap. XXVI, inclusive. .
Latin—Full value, 100 marks. Smith’s “ Principia Latina,” to end. Crnsar, De Bello Gallico. Chaps.
I to III. Easy translations.
.
Fi-ench (for Females)—Full value, 150 marks. “Grammaire des Grammaires,” to the end. (See note,*
Fourth Class Pupil-teachers.)
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School

6
School Makagment—YaW value, 50 marks. • Gladman’s School Method.
(Lyschinska).
.
■
Needlework (for Females)—Full value,' 50 marks.
sNote.—

The Kindergarten Principle
■
.
1

From female pupil-teachers in country districts the following will be nccepted.in lieu of French, where it can

be shown that the examinee has no means of acquhinj a knowledge of the language in question :_
• *
. Latin, or \
Euclid and > As for Males,
Algebra, * )

•

■

Note.—The course herein prescribed is for all pupil-teachers alike. It is recommended, -how
ever, that the Sydney University Matriculation subjects (as set forth in the by-laws and annually
published iu the Calender) be also studied by those pupil-teachers who may desire or intend, after
admission to the Training School, to present themselves at the Matriculation examination and to
compete, in subsequent University examinations, for the privilege of remaining three years in
training and proceeding to the final examination for the B.A. degree.
. ■ ■
-- .
Examinations.
.
85. Examinations of teachers will be held yearly in each Inspector’s District. Teachers who
desire to be examined, with a view to a higher certificate, must at least one month before the date of
examination apprise the Inspector of their wish, and furnish him with a list of the alternative subjects
upon which they are'prepared foFexamination.
.
. Eligibility of Teachers for appointment to certain Schools. .
■
.
90. Teachers who have gained their classifications by examination, or by promotion under
Regulation 86, shall be eligible for appointment to any school or department, in accordance with the
following Schedule:—
' .
/
Class ofSchools or Department.

'

■
' -'
.
' '

I ..........
II .................
III .................
IV ..............

v......:...

VI ...............
VII ........
VIII ..................
IX ..........
X ...........

Teacher’s Classification.

....
....
....
...;
....
....
....
....
....
....

.

I. A. with Honors, or I. A.
LB.
II. A. with Honors.
II. A.
•
II. B.
II. B.
.
III. A.
III. B.
III. C.
III. C.
•

• ■
Training Schools.
■
.
■
Classes of Candidates.
■
'
: 97. The Minister may authorise to be received into the Training Schools, annually, three classes
of candidates, namely, First Class, or Scholarship Candidates—Thirty Pupil-teachers whose term of
service has expired and who have obtained the highest marks among those passing the entrance
examination successfully; Second Class, or Hcdf-scholarship Candidates—Twenty Pupil-teachers whose
term of service has expired and who have obtained, after the first 30, the next highest marks among
.those passing the entrance examination successfully, and are prepared to pay half, the cost of their
maintenance while in training; Third Class, or Non-scholarship Candidates'-—OtherPupil-teachers whose
term of service has expired, untrained teachers who have had charge of schools, and persons entering
the Teaching profession for the first time, who have passed the entrance examination successfully and
are prepared to pay the whole cost of their maintenance while in training.

. T . .
.
Conditions of Admission^
99. Before admission, every candidate must make a declaration that he intends, in good faith,
to follow the profession of a teacher in schools under the Minister, and -that he will accept a situation
ih any district, as the Minister may see fit . He must also procure a guarantee from two responsible
persons that the whole expense of his training defrayed by the State will be refunded, if, from any
cause whatever, he shall not enter the sendee of the Minister, or shall leave it in less than a period to
be agreed upon at the time.of his admission to training..
.
Term of Training.
.
'.
100. Entrance examinations will be held yearly, in December_;_and-the period of training will
be one year, two years, or three years,Lis may be found expedient.
•
•
'•
.
Allowances during. Training.
.
101. The following allowances may be made to students who satisfy the aforementioned con
ditions and pass successfully the prescribed examinations :—To Scholarship Students, £6 per month ;.
and to Half-scholarship Students, £3 per month., When the school is prepared to receive students
into residence, these allowances are not paid ; board and lodging being provided instead.
.

-.
Examinations.
■
103. Oral examinations of the students will be held periodically to test their attention and pro
gress ; and written examinations will take place yearly, in December—when, classifications' will be
awarded according to attainments and teaching skill to students who have completed their course.
No,certificate will be given until the Inspector’s Report shows that the student is successful in the
management of a school.
'

\
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION OE LAND UNDER FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL PURPOSES AT VARIOUS PLACES)

Middle P1alb rook.
Paddington.
Pennant Hills.
Robbinsville.

Balgownie.
Beggan Beggan.
Boggumbil.
Eurimbla.

to |jadiiuiuui, juusuani to JVct 44 Dif.

•

Baigownie.

[Gazette, 28th -August, 1888.]
NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
•
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
■
New Sotjth.Wales, ) ByHisExcellenoyTheRightHonourable
to wit.
') Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,
a Member of Her_ Majesty’s Most
Honourable Privy 'Council, Knight
(l.s.)
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Carrington,
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
■
Governor. George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of • New South
Wales and its Dependencies.
Whereas the parcel of land hereinafter described is re
quired for the purpose of the erection thereon of a Public
School and of buildings to be used in connection therewith :
And whereas I, as such Governor as aforesaid, with ' the .
advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, have
sanctioned the acquisition of the said land for a site for a
Public School: Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron
'Carrington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice. of
the said Executive Council, in pursuance of the power ai d
authority given to or vested in me by “ The Lands for Public
Purposes Acquisition Act,” by this notification, published in
the Gazette, and a newspaper circulated in the Police District
wherein the said land is situated, that is to say, iu the “ Illawarra Mercury " newspaper, declare that the parcel of land
hereinafter particularly described has been resumed for the pur
pose of the erection thereon of a Public School and of buildings
in connection therewith : And that the said land hereinafter
described is resumed with the intent that by the publication in
the Government Gazette, and in a newspaper circulated in the
Police District of Wollongong.ofthis notification of the said land
being so resumed, the said land shall forthwith become and be
vested in the Minister of Public Instruction of the said Colony
and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes
of the said Act, for an estate of inheritance in fee simple in
possession,. freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations,
estates, interests, contracts, charges; rights-of-way, or other
easements whatsoever; and that the legal estate therein, together
with all powers incident thereto or coufevred by the said Act,
shall be vested in the Minister, of Public Instruction as a
Trustee, as in the said Act is provided: And I declare that
the following is the parcel of land hereinbefore referred to as
resumed by this notification, that is to say :—
All that piece or parcel of land, being allotments 1 to 6 and
13 and 14 of section C of the Hillborough Subdivision, which
originally formed part of John Buckland’s 1,920 acres grant,
situated at Balgownie, parish of Wonona, county of Camden,
containing by admeasurement 1 acre 3 roods 38Tno perches :
Commencing on the north side of a 50-link road, at its inter-
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Woolwich.
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section with the east side of a road left in the original sub
division of John Buckland’s 1,920 acres grant aforesaid, being
a point bearing north and distant 50 links from a post marked
yjv over r at the north-west corner of lot 27 of that subdivision
and bounded thence on the south by the north side of the 50link road aforesaid bearing south 89 degrees 48 minutes east 4
chains 99^ links ; tin nee on the east by the west side of a
street one chain wide bearing north 0 degrees 12 minutes east3 chains 97 links ; thence on the north by the south boundary
of allotments 7 and 15, section C, bearing north 89 degrees 30
minutes west. 5 chains 1tL; links ; and thence on the west by a
fenced line, being the east side of the road left in the original
subdivision afoiesaid, bearing south 3 chains 99^,; links, to the
point of commencement.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto affixed,
at Government House, Sydney, this twenty-third
day of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fif l y-second
' ■
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
JAMES INGLIS.
GOD SAVE.THE QUEEN!
•
Beggan Beggan.
[Gazette, 18th September, 1888.]
NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
New South Wales, ) ByHisExccllencyThcRightHonourable
to wit.
| Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
• Honourable Privy Council, r Knight
(l.s.)
. Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Carrington,
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
Governor. George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of New South
Wales and its Dependencies.
Whereas the parcel of land hereinafter described is re
quired for the purpose of the erection thereon of a Public
School and of buildings to be used in connection there
with : And whereas I, as such Governor as aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, have
sanctioned the acquisition of the said land for a site for a
Public School: Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron
Carrington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the said Executive Council, in pursuance of the power and
authority given to or vested in me by the “ Lands for Public
Purposes Acquisition Act,” by this notification, published in the
Gazette and anewspaper circulated in thePoliceDistrict wherein
the-said land is situated, that is to-say, in the “Murrumburrah
Signal” newspaper, declare that the parcel of land herein-

2
after particularly described has been resumed for the purpose
of the erection thereon of a Public School and of buildings in
connection therewith: And that the said land hereinafter
described is resumed with the intent that by the publication
in the Government Gazette, and in a newspaper circulated
in the Police District of Young, of this notification of the
said land being so resumed, the said land shall forthwith
become and be vested in the Minister of Public Instruction of
the said Colony and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty,
for the purposes of the said Act, for an estate of inheritance
in fee simple in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts,
obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rights-of-way, ■
or other easements whatsoever; and that the legal estate
therein, together with all powers incident thereto or conferred
by the said Act, shall be vested in the Minister of Public
Instruction as a Trustee, as in the said Act is provided : And I
declare that the following is the parcel of land hereinbefore
referred to as resumed by this notification, that is to say :—
All that piece or parcel of land forming part of P. W.
Bolland’.s (now J. S.t Putter’s) conditional purchase1 portion
365 of 80 acre's, situated at' Beggan Beggan, parish'of Beggan
Beggan, county of Harden, being portion 381 (amended), con
taining 2 acres 1 rood 15 perches: Commencing on the east
boundary of portion 365, at its intersection with the south side
of a reserved road 150 links wide leading from Murrumburrah
to Jugiong j and bounded thence on the north by that side of
that road bearing west 2 chains 75 links ; thence on the west
by a line bearing south 7 chains 28 links or thereabouts to the
left bank of Cooney’s Creek'; thence by that creek downwards
to its intersection with the south-east boundary of portion 365
aforesaid; and thence by the south-east and part of the east
boundary of that portion, forming the north-west and west sides
of the Murrumburrah to Jugiong Road aforesaid, bearing north
33 degrees 33 minutes east 2 chains or thereabouts and north
7 chains 90 links, to the point of commencement.
’
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this fourteenth
day of September, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
- ' ' year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command, '
'
'
JAMES INGLIS.
'
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !

'

Bo&gumbil.

•

'
\_Q-azette, IWi August, 1888.]
NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
'
'
44' VICTORIA' No. 16.
New South Wales, ) ByHisExcellencyTheRightHonourabie
to wit.
( Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
■
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
.
(l.s.)
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Carrington,
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
Governor. George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of New South
Wales and its Dependencies..
Whereas the parcel of land hereinafter described is re
quired for the purpose of the erection thereon of a Public
School and of buildings to be used in connection therewith:
And whereas I, as such Governor as aforesaid, with the advice
of the Executive Council of the said Colony, have sanctioned
the acquisition of the said land for a site for a Public School:
Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron Carrington, the
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the said Executive
Council, in pursuance of the power and authority given
to" or vested in me by “The Lands for Public Purposes
Acquisition Act,” by this notification published in the
Gazette, and a newspaper circulated in the Police District
wherein the said land is situated, that is to say, in the
“Lismore Chronicle” newspaper, declare that the parcel
of land hereinafter particularly described has been resumed
for the purpose of the erection thereon of a Public School
and of buildings in connection therewith: And that the
said land hereinafter described is resumed with the intent
that by the publication in the Government Gazette, and in a
newspaper circulated in the Police District of Richmond River,
of this notification of the said land being so resumed, the said
land shall forthwith become and be vested in the Minister of
Public Instruction of the said Colony and his successors, on
behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes of the said Act, for an
estate of inheritance in fee simple, in possession, freed and
discharged from all trusts, obligations, estates, interests, con
tracts, charges, rights-of-way, or other easements whatsoever,
and that the legal estate therein, together with all powers
incident thereto or conferred by the said Act, shall be vested
in the Minister of Public Instruction as a Trustee, as in the
said Act is provided : And I declare that the following is the
parcel of land hereinbefore referred to as resumed by this
notification, that is to saj :—
’
All that piece or parcel of land situate at Boggumbil, parish
of Tunstall, county of Rous, containing 2 acres, and forming

part of A. Shybil’s portion 88 of 40 acres : Commencing on
the south-western side of the main road from Lismore to Jiggi
at the south-east corner of portion 88 aforesaid; and bounded
thence on the north-east by that side of that road bearing
north 39 degrees 30 minules west 517 links; thence on the
north by a lice bearing south 89 degrees 45 minutes west 500
links ; thence on the south-west by a line bearing south 39
degrees 30 minutes east 517 links to a road 1 chain wide
forming the southern boundary of portion 88 aforesaid; and
thence on the south by a part of that boundary bearing north
89 degrees 45 minutes east 500 links, to the point of
commencement.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
-caused--the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twentieth
day of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
'
J. F. BURNS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Eurimbla-.
[Gazette, Vith October, 1888.]
NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
■
44 VICTORIA No. 16.’ '
New Sotith Wales, ) ByHisExcellencyTheRightHonourable
to wit.
j Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
(l.s.)
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Carrington,
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
Governor. George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the ‘ Colony of New South
Wales and its Dependencies.
Whereas the parcel of land hereinafter described is re
quired for the purpose of the erection thereon of a Public
School and of buildings to be used in connection there
with : And whereas I, as such Governor as aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, have
sanctioned the acquisition of the said land for a site for a
Public School: Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron
Carrington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the'
said Executive Council, in pursuance of the power and authority
given to or vested in me by “The Lands for Public PurposesAcquisilion Act,” by this notification' published in' the 'Gazette '
and a newspaper circulated in'the Police District wherein the
said land is situated, that is to say, in the “ Molong Express ”
newspaper, declare that the parcel of land hereinafter particu
larly described has been resumed for the purpose .of the
erection thereon of a Public School and of buildings in con
nection therewith : And that the said land hereinafter described
is resumed with the intent that, by the publication in the
Government Gazette and in a newspaper circulated in the
Police District of Molong, of this notification of the said
land being so resumed, the said land shall forthwith become
and bo vested in the Minister of Public Instruction of
the said Colony and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty,
for the purposes of the said Act, for an estate of inheri
tance in fee simple in possession, freed and discharged from
all trusts, obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges,
rights-of-way, or other easements whatsoever; and that the
legal estate therein, together with all powers incident thereto
or conferred by the said Act, shall be vested in the Minister.
of Public Instruction as a Trustee, as in the said Act is
provided : And I declare that the following is the parcel of land
hereinbefore referred to as resumed by this notification, that
is to say:—
All that piece or parcel of land situated at Eurimbla, parish
of Catombal, county of Gordon, being measured portion P. S.,
containing an area of 2 acres, and. forming part of portion 19,
C. G. Gant’s conditional purchase No. 77-45 of 120 acres:
Commencing on the south boundary of portion 19, at a point
bearing east 9 chains 22 links from the south-west corner of that
portion ; and bounded thence on the west by a line bearing north
5 chains; thence on the north by a line bearing east 4 chains ;
thence on the east by a line bearing south 5 chains to a point 1
chain west of the north-west corner of portion 18; and thence
on the south by a line forming part of the south boundary of
portion 19 aforesaid bearing west 4 chains, to the point of
commencement,—shown on plan catalogued Ms. 42 o.e., D. S. O.,
Orange.
“
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto affixed,
at Government House, Sydney, this sixth day of
October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight'
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second'year
of Her Majesty’s Reign.
'
By His Excellency’s Command,
~
JAMES INGLIS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

3
.
Middle Falbeook.
'
[Q-azett'el'ti&Ch irep^mie^TSSS.]
NOTIFICATION OF REgtlM liTI0N- 0 F LAND UNDER

and a newspaper circulated in the Police Distriot wherein the
said land'is'' situat’eH,'that is 'to ’sgr,*
Herald ” bews]iaper, deelareihakihe parbei oFlahd'h’ereiriafter
pa'rticularly described'has'beeii r'esume'd 'for the'"pfirpose Of tire
: ' 44TIATARi'4'¥&• ip,-' ' 1 ’ v'
ere'ofion thereqn'qf’a Pubiie'Scho61!and1otf1''buil'din^s’ih'ediiEedNew South Wales, ) By His Excelled cyl'Iic Right Honourable
tidn'therewitR’: ^md that; tlfe’kaid'land lierSnafteh'disciuhecl is
-to'Wit.'
( OnAFDEsTlOEERi'.’BirKCE Oakbington,
resumed with the intent that by the publication1 in thfe. Gbvern-1
i a‘ Member ol' 'Her "Majesty’s''Most
ment'Gazette arid in a'newspapercireulaied’in the Metropolitan
Iloiiourabl'e Privy Council,Knight . Police District of this' notification of'’'the said*'land being1 so
(l.s.)
Si-aiid"Gross of the Most Distinguished
resumed the said land shall forthwith become and he'vbsted
Cabbington,
Order of •. Saint • Michael and Saint
in' the Minister of Public Instruction of1 the' said'Colony' and
'-Governor. George, Governor and"Gpmmander-inhis'successors', on behalf of H'er Majesty, fOr the' purposes' Of
. r.
Ghief of the-'Colony’of New South
the-sai'd- Act, for an estate of inheritance'in fee simple' in
. Wales and its Dependencies.
:
possession, freed and di'soharged'from'all''trustsi 'obligations;
WHEBEiS the parcel of land hereinafter described is re estates, interests, "contracts, charges, rights-pf-vvay,' orvother
quired for the purpbse 'bf !tlie efeetion thereon'of a Public
easements whatsoever, and that' the legal estate '’therein;
School and’ of ■■'building^ tO;'be" used "in ‘connection there . together- with, all powers incident thereto or'Conferred by-said
with i’ And'w'hereas T','as'such Q-overnor as aforesaicl,'with the
Act,- shall be vested in the Minister of Public Instruction
advice of'the‘‘'ExeCutive'Council of the 'said Colony, have
as a Trustee; as in the said Act is provided : - And I declare
sanctioned the a’cquisifidn of the said'land fbr-a site for a
that the' following is the parcel of-land hereinbefore referred
Public School: Now, therefore, I, Charles Robebt, Baeon
to as resumed by this notification,'that is to'say :—............
'
Cabbingtoh, the Governor aforesaid, with the adviee of
All that piece or parcel of land forming part of grants for
the” said Executive' Council, in pursuance of the power
Wesleyan Methodist-Chapel, School,-and -Manse, situated■ at'
and authority given to of vested in' ihe by “ The Lands for
Paddington;' parish of Alexandria, county' of Cumberland;
Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” by this notification published
containing by admeasurement 1 rood 2 perches : Coiriinending
in the Gazette and a newspaper'chculated in the,Police
on the south-west side of Oxford-street; at a point bearing north
District wherein the said land is situated, that is to say, in the
61 degrees 8 minutes west and distant 193^ links from it’s
“ Singleton Argus,” newspaper, declare that the parcel of
intersection with the north-west'side of 'Elizabeth-stfeet- smith ;'
land-,'hereinafter (particularly'desefibeq1 h'as ’been ’’resujned fdf
and bounded tbence oh the south-east by a fenced'line- forming
the purpose of the erection thereon of a: Public School and of
the north-west boundary of the National School grant '(iipW
buildings, in1 connection therewith, and'that t’h'e said land
Public School) bearing south 28 degrees 6 minutes west 4181
' hereinafter, described is’ resumed with'the’intent that by the
links; tbence on part of the south-west by the north-east side of
publication in the Government' Gazette, and in a newspaper
Gordon-street bearing north 54 degrees 46 minutes 30 seconds
circulated in the Pplice Ilistrict'of Faferick’s Plains, of this notifiwest 37-$$j links ; thence on part of the north-west'by a line
catibirpf the said land being so re'sumed the said land-shall forth
bearing north 28 degrees 6 minutes east 136^ links'; thence on
with become and' hevested iri the Minister of Public-Instruction
the remainder of the south-west by a line bearing- north 61
of-the-said Colony and his successprsroh'behalf'of-fier Majesty,
degrees 8' minute's west 38T^ links ;' thence on the remainder
for" the purposes-of"the "skid Aotf for an estate of inheritance in
of the north-west by a line bearing north 28 degrees 6 minutes
fee simple in"possession;:'freedr-and discharged from all trusts,
east 277^ links ; and thence on the north-east by the south
obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rights-of-way,
west side of Oxford-street aforesaid bearing south 61 degrees 8
of other eSsein’erits whatsoeVer, and that the legal estate therein,
minutes east
links, to the point of commencement.
together with' all powefs'-’iheident thereto or conferred'by the
In
testimony
whereof,
I have hereunto set my Hand and
said;'Act, shall be vested ih the’ Minister of Public Instruction
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
as "a Trustee as in the said Act is provided : And I declare that
affixed, at Government House,' Sydney, this sixth
the following is the parcel of land hereinbefore referred to as
■ day of October, ih the year'of our Lord one thousand
resumed by this notification, that is to say
'
' '
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fiftyAH tbat piece or parcel of land forming jpart of portion 52
second year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
conditional purchase of' 50 acres, situated at Middle Ealbrook,
.
By His Excellency’s Command,
parish of 'Vane, county of Durham, being portion 56, containing
2 acres : Commenoing at a point bearing north 85 degrees 49
'
JAMES INGLIS.
minutes west and distant 13 chains 75 links from the south-east
GOD
SAVE
THE
QUEEN!
corner Of portion 52, at an angle on the north-east side of a
reserved road 1 chain wide passing through that portion ; and
Pennant Hills,
boundted thence on the south-west by that side of that road
[Gazette, 18® September, 1888.]
1
bearing north 16 degrees 13 minutes west 4 chains 16f links;
on the north by a line bearing east 5 chains 58 links ; on the
NOTIFICATION OE RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
east by a line hearing south 4 chains; and on the south by the
'
‘ 44 VICTORIA No. 16.
'
north side of the resexved rOad aforesaid, bearing west 4 chains
42 links, to the point of commencement.'
'
New South Wales, ) ByHis Excellency The RightHonourable
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
to wit.
) Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twentysixth day of September, in the year of our Lord one
'
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
.
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
(l.s.)
. Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
fifty-second year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
Carrington,
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
By His Excellency’s Command,
> Governor. George, Governor and Commander-in' JAMES INGLIS.
Chief of the Colony of New South
GOD SATE THE QUEEN!
Wales
and its Dependencies.
Paddingtoit.
[Gazette, \2th October, 1888.]
. Whereas the parcel of land hereinafter • described is re
for the purpose of the erection thereon of. a Public
NOTIFICATION OE RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER quired
School and of buildings to be used in connection there
' ‘V! ”
' 44 VICTORIA No.'16.' .
1 '
with : And whereas I, as snob Governor as aforesaid, with the
New South Wales, ) ByHisExeellencyTheRightHonourable
adviee of the Executive Council of the said Colony, have sanc
.
to wit.
( Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,
tioned the acquisition of the said land for a site for a
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
Public School: Now, therefore, I, Charles Robebt, Baeon
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
Cabbington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice
.
(L.S.)
•
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
of the said Executive Council, in pursuance of the power
Carrington,
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
and authority given to or vested in me by “ The Lands
Governor. George, Governor and CommandeFinfor Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” by this notification
.
.
■ Chief of the Colony of New South
published in the Gazette and a newspaper circulated in the
Wales and its Dependencies.
’
Police District wherein the said land is situated, that is to say,
Whbbeas the parcel of land hereinafter described is re
in the “Cumberland Mercury” newspaper, declare that the parcel
quired for the purpose of the erection thereon of a Public
of land hereinafter particularly described has been- resumed for
School and of buildings to be used in connection there
the purpose of the erection thereon of a Public School and of
with': And whereas I, as such Governor as aforesaid, with the
buildings in connection therewith, and that the said land herein
adviee of the Executive Council of the said Colony, have
after described is resumed with the intent that by the publica
sanctioned' the acquisition of the' said land for a site for a
tion in the Government Gazette, and in a newspaper circulated
Public School : Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron
in the Police District of Parramatta, of this notification of
Cabrington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the said
the said land being so resumed, the said land shall forthwith
Executive Council,' ih pursuance of the power and authority
become and be vested in the Minister of Public Instruction of
given to' or vested in me by “The Lands for Public Purposes
the said Colony and bis successors, on behalf of Her Majesty;
Acquisition Act,” by this notification published in the Gazette
for the purposes of the said Act, for an estate of inberitanee in

f

'4
fee simplo in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, of Cumberland, containing by admeasurement 1 acre: Com
obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rights-of-way,
mencing on the east side of a one-chain road. separating that
or other easements whatsoever, and that the legal estate therein, portion from portion 26 (on map), Samuel M'Auley’s 104 acres
together with all powers incident thereto or conferred by the 2 roods, being a point bearing north 0 degrees 51 minutes east
said Act, shall be vested in the Minister of Public Instruction,
and distant 12 chains 54£ links from the south-west corner 6f:
as a Trustee as in the said Act is provided: - And I declare the first-mentioned portion; and bounded thence on the west by
that the following is the parcel of land hereinbefore referred to that side of that road bearing north 0 degrees 51 minutes east
as resumed by this notification, that is to say :—
2 chains 50 links; thence on the north by a fenced line bearing
All that piece or parcel of land forming • part of James north 86 degrees 13 minutes east 4 chains 1J links; thence on
Shepherd’s grant of 100 acres and John Savage’s grant of 290 the east by a line bearing south 0 degrees 51 minutes jvest 2
acres, situated at Pennant Hills, parish of South Colah, county chains 50 links; and thence on the south by a line bearing
south 86 degrees 13 minutes west 4 chains 1£ links, to the point
of Cumberland, containing by admeasurement 2 acres 0 roods
of commencement.
33-5% perches : Commencing on the eastern side of the road from
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
Parramatta to Wiseman’s, &c., at the south-west corner of the
caused the Great Seal of the Colony -to be hereto- present Public School land of 2 roods 4 perches; and bounded
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twentythence on part of the north-west by the south-east boundary of .
third day of August, in the year of our Lord one
that land, as fenced, bearing north 75 degrees 50 minutes east 1
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
chain 711- links; thence on part of the south-west by part of
fifty-second year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
the north-eastern boundary of that land bearing north II
degrees 30 minutes west 2 chains
links ; thence on the
By His Excellency’s Command,
remainder of the north-west by the southern side of ChurchJAMES INGLIS.
street bearing north 79 degrees 21 minutes east 4 chains 31^
GOD
SAVE
THE
QUEEN!
links ; thence on the north-east by the south-west boundary of
allotment 10 of section 3, being a subdivision of part of John
Savage’s grant of 290 acres aforesaid, bearing south 10 degrees
Tumut.
38 minutes 30 seconds east 3 chains 57-nj links; thence on the
[Gazette, 24fA August, 1888.]
.
south-east by lines bearing south 63 degrees 5 minutes west 4
NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
chains 30T*0 links, and south 64 degrees 20 minutes west 1 chain
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
58t'l links; and thence on the remainder of the south-west by
the north-eastern side of- the road from Parramatta to Wise
New South Wales, ) ByHis ExcellencyThe RightHonourable
man’s, &c., aforesaid bearing north 17 degrees 22 minutes west
to wit.
) Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,
2 chains 78^% links, to the point of commencement.
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
All bearings to true meridian.
■
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
’
(l.s.)
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
Carrington, . Order of Saint Michael and Saint
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
'
Governor. George, Governor and Commander-in
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this fourteenth
. Chief of" the' Colony of New_ South
day of September, in the year of our Lord one thousand
.
Wales and its Dependencies.
'
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fiftysecond year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
Whereas the parcel of land hereinafter described is re
By His Excellency’s Command,
quired for the purpose of the erection thereon of. Public.
School, and of buildings to be used in connection there-.
JAMES INGLIS.
with: And whereas I, as such Governor as aforesaid, with the.
•
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony,-have
sanctioned the acquisition of the said land for a site for a,
Bobbinsviile.
Public School: Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron
[Gazette, 28fA August, 1888.] •
Carrington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER said Executive Council, in pursuance of the power and authority .
given to or vested in me by “ The Lands for Public Purposes
.
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
Acquisition Act,” by this notification, published in the Gazette, .
New South Wales, ByHis ExcellencyThcRightHonourable
and a n ewspaper circulated in the Police District wherein the said
to wit.
Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,
land is situated, that is to say, in the-“Tumut Times”
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
Honourable Privy Council, Knight newspaper, declare that the parcel of land hereinafter •
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished particularly described has been resumed for the purpose of the (l.s.)
Cabrington,
Order of Saint Michael and Saint- erection thereon of a Public School and of buildings in connec
Governor George, Governor and Commauder-in- tion therewith: And that the said land hereinafter described,
Chief of the Colony of New South is resumed with the intent that, by the publication in the .
Government Gazette, and in a newspaper circulated in. the.Wales and its Dependencies.
Police District of Tumut of this notification of the said
Whereas the parcel of land hereinafter described is re land being so resumed, the said land shall forthwith become
quired for the purpose of the-erection thereon of a Public and be vested in the Minister of Public Instruction of
the said Colony and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty,
School and of buildings to be used in connection therewith :
And whereas I, as such Governor as aforesaid, with the advice for the purposes of the said Act, for an estate of inheritance
of the Executive 'Council of the said Colony, have'sanc in fee simple in possession, freed and discharged from all
tioned the acquisition of the said land for a site for a Public trusts, obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rightsof-way, or other easements whatsoever, and that the legal
School: Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron
Carrington, the-Governor aforesaid, with the advice of estate therein, together with all powers incident thereto or con
the- said Executive Council,- in pursuance of the power and ferred by the said Act, shall be vested-in the Minister of Public
authority given to or vested in me by “The Lands for Public Instruction as a Trustee, as in the said Act is provided: And I
Purposes Acquisition Act,” by this notification, published declare that the following is the parcel of land hereinbefore
in the Gazette, and a newspaper circulated in the Police referred to as resumed by this notification, that is to say :—
All that piece of -parcel of land being allotment 7 of section 9 - District wherein the said land is situated, that is to say, in the
“ Bulli and Clifton Times,” newspaper, declare that the piarcel of of the town of Tumut, parish of Tumut, county of Wynyard,
land hereinafter particularly described has been resumed for containing by admeasurement 2 roods: Commencing on the
the purpose, of the erection thereon of a Public School and north-east side of Fitzroy-street, at the south corner of allot
of buildings in connection therewith : And that the said ment 6, section 9 ; -and bounded thence on the north-west by
laud hereinafter described is resumed with the intent that by the south-east boundary of that allotment bearing north 53
degrees east 5 chains; thence on the north-fast by the south
the publication in the Government Gazette, and in a newspaper
circulated in the Police District of Wollongong, of this notifica west boundary of allotment 12 bearing south 37 degrees east
tion of the said land being so resumed, the said land shall forth 1 chain; thence on the south-east by the north-west boun
daries' of allotments 9 and 8 bearing south 53 degrees west 5
with become and be vested in the Minister of Public Instruction
chains ; and thence on the south-west by. the north-east side of
of the said Colony and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty,
for the purposes of the said Act, for an estate of inheritance in Fitzroy-street aforesaid, bearing north 37 degrees west 1 chain,
to the point of commencement.
'
•
fee simple iu possession, freed and discharged from all trusts,
obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rights-of-way,
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and
or other easements whatsoever, and that the legal estate therein,
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
together with all powers incident thereto or conferred by the
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twentieth
said Act, shall be vested in the Minister of Public Instruction
- day of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
as a Trustee, as in the said Act is provided: And I declare
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
that the following is the parcel of land hereinbefore referred to
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
as resumed by this notification, that is to say:—
■
By His Excellency’s Command,
All that piece or parcel of land said to form part of Jane
.
,J F. BURNS.
Bose’s 60.aores grant, portion 4 (on map), now .the property of
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
'
E. Robbins, situated at Robbinsville, parish of Southend, county

.

Wagba.

\_Qazette,
August, 1888.]
NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
.
New South Wales,
to wit.

(L.S.)

‘ Carrington,
Governor.

ByHis ExcellencyThe RightHonourable
Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of New South
Wales and its Dependencies.

Woolwich.
[Gazette, 28<7i Augtist, 1888.]
NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
•
New South Wales, ByHis ExcellencyThe RightHonourable
to wit.
Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
(l.s.)
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Carrington,
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
Governor. George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of New South
Wales and its Dependencies.

Whereas the parcel of land hereinafter described is re
quired for the purpose of the erection thereon of a Public
School and of buildings to be used in connection there
with : And whereas I, as such Governor as aforesaid, with the
Whereas the parcel of land hereinafter described' is re advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, have
quired for the purpose of the' erection thereon of a Public
sanctioned the acquisition of the said land for a site for a Public
School, and of buildings to be used in connection there-' School: Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron
with : And whereas I, as such Governor as aforesaid, with the
Carrington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the said
advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, have sanc Executive Council, in pursuance of the power and authority
tioned the acquisition of the said land for a site for a Public given to or vested in me by “ The Lands for Public Purposes
School: Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron
Acquisition Act,” by this notification published in thelGazette
Carrington, the Governor aforesaid-, with the advice of the and a newspaper circulated in the Police District wherein the
said Exebutive Council, in pursuance of the power and authority
said land is situated, that is to say, in the ” Sydney Morning
given io or vested in me by “ The Lands for Public Purposes Herald ” newspaper, declare that the parcel of land hereinafter
Acquisition Act,” by this notification, published in the Gazette
particularly described has been resumed for the purpose of the
and a newspaper circulated in the Police District wherein
erection thereon of a Public School and of -buildings in con
■the said land is situated, that is to say, in the “ Albury nection therewith : And that the said land hereinafter described
Banner” newspaper, declare that the parcel of land herein is resumed with the intent that by the publication in the
after particularly described has been resumed for the purpose
Government Gazette, and in a newspaper circulated in the
of the erection thereon of a Public School and of buildings
Police District of Parramatta, of this notification of the said
in connection therewith: And that the said land herein land being so resumed, the said land shall forthwith become and
after described is resumed with the intent that by the be vested in the Minister of Public Instruction of the said Colony
publication in the Government Gazette, and in a newspaper and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes
circulated in the Police District of Albury, of this notification
of the said Act, for an estate of inheritance in fee simple in
of the said land being so resumed, the said land shall forthwith possession, freed and discharged from all "trusts, obligations,
become and be vested in the Minister of Public Instruction of estates, interests, contracts, charges, rights-of-way, or other
the said Colony and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty,
easements whatsoever, and that the legal estate therein, together
for the purposes of the said Act, for an estate of inheritance in with all powers incident thereto or conferred by the said Act,
fee^ simple, in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts,
shall be vested in the Minister of Public. Instruction as a
obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rights-of-way,
Trustee, as in the said Act is provided : And I declare that
or other easements whatsoever; and" that the legal estate
the following is the parcel of land hereinbefore referred to, as
therein, together with all powers incident thereto or conferred resumed by this notification, that is to say :—
by the said Act, shall be vested in the Minister of Public
All that piece or parcel of land, being allotments 1 to 5 of
Instruction as a Trustee as in the said Act is provided : And
section E of Sunnyside North Subdivision, and allotment 1 of
I declare that the following is the parcel of land hereinbefore
the village of Woolwich, parish of Hunter’s Hill, county of
referred to as resumed by this notification, that is to say :—
Cumberland, originally forming part of T. D. Edwards’ 8 acres
All that piece or parcel of land situate at Wagra, parish of and 5J acres grants, containing by admeasurement 1 acre
1 rood 39i perches: Commencing at the intersection of the
Wagra, comity of Goulburn, being portion 172, containing 2
eastern side of Gladstone Avenue with the north side of the
acres, and forming part of Baker' Vincent’s portion 16 of 40
acres : Commencing at the intersection of the north-east side main road from Hunter’s Hill to Woolwich or Onion’s Point;
of the road as fenced, leading from Albury to Upper Murray and bounded thence on the south by that side of that road,
being lines bearing east 304^ links and south 86 degrees 52
with the north boundary of portion 16 aforesaid, being a point
bearing west 24 chains 92 links from the north-east corner of minutes east 59^% links ; thence on the east by a line bearing
that portion; and bounded thence on the north by part of that north 535-j^j links; thence on part of the north by the southern
boundary bearing east 5 chains 52 links ; thence on the east side of a reserve extending 100 feet from high-water mark of
by a line bearing south 5 chains; thence on the south by a line the Lane Cove River bearing westerly to the east boundary of
allotment 4 of section B of Sunuyside North Subdivision afore?
bearing wrest 2 chains 481- links to the north-eastern side of the
said ; thence on part of the west by part of that boundary and
road from Albury to Upper Murray aforesaid ; and tbence on
the easterly termination of North Parade bearing south 136^
the south-west by that side of that road hearing north 31
degrees 14 minutes west 5 chains 85 links, to the point of com links; thence on the remainder of the north by the southern
side of that Parade, being lines bearing south 87 degrees 30
mencement:
minutes west 230^ links and north 82 degrees 31 minutes
west 42TLfij links; and thence on the remainder of the west by
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and
the east side of Gladstone Avenue aforesaid bearing south
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
374t4s links, to the point of commencement.
•
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twentieth
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to bo hereto
day of August, in the year of our Lord one thousand
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twentyeight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
third day of August, in the year of our Lord one
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
'
thousand, eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in
the fifty-second year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
By His Excellency’s Command,
J. F. BURNS.
JAMES INGLIS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—18S8.
[6rf.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
■

(RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL PURPOSES AT)—

■

.

Casiao South (2)—Oowlong—Mosquito Island.

■grmnttbio JterUammi, pursuant to JUt 44 lit. gss, 16, stc. 6.

•

Casino South.

,
,
[Gazette, Znd November, 1888.]
NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
'
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
New South Wales, ) ByHisExeellencyTheRightHonourable
,
to wit.
\ Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,
. a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
'
Honourable Privy Council, • Knight
'
(l.s.)
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
' Carrington,
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
. Governor George, Governor and Commander-in
'
Chief of the Colony of New South
. ■
Wales and its Dependencies.

the west by a line bearing north 1 chain ; thence .on the
remainder of the north by part of the south boundary of
portion 54 aforesaid bearing east 2 chains 14 links ; and thence
on the remainder of the west by the east' boundary of portion
54 bearing north 5 chains, to the point of commencement.
. In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
■ caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this thirty first day of October, in the year of our Lord one
;
thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the
.
fifty-second year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
JAMES INGLIS.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

the parcel of land hereinafter described is re
quired for the purpose- of the erection thereon of a Public
.
Casino South.
School and of buildings to be used in connection there
with : And whereas I, as such Governor as aforesaid, with the
•
[Gazette, 2nd, November,
•
advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, have
NOTIFICATION
OF
RESUMPTION
OF
LAND
UNDER
sanctioned the acquisition of the said land for a site for a
Public School: Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron
'
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
Carrington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
N
ew
S
outh
W
ales
, ByHis ExcellencyThe RightHonourable
the said Executive Council, in pursuance of the power and
to wit.
authority given to or'vested iu me by “The Lands for Public
Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,
Purposes Acquisition Act,” by this notification, published
a
Member of Her Majesty’s Most
in the Gazette, ' and a newspaper circulated in the Police
District wherein the said land is situated, that is to say, in the
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
“ Richmond River Express,” newspaper, declare that the parcel
(L.S.)
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
of.lahd. hereinafter particularly described has been resumed for
C
arrington
,
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
the purpose of the erection thereon of a Public School and
of1 buildings in connection therewith : And that the sain
Governor. George, Governor and Oommander-inland hereinafter described is resumed with the intent that %
Chief of the Colony of New South
the publication in the Government Gazette, and in a newspaper
Wales and its Dependencies.
,
circulated in the Police District of Richmond River, of this notifi
cation of the said land being so resumed, the said land shall forth Whereas the parcel of (land hereinafter described is re
with become and be vested in the Minister of Public Instruction quired for the purpose of the erection thereon of a Public
of-the said Colony and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty)
School and of buildings to be used in connection therewith :
for the purposes of-tlie said'Act, for an estate of inheritance in And whereas I, ■ as such Governor as aforesaid, with the
fee simple iu possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, - advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, have
obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rights-of-way,
sanctioned the acquisition of the said land for a site for a
or-other easements whatsoever, and that the legal estate therein,
Public School: Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron
together with all powers incident thereto or conferred- by the
Carrington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
said Act, shall be vested in the Minister of Public Instruction
the said Executive Council, in pursuance of the power and
as a Trustee, as in the said Act is provided: And I declare authority given to or vested in me by “ The Lands for Public
that the following is the parcel of land hereinbefore referred to Purposes Acquisition Act,” by this notification, published in
as.resumed by this notification, that is to say :—
the Gazette, and a newspaper circulated in the Police District
All that piece or parcel of land situated at Casino South, wherein the said land is situated, that is to say, in the “Rich
parish of East Casino, county of Richmond, containing 3 roods mond River Express” newspaper, declare that the parcel of land
10 perches, being the road adjoi-nng the east and part of the hereinafter particularly described has been resumed for the pur
south boundary of porlipn 54: Commencing at the north-east pose of the erection thereon of a Public School and of buildings
corner of portion 54 (as originally measured); and bounded in .connection therewith : And that the said land hereinafter
thence on part of the north by a line bearing east 1 chain ;
described is resumed with the intent that by the publication in
thence on the east,by the west boundary of poition 82 bearing the Government Gazette, and in a newspaper circulated in the
south 6 chains; thence on the south by a north boundary of Police District of Richmond River,’of this notification of the said
portion 50 bearing west 3 chains 14 links; thence on part of land being so resumed, the said land shall forthwith become and

Whereas
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be vested in the Minister of Public Instruction of the said Colony west boundary of that portion, bearing north 2 chains 50 links j
thence on the north by a line bearing east 4 chains ; thence on
and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes
the east by a line bearing south 2 chains 50 links ; and thence
of the said Act, for an estate of inheritance in fee simple in
on the south by a line forming part of the south boundary of
possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations,
portion 253 aforesaid bearing west 4 chains, to the point of
estates, interests, contracts, charges, rights-of-way, or other
commencement.
.
easements whatsoever; and that the legal estate therein, together
with all powers incident thereto or conferred by the said Act,
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
shall be vested in the Minister of Public Instruction as a
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
Trustee, as in the said Act is provided: And I declare that
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this thirty-first
the following is the parcel of land hereinbefore referred to as
day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
resumed by this notification, that is to say
'
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
.
All that piece or parcel of land situated at Casino South, .
By His Excellency’s Command,
parish of East Casino, county of Eichmond, containing 2 roods
17 perches, and forming part of Messrs. W. and E. Fanning’s
JAMES INGLIS.
portion 59 of 50 acres : Commencing at the north-east corner
.
GOD
SAVE
THE
QUEEN
!
of portion 82; and bounded thence on the north by part of
the north boundary of portion 59 bearing east 1 chain 1 link ;
Mosquito Island.
thence on the east by a line bearing south 6 chains; thence on
[Q-azette, 2nd November, 1888.]
the south by a line bearing west 1 chain 1 link ; and thence on
the west -by the east boundary of portion 82 aforesaid bearing
NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
north 6 chains, to the point of commencement.
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
New South Wales, )• By His ExcellencyThe RightHonourable
to wit.
\ Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto aflixed,
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
at Government House, Sydney, this thirty-first day of
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
(l.s.)
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second year
Carrington,
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
of Her Majesty’s Eeign.
Governor. George, Governor and Commander-in
By His Excellency’s Command,
Chief of the’Colony of New South
JAMES INGLIS.
Wales and its Dependencies. ®
W
hereas
the
parcel
of land hereinafter described is re
GOD SATE THE QUEEN!
•'
quired for the purpose of the erection thereon of a Public
School, and of buddings to be used in connection there
Oowlong-.
with : And whereas I, as such Governor as aforesaid, with the
advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, have
[(7are<£e, 2«d ■Afoncfliier, 1888.]
• sanctioned the acquisition of the said land for a site for a
NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
Public School: Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron
Carrington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
44'VICTORIA No. 16.
■
said Executive Council, in pursuance of the power and authority
N f.w South Wales, ByHis Excellency The RightHonourable
given to or vested in me by “ The Lands.for Public Purposes
1
to wit.
Acquisition Act,” by this notification, published in the Gazette,
Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,
and a newspaper circulated in the Police Distinct wherein the said
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
land is situated, that is to say, in the “Newcastle Herald”
newspaper, declare that the parcel of land hereinafter
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
particularly described has been resumed for the purpose of the
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
(l.s.)
erection thereon of a Public School and of buildings in con
Carrington,
Order of Saint Michael and Saint nection therewith: And that the said land hereinafter described
Governor. George, Governor and Commander-in is resumed with the intent that, by the publication in the
Government Gazette, and in a newspaper circulated in the
Chief of the Colony of New South
Police District of Newcastle, of this notification of the said
Wales and its Dependencies.
land being so resumed, the said land shall forthwith become
Whereas the parcel of land hereinafter described is re and be vested in the Minister of Public Instruction of
quired for the purpose of the erection thereon of a Public the said Colony and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty,
School and of buildings to be used in connection there for the purposes of the said Act, for an estate of inheritance
with : And whereas I, as such Governor as aforesaid, with the in fee simple in possession, freed and discharged from all
advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, haye trusts, obhgations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rightssanctioned the acquisition of the said land for a site for a of-way, or other easements whatsoever, and that the legal
Public School: Now, therefore, I, Charles Egbert, Baron estate therein, together with all powers incident thereto or con
Carrington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of ferred by the said Act, shall be vested in the Minister of Public
the said Executive Council, in pursuance of the power and Instruction as a Trustee, as in the said Act is provided: And I
authority given to or vested in me by “ The Lands for Public declare that the following is the parcel of land hereinbefore
Purposes Acquisition Act,” by this notification, published in referred to as resumed by this notification, that is to say :—
All that piece or parcel of land situated at Mosquito Island,
the Gazette and a newspaper circulated in the Police District
wherein the said land is situated, that is to say, in the “ Northern parish of Newcastle, county of Northumberland, containing I
Star” newspaper, declare that the parcel of land hereinafter acre 2 roods, and forming part of S. Walter’s (now W.
particularly described has been resumed for the purpose of Moseley’s) portion No. 6 of 11 acres: Commencing at the
the erection thereon of a Public School and of buildings in north-east corner of the present Public School ground, being
connection therewith: And that the said land hereinafter a point bearing east and distant 2 chains 50 links from the
described is resumed with the intent that by the publication south-west corner of W. T. George’s portion 7 of 12 acres;
in the Government Gazette, and in a newspaper circulated and bounded thence on part of the north by part of the south
in the Police District of Eichmond River, of this notification of boundary of that portion bearing east 2 chains 50 links ; thence
the said land being so resumed, the said land shall forthwith on the east by a line bearing south 4 chains; thence on the
become and be vested in the Minister of Public Instruction of south by a line bearing west 5 chains; thence on part of the
the said Colony and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty, west by the east side of a road 50 links wide bearing north 2
for the purposes of the said Act, for an estate of inheritance chains j thence again on the north by the south boundary of
in fee simple in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, the Public School ground aforesaid bearing east 2 chains 50
obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rights-of-way, links; and thence on the remainder of the west by the east,
of other easements whatsoever; and that the legal estate boundary of the school ground bearing north 2 chains, to the
therein, together with all powers incident thereto or conferred point of commencement.
by the said Act, shall bo vested in the Minister of Public
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and
Instruction as a Trustee, as in the said Act is provided : And I
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto’
declare that the following is the parcel of land hereinbefore
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this thirty-first
referred to as resumed by this notification, that is to say :—
day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
. jAll that piece or parcel of land situated at Oowlong, parish
•
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-secondof, Lismore, county of Rous, containing 1 acre, being portion
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
'
115, and forming part of William Alexander’s additional con
By His Excellency’s Command,
ditional purchase 80-55, portion 253 of 40 acres : Commencing
JAMES INGLIS.
at the south-west corner of portion 253 ; and bounded thence
oh the west by the east side of a one-chain road, forming the
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
Sydney Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1888.
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NEWfSOUTHIWALES.

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION OE LAND UNDER EOR PUBLIC SCHOOL PURPOSES AT ARAMAGONO AND KEMPSEY WEST.)

■grmntti to parliament, pnranant to JUt 44 lie.

Kbmpsey.West.
[Gazette, \lth Decemler,

1888.]

'

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
■
44 VICTORIA No. 16.

£lo,

16, sec. 6,

corner of allotment 25, being a point bearing north 55 degrees
5 minutes east 9 chains 18^ links from an alignment-post
.situated at the intersection of the building line of the north
west side of Elbow-street with the kerb-line of the north-east
side of Tozer-street; and bounded thence on the south-west by
the north-east boundary of allotment 25 aforesaid bearing
north 35 degrees west 5 chains 50 links ; thence on the north
west by the south-east boundary of allotment 1 bearing north
55 degrees 5 minutes east 1 chain ; thence on the north-east
by the south-west boundary of the present Public School site
bearing south 35 degrees east 6 chains 50 links ; and thence on
the south-east by the north-west side of Elbow-street aforesaid
bearing south 55 degrees 5 minutes west 1 chain, to the point
of commencement.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused, the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this fifth day
of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,

ByHis ExcellencyThe RightHonourable
Charles Robert, Barox Carrington,
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
(L.S.)
Order of Saint Michael 'and Saint
Carrington,
Governor. George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colonjf of New South
■Wales and its Dependencies.
Whereas the parcel of land hereinafter described is re
quired for the purpose of the erection thereon of a Public
School and of buildings to be used in connection therewith:
And whereas I, as such Governor as aforesaid, with the advice
JAMES INGLIS.
of the Executive Council of the said Colony, have sanctioned
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
the acquisition of the said land for a site for a Public School:
Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron Carrington, the
Abamagong.
Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the said Executive
Council, in pursuance of the power and authority given
[Gazette, 23rd November, 1888.]
to or vested in me by “ The Lands for Public Purposes
NOTIFICATION OF. RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
Acquisition' Act," by this notification published in the
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
.
Gazette, and a newspaper circulated in the Police District
wherein the said land is situated, that is to say, in the
New South Wales, ) ByHis ExcellencyThe RightHonourable
“ Macleay Herald ” newspaper, declare that the parcel
to wit.
( Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,
of land hereinafter particularly described has been resumed
'
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
for the purpose of the erection thereon of a Public School
'
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
and of buildings in connection therewith: And that the |
(l.s.)
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
said land hereinafter described is resumed with the intent
Carrington,
Order of Saint- Michael and Saint
Governor
George, Governor and Commander-in
that by the publication in the Government Gazette, and in a
.
■'
'
Chief of the Colony of New South
newspaper circulated in the Police District of Macleay River,
.
Wales and its Dependencies.
of this notification of the said land being so resumed, the said
land shall forthwith become and be vested in the Minister of
Whereas the parcel of land hereinafter described is re
Public Instruction of the said Colony and his successors, on
behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes of the said Act, for an quired for the purpose of the erection thereon of a Public
estate of inheritance in fee simple, un possession, freed and School and of buildings to be used in connection there
discharged from all trusts, obligations, estates, interests, con with-: And whereas I, as such Governor as aforesaid, with the
tracts, charges, rights-of-way, or other easements whatsoever, advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, have
and that the legal estate therein, together with all powers sanctioned the acquisition of the said land for a site for a
incident thereto or conferred by the said Act, shall be vested Public School: Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron
in the Minister of Pubbc Instruction as a Trustee, as in the Carrington, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
said Act is provided : And I declare that the following is the the said Executive Council, in pursuance of the power and
parcel of land hereinbefore referred to as resumed by this authority given to or vested in me by “ The Lands for Public
Purposes Acquisition Act,” by this notification, published
notification, that is to say :—
in the Gazette, and a newspaper circulated in the Police
All that piece or parcel of land, being allotment 26 of section District wherein the said land is situated, that is to say, in the
6a, in the town of West Kempsey, parish of Yarravel, county “ Grenfell Mining Record ” newspaper, declare that the parcel
of Dudley, containing an area of 2 roods 8 perches : Com- . of land hereinafter particularly described has been resumed for
mencing on the north-west side of-Elbow-street, at' the east the purpose of the erection thereon of a Public School and
New South Wales,
to wit.
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o£ buildings in connection therewith: And that the said
land hereinafter described is resumed with the intent that by
the publication in the Gtovernment Ornette, and in a newspaper
circulated in the Police District of Grenfell, of this notification
of the said land being so resumed, the said land shall forth1
with become and be vested in the Minister of Public Instruction
of the said Colony and his successors, bn behalf of Her Majesty,
for the purposes of the said Act, for an estate of inheritance in
fee simple iu possession, freed and discharged from all trusts,
obligations, estates, interests, contracts, charges, rights-of-way,
or other easements whatsoever, and that the legal estate therein,
together with all powers incident thereto or conferred by the
said Act, shall be vested in the Minister of Public Instruction
as a Trustee, as in the said Act is provided: And I declare
that the following is the parcel of land hereiribefore-refer-red-to
as resumed by this notification, that is to say :—
All that piece or parcel of land situate at Aramagong, parish
of Brundah, county, of Monteagle, containing 2 acres, being
portion 941, and forming part of Kenneth M'Kenzie’s con
ditional purchase portion 223 : .'Commencing at the intersection
of the .west side of the road, as fenced,1 from Grenfell to

Morangarell with the north side of a road 1 chain SO links
wide forming the south boundary of portion 223 ; and bounded
thence on the south by that side of that last-mentioned road
■ bearing south 89 degrees 52 minutes west 5 chains 131 links ;
‘ •thence on the west by a line, bearing north 4 chains 1 link;
thence on the north by a line bearing east 4 chains 84f links j
■and thence on the east by the west side of the road first abovementioned bearing south 4 degrees 10 minutes east 4 chains .
-1 link, to the -point of commencement.
'< -'f .'u;..
1
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
•
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this nine
teenth day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in
.
the fifty-second year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
JAMES INGLIS.
■

.GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.'
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

UNIVERSITY OP SYDNEY.
ADDITIONAL BY-LAWS—ADOPTED BY THE SENATE AT A MEETING HELD ON MONDAY, THE
17tii OF SEPTEMBER, AT THE ROOMS OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY.)

|lr'c5.cntfi ter ijfclramxnt, piu-smmt ter Jlct 14 Uic. |ler. 3l, sxc. 21.

To stand as By-law 8, Chapter XI.
Notwititstandino- the provisions of By-laws 6 and 7, matriculated students who are students in a
training institution for teachers organised under the Department of Public Instruction may be admitted
to the Iirst-year Examination in the Faculty of Arts, without having attended the University lectures,
upon presenting a certificate from the Under Secretary for Public Instruction to the effect that they
have attended, the course of instruction in such training, institution for one year after matriculating,
students ot a training institution who haye passed the First-year Examination maybe admitted to the
oecond-year Examination in the Faculty of Arts without having attended the University lectures of the
second year upon presenting a similar certificate to the effect that they have attended a second course of
instruction m such training institution for one year after passing their First-year Examination. All such
students, having passed the Second-year Examination, shall have the status of students, commencing the
third year in the Faculty of Arts.
■
■
To stand as By-law 1, Chapter XXV.
"
All appointments of Public Teachers of the University other than Professors shall be terminable
by a-notice of not less than six calendar months, which may be given by the Senate or by the Teacher at
By-law shall not apply to any-case in which the Senate shall direct that the appointment
shall be for a limited period.
"
.
W. M. MANNING, Chancellor.
H. E. BAIIPF, ^Registrar.
‘
Laid before the Executive Council on the 11th October, 1888.- Min. 88-48.—Alex, C. Budge
Clerk of the Council. Caebingtoih.
.
’
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

-

The Honorable John Lackey, Chairman.
The Honorable George Campbell.
'
The Honorable William Henry Sutbor.
The Honorable James Watson.
The Honorable Frederick Thomas Humpijery.

.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

.

Joseph Palmer Abbott, Esquire, Vice-Chairman.
James Nixon Brunker, Esquire.
'

-

.

Henry Copeland, Esquire.
'Alexander Kethel, Esquire.
John Rendell Street, Esquire.

-

Thomas Michael Slattery, Esquire.
Jacob Garrard, Esquire.

.
.

Sydney Smith, Esquire.

[James Nixon Brunker, Esquire, by reason of his accepting the office -of Minister for Lands, did
.
take his seat as a member of the Committee.]

.
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Ground Plan showing the proposed New Central Police Court, as it was submitted to the Committee,
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

NEW CENTRAL POLICE COURT.

appointed during
the last Session of Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1888, 51 Yic.
No. 37, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “ the
expediency of erecting a new Central Police Court,” have, after due inquiry,
resolved that it is expedient the.work should he carried out; and, in accordance
with the provisions, of suh-section IY of clause 1.3 of the Public Works Act,
report their resolution to the Legislative Assembly :—
‘

The Parliamentary Standing Committee

.

on

Public Works,

The new building is intended to take the place of the old Central Police
Court in George-street, and the site on which it is proposed to erect the building is
•that formerly occupied by a tannery, and, more recently, by what is known as
Hardie’s mill, having a frontage to Liverpool-street of 72 feet,.running back 78 feet,
and opening into a square of 206 feet by 182 feet, with a frontage-of 90 feet to
Union-lane, and 161 feet to a right-of-Avay, 10 feet wide, ■ off Union-lane, with
another right-of-way into George-street. The aceqmmodation to be provided will
be more extensive and, it appears from the evidence, much more convenient, than that
afforded in the old Central Police Court, and in other important respects the new
building and the arrangements in connection with it should prove very beneficial'.
The cost of the work is estimated at £48,000. ■
_
The proposal to purchase a suitable site for a new Central Police Court
appears to have occupied the attention of -Ministers presiding over the Department
of Justice for the past ten years, during which period the matter , has been under
consideration at various times and from different points of view. In 1878 the
attention of the Department was called to the inadequate accommodation and the
general unsuitableness of -the present building, and on many subsequent occasions
the desirableness of either rebuilding on the present site or erecting a new Court
elsewhere was-urged. The latter course appears to have been regarded as the wiser
.plan,-and in 1885 the site in Liverpool-street was purchased by the Government of
the late Sir Alexander Stuart for £32,000.
.
.
. The Committee, in- their inquiry concerning this matter, did not examine
many witnesses, but at the same time no evidence bearing upon the case and likely
to assist the Committee in coming to a right conclusion was omitted.
'
The witnesses who were examined numbered five, and their evidence appeared
’so' complete and convincing that , further testimony was not considered necessary.
Mr., Barling, Under Secretary for Works, gave a short general "statement of the
subject; Mr. A. C. Eraser, Under Secretary of Justice, narrated the circumstances
connected with the proposal to build a new" Court* from official documents Mr.
Barnet, Colonial Architect* explained what had been done -in regard to the prepara
tion of plans, and described the proposed hew building in detail ; and Mr. George
Read, Acting Inspector-General of Rolice, and Mr, C. Delohery, Clerk of-Petty
•
"
.
'
’
Sessions

6
Sessions and Acting Stipendiary Magistrate3 were examined for the purpose of
ascertaining how far the proposal before the Committee met with the approval of
the police authorities and the magistrates.
. . The principal points upon which the Committee elicited information, and
winch will be found prominent in the evidence, were :—
(1.) The condition of the present building, and why it has been decided to
abandon it and the site upon which it stands;
(2.) The reasons for the choice of the proposed new site;
(3.) The accommodation to be provided in the new building;
(4.) The extent to which the proposed change of site and accommodation
in the new building are approved by those immediately interested in
.
.
the business of the Court.
.
.

■

-

■'

Numerous complaints, Mr. A. 0. Fraser states, have from time to time been
made, “ not only by the Bench, but by Members of Parliament, the police, the legal
profession, and the general public, respecting the unhealthiness of the present
.premises”; and, referring to the reasons for obtaining a new site, he says, “The
reasons advanced for removing from the present position are the general decay of
the buildings, the unhealthiness occasioned by too close proximity to the markets
(30 feet), its insufficient accommodation, its unsightly appearance, the bad smells
arising from the adjoining water-closets and urinals,. the. noise occasioned by outside
traffic,.and the proposal to utilize the site for other public purposes.” In 1881 the
Colonial Architect reported that the building Was in a dilapidated and dangerous
state, and recommended that no further' expenditure should be incurred in making
alterations and additions to it; and about the same time it was condemned by the
City authorities as “in part unfit, for human habitation or accommodation of the
occupants.” At present, the Colonial Architect states in his evidence [questions
27, and 28), “ it is in a disreputable condition,” and not worth repairing or Spending
money upon.
The proposed site is one of several which at different times have been under
the consideration of Ministers of Justice, and it was decided upon because, after
inspection, it was found to be suitable, from its central position and its extent, and
from the reasonableness of the price asked for it. The Colonial Architect describes
it as “ central, removed from noise of traffic, of large area, Without street-frOntage,
and therefore not requiring an expensive style of building.” The Acting InspectorGeneral of Police.considers the site to be “fairly central,” and Mr. Delohery,
though according to his eyidence he does not like the position as well as the present
one, admits {questions 75, and 76) that it is infinitely superior as far as relates to
noise from the streets and the presence of loiterers.
.
.
As to the accommodation which will be provided in the proposed new build
ing, it will, the evidence shows, be sufficient for all requirements. Everything has
been planned upon a scale larger than that of the accommodation afforded by the
old building; and several important and desirable improvements have been
introduced. One of these is the erection of barracks for the accommodation of
fifty foot police, who, by this means, will be available at all times for any
emergency that may arise. The new building, in the- opinion of the Acting
Inspector-General of Police, will afford ample accommodation; and the evidence
of Mr. Delohery is to the same effect. .
.
The fourth point of importance upon which the witnesses were examined^—
the extent to which the proposal and plans submitted to the Committed meet with
the approval of those chiefly interested in the business of the Central Police Courts
iS dealt with in what has already been Stated. From that it will be. seeii that both
the change of site and the accommodation to be provided in the new building are
approved by those immediately concerned in the business of the Court; and further
testimony oh this point may be obtained from the answers given to questions 15,.
IS, 22, 59, and 03.
.
.
The

■

T.

The Cbmmittee, on the evidence, consider it desirable that the new building
should he proceeded with; and on Thursday, 13th September, they agreed to the
following resolution, which was moved by Mr. Humphery and seconded by Mr.
Watson^
•
.

“ That the Committee consider it expedient that the new Central Police
Court should be erected as proposed on the plans and explained in
the evidence before the Committee.”
•JOHN LACKEY,
Chairman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
'
Sydney, 22nd October, 1888.

>
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS,
MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.
NEW CENTRAL POLICE COURT.

THURSDAY, 13 SEPTEMBER, 1888,

JOSEPH PALMEE ABBOTT, Esq. (Vice-Chairman).
The Hon. William Henrx Suttor.
John Bendell Street, Esq, _
The Hon. James Watson.
Jacob Q-arrard, Esq.
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphery,
Sidney Smith, Esq.
Alexander Kethel, Esq.
The Committee proceeded to consider the subject of the proposed new Central Police Court.
Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public Works, sworn and examined :— 1. Vice-Chairman.] Are you the Under Secretary for Public "Works ? Yes.
'
2. Do you know anything concerning the new Central Police Court ? Yes. The site on which it is pro, J- Barling,
'' posed to erect the building is that formerly occupied as a tannery, and more recently known as Hardie’s
E31.Mill. It has a frontage to Liverpool-street of 72 feet, running back 78 feet, and' opening into a square
—s
of 206 fe.et by 182 feet, with a frontage of 90 feet to Union-lane,.and 161 feet to a right-of-way, 10 feet13 ®ePt->
.wide, off Union-lane, with another right-of-way into G-eorge-street. The buildings compriseCharge,
Summons, and Occasional Courts; hall for public.and witnesses in waiting; quarters for caretaker; closets’
‘
urinals, &c., for each department; lockup, with necessary cells for men and women; yards, closets &c!
.In connection with the lockup will also be charge-room, office, sergeants’ rooms, - and strong and store’
rooms for stolen articles, superintendent’s office, doctor’s room, waiting-room for police, &c.; police
'
barracks, with usual accommodation for fifty men, are proposed as-well. A complete system’of drainage .
■ has been arranged for connecting with the sewer in Liverpool-street. The cost of the work including
'
barracks, is estimated at £49,000. Mr. Fraser, the Under Secretary for Justice, is here, and wi’ll give you a,statement of-the circumstances which have led to the proposal for .the new building ; Mr. Barnet the
Colonial Architect, will describe the plans ; Mr. Bead, the Acting Inspector-General of Police, will show
the necessity for the.new Court; and Mr. Delohery, one. of the Stipendiary Magistrates, is also’present to
- ,give evidence.
_
’■
1
Archibald C. Fraser, Esq., Under Secretary, of Justice, sworn and examined :—
'
. 3.' Vice-Chairman.'] Are you the Under Secretary for the Department of Justice ? Yes.
•
4. Have you been connected with that Department for a number of years ? I have been connected with A. C. Fraser,
the Department of Justice as Under Secretary for 18 months, and with the Crown Law Offices for
Es(l' many years.
.
/—
5. Do you know anything of the proposal to- build a new Central Police Court ? -Yes. ’ My knowledge of 13 ^PV1838
the matter is gained from the official documents. The proposal to purchase'an eligible site for the erec
tion of a new Police Court, in lieu of the one now used, has occupied much attention on the part of
several Ministers for years past. In 1878, Mr. Crane, then Acting Police Magistrate at tile . Central
PoliCG Office,, first called the attention of the Department to the inadequate accommodation, and the
' general unsuitability of the building. Numerous complaints, from time to time, have since been made
not. only by the Bench, but by Members of Parliament,, the police, the legal profession, and the general
public, respecting the unhealthiness of the present premises, and urging the desirableness) of either
rebuilding on the same site,-and resuming the ground now used as Public Markets, or erecting a new
building elsewhere. "The latter proposal appears to have been generally considered the wiser course.
Much difficulty, however, was experienced in procuring an eligible site, as the several positions |offered to •
'
the Government, for this purpose were reported upon as unsuitable, either because the title was imperfect
or the area too small. In a minute, dated 5th September, 1883, the Colonial Architect reported that, for
the purpose of erecting .a commodious building, at least 3,920 square yards (or more than three-quarters of
an acre) were required. In September, 1883, Mr. Abigail, M.P., first suggested to Mr. Cohen, then
Minister of Justice, the Liverpool-street site, which, after inspection, was found to be suitable, from.its
central position and extent, and the price asked for same being considered reasonable. In a minute dated
*
22nd September,- 1884, Sir. Alexander Stuart, then Colonial Secretary, authorized- the purchase
.
' of the land referred to from Messrs. Milson and Bennett, on behalf of the Government
'
T5-A
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glim 0f £32,000, wMcli purchase was duly completed on the 19th January, 1885. On the 9th
December following, Mr. Gtarvan, then Minister of Justice, wrote a minute, setting forth certain reasons
13Se^t~1888. ’11 fav0Ul:' G:f erecting the new Police Office on the site of the old building, and suggested that the
p”
Immigration Barracks might he temporarily used for the conduct of business whilst the new building was
being erected. The Cabinet approved of this suggestion, but nothing further appears to have been done
in the matter pending further inquiry as to what funds were then actually available. Attention having
been called by certain Members of Parliament in the House, and the metropolitan Press, to the delay in
proceeding with the work, for which at various times the sum in all of £75,000 had been voted, Mr.
Garvan, then Minister of Justice, in December, 1886, instructed the Colonial Architect to prepare an
estimate of the building proposed to be erected on the site of the present Police Court in George-street.
The following is a copy of his report:—“ Two-storey building, in stone, £55,000; ditto, in brick and
cement, £42,000. Three-storey building, in stone, £70,000; ditto, in brick and cement, £58,000.—J.B.
Colonial Architect’s Office, 10th December, 1886.” Mr. Barnet reported that the estimated cost of the
foundation in Liverpool-street would be about £11,900. It was explained that in consequence of
the site having been formerly used as a tannery it was necessary for. the foundations to be sunk
much deeper than they otherwise would have been. The Colonial Architect suggested that tenders
should be at once called for the work, but as the ground had been purchased subject to existing
leases further delay ensued, pending negotiations for the purchase of leasehold interests. On the
17th October, 1887, Mr. Clarke directed the Crown Solicitor to take steps for the immediate resumption
of the leases referred to, but afterwards employed Messrs. Mills & Co., of King-street, to negotiate
for a surrender of these leases. On the 23rd November, 1887, Mr. Mills submitted a report. The
total amount claimed by the lessees was £7,447 6s. 8d.; the amount offered by Mr. Clarke, and
accepted by the lessees (Duesbury, Troedel, and Slade) was £3,950. Mr. Slade’s interest (£1,250) is now
bi'ing dealt with by the Crown Solicitor, and it is expected will shortly be got in, but the deed requires
to be sent to England for completion. Mr. Troedel’s interest (£2,000) is also in a similiar position, the
papers having to be sent to England before" the property can be vested in the Crown. At the present
time there are only two Crown tenants in occupation of portions of the ground, one of whom (Twiss)
pays a iveekly rental of 10s., and the other (Blade) a monthly rental of £9. 3s. 4d. Prom this it would
appear as if the Government could resume the tenancies in question at a month’s notice. It has been
estimated that the cost of the new Police Court buildings (exclusive of the purchase money, £32,000,
paid for the site, and £3,950 value of leasehold interest) would he about £37,000 if constructed of brick
and cement, and £44,000 if built with a stone front. The reasons advanced for removing from the present
position are the general decay of the buildings, the unhealthiness occasioned by too close proximity to
the markets (30 feet), its insufficient accommodation, its unsightly appearance, the bad smells arising from
the adjoining water-closets and urinals, the noise occasioned by outside traffic, and the proposal to utilize
the site for other public purposes.
Sir George Tunes and Mr. Suttor (Ministers of Justice) both
’
concurred that the place was wholly unsuited for the purpose for which it was used ; and the latter, in his
"
minute of 26th July, 1880, thought that the present building ought to he pulled down, and gave instruc
tions to Mr. Crane “ to look out for a suitable building for immediate occupation,” but no suitable
‘
building could be obtained at the time. The Colonial Architect, in a minute of 20th January, 1881,
reported that the building was in a dilapidated and dangerous state, and recommended that no further
expenditure should be incurred in making alterations and additions to the old building. The Mayor
(Mr. Harris), the City Health Officer (Dr. Dansey), the City Building Surveyor (Mr. Sapsford),
the Inspector of Nuisances (Mr. Seymour), all reported that the buildings “were in part unfit for
human habitation or accommodation of the occupants,” and notice was served on Sir George Innes
(then Minister of Justice) to make certain alterations and improvements within seven days from
the '31st January, 1881, but the Attorney-General gave it as his opinion that the Mayor was
acting ultra vires, and no further action was taken in the matter. The reasons advanced in favour
of the Liverpool-street site appear amongst others to be chiefly because it was a. better site, inasmuch
as the position- was a central one, the locality was quiet and healthy, and commodious premises
could be erected on a site less valuable than that situated in George-street. There is nothing to disclose
in the papers as to what has actually been done towards the erection of the new offices in Liverpool-street;
but the Minister of Justice has lateiy given instructions to sell at an early date the balance of machinery,
&e., and the building material of any tenement not actually occupied on the land resumed in Liverpoolstreet. Instructions have also been given for the demolition and sale on 10th October next of the build
ing material of the present Central Police Court, and Messrs. Hardie & Gorman have been informed to
this effect. In the meantime, Mr. Clarke, in a minute of 25th Eebruary, 1888, has approved of the renting
of the ground floor and first floor of a building numbered 342a, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, and known as
'
the Oddfellows’ Hall, for the term of two years from 1st March, 1888, at a yearly rental of £500, payable
quarterly. It has been ascertained from the Colonial Architect that the plans and specifications of the
proposed new building in Liverpool-street have been prepared, and are now with the Public Works Inquiry
Committee for their approval, prior to the work being proceeded with. The following is a statement of
votes taken at various times for the purchase of a site and the erection of new Police Court buildings:—“ 1882.—The sum of £25,000 was provided from surplus revenue, but was subsequently written off.
1884.—Further sum, surplus revenue, since written off, £10,000. 1884.—Kevote of 1882, since written
off, £25,000. 1884.—Under Loans Act, 48 Vic. No. 26, £40,000, from which there is a balance amount
ing to £8,800. 1888.—Under Loans Act, 52 Vic. No. 17, £30,000, or a balance available of £38,934.”
6. Mr. Oarrardi] If the title of the new site is not yet complete, how can you go into occupation of the
land without a certain amount of risk to the Crown;—have you not just stated that it is necessary to
send Home some of the conveyances to get them signed ? The freehold of the land is conveyed to the
Government, and it only now requires a surrender of leases, and these are the deeds sent to England for
signature.
James Barnet, Esq., Colonial Architect, sworn and examined:—
7. Vice- Chairman.'] Have you, as Colonial Architect, been instructed to prepare plans and specifications
Esq.
for a new Central Police Court ? Yes; since 1880, I think. In 1880 the necessity for the building was
f—brought forward, and at the request of the then Minister for Justice (Sir J. G. L. Lines), the Colonial
13 Sept., 1888. Architect, in January, 1881, reported upon a store in York-street, owned by Mr. Solomon, proposed to
be
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be used as a teiiipo'rary Pblice Office. The report was to” the effect thht the building was not suitable for
the purpose required. Later on in the Same month, leasehold land, between .Park arid Market Streets;
facing Elizabeth-street, was offered by Mr. Long or a temporary building, for which an estimate was
prepared, ainounting to £2,200; Ho further instructions were received until August, 1881, when,,the 1
Mihistef for Justice, affited for ail estimate of Cost for additiorial accoihmodatipn to the preseht building;
‘ which Was furnished with plan, the estimate being £3,000;. This wd;StapprGved, arid the amount included
in draft Estinaates for 1882. It was, however, omitted from the printed Estimates placed before Parlia
ment; arid a srim of £25;000, since written off, was-voted for the erection of a new building; without
referericb tb the Colonial Architect, who. Bad received no instructions in the matter. This suin ef £25j00tt.
having beeri.voted for a hew building; the Colonial Architect asked by letter to the “Works .Depaftirieriti'
of 9th March, 1882, if the site had been decided; and, if so, that particulars of accommodiitidri required
in the bUildihg might be furnished, to Unable him to prepare plans, for the work.’ The matter then stobd
over until September* 1888, When the Minister for Justice asked the Colonial Architect fbf a report, in
cob.j uhfctidh; with Ml. Billon; S.M;, arid the Inspector-General of Police, its to-a suitable site fob a new
building. -Three sites were inspected, viz.: Vacant land on the east side of Pitt-street, between Goulbufri
drid Cariipbell Streets; Jarid iri Pitt-street, between Bathurst and Liverpool Streets, oil which stands St.
Andrew’s School; and land between George and Pitt Streets, off Liverpool-street, formerly used'as, a
tariherji; The last-named was reported as the most suitable, being cCntriil, removed from noise of traffi'c;
arid beiiig Of large area; without strebt frontage ;, therefore riot requiring ari expensive style of building.
Sketch plans suitable for each site were submitted to the Minister for Justice; who stated he could not see
why the Buildiiig should riot be ereeted on the site at the corner of Pitt and Liverpool Streets which had
recently been purchased by the Grdvernment.. In the following month—October’; 1883—the. Coldriial
Architect was requested to prepare plans to suit the site at the corner of Pitt and Liverpool Streets;
before referred to, the particulars of accommodation required being furnished by .the Departirierits
concerned..^ The pkris Werb completed arid Submitted iri March following, with report that the site being
so'liriiited if,was found rieeessafy to place two Courts on the first floor; arid that, for the. same-reason,there would be no space for witnesses but the passages ; and it would therefore be. doubtful "whether a
building on this site would give more accorinnodation than’was provided by the old briildirig. The building
f'Or this Site, as planned, waS estimated, at £86,000 with brick and cement front, or. £4i;000 for stdriefrorit.
Nothing, further wa^ dorie until October, 1885, when, in accordance with instructions; .sketch plans weflS
prepared drid submitted to suit the site of the old tannery in Liverpool-street, before referred to ; but the'
matter remained in. abeyance until September, 1886, when the Colonial Architect; as instructed; reported
oh utilizing the old Immigrant Barf ack.for Pblice Court purposes, estimating cost of alterations at £4,00’0;
and at the same time estimating cost of erecting riew Police Court on the site of the present building,, iil
accordance with plans submitted, at £55;0t)0 for a two-storey building; anp. £70,000 for a three-storey
building; and for erecting a building on the beforenamed Liverpool-street site, including Coroner’s Court;
at £43,500. In October; 1886, plans .were, in accordance with instructions, prepared for alterations to the
Immigration Barrack, to suit the building for a temporary Police Court, but the wdrk was not carried out.;
and in December following the then Minister for. Justice, Mr. Garvari, recommended as the mbst suitable
site fbr riew Police Court', buildings that. ori which the present buildings stand, and that temporary
accommodation fbr the Police Court should be provided in the. Immigration Barrack: This was approved
by the Cabinet, but ihb matter was deferred for want of funds. In March, 1887,'the Cabinet approved
of the Immigration Barrack being altered for a Police Court, at a cost of £2,000,; the Minister fbr Justieb;
at the same time, asking fora report, on land in VOrk-street;. next the Wesleyan Chapel; whihli tlib
Colonial Architect reported as too small; and again recommended the land in LiverpoOl-street. Plans for
alterations to Immigrant Barrack-Were then pr.epared .and sahmitted with form of notice inviting tenders
for the work, But it Was now decided by ibe Minister for Justice that the barrack should be added to and
utilized for Supreme Court ppfposes ihstead Of Police Chuffs. Iri September following, the, InspectorGeneral of Police pointed out the necessity for tlie purchase of a site bn which to erect & barrack for
fifty men,- but the. Minister for Justice considered this barrack should form iin addition to the plan fbr
proposed riew Pblice Courts. A plan 'was prepared accordingly, the additional cost fbf the barrack being
estimated at £4,500. On 11th October, .1887, the Colonial Architect submitted, a plan fbr ,the foundation
of a.building to be erected on-the site of the bid .tannery; Liverpool-street, before alluded to, as part of
the scheme tq.give, work, to the unemployed j' with form of notice inviting tenders for the work; which was
approved By the Mihistef,.rind notice serif to the Oqzet'te: if was, however, afterw.afds. withdfaWri, anjl
papers in accordance with, instfuetioris forwarded fbf eonsidefatiqri of tlie. Minister for •.fiisiiefe, wlib
instructed the prown- Solicitor to take steps fbf the feSumptiou of leases .held by tenants of pof.tibris bf
the land referred., to, ^ .No further, mstruetibn.s .have .Been received By the Colonial Architect:-; blit bri tRe
27th April, 1888, lie Submitted a letter to the W orks Department respecting funds that,would be required
to iribet the. cost pf proposed pentpal Police Court. £30,(500 waS therefore included iri ihb Loan'S Estimate.
for this yeafj.inadditibn to W.hicb there isji balance of £8,91)4, remaining from Loans 1884; malting the total
Sum of £38,934 ribw available towards erection of the proposed new Pblice Courts.
,
8. How many Court-rooms will-there be in the new building? Three—-two Cbrifts arid ari bccasibriai
Court.
. .
...
.
.,
v.
(
9. Will that afford as much accommodation as was given in the old Central Police Court? There is- just
the same riiimbef of Cbiift-rooriis:
•
,
.
10. Are the new court-rooms the same size as those in the Central Police Court, or are they larger ?
Tbeypfe all lafgef.
.
..
.
■
.
•
11. Is the accbinriiodatibn altogether larger ? Yes ; everything is on a larger scale. .
;
. 1 .
12. Have you provided much accommodation fof the public—that is, the idling public—in those Courp
rooms? Np, not much, There are,no galleries. There is room for about three dozen people in each
Court. . There is an eritfaiice to the Magistrates’ rooms ffoih ’Gebfgbrstreet. The police-station plans are
iricbmplete.
,
.
,
.
13. Will there be as much prison accommodation as there is now. at the old Central Police Court ? There
will be riipre.. .The prisoners will come down the stairs shown on the plan, and under the tlourti
, .
14. Mr.. Kethel^] Have you niade, pfbyisiori to prevent iiich ari. occurrence as fecenily took,plage at. the
Central Pblice Court, by havirig the prisoners iribrC under the supervision of .tlie. police ? It is<cbhtem:
plated to construct iron bars on one side of the cells, so-that the. eonstahle-iri-chafge can see info the
cells. I may say that I received a letter recently ffpin Mr. Eosbefy, who visited the new municipal
buildings.

J. Barfiet,.
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buildings at Glasgow, which I have seen. They have cells there with open bars in front. In Greenock
lock-lip, which I have seen, there are about twenty-five cells, and they have an elevator to bring up the
prisoners ; and they have the Court so arranged that if a prisoner is discharged he goes out without being

13 Sept,., 1888. £een ky-public in the Court.
■

'
^
i

'
. :
G Read Es

The London lock-ups are very poor..

_

.

_

lb. Mr. Suttor.1 Would it not be better if the prisoners’ dock were nearer the Bench instead of being
across the room, and behind the lawyers’table ? That matter rests with the Magistrates. We always'
try to .meet the wishes of the Magistrates.
.
.
16. Mr. Kethel.] Have you submitted these plans and the details of the fitting up of the Courts to the
Department of Justice before finally deciding upon them? This building is under two Departments—
the Colonial Secretary for the lock-up, and the Minister of Justice for the Court. It first goes from me
■ •
_
to..the Minister.
17.'Do you submit the plans for their approval? I submit them to the Secretary for Public Works.
He sends them to the Minister of Justice and the Colonial Secretary, and they approve.
18. Do they make such alterations as they desire ? • There is seldom anything of that kind, because we
always consult, the officers beforehand.
. . - _
19. Have these plans been finally approved of by the Department? Ho; they have been'submitted.
The question of accommodation for fifty police is under consideration.
20. Does the estimate of cost which you have given us include the cost ef cells and police barracks ? Yes.
21. Vice-Chairman.'] Does the sum of £40,000 which you have mentioned include the cost of foundations.?
Yes ; the foundations are very costly here.
'
22. Where do you gather information- to enable .you to prepare accommodation—from the Magistrates
and the officials ? As far as the Court-rooms are concerned, we get it from the Magistrates—principally
Mr. Delohery.
,
23. Mr. Garrard.] Has he had long experience at the Central Police Court ? Yes.
24. .Vice-Chairman.] Will the accommodation for fifty police be placed over the Court? Ho .; the Court
will be a one-storey building. One plan made provision for a room upstairs for the Coroner, but that has
since been provided elsewhere.
.
- •
’
2b'.'Mr. Kethel.] Will the walls be constructed strong enough to allow of another storey being added.?
They will be strong enough; but if another storey were added there would not be much light in the
Court. There will be a gate entrance from George-street. The front elevation stands back from
Liverpool-street about 70 feet. Only the front is intended to be constructed with stone. It will be sand
stone. .There will be no basement. We have only an underground passage for prisoners.
26. Mr. Suttor.] Have you inspected the old Central Police Court building ? Yes.
27. In what condition is it ? It is in a disreputable condition.
.
■
28. Is it worth repairing.or spending money upon it? . -Ho ; it is very damp, and the old buildings are
rotten.
.
29. Mr. Watson.] What is the estimated, cost of the proposed new buildings complete? £48,000.•
3Q-. And that includes the foundations ? Yes.
31. Vice-.Chairmani] Do you think it can be done for that sum ? Yes.
32. Mr. Garrard.] Do you not think that it is. a very great waste to erect a one-storey building on valuable
ground like this site ? It is much more convenient for the public. There is a great objection to having
Courts upstairs-. That is the objection to the other site.
.
33. Mr. Watson.] When can you begin this work? We could begin to-morrow, if we had the land.
34. When will it be completed ? In eighteen months or two years.
.

George Eead, Esq., Acting Inspector-General of Police, sworn and examined :—
Chairman.] Are you the Acting Inspector-General of Police ? Yes.
36. Have you been a long time in the Police Force stationed in Sydney ? Thirty-three years.
13 Sept.,1888. 37.'Do you know the .old Central Police Court ? Yes.
.
.
’
38, 'Are you intimately acquainted with it and the lock-up ? I have known them during the whole period
‘I have been in the'Coleny.
■
39. Are they suitable for the purposes for which they are used? Ho.
40. -Why ? The Court does not contain sufficient accommodation, 'and • the. situation, owing to the
constant noise of the traffic in George and York Streets, is unsuitable. Tlie lock-up is also deficient in
'
accommodation ; and for sanitary reasons it is unsuitable for the purpose.
41.- Is’the noise a great disadvantage in the conduct of Court business ? Yes.
42. Have you. seen the plans of the proposed new Central Police Court in Liverpool-street? Yes.
' 43. What do .you think of that site for a Central Police Court and lock-up ? I think it is fairly central.
I.know.the district thoroughly, as it is my own.
.
44.- Is it more central than the present site ? Ho ; I do not think it is, because the greater number of
arrests are made in the centre of the city—about the theatres and principal hotels and the neighbourhood
adjacent to Darling Harbour.
.
•
45. Have you given attention to the plans of the Court-house ? I have looked at them. I have nob gone
very carefully into the plans of-the Court.
.
,
.
,
46. Do you see on the plans before the Committee the accommodation proposed to be provided for three
Courts? Yes.
.
...
■
.
47. Do you think that they afford sufficient accommodation for the purposes for which they are intended ?
I think so. The tendency now. is to afford the near suburbs the convenience of a .Court, -which has the
effect of diminishing the business in the city. I think therefore that these buildings-will afford ample
accommodation.
■
48. Do you more particularly direct your attention to the accommodation for prisoners ? Yes.
49. What do you think of the accommodation provided for that purpose in these plans ? • I think it is
very good and ample. .
.
.
. .
.'
.
.
50. The ■ Colonial Architect has told us that it is proposed to erect barracks there'to accommodate fifty
• police ;—is that something new ? It is in Sydney ; but it is the practice in most ■ large towns to have a
•barrack-in the centre of the city, so as to have a number of men available on the shortest notice'for any
emergency which might arise.
•
'51: Would those men live there constantly ? Yes.
.
52. Arp they unmarried men ? Yes, all of them.
•
53. At present, where are those men kept ? They provide themselves with accommodation wherever they
can get it.
54.
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54. If they, are suddenly required, have you to look for them ? Yes ; we have to send to their homes to Gr- Read, Esq.
get them. .
■
>
’
f—
55. Do you know the accommodation proposed to be given to those fifty men? Yes; I have had 13Sept.,1888.:
conversation with the Colonial Architect on the subject.
'
‘
56. Will they be foot police ? Yes, all foot police.
’
.
57. Would it be a great convenience to the Police Force and the administration to be able to keep those
fifty men in one place ? Yes, and a public benefit. For instance, in the event of any serious disturbance
at an election, or the occurrence of a riot, it would be a very great advantage to know where to go to get
a considerable body of men in a very short time.
■
58. Mr. Street^ Have you sufficiently examined the plans to be able to say that the accommodation meets
with your approval, and that it will provide all that is necessary for some time to come ; have you had
sufficient time to examine the plans ? Yes, I think so; I saw them some, time ago, and thought them
complete.
.
59.. Were you consulted with regard to the accommodation .required ? Yes; and I think the accommo
dation will be ample for all the future in that part of the city. We have a commodious lock-up at the
north end of the city, and it is in contemplation to have another lock-up at the south end. We have one /
fairly good one there already ; but it is thought that it might be in a better situation. As the land on
which it stands is exceedingly valuable, the proceeds of the sale of that land would be more than sufficient
to provide another lock-up in a better situation.
.
Cornelius Delohery, Esq., Clerk of Petty Sessions and Acting Stipendiary Magistrate, sworn
and examined:—
60. Vice-Chairman.'] Are you Clerk of Petty Sessions and Acting Stipendiary Magistrate at the Central C. Delohery,
Police Court ? Yes.
.
'
' Esq. ’
61. How long have you been there ? Thirty years. I was in Maitland for twelve years.
/—~A—s.
62. Have you examined the plans of the proposed new Central Police Court ? Yes.
'
13Sept., 1888.
63. Have you been consulted at all ? Yes. I suggested nearly all the first plan.
'
64. What is your opinion as to the accommodation proposed;—will it be sufficient for the. requirements
of the Central Police Court ? Quite.
- '
'
65. Will the Court accommodation be as extensive as it is'at present ? It will be more extensive.
66. Does that also apply to the offices ? Yes.
.
•
..
67. Have you now sufficient office room at the Ceniral Police Court ? No.
•
68. Are the present buildings suitable for the Central Police Court? No, they are not; principally
because of the situation. The noise in both streets interferes with the business very much, and there is
a great stench from the markets.
.
69.. What is your opinion as to the position of the Liverpool-street site ;—is it sufficiently central? I do
not like the position altogether. The present position is more central. You could not have a better
position than that.
^
70. Except for the lock-up, will it not be central enough for the public ? It will do ; but it would be
better in its present position.
71. Is not the city extending southwards ? That does not matter. Our district only extends to Clevelandstreet, and therefore it does not matter how far south the city goes.
72. Is not the Court at one end of the district now ? Yes ; but the population is there.
73. Has not the population increased enormously in the south during the last ten years ? I do hot think
so, because all the land is occupied, and there is no more .land to occupy. The city is increasing beyond
that, but it is in other districts.
.
'
’
74. Mr. Kethel.'] Have not the residents’ dwellings which used to be so numerous in the northern part of
that district become stores and warehouses, and, consequently, the population is shifting ? That is the
case.
.
'
'
75. Viee-Ohairman.] Is not the proposed new site infinitely superior to the old site, so far as noise from
.
the streets is concerned ? Yes. It is surrounded by buildings, and there will be no noise.
76. Will it not be an advantage to have the Court off the street, so that loiterers may not so easily stroll
in ? Yes.
■
'
.
77. Is there not a little too much accommodation provided for the Magistrates in the plan of the new
building. What does each Magistrate want a room for ? I do not think there is too much accommodation.
The Magistrates each have a room in the Water Police Court.
’
78. I am not asking you what they have at the Water Police Court. Would not every clerk like to have
a room to himself ? Of course we could make one room do.
79. There is no private work to be transacted there ; it is all public business, is it not? Of course they
could do with one room. We arousing one room now.
*
80. Are the new Courts as large as the old ones ? ■ I think they are not quite as large.
81. That is not a disadvantage ? I do not think it is. The others are too large,- and allow too many
people to be in at one time. The new ones are of a nice workable size.
.
.
82. Is it generally admitted that there is an absolute necessity fof new Courts ? Yes ; everyone admits
'
that. The present building is a disgrace to the city.
'
.
83. Mr. Suttor.] Have you examined the arrangements in the different Courts—the position of the witness- box, the position of the Magistrates, and so on ? Yes.
’
■
84. Do you think that what is now proposed is a good arrangement? Yes. We have had a great many
alterations in the plans.
' 85. According to this arrangement the prisoner and the witness will be over 20 feet apart ? Yes, quite
that distance.
.
86. Do you not think it would be better to have the witness and the prisoner closer together, so that the
prisoner could hear every word ? That might be done. Yery often prisoners, if they are hard of hearing, are brought out of the dock, so as to be closer to the witness. The dock, might certainly be brought. a
•
little closer.
' ’
87. ^Would it not be more convenient to have the dock where the reporters’table now is? It is not .
advisable to have the prisoner at the side. In Sydney the dock is always placed in the centre.
.
[One Plan.]
'
Sydney; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1888.
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■

Legislative Assembly. v

NEW SOUTH WALES.

SYDNEY CENTRAL POLICE COURT BILL.
•

(MESSAGE No. 10.)

'

. '

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be -printed, 6 December, 1888.

CARRINGTON,
.

Message No. 10.

.

Governor.

.

.

■ In‘ accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends, for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly,' the expediency of making
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the construction of a new
■Central Police Court in the City of Sydney.

'

’

•

■Government Mouse,
Sydney, 30i$ November, 1888.
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1888.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

. POLICEMEN IN PLAIN CLOTHES AT BURWOOD.
(PAPERS RELATING TO MAN FIRED AT BY FOUR.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 20 November, 1888.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 7th November, 1888, That there, be laid upon the Table of
this House,—
,
. '
“ Copies of papers relating to the case of the man who was fired at by four
, “ policemen in plain clothes at Burwood.”
’ •
,

■

(Mr. Walker.)

,

Inspector Larkin to Inspector Anderson.

'
•
■
No. 5 Police Station,'17 July, 1888.
I hare the honor to report for your information an occurrence that took place this morning,
between our plain-clothes constables and three men who were driving along the Parramatta Eoad towards
Sydney in a light spring-cart.
'
Owing to some burglaries recently perpetrated iu the western suburbs, I thought- it advisable to
employ some of the most efficient and the most trustworthy men in the subdivision to perform plain
clothes duty, with the view of bringing the offenders to justice. I was possessed of information that the
burglars used a light spring-cart, consequently I directed the men to be on the alert for anything of that
description found about at unseasonable hours.
.
• About 1 o’clock this morning,. Senior-constable Skinner and Constable M‘Kee saw three men in a
spring-cart on the Parramatta Eoad, driving at a very rapid pace in tlie direction of Burwood. Skinner
called on them to stand, but instead of doing so they increased their speed until they were lost sight of
• by the_ police. ,
'
.
•
'
.
About 3'20 a.m. the senior-constable, in company with three other constables in plain clothes, saw
a van containing three men corresponding with the one above mentioned coming from the direction of
Burwood. The senior-constable called on the driver to pull up, and at the same time'said, “ I am a policeconstable.” The driver took no notice of the challenge, but seemed to increase his speed, when the seniorconstable fired a shot in the air from'a smaH pocket-revolver, with the view of intimidating the occupants
of the van.
■
The police subsequently succeeded in overtaking the van, but not before one of its occupants who
carried a parcel escaped. We concluded that parcel contained the property which was stolen from the
residence of Mr. Willis, at Burwood, about an hour and a half previous.
I since saw the vanman, and from what he told me I concluded the two men that he promiscuously
picked-up on the road were the persons who robbed Mr. Willis’ dwelling.
.
The revolver use’d by Senior-constable Skinner was his own private property, and carried by him
■without my knowledge ; and .although I considered it my duty to report the whole of the facts for your
information, I am quite satisfied the senior-constable fired the revolver in the air.
•
•
,
I have, &c.,
,
N. LABKIN, Inspector.
Sir,

[3A]
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PURCHASE OE SITE EOR POLICE BUILDINGS, PARRAMATTA.
(CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 15 January, 1889.

The Colonial Architect to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Department of Public Works,
Colonial Architect’s Office, Sydney, 11 June, 1887.
I do myself the honor to report that, in accordance with verbal instructions from the Colonial
Secretary, I have inspected the property at Parramatta known as the “ Woolpack Inn,” with the view of
ascertaining its value and adaptability for Court-house purposes.
2. The ground upon which the buildings are erected has (according to accompanying plan*) a *App»ndui A.
frontage of, say, 157 feet to George-street, by a depth of 398 feet to Marsden-street; it is of sufficient
area and suitable for a Court-house, but the buildings, which are old and not in good condition, could not
be utilized, except the stables, which might answer for police purposes, if required.
Sir,

<

'

K

.

3. The probable value of the property I consider may be given as follows :—
157 feet frontage to George-street, with depth of 150 feet to Marsden-street,
at per foot, £18
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
248 feet remaining frontage to Marsden-street, at per foot, £8
................
Value of old buildings, say
... ■ ...
...
...
...
...
...
.
Total
Or, in round numbers, £5,200.

"

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

£2,826
1,984
400
£5,210

This valuation is based on such information as could be gained on the spot; but having only
indirect and superficial means of ascertaining the value of country properties,' it may perhaps" be
considered desirable to obtain another opinion in the matter.
'
I have, &c.,
.
JAMES BARNET,
--------Colonial Architect.
The Principal Under Secretary.—J.R., B.C., 14/6/87.

Submitted, 14/6/87.

The Colonial Secretary to Mr. John Taylor.
‘ My dear Mr. Taylor,
Parliament House, Sydney, 23 June', 1887.
I have arranged with the Manager of the City Bank for you to make a valuation of the
Woolpack property, George-street, Parramatta. This is to be done for the Government, and without
any reference to the City Bank; but the Bank is to pay your charge.
'
I should be glad if you would examine the property and report to me not later than Saturday.
Yours, &c.,
HENRY PARKES.
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The Principal Under Secretary to Messrs. Hardie & Gorman.
Appendix A.

•

Gentlemen,
Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 24 June, 1887.
Iri transmitting to you the accompanying plan of the premises known as the Woolpack Inn,
Parramatta, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to request that you will be good enough to favour
me with a report as to the value of the property in question.
.
2. The ground upon which-the buildings are erected has, according to the plan, a frontage of, say,
157 feet to George-street, by a depth of 398 feet to Marsden.street.
.
I have, &c.,
■
CRICHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.

./
'
"

'

Mr. John Taylor to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,
'
Real Property Sale Rooms, Church-street, Parramatta, 25 June, 1887.
.
In accordance with your letter of instruction of the 23rd instant, requesting me to examine
the property at Parramatta, known as the Woolpack Hotel, and to make a valuation of the property for
the Government, and report same to you, I beg to state I am thoroughly conversant with the particulars
of the property, and did this day fully examine the buildings and land, and have the honor to report as
follows: —1
.
_
.
,
,
.
.
.'The situation of the property is at the north side of George-street, at its intersection with Marsdenstreet, a very central and convenient site for a family hotel or a public institution, and, although Georgestreet is one of the main streets of the town, that portion west of Church-street, where the Woolpack
property is situated, is not considered of the same importance for business purposes as the portion east
side of Church-street. The ground frontage of the Woolpack property to Marsden-street does not occupy
a commanding position for either business or private residences.
The building upon the land, used as the hotel accommodation, is very commodious, and has been
built many years. The principal walls appear sound, but, as a whole, it is very much out of repair. The
out-buildings are in very bad order, excepting the stone-built extensive stable, lofts, and covere'd-way, which
are all good, and a solid structure.
'
I have made a separate estimate of value of the buildings and land, showing the buildings at their
present estimated value, and the land as a subdivision to make the highest possible price.
I have also considered the value of the property as a whole for an investment, and I may here
mention that the municipal assessment for this year was at a rental of £700 per year, and the agent for the
property appealed to the Appeal Court for a reduction of assessment, and the Court reduced the amount
to £400 per year. I am of opinion the sum should not have been less than £500 per year, a rental
easily obtained.
My estimate of the present value of the property is £7,000, compiled as follows, viz.:—
'
The main building (hotel), with outbuildings and offices ...
...
... £1,700
Stone-built stables and covered way...
...
...
...
...
...
650
Ground frontage to George-street, 158 feet 4 inches by 125 feet deep, at
. '
£18 per foot
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
2,850
.
200 feet frontage to Marsden-street (opposite the hospital), by a full
depth of the land from that street, at £9 per foot
...
...
;.. 1,800
Total value .............................

......................................... £7,000

I declare the above amount to be a full value of the property.
.
JOHN TAYLOR,
Auctioneer and Valuator.'

Messrs. Hardie &. Gorman to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

Sale Rooms, 133, Pitt-street, Sydney, 28 June, 1887.
In accordance with the Principal Under Secretary’s instructions of the 24th instant, we
yesterday inspected the property known as the “ Woolpack Inn,” situated at Parramatta. The land has a
frontage of about 157 feet to George-street, and a frontage along Marsden-street of 398 feet.
'
The hotel erected on the land is two stories high, and of brick. The stables at rear are of cut
stone, and other out-buildings of wood.
We value the property at £9,500 (nine thousand five hundred pounds).
We return plan lent us.
We have, &c.,
HARDIE & GORMAN.

The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. John Taylor.
Sir,

_
Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 2 August, 1887.
I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to request that you will be so good as to make a
careful examination and valuation of the following properties, viz.:—
'
1. The present Court-house, land, and buildings, corner of George and Church Streets.
.
2. The site’on the' Sydney Road purchased a short time ago for Court-house.
'
3. The property—land and buildings—known as the Police Barracks, Macquarie-street.
2. I am desired to inquire what each of the foregoing properties would realise in the market-at the '
-present time, and in each case whether there is a prospect of increasing value.
.
•' '
I have, &e.,
.
.
CRITCHETT WALKER,
.
Principal Under Secretary.
Mr*

*
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Mr. John Taylor to The Colonial Secretary.'

”

Sir," .

Real Property Sale Rooms; Church-street, Parramatta, 9 August, 1887.
In compliance with your letter of instruction, dated 2nd August (instant), requesting me
to make a careful examination and valuation of the following properties situate in the Town of Parra-matta, viz.:— ,
1. The present Court-house, land, and buildings at the corner of Church and George Streets.
2. The site in Church-street (called Sydney Road) purchased a short time since for a Court-house.*
3. The property, land, and buildings known as the Police Barracks, Macquarie-street, and to report
the value of each of the properties, together with my opinion in eacli case whether there is a
■
' prospect of increasing value.
I have the honor to report that I have inspected the properties and given careful consideration to
their respective values in the present real property market, and beg to state as follows :—
I.- The building and land known as the Court-house and Police Office, situated at the corner of
Church and George Streets.—The buildings are of stone, substantial, and in good order and
repair, but to be used for any other business purposes than what they are now occupied for
their value would be considerably lessened. The land has a frontage to Church-street of 144
■
feet 5 inches, and to George-street of 142 feet 8 inches, and my estimate of the value of. the
whole property is £8,000.
'
, ■
2. The vacant land situate near the Railway Station on the south side having a ground frontage to*
Church-street of 277 feet by depths from that street of 150 feet on the north boundary, and 184 feet
on the south boundary, and my estimate of the value of this land is £3,000. With respect to
this vacant land, I am aware that the Government, through the Hon. Henry E. Cohen (then Minister
for Justice), paid,a considerable higher price for the property than the amount I now value it
at, and in justice to my. present valuation.1 must beg to state that the price paid by the
. .
■ Government was far in excess of the value obtainable for the land from any other source at the
time of purchase.
'
3. .The land and buildings known as the Police Barracks.—The buildings are brick built, very old,
and much out of order.
The land comprises an area of about 4 acres, and the highest results for price would be best
obtainable-by a subdivision, and I have enclosed a sketch* of a proposed subdivision which I have used, ’ Appendix B.
together with a calculation, as a whole, .to appraise the land, and my estimate of the value of this property
is £2,700.
'
The total value of the three properties referred to I estimate at £13,700.
With reference to a prospect of increasing value, from my experience of land and real property
sales in Parramatta—over a period of thirty years—say, even during the past ten years, and judging from
the present demand for investment in real property, I am inclined to the opinion that between the
present time and the end of this year either of the particular properties herein valued is likely to
command as high a price or value by public competition as may be expected for several years to come.
I have, &c.,
JOHN TAYLOR,
•
Auctioneer and Land Valuator.

Minute by The Colonial Secretary.
It is proposed to purchase the property in Parramatta known as the “ Woolpack,” for £8,500. Some
time ago a site for a new Court-house was purchased by Mr. H. E. Cohen (then Minister of Justice) for,
I believe, £5,000 ; but this site is out of the way, being on the Sydney Road, and the erection of a nevv
Court-house upon it would give much dissatisfaction. It is now proposed to sell this piece of ground,
the present Court-house at the corner of George and Church Streets, and the land in Macquarie-street
now occupied by the police. The buildings on this latter piece of land are in so decayed a state that they
ought to be pulled down. It is believed that these three properties would sell for a sum not less than
£15,000. They have been valued by Mr. John Taylor, a cautious valuator, at £13,700. He-only sets
£3.000 upon Mr. Cohen’s purchase.
The Woolpack property is in one of the best positions in the town. A new Court-house might be
erected upon the property fronting the main street (George-street) ; and the hotel buildings would supply.
quarters for the police and all other Government officials ; and the total cost would not exceed the
estimated proceeds from the sale of the other properties.
Hardie & Gorman’s valuation of the Woolpack property is £9,500. I recommend the purchase.
---------

HENRY PARKES,
.
11/8/87.

Cabinet approve of purchase of Woolpack property ; the question relating to Court-house to be
reconsidered.—H.P., 11/8/87.

The Manager of the City Bank to The Colonial Secretary.
My dear Sir Henry,
The City Bank, Sydney, 12 August, 1887.
I agree to the purchase, by the Government, of the Woolpack, at £8,500, the cost to be
made on approval of the title by the Crown Solicitor, and completion of the conveyance by the Bank, and
wait your further advice on the subject.
I remain, &c.,
' ’
W. NEILL,
.
Manager.
The

* The correspondence relating to this property was laid upon the Table of the Legislative Assembly on the 18th May, 1886.

The Principal Under Secretary to The Manager of the City Bank.
’ Sir,

.
Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 18 Auglist^l’887.
In reply to your letter of the 12th instant, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to inform
you that the Government agree to purchase the property known as “The Woolpack Ifotel,” Parramatta,
for the sum of eight thousand five hundred pounds (£8,500), and to inquire when possession can be given,
as it is desired, as soon as practicable, to remove the police to the building.
'
2, I am to request that you will communicate with the Crown Solicitor regarding the title of the
property.
I have, &c.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
‘
Principal Under Secretary.

The Assistant Manager of the City Bank to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir,

The City Bank, Sydney, 13 August, 1887.
I am instructed by the Manager to say that possession of “The Woolpack,” Parramatta,
purchased by the Government, may be had at once, and on your signifying the name of the official to take
. possession an order for that purpose in his favour will be at once prepared and forwarded to you.
The Manager will put himself into immediate communication with the Crown Solicitor as to the
title.
I have, Ac.,
"
J. HENDERSON,
Assistant Manager.

Minute by The Colonial Secretary.
It is intended to sell the land in Macquarie-street, Parramatta, on which the old barrack buildings .
remain in a decayed condition, and I want Mr. Eosbery to go up to Parramatta and look at the “ Woolpack,” with a view to the police taking up their quarters there without loss of time. If he could arrange
to take possession on behalf of the Government on Wednesday next, I think I could arrange to inspect
the premises at the same time.
Write to Mr. John Taylor, and ask him to advise as to the disposal of the Macquarie-street land.
--------H.P., 13/8/87,
The Inspector-General of Police, B.C., 12 August, 1887.—C.W., P.U.S. Very urgent.

The Inspector-General of Police to The Principal Under Secretary.
Police Department, Inspector-General’s Office,
Sydney, 15 August, 1887.
In compliance with the Colonial Secretary’s desire, I have the honor to report for his
information that I have inspected the site and premises of the “ Woolpack Inn,” at Parramatta.
If it be intended to erect a new Court-house in that town, the site is central and suitable; but I
conclude that a portion of the present premises would have to be removed, to afford sufficient space for
the new building, as the inn is only, about 75 feet from the main frontage. The buildings contain extensive
accommodation, far in excess of any requirement of this Department, but are considerably out of repair.
The stabling, however, is very good.
'
The present Police Barracks are in need of such considerable repairs that I am inclined to think
the cost would be greater than that of erecting new premises. The Lock-up, adjacent to the Court-house,
is a new building, with good quarters for the keeper, and centrally situated, answering all our require
ments in that regard.
■ .
The site purchased near the Railway Station, for a new Court-house, is not, in my judgment, an
eligible one.
.
It might be worthy of the consideration of the Government whether the land in Macquarie-street,
forming part of the Police Reserve, would not be a good site for a new Court-house, as the old hospital
buildings opposite thereto will probably have to be taken down before long.
'
I have, &c.,
.
EDMUND EOSBERY,
--------Inspector-General of Police.
Seen.—H. P., 17/8/87.
_______________________________
Sir,

Minute by The Inspector-General of Police.
Police Department, Inspector-General’s Office, Sydney, 15 August, 1887.
-Noted and returned.
I have, instructed Sub-Inspector Latimer, of Parramatta, to attention Wednesday to take possession
ofthe premises known as the “ Woolpack Inn,” on behalf of the Government.
"
If the Colonial Secretary desires that I should meet him there on Wednesday, will he be good
enough to let me know what train he will leave Sydney by ?
I visited Parramatta yesterday, and inspected all the buildings, and have already reported thereon.
EDMUND EOSBERY,
.
I.G.P.

The Principal Under Secretary to Mr. John Taylor.
Sir
Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 15 August, 1887.
.
I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to request that you will be so kind as to advise as to
the disposal of the Macquarie-street land, Parramatta, referred to in my letter of the 2nd instant.
.
I have, &c.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.

..

'

'

Mr.
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Mr. John Taylor to The Colonial Secretary.-

-■ ' -■

-' - •

: Sir*:
Real Property Sale Rooms, Church-street, Parramatta, 16 August, 1887.
’ .
_ I have the pleasure of replying to your letter ofthe 15th instant, requesting Hi‘e to advise as.
to the disposal of the Macquarie-street land, Parramatta, and referred to iu your letter of the 2nd
insfairt.
.
'
. .
“ 1 beg to state that I am of opinion that the highest possible value to be obtained for the land is to..
liake a subdivision into allotments of about f acre each. In some instances the lots would have to be. a
little larger or smaller, according to the present formation of tlie whole, and the land upon which the’
buildings stand should be regarded in the subdivision so as to preserve the whole of each building if pos
sible, in- a lot; and I would advise a sale by public auction at Parramatta about tbo month of October next,
upon the same terms as the G-oyernment now offer for sales of Crown lands.
I have, &c.,
.
.
JOHN TAYLOR,
Auctioner and Land Valuator,-

.

The Crown Solicitor to The Principal Under Secretary.

-

Sir, .. . ■
Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 18 August, 1887. .
_
. I have the honor to inform you that Mr. Neill, Manager of the City Bank, has handed to me
. this morning a bundle of documents said to relate to premises at Parramatta, known as the ‘‘ Woolpack
Hotel,” recently agreed to be purchased by the Colonial Secretary, but of course there-has not been suffi
cient time to investigate the Title.
.
•
_
I notice that it is stated in to-day’s paper that possession of the premises is to be taken to-day. I
think, therefore, that Mr. Neill should be requested to state that the fact of possession being taken shall
not operate as a waiver of the right of the Crown to require a good title to the land to be shown, or if he
fail's to do so, that possession of- the premises should not be taken until the title has been approved of,
:•
.
I have, &c.,
’.
JOHN WILLIAMS,
■
.
——■
Crown Solicitor.
Submitted, 18/8/87.
Approved.—H.P., 18/8/87.
•

The Principal Under Secretary to The Manager of the City Bank.

-

Sir,

Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 18 August, 1887.
Referring to my letter of the 13th instant, regarding the purchase by the Government of the
property known as the “Woolpack Hotel,” Parramatta, I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to
request that you will be good enough to state that the fact of possession being taken shall not operate as
a wstiver of the right of the Crown to require a good title to the property to be shown,
.
I have, &c-,
- '
.
’
CRITCHETT WALKER,
'
‘ Principal Under Secretary,

The Manager of the City Bank to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

The
In reply to your letter of the 18th instant, I beg to
having taken possession of the property known as the “Woolpack
from the Bank, will not in any way operate as waiving the right
the property in the Bank to be shown,

City Bank, Sydney, 19 August, 1887.
state that the fact of the Government
Hotel,” Parramatta, purchased by them
of the Crown to require a good title to
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM NEILL,
_____________ ________________
Manager.

The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary of Justice.
Sir,

Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 11 November, 1887.
In reference to the purchase of the “Woolpack Hotel” at Parramatta, from the City Bank, I
have the honor to request that I may he informed whether possession of the premises has been.taken on
behalf of the Crown, as I am about to complete the purchase.
■
I have, &c.,
'
JOHN WILLIAMS,
,
■
--------- Crown Solicitor.
Urgent. Forwarded to Works Department with reference to previous papers, and for favour of
report. The Under Secrelary for Public Works.—A.E., B.C., 14 Nov., 1887.
Principal Under Secre
tary.—J.R., B.C., 21/11/87.
Will Mr. Eosbery kindly say whether possession has been taken of the
premises.—C.W., B.G, 2/12/87.
Yes.—E.E., B.C., 2/12/87. .
The Crown Solicitor.—C.W., P.U.S.,
B.C., 2 Dec!, 1887.

The Crown Solicitor to The Principal Under Secretary.
Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 5 December, 1887.
“Woolpack Hotel,” Parramatta.—The City Bank to the Queen.
I have the honor to inform you that this matter has been completed, and to forward herewith
voucher for payment of the purchase money, the amount of which may be paid to the City Bank, as is
therein authorized, as the Government are in possession of the land,
.
I have. &c.,
JCW VlhUIAMS.
Sir,

880—TJ

The Principal Under Secretary to The Under Secretary for Pinance and Trade]
■Sir,

._
Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 6 December, 4-88,7. ’
■In transmitting to yon the accompanying claim in favour of the City Bank, the amount of
the purchase money for premises at Parramatta, known as the “ Woolpack Hotel,’’ amounting to £8,500
(eight thousand five hundred pounds), I am directed to state that the Colonial Secretary approves of the
payment of the amount in question, and to request that you will invite the Colonial Treasurer to -have
the goodness to cause the same to be paid from the Advance Account, and provision to be made on
Further Supplementary Estimates.
I have, &c.,
:
CRITCHETT WALKER,
.
^-------- =---------Principal Under Secretary.
[Enclosure.'}
New South Wales.

Pay Voucher.
Claimant, The City Bank, Sydney.

Department of Colonial Secretary.
Amount.

tToilx Lyons,

J*s;Ewak,
Joi|k Auobr

.E. • WRHNck

i'887.
2 November .\.... To amount of purchase money for premises at Parramatta, known as the “ Woolpack Hotel” .................................... ..........................................................................

* £

*

s. d.

8i500 .0 0

For the City Bank,
’
J.'HENDERSON,
Assist. Manager.
1 hereby authorize the amount of the above certificate in my. favour to be paid on my behalf to the City Bank,
. Sydney.
., ..
For the City Bank,
•
JCHN LYONS.
J. HENDERSON,
JAS. EWAN.
Assist. Manager.
JOHN ALGER.
■
■
E. WRENCH.
'

Approved.—H.P., 6/12/87.

Tlie Crown Solicitor to The Principal Under Secretary.
^

“ Woolpack Hotel,” Parramatta.—The City Bank to the Queen.
Sir,

.

‘ .
. .
Crown iSolicitor’s Office, Sydney, 5 December, 1887.
I have the honor to inform you that this matter has been completed, and to return herewith
the papers herein.
I have, &c.,
■ ;
■
JOHN WILLIAMS,
' Crown Solicitor.
[Three Plans.]

.0«. W;]

Sydney'Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

PRISONS' ACT.

-

.

(ADDITIONAL EE GUIATI ON S TOE EEFOEMATOBY TREATMENT OF MALE. OFFENDERS.)

$ttseiitei to f atliament, iit pmsjiaitrA a£ .Aito 4 ani 37 ‘Sir.

29 ani 14 ^.eritorto.

aiumeuL ui tiusuiue,
Sydney, 15th November, 1888.
ADDITIONAL REGULATIONS FOE REFORMATORY PRISON TREATMENT OF MALE OFFENDERS
FROM THE AGE OF 16 .TO 25 YEARS,. UNDER SENTENCES UP TO SIX MONTHS.
’
Bhs Excellency the Governor, with the advice of ■ the Executive Council, has been pleased, under section 5 of 4 Victoria
ioi. oi t0 make j 6 followlnS additional Regulations for Reformatory Prison Treatment of Male OffendersYrom the ave of
16 to 2o j ears, under sentences up to six months.
•
a
•
WILLIAM CLARKE.
Thebe shall be a seventh class of prisoners, from the age of
16 to 25 years, under sentences not exceeding six months,
being first convictions, who shall be treated during such
sentences under the following conditions of “ separate treat
ment ” :—
■'
1. Each prisoner shall occupy a separate cell, and shall be
employed upon such suitable work as may.be furnished to him.
2. He shall be allowed exercise for one hour each day, and
a longer period if thought necessary by the Surgeon.
3. He shall, if coming under the regulations as to eligibility
for school, be allowed one hour daily for peforming tasks to be
set for him by the Schoolmaster, and one hour-for reading
such instructive and reforming books as may be selected for him
by the Chaplain. He shall at all times be provided with a Bible.
4. He shall not, under any pretence, attempt to communi
cate with another prisoner. He must neither read aloud, sing,
whistle, dance, nor make any noise in his cell, exercise ground,,
in the corridor, or chapel.
'
5. He shall rise immediately upon the first bell being rung,
wash his' hands and face, and make up his bedding neatly in
such form as may be directed.
6. He shall keep his person, cell, and the furniture’ therein
in the highest state of 'cleanliness.
■
7. He shall wash his feet twice in summer, and once in
winter, weekly, and shall bathe once a week.
'
8. He shall not be allowed to alter his clothing, and shall
keep it clean and in proper repair.
9. He shall, on hearing his cell door open, at once, if not in
bed, stand up in the centre of his cell, facing the door, with
his hands by his side and his heels close together.
■’
10. In marching to or returning from the exercise grounds
or chapel, he shall keep five yards distant from any other
prisoner.
,
11. Any prisoner requiring assistance or instruction, or
having anything to communicate, may ring his gong for the
officer on duty ; but all conversation not strictly necessary is to
be avoided, and on no account is the gong to be rung without
sufficient reason.
-

• [3d.]
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12. At the order “ Prepare for exercise,” the prisoner shall,
as soon as the door is opened, move out of his cell to the exercise
circle, and take up the position assigned to him by the Officer ;
at the word ” One,” he shall stoop down and take hold of the
rope handle attached to the marching chain ; at the word
“ Two,” he shall at once assume an erect position, retaining hold
of the marching chain, and so remain at attention until the
Officer calls <£ Walk round.” During wet or very hot days he
may (by permission of the Officer) remain in his cell, or take
such exercise as may bo practicable and directed, in the corridor.
13. He shall be very respectful to all officers of the Govern
ment, and shall never pass a superior officer of the prison without
touching his hat.
14. The Scale of Dietary will be—16 oz. bread ;. 8 oz. meal;
8 oz. meat'; 8 oz. potatoes ; 1 oz. sugar; J oz. soap ; £ oz. salt.
They shall be required to perform any such work capable of
being performed-in a cell.
The Surgeon shall visit daily each prisoner of. the seventh
class in his prison.
Each prisoner shall be weighed monthly, and reports of
weight shall be laid before the Surgeon at the commencement
of each month.
.
_ . J-ne prisoners snan oe allowed the usual monthly visits, but
in each ease the Gaoler must be satisfied that the visitor is a
person to whom it is desirable to permit the privilege.
Correspondence will be permitted in terms of Regulation
No. 31.
'
6
Each prisoner of the seventh class shall be provided with a
plank bed, which shall be used without a mattress or sub
stitute therefor for a period of one month. A coir pillow of
4£ inches in diameter will be allowed.
After a period of one month a coir mattress will he allowed ;
but, in case of misconduct, the Visiting Justice may direct the
prisoner, apart from any cell or other punishment, to be
deprived of his mattress for a period not to exceed fourteen
days.
These Regulations shall take effect from 1st January, 1889.

ct
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
'

(RESUMPTION OE RAND IN THE TOWN OP YASS.)

•

•jPrmiiitb ttf f arKamsut, pursuant t<x Jlrt 44 Die. £lo. 16.

NOTIMCATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 44 VICTORIA, No. 16.
New South Wales, ) By His Excellency The Right Honourable Charles Robert, Baronll Carrington,
to wit.
) a Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy Council, Knight Grand
(n.s.)
Cross of the Most Distinguished- Order of Saint Michael and Saint George,
Cabein&ton,
Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales and its
Governor. ' Dependencies.
. ,
Whereas the parcel of land hereinafter described is required for the construction of an extension of
the gaol at Yass, and the Government has sanctioned the carrying out the said extension, -for which
public funds are lawfully available : Now, I, the - Governor of the said Colony, with the advice of the
Executive Council of the said Colony, in pursuance of the powers in this behalf given to or vested in me .
by the “ Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” do, by this notification published in the Gazette
and in a newspaper, that is to say, in the “ Yass Courier,” circulated in the Police District wherein the
said land is situated, declare that the land hereinafter described has been resumed for the public purposes
hereinbefore mentioned, to the intent that, upon the publication of this notification in the Gazette, the
legal estate in the said land shall forthwith be vested in the Minister for Public Works and his successors
on behalf of H er Majesty, for the purposes of the said last-mentioned Act, for an estate of inheritance in feesimple in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations, estate, interests, contracts, charges,
rates, rights-of-way, ■ or other easements whatsoever, and to the intent further that the legal estatetherein, together with all powers incident thereto or conferred by the said Act, shall be vested in the
said Minister as a Trustee with the powers stated in the said last-mentioned Act: And I declare that
the following is the description of the land hereinbefore referred to, that is to sayr
All that piece or parcel of land, being, allotment No. 5 of section No. 1, in the town of Yass,
parish of Hume, county of Murray : Commencing at the south comer of allotment No. 7, section No. 1 •
and bounded on the north-east by the south-west boundaries of allotments Nos. 7, 8, 9, and 10, being a
Ime bearing about north 45 degrees west 5 chains; thence on the north-west by the south-east boundary
of allotment No. 16, being a line bearing south about 45 degrees west 1 chain; thence’on the south-west
by the north-east boundary of allotment No. 4, being a line bearing about south 45 degrees east 5 chains
to the. north-west side of Rossi-street; thence by a part of the north-west side of Rossi-street, being a
line bearing ab.out north 45 degrees, east 1 chain, to the point of commencement,—containing 2 roods.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand, and caused the Great Seal of the Colony
to be hereto affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twenty-fifth day of October, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second year
of Her Majesty’s Reign.
.
By His Excellency’s Command,
’

•
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !

[3d«I
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JOHN SUTHERLAND.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION OP LAND IN THE TOWN OP TASS.)

fjrmnteb to Jpariianunt, jmrsuant to ^,ct 44 lir. £Lo, 16, gfc. 6.

NOTIFICATION OP RESUMPTION OP LAND UNDER
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
New South Wales,

By His Excellency The RightHonourable

to wit.

Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,

(L.S.)
<CARRINGTON,

.

Governor.

a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
Honourable Privy Council, . Knight
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of New South
Wales and its Dependencies.

the parcel of land hereinafter described is required
for the construction of an extension of the Gaol at Yass,
and the Government has sanctioned the carrying out the
said extension, for which public funds are lawfully avail
able : Now, I, the Governor of the said Colony, with the
advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, in
pursuance of the powers in this behalf given to or vested in
me by the “ Lauds for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” do, by
this notification published in the Gazette and in a newspaper,
that is to say, in the “ Yass Courier,” circulated in the
Police District wherein the said land is situated, declare that
the land hereinafter described has been resumed for the public
purposes hereinbefore mentioned, to the intent that, upon
the publication of this notification in the Gazette, the legal
estate in the said land shall forthwith be vested in the
Minister for Public Works and his successors, on behalf of
Her Majesty, for the purposes of the said last-mentioned Act,
for an estate of inheritance in fee simple in possession, freed

Whereas

£3J.l
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and discharged from all trusts, obligations,' estate, interests,
contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or other easements
whatsoever, and to the intent further that the legal estate
therein, together with all powers incident thereto or conferred
by the said Act, shall be vested in the said Minister as a Trustee
with the powers stated in the said last-mentioned Act: And
I declare that the following is the description of the land
hereinbefore referred to, that is to say :—
All that piece or parcel of land, being allotment No: 5 of
section No. I, in the town of Yass, parish of Hume, county of
Murray: Commencing at the south corner of allotment No.
7, section No. 1; and bounded on the north-east by the south
west boundaries of allotments Nos. 7, 8, 9, and 10, being a line
bearing about north 45 degrees west 5 chains ; thence on the
north-west by the south-east boundary of allotment No. 16,
being a line bearing south about 45 degrees west 1 chain;
thence on the south-west by the north-east boundary of allot
ment No. 4, being a line bearing about south 45 degrees east
5 chains to the north-west side of Rossi-street; thence by a
part of the north-west side of Rossi-street, being a line bearing
about north 45 degrees east 1 chain, to the point of commence
ment,—containing 2 roods.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand,
and caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be
hereto affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this
twenty-fifth day of October, in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in
' the fifty-second year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
JOHN SUTHERLAND.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !

'
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Legislative Assembly,
NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

WATER CONSERVATION COMMISSION.
(LETTER PROM MR. CHARLES ROBINSON.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to le printed, 25 October, 18,88.

[Laid upon the Table of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales by the Secretary
jor Mines, Vopy of a letter respecting the Return in connection with the Water Conservation Commission,
ordered to be printed on the Uh July, 1888.]

Copy of Letter received from Mr. Charles Robinson.
• ' r, ■
, ,, „
•
n . ,
,
.
Sydney, 3 August,. 1888.
n
, • L'w\ng*0 the term in which some of the items of expenditure by the late Commission on the
Conservation or Water is presented in the Parliamentary Return ordered on the motion of Dr. Ross,
.r., 1 am made to appear in what to me is, I believe, a new character—that of a bon vivant. I refer
more particularly to the item of £53 5s. 4d., p. 6, as follows:—
Claimant.

Date or
period of
supply or
service.

Nature of service.

Amount
paid.

Date
of pay
ment.

Certified by.

Paid to.

'
1885.

£ s. d. 1885.
Charles
May 5, Secretary and shorthand writer—fares, £1 10s. ; steamer 53 5 4 8 June W. J. Lyne Charles
Robinson. ' 6, 8, fares (4), £2 10s. ; hotel expenses, £2 5s. ; lunch, £1 5s.
Robinson.
10, 11, 3d. ; Werris Creek, refreshment, 3s. ; fruit, 10s. ; gratu13, 14, . ities to servants, 15s..; hire of vehicle, £1 5s. ; hire of
15, 18, vehicle and gratuities, 10s. 6d. ; Mr. Donkin’s expenses,
20, 21, Sydney to Narrabri, £1; fruit, 5s. ; gratuities, 15s. ;
24, 26, expenses to Sydney (Messrs. Lyne and Murray), £2;
27, 28, hotel expenses, Wee Waa, £1 5s. ; dinner, £1 2s. 6d. ;
29, 30, hotel expenses, Pilliga, £2 19s.; dinner, £1 5s. ; gratuity,
31.
Walgett, 12s. 6d. ; gratuities, do., 10s. ; breakfast, £1;
dinner, £1 2s. 6d. ; hire of vehicle, £5 ; expenses, Mr.
Barton, £2 10s. ; expenses, shorthand-writers, £2 17s.
6d. ; vehicle hh-e, £2; breakfast, &c., £1 10s. ; gratuity
to coach-driver, 10s. ; travelling expenses, £1 10s. ;
gratuities to servants, Bourke, £1 5s. ; breakfast, £1 7s.
6d. ; hotel expenses, £4 17s. 6d. ; supper,' £1 5s. ; hire
of vehicle, £1 2s. 6d. ; hire of vehicle and hotel expenses,
£1 18s.. 6d. ; dinner at Mount Victoria, 15s. ; telegrams,
3s. 7d., exchange, 3s.—6s. 7d.

These are not my personal expenses, but petty disbursements I made on the part of the Commis"
sinners and their staff, on a journey from Sydney, via Newcastle, Tamworth, Gunnedah, Narrabri’
Walgett, Brewarrina, Bourke, Nyngan, and Dubbo, at which, and some other minor places, they took
evidence.
.

101-=

Speaking

2
Speaking from memory, tlie party consisted o'f—Mr. Lyne, M.P., Mr. Bussell Barton, M.B., Mr.
B. L. Murray, M.P., Mr. Franklin, Mr. M. Mordie, Mr. G-ipps, Mr. Donkin (members of the Commission),
Mr. MKinney and Mr. Czarlinski (engineers), Mr. Laing and Mr. Friend (shorthand writers), Mr. Hall
reporter of the Herald), Mr. Thompson (reporter ,of the, Telegraph), and myself.
'
It is because I find that I am supposed to have lavishly indulged myself in high-priced dinners,
&c., at the public expense, that I deem it necessary to offer this explanation, which I should be glad it
you would submit for the information of >the Honorable the Minister for Mines.
__ _
A similar explanation applies to the item of £64 10s. 10d., on page 15 of the Beturn, which, for
the convenience of accounting, is put down to me, although, as a matter of fact, a large proportion ox it
was incurred by another officer of the Commission, whose duties devolved on me during the latter portion
of the journey.
_,
.
I have, &c.,
CHAELES BOBINSON.

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1888,
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•

The Honorable John Lackey, Chairman.
. The Honorable George Campbell.
The Honorable William Henry Suttor.
'
The Honorable James Watson.
'
The Honorable Frederick Thomas Humphery.

■

'

.
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'
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.
.
■

JJames Nixon Brunker, Esquire, by reason of his accepting the office of Minister for Lands, did not
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.
STORAGE RESERVOIR AT POTTS’ HILL, AND SECOND LINE OF
PIPES TO CROWN-STREET.

REPORT.
during
tlie last Session of Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1888, 51 Vic.
No. 37, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon the
expediency of “Constructing a Storage Eeservoir at Potts’ Hill,” and of
. “laying a second pipe between Potts’ Hill and Crown-street,” in connection
with the Sydney Water Supply, have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is
expedient the.proposed works should he carried out; and, in accordance with the
provisions of Sub-section IV, of clause 13, of the Public Works Act, report their
resolution to the Legislative Assembly :—
.

The 'Parliamentary Standing -Committee

on

Public Works,, appointed

.
These works were separately referred to the Committee for consideration;
but, as they are very closely connected, each being a part of the general scheme of
water supply for Sydney and its suburbs, they were considered by the Committee
together.
Very early in the inquiry it became known to the Committee from the
evidence given that while they were asked by the resolution of the Legislative
Assembly to inquire into and report upon the expediency of constructing the Storage
Reservoir at Potts’ Hill at an estimated cost of £120,000, a contract for a portion of
the work, amounting in value to £55,000, had already been let, and the formation
of the reservoir had been commenced. This contract is shown by the evidence to
have been let before the date when the names of the members of the Committee
Avere gazetted, and an error appears to have been made in the wording of the resolu
tion referring the work to the Committee, for it ivill be seen from a statement by the
Under Secretary for Public Works that while the estimated cost of the ivhole work
is £120,000, the intention with regard to the Committee was to ask their sanction to
that part of the work which remains to be done outside the present contract, viz.,
the pitching of the reservoir and the laying of the necessary pipes to connect with
the mains, the estimated cost of Avhich portion of the entire work is £65,000.
The proposed reservoir, a Minute of the Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and
Rivers states, will be an open One, and it will be the distributing centre for the
suburbs north of the Parramatta River and the North Shore, “to which,” the Minute
proceeds to say, “ must be added the southern and other suburbs, which must be
supplied from the main scheme, and for which this will be the most suitable
distributing point.” It is further recommended as a “ splendid ‘ stand-by’ for the
eity itself, in the event of the necessity occurring at any time to- repair the works
between Potts’ Hill and Prospect, including the emptying of the 6-feet pipes which
cross the Duct River Valley, for the purpose of cementing their inside surfaces,
which it wiR be desirable to do from time to time.”
• .
The proposed second line of pipes is to meet the necessity that would arise if
a. breakage should at any time occur in the pipes composing the present line, a
circumstance which, unless such a-provision as is now proposed were made,-might
,
.
■ '
.
■ '
'
very

very seriously inconvenience the population depending upon the present line of
pipes for their daily water supply. It is also pointed out that the second pipe-line
is required to meet the wants of the people in regard to water supply, which in
a few years will he apparent from the increased population in the suburbs. The
necessity for this second line of pipes was put before the Committee prominently in
a Minute by the Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers, dated in Eebruary of
this year. “At present,” he says, in this document, “Sydney is depending upon
one line of pipes only between these points (meaning between Potts’ Hill and
Crown-street), and I consider the risk is altogether too great, for if a pipe hurst, and
this may happen any day, the city might he suddenly left ivithout water, with the
exception of the small quantity that could he pumped from Botany, and in some
positions it might take several days to lay in a new pipe. Experience with castiron pipes in Europe,” the Minute goes on to say, “ shows that they may give way
at any time, from no apparent cause, even after they have been laid and at work for
many years.”
The Committee have carefully inquired into these representations, and, as
already mentioned, they are of opinion that the proposed works should he carried
out. Not only did they examine a number of witnesses upon the proposals; they
added to the evidence obtained by them in that manner the information derivable
from a personal visit to the site of the reservoir and an inspection of the route
regarded as the most suitable for the second line of pipes. On Thursday, 27th
September, they proceeded by train to Rookwood, and thence by vehicle to Potts’
HiU, where, with the assistance of the Government engineers, they carefully
examined the plans of the reservoir and tlie second pipe-line, and also the site
of the reservoir, and the work at present in progress there; and at the termination
of the inspection at Potts’ Hill they drove along the proposed route for the second
line of pipes, examining it the whole of the way.
In taking the evidence which ivill be found accompanying this report, the
Committee endear oured, not only to learn the nature of the proposed works, but to
clearly understand the advantages likely to be derived from them at the present
time, and in the future, and generally to inform themselves as to the reasons in
support of the proposals, and whether the works were absolutely necessary, or such
as it would be wise to carry out. The form of their inquiry may therefore be stated
as follows:—
(1.) The nature of the proposals.
.
(2.) The present arrangements for supplying Sydney and its suburbs with
water.
, (3.) The advantages to be derived from the proposed "Works.
(4.) Whether the existing facilities for storing water are such as to render
the large expenditure on the new reservoir unnecessary.
(5.) The condition of the Botany Waterworks, and whether they could be
utilized to an extent which would provide for any emergency intended
to be met by the second pipe-line.
(6.) The cost of the proposed works, and the provision that will be made
to .meet the expenditure.
. These points will be found to be very fully dealt with in the evidence of the
witnesses examined. Mr. Barling, Under Secretary for Public Works, describes very
clearly the nature of the proposed works, and his description is supplemented by
evidence obtained from Mr. Hickson, Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and
Rivers, under whose superintendence the reservoir is being constructed. The object
in regard to the reservoir, Mr. Hickson points out {Question 8), “is to provide a
supply of water, either in case anything should happen to the pipe-line from Potts’
Hill towards Prospect, or if that pipe required to be cleaned ” ; and with reference
to. the proposed line of pipes, “ the second pipe-line from Potts’ Hill down to Sydney
is required in case anything should happen to the one pipe-line now existing.” If a
pipe burst, he states {Question 68), or any accident happened on the present line,
Sydney would be dependent upon the small quantity of water at Oroivn-street—
not half a day’s supply, and it might take three or four days to repair the
damaged pipe. The risk which now exists.is further seen in the fact that the
present pipe-line is being worked to almost its utmost capacity. It is capable of
transmitting during twenty-four hours a supply of 17,000,000 gallons, but the
.
.
daily

1

daily supply for Sydney, which amounts to about 10,000,000 gallons, is sent through
during the twelve hours of the day, instead of being spread over the twenty-four, and
this, as will he seen by Mr. Hickson’s evidence (Questions 156-158), must increase
the possibility of a break and a consequent interruption in the supply. Mr. Hickson
also states (Question 100), that as far as his experience has gone in England, and
other places where there are large populations, it is usual to have duplicate pipes to
provide for accidents, and (Question 110) in consideration of the population dependent
on the water supply from the Nepean, he. considers it essential there should be a
duplicate service here ; especially, he points out in answer to other questions, as it
will he necessary very-soon to provide for a supply to suburbs not at present
receiving the water in consequence of not having yet been reticulated. _ The
route for the proposed second line is not fully determined, the surveys in relation to
it not yet being complete, hut the route examined by the Committee is most favoured.
This is recommended because for almost the whole of the way it passes along
roads or streets, and only a small piece of land will have to be resumed. The route
adopted in the case of tlie existing pipe-line would not do for the second line,
because, in the event of a pipe in the existing line bursting, injury might be done
to the second pipe line; the earth would probably be washed away from underneath
the pipes, which would then drop down, and both lines would be disabled.. The
proposed reservoir, Mr. Hickson informed the Committee, will have a capacity of
100,000,000 gallons,, or ten, days supply for Sydney.
Evidence as to the nature of the proposals referred to the Committee was also
obtained from Colonel Rowe, President of the Water and Sewerage Board; Mr. J. Trevor
Jones, Engineer to the Board; Mr. W. C. Bennett, Commissioner and Engineer for
Roads and Bridges; and Mr. E. A. Bishop, Civil Engineer; and the testimony of those
gentlemen is in favour of what it is proposed to do. Colonel Rowe thinks (Question
370) the reservoir very necessary; and (Question 371), with regard to the proposed
pipe line, that “ in view of the enormous supply of water which we require at pre
sent, and the increasing supply necessary to meet the demands of the public, it
would be prudent to have the second line of pipes; in fact,” he proceeds to say, “ it
is absolutely necessary for many purposes besides that one.” Eurther, he states
(Question 407), he had consulted with Mr. Jones as to reducing the size of the
duplicate pipe line by adopting a 3-feet instead of a 4-feet pipe; hut after consider
ing the matter, he came to the conclusion that, having regard to what the population
is likely to he in ten or twenty years’ time, such a proceeding _ was not desirable.
“ I think,” he says, “ the only safe course is to duplicate the main. Independently
of the future, supply, suppose that a break-down took place in the present pipe
which would take three or four days to repair. We have only half a day’s supply
in our present reservoirs, and if a break occurred which would take two .of
three days to repair, I do not know how we could supply the people with
water; and if a fire took place in the meantime the city might be half destroyed.”
Mr. Trevor J ones, whose extensive experience as ,an engineer in connection with
the Sydney water supply makes his evidence specially valuable, will he found to
strongly advocate the proposed works. He regards them (Question 525) as a necessary
part of the water-works, and (Question, 483), he has no doubt of the completeness of the plan for the construction of the reservoir, or, as will be found from
his replies to several other questions, of the importance of laying down a second
line of pipes. His reasons for advocating the proposals are generally similar
to those advanced by the engineers of the Harbours and Rivers Department;
but it will he noticed that his evidence goes more into detail, and that throughout
it is favorable both to the proposed works and the plan submitted for carrying them
out. He is afraid that perhaps the estimated cost of the pipes is a little low, as
since the estimate was made pipes have gone up considerably in price, but this is the
Only point in the scheme to which he raises any question. As for the necessity for
the second pipe line, he states (Question 486) that if a break were to occur in the
present line it would take a long time to repair it, and “ Sydney would in the mean
time be without water; it would be a calamity.” During the course of the inquiry
the question arose as to whether jw view of the probable rapid growth of population
it would not he wise to lay down a line of pipes of larger delivering capacity than
that proposed, and the Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers was
specially examined upon this point. He did not, however, tlfink it necessary to
lay down pipes of a larger size than those proposed in the scheme before the
Committee.
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Tlie pitching of the reservoir, which was a special portion of the work con
nected with the proposals intended to he referred to the Committee, will he found.
dealt with in the evidence of Mr. Hickson {page 7), and in that of Mr. W.-O.Bennett and Mr. Ik A. Bishop, and, according to that. evidence, appears to he
necessary in order to ensure the reservoir’s stability.
The present arrangements for supplying Sydney and its suburbs with water
are described with much fullness in the evidence, and it will he seen that, though the
present provision for the daily water supply is, as far as it goes, admirable, it cannot
he regarded as perfect without some safeguard, such as the works proposed, against
the possibility, if not the probability, of the supply being subjected to sudden and
serious interruption.
The advantages to he derived from the proposed reservoir and second pipe
line, the third point mentioned in the form of the Committee’s inquiry, are apparentfrom much that has already been said. But, in addition to this, it will be seen by
an examination of the statements made on the part of some of the principal
witnesses, that both the storage capacity and the power of delivery will he so increased
by the new works that they will he equal for some considerable time to come to
any demand made upon them by the city and the suburbs. Before the proposed
second line of pipes is well in use, Mr. Trevor Jones says {Question 510), he
anticipates that the increased consumption in Sydney and its suburbs will amount
to such a quantity as will require a second pipe.- It is possible, he explains, that
the city and suburban supply will so increase that it will not he met three
or four years hence by the. present pipe. Upon this point he was asked
{Question 516).whether the Water and Sewerage Board receive many applications
for water services in the suburbs, and he replied, “Yes; they might he counted
perhaps by the thousand, streets; the applications since the Board was formed have
been immensely numerous.” Mr. Jones also shows {Question 681) that'while in
1881.the daily consumption of water in Sydney was 3,500,000 gallons, he estimates
{Question 699) “ that 30,000,000 gallons will not be too much for us six years hence,
on a hot day.” Mr. Hickson states {Question 770), that with the additional pipe-line,
about'34,000,000 gallons can he delivered into Sydney each day, and that when two
other proposed pipes are. put down—one to North Shore and the other to the southern
suburbs—the delivering capacity will he 39,000,000 gallons. Then, above this
quantity, there will he a reservoir surplus of 10,000,000 or 11,000,000 gallons, which,
if necessary, will be available for distribution over the locality between Prospect
' Eeservoir and the new reservoir at Potts’ Hill. This surplus, over the, 39,000,000
gallons is explained by the circumstance that while the delivering capacity of the
pipes below Potts’ Hill will be 39,000,000 gallons, the quantity of water which can
be delivered daily from the Prospect Reservoir to Potts’ Hill, through the line of
6-feet pipes connecting those two places is 50,000,000 gallons. Mr. W. O. Bennett
points out {Question 865), that the Potts’ Hill Reservoir will not only be useful in
connection with a suburban water supply; it will double the value of. the 6-feet
pipes from Prospect, as it will utilize them at night as well as in the day.
With reference to the question whether the existing facilities for storing water
are such as to render the expenditure proposed for the new reservoir unnecessary, it
is perhaps sufficient to supplement the evidence to which attention has already been
drawn by stating that Mr. W. O. Bennett, who was a member of the Commission
responsible for the present water supply, explains that it was part of the original
. project to have a balance reservoir ; and the advantages to be gained from it are not
only those.which witnesses other than Mr. Bennett will be found to have described;
it will bring what he terms “ the head” of water home to Sydney, and render available
the night discharge of the large pipes. “If you have this reservoir,” he says,
{Question 865) “ for the gradual receipt of the water during the night, it doubles the
value of the large pipe, and the larger such a reservoir is the better, because, when
the daily discharge begins, it will not fall so quickly in a large reservoir as it will
in a small one, and consequently a higher head is kept up longer.”
As to whether the Botany waterworks could be utilized in any emergency
to an extent that would meet the requirements intended to be met by the
second line of pipes, the evidence shows clearly that they could not. Colonel
Rowe states {Question 387), that it would he. impossible, in the event of the
Nepean .

9
Nepean scheme failing, or the pipes getting out of order, for the Botany
works to make up the. deficiency and supply the city. The engines are very
old and antiquated, and if they were renewed it would have to be done at
considerable expense; and then the present pipe, Mr. Trevor Jones points out, is not
large _ enough to permit of powerful machinery driving water through it at the
velocity necessary to provide the quantity now required for Sydney. Of equal,
if not greater, significance is the statement, also made by Mr. Jones, that the
Botany water is gradually becoming contaminated, and in a very short period
will not,, he considers, he trustworthy. The engines at Botany are at -the
present time kept in readiness in view of any accident occurring in connection
with the Nepean supply, hut when the proposed second line of pipes has been
laid and brought into use it is probable the Botany works will he abandoned,
as Sydney will then he regarded as secure against any casualty in relation to its daily
consumption of water.
_ _ The last matter that requires notice in this report is the question of cost, and the
provision that will bp made to meet the expenditure. There is nothing in the evidence
to show that the estimated cost of the reservoir, or of the second pipe-line, is excessive.
Mr. Trevor Jones thinks the estimate of what the pipes will cost a little under what
will actually have to be paid for them; hut beyond this nothing is said by the
witnesses that gives rise to an impression that the estimate of cost has not been care
fully prepared. As to the provision for meeting the expenditure, that, it is explained,
will be. in the hands of the Water and Sewerage Board. The control of the new
reservoir and the pipe-line will, on their completion, with the liability incurred by
their construction, be passed over to the Board, and they will fix and collect the
water rates necessary to provide for the payments which, in consequence of the
expenditure, will have to be periodically made. This part of the subject will be
found by. the evidence to have been very fully gone into by. the Committee, as they
were desirous of understanding as clearly as possible the arrangements which the
Board, under the circumstances, will require to put into operation-.
The resolutions relating to these proposed works were passed by the Committee
on Wednesday, 17th October, as follows :—
.
Moved by Mr. Suttor, and seconded by Mr. Campbell, and agreed to—
,
“ That the Committee consider it expedient that the Storage Reservoir at
.
Potts’ Hill be completed, as proposed on the plans and explained in the
evidence before the Committee.”
Moved by Mr. Street, and seconded by Mr. Suttor, and agreed to— •
“ That the Committee, consider it expedient that the laying of the second
line of pipes between Potts’ Hill and Crown-street, as proposed on the
plan and explained in the evidence before the Committee, be carried
out.”
JOHN LACKEY,
•
,
.
Chairman.
Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Sydney, 22 October, 1888.
’
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS.
MINUTES' OF EVIDENCE.
STORAGE RESERVOIR AT POTTS’ Hill AND SECOND LINE OF PIPES
TO CROWN-STREET.

WEDNESDAY, 26 SDPTF.MBFJC 1888.
SjPteaent:—
Tlie Honorable JOHN LACKEY (Chairman).
The Hon. "William Henrt Sutiob.
, .
Alexander Kethel, Esq. •
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humpherx.
Joseph Palmer Abbott, Esq.
Henry Copeland, Esq.
Jacob Garrard, Esq.
■
Sydney Smith, Esq.
The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed construction of a storage reservoir at Potts’ Hill,
and the laying of a second line of qhpes"between Potts’Hill and Crown-street, in connection with
the Sydney water supply.
.
Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public Works, sworn and examined:—
1. Chairman.] Are you aware of the'proposed improvements to be carried out in connection with the J-Barling,
Potts’Hill-Eeservoir? Yes.
Bscl2. Would you describe shortly the nature of the works? Yes. The works comprise a reservoir and a second sgsT^isss
pipeline. TheproposaltoconstructadistributingreservoiratPotts’Hillinitspresentshapewasfirstbrought
ep "’
under the attention of the Minister for Works on the ?.8th July, 1887, by a minute from tbe Engineer.
in-Chiet for Harbours and Kivers, Mr. Moriarty, who described it in the following terms :—“The proposed
reservoir will be an open one, and it will be the distributing centre for the districts lately proposed to he
.
added to the Sydney water scheme, viz., the suburbs north of the Parramatta Eiver and the North Shore,
to which-must he added the southern and other suburbs, which must he supplied from-the main scheme,
and for -which this will he the most suitable distributing point. It will also form a splendid ‘ stand by ’
for the city itself in the event of the necessity occurring at any time- to-repair the works between Potts’
Hill and Prospect, including the emptying of the 6-feet pipes which cross the Duck Eiver Valley for the
purpose of cementing their inside surfaces, which it will he desirable to do from time to time.” Eor
various reasons the matter remained in abeyance for some time, bat in May of this year the present
Minister for Works, Mr. -Sutherland, obtained the■ authority of tbe .Cabinet to carry out the. work.
Tenders were accordingly invited for tbe first part of the work in June last, resulting in the accept-,
ance -of the offer of Messrs. Gummow & Co., the amount of the contract being £49,763 14s.
This tender was accepted on the 2nd July. I may say that tbe Public Works Committee was gazetted
on the 13th July or eleven days subsequent to the acceptance of the tender. At the same time
a portion of tbe work amounting to about £6,000 was given to a party of the unemployed. The estimated
cost of the whole work is £120,000, but the sanction of the Committee is - asked for the portion which
yet remains to he done-outside the present contract, viz., the pitching and laying the.necessary pipes to.
connect with the mains. This is estimated to cost about £65,000. I may mention that the North Shore
and western suburbs scheme referred to in Mr. Moriarty’s minute, a portion of which I have read, is
already contracted for, and is in course of being carried out, and orders have been given by tbe Minister
for Works to undertake tbe surveys in connection with the. southern schemes, also referred to in that'
minute. I propose to call Mr. Hickson, the Acting Engineer-in-chief for Harbours and Elvers, to - give
evidence as to the engineering details of the scheme, and the President of the Water and Sewerage Board,"
with the Engineer to the Board, Mr. Jones, will also attend to prove the necessity for the work.- With
reference to the second line of pipes it is proposed to lay down a second pipe-line in connection with the Sydney water supply from. Potts’ Hill to Crown-street Eeservoir, being a length of 61,000 feet. The.
route will be different from the one followed by the present pipe line, as it is considered undesirable for
the two sets, of pipes to follow tbe same course. The estimated cost of the proposed new pipe line is-'
£165,000, which is based on.the cost of the present pipe-line. The pipes proposed to be used are spigot
and faucit cast-iron, tbe same as the present pipes, being 48 inches in diameter, and capable of delivering
about 17,000,000 gallons in twenty-four hours. Tbe main, necessity■ for undertaking this work now, is.
that in case, of the breakage of any of tbe pipes composing the present line, Sydney might be seriously
’
30—A
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inconvenienced
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J, Barling, inconvenienced during the time the break was being repared. It is patent also, independently of this,
Esqthat in a few years the additional water supply will be required owing to increased population in our
'
' suburbs, the extension of the water mains and the increased demand which always follows an abundant
2G Sept., 1888. water supply J propose to call Mr. Hickson, the Acting Engineer-in-Chief of the Harbours and Eivers
Department, to fully explain the engineering details of the proposal, and Colonel Howe, the President of
the Water and Sewerage Board, and Mr. Jones, the Engineer to the Board, will give evidence as to the
necessity for the work. With the permission of the Committee I will now read the, minute which first
brought the matter under attention. It is dated the 15th February, 1888, and is as follows :—
Minute Paper.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Subject:—Sydney Water Supply—Reporting necessity for laying a second pipe to Sydney ; recommending that the sum of
£165,000 be placed on the Loan Estimates for 1888.
Harbours and Rivers Branch, Sydney, 15 February, 1888.
I beg to recommend that a sum be placed on the Loan Estimates for the purpose of laying a second pipe between Potts’
Hill and Crown-street, a distance of 11J miles.
,
...
At present Sydney is' depending upon one line of pipes only between these points, and I consider the risk is
altogether too great, for if a pipe burst, and this may happen any day, the city might be suddenly left without water, with
the exception of the small quantity that could be pumped from Botany, and in some positions it might take several days
to lay in a new pipe.
Experience with cast-iron pipes in Europe shows that they may give way at any time for no apparent cause, even
after they have been laid and at work for many years. On the Glasgow, Liverpool, and other large waterworks some
fractures take place almost every year.
. ,
.
- 1 estimate the cost of providing and laying a second line of 48" and 42" pipes to Sydney ds follows : —
Pipes and castings delivered in Sydney
.............................................................£140,000 0 0
Laying, inspection, &c., &c.
...
...
..................................................
25,000 0 0

'

Total

......................................£165,000 0 0
E. O. MORIARTY.

3. Are these works now being carried out under the superintendence of Mr. Hickson ? Only the Potts’
Hill reservoir. We have done nothing with regard to the second line of pipes.
4. Does Mr. Hickson now occupy the position of Mr.'Moriarty ? Fes; in the absence of Mr. Darley,
who succeeds Mr. Moriarty.
•

Eobert Hickson, Esq., M.I.C.E., Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Eivers, swbrn and
examined :—
R. Hickson, 5. Ohairman.'] Have you control of the works proposed to be carried out at Potts’ Hill ? Tes.
Esq.jM.I.G E. 6. Is the pipe contract to be carried out under you ? Tes.
■
c
7. Is this a sort of auxiliary work to the general water supply of Sydney ? Tes,
26 Sept., 1888.
And the object of it is to convey the water to other portions of the suburbs not provided for in the
first water supply system ? Tes ; the object of the Potts’ Hill Eeservoir is to provide a supply of water,
either in case anything should happen to the pipe line from Potts’ Hill towards Prospect, or if that pipe
required to be cleaned. The second pipe line from Potts’ Hill down to Sydney is required in case any
thing should happen to the one pipe line now existing.
.
9. Have you two pipe lines between Prospect and Potts’Hill ? Ho.
.
IQ. Does this provide for a second pipe line there ? Ho ; only between Potts’ Hill and Sydney. This
.
reservoir will give a supply to Potts’ Hill in case anything should go Wrong with the pipe between Potts’
Hill and Prospect.
11. What is the capacity of the proposed reservoir ? 100,000,000 gallons.
12. How long would that supply Sydney ? Eor about ten days at the present rate of comsumptioh.
13. Does this give a supply to the higher levels about Sydney ? It does not alter the height at all.
14. How are the higher elevations provided for ? The water is pumped from Crown-street.
.
15. What are the functions of the reservoir at Petersham ? It supplies Petersham and the neighbourhood
about there. It is only local.
,
.
16. Are there any other reservoirs besides that along the line ? Ho ; nothing between Crown-street and
Potts’ Hill, except Petersham.
'
.
..
17. Is it part of the project at all to have reservoirs for local use anywhere ? Ho ; except at Horth
Shore.
.................................
lb. Supposing any of the towns in the neighbourhood of the water pipe line, between the catchment area
and Sydney, required water, is there any provision for supplying them ? They can be supplied.
19. Would that necessitate the establishment of an independent reservoir? That depends on circum
stances. At Campbelltown it is proposed to give a supply from the canal leading from the Hepean down
to Prospect. We do not propose to make a special reservoir, but to take it direct from the canal.
20. But if any large supply were given, would it not be necessary to have a reservoir ? Tes.
21. What distance is Potts’Hill from Crown-street? Hi miles.
.
,
.
22. What distance would it be, from Potts’ Hill to the reservoir at Prospect? It is about 10 miles.
23. Is there any reservoir at all between Potts’Hill and Prospect ? Ho.
■
: .
,
24. Was it not proposed originally to have a reservoir to supply Parramatta and its suburbs ? I do not
know.
25. Was it contemplated that all the towns in the neighbourhood of Sydney, between here and Parramatta,
should be supplied ? Ho doubt it was.
.
.
.................
, ,
26. In what way was that provided for ? I cannot tell you. I may say that this is new to. me but thete
is an officer in the Department who can give you all the information required with regard to the scheme
itself.
•
..
27. Have you only recently come into charge of this work ? Tes ; it was carried out under Mr. Moriarty.
28. Has it been tolerably successful in all respects up to the present time, ? Tea,
......................
29. During the late drought was there any want of water in Sydney ? Hb ; vye have now in fact nearly
twelve months supply at Prospect, supposing not a drop of rain came, and it is not half-full.
30. Are the works at Prospect nearly complete ? Tes.
.
,
.
.
,
31. Has the dam there subsided recently ? it has not given at all for over three weeks. We have taken
steps to prevent it.
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32. Has anything been done with the provision made for the temporary supply before the permanent B; Hick'sbn,
Esq.jM.I.e.B.
supply was provided ? The Water and Sewerage Board have that in hand.
33. That is Hudson’s scheme? Tes ; it has been taken up in some places, and the pipes used to some 26Sfcpt.,1888.
extent, but it has been handed over to the Water and Sewerage Board, and I do not know what they
purpose doing with it.
'
34. This work now proposed by your Board is specially for supplying some of the suburbs ? Yes, and
keeping a duplicate supply for Sydney.
.
35. Have you visited the works along the line ? I have been twice at Potts’ Hill. I have been from there
up to the canal at Prospect, and right up to the tunnels.
36. Are the canals and tunnels working satisfactorily ? Yes I walked through the tunnels the other day.
3?. Are they answering satisfactorily ? Yes.
"
'
38. Ate the dams at the Pheasant’s Nest working well ? Yes; they are as tight as a bottle. We tools:
advantage of the late drought to get the tunnels thoroughly examined, and the result was most satisfactory.
39. Do you still keep a record of the amount of water which passes from the catchment area? Yes; it
is still kept.
.
40. Do you find any alteration (from the fact of the dams having been constructed or the passage of the
water having been impeded) in the quantity which passes ? No ; there is no difference.
’
41. Does it not sometimes have that effect when the natural course of the water is impeded ? It diverts
the water to some other place, but there is the same quantity of water.
'
42. What is the catchment area at the Pheasant’s Nest ? About 350 square miles.
43. Has that been all reserved ? _ Yes.
'
.
44. Has the water been Spoiled by vegetation or anything of that kind ?No ; it is very pure.
45. Is it not usual thad vegetation grows very quickly in new dams? We have not noticed anything
at Prospect; much depends upon the nature of the. water.
'
46. How long would the storage of water at Prospect last in case of drought ? About two years.
47. You dp not actually bring the supply through Prospect ? We can do so or not; but we are doing
it how.
‘
' '
48. When completed it will be a storage that you can bring the daily supply direct ? Yes.
49. Do you recollect the elevation at Potts’ Hill ? 175 feet above high:water, Sydney.50. Will that be a sufficient height for all purposes ? No ; we should have to pump to the high ground
at North Shore.
'
. ■ . 51. What about the highest portions of large buildings in Sydney ? They are supplied by pumping from
Crown-street.
'
'
’
'
'
52. Does by far the greater quantity of water come to Sydney by gravitation ? Yes.
’
53. Has it not been asserted in the newspapers that it is not a gravitation system ? Yes ; but by far the
greater proportion of the water comes by gravitation.
'
’
54. Mr. OarrardP\ By which line are you going to give a supply to the southern suburbs, Kogarah and
Cook’s Diver ? By a new pipe line branching off from Potts’ Hill.
'
THURSDAY, 27 SEPTEMBER,. 1888.

frcaent: —
The Honorable JOHN LACKEY (Chairman).
The Hoh. Wiluiam Henry Suttor.
Alexander Kethel, Esq.
The Hon. Eeeberick Thomas Humphery.
Jacob G-aeraed, Esq.
Henry Copelanb, Esq.
.
Sydney Smith, Esq.
| Tlie Committee met at noon at the Redfern Railway Station and proceeded ly train to Roohioood, and thence
ly vehicle to Potts’ Sill, where, with the assistance of Mr. Siclcson, Acting Ekigineer-in-Qhief for
Saviours and Rivers, and Mr. Souison, Resident Engineer, they carefully examined the pla/ns of tlie
proposed, storage reservoir, and of the second line of pipes between Potts’ Sill and Crown-street, and
also the site of the reservoir and the worlc at present in progress there. At the termination of the
inspection at Potts’ Sill, the Committee, accompanied ly the Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Saviours
and Rivers, drove along the proposed route for the second line ofpipes from Potts'- Sill to Crown-street,
examining it the whole of the way.~\
THURSDAY, 27 SEPTEMBER, 1888.
Evening Sitting.
Ipixsrnt; —

.

The Honorable .JOHN LACKEY (Chairman).
The Hon. William Henry Suttor.
Alexander Kethel; Esq.
The Hon. Eredeeick Thomas Humphery;
Jacob Garrard) Esq. •
Henry Copeland, Esq.
’
Sydney Smith, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed storage reservoir at Potts’ Hill and the laying of a second
line of pipes between Potts’ Hill and Crown-street.
’
Eobert Hickson, Esq., M.I.C.E., Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Eivers, sworn and further
examined:—
55. Chairman.'] As Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Eivers, have you control of the works now E. Hickson,
being carried out at Potts’Hill ? Yes.
Esq.,M.I.C.E.
56. Did you accompany this Committee to-day when we made an examination of Potts’ Hill and the
—'
works proposed to be carried out there ? Yes.
. 27 Sept., 1888.
57. And of the proposed line of pipes from there to Crown-street ? Yes,
58.
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E. Hickson, gg. Has a contract been entered into for tbe main work at Potts’ Hill—the excavation? Yes, and for
Esq.jM.I.C.K-fQ^hag the
.
,i r
•
<—r-*---- - 59. Does that include the completion of the reservoir generally ? IS o; it includes excavation, the forming
27 Sei,t.’I88?'0f the bank, and the puddle wall inside the bank.
N
■
60. What other work will require to be done afterwards ? It will require to be pitched or protected m
some way. Pitched, 1 think.
'
61. What is the amount of the contract for the work now in hand ? £oo,0(J0.
'
62. And is the estimated cost of the whole work generally £120,000 ? Yes.
63. Will the laying of the pipe line from there to Crown-street be a separate contract. Yes. •
'
,
^
,
'
61 That will have to be undertaken subsequently ? Yes.
65. Have the surveys been completed for the pipe line ? The levels have not been taken for all the pro
posed routes. We have taken them for two. or three.
.
^ _ , - _ , _ ,'
66. Has the Department professionally decided upon any particular line ? It has not denmtely decided.
67. As far. as you have.examined the proposed lines, are you inclined to the line we went over to-day?
Yes; I think it is the best line.
„ -mu
•
•
68. Would you state what are the main objects of the proposed duplicate line ? We would require it m
the event of a break-down in the present line. If a pipe burst, or any accident happened on the present
line Sydney would be dependent upon the small quantity of water at Crown-street, and it might take
three or four days to repair the damaged pipe. The small quantity of water at Crown-street would only
last a short time. I.think there are only 3,500,000 gallons there—not half a,day’s supply.
.
69. Is there any other object in constructing a duplicate line between Potts’ Hill and Sydney ? I have
described the main object. Another object would be to meet the not far distant demands of more water
being required than the present line can bring down. •
70. Those will be the suburbs south of the proposed line ? ' Yes, and North Shore also.
. _
7L Will not the North Shore be connected with the reservoir directly across the railway bridge on the
Parramatta Eiver ? Yes.
’
,
'
.
72. What point will it be taken to ? The pipes will first be brought to Hyde, near the station, where a
reservoir is being built.
• ,
73. How about the reticulation—Will that point be sufficiently high to supply the w'ater to North
Shore ? No ; it will be pumped from there to a reservoir, to be built on the high land at North Shore.
74. "Vyill that be far from' the reservoir at Ryde ? Yes; I think it is about four miles. The survey is not
' completed for that, but that is the project.
•
.
•
n,
75! What is the name of the point on which the reservoir will be built ? Willoughby.
. .
76. Will the water go by gravitation from there to the different parts of North Shore ? Yes.
77. To the highest parts ? I think so.
78. What is the height of Crows Nest and about there ? I cannot tell you, but I think the whole of
North Shore can be supplied. That scheme, however, is only in its infancy. _
79. Are the surveys completed ? No.
80. It is a project in contemplation ? Yes.
'
‘
81. What is the state of affairs with regard to the southern suburbs which we came through to-day ? I he
surveys are not yet completed.
'
‘
82. Will they be supplied from the pipe line which we went over ? No.
_
83. As far as you have considered the matter would you recommend that the pipe to supply the southern
suburbs should connect directly from Potts’ Hill or' from some portion of the pipe line further down?
Direct from Potts’Hill.
•
'
. .
,. .
84. Do you know if there is any estimate in the Department of the population of the suburbs which we
came through to-day, south of the Liverpool Road; or, in other words, of the supply that will be required
by those'suburbs ? The Waiter and Sewerage-Board, I think, has all that information.
85. Have you given a great”deal of attention to this matter yourself since you have had charge of the
water supply ? Yes.
...
86. You were not connected with the scheme in its inception ? No.
87. How long have yoii taken it up ? The last two months.
_
_
_
...
88. Since then have you had to make yourself acquainted with the duties and with the project in its
various stages ? Yes.
_
.
89. You were not employed on the works in any way previously ? No.
_
_
90. Were they carried out entirely by the Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers, or under his super
intendence and direction ? Yes.
...
91. Have you had experience before as an engineer of works of this description ? Yes ; at home; and
I have carried out the Hunter River district supply under Mr. Moriarty.
_
92. Is that the supply which gives water to the whole of the mining townships from Maitland downwards ?
Y©s
1
93. Where is it drawn from ? Prom the Hunter River itself, at a point 2 miles above West Maitland. .
94. Is there a reservoir ? Yes ; there is- a large reservoir. The water is pumped direct from the river if
■ the water is clear, or from the reservoir, to a place called Buttai, about 5| miles,.and to an elevation of
300 feet above sea-level, from whence it flows by-gravitation to Newcastle and the mining townships.
95. Is that below West Maitland ? Between West Maitland and Newcastle.
...
, 96. Is that supply taken back again from East Maitland ? No. There is another pumping engine, which
supplies East Maitland, West Maitland, and Morpeth.
_
.
97. Then the supplies to the mining townships lower down, towards Newcastle, are carried out by gravi
tation? Yes. That work was carried out under my superintendence.98. Then you have had considerable experience in the construction of waterworks ? Yes.
99. Do you think that on the whole the works at Potts’ Hill are desirable ? Yes.
• 100. Is it usual, as far as your experience has gone in the Old Country, or in other places, to have
duplicate pipes to provide for accidents where there are large populations ? Yes. In the only water
works I carried out at home we had duplicate pipes.
.
•
101. Ts it usual to have duplicate pipes ? Yes.
.
102. Do you know anything about the Glasgow .water supply? No; except from reading. •
' 103. Do you know whether or not they have a duplicate pipe.there ? I cannot say off-hand.
104. Is the Glasgow supply in.principle a good deal like our own ? Yes.. .

.

.
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105. It is taken from Locli Katrine, conveyed into a large reservoir, and from there taken to the City of R- Hickson,
Glasgow ? Xes.
.
106. • Do you recollect if they have duplicate pipes between the reservoir and Glasgow ? I cannot say, 9V SA„f. 1 RflS
but I think they have.
.
107. In large works of this character it is usual to have duplicate pipes ? Yes".
.
(
108. Are you aware of the estimated cost of the excavation at Potts’ Hill, and of the pipe line between
there and Crown-street
Yes. •
'
109.' Do you think the cost is reasonable ? Yes. I have gone over the figures myself in detail since I
have taken up the work, and I think the estimated cost is fair and reasonable.
'
■
110. Do you think that in consideration of the population dependent on this water supply it is essential
that there should be a duplicate .service ? Yes.
•
■
111. "When this duplicate line shall have been completed do you think that the general water supply of
Sydney will be a fairly complete one ? I think it will be very complete.
.
112. During the late drought has there been any scarcity of water even under present circumstances ? No.
113. If the present water supply had not been in existence do you think that we should have had great
complaints of scarcity of water ? I think so.
114. Such complaints did not exist during the late drought ? No. "We have a reserve now of 2,500,000,000
gallons.
.
115. What will be your average store when the present dam is completed ? About 7,000,000,000 gallons.
116. With the present population, what supply would that give"? The Water and Sewerage.Board will
be able to give better information than I can on that point, but I think about two years’ supply.
117. That is supposing no additional water were coming in ? Yes.
118. In the construction of the water supply generally do you know whether any consideration was given
to the matter of, intermediate supply. You are aware that there are several towns between, the catch
ment area at the Pheasant’s Nest and Sydney or the suburbs of Sydney. I allude to Campbelltown,
Liverpool, Bairfield, Parramatta, and perhaps Granville. Was any provision made for the supply of
those places ? Two of them have been brought under my own notice since I came here, namely, Camp
belltown and Liverpool. Por Campbelltown I have made a recommendation which, I think, the Water
and Sewerage Board are going to carry out. That is, to give a supply from the canal. Liverpool is still
under consideration.
'
119. That was a portion of the project in the first instance ? Yes.
120. Was provision also made for manufacturing industries that may exist now or that may be likely to
exist in future ? The design was all carried out by Mr. Moriarty, and 1 do not know the details.
121. Do you know whether provision was made for irrigation?1 1 cannot say.
122. Have you given any attention to irrigation ? No.
123. Have you had any experience of irrigation during your professional career ? No.
124. Is the Bailway Department using this water supply on any portion of their lines ? I do not think
so. They are not using it at any place that I know of. At Campbelltown, I think they will use it.
125. Are they applying for it at Liverpool ? Yes.
126. Have you had any application from Parramatta? No.
127. Is there a connection with the water supply between Granville and the main supply ? No.
128._ Mr. Copeland.'] What is the present inflow at Prospect Reservoir ? Just at present there is nothing
coming in. The canal has been shut off for some two or three weeks.
129. What is the cause of that ? We are taking this opportunity, when a very small quantity of water '
is.coming down, to examine the tunnels, and also to clean out the aqueducts and repaint and tar them.
130. Were the tunnels found to be in good order ? In very good order indeed. Very little stuff had to
come out.
■
.
131. Then the rumours in the newspapers about the tunnels giving'way were not true ? There was not
the slightest foundation for them. I examined the tunnels very closely, and walked through them with a
candle. I examined every portion of them.
'
132. So far the whole of the works are standing quite well? Yes ; they could not be made better.
133. What was the inflow before the water was taken off ? It varies greatly from dav to day.
134. What was the average ? I cannot tell you, because the water was shut off shortly after I came up
to Sydney.
• •
135. What is the total capacity of the one pipe you have down now? About 17,000,000 gallons per day.
136. What is the present consumption ? About 10,000,000 gallons per day.
137. I suppose when the second pipe is laid the total capacity will be about 34,000,000 gallons ? Yes ;
about double. . .
.
138. So that would be likely to supply three times the present population ? Yes, I think so.
139. Do you know whether the consumption is increasing very much ? I believe it is.
140; Have you any idea what the ratio of increase is ? No. . The Water and Sewerage Board have all
that information under their control. Their engineer can tell you the details.
141. Are the Botany Works now dismantled ? I do not think so. I think they are ready to start at any time.
142. Then, in the event of the present pipe giving way, you would be able to fall back upon the Botany
supply for a few days ? I believe-that could be done. I have not been down there, but I believe it is in
readiness to start if required.
'
143. If those works were maintained and ready for steam to be got up, I suppose there would he no real
necessity for this second pipe, that is, so far as provision against accident is concerned ? As far as I know
the engines for the Botany supply are in a very bad state. They are not.reliable. But that of course isonly heresay.
The engineer of the Board can give you all the particulars about that.
144. Have you been connected practically with any-gravitation scheme in any other place ? Yes, with a
small gravitation scheme nr the north of Ireland, where I was working for a short time; but it was a very
small one. . The Hunter River district scheme is partly a gravitation scheme.' The water is pumped to a
certain point, and it gravitates from there to all the small towns.
145. Have you ever examined the proposal made some time ago for having a gravitation scheme for
Sydney ? No.
.
146. I refer to what is known as the Kenny Hill scheme ? No.
.
147. I suppose you can form no idea as to^ the difference in cost of maintenance between that scheme
(or any other gravitation scheme) and the system of pumping -water ? No.
148.
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Hickson, 148. Have you gone into the figures of the probable cost of pumping to the various reservoirs when this
.M.LC.E. scheme is completed ? No.
_ .
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149. Do you know what the cost is at present for pumping ? No; that is under the Water and Sewerage
Board.
_
_
#
150. Is the proposal to lay a second pipe made entirely with a view to supply Sydney with water in the
event of the other pipe breaking away ? Not entirely; but mainly.
_
_
151. Could all the suburbs that are now requiring water be supplied from the present line of pipes ? If
they were fully reticulated they could not be supplied.
.
152. You say that the present daily consumption is 10,000,000 ? Yes, about that.
_
153. And the present pipe is bringing down a daily supply of 17,000,000 gallons ? It can do so in twenty-:
four hours.
_
. ,
154. fro you think that if the suburbs were properly reticulated you would have an additional consump
tion of 7,000,000 gallons ? The supply of 17,000,000 gallons comes down in twenty-four hours, but we
want that quantity brought down in ah opt eight hours. That is the time during which the heavy draw is
made on it.
_
.......
155. Have you ever in the Department considered the question as to the advisability of maintaining the
Botany waterworks in order, in preference to adopting this more expensive system of laying down a
second pipe ? I think Mr. Moriarty has done so. It has never been brought before me, and I have never
had occasion to do it.
'
...
156. Mr. H.um'phery?\ When you say that the supply to the city is to be given in eight hours, are we to
understand that the 17,000,000 gallons that can be supplied now is spread over twenty-four hours ? The
present pipe is capable of taking down 17,000,000 gallons in twenty-four hours; but it is very well known
that in all water supplies the great draw is from eight to ten hours per day.
157. Are you now receiving 10,000,000 gallons during eight or ten hours per day ? Yery nearly. I
suppose it is spread over twelve hours, because during the night hardly anything is taken.
.
_
158. Then you are working the existing line of pipes up to its utmost capacity ? Yes ; I believe that is
almost the case.
_
_
,
159. If all the suburbs were supplied with water, even the duplicate pipe would scarcely he sufficient? It
would he sufficient with Potts’ Hill Beservoir.
160. But you will have little to spare when the pipes are duplicated if. you extend the supply to Kyde and
the suburbs on the southern side which are not yet supplied ? This does not affect the question, as the
north and south suburbs will be supplied by independent pipes.
...
.
161. Is it a matter of absolute necessity to proceed with laying the second line of pipes, in order to give
a supply to the suburbs at present without it ? I think so.
162. It is not altogether for the purpose of supplying the town in the event of the present line breaking
down, but to assist the existing pipe line ? Yes ; when the suburbs are fully reticulated.
163. Is it your opinion that the sum of £120,000 will cover the cost of the storage reservoir at Potts’
Hill and also on the second pipe line ? £120,000 is only for Potts’ Hill The pipe line is £165,000.
164. The cost will be £285,000 for constructing the Potts’ Hill Reservoir and laying the second pipe
line? Yes.
.
_
_
_
165. Are you of opinion that that sum will cover the cost ? I think so. I went into the estimates care
fully, and I think it will cover it.
166. Mr. S. Smith.'] Where do you propose to run this line of pipes ? There hasbeen two or three
different routes surveyed and examined. It is not fully surveyed; but I think thatthe line I have pointed
opt to the Committee is the best line. That will have to be determined by careful levels.
167. I understand you would recommend the Committee to adopt the route we went over to day ? Yes ;
I think it is the best line.
_
_
168. What will be the length from where the pipe branches off from the old pipe line to the place where
it joins again ? By one line the distance to Crown-street is Hi miles. The line we went over to-day is
nearly half-a-mile shorter.
169. What is the length of the present pipe line ? 10| miles or 101 miles.
170. So that the proposed route will be shorter than the old line of pipes ? It will be a little longer ;
about a quarter of a mile longer.
_
_
171. I suppose that the reason for recommending a different route is because if the second line were
carried along the present line of pipes there would be a danger in case of a break away that the new tine
would be damaged also ? Yes ; the earth would be washed away underneath the pipes, which would
drop down, and both tines would be disabled.
_
172. Is that the main reason for recommending that the new tine of pipes should be laid along a different
route ? Yes.
_
173. Will you be obliged to resume much land in carrying out this new route ? Only ope small piece
will have to be resumed where we went over it.
174. The other portion will go along the road ? Yes ; along streets and roads the whole way.
175. What will be the cost of the resumption of that piece of land? I do not know. Land costs a
great deal when you get near Sydney.
"
.
176. Will you be called upon to resume any land near Sydney ? The land I refer to is a short distance
east of Burwood Road.
177. What will be the total cost of the laying of the pipe, including the resumption of land? £165,000.
178. When the Potts’ Hill Reservoir is completed, what will be the quantity of water stored there ?
100,000,000 gallons..
179. Will all that be available ? Yes ; we practically take it from the bottom.
180. 17,000,000 gallons per day is the quantity you can at present take by the line of pipes from the
present reservoir down to Potts’ Hill ? 17,000,000 gallons from Potts’ Hill down to Sydney.
181. As to the works at Botany, do you know whether any proposal has been made as toWhaf should be
done with those works ? Nothing has come before me in connection with them.
182. Do you not think it is a matter which should receive some consideration in view of the fact that it is
now proposed to spend over £200,000 on these new works ? It did come under the consideration of
Mr. Moriarty, who planned out this scheme.
^
‘
183. Are you aware that a large sum of money has been spent at Botany ? Yes ; there must have been
a great deal of money spent there.
184. Did I understand from you that the engines there are not in very good repair? That is only
hearsay. I have not been down there.
■
185.
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185. What quantity of water can the Botany engines send to town ? I cannot tell you. The engineer of the It. Hickson,..
Water and Sewerage Board, who has worked these engines for a long time, can give you that information. Esq., M.LC.E.
That does not come under my Department now.
.
’
18G. Mr. Garrard.'] What is the size of the pipe from the outlet of the canal to Potts’ Hill screening
' 27 Sept., 1888.
tanks ? (j feet.
•
'
'
18/. The capacity of that 6 feet pipe would he ahoiit equalized by the two lines of 4 feet pipes ? The
capacity of the 6 feet pipe is a little more.
'
.
• j^serypit is mainly to provide for the event of ah accident to the 6 feet pipe, qr of having to
shut it oft for any ptirpose, when the water supply to. Sydney, would bq stopped' for a time.. . This work
will give a reservoir holding a supply for a certain number of days, so that, if anything occurs, w.e shall
still have a supply at Potts’ Hill to keep the city going. '
'
'
.............'
'
' ’
'
189. That is about a wfeek’s supply ? Tes ; rather more. .
,
.
.
'
19(>: 'The tdtal cost bf tile Pdtts’’ Hill Eeseiwoir when finished will he ii20',CfCU The ainouht of the
ppesept contract for excavating and forming the hank is £55,000. What is ihe balance of £65£O0'for ?
i itching the slopes and laying the nhcessary pipe cohhectiohs into the reservoir. '
" ” ’
19.L. .Are the slopes to he pitched all round the reservoir P Yes.
,
.
f
you produce a plan showing the embankment of the Potts’ Hill Beservoir ? Xes ; this is a section
of the hank.
'
'
193. What is the total height of your dam ? It varies, as the ground is unevepi
.
194. I speak of the dam proper, not the sides. What is' the height of the ekbankmeds ? 22 feet.
195. What iyijl be the depth .of the water when the feservpif is fully charged? 4 feet less than that.
196. The maximum' height of the water will be ITfeet less than the total height of the embankment £ Yes.
■ 197. That will hold how many gallons P 100,000,000 gallons. '
. '
'
198. Will practically the whole of that water be available for the pipes to Sydney ?‘ Tes; tlie whole of ik
199. What is the length of this dam ? The bottoin is 1,143 feet long by 8fi3 feet wide. The i6i> is 1 206
feet long, and 906 feet. wide.
.
.
.
.
200. Mr. Copeland] Is that the width at high water level? That ik the width at the top, 4 feet above
the water level.
'
' '
201. Mr. Garrard.] Tour estimate of the capacity of- the reservoir is given from tlie highest level of the
water, and not from the embankment line? Xes..
' ' _
.
202. Is it necessary to huye the to'p of the emhankmhnt at least 4 feet khove the water line ? Xes.' On
a.large surface of wat&r like' that there will he" considerable wash—a sea, in fact; and we want the top,of
. the hank to resist that. I indy alsb say thdt we have such a surplus of matefiaf tba-t we have' to put it
somewhere.
1
■
. ■
nature of the puddle trench you are putting in your dam—what is the width and- height
of it • . .2 feet at the top', and it vdries of cpufse according to tlie depth, from. 4 feet I think.'
.
204. What is the average depth you Have to go below the ordinary surface of the ground ? 1 cannot tell
that until we open; tip the trench.
'
"
........................
205. Have you hot already opehed it out ? Ho.
•
.
•
'
.
2Q6. Are you not now filling in the puddle wall ? A small portion. The average depth is only 2 feet.
207.■ Toil do not expect to go' deeper ? No■
'
...
2Q8. Is that puddle trench made oil the sam'e principle as the one at the Prospect Reservoir ? Xes. 209. Are you aware of any defect in the embankment at the Prospect dam ? Xes ; there is 4 small slip
at one portion; of the dam. .
, .
■
'
'
.
Is-there anything wrong in that puddle wall against which you are now providing in this wall?
No ; there is.nothing wrong. The' water does not come through the dam at all.
. (
.
yotf making this, puddle in exactly the same way as the puddle was made at the Prospect dairi;' or have you gained experience ? It is being made practically; the same, exbep't tkat it is being thade a
little.drier than the first part of the puddle at Prospect dam was made.
.
u
212. The difference is that you are making it drier than it was made at Prospect ? Xes,- than what it
was at first. .. .
' _
....
213. Do you think there is quite'sufficient core to prevent any soakage through the embankment ? Xes.
214. The reason for the very large back to the dam is not that it is absolutely necessary, hut because yoii
haVe a lot of surplus material that may he piit there? Xes.
, . .
,
215. Is there an. absolute necessity for pitching the four sides of the dam ? I think it is necessary to
pitch it all round.
■■
216. Is the Prospect Reservoir only pitched at the dam ? That is all..
...
217. If it does not require pitching, on the sides of the Prospect dam, why should it require pitching
here ? ,It is quite a different case. This is practically a dam all round. There is the same slope all the
way round. Prospect has only one dam across, and the water lies on the surface.
.
.
. =.
218. But on the upper or -western side of this dam you really have untouched ground, and.no made;
ground at all ? . There is not much made ground, hut there will he some. There will he- a very sinall
quantity, but still when we are carrying out the work, owing to the action of the water oni the upper
portion, it will be absolutely necessary to pitch it first of all for the protection of the bank, and secondly;'
to prevent the continual drip of mud and sludge into the reservoir.
.
.
219. Then your reason for having it pitched all round- is hecause you are disturbing' the natural soil,
while at Prospect the natural soil .was not disturbed ? Ho ; except where the dam is.
-■
■
220. The present line of pipes froih Potts’ Hill to Orown-street I understand are able' to' convey
17,000,000 gallons in twenty-four hours ?, Xes., .
. ’
, . •
.
221. The supply going through at presenf being about 10,000,000 gallons ? Xes; the present consumption
is about 10,000,000 gallons.
„
.
...
. ..
,
.
222. Between Potts Hill and Petersham Reservoir is-it intended to,tap,the-new fine .of pipes, or.has the
present line of pipes been tapped for.reticulation-purposes? .1 tliink- the Water and' Sewerage Board
have tapped the present line in one of two places, hut I am not sure.
.
223. Is it intended to tap the new line of pipes ? It is not intended to tap them except when necessary
to convey, water to a reservoir.
’
22^. The-purpose is for the mains to lead direct to the reservoirs, and that there should be a separate
reticulation leading from the various reservoirs to the streets ? Xes.
225v

8
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225. Is it undesirable to intercept or tap the mains ? I think so, except for a reservoir.
k31* ’ a'
‘226. Ton do not intend to tap this new line at any point between Potts’Hill and Petersham to supply
aTsTrisss the.northern or southern suburbs ? No. ...
■
■
p ■’
'.227. That will be done by means of direct lines of pipes from the Potts’ Hill Reservoir ? Tes.
228.. So that if the route is going along the railway bridge at Strathfield there will be. three miles of pipes
from Homebush right to Potts’ Hill, running parallel ? They will not be parallel. One branches off
Potts’ Hill .from, the line of pipes, going north. One will branch off from Potts’ Hill, going to the right
and to the south. The exact route is not yet decided.
'
229. Has there been any accident or any defect in the line of mains now existing between Potts’ Hill and
. Crown-street—any bursts of a serious character r1 I think there were one or two at first, but that was
before I came down. None have come to my knowledge. Mr. Harley told me there had been one or two.
230. What pitching do you propose for the reservoir ? Sandstone..
231. Is there any stone in the neighbourhood ? There is a stone that will be good enough a mile or a
mile and a-half away from the works. . I have not seen it myself, but the resident engineer told me of it.
232. How is this work being earned out now—by contract P Tes P
'
233. Are there any of the unemployed engaged separately on it ? Tes; but they are doing the work by
contract. It is a sub-contract.
*
234. Is the. clay used for the puddle trench of this reservoir of as good quality or better than that used" at
'
Prospect ? It is quite as good.
’
.
235. Is it any drier than at Prospect. Tes ?
236. Mr. SuitorWhat did you say was the amount of the present large contract P £55,000.
237. Does that include the amount to be paid to the unemployed ? Tes.
238. How much will the unemployed get ? The large contract is for £49,763 ; the amount to be paid to
the unemployed will come to about £5,500.
23.9, That is for the reservoir alone ? Tes.
240, I suppose there is no rule according to which accidents may be expected ? No ; they may occur at
any time.
.
241. .1 suppose that these pipes as a rule have a fair length of life ? Tes ; when they are good.
242. What would be the life of a really good pipe ? I cannot say from my own personal knowledge. I
do not know the case of any waterworks where the pipes had to be renewed.
"
243. They are looked upon as almost everlasting P Tes ; practically.
244. Mr. Copeland.'] With reference to the unemployed, how have they contracted with the Government ?
They have a sub-contract based ou the prices of the contract let to Gummow & Co., the contractors for.
the main portion of the dam. We have to supply them with some material, and the prices were arranged
between one of their representatives and myself, and submitted to the Minister.
245. Do you know how many of the unemployed are at work P I think abput fifty now. •
.
246. Are the whole of those fifty men parties to the contract or only one of their number ? Two men on
their behalf; but in paying over the money to those two the resident engineer sees that they pay tlie
money over to each labourer in proportion to the work done, and he sees each man sign a receipt, so that
these men cannot come on the-Department afterwards and say that they were not paid, nor can those two
men go off with all the money.
• .
.
247. The two men who have contracted do not sub-let to the other men. Do the other men stand -in
equally in the contract according to. the work done P. Tes ; they submit a pay sheet.
'
■ 248. Have you any idea what their earnings are per week ? They have not been earning very much
during the last ten days because we had to stop them. They got ahead of the other contractors. The
portion they have got is complete in itself: that is, they do the whole of the excavation, the -whole of
the bank, and the whole of the puddle opposite their owm corner, aud they cannot get up any higher on
their bank than the other contractors, and we have arranged that they should dovetail iu with each other.
They are waiting until the contractors get up to their level, therefore they have not been earning very
much during the last ten days.
1
.
°
249. When they were in full work how much were they making ? I cannot say ; but they are perfectly
satisfied, and they are working remarkably well. They are a very steady lot of men.
■
250. Tou do not know anything like what their average earnings are ? No ;■ but I could get the pay
251. Are they getting paid the same rate as the contractors for the large contract ? No ; we do not give
- them the same rate because Gummo.has to supply everything, while we supply the employed with some
things. We give them water and do the rolling for them. At least we have arranged -with Gummo and
Go. to do the rolling of the bank for them. On account of that, there is a certain amount taken off the
price paid to them, and we pay the contractors for the rolling of the bank.
'
252. Are you getting the work done by the men employed at as cheap a rate as by the other contractors ?Just about the same.
'
■ 253. Are they doing the work equally as well ? Quite as -well.
254. Are they doing the -work in a satisfactory way ? Tes.
. 255., Under the supervision of some of the departmental officers ? Tes; the resident engineer, is
always on the spot.
'
.
°
256. Are the large pipes you are putting in cast iron pipes ? Tes.
257. Have tenders been called for the additional line of pipes ? No.
258. Do you know if it ig possible to make these pipes in this Colony ? I do not think they could be
niade with the present appliances in foundries. It is a special line, aud special appliances are required
ior casting pipes. '
1
ju .
259. How many miles of pipes, would be required ? About 11 miles.
260. Of additional pipes P Tes.
~ 26L What weight of castings w-ould that amount to ? I cannot tell you off hand. I can get it
262- I should be glad if you would get, the information as to the total weight and the estimated cost, with'
a view to ascertaining whether the work could be done in the Colony. AThat is the length of the pipe ?
12 feet by 4 feet m diameter.
'
.
•
611
Thomas
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•Thomas Rowe, Esq., President of the Water and Sewerage Board, sworn and examined:—

,

«!

'6

'

2C2|. C/iaimaw.] Are you the president of the Water and Sewerage Board? Yes.
T. Rowe, Esq.
263. Tor how long have you been in that position ? Since the formation of- the Board. I think about
six months.
■
’
2? Sept., 1888.
2!i4.. Are you an architect by profession ? Yes.
265. Have you been engaged in the practice of your profession in Sydney for a great number of years ?
Por thirty years., •
•
j
j
b
j
i '^.ave y°u §^,ei1 considerable attention to tbe water and sewerage works of Sydney during that time
and before you occupied your present position ? I have had to do so in my professional work. I was
also for four years an alderman of the city of Sydney and borough mayor. ■■ '
267. Had you experience as an architect and engineer before you came to this Colony? No; I have
.
been forty years here.
'
268. Since you have occupied the position of President of the Water and Sewerage Board have you had
necessarily to give a lot of attention to the works proposed to be carried out under your Board ? I have
•
endeavoured to do so. There has been a great deal to be accomplished in a short time.
269. Have you examined the works proposed to' be carried out between Potts’ Hill and Sydney ? Yes.
2/0. Have you given very much attention to the Nepean scheme—that is, the system from which Sydney
has been supplied.? I have traced a good deal of it down from the Pheasant’s Nest. I have not been
down the whole distance. I have seen a great deal of the works.
271" Do you know the catchment area above the Pheasant’s Nest ? No. I-have not travelled over it.
I know the sources and the force of the supply, but I have never travelled over the catchment area.
■
.
272. Have you been up the Cordeaux at all ? No.
273. Or the Cataract ? No.
274. Do you know the site of the dam at the Pheasant’s Nest ? Yes.
'
• 1
•^5. Have you been through the tunnels ? No ; at the time I passed the tunnels were charged with water.
2/6. lou did not traverse the tunnelsr It was impossible to do so.
,
•
277. Before the water was laid on did you ? No.
■^■ave you
an.7 investigation before the Board since you have been in office as to the character
ttW ' S’ °r i sta^e
.y are i11 ? ^es- We spent two daws inspecting the works along the line.
~ / J. Have you taken any evidence during that time as to the character of the works ? No
'
280. All the information you have had in reference to them has been merely the information derived
from your own personal inspection ? Yes.
• '
'
281. Were you accompanied by the members of your Board ? Yes.
282. Howr many members are there on the Board ? Seven in all. '
'
283. Have you inspected the Prospect Reservoir ? Yes.
284; And the large embankment or dam there ? Yes.
285. How long is it since you were there ? It must be three months ago.
286. Was the subsidence in existence then,? Yes.
.
.
287. Did it seem to be of a very alarming character, in any sense, from your professional point of view ?
Not m my opinion. I think it was a natural consequence. ' '
'
288. In a large work like that such a subsidence W'ould naturally occur ? I think so
289. Subsidence always occurs in such large earthworks ? Yes. That is my opinion
29° Are you aware whether the sinking of the dam at all affected the puddled part inside-the backbone,
as it is called ? I do not think it affected the core of the dam. I do not think the water reached it
any way whatever.
•
v
291. As far as your experience of the works has gone, has the water been vitiated at all by its coui-se
tlnough the canals or tunnels between the upper sources and the present dam ? I have no knowledge
or its being vitiated m any way.
■
.
.
• 6
292, Is the water delivered now in Sydney in a pure and generally good state? I have that impression.
w?6 yo,;u,1lieai^ a7 complaints made ? I have heard a few complaints in' connection with the
i cticulation of the suburbs. That is quite natural until the. pipes are flushed out. It is no fault in the
quality of the water.
'
.
■
.
'
Ktm^oTmEn gXm p“r d^’. °f ^
°f ^
“ Sydney f°r Present PUrPoses ? ’
295. What is the aggregate supply of the stores from which you are now getting it—That is, entering

^
Fr0*P®ct ^am' believe ^ llas ^een from 5 to 7 million gallons per' dav of kte.
much as 15 million gallons per day and more.

It has reached.

J

drdu offt ?enYes ^ ^ ^ be6U ^ 5 t0 ? mil-ion gallons pev. day, do you mean during the recent
oni' ^re -T011 aware of tlle rainfafr along tlle coast, or of the Sydney rainfall ? No. '
'
the orfinary rmnfalie?ralYes
^ ^ ^ rainfa11 durinS the 4st year has been very much less than
299 Are you prepared to say how much per cent, less the rainfall has been ? No; but I am fully aware
that it is something considerably less.
.
•
ujr
300. Would that account in some measure for the paucity of the supply to the Prospect Dam ? Certainly. :
301. Do you know the extent of the catchment area above the Pheasant’s Nest ? I know it is thousands
of acieSj but I have forgotten tlie exact area; about 350 square miles.
.
.
30_. Have you given any professional attention to the character or configuration of the country above the
ST* S ^6S ? -i,?0; ' We iiaVe t’ee^ orgauizmgtlle department very busily -during several months, and
it has been impossible to go into everything.
•
. .
uu. o, auu
303. That would be more in connection with reticulation and the disposition of the work? My. work is .
always1<dad1toCdo1soVlth ^ retlculatlon’ and wllatever time we can give to the larger subjects we are .

'

.
'

301 Did you, before your accession to your present position as President of the Water and Seweramj
°‘ r-d, give very much attention to the different schemes which have,been proposed for.supplying Sydney
v ith water ? I have-always taken a deep interest in the matter..
11 7 S °yuncy
30o. Have you formed^any professional opinion which would warrant you in expresshm an opinion with
regard to the various schemes proposed ? No; I could not go that far .
P
,

" '

'30~B

'

'

'

' sod. ’

..
■

•

P J' ootaA
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T. Rowe, Esq. gQg_ j)0 y0U
£]le present scheme for supplying Sydney is a fairly complete one ? I think it is
an excellent one. I think it is a grand scheme.
_ .
7 ep .,
. qqj
present supply had not been in existence should we have had loud complaints of the scarcity
of water during last year ? We could not have supplied the demands for water. We never got more
'
' than 5 or 6 million gallons from Botany at the utmost with two engines going. We never got more.
Where would the other 3 million gallon's have come from during the past year?
^
■ .
308. Do you know if the machinery which used to supply Sydney from Botany is in existence ? Certainly.
■
We have the. fires banked up there, and the engines are ready to work again at a moment’s notice. Within
at least half an hour they could be in fall play.
309. Are those works; as well as the Sydney water supply, now under your superintendence ? Tes.
.
310. That is the reticulation ? Tes.
_
....
311. Have you anything to do with the engineering part of the works—that is repairs or reformation in
case of damage, or anything of that kind ? Tes ; the Board has to do that now.
_
,
312. How far does that extend—does it extend to the general pipe system—does it affect the trunk lines ?
Hot at present. Those works will be handed over when completed.
313. Will that apply to the Prospect Dam as well ? The entire works, right to the source.
314. Was the Botany supply originally in the hands of the Corporation ? Tes.
315. Has that been handed over to your Board ? Tes.
_
316. Are you keeping that as an alternative supply in case of anything going wrong ? Tes ; in case of a
breakdown.
t
.
317. Does that apply to the Botany dams generally as well as to the machinery and engine power ? Tes;
but there is a difficuty about part of the watershed at present. The Cooper Estate, which was leased by
the Corporation for £2,000 a year, is likely to be interfered with. A syndicate has been formed which pro
fesses to have purchased it. We still think we have a claim, and we have placed the matter in the hands
of our solicitor to get counsel’s opinion as to whether or not we have taken over this lease from the Corpora
tion. If this, syndicate formed a township it would materially affect the watershed as to the quantity and
purity of the water. There is another light in which to look at it. If they do away with the present
dams, in flood-time the water might overpower the lower dam at Botany, and so break away the
supply we have to fall back upon. We regard it as a serious matter.
_
'318. What proportion of the general catchment area would be affected by that sale? It is on the
Bunnerong Road, on the right hand side going to Botany, beyond Randwick Racecourse.
319. That would be a material part of your catchment area ? Tes.
320. Do you know what extent pf the area it would be ? About 1,000 acres.
.
321. Is it a thousand ? Tes. It is proposed to be purchased by a syndicate. Whether the information
is correct or not I do not know.
322. Was it private property before ? Tes ; it was Sir Daniel Cooper’s property.
; 323. Did it form part of the”catchment area of the Sydney water supply ? Tes ; as private property.
324. Does that principle apply to no other property about there except this special property ? I do not
■
know.
I
325. Would the water catchment be affected by the properties on the higher elevations about Waverley?
I think not.
326. They do form part of the catchment area ? They do. It is part of the natural formation. There
has always been trouble about that, but there have been filter-beds and such things put along there to pro
vide against contamination. Another difficulty arising from this Cooper Estate is that if it were taken
from us and cut up into a township there would be drainage which would ultimately affect the remaining
portion of the watershed.
1
.
327. So far as the catchment area of the Botany supply is concerned at present there is not much popula
tion to vitiate the water ? Not very much.
.
328. Is there some ? Tes; but not enough to affect it very seriously.
329. Does it cost a very large annual outlay to keep up the Botany system ? No • not at present. We
have reduced the staff down to a mere nothing. There are just two men in charge. The engineer lives
on the spot, but he comes to town daily to attend to other duties at Crown-street,
330. Is your Board partly elected and partly nominated ? Tes.
331. Is it partly elected by the Municipalities about Sydney ? Tes.
.
332. Three are nominated by the Government and two elected by the Municipalities ? Tes.
333. Then the Board consists of five members altogether ? No; there are seven members. Two aidermen are elected by the suburbs, and two by the city. Three members are appointed by the Government,
two of whom are officials in the Harbours and Rivers Department and Roads and Bridges Department.
334. Do they elect their own president, or is he appointed by the Government ? He is appointed by the.
Government. We are of opinion that the constitution of the Board is an excellent one. We find it works
very well.
.
335. Has it worked satisfactorily so far? Tes, excellently well. The composition of the Board seems to
be a very good one.
336. Have you had very much to do with the new sewerage works ? They have not been handed over yet.
337. They are not thoroughly completed ? The idea is to pass a short Bill to hand over the portions that
are completed, in order to go on with the reticulation of the sewerage.
338. Is your Board appointed under an Act of Parliament passed some years ago ? Tes, iii 1880.
339. Under which come the sewerage and water supply ? Tes.
,
340. Are there any other works besides these which come under the category of your duties ? No.
.
341. Is the suburban sewerage system committed to your charge as well ? It will be.
342. Is that provided for in the Act ? Tes.
343. Does that apply also to water reticulation ? Water and sewerage.
344. Are there not limits to the suburbs ? Within the County of Cumberlandi
345. All inside the County of Cumberland ? Tes.
346. Will the works in each case be carried on by mutual arrangement—That is, will the municipalities
become parties to it, and be responsible for a portion of the payment, the Government contributing the
other portion ? The Government, I presume, will carry out the main trunk lines the same as with the
water, and the Board will carry out all the ordinary operations, and paying the interest on the entire outlay,
which will be proportionally divided amongst the various municipalities, city and suburban.
347.'
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11'

34'Z. Since tlie Nepean supply has been brought into operation, have you used the Botany supply at all ? ^ Rowe, Esq.
Not since the Board was formed.
' ' '
348. According to the professional view of the case, would the supply from Botany be vitiated through the
eP
water not being taken from it regularly ? I do not think it would be vitiated. The' danger is that the
pipes might possibly be choked, if they were not used, owing to fungoid growth. I do not think the..
,
water itself is likely to be contaminated.
’
349. I refer more particularly to the pores of the sandhills—The whole source of that supply is a natural.
sponge—Would the sponge principle, under which the water is supplied, be affected through being kept
closed for a certain time ? No; I do not think it would.
_
'
'
350. Have you had a good deal of experience of the Botany water supply during your long residence in
the Colony? Yes.'
’
351. Have you seen the value of the supply from year to year ?
Yes.
Since I have been here I have
been acquainted with the Botany water supply.
:
352. Is it a very good supply ? Yes ; an extraordinary water supply.
•
353. In common with others, have you been astonished that the supply has been so great, considering the
demand and considering the small area ? Yes; it is very surprising.
354. Have you seen in any part of the world a better class of water than you get from Botany? I
suppose there is better water.
There is a want of lime in that water.
But it is a very pleasant, soft
water ; but there must be a superior water even to that of Botany for general use.
■
355. Have you had any experience of the London water supply from the Thames ? About three years
ago I had. I do not think it is equal to our water.
•
356. And that is a much better system now7 than it was twenty years ago ? Yes ; it is all filtered, but it
is not equal to our water.
.
*
357. Is it not the case that there is a, large population living near the various sources from which the
Thames supply is secured ? Certainly. ■
358. Would not that necessarily vitiate the quality of the water supply ? It is well protected and filtered,
and they do not allow drainage to go near it;
352. Still, is there not a natural percolation of animal and other matter where population is located, and
where land is being worked ? Yes; there is always a danger of that.
■ .
360. Is it not a fact that where the soil is renewed by cultivation the water from that soil is affected?
Yes ; there is always a danger in that respect.
The watershed of London is vastly different from the
surroundings of Botany.
361. In what respect ? The inhabitants are vastly more numerous.
.
362. All the soil in fact is enclosed in gardens, and those gardens are richly manured ? Yes.
363. And. the water from those gardens give the stores that supply London ? Yes. I think there is no
comparison between the two water supplies.
364. One point in connection vdth the Nepean water supply is that there is no settlement upon the catch
ment area ? Very little.
.
365. And another point, I take it, is that the sources of supply are of a sandstone character ? I believe so;
366. You have never visited it yourself ? No.
.
367. Is it not the case that a sandstone formation supphes the best and purest water for drinking
purposes ? Certainly.
.
■
368. And the whole of this area, with the exception of an infinitesimal portion, has been secured for the
purpose of catching water ? Yes ; I believe so.
369. Have you examined the site of the new reservoir at Potts’ Hill ? Yes.
370. Do you think it is a desirable acquisition to the water supply of Sydney? I think it is very necessary.
371. Do you think that the duplicate pipe system proposed is a desirable one? In view of the enormous
supply which we require at present, and the increasing supply necessary to meet the demands of the
public, I think it would be prudent to have the second line of pipes. In fact it is absolutely necessary
for many purposes besides that one.
372. Has any provision been made for a portion of this water to be used for manufactories and for
purposes other than for household use ? 1 have always understood that the supply was intendedto.be
used for all purposes ; for manufacturing as well as for household purposes.
’
373. Do you think that the supply would be.sufficiently copious to enable manufactures to be carried on
at any future time? Yes.
374. Have you given any attention to irrigation from a professional point of view ? No.
375. Have you had any experience of it ? No.
"
376. I refer to the means of collecting water for irrigation ? No. I would not profess.to give an opinion
on a thing of that kind.
.
‘
'
,
377. As President of the Board, are you aware of the estimated cost of these works ? Yes.
,
378. The reservoir itself and the pipe line also ? Yes.
’
379. The estimated cost of the reservoir is £120,000 ? Yes.
.
380. The contract for excavation alone is £55,000 ? Yes.
'
381. The difference between £55,000 and £120,000 is made up of pitching and other things necessary to
the completion of the work ?. Yes.
J
382. "Will that come under tlie head of a separate contract or will it be carried out under the Harbours
and Eivers Department? By the Harbour and Eivers Department. We have nothing whatever to do
with these works.
,
383. You only take the works after they are completed? Yes.
384. Then you understand the estimated cost of the pipe line which we drove over to-day ? Yes.
385. Have you formed any opinion as to whether it is a reasonable estimate or an exorbitant one, or not
sufficient ? I do not profess to give an opinion on matters of that kind. It is properly a hydraulic
engineer’s duty.
■
386. On the whole you think it is a desirable work ? Yes, as a duplicate service, and for many reasons. •
387. Do you think it would be better than to have to fall back on the Botany works in the case of tlie
Nepean scheme failing or the pipes getting out of order ? It would be impossible for the Botany works
to make up the deficiency and supply the city. It could only give at the very utmost five or six million
gallons per day, and that of course would not be continuous. The engines are very old and antiquated, '
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T. Rowe, Esq.'an(i you could not tell when they might break down. There are three old, and one auxiliary ne'w one, and
N they would have to do an enormous amount of work, and the western suburbs could not be supplied at all.
27Sept., 1888. It could only supply the eastern suburbs and the city.
• .
_
388. Even if the second line of pipes is established you will not abandon the Botany supply ? I think it
will be abandoned and utilized for manufacturing purposes. It may be abandoned as a water supply.
•
389. I think I have heard it stated that the machinery and the works, which were connected with the
Botany supply, are very inferior, or that they are getting worn out ? The are very antiquated, very old,
and may give way.
*
'
■,
390. I mean the Crown-street engines, which are now connected with the Nepean supply ? They are alsb
defective. "We have ordered new engines from England to supplant them.
.
391. Not only defective, but the principle is an old one ? Tes ; they are not modern; and they are not
powerful enough. Instead of having two inferior engines we prefer to have one superior engine.
392. With a view to a perfect and continued supply you have recommended the use of an improved
engine and a new one ? Tes. We require to pump a larger quantity of water to Paddington in order to
'
supply the high buildings of Sydney, which we cannot do satisfactorily at present. We can only supply
certain parts of the city satisfactorily. When we have anew and more powerful engine we should be able
to pump a greater quantity of water to Paddington, and thereby supply a larger number of high buildings
in Sydney now being erected, and buildings higher still which will be erected.
.
393. Do you supply the greater part of the city now by gravitation ? The greater portion.
394. Can you state the approximate portion of the city which you so supply ? No. Mr. Jones will be
able to give that information.
395. Then your improved engine will facilitate the reticulation from Crown-street to the higher levels of
Sydney ? When pumped to Paddington. We should pump to Paddington in order to supply the higher
buildings of Sydney, and furnish the higher levels of Sydney with a better supply in case of fire.
396. Do you recollect what are those higher levels ? It affects some of the high buildings even in G-eorge
and Pitt Streets. The water scarcely rises to the uppermost storeys. It seriously affects the elevated
buildings; and in case of fire there will be positive danger.
^
397. Then it is proposed to supply the higher portions of St. Leonards from Eyde ? Tes ; from Potts’
Hill by way of Hyde.
.
■
398. The water will then be pumped from Ryde to a higher level a short distance away ? Tes, at Chats- ’
wood ; and it will gravitate from there down to North Shore.
>
399. Will that reach all parts of North Shore ? Tes.
400. Mr. Copeland.'] Do you say that the water supply from Botany is of very good quality P Tes ; it is
,
always considered to be of very good quality.
'
.
401. Do you think it is better or not so good as the water from the Nepean? I consider the Nepean is
the better water of the two. There is less corrosion in the pipes in travelling from the source. There is
less fungus matter corroding inside the pipes from the new source than from the old source.
402. Have you any idea what it would cost to supply new engines of a modern type to the Botany works ?
The only guide which I have is the new Crown-street engine, which will cost from £10,000 to £12,000.
The same engine would do for Botany. That is the only idea that I can give.
403. Do you think that at a cost of £10,000 or £12,000 for a new modern engine, the water from the
Botany supply could be used in case of an emergency ? Of course the distance for pumping would be
greater, and there would be a larger head of water. That would be a very low estimate. Perhaps it would
be nearer £20,000. Pumping from Crown-street to Paddington is different from pumping from Botany
to Crown-street. The engine would have to be more powerful, so that £10,000 or £12,000 would be
under the cost.
404. As an alternative scheme to the 'one now proposed have you ever considered whether it would be .as
well to obtain new engines for Botany, and depend upon that supply in case the present pipe broke, or
was destroyed, simply as a temporary supply? I have never looked at it in that light. I thought Botany
was to be' given up in' consequence of' the large amount of money laid out for this new scheme of water
supply and its probable success. I always looked at it in that light. ■ Of course the Botany supply is
always liable to contamination through increase of population.
405. But you are aware that this’ proposed new pipe is estimated to cost £255,000 along with the
■
reservoir. If the anticipated danger could be guarded againt by the outlay of £20,000 or £25,000 at
■
Botany, would you not consider that was a judicious plan? No, I should not. I should think the
scheme a very imperfect one, to put it in that way.
.
406. Do you think the Botany water supply could not be utilised in lieu of the proposed second pipe ?
' Not to the extent that the present system requires ; not even if we had twice the present supply of water
at Botany.
407. I am not suggesting this by way of a permanent thing, but merely to avoid any difficulty that
.
might arise through one of the present pipes bursting ? I do not think it would be advisable. I reasoned
with Mr. Jones, the Board’s engineer, as to reducing the cost by making the 4-feet duplicate pipe a 3-feet
•
pipe, but after cousideriug the matter I came to the conclusion that it was not desirable to do so, looking
forward to what the population was likely to be in ten or twenty years time. I think the only safe
course is to duplicate the main. Independently of the future supply, suppose that a breuk-down took
place in the present pipe, which would take three or four days to repair. "We have only half a day’s
supply in our present reservoirs, and if a break occurred which would take two or three days to repair, I
do not know hoiv we could supply the people with water ; and if afire took place in the meantime tho
city might be half destroyed.
■
408. Can you tell me if there is any settlement taking place on the watershed of the Nepean supply?
'
I do not know of any new settlement at present.
409. Is the whole of the land in the present watershed reserved? I believe so. We have not got a plan
of the entire catchment area yet, but we have applied to the G-overnment for it. I do not think people’
. are settling upon that land.
410. Is there any danger of the water becoming contaminated ? I am not aware of anything of the
sort. The Board has been applied to frequently for permission to cut timber, and many other things ;
but we have refused anything of the sort.
•
411. Tou do not know whether the whole of the land is reserved? I am not certain. I do not bebeve
that there are any more persons living on the land now than there were when it was handed over to the
Board. As to the number of inhabitants upon the area, I could not tell you.
412.
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412. It seems to me you can only be sure of that if you know that the whole of the'land is reserved, and T-Rowe, Esq.
not composed of private lands ? There must-necessarily be some private land here and there.
,
/T'"'*—TT'R
413. If there is any private land, is there anything to prevent the owners of that private land from 2< “eP
8
establishing industries of such a kind a,s would be likely to contaminate the water ? I should think it is^
provided for, but I have no knowledge of it.
.
414. In addition to your position as President of the Water and Sewerage Board, do you also occupy the
position of Colonel of the Engineer Corps ? Tes.
■
■
.
415. Are you the highest officer in the Corps ? Tes ; I command the Engineer Corps.
416. Is there any Imperial Engineer officer in the Colony occupying a higher position than yourself?There is an Imperial officer, but he is not over me—only as instructor. He is not senior to me.417. Is he an engineer officer ? Tes.
'
•
418. Have you ever been consulted on the question of the defence of the water supply ? Never.
419. What would be your opinion, in view of a possible invasion, as to the necessity for protecting thewater supply ? The danger is lessened considerably by' the new scheme. . The danger existed under the
old scheme at Botany. Under the new scheme there is no very great danger unless an enemy got past
Parramatta by the Hawkesbury, and could fight his way over towards the water mains. There is no
other danger that I know of.
420. I suppose it would be a very serious matter if an enemy did get possession of the water supply ?
Certainly; it would be a serious matter.
'
■
421:. Almost as serious as forcing his way in to Sydney Harbour ? It would be a very serious matter; but ■
I do not see that it is at all possible for an enemy to affect our present water scheme.
.
422. Is there no part of the scheme more vulnerable than other parts, or no part where there isspecial
necessity for protection ? I do not know of any.- I have not looked at it in that light.
423. If you occupied the position of Colonel of any invading Company of engineers, is there no particular
part pf the water supply towards which you would direct your forces with the object of destroying it ?
'
No; I really do not know any. I should have very faint hope indeed'of reaching the water supply
of the city from the seaboard anywhere.
.
424. Do you believe it would be a very serious thing ? I admit that it would be a very serious matter.
■
425. But you do not think there is anything to fear ? I do not, indeed.
.
426. Supposing an invading force succeeded in effecting a landing at the Hawkesbury orany other partof the coast ? That is the only part where I think it is possible to land ; but. there is very little chance ■.
of an enemy reaching the mains of our water supply.
•
■ .
.
42*7. In that case you think there is no danger ? I have never thought that there was any danger what-.
ever in that respect.
'
•
_
.
'
428. Is it customary in other countries to have the water supply of large cities in any way specially
protected from danger ? I have not met with it in my own experience. One would naturally suppose
that they would be protected from danger; but I have not observed that that is the case in. my travels,
and I have been in Italy, Erance, and Germany.
429. Do you think there is no necessity to take special action to protect the water supply? I do not
"
think it is necessary. I do not think there is the least danger in that respect.
430. Mr. SuitorDo you know if the attention of the Government has been called to the fact of-theCooper Estate being sold, and the desirability or otherwise of doing anything. Has your Board called
attention to it ? No. AVe are obtaining counsel’s opinion, and after we have obtained that opinion ■ we
shall certainly inform the Government with reference to it.
431. Are you aware that a great deal of work has been done in the Centennial Park? Tes.
'
432. AThat works have been carried on there ? Eorming it into a_ park, making roads, cutting down
bushes, planting, and beautifying the natural features of the place.
433. And a great deal of the manuring of the land.there? Tes; I think they are slightly manuring it.
434. Is it not proposed to sell certain portions of the park for building sites ? Tes; the hills around the
park.
'
.
.
435. ATill not that to a great extent affect the purity of the water supply?- Certainly; it must very
much tend to affect the Botany supply, unless a very expensive sewerage scheme is carried out.

John Trevor Jones, Esq., Engineer to the ATater and Sewerage Board, sworn and examined
.
436. Chairman.'] Are you Engineer to the ATater and Sewerage Board ? Tes.
'
J. T. Jones,
437. Are you an engineer by profession ? Tes.
Esq.
438. Have you been a long time engaged in the practice of your profession ? Since 1854. I was a r——n
surveyor before then, and I haye been connected with water supply and mining in’Alictofia. I was after- 27Sept.,1888.
wards City .Engineer in Sydney.
'
'
439. Since that have you been engaged in your present occupation ? Tes. I am a Civil Engineer of the
University of Melbourne, in the sense of having attended lectures and passed in that subject without
graduating in all subjects.
440. Had you to do with water supply in A^ictoria ? Tes; for six years.
.
.
441. Did you follow your occupation at home? No ; I was too young. I was a draftsman, but that did
not give me much experience.
.
442. AThat water supply had you to do with in the neighbouring Colony ? ATith the Malmesbury, which
supplies Sandhurst and Castlemaine; with the Harcourt Reservoir, the Expedition Pass, the Clunes, and
the jGeelohg water supplies. I had something more or less to' do with several others, but not in the
position of designing any works.
‘
443. Had yo,u anything to do with the Melbourne city supply at any time? No ; not professionally.
444. Did you occupy the position of City Engineer in Sydney ?' Tes, and had charge of the Botany
water supply.
'
445. Did you find that to be a good supply on most occasions ? Tes ; of course it failed during very dry
seasons to give a constant supply, and we were obliged to have recourse to an intermittent system from ■
want of water on several occasions. The quality of the water was excellent.
'
■
446. The supply was not sufficient for. the demand at all times ? Not always, but nearly so.
-447. Is the catchment area of the Botany supply very small? Tes y. about 6 square miles. It is a very
peculiar one of course, being a bed of sand,
' 448,
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J. T. Jones, 448. Have you ever given any attention to tlie idea submitted by some skilled men that the Botany supply
Esq.
had any other source than the rainfall within its own area ? There was no occasion to adopt any theory.
27 Se t 1888
rainfall was quite sufficient to supply all the water that came.
..........
^ ‘
' 449. Have you formed-any opinion as to the probability of the water coming from any extraneous source ?
Yes ; I formed the opinion that it did not come from any extraneous source.
4'50. "W'ould the sea-water filter at "all into the Botany supply? No; it never would in the slightest
degree. You may have observed that on the foreshore of any place you can dig a well in the sand, and if
the land rises above the water’s surface you will get fresh water. That is because the height of the water
on the land is greater than in the sea. Therefore, the stream will set in towards the sea, and no matter
how slow it is, it is sufficient to keep the salt water back. You will find that to be the case on the beach at
Sandringham now.
451. "Will the old water supply at Botany be interfered with by the increase of population from time to
time ? I should not very much like to supply the city with water from it after three or four years. Some
land has been recently sold upon it whereupon it is intended to build residences upon the banks of the
stream.
452. Is that part of the Cooper estate ? Yes.
453. That forms part of the catchment area ? Yes; the principal part of it.
454. Is that out towards Botany ? Yes; between the Bunnerong Boad and Botany.
, 455. Has it never been secured for water supply purposes ? No ; it was offered once to the Corporation,
but they did not seize the opportunity.
456. How long ago ? I think it was about twelve or thirteen years ago, before I took charge,
457. Ho you recollect the circumstances? No; I was not in Sydney, but I heard from a very good
source that that was the case.
458. At what price per acre was it then offered? I heard it was offered for £100 per acre,
459. What was the area ? 1,000 acres for £100,000.
'
460. Are you aware at what price the land has been recently sold ? I have been told that it has been
sold for £325,000. That is for 1,000 acres.
461. So that the price is £325 per acre for what was previously offered at £100 per acre? Yes.
462. Do you know anything of the project to erect buildings on some portions of the Centennial Park,
.
which are to be sold for that purpose ? Yes.
463. High-class residences ? Yes.
464. Are you aware whether that project is still proposed to be carried out ? I firmly believe it is.
.
465. Is it part of the project in connection with the improvement of the Centennial Park ? It is ; I firmly
believe.
466. Would not the drainage from those buildings go into the Botany water supply ? Already the
drainage from far more objectionable buildings is actually flowing into the water supply. I erected a
series of filter dams to intercept it, but still the water is running through the sand below, and it is a little
more deteriorated every year, according to tests which I have made.
467. Would that apply to the drainage from Waverley, Bandwick, and other places ? Yes.
468. But is there not a series of filter dams right from there down to Botany ? Yes ; there are about
.
nineteen altogether.
'
469. Then when the water reaches the pond at which the engine is, it ought to be tolerably pure ? Yes ;
the water was quite pure there. I could only get any impurity just under the first filter, high up. Above
one side of the dam the water would be filthy. I had that water tested, and it was found to be such
water as should not be given to the citizens. I had to filter it through another dam; it had only two
dams to go through, because we intercepted that water with Busby’s Bore, and delivered it by gravitation
into the city. ■
'
470. Does Busby’s Bore tap the water supply considerably above the lower dam ? Yes; at the
Centennial Park, at 100 feet above high-water mark.
471. How is Busby’s Bore connected with the supply at the Sydney end ? It is brought from the
Centennial Park under the corner of Victoria Barracks, and then under the court-house at Darliughurst.
Then it runs along Oxford-street, across College-street, and into Hyde Park; near the middle of Hyde
Park pipes carry the water away.
472. Does it not come to the corner of Park-street and Elizabeth-street ? Not quite.
473. Is it not conveyed some distance by ordinary pipe ? Yes. '
474. Do you remember whether it was delivered in past days at the corner ? Only by recollecting that I
saw it when on a visit.
475. Then Busby’s Bore does not actually come to that point ? No ; it delivers from pines from where
I have stated.
.
476. Have you given any^ attention professionally to the proposed works in connection with the Potts’
Hill Beservoir ? I have given a little; but I have not gone minutely into the details ; I have examined
the details fairly well, so as to get a general impression.
■
477. Erom the examination you have made are you of opinion that the estimated cost is a fair and
reasonable one ? I am afraid that perhaps it js a little low, for the reason that, while it is a fair
estimate for the time when the present line of pipes was laid, pipes have since gone up considerably in price.
478. Are you aware how long ago this estimate was made? No; but I am judging from the amount
now, and I know that it estimates that you can get the pipes laid at £8 per ton. You could at the time
the other line was laid get the pipes at five guineas per ton landed in Sydney. Now smaller pipes, which
ought to be moh cheaper, cost us £6 5s. per ton. Both iron and freight are now higher.
479. Will fhat apply to large works like this, seeing that the pipes on which you are basing your calcula
tion would be for small works ? There are large’ pipes, and they will cost more per ton than small pipes.
It is safe to add £1 per ton to the cost of the pipes required for this contract!
480. Do you know the estimated cost of the excavation at Potts’ Hill which we saw to-day ? Yes.
481. Have you made any calculation as to the accuracy of that estimate ? No.
482. Have you had much experience of excavation such as that ? Yes.
483. Do you think that the idea proposed to be carried out there is a safe one with reference to the
pitching, the dam, and the embankment ? I have no doubt on that score. The soil in which the excavai
tion js made is composed of very retentive pure clay; and the puddled dam is designed in such a way as
to intercept any percolation, apart altogether from the immense width of the soil which is put on the
'
bank ‘
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bank owing to the quantity they have to spoil. _ The size of the bank itself is sufficient safeguard either J. T. Jones,
against percolation or accident. As for the pitching on the surface I deem it to be necessary to prevent
Esqthe erosion that arises from the lap of the water in windy weather; and as the water will be at varying
.levels the pitching ought to be pretty extensive, both up and down, to resist the effect of the water..
27Sept., 1888.
484. Did you pay attention to-day to the principle on which the piping was to be connected with the main
■
piping for Prospect ? 'Tes ; I knew that before.
485. Do you think the principle is a good one ? Tes. In fact, all the Nepean'works are good.
486. Do you think that a duplicate pipe is essential ? I certainly think that in every water supply a dupli
cate pipe should be made. I have two reasons for supposing that a duplicate pipe is necessary. One is
to act as a stand-by in case of an accident, which, vvhile it is improbable, is yet possible. The strength of ■
these pipes is in excess of what is required, but there may be a flaw in the casting, and that would render
a break possible. If a break were to occur it would take a long time to repair the line, and Sydney would
in the meantime be without water. It would be a calamity.
487. Have any breaks taken place in the pipes up to the present ? Tes ; two.
488. Did they impede the supply generally f We had the Botany supply to fall back upon then.
489. How long ago was that ? Immediately after the-pipes were tried.
490. Just after the temporary system was abandoned P Tes.
■
491. That was the time when the colour of the water in Sydney was so impure for a day or two ? That
impurity was not owing to the break, but owing to the rainy season which followed, and the canals were
not properly protected.
492. I suppose that is incidental to a new work in any part of the world ? Tes ; I never saw new works
started without some such occurrence.
.
'493. Have you since had any complaints as to the' character of the water ? No ; the water has been
splendid.
494. Have you visited the catchment area above the Pheasants’ Nest ? Tes; but I have not seen the
whole of it. I have been through it all except the head of the Nepean.
495. Is not that the proper source ? No ; I think we get quite as much from the Cataract and the
Cordeaux.
496. Is not that at the head of the Nepean ? No ; I refer to the head of the Nepean itself where it parts
.
from the Cordeaux.
'
497. But are not they the watersheds which supply the Nepean ? Tes ; they are all tributaries.
498. The water got for the purposes of supply is above the Cataract, is it not ? Tes : allabove the
Cataract.
'
499. Is there not a tunnel from the Cataract to the Cordeaux ? The Cordeaux is at the Pheasants’ Nest,
and a 4-2-mile tunnel from that leads to the Cataract, and a dam is made there to divert the Cataract and
the other two rivers into a tunnel 2 miles long.
500. Therefore the great catchment area is entirely above that ? Tes.
501. The settlement about Picton would not affect this supply ? No, I do not think it would.
502. It goes down into the Cow pastures, and from there into the Nepean, at Penrith ? Tes.
.
503. Actually there is no settlement on the catchment area above there ? No, so far asT know.
o04. It has been stated to-day that there are one or two mining settlements there.—Do you think they
snould be allowed to rernain? With extreme precautions they might. If it is very valuable I do not
think they ought to be disturbed, because you can secure the river against impurities.
■
505. Still, with a view to having the catchment area as pure as possible, would it not be desirable to keep
off any settlement ? Tes, in that respect, certainly.
,
506. Do you know anything of the mineral work which is being carried on there.—Is it gold or coal ? Coal
is the only thing I have heard of.
'
.
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present:—
The Honorable JOHN LACKET (Chairman).
The Hon. William Henbt Suttoe.
The Hon. James Watson.
The Hon. Eeedeeick Thomas Humpheby.
Heney Copeland, Esq. ,

Alexander Kethel, Esq.
Joseph Palmee Abbott, Esq.
Jacob G-aebard, Esq.
Sydney Smith, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to further consider the proposed Storage Eeservoir at Potts’ Hill and the laying
of a second line of pipes between Potts’ Hill and Crown-street.
.
'
John Trevor Jones, Esq., Engineer to the Water and Sewerage Board, sworn, and further examined :—
507. 01iairmanl\ Were you present yesterday when this Committee made an inspection of the proposed t m
new works at Potts’Hill? Tes.
•
'
608. And also when we traversed the proposed line of pipes from Potts’ Hill to Crown-street ? Tes.
',
509. I think you have stated that the proposed works were of such a character that you concurred with-28 Sept., 1888.
them ? . Tes ; they meet with my approval. I cannot see how a scheme for a city like this can be com
plete without such an auxiliary.
■
•
510. Independently of the supply which it Would give to Sydney in the case of the mainline of pipes giving
way, would it be of great value lor the purpose ol supplying the southern suburbs, which is part of theproject. _ Tes. Before the pipe is well in use I anticipate that the increased consumption in Sydney and
its suburbs will amount to such a quantity as will require a second pipe. It is possible that the-supply
for Sydney and its suburbs cannot be met three or four years hence by the present single pipe.
511. I think you have stated that you are still keeping up the Botany supply? We keep the machinery
in readiness.
>.
512. The dams, of course, are still intact, the supply is there, and the whole machinery is ready in case of,
necessity to use it as a supplementary or auxiliary Supply ? Yes,
,
•
513.
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513. Do you think that the Potts’ Hill project is of greater value than the Botany supply ? Yes. With
a small 30-inch pipe from the Botany supply it would be very difficult, in the event of the failure of the
present pipe from Potts’ Hill, even with very powerful pumps, to keep Sydney well supplied. Another
reason is that I consider the supply for Botany, within a very short period, will not be trustworthy.
■
514. Por what reason do you think it will hot be trustworthy ? I have reason to believe that a consider
able portion of the land which forms the Botany watershed has been sold.
515. With a view to sub-division and settlement P Yes.
51(5. Will that vitiate the purity of the water ? Yes ; it will render it suspicious at any rate.
517. Are you of opinion that the Botany supply will be very much affected by the improvements now
being carried on at the Centennial Park? No.
518. Is there not a great deal of removal of the soil at the Centennial Park? Yes ; and no doubt there
will be.some manurino; of the surface. That would tend to vitiate the water, but it has to travel so
far afterwards, and filter through so many yards of sand, that I hardly think any impurity will occur. The
tendency of running water is to purify itself, and iu a very remarkable degree, as I am able to prove. I
had water proved by a chemist to be unsuitable for consumption at the one point; and three chains away
from there, after it had trickled among grass, I took up a bucket of the same water, without telling the
chemist anything about where the water came from. I submitted it to him and he pronounced it perfect.
So I believe that notwithstanding anything'which may happen to vitiate the water in the Centennial Park,
it will become purified by the time it reaches the lower dam, and even before that.
4
519. How many dams altogether are there? Ten in the lower, and nine, I think, on the Lachlan Reserve.
5‘/0. Then the percolation in the course which the water takes from the catchment area above down to the
last of the dams necessarily clarifies it ? It does not all percolate. When it runs low down we are
obliged to run it through the pipes. But every bit of it is percolated in the upper dams.
'
521. Does it not pass through aquatic vegetation which has the same effect ? Yes. That has undoubtedly
the property of depriving it of various germs. I am almost certain of that. We had a sample of the
water tested every quarter, from every place where there vras the slightest suspicion ; and it was always
classed as No. 2. That perhaps would sound rather detrimental if I did not explain that No. 1 water is
jjerfectly pure water. Of course no water collected in that way could be perfectly pure.
‘
. 522. On the whole do you think that the different contracts, as far as you are aware, connected with the
excavation of the Potts’ Hill Reservoir are within a reasonable cost ? I have not examined them. My
attention has not be drawn to them.
'
523.'Do you know the gross amount of the contract? No; only roughly. I understand that it is
£65,000.
•
524. No ; it is £55,000 ? That seems a reasonable amount.
525. As far as you have formed an opinion on the project nowr under consideration, do you think that it
is satisfactory? I think so. It is a necessary part of the waterworks. I havre twm reasons for thinking
so. The one is that if anything should happen to the 6-feet pipe which fills the reservoir, or if anything
were required to be done to it, you would have to stop the supply to Sydney while performing the
operation. But when you have this reservoir at Potts’ Hill you will be able to stop that pipe and apply
any remedy or make any repairs you wish without stopping the supply of water to Sydney. The second
reason is that that pipe, if it had to feed the city only, as tlie city consumed the water, would cause
fluctuation—that is to say, it would be necessary during the night, when the consumption is very small,
to restrict the flow through that pipe, and prevent it from doing full duty. It would not be doing half its
work. With the reservoir it will be flowing uniformly all the time.
. 526. Then the reservoir would form an independent supply of its own for the time being ? It would last
a week at all events.
,
527. Do you think that it would be sufficient 'to give time for ordinary repairs in the event of a burst
between the Prospect Dam and the reservoir at Potts’ Hill ? Yes; I think it is a very ample provision.
528. And do you think that it is very desirable ? Yes. Of course, with such an accession the water
supply might be compared with the most perfect water supplies in the world, and it is more perfect than
jnost water supplies in the world ;■ but I do not see why Sydney should not possess such a water supply.
529. Have you given much attention to the proposed lines of pipes ? I have.
530.- Two or threeroutes have been traversed ? Yes. Both Mr. Hickson and myself are agreed that the one
we traversed yesterday is the best so far. It might be well for the Board to examine the others, but we
have paid attention to it, and have obtained the opinions of those whom I respect, and the line we
traversed yesterday is the favoured one with us all.
531. Do you think that it is the most desirable one ? Yes ; one advantage being that it is shorter and
straighter,, and utilizes the tunnel already made for it at Redfern. It crosses the railway at a place where
there is a tunnel to go under without interfering with anything. All the other proposed lines incon
veniently intersect the railway once or twice.
'
532.4 Is your Board given powers of reconstruction in any way, or power to make an alteration in the pipe
service beyond ordinary repairs or improvements ? I think that, like a railway, it is contemplated that
the Board shall take over the maintenance of the works, but I think it is intended that the G-overnment
shall take in hand any contemplated large extension.
533. Por instance, would you feel warranted in carrying out the deviation of a pipe line ? Not a main
trunk pipe when it is laid, unless the Government should hand over that power to the Board.
534. Do you recollect if you have that power now under the present Act ? I believe not. The Act does
not contemplate that condition of things at all, so far as I remember.
'
535. As far as the Botany supply is concerned, has your Board an intention to keep it in a state of repair,
or in sufficient order to meet emergency or accident, as a supplementary or auxiliary service ? I think
it is contemplated to leave it alone when this second pipe is laid. Sydney will then be secured against
any casualty.
536. Would you get rid of it altogether ? I think they intend to sell the land and do away with the
service altogether.
"
537. What is the diameter of Busby’s Bore? It varies. It is 2 feet in lateral width, and 4it. 6 in. in
height generally, but it is very irregular.
'
538. Does it pass under several buildings in the city of Sydney ? It passes under Marshall’s Brewery
aud a few buildings behind it. It passes under part of Darlinghurst Court.
'
'
539. Then it comes through Oxford-street to the corner of Hyde Park ? Yes.
■
540.
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540. Would it not pass^ under several of tlie buildings in Oxford-street ? No. It goes straight'along J. T. Jones,
Oxford-street about 4 feet from tbe kerbstone. ■
.
■-■■■■
'' Esq541. Have you examined it ? I have walked right along it several times.
.
542. Is it in a fair state of repair P No; but it is quite capable of being put in repair. Being composed
eP*-'' 18b8.
of loose rubble without mortar, in many places the pressure has dislodged some of the stones, but they
could be easily replaced if required.
'
'
543. Is it intended to keep it in existence or to close it up if the Botany supply ceases ? It is being
1
utilised just now. There is a soakage in it. Tou may remember in the history of that tunnel that it
supplied water to Sydney several years before it penetrated to the swamps. There was a soakage from
Surry Hills. That stream of water is' still flowing in the tunnel, and has to be got rid' of. On my advice,
Mr. Bennett has utilized it to scour the sewers. He has put a connection into the sewers by which the
sewers can be scoured out.
544. Can it be kept for that purpose ? I see no objection to that.
545. It will have to go under repair for that ? "No. For some time there was ground for suspicion that .
the water was being polluted in Biley-street, and I immediately lined it with iron pipes. That is the only
dangerous part. If the masonry came in the iron pipes would take the place of the masonry.
54(p. Do you have many applications for water services in the suburbs of Sydney ? Tes. They might be
'
counted perhaps by the thousand streets. The applications since the Board was formed have been
’
immensely numerous.
1
■
•
547. Do they come direct or from the municipalities ? No ; sometimes they go to the municipalities who
endorse them, and send them on to the Board ; but they generally come from the residents who club
together and send a petition to get an extension.
.
548. Would not the water service be supplied to the municipality instead of to individuals ? No; there
'
is no intention to do that. The Board has refused to do that, even in the case of Liverpool and Campbell
town. The Board says it will supply the water on the same terms as to anv other suburb, dispensino--the
'
water, and charging rates for it.
,
°
549. What rates are 3rou charging now ?' We are now charging Gd. in.£l upon the assessed annual
rentals or values of the property.- The system of counting the rooms has been abandoned by the Board.
550. The property is not valued P The Board generally adopt local municipal valuations.
551. Is it a condition before you give a water service that the property is valued ? Tes.
.
552. Then you charge them Gd. in the £ ? Tes. We had to adopt the valuations of the municipalities at
I
first, owing to the hurried way in which the Board was brought together. It will hereafter be necessary
)
for the Board to provide its own valuation, or perhaps to scrutinize the municipal valuations closely.
553. Mr. Garrard.) Do you charge 2| per cent, on ft of the annual value ? Tes.
.
554. ■Chairman.'] What is the nature of the .arrangement between the Board and the Corporation now ?
With regard to water, no arrangement whatever.
555. They are using the Nepean service P Nothing else is used except Nepean water.
1
556. In what way is that paid for ? The Corporation has nothing to do with it. The Board sends out its •
papers aud collects the money directly. '
'
.
557. Do you recollect what the city income is for water ? It came to £83,000, plus the meter rate. It
came to £90,000 altogether, including the meter rates ; and there was a great want of .certainty about it, .
because at the last a lot of people refused to pay when they found that it was not legal to pay the Corpora
tion. But I had estimated last year’s revenue from all sources at £90,000 13s. Gd.
-•
558. Tou cannot tell what was actually received ? Tes; up to the present date; but' we have not received
■
all this year’s rates yet. The papers have yet to he issued for the last half-year.
oo9. Have you made any approximate estimates ? £120,000 is what we shall receive this year-altogether.
■
560. Is that for the-city service ? No ; cit3r and suburbs.' '
.
561. How far do the suburbs extend now ? It takes in the whole of Waverley, Bondi, and Bandwick.
From Bandwick to Waterloo, Alexandria, St. Peters, Marrickville, Petersham, Ashfield, Burwood,
Homebush.
,
.
. 1
562: Are they all supplied ? Tes ; and part of North Shore:
■
563. Does that supply, go from Waverley ? . No; it goes from Paddington to a portion of North Shore,
and we have a small pump at North Shore to lift it to a level of 316 feet above high-water mark.
564. Does that reach the highest point of North Shore ? It will give a fair service to North Shore unlesswe go very far inland in the direction of Lane Cove. At present North Shore is supplied by a 9-inch
■
submarine pipe under the harbour. It is not an effective supply, being too small.
565. Prom your observation do you find that the consumption of water is increasing owing to the citizens
having a greater-supply than they had before ? Tes; it is increasing per head ; but the consumption is
not rising so rapidly as I expected it would. I thought that the knowledge that there is an ample provision
of water would have caused the consumption to rise faster than it has. I ihink the habit.of carefulness
with water has been so inculcated among the people of Sydney that they are economical by nature. They
are much more economical than the same number of people in Victoria.
*
,
566. Do you regard the late drought as a protracted one ? Tes ; it was quite exceptional.
*
-.
.
567. Was the rainfall considerably less than usual ? ' It was 40 inches below last year ; and it was about
29 inches below the average.
.
568. Do you know whether this deficient rainfall in Sydney has also prevailed in the neighbourhood of .
the sources from which the new supply is derived ? I think so. . It has influenced them very largely.
569. Have they had a similarly low rainfall ? Tes. 570. Do you still keep a record of the quantity of water which passes at the Cataract ? Tes : the Harbours
and Eivers Department has got that.
'
■’
.
°71. Is the measurement still accurately kept? Tes; accurately dnd carefully kept.
■
572. So that you can tell in a moment the rainfall in one year as compared "with another year ? Tes ■ we’
can compare them very easily.
.
'
573. Have you been advised as to the number of inches of rain which have fallen this year at the head of
the Cataract? No; I have not.
'
'
/
■
'
,
suppose, that the rainfall has been equally as low there as it has been in the
neighbourhood of Sydney ? I have found that, although the rainfall there may have been a little more
than it was in Sydney, it was not very much more.
30—C
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J. T. Jones, 575. There-are certain rivers along the coast—George’s Eiver, and portions of the Nepean, not connected
,\.'5'
^with the water'supply, which would show the rainfall as well as the ordinary measurement? ' Tes.' " '
assTr^Isss 576. Is the work of-collecting the revenue of the water supply very great? ■ If 'is; ' It has been very
, . p ■’ . ‘ expensive so far, because the preliminaries in bringing it under a proper system were rather extensive. I
•
■
have-no reason to anticipate that the cost will increase as the amoiints increase. -'The'same staff will be
•able to collect a larger amount next year.
1 '
•"
1' •
■
■ ■
.577.' After your arrangements had been made do you think the cost will not be so great ? I am sure it
•willnot, because the books have had to be framed, and itcaused considerable labour.'- Assessments of
'
all sorts were made, and abstracts of other books taken which will not' be necessary'in .future. '
'
.578. Do you know whether your Department has made-any estimate of the actual net return you are
getting from the outlay upon the waterworks ? Tes ; a very careful one. '
1
'
■ . - ■579'. What is the amount ? It is under the estimate. Six pence in the pound has been found too
little to pay the interest. We have now to pay interest on nearly £2,250,000 ; so that we have first of
all to pay about £100,000 a year as interest, and we Have'of course to make the rates sufficient to cover
the maintenance of the works, the collection of the rates, and other necessary expenses as well as the
interest on outlay , which is the first charge upon the revenue. It is expected that the revenue next year,
under altered circumstances, will be £143,000.
'■
'
'
■580. Do you propose to increase'the rates generally ? Tes. Chiefly for the smaller tenements. It does
..not much affect the higher ones. But it affects them all round in a measure. '
''
' 1
'
581. As the population increases, I presume you estimate that the works will yield a larger return? Tlie
.
.expenses will' begin to diminish. That is to say, the outlay for extensions will Begin to diminish and the
.revenue will largely increase, so that the rate-may bd reduced again hereafter. ‘But the Board seems to
consider it to be its duty to pay interest on the sum expended.
'
1
-582i Do you find the'works, as handed'over to the Water and Sewerage Board, in thorough good order?
■In splendid condition. '
'
683; Does that apply to the engine power, the different reservoirs, and other works ? I allude, of course,
to the works handed over by the Government, and not to those, handed over by the Corporation. The
Corporation works were very much behind.
’
•
■
. .
....
.
.
,
584. In what state is the Crown-street Eeservoir ? Excellent. .
585. Is it a faithfully constructed’work ? Tes.
••
•
586. And in decent repair ? Tt is in such good repair that although I emptied it with a view to giving it
’
a coat' of ceinent last year, I refrained from -doing so because it was in such perfect repair. '
’
587; Do-you think that the-revenue from the water supply is sufficient to justify'thd'-increased expendi
ture which is now asked for the reservoir at PotCs Hill, and-the sebond line of pipes- to' Sydney ? I am
of opinion that it ought to be made sufficient at all -risks. There is an objection to' a large expenditure at
this- early stage. That is a natural objection, but I do not think-the charge is'too much for the revenue
of a wealthy city. A house here of £100 rent does not pay as much'by' a long way for water as1 a':similar
house in Melbourne does, and their water'supply has'not.cost anything like what -ours has' cost; 'Their
'
rate is much higher than o.urs. '
•
' 1 x
'
'
'
'
' ’
588. Are you of opinion that the proposed work is of such great value that its cost is justified ?. Tes;
I am quite of that opinion.
‘
! / ’
:
-•
■.
"*
. 589. What is the-present population which you are supplying with water? We are now supplying
nearly 6P,00.0 houses.- - If we take five individuals for each hbusedhat wdll nearly always bring but the right
figure. We are therefore supplying 300,000 people.- Eive is perhaps‘a little over the real number for
bach house, but it-is over four. 1 .
•
- ■
■
; ' '
■ •
-• •'
••
•’
590. Is -that about the number you are supplying at present ? About 250,000 is what we estimate we are
supplying at present.
' '
■
' • •••
••
- ■
v-T
591. How many caii you supply when the work is complete ? We can then supply 500,000 people with
liberal-supplies of water, but I think that" the supply will have to be ‘liberal in future’ because' sp' much
use is made of it for trade purposes; I think that demands will be made for larger quantities in future.'
592. Mr. Hwiyphery.'] Do you say that the revenue is not sufficient to pay. interest on the expenditure
and the costs of constructing the works? The'revenue for-this year is not sufficient.
• ■ ■
593. Did you estimate the revenue-for this year at £120,000 ? It was estimated at that amount, but it
is apparent it wifi not realize so much; •
- • '
>•" •
>' ' v;
'■ '■ 1
' •>
594.-'Did I understand you to say that £20,000 had been received by the Corporation last year ? I think
that if all dues had been paid, the Gorporation would have'received a little under'£90,000. " '
' ' ''
595. Did you estimate that you would receive £120,000'this year ? - Tes; '
‘
.
596. What did you actually receive ? ' We cannot tell yet. The year is not yet over, but we can foresee
that £105,000 will be this year’s revenue. We must make next'year’s',revenue-£143,000. .............. ■ -'
597. 'Will not that be more than 4 per cent, on £2,250,000, after deducting all' expenses? The expenses
are very heavy. ■'''''
’■' •
• '
‘
‘
59,8. Arp they £50,000. a year ? I cannot venture to say what the amount is ; but I think the expenses
are £40,000.
■ .-■
■ . . .
■
-,...,
. - -1 .
599. Is not the sum expended £2,250,000 ? It will be £2,500,000 at the end of this year.
.
600. Will you be expected to pay 4 per cent, on that ?; Tes.
.
601. That will be £100,000-a year ?
.
'
'602. Ifybur income isr£l'40,000 a year would not the difference between interest and revenue be enough
'
to cover the expense for maintenance ?. All money spent-on- reticulation and 'extension 'goes to capital;
and is'not charged to maintenance.
.
■ u--.
x -.
:
603. -Dour per cent, on £2,250,000 will be £90,000 a year ? ■ Tes.
604. Tou will Have £50,000 to cover the expense of your'Department, and collecting raies. Will-not
liad been--expended."'''The, expendi• that be ample ? I know that we were astonished at the amount that’t’-lia<
ture -was-"above our estimate. ’• I would like, to refer you upon this subje'ct'to' our Secretary, who- has-inade
this his business. ‘ Mine has been more confined to the engineering work. -I-have1'supplied the figures.
He has manipulated-the-amounts, and brought them out in a very -Concise and business-like Manner. I
did not anticipate that I should have to go into this question, otherwise I would have supplied' myself
with the-necessary information.
'
.
’ •••"
■
- ....< ••
.
. . .
605. Did you say that, the pipes between Botany .and Sydney are 30-inch pipes-? 28-inch pipes practi
cally, because there is about an inch of rust inside of them.
; ■
•
• "
. '
'
606,
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606. .What quantity of water could,be conveyed-by those pipes? It depends upon the pump. We have
.°ne3’
lifted-as much as 6,000,000 gallons per day, working day and. night.
■
' .
_
.'-./isoiJosC. .
607.-Would the duplicate lines of pipes from-Potts’Hill convey three times that, quantity ? .Tes.
'23 gept. 1888.
608.- So that the'Botany supply, even as ah auxiliary to the present 48-inch pipe supply, wopld.not be’■
.
heafly -as useful as the proposed second line of pipes ?. No. ■ It would not.be a satisfactory substitute at.
-all. - A question was put-to Mr. Hickson, or Colonel Rowe, last night, as to .whether, if more powerful
,
machinery were put at .Botany it would not be a good substitute for- the proposed -works at Potts Hnh.
The only objection to that is,-that the pipe is not large enough for heavy powerful machinery, to, dr;iv.e,
water at what, is accepted as the velocity-that it will travel through pipes. 4 to 5 feet per second is the
greatest velocity allowed or recommended by engineers- in such pipes, aud that pipe is not sufficient. It
would not provide.a sufficient quantity for Sydney at that velocity.
- _
"
609. Jfr. dopelaij.d.'] What number of tons of-pipes would be required for this second line from Potts-’ -Hill ?
. There are 3,300 pipes 12 feet long. I think £.90,000 is the statement of the cost made to me by the
Public'Works-Department. •
.
•
■
, ■ 1 -1 ;
A
610. What I want to know is the weight? 11,000 tons. I am trusting to my memory m making that
statement.
.
_
’•
611. Wh^t is the length of piping required ? 10 miles. . .
'
■
6.12. What is the diameter ? They are to he 4 feet in diameter.. ,.
.
’■
613. What is the length of each pipe ? 12 feet long, as laid in the ground without including the socket. .
614. Wbat is the thickness of the' iron ? li inches.
■
_
,
. . /
615. Can you say positively what js-tbe tptal'weightfof the pipes.?, Batons each., ._ • • •*.* t :- • 616. -Can' you say. whether it woulii be possible to getthese pipes-manufactured in the Colony ? Certainlyit would be possible.
,
.
.
■
.
•
■■■' jv-• • , 1 "
6’1‘7. Do'yo'u kiiow whetlier it is tlie iiitentioii of tlie Department'to call for tenders tor them m the.'
Colony ? I think it is the intention to leave it open for all the world. .
,
■ , \ . • ”
» •
618. They could be manufactured in the Colony ? I have no doubt of it. Of course they would he very.
miich more expensive. .
'
,' '
n i
:
'T i
iii '
619. Are they ■ cast-iron ? Yes. Some pipes of .a similar character have lately been..made ..tpr the
Sewerage Department by a little firm in Darlington. They are of excellent quality, and made, as well as
any pipes I ever saw. They are of the same diameter; I.think, i,, .
;
:
'
620.. In all probability if tenders were called for by the Department they would .be responded to by.
manufacturers in the'Oolon-y ? I hope so. I fancy of course that they would try for it. .. ■n,
621. Did yoii state that the rate the Board proposed to charge for this year was 6d. in the-£ .on the
annual value of the property ? -Yes ;■ -on the annual value,less the usual 10 per cent, for outgoings.
622.' You do not propose to charge according to the nuffiber of rooms ? No ; that is abandoned.
.
623. What is the charge-in Melbourne ? 8d. in- the- £ on the annual-value, less .outgoings.; - . .'
624. And you propose to charge 6d. in the £? W© propose to increase it to 8d. next year. We are.
bound to .do so in-order to produce the revenue necessary-to carry on. ,
625. Do you think that if-the rate is increased to 8d. in the £ the works will pay ? It will just pay all
expenses. . The Board never wish to have, any balance over if they can so adjust it...
, ; : . ..
...
626. Can you- state'whether any new settlement is taking place on any portion of the water-shed or catch?
ment area of the Prospect Dam ? No ; I ani not aware of any. Several applications.have been made.for
mining sites; but they have been answered, I believe, to the effect that it is entirely illegal. That would be
high lip at the head of. the Cataract River.•
.
■ ,
•
627. Do you know whether the land has been.reseryed-for the water supply ? Yes ; so far that they are
proclaimed as reserves ; but-1 think there is another formality to go, through. _
628. Is there any action being,taken to beautify-or adorn the lands in the vicinity of these large sheets of
water? There are no large sheets of- water. There., is only the-natural river. At the Pheasant s Nest
there is a small. 10-feet dam thrown across it, and the sheet of water is not much larger than twice the
size of-this room.
..
.
• • ; n i . • AN
629. What is the superficial area of the Prospect Dam ? I dp not know the acreage. 1 think it is 2,000
630. Is not that a large sheet of water ? Yes ; an enormous sheet of water. I did not know that you
alluded to that, I thought you alluded to the catchment area. •
_
631. Has any action been taken to plant ornamental trees there? Nothing-..
)t
632. Do the Board propose to take any action in that direction ? Ido.notknow. It maybe the Board’s:
intention to -do so; but at present they have hardly had time to consider it. I may say that, there, have
been general discussions- as to the necessity for doing away with the shallow water on the. immediate
' foreshore, as it causes disturbance to the soil.
.
.
-•••'
633. Is it npt the custom in other Colonies and countries to beautify, these places ?. • That is the ca-seiwith small places, but I do not remember any large sheet of water being decorated. There is not the slightest
.objection to-it., . ■ ,
■
\.
. ■ •
634. Is not that done at Ballarat ? Yes ; the G-ong.-Gob^. Reser-ypir is planted and decorated.
•
635: Has not.something been don© at the Yan Yealh ? •-Not in my-time.
<■; . ? ■ v
- 636. Do. you think it would be objectionable to have fish iii the Prospect Dam ? No ; I think it would,
. be rathef-a good thing. .
- : ' '
X.- , '
637: I suppose you are aware that they have perch, carp; and other fish in other large reservoirs. Yes.638. Do you think it would be at all injurious ? No. Quite the contrary. _
. . . ,
,' ’' ‘ ~639. Would it be rather beneficial to the water ? I have always believed that it would keep the water
fresher. .
■ ■ ’ ,
■
■ ' - - '
•
1 ' j
640. Would it not be desirable to have, a large public sheet of water like that stocked with fish; and made
a place of resort for picnic parties and that sort of thing ? With restriction's, I certainly think that
be desirable..
'
'
'
./ would
641; Would'it be a difficult thing to get from the railway to the. Prospect Dam ? There is about 3 miles
of very level land to travel from one of the. stations. It is quite accessible as far as the 3 miles are
concerned. It is only about 6 miles from Parramatta.
,
■ ■
•
■
-.
642. Do you know whether tenders have been- called -for -those pipes-? ■ None have-been called for yet. ■ ..
643. A/r. Watson.~\ Do you use any meters now ? Yes* A large number. There are over 2,000 in use
altogether.
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T-Jones, 644. You do not always charge hy valuation? No. ' The valuation is always the minimum charge upon
_
_
any premises. It is a sort of rate upon the house. You can have a meter for your private house at your
28Sept • 1888 °^n 0P^0]Q> a:u^ ^ your meter should exceed what we call the water rate you would have to pay the excess.
' ’
' 645. What do you charge per thousand in that case ? Is. 6d. per 1,000 gallons.
646. - Was it originally the intention of tlie Board to have a sliding scale ?, It has a sliding scale.
Qisj. What is it ? It begins with 6d. in the £ this year. That is for all properties up to £300 a year.
Then it drops down to 4d. in the £ for the difference between that and any other amount up to about
£3,000. ■ Then I think it is 3d. in the £.
648. Supposing any gentleman had a property valued at £500 a year, would he have to pay only 4d. in
the £ ? After the first £300 it would be 4d. in the £but for the first £300 he would have to pay 6d.
in the £. You might have a valuable house paying less than houses of small value if a sliding scale were
not adopted.
649. Have you ascertained whether the room system, would produce more revenue than the valuation
system ? I have not had the means of determining it actually; but it makes a wonderful difference in
small houses. In some houses in town where the rates were about 7s. a year under the old system, they
have suddenly jumped up to £30 and'^40 under the new system.
•
650. You do not use a meter for every house ? No.
651. How do you select them ? We do not select them. If people use any water over and above thedomestic supply they are forced to have a meter. They may require water for an engine, for a garden,
or for any purpose other than domestic purposes, then a meter is enforced, and we ascertain how much
is used.
.
652. Did you not mention, in reply to Mr. Copeland, that if the water pipes were manufactured in the
Colony they would cost much more than imported ones ? Yes. That has been my experience in
Melbourne and here.
.
653. How much more would they cost ? The last contract in Melbourne was £8 3s. 6d. per ton, and we
can buy the best pipes for £6 10s.
'
'
'
654. The colonial pipes would cost 25 per cent, more ? Yes.
'
_
655. What is the freight on those pipes ? We got them delivered in our own yard at £6 10s. per ton
free from blemish. Binding it very difficult to manage the receipt of the pipes from the ships I got the
1
City Council to enter into contracts for delivering the pipes actually in our yard. That has been found
very satisfactory, and much cheaper than the other way.
.
656. Mr. Kethel!] How did you arrive at the charge of 3s. 6d. per room on all properties connected with
the water supply last year ? How did you arrive at the consumption per room ? They were not limited
to any consumption. They got as much water as they liked; 3s. 6d. per room was a guess quantity. It
was 5s. peryoom at first, but it was found that that charge produced a surplus. Then it was reduced to
4s., and afterwards to 3s. 6d. It was a matter of experiment.
,
657. Then we understand you have based the charges for water supply not on what the people do use,
but on what the exigency of your business requires ? Yes ; that is the case.
658. You are supplying I think 10,000,009 gallons per day to the city and suburbs ? Yes.
•
659. If you sold all the water at .the rate you now charge by meter, that is Is. 6d. per thousand gallons,
what revenue would that bring in ? £273,750.
.
660. And your revenue for the present year you estimate will only be a little over £100,000 ? Yes.
66L. How do you account for the immense waste shown in the difference between, those figures ? What
becomes of the water not paid for ? It is always considered by engineers dispensing water that the water
is for the convenience of everybody, and should not be limited in any way for domestic purposes; but
when it is used for other purposes it is expected that it should be paid for pro rata.
662. Have you any idea what becomes of the water that is not paid for.. Is it used legitimately ? It
generally goes for bathing. You may say that everyone who uses a bath uses 60 gallons every morning.
663. Is water supplied by the Board for any other purpose which does not' return a revenue ? Only for
charitable institutions, watering streets, and flushing sewers.
.
.
664. Are you aware that there is a large daily consumption of the water by the Municipal Council of
Sydney ? Yes ; that is the case. The City Council is using a large quantity of salt water, but they
flush the sewers with fresh water.
' •
665. Have you no power to charge them for that ? No. 666. On the ground that the use of the water is conducive to public health ? Yes.
■
667. I understand that the present pumping engines at Crown-street are condemned as being unfit for
.
the heavy strain that will be put upon them ? Yes.
668. What steps haye you taken to supply others in their place? We have ordered from England a 300 horse power Worthington direct acting engine of the very newest type and the most • economical in
working.
669. I believe you cabled for that ? .Yes.
.
670. Was the necessity for that engine so extremely urgent as to require the cable to be used ? Yes, it
was an extremely urgent case. The engines at Crown-street are now cracked in both cranks, and thev
are in imminent danger of giving way altogether, in which case we could supply the Paddington Eeservoir
by means of the old Botany pumps, but not to the extent of the consumption. The smaller pumps, which
,
I took you to see in the small room, are themselves nearly rotten, and I am amazed to see them doing
such heavy work as they now do. This new engine will replace them, but we do not mean to immedia
tely do away with them; we shall keep them for emergencies until still another engine is imported of this
new type.
1
671. I understand that there are a number of other engineers in various parts of the world who construct
engines of very great excellence for pumping water ? Yes, but nothing like the excellence of the
Worthington engines.
’
672. What are their essential points of excellence which influenced yourself and the Board’s advisers to.
order this special type of engine ? Eirst of all, there is what is called the direct-acting engines for
pumping. It was seen that it, was not absolutely necessary to have fly-wheels for them as for other
engines, because the exact action of the pump is merely reciprocal, running backwards and forwards.
The action was so simple that it was seen that all that was necessary was to put the piston at one end,,
and the pump plunger at the other end. This was carried out, and it was found to cheapen pumping very
'
much
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mucli. However, while it was economical in tlie original cost of the pump it was expensive in the.con- J- T. Jones,
sumption of coal. Moreover, they thumped against the end of the caps of the cylinders at every stroke in
'
a way that endangered their safety, and they made a great noise, which rendered them unfit for working
in a populous neighbourhood.
■
■
28Sept.,1888.
G73. What type of engines have you? Direct-acting, similar to those made hy Worthington, Black,
Tangye, and several others, whose names I have forgotten. There are .a great many firms who make directacting engines. They began to adopt Worthington’s plan of making them silent in working hy haying
the duplex system. Shortly afterwards Worthington invented what is' called compensating cylinders.
By these means the efficiency of the pump has been greatly improved, and they have made the pump do
the same work with half the former quantity of coal.
,
1
.
674!. Do you know that there is great dissatisfaction, among engineering experts iu .consequence of the
■
Board cabling home for the .engine, and that it is boldly asserted that other engines could have been
cheaply purchased here quite equal to the one to be imported ? The only engine that has pretensions to
equal it in efficiency is the latest .produced by Hathorne & Davey, and that will not come up to the
Worthington in cheapness or efficiency. Moreover, they have not yet got that pump ready. They only
'
invented it a short time since.
. 675. Was it under your direction that pumping engines were last year, or the year before, placed at
Marrickville or Some of the south-western suburbs ? Tes ; in 1886.
676. Were they manufactured in a remarkably short space of time by a Sydney firm ? No ; they were
bought from Tangye’s shop ready made.- There was an engine placed at Botany; but it was already made
in California. Mr. Selfe brought it out.
■677. AThat portion of the work did the Atlas Company perform in connection with that? I do not
know. ■ They never told me.
'
.
678. ATould it not be worth while to ascertain if a colonial firm could have done that work and supplv
you with it as soon as you could get it by cabling to England ? They could not give us such an efficient
pump. They could have made a pump to answer an emergency. I wanted to get an engine on theefficiency of which I could depend to do the work, no matter who made it.
679. Were you consulted as to the type of engine and pump? Tes; and I strongly recommended the’ one now coming. That is the Worthington pump and engine. I did so after very close scrutiny and
careful deliberation with Mr. Darley and several other gentlemen whose opinions. I value very highly.
.
680. What provision has been made in connection with the Prospect Beservoir to prevent vegetation
growing into the water so as to partially pollute the water? Nothing whatever.
681. Is it intended to allow the rank vegetation that grows - on the banks of creeks and dams to growright into the water ? I think it is very doubtful as to whether it is not beneficial.
'
682. Do you not think it would be desirable to clear away the trees ? Tes ; the trees by all means, but
I think that the growth in the water itself tends to absord impurities. Water which was unfit forconsumptien at one dam was pronounced by the city analyst to be fit to be placed in the reservoir after
flowing through grass and vegetation for a distance of 3 to 5 chains.
683. At what rate do you think that consumption of water is increasing and will increase when the
proposed reticulation is completed ? I think that 30,000,000 gallons per day will be used in hot weather.
684). What was the average daily consumption of Sydney when you first took charge of the water system ?
5,000,000 gallons, almost exactly. Then came the dry year of 1881, and the supply falling short, !
•
looked to see where it was going. I discovered that it was being wasted, and I brought down the
consumption to 3,500,000 gallons per day. It remained at that for a year and a half. Then it began torise, owing to the extensions in the suburbs. But I made great savings. It was very lavishly used in
.
Sydney.
.
685. What was the amount of water which the Hudson Bros, were bound to deliver per day ? 3,500 000.
gallons.
’
686. Was it estimated that that would be sufficient to meet the immediate requirements of Sydney? Tes.'
687. That was to supplement the Botany supply ? Yes. It was a great blessing to Sydney, because the
water got very scarce.
688. Is it your opinion that this duplicate pipe line which we are now considering in connection with the)
excavation and completion of the reservoir at Potts’ Hill will be ample ; or do you think it would be wise
within the next few years to initiate a scheme such as was suggested some time ago to supply the city withwater from Kenny Hill? I think there will be plenty of water for years. The merit of’ the Prospect
scheme for quantity is almost unrivalled. It will last us for many years, and it will give us ample time to
,
consider the necessity for further extension. I have no doubt that when the city grows to the size ofNew Tork the future will demand such an addition, and the Kenny Hill site. will be looked 'at and
examined carefully as to whether it will not be a good supplementary scheme, and I have reason to believethat it will be.
•
689. I believe the present catchment, area is identical with that proposed for the Kenny Hill scheme.
ATould there be a sufficient additional supply of water to enable you to design and carry out that scheme ?
Plenty, without any detriment to the supply. It would be filled during flood time from the superfluity of
water,.
■
690. ATould such a scheme be preferable to that suggested a year or two ago, to place powerful pumping
engines some short distance beyond Penrith,, where there is a long stretch of water of the Nepean ? I
thought there were, several farms in that vicinity, which would make it objectionable. I do not know that
.
country very well.
.
•
691. Mr. Sydney Smith.'] Is there any objection to the Penrith scheme other than pollution? I havenot sufficiently examined that to know exactly what quantity could be obtained. Moreover, I have notformed any estimate of the cost of the line of pipes, and the pumping. I am not in a position to answer: ■
692. AVhat is the pumping capacity of the new engine for Crown-st.r
5,000,000 gallons in ten hours.
Tbe large bulk of the water is used during ten hours of the day. At night it falls off; so that the engine
is obliged to work at more than double rate to meet the, consumption.
693. Did you give great consideration to the Kenny Hill Scheme ? Tes ; but I never bad an opportunity
of surveying the ground, nor- had time to make an examination of it. When I first came here, having-'
been always used to gravitation schemes, I was enthusiastically in favour of- gravitation schemes ; but I
no sooner examined the present Nepean scheme, than I was obliged to admit its fitness for the supply'; and,'
therefore-
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J. T. Jones, therefore, it weakened my advocacy of the Kenny Hill scheme! Although I was a great admirer of the
Eaq.
present scheme, at the same time I regretted that it did not deliver the water at a higher point in the city.
28 Se t 1888
Have you given any consideration to any other scheme ? Mr. Manning’s scheme drew my attention
1
‘ for some time, hut it would not answer on account of the smallness of the catchment. I never gave much
.
favour to that scheme.
695. With regard to the quantity now flowing out of the Prospect Eeservoir, I understand that it is capable
of delivering 16,000,000 gallons ? Prom Prospect we can get 50,000,000 gallons.
696. I mean from the Potts’ Hill Eeservoir with the present line of pipes ? 17,000,000 gallons.
697. How many gallons come into Sydney at present ? 10,000,000 per day.
698. Have you ever gone into any estimate as to the total number of houses that will he supplied by the
Sydney water supply when you have all your pipes laid down ? No. I have not gone into any careful
estimate of that, but I should judge that we should then have to supply 20,000,000 gallons per day.
699. There is a large number of people not supplied at present, and when you have made provision for
supplying those houses with water, can you inform us what estimated quantity of water will be required
for that purpose ? I estimate that 30,000,000 gallons of water will not be too much for us six years hence
on a hot day. I fancy that when we have spread the water over the suburbs, the effect will be very much
the same as it was in Melbourne. A large quantity will be used for gardens. Then the climate is warmer
here, and it induces people to bathe more than in Melbourne. People indulge in plunge bathing for a
longer period of the year than they do in Melbourne. Here and in Melbourne, when the cold weather
sets in, there is a tremendous difference in the amount of plunge bathing. In Sydney there are more
warm days during which plunge bathing is enjoyable than in Melbourne. Therefore I think that Sydney
people will eventually be very large consumers of water. I think 30,000,000 gallons per day will be
required in six years.
■
700. How many million gallons can you deliver at Potts’ Hill by the present line of pipes ? The 6-foot
pipe that comes into Potts’ Hill is estimated to give 50,000,000 gallons.
701. And this additional pipe to Potts’ Hill? It will deliver 18,000,000 gallons per day at Crown-street.
702. So that in six years time you will require all the water delivered into Sydney by the two lines of
pipes? Not quite. Melbourne has exceeded 30,000,000 gallons per day on hot days.
703. To how many houses is the water supplied in Melbourne ? I am not quite sure, but I think 60,000
houses are supplied. They had that some time ago.
704. Can you inform the Committee how many houses are supplied now and how many are likely to he
supplied as soon as you have laid all the pipes required at present ? 70,000 in round numbers. I antici
pate that it will be required for half as much again.
705. 60,000 houses are now supplied with water by the Prospect scheme ? Tes.
706. How many do you estimate have yet to be supplied ? I fancy that 20,000 more houses will be
placed under reticulation.
707. So that if the people in this Colony use the same quantity of water as the people of Melbourne, and
we have 60,000 houses supplied, we shall require more than 30,000,000 gallons per day? Tes.
708. How long will it take you to complete tbe line of pipes and supply all the houses? I hope to be
practically finished with the reticulation at the end of next year.
'
•
709. So that at the end of next year you will be supplying 70,000 houses ? Tes; I estimate that, but I
am not quite sure. Although I think it will be under that, I am preparing for it.
710. Tou think the number will be over 50,000? Tes ; I am certain it will be, it is 60,000 now.
711. That is over the number actually supplied in Melbourne ? On reflection I think I have understated
the Melbourne numbers.
.
712. Taking the same proportion for consumption, you will require over 30,000,000 gallons per day at the
end of next year ? In Melbourne there is a difference. They have extended their water supply to places
where we would hardly consider it justifiable to do so. They have supplied it to remote country farms
where there is no houses for miles ; and they use large quantities for irrigation and fruit-growing.
713. Is there any reason why we should not use water here for that purpose ? No. I think it is well to
contemplate that purpose as desirable.
714. Is it a good thing to encourage ? Tes.
■
715. Is there any reason why we should not use the same quantity as in Melbourne, if we put the water
to the same good purpose ? I have every reason to believe that we will exceed the consumption of
Melbourne.
716. I understand that they charge 8d. in the £1 for the water ? Tes.
717. Do you know their total revenue ? No.
718. Have you given any consideration to the supply of water by meter ? Tes.
719. What is your opinion with respect to it ? I am of opinion that it would be the best system, except
for one strong objection. That is, the cost of the meters. A meter fixed in position costs between £5
and £6. When you remember that there will be 50,000 houses to be supplied you will see at once that
meters would cost a very large sum of money, and in the future the number will be largely increased.
Such a system would entail the purchase of large quantities of meters and the maintenance of a large
staff to keep them in order. The whole cost of such a system would add so much to the necessities of
the revenue that it quite discouraged the Board from entering upon the question. In order to enforce
the use of the meters everywhere the Board would have to buy them and rent them out, because there are
people so poor that they could not afford to pay £5 or £6 in the first instance. Therefore the only
solution would be that the meters should be rented. That would- necessitate the Board’s being responsible
for their being good perfect meters, and it would entail the Board’s taking charge of them, and keeping
them in good repair. All this was found to be so expensive that it would increase the water' rate by a
very large amount. It is found to be better policy as long as we can to give as much waier as people
require, and only to use meters when forced to do so. In Europe they use meters universally. In Erance,
Glermany, and Switzerland every water supply fixes a meter like gas companies. But then their supply
is very limited. They have no such supplies as English communities have.
720. Have you ever made any estimate of the quantity of water used per house, taking the average
.
. number of houses, irrespective of factories and such like ? I have not separated the amount as far as
water is concerned. I have as far as money is concerned.
721. Do you charge Is. 6d. per 1,000 gallons by meter ? Tes.
722.

■
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722. Then I understand that at the end of nest year you will be using 30,000,000 gallons per day ? No. J- T. Jones,
■723. That is if the same proportion of water is''used here as in Melbourne ?" No; the consumption willnot ■ ■,
rise so suddenly. 'Tt is'only as people get used to it that the consumption rises. I only anticipate such 28Seo£~'i88S
.a consumption-at.the end of five or six years.
•
' ■
• ’
' '
' '
'.
,
724. What quantity do you estimate will he required next year P I do not suppose the consumption will ■
;
•rise to more !than -18,0.00,0.00' gallons.
• •
■ ■
• •
■
' '
- ■
"
725. What would he the revenue from that at Is. 6d. per 1,000 gallons ? It would amount to £328,500.
It will mot he Isold at that price.
• ■
• •
' '
■
'
726. So that at the present' rate when you charge per meter you would receive £325,500 per annum p
■
Tes.
, ■
'
...
1
727: On what amount have.you to pay interest ? About £2,250,000 at the end of August.
,
728. 'At'4 per’ cent, that would he £90,000.—How much do you reckon for working expenses ? £GQ,0OO
’
for last year.
.
' - "
•
'
,
'
'729. That is £150,000 per annum P Tes;- but I am only speaking from memory. I have reason to
doubt whether this figure is quite correct on reflection.' '
"
■
- '
'
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fre&eni: —
.
The Hon.
The Hon.
The Hon.
The Hdh.

JOSEPH PALMER ABBOTT, Esq. (Vice-Chairman) .
George Campbell..........................
Alexander Kethel Esq. '
John Rendell Street, Esq.
William Heney Suttoe.
James- Watson.
'
'
'
'
,
Jacob Garrard, Esq.’
Eebbeeick Thomas Humpheey. ’
Sydney Smith,'Esq.

The Committee proceeded to further consider the proposed Storage Reservoir at Potts’ Hill, and the laying
' ’' "of a Second Line of Pipes from Potts’Hill to Crbwn-stre'et.'
- ■ " - ' '
■
Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public Works, sworn, and further examined:—
730. Vice-Chairman.'] "It appears that a portion of this contract has been let for the construction of a J. Barling,
storagereservoir'at'Potts’ HiBT Tes1.' >• •
,
’
• . ’
.
Esq.
731. Can'you give the Committee that conti-act, or the particulars of it ? Tes. .
'
732. How far has,-the contract heen-let for the .-construction of this-storage reservoir? Simply for the 4 ®°*'’188"'
excavation, at present.. There is a lot-of other work, such as pitching, to be done.''£49,763 14s.-is the
' . '
- estimated' amount of the contract now let, and the work now being done 'by the unemployed willhring it
'
up to about £55,000." -That'is principally for "excavation and forming the bank. The work we are now
.
asking the Committee to sanction--is the pitching'.’ ’ •
’
•' •• •
• •
1 '
733. Then a portion of the -work for the construction- of the reservoir has.been let ?. Tes ; actually -let.
734. Mr. "Garrard.] Has- the contract-been let since'this-Committee-came into existence ? The. contract
was approved by the Secretary for Public Works bn the 13th June. ' ■
'■.■<■■■
735. ^Vice-Chairman.] Is not the-contract dated the 27th July ? Tes ; but the Minister’s approval of.the
acceptance of the contract is dated 13'th June.' v
'
' 1 ' • •
736.. Mr." Garrard.} What w.as'the date of the passing of the Act, which constitutes this-Committe’?- The
5th of June; but I may be permitted to point out that the 13th clause- provides that it is after the first
gazetting-, of -the-Parliamentary Committee that the-works come under the consideration of this Committee';

'
Reginald Bloxsome, Esq., Secretary of the Wafer and Sewerage Board, sworn, and examined:—
■
737. 'Fice-CTm>OTa«.] Are you the'Secretar/of the Wafer and Sewerage-Board"? Tes.
" ' ^ Bloxsome
738. Mr.' Sydney'Smith.] Have you any information to supply to the Committee with reference to the
Esq.
’
Potts’ Hill Reservoir and the. second line of pipes to'Sydney ? I take it that any information’with regard
—N
to that is partly’.an'engineefingquestion'. The information. I was’ asked to bring here was more with 4 Oct., 1887.
reference to'the financial busin'es's of,the Board, and statistics with regard to the'population and reticula- ■
tioh Of Sydney, and the revenue and expenditure.
'
'
"'
: " • -'
739. Have you any information to give with regard to the revenue now derived, or likely to be derived,
by the Board, from the water supply ? Under the Corporation rating the revenue from water for domestic
purposes, and by meter, was" nearly £'80,OOQ 'a year. The present rating by the’Board will'bring it-up
„
next year to £116,000, which we find is a'great deal too small.
’
''
.••■
■
740. What ainbuit do you think is necessary ?' Nothing less than £150,000 a year.
'
741. Do'you' knowif' the Board has power'to assess a sufficient rate to obtain that revenue ? Tes.
742. Is it th’eir intention to assess it’at a higher rate ? It is not their present intention' to'assess it at a
rate that will bring in that amoilnt, but they intend to raise,the rate they have already struck-next year'.
>
743: To enable'’them to get a' larger -amount to "pay interest' and working expenses? Not" to pay the ■
whole just yet.
744. How far do they propose to go in that direction? To about £130,000. We hope to get that by
raising*the rate''2d. in the £.'
'
' " •
•-■ .
,
...
•
745. Can you tell us what is the interest payable on the outlay ? Tes ; the amount spent on the Nepean
water scheme up to the 25th May last, with interest added, was - £2,500,000. That, at 4 per cent., is '
£100,000 a-year. ' Then there is the interest on £85,000 of debentures’ which were taken over by'the
Government from- the City Corporation. That is £4,300 a year: That makes £104,-300. Then there is
s
one debenture'-of £5,00,0 falling due next yearf'The general'-eipenses-'-of-the'Board are £32’,000 a year.
- '
The debenture of £5,000 forms part of the £85,000 I-have referred to.
'
■
■
746. The whole interest will be £104,300, including the debenture falling due next year? Tes. Then '
there is provision to bemade’for the mains already laid underground:- Their present value is £241,'500'.
‘
The average life of those'mains from the present moment will be about thirty years: That will involve
the payment of £14,000 a year for interest and sinking'fund, bringing--up* the -total to- -£l'50,300'to be.
.
'■ .
-’•■ •
provided
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K. Bloxsome,
.
4. ctrt ifiRfi
.
'

■

■

,

provided yearly. There is still to he added to that—which' I have not got—the amount spent by tlie
Government on the Nepean scheme since May last, and whatever it will be up' to 31st December this
year, with interest added, and the interest also on £2,500,000 for nine months, which will be £75,000.
That will be added on to the capital account.
'
-•
747. Have you any idea what is the population you supply ? About 275,000 is the' population which the
reticulation serves at present.
748. Are you actually serving that number ? Tes; the calculation usually is 4| or 5 persons to a
house, and we supply over 61,000 houses. That will give about 275,000 persons.
749. What does that take in ? The city and suburbs.
750. How far out in the suburbs ? It goes right beyond Strathfield. But there are heaps of places in
between which are not reticulated.
.
751. A large number of people are not yet supplied ? Tes.
'
■
752. Mr. Garrard.'] But the mains are in to supply this large number not now supplied ? Tes ; most of
the trunk mains are.
’
753. Mr. Sydney Smith.] Have you any idea what is the population which is not now supplied, and which
will have to be supplied ? I cannot say ; they are so scattered, and it would be hardly fair to take the
population of the city and suburbs and simply subtract the number we are now supplying. I do not
know where the limits would be.
754. Still there is a very large population yet to be supplied?’ Tes ; I suppose that the population of
the city and suburbs is between 400,000 and 500,000; but I do not know what it is.
■ 755. Have you taken into your calculation of the expenditure of the Board the cost of this storage
reservoir at Potts’ Hill and the second pipe to Sydney ? No.
~
756.' That will require an additional expenditure of 4 per cent ? Tes.
■
757. Boughly stated, the cost will be something like £300,000, so that you will have to pay interest on
that at 4 per.cent., amounting to an additional £12,000 a year ? Tes.
,
•
■
758. Vice-C}iairmcm:.] Tou have not to pay interest until the work is completed ? . No ; we have nothing
to do.with the works until they are completed and handed over to us, and then we have to deal wich them.
759. Mr. Watson.] But will not the accrued interest be added to tbe capital when you take over the
works? Exactly. The present rating in Sydney I believe is one of the cheapest rates in the world for
water supply. It is infinitely cheaper than in Melbourne or Adelaide. The Glasgow waterworks are the
nearest approach to ours, as I believe has been already stated before this Committee. They commenced
with a rate of Is. 4d. in the £. After about fifteen years they gradually let the rate down to 8d. in the £.
But it is a rate of 8d. right through, with no sliding scale such as we have here and'in Melbourne.
Therefore they ,get an enormous revenue. Although their reticulafion has been finished for some time,
■ their expenses are £36,000-a year, and they arei, only expending about £18,000 on extensions—a mere
bagatelle. Our Board is expending over £120,000 a year in extensions, and their yearly expenses, I am
, ■
happy to say, are only £32,000 a year, which sum will he still less when tbe control of the sewerage is
handed over to the Board, because then very many of the salaries and expenses now debited solely to the
. water, will be divided between the'water and sewerage accounts.
760. Mr. Sydney Smith.] What rate do you propose for next year ? 8d. in the £1, with a sliding scale,
so as to assimilate it as nearly as possible to Melbourne.
•
<
'
761. What rate have you been charging ? 6d. in the'£ for this six months, with a sliding scale.
,
762. What is the highest rate you can charge? We cannot charge'more than 5-per cent, on the
'
municipal rate. The municipal rate is Is. in the £ right through, without a sliding scale, and Is. in the
£ would easily pay all that is required.
.
’
763. Mr. Watson.] What is your sliding scale ? 6d. up to a yaluation of £300 ; 5d. between £300 and
£700; 4d. between £ (00 and £1,000. 3d. between £1,000 and £4,000, and 2d. beyond that. It graduates
too much. Melbourne has not such a series of gradations.
•
764. What system do you adopt with regard to meters;—do you put them into every house, or merely
where they are applied for ? Only where they are applied for for domestic purposes ; but everyone is
obliged to have a meter who uses the water lor any purpose other than domestic purposes, such as for
1 stables or gardens.
1
■
•
765. Does all the water pass through the meter, .or does the water go direct to the house for domestic
purposes without passing through the meter ? Not necessarily. If a man chooses he may have a meter
on for the whole of his premises as well as for a stable and garden. But he must have a meter on for his
stable and garden.
.
766. Vice-Chairman.] Mr. Jones stated that if a meter W’as on you would still charge the minimum rate,
whether the meter indicated that that quantity of water was taken or not; and that anything beyond
that'would be charged for'at water rate—is that the case ? Tes.
767. Mr: Watson.] Supposing a certain quantity was used for the house, and there was not so much used
i
as the house was taxed for, and a certain quantity passed through the meter for all purposes, would you
charge for all the water that passed through the meter ? If a person has a meter on for the house, the
minimum amount he pays is the assessed annual rate' Supposing the water he consumes does not equal
that the amount is all right. He does not get a refund. But if he consumes more than his assessed
' rate would pay for, he has to pay at the rate of Is. 6d. per 1,000 gallons.
' '
'
708. But if one pipe goes direct into the house and another pipe passes through the meter, you cannot
arrive at that ? He would'have to pay the assessed rate for the house besides what he wouldhave to pay
. for the water that went through his meter.
•■

Eobert Hickson, Esq., M.I.C.E., Acting Engineer-in-Ghief for Harbours and Eivers, sworn, and further
examined :—
'
E. Hickson, 769. Mr. Sydney Smith.] I understand that 50,000,000 gallons of water per day empty into Potts’ Hill
' Esq., M.LC.E. Py the pipe leading toi that place .from the Prospect Eeservoir? Tes. It is capable of delivering
------50,000,000 gallons per day.
'
.
4 Oct., 1888. 7y0. How many million gallons per day can you deliver into Sydney when this additional pipe is laid ? About 34,000,000 gallons.
.
771. So that you will be able to deliver 16,000,000 gallons per day more than you can send away to •
Sydney when you have the two pipes laid ? Tes. But there . are two other pipes to be put in; one to
North Shore and the other to the Southern suburbs, so that the capacity of those four pipes will be
39,000,000 gallons.
'
772.
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'772. Mr. 'Garrard.] What will be the capacity of the two pipes north and south, irrespective of .the pipes B.
Esq
to Sydney ? 5,000,000 gallons.
'773. What will be the total quantity taken away from Potts’Hill w-hen all the pipes are connected?
4C
39.000.000 .gallons.
x 774. Mr. Sydney ..Smith!] Is that the full quantity which can be taken away ? Tes. Then we have each
morning stored in the reservoir about 10,000,000 gallons.
775.. How long will it take to deliver those 10,000,000 gallons ? Supposing we empty the reservoir in the
daytime, it will fill up at night, so that we shall start each morning with the reservoir full.
776. But you cannot distribute 50,000,000 gallons wdth those'pipes ? No ; 39,000,000 gallons.'
777. Tou are only capable of taking 50,000,000 gallons from Prospect? Tes. We can take 39,000,000
' gallons down, and we start each morning with 10,000,000 gallons. ■
'
778. But the capacity of the pipes is only 39,000,000 gallons ? At night the reservoir will fill up.
779. According to the evidence, we can bring in 50,000,000 gallons per'day from the. Prospect Beservoir
to Potts’ Hill, but we can only take away 39,000,000 gallons with all those pipes ? We can only take
39.000.000 gallons through the pipes.
780. Mr. Garrard'] Is it intended to draw away any water from the 6-foot main to supply any interven
ing places between Prospect Eeservoir and Potts’ Hill ? Not that I am aware of at the present time.
■781. Is it possible to do so ? Tes, it is possible.
■
.
782. Tou will have 39,000,000 gallons coming to Sydney ; therefore, if the 6-foot pipe carries 50,000,000
gallons you will have a surplus of 11,000,000 gallons to distribute between Potts’ Hill and Prospect
Eeservoir? Tes ; without lessening the quantity going down to Sydney.
‘
783. Mr. Sydney Smith.] Has any proposal been “submitted to the Government with regard to taking any
water between Potts’ Hill and the Prospect Eeservoir? No ; I only know of one, and that is to supply
Campbelltown.
784. What quantity do you think they would require ? Nothing has come before me- on the subject.
'’
785. Mr. Garrard.] Is it not proposed to supply Granville from the 6-foot main?. I have not heard"'
of it.
' "
786. Mr. Sydney Smith] Are you aware of the quantity that will be required at the end of next year for
the supply of Sydney and suburbs ? No ; I have made no calculation. The Water and Sewerage Board,
have done that.
• .
’
787. What sized pipe would be required to convey the additional quantity of 11,000,000 gallons per day
into Sydney ? It would require as nearly as possible a 5-foot pipe.
788. What would be thd cost of such a pipe alone, as I presume there would be very little difference in
the cost of laying it ? It would cost £240,000 as against £165,000.
'
''
789. What extra quantity of water would that take into Sydney ? 13,000,000 gallons.
'
790. How much does your present single pipe take down ? 17,000,000 gallons per day.
791. How much would a 5-foot pipe take down ? 30,000,000 gallons per day.
792. Nearly double the quantity ; and at what additional cost ? £75,000.
793. Do you think it would be wise to put down a 5-foot pipe ? I think that 39,000,000 gallons per day
is enough to meet all demands for a great number of years.
‘
794. If we have it in evidence that when the two pipes now proposed are put down they will only be
sufficient to supply Sydney with water for six years, do you think it would be advisable to put down a
pipe of larger capacity ? .1 think it would if the supply will only be sufficient for six years; but I would
be very much surprised if that is correct.
795. If we have reliable evidence to that effect would it npt be advisable to increase the capacity of the
pipe to a size sufficient to carry the full quantity of water now coming into Potts’ Hill ? I think it would,
presuming that, the statement as to six years is correct.
. ’
'IQG. Mr. Kethel.] Have you ever estimated the number of gallons per head of population which is
required to be provided iu constructing a water supply? It is usual to provide for from 30 to 40
gallons per head per day. A grea t deal depends upon the circumstances. If it is for a town where there
are likely to be many manufactories you wnuld require to supply more. In country towns it would be
less.
797. Are you aware of the quantity per head supplied in the city “of Melbourne, including factories and
everything? Tes. Last year the quantity was 47| gallons per head per day.
798. At the same rate of consumption have you ever calculated the .quantity to be supplied to the popu
lation of Sydney and suburbs when the duplicate pipe is laid and in full work ?' No. I do not know
what is the population of Sydney.
.
799. We have 400,000 people in Melbourne supplied with 47j gallons per head per day. Sydney and its
. suburbs being hotter and more dusty let us allow 50 gallons per head per day. If you deliver 40,000,000
gallons per day will not that supply a population of 800,000 ? Tes.
’
’
800. I believe the population of Sydney and suburbs from here to Parramatta is about 400,000 ? I have
heard that it is.
■
801. With the supply available for Sydney and its suburbs when the proposed duplication of the pipe is
completed, and the two accessory pipes for the northern and southern suburbs are completed, will you be
able to supply a population of .800,0.00 with an average comsumption of 50 gallons per head per day ?
802. Under these circumstances, is it your opinion as an engineer that it is desirable to increase the
delivering capacity of the pipes beyond what is now proposed ? I do not think it is necessary to'
increase it.
'
,
803._ Have you ever calculated or ascertained from experience the probable duration of these pipes in'
service from the lime they are laid down until it is necessary to remove or replace them? It is not’
known. I have known an engineer to estimate the life of cast-iron pipes at 350 years.
804. In a serviceable condition ? Tes. But that, of course, simply means that it is not on record.
805. I suppose a great deal depends on the nature of the water that flows through the pipes, and the
mineral and vegetable substances held in suspense? I can only say that in my own experience T never-1
knew a pipe that required to be taken up through being worn out.
'
806. Is it never choked up ? Not in my experience.
807. In the event of this Committee recommending the substitution of a 5-foot pipe for a 4-foot pipe
' *
3°—0
. would
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would the capacity of that pipe he very much greater? Tes; 30,000,000 gallons as compared with
If,GOO,000 gallons.
,808. Does the volume of water passing through a large pipe flow much faster because there is a smaller
portion of it coming into contact with the pipe ? There is less friction.
809. Therefore the larger the pipe the greater would be the flow of water ? Tes.
81.0. Mr. Gtarrari?\ What is the size of the pipe you propose to use' for North Shore ? 24 inches ; and
the same fpr the southern suburbs.
811. Is there any provision, such as valves, for supplying suburbs between Potts’ Hill and Prospect
Keservoir ? There are scour valves which could be used, but they were only placed there as scour valves.
I do not knovv of any valves put in for the purposes of supply,
812. Supposing a request were made by Rookwood, or any other suburb in that locality, to be supplied
with water, would you supply them from the 6-foot pipe, or direct from the canal ? I should think that
fpr Rookwood the supply would be taken from the 24-inch pipe.
.
813. That is the North Shore pipe ? Tes. It would not be taken from the 6-foot pipe.
.
814. What about Auburn or Granville ? I do not know enough about the geography of those places to be
able to say.
815. At present, we understand, you have 11,000,000 gallons of a surplus over and above what the four
lines of pipes'will take away from Potts’ Hill, which can be used for intervening places ? Tes.
816. I suppose the life of these cast-iron pipes depends upon their outside covering as much as upon the
quality of the water flowing through them;—is there not as much oxydisation outside as inside ? No. It
inainly depends upon the quality of the water going through. There is very seldom any oxydisation on
the outside if there is a proper covering.
.
817. Have you had much experience in taking up old pipes ? No. I have seen some taken up, but they
were not down many years.
’
•
818. Is there any means provided for cleansing the 4-foot mains ? No ; there is no special means.
819. Have you made an inspection of the 6-foot pipes ? Tes.
826. Was there much growth inside ? No, not much. There was a little rust.
821. Is not there much to fear from growth inside the pipes diminishing the supply? No.; practically
there is no growth worth speaking of.
822! Do you think it is necessary to pitch the reservoir all round ? I do.
■
823. Because, of the wash of the water ? .Tes; against the clay sides.
.
. .
824. I understand there is no pitching at the Prospect Reservoir except at the dam ? No.
825. There is no necessity for pitching there on account of the natural surface of the ground ? Tes.
826. Whereas at the Potts’ Hill Reservoir the natural surface of the ground will be disturbed or made up
allround? Tes.
'
827. What is the capacity of the 24-inch pipe at North Shore ? About 2,500,000 gallons per day.
828. Do you think-that is sufficiently large for North Sydney ? I am not prepared to answer that. It
was all done before I came ; but, no doubt, it was carefully gone into.
.

WEDNESDAY, 10 OCTOBER, 1888.
ftoaent:—
The Honorable JOHN LACKET (Chaieman).
John Rehbell Stbeet, Esq.
Jacob G-aeeaeb, Esq.
Sybney Smith, Esq.

The Hon. Rkedk. Thos. Hhmphehy.
Heney Coeeuanb, Esq.
Alexanbee Kethel, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed storage reservoir at Potts’ Hill, and the laying of
•
second-line of pipes between Potts’Hill and Crown-street.
•
Wm. Christopher Bennett, Esq., Commissioner and Engineer for Roads, sworn and examined:—
W. O.
829. Chairman^] Do you occupy the position of Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Roads and
Bennett, Bridges? Tes.
.
.
_ 830. In your capacity as engineer, have you given much attention to the proposed works between Potts’
10 Oct 1888 -P® and ‘Sydney ? Not particular attention. I was a member of the original Commission which reepm’’
’ mended the works, and 1 have always taken a great interest in them.
831. We are now speaking of the second pipe between Potts’ Hill and Sydney? I have not given much
consideration to it.
...
.
832. Do you know the nature of the project, and the line on which this additional pipe is to be con
structed? Tes; it is to increase the available supply of water in Sydney.
833 Have you traversed the line by which the duplicate supply is proposed to be brought ? I have not
seenthe line since it was laid out, but I know the country generally.
.
834. As far as you have been able to make yourself acquainted with it, do you think it is a desirable work ?
Tes. ■'
835. What is its principal merit, as. far as you know ? It will bring a larger supply into Sydney ; and it
will enable the Board to supply at higher levels by keeping the reservoirs replenished and full. .
836. Will it be useful in the event of any accident happening to the present line of pipes between Pottg’
Hill and Sydney? Tes. It will give opportunities for repairing and cleaning.
837. Will it give a higher service than the original pipe ? I think not. They all deliver into Crown-street.
By keeping the Crown-street Reservoir full it will give a few feet higher service.
'
838. I suppose that even a few feet would be a matter of great moment in the supply of the town, and
would have a considerable influence with respect to the higher levels—for instance, in Macquarie-street ?
Tes.
839.
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839. And 'Waverley also ? Tes. Besides, it will be indispensable in a very short time to meet the demands
W. O.
Bennett,
on the water supply.
840. Do you know under whose supervision this work is to be carried out ? It was designed under Mr. - Esq,
Moriarty’s supervision.
•
10 Oct.,-1888.
841. Is it being carried out by those occupying his place now? Yes
842. Have you given any attention to the prices at which the works are to be carried out ? Ho. I have
not seen the estimates.
.
843. Do you think that you have sufficient knowledge of the work to express your opinion in favour of it?
Tes; decidedly. I think if it is not indispensable now, in a very short time it will be.
844. Mr. Qarrard.] Do you know the capacity of the proposed Potts’ Hill Reservoir ? I believe it is
100,000,000 gallons.
.
845. Do you know the site on which it is proposed to construct it ? Ho; not the exact site.
846. Have you been out there since the site was marked off ? Ho.
.
847. If it is proposed to pitch each of the four sides of the reservoir, do you think that is absolutely
necessary, or is it only necessary to pitch it where the dam proper is ? So much depends on the nature of
the material that it is impossible to give an opinion of that sort without seeing it.
■
848. Do you know the Prospect Dam ? Tes.
•
849. Is it not the dam portion only of that reservoir which is pitched ? Tes, only the dam portion.
850. There would be a considerable wash, I suppose, on the ordinary sides that are not pitched in case ofa high wind ? Tes ; but the slope is so. gentle, and being a natural shore, even the wash can do it no
harm there.
‘
851. Because it would play upon the natural surface of the ground ? Tes. It cannot work a hole that
anything can go through.
852. It is different where the natural surface is disturbed; and in that case, do the sides require pitching ?
Ho ; I do not think so. You require pitching on the face of the dam to protect the dam from the action of
the water. On the natural slope of the ground it does not matter.
'
853. We have.it in evidence that it will cost £65,000 to pitch the sides of this reservoir. Can you say
whether it is absolutely necessary to pitch the sides of this reservoir ? Ho; I have not seen the plan.854. Is it not a fact that, as a rule, in small reservoirs of this capacity, pitching is only used on the dam
proper ? As. a rule the pitching is on the dam, but for some reason it may be necessary here. There is no
doubt pitching will keep the reservoir much cleaner, and I dare say that is the reason why it is proposed to be
pitched. It is a subsidiary reservoir, and it is necessary to keep the water clean. If it were not pitched
the water would, wash against the sides and get foul with mud, which it takes a long time to precipitate.- _
855. You cannot tell us whether £65,000 is a reasonable estimate for that work? Ho; I cannot. In
view of the purpose for which the reservoir is to be made, I have no hesitation in saying that it is
necessary to pitch it, in .order to keep the water pure and unmixed with clay, because that clay is
particularly difficult to precipitate in water. I have no doubt that is the reason why it is proposed to
pitch the reservoir.
856. Were you one of the Commission appointed to inquire into the inauguration of this water sunnly
for Sydney? Tes.
857. It received your approbation, I suppose ? Tes.
858. I understood you to say to the Chairman that if it was not indispensable at present it would in a
very short time be indispensable to have a reservoir at Potts’ Hill ? That was the second pipe line I
referred to ; but I think the reservoir is very desirable. It will bring the head home to Sydney, and
render available the night discharge of the large pipes. There are three other pipes drawing on it every
day, and if the head is not kept well home in those pipes it decreases the discharge, pro ratd.
■
859. Do you know anything of the difference of level between Potts’ Hill and Crown-street ? Between
the top of the water at Potts’ Hill and the top of the water at Crown-street the difference would be 34feet. I think that, under the circumstances, this dam'being away from the pure wafer in the Prospect
reservoir, it would not do to contaminate that water by putting it into an unpitched reservoir. I would
have visited the site of the reservoir had I known that the questions would have reference to the construction'
of this particular dam; but I thought they would refer to the questions involved in the original project. ■
860. Chairman.] Was it not always a part of the original project to have an auxiliary service in additionto the reservoir at Prospect ? Tes ; to have a balance reservoir. There were one or two proposed.
‘
861. That would be for other purposes besides the mere supply-of Sydney ? It was for the supply of
Sydney chiefly..
'
862. Was it not for a suburban supply ? Tes. When I say Sydney, I include the suburbs.
863. Are you aware that the project now submitted has partly for its object the suburban supply r Tes.
864. Do you think the construction of the Potts’ Hill Reservoir will be useful in carrying out that idea ?
Tes; it will bring the head home.
'
'
865. Dp you recollect any other reasons which make it useful ? . It will utilize the 6-foot pipe at night as
well as in the day. In water supply the draught on the pipes is for a certain portion of the day. If you'
have this reservoir for the gradual receipt of the water during the night, it doubles the value of the large'
pipe; and the larger such a reservoir is the better, because, when the daily discharge begins, it will not fall:
so quickly in a large reservoir as it will in a small one, and consequently, a higher head is kept up .longer:
866. And besides that it will give both the suburbs and city an alternative supply in case of accident ?
Tes; in the case of any accident occurring above it, this new' reservoir will giye a supply until repairs
can be made.
.
867. Do you think that is a reasonable feature in a large work of this sort ? It is an indispensable feature. ’
868. When the additional pipe from Potts’ Hill to Sydney shall have been completed, what proportion,
do you think, of the general service to Sydney and suburbs will be supplied by gravitation? A very large
proportion, but I cannot give it exactly.
■
. '
869. Pive-sixths or seven-eighths ? I should say about three-fifths.
•
870. The balance will be supplied by pumping? Tes.
871. What places will be so supplied ? The higher portions of Horth Shore, Waverley, Paddington, and '
the higher parts of Sydney.
'
872. The tops of the houses in Macquarie-street? Tes ; and the higher levels are daily becoming more ’
important, because the buildings are getting-higher.
.
F.
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F. A. Bishop, Esq., Civil Engineer, sworn and examined
r. A. Bisliop, 873. Chairman.Arc you an engineer by profession ? Yes ; a civil engineer.
Esq.
874. Have you been long resident in tbis Colony ? About two years.
.
\ 875. During that time, have you been engaged in the work of your profession ? Very litllo. J have boon
10 »Oct., 1888. trying to recover my health, and the first year I did nothing.
_
1
876. Have you been made acquainted with the project for supplying Sydney with an alternative supply
of water from Potts’ Hill P 1 know something about it. I was Chairman of a Commission appointed to
arbitrate between the Potts ’ Hill and Kenny Hill schemes last June.
877. That is outside our province. We take it that that is settled. We arc now considering a work
submitted to us by Parliament which consists of the construction of a storage reservoir at Potts’ Hill,
and a second pipe between Potts’ Hill and Crown-street? Yes. I simply made that answer to show you
how I became acquainted with the subject.
,
878. Have you visited Potts’ Hill? Yes.
■
879. Do you know the site of the proposed reservoir ? Yes.
880. Have you been there since the work has been commenced P No.
881. Do you know the proposed course of the second pipe between Potts’ Hill and Sydney ? Not
definitely. I judge that it would be some distance from the line of the first pipe.
882. Are you aware of the cost of the work at the Potts’ Hill Keservoir ? Only in a general way from
what I see in the newspapers.
883. Do you understand the principle on which it is being carried out ? Yes.
884. Do you understand the object of the second pipe ? I think so.
.
885. Do you consider the work is a desirable one ? I do.
_
886. Is it usual in large works of this sort to have a duplicate service in case of accident ? It is quite
common.
887. Do you think it is necessary ? I do.
888. Of course you have not gone into the details of the expenditure at all? No.
889. It does not come within your province until called in professionally ? That is the only way.
890. Mr. Garrard.'] Do I understand you to say that you have not taken into consideration the cost or
estimated cost of the works at Potts’ Hill? No ; except so far as reading is concerned. I gave it some
thought, but I never made any calculations.
...
.
.
891. I understand you were Chairman of a Commission appointed to inquire into the relative merits of
Potts’ Hill versus Kenny Hill ? Yes.
892. In the course of that investigation, did you not go into the question of the estimated cost of the
Potts’ Hill scheme ? Yes, to some extent.
_
893. For you to determine properly, would it not require more accurate calculations as to the relative
cost of the two schemes ? I do not know that it would in the way in which we took it. We took the
evidence of Mr. Gipps on the one hand, and of Mr. Moriarty and his assistants on the other.
894. You took the figures submitted to you by the Harbours and Kivers Department on the one side,
and the figures submitted by a gentleman who took an opposite view on the other side ? Yes.
895. Without-checking in any way those figures by actual calculations ? No ; not closely.
896. You took those two sets of figures as correct without minute investigation ? Pretty generally so.
897. You went more upon the general scheme ? Yes; perhaps that would be correct.
898. Have you had large experience in the construction of reservoirs ? Yes.
,
899. Can you enumerate any of the works you have been connected with ? In California.
900. What were the largest waterworks you have heen connected with ? The largest reservoir was not
completed when I took ill. One, I think, embraced about 500 acres ; another about 1,100 acres. Those
were the largest dams.
901. Did you throw a dam across a valley ? Yes.
•
902. Is that the usual way? Yes, generally, with large ones. They take advantage of the natural
surface of the ground.
903. Has it always been the custom to pitch the dam portion of reservoirs ? When there is any large
stretch of water that is the custom ; but in small reservoirs I have not thought it to be of sufficient con
sequence to do so. It depends very much upon the sweep of the wind.
904. Even if there was a considerable sweep of wind you would not pitch the natural sides of a reservoir ?
I do not see the necessity for it.
'
905. Do you know the position of this proposed Potts’ Hill Keservoir ? Yes ; from seeing it and from the
maps.
906. Do you thiuk it is absolutely necessary that the four sides should be pitched ? I am not sufficiently
familiar with it to answer that question.
•
907. It is always necessary to pitch the dam, but it is not always necessary to pitch the sides ? I would say
this: My impression is that the sides of this reservoir are composed partly of excavation, and are chiefly
artificial, and to whichever side the direction of the wind tends I should say that side ought to be pitched.
908! Do you know the proposed construction of the dam across this reservoir ? Yes; I saw the plans
some time ago.
909. Do you know the extent of the puddle core or wall ? I do'not remember.
910. Do you know anything of the nature of the clay found there or being used ? I do not know what
is beneath the surface; but I have seen places near there from which 1 could get a good idea.
911. Do you think that a core at the base (say) 4 feet 6 inches thick is sufficient for an embankment 20
feet high ? Yes, I should think so.
.
912. It depends largely, of course, upon the nature of the clay and puddle ? Yes ; and very much upon
what is beneath.
913. What is your usual custom in mixing puddle for works of this description—do you-prefer to make
it as dry as possible ? It ought to have a fair amount of water. It should be thoroughly macerated.
'
914. Have you visited the Prospect Dam ? I have.
915. Do you know the way in which that core was made? I know from description, from the plans,
• and from parts that I saw.
916. W as it mixed in the way in which you would like to have it mixed ?, I have seen them mixing for
it. I can say that it was quite satisfactory; it was quite as good as I could do it, I am sure.
917.
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917. Do you think it is desirable to tap either of the mains leading from Potts’ Hill to the city to draw ^ ^ Binlop,
off a supply for the suburbs. Is it usual to tap the mains for an intervening supply ? It depends upon
circumstances. I would rather draw from the reservoir, if I could.
x'
10 Oct., 1888.
918. Were you a long time in California ? Yes ; about 34 years.
919. Do you.favour cast-iron, as against wrought-iron, for .pipe-mains ? It depends on circumstances.
Por reticulating a city, I prefer cast-iron; for bringing water a long distance, I prefer wrought-iron, or steel.
920. You know that it is proposed to bring a second line of cast-iron pipes from Potts’Hill to the Crownstreet Reservoir;—would you prefer wrought-iron to cast-iron in a main of that description ?
I think
under the circumstances I would prefer cast-iron in this case, mainly on account of durability.
921. What is the life of cast-iron as against wrought-iron?
That is rather hard to tell.
We only had
experience for about twenty-four years in California of wrought-iron pipes. Many are good to-day,,
although they were very imperfectly laid.
.
922. Have you seen the present line of pipes to Crown-street ? Yes; a portion of them.
923. Do you think they are a good style of pipe ? I do.
.
924. Is the same kind of pipe quite suitable for duplication ? . Yes.

PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.
Storage Reservoir at Potts’ Hill, and Second Line of Pipes to Crown-street,

APPENDIX.

[To Evidence of J. Barling, Esq.']

Sir, ...
.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 3 October, 1888.
,.
Information having been asked touching the water supply of Melbourne,'as throwing light upon the cognate
questions relating to the Sydney water supply, I put myself into communication with the Water Supply Department of
Melbourne for the purpose of obtaining the most recent and authentic information on the subject, and have now the honor
to transmit a copy of my letter, together with the reply thereto, which I have received this day, and trust that the in forma
tion thus obtained will be of service to the Committee.
.
I have, &c.,
.
'
.
’ J. 'barling, ■
„
.
Under Secretary,
me Honorable the Chairman of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.
.
'
•

My dear Sir,
.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 29 September, 1888.
,.. .
me Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works of this Colony is inquiring into the question of an
a ditional pipe-line in- connection with the existing water supply, and the following information respecting the Melbourne
water supply would considerably assist the deliberations of the Committee, viz. :—
The maximum quantity which your supply is capable of delivering to city and suburbs daily.
The average daily consumption.
,
'
■ The greatest quantity that has been delivered in any one day.
The average consumption for each year during the last decade.
'
The estimated population which you now supply. '
If’this information can be available by Wednesday next, when the Committee meets again, it would be very acceptable.
Any other information which you consider would be of service, and which is readily obtainable, might also be forwarded.
Apologising for thus troubling you, and trusting I may be in a position to reciprocate at some future time,
n r n
c
'I am, &c.,
I-16 Cren, Esq., Secretary, Department of Public Works, Melbourne.
T BARLING
„.
Slr>

Department of Public Works, Melbourne Water Supply Branch,
T i. ,,
"
.
Treasury Gardens (Gipps-street Entrance), 2 October, 1888.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated 29th ult., and in reply to inform you that:—
1st. The maximum quantity of water which can be delivered in Melbourne and suburbs daily is 33,000,000 gallons;
but such quantity could be increased for a few days from the various service reservoirs in the suburbs, the
combined storage capacity of which is 36,000,000 gallons.
.
2nd. The average daily consumption is 19,000,000 gallons.
'
mu6 8reatest quantify that has been delivered in Melbourne in any one day, 32,000,000 gallons.
4th. The average daily consumption for each year during the last decade :—
1879 ............ 8,800,000 gallons.
---1884 .....
1880 ............ 9,700,000
do.
1885 .....
do
1881 ............ 10,500,000 do '
1886 ..... ..... 14,709;000 do
1882 ............ 11,300,000 do
1887 ..... ..... 16,226,000 do
-1883 .......
11,600,000 do
1888 ..... ..... 19,000,000 do
bib. The estimated population which is at present supplied with Tan Yean water, 400,000.
i
the year ending 30 June, 1887, the number of tenements supplied was 73,424. The total expenditure to that
date, £2,495,554; and the total revenue received, £2,397,852.
I have, &c.,
rm, a *
_ ... m
^
FRED. B. FORCE, .
The Secretary, Public Works Department, Sydney.
, Acting Secretary,

[Three plans.]
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1888.

Legislative Assembly.

MEW SOUTH WALES.

POTTS’ HILL STORAGE RESERVOIR BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 8.)

.

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 6 December, 1888.

CARRINGTON,

■

Governor.

•

Message No. 8.

1

.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, theGovernor recommends, for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, the expediency of making
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a BiH to sanction the completion of a storage
reservoir in connection with the Sydney water supply at Potts’ Hill, in the county of Cumberland.
Government Souse,
Sydney, SOth November, 1888.

[3*]
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1888.
.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

SYDNEY WATER SUPPLY (PARTIAL DUPLICATION) BILL.
.

.'(MESSAGE No. 7.)

.

.

'

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be ’printed, 6 December, 1888.

CARRINGTON,
'

.

Governor. .

‘

-

Message No. 7.

‘
*

In accordance with, the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends, for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, the expediency of making
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the laying of a second pipein connection .with the Sydney Water Supply, between Potts’ Hill, in the parish of Liberty Plains, and
Crown-street, in the city of Sydney, county of Cumberland.
Government House,

.

Sydney, 30t/j November, 1888.

. [3d.j
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1888.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

SYDNEY WATER SUPPLY.
(MINUTES AND REPORTS RESPECTING THE PROSPECT DAM.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed,'G December, 1888.

[Prom the ^Evening News of December

1888.]

.

The Peg spect Dam. . .

.

When the G-overnment could no longer ignore the reports published in the'News resnectino- the
condition of the Prospect Dam, Mr. Whitton and Mr. Bennett were instructed to inspect the embank-,
ment and report to the Secretary of Public Works. This was in last June, and at the time the reports of
the two officerswere published we advised Mr. Sutherland not to place too much reliance upon them, as
they were evidently drawn up for the purpose of allaying any disquietude that might exist in the public
mmd. It was impossible to deny that cracks and subsidences had taken place ; blit the ingenuity of the
two gentlemen, assisted by the explanations and opinions of Mr. Moriarty and the other professional men
who are responsible for the construction of the dam, was taxed to its utmost to account for the flaws and
enable the Engmeer-in-Chief for Railways, and the head of the Department of Roads and Bridges to
assure Mr, Sutherland that the dam was perfectly secure, and would remain so for all time This they
did m. the most emphatic language. Mr. Bennett’s ultimatum was, “ I am of opinion that the -dam is per.f; The material of which it is composed is admitted by all to be of the very-best description.”
Mr. Whitton was equally sanguine and satisfied, for he concluded his report as follows : “ I see nothing
m the subsidence of the puddle wall, or in the lateral movement of the inner slope of the embankment to
raise the slightest doubt as to the perfect stability of this portion of the reservoir.” May we. suggest to
Mr. Sutherland or the Government that these reports should be referred back to their ■ authors, and that
they should be instructed to revisit the Prospect Dam now to see how they can reconcile the opinions
they expressed five months ago with its present condition. In our issues of last Monday and Saturday we
published two accounts of what has-been going on since the embankment was officially pronounced to be
perfectly safe, with a description of the failure of the dam, so far as it has gone. Inadditiontoour
reports, the Daily Telegraph published one on Friday which is a significant'confirmation of the reports
and articles that have been-appearing in the Evening News during the last-twelve months or more. Our
contemporary writes somewhat reservedly; but as it has only just realised its responsibility in the matter,
having accepted all that Mr. Whitton and Mr. Bennett wrote as engineering gospel, it could scarcely be
expected to go further as a beginning in the right direction than it did on Friday. The Teleqraph has dis
covered that there is room for all sorts of degrees of:uncertainty and disquietude,” and from the unusual
activity on the part of some of the officers of the Department there is ground to hope that the officials
have at last been roused out of their obstinate" belief in the stability of the dam. (1.) Within the last
tew weeks the depth of wa-ter in the reservoir has been reduced 3 feet, and, so far as the dam is concerned
it is probable that the late drought was not an unmixed evil. Had there been a wet season:'-and'had
the water risen to anything like the full capacity of the reservoir, (2) the only leakage fight
through- it might not be the “ stream,” described by our reporter as running from the base of the
embankment on its lower side. We do not believe there is a professional authority in the country,
not even in the Public Works Department, who would express the opinion that the embankment
could withstand the force of. the full quantity of water it has been constructed to retain.
So
tar trom this being the case, the question for consideration now is, how long it will resist even
afciitAeA°W ieVe]'t° ]vh]cl? the water has been reduced? If the Departmental ostriches have not
pulled them heads out of the sand in which they have been buried for the last twelve months, it is time
that they were forced to do so by Parliament. We are well aware of the magnitude of the issues we are
attempting-to raise by our continued references to. this subsiding and leaky embankment. If it is
authoritatively condemned as unsafe, it is doubtful if it can ever be rendered secure, but if this is
265-
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possible, it would probably cost inore to repair or protect it than it has done to construct it.
(3.) Of the enormous quantity of water now in the reservoir, only about 3 feet of the depth can be
run off, the remainder being below the level of the outlet-pipe, so that to get at the foundations of the
embankment, the failure of which are believed to be the cause of the subsidences higher up, the reservoir
would have to be pumped out. Even were this done there is no certainty that the embankment, which is
giving way in so mapy places, could be rendered permanently secure. A correspondent, who seven
months ago predicted the gradual but certain collapse of the work, and described in advance what has
taken place since, said the dam might be secured by driving a row of piles all along a few feet from the
inner side of the embankment, and filling in the space for some distance up the face with substantial
masonry. This work he said would have to be done by divers, so that the cost of it would be enormous.
If, however, the work is gradually giving way, it is no use'Counting the cost of preventing its total
destruction, provided it is possible to do so. Whatever the expense may be, it will have to be undertaken.
As already intimated, it is the imperative duty of Parliament, or some of its members, to take this matter
seriously in band. It is no use depending upon the Government, for it will only continue to be hoodvrinked by officials. That offshoot of the Public Works Department, the Water and Sewerage Board, is
equally unreliable. Its members visited the Prospect Dam some months ago, and the President, Mr.
Eowe, on behalf of himself and his colleagues, expressed the most unbounded satisfaction with the manner in
which the dam had been constructed, and the utmost confidence in its stability. No doubt the members
of both Houses of Parliament were lulled into a false security by the official assurances that the embank
ment was as firm as a rock and as immovable as a mountain. Either one Hohse or the other should now
obtain a report for itself, and not leave it to the press to take all the responsibility of investigating and
exposing this costly monument of Departmental incapacity and obstinacy.

Memo, re leading
Statement in.paper.
(1.) Within the last few weeks
the depth of the waterinthe
reservoir has been reduced
3 feet.
(2.) The only leakage right
through it might not be the
stream described by our
reporter as running from
the base of the embankment
on its lower side.

(3.) Of the enormous quantity
of water nowin the reservoir
only about 3 feet of the
depth can be run off, the
remainder being below the
level of the outlet-pipe, so
that to get at the founda
tions of the embankment,
the failure of which are
believed to be the cause of
the subsidences higher up,
the reservoir would have to
be pumped out.

article in

JEmning News,

of 3rd December, 1888.

Memories.
■
The facts of the case are as follows:—The water in the reservoir
stands now at the same height as it did in December, 1887, just twelve
months ago. It gradually rose Si- feet, reaching its greatest height in
April last. Between that date and the end of August it fell 6 inches,
since which to the present date it has gradually fallen to its present
height.
The only water appearing from the base of the embankment on its
low'er side is, in my opinion, what passes through the stone drains in
the back bank for the purposes of drainage, and which were specially
constructed' for the purpose. This water is perfectly clear and
brackish, and has been flowing from the drains ever since the embank
ment was raised slightly over the surface of the ground.
If this water was fed by the reservoir direct, it would be soft,
discoloured, and would be always increasing in quality, as the water in
the reservoir lifted. This latter is not the case.
The greatest quantity of this drainage water appears, as might be
expected, where the bank is the largest, and where consequently a large
surface was exposed as a catchment area; and this place is some 3,000feet away from the nearest slip, and at a part of the embankment
where there is no sign of settlement.
About 8 feet in depth of the water can be run -off by gravitation to
Sydney by canal,—25 feet with gravitation through the two 48-inch
pipes to the valley below the dam, and the remaining 25 feet will flow
out by siphon action, also through, the two 48-inch pipes and discharge
in the valley below the dam as before.
The time required to remove the lower 50 feet would be about
twenty days, no pumping being required.

EOBT. HICKSON.

Minute by The Secretary for Public Works.
_

Slip at Prospect Dam.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 3 December, 1888.
With reference to the interview I. have had with Mr. Mestayer, M.I.C.E., this afternoon, at which I
. requested him to visit the Prospect Dam and make a report to me on its present condition, and to his
acceptance of the commission, I now wish to give specific instructions for his guidance. He will notice
from reading the papers, and from the information which I have given him, that further movements have
taken place in the Prospect embankment, which have been the subject, of many newspaper articles, and
have caused a considerable amount of apprehension in the public mind. I have already instructed Messrs.
Whitton and Bennett to report on the subject, and they have visited the dam, and are now engaged'in.
preparing their report.
As the matter, however,, is so important that it would not he right for me to leave one- stone
unturned in arriving at the true facts of the case, I have thought it desirable to call in the aid of experts
who are unconnected with the Department. I understand that Mr. Mestayer is an engineer of. con
siderable standing, especially in matters appertaining to hydraulic engineering.,

3
I wish, him, therefore, to at ouce visit the Prospect Dam and carefully examine its present
condition, and also to ascertain the kind of material that has been used in its construction, and its
adaptability to. the purpose for which it has been used. I wish him to point out the cause of the
movements which have taken place, their significance as bearing on the stability of the structure,- and
what, in his opinion, will be the best course to take under the circumstances.
I wish .him.to give me a report on the construction of the dam and subsidiary works as a whole,
and whether, in his opinion, the design is in accordance with the best engineering knowledge on, the
subject, and whether also the works have been faithfully carried out according to the design.
'
.
In carrying out these duties, as I wish to get an entirely unbiassed opinion on the subject, he
will consider himself-quite independent of either the officers of the Harbours and Eivers Department or
of the engineers outside the Department who have previously reported on the subject.
'
.
Mr,. Hickson and all the officers of the Department will be so good as to give Mr. Mestayer every
assistance in the way of answering questions he may put to them, and will place at his disposal any plans
and other information which they may possess, or which may be in the Departmental records,
,
. I wish' Mr. Mestayer to undertake this work at ouce, and shall, be glad if he will as quickly as
possible take in hand the duties confided to him, in the carrying out of which I desire especially to impress
upon him their great importance and the necessity for giving a plain unvarnished recital of the facts as
they present themselves to his investigation.
'
JOHN SUTHERLAND.
Mr. Hickson please note and return.—'W.B., B.C., 4/12/88.
Secretary Public Works, B.G.

Noted.—R.H., 5/12/88. ■

Under

Memo, by Mr. A. Williams.
Prospect Dam.
■
In C07nplia.nce with your instructions, I examined this work, and find that the face of the water side the
dam has slipped aud settled more or less for a- considerable distance.
■. I beg to briefly state what I consider to be the cause, the effect, and the remedy.
.
It is my opinion that this movement is caused by the excessive moisture of the puddle-core forcing
its way through, and meeting, in all probability, a saturated strata, caused by the percolation of the storage
water from the face.
'
.
The effect is to leave the puddle-core unsupported, and its displacement will follow as a matter of
course, and so destroy all confidence in the security of the dam. It is, therefore, imperatively, necessary
to stop this movement, and also to stop all possibility of future movement to this or any part-of the dam.
The remedy is the weighting of the foot of the slope, to. counterbalance the top weight that is
crushing the lower part out of place.
. .
.
A section of this class of work is now done by placing bluestone ballast at the foot of one of the
slips. I consider that although this work will have a good effect, that it is not-the best way of doing this
work. It has no bond. It does not give the greatest weight for its cube measurement, and the water
passes freely through this loose ballast, and consequently does not prevent the bank from getting soft by
the constant soakage of the water.
■
'
.
.
■
I think the class of work that would give the best results is a solid bank, built with a face almost
perpendicular to the vyater, and constructed with fascines and clay. This can be built along the whole
face of the dam to any required height. Such a bank would have a much greater weight per cubic yard
than stone ballast.
.
&
o i
j
It would be a water-tight sea-wall in itself, with a continuous bond, and it would have the greatest
power for resisting a back pressure than any rough stonework could possibly have. This work would-be
i ■ j;1' ^?e mos^ economical, as- clay can be got to any extent close to the dam, and the ti-tree, with which
the fascines must be made, abounds in the district.
The cheapest class of labour can be employed.
The present stone surface-pitching would have to be removed along the present water-line, and u-p
the slope to the top level of the fascine bank, and the face of the present dam would have to be cut down,
into flat benches, upon which the base of the fascines embankment would be bedded.
.
. I consider the question of piling at the toe of the dam to be quite out of character with the work,
and it would be a dangerous, useless, and costly experiment.
The fascine embankment will be a costly work, but a work, in my opinion, that will give by far the
best results, at about half the cost of rough stonework.
•
ALERED WILLIAMS.
The Acting Engineer-in-Chief, 1/12/SS.

Minute by The Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers to The Under
Secretary for Public Works.
'
Subject:—Prospect Dam.
.
T
'
Harbours and Rivers Branch, Sydney, 30 November, 1888.
In reporting to you some days ago that there was an indication of a second slip on this dam, I confined
myself to the question as to whether the contractor could be held liable or not. I now submit for your
consideration, first, what I consider the cause of the slip, and secondly, what steps, in my opinion should
be taken to make the structure safe.
’
Tile fiam, as you are aware, consists of an embankment of earth 30 feet wide at top, an inner slope
of 3.to 1 protected with pitching, and an outer slope of 2$ to 1. In the centre of this bank a puddle
wafL has been erected 8 feet wide at top of bank, increasing in width on both sides by a batter of 1 in 8
as tar as the original surface, and extending into the, original ground to such a depth as was found
necessary to get into a water-tight stratum. .To show the .care that was taken with this very important
IWk0! the, w,orlr> 18 01lly necessary to say that in one place the puddle wall was carried down to a depth
ot .45 feet below the original surface.
' r
I

_ I may here be permitted to say that this embankment is built upon the most approved principles
and in accordance with aU recognized designs of such structures. The question may then very well be
asked, why is it showing signs of weakness P
.
•
This is a point on which there may be various opinions; as having had some little experience on
works of this sort I submit mine.
Before, however, going into details I would just briefly state what has taken place.
The first slip which took place before I took temporary charge of this office occurred at a portion
of the embankment which is only about 35 feet high; the inner slope slipping in a horizontal direction
about 25 feet. _ This was reported on by me on 7th August, and at my suggestion the matter was referred
to Messrs. Whitton, Bennett, & Bishop, who had previously reported on this same slip, and the result was
that a large quantity of stone was put at the toe of the bank with marked success, though at a consider
able cost.
°
My attention was only drawn to the second slip (the one now specially under consideration) on the
22nd instant, when I took the first opportunity of visiting the works. To a casual observer there is not
much to notice at this particular place. It is only when closely examined a slight rounding in the line of
pitching is noticeable. The total outward movement being about 2" 6" with a depression at the top of the
embankment. At other places on the top of the bank longitudinal cracks are to be seen at both sides of
the puddle wall, extending in width from 2 inches to 8 inches and of various lengths, the extent of which
it would be impossible to see unless the top of the bank was more opened up and exposed.
_ There is a decided rounding of the pitching extending over a length of some 1,000 feet of the
straight portion of the embankment, but the officer in charge assured me the slope was originally built in
-that form, and that no change of any description has taken place at this place. If this be the case, which
I have no reason to doubt, it is an important matter to bear in mind when I further on deal with what I
consider to be the cause of the slips.
. Id the erection of this embankment, not only must it have caught a considerable quantity of rain, but
also in making the puddle and forming the bank a quantity of water was used. This water had all to
gravitate towards the centre, as in forming banks of this classit is usual to put the material in in layers with
an inclination from the outside to the centre.
The outside slope being formed of coarse material, intermixed with stones, did carry away, and no
doubt is still carrying away this water, and as a result has not shown the smallest sign of weakness. The
inner slope is formed of selected materials, and thus devoid of this means of allowing the water to pass
■through, practically dams the water back.
As the whole length of the dam, some 7,000 feet, was built under the same circumstances in every
way, the natural question suggests itself, why should a small portion of it, some 600 feet, and where the
-depth is only 35 feet, be effected, whereas other places, where the depth varies from 65 to 85 feet deep
shows no sign of slipping. ■
1
Bor a solution of this, I think one must look to local causes, and I am reluctantly compelled to
come to the conclusion that the material in the part of the bank which has given way is not as good as in
other portions of the work, nor as good as it should be. In stating this, I wish it to be clearly understood,
I am only forming my opinion from what is to be seen at the present time. I was not in any way
connected with the work during its construction, and cannot therefore say what quantity of this inferior
•material may have been used, but that there is some of it in the bank is to my mind beyond doubt, as it
can be seen here and there on the surface and in the disturbed portions of the work. The material I
speak of is what a navvy would call “ sugar,” it is white, has no consistency, and melts away when brought
into contact with water.
^
Of course it is quite possible that this theory may be incorrect, and that it is only a matter of time
till the whole of the inner slope gives way from inherent weakness in itself, but this I cannot believe to
be the case. If such a very deplorable state of affairs should occur, it could only be from the existence of
■ ^ large quantity of defective material, and with the supervision that was exercised over this work one can
hardly imagine this possible.
,
The important matter to consider now is the remedy to be used. Though I do not consider the
permanent stability of the dam is endangered, yet I am bound to say the matter is of serious import. If
the quality of the material in the bank is of doubtful character, it would be very hard to say what might
not occur if, after this long continued fine weather, we had heavy and lasting rains.
If this embankment was an ordinary one without any water to deal with in the reservoir; the remedy
would be simple enough, viz., put in some trench drains and so get rid of the disturbing element, water;
but we have got to deal with the matter as it stands, viz., with water for some distance up on the inside
or defective slope, and which not only cannot possibly be got rid of, but must, if the rainy weather sets in,
be allowed to rise and so secure a further supply of water for Sydney, which at present is low enough.
I am confident myself that the only way to deal with it under the existing circumstances is by
placing some counteracting force at the toe of the dam of such a weight or extent as would counter
balance the tendency of the bank to slip out.
There are three ways this object might be obtained—1st. By putting piling at the toe of the slope.
.
2nd By placing a heavy water-tight structure, such as faggots and clay at the toe of the slope and
filling in between it and the slope with the same class of material with which the embankment is
constructed, and
3rd. By weighting the toe of the bank with stone.
With regard to the first (while I have used this remedy with complete success at a portion of the
-dam at West Maitland, which slipped on a greasy bed), I confess there are great difficulties in the way of
adopting this plan in the present case. The embankment being of such large dimensions would necessitate
a very strong and expensive system of piling with strut piles,'braces, &c. This would all have to be put
in under difficult circumstances, viz., with a lot of. water in the reservoir, and would also entail the filling
up of the space between the piling and the slope with heavy material.
As to the second system to make it effective, it would be necessary to carry the faggot bank above
the highest high water, otherwise when the water fell in the reservoir below the level of this'bank all. the
impounded water (and there would be a great deal of it, as the embankment would absorb a large
quantity) would be pressing against the faggots, and having only the weight of the faggots as a resistance,
would push them out.
.
'
Havinu

■

;

.
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Having thought this matter over very carefully and anxiously, as of course one cannot get rid of
the grave responsibility there is in having charge of such a work, I cannot suggest any better system
than that now adopted, viz., weighting the toe of the bank with stones, it may seem a clum'sy brute force
sort ot way of meeting the difficulty, but as it is impossible, no matter how bad the material in the bank
may prove to be, to remove it nowit seems to me to be the only .practical way of dealing with the matter.
It, as I suppose, this defective material exists.to some extent in the embankment, the water in the
reservoir itself has no doubt, something to say in dissolving it, and assisted by the water from behind
causes the outward motion.
’
,
With regard to the puddle wall-, which of course is the main feature in the embankment, which
the outward motion of the slips would lead one to imagine, that it has been subject to a corresponding
movement, I am of opinion it will be found that this, if not actually not the'case, has only occurred to an
unappreciable extent. I know from my own personal observation that when the first slip took place
which as. I said before extended about 25 feet in a horizontal direction, the puddle wall only subsided
vertically, there being little or no horizontal movement noticeable on the top.
.
And indeed a strong proof that this must be the case throughout, rests in the fact that no movement
has taken place on the outside of the puddle wall. If this wall of puddle had gone over in a horizontal
direction, some portion of the outer earthwork must have followed'it.
.
'
What no doubt has taken place, is what I have represented in this sketch, and what, I may add I
proved by a shaft to have taken place in the bank before mentioned in Maitland, viz., the alteration of the
shape ot the puddle wall as shown in dotted lines, which far from doing any damage, actually made it
wider on the original surface line.
•
.

.

EOBT. HICKSON.
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Puddle after’slip.'

Minute by The Secretary for Public Works.
Subject:—Prospect Dam.
.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 3 December, 1888.
Under date of 23rd April last, Mr. Eyan, the engineer in charge, at Prospect, reported that a settlement
had taken place of the puddle wall of the dam for a length of about 350 feet, between centre-line pegs
numbered 51 and 55, to which, however, as it seemed to be a purely local one, he considered very little
importance should be attached. On receipt of this report Mr. Moriarty visited the dam, and on the 26th
reported the circumstances to me, stating that an allowance of 5 per cent, had been made in the height of
the dam to provide against such a settlement, which, in works of the kind, is always looked for to a greater
or less degree, and that the subsidence had not then reached the degree allowed. No further settlement
having then taken place, he hoped the work had come to its proper bearings. Purther reportshaving,
appeared in the daily papers as to the settlement, the matter was referred to in the Legislative Assembly
on the 4th May. . Upon this I wrote a minute, in which I pointed out the desirability, as tending to allay,
public apprehension, of obtaining engineering opinion on the subject from sources outside the branch
charged with the construction of the work; and with that end in view, I directed Messrs. Whitton and
Bennett to visit the dam, in company with Mr. Moriarty, and report separately on the matter. Shortly
after the services of Mr. Bishop, an eminent hydraulic engineer, being available, he was commissioned by
me to report also. In the middle of June the reports from these gentlemen were received. They all
agreed that there was nothing in the settlement which had taken place that should raise, doubt as to the
stability and safety of the dam. These reports were laid before the House, and were ordered to be
printed on the 20th June.
.
.
.
In the meantime steps were taken to remedy the settlement, but on the 7th August, Mr. Hickson,
who had succeeded Mr. jMoriarty in charge of the Department, reported that the subsidence was assuming
such formidable dimensions that he deemed it his duty to again bring the matter under notice, with a
view of again obtaining the opinion of Messrs. Bishop, Whitton, and Bennett, as to the best means to
adopt to put a stop to any further slip. He stated that Mr. Moriarty had visited the dam with him, and
had urgently advised that a row of piles faced with stones should be at once put in at the toe of the bank,
but he was aware that difference of opinion existed as to the best course to adopt in the emergency. I
immediately concurred in the suggestion of Mr. Hickson, and requested the gentlemen named to consult
and furnish a joint report. On the 13th idem the report was received, but as Mr. Bishop differed from
Messrs. Bennett and Whitton as to the remedy, though they all agreed as to the cause, that gentleman
furnished a separate report.
.
Messrs. Whitton and Bennett considered that the foot of the slope should be weighted with large
stones to prevent any further settlement or moving forward. Mr. Bishop, however; was of opinion that
the better and more economical course to pursue was to continue loading the embankment, as had already,
been begun, as the slide would then go on until, the proper angle of repose had been obtained. As, however,
Messrs; Darley and Hickson were of the same opinion as Messrs. Whitton'and Bennett, as to the course,
to be pursued, I finally considered their recommendation'should be adopted, and it has been carried out.
On

Ou the 24th ultimo it was verbally reported to me that the second slip, to which reference has
been made in the newspapers, had occurred. I immediately despatched Mr. Hickson to report, and on
his return I conferred with him and Messrs. Whitton and Bennett, and requested them to' immediately
visit the dam and report to me. They proceeded to Prospect on Saturday, and on my arrival at the office
this morning I at once sent fob them in regard to the matter. During the discussion which took place
they informed me that there was no danger to be apprehended from the condition of the dam. They
stated that, to a casual observer, the slip would not bo noticeable, but they concurred that great care
would have to be taken in dealing with the matter. If this were done, however, they considered that no
danger need be apprehended iu regard to the stability of the dam. They pointed out that the remedial
measures taken had been perfectly successful, no movement haying taken place since the toe of the
embankment had been fully protected with stone.
Tuesday, Aih December.
Mr. Hickson’s report on the Prospect dam I now submit for the information of my colleagues ;
but I am informed Messrs. Whitton aud Bennett caunot promise their reports until to-morrow, or
possibly the day after. 1 may mention that I have engaged Mr. Gordon, a well-known engineer of
Tictoria, to report on the matter, and I expect him here in a few days. I have also commissioned
Mr. Mestayer, late hydraulic engineer of the South Australian Government to visit the work and report
also. This gentleman will enter upon his duties at once.
■■——

J.W., 4/L2/88.

.

JOHN SUTHERLAND.

J.W.B., 4/12/38.

Memo, by The Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers.
Re quantity of water in Prospect dam.
Grallons.

Total quantity of water in Prospect reservoir up to 28th November, 1888
... - . ...
Total quantity available by gravitation
...............................................................................
Quantity coming in to Prospect immediately before the late rains was reduced to, per
day
...
......................................................................................................................
Quantity now coming into Prospect— ■
.
2nd December
...............
.... ...........................................................
...
3rd December
............................................................................................
...
Quantity going to Sydney, per day................
..................................................................

5,950,000,0001,700,00.0,000
500,000
18,000,000
28,000,000
10,000,000

EOBT. HICKSON,
4/12/88.

Engineers-in-Chief J. Whitton and W. 0. Bennett to The Secretary for Public
Works.
Sir,

Sydney, 5 December, 1888.
Acting under your directious, we again visited the Prospect reservoir, accompanied by Mr.
Hickson, and carefully examined the embankment where the second slip has occurred.
This slip is on the first bend of the embankment going north, between pegs 42 and 47, extending
for a length of 300 feet, and is about 700 feet from the first slip, upon which we reported in August last.
[Wee aecomfanyincj tracing]
We are informed that the movement was first noticed about three months ago, and appeared
in the shape of a slight opening on the top of the bank, on the back line of the pnddle-wall. This
opening increased at a very slow rate, until about two or three weeks ago, when the top settlement
assumed a more rapid and defined form.
Mr. Eyan reports as follows :—“ The depth of water at present in the centre of the movement is
about 24 feet. The recorded horizontal movement, by instrument test to 30th November, amounts to
1' 2f" in eight days. The total horizontal movement is about 2' 3". “The vertical movement on range pegs
on slope is not perceptible, which proves that to the -present the slide is horizontal only. The embankment
has been to its finished height at this point for five months.”
The height of the bank is 49 feet.
.
.
■
When the first slip occurred, upon which we reported on 13th August last, a very feasible reason
was given to us why a slip at this point might have been expected, viz.:—“ That the lower portion of this
bank hrving been saturated with water for a considerable time before the upper portion was formed, the
weight thus added was sinking into and sliding upon the wet surface of the original aud lower portion of
the embankment.”
'
On examining this second slip the pitching is seen to be out of line and slightly bulged forward
towards the water; a settlement has also taken place at the top of the embankment, with cracks varying
in width from a few inches to a foot, and of various lengths.
'
The depth to -which these extend cannot be ascertained without opening out the bank.
It was pointed out during our inspection that a rounding of the pitching had taken place on the
highest portion of the dam, where the depth is from GO feet to 80 feet; upon a straight portion of it,
about 4,000 feet in length ; but this we noticed on our first insjmetion in June last, and so far as we
could ascertain no movement since that date has taken place; but from what we have now seen of the
material used in the bank at No. 2 slip, observations should be taken with instruments to ascertain if any
movement is now perceptible.
■
■
The resident engineer told us on our first visit, when pointing out this rounding to him, that it
was done intentionally so as to provide for the necessary settlement which must take place in the
embankment.
•
'
The No. 2 slip appears to us to have been occasioned by excessive moisture, either from rainfall
during the wet season of 1887, or, as we are told, by the constant leaking of the contractor’s water-pipes
'
'
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whict were used for the puddle-wall. The'bank adjoining the puddle-trench was formed iu layers, 6 inches
m thickness, sloping towards the puddle-wall, and thus all the water falling upon this slope would gravi
tate towards the puddle-trench. This probably excessive moisture would not in itself have caused the
slip, and we must, therefore look at the material of which the embankment is formed.
This material appears to be composed of red and white clay, the latter being used in too large a
proportion, and as this is thoroughly saturated with water it is not of sufficient consistency to retain its
position, m the bank.
The directions in fhe specification as to the manner in which these banks were to be made are most
complete., and. as we are told the work was carried out in strict accordance with it we can only conclude
that the. inferior clay used, together with the quantity of water with which the bank is saturated, is the
cause of the slips.
• v
recommendation we made with reference to the manner of treating the first slip, viz., by
weighting the toe of the bank with large stones, appears to have been successful, as, although the work is
not yet completed, the motion .of the slip has been arrested, and no movement has been perceptible for *
some -weeks. We recommend either that a similar course be pursued with the second slip, or that
weighting only from the top be adopted until the bank has found its natural slope, as no danger to the
bank need be apprehended, so long as the puddle-wall remains unbroken, Piling would be useless as the
•depth of water at the toe of the slip is 25 feet.
.
. The design of this dam and the careful selection and application of material provided for in the
specification are in strict accordance with all the best and most successful worksand the introduction of
special superintendents, skilled in the execution of such works and trained under the. ablest acknowledged
head of this branch of engineering in England, and the use of .material which, under ordinary circum
stances,. is admittedly of a superior character, if used in proper proportions, should have commanded
success in the construction of. these works...
Nevertheless some portions of the work have failed to the extent of slipping iu two places on -the
western or inside slope of the-east embankment, and-this we can only attribute to the undue proportion'
of.white (or pipe)-clay in this part of the embankment (shown on tracing as Nos. 1 and 2 slips), combined
with the complete saturation of the clays of which the bank is formed.
.
It is impossible to say what other slips may take place in the embankments of this dam, as we
were not present during the. construction of the works; but we can confidently state that nothing has yet .
occurred which, in our opinion, could justify any other assumption than that the dam is at the present
time perfectly safe.
The works must, however, be carefully watched, so that should any indications of further slips
appear they may be. promptly dealt with,1 and the best means adopted to render the dam safe and
effective for the purpose for which it was designed.
.
•
"We have, &c.,
.
'
JOHN WHITTON.
■
WILLIAM C. BENNETT.
[One Plan.]

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1888. -
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NEW S.OETH WALES,

SYBKBY WATER SUPPLY.
(FURTHER REPORTS ANB' KEIN.HTE8S ASi'TO'' THE OORBITIOlSr OF' THE’ PROSPECT BATH.)-

Ordered hj: the.-.LegMwtive-'Assembly! lot bet‘printed!;. Yl^andi 13 December,, 1883'.

Enguieers-iii-Chief J:. Whitton: amd. W., C. Bermetf t©'
Works.
_

SeeretaEj for Puhtie -

Prospect Dam'.
.

Sydney, 11 December, 1888.
We know of1 no way of ascertaining whether the puddle-wall has broken or not above the
level of the water in the reservoir, but. so long, as the^ water is retained in the reservoir without a:any
discharge through the embankment the puddle-wall up to that height may be considered perfectly safe.
We have no reason to believe: that the puddle-wall is: not in perfect, order, but. the fact can only be
determined by the water, being admitted to a greater height. The officers superintending, the work only
could give a. reliable 'opinion' on this- point, and to strip- off the- inside-, slope ■ of the dam- to examine the
condition, of the puddle-wall _would.be fraught, with the greatest.possible danger'to the-whole embankment.
On carefully considering'the-steps-to be taken with reference to- the. disturbance No. 2 (which can
hardly at present-be called a slip) wethink that, weighting the'toe with stone-in a. similar manner to that
done to' No.-1 slip will be the best, course to' adopt;under-'present circumstances-.
If the puddle-wall has been properly made we have, every, confidence- in the ultimate: security o£
the dam.
•
We have, &e„dOHX WHITTON.
WILLIAM. C. BENNETT.

Minute by Mr. Assistant Engineer Hickson.
Harbours and Rivers Branch, Sydney, 12 December, 1.888-.
Forwarding'Mr. Williams’’report and-plan-for remedying the defects-in the-Prospect Dam.
I eoewaud herewith, for the information of the Minister, a plan and report of Mr. Williams-, showing
Iiow he proposes to remedy the defects1 iu the Prospect Dam. It is, iu my opinion, nothing' more or less’
than a new dam inside the present one, with this serious defect, that- instead of its being, founded on a
solid foundation it is founded, on what is supposed to he an unsound inner slope.
. , ^
iB'ner slope is fit to carry the structure - Mr. Williams proposes it is certainly fit to stand byitself, and therefore is quite safe in its present form.
'
'
Sir. Williams proposes removing, a portion-of the-top of- the-present dam, which “he considers a
source ot danger and quite unnecessary,”'and place it on. the inner, slope, or, in other word's-, he takes this
material off the part of the dam which has never shown any sign of settlement, and places it on a part
that has sunk, and may, if it is proved to be made of inferior material, sink more.
To carry this out. Mr: Williams proposes-running the water out of the dam for three months and
ainanging the time when the rivers are'in full flood, so as to keep a constant supply of water to Sydney.
Mr. Williams does not explain.how this-time is to be arranged1. I fear it would be an exceedingly difficult
thing to do, and rather a dangerous experiment as regards the water supply for Sydney. I am confident
under no circumstances should a. drop of water more than is required for -Sydney be allowed to escape
out ot the reservoir.
^
j
on th' ^ reco:mmeiLC*^ese papers- he sent to the gentlemen now engaged by the Minister-reporting
Subject:

B.G., Under Secretary for Public Works.

ROB. HICKSON.

Submitted.—J.B-,. 12 /I2'/88:.
Most undoubtedly; and all tbe original plans and papers as: well. Yu fact everything on th<
f ir
a * eveiT source of information, should-be placed' at their disposal1. My' object is to get" th(
• t o /ro-;gb1’ unIra!nnielled in every- respect, no- matter what’ the result may be.—Jonu Sutueelan-d
12JIM
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Peospect Dam.
Memo.—I

herewitli beg to submit M'ith this supplementary report three sections, sll0^ying the fonnation of the fascine em
bankment, Tvbich I propose to construct along the whole face of the dam.
They show the top of the dam to be 10 feet lower than the present leyel, as I consider this top weight to be a source
of danger, and to be quite unnecessary.
.
The width of the dam on the high level water-line is now 70 feet.
I propose that this shall be made to 140 feet, and thus lessen the top -weight by 160T6G cubic yards.
The fascine embankment would be 25 feet high, with a base of 20 feet, and a face slope of half to one.
The fascines would be neatly made of ti-trec bush, clipped to a uniform fade, and laid in alternate layers as headers and
stretchers, each layer to be carefully bedded with puddle clay, well tramped down.
■
This work would have a neater appearance, and be stronger and better in every respect than the cheaper but very
efficient kind of slop mud banks that I have constructed at Cook’s River.
The durability'and strength of a bank of this kind is beyond all question, as it would be only a repetition of the great
Dutch dykes that resist the waves of the German ocean, and upon the strength of which rests the security of large cities. ^
The whole of the present pitching above the low permanent -water level would have to be removed. This could again
he used for tbe erection of a strong parapet wall along the face of the work, to form a bust wall that would break the wash
of the waves when the water in the reservoir was at its full height. And it can also be used for i\,-ad making.
The present surface of the bauk would have to be cut down into broad level benches, commencing at the low permanent
water line, and this work would necessitate the drawing off of the water to this, level for about three months.
This can be done without interference with the-City water supply, by arranging the time when the rivers are in full
flow. The bottom line of the fascine work once in place, the water could then be allowed to accumulate as tbe embankment
progressed.
....
.
i•
To build this embankment at a lower level is unnecessary, neither is it required to throw in loose stone bfdow tins
permanent water line, as such work would only displace a nearly equivalent weight of water which is weighting the toe of the
embankment almost as well as any work that could be placed there for weight purposes.
The water to this level will never be disturbed. The work in hand is to secure the bank, upon which the water is
always fluctuating, from bulging or slipping. Suppose the water to be at its highest level, and soaking tor mar>y months into
the face of the bank, and then this water jis drawn off again to its lowest level, there would remain the old grounds of fear
and risk of the work again slipping.
*
<
_
My design is to avoid this by placing the work on a greater base, and reducing tbe top crushing weight, and to form an
irresistible water-tight face that will give the required weight and stability to the embankment, and so place the.security of
'the dam beyond tbe possibility of a doubt, and set at rest for ever all anxiety and risk to the lives and properties that are
annually increasing in this important district below this great pen of water.
.
'
My estimate of the cost of tbis additional work, as shown on plan, is £66,205.
To the Acting Engineer-in-Chief.
ALERED WILLIAMS, 11/12/88.
See separate reports herewith, M.P., 88/2452.—W.S.

The Secretary for Public Works to A". Bennett, Esq.
%-

.

Department of Public Works, Sydney, 1L December, 1888.
My dear Mr. Bennett,
, m n j xi. tt
'
Ton will have observed from the papers which have been laid upon the Table ot the House
that I Have appointed two engineers outside the Department—one having only recently come to the
; Colony, and the other a resident of the sister colony of Victoria—for the purpose of inquiring into the
• present state of the Prospect Dam. . I have given them the utmost freedom of action, and have instructed
them as far as possible to keep themselves from the influence of the Department, and report to me the
'■ true facts of the case, whatever they may indicate.
_
.
.
My object, however, iu writing to you is to ask you to he so kind as to assist me in this matter.
Prom tho interest your paper has taken on the subject of the Prospect Dam, it is clear that you must
have obtained a great deal 'of information, and much valuable information, on the subject; aud I have
now to ask that you will he so good as to place this information, so far as you are able, at the disposal of
the two gentlemen who have been appointed for the inquiry, namely, Mr. Mestayer, late hydraulic
engineer to the South [Australian Government, and Mr. George Gordon, an engineer of eminence m
Victoria.
.
....
j -j. • r
I have instructed these gentlemen to obtain information from every possible source, and it is tor
this reason that I ask you to he so good as to place any information you may have at their disposal.
.
I feel sure that, from a national point of view, you will accede to my request; and if you will
furnish me with the names of those who have supplied you with information, I will take care that their
evidence shall he taken and considered. My only object is to elicit the truth.
.
■
■
'
■ I am, &c.,
’
JOHN SUTHERLAND.
Minister’s
p s —To show the extent of the power entrusted to these gentlemen, I enclose you copy of the
3rd D^etber, • instructions to Mr. Mestayer, in similar terms to which instructions are being prepared for Mr. Gordon.
already printed

Minute by Tbe Secretary for Public Works.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, Priday, 7 December', 1888.
—Prospect Dam—The report of the experts, Messrs. Whitton, Bennett, Hickson, and Williams,
dated 5th December, 30th November, and 1st December, respectively.
’ T hate carefully read over these reports, and with regard to Mr. Williams have called upon that gentle
. man to furnish me with an estimate of the cost of the remedial works which he proposes as well as a
statement as to whether his recommendations, if adopted, would involve the emptying of the reservoir, a
noint of uriine importance at the present time.
., _
With respect to the report of Messrs. Whitton and Bennett, they point out that there is no danger
• to the dam so long as the puddle wall remains unbroken. As this, is a matter of vital importance, 1
- want to ascertain definitely whether this has taken place or not. I should gather that m the opinion of
' these gentlemen it has not, but the consequences impending if the other view is correct, are so serious, it
. Stibiecf

not appalling, that no time should be lost in setting at rest this all important point.

' I have therefore to ask Messrs. Whitton and Bennett to he so good as to address themselves to
this question, with the view of allaying public apprehension, and as to the measures to he taken to
,
■
secure

i

e;
•a.

3

secure the present slip for which two courses hare been proposed, viz., either to weight the toe, as was
done in the case of the first slip, or to ' weight only the top until the bank had found its natural slope.
I should be glad to know definitely which course Messrs. Whitton and Bennett recommend. I shall be
glad of as early a reply to my questions as possible.
’
‘
JOHN SUTHERLAND, 10/12/88.
B.C., Messrs. Whitton and Bennett.—J.B.

Very urgent, 10/12/88.

Correspondence respecting the Prospect Dam,
ordered on the 13th December to be appended to the
Papers previously laid upon the Table.

Further

The Editor,

Evening News,

to The Secretary for Public Works.

Town and Country Journal and 'Evening News Office,
Dear Sir,
Market-street, Sydney, 12 December, 1888
.
Mr. Bennett desires me to acknowledge receipt of your letter and enclosure of yesterday and
to say that he will be only too- happy to supply your officers with any information in his power in
reference to the condition of the Prospect Dam, in the security of which he takes a deep interest.
Such members of the staff of the Evening Neios as have reported upon the dam will willingly see
Mr. Mestayer and Mr. Gordon, and afford those gentlemen whatever assistance they can to facilitate their
investigations. At the same time I should mention that all information which representatives of the
Evening News have obtained has been published in that journal and commented upon, and I assume that
such information and comments touching a subject of such great importance have been preserved in your
' Department.
Should that not, however, be the case I have an index by me that will enable me to lay my finger
at any time upon the various reports, &c., that have• appeared on the subject in the Evening News.
These I will be glad to point out to any accredited officer of your Department who may desire to see them..
I may add that it is very gratifying to Mr. Bennett and myself, as it must be to the public, to
observe the steps you have taken to have a thoroughly independent examination made by competent
■ engineers, of the dam, with a view of ascertaining its actual condition and so set the public mind at rest, if
possible, as to its stability.
.
I have, &c.,
•
:
JAS. A. HOGUE,
■
-Editor, Evening News.

The Secretary, for Public Works to The Editor,

Evening News.

Dear Sir,
Sydney, 12 December, 1888.
■ I have to thank you for your letter of this date, in which you offer to place your services at
the disposal of the engineers I have appointed to inquire into the present state of the Prospect Dam, and
I shall take care to request them to avail themselves of your kind offer.
My only desire is to get at the true facts of the case from whatever source I can obtain them.
I have, from the first, been fully impressed with the necessity of the most searching investigation.
■
Yours faithfully,
JOHN SUTHERLAND.
[One Plan.]

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—18SS.
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■ Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

SYDNEY WATER SUPPLY.
(REPORTS, &c., ON THE PROSPECT DAM BY MESSRS. GORDON AND MESTAYER.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed,

15

January,

1889.

\_Laid upon the Table of .the Souse, further reports, minutes, and correspondence in connection Uiifh the
Prospect Lam.~\
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PROSPECT DAM.
,
,
15 January, 1889.
I have carefully read and considered tire reports which have been furnished hy
Messrs. Gordon and Mestayer in connection with this important matter. A perusal
of all the correspondence will, I think, show that I have neglected no opportunity of
obtaining information from every source which has been open to me in relation
thereto.
'
I have from the first been fully impressed with the necessity of ascertaining
all the facts of. the case, and making them public without a single reserve, and this,
I think, I have accomplished.
.
A perusal of the reports obtained will, I think, show that if the measures
recommended: hy the two able engineers which I have employed are carried out no
fears need, he apprehended of the ultimate success of this great work. I have now
-to direct Mr. Hickson to carry out as quickly as possible the works recommended, by
these gentlemen, and if I have not an opportunity of doing it myself, I would urge
my successor to place all the papers on the Table of the House at his earliest con
venience. With regard to the termination of the contract recommended hy Mr.
Gordon, I have taken steps to secure this, but I have been met with the statement
on the part of the contractors that there are outstanding claims unsettled, amounting
to something like £33,000. This is the first time I have heard of their existence,
and upon making inquiries of the Harbours and Rivers Department I am told that
they are also unaware of it. The whole matter requires careful investigation.
JOHN£SUTHERLAND

)■
367—A

Report
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Report on the Prospect Dam.
By G-. Gordon, M. Inst., C.E., 7 January, 1889.
The points on ■which I am desired by the Honorable the Secretary for Public Works to report are :—
I. On the dam and subsidiary works as a whole; whether the design is in accordance with the best
engineering knowledge, and whether the work has been faithfully carried out according to the
design.
'
II. The present condition of the dam.
III. The kind of material of which it is composed, arid its adaptability to the purpose for which it
.
has been used.
s
,
IV. The cause of the movements, and their significance as bearing on the stability of the dam.
V. The best course to pursue under the circumstances.
2. Having made a personal inspection of the dam, and had levels, measurements, and borings, and
an examination by a diver made in my presence, and having examined the persons named in Appendix II,
and inspected original drawings, &c., I have given the subject my most careful consideration, and I now
have the honor to report as follows:—
'

1.—The Dam and Subsidiary Works as a whole.
3. Assuming the scheme of bringing the Nepean water into Sydney, of which the Prospect Dam
forms an important part, to have been, after full consideration, finally adopted as the best, I am of opinion
that the general design of the dam and its subsidiary works leaves nothing to be desired. It is in full
accordance with examples of similar structures by some of the most eminent engineers in England, and
in some particulars, I think, it is in advance of several important modern works in Europe. It seems to
me complete in all its parts, simple in design, and therefore easily worked. As far as the general design
is concerned, it seems to me to have been departed from in constructing the works only in two particulars ;
the connecting main has been laid on the lower instead of the upper side of the dam, and the brickwork
stop in the tunnel has been purposely left out. Both are, I think, improvements.
4. I shall have occasion to refer to the specification again under III; I would here remark that so
far as it applies to the dam it seems to me to be rather too strict and explicit for a work of this magnitude,
the conditions of which had in part to be ascertained as the work proceeded, and not to leave enough
latitude to the engineer. At the same time I admit that high authorities could be cited in favour of every
clause in it. But for such a work the specification should be made applicable according to the spirit or
intention and object of the design, rather than to its literal expression in the specification and plan, and
it seems to me that in some particulars it would under this specification have been difficult to exercise a
desirable latitude without coming into collision with the contractors. Judging by the evidence, I am of
opinion that the contractors carried out the work as nearly as possible according to the specification, and
in fact that they were very strictly kept to it, although Mr. Eyan, the executive engineer, and other wit
nesses, say there was a constant battle going on between the officers of the Department and the contractors.
This is by no means an unusual state of affairs on large works. All the evidence, both of contractors
and others goes to prove than Mr. Eyan was unremitting in his attention to the work and scrupulously
exacting as to the conditions of the specification. There are on every work some occasions on which
deviations from the specification are unavoidable, owing to the weather or other accidental causes.
5. As to the tower, tunnel, and outlet works generally, I had an opportunity of seeing them in.
progress in August, 1884, and was impressed by their substantial character and the care that was being
taken in their construction. As they seem now to be in perfect order I shall not need to refer to them
again.

II.—The Present Condition of the Dam.
6. The first slip at No. 54, which began in April last and continued up to November 12th, appears
now to have been very nearly stopped in its horizontal movement by the. deposit of stone on and outside
the lower part of the slope in the middle portion of the slip. While the filling uj) of the slip went on in
July and up to August 6th, the forward horizontal movement was as much as 1 foot per diem. After the
7th August it averaged DOS inches per diem to the 31st, and during the whole of September it only moved
1 inch. In October and part of November the movement was dependent On the work of filling and
trimming going on on the inner slope, the aggregate movement up to November 12th being 20 inches.
Since that date sometimes no movement has been detected for days together, but the’ bank has not yet
quite attained a state of equilibrium, inasmuch as movements of i'/ to li" in a day have been measured,
amounting in the aggregate to 6|" from November 12th to December 20th. The forward movement'of
the stone filling which was observable for some time in the axis of the slip, and which reached a total
observed amount of 10-j", has almost ceased, no motion being detected from the 27th November to the
18th December, except f" on the 11th December. There is still some forward movement at the ends of
the slip where the stone filling is incomplete.
7. Erom the sections shown to me that had been taken from time to time it is evident that this
slip has a forward rolling motion, the toe having apparently resisted for some time any tendency there
inay have been in the lower part of the bank to slip forward. The motion is roughly indicated by arrows
on the section at 54 on plan No. 1 attached.
8. As the front bank slipped away from the nearly vertical puddle wall, it is probable—indeed it
may be said to be certain—that the latter subsided under its own weight into the space thus formed in
front of it. It is extremely plastic, and it is recorded that the level of the top was found on the 2nd
■May, 1888, to have gone down 5 feet. After being remade, it went down 3 feet to 21st June, and
6 feet and upwards to 22nd September, when it was again fully rebuilt, but had subsided about 5 feet up
to the 20th ultimo. '
.
'

.

The Second Slip.

'

.

9. The second slip at T.S., No. 44, was first observed in November last, and observations of the
daily movement were begun on the 23rd of that month. Before my arrival Mr. Mestayer had put down
two . bores, called No. 1 and No. 2, on the 7th and 10th December, respectively, at the reduced
levels of 185 87 and 186-50, the water level in the reservoir being 178'79 and 178’75. On the 14th
December

39.1
3
December I put down a bore, called No. 4, in tbe axis of this slip, at tbe R.L. of 179'59, near tbe
■water's edge, tbe water level being 178'72. This bore was put down to the original bottom at about 26
feet. At 14 feet (E.L. 165'57) water was met with which rose 4 ft. 6 in. in the bore' (to E.L. 170'0) ;
below that, at 16 feet, we found stiff dry yellow clay. At 20 feet it was slightly sandy. The water then
rose to 1 ft. 5 in. below W.L. of reservoir or E.L. 177'22. On examining the same day No. 1 bore, the
water was met (in the shape of thick slurry) at E.L. 172-62, and inJNo. 2 (clean water), at E.L. 177-42,
with slurry at 174'25. On again trying the level of the water in No. 4 it was found at 174-24. As, in
boring, this level was pierced in dry clay, ana as the level of water first struck was considerably lower,
also because in boring Nos. 1 and 2 no water was met with, although it afterwards rose in the bores to the
heights above-mentioned; I conclude that there is no wmt stratum on wdiich the bank slides, but that the
movement is in the whole mass, and the excess water is distributed through it. In all these bores the
clay was generally similar, being of various colours, with a considerable admixture of -white clay; in
general it was stiff and dry, sometimes hard, and evidently, from the water not percolating into No. 4 from
the reservoir, quite water-tight from the outside, although there is water higher up in the hank which
finds its way into the bore-holes.
‘
' '
10. A bore, No. 3, was put into the puddle wall at the top of this slip. The puddle was
thoroughly well worked, and very smooth and plastic, but to my mind not stiff enough. On the augur
being withdrawn the bore-hole partly collapsed before the tool could be put down again. It is said by
Inspector Davis that this was put in harder than that in the lower parts.
11. The puddle wall has subsided vertically 14'82 feet, or 12'73 below the intended ultimate level.
The horizontal movement of the puddle wall has not yet been ascertained at this place, but it must have
moved forward with the inner slope. The total horizontal movement of the face from 22nd November to
20th December-is stated at 4'46 feet, and it was pretty uniform, averaging nearly 2 inches a day.
12. On the 19th December I sent Mr. Cameron, diver, down the slope at this place to examine the
face of the bank and the toe. As well as could be measured with a steel tape down the slope from a
mark above water, it was found that the top of the stone dyke had moved forward about 3 feet. The
diver reported that the form of this slip is quite different from that at 54. There is no steep face to the
bank and pitching near the bottom, but the toe ajupears to have been pushed out horizontally, the outer
slope of the dyke being flatter, and the original surface of the bottom being forced forward and raised
like a blister. . This action extends both ways from section 44 as far as he could go, probably 200 feet on see sketch on
each side, but it diminishes each way, and there is more disturbance towards the east than towards the drawing,
west. The broken stone between the dyke and the pitching Is not thrown up or disturbed ; the slope AppendlxK
seems to the diver to be pushed out bodily, and the stones of the dyke are displaced There
were a good many loose stones which seemed to have come from the rough stone above the dyke, but they
may have come from the dyke itself. The top of it is not of a uniform height, being 2 or 3 feet higher in
some places than in others. The diver shifted the gear to section 47, and found the toe similar to the last
place, but there was less bulge in the ground. In some places .the dyke is twisted. Going from section 47 .
towards the first slip the'action seemed to die out, but there were still indications of it. The results of
the diver s examination are sketched on section 44, where the disturbance is at its greatest.
Plan 2. ■
13. Although the section of this slip is quite different from that of the first, it is, I think, probable
that the movement of the bank began in the same way, and is due to the same cause; but in the first
slip the foundation and the toe offered greater resistance, and caused the slipping clay to rise and roll
over the dyke, while in the second the toe offered comparatively no resistance to the greater weight
,
behind it, the bank being nearly one and a half times as high as at the first slip. In both cases the bank
is seeking a flatter slope.
'
At mid near Section 18.
14. On the 14th December I desired that a bore, No. 5, should be put down next day at section 18,
which is nearly the highest part of the dam, and the cores kept for inspection on the 17th.‘ They showed
that the bore went through similar .clay to the former bores. The bore was about a foot above the water
level. Muddy water was struck at 10 ft. (about 168 E.L.), which in about three minutes rose to the top
of the hole. "When the men left off on. Saturday the water was about 11 ft. below the surface of the
reservoir. On removing the plug on Monday the -water rose and ran over. At 8 to 10 ft. soft clay was
met with, “as soft as the puddle in No. 3 bore,” which at 4 ft. I found like soft putty, and at 6 ft. rather
softer. On Monday the 17th the bore was put down to 42 ft. (the length of the rods), and finished in
very stiff brown and gray clay. "When the rod was taken out from 42 ft. depth the -water stood at. 3 ft. 6 in.
from the top of the hole, or 2 ft. 7 in. below the reservoir water. I have shown this bore on drawing
No. 3, as also the two additional bores Nos. 6 and 7 put down by Mr. Mestayer after I had left, in order
to show the different levels at which water was struck, and at which it settled afterwards in the bores (see
paragraphs 9 above and 26 below).
,
15. On the 17th the diver was sent down at No. 19, and reported that the toe was intact,"and just
the same as when he was down last for Mr. Bishop in May ; but in about 12 ft. of water he came on a
step or ridge in the rough stone which seemed to have been disturbed and had a wavy appearance. On
the 20th the diver went down (by my instructions) at No. 17. At the bottom he found some loose stones
which were not there when he was down in May last, they seem to have come from the rough stone ;
there are also some very loose stones in the dyke itself. Between 16 and 17 there is a great oozing out
of white clay, of which the diver brought a specimen, extending some distance, and completely covering
the slope. It runs over tbe bank‘‘like paste” in some places, and extends pretty well up to shallow
water. He noticed very little spuing at No. 19 when he was down on the 17th. lie does not think this
spuing runs down to the bottom. At 19 he got on the clean original bottom, and at that point there was
no disturbance. He found places where there was some spuing when he was down for Mr. Bishop,- but
cannot remember where they are, as he made no notes at the time. At Nos. 16 and 17 he also found the
ridge or step wdiich he found at 19 ; it is not continuous but irregular, and not in a straight line. He did
not find it where the spuing had taken place. None of this spuey material is found at the second slip, or"
between it and the first.
1’
16. The puddle wall at No. 18 has subsided 4 ft. 7 in., or to 9 in.1 below the intended ultimate
level. It has moved forward 2 ft. 4J in. It is evident, therefore, that the bank of this place is not quite',
stable, although the movement is as yet very much less than at the slips. . The curb-at'this section is
■
75

4

75 ft. '6'in', from'the centre line, and it was intended to be 73 ft., and the line of curb seems to the eye to
be somewhat bulged outward from the north end of the dam all alon^, but this cannot be verified by
instrumental measurement, as no exact records exist of its original position. There is a curve m the
rough stoii© toward the water side looking from the east bank, where it leaves the solid, but this is also
subject to the remark just made.
■
' , '
'
At Section 5.
17. The puddle-wall is here in its right position—horizontally. It has subsided 1 ft. 9 in., that is to
say, it is not yet quite down to the ultimate level, so that there is nothing to show that any undue.movement has taken place at this place.
,
. ,
18. The rear slope of the dam seems to be in perfect order. The contractors were engaged at the '
time of my visits in soiling the slopes, but I could see nothing to cause any suspicion of undue or unequal settlement, nor has such, so far as I have been able to learn, ever been stated to exist._
_
^
19.’ The dam is at its present level quite water-tight, the leaks that have been said to exist are ' ’
entirely imaginary.
20. I do not believe that the puddle-wall is fractured or cracked m any part, or that it is possible
it should be.

XII—The kind of material of which the dam is composed, and its adaptability to the *
purposes for which it has been used.
21. The two materials we have to deal with under this head are the puddle in the middle of the
dam and the. clay of which the inner slope of the dam is built up. The former is made of the best, indeed
the only clay available ; and it has been well worked and made into a perfectly water-tight puddle. It is
to my thinking not quite stiff enough; but as it is a “ short” or friable clay, not in the least tough, it is
better that it should be rather too soft than too stiff. I believe it would be found sufficiently dense in
the lower parts of the wall. One of the difficulties the resident engineer says he had with the contractors
was the too great quantity of water used in its manufacture. On the other hand, the contractors say the
clay was of such a sticky and adhesive nature that the cutting and cross-cutting with spades specified and
insisted on could not be done without a large quantity of water. In addition to this, the trench was
subject to be flooded by leakage from the pipes supplying the water on the dam, and by the rainfall on
tr the inner slope, which, according to specification, had a reverse slope of 1 in 12, and from which the
\ surplus water had to be carried across the puddle before it could reach, the drains in the outer slope.
The contractor’s engineer, Mr. Moline, also says that owing to the puddle being brought up in perfectly
horizontal layers (longitudinally) it was difficult or impossible to thoroughly drain off surplus water. -In
July, 1885, the resident engineer wrote strongly to the contractor respecting the too lavish use qt
water. Although this is the only written objection on the subject, the letter implies, I think, that this
had been the subject of verbal complaints. (Appendix III.)
_
22. I believe that though it may be liable to greater subsidence than was reckoned on m its higher
parts, and may in this way give trouble, it is perfectly safe in regard to being watertight. .
23. The inner slope is principally,, if not entirely, composed of clay from the flat behind the reser
voir. :Wherever bores have been put down they show a similar material—brown, yellow, red, and-white
clay. It'cannot be Said to be a good material for a bank, even if the most objectionable part (the
white clay) had been excluded ; and I am informed it was so mixed up with the other that it would not
have been possible to exclude it from the dam. There is better material in Prospect Hill, and a good
deal of it has been used apart from that required to bare the stone in the quarry. . Some of it is mixed .
with stone, but some is free from it. These seem to be the only materials available.
24. Had these different materials been put in alternately in thicknesses of, say 3 feet each (3
layers of 12 in.), they would I think have made a very good bank. The evidence is somewhat conflicting
on the question whv only clay was used. Mr. Byan says the contractors were at liberty to use earth
from any of the places mentioned in the specification. Mr. Moline,' while admitting that Mr. Byan
objected to pure clay being used, says he would not allow the earth from Prospect Hill to be brought on
the work in trucks, or any stony or gravelly material to be used in the inner slope, relying on clause 17
of the specification. This is one case in which I think the specification binds the Besident Engineer too
- much, although Mr. Byan says his chief allowed him every reasonable liberty. -There are difficulties in
modifying the contract vis-a-vis of the contractors.
_
.■
_
25. I think the plan of depositing the material in the bank in layers sloping inwards, 1 in 12, is
not suitable to this material, because, as the outer part of the embankment was always higher than the
part next the trench, all the water falling on the bank in storms, as well as that specified to be used, is
confined between the puddle wall and the slope, and cannot escape except to a small extent by evaporation.
The practice of engineers differs in this respect, as well as regards'the use of water in consolidating earth
work. I think it would have been impossible to avoid the use of white clay entirely in this bank, and,
therefore, I think alternating horizontal layers of clay-and a more free material should have been adopted.
(See para. 24.) ■

1Y.—Tlie cause of the movements and their signifloance as bearing on the stability
of the Dam.
26. I think the causes of the movements are Eirst, the character of the material employed in
the inner slope, which will not stand at a slope'of 3 to 1. -Secondly, an excess of water used or allowed
to accumulate in the inner slope of the dam—its presence in excess of what the clay will retain being
shown by the-filling of the bore-holes from ahigher level than that of the reservoir water and the excess
tending to cause the material to take a flatter slope and to do this irregularly, and, so to say, in patches.
There exists an erroneous impression that the water in the reservoir • is destroying the bank, and that
therefore its .entire disappearance or dissolution is only a matter of time. The material is not washed, out
(except to a small extent in the case of white clay, see para. 15), but it is shifting in order to obtain a
flatter slope. I think more vertical subsidence will take place in the puddle -wall than has been
allowed for in the higher parts, and also ■ generally, because it .is said that the bank was not so well
consolidated by carting aud rolbng for 3 feet or so on the inner side of the trench under the waterpipes, thus giving an opportunity for the puddle to squeeze laterally and compress this wet and
' ‘
'
ill-rammed

ill-rammed ground. Near the first slip the progress section shows that there was a deep depression •
here in the puddle wall,- and I-was informed that the water in the trench had to be dammed hack in steps
on the puddle, and that it sometimes got into the trench where it was being put in; and although it. is
possible to. attach too great importance to this fact, I believe that this circumstance has increased at this
place the over-saturation of the inner slope. I consider the rear slope of the dam perfectly stable; the
inner slope is not so, nor is the puddle wall at present, but I think the inner slope can be brought to a
state of stability, when it will serve its purpose of supporting the puddle wall.
27.' In the meantime I do not think there is any risk of the dam breaking, even under amonsiderably greater depth of water than there is at present, or of any loss of water and consequent scarcity in '
Sydney.
.
'

Y.—The best course to adopt under tbe circumstances.
'
28. What seems to me most urgently needed at present is the stoppage of the second slip, the first
having been nearly brought to a stand-still. In my opinion this can only be done by reducing the slope
of the bank, and opposing weight to its present tendency to slip. The broken stone used at the first slip ■
would, I think, have been better deposited from a staging outside the toe, and clear of the shifted material, ■
and I believe this is recognised by the engineers, but they were without, the necessary appliances.
Immediate action was needed, and it was not anticipated that new slips would take place. In deeper
water I think barges or rafts towed by small steamers should be employed1. It is impossible to say at
present how much of this work will be^needed, seeing that the place where the toe is most perfect is in ■
th e deepest part of the dam, where the work is oldest, and the greatest opportunities of slipping have
existed; but there seems no doubt at all that it will be required from T.S., thirty-five, or so nearly up to
the first slip, a distance of 1,600 feet, and for this part of the dam I would recommend that the work le
put in hand at once, if it has not already been begun. I fear it will be necessary for a much greater length,
for in whatever way the now slight movement at 18, and the oozing out of bad material at 16 and 17 will
develop themselves. A flattening of the slope above L.W. to 4 to 1 will be necessary, and to do this
under water a deposit of. heavy material to form the foot of the new slope seems indispensable'.
29. I regard the drawing off of the water in the reservoir as out of the question altogether ; and
even were it not so as regards the supply to Sydney, any incipient slip would be encouraged and new ones
started-^while, in all probability, the cheaper rate at which a new toe could be formed with dry materials
would be more than balanced by the additional amount of damage to be made good.
30. The outer mound of stone of all sizes mixed being formed, the space between it and the present
slope could- be filled with a cheaper material—such as . quarry-chips or screenings and strong earth
deposited in bags and covered with broken stone. I have sir etched the plan I would recommend on plan
No. 4-attached to this report.
,
■
’ 31. The precise mode of dealing with the bank from 15 t'o 20 can only be decided after the nature of
the movements now beginning there have been ascertained. If the toe-dyke remains unmoved, and no bulge
appears in the bank under the; curb, I think the oozing can be stopped by a deposit of screenings ; the
slope above L.W. (170'0) to be flattened to 4 to 1, in the manner shown on plan 5 by red lines; the
screenings covered with quarry rubbish and earth in bags supported by a mound of rubble 10 feet
high and 6 feet wide on top ; but if the bank shows a tendency to slip in the same way as at 44 or 5.4,
then a much larger mound and a flattening of the slope under L.W1 will be necessary. This I have shown
on the same drawing in blue lines, and it will be seen that if it is ever found necessary it will be an addition
to the deposit of screenings, which I would recommend to be put on at once unless the oozing out of clay
is found to have ceased. -In making this new slope of 1 to 4 above L.W. it may be possible to avoid taking
up much of the pitching by giving it time to settle. It will be well not to raise the water in the reservoir
higher than will give an ample reserve for Sydney, because, if raised, the water would, in my opinion,
retard any movement that may be going on with the water at its present level, and make its true character
more difficult to determine, while, if the movement were altogether checked by the rise of the water, it
would certainly reappear on its being lowered a.gaWin summer ; neither is it necessary to permanently
finish off the crest of the dam. The width of the crest is reduced in front by 8 feet, but if it be desired
to keep the 30-feet width on top, which, I think, is more than is necessary, it may still be got by adding
to the rear slope at the top without making the slope too steep.
32. A slight movement in a high part of the dam would probably be best detected by the horizontal
movement of the puddle wall, for the longitudinal cracks along the top might be caused by its vertical
subsidence, especially where the trench was very deep, the added percentage having only been reckoned
on the height from, the base of the bank, and not for the whole height of the puddle ; and I would there
fore recommend that trenches be cut across the dam at every alternate T section at least, and the position
' of the puddle wall both as to level and horizontal position with reference to the centre line be observed
daily, as also the position and levels of a series of pegs on the slope at each trench down to the cUrb
measured and recorded in the accurate and careful manner adopted by Mr. Jacobs in observing the
present slips. Beyond the water lines soundings.should be taken. By this means any movement in the
body of the dam,- apart from subsidence, can hardly fail to be detected. (It should be stated that neither
the contractors or their engineer, nor the resident engineer, suspected any slipping while the dam was
being constructed. Mr. Davis, inspector, says he noticed that the inner slope took more filling than the
outer, but he does not appear to have attached much importance to this.) Further, that if the services
of Mr'.- Cameron, diver, are available, he should examine the face of the dam below water, going down at
such distances as would allow him to cover the whole of the length, and reporting fully what he finds
each time, and to do the whole work at least twice and oftener if any .change is observed the second
time.
,
.
33. The setting of the pitching and other work on the dam should be discontinued, and I would
suggest that the present contract should be terminated by mutual agreement. The work remaining to be
done by the contractors is neither important nor of much value, and the bank should, while these investi
gations are going on; be entirely in the hands of the officers of the Department; indeed if my recom
mendations are adopted it would be necessary to stop traffic on account of the trenches.
_
34. When cracks appear they should be dug out so as to allow of their being filled in and well
rammed from the bottom to the top, but I do. not think this work is of very great urgency in dry weather,
until the slipping has stopped. It is well however to prevent any more rain-water getting into the dam.
'
'
■
■
Where

6
Where, the cracks are caused by the subsidence of the puddle wall, i.e., when, they occur between it and
the. earth filling front or rear. I .think they should be filled up by forcing the puddle to expand laterally
by weighting it on the top.
'
.
35. With such a watertight material as is used in the front slope I do not think there is any
necessity for the puddle wall going higher than the H. W.L. or E.L. 195’00.
_
JEsti/male.
.
An estimate of the cost of the remedial measures must necessarily be contingent on the.
behaviour of those parts of the dam in which the movement is as yet uncertain (see paragraph 28 above).
I therefore divide the estimate into five parts, of which the first, amounting to £12.050’ refers to the work
I have designated as urgent (paragraph 28). The second and third are contingent on the state of the dam
is found in. If it slips as it has done at 44, No. 3 must be added to No. 2, not substituted for it, and that
part may cost from £23,850 to £42,400. No. 4 is not urgently needed at present; No. 5 is.
37. I vmuld state while in order to save time Mr. Mestayer and I conducted this inquiry together,
as regards borings, diving operations, and alsp in taking some of the evidence, our joint work stopped
there ; and we have not conferred together on any of points II I, IV, or V, referred for our separate and
independent reports.
■
38. I have much pleasure in saying that all the persons to whom I applied for information, who
were wore immediately connected with the work, whether as engineers or contractor, seemed to be anxious
P'U Ids information in their power, and I have to thank them for their willing co-operation with
me'in this inquiry.
'
'
J‘
‘ .
Summary.

,

39. It may be convenient if I state briefly the results of my inquiry under the different heads.
I- VAc general design of the Dam and subsidiary works is in accordance with the best engineering
knowledge, and the only ways in which the spirit of the original general design have been
from are, in my opinion, 1st, a too close following of high authorities in the construc
tion of such works, and 2nd, the choice of material.
.
The present state of the Zlaw.—The only part of the dam which seems to. be perfectly stable is a
short length at each end, and while the amount of movement in the highest partjof the dam is as
yet slight, it requires most careful watching. The slip at No. 54 seems to be now at rest,
and that at No. 44 approaching that condition, but if the bank were made up, or the'water
_ . lowered, it would probably again begin to rpQve.
Ilf. The. material composmg %\\q inner slope of the dam is too clayey and, while quite water-tight,
will probably cause a good deal of trouble and expense before it finally assumes a permanent
form. The puddle in the wall is highly plastic and quite water-tight, but rather soft.
IV. The prime cause of the movement is the too clayey nature of the material forming the inner slope
and the imprisonment of an excessive quantity of water in the bank during construction. This,
I believe, can be remedied, but at a considerable cost. The state of the dam need not cause any
alarm for its ultimate safety or stability, or any apprehension of a scarcity of water in Sydney,
but prompt action is necessary.
■
'
.
V. The lest course to pursue.—To terminate the present contract in order to allow of a thorough
examination of the bank which should be undertaken at once ; to stop the pitching of the slope;
to construct at once a rubble bank from No. 35 to No. 51, or thereabouts, outside the toe and
fill in behind it with suitable heavy material to a slope of not less than 4 to 1 below low-water
and to reduce slope above low-water also to 4 to 1. To begin a similar rubble wall wherever
there is any sign of the toe moving or of the slope bulging, and to continue in such places
the treatment' recommended at 35 to 51; to load the puddle wall; to let the treatment of the
portions of the bank, where white clay is oozing out on the surface, depend on the movement
or stability of the bank, and where there is any considerable amount of this oozing to cover
it with screenings immediately; to allow the water to rise in the reservoir sufficiently to afford
a proper reserve, but not higher, until the movement of the bank is checked ; to use the greatest
dispatch in carrying on the repairs.
--------------G. GOEDON,
M. Inst. C.E.
APPENDIX I.—ESTIMATES.
.
Estimate No. 1.
.
Eor repairs from T.S. 35 to T.S. 51, recommended at once (para. 28).
.
£
s. d.
Eubble mound, 25,718 cubic yards, at 6s.
..................................
7,715
8 0,
Screenings,
1,185
„
„ 7s.............................................
414 15 0
Eillmg, '
9,130
„
„ 4s. 6d................ !
.............
2,Q54 5 0
Eubble on face, 2,667„
„ 6s.
..................................
800 2 0
Contingencies, 10 per cent.
...
...
...
...
...
...
1,065 10 0
£12,050 0 0
A
.
Estimate No. 2.
Iter, flattening slopes of dam and stopping oozing out of white clay from T.S. 5 to T.S. 35 (para. 28),
£
s. d.
Eubble mound, 17,222 cubic yards, at 6s.
.................................
5,166 12 0
Screenings at back of do. and over 100 ft. x 500 ft. x 2 ft., 5,037 cubic
yards, at 7s. ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1,762 19 0
Eubble stone face, 12,333 cubic yards, at 6s.......................................
3,699 18 0
Eilling below LAV., 40,000
nrin ,.
, , .
6 ..u__
An™
above
9,000 j? 49,000 cubic yards, at 4s. 6d............... 11,050 0 0
Contingencies
2,170 11 0
£23,850 0 0
Estimate

7
■

‘
.
'
Estimate No. 3.
Repairs between T.S. 5 and T.S. 35, supposing bank shows signs of moving (para. 28); additional tS Nd: 2.
Rubble mound,

37,811 cubic yards; at 6s.................................

Screenings at bank, 1,500
Rilhng,
22,177
Contingencies
...

„
„

...

„ 7s.................
L’
;; 4s. 6d.....................
............................................

11,343

6

0

’525 0 0
4;989 16 6
1^91 17 6
£i8,550 0 0

JSitimate No.

4.

(a) Alteration bf top of dam,10,200 Ciibib yiirds,at 2s'............................
(b) Replacing puddle—

i!02'0'
!

0 0

Excavation, 5,000 cubic yards, at 2s.......................... £500
Puddle;
4,000
at 4s. 63.
•............. 900
^rU-- •
„
, ^
(c) Trimming, &c. (say) 5,000cubic ydrds,at Isi 9d. ..:
Contingencies...........................................................................

1,400 0 0
437 10 O
202 10 0
£3;150 0 0

Estimate No. 5;
Trendies for examination and refilling same (para. 1,000 cubic yards,
„ „1^2s- 9d............................... .
•»
..................................
Sundries ......................................................
.......................

i37 10 O'
590 i0 0
£640 0 0

Imiriediate Requirements.
.....................................................
............................................
:..
............................................

Nti.l...

Wo. 2...

No. 5...

12;050 0 0
23,850 0 0
640 0 0
£36,540 0- 0

.

Prospect Reservoir.

REPORT on the Einbahlanent of the Prospect Reservoir and Works in connection
therewith; made in pursnahce of ihstmctio'hs received from the Hdiibrahle the
Secretary for Public Wofks, by L. L. Mestayer, Assoc. M. Inst. G).E., Hydraulic
'Engineer.
It. E. Mestayer, Esq., A.M.I.O.E., to The Honorable The Secretary fdr Public
Works.
‘
Sir,

. 1 have the honor to report that, upon receiving your instructions, I made immediate arrangepents to inspect the Prospect Reservoir embankment, and undertake the investigation with which you
had entrusted me:
J
These instructions {Appendix A) may cohveniently be resolved into the Mowing division^ viz.
1. lo visit the Prospect Dam aiid report lipdti its present doiidition.
1L To ascertain the kind of material that lias been used in its construction, aid its adaptability to
, the purpose for which it has been employed.
'
J
III. To point out:—
,
(a) The cause of the movements that have taken place.
,
(6) Their significance as bearing on the stability of the structure.
TTr , Cc) What will be thg best course to take tinder the cirbumstdiicel
Iv. To report on the construction of the dam and subsidiary works as a whole, whether the design is
in accordance with the best engineering knowledge oh the subject khd whether the works1 hate
been 1 aithi ally carried out according to the' design.
'
I propose to consider each division separately in the order named, and it may not be amiss for file
to mention m this place that, having yisited these works in March, 1887, and again early in June of last
year 1 had, prior to undertaking this investigation, some personal knowledge of the character of the work
and the manner m which it had been executed.
■

.

I-—The present condition of the Dam. '

On the 5th of December last; I visited the works, and after a careful examination of the plans
sections, and specifications of the reservoir and subsidiary works—especially of the plans and sections that
hau been prepared of those portions of the embankment that had given way, and the records of observataons that had been taken up to that time—I went carefully over the ground with the resident engineer,
Mr; li. H. Ryan,, and tooly note of all the information lie had obtained relating to the movements.
My last visit to the works was made, on the 2nd instant, and the report which I now have the
honor to present, is based entirely upon information aiid evidence obtained at various times, and from
many different sources, during this period.
j

396
•

8

'

I found on examining tlie embankment, tbat considerable movement bad occurred at three different
positions, which were altogether in excess of anything which could have been produced by natural, subsi
dence of the materials of which the embankment had been formed, viz.:—
'
(a.) The first slip between sections 51 and 55, where a large section of the water slope, about 300
feet long, had moved bodily forward 27 feet.
_
■
.
_
This forward movement was naturally accompanied by extensive' subsidence of the top portion of
the embankment between the puddle-wall and- inner slope, and the formation of extensive fissures
■running longitudinally above the puddle-wall which (owing to the support from the embankment
being withdrawn) had subsided about 17 feet and followed the moving portion of the embank
ment.
_
_
'
(b.) A second slip between sections 42 and 46, which had at that time reached a total forward move
ment of 1"52 feet, accompanied by subsidence of the inner portion of the top of the embankment
and the formation of fissures running longitudinally over the outer and inner edges of the
puddle-wall, similar, but to a much lesser extent to those formed at the. site of the first slip.
(c.) Extensive subsidence of those portions of the top of the embankment between the puddle-wall
and the water slope from sections 4 to 30, accompanied by the opening of fissures varying from
a few feet to several chains in length, some of them being from 10 to 14 feet in depth, and from
1 to. 18 inches in width.
.
The subsidence of the earth at this point, had, up to the time of my first official visit to the works,
been ascribed to natural settlement of the material.
...
This being the deepest portion of the embankment, the results of the natural settlement would
necessarily be more strongly defined that at the more shallow portions of the embankment; but, although
recognizing the force of this argument, I was struck by the similarity between the fissures that had
opened here and those at the other point, where decided slips had taken place, and finding that up to
that date no regular observations had been taken at this latter point to ascertain whether any forward
movement was taking place, I instructed Mr. Kyan to have daily observations taken for this purpose,
similar to those being made at the side of the two first-mentioned movements. This has been done
regularly since that date, and the result is that no movement has been detected during the last four
weeks; but, in order to ascertain whether any movement other than subsidence had taken place previously
at this—the deepest—portion of the dam, I have had sections taken and plotted upon the original sections
to which the work was constructed, and these show clearly that a to forward movement has taken place,.
amounting to a.maximum of IS inches at section 18, and extending right and left of this, the total length
moved lying between sections 15 and 21.
_ . ■
The fact of this movement having occurred is further confirmed by tlie examination of tnebank
under water by the diver.
_
.
In order to ascertain the condition of the interior of the bank, I have had borings put down at eleven
different points, and in Appendix B is given the results in detail. G-enerally speaking, they indicate that
the bulk of the embankment is solid and dry; but in most cases there are indications of the presence^ of
moisture in some one portion or other of the embankment in quantities more than sufficient to exercise
a most injurious influence upon the materials of which the bank is composed.
•
As the depth of water on the inner toe of the embankment varied from 20 to 50 feet, I could not
personally examine it, but the services of a diver were placed at my disposal, and with his assistance a
careful examination has been made of that portion of the embankment under water, extending from
section 16 to section 50.
'
.
.
This examination has fully confirmed the fact of a forward movement having taken place at section
18, a bulge occurring on the slope about 36 feet from the waters edge, as though the upper portion of the
bank had slid forward upon the lower. No movement of the stone dyke at toe of embankment was
observable at this point.
.
•
The examination of the water slope of the embankment by the diver also revealed tfie fact of the
slip at section 44 being different in character from those at section 18 and section 54. In -these- two
latter cases the upper portion of the bank has moved forward upon the lower portion, the. plane of
movement lying apparently at a point about 40 feet below the top of the embankment at section 18, and
about 29 feet below the top of the embankment at section 54, the stone dyke at'the toe of the embank
ment retaining its original position at both these sections, but at the former place (section 44) the stone
dyke has been forced from its position, driving the ground before it and opening cracks of many feet in
length in the solid ground in front of the moving portion, some of the cracks being, the driver_ states,
“ large enough to take in the whole of a man’s leg.”
.
.
The stone dyke all along this portion was very much distorted, many of the stones displaced, and
several of them forced completely out of the dyke, which appeared from its form tp.be gradually
overturning.
.
Between sections sixteen and seventeen—almost the deepest portion of the embankment—a large
amount of soft material had spued out of the hank. Samples of this were brought up by the diver, and
consisted principally of wdiite and pale yellow clay of the consistency of stiff paste.
_
The diver reports having seen a little of this in one or two other places, but not in noticeable
quantity, as at this particular portion of the embankment.
In order to ascertain the condition of the puddle-wall I have had the ground opened and the
puddle-wall exposed at different points. The original line of the puddle-wall was then set out, and
measurements carefully taken to the inner edge. It was thus found that the puddle-wall at section 18
had moved inwards (towards the water) about 2 feet 4 inches and had subsided 4'59 feet, being 7 inches
more than had been originally allowed for.
At section 5 it had subsided T73 feet, being 7 inches less than the 5 per cent, allowed for, and the
centre of the puddle-wall was in its original position, showing that no movement other than, natural
subsidence had taken place at this point.
.
At section 24 the puddle had subsided 3 ft. 9 in., being 4& inches more than allowed for in the
construction of the wall.
.
'
.
This excess of subsidence of the puddle-wall beyond the percentage allowed, is just’what'might
have been expected, and will go on for some time yet, as it appears from the evidence given by Mr. Byan
* that the 5 per cent, addition was made only on the height of the puddle-wall above -the ground line, and
that no allowance was made for subsidence of the material in the trench.
This

9
.
This I consider an error of judgment, the portion of puddle-wall in the. trench being very moist
and exposed to a pressure from the material above ground of from 2 to 5 tons per square foot Will5
alirpaoroust)e COmpreSSed t0 a Sreater or lesser extent, especially where the strata passed through are at
. Samples of the puddle-wall were taken out at each place and carefully examined. The whole of
them ivere very uniform and showed, every indication of the puddle being of first-class quality, thoroughly
.well worked, but of a softer consistency than I should have considered advisable
.
I have carefully examined the back of the embankment, but can find no indication in any portion
°c iiS
ot^er 'fc^an natural subsidence. Particular attention was given to the lower portion
ol this side of the embankment owing to rumours that had been, circulated of a leak having occurred
at or near the-deepest portion; but .there is nothing to justify any such statement-in fact everything
goes to prove the direct opposite; and I have no hesitation in asserting positively that there is not the
slightest leak through the puddle-wall up to the present time, nor is there anything to indicate the
slightest probability of siieh an occurrence in the future. Dry stone drains were built in this portion of
the embankment to remove the surplus water from it during the time of its formation, and to serve as
outlets for the portion of rainfall absorbed after its completion. The water now trickling from the foot
ot the. back slope at two or three places m every case issues from the outlets of these stone drains, and
is not more than would naturally be looked for, considering the large area of bank exposed to the weather
and the' heavy rams which have lately fallen.
'
’
,
When I first examined the embankment on the 5th of December last there was no flow of water
from any of these drains, but on the 19th of December there was a slight stream from the two draining
the deepest portion of the embankment.
8
The whole of the ground at the foot of the embankment, except at the outlet of these drains, is
perfectly dry and firm.; and none of the witnesses whom I have examined have been able to indicate any
point -except the outlets.of these drains—where any-moisture has at any time been noticed.
these drains11 ^
Sl°Pe °f ^ ®mbankment is turfed> verJ little, if any; water will find its way .down
i ji
4-PP-enc^x ^ is given the total movement at each of the places where any slip has occurred, and'
also the daily movement since I have had the work under observation.

II.

Ill6 kind of material that has been used in the construction of the embankment,
.
and its adaptability to the purpose for which it has been used.

Tbs division of my investigations has a most important bearing upon tbe questions I have after-’
. wards to consider, viz., the causes of the movements and their significance—and has consequently received
my most careful attention.
•
. •
.
'
H
J
_
I have-spared no pains.to obtain the fullest information from all sources, and all the evidence I
have obtamqd Irorn persons totally unconnected with either the G-overnment Department or the contractors
. goes to confirm the particulars given me by the Resident Engineer and by Mr.' Sband the contractors’
representative There is consequently no conflict of evidence so far as regards the materials used
j- . i
Pu?;dle-wa,ll consists of carefully-selected yellow and fed clays, excavated from the flat imme
diately below the embankment.
’ . Ttia1; portion of the embankment next to the puddle-wall consists of selected material taken from
the same place as the puddle, and consists principally of yellow and "red clays, similar to that of which'
_ the puddle was formed, worked in 6-inch layers.
The remainder of the embankment has been formed of somewhat similar materials, from the same
site together with a large amount of earth from the hill at the east end of the enibankment and the
material excavated from the puddle-trench.
.
, ,?Jllis.7as a11 carefully inspected before being deposited, the finer material being deposited on the
water side of the embankment, and the stone and coarser material at the back, all of it being worked in
I^-mch layers, and ev.ery endeavour appears to have been made to thoroughly consolidate each layer bv
roilmg ana diverting the traffic over every portion of it in tarn.
'
J
'■
■
ml;ese
were formed within inclination of 1 in 12 towards tbe puddle-wall
' line puddle is of a quality fully equal to any I have seen in the colonies. It is not quite as tough
as puddle is usually made m England; but that is to be accounted for by the different character of the
clay, none o±-the clays that I have yet seen in the colonies being as strong or suitable for puddle as the
majority of the clays iound m England.
.
.
_ The material however, employed here is undoubtedly of very good quality, and quite suitable for
forming a sound and perfectly water-tight puddle-wall.
•
.
.1 have taken samples from the puddle-wall, both by means of open cuttings and by boring into the
heart of it;- and all the samples, although taken from very different points and from various depths, are
remaitkably uniform, and prove that the puddle is of exceedingly good quality ; but it has been put in softer
tnan 1 consider necessary. ‘
.
,
:
- It is with very great regret that I find myself unable to speak as well of the material used for the
embankment, especially for that side of it next the water.
1
- .
, . P16.
of thls portion is clay, taken from the same side as the clay for the puddle,’ and all the
material which was not considered suitable for puddle was brought into the bank. ■
-,
I do not consider that clay alone ever makes a good bank. It would be much better if mixed with
an equal bulk of coarse gravel. In this particular case a considerable portion of the material consisted of
interior clay and decomposed shale, whilst the earth from the hill at the east end of the embankment
contained a, quantity of what appeared to be a dark, almost black, clay, resulting apparently from the
decomposition of the dionte rocks ; both this and the inferior light-coloured clay from the fiat are unsuitable
shpiieiVnature06 ” ^ embarlkment) as m the Presence of water they run down-to slurry of a specially
■
The bornigs which I have taken fail to show the presence of these inferior materials in beds or
patches ot any depth, and from the care that has unquestionably been taken to ensure complete mixture and
-

. '
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thorough consolidation of the whole of the materials, I should not have anticipated anything different; but
as these materials form a by no means small proportion—in some places amounting to one-iourth ot the
whole—I cannot but believe that they have appreciably affected the water-resisting capability ot the
remainder of the material, and in the presence of any large quantity of water the mixed material would
not naturally stand at a slope of 3 to 1.
So far as the back of the embankment is concerned, I consider the materials quite suitable tor the
purpose, as even if the grey and black clays existed there in a much larger proportion than m the water-side
of the embankment no evil result could ensue, owing to the draining of the bank by the stone drains and
the admixture of rougher and coarser materials, which would have a tendency to prevent the formation ot
any plane of movement such as appears to have been formed where the slips have occurred. .
_ .
' All other materials that have been used in the construction of these works are, m my opinion,
of the very best quality, and in every way suitable for the purposes for which they have been employed.

The causes of the movements. (6) Their significance as hearing upon the
stability of the structure, (c) The best course to take under the circumstances.

III.—(a)

(a) I have no doubt that the principal cause of the movements is excess of water in the embank
ment, which has acted upon the inferior materials (the white and black clays already referred to), disin
tegrating ' and decomposing them, and forming a slippery surface, inclined to the horizon at an angle
insufficient to support the upper portion of the embankment.
IChis water can have obtained access to the embankment in three different ways, viz. .—
_
Istly. Upwards from the ground, as suggested by Mr. Gipps, in consequence of the puddle-wall having
blocked the passage for the flow of the underground water through the porous strata intersected
by it, and causing an accumulation of water at a pressure sufficient to enable it to force its way
between the puddle-wall and the side of the trench, or through the ground underneath the
embankment.
.
2ndly. By percolation of the water in the reservoir through the water-face ot the embankment. .
3rdlv. By the accumulation in the embankment of rain falling upon the working-faces during the
"progress of the wprk, and sinking into the subjacent layers, partly also from the excess ot water
used in forming the puddle, and leakage from pipe supplying the puddlers.
It was asserted by one of the witnesses (Mr. Lamond) that the movement was caused by water in
the ground which rose and fell as though subject to tidal influence, and he considered that this water was
acting upon the puddle-wall, converting it into “soup,” and causing the whole mass to settle down bodily.
A direct settlement, however, will not account for the movements which have occurred, and would, more
over, have affected the back of the embankment quite as much as the front portion.
The oscillations of water-level referred to by Mr. Lamond have not been observed by other witnesses,
not even by the man who had charge of the trial-shafts, and even if existing could not have had the effect
suggested by Mr. Lamond.
, .
,
• , i • xi
,
'
If the movements are due to water in porous strata underlying the reservoir breaking through the
ground under the embankment owing to the action of the puddle-wall in arresting the natural flow, one
would expect that the movements would in all cases be alike, and that the planes upon which motion has
taken place would be at or near the same level as compared with the natural surface of the ground; also
that borings put down through the embankment would all strike water at the junction or the bank with
the original ground surface ; but so far from this being the case, the bottom is m all cases where it has been
reached by boreholes, hard and dry, water being met with many feet above the surface.
^
.
If the water were finding its way up through the puddle-trench, it would be found m greater abund
ance in the boreholes nearest to the puddle; the exact reverse is, however, the case.
.• ■ ■ Also, at the site of the slips at sections forty-four and fifty-four, where the greatest movement has
occurred, no water-bearing strata were cut through, the puddle-trench being exceptionally dry at this part.
The gravel bed in which only was any quantity of water encountered underlies the deeper portion ot
the embankment, where the movement has been but small; and the water in the embankment at this part
is 47 feet 6 inches above the original surface.
. .
.'
■
I conclude, therefore, that the water is not coming from the ground, nor is it coming up the puddletrench.^ ^
.s find.ng .ts way into the emba,nkment from the reservoir, it would necessarily follow
that the level of the water in the different boreholes would stand at the same level which should correspond
with that of the water in the reservoir ; also that of two boreholes on the same section, one near the water
and the other near the puddle-wall, if any difference did occur, the water should stand at a lower level in
the hole near the puddle-wall than in that near the water, owing to the frictional resistance ot the material
through which the water had to pass.
.
. .
Here again, however, the facts show the exact opposite ; the boreholes on section eighteen giving a
water-level in the hole nearest the puddle-wall of 9 inches above that in a hole 25 feet nearer the water.
Again, in sinking the first borehole on section eighteen (Appendex B, Bore No. 5), the water rose above
the surface of the ground, continued flowing for some minutes, and the following morning, when the plug
closing the hole was removed, the water rose above the ground and overflowed, although the ground at this
point was 9 inches above the level of the water in the reservoir.
-'
This fully proves that the water met with is not forcing its way into the embankment from the

The only remaining alternative is that the water has accumulated in the embankment during its
construction, and all the facts observed in connection with the movements, together with the results obtained
from the boreholes, which I have put down, can be completely explained on • this hypothesis; while the
evidence given by different "witnesses fully establishes the fact^of a very large amount of water chieny due
to the wet season of 1887—having fallen on the exposed work!
The natural disadvantage of having such an exceptionally wet season had undoubtedly been aggra
vated by the unsuitable nature of some portions of the material, and also by the manner m which the
^
embankment
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embanknient was fdrined, viz., in layers sloping inwards to tbe pucl(iied;rench, iil consequence' of jWhicb the
whole amount of rainfall was thrown inwards to find its way into the puddle-trench, or downwards into the
pdrtions of the embarikinerit by absorption, arid percolation through surface cracks and' iffegiildritieS,
which were bound to exist in spite of the means taken to consolidate the material.
.
.
,
The difference in the height of the different planes of sliding would, in this way, be accounted for,.since
lengths of(the embankment having been carried up at different times, the water would manifestly
settle at different levels, especially as the varying quality of the materials employed would result in ^he
• layers, of varying resistance to the passage of the water, and varying also very much in their
capacity fbr absorbing it.
,
■
•
,
During the very dry weather immediately succeeding the wet season of 1887,^10 work 6'h the
embankment was pushed forward very rapidly, 21 feet being made tip during tlie first seven' months
of 1888 ,at section 15 and other portions at similar speed.
,
. . ■ .
. This rapid piling on of pressure has squeezed the super-saturated portions of the embankment pqmpatatiyely dry, forcing the water away from hear the puddle-wall—where, the embankment being Highest’;
the pressure, of course is greatest—towards the water-face of the embankment. This water; forcecl in all
directions through. the material composing the embankment under considerable pressure, has, disintegrated
and decomposed the weaker arid inferior clays and decomposed shale; and where many of thes’e .watepways-j-small individually—intersected or even traversed the same plane, the cohesion of the mass of earth
re‘lriced to srich an extent as to render it incapable of supporting the strain thrown upon it, and a
forward mfoteinerit. has takeri place.
,
•
having been gradually driven from the puddle-wall to the water-face is to a certain extent
retained ihere by the pressure of the water rising iri the reservoir, and that portion of the bank .would
consequently become more disintegrated and softened than that nearer to the puddle-watll, arid.' its effective
resistance to the thrust behind it proportionately reduced.
,
,
. . The mechanical action of the wafer Has,, I believe,’ been the principal cause of the inoveiherits that
have taken place, but, the evidence given by Mr. Mabkay goes to indicate that this action ha^ .probably
been much intensified by the chemical decomposition of some portions of the material, notably the white
and black clays, which under the influence of moisture rapidly oxidise,,and iri so ctning increase considerably
hi bulk. My Own observations on the behaviour of these materials when exposed to the influence bf waiter
and air entirely confirm this, and the expansion of the clays, due to their chemical decomposition, would
call into action a force tending to move the bank bodily towards the water, even if the angle bf repose were
more than has been provided for. if the movement is due to this action alone it will soon.cease, and when
that occurs the bank will rapidly consolidate.
k rom a careful consideration of all the facts I have gathered, and the evidence obtained; I conclude
that the movements have been occasioned by the combined action of six different cUttsesj, riphe of which
alone would, urider ordinary conditions, have injuriously affected the stability bf the embankment, but
which, when found united at ariy particular section^ would have been sufficient to overcome the natural
cohesion bf the material and produce a greater or lesser ainbiirit of motion,' depending primarily upon the
amount of moisture present, and, in a secondary degree, upon the relative intensity of the different causes)
more especially upon the proportion which the inferior white and black clays bear to the bulk of the
material; rind the consequent energy of the action occasioned by their disintegratibii and decbmpositiqri'. .
This' conclusion is, I consider,' materially strengthened by the fact of the greatest movein'ent having
occurred at the site of the first slip. During December, 1887, and January,’ 1888, there' was a large
accumulation of water at this point, owing to the damming back of the water from the excavation for the
puddle-trench.between sections 57 arid 59 this water being, preveited from reaching the. puddle-trench
could not be drained off at all, and the whole of it had to sink into the bank or dry up. That the greater
portion of it sank into the bank is certain, and I have not the slightest doubt that the magnitude of the’
slip, which' has occurred at this point, is due entirely to the excessive saturation received by this portion of
the embankment at that time.
'
Causes operating to effect the movements, arranged im.-the order which I consider best represents their relative
_ effect.
. 1st.

.

The large amount of water contained in the water-face of the embankment, arising principally
from exceptional rainfall during 1887, and to a smaller extent from excess of water used’ in
.. puddling.
,
...
2nd. The, inferior character of some of the. materials employed,.more .especially the white clay from'
. ■ the flats below the embankment, .and the dark decomposed diorite from Prospect Hill.
3rd. The chemical decomposition of these materials under influence of excess of moisture.
. . ,
4th. The inclination of the'formation layers towards the puddle-wall by which the rainfall was directed
into the work.
5th. The rapid construction of the embankment during 1888, by which the pressure was brought too
rapidly upon the wetter portions of the interior.
.
.
6tH. The rising of the water in the reservoir, which, preventing the gradual draining of the embank
ment, has increased the decomposing arid disiritegrating action of th'e: contained water.
(b.) The significance of the movements as bearing on the siabiliiy of the structure.

If the view I have taken of the causes of the. movements is correct there is evideritly ample scope
for very wide divergence of opinion as to their significance and the greater or lesser probability of their
creating a permanent source of weakness of the whole of the embankment. Very much depends upon the
comparative influence of each cause, and more especially upon the result of the prolonged action of water
upon the inferior materials.
.
,
,. .. Before forming any definite opiniori on the subject, I endeavoured to collect all the facts that could
be obtained in any way bearing upon the subject, and although the time'which Has been occupied’ ih this
investigation has not been sufficient to eriable me to assert positively that there is not. the slightest fear of
the movern’ents rendering the structure.insecure,.there is the greatest probability; Short of actual'.certainty,’
that.no further movements will take place, and that no serious injury has been caused tb the' embankment
by the present movements which will imperil its safety.
j
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I do not consider that there is any reason to anticipate further movement through increasing the
depth of water in the reservoir; on the contrary, the increased pressure brought to' bear on the water-face of
the embankment will be in a direction opposed to the present line of movement, and, while'checking this",
will also tend to compress the material, and—provided that all forward movement is arrested—will bring
together the drier surfaces immediately above and below the present planes of movement, thus rendering the
whole more homogeneous.
'
All'the borings indicate that the gi’eat bulk of the material is firm and comparatively dry, so much
.so .that it would bear the addition of much more water than can by any possibility exist in it at the present
time, if only the water were uniformly distributed instead of being concentrated at a few places as at
.present.
•
.
'
' . ' I believe that this uniform distribution of the water will be effected by gradually increasing the
pressure upon the water slope of the'embankment, and that the excess of moisture now present at the sites
of the slips, and probably also to a lesser extent in other portions of the work will; under the influence of
continued pressure be disseminated throughout the drier portions of the material and gradually absorbed.
-There is not, in my opinion, the slightest probability of the water penetrating the embankment to any depth,
the'material is of too compact and now absorbent a nature for this to be possible, and the surface being pro
jected by the broken stone, and pitching from all wave action will be proof against the greatest pressure
that can be brought to bear upon it when the reservoir is filled to its utmost capacity.
’ ■ ' When I visited the works on the 2nd instant, a strong wind was blowing, causing a considerable wash
all along the face of the inner slope.' Two witnesses—Mr. Gipps' and Mr. Rutherford—have stated that
under similar circumstances they found the water near the bank so thick and cloudy from suspended clay
that it was quite unfit to drink. I made a careful inspection of the water and did not at any place find any
indication of this, the water being as clear at the edge of the bank as it was in the centre of the reservoir,
showing that the lighter portions of the material which had caused the cloudiness observed by these witnesses
having been washed away the surface was now quite unaffected by the wash of the water. '
'
The spueing out of the white clay observed by the diver between sections 16 and 17, and to a lesser
extent in other places, is, in my opinion, the result of the surface action of the water, owing to a larger
proportion of this material being immediately underneath the broken stone at these points; and this
material being the most readily acted upon by the water, has expanded and forced its way through the
stones.
'
This action will certainly occur at all places where any of the white clay will come to the surface of
the inner slope, but will not in any way affect the strength of the embankment.
1 ‘ ' That the movements of the embankment have not injured the puddle-wall is certain, the material of
which it is composed being in such a plastic condition that it will adapt itself readily to the varying
pressure without cracking.
'
The only portion of it which has given way to any extent is at the site of the first slip, where it has
subsided and filled up the space left by the forward movement or that portion of the embankment. When
this is filled up solid and the puddle-wall carried up again to its proper height, the wall will be as strong
here as at any other part of the work.
.
'
'
Most of the longitudinal cracks and fissures that have been observed along the top of the embank
ment, have doubtless been occasioned by the forward movement of portions of the embankment, many
however, especially those over the back edge of the puddle-wall, are due solely to natural subsidence.
' ’
The material of which this dam has been constructed is about the'very worst that could have been
used if a perfectly regular and uniform subsidence were to have been attained. The puddle-wall will' settle
gradually and comparatively uniformly, not so the embankment. The rolling, watering, and kneading it
has received from the traffic has so far consolidated it that it will allow the puddle-wall to shrink completely
away from it before settling.
.
•
'
. As this occurs, gaps will be formed under the surface and down the back and front edges of the
puddle-wall for many feet in depth, when suddenly, owing perhaps to rain softening the surface'; perhaps to
a little heavier traffic than usual, the crust of earth overlying the fissure breaks down and a crack opens of
greater or lesser extent.
.
'
'There is nothing to fear from this so Tong as the cause of the cracking is subsidence only, and since
the nature of the material forbids any hope of the bank-settling completely for many years, it necessarily
follows that the appearance of the cracks along the top of the embankment must be expected for some
time to come.
Under ordinary circumstances the formation of surface cracks should not occasion any anxiety.
Seeing, however, that a large portion of this embankment is in a condition of unstable equilibrium, or
at all events very closely approximating thereto, any formation of surface cracks must be carefully watched,
and accurate instrumental observations maintained to determine whether they are due to subsidence only,
or whether they must be considered as indications of further movement in the bank.
(c.)—The best course to take under the circumstances.
.
In considering the. various means which might be adopted to stop any existing movements, prevent
others from taking place, and make good the injuries which the embankment may have sustained by those
that have already occurred, it is necessary to determine first of all whether existing circumstances will
permit of lowering the water in the reservoir sufficiently to expose the whole of the embankment where the
disturbances have occurred.
To do this would mean practically emptying the reservoir, so far as its functions of supplying the
city is concerned.
'
If the quantity of water coming down the aqueduct was considerably in excess of the daily con
sumption in Sydney—ten million gallons in twenty-four hours—this might have been done, the 30-inch
, main below the-reservoir being capable of delivering nearly 50 per cent, more than this; but on examining
the records of the intake I found that the daily supply from the aqueduct had frequently fallen below
1,000,000 gallons in twenty-four hours. ,
I concluded therefore that lowering the water was out of the question, and that the best course to
take under the circumstances must be such as can be carried out successfully, without interfering with the
present supply to the city.
1
This
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This latter condition has largely influenced the recommendations which I have the honor to make,
as, could' the water have been drawn off, I should have advocated a very different method of dealing with
’the work.
.
' "
•
'
■
' A't the site of the first slip, sections 51-50 to 55-50, the present distorted embankment should be at
^once cut down to an uniform slope from the top inside edge to the horizontal bench formed by the stone
- which has been tipped over the lower portion, the water slope to be finished to the original section down to
this level; the horizontal benching, where of exposed earth, to have a 3-in. layer of stone, broken to a 3-in.
gauge punned into the earth, a final layer of 12 in. of broken stone, similar to that now on the water slope,
•being spread over the surface; •
•
'
The top of the embankment to be carefully examined, all unsound and loose parts opened up by
trenches, which must be refilled with the gravelly soil from the Prospect Hill excavation, mixed with the
material excavated from' the trenches and from the slope of the bank, the filling to be in 6-in. layers,
watered and rammed as solid as possible.
'
*
•
■
'
The puddle-wall where it has sunk to be brought up to the 200-feet level, thus allowing a slightly
larger margin for settlement than before.
'
' I do not consider it necessary to tip any more stone at the toe of the bank, as movement has
ceased for some weeks, and the recent borings show that dry material now exists in places which were
wet when the first borings were made in’ July last by Mr. Bishop.
.
The bank itself has consequently a greater resisting power than it had at that time. Added to this,
the weight of stone already deposited is largely in excess of any thrust that can theoretically be brought
upon it, although, owing to its being loosely packed, its effective resistance is far less than that of masonry
of equal weight, or even of carefully-built dry rubble.
’
I do not consider that-carrying up the embankment to its full height will cause any further move
ment other than that due to fully consolidating those portions of the embankment which have been
loosened, and possibly a slight amount due to settling and compacting the stone.
•
At the site of the second slip, section 42 to 46,1 do not think a more efficient system can readily
be adopted for arresting the movement than depositing stone in front of the dyke and upon the toe of the
embankment.
'
'
_
This stone, however, must not he tipped from the bank, but taken in .boats or rafts and deposited
directly on the place it is to occupy. By this means fully three-fourths of the quantity that would
otherwise he required will be saved, time and expense largely economized, and the weight concentrated
at the spot where it will be most effective. The quantity required will not, I believe, exceed 3,000 cubic
, yards, but in order to allow for the difficulty' of depositing it in position I have taken the quantity at 4,000
yards in preparing the estimate of cost.
About 400 square yards of the pitching will have to be.taken up and relaid and the top of the
embankment treated similarly to that at the site of the first slip.
'
The movement at section 18 has not been sufficient to render any readjustment of the pitching
necessary, and' unless some further movement does take place—which I do not consider probable—I
' should not advise any interference with the present slope, but simply make up the embankment to its
.proper level,and open out all fissures and unsound places, making them up solid with similar material, and
in the same manner as already described.
.
■
'
' If, however, any further movement occurs at this point it will have .to be .dealt with in quite a
different manner from that adopted in the other two cases ; the plane of disturbance is about 10 feet
below the present water-level, and could be reached by a trench which would allow of the water causing
the slip being pumped out.
'
This operation would be both difficult and costly, although from the small depth at which the fault
occurs it could, I am satisfied, be executed without danger. The water once removed there, would he no
chance of the slip recurring, and the trench could be filled in as solid as any portion of the embankment.
I have not given an estimate of this work, as it forms no part of my proposals for dealing with the
embankment in its present condition, but it is put forward as the probable solution of a possible but very
remote contingency.
.
■
.1 consider it of importance'that the top of the embankment should be made sound without delay; the
cracks now existing being merely blinded with loose material serve as channels to convey the rain falling
on the surface into the interior of the bank, where it is not required, and can be productive of nothing but
harm. A careful watch should be kept for any indications of cavities forming in future from the unequal
subsidence of the materials, and immediate steps should be taken to fill them up solid with suitable
materials.
This being a duty distinctly devolving upon the contractors,, under Clause 24 of the general
conditions of the specification, and in no sense to be considered as arising out of the movements upon
which ! have been instructed to report, I have not taken its cost into account in preparing my estimate.
(Appendix F.)
.
4

•

IY.—To report on the construction of the dam and subsidiary works as a whole,
whether the design is in accordance with the best engineering knowledge on the
subject, and whether the works have been faithfully carried out according to
the design.
The design of these works is undoubtedly in accordance with the best engineering knowledge on
the subject, and, taken as a whole, they could not be better calculated to serve the purpose for which they
are intended.
'
•
I have carefully studied the specification and contract drawings, and closely examined every portion
of the works.
‘
''
The specification is clear and precise in its terms, and taken in conjunction with the contract
drawings, contains provision to meet any contingency liable to arise, and every particular necessary for
the satisfactory carrying out of the contract. ’
'
"
•
The
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The contractors have carried out their portion of the work in a thoroughly sound and substantial
manner, and the serious disturbances which have occasioned so much anxiety and apprehension regarding
the stability of the structure, are most certainly not due to any laxity of supervision on the part of the
engineers, nor to any attempt on the part of the contractors to evade their responsibility.
When discussing the causes of the movements, I stated that sloping the layers of material of which
the embankment is composed, inwards towards the puddle trench was, m my opiniori, one of the causes
which had to some extent operated in inducing them. It is but right that I should mention here that
some of the first engineers in this branch of the profession advocate this particular method of forming
embankments, while others of equal standing prefer to form them in horizontal layers. Taken by itself
there is nothing to object to ih this mode of construction, and with some soils it has decided advantages:
The special conditions which have combined to render this mode of construction so unsuitable in
this present instance could not liaie been forseen at the time the work was commenced.
It would, in my opinion, have been preferable to fill the deeper portions of the puddle trench with
cement concrete up to an uniform level; the puddle wall would then have been of an uniform height
throughout the work, instead of varying from 20 to 75 feet in depth below the ground surface as at
present.
■
The method of working the puddle also by cutting and cross-cuttirig, is not, in my opinion, so well
adapted as pugging to produce a puddle of first-class quality. Much more water has to be used, and
there is great risk, especially with some kinds of clay, of the material becoming injured by the excess of
writer, and its toughness and consequent suitability for the intended purpose materially impaired.
The strict supervision on the Prospect Works appears to have been sufficient to guard against this ;
but the samples of puddle I examined were decidedly softer than any I have used in m'y o<vn practice, and
judging from them there can be no doubt that the puddle in the lower portions of the trench must be
softer still.
•
This is to some extent an advantage in this particular case, the additional plasticity of the puddle
allowing it to follow the movements of the bank without cracking, and so long as the puddle wall remains
unbroken, it will be impossible for water from whatever source it may arise to penetrate to the outfer
slope of the embankment.
,
The whole of the work in connection with the outlet tunnel, valve tower, rind waste weir, is of the
very best description, and could not, in my opinion, be improved upon either in design or execution.
It has been my aim in the foregoing Report to comply as closely as possible with the iristriictibris
of the Honorable the Secretary for Public Works, to give “ a plain unvarnished statement of all the
facts,” I have ascertained respecting the construction and execution of these works; and to state as
concisely as possible the opinions I have arrived at upon the several points submitted to me.
I cannot conclude this report without acknowledging the great assistance I have received in making
this investigation from the officers in the Public Works and the Harbours and Rivers Departments. All
the resources of these Departments were placed unreservedly at my disposal, and any application I made
for information, plans, or documents in their possession was fully and promptly responded to.
My special acknowledgments are due to those gentlemen who—some of them at considerable
personal inconvenience—attended to give evidence on various matters coming within their personal know
ledge, and it is matter for congratulation that although evidence has been obtained from so many and
such varied sources, and from persons whose interests were in some instances diametrically opposed, the
discrepancies are so few and unimportant in character.
I have, &c.,
11th January, 1889.
R. L. MESTAYER.

APPENDICES.
J. Barlirig, Esq., J.P., Under Secretary for Works,—
.
Sir,
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 13 January, 1889.,
He Prospect Dam, I have the honor to forward herewith the complete appendices referred to
iri my report on the above work, including the estimate, Appendix E, a copy of which was forwarded to
the Honorable the Secretary for Public Works on Saturday morning.
I have, &c.,
--------------R. L. MESTAYER.
APPENDICES.
A.----luSTEUCTIOKS.
B.—Copies op Boeings.
C.—Table showing Daily Movements.
D.—Section at T.S. 54,
E.—Section at T.S. 44.
E.—Estimate.

(A.) Insteuctions.
Minute by the Secretary of Public Works.
Subject:—Slip at Prospect Dam.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 3 December, 1888.
With reference to the correspondence I have had with Mr. Mestayer, A.M.I.C.E., this afternoon, at
which I requested him to visit the Prospect Dam, arid make a report to me on its present condition, and
to his acceptance of the Commission, I now wish to give specific instructions for his guidance. He will
notice from reading the papers, and from the information which I have given him, that further movements
have

Lave taken place in the Prospect embankment which have been the subject of many newspaper articles
and have caused a considerable amount of apprehension in the public mind. I have already instructed
Messrs. Bennett and Whitton to report on the subject, and they have visited the dam and are novy
engaged in preparing their report.
As the matter, however, is so important that it would hot be right for me to leave one stone
unturned in arriving at the true facts of the case, I have thought it desirable to call in the aid of experts,
who are unconnected with the Department. I understand that Mr. Mestayer is an engineer of consider
able standing, especially in matters appertaining to hydraulic engineering.
_
'
I wish him, therefore, to at once visit .the Prospect Dam, and carefully examine its present
condition, and also to ascertain’the kind’of material that has been used in its construction, and its adapta
bility to the purpose for which it has been used. I wish him to point out the movements which have
taken place, their significance as bearing on the stability of the structure, and ' what, in his opinion, will
be the best course, to take under the circumstances.
I wish him to give me a report on the construction of the dam and subsidiary works as a whole,
and whether, in his opinion, the design is in accordance with the best engineering knowledge on the
subject, and whether also the works have been faithfully carried out according to the design.
' In carrying out these duties, as I wish to got an entirely unbiassed opinion on the subject, he will
consider himself quite independent of either the officers of the Harbours and Eivers Department or' of
the engineers outside the Department who have previously reported on the subject.
'
Mr. Hickson and all the officers of the Department will be so good as to give Mr. Mestayer every
assistance in the way of answering questions he may put to. them, and will place at his disposal any plans
and other information which they'may possess, or which may be in the Departmental records.
‘ I wish Mr. Mestayer to undertake this work at once, amd shall be glad if tie will as quickly as
possible take in hand the'duties confided to him, in the carrying out of which I desire, especially to
impress upon him their great importance, and the necessity for giving a plain unvarnished recital of the
facts as thev present themselves to his investigation.
" '
'
' ’----—--------•
JOHN SUTHERLAND.
(B.)

Bobe-hole

'
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No. 1.—Borings taken at TB. 44,13 December, 1888.

Wet clay level ...

in reservoir, 178-79.
.
'
-- f. •
3 ft. yellow clay.
shales.
5 ft. do'
7 ft. do and blue claydo
9 ft. do
11 ft. do red, and blue clay.
do '
13 ft. do '
do
15 ft. do
17 ft. . do and red clay.
do ' showing
19 ft. do '
do •
20 ft. do
do
21 ft. do
do
23 ft. do
25 ft. do clay.
do
’
28 ft. do
31 ft. do and blue clay.
33 ft. red clay and gravel bottom.

Note.—At 19 ft. a narrow band of what appeared to be a dark sandy clay was met in what was moisture. Decem
ber 8th, at 11'30,1 put a rod down this hole and found 24 feet of slurry and water.
Bobe-hole No. 2.—Borings taken at T,S. 44'25, December-10th, 1888.
Hole 58 ft. from centre of puddle trench, 7 ft. 9in. above W.L. Reduced level of ground 186'50;
reduced level of water in reservoir, 178'7o.

20 ft. 9 in. wet clay level

2 ft. 6 in. red clay.
4 ft. yellow and white sandy clay.
6 ft. red and blue clay.
8 ft. yellow and blue clay.
.
10 ft.
do
■ do
12 ft. yellow, blue, and white clay.
14 ft.
do
do
15 ft. yellow and blue clay.
16 ft. yellow and blue clay ; particles of dark clay through.
17 ft. yellow and blue clay.
■
18 ft. yellow clay. '
■
19 ft.
dp
•
20 ft.
do
21 ft.
do
22 ft.
do
'
'
23 ft.
do
24 ft.
do

Note.—At 20 ft.. 9 in. there appeared to be wet clay showing on the rods, which did not show itself until we had
bored to the 23 ft. level.
’
---------•
.
Bobe-hole
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No. 3—Borings taken at T.S. 44. 13tli December, 1888.
Hole on centre line of puddle-trench; reduced level of ground, 198'77 ; reduced level of- water in
_
reservoir, 178'72.
‘
'
Borehole

13 ft. G in. level of puddle

4 ft. yellow and-blue clay, dry and loose.
6 ft. do
do '
do
8 ft. do
do
.
do
10 ft. yellow sandy shale and clay, dry and loose.
14 ft. puddle.
- '
15 ft. do
...
16 ft. do
v
18 ft. do
.
'
20 ft. do

I,

4.—Borings taken at T.S. 44. 13th December, 1888.
. ,
Hole 80 ft.' 5 in. from centre of puddle-trench; reduced level of ground, 179'57 ; reduced level of' water in
..
reservoir, 178'72.
'
*
■

Boeehoue No.

3 ft. yellow and red clay.
6 ft.
do
do
. 8 ft.
do ,
do
10 ft. yellow clay.
12- ft. do
and shale."
14 ft.
do
(water).
16 ft. yellow sandy clay and shale.
18 ft. red shale and clay.
20 ft. yellow and white sandy clay.
2-2 ft. yellow, red and white.
24 ft. yellow and blue clay and shale.
26 ft. yellow clay and gravel (surface).
Note.—Tbe -water rushed in at the U-ffc. level when the rods were put down the second time.

5.—Borings taken at T.S/lS. ‘ 15th December, 1888.
Hole 79 ft. lin. from centre of puddle-trench ; reduced level of ground, 179'44 ; reduced level of water in
■
reservoir, 178’71
'

Borehole No.

"Water level
.i

■

'

'

4 ft. dark black clay.
6 ft. yellow sandy clay.
8 ft.
do
. (wet).
„ 10 ft. yellow and black clay and ironstone gravel water.
11 ft. red and blue clay and gravel.
. 14. ft. red, blue, and yellow sandy, clay.
16 ft. yellow and blue sandy clay.'
18 ft.
do
, do
20 ft. yellow, blue, and white clay.
'
' 22 ft. yellow, red, and brown clay and shale.
24 ft.
do
do
■
26 ft.
do
do
28 ft.
do
do
30 ft.
do
do
'
32 ft. , ■ do
- do
34 ft. yellow and blue sandy clay and gravel."
36 ft. yellowand bluesandy clay.
38 ft.
do
do
40 ft.
do
do '
42 ft. yellowand sandy clay and gravelly loam.

Note.—At 10 ft. upon drawing the rods the water rose with a rush, and rose over the surface of the hole, and continued
running about 3 minutes. Dee. IJ,—Upon drawing plug the water ran over surface of hole and rose about 9 in. from
1 o’clock to 2 p.m.
•

Bore-hole
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■
Bobe-hole No. 6.—Borings taken at-T.S.,; 18,.December 27.tli,, 1888.
.
Hole'30 ft. from-centre of puddle-trench. Reduced level of ground, 1.96,'5G ; reduced level of.water,
■
in reservoir, 180'7 9.

4 ft. yellow clay and gravel.
.
7 ft. ■ do and‘brown clay.
10 ft. brown sandy clay.
12 ft. dt> gravelly clay.
.
14 ft: do clay.
16. ft. do and yellow clay and gravel.
18 ft. do
do
do
20 ft. yellow sandy’ clay.
22 ft. do
do
24 ft. do
do'
26 ft. do
do
28 ft. do
do
30 ft. do
do
December 28th.—At 15' 6" upon putting'the auger'down brought up soft mud and water which rose
to 15' 7".
■
'
. .
December 31st.—Slurry 15' 4" from surface.
January 2nd, 1889.—Slurry 15' 9"' from surface.
January 3rd.—Slurry 15' 8" from surface.
•
.
Bobe-hole No. 7.—Borings taken at T.S. 18', December 27th, 1888.
Hole 55 ft. from centre of puddle trench. Reduced level of ground, 187’73. Reduced level of water
'
’ in reservoir,-180 ■79..

3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19
20

ft. yellow and black clay.ft,- do
do
do sandy clay.
ft. do
ft. Jjo sandy clay.
ft. do
do
ft. do and black sandy clay.
ft. do sandy clay.
ft. do •
do
ft. , do
do
’ '
ft. do
do

December 27th.—Cut the water at 19' 6'', and it rose to 8 feet from, the surface.
,,
28th.—Water 7 feet 10 inches from surface.
„
31st.—Do'
7 „• 3. j,
do.
do
.
.'
Jan. 2nd, 1889.—Do
7 „ 1 „
do
do
,, 3rd. „
Do
7 ,, 1 „
do
do

No. 8.—Borings taken at T.S. 24, December 28th, 1888.
Hole on centre line of puddle trench. Reduced level of ground, 195-17. Reduced level of water in
Reservoir, 180'79. This boring was put down to determine the depth of puddle.' Puddle was struck
at 8 ft. 6 in.
•
■
.. .
Bore-hole

'
Bobe-hole No. 9—Borings taken at T.S. 24, December 28th, 1888.
Hole 30 ft. from centre of puddle trench ; reduced level of ground, 195T7 ; reduced level of water
in reservoir, 180'79.
/
■

4 ft. yellow sandy clay.
■6 ft... yellow and black clay.
8 ft. yellow -clay.
10 ft. do do
12' ft. do ■do
14 ft. yellow and blue clay sandy.
16 ft.
do
do
18 ft. yell'ow clay isandy.
20 ft.
do
do
22 ft.
do
do
24 ft.
do
do .
*
26 ft.
do
do
28 ft.
do
do
30''ft.
do
do
-367—C
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material, such as stone, is placed on top of earth undergoing the chemical changes, and under the condi
tions mentioned, the result will be to press out the lighter portion of the material—which analyses,, in
this case, let me see, is nearly one-half of the whole—the stone sinking. downwards by the displacement.
Where the soil is in contact with water, as in the case where slips outwards have occurred at the
Prospect Dam, the process is very rapid, the light stuff being literally strewed out upon the water, where
it is forming ugly blemishes upon the magnificent proportions of the huge earthwork.
I would suggest that,- as the changes going on in the embankment cannot be stopped, the better
course would be to meet the alterations as they go on, and so aid in the process of absolute solidity
This can be done by using 'water from the reservoir to soak—not to saturate—the soil. Ihis would
increase the process of oxidization, the sinkage and shrinkage being met by- applying loamy soil, which
would be washed into any small cracks or crevices, targe gaps and slips could not occur under this
course of treatment. Thus the material of the embankment would solidify gradually • downwards upon
the solid earth below and against the puddle-wall behind. The said puddle-wa,ll-is, to. every visible
appearance, a most solid and perfect work.
, . ., „
. . ',
,
,, ,
Examination of the whole earth embankment- along the inside face of the - dam shows that the
changes mentioned have occurred most rapidly where the greater proportion of loose • clay - matter has
been deposited, and where the westerly winds have had fullest opportunity for exerting- their influences.
This is iust what might be expected. If all the bank facing the water had been of loamy earth no such
rapid changes would have been likely to occur; audit might be worthy of consideration . whether where
such masses of material have to be dealt with, it ■ would not be a desirable course to have chemical
analyses made, in order to have a knowledge of the changes which must occur when the - stuff is moved
and placed under different conditions from its natural state. Where clay has to be dealt with, so intricate
and obscure is much of it in composition, that investigation of the kind seems to me a very necessary
proceeding to ensure safety. .
In order to meet the fretting or withering action upon the earthwork slope by the water m the
reservoirs, when moved into wavelets by the winds, I would suggest that slabs of colonial hardwood
which does not float, being more dense or heavier than water—would answer the purposes of protecting
the moving earth below. They would be fastened-so as to lie upon, without pressing or shitting, the
material under them; and-as the stuff settled down solid the stone cubes could.be laid m position,,as
being the very best material for the purpose.
.
. .
,
•
I have now the pleasure of submitting the foregoing for your attention and consideration m such
manner as you may consider most fitting, either in a private or public sense. I do not intend doing
anythin^ more in the matter. My desire has been to try and help to get at the cause ot the troubles at
Prospect Dam. The leisure of a brief holiday and the use of the apparatus in the Agricultural -depart
ment here have made the investigations possible and pleasant. I will be glad to give any further
information in my power either to yourself or to any of the professional gentlemen concerned whom you
may entrust with the same. I will be in Sydney during Wednesday, Eriday, Saturday, and Sunday,
January 2, 4-6. I leave for Port Macquarie, Monday.
,
''
I have,' &c., ' ■ 1
ANGUS' MACKAT, I.C.S.,
__________
Inst. Agriculture,'B.T.E.
sir

'
' Department of Public Works, Sydney, 2 January, 188S.
’ I have the'honor to acknowledge the receipt of your valuable and interesting letter of the 31st
ultimo, in regard to the nature of the clay and soil used for forming the puddle-wall, and for making up
the sloping .embankments of the Prospect Dam, and to, convey to you the thanks of the Secretary tor
Pnbho WorkSesired ^ ^ Mr_ Sutherland will be glad to avail himself of your offer to give evidence
on this important subject, and to ask you to be so good as to call at this office at 2 o’clock p.m. to-morrow
(Wednesday), in reference thereto.
,
,
•
■
I have, &c.,
Angus Mackay, Esq., EiC.S.,
of„TO
Technical College, Sydney. ■
.
'
Under Secretary.

Appendix II to Report of 7th. January, 1889.
of Evidence taken in re Prospect Dam by G. Gordon.
I) I examined the following persons, and I give below'the substance of the information obtained
from them:—
.
. Page.
'' 1.‘ Mr. Moline, engineer to the contractors
...
...
•••
•••
••• 21
2. Mr. Shand, manager for the contractors
....................... • •••
••• 21
’
3.' William Nicholas, who was in charge of the borings made by my orders, and
\
was an inspector on the works ...
...
...
...
•••
•••
••• 21
' 4. Mr. Kyan, resident engineer
................................................................. 21
5. Mri J. A. Hogue, editor
Weuis ...
...
...
...
•••
••• 21
6. Mr. Stewart Wearne, correspondent of the'JUvening News .............
••• 22
22
7. Mr. Kutherford ...
...
...
...
...
•••
•••
•••
8. Mr. E. Jackson, brick and masonry inspector............................................ 22
9. Mr. Davis, inspector
...
...
...
...
•••
••• •••
••• 22
10.' Mr. Lamond
................................................................. -............. 22
11.' Mr. Weston (by letter) ....................... _
............................................ 23
23
12. Mr. Murray (examined by Mr. Mestayer in my absence)
...
•••
13. Mr. Cameron, diver
................................. .
.................................. 23
' 14’. Mr. Bramston
...
...
...
...
...
....
••• •••
••• 23
.15. Mr. P. B. Gipps, C.E. (examined by written questions) ■ .............
••• 23
'16. ME Bucket! 1, ...
...
...
...
...
...
••• •••
••• 23
'■2.
‘ T7. Mr.'Mayerl..
...
...
...'
...
..............
....................... 23
Notes
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■
2. The evidence, except in the. case of Mr. Weston, was taken down by Mr. Eobinson, shorthand
writer, and written out in duplicate for Mr. Mestayer and myself (except that of Messrs. Moline and
Shand, whose evidence was taken down by another shorthand writer). I examined Messrs. Moline,
Shand, and Byan separately from Mr. Mestayer. Tlie others we examined together, except Mr. Murray,
who was examined by Mr. Mestayer only, and Mr. Gipps, whose evidence I got in answer to written
questions put through Mr. Mestayer.
'
'
3. Mr. Louis Moline, 15/12/88, stated that he took charge of the works for the contractors about
August, 1884, and was there till February, 1887 ; when he took charge there had been a great flood, and
the puddle-trench got filled with water; the same year the flume in the lowest part of the valley burst,
and the trench was again filled with water; it was baled out and all the slush taken out before work was
resumed; a second flume at a higher level by 14. feet was put in at sections 24 to 25 ; after that the hank
was kept high enough to collect any storm-water that might come in ; the second flume was kept in for a
considerable time afterwards, the trench and bank being properly stepped down, leaving an opening for
an. approach to the flume ; a trench was dug in the solid and filled in in 6-in. layers when the flume was
removed ; the channel through the rear half was filled, with stone : the material for the bank was chiefly
got from the flat below the dam ; none was taken from the upper or water side of the dam ; there was
not a sign of a slip ; the material varies a good deal; Mr. Eyan objected to pure clay being used, but the
whole country is clay, and the contractors could not help themselves ; the. bank was always watered as
specified ; it was watered by means of water-carts ; a line of pipes was laid on the inner (or north) side
of the puddle-wall, and the puddle was watered by hose from them ; these pipes leaked or burst some
times ; the puddle would hold water “like a cup”; the frequent storms of rain did more than anything
else to put water on the bank, and after rain it would lodge in the bank ; sometimes the horses could not
travel over it for a day or so ; Mr. Eyan insisted on the clay in the puddle-wall being brought up in quite
level steps, longitudinally, thus
I
——j
J
; this made it difficult to drain
off surplus water from long lengths ; Mr. Eyan often urged that less water should be used in the puddle,
but it could not be chopped with less ; the centre (middle) part of the dam is harder than that put on
more recently; in 1886 cracks 2 inches wide occurred, owing to the subsidence of the pnddle-wall; a
deep part at No. 54 was pumped out after a heavy flood; does not think that has anything to do with the
slip; the filling was both rolled and carted over; the specification was adhered to—“ we could not get
away from it”; considers the clay chopping needless, and that more water was put into the clay, than was
needed; the work was nearly all day-work ;• the clay-puddle was all daywork; contractors objected to
the water being let into the reservoir so fast; thinks that if the dam had not been filled so quickly there
would have been a better chance for the water to get out of the bank; thinks there was less friction than
usual between the engineer and the contractors ; occasionally had to appeal to the chief engineer, who
upheld the decision of his officer.
'
'
.
4. Mr. Eobert Shand managed for Mr. M'Guigan (the contractor); after his death acted as
executor; previously to this had never managed a contract for M‘Guigan, but was more a confidential
clerk ; had charge of correspondence, pay, &e.; does not know that any part of the dam is different from
any other part; so far as he knows the specification was adhered to to the letter; Mr. Eyan was very
strict as regards that; the bulk of the material of the bank was got from the flat; it was all pretty much
the same, and it was pretty well distributed ; had a scheme for running a line into the hills and bring
material down on to the bank ; drained the surplus water into the stone drains in the rear half of the
bank ; was warned to give plenty of water both to puddle aud bank; unless closely watched men will put
more water on than ordered for ease in chopping ; there was a man (now dead) who had nothing to do
but to regulate the supply of water (Barge) ; puddle put in under his and Davis’s inspection ; both men
were brought out from home ; contractors had only to follow their directions ; the men were entirely
under their orders ; the'weather varied—1887 was very wet, last year dry ; in 1884 or 1885 were stopped
for want of water; got on very well with the engineer until lately, and carried out instructions ; now
there is a dispute about extras ; often complained of undue strictness.
5. William Nicholas, inspector, took charge, first, at the 162-foot level; was on the trench, not on
the bank, on the wet season; the contractors got rid of most of the water by draining into the stone
drains ; sometimes work had to wait, principally in the trench work.
6. Mr. Eyan, resident engineer (from beginning of work) : Did not make the design of the work ;
it was made in the office, as also the specification. Work was carried out as far as possible according to
the specification. The material of the dam at No. 18, where the flume was, is the same as the rest, and
the puddle was brought up the same way; had a constant battle with the contractors ; sometimes puddle
was too wet; sometimes layers of banks too thick; sometimes surface soil was brought on to bank. After
heavy rain men did not run water off as soon as possible. Complained of rainwater and of constant
bursting of pipes flooding the work, but only once in writing (copy of memo, of July 20, 1885, attached).
The slip was first noticed (22/4/88) nearly at No. 54, and bulging was noticed on the 24th; communicated
with Mr. Moriarty. It was decided to change the section of the puddle-wall at the top where it was
not at its full height, by making a set off of 4 feet on the inner side at 195 E.L. The puddle-wall, where
settlement had long been going on, wTas opened on 2nd May, 1888, and found at 194'65 ; refilled it to
199'57 ; reopened again June 21st, when it was 196'39 ; rebuilt it then, and afterwards at different dates
between September 5th and 22nd, when it was 182’70 ; rebuilt to 199'41; stone filling in front of slip was
begun on 28th August, 1888; measurements of slip were made from nearly the commencement; no move
ment of stone since 26th November at middle of slip ; still putting stone at ends of slip, where there is a
slight movement. About 5,800 cubic yards of stone has been deposited up to 20th November; saw no sign
of movement during construction of dam ; were stopped for want of water previous to heavy rains in 1885;
there was nothing unusual at any time ; there was at 54 a quantity of water that had to be dammed back.
7. The Honorable the Secretary for Public "Works forwarded to Mr. Mestayer and myself copies
of correspondence that had passed between him and Mr. Bennett, proprietor of the Evening News, and
we called on him to ask if he had any information he could furnish us with. Mr. Bennett referred us to
the Editor, Mr. J. A. Hogue, and we saw him on the 18th December. Mr. Hogue informed us that,
Mr. J. Norton, now no longer connected with the paper, had furnished most of the information that had
appeared in the Evening News. Mr. W. Stewart Wearne, now at Prospect, had also written several of
the later reports. Mr. Hogue also gave us the names' of Mr. Buckett, publican, near Prospect, Mr.
"
•
Eutherford,
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Eutherford, who was a sub-contractor on the works, Mr. Ives, M.L.A., Mr. Davies, M.L.C., and Mr.
Gripps, C.E., as persons who could supply information. Mr. Eutherford furnished the information in
’ vening News of 3rd December, and predicted collapse of dam. Mr. E. B. Gipps gave information on
E
which it was stated (2nd May, 1888) that portions of the puddle-wall consisted of rubble and rubbish.
Mr. J. Norton wrote all the articles up to end of June. All the information supplied had appeared in
the Evening News of April 23rd, 24th, 25th, 28th, 30th ; May 2nd, 10th, 11th, 12th, 25th (report by
Mr. Gipps) ; June 8th, 9th, 15th, 21st; July 31st; August 1st. It was found afterwards, on going
through the file of the Evening News, that on July 28th, November 26th, 29th, December 1st, 3rd, 7th,
10th, 12th, 13th, and 14th the subject was treated of.
8. Mr. Norton.'—I sent a telegram to Mr. Norton, asking him if he were disposed to give evidence,
but I received no reply until on the 21st he came to Mr. Mestayer’s office. He said he was too busy to
give any information until about the end of the next week, but he would send a letter and state when
and on what terms he would do so. As I left Sydney on the 22nd, I have no evidence from Mr. Norton.
9. Mr. Mestayer and I also wrote to Messrs. Ives and Davies ; Mr. Ives replied, but he had no
definite information to give as to the mode of construction of the dam; Mr. Davies did not reply.
10. Mr. S. Wearne.—On the 19th December, Mr. Mestayer and I examined Mr. Stewart Wearne
at Prospect, and it appeared that most of the reports given by him to the Evening News were founded on
information given him by Mr. Buckett, publican, and Mr. Eutherford, sub-contractor, and that he could
not speak to many of the alleged occurrences from personal observation. Some of the statements, as, for
instance, that the water was undermining the dam, were only expressions of his own opinion; he madeno measurements of the slips, but “judged approximately”; he saw that some of the pitchers were dis
placed through the bulging; some dimensions (in article of August 1st) were given him by Mr. Eutherford;
the statement that “the embankment was commenced straight off without cutting the natural surface”
was information supplied to him (there is direct evidence to the contrary) ; in the paper of December 1st
“leaks in the dam” were mentioned; Mr. Wearne stated that at this time a small stream of water
appeared which had not appeared before (on this see Mr. Eutherford, page 22) ; he did not ascertain
whether the small stream came from the stone drains is not an engineer, and he wished the proprietors
of the paper to send up a professional man, but this was not considered necessary. The article of
December 3rd, in which it was stated that there was a small stream of water coming from the dam, was
written by Mr. Norton; he is not an engineer, and knows less about the subject than he (Mr. Wearne)
does; with regard to the disappearance of a horse and dray in the dam, Mr. Wearne did not see it; the
horse sank up to the shoulder.
11. Mr. Wearne did not give Mr. Eutherford’s name at this time, but said he would write to him
for permission to do so ; he had other informants.
12. Mr. Eutherford, Mr. Wearne’s informant, was examined on the 21st; he was a sub-contractor,
and did the pitching of the dam; he knows nothing of the construction of the dam; he did not notice
anything wrong with the dam when he started the pitching; there was no bulging of the slope then;
does not remember the date when he first noticed the slip ; he told Mr. Copeland, one of the Inspectors,
who disbelieved him; the pitching there was not finished, and he was shifted to another place; he had
nothing to do with the construction of the dam, and only saw it when he rode past it; he did not see the
earlier portion constructed ; he did not, as stated in the Evening News, predict the collapse of the dam ;
what he said was that there would be a slip; it had begun, and he thought it would increase; has been about
a year on the bank; has noticed the water very muddy for about a chain out all along the bank, when a
breeze was blowing onto the bank; thinks the clay is too “ soapy”; knows Mr. Wearne, of the Evening News,
and corrected some information for him which he had got from a publican near Prospect; the information
was very inaccurate; the “ tunnels ” spoken of are cracks, 8 or 9 feet deep ; the extreme width he saw
was 18 in. at the top ; if anything of any greater size had opened he would have been sure to see or hear of
it; has never heard of a horse and cart going down into one of the cracks, and if it had happened he
must have seen or heard of it. Mr. Wearne asked him, some time ago, about the water flowing from the
back of the embankment; told him he did not think it was from the dam ; “ it cannot be a leak ”; the
articles in the Evening News were certainly very highly coloured; they were what might be expected
from a reporter wanting to create a sensation ; while he was there about 20 feet of the bank (in height)
was constructed, and it appeared to be done very thoroughly in 6-inch layers ; nothing to lead him to
believe there was anything wrong done ; there were rows between the contractors and inspectors about
not having sufficient water in the dry weather ; there was not sufficient water in the puddle ; has been on
two or three dams in Victoria; never saw a bank so well constructed as this ; the whole fault is in the
clay; is sure the curb is not in the same position that he laid it in; thinks it fully a foot nearer the
water ; it was set out sometimes by Mr. Jacobs, sometimes by the contractors ; thinks the contractors
were compelled to do their work well, there were so many inspectors; Mr. Eyan and the contractors were
always quarrelling.
.
13. Mr. E. Jackson, brick and masonry inspector:—The stone dyke at the toe was built simul
taneously with the bank ; they grew together; the embankment was made up against the dyke.
14. Mr. Davis, Inspector:—Came to the work in October, 1881; was specially brought out from
England, where he had had experience in dam-making ; has tested the puddled clay here under a small
stream of water 1 foot high for twenty-four hours ; it had then a slight dish in it; the contractors did
everything we wanted, and they seemed willing to abide by the specification; we could not find much
fault with them ; after heavy rain the water used to lie about, but the contractors brought it into stone
drains and ran it off ; the (inner) bank is a watertight bank; the bank is moving ; about eighteen months
ago I found the bank had settled a good deal; when water got accidentally into the puddle-trench it was
completely taken out; Mr. Moriarty thought we were getting the puddle too soft, but “ I showed him
that as the trench was rough it was necessary to be soft in order to fill in thoroughly” ; his orders were to
get the puddle so that the men could barely stand on it, and it was brought up soft “ so that you could not
sink into it with your boots” ; it was made harder as it approached the top.
15. Mr. Lamond was examined on the 20th December; he was on the dam from the beginning to
the finish ; drove the engine of the contractor’s sawmill. (He afterwards said he left on 14th July, 1883.)
Mr. Lamond made a long statement in support of a theory of his that the puddle-trench should not have
been put down lower than the water level in the ground, and that the damage is caused by this water
causing the puddle to swell and lift the top ; that water level was 15 feet from the surface ; the water
in
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in the trial shafts was salt; thinks the puddle at the bottom of the trench is like soup ; did not see how
it was worked in the trench; puddle-wall and bank were about 12 or 13 feet high when he left; the
.puddle-wall was about a foot below the bank; saw no sign of water working up when puddle was put in;
the salt water never came to the surface ; it was 15 feet below it.
16. Mr. Weston stated in a letter that he was employed on the tunnel works from 1883 until their
completion ; he had nothing to do with the puddle-trench, but has often heard contractors complain of
the strictness of the engineer as to the preparation and placing of the puddle; has had considerable
experience on public works in England, and never was under an engineer so strict and attentive to his
duties as Mr. Eyan.
,
17. Mr. Weston’s name was given us by Mr. Murray, another sub-contractor on the tunnel works;
I was not able to be present when Mr. Murray was examined by Sir. Slestayer; many of his statements
are directly contradicted by the evidence of all the other witnesses who speak to these points; I attach no
importance whatever to Mr. Slurray’s evidence on this account; Mr. Eyan had to request the contractors
to dismiss him from the work.
18. -Mr. Cameron, diver, attended on the 21st and recapitulated his report of the first two days’
'operations, and reported what he had found on the 20th December; I have stated fully the result of his
•examination of the work in paragraphs of my report, and shown it on plans 1 to 3.
Mr. Bramston attended to offer a suggestion of a mode of supporting the dam, a modification of
one which, he said, had been successfully applied to a miners’ dam at Eaglehawk, Victoria; he proposed a
breakwater of screw-piles and cylinders or concrete blocks on the inside of the dam, and near it, but not
touching it (instead of the log breakwaters used at Eaglehawk). It was explained to him that the circum
stances being quite different the plan would not be applicable in this case, and he expressed himself as
satisfied.
19. Mr. E. B. Gripps, C.E., was in Victoria when I was in Sydney, and I wrote to him saying I
would leave with Mr. Mestayer a number of questions which I would have put to him. To these and
othe’rs put by Mr. Mestayer I received Mr. Gripps’ replies on the 7th instant. He had visited the dam
occasionally, perhaps two or three times in the year from the beginning; he saw the puddle put into the
trench; he denies entirely Mr. Hogue’s statement (see page 6 ante) that he was responsible for the state
ment in'the Evening News that portions of the puddle-wall consisted of “ rubble and rubbish” ; he never
made such a statement, and says it is incorrect, having seen the puddle-wall from its inception; considers
the puddle well made, and of good material; thinks decidedly that the material in the inner slope wras
inferior; it was almost entirely clay or soluble shale; never saw on the inner slope any layers of any great
extent entirely of white clay ; considers the dark clay from Prospect Hill worse than the white clay; has
seen, layers of both these clays in the dam, but cannot say that they extend to any great width or depth;
the clays appear to be intimately intermixed; never saw the bank or puddle in a wet or sloppy condition;
thought too little water was used; never noticed any tendency in the bank to slide before the first slip
took place; has noticed all along the bank that the wash caused by the wind makes the water very thick ;
has seen nothing to lead him to suppose that the contractors had not carried out their work properly.
Mr. Gripps goes on to state his theory of the cause of the slips, viz., that the ground water rises under
hydrostatic pressure between the puddle-wall and the bank ; this is inconsistent with the facts that water
is sometimes found in the bank at a higher level than the water in the reservoir, and that on the other
hand most of the bores were put down through dry clay.
20. Mr. Buckett, publican, was examined by Mr. Mestayer. Mr. Buckett’s name was given to us
by Mr. Hogue, of the Evening News. He objects to his name appearing in the papers; Mr. Buckett says
that what he has to say is only what he heard from the workmen; ho knows nothing about “ rubble and
rubbish” in the puddle-wall, and never heard of it; has seen nearly the whole of the work, but did not
watch it closely; sometimes he was not on the bank for a month, sometimes two or three times a week;
tells only what has been told to him; knows nothing of the work, and cannot say anything as to the truth
or otherwise of what was told him; he thought the dam was unsafe when the first slip took place; he says
the ground at the front toe, near the second slip, was very spuey; could not ride over it in wet weather;
saw trenches opened in the bank at the first slip; in some places the stuff was dry and had no solidity;
thinks soakage coming from the outer toe is from the drains; never saw or heard of a stream of muddy
water coming away from it; while the work was in progress the bank was often flooded, and also the
puddle-trench; the puddle was so soft that the men could barely walk on it.
21. Mr. Mayer was also examined by Mr. Mestayer. He knew nothing about the dam but what
he had read in the papers, and had never seen it; he attended to suggest a remedy, which consisted in the
application to the face of the slope of a layer of ti-tree confined between ironbark balks, kept in place by
means of wood or iron “girders,” and covered with ironbark slabs, 2 inches apart. Mr. Mayer’s suggestion
is applicable to the protection of a slope from the wash of water, but would not in any way counteract the
internal movement of the dam.
‘
-----------------------

Gr.Gr., 7/1/89.

I
APPENDIX III to Eepoet of 7/1/89.
Memobauwjm from E. H. Eyan to E. Shand, Esq., for Contractor.
Harbours and Eivers Department, Prospect Eeservoir Works, 20 July, 1885.
I wish to direct the serious attention of contractor to the manner in which the puddle in embankment is
at present prepared and finished. The disposition to have it imperfectly cut and the tendency to use too
large a quantity of water is clearly manifest.
Eor contractor’s information and guidance as to what is required I may inform him that the puddle,
when finished in place, should be of the consistency and compactness, as nearly as may be, of well-prepared
brick-clay as same is placed in the mould in the process of hand brick-making, should not be left sloppy
or miry, but to finish iu a tough, dense, and somewhat putty-like condition. As this is the portion of the
work which must keep back the water, any divergence of the puddle from this state may have a result
totally disastrous to you as also to others concerned in the undertaking.

Q-. Glordon,

2i

Gr. Gordon, Esq., to Tlie Under Secretary for Public Works.

'•

Sir,

Colonial Chambers, 86, Collins-street West, Melbourne, 8 January, 1889.
I have the honor to forward, under separate cover, sealed and addressed to the Honorable
the Secretary for Public Works, my report on the Prospect Dam ; also in. separate cover, five plans to
illustrate it and Appendices II and III to Report, being an abstract of the evidence. I had already
prepared the greater part of this before I knew that the evidence was to be printed, and I intended it for
the. information of the Honorable the Minister, and not for publication. Although superseded'by the'
evidence itself, it may yet be convenient.
'
_
Mr. Moline has no objection to his evidence being published.
I purpose, in accordance with your letter of the 2nd instant, to go to Sydney on my return from'
Gippslahd, unless I hear from you to'the contrary. Please telegraph.
'
I have, &c.,
' '

---------

(

Gf. G-ORDOK

Received this day aiid handed unopened to Mr. Sutherland.—J.B., 10/1/89.
Specially submitted
for instructions.—J.B., 10/1/89.
I do not think it will be necessary now for Mr. Gordon to come to'
Sydney.—John Sutherland, 11/1/89. Telegraph to above effect.—J.B., 11/1/89.
Telegram sent.—
11/1/89.
Put with papers.—J.B., 11/1/89.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Be Prospect Dam.—Mr. W. A. Harper’s evidence.
Dear Sir,
’
Beresford Chambers,-52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 15 January, 1889. _
.
, Mr. W. A. Harper is ill and, for the present, confined to his bed. His brother called this
morning and promised to let me know as soon as he was well enough to come to town, so that an appoint
ment might be made when he would attend and give any information in his power.
,
I am, &c.,
.
.
------.
’ R. L. MESTAYER.'
Submitted.—J.B., 15/1/89.
Seen.—J.S.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Dear Sir,Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 9 January, 1889. '
.
I have just received the cutting from Daily Telegraph of 5th instant sent from your office. I
saw this report of Mr. Harper’s at the time, but did not think it called for any special action such as
examining Mr: Harper as a witness, seeing that the report itself contains Mr. Harper’s views very fully
and clearly stated. If you still think, however, that it would be advisable to examine Mr. Harper, I will
write and ask him to call on me as soon as possible.
'
■
I am, &c.,
'
.
------R. L. MESTAYER.
. , ■ . I am so .anxious to obtain information from any and every source which is open to me that I think
the evidence of this gentlemanshould.be obtained, as it is the only way to give it a proper bearing on the
subject of Messrs. Gordon aud Mestayer’s inquiry and investigation.—John Sutherland, 9/1/89.
Write.—J.B., 9/1/89! R. L. Mestayer, Esq., A.M.I.C.E., 10/1/89. "Put all the papers together.—
J.B.; 10/1/89. .
“___________________

Tbe Under Secretary for Public Works .to R. L. Mestayer, Esq., A.M.I.C.E.
Sir/
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 10 January, 1889. .
’ With reference to your letter of the 9th instant, enclosing a report made by Mr. W;.A.
Harper, A.M.I.C.E., on the condition of the Prospect Dam, which appeared in the Sydney Daily
'■Telegraph of the 5th instant, and inquiring whether that gentleman should be called to give evidence
in connection with the inquiry now being conducted by Mr. Gordon and yourself, I have the honor to
inform you that Mr. Secretary Sutherland is very anxious that every possible ' item of information in
respect of the Prospect Dam procurable shall be obtained and considered by you when drawing up your
report, and to request that you will be so good as to place yourself in communication with Mr. Harper
accordingly.
.
I have, &e.,
^^
■
J. BARLING,
.
'
Under Secretary.

Extract from
'

Telegraph,

Saturday, 5th January, 1889.

The Prospect Reservoir.

'

following report on the Prospect Dam, by Mr. "W. A. Harper, A.M. Inst. C.E., was made, at the
request bf Messrs. Want', Johnson, & Co. on September 20, after the first slip. Mr. Harper was asked to
furnish an entirely independent report, he being hampered with no conditions whatever :—
“ I do myself the honor to inform you that in accordance with your instructions I visited the works
on Wednesday, September 6, with Mr. Chapman, to report on the present state of the embankment, and
the following will give you my views on the character of the works :—■
“ Eirst puddle-wall.—This work has been perfectly constructed of the finest clay throughout of the
best quality in the district, and under the most rigid supervision. I have no hesitation in saying that
(with the reservation that the best clays procurable are not of first-class description) the construction of
the wall is such that no fears of its safety need ever be entertained, providing the bank which supports it
remains intact. I examined portions of the wall now exposed, which show it to be a concreted mass of
impervious clays so well laid and wrought that no pressure would cause the slighest percolation through
it. It is. homogeneous in density, and considerably exceeds' the theoretical thickness required for a wall
constructed of first-class materials, deposited on the most approved principles. With this fact laid down,
'
viz.,
The
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viz., that the construction of the puddle-wall is perfect, it is surprising to find that in one portion of the
hank the walllhas subsided over 6 ft., and in order to understand the reason of this very serious depression
one must direct his attention to other causes which have so disturbed the continuity of its mass in this one
particular locality.
_
_
_ '
“ Second embankment.—The outside mass is composed in all reservoir dams of any ordinary
materials, in many cases entirely of surface loams; in' the case of the Prospect the material used is
procured from large cuttings in the adjacent hills, and is the inferior or second-class earth of quite
suitable charalcter for the work. No slips or extraordinary subsidence occurs throughout its whole length ;
in fact it remains, as, it should, seeing the number of years it has taken to deposit, almost at its permanent
level.
|
_
_
. ,
“ The inside mass presents quite a different appearance; it is cracked in many places for a chain
in length, and in some cases a series of parallel cracks occur at the same place, clearly indicating a
gradual subsidence of the lower layers since the admission of the water. This I do not consider of serious
importance, fdr undoubtedly the whole of the lower layers, as* the. superincumbent mass becomes more
saturated, will gradually consolidate, and in such a huge body of material it is not surprising that local
surface disturbances may appear from time to time, becoming less frequent until the whole mass becomes
charged with the maximum quantity of moisture it will absorb. At the same time I consider a properlylaid embankment where the deposition has extended over a 'number of years should not subside essentially
after completion, if the material is suitable, laid in thin layers, thoroughly saturated when laid, and well
consolidated by continuous wheeling and pulverising.
.
.
.
. _
'
“At a point where the height of the dam is comparatively small, about a quarter of a mile from its
northern end, *a very serious disturbance has taken place. The whole inner face of the embankment (for
' a distance of about 300 ft.) has been violently .projected into the reservoir, and also the whole of the inner
portion of the! bank at this point has slipped, and now bulges' out at least 8 ft. beyond the line of the
present water-level. This slip has caused the portion of the bank opposite it to subside at least 6 ft., and
has so torn away the puddle-wall, which is still evidently in a semi-consolidated condition in its lower
portions, that[the wall itself has also subsided, with bank, some 6 ft. in the centre.
'
“ The diagrams appended hereto illustrate the present condition of bank at this point. I consider
this slip a very serious misfortune; I cannot see any special reason (in the meantime) why this particular
spot should have given way ; and consider it quite as probable that any portion of the inner mass may act
in a similar way ; in fact, the deeper portion of the bank should be more liable to slip at a lower level, on
account of the greater weight it carries. The same conditions apply to the whole work, similar material,
and the same process of laying along its whole length. The system of depositing the material in con
tinuous' layers prevents the accumulation of any particular class of earth in one place, and insures
homogeneity ih character over the whole surface.
_
'
“ The problem to solve is, why this particular part of the'bank should act in this manner while the
balance remains, with the exception of the surface cracks before mentioned, in apparently a stable
• condition. I (hold that, there is no reason for the disturbance being peculiar to this locality, and.must
draw the conclusion that any part of the remainder may, at any time wdnle the process of saturation is
proceeding, b^gin to act in a similar manner; and without Tearing any immediate danger to the structure
on account of the superior nature of the puddled core, I consider the method being carried out of repairing
the breach is most unjustifiable and dangerous. The first duty was undoubtedly to lower the water as much
as possible, not necessarily below the outlet level, and carefully investigate the cause of the mishap by
cutting a cross-sectional trench through the dam at the centre of the slip.
“ This could have been done without much expense and carried down to the necessary, level, and
the line of slip carefully ascertained, to enable a reliable conjecture as to the cause being formed.
“ The work now being done I consider worse than useless, viz., the tipping of most expensive stones
' pell-mell over :the projecting portion into the water—it may be literally termed throwing money into the
sea ; and in addition to its uselessness in preventing a continuation of the slip, I consider it the very best
way to assist such depression by extending it further and sinking more .rapidly. Had the stones been
systematically jdeposited from the toe upwards, they would have assisted matters materially, but I doubt
then even theiT efficacy in holding back a slipping bank. The cause of this depression and its line of fracture
’ still remains unknown. The bank is still slipping, the subsidence being fully 9 inches during the twentyfour hours prior to my inspection, as clearly shown by the levels on the surface drains cut the day before.
“ Time [alone will prove how much further this subsidence may still extend. It is possible that the
complete saturation of the mass may soon cause it to assume its permanent angle of repose; but this in
no way undervalues the urgent necessity for at once determining the secret cause of this unnatural
bulging out. I
•
'
“ One naturally directs his attention in attempting to conjecture the possible reasons of the fault
to the class of (materials employed and the work of the contractor. As to the latter, all doubts of bad
workmanship may be at once set aside, for there is a permanent resident engineer-in-charge, with a full
staff of assistant engineers and inspectors, so that each load of material deposited has been most rigidly
.supervised. The onus of construction is thus thrown entirely on the engineer-in-charge, who has
undoubtedly adhered strictly to the instructions laid down in his specifications.
.
“ As toithe quality of the material, I have serious misgivings. It is aii inferior loamy clay, subject,
on account of-its composition, to very great expansion and contraction, according to the quantity of
moisture allowed to enter it.
■
'
'
“It is ,most unstable, and has no plasticity, becoming semi-liquid with the addition of a very
small quantity of moisture, and porous when dry. I consider it one of the worst materials .tha-t could,
possibly be used, in a bank, and, in my opinion, should have been protected from the possibility of
absorbing, too much moisture by a puddled lining of approved clay between it and the layer of broken
metal on which the pitchers are laid. The cost of this layer would have been- small, and I have used a
puddle lining 18 inches thick to protect similar material, with the result that no water ever entered the
main body of the bank.
,
'
“ The metal layer and pitching is carried out in a most superior manner—better I have never seen.
. The stone is of ffirst-class quality, and the pitchers are larger than I have ever seen used.
.
“ A proper investigation at the point before-mentioned would probably at once prove beyond all
doubt the agencies at work, and dispose of the unpleasant uncertainty existing as to the future of the
■
'
structure
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structure. In addition, the original lines of the work might he still adh'er'ed to, the protuberance
removed and restored to its original shape, and the everlasting eyesore dispensed with, which, under the
present scheme of patching, will remain as a permanent stigma on the engineers of a work which,
on account of its magnitude, would otherwise be classed as one of the great undertakings of modem
engineering.”
■
JSTote.—We are informed that 42 to- 44 has slipped, as predicted by Mr. Harper', who indicates
that the remainder may at any time, while the process of saturation is proceeding, begin to act ih a
similar manner.
Eefer to Mr. Mestayer, who, I understand, will examine Mr. Harper.—J.B., 7/1/89.

Minute by The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Subject:—Prospect

Dam.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 5 January, 1889.
It was suggested by Mr. Mestayer, A.M.I.C.E., before whom Mr. Angus Mackay, E.C.S., of the Technical
College, Sydney, gave evidence to-day in regard to the nature of the clay and soil used for the formation
of the Prospect Dam, respecting which he had submitted a report, that it was desirable Mr. Mackay should
officially visit the dam for the purpose of taking samples of the material used in connection therewith,
and making an analysis thereof. Mr. Mackay intimated that he could not be released from his engage
ments for a period of six weeks. Mr. Mestayer, however, expressed the opinion that, notwithstanding
this lapse of time, it would be better to have the result of that gentleman’s analysis in order that the
investigation into the whole matter may be complete.
.
J.B., 8/1/89.
■

Appd.—J.S.,7/1/89.
Write.—J.B., 8/1/89.
Besubmit on 16 Eeb., 1889.—R.H., 12/1/89.

Angus Mackay, Esg., P.C.S., 9/1/89.

Seen.

Tbe Under Secretary for Public Works to Angus Mackay, Esq., P.O.S.
.

Sir,

■
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 9 January, 1889.
With reference to your call at this office on the 5th instant, when you expressed your
willingness to officially visit the Prospect Dam as soon as you could be released from your engagement,
in order that you may take samples of the material used in connection with its formation, and make an
analysis thereof, I am directed to inform you that the Secretary for Public Works will be glad if you will
proceed to the dam as soon.as you can make it convenient to do so, and furnish him with the result of
■your investigation.
I have, &c.,
'
J. BARLING-,
'
_
Under Secretary.

G. Gordon, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Dear Sir,
Colonial Chambers, 86, Collins-street West, Melbourne, 29 December, 1888.
I said I thought I would send in my report about the end of this week. That was before
I knew I was to send an estimate. As I have not yet received the cross-section I want for this purpose,
it will be next week before I can be ready. I haVe finished the draft of my report, but I will not write
it out till I get. Mr. Gipps’ evidence, which I expect daily; not that I think it will induce me to alter
the report, as I know from the report in the. Evening JSTeivs what his views are, but there may be
something in his evidence requiring attention. If some of my recommendations are adopted the closing
.of the contract will be a necessity.
With the compliments of the season.
Yours, &c.,
.
,
G. GORDON.
The cross-sections will be sent to you to-day.—Pro A. Engineer-in-Chief, J.S., B.C., 31/12/88.
Under Secretary, Public Works.
Please see that they go without fail to-day.—J.B., 31/12/88.
Sent, 31/12/88.
............................... ....................

G. Gordon, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Dear Sir,.
Colonial Chambers, 86, Collins-street West, Melbourne, 4 January, 1889.
I have written to Messrs. Ryan, Moline, and Shand, asking their permission to have the
evidence published. I have no doubt about their being quite willing. I have asked Mr. Ryan and Mr.
Shand to inform you directly. I do not remember to have told the other witnesses whom I examined in
company with Mr. Mestayer that the evidence was only for my own information.
I had not expected to be wanted so soon again in Sydney, and I have an engagement for next week
in Gippsland—a water Supply or irrigation scheme,—but I shall be glad to go over on my return. ‘ By
that time Mr. Sutherland will have read my report, and if there is anything in it needing explanation I
shall be glad to afford it. If the matters on which Mr.. Sutherland wishes to see me refer to anything
other than the dam will you kindly mention what they are, that I may be prepared.
•
Yours, &c.,
----:—
G. GORDON.
I wish to see Mr. Gordon chiefly about the dam, but when he is here will consult him about locking
the Darling, concerning which we have further information. The time mentioned by Mr. Gordon will
suit.—John Sutheblaud, 7/1/89.
Write.—J.B., 7/1/89.
Geo. Gordon, Esq., C.E., 8/1/89.
G. Gordon
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G-. Gordon, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works,
Dear Sir, 1
Colonial Chambers, 86, Collins-street West, Melbourne, 31 January, 1888.
I enclose evidence of Moline and Shand. I thought it better to send the original, aud I have
kept a copy. The pencil notes are mine, as some of the evidence would not be quite intelligible to any
one who did not hear it and the questions that were put.
Tours, &e.,
•
' i
'
a. GORDON.
P.S.—I told all the witnesses connected with the works whom I examined that the information they
gave was for my own use only, and not for publication.— G.G.
’
R. L. Mestayer, A.M.I.C.E.
Geo. Gordon, Esq., M.I.C.E., 2/1/89.
other papers.—1. S., 7/l/8£j.
_________________ ’_______ .

Register and place with

The Under Secretary for Public Works to R. L. Mestayer, Esq.
My dear Sir,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 2 January, 1889.
' ’ I have to-day received from Mr. Gordon the notes of evidence taken from Messrs. Moline .
and Shand. Mr. Gordon says he gave a promise -that the information should not be made, public, and by
direction of Mr. Sutherland I have written to Mr. Gordon asking him to obtain the permission of the
witnesses to have their evidence printed and placed with the reports.
_
' : Mr. Sutherland desires me to say that he washes all evidence taken to be made public, as he thinks
it is of the utmost importance to expose everything to the public view with regard to the Prospect Dam.
’
' 1
1
Tours, &c.,
j

J. BARLING,

P.S.—The evidence is enclosed herewith.

_

Under Secretary: "

The Under Secretary for Public Works to G. Gordon, Esq.

Dear Sir, I
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 2 January, 1889.
I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 31st ultimo with the notes of evidence
of Messrs. Moline and Shand. I also note your postcript, in wdiich you state that you informed the
witnesses that the evidence they gave W'as for your use only, and not for publication. ATith reference to
this, Mr. Sutherland desires me to say that he wishes any evidence taken in connection with the subject
of your inquiry made public, and he will thank you if you will have the goodness to obtain the permission
of the witnesses to have this done in the present ease.
'
I presume we shall have the pleasure of seeing you in Sydney again in the course of a few days.
There are -matters Mr. Sutherland will be glad to see you upon.
'
’ 1
‘
Tours, &c.,
J. BARLING.

Mr. E. Limond to The Secretary for Public Works.
Dear Sir, ,
63, Church-street, Newtown, 21 December, 1888.
I waited on Messrs. Gordon and Mestayer yesterday, 12 noon, when not only my statement
was unbelieved,1 but I was told it was all lies about water being under the puddle. I cannot rest under
this imputation,1 but shall take other steps to prove to the public that my assertions are correct. The
Evening News lias not published my evidence as yet.
■
‘
'
Tours, &c.,
I
------,
EDWIN LIMOND.
I have seen Mr. Gordon about this, and he absolutely denies the truth of these allegations.—J.S.,
21/12/88.
Resubmit.
.

■
, New South Wales Electric Telegraph, 29 December, 1888.
■
J. Barling, Esq., Public Works Office.
_
Torn message‘of to-day to Edwin Limond, 63, Church-street, Newtown, is undelivered.. Address is
vacant.
H.J.S.P., Manager.
• Shall we search for him?—J.B., 31/12/88.

Eind him.—J.S., 31/12/88.

Telephone message from Newtown Police, 2nd January, 1889,3 p.m., to Inspector-General of Police. ■
resides at No. 73, Church-street, Newtown. He is a most respectable man, and
lately worked at’ the Prospect Reservoir.
’
.
' ’ Telegraphed to Limond, 2/1/89.
------Tell him to call' at 11 a.m., Monday, and the Minister will then take his evidence.—J.B., 29/12/88.
Edwin Limond, Esq., 29/12/88.
Me. Edwin Limond

Pbospect Dam.

of evidence given by Mr. Limond, at the Public Works Office, on .3rd January, 1889.
Present:—Mr. Barling, Under Secretary for Public Works ; Mr. Bennett, Commissioner and Engineer-in
'
Chief for Roads and Bridges.
_
Me. Baelino, addressing Mr. Limond, said:—Tou have expressed your willingness to give evidence to
the Minister on the subject of the slip which has occurred at the Prospect Dam, where I believe you have
been working, and you have attended before Messrs. Gordon and Mestayer for the purpose, but not being
satisfied with the way you were treated by those gentlemen, you have attended,, at the request of Mr.
Sutherland, to give your evidence here. I may mention that Mr. Sutherland has been called away to the
Executive Council, and is, therefore, unable to examine you personally, so he has asked me to take your
evidence, which he will read after it has been transcribed. Mr. Bennett is here to ask you any questions
upon engineering matters. I may add that any expenses incurred by you in coming here will be cheer
fully paid. Will you now be good enough to state what you know about the matter.
Minutes
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Mr. Limoni
—Here is the reference I received from Mr.-McGuighan, for whom I went to
work at the Prospect Dam about Christmas,-1882.' The puddle-trench was then about being commenced.
I was engaged to build a saw-mill for cutting timber, required for the trench and the buildings. I chose
a site for the mill about 2 chains from the puddle-trench, in order that I might get water from one- of
,
' the trial-shafts-that was there, several of these shafts being about 50 feet deep, so I was told.
In all these shafts there. was water about 15 feet from the surface. I got the engine in position
and started to work, but was unable to use the water for-more than a week, as I found it was salt;
but during the time we did use it we had to raise and lower the pump by which it was obtained several _
times, as the water rose and fell, as if under tidal influence. I then, stopped using the water, and had
fresh water brought to me for the engine. They kept sinking the puddle-trench. I was told by Mr.
McGfuighan the depth was to be 15 feet, but I was astonished afterwards to see them sinking deeper
and below the water-line in the trial-shafts. One day I spoke to Mr. McGnighan about it, and asked
him if they were not doing wrong going so deep ; he answered and said he thought so too, .hut he was
.
going according to the specifications. So they sunk to about 30 feet, some parts more than this, down to
the silicate reef, engines being kept all the time pumping to keep the trench clear of water. Having got
to the reef, the puddle -was put in with clay, carted in with drays. When I left -in July, 1883, the wall or
embankment was up to a considerable height above the level of the ground. Therefore, I say, the puddle
. trench was made too deep ; the bottom is like soup, being thoroughly impregnated with the water which is
there, and the moisture rising through the heavy dry clay, upwards, is causing it to swell and shift; it is ,
that which is moving the whole of the bank. Any working-man who has worked upon clay-works will see
'
in a moment that what. I am stating is a fact. The only way to prove it is to sink a trial-shaft in tlie
side of the by-wash, and'drive in the level of the puddle-trench to the bottom of it, and see if my words
.
are not true. If they are not true, I will forfeit my life. I am positive that, allowing for soakage and
drainage, there is at least 10 feet of water standing at each side of the walls. I also noticed that in the
. heaviest rains the water never rose in the shafts to the surface.
EDWIN LIMOND,
■
------.
4/1/89..
.
Mr. Bennett.'] What were you engaged at previous to your going to work at the Prospect Dam ?
I was previously,, for fifteen years, in New Zealand, on the diggings, and on water-works, road-making,
and bridge-building.
'
What big dams were you employed upon? Waimea Water-race and Eeservoir, the Leviathan
Dam and Water-race, and Hohnnui W ater-race and Dam. At the Waimea Water-race one of the dams was
over 100 feet high and built of stone, and another was considerably higher. The other two were of clay
’
and about GO ft. or 80 ft. in height, the facings of the dams being of piles with clay thrown on the surface.
What have you been doing since you left the dam ? I left to manage a mill, and in the interval I
went to Spears’, at 'Woolloomoolqo Bay, where I. lost two of my fingers. I then went’bu-s-driving.'
,
Afterwards I was with Hudson Brothers for about four or five months. Since then I have been driving
a cab, which I am now doing.
■
_
.
With reference to the rise and fall of the water in the trial-shafts you spoke of, did you attribute
.
it to tidal influence ? ■ Tes.
.
Did you observe any alteration in the time of the rise and fall ? Yes; it shifted every day like the tide.
. Others observed it besides me. One was Mr. Rothery, an engineer and fitter, who is still on the works.
Mr. Barlinq.] You were saying to me this morning that you considered the shingle met with in
sinking the puddle-trench to be the bed of an old river or creek ? Yes.
■
'
What was the width of it ? The width of the old creek-bed was about 5 dr 6 chains, cutting the
dam at right-angles. •
What do you consider should he done to remedy the matter ? In my opinion nothing can he done
to save the old wall. I suggest that a wall 8 or 10 feet thick be built 30 or 40 feet in front of the present
embankment, the outside of stone and tbe inside of concrete, the foundations to be sunk 10 or 12 feet
it should be built at an angle of 1 in 4 or 1 in 5, and he well backed up with earthwork. I estimate the
cost of this at from £70,000 to £80,000. I am positive that the influx of water after a heavy rainfall will
cause the bank to give way, as the outlets are not sufficient, and before the by-wash could be reached the
dam would he gone.

Minutes of further evidence respecting the Prospect Dam, given by Mr. Limond before the Honorable
the Secretary for Public Works and tbe Under Secretary for Public Works, at the Public Works
Office, on Monday, 7th January, 1889.
.
Mr. Sutherland.] Since giving your evidence in regard to the slip at the Prospect Dam you have visited
: the dam, and you now wish to correct some of the evidence that you gave. Will you now state wdiat you
wish to correct, or desire to add to your previous statement? In stating the depth of the trench I made ,
•Appendix c. an error ; I said 35 feet, but I find from the plans* in the possession of Mr. Shand, which haye been
shown to me by tbat gentleman, that the depth varies from 45 feet to 75 feet, and a depth of 45 feet at
the bed of the old creek of wdiich I have spoken.
Water.

With
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With regard to the wall I suggested should be built, I desire to say that I abandon that idea altogether,
unless it is carried the whole length of the embankment. I think the securing would be better done from
the inside. When I was at the dam yesterday I found that water was oozing from the embankment near the
scouring outlet close to the bed of the old creek. I took a bottle of the water, which I have brought with"
me.
I
.
'
EDWIN LIMOND.
By the [directions of the Minister, an officer of the Department was instructed to accompany Mr.
Limond to Prospect, and obtain a properly-certified bottle of the water he referred to as oozing from the %
embankment. | This was done on the 8th January, and the water so obtained was sent to Mr. Hamlet for
analysis on the 9th January. ’

The Undef Secretary for Public Works to A. Bennett, Esq.,

Evening News

Office.

Sir,'
i
'
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 29 December, 1888. ,,
■
With reference to your leader of the 27th instant, on the subject of the Prospect Dam, in
which the following statement appears, viz.:—“ An application was made to us by Mr. Mestayer a few
days since for jthe names of those who had written certain reports in the JEvening News, and also the
names of those persons who had given our reporters the information on which some of their statements
were founded;! but so far as we know, not one of those, who may be termed the Evening News witnesses,
has been examined.” I am directed by Mr. Secretary Sutherland to ask.if you will be so good as to
mention the names of the witnesses you refer to, and whom you think have not been examined by the
engineers appointed to inquire into the matter.
,
, '
.lam to1 say that Mr. Sutherland read the paragraph with very great surprise, as he has given tlie
most emphatic; instructions that all information obtainable should be considered, and if you will kindly
give the names of the gentlemen you refer to, care will be taken that their evidence shall be received in
the fullest possible manner, as'it is the desire of the Minister to exhaust every channel of information on
the subject that is available. ■
'
.
1 am toladd that Mr. Sutherland will consider it an especial favour if you will at your earliest
convenience comply with this request.
I have, &c.,
,
1
J. BARLING,
!
■
'
Under Secretary.

J. Hogue,jEsq.,

Evening News

Office, to The Under Secretary for Public Works.

[ Town and Country Journal and Evening News Office,
Dear Sir,
•
, Market-street, Sydney, 31 December, 1888.
In reference to your letter of 29th instant, I desire to point out that in the Evening News
article you quote from the expression occurs, “ So far as we know not one' of those,” &c., &c.,’ “ has been
examined.” I furnished to Mr. Mestayer, as far as I can now remember, the following names:—Mr. J.
Wearne, Mr. Jj. Norton, Mr. E. B. Gipps, C.E.; Mr. Eutherford, contractor; Mr. Buckett, hotelkeeper;
Mr. Ives, M.L.SA.; and the Hon. John Davies, M.L.C.
' Yours, &c.,
'
f-----JAS. A. HOGHE.
All the gentlemen mentioned were written to the same day that Mr. Hogue gave me their names,
and they were asked to give evidence in the course'of the three following days. Mr. Eutherford came as
requested; Mr! Wearne was examined by us at Prospect the following day; Mr. Gipps wTas in Melbourne,
but called and gave his evidence as soon as he came back ;' Mr. Ives replied to the letter stating he had no
evidence to give ; the Hon. J. Davies has not replied to the letter, and Mr. Norton has .refused to give
any evidence. Mr. Buckett’s evidence was only taken yesterday owing to a misunderstanding about' the
name, this not being the name given me by Mr. Ilogue. •
...
•
Be seenbhaf they are all examined.—J.S.,. 31/12/88.
Eesubmit Wednesday morning.—J.B.,
31/12/88.
i
■ ■
■_______________
‘

The Under Secretary for Works to J. A. Hogue, Esq.,- Evening

Neios

Office.

Dear Sir, ^
Department of Public Works,' Sydney, 3 January, 1889.
Mr.! Sutherland desires me to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 31st ultimo, in which,
at his request, you gave the names of the witnesses whom you supposed had not been examined in regard
to the Prospect Dam. I have only had an opportunity of seeing Mr. Mestayer to-day, and he has given
me the enclosed memorandum with respect to the matter, from which you will see that your supposition
that the Evening News witnesses had not been examined, is incorrect.. With regard to Mr: Norton
everv endeavour has been made to obtain his evidence, but as yet without result, as will be seen from the
attached copies|of correspondence that has taken place, but Mr. Sutherland hopes that the letter sent
him yesterday will have the desired effect.
,
.
.
.
, ,
_ ,
• I can assure you that Mr. Sutherland is leaving no stone unturned in obtaining information on the
subject, no majtter from what source it is to be derived, and where witnesses object to give their
evidence to either Mr. Mestayer or Mr. Gordon he is prepared to' take it himself. .
.
I am, &c.,
--------------J. BAELING.
■
|
[Enclosures.']
i Copy of Memorandum by Mr. Mestayer on letter from Mr. Hogue, of 31st December.
All the gentlemen mentioned were written'to the same day that Mr. Hogue gave me their names, and they were
asked to give evidence in the course of the three following days. Mr. Rutherford came as requested ; Mr. W earne was
examined by us af Prospect the following day; Mr. Gipps was in Melbourne, but called and gave his evidence as soon as he
came back ; Mr. Ives replied to the letter stating he had no evidence to give ; the Hon. John Davies has not replied to the
letter, and Mr. Norton has refused to give, any evidence. Mr. Buckett’s evidence was only taken yesterday, owing to a
misunderstanding about the name, this not being the name given by Mr. Hogue.'
.
| ■
Copy of Telegram addressed to J. Norton, Esq., on 27/12/S8. *
Minister will be glad if you can give your evidence respecting the Prospect Dam at once. Can you call at the office of
Mr. Mestayer, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, for this purpose,' on Saturday morning at 10 o’clock'. Any
expense incurred will be paid by the Department.
J. BARLING,
Under Secretary for Public Works.
----------------Copy
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Copy of Reply from Mr. Norton.
'
Newcastle, 28 December, 1888.
Ik reply to your telegram, could not possibly come to Sydney to give evidence re Prospect Dam before to-morrow week.
■
.
j, NORTON,
Copy of further Telegram addressed to J. Norton, Esq., on 29/12/88.
Ministjie, will instruct Mr. Mestayer to proceed to Newcastle to take your evidence at an early time Which may suit your
convenience. Reply.
J. BARLING,
TTviA.Qarvr’ot.avtt f/Yr* T^nVilir* WTrirlrfi
Copy of Mr. Norton’s Reply.
’
Newcastle, 31 December, 1888.
Useless to send Mestayer here for my evidence, re Prospect Dam, as I decline to afford information before present Board,
being doubtful of its utility and impartiality.
Copy of Mr. Sutherland’s Minute thereon.
Seen. I regret that Mr. Norton refuses to give evidence, as we offered to pay all expenses.—John Sutherland,
31/12/88
'
•
-------■ ' f ' Copy of letter to Mr. Norton 2/1/89, was also sent herewith.

The Under Secretary for Public Works to J. Norton, Esq.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 2 January, 1889..
’ I am directed by the Secretary for Public Works to acknowledge the receipt of your telegram
of the 31st ultimo, in which you say it is useless to send Mr. Mestayer for your evidence in regard to the
Prospect Dam, as you decline to afford information on the subject. Mr. Sutherland very much regrets
that you should have come to this conclusion. He is most anxious to obtain all the particulars possible,
and will be obliged if you will consent to give evidence before himself at any convenient time which may
be named by you.
_
_
,
I am to point out that the matter is of great national importance, and Mr. Sutherland thinks he is
justified in appealing to your patriotism as a public man to give him all the information you can, as it is
clear you have devoted very considerable attention to the subject, and have collected a mass of evidence
which he thinks may be very useful.
I have, &c.,
.
■
.
J. BA RUNG-,
------Under Secretary.
Up to this date no answer has been received from Mr. Horton.—D.C.M‘L., 15/1/89.

Telegram from Mr. J. Norton to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
In reply to your telegram, could not possibly come to Sydney to give evidence, re Prospect Dam, before
to-morrow, Saturday, week.
‘......
J. HORTON,
.
,
■
—----“Terminus Hotel.”
Telegraph that I will instruct Mr. Mestayer to proceed to Newcastle to take his evidence at any
early time which may suit his convenience.—John Suthebland, 29/12/88. Wired, 29/12/88.

J. Norton, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
to send Mestayer here for my evidence, re Prospect Dam, as I decline to afford information
before present Board, being doubtful of its utility and impartiality.
Useless

Seen. I regret that Mr. Norton refuses to give evidence, as we offered to pay all expenses.—
31/12/88.
■
■ '
.

John S.tttheeland,

The Under Secretary for Public Works to P. L. Mestayer, Esq.
My dear Sir,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 27 December, 1888.
Mr. Sutherland desires me to enclose for your information an extract of a leading article from
fhe Evening. News of this day’s date upon the subject of the Prospect Dam.
_
_
I am further desired to point out to you the extreme importance of taking any evidence which may
present itself to you in connection with the subject of your inquiry, however trivial or absurd it may
appear to you as an engineer—because it is largely on statements of this character that the public mind
has been exercised of late, and it is desirable to get at the source of the many statements which have been
spread abroad with regard to the state of the dam.
’
I am, -&c.,
J. BARLING.

The Under Secretary for Public Works to, Gf. Gordon, Esq.
My dear Sir,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 27 December, 1888.
'
Mr. Sutherland desires me to enclose for your information an extract from the Evening News
of this date, bearing on the subject of the Prospect Dam, and to ask that you will be so good as to come
to Sydney again before sending in your final report. Mr. Sutherland further wishes me to point out to
you the extreme importance of taking any evidence which may present itself, no matter how trivial or
absurd it may seem to you as an engineer—because it is by such statements that a great deal of the
-uneasiness now existing in the public mind with regard to the dam has been raised.
' ‘
'
I am, &e.,
J. BARLING.
[Enclosure

419
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[Enclosure to two preceding lettered]

'[Extract from the Evening News of Thursday, 27th December, 1888.]
The Pbospect Dam.
The coming event of Messrs. Gordon and Mestayer’s report on the Prospect dam has cast its shadow before, and the fore
shadowing is not a pleasant one to contemplate. Though the r'ep’ort has not been drawn up, the Minister for Works was
able to tell the Assembly on Friday what the most important part of it will be when it does come. The Hansard report of
what the honorable gentleman said contains the following
There are two gentlemen now holding a very serious inquiry into the state of the Prospect Dam, from its first foundation till the time they took
evidence on ttie subject. They will not be prepared to give in their report before some time next week. I sent for Mr. Gordon to-day, and he
assured me that there was not the slightest danger of the dam giving way. Alterations and a large expenditure of money will have to take place •
and I have given instructions to those gentlemen, not only to make recommendations but also to state-what will be the cost of carrying out the
recommendations.
It appears from Mr. Sutherland’s remarks that Mr. Mestayer agrees with Mr. Gordon^ for speaking of the two gentlemen
he concluded by saying,—
’
They are certain that there is hot the slightest foundation for the fear of the dam going.
This remarkable communication to the Assembly can have no other effect than that of destroying the confidence of the
public in the report of Messrs. Gordon and Mestayer when it is produced. Their instructions to hold the investigation
were issued on the 13th December, and assuming that they commenced work the following day, their inquiries into the
state of the Prospect Dam from its foundation had extended over a week and a day when they, assured Mr. Sutherland that
there was not the slightest fear of it collapsing. It is true that, according to the Minister for Works, the investigation was
not concluded when he saw Mr. Gordon ; blit what is of most importance is to know on what evidence Mr. Gordon and
Mr. Mestayer came to the conclusion that the dam is in no danger. It may be taken for granted that they went but to se'e
it; but for the practical purpose of their commission, looking at the embankment was, -comparatively speaking, a waste of
time. The Department has been taxing its resources during the last eight or nine months to -patch the work up, and most
probably when Mr. Gordon and Mr. Mestayer were taken to see it most of the cracks had been filled up, and unless it had
burst through again the stream of thick yellowish water our reporter saw running from the base of the embankment oh its
lower side was stopped up. Looking at the work in its pat'ched-up condition would therefore give the two gentlemen 'only
a very imperfect idea of what has been going on in the way of cracks, slips, subsidences, and the actual flow of water
through the embankment. What they required to do was to take the evidence of disinterested men who had been carefully
watching the dam since the first slip was discovered, and if they have not done this the investigation on which "they
guarantee the soundness of the work is useless, and 'their opinions are hot worth one penny-of the money they will cost.
An application was made to us by Mr. Mestayer a few days since for the names of those who had written certain reports in
the Uvening News, and also the names of those persons who had given our reporters the information upon which soihe of
their statements were founded ; but so far as we know, not one of those who may be termed the Evening News witnesses
has been examined. If there has been any examination of witnesses at all, it has been carried on in a remarkably secret
manner; and it is perfectly certain that during the few days that elapsed between the appointment of the two gentlemen
and Mr. Gordon’s statement to Mr. Sutherland it would have been impossible to take all the evidence necessary to enable
them to give a definite opinion respecting the stability of the dam ; but what is that opinion, as stated by Mr. Sutherland,
worth ? In the first place, it contradicts those of Mr. Hickson and Mr. Williams, two officers of the Department, who
recently reported upon the condition of the embankment. The only interpretation to be put upon the opinions of those two
gentlemen is that the dam is in a dangerous condition, so that the statement of Mr. Gordon that there is not the slightest
fear of it giving.way is in direct opposition on this particular point to the opinions of Mr. Hickson and Mr. Williams.
Even the Engineer-in-Chief for Railways, who guaranteed the soundness of the work six or seven month's ago as Confidently
as Mr. Gordon and Mr. Mestayer do now, reported to Mr. Sutherland the week before last that the dam now .requires to be
“ carefully watched.” Messrs. Gordon and Mestayer not only contradict Mr. Hickson, Mr. Williams, and Mr. Whitton,
but, if Mr. Sutherland reported Mr. Gordon correctly, they contradict themselves. They say that “there is not the
slightest danger of the dam giving way, ” but that alterations and a large expenditure of money will have to take place. If
the dam is in.no danger, what will this money have to he spent for ? The fact is that every shilling Mr. Gordon and Mt.
Mestayer may recommend to be expended will be for securing the dam, and will therefore be a contradiction of the state
ment that it is not in the slightest danger. We are dealing with the two professional gentlemen entirely on the basis of
the speech made by Mr. Sutherland in the Assembly. The honorable gentleman may have misunderstood Mr.. Gordon, but
if he did not, and the verbal report submitted to the House is a correct one, the engagement of Mr. Gordon and'Mr.
Mestayer will only add another unsatisfactory chapter to the record of extravagance and blundering connected with the
Prospect Dam.
'

The Under Secretary for Public Works to E. L. Mestayer, Esq.
Sir, .
_
.
,. _ Department of Public Work's, Sydney, 27 December, 1888.
.
I am directed- by Sir. Secretary Sutlierland t'o forward herewith & letter which has been
received from Mr." James J. Maher on the subject of the Prospect Dam, and to infof'm you that a
telegram has been sent to the writer requesting him to be good enough to attend at your office oh Satur
day morning at 10 o’clock, in order that you may take any evidence on the subject that he has to give.
I am to inform you that Mr. J. Norton, late of the staff of the Evening News -has also been
requested to attend at your office on Saturday morning at 10 o’clock to give evidence on the same
subject.
Mr. Sutherland desires that the fullest information possible should be obtained from these gentle
men, and will be glad if you will take whatever evidence they are prepared to give.
■
I have, &c.,
J. BARLING-,
------- '------Under Secretary.
[Enclosure.]

'

Dear Sir,
.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 29 December, 1888.
The bearer Mr. J. J. Maher has called upon me- this morning, in accordance with the telegram sent to him by
you, and given me his evidence as to what he considers the cause of the slip, and the remedy he proposes.
As I understood from you that Mr. Maher’s expenses would he paid by your Department, I have given him this note
to certify to the fact of his having attended as requested.
I am, &c.,
J. Barling, Esq. .
.
-------R. L. MESTAYER.
.
Submitted.—J.B., 30/12/88.
Give 'him three days at 30/- per diem and his travelling fares, and say that if any
part of his recommendation is adopted a substantial recognition will be awarded.—John Sutherland, 31/12/88. Mr.
Mestayer,—What expenses do you recommend ?—J.B., B.G., 31/12/88.
See voucher 88-4,704: for £6 Is.—T.J.C.,
10/1/89.
Mr. Malier informed, 31/12/88.
Maher has been paid.—Per A. Eng.-in-Chief, J. S., B. C.-, 12/1/89.
fjride'r
Secretary for Public Works.
Place with other papers.—D.C.M'L., '14/1/89.
Attach to voucher.—J.S., 4/1/89.
Mr. Cremeu.
,

The
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The Under Secretary for Public Works to It. L. Mestayer, Esq.

gjr

'
' Department of Public "Works, Sydney, 22 December, 1888.
’ With reference to the instructions which have been given to you in regard to the work of
reporting upon the Prospect Dam, I am desired by the Secretary for Public Works to request that you
will be so good as to give a detailed estimate of any works which you may recommend should be carried out.
''
I am to add that Mr. Gordon has been similarly instructed.
'
■
I have, &c.,
J. BAELING,
■
■
Dnder Secretary.

J. A. Hogue, Esq., Editor of

Evening News,

to The Secretary for Public. "Works.

and Evening News Office,
Dear Sir,
,
Market-street, Sydney, 12 December, 1888.
Mr' Bennett’ desires me to acknowledge receipt of your letter ancl"enclosure of yesterday, and
to say that he will be only too happy to supply your officers with any information in his power in reference
to the condition of .the Prospect Dam, in the security of which he takes a deep interest. Such members
of the staff of the Evening News as have reported upon the dam will willingly see Mr. Mestayer and Mr.
Gordon, and afford these gentlemen whatever assistance they can to facilitate their investigations. At the
same-time I should mention that all information which representatives of the Evening News have.obtained
has been published in that journal and commented upon, and I assume that such information and comments,
touching a subject of such great importance, have been preserved in your Department. Should that,
however, not be the case, I have an index by me that wTiH enable me to lay my finger at any time upon the
various reports, &c., that have appeared on the subject in the Evening News. These I will be glad to
point out to any accredited officer of your Department who may desire to see them-.
'
I may add that it is very gratifying to Mr. Bennett and myself, as it must be to the public, to
observe the steps you have taken to have a thoroughly independent examination made by competent
engineers of the dam, with a view to ascertaining its actual condition, and so set the public mind at rest, if
possible, »to its stolilit,.
I b»e,
Town and Country Journal

' _____
» Editor, Evening Neios.
Answered. See letters sent to Messrs.- Gordon and Mestayer on the subject. J.B., 15/10/88.
Put away. ■
'
•
'___________ ^_________

Tbe Secretary for Public Works to J. A. Hogue, Esq.,

Editor,-Evening News.

Dear Sir.
Parliament, Few South Wales, Sydney, 12 December, 1888.
I have to thank you for your letter of this date, in which you offer to place your services at
the disposal of the engineers I have appointed to inquire into the present state of the Prospect Dam, and
.I shall take care to request them to avail themselves of your kind offer.
.
My only object is to get at the true facts of the case from whatever source I can obtain them.
T have from' the first been fully impressed with the necessity- of the most searching investigation.
- ■
"
Yours, &c., ■
'
‘
JOHN SBTHEELAND.

The Under Secretary for Public Works to R. L. Mestayer, Esq.

.

Department of Public Works, Sydney, 15 December, 1888.
’
I am directed to enclose for your information copies of correspondence, which has taken place
. between the Secretary for Public Works, and Mr. Alfred Bennett, proprietor of the Evening News, and
have to request that you will be so good as to put yourself in communication with that gentleman, with a
view to obtaining any information he may have at his disposal with regard to the Prospect Dam.
■
‘
■
1
I have, &c.,
'
.
■
J. BAELING,
•
'
Under Secretary.
gjr

' The Under Secretary for Public Works to-Gr. Gordon, Esq.
g;rj

, Department of Public Works, Sydney, 15 December, 1888.
I am directed to enclose for your information copies of correspondence, which has taken place
between the Secretary for Public Work's and Mr. Alfred Bennett, proprietor of the Evening News, and
have to request that you will be so good as to put yourself in communication with that gentleman, with a
view to obtaining any information he may have at his disposal with regard to the Prospect Dam.
°
I have, &c.,
'
'
...
J. BAELING,
'
'
Under Secretary.
’

The Under Secretary for Public Works to G. Gordon, Esq. . .
'

s;rj
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 10 December, 1888.
'
' ’ lam directed.by the Secretary for Public Works to forward herewith for your information
and guidance, a copy of the instructions which have been given to Mr. Mestayer, A.M.I.C.E., who as you
• are aware has also been appointed to inquire into, and report upon the condition of the Prospect Dam,
and to request that you will be good enough to take them as referring to the inquiry entrusted to Jou*
The object of Mr. Sutherland is to obtain a full and impartial statement of the facts of the matter as they
appear to you as an engineer of experience, altogether unconnected with the Department having charge
of the work.
T

m

i
#
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i am to add that Mr. Hickson has been instructed to place everything required at your service,
including original plans and documents, and all officers of the Department have been - enjoined to give
you all possible information, and to reply to any inquiries you may desire to make in the course 'of your
investigations.
'
I have, &c.,
•
J. BAELING,
Under Secretary.
Copy of instructions- to Mr. Mestayer which were forwarded herewith were laid on the Table of the
House on the 6th December, 1888.

Gr. Grordon, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Dear Sir,
’
13 December, 1888.
I visited the Prospect Dam yesterday and examined the second slip and two boreholes put
down by Mr. Mestayer on the 7th and 10th inst.
I should like to put down another bore in the same line, i.e., in the axis of the slip near the water’s
edge, and another in the puddle-wall on the same line, and still another in the part of the dam that has
not shown any inclination to slip. In order to save time I asked Mr. Eyan to have the places prepared
for these, and also to have a trench dug across the top of the bank at a place I pointed out, so as to he
ready for my putting down the bores to-morrow. Mr. Hickson says he can get me the services of a diver
and I ask permission to employ one to examine the toe of the hank, and I ask authority for the works
mentioned above and leave to examine the plans of the accessory works, and to get some tracings made.
Yours, &c.,
------G. GOBDON.
Mr. Hickson,—Please attend to this.—J.B., B.C., 13/12/88.
Submitted.—J.B. Appd. I give
Mr. Gordon the fullest authority to carry out his investigation in the way bethinks best.—J.S., 14/12/88.
I have arranged for these matters as instructed by the Minister.—S.H., B.C., 18/12/88. Under
Secretary for Public Works.
Put with papers.—J.B. 19/12/88.

Treasury Minute.
Subject:—The

Dam at Prospect.
The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, 28 November, 1888.
Some doubt having been expressed in Parliament as to the safety of the dam at Prospect, I would submit,
for the consideration of Mr. Sutherland, the desirability of his appointing some officer or officers to
inspect and report on the state of the dam.
■
J.P.B.
' The Under Secretary for Public Works.—G.B., B.C., 28/11/88.
Submitted.—J.B., 28/11/88.
' I can assure my honorable colleague the matter he refers to is causing me a great deal of anxiety;
and previous to the date of his minute the Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Bivers had visited
the dam, and placed me in possession of the latest information on the subject. Subsequently I have been
in close consultation with Messrs. Whitton and Bennett. These gentlemen have concurred in what they
consider the best course to pursue under the circumstances, but previous to taking any action they are to
visit the da.m in company to-morrow, and on Monday I shall have the result of their conference before
me, when I shall immediately place the matter before the Cabinet. I may also mention that Mr. Williams,
one of the Assistant Engineers for Harbours and Bivers, has visited the dam alone, and his report will
also he placed before the Cabinet.—John Stttheb.la.nd, 30/11/88.
Under Secretary, Einance and
Trade.—J.B., B.C., 30/11/88.
Seen.—J.E.B., 30/11/88.
'
.
[Three Plans.]

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer —1889.
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Questions,.
(5.) The Peospect Dam :—Mb. Stevenson

asked the Secretary for Public Works,—
. .(1.) Is it a fact that an engineer was imported from England to superintend the construction of theProspect Dam ?
.
(2.) Was this course taken because there was no competent person in New South Wales to carry
out the work P
(3.) Does the present report of the Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers, in reference
to the state of the Prospect Dam, show that the interests of the Colony have been served by this
importation P

Answers.

.

'

'

(1, 2, and 3.) These questions will be more fully answered by placing copies of the papers on the
subject upon the table of the house.

v-«-v.

The Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers to The Under Secretary for Public.
Works.‘
_

Sydney Water Supply—Asking for authority to send home for an engineer to take charge of the
construction of the Prospect Reservoir.
Department of Public Works, Harbours and Rivers Branch,
Sydney, 25 June, 1880.
I beg to bring under the attention of Mr. Secretary Lackey, the necessity for obtaining at. once am
experienced person to take charge of the construction of the large reservoir at Prospect, for which we are
about calling tenders.
Of all the works in connection with the.Sydney Water Supply, this perhaps most requires, in the
superintendence of its construction, an officer of special qualifications; and such a one, with the requisite
experience, so far as I know, is not to be found here. I have therefore been in communication with Mr.
John Eowler, C.E., of London, on the subject, and he informs me that he knows of a gentleman who has'
had large experience in this class of work at home whom he could recommend for the situation. I would
therefore ask Mr. Lackey’s sanction to telegraph for him; salary to be at the rate of £500 per annum,
with passage paid to the Colony.
,
------E. 0. MORIARTY.
B.C., Under Secretary Public Works, 4/9/80.
Appd.—J.L., 8/7/80.
Mr. Moriarty for
telegram., B.C., 8/7/80.—J.R.
I have since heard from Mr, Eowler, and now recommend that thefollowing telegraphic message be sent to him through the Agent-General:—“ Send Ryan, salary £500 and
passage.”—E. 0. Mobiabtt.
.Telegram forwarded through Colonial Secretary.—Appd., J.L., 9/9/80.
Mr. Moriarty, B.C., 10/9/80.—J.R.

The Agent-General to The Colonial Secretary.

4

Sir,
5, Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, S.W., 25 March, 1881.
‘
I have the honor to inform you that, in accordance with your telegram of the 25th February
last, Mr. Fowler has arranged the agreement with Mr. R. H. Ryan for service under the Government.
Mr. Ryan has consented to accept £550 per annum and a house, with travelling allowance; passageof himself, to Sydney to be paid by the Government. I am not able to send to you by this mail a copy of
310—
the

A,

s. a

.
^
.

.

i

.
'

,

the agreement, because it is not yet signed by Mr. Eyan; but tbe terms thereof have been decided, and I
expect Mr. Eyan will sail by the “ Cuzco ” Orient steamer, about tbe middle of May. I apprised you of this
in my telegram of the 18th instant, as follows ::—“Eyan sails ‘Cuzco,’ May.”
■
I have, &c.,
-------SAUL SAMUEL.
81-1461, U.S. Works, B.C., 27/2/1881.
Cablegram for Agent-Q-eneral:—“Ask Fowler to
arrange Eyan’s engagement, &c.”—Works,
9/3/81'.
Fbe- Secretary for Public Works.—H.P.,
5/5/81.
Tbe Under-Secretary for Public Works, B.C., 6/5/81.—C.W.
Harbours and Elvers, B.C.,
7/5/81.—J.E.
Noted.—E.O.M'., 12/5/81.
Messrs. C. and S. to note:—J.B., 12/5/81.
Noted.—
J.C., 14/5/81.
.
■

J. Eowler, Esq., to The Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Bivers.
My dear Sir,
.
2, Queen’s Square Place, Westminster, S.W., 8 April, 1881.
I beg to advise you that, in pursuance of a telegram which arrived from the Colony (10th
September, 1880), I have.drafted out an agreement with Mr. Eyan as per enclosed copy, and handed it
to the Agent-G-eneral, who has- adopted it; subject to the usual legal- formalities of detail. Mr. Eyan
proposes to leave, if possible, by one of the Orient steamers on the 11th May, and it may be well to
recall the-circumst'ances'iunder-whi'ch-Mr:. Eyan has,been engaged! .
.
.
On December 3rd, 1879, you -wrote to me - at considerable detail; and there was a clause in the
letter as follows:—
'
_
“ I should like to hear of a man who has seen some good dam work. The Prospect dam will be a big
work, 80 feet in height and a mile and a quarter long; it is the only thing on the whole of the
Sydney water about which I feel at.all anxious, and-1 must-have a thoroughly competent man to
superintend it.”
■
_
I forwarded the-copy of'this clause to Mr: Hawksley; w^ho-has-probably-as large an experience as
any existing engineer in the construction, of;dams and.water-works,,andT received in reply the following
letter from Mr. Charles Hawksley (the son and partner of Mr; Hawksley, senr.), recommending a
gentleman not indicated by name at the time :—
Dear Sir,
30, Great George-st., Westminster, S.W., 11 February, 1880.
Your favour of tbe 4th instant reached me in the north of England. I know a gentleman who would, I think,
just suit your requirements, having had experience in reservoir- construction. On learning whether he would be disposed to
accept the appointment,,! wiUiagainr.eommunicate>with.you..
'
’
I'am.&c.,; .
-

J: jy. Baldly,- Esq.

CHiSiBEE-S' EAWKSDEX.

After, receiving.this.letter. I wrote, to. you, under, date, of February 13th,. 1880,..mentioning this, and
suggesting that the appointment should be made in England, as qualified’ men were unwilling to. go out
without a.fixed.engagement..
■
,
Mr..Hawksley-called'on; mer soon after; and brought, with him a letter (enclosed' herewith) from
Mi. Eyan to Mi. Hawksley ; after this I Had'from time to time conversations with Mr. Hawksley,. senior
and junior, both of whom spoke in .high terms of Mr. Eyan.; the result of this was that T wrote to you,
under date of July 2nd, suggesting that as Mr: Hawksley considered Mr. Eyan to he a competent man,
probably-it; would be-monvenienkaf. Mr: Eyan.,were.-mentioned by name-int your, communication', with the
Government.
.
After this several communications passed between the. Government and the Agent-General
respecting the appointment of. Mr..Eyan,,which has resulted in. his engagement, draft copy of which I.
have referred1 to,
. ,
I think you will find Mr..Eyan a zealous and.assiduous assistant,, with an earnest determination to
see: the. work done, effectively,. The following^ copy oh a letter of March 17,1881,. from,Mr..Hawksley, sen.,
I think will* satisfy you that His-opinion, is. very favourable; to- ML, Eyan..
Dear Sir,.
■ .
.
30, Great George-street, Westminster, S.W., March 17th, 1881.
.
Mi-. Ryan informs-me you-d'esire to have an expressiomin writing of my opinion of him as a civil engineer, heretofore
acting under my directionias the,resident.engineer of the Corporation of Waterford, during the construction of the water-works
of thafccity.
.
. ■
.
It.have.-much-.pleasure in- stating/thafcthe works executed, under-M-r. Ryan’s 'sup.erintendence,hav.e in,ev.ery respect given
me perfect satisfaction, and’that I have found in Mr. Ryan a careful, intelligent, honest,, and qualified coadjutor:.
'
X anij.&c., '
J: D. Baldi-y; Esq:.
.
'TS©M^'B/AWES-BEY.

Mr. Eyan haying to give.mp .the. appointment of engineer-td -the city of Waterford,.which he has
held for, s.ome.’time, to. accept the present .engagement^ cannob=sail--from England'earlier than May.
’
‘
’
'
"
I'am,, <Kc.,.
•
JOHN FOWLER
' (pro J..D: Baubkt).

Tke\Agemt-Gemgral to Tkei ColejErial Sieei'etary.,
'

.
Mr:..Eyan’h Appointment.
'
'
S'j.Westminster'Chamter.SiWictoria-streeL.SW., 8'April, 1881...
In continuation of my letter of the 25th ultimo, No. 56-81„l,have'nowthe.honor-to-forward
for your information a copy of the agreement entered into with Mr. Eyan for service under the Govern
ment ; and in accordance with the understanding made with him I propose to pay the cost of his passage
in the s.s. “ Cuzco” (seventy guineas),.to sail on the. 11th May.
.
‘
T have, &c.,
■
'
------SAUL SAMUEL.
. The Secretary for Bublic Works.—H'.F.',20'/5/81'.
The Under Secretary for Public Works, B'.C.,
21/5/81,—C.Wh . Harboiirs and Eiyers, B.C,,,25'/5'/81.—J.E.
Sir.;.
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[Enclosure.']

.

of Agreement made and entered into tins 31st day of March, 1881, between Her Most Gracious Majesty Victoria,
Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, for herself, her.heirs, and successors, and the Right Honorable Lord Augustus William
Frederick Spencer Loftus, G.C.B., Governor of her Colony or Dependency of Hew South Wales, for himself and his successors,
acting for and on behalf of the Government of the said Colony, and hereinafter called the Government, by Saul Samuel, of 5,
Westminster Chambers, Victoria-street, in the city of Westminster, Esquire, Agent-General in Great Britain, for the said
Colony of the one part, and Robert Henry Ryan, of the City Hall, Waterford, civil engineer, of the other part, whereby it is
mutually agreed as follows
_
'
'■
1. The Government, upon and subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter contained, engage the said Robert Henry
Ryan-as a civil engineer, to assist in the carrying out of .the works in connection with the water supply in Sydney, or
such other works of a similar engineering character as the Government may direct, for the term of four years from
the date of his embarkation for the Colony, provided that the said Robert Henry Ryan shall so long perform his
duties to the reasonable satisfaction, of the Government and "of the engineer hereinafter named. Provided
always that, if the said Robert .Henry Ryan do not perform his duties to such reasonable satisfaction as aforesaid, it
shall be competent for the Government at their absolute discretion to put an end to -this agreement and the engage
ment hereby made, upon giving six months notice in writing to the said Robert Henry Ryan, such notice to be
expiring at any time.
■
2.'The-Government will pay to the said Robert Henry Ryan a salary at the rate of five hundred and fifty pounds per
annum, to be deemed to.accrue de die in.diem.
3. The Government will pay the passage and travelling expenses of the said Robert Henry Ryan from London to Sydney,
and will also allow him all reasonable and proper travelling expenses (the amount thereof to be decided'by the
Government) when travelling in the Colony on the business of the Government away from his residence.
4. Eor the considerations aforesaid the said Robert Henry Ryan will not later than the thirty-first day of May next leave
England by steamship for Sydney, and forthwith on his arrival there report himself to and place himself under the
instructions of E. O. Moriarty, Esquire, the Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Docks for the Government of New
South Wales, or such other Engineer for the Harbours and Docks for the time being.
5. The Government will provide the said Robert Henry Ryan from time to time with an unfurnished residence free of
'expense, and until .they-shall provide, such, a residence they will pay to the' said Robert Henry Ryan the usual allow
ance in such cases.
1
^
'
6. The said Robert Henry Ryan shall and will during the continuance of these presents devote his whole time and
attention to the service of the Government as directed by the Engineer of Garbours and Docks or other superintend
ing engineer of the Government, under whose directions he may for the time being be working, and use his utmost
exertions to carry out the instructions and directions of such engineer, and promote the interest of the Government,
and will not directly or indirectly during the continuance of these presents engage in any other business or occupation
whatever.
.
7. In the event of this agreement being determined by the Government under the provisions of clause 1 hereby, the
Government will provide the said Robert Henry Ryan with a free passage to London on the expiration of the notice
determining his engagement.
8. The said Robert Henry Ryan hereby undertakes to execute a duplicate of this agreement in Sydney, with such variation
as may he necessary to make the same valid and effectual in the Colony, when called upon by the Government to
do so.
.
In witness whereof the said Saul Samuel, as such Agent as aforesaid only, and not so as to make himself personally
liable, and the said Robert Henry Ryan, have hereunto set their hands the day and year first above written.
. ■
ROBERT HENRY RYAN.
Witness to the signature of the said Robert Henry Ryan,—
AeticleS

.

.

Patrick Higgins,

Morgan-st.,.Waterford,. Clerk and Storekeeper, Waterford Corporation.

Sydney: .Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1888.
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Mr. E. B. Price to The Colonial Secretary.
Sir, .

.
, '
Harbours and Rivers Office, Balranald, 19 October, 1888.
J have the honor to report, that in compliance with telegraphed instructions from the Engineerin-Chief for Harbours and Rivers, I left for Melbourne by coach on the evening of the 3rd instant, and
received at “Menzie’s Hotel” full instructions from you to proceed immediately to Broken Hill and to
report on all questions affecting the water supply, sanitation, and general prosperity of the district. .
. I reached Broken Hill on the morning of Tuesday, the 9th instant, having lost two days- in
Adelaide through there being no mail trains on Saturday or Sunday.
'
On arrival 1 at once placed myself in communication with some of the leading people of the town,
in order that they might make arrangements to point out all matters they wished to bring under my
notice.
*
In the afternoon, accompanied by Mr. Inspector Low, of the Mines Department, I visited most of
the wells in the town, and took samples—particulars are given later on—and in the evening was waited,
on by the Progress Committee, who discussed various matters affecting the welfare of the district.
. On Wednesday morning I drove with some members of the Progress Committee to Stephens’ Creek'
and followed down its course to below Mount Gipps. I examined the wells in the bed of the creek, and
also the sites for the dams in the proposed scheme for supplying Broken Hill by pumping, from an
impounding reservoir. On my return I visited the office of the Roads and Bridges Department and
obtained some necessary information from perusal of official papers.'.
.
' '
On Thursday morning I visited the Proprietary Company’s mine, and tasted the condensed water
used by the miners; and also had an interview with the. representative of the Australian Water and
Mineral Boring Company, who propose to bore for artesian water on the plain near the “Rat-hole” Tank. .
I then drove out, accompanied by Mr. Clark, of the Roads and Bridges, and inspected the various wells
and tanks adjoining the tramway line to Silverton, and the “ Rat-hole ” tank beyond Umberumberka. In
the evening I was waited on by a deputation from the Amalgamated Miners’ Association, who pointed out
the necessity for a mining inspector being appointed.
”
'
On Eriday morning, the 12th inst., I left with Mr. Harry Stockdale and drove to the site of his
proposed service reservoir at Mount Taylor, and then followed as closely as possible the pipe-line as far
as Kars Station,-where we stayed the night, and the next morning went on to Speculation Lake, from
which it is proposed to pump, and followed in the pipe line from there to the Darling at Menindie, from
which point it is proposed to draw a .supply when the lake fails. I returned here by the first coach which
arrived this morning.
-In order to explain some points in this report it is necessary to describe generally the situation of
Broken Hill, and its adjoining townships, Broken Hill South, and Round Hill.
Broken Hill town is built in a fiat valley about 1 mile wide, with a gentle slope to the north-east.
The valley is bounded on the south-east by the Broken Hill lode, which rises from 200 to 250 feet above
the main .street. Along the lode are the workings of the principal mines, and all drainage naturally finds
its way to the centre of the town, except where stopped by dams. To the north-west the side of the
valley rises more gradually to an elevation of from 30 to 70 feet, beyond -which the ground falls away
again. In consequence of this situation the drainage of the whole town, except a small portion to the
north-west, must flow first towards the centre of the town, and then in a north-easterly direction towards
Stephens’ Creek, which is about 8 miles distant.
,
, , ••
South Broken Hill is entirely distinct, being built on the lovy ground on the opposite side of the
lode. Its drainage is into one of the tributaries of Stephens’ Creek.
Round.
*107—

O

2
Bound Hill is some 4 miles to the north-east of Broken Hill, and is huilt on the undulating
plain at the base of the hill of the same name.. Its natural drainage is also into a tributary of Stephens’
Creek.
The population of Broken Hill is estimated at 12,000, and is increasing, though at present slowly.
Some months ago the population was fully 15,000, but it fell off suddenly after the “ boom.” The
increase now going on should be permanent, as it is natural and not produced through any mania.
.
Once public confidence is regained in the smailenand undeveloped mines a more rapid increase is
to be expected. Honest endeavours appear at last about to be made to develop many of these under
takings, and to prove what they are really worth.
...
South Broken Hill has a population of about 500 which is increasing very fast.
The population of Round Hill I would estimate as 200 and not increasing.
I have no doubt that in a few years Broken Hill will be a great city. The district seems full of
minerals. Quartz-reefs appear on many hills, which may prove gold yielding when opened up ; but at
present silver alone is thought of, and all other mines thrown in the shade by the great Proprietary mine
with its 100 feet lode increasing in thickness as it descends.
The question of sanitation, in my opinion, takes precedence of all others in urgency. Sanitary
matters in Broken Hill are as bad as they can well be, and for this reason the dryness of the season is to
be looked upon as a blessing rather than a curse.
There are no drains of any kind. Only one street (“ Argent”) is formed, even in part, but it has .
no curbing or pathways; and the side-channels (or where they should be) are choked with dust and
rubbish of all sorts.
'
•
It appears to be the custom to unpack all cases in the street, and to leave the residue of straw,
paper, Ac., in situ till removed by tbe next dust storm. This has been slightly remedied during the
last few days by the efforts of the Voluntary Sanitary Association.
•
The principal hotels and residences are provided with earth-closets with removable pans, which are
emptied occasionally -by the proprietor in any convenient place near the town, and the contents covered
with sand. The other houses either have no conveniences or have movable closets over shallow pits ;
when necessary the closet is removed to another site, and the pit filled vrith sand. The majority of the
huts and tents scattered over the slopes of the hill appear to have no sanitary arrangements whatever.
All house slops are simply flung into the street or on to the surface of the back yards.
At present the dry sand acts as a deodorizer, and prevents the awful state of the town from being
so apparent. After a slight fall of rain the smells are very bad.
Should heavy raiu now fall it will flood the cesspits and carry the sewerage down the hill .and
through the backs of the houses into the main streets; fermentation will set in, and typhoid fever be
the result.
'
•
. Strong and prompt measures are necessary to avoid this evil. I would recommend the immediate
appointment of a sanitary inspector, with an assistant. If possible, let a military man be chosen who
has. had experience of camp regulations in India or other hot climates. He should be given as much
power as possible, so as to be able to enter all premises, and fill all cesspits with quick-lime and earth,
empty earth-closets, and take any steps necessary to prevent the contamination of the soil. He should
also clear the streets from rubbish, and, compel people to sweep the space in front of their houses. All
rubbish should oe carted to some of the numerous depressions to the south of the town, and buried in
deep trenches. The inspector’s duties should also extend to the mines and outlying townships.
’
Better sanitary arrangements are needed both above and below at the various mines. In the
event of a mining inspector being appointed, he might undertake these duties with regard to the mines.
, . Some months must elapse before the new municipal body will be in a- position to act promptly,
and even then prosecutions.must first be instituted against offending persons ; in the meantime some one
is required to do this work thoroughly in the first instance, and prosecute, if necessary, afterwards.
The gaol accommodation for a town of 12,000 inhabitants is most inadequate. Three small iron
cells are provided, each about large enough for one prisoner in a hot climate. There is no enclosed
exercise yard. More than a dozen prisoners have been confined here at one time. More police are
required, and a proper gaol, constructed on enlightened ideas, in which confinement does not necessarily
entail a risk to life. The court-house consists of an iron shed on a back lane, and can only be a temporary
arrangement. A much larger building on a suitable site is urgently needed if justice is to be administered
without danger to the presiding magistrates and others.
-I am informed that His Honor the Chief Justice intends bringing these matters forward, so I will
leave them in.more able hands.
In.bonnection with the administration of'justice, it appears strange that Broken Hill should have
no stipendiary magistrate. The Warden of Silverton has far too many matters to attend to, and it is
hardly right to depend almost entirely on the gratuitous services of the J’s.P., many of whom find it
difficult to give up so much of their time as is now required.
..
The. proposed incorporation of the town will give universal satisfaction, and there are many able
men willing to offer themselves for election. The election, I am informed, cannot take place before
December ;. some weeks must then be lost in drawing up by-laws, in having them approved of, and finally
gazetted. , So at the soonest it will be the middle of January before any action can be taken to .rectify
the present condition of the town. It is during this interval that a special sanitary officer is required.
The water supply suitable for domestic purposes is at present derived from three .sources: '
(1.) Rain-water caught in iron ta/nks.
,
This supply is almost exhausted, only a few of the larger hotels having any left. In any case the
water should not be used without filtering, owing to the dirt and lead deposited on the roofs. Owners of
tanks would be wise if, when the next rain falls, they were to catch the first rash of water in a separate
tank, as it will contain nearly all the deposit from the roof.
....
(2.) Water pumpedfrom the various wells about the town.
- .
This supply is very fair in quality and quantity. Samples from several of the wells are sent here
with. The wells are all about 100 feet deep, and are sunk principally through the country stone, and as
far as I can judge are free from any hurtful components. The water is slightly brackish to taste, but so
'
• ' slightly

3

slightly that some of the better wells are very nice to drink, and all are well suited for general use. The
following is a copy of the analysis of the water from the well at Stephens’ Brewery, hy A. Thomas, E.C.S.,
of Adelaide.
•
[Copt.]

Chloride of sodium.................................
Carbonate of lime
...
...
...
...
Carbonate of magnesia
...
...
...
Sulphate of lime
...
...
...
...
Oxide of iron and alluminum...
...
...
Organic matter...
...
...
...
...

68-33 grains
14-63
13-91 3 J
304
1-15
0-29
3>

33

33
33

Total solids in 1 gallon —
............................................ 101-35
The quantity of water which can be supplied by each well varies from 1,500 to 6,000 gallons per
day. The total daily supply from seven wells which are completed, and which were examined by me,'-is
estimated by the owners at 24,500 gallons. The supply of most of these well has-been largely increased
by putting in short horizontal drives. The price charged at the wells varies with the quality from 2s. to
3s. per 100 gallons. Carting is about Is. 6d. extra. JMothing like the full quantity can be sold at this
rate. Probably 15,000 gallons per day is disposed of.
■ ' ;
The number of wells could easily be multiplied ten times without crowding. Bull particulars are
given in appendix.
‘
, . 1 "
(3.) Water Carted from Stephens’ Creels Soalcages.
,
Stephens’ Creek is about 8 miles from Broken Hill, and flows generally from west to east. Its bed
is about 300 feet lower than the town.
•
.'
The catchment area is estimated at 170 square miles, so that a heavy fall of rain causes a’high
flood in the creek; but owing to its great width and rapid fall the flood passes off in a few hours;, leaving,
however, a vast body of water stored in the coarse drift which covers the bed for a depth varying from
10 to 4 feet, and from 300 to 100 feet in width.
'
' '
The creek ran in December last, and since then the soakages have only been replenished by an
occasional shower.
'
'
•
Wells are sunk in this drift till they meet the clay, some few are timbered, but the greater number
are nearly holes 2 feet in diameter at the bottom. The best yield is obtained from dry-goods casks sunk
to the bottom with a hollow of about 2 feet in the clay. One of these casks near old Mount Gipps was
yielding on the day I visited it at the rate of 150 gallons per hour.
•
,
This part of the creek was replenished about a fortnight previously by the influx from a tributary
creek, on which 40 points of rain had fallen.
•
On the 10th of October I inspected the creek for a distance of about 10 miles, commencing at
Anderson’s wells about 7 miles from Broken Hill. Here the creek is very shallow, and about 240 feet
wide. A rise of 3 feet would overflow the surrounding country for some distance, as the land slopes to
the creek at an angle of less than 1°. There are numerous holes sunk here, as it is the nearest point to
Broken Hill, and with a good track. A few of the holes are timbered: one description will apply to all
of these, viz.—Anderson’s well, timbered 4 feet x 2 feet; drift, 7 feet; clay, 3 feet.' Yield, 200 gallons in
five hours.
- "
While here I met a man—James White—who has been fifteen years on the creek, and obtained
the following useful information, viz.:—The creek ran 3 feet deep at Christmas last, and for three days
in November. It ran four or five times the previous .winter, which was exceptionally wet. 'Only one
year has ever elapsed without the creek running; but on an average it runs at least once every year. - On
the 10th of January, seven years ago, a heavy flood occurred, which covered all the rising ground for
nearly a mile each side.
'
■
Between here and old Mount Gipps the bed of the creek is pretty thickly timbered ; many wells
have been opened, and nearly all yield more or less water. Above old Mount Gipps I noticed - an old
stone dam built with mortar, portion of which had been washed away, rendering it useless; the upper
side had also silted up.
■ -.
At Old Mount Gipps I saw many wells yielding large supplies, and numerous drays were awaiting
their turn to be filled. The following are descriptions of three of these wells—
■
(a) Size, 3 ft. x 4 ft.; timbered depth, 5 feet; drift, 4 feet deep ; I foot of water standing, yielded
2,000 gallons on previous day ; quality very good (see sample) ; well nearly dry previous to last
fall of rain.
{b) Dry goods cask, 3 ft. diameter; depth, 4 feet. Yields 300 gallons in two hours, previous to last
rain less than half this amount. Sold at 8s. 6d. per hundred gallons delivered in Broken. Hill,
over 7 miles distant.
'
’ !l
■ J-' ■
(c) Size, 2£ ft. x 2£ ft., timbered ; depth, 4 ft. Yielded 3,000 gallons to-day (October 10th) ; can
not bale dry.
' 1
The creek here is about 80 yards wide with slopes of 1°. Below this for about 2 miles hardly any
wells have been sunk, although there appears to be plenty of, drift. One well I noticed owned .by, a, man
named Jackson ; this had been commenced on liberal principles, being 16 ft. long by 8 ft. broad ; however,
at the bottom (9 ft. deep) the size was reduced to 10 ft. x 5 ft., and as. it had not been timbered it was
half filled with'sand. The water rose 18 inches from the bottom and the yield was '800 gallons, which
doubtless could have been vastly increased if the. well had been kept clear. This place.is about 8i -miles
from Broken Hill.
.
,'
.
"Where Lindsey’s Creek joins from the N.E. a fine deep drift occurs, here I noticed several wells,
and one with a pump.
'
..
About half-a-mile lower down the creek narrows and enters between two rocky hills, only about
800 feet apart. Here it is proposed to construct an impounding dam, 30 feet high. A description of the
proposed scheme is given further on.
,
.
Eor the next 21 miles the creek runs in a wide valley, bounded by hills, 200 feet high, which again
suddenly narrow in, forming an obvious site.for a second dam,
..
. - « •
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I noticed very few wells .here, except a few brackish wells, which had been sunk in the clay near
the creek.
• ■
It will have been seen from this description that very primitive methods are in use to obtain the
water stored in creek bed.
■
I would recommend as a temporary measure that some wide trenches (say, 5 feet) should he cut
across the creek in likely places. These should be timbered with rough slabs. Care should be taken not
to sink these trenches more than about 1 foot into the clay bed below the drift, otherwise brackish water
may be obtained.
.
It would also be advisable in some parts of the creek where there is a' steeper fall to puddle the
lower side of the trench so as to impound the water flowing through the drift. A small steam pump deliver
ing from the trench into a temporary service tank some little distance back, where the carts could be filled
without going down into the bed of the creek, would prove a great boon to the carters. Such of them, as
have sunk wells of their own complain that others make use of them.
It is probable that if assistance were given in the way mentioned that the price of Stephen’s Creek
water would be reduced to the consumer from say 8s. to Gs. per 100 gallons. The present price varies
from 9s. to 7s. per 100 gallons, according to the quality and demand.
.
These are the present sources and methods of supplying Broken Hill with domestic water.
Bate-hole Tank up to the date of my visit had not been touched.It is 22 miles from Broken Hill
by the way the water must be conveyed. On October 11th, when T visited it, the water was about SO
yards long by 50 yards broad by 3 yards deep, with slopes of 3 to 1. This would give about 1,300,000
gallons allowing for waste at bottom, equal to sixty-five days supply of 20,000 gallons, which is the largest
amount that can be delivered by the present arrangements in Broken Hill. The man in charge informed
' me the water was falling 3 inches per week, although he only sold about 3,500 gallons in the same period.
This proves a considerable loss by evaporation.
■
The following is a description of the arrangements which have been made by the Boads.and
Bridges Department to supply the town, viz.'
A Tangye boiler with 8 in. 4 in. steam pump, forces through f of a mile of 3 . in. wrought iron
galvanized pipe into a service tank beside the tram-line, 70 feet above the Bat-hole Tank. The pump can
deliver 4,000 gallons per hour when pressed ; but the tramway arrangements admit of only 20,000 gallons
being carried during.the day.
The water will be conveyed to Broken Hill in trucks and discharged into a low level tank there, from
which it is again pumped into a tank alongside sufficiently elevated to fill the carts from.
'
; - • The general arrangement seems good except for having to pump the water a second time. I. think
a short branch siding on staging, similar to a coal siding, would have enabled the trucks to discharge into
the higher tank at once, and saved fuel a'nd driver’s expenses for second engine.
'
The tramway being on an embankment would have further assisted. However, some difficulty
with the Tram Company may have prevented this being done.
"
'
A second engine and boiler with service tank is also at the Bat-hole Tank, it was used for watering
stock. -There is unfortunately no means of filling carts from this tank except by baling over top of tank.
A tap should be-placed in the side.
'
'
I would recommend that the trustees should use the tank at once, and when emptied that the engine,
pipes, and tank beside the tram-line,-be removed and utilized to bring water from the limestone quarries,
between Silverton and Broken Hill, to the tram-line, in a similar manner as at the Bat-hole Tank.
. These limestone quarries are scattered over an area of over a square mile about one mile to the
north of the tram-line, at a point about 10 miles from Broken Hill.
,
I examined many of them on my way to the Bat-hole Tank, on October 10th.
They lie near the course of the Acacia Creek, and yield apparently an inexhaustable supply of good
drinking water.
. ■
■• •
. . When the quarries are sunk 14 feet, water is reached in such quantities as to prevent further
sinking, although the best limestone is found below this level. At one quarry troughs and a rough water
lift had been erected, and were being used for watering stock. Tbe owner informed me that he could not
possibly dry the quarry although the drainage hole was very small.
■
'
I was informed by another quarryman that he and his family used no other water for the past
two years, and that it was good for washing and tea making, and that his children were all healthy and
strong.
'
There must be a vast quantity of water lying in this natural basin, surrounded as it is with high
hills. A very small expenditure would be sufficient to .deepen one of these quarries, and run a few open
cuttings or drives. The limestone raised will more-than repay the outlay. ,
The engine from the Bat-hole Tank is sufficiently powerful to deliver 40,000 gallons per day into
the service tank placed on the tram-line. The cost of removing the tank would not be great. As there
is plenty of good building stone all about, it would be as cheap to put it on stone piers as on timber
staging. A little extra 3-in. pipe will be required.
.
I am sending a sample of this water with the others. The limestone is clean and very white, so
it is unlikely that the water contains any hurtful components.
’
■
.Silverton is well supplied with water, having a tank containing over 1- an -acre of water 13 feet
deep, with steam pump and service tank with filling arrangement for carts. There is no reason why the
water should not be supplied by gravity from this service tank to the town, -j of a mile away. The tank
is now as high as the tops of the houses, and if raised would command them.
■ - There is also a splendid supply of stock water from the stock well close by, which has a service
tank also.
*
Should a good fall of rain occur, a large quantity of water will be conserved in the large dams
which are being'constructed by the Boads and Bridges Department. .
, .
One of these, 2|- miles out on the Pinnacles Boad, will hold 5,000,000 gallons. I. believe it is now
being improved by the Department.
’
This tank yielded about 30,000 gallons per day up to the 3rd of June, when it failed.
Ho rain having fallen worth mentioning since Christmas. The water was sold at Is. per 100
gallons at the tank, and yielded a revenue of £750. The total cost of the work including 6 miles of drains
and every thing, being £1,189.
.
The reservoir now nearly completed between Bound Hill and Broken Hill will conserve 6,000,000
gallons, and the contract sqm is £485,
These
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These works have been carried out cheaply aud well, and, once rain falls steadily, 'shorild change
the aspect of affairs very materially.
' •
• •
The other Goverment work is a stock-well, sunk to the east- of the Broken Hill lode, towards South
Broken Hill.
•
•
_ It is 1-50 -feet deep, with ' an 8-foot drive, and yields 3,000 gallons per day of good stock-water,
containing no minerals of any injurious nature according to its analysis. It cost £733, and yields a
revenue of £14 per week. I am informed that the water is sometimes drunk.
A large supply of very good stock-water is obtained by pumping from the “Silver Crescent” mine
about 2 miles out north-east of Broken Hill.
The water comes from a drive about 120 feet down the shaft. The yield is 7,000 gallons per day;
the demand is not equal to the supply. Messrs. Hill & Co. water sixty horses per day at the mine.
The water is not very bad to the taste, and contains lime, magnesia, and salt.
■ Arrangements were being made by Messrs. Nolan and Lloyd to pump this water to the town
through a 4-inch wrought and cast iron main.
.
. The pipes were finished laying on the 11th instant, but no water had been delivered into the service
tank in town before I left to examine the Darling scheme on the 12th.
I fear there will be considerable trouble from leaky joints owing to the way the pipes are laid.
It is contemplated by Messrs. Nolan and Lloyd to continue the line of pipes to Stephens Creek
and pump water from a point below Mount Gipps. I believe the pipes are now being laid.
It is unfortunate that these gentlemen did not obtain proper engineering advice before carrying
out this work, as it would have saved money and disappointment afterwards.
Taking the length of main as 11 miles, and the diameter as 4 inches, and height to be pumped as
300 feet,—calculating by one of Hawksley’s formulae, it would require 7 indicated horse-power to deliver
21 gallons per hour, showing how much too small the pipe which is being laid is for the work expected
from it.
.
. No one can for a moment doubt that Broken Hill should have a really good permanent water
supply. The prosperity of the town depends on this being provided without delay. Such a supply
should be sufficiently large to enable the water to be used for gardens, tree-growing, watering, streets,
and in the mines for concentrating the ore.
The present cost of water prevents the enjoyment of any comfort, and compels residents to send
away their families on account of the cost of washing alone.
■
I would not recommend any supply being sanctioned by the Government which cannot be sold at
5s. per 1,000 gallons ; as I believe, if the work was carried out by the Harbours and Bivers Department,
the water could be sold for much less than this amount. This is supposing compulsory powers are granted.
, There were three distinct schemes brought under my notice by their promoters:—
1. Artesian boring.
.
2. Damming and pumping from Stephens Creek.
3. Stockdale’s scheme, pumping from Lake Speculation and Biver Darling.
.
(1.) It is proposed by the “Australian “Water and Mineral-boring Company” to bore for an
artesian supply on the plain near the Bathole Tank, at a distance of about 24 miles from Broken Hill.
They have, in my opinion, fair prospects of success.
The land falls steadily for over 100 miles to this point; the total fall from the summit level on the
South Australian Bailway is over 700 feet.
From the Bathole Tank the ground rises more suddenly towards Silverton,—
The aneroid level at the tank being......................................................
875 feet.
And on top of dividing range
...
...
...
...
...
... 1,085 ,, .
The level of Silverton on same day was
...
...
...
............. 1,000 ,,
And of Broken Hill towmship
...
...
...
...
...
... 1,200 „
The summit level in South Australia is about
................................. 1,600 „
A bore of 1,000 feet or more may reach an artesian supply which will rise a considerable height.
(2.) The scheme proposed by the “Barrier Eanges and Broken Hill Water Supply. Company ”
comprises the erection of two large dams on Stephens Creek, and the pumping there from a distance of
10 miles to-the top of .a hill, in the centre of Broken Hill- township, as laid out. Mr. J. D. Derry, M.
Inst. C.B., is the company’s engineer, and the plans have been carefully laid. The supply main is to be
18 inches in diameter.
The sites chosen for the dams are admirably suited by nature for the purpose, and present no
engineering difficulties. The hills at these points approaching almost to meet.
Good clay suitable for the construction is found close by.
The catchment area is calculated at 170 square miles, but this would have to be reduced a little
so as .to exclude by other dams the drainage from Broken Hill and all mines.
.
With this enormous catchment, one heavy downpour would provide a year’s supply to Broken Hill.
Taking the catchment which is really available for supplying the creek as only 100 square miles,
on this area 1 inch of rain would produce 233,000,000 cubic feet of water, but half of’this would be. lost
in soaking into the ground, leaving at any rate 100,000,000 cubic feet for storage, purposes, equal to
600,000,000 gallons, which would supply 20,000 people for about three years, at the. rate of 30 gallons per
head per day.
'
■
.
Stephens Creek, as I showed earlier in this report, has been in flood every year for the last, fifteen
with one exception.
■
So that if these works were carried out, and a sudden fall of only 1 inch of rain follow, Broken ■
Hill might be said to have a permanent supply.
•
Some compensation would doubtless have to be made to. owners of land further down the creek;
The amount would not be large, as little use is made of the water when it does run. I could hear of no
dams or tanks supplied from it, and only soakage water remains after the flood passes. The creek is
generally supposed to flow into Lake Speculation, but this is not the case; it crosses the road, toMenindie (aia Bockwell) about 33 miles'from Broken Hill, and runs into the new lake about 20 miles
south, and then is lost in a cotton-bush flat.
'
•
.
■

'

-
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The bed of the creek at the site of the reservoir is about 300 feet lower than the higher parts of
Broken Hill town.
Attached to this report is a plan and prospectus of the proposed works.
(3.) H. Stockdale’s scheme for supplying Broken Hill by raising water 1,000 feet in height above
Speculation Lake, so as to command the highest points of the town, has about it an element of boldness
calculated to catch the popular sympathy. "Unfortunately, Speculation Lake is over 50 miles from
Broken Hill, and is itself 16 miles back from the Darling. This adds greatly to the difficulty and expense
of the undertaking; but still there is nothing impossible about it, provided the whole question is carefully
gone into by a competent engineer with experience in water-works, and especially pumping machinery.
The survey was made in great haste and under great disadvantages, and no doubt the pipe line
could with advantage be altered in many places so as to take advantage of the nature of the ground.
The proposed site for the service reservoir on Mount Taylor, 5 miles from Broken Hill, is not the best
that can be chosen. I observed a more suitable natural basin about half a mile to the south and at an
elevation 50 feet greater, which would give a better command of the Broken Hill Mines.
'
The following are the published details of the scheme, but apparently the promoters do not bind
themselves closely to any particular detail.
■
.
There are to be ten pumping stations to force the water to the top of Mount Taylor, viz :— .
Distance to Pump.

Name of Station.

(1.)
(2.)
(3.)
(4.)
(5.)
(6.)
(7.)
(8.)
(9.)

Speculation Lake
JN ear JN o. 1 Tank
Ear’s Station
Near Stephen’s Creek
Near Mulculea Station

8 miles
7
9
7i

"
■

6|
5
4

>5

li
li

>>
>>

Height to lift.

130 feet.
40 „
40 „
62 „
167 „
30 „
173 „
163 „
242 „

Totals
...
1,047. „
...
50 J?
The tenth station will be on the Darling, at Menindie, to pump to Speculation Lake (16 miles) in
time of drought.
Drom the reservoir on Mount Taylor the water will gravitate to Broken Hill, 5| miles away. The
reservoir is to be formed by damming across a natural basin in the hills. A higher reservoir is also pro
posed to be excavated to give greater pressure. The anerpid readings on the day of my inspection were
as follows:—
Broken Hill, Argent-street......................................................
... 1,150 feet.
Peg, 47 miles, near reservoir bottom...
...
...
...
...
... 1,240 „
Top of hills round reservoir............................................
............. 1,350 „
Point 28 miles from Broken Hill .......................
.......................
850 „
Stephen’s Creek Crossing, 33 miles out ...
...
...
...
... ■ 730 „
Ear’s Station ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
610 „
Speculation Lake
.................................
...
...
.............
450 „
These agree closely with the original levels.
It is proposed to supply daily 440,000 gallons at Broken Hill, and to lay an 8-inch pipe.
■
A short calculation would have shown the utter inadequacy of such a small pipe, the friction in
which would be enormous, thus
To raise 440,000 gallons 1,000 feet in twenty-four hours requires—
To overcome pressure due head ...
...
...
...
...
92i h.p,
„
friction in pipe ...
...
...
...
...
92i fi .
"
„
loss and friction in pumps.......................
...
20
„
contingencies—joints and bends ...
...
...
60
Total
265 n
Fuel suitable for large engines is scarce and dear, except close to the river and lake.
If the fuel costs 12s. per ton all round, the cost of each effective horse-power will cost twice as
much as at Wentworth, where fuel can be got for 6s. per ton.
At Wentworth fuel costs 3d. per h.-p. per hour, therefore near Broken Hill 6d. per h.-p. per hour.
Calculating from this it will cost 7s. to pump 1,000 gallons into the reservoir on Mt. Taylor.
If a 12-in. pipe were provided the total power required would be reduced to 142 h.-p.
It would.be far better to at once lay an 18-in. pipe, and thereby have sufficient water to spare for
irrigation purposes on the rich plains lying at the base of the ranges.
The water in Speculation lake is very good, and free from weeds and timber. At present it
contains 26 feet of water in the centre, sufficient to last four years at least.
It is replenished by the Darling filling it after'flowing through Menindie lake. The entrance to
Menindie lake was dammed 18 months ago in a temporary manner, in order to impound the water it then
Contained. The original plan for closing the entrance was made by me, but was not carried fully or according
to my design. I proposed that the whole entrance, three-quarters of a mile wide, should bq embanked across
from sandhill to sandhill, and that as soon as the water fell m the river a second dam with sluices should be
erected across the deepest creek, a few feet lower down, and the original dam in this place cut away, this
would have allowed the lake to refill when the river again rose. Nothing has, however, been done except
to dam the deepest creek, and. to throw a few small dams across some side creeks—unless the work is
carried out in its entirety the first high flood will sweep everything away.
.
The value of Mr. Stockdale’s scheme depends largely on this being done, and powers should be
sought for carrying out the work.
■
'
I do not recommend that Mr. Stockdale’s scheme should be approved of till the work has been
carefully gone through again, and full details supplied:
■
.
.
It
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Ifc cannot be hurried through as a means of immediately supplying Broken Hill—five months has
been mentioned as the probable time required to complete the work—such statements only bring discredit
on the scheme. To rush the work through means doubling the cost and expense of subsequent working.
Hothing of a permanent nature could be carried out in this time.
i
So far as I can judge from my short visit, and from calculations since made, the scheme for supply
ing Broken Hill from Stephens’ Creek is the best of the proposed plans, in that the water can be supplied
at less than half the cost of the Darling water.
There is no doubt that exaggerated reports have been spread touching the scarcity of water at
Broken Hill, and very conflicting reports have been sent in by the officers of the Mines and "Works
Department.
The dual control of tbe Government tanks and wells must ever prove a failure. Though each
officer may try to do his best for the public good, differences are sure to arise and valuable time be lost.
Tbe same Department that constructs the work should also have the subsequent working of it.
The broad fact, however, remains that the people in Broken Hill have to pay famine prices for
water, owing to the difficulties of getting at the supplies.
1 have endeavored to show how this pressure may be immediately relieved, and also that a good
permanent supply can be obtained at reasonable cost.
In conclusion, I beg to make the following recommendations:—
1. Appointment of Sanitary Inspector.
2. Appointment of Stipendiary Magistrate.
3. Appointment of Mining Inspector.
4. Immediate incorporation of town.
5. Development of temporary water supply in Stephens’ Creek, by trenches,
(S. Development of limestone quarry water.
7. Approval by Government of a scheme for the permanent supply of water.
n. Construction of gaol,
10. Erection of better Court-house.
11. Placing of Government tanks and wells under control of "Works Department.
Owing to the urgency of subjects of this report and the pressure of other business, I have not
attempted to furnish my report iu a more finished form, but trust that it will be taken as a true statement
of facts.
I have, &c.,
EDWD. B. PRICE,
A. M. Inst. C. E.

APPENDIX.
List of Wells at Broken Sill.

Name.

Depth,

Quantity,

SiWerthom’s Baths ...........
Steam laundry ...................
MeTntvrc’s .......................

ft.
118
123
92

gals, per da
2,000
200
2,000

Broken Hill Brewery...........

90

8,000

Gibbon’s.........................

92

0,000

O’Neil and Nicholas’.........
Stephens’ Brewery..............

87
90

2,000
1,500

Uaughton’s

80

3,000

[fid,]

......................

Quality and Remarks.

Q-ood, slightly brackish ; horse lift. 2s. per 100 at well.
Gt-ood ; not finished sinking ; steam-pump.
Good, slightly brackish ; horse and 30-gallon cask can dry well in
two hours. 2s. per 100 gallons.
Good, slighly brackish; steam-pump; 20 ft. drive, 6 ft, x G ft.
Sells now only 4,000 gallons. '
Slightly salt; horse lift; drive of 6 ft. x 4 ft.; increased supply by
4,000 gallons.
Good; horse lift; used to yield 4,000 gallons,
Very good, slightly salt; no drive; engine and pump; can’t sell all;
open 12 months. 2s. per 100.
Very good, slightly brackish ; got water at 75 ft.; no drive ; can’t
sell more than 1,400 gallons at 2s. per 100.

Sydney i Charles Potter, Government Printer*—1888.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BROKEN TTTLL WATER SUPPLY.
(PETITION FROM INHABITANTS OE—PRAYING THE HOUSE TO PASS A BILL TO CARRY OUT THE.)

Received ly the Legislative Assembly, 21 December,

1888.

To tlic Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the 2,121 inhabitants of Broken Hill, in the Parish of Willyama, Town
of Willyama, in tbe Colony of New South Wales,—
Sitowetii :—

That in consequence of the rapidly increasing population of Broken Hill and the surrounding
district, and the absence of any water supply commensurate with tho growth of the population, a great
amount of sickness ancl mortality has been occasioned.
That numerous deaths have taken place from typhoid, attributable directly to tho unwholesome
water upon which the inhabitants have bad to rely.
That such deaths represent only a percentage of the illness occasioned by tbe same cause.
That in consequence of the sickness prevailing many of tbe inhabitants and capitalists have left
tbe district.
That your Petitioners desire to point out that at present their only means of water supply, in
addition to the small quantity which is able to be collected in tbe tanks, are as follows :—
1. The Government well, 3,000 gallons per day (which is brackish and unfit for domestic use).
2. Stephen’s Creek soakage (distant about fourteen miles from Broken Hill) about 15,000
gallons per day (which is selling at 10s, per 100 gallons, and is a very inferior water, and
not to bo compared with the water at Speculation Lake).
That the Government dams, situated about three miles out of Broken Hill, arc now empty, and
when full are liable to be impregnated with all local drainage, and will then be quite unfit for use, and
dangerous to life.
'That so far as your Petitioners are aware and believe the nearest aud best supply of good water
that can be obtained is from tbe Darling River and Lakes Menindie and Speculation.
That a Company has been formed for the purpose of supplying Broken Hilt and its district with
water from the above sources, which your Petitioners believe to bo tbe best and purest water, and the
best and most simple means of fulfilling a great necessary want.
That tho said Company’s said scheme will, if carried out, not only supply Broken Hill and all the
Rockwell Paddock Mines with a permanent and pure supply of water, but will open up a valuable stock
route of over fifty miles.
That if the said Company’s said scheme is carried out, your Petitioners believe that it will enable
them to purchase the water at a cheaper rate than any other scheme which has been hitherto propounded.
That your Petitioners are in favour of tbe said Company’s scheme.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that tbe Honorable the Legislative Assembly will take
into their earliest consideration, and at the earliest opportunity allow a Bill to pass through Parliament,
and the Council allow all the necessary powers to enable the “ Broken Hill Water Supply Company ” to
carry out their proposed scheme.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
Dated this eighth day of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-eight.
[Here follow 2,085 signatures.]
[MO
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT.
(PROCLAMATION—BETICTJLATION WORKS WATER SUPPLY, WEST MAITLAND.)

iBresenteii ter llarliament, pursuant in JUt 5t “Dir. Jtcr. 18>

New South Wales,
. to wit.
•

(l.s.)
’
Carrington,
. Governor.

Proclamation by His Excellency The
Right Honourable Chakles Robert,
Baron Carrington, a Member of Her
Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy
Council, Knight Grand Cross of the
Most Distinguished Order of Saint
Michael and SaintGeorge,Governor and
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of
New South Wales and its Dependencies.

Whereas by an .Act intituled an Act to define and extend
the operation of certain provisions of the “ Country Towns
Water and Sewerage Act of 1880,” and to amend the said
Act in other respects, it is among other things enacted that
“it shall be lawful for the Minister and the Council of
any Borough or Municipal District to agree by writing,
under their respective hand and common seal, for the supply
to such Council for distribution within such Borough or dis
trict of water conveyed by means of any-works now or here
after constructed under directions of the Minister. Every such
contract, after approval by the Governor, shall during the
continuance thereof bind the contracting Council and its
successors, and any sum of money payable thereunder may be
enforced and recovered as a debt due to the Crown. And for
the purpose of enabling any such Council to carry out the
terms and conditions of such contract, to provide funds for
satisfying any liabilities incurred thereunder, to control and
regulate the distribution of water thereby contracted to be
supplied, and generally to exercise all necessary powers in
connection with such water, it shall.be lawful for the Governor
to declare by Proclamation in the Gazette that any specified
powers and provisions contained in the “ Country Towns
Water and Sewerage Act of 1880” applicable to any of the
aforesaid purposes, including powers incident to the levying of
water fates, may be exercised and applied within such Borough
or district, by and with respect to the Council and inhabitants
thereof respectively. And any specified parts or enactments
contained in the said Act shall, upon the publication of such
Proclamation, apply to and be in force within such Borough or
district, and with respect'to such Council and inhabitants with
the same effect for all purposes as if the said Act had speci
fically declared 'such parts or enactments so to be in force or
applied.” And whereas the Minister for Works and the
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Council of West Maitland have agreed by writing under their
respective hand and common seal for the supply to such
Council for distribution within such Borough of water conveyed
by means of works constructed under directions of the said
Minister. And whereas it is necessary,, for the purpose of
enabling such Council to carry out the terms and conditions of
such contract to provide funds for satisfying any liabilities
incurred thereunder, to control and regulate the distribution of
water thereby contracted to be supplied, and generally to exer
cise all necessary powers in connection with such water. And
whereas, under the aforesaid section- of the said recited Act, it
is among other things enacted that it shall be lawful for the
Governor to declare by Proclamation in the Gazette that any
specified powers and provisions contained in the Country
Towns Water and Sewerage Act of 1880 applicable to any of
tbe aforesaid purposes, including powers incident to the levying
of water rates, may be exercised and applied within such
Borough and with respect to the Council and inhabitants
thereof respectively : Now, therefore,' I, Charles Robert,
Baron Carrington, the Governor aforesaid, in pursuance of the
power and authority vested in me by the said Act, do, by this my
Proclamation in the Government Gazette, declare, that all and
every the powers and provisions contained in the' 13th section
of the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act of 1880 and in
Part 2 of the said Act, that is to say, sections 16 to 62, both
these sections being included, and in Part 5 of the said Act,
sections 128 to 140- inclusive, shall be applied within the said
Borough of'West Maitland, by and with respect to the Council
and inhabitants thereof respectively, to the intent that the said
sections of the said Act and the powers and provisions in and
by the said sections given, shall upon the publication of this
Proclamation apply to. and be in force within the said Borough
of West Maitland, and with respect to the said Council and
inhabitants with the same effect, for all purposes as if the said
Act had specifically declared the said parts, powers, and pro
visions to be so applied as aforesaid.
■
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Sydney, this twenty-fifth day of April, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eightyeight, and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty’s
Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
.

JOHN SUTHERLAND.

GOD SATE THE QUEEN I
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND' SEWERAGE ACT.
(NOTIFICATION IN CONNECTION WITH LOAN WATER SUPPLY WORKS, HAY.)

^resmteJ to parliament, pursuant to JUt, 44 lie. Jlo, 14.

New Sooth Wales,
'
to wit.

Proclamation by His Excellency The Right Honourable Charles Robert, Baron Carrington, a Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross of the Most

(l.s.)
Carbingtost,
Governor.

Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies.

'

■

Whereas by tbe “Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act Extension Act of 1887” it was amongst other things enacted that
it should be lawful for tbe Governor, by notification in the Gazette, to declare that any of the special provisions contained in
part 5 of the “Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act of 1880” should apply to the Council of any Borough or Municipal
District in respect of any loan authorized to be made by the Colonial Treasurer to such Council, pursuant to the first-mentioned
Act, and upon- the publication of such notification the enactments specified in such notification, with such necessary modifications
as the Governor might think fit to make, should apply to the Council and to the Waterworks therein referred to-with as full
effect as if the said enactment had been embodied in that Act and specifically applied to such Council and works : And whereas
by an agreement dated the twentieth day of September, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, made between the
Council of the Municipal District of Hay,.in the Colony of New South Wales, of the one part, and the Honorable John
Sutherland, Minister for Public Works of the-said Colony, of the other part, it was agreed that the amount of the loan to be
made to the. said Council, pursuant to the provisions of the said first-mentioned Act, should be the sum of seven thousand
pounds,, and that such loan should be made upon the terms and conditions contained in the said agreement now in recital: And
whereas by a bond under the seal of the said Council, dated the twentieth day of September,-one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-eight, being a bond given pursuant to the provisions of section 5 of the said first-mentioned Act, the said Council bound
themselves in the penal sum of fourteen thousand pounds sterling well and truly to perform and fulfil the terms and conditions
and provisions contained in the said agreement: Now, therefore, I, Charles Robert, Baron Carrington, the Governor
aforesaid, in pursuance of the power and authority so vested in me by the said first-mentioned Act, do by this notification hereby
direct that the provisions of section 125 of the “ Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act of 1880;” with such modifications
(if any), as are contained in the said recited agreement, shall apply to the paid Council in respect of any loan authorized to be
made by the Colonial Treasurer to such Council, pursuant to the “ Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act Extension Act of
1887.”
'
'
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, Sydney, this fifteenth day of October, in the-year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s.Command, •
JOHN SUTHERLAND.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

[3d.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT.
(NOTIFICATION OF LOAN OF £8,000 TO MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OF FORBES.)

f rmntfb to fforliamettt, jratsaani to ^.ct 44

■ New South Wales, I Proclamation by His Excellency The
to wit.
/'Right Honourable Charles Robert,
Baron Carrington, a Member of Her
Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy
(l.s.)
Council, Knight Grand Cross of the
Carrington,
Most Distinguished Order of Saint
Governor. Michael and Saint George, Governor and
.
Commahder-in-Chief of the Colony of
■
New South Wales and itsDependencies.
Whereas by the “ Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act
Extension Act of 1887 ” it was amongst other things enacted
that it should be lawful for the Governor, by notification
in Gazette, to declare - that any. of the ■ special provisions
• contained in part 5 of the “ Country Towns Water and
Sewerage Act of 1880” should apply to the Council of any
Borough or Municipal District in respect of any loan authorized
to be made by the Colonial Treasurer to such Council, pursuant
to the first mentioned Act, and upon the publication of such
notification the enactments specified in such notification, with
such necessary modifications as the Governor might think fit
to make, should apply to the Council and to the Waterworks
therein referred to with as full effect as' if the said enactment.
had been embodied in that Act and specifically applied to such
Council and Works : And whereas by an agreement dated the
fifteenth day of October, one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-eight made between the Council of the Municipal
District of Forbes, in the Colony of New South Wales, of the
one part, and the Honorable John Sutherland, Minister for
Public Works of the said Colony, of the other part, it was1
agreed that the amount of the loan to be made to the said
Council, pursuant to the provisions of the said first-mentioned

: [»«*•]
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Act, should be the sum of eight thousand pounds, and that
such loan should be made upon the terms and conditions con
tained in the said agreement now in recital: And whereas by
a bond under the seal of the said Council, dated the fifteenth
day of October, one thousand eight hundred and eightyeight, being a bond given pursuant to the provisions of section
5 of the said first-mentioned ■ Act, the said Council bound
themselves in the penal sum of sixteen thousand pounds
well and truly to perform and fulfil the terms and conditions
and provisions contained in the said agreement: Now, there
fore, I, Charles Robert, Baron Carrington, the Governor
aforesaid, in pursuance of the power and authority so vested
in me by the said first-mentioned Act, do by tliis notification
hereby direct that the provisions of section 125 of the
“ Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act of 1880,” with
such modifications (if any) as are contained in the said recited
agreement, shall apply to the said Council in respect of any
loan authorized to be made by the Colonial Treasurer to such
Council, pursuant to the “Country Towns Water and
Sewerage Act Extension Act of 1887.”
Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House,
Sydney, this twenty-second day of November,, in the
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second year of Her
Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
JOHN SUTHERLAND.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT OP 1880,
AND NUISANCES PREVENTION ACT, 1875.
(BOROTOH OP WAGGA WAGGA-BY-LAWS.)

ftoaentefc ter parliament jmrsmant ter Jteta 44 lie.

14, etc, 13, anti 39 Die. JJer. 14, stc. 18.

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Sydney, 9tfi August, 1888.
BOROUGH OP WAGGA WAGGA—BY-LAWS.
The following By-laws, made by the Council of the Borough of Wagga Wagga, under the “ Country Towns Water and Sewerage
Act of 1880,” and the “ Nuisances Preyention Act 1875,” respectively, having been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, are published in accordance with the requirements of the above cited Acts.
HENRY PARKES.
Wagtgta Wagga Waterworks.
Additional Bylaw.
•
That one screw-tap be'allowed to each premises liable to assess
ment for water rate, for the purpose of watering flower gardens
or lawns without extra charge beyond the amount of waterrate which is assessed on the said premises; but the
Borough Council may at any time require the said tap
to be removed, or a meter fixed to the service pipe laid on
to said premises, and may charge for all water supplied to said
premises, by measure, at the rate of two shillings per 1,000
. gallons.
We certify that the foregoing By-law under the Country
Towns Water and Sewerage Act of 1880, was duly
, passed at a regular meeting of the Wagga Wagga
Borough Council, held on Thursday, the 8th day of
March, 1888.
■
'
(l.s.)
HY. BERKELEY FITZHARDINGE,
Mayor.
Borough Council Chambers, Wagga Wagga.
J. Hawkbs, Council Clerk.
By-laws under the Nuisances Prevention Act.
1. The contents of all cesspits, closets, privies, earth-closets,
pans, or receptacles for nigbtsoil, and all ashpits, refuse pits, or
house rubbish, shall be removed by contract under direction of
the Borough Council. And the Council of the Borough of
Wagga Wagga is hereby empowered to enter into any contract
or contracts with any person or persons for all matters or
things necessary for the removal and deposit of nightsoil,
refuse, house rubbish, or sweepings, and may make any regu
lations from time to time deemed necessary for carrying out any
contract or contracts as aforesaid, or for determining the price to
be paid by householders or others for emptying, cleansing, and
carrying away nightsoil, refuse, or house rubbish. And the
said Council may recover from any ratepayers, householders,
or residents within the Borough, such charges as may be fixed
by any regulations of the Council, before any Justice or
Justices of the Peace in Petty Sessions assembled in Wagga
Wagga.
2. No closet, privy, cesspit, or earth-closet, pan, or recep
tacle for nightsoil, or no ashpit, dust-bin, or receptacle for house
rubbish shall have its contents removed by anyperson or persons,
except the duly appointed contractor or contractors of the
Council, or his or their workmen or servants.

3. Any person or persons committing any breach of this By
law shall be liable to pay to the said Borough Council the
charges payable for removal of nightsoil or refuse, or rubbish
by the Council’s contractor or contractors as if the work had
been done by such contractor or contractors ; and shall also be
liable to a penalty of not exceeding the sum of twenty pounds,
to be recovered as before provided.
4. Any householder or resident within the Borough of
Wagga Wagga, who shall require the contents of any closet,
cesspit, earth-closet, pan, or receptacle for nightsoil, ash-pit,
dust-bin, or house rubbish removed, shall leave notice in writing
at the Council Chambers, addressed to the Inspector of Nui
sances for the time being, describing accurately the position of
the premises, at least twenty-four hours before requiring the
work done, and shall deposit with such notice a sum of one
pound towards the cost of such cleansing, emptying, or removal,
as aforesaid.
5. If any closet, earth-closet, privy, cesspit, pan, or receptacle
for nightsoil, ashpit, dustheap, or rubbish heap on any un
tenanted or unoccupied premises shall, in the opinion of the
Inspector of Nuisances, require cleansing, or emptying, or
removal the owner of the said premises shall be liable to pay all
charges for emptying, cleansing, or removing any such closet,
cesspit, earth-closet, ashpit, pan, or receptacle for nightsoil or
rubbish. And for the purposes of this by-law “ owner ” shall
mean the person for the time being receiving or claiming the
rent of such premises, or exercising any act of ownership over
the said premises.
6. Any contractor or contractors with the said Council from
time to time for removal of nightsoil or rubbish who shall neglect
or refuse to empty any closet, earth-closet, pan, or receptacle for
nightsoil, or remove any house rubbish when required so to do
by the Inspector of Nuisances, or other appointed officer of the
Council, or shall be guilty of any breach of these By-laws, shall
be liable to a penalty not exceeding £20, nor less than £2, to be
recovered as before mentioned.
Borough Council Chambers,
'
Wagga Wagga, 17th March, 1888.
We certify that the foregoing By-laws, under the Nuisances
Prevention Act, were duly passed at a regular meeting of the
Borough Council of Wagga Wagga, heldon Thursday, the 8th
.day of March instant.
.
(l.s.)
HY. BERKELEY FITZHARDINGE,
Mayor, of Borough of Wagga Wagga.
J. Hawkes, Council Clerk.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

DRAINAGE WORKS, MANLY.

EEPOET.
on Public Works, appointed during
the last Session of Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1888, 51 Vic.
No. 37, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “the
expediency of carrying out Drainage Works at Manly,” have, after due inquiry,
resolved that it is-expedient a modification of the works should he carried out;
and in accordance with the provision of suh-section IV, of clause 13, of the
Public Works Act, report their resolution to the Legislative Assembly :—
'
The proposed works provide for a drainage area of 482 acres, and a pros
pective population of 18,316 persons, and they involve the construction of about
7 miles of sewers with an outlet into the ocean at the north-eastern part of the
Quarantine Reserve. It has, however, been decided to postpone for several years
the construction of the outfall tunnel, the proposed situation of which is at the point
known as Blue Pish, or Blue Nose, by adopting which course the immediate expen- '
diture will he considerably reduced; and more recently the Municipal Council of
Manly have suggested an alteration in the original plan by which a still further
reduction may be made in the immediate outlay. This alteration has been considered
by the engineers who are responsible for the general scheme, and if after due
examination it he found possible they are disposed to adopt it.
The total estimated cost of the scheme in its entirety is £34,114; the post
ponement of the construction of the outfall tunnel at Blue Nose will reduce the
amount to £22,000; and the alteration suggested by the Municipal Council will bring
down the immediate cost to £20,250.
The modified plan concurred in by the Municipal Council the Committee
desire to recommend, if it should prove practicable, as it appears from the evidence
not only to materially lessen the present cost, but to be sufficient to meet the
requirements of the municipality for some time to come, and it has the additional
merit of not involving any subsequent alteration in the original plan for the pro
posed complete system of sewerage beyond the circumstance that it will increase
the total cost of the entire scheme by £1,000, when the entire scheme shall be carried
out. If this modification should prove, after examination, to be impracticable the
Committee recommend the adoption of the plan by which the construction of the
outfall sewer at Blue Nose will he postponed and the immediate expenditure reduced
to £22,000.
■
The original scheme includes a main outfall sewer in tunnel under the Quaran
tine Reserve, 1 mile 207 yards in length, having an outlet to the ocean in the vicinity
of Blue Fish Point (referred to in the evidence as Blue Nose Point), which is at the
north-east part of the Quarantine Reserve, together with 1 mile 253 yards of submains, and 4 miles 703 yards of subsidiary sewers. In addition to that it is proposed
to'utilize 900 yards of the existing'sewers. The total length comprised in the
scheme is -therefore 7 miles 303 yards, and the works include the construction of
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121 shafts, manholes, and automatic chambers. The main, sewers are shown on the
plan, which accompanies this report, in red lines, the subsidiary sewers in blue lines,
and the existing sewers in green. The scheme is so devised that the system may be
considerably extended to the westward whenever required.
With reference to the reduction of the total estimated cost of the scheme to
£22,000, by postponing the construction of the outfall tunnel at Blue Nose, it is
pointed out in a report by Mr. Gr. H. Stayton, M.I.C.E., of the Sewerage Branch,
Boads and Bridges Department, that the proposed outfall sewer possesses the
distinct advantage that the portion of it nearest to Manly could, if deemed expedient,
be temporarily used as a sewage outfall. Under any circumstances, the report states,
a penstock chamber must be provided at the storm-water overflow near the east end of
Dairy Bower ; and as this overflow could be well extended into the deeper waters of
the bay (Little Cabbage-tree Bay), it would be quite practicable to utilize it as an
outfall, and to defer the construction of the remainder of the tunnel until, by reason
of additions to the first-named drainage area, the time arrives when the daily volume
of sewage will have considerably increased. Under these circumstances the new
drainage system, Mr. Stayton points out, could be brought into earlier operation,
and the postponement of an expenditure of £12,000 might be an advantage to the
municipality, as doubtless it will hereafter be in a better position to meet the
additional outlay. .
The Municipal Council, however, deemed it desirable that the temporary
outlet should be fixed in the vicinity of the north-east corner of Little Cabbage-tree
Bay, with a view to saving the expense of the first portion of the tunnel. Upon
that Mr. Stayton Was called on to report, and a report was prepared on July 4th, to
the effect that a modification might be made, but it would necessitate the construc
tion of a sewer in tunnel under Fairy Bower Point, with an iron pipe outfall sewer
21 inches in diameter, discharging outside the rocks below low-water mark. But
the practicability of constructing such outfall at so exposed a spot could not be
absolutely determined in the absence of the necessary soundings or trial borings.
If, however, on further investigation, the proposal was found to be practicable, and
not too costly, it commended itself by the fact that a better seaward current would
be secured at the point of discharge. Moreover, the proposal would effect an
immediate saving of £1,750:
On the 9th August the Council informed the Minister for Works of their
desire to have the temporary outfall carried on the rocks along the northern side of
Cabbage-tree Bay, and so to dispense with the cost of the. proposed tunnel under
Fairy Bower Point. On this Mr. Stayton reported that the rocks in question were
a favourite place of public resort, and, even if practicable, it would be undesirable to
carry the outfall sewer across them as suggested; and the Council was informed
accordingly. By the evidence of Mr. J. Gr. Griffin, the Mayor of Manly, it will be
seen that he is willing to fall in with Mr. Stayton’s view, and to agree to having the
sewage discharged in the vicinity of the north-east corner of Little Cabbage-tree
Bay.
In their consideration of this proposed work, the Committee had before them
an exhaustive report by Mr. G. H. Stayton, dated 8th February, 1887, with a minute
thereon by Mr. W. C. Bennett, Engineer-in-Chief for Boads and Bridges and Sewers,
and lithographic plans, upon which the proposed scheme and the suggested modifica
tions of it were clearly shown. These enabled the Committee to fully understand the
proposals made, and, with the evidence obtained, to come to what they believe to be
a satisfactory conclusion.
In the conduct of the inquiry it appearea to the Committee to be very
desirable that information should be obtained as to whether the residents of Manly
were favourable to the proposed scheme, and whether they clearly understood the
monetary obligations they would incur by the adoption of it. Though it was apparentj from the papers before the Committee, and without the testimony of witnesses,
that a proper sewerage system for Manly was necessary, it could not, without the
examination of persons immediately concerned in the matter, be understood whether
the people of the municipality clearly comprehended what was proposed, or what, if
the scheme were carried out, they would have to pay. The Committee, therefore,
had before them as witnesses gentlemen who either represented the Manly Municipal
Council, the members of which are, of course, directly responsible to the ratepayers,
.
or

or who being prominent residents of Manly, may be regarded as representatives of
the general community there; and it will be seen that their statements go to show
that the people of Manly, as a whole, are not only fully aware of the proposed
scheme, and the obligations attached to it, but are anxious that it should be. carried out.
Generally stated, the Committee-examined the witnesses brought before
them, upon the following points :— ‘
(1.) The nature of the proposed work.
(2.) The'nature of the present drainage system in the municipality.
(3.) Whether the proposed work has been well conceived.
(4.) Whether it is clearly understood and approved by the residents.
(5.) The arrangements for the annual payment to repay the sum expended
upon the work, and the interest upon that sum.
The nature of the work proposed will be found fully described in the evidence
given by Mr. J. Barling, Under Secretary for Public Works; Mr. W. C. Bennett,
Engineer-in-Chief for Boads and Bridges and Sewers, and Mr. Gr. H. Stayton,
Engineer in connection with the Sewerage Branch of the Department of Boads and
Bridges. It has already been briefly described in the earlier portion of this Beport.
The nature of the drainage system which at present exists in Manly is des
cribed principally in the evidence of Mr. Stayton, Mr. J. Gr. Griffin, Mayor of Manly;
Mr. J. A. Scarr, Alderman of Manly, and Mr. Alexander Dean, a resident of the
municipality. Mr.. Stayton says the existing sewers do not give satisfaction, that
they are very defective in places, .and in consequence of not being properly adjusted
silt accumulates in some of them, and the whole are very foul. “ I do not think,”
he states {Question 225), “ I ever smelt worse sewer-gas than I experienced at one
of the openings; ” and, while the sewers are in this very objectionable condition,
there is no proper provision for preventing foul gas from passing into the houses.
Mr. Griffin informed the Committee that the earth-closet system is in operation in
the municipality, and that the soil is dug into pits ; but Mr. W. C. Bennett, referring
to this practice, draws attention, in bis evidence, to the fact that there is a limit to
this as population increases, and that this limit must now be very nearly reached.
Mr. Scarr says that the present system of sewerage only provides for slop and storm
water, and that only a small proportion of the former is.carried away; most of it
is run off into pits in the yards, a practice which he considers to be extremely
unhealthy.
As to whether the proposed system of sewerage is well conceived, the
evidence indicates that it is. The greater part of the present sewers will be utilized,
as they will be intercepted at certain points, and where tbey cannot be intercepted
they will be used for removing storm-water from the streets. Excreta, as well as
house slops, will be removed by the proposed sewers, and the sewers will be
constructed at sucb a depth under the ground as to catch the whole of the sewage,
the fall, though slight, being so calculated as to be sufficient to ensure a self
cleansing velocity. If necessary, it is contemplated also to establish a flushing
system. The sewage will be discharged, as already stated, into the ocean; and
according to Mr. Bennett and Mr. Stayton, a sewerage outfall on the sea coast,
wherever it can be obtained, is always considered desirable, and one of the best and
cheapest methods that can be adopted. Mr. Stayton also says that the water-borne
sewage system is the cheapest and best.. Asked {Question 479) as to whether it is
customary in other countries to carry the drainage out to the ocean beaches, he stated,
“ Wherever it is practicable it is considered the most economical plan, and the results,
if the local circumstances are favourable, as in this case, are such that certainly it is
considered the best thing to be done.” The proposed outlet at Cabbage-tree Bay
is so arranged that it will he some distance from the shore, more than 100 feet from
low-water mark, and 8 or 10 feet below the water ; the outfafl having a considerable
inclination, so that the sewage and foul water coming through the drains will carry
with them sufficient velocity to force them out. The calculations of the engineers
are such, according to the evidence of Mr. Bennett, that the sewage will be taken
from the lowest parts of the municipahty, and he points out that where it is proposed
the outfall shall be in Little Cabbage-tree Bay the tide (or current) flows to the
southward, and there is. an eddy there which will take the material out to sea.
Even, he says {Question 104), if the wind blow in such a direction as to wash some
of the sewage on to the beach, in what is called Dairy Cove, the quantity so washed

up “ would be inappreciable, because it would be discharged well below low-water,
and would be so thoroughly diluted with sea water that it would be almost inappre
ciable for many years.” Certain portions of Manly known as the Addiscombe
Estate, and the Manly Yale Estate, lie very low below the ordinary level, and in
regard to this a recommendation is made by the engineers that building operations
there should be limited, and if anything is done to provide for sewage there the sewage
will be pumped. Mr. Bennett thinks that the proposed system is of vital importance
to Manly, seeing that that suburb depends entirely upon its character as a health
resort, and that if a pestilence of any kind were to break out there it would ruin the
place. Then he points ont that, in all sewerage systems, the great object is to keep
the sewage going, and not to allow it to accumulate, as sewage is not offensive unless
it is a day or so old; and, to meet this necessity, arrangements have been made for
flushing the sewers, and for their examination, in order that they shall not at anytime be
obstructed. Mr. Stayton appears, by his evidence, to have made a careful examination
of the whole of the coast at Manly, including the Quarantine Reserve, in order' to
ascertain whether any nuisance is likely to be caused by the discharge of the sewage
at either of the points proposed on the plan, and he says {Question 482) that at Little
Cabbage-tree Bay he has spent several hours, on several occasions, noticing the
currents and watching the action of the waves, and he is perfectly satisfied that neither
at that point, nor even further along, will there ever be any nuisance. The scour
there, he states, is very great, and the position is very favourable. The modification
of the original plan, according to his evidence, will meet all the requirements of
Manly for at least ten years. At the end of that period, if the popxdation of the
district increases very rapidly, he thinks it will be necessary to consider the question
of extending the outfall. One other recommendation in favour of the scheme
generally is, that the amount which it is calculated it will be necessary to draw from
the ratepayers as a sewerage rate will actually be lesa than they are hoav called upon
to pay for the removal of night-soil.
•
■ That the proposal to establish the new system of sewerage is clearly understood
and approved by the residents of Manly is apparent by the evidence of almost all the
witnesses examined. Mr. Barling states that Mr. Stayton’s report was made in
consequence of a request from the Municipal Council. Mr. Bennett, when asked
{Question 41) whether the residents of the district understood thoroughly the
provisions of the Act and the responsibility they were incurring in becoming parties
to the proposed work, said bethought they did; and {Question’ll), when questioned
whether he had any doubt as to people continuing to contribute to the cost of
sewerage works such as these before the Committee, said he had no doubt, and that
certainly he thought the people at Manly would continue the necessary payment.
“ It is very difficult,” he states, “ for anybody who has not seen the tremendous
advance of population, and the advance in the value of property, to realize how
willingly people will contribute in a few years to anything of this sort.” Mr.
Griffin considers that, as far as Tie has been able to judge from a professional point
of view, the proposed scheme is a most efficient one; and he says that the Municipal
Council are strongly in favour of it, that there has been no petition against it, and
that he has reason to believe the bulk of the ratepayers strongly approve of it. The
question of the liability of the municipality, he further states, has been discussed
by the Council, and agreed to by resolution, and several letters have been sent to
the Department of Works pressing them to carry out the scheme. Asked (Question
346) if the scheme were recommended by the Committee, and the Government were
prepared to carry it out, was it at all likely that the Council would repudiate it, he
said, certainly not, nor did he think that any Councillor would be elected for Manly
if he opposed it. Mr. Alexander Dean says {Question 364) he is quite sure the
people of Manly are desirous of having the system established, and that 90 per cent,
of the inhabitants are agreeable to comply with the conditions of the Water and
Sewerage Act. Mr. J. A. Scarr, Alderman of Manly, also speaks in his evidence
of the unanimity of the Council on this subject, and says that from conversations
he has had with ratepayers he has never heard anyone object to pay the rate AYhich
will be necessary Avhen the scheme is brought into operation.
.
With regard to the arrangements for the payment of the principal and
interest in relation to the sum expended upon the proposed works, the evidence
indicates a strong desire on the part of the Council to haAre the period for the
■
1
repayment

repayment extended Joeyondtlie twenty-eight years stated. in the provisions of the
Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act. The Conncil, it is considered, will he
strong enough to make the annual payments necessary on the scale of repayment
for twenty-eight years, hut they would rather have the period extended to sixty
years, the time fixed for the repayment of similar expenditure under the Local
Government Act in England. This will he found referred to in the evidence of
most of the witnesses examined by the Committee, and it is also mentioned in
Mr. Stayton’s report. In that report Mr. Stayton points out that if. the proposed
sewerage system is carried out under the provisions of the Metropolitan Water
and Sewerage Act the annual payments to repay principal and interest, at 4 per
cent, per a.nrmm on the amount expended, for the period of twenty-eight years,
would he 6 per cent. “ In England,” the report goes on to'say, “ similar debts are
extinguished by equal annual" instalments of principal and interest spread -ovei a
period of sixty years, it being deemed just and equitable that a succeeding genera
tion should contribute to the- cost of such permanent and beneficial works. By
extending the period to sixty years, the annual payment would he reduced to 4-42
per cent—a result obviously advantageous.” The evidence generally upon this
point will he found very much to the same effect as this extract from Mr. Stayton’s
report. It is contended that as an efficient sewerage system, such as tha,t proposed,
will benefit future generations, posterity should he called upon to contribute some
thing towards its cost,'and as far as possible the burden of cost on the present
population lightened.
"
'
The resolution arrived at by the Committee was as follows : moved by
Mr. Street, and seconded by Mr. Sydney Smith, and agreed to
“ That the Committee consider it expedient that the drainage works at Manly
should be. carried out as proposed on the plan and explained in the
evidence before the Committee,” the intention of the Committee by
this resolution being to recommend, as already stated, the modification
of the original plan by which the construction of the outfall tunnel
to Blue Eish Point will be postponed and the sewage conveyed for
.
the present to a point in the vicinity of Little Cabbage-tree Bay.
JOHN LACKEY,
.
Chairman.
Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
22nd October, 1888.
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The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Drainage Works at Manly.
Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public Works, sworn and examined.:^1. Chairman.] Are you aware of a proposal to carry out the drainage of Manly ? Yes.
J. Bailing,
2. Have those works been long in contemplation ? With the permission of the Committee I will read the
Esq.
I™? theThlstory°f. the matter:-" At the request of the Municipal Council of 4/OcCl838.
YUlI7’ 188 AMl'' Secretary Lyne gave instructions for a report to be prepared on the whole question:
Whereupon a thorough inspection of Manly was made, and its sewers examined, and in February 1887' a
comprehensive sewerage scheme and report thereon were submitted by Mr. G. H. Stayton, M.I C E to the
Bngineer-in-Chief, who recommended the adoption of the scheme. The scheme provides for a drainage
area of 482 acres, and a prospective population of 18,310 persons. The works included involve the
construction of about 7 miles of sewers with an outlet into the ocean at the north-eastern part of the
Quarantine Keserve; the total estimated cost being £34,114. It is intended, however, to postpone the
.099 nnnfaAtmmel (1,8i7 yai'1(,S 111 lenSthJ for several Jears> thereby reducing the imme*
diate outlay to £22,000. A correspondence has recently taken place with the Council respecting the
p/isition ot the temporary outfall, with a view to a further slight reduction in the outlay, and it is possible
that some conclusion may yet be arrived at by which the wishes of th.e Council may bemet.” I will also
read the following paragraph from Mr. Slayton’s-report:-" If the works are carried out under the
provisions of the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act (43 Yic. No. 32), the annual payment to repay
principal and interest at 4 per cent, per annum would amount to 6 per cent, 'on the amount expended for
q, period of twenty-eight years. In England, similar debts are extinguished by equal annual instalments
principal and interest spread over a period of sixty years, it being deemed just and' equitable
that a succeeding generation should contribute to the cost of such permanent and beneficial works'
By extending the period to sixty years, the annual payment is reduced to 4’42 per cent.—a result
obviously advantageous. The annual cost of the sewerage scheme, taking 6 per cent, to cover interest
w»r3ePfyJ?ies9n°n 7 °UtlaZ °f £22’000’ aud ^eluding £200 for a supply of water for flushing, is esti
mated at £1 520. As will be seen on page 1, the ratable value of the municipality amounts to £67 452 :
4 rate ol Id m the £ per annum on the existing assessments within the drainage area would probably
produce £250 net; but there is little doubt that by the time the works are carried out and completed
the ratable va,lue will have further increased to such an extent that a penny rate would produce £300
Under such circumstances a drainage rate of 5d. per annum would be sufficient to pay for the execution
and maintenance of the necessary works. If, however, the period for repayment were extended to sixty
warSfi j avmUali°°st-^0u d be reduced to £1,172, in which case a 4d. drainage rate would be sufficient^’W e nnd a dithculty with regard to waterworks which we have constructed for municipal councils. They
nd it extremely difficult to pay the interest and sinking fund during the first few years after they are
called upon to do so. They complain that they are unable to pay the large amount of 6 per cent Of
course their water rates are very small during the first few years, and therefore they complain very much^ t I think ifc.wi-ll be the same ■with'regard to sewerage*
.
*
3. What is the drainage rate now proposed ? 5d. in the £.
.
■
4. Are there any other drainage works proposed besides these ? Yes, for the North Shore and the
western suburbs.
- .
5. Are all those being Carried out -under the Water and Sewerage Act of 1880 ? . Yes, proposed to be; ' :
Cumberland 068
^at:®r and Sewerage Act extend from the metropolis f It applies to the county of
7. Not outside of that county? No; There is another Act provided -for that—The Country TownsWater and oewerage Act—which was passed in.the same year as this Act.
'
J
•
8. Have you many applications to come under the operation of this Act ? Eor water we have.
'
y. Eor sewerage ? We have several.
36—A
'
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J. Barling, iq. Save any of the western suburbs—Ashfield, Burwood, and those places—made application? Yes.
S<1
Deputations on various occasions have waited on the Minister, urging that he should take up the wort
under the provisions of this Act.
4Oct., 1888.
Are they all prepared to have the sewerage undertaken under the provisions of the Act? I think
that is a question yet to be decided; probably some amendment of the Act will he necessary.
12. In what respect ? It involves a question of public policy, so that I cannot speak as.to the intentions
of the G-overnment.
13. In what direction are the people now endeavouring to have an alteration made ? I think it is this :
Some, at any rate, wish the Government to take up the whole thing; not merely constructing, but also
managing them, and levying the rates the same as the Water and Sewerage Board does.
14. Taking it out of the hands of the Municipality ? Yes.
•
’
15. Do they express themselves as being prepared to continue contributing towards the cost, as provided
by the Act ? . In that case they would have to pay the rates. They would not be called upon to pay the
capital, but just simply to pay the rates for working expenses, and interest on capital. But that is not
yet settled.
16. Mr. Suitor.'] Would these works be committed to the Water and Sewerage Board ? I do not think
that would be the case at Manly, because it is a completely separate scheme. The western suburb
sewerage, however, is quite different, because it works in with the scheme already carried out.
'
17. Is there anything in the Act to compel these Manly works to come under the Water and Sewerage
Board ? I have not the Act here to refer to, but the intention evidently is that the Government should
carry out these works, and hand them over to the local authorities. It is not part and parcel of the general
scheme, such as the western sewerage scheme would be. ■
W. C.
William Christopher Bennett, Esq., Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Beads and Bridges and
Bennett, Esq.
.
Sewers, sworn and examined :—
.
4^0ct/'l888 18' Chairman.] Are you Commissioner for Eoads, and Engineer-in-Chief for Boads and Bridges ? Yes.
''
' 19. Have you control of the Sewerage Works ? Yes, from the commencement, under the Metropolitan Act
20. Has the Sydney Sewerage System been carried out under your supervision? Yes.
21. We desire to get from you this evening some information with reference to the proposal to spend
,
£34,000 in drainage works at Manly; have those works been designed under your supervision ? Yes.
22. Have they been designed by Mr. Stayton ? Yes. ■
.
23. Is he an engineer in your Department ? Yes.
.
24. The project and design have your concurrence ? Yes.
•
25. You are aware of the nature of it ? Yes.
........ 26. Is it done under the auspices of the Water and Sewerage Act ? Yes.
~
"
27. Wheh was that Act passed ? In 1878.
' 28. I presume that the project is the result of the action of the residents at Manly? Yes; they petitioned
to have the work done, and I was instructed to have the surveys made.
29. -And you feel that this is the best project you could recommend under the circumstances ? Yes.
30. Did you make any examination of the configuration of the place ? I knew Manly very well before,
and Mr. Stayton conferred with me from time to time, and I agreed with him as to the surveys which
were to be made. When the whole thing was ready, I went down to Manly, and went through the whole
project with Mr. Stayton, on the ground.
31. The project is to convey the sewage into the sea at two different places ? Yes. It is an alternative
project. One is for £22,000 to convey it to Cabbage-tree Bay ; the other is for £34,000 to convey the
sewage to a more distant point on the coast.
32. What depth would the sewer be in the ground ? A considerable depth, but I cannot state it exactly.
33. Are you sure that it is at a sufficient depth to catch the whole of the sewage ? Yes.
34. Is not the whole place very flat ? Yes; but we have' made all our calculations to take the sewage
from the lowest points.
35. Who made the estimate ? Mr. Stayton, under my instructions, and it is based on the prices which
were paid for the work in the Sydney sewers.
■
36. Do you think the estimated amount will be sufficient to carry out the project ? I am sure it will.
37. Have you had any other applications for suburban sewerage submitted to you besides this scheme ?
Yes ; North Shore and the western suburbs.
38. What do the western suburbs consist of ? All the railway suburbs ; Balmain, Petersham, Ashfield,
Camperdown, and right out to Strathfield. Then some country towns have also applied.
39. Do the country towns come under a different head ? Yes.
40. Does the same Act make provision for sewerage works outside the county of Cumberland ? It is
not the same, but it is a parallel Act. They are very nearly the same, but they are separate Acts.
41. Have you any knowledge whether the residents of those districts understand thoroughly the provisions
of the Act and the responsibility they are incurring in becoming parties to these works ? I think
at Manly they do. I am not quite sure that the people in the western suburbs—a much larger number
of people—are fully aware of it.
42. We have it in evidence from the Under Secretary for Public Works that the principal and interest
for these works at Manly, spread over a period of twenty-eight years, would be recouped by an annual
payment of 6 per cent.;—is that correct ? Yes.
43. As far as you can form an estimate ? That would be a rate of 5d. in the £.
44. Would that be the rate upon the value of the property at the present time ? No. It allows for an
increase of one-fifth. The present valuation is £67,000. That would be on a valuation of about
£80,000.
'
45. Would that allow for an increase in population or an increase in the value of property? An increase
in the value of property. The increase in population is met by making the capacity of the sewers
sufficiently large to carry away the sewage.
46. Provision is made for that in the design ? Yes.
.
47. Do you recollect if you have had any other applications besides the North Shore and the western
suburbs for the construction of sewerage works ? Yes; there have been a number of applications
. collateral
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W. C.
collateral to the large drainage selienie for which sums of money have been voted, and the works are now
being carried out; but there have been no special schemes about Sydney except those three.
' Benuett, Esq.
43. Have you given, any consideration to this view of the case : In view of the large amount of con 4 Oct., 1888.
venience which the future residents of Manly will derive from such a public work as this, which will last for
iill time, would it not be reasonable to extend the payment of principal arid interest over' a longer period
so that the present residents may be called upon to pay somewhat less than is contemplated by the'
present Act P Tes. Of course, we have only calculated on the time specified in the Act, but I think it’
would be prudent and equitable to extend the time to sixty years, as in England.
■’
49. Then the project would be lighter on ihe present residents, while it would convey all its advantages'
and benefits to a future increased population? Tes.
'
'
50. Have you had a great deal to do with public works of various kinds, more especially with works of
this description P Tes; for forty-eiglft years.
' '
’
’
51. I mean in this Colony ? Eor thirty-four years in this Colony.
.
.
52'j Have you formed any opinion in reference to large permanent works as.to whether their cost should'
not bC &o adjusted that those who come afterwards should bear a fair proportion of the Cost of
construction ? Tbs; I think that is a, very equitable view.
"
■
'
;
'
53: Of course, those who comb afterwards would derive a great advantage if we paid for everything that
is dohe at present ? Tes ; arid they would also have this very great advantage I that the works can" be'
done for a much smaller sum of money now than they can be in the future. However; there is another^
Consideration to balance that; There may be improvements in science which would fender Such works''
unnecessary, Of which would modify them. At present' there is not much prospect of that:
'
54: There are-not many alternative schemes of drainage now beyond two or three ? There are a great1
number of schemes, but very few worthy of consideration.
'
■ . 55. But most of the old schemes of drainage are abandoned. Eor instance, the draining of th'e western
Suburbs into the Parramatta Eiver would uot be permitted ? It is considered to he ah established rule that
nothing'should be allowed to drain into Port Jackson:
...
.. ’
50: It -is a rule hi all parts of the World that you must not drain into a river or harbour ? TeS; if possible:'
57; 111 furtherance of that, id yOur Sewerage scheme which you have carried but So successfully in’
Sydney, is it not confined to two systems,—one bSiiig the conveyance of the Sewage into the s'eaj and the'
dthbr the cbnv'eyanfie bf the sewage to a sewage farm at Botany ?, Tes;
.
, ' .
.
58. Tlies’d are the two Systems observed everywhere, except where the sewage is deodorised ? Tfefe'. Thei’e:
are- countless systeifis of deodorisation; but no system has met with general favour, except the two just;
mentioued. it is generally agreed that if.you have the ocean near you it is best to convey the sewage
there. Ho profit ,to, be derived from sewage will pay for putting it on the 1'aiid. Then if the dCean is'
riot' neat you, and it is too expensive to convey the sewage to the sea, it is expedient to filter the sewage •
through land. .
'
'
'
'
'
59: Might not the filtering of sewage through land he made a source of profit iu recuperating the soil for cul
tivation ? Tes ; but it is never made a source of profiteer se. There has never been a net pfofit from it;
60. Npt anywhere ? . No ; not that I am aware of..- It is made profitable in this respect: that it reduces"
the cost of getting rid of the sewage ; and certainly it is the most effective way of doing it. I may say
that Mr. Roberts;, of this Department; who is fond of trying experiments, told me a year and a' half
ago that he had discovered a mode of dessicating sewage by electricity. I told him to protect his rightsby patent, 'and' he did so. By the time the patent was obtained we found that the same thing had been
mooted in England, and I find mew. that the Metropolitan Board of Works in London are allowing an
English inventor to experiment very largely. At iriy suggestion, Mr: Sutherland-referred thO ea^e to.
Professor Threlfall, and we have had some analysis of the water by Mr. Hamlet. It looks'very pfoiriismgj'
and it would be a great aid in getting rid of . the objectienabl'e features of the sewerage outMjs: , ' ■ '
6.1. The object ivould. b§ t'0 get rid Of the offensive jirdperties of the sowiige by .electrical aetiori ? Te'S:-P'es'cfibing it roughly, the 'electricity d’ecbniposes tile water, and the oxygCii iii the water cSmbiiie§ with
the qlfehsive matter in the sewage, bxydising and pfeeijsitating it. ,
.
'
62: AfC you liOw ebiiveying a cOiiSiderable quantity of sewage from Shea’s CfSek ail'd that neighbourhood.1
dowii to Webb’b Gf&ut; at Botany.?. TfeS:.
’’
■
'
63. So far have you found it siicCe's'sftil f ■ Tes; But bf course it is only comilitrfitively -a siMll 'qualitity
as yet.
, . .
. .. .
................. .
^ ..
'
'
'
,64. Put so fitr a’S tli'e test is Cbhc'eriied, have you Been able tp utilise the beWiige •? Te§, very buC'c'essfully. •
WS have been able tb produce very gObfl crops On bare sand—the ordinary blown sand, of Sydney: ■ ■'
'65. Gan you give us an idea roughly of the character of the work ;—do yO-u Catch the SC'WagS in. taii-ks ?/
No. The sewage crosses the river.-.by a syphon, and we have takeri advantage Of that syph'oii to straiji th'e
bdivage before going into it: ' Then 6ii th'e other side the sewage is carried in an televated carrier; nfibil tke
level of the ground is attairied. Then wO let it out, and let it fldW; In some pla'c'es we havd Iftrge floOd
areas, made in case-of a fresh. We run the water on to th'ose areas, and there it deposits ihe'Sewage"
maiter on the surface. That is used for raising lu'ceriie, sorghum, and all sorts of vegetables-.
'
68.'t suppose that what you do there anybody else could do ? Tbs. The pr'ebent sche.me before 'the
Goinmitiee docs Uot involve anything of that sort.
'
'■
67. What area have you there ? Three hundred acres. I think we have only Ojiera-ted on § or 6 ncres-.
68. Could it he extended to the, whole area ? Tes. It is proposed to extend it to the whole Urea as -the
seriage increases. ' •
■
- .
•' ’
69. Where does the sea-chann@l empty itself ? At Ben Buckler-. .
....
70. Is that in operation ? Tes, .Not in full operation, hut partial'operation. The SevVage from BriSCe;
Alfred Hospital, arid all the intermediate sewage Which we have been able to get from a great part of -the’
city, flows-through it:
- . -■
. • -',
_...................... _
•
71. Does that intercejit a great deal of the .sewfige which used to .come into different parts of the h'arhbur ?
T'es. I am in hopes that it-will so completely intercept all the offensive sewage that there will be very
little sewage flowing intd the harbour. As Woolloo,mooloo is a large residential place, and the area a
gr.eat deal below the level of the sewer, wo have arranged for elevators to lift the sewage' into the s'ewer. '
72. It will be intercepted and eleAmted ? T'es; by a hydraulic or pneumatic elevator.
73. -Mr. Oafrard.~\ Does that apply to all the low levels ? Tes.
.
•
74-, As far as yoiir- experience has extetided in the construction of these sewerage works outside Sydney,such'as this now before the Coiriinittee, do you think that the Government wbuld be justified'in
. - ,
'
. '
.
■ censtructing.
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.. W. <3. ' -constructing tliem; or iave you any doutt as to the people continuing to contribute to the cost.? I hate
It is very difficult for anyone who has not
seen the tremeudous advance of population, and in the value of property, to realise how willingly
4 §ct0 18S3; people wifi contribute in a few years to anything of this sort. I have no doubt there will be great
.fifttinbling hereafter by people who have to pay, because they will not be able to realise what would be
the state of things without such works, But if things could be changed into the pre-sewer period, and'
the people had a choice, they would willingly embrace it then.
_
.
.
75. Looking at it from a money point of view, I suppose that works such as these would improve the
value of property in the neighbourhood ? I think so, particularly at Manly.
.
.
7G. Have you had to do with works for country water supply ? Not for country water supply, but I was.
a member of the Sydney Water Commission wffiieh recommended the Nepean scheme.
.
.
77. Hate you ever given any consideration to the system of deodorising sewage? Yes; there are
countless plans.
...
' .
. .
■
78. Bo you know anything of Sir James Parmer’s plan which is carried out at Birmingham, where by
ineans of a cylinder they dry the material ?_ Yes; there are countless ways of doing it. Mr. Stayton,
■h'ho is just recently from England, will be able to give you some information on the subject. I know the
general fact that no real success has resulted from any of these systems. They find that it is absolutely
necessary, deaf ds latid is iii England, to get land lo filter the sewmge in order to comply with the
Conditions of the Pollution of Elvers Act. ■ .
•
79. Is that what they do in most cases ? Yes ; in most cases where it is possible. Butin some places it
is not possible to get land.
....
...
_
.
80. In cases of that sort do they resort to deodorisation ? 'Yes ; they mix chemicals with the sewage.
81. Do you not apprehend some difficulty in the project of draining the ■western suburbs ? No.
82. Where do you propose to empty your drainage? -We bring it down by Webb’s Grant.
83. Do you propose conveying all the sewage into one sewer? It will be one line of sewer, but there
will be two, and ultimately three ducts—tliree-different cylinders.
, . .
81. What about the levels ;—will the sewage be conveyed by gravitation? Yes. We have made the
levels so that the sewage will go by gravitation the whole distance.,
„
.
_
85. Does that apply to the whole of the suburbs ? No. There is a portion of it outside the limit which
will not gravitate. But if it is necessary, the sewage can be elevated. The greatest part of that is very
sparsely populated. There are suburban villas built on it, and it lies around the margin of the Parramatta
Eiver.
8G. Would you pump the sewage up to tanks ? When it becomes necessary.
.
87.; Mr. MumplieryIn the first instance by this plan before the Committee you propose to discharge the
sewage into Little Cabbage-tree Bay ? Yes.
.
88. The total cost of that will be £22,000 ? Yes.
'
. _
.
89: Eor how many years do you think that system or that portion of the system will be sufficient ? It
would be hard to say.
.
, .
.
.
90. You have not made any calculation as to what period it will do for ? No ; I have not. It would be
a very difficult thing to do, as it depends upon many circumstances.
,
91. Is it desirable at the present time to incur greater cost than £22,000 for this system of sewage for
Manly, having regard to the amount which the inhabitants will have to pay per annum to cover the cost
of construction and interest ? It is not desirable at present.'
.
..
.
92. Would you recommend the expenditure of £22,000 only and not of £34,000 ? Yes. '
93. Has this plan been submitted to the Municipal Council of Manly ■? Yes.
91. Has the proposal been before the Council ? Yes.
,
95. 'Have you had any expression of opinion from the Mayor ? I think they have approved of it. They
proposed some modifications, reducing the cost, and making the outlet nearer the town.
„
90. Can you remember what modification was proposed ? It was merely that instead of having the outlet
at Cabbage-tree Bay, it should be in the next bay nearer to Manly ; that is Fairy Bower. But we
objected to that very much, as it would spoil the very thing on which Manly exists, namely* the beach’.
97. That corner is where people bathe ? Yes; it would be most objectionable..
98. What is the difference in cost ? Something very inconsiderable.
99. So that the pecuniary benefit of the proposed modification would be inappreciable? Yes.
300. If the expenditure be £22,000 instead of £34,000, what amount per annum will be necessary to
cover the repayment and interest ? £1,172 a year.
. '
10!•.• What rate would it be necessary to strike for that? A 4d. rate.
102-. Mr. Kethel^] Is it in your opinion quite safe to make the outfall so near to the public reserve of
Manly as Little Cabbage-tree Bay ? I think it would be. The tide flows to the southward, and there is an
eddy In there which would take the material out to sea.
103. Is not that only at certain times of the day ? Yes.
104. In any case it is certain if it blows to the south-east to disfigure all the beach in what you call Fairy
Cove ? It would be inappreciable because it would be discharged well below low water, and it would be
so thoroughly diluted with sea-water that it would be almost inappreciable for many years.
105. The breakers are rarely heavy where you have the outfall ? Yes.
10G. Would not that have the effect of throwing the solid matter back on the land while the liquidmatter will be held in suspense and carried out to sea ? The solid matter would be more likely to form -ashoal there. It would be below the surface.
...
.
107. Have you made any provision for screening it before discharging it into the ocean? None whatever.
108. No silt pits ? There are silt pits proposed to intercept silt to prevent it from getting into the pipes,,
but nothing more,
- .
.
109. There is nothing to prevent the whole of the silt or offensive matter from being thrown back on thebeach? No. .
.
,
•
110. Is it possible to make any provision to prevent that ? No,
,
111. Would it not be possible'to construct a screen so as to sift the material? If would be hardly
worth it.
*
112. Do you think the population is not sufficiently dense to require such a precaution-? The materialwill be diluted by the sea, aud will not appear at all events for many years.
'
.
113...! suppose that at any time steps could be taken to intercept solid matter to prevent it from flowing.
'
- into

Benftett, Esq. not. I ceitainly think that at Manly they would go on.
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of that kind. : W- C*
into the eea if it were found to he seriously offensive ? • I would not recommend ahytbiug'
° ■
' ■ Bennett,-.Esq,If it were found to be offensive it would he better to convey the sewage further away. J
Ilf. In the event of the sewage being carried out to the neighbourhood of North Head do you think there /ootr'lsiff
is no danger of its flowing in at the Heads ? Not the slightest.
. . ■
' .
''
'
il5 Mr. Garrard.'] Do I understand that £22,000 will be the cost of having the "works construeted with
the outlet at*Little Cabbage-tree Bay ? Tes.
. •
■
.
116. Since the Manly Council sent in their request to have the outlet put at Fairy Bower side—the northern
.side—has it been intimated to them by the Department that there are reason’s against that ? I think sq>
117. Have they now concurred in the Little Cabbage-tree Bay outlet ? I cannot say. •
’ .
118. Mr. Kethel^] Of what material is the work to-be made—pipes or brick sewers ? Some of the work
will be brick sewers, and some pipes.
•
'
'
110. The main outfall will be brick ? Yes ; particularly in the tunnel.
■
120. Is a great part of the ground sandy ? Yes, a great deal of it,
121. Therefore you will require pipes ? Not on account of its being sandy, but on account of not
requiring so large a section.
. ,
.
.
122. Mr. Garrard.] What fall have you in your main line of sewer ? 1 in 1,850. That is at the outfallsewer. Above that, on the flat, it is 1 in 800, 1 in 600, and 1 in 500.
...
'
123. Is not that a very small fall? We have calculated the velocity and we find we can get above the"
minimum velocity by low-level sewrerage with the fall we have. • .
124. Will that be the case in summer weather when there is very little water going through ? Yes we
can get the minimum velocity then.
. f
•
'
125. Will you do aw-ay altogether with the present outlet on the harbour side ? Yes.
. 126. Will you do away with the existing local sewerage scheme ? Yes.127. How do you propose to drain the lowest part of Manly;—is there uot some portions of the Addiscombe Estate and the Manly Yale Estate much below the level ? Yes ; that is dealt with in the report*
We recommend that they should be limited as to building there.
.
.
. 128. If anything is to be done to provide for sewage there will it have to be pumped ? Yes.
129. After many years experience in sewerage matters I suppose you are quite firm in your opinion that
this water carriage sewerage is better than any dry or pneumatic system ? Yes; when the population
exceeds a certain limit.
•
, ’
130. Have you given any consideration to Liernur’s scheme ? Yes. When I wras in London Sir John
Fowler brought me over to Mr. Bawlinson,the chief engineer of the Local Government Board in London.
I told him that I was.very anxious before commencing these works to see the Liernur system.. I never
believed in it from my own observations, but I was anxious to see it. I told Mr. Bawlinson that although
I only had thirty days in London I was quite prepared to give two or three days to go to Amsterdam and '
look at it. He said, “ Do not waste your time; if you want to see something of use to you out there go • ■
and look at the sewage farms of Croydon-.”
. 131. He was therefore asking you to see something which he had adopted ? He is admitted to bo the
chief man and the best man in these matters at home.
.
132. Is not the system which I have just referred to in operation in many Continental cities? Not inmany ; it is not in general operation. Amsterdam is the place where it is most in operation.
•
133. Would you state briefly your principal objections to the system ? It is very exp>ensive. It depends
on carriage by air instead of by water. It requires a great deal of manipulation which is not agreeable.The only place where there is an apology for using it is at Amsterdam where there is no fall, and because
the buildings and houses are surrounded with canals, and they have to be dealt with almost separately.
It has never been used in England, and the people in England are tolerably alive to all these things. It
is used in perhaps half-a-dozen Continental towns, but its use is not increasing.- I do not think it hasbeen adopted by any town, or that there has been any addition to or extension of it, for the last eight or
nine years.'
.
^
•
134. Did I understand you to say that at the inlet into the main sewers there are catchpits for the sand
-brought down by storm-water ? Yes.
’
.
r.
.
,
.
■ - .
135. Is there not great danger of the sewers being choked up where there is little fall ? Except just at
the outfall the fall is very fair. At the outfall it is only 1 in 1,350, but there is very little chance of that
silting up. '
.
. 136. Do I understand you to say that you would strongly recommend giving the ratepayers an extended
time for payment so as to make it easy for them ? That is a mere recommendation that should be takencum grano salts. That is a question more in the province of a financial statesman.' As far as my know-
ledge goes it would be a good proposition.
137. Do you think that the people of Manly thoroughly understand the responsibility they will .incur1
under this scheme? I think they do; but they will be better able -to tell you that themselves.
*
138. Do you also do awray with the present sewer outlet on the beach by this scheme ? Yes.,i that is the
object of the whole scheme.
■ ^
139. Has that sewer at present leading-to the beach been found very offensive.? Yes, I think sd.v
140. It is continually choked up ? Yes.
'
.
•
141. Do you .purpose extendieg your outlet in Little Cabbage-tree Bay well into the water by pipes ?
Yes; well below low water.
■
.
142. Mr. Sydney Smith.] What is the population of Manly ? I think it is 3,000.
;
143. Do you know the number of houses ? Over 500.
.
’
144. Is not that from an old date ? March, last year. The sewers are made to accommodate 'a populationof 18,000.
"
145. How many houses would that provide for? 3,000 houses, or something more, at-the usual average j
3,600, allowing five persons to a house.
"
.•
■
146. What system have they in force at Manly at present in dealing with sewage.? They have a system-'
.
of sewerage, and they use dry earth closets and cess-pits.
147. If this system of sewerage were adopted, would there be any necessity for the cost now incurred-by the Council in removing the closet pans ? No.
.
148. If (he cost is-6d. per pan, as in other municipalities, and there were 3,000 pans, that would cost £75-.
per week to do what your sewers will do for them ? Yes.
.
. - ■ _ .
149-, So that in point of fact it would be cheaper for them to adopt the system of sewerage now proposedby

f

»
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BennTtt^ks ^ ^0U ^an ^ wou^
remoye
night-soil under the present system ? "Well, it would be as cheap,
? enne , - q. aj ajj even£s_
cos^ 0£ rem0vino; the night-soil at present would go towards defraying the expense of.
4 0^'Im ^werage.
S
1
* °
^
■’
150. If there were 3,000 houses, the expense at 6d. per pan would be' over £3,500 per annum. That
expense would be avoided by your sewerage system, which would only cost the ratepayers something like
£1,200 per annum ? It would cost £1,520 per annum if the amount is paid off in twenty-eight years;
and-it would cost £1,172 if the repayment is extended over sixty years.
.
.
151. Are you in favour of extending the period of repayments to sixty years ? Tes; but I only make
that as an engineer’s recommendation.
152. So that in point of fact, taking that calculation as a basis, the Manly Council will be benefited by
adopting your scheme ; it will be no cost whatever, but a saving; —do you think it will give them a more
effective system than they have at present ? Tes; I think so. I think it is of vital importance to Manly.
The whole living of Manly depends upon its being a health resort; and if a pestilence of any sort broke
out there it would ruin.the place.
153. Are you aware what they do with the night-soil at present ? Sometimes it goes into the sewers ;
and I think they have earth-closets, which they dispose of on the land.
154. Do they utilise it in any w'ay ? Tes; in gardens and so forth. But there is a limit to that as
population increases.
.
J55i Do they deodorise it in any way ? I think not.
156. If not do you not think it must be very unhealthy ? No; not if it is buried in the land and crops
are growing from it. But there is a limit to that.
167. Do you not think it would be very offensive to allow them to bury it? No. The land has a"
wonderfully purifying effect; but there is a limit to it, which must now be very nearly reached at Manly.
158.. Is there not some Act of Parliament which prevents that ? There is a Nuisances Prevention Act
which regulates these matters. It is prevented in any place proclaimed under the Act.
159. Does Manly come under that Act ? I am not aware. It is entirely optional.
160. If Manly is under this Act people there would not be able to do such a thing without rendering
Ihehlselves liable to a penalty ? No.
161. I presume that with regard to all sewerage works, one great feature is to prevent the gases from
going into the housesI presume proper provision is made for that ? Proper provision should be made
for ventilation;
.
.
162. I presume that is done ? Inspection and ventilation are provided for, but there will have to be a little
addition to the Act, empowering the sewerage authorities to take ventilating pipes up the houses before
it is perfect. They have that power in England, and it is used with great success.
163. To prevent gas from going into the houses ? Tes.
164; Unless the air-pipes are there, the ordinary syphon, owing to the force of the wind, might allow the
gas to go into the houses ? Sometimes.
165. In all schemes of this kind, should proper provision be made for the escape of gas ? Tes.
166. Otherwise the real object of a sewerage scheme wmuld be defeated, and it would be more unhealthy
than ever ? Tes.. The pipes would convey the gas into the houses, which would be very objectionable.
167. One most important feature of the scheme wmuld be to prevent the gas from going into the
houses ? Tes.
168; Iii the case of this work I presume provision has been made to carry that out ? As far as possible ;
but it is impossible to provide, in a scheme of this sort, for details. Ton could not expect to provide for
all water-closets. Ventilation would have to be carefully attended to by the people who are adopting
the work;
109. Would you recommend that power should be given to allow pipes to be taken up the houses ? Tes.
There is an Act in draft now for that purpose.
'
170. A Bill wall be brought in to compel householders to allow you to take your pipes up the houses ?
Tes; they have such a provision in Adelaide now, and it is a very great success.
171. What provision is made in our present sewerage system ? There was no provision made in the old
system, of city sewerage, except street ventilators, the gullies, and so forth.
172. Are they hot very objectionable? Tes; we intend that the openings we are making now in the new
sewers shall be downcast shafts, while the sewrer gas will go up the high ventilators.
173.. Even with the sewers, you have down now, do you not think some provision should be made at once
to get pid of this nuisance? It has not become a downright nuisance yet, on account of the connectionshot.being sufficiently completed; but when the whole thing is working, and the sewage conveyed away
to the outlet, without giving it time to decompose, the formation of sewage gas is decreased and almost
prevented entirely. Sewage is not offensive, unless it is a day or so old.
.
174. The great point is to keep it going and not allow it to accumulate ? Tes ; to get it away fresh.
175; Will provision be made for flushing the sewers ? Tes ; arrangements are made for flushing. The
ihaii-holes and lamp-holes are arranged alternately, so that when a man goes down a lamp is also placed
in the lamp-hole, and he can see if there is.any obstruction. All these are used for ventilation.
176. Have you gone into a calculation with regard to the size of the sewers, and have you satisfied
yourself that they are of sufficient capacity ? Tes ; they are of ample capacity.
•
177; Do you think that the work will not cost more than £22,000 ? Tes ; the quantities have been
carefully taken out, and the prices graduated on the same scale as the prices paid in Sydney.
178. Tou have mentioned a difficulty as to the point where the sewage will empty;—the Manly Council
proposed one place and you proposed another, and they have fallen in with your proposal ? Tes.
179-. Even where you propose to empty it, is there not a danger of its being brought back ? I think not.
180. Is it an alternative proposal to take the sewage further away towards the North Head ? Tes ; we
do'not propose to go on with that at present.
181. Mr. Campbell.'] Do you think it is not necessary to take the sewage along the longer line shown on
the plan ? It will be necessary in a few years, but not at present.
182..After the population increases to the capacity of those pipes? The population cannot increase'
beyond the capacity of those pipes.
183, When the population comes up to the ca.pacity of those pipes, do you think it will be necessary to
. extend it; but in the'meantime do you think the present proposal will be sufficient without being offensive
tp the neighbourhood ? Tes.
184.
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184. Mr. Suitor.'] Do you know whether Liernur’s system was ever carried out in the Colonies ? No; nor .QiRj
in England.. I have only known of its being carried out at Amsterdam, and one or two places in Grermany.
*
185. Was it not at one time tried in Melbourne ? I do not think so.
186. Chairman.] I think there is evidence of its having been tried in Melbourne eight or ten years ago 4 Oct.,
in the Benevolent Institution, but it was given up at once ? I do not recollect that; but it might have
been the case.
,
George H. Stayton, Esq.,' M.I.C.E., Sewerage Branch, Boads and Bridges Department, sworn and
examined:—
187. Chairman.] Have you had to do with the Manly sewerage scheme ? Tes.
G-.H. Stay ton,
188. Has it been under your supervision from the first ? Tes.
Esq.
189. How long ago is it since it was commenced ? About August or September, 1886.
190. I presume you have had a great deal to do with sewerage works in your time ? Tes.
^
191. Is that a special part of your profession to which you have given greater attention than to any other ?
Tes ; I have been engaged in sewerage and water works almost daily since 1864.
192. How long have you been in this Colony ? Three years,
.
193. Where were you engaged in these works before? In various parts of England, and for thelast ten
years in London.
194. In connection with town sewerage ? Tes, together with water supply, and other public works.
195. Is it your conviction that this is the best plan that could be adopted at Manly for the purpose of
draining the place ? It is.
196. Have you formed any estimate of the probable cost yourself ? Tes. The estimate is set out in the
report.
197. Is that your estimate ? Tes.
.
198. Do you think that is about the cost at which the work can be constructed ? Tes.
199. Are you impressed with the fact that the proiect will be a satisfactory one ? I have every reason
to believe so.
'
200. A considerable quantity of sewage at Manly is emptied into the bay in Manly Cove ? Tes. I
produce a plan showing the existing sewers. There are two outfalls on the ocean side, and there is one
outfall on the Manly Cove side.
201. They have sewers at the present time emptying into the ocean? Tes; and they do not-give
satisfaction.
202. They do not fall into your scheme ? The greater part of those sewers will be utilised. They will
be intercepted. But in other places where they cannot be intercepted, they will be used for removing
storm-water from the streets. That is all shown on the plan.
■
203. Mr. Garrard.] What were the last sewerage works you were engaged upon in the old country ?
Sewerage works in London. I constructed a great many miles of sewers in London. I was engineer for
the borough of Chelsea for ten years. I was previously engaged at Coventry, Portsmouth, the Isle of
Wight, and several other places.
204. What is your reason, for keeping the present system of pipes only for storm-wateris it not usual
to use storm water for flushing the ordinary sewers? It would be impossible to provide.sewers of suffi
cient dimensions to carry off the whole of the storm-water, except at a very large outlay.
205. In your report do you recommend that in the low-lying portions—Manly Tale and Addiscombe—
building should not be allowed to a greater extent than four buildings to the acre ? That'is in Mr.
Bennett’s minute accompanying the report.
■
206. To deal with the sewage for those low-lying places would it be necessary to pump if the place were
built upon ? Tes, if it were built upon ; but the greater part of it is of too swampy a nature to permit
of any amount of building there.
207. Do you think the fall is sufficient to allow of the transit of sewage matter ;—is not the fall very
slight ? Tes ; but it is sufficient to ensure a self-cleansing velocity.
208. Do you intend to keep the outfall on the main beach for storm-water? One for storm-water.
209. And also the inner one ? Tes.
.
210. Do you know if the outlets on the ocean side are continually silting up ? The outlets do not silt up.
211. The water going out keeps the mouth clear ? Tes; the mouth is always clear.212._ Will the outlet which you propose at Cabbage-tree Bay be some distance out from the shore ? Tes;
it will be more than 100 feet from low-water mark.
213. How much below the surface of the water ? 8 or 10 feet.
214. Owing to its being so much submerged will there not always be a lot of foul matter remaining in the
mouth ? None whatever. This outfall has a considerable inclination, so that the head of sewage would
force it out.
215. Would that be the case in hot summer weather ? Tes ; there will always be sufficient water.
216. Do you purpose flushing the sewers in very dry weather ? As you will see by the report, it is
contemplated, if found necessary, to establish a flushing system.
' . '
217. There are no water works or water scheme at Manly at present? Tes ; there is a water scheme,
but it is only a scheme. It has been approved by the Council, and they are waiting for the sanction of
the Government, I believe, before proceeding with it.
"
•
218. Will it be brought by gravitation ? No ; it will have to be pumped. •
.
219. Where is the catchment area? Some 2 or 3 miles from Manly. They have a very large catchment
area, and they propose to pump the water to the heights at the back of the town.
•
220. Will the height of the water, if pumped, give sufficient force for your purpose? Ample.
1
221. What is the height ? Very nearly 200 feet.
222. That will command every point from which your sewers take in ? Tes;' and every house, too.
223. Mr. Sydney Smiths] Have you been at Manly frequently ? Tes; a great many times.
.
224. Have you made inquiry into the present system of sewerage? Tes, I have inspected all of it. We
had a large number of trial shafts excavated in order to ascertain what the present condition is. They
have three systems there, all of which drain into the sea; and those sewers, as explained in the report,
are very defective in places, and in consequence of their not being properly adjusted we found several
inches of blapk silt in some of those pipes. Therefore, these sewers would have to be reconstructed, for
which provision is made in the scheme ; the good ones to be grafted onto the new system, and the others,
which are not required, to be turned into storm-water drains.
225.
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O. H.Stayton 225. Ktave ikey made no provision for escapes and ventilation? There is no provision at all for V&ntild*
.. Ei*q.
tion at present. The existing sewers are very foul. I do not think I ever smelt worse sewer gas than I
d-rTT^Tsss experienced at one of those openings.
.
■
Oct., 1888. 220. Did they make no provision for flushing them out? The Council have made provision for flushing,
They erected a couple of tanks near the pier, which are filled with salt water, and whenever they think
it necessary, they allow the whole of this water to go through the sewers. It runs through in.fouf or five
minutes and carries everything before it. It was done on one occasion when I was there to enable me to
see the result. It only took about two and a half minutes for the sewage to travel right down to the coast,
and when it was washed out to the ocean it was very black and offensive.
..v- '• '
■> 227. Have they no provision at present to prevent foul gas from going into the houses ? No provision
whatever.
228. No traps or pipes ? No proper provision, I should say.
1
' 229. I presume, that under your scheme you propose to make provision for preventing gas from going
into the houses, and also to have proper outlets at different parts of the sewers? Yes. In fact it is
explained in the report that such regulations will have to be made, and that the interceptors will be
provided with ventilation pipes.
230. To run up alongside the houses ? Yes.
,
231. That provision of course is not compulsory now", and an Act of Parliament will be necessary to enable
you to do that ? I believe that is the case,
232. Have they the dry earth system at Manly ? Yes; it is nearly all that system at present.
233. Does the Council pay for emptying the pans ? I do not know ; but the Council provides the carts.
234. Do you know the charge they make on each household ? No.
235. You are not aware at the present time what is the cost of removal ? No. I expect it is the same as
in most of the suburbs—5d. or Gd. per pan per week.
230. Then in addition to that charge there is also another charge in connection with the cleaning of the
gutters, which of course will be saved if your scheme is adopted ? Yes, there will be no filth in the
gutters then.
■
•
237. In addition to saving the cost of emptying the pans they will also save the expense in connection
with the scavenging to a large extent ? Not so much here as in other suburbs, because they have a
system of sewers already. All the slop water, wherever there are sewers, goes into those sewers. But in
other streets your observation would apply ; that is, where there are no sewers.
'
•
238. Are there many such streets ? Yes, a great many.
239. Do you think that half the streets have been provided with the necessary pipes ? Half the well
.
populated streets have been.
240. Do you know the number of houses in Manly at present ? At the time this report was made the
Municipal Council stated that there were 500 houses, but those figures were given two years ago. In all
probability there are ,600 and upwards at the present time.
.
24!. Mjr. Odrrarcl.~\ Do you know if any of those houses wrere connected with the sewers at that time ? I
had a complete list—103 houses were connected at that time.
.
242- How many of the balance, of the 500 got rid of night-soil by means of the Corporation carts ?
The whole of the houses, I think.
243. Is it buried on their own premises ? I do not know.
■
244. Mr. Sydney Smith.'] Do I understand that the Council will not allow any of the householders tb
empty the night-soil into the pipe's ? No.
•
'
245. Is it all disposed of either by the dry earth system or by means of cess-pits ? The dry-earth system
•
is in operation at Manly.
. .
246- Have you examined any of the places there and found them.offensive and not properly deodorised ?
I do not think there was any attempt at deodorisation. I went into the back premises of many houses
and Ido not think anything was done.
s
•
. ^
247. Was there anything offensive at all? Nothing to call for special 'remark- '
•
'
'
248. They were fairly clean ? . If es ; the principal objection to the sanitary arrangements at Manly is the
defective sewers which I have mentioned. They are named in Schedule D of my report.
249J • What is the principal cause of their becoming so offensive? Simply because the inclinations are
not properly adjusted. It is not a question of workmanship, but of levels,—they were laid without due
regard to the quantity of sewage they had to take, . I do not 'say that this is absolutely correct, but by
way of illustration I might state that one part of the sewer might have a discharging capacity of 200 feet
per. minute; the next part, - owing to its being laid at a sharper fall, would, perhaps, discharge 500 feet
per minute ; the next part, being flat, would discharge, perhaps, 100 feet per minute. The consequence
is*, that when sewage is being discharged through these pipes it is checked ;—it goes rapidly down one
part, and then comes to a flat part, where the discharge is retarded. Precipitation takes place; and in
course of time a ■ considerable quantity of' black silt accumulates.
'
'
v
•
250.; No provision having been made for ventilation, is it very offensive ? Yes- ■
251. Doe's the scheme you propose remedy these evils ? Yes.
.
252. Have you calculated the Cost ? Yes ; every item has been taken out very carefully at the existing
contract rates.
%
.
.
ifre y°U saiis6e<1 tliat i1: wil1 not exceed the cost now estimated ? Yes, but I might be allowed to
add that the terms for repayment have a very important bearing on the execution of sanitary works such
_ as that.
^
;
254. Have you had large experience of sanitary matters in other parts of the world ? Yes.
':
255. What is -the '.average cost in most places ? It varies very considerably. I think the Portsmouth
,
sewerage system cost nearly £3 per head for the whole population; and it has - varied in England from
£1 per head, in places where sewerage works could be carried out very economically up to £4 per head.
At Eeadmg the works were costly because they adopted a double system of sewers. The part where the
, o,utiall was fixed was close to the Thames, where it was yery liable to floods, and they had to exclude as;
much ram-water as possible from the seWers.
•
.
■ •
......
256. What would be the cost according to the ratable value of the property in the same way as you
calculate the cost here^-I understand you calculate the cost at a rate of 5d. in the £, Which would be
sufficient to pay for the execution and maintenance of the works and interest on the outlay ? The drainage'
rates m England yary,from Cdrin the £>, in some towns to -as much as 3s. I think inothersi At Manly-a
.cVi
.
.
. ' * drainage *'
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drainage rate of Sd. in tlie £ would be sufficient to pay for tbe works under the present Act. That is repay- & H. Stayton,
ment in twenty-eight years. In England it was found that that time was too short, and insufficient
- ^
encouragement was given to the sanitary authorities throughout the country to improve their places, /JTTism
because it was considered a hardship on the present generation. Under the comprehensive Local Govern- ■ °ct'’ 1S88'
ment Act, which has just been passed in England, constituting true local self-government,. the period
for repayment has been put at sixty years.
.
.
2o7. what rate are they called upon to pay ? The rate varies very considerably ; I can give no additional
answer that would be of any value.
258. Tou could not make any comparison between the rates there and here? I have a great many
figures showing the drainage rates paid iu various towns, but there is considerable variation. It all depends
on local conditions, whether there is pumping or chemical treatment, or whether the outfall is on the
sea-coast where they can have a constant gravitating fall, as in the case of Manly. In such cases it'is one
of the cheapest methods that can be adopted.
:
259. Will you append 'those figures to your evidence ? ' Tes, but I cannot recall the name of any town
in England where they have been able to carry out a complete svstem of sewerage for a rate so low as
4d. or 5d. in the £.'
"
.
260. So that the Manly people will not be called upon to pay-a high price as compared with what is
charged at home ? No.
•
"
.
261. Mr. Suitor.'] Have you had any experience of the English system of desiccating sewage;—we have
been told that in Birmingham there is a system of that kind ? Birmingham has a water carriage sewerage
system; but in a certain part of the Borough they collect night-soil and desiccate it. But they have^a
very extensive sewerage system and sewage outfall works at Birmingham. The night-soil in question is
desiccated by the “Earmer” patent machines, hut I do not know the cost of treatment.
; •
262. Have you any knowledge of that system ?. No ; it has been adopted within the last eighteen months
or two years.
,
.
263. Mr. Garrard.] Have you had any experience of Liernur’s system ? I have had no practical experience
but I am- acquainted with the principle of it.
’
264. Have you seen it at work ? No.
.
265. Efom what you know of that and other systems, do.you believe that the water-borne sewage system
is the cheapest and best ? Undoubtedly; I believe it is so.
•
...
266. What are your principal objections, to the Liernur system ? The principal objections are—firstly
that the excreta is kept too long upon the premises, because it is removed once a day only. Secondly—
it involves a duplicate system of sewers, that is, one system for excreta and slop v'aters, and another for
Lqmd refuse and rainfall. Thirdly it is very expensive; at least double the expense of a water-carriage
system. .
.
. .
267. Do you know in how many places it is in operation? I have not a list of the towns here, but I think
there are six or seven in Europe. Amsterdam has the largest installation of the system.
• •
268.. Amsterdam is situated on a very low lying site ? Tes ; it is almost as flat as this table and it is
intersected by canals.
’
.
269. Which would make it very undesirable to have sewage going into the canals ? Tes • they were
obliged to adopt this system.
1
J
...
270. Mr. Suitor.] Do you know that the desiccating system carried out in Birmingham is now being
'
carried out at the Sydney bleat Preserving "Whrks ? Tes; I saw what they are doing some six months a^o.
271. Can you give us any idea whether or not it is desirable to carry out that system for sewerage ?
Compared with water carriage system, such as is proposed here, it would he much more expensive.
- " '
272. Mr. Sydney Smith.] Are you aware that they are attempting to carry out a system similar' to that
referred to by Mr. Suttor at Parramatta ? I only know about it from what I have seen in the newspapers ■
that the Council are contemplating its adoption. At the same time they are going to have a sewerage system!'
273. Chairman.] The desiccation system gives facilities for the collection of manure where it is required? '■
T'es.
'
. u’
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The Committee further considered the proposed Drainage Works at Manly.
James George Griffin, Esq., Mayor of Manly, sworn and examined :—
J. Cr. Griffin,
Esq.
274. Chairman?] Are you the present Mayor of Manly ? Tes. I have been Mayor during the present
year.
.
_
. ’
5^0cM888.
275. Have you been a. resident of Manly for some years ? Tes.-276. And have you taken an interest in its welfare ? Tes.
.
277. Have you been long connected with the Municipality ? Tes ; for the last three years.
2/8. Do you understand the design of the proposed Manly sewerage works ? Tes
279. I think you are an engineer yourself ? Tes.
.
2S0. Have you given any attention to this work from a professional point of view ? I have given it some'
attention, but I have not gone into the details.
.
°
.
281. Would you feel disposed to give an opinion professionally ? So far as I have been able to iudge :
iroin a professional point of view it is.a most efficient scheme.
^ .
282. Are not the existing drainage works very imperfect ? They would be imperfect for the drainao-e of
the town under this method; but they are not imperfect for the purposes for which they “were
constructed. They were constructed simp y to carry off storm-water and slops, and not for excreta'.
As a matter of fact,they do their work very well; but we would not permit excreta to be passed through them '
- '
36~B
■
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J. G-. Griffin, 283. It was never intended that excreta should be conveyed into them at all ? No; that was never
intended. They are only for storm-water and slops.
<7^ 284. Under what system has the excreta been dealt with ? The earth-closet system.
c
' 285. Do you find that that answers satisfactorily ? Tes. I think it has answered satisfactorily up to the
present.
286. Tor what purposes do you use the material from the earth-closets ? We pay a man £48 a year for
the use of 10 or 12 acres of land 3 miles out of the town, and he digs the pits into which the nightcarts
empty the material obtained from the pans.
287. It is not used for reproductive purposes as manure? No ; it was used for manure, but the health
officer objected (I think properly) to its being used inside the town. I would have objected if I had been
Mayor at the time to its being used in the town.
288. Is it because you think that if it were used in that way it Would be a nuisance ? lam sure it would
be. In point of fact that small part of the town which is very sandy and planted with trees, and the
reserves and on the edges of the roads, were used at times as places in which to deposit night-soil. Of
course it had a very excellent effect on the trees.
289. Was it used on the surface or dug in ? Pits were dug 10 or 12 feet deep. But inasmuch as a great
deal of water is pumped up by artesian wells from a depth of 20 to 30 feet all over this flat, and used for
household and other purposes, I was sure that the continual use of night-soil in that sandy flat must
ultimately become dangerous to health.
.
290. Is Manly generally supplied by that means with water ? Tes; unfortunately, that and water caught
on roofs is the only supply we have.
. 291. Are the wells on the artesian principle ? No ; the water is pumped up. I do not think there are
any over 24 feet deep. The water is at a greater depth. I have put down such a well for the purposes
of the recreation ground, and we got water at 24 feet.
292. Tour main objection to the deposit of night-soil would be owing to the possibility of the Water
supply being vitiated by the deposit ? Exactly ; and besides that I think it would be injurious to health
from every other point of view. Being so close to the surface the whole of the sandy portion of the town
would become contaminated, and it would probably breed fevers.
293. Do you think that would be the case if it were used for the growth of vegetation or for any kind of
garden purposes ? That could not be done in town, because the gardens are small. It certainly could
not be done in the most thickly populated part. All the other parts are very rocky, and it would be
impossible to use it in that way.
■
294. Would your objection exist to the use of it outside the town—‘for instance, by professional
gardeners ? No; not so long as it was used a long way off, in the same way as it is used at Brighton, near
Melbourne.
295. Do you know that there are two plans proposed here, or rather two alternative designs. There is
one in which the sewage is proposed to be deposited in Little Cabbage-tree Bay, and another in which
it is proposed that the sewage should be deposited at Blue Nose Point? I think I may say that the
proposed outlet in Cabbage-tree Bay, as shown on this plan, has been abandoned. I pointed out on seeing
this plan that the scour was greater at another point, and that there would be some danger if the material
was allowed to flow out at the point shown on this plan. I suggested to Mr. Stayton and to the Depart
ment that the outlet should be made at the point of the rocks north of Tairy Bower. Unfortunately we
have melancholy evidence of the fact that the scour is great there, for several bathers have been washed out
straight to sea from this point and drowned. Mr. Stayton and Mr. Bennett agreed that the modification
we proposed would be worth considering, and, instead of making the outlet as shown on the plan, they
have proposed to put in a tunnel so as to carry the sewage out at the point I have shown the Committee
on this plan. This will effect a saving of £2,000 in the cost of the work. If the outlet were made as
originally proposed, the work would cost £22,000. If it is made where we suggest, it will cost £20,000.
I had hoped that they would carry the sewer along the rocks, and so save the expense of tunnelling, but
Mr. Stayton has shown me that it would be quite as expensive; that it would interfere largely with a
favourite resort; and might be liable to damage owing to heavy breezes forcing the water over the outlet.
Consequently, on the whole, I think it would be as well to tunnel. .
296. With reference to the gross amount proposed to be raised for the purpose of carrying out this work,
I suppose you understand that, if the debt is allowed to extend over sixty years, it comes much lighter on
the present community as compared with a term of twenty-eight years ? Tes.
297. What is your opinion about that ? Undoubtedly, I am in favour of extending the term.' I have a
very strong feeling about that. Everybody has.
298. It would make the cost lighter on the present community ? Exactly.
299. Those coming afterwards will derive equal benefit from the work ? Tes; and they might very
justly be asked to pay a portion of the cost.
300. Do you think you are speaking for the inhabitants in expressing that opinion? I am sure of it.
Every member of the Council and every person in the town—we have discussed the matter a great deal—
to whom I have spoken are strongly of opinion that the time should be extended to-sixty years. The
population at present is about 4,000.
"
301. -27/'. Street.~\ Have you studied the question of the fall with a view to arriving at a conclusion as to
whether there will be sufficient to carry off the drainage ? Tes ; I am sure of that.
302. What is your idea about the outlet at Cabbage-tree Bay? Do you think there will be much deposit
from the sewer carried up on the beach, where it will be offensive ? That, I think, will be abandoned,"as
I have already explained.
'
303. Do you think there is any danger of the sewage being carried back if the outlet is placed where you
suggest ? No. I think the Department is with us in the opinion that the scour comes around Cabbagetree Bay and goes out to sea, so that the deposit will be all carried out.
304. Have the Department agreed to that diversion ? Tes ; that was a suggestion of ours, and they have
agreed to alter it in that way, and by that means save £2,000:. Ultimately tbe outlet must be taken to
Blue Nose Point; because, as population increases, a larger outlet will be required. The cost at present
of the removal of night-soil is 6d. per pan per week, and as many of the houses have two, it is fair to
assume that the existing number of houses, 600 or 700; at 26s. a year, pay between £700 and £800 a
year. That would be saved if this sewerage system were adopted.
305. Mr. Sydney Smith.] Have you the dry earth system at present all over the borough ? Tes/
.
306,
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306. The charge is'6d. per pan, and of course if .this scheme were carried'out the Council would be saved
the expense now involved in emptying those pans ? Yes ; but I may tell you that the Council does not
^
spend that money.' We contract with a man at so much per pan, and the ratepayers pay that to the s^cfisss
contractor.
’
•- - ■ - -■ ■'
307. Still the ratepayers pay it ? Yes.
308. What is‘done with the nightrsoil at present ?■ It is taken 3 miles out of town, and we pay a man for
digging it in.
'
309. In addition to the saving effected by the removal of the night:Soil, do you not think you will effect a
saving in the expenditure on scavengers, as you will not require so many when all the connections arq
.
made with the various houses ? There is very little refuse in the gutters at Manly. We "send the ordinary ■
day-labourers round to clean them out. It is not offensive matter which has to be dealt with, but mostly
.
the growth of grass and weeds. There is no accumulation of offensive matter permitted.
310. How many houses have you now connected with the system of sewerage? All those within a
reasonable distance of it. ■ We do not allow anybody to empty slops into the streets. If they do we
summon them. They must do away with the slops in some way themselves, unless there is a sewer in the
neighbourhood, and then they generally connect with the sewer.
311. How do they get rid of the slops ? Sometimes they have great holes dug in the ground ; otherwise
they water their gardens with them. Sometimes they send the slops away.
312. Is it not dangerous to health to allow holes to be sunk in the yards ? We will not allow them to
make it dangerous. They must use disinfectants and keep their premises clean, or they must pay a man
to take them away. It is a very disagreeable matter to have to summons people for allowing slops to go
into the roadway where there are ho sewers ; but'we have to do it. Only the other day 'I-stopped two or
three people from doing so by threatening to summon them. ‘
313. Do you hot have regular scavengers to attend to that? No, the labourers are sent round
occasionally.
'
.
,■
314. When all the houses are connected with the sewers will not this trouble be avoided ? Yes; it will
be an advantage, no doubt.
' - '
"
315. What is your present population ? There are 600 or 700 houses, and a population of over 4,000, as
far as we can judge. It is a varying population.
i
316. Chairman.'] It is a tourist’s resort ? -There is a large residential population, but in summer a great
many people come down,
317. The tourist element would’prevent you from making an accurate estimate of the general population ?.
Yes.
’
,
318. Mr. Sydney Smith.] There are about 700 houses ? Yes; between 600 and 700. There were 500
about two years ago, and the number has increased.
319. How many pans will there be ? I suppose some houses have two ?- Yes ; and some will have more.There are one or two odd pits. I think there will be a total of 700 pans, paying each £1 6s. per annum.
320. So that the cost to the ratepayers of this, sewerage scheme, when it is carried out, will be very little
more than they are paying at present for closet pans ? 700 pans at £1 6s. would give an annual cost of
£910.
.
321. What will be the cost to the ratepayers of the sewerage scheme ? £1,200 a year; so that there
.
will be a difference of only £300 a year.
’
'
322. At present you have only 700 houses, but this system of sewerage is supposed to be capable of
'
taking the night-soil from 3,000 houses ? I think, when it is finished, it will accommodate any population.- ‘
323. Then there will be a very great saving to the ratepayers ? Yes.
" '
324. Although there may be a small loss at present, as population increases will there be a very great savingto the ratepayers in carrying out the scheme now proposed ? Yes.
' ■
325. There is no objection by the Council to the scheme ? No ; they are strongly in favour of it.
326. Has there been any counter-petition ? No.
.
327. Mr. Suitor.] Under the Act, as at present, the interest and sinking fund on the outlay would be
wiped of in twenty-eight years ? Yes; about twenty-eight years.
328. Will the householders be quite prepared to carry out the arrangement for repayment in twenty-eight
years if an extension tp sixty years is not conceded ? I think we would accept the scheme if we had to
pay off the money in twenty-eight years, so far as the bulk of the people are concerned.
.
329. Is it your opinion that the peripd should be extended to sixty years ? No doubt that would be far
better in every way. It would be very hard to repay the money in twenty-eight years. "
330. But that is the law, and would you be prepared to carry it out? Yes.
331. Of course this Committee, cannot guarantee that the term will be .extended to sixty years? I hope
that the Committee will recommend an extension of the term to sixty years. We think that those who
follow us should pay for what benefits them.
332. Mr. Copeland.] Do you know what is the term for the repayment of the outlay on the city sewer
age? No.
"
333. Of course it would be very much easier for the municipality if the term could be extended ? Yes ;
very much easier.
.
■
■
■
334. With reference to your statement about taking the outlet to the northern point of Fairy Cove, do
you feel quite sure that the sewage will not come back on to the beach ? I feel sure of that. As I have
•
already said we have had melancholy evidence of the force of the current there, because several bathers
have been carried out and drowned. We have also had evidence from fishermen who have frequented
the place for many years, and they state that the scour is from that point outwards. 1 have taken great
care, and I think the engineers have taken great care, to ascertain that fact.
'
-335. Is not Fairy Bower a reserve ? No ; it is the property of Mr. J. J. Jones.
336. What amount of land will it be necessary to resume for this work? None. I think the tunnel will
go under his land.
"
337. Will there'not be compensation for that ? I do not think so. But if so it would be very slight.-,
It is a very small tunnel.
"
.
338. Is that the only land which will have to be resumed ? That is all I know of at present. I think’ all
the remainder- of the sewer goes through streets. I do not know that the land where the tunnel goes
will have to be resumed, for the tunnel is so deep, as not to interfere with the surface in any way.
' "•
339. Through what land does the longer line of sewer go, as shown on this’plan? Through the Catholic’
reserve, the Quarantine ground, and" also through Mr. Jones’ property.
■
340.
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J. A. Scarr, 407. ‘With reference to the period of time over which the repayment of the cost of the work should^
extend, do you think the population wish it to be sixty years or twenty-eight years ? I should fancy they
5 Oct. 1888 w011^ prefer the longer period. I should like to see the longer period adopted, for the reason that it
’
would come easier to the ratepayers.
408. And the work would be a permanent work from which the future residents of Manly would benefit,
and therefore they should hear their proportion of the cost ? Yes.
409. Do you know anything about the currents on the beach there ? I have observed the water, and have
come to a conclusion in my own mind with respect to it. There is a proposal to cut a tunnel into Cabbagetree Bay. I think that would be unwise, because the water there is comparatively still, but the water at
the point is always unsettled, and there is a strong current there. I think that would be far the best.
The more you go into Cabbage-tree Bay, the more likelihood is there of still water, and the sewage matter
would be thrown on the beach.
410. There have been several cases of drowning in the neighbourhood of that point, have there not ?
Yes ; I think somewhere to the left of the point, and I think the circumstance indicates a very strong
current.
411. The bodies have always been taken away? Yes, I think so ; I know that in some cases they have
not been recovered. I fancy the current comes round this point into Cabbage-tree Bay and scours it out
in that direction. I see a mark in pencil on the plan ; I think that would be a good outlet.
412. Mr. Copeland.'] Do you think it would be a very desirable scheme to extend the repayment of the
cost of this work over sixty years; that seems to be the general opinion of the Manly people ? Yes ;
that the payment should be extended over a number of years.
413. You think it would be a justifiable measure of procedure to settle this responsibility on future
generations ? I think so, because they would derive as much advantage as the present inhabitants. I may
say with reference to the repayment of the money that we are already paying a considerable sum for
emptying earth pans, and that amount would go a long way towards paying the sewerage rate, and the people
would have the work done in a far better way.
414. You do not think the ratepayers would object to a rate of 5d. or 6d. in the £? I think not. Prom
conversations I have had I think they would be willing to pay anything in reason. I have never heard
anyone object to the proposal. I think the work is not only desirable in the interests of the residents of
Manly, but also in the interests of the whole country, because people from all parts of the country are
continually coming there, and one of the annoyances they have to put up with is that arising from the
present system of earth closets and the want of drainage for slop water.
415. Would it not strike you as a very convenient method of building up an extensive national debt if we
were to leave over all payments of this kind to future generations ? It is only what has been done in
other matters. We have handed over the debt on the Railways, and I doubt whether that will be paid off
in sixty years.
416. Do you think the Council will be satisfied with the proposal to pay it off in twenty-eight years ?
Well, I think they would. When you speak of sixty years I think the Council would prefer that time,
but I think in twenty-eight years we should be able to pay it off. The place is increasing.
417. I suppose property will go up in value in consideration of this work being carried out ? Not a doubt
of it.
418. Mr. Humpliery.] The cost of discharging the sewage at Cabbage-tree Bay is estimated at £22,000,
and extending the pipes to the point at £34,000;—as a member of the Council do you think that the rate
payers would prefer at present to limit the expenditure to the £22,000 ? I think so.
.
419. Should you think that would be sufficient for some years to come ? I think so.
420. Are you strongly of opinion that the sewage should be delivered at a point between the ocean beach
and Cabbage-tree Point—at what is called the Dairy Bower Point ? At the point at the south end of the
ocean beach.
421 Mr. Copeland?^ Is there ever any northerly current there ? I could not say; but there is an under
current. I have heard people say that they have thrown things into the water, and have watched tlem go
clean out.
422. Mr. KefhelP\ Have you walked round the little bay in the corner of Cabbage-tree Bay up to the
southern extremity ? Yes.
423. Have you noticed that there is a greater deposit of drift-wood, odds-and-ends, left by the sea there
than in any other part ? I think there is.
424. And that indicates that anything flowing in there would be more likely to be deposited in the,
extreme southern bay than anywhere else ? Yes; I should think so.
425. Have you ever noticed that in the vicinity of rocks there is always a greater scour than in the
vicinity of sand ? I think that is very likely, but I cannot say I have noticed it, except at this particular
place.
426. But you think there is some scour at Dairy Bower Point—that the south-east scour is greater at
that point than at any other in the vicinity ? I think so.
427. You are not prepared to say from your own experience that there is a greater scour in the vicinity
of rocks than of sand? I cannot say generally, but I have observed it at this point.
428. If such is the case is it your opinion that it would be more desirable to make the terminus of the
outfall on the projections of the rocky point than in the secluded waters of the bay ? Quite so.
429. Mr. Street.] The present system of sewerage carried out at Manly only provides for slop and storm
waters ? That is all.
‘
430. In the proposed system excreta will be added ? Yes.
431 And do you think there is a sufficient fall shown on this plan to keep the pipes scoured and clear?
;
, I am not able to give an opinion on matters of that sort. I know the land is flat, and that the fall cannot
be very great, but I think the engineer must be satisfied on that point, and we are trying to get a water
supply, with a view of flushing these sewers, as well as for domestic supply.
'
432. Mr. Sydney Smith.] You have to flush your present drains, I believe, with water from some tank ?
Yes; the drains are flushed with salt water from a tank.
433. In your present scheme is there any provision made to prevent gases getting into the houses ?
There are traps in some parts of the streets.
434. What kind of traps are they—ordinary syphons ? I cannot tell you. There is some provision made of
traps which are kept filled with water, but there are constant complaints about them. The breeze from the
ocean seems to drive the gas up through the pipe, and it forces itself through the traps.
'
435.
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'435. AYould that be obviated in a proper _
Yes. The system
_
we have now is a ^piecemeal- J- A. Scarr,
Esq.
arrangement. I should be highly delighted, as far as I am concerned, to have this proposed system, if
only to get rid of our present arrangement.
.436. Do you find the smell very offensive from the present drains ? Gras escapes, but I cannot say that I 5 Oct.,1888.
have found it very serious; T do not reside hear it. I have been down on the beach, when I have heard that
deposits have been thrown back on the beach, but I have not semi them. I think if the beach remains
clean, with the sewers as they are now, the outfall at the point indicated will carry everything quite away.
437. At the present it costs each ratepayer 6d. per pan, and of course that expenditure would not
be incurred if this new system were adopted ? I think the saving of that expense, speaking roughly,
would very nearly pay the seiverage rate.
438. And in addition, the new system would connect all the houses in the borough with the sewers, and
'so get fid of the offence arising from slop-water ? With reference to slop-water, when we speak of that
being carried away by the present drainage, it is-only a small proportion of it that is carried away. Most
•of us have to fun it away into a pit in the yard.
1
439. Do you hot think that it is very unhealthy ? Extremely so. Of course that depends on the circum
stances of each place. I know, for instance, a place where there is an underground water-tank within a
very few feet of a silt pit,‘made to receive house-water, and such a thing may breed typhoid fever, and
spread it over the whole locality.
440. How many houses are connected with your present system P I cannot tell you.
441. There is a very large proportion unconnected, is there not ? Yes.
■
442. But if this system of sewerage were .adopted the ratepayers would almost save sufficient of the 6d.
per pah to cover the cost of the hew scheme ? It would go a long way.
•
443. And in addition to the houses being connected the slops would be emptied into the sewer, and all the
objections of your present system would be obviated ? Yes.
444. Chairman.'] Do you, in the treatment of the cesspits at Manly, adopt any deodorizing method ? I
cannot say. I do hot myself ; I do not know whether other people do.
445. Chloride of lime, carbolic acid, or anything else of that kind? I dafesay such things are used, but
I myself have not used them. _ I have planted a tree or two round the. pit to absorb the moisture.
446. The soil is vbry porous there is it not ? Yes.
George Henry Staytob, Esq., M.I.C.E., Sewerage Branch, Eoads and Bridges Department, sworn and ■
further examined:—
.
447. Chairman.] I wish to ask you some questions in reference to the evidence you gave last night, and in Q-.H. Stajton,
Eeq.
regard to a point in some evidence which has been given by Mr. Grriffin, Mayor of Manly. In examining him
a short time ago he stated that you, as a professional man engaged in the carrying out of this work, had
concurred in an alteration in the tunnel by which the sewage at Manly was to be discharged ;—are you 5 Oct., 1888.
aware of any such arrangement? I am aware of that, and have a report upon it here. This report was
made on 4th July, at the request of the Manly Municipal Council, and, although the question has never
been definitely decided by Mr. Bennett or myself, it has, to a certain extent, been approved; but it
cannot be stated definitely whether tlie proposal could be carried out without some expense being incurred
to ascertain the nature of the bottom. It was proposed to carry out this temporary outlet as shown on the
line upon the tracing here {tracing produced). This tracing was sent to the Municipal Council. It shows
a tunnel under the Eaify Bower into the northern part of Little Cabbage-tree Bay.
448. You think that would be equally efficient with the proposal submitted on the plan ? So far a's the
point of discharge is concerned I think it is preferable, but I am not absolutely certain that .it is
practicable. The nature of the foundations may be such that it may be possible to fix iron screw piles at
that point, but in order to determine that borings might have to be made.
449. From your knowledge of the soil and of the substrata there, have you any doubt as to its being
practicable to carry out the proposal there ? I think there isprima facie evidence in favour of carrying
out the suggestion.
.
.
’ '
.
450. That being so, you see no reason for not complying with the recommendation of the Manly Council ?
If it is found practicable there is no objection, and what is more, the financial question has an.advantage,'
because the estimate is then reduced to £20,250. .....
.
451. That is £1,756 less than the original estimate'? Yes; but it would involve an increase of £1,000.
on the entire scheme' when that is subsequently carried out.
•
452. But would it be more expensive in connecting these parts of Manly with the sewer ? No ; because
the fall down Redall-street is towards the proposed tunnel.
453. Would the same reason apply to the whole of the premises along Kedall-street and in that direction ?
To the whole of the premises, or nearly so. That side of Manly falls .entirely to Ashburnef-street. ' .
454. Are there drains there now ? Not at the present time. It is proposed to lay sewers, as shown by
the blue lines on the plan. It is not only proposed to construct main sewers, but also several miles of
subsidiary sewers, as shown by the blue lines on the plan.
-455. How would property be connected ? In this way {indicating on the plan).
■
'
'
456. Then that would indicate the necessity of a sewer independent of what is represented on the plan at
present before the Committee ? A small pipe sewer; but that locality is at present biish.
45,7. Is not that where the Roman Catholic buildings are? They are here {indicating on the plan), but
they would not have access to the main sewer until it is carried in the direction of the ocean.
.
458. Is it not proposed to connect them with the sewer to Cabbage-tree Bay ? Not by the proposed
plan now under consideration.
■
459. Mr. Copeland.'] In estimating the present amount of revenue, have you. been careful to apply the
scheme only to property likely to be benefited ? The rateable value is taken on the whole of the houses
throughout the municipality.
460. Whether they will be benefited or not ? -Yes ; there are comparatively few houses beyond the.
present drainage area.
•
461. Is there much space for the extension of the town in such a position that it would be directly benefitted by the drainage system ? Some parts of Manly, which are not now built upon-at all5—in fact con
siderable areas—could be drained by this system.; but the whole of Manly covers 2,000 acres.
462. I suppose it is. not customary to levy drainage rates where houses are not connected with the drainage ?.
.
‘
I
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Q-. H. Stay ton, J do .not know wkat the custom is here, hut in England it is customary to levy drainage rates irrespective

of the fact whether the houses are immediately connected or not. A sewerage system is considered a
benefit to the whole of a borough, and therefore that all ought to contribute.
5 Oct., 18S8. 403_ ^nd in cases where the municipality cannot make provision for connecting houses with the drains,
those houses which are not connected have to pay their share of the expense ? That is so.
464. And yet derive no direct benefit from it ? I have known that in scores of cases.
465. Do you know whether it is the custom to charge for water where water is not supplied P No ; water
is looked upon more as an article of consumption, and I am not aware that any person in the old country
is made to pay for water unless he is a consumer of it.
'
466. Is it not as much a necessity to get rid of the drainage water as it is to get the water that you.
consume ? It is most necessary to get rid of the foul water.
467. Would you consider it fair to charge for taking away water where it is not taken away, any more
than it would be fair to charge for bringing water to you-when you do not consume it ? Yes, for the fol
lowing reasons: Although an inhabitant may not have his foul water removed by a proper system of drainage,
he is nevertheless a resident of the municipality, and it is generally considered a benefit to the whole of
the population of a municipality—especially for those parts that are thickly populated—that a scheme
should be in operation, although it may not extend to the utmost limits of the municipal boundary.
There might be a few houses at one particular spot in the municipality to which at the present time it
would cost too much to extend a sewer, but as the municipality generally is made much healthier by the
construction of sewers, the hardship is not excessive.
468. Then, in computing the value of the property, you have considered all property, whether directly
connected with the sewers or not ? I have, and that is a point upon which I particularly wish to give some
additional evidence. In the report which was considered by the Committee last night, it states on page 1:
‘“That the annual rateable value of the municipality, which, in 1880 was £16,338, now amounts to
' £67,452”, and on the last page of the report (page 10) it will be noticed that the calculations were based
upon those figures—£67,452. To-day I have looked carefully into the figures to see what the present
'
rateable value is, in order to ascertain whether there was any misconception, and I should here state that this
annual value of £67,452 was supplied to the Department by the then Mayor of Manly in reply to an
official request dated 20th August, 1886. In the Statistical Eegister for 1887, on page 373, the annual
value is returned as £77,769 instead of £67,452; but in the last Statistical Eegister, which was only
issued a few weeks since, I find that in April, 1888, the annual value on which the rates are struck is
estimated at £47,959. The reason of the discrepancy is that the value of the unoccupied lands is not
calculated in that estimate. Therefore it is necessary, in considering the cost of the works in question,
to slightly alter the figures, and taking as a basis the probability that by the time the works are com
pleted the assessed value will have increased to £60,000, a penny rate will produce £250, and if the
works are to be repaid in the course of twenty-eight years, it will mean a sixpenny rate instead of a fivepenny one, or if repaid in sixty years it will mean a fourpence three farthing rate instead of a fourpenny
rate. Erom that there is to be set off the present charge of emptying the closet-pans. Eor instance,
taking a house rated at £80 a year, the owner would have to pay £2, less 26s., for emptying the closet• pans, which would leave 14s. only per annum extra per house.
'
469. That is on the twenty-eight years? Yes, and very much less, of course, on the sixty years. Then, on
the other hand, if the entire scheme were carried out to Blue Dish Point to cost £34,000, and the payment
were extended to sixty years, it would make a sevenpenny rate at the present time. Under these circumstances,
a house rated at £80 a year would have to pay £2 6s. 8d. in rates, less the 26s., the cost of emptying the
closet-pans, and leaving £1 0s. 8d_. extra, which would mean a threepenny rate beyond what is at present
paid. So that if a house were rated at £50, it would only mean an extra cost of 3s. per house per annum.
With regard to the extended period, I omitted, in the evidence last night, in reference to what is done
elsewhere, to state that the larger water and sewerage works that have been constructed in England are to
be repaid in even longer periods than those mentioned here ; they have increased the term to seventy and
seventy-five years.
470. They are regarded as permanent works ? Yes.
•
. .
471. What would be the life of a well-constructed sewer or tunnel? It would certainly last from seventy-five
to eighty years, without any considerable repairs. I have been in sewers in London which have been con
structed fifty years, without having had any material repair. On the other hand, I have seen sewers badly /
constructed utterly worn out in thirty years.
*
472. Erom the result of your experience, do you come to the conclusion that the climate here has a greater
effect upon sewerage works than in England ? I have not considered that; there is no data to go upon.'
473. But it is a fact that our climate is a much drier one than the English climate ? Oh, yes.
474. And I take it that the longevity of the English tunnels is the effect more of the moist atmosphere'
than would be the case with our comparatively dry atmosphere ? I am not prepared to give an opinion
upon that, but I am certain of this, that with good workmanship these tunnels ought to last the period I
have indicated.
’
475. Erom seventy to eighty years ? Yes.
476. Have you examined any of the city sewers ? I have not.
477. You have not been called upon to examine any of them? I have had nothing whatever to do with
the city sewers.
478. Of course you could give no opinion as to the state of their preservation at the present time ? No.
1 know absolutely nothing on that point.
'
479. Mr. Copeland.'] I suppose it is customary in other countries to carry the drainage out to the ocean
beaches ? Wherever it is practicable it is considered the most economical plan, and the results, if the
local circumstances are favourable, as in this case, are such that certainly it is the best thing to be done. .
480. And as a matter of fact has been done, and is done ? I have been engaged in several works where it
has been done, and might name numerous places besides.
•
481. Eor some time? Eor some time.
■
432. So they have had the opportunity of getting experience of the results? . Yes; in some towns they
have had thirty or forty years experience. I may say I have examined the whole of the coast at Manly,
including the Quarantine Eeserve, and at Little Cabbage-tree Bay I have spent some hours on several
occasions noticing the currents and watching the action of the waves, and 1 am perfectly satisfied that
either
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either at that point as proposed or even further along there will not he any nuisance. The scour is very G-.H. Stayton,
great, and it is a favourable position.
.
Esq.
.483. How far do you propose carrying it into the water ? I think it is 100 ft. from low water-mark.
484. "Would that be by iron piping ? Iron piping in the water.
6 Oct., 1888.
485. Mr. Humpliery.'] Would it be necessary to carry the pipe 100 ft. beyond the rocky point if you
adopted the modified plan agreed to by the municipality ? Not so far as that..
486. Would you have to carry it any distance ? Some little distance, but not very far beyond the rocks.
,
487. Then by adopting the modified plan you would save nearly 100 ft. of iron piping ? Tes. •'
.
488. And also about 30 chains of tunnel ? Yes; but we should have to construct another length of •
tunnel 600 ft. in lieu of that.
6
489. Would you take it by tunnel to the point or by iron pipes ? By tunnel under the eastern end of
the Fairy Bower.
.
.
490. Are you of opinion that the discharge of the sewage at that point would meet all the require
' meilt8 of Manly for some years to come ? Yes. It depends materially on the rate of increase. If the
population increases very rapidly I should think in the course of eight or ten years it would be necessary to
consider the question of extending the outfall, but if it only increases moderately and the system is found
to work efficiently it may last a few years longer.
491. Then your opinion is that the first part of this scheme carried out to the point in question would be
sufficient for ten years ? I think so.
.'
492. It would be unnecessary, therefore, at present to consider the extension of the sewer at the additional
cost of £10,000 or £12,000 ? Yes.
4 M3,- ''I111 you exPlain ia wlrat manner the extension of the main outfall sewer to Blue Nose Point
will afford greater accommodation than the first part of the sewerage scheme ? Well, it will afford
. accommodation to the Boman Catholic College and the Cardinal’s palace; and, in the event of the
Quarantine Station being abandoned, and a portion of tbe reserve being laid out as building-land, it would
enable a sewer to be carried towards the site of the Quarantine Station for the drainage of a.large area.
'
494!. Then it would only be necessary to carry out this extension in the event of the population settling
on the Quarantine Ground ? Not only that; but in the event of the population extending towards the
*
cemetery. The whole of the area within the green lines on the plan is termed the drainage area, and in
the event of the population increasing on the higher ground of Manly, the sewerage requirements will
increase. The present proposal will be sufficient for all reasonable requirements, but as the population
extends, further provision will become necessary. The capacity of the main sewer will be ample.
495. And it may become a question of eight or ten years whether or not to remove the sewn fro from
Cabbage-tree Bay Point to Blue Nose Point? Yes. .
D
"
496. Mr. Kethel] In laying pipes, whether from the Point or from the beach in Cabbage-tree Bay, is it
not necessary to fasten them down by anchoring them to the ground, as they are subject to the action of
the waves ? Yes; they must be fixed to piles. At the present time the pipes on the ocean beach are
fixed to wooden piles, but in this proposal screw piles would be used if practicable.
497. Is there not a danger of the waves during a storm or gale washing water up the pipes ? Not the
slightest. The diameter of the pipe is 21 inches, and whatever force would be exerted on so small an area
would very soon expend itself in the pipe, and would be immediately checked by the flow of sewage.
498. You are aware that the heavy storm waves we have on this coast would roll in and would come into
tlie mouth of your pipe ? I am aware of that, and this line was laid down so as to meet the direction of
the waves and offer the least resistance to them.
.
499. It is your opinion that the precautions you have taken will meet all contingencies arising from
storms ? Yes.
_
.
. 500. Mr. Sydney Smith.]- With reference to the information given just now in regard to the actual cost of
the ratepayers, I understand that there would be 14s. over and above the actual charge now made for
emptying the pans ? That would be 14s. on a house assessed at £80 a year.
.
501. How many >houses do you reckon you will be called upon to make provision for at the present time
in that calculation ? The scheme provides for a prospective population of 18,000, and if you take five
persons or six persons to a house that would make eventually 3,000 houses at least. We take the rateable value of the whole district, and have ascertained that a rate of 7d. in the £ will meet the whole expense.
The 14s. is simply given as an example of what it will cost a house assessed at £80 a year.
502. But in your scheme you have made provision for 3,000 houses ? Yes, the main sewer is designed td
take the sewage from 3,000 houses or more.
,
503. The cost will be less as the houses increase ? Yes.
504 At present you have made provision for 3,000 houses, and yet your present estimate is on £60,000 ;
Th t^ nUm^er °f k°uses increases the amount chargeable to each ratepayer will proportionately decrease ?
505. And the saving will eventually be a great deal more than the cost at the present time of emptving
the pans ? Yes.
'
• .
'
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MANLY DRAINAGE WORKS BILL.
'

(MESSAGE No. 5.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed,

’

6 December, 1888;

CARRINGTON,
Governor.

Message'No.

5.

.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the
Governor recommends, for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, the expediency of making
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the carrying out of certain
drainage works at Manly, in the county of Cumberland.
•
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Sydney,- 30th November,
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

f

MANLY DEAINAGE WOEKS BILL.
(PETITION PROM MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OP MANLY, PRAYING THE HOUSE TO AMEND THE.)

Received ly the Legislative Assembly,

19 December, 1888.

To the Speaker and the Members of the Legislative Assemblyo
The humble Petition of John George Griffin, Mayor of, and for and on behalf of the Municipal
District of Manly,—•
Humbly Siiowetii:—

1. That your Petitioner as Mayor of the abovementioned Municipality prays that your
Honorable House will be good enough to amend the Manly Sewerage and Drainage Bill now before your
Honorable House, so that the said Municipality shall be enabled to carry out the sewerage scheme to
Bluefish, and have sixty (60) years within which to repay the loan proposed to be authorized under the
said Bill.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c, &c.
[2 signatures.^
The seal of the Council was this day affixed, December 18,1888.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

DRAINAGE WORKS, NORTH SHORE.

REPOET.
appointed during,
the last Session of Parliament, under the Public Works. Act of 1888, 51 Yic.
No. 37, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “ the
expediency of carrying out drainage works at North Shore,” haAre, after due
inquiry, resolved that it is expedient the works should he carried out, in
accordance with the plan representing the proposal for the works in their
' entirety, the estimated cost of which is £107,000; and, in accordance with the
provision of suh-section IY, of clause 13, of the Public Works Act, report their
resolution to the Legislative Assembly :—
'
In their consideration of this proposed work, the Committee had before
them a report by Mr. G. H. Stayton, M.I.C.E., of the Sewerage Branch, Roads and
Bridges Department, dated 9th October, 1886, accompanied by a Minute thereon
from Mr. W. 0. Bennett, Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Roads and Bridges
and Sewers, dated 28th October, 1886, and by lithographed plans.
The proposed works consist of a main outfall sewer in tunnel 1 mile 1,540
yards in length, commencing at New-street, Milson’s Point, and passing under
Willoughby-street, Lane Cove Road, Alfred-street, and Ealcon-street, and termina
ting at the proposed outfall at the head of Long Bay, Middle Harbour. Tlie system
further includes 1 mile 986 yards of sub-mains and 20 miles 692 yards of subsidiary
sewers, making a total of nearly 21 miles of sewers. The outfall works will necessitate,
the reclamation and embanking of 6 or 7 acres of the mud flat at Long Bay, and a
process is proposed for the classification and purification of the sewage, by which it
will be passed through a straining chamber containing certain proportions of lime
and sulphate of iron well mixed therewith, and the whole will be allowed to flow
into settling tanks where the sludge will be precipitated. The clarified effluent
will be subsequently run off to some portion of the filtration area, where after
passing through 6 feet of earth it will be purified in the best known manner, and
be discharged by outfall pipes into the waters of Long Ray, below water level, and
in a tide way.
.
.
At the time Mr. Stayton’s report was prepared it was thought that only
certain streets (shown on the plan by dotted lines) ivere in need of sewers, and that
the construction of some 9 miles of sewers might be postponed to a later period,
thereby reducing the present expenditure to £77,000; but it is now found that the
population of the district has increased so rapidly that it is absolutely necessary to
make immediate provision for the carrying out of the entire scheme, the total cost
of which is £107,000.
' . The system proposed will serve the boroughs of St. Leonards, East St.
Leonards, and Victoria, which contain a population of upwards of -15,000. The
prospective population for which the proposed scheme provides is 30,225. The
drainage area is 888 acres, but it is capable of considerable extension.
■
“
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_ _ , Generally considered, these proposed drainage works for North Shore are
similar -to those proposed for the Municipality of Manly, and the form of the
Committee’s inquiry concerning them was very much the same. It was considered
very desirable while learning the nature of the works, and the advantages anticipated
from them, to understand clearly whether the residents of the district were fully
aware of what it was proposed to do, and of the obligations attached to the carrying
out of the works, and whether any objections were raised by the residents to them;
and much of the inquiry was directed towards this point. The advisahleness of
carrying out the scheme in its entirety, in preference to adopting the modified plan
actually submitted to the Committee, was also specially inquired into.
The principal points of the inquiry may he stated as :—
(1.) A description of the proposed works, and the necessity for them.
(2.) The advantages of adopting the entire system in preference to the
modified plan.
(3.) The opinion of the residents with regard to the scheme.
(4) The question of cost and of repayment.
A brief outline of the scheme has already been given, and to that may he
added the following :—Mr. Barling informed the Committee in the evidence he gave,
that the proposal to carry out the works was the result of repeated requests on behalf of
the North Shore boroughs that a system of sewerage should be established there; that
copies of the scheme were supplied to the respective Councils; and that they, after
mature consideration, had approved of the scheme, and by deputation to the Minister
for Works had requested the Government to proceed with the works as speedily as
possible. Mr. W. C. Bennett states that the main drain will serve the district from
Milson’s Point to Long Bay, with the exception of a small margin around the coast
occupied chiefly by gardens and villa residences, which is below the gravitation level,
and the length of the tunnel will be about 2-| miles. The drain will be tunnelled
through rock for the whole of its length, and the sewage will be conveyed by
gravitation. Asked whether he considered the work essential, he answered
(Question 34i), “very essential indeed,” and stated further that there was no other
scheme he could suggest which would be of greater benefit to the residents and
the public; and that the works would be of a permanent and durable character, so
durable, in fact, that Avith proper care they Avould last twice sixty years. The main
sewer Avill be half bricked in cement, so as to prevent the sewage from percolating
through, and it AATill be wholly bricked where necessary. All the man-holes and
lamp-holes are so arranged that they can be made flushing stations Avhen required,
and the gradients are in every case, Mr. Bennett says, self-cleansing.
_
As to there being any contamination of the waters of Long Bay by the
discharge of sewage, Mr. Bennett is of opinion that the sewage will be so purified
that it will not be a nuisance. As soon as there shall be sufficient of the sewage
deposited to form what he terms “ a skin of soil,” steps will be taken to grow some
thing upon it, and this will have the effect of absorbing and making the servage
quite inoffensive. No absolute provision has been made in the plan for flushing the
sewers; but as they cannot be completed in less time than two years, the Nepean
water supply will before that hawe been taken to North Shore, and there will be
sufficient water at hand for flushing purposes.
Mr. Stayton, who is an engineer of considerable English experience, and the
author of the proposed enlarged scheme, says he feels assured that if the work is
carried out it will be effectual in every way, and undoubtedly Avill be effectual for
the pmpose of draining the North Shore suburbs generally. The scheme does not,
he points out, take in the whole of East St. Leonards, because there are parts of
that Municipality which are not at present populated; but it takes in all the heart
of St. Leonards, and includes portions now very thinly built upon. It does not
extend beyond the Military B,oad or Bloxsome lload, but if it should ever be
required, a considerable part of the slope on the north side of the Military Boad,
between the Military Boad and Long Bay, could be included. The area could
be considerably extended, he says, if it is ever required. He is also very emphatife
upon the question of filtration at Long Bay, and the certainty of its not
proving a nuisance. He points out (Question 117) that the same system which
is proposed here, although the chemicals are not exactly the same, has been
adopted in many towns in England, and that no nuisance whatever exists there
*
from

from the operations. “The works and the process,” he says, alluding to what has
been done in England, “ are brought up to date in all essential particulars in these
instances, and they amply demonstrate the fact that no injury whatever would he
done to Middle Harbour by the adoption of the contemplated sewerage scheme;”
and the 6 or 7 acres which it is proposed in connection with this discharge of sewage
at Long Bay to reclaim will he sufficient, he states, for all time, “because” {Question
128), “this drainage area would not contain more than 30,000 or 40,000 people at
the outside, and that space would he sufficient for the purpose.” Then it is proposed
that the chemically-treated sewage shall he made use of, if necessary, as a manure
which can he sold to farmers; and this manure, which is known as “pressed sewage
sludge,” has, according to a statement made by Mr. Stayton {Question 471), been
proved by a series of experiments in England to be a very valuable fertilizer. As to
the life of the proposed sewer, his evidence is {Question 136), that “ he can safely say
that in 80 or 100 years it ought to he thoroughly efficient, and with slight repairs
it would last for a much longer time.”
Mr. John Trevor Jones, Engineer to the Water and Sewerage Board, who was
also examined upon the merits or otherwise of the scheme, considers it to he admirably
adapted to St. Leonards, and with regard to the place at which it is proposed the
sewage shall he discharged, he thinks it will he difficult to find a position equal to
it, and not possible to find a better. “ I think,” he says {Question 420), “that it is
admirably suited to the purpose, seeing that they are going to treat this sewage and
render it fit to enter into an estuary of the harbour without detriment to the water.”
Eurther, he considers that the proposed process of filtration and subjecting the
sewage to chemical treatment will eliminate all chances of nuisance. “ If it is
favourably done,” he says, “ I quite anticipate that the sewage water will he pure
enough to enter into a trout stream or an inland river.” Questioned as to
whether the system proposed by Mr. Stayton was quite up to date and in accord
with the most approved method of treating sewage, Mr. Jones stated that, with
the exception of what is called the electric process, now being investigated, and
the effects of which are not yet properly understood, he knows nothing superior
to it. In respect to this electric process, it will he seen by the answer to Question
472, that even if it should he deemed desirable hereafter to apply that process to the
sewage to he dealt with under the present proposal, it could he done. Dr. John
Ashburton Thompson, who is Assistant Medical Adviser to the Government, and
who, although by profession a medical man, has some experience as an engineer,
appears from his evidence to he well acquainted with systems of drainage, adopted
in Europe, and he regards the proposed system of draining North Shore as a very
desirable one, and does not know of any better that can he adopted. Moreover, he
says, he has not known of any injurious effects resulting from the plan of deodorization or filtration such as that proposed to he resorted to at Long Bay. The
proposal to precipitate and then to filter the sewage is, he thinks, recognised as the
best plan in most cases of dealing with sewage.
.
The advantage of adopting the entire scheme in preference to the modifica
tion, which would postpone the construction of some 9 miles of sewers to a later
period, is shown by the evidence of several witnesses. Mr. Stayton {Question 157),
says that “ the recent development of the district in certain parts has been such
that it is most essential that the whole scheme should he considered and provided
for.” Mr. P. W. Glacken, Mayor of East St. Leonards, states that the Council has
considered the project of draining the whole of North Shore, and concur in the con
struction of the work. The population of the district, he says, is largely increasing,
and at a much greater rate than was apparent some years ago. “ If something is not
soon done in the way of drainage,” he says {Question 260), “ we shall have malaria
on the North Shore. Carreening Bay and Neutral Cove are getting into a very bad
state.” This locality, he further states {Question 309), “ is in a very dangerous
condition ; it is not safe to ride along the foreshores at present, and it will be worse
in the summer months.” Mr. Erederick Smith, Mayor of Victoria, another of the
boroughs interested in the proposed sewerage scheme, will be found by his evidence
to state that the Council of that Borough are aware of the nature of the proposed
works, and are consenting parties to the proposal. So also in the case of Captain
Jenkins, Mayor of St. Leonards. He states that not only are the Council consenting
parties to the work being undertaken, but the general feeling among the ratepayers is

to have the scheme carried out. “They are almost unanimous,” he says (Question 330);
“ we are unanimous in the Council, and it is also the general feeling of -the public.”
Mr. Walter L. Vernon, an alderman of East St. Leonards, and formerly Mayor, having
some experience as an engineer, is of opinion that the scheme proposed is the only pos
sible one for North Shore, taking the physical nature of the country into consideration.
He is somewhat doubtful about the filtered water from the sewage flowing in-a
pure condition into Long Bay, but at the same time he does not know of any alter
native plan for dealing with it. As to whether the proposal is approved by the
public, he thinks the proposed scheme will satisfy the present population, and also a
population very much larger. His opinion with regard to the life of the sewers is
that the main drain will be as good 100 years hence as it will be when constructed;
and with reference to the general question of the necessity for a proper sewerage
system, he says, “ It is an absolute necessity that something should be done.”
With reference to whether the opinion of the residents of North Shore is
favourable to the proposed scheme, the testimony already quoted from the Mayors
of the boroughs immediately concerned indicates very distinctly that it is, and
additional proof upon this point is given by the evidence of a witness named Mr.
Charles Chatfield, who came before the Committee as a ratepayer of North Shore, and
requested to be heard in opposition to the scheme. He is a resident of Willoughby
Balls, the locality of the proposed outfall, and he desired to protest against the scheme,
because he doubted that the sewage outfall or flow into Long Bay would not be a
nuisance. But even lie, though perhaps personally, as deeply interested as anyone could
be in the scheme, will be seen by his evidence to have objected to the proposal only in a
general way. He could not give any opinion (Question 452), founded on professional
knowledge, but he was not satisfied in his mind that the sewage could be so dealt
with as to become innocuous. “ Eirst of all,” he said (Question 453), “ there must
be an outlet from the sewer which must give forth some effluvium, and consequently
the question is will the water that will percolate through the earth be entirely
innocuous.” As to the first point, Mr. Stayton afterwards informed the Committee
' that the tanks at the outfall works would be covered, and the sewer entirely under
ground, and that therefore there would be no exposure whatever at the mouth of
the sewer. .With regard to the second point, Mr. Chatfield was asked (Question 470)
whether it was not Ms opinion that, with scientific appliances and discoveries every
day, engineers would be able to treat the sewage so as to remove anything noxious
or offensive, and he answered, “ Yes, my reason compels me to believe that; but
living in'the place I have an objection on account of the possibility of failure.”
The question of cost and repayment of the money expended was put before
the Committee by the evidence very much in the same way as it appeared in the
case of the proposed drainage works for Manly. The Borough Councils of North
Shore, and the residents of the districts are, very anxious for a proper sewerage system,
and appear to be able and willing to pay the necessary rates to meet the expenditure
and the interest upon it; but the general opinion is apparently that the term of re
payment should be extended to sixty years. Twenty-eight years, it is argued, as
was done in the case of Manly, is too short a period, and imposes upon the present
population too great a burden.. Some interesting and important information oh this
subject as it relates to the practice in England, will be found in the evidence of Mr.
Stayton on page 17, Question 472. There he shows that in some instances the
periods oyer which loans for sewerage works have been granted in England have been
as long as 100 years, and in several cases it has been for periods of between sixty and
eighty years.
■
.
• .
The Committee regard the evidence in the case of these proposed drainage
works for North Shore as quite sufficient to justify the carrying out of the
scheme in its entirety, and on Thursday, 11th October, they agreed to the following
' resolution, which was moved by Mr. Sydney Smith, and seconded by Mr. Copeland :—
“ That the Committee consider it expedient that the drainage works for
North Shore should be carried out as proposed on the plan and
explained in the evidence before the Committee, at an expense of
£77,062, and recommend the adoption of the enlarged scheme at an
■
additional cost of £29,938.” '
■
JOHN LACKEY,'
.
Chairman.
Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Sydney, 22 October, 1888.
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WEDNESDAY, 10 OCTOBER, 1888.flmienf:
The Honorable JOHN LACKEY (Chairman).
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphery.
John Rendell Street, Esq.
Henry Copeland, Esq.
Jacob Garrard, Esq. ■'
Alexander Kethel, Esq.
Sydney Smith, Esq.
'

The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Drainage Works at North Shore.

'

Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public Works, sworn and examined «
1. Chairman.'] Do you know something of the proposed drainage works at North Shore 1 Yes.
J. Barling
2. Are you aware of the circumstances under which the project has been submitted to this Committee ?
EsqYes. At the repeated requests of the North Shore boroughs two sewerage schemes have been prepared by .
the Sewerage Department, viz.—one in November, 1882, by Mr. Smyth, and the present scheme in October, ^ ®ct,>
1886, by Mr. G. H. Stayton, the latter being an enlargement and modification of the former proposal!
Copies of the scheme now before the Committee were supplied to the respective Councils, who, after mature
consideration, approved the same, and, by deputation to Mr. Sutherland, requested the Government to
proceed with the works as speedily as possible. The drainage area included in the scheme contains 888
acres, and provides for a prospective population of 30,225 persons. The works comprise the construction of
nearly 24 miles of sewers, at a total cost of £107,000. The main sewer commences near Milson’s Point,'
and .continues in tunnel for 3,300 yards to a point near Willoughby Falls, at Long Bay, at which place it is
proposed to reclaim a few acres of the mud-flat, and chemically clarify the sewage according to the most,
recent process, the effluent being filtered through earth in such a manner that it will pass into the waters of
the Bay, below low-watermark, properly purified and unobjectionable. As considerable discussion has
beeii raised outside about the clarification of this sewage, I may be allowed to read the following passage
from Mr. Stayton’s report:—“The process proposed to be adopted consists in passing the sewage
through a straining chamber, after which the lime or other chemical is mixed therewith, and the
whole allowed .to flow into one of two open concrete settling tanks. The sludge is here precipi
tated, the clarified sewage being subsequently run off to some portion of the filtration area. The
effluent therefrom would be conveyed by drains and a culvert to outfall pipes discharging into the
waters of Long Bay, below low-water level, and in a tideway if practicable. In this manner it is
possible to deal with the sewage effluent of from 1,000 to 5,000 persons per acre of filtration area.
The. richness of the sewage and the suitability of the earth are important factors, and I am of
opinion that the existing conditions of the district favour a proportion of about 4,000 persons to
the acre of filter. It would therefore be desirable, in the first instance, to reclaim and embank an
available area of 6 of 7 acres for all purposes, the greatest care being observed to secure the most suitable
materials for forming the filters.” With regard to the cost of working the scheme, Mr. Stayton, in his
report, says :—“ A rate of Id. in the £ per annum on the existing assessments within the drainage area
.would probably produce ,£750 net; but there is little doubt that by the time the works are carried out and
completed, the ratable value will have further increased to such an extent, that a penny rate would produce
£1,000. • Under such circumstances a drainage rate of 6d. per annum would be sufficient to pay for the
execution and maintenance of the necessary works. If, however, the period for repayment were extended'
''
to sixty years, the annual cost would be reduced to £4,230, in which case a 4id. drainage rate would be
'
sufficient. To complete the entire scheme at once would necessitate, under the" provisions of the Act, a
drainage rate of 7£d., but if the period for repayment be extended to sixty years, a 5)d. rate would suffice.
Assuming that the completion of the entire scheme will not be necessary for a period of seven years, and
that the population and ratable value will have increased to the same proportion as during the last six '
years, the drainage rates would not exceed 5d. and 4d. respectively.” I may mention that the present'
Secretary for Public Works, Mr. Sutherland, has given very great attention to these sewerage proposals,
and. he has called in the aid of Air. Coghlan, the Government Statistician, to supply him with certain
statistics in connection with mortality rates, and so on ; and some of the information given to him I would’
like to give, to the Committee on this occasion. I think it will be extremely interesting. I refer especially’
to a diagram showing the death-rate of London from 1843 to 1888, The object is to show what a.:
complete system of sewerage will do, and how it brings 'about a persistent decrease in the death-rate,
•
.
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^ ®asr^n®’ .3. Mr. Copeland.] I notice that the works submitted to the Committee are nearly all works adjacent to
^ _ f1* _^ Sydney? Yes.
10 Oct. 1888.
Have the Department no other works that they could submit to the Committee, so that the labour might
be-dispersed throughout the country. I notice that for one electorate—North. Shore—there are three
works before, the Committee at the present time—drainage ■works'for Manlyt drainage works for North
Shore, and a bridge over the spit. Could not some other works be also submitted to the Committee ? If
you can suggest any others we are quite ready to take up any one on the list that you may think necessary.
5. Is this a complete list of the works that will be submitted to the Committee ? Yes. The railway works
could not be submitted because the Commissioners were not appointed.
„
6. Are there any other works besides those on this list l These are the only works submitted to this Com
mittee. We are ready to take up any one on the list almost at a moment’s notice.

William Christopher Bennett, Esq., Commissioner and Engineer for Roads, sworn, and examined
7. The Chairman] Are you acquainted with the principle upon which'the drainage works at North Shore
ennett^eq. are pr0p0se(j
\)e carried out ? Yes.
10 Oct 1888
J^‘re
k® curried out in accordance with the plan we see before us ? Yes.
*
’ 9. They consist of a main tunnel from near Milsqn’s Point to Long Bay ? Yes. •
10. That will be the main drain ? Yes.
.
•
11. It will be carried out by means of a tunnel, of course ? Yes; the greater'part of it.
12. Will it drain the whole area above it into Long Bay? Yes; except a small margin around by the coast.
That portion is chiefly occupied with gardens and villa residences.
'
13. I mean from Milson’s Point ? Yes; it will drain from Milson’s Point to Long Bay, but there is a portion
shown on the plan below the gravitation level which chiefly consists of villas and gardens.
14. Will the main drain be a very considerable depth below the high lands,at North Shore—the military
road, for instance 1 Yes.
.
..
.
15. Will it be very much below the heights of North Shore ? Yes.
16. Do you recollect the exact depth ? No. About 250 feet,
17. What will be the length of the tunnel ? It will be, roughly, some 2 miles.
18. Does this project provide for the complete drainage of St. Leonards so far as the red lines indicate ?.
Yes ; the green-dotted line is the margin of drainage.
19. The drainage as shown on this plan does not provide for the drainage of that area within the green line ?
Yes; by subsidiary drains. They are shown in blue lines.
,
20. Will that give a complete system of drainage to the whole locality within that green-dotted line ? Yes.
21. Can this be done without any system of pumping at all ? Yes.
..
22. In fact, the drain will be tunnelled right through ? Yes ; and the sewage will be conveyed by gravitation.
. .
• ; 23. Are the outfall works a sort of percolatory works—Are they supposed to clarify the sewage ? It is
proposed to treat the sewage with lime first; then with sulphate of iron ; and next to put over land which
we propose to make there. It will be almost an artificial filter.
•
24. Does the green area represent the land you intend to treat ? Yes ; at present it is water.
25. That at present is not filled up ? Yes.
.
26. Then you propose to allow the filtrated water to escape from there into Long Bay ? Yes.
.
27. Will it be deprived of all sediment or deposit by the time it gets into the water ? Yes ; the water will
pass the test established by the Commission for the purification of rivers in England.
■
28. Then it would not be likely to interfere with the depth of the water at Long Bay, or to silt up the Bay
in any way ? No ; because it will first be used to fill up the reclaimed area.
.
29. Have you been over these works yourself ? Yes.
30. Do you understand thoroughly the whole principle on which the project is proposed to be carried out? Yes.
31. Do you consider it will be effectual ? Yes.
32. Have you given attention to the estimated cost? Yes; it is estimated on the actual costof works in Sydney;
33. Do you think it is reasonable? Yes.
.
34. Do you think the work is an essential one ? Yes ; very essential, indeed.
35. Is there any other scheme which you could suggest which would be of greater benefit to the residents
and the public ? No; this scheme was thought out by me before Mr. Stayton came to the Colony, and the
details were worked out by Mr. Smijtb, who is in the Department, and who made a report. Then Mr.
Stayton had large and recent experience in England, and I sent him over to make an entirely new report.
They coincided to a great extent. The alterations were chiefly owing to the increase of population and
buildings in the interim.
36. As far as your experience goes in the construction of these works, has it led you to the opinion that the
residents, are prepared to contribute towards the cost of the work in rates ? I was under the impression that
there was rather a feeling against the works at North Shore ; but I understand from a meeting that was
held in the Under Secretary’s office to-day of all the mayors and some of the aldermen that they have
changed their opinion, and are now prepared to advocate the work.
•
37. Do you think that the cost which would be entailed upon the present residents at the higher rate of
payment would be oppressive, and would you rather have the period extended so as to make the present
payment less ? I would rather have the term extended. A question was asked On a previous occasion
respecting which I have since obtained statistics : That is, the present cost of1 the removal of nightsoil as
against the cost of these works. At present the whole of the boroughs on the .North Shore pay at the rate
of £3,298 for. the removal of nightsoil.
1
38. What will be the post to them of the proposed sewerage works? If the whole of the works were
executed and paid for in twenty-eight years the cost would be £7,570 a year—that is with a 7-|d. rate.
39. If the term were extended to sixty years would it not be considerably less ?
It would then be £5,875,
with a Bd, rate.
■
40. These works will be of a permanent and durable character ? Yes.
.
41. Those who live sixty years after us will benefit by them as much as the present generation will? With
proper.Care the works would last twice sixty years.
.
■
42. Will the tunnel be bricked and cemented inside ? Yes.
"43. >
^
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43.- How lonar would that work last if faithfully done? It is impossible to assign any limit. Similar woiks
done by the old Homans now exist.
•
. _
•
44. Mr. Kethel.'] Are they in use ?' No ; because they are too large for present purposes, and besides the ^
present inhabitants are too lazy to use them.
" '
45. Chairman.] Do you think, as a general principile, that an extended time would'be fairer ? Yes, I think
as a young country we have a much longer future to look forward to than they have in England, and there
the time is extended.
46. Is it the case that the old rudely constructed drain, known as Busby’s Bore, which supplied Sydney,
with water 50- years ago, is still in existence ? Yes. It is now in good order. It was never lined with
cement; it is merely an excavation in the rock.
47. As far as you know this proposed work generally, have you no hesitation in recommending, it as one
which it is desirable to carry out in the interests of the public ? Yes.
48. Both for a sanitary point of view and for immediate convenience ? Yes.
49. Mr. Copeland.] I notice in your report and Mr. Stayton’s report that periods of twenty-eight and sixty
years are mentioned. Why do you adopt those two periods ? Twenty-eight years is the period prescribed
in the New South Wales Act. Sixty years is the extended term in England.
50. What period of repayment is fixed in the case of the present City Sewerage Works ? Twenty-eight years.
51. Do you think that twenty-eight years is uot a sufficiently long period for this money to be repaid? The
development of tlie place is so great, and things change so much, that I really think sixty years would be just.
52. Have you considered that a great many of these places will require a large expenditure, and that the
■ country will be unable to continue borrowing if the repayments came in so slowly ? I have not looked at
it in that aspect; but as the places develop and require those imppovements, each independently become
able to-pay for the loans.
53. Would you be in favour of other towns and municipalities having the same privileges extended to them
that are here proposed? Yes. The very first minute I made when I took charge of the sewerage was that
the Government ought to propose a law prohibiting any town or person draining into any river where the
water is so unspeakably precious as it is here.
•
54. In view of the large number of growing towns which are in existence now, and which will be in the
course of a few years, do you think it would be at all fair to continue borrowing money to carry out those
works in the various towns unless we get the money in again within a period of something like twenty-eight
years ? I am not prepared to enter into that question.
'
55. Of course, if there were only one or two places, it would be a simple matter to give plenty of time, and
be generous and liberal; but would you advocate the same privileges being given to places like Newcastle,
Bathurst, Goulburn, Armidale, Wagga Wagga, Albury, and all those places? Yes ; but they are hardly all
ripe for it just yet. ' Schemes have been prepared for Goulburn, Albury, and Parramatta, and are in course
of preparation for Newcastle.
•
,
56.’ Do you think people would be prepared to' pay the drainage rates on the shorter period of twenty-eight
years ? I think so. However, the municipal representatives of the people are here to-night, and will be
able to speak for them.
'
57. Will the main sewer be constructed through rock or will it consist of pipes? It is made through rock.
We are limited in size in all these things by the smallest gallery that a man can work in. This is the
smallest duct we can make where we have to tunnel.
'
58. Do you think that an expenditure of this kind would materially enhance the value of the adjacent
property ? Yes ; I think a very casual inspection of North Shore would show that.
.;
’
■
59. Therefore, in point of fact, the additional expenditure by way of rates would scarcely be felt, as it would
be compensated for by increased value ? Yes; by increased value and by increased health. There would
be less illness, and those who are not absolutely ill would enjoy more robust health.
60. Mr. Humphery.] Will the sum of £77,000 cover the cost of constructing the whole of the works shown
by the red, green, and blue lines shown on this plan? No; £77,000 would cover all but the expenditure" ,
that is shown in the Schedules B and O at the back of the report.
'
6.1. Is it shown in the plan what portions of the works are not. to be included in the first part of' the
scheme ? The works shown by the red and blue dotted lines are not included in the scheme for the smaller
sjim. All with the works shown in the full lines are included in the proposed expenditure of £107,000..
62. In your estimate of the rate which it will be necessary to strike to cover the cost of construction with
interest, spread over a period of sixty years,, have you taken into consideration the probable increase in the
annual, rates during the time the works are in course of construction—that is, seven years—or have you
taken the present .annual rates ?. It has been calculated as the rates increase. ■
. '
■
'
63. If the cost of construction be £77,000 would not that require only about £3,000 a year for repayment
of principal and interest ? Yes ; .'the calculations I have given you wer'e on £107,000.'
'
64. Would a'rate' of :5d. be ample to cover the cost and interest if spread over a period of sixty years?
Sixpence for £107,000 ; 4^d, would be sufficient for £77,000.
'
■
'
'
65. Would these.works be available during the whole period of sixty years? Yes, and for a very much
longer period.
66.': Would they be ample? £107,0.00 would cover all.
'
67. But the works now proposed to be constructed would be useful during the whole period of ^ixty years ?•
Yes. '• 1
•
'
’ :
.
■ _
68. So that those who bear the burden of the debt during the latter part of the sixty years would receive,
some consideration for their contributions ? Yes.
. •
<
■
69. It Would be a'benefit to'the future population as well as to the existing population? Yes.
70. Mr. Kethel.] I observe that the outfall works are to consist of a'certain area of land, to be reclaimed
fj-om the harbour,'. Is the portion tinted green on the plan the outfall of,the sewer ? Yes.,
71. With what material is it intended to fill up that space? Well, with the best material we can get—
sand. It will not be filled'up at once.'' It; Will be gradually filled up.
'
72. Will you erect a dam across the entrance and fill in with the material? No. We will fill in the.
material as stated' gradually from the shore.
'
'
•
.
73. Do you think it possible with any material you can place there to thoroughly filter the sewage matter,- ■
qr intercept all offensive matter' carried down by it? It is not possible, unless you first treat it chemically.,.'
We will treat it chemically with lime and sulphate of iron.
' '
- 74,- '
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Will you have intercepting tanks ? Yes; tanks built fcr the receipt and precipitation, of the sewage,
wil] i,e treated chemically, and then it will flow out over this land.
75.: What will be the height above high-water mark of the mouth of the. outfall sewer? Nineteen feet
^^1888;'above high-water mark. °
'
. •
'

.

,

76. The mouth will be near Willoughby Falls?, Yes.
.
77. Is it your opinion that the mode of treatment will so effectually remove any offensive matter from the
sewage that it will not contaminate the waters of Long Bay, and become a nuisance to the people occupying
the shores of Middle Harbour 1 I think it will be so. purified that it will not be a nuisance. If the
ordinary old chemical process does not purify it sufficiently, this new process will be still more effective.
78. With reference to the main sewer, will the greater part of it be tunnelled through solid sandstone
rock? Yes. ,
'
■
79. Is it your intention to line the main sewer'through the rock, or any portion of it ? It will be half-bricked
in cement so as to prevent the sewage from percolating through. It will be wholly bricked where necessary.
80. Have you made any provision in this scheme for flushing the sewers 1 Not any absolute provision;
but all the manholes and lampholes are so arranged that they can be made flushing stations if required.
81. What fall have you given the main sewer 1 One in 400. The gradients in every case are self-cleansing.
82. With that grade is it your opinion that the sewage fluids will have sufficient velocity to flow along the
bottom of the sewer without depositing any of the matter they hold in suspense 2 In every case they will
have the limit of velocity, 120 or 130 feet per minute is considered the minimum velocity, and in all these
cases it will have a very much greater velocity.
83. Mr. /Street] You have stated that you do not consider there will be any contamination of the waters of
Long Bay from this discharge of sewage. Bo you think that the discharge of sewage on the reclaimed land
and the process of deodorizatiori will not be offensive in the atmosphere in that locality 2 I do not think so,
84. Of course a large quantity of sewage will Be deposited on this made land ? Yes.
.
85. Do you not consider that that will cause an offensive state of the atmosphere 2 No; because as soon as
we get a skin of soil on it we will begin to grow something which will have the effect of absorbing and
making inoffensive the sewage.
86. Mr. Kethel.] Have you seen the sewage farm on which the city sewage of Adelaide is deposited 2 . No;
but I have had experience at our own sewage farm at Webb’s Grant. The effluent water is perfectly pure.
87. Mr. Street.] Is the process at Webb’s Grant similar to this proposed process 2 No ; that is not the pra-cess except with regard to filtering through sandy soil. Here a chemical process is proposed.
88. Is there any offence in the atmosphere at Webb’s Grant 2 No.
89. Mr. Garrard.] How long will the works take to complete 2 I ,do not think we can hope to complete
them in less than two years,
90. By that time I presume the water supply will be taken to North Shore 2, Before that time.
91. So that you will have sufficient water for flushing purposes 2 Yes.
92. Mr, Copeland,] What is the usual dip or fall allowed per mile for sewerage? It depends a great deal
on the construction of the sewer and the quantity of the sewage.
93. Will 1 in 400 be sufficient? At Bondi it is only 3|- feet to 1 mile, that is about 1 in 1,500; 1 in 400
will be ample.
94. Will it be sufficient in case there is no water to flush the main sewer, and will there be no sediment ?
If there is no water for water-closets they cannot have sewerage propei’. Scullery-water, and such like,
which is equally offensive might be carried away; but if you have no water for water-closets you will have
no water for flushing, But without any flushing-water this will be ample,
George Henry Stayton, Esq., M.Inst.C.E., Engineer, Sewerage Branch, Roads and Bridges Department,
sworn and examined :—

G.H. Stayton, 95. Chairman.] Have you been engaged in designing these sewerage works for North Shore 2 Yes,
Esq.
96. They have been brought to their present state under your supervision? Yes; the present scheme has.
97. Had anything been done before you took it in hand ? A scheme was prepared in 1882 by Mr, Smyth,
10 Oct., 1888. That was for an area of 350 acres—the portion coloured green on this plan. (Plan submitted.')
98. That is not identical with the present scheme? No. The present scheme is an enlargement including
the portion coloured red, and dealing with an area of 888 acres.
99. Does that include the gross area of the North Shore Drainage Scheme 2 Yes.
.
100. Have you had considerable experience in the construction of sewerage works in England 2 Yes.
101. From the result of your experience do you feel assured that this work if carried out will be effectual
•
in every way 2 I do.
,
102. The drainage is to be carried out by gravitation? Yes ; to the outfall.
193. Will not the depth of the tunnel on the high land of North Shore be very great 2 The depth of the
tunnel at that particular point would be over 200 feet. That circumstance will not affect the cost of the
subsidiary drainage at all, because the connections will be made with a pipe-sewer at the ordinary depth
from the surface, and the sewage will be carried down the shafts in a special manner.
104. Will that apply to manholes, ventilation, and so forth 2 There are openings for a variety of purposes
■
—inspection, ventilation, and so on.
.
105. At what intervals would they be? I cannot quite remember, but the number of shafts is mentioned
in the report.
106. I suppose it is about the usual number ? Yes.
.
107. Is there some professional rule by which you are guided in that matter 2 There is no professional
’ rule. Local conditions determine the question. The report shows that there are 295 shafts and manholes.
108. Is that for giving access to the main tunnel or the others 2 Extending over the whole systenn
That is, 295 openings in 24 miles of sewers.
.
,
109. Then you have sub-mains connecting with the main tunnel ? Yes; four sub-mains.
110. Then you have subsidiary mains 2 Yes. , .
.
111. Are they all at the same depth? That depends on the configuration of' the ground, and what their1
duty is. The small sewers are at an average depth of 5 or 6 feet.
‘
•
'
112. Do you think that the project as submitted would be an effectual one for the purpose of draining the
North Shore suburbs generally 2 I think so, undoubtedly.
.
-113.
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113.- How many municipalities are comprised in the scheme ? Three—St. Leonards, East St, Leonards, and G.H.Stayton,
Victoria.
■
•
. . . .
'
:
114. Do you happen to know whether the residents of those different municipalities are agreeable or ^
il888t
anxious to have the works carried out? I know nothing of the local opinions, except what I have heard
'
from the Mayors to-day, who were unanimously in favour of the scheme.
115. That would not come within your province ? No:
'
■
116. Are you engaged only in carrying out the professional part of the work? Yes.
117. We have heard somthing about an improved modern system of filtering; what is the nature of that
generally ? The vdry latest system adopted in England is that now being carried out by the Metropolitan
Board of Works, which body has expended about £50,000 in making experiments to determine which
chemicals and what quantities should be used. They are now carrying out works at a cost of £750,000.
with a view to treating the whole of the London sewage. It is proposed to use 3'7 grains of lime and 1
grain. Qf sulphate of iron per gallon of sewage. This proposal is based upon the same quantities. The
"' first
'
‘ outfall;
— it
- would
-- then
■
...
Sewage would
of* all be received at the
pass through
strainers. The chemicals
Would then be mixed with it, and it would pass into and through the precipitating tanks, After standing
at least three hours in the tanks the clarified effluent would be drawn off and passed through the earth
filters, which would be 5 or 6 feet deep. When it left the filter beds and passed out into the bay it would
be perfectly clear and inoffensive. The question of sewage filtration was very largely considered by Loi’d
Bramwell’s Commission, as it was termed. They sat for some months and made a very exhaustive inquiry
into the whole question of the metropolitan sewage. They reported that. earth filtration, combined with
precipitation and prepared filters, gave the best effluent known. That system is now being acted upon
wherever practicable. They took the evidence and opinions of the very highest ■ authorities they could
get from all parts of England. I would also like to mention that the same system which is proposed
for hforth Shore—although the chemicals are not exactly the same for the ■ reasons I have stated—has
been adopted in many English towns. The process of precipitation which'the Sewage and Health
Board considered and reported upon in 1876 as undesirable, is entirely different tp the combined
System of straining, precipitation, aeration, and earth filtration now in use. in England, - and - recom
mended for North Shore. The modern process is carried on without creating nuisance. The effluent
is purified and clear, and the sewage sludge is reduced to one-fifth of its bulk by the use of filter-presses,
and is thus rendered fit for agricultural purposes. Up to 1875 the principal towns which had adopted
chemical processes (as is shown by the Local Government Board Blue Book) were Bradford, Birmingham,
Bolton, Coventry, Edmonton, Hertford, Leeds, Luton, and Tottenham. In all these instances precipi
tation is continued, but upon the modern system, and the process has worked so satisfactorily that it
has been recently extended at Coventry, Luton, Hertford, and Edmonton. The combined system, of
precipitation and earth filtration has also been adopted in the following towns and districts within the last
seven or eight years, viz,:—Accrington, Acton, Chiswick, Codnor, Colchester, Frome, Hendon, Henly-pnThames, Petersfield, Roy ton, Salford, Sheffield, Stratford-on-Avon, Swinton, the River Lea Valley Sewerage,,
the Thames Valley Main Sewerage (south side), the Thames Valley Main Drainage (north side), the Wandle
Valley Main Drainage, Walthamstow, Wednesbury, Willesden, and Wimbledon. Some of these are very
lai’ge districts, with large populations. With, regard to the possibility of any nuisance being created by
these works, to my own knowledge the sewage works at Wimbledon, Coventry, Chiswick, and Acton are in
the vicinity of dwelling-houses, and in the first three instances the processes are now so successfully carried
out that the Court of Chancery has decided that no nuisance whatever exists from the operations. - The.
Works at Chiswick are about 350 yards from Chiswick House (owned by the Duke of Devonshire), and a,
considerable number of large houses are quite as near. The works and the process are. brought up to date,
in all essential particulars in these instances, and amply demonstrate the fact that no injury whatever would
be done to Middle Harbour by the adoption of the contemplated sewerage scheme.
_
_
118. Mr. Copeland.] What chemicals do they use? Sulphate of alumina, lime, and various chemicals,
according to the quality of the sewage. At Coventry a great deal of dye refuse is carried off by the sewer's,
and the sewage is treated differently to the sewage of other towns.
■ _
119. Chairman.^ Do the schemes to which you have just referred include the use of land fqr agriculture or
horticulture ? Yes, they have earth filtration areas on which crops are grown.
■
120. And they cultivate those areas ? Yes,
■
_
.. ■
121. Is that absolutely essential to the system you speak of ? It is most necessary that it should be done.
Earth filtration is absolutely necessary for the chemical process.
.
122. Have you made the same provision here as they have made there ? Yes.
.
■
123. Adjoining this area to be reclaimed there is a market garden shown on the plan ?■ That is at a much
higher level.
'
•
124. Has that no connection with your.proposed works?- No, that is 40 or 50 feet above it,
125. Therefore it could not be worked with your system ? No, not at all.
• •
126. What is the area at the head of the bay which you propose to reclaim ? Between 6 and 7' acres. Qf
course the whole of that would not be required for some years to come, and it would be necessary, to start
from the outside and gradually reclaim inwards.
.
■
■-•
,.
127. Mr. Copeland.~\ How many years do you contemplate it will take to reclaim the 6 or 7 acres? I think
that 6 or 7 acres would be sufficient for the whole of this drainage- area.
.
128. For how long? For all time continuously, because this drainage area would not contain more than30,000 or 40,000 people at the outside, and that space would be sufficient for the purpose.
.
129. What is the present population? About 15,000. That is, on this particular area.
■
) ;
130. Do you not think the population is capable of greater expansion than you have named ? I do not thinks
this area will be more largely built upon. The figures I have given are based on an allowance varying from
fifty-two persons per acre in the more populated parts to twenty-two persons per acre in the residential1,parts.)
That gives an average of thirty-four persons per acre. The suburban rate for London is thirty-one persons
per acre, and the same rate was estimated for the suburbs of Sydney. Sydney itself was calculated at fortyseven persons per acre. So that, taking the average at thirty-four, and allowing for a small increase; there
would probably not be more than 35,000 people on this area if it were closely built'upon.- - . ;
•
131. Chairman.~\ -Are the works proposed to be constructed in concrete of brick and cement ? Yes. " -.^
132. Is there much rock? Yes, there is a considerable amount-of rock excavation. The main tunnel willbe lined and made good with concrete.in order that the flow of the sewage shall be uniform.
'133.'

£
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1!3'3; IHien. it will riot be solid rock, where the tunnel is1? The tunnel will have to be'made in solid rbek./ '
. 1.34. And you will line that also ? 'Yes.
.
.
130, Oan you form ariy approximate estimate of the durability of a work qf that sortT Scarcely.' ■
<
J? 6--The reason rvhy I ask that question is because a question has arisen with the. Committed as .to the
' term oyer which repayment should extend : whether for twenty years o.r sixty years. Qf course, the.life
of the Work would have a great deal to do in governing the Committee in coming to. a decision? The class
of work which would be- executed here, is such that I can safely say that in eighty or p,ne hundred years, it
ought'tp be: thoroughly efficient, and with slight repairs, it would last for a much longer time.
1 think that' iri: evidence, you gave, some time ago you said that repayment for works of this sort was;
extended oyer a longer, period at home as a rule ? Yes. It was originally a much' shorter period.
IffiS. The works being permanent, and lasting for so long a time, is it supposed that those who have, the.'
advantage of them’ at a’later period should contribute as well- as those who happen to use them immediately
after they are constructed 1 Yes ; that is, so. Every year several millions, of money are advanced by the'
English Local Government Board upon the longer period for that very reason.
l;39t, In carrying out large, works of this sort are they not regarded as a safe, investment for money 1
Wh’ere/municipal'authorities have taken large loans their stock is invariably considered very good indeed,
arid is well quoted in the market.
■
MQ. Supposing that the Government required to raise moxrey for the purpose of constructing works like
these for a period of'fifteen or twenty years, could not approximately the same money he raised at the. end
. of that: time,'' and would not the original works form- a fair security when that time arrived? ' Yes,
certainly,' they would be equally valuable at the end of fifteen years.
•
Ml.; Would it be a fair asset for the amount of money which had been advanced ? Certainly, The
English Bublic Healfh Act of 1875 gives the Local Government Board a discretionary power. • They may
sarictipri loans for such term a.s they think fit. It depends on the nature of the works, e.g,, for wood paveffiorits they only .lend money for seven years. For gasworks, machinery,-and so forth, the period varies from
tvierityffive to fifty years,: according to the .class of- work. For water and sewerage works they lend money
frif.sixty years. In the latest and very largest works the term has been extended beyond tha,t.
• ,
142. These are understood principles ? Yes -; these are accepted principles. There is another reason why
this qu’esfiori will press itself very strongly in this Colony. Population increases so rapidly, unprecedentedly
so'in some, pirts,—fhat works have, to be provided1 for double or even three times the present population. •
It; would press very hardly in some cases upon the present property owners or ratepayers to provide for such
a I'ori’g way ahead.1 They are laying the foundation of works which will equally benefit the next generation,
M3;- iEr. Sarrard] And equal to the requirements of the next generation ? Yes,
.
M-4',' Mr: Sy&iiey Sniilh.'] What area of land will be left unprovided for within the municipalities by this
' system of sewerage 1 It takes the whole of Victoria. It do.es not take tlie whole of East St. Leonards,
8 becdri?0’ there are parts; of. that municipality which arO not at presept populated. It takes all- the -heart of
St, Ldonards and includes portions now very thinly builf upon. It does not exfend along Military Itoacl
b'eyqrid Blqxsqme Road'. But if it is ever required, a considerable part of the slope on the north side of the
Military Road, between the. Military Road and Long Bay, could ho included-. The area can be considerably
exterided in yaripris ways if it is ever required. ■ ’
.
145;. Have you provided in this,system for the whole of- the populated parts ?■ . Yes, for the whole qf what
is c'olqrired red qn the plan.
’
146'. Is there any residential portion not provided for 1 There is a small portion beyond the Cemetery..
It was so undefined when the survey was made that it was impossible to say what would be done with it.
But these sewers can be extended for, say, two streets iii length, and- they would thus come up to the
riiuriiciphl boundary.
■
'
’
147, R cquld be all worked in with the present system 1. Yes,
•
148; What about the low-lying portions ? They are simply narrow margins on the water frontage, and I;
do' not think that any evil or nuisance whatever would accrue from allowing, the residents to continue that
drainage • provided the drains are properly carried below low-water mark. Should it pver occur that from
some'.of fhesq places the amount of sewage was so great that it would.- create a nuisance, tlie question couldbe dealt with either by tlie Shone system or some other low-level pumping system.
’
•
Mil. Poes the estimated cost include the work in connection with the sewerage connections and everytllirig*? - It iri'cludes orily the sewers.
.
'
:
150 Rot the house connections? No,
.
15L Will that be an additional cost to the ratepayers ? Yes ; -that is so all the world- oyer.
,
,
1(52.' Have you made' any calculations as to what that additional cost will he ?. No.
153. Wiil it not be something considerable ? Yes. I cannot answer that question definitelj1', because the
cost of private grains depends up.011 the nature of the Work to be done,
154. In tins particular place I understand it is mostly composed of rock? Partly rock. In some places
rq'ck will nq’t be ifiet with. To compensate for that the greatest portion is on a slope, so that in many
instances the house drains need npt be. laid more than 2 ft. fiii-i, or 3 ft-, deep, because the natural slope
would epsure ample fall. It would not, therefore, be especially expensive, I cannot say exactly how much
,
it,wp'ulci be..
•
■
■.
.‘
'
.
.
■155. With regard to the amount, whjit would it cost extending oyer a period of sixty years ;■ is it estimated
tp.be’ ^ij230/per .annum? ■ No.. The amount should be 44,553, The rate for sixty years is not, as stated
in the report, about 4 pgr cent,-; it is 4'42 per. cent. All the sixty years calculatio.ns are based, on 442per cent. That prpyides for interest and repayment.
. '
1,5,6.;;Afr, Gpp'eMM.], Would 042 per cent, go towards payment of the principal and 4 per cent, to interest?'
Yesy- M;'42,per cent, was-taken from the official tables issued by-the Local Government Board,- so that they#e.,perfe;<:it]y„;cprrrect. .- The 4 per cent, in the report is a misprint. I said about 4 per cent,; and I had notihqgb;|ables by .-faie at the time; It is really 442 per cent,
- ■
’ •
l&L .That.tdakes a differ.erice of nearly 1£ per cent, between tbe shorter afid longer periods? Yeson the,it.reduces the annual cost from £5,570 to 44,-553, and that annual cost includes the cost pf
. labour and chemicals.for treatment, aiid supervision; iii fact,- the whole working expenses.- But aii expem
.dit.ure of.,477,Q0J0 dqes not nOw.ihclude all that is desirable to be taken into consideration: The Goliditipns
during the past two years, gm! they are such that it is most desirable to Consider the whoie
. -.
.
.
........
.
. scheme ;
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sclienlE as foresliadowed in this report. At page 10 of the report the estimate .sh'ows that for a main sewerj &H^Stayton,
sub-mains, outfall works, and subsidiary sewers, Schedule A, the cost would be ,£77',000. - The-seWerS -ip
Schedules B and C would make up the difference between £77,000 and £107,000. It,Was then thought
that the sewers in Schedules B and C might stand over for a period of seven years; but the rec'ent develop'•
ment of the district in certain parts has been such that it is most essential that the whole scheme should be
-. ” r
considered and provided for. £107,000 at twenty-eight years would increase the annual expenditure to
£7,570; at sixty years, to £5,875 ; or, in other words, a 7|d. or a 6d. rate respectively.
_
158., The.present system in the boroughs is known as the earth-pan system? They have both earth-pans
and cess-pits.
.
•
159. But pi’incipally earth-pans ? Yes.
.
160. The present charge to the ratepayers is something like £3,100 per annum? I do not think that that
is strictly correct. From the information supplied by the municipalities it appears that they make charges
varying from 4d. to 6d. per pan per week. There are over 3,000 houses in the district, but therd are a
■
certain number of those houses which do not have their pans emptied by the municipal authorities. a The
occupiers attend to them themselved, and empty the excreta somewhere within their own premises. If the
whole of the houses were attended to in the same way by the Councils, the cost of emptying the dry earthr
pans would be over £3,000 a year.
(
161. Do you think it is desirable to allow the residents to empty their pans oh their own premises ? It
depends upon what the premises are like. Of course, some premises are very large; and the pahs might be
emptied without any nuisance. On the other hand; where the back-yards are contracted-, it is not at all
desirable.
.
162. Mr. Copeland.] I suppose the material is dug into gardens? Yes. In whifch case it depends bn the
area of the land whether it is injurious.
'
163.
And in some measure bn the character of the soil ? Yes.
164. Mr. Sydney Smith] In addition to .that there is the house drainage which would be provided f'br, and
which I presume now empties itself into the gutters ? Yes, and into certain drains laid by the municipalities;
which discharge into the natural water-'courses, and which have obviously become very foul. There is 'one
point in connection with the annual cost which I omitted to state. Assuming that the rateable value in
1894 amounts to £300,000 (it is now £217,000), the rate for the whole scheme would then be 6d. for
•
twenty-eight years and 4fd. for sixty years’ repayment.
165. M.r. Kethel] It was stated by Mr. Bennett that it was intended to screen the sewage, or to precipitate
the matter held in susjoense, before it was allowed to go on the filter beds ? To strain it first and then '
precipitate it.
■
■
166. How is the solid matter disposed of after it is strained? The straining is to take oilt any specially
large or hard substance in the sewage which might interfere with the process of precipitation. The
p sewage itself, after precipitation, goes to the bottom and forms a sludge. That sludge would then be
collected together and drawn into a mud pit. It would there be collected in receptacles. As stated in the
report, the amount of sludge for some time to come would probably not exceed 5 tons per day. That would
then be dug into the earth and covered up, or be subjected to pressing and be converted into dry cake.
Fifty tons of sewage sludge when thus treated will decrease to 10 tons.
167. To what purpose is it intended to apply this dry cake? It might be used by the market-gardeners or
agriculturists for manuring purposes.
168. In view of the fact that it will have to be treated with certain chemical substances to get it into that
condition, would not the presence of those chemical properties impair its efficiency for manuring purposes?
I think not.
169. Is it not possible that the chemicals may render it injurious for plant food? The experience is very
much to the contrary. Thousands and thousands of tons are made every day, and disposed of to farmers, in
England.
'
170. Does your experience go to prove that the chemical substances required to precipitate the. solid'
matter and prepare it to become dry cake do not impair its efficiency as manure? No ; before the cake is
finally turned out, it is sometimes fortified and made of greater value, and then it is of greater service, for
agricultural purposes.
’
171. Mr. Garrard] What is the height above sea-level of the sewer at Blue’s Point ? Forty feet at Milson’s
Point; 55 feet at Blue’s Point.
’
172. What is the reason for that difference in the levels? Forty feet is the termination of the main sewer)
and 55 feet is the end of a branch sewer which ends at Milson’s Point.
173. Is it possible to bring all those areas which are outside the coloured portions on the plan within the
present scheme ; for instance, Queen’s Park and beyond there ? Some of those-streets could be.
174. That is to say, are your mains sufficiently large to bring in that extended area of drainage ? Yes j the
1
mains are sufficiently large.
•
175. Does that hold good with respect to the area on the further side of the Military Road to Which you
have referred ? Yes.
■
■
176'. Has there been any consideration given to the large area on the western side of Lane Cove Road -; will that have to be treated separately in future ? There has not, so far as I am aware. The fall there is
towards the river.
.
.
177. Chairman] Did you state that in England this pressed cake is sold,to farmers? Yes.
178. Then it is made into that condition for sale ? Yes.
.
■
179. It does not alter its efficacy as a soil stimulant ? No.
'
180. Is' it done by a process of drying ? Yes; drying and pressing.
181. The same constituents remain in the manure as before ? Certainly.
.
.
182.' And that could be done here? Yes; either with or without being fortified by the addition of other chemicals.
•
183. Mr. Kethel] Does hot the application of lime to sewage tend to liberate the large amount of ammonia
contained in it, and reduce the quantity of ammonia which is essential to plant manure ? I have /never '
heal'd that question raised, and I am not prepared to .answer it.
'
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Dr. Jolin Asliburton Thompson sworn and examined

_

'

Dr. l A. 184. Chditman.'l Are you Deputy Medical Adviser to the Government ? 'Yes.
.
.
Thofajisoi}. 185. Have you been very much impressed with the necessity for a proper system' of sewage in Sydney and
'
' 10 Oct., 1888. its suburbs during your professional career 1 Yes.
186. It is the case, I suppose, that the public health is considerably interfered with from the want of proper
drainage and sewerage 1 I have very little doubt that the death-rate of the city and suburbs might be
reduced by 5 or 6 per 1,000 if proper drainage and scavenage were employed.
187. I have frequently seen it stated in the newspapers that certam of the suburbs of Sydney have been
more exposed to typhoid, for instance, than others. Would that be in some measure attributable to imper
fect drainage 1 I think it is attributable to imperfect drainage in part and in part impure sources of water
supply. But I should, perhaps, mention that the statistics which are supposed to show the relative prevalence
of disease in small areas are not very accurate fot several reasons. One very important reason with respect
to typhoid fever and diseases of that class, which are indications of the state of a district as to drainage and
scavenage, is that a large proportion of the deaths take place in hospitals, and are credited to the districts in
which the hospitals happen to stand. That is a very serious cause of error in.the statistics. When the figures
are taken for the whole of the suburbs and city they are perhaps tolerably correct, but when you come to
compare one suburb with another or with the city then the figures fail.
188. Are not the germs of typhoid and diseases of that character more likely to be generated in imperfectly,
drained localities than in localities which are better drained 2 Yes ; no doubt of that. Prevalent typhoid
and diarrhoeal diseases are always owing to excremental contamination of air and water.
189. Have you had much experience of the systems of .drainage adopted in the old countries of Europe! Yes,
I know something about the subject, but I am not an engineer.
,
190. Have you had occasion to make yourself sufficiently acquainted with the subject to enable vou to form an
opinion of one system as being much more favoured than others ? Yes; that is' part of my special business,
and I have made myself acquainted with it..
191. Are you aware that it is proposed to construct a system of sewerage for the suburb of North Shore,
as it is called 1 Yes.
192. Do you think that the system proposed is a desirable one, as far as you have made yourself acquainted
with it 1 I do.. I do not know that any better system could be. adopted.
193. As a medical man do you think it is desirable in the interests of the health of the community that a
system of that sort'should be adopted ? I have no doubt of that.
194. You are not aware of any injurious effects that would be likely to be produced by the great depth of
the principal, drains or tunnels by which the sewage is proposed to be carried off? No,°I think not;
provided there is proper ventilation.
195. Without proper ventilation would it be dangerous! Yes.
.
.
196; Have you known any injurious effects to result from the system of deodorisation or filtering which is
proposed to be resorted to in this case at Long Bay ? No; I have not.
197.. Is it the case .that in many parts of the world it is regarded as a desirable means of utilizing sewage
to-adopt'it to agricultural purposes? The proposal is to precipitate, and then to filter, and I think that
that is recognized to be the best plan, in most cases, of dealing with sewage. Its use for agricultural
purposes, is subsidiary, and I think for my own part that much stress ought not to be laid upon°that and
upon any possible profit which may arise in that way. '
.
.
1981 But is it not a desirable means of utilizing the solid matter ? Yes; very desirable.
199. And probably might be made useful in other respects for producing green crops? Yes • it is very
desirable that it should be utilized in that way.
.
.
...
200.'Although that would .be a subsidiary part of the scheme, do'you not think that it would be an
miportant one at the same time ? Yes. What I mean is that the main thing is to get rid- of the sewage.
some-money by the way, but that should not be reckoned upon or seriously regarded.. °
J j
Sydney Smith. ] Do you think it is desirable to allow the ratepayers to empty nightsoil into
gardens ? . Certainly not in populous places.
.
202. Is it dangerous to the health of the inhabitants ? YesI think it is.
203. Would you recommend that it should be allowed in any place ? Not in any populous place
'
204 In any of our suburbs, such as North Shore? Certainly not, more especially where a considerableportion of the drinking water is . taken from tanks or wells. Even after the town water supply has
reached a neighbourhood people within a certain distance of mains are compelled to take it, but there is no
law compelling them to close the old sources of water supply. Many people think that water from wells- ■
ook't61' and •S°
a,nd when lt; contains sewage it is a fact that it is often sweeter than perfectly pure water..
-.05. irrespective of that it' is unsatisfactory ? Irrespective of pollution of well-water I think it is hio-hly
undesirable, and it should be strictly forbidden.
■ ° J
206. Under the.Nuisances Prevention Act is it not prohibited in certain places? Yes.
•
'
-,.07.; Do you think that ought to be extended to all municipalities ? Yes ; if a district is populous enough
to be erected into a municipality the Nuisances Prevention Act ought'undoubtedly to be proclaimed at the ■
same time.
^ *
r
*
208. :Mr. Copeland.] Do you think that vegetables grown by the use of this sewage would be likely to
convey disease? I do not think so. There is one rule that should be observed with regard to vegetables
from a sewage farm, that is that they should be boiled. One should not grow.'on a sewage farm lettuce,
water-cress, or anything eaten raw.
■
° ■
’
209. What means would there be. of preventing vegetables of that kind from being grown on a sewageU.™ a“d eaten
? I-do not thlnk ^ could be prevented ; the people can be instructed, that is all. . '
fi Thf.re ^°Ul^ bce-a danSer ^at while on the one hand you are preventing danger by effective drainage, '■
on the other hand, if you use this sewage for market-gardening and agricultural purposes, you will probably
produce another means of spreading disease? I think the danger is remote and. depends entirely on what sort ot thmg you. grow . If you manure wheat land you will do no harm at all. It is only dangerous
whenthesewage is used in market-gardens where lettuce, water-cress, and other things' eaten raw are grown. 21L Cabbages would not be injurious through- being manured with sewage? Nothing is'injurious unless ‘
the crude sewage is stacking to it. Cabbage must be boiled, and. anything adhering to it is effectually killed
is
should not
manure it
it -with sewage, .
oio --I.”01:1??'
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Would boiling be sufficient to kill any germs.of disease ? Entirely sufficient,

213.
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213. Do you think that the ihetkod supposed to be adopted by thh Chinese gardeners of Catering cabbages ®r- J-'-fwith liquid manure is likely to.spread disease ? 1 have never eaten salad in Sydney—that is all I can say ;. Tll0“P8°nbut I have eaten cabbages, and I do not care how they are grown as long as they are boiled.
' •
I00ct^l888
214. Mr. Kethel.~\ In some parts I believe a large amount of cattle fodder is grown on sewage farms. For
C *.
'
instance, in Adelaide very extensive. crops of'green fodder and various root crops' and grasses are grown,
and cattle are stall-fed on these crops. What is your opinion, as a professional man, with regard to fodder
of that kind, grown on land where liquid sewage- is actually flowing around the plants while growing, and
the cattle being fed exclusively on that fodder for many months ;—would the fact of their being fed in that
way be injurious to the flesh of the animal, and make it unwholesome, and would it be injurious to the
milch cows 1 Fodder so grown is fit food for. milch cows. ■ There is no evidence at present to show that
there is danger in that practice-; but that answer must be taken subject to the way in which the sewage
farm is managed. If the sewage is improperly applied to the land, so that the growth is very speedy,
watery, and rank, it does produce an effect upon milk; for example—milk from 'animals so fed does not
keep quite so long as milk from animals otherwise fed; but a farm which produces that sort of food is impro
perly managed. If the supply of sewage is moderate, carefully applied, and not beyond the needs of the
plants, they produce no bad effects upon the cattle; On the contrary, this is a very proper way of utilising
the sewage.
'
'
215. Mr. Street.'] Is it not a fact that vegetables grown upon sewage land develop, in boiling,'a much more
offensive odour than vegetables grown in more natural soil, showing absorption to some' extent of the.
injurious matter in their growth ? I have heard.that said, and what I said just now with regard to cattle- ,
Teed, of course, holds good with regard to vegetables; but practically, I think I get my vegetables
often enough from Chinamen, as other- people do, and I cannot say that I have noticed anything of
the sort. I know nothing accurate on that point.
1
■
216. Do you consider that in this process of deodorising sewage and precipitating it, there will be no
offensive contamination of the atmosphere in the neighbourhood ? No; I think not. The experience of
similar works in England shows that is a remote contingency.
'
' '
j
217. It is not injurious to the health of the people! It is not injurious to health, and not even a nuisance
.to them, apart from actual injury.
•
■ '
^
Mr. P. W. Glacken, Mayor of East St. Leonards, sworn, and examined ;—
218. Chairman.] Are you the Mayor of East St. Leonards 1 Yes.
.
Mr. P. W.
219. Have you been long a resident in the municipality! About nine years.
Glacken.
220. Has-it grown considerably in population! Yes; within the last six years the population has
doubled itself.
'
V ' 10 Oct., 1888.
221. What is the number of your inhabitants now! About 6,000. We have 1,138 houses in the borough,
and we generally take an average of five for each house.
'
. '
'
.
222. Has the municipality you represent made itself acquainted with the project for draining the whole of
North Shore! Yes; our Council has given the matter consideration, but more from a business than a
scientific point of view.
.
,
,
223. Do they know the principle generally on which it is proposed the work should be carried out! Yes. .
224. Do they concur in the construction of the work! Yes.
'
.'
225. Are they prepared to pay the amount which will be annually charged for its construction! Yes; I
think they will do so very willingly. . I have a return, showing the valuations of the borough. From 1885
up to the present time it has increased 70 per cent, in the assessment value.
In 1884-5 the valuation of
property in the borough was £45,000 ; this year it is £75,000.
. '
'
■226. The general receipts were increased by so much! Yes; the rates have increased proportionately
during that time.
’
.
.
.
.
227. Mr. Cojyeland.] Were these valuations made by the same valuators! No; we advertise for valuators
every year. For many years the Council Clerk made the valuations, with an assistant.
228. Is your population largely increasing! Yes. I think about six years ago it.was 3,000; now I take
it to be 6,000. .
.
'
.
.
.
229. Is it going on increasing! Yes.
- '
'
'
230. Is the rate of increase much greater than it was six years ago! Yes.
'
.
231. There is an alternative project spoken of. That is, whether the period of repayment by the munici
palities should be twenty-eight years or sixty years. Sixty years, of course, would mean a much lesser annual
rate than twenty-eight years. Have you given any attention to that question in your Council! That
matter has not been put before our Council for consideration.
,
.
.
'
232. Have you formed any individual opinion about it yourself 1 I would favour the term of sixty years.
■ Being a permanent work, twenty-eight years would bear rather heavily upon the present population.
233. You are not a professional man 1 No■ ■
"
234. Do you think there would be no doubt about your municipality being prepared to contribute the
stipulated annual payment 1 I think so. I may be allowed to submit to the Committee one or two facts
which have been brought before me. From August last year till August this year we received, for the
removal of night-soil, £965 6s. Id. in our borough alone. That was by contract for services rendered. The
regular charge is 6d. per pan per week for houses up to six rooms ;• above that we charge 9d. There are
Two services per week if required.
.
.
■
■
235. What is the gross sum! £965 6s. Id.
■
.
.
236. That is more than you would pay under the proposed system of di-ainage! I assume that it is. more,
when we consider the increase of population. By the time the sower is constructed—in two years’ time—
there will be increased population.
.
237. Has the question of incurring this expenditure' been submitted to the ratepayers ? Yes ; it was hot
submitted as a question at elections, but it was submitted to a public meeting in 1885, and it was then
enthusiastically received.
.
.
•
'
.
. .
. . ,
238. Do you not think it would be desirable, before committing the borough to this expenditure, to submit
the question at a municipal election, and have a vote 1 I do not think so.
.
•
239. I suppose you are aware that that course is adopted sometimes! Yes ; when there is any.question of
difference of opinion—when there is‘ reason to suppose that the people, or any particular portion of the
people, are opposed to any proposal, but not when no complaint seems to arise.

240,
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240. Do you' think that there is unanimity of opinion on this subject 1 I would not like to'say unanimity, but
Glacken.
portion objecting would be very small.
100ekl838
W-h^ percentage? I have not heard anybody speak against it,, and I have talked over the matter
■’
1 frequently with ratepayers
242. When the matter has been brought before the Municipal Council, has it been unanimously approved of
there ? Yes; in fact, all the people at North Shore are most anxious for a scheme of sewerage.
243. Has there been any general expression of opinion as to the desirability of extending the repayment
over sixty years ? No ; that has not been put before the Council.
244. Do you think the people would be prepared to incur the responsibility of repaying the amount in
twenty-eight years ? I think they would prefer sixty years.
245. But I suppose you have not consulted the people of sixty years hence about it ? It would be difficult to
confer with them, and it would be difficult to make some of them understand it.
246. As a matter of business, do you not think it would be better to confine the term of repayment to
something like a reasonable period—to the present generation, in fact 1 I do not think so.
247. Would you propose, in debts of any other character, that the term of repayment should be extended to
the next generation ? I would not come before this Committee in that case. I would do the best I could
f )r myself.
■
248. You would not propose that your grandchildren should pay off a debt of yours ? T would, if the terms
were good, and I got the chance.
249. I suppose you have no doubt whatever that if Parliament adopts this scheme the people will be
prepared to pay the amount back again in the term of twenty-eight years? I think they woidd pi’efer sixty years.
250. Do you think they will be also prepared to accept the term of twenty-eight years ? I cannot answer
that question. I know the people are very anxious to have a system of sewerage.
251. If Parliament voted for this scheme, you do not know whether the people would be prepared to take
it Up at twenty-eight years ? I think they would take it up. I know that they would prefer a term of sixty
years-; and if a poll were taken, they would be unanimously in favour of the term of sixty years.
252. Still you are aware, perhaps, that the existing Act provides for a term of twenty-eight years ? Yes.
253. So that if this scheme were submitted to Parliament under the existing Act, there is no doubt that
the people would accept the proposal and take upon themselves the responsibility of repaying the money in
twenty-eight years ? If there was no alternative, and if you said, “ take twenty-eight years or nothing,” I
do not think they would give up the system of sewerage.
•
254. Do you not think that the increased value of property, on account of this public expenditure, would
more than compensate for the additional expenditure in rates 1 Y es. Looking at our rates for the last
year, I find that there was received, under the shilling general rate, £3,765 ; therefore, a rate of 6d. in the
£ in our borough for drainage would yield £1,880 per annum. Seeing that our ratable value has increased
from £45,000 in 1884-5 to £75,000 in 1888, it is certain that the burden will become less and less upon
the people, and I do not think we shall require a 6d. rate. At the same rate of progression, in six years
more the assessed value in our borough would be about £135,000.
255. Therefore, there will be no financial difficulty in the way of the people repaying this money under the
terms provided by the Act ? No ; I think the people would be very glad to adopt it, because at the present
time a house worth £50 a year is charged 6d. per week for removal of nightsoil—that is, £1 6s. a year. A
6d. rate would only amount to £1 5s. a year.
256. Do you know the scheme submitted to the Committee ? Yes.
257. Has your Council no objection to it in any way ? None, to my knowledge.
258. Are they quite satisfied with the details of the scheme ? Yes.
259. Do they wish to suggest any amended scheme ? There is only one suggestion which I would submit.
I believe these works are to be placed under the Sydney Water and Sewerage Board. I would suggest
that a separate Local Board should be constituted to take charge of the works;
260. That is, in order that your municipality should have control of the works ? Yes ; the municipalities
or some persons selected for that purpose. That is, because we are separated from the other boroughs by
the water. The population on the city side is so great that we can never expect to get representation on
the Board in Sydney. The people like to have representatives of their own localities. If something is not
soon done in the way of drainage, we shall have malaria on the North Shore. Careening Bay and Neutral
Cove are getting into a very bad state.
261. Do you think there is any likelihood of injurious effects being produced by this sewerage scheme at
Long Bay ? I would not like to give an opinion on such a scientific question.
262. Mr. Hvmphery.~\ Are the majority of the houses in your municipality rated at less than £50 per
annum ? No ; I should say that the majority are rated at more than that, There is only one portion of
the borough Where there are such small valuations. At Kirribilli, most of the houses are rated at over
£300 per annum.
263. Mr. Sydney Smith.] Have you borrowed any money on your rates? Yes; I think it is £21,000 or
264. At what rate of interest? The last loan of £6,000 was borrowed at 5 per cent.
265. Is your rate Is. in the £ ?
Is. in the £ general rate ; 3d. in the £ for lighting.
266. Is there' no sewerage rate ?
Last year we had, but we did not levy a sewerage ratethis year.
267. Did you borrow on your general rate only, or on the lighting and general rates 1 We borrowed on the
general rate.
268. When you borrowed you had a lighting rate in force ? Yes.
269. And a sewerage rate as well ? No ; that rate was only imposed for one year.
270; For what reason did you discontinue it? We had made a good deal of sewerage from time to time,
and the people were very liberal in subscribing money to make drains, and it was thought expedient not
to impose the tax for some time. It was not entirely abandoned.
271. What was the amount of the rate ? Id.
272., What system is adopted with regard to house drainage ? The drainage; as far as practicable, is drained
into what we now call our main sewer. There is a very large sewer or drain through the centre of the
township, and as far as practicable the sewage is taken to that, and it then finds its way into the bay.
273. Is it conveyed through pipes all the way ? There is very little gutter drainage in our place. We have
8, great quantity of pipes, but it is principally drained into this main sewer.
274.
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274. What does it cost you generally for attending to the drains and scavengering 1 Scavengering costs (jiacjen '
£5 8s. a week; but that is a self-paying arrangement. We charge the ratepayers for removal. We also
pay an Inspector of Nuisances out of the tax we charge for the removal of nightsoil.
_
_ 10 Oct., 1888.
275. Do the Council undertake the removal of nightsoil, or is it done by contract 1 It is a contract with
the Council. The Council charges the ratepayers so much. Last year the revenue came to £965. W6
paid the contractor £865, so that we had a profit of £100.
_
_
276. I suppose the Inspector of Nuisances has a great deal to do in attending to the removal of nightsoil ?
Yes; and the removal of rubbish, as well as the administration of the By-laws.
277. Is any of the nightsoil buried in the gardens? Only in places where they have large areas of ground.
278. Is it permitted in those cases 1 Yes; under the By-laws we give permission, but we are very careful
in seeing that they have large areas of ground.
_
279. Does the household drainage cause a great deal of nuisance at present 1 It goes to the pipes under
the surface.
_
280. Have you any system of flushing ? No; if complaints are made, we sometimes send a water-cart
down to flush the drains.
281. Are the pipes connected directly with the houses ? With the yards.
282. Are any of them connected with the houses ? No ; of course they receive the slops from the houses
in the yards.
_
_
283. What provision is made to prevent foul gases getting into the houses ? Only the ordinary sinks and
traps.
,
.
284. There is no regular system of flushing the drains 1 No; the storm-water finds its way into the
pipes. We have ventilating shafts wherever we can.
_
285. If you had the proposed system of drainage, do you think that a great deal of the present nuisance
would be prevented? Yes; and the value of property would be considerably enhanced. There would be
a large increase of population, as it is a favourite place for residing now, except for the want of drainage.
286. Have you any alterations to suggest in the proposed system 2 No; I have every confidence in the
gentlemen who have charge of it.
287. Do vou think it is a very complete system as far as your borough is concerned 1 Yes ; as far as I am
competent to judge.
_
288. Mr. Copeland.'] You have stated that the annual income in your borough is £3,756 a-year 1 Yes ; for
a shilling rate.
289. That is the general rate ? Yes ; Is. general rate, and 3d. lighting rate.
290. You have stated that you have borrowed £21,000 at 5 per cent. 1 Yes.
291. When you borrowed that money did you issue debentures ; Yes.
_ _
292. What provision have you made for the repayment of the principal 2 There is no sinking fund.
293. Then at present yourinterest on that loan will amount to £1,050 a-year 2 I think it amounts to ipore.
It is only lately that we have borrowed at 5 per cent.
...
•
294. At any rate, you have to pay over £1,050 by way of interest, without making any provision for repay
ment of principal 2 Yes.
295. You have provided no sinking fund whatever 2 No.
_
_
296. In the face of this present liability, do you think that it is wise for the Council to take upon itself
additional responsibility in the way of this expenditure for drainage ;—will the Council be strong enough
to make provision for repayment of the loan of £21,000, which will have to be repaid some time or other 2
I have heard Mr. Stayton’s evidence as to the amount which will have to be paid by these boroughs for
carrying out their scheme, and I do not think we shall have any difficulty in paying our share. We
assume that the rates will continue to increase each year, so that the burden will annually become less on
the people, and it will be no hardship.
_
_
.
297. Some of this increase will have already taken place before the scheme is carried out 2 Yes. It is to
be assumed that it will go on at the same rate of progression; in fact, I should say more rapidly.
298. Mr. Garrard.] Is this charge of £965 per annum for the disposal of night soil made for the dry-earth
service and cesspits together, or is it the dry earth alone 2 Bor both.
299. What is the proportion of dry-earth pans to cesspits? I cannot say. We have passed a By-law,
which we have given notice of, for dispensing with the cesspits altogether.
300. Where is the nightsoil deposited 2 I do not know.
.
301 Do you cast the responsibility on the contractor! Yes; so long as he has proper carts. At one time
it used to be deposited in the i eserve ; but I think it is now taken into the country.
302. Have you had long experience as a Borough Councillor 2 Yes.
_
_
303. Do you know any borough which provides a sinking fund for loans? No ; the question surprised me.
304. Do you think that the enhancv d value of the borough property is sufficient guarantee? Yes.
305. Have you yet borrowed up to tie limit under the Municipalities Act 2 No.
_
306. Do you think it is a very slight matter to take the responsibility of a drainage rate of this kind 2 I
do not think we need to hesitate for a moment.
_
_
307. Do you think that the people would gladly pay more than they are paying now to get rid of the
sewerage? I think so. From conversations I have had with the ratepayers, I believe that they would be
willing to pay a little extra.
_
308. Does the greater part of the sewage matter now go down to Careening Cove? Yes; and Neutral
Bay.
,
309. Are there not loud complaints about that 2 Yes ; it is in a very dangerous state. It is not safe to
ride along the foreshores at present, and it will be worse in the summer months.
_
310. Mr. Humphery.] if the term of repayment for this sewerage scheme were spread over sixty years, the
present financial position of your borough would not be affected at all 2 No ; not in the least.
311. Mr. Sydney Smith.] You say that you have a lighting rate of 3d. in the £—what are the expenses
in connection with lighting 2 We do not save anything on that account. We keep on putting up additional
gas-lamps.
_
_
312. The expenses wpuld be as much as the revenue derived from the rate 2 Yes ; there might be a little;
but there are so many applications for lamps that we have seldom any funds left.
_
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Mr. Frederick Smith, Mayor of Victoria, sworn and examined :—

10 Oct 1888. 313. Chairman.} Are you Mayor of the Borough of Victoria! Yes ; this is the fourth year I have been
Mayor. I have been ten years connected with the Borough.
■
314. Are you an old resident in the district'? Yes, for twenty-five years.
315. Are you aware of the proposed sewerage works ? Yes.
316. Is your Council also aware of them! Yes.
.
317. Do they understand the principle on which the works are based? Yes."
.
318. Are they consenting parties to the proposal ? Yes. .
. '
319. Are they prepared to pay the rates for which they will become responsible ? Yes ; I have no doubt of
that, or very little doubt. I have not been made aware of the rate likely to be imposed.
320; From your knowledge do you think they will be ready to contribute the amount required 1 Yes.
"
. Captain Benjamin Jenkins, Mayor of St: Leonards, sworn and examined :—■
321. Chairman.} Have you been for some time a resident of North Shore? Yes.
.
Jenkins.
329. Is your Municipality St. Leonards ? Yes.
,
.
.
323. Are you Mayor of that Municipality? Yes.
•
.
10 Oct., 1838 324. Have you been Mayor for some time ? Yes, for four years.
325. How long have you been connected with the Municipality ? Ten years.
.
.
326. How long have you resided in St. Leonards altogether ? Fourteen years.
■
327. Are you aware of the drainage works proposed to be carried out there by the Government? Yes.
328. From what you know of the Council, are they consenting parties to the work being undertaken ? Yes.
329. Are they prepared to pay the necessary rates which the work will entail ? Yes.
' _ .
330. Do you think that feeling is entertained by the ratepayers generally.? Yes ; the general feeling is to
have the scheme carried out. They are almost unanimous. We are unanimous in the Council, and it. is
also the general feeling of the public.
■
. .
..
331. Have you heard any objection urged to the principle on which the work is proposed to be carried out?
No.
1
*
■.
.
332. Mr. Kethel.} Do not some of the residents on the Middle Harbour side object to The outfall of the
sewer? J never heard of any. I think that they get plenty of the sewage as it is ; the preek which runs
down there is very much polluted.
•
.
333. The creek flowing over Willoughby Falls? Yes.
334. So that so far as the people in the immediate neighbourhood of Willoughby Falls are concerned, this
scheme would rather remove pollution than increase it?' Yes.
335. Mr. Street.} What is the ratable value of property in your borough ? About £6,000 is the annual'
. revenue for a rate of Is. in the £..■•,
.
.
■ 336. How far does your boundary go ? From the old sugar works along Middle Harbour down to Middle .
Head and Bradley’s Head, and across to Mossman’s. Bay. - East St. Leonards and Victoria form our southern ■
boundary.
;
337. Is the earth closet system in use in your municipality ? Yes; and cess-pits.
.
338. Do you know the annual amount received for the removal of night-soil ? About £400. There is a
great deal of land in which people bury night-soil. ’
■
339. In the more scattered localities and larger areas? Yes.
•
340. Mr. Garrard.} Are you discontinuing the system of burying night-soil ? Yes; there is a pertain aereago
of land prescribed before permission will be given.
- 341. Are you still giving permission ? No, not in the thickly populated'portions.
342. Are you rather restricting than extending that privilege in the part of the borough which is most
largely built upon ? Yes. In the thickly populated parts none is buried,
343. Is your drainage surface drainage ? Yes.
: <
y
344. And from the southern slopes it has to go through some portion of the Borough of East St. Leonards ?
Yes.. From the top of Bidge-street it goes into Neutral Bay, Shell Cove, and other places.
•
345. Has there been any complaint on the part of the Municipality of East St. Leonards? Yes. They,
had an action against us some time ago, and we have now to pay £90 a year for letting it go down there.
346. What is the indebtedness of your borough ? We kept out of debt until this year, when we borrowed
£5,000.
■ '
:
347. Is that your only debt ? Yes.
• .
.
348. Do you think that the proposed scheme is immeasurably better than the present surface drainage ? Yes.
349. Have you a lighting rate in your borough ? Yes; 3d. in the £.
350. Is the municipal rate Is. in the £ on nine-tenths of the annual value ? Yes.
351. Have you no other rates? We have laid down some drain-pipes;and we charge a certain amount to
. those houses which drain into them. .........................................:
.
352. Have they any system of pipes for East St, Leonards ? I think in some places they have pipes It is
/
still carried on the surface.
'
.
•
'
353. If there is any serious objection to a scheme on the part of the inhabitants are not they always ready
to hold public meetings ? Yes,
.
■
'
354. Is It your experience that where municipal councillors do not interpret public feeling rightly the
public are always ready to call meetings and bring them to book ? Yes.
355. When does your term expire? Next February as Mayor, and February 12th as Alderman.
35p. In view of the cpming election have you any fear of facing the public on this question? No, .
Cajjliliri

_

Qeorge Heniy Stayton, Esq., M.I.C.E., Engineer, geworage Branch, Beads and Bridges Department, recalled,
.
.
and further examined;—■
,
.
Q-. H.itiiytein 357, Mr. Sydney Smith.} Following up a question wliich I asked with regard to what is intended to ha
^one
ii16 smm of £107,000, I wish to ask if that sum is only intended for the main sewers and not for.
connections with the houses? No, The estimate of £107,000 is for the• win■ sews and all other
10 04,1818,6tl’eet
'
■
' ’
358, Have you any idea what cost will be entailed on property ownefS for COTOecting with the sewers f
Mo, I C4hrwt give any opinion that vfgnkl b? of lemce,
.
'

43;
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G.H. Stajtori;
359. What do you think it-would cost per house 1 I cannot give an opinion of any value. '
Esq1.,
Can you not give us any reliable opinion 1 I am afraid not.
m.i.c;e'. . \,
361. Mi\ Garrard:] When examined before on this matter did you not state that it would depend upon thehature of the ground—whether it was composed of rock or soil 1 That would be an important element. , jq Ock;T888,
362. Is it any part of your woi'k to estimate the cost of connections with sewers by - individual property"
owners 1 No.
.
•
:
860.
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present:—
JOSEPH PALMER ABBOTT, Esq.
The Hon. George Campbell.
'
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphery.
Henry Copeland, Esq.
Alexander Kethel, Esq.
'

,

-

'

,

(Vice-Chaikhan).
John Rendell Street, Esq.
Jacob Garrard, Esq.
Sydney Smith, Esq.
■

The Committee further considered the proposed Drainage Works at North Shore,

'

.

Mr. Walter L. Yernon sworn and examined
. .
. Mr. W. L.
363. Vice-Chairman.] Are you a resident of North Shore ? Yes.
- . .
’
Vernon.
364. H,ave you been Mayor! Yes, of East St. Leonards; but I come to-day as a ratepayer, and not in an
official capacity. I am an alderman, but I come here merely as a ratepayer. ■ ■
_
'
■ iroct., 1888.
365. What are you by profession! I am an architect and surveyor, and an engineer to some extent. I am
an architect principally.,
.
.
‘
"
366. Have you had1 under consideration the proposed scheme of sewerage works for North Shore ? Yes.
For some considerable time.
.
•
.
'
'
367. Have you studied it in its details? I have never gone into the question of grades and so on, because
I would not touch a question of that kind ; but the general scheme I have looked at carefully.
'■
368. What is your opinion as to the proposed scheme! My opinion is that it is the only possible scheme
taking the physical nature of the country into - consideration. At the same time I think that some part of
the outfall works are to a slight extent experimental. ■
\
369. In what respect! I do not think the question of desiccation has been fully solved yet, and therefore
although it is possible that the effluent water may come out clear into Long Bay, I think at the present
moment there is just a chance that it will not be absolutely fresh and pure, as it comes from the area
proposed to be reclaimed for that purpose. At the same time I do not see any alternative' at all.
'
■
370. Do you think that the proposed scheme will satisfy the present population and the possible population for some years to come? Yes; it is equal to a very large population. It is an absolute necessity that
something should be done.
•
. 1
'
"
371. At present docs all the drainage of North Shore go into different parts of the harbour ? It runs down
each creek and waterway, causing daily more and more danger to health. In fact the whole of the Shore
almost is contaminated in a more or less degree. It is very dangerous in some places, especially Neutral •
Bay, Careening Cove, and Lavender Bay.
.
'
:
372. Was not Lavender Bay a few years ago the cleanest spot around Sydney ? ' I should think so'.
373.'Have you considered the question of the payment by the Councils within twenty-eight-years? I .
should say that under the circumstances twenty-eight years is far too short a term, because the expenditure
for this scheme would be equal to something like half the present ratable value,-or, in other wprds, about '
£120 per house, which is a very large proportion for any population to pay for drainage. Of course that
is reckoning for the present population. .
.
' ■
374. Does that estimate take into consideration the cost of connecting with this system ? No. I reckon
that, the owners themselves will have to spend £10,000 additional in changing from the earth closet system 7
to water closets, and in making drainage connections. That will be a very considerable tax in the'first
instance, although I think it will be cheerfully borne. But that has to be'taken into consideration,-and I .
am strongly of opinion that twenty-eight years is far too short a term in which to allow a large scheme of
that kind to be paid for by the people, because it is a scheme for a very long time to come. . _
375. What length of time do you think it would be fair to extend it over ? Sixty years has-been-mentioned.
That is the usual time in England. Works are graduated there, and for permanent works; of' this descrip- •
tion the extreme term is granted. ■
•
. 1
376. Of sixty years ? Yes; and in some come cases a little more if circumstances permit of it. For works of a more perishable nature, such as road-making, fencing, or buildings, the time is shorter. ..
377. Do you think that if they were compelled to' pay within twenty-eight years it would be a very heavy
tax upon the population of St. Leonards at the present time ? I do not think they could dp it, ;
.
378. These works would serve double or treble the present population? I should think the-main sewer
would be as good one hundred years hence as it is now.
. . •
■ •
, " ■ ■
379. And the population is capable of increasing within these drainage lijnits to doubje or-treble its present
extent? Yes. You can hardly forrn a calculation as to the increase,
. ■ ■ '
'
:
■
380; Mr. Co2Jeland.] I understand you are quite satisfied with the proposed scheme as a scheme? . Quite.
381. You have no fault to find with the levels or anything of that kind? I should advocate the whole
scheme being carried out and not merely a portion.
.
382. That is for an expenditure of £107,000 ? Yes, I might also be allowed to make the remark that- L
think it would be a great advantage to the boroughs if the present reticulations were used as far as possible,
If the existing drains could be worked in with the new ssheme it would save expense, and be a consideration
with the boroughs. •
........................... ,
383. The only difficulty in your mind ia the question as to whether the desiccating work would be complete-;
or srot, and'whcthor or not the water would run away.in- an impure state?. That is the only question iii
jny mind,
.
•
.
••
•:
384',. Have you eonsldered the scheme for purifying the drainage"? J haYP,-■'
" j.
Uw you read the report of Mr, Stnytou? Y@Si
^
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ifc 'Vy. L.
ernon.
’’
•

-

‘

'

§86. Have you read about the method to be adopted for precipitating it 1 Yes.
Having read that you are still of opinion that it may not have the desired effect 1 I think it will to
^ great ex^en*)
I am n°t quite sanguine enough to believe that it will be absolutely perfect, because. I
‘do not know a single case anywhere where it is absolutely perfect.
388. Having this portion tinted green for filtering beds as well ? Yes. My objection to the area spoken
of -is that it is all sand. Of course that cannot be helped. On these filtering beds, generally speaking, there
is a surface water carrier and underneath a series of deep drains which take the water off until it has per
colated 5 or 6 feet through soil and it is then carried away to the outlet. But in this scheme it will be
taken through sand, and it seems to me that the sand will be very liable to choke the lower pipes. There
fore I do not think the filtration will be so thoroughly efficient as it would be if you had a better subsoil. Of
course it is not possible to get it.
389. You think the sand would choke the lower pipes. Do you mean the main channel 2 'There is
generally a lower system of pipes.
390. I understand this is to be a tunnel 2 But I refer to this portion marked green on the plan in the
filtering beds. This is just one of those cases where the scheme must take its chance. I do not see what
help there is for it.
•
391. Have you had practical experience of similar drainage works 2 I have.
392. Have you seen this proposed scheme of Mr. Stayton’s carried out anywhere 2 I have seen a somewhat
similar one.
393. Was it not efficacious in that case 2 Well it was to a great extent because the subsoil was gravel and
chalk—the best you can have. But we found that the results from the tanks and so on were of no commercial value.
.
394. The question.more particularly to be considered is whether the water itself would escape in a purified
state—sufficiently clean not to vitiate the shores of the harbour 2 It did so in the case I refer to. It went
into a trout stream.
.
.395. Then the reason you have for fearing that it will not have the same effect in this case is that here the
soil is composed of sand 2 Of course I would qualify the statement to some extent by saying I believe it
will purify the sewage to a very large extent; but I think there is always a fear that it will not be
fully purified on account of the sand, and also because I think the area is rather small.
336. Can you suggest any amendment on the scheme 2 No. It is the best possible o'ne under the
circumstances.
’
397. What proportion did you say the liability incurred by this scheme would bear to the value of the
houses! I think it is about one-half of the present ratable value. The present ratable value is
£217,000, and the cost of the scheme would be about £107,000.
398. Are you afraid that it would impose too much responsibility on the different boroughs 2 It would if
the term of repayment were fixed at twenty-eight years; but, with an extended term of repayment, I think
there is every likelihood of the population increasing very largely if this work were carried out, and then it
would become a very light matter. Gd. in the £ would more than cover it in ten years time.
399. Mr. JTet/iel] In reference to the purification of the sewage, in making your remarks have you considered
that it is subjected to two processes, namely, screening and then precipitation; then, after the removal of all
the solid naatter that can be removed, it is poured out and run over filtering beds 2 Yes.
400. Still you doubt whether it will be sufficiently effectual to remove every trace of offensive matter 2 I
have a strong doubt about it.
401. Are you aware that there are several acres of land to be filled in to form the filtration beds—that is, a
portion at present covered with water 2 Yes.
402. Would it not be quite possible to mix with the sand portions of lime, charcoal, or similar material, to
improve the filtering qualities of -the beds, so as to prevent any offensive matter being retained in solution 2
Everything that science can do might be done to reduce it to a minimum.
403. The main sewer will be at a great depth. . Do you know what depth it will be below the surface—say
at the reserve 2 I know it must be a great depth.
'
404. The question that suggests itself to some members of the Committee is whether the cost to the houser
holder for connecting with the sewers at such a great depth will not entail an immense expenditure 2 The
reticulating drains are only about 6 feet down. There are shafts here and there.
405. Mr. Sydney Smithy What do you think will be the cost per house for connecting with these pipes 2
£10 per house.
406. I presume the ratepayers thoroughly understand that in this scheme the Government will only construct
the main sewers, and that the ratepayers will have to pay for the connections 2 They understand that through
their representatives, the aldermen. They all understand it, and I presume the public do.
'
407. There is no objection on their part 2 None whatever.

John Trevor Jones, Esq., Engineer of Water and Sewerage Board, sworn and examined :—
J. T. Jones, 408. Vice-Chairman.~\ Are you a civil engineer 2 Yes, an hydraulic engineer.
Esq.
409, What is your official position 2 Engineer to the Water and Sewerage Board of Sydney.
410. Have you considered the proposed sewerage scheme for St. Leonards 2 I did so some time ago.
J Uc ., 1888. 411, ls this the scheme as shown on the plan before the Committee 2 Yes. The scheme is Mr. Stayton’s
.
revised plan based upon Mr. Bennett’s original scheme.
412. Have you formed any opinion about it 2 Yes, and I have given evidence before the local Municipal
Council in favour of this scheme. That was some time ago. It was only at mid-day to-day that I knew I
was t6 give evidence on this subject. Having refreshed my memory, I am prepared to give evidence; but I
cannot profess to be quite so clear with regard to the figures as I was on that occasion.
418, What do you think of the adaptability of the scheme to St. Leonards! I fhink it is admirably adapted
to St. Leonards.
’
'
414. The formation of St. Leonards being rather peculiar, with so many hills, is it not difficult to adapt any
scjxeme to it 2 It is only difficult on account of the hardness of the strata through which you have to go,
•Othemyise, there being plenty of fall, there are great facilities-for drainage.
Ji'S.' You see what the fall is by the mam tunnel from Milson’s Point to Long Bay 2 Yes.
416. What is the fall the whole distance 2 The fall.is 2.0 ft. in the whole length, but I am not sure as to the
longth
.
.417'/
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is

J. Tigimia,
417. Do you tliink that will be sufficient? I think so. '
'
'
'
.
418. Do you know what area of St. Leonards the scheme will serve? I believe it purports to be capable of
serving 880 acres. I think it is capable of being extended.
.
il Oot^ 1888.
419. Do you know where if is proposed the outfall works’should be? I know that place very well.
420. Is that the best place where they could put those filtering beds or desiccating works ? I do not think
they could find a better, if they found one equal to it. I think that it is admirably suited to the purpose,
seeing that they are going to treat this sewage and render it fit to enter into an estuary of the harbour
without detriment to the water.
421. Do you know anything of the desiccating scheme proposed ? Have you had any experience of it? .1
have not had any experience of it. I know it from theory and reading about it.
• 422, What opinion have you formed about it? From what I can learn, the most approved modern systein
is that by water-carriage. The sewage is first treated chemically, to deposit silt and clarify it; then it is put
through an earth filter, which in niy opinion is in the last degree the perfection of treatment. As' far back
as ten years ago the system was to trust to a chemical process. This proposes to s'uperadd filtration to the
chemical process, which I believe is the last degree of perfection in the treatment of sewage.
_
423. Do you anticipate that there will be any nuisance created in the neighbourhood of those filter beds?
■ No; far from it. I think that the process will eliminate all chances of that, because I know that satisfactory
results were obtained by the chemical process, and I know the purifying effect of passing sewage through
earth. If it is faithfully done, I quite anticipate that the sewage water will be pure enough to enter into.a
trout stream or an inland river.
■
424. Have you considered this work from a financial aspect with regard to the repayment of the' loah? I
have considered that the period named for the extinction of the debt—twenty-eigbt years—is too short, and
the period recommended by Mr. Bennett and also by Mr. Stayton would find more favour with me'j and, I
think, with the community.
'
■
425. It would make no difference to the Government so long as they got their interest ? I should hardly think So.
I do not think that a debt of this kind, while the interest is paid,- can be any encumbrance to the Government.
426. Mr. Copeland.] What is the necessity for making the main tunnel at such a great depth? That is
with a view to tapping both sides, to make one system of works serve both purposes. If you did not do
that—if you intended to sewer both sides of the main ridge, you would require to have several main works.
427. To allow for the sewerage on both sides is it necessary to take the main tunnel at this depth? Yes.
428. It would not be possible to take it to a shallower depth, and so save a great deal of shaft sinking ?
No. I think it is quite as- shallow as you can put it. The outfall is at 19 feet. That appears as if you
could lower the outfall at the first glance, but the engineer has demonstrated to me that he requires all that;
that the works for treating the water will require all that fall.
.
429. You sjjoke just now very much in favour of the most modern systein of treating sewage. Is the
systein now proposed by Mr. Stayton in accord with the most modern method of treatment ? With one
exception it is. The very latest process is the electric system. Large sums of money are being contributed
now to try that systein, and promises are made that we shall have a still more efficient system in that.
.
430. -Otherwise this system proposed by Mr. Stayton is quite up to date and in accord with the inost
approved methods of treatment ? Yes ; I know of nothing superior to it.
431. It was mentioned last night by one of the Mayors that they would be much more satisfied if they had
Some control over the management. Do you think that it would be at all possible to have the municipalities
represented in any way, or is there any means, by which they could have more control over the manage
ment than they have at the present time ? They could have direct control, but I am of opinion that it
would be a mistake to yield it for various reasons arising from my former experience.
432. What would be your opinion of a proposal somewhat to this effect: That those municipalities should
borrow their own money on giving security; that they should have control over the whole works and
execute the works with their own engineers,, in the same way as in Victoria they carryout their water
•schemes? That is under Government control in Victoria, or it was when I was there. The construction
was always under the control of the Government, and so far the administration was under its control; but in
some of the inland towns the Government has given to the municipalities partial control over their water
supply. But in this case I presume you wish an answer as to whether or not it would be desirable for them
to make all these works, to have the full control of them, and to be responsible to the ratepayers for their success.
I think it would be a very dangerous experiment. We know now—at least I am perfectly convinced—that
the scheme as proposed would be carried out in the most economical and scientific way. I am hot quite- so
sure whom a municipal body would employ to carry out the scheme. They might differ, and they might have'
various plausible reasons for differing from this scheme, and they might so far- deviate from what is deemed-,
by me at any rate, to be scientific.
433. Is there not some danger of the Water and Sewerage Board becoming overladen if they take ebntrdl of
the works of the whole of the suburban municipalities ? The construction would be' cohdueted- by the
Government I presume'. The Board would only have to administer the works, and I do not think- that
would be too much for-the Board to Undertake.
434. To administer the whole of the Water and sewerage works of all the municipalities in the inetropblitan
area ? Yes; it would be an economy in one way, because one staff would do the' whole Of the Work.
Numerous staffs tend to increase the expenditure.
’ s
435. You have said that you think it desirable to extend the term of repayment to' sixty years,, and that it
would be no burden to the Government ? I cannot for a moment see why it should be thought objectionable
on the part of the Government.
,
436. Do you not think there must be some limit to the borrowing power's of the Government, when ydU
consider the number of places throughout the Colony which have an equal claim to the assistance of the
Government in borrowing money for water and drainage works ? There may be- a limit, but so long as it
can be shown to be reproductive' work I hardly think that there should be a limit. I fancy that all w'orks
of a reproductive character' may be safely entered into by the Government, an’d certainly a scheme'' for
sewerage for a populous place- like St. Leonards is certam to be reproductive;
.'
437. Do you not think it would be safer for the Government to- be getting back their m'oney in- a' mdrS
limited time than a period of sixty years? There might be an element of safety in it, but I think it .may be
assumed that municipal works are a very safe investment for the Government or anyone else in a prospeipus
Colony like this,
,
438;’
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. J. T. Jones., 438. Still I suppose if the payments were coming in at a more rapid rate there would be more probability
Esq.
of Aheib being allowed to go out again to benefit some other section of the community ? There is that reason,
llOct., 1888.

certainly.
439. Otherwise you think it would be desirable, in the interests of these people, that the term should be
extended to sixty years 1 I am of that opinion, because it will be burdensome to take it up earlier.
440. From what you know cf the people in those municipalities are you of opinion that they would be
prepared to take the responsibility if the Government were to vote this sum oii condition that it was
repaid in twenty-eight years 1 I think they would accept it. I am almost certain they would accept it
although they would prefer the longer term of repayment. With regard to sewerage I may add this fact:
that in iny experience of Sydney and suburbs sewerage is as eagerly sought for when once it is within
reasonable distance of the premises as water is, because the residents find that it is a cheaper way ofdisposing of their rubbish, besides being a far more efficient way.
441.' Mr. Kethel.] Have you visited the Adelaide sewage farm where the sewage of the city is disposed
of ? I had barely a look at it. I went with the intention of spending ten days in Adelaide. I went
inland first and in coming back I found that people in Sydney, especially the Mayor, were alarmed about
the condition of the water supply, so that I had not a sufficient opportunity of visiting the sewage
farm.
.
•
442. Do you know the nature of the system by which the sewage is there treated? It is treated by being
dug into the ground of a sewage farm. •
443. Is the soil of that farm specially prepared for filtration purposes. I think it is, but I am not quite
certain about it.
444. Mr. Street] Have you made yourself acquainted with the mode of the construction of the tunnel in
this scheme ? Yes.
445. Is it desirable that that tunnel should be lined ? I think not, because it will be all in rock.
446. It has been stated that it is possible there might be percolation of sewage water throught the sand
stone rock which might become offensive in the lower levels ? I do not think there is any such danger.
447. Will it be a considerable additional expense to carry out this lining of the tunnel ?, Yes. If there is n
fissure at all in the rock the result would be not that the sewage would flow out, except underneath. The
result would be that more water would filter into the sewer from the upper level. There would be constant
filtration into ic.
'

Mr. Chas. Chatfield sworn and examined :—

Mr. C. Chat- 448. Chairman] What are you ? I am a clerk. I come before the Committee as a ratepayer.
„ field.
449. Have you read any of the reports on this subject? I have read the reports as printed some
11 rv.f

time ago.
"
" 450. Where do you reside ? Just at Willoughby Falls.
451. That is in the locality of the outfall 1 Yes; at the top of the hill above the outlet.
452. I understand that you object to this scheme ? I can only object to it in a general way. I cannot
give any opinion founded on professional knowledge. I have been a resident in the neighbourhood for
about three years past. I have made my home there, and I wish to make it there for some years to come.
As I heard one witness say just now I am not at all satisfied that the sewage can be so dealt with as to
become innocuous.
453. Have you had any experience? Ho, except what I have read. First of all there is the outlet
from the sewer which must give forth some effluvium; and, secondly, the question is : will the water that
will percolate through the earth be entirely innocuous ? I wish to point out that Middle Harbour is one of
the most beautiful places in New South Wales. It is certainly one of the most beautiful places near
Sydney, and a great resort of pleasure parties. At Long Bay, where they propose to let out the sewage
water, there is scarcely any tide whatever. There is no actual movement of the water as there would be in
a tide-way; and if it should so happen that what is let into the water is noxious it will remain there for all
time, spoiling that place, which in the course of a few years will probably have a large population, as well as
other parts of St. Leonards.
’ ,
454. Is there not a good rise and fall of the tide there as well as in the other bays in the neighbourhood ?
The water rises about 4 feet; but what I speak of is that there is no actual movement in the water as there
is in a tide-way.
.
’
455. Is that because it is so shut in? For instance, if a boat were moored there, with no wind at all, it
would not move, no matter which way the tide was going. The water seems to creep in and out.
456. Your only objection to it is a possible danger of its becoming a nuisance ? Yes; that is my main
objection. There is another thing, but it is for a more experienced person to mention, it is rather doubtful
to. me whether there is any necessity for that very large tunnel. It seems to be a most expensive work.
.There are two watersheds on the two sides of the hill. If it is necessary to drain both sides let Middle
Harbour take its own drainage and let the drainage of the other side be taken by its own natural watershed.
457. Would not that necessitate two separate systems for the desiccating process and the disposal of the
sewage? The question is whether that would be more expensive than a tunnel nearly,2 miles long;,and
then we should consider the doubt as to whether anything noxious will be carried into Long Bay. We
should look to the future. In twenty or thirty years time the whole of the peninsula out to Middle
Head may be thickly populated.
458. There are large military reserves in that locality ? I was not aware of that.
,
459. -What you anticipate is density of population, and that this will become a nuisance. Will not all the
foreshores become equally offensive if there is a dense population and such a scheme as this is not carried
out ? Yes ; that is the case. The question is whether something else could not be suggested.
460. Are you prepared to suggest anything else ? Yes ; that the tunnel, instead of being carried out in the
direction proposed, should be carried out towards the mouth of Middle Harbour, where there is a proper
tide. That would be a much more expensive affair; but the question is whether it would not be warranted
by the future increase of population.
.
461. Would not the offensive matter then flow up Middle Harbour and destroy the bays ? If it is only
allowed to flow out at ebb tide, as I understand it is proposed, it would be carried out pretty well to the
ocean,
462,'

i «rh
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462. Mr. Kethel.~\ What becomes of the drainage of that portion of St. Leonards proper which lies west of,
Mr, .
your residence? I believe that the whole of it, or nearly the whole, which is included in this scheme, flows ^ Chatfield.
into the creek.
463. And flows over Willoughby Falls ? Yes.
464. So that instead of Willoughby Falls being a pleasure resort now, as it was years before, the creek is
now full of filthy matter from the surface drainage? Yes; it is fast becoming so, butl'donot see anything
in this scheme which will stop it. '. .
.
; ,
■ ‘
.
.
.
465. If scientific appliances are used to treat the sewage and filter it so that, as far as possible, every
particle of offensive matter may be taken from the water, do you not think it will be less liable to pollute
the waters of Middle Harbour than the present state of things ? It would be so, if you are quite sure that
the best scientific appliances and the greatest care will be used, and the water rendered innocuous. There
is no doubt about that, but will not the overflow be open to the air, and so pollute the air. I refer to the
first outflow.
....
...
. .
.
...
.
. ......
, •
466. It is first to be screened of all solid matter ; flow into tanks ; and then be subjected to some other
process. By the application of chemicals it will be precipitated, and all solid matter taken from it. It will
then be allowed to flow out over an area of 6 or 7 acres, which are to be reclaimed from Middle Harbour, and
.
filled up with soil especially suited for filtration purposes. Whether this water is pure or not, it will appear
absolutely pure before it is allowed to flow into the waters of the Harbour. Are you aware that there is a
sewage farm at present receiving the sewage of South Sydney ? I have heard of it.
467. If you were told that the sewage is simply allowed to flow on that farm, that it filters through the
soil, leaving the fertilising substances held in suspense on the surface of the ground, and that it flows away
as a pure and absolutely colourless stream of water, deprived of every noxious ingredient, would you believe
that it is possible under any improved system so to purify the sewage as to take all noxious properties from
it ? Certainly ; ’that is if the water is chemically pure so as not to affect the fish or the water. I might
mention that the Cammeray Road, which runs close to the proposed farm, is a great resort of the pleasure
.
seekers of all the North Shore.
468. Are you aware that in some parts of England, adjacent to the large cities, works like these are in
existence adjoining the residences of very wealthy men ? Yes.
.
469. And that the absence of bad smells is so marked that none of those people have hitherto complained
of that ? I am assured that that is a fact.
,
470. In that case is it not your opinion that, with additional scientific appliances and discoveries every day,
engineers will be able to treat this sewage so as to remove anything noxious or offensive ? Yes ; my reason
compels me to believe that, but living in this place, I have an objection, on account of the possibility of
failure.
!
.
.
George Henry Stayton, Esq., Engineer, Sewerage Branch, Roads and Bridges Department, sworn and
further examined :——
471. Vice-Chairman.] I understand that you are prepared to add some evidence to what you gave last night ? G-. H.Stayton,
Yes; there were several questions put to me by hon. members, one or two of which I was-not able to answer
®scl*
with sufficient explicitness. I have since looked up the questions, and perhaps the information may be of use to
the Committee. Mr. Kethel asked particularly with regard to the effect of sewage sludge, after it had been 1 ‘ c
•
pressed into cake, upon crops. I have here the “Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers” in England,
by which it appears that at a recent meeting, there was a discussion upon this very question. I would like to
read the following pai’agraph, which shows the value of sewage sludge as a fertiliser. On page 187 of vol.
Ixxviii. of the “Minutes of Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers” the following particulars are
given, viz.:—“ The manager of the Wimbledon Sewage Farm has, during the past two years, carried out a series
of experiments in order to ascertain if possible the value of pressed sludge. The plots experimented upon
were contiguous to each other, the subsoil, 18 inches below the surface, being stiff clay. As is well known,
the summer of 1885 was one of excessive drought. The crops experimented upon were mangolds, swedes,
potatoes, cabbages, and permanent pasture, and the sludge-cake was tried in conjunction with farmyard
manure and superphosphate. The farmyard manure was of excellent quality and quite rotten. The sludgecake was spread on the land as it came from the presses, and was then ploughed in, as in the case of farm
yard manure. The crops from each plot were set aside as taken up, and were carefully weighed, all of a
like nature being taken up on the same day. The quantities of manure applied per acre were as follows :—
Farmyard manure, 16 tons; sludge-cake, 16 tons; superphosphate, 5 cwt. The weights of the crops yielded
are given below, the results being tabulated in tons per acre :—
Manure.

Potatoes.

Sludge-cake ......................................
Superphosphate..................................
Farmyard manure............................
Unmanured.........................................

15-35
12-14
12-50
14-46

Hay, as carried.

2-94
2-50
2-63
1-74 .

Mangolds.

23-84
25-18
26-16
23-06

Cabbages. *

20-35
20-62
17-77
18-48

Swedes.

3-30
2-59
2-32
0-87

Average.

13-15
12-60
12-27
11-72

I think that is very good proof as to the value of pressed sewage sludge as a fertiliser.
472. Mr. Kethel] If it should be deemed desirable hereafter to apply the system of electricity to the
sewage, would it be possible to do so with the works as designed and proposed to be constructed by you ?
It could. Another point which has been dwelt upon by different witnesses is with regard to the period of
repayment. I have all along considered that this is a very important point, and it will certainly have to be
threshed out and settled before long, because it strikes at the root of the whole question of water supply and
sewerage works. In my previous evidence I stated casually that different periods have been sanctioned in
England ; but I have here the Local Government Blue Book, and I find that from 1871 to 1885 the Local
Government Board had granted loans to different municipal authorities amounting altogether to over
£34,000,000. Among the loans which were granted during one particular year were the following :—
Burton-upon-Trent, £100,000, sewerage works, 60 years; Huddersfield,. £150,000, waterworks, 100 years;
Lancaster, £15,000, waterworks, 65 years; Liverpool, £3,250,000, waterworks, 70 years; Oldham,

43_C

£100,000.
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Q-.HiStaytQD,£100,000, sewerage works, 60 years; Rochester, £8,500, sewerage works, 60 years; Rochester, '£6,700,
waterworks, 70 years; Wakefield, £300,000, waterworks, 80 years ; Wigan, £10,000, waterworks, 80 years.
The London Metropolitan Board of Works have borrowed no less than £36,000,000 since 1856, bnt by
redeeming the debt by one-sixtieth part annually, there is now owing £27,000,000 only. The ratable
annual value of London is about £32,000,000. That, I think, is sufficient proof that the period has been
considerably extended.
'
473. Mr. Garrard^\ Will the tanks at the outfall works be covered tanks 1 Yes.
'
474. One witness seemed to fear that there would be effluvia from the outfall end of these tanks. Will
they be protected by covers 1 The sewer will be entirely underground at the outfall.
475. Mr Slreet.] Did you state that the outfall would be at a certain height? Yes ; 19 feet above high
water mark.
476. With a covered way into the tanks ? Yes ; into the covered tank.
477. So that there would be no exposure at the mouth of the sewer ? None whatever.
■

[One plan.]

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1888
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

NOETH SHOEE DEAINAGE WOEKS BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 9.)

•

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 6 December, 1888.

'

•

CABBING-TON,
,
Governor.

.

• 1

.

!

.

Message No. 9.
.
.

'

...

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, theGovernor recommends, for.the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, the expediency of mating
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the carrying out of certain,
drainage worts on the north shore of Port Jackson, in the county of Cumberland.
Government Souse, Sydney,
■ 30i/j November, 1888.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

SEWEBAGE SCHEME FOR NORTH SHORE.
(PETITION PROM RESIDENTS OP ST. LEONARDS.)

Received ly the Legislative Assembly, 20 December, 1888.

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned residents of St. Leonards and others interested,;
Respectfully Showeth :—

.

'

•

■

That the carrying out of the Sewerage Scheme for North Shore, as proposed by Mr. G. II.
Stayton, and recommended by the Public Works Committee, would he_ detrimental to the interests ol
property-owners, ratepayers, and residents of North Shore, and (in an indirect manner) of e resi en s
of Sydney'also, for the following reasons:—
•
,
(a) The outfall of the proposed sewer at the head of Willoughby Bay (near Willoughby Falls),
Middle Harbour, is too close to the centre of population, and the dealing with the sewerage,
even with the best appliances, and under the most careful supervision, will cause a nuisance to
the residents not only of the immediate neighbourhood but of a large portion of St. Leonards,
whose only access to Middle Harbour is by the Cammeray Road, which runs close by vv illoughby
Falls. .
'
’
■ .
(&) The population of the neighbourhood of the proposed outfall has increased at least tenfcdd during
the last five years, and the natural beauty of the locality is such that in the coiirse of a tew yeais
'
a large number of residents would be attracted thereto, unless prevented by the presence of the
sewerage works.
.
(c) The rise and fall of the tide at the outlet is so small that there is .scarcely any motion m the.
.
water, the nearest tidal channel being about a mile and a half distant. The effluent from the
■
sewerage works will therefore not be quickly carried away, and in the course of time vull render
the waters of Middle Harbour impure, and thus impair the incalculable value of one ot the most
beautiful pleasure and health resorts to which the residents of the metropolis have access.
Your Petitioners would also point out that Mr. Stayton’s scheme deals with only a comparatively
small portion of North Shore—viz., about 880 acres of the present thickly-populated localities—and that
apparently no provision Has been made for the eastern portion of Tanks Ward, "whicnj though a piesen *
sparsely peopled, is eminently suited to carry, and doubtless will carry, a large population, whose wants
in the near future will be a considerable factor in this matter.
In consideration of the facts that the outfall is too close to the present and prospective population
that the waters of Middle Harbour are likely to be polluted, and that Mr. Stayton’s proposals are not
sufficiently comprehensive, your Petitioners pray that the adoption of the scheme herein mentioned may
be deferred with the view of ascertaining whether another could not be proposed, to which such sed'10^s
obiections could not be taken—one which would provide as an essential that the effluent should be
discharged into a strong tidal channel—and if we may be allowed, we would respectfully suggest that the
sewerage be carried to, and dealt with somewhere near, Middle. Head, thus providing for the eastern
portion of Tunks Ward.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
\_ILere follow 472 signatures^

[3d.]
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/lands

for public purposes acquisition act.

'(RESUMPTION OE LAND AT ALEXANDRIA IN CONNECTION WITH SYDNEY SEWERAQ-E WORKS.)

f ucAmteb to- parliament, pursuant ter JLt 44 Pic. Jtuv 16.

NOTIFICATION OP RESUMPTION OP LAND UNDER
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
New South Wales, ByHis ExeelleneyThe RiglitHonourable
to wit.
' Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,
a Member of Her Majesty’s. Most
Honourable Privy Council, Knigbt
Grand Cross of tbe Most Distinguished
(L.S.)
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
Caeringtoh,
Governor. George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of New South
Wales and its Dependencies.
Whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of
the Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly sanctioned
the carrying out of certain works for and in connection
with the sewerage of the City of Sydney and its suburbs
in the said Colony, for and towards the completion of.
which said works public funds are available under the pro
visions of the Loans Vote 50 Vic. No. 28 : And whereas the
lands hereinafter described are required for the construction
of the said works : Now I, the Governor of the said Colony,
with the advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, in
pursuance of the powers in this behalf given to or vested in me
by the “Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” do, by
this notification published in the Gazette and in a newspaper,
that is to say, in the “ Sydney Morning Herald,” circulated in
the Police District wherein the said lands are situated, declare
that -the land hereinafter described has been resumed for the
public purposes hereinafter -mentioned, that is to say, for and
in connection with the sewerage of the said City, of Sydney
and its suburbs, to the intent that upon the publication
of this notification in the Gazette, the legal estate in the said
land shall forthwith be vested in the Minister for Public Works
and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purpose of
the said last-mentioned Act, for an estate of inheritance in feesimple in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts,
obligations, estate, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-ofway, or other easements whatsoever; and to the intent,
further, that the legal estate therein, together with all powers1
incident thereto or conferred by the said Act, shall be vested in

the. said Minister as a trustee, with the powers stated in the
said last-mentioned Act: And I declare that the following is the
description of the land hereinbefore referred to, that is to say : —
All that piece or parcel of land containing by admeasure
ment ten perches and three-fourths of a perch, situate in the
parish of Alexandria, county of Cumberland, and Colony of
New South Wales, and being lots numbered two hundred and
twenty-three and two hundred and twenty-four on a plan of
Begg’s subdivision of a part of the Underwood Estate, Pad
dington, deposited in the Lands Titles Office, Sydney, and
numbered A. 1,783 : Commencing at a point on the north-cast
boundary of Harris-street, distant four hundred and seventynine feet six inches, and bearing south 60° 10' east from the
north-east intersection of Soudan-street with Harris-street;
and bounded on or towards the north-west by the south-east
boundary of lot numbered 225 in the said subdivision, being a
line bearing north 29° 50' east for a distance of one hundred
and three feet eight inches; on or towards the north-east by
the south-west boundary of a Municipal reserve, being a line
bearing south 44° 56' east for a distance of thirty-one feet one
inch ; on or towards the south-east by the north-west boundary
of lot numbered 222 in the said subdivision, being a line"
bearing south 29° 50' west for a distance of ninety-five feet six
inches; and on or towards the south-west by the north-east
boundary of Harris-street, being a line bearing north 60° 10'
west for a distance of thirty feet to the point of commence
ment, and said to be the property of Ebenezer Vickery and
others.
.
,
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twelfth
■
day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fiftysecond year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
'

JOHN SUTHERLAND.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

-

.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION OP LAND UNDER, FOR SEWERAQ-E PURPOSES, PARISH OF BOTANY.)

$re0.enteb to tSarliamcnt pursuant to Jt,ci 44 Dir. JJo. 16.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER
44 VICTORIA No. 16.
New South Wales,

to wit.

') ByHis Excellency The RiglitHonourable
j Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,

a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
Honourable Privy Council, Knight
(l.s.)
. 1 Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Carrington,
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
Governor. George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief pf the Colony of New South
.
Wales and its Dependencies.
Whebeas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the
Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly sanctioned
the carrying out of certain worls for and in connection with
the sewerage of the City of Sydney and its suburbs, in
the said Colony, for and towards the completion of which
said works public funds are available under the provisions
of the Loans Act 52 Vic. No. 17; and whereas the land
hereinafter described is required for the construction of the
said works : Now I, the Governor of the said Colony, with
the advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, in
pursuance of the powers in this behalf given to dr vested
in me by the “Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,”
do, by this notification published in the Gazette and in a
newspaper, that is to say, in the “ Sydney Morning Herald,”
circulated in the Police District wherein the said land is
situated, declare that the land hereinafter described has been
resumed for the public purposes hereinafter mentioned, that
is to- say, for and in connection with the sewerage of the
said City of Sydney and its suburbs, to the intent that upon the
publication of this notification in the Gazette, the legal estate in
the said land shall forthwith be vested in the Minister for
Public Works and his successors on behalf of Her Majesty for
the purpose of the said last-mentioned Act, for an estate of

inheritance in fee simple in possession, freed and -discharged
from all trusts, obligations, estate, interests, contracts, charges,
rates, rights-of-way, or other easements whatsoever, and to the
intent further that the legal estate therein, together with all
powers incident thereto, or conferred by the said Act, shall be
vested in the said Minister as a trustee with the powers stated
in the said last-mentioned Act: And I declare that the follow
ing is a description of the land hereinbefore referred to, that
is to say :—
All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of
Botany, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South
Wales: Commencing at high-water mark of Cook’s River ; and
bounded on the west by the eastern boundary of previous
resumption for Main Southern Sewer, being a line bearing
north 27 degrees 50 minutes east 390 links ; thence by a line
bearing east 27 degrees 50 minutes south 422J links to west
side of Government Road ; thence by the west side of above
road, being a line bearing south 7, degrees 56 minutes west
106'4 links; thence by a line bearing west 27 degrees
50 minutes north 20T35 links j thence by a line bearing south
27 .degrees 50 minutes west 263 links to high-water-mark;
thence by the high-water mark of Cook’s River, to the point of
commencement,—containing 1 acre 0 roods 27 -perches, and
being the property of the representatives of the late Robert
Lord.
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this sixth day
of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eighty-eight, and in the fifty-second
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.
By His Excellency’s Command,
JOHN SUTHERLAND.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

*-
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT.
,

'

(BY-LAWS.)

ftesenteii ta fitrliaumii, pursuant to- JLt 43 <lir. |to. 32.

METROPOLITAN 'WATER BY-LAWS.
WHEREAS by the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act, 43 Yic. No. 32, the Board
of Water Supply and Sewerage is authorized and empowered from time to time to make,,
alter, and repeal By-laws:
•
Now the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, under and by virtue of the powers
contained in the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act, 43 Vic. No. 32, do hereby make
the By-laws following, that is to say:—
-.
Y. The following rates and charges are those wliich the owners and occupiers
of lands and tenements shall pay in respect of water supplied by the Board, that is
to say :—
■
(For water supplied for domestic purposes otherwise than ly measure!)
(i.) On every house or tenement of twenty pounds annual value and under, ten
shillings per annum.
(ii.) On every house or tenement above the annual value of twenty pounds, a rate
of sixpence for each pound sterling on the amount of the valuation up to
three hundred pounds inclusive; fivepence for each pound on the amount of
the valuation in excess of three hundred pounds up to seven hundred pounds ;
fourpence for each pound on the amount of the valuation in excess of seven
■ hundred pounds up to one thousand pounds; threepence for each pound on
the amount of the valuation in excess of one thousand pounds up to four
■ thousand pounds; and twopence for each pound on the amount of the valuation
in excess of four thousand pounds.
■
(m.) Vacant lands of the annual value of sixty pounds and over shall be subject to
a rate of twopence for each pound sterling on the amount of the valuation.
'
(For water supplied by measure!)
_
(iv.) The rates to be charged for water- supplied from- stand-pipes shall be one
shilling and sixpence per 1,000 gallons.
(v.) The rates to be charged for water supplied from the mains by measure shall
be one shilling and sixpence per 1,000 gallons..
.
. (yi.) Water-troughs will be charged for at the rate of twenty shillings per annum
each.
‘
■
(vn.) Water for steam boilers and gas engines will be charged for by measure, at the.
.
rate of one shilling and sixpence per 1,000 gallons.
.
(yiii.) Eor water supplied to shipping, the charge will be one shilling and sixpence
per 1,000 gallons. Her Majesty’s Navy will be supplied free of charge.
2. Assessed rates must be paid half-yearly in advance. In the case where apaymont0£
meter is used, accounts will be rendered, and payments become due quarterly. Cheques ratesand Post Office Orders will be received in payment of rates; but if the cheque tendered
by any person as payment for rates due is dishonoured, the Board may cut off his
service, and proceed for the recovery of the amount by Warrant for Distress. Cheques
. and Post Office Orders must be crossed in favour of the Board. Stamps will be received
as payment of rates.
.
.
3. The minimum quantity of water to be charged for by meter where ’ water IS Minimum
supplied for domestic purposes, as well as for purpioses other than domestic, shall be the
by
quantity which equals the assessed rate-at one shilling and sixpence per 1,000 gallons, meter..
If the meter account be found to exceed the assessment, then the excess of the meter '
account over the assessment shall be charged in addition to the assessment. The Boardmay supply water for the making and mixing of concrete for foundations of wooden
blocks, stone cubes, or other form of permanent roadway or pavement, at the rate of
£L 10s. per 1,000 square yards, by superficial measurement of road surface; and for
concrete generally for masonry, at the rate of threepence per cubic yard, as measured
on the work.
~
4.

2
Building
charges, &c.

4. The Board may supply water for building purposes at the rate of five shillings
per room for. dwelling houses. All other buildings shall he supplied by meter at one
shilling and sixpence per 1,000 gallons.

Before affixing
service pipe,&cM,
license to be
obtained from
Board.

5- Before any person shall affix toy service-pipe to any pipe of the Board, or
alter, repair, or in any manner interfere with any pipe of the Board, or any service-pipe,
cock, or fitting connected with any pipe of the Board, he shall obtain from the Board a
license in that behalf to execute any such work ; and any unlicensed person affixing, alter
ing, repairing, or in any manner interfering with any such-pipe, service-pipe, cock, or
fitting as aforesaid shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding ten pounds.

Licensed
plumber.

6. Before any such license shall he granted by the Board, the person applying
for the same.shall satisfy the Board that he is a competent plumber. His competency
must he certified to by three master-plumbers.
Before pipes can
Any person, whether licensed as aforesaid or not, who shall offend by openinobe uncovered
two days’ notice any ground so as to uncover any pipe.or pipes, the property of the Board, without givingto Board must
two days notice to the Board of his intention so to do, or who shall in any way tamper,
be given.
interfere with, or alter any pipe, the property of the Board, without the permission in
writing of the Board being first obtained, or who shall wilfully or negligently break,
injure, or.open any lock, cock, valve, pipe, work, or engine, the property of the Board’ ’
shall be liable for each such offence to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
Board or licensed
8. The Board only, qr a plumber duly, licensed by the Board, under the superin
plumber onlv
empowered to
tap mains, &c. tendence and according to the directions of the officer appointed by the Board for that
purpose, is empowered to tap the main in the streets or elsewhere and attach servicepipes thereto, or extend the same generally as the case may be. Any person infrino-ing
this clause shall be liable to a, penalty not exceeding twenty pounds.
B
Penalty for com
municating with
pipes of the
Board without
notice.

,
Any person, whether licensed as aforesaid or not, who shall lay any pipe to
communicate with the.pipes of the Board without giving two days’ notice of the day
pnd hour when such pipe is intended to he made to communicate with the pipes of the'
Board,, or who shall make such communication, except under the superintendence andaccbrding to, the directions of some officer of the Board, or who shall lay any leaden or
other, pipe to communicate with a pipe of the Board of a strength and material not
sanctioned by the Board, shall he liable for each such offence to a penalty not exceedingfive pounds ; and, in the event of continuing the offence, to a further penalty of two
pounds for each day after the notice of the offence from the Board.
Fee for tapping
10- Every application for water must he accompanied by the payment of a fee
main.
of three shillings for the tapping of any main.
uZuthoSeT8 '. j ■ 11 ■ AnJ Person wll0> being an owner or occupier of lands or premises supplied
fittings,
with water under this Act, for the purpose of taking, in a manner not authorized by
this Act, any such water, uses in or places on, or affixes or attaches to, such laiid or
premises, or to any prescribed fitting, or wilfully permits to be used ill or placed on, or
affixed or attached to, such lauds or premises, or to any prescribed fitting, inly fitting,
instrument, or thing not authorized in that behalf by the Board, of who alters, misuses,
injures, or removes any prescribed fitting, except for the purpose of necessary repair,
shall, upon conviction thereof, forfeit and pay to the Board a sum riot greater than ten
pounds, without prejudice to the right of the Board to recover from him damages in
respect to any injury by such owner or occupier done, or wilfully permitted to be done,
to the Board’s property, and without prejudice to the Board’s right to recover from hiin
the value of any water wasted, misused, or unduly consumed.
'
m™trainlayand ,, ' • 12’ ^
or 0CCUPief must> ^ his own expense, lay down and maintain all
services.
ph® pipes and apparatus upon his premises. All pipes must be of galvanized wrought
.
iron, where possible, and where lead pipes are used, they must be of equal thickness
throughout, and of at least the respective weights following, viz.:—
.
Weight of load
pjPes-

.. ■
-

f-in................................................................................. i............... '............
“ i-m.......................... . .................................................................
f-iu....... .......................................................................................................!
-J;"!.................................................................................................................
jfl11......................................................................... .....................................
; 1i-in:...... •................................ ................... '................................................

5 lb. per yard
61b ■
.
9 1b!
”
12 1b;
„ .
16 1b.
„
201b.
„ .

.

.
'

■

Where wrought-iron pipes are used, they must he of the kind known as galvanized,
wrought-iron lap-welded steam tubes.
'
to be removed.8 .
ccmsumor s pipe, cock, cistern, or other fitting laid, fixed, or used other
:.
WIS.e than m accordance with these Begulations and with the provisions of the Act, or
" which shall in the opinion of the Board, be or become of bad or defective quality, or
shall conduce to the waste, misuse, or contamination of the water, shall, upon the Board
giving notice in writing, be discontinued and disused; arid the Board may require the
. same to he removed, replaced, or repaired, and may stop the supply of water to the
said consumer until such pipe, cock, cistern, or other fitting shall have been removed
replaced, or repaired to the satisfaction of the Board,
■
.
Sn pipef83 . , ,14- No Person shall use, in connection with the water of the Board, any iron, pipe,
..
tee, thimble, bend, reducing coupling, plug, &c., unless it be of the best manufacture,
...
true m section, straight, and of equal thickness, properly and truly cut with Whitworth’s
standard gas thread, and perfectly sound and new, and free from all defects. Every
such tee, bendj tube, &c., shall be capable of withstanding a hydrostatic pressure equal
to a column of water 400 feet in height.
Jolnts15'- Every person shall make all joints between tees, bends, thimbles, couplings,
plbows, and cocks, &c., with white or red lead and flax. All joints on lead pipes and
lead pipes with brass unions, shall be of the kind known as “ wiped joints.”
.
..

'

'

■

Hi.

3
'
16. No person shall lay any service-pipe on private property, below the ground Depth of pipe,
surface, at a less depth than ten inches.
.
17. No person shall lay any pipe or other apparatus through any sewer, drain, pjpes tlu.0Ugi,
ashpit, cistern, or manure tank, or through, in, or into any place where, in the event of
be
the pipe becoming unsound, the water of the Board conveyed through such pipe would protected.
. be liable to be fouled, or to escape without observation—unless such pipe or apparatus
be laid through an exterior cast-iron pipe or box of sufficient length and strength to
afford due protection to the same, and to bring any leakage or waste within easy,
■ detection.
18. No person shall use any tap, stop-cock, bib-cock, ball-cock, valve, closet. Approved
Cistern, service'-box, waste-not regulator, bath tap or valve, or other fitting in connection
with a supply of water of the Board which is not of the best quality, and approved by
the Board.
.
„
■
•
19, No person shall use any stop or bib-cock which is not loose-valve, screw-.cocks.
down, high-pressure cocks, made of hard brass or gun-metal, and in every respect of
best quality and workmanship.
20. No person shall use any cistern or tank that is not provided with an equili-’Ciatems.
•
brium ball-valve, and the overflow-pipe laid and fixed in a suitable manner, open to
inspection, and in a position approved by the Board.
.
.
21. No person shall fix or_use any service-pipe which communicates with any®^™“”i^40
cistern, tank, or vessel intended or used for the reception of rain-water, or made or used with rain-water
below the surface of the ground, except with the express permission of the Board.
underhand
•
22. No person shall construct or use any water-closet fitting not approved by the tortksBoard Engineer, or supplied from the service pertaining to the tenement through a water-closets,
proper closet-cistern, or' service-box, fitted with approved waste-preventing apparatus.
’
No person shall'fix.or use any sendee-pipe which communicates directly or indirectly
with the basin or trap, or otherwise than with the cistern of a water-closet.
1
.
23. The Board will not supply any water to any bath, the outlet of which is net Baths,
distinct from and unconnected with the inlet or inlets ; and the inlet or inlets shall be
placed above the highest water-level of the bath. The outlet of such bath shall be
provided with a perfectly water-tight plug, valve, or cock. No such bath shall have any
,
overflow waste-pipe that is not laid and fixed in a suitable manner, open to inspection, ;
and in a position approved by the Board. No bath shall exceed in dimensions 6 ft. 6 in.long by 2 ft. 6 in. wide by 2 ft. deep unless supplied by meter. The Board will not
supply water to any bath unless the same shall be so constructed as to prevent a waste
of water.
'
24. Except by the permission of the Board, every tenement shall have an service
independent service-pipe connected with the main of the Board; and no person shall connection,
connect more than one tenement with the main of the Board from one service, except
by permission of the Board.
'
• . 25. No person shall fix a service-pipe so as to communicate directly with any urinals,
urinal, and every urinal shall be supplied only through a cistern or service-box, fitted
with -waste-preventing apparatus approved by the Board.
•
26. No person shall use water supplied by the Board for other than domestic Water for^oner
purposes, except the supply is by meter.
purposes.
■
27. No person, except with special consent of the Board, shall affix a meter, the
dial of which is not capable of registering (1,000,000) one million gallons.
' ' 28. If any meter shall not correctly indicate the water passing through it, the Meters registerBoard may charge for the supply according to the average daily consumption lor any
month preceding the date upon which such meter shall have been examined and found '
to he in order; or at the request of the consumer, or by direction of the Board, the said
meter shall be tested and the charge for water supplied regulated accordingly.
29. No person not duly authorized hy the Board shall disconnect any meter or
other apparatus from the service-pipes, or in any way interfere with the same.
1 ■ ■ ’
30. If any person shall connect any service-pipe, or branch service-pipe, with steam boiler to
any steam boiler for the purpose of feeding or supplying the same with water, without *^1'v‘:e*eH'acting
first affixing a self-acting valve for preventing 'the pressure of the steam reversing or
affecting the dial of the meter, he shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds ;
■
and a further penalty of two pounds for each day after notice of the offence from^the
Board to each offender.
31. No person shall use a hose attached to any tap or pipe (used for the pur- ^’^edtomiy
-pose pf supplying the water of tbe Board for domestic purposes to any bouse or pipe for watering
premises) for watering any garden, laying dust, or for any other purpose whatsoever,
metier,
unless where a water-meter is fixed and tbe water supplied by measure; and any person
■
offending' against this By-law shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
. • ■ ■
32. No person shall place any tap in any garden or screwed tap in any yard or to No tap
pr outside of any dwelling or premises supplied with the water of tbe Board to which a hose sfertel" ■
could be attached unless a water-meter is fixed and the water supplied by measure; and
any person offending against this By-law shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pound's.
,
'
,
33. Any person using water supplied by the Board shall keep all pipes and other - .
appliances in connection with tbe supply of water to such person in a proper state of
■
repair. '
•'
•
34.

t

4
Inspection . of

'
■

■

-

_ 31 All worlc at any time done or to be done on private lands or premises in con
nection with the water supply, whether such work consist in the laying and fixing of
new services, or in the extension or alteration of existing services and fittings, shall be
inspected by the proper officer of the Board, and no such work shall be commenced
until after the expiration of two days’ notice thereof first given to the Board. In no
■ case shall the water.be'turned on to any lands or premises where any such work shall
have been executed until the said work shall have been inspected by the said officer,
and certified by him, on the prescribed form. No under-ground or enclosed work shall
on any account be covered up or concealed from view until the same shall have been duly
inspected and passed by the inspector-; and any person offending against this By-law
shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding- five pounds.

Supply and use
of water open to
inspection.

. 35. The supply and use of water, whether for' domestic purposes or under special
agreement, shall be open to inspection and admeasurement whenever required; and such
information must from time to time be afforded as will be sufficient to enable the Board
to obtain a satisfactory account of the quantity of water actually consumed, and of the
pipes, taps,-cisterns, and other apparatus and conveniences for receiving and delivering
such water. Any officer of the Board'may at all reasonable times in the day-time enter
on the premises of. any person using water supplied by the Board, for the purpose of
insjjecting the service pipes or other ajjpliances of such person.
Board may
.
.
If
service pipes or other appliances of any such person shall on any
repair.
inspection be found to be out of repair, the Board may forthwith, without notice, repair
the same in such manner as may be deemed necessary, and the cost of any such repairs
may be recovered by the Board from the owner or occupier of such premises.
controi'of’water ,
37- The wa.ter ^PP1^ to tlle Putlic Parks and gardens shall be exclusively under
supplied to
the control and direction of the officers of the Board; and any person turning on the
public parks, &C. water, or otherwise interfering with such water supply, shall be liable to a penalty not
'
exceeding five pounds.
•
. '
Notices and
. i
38. All notices and applications required by these By-laws are to be made upon
applications to
be made upon printed forms, to be obtained at tbe Board’s office. Notices sent by post must be prepaid.
printed forms. Any sums paid by the Board on account of notices sent by post and not prepaid will be
charged against and recovered from the sender.
'
Board may
39.
The
Board
shall
be
at
liberty
to
discontinue
the
supply
of
water
immediately
discontinue
on the discovery of any breach of these Regulations.
'
supply.
40. In the construction of these By-laws, the word “ person” shall be deemed to
Interpretation
of terms.
extend -to and include a corporation, dr any body or number of persons, and the mascu
line shall include the feminine gender.
,
' dl. Any person committing a breach of any By-law to which no specific penalty
is attached, or who shall refuse or neglect to obey any injunction in any such By-law,
shall, upon conviction, be liable to pay a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, and, in
case of a continuing offence, a further penalty not exceeding five pounds for each day
after notice of such offence shall have been given by the Board to such offender.
Note.—Attention is directed to the following Rules:—
'
.
_ The Board will pay a reward of not less than ten shillings to any person who
will give such information as shall lead to the conviction of any person or persons who
shall wrongfully attach (temporarily or otherwise) any pipe to any of the mains or
services^ of the Board, or to any pipe, cistern, or apparatus connected therewith, or to or
into which the water of the Board shall flow, or who shall wrongfully draw off, use or
take the water of the Board, or who shall knowingly permit the said water to be wrong
fully drawn off, used, or taken.
'
Reward for
The Board will also adequately reward any person (not being the person in
information as fault) who shall communicate timely information to the Board of any leakages or waste
to waste.
of water, whether the same be accidental, negligently or wilfully occasioned or suffered,
or who shall give such information as shall lead to the conviction of any ‘person or
persons who shall steal or cause to be stolen, or improperly appropriated, the water of
the Board.—Vide section 73 of Act 43 Yic. No. 32.
Sample fittings
A set of standard fittings, such as are at present approved, is exhibited in the
Board Engineer’s office; but the Board will give due consideration to the claims of any
other fitting which may be presented.for approval, and if considered satisfactory the same
wall be purchased and placed among and become one of the standard approved fittings.
No gratuities
, The Board do not permit their officers, workmen, or agents to solicit or
allowed.
receive any fee or gratuity whatever, and desires to be informed of any infraction of'
this Regulation, and also of any act of incivility or neglect of attention on the part of
such officers, workmen, and agents, or any of them.
.
Reward for
information at
to fittings!

Attention is also directed to the following clauses of the metropolitan Water and
Sewerage Act, 43 Vic. No. 32.-—
'
55. Every person 'who shall have agreed with the Board for a supply of water
maintained by by measure, shall at his own expense, unless he hire a meter from the Board, provide a
consumer.
meter and keep and maintain the same in good working condition to the satisfaction of
■
such, officer as may be appointed by the Board, and in the event of any repairs being
required notice in writing shall be immediately given by such person to the Board and
a registration of the quantity used shall be taken before such repairs are effected.
Notice of
.
56. Every person requiring to remove or alter the position of any meter shall
meter.'1’ C’’° giye six days notice in writing to that effect to the Board, and a registration of the
quantity of water used shall be taken before such removal or alteration is made.
.
Meter to befi

'

'

'

.

.

57.-

5
57. If any person wlio under the provisions hereinbefore contained ought to Penalty for
provide any meter, neglect or refuse, after having been required by the Board so to prSe meter
do, to provide such meter, he shall for every day during which such neglect or refusal '
continues forfeit .a sum not exceeding two pounds.
■
■ -' 58. If any person .who has provided any meter as aforesaid, fail to give the Penalty for .
notice hereinbefore required of any repairs required for such meter he shall forfeit a ^'notico^of
Sum. not exceeding ten pounds.
repairs of meters
.
'
59. If any person refuse or delay to have such meter properly repaired and put water may be
in correct working order after having been required by any officer of the Board so to do, ™t?n order?16*
the Board may shut off the supply of water from the premises of such person either
by cutting the service-pipe or. otherwise, until such meter shall have been properly
repaired and certified by some officer of the Board as being in proper working order.
.
GO. If any plumber or other person fix or refix any meter upon any premises peraity for
supplied with water by the Board, without having first obtained a certificate from tbe Jj1xeiJJ®.uncertlfled
Board that the said meter has been examined and found in correct working order, he
’
shall forfeit a sum not exceeding ten pounds.
•
-

61. If any person remove or alter the position of or in any way interfere with For removing or
any meter without giving such notice as aforesaid, he shall for each such offence forfeita sum not exceeding twenty pounds over and above the damage which he may be found
liable to pay in any action at law at the suit of the Board.
.
.
62. The officers of the Board may enter any house, building, or lands, to, through, Power to officers
or into which water is supplied by the Board by measure, in order to inspect the meters, Aspect meters,
instruments, pipes, and apparatus for the measuring, conveyance, reception, or storage
of water, or for the purpose of ascertaining the quantity of water supplied or consumed,
and may from time to time enter any house, building, or lands, for the purpose of
removing any meter, instrument, pipe, or apparatus, the property of the Board, and if
any person hinders any such officer from entering or making such inspection, or effecting
such removal,'he shall, for each such offence, be liable to a penalty not exceeding five
pounds, but, except with the consent of a Justice, this power of entry shall be exercised
only between the hours of ten in the forenoon and four in the afternoon. ,
67. After pipes have been laid under the authority of this Act, for the supply of N0ticetoiay
water to any street or part thereof, the Board shall cause a notice, in the form sen-ice pipes,
contained in the Third Schedule hereto, or to the like effect, to be published in four
consecutive numbers of the Gazette, and in one or more newspapers circulating in the
locality ; and the owner or occupier of every tenement referred to in such notice shall,
.
within three weeks from the date of the last publication of such notice in the Gazette,
cause a proper pipe and stop-cocks to be laid, so as to convey a supply of water to
such tenement. And after fourteen days from such last publication the owner or
occupier of such tenement shall, unless the Board refuse to supply him with water,.be
liable to pay the rates and charges for such supply, although no such pipes and stop^
cocks be laid, or no such water be used in such tenement.
68. Any owner or occupier o'f any dwelling-house, or part of a dwelling-house, pipes laid by
within a-Water District, who shall wish to have water from the waterworks of the Board “™ep1femr
brought into his premises, and who shall have paid or tendered to the Board the portion Power to inof water rate in respect of such premises, by this Act directed to be paid in advance,
lay
may open the ground between the pipes of the Board and his premises, having first
obtained the consent of the owners and occupiers of such ground, and lay any pipes from
such premises to communicate with the pipes of the Board..
69. Such pipes shall be of a strength and material approved of by some officer of Notice to Board
the Board, and every such owner or occupier shall, before he begins to lay any such pipe, o£ laymg I“pragive to- the Board two days notice of his intention to do so.
'
70. Before any pipe is made to communicate with the pipes of the Board, the Communication
person intending to lay such pipes shall give two days notice to the Board of the day and Boartw^bc01
hour when such pipe-is intended to be made to communicate with the pipes of the Board, made under
and every such pipe shall be so made to communicate under the superintendence and of surveyor.6"06
according to the directions of the surveyor, or other officer appointed for that purpose
by the Board. And the bore-of any such pipe shall not exceed three-quarters of an inch, Bore of service
except with the consent of the Board..
•
p,pe3,
71. Any person who shall have laid down any pipe,- or other works, or who shall service pipes .
have become the proprietor thereof, may remove the same after having first given six
days notice in writing to the Board of his intention so to do, and of the time of such notice,
proposed removal, and every such person shall make compensation to the Board for any
injury or damage to their pipes or works which may be caused by such removal.
72. Any such owner or occupier may open or break up so much of the pavement, Power to break if any, as shall be between the pipe of the Board and his house, building, or premises, Pavementsand any sewer or drain therein for any such purpose as aforesaid (doing as little damage
as may be, and making compensation for any damage done in the execution of any such
work). Provided always that every such owner or occupier desiring to break up the
pavement of any street, or any sewer or drain therein, shall be subject to the same
necessity of giving previous notice, and shall be subject to the same control, restrictions,
and obligations in, and during the time of breaking up the same, and also reinstating the . .
same, and to the same penalties for any delay in reghrd thereto as the Board are subject
to under the provisions of this Part.
,
73.
-

i—-I

6
.
73. If any person supplied with water by'the Board wrongfully does,-or causes
or permits to he done, anything in contravention of any of the provisions of this Part',
In case of any
or wrongfully fails to do anything which under any of those provisions ought to he done
breach of this
Part of this Act for the-prevention of the waste, misuse, undue consumption, or contamination of'the
• water may be
water of the Board, the Board may (without prejudice to any remedy, against him in
cut off.
' •
respect thereof) cut off any of the pipes by or through which water is supplied to him
or for his use, and may cease to supply him with water so long as the cause of injury
remains or is not remedied. '
j j
Protection of
the Water..'

If aUy Person= supplied with water by the Board, wilfully or negligently
• causes or suffers any pipe, valve, cock, cistern, bath, soil-pan, water-closet, or other
apparatus or receptacle to be out of repair, or to be so used or contrived that the water
supplied to him by the Board is or.is likely to be wasted, misused, unduly consumed or
contaminated, or so as to occasion or allow the return of foul air or other noisome or
■
impure matter into any pipe belonging to or connected with the pipes of the Board, he
shall, for every such offence, be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds!
’ ’ •

wastcofwater

- ■

Penalty for
misapplication
of water.
-

■

75. If any person—•
'
. .
(1-) Not. haying from, the Board, a supply of water for other than domestic purposes,
uses for other than domestic purposes any water supplied to him by theBoard •

(2.) Haying from the Board a supply of water for any purpose other than domestic,
uses such water for any purpose other than those for which he-is entitled to
use the same,
’" he shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding forty shillings without
prejudice to the right of the Board to recover from him the value of the water misused.
No pipe to be
fixed to con
sumer’s pipe
without per
mission of
Board.

7(5. It shall not be lawful for the owner or occupier of any premises supplied with
water by the Board, or any consumer of the water of the Board, or any other person, to
affix, or cause or permit to be affixed, any pipe or apparatus to a pipe belonging to or used
by such owner, occupier, consumer, or any other person, or to make any alteration iii
any such communication or service-pipe, or in any apparatus connected therewith, with
out the consent, in every such case, of the Board. And if any person acts in any
lespect in contravention of the provisions of the present section,- he shall, for every such
oftence, be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds, without prejudice to' the. right
of the Board to recover damages from him in respect of any injury done tp its property,
and without prejudice tp their right to recover from him the value of any water wasted,
misused, or unduly consumed.
.
■

Penalty for
unlawfully
taking; water

77. If any person, not being supplied'with water by the Board, wrongfully takes
or uses any water from any reservoir, watercourse, conduit, or pipe belonging to the
Board, or from any pipe leading to. or from any such reservoir, watercourse, conduit, or
pipe, or from any cistern or other like place containing water belonging to the Board
or supplied by them for the use of any consumer of the wafer of the Board, he shall for
every such offence be liable to-a penalty not exceeding five pounds.

waief”'1 °f

, .
7S. The surveyor or other person appointed for that purpose by the Board may,
between the hours of nine o’clock in the forenoon and four o’clock in the afternoon,
ll:L^0 an-y house or premises supplied with water by the Board in order to examine
if there be any waste, or .misuse of such water ; and if any such surveyor or other person
at any such time be refused admittance into such dwelling-house or premises for the
purpose aforesaid, or be prevented from making such examination as aforesaid, theBoard
may turn ou the water supplied by them from such house or other premises.

.

water.*'If

^ny P^son bathe in any stream, reservoir, aqueduct or other waterworks
■ Sl?g i° nT* Board’ or wash, throw, or cause to enter therein any dog or other
animal he shall .tor every such offence forfeit a sum not exceeding five pouxfds.

Sffitowater®

of the Board.
Penalty for
throwing- dirt
therein;
'

80. If any person throw or convey or cause or permit to be thrown or conveyed
any rubbish, dirt, filth, or other noisome thing into any such stream, reservoir, aqueduct,
or other waterworks as aforesaid, or wash or cleanse therein any cloth, wool, leather, or
slun of any animal, or any clothes or other thing he shall for each such offence forfeit a
sum not exceeding five pounds.
'

letting foul
water flow

, .,
any person cause the water of any sink, sewer, or drain, steam-engine,
boiler, Or other'filthy water belonging to him or under his' control, to run of be brought
mto any stream, reservoir, aqueduct, or other waterworks belonging to the Board, of
shall do any other act whereby the water of the Board shall be fouled, lie shall for each
<^“e.nce forfeit a sum not exceeding five, pounds, .and a further sum of twenty
shillings lor each day (if more than one) that such offence continues.

t >6,6.010.

-

nuisancetn
n *
^7 owner or occupier of any land within the watershed to be pro?
watershed area, claimed as hereinbefore provided, or any reservoir or source of supply transferred to, or
yested m the Board, does, or permits to be done on his land any act, or permits to
remain thereon any matter or thing, which in the opinion of'the Board is likely to-injure
the water supply, if notice to discontinue or remove the same be. given to him in Writing
by the Board, and if he neglect or refuse to discontinue such act, or to remove such
' p^ter or tlimg, he shall for each such offence forfeit ■ a sum not exceeding five pounds,
■
'and a further sum of twenty shillings for .each day (if more than one) that such offence
continues.
...
. ✓
. .
83.

1
.
■ 86. The following provisions stall taie effect for the purpose of protecting the Provisions as to
water in the mains or other pipes of the Board from all impurities from closets and
other receptacles of fsecal matter or urine—
pipes with mains,
‘

-x

.

,

.

.

and as to cisterns,

(i.) It shall not be lawful for any j^erson to connect with tne main aaiy pipe deliver-&c.
.

••

•*-

ing the water directly into the'closet-pan or other receptacle for faecal matter-hereafter to oot.
or urine without the intervention of a cisterh or.cisterns into which the water-“jj*
'
' from the main shall first he received, and any person so offending shall forfeit
‘
:
and pay .a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds.
■
■ . (it.) The Board may employ any artificers or workmen to cut off or otherwise dis- Boardmay dis-- / • connect from the main any pipe directly discharging the water into a clpset
in
without the intervention of a cistern [hereinafter termed “directly connected”];
and which in the opinion of the Board may endanger the purity of the water
by the absorption of noxious gases, or suction of fecal matter or urine into
such pipe, or into the main, or otherwise : Bor the purpose of effecting such
■
disconnection the Board’s artificers and workmen may enter into and upon the
'
premises of any person or corporation whatsoever to do, or cause to he done,
anything in his opinion requisite or necessary in relation thereto.
•
.
(m.) Whenever the Board shall have caused any pipe to he cut off, or disconnected, The expense inor other -work to be done in relation thereto, they shall forthwith serve the ^"onneotim
owner or occupier of the premises with a notice in writing, requiring him to to be paid by
pay the actual cost or expense incurred. And such owner or occupier shall du’cTednom^iis
■
pay the amount- to the Board, and- if- the amount -be -paid by an occupier only rent.
he' may deduct the same from the rent then due or accruing. Upon such ..
owner or occupier making default in any such payment after the delivery of
such notice as aforesaid the Board may sue for and recover the same with full
costs of suit.
(it.) The owner of every dwelling-house or premises which shall have therein or
thereon any closet with a pipe or branch-pipe directly connected with the main, closet-cisterns or
shall he required to fix and erect a cistern or cisterns for the reception of the peSy6 40 ^
'
water intended to be used for the closet, and every cistern shall he made of such
.
materials and dimensions, and of such model or plan of construction, and with
such hall-cocks, stop-cocks, waste-pipes, and other appliances as shall he deemed
’
requisite and have been approved by the Board for securing,the water from
.
pollution through any noxious gases or matter evolved or derived from such
closets or otherwise. Every owner neglecting to~ comply with the provisions of
this section shall forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding five pounds.
-.
(v.) Whenever any owner shall have neglected to fix and erect a cistern, with its upon neglect
appliances, as is in the last preceding suh-section provided for, the tenant or
after
occupier of the premises is hereby authorized and required, after receiving a
written notice thereof from the Board in that behalf, to fix and erect such cistern and'
‘
cistern, with its appliances before mentioned, within fourteen days after the
receipt of such notice, and the said tenant or occupier shall, upon payment by.
'
him of the charges and expense of such fixing and erection, be entitled'either to
deduct the amount so paid from the rent then due or accruing, or, at his option,
to sue for and recover the same, with full costs of suit, from the owner as for
money paid to his use.
■
(vi.) Any person who shall, without the authority of the Board, re-establish any Any person resuch connection which may have been cut off, removed, or severed by him, or [ome'cti'on^rith
who shall in any manner wilfully injure or tamper with any connection-pipe, the main^unicss
cistern, hall-cock, stop-cock, or waste-pipe which may have been approved by Sfuiiy injuring
the Board, so as to destroy, diminish, or endanger its efficiency, may be sum
moned for such offence before two Justices, and on conviction thereof shall be penalty,
adjudged to pay the amount of the charges and expenses which the Board may
have incurred (and which they are hereby authorized to incur) in repairing or
restoring the same to a state of efficiency. Every such offender shall also
forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding ten pounds, and the amount of charges
and expenses and penalty respectively shall, when recovered, be paid over to
•
the Board.
.
87. Where several houses or parts of houses, in the separate occupation of where several
several persons, are supplied by one common pipe, or where water is supplied to courts,
pi^each
alleys,, and right-of-way by stand pipes, the several owners or occupiers of such houses, to pay.
or parts of houses, or of the several houses, or parts of houses, in every such court, alley,
or right-of-way, shall be liable to the payment of the same rates for the supply of water
as they would have been liable to if each of such several houses, or parts of houses, had
fieen supplied with water from the works of the Board by a separate pipe.
88. The rates and charges for water, and, all sums due to the Board under this water bate^.
Part, shall he paid by and be recoverable from the owner of the premises or the occupier Rates to be
or person requiring, receiving,-or-using the supply of water ; and all rates shall be paid git^tendiord”1
in advance by equal payments on the first day of January and the first day of July in or tenant.each year, and the first payment shall be made at the time when the owner or occupier Rates to be paid
of any tenement shall become liable to pay such rates and charges, and all such rates ^[f^’“rly m
and charges may he enforced and recovered in respect of any premises in the said City
of Sydney, or in any such Municipality as aforesaid, situate within one hundred and
fifty feet from the alignment of any street or public highway'along which a main water
pipe belonging to the Board is laid, although such premises are not actually supplied
with water from such main.
.
89.

Recovery of rates
and charges,
■
Schedule,

89. If .any such person refuse or neglect to pay on demand.to the Board any
rate, charge, or sum due.to the Board under this Part, the Board may recover the same
with costs, or may order a warrant under the hand of their President or Vice-president
in the form contained in the Fourth Schedule hereto, to be from time to time issued to
some constable or other person named therein to levy such rate, charge, or sum by
distress and sale of goods and chattels of the person occupying the premises in respect
of which such rate, charge, or sum is due at the time when the warrant of distress is
executed, and in case no sufficient goods and chattels of such occupier be found on the
premises to satisfy such distress, the owner of the premises, or if he be absent from the
Colony, his agent shall be liable for such rate, charge, or sum, and the same may be
recovered from him-,
.

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1888.
[6i.]
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

BRIDGE AT THE SPIT, MIDDLE HARBOUR.

REPORT.
appointed during
the present Session of Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1888, 51 Yic.
No. 37, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “ the
expediency of erecting a Bridge at The Spit, Middle Harbour,” have, after due
inquiry, resolved that it is not expedient the work should he carried out; and,
in accordance with the provision of sub-section TV, of clause 13, of the Public
Works Act, report their resolution to the Legislative Assembly :—"
'
The bridge, as proposed, would cross Middle Harbour at The Spit, near the
site of the present ferry; and according to the design it would he constructed of
two central openings of 60 feet each, with two spans of 125 feet each on either side.
The central spans would he formed by continuous lattice girders, revolving upon a
central swing pier; the 125 feet spans would he independent lattice girders. The
roadway of the bridge would he 32 feet wide; the height of the superstructure,
which would rest upon wrought and cast iron cylinders, 30 feet in the clear above
high-water; and the approaches, which would he 1,500 feet in length, would consist
of timber spans, and an earthwork embankment. The total estimated cost of the
work is £62,000.
.
•
■
As far hack as 1881 representations were made to the Government in favour
of the construction of a bridge across Middle Harbour, and since then the question
has been before several Ministers for Works successively, the result, so far, being
that a sum of £62,000 for the work was placed on the Loan Estimates for 1888, and
passed.
,
" The Committee, after a careful investigation, have arrived at the conclusion :
that the bridge should not be erected, and that the requirements at The Spit in
the form of improved arrangements for crossing that part of Middle Harbour can
for the present,' and for many years to come, be met by means of a steam-punt.
•
They have come to -this decision for several important reasons:—
!
(1.) The expensive nature of the bridge compared with the alleged beneficial
results which its construction would bring about.
(2.) The present overland traffic to Manly and its neighbourhood, or
that which is probable for some years to come, is not likely to be
increased to such an extent as to warrant the erection of the proposed
bridge, seeing that, even with this bridge, unbroken land communica
tion could not be had betwen Manly and Sydney, unless by travelling
round by way of the bridges across Lane Cove, the Parramatta River,
and Iron Cove, a distance so great as to make the journey practically
impossible.
(3.) Inasmuch as persons passing between Sydney and Manly by way of The 1
.
Spit must make use of the steam-ferry boats running between Sydney
and North Shore, concerning which no witness examined by the
Committee made any complaint, there should be no inconvenience
experienced in the use of similar means' of transit at The Spit, provided
sufficient measures be taken for ensuring safety and expedition. .
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(4.) It is the intention of the Department of Public Works to at once
place a steam-punt of the best description at The Spit, in lieu of the
■ordinary punt at present there, and the plan of this steam-punt shows
that it will he sufficiently commodious to afford all the accommodation
likely to he required for some time to come, while the width of Middle
Harbour at The Spit being much less than the distance from Sydney
to North Shore, the crossing in the punt at The Spit should occupy
much less time, and could be carried out with as much regularity as
the ferry service between North Shore and Sydney.
(5.) It does not appear that the construction of the bridge would do much,
or more than a steam-punt, to promote settlement, and the area of
• OroAvn land in the neighbourhood of Manly, the value of which would
be increased by The improved means of access to it which the proposed
bridge would afford, or the probable increased value, is not sufficiently
. •
large to justify the expenditure of £62,000., and the subsequent annual
. .
. 'charge for interest upon that sum and .other expenses connected with
the maintenance of the bridge.
•
'
'(6.') rThe bridge, being a low-level one, would, to 'a certain extent, impede
'
.
the present water traffic in Middle Harbour, and would be a more
'
serious impediment when the shores of that estuary become, as in the
course of a few years they may, extensively populated.
_ The bridge, as already stated, is estimated to cost £62,000; but as it is not quite
certain that this would be.the exact cost, the expenditure might be greater. Mr.
W. O. Bennett, Commissioner and -Engineer-in-Chief for Boads, says upon this point
that the sum named will cover the total cost of the bridge and approaches as far as
he can estimate; he has been guided by the prices paid for other works, and has
reason to think that the estimate ought to be a fair one. But as no provision is
made in the design of the bridge for footways, apart from the ordinary roadway, the
■cost would probably have to be increased to ensure the complete safety of pedestrians,
especially if the bridge.were to .carry a tramway, though at present the possibility
of a tramway crossing the bridge is not a matter for serious consideration. If these
footways were provided, the estimate of £62,000, according to Mr. Bennett’s evidence,
would be increased by at least £3,000. By an appendix to the evidence of Mr. J. A.
M'Donald, Assistant Engineer to Mr. Bennett, it also appears that if certain altera
tions were made in the .design of the bridge the total cost would exceed to a very
■considerable extent the sum mentioned in' the reference of the work to the Com
mittee. But supposing the cost of construction to be £62,000, the annual charge
against the bridge, representing interest and depreciation, working expenses, painting,
&c., would be £3,604.. All bridges,in this Colony are free to the public, and there
fore there could be no receipts from this bridge, unless at some future date a private
company secured the right to use it for the purposes of a tramway, in which case the
payment by the company would be credited against the'annual charge arising from
the expenditure upon the construction of the bridge. Against this large expenditure
and this annual charge there must, of course, be placed the advantages which it is
contended mil arise from the construction of the bridge. Eirst, there is the bene
ficial change from the present-slow and unsafe method of -crossing at The Spit by
means of an ordinary punt^an advantage, however, which can be secured without
incurring the -expense necessary for the erection of a bridge. Then there is the
pleasure which would he afforded people by a drive from North Shore to Manly, or
from Manly to North Shore'; but as Sydney residents would not be likely to find
much interest in such a drive while the necessity exists' to use the. ferry between
Sydney, and North Shore, the persons using the bridge in This way would be
principally residents of North Shore, or Manly, and their number would be few.
Eurther, 'there is the convenience which would be afforded those persons who
are fearful of crossing the Heads in the Manly Beach steamers during tempestuous
weather; but in Their -case .also .the number would be few, and ’they could cross
at The Spit in . a well-appointed punt with .as much safety and comfort as over
a bridge. -Another reason .’a'dvanced in favour of the bridge is an expectation
in The -minds. of -some :of The residents of Manly That North Head, or a large
portion 'of it, will eventually be fdedicated by tbie ‘-Government -as ;a public park,
. .
.
and

and it is considered that a bridge will afford suitable access to that locality..
Inasmuch, however, as there is nothing to show that such a dedication is to
be made, there is' no ground for regarding this as a sound reason why the
bridge should he erected. Lastly, there is the idea that the bridge would largely
add to the value of Grown land around Manly, and by promoting settlement
bring about much more profitable sales of land and a considerable addition to the
population. But the evidence shows that the quantity of Crown land, the value of
which would he affected by the bridge, is small, and therefore that the increased
price- likely to he obtained for it would, in comparison with the cost of the bridge,
be of small consequence; and there is little or nothing in the statements of the
witnesses examined by the Committee to induce the belief that the population of
Manly and its neighbourhood would, after the erection of the bridge, increase more
rapidly than now, or more than it would if some other and less costly improved
means, of crossing Middle Harbour at The Spit were provided in the place of the
existing, punt.
In relation to the second of the reasons-which have influenced the Committee
in their decision, it seems evident that if an extensive overland traffic between Sydney
and Manly is to be brought about it must he by making the connection between
the two places- Ay land complete,- and =of such-a. nature that, the journey from one
place to the other shall he at least as -convenient, if not more so, than the means
which at present exist for communication by water. But the erection of this bridge,
beyond the improved facilities it will afford for crossing at The Spit, will do nothing
in the way of attaining this object. The overland journey must end at St. Leonards,
and resort must he had there to the North Shore ferry boats, or it must he extended
to the distance of about 20 miles, access to Sydney from the northern side of the
harbour- being had by crossing over the Parramatta Biver and other bridges. It is .
very improbable that with the existence of such obstacles, the overland journey
would he made by many persons, and it appears less likely when the facilities and
attractions associated with the journey by water between Sydney and Manly are
taken, into consideration. The distance between the two places by water is
seven miles; the journey is accomplished by the steamers of the Port JacksonSteamship Company, which run with perfect safety and uninterrupted regu
larity in any weather, in 35 or 40 minutes ; and the maximum cost per trip by
season ticket is 4d. Added to this should be the fact that the vast majority of
those who travel between Sydney and Manly, either as residents of Manly or
as visitors to that suburb, do so because of tbe benefit to health believed to be
derived during the passage down and up the harbour. Even with tram commu
nication between Manly and North Shore, it is very doubtful whether the journey
from Manly to Sydney could be made as quickly and cheaply as is the case with
the. present water trip. To business men, therefore, and other persons to whom
time is a consideration, and to the large proportion of the travelling public, who
invariably give their patronage to- what is safe, comfortable, expeditious, and cheap,
the water journey to Manly would undoubtedly he preferred to a journey by land,
the chief recommendation in connection with which would be that Middle Harbour
could be crossed by means of a bridge.
.
'
Referring to the third, of the reasons mentioned,.it will be found from, the
evidence that the conveniences for crossing Middle Harbour by means of a' steampunt will be quite equal to what is experienced in relation to the steam-ferry boats
running between Sydney and North Shore. No one among the witnesses examined
considers that a steam-punt is equal to a bridge; hut it is admitted that it may be
made as convenient as what is met with in the traffic between Sydney and North
Shore. That the steam-punt which it is proposed to place at The Spit will be safe
and commodious, and will, moreover, perform its work expeditiously, will be shown
further on; meantime it may be mentioned that the engineers responsible for both
the plans of the proposed bridge and those of the steam-punt admit that the punt
will get rid of the present difficulty experienced in crossing at The Spit. Mr. W. C.
Bennett says (Question 55J that “there need be no very great difficulty if there were
a- steam-ferry there, except the inclines on either side.” Mr. J. A. M‘I)onald, the
engineer who prepared the designs for the bridge and the punt, states (Question 651)
that the punt would certainly meet the requirements of the traffic for a time.
Mr. Bennett does not think that the punt would, satisfactorily to the public, do all that •
.
would

would be necessary for the next ten years; but Mr. M'Donald is of opinion (Question
651) that when the traffic has increased beyond what the punt will carry, the
simplest plan would be to provide a duplicate punt, to run at intermediate intervals.
Mr. Bennett alludes, as already mentioned, to the steep inclines on either side of The
Spit; but this' severe grade is shown by. Mr. M'Donald’s evidence to have been left
with a view to putting the bridge in,-and, if a steam-punt were decided upon, the
grade could be eased down.
The intention of the Department of Public Works to place a steam-punt at
The Spit, in lieu of the present ordinary punt, is influencfed by the knowledge that, if
the erection of the proposed bridge were sanctioned, it would be at least two years
before the bridge would be completed, and some improved means of crossing Middle .
Harbour at The Spit is required at once. Therefore, plans for a punt have been pre
pared, and tenders for its construction invited. The punt is estimated to cost about
£2,000, but it would probably be built for much less, as a tender for its construction,
amounting to £1,487, has been received; and it is to be worked by steam and a wire
rope, at an estimated annual cost, including depreciation, of £800, a large portion
of' which would be recounted by the annual receipts. Its carrying capacity ^ will be
eight ordinary-sized buggies each trip, with room for passengers on the side-Avalks;
and it will cross and recross at intervals of 15 minutes, though the distance being
short, it could do the journey much quicker. The punt, as proposed, is one of the
latest design; and, according to the evidence of Mr. M'Donald, it would not be.
difficult to provide by means of it for the conveyance of the traffic connected with
a tramway from one side of The Spit to the other. Prom this it will be seen that
the punt is certain to meet the requirements of the ordinary traffic for some time
to come. Eight ordinary-sized buggies every quarter of an hour would represent
between, say, 6 o’clock in the morning and midnight, a traffic of 576 vehicles; and
in the opinion of the Committee it is very improbable that there would be anything
like such a traffic at this crossing, even if not only the Spit Bridge but also a bridge
to connect Sydney with North Shore were built.
With regard to the question of the bridge promoting settlement and increasing'
the value of Crown land, it has already been shown that until land communication
with Manly is complete, and there is no necessity to use the ferry boats between
Sydney and North Shore, the traffic across the bridge must be very small; and there
fore the bridge is not likely to promote in any appreciable degree, or more than a
steam-punt would do, the settlement of population. Mr. J; W. Deering, Metropolitan
and Coast District Surveyor, of the Department of Lands, who was examined by the
Committee, and is well acquainted with the district about Manly and MiddleHarbour, thinks the bridge would promote traffic to some extent from Manly Beach,
but is of opinion that it would not be remunerative. He would regard the bridge
as a highway along the coast, but admits that there is certainly.no necessity for
it at the present time, and that as far as concerns the question of traffic, a steampunt would answer all purposes for many a day to come. As to the increased valueof Crown land, which the erection of the bridge might be expected -to bring about,
Mr. ‘Deering states that at Harbord, at Manly, near the water reserve, at Dobfoyd,
at Narrabeen, and at Manly Cove, there are. about 4,118 acres which would bedirectly affected by the bridge.
The approximate value of this area is about
£73,980, and if the bridge were erected the increased value of the land might be
estimated at 25 per cent., which would be represented by £18,500. But the fact
that there is not likely to be much traffic over the bridge is evidence that its con
struction would not influence in any great degree the minds of persons purchasing,
this land to settle upon it, and though speculators may see in the bridge a step
towards complete land communication with Sydney, it is improbable that they would
regard it of the importance which would be indicated by an immediate increase of
25 per cent, in the value of land in the vicinity. But, taking Mr. Deering’s figures,
the increased value of the land which would be affected by the bridge is £18,500,
and this at 4 per cent, would produce £740 a year, a very small reduction of the
annual charge upon the public which would follow the erection of the bridge.
The last of the principal reasons which have led the Committee to conclude
that the bridge should not be erected is that it would to a certain extent impede the
water traffic in Middle Harbour. To this objection, however, the Committee do not
attach very much weight. A high-level bridge would be so expensive-that the
.
erection

*

9
erection of such a structure could not be sanctioned except under the most pressing
conditions as regards traffic; and a low-level bridge, however designed, must in
some degree interfere with the passing to and fro of yachts and steamers. But the
fact that the bridge, as proposed, would prove an interference with the water traffic
deserves some consideration when placed in .connection with the other objections'
against the structure, and to that extent the Committee regard it as one of the'
reasons why it is not expedient the bridge should be built.
• The Committee might have examined other witnesses, for a large number of.
persons, principally objectors to the bridge, intimated their readiness to give evidence, .
hut they were so satisfied from the results of the inquiry as far as they proceeded
with it, of the inexpediency of carrying out the proposed work, and of the sufficiency
of a steam-punt to meet requirements, that they closed the evidence, and on
Thursday, 13th December, agreed to the following resolution:—
Moved by Mr. Kethel, and seconded by Mr. Campbell:—
“ That the Committee do not- consider it expedient to recommend the
construction of the proposed bridge across Middle. Harbour, at The Spit, as they are
of opinion that the steam-punt proposed to he built by the Department of Public
Works for a ferry Service at The Spit will be sufficient for all the traffic at that place
for manv years to come.”
.
’ *
,
JOHN LACKEY,
.

- Chairman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
11th January, 1889.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS.
MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.
BRIDGE AT THE SPIT, MIDDLE HARBOUR.
FRIDAY, 16 NOVEMBER, 1888.

The Hou.
The Hon.
The Hon.
The Hon.

ftosint: —
JOSEPH PALMER ABBOTT, Esq. (Vice-Chaieman).
Georg-e Campbell.Henry Copeland, Esq.
"William Henry Suitor.
Jacob Garrard, Esq.
James "Watson.
Sidney Smith, Esq.
Frederick Thomas Humphery.
John Rendell Street, Esq.
Daniel O’Connor, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed bridge at The Spit, Middle Harbour.
Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public Works, sworn and examined.
1. Vice-Chairman.'] Do you know anything in reference to this matter ? Yes. I will give just a short
statement in reference to it. For many years the question of the necessity for the construction of a
bridge over the Spit has been before the Government of New South Wales. I find that as early as
1881 representations were made to the Government of the day for the construction of a bridge over
Middle Harbour, and I observe, on looking through the papers, that when the Honorable the Chairman of
this Committee was Secretary for Public Works he gave instructions that the matter should be considered
when the Estimates for that year were being dealt with. The question has been successively before Mr.
Secretary Copeland, Mr. Secretary Wright, the late Sir A. Stuart, Mr. Secretary Lyne, and the present
Government, _ the result of which has been that a sum of £62,000 for the work was placed on
the Loan Estimates for 1888, and passed. I notice also amongst the papers that in 1883, Mr. Secre
tary Copeland directed that certain surveys should be made with the Hew of a railway or tramway being
ultimately carried along the road, and subsequently Mr. Secretary Lyne, when the unemployed were
about to carry out improvements to the road, gave instructions that the road should be constructed to
tramway grade, which has been done. I may mention that a suggestion has been made by Mr. T. E.
Willis for the erection of a high-level bridge near Clontarf, as shown on the plan I submit herewith. This
proposal has been fully investigated by the Department, and evidence will be given on the point if required
by the Committee. The main objections to it are that the bridge would have to be built on a reef, which
would prevent the deepening of the channel at any future time, if the bridge were erected. The estimated
cost of the work is £264,000.* Another objection is that there is at present no road to the site, and a
large expense would have to be incurred to provide approaches. The engineer will produce a plan
illustrating the matter. To show the growth of the traffic which has taken place on the road between
Sydney and Manly, I subjoin the following statistics in reference to the punt traffic:—Previous to 1886
a collector was in charge, being paid at the rate of £1 per week, and retaining the tolls received. In 1886
the ferry was leased for £65 per annum. In 1887 the rent received was £165. In 1888 it was let
at a rent of £276. From inquiry I have made at the Government Statistician’s office I find that the
estimated population of St. Leonards, East St. Leonards, Victoria, North Willoughby, and Manly is 20,070.
With regard to the proposed bridge, I observe in looking over the evidence taken before the Select Committee
on the North Shore, Manly, and Pittwater Railway and Tramway Bill, that many witnesses gave evidence
that the height of a bridge at the Spit should be 100 feet. A rough estimate has been prepared of the
cost of a high-level bridge at this place, which may be put down at something like £200,000t over the
estimated cost of the bridge as proposed. It will be observed that two swing openings are proposed, and
the cost of working the machinery may be put down at something like £300 per annum, but the interest
alone on the additional amount required for the high-level bridge would, at 4 per cent., be £8,000 per
annum, thus showing how very much more economical it will be to carry out the work as proposed, even
allowing for the constant attendance of two men to attend to the swing. The following is a description
of the intended structureThis bridge, which is to form the connecting link between North Shore
and Manly, will cross Middle Harbour at the Spit, near the site of the present ferry. As proposed, it
will be constructed of two central openings of 60 feet, with two spans of 125 feet upon either side.
The central spans will be formed by continuous lattice girders, revolving upon a central swing pier.
The 125 feet spans are to be independent lattice girders. The roadway will be 32 feet wide. To
allow of general harbour traffic the superstructure will be 30 feet in the clear above high water, and will
rest upon wrought and. cast-iron cylinders. The approaches to the main bridge, which are 1,500 feet in
length, will consist of timber spans, and an earthwork embankment. £62,000 has been voted for the work.
* Note (on revision)
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With a headway of 124 feet.
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Note

(on revision) :—With a headway of 150 feet. _
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William Christopter Eennetfc, Esq., M.I.C.E., Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Eoads and
Bridges and Sewers, sworn and examined:—
W.C.Bennett, 2. Vice-Chairman.'] Ton know Middle Harbour, and haye known it for many years ? Tes.
BS<I3. Do you produce a design showing the proposed bridge at the Spit ? Tes. '
.
T ~
M.I.C.E. ^
y0U
ug ajj y0U ^esire .^o state about this bridge P The best and cheapest place has been
iR^^TasR selected. Some two years ago the approaches to the punt were graded. The unemployed were engaged
6 07'’
on it, and they made suitable approaches with tramway grades, at present available for the ferry, but
arranged so as to be ultimately of use for the bridge.
, 5. So that tbe construction of the approaches on each side of the bridge is to a great extent already
finished ? The road to it is. Then we proposed to either embank the Spit along tbe sand or make timber
open approaches. The latter course is the one that has been decided on wit-hin the last few days. We
have only had borings made within the last few days to enable us to determine whether it would be safe to
put a bank of such a height on the sand.
6. Will that add to the proposed cost P Ho ; -it will-be the-same.
7. Do you think this opening will be sufficient for the present and future traffic of Middle Harbour ? I
am quite sure it will. The opening in the Parramatta bridge is somewhere in the same proportion. It
answers for all the traffic there.
8. Is it on the same principle as this ? There will be some slight differences. We have adopted more
recent improvements. Those girders are all to be steel.
'
9. What time would it take to open this bridge for a vessel to pass through ? We will improve on the
Parramatta Diver bridge. That is worked by hand. This will be worked either by steam or hydraulic
power ; we have not determined on that yet. .If tbe water-pipes come sufficiently near, I think we would
work by pressure from them ; if not, we would have a steam-engine, accumulate sufficient water at a
high pressure, and have a small hydraulic engine that would turn that in a couple of minutes.
10. The traffic that way has been increasing a great deal the last few' years ? Very rapidly indeed. I
made the first road down there some twenty-five years ago—it- cost about £300 the whole thing—across
the Spit. The traffic has outgrown that, and since those inclines were made the traffic has grown very
rapidly indeed-..
•
11. And the present punt appliance? Is totally inadequate ; so inadequate, that the Government on my
recommendation are going to put a steam-punt there at once, pending the construction of the bridge,
with the'view that the punt can be removed when the bridge is built and utilised elsewhere.
12. You think then that this bridge will not interfere with the traffic of Middle Harbour to any
inconvenient extent ? I think not. There is a sentimental .objection that yachts will not be able to go
under it, but the ordinary openings of the bridge are to be 10 feet higher than the Parramatta bridge,
and with the exception of half a dozen yachts, every boat in the harbour will be able to go under. Those
half dozen are not fond of going up Middle Harbour; they go out to sea, where they have -more scope,
‘
for a sail. It would be very unwise to put a bridge at a great height simply to accommodate a few
'
yachts. If there is ever sufficient trade in larger sea-going vessels, they can pass through the swing.
•
13. Has not the population on the northern side of Middle Harbour been increasing very rapidly of late
years ? Veiy rapidly indeed.
14. As well as on the southern ? Yes ; on both sides.
15. Mr. Humphery'.] You are of opinion that £62,000 will cover the total cost of the bridge and
approaches ? Yes; as far as I can estimate. We have been guided by the prices we have paid for other
work, and I have reason to think that the estimate ought to be a fair one.
16. Will- this bridge carry a railway or tramway ? It will carry a tramway.
17. It will be constructed so that it will-carry a tramway ? Yes.
18. Mr. Street.] 32 feet I think you said was the breadth;—will that provide for the tramway and the
vehicle roadway as well ? Yes ; it will provide plenty of' room. If necessary we can put cantilevers
for a footway.
■
_
19. Mr. Oa/rrard.] How much would the cost be increased by an additional 10 feet in width ? You
might say it would be increased one-third. It would not exceed that.
20. Would it necessitate stiffer cylinders ? Yes; it would necessitate larger cylinders in order to have
a'greater bearing area on the base, because the load would be increased. There would be heavier girders,
and very much heavier cross girders ; and then to increase the width of the swing would be a very large
addition to the cost. In fact, if the width of the ordinary bridge were increased, 1- should be disposed to
keep the swing at the present width.
21. What would be the estimated cost of providing these footways outside ? I do-not think they would
cost more than £3;000.
.
22. You have not included that in this estimate of cost? No.
23. It would be very dangerous to pedestrians to be walking in the roadway on a long bridge Hire this
with a large amount of traffic ? Yes ; I am fully alive to that.
24. Is it not d'esirable at once if this bridge is to be constructed to provide these footways for the safety
of pedestrians ? If thev are going to have a tramway I-think it would he desirable.
25. What depth are you supposed to sink to get a bearing for your cylinders on rock or hard soil ? We
have calculated on something between 30 and 40 feet.
.
.
26. Have you had borings there ? We have not had borings until lately ; we have borings, now.
27. Have any other sites'been proposed? Yes; there were several sites surveyed. There was a site
brought under our notice by Mr. Willis; we made a survey for that, but it would be a gigantic affair.
28. Does that run across to Clontarf ? Yes ; a high-level, nearly as large as the proposed North Shore
bridge.
.
'
'
’
29. A different route altogether from this ? Tes.
30. I think you said it was intended to make this approach by timber work instead of embankment ? Yes.
31. Does this join the new road that comes down there ? Yes.
'
32. The new and the old roads run to much about the same place on the Spit, I suppose? Yes ; but the
pld road is obsolete. ,
.
...
33. What incline have you put ou the Manly side from this low-level bridge ? I think it is not worse
than 1 in 16 or 17.*
.
■
•
.
34. Eor any great distance ? That is the ruling gradient-a good deal of the way.
.
36.
* Note {on revision) :—It is 1 in 20 and 25, except at foot.
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35. Itwould be considerably easier than the present one ? Tes.
W.C.Bennett,
36. Are these all cast iron cylinders, or are some of them wrought iron ? Our usual plan is to have cast
iron cylinders below high-water mark and wrought iron from that .up.
M.I.C.E.
37. What other bridges are built that way? Parramatta River, Iron Cove, Manilla, in fact all the-i
bridges built by the Department.
16 Nov-> :l888•
38. Is there much corrosion 911 the part of the wrought iron cylinders ? No; I do not find it.
39. I suppose these cylinders are filled up in the usual way with concrete ? Fes..
.
40. What width would be required for a single line of tramway? About 9 feet.
4il'. And for a double line ? 18 feet.
42. That would only leave 12 feet? Tes; but then the tramway part of it would be available the same
a's the street for traffic.
43. But in the event of two trams going in opposite directions at the same time there would be no room
for vehicles ? The traffic should be regulated. There would be nearly as much room as there is in many
of the streets. .
.
•
■
44. How long do you estimate this bridge to last ? It is almost impossible to say. It will certainly last
.150 years.
45. Do you not think then that in view of the possible enormous growth of traffic there it would be wise to
have it wider ? It is hardly necessary to look forward so far.
.
46. The opening between the.cylinders is 60 feet clear? Tes; it is a little wider than the Parramatta bridge.
47. And the headway ? The headway is 10 feet more, that is in the fixed girders.
48. I suppose the estimate of cost is not likely to be exceeded—it is based on your experience of bridge
building in other parts of the colony ? Tes.
49. Mr. Copeland.] Is there not some proposal at the present time for building a tramway along this
road ? Tes.
50. Is that a private concern ? A private company are trying forget a bill through the House ; I reported
strongly against it.
'
51. On what grounds did you report against it? I reported against it, then, because it was a narrow
gauge ; that w'as one reason. Another reason is that I am doubtful of the prudence of giving a private
company .rights on public roads.
■ ■
52. I suppose if this bridge were built, this tramway company would expect to use it? They expect to pay
■ for it too, I think ; they expect to pay something reasonable.
'
53. .Would they be likely to construct a bridge themselves;—would they be strong enough to do that? They
talked of doing it.
.
54. I suppose they would not be likely to build it if they could get the Government to build it for them ?
Very likely the bridge they would build would be only suitable for themselves; the Government bridge
■would be useful for general purposes.
55. What real necessity is there for this bridge;—is there any difficulty in crossing at the present time ?
At present there is, but there need be no very great difficulty if there were a steam ferry there, except the
inclines on either side ; and the traffic is getting very great.
^
.
56. I suppose the whole of the vehicles between Sydney and Manly Beach would have to go by that
route ? Tes, any vehicle traffic there is must go that way.
57. I suppose this road would also be required for military purposes? Tes, it was on that ground I
■
objected to the tramway being so narrow. If any urgent occasion came to concentrate a lot of rolling
stock and get material and men down to the Heads rapidly or get them aw'ay, there would be no rolling stock
'
but the limited rolling stock of this company; but if it is made the ordinary gauge the whole of the rolling
stock of the colony could be brought there if necessary.
58. I suppose this bridge as proposed will be strengthened to carry heavy field-guns? It would cany
any field-guns, decidedly. I do not think it would carry those heavy 100-ton guns or 50-ton guns.
59. Tou think this is the best site for the bridge attainable ? Tes ; I think it is, at a moderate cost.
60. Do you think there-is really any better site—more useful site ? I do not. There is a site which
would require a very large outlay, and, as another objection, it is right on the top of a rocky shoal, which
may have to be blasted out and excavated at some future time to admit vessels of a large draught coming up,
and the bridge being there would make the blasting rather awkward and expensive.
61. Suppose you were to get a steam-punt, would it be capable of affording accommodation for the traffic?
The steam-punt we propose now is only calculated to accommodate horse traffic; it would have to be a
very much larger affair to accommodate a tram, and the grades are very steep. It would be rather an
awkward affair altogether.
.
62. Would it be large enough to carry horses and vehicles ? Tes ; the one we propose would carry horses
and vehicles. It wrould be the same as the one at George’s River.
63. What would be the cost of that punt? £2,000.#
64. And the annual charge? £500 a-year.
05. Then there is the interest on the £2,000 ? Tes, and the depreciation.
■
. 66. What is the depreciation ? The depreciation would be 10 per cent.,.and the interest 4.
07. Mr. Garrard] Do you find 10 per cent, sufficient to allow for the depreciation of a steam-punt? If
you have a sum provided for repairs also.. Ten per cent, is the capital depreciation. I conclude you
would have to-put a new punt there every ten years.
68. Does £500 for maintenance include working and repairs ?
Tes. We have a steam-punt at Grafton
that has been twenty years at work.
- ■
69. Vice-Chairman] What would be the annual income from this steam-punt ? It would be very difficult
to say. The traffic would not be so great on the punt as it would over the bridge, if it were there, because
many people wnuld drive their vehicles who would not go over in the punt.
'
70. But the steam-punt would induce traffic? Tes; I should think the income would be £400 a-year.
71. What income do you reckon there would be from the bridge? That would depend altogether upon
the tolls.
'
•
,
72. Mr. Copeland] The interest in running this steam-punt would amount to £800 a-year, against which
'
.you have a probable reimbursement of £400, leaving an annual charge of £400 a-year. On the other
hand, you propose to expend £62,000 on_ this bridge, which, at 4 per cent., would amount to £2,480? ■
1 es j but then the bridge would be for all time, and afford greater accommodation.
73. The £2,480 interest would also be for all time? . Tes, unless they put a toll on the bridge.
74. '
# Note (ok

revision) :—Since let for £1,450.
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In one case a steam-punt would necessitate an annual toll of £400; in tlie other case tlie bridge
M.LO.E. 1V°11^ amount to £2,480 a-year ? Tes. Tou have not -calculated the maintenance of the bridge, the
^^ painting, arid so on; but still I think the additional cost of the bridge would be justified by the additional
16, Nov. 1888. accommodation afforded to the public. '
75. Do you thiuk the steam-punt would, not do for all the traffic at the present time, and, say, for the life
of a steam punt—for ten years ? I do not think so.
.
.
76. How many vehicles would this punt you propose carryover at one time? It would carry just as
'
many as one of those North Shore steamers.
77. How long would it take to cross the water from shore to shore ?• Three minutes each way. Of
.
course there would be the unloading at the wharf, and so on. Every ten minutes you could go.
78. On each trip would you carry as many as can be carried by this North Shore punt ? Tes, nearly as many.
79. How often do the punts leave for the North Shore ? Every quarter of an hour.
80. If you had one leaving every quarter of an hour at the Spit do you think there would be more traffic
than there is across to North Shore ? Not to begin with.
.
.
81. For the next ten years is there likely to be more traffic across the Spit, or across to the North Shore.■
Tou are not looking to have anything but a punt to the North Shore for the next ten years—it would.
take ten years to build the North Shore bridge, I suppose. What I want to get at is this: Whether,
speaking as an officer of the Department, not having any predilections at all, you think a steam-punt,
at an outlay of £400 a year, could not be made to do service for" the next ten years ? I do not think it
would do it in a way satisfactory to the public. I think it would restrict the growth of settlement on
.
the other side.
82. Before they had the bridge across from New Tork to Brooklyn, do vou thiuk the want of a bridge
prevented Brooklyn from growing ? I know it did not.
’
83. It has not prevented North Shore, St. Leonards, and those places from growing? No, it has not;
but if they had had a bridge they would have grown much faster.
■
‘
84. Do you not think they have grown fast enough;—do you think there ai’e any other places in the Colony
that require the expenditure more urgently than this, ii provided with a steam punt, the same as they
have to North Shore? In the way of bridges I do not.
• .
•
85. What about the bridge across the Darling? I know there-will be a good deal more traffic here than
on any bridge across the Darling.
•
’
86. Do you estimate that a steam punt giving as much accommodation as the North Shore one could be
worked at an annual outlay of £490 ? Tes; taking the probable income. Of course these are only rough
estimates.
'
.
J
°
87. Mr. Sydney Smith] And the cost of swinging the bridge—what would you estimate that to be ?■ That
would be £250.
.
.
88. And what about wear and tear to the swing ? Of course, there would be the cost of that.
89. What percentage of depreciation would you allow on the first cost of the bridge ? It is very hard to
say that, except on the swing.
■
.
90. Would there be 5 per cent, depreciation ? That would only give twenty years for the bridge. I
said the bridge was likely to last.150 years, and that would be less than 1 per cent.
°
91. Mr. Copeland] What would you reckon the cost of repair, roughly speaking ? Painting would cost
'
about £200 a year.
n >
o j i
o
0
.
C*Tease aI1|i oil, and so on ? That would be very little—£10 a year would do all that was necessary
93. Would there be any other kind of repairs necessary? I do not think there would, unless there was
an accident.
•
^ Ihen the total outlay for this bridge would amount to £2,930 a year—I suppose we might safely add
the other £70 and make £3,000 a year—as against £400 per annum, less the receipts, for the punt ? Tes ;
but then you estimate the receipts of tlie punt, and you do not estimate the receipts from the bridge.
mu611 -l ^ere were 110
011
bridge for vehicles, the tramway company would have to pay something.
They should be bound to pay rather more than the difference between the two.
°
95. Do you think it is safe to estimate on an income from a company that is not in existence ? No; but if
a company is not formed, and a toll is put on the bridge, the vehicle traffic will be so great as to pay very well.
96. Are there any tolls on any other bridges ? No ; but that is a matter for legislation.
•
b?- Mr. Bumphery] Have you formed any opinion of what would be a fair charge to make the tramway
company for the use of this bridge ? No, I have not. That could easily be arrived at by a calculation
like that Mr. Copeland has been making, but more detailed.
98. Are you of opinion that the tramway company should pay 4 per cent, of the cost of the bridge?
Tes, I think they should.
'
Shairmap] The tramway company could not work without a bridge ? Tbe tramway company
should pay the difference between £2,450 and the revenue derived from passengers ; because if the tram
way company were charged for the bridge, there should be a toll collected on the passengers, or an
allowance made to the company for the possible toll.
100. Mr. Humphery] That is the difference between the 4 per cent, on the cost of the bridge and the
present returns from the punt? No ; and the possible returns from the passengers on the bridge.
.
,j0wmS a
increase every year ? Tes ; there are a great many elements in the calculation, but
it would be easily arrived at. Those are the principal features. •
Could you estimate what would be a fair charge to make the tramway company for the use of that
bridge ? ■Well, I could estimate it, but I would rather not do it now. I will send it down to the
Committee.
103. Mr Suttor] Do you know how far this tramway company will run their lines on public roads in that
district. They are to go from the present tramway terminus, and follow the military road, I think, and
the >8pit road that we have made, and on to near Manly. Then, I think they deviate a little beyond Manly
irom the ordinary road, and make what they call a railway of it.
■
say they ought to pay something for running over the- bridge ;—ought they not to pay somet mg oi running over the main roads as well ? I should think so.' There will have to be an arranfrement
to keep the road in repair.
.
°
105. Vice-Chairman] Would it be possible for the tramway to carry their service across the Spit by
means of a steam punt ? It would be possible, but it would be awkward, dangerous, and uncertain. The
inclines close to-the water were advisedly left steep. They were carried down to the probable level of the
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bridge at an easy grade, and from that it was necessary to carry them down steep to the water’s side; so W.C.Bennett.
'
■ •
Esq.,
that there would he a steep grade to encounter after getting out of the punt. .
106. Mr. Garrard.'] What would be the life of the timber' approaches to the bridge ?' Thirty or forty..
years.
®
.
.
16 Nov., 1888.
. 107. What proportion would that bear to the whole cost ? About £12,000.
.
John Alexander M'Donald, Esq., M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E., Assistant Engineer, Department of Eoads and
.
'
'
Bridges, sworn and examined:— .
.
J. A.
108. Vice-Chairman.] Did you prepare a design for this bridge over the Spit at Middle Harbour P Tes ;
M'Donald,
under Mr. Bennett’s supervision.
.
.
Esq.,
109;. What have you to tell the Committee about it? I do not think there are any points I can bring M.I.C.E.,
forward that Mr. Bennett has not, except in reference to any details.
M.I.M.E.
110. Mr. Garrard.] What would be the increased cost of making this bridge 10 feet wider? I could
bring you that calculation at the next sitting. {Vide Appendix h^]
■
■. 16 Not., 1888.
111. What is the planking ? . On the whole of the iron bridge it is proposed to put a buckle plate deck,
with a tarred metal roadway.
’
,
■
112. Do you find that answer better than the planking ? Tes.. It is in a constant state of repair, whereas
when the timber decking is worn out it means an interruption of several weeks at least to repair it.
113. I suppose in the event of putting footways there they would be planked ? Tes.
lid. Mr. Suttor.] Have you been asked to make any calculation of the cost of this bridge with a head
way, say, 100 feet ? There have been turn sites proposed for a high-level bridge. •
115. What would be the cost of the Spit project ? About £220,000 with 100 feet headwray.
116. That is the total cost ? Tes.
117. What was the cost of the other site ? That is on the high-level site suggested by Mr. Willis, and
the Commissioner had a survey taken of it. The estimate for that would be £260,000, exclusive of the.
new roadway, which would be very heavy work,-with very bad grades, as steep as 1 in 15.
118. That is nearer the mouth of Middle Harbour ?. Tes. Another great objection to this the Com
missioner has already referred to; it would be built on a reef, -which has only about 9 feet of water on it at
low tide, and if we built a bridge on that it would practically forbid removing the reef at any future time.
119. Mr. Garrard.] Is that what is called the Clontarf site ? Tes.
.
120. Mr. Suttor.] Have you heard it proposed that the bridge should be 150 feet high ;—have you made
a calculation of that ? Tes ; but only a rough calculation.
.
'
121.- Vice-Chairman.] I suppose the easiest way would be to tell us how much a foot it would take to
raise it ? No ; the spans would be altered as you raised it. The estimated cost is £264',000.
122. Mr. Suttor.] I suppose it is not proposed to make a lower bridge than the one on this plan ? No.
VBIDAT, 30 NOVEMBER, 1888.
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The Honorable JOHN LACKET (Chaieman.) .
The Hon. Geoege Campbedd,
Henex Copeland, Esq.,
The Hon. William Henex Suttob,
Jacob Gaeeaed, Esq.,
The Hon. James Watson,
Alexandeb Kethel, Esq.,
Sxdnex Smith, Esq.,
,
The Hon. Ebedeeiok Thomas Humpheet,
Joseph Palmee Abbott, Esq.,
Thomas Michael Slatteex, Esq.
John Eendell Steeet, Esq.
■
The Committee further considered the proposed bridge at The Spit, Middle Harbour.
Thomas Littlejohn, Esq., merchant, and resident of Manly, sworn and examined
T. Littlejohn,
123. Chairman.] Tou are a merchant in the city of Sydney? Tes.
Esq.
124. Aud i believe Tice-President of the Chamber of Commerce? Not now.
125. Where do you reside ? At Manly.
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126. Are you a property holder ? Tes; I have a small property.
12'7. Is your property in the neighbourhood of the proposed bridge at Middle Harbour ? No.
128. Tou know the site of the bridge across the Spit ? Tes.
129. Haye you seen any design of the structure showing the height, width, and length of the bridge ? I
saw a sketch in Mr. Barling’s office about ten days ago.
*
130. How long have you been a resident at Manly ? Eor about four years permanently.
.
131. But you are an old colonist independently of that ? Tes.
■
132. And you have watched the progress of Manly ? Tes.
•
133. Has the population increased largely within your knowledge ? Tes ; it has more than doubled.
134. It is increasing in a greater ratio than it has ever done before ?Tes. But I ought to explain that
just lately there has been a lull in the accession to the population. I suppose, however, that we shall
soon see them coming in again as numerously as before. •
135. The greater number you have there the greater, of course, the proportionate increase ? Tes.
136. Has it occurred to you during your residence at Manly that the residents have suffered inconvenience
through the want of land communication with Sydney ? Tes, to a considerable extent; and extra
expense, besides inconvenience.
.
■
137. The crossing at the Spit is the only route by which what may be called semi-land carriage has been
carried on ? Tes.
.
138. This has caused great inconvenience, I take it ? Tes.
'•
139. Have the residents of Manly complained of it for some time ?Tes ; if has been-a standing complaint.
I ought to say, however, that some of the inhabitants do not want the improved access. Eor instance
some of my own family say that our privacy will be invaded, and that our beautiful quiet will be destroyed.
140. I dare say there are other elements of objection to the construction of the bridge—vested interests—
the steam-boat proprietors, for instance ? Tes;
141.
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' * Esq6'10 D’ f
your.own knowledge have you been aware of any inconvenience caused from tiie-want-of improved
land communication ? ' Personally I have not been aware of any; but I know from report a good many
30Nov.;i888.
in which great danger has been run, and where there has been great loss ,of property.and nearly
loss Ox hie through the inconvenience of the crossing as it at present exists.
.
.
'
~ J42, 50/0U J5111111 tliat if a
were constructed over the Spit it would be a.favourite drive for Bennie
from Sydney ? Tes.
'
- n ■i
143. It is a very pretty drive along the heights of the Military Eoad,'and across from there to Manly?
Yes. I should like m this connection to state a little of what I have seen in other places. - I live on the
side of Manly next to the North Head. The Eoman Catholic grounds are a little off my fence and
beyond them seaward is that magnificent block of land consisting of the North Head. In travelling iii
Europe, Asia, and America, I have seen public parks in various places, but I have seen no place which is
.
so exquisitely situated for laying out as a public park as is the North Head. I think that it ought to bo
viewed in that light by the authorities, and preserved for the purpose of making what I should call
a Eoyai Park. The time is not fax distant, perhaps, when the North Shore will become a very populous
locality. In a few years there will be perhaps several hundred thousand inhabitants. Then I think that
it this bridge is built visitors will come down that way from Sydney. Probably a number of visitors
would be attracted by this park. I have in my mind’s eye an aristocratic and leisured population in
Sydney, who would be constant visitors, just the same as in the West End the inhabitants of London go
to Hyde Park, Eichmond Park, and other such places of resort. I think it would be a great pity to allow
that splendid site to be sacrificed for any other purpose. It is capable of being laid out in the most
. beautiful winding roads and walks, and there are a great many beautiful hollows ■ where tropical flowers
and plants could be placed. I am advocating the erection of the bridge over the Suit in order that the
formation of this park might be facilitated and accelerated.
'
"
144. What would be the distance from Sydney to Manly by way of the proposed bridge ? I suppose that
T,?60?1® had to leaTe Sydney and cross the North Shore the distance would be about 10 miles.
145. Are you aware of the altitude of the proposed bridge ? I am not.
■
the d"^ •)e^eVe ^ W0!3086^ make it 30 feet from high-.water-mark P It looks something like that from
147 Prom your experience of the traffic there, do you.think that would be sufficiently high ? Not for all
the tramc ; 11 the swing bridges were not included it would admit only the small craft.
.
148. Do you think that the construction of the bridge would impede the traffic, and thus depreciate the
value of property higher up? I do not think the interference with the traffic would affect mercantile
attairs; it might affect yachtsmen to some extent.
■
m-ButwcuM it affect the value of the property? To its advantage. When I first went down to
Manly there were no roads on my hillside ; but as soon as roads were laid out, and people got access to
the land, property went up. An allotment of 50 by 150 feet sold readily at £30—that is to say the seller
was _glad to get it; but now you would not get any of the blocks under £400 or' £500, though about six
or eight years ago those lots sold for £30 each. I think the property between North Shore and the Spit
would benefit even still more by the bridge.
'
.
1
iSa You have, I suppose, frequently been up Middle Harbour-above the Spit ? Yes; I have taken boats
up from the Waterfalls to the Spit.
151. What distance would that be? By water probably not much more than 1 mile ; it miokt be 14- mile
or 2 miles, going up past tlie Quaker’s Hat.
15 'T0Uj
^ would 13(3 a &reat advantage to have the bridge constructed across the Spit ? An
undoubted advantage, and I should say that tbe sooner it was constructed the better.
153. Mr Abbott.] Have you gone into any calculation to show what the cost of the bridge would be
" likely to be as an annual charge against the public ? No.
.
154. That has not entered into your consideration at all ? No.
155. That is a matter of the most perfect indifference to. the land owners of Manly? I do not know what
area of knd the Government still hold there, although if it is anything appreciable the increase to its
value wifi be so great that the mere cost of the construction of the bridge will be a trifle.
156. If the Government want to get access to the Crown lands on the eastern side of the harbour there
are places higher up, are there not, which could be bridged directly to these lands, giving direct com*
. . munication ; that is to say if the object of the Government is merely to give access to the land ? Eronr
what 1 have seen of the elevations I should think it would be possible to put a bridge across in many

•
'
■

.

1f7- I)o/°1j,
t]l® . Government would be justified in imposing upon the public for all time an annual
charge of £33604i.for this bridge f Tes, more than justified.
■ ,*
Wbat Wa'y ? • Because
tlie Price at which they would be able to sell the land. '
-'
159, Tou are assuming that this is the only place at which the G-overmnent can get approach to their
4ndl;~SUp]?0Setlley.Canget a better aPProach to the land which they have on that side of
Middle Harbour,—do you think there would then be any justification for inflicting .this charge upon the
public every year
Well, I should say there would be no justification for adopting an inferior in prererence to a superior approach, if a superior one could be found.
160. Is ^ not a fact that a great proportion of the houses at Manly Beach are vacant for a considerable
portion ot the year. During the last two years a great many houses have been vacant.
ibl. Are not a great many of them vacant in the winter ? There are no more vacant in winter than in
summer.
162. Do you not think the bulk of the people live there for the sake of the sea trip ? Do you mean the
present residents ?
i
j
163. Tes ? No ; I do not think so. In my own case, I can say certainly not.
164. Would you come round by the road into Sydney if you had this bridge ?I am half afraid that if
tUere were an awful storm one morning I should prefer the bridge.
•■
1.65. But with or without storm, would you come overland to Sydney in preference to taking the salt
water trip ? Certainly not; that is, not as a rule. ‘
.
r
.
6
166- It would be a sort of appendix to the pleasure of living at Manly? Tesj and it would perhaps
enable us to get to town at times w-hen the steamers were not Running.
■
167. Would not a steam-punt give you all the accommodation you require for casual trips'? Well, then
you would deprive a great many country .visitors of a pleasant trip.
,
............................ :
.
168.

.
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'168. Would not tie steam-punt do for1 them ? I di not think it would ie capaile of accommodating-tie T- Hittlejohn,
immense volume of traffic.
...
'
, E31.' .
169. Do you mean to say that country visitors are so fond of travelling by land that they will go across .Qo^^Togg
■to Korth Shore for the purpose of getting a land trip to Manly ?' Many of them would not come through d ov-’
‘
Sydney. I anticipate the time when North Shore will be a'large portion of. this immense city, with direct '
communication all over -the- Colony. I presume that they would come do wn to Manly from places- at
which they were staying on the- North Shore—perhaps to visit my projected park.
.
170. You are assuming that the country will give up the land for the purpose of forming this park ?.' Yes.
171. And upon that assumption you think the brid'ge ought to be. built? Well, that is one of-the
features of the case.
’
172. Have you- any idea of the value of' the proposed park at Manly ? I have not the slightest idea-;
but I am sure that it would be almost a hundred times greater than it is now in the course-of a few years".
173. Is it worth half a million now? I should say more—its prospective value is incalculable.
.
174. Mr. Gopsland.'] Have you any idea how many of the people residing at Manly keep buggies ?' I
can’t say exactly; I think I know personally of about half-a-dozen.
175. How long does it generally take the steamers to travel from Manly to Sydney? The ordinary
steamers, excluding, the smallest and the oldest, do it in about half an hour and five minutes from-wharf
to wharf.
•
•
176'. How many miles is- it driving from Manly to Sydney and excluding the- crossing in the punt at North
Shore ? I should say it would be a little over 10 miles.
177. Where would you cross the Parramatta River to make the distance 10 miles ? I scarcely understand
your question, as to the Parramatta River.
'
178. You would have to cross- the Parramatta River if you did not use the North Shore ferry ? That is a
different thing altogether ; I do-not know where you would cross the Parramatta River, unless you went
to Ryde, or to-the bridge at Gladesville.
179. Well, can you give me the distance from Manly to-Sydney by way of the Gdadesville Bridge ?:. 'No-,;'
I cannot.
.
‘
180. Would it be 20 miles ? I should not be surprised if it were- 25-miles.
'
181. If you had to drive all the way from Manly to Sydney, then, the distance would be over- 20'-miles ?
At the.present moment.
.
•
182. That is unless you made use of the North Shore ferry ? Exactly so.
183. Is there any greater difficulty in using the steam ferry at Middle Harbour than exists in using ■ the
steam ferry at the North- Shore ; you see you would have to use one ferry, even if you had a bridge at
Middle Harbour ? No ; I cannot see that- there is any greater difficulty, but it would be a great advan?
tage if carriages could go all the way from North Shore without having to use a ferry.
'
184. But you could not go all the way from Sydney without a ferry, unless you had a bridge over from
North Shore'? We want both bridges.
185. Could not tbe bridge at the Spit wait until you get the bridge from North Shore ? I think it would
be very advisable to accept that which is offered first, and to wait for the next.
186. You will take all you can get, and look for more ? Just so.
187. What is the freight per ton of goods from Sydney or Manly? I cannot say, I have had no
experience of it.188. Do you think that if this bridge were built you- would be able to get your goods' from Sydney at a
cheaper rate byroad than you now pay by the steamers?• I believe so, and with far less trouble.
189. By what means of carriage ? It would have to be at present by drays.
190'. You think the drays could take the goods overland better than the steamers could take them?' I
think -so, for lately the steamboat company have imposed wharfage rates upon goods landed at their jetty
•
in Manly.
.
.
'
'
191. And you cannot fell us what the steamer freight is ? I cannot, except for small packages, and that
would be no guide. I know that one or two of my neighbours have had furniture brought down by land
across the Spit, as it exists at present, in preference to having it broughtdown by steamer.
192. The park of which you spoke is not yet planted? No; there is nothingbut snakesthere, at
present.
.
193. How long do-you think it would take a park like that to grow in order to become attractive?' I
- should think that after the formation of the plantations .two or three years would be'enough to make
them show well.
- '
194. You think we have not enough,parks in the neighbourhood of Sydney without having another at
North Head ? None of them can equal it.
195. You seem to think that the time is at hand when Sydney will become a suburb of the North Shore,
and when people will go there direct without troubling Sydney at all? I do not think I put it in that
way, but of course they would each be parts of a large city.
■
196. Mr. Watson.'] How far does Middle Harbour extend from the Spit inland ? I have myself been up
beyond the Spit 4 or 5 miles, I think.
'
.
■
197. Is the land all sold on each side of the harbour? I do not know.
198. Do you not think that its value would be depreciated if a bridge were built there ? Certainly not,
because the access would be constantly improving.
'
'
199. Do you- not think the bridge would affect the traffic ? I think it would in one way—it would
■
increase it.
.
200. Up Middle Harbour ? Everywhere, all round about. '
'
201. I think you mean that the traffic would be increased between North Shore and Middle Harbour; but
I am speaking of the traffic up towards the head of Middle Harbour ;—do you think that that would be
increased ? I think the bridge would increase the traffic to every place in the locality nearly. You
would have roads made all through the adjoining land I suppose, and wherever roads are made land
increases in value.
.
202. "Would not the traffic towards the head of Middle Harbour by water be impeded ? It would to' an
■ extent; that is, in so far as vessels whose masts were higher than 30 feet would be precluded from going
up except through the swing bridges.
'
^
,
203. Consequently the land would be depreciated because there would not be the same amount of traffic ?.
You must have regard to the kind of craft going up; anything with masts under 30 feet would be able to
go up with ease.
204.
.

°
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T. Littlejohn, 204. Well, take pleasure yachts for instance ? . Two or three on Saturday night or on Sunday would be
JiB<h
all that would go that way.
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y°u think the country would be justified in giving half a million’s worth of land for a park for
. ■’
the people of Manly? It would not he for Manly; it would be for the people of New South Wales,
in fact for the whole world.
.
206. Tou already have two parks at Manly have you not ? Well, I know of one.
207. Do you think that if this bridge were erected you would often drive to Sydney—except in time of
tempest ? It is quite possible.
208. Tou would drop your buggy at North Shore and come over to your business in Sydney by the ferry ?
' Tes, until. Sir Henry Parkes’ bridge is built.
.
209.. What might the population of Manly be? I think the mayor or aldermen would be better able
'
to tell you that; I have heard'4,000 named as the total population.
210. If the Government decided upon the recommendation of the Committee to build this bridge at the
expense of £70,000, it would be for the convenience of 4,000 people ? No. And,, as I explained at the
outset, some of us do not want the bridge, or any such interference with our quiet and comfort. Many
people at Manly do not want the bridge. It is from public motives that I speak in its favour.
211. Do you know of any people of your own knowledge who do not want the bridge ? Tes; some of
my own family.
,
212. They do not want it ? Well, they say that it will interfere with our quietness ; but I do not think
their judgment in the matter is very good.
213. Mr. Abl>ott.~\ Is there not just a possibility of a population springing up on the hills surrounding
Middle Harbour, along the top from North Shore, and on the other side where there are Crown lands ?
I think there is a great possibility of it, and I think this bridge would help it.
214. Would not this bridge obstruct direct communication with those places ? By water, no ; because
_
fhe swing bridge could be easily moved. I have crossed at Balmain frequently. Certainly a delay of
5 minutes when you are coming into business in the morning is not agreeable, but the bridge-keeper
would see the craft coming along on either side at a considerable distance. They would have their
■ signals hoisted, and there need be no delay whatever. If the bridge-keeper were ready for them they
.
would not be more than a minute going through. .
.
.
215. Mr. Suttor.'] There is a large amount of private property in Manly ? A good deal.
216. Have you any idea as to the value of it altogether ? It has been of shifting value lately.
217. Upwards or downwards ? Downwards.
218. Still there has been a general.increase in value ? Tes; I have already given you an instance of the
increase in the value of the land there.
219. If this bridge is erected I suppose property will increase still more in value ? I do not think very
much for a considerable time; I have not been taking that feature into consideration at all. ■
220. But if the bridge leads to an increase of the population there will surely be an increase in value ? Well,
we have public accommodation for visitors, and we look for an immense influx of strangers and others to
the place as time goes on. '
.
.
221. Suppose this Committee recommended that the bridge be not erected, do you think the neople of
Manly would take the matter into their own hands and build the bridge themselves ? I do not think so.
222.. Do you think it would pay a company to have a bridge there.? I dare say it might.
Thomas Buckland, Esq., sworn and examined:—■
Tes.
Esq.
224. Tou have lived here for a great number of years ? I have been connected with business at the
corue1,
Market-street for fifty-five years.
'
°T->
• 225. Tou have heard of the proposal to construct a bridge over Middle Harbour at the Spit? Tes.
226. Tou take some interest in the proposed work ? I do.
.
227. Are you the owner of any land there ? Not one acre.
.
.
228. Tou know the country pretty well ? I do.
■ 229. Do you think it would be desirable to construct a bridge over the Spit there? I think that unless
there is sufficient headway left for any sailing vessel to pass under "whose depth of. draft would enable it
to pass the Spit,, it should not be constructed. I come to that conclusion from what has happened in .
connection with the Pyrmont Bridge. When that was proposed there would have been, I think, strong
opposition to it—sufficient, I think, to prevent it from being built; but, unfortunately, all the "water
frontage in Cockle Bay was in the hands of persons who were either trustees, or executors, or absentees.
When I tried to get up an opposition to the bridge, I was met with that difficulty—! had no one to back
me up. The effect of the building of the bridge was that the rental went down one-third. In some
cases, when the leases fell out, I think the rent "went down a great deal more. I am sorry to say that last
Saturday there was a fire in my office ; and what with fire and water, I am very much in the position of
being between the Devil and the deep sea. My premises have been saturated with water, or I would have"
endeavoured to produce for you some papers from which you could have obtained some valuable facts.
'
But speaking from memory,-the rent of my own wharf went down from £500 to £300, and subsequently
to £2 10s. a week. The rent of the Albion Wharf went down from £900 or £960 to £700 and to £600.
The next wharf (Sheldon’s) was used only for slaughtering and for the sale of meat. I think that
nothing was afterwards obtained for Street’s Wharf for wharfage.
'
230. Tou thiuk the bridge was a mistake then ? ' Well, the rents went.down a third or more.
231. Do you think the construction of abridge across the Spit would lead to a parallel result ? Tes.
There was a large coasting trade in Darling Harbour. It is important that coasters should get in and
out as quickly as possible, and the delay in opening the bridge made a difference in the length of the trips.
232. There are no wharves or any improvement for the purpose of commerce up Middle' Harbour
now? No.
.
"
233. Tou think there will be in the course of years ? My view is that, people who have gone up the line
to live, at Burwood, Ashfield, or Homebush, will leave those suburbs as they become more thickly
.
crowded, and will, gq to more healthy sites on sandhills and sandstone. I think that a lot of land at
Middle Harbour is likely to be taken up as places of residence for retired people. Gradually, of course.
North Shore will extend over in that direction.
- : .
•
234.

T. Buckland, 223. Chairman.] Tou are an old resident of Sydney ?
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234. Are you aware of the height of the proposed bridge ? I understand that it is to be 30 feet. Less- T. Bnckiand,.
than 120 feet would not allow many sailing vessels to go through unless they struck their top-gallant
®S<1- •
masts.
'
1
,—
235. You are aware that it is proposed to have a swung bridge? Yes; that is the curse of the thing—- ^
waiting for the swung.
236. You are aware that the population of Manly Beach is largely increasing P Yes.
•
237. I suppose you recollect the time when there were a very few people at the North Shore? "When
we put up land there in 1853 at a reserve of 15s. per acre there were no bids; the other day I was taxed
at B500 per acre. ^Fortunately the land was not my own. The old camping place at Manly, where we
used to go shooting and fishing, is now a little city. No doubt a bridge would be a great improvement and
convenience, but anything intertering with the access to any part of the harbour I should most strongly
oppose. It puzzles me to think how any men could agree to such a thing.; they must be mad. We are
•
proud of, and boast of our beautiful harbour, and yet we put barriers across it to prevent access. .The
thing passes my comprehension.
238.. I suppose you know that it is a great inconvenience to the people of Manly not to have any means of
coming to (Sydney by land ? Of course a bridge wmuld be an excellent thing so far as that is concerned.
239. Then you think it wmuld be a good plan ? Always supposing that you would allow sailing vessels
whoso draft would allow them to pass the Spit to pass through without any inconvenience.
240. You think that a bridge of the height projiosed would be much too low ? Much too low.
241. Do you know to what distance above the Spit the wrater is navigable ? I am not aware.
242. I mean for boats ?_ I do not know what depth the channel wmuld give.
‘
243. They are commencing to build houses above the Spit, are they not ? A fewr, not many ; but the other
part of North Shore is like a city.
.
244. Do you think that a steam-punt would answer the requirements of the.traffic at this point ? I cannot
say ; it is a makeshift at the best. We had a steam-punt at North Shore at one time, but it was a great
makeshift.
.
.
245. Have you ever travelled through America ? No.
'
246. You have not been home since you first came out here ? I have never been out of New South Wales
since ! came here except to New Zealand and Victoria. •’
247. Mr. Abbott.] If you were told that the annual cost of a bridge with iron approaches would be £4,227,
do you think there would be any excuse for setting such a burden as that upon the people for many a day ?
•
Not unless there were access for sailing vessels to the upper part of the harbour. If you cut that off you
would not only cause great inconvenience, but you would depreciate the value of all the G-overnment
property beyond.
‘
■
248'. Do-you know- the bays .up in that part of the harbour pretty well ? I do not. I have been round ]
them often enough, but I have never taken particular notice. I know that there must be enormous water,- .
frontages from the sinuosity of the bays.
' '
249. Do you not think that a steam-punt would answer the traffic requirements of Middle Harbour for
many a day ? It wmuld for some time, but it is a very poor convenience.
.
250. Mr. Suitor.] You think we ought to have a high-level bridge at Middle Harbour ? If we had anv
at all.
■
■
‘
•
.
j
251. Do you know what a high-level bridge wmuld cost ? I do not.
'
252. We have evidence that a high-level bridge would not cost less than £220,000? I do not think it
could be done for that money.
.
-253. Would you recommend such a bridge as that? Not until we get a much larger population there.
John George Griffin, Esq., Mayor of Manly, sworn and examined
•
.254. Chairman.] You are the Mayor of Manly ? Yes.
.
2,55. And have been for some time ? During this year.
‘
'
256, You necessarily take an interest in all matters connected with the welfare of Manly ? Certainly.
257. You are aware of the proposal to construct a bridge across the Spit on the road leading from Svdnev
to Manlv ? Yes.
b
j
j
258. Have you.seen the design of the proposed bridge ? I have.
'
259. You know' its altitude? It is to be, I believe, 30 feet above high-water mark.
2.60. Would that be a desirable height? It would be quite sufficient for present requirements, and for
some years to come.
•
261. There are swing bridges ? Yes ; two openings of 60 feet, 1 understand.
,
.
262. You think that would be sufficient for the traffic up the harbour ?' For many years to come.
263. Is it the case that the inhabitants on the north side of Manly Beach and-the districts beyond suffer
inconvenience through not having means of access to Sydney by land ? Yes ; they frequently suffer great
inconvenience.
.
.
J.
°
264. The present means of traffic is rather primitive ? Across the Spit it is absurdly inadequate.
'
265. It is an ordinary punt? Yes ; worked by a pulley and ropes.
•
266. Have you ever considered the practicability of having a steam-punt there? It is a temporary
expedient; it 'would be better than the present means ; but it would not be anything like the accommoda
tion which the district demands and, I think, deserves.
.
'
'
267. Are you aware of the cost of the pro posed-bridge ? From £60,000 to £70,000, I understand.
268. Have you heard of any estimate for a high-level bridge ? I fancy from my own knowledge, that it
would cost something like a quarter of a million.
■
.
•
269. Which would you consider the most desirable work, having regard to the present condition of the
country’s finances and the convenience afforded? I should prefer to have the low-level bridge, not only
on account of the country s finances but from another* point of view. If a high-level bridge ’were erected,
it would not be at this place, but further down towards the mouth of the harbour, where the most suitable
approaches could be obtained. There a very large reef exists in the harbour, and that must necessarily be
blown up and removed before any vessel of size could get up. If a bridge were put up there it would
have to be pulled down before this blasting could go.on.
•
......................
■ , ■
270. Are you aware of the extent of navigable water above the Spit ? Not in square miles", but I know it
is considerable ; I know that the Harbour extends for some miles.
271
'
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271. Is it navigable for ordinary yachts ? Tes, and pleasure boats.
.
2/2. Do you think it is likely to become a great place of residence ? I think so, hut it is used now chiefly
for pleasure, and no bridge such as this would prevent that. It would be quite easy for any yacht to
lower her mast if she wanted to go under. If the bridge.were opened, any yacht ten times the size-of
our biggest yacht could get up, that is if she could get over the reef to which I referred.
273. You -think that the bridge would be essentially a convenience for the people of Manly Beach and ■'
the north side of the harbour ? Not only a convenience, but a mere act of justice, I think.
•
•
274. Do you think it would increase the value of the land? Yery largely ; the Government land would be
largely increased in value.
_
275. I suppose that if the bridge were constructed the vehicular traffic would he increased ? Yery largely
I should say. There would be probably 150,000 persons travelling over it in the course of the year.
.
' 276. And through the difficulty of access this means of traffic is not resorted to at all now ? . No, very ■
little-. Although it' has largely increased, yet it is comparatively little when you consider the importance
of Sydney, and the advantages of Manly.
'
277. Have you a park at Manly ? Only small reserves in and about the town nothing very great except
the frontage to tbe ocean. "We hope to have a park ultimately at the Quarantine Ground.
278. Has. any application been made for a park ? We hope to have one when the Quarantine is removed.
279. Has the municipality applied to have the land reserved for a park ? Not yet.
280.' Do they intend to do so ? Tes, I believe so.
'
281. What is the extent of land they intend to apply for ? We shall be glad to get GO, SO, or 100 acres..
282. Tou think it would make an attractive-place of resort? Tes. The park land we at present have is
small, but it is attractive. Of course, we have spent a great deal of money upon it.
283. Mr. Abbott.'] What would be the annual cost of this bridge—in the shape. of interest, depreciation,
maintenance, and repair? The maintenance would depend upon the class of work used for the swing;
I suppose two men would be wanted.
284. Assuming that we have hand-power ? Yes : their wages would come to £4 a week.
.
■
285. Do you think the present requirements of Manly Beach justify the Government in incurring an.
annual expense of between £3,000 and £4,000 for this bridge ? 1 did not know it would cost as much.286. Tou see that the figures in Mr. Bennett’s report make the annual charge £3,604 ? Yes ; that is so
according to those figures.
■
_
,
'
287. Do you think there is anything to justify that expenditure at the present time? Certainly. In the
first place I think the convenience of the inhabitants of Manly Beach deserves consideration. The
population approaches 5,000. Then we have a large floating population—floating in two senses ; their
convenience should also be considered. Thirdly, I think the whole Colony would be benefited by theexpenditure, because Manly is admitted to be the only watering place. At present it cannot be nearly
so much used by people in the country as it would if there were proper means of approach. The
steamers are'frequently very uncomfortable in rough weather, and sometimes are unable to run.
288. Do you thiuk that many of your fixed population would use this road if the bridge were constructed ?
A great many would use the road, especially ladies ; I suppose there would be a tram, or something of
that kind.
.
.
'
289. Tou say that the road would also be used by a floating population, and that that is another reason
for building it ? Tes.
'
290. Is it not a matter of history that the floating population go to Manly Beach for the sake of the sea ■
trip ? I think that a great many would go down more frequently if they could do so without the fear of getting sea-sick.
.
_
•
291. How many houses are there.in your municipal boundary ? About 9001 think, but I cannot say exactly.
292. What is the capital value of the property rated in the municipality ? I think it is £70,000, but I
cannot say from memory.
■
'293. And what do the rates amount to ? They come'to over £3,600.
_
j
294. Would it be any great convenience to business people coming to Sydney to1 have this bridge built, ■
without a bridge from the North Shore? We hope to have that bridge someday. Perhaps I should '
mention one other circumstance which I think should weigh with the committee. The road may be desirable
from a military point of view; a time may come when it will be necessary to take troops to Manly, and
if so, I am sure that a punt of any kind would not be the proper means of getting them over this arm of
the Harbour.
'
295. Mr. Copeland^ I suppose this bridge would be serviceable for many years if built? Yes. _
296. How many years would it last ? Por 100 years, perhaps ; it depends upon the life of the iron.
297. Tou think this bridge would give sufficient accommodation for many years ? Por fifty years,' I
should say.
.
298. Do you think that if a low-level bridge were erected there would be any chance of that being removed
.and a high-level bridge being erected in its‘place ? Tes; there would be nothing to interfere with it,
because the high-level bridge would not be erected in the same place.
299. Tou would not object to the two bridges, I suppose ? Oh, dear no.
300. Do you not think that the building of a low-level bridge would stand in the way of your getting a
high-level bridge ? I think we are quite prepared to run the risk. _
_
_
,
301. Tou are quite prepared to take what you can get, and to wait for a high-level bridge ? Tes. If
you were to poll 20,000 persons who would be benefited by it, I am sure the bulk of them wmuld be in favour ,
of that course. I have heard it stated that the desire for this bridge is to' further a tramway which is about.
to be made ; but such is not the case, because we had a promise from the Government that the bridge ■
should be erected before the tramway was considered. I think it is only right that I should say that..
,
302. Can you tell me what is the freight per ton upon goods from Sydney to Manly by steamer ? I think ■
it is 2s. 6d., but I am not sure.
..
•
.
303. I take it for granted that you get your stores from Sydney ?' Tes, everything.
304. If this bridge were constructed, do you think the goods would be carried by road ? I do not think
so; ■ the goods would of course go by the cheapest route.
.
_
305. And you think that water carriage would be cheaper ? It always is ; I do not. think there can be any
question about that.
.
.
,
....
.
306. How many miles would it be driving from Manly to .Sydney ? About 7 miles'.
.
'
'
307. That is assuming you cross by the steam ferry at North Shofe? Tes.
. . _
■ ......... '308'. •
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■ 308. Is there not-an objection to crossing’by ferry'from North Shore to Sydney ? That is the only way J- &• Griffin,
„ in which you-can cross.
' ’
•
__
309. Is it not" looked upon-as an'dbjectibnable,method o'f crossing ? Of course a bridge would be better
^ggg
than a ferry.
'
■
.
’
310. Suppose you had a bridge overthe Spit, would you still continue to make use of the North Shore
■ ferry? You must do it until a'bridge is madefrom Sydney to the ISorth Shore.
311. Then it would-not be looked upon as-a great inconvenience while driving part of the way to cross by
steam ferry'from North Shore to Sydney ? It is such a short distance.
•
312.. How far would it be if you had to drive the whole distance ? If you were to go round by Lane
Cove, I suppose you would have to cover about 20 miles.
. .
313. -As a matter of fact, if you were to have this bridge, those who drive would still have to use one
steam ferry ? Yes ; I think that very few would object to crossing by steam ferry from North Shore ;
the ferry is comparatively large, and the distance is short.
■
.
’ 3L4: Suppose you provided a similar ferry to that at North. Shore,—would there be any objection on the
part of the inhabitants to using it ? Well they would not like it nearly so well as the proposed bridge.
315. They would not like the steam ferry at the Spit but they do not object to it from North Shore ?
Well, the distance is greater.
'
•
316. Do-yon say that the distance at the Spit is greater than the distance at North Shore? Yes. At
■ any rate it is more exposed. The present means of getting on to the punt and the punt itself are very
inferior.
'
317. Do you really think that the distance is greater at the Spit than at North Shore ? I should'think it
' was ; I am speaking from memory ; I may be wrong. .
•
318. Could you tell us how many people would be likely to use this land route if a bridge were built ? I
• think that perhaps half the people would come this way. The population would increase, especially in the
neighbourhood of the bridge.
1
319. How many people residing at Manly do you suppose are in the habit of coming to Sydney every day?
40.0 or 500,1 suppose. _
.
,
320. You mean business people ? Yes.
’
'
321. Do you think that number come to Sydney by the boats every day ? Yes.
..
322. If you had a bridge over the Spit and had to cross by the North Shore steam ferry how long would
it take to make the journey by that route ? 1 suppose it would take an hour and a half at the outside
'-from end to end.
.
323. How long does it take the steamers to make the journey from wharf to wharf ? . The quickest is
. - about 35 minutes, but I suppose the average would be about 45 or 50 minutes. Of course it would not
take an hour and a half, but it might sometimes take-an hour.
' 324. Do you think that a large section of the business people of Manly would spend an hour and a half in
getting to Sydney by one route when they could reach it in half an hour by another route ? My answer
; to that is that I anticipate a tramway being put down in the future ; this bridge is designed to carry a
tramway.
..
.
’ 325. How long do you think the journey will take by tram? About the same time as by steamer;
probably less.
.
.
'
326. Suppose a vessel happened to be passing through the swing bridge when a tram came along,—would
• not a great deal of delay necessarily take place ? I suppose the Government in their wisdom would make
regulations to prevent the bridge being open when a tram was likely to cross.
, 327. The shipping would have to give way to the trams ? Yes. They could come up at certain specified
•
hours. Of course they must not be allowed-to impede the general traffic. The greater number of
■vessels would be pleasure boats.
328. How many trams would it be necessary to run backwards and forwards in a day ? I should say
about three.or four morning and evening ; say six or eight a day.
329. -How long would it take these trams to do the journey ? I cannot tell you without knowing something
•';of the gradients, and so on. I do not suppose it would take more than the ordinary tram rate of 7 miles.
330. Would it take an hour ? I do not think it would talce so long as that.
'
•
331. Do you know the general rate of speed at which trams run in Sydney ? I suppose from 10 to 20
’
■' miles an hour,
.
■
' 332. Are you not aware that the trams travel from'7 to 8 miles an hour? As a matter of fact I am not.
333. Notwithstanding that you are an engineer?. I have not had occasion to find.out. at what rate the
' Government run their trams. T am sure that upon the .line I am suggesting the trams could travel more
quickly than'in the Sydney streets. In the-first place, the stopping places- would not be so frequent, and
there would be greater, lengths of line upon-which the trams could travel more quickly without doing
any harm..
• ■
334. You -say.'it would take an-hour to-go-from Sydney to North Shore, hut you would still have to cross
by. the ferry? Yes.
........
.
'
' •
335. -Adding the time'for which-you-might" have to wait for a ferry, and the time occupied in crossing, it
would probably take an hour and a quarter, that way ;—I suppose it would take an hour to get into the
city of Sydney by either route ? -Yes.
'
•
■
‘■336. It has been given in - evidence that tbe time made by tbe steamers is generally half-an-hour and 5
' minutes ? That is from wharf to wharf; it-takes me about 50 minutes to get to my office.'
- 33.7. Mr. Kethel.'] Tt is a matter of'fact’I believe, that of late the traffic over, the Spit Boad.at the punt
ha;s much increased ? Yes. . - ■ ■■
...........
.
.
•'
338. To what extent has the population-of Manly increased within, the last four years ? Very largely.
The best way to ascertain that would be,to lobk.at the rates. "The^ates four years ago were under £2,000,
now they approach i£4,000. • .
..."
' .
'
.
339. Dour or five years ago there was scarcely,any traffic at all over the-Spit Road, I understand ? ;.So much' .
- ■'
so that the Government had to pay someone to keep the puntnow they receive a good rent from it. '
■' ■
340. How do you account for the difference-in. the,p,rop.ortion,of the traffic,over and above.-the increase,in ’
.
the population ;—the- population- of.'Manly„.for .Instance-, -has doubled in four:pr,five years, but-the traffic
over the Spit has quadrupled;,and more: than {that,—it,has I. suppose, increased tenfold ? '.I think the in
creased traffic to which-you-.*referl:is;,Ia5gBlyr;duei*toqDeop.le .c.bmin-g-from-;the'North-Shore to.-Ma.nly—
visitors and others.
’
' ., 341;
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341. What is the nature of the traffic over the Spit; does it consist chiefly of private vehicles or of freight
carrying ? There is very little freight; it consists mostly of private vehicles.
.
.
30 Nov. 1S88.
no^ a
^'na^ w^en ^ie Puut capsized a few months ago there were laden drays upon it ? I
■ ’ '
think not; loaded drays go down only occasionally. Tor instance, a person sending furniture would have
to load and unload three or four times if he sent it by steamer; whereas, if he sends it over to North
Shore hy dray .it goes over the punt straight to his house. That occasionally happens. - •
•
343. The bulk of the goods go down hy steamer ? Tes ; and I suppose they always will..
344. Because of the cheapness of the carriage ? Tes.
“
.
.
345. AVould this work affect the people of North Shore in any way ? I think that all sensible people
would be in favour of it.
•
.
34G. Are there any business relations between the Manly people and the North Shore people ? The
Manly people transact their business chiefly with Sydney.
•
.
.
•
347.
Garrard.] Do you know Middle Harbour ? Yes.'
■•
348. Is it likely that a great amount of commerce will he carried on on the shores of Middle Harbour in
the future ? Not for many years; no big vessel will be able to get up there until the reef has been
removed.
349. The land all round is rather abrupt? Tes.
‘
350. I suppose the land will be used chiefly for residence sites ? Tes ; for many years to come.
•
351. Do you know if the Crown has much land on the northern side of Middle Harbour ? A'good deal. .
352. Shore frontages I mean more particularly ? That I do not know.
•
353. The approaches to the Spit have been much improved of late. Yes. • •
354. The lower part is still very steep ; from the water’s edge about 100 yards up ? Tes; but the
approaches as a whole are very much improved.
•
.
355. I suppose the road is steeper there than on any other part of it ? On the northern side it is ; yes.
■
356. Do you think that if this bridge were erected, there being no bridge from North Shore to Sydney,
‘
the people of Manly would get their supplies from St. Leonards instead of from Svdney ? I don’t know
but they might.
■
*
.
357. You do not know the extent of the reef at the proposed site for a high-level bridge? I know it is
very extensive.
.
358. I believe there are about 9 feet of water on it ? To;'.
359. That would preclude any large vessel from going up ? Yes.
360. How long would it take to open the swing bridge ? That depends upon the machinery ; I suppose
from 5 to 10 minutes.
.
.
361. That would be by hand-power ? Tes.
302. It would not take so long by steam ? No.
•
363. You do not think the proposed tramway company would erect a bridge if the Government did not do
so ? I do not.
■
.
■
364. Mr. Suitor.] Are you aware that there is a Bill before Parliament authorizing certain people to make
a tram through Manly ? Yes.
..
.
365. Are you aware that the Bill proposes that a steam-punt should be used and hot a bridge ? I do not
know ; but if it is so, it ought not to be countenanced.
366. You said just now that the bridge might be used for military purposes ? Yes.. .
367. Under what circumstances ? I understand that the present Quarantine Ground is to be fortified,
and the bridge would be of service in taking troops to and from those fortifications ; also from North
.
Head and Manly to George’s and Middle Head..
•
368. If a tram company can use a steam-punt, would if not be sufficient for military purposes ? I do not
think it would be at all a proper thing to allow a tramway company to use a punt; I never heard of a
tramway company using them, except in the case of the enormous ferries in use at San Francisco..
369. Is Manly a place which an enemy could attack very easily? Yes.
370. In that case you would have to blow up the bridge ? It would not be very difficult to do that.
371. Mr. Abbott] Are you aware -whether any of the Manly Beach people are opposed to the construction
of this bridge ? I have not heard of a single one.
.
•
372. Do you know Mr. Littlejohn ? Yes.
373. He says that there are people who object to it? I think that some of his children oppose it. No
sensible person, whether he has or has not property at Manly, to whom I have spoken, but has been in
favour of it.
.
374. Would private property in Manly be improved in value by the construction of that bridge? Not
particularly. An improved means of. communication would, of course, improve the place; but I do not
know that it would put property up very much, if at all, in the town itself.
375. The bridge, you think, would be useless so far as the value of property is concerned? It would
improve the Government property in the neighbourhood; that is to say, it would sell very much better
with a bridge there. .
.
376. Mr. Copeland] I suppose there has been a great deal of speculation in land at Manly recently ? Not
recently ; two .years ago there was ; there have been some Government: sales lately, that is all.
377. I take it for granted that you yourself are considerably interested in land at Manly ? Yes.
378. So that, while this bridge will benefit the Crown lands, it would also benefit your own? Not to a
great extent. I do not think there will be any improvement in the town save that which generally takes
place.with improved means of communication, but.the Government land in the district would certainly be
improved in value.
,
379. Would the bridge not create a little boom ? I do not think So ; I should hope not.
.
■

-®^aye8* 380.
_' 381.
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384.
385.
386.'

Charles H. Hayes, Esq., Alderman of Manly, sworn and examined:
Chairman] You reside at Manly Beach, I think ? Yes.
'
You have lived there some time? Sixteen years.
You have been Mayor of Manly ? Yes, for three years.
Are you a member of the Corporation now ? Yes; an alderman.
Manly, I suppose, has made considerable strides lately ? Yes ; great progress.
Are you aware of the site of the proposed bridge over Middle Harbour ? Yes.
Do you think it a desirable site ? I think so.
'

387.
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357. Tou think the bridge is a necessary improvement? I do.
"
■ C. F. Fayes,
388. Do you know the nature of the design at all ? Yes ; I have seen a plan.
■Ee<l389. Do you think the altitude is sufficiently great ? I am told the altitude is 30 feet clear of high water'
mark, and I think that will'take the ordinary traffic without opening the swing.
01'ov'’1888'
390. It is proposed to have two openings ? Yes; I see there are two openings of 60 feet each.
391. You think that would he sufficient to permit of vessels going backwards and forwards without
•
hindrance or impediment ? I think so.
392. Is it the case that considerable inconvenience has been felt through not having this means of com
munication overland? Yes; great inconvenience. ■
393. Is it not the case that property has been lost from time to time in consequence of the present
.arrangement ? Yes ; accidents have happened at the Spit.
•39-1. Do you know much of the harbour above the proposed bridge? Yes; I know Middle Harbour
pretty well.
395. It is a great place of resort ? Yes, for yachtsmen.
'396. I take it that it is not used for residential purposes to any extent? Ho, nor for commercial
•
purposes.
•397. Have you formed an opinion as to the effect of the bridge, from a commercial point of view, in time
to come ? I do not think there will be any great increase in the traffic up the harbour, from a commercial
point of view.
398. Will the construction of the bridge improve or lessen the value of property above it ? I do not
think that with the openings provided the bridge would interfere in any way with the value of the
frontages to the harbour.
■
399. Will the bridge add to the value of the property at Manly ? Considerably, no doubt; also to that
of large areas of Government land.
'
400. Are you a property owner ? To a very small extent.
■
>
401. Your property would be increased in value, I take it? I think it would.
402. And the property of the ratepayers generally ? I think the whole municipality would be benefited-.
403. The whole work is regarded by the municipality as a very proper one? Yes.
404. And a spirit of philanthrophy leads'the inhabitants to think that it would add largely to the value of
±he Government land ? Yes.
■
'
405. Do you know the area of Government land? Many thousand acres; I could not give you the
particulars.
. '
•
406. AVhat Government subdivision would be nearest to the proposed bridge ? Dobroyd subdivision ; it
would be about a mile and a half away.
"
407. Is that on the northern side of Middle Harbour ? Yes.
■
:
408. Then there- is Government land still further behind it? Yes; there is the Harbord subdivision
about a mile or so out of the municipal boundary. Only a very small portion of it is sold. Then there is
a great quantity of land between Narrabeen and Pittwater, to which this bridge would give access.
409. Do you think a high-level bridge is feasible ? Yes; I think so. You must have regard to the
expenditure incurred in making approaches to the waters of Middle Harbour by the labour- of the - socalled unemployed. A few years ago they made a splendid road, making approaches to the site of the
proposed low-level bridge. At one time I thought that a high-level bridge would be necessary. I did
not think we should be able to get a gradient to take vehicles safely down to the waters of the harbour ;
hut that difficulty having been overcome I think a low-level bridge with swings would answer all purposes.
410. Mr. Abbott.'] During the sixteen years you have been at Manly how often have you had to travel
overland to Sydney by reason of stress of weather ? I do not think more than half a dozen times.
411. Is that since you have had the present steamboat service ? No.
•
412. That is the best you have ever had ? Yes.
413. As a matter of fact the residents of Manly use the overland route very seldom, do they not ? Not
the residents.
.
414. I suppose as a matter of fact the residents of Manly look upon the road as rather an attractive
■drive than anything else ? "Well, anumberof people have been prevented from living down at Manly in the
absence of this road communication, feeling that they were cut off from the place after 11 o’clock at night.
415. There is a larger area of Crown lands in the upper part of Middle Harbour than down at Manly
.Beach ? The largest portion is away beyond Narrabeen.
'
416. Do you think the necessity for this bridge would iustify an annual charge of between £3,000 and
£4,000 ? I think so.
417. Why ? I think it would be a profitable investment, looking at the large area of Crown lands yet
unalienated.
418. Have the Government had any difficulty in selling the land which they have heretofore offered for
sale ? -There has been no difficulty that I know of in selling land in any part of the country. The policy
■of successive Governments, as you know, has been first to sell the land and then to make railways
through it.
.
•
'
>
419. Has there been no difficulty in the Government alienating the land which they have offered for- sale
down about Manly and Narrabeen ? There was some difficulty at Dobroyd, but the sale of that sub
division would have paid the cost of this bridge if the sale had been conducted upon and regulated by
.sound commercial principles.
.
420. Do you know whether the land was offered at a time when the Government had no power to grant
.
deferred payments ? That is a question I could not answer.
421. Do you know. when it took place ? About two years ago.
422. When you refer to commercial principles do you refer to the principle of giving terms ? ' What I
mean is that the Government should deal with the-land as a -private estate would be dealt with, and that
they should get the benefit of the improvements in their sale instead of selling the land and making the
improvements afterwards.
...
.
•
•
'
.
"
’
•
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present:—
The Honokable JOHN LACKEY'(Chairman).
The Hon. George Campbell., ■
Jacob Garrard, Esq.,
The Hon. William Henry Suttor,
•
Alexander Kethel, Esq.,
The Hon. James Watson,
Sydney -Smith, Esq.,
.
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Huhphery,
Thomas Michael Slattery, Esq.
Joseph Palmer Abbott, Esq.,
John Rendell Street, Esq.,
Henry Copeland, Esq.,
'
.
Daniel O’Connor, Esq.
The Committee further considered the proposed bridge at The Spit, Middle Harbour.
- -

Alexander Dean, Esq., J.P., sworn and examined:—
Yes.
You are now living'at Manly ? Yes.
'
' '
You travel backwards and forwards pretty frequently ? Daily.
And you have a tolerably good knowledge of the traffic between Manly and Sydney ? Yes.
Do you know.the site of-the proposed .bridge over the Spit at Middle Harbour ? I do.
Do you think it is a good sitiiation for a bridge ? I do; I believe nature has provided a situations

A. Dean, Esq., 423. Chairman^] You are an old colonist, Mr. Dean ?
J.P.

.424.
6 Dec., 1888. 425.
426.
■427.
428.
for it
429. Do the residents'of Manly suffer inconvenience from want of land communication? They do.
430. Manly is a favourite resort ? It has been for many years.
431. Do you think it would increase if additional accommodation were given by the construction of abridg;e ? Yes, not only Manly Beach, but the whole of the western portion—the tableland near the Spit.432. There is a large extent of vacant land behind Manly—right out to Broken Bay ? Yes.
433. A great deal of that is Government land ? Yes.
.
434. And I suppose its value would be considerably enhanced ? Very much so.
435. Are you a maritime man ;—do you take any interest in boating ? I did when I was a boy; but of
late years I do not.
\
.
' .
436. You do not keep a yacht ? No.
.
437. Do you think the construction of the bridge would be an impediment to the navigation of the
harbour above the Spit ? No; I do not. It would be very simply remedied. I have been in many
countries, and have seen bridges over many rivers and lakes ; and I know that if a signal were given by &•
yacht as she rounded the point at Middle Head, the bridge could be opened before she came up.
.
■
.438. The proposed bridge is a swing bridge ? Yes ; and it would be very simply opened ;■ I do not think
there would be any difficulty at all to the yachting. Of course I would be very sorry to stop the yachting
on the harbour, because it is one of the finest harbours in the world for.the purpose.
.
■439. It is a pretty -resort above the Spit, is it not ? It is.
'
■
440. It is likely to become a great resort for submarine residences ? Yes ; both on the south side of .Middle Harbour and on the north side. It will become a great outlet for the retired merchants of Sydney.
It is the healthiest part of the city. We are bounded to the south by Botany, and to the west by the
railways, Parramatta, Balmain, and all those places. Here there is a great tract of country, that can beutihsed for the relief of the. city an easy distance away.
- - ,
■
441. Communication now is carried on in a very primitive way ? Yes; a.punt worked by .a wheel.
442. Do they use Chinese labour ? I did.not notice that.
.
443. Mr. Copeland^] You say the people of Manly suffer great inconvefuence through the want of this bridge'?
There .are many females down there who are very timid, and in very severe, weather we have as rough
seas inside the Heads as I ever saw in my life. Of course they do not come very often in the year, but
oh several instances I have seen timid ladies frightened to take "their children back. If there were.a
bridge across the Spit, they would hire a conveyance.and take their'children across, but they are afraid of
the punt.
‘
'
'
414. Do.you think ladies and children would be very desirous of being out in bad weather like that ?
Sometimes they leave Sydney without knowing what sort of weather it is at Manly, and then they are
frightened to go hack.. I myself once.took an old lady,-76 years of age, with .two boys, right round the
Spit, and walked to the North Shore, because she was afraid to go by boat.
,
- '445. How often do you.think the residents of Manly would suffer the inconvenience of being saddled,
with an old lady 70 years of age, with two children? I am only citing an instance that came under my
own notice, ^and I know other. instances where ladies have .been-timid about crossing the .Heads during
rough weather.
'
.
.
•446. Do-you think these inconveniences would be sufficient to warrant us .in proposing a continuous tax
on the country for all time to the amount of about £4,000 a year, which is the difference between the
cost of maintaining the bridge and the cost of maintaining a steam-punt ? Manly Beach of course would
• reap the benefit by a bridge, but the bridge would open up.a large tract of Government land, which would
pay for the outlay on the bridge in a very short time.
447. Do you think the.inconvenience would not be removed if a steam-punt were put there, giving the
■■same accommodation .as at piresent exists between .Sydney and North Shore? No punt .could give the
convenience a bridge would.
,
•
. ■
448. Is there any complaint about the accommodation provided between Sydney and.NorthlShore? .1 am
,not.aware of any.
' '
....
.
.
.
_ • _
!449. ’Then, if th e. Government '.providedr you" with .'similar accommddati'on',acrosscthe'Spit, what:is~now
■provided by a private company for the. North' Shore,'wouldmotithat remove albdifficulties:? No ; the
time would be the great thing. The punt would be either en one side or the .other,'whereas the steam
ferries come in almost every minute.
■
450. Mr, Abbolt."] Every minute at the North Shore ? Well, every 10 minutes.
451. Mr. Cop eland.~\ Do you know,-asra-mattermf “fact,"howoften^ the steam ferry runs to North Shore?
Ido not know.
■
"
452..-Is-it as.far across Middle Harbour as from Sydney to North Shore ? No. "
453.
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A. Dean, Esq.,
453. Then in all proliability’the journey could be made in.less time P Of course.
J.P.
454. The people would'be put to no greater inconvenience by having to use a steam-punt than the people
at North Shore at present ? There would be less of course, because the distance is less ; but I do not
6’Dec., 1888.
think of the bridge so much for the Manly Beach people, who are well supplied now with the steamers. It
would open up an immense tract of country, and benefit the G-overnment.
■
455. Would not the1 steam-punt open Up.that country-as well? No.
456. Why ? Punts are never considered so much asia bridge. I have seen punts all over the world, and
they do not think anything at all about them.
457. We are not going into the question what they think about them. Do they not give the convenience?
Of course, to a certain extent, but the bridge would give more.
•
458. The only question would be whether you drove across the bridge, or whether the punt carried your
buggy across. . Once on the other side you have'the same advantage of driving-as if the bridge were,
■constructed ? But if the punt were on the other side you would have to wait so long.
•
’
459. Might you not have to wait for a long time if the bridge were open ? The engineering appliances now
for opening bridges are so very much improved that it could be done in 3 or 4 minutes. ■
460. Then there would be the time ihe vessel took going through, and 3 or 4 minutes to close- it
.again, and, altogether, I think you would find it would take as long as it would take to cross on thesteam-punt ? , Perhaps, so.
. •
■■
•
461. Mr. Watson.'] As-the cost of this bridge is about £62,000, and the interest on the money, together
with the cost of keeping the bridge in repair, would involve an expenditure of £4,000 a-year, do you think
the country would be justified in going to such an expense for the emergencies you allude to? Ido-;
because the country would benefit by opening up what is now useless ground, and making it of very
great value.
.
.
.
■
462. Ifr. Street.] We have it in evidence from the skilled engineers that the punt could run from either
side every 10 minutes -; do you think that is sufficient inconvenience for the people-of Manly to necessi
tate such a large expenditure for the bridge ? I do think it. The money would be well spent, becausethere is a feeling of uncertainty about a punt, and there is. a feeling of comfort and surety about a bridge.
463. Mr. O’Connor.] Would the construction of the bridge he convenient to anyone besides those who
reside at Manly Beach? It would be convenient to all. I,t would open- up the great Military Bo ad, and
he a splendid drive for all the inhabitants of North Shore, and it would’ open up an immense tract of
country to the north of Middle Harbour.
...
'
464. You have travelled a good deal over the-world ?' Yes.
•
-465. Have you ever seen, in a civilized country, a place with so many attractions so difficult of' access as
Manly Beach ? I.have never seen so many attractions as there- are in New South Wales with less ways
and means of getting at them. All through Switzerland there are steamers plying every hour of the day
over the lakes.
■
'
■
•
466. There is a -great tract of land-belonging to- the Government which'would be opened up by the
bridge ? Yes.
•
•
.
467. There is a lot of unoccupied land which, if- that bridge were constructed, would become the scene
of busy life ? Yes ; the whole of that tract would be covered with gentlemen’s residences. It is the
finest scenery in the world, from North Shore along the Military Bead across the Spit and along the table
land to Manly Beach ; there is not a scene like it in the world. When I came back from home, in 1872,
Professor Smith and I went down to George’s Head, along the Military Boad, and he said to me “ You
have been all oyer the world—did you ever see a finer sight than from the top of George’s Head ”? I
said “ Never,” and I say: so still.
,
_
468. Mr. Kethel.] What is the population of Manly and the district within a radius of 3 miles ? I
could not-tell you; I think 3.000 or 4,000.
■
469. How many of that number would use the road to Sydney, provided the bridge were erected next
year ? • It would be used more by -the people of. Sydney than by the people of Manly ; it would be used
as- an afternoon drive to Manly. It would only- be-used by the Manly Beach people in eases of emergency,
but by the residents of Sydney almost daily for drives. We have not now a drive about Sydney, except
out to South Head,-and this road would be used for drives by all the inhabitants of Sydney.
_ _
470. Then I understand that it is not for the convenience of the residents of Manly, but only to give visitors
pleasant drives that you advocate the construction' of this bridge ? Yes, that is one of the causes. It
would be of great convenience to the inhabitants of Manly Beach ; it would be a-great convenience and
outlet for the people of - Sydney; and it would be a great means of opening up an immense tract of country
to the north of Middle Harbbur.'
471. A large proportion of the-land you allude to has been alienated from the Crown, and the bridge
would simply enhance the .value' of the property of private persons ? I cannot tell how much of the
ground is private property.
.
...
472. It has been stated that the expense of maintenance, added to the interest, would be something like
£4,000 a year. If the inhabitants of Manly number 4,000, that would be a tax on the revenue of £L per
annum per head for the whole population that would be benefited. Is there any way that you can suggest,
by which the Treasury would be recouped for that expenditure ? Of course population would grow, and
the bridge would almost pay for itself by tolls.
'
.
473. You are aware that the traffic from Sydney to North Shore is conducted entirely by steam ferry.;-—
does it not appear to you peculiar to aslcfor a-bridge to accommodate a small section of that traffic, while
the main traffic is taken by steam ferry across Sydney Harbour? There is that feeling, but then the'
traffic from Sydney to North Shore is divided. Of Course the main traffic is conveyed by steamers, but
there are many other outlets by which people can get across to North Shore ; they can get across by the
bridge at Lane Cove.
'
'
■
_ . . .
474. How many miles is it from the Sydney Post Office to the St. Leonards Post Office by the-bridge ?■
It would be a long way.
■
■
475. Do you believe, as a citizen of many years standing, a contractor, and a public man of great experience,
that you are justified in recommending to the Committee the construction of this bridge ? I do.
476. And you deliberately say the public benefits to be derived by the inhabitants not only of Manly, but'
of Sydney and St. Leonards, would justify the expenditure ? Yes; I am convinced I am right. It would
be merely the foundation of a great advancement of that northern portion, which would be a good return
for the outlay.
-
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• ^r- Sutior!] You. say tte Military Road would form a very favourite drive? It would.
f^s- Are you aware that a company is being got up now to make a tramline along that road ? Yes • I
6 Dec., 1888..
heard of it..
’
479. Do you think people would use that as a drive if there were a tram running along ? Of course
that would affect it to a considerable extent.
■.
°
.
480. Do you know that there is a very narrow and steep grade down to the bridge, very dangerous for
people to drive along aud meet a tramway ? Yes ; there is a steep grade.
•
481. Are you aware that the people who propose to carry out the tramway intend to use a steam-punt
' themselves ? I am not aware of that..
.
.
482. Do you know whether the population of Manly is increasing at all ? Not much, I think. There is
a-dullness in all suburbs now. '
.
.
483. The present steamer accommodation is very much better than it was some time ao-o ? Yes • verv
much better.
.
o
■
,
j
484. And at present, I suppose, there is not much inconvenience arising in connection with the steam
■
accommodation ? The steam accommodation, as I said before, is very good, but, at the same time the
northern portion of Middle Harbour would be greatly enhanced in every way by ladies and gentlemen
driving themselves.
■
'
485. What is the time occupied by the steamers coming from Manly to Svdney ? Thirty-five to 40
minutes.
✓
■ "
.
.
486. How long would it take to drive along the road by the bridge ? I never drove it; I could not tell you.
487. Do you know the distance ? I think about 9 miles.'
■
.
488. It could not be done so quickly by the road as by the steamer ? No ; but it would save a great
■
amount of timidity.
'
.
.
489. But I suppose these timid people like to live at Manly all the same ? Yes; but I know one lady who
has left Manly for a time on account of the uncertainty ef the weather, as she always gets sick- when
crossing the Heads.
.
• '
.
490. You have never had any fatal accidents with the steamers coming from Manly ? No.
..

John Williams Deering, Esq., Metropolitan' and Coast District Surveyor, sworn and examined:—
J.W.DBering, 491. Chairman.] You have held your present position for some time ? Pour years.
492. You have some knowledge of the land belonging to the Government in the district where it is proDecl888 PPsed 1;o erect a bridge ? -Yes.
.
'' 493. You know the country well ? Yes; I surveyed the first road over the Spit thirty years ago.
494. How long is it since you have been there ? Six months.
■
°
495. Surveying some Government land ? No ; inspecting it.
496. Do you know the extent of Government land there now? Ye's. At Harbord, at Manly,, near the
water reserve, at Dobroyd, at Narrabeen, and at Manly Cove, we have about 4,118 acres, which will be '
directly affected by the erection of this bridge. Of course, we have a large area, but I do not think the
other land would be affected by this bridge.
.
. ■ .
497. That would be farther on ? Yes, farther to the west, at the back of Gordon.
'
498. How many miles would that be? I daresay 8 or 10 miles.
.
499. Is population settling down very quickly in the neighbourhood of Manly, or at those other places to
which you have alluded ? No- Speculators are buying the land.
.
.
oOO. Do you think it would settle down quickly if there were a bridge ? Yes ; I think it would aid it
very considerably.
.
501. Do you think it would be a great convenience to those at present residing in those districts and at
Manly? Ido. I think you wanted the value of this Crown land.
.
502. Yes ? The approximate value of those lands directly affected by the bridge.is about £73,980. .
503. Mr. Garrard.] That is their present value ? Yes. If the bridge is erected I think the increased
value of those lands might be reasonably estimated at 25 per cent., which on £73,980 is £18,500. I have
given the question a great deal of consideration, and have also taken the opinions of other people who
knew what the lands were.
...
504. Mr. O'Connor.] Those lands are in the immediate vicinity of the bridge ? They are in the area the
bridge would influence.
•
.
.
i ;
505. Chairman.] You are well acquainted with the- harbour above the site of the bridge ;—is the punt.
there worked under your Department? No; under the Roads, I think. [Produces -Admiralty chart.]
There is a sand-bank below the Spit with about 9 feet of water at low tide. If a vessel draws more than
9 feet of water she could not cross at low tide. Of course if they make a tramway over the bridge it will
add more than25 per cent, to the value of the laud.
• .
°506. We have nothing to do with the tramway, and the tramway has nothing to do with the bridge. Do .
you think that part of the harbour would be affected for yachting or navigation by the construction of
that bridge ? Not much, if they had two openings.
■
.
507. You think two openings would obviate all difficulties ? I do, because there is no great depth of
water. Before you reach the site of the bridge the water shallows; it is a broad sand-bank that at
present impedes the navigation for deep-drawing vessels.
.
.
508. Mr. Abbott.] Is it not a reef ? No, I do not think it is a reef; it is sand; there may be rock
amongst it.
509. We were told that it was a reef ? It may be a reef underneath.
5.10. Chairman.] Do you think, under the whole of the circumstances, the convenience provided by this
bridge would be sufficient to justify the Government in expending £62,000 in the construction of it ?
Yes; I do.
.
•
511. Mr. Abbott.] Have you a map of the Crown lands that would be affected by the bridge..? Yes.
[Vide Appendix.]
■
,.
.
512. These lands.in Gordon would be more easily approached byroads through St. Leonards, would they
not? Yes; I have not included them.
“
.
■ .
ol3. Have you sold any of this Narrabeen land ? Yes, about 1,500 acres, at an average of about £15
per acre. We have 800 acres yet to dispose of in the same estate.
.
•
*
.
. . ,514.
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^■51.4. Id round numbers, tile increased value given'to this land by'the construction of the Mdge wotiM J-W.Dsermg,
v bring it up to about £91,000 ? Yes, and my estimate is a low one ; I intended it to be low.
' Esl515. At the present we could get £74,000 for those lands without the bridge ? Beyond a-doubt.
6 Dec., 1888.
516. Then you add .£1-8,000'-as the dncreased value ? Yes.
517. "We have been told that -the annual charge for this bridge will be £4,000 a year:; do you think the
increased value it would give to those lands would be a justification to place that charge on the country
for all time’? Yes ; hut not for-the Grown lands alone. '
518. £18,000 at 4 per cent, would be £720 a year ? Quite so.
519. So that there would be £3,000 odd still a charge against the country for which there would be no
return to the country ? Quite so; that is putting it on mercantile grounds only.
520. Have you ever travelled to and.fro between North Shore and Manly Beach as it is now ? Yes.
521. Have you seen any great traffic there at any time ? No; I cannot say that I have. If there were -a
bridge I think there would be'traffic.
'
52-2. Wherefrom? Manly Beach.
523. How many people living at Manly Beach do you estimate would have the means of driving to'and
from North Shore ■? .1 could not say. If it is to be taken as a paying transaction, I should say the bridge
will not pay .
°
524. In the interests of the public is there necessity for it at the present time ? There is no necessity for
.it; certainly not.
J
525 It wouid be a nice outlet to people who desire to go to Manly Beach, but who object to the sea? It
would be more than that; I look upon it as a highway along that east coast.
526. What is the use of a highway if there are no people to use it ? You cannot have the people until
you make the highway; make the highway and the people will come.
*
527. Ho you not think that a steam-punt would answer all the purposes.!or many a d ay to come ? I think it
would, but I think thetbridge would.be better,
528. Do you know anything -of the service between here aud North -Shore ■? Yes.
529. That is a very heavy traffic, especially in the morning and evening ? Yes.
530. Have you -ever seen any inconvenience arising there ? No, none at all; but I cannot dissociate from
niT ™n(j that the?e 18 to be a tramway across the bridge. It has got so ingrafted in my mind that I have
a difficulty in getting rid of it.
531. Xr. Cop eland.You stated just now that the Government sold 800 acres odd at Narrabeen, at an
average of £15 per acre ;—have you any reason to suppose that this land, as coloured yellow, will bring a
greater average than the land .at Narrabeen ? That is the land I meant—Narrabeen Estate.
532. Have you included the Manly Cove in your estimate ? Yes; I put that down at £8.
583. Now suppose we were to estimate tbe whole of this 4,118 acres to give a net return of £15 per acre,
free of any further expense for clearing, forming, or metalling roads, auctioneers’ commission, &c..;—would
that not be a fair estimate.? ■ Yes; that would be about a fair thing.
534. You will perceive that it will just take the whole of this 4,118 acres of suburban land to provide the
money to build this bridge ? Quite so.
535. You say you are under tbe impression that the value of this land would be increased 25 per cent, if
the bridge were built ? Yes.
536. Have you considered how much the value would be increased if a steam-punt were provided instead
of a bridge ? Nothing.
537. All the improvement would take place only if the bridge were built ? Yes ; I think there Would be
no improvement unless the bridge were built. .
'
538. I suppose you ape pretty well acquainted with North Shore ? Tes.
•
539. Have you any idea what improvement has taken place in the value of land there durinw tire last ten
or fifteen years ? An enormous increase.
°
540. I suppose some hundreds per cent, in some -cases ? Yes; land which was sold at per acre is now
only sold at per foot.
541. Could we not, reasoning by analogy, expect that an increase would take place in tbe value of these
Crown lands, if we provide a similar steam-punt for the Spit ? Scarcely ; I do .not think the analogy is
complete because at the Spit that would be the only means of traffic, whereas here they have a passenger
traffic; there would be no passenger steamers at the Spit.
*
542. Btit on the other hand is not the distance shorter across the Spit than from Sydney across to North
Shore? Yes..
543. Therefore, the shortness of the distance would make up for the slightly slower speed ^ Yes tea
small extent.
.
r
’
544.. I suppose tbe people at North Shore receive as good accommodation as other people by the use of
this steam ferry ? Yes ; I have seen many steam ferries in other countries, and I think these are quite
equal to any of them.
•
545. If the Government were to provide an equally good steam ferry for the people at Manly, they Would
have no real cause of complaint ? No ;.I do not think they would have any cause of complaint but it
would not be equal to a bridge.
.
’
546. What particular reasons'have you for placing such a great value on the bridge ? I cannot but feel
that a tramway will go over it.
.
547- H the Government do not build a bridge, tbe tramway.people may build a bridge for themselves?
I do not think so; they might pay half the cost of the bridge ; I believe' they would.
548. Leaving out tbe tramway, what other special advantages would there he ? There would be no
transshipment.
549. Is there any transshipment when you send goods by steamer from Sydney to Manly ? I mean there
is a transshipment with the horse and vehicle in driving; you have to drive on to the punt which is
awkward.
.
■
S50'^011 W°uld 5la've ^ drive 0.n tlle brid8e ? Tes 5 but it is a different thing. When I said I thought
the Government were justified in building the bridge, I did not mean as a commercial undertaking only.
551. Mr. Abbott.'} There is reform now? I Lave seen that. I only spoke as a public officer who
has seen these wants for thirty years or more.
.
.
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J.W.Deering,552. Mr. Copeland.'] Do you think the low-level bridge can be constructed without impeding the nayfe
Es<lgation ? No, it is bound to impede it to a certain extent; every low-level bridge does that; but no large
e^Dec^lSSS Tesse^s
ever g° UP a^ove the Spit.
.
•
■’
‘ 553. Suppose they were to strike a large supply of natural gas or kerosene shale, or anything of that kind ;—■
can you foretell what large cities may spring into existence on the upper part of Middle Harbour ? There
would not be vessels of large draught at any time go above the Spit.
554. Suppose they were to strike kerosene shale ? That would probably come .dowa in punts ; I do not
think there will ever be a large traffic up there. Steamers could have jointed funnels, and strike them.
555. Mr. O’Connor.] Tou said you thought the-people at North Shore were quite satisfied with their
means of transit? Tes;.1 think they should be. ’
'
556. I heard you say that land had increased wonderfully in value at North Shore ? Tes; beyond a doubt.
557. Do you think it would further increase if there was a bridge between Sydney and North Shore ?
Beyond a doubt; it would be no longer North Shore ; it would then be Sydney.
558. Would the people not be much more satisfied and much better served if they had abridge ? Beyond
a doubt.
'
559. Since you have been in the public service, do you think it has been a cardinal principle in the con
struction of bridges to know first whether they will pay or not? No ; I do not know that, that is taken
into consideration at all in the case of a public bridge.
'
560. Do you not think it would be a rather narrow policy merely to ask whether this bridge would benefit
the people in the main street of Manly ? Tes ; I do.
561. Tou consider if the bridge were constructed, it would not be for the people of Manly, but for the
people of the Colony ? Tes ; that is what I meant when I told the Chairman that I thought the Govern
ment would be justified in building it.
562. Mr. Garrard.] Would you be able to furnish the Committee with a tracing of that plan ? Tes.
• '
563. A large amount of Crown land has been sold recently in those districts ? ' Tes.
•
-564. Were the purchasers led to expect improved means of communication ? Not at all; not by the
Crown auctioneers.
.
■
565. Tou have been present at each of these sales ? I was present at the chief sales, and nothing was
said about the bridge;' we carefully avoided it.
.
,
566. Mr. Suitor.] Within what distance from the bridge are most of these lands ? • They vary from 2 miles
to 6 and 7 miles.
567.- Do you think they would increase in value if the bridge were not erected? No; they have been
at a standstill for some time ; there would only be a very moderate increase.
568. Tou think a large population wmuld settle down if these lands were opened up by the bridge ? Tes.
569. What would be the inducement ? To make homes. There is very good laud in that locality that
. would make' very comfortable and cheerful homes for the people.
.
570. Land that could be cultivated ? . Tes ; some of the richest in the Colony—black sand soil.
.
.
571. Mr. Copeland.] Where is that soil ? There is some on the northern part of Harbord; down in
the low places there is beautiful soil.
.
572. Mr. Suitor.] Are tfiere many people living out there now ? Not very many; perhaps 200. ,
'
John Joseph Choundiug, Esq., Traffic Manager, Port Jackson Steamship Co., sworn and examined:—
J. J.
573. Chairman?] Tou are the traffic manager of the Port Jackson Steamship Co. ? Tes. .
.
•
Choundmg, 574 "Where do your boats run to ? To aud from Manly, and other places where we can get a charter for
Es<1'
them.
.
•
e^Dec^IsSS
®-ave J01-1 many boats running ? We have three boats constantly running to Manly—the “ Brighton,”
’’
'the “Eairlight,” and the “ Narrabeen.”
.
•
576. Have you much goods traffic ? Tes ; a fair share.
577. What is your charge per ton ? Pour shillings per ton.
578. Tou do not make distinctions between one class of goods and another ? No ; unless it is a small- lot
of goods, such as parcels, when we charge Is. dr 6d. each. Anything over a ton we charge at the rate of
4s. per ton. ■
■
■
579. Are there great quantities of goods going backwards and forwards ? We have not had so much this
year; nearly all the building has stopped for the time.
'
580. Tou take building material? Tes.
581. And necessaries of life—such as groceries, &c. ? Tes.
582. Most people get their supplies from Sydney ? Most of them.
■
583. Are there any industries down there that send goods or produce to Sydney ? No; except that -the.
Chinamen have one or two gardens and bring a little fruit.
584. Have you heard any complaints of the cost of conveying goods between Sydney and Manly ? I have
had no complaints made to me.
585. Do you know the site of the proposed bridge across the harbour at the Spit ? Tes ; I have been
there pretty often.
586. Are you given to yachting at all ? No; but I take a great interest in it.
587. Do you think that commerce or the pleasure of the people would be interfered with materially by the
construction of a low-level bridge at the Spit ? It would interfere with the yachting.
588. It is proposed to have two swings ? Tes ; but I fancy there would be a little delay in boats getting
through. I know we have a little delay in getting through the Pyrmont Bridge, and that is worked on a very
large scale.
589. Do you think the delay would be greater than is caused by going across by the present means of
transit ? Tou know our boats are increasing in number every week. I have seen nine or ten yachts at
a stretch going up Middle Harbour, and they could not all get through at once.
.
; '
590. Do you think the erection of the bridge would be a matter of great convenience to the people living
on the other side of the harbour ? I think it would be.
. -.
591. Tou think it would be largely used for traffic purposes ? Tes;. I fauey it would increase our own
trade; people would go down by the road and come back by steamer if there were conveyances running
to carry them.
‘
592. Tou think it would largely increase the population ? Tes.
593.

.

'593. ire you aware that the G-overnment have a large quantity of land over there ? No; I did not know.
591. Supposing there were four or five thousand acres of G-overnment land there, do you think that would.
warrant the G-overnment in erecting a bridge in connecting one side with the other ? I would not like
to say-"
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595. Mr. Copeland-I What is the time usually occupied by your steamers in making the journey from
Sydney to Manly ? Forty minutes we allow, but we can do it in 35 when clean.
.
596. If the bridge were constructed,'do you think the journey could be done quicker than that by land P
No ; I do not think so.
‘
597. You do not think there would be any saving of time in travelling overland instead of by steamer ?
No ; I have ridden around very often. I have started on a pretty good horse when the boat started, and
she has always beaten me. Of course there was the delay at the Sj)it.
■
.
■
598. It has been stated- here that a considerable amount of furniture is carried to and fro. Supposing the
bridge were constructed, do you think people would be likely to carry their furniture overland instead of
by your steamers ? That I cannot say. I know that some of the gentlemen living down there prefer to
take it overland, because it does not get-knocked about; it is put on the yiart and not taken off till it
arrives at the house it is going to. If it is taken from the cart into the steamer, then from the steamer
to the wharf, and then put on the cart again, it is shifted four times. I believe I myself would take it ‘
right round.
'
599. Does it often happen that your steamers are not able to make the journey through stress of weather ?
No. '
_
■
"
'
.
600. Has it happened since you got these large vessels ? No; our beats could go through any weather.
We have never had-to take a boat off on account of the bad weather since we have had the class of
steamers that are now running.
601. Asa matter of fact you run as regularly as the railway ? Just so.
602. And with the same amount of safety? Yes.
603. Mr. Humphery!\ Do you issue season tickets ? Yes.
604. How much do you charge for them ? £8 a year.
605. What would that be for a single trip ? About 4d., I think, if you go once each way every day; but then
if you have a family of eight it would only be about £1 a year for the youngest in the family—the larger ’
the family the smaller the rate.
606. The head of the family would pay £8 ? Yes; then the rest £6, then £5, £4, and down to
£1 Is. lOd.
.
607. Do you think it probable that a tramway would carry passengers at a less fare than that? I do not
.
know.
.
608. What would be the distance by tram ? I could not tell. We reckon it 7 miles by water.
609. Mr. Watson.'] Are your present rates remunerative to the company,—do you pay a fair dividend ? No.
610. How long is it since you paid, a dividend ? We paid a dividend last year of 6 per cent, per annum,
but then we had not paid one for eighteen months before.
‘
611. Asa matter of fact, the fares do not pay the company ? I would like to see it a great deal better.
.
• 612. Mr. Garrard.] What height would the bridge require to be for your steamers to go under ? About
50 feet. Our steamers are about 42 or 43 feet, I think.
.
613. Your boats never go up Middle Harbour ? Yes ; I have been up there several times in the “ Eairlight,”
on moonlight nights, with the Austrian band and the Liedertafel.
.
614. The ordinary traffic is conducted by smaller steamers than any of yours ? Yes.
615. And if the bridge had a headway of 30 feet, it would accommodate the ordinary traffic without
opening (he swing ? I do not think it would, because our passenger boats very often go there. The
“ Narrabeen ” was up Middle Harbour the other day with a picnic, and she is 36 feet.
616. But the usual traffic is carried on with smaller boats ? Yes.
617. If there were swings worked with modern appliances it would be no very great hindrance to traffic ?
No'; I do not thiuk so. •
.
618. Do you think there is likely to be a large amount of activity on the shores of Middle Harbour at any
time, or do you think it will be confined to residential sites ? That I could not say.
619. Is it true that the shores of Middle Harbour come down rather precipitously to the water; that there
is not much level land between the water and. the hills ? I think it is.
■
•
620. Are you aware of the depth of water in the shallowest part of Middle Harbour ? No ; we always
keep in mid-channel.
.
.
621. Your boats have very shallow draught? No, 7 or 8 feet; but our instructions to our masters
always are to keep to mid-channel.
622. You have had no difficulties in going up with your boats? No.
’
623. Mr. Suttor.] Is there much passenger traffic between Manly and Sydney ? Yes.
624. "What is the average number of passengers every day ? On an ordinary day we carry about 700 •
to 800; on Sundays and holidays of course we carry more. "We have carried as many as several thousand.
625. Have you much goods traffic? "We have no difficulty with goods. Ybars ago we had a lot of
trouble, but since we have had the large boats we can take it away quicker than they can bring it down.
626. Mr. Garrard.] You spoke.of the small dividend paid; how has your increased plant been paid for—
by increased capital or out of earnings ? Out of earnings.
.
627. There was no increase of capital to buy the “ Narrabeen,” for instance ? No.
‘
628. Although you have not been paying a large dividend, you have been increasing your stock ? Yes.
629. Mr. Watson.] Is it not a fact that you have issued debentures to pay for some of these steamers ?
That was at the commencement of the company, some three or four years ago.
'
'
John Alexander M'Donald, Esq., Assistant Engineer, Department of Roads and Bridges, sworn and
. .
further examined :—
630. Chairman.] Your name is? John Alexander M'Donald.
631. And you are engaged in the Department of Roads and Bridges ? Yes.
.
632. Have you had to do with the design of the proposed bridge across Middle Harbour, at the Spit ? Yes,
I got out the design.

'

y
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M'Donald,
Esq.
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S33. Is it the case that plans have been prepared for a steam-punt 1 Yes, and tenders have been invited^
Ihe Commissioner for Roads has recommended a tender, and the papers are with the Works Department to-'
deal with; The money is not yet available. An amount of f 2,000 is to be put on the Estimates for 1889
G Dec., 1888 and I believe the Minister has refused to sanction the expenditure until the money is available. £2 000 is
the amount proposed to be voted : but the tender was below that.
'
634. What was the amount of the tender ? It was about £1,700.
cqc"
P^arLS
th® steam-punt are completed 1 Yes ; the plans can be produced at any time.
636. Is it contemplated to provide by means of the steam-punt carriage of a tramway 1 Ko.
637. Only for ordinary traffic? For ordinary traffic. The punt will be similar to the one now working at
Hexham, on the Hunter River.
°
638. Worked by steam? By steam on the punt, and a wire rope.
639. Afr. Copeland.] The intention of the Department is that in the event of a bridge being proposed by
the Government, you will be able to take this steam ferry away to some other place ? Yes. A bridge of the
size that has been proposed will take at least about two years to build, and it is proposed to puta steam
ferry there until the bridge is completed.
640. And then remove the ferry to some other place ? Yes.
641. Mr. Garrard.] Can you produce the plans of the steam punt? lean produce them in two or three
minutes.
642. Chairman.] Let us have them at our next meeting ? Yes.
Mr. Street.] Can you tell us what time will be occupied in the transit across the Spit by this steampunt . Including starting and stopping it would not exceed 5 minutes.
644. A little over 10 minutes a double trip ? Yes. Of course there is the loading or bringing the waggons
oi carts on j that takes a little time. Generally it would be about 15 minutes from either side.
0
645.. Mr Garrard.] Would it be possible to ease down the rather severe grade which at present exists
leading down to the punt .on both sides—there is a severe grade about 40 feet above high-water mark?
Yes ; that has been left with a view to putting the bridge in. If a steam-punt were decided upon the
grade could be eased down.
FRIDAY, 7 DFCEMBER, 1888.
present:—
The Honorable JOHN LACKEY (Chairman).
The Hon. George Campbell.
Jacob Garrard, Esq.
The Hon. William Henry Suttor.
Alexander Kethel, Esq.
The Hon. James Watson.
Sydney Smith, Esq.
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphery.
Thomas Michael Slattery, Esq.
Joseph Palmer Abbott, Esq.
John Rendell Street, Esq.
Henry Copeland, Esq.
Daniel O’Connor, Esq.
The Committee further considered the proposed bridge at The Spit, Middle Harbour.
John Alexander M‘Donald, Esq., Assistant Engineer, Department of Roads and Bridges, sworn and further
examined :—
J. A.
0Have you prepared the plans now produced with reference to the proposed steam-punt
M'Donald, 646.
Esq.
over the Spit at Middle Harbour ? Yes. There is one point upon- which I should like to correct the evidence
<7 n
iooo *7* 7Jave yestei'da7 Wlth regard to the lowest tender for the work. The amount was £1,487 9s.
7 Dec., 1888. 647. Were there many tenders ? There were three. There is another point which has been raised by the
Committee j that is, as to how many vehicles the punt will carry on one trip. It will carry eight ordinary
sized buggies at one trip.
°
J
648. How long would the trip occupy? About 5 minutes, but the trips would be at intervals of about
15 minutes.
649. The vehicles I suppose would be simply driven on to the punt ? Yes.
650. And I suppose as many people could be conveyed as the buggies would hold ? Yes ; there would be
room for passengers, in addition, on the side "walks.
50L 0n the Yh°le y°u think tkat the punt would be sufficient to meet the requirements'©f the-traffic for a
tlme‘ Certainly ; and when the traffic increased beyond what the punt would carry, the simplest plan
jj,
would be to provide a'dupheate punt to run at intermediate intervals.
652. Suppose a private company were empowered to. construct a punt for tramway purposes, would that
interfere with the Government punt? The company would have to run their tramways at the crossmoentirely on Government reserves.
.
653. But I mean as far as the working of the punt is concerned ? The read is rather narrow there, and it
iv 6 Vely dl&cult to 8et an approach independent of the Government approach.
<<S*
ri’- V0?011
1(3 would be possible to make the Government punt available for carrying a tramway?
1 trunk it would be advisable to have an additional punt for the tramway.
655 What would be the extreme length of the punt available for vehicles? Fifty-five feet 3 inches by 11
reet js the available space for vehicles and horses.
J
5/r' ^hhott-} „And how many buggies would the punt hold ?" Eight in two lines.
657. Lhaimum.] Suppose a set of rails were put on the punt, would it carry an ordinary tram ? Yes : hue
7° ,ja7e t0,be caiTied in the centre, and there would be no-room for the ordinary traffic,
bob lhat would be when the tram was crossing, but it would- not cross very frequently—not more,
perhaps, than two or three times a day. If that were the case would the tram interfere largely with the
cram, t?'?1C ? f0* larSe1^’ but
would be veiT difficult to get tramway grades from the ferry.
lhaTVs anffi;ber matter; I am simply asking about the conveyance of the traffic from one side to the
_
other t It would not be difficult to provide for that.
' crni’ Kethel-} 7Vhat dead" weight will the punt carry without endangering its stability ? About 20 tons,
ool. (jhmrman.^ Not more? It would carry more in calm weather.
*
662.

>
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''%(r62. It would carry an .engine, I suppose, in addition; I mean its own engine 1 Yes.
663. Then the 20 tons you speak of. would be in addition to its own working gear 1 Yes.
664. Mr. Kethel.'] What is the depth of the punt from the deck to the bottom ? Four feet.
665. Mr. Garrard.']- What width is allowed for a buggy in order, to have two rows on the punt ? About 5
feet 3 inches.
....
666. Chairman.] What is the width of the punt?' Eleven feet between the kerbs, but the hubs of the
wheels would go over the kerb.
667. Mr. Garrard.] There would be no fear of a run-away when there were eight-buggies on the punt? No;
if there were eight buggies they would be pretty tightly packed.
’
668. And the foot passengers would be on the wings as it were ? Yes.
.
669. Chairman.] Is there any platform besides the ordinary floor ? Yes ; there is a separate platform for
passengers.
.
670. Mr. Garrard.] Is the punt to be of the same dimensions as the one at Tom Ugly’s Point, George’s
E-iver? It will be larger, and the machinery will be "differently arranged. It is one of the latest design.
671. How many men would it take to work the punt? Two—an engineer and fireman.
'
672. Chairman.] Are there any other figures you wish to putin as an appendix to your evidence ? The
total amount of the estimated annual working expenses of the steam-punt has been given in evidence ; I
now sujiply the details. [Vide. Appendix AA.] The total amount is £800. The returns in 1889 are esti
mated to be £400, leaving a- debit balance of £400. '
. ■
- •
■
■■
673. Is the estimate- based- upon any calculation or-record ? On the working- of other steam-punts.
674. How have you got at the number of passengers—from the returns of the present-traffic? It is simply
estimated.
'
'
’
675. Have you had any guide from the present traffic—the present punt is in your Department? Yes, it
is leased, and the lessee pays £276 for this year. If the facilities are increased by having a steam-punt it is
probable that the returns will be increased, and the lessee must make something out of the working of the
present punt, so that-1 think it is fair" to estimate £400 as the return. Other information which may be
given in the appendix is with respect to the details of expenditure-in connection with a bridge [Vide Appen
dix A.] ; £3,60.4 is the amount given as the. annual, charge against-the. proposed bridge, and the details show
how it is made out..
.
■ _
....
■
676.. That is the estimate-of the amount likely to be incurred in maintaining the bridge? Yes, including
interest and depreciation, working expenses, painting; &c.
677. You put that statement in.?. Yes.
678.' Mr. Humphery.] Is the £3,604- the debit balance-after giving credit for'the-probable-receipts from
the bridge? No, that would be the gross debit'charge. All the bridges are free: Of course if-there were
any returns from the tramway or anything else it would be credited.
■
* 679: Mr. Suttoi\] Do.you think it would be-advisable to make a larger-punt if it was required? The punts
are made of thin plates, and they have to be docked every nine months, for painting'and cleaning, so that
it would be better in the, interests of the public to have two punts-, at-the one ferry instead, of providing; a
larger one..
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PARLIAMENTARY'STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.
Bridge at The Spit, Middle Harbour.

APPENDIX.

-

:

A
[To Evidence of J. A. M'Donald, Esq.']

.

Pboposed Bbidge otee Middle Habboue.

[87/16,939]

Preliminary Estimate of Cost.
£

Swing Pier—Outside cylinder, 25 ft. x 80 ft. = 143 tons at £15.................. ..................................................
Inside cylinder, 8 ft. x 88 ft. = 55 tons at £15 ............................. ■..................................................
Maeliinery, hydraulic and steam, 70 tons at £32 ..................................................................
■
Concrete, 25 ft. diameter x 15 ft. - 280 cubic yards at £2 10s..........................................
Do.
(25 ft. diameter — 8 ft.) x 73 ft. - 1,123 cubic yards at £2 10s.............. ......................
Total cost of swing pier.................................................................
North Pier—Cylinders (2),'12 ft. diameter x 88 ft. = 143 tons at £15.......................... .'........... .................
Concrete (2), 12ft. diameter x 88 ft. = 737 cubic yards at £2 10s...................... ;............
'
, •
■
• Total cost of north pier.......................... '......................................
South Pier— . ,
Total cost of south pier.............................. ;.......................... ......
Intermediate North Pier—Cylinders’ (2), 6 ft. diameter x 88ft. x J Ion per foot = 88 tons at £15.........
Concrete (2), 27 square feet area x 88 ft. = 176 cubic yards at £2 10s.............................. !............
Total cost of intermediate north pier .............. ;............:...... ;...
Intermediate South Pier—
Total cost of intermediate south pier ............................... ..........
Cross girders in main and swing spans, 66 at 3 tons each ’ 198 tons at £22 ............................................ .
Longitudinal girders, 9 girders, each 650 ft.x 501b.
130 tons at £22.’........................................................
Buckled plates (650 ft; x 32 ft. x 165 ft.)
16
100 tons at £22 ...................;............................
Bulb T iron, 163ft.x 32 x 161b.= 40 tons at £22............................................................
Boad metal, 20,800 sq.ft, at 1001b. = 600 cubic yards at £1 10s. ..;.......................................
Total cost of deck ......................................... ...............................
Main girders, 4 spans, each 126 ft. x li tons per foot
625 tons at £22 ........................................;.........
Swing spans, 150.at | ton per foot ~ 113 tons at £22..................................................................... [..............
Abutments (2), sandstone masonry, each £1,350 .............................................................................................
Approaches, Embankment on Spit, 40 ft. on top, slope 1 to 1,27 chains, 28 ft. high = 125,658 cub. yds. at 2s
.

■
Cross girders,
Longl. girders,
Buck-led plates,
Bulb T irons,
Bqad metal,

8,717
2,145
1,842
3,987
3,987
1,320
440
1,760
1,760
4,356
2,860
2,200
880
900

eee<>< '

Total cost of.bridge.....................................................................................
'

£

2,145
825
2,240
700
2,807

11,196
13,750
2,475
2,700
12,565
£62,897

(Headway, 28 ft.; roadway, 32 ft.)

Extra Costtqf Widening proposed Bridge 10 ft.
327 tons at £22 ......... ;.................. ■.............................................. ..............
167 „ at £22 ............................................................................................
128 „ at £22 ...........................................................................................
51 „ at £22 ...................... .....................................................................
771 cubic yards at £1 10s............................................................................

£7,200
3,617
2,838
1.122

1,157

Total cost of deck .................................. ............ .

£15,994

Main girders and swing girders, 976 tons at £22 ................................................................
Swing pier ......... ;..................................................................................... ..............................
North and south piers ...........................................................................................................
Intermediate piers ..................................................... •......................................................’......
Abutment...................................................................................................................................
Approach in timber ...........................................................:......................... ;........................

£21,472
1-1,208
10,254
4,526.
3,471
17,357

■
Less Estimate 87/16939..............................................................

£84,282
62,897

Additional amount for 10 ft. extra width ......................................................

£21,385

^
.
.
.
Extra Cost for Alterations in Original Design.
Estimated cost as per paper 87/16939 ............................................................................................
Additional cost for timber in place of earthwork approaches ........................
Additional if raised 2 ft...........................................J.......................................... ...........................

£62,897
935
800

Total................................................................................

£64,632

Note.—The above does not include footways at £1,430 each side, or a total of ....... ............

2,860
£67,492

Computation

'
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Computation of Annual Charges on proposed Design, ■with interest at 4 per cent.:—
Taking estimated cost as follows Main bridge, £50,332 ; timber approach, £13,500.
Interest and* depreciation on £50,332 at 4 per cent, compound interest, and life taken at 150' years,
equivalent to 4'01 per cent, per annum ......................................................................................................
Painting every three years at 25s. per foot..........................................................................................................
Wear and tear on machinery, 2 per cent, on £2,240 .............................................................. ■..................
Oil, stores, ..............................................................................................................................................................
Wages—one engineer and one labourer ............................................................................... •'.............. '.............
Total main bridge ..................................................................................
Interest and depreciation on £10,000 at 4 per cent: compound interest, and life taken at 30 years,
equivalent to 578 per cent........................................................... ..........................;......................................
Interest and depreciation on £3,500 at 4 per cent, compound -interest, and life taken at 15 years,
equivalent to 9 per cent.................. ................................................................................................................
Painting, &c........................................................ .....................................................................................................
'
Total approach ......................................................................................

Annual cost.
£
£
2,018
285
45
25
288
-------

'

2,661

678
315
' 50
-----

943
£3,604

Total

Computation of Annual Charges if Iron Approaches be adopted in place of Timber on proposed Design:—
With main bridge, £50,332; and iron approach, £45,000 ; interest at 4 per cent.
• Annual cost.
£
£
2,661
Main bridge, as before, at 4*01 per cent., &c. ......................................................................................... .............
Interest and depreciation on £45,000 at 4 per cent, compound interest, and life taken at 150 years,
equivalent to 401 per cent. ......................................................................................................................... . - 1,800
228
Painting, &c................... .................................................................................................................................. .......
4,689
Total.................................................................................................................. -------Note.—The above calculations of interest and depreciation are based on the principle of annuities, and are worked out
from the formula.
p=1-(1+ ?:)-A

‘

■
*
r
.
.
’
which gives the amount of equal annual payments required to pay off both principal and interest in n years. This annual
amount is then worked out as a percentage on the prime cost.
.
•
£
With the iron and steel structure, the life has been assumed to be 150 years. With the timber structure the life-of
the deck has been assumed to be 15 years, and the life of the rest of the timber work has been assumed to be 30 years.

Summaey, with loan at'4 per cent, interest; showing difference in annual charge between iron and timber approaches.
The annual charge with iron and steel main bridge and iron approaches, headway 28 feet, and roadway through
out 32 feet, would be ......................................................................................................................................................
£4,689
Equivalent to 4'92 per cent, on £95,332.
The annual charge with iron and steel main bridge and timber approaches, headway 28 feet, and roadway through
out 32 feet, would be ...................."................................................................................................................................
3,604
Equivalent to 5'57 per cent, on £63,832.
■ ■
' ~~
Balance in favour of timber approaches ..............................................-........
l,08o
'

-

JOHN A. M'DONALD, M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E.
Assistant Engineer of Eoads.

Al.

■
Steam Punt, Middle Habbouh.
Estimated annual working expenses ; taking life of punt at 21 years, and working with one shift only of men :—
Annual cost for repairs, stores, painting, Ac. (wear and tear).............. '......................... ................................................
Depreciation (say) 7 per cent, on £2,000 (life 21 years) ..................................................................................................
Coal account .......................................................................................................................................................................... !
Labour.....................................................................................................................................................................................

£
320
140
32
338

Total annual cost ..........................................................................................
' Estimated returns in 1889 .......................................................... '•..................

• . £800
4C0

Debit balance ..........................................................................

£400

.
Taking life of punt at 10 years, and working with two shifts of men.
Annual cost for repairs, stores, painting, &c. (wear and tear)...;........................................................
Depreciation (say) 11 per cent, on £2,000 (life 10 years).....................................................................
Coal account.................................................................................................................................... ...........
Labour ...................................... ................................................................................................. ................
Total annual cost..............................................................................................
Estimated returns in 1889 ............................................. ............................

£1,191
400

Debit balance....................................................................... .

£791

JOHN A. M'DONALD,
Assistant Engineer.

B.j
i
\
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APPENDIX.

.v-

B.

i-

{To Evidence of J. W. Deering, 'Esq.']
Estimated Value of-Oown Lands affected by proposed construction.of Bridge at the Spit, Middle Harbour.
On Plan.

i
2
3
4.
, 5

.Acres.
Harbord ........!.......... ..............................
Manly, near the Water Reserve ...................... .
Dobroyd (55 lots') .............................. ........
' Narrabeen ......................................

'
.....

.

-

.

2/0
590
28

.

Manly Cove..........................
v

■

...................

•

.

...

£80
= 10/- p. ft.
4? 1 K
aT.

Total Value.

•

29,500
2,240

-

-av.

.

Total..........................................................

Pei- acre.

4,118

£73,980

. . , ^
“ erected, I think that the increased value of the above lands may reasonably be estimated at 25 per cent.,
which on £/.3,980 is equal to £18,500.
.
'
J '
1
’
JOHN W. DEERINa,
6th Dee.,-1888.—Ho. 3,372.
Metrop.’ and .Coast Dist. Sur.

[4 plans and sketch.]

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.
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(REPORT FOR 1887-8.)

•

The Commissioner for Railways to The Honorable the
.
.
Secretary for Public Works*
Department of Public Works3
...
.

-

Railway Branch,

Sir,
.

.
•

.

. Sydney, 20th October, 1888.

.

Although it is only a'few weeks since I presented you with a

-Report upon the Railway Transactions of this Colony for the year 1887, I
consider it incumbent upon me to bring up to the latest possible date an
account of the Railway Transactions under the management which is giving
place to the hew administration; . and as the Act which brings the new
administration into operation requires that the financial year of the Railways
shall close on the 30th June of each year, instead of on the 31st December,
as heretofore, I have now the honor to submit to the Government a Report
upon the-Railways for the year ending 30th June, 1888.
.

1.—Railway Capital

•

expended.

On the 30th June, 1888, there had been expended on lines open for
traffic £27,663,4.31,* and on’lines in course of construction £1,815,483,
in all £29,478,914,—of which amount the sum of £567,690 was expended
during the half-year ending 30th June, 1888, as under :—
Construction

..............................................

’

...

£497,016

Rolling stock, machinery, &c.

..................

65,766

Trial surveys..................

..................

4,908

...■

£567,690
The sources from which the money expended on Railway Lines open
for traffic have been obtained* are :—
Efom Loans„

Revenue

... •
...

...

...

•,,,
,.v

.,..£26,826,469
...

.

836,962
£27,663,431

.

2.—
* Excludes the cost—£4,878—of old Pitt-street Tramway, taken tip in 1867, and £5,613, cost of rolling stock used
on'Canid'en and Sans Souei Lines. '•
-

.

20—A
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2.—Lines

open and in progress.

Of the sum of £567,690 for construction the sum of £195,269 was
expended on lines open for traffic, and the balance £372,421 invested in lines
in course of construction. .

.

'

Additions to Capital Account—Lines open for traffic.
At the close of the year 1887 the capital invested in lines open was
£26,532,122.* During the first six months of 1888 a further sum of
£1,131,309 was added, making the total invested £27,663,431.
'

&

- -

>

,

.

....

.

'

'

• -...........

'

'

The amount of £1,131,309 was made up as follows, viz.:—
Amount
transferred from
Construction
Account ...
...
.................
...

£936,040

Expenditure during six months of 1888
...
Additions and improvements to works and
stations, &c.'
;..
,v.
... Additional rolling stock; machinery, and

. -

workshops, &c.- ...

•

,.r

3.—Railways
,

91,083
•

-38,420 ■

*.>.

- %
' '

65,766

open.

The lines 'in operation on the 31st December, 1887, the date up to

which my last Report treated, comprised 2,036 miles, divided as follows :-^'

Southern System...

...

’Western System...
Northern System

...
.................

,
'

............... '.

’

...
.A.

Total

...

860|'miles.

...
...

.... 614 miles.
... 56T| miles.

_

.................2;036 miles.

Since that time the following extensions have been opened, making a

total of 2,102 miles in operation on the 30th June, 1888 :—
16 January, 1888—Mullet Greek to Gosford

.
/

...

10.miles.

16 January, 1888—Tenterfield to Wallangarra
13 Eebruary, 1888—Cowra to Blayney ...
,..

... 11 miles.
... 45 miles.

.

. -

...

.

.

’

66. miles.

©n the 30th June last there were only 66 miles of line in course of;

construction, viz..
Extension.

Illawarra Line
.

'

■ „ .
North-Coast Line
.

. •

.
'

-’

■

Section.

... Second Section (part)

’

...

... Third Section (part)
... . ...
... Hawkesbury and Mullet Creek
'
' ' Section
"...
...

2miles.
;
4 miles.

Goulburn to Gooma ... Michelago to Cooma
...
... 39 miles.
.... North Shore Line
... North Shore to Pearce’s Corner 11 miles,
-

' .

.

... 10 milesr

66 miles.

On the 3rd of this- month the 1-2 miles of line requiring to complete.
- "the railway between Sydney and Kiama, known as the TUawarra Line, were
opened for traffic.-; leaving only, at this date, 64 miles in course of construction.
.... '
'
It
^‘Excludes' the cost—f4,878-H5£'.61d Pitt-street Tramway, taken -up in 1867, and .£&&&, .cost of rolling .stock .used,
'
on-Gamden and Sans -Souei-Lines. *
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3

It inay be mentioned that the mileage under construction is less now
than it has been at any time during my administration.

At the close of—

1878 there were 208 miles under construction*

'.

1879

9)

286

99

1880

99

347

99

1881

99

573

99

1882

99

504

99

99

597

99

1883
1884
1885

99

391
407

1886

99

278i

99

1887

99

132

99

On the 30th June, 1888

99

66

99

54

99

99

.

And at this present time there are

99

99

The' extensions opened during the year ending 30th June, 1888, were
numerous, making a total of 197 miles; and, as most of the mileage was open
for the greater part of the year, the average amount of new capital brought
into operation was much greater than has been the case in preceding years,
as will be seen from the following table

Tear.

■1883 ...
..................
1884
..................
1885 ...
..................
1886 ...
:..
...
1887 ................................
1887-8
.................

Capital Expenditure.

Average for year.

£
349,494
2,162,164
1,011,948
1,708,716
1,899,182
2,379,134

£
259,421
766,160
436,822
632,139
695,108
1,457,828

.

.

The gross earnings for the year were fairly good, and the net earnings
showed an increase of £12,281 over those for the year ending 31 December,
1887 ; but, owing to the much larger average capital brought into operation,
the return per cent, to capital was slightly reduced. I have in previous
reports referred to the fact that we cannot, for the first few years, expect
newly-opened lines to be immediately remunerative—^indeed, in our compa.ratively young and sparsely-populated Colony, the mission of the. lines has
been more to open the country for settlement and development.

Without

railway communication, industrial settlement inland, to any large extent,
Would be impossible, and the State property Would be, in many cases, of
. merely nominal value.
The rapid rate at which we have been extending our lines is shown by
the fact that within the ten years that the Railways have been under my
Control the capital expenditure has increased from £8,883,177 to £27,673,922;
and I may add that our earnings for the single year under review are
greater than the total earnings for the first fifteen years the lines were open. '

'

'

'

•
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‘

In the following table will ’ be found a statement of the railway

expenditure for each year from 1878 to 1888, the number of miles in
operation at the close of each year,, the. number of people in the Colony to
the mile of line, and the return which the net revenue has given to the
capital invested:—

- Year,

1878 .........................
1879 .........................
1880 .............................
1881 .........................
1882 .........................
1883 ..........................
1884 .........................
1885 ..........................
- 1886 .........................
-1887 ..............

(

.

Number
Population
of Miles under to the Mile of
Maintenance.
Line.

■

N umber
of Train Miles ■
run!

Capital
Invested.

Net Profit.

£

••

688
734
849.
. 995
1,268
1,320
.. 1,618
1,732
],889|
2,036

-977
967
. 874
783
• 639
649
559
553
530
513

2,655,176
2,932,463
3,239,472
3,923,929
4,851,127
5,937,261
. 6,403,041
6,638,399
6,479,265
6,472,017
•

A—Land

taken for

9,784,645
10,406,495
11,778,819
13,301,597
15,843,616
16,905,014
20,080,138
21,831,276
24,071,454
26,532,122
Average

.,,

3-741
3-341
4358
5-307
5135
4'484
4-201
3370
2-901
2960
3-979

Railways',

'

Satisfactory progress has been made with the settlement of claims for
compensation for land taken for railway purposes.

The incoming Commis

sioners will, however, be saved a large portion of the work of dealing with
land-compensation cases, as this service is. provided for under the Public
Works Act; but 'I may express my satisfaction that in that Act provision
has been made for determining the amount to be paid for compensation for
lands actually taken by the increased value- given to the remainder by the
construction of the railway.

So far back as 1882, in referring' to this

question, I said,—
For some time past .consideration has been given to the question whether the community is
not entitled, in a more direct way than has hitherto prevailed, to a portion of the wealth created,
by the construction of railways with public money. I brought this principle under the con■ sideratiori of Mr. Secretary Lackey in connection with the extension of the Tram Lines, and it was
so far adopted that the construction of the Tram Line to Cook’s River was made conditional upon
the owners of the land through which it would pass giving free the land required for the purpose.
This proposal was very generally responded to, and no doubt the whole of the persons who held
property would have given the portion required free had not other considerations determined the
Government to abandon the construction of the line., I have called the attention of successive
Ministers of Works for the last two years to the desirability of providing for the increased traffic
on the Southern Line and creating and developing additional suburban traffic, by the construction
of a line from about Liverpool to meet the Illawarra Line in the neighbourhood of Newtown.
Such a line would open up a large area of country capable of cultivation,,and would give an
additional outlet for the overcrowded population of the city. In order that the community- might
share in the benefits derivable from the expenditure of the money in the construction of this line,
it was proposed to resume a large area of land, about 1 mile in width, throughout the whole
route; and after providing for roads and the creation of suitable townships, to re-sell the land not
required for railway purposes, the profits made upon the re-sale to go as a set-off against the cost of
the railway. You thought favourably of the proposal, and took some initiatory steps to give
effect to it; but it soon appeared, from tho fact that public petitions were being largely signed
advocating this route, that either; the intentions of the Government in this regard had become
. known, or the necessity for such a.line had manifested itself to others. The object in view being
..thus-in a measure frustrated, the alternative course was adopted of intimating to those interested,
V’ho waited by deputation upon you, that you would only consent to recommend the construction
•

'

Of

f
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of the line to Parliament upon the understanding that the land required1 for its construction was ■
given free. The policy proposed to be pursued in this respect is not, I find, without example.
The question has recently'been’taten up in New Zealand, and the Minister for Public Works, the
Hon. Walter Woods Johnston, in a statement delivered to Parliament on the 3rd July last, in
speaking of the treatment of land specially benefited, said1

'

1 " .

“I now come to the consideration of the manner in which lands specially benefited by.thf
construction of railways should be dealt with. With reference to the advantages which havo
.accrued in the past,-the Government'does not intend now to make any proposals,_ for it is nojt
practicable to suddenly seize for the State a share of these advantages without inflicting number
less .wrongs. But with regard to the future the case is different, and we are free to consider,
.unembarrassed by any apprehension of committing injustice, what share the community may-bp
entitled to of the wealth created by the construction of railways with public money. In' seeking1
the simplest-and fairest course to adopt, the first suggestion which will have probably occurred to
the' minds of honorable members is that the State should 'repurchase all the land for a certain
distance on either side of the proposed line at a certain increase upon the property-tax valuation.
Valuations for' taxation are usually low ; on the other hand, compensation for expulsion should be
liberal—perhaps compensation to the dispossessed landholders of 25 per cent, more than the
valuation for property-tax would not be inequitable; and when railways are extended through
country suitable for. settlement there can be no doubt that the re-sale in moderate-sized farms of
the land so taken would produce a profit sufficient to make a considerable contribution towards the
cost of the railway, and, moreover, would bring into existence a traffic large enough to cause the
railway to be a source of considerable revenue.1 Great collateral advantages would accrue to the
Colony from the increase in our total production, and from the revenue contributed by an additional
population.”
•

5.—Existing Lines.

’

„

Maintenance of Ways and Works.

,

The road and works generally have been kept in good' order, the fine
weather throughout the year facilitating the maintenance of existing lines.
The failure of the sleepers in many places has led to extensive renewals under
this head, the original supplies being replaced as far as possible by approved
ironbark sleepers.

'

.

Rolling-stock.
.

. .

The rolling-stock has been fairly well maintained, but the necessity

for additional stock in certain classes becomes every day more apparent. The
supplies now under order will meet the requirements to a large extent. I
have for the last three years pointed out that more locomotives were required^
So much time has been lost in obtaining satisfactory contracts that the
locomotives now under manufacture by colonial, makers will not be supplied
in time to meet pressing wants.. Tenders have, consequently been invited in
England and America for the supply of ten locomotives for immediate use.
.

My efforts for the last three years to increase the number of the live

. stock waggons have been frustrated, owing to .fhe- difficulty of determining
the description of waggon to he adopted, there being several rival designs to
choose from.

At this present moment the Department, is. almost at a dead

lock, the demand for live-stock waggons being largely in excess of our ability
to supply.

I foresaw this, and repeatedly drew attention, to the consequences

' of delay, but the decision was practically stayed by the appointment of a
Parliamentary Committee to enquire into the rival merits of the trucks,
notwithstanding that two Boards of experts had already reported upon the
matter. The new administration, freed as it is from, political interventioij.,
will now, I presume, take measures to meet the demand,
6,—Revenue

and

Expenditure..

The gross earnings for the year , ending 30th June, 1888, were
£2,290,010; the wording expenses, £1,527,195; and the net earnings, £7.62,815,

In
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Particulars of
coaching

In the following tables are given the particulars of the Revenue and
Expenditure for year ending 30th June, 1888, compared with year ending

traffic.

31st December, 1887 :—
'

'

•

Coaching Tbaffic.

Year ending 31st December,
1887.
S. &W.

North.

Total.

Year ending 30th June,
1888.
S.& W.

North.

Total.

'First-class
.. No. 2,529,491 162,7072,692,201 2,828,579 168,366 2,996,945
Second-class ..
a 5,467,21C 691,440 6,158,650 5,895,817 680,023 6,575,840
Number
of
- Season tickets—
No. of journeys „
a5,389,26c b211,192 c5,600,452 d5,375,170 e226,160 f5,601,330
passengers
\_

...

jj

...
r First-class
Second-class ...
Season tickets...

£
))
37

265,919
281,014
B53,066

42,471
66,355
h3,545

308,390
347,369

297,558
302,032
l55,154

49,623
72,136
'4,536

347,181
374,168
m59,690

Total
...
Horses and carri
Coaebing ",
ages, parcels, &c.
traffic.
Mails ...
..
Miscellaneous...

33

599,999

112,371

712,370

654,744

126,295

781,039

33
33
33

57,582
26,315
13,010

16,786
18,666
5,770

74,368
44,981
18,780

61,769
24,665
16,086

17,151
20,969
5,623

78,920
45,634
21,709

33

696,906

153,593

850,499

757,264

170,038

927,302

•

Gross

Receipts

Gross

...

13,385,964 1,065,339 14,451,303 14,099,566 1,074,549 15,174,115

• z' ’First-class' ...
s. d.
Second-class ...
Average
fare per -< ! Season tickets...
: head.
Mean
... 33 f First-class
... £
Second-class . .
Average
Season tickets...
receipts
,
from
Total
...
Coaching ^ Horses and earritraffic
"ages, parcels, Ac.
per average 1 Mails ...
...
mile of line.
Miscellaneous...
•
.

1*
Oi
2i

5 21
1 11
0 4

2
1
0

2

0 11|

0 lOf

11

3*
li
21

2
1
0

11
01
21

5 lOf
n
0 4|

2
1
0

4
If
2f

2

1

Of

2

0 11

4f .

s.d. 185 6 2 84 15 5 159 5 10 19818 2 9211 7 17017 1
33 195 16 7 132 8 11 179 8 6 20117 8 13411 6 184 2 9
.36 19 7 7 17 29 410 3617 4 8 9 2 29 7 6
33
418 2 4 224 5 11 367 19 2 43713 2 235 12 3 384 7 4
33
33
33

40 2 7 3310 1 38 8 3 41 510 82 0 0 381610
18 6 9 37 5 2 23 4 8 16 910 39 2 5 22 9 2
9 14 11 10 3 9 14 0 1015 0 10 910 1013 7

...

33

485 13 0 306 11 5 439 6 1 506 310 317 4 6 456 611

...
r First-class
Second-class ...
Season tickets...

d.
3.3
33

Gross

i
.

2
1
0

Average
re'eeipts per_
passenger
train inile.

27-41
28-97
5-47

20-62
32-22
1-72

26-22
29-54
4-81

29-02
■ 29-46
5-38

30-23
29-41
1-85

27-33
29-45
4-70

61-85

54-56

60-57

63-86

61-49

61-48

8-15
906
2-80

6-32
3-83
1-60

602
2-41
1-57

6-99
8-55
2-29

6-21
3-59
1-71

Total.
...
Horses and carriages, parcels, &c.
Mails ...
...
Miscellaneous...

33

5-94
2-71
1-34

Gross

...

33

71-84

74-57

72-32

73-86

69-32

72-99

...
Proportion ( First-class
■
] , Second-class ...
classes. (. Season tickets...

%

18-90
40-84
40-26

15-27
64-90
19-83

. 18-63
42-62
38-75'

2006
4P82
38-12

15-67
63-28
21-05

19-75
43-34
36-91

100-00

100-00

100-00

100-00

100-00

100-00

44-32
46-84
8-84

37-80
5905
315

, 43-29
48-76
7-95

45-44
46-14
8-42

39-29
57-12
3-59

44-45
47-91
7-64

100-00

10000

100-00

100-00

100-00

10000

_

.

•

Proportion ( First-class ' ...
: of
} Second-class’ ...
receipts. ( Season tickets...

a

b

33

>3

Includes 1,714,980 journeys made with workmen *8 tickets.

„
9j984
" „ ' 1,724,964
, ,,
1,732,440
" ■ „ " - 19,428
f
„
1,751,868

_

»

»

>>

1?

»
>i

»
if

s Includes £12,695 for workmen’s tickets.

h

1
k
*■a

„
„
„

m

*12,758
*12,875
*123
*12,998

'

„

„.
„
„
„

.
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• The number of first: class passengers carried shows—
An increase of...'
„
An increase

299,085 for South and West lines.

...

5,659 „ North line.

of...

304,744 „ all lines.

.

The number of second-plass passengers carried shows—
. An increase of...

.

428,607 for South and West lines.

A decrease of ...

11,417

„

North line.

An increase of . ..

417,190

„

all lines;

The number of season tickets (journeys)—:................
Decreased

...

Increase
An increase

14,090 for South and West lines.

...

14,968 „ North line.

of...

878 „ all lines.

The total increase in the number of passengers carried on all lines
was 722,812.
•
' '
.

The receipts for coaching traffic—
Increased

...

„

...

.

£60,358 for South and West lines.
16,445

An increase of...

£76,803

„

North line.

..

„ alHines.

'

The receipts from coaching traffic per average mile of line show—
£ s. d.
.
.
.
An increase of... 20 10 10 for South and West lines.
„
„

...
...

10 13 1 „ North line.
17 0 10 „ all lines.

.

The receipts per train mile show—
An increase of...

2‘02 for South and West lines.

A decrease of ...
An increase of...

5:25 „ North line,
0-67 „ all lines,

•
.

•

The proportion of percentage of classes of passengers shows—
An increase of...

1T2 for 1st class.

„
...
A decrease of...

.0-72 „ 2nd „
I184 „ season tickets.

The proportion of percentage of receipts^
Increased

....

Decreased

....

„
:

...

'

1T6. for 1st class.
- 0-85. „ 2nd
•

,

..

0‘31
.

„ reason tickets.

''
Tlie

I
i

8
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'

The goods traffic, compared in the same way, is shown, as under :—
. Revenue.—'Goods.Tbaefic. .
Year ending 31 December, 188V.

'

S.&W.

/

Receipts
• from
G-oods Traffic.

7)

Total.......

77

638,603
60,681
170,432
163,179
' 4,305

77

1,037,200

'Merchandise... - s:
'
Average rate Coal ...............
per ton.
’ Wool...............
^.Live Stock.......
77 ‘
Mean.......
Average Ho.
of tons
per mile of
line.

Average
receipts
per mile
of line.

77

( 'Merchandise... Tons
) Coal ...............
" Wool................
■
1 ^Live Stock....... ))
1

Total.......

160,788 799,391 667,202 160,488
81,504
63,944
80,943 141,624
53,643
58,346 228,778 . 164,010
19,132 182,311 147,040
17,747
5,692
5,772
1,358
1,387
320,596 1,357,796 1,047,968
14-38
1-36
5936
. 51-89

13-31
3-81
60-22
51-35

17-91
0-92
54-53
32-80

1402
1-38
58-71
48-40

14-86

329

8-13

14-51

317

7-95

322
3,492
42 .
23

575
1,074
40
30

670
221
36
• 39

334
3,310
37
20

581
1,030
37
33

3,879

1,725 -

906

3,701

1,687

663
230
39
41

,
'

77

Total .......

6 41218
3 73 3
4 118 3
- 9 94 3
5 218

-2 445 19 10 299 8
1 4214 9 152 1
5 10912 7 100 1
4 98 5 9 33 2
9 317 3 2 10

5 407 6 8
2 7111 7
8 107 2 2
2 81 110
;7 .310 2

72215 9 03918 3 701 6 9 70010 2 587 4 0 67012 5

d.

''Merchandise ...
Coal ................
Average
receipts
-< Wool...............
per train mile. Live Stock.......
^Miscellaneous..

314,740 1,362,708

19 94
0-93
55-21
3304

fMerchandise... £s. d. 445 0 6 32018
42 5 -8 16111
Coal ...............
j
11815 4 116 9
Wool...............
1
113 14 3 38 3
Live Stock.......
.300 2 15
^Miscellaneous.. 77
77

827,690
145,448
217,653
164,787
7,130

13.43
367
60:93
55'61

' 973 '

77

Total .......

Total.

1,395,037 1,943,616 3,339,253 1,444,660 1,984,024 3,428,684

£

'"Merchandise...
Coal ...............
Wool...............
Live Stock.......
^Miscellaneous..

North.

'
1
’ .
950,980 161,283 1,112,2631,002,074 179,215 1,181,289
330,020 1,749,618 2.079,644 330,836 1,774,310 2,105,146
54,472
19,676
21,135
77,083
74,148
55,918
57,278 . 10,823 . 68,101
11,580
70,263
58,083

/ Merchandise ... Tons
Coal ................
Tong carriedWool...............
^Live Stock....... "
■
Total......

s.&w.

Total.

North.

Year ending 30 June, 1888.

85-49

77

52-27 ■ 52-57
20-32
9-31
1504
18-97
0-22 ‘ 11=99
" 0-37
045

52-64
5 00
1405
13-45
0-35

104-23 ;

60-38
30-66
20-18
6-68
0-51

.55-45
9-74
14-58
1104
0-48

85-42 ■ 118-41

91-29

54-38
5-21
13-37
11-99
0-47

89'28 '

In the tonnage carried there was—
An increase of 69,026 in merchandise.
„

25,502 in coal.

A .decrease of - 2,935 in wool.
„,
.. 2,162 in live-stock.

J
.

89,131 total 'increase..
Per average mile of line open, the result shows—
An increase of . 6 tons in merchandise.'
A decrease, of
„
))r

-

38.

„.

3 „<
3 „

coal.
wool.
live-stock.

38 total, decrease.

Tho
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■9

Tlie receipts. show—.
An increase of £28,29,9 in merchandise.
3,824 in coal.

-

11,125 in wool.

A decrease of

17,524 in live-stock.

33

An increase of

1,438 in miscellaneous.
£4,912 total increase.

Per average mile of line open, the receipts show—
A decrease of
33

£ s.
5 11
1 H

11
53
A decrease of 13

6 in coal.

1

3 in wool.

1

6 in live-stock.

An increase of 0 11
.

d.
6 in merchandise.

£30 14

5 in miscellaneous.
4 average decrease.

The average receipts per train mile show— '

.’ ■

d.
An increase of 2'88 for merchandise.
„

0-43 for coal.

A decrease of 0-46 for wool.
„

. 0‘95 for live-stock.

An increase of 0T1 for miscellaneous.
2,01 total increase.

Worhmg Expenditure.
The particulars of the whole of the expenditure are given in the Particulars of
working
following table:—
expenditure.
.Tear ending
31st December, 1887.

s. & w.
^Maintenance of. way, &c..........
Locomotive power, &c.............
Gross working Repairs of carriages & waggons
Traffic charges ......................
Compensation—Personal ......
Do
G ood's ...........
Miscellaneous..........................

North.

Total.

Year ending
30th June, 1888.

s. & w.

North.

£ ■ 329,769
»

67,429 397,198 339,823
69,496
362,612 80,796 443,408 366,894 80,842
70,548
13,090 83,638 96,990 15,522
321,998 112,940 434,938 327;175 115,145
11,548
580 12,128 21,880
527
980
95
1,075
4,616
’ 67,
66,331 19,044 85,375 67,667
20,551

Total.
409,319
447,736
112,512
44.2,320
22,407
' 4,683
88,218

Total '..............................

H

BxjDenditure per average mile of line ..... .........

JJ

812

586

753

819

564

752

fMamtenance of way, &c..........
| Locomotive power, &c.............
Repairs of carriages & waggons
Traffic charges
....................
Compensation—Personal ......
Do
Goods ...........
Miscellaneous..........................

d.
„
)>

13-13
15-74
. 2-55
21-99
0-11
0-02
3-71

14-73
16-44
3-10
1613
0-45
0-04
3-16

15-32
16-55
4-37
14-76
0-99
0-21
3-05

12-73
14-81
2-84
21-09
0T0

3)

1511
16-61
' 3-23
14-75
0-53
0-04
3-04

3-77

14-81
' 16-21
4-07
16-01
0-81
0-17
3-19

>3

53-31

57-25

5405

55-25

55-35

55-27

1902
20-91
4-06
18-57
'0-67
0-06
3-82

14-22
17-04
2-76
23-82
0-12
002
4-01

17-99
20-08
3-78
19-70
0-55
0-05
3-86

18-83
14-34
20-33
16-67
3-20
5-37
1812
23-75
1-21
on
002
0-26
3-74 ■ 4-24

17-88
19-55
4-91
19-32
0-97
0-21
3-85

67-11

61-99

6601

67-86

Expenditure

Total ..............................
fMamtenance of way, &c.........
| Locomotive power, &c.............
Proportion
Repairs of carriages & waggons
of expenditure •{ Traffic charges..........................
to gross receipts. Compensation—Personal ......
Do
Goods ...........
. '
Miscellaneous..........................
'

Total

20—B

..............................

a

%
33
>9
33

»

1,163,786 293,974 1,457,760 1,225,045 302,150 1,527,195

o-oi

62-33

. 66 69
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The increased mileage opened will account for the increase in the
expenditure for maintenance of way, locomotive power, and traffic charges;
hut the increase in the charge for repairs of carriages and waggons calls for
remark,—it is £28,874 in excess of the expenditure for the year ending
31st December, 1887,'and represents an increase equal to 34 per cent.

This

expenditure is owing to the abnerinal, accumulation of stock in need of
repair,, but the repair of which could hot be economically performed previously
owing to the limited accohamodation afforded'.

This condition of affairs will

last some little time lohgef—till all arrears are pulled tip, which will soon be
accomplished as the shops at Eveleigh will admit of 400. carriages, and 3,375
trucks being repaired in the year.

The conveniences are'so great that the

same number of men can turn out 25 per cent, more work than they could
accomplish in the old premises.

'

The total working expenditure, compared with 1887, increased—
£61,259,- for South and West lines.
,

£ 8,176

„ North line.

£69,435

„ all lines.

.
•

.

The expenditure per average mile of line open—
.

Increased £ 7 for South and West lines.
Decreased £22 for North line.
„

.

.

£ 1 for all lines.

•

The expenditure for train mile shows as follows—
An increase of l-94d. for South and West lines.
A decrease of T90d. for North line.
An increase of T22d. for all lines.

■

The proportion of expenditure to gross receipts from all sources shows—
,

An increase of ‘75 per cent, for South and West lines.
„

. .
Percentage of
gross earn
ings, working
expenditure,
and net earn
ings to capital.

„

«

‘34

„

North lines.

’68

„

all lines.

.

The subjoined abstract furnishes the percentages which the gross
earnings; the Working expenditure, and the net earnings bear to the capital
invested in lines in operation for 1887-8, as compared with 1887 :—
1887-8.

S.&W.

North.

Nfet receipts from all sources ... £

580,187

182,628

Do

per average mile... £

388

341

Do

per train mile

26‘17

33 dS

... d.

Proportion of gross receipts to capi ;al
Do

of expenditure to capital

• Do

of net receipts to capital

....
...

...............

1887.

S. & W.

North.

Total.

570,320

180,214

750,534

375

398

359

388

27-61

26-12

3509

27-83

Total.

762,815
.

8-56
...

i

8-72

55

5-71

5-76

JJ

•2-85

2-96

11
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The net earnings from all sources for the year show as follows—
£9,867 increase South and West.
•

2,414
12,281

„ .

North.

„

all lines. .

•

The uet earnings per average mile of line open show—
A decrease of £10 for South and West lines.
„
,

•

„

'
.

•

£18 for North lines.
£13 for all lines.

The proportion of gross earnings to capital—
Decreased 0T6 % on alldines.

.

The proportion of net receipts to capital—
Decreased 0T1 % on all lines.
The following is a summary of the gross earnings, working expenditure,
and net earnings of the Railways for 1887, as against 1887-8 :—
■

.

-

’

Do

North.

Total.

£

£

£

1,805,232

484,778

' 2,290,010

...

1,734,106

474,188

2,208,294

...

71,126

10,590

81,716

...

1,225,045

302,150

1,527,195

1887 ................

1,163,786

293,974

1,457,760

69,435

................

1887 .............. ,

Increase for 1887-8

...

Working expenditure, 1887-8
Do

.

...

...

61,259

8,176

...

...

580,187

182,628

762,815.

............................

570,320

180,214

750,534

9,867

2,414

12,281

Increase for 1887-8

Net earnings, 1887-8...
Do

1887

earnings,

Soutli and West.

' Gross earnings, 1887-8 •

Increase for 1887-8
N

...

...

Summary

_

7.—Division op the Railway Lines into Sectional Areas.
The particulars to the end of the year 1887 are given in my Report of
that year.

The transactions of the six months ending the 30th June last will

not materially affect the result therein shown, and it is unnecessary to
encumber, this Report with a repetition of the tables.

~

"

.

.

Wool

working
expenditure,
and net
earnings.
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8.—Wool

Traffic.

In the Report for the year 1887 there is given a statement of the
wool traffic for the season of 1887-8. I said that the prospect of an extremely
heavy clip of wool during the approaching Reason (we have now entered upon
it) is very encouraging. The realization, so far, has exceeded expectations,
the quantity of wool received for the months of September and. October being
unprecedented. The number of sheep in the Colony is 47,000,000, the
largest stock ever known in our history, and double the number depastured
in 1878. The improved wool and stock traffic which will result from this
large increase is not the only advantage which will accrue therefrom; on the
down journey there will he a corresponding increase in the tonnage of station
supplies carried.
In concluding this brief report upon the Railways, for the year ending
the 30th June last, preparatory to the1 Department being handed over to the
new administration, I may be permitted to point out that the new manage
ment will enter upon its functions under circumstances of considerable
advantage. Trade is reviving, the traffic on the railways at the present time
is unprecedented in the history of the Colony, and for some years to come
the Administration will not be burdened with newly-opened and undeveloped
lines upon which, before any return can be expected, a traffic has to be
created.
. At the request of the Government I have had to forecast the probable
revenue and expenditure of the Department for the year 1889. I shall not,
of course, be instrumental in realizing the prospect, but my successors should
have no difficulty in doing so. While the gross revenue will be £2,570,000,
the working expenditure should not exceed £1,589,675, and the net revenue
will give a return of 3-| per cent, to the capital invested in lines open on the
31st December, 1889.
I have the honor to be,
’
.
Sir,
Tour most obedient servant,

Commissioner for Railways.
The Hon. John Sutherland,
Secretary for Public Works,
■
&c., &c., &c.
I
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TRAMWAYS OE NEW SOUTH WALES.

Department of Public Works, Railway Brancli,
Sydney, 20 October, 1888.

■ '
Sir,

'
In the concluding portion of my report on the Tramways for the
year 1887, I said, while expressing my disappointment with the results, that
it was my intention to submit, in a few weeks, a return of the operations for.
the year ending the 30th June, 1888, and I added that I had every reason to
believe that I should be able to plaice before you a more encouraging state
ment of our tramway affairs.
.
•
In redeeming that promise, it affords' me pleasure to state that an
appreciable improvement has taken place—the return to the capital invested
in our city and suburban tramways has increased from l-76 per cent, to 2‘27
per cent.
In the subjoined return are given the capital expenditure on the
Government Tramways,of New South Wales to 31st December, 1887, and
the subsequent expenditure to 30th June, 1888.
Lines and Sections.

Total Expenditure Amount expended
during half-year
to 31 December,
ending 30 June, 1888
1887.
£

Railway Station to Circular Quay......................................
Liyerpool-street to Randwick and Coogee........................... .

Darlinglmrst Junction to Waverley and Woollalira......
Crown-street to Cleveland-street .....................................
Newtown (Glebe Junction) toMarrickville£53,365 3 3
Deduct excess credit............................
681 3 3

Glebe Point and Forest Lodge ..........
Railway Station Junction to Botany
Forest Lodge Junction to Leicbbardt
Waverley to Bondi..............................
Waverley to Randwick .................. ...
North Shore Cable ..............................
Newcastle to Plattsburg......................
Kogarah to Sans Souci ......................
Campbelltown to Camden ..................
Circular Quay to Kent-street..............
Newtown to Cook’s River ..................
Harris-street to Pyrmont ..................

s. d.
8
1
0
1

61,707 4
105,790 18
48,996 10
16,038 10

52,684
38,021
78,820
35,574
23,302
8,146
62,582
47,396
9,427
38,404
100,216
297
276

0 0
2 10
12 9
16 1
11 3
11 7
3 10
9 0
5 2
7
18
3

£
5,028

s. d.
3

183 10
316 10
33 17

9

O
1
5

14 12 11
1,066 14 4
979 19 4

3

2
7

1 10
8

0

727,683 6 2
55,186 5 2
217,536 18 10
15,584 19 9
2,113 0 3
• 4,849 13 8

7,623

608

0

0

Grand total.......................................£ *1,022,954 3 10

14,242

5

5

Total cost of construction..
Tramway Workshops.................................
Rolling Stock .............................................
Machinery....................................................
Furniture............. .................................... .
Trial surveys .............................................

4,992 12 6
1,018 4 11

Total expenditure
to 30 June, 1888.
£

s. d.

66,735 8
105,790 18
48,996 10
16,038 10

5

1
0
1

52,684 0 0
38,021 2 10
79,004 2 11
35,891 6 2
23,336 8 8
. 8,146 11 7
62,596 16 9
48,463 3 4
10,407 4 6
38,404 7 3
100,216 18 2
297 3 7
276 1 10
735,306 14
55,186 5
222,529 11
16,603 4
2,113 0
5,457 13
1,037,196

9

2
2
4

8
3

8
3

* Reduced by £681 3s. 3d.i-Credit during 18S7—Marrickville Line.

The
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The total expenditure on the city and suburban Tramways to 30th June,
1888, was as under:—
.
|

Lines opened for Traffic.

Length" in
miles.

Total Cost.

Of
3f
2*
‘2f
6f

66,735
105,791
48,996
23,336
8,147
16,038
52,684
38,021
35,891
79,004

£
38,147
20,150
13,999
13,335
5,431
21,385
16,210
16,898
13,051
11,704

29*

474,645

16,088

£

Eailway Station to. Circular Quay.................................
Liverpool-street to Eandwick and Coogee ...
...
...
Darlinghurst Junction to Waverley and Woollahra
...
Waverley to Bondi Beach ............
.......................
Waverley to Bandwick
............
..
...
...
Crown-street Junction to Cleveland-street...
...
...
Newtown (Glebe Junction) to Marrickville
...
...
Eailway Station to Glebe and Forest Lodge
.............
Forest Lodge to Leichhardt.................................
...
Eailway Station Junction to Botany
...
\..
...
'

Average cost of construction

If
5i

U
1*

.............

Tramway Workshops....
... ....................................
Eolling Stock ... '.............
..................................
Machinery
...
...
...
...
...
..
...
Furniture
................................................................'
1.

Average cost, all charges...

55,186
199,276
11,335
2,113

... ’

...

Cost per
mile.

29*

742,555

25,171

Revenue and Expenditure.

The total earnings derived from the city and suburban Tramway for
the year ending 30th June, 1888, were £221,060; the expenditure was
£204,227; the net earnings were £16,833, giving a return to capital invested
of,. 2’27 per cent.
<
.
I have not prepared tables showing the earnings and expenditure for
each section of the city lines ; the increase has been very general on all the
lines. The following table gives the earnings and expenditure on the whole
of the sections
'
CITY AND SUBUEBAN TEAMWAYS—1887-8.
All Sections.

Year ending 30tli June, 1888.
411 sections.

- Expenditure.
1

All Sections—
Miles open.............
29*
' '
Train mileage......... 1,246,543

■

Earnings.

Cost per Per
train . cent, to
mile. earnings

All Sections—
Miles open ......'
29*
Train mileage ... 1,246,543

Earnings per
train
mile.

1

£
• d.
... 125,129 2409
.... 26,963
519
... 40,565
7B1
... 11,570 223

, Locomotive expenses
, Permanent-way do
Traffic
do
General
do

£
d.
Earnings from all sources 221,060 42-56

56'64
12-20

18-35
519

■

.

..

204,227 39"32 92-38
:Balance, net earnings ...
j

’ "

■

16,833

£ 221,060

• Capital expended—
Construction
...
Rolling stock,,&c.

'
£474,645
267,910
£742,555

Lines in operation 12 months.

;■

•

'

£ 221,060

........................
Per cent, per annum return on
capital ...
...
2-27
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North Shore Cableway.

•

.

No alteration was made in the return to capital on this line for the
year ending 30th June, 1888, as compared with the year 1887. The surplus
land at Milson’s Point, taken for the purposes of this tram-way, which it was
proposed to level, subdivide; and sell with wharf improvements, and which
wbuld. have realized, it was expected, £35,000, Iras been practically taken
for the railway from the Crow’s Nest to the deep water of the North Shore:.
When the .capital account for the tramway is relieved of the amount named;
which will he properly chargeable to the vote for the railway, tlid lettifh
which the net earnings will give will be appreciably increased.
'
The following table gives the particulars of the capital expenditure
and the revenue and working expenses of the line :—
,
Noeth Shoe® Cable Teamway.

Year ending 30tli .June, 1888.Expenditure.

'

I

Cost per Per
train
mile. earnings ’

li
Train mileage.......... 67,711'
Locomotive expenses

...

Permanent-way do

...

762

2-70

10-51

traffic.

do'

...

1,194

4-23

16-46

General

do

...

315'

1-12

4-35

’

£>

6,833 24-22

94-26

Balance, net earnings

Capital expended—
Construction
...
' Eolling stock, &c.

£
d.
4,562 16-17

...

415

£

7,248

»..
• ••

Earnings.

£
7,248

62-94 Earnings from all sources

£62,597
8,922
£71,519

d.
25-69

'

£

..
..

Earn
ings per
train
mile.

l*
Train mileage....-.... 67,711

7,248

/

Per cent, per annum return on
capital
...
...

058

Line in operation 12 months.

Kogarah

and

Sandringham Tramway. .

.

On the 31st December last, this line had been opened 3f months only, and

its working for that period resulted in a loss of £98. The loss for the 9f
months it has been in operation to 30th June last has been £338.
'
‘ I said in my last report that while the line-itself does not pay, it must
not be forgotten that it is a valuable feeder to the Illawarra Kailway line;
and that it required the development of a larger residential traffic to make
it self-supporting.
,
.................. ......................
Thbi
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The following'table gives the return of Revenue and Expenditure :—
Kogakah

and

Sandmngham.

Tear ending 30tli June, 1888.
Kogarah and
Sandringham.
Line..

Expenditure.

Earnings.

d.
1436 98-78
309 21-23
1-94 13-38
0-08 0-61

£

Locomotive expenses
Permanent-way do
Traffic .
do
Genera]
do
.

...

982
211

....
...

133

£

1,332

6

£
. ...
...

983

Earn
. ings
per
train
mile.
d.

11'

15-26
■ 2-75

• 994

14-53

...

338

•

£>

1,332

.;. £10,407
.-..
3,745

...
...

£14,152
Line in operation 9-| months.
Newcastle

Earnings from—
Coaching ...
Goods
...

19-47 13400 Balance—
Loss on working
-•

Capital expended^
•
Construction
...
Eolling stock, &c......

Train mileage—
Coaching ............. 15,457
Goods ................ 958
Total.......... 16,415

Cost per Per
train cent, to
mile. earnings

5
Miles open .............
Train mileage.......... 16,415

x

and

Loss per cent, per annum on
capital
...
..
...
i

Plattsburg Tram Line.

2-96

'

Eor the 5^ months—this line had been opened on the 31st December,
1887—the loss on working amounted to £179. Eor the 11^ months to which
the return for the period ending SOth June last brings the operations, it is
shown that instead of a loss there has been a slight gain. The line should, in
my opinion, be extended further into the city of Newcastle, and a Id. section
be established between Newcastle and Hamilton, with a largely increased tram
service between those two points. _
In the following table are given particulars of the Revenue and
Expenditure
Newcastle

,

,

and

Plattsbdeg Team Line.

Tear ending 30tli June, 1888.
• ■

Expenditure.
Miles open'................
7£
Train mileage............. 74,532

Locomotive expenses
Permanent-way do
Traffic
.
do
General
do

£
d.
4,340 13-97 52-86
2-33
8-82
724
2,813
906 34-25
259
0-83 . 3-15

. Balance, net earnings ...

8,136
75

£

' 8,211

Capital expended—
Construction
Eolling stock, &c.

i

...
...
...
...

Cost per Per
train cent, to '
mile. earnings

26:19

'
Earnings.

, Miles open............
7i
Train mileage......... 74,532

Earn
ings per
train
mile.

Earnings from all sources

8,211

d.
26-44

' £

8,211

...

£

99-08

...
... •
... £48,463
:........................... 14,707

.
Line in operation 111 months.

£63,170

Eeturu per cent, per annum on
capital
...
....
...
0-12
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Campbelltown

and

17

Camden Tramway.

The transactions of this Tramway continue to give satisfactory results.
At the close of the year 1887 the return which the net revenue gave to
the capital expended was 4’29 per cent. The transactions for the year
ending SOth June last show an increase on the return from 4'29 to 4‘64
per cent. The following table gives the particulars
Campbelltown

and

Camden Tbamway.

Tear ending 30th June, 1888.
Expenditure.

‘

Miles open................
Train mileage.............. 25,4572

£

_
Earnings.

Earn
Per
Train mileage—Coaching... 10,021 ings
■ Oostper
train cent, to
Goods........ 15,436 trainper
mile. earnings
25,457 mile.
d.
9-58 24-66

Locomotive expenses

...

1,016

Permanent way do

...

730

6-88

17-74

Traffic

do

...

267

2-52

6-48

General

do

...

10

009

0-24

Earnings from—
Coaching ...
Goods

...

...

d.
£
1,987 47-58

...

2,133 33-09

£

4,120 38-84

2,023 19-07 49-12
Balance, net earnings

Capital expended—
Construction
...
Eolling stock, &c....
Line in operation

12

...

2,097

£

4,120
...........

months.

£38,404
6,761
£45,165

Per cent, per annum return on capital...
...
...
4-64

*

In concluding this Report it will be unnecessary for me to comment
upon the two main features which have characterised the recent history of the
Department, viz., the appointment of the Royal Commission to inquire into
the alleged tramway frauds and the proposal of the Government, with the
approval of Parliament, to lease the trams.
All the facts connected with these matters are so fresh in the mind of
the public as to require no further reference to them.
From a forecast by the Accountant for Railways, to which I have made
reference elsewhere, it would appear that the transactions of the Tramway to
the end of the present year will give a return of not less than 3 per cent, on
the capital expended.
.
I have the honor to be,
Sir, .
.
Your most obedient Servant,

,
'
The Honorable John Sutherland, Esq.',
Secretary for Public Works.
20—C

Commissioner for Railways.
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APPENDIX TO REPORT ON EAILWAYS-1887-8.
No. 1.
the Capital Expenditure on the G-overnment Eailways of' New South
the 31st December, 1887, and subsequent Expenditure to the 30th June, 1888.

itETUBN showing

■

Total Expenditure to
31’December, 1887.

Lines and Sections.

d.

4
10
15
.7

9
O
I

4,883

i.3i8,477 17

0

15,494

158,981 19
144,466 II
84,796 :9
337,342 2
1,143,801 5
442,989 10
565,496 i
425,900 19
8og,2=;o 11
92,417 2
355,232 9
584,174 18
406,350 16
r,574,460 4
1,133,226 5
222,456 11
992,736 12
2,894 14
34,382 13
3,012 12
.
4,949 10
3,864 18
1,161 5
6,249 2
2,556 7

7
I

240,627
5.687
1,067,284
,
4.878.

Darling Harbour Branch.
City Extension................
Sydney to Granville. .....
Tramways.........................
Total, Trunk Line.

Amount Expended
Expenditure to
Half-year ending . Total
30 June, 1888.
30 June,. 1SS8.

s.

£

Trunk Line

Wales to;

2

d.

s.

£

£

s.

10,611 .3'

2

6

0

251,238 7
5,687 10
1,072,168
4,878 7

9

2

L333(97?

V

6

d.
4
9
0 ,
I
2

Southern Line—
Granville to Liverpool ..................
Liverpool to Campbelltown ..........
Campbelltown to Menangle ..........
Menangle to Pieton............. :...........
Pioton to Goulburn..................... ....
Goulburn to Yass.'.............................
Yass to Cootamundra......................
Cootamundra to North Wagga......
North Wagga to Albury..................
Albury to (he Biver Murray .........
Junee to Narrandera .....................
Narrandera to Hay.........................
Narrandera to Jerilderie..................
Sydney to Wollongong and Kiama
Goulburn to Cooma..........................
Cootamundra to Gundagai..... ;.......
Murrumburrah to Blayney.............
Tarago to Braidwood......................
Gundagai. to Tumut.........................
Eiama to Jervis Bay .....................
Bega to Eden .................................
Goulburn to CrooKwell ..................
Galong to Burrowa.........................
Wagga to Tumberumba.................
Culcairn to Corowa...,....................

.

5
7
4

'

-1

4
9
II
4
9
I
' 4
I

9,553,152

I

583,7'53

5

I

170,598 l6

I

9 t)
2 10
O 3
4 10
I 3

3° 17

9

34° 3 3
IX3 9 10
79,132 9 I
I3L135 7 8
525 8 3
38,546 4 6
2 H 10
36 10 3
634

9

5

3

2

34>4I9
3,012
5,584
3,864
1,161
6,249
2,587

...........
31

5

6

348
74
I,343
204
112

I
II
IO
9
2
O
8
2
I 10

158,981
144,466
84,796
337,342
1,144,149
443,963
-566,839
426,105
. 809,362
92,448
355>232
584,515
406,464
1,653,592
1,264,361
222,982
1,031,282
2,897

252,610 l6 •8. 9,7.85,763

19 7
II I
19 5
2 7
14 10
13 .5
I 4
4 9
13 I
O 6
9 2
I 3
6 6
13 3
12 9
0 I
l6 10
9
4
12
■ O
18
4
2
10
2

7
2
4
2
I
4
I
7
9

Western Line—
Granville to Penrith

.........

Blaektown to Richmond.............
Penrith to Bathurst....................

2,127,245

Bathurst to Orange...............'...

404,494

Orange to Wellington................

585,169

5 II

170,728 i4 10

I29 18

9

6

0

2,132,515 15

5

405,728 13

3

455,713 17

7

I

9

5,270

5

4

O

1,234

9

3

6

386

4

I

903

I II

235,59.4 19 IO

Dubbp to vicinity of Bourke ....

O 10

9

455,327 13

Wellington to Dubbo ................

1,416

2,226 IO

.

236,498

8 , 1,287,501

3 IO

1,285,274 13

2

WaBerawang to Mudgee........

948,248 14

I

95°

4

6

949,198 18

7

Orange to near Eorbes ............

273,053

272,159 II

6

24I IO

0

272,401

I

6

2,374

3

7

6 16

8

2,381

O

3

II,95^ l6

7

11,956 l6

7

4>776

2

6

2

6

Total, West......... ....................................& 6,501,804

?

4

6,514,569 12

0

Deduct Excess Credit.
Perth to Rockley......
Eorbes to Wilcannia
N-yngan to Cobar......

+§94

2

5

* Reduced by £89( 2s. 5d., credits during 1887, and marked, thus t.

4,776

12,765

2

8
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No. 1—continued.

Lines and Sections.

Northern Line—

Total Expenditure to
31

December,

£

Newcastle to West Maitland..........................
Morpeth Branch..............................................
West Maitland to. Singleton ...........................
Singleton to Murrurundi ...............................
Murrurundi to Tamw.orth ...............................
Werris Creek to Q-unnedah ..........................
Tanaworth to Uralla .......................................
Uralla to Glen limes ......................................
Glen Innes to Tenterfield
.................
Gunnedah to Narrabri ............. ....................
Homebush to Waratah ..................................
North Shore to S. and N. Junction Railway
Inverell to Glen Innes ..................................
South Grafton to Glen Innes .................
Grafton to River Tweed ................ ..............
Muselebrook to Cassilis..................................
Tenterfield to Queensland Border................ .
Narrabri to Moree ..........................................

1887.

s. d.

679,132
57,602
352,666
738,988
470,079
248,542
95i,i47
735,4i8
772,796
305,334
i,934,i46
23,238
6,005
30,784
12,424
4,811
103,304
2,488

4
0
2
5
14
8
18
9
9
17
13
6
I
9
.O
19
I
4

0
7
5
4
3
II
5
7
7
2
7
3
7
8

Total, North........................

7,428,911

8

Total cost of Construction..

!4,782,346

5
II
II
IP

Amount Expended
Half-year ending
30 June, 1888.

£
4,659
211
162
201
12
23
.138
1,973
3°
141,875
57,394
5

Total Expenditure to
30

s. d. '
5

0

I 3
I 4
I IO
18 10
I 6
3 6
13 10
17 2
II 6
7 4
0 0
0

June, 1888.

£

683,791
57,602
352,877
739,150
470,280
248,555
951,170
735,556
774,770
305-365
2,076,022
80,632
6,010
30,784
;i5,7°i
5,127
110,062
. 2,488

S. d
9
0
4
7
15
7
19
12
3
.15
4
13
I
9
18
1.3
18
4

5
II
2
2
10
5
II
IO
II
II
II
7
2
7
4
I
8

3,277 18
315 14
6,758 16

6

5

217,039 II

8

G

IO

497,9?6 0

2 25,280,256

2,630,725 11

6

618,756 10

5

624,350

7

o

Richmond Line

5,226

1

1

5,226

1

1

Tramways...........

1,712 12

3

1,712 12

3

Total, Rolling Stock.............................. £ 3,256,42015

3

27,538

n

6

4

9

14,616 14

33,357 13

o

585

216,980 17

9

7,645,951

O. I
I

0

Rolling StockSouth and West
North ...............

21,944 14 11

5,593

16

7

2,652,670

3,283,959

6.. 5

6

9

3

198,239 19

o

2

9

33,942 15

9

15,201 17

o

232,182 14

9

52,731 19 3

611,080 19

2

293 15 10

6,477 . 9

6

847 19

1

MachinerySouth and West

183,623

North.......... ........

Total, Machinery.

Workshops—
Redfern and Eveleigh.,

588,348 19 11

FurnitureSouth and West

6,183 13

8

847 19

1

7,031 12

9

69,692 10

9

4,907 19

Grand total .................................. £ 28,920,820 17

3

568,584 3

North..................

Total, Eurniture .................................. £

Trial Surveys

293 JS io-

8

7,325

8

7

74,600 10

5

5 29,489,405

o

8
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No.-2,
of. Cost of Additious and Improvements to Stations and'Buildings and Siding Accommodation to
meet increasing traffic, &c., charged to Capital Account during 6 months ending 30 June, 1888.

Detail

■
'

.

NOETH AND NOETH-WESTEEN LINE. .
Willow. Tree—
New Turntable

Bullock Island Junction.

Additional sidings.............................
'

&■ s. d.
2;882 6 9

•

Newcastle to West Maitland.
Newcastle—
Alterations and additions to sidings
Approach to wharf
...
...
Box office for sub-inspectors
...
. Interlocking apparatus ...
...
Absolute block system
;..
Wickham—t
"
New Footbridge '...

214 14
.
0 18
35 ii
61 12
8 4

6

7

8

•

:
■
...

...

£ s. d
3 16 0*

...

Quigolly—
Additional siding accommodation

48

0

2

Werris’ Creek—
.
Gas-works, manager’s house

23

1

9*

21 15

1*

22 10

6*

...

Terrible Vale—
Additional siding accommodation..

8*
2

Tamworth—: .
...
..i
•...
4# Weighbridge •
Improvements in yard approach...
3

40 19 10

.
...

54

- ...

Hamilton—
■
Interlocking apparatus •................
Picket fence on station ...
...

'■
Tamworth to TJballa.
Walcha Road—
Weighbridge

1,248 19 11
31 7 8

...

0 15

0*

0 15

0*

23 10

3*

,................

Uralla—
Sandgate—

Additions to station buildings ...
Additional signals
.................
Additional siding accommodation
Cemetery
...
.................

.

Weighbridge

5 2*
102 15 11 ’

.:.

.
TJballa

6

1

0*

...

'
Glen Innes.

to

.

Kelly’s Plains—

''

Additional siding accommodation .

West Maitland
Whittingham—

to

-

Singleton.

Armidale—■

.................

’ 162

4

6

Waiting-shed

■ Singleton

.................
...
...

to

31
17

6 11

Additions to platform

Mureubundi.

Glen Innes

.
...

...

...

...

...

...

58

....

•...

17 10

,6 15

6

7

1

Guyra—

9 10*

Glennie’s Greek—

New Crane

38 15 11

Duval—

Singleton—

Additional loco, office
Lamp-room
...

...

Additions to refreshment room

'

Loading Stage &c.

'1 ,

...

12

' 3*

Tenteefield.

to

Tanks—

Tanks for fettlers ...

<■...

51

...

2

Tenterfield—

Ravensworth—

14 10 0

House for station-master

,.
Eefreshment room and cooking
range ...
...
...
....

2

52 9 7

Wingen—

Additional siding accommodation

67 7

6

Blandford—

Additional signal ...

20 13 1*

. ...

Murrurundi—

Gatekeeper’s Cottage
Mttbeurundi

59 10 9

...
to

Gubnedah

Nabkabri.

Emerald Hill—

'
Approach to platform , .:.

Narrabri—

Stock-yards

...

...

...
• ••• •

4. 16 .0*
26

1

2

Generally—

Tamwobth.

Water supply

Doughboy Hollow—

Additional signals

to

40 18

6
Part cost only.

10 19 11*
£5,525 7 3
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No.

%—continued.

SOUTHEEN LINE.
£
s. d. Bowral— ;
s. d.
£
New siding accommodation ■ ... 2,400 3 2 Additional siding ...
...
...
121 5 0
New overbridge, William HenryBadgerys Siding—
street ...
...
...
....
841 0 9 Platform ...
...
...
...
53 0 4
New Meat Market
...
... 4,308 17 3
JBundanoon—
Produce Depot ...
............. 2,091 10 8
Additional siding accommodation
11 7 6*
Earm Produce Market ...
...
752 10' 6
'
Verandah to goods-shed
...
122 11 6 Marulan—
New
siding
...
...
...
23 1 6*
Work done at sheds (Cobar Copper
94 9 4 Goulburn^
Co.)
.............
.............
11 0 9*
Additions to permanent-way shop
Stbney to G-banville.
New signals’
...
....
.4 8 9*
Improving drainage in yard
8 16 . 8*
Sydney-?.
6
12 6*
Additions
to
station
...
.
0
12
1
*
Interlocking apparatus.............
Machinery, permanent-way shop...
6 3 0
Tank for gasholder in yard
... 1,232 1 8
Goulburn to Yass.
Quadrupling line, Sydney to Gran
ville^
...
...
...
...
3 3 0* Breadalbane—
New siding
...
...
1714 3*
Absolute block system, Sydney to
Granville
...
...
...
2 5 9* Culverts—
New culvert, 152 miles 51 chains..
1 12 6*
Eveleigh—
.
Shops for telegraph instruments...
236 2 9 Waterways—;
Waterway, 154 miles 9 chains 51
Macdonaldtown—
links ...
...
...
...
10 0 0*
898 8 5
Subway ...
...
...
...
Yass—
Stanmore—
21 2 5*
250 5 2 Water supply, refreshment room..
New station'
...
...
...
Additions
and
alterations
to
station
17 16 0*
Petersham—
New station
...
...
...
137 9 6
Interlocking apparatus and signals
34 17 10
Yass io Co'otahunbea.
Lewisham—
Galong—
113 11 4
Signals ...
...
...
...
Interlocking apparatus' ...
...
401 3 1
Oroydon—
Harden—
Additions to station buildings ...
0 18 2*
Signals • ...
...
...
...
0. 4 1*
Strathjield—r
Additions to station buildings ....
49 12 10
New station arrangements
... 1,332 13 0
Murrumburrah—
’
Homebush—
'
Goods-shed and landing stage ... ’ 358 7 10
Interlocking apparatus ...
...
21 9 5*
Bridge
...
...
..,
...
0 19.11*
Eootbridge at stat ion ...
...
62 17 10
Hubba—
Flemington—
’ Loading stage
.......................
18 11 2*
2 12 5#
New crossover road . ...
...
Gootamundra—•
Auburn—
New station
...
...
...
512 1 4
New station
...
...
...
8 15 7#
Eencing land
...
...
...
13 4 0*
COOTAMUNBEA TO NOETH WAGGA.
Rosehill Junction—
Interlocking apparatus .............
528 6 8 Jumee—
New siding
.............
....
220 15 10
Granville—
3 11 5* Harefield—
Additional signals...
...
...
Additional signals...
...
...
64 19 10
PlCTON TO GOULBUEN.
Additions to loading stage
...
•8 16 4*
Fences—
’
Thirlmere—
Additional siding accommodation
2 11 .0*
Wiring fences, G.S.E. ...
...
34 8 4
O'olo Vale-—
Wagga—
New siding
...
...
...
106 5 6 Additional sidings
...
....
05 16 1
Barling. Harbour—

■

* Part cost only.

~i

.

I

.
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No.

'

- Wagga Wagga to Albtjet.
Sandy Creek—
£
Interlocking apparatus ...
...
'58
Dudal Cooma—
Waiting-shed
...
...
...
12
W.O. and urinal accommodation...
25
Yambla—;
Additions to station-master’s house
36
Goulbumt to Cooma.'
Level-crossing
Do.
1G6 miles, 34 chains
Bungendore—
New hay gauge ...
...
...
Road over, tunnel.' .
Do.
190 miles, 57 links
,-

continued.

1

Cowra—:

t
s. id.
5 j2

Cart weighbridge.....
...
..
Platform at crane...
... ' ,.
Lyndhwst—
.
.
...........
3 3* ■ Hay-gauge...
16 1
jNAEHANDERiL TO HAY.
Yanko—
'
5 6
Converting siding into loop ' .;
Wells—
Wells for fettlers S.Wi line
.. .
Hay—
• 10 13 3. Verandah to employees’ cottages. .
0 11

7#

£ s. d.
23 3 4
0 2. 2*
10

16

40 7

11*

6

203 10 4
. 95 5 5

Nabeandeea to Jeiuldeeie.

.

Colombo—

Crane
...
...
...
. .
100 17 8
Water-supply
...
.„
, .
41 14 11
Widgiewa—
Mumiumbuetuii to Bj.atnex,
Additions to station buildings . .
40 18 1'
Demondrille—
.
■•
Additional sidings • ... • ...
119 19 1 Coonqng—
. .
26 1 3
Interlocking apparatus ...
...
76 1 2 New W.C’s. and urinals ...
Ccyerally
—
Kingsvale—
.
...
. .
38 4 5
Eorming approach to siding
...
9 9 0.* Water Supply ...
■Young—
■
.
£19,238 12 11
Additional siding accommodation
450 1.2 3
Excess Ceemts
Sidings—
Interlocking Albury £15 9 7
New signals at siding 251m. 3ch.
4 14 9*
Do.
Junee 258 12 1
274 1 8
Crowiher, 272 miles—
Station buildings ...
...
...
88 12 6
£18,961 11 3
0

16 3*

SYDNEY TO WOLLONGONG AND KIAMA.
Marrickville—■

,

Safety points
...
Tempe—
Additions to platform
Rockdale—
Eencing on platform
House for pumper
Kogarah—
New siding
...
Carlton—
New Signals
...
New platform
...

Hurstville—

...

...

...

...

...
...

3 9
87

...
...

0

4#

■7.

Truck weighbridge

Waiting-shed
Mount Kembla—

Bap to —

...

177

... ■
...

...
....

0

6

3*

86

18

2

1 10

. .

...

. .

211

6 10

Como—

53 1 10
274 8 .4

...

. .
...

Loop siding

...

51 3

8

...

...

. ..

Pumper’s cottage..................... ..

150 0

0

288 3 3
—
£1,413. 0 1

HOMEBUSH TO WARATAH.
Hornsby—

.
Safety points
...
...
Mullet Creek—
Eurnace for foot warmers...
Accommodation for Loco, men
Wyong—
Additional station buildings

.

Awaba—

...

.69 7

6

...
...

10 17 11*
19 18 3

...

68

Newsiding...
............2 2
Gate and approach road ...
. ..

2

2*
3*

Adams Town—■

Waiting-shed

110
* Part cost onh.

20—D

16

...

...

, ..

[41 0 9'
.. £227 10

8
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No. 10a—continued.
WESTERN LINE.
GKranyille
Parramatta—

•
•
Interlocking apparatus
Booty Hill—
...
,
Addition to platforms

to

Peneith.

•

.............
.
,.
.............

31 2 11

Mount Pruitt—

Dock wall.................................
.,.
Additional sidings
...
...
New-station
.......................

171 11

8

29. 2
1,161 7

6

St. Mary's—

Penbith to Bathubst.
Springwood— •
House for station-master
...
Linden—r

Lawson—1?

8

1

5*

8
.

...

.

Additional siding accommodation
.Goods-shed and dock ...
... .
Katoomba—

New siding

...

................

Mount Victoria-^-

Additional signal.......................
Clarence Siding—

Shoot for Mr. Wilton

...

...

Interlocking apparatus ...
Orange—
House for station-master...
Alterations in yard
...
Cottage for gatekeeper ...
Sand house •
...
...
Obange

Wellington

, ■

Dubbo.

■

,
Additional siding accommodation

19 7
114 18 10
55 15 •4
20 11

6

.

Dubbo

to

2 ■ 11 10*

Boubke.

Narromine—

Ashpits

...

...

'
...

...

88

209 5 6
30 6 5
32 11 5

Ashpits
...
... '
Turntable ...
...
...
...
Porter’s cottages ...
.............
- 82 18 3 Nyngan—
Quarters for drivers and loco.-men
3.16 9* Bowke—
Additional sidings and stock yards
3*
17 1
393 19 3
114 10 5

-64 19 2
197 11 7

to

2,874.13- 9
16 19 0*

Mudgee.

.
Lime Co’s, siding ...
...
... ,
Btylstone—
...
...
.
0 16 7*
Turntable................................. .
14 18 5*
2

18

6*

728 4 4
0.10 10#

2,939 0 9
589 15 1
‘ 4 10 8#

Capertee—

Schofield—

Platform

'

70 13

553

Richmond Line.
-... " ...
' ... ■'....,

8

9

8

Richmond—

Additions to station-master’s house
Generally—

28

7 10

-

Water supply .

.............................. ,

24 10

... .

.97

7

6

£12,288 19 11

1

North and North-western Line ...
......
• ...
South and South-western Line, including Q-pulhurn to
Cooma, and Murrumburrah to Blayney
...
...
Illawarra Line . ...
...
...
...
...
.....
Homebush to Waratah ...
... • ...
...
...
Western Line, including Mudgee and Molong Branches

5

-

* Part cost only.

SUMMARY.

8

7

Excess Cbedits.

4

Sale of buildings Bathurst
252 15

2

101 10 11

£12,386

59

14 5

Nevertire—

.

»■

Bathubst to Obange.
JEmban kmen ts—
Piling Embankments 150 miles ...
Blayney—, . .
. r Interlocking, apparatus at Line
siding ...
.............
...

355 5 11-

8#

...

-New coal-stage ...
...
...
Quarters for drivers
...
...
; New overbridge, ... . .. ...
...
New engine-shed ...
...
...
Alterations to refreshment room

to

...

Ponto—

Wallebawang

New coal-stage ... ' ...
...
Interlocking apparatus.............
Lithgow Zig Zag—
Additional signals
.............
Improvements to cottage... - ...
Brewongle—■
Additions to N. O. cottage
...

17 0
0 5
7 1
14 8

Wellington.

,
House for porter in charge

Hskbank—

Bathurst-^

to

59
613
61
33

Mumbil—

•

’

Signals ...
...
...
...
Additional sidings
... • - ...
. Additions to porter’s house ! ...
Pumper’s cottage.......................

£ s. d,
154 6 8

Huntley—

£ s. d.
1 19 5#

£
s. d.
5,525 .7. 3
18,964 11 3
1,413 0 1
227 10 8
12,288.19 11
£38,419 9 2
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No. 3.
Statement

showing the Cost

op

and Cost pee Mile open on different Sections of the
Eailway Lines, to SOth June, 1888.
•

Constettction

Lines opened for Traffic.

‘

V.

Length in
Miles.

Total Cost.

No.

£ '

251,238

13

1,065,709

81,977

X

6,459

12,918

3741

4,207,556

iLiSS

939,748

■ ■ 5,627

167

949,199

•

11,167

16

170,729 "*

10,670

222,982

6,558

22

268,013

106

1,031,283

9,729

971,455

16,749

Rolling Stock

......................... ................ .-.

....................... ..................... .

'

1,671,292

sy

C
O

34

Ln

9,600

C
O

840,057

00

87 £

■

,

12,182

.

’

i8j884

12,150

4,750,516
’ -

553,92!

5,710

i£

67,145

■ 44,763

4

57,602

14,400

23,534,495

.

6,253

85

2,I0l£

Pitt-street Tramway

.

5,103,127

97

'

406,464

■

490

391

■

£

251,238

65

’

-

1

•

■

Cost per Mile.

'

II,I99’

.

£
4,878
3,283,95c*

Machinery.’............................... ..................... ..........-.

232,183 '

Workshops—Redfern and Eveleigh....................

611,081

Eurniture....................i.............................................

7,326
4,139,427

2,I0l£

27,673,922

.

...

13,168

.

In rolling-stock, the coat of the 'Carriages and Waggons used on the Camden Line,-end the cost of two Locomotive
Engines used on the’ Sans Souci Line, is included, as the vehicles were those originally provided for Railway service. Total
value of stock so used : Camden Line, £3,223; Sans Souci Line, £2,-390—£5,613.

Olv
iOO±

. 1
Eettjen

of

£

Eaenings

No. 4.

■

.

to
cx>

from Traffic iu Passengers and G-oods during year ending SOth June, 1888.

Gross Earnings from Coaching.

Gross Earnings from Goods.

Passengers.

Year and Name of
Railway.

Excess-Luggage,
Parcels,
Cloak Room,
Holders of
Total from
Horses, Car
Season Tickets Passengers. riages,
and Dogs.

1st

and 2nd
Class ‘
Passengers.

1888 (30th June).

£

s. d.

£

s. d.

£

s. d.

£

s. d.

. Mails.

£

Miscellaneous.

s. d.

South and West........... 1,548

599,590 0 0

55,154 0 0 654,744 0 0

61,769 0 0

24,665 0 0

North..........................

553*-

121,759 0 0

4,536 0 0 126,295. 0 0

17,151 0 0

Total .................

2,101*

•721,349 0 0

59,690 0 0 781,039 0, 0

78,920 0 0

£
16,086

s. d.

Total from
Coaching.

£

s. d.

Live Stock.

.

£

s. d.

0

757,264 0 0

147,040 0 0

20,969 0 0

5,623 0 0

170,038 0 0

17,747 0 0

45,634 0 0

21,709 0 0

927,302 0 0

0

Minerals.

£

Wool.

s. d.

£

s. d.

General
Merchandise.

£

s. d.

Miscellaneous.

■ £

s. d.

63,944 0 0 164,010 0 .0

667,202 0 0

81,504 0 0

160,488 0 0 : 1,358 0 0

53,643 0- 0

164,787 0 0 145,448 0 0 217,653 0 0

827,690 0 0

Total from
Goods.

£

s. d.

Gross Earnings
from all sources.

£

s. d.

5,772 0 0 1,047,968 0 0 1,805,232 0 0
314,740 0 0

484,778 0 0

7,130 0 0 1,362,708 0 0 2,290,010 0 0

HS

hd.
fed
!2S.
fc)
M
1-3 ■
©

W-‘
fcd
hd.
0 .

£

'

©•

-!2j.

w

c

' 1887 (SOth December).

.1—1

t-*

South and West...........

1,503

North..........................

533

Total .................

2,036

53,066 0 0 599,999 0 0

57,582 0 0

26,315 0 0

3,545 0 0 112,371' 0 0

16,786 0 0

18,666

55,759 0 0 56,611 0 0 712,370 0 0

74,368 0 0

546;933 0 0
108,826

0

0

13,010 - 0 0

696,906 ’0 0

163,179 0 O'

0

5,770 0 0

153,593 0 0

19,132 0 .0

44,981 0 0

18,780 0 0

850,490 0 0

0

60,681

0

170,432 0 0

638,603 0 0

4,305 0 O' 1,037,200 0 0 1,734,106

80,943 0 0

58,346 0- 0

160,788 0 0

1,387 0 0

182,311 0 0 141,624 0 0 228,778 0: 0

799,391 0 0

5,692 0 0 1,357,796 0 0 2,208,295 0. 0

0

320,596 0 0

* 0

474,189 0 0

K|
m
I"
»-*•
CO

CO

1 ■

COIncrease ............. 1888
Decrease ............ 1888

65.}

65,590 0 0

3,079 0 0

68,669 0 0

4,552 0 0

653 0 0

2,929 0 0

76,803 0 0

3,824 O' 0
17,524 0 0

28,299 0 0

4,912 0 0

81,715

0

11,125 0- 0

sfe

.mjc

No. 5.
Betubit

of

Tbaefic

in Passengers and Goods during year ending 30tli June, 1888.
Goods Traffic.

Coaching Traffic.
* Miles
open for
Traffic.

Year and Name of Railway,

■

r888.

North...................................... .

,

.

.

Total ..................................................

First Class.

Second Class.

Number of
Journeys.

No.

No.

No.

Total.

‘

•

No.

Live Stock.

Mineral.

Tons.

Tons.

•

Wool.

.

General
Merchandise.

Total.

Tons.

Tons.

.

2.828,579

’ 5,895,817

5,37S,I7°

I4,09?,566

553*

168,366

680,023

226,160

1,074,549

I.IOlJ

2.996.945

6,575,840

5,601,330

I5,"I74,II5

68,101 .J

1.503

2,529.494

5,467,210

5,389,260

13,385,964

58,683

.162,707

691,440

211,192

1,065,339

11,580

•2,692,201

6,158,650

5,600,452

14,4s1,303

70,263

304.744

417,190

878

722,812

1.543

.

'

Passengers.

'

South and West ..........................................

•

57,278

10,823,

Tons.

330,836

54,472

. . I,774,3I°

19,676

2,105,146 . .

‘

1,002,074

1,444,660

i79*2J5

1,984,024

74,148

1,181,289

330,026

55,948

950,980

1,749,618

21,135

161,283

1,943,616

2,079,644

77,o83

1,112,263

3,339,253

69,026

89,431

'

3,428,684

1887.
South and West ........................................ ...........

...

.

North........................................................................................................

Total

.......................... ..............................

533

2,036

65i

-

•

'

25,502
'■

2,162
’

V;

2,935

.

395,637

rco
O

No. 6.

1888 (30

Miles open,

Locomotive'
Power.

June.)

South and West...

£
1.543

North ...................

5331

Total...............

2,ioi£

I88y

(31

Expenses'

and

Eoelino Stock

during year ending

Miscellaneous
Maintenance
Traffic Charges, Compensation- Compensation
Working
Carriage and
of Coachingand Personal Injury, —Damage to Expenditure
Waggon Repairs. and Renewal
Loss of' and General
Way. . . .- Merchandise.- ..
&c......... ' and
' Goods. ‘ Establishment.

£

366,894

96,990

80,842

15.522

447.736

£'

£

£

£

£

Total'Working
Expenses.

doth-

June,' 1888.

Total Earnings.

' £

£

Net Earnings.

Rolling Stock.
Proportion
per cent, o
Expendifcure'to Loco Passen Goods Total
Total
ger
Earnings. motives Stock. Stock, Vehicles

No.

£

No.

No.

No.

339,823

327,175

21,880

4,616

67,667

1,225,045

1,805,232

580,187

67-86

69,496

H5,H5

527

67

20,551

302,150

484,778

182,628

62-33

112,512

409,319

442,320

22,407

4,683

88,218

I>527>195 -

2,290,010

762,815

66'6g

...

362,612

70,548

329,769

321,998

11,548

980

66,331

1,163,786

1,734,106

570,320

6yn

349

735

6,664

7,748

80,796

13,090

67,429

I I 2,940

580

95

19,044

293,974

474,188

180,214

61-99

77

272

2,134

2,483

443,408

83,638

397,i98

434,938

'12,128

I',°75

85,375

1 457,760

2 208,294

750,534

66

-oi

426

1007

8,798

10,231

4,328

28,874

12,121

7,382

IO,279 .

3,608

2,843

69,435

81,716

12,281

■

,

—

Dec.)

Soiitli and West...

1.5°3

North ..................

533

Total............

2,036

Increase, 1888..

65

Decrease,
■

.

of 'WoBEfSa-

■

I

'

"

,

‘

,

•68

" A P P E N D I X T O R E P O E T O N R A I L W A Y S — ]8 8 7 -8 .

- Year and Name of
Railway.

31 December.

1

Eetubn

1888

•

v.

V '*■

r
'

\sr

Y*
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No. 7.

woeking

Expenses.

Schedules of Expenditure in Eevenue Account, during tte year ending 30th June, 1888.
North.

South.

'Schedules.

-

Total.

LOCOMOTIVE BRANCH.
' General Expenses.
Schedule No.
1. Superintendence and office expenses ...............
2. Repairs of offices, workshops, and buildings
3. Renewals of do
do
do
4. Repairs of machinery, tools, and implements
..5. Renewals of machinery ..................................
6. Lighting buildings and dep&ts .......................
7. Casualties ...........................................................
8. Sundries..............................................................

'

£
39,239
1,426
777
11,197
i,i95
3,978
1,634
8,708

8.
17
8
19
11
13
0
3
" 2

d.
' s
' 3
7
1
6
0
11.
io

£
s.
7,691 18
187 8

d.
0
6

127 15
1,807 8
710 13
320 4
4 13
i,66‘5 2

4
4
2
5
4
7

9
9
4

27,095 15
7,792 0
14,815 0
2,950 8
913 ii
1,79016
173 13

4
9
8
4
7
9
7

149,055 9 10
49,534 4 7
. 54,103 2 i
17,996 7 To
4,i47 11 ' 4
"12,575 i7 6
1,001 4 11

67,564 3 11
20,275 17 7
1,186 7 4
1,408 10 2

8,19713
6,39813
116 0
148 16

4
5
1
0

■ 75,76117 3
26,67411 0
1,302.75
i,557 6 2

21,596 16
16,713 7

3
1

i,i37 9
1,243 17

9
0

2,389 12 8
4,078 17 . 8
76 7 11

23,986 8 11
20,792 4 9
1,213 17 8
1,278 17 9

£

s.

d.

3L547
i>232
650
9,390
485
3.657
1,029

*9

5
9
3
9
4
7
7

?9
4
2
0
!5
10

Running Expenses.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

i2i,9S9 14 6
41,742 3 io
39.288 1 5
15,045 19 6

Wages of enginemen and firemen ........................
Wages of cleaners, fuelmen, and shed labourers .
Ihel ...;..................................................................
Running stores, exclusive of fuel ........................
Cleaners’ stores.......................................................
Water supply .......................................................
Renewals‘for water supply....................................

3,233 19
10,785 0
827 11

Repairing Expenses.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Repairs of engines .........
Renewals of engines.........
Improvements to engines.
Casualties .......■.................
Carriages.-

30.
31.
32.
33.

Repairs of carriages............
Renewals of carriages ........
Improvements to carriages .
Casualties ............. ...........

■

0

9

2,465 13
3,674 2
689 4
i°7 5

8
6
1
4

24,423
24,009
2,643
391
248

2 0
6 9
6 8
6‘ 2
00

96,363 18

1

560,248

7 ' 2

6,908 10 4
2 0 10

36,629

35

Waggons.
40.
41.
42.
43
44-

21,957
20,335'
i,954
284
248

Repairs to waggons..........
Renewals of waggons......
Improvements to waggons
Casualties ......;.................
Gas vehicles......................

463,884'

Total, Locomotive Branch..... ....£

8 4
4 32 7 .
0 10
00
9 1 1

PERMANENT WAY BRANCH.
General Expenses:

w_
55.
56.
57.

.
.

Superintendence and office expenses.....................
Repairs of offices, workshops, and buildings.........
Renewals of do
do
do ■. ■ —
Repairs of machinery and tools and implements.
Renewals of machinery ........................................
Lighting workshops and buildings........................
Casualties ...... .............................. .........................
Sundries....................................................................

•
.
.
.
.

29,720 18 2
131 18 9-

.

8

6

133
375
7,586
124
271
1,084
6,976

19 7
13 11
12 3
17 6
15 8
4 5
8 2

7
2

215,647
72,484

6 10
0 4

8

9

15,316

311 i9
3,716, 2
407 14
. . 344.19
628 2
.
.817 0
0 12

3

1,529 4
42 10

6,057 7 7
82 6 11
96 5 9
1,043 7 11
6,685 19 4

8
7

175 -9 11
40 16 6
290 8 10

Maintenance.
.

60. Repairs of line, sidings, &c..
61. Renewal of
ditto
.

3,
.

signals, Ac.
enewals of st
signals, &c..
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.

169,499 12
67,420 9
- •
12,246 18

do

3,069

4

:
e.

do'
do ' do
Renewalsof do
do
Slips and flood repairs ...........VAV................
Repairs of signals and interlocking machinery
Renewals of do .
..... do.................
Repairs of electric block .arrangements............

46,147 14
5,063 11

3
2

5,511 ro -8*
23,076 0 4
' 9,466 i 2' ' 2'
••
5,.59.0 q 10
.
2,216 0 I
..
■ 597 5" 8.
..
4 4 5

£ ■ 339,822 12 . 3 Total,' Permanent Way Branch.......\.£

•

'

69,496

7

8
11 '
0
3
.6
4
1

7

1

5,823 9 11
26,792 3 0
9,874 7 1
5,934 19 10
2,844 2 4
. .1,414 6 2
4 16 9
409,318 19

4

.

♦c»
3'2'
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No. 7—continued.
Schedules.

South.

TRAFFIC BRANCH.
Schedule No.

70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
7576.
77.
78.

£

North.

s. d.

TotaL

£

s.

a

83,380

8

35,332

29,053

9
9
4

IO
II
2
2

2,515

9

0

8. d.

£

Geneeai, Expenses.

Management and office expenses..................................................
Wages of signalmen, switchmen, gatekeepers, &c.....................
Greasing and oiling goods and passenger stock .......................
Line telegraphs.................. ..........................................................
Repairs of station fm-niture, fittings, and implements (includes
. cranes and weighing machines)..............................................
Renewals of station furniture, fittings, and implements
(includes cranes and weighing machines)..............................
Fuel and lighting (includes lamps, gas, &c.)..............................
Casualties ......................................................................................
Sundries..... ,...................................................................................

56,051 18 3
22,023 o o
11,113 1(5 4
21.753 1 9

27,328 IO 7
13,309 9 11
4,i37 12 IO
7,3oo 2 5

2,242 j9 5
6,186
21,324
381
8,124

12 1
4 1
6 4
3 o

272

9

1,0.94

13

15,251

7

0.
2

■ 7,281 5 I
25,599 12 4
622 18 8
' n,i39 IO 2

72,902 4 10
21,879 13 5
7r4 19 0

12,759 15 11
527 1 5
440. 1 2

85,662 o 9
22,406 14 to
1,155 ° 3

88,682 7
4,616 7
263 9
2,359 11
6,140 19
6,910 12

24,249

8
241 12

4,275
3,015

3
4

7

.
.

Coaching- Chaeges.
80. Wages of clerks, guards, conductors, porters, &c,
81. Compensation for personal injury.......... '...........
82. Sundries..................................................................

Goods Chaeges.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.

Wages of clerks, guards, wharfingers, porters, &c.
Compensation for loss of, or damage to, goods.....
Steam cranes and staiths.........................................
Repairing tarpaulins................................................
Renewing tarpaulins...............................................
Sundries...... :............................................................

Total, Traffic Branch,

£

353,671

9
1
1
0
11
7

6
17
6
2
17.
0

3

5
11
4
o
6

113,031
4,683
15,225
2,962
6,881
7,224

o

469,410

3,630 18 7
6 3
' 2,050 15 7
153 12 IO
2,397 19 IO
8,l84 13 0
138 3 9
668 3 2
,
-252 15 9

.14,677
10,950
7,688
1,235
10,402
37,469
881
788
4,124

66
14,962
603
740
314

5 II

h5,738 i5

14 o
4

6

16 o
13 4
16 11
13

1

o

11

GENERAL CHARGES.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.

Proportion of general .establishment.......
Auditing......................................................
Store expenses ..........................................
Office expenses and contingencies ...........
Advertising and stationeiy, printing,'&c.
Holidays......................................................
Half-pay......................................................
Compensation..............................................
Sundries......................................................

Total, General Charges

Grand total, Working Expenses

11,046 IO
7,876 13
5,637 IO
1,081 13
8,004 15
29,284 19
743 2
■ 119 18
3,871 4

67,666

6 .
0
5
9
5

8
II

9

8

3,074

I

20,551

1,225,044 l6 4

302,150

9

8

SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURE, 30TH JUNE, 1888..
Locomotive Branch...........................................................................................560,248. 7

15

3

12 8
6 8
I II
0 5

9

88,217 17 10

8 II

1,527,195 .5 . 3

£
2

s. d.

Permanent-tyay Branch.....................................................................................409,31819 4
Traffic Branch......................... ................................................................................

469,4 jd on

General Charges........................................................................................ ............

88]217 I? 10

Total, Expenditure.......................................................

9 I
19 3
6 O
6 7

£1,527,195

5

3
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No. 8.
.

.

Workings Expenbitttee

TRAMWAYS—CITY AND SUBURBAN.
of City and Suburban Tramways during tbe Year ending 30th June, 1888.
s.

£

d.
Locomotive Branch, brought forward '.....

LOCOMOTIVE BRANCH.

6,499

■
buildings .

303 14

I

2,241 18
3 11

2

Maintenance.'
Schedule No.
60. Repairs of lines, sidings, &c..................
6T. Renewal of line, sidings, &c.................

labourers .................. ...............
Euel ...................... .'.............. .......
Running stores, exclusive of fuel
Cleaners’ stores..............................
Water supply ..............................
Renewals for water supply..........
Sweeping and cleaning roads ......

14.
15.

16.
17.

35,823

8

2

10,236 O 9
11,817 JS 7
2j270 9 3
469 9 4
i,°23 0 0
81 8 4
3,088 2 II

Repairing- Expenses.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Repairs of engines .........
Renewals of engines.........
Improvements to engines.;
Casualties
........;...........

33)355 19 9
3,315 17 9
,22 9 I
ns 19 II

Caebpages.
30., Repairs of carriages ...
31. Renewals of carriages
33. Casualties ..................

10,683

6 I
1,273 IO 3
3°9 4 IO

Waggons.
40. Repairs to waggons ..
41. Renewals of waggons
■ 43. Casualties .................
.

,

130 l6
39 15
28 17

Total, Locomotive Branch ...... £ 125,129

3

I
2
5
4

5

6

16,893 IO 4

gate-houses; wharves, signals, &c.
63. Renewals of station buildings,platfor
gate-houses, wharves, signals, &c.
64. Repairs of tunnels, viaducts, bridj
culverts, gates, fences, &c............
65. Renewals of tunnels, viaducts, bridj
culverts, ghtes, fences, &c............

9
924 17 O
16
IO
3i4
278 11 7

Running Expenses.
10. Wages of enginemen and firemen

i,5H

PERMANENT WAY BRANCH—contd.

3 •5

576 19 IO

buildings............................................
4. Repairs of macbinery, tools, and imple
ments..................................................
5. Renewals of macbinery..................... .
6. Lighting buildings and depbts...... :......
7. Casualties ..............................................
8. Sundries..................................................

£
s. d.
126,643 8 IO

Per. Way Branch, brought forward.........

G-enebai Expenses.
Schedule No.
i. Superintendence and office expenses

12.
13.

.

‘

.

13,955

9 II

■ 177

5 IO

81
387

8

8

13 IO
l6

6

Total, Permanent Way Branch ...£ 33>OI3 IO

7

3

TRAFFIC BRANCH.
Geneeai Expenses.
70. Management and office expenses.........
71; Wages of signalmen, switchmen, gate
keepers, &c........................................
72. Greasing and oiling goods and passengei
stock ..................................................
73. Line Telegraphs......................................
74. Repairs of station furniture, fittings.
.

weighing-machines).................
75- Renewals of station furniture, fittings,
and implements (includes crane
"
weighing-machines)...... •.........
&c.) .........................................
77. Casualties .....................................
78. Sundries.;.......................................
79. Sweeping and cleaning roads .....
Coaching Chaeges.
80. Wages of clerks, guards, conductors,
. porters, &c.................................
81. Compensation for-personal injury
82. Sundries.;.......................................

PERMANENT WAY BRANCH.

4,938

9

2

"'6,5°4

3

2

356
0

l6
8

7
2

II

6

8

21

6

8

2,292 5
16 15
1,841 l6
3,207 9

2
3
3
5

20,731 5
603 3
40 O

0

Total, Traffic Branch...£ 40,565

6
0

5

0

18
l6

6
6
8

Genebal Expenses.
50. Superintendence and office expenses
31. Repairs of offices, workshops, and
buildings ..........................................
53. Repairs of machinery and tools and
implements ...... .......................
55. Lighting workshops and buildings
56.. Casualties ...................................... .
■ 57,,; Sundries..........................................

1,184 6 '5

Total, General Expenses, Per. Way Branch,
carriedforward. '

5 17

6

35

12

4

1,514

5

0
272

5 0
8 0
15 l6 3

Total, Locomotive Branch, carriedforward & 126,643

6

GENERAL CHARGES.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
108.

Proportion of general establishment
Auditing..... ;.....................................
Store expenses .......:........................
Office expenses and contingencies
Advertising and stationery, printing, &c.
Holidays.................................. ....
Half-pay.........................................
Sundries.........................................

Grand Total, Working Expenses

6

..... £ 210,27.7 17

5

SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURE.
£ s.
Locomotive Branch........................................................................................... I25>129 3
Permanent-way Branch.-................................................................................... 33iOI310
Traffic Branch...........................................................................
4°.5<555
General Charges ................................................................................................ II>5^9
Total .............................
£210,27717
Adjustments to be made ;—
Addf of relaying Redfern Line, 1882.......................................................... 2;3^7 10
Add 4 of relaying Crown-street Line, 1883...............................................
173 I3
Add 4 of cost of relaying with 70 lb. rails ..............................................
755 0
Total expenditure ..................................................£2I3>594 9 9
Deduct amount included in Permanent Way not properly chargeable
to the year 1888, being f of relaying Expenditure, Redfern Line...
9>3^7 3 9
’

20—E

/

-

-

£204,226 17

O

H 5
0 O
18 II
2 5
379 7 I

11569, 18

Total, General Charges...... £

8 IO

i,3”
1,039
1,208
140
878
6,225
386

o

34
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CAMDEN TRAMWAY.
Wobkotg Expenditure during the Year ending 30tL June, 1888.

LOCOMOTIYE BRANCH.

PERMANENT WAY BRANCH—contd.

Geneeai. Expenses.
Schedule No.
<
4. Repairs of machinery, tools, and implements .....................................................

£

s. d.

14

2

Maintenance—continued.
Schedule No.
'
‘

£'

s. d. ;

i-35 19

1

01?

5

68. Renewals of signals and interlocking

10. Wages of enginemen and firemen..........

587

5

1

11. Wages of cleaners, fuelmen, and- shed
labourers ..........................................

124 7

6

12. Fuel ..........................................................

115 11

2

15. Water supply .................................. .......

■

Slips and-flood repairs............-......... ;.....

Running- Expenses.

14. Cleaners’ stores ...........;..........................

■

‘

64. Repairs of tunnels, viaducts, bridges,
culverts, gates, fences, &c........ .........
66.

13. Running stores, exclusive of fuel..........

•

- '

16

3

Total, Permanent Way Branch

...£

73°

7

5

' -

9 0 0
42 i4

2

TRAFFIC BRANCH.

5

■ .

General Expenses.
Repairing Expenses.

'

20. Repairs of engines ..................................

.

90 14

II

Cabbiages.

30. Repairs of carriages ..............................

26 9

2

70. Management and office expenses ..........

5’

72. Greasing and oiling goods and passenger
stock .............................. v.........

8 15

0

75. Renewals of station furniture, fittings’,
and implements (includes cranes and
weighing machines).......................... ’

4

5

2

16 17

1

76. Fuel and lighting (includes, lamps, gas,
&c.)....'.................................................
'

'

Waggons.

40. Repairs to waggons

78. Sundries............................ -......................

..............................

2 is

-

8~“o

4. 0 7

4

Coaching Charges.
Total, Locomotive Branch

80. Wages of clerks, guards, conductors,
porters, &c..........................................

..... £

227

9 IO

" 266 15 8
Total, Traffic Branch...................... £
;

PERMANENT WAY BRANCH.
Geneeai Expenses.

GENERAL CHARGES;

50. Superintendence and office expenses......

Maintenance.
60.

85 12

f
102. Store expenses .................. ..............

s 14 ■ is

105. Holidaiys..................................................

3 18

'

Repairs of line, sidings,- &c.....................

61. Renewal of line, sidings, &c....................
62. Repairs of station buildings, platforms,
- gatehouses, wharves, signals, &c. ...

1

•'
Total, General Charges .............. £
>

18 4 4

Grand Total, Working Expenses ...... £

476 II 2
6

5

^

SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURE.
. ■

.

'

Locomotiye Branch............................................................. ..........
Permanent-way Branch .................................................................
Traffic Branch ..............................................................................
General Charges ........................................... ...............................

£

s. d.

1,016

5

2

730

7

2

266 15 -8
9,12

Total Expenditure........................................... #2,023 o

5
5

6

9

12

5

2,023 0 5
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Ho.‘9a.
NORTH SHORE CARLE TRAMWAY.
Woeking- Expendittoe during the year ending 30tli June, 1888.
LOCOMOTIYE BRANCH.
.

PERMANENT WAY BRANCH.

Geneeai Expenses.

Schedule No.
•
C. 1. Superintendence and office expenses ...
2. Repairs of offices,' workshops, and
buildings ..........................................

Maintenance oe Wat.

£

s; d.

43

Schedule No.
50. Superintendence and office expenses ...
3 4
51. Repairs of buildings..............................

129 7
28 14
30

2

8

5. Renewals of machinery .......................

37 :7

1

6. Lighting buildings and depdts

83 10 2

8. Sundries..................................................

i>327 13

1

264 4 10
675

i-5

744

10

9

4 10 10
761 14 11

TRAEEIC BRANCH.
61. Greasing and oiling rolling stock..........

I 17 II

63. Repairs of furniture, fittings, and
implements ................ ......................

3

7

6

27

2

9

1

13. Running stores for engines or cable
(exclusive of fuel) ..........................

159 6 11

14. Cleaners’ stores.......................................

050

66. Wages of clerks, conductors, &c...........
67. Cost of personal injury

15. Cost of water...........................................

38

6

2

16. Cleaning grooves, &c.............. .'..............

78 13

1

1,071

4 0

04II

......................

69. Sundries..................................................

9 19

2

690. Cleaning grooves, &c............................

79 19

7

Total, Traffic Branch .................. £
.

II

3

.

11. Wagesof cleaners,firemen,pulley-oilers,
and running shed labourers.............. •

5

2

Total, Permanent Way Branch... £

Running Expenses.
10. Wages of gripmen and stationary
engine-driyers ..................................

6

- 0

55. Renewals of line, sidings, &c;..............

79

11

14 0

2

4. Repairs of machinery, tools, and implements..................................................

..........

s. d.

7
53. Tools and implements ..........................

3. Renewals of offices, workshops, and
buildings ........ ......... *.......‘...............

£

Repairing Expenses.

i)i93 15 10

-

20. Repairs of stationary engines ..... ........

73 i5

23. Repairs of cable ...................................

23 -14 0

6

24. Renewals of cable..................................

852 19

9

25. Repairs of running gear and other cable
' fittings ..............................................

88 8

0

26. Renewals of running gear and other
cable fittings......................................

86 4 11

27. Repairs of grippers ..............................

30

28. Renewals of grippers ..........................

i4 19 9

GENERAL CHARGES.

71. Auditing
1

4

2Q. Repairs to water supply (pipes, &c.) ..

2

30. Renewals of water supply.....................

046

9

3

■

70. Proportion of general establishment ...
..............................................

.

37 19

2

11

0

5

72. Store expenses ......................................

62 18 11

73. Office expenses and contingencies .....

14 6

1

74. Advertising, stationery, &e..................
*
75. Holidays .7.......;......;..........................

10 15

0

78 19

5

76. Half-pay.................................................
Carriage Repaies.

580
i5

0

315 12

7

99

40. Repairs of carriages and dummies.....

410 7

6

41. Renewals of carriages and dummies ..

2 12

1

Total, General Charges .............. 1

Total, Locomotiye Branch ...........I

4,561.19 8

Grand Total, Working Expenses... i

6,833

3

0

i
I
I
SUMMARY' UR EXPENDITURE.

_

......

•

£

s. d.

Locomotiye Branch......... .......................i....................................................... 4)561 19 8
Permanent \Say Branch..................................................................................
761 14 xi
Ti-affio Branch ........'............................................ ............................................ 1,193 I5 10
General Charges ..... ...................................................................................... .
'315 12 7
Total Expenditure .......................................... £6,833

3

•0

■

'

-M:

'
*&•
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No. 95.

SANS SOUCI TEAMWAY.Woukino Expendituee

during the Tear ending 30th June, 1888.

' LOCOMOTIVE BRANCH.

PERMANENT WAY BRANCH-cobW.

Schedule No.

s. d.

Rukninu Expenses.

£

s. d.

1

69 7

9

173

11

5

13. Running stores, exclusive of fuel .......

29

7

1

14. Cleaners’ stores......................................

7

9

9

15. Water Sunnlv ......... :...i......................

2

9 II

11. Wages of cleaners, fuelmen, and shed
labourers ......................................
12. Euel ..........................................

■

Total, Permanent Way Branch

Repairing- Expenses.

210 I3

00

to

•

p

TRAEEIC BRANCH.

General Expenses.

■

...£

O

60. Repairs of lines, sidings, &c...................
H

434

00

Maintenance. '

10. Wages of enginemen and firemen ......

'

Schedule No. •

A)

■

£

.

72. Greasing and oiling goods and passenger
■ stock ..............................................

■880

•'20. Repairs of engines.......... ..................

Coaching Charges.

Carriages.

80. Wages of clerks, guards, conductors,

30. Repairs of Carriages.......... ............

102

7

• 4.

'
Total, Traffic Branch.....................,£
Total, Locomotive Branch ...........£

982

1

133 13

0

2

GENERAL CHARGES.

PERMANENT WAY BRANCH.

General Expenses.

,

50. Superintendence and ofilce expenses ...

7

5

1

102. Store expenses .................... ..................

5

19. 2

Total, General Charges ................;.

5

19 2

Grand Total, Working Expenses...........£

SUMMARY OR EXPENDITURE.
Locomotive Branch

........................ ............................................... .

982

1

2

Permanent Way Branch..................................................................................

210 13 9

Trafllc Branch .......................................... .......................................................

133 13 o

Oeneral Charges ........................................................................ ..................

5 19 2

Total Expenditure ...........................................£1,332 7, 1

J)332 7

1
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9c.

NEWCASTLE AND PLATTSBDEG- TEAMWAY.
%kkih'g ExPEKumiRE during the year ending 30th June, 1888.

LOCOMOTIVE BRANCH.

TRAEEIC BRANCH.

Geneeai Expenses.
Schedule No.

•

£

s.

d.

-

■.

'

Geneeae Expenses.

£

s.

d.

Schedule No.

1. Superintendence and office expenses ...
, 4. Repairs of machinery, tools, and implements..................................................
-5. Renewals o£ machinery .................. .
6. Lighting buildings anddepSts.......... i..
7. Casualties ..............................................
8. Sundries..................................................

6

70. Management and office expenses...........

10 14 9

• 71. Wages of signalmen, switchmen, gate-

47

9

13 2

1,269 17 11
1 .3 1
076
13 17 6

72. Greasing and oiling goods and passenger
75. Renewals of station furniture, fittings,
and implements (includes cranes and
weighing 'machines)..........................

Runninu Expenses.
10. Wages of enginemen and firemen ......
11. Wagesof cleaners, fuelmen, and shed
labourers ^...........................................
12. Euel ......... .'...........................................
13. Running stores, exclusive of fuel .....
14. Cleaners’ stores.......................................
15. Water supply .......................................

159

L396 5 3

27 13

6

8 15

6

76. E uel and lighting (includes lamps, gas,
&c.) ..................................................

790 13 2
Q4 9 0
4215 0

10

. 79. Sweeping and cleaning roads ..............

169

s 6

3

2

Repaieing Expenses.
20. Repairs of engines..................................
21. Renewals of engines..............................
23. Casualties ..............................................

784 16 1
21? 12 2
S 7 3

Coaching Chaeges.

'

80. Wages of clerks, guards, conductors,
porters, &e..........................................

. 932 16 7

Caebiages.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Repairs of carriages ..............................
Renewals of carriages ...........................
Improvements to carriages ..................
Casualties ..... ........................................

Total, Locomotive Branch ...........

£

117 16 2
116 9 6
■
5 10 1

4.339

10 6

PERMANENT WAY BRANCH.

Goods Chaeges.
90. Wages of clerks, guards, wharfingers,

Total, Traffic Branch ...................£

GENERAL CHARGES.
100. Proportion of general establishment ...

Geneeal Expenses.
101. Auditing.................. '...................... .
50. Superintendence and office expenses ...
53. Repairs of machinery and tools and
implements ......................................
57. Sundries..................................................
Maintenance.

10 13 4
5

47

9

9

357

102. Store expenses ......................................

65 17 11

104. Advertising and stationery, printing, &c.

2916

16 11
18 6
2

'
105. Holidays..................................................

Co. RejDairs of lines, sidings, &c..................
61. Renewal of lines, sidings, &c.................
62. Repairs of station buildings, platforms,
gatehouses, ■wharves, signals, &c. ,..
64. Repairs of tunnels, viaducts, bridges,
.
culverts, gates, fences, &e.

■

2,81214 2

Total, Permanent Way Branch ...

£

576 14 0
115 7 0
3

12

108 16 7
^
.
0 11 0

0

683

724 IO 0

Total, General Charges ............... £

Grand Total, Working Expenses,..

SUMMARY OP EXPENDITURE.
Locomotive Branch.......................................................... ;..............................
Permanent Way Branch..................................................................................
Traffic Branch ..................................................................................................
Q-eneral Charges ....................................................................... ......................

I° 6
724 19 o
2,812 14 2
258 17 8

4>339

Total Expenditure ................. .........................£8,135 12

4

£

258 17

8,135

8

i2 4
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No. 10. ■
ANALYSIS OE WORKING EXPENSES.
■

Heads of Expenditure.

,

_

1887.

Locomotiye Branch.

1888.

Increase, 1888. Decrease, 1888.

Per train mile. Per train mile.

Locomotiye Power, &c.—

d.

d.

d.

d.

. South and West.............................................. ...............................
North ..............................................................................................

1574

. 14-81

yo

Carriage and Waggon. Bepairs —
. South and West..............................................................................
;

North ..............................................................................................

•29

Per mile open. Per mile open.
' Permanent Way Branch—

£

£

£

I34'45

129-65.

4-80

South and West..............................................................................
North ..... ........................................................ ...................

...

Per train mile. Per train mile.
Traffic Branch— .

, ,

d.

d.

21-99

21*09

'

d.

South and West....................................................1........................
North .................................................................. ...................

Compensation, Personal Injury—

•90

•

South and West..............................................................................

0-46

North ..................................... ........................................................

*01

Compensation, Damage to and Loss of Goods—
South and West..............................................................................

0*04 ’

0*17

North ..... '........................................................................................

0*01

. General Charges—
South and West..............................................................................
North ..............................................................................................

37i

377

Gross Working Expenses—
South and West..............................................................................
North ................ .'....... .............................. .................................. . '

00 0
'

57'25

55'35

1*90
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'

showing Woeking Expenses, G-eoss Eaenings, and Net Eaenings,
per Mile open, and Train Mile, for year ending 30th June, 1888.

Tabulae Analysis

Miles open—
Average.

Train miles.

South and West..................................................
North ..................................................................

S36

1,3-10,172

Total................................ .........

2,032

6,631,649

Mileage.

•

,

Heada of Expenditure.

Locomotive Power and Repairing Engines—
South and West ..........................................
. North ..........................................................

Amount.

Per mile open.

Carriage and Waggon Repairs—
.
South and West ..........................................
North ..........................................................

96,990
i5>522

Total ■...................... :..............

112,512

Maintenance and Renewal of Way—
South and West ................. ........................
North ..........................................................

339>823

69,496

. 227-15
129,-65

Total.....................................;

4°9>3I9

201*44

327.i7S
II5.I45

218-70
214-82

442,320

217-68

Total.............. ;................... .

Compensation, Personal Injury, &c.—
South and West .................. ■......................
North .......................................................... •
Total......................................

■

d.
16-55
i4'8i

245‘25

447.736

'

' Per train mile.

£

£

366,894 .
80,842’

' Total......................................

Traffic Charges, Coaching, and Merchandise—
South and West ..........................................
North ...■............................................■.........

Miles run, including'.
shunting.

-

'

’ 21,880
. 527 .

■

226-34

'

l6"2I

64-83
28-96

4-37
2:84

5S-37

4-07

H'63
0-98

'

15-32
12-73
14-81

14-7.6. .
21*09

.

i6-oi

• 0-99
0*10

.

1103

o-8i

4,616
67 -

3-08
013

0*21
0*01

Total......................................

4.683

2-3°

0*I7

Miscellaneous Working Expenses and General
Establishment—
.
South and West ..........................................
North ..........................................................

67,667
20,551

Compensation, Damage to, and Loss of Goods—
’ South and West ..........................................
North ............. ■............................................

•

22,407

..

38-34

■

88,218

43-4i

Gross Expenditure—
South and West ..........................................
North ..........................................................

1,225,045
302,150

818-88
563-71

55-25
55:35

Total..... ................................

I,527iI95

751-57

55-27

Gross Earnings—
South and West ..........................................
North ..........................................................

1,805,232
484,778

1,206-71
9°4'43

81-42
88-8o

Total......................................

2,290,010

1,126-97

82-88

Net Earnings— . .
South and West ..........................................
North ..........................................................

580,187

Total...................................... .

762,815

’

■387-83.
340-72
375'4°

'

■■

.

3-05
3-77

■ 4-5/23

Total................;.....................

182,628

‘

3-19

26-17
■ 33'4S
27-61

'

-■
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No. 12.
of the Total Eaenings under the different heads of Traffic per
Mile open and Train Mile for year ending 30th June, 1888.

Tabulae Synopsis

Total Mileage run, including
shunting.

Train Milage.
Mileage.
Passenger.

Goods.

2,460,^29
588,671

2,944,52°
('37,929

3,049>2°o

3,582,449

Miles open for
Ti*affic—average

Earnings.

South and West.............................................
North .............................................................
•

1 All Lines.................

Heads of Traffic.
' Coaching.
‘

■

Goods.

Per Mile open. Per Train Mile.

■
No.

Passengers, ist and 2nd Class—

£

£

d.

536

599,59°
^^759

4oo'8o
227A6

- 58'48
49-64.

2,032

721,349

355'°°

56-78

1,496

55,i54
4,536

36-87
8-46

5'3S

536

2,032

59,690

29"37-

4.70

i,496

61,769
17,151

4r29

536

32 00

6-02
6-99

2,032

78,920

38-84

6 21

1,496

■ 24,665
20,969

16-49.

2:41

39'12

8'55

45,^34

22-46

3'59

536

16,086
5,623

1075
10-49

- 2*29

2,032

21,709

io'68

171

M96
536

757,264
170,038

566-20 '
- 3l7’23 .

73-86
69-32

2,032

927,302

456-35

72-99

1,496
North ......................................................
Season Tickets—
South and West......................................
.
North ......................................................
•
All Lines..................
Horses, Carriages, Dogs, Parcels, &c.—
South and West......................................
. North ......................................................
Mails—
*
South and West.....................................

536

2,032

„

Miscellaneous1—
1,496
North ......................................................
Total: Coaching—
'
*
f
■
' South and West......................................
•

.
Live Stock—

Passenger.

■

.

'

1-85

**57

Goods.
■
■
1,496

147,040

.North ..... ;.......■.......................................

536

17,747

33'“

*
All Lines..................
Minerals—
.South and West......................................
."North ................. ",..................................

2,032

164,787

81-09

11-04

1,496'

63,944

536

81,504

42-74
152 06

5'2i
30-66

. ,
All Lines..................
Wool—
South and West......................................
North ..............................................
'

2,032

' i45>448

7i'58

974

..
; All Lines............ ...
General Merchandise—' ''
South and West.....................................
North .............................................
Miscellaneous—

1,496

.

2,032

217,653 .

io7'ii

1,496

667,202
160,488

445'99

536

2,032

827,690

4°7'33-

164,010
"

29942

“'99

.

6-68

v x3*3720 18

^

14-58
54-38
60-38

-

55-45

S,??2
1,358

3-86
2'53

0-47
" °’5:

• " 2,032

’ 7>I3°

' 3'5i

0-48

1,496
536

1,047,968
3i4,74o

VOO'^I
.587'20

2,032

1,362,708

67062

" M96
SS6

1,805,232
484.778

" ■’

Gross Earnings—
South and West......................................
North ......................................................

53,643

1,496
S36

North .............. .......................................
Total Goods—
South and West......................................
North .....................................................

■

109-63
10008

536

.

98-29 "

2,032 "

'

2,290j0I0

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1888.

■

. 85-42 .
118-41
-

9i'29

1,206-71
9°4'43

81-42
88-8o

i;i26'97

82-88
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~

In relinquishing the office of Commissioner for Eailways of the Colony and transferring the management
to the new Board of Commissioners, I desire to place on record a brief memorandum setting forth the
main features of my administration, the difficulties I have had to encounter, and the measure of success
which, in spite of obstacles, has attended my efforts,
I entered on the office of Commissioner in January, 1878. I have therefore filled the office of
Commissioner for Eailways for nearly eleven years.
. ■ .
Eor some time prior to my appointment the management of the railways had fallen into a condition
of considerable disorganization, it being under an administration which, while actuated doubtless by the
best intentions, was not possessed of that - knowledge of railway business without which successful
.management is impossible.
■i
The facilities for working the traffic were notoriously deficient, and strong representations on this
point w'ere made by the Traffic Manager, but those with whom the matter rested declined to increase
them. A complete dislocation of the traffic arrangements ensued, and this led to incessant complaints
from the public, and to charges of maladministration against the Department.
'
In other respects the administration was defective aiid weak, and a dangerous state of disorganiza
tion had crept into the staff. This was evidenced in many ways, but especially by an occurrence which
I will briefly describe. At the period in question (1877) the operations of the traffic were carried on
under a code of Eules and Eegulations issued in 1869. It had, however, been found that in the extension
of the lines and the development of traffic the business had to some extent outgrown the provisions of
the Eules and Eegulations, and that it was necessary to amend and extend and more accurately define
them. This was accomplished by the: then Traffic Manager by the issue of what he termed “ Working
Orders.” A station-master in a case of some difficulty acted solely oh the Eules and Eegulations, and dis
regarded the “ Working Orders,” with the result that a disastrous collision was narrowly averted.
By a singular error of judgment, and without any inquiry, the “ Working Orders ” were at once
cancelled.
.
About this time Mr. Secretary Sutherland took office, and it devolved upon him to deal with this
case.
.
The Minister himself investigated the case, and circumstances brought to light led him to the con
clusion that , the Department was in a dangerous state of confusion and disorder, that a complete
re-organization was necessary in the public interests, and that it was essential that the supreme manage
ment should be placed in the hands of an officer familiar with railway working and management, and
with the requisite capabilities for administering this important branch of the Public Service-.
The Minister’s choice fell upon me, and I relinquished the post of Secretary of Eailways, which I
had filled for some-years, to take up the appointment of Commissioner for Eailways.
My commission is dated 29/1/78, and the day following—there had of course been no time to re*
organize the arrangements—the disastrous Emu Plains accident occurred—a practical comment upon the
inefficiency of the administration which was in course of being superseded. That that disaster was due
to
53—A

2
to want of experience and judgment on the part of the management, and directly to the cancelment of the
"Working Orders, is indisputable. The causes which led to the accident are clearly set forth in a
minute by Mr. Secretary Sutherland, from which the following is an extract:—
.
The evidence given at the inquiry shows very clearly that the Working Orders made for the guidance of the Staff
in carrying out the Rules and Regulations were absolutely essential to provide for the public safety, and
that in abolishing them the door was thrown open to uncertainty, contradiction, and danger. It is to my
mind marvellous, that with the evidence of the. value of these Working Orders before him, the late Com
missioner should have ventured to cancel them. His only reason appears to have been that one officer,
who was charged with disobeying them, stated in his defence that they clashed with the Rules and
Regulations. No inquiry appears to have, been made whether this was so or not; but, recklessly and
without thought of the consequences apparently, the Working Oirderfe were abolished, and the Staff left
entirely to form their own judgment in regard to the interpretation to .be placed upon the Rules —the very
action of abolishing the W orking Orders implying that the practice they sanctioned was wrong, and some
thing different to that practice was to be adopted; something different was adopted ; the system which
the Working Orders provided—that “written line-clear reports” -were to be placed [in the hands of the
guards, showing to what points they were entitled to run—was abandoned, ‘ ‘ line clear reports ” were no
longer obtained, and the duty of making safe arrangements for crossing trains was left to the discretion of
the guards, without, in the case of goods trains meeting, any time beiiig fixed, whereby one train was to be
in before the other was due out.

In the matter of rates and charges the policy of the superseded administration was defective
in the extreme. Tor some years prior to my appointment, efforts had been made to induce the
Minister for Works to consent to a considerable augmentation of the rates for the conveyance of
merchandise and produce. To this policy I was always opposed, being convinced that the truest
wisdom was to reduce the rates to the lowest possible point consistent with securing a fair return
on the capital expenditure, and throughout my administration this is the aim which I have kept
in view.
_
The following comparison of the rates which ruled at the period when that proposal was made
with present rates is both suggestive and instructive, and will serve to show that I have steadily pursued
the policy above indicated of minimising the rates:—
Kates which for 130 miles it was proposed
to raise.
Hay............................................................
Straw and Chaff............. ;...........................
Grain............................................................
Hour ........................................................
Coal..............................................................
Bricks........................................................
Bark.................. ..................................
Cement............................................... ...
Sleepers..................... ;.................................
Fruit..................................
Limestone....................................................
Timber.......................................................

'

20/ per ton.
20/ „ „
19/5 „ „
24/8 „ „
17/5 „ „
22/8 „ „
17/5 „ „
43/4 „ „
28/ „ „
24/8 „ „
17/5 „ „
28/ „ „

-

Present rates for 130 miles.

8/11
8/6
11/3
11/3
. 10/1
10/1
11/3
21/8
14/
H/3
10/1
11/3

per
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„

ton.
„
„
,,
„
„
„
„
„
„
„

That a maintenance of these high rates (which a pseudo-expert desired to increase) would have
been detrimental to the industries and to the best interests of the Colony needs no argument to prove.
It is remarkable, moreover, as showing the folly of the proposed policy, that in the year when it was
desired to increase rates, already inordinately high, the return upon the capital was only T817 per cent.;
while in 1882, when the rates now in force had already been established, the percentage was 5T35 ; and
in 1887, after a period of prolonged drought and great commercial depression, and when the account
was burdened with the cost of 300 miles of newly-opened and undeveloped and practically unprofitable lines,
the return was still, within a fraction of 3 per cent.
Statistics.
Appendix A.

The accompanying tabulated statement furnishes particulars of the extension of the mileage
and of the development and increase of the traffic during my tenure of office. It will he seen that
the mileage of working railways was gradually increased from 688 miles when I took charge in 1878
to 2,036 miles in. 1887, up to which date I have carried my calculations. It will also be seen that the
additions to the mileage have been out of all proportion to the increase of population, and that, while in
.1878 we had an average of 977 persons to every mile of railway open, the proportion of population per
mile had, by the large extensions of the mileage, diminished to 512 in 1887. That this must have had an
adverse influence on the average earnings of the railways is a self-evident fact. And this is not the
only circumstance which has diminished the financial success of the railways. The construction of
non-paying lines, for reasons which could not he defended on a sound commercial policy, has had a disas
trous influence in diminishing the average earnings of the lines. The Hay and Jerilderie line, for
instance, is worked at an annual loss, and there is no prospect of its paying expenses for many years to
come. These unprofitable lines will account for the reduction of the gross earnings from £l,3ll per mile
of open line in 1878 to £1,081 in 1887. The exceptionally good returns for the years 1830-1884! will ho
remarked. These favourable results are due to causes which will be referred to hereafter. The com
pensation paid for personal injury and loss of, or damage to, goods may, I think, he claimed as a.very low
average. - The first-named, however, was largely augmented in 1887 by the disastrous Peat’s Terry accident;
The dimunition in the number of employes per mile of line from 5'706 in 1878 to 4'602 in 1887 is a
favourable feature. The average return of interest, for the 10 years 1878 to 1887, on capital expended,
is 3’98 per cent. I desire to call especial attention to the fact that no railway system in any of the Australian
Colonies, not excepting Victoria, which comes next, can show, for the period named, so good a return to
the railway capital invested ; and I think I have a right to expect, in justification of my removal from the
jDositi'on of Chief Manager, that under the new administration the return to the capital will at least be
equal to the average return which has been made, if it does not equal the maximum, which for the year
1881 was 5} per cent. The small return shown for the years 1886 and 1887 was due to the opening of
new lines, which were either more or less unprofitable, or the traffic of which was not fully developed.
Impeotements
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• ' 1 had long been aware of defects in the arrangements which precluded ua from properly developing and working the traffic, but which I had been powerless to remedy, and as soon as I took office I initiated
efforts to bring about necessary improvements.
'
One of my first measures, with the concurrence of the Minister, was to increase' our working
appliances in especial our stock of goods trucks, which, under the circumstances already set forth, had not
been maintained in proportion to the increase of the business of the Department.
I may take occasion to state here that for the last three years I have been endeavouring, to increase
the number of the live-stock waggons (it is in this direction only that the appliances for working the
traffic are now deficient), but the political influence at-work in regard to the character of the waggon to be
used has kept this question hung up for so long a time that at this present moment the Department is at
a deadlock, the demand for live-stock waggons being largely in excess of our ability to supply. I foresaw '
this, and repeatedly warned the Minister of the consequences of delay; but the decision was practically
taken out of his hands by a Parliamentary Committee appointed to inquire into the rival merits of
various designs of trucks, notwithstanding that two Boards of experts had previously reported upon the
matter, and it was felt that nothing could be done till the Parliamentary Committee had reported.
Nothing has been done since the Committee has reported, and I presume nothing will be done till the
new administration, freed as it is from political interference, can take measures to meet the demand.
That our working appliances are fully utilised will be apparent from the following facts Our
engines earn £2,581 per engine as against £2,337 in Great Britain, and they run more 'miles in the year.
That our carriages are as well utilised as they are in Great Britain, and that the number is not in excess
of the requirements is shown by the fact that the earnings per carriage are £49.6 Os. 2d. as against
£356 14s. 3d. in Great Britain. We show still more favourably as regards waggons. Our-earnings per
waggon are £67 1 s. as against £38 18s. 6d. This no doubt is due in part to the higher charges made in
the Colony, but it is indisputable that our waggons are used to a greater degree than in England.
Owing to the absence (nearly to the present time) of facilities, much of the rolling stock, especially the
carriages, will be found to be in want of renovation. The commodious paint-shop recently completed at
Eveleigh will afford the means of rapidly remedying this defect.
.
-

Inadequate

accommodation at

Bedfebn.

■
Eedfern Station, the- central terminus of our railway system, was, and although I have been able to
accomplish much, still is, utterly inadequate as the terminus of so extensive and important a system of
railways. Concentrated in the one confined area, not too extensive for passenger accommodation only, are
the passenger station and sidings, the goods sheds and sidings, and, until quite lately, the locomotive and
carriage and waggon repairing shops and sidings. In the interests of the public convenience, an extension
of the line into the city and the establishment of the passenger terminus there was much required ; and I
urged upon successive Ministers the expediency of carrying out this work, which, while giving much-needed
accommodation to the public, would have the effect of relieving Bedfern of the plethora of traffic. Failing the adoption of that measure, I urged the desirability of resuming land at Bedfern and
providing additional accommodation there. But I was never able to bring the authorities to recognize
the importance of these proposals. Neither of the suggested improvements has been carried out, and tbe
great mass of the railway traffic of the country continues to be poured into .the Bedfern Station-yard.
That a traffic so enormous should for so many years have been received into so confined a space without
the occurrence of any serious accident is matter for congratulation, and reflects infinite -credit on the
officers and staff who have the management and: manipulation of the business at Bedfern.
•
'

WoBKsnors.
■
.The location of the Locomotive-repairing and Carriage and Waggon Shops at Bedfern in the same
confined area was not only a source of inconvenience and danger, but owing to the limited space available
it was impossible to introduce improved appliances and economical methods of working, apd the cost of
our repairs and of any articles manufactured in the shops was thereby very largely increased. Qwing to
the limited accommodation afforded, carriage repairs, painting, and trimming had' often to be done in the
open air, and the work was necessarily interfered with by unfavourable- weather; the men, moreover,
were scattered, and proper supervision could not be exercised over them.
In view of these inconveniences, and impressed with the urgent importance of relieving the
Eedfern yard of the irregular traffic with which the location of the shops there encumbered it, and with
the still greater importance of providing repairing shops on a scale commensurate with the magnitude of ■
our operations, and thus enabling us, by adopting the best and cheapest methods of working, to diminish
the cost of our repairs,-1 very early brought the subject under the notice of the Minister,"who frankly
a.dopted my views, and as early as 1879 a large area of land was resumed at Eveleigh for . the erection of
suitable shops.
.
Building operations were commenced in 1882, and although something yet remains to be done, the
building of the new shops may be looked upon as practically accomplished, and we have now the finest
and most complete locomotive depot in the Southern Hemisphere—perhaps in the whole world. My
management has not had the good fortune to benefit by these magnificent shops; the new adjninisteation.
will reap the advantage, and will find the value of them. The Locomotive Engineer anticipates that
the same number of men will be able to turn out 25 per cent, more work than they could accopaplish in'
the old premises ; and if this expectation be reahsed, and I see no reason why it should not, the money
thus saved will more than pay the interest on the cost of the building.
The following brief statement of the accommodation afforded by the shops will show the
completeness of the provision made:—
1. Boiler, steam-hammer, and smiths’ shops.—These shops are 30.0 feet x 180 feet, communicating
with the other shops and the main lines by rails through the buildings and turn-tables at each
.
' end.
'
''
2. Iron and brass foundry, tin and copper smiths’ shop, 300 feet x 60 feet, with annexes.
3.

4
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8. A block of buildings 550 feet x 300 feet, containing tbe following shops:—Engine and tender
repairing and paint shops; wheel, machine, and fitting shops; joiners’ shops; and stores. In these
shops the erecting and general repairs of the engines and tenders1 are done, as also the turning
of wheels and axles, &c., and the general machine and fitting work required for the construction
and repair of engines and tenders.
’4'. Engine running-shed No. 1.—This building, ■which is 303 feet x 300 feet, is capable of accommo
dating 126 engines of the largest type.
1
The plan of the latter building is a somewhat novel one. The roof is of the arched type, in three
spans of 101 feet each, and, springing direct from the ground, it is complete in itself and independent of
the walls of the building, and the latter having to act only as screens and to give general appearance to the
building, have consequently been constructed light in proportion to the height and extent of the structure.,
There is a clear height of 37 feet from rail level and 45 feet to top of lantern. The columns,
supports, ties, &c., attendant upon roofs of ordinary construction, are dispensed with, leaving a large, clear,
uninterrupted space, both horizontally and vertically.
'
.
The area-covered by this building is 91,000 square feet, or about 2,1, acres; this area is amply
lighted from about 48,000 square feet of skylights and 2,400 square feet of side light,.being a total area of
about If acre of glass; the skylights are on the ridge and furrow principle, forming a number of small
roofs on the main roof, and glazed on “ Eendle’s” patent combination system. At night the building is
lighted by incandescent electric lamps, besides numerous portable burners attached to flexible tubes for the
purpose of enabling the workmen to apply the light to any part of the engine. Ventilation is provided
for by three lantern roofs with louvres, each 250 feet long, and by 240 openings in the main roof.
Some adverse criticism has been passed upon the expensive character of the running shed, but it
has been-successfully replied to. In the Appendix will be found an official precis of the correspondence.
Besides the above-described shops and buildings, there will be on the same side of the main lines
the following buildings and appliances, viz.,.engine and boiler house, engine-driver’s quarters, sand-house
and furnace, stores for Locomotive Department, two 50-ft. turn-tables, water-cranes, one ordinary coalstage 300 ft. x 30 ft., one elevated siding over a coal-stage 720 ft. x 15 ft.
Carriage and waggon repairing shops, in a block of buildings, 600 ft. x 350 ft., containing waggon
repairing shops, wood-working machine shop, fitting and turning shop, smiths’ shop, carriage-repairing
shop, paint-shop, trimming-shop, and stores.
.
These shops will accommodate 40 carriages and 98 trucks for repair. If an average of 40 carriages
are under repair throughout the year—allowing 5 weeks for each carriage—400 carriages per annum may
be repaired. Again, if an average of 75 trucks are in for repair throughout the year—allowing 7 days
for. each truck—3,375 trucks may be repaired in the year. '
In addition to these shops thex-e is a carriage-painting shop, 400ft. x 160ft., which is at present'
capable of holding 6 trains, and will ultimately, when completed, have accommodation for 8 trains.
It wdll be apparent from this statement that ample means have been provided for keeping therolling stock in good running order.
.
The whole of the shops are amply fitted and provided with all necessary machinery and appliances.that.are required for the descriptions of work to be performed.
" ,
_
On the same side of the line there will be found Locomolive Engineer’s Office, a two-story
building, 100 ft. x. 50 ft., containing offices for the Locomotive Engineer, Locomotive Overseer, Loco-'
motive Inspector, and the professional and clerical staff, &c.,.in connection with this, branch of the Depart
ment. From the position of the building it commands a good view of the whole of the yard.
- The general railway stores, which are now constructed, consist of 1 main building,’200 ft. x 50 ft.,
and 1 open shed, also 200 ft. X 50 ft.; also detached office building for the storekeeper and his staff. Thestores are fitted up in the most convenient manner, and communicate with the main lines and workshops
by means of sidings and turntables.
'
ISTEEIOCKINO AND BlOCK Sl'STEH.

'

The interlocking of points and signals, a system which I introduced about the year 1880, is one of
the most important of the improvements which I have adopted in connection with our railways. The
system has now been applied to 50 stations, 19 junctions, and 36 sidings at which there is no person in
charge, at a cost of £79,500.
_
.
The application of this appliance adds an important element of safety to the working of the line,
u-od I have had it in view to adopt it at all stations and junctions on the main trunk lines over which
mail and express trains travel at a high rate of speed; the work, however, being of such magnitude must
of necessity take some considerable time for its completion.
To many sidings on the main lines at which there is no person in. charge, and the points of which
are worked by guards of trains appointed to shunt the same, I have had the interlocking applied, but
there are some few still to be done.
•
Sidings on single lines which cannot at all times be worked only by trains which carry the main
staff have been fitted with fixed signals and interlocking complete; but for those which can always be
worked by trains carrying the staff it was my intention to have the points loeked'by a special lock which
can only be unlocked by a key fitted to the staff, which key, after having unlocked the points, cannot again
be taken out. of the lock until the points have been properly set and locked for the main lines. By this’
device the facing points are secured before the staff can be released to enable the train to proceed on its
journey.
.
r
For the interlocking at small stations, where it could be worked by the existing staff of men, the
machines have been placed on the platforms near the ticket office, in order that the officers in charge
may work the points and signals, and thus save the cost-of extra men.
,
Lot with s tanc in g the important bearing which these appliances have in regard to the safety of
rai way travelling,. £79,500 is considered by some persons a large amount to have spent on interlocking;’
u , as compared with the other Colonies, our expenditure on this, head has been very moderate, while
trom the judgment which has been shown in adopting the system only at those points where it was required
VlTg/nCleS,0
,e ^ra®p! th® cost and utility of our interlocking will bear favourable comparison
with that of any of the Australian Colonies, as the following table will show :—
.
South Australia has spent on interlocking an amount equal to '75 per cent, of its capital expenditure.
wcfcTw i
i°
do
’52
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do
New South Wales
do
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As regards the value set upon these safety appliances in England, I will talie as an instance' the
expenditure on the London and North Western Kailway. On that railway, the mileage of which is not
equal to that of New South Wales, but which earns a gross revenue four times as large, there has been
expended £2,000,000 in interlocking. This sum represents 2 per cent, of the entire capital of the
Company. If our expenditure had been in like proportion, we should have spent in interlocking
£560,000; if taken in proportion to the relative revenue, we should have expended £500,000; or to the train
mileage, which is perhaps the fairest form of comparison, £330,000. It has been, as before stated, £79,000
only, but I shall expect to see a large increase of expenditure in this direction in the immediate future.
A brief reference to the “ absolute block” system, as employed on our lines, may not be out of'
place here. This system, which I introduced in 1879, is worked on our double lines by Preece’s instru- .
ments, and has been gradually applied to the main suburban line (Sydney to Parramatta), on the Illawarra
line (Sydney to Hurstville), and G-reat Northern Railway, from Burwood junction to Wallsend junction.
The following sections of single lines are also worked by “ absolute block,” but with Morse
telegraph instruments, in addition to the main staff and ticket system:—Bargo and Mittagong, and
Harden and Demondrille junction, on the Great Southern Railway ; also between Lapstone Zig Zag and
Glenbrook and Clarence station, and bottom points at Lithgow Zig Zag. The portion of line between.
Lapstone Zig Zag and Glenbrook is blocked by telephone.
■
The further extension of “ absolute block” working on single lines has been delayed, pending a_
trial of the Tyer’s electric train tablet system, by which the staff and block system is combined. I have ‘
imported several sets of instruments for the purpose of testing the system on the-most dangerous sections- '
of our mountain lines, with a view to adopting it on those portions of the railway.
I am aware of the defect in this system, but I consider the advantages it possesses outweigh its
disadvantages, and as these tablets are in use on some portions of the lines of the Caledonian Railway—
from whose staff Mr. Eddy comes to us—I shall expect to see them adopted here, even to a greater
extent than I contemplated.
Daeltko Harbour.

An enormous and constantly-increasing traffic in minerals, wood, timber, firewood’, farm produce,
'&c., is carried to Darling Harbour. When I took charge the accommodation provided at that place was
quite inadequate even for the business then transacted there. I at once commenced to improve the
facilities and appliances, and a large expenditure has been incurred to date in putting the accommodation in a condition to cope with the augmented traffic. The principal improvements are the erection of a deadmeat market, which will be fitted up with the best apparatus for chilling, and in this climate will be highly
convenient and useful. Additional siding accommodation has been provided from time to time, as the
exigencies of the business required. With a view to obviate the danger to passengers from the increased
traffic, a bridge was erected at William-Henry-street (to which the city contributed a proportion), at a
cost to the Department of £16,000. A farm-produce sale shod has been provided, at a cost of £5,000
and a contract has been let for a produce store market, which is to cost nearly £1.7,000. Additional office
accommodation has been erected, at a cost of upwards of £5,000. Cranes, additions to goods-sheds,
cattle-yards, &c., have absorbed nearly £14,000, and many minor improvements have been effected.
It was at my instigation that the Government resumed from private owners 15 acres of landknovyn
as'the Darling Harbour resumptions. Though the propriety of that course was cavilled at and impugned
by many at the time, I do not think a single voice, would now be raised in contradiction of its wisdom.
The inordinate claims made by the owners for compensation caused a convulsion of public feeling, and L
think it must be confessed the expression of opinion on the subject was not uncalled for., Upon viewing
calmly at this distance of time the compensation which was obtained in the Supreme Court actions
which followed, it cannot, I t hink, be denied that the reaction, following upon these claims resulted in
verdicts being given for amounts below the actual value of the property. At all events, if the land could
be resold at the present time it would realise, at least twice the amount which the Government had
to pay for it.
I have had plans prepared for a further extension of the accommodation at Darling Harbour,
which must be largely increased, unless the project for the extension of the railway into the city and'to
the deep waters of the harbour be given effect to. ’Looking to the requirements of the next fifty years,
it would not be too soon to acquire some additional land at Pyrmont with water-frontage, to meet the
demand which will grow with the years for further shipping accommodation.
■

1

Increased Traffic, Suburban Lines.

'

. Our railway system originated in a line from Sydney to Parramatta. An extension of this line,
commenced in 1858, is our present Western line. The Southern line junction is at Granville. After thecompletion of the Tine to Parramatta, settlement between that point and Sydney increased very rapidly,
and very soon collections of houses, which in time rose to the dignity of boroughs, were formed at intervals
all along the line; and year by year the traffic with these places—we term it the suburban traffic
continued to augment, until it assumed enormous dimensions. And as the whole, of the traffic from the
south and vest, with this suburban traffic, is carried on the single pair of lines into and put of Sydney,
it is hardly necessary to say that the lines are worked, not only up to their utmost capacity, but beyond
the limit of safety.
.
_
i n i i
In 1882 the Illawarra line was put under construction, and by the completion thereof a further Large
accession of traffic would, as a matter of necessity, be brought on to the already overcrow'ded main line.
In view, of this circumstance I recommended that the Redfern tunnel should be widened to admit of
laying in two additional lines of rails, and that the lines should be quadrupled thence to the Illawrarra.
junction. This was approved by the Minister, and the work has been carried out.
i
Since that the Northern line has been completed (except the bridge over the Hawkesbury), and
connected with the main line at Homebush..
■
»
This brings all the Northern traffic, both goods and passenger, on to the main line from
Homebush to Sydney, and this traffic wdll be largely augmented (with the addition probably of minerals
to a large amount) when the opening of the bridge over the Hawkesbury gives uninterrupted
communication

602
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communication with Newcastle and the Northern District. In a word, an accession of traffic will he
brought on to the main road which the existing pair of lines (the quadruplication extends only to
Eveleigh) cannot carry with safety. In view of this circumstance I have mooted the expediency of
continuing the quadruplication of the line from Eveleigh to Homebush. This will, I am sure, have to he
carried out by my successors in the administration.
And here I might direct attention to the unfavourable condition under which our suburban traffic
is carried on. The same lines convey the through passenger and goods traffic going in both directions,
as well as the enormous suburban traffic, the number of trains passing each way per day being 130; and
it is most creditable to the management that this has been accomplished with entire immunity from serious
accident. In Melbourne, where there is a large suburban traffic, the conditions are very different. Tbe
principal suburbs have independent lines. There is no clashing between through and local trains, and
the traffic is carried with ease, and there is no impediment to its being carried with perfect safety.
.

Eules

and

Eegulations.

When I took charge, the traffic as already pointed out, had outgrown the Eules and Eegu
lations under which the Department was administered. I therefore caused them to be revised and
amplified, and have taken special care that, as the business of the Department increased, the scope
of the Eules and Eegulations should be extended in the same proportion. I think they may now be
claimed to be complete in every way, and framed to meet all conditions of working. Every emergency
has been provided for, and I believe that to the comprehensiveness of these rules our happy immunity
from serious disaster is to a large extent due.
The Employes.

Great caution has been observed in the matter of accepting candidates for the Service, with a view
to secure that only properly-qualified and otherwise suitable men are admitted. Precedent to appoint
ment a candidate must he passed by a Board of Medical Examiners, and in the promotion of men
to responsible positions only those are selected who have been proved to be competent by a proper
examination by a Board constituted for the purpose. I believe that for efficiency, discipline, and devotion
to duty, the Eailway Staff of these railways could not be excelled by any Eailway Staff in the world.
The mental and moral improvement of the men has not been lost sight of. Libraries, technical'
schools, and classes for mutual improvement have been established, the Department contributing in aid of
these objects. They are at present in their initial stage, but many of the men take a keen interest in these
matters, and much benefit may be expected to result from the movement.
It is admitted that our railways compare very favourably with railways generally in respect of
accident to life or limb, and consequently in the amount paid for compensation in such cases ; also in tbe
amount paid for loss of or damage to goods or property received for conveyance.
These favourable
results are not the effects of chance, but are fairly attributable to the care with which our men are
selected, to the training through which they have to pass, to the practical nature and completeness of our
rules, and generally to the integrity and zeal of the employes.
■
It will probably devolve upon my successors to complete the re-organization of the staff of the
Engineer for Existing Lines. Under circumstances which are set forth in the papers, the staff in question
had grown by slow and almost imperceptible degrees, until it assumed undue proportions, and since
1886 I have directed my efforts to the work of placing it on a more economical basis. Something in this
direction has been accomplished, hut much more remains to be done. I beg to direct the attention of the
Commissioners to the papers on the subject, and especially to my minutes of 15/5/88 and 26/9/88.
•
As regards, however, the general question of the number of hands employed, it will be seen by a
reference to Appendix B that the number of men to the mile of line when I took charge of the Depart
ment was 5 967, and now I am leaving it the number is 4!'602 to the mile of line. That this number is
not excessive can be established by reference to the number of men employed to the work done on any
railway of which I possess the statistics. That neither the London and North-Western Eailway nor the
Caledonian Eailway is worked with such economy the new Chief Commissioner will have to admit. The
average lifting in the Traffic Branch of the railways of New South Wales equals 1,511 tons per man per
annum. I shall be surprised to learn that more work is done per man on any railway in the world. On
the London and North-Western Eailway of England, which claims to be in the van of railway administra
tion, and has availed itself of all labour-saving appliances, 36,000,000 tons are lifted by 25,000 men
employed in the Traffic Branch of that Company’s staff. These figures give a return of 1,4-40 tons per man
per annum.
Ambulance Aiibangements.

The possibility of accident is one which a railway manager should have in view and make provision
for. I was always of opinion that much suffering might be saved and much benefit accrue if some
number of the employes were made competent to afford “first aid to the wounded ” in case of casualty.
In this view I-compiled a pamphlet on the subject, and issued it to every employe, and engaged com
petent professional men at the chief centres to give instruction to those desirous of identifying, themselves
with so laudable a service. In due time I established an Ambulance Corps, which has had remarkable success.
Professional examinations have been instituted, and medals of honor are conferred on the successful
candidates. The result of tins plan is that we now have scattered over the lines a large body of men
competent to render prompt and skilful aid in any casualty that may occur, and thereby avert much
bodily suffering, and even save life in cases where instant precautions are necessary to that end. The
practical value of this institution has already been experienced when accidents—such as cannot he avoided
in a large concern like this—have happened on the lines and in the workshops.
Bates

anti

Cuaeges.

The rates charged on our railways will hear favourable comparison with those of the other
Australasian Colonies. Complaints, however, have been made from time to time that they are excessive.
A few years ago these complaints became so persistent and outspoken that the then Minister for Public
Works (Mr. Jno. Lackey) deemed it expedient to test the question by appointing a Board of experts
unconnected

7
unconnected with the Department and the .Government to, investigate the subject. This Board '(comprised
of the most experienced men in the Colony) were unanimously of opinion (in which they were fully
supported by the evidence taken) that there.was no ground for disturbing the rates.and arraugements
adopted by the Eailway Department.
'
Subsequently, the special rates which we have adopted with reference to the border traffic, with a .
view to neutralise the action of Victoria "in endeavouring to monopolise the trade by reducing their rates
to the Border, were assailed by persons whose interests were affected by the special rales-. But the
abolition of those rates -would have had the effect of throwing the whole of the Border traffic into the
'
hands of Victoria; and, in the policy not of retaliation, but of defence, adopted by us, we are supported
by such eminent authorities as Mr. Earrar, Secretary of the Board of Trade, Mr. Grierson, of the Great
Western Eailways of England, and Mr. Swarbrick,-of the Great Eastern Eailway of Englaud. The report
of a Select Committee of the House of 'Commons which sat a few years ago also distinctly justifies such
special arrangements. The official paper which I have prepared on this subject, in answer to tbe demand
for equal mileage rates, and a reply to the extraordinary proposals of Mr. Haynes', M:P., for Mudgee, will
be found in the Appendix.
.
- .
Appendix
_ ^ ^ I some time ago wrote a minute suggesting a means by which a competition wdiich is. equally
injurious to both colonies might be put an end to, arid this Border traffic be carried 'at fairly remunerative
rates-. Broadly stated, the "plan I had m view was that each Colony should convey such traffic as offered to and
from the competitive districts at ordinary fates. The proceeds of such traffic, after deducting a fair proportion
for working expenses, to be “ pooled,” that is, to he paid into a common fund and divided on the basis of
the mileage worked by .each Colony in tbe conveyance of such traffic. I took, an opportunity some time
ago of broaching the scheme to Mr. Speight, and he seemed to be of opinion that it offers a means of
.
escape from this -long-standing difficulty. I commend this scheme or some modifi'catien of it to the con
sideration of my successors.
The returns on the Iraffic, comparing one year with another, have varied considerably. This is due
in some measure to the influence of the seasons on the production of wool 'and other produce.
But other causes have been in operation. It will be seen by the return that the interest paid on
the capital .cost of the railways was unusually good in the years -1880 to 18S8. This was the period during
which Mr. Lackey vvas Secretary for ’Works; and that gentleman not only confessedlyj.but actually, left
the administration ofthe railways in the hands of the Commissioner, who-, untrammelled by the political'
control and influence which has been so serious an obstacle to the successful working of this railways, was
enabled to carry out such' reforms as he considered necessary, and to wofrk the lines as nearly as. possible
on commercial principles. Tentative concessions were made with a view to encourage particular lines of
traffic, and all drastic measures were avoided,—such, for instance, as those carried out by Mr. .Secretary
Combes, who made alterations in the rates which, while affording no appreciable advantage to the public,
affected the railway returns in the aggregate to the extent of £100,000 annually. It has been too much
the practice to make alterations in rates, in wages, in train running, &c., on political-grou-ndsj and not to
meet legitimate railway requirements, and the railway revenue has thereby been most seriously affected. ■

Ghadiekts.

.

'

The railways of the Colony will always labour under peculiar disadvantages, due to the geographical
features of the country. Between the seaboard with tbe ports of shipment and the interior precipitous
mountain ranges 'are interposed, and those ranges, at least-on the routes adopted, can only be surmounted
by series of unusually heavy gradients. We have many miles of such gradient's-,.by which the load carried
is limited to about 120 tons'( while iix England, where these severe grade's do not occur, a load of 300 or
400 tons is carried at the same cost in locomotive power, wages, &c. How severely our railways are
handicapped in respect of the profit on the working of them by this condition of things will be apparent
to every railway expert.
Whether easier routes could have been found is a question which -I am not at present prepared to
deal with. It may be that, with the amount of capital expended, lines with a better level could hot have .
been constructed; but it is quite certain that any saving in cost- of construction effected by nearly
following, the contour of the Country, as we have done, is much more than neutralized by the
enormously increased cost of working.
"
•
•
The

new

’

,

,

Management.

The new management will enter upon its functions under circumstances of considerable advantage.
The past two seasons have been exceptionally favourable ones, and in consequence we anticipate an
enormous wool and stock traffic in the season upon which we have just entered. M'any of the lines
are almost entirely dependent for their business upon the pastoral interest; and in 1887 the' number of
sheep in the Colony was 40,900,000, the largest number ever known in our history, and double 'the
number held in 3878. The improved wool and stock traffic which will result from this large increase in
the number of sheep is not the only advantage which will accrue therefrom ; on the down journey there
will he a corresponding increase in the tonnage of gencial supplies carried.
Another favourable'feature is that for some years to come the traffic will not be burdened with
newly-opened and undeveloped lines upon which a traffic has to be created. At the present mohient wohave only 54 miles under cohstruction^-a smaller mileage than has ever been recorded since I assumed
the control; and a portion of this, moreover—the Hawkesbury Bridge and Mullet Creek se'ctioii—will
give good returns and materially assist present non-paying sections.
'
The recent impetus given to gold and silver mining promises to furnish a considerable addition to
the traffic, and the opening up and working of new coal-mines will have an appreciable effect on the
revenu'e.
■
. .
At tbe request of the Government-, I have had to forecast the probable Eevenue and Expenditure
of the Department for the year 1889. I shall iiot of Course be instrumental in realizing the prospect,
but my successor's sboirldhave no difficulty in doing so. While the gross Eevenue will be £2,570,000,
the working expenditure should not exceed £1,589,075 ; and the net Eevenue will give a return of
31 per cent, to the capital invested in liii'es open on-the 3-1 st December, 1889.
„
'
.
. .
CH. A. GOODCHAP,
The Honorable tlib Secretary for Public Works.
•
20/10/88.
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BOO]? OP EtNNlNG SHED, EVELEIGH.

'

Eaelt in 1882 the Engineer for Existing Lines submitted a plan and specification, iihd an estimate of
£38,000, for the roof of the running shed, Eveleigh. In his design the engineer adopted the novel plan
of an iron arched roof—novel, that isy when applied to a running shed—instead of an ordinary trussed
roof.
•
.
The Commissioner was startled hy the unusual character of the design, and he drew the attention
of the engineer to the matter, pointing out that the style of roof proposed had heretofore been applied
only to railway stations, halls of .entertainment, &c.
.
The engineer, however, assured the Commissioner that the kind of roof recommended—the price
of labour and material in the Colony being so high—was cheaper in construction and erection than an
ordinary roof on walls would be.
. Tenders were therefore called for in the Colony to the design suggested by the engineer and the
tender of Mr. ‘W’. H. Jennings for £38,600 was accepted.
•
’
1
_ Mr. Jennings associated with him in the contract the firm of D. & W. Eobertson, and by them
the ironwork for the roof was ordered from England.
’
■ ■
. In tlie Engineer for 12th January, 1884, an article appeared criticising this roof unfavourably,
both in a professional and economical point of view. The writer stated that this was “ the first time that
■a design, which is of necessity more expensive than an ordinary trussed roof, lias been-erected for such a
building as a locomotive running shed.” Admitting, however, that this design had “ the advantage of
an open space, unimpeded by intermediate columns,” and “of the ridge and furrow system of lighting
which is convenient not only in construction but for easy repair afterwards.” This admission was
qualified by the assertion that the skilful simplicity of detail which characterized the earlier roofs arid
which was one of the signs of a skilful designer, was in some parts wanting in this structure. There was
the writer said, unnecessary “ smithing ” and welding which added to the cost and risked the safety of the
structure. The article proceeded to give examples of this kind of roof. The first was that of the St.
Pancras Station of the Midland Eailway, with a span of 240 feet. In this ease the thrust of the roof,
minimised by the shape of the arch, was resisted by the girders of the floor which formed the tie. The
Eoof of the Drill Hall at Derby, by Handysides of that town, 150 feet long, with a space of 75 feet. In
this case no tie-rod was required, the slope of the roof and its connection with the east-iron stanchions
giving it the requisite stability. A roof, almost identical with this, was also fixed over the Gymnasium at
the-Eoyal Naval Hospital, Greenwich; in the roof over the St. Enoch’s Station of the Glasgow and
South-western Eailway, at Glasgow, 518 feet long with a span of .198 feet, by Handysides, the form of
the arch and the anchorage to the large base plates which project inwards render a tie unnecessary ; the
joint Station at Manchester of the Great Northern, Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire, and Midland
Eailways, 550 feet long with a span of 210 feet.
_
The.Eveleigh roof, the article continued (300 feet long with a span- of 101 feet), was rather heavy
in details, having double triangulation and vertical or normal struts at every fifth apex.
"
. Until, the writer remarked, the maximum strains on roofs of this kind was ascertained with
sufficient accuracy to enable designers to place confidence in their figures they would continue to employ
large sectional areas to make sure of sufficiency; and so long as this w^as the practice we. should never
arrive at the elegant lightness of such roofs as that of the new station at Berlin. Eeturning to- the
Eveleigh roof, the waiter stated that the specification required all the wrought iron used to be of the best
quality, tough, ductile, and uniform., capable of sustaining 50,000 lb. per square inch of area in tension
without fracture, and 24,000 lb. per square inch of area without taking a permanent set, and the com
pression breaking strain to be not less than 37,000 lb. per square inch of area, aid 24,0001b. per square
inch of area without taking a permanent set.
■
The same question was taken up in the Sydney Morning Herald of 20/6/13. A correspondent of
that paper, under the nom deplume of “ Observer,” after quoting the criticisms m the Engineer upon the
roo| of the -Eveleigh running shed, pointed out that the statements made in that paper were “full of valuable
observations ” and that they were “ palpably impartial and well intentioned criticisms,” and maintained
that if we did not want to part with our money unwisely and to be laughed at into the bargain by those
who would benefit by our blunders, our future indents for large structures would require to be closely
watched by those whose duty it was to protect the interests of the Colony.
Hereon the Commissioner remarked that perhaps “Observer” w>as not so innocent as he appeared
to be, that he professed to think the criticisms referred to were impartial, but if he would look round the
question and see the interests (home interests, not colonial) which were involved, he would come to know •
how these articles were inspired and why.
'
■ When the Commissioner came to know' of the criticisms in the Engineer, he minuted that when the
plans were subiiitted to him he himself had objected that the proposed design was a very unusual one for
a running shed, and suggested that an ordinary truss roof -would-be- cheaper'; .but he was assured by
Mr. Cowdery that owing to the price of labour in the-Colony and also of material this style of roof
affording its own support, was cheaper in construction and erection than an ordinary roof on walls would
have been. With reference to the charge implied (riot directly stated) by the writer in the Engineer, that
the roof of our running shed compared unfavourably in point of weight with the roofs of some structures
in England and on the Continent, he (the Commissioner) was particular in his inquiries on this head,
and, at his suggestion, some figures -were obtained from which it appeared that the Eveleigh roof com
pared most favourably in point of weight with similar roofs elsewhere: The writer in the Engineer,
. ■ referred especially to the Manchester roof, leaving his readers to infer—which, was most unfair—that the
Eveleigh roof was of the same weight, but as a matter of fact the comparison was absurd—the Manchester
roof being 45 lb., and the Eveleigh roof 25Tihr lb. to the foot. The Commissioner added that he would like
to have a report from Mr. Cowdery, as statements were being industriously circulated that our roof was
excessively heavy.
■
•
' '
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A report accordingly was prepared by the Assistant Engineer who was directly responsible for the
design. In this report, which dealt exhaustively with the subject, the designer pointed out that it was no
unusual thing for a new work to be subjected to criticism, that designs by some of the most eminent
engineers in the world have been criticised and depreciatedand that as opinions among men will always
vary, it was not to be expected that any work, however good, would be universally praised or pronounced
perfect. He thought, however, that he would be able to show that the cost of the Eveleigh shed compared
favourably with cost of running sheds elsewhere.
.
He believed the Engineer was right in saying that this was the first time an arched roof had been
applied.to a running shed, but that was no reason why it should be the last; and it certainly was the first
timfe that a running shed had beeii put up to include within four walls an area of 91,000 square feet
(nearly 2 acres) and 6,300 feet of track. An arched roof moreover was not of necessity more expensive
than an ordinary trussed roof; that would depend.upon the nature of the ground, cost of labour, &c. In
'bur case the foundations had to be carried to a depth of 14 feet, and for that reason large spans were
adopted for the roof, it being universally admitted that where foundations had to .be carried to a great
depth it was more economical to have a few strong supports than a number of small ones. The present
building had in fact cost no more than one with an ordinary trussed roof would have done. It might be
admitted that the roof, taken as a roof only, cost more than a trussed roof; but the cost of the extra
foundations; columns-and stronger walls required for the latter must be taken into consideration. It
would be seen by the illustrative estimate submitted that the very lowest price at which a plain brick and
iron structure, with an ordinary trussed roof, and affording the same extent of space and accommodation,
would amount to just as much as the present buildipg had cost. If the plan of round houses, now so
much in vogue, had been adopted, three times thd area would have been required, and the cost would
have been four times as great. Again, if the plan of traversers (at one time proposed) had been adopted,
'an area 50 per cent, larger would have been necessary. Buildings of galvanized iron and wood, such as
were proposed in Victoria, or with wooden roofs, as adopted by the London and North-western Eailway,
England, would be much cheaper in first cost, but they would soon require renewal, and would be costly
in respect of repairs.' The following comparative table of particulars of several running sheds would
show much to the advantage of our shed':—
■

Where situate.

Philadelphia................
Altoona.-...... •.............. ;

rea in square
feet.

Style.

Giro., 300feet dia. ...
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„

...
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..........................
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,,

...

»

..........................
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„

...

'Pittsburgh (2).............
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„

...

Harrisburg ....... .........
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„

...
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„

...

Meadows ....................
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„

...

Melbourne (3)..............

„ 284

„

...

.

J>

..............

Derby ......... :............

}}

»

■

1,767

136,511

120

1,138

117,927

78

1,512

129,023

81

92,212

42

2,290

190,041 .

91

2,088*

132,480

88 .

1,505*

59,108

60

1,182

90,900

126

.

1,593

))

.........................

5)

......

>)

..........

„ 146

„

...

>>

........ ...

„ 136

„

...

Eveleigh ....................

40

70,686

Kect., 360 x 184 ......

>>

.....

Area in square fe
each Engine

No. of Engines.

Giro.,185feet dia. ...

Reet., 303 ft. x 300 ft.

It would be seen .that the area per engine in our shed was only 721 feet per engine, while in the
seventeen engine-sheds quoted it varied from 1,138 feet to 2,290 square feet per engine, and he did
not believe any of these, except the Victorian one, which was of wood and galvanized iron, cost less for
the accommodation provided.
'
The cost of our shed which was £68,455, equal to £543 per engine, included £14,000 for founda
tions and pits, and gave the cost per cubic foot of space at 5-yd., a price no higher than that of an ordinary
galvanized iron shed. "With reference to the statement in the Engineer, that the “ skilful simpheity of
detail which was so characteristic of the earlier structures and one of the best signs of a skilful designer is,
in the present case, wanting in some parts ; that there appears to be unnecessary smithing and welding,
which add to the cost and involve risk io the structure,” the writer of the report asked where the
unnecessary “ smithing and welding” occurred, pointing out that ihe critic vaguely alleged the existence
of the defect, but did not say in what part it was to be found, and adduced no proofs. It was evident
that the critic had not examined the drawings. This was distinctly proved by his assertion that the.ribs,
besides double triangulation, had normal struts at every fifth apex,—an assertion distinctly opposed to the
fact. "What the critic took to be normal struts were simply the section of the main purlins shown in
connection with the elevation of the ribs. He (the writer) had seen letters from the English manu
facturers praising the simplicity and skilfulness of the design, and stating (what they were the. best judges
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of) that it was very easy of manufacture. In one case only had the manufacturers ashed for any departure
from the original design, and that was not on account of any difficult smithings or weldings, but with a
view to facilitate the carriage of certain parts, and to lessen the cost of erection. There might fairly be a
difference of opinion as to whether smithing or welding should be employed instead of riveted or bolted
connections; but the jEwymeer must not forget that on a roof construction there must of necessity be
more smithing and welding than in a simple girder, and he maintained that there was no unnecessary
smithing and welding in the Eveleigh roof. He (the writer of the report) was surprised, that the
Engineer had not.criticised a very remarkable roof construction designed in this Colony for an important,
building and now being manufactured in England—a roof hardly able to support itself, and of which the
manufacturers said that it was the most extraordinary structure they had yet seen-r^a ■ conglomeration of
forgings and welds, and fancifully cut and curved plates and angle irons. The Engineer would lead his
readers to believe that our roof was as heavy as the Manchester roof; but how erroneous and unfair this
was, and how favourably the Eveleigh roof compared id, point of weight .with that and other roofs,, would
be seen by the following comparative statement:—
.
'
Weight of ironwork of various roofs, per square foot of area covered.
.

Midland Eailway Station, Bath ...
Eailway Station, Middlesboro’
...
Agricultural Hall, London...
...
St. Enoch Station, Glasgow
...
Eailway Station, Manchester
'...
Eveleigh shed
...
...
...

-------

-

...

•• •

•<4

444

t

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

*<«

...

•»»

•••

-

•

...
...
...
...
...
...

lb.
25
295
235
32
465
25-5

It would be seen that the weight per square foot of area of the Eveleigh shed was not much more than
half that of the Manchester Station.
'
•
.
.
The writer of the , report continued that the strains of "the Eveleigh roof were got out with the
utmost care, and were determined according to English practice, with due regard to_ a proper factor of
safety and to facility of construction and erection. .He might have-carried out the, principle of economy
of material according to Continental practice, and thereby have saved 5.0 or 100 tons of material, but
there would have been an increase in cost of construction and erection, and probably no saving in total
cost, while the very persons who now, from ignorance or a worse motive, condemned the structure as
excessively heavy, would, in that case, have alleged that a weak and unsafe building had been put up.
The report proceeded to expose inaccuracies and misstatements in the Engineer article relative to
certain other roofs of this character.; but as these remarks have no special bearing on the matter under
discussion, except as showing how little knowledge of the subject the writer of the article really possessed,,
they need not be further referred to here.
_
The report pointed out that if the alleged defects really did exist in this roof,, they would have
been found out and exposed by competent authorities, and that, as there had been no such adverse,
criticism, it might fairly be assumed that the profession at large did not share the opinions of the.Engineer.
It further suggested, in conclusion, that this criticism had been written or inspired by the person who
wrote the articles in the Engineer on “ Colonial Contracts,” which articles betrayed a sign of prejudice
against work designed out of England, and led one to suspect that, the winter was employed to serve some,
party adverse to colonial industry and development.
Subsequently the writer of the above report supplemented his remarks by stating that he had
ascertained that the sum of £75,000 had been placed on the Victorian Estimates _ for the wood and
galvanized iron structure referred to by him in his report, wdiile the cost of the Eveleigh shed completed
would be £68,455.
.
In April, 1884, it having been alleged that some, of the'ironwork imported from. England for this
work was not to specification, the Minister gave permission for a deputation from the. Iron Trades
Employees Association to visit and inspect the works, accompanied by an officer of the Department.
. .
The officer who. designed the roof, and who wrote the report before-noticed, was deputed to,
undertake this duty.
.
The deputation carefully examined the works, and pointed out the portion to which the complaint
■referred ; but it turned out that they had not discovered anything which was not already known to- theDepartment.; that the defects referred to had been officially reported, and that steps had been taken to
remedy them.
"
Under. date of 23rd April, 1884, the officer who accompanied the deputation reported that the;
defects complained of referred to some defective work - supplied by the contractors ten months before,
upon which he (the writer) reported on the 26th July, 1883, and that the defective work was then at
once condemned and taken out and reconstructed, in accordance- with the spirit and intention ' of ‘ the
specification. The part replaced was somewhat different in appearance from the rest of the work, but it
was all sound and good. He explained to the deputation that the most rigorous and careful inspection
was exercised both by himself and by the Inspector on the works, and that no work was passed which
was not of good quality and according to specification. - The deputation, at the conclusion,, expressed an
opinion- that the work was of a first-class character.
The question was- again brought forward in an article in the- Globe of 22nd July, 1886, in which
the manager of the Atlas Ironworks is stated to have said, of the railway sheds at Eveleigh, that the;
contract was given out of the country though a Sydney firm put in an extremely low tender, and.
that. he. knew, of no railway station in England, not even the magnificent ones owned by the Midland and
Horth-western liailways, which had such an expensive and elaborate roof as-, was demanded by the
specification for this structure, which at the best was only an- engine-shed in ap 'oTit-ofrthe=way place, and
eouH have been erected and made jnst as serviceable for half the money,
. - This

'
. Tllls gentleman’s allegation as to the expensive and elaborate character of the Eveleigh roof has
been fully answered by anticipation in the report of the designer of this roof. It is there, shown that
the roof in'question, taking into consideration the cost of foundations, walls,-&c., was not more expensive
than an ordinary roof would have been, while it was admitted in the unfriendly critique in the Bnnineer
already noticed, that the style of roof adopted presents advantages in the way of ventilation, light, &c.,
which a roof of the truss construction does not possess. The assertion that the contract was given out of
the country is, to say the least, a misapprehension. The contract, as before shown, was given to a Sydney
firm.- The contractor, it is true, did have the ironwork manufactured in England, but this is a circum
stance for which-the Government is not responsible. There can be no doubt that if a firm, capable of doing
the work,-and possessed of sufficient enterprise to underlake it, could have been found in the Colony, the
contractor, in view of the risk-attendant upon operations carried on at so great a distance, would have
much preferred to place the order here. This, however, is a matter which- the gentleman, whose remarks
are now particularly under notice; should, from his connection with an iron manufacturing establishment
in the Colony,- be weU' qualified to give an opinion,
.
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EAILWAY BATES.

Memoeanda on the existing merchandise rates of our railways, with proposals for an alteration of
' '
the same.
.
The following has been addressed by Mr. J. Haynes, M.P. for Mudgee, to the Premier
.
“ To the Hon. Sir Henry Parkes, K.C.M.G., Colonial Secretary,—Dear Sir, I beg to submit to the Government, through you the following memoranda.on.the
present system of merchandise charges on our .rail ways. I am aware that, in some respects, the matter
concerns the Works Department, and that my proposals might have been submitted to either the Com
missioner for Eailways or his chief, the Minister for Works; but as, according to my view, the whole
thing is a question of public policy, affecting the government of the interior districts of this country, I
have thought it the bettor course to submit the proposals to the Cabinet. In this work I stand represent
ing the entire inland community, who are affected one way or another—for good or for harm—by the
management of our great national highways. The question as to this management or control is one far
beyond official or departmental concern, and is, in reality, a question of public policy. The represen
tations in regard to the management of our railways which I now' make, are from the country. It is
fitting.that these representations should he made to the Minister who represents the Government. There
fore I address you; and have only to hope that as the reforms proposed are really of an urgent character,
no time wdll be lost by the Government in ascertaining wdiether they are sound or unsound. With these
few introductory w-ords I beg to proceed.
.
.
'
.
1.-. Eor a considerable qieriod of time, principally during my last five or six years connection with
the I ress, I have watched the relative advance in trade development of our metropolitan and inland dis
tricts, aiid I have been struck with tbe comparatively small headway of the latter, notwithstanding their
yanpd and great resources. Of late many bitter complaints have come up to us from the country of the
continued unproductiveness of labour and enterprise of every kind. The tillers of the soil, spread over
the railway-traversed centres of the country, have complained that they are almost wholly shut out from
the great coast markets j while, on the other hand, those markets inland at all available are reached by
cheaply-borne produce from outside Colonies. Very many of our farmers took up their lands years ahead
of railway communication, and .they have in the interval plodded .on, expecting a complete change with
the_ appearance of the locomotive. But to these the railways have come, and the farmers find their
position epanged if anything but little ; in many cases they are the worse off. • This disappointment has
been telt inland, not by the farming interest alone. - Almost every branch of trade, manufacturing as well
as mercantile, has mug been suffering from drawbacks which all could feel, but few describe. The recent
three or tour years of depression, felt here as in other parts of the world, has intensified the effect of this
condition of things ; and after all it is not perhaps surprising, in the uncertainty of the hour, many of our
inland people, hitherto conspicuous as a body in their attachment to free trade, should lend for a time at
any rate, a partially willing ear to the delusive cry of protection.
’
-2. T always felt that there must he something radically wrong with our governmental or adminis
trative system (and as far as our inland communities are concerned they are one and the same under
our centralising system) , which would induce men to entertain even for a moment a proposition that to
relieve trade of depression W'e must burden it with fresh handicaps rather than free it from those which
li i71®a,°7 P61)1'®. I was convinced that free trade meant deep and lasting prosperity, and I perceived
that .the existing handicaps to inland development could not come from our fiscal policy. I could see
that our farming community were a laborious and steady people, and that our country business men
were as energetic as any .that could- elsewhere be found. I turned' my. attention to our facilities for
transport, and I must say I wras not long examining our railway tariff system before I discovered what I
believe to be the great-the one only—hindranco to inland development, and the ever-present cause of
agricultural depression m this country.
-1.
g

3. 1 now propose to set forth in tins paper the results of 1117
investigation on this head, giving in detail particulars of existing
handicaps, and appended hereto will he found my proposals for a com
plete remedy. Before proceeding further, I must here state my helief
that the Commissioner for Railways (Mr. Goodchap) has at all times
striven to shape our railway system to the wants or the general com
munity ; and I believe, further, that his occupancy of office has been
an executive success. He has organised for the country a staff of
officers second to none in any other part of the world—steady, reliable,
and competent. We can realise this when we note that (with almost
an entire absence of sacrifice of life or loss of property) we carry
between 53 and 54 million passengers and about If million tons of
The rate sheet has not been
merchandise on our railways and tramways in a single year. In this • the work of any one person, iior
way, as an executive officer I believe Mr. Goodchap to have succeeded. the outcome of the policy of any
But I must say that it is in this executive work his success begins and one Government; it - has been
ends. I regret that I will in this paper have to show that not only has shaped by the policy of the timeSj
he failed to grasp the wants of the interior as regards our goods traffic, and the ever varying conditions
but that he has exercised ministerial rather than official powers, and of-trade.—Ch.A.G., 17/10/87.
has inaugurated a system of rates , which is illegal as well as being
diametrically opposed to the declared free trade policy of the country.
I. The profound blunder of our railway goods system is that it
is shaped to meet a wholesale rather than a [retail trade. It is impos
sible, on examination of the system, not to observe that it is to the few
any favourable consideration is shown, and that the one object—benefit
to the metropolis—is kept always in view. I will have to show that
the wholesale principle is the body and soul of the system, as far as
the metropolis and (in some respects with’ the view to benefiting
Sydney) Newcastle are concerned, and that where the principle is
extended inland at all it is to coal-mine owners and wool-growers.
5. Now it has been proposed to abolish the differential rate
Mr. Haynes is going to level
system, namely,, that under which a specially low rate of carriage was down his proposal to give the
devised to secure our trade in the terminal districts of the south and short-journey traffic the benefit
south-western trunk lines. Now,’ I propose—it is a paradox—to of the long-journey 'rates—he
abolish the system by making it general. I believe it can be shown ’ is going,- in effect, to demolish
that the’ Commissioner is acting directly contrary to law in charging the railway revenue.—Ch.A.G.,
aiiy such thing as a differential rate; and I believe a Maitland, 17/10/87.
■
Mudgee, Goulburn, or Bathurst trader cotdd successfully resist in a
court of law any further payment for carriage than the average for
distance under the differential rate. (Mr. ifeece, M.P., for Goulburn,
informs me that the English Courts have decided the differential rates
are illegal.)
6. As above stated, it is a paradox for me to say I propose
obliterating these differential rates by maintaining them in general
application over the entire stretch of our railways. My point is that
the differential system, low as, it is, pays the Department; and, ex
tended all over the country, might be calculated to lead to a vastly
increased traffic.
>

•

7. Eirst of all, for general information, it may be as well that
I describe what the differential rate system is and what it really means
in pounds, shillings, and pence.' It'was inaugurated, as is well known,
to enable Sydney to compete for the trade of our southern border with
Yictoria, who had devised a specially low railway rate to retain her
hold of it. Our concession to the Sydney business people was this :—
(1.) The maximum rate for any class of traffic (except explosives) from
Sydney to stations distant over 305 miles on the Southern and 340
iniles on the South-western lines will be £5 10s. per ton ; or if in truck
loads not exceeding 6 tons, the maximum charge will be,—corrugated
iron and fencing wire, £18 per truck; other 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4tti
class goods, £20 per truck. (2.) A reduction of 20 per cent, will be
allowed on 1st and 2nd class traffic from Sydney to stations on
Southern and South-western lines, distant over 340 miles. With
regard to the Western line, a differential rate of £35 per truck of
G tons is made for a distance of 503 miles.

This has been replied to in
anticipation by an official paper
written on Mr. Teece’s proposed
motion for the abolition of the*
differential rates, supplied by an
article in the Herald on ’27th
September, 1887.—Ch.A.G.

8. The working out of the system may here be briefly illustrated.A Sydney trader may send 6 tons of corrugated iron 454 miles for £18;
but a Maitland trader sending his 6 tons to Tenterfield (120 miles
less liauilage) would pay £26 17s. Under the same system a Sydney
firm dealing, say in Victorian-made agricultural machinery, could
send 6 tons of it 450 miles for £20; but the Maitland man, sending
exactly the same goods only 334 miles-would pay £46 10s. ,6d. Under
the same arrangement, a Sydney merchant sending goods, known
as fourth-class, would get his 6 tons for £20 for 450 miles, while the
But in practice -we know that
Maitland man, sending 120 miles less, would have to, and does, pay on -6 tons of fourth-class goods
6 tons his £59 19s. Sending to Bo.urke, 503 miles, goods of this sort,
never forms a consignment.—
the Sydney merchant would be charged £35, but if he had to pay the . Ch.A.G.
. ■
■ same’rate per mile as the Maitland business man he would contribute
not £35 but £82 15s. to the railway returns.
9.

*

.

♦
’ 9. It'-might be contended that tins instance of Maitland on the
Northern line, where the differential system does not apply, is hardly a
fair illustration of the workings; hut it may he illustrated with equal
effect as regards intervening districts on the very lines where the
differential system is in operation. For instance, Orange. This town
is 192 miles from Sydney. A trader there getting up 6 tons of iron
mongery, agricultural machinery, &c., would pay for the distance
£31 6s. 6d., while a Sydney merchant could send his 6 tons 4'51 miles
for £20, or 262 miles further for £11 6s. 6d. less. If the trader at
Orange were receiving 6 tons of fourth-class goods he would pay
£40 8s. 6d., hut the. man at Sydney could seud his 6 tons 311 miles
further on the same line for £5 8s. 6d. less; and on the Southern Line
262 miles further for £20 8s. 6d. less.
•
•

.

.

'

10. How it-has worked out may be judged from this fact: A
storekeeper, at Cootamundra, bejng 253 miles distant from Sydney, and
consequently too. near for the differential system, would pay for 6 tons
of. ironmongery, machinery, &c., £38 Os. 6d.
But he knows the
differential ropes. He hooks his goods to Wagga (56 miles further
on), so as to get within the differential reach; gets the 6 tons up- to
Wagga for £20, retrucks them hack from Wagga to Cootamundra for
£9 17s. 6d., and saves £8 3s. on the consignment by giving the
Department 112 miles of extra haulage.
11. This is the differential system briefly illustrated. It is not
for me just here to bring the whole thing right out. That will be
done further on. My object now is to justify by illustration my con
tention that our railway system is the embodiment of the wholesale
rather than the retail principle; that consequently it is dead in favour
of the metropolitan man, whether he be a big or a little trader, and that
where it does extend any advantage to the country, it does it mostly to
the big man, represented in the, wool or the coal ring. And here I
may just keep this idea clear and distinct on the surface^ that I do. not
propose to deprive these men of the advantages they possess under,
the, tariff, but claim rather for ah extension of the advantages to every
pan of the inland community. I have said that the wholesale idea is the
No ; the truck load does not
principle of our railway system, and then make the apparently illogical average 6 I ons ; it may be made
assertion (as above stated) that the little man- (or the retail trader), of . up of any class of merchandise,
the metropolis is favoured. The point is very simply shown. First of and this -admission invalidates
all,' it is seen that the wholesale Sydney merchant can send his 6 tons at. Mr. Haynes’s eJeulations, whiclv
the reduced rate of £20, and the 6 tons may be made up of any class.of are always based on the supposi
merchandise. The Sydney merchant usually deals in large consignments, tion that the merchants send
and they are as often over as under 6 tons. _But even if under the 6 in some cases fourth-class goods,
tons the same advantage is gained; ’and herein is the way the retail or but never less than third-class
small man in Sydney gets the benefit of the wholesale principle. In goods.—On. A.Gr.
'
Sydney, as we know, there are carrying or forwarding agencies—
Wright, Heaton, & Co.; Lee, Macalister, & Co.; &c. Now, when a
Sydney trader, large or small, has 4 cwt. of a consignment to send, he
forwards it to the agents; twenty others do the same thing, and a £20
i
truck load of 6 tons is made up, the agents charging only commission;
and so the- £20 principle is extended to and enjoyed by the little and
big man alike, in- Sydney. But the inland man, the farmer or the store
keeper, battling his way on any part, of the vast stretch of our railways,
knows nothing of such a grand arrangement. The farmer is a retail
man,, and as a retail man the system kills him. Illustration and proof
of this will be amply given further on.
12. Now, with regard to the application of the wholesaleTo be accurate., Mr; Haynes
principle inland. That it applies to the wealthy coal-mine owner and must- leave Newcastle out of the
the wool king is indisputable. For instance, 6 tons of coal are carried calculation; the northern coal is.
(say) 96 miles for 46s., and at Newcastle or at Darling Harbour the carried on very different terms,
use of the cranes or staiths, which have cost the country huge sums of to those- he states.
money, is given in free. Now the colliery man-is a wholesale customer..
The farmer is not. But if he has to send his 6 tons of dairy produce
the way in ninety-nine cases out of 100 it is sent, it will cost him the
96 miles, not £2 6s., but £12 4s. 6d.; while his ploughs, harrows, &c.,
Mr. Haynes’s figures are wrong
would cost him £16 19s. 6d. As to the woolgrower, beds- essentially- a —but it appears that, the
wholesale man, and gets his wool down 454 miles for £2 19s., per ton. principle he advocates; here isNow the farmer has the wholesale principle offering to him with respect, that dairy produce should be
to grain that he seldom uses. If he sends 6 tons of wheat ho.can travel ■ carried as cheaply as coal; now,
at a low rate (and I will show that it may be one at lO.Q-per-cent, coal is worth 5s-. a ton, while:
cheaper) ; but he is oftenest a small dealer, and at that rate, his grain dairy produce is worth 6d. a lb.,
costs him for the 6 tons £34 Is. 6d;
,
•
or £56 a ton.
13;, In- hay, straw-,;, and chaff, the farmer has got a consideration,
but- these are, by no, means the staple products of the interior, and the
farmer prefers dealing in 1 ton to 4 or 5 ton consignments of' hay,,
chaff, &c., especially if he has-any transactions with inland markets...
The

The concession applies to consignments of n tons or so; hut if a less
amount is sent he is charged for the truck load ; of his consignment
of 1, 2, or 3 tons is charged first-class rates, actual weight. Tor
instance, a wool-king can send his wool down by the ton at £2 19s. for'
454i miles ; but a farmer sending 1 ton of hay or chaff that distance
would pay £5 13s. 6d.; or from my district, 'Mudgee, 192 miles,
£3 Os. 7d.—a rather high percentage on its value. These are illustra
tions that our railways are conducted on the wholesale principle to
the advantage of a few. The farmer gets concessions that-he seldom
uses, while on the other hand, the very wholesale principle of the tariff
is used as a means to swamp him in his own adjacent inland markets.
Proof of this latter statement is found in the following fact:—Millers
and storekeepers (say) at Tamworth and Armidale, &c., on the approach
of harvest time, get up cheaply by rail on the wholesale principle
large lines of imported flour from Newcastle. Then, when the farmer
comes to town to sell his wheat,- the large cheaply-carried stocks of
flour are pointed out to him, and he is forced to accept any price,
&c., &c.
-

This is not correct.
Tigures arc wrong.

14. I proceed now to- show the whole merchandise system in
operation; but before doing so I must lay down this idea: We have
no fight to consider this or that trunk line separated from any other.
All the lines form a system, and the line from Sydney to Albury is as
much the property and concern of the Maitland trader and the (xlen
Innes farmer as is the line from-Newcastle to the Queensland border.
As portions of the general community, the Glen Innes and Maitland
people have to bear the cost and the loss, if there be any, of the
Southern and Western lines, and concessions granted to one portion
of the people cannot be refused to another.
15. Now, let us take the case of a Maitland business man who
does a trade extending along our Queensland border. I will illustrate
my point with eight lines of ordinary merchandise, which may be
taken as a sample of the articles in which business is every day done.
The Maitland merchant sends his goods 330. miles to Tenterfield, and
pays as follows:—
'
£ s. d.
Waif ton of flour ...
............................ 2 44
„ bacon, cheese, &c............................... 2 15 2
„ salt
.......................................... 2 4 4
„ sugar
............................................... 2 15 2
Two tons furniture
...
...
... 19 16 0
Half ton galvanized iron............................ 2 4 4
„
fencing wire
*..
...
... 2 4 4
One ton machinery
...
...
... 7 13 8
£41 17
.

0

A Sydney merchant, however, could send his 6-ton consign
ment 454 miles—exactly 120 miles further—for only £20. Or a coalshipper at Newcastle,- who brings flour from Melbourne almost as
ballast, could send from Newcastle, 354 miles, his 6 tons of flour for
£6 4s., as against the Maitland man’s £41 17s. 4d.
'
•

But a Sydney merchant would
pay as much if he sent the stuff
330 miles on the Western Line.
It simply means that if he sends
the stuff to a certain station
which is the entrepot .oi the com
petitive district he can do so at,
a cheap rate.—Gn.A.G.
,

16. If the Maitland man wish to send 6 tons of galvanized iron
and fencing wire, 6 tons of iron irrigation pipes, 6 tons of pastoral or
agricultural machinery, and 6 tons of general merchandise, he pays
for the 24 tens in their respective classes.a total of £164 4s. 4d. for
336 miles ; but the Newcastle- flour-ballast, importer can seud his
24 tons of Victorian produce 354 miles for £24 16s. If we take the
same goods and see what the Sydney man can do, I find that, while
the Maitland man pays £164 4s. 4d. for 320 miles, the favoured man
of the metropolis will send his goods-454 miles for only £78 18s.
Those are instances of a monstrous 100 per cent tax fixed on the
shoulders of the inland trade,
17. Let me illustrate it further. If we take a hundred busi
ness men in Maitland doing the above trade—and we know it merely
represents their everyday transactions—and put them side by side with
a hundred Melbourne business men doing business through their agent
at Newcastle, we find the result as follows:—The men of Victoria
would pay £2,480, while the Maitland men would contribute £16,421
13s. 4d.; and let it be understood the Maitland men would have 2,000
miles less haulage than the Victorians. Is it to be supposed that the
Maitland merchant stands all this heavy tax ? No; he passes-on to
his customer as much as he legitimately can; and so we find the
farmer

The comparison between flour
and the miscellaneous articles
enumerated-is, as regards freight
rate, absurd.—-Oh.A.G.
-
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farmer bearing a ruinously lieaVy tax for all lie requires, while) on the
other hand, his very local market is flooded with produce carried for
next to nothing, the trucks unprodactively returning empty.
_1S. At Mudgfee, the donstituenejr I represent, there Are
extensive lime-burning works. At a large outlay of motley two or
three local men have put the industry in full swing, and 100 hands,
with a, prospect of many more, are employed.. A few months ago the
work had no existence. Let us see how our railway policy helps this
inland industry. The Department will carry G tons of limestone 190
miles for £3 IGs. Id.; hut for turning the limestone into lime on the
spot the company have to pay for 3 tons, 190 miles, £9. Or the lime
stone, G tons of it, may be carried 500 miles for £G 18s. 8d., while
3 tons of lime would cost just £18 18s.—a tax ou the Mudgee industry
of only a few hundred per cent. The lime is mostly ordered bv the
ton or half-ton, and when any less quantity than 4 tons is carried (the
wholesale principle in operation) the amount is charged as 4 tons, or
raised to first-class rates and charged actual weight.
19. Again, Mudgee. There is a tannery in the town, not so
large now as it used to be, which is not surprising when we know the
why and wherefore. If the tanner wishes to send his leather to Sydney
(for the benefit mainly of the Sydney manufacturer, or the produce
auction mart people or exporters) he can forward 6 tons under class 1
for £18; hut if he wished to reach another and better market inland
lie would find his goods raised to another class, and 190 miles, not to
Sydney, would cost Mm £22 7s. If the Mudgee man sought to travel
to Bourke direct with his 6 tons of leather he would pay £45 17s.,
while the Sydney man could send it the same distance to the same
place for £10 less; and on the Southern Tine could send it very nearly
the same distance for the monstrous amount of £25 17s. less.
20. At Dubbo there is a soap-making industry, and, as wc know,
soap is not ordered by the 6-ton lot. AVell, the Dubbo maker, sending
his goods i-ton at a time, would pay on a total of 6 tons for 250 miles,
say to Bourke, the sum of £27 2s.; while at the other end of the line
the favoured man of Sydney could send his G tons nearly double the
distance for only, £20.
21. At Lithgow there are pottery works, which have had a
severe struggle to get to their present success. If the company
attempt to do business westward, direct from the works, they are
punished for ignoring Sydney. To send G tons of their goods 408
miles they would have to pay £31 5s. 6d , while the imported article
could be sent from Sydney, 50 miles furl her, for £11 5s. 6d. less,
blow, we know that the Lithgow Pottery does not execute G-ton
consignments 2-ton orders are oftener the rule. Then up go the
goods to class 2, and when 6 tons have been sent the cost for 408
miles is £38 19s., while the Sydney importer, sending his goods i-ton
at a time, can, through the carriers’ agency arrangement previously
mentioned, send his 6 tons for £20 for 454 miles. When I was at
Lithgow recently the foreman said to me—“ We must have 15 or 20
per cent, protection against the imported article.” But here I have
shown that this very industry is taxed, as compared with the imported
article, by over 100 per cent. If I can get this 100 per cent, knocked
oft, 1 wonder whether the Lithgow pottery man will have need to cry
out for 15 or 20 per cent, protection.
22- At Bowenfels, 97 miles from Sydney, there are tweed mills.
Say the proprietors have transactions amounting in all to 60 tons,
sending 6 tons at a time. They would pay £170 10s. for 970 miles
01 haulage.
But a similar amount of G-eelong or other imported
tweeds could be sent on a haulage of nearly 5,000 miles from Sydney
tor only £30 more. If the Bowenfels firm wished to trade with
Bourke they would pay £541, while the Victorian or other imported
tweeds could go along the same line for £191 less, while using 970
miles more haulage.^ Prom Bowenfels to Bourke, 406 miles, the com
pany would pay £503; while on another trunk line the Victorian
manufacturer or importer at Sydney could use 454 miles for £303
less. But if the Bowenfels man was sharp and looked closely after
• the shillings, he would not send to Bourke direct. He would first
send his goods to Sydney, and thence to Bourke, thus saving £23 by
giving the Department 1,11G miles of useless extra haulage. In
reality, with regard to our railways we give the outside or foreign
manufacturer an advantage of from 150 to 200 per cent, against our
local manufacturer. This, simply, is freetrade in a straight-jacket.

23.

Whoever heard of limestone
being carried 500 miles. Mr.
Haynes should be practical; his
reducfio ad dbsurdv/m argument
is misleading. If limestone or
lime were carried such distances
the rates would be very different.
—Ch.A.G.
See reasons given in rates,
Board inquiry, for this apparent
anomaly. It is a scientific rate,
and can be well defended; it is
called for by the circumstances
of the case.
This is the only piece of argu
ment approaching common -sense
which Mr. Haynes has yet used.
Bourke market should be as
much open to Mudgee tanners as
it is to Sydney tanners, and I
have urged this.—Cn.A.Gr.

The low rate to Sydney is to
allow the manufacturer to get
to his central market; this is
right and defensible.—Ch.A Gr.

This is the competitive ex
port argument again dressed in
another shape.

23. At Armilale, on the New England Plains, is a first-class
man of business—currier, tanner, and boot manufacturer. If be
wishes to reach Newcastle (the nearest practicable terminus to Sydney
at the present time—the Hawhesbury connection being-incomplete),
he could send his leather down under class 1, and for 200 miles he
would pay on G tons £22 4s. But if he attempted to roach Maitland,
where a fine new market is developing, he would find his' goods
raised to class 2, and for travelling 20 miles less he would pay £4 3s.
more. Now, does the Armidale man send his goods to Maitland
direct? No. Eor-the last ten years he has sent his leather to
Newcastle, and retrucked it back to Maitland. Suppose he has done
100 tons transactions with one Maitland man in that time, then he
has saved himself £130 by giving the railway 4,000 miles of needless
extra haulage.
’
.
24. At Newcastle, as is well known, there is one of the
largest and most successful biscuit factories in Australia. The pro
prietor, after a big battle for sucess, does a great trade in biscuits
all over our northern country. Let us see how the Eailway
Department assists him. Eor his 6 tons of goods, 350 miles, he pays
£48 4s., while the imported or other biscuits may be sent from
Sydney 100 miles further in one direction for £28 4s. less, and in
another direction 150 miles further for £13 4s. less. While, more
astonishing still, if the Newcastle importer of ballast-borne Vic
torian flour wishes to send his 6 tons oyer the same stretch of our
northern line as the Newcastle biscuit-maker does, he pays not £48 4s.
but only £6 4s. In other words, we give the outside man an advan
tage over our own of about 800 per cent. Evidently the country
does want protection—but it is protection from the administration of
our railway system.
25. At Tamworth there is a musical warehouse, and when the
proprietor comes to sum up his transactions he finds his 6 tons cost
him £35 18s. 6d. for lG7 miles. But our Victorian squatting friends
resident down about Hay, and who do their business in Melbourne,
can have their goods sent round to Sydney, and thence by rail to Hay,
454 miles, the 6 tons costing only £20. If the Melbourne trans
actions (or for the matter of that they may be Sydney transactions)
were taxed - the same as the Tamworth man’s they would pay not £20
for 6 tons, but £7G 3s. But the real position of the Tamworth busi
ness man is this (and I am giving the case as illustrative of the dread
ful handicaps placed on inland development )—Eirst, from Newcastle
to Tamworth, his 6 tons to supply his warehouse would cost him £38
IGs. for 183 miles, and his transactions in the same goods with the
people of Tenterfi'eld, 171 miles distant, would cost in carriage £36
12s. Gd.—a total of £75 8s. 6d. for a use of the railway on a haulage
about half that given to the Sydney man for only £20. This is simply
a tax of nearly 700 per cent, on the Tamworth business man.' At
Tamworth, a lot of people, ignorant of these imposts on their trade,
are crying out for a miserable 15 or 20 per cent, duty at the Custom
House. I propose to relieve them of a huge taxation, of which they
appear to know nothing. But with these facts before us, will anyone
deny that the time for decentralization has arrived, and that the first
step towards its realization is a sweeping change in our wretched railway
system.
■
' 2G. At Newcastle there are several foundries, which, besides
turning out firstrdass marine engines, are capable of the best foundry
and engineering work. Now, at the present time there is a movement
on the Namoi to store the water and irrigate the land. AVell, while
the farmer finds that the foreigner—(we may call the A^ietorian a
foreigner from his very hostility to us with regard to his'tariff)—can
send his 6 tons of flour or fodder to G-unnedah (196 miles) for £4 5s.
lid.,'both he (the Gunnedah farmer) and the Newcastle foundry man
find that 6 tons of their necessary iron material costs them £22 19s.,
while 6 tons of their machinery costs £31 18s.
.
' 27. At AVest Maitland is to be found one of the most ex
tensive agricultural implement and machinery depots in the interior
of the country ; and when I was' recently in that town I found some
of the members of the firm inclining to protection. Let us compare
this firm with (say) a Melbourne branch house in Sydney, now pushing
its Melbourne-made manufactures in our southern and western
districts. Take for any period transactions in ironmongery up to 500
tons, and in agricultural machinery up to 500 tons. On the two kinds
of merchandise, the Melbourne firm at Sydney, using a haulage of
149,850 miles, would pay, in 3-ton lots, £3,340. Now, supposing the
Maitland firm used neither the Newcastle nor the Morpeth line
to Maitland, but, loading them at Morpeth, by steamer, brought their
53—0
goods

This is a rate to a shipping
port—“leather for exportation”
—quite defensible, only Mr.
Haynes is ignorant of the why
and wherefore.
.

U

But not in the same direction.
If the Newcastle biscuit-baker
wishes to send to Bourke he can
do so precisely on the • same
terms as the Sydney biscuitbaker or the importer. I have
not space here to answer all the
statements.—Ch.A.G., 18/10/87.

’goods on by dray "to tbeir depot, then their transactions would commenco With up-country. Their business, carried on in exactly the
same way as the Melbourne firms, would result in their paying £7,600
for a, haulage of only 109,'890 miles. In other words, the Maitland
firm; for using nearly 50 per cent, less haulage, would have to pay
over 10Q per cent, more money. If the Melbourne or Sydney man
were served like-the Maitland firm, he would pay for his 1,000 tons,
not £3,310, but £9,814 ; while, if the Maitland man were treated as
leniently as the other, he would pay, not £7,600, but under £2,650.
28. Let us take the case of a farmer at Cootamundra, 253 miles,
who turns his attention to bacon-curing. He pays on 6 tons 'of salt,
i ton at a time, £22 11s.; and sending his bacon to market in the
same way he pays £27 6s. 6d. On the other hand, New Zealand and
Victoria bacon imported to Sydney can be sent 221 miles further for
£7 6s. 6d. less.
29. When af Morpeth recently I found two leading residents—
one an engineer, and another a cabinet-maker, both in a large way of
business—very active in the cause of protection. They wanted a 15
to 25 per cent, duty at the Custom House. Here is how they stood
with regard to the railways : If the cabinet-maker attempted business
with the -new centres about Tenterfield, 330 miles distant, he would
pay pn his 6 tons £46 2s.; while on another stretch of our railways an
importer could send his 6 tons 454 miles in one direction for £20,, and
500 miles in another, for £35. In point of fact the Morpeth cabinet
maker who cries out for 25 per cent, lives under an impost of some
thing like 130 or 150 per cent, that he knows nothing of. With regard
to the Morpeth engineer and agricultural implement maker, I found
that if he attempted to reach the grand new wheat areas of the New
England tableland he would pay on 6 tons, 334 miles, £46 10s. 6d.;
while a similar consignment of Melbourne-made (imported) machinery
would be taken on another stretch of our lines 450 miles for £20.
However, the New England farmer is not likely to do much business
in furniture for his home or with improved agricultural machinery for
his farm. He is robbed by railway freight on the one hand, and on
the other ruined, even in his own local markets, by cbeaplyrborne
Victorian produce. The farmer’s machinery costs him £46 10s. 6d.,
but a similar load of Victorian flour can be rim up on the same line
the same distance for £6 4s. Is there any wonder in the Morpeth
engineer and the cabinet-maker crying out for relief ? In this gloom
they cried out for a delusion.
•
' 30. We know that half-ton orders of galvanized iron are the
rule. Well, if a Maitland firm, who dees a large business in the line,
sends 6 tons in that way to their constituents, the freight is £32 2s.
for 330 miles, but a Victorian squatting firm down by Jerilderie or at
Hay can get his 6 tons for £20 on a run of 454 miles.
31. At West Maitland there is just forming a great inland
produce depfit or bazaar. That the development of this new centre
of trade should be assisted is a matter that cannot be • questioned.
Buyers flock in increasing numbers from Sydney, Newcastle, the
mining districts, and from all the towns above and about Maitland;
and a business is doing which augurs an annual cash overturn of
£500,000 in a few years hence. ,Let us see how the railway system
helps the thing. A G-uyra or Ben'Lomond farmer, .'midway between
Glen Innes and Armidale, whose pits and barns are filled with produce
which is rotting, never to reach a market, would find, if he attempted
to reach Maitland in lots to suit trade, that on his 6 tons of potatoes
he would pay £21 13s. for 281 miles, while on his bacon sent in the
same way he would pay £29 8s. 6d. On the other hand, he would
find the wholesale flour importer at Newcastle sending 6 tons the same
distance for £5 3s. 9d., while a
truck load of ehalf would go for
£2'17s. Id. Is it to be wondered at that the New England and
Liverpool Plains farmers should say they have no markets ?
32. At East Maitland are the Shamrock Meat-works; and if
their goods are sent to Newcastle (centralising system again) they are
carried under special class A. If, however, they are sent in any other
direction they are raised to first-class goods (and I am not sure that
they are not raised to third-class). Well, taking it at first-class.
Now, for 330 miles the Maitland merchant sending these goods north
ward to his customers would -pay £26 12s.; whereas, if the same rate
prevailed upward as downward, he would pay, not £26 12s., but
only £7.
■
33. The hay, straw, and chaff rates look very liberal for the
farmer, but they are not framed to facililate the-smallman or the inland
trqde. If a farmer executes an order fer 2 tons of chaff he finds a.
.
'
tremendous
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tremendous jump in prices, and he pays from Mudgee to Sydney, 192
miles, £6 Is. 2d., and when a total of 6 tons is reached he has. paid.
£18 3s. 6d. At Newcastle, however, where the coal exporter deals in
return with wholesale lines of Victorian produce, the 5| tons can bp
sent 350 miles for £3 JCs. If the Mudgee farmer wauls tci execute a,
2 ton order of chaff for Bourke, 500, miles, ho. would pay £L2 Os. Gd.,
and his 6 tons ■would cost him £30 Ids. Gd.; whilo the wholesale
importer at Sydney could, as he sends it, send it the same distance lor
£4 11s. 7d.
.
34. Ale and porter,, as well as spirits, arc lines in. which a great
business is done. Here is how the question of freights affect them:
' The Maitland braver sending his G tons of ale to G-len Innes, 800 miles,
would pay £30 17s.; hut imported ale on another stretch of our hues
could go the 6 tons, 450 miles, for £20. The mau at Tenterfield pays
for his whisty or brandies £48 4s. for 350 miles; but ou another
branch of our lines only £20 is the cost fo,r 45,0 miles'. Why even the
hotel-keeper at Mudgee, 192 miles, pays £31 6s. 6d. for goods which,
another man, distant 450 miles, gets for £20. Is this not monstrous ?
35. I will now instance how a Glen Innes farmer is swamped
in competition by reason of these one-sided railway rates (and I am
putting it in the abs urd way the Department expects a farmer will send
his dairy produce—a ton at a time). - He consigns to Newcastle 6 tons
of bacon, 1 ton at a time, and in return for his sale gets up 3 tons of
agricultural machinery and 3 tons of furniture. Now the freight would
stand thus: —
6 tons dairy produce............................
£26. 5 0
3 „ agricultural machinery
"...
22 14 9
'
3 „ furniture
...
•................
22 14 9
£71 14 6
,
Against him the Newcastle importer of Victorian flour or fodder could
send the following goods on the very same stretch of railway :—
12 tons Victorian flour
...
...
£10 3 0
10 trucks Victorian chaff
................
27 15 0
24 tons Warrnamhool potatoes
...
20 6 0
12 „ American timber
...
...
10 3 0
£68

7

But so. can the New South,
Wales grower send his own pro
duce by specifying Victoria^
flour, chaff, and potatoes.

0

Balance still against the Glen Innes farmer, £1 18s. The above case,
had even as it is, puts the farmer in a much better position than he
usually occupies. He does not send down his bacon in tons, but
quarters, and so his cost in the above transaction would be increased
from £2(3 5s. to £32 9s.
36,. A Goulburn boot manufacturer sends 6 tons of his boots
to Wagga, 175 miles, and pays £28 19s.; but a Sydney importer or
manufacturer can send his 6 tons 454 miles, to Hay, for £20. In
other words, the Goulburn man pays £8 lOs: more for travelling- 269miles less. Let me take a large transaction in which we may illustrate
how the trade of an entire town is affected. The Goulburn trades
people get up 500 tons of ironmongery, furniture, spirits, &c., andwould pay ou the amount, for 134 miles, the sum of £1,769 15s. 10d.,
the total, in 6-ton lots, representing a haulage of about 10,988 miles.Now, the Sydney merchant, for sending the same goods onthe same
line, would pay only £1,680 for a haulage, not of 10,988, hut of 37,228
miles, or about £120 less for 26,240 miles-more haulage.
_
_
.
37. It would be useless to. proceed further with these illustra- This is all nonsense.,
tions. Every branch of industry or occupation inland is affected, and
'
an incalculable amount of mischief is done. I believe I would be
correct iu saying that a general feeling of disappointment has followed
■ on the opeuiug of many of our railway extensions. The farming
.
community, after waiting for years in expectancy of reaching near and distant markets, find themselves shut out from both, while those
very immediate centres hitherto held by themselves are flooded with
cheaply-borne produce- from outside sources. It might, in fact, be
urged that positive disadvantages have, in many cases,, come to inland
traders from the opening of out- railway extensions. The ordinary
.
road-carrying business has disappeared as the locomotive has advanced,
and the people have now no alternative but to. use the present costly
system of the railways.
'
.
38. It appears to me that a- radical alteration of the whole Eureka,
system is required, and I beg to submit proposals in that direction, and
I do so with full confidence that my proposals will lend long-promised
but long-denied aid to inland trade development; that they will assist
our farmers to regain not only the interveuing but also the coast
markets of this country,, and that they will bring.increased returns to'
our railway revenue.
39.

39. From time to time quite & number of proposals have beett
put forth by way of a remedy; but they more or less have been of a
patchwork character—special rather than common. Some reformers
nave proposed a variety of systems which really have no uniform
applicable basis. In the present tariff we have this style of .grasping
the difficulty, and it is consequently not perhaps surprising to find the
noxious principle of protection mischievously adopted to accomplish
that which a sound, fair, and common-sense system alone would have
won.
40. My proposal is to come to a common basis, allowing dis
counts or decrease in charges where the run of the train is lengthy—
not as is done now, simply to bridge the distance out of sympathy for
our people and enmity to our neighbours, but on account of the less
handling or terminal work, and the consequent less cost in carriage.
The differential system pays or it does not pay. If it pays, then°it
should be general; while if it be a loss, then a few should not benefit
at the cost of the many. But we can safely go on the basis that
differential system does pay, and that it may be expected to greatly
increase the returns when general.
• .

■ This is done; see our paper
where it is defended—Teece’s
motion.

.
There must still be a classification of goods. Classification
is affected by either the bulk of the goods, their perishable or other
character, or the amount of handling required in the loading and
unloading. IS'ow, the_ classification at present adopted is notoriously
defective and nonsensical. For instance, 6 tons of ironmongery is in
most cases neither bulky nor fragile, and certainly does not nequire as
much care, say, as flour. Yet we find that G tons of flour are carried
500 miles for £7 14s., while the carriage of the ironmongery for only
half the distance would be £37 14s.

And by their value, and the
freight they will stand-Ahe most
important factors of all : applythem in this case. .
.
.

42. I have already pointed out that for every class of .goods,
lsb 2nd, 3rd, or 4th, or for large or small consignments of anythino-',
the differential system exists in Sydney from the fact that -forwarding
agents, acting for a number ot people, can always secure a 6-ton truck
load for conveyance, the maximum distance for the minimum cost.
43. Now, I propose that the present classification be altered to
accommodate inlaud trade in the same way; but as there are no
carrying agencies except here and there, I propose that the goods
sheds or receiving stations act as such, that the goods be received in
large or small parcels, and the loading or unloading be done under the :
direct-ion and with the assistance of the porters in charge.
:
44. I propose that for general merchandise there be but one
class on the G-ton per truck principle, applied relail as well as whole
sale at every platform and station in the country, just as it has been
so long and successfully applied solely in,Sydney.
' .
45. The differential rate appears to be about l|-d. per ton per
mile, and so while we would get for a 13-truck goods train the sum of
£260 (at £20 per truck of G tons) the cost would only be about
£85 9s. for 350 miles.

If general merchandise is
carried at Ifd. per ton per mile
for any distance, there will be
no net revenue to speak of.—
Cn.A.G-.
.

• i ■ j
suggest that all goods be received on any stretch of
This is some advance on the
inland railway for 2*3 miles and over at 2d. or 2-^d. per ton per mile-— Ifd. per any distance.
.
wool, mill and farm-produce, coal, wood, hay, &c., being dealt with
specially ; the basis of this one general merchandise rate to be actual
weight, with a reasonable addition in the case of unusual bulk. This •
would mean that as the Sydney man can take his 1 or 2 cwt. of goods
ot any description to the carriers’ agent and have his consignment
xorwarded under the differential rate, as if he were sen din o- a truck
load, so the inland mau may take his goods to the station, an°d forward
them in amounts as low as 2 cwt., or lower, onthe differential estimate
a booking or entry commission being charged for receiving and
handling, &e.
.
'
d-7- Let me illustrate this just and simple arrano-emeiit. If a
farmer now sends L ton of bacon 350 miles,' the cost is°£4 12s. 8d.
and 6 tons costs £27 16s.; while if he sends at half a ton at a time
the G tons costs him about £34 12s. If he were in Sydney his 6 tons
whether sent in the one lot or by | cwt., would only cost him £20.’
Well, applying the differential system to the farmer, he would pay
only actual weight at 2d. or 2|d. per mile, and instead of paying
£5 los. 4d. per ton m small lots, he would pay only £3 12s. lid and
his -G tons would stand him in £21 17s. Gd. (I have here reckoned at
Ad. per mile). With regard to ironmongery or machinery ordered by
him, he would on G tons, in small or large lots, pay, not £48 4s., but
only £21 17s. Gd. (it will be seen that I am working out these fio-ures
above the differential rate, for a purpose subsequently to be seen )
Ihe arrangement would be actual weight down to 56 lb., with a small
commission or handling charge added. As to bulk goods, there would
■
be

I do not think.this is correct.

be but little extra charge in regard thereto, as a truck will accommO”
date 6 tons of almost any goods. A truck which carries G tons of flour
—conceutrated produce—will also carry nearly 6 tons of wool, the
bulkiest of all merchandise except hay or straw.
47i. ’Now, the Question of grain seems to be one which might,
on plain commercial principles, be considered with a riew to increased
return traffic. It might fairly be expected that if we assisted the
farmer by concessions to reach our coast and export markets, a large
up-country return trade would result. And, as I have shown that
there is a substantial profit on the differential rate, the reduction on
the downward or coastward rate would be largely or more than com
pensated for on the increased inland trade. This is the difference
between the protectionist differential rate and that which I propose —
a free-trade or soundly economic rate.
48. I find that wheat can be landed from Melbourne to the
Sydney wharf-side miller at about 3d. per ton ; but as now the rail
way freight to our farmers is about Gfd. per bushel. The waterfreight from Newcastle to Sydney is 2id. to 3d. per bushel extra, while
at the.Darling Harbour terminus cartage is to be added. Now, what
we want is not protection against the Victorian 3d. per bushel carried
wheat, but extra facilities to our own farmers, and the conflict may
be left to the future. Of course, in my estimate above of Gfd. per
bushel, I am conceding to the Department for the moment .that the
farmer is a wholesale mau, and always sends in 6-ton lots. If the
farmer sends anything less up go the freights, and a 4-ton consign
ment would cost him lOd. per bushel, and a 2-tou lot would cost him
Is. 8d. per bushel. Now, a downward or coastward run of thirteen
trucks (our lines unfortunately are under the 50-feet grade), containing
78 tons of wheat, would cost the Department, roughly, £85. * At the
present rate the return would be £80 12s. In point of fact, they
about balance. But on the return journey the profit to the Depart
ment would be, at 2fd., about £179. Now, against this profit might
be charged a 100 per cent, special reduction in the coast-bound wheat
rates. -This would bring the carriage rate down to about 3d. per
bushel, and I propose that the rate should apply to actual weight down
to i-toh lots. All kinds of grain to be similarly treated. ■ Potatoes,
included as well, would come down from £6 for 6 tons for 350 miles
to £2 18s. or £3. It is rare that a farmer sends more than half a ton
of potatoes to intervening markets, in which case he -would now, on
•l-ton consignments, pay £27 10s. for 6 tons. Under the new arrange
ment he would be charged actual weight, like the man is charged who
lives in Sydney. (Inward rates on mill produce, &c., I propose to
charge actual cost and profit.) .
.
. 49. The other propositions are that (1) with regard to hay,
straw, chaff, &c., the present rate be made to apply to lots of not less
than I ton; (2) goods under class A. and B to be brought under above
rates with charges on actual weight; (3) miscellaneous to remain with'
but slight alteration; (4) Class 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the present classifica
tion to come under a general merchandise rate, actual weight down to
56 lb.; (5) the minimum to be fixed at a low parcels rate.
'
50. Thus have I concluded my work. It will be seen that the
whole of the proposals are to extend to the country that which the
city at present enjoys, and to accommodate the system to catch in a
retail way an enormous wholesale traffic which the railways up to the
present have (much to inland loss and distress) never been able to
secure. I suggest that. special attention be at Once given to our
Newcastle terminus, as the outlet of a new, enormous trade certain to
come from the north under the change I propose.
■
51. I finally urge on the Government to immediately obliterate
from the system the principle- of protection, with which it has through
shortsighted official notions been impregnated ; and I ask on behalf of
the great army of toilers inland, those in our towns as well as those
on the lands, to so have our railways controlled that they will assist
inland development in every way, and bring to us at a near day a
realisation of the grand and saving policy of decentralization.
'
■
■
'
"
Tours obediently,
'
JOHN HAYNES.”

I do not see how this is shown.
Mr. Haynes would lose half the
revenue derived from down traf
fic, and make up for it by losing
half the revenue derived fr.dtn
up traffic ; but -while two nega
tives are said to make an affirm
ative under some conditions,
under no conditions can two
losses result in a gain.

Mr. Haynes may think so, but
if he means to persist" in this
matter he will find that he has
not commenced his work yet. ’

'
'

"
No. 2.
Minute by Tlie Commissioner for Railways.

Put also with this the departmental paper re the abolition of differential rates and the competitive rates,,

and also the.article in the Herald of 27th September, which was based on the official paper. The two
documents answered in anticipation of Mr. Haynes’s contentions. As I have said on other papers, Mr.
Haynes’s contribution to the controversy ‘"bristling” with errors. He has one example which he
continually repeats, iterates, and reiterates; nine-tenths of his paper might have been omitted had he
been content with one illustration. He tries to give it a new dress with every fresh instance of treatment,
hut.it is the same argument, and the anomaly, in charges which he seeks to establish thereby, is accounted
for by the policy of granting competitive rates on the South-Western Eailway and at Bourke. He
further (while admitting the necessity for classification) exposes what he considers to be a gross injustice,
viz,, that flour (especially Yietorian-grown flour) is carried ou the clown journey at a cheaper rate thangeneral merchandise. He wishes to cheapen the carriage of flour on the up journey, which at present is
carried at the same rate as it is on the down journey. And this freetrader, with a perfect horror of the
protectionist leaning which he thinks he has discovered in the present tariff, is unaware, apparently, of
any inconsistency in the proposals he makes.
'
As regards the principles upon which the rate-sheet is compiled, Mr. Haynes is not probably
aware that in attacking them he is “ couching a lance” • at the universal railway practice in this respect,
and that in his remedial measure he has proposed to put something in place of the tariff which, if
adopted, would have the effect of paralysing the railway revenue.
_
The Traffic Manager may be directed to answer in detail Mr. Haynes’s paper, and I shall be pleased
if he will see. the Traffic Auditor, and let me know what the railway revenue would be for goods traffic,
based upon the tariff which he proposes should be adopted in lieu of that in operation; it will not be
possible, as the statistics have not in recent years been kept, to give the present quantities under each
line and the loss that would accrue on each article; but this can be approximated to by taking the
quantities returned when the statistics were kept, and adding a percentage increase for existing traffic.
As Mr. Haynes will no doubt follow up his paper by some Parliamentary action, it is desirable
that the information I have asked for should be got out as early as possible.
.
In the penultimate paragraph of his paper, Mr. Haynes says triumphantly, “ Thus have I concluded
my work.”
•
I can promise the honorable Member that so far from this being the case, he will find, if he persists,
that he has not yet even commenced his work. It will be my duty to resist the establishment or adoption
of his crudities, and to expose his fallacies; but I shall do so with the conviction that only in the interests
of the couutry will any sharp criticisms be defensible, for I am prepared to acknowledge'that Mr. Haynes
is animated by a belief (often held by others, and as frequently demolished), that the method he
advocates is a true one, and ought to be established.
.
______________________________ _
Ch.A.G., 18/10/87.

No. 3.
Minute by Mr. Traffic-Manager Read.
A hbeat deal of the subject upon which Mr. Haynes has written at such enormous length was so fully
dealt with some months ago in minutes written in answer to motions which were then on the Parliamen
tary business paper in the names of Mr. Teece, on the differential rate question, and of Mr. O’Sullivan,
as regards live stock and agricultural produce rates that, generally, there does not, at the first glance,
appear to be much more to be said. I attach copies of the minutes.
The reasons for the existence of the low rates between Sydney and the competitive districts in the
southern and south-western parts of the Colony are so well known, and were so exhaustively dealt with
in the reply to Mr. Teece’s motion, that, as far as that part of the subject is concerned, at all events, it
will not be necessary to go over the ground again, particularly as Mr. Haynes will be found to have stated
those reasons in the 7th paragraph of his letter.
In the fourth paragraph.of his letter, Mr. Haynes states that “the profound blunder of our railwaygoods' system is that it is shaped to meet a wholesale rather than a retail trade
but if 1 am able to judge,
I should say that it is framed to meet both—the retail even more, much more, than the wholesale.
In paragraph No. 5 it is stated that it has been proposed to abolish the differential (of course Mr.
Haynes means competitive, for we have no differential) rate system. Except the motion of Mr. Teece’s to
which I have alluded, and which was never brought before the House, I am not aware of such a proposal
ever having been made. Certainly it has never come from any of the railway officers, who are but too
well aware that so long as the Victorian railway authorities, who initiated the competitive rates-, adhere to
them, we must in self-defence adhere to ours, or make up our minds to sacrifice the traffic to and from the
competitive districts altogether, in -which case it would, as a matter of course, be necessary to charge higher
rates upon the traffic in the non-competitive districts to compensate for the revenue so sacrificed. And
here let me say, in answer to the numerous examples quoted by Mr. Haynes of exceptionally low rates from
Sydney to Hay—they are the same to Wagga Wagga, 309 miles—as compared with the higher rates from
Maitland to Tenterfield—which, by the way, is 361, not 334 miles as stated'—that for the traffic of the
Hay district we have to compete with very low water-carriage as well as greatly reduced rates on the
Victorian railways, while for the Tenterfield traffic, any more than that of all stations north of Wagga
Wagga or east of Narrandera or Bourke, there is no such competition.
_ But let Mr. Haynes take any 361 miles, or any other distance, on the Southern and IVestern lines
outside of the competitive districts, and he will find that they qxq precisely ihe same as on the Northern line.
If that gentleman would, as he says in paragraph 6, make the low rates of the competitive districts
general all over the lines—that is, take the existing rate for the longest distance, and reduce it pro
portionately for shorter distances, which appears to be the only -way he sees out of the difficulty—I have
no hesitation in telling him that he would diminish the revenue by something like £150,000 to £200,000,
and, rather than do that, I am satisfied it would he in the interests of the Department to abandon the
competitive rates altogether and make Victoria a present of the traffic. It would take much time and labour
to work out the sum with accuracy, and the Traffic Auditor tells me his hands are already full of returns
which have been asked for, but Mr. Haynes’s proposal is so inadmissible that perhaps the estimate I have
named,' will suffice for the present purpose.
.
The

The idea that the competitive rates extended all over the country might he calculated to lead to a
vastly increased traffic is purely imaginary. Low rates are advisable when they are likely to Ibster a
production which would otherwise languish; but it is useless to say that reduced rates would add vastly
to the conveyance of general goods, and it is only upon such goods that competitive rates.exist. All our
other rates are.very low for ihe express purpose of fostering production.
■
Paragraph I contains a fair statement of the reason for initiating the competitive rates; but as
Mr. Haynes seems to make a point of their having been introduced to enable Sydney to compete for the
trade of our southern border with Yictoria, it may be as well to mention that in the latter colony they
only apply from Melbourne upon general goods, and even from there, only idhen the traffic comes into New
South Wales.
Mr. Haynes’s reference to the rate for corrugated iron in paragraph S is quite correct; but he is
evidently not aware that it has been decided to carry lots of 5 tons or upwards .of any kind of machinery
in a truck at first-class rates, according to which three tons conveyed a distance of 200 miles would be
charged as 5 tons at first instead of actual weight at third-class rate, the former being the lesser charge
to a small extent; • so that if 6 tons (the quantity named by Mr. Haynes) were put in a truck and sent
from Maitland to Tenterfield, the charge would not be £46 10s. 6d. for 334 miles, but £28 9s. for 361
miles. The amended rate was approved of since the present rate-book was issued; but it is inserted in
the proof now in the hands of the Government Printer.
1 cannot make out what deduction Mr. Haynes means to be drawn from paragraph Ho. 9, ia which
he implies that, as regards trainage, the trader at Orange is in a less enviable position in connection with
the conveyance of his goods from Sydney than the sender in Sydney is in sending the same class and
weight of goods 311 miles further (Bourke). Mr. Haynes must know that, as the sender in Sydney does
not pay carriage, it is immaterial to him whether it amounts to 20s. or £20 per ton, so why he should
think that the competitive rates play particularly into the hands of the Sydney merchant is somewhat of
a mystery, since the goods all go from Sydney in the first instance, whether to Orange, Bourke, or Hay.
In paragraph No. 10 Mr. Haynes shows how a storekeeper at Cootamundra can save money by
consigning his goods from Sydney to "Wagga Wagga at the £20 truck rate, and having them re-consigned
from there to Cootamundra. That has been known to us for a very long time, but we have also known
that it has only been done to a small extent, and experience tells us that it is to our advantage to adhere
to the present practice rather than to carry the goods direct to Cootamundra at Wagga Wagga rates, plus
the additional charge from Wagga Wagga to Gootamundra.
And in paragraph No. 11 it is contended that the truck rate is the embodiment of the wholesale
rather than the retail principle, and that, consequently, it is dead in favour of the metropolitan mau, whereas
it is well enough known, and a moment’s reflection would have convinced him, that it was introduced
purely upon economic grounds ; moreover, in the very same paragraph, Mr. Haynes admits that it is not
the metropolitan man at all but the country constituent who reaps the benefit, since he who does not get
a truck load on his own account can get them sent through forwarding agents at a proportion of the
truck rate, plus a small commission for the cost of collection and forwarding, &c. It would not pay the
Department to run a truck from Sydney to Hay with-2 tons of goods for £6 13s. 4d., but it does pay
when that truck, by carrying 6 tons, earns £20—although, of course, it would be very acceptable if we
could get more. Mr. Haynes goes on to say that the wholesale Sydney merchant can send his 6 tons,
made up of any class of merchandise, at the reduced rate of £20, and that such merchant, usually deals
in large consignments which are as often over as under 6 tons. In this assertion Mr. Haynes is very
greatly mistaken, but even if it were correct it does not seem to have occurred to him that the consiqnr
ments of the Sydney merchants are entirely-dependent xipon the orders they get from their country constituents,
who alone reap the benefit of the truck rates, while the Sydney merchants only reap the advantage of
the orders for the goods which would otherwise go to Victoria, where every inducement is ofl'ered by the
railway authorities to attract them.
•
The fact, already alluded to, that small consignments are collected by forwarding agents until a
truck load is made up, and that those agents only charge a commission for their trouble, shows that the
small storekeeper and farmer have their interests as well looked after as others doing a large business. •
In the following paragraph, No. 12, Mr. Haynes mixes up coal, dairy produce, agricultural
machinery, wool, and wheat, and seems to be astonished that we should carry coal so much cheaper than
the other articles named, or why we should insist upon its being carried in wholesale quantities, i.e,
truck loads. As regards the coal, he has made a slight mistake in stating that we carry 6 tons of coal a
distance of 96 miles for 46s. ; the correct amount is 48s., and that is about 150 per cent, of its value. As
we cannot put dairy produce or any other goods in a truck beside coal, it is not difficult to understand
why we specify that it will only be carried at such a low rate when it is in truck loads, or that, when
consigned in smaller quantities, a higher rate is charged.
.
Dairy produce, in lots of one ton and upwards, is charged 33s. per ton for the same distance, so
that the trainage of 6 tons would only be £9 18s., not £12 4s. 6d , as stated by Mr. Haynes, and
£9 18s. is only about 20 per cent, of its value, assuming that value to be £50 per ton, which, 1 think, is
rather under than over the mark. For £12 4s. 6d.—the amount named by Mr. Haynes—the 6 tons
can be forwarded in consignments of Id cwt. at a time, and it surelj cannot be held to be unreasonable
that wm should charge more for 100 consignments distributed over a number of days and, consequently, a
number of trucks, than for one consignment.
Ploughs, harrows, &e., would only cost £9 18s. if loaded in one truck, not £16 19s. 6d. as stated.The assertion that the farmer has the wholesale principle offered to him, which he seldom uses, and
that consequent upon his being oftenest .a small dealer, his grain costs him for the 6 tons £34 Is. 6d.
for 454 miles, is not in accordance with fact. The great bulk of agricultural produce is carried in truck
loads, and the farmer gets it carried in that way a distance of 454 miles for £'7 4s. lOd. for the 6 tons,
while, even if he sends it in lots of 1 ton, he gets the -6 tons conveyed for £8 17s., and twelve consign
ments as low as 10 cwt. each would only cost him £17 14s.
‘
...
It is not very long since a gentleman largely interested in the irade stated that we ought to carry
live stock 100 per cent, cheaper than we do, and now we arc told that the same thing might be dune in
respect of agricultural produce. It would be preposterous to suppose that these gentlemen are not aware
that,their proposals literally mean carrying the-trafficybr nothing ; but so it is, and it would be interesting
to know from what other source the revenue so sacrificed is to come, or why the general public should be
taxed for the special benefit of the farmer or the grazier. ’
Mr.

24
_ Mr. Haynes admits in paragraph No. 13 that as regards hay, straw,-and chaff, the farmer has got a
consideration. That is, to say the least, a mild way of putting the case; for I can assure that gentleman
that, owing to the weight of such traffic, which can he, and is, put upon trucks—weights which, a few years
ago, were considered hy farmers and others to he impossible—it is actually conveyed at considerably less
than coal rates.
.
■ ’
'J
•
_
H is true that £2 19s. is the rate for a ion of greasy wool from Hay to Sydney, while the same
weight of chaff or straw would be £-1 5s., not £5 IBs. 6d. as stated ; but it is perfectly well known that
no hay, straw, or chaff comes from Hay, or even from the district; and, even if it did, it is in the very
highest degree, improbable that it would come in small consignments when the truck could be loaded
up to 6 tons for the same money. On the other hand, wool is the staple product of the district; and,
sp great are the inducements offered by.low water-carriage, coupled with exceptionally low rates on the
Victorian railways, that we have great difficulty in getting £2 19s. per ton for it. Still a full truck of
wool would earn £17 14s., as against
for a full truck load of straw or chaff. Indeed, as I have
■ already pointed out on other papers, the inducements thus offered have attracted an unusually large
quantity of Eiverina wool to Melbourne this season. Mr. Haynes is mistaken again in stating that the
rate for a ton of hay or chaff from Mudgee to Sydney is £3 Os. 7d., for it is.only £2 12s. 9d. for hay,
and £2 6s. 8d. for chaff, and in each case the farmer can put 6 tons of the same kinds of traffic on the
truck for the same money.
.
•
The assertion that millers and storekeepers at Tamworth and Armidale get large lines of imported
flour from Newcastle does not say much for New England farming if it be true, considering that it has
to bear the cost of transit and insurance to Newcastle, whilst the lowest charge from thence to Tamworth
is 13s. 9d. and to Armidale 17s. 3d. per ton.
In the 14th' paragraph of his letter, Mr. Haynes says :—“We have no right to consider this or
that trunk line separated from any other. . . . . As portions of the general community, the Glen
Innes and Maitland people have to bear the cost and the loss, if there be any, of the Southern and
Western lines ; and concessions granted to one portion of the public cannot be refused to another.” At
the first glance this seems a reasonable contention, but suppose, as I have already said, it were preferable
to abandon the competitive rates altogether the certain effect would be to drive the competitive traffic to
Victoria, and to compensate for the traffic so sacrificed we would have to charge increased rates in the non
competitive districts, Mr. Haynes could not call that good policy.
. And he. has made a slight mistake in the 15th paragraph as regards the conveyance of certain
specified kinds of traffic from Maitland to Tenterfield ; the half ton of flour and half ton of salt should be
added together and charged as 1 ton' at B rate, which would reduce the charge upon these two articles
by £2 4s. 4d. It is quite true that a G-ton consignment, such as that specified by Mr. Haynes, would be
conveyed to Hay for £20 if it could he got into a truck, which I have no hesitation in saying it could not,
but it would not be carried in any other direction ihe same distance for less than the charge from Mait
land to Tenterfield. The distance on which Mr. Haynes has calculated is 330 miles. The correct distance
•from Newcastle to Tenterfield is 361 miles. Such a mixed consignment as Mr. Haynes mentions could
not be got into one truck.
.
^
But this rather extraordinary paragraph goes on to say, “Or a coal-shipper at Newcastle, who
brings flour from Melbourne almost as ballast, could send from Newcastle, 354 miles, his 6 tons of flour
tor £6 4s., as against the Maitland man’s £41 17s. 4d.” What analogy there is between .a consignment
of 6 tons of mixed goods from Maitland and a consignment of 6 tons of flour from Newcastle it is difficult
to see, since, as regards the flour, there is no competitive rate—the charge being exactly the same on all
parts .of our lines.
’
.
.
'
•
And precisely the same argument applies to the 16th and 17th paragraphs of the letter. It is
only necessary to mention that the 24 tons of goods specified in the 16th' paragraph would only be
charged £125 18s. from Maitland to a distance of 330 miles, not £164 4s. 4d. as stated. But the idea
Mr. Haynes seems to have that we should charge as high a rale for flour as for furniture is little less
•than ridiculous.
■
In the following paragraph—the 18th—Mi'. Haynes draws attention to an imaginary anomaly in
the rates for limestone and lime. “The Department,” he says, “ will carry 6 tons of limestone 190 miles
-for £3 16s. Id., but for turning the limestone into lime on the spot the company (a Mudgee company)
have to pay for 3 tons, 190 miles, £9 ; or the limestone, 6 tons of it, may be carried 500 miles for
•£6 18s. 8d., while 3 tons of lime would cost just £18 18s.—a tax on the Mudgee industry of just a few
hundred per cent,” and then he deprecates thp fact that the minimum charge for lime is as for 4 tons at
A, or actual weight at first-class rate. Now, in this, as in other instances, that gentleman has shown a
want of Iniowledge of our rates, which I should not have expected from anyone who has undertaken
to criticise them so exhaustively.' The charges for 6 tons of limestone are, it is true, £3 16s. Id. for
190 miles, and £6 18s. Sd. for 500 miles ; but the charges for the lime (6 tons of it, if the company likes
to put that quantity into the truck) are not £9 and £18 18s. as stated, but £4 4s. 6d. and £7 14s.
respectively.
■
.
•
And- the grievance pointed out in paragraph No. 19 is really purely imaginary. It is difficult to
know why it should be regarded “ as for the benefit mainly of the Sydney manufacturer, or the produce
auction-mart people, or exporters,” that the Mudgee tanner should be able to send his leather to Sydney
for 2d. per ton per mile less than the same material can be sent from Sydney to Mudgee. One would have
thought that the advantage was rather in favour of the Mudgee tanner, who is.enabled to get his leather
conveyed to what must undoubtedly be his best market, at a low rate of trainage. To the Department it
is beneficial in every way to encourage inland manufactures, for in addition to getting the products to
•carry, ne-get the general supplies, and it is from the latter we derive our principal source of revenue. '■
H is simply a w-aste of time to talk about 6 tons of leather being sent into the competitive districts,
-for such a consignment never has been, nor is ever likely to be sent.
Mr. Haynes is again wrong when he states in'paragraph No. 20 that the trainage of 6 tons of soaj)
from Dubbo to Bourke, in half-ton lots, would amount to £27 2s. The correct amount is £25 5s.,-and if
he sent it in lots of 1 ton it would only cost £20 6s. As many as 120 consignments of 1 cwt. each would
not cdst so much as £27 2s.
'
• . - And in paragraph 21 Mr. Haynes is very much astray in his figures, although in this case the
mistake is quite pardonable, as the now rates have been adopted since the existing rate-book was issued.
In

v
.*
23
in 18§o ; Btiil, as Mr. TfayncSs admits having visited the'Lithgow Pottdi'y Worts, and eoiifersed with the
foreman (who appears to be a protectionist as far as his own business is concerned, at all events), a simple
inquiry would have put him right on the rates question as well as upon others, and he would not have
hazarded the assertion that the Company are punished for ignoring Sydney if they do business westwards)
6 tons of their pottery, carried a distance of 408 miles, would not be charged £31 5s. 6d.,,but £15 13s. It
is admitted that if forwarded in half-ton lots"the charges for the same distance are'£31 5s.- 6d. (riot
£38 19s., as stated) ; but it is useless to say that the Sydney importer can send his half-ton lots through
a carrier’s agencyfor £20 for a distance of 454'miles',"because in the one case we know that the truck
does earn the £20, while in the other, as there is really no loading at Eskbank beyond the half-ton of
pottery for the same place, the truck would only earn £2 12s. 2d. for 408 miles.
_
Nearly the whole of the remainder of Mr. Haynes’ letter might have been left unwritten if he had
left the competitive rates alone instead of comparing them with the non-competitive rates, between which,
as the terms imply, there cannot possibly be any analogy.- •
His reference in paragraph 23 to the Armidale tanner paying What does it matter ’ whether
more for tbe conveyance of his leather to Maitland is, as I notice for auction sale or for export:
the Commissioner has observed, due to the fact that Newcastle is a The probability is that lots of
place of export; besides, the lower rate to Newcastle only applies when leather submitted to auction at
the leather is forwarded in. consignments of 1 ton and upwards— Maitland would ultimately find
smaller consignments are charged the very same rate per ton per mile their way to Newcastle for export.
to both places. Still, instead of making -the reduced rates apply to
' Sydney and Newcastle only, I think they might be made to apply to all leather carried on the up-journey.
The comparison between the rates for flour and biscuits is equally uncommercial {vide paragraph
24).. Admitted that a 6-ton consignment of flour is carried 350 miles for £6 4s., what has that to do with
the fact that 6 tons of biscuits would cost £48 4s. for the same distance ?
■ .
■
' ■
'
To begin with, there is admittedly a great difference in their respective values, and while it is more
the rule than the exception to carry 6-ton consignments of flour, where
can Mr. Haynes or any one else point to a 6-ton consignment of
Elour, about £10 per ton ;
biscuits ? To get the advantage of the £6 4s. rate for the flour it biscuits, about £50 per ton.
’
must be sent in one consignment—for £48 4s. the biscuits may he sent
in nearly 250 different consignments.
'
■
The statement that we give the outside man an advantage over our own of about 800 per cent, is
utterly at variance with facts—in each case the “ outside man ” pays precisely the same as our own.
'
In paragraph No. 26 an extraordinary comparison is made between the rates for flour, iron, and
machinery, the rate for which latter is £18 9s. 6d. for 196 miles, and not £31 18s., as stated. But suppose
we went so far as to reduce the rate for machinery to the same as that for flour, would it help the engineers
at-Newcastle in anyway, or would it not mean a sacrifice of revenue which would result in putting
probably a good deal more money into the pockets'of the Victorian implement maker than into those’ of
our own. It is an undoubted fact, whether Mr. Haynes knows it or not, that the bulk of the machinery
used in the Colony comes from Victoria.
'
'
_
It is unnecessary to follow Mr. Haynes in the examples cited in the 27th, 28th, and 29th paragraphs,
since the circumstances in each case are so"different, and seeing that these circumstances have already
been fully dealt with. ■ If he will take the same conditions and distances outside the competitive districts
all the anomalies which he has made so much of will disappear. In the 30th' paragraph we find Mr.
Haynes stating that half-ton orders of galvanized iron are the rule, and that if a Maitland merchant sends
6 tons in that way to Tenterfield, 361 miles, the trainage is £32 2s., while “a Victorian -squatting firm
down by Jerilderie or Hay can get his 6 tons for £20 on a run of 454 miles ” (Hay). Now, if we take
the same conditions in each case it will be found that twelve half-ton consiguments from Sydney would
be charged £33, while if the whole 6 tons are sent in one consignment the trainage is only £18, not £20,
as stated; and if the squatter could not get the iron from Sydney for that money he would get it from
Melbourne. Equally misleading is the example quoted in paragraph No. 31. It is a most extraordinary
circumstance that Mr. Haynes should conceive the idea of a farmer near Armidale of Glen Innes sendinohis 6 tons of potatoes to Maitland in lots of 5 or 6 cwt. at a time,.as he must do to cause the trainage to
amount to £2113s., and in the same breath bewail the possibility of the wholesale flour importer at
Newcastle being able to send (in one consignment) 6 tons “the same distance” for £5 3s.,9d., and that,
too, into a farming and comparatively thinly populated country. Put the 6 tons in one consignment in
each case and the trainage is exactly the same.
'
.
#
Erom flour and potatoes we come, in the 32nd paragraph, to meat, and here we are challenged
with carrying preserved meat from the country districts to the ports of shipment at Sydney and Newcastle "
at lower rates than to the country districts further northward, southward, and westward. *
‘
If Mr. Haynes cannot see a good reason for the concession to Sydney and Newcastle as outlets for
country-killed and preserved meat, I am afraid it will be useless to point it out to. him. I question
whether any is sent from the country stations to places other than Sydney and Newcastle, and if there is
it must be in very small quantities.
Fresh meat is charged the same rates everywhere throughout the lines.
'
•
In paragraph 33 we are told the hay, straw, and chaff rates look very liberal for the farmer, but
that they are not framed to facilitate the small man or the inland trade, and then it is asserted that 2 tons
of chaff from Mudgee to Sydney cost £6 Is. 2d., and that consequently three such consignments (or 6 tons1
in all) costs £18 3s. 6d. Mr. Haynes is very imperfectly conversant with the rate-book, otherwise he
would not make such glaring mistakes. As a matter offact, 2 tons would only cost £2 6«; 8c?., and if the
chaff is well pressed and 6 tons put upon the truch it would not cost more.
,,
■
It is almost unnecessary to say that the assertions about the rates for 500 miles being £12 6s. 6d.
for 2, and £36 19s. 6d. for 6 tons, are equally wrong. In each case they are really only £4 11s. 7d., and
the rates are the same on all lines.
Paragraph 35 gives a very peculiar mixture. Here Mr. Haynes states that the Glen Innes.farmer
_ sending 6 tons of dairy produce, 3 tons of agricultural machinery, and 3 tons of furniture to Newcastle
would have to pay £71 14s'. 6d., which is quite correct; although why a farmer should send agricultural
machinery and furniture to Newcastle (these can hardly be called the products.of.'his farm), instead of
flour, chaff, and potatoes, which he grows in the district, but is supposed by Mr. Haynes to get from
Newcastle, it is difficult to know.
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_ But many Northern people have been led by Mr. Hayneses mode of exposition to suppose (not
having looked into the subject themselves) that as a general thing the rates on these lines are higher than
on-the Southern and Western, even where there is no competition, and they consequently feel aggrieved
that their lines have to make up for losses on the other lines. Mr. Haynes has not told them that all
within the 305 and 340 distances respectively on the other lines have also to make up for loss on
differential rates—supposing there is any.
...
■
•
The way in which unlike cases have been paired, and in which he has. compared conditions that do
not exist, and never will, with natural conditions, is amazing, completely nullifying all the intended effect
of his arguments.
.
..
.
•
■
If such irregular reasoning and arbitrary comparisons are allowable, it is competent for any person
to bring euclid or the science of astronomy into ridicule.
>
■ '
' In paragraph 40 an approach to reason is made in the admission that goods should be classified
according to risk, bulk, amount of handling, fragile character (though he'says nothing about values, which
all over the world are an unavoidable factor in freights), but throughout the whole of his article Mr.'
Haynes ignores the principle. For instance,'in No. 12 he speaks of the injustice of carrying Newcastle
coal, run over a portion of the Coal Companies own lines, in their own waggons, millions of tons-annually,'
at a less rate than dairy produce, carried in small quantities at a time, and in Government waggons,
wholly on Government lines.
•
.
• ‘
■' It is further stated that the use of the cranes is given free. I am afraid this imperfect knowledge
pervades the whole of Mr. Haynes’s article.
■ •
'; _ ' '■ 1- It is stated roundly that in many eases the extension of railways has affected inland farmers
injuriously, “ because they are almost wholly shut out from the coast markets, while on the other hand,
the inland markets are reached by the cheaply-borne produce from the other Colonies.” A farmer reading
this would be indignant-to learn that the produce from other Colonies is carried cheaper than his own.
The farmer, however, is misinformed, because the implied difference in rate against him is not a fact.
Paragraphs 1 and 2 are founded on this assumption, and are therefore baseless.
'
4.- While .it is accordant with “ commercial principles ” everywhere to charge higher, yiro rata, for
small quantities than for large ones, Mr. Haynes says it is a “ profound blunder ” for the New South
Wales'Kailway Department to carry out this principle. He has admitted that cost of handling, &e.,
should have a part in classifying, but, although small quantities cost more,
rata, than large ones for
handling, and do not admit of economical loads as a rule, we must still charge the same rate as a large
lot, fulfilling all conditions of economy for the Department.
• 8. Here Mr. Haynes gives an impossible case—one that never occurs—in speaking of 6-ton lots of
fourth-class goods. Any reasoning founded on 6-ton lots of fourth-class goods is invalid, because unreal.
- 13. “ Millers and storekeepers, say at Tamworth or Armidale, # * * get up cheaply by rail
large quantities on the wholesale principle of imported flour; then when the farmer comes into "the town
to sell his wheat the large cheaply-carried stocks of flour are pointed out to him, and he is forced to
accept any price.” Tamworth is a great wheat-growing district. The farmers do not grow wheat retail.
The millers, as everywhere else, sell flour wholesale as well as retail. Though it is implied that it is
dearer to send a given- quantity of Tanrworth flour to Newcastle than to send the same quantity of
Adelaide flour the other way, it is not a fact. There is here a distinct, though unintentional, impeachment
of the business capacity about Tamworth. With the same chances, the Victorian or Adelaide flour is
nevertheless, run in upon him, although it has to pay two railway freights and the sea'*freight—at least
Mr. Haynes says it is. If it be true, it is a state' of affairs for which the railway tariff is not answerable.
1
15. Victorian flour is again compared with (among other things) furniture, although, as the
articles differ so widely, there is no common ground for comparison. The admission that there should be
classification is- forgotten. - 36. Victorian flour, irrigation pipes, and agricultural machinery compared as regards freight
needs no comment.
1
■
'•
17. Speaking of the country farmer, Mr. Haynes repeats an inaccuracy, to which I have before
alluded. He says “ his local market is flooded with produce carried for next to nothing.” If the inward
produce is carried for next to nothing, so is the country farmer’s. While the inequality of differential'
rates is loudly complained of, so are the rates that act equally everywhere. It is hard to say whether
Mr. Haynes has most objection against equal rates or against the competitive. If neither is right, what system is ? A higher rate on Victorian flour, I take it.
23. Leather to Sydney or Newcastle 1st class, to other stations 2nd class. Mr. Haynes does not
- appear to comprehend the reason for the lower rate to the ports. It is, of course, to allow easier access
to the great markets, and consequently admits of tanneries being established in the country. If the rate
were higher, access to market would be retarded, and the tanneries would have to be established on the
Coast. . Mr. Haynes favours decentralization; this rate, in the way indicated, has' that tendency. The
Armidale tannery (Messrs. B. A. Moses & Co.) has shipped a considerable quantity of leather from
Newcastle direct to. London. To give a cheap rate the other way would allow the Sydney tanner a better
opportunity of competing in Armidale with the local establishment. This rate is not in favour of the
Sydney merchant, as it is implied that the rates in general are.
.
24. A complaint that Victorian flour is carried cheaper than the Newcastle biscuits. There is no
need to defend it. Gives the rate at which Newcastle biscuits are sent a given distance on the north, and .
imported biscuits on the south and west—like is seldom compared with like. Newcastle biscuits can be
sent at same rates'on all lines as other biscuits. Arnott’s biscuits, as a matter of fact, are sent to the
competitive districts on south and west, and get the benefit of the rates.
25. A Tamworth musical warehouse gets 6 tons musical instruments for £35.18s. 6d., and this is
compared with the competitive district’s rate.
,
26. Complains that the “ Victorian foreigner ” can send his fodder more cheaply than the New
castle foundries can send irrigation pipes and machinery tp the country. This is a curious kind of attack
on rates.
'
■
.
'.
31, Speaks of produce rotting at Guyra and Ben Lomond that can never reach a market. If a
Ben .Lomond farmer, sends 6 tons potatoes in lots to suit purchasers “it will cost £21 13s.-for 281 miles.”
This is a inis.gfatesmewt, unless the'farmer sent 12.0 lots of 1 cwt. each to different 'persons at different
• -.
_
■
.
times j -

.
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times; lie would then pay £24. If he'sent a truck load of 6 tons he would pay £5 8s. 6d. for the load.
The unfairness of Mr. Haynes’ statement lies in the fact that it is stated it will cost the Ben Lomond man
£21 13s. for the same tonnage that the Newcastle importer pays £5 3s. 9d. (should he £5 8s. 6d.) for. '
32. The “ centralising system” of charging A rates for preserved meats to ports—the only outlet
to a suitable market that- these meats have—is alluded to. Mr. Haynes quite misses the point, and
complains of the high rates on preserved meats to the country, where they never go, and would not go if
they were carried for nothing. He does not perceive that cheap rate from the meat preserving establish
ments to their natural markets through the ports aids decentralization hy permitting such establishments
to be set up in the country. If there was not this special rate either the factories could not start or
they would have to be located on the coast.
'
It is not worth while pursuing the investigation of this report any further". I have dealt with
Mr. Haynes’ illustrations and facts, which are typical of the whole. Though all varied, and the changes
rung with some skill, they all apply to the one thing.
'
The remedy Mr. Haynes proposes is extremely crude, and would deprive the railways of the
greater part of their revenue. He fails to know that rates must be made to suit particular circumstances,
and that his hard and fast recommendations would not work.
■
Railways are about to he established in China. If that nation’s producing powers be developed
in anything like the ratio that railways have developed those in England, America, and other countries,
China’s production will, before many years, become a menace to the industries of all nations bn the globe.
If, however, the Chinese could be persuaded to adopt Mr. Haynes’ system the railways would
before long become extinct, and the danger to other nations from China’s competition be averted. .
J. HIGGS,
__ ____
'
9/11/87.
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No. 5.
Minute by The Commissioner for Railways.

•
t
.
On the proposal for equal Mileage Rates.
■
Notich of Motion by Mr. William Teece,—That, in the opinion of this House, tbe differential
rates charged' for the carriage of goods and merchandise on the Eailway Lines of New South
Wales should be abolished.
The term “ differential” used in connection with our rates will probably convey an incorrect impression ; The meaning
the term
it will to many persons imply the existence of a practice of charging different rates to different persons “ofdifferential.
. for the carriage of the same class of goods conveyed under similar conditions, whereas on our lines all
persons are charged alike where the conditions are similar.
I assume that Mr. Teece’s motion refers to the competitive rates which exist in respect of the Scope of Mr. •
carriage of general merchandise from Sydney to the southern and south-western districts of the Colony— Teece’s motion. ‘
rates that were forced upon the Department in this Colony by the aggressive policy of the Victorian
Eailway Department, which, while charging full mileage rates upon all traffic in Victorian territory, has
granted, for many years past, exceedingly low rates for the conveyance' of traffic going.from or coming to
this Colony.
'
....
Long before our railways had penetrated to any greait extent southwards, Victoria had completed Measures taken
secure
her Railways to the border, and so secured, with but little effort, a hold upon the trade of the more to
Riverina trade.
southern and the whole of the south-western districts of New South Wales.
'
'
'
'
■
But about seven or eight years ago, when our railways were being rapidly extended southwards,
the Sydney market was made as readily accessible; at our ordinary mileage rates, as the Melbournemairket
had been ; the Victorian Eailway Department began to foresee that if that Colony were to retain the trade
which it had become accustomed to regard as its own, special inducements would have' to be offered,
and that was done in the shape of a considerable reduction of railway rates.
.
.
A competitive policy followed—our Railway authorities' felt it to be their duty to secure as far as
they possibly could, the traffic of the districts through which our lines passed, and as the 'reduced rates
on the Victorian lines were turning the stream of traffic towards - Melbourne, while its natural channel
was towards Sydney, the only course available was to reduce the rates on our lines between the metropolis
and those districts of the Colony affected by the concessions given on the Victorian lines, and to raise the
carriage-rates on goods between Albury and Wagga. '
’ '
"*
'
- •
The success of this arrangement became so apparent, that after a time (in 1882) the Victorian
Railway Department, in order to regain the trade, which it had to a large extent lost, offered to convey
it over their lines at even lower rates still, and these rates have been in existence ever since:
•
. Eor a brief, but only a very brief, time, this concession had the effect desired; it was’met, however
by our Railway authorities introducing a truck-rate, which, while it offered a lower average rate per ton
than formerly, had also the effect of securing full loads for the waggons, and so yielded about as much'
revenue per waggon as had been realized previously, thereby securing the'traffic without loss. ■ '
'
Since the time in question, with the exception of a little modification, in'regard to the rate for
the carriage of wool, no further effort has been made by Victoria to regain the trade; indeed, it is
difficult to imagine what further concession they could give, unless they carried the traffic formothing.
•
To show, however, the extent of the endeavour made by the Victorian Railway Department to
obtain, the trade of this Colony, two illustrations are given (one as regards general goods from Melbourne,
and the other as regards wool to Melbourne).
•
'
Mrst illustration.—Eourth class traffic (comprising furniture, liquors, glassware, and numerous
other articles), conveyed from Melbourne to Wodonga (187 miles) for use in Victoria is charged at the
rate of 106s. per ton; if the same traffic crosses the border to Albury (190 miles) the charge is reduced to
sm<i if it is consif/ned to any part of this Colony north of Oeroyery ' (20 miles from the harder)
the rate as far as Albury is only 32s. Od. per ton.
•
'
•
It will be at once apparent that if, as Mr. Teece’s resolution proposes, our competitive rates are Effect of Mr.
abandoned, whilst those of Victoria are retained, that Colony will be enabled to regain not only all she has Teece’s proposal
lost but the whole of the trade of this Colony fora distance of 50 to 60 miles further north—as far
indeed as Cootamundra, which is 253 miles from Sydney, and 323 frdm Melbourne—as the respective rates
for general traffic would then be 126s. per ton from Sydney, and 108s. from Melbourne. ■ The whole of
tbe Riveriua traffic as well as that of the lumut district would be lost to us,
Second
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Second illustration.—The Victorian rate for wool grown in its own territory, is 7s. 6d. per hale,
not exceeding 4 cwt., from Wodonga to Melbourne, but ifgrown in any part of New'South Wales, bounded
by the Murrumlidgee on the south, and longitude 144° west, the charges are only 3s. per bale, not exceeding
800 lb., and 3s. 6^. per bale exceeding 300 lb.
% It is therefore very certain that the abandonment of our competitive rates, even if it does not
prejudicially affect the traffic as far north as Cootamundra, which I have shown to be not only a possible
but a probable result, will have the effect of depriving Sydney of the whole of the trade from Junee
southwards and from the south-western district.
Result of
The policy we have adopted to secure this trade has had the effect of causing not only an enormous
measure to
increase of business to the old-established mercantile firms and others of Sydney, but has also resulted in
secure trade.
bringing over a number of the largest Melbourne firms to retain the connection which no other course
would accomplish. Amongst the firms referred to may be named G-oldsbrough & Co. (Limited), Bright
Bros. & Co., Cunningham & Co. (Limited), &c., &c.
Although this has been the result, and that the public in the districts referred to have obtained
the benefit of very low rates of carriage, it is, nevertheless, to be regretted that such teen competition
as I have described should ever have existed. The position, however, was forced upon, not initiated
Wider scope of by, the railway authorities of this Colony. And to abandon what we have secured would be uncommercial
Mr. Teece’s
and suicidal. It may be, however, that Mr. Teece’s motion is not intended to affect this competitive
motion.
traffic, but is confined to asking Parliament to resolve that the rates throughout the lines shall be fixed
upon uniform rates per ton per mile according to distance.
'
To anyone conversant with the principles which govern the conveyance of traffic, either by land or
water, it must be apparent that there would be as little reason in such a system as there would be in
charging the same rate for the carriage of coal as for silks.
Considerations _
Charges for carriage should, with other consideration, be proportioned to the cost of the service;
which govern
it costs the Department more per mile for the carriage of goods 100 miles than it does for carrying them
the fixing of
rates.
200 miles, and the public who require the goods carried the longer distance should reap the benefit of
this decreased cost by being charged a proportionately decreased price. Not only is such a system of
charging fair in its incidence, but a contrary practice would most probably drive from Sydney the whole
of the trade of the Colony from Murrumburrah southwards, because the conveyance of a ton of general
merchandise between Sydney and Murrumburrah would cost £6 13s., while from Melbourne, via
Wodonga, the charge would be £6 0s. 6d., notwithstanding the distance is 120 miles greater. Most
certainly such a system would divert from Sydney all traffic from Gootamundra southwards since a ton of
goods from Sydney to that station would cost £7 7s. 7d,, while from Melbourne, a greater distance by
70 miles, the cost would be only £5 10s. Id.
”
Efifectof uniform
The
introduction
of
uniform
mileage-rates
would,
as
regards
the
carriage
of
agricultural
produce,
mileage-rates on
have the contrary effect to that which the producers have been contending for, viz., a pro rata reduction
agricultural
produce. " ‘
for distance. This has been granted to them, but they want it to a larger degree. The adoption of Mr.
Teece’s proposal would increase the rates as follows :—
Por a distance of 100 miles, from 9s. 9d. to 10s. 5d. per ton.
„
200
„
10s. lOd. to 20s. lOd.
,,
„
300
„
21s. lOd. to 31s. 3d.
„
„
400
,,
26s. lOd. to 41s. 8d,
„
)}
and so on. Uniform mileage-rates would be the means of closing all the agricultural country beyond
200 miles from its market, whereas by the adoption of the sliding scale of rates proportioned to distance,
agricultural country within 500 miles of its market can be made available for the profitable cultivation of
produce.
Inquiry made by
An exhaustive inquiry, which extended over several months towards the end of 1881, was made into
Rates Board
the question of rates on our railway lines by a Board of three gentlemen, entirely unconnected not only
in 18S1.
with the Eailway Department but with the Civil Service; and these gentlemen, in submitting their report to
the Minister of the day (and here it may be stated that at that time the competitive rates were in exist
ence), the Board stated that they had commenced the inquiry “ fully impressed with the importance of
the subject, and the influence the policy of the-Eailway Department, in regard to the rates charged for
the conveyance of goods, has upon the progress and development of the Colony.”
_
The Board examined seventy-seven (77) witnesses, “ who were fairly representative of the various
interests in the Colony,” and obtained the written evidence of four gentlemen, who were unable to attend
personally ; and perhaps I cannot do better than quote from the report of the Board the conclusions they
arrived at. They said—
Conclusions
“ The rates relating to the pastoral interests have not drawn forth much criticism, the principal
arrived at by
Board'
matters complained of being the difference between the mileage rates for the carriage of stock and wool
for long distances in comparison with the rates for short distances. The charges are, however, defended
pn commercial grounds and on the score of exigency. We do not see that any alteration can judiciously
be made so as to equalize the rates, and we believe the effect of such an alteration would be, in the first
place, to divert to other Colonies a considerable portion of the traffic that now comes to oar metropolis ;
and, secondly, to cause much of the cattle now sent by railway to be travelled by road.
’
. “ The principal complaints tendered on behalf of the commercial interests are made by the country
storekeepers, who state that their trade is practically limited to their own particular district by the
differential rates, to remedy which an equal aud uniform mileage rate is proposed. We have considered
the feasibility of the adoption of a uniform rate, but cannot recommend it. It is against the practice, we
believe, of any railway company in the world; it is against tbe common practice of carriers, who will
convey goods for a long distance at a cheaper proportionate rate than they will for a short distance ; and
in this Colony the concession would simply benefit the storekeepers, who must obtain their goods from the
terminal station; and the uniform rate, while an advantage to them, would be a disadvantage to the people
in the interior, who require the greatest consideration.
_
“ Taken as a whole, the opinions of the various witnesses we have examined are very diverse, and
evidently based upon mere local experience derived from the business in which each is most interested—
in many eases diametrically opposed.to each other—and in no instance offering any comprehensive or
practical suggestions for the revision on the rate-sheet, but admitting generally that the present rates are
fair an,d equitable.
“Taking
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“ Taking the evidence tendered to the.Board, together with the Commissioner’s able and exhaustivecomments and explanations thereon, we are constrained to accept his assurance that the officers of the
Eailway Department have studied the question of the freight of charges from every point of view, with the
object of afiording to all interests concerned fair and equitable rates, and to agree with him that it is not.
desirable that any hard and fast rule from which departure is inadmissible should be laid down, because
changes must be made from time to time to meet the variable conditions of trade, as well as the traffic,and the effect upon the traffic, brought about by the rates charged.”
.
_
"While these conclusions have been arrived at by our own authorities after careful investigation, Opinions of-other
it may be as well to know what authorities in other parts of the world have to say on the subject.
■ authorities.
_ ^r- Farrar, Secretary to the Board of Trade in England, says, with reference to the rates
question.:—
.
“ As to equal mileage rates, they would put an end to competition. The result would probably
be ‘ levelling up’ and not 1 levelling down.’ Parliament would never consent to take the lowest profit
which a company now makes by its cheapest traffic as a standard, and fix maximum rates accordingly
for all their traffic. The endeavour would be to fix a medium or average rate, and in the struggle over
this, the companies must inevitably have the advantage of the public. But, supposing such a standard
fixed, what would be the result ? The traffic, which was now carried at a low rate, in competition with a
sea route, would be driven from the railway to the competing route; while the railway, if it was to make
as much aggregate profit as before, must charge a higher rate than is now charged on the traffic which
remained to it.. If, for instance, Parliament were to take from the South-Eastern Eailway Company the
power of charging on fruit and hops from Boulogne the low rate they now charged, the result would be
that French fruit and hops would reach London by water, and that the Eailway Company, to recoup
themselves for the loss of the French traffic, would probably charge more on Kent fruit and hops. This
charge the Kent fruit and hops would be able to bear, because the price would be raised in the London
market. It was probable, therefore, that most of ihe inequalities of charges complained of were to ihe
advantage rather than the disadvantage of the pvMic”
'
■
Applying to our circumstances the principle underlying these remarks, we should find as I have Effect of loss of ,
ti'iiffiG,on.di6tant
endeavoured to show, that the adoption of an uniform mileage rate for all distances would offer no parts of line.
advantage to the distant producer to send his produce to market; and that for those goods which must
under any circumstances go into the interior for the requirements of the people there, water-carriage by
rivers, wherever available, and the competing rates of the neighbouring colonies, would reduce our traffic
to a minimum. To compensate for this it would be necessary to charge very much higher rates than are
at the present time charged for the carriage of goods for short distances, or to places from whence the
traffic could not be diverted by competitive routes.
■
.
Writing on the same subject, in reply to a communication which I addressed to him, Mr. Swarbrick, Mh Swarbrick’s
opinion.
the General Manager of the Great Eastern Eailway in England, says :—
■
“ You. cannot, in my opinion, lay down any very hard and fast line for fixing rates. As a general
rule, our home experience is that it is better to foster large quantities and longer distances by means of
relatively lower rates, than to try by means of smaller quantities and shorter runs to secure a higher
percentage of profit over a smaller area. We also, where there is an exceptionally large industry, or
wffiere necessary to foster any export or import trade, make special rates to meet the case, and thus our
rate-books are full of anomalies and apparent contradictions to the benefit, as we think, both of ourselves
and customers.”
And as the result of an inquiry held in England some years ago, by a Select Committee appointed Conclusions arrived
at by Committee of
House of Commoas
by the House of Commons, on the question, the Committee reported that :—
“ There is no question as to the existence of these ‘ preferential ’ or ‘ exceptional ’ special rates, the'
latter epithet being the term used by representatives of the railway. The evidence given under this head
comes almost entirely either from persons engaged in production, who are being charged proportionately
higher rates than producers resident in other parts of the country, or from towns or places through which
traffic passes, who, as engaged in the business of carrying or distribution, complain that it is diverted
from them by the lower rates charged on other routes. But for the competition introduced by the low
rates given by railway companies, trade would be much more local, and the trader who was nearest the
market would probably make a large' profit; but, on the other hand, this competition cannot but be
advantageous to the public ; that Greenock sugar refiners should be in the same market as the sugar
refiners of London, while it may be a grievance to London refiners, must be an advantage to
Greenock refiners, and cannot be a disadvantage to buyers of sugar. It may be worth while to follow,
this as a typical case:—Thirty-nine towns in England to which sugar is sent are at an average distance of
292 miles from Greenock, and the same towns are at an average distance from London of only 150'miles.
The rates for these distances, from London and Greenock respectively, are about the same *
*
*
In other words, sugar from Greenock is for the same sum carried double the distance as sugar from
London. This enables Greenock to compete at these thirty-nine towns, and this is what the refiners of
London object to. The demand from London, therefore, is that either the fates for the' longer distance
should be raised, or those for the shorter distance reduced. The effect of compliance with this demand
would be to close some of these markets against Greenock sugar, to deprive the northern lines of a con
siderable portion of their trade, handing it over to the southern lines, and to give a practical monopoly to
the London refiners of sugar, who would be real gainers by the transaction.- It does not appear to your
Committee thajt such a result would be either just or reasonable.
_
“ Although ‘ equal mileage ’ rates, that is to say, rates proportioned exactly to the number of
miles run, have not been advocated on tins occasion as before former Committees ; still, ideas have been
iput forward so closely resembling such as would naturally support the mileage system, that it may be
worth while to recall the words of the Committee of 1872 :—
t
It would prevent railway companies from lowering their fares and fates so as to' compete
with traffic by sea, by canal, or by a shorter or otherwise cheaper railway, and would thus
deprive the public of the benefit of competition, and the company of a legitimate source of
profit.
'
“ (S) It would prevent railway companies from making perfectly fair arrangements fpf carrying
at a lower rate than usual, goods bought in large and constant quantities, ov for carrying
for long distances at a lower rate thanfor short distances.
'

“In ‘

.
ll in short, to impose equal mileage on the companies 'syoulcl be to deprive the public of much o£ tbe
' Bompetitiou which now exists, or has existed, to raise the charges on the public in many cases where the
companies how find it to their interest, to lower them, and tp perpetuate monopolies in carriage, trade,
and manufacture, in favour of those rates or places which are nearest or least expensive, where the varying
charges of the companies now create competition. And it will be found that the supporters of equal
mileage when pressed often really mean, not that the rates they pay themselves are too high, but that the
rates that others pay are too low.
■
'
“ Pressed by the difficulties, the proposers of equal mileage have admitted that there must be
numerous exceptions, e.y., where there is sea competition (i.e., at about three-fifths of the llailway Stations
of the United Kingdom), where low rates for long distances will bring a profit; or where the article now
carried at low rates is a necessary, such as coal. It is scarcely necessary to observe that such exceptions
as these, whilst inadequate to meet all the various cases, destroy the value of equal mileage as a principle,
'
.
' ‘
or the possibility of applying it as a general rule.
“Any fixed standard of rates would materially interfere with competition; supposing such a
standard fixed, the result would be that the traffic, which is now carried at a low rate in competition with
a sea route would be driven from the Kailway to the competing sea route, whilst the Kailway, if it is to
make, as much aggregate profit as before, must charge a higher rate than it now charges on the traffic
which remains to it.
....
'
“ It may therefore be assumed that some of the inequalities of charges complained ot are to the
advantage, rather than, to the disadvantage of the public. A preference to be illegal, and to furnish a
reasonable cause • for complaint, must be unjust. It is not unjust so'long as it is the result of fair com
petition, and so long as equal rates are given for like services under like circumstances, and for like
quantities-of merchandise.”
_
It is gratifying to find that the principle upon which the railway rate-sheets of this Colony have
Rates charges made
in New South Wales been compiled are supported by such unimpeachable authorities as I have quoted; but as railway manage
upheld by
authorities.
ment is a progressive science, it may be as well to know what the authorities say to the latest date.
The following extracts are taken from a book written in the end of last year (it is in fact, dated
Mr. Grierson’s
opinions,latest
December. 1886), by Mr. Grierson, the eminent G-eneral Manager of the Great Western Eailway m
published authority
on subject of equal
England, on “ Kailway Kates, English and Eoreign.” He says :—
,
mileage rates.
Ease 21.’ While shrinking from advocating equal mileage rates, many persons take up an intermediate position.
They obiect to rates being much out of proportion to distance ; they do so, although the traffic may not bn carried oier the
same parts or sections of a railway. The rates to which objection is taken are of several kinds—transit or through rates,
special rates generally, special rates for long distances as distinguished from short distances or intermediate traihe.
■
Such differential rates exist in all countries in which railways have been developed ; and it will he found that here as
elsewhere they have been adopted not solely or even chiefly with a view to benefit railway companies, but mainly to meet tlie
not unreasonable demands of traders and consumers.
'
, ,,
„
nr i i
,
23. Special lower rates enable the manufacturers of exported goods, such as manufactured cottons from IVLancnester,
and hardware from-Birmingham, to seud them to London, and to avail themselves of lines of steamers sailing from several,
ports. But for such facilities exporters would he confined to one, and that the nearest port, and they would lose the benefit or
the competition in facilities and sea freights. ■
■
, r ii r
. ,
The railway company which happened to own the route to the nearest port would possess a monopoly ot the tratfic,
and might charge their full rates instead of the present reduced rates.
’
.. ,
31. Many apparent anomalies arise from competition of the railways with the sea; others are the results ot com
parison of the rates charged by railway companies, which must carry, if they are to carry the traffic a,t all, at the same rates
as a company having a shorter route. Inasmuch as competition between railway companies is carried on extensively, many
such dl®?“t11aetse®xa1^'carried from gouth Wales wd Stockport for Liverpool at lower rates than to Manchester, because the.
Midland Kailway Company has to compete with two shorter routes between these places. This (apparent) anomaly would
be entirely removed by the Midland Company ceasing to compete for the Liverpool traffic ; but the consumers of tin plates
in Manchester would not in any respect be benefited by the change.
„ ,
• 3
‘
i i.
„
-32 One more illustration: Steamboats ply between Liverpool and Bristol. Goods carried by railway between
these two places by one .or other of the three' available routes must pass through some one of the following places—
Birmingham, Worcester, Hereford, Shrewsbury, Chester, or Warrington.
'
, , .
,
.
The local rates to all these intermediate towns may appear disproportionate to those charged between the extreme
points, but is there any real injustice done ?
'
, ii r i+i.ni.
What-injustice is done to those whose goods are carried to and from intermediate inland places by the tact that then
rates are higher, or.higher in proportion, than the competitive rates, provided the rates to intermediate places aremthemselves fair and within the Company’s legal maximum ?
.
„ . ,
^
a
33. A third source of complaint of disproportionate rates arises from the competition between ports. Assume, lor
instance, port A to be 51 miles, port B 72 miles, and port C a greater distance from D, one of the great seats of manmacture
and 00 Tlle merchants and shipowners at C and B desire to compete with A, and they induce the Kailway Company to
carry from all three at the same fates.
.
. ,
,. .
,
The result is that.the rates are lower for the throughout distance than to and from some of the intermediate places. .
The grounds of grievance would be removed by the Railway Company ceasing to carry from C and B at the same
I’ci^os rs from ‘A
*
*
•
34. The chief explanations of differential rates have been mentioned ; another cause less important is in operation.
Of the various kinds of outlay on the part of a Railway Company, a large portion remains fixed, whether the distance
run by a train is 10 miles or 100. Such, for example, are the cost of terminal accommodation, loading and unloading
clerical work and, broadly speaking, such are the interest on construction cost, maintenance, &e. Another kind ot
expenditure increases directly with the mileage run ; for example, the provision and wear and tear of locomotives, rollingstock, and permanent way, and liability for loss of or damage to goods in transit.
.
Certain kinds of expenditure increase with the distance run, but not in the same ratio.
.
34 35. Obviously, wages, cost of locomotive power, and cost of-haulage generally, are not four times as much in the
case of a train which has run a hundred miles as in one which has run twenty-five. With the progresswf railways, with
improved economy in the use of machinery, and in other ways, this tendency—recognized to some extent by the Legislature
in the-rates for short-distance traffic—in expenditure not to increase in the same ratio as mileage distance,. becomes an
important element. The result of all this is-to make mileage less a criterion of cost, and tends to place large towns at a
greater distance at an advantage as compared with intermediate towns, and to give rise to differential rates, it is also
obvious that from many intermediate towns the quantities forwarded are not so large and regular as from terminal towns,
and that from the former there is not a constant traffic to and fro.
1
•
,
, -a; ar
h
-Differential rates have arisen in no small degree out of the same causes as have necessitated a classification ot goods.
Goods of small intrinsic value will not be conveyed at all unless at low rates; only on special terms can such goods
produced at a great distance be brought to market.
a •
i
- 36. Sometimes it is ur^ed as an objection to differential rates that by reason of them companies sustain, on long
distance traffic, a loss which is made up by charges on short-distance trafficbut though producing, no doubt, a lower
percentage of profits than the latter, the former yields-some profit, unless where undue competition exists. Xi a company
be deprived of this long-distance traffic will it not be forced to raise rates on other traffic to maintain its revenue'.
■
.
•
But,
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But, it is also objected, differential rates deprive tbe inhabitants of certain towns of the natural advantages of their
geographical position.
•
This argument would be more persuasive than it is if it were not generally expressed in the very language of protec
tionists—if it were not so often a claim, of an exclusive right to supply certain markets, and a scarcely concealed dislike to
the intrusion of competition.
'
'
'
.
Preserving the natural advantages of one town means preventing the removal of the natural disadvantages of others.

I could quote from other railway authorities to the same effect, hut while it would lengthen it
would not materially strengthen the case.
'
To put the matter very briefly, the points to he considered are :—
“ 1st. That the abolition of competitive rates would mean the diversion from Sydney to Melbourne of
the trade of that part of the Colony from Junee southwards, and the whole of the trade of
Biverina, which is now conveyed on the South-western line ; and
“ 2nd. 'That the adoption of uniform rates per ton per mile will either involve the-loss of an. enormous
amount of revenue on the short-journey traflic if the ‘levelling down’ process is adopted—that is
to say, taking the longest-]ourney rates as a basis, and fixing all those for shorter distances in
• •
proportion, or otherwise- divert to Melbourne the whole of the trade of the Colony from Coota
mundra southwards.”'
I may perhaps be pardoned for saying'that, after the success that has attended the efforts of the
Department to secure, against keen competition, the trade of our Colony, any action that may be taken to'
alienate it will be greatly to be deplored, not only in the interests of the Bailway Department and its
revenue, but of the Colony generally, the commerce of which will be, in a material degree, prejudicially
affected.
.
.

Summary
showing- effect of
proposal.

Alternative Proposal by the Commissioner.
Prom inquiries I have made on the subject I am led to believe that the agitation for equal mileage Agitation for
rates derives its existence from tho representations of country storekeepers that their trade under present “jtbs1 promoted
system of charging is pratically limited to their own particular districts.
kv country
They contend that they should be allowed to - break journey with their' goods, and be charged no storekeepersmore than the through rate, beyond a. small terminal charge for unloading and loading at the intermediate
stations. A trader at G-oulburn, for instance, pays £3 16s. 5d. per ton for goods from Sydney for -that
place, but he wishes, subsequently,, to send a portion of them to Cootamundra, and the charge from Gloulbu'rn to- Cootamundra is £3 8s. 7d., in all £7 5s.
The storekeeper, however, at Cootamundra can obtain goods,from Sydney direct, on the reduced
sliding scale for distance, for £6 6s. 9d., and practically the G-oulburn storekeeper is shut out from trading
with Cootamundra and the district surrounding it.
The Traflic Manager, in a report on the proposal to grant this concession, has given some excellent Traffic Manager's
reasons against it—a copy of his report is appended ; but on.the whole I fail to see that the objections
reviewe(iare insuperable. The Traffic Manager is in error as regards the statement that the Bates Board dealt
with this aspect of the case. I think I am right in saying that this particular phase of it was not before
them, the Board deprecated the introduction of equal mileage rates in the interests of local storekeepers
to the disadvantage of settlers, in the more distant part of the Colony, but the proposal to overcome the
.
admitted disability of country storekeepers trading beyond their immediate district with , goods brought
from Sydney by the introduction of a “ break-journey ” rate was not discussed by the Board beyond-its
application to wheat stopped in transitu to be ground into flour, and this principle of charging they found
to be in active operation, and approved of it.
.
There are, it is admitted, difficulties and perils in the way of tbe application to goods generally Break-ofqf this principle of charging, especially in cases where there are manufactories at the intermediate towns ;:|0urney ratebut if there be no abu.se of the concession I do not see how the Bailway revenue can suffer. Country
storekeepers are not now supplying such goods to districts beyond their immediate neighbourhood; they
are supplied direct by metropolitan tradesmen and merchandisers ; the adoption of the proposal will
have the effect of disseminating1 trade, and as regards the1 more distant storekeepers, decentralizing it.
The revenue (if there be no malpractices) would obtain a benefit, inasmuch as the terminal charges for
break of journey can be made sufficiently high to show, not only a return for the service rendered, but a
profit upon it..
'
.
It is only the compaTative absence of local manufactories which makes the introduction of this Alternative
system of. charging possible it has no parallel in any other country, and I would not willingly introduce meTde^an6™”"
it here, I only submit it for consideration because I fear that, unless this concession be made to country "-hy,
storekeepers, they will have sufficient-influence to induce Parliament to sanction the scheme of equal
mileage rates, which will result disastrously, not alone to the Eailway revenue, but to the general commerce
of the Colony:
CHAS. A. G-OODCHAP,.
12 May, 1887.
Cbmmissioner for Bailways.
Beport of Traffic Manager to Commissioner-for Bailways on proposal to introduce a rate for goods which
.
break journey at intermediate towns.
I have- carefully considered-, the- proposal' to- give traders, at intermediate towns, the benefit of the
reduced rates to the competitive districts proportionate to- the distance they are situated from those
districts, and would respectfully point out- that- a powerful argument against the introduction of the
principle is that, if adopted in. the case of traffic forwarded from Goulburn or other station on the
Southern, line to1 the competitive-districts, it-is'all but a certainty that a similar demand will be made
throughout the lines even where- no- competition exists ; indeed the Commissioner will remember that this
very matter was- pressed upon the Board', which inquired into the- rates some years ago, by some store
keepers in Orange who thought they should be able, to reconsign goods (which had originally come from
Sydney), to Dubbo at a through rate, plus a small charge for-the break of the journey at Orange.
The effect, of the adoption: of such a principle would mean that the nearer a storekeeper lives -to
Sydhey the better his positron.to compete for the trade of the districts lying, near to a town many miles
further-into thei.inferior:.
:
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For example, let it be.assumed for tbe moment that competitive rates do not exist, but that
ordinary mileage rates are charged throughout the lines. A storekeeper in a large business in. Goulburn
pays trainage from Sydney at the rate of £3 16s. 5d. per ton upon third-class goods, while the through
rate to Bomen is £7'4s. 7d. His contention is that we should allow him to reconsign goods (originally
received from Sydney) to a small store at Bomen at the latter rate, plus (we shall say) 7s. 6d. per ton,
= £7 J 2s. Id. altogether. But if the Wagga "Wagga storekeeper, under precisely tiie same conditions,
desires to supply the same small store at Bomen, he must pay:—
From Sydney to Wagga Wagga
................
... £7 6 4 per ton, and
„ Wagga Wagga to Bomen
...............
...
0 9 0
„
.
Total
...
...
...
...
£7 15 4 per ton.
'
So that, in the matter of railway carriage, he is beaten at his own door by a competitor living 170 miles
£LW£iy.
I would respectfully submit that the competitive rates do not affect the principle ; moreover, these
rates were forced upon us. We did not adopt them from choice, and it would seem judicious that they
should not extend beyond the limits suggested by the Commissioner.*
There is another aspect of the case which has, perhaps, been overlooked, and that is that the
adoption of the suggestion will necessitate a very largely increased staff at country stations, if adopted
generally; and there is a further fear that it would open the door to frauds, the opportunity of which, in
the light of past experience, should be avoided.
Take the case of a storekeeper at Orange, who, for every ton of leather he gets from Sydney, gets
ten in the district. He sends a ton to Dubbo, and asserts that it came from Sydney and should be charged
the through rate, plus the small charge alluded to. Who is to say that this particular ton of leather did
not originally go from Sydney, and yet there may be strong presumptive evidence that it did not ? The
door would certainly be open to a dishonest clerk to defraud the Department by acting in collusion with
the sender without much, if any, chance of ever being found out.
c
It is solicitude for the welfare of the Department which induces me to make these observations. I
believe the introduction of this system of charging, while it might please storekeepers who live nearest to
Sydney, it would give dissatisfaction to those living far in the interior, and, in my opinion, the latter
deserve the most consideration.
*
W.Y.E,
__________________
__________
. 4/5/87.
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From S. M. Herald, September 27,1887.
DIFFERENTIAL RAILWAY, RATES.
The four eastern colonies of Australia have long been looking forward to the time when railway exten
sion, in spite of all breaks of gauge, should draw them together in common interests and friendly
neighbourhood. But now that the last link is almost completed, at the Queensland border, instead of the
first notes of harmonious jubilation, we hear ominous threatenings of railway war, of fresh barriers to be
built over the metals, of sharp practices in the matter of tratfic rates, and of determined, reprisals.
Instead of the universal handshaking expected amongst the railway authorities, we find Mr. Speight, the
Victorian Chief Commissioner, rushing over to Adelaide, not to congratulate Mr. Pendleton on the opening
of a highway of intercolonial friendship, but to warn him, at the peril of his Colony’s railway capital, not
to attempt any poaching on Victorian trade; whilst the Queensland Minister for Works takes up the
strain in the North against New South Wales, and threatens to lay such an impost on everything, whether
living or dead, that dares to cross the border, that there shall be no dealings between the Southern Jews
and the Northern Samaritans—threatens, in fact, to cut off Queensland’s nose to spite the older Colony’s
face. Handshaking, indeed there is plenty, but the railway authorities, who: are, of course, to the front in
this matter, are shaking their own hands in their neighbours’ faces.
If the spirit of provincialism underlying this steadily thickening railway war were not so pitiable,
and the tricks resorted to so paltry, there would be a good deal of amusement in it to the lookers on. Of
course it goes without saying that the lion’s share of the blame for this state of things is rightly charged
to the colony who struck the first blow; and it is equally superfluous to say that the arch-enemy is none
■other than our clever—too clever—neighbour to the south. The boundary between this Colony and
Victoria was amicably, though perhaps not over scientifically, fixed in 1851,-when the younger colony
began to do for herself. It was not long, however, before Victoria began, whether out of benevolence or
covetousness, to desire to do for a part of New South Wales as well. Probably both motives were
discriminatingly mingled, and so she coquetted with Riverina partly because she thought it would do
Riverina good, but chiefly because- she was sure it would benefit herself. With these benevolent
and politic objects in view, Victoria pushed on her railway system to tap the rich border land at no
fewer than six points—Eehuca, Wodonga, Wahgunyah, Rutherglen, Chiltern, and Kerang. Nor did
she fail in her reward. Riverina, finding the Sydney market not only twice as far off, but immeasurably
more difficult to reach than the port of Melbourne, fell in- largely with the Victorian wishes, despite
the ‘ counter-hampering of protectionist duties. But, meanwhile, New South Wales was not unmindful
of-her own. In her slower, but surer, methods she pushed her railways on till at length, some seven
or eight years ago, she began to draw the trade of Riverina to Sydney. Then Melbourne became
alarmed. This turning of the tables would never do. If Riverina trade, which she had spent so
much to secure, slipped away, a great deal more would go with it—prestige for the colony and her
opportunist policy, and, possibly, some of the Melbourne firms that had fattened on trade from
New South Wales. It was then that Victoria resorted to what has become so notorious as the
differential rate system, but which ought more correctly to be called a “ competitive” system. Victoria,
in
* The. suggestion first made by the Commissioner was that traders at intermediate towns should be allowed to have the
benefit of the competitive rates that Sydney traders were allowed,
-
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in effect, determined to extend special favours to Biverina in tlie sliape of heavy rebates oh over
border traffic ; and thus was exhibited tbe altogether novel spectacle of a colony loving its neighbour, orrather, a part of its neighbour, better than itself. The weak point about it was that one colony should soopenly throw down the gage for a -contest which could only end in humiliation, to prevent a neighbouring,
colony trading with its own territory. Competition was thus forced upon the Eailway Department
of iNew South Wales, and, as a measure of purest self-defence, special rates on our lines- were conceded
•within the Biverina districts. The counter-move was so successful that in 1882 Yictoria made still further
concessions, which she has maintained ever since. Bor a time the trade again inclined to. the Southern
port, but our Bailway Department, by a very simple arrangement of truck-rates, offered a lower rate per
ton, without losing revenue, since the fuller loads secured compensated for the reduction. Victoria had.
a1 ready gone as - far as she could without loss, and the outcome of the contest is that the Biverina trade,
has.largely come to Sydney; and not only so, but a number of Victorian 'firms have followed it, andestablished branches of their business in this city.
,
But the extension of our railway system through our south aud south-western districts brought us-:
into contact with much of our own trade, and a fair share of Queensland trade, that had previously gone.down the Darling and Murray ; and we thus came somewhat innocently into colhsion with some of the
interests of-some of our other neighbours. Queensland has discovered that not only do her south-
western squatters send us a good deal of wool, but that contrary to all the ethics of protectionism, they
take back with them flour and other supplies, thus conferring a double benefit on our colony, partly to,
the loss of Charleville and Brisbane, and partly to that of South Australia; and the Brisbane merchantsare very angry. But it must be. admitted that Adelaide has taken the matter more philosophically; and
the secret of it is that nature is largely on the side of the south-western colony. Taking a leaf out of
Victoria’s book, she, too has her special rates for border and over-border traffic. Not only has she a line
skirting the Victorian border for a considerable distance, on which she is inclined to manifest her neigh
bourliness hy a system of liberal rebates; hut she hold out similar inducements to our Darling Bivertrade. It is difficult to believe, indeed, that Adelaide has not indulged in many a laugh in her sleeve at,
■the unexampled liberality of our Government over our costly railway to Bourke. Before we'carried out
that bountiful piece of kindness to the Darling squatters, most of the wmol went down the river to South
Australian ports whenever the seasons permitted, whilst iu the dry seasons it had to be carried at double
or treble cost overland to meet our railways, or to the Victorian border. In response to the urgent
appeals of these squatters, we constructed the railway at immense cost. But, instead of getting all the
trade, and a great deal of gratitude, we only get the dry season trade; for, when the river is high enough,water carriage is cheaper than even our very low rates, and the Darling squatters take a two-fold benefit
at the country’s cost. They are able to get their land carriage for a mere fraction of what it used to cost,
and to beat the old water-carriage rates lower still by pointing tp our railway competition. Surely, the
most pronounced opponent of differential rates would hold it fair for the Bailway Department to say to
these grateful squatters: Since we have provided you with a railway at your urgent request, you must
either use it regularly, or pay higher for the privilege of intermittent use.
The tide seems, however, to he turning against differential rates, and the most striking feature of.
the reaction is that Mr. Speight should to a certain extent champion the counter-movement. It would bea mistake to count much on this hopeful-sign. It is not so much against the principle of intercolonial,
competition that Mr. Speight has begun to protest, as against the particular application of it as between
South Australia and Victoria. He is firm and emphatic enough in his warnings to Mr. Pendleton againstany poaching on Victorian trade, but there is nothing on record to show any objection on his part to the
expedients of his own Bailway Department to secure advantages over New South Wales. This is how the
Melbourne Argus thinks it necessary to help him over the stile :—“ We are glad to see Mr. Speight does
not favour a railway war. His appeal or remonstrance is a request to the Adelaide Government to .charge
the ordinary prices, coupled with a promise, as we understand, that Victoria will in that case charge ordinary
rates also. If the trade then shows a tendency to flow-to Adeleide or Kingston it should be left to flow
there..................................... Mr. Speight is not answerable for the ridiculous state of things in connection
with Biverina, by virtue of which the further the goods are carried the less the Department gets, so that
where a Victorian customer pay £1 the more remote customer in New South Wales pays only 10s. The
Commissioner inherited this system, and he has no choice hut continue it.” This apology for Mr. Speight
reads well up to the last clause. Wherein lies any necessity for continuing the war with New South
Wales, any more than for commencing it with South Australia does not exactly appear. At all 'events,if necessity there he, it rests with the Victorian Government. This Colony has only .acted reluctantly in
self-defence, and would no doubt gladly meet any penitent overtures from the Colony which opened the •
contest.
It is time now to look a little more closely into the real bearing of this railway competition by
which both the friendly relationships and commercial interests of the four colonies are so directlyaffected. In one aspect of it this is essentially an intercolonial question ; but, as we shall see, this is by
no means the whole of the matter. If an amicable settlement were arrived at by all the colonies
•concerned, differences would still remain as between places within • colonial boundaries and classes and
quantities of goods. As a matter of fact, it is against these subtler forms-of differentiation -that
agitation has already commenced in tMs Colony, and may be expected to cause more or less discussion
in Parliament.
Early in March last, an influential meeting at Goulburn resolved that the system of differential
rates was “ unequal, unjust, and detrimental to the interests of Goulburn and -surrounding districts.”
This led to the tabling of the following notice of motion by Mr. Teece, the member for Goulburn:—
That in the opinion of this House the differential rates charged for the carriage of goods and merchandise
on the railway lines of this Colony should be abolished.” Still more recently, the business men of
Maitland were startled by revelations as-to injuries said to be inflicted upon them by this system,-and
they resolved to follow the Goulburn example. Considering how sensational were the figures submittedat these two meetings, it is easy to understand a momentary shock to the people of those terribly victimiseddistricts. But second thoughts should at least have brought some relief. The very outrageousness of
their alleged sufferings ought to have suggested a doubt as to whether the officers of - the BailwayDepartment, with their special knowledge of their duties, and the absolute impartiality of their position,would have been likely either knowingly to tolerate-such, injustice, or unwittingly to blunder and have towait for some new light to come forward with a revelation.
'
,
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The position taken hy the Railway Department is that as far as the intercolonial competitions, and
the measure of differentiation within this Colony resulting from these competitions, are concerned, this
Colony has only acted in self-defence. And that as regards the deeper question of a certain degree of
differentiation within the Colony, apart altogether from such competitions, the thing is inevitable, and
must exist wherever carrying has to be done.
_ As to the defensive attitude of this Colony, the goods rate-sheet of the Victorian Railway Depart
ment is a sufficient witness. As already mentioned, the manipulation of traffic charges began some seven
or eight years ago, when our railways' first reached the Riverina District, and after a number of modifica
tions, the rate-sheet assumed its present form. A glance suffices to show the deliberate and determined
stand made to hold the trade of Riverina, After all ordinary Victoria traffic has been scheduled, there
appear two special headings—“ Rebate on G-oods for Riverina,” and “ Albury Rates.” Under the first
there is a list of rebates, ranging up to £3 16s. per ton on goods carried to any of the Victorian border
stations for further conveyance to JSTew South Wales territory. Under the second there is a still further
refinement of benevolence. The rebates before mentioned are to reward the sending of Victorian goods
even a foot across the border line ; but under these special Albury rates, the further the goods are sent
into New South Wales the more cheaply will they be carried to the border. This is a specimen of how
the system works: Fourth-class traffic (consisting of furniture, liquors, glassware, and numerous other
articles) conveyed from Melbourne-to Wodonga (187 miles) for use in Victoria, is charged at the rate of
£5 6s. per ton. If the same goods are carried across the border to Albury (190 miles), the charge is
reduced to £3 3s. 6d. per ton; and if they are consigned to any part of this Colony north of Gerogery
(20 miles from the border), the rate from Melbourne to Albury is only £1 12s. 6. per ton. It is clear
from this illustration, that if Mr. Teece’s resolution had been carried out, and acted upon by our Railway
Department, m the absence of any similar action in Victoria, the southern colony would be able to carry
her competition for our trade at least one-third of the way from the border to Sydney. Riverina wool is,
of course, the most important item in this unneighbourly competition, and the absolute necessity of
defensive measures by our Railway Department may be seen from the following figures :—The Victorian
rate for wool grown in its own territory is 7s. 6. per bale not exceeding 4 cwt., from Wodonga to Mel
bourne ; but for wool grown in any part of New South Wales, bounded by the Murrumbidgee on the south,
and long. 144° on the west, the charges are only 3s. per bale not exceeding 300 lb., and 3s. 6d. per bale
over that weight. These rates, in the absence of the counter-acting measures taken by our own Railway
Department, would simply deprive us of the whole trade of our wool from Junee southwards, and from
the south-western districts. It is little wonder, therefore, we find our railway authorities contending
that, in the absence of simultaneous action on the part of Victoria,'for us to abolish competitive rates,
and thus give up this important part of our own legitimate trade, would be- “ uncommercial and suicidal.”
Now that Victoria is confronted with a further development of her own policy by South Australia, possibly
she may be disposed to face the logical issues, and make a virtue of swiftly-coming necessity. Her very
limits of area would ensure her the advantage still. Her port would be the nearest one for ,a large share
of this Colony’s trade, and she has therefore the least reason of all the colonies to fight against natural
channels of commerce. When she comes to see this she will no doubt repudiate her provincial and
opportunist policy, for it is doubly pleasant to pose as peacemaker, and retain an advantage. It will
certainly be the duty of the other three colonies to bury past strifes when that time comes, and agree to
fix the rates for competitive districts on the same scale as for other districts equally distant from their
terminal ports.
'
When the intercolonial and purely competitive aspects of the question of differential rates are
thus dealt with, the greatest anomalies will, of course, be removed. But our Railway Department takes
somewhat strong ground, and argues that so long as the most distant traffic is not carried on at a loss it
is to the interest of the carrier to make the basis of his trade as large as possible, and that whilst the
addition of the distant and barely paying trade is in no sense an injury to the nearer and better paying
districts, its loss would tend to raise the rates over the narrower range of traffic. Furthermore, they argue
that, apart altogether from intercolonial competitions, the principle of differentiation must be maintained.
However much it may scandalize Mr. Teece, Mr. Haynes, and the heavily-wronged people of Goulburn
and. Maitland, who categorically demand the abolition of differential rates, there is no doubt but that the
position thus taken is amply borne out by railway experiences in all other countries, and in fact by
carriers of all sorts all over the world. A great number of considerations have to be weighed by the
carrier, and all tend to differentiate the charges. In connection with our railways, a large part of the
various items of cost remains fixed, whether the distance is 20 miles or 200. Terminal accommodation,
loading and unloading, clerical work, and in fact nearly all the expenses of management came under this
head; and therefore, as a necessity of justice, the principle of uniform mileage breaks down at the very
first test. In the next place, a carrier has to choose between stopping his traffic at a circumscribed dis
tance, or lowering his mileage the further he goes. Above a certain rate it simply would not pay the
producer to have his goods carried at all; and since it is better to carry at diminished profits than not at
all, every cai’rier charges less mileage as the miles increase. Further differentiation comes in on grounds of
quantities and of values. The carrier would be thought to be going mad who would charge as high a rate
for bringing the output of a Lithgow coal-mine to Sydney as for sending a few bags of coal from Sydney
to sundry consumers even as near as Parramatta; he would be considered hopelessly mad if he charged
no more for a parcel of silks than for a bag of potatoes to a Goulburn or Maitland business man.
Differencies, discrepancies, and apparent absurdities even, may therefore be looked for in our railway ratesheets ; and to deny the Department the power to put and keep them there would be to deny it the
indispensable discretion of the most ordinary carrier.
But our Railway Department is more than a mere commercial carrier. It is charged, as an
impartial steward, with the administration of a great public service in the interests of the whole Colony.
The differentiation introduced by an ordinary carrier may with all propriety be extended still further in
such a service. As a matter of fact, it is the deliberate and frequently endorsed purpose of the people
as a whole that this should be done. The authorization of every section of railway extension in new
country means, that, for the sake of the general expansion of the country’s settlement and business, capital
will be sunk without expectation of immediate returns. The very idea of uniform mileage, or in fact any
rigid system of rating, would simply stultify the fundamental principles of the service. On the other
hand there would be just cause for complaint if different rates were charged to different persons for the
carriage of the same class of goods conveyed finder similar-conditions. But itis a fixed rule of our
Railway Department to charge all persons alike where the conditions are similar.
The
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Tlie principle of differential rates is not, however, so new or so easy to deal with as a
resolution like that tabled by the Member for Goulburn might lead many people to suppose. It
has been the subject of investigation by two Select Committees of the House of Commons within the
last fifteen years. The Committee of 1872 reported that uniform mileage would “ deprive the public of
the benefit of competition,” would “ raise prices,” and l: prevent concession to large customers.” The latter
investigation, some years ago, resulted in an expression of opinion that differential rates tended to
delocalize trade, and benefit the public by the consequent competition ” ; and that the.equalizing of rates
would not be either just or reasonable. The position taken by our Eailway Department is further
strengthened by the greatest traffic experts in England. Mr. Earrar, Secretary of the Board of Trade, holds
that “equal mileage rates would level up and not down. A medium rate would have to be selected for
fixing, and the companies would get the better of the public. . . . Uniform rates would mean the loss
of much tratfic, and raising the prices on all the remainder to make the railways pay.” Mr. Swarbrick,'
general manager of the Great Eastern Eailway, says : “ Our home experience is that it is better to foster
larger quantities, and longer distances, large industries, &c. . . . Our rate-books are full of anomalies
and apparent contradictions, to the benefit, as we think, of ourselves and our customers.” ■ Equally strong
is the evidence of Mr. Grierson, general manager of the Great Western Eailway, in a book he published
last December on “Eailway Bates, English and Foreign.” He says :—“While shrinking from advocating
equal mileage rates, many persons take up an intermediate position. They object to rates being much
out of proportion to distance; and they do so although the traffic may not be carried over the same parts
or sections of a railway. The rates to which objections are taken are of several kinds—transit or.
through rates, special rates generally, and special rates for long distances or intermediate traffic. Such
differential rates exist in all countries in which railways have been developed, and it will be found that
here as elsewhere they have been adopted not solely or even chiefly with a view to benefit railway com
panies, but mainly to meet the not unreasonable demands of traders and consumers. Differential rates
have arisen in no small degree out of the same causes as have necessitated a classification of goods—goods
of small value would not be carried at all unless at low rates. Only on special terms can such goods,
produced at a great distance, be brought to market.” In answer to the argument that this benevolent
assistance by the railway to backward towns overrides the natural advantages of other, towns, Mr.
Grierson remarks that under certain conditions “ preserving the natural advantages of one town means
preventing the removal of the natural disadvantages of the others.”
_ _
- It may not be generally remembered that iu 1881, after the commencement of the competitiv&
struggle with Yictoria, an investigation was made, under the auspices of our Eailway Department, into
the whole question of differential rates by three gentlemen unconnected with the Department, or with
the Civil Service in any way. The evidence of eighty witnesses, representing all the interests concerned,
was taken. It was found, as might naturally have been expected, that the chief objections came from
country storekeepers in the intermediate districts along the railway lines. The conclusions of the board
were that the Department had fairly studied the question from every point of view ; and that no hardand-fast rule must prevent changes to meet the variable conditions of trade. It is understood that the
case of the business men in the intermediate districts, such as Maitland, Goulburn, &c., has been
since considered, to see whether a break-journey rate could not be arranged, with a slight addition on the
through rate for stoppage charge. As the rates now stand, a Goulburn storekeeper pays £3 IGs. 5d. for
a ton of goods from Sydney, and if he wants to send the goods on to Cootamundra he has to pay £3 8s. 7d.
additional, or a total sum of £7 5s.; whereas the charge direct from Sydney to Cootamundra would have
been only £6 6s. 9d. The only serious difficulty in the way of such a concession is that it would open the
door to fraud ifi manufacturing towns, since there would be strong temptations to send on local manufac
tures at break-journey rates. The propriety of giving business people in intermediate districts a share in
the advantages now limited to Sydney merchants, of trading with those districts over which competitive
rates prevail, has also been under the consideration of the Department; and whilst such a concession
would be regarded as a substantial benefit by certain of the business men of inland towns, it seems free
from any great objection either on the ground of complication of rate-sheets or of liability to abuse.
A careful review of the whole subject shows that the discoveries and surprises with which certain
Members of Parliament and country storekeepers have been working up the enthusiasm of reformers are
mere items of ihe complicated subject of the railway goods traffic. That they have each been carefully
weighed in relation to the whole subject by the railway officials, and that, whilst certain modifications are
likely to be made, the competitive rates can only be abolished as the outcome of an intercolonial compact;
and the introduction of uniform rates per ton per mile, which seems a simple and desirable piece of reform
to many people, would mean either immense loss on the shorter distance traffic, or the diversion to
Melbourne of the whole of Our southern and south-western trade.
_
Eesubmit with other letters on the subject. Do not specially report.—A.E., 27/9.
Seen.—D. Y.,
1/10/87.
The Commissioner asked to see these papers.—D.C.M‘L.,. 17/10/87.
.
This article is an adaptation of the official paper (printed) which will be found with these papers.
The paper written by Mr. Haynes to the Hon. the Colonial Secretary, which appears in the Evening
News of the 15th instant, should be put with these papers. This article on “ Differential Eailway Bates ”
answers Mr. Haynes’ crudities, and it has the advantage of having preceded Mr. Haynes’ paper.
Mr. Haynes’ paper is bristling with errors; he has one example which he repeats da capo da capo.
He tries to give it a new dress with every fresh,instance of treatment, but it is the same old argument,
viz., that there is an anomaly between the charges to the competitive districts and the charges to the non
competitive districts. In attacking the New South Wales Bailways for its practices in this respect, Mr.
Haynes is couching a lance—although he does not know it—at the universal railway practice, and he has
proposed to put something in lieu of it which would have the effect of paralysing the railway revenue.
I will deal with his proposals, expose his errors'and fallacies in another paper, and convince, I trust,
all those who are interested that it is better to follow the advice, in this respect, of the railway officials,
who have been trained to their duties, rather than that'-of this new expert (!!) who is without railway
experience, and has only blundering enthusiasm to guide him.
Cn.A.G., 17/10/87.
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Print&—*38?8.
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'

Telegram from W. MUullocli, Esq., to W. M. Eehon, Esq.
Market-street, Melbourne, 8 December, 1888.

Congratulate you. on splendid opportunity given of clearing your character from foul lies uttered

Parliament yesterday, and justifying Government appointing you. Insist Board making most searching
inquiry previous joining me, for my sake as well as yours. The fuller and more searching inquiry the
better for you.
' .
■
--------W. M‘CULLOCH.
.
Por Sir Henry Parkes’ information'.—W. M. Pehon.
•

The Principal Under Secretary to W. M. Eehon, Esq.
Sir,

Colonial Secretary’s Oifice, Sydney, 10 December, 1883.
I am directed by the Colonial Secretary to call your attention to the accompanying copy of
the official report of the proceedings of the Legislative Assembly on the 7th instant.
’
You will observe that Mr. 'Want, Ihe Attorney-General in the late administration, made a state
ment that he, as law adviser of the Crown at the time, had it in contemplation to prosecute you for being
concerned in the railway frauds for which others were prosecuted in 188(5, and that he further alleged
that you were guilty of gross misconduct as an officer of the Victorian Pailway Service in favouring some
private carrying firm.presumably for your own advantage. These imputations against you by a personin
Mr. Want’s public position assume so serious a complexion that only one course is open to the Govern
ment, and you are now called upon to offer any explanation and evidence which yon may deem necessary
in vindication of your character. It is not doubted that you will be able to clear yourself of the aspersions
cast upon you, and render any further proceedings unnecessary.
.
‘
Ihave, &c.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
■
' Principal Under Secretary.

■
■

W. M. Eehon, Esq., to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

Department of Railways, Sydney, 11 December, 1888.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of yesterday’s date, directing my
attention to the official report of last Friday’s proceedings in the Legislative Assembly, and particularly
to the remarks made by Mr. Want, the late Attorney-General, wherein he stated “ that when he was LawAdviser of the Crown he had it in contemplation to prosecute me for being concerned in the railway
frauds, for which others wfere prosecuted in 1886, and further, that I had been guilty of gross misconduct
as an officer of the Victorian Railway Service in favouring some private carrying firm, presumably for my
own advantage.”
•
'
'
In reply, I-will place before you, for the information of the Colonial Secretary, such facts as will, I
trust, prove clearly to the Government, the Assembly, and the' country, that the statements made were
utterly groundless, and should never have been uttered, except the person making them was in possession
of some reliable information, which in this case was impossible, as there does not exist one atom of truth
On which to hang the ingeniously arranged statement of the Member for Gundagai.
’
I will first reply to the charge affecting my position as Traffic Manager of the Victorian Railways.
A statement of a somewhat similar nature was circulated some sixteen years ago, by a man long
since dead, and who occupied a position in the Victorian Legislature.
.
By good fortune 1 have preserved a letter written by me to the editor of the Melbourne Argus in
1872, which I attach hereto, and which is the best evidence I can offer as to the untruthfulness of the
charge. It effectually silenced the man who invented the falsehood, and I have never heard a word ou
the subject since, until my appointment as one of the Railway Commissioners of New South Wales.
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As a fact the Government of the day very unwillingly accepted my resignation. I was presented
with a handsome service of plate and an address by the citizens of Melbourne. The presentation was
made in the Town Hall by tbe Mayor, and the address is signed by the Mayor and the three Mayors
preceding him. I was also the recipient of a,'handsome testimonial from the staff of the Yictorian
Hallways, and in my thirty years’ experience in Melbourne I cannot call to mind a single public officer
who left the Service with such flattering marks of-official and public esteem.
Mr. Longmore was the political head of the Railways when I resigned. I have not seen him for
some years, but I believe his address is Upper Tarwin, Gippsland. Should you communicate with him I
am sure he will give Mr. Want’s statement a most emphatic denial, as would also the Hon. Wm. Wilson,
who resides in Melbourne, and was, I think, twice Minister for Bailways during the time I held the office
of Traffic Manager..
•
- Any inquiry the Government chose to make can only confirm my statement.
The other charge is one Mr. Want should know something about, but here also he is equally at fault.
The history of my connection with Wright, Heaton, & Co. is as follows :—•
.
Shortly after I joined the firm of Wm. McCulloch & Co. we thought it desirable to establish a
branch of our business in Sydney, and for which purpose we took a fresh partner, who was to reside in
Sydney and conduct the business. It- was up-hill work, and resulted in overtures being made which ended
in an amalgamation of ourSydney business-with that of Wright, Heaton, & Co.the partners in that firm
managing the business without any control from the Melbourne partners.
- - * ■ ■
( Wm. M’Culloch <fc ,Co. was then ;a. limited company, and we. did. not’like holding a share .in
Wright, Heaton, & Co.’s business, where our liability was unlimited. Consequently they were induced
to put their business also into a limited liability company. Twelve thousand shares were issued, of which
Wm. M’Culloch & Co. (limited) had AOOO. For the purpose of securing a full voting power at halfyearly meetings the 4,000 shares were divided amongst eight shareholders in Wm. M‘Culloch & Co.
(limited), each having 500 placed in his name in trust for the company: I -was one of the eight.
Messrs. Wright and Heaton were the managing directors, and Wm. M'Culloch &' Co. took no part
directly or indirectly in the management of the business.
I paid occasional visits to Sydney to attend the meetings of the company, to ascertain in general
its position, but beyond that I knew nothing of its internal working.
The business was extended-to’Queensland and the capital was:, increased,.resulting in some moreshares being placed in tbe names of the Melbourne trustees.
*
In' 18821 gradually sold out.my interest in Wm. McCulloch & Co.’s, and in.March, 1883,1 started on
atrip to Europe. Just prior to leaving-1. hold the last of my shares, and since that dateT’have not had one
penny interest in any carrying business. Whilst in Wright, Heaton, & Co. (limited) I never at any time,
held a share.in my own right. When dividends were paid it-was.to Wm:., McCulloch & Co. (limited)
and calls were also paid by the cheque of that company, although the shares- were placed, as a matter of
convenience, in individual names.
.
It was some two years after my return' from Europe that Wright; Heaton, & Co. were charged
with irregularities in connection with their wool consignments, and to no person was it a greater surprise
than to myself, so that by no process of reasoning can I in the slightest degree connect myself with what
Mr. Want so intimately associates me. .
.
.
My statement is capable of proof, and I defy Mr..Want or any other person to prove that I bad
the slightest, knowledge of or that I was directly or indirectly associated with any irregularity.
•
I can do no more than give a most complete denial to every statement made to my discredit, and
should the Government or the Opposition Members of the Assembly he able, to prove to the contrary, I
will at once return to the Government the Commission with which I have been honored.
I have made considerable sacrifice to accept the office conferred on me, but I should most certainly
have declined it had I known that its possession would have entailed my name being dragged before the
public, in connection with dishonorable transactions in which I'had.no part:.
I have, Ac.,
W. M. EEHON,
. '
--------------- ;—
Railway Commissioner.
•
[^Enclosure.]
'
■
.
Mr. Our, M.L.A., and Mr. Fehoni’
To the Editor of the Argus.
Sir,—I seek the favour of your columns to reply to an attack made on my public and private character in the House
of Assembly on Thursday last by Mr. Orr, M.L.A. for the Murray district. The purport of his statement is, that I was
connected with the firm of Wm. M'Culloch & Go. before ! left the Eailway department, and that I was in the habit of
showing that firm special partiality.
I first heard of such a rumour being circulated' after ! left the railway, and at once saw the Commissioner on the
subject, and asked him to make an appointment with Mr. Orr, allowing me to be- present, so that ! might ascertain howfar he had authorised such a, report, and that Mr. Longmore might ascertain its truth or otherwise.
.
Whilst we were talking, Mr.,Orr happened to call about other-business, a-nd.'.after transacting same was leaving.the
office, when I told.him I w-ished to have a few words with him. in Mr. Longmore’s'presence relative to a false rumour
which had been circulated about myself, and of which I believed' he was the: author.. I repeated the substance of the
statement, when,he replied that he had not spread tho report as a fact,, but - had remarked- that he thought such might be
the case. Feeling indignant at his reply, I told him that he had concocted and'spread the report knowing it to be untrue.
Finding that he was cornered up, he sakhif he had made any statement w-hich. wms-not, true- he was- sorry for it.. I.then
accepted his apology ; wc shook hands, and I considered the matter ended.
■
’ After he left the office Mr. Longmore remarked to Mr. Fyfe, of the Eailway department, who was present through
the interview, that Mr. Orr had lowered himself .very much in his estimation.
.
.
’
I thought that Mr. Orr, seeing he had done.me a gross injustice, would at least’have refrained from-making any
further remarks on the subject; but, ou the contrary, I was informed a short .time afterwards,, when on his election tour, he
remarked in conversation with a friend of mine, ‘ ‘ That he had a great dislike- to me, and that if. he got in the House he
did not care so much for the £300.per annum.as.for the opportunity itwould-give him of slating me.” -This threat he has
taken the first opportunity of carrying into effect.
■
’
.
’The fact is, Mr. Orr was and’is a carrier, and seems to be so blindedby jealousy’at.my-joiningafirm in the same line
of bnsiness.that he.allows no opportunity to pass of attempting to injurc-me.
•
In conclusion I, may. say that .whilst-traffic manager my conduct towards M'Culloch and Co. and all other firms
doing business with the department is open to the strictest investigation,:and’I have, now reason, to know that;to my
efficient and,straightforward conduct alone I.am indebted for the offer of an interest in-M‘Cul-loch-and Go’s, business, which'
my meagre salary and'gi’eat responsibility as traffic manager- alone .induced! me to accept.
, . ..
'
I much regret having to trouble you with so long and unpleasant'a icommunicatibny.but’as Mr. Orr in-making-his-statement is protected by-the privileges, of the. House, I-have.no.other.’means-. of-layingvthe factsrofithe case before the;
public.
’
l am; &c.,
Melbourne, 30th November, 1872.
W. M. FEHON.
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' W. M. jPehoii,

Esq-.,

to

Tire‘Colonial

SeGretary-.

•.

. .

Dear'Sir’Henry,
•
•
Moss Yale, 12 December, 1888'.
■ ■ • ■ I meant yesterday to have written you a note respecting an interjection made by Mr. Lyne
on last Iriday night, when.the-Eailway'Commissioners were being discussed in the Assembly, but I was
busy in the office up till the time we. left by the mail train. The remark I allude to was to the effect that
I a/pplied to Mr. Lyne when he was Minister for Works for one of the Commissionerships of llailways.
The interview he refers to was the first and only time I ever met him officially, and it occurred as follows :
About two years since I noticed in the papers that' the Jennings Government were thinking of
putting the Railways of New South Wales under a Board of Commissioners, a short while after I was in
Sydney, and it occurred .to me that, as I had recently returned from England, where I was asked by Mr.
Alurray .Smith, the Agent-General,’to assist him in the selection of a chairman for the Victorian Board,
thflt I might give Sir Patrick Jennings, whom I had known for some years, the benefit of my experience
in London, where I interviewed a large'number of:gentlemen in connection' with that appointment.
1 called on him at his office, and he was much pleased with the information 1 rgav.e him, and he
asked me if I would call on Mr. Lyne and have a talk with him on the subject, and as I did not know
that gentleman he gave me a note of introduction. I went to his office and saw him, and we had a general
talk over ihe subject, hut as he was busy'the interview was short. My only object in seeing Sir-Patrick
Jennings and Mr. Lyne was the idea that I might be-able to give'them some useful information. At that
time.1 had not .the;slightest idea that I .would have accepted such a position had it been offered. If Mr.Lyne.will tax his memory I feel sure he'will do me the justice to say the above is exactly what took
place.
I am) &c.,
• ■
•
'
W. M. EEHON.

'

The Principal Tinder Secretary to W. M. Fehon, Esq.

•

' Sir,

'
.
Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 12 December, 1888.
.
' With reference to my letter of the 10th instant, I am now directed by the Colonial Secretary
to transmit to you a further report of the proceedings -of the Legislative Assembly, by which you will tn Dec., isss.]
see that Mr. -J.H. Want, M.P.., makes charges against you in .a clear and definite form. _
I am to request that you will kindly furnish me with such further explanation as you may desire
to make.
’
I have, &c.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.

W. M. Eehon, Esq..,, to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

.

Department .of Railways, Sydney, 13 December, 1838.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of yesterday’s date, forwarding for my
information a further report of the proceedings of the Legislative Assembly, wherein Air. Want repeated
bis charges against me but in a clearer and more definite form.
This is the first instance in my long official and commercial experience, extending over thirty years,
in Australia, that my boner and honesty has been impugned,; and it is. very humiliating to me to be, as if
were, put on my trial to answer charges for which, as I stated in my previous communication, there is no
foundation ;■ but in deference to -the wish expressed in your letter I will, for the information of the
Colonial Secretary, give replies as concise as possible to what I gather from Hansard report to be. Air.
Want’s points.
_
’
'
It appears to me that he based bis statement (first) on the information' supplied by two persons'
whom he terms informers, and (secondly) from returns he has perused in the Registrar-Generals Office,
and upon this information be builds up his case, wherein he charges me with being the arch-rogue whoinvented what be terms the wool frauds, and he does not hesitate to call me a thief and everything else'
that is dishonest and dishonorable, and not only myself, but the firm, aud afterwards company, of AVm.
M'Culloch & Co. (limited).
It is not my intention now, nor ami required to defend others who are equally able to defendthemselves from such baseless insinuations, but I may state that all the gentlemen whose names appear
as shareholders in Wm. Al'Culloeh & Co. (limited) on Wright, Heaton, & Co.’s prospectus are highly
honorable men, and are esteemed as such by all who know them.
.
.
I can understand the stories of the informers proving true in regard to what may have come under
their individual notice, but as I never did one -act, or gave the slightest advice in respect to the manner
in which Wright, Heaton, & Co.’s business should be carried-on, I fail to see how the informers could
give Mr. Want any information regarding myself.
....
In my previous communication I gave as nearly as possible the date of my severance from Wm.
M'Culloch & Co., and the history of my connection with'Wright, Heaton, & Co., but I may repeat
that I sold my last shares in Wm. Ai'Culloch & Co. (limited), in Eebruary, 1883, aud as Wright,
Heaton, & Co. shares were an asset in Wm. Al'Culloch
Co’s, business, 1 consequently ceased to
have the slightest interest in that company also.
■ '
_
.
I find that I only attended six meetings of Wright, Heaton, & Co. (limited), during the -whole
time I had any association with the company, and the last one was- in August, 1882. The minute book
of the company can prove this.
■
■
. .
.'
Although I ceased.to have any interest in Wm. Al‘Culloch & Co. (limited), in Eebruary, 1883,
I find the Y/right, Heaton, & Co. shares were not taken out of my name till September, 1884, and G50
shares, which Mr. Wright had placed in my name, I find to my surprise they were not transferred from
mv name till June last, although I had signed a blank transfer at the time they were so placed in my
name ; however the 650 shares never belonged to me in any'shape or form, which is easy of proof, so that
Air. Want’s two charges, first, that “I am.even now' a shareholder in Wm. M’Culloch & Co. (limited),'’
and second, by that “on the day I was appointed I held a large number of shares in a company, some
members of wdiich having been prosecuted on two different occasions” fall to the ground.
_
' 1 believe I am justified in saying that the'books of Wm. Al’Cullocli & Co. (limited) and Wright
Heaton, & Co. (limited) are-open to the inspection of a-ny person the Government may appoint to prove
the ja-uth or otherwise of my statement..
■
■
•
-My

4‘.rin ,.^7 J'6*?0™1 fr°m t5ie Railway Department of Victoria to a partnership in the firm of Wm
M builoch & Co. I need not again touch. I have made my statement, which the Government can verifv
by reference to Crown Ministers m Victoria, who know all about the circumstances, and who can vouch
for my probity and honorable conduct during a long series of years.
In conclusion, as I feel deeply aggrieved, I may be excused for saying that nothing can justify a
man being attacked as I have been, and that no privilege should shield one ivhose words mmht blast the
future of an innocent man. It is very well for Mr. Want to say he bears me no ill-feeling, but his langua-c
nevertheless has the same effect as if he did, and if he only knew me better I believe he would have been
the last to become the mouthpiece of such a gross injustice.
■'
I have, &c.,
'
W. M. PEHON,
'■
Commissioner for Railways.

The Colonial Secretary, New South Wales, to The Honorable Duncan Gillies M.P.
Victoria.
’
’
-

Sir’

a

11

T i * i, ,
,
Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 13 December, 1888.
i rua-Verf i 101101
f130108® C0Pies of ^ Official Reports of the Debates in the Legislative
Assembly of this Colony, on Friday and Tuesday last, in which it will be seen that Mr. J. H. Want late
Attorney-General m the Jennings administration, made a strong attack upon the character of Mr W M
Tehon, who was lately appointed by this Government to the office of Railway Commissioner.
’ ‘
,
| shall feel much obliged if you will cause such strict inquiries to be made as will place beyond
ooubt the question of Mr. Pehon s character and conduct as an officer in the Railway Service of Victoria.
n i
r T7!!0,; i luf°rina;tl1on fan be afforded respecting Mr. Pehon’s character as a citizen of your
Oolony, i shall feel much indebted to you for any such information being supplied to this Government.
'
I have, &c.,
•_______________________________ HENRY parkes.

The Colonial Secretary, New South Wales, to The Honorable William Wilson,
Melbourne.
[7 and 11 Dec.,
1883.]

T -l
j.1. t.
■
•
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 13 December, 1888.
V? avv . honor to transmit herewith copies of the official reports of Debates in the Legis
lative Assembly of this Colony in which attacks were made upon the character of Mr. W. M. Pehon
lately appointed by this Government to the office of Railway Commissioner. I shall feel much obliged
if you will inform me of any knowledge you may possess bearing upon the misconduct imputed to or
insinuated against Mr. Pehon, either in bis capacity as an officer of the Railway Service of Victoria or in
any other capacity.
j ^ &c^
’
i

!-•

a

.
HENRY PARKES.
[Similar letters were addressed to the Honorable Francis. Longmore, Melbourne ; the Honorable
James Service, Melbourne.]
.

W. M. Pehon, Esq., to The Colonial Secretary.
Dear Sir Henry,
Department of Railways, Sydney, 17 December, 1888.
^
In compliance witn your request, I forward herewith a short memorandum as to dates &c
hearing on the charges made against me by Mr. Want, and in addition I forward two letters received by
.also bear 011 the same subject one from Mr. Harold Selwyn Smith, respecting my standing in
the Victorian Railway Service, aud the other from Mr. P. A. Wright, regarding my association with the
Company of Wright, Heaton, & Co.
I affio el3CJo?e ^ c°Py of Wright,Heaton, & Co.’s prospectus, wherein you will see the dealing was
between Wm. M Culloch & Co. (limited) and Wright, Heaton, & Co., and not between individuals and
that company.
.
-^-s these three documents are all in corroboration of my previous communication, I trust you will
have them so dealt with that they may have the same publicity as the charges it has pleased Mr AVant to
make against me.
j ^ £c
.
.
■------------------AV. M. PEHON.
[JEnclosui’es.]
„
„
Mk. Fehon’s Case.
Joined AVm. M'Culloch & Co. in March, 1872.
■
,
Ceased his connection with them in February, 1883.
Has held no interest in any carrying company since February, 1883.
'
t, i A mo
Hea^?n.> * Co-’s business was put into a company in March, 1880, when Wm. M'Culloch & Co. (Limited)
nad 4,000 shares, which for convenience of voting, were divided amongst eight of Wm. M'Culloch & Co.’s shareholders
J? enon having 500 placed m his name.
*
'
*
Mn . Ii™Q8US|t’ 18®2’ the capital of W. H. & Co. was increased, and 800 more shares were placed in Fehon’s name until
March, 1883, when Fehon sold out ofM m. M Culloch, and consequently ceased to be a shareholder, when the interest
m.n u °i0<im'.hlS name> m Wright, Heaton, & Co., was transferred to John Jackson, who was also a shareholder in Wm

M l/Ullocn & bo.

In 1885 F. A. AVright, without Fehon’s knowledge, placed 650 of his shares into Fehon’s name, and 1,835 into the
names of other persons. After doing so he wrote Fehon, and asked him to sign a blank transfer. These shares Wrmht
allowed to remain in Fehon s name till June last, but these shares Fehon never had the slightest interest in.
°
behon never saw one of AVright, Heaton’s business books, and never gave the slightest order or advice in connection
with working AA right, Heaton s business ; neither did he ever have any conversation with any member of the staff as to
the way they should conduct their business.
AA7 right, Heaton’s prospectus does not even mention Fehon’s name as a trustee for AVm. M'Culloch & Co.’s interest—
the names being Hon. C. J. Jenner (late Chairman of Committees in the Legislative Council of Victoria and Mr. Jenkin
Collier, the well known contractor.
•
Fthon ne^e.r ha? ? .sin§,\e sM1mg in Wright, Heaton’s business, except that as a shareholder in AVm.

M Culloch & Co. ; he was interested m all the assets of that company, and of which the shares (M'Culloch’s) held in
Wright, Heaton, & Co. formed a portion.
Mr. AVant stated he could find nothing against Fehon when getting up the case against Wright and Heaton.
All his statements are based on the word of two informers who could know nothing of Fehon.

--------------

‘

.\v

it.
W. M. Fehon. Esq., Commissioner for Railways, Moss Yale,— '
Dear Sir
Ellenboro Chambers, 97, Castlereagh-sfcreet, 13 December, 1888.
I’deem it only courteous, to you to annex copy of a note I addressed to Mr. J. H. Want yesterday, and which is
.self explanatory.
^H. &SELWYN SMITH.
My dear Mr. Want,
'
Sydney, 12 December, 1888. •
If the Herald correctly reports your reference in the House last night to Mr. Fehon in connection with the
inquiry I conducted relating to the Victorian Railway Department in 1862, you must have misapprehended my reply to your
request that I would tell you whether I had held an inquiry into Mr. Fehon’s conduct while he was in the service of the
I told you distinctly that I had not, and I explained further to you. In the year 1862 the Governor in Council
appointed me under commission to investigate and report upon every Department of the Victorian Railways, excepting only
•that of the Engineer-in-Chief.
■
.
.
,
In the course of my duties I became acquainted with Mr. Fehon, who was then in charge or sub-charge ot the goods:sheds. I formed a high opinion of his special abilities for the discharge of the duties assigned to him, and to this effect
commended him to the Commissioner of Railways—the late Sir W. H. F. Mitchell, and to the Traffic Superintendent, the
late Mr. John Carruthers. . He was, I think, immediately thereafter appointed to the full charge, a position he held up to the
time he resigned the service.
My report to the Government is a Parliamentary document m Victoria, and a reference to it "will snow tliafc Mr.'
Eehon’s Department was commended, and he certainly was not the subject of any special inquiry by me. It seems to me to be
due to Mr. Fehon to write what I have done.
Your^&c.,
J. H. Want, Esq., M.P., &c., &c.
.
H. SELWYN SMITH.
Wright, Heaton, & Co. (limited), 241, Pitt-street, Sydney, 13 December, 1888.
My dear Mr. Fehon,—
■
_
_
j
m
i
It was with great pain that I read the very unfair and in some respects untruthful statements made on luesday
might in the Assembly by Mr. J. H. Want reflecting on you.
_
_
.
It is the worst possible form of attack, because to those unacquainted with the facts of the case it bears the semblance
of truth ; and I have no doubt that Mr. Want has the fullest belief in bis statement and was actuated by a sense of duty in
making the charges.
.
I shall be very pleased, if called upon, to give evidence upon oath, which can be confirmed by others it necessary, that
wnll convince every fair-minded man in the community that you are entirely guiltless of the charges brought against you, so far
■as your connection with Wright, Heaton, & Co. is concerned.
The fa«ts I can prove are as follows :—
_
1st. That you never held a share in Wright, Heaton, & Co., other than as a trustee.
.
_
2nd. That you ceased to have any business transactions (as a director) with the firm since August, 1882, that being the
date of your last attendauce at any meeting of the directors of which up to that time you had been one from 1880.
Your total attendance at meetings were seven, four of which were formal for the initiation of the company ; and in
September, 1884, the interest in our firm which stood in your name, viz., 1,300 shares, were transferred to Mr. John
Jackson, who had succeeded you as a director to represent the Melbourne interest,
3id. That you never looked into or examined in any way any business hooks of the firm, and that no person other than
the employees and the Managing Directors, Mr. Heaton and myself, have ever done so; in fact no details of
the business'or any books, other than the minute, bank, or transfer books, have been before aboard meeting, or
been looked at by any director other than those entrusted with the management.
4fch. Dealing with that part of Mr. Want’s speech in which he says you were recently, and he believes still, a shareholder
of my 'company, it has arisen from the fact that in October,- 1835, just about the time I went out of office and
Parliament, I transferred, as a matter of convenience to myself, 650 of my shares to your name, and, at the same
time, 750 to C. B. Lowe, of Sydney ; 508 to Tuumouth F. Dye, of Brisbane; and 577 to John Jackson, of Melbourne.
This transfer took place at my request, and without the knowledge of yourself or the other gentlemen named,
neither of whom were considered as shareholders, or acted as such, the shares being retransferred to me in blank
within a week from the date of issue. The transfer in our books took place in June last.
This is the only portion of Mr. Want’s charge re W., H„ & Co. that can be considered serious against you; and the
ifacts I have stated can be proved by numbers of reliable witnesses. I have shown this to Mr. Heaton, who entirely approves
of it, and, like myself, is perfectly willing to submit himself to any examination in relation to this matter.
’
'
I remain, &c.,
F. A. WRIGHT.
W. M. Fehon, Esq.
Memorandum of Association of Wright, Heaton, &

Co.

(limited).

3.—The objects for which the Company is established are the carrying on and in such place or places as the company
may from time to time determine, and for the purchase of (in all its branches) the business heretofore carried on by Francis
Augustus Wright, Edward Heaton, Edward Bell Barber, and Jenkin Collier, with Caleb Joshua Jenner, as Trustees for
William M'Culloch & Co. (limited), under the style or firm of “ Wright, Heaton, Barber, & Co,,”.as agents to the Railways
of New South Wales, contracting and general carriers, express agents, Customs, shipping, insurance, general and forwarding
agents, merchants and traders,, and the goodwill thereof ; and all the property (real and personal) of and belonging to or
used in or about or in connection with the said business, whether in the name of the firm or in that of individual partners,
and to undertake all or any part of the liabilities of the said Wright, Heaton, Barber, & Co. in relation thereto, as and from
the first day of February, one thousand eight hundred and eighty.
.

*

«

#

*

*

*

*

-If

■
We, the several persons whose names and addresses are hereunto subscribed, are desirous of being formed into a
company in pursuance of this memorandum of association, and we respectively agree to take the number of. shares in the
capital of the company set opposite our respective names.
.
.
Addresses and description of Shareholders.

W. M'Culloch ...
James M'Culloch
C. J. Jenner .....
Jenkin Collier.....
W. M. Fehon.....
W. G. Sprigg.....
William Cain... .
L. Munro.............
F. A. Wright.....
David M'Neil.....
Edward Heaton..
John Woods '.....

Gentleman, 123 Collins-street, Melbourne ...
Gentleman, 123 Collins-street, Melbourne ...
Importer, 18 Market-street, Melbourne.........
Contractor, George-street, East Melbourne ..
Carrier, 123 Collins-street, Melbourne .........
Accountant, 18 Market-street, Melbourne ..
Contractor, South Yarra, Melbourne.............
Gentleman, Sydney ........................................
Carrier, 485 George-street, Sydney.................
Carrier, Tamworth, New South Wales.........
Carrier, Orange, New South Wales .............
Contractor, Manly Beach, New South Wales.

Number of Shares held by each Shareholder.

Five hundred shares.
Five hundred shares,
Five hundred shares.
Five hundred shares.
Five hundred shares.
Five hundred shares.
Five hundred shares.
Five hundred shares.
Two thousand six hundred and seventy-seven shares.
Two thousand shares.
'
Two thousand six hundred and seventy-seven shares.
Six hundred and forty-six shares.

Increase

In-crease -cf Capitae.
Memorandum of Resolution carried at an adjourned Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders, held at the Company s
' "
•
T
Offices on Friday, 4th August, 1S82.
.
FhatAhe capital of the Company be increased to £80,000, by the issue of 4,000 new shares at £5 each: and that th6
new shares be offered to William M'Culloch & Co. (limited), on the following terms, viz.
That they purchase them at
Six pounds five shillings (£6 5s.) per share,.viz., £3 os. paid up, and that the bonus of £12,000 be added to the present value,
of existing shares, and further, that the six thousand pounds (£6,000), at present written off goodwill account, aud the six
Jonnn ;1)f-un<lsi.^£6’000^ bir0ught for'vard on the last year’s balance-sheet be used to further write up-the value of the-'
12,000 existing shares, another £1 per share making them paid up, £4 os. per share, but all shares participate equally in
dividends irrespective of amount paid up.
r
i
l
J

The

'

Honorable Duncan Gillies, M.P., Victoria, to The Colonial Secretary, New
South Wales.

'
^r’
Premier’s Office, Melbourne, 20 December, 1888.
in
• ! a • i® the honor to acknowIedge the receipt of your letter of the 13th instant, requesting to
be •furnished-with some information respecting the character of Mr. W. M. Pehon, recently appointed to
be a liaiiway Commissioner in New South Wales.
■
rr‘ ax
meil^0Iled
my Previous n°te to you on this subject, Mr. Pehon resigned his position as-Lraffic .Manager in the Victorian Railway Department previous to my becoming the Minister at the head
ot that Department in 1872.
•
1 he date of his retirement was the 31st March, 1872. It was entirely voluntary on his part, and,
as was well known at the time, it was with the intention of joining the carrying firm of McCulloch
and Co.
•
o
^ o
’ .
k -Hiay state that some months after Mr. Pehon’s 'retirement he made an application to me for a
retiring allowance, on the special ground, that while he was in the Railway Department, he had rendered
exceptional service to the Government. No retiring allowance was, however, gfented to him, because he
ielt the Service voluntarily, m order to benefit himself.
J know nothing, and have-not heard of anything, detrimental to Mr. Pehon’s character and
conduct as an officer m the Railway Service of Victoria. As regards his reputation as a citizen, I take the
liberty ot .forwarding to you a printed report.of a farewell luncheon given to Mr. Pehon previous to his
departure from Melbourne to assume the responsibility of his office as one of your Railway Commissioners.
It will be noticed that a number-of well-known public men were present and took part in the proceedings
•Ibis circumstance may well be allowed to speak for itself.
.
•.
I have, &c.,
.
. D. GILLIES,
Premier.
•’

•

[Enclosure.']

■

■

.

Argus," 3 November, 1888.
”
Farewell Lukcheon.
Mr. W. M. Fehox, who was recently appointed a Commissioner of Railways in New South Wales, was entertained at lunch eon
yesterday,,in the supper-room at the down Hall, by a large-number of Melbourne citizens. The chair was occupied by Mr
James Service, M.L.C., and amongst those present were Mr. Deakin (the Chief Secretary), Mr. Simon Fraser, M.L.C Mr R
Ford (RailwayCommissioner) Mr. R Speight, Mr. P. M. Davies, M.L.A., Mr. C. W. Langtree, and Mr. C. H. James', M.L.C.
nil lhei u AIRW:Alr’ ? J 110 V11?1 <Val toasfc9 bad. been honoured, and also that of His Excellency the Governor,-stated
that he had been requested to apologise for the absence of Mr. Gillies. However, there were two of three members of the
toThf valu^Mthelr gu1etF'0P°Sed 416 lealt 1 °f fche Go-veruulcnb m order that Mr. Deakin might he able to add his testimony
-

•

•

•

'

“

'
The toast was drunk with enthusiasm. ’
"
'
i ^
sai<] he Pf°P°secl to W nothing about the Government, except that it and past Governments
had .been under gieat obligations to Mr. Fehon, both in connection with the Central Board of Health, and also with the
lailnay service ot the-Colony. Mr Fehon, m the high and honourable position he was going to occupy, could do much to
cement the relations of the two Colonies Although ho was partially-parting from friends in Melbourne, he was passing to
continents in the
((a^.)
““
DS ^ ^ °f ^ fl'eeSt’ m°St Pr0SressiTe' l’0Pul™s> and mostpowerful
The-Chairman rose to propose the health of the guest. He said that-Mr. Fehon bad been amongst them for many
afT4ilety i r oaPao‘ties, but whether as a public servant or as a private citizen his' ideas and time were always at thedisposal of the public. Mr Fehon deserved that respect which the meeting manifested towards him in so high a degree.
■v^hia^eWl1i° 1,18 co",leet'°n Wlt]l the Central Board of Health. In that capacity, if in no other, he had rendered
vahiable aid, but he had done much in the movement to have the city extended westward. (Hear, hear.) If he did not eet
all his own Tyay, he submitted a scheme which was practicable, and which it would have been wise to adopt. (Hear, hear ) They
all regretted losing him, but whilst he was being lost from Melbourne lie was being gained in Sydney, and both were equally
eeutl11 CltleS' 1 1 Tf a,.sat11Sf“?tl0n t0,tlicm 011 (-° know that the railways in New South Waifs would be under the directiof
0 a gentlenan, w ho, if he had not served his apprenticeship on our railways, was for a long time connected with them. He
tnw»7r?.rM8liatlfled t0
Wa,les bad seen
t0 ^lect a gentleman from Victoria. The feeling-in Sydney
although there were a good many persons who believed th/t
no good thing could come out of Nazareth, but they came to Nazareth to get a good .thing for their railways, Mr Fehon
3Uled»nn’w*° T & T7
F01'‘0d ?lat i’0 W3S tlle "S’’1 man in ,he ^ Pkce- WbiJsfc be was a u>&n'of personal abihty,
Mt
/ '''0rkmg.a1 llup machine, he was a man' of kindly feeling, generous disposilion, and had' a knowledge of how
rnihvnv mnnl , ^ fWh"w a « rgfi1
“u.P?™”18 Wer6' eoSage(1- They could look forward to seeing the hew svstein of
lailway management in New South Wales, which was adapted from Victoria, working as smoothly with Mr. Fehon a”s one of
the Commissioners, as it did here under the presidency of Mr. Speight and his worthy coadjutors:
The toast was drunk amid cheers.
'
J
•>
.
Ml- Serv/ee^frMf'ri^v he ™s;0Yfc°™e by the flattering manner in whicli he had been entertained, and by the words of
’ ' 1 f1',r)el,kln'1 f^,13 looked back "P011 b-9 career aiid could hot think that he deserved it. There were some
gentlemen present whom he had known for over 30 years, arid when men could befriends for that length of time there could
hot dis^Hsfiedhe'>ia tv "p^1 a”7 '0f ‘^“i' 1 T7e'Te montb9 ago he would-not have accepted the .appointment,' because he was
the nMitionfioffe™dhVohr'C0l0ny’ V iTh,Ci ,<! had P,™03 °“ hi'a bufbla".
he felt that Mrs. Fehon required a change, and
the position offered to him was a high and honourable one. The work to which he was going was congenial, for besides being'
federalkt mn'5'- ’f TB T'6!1' !K'3Ua,,"t:'ed 'Blt'b ‘'he other Colonies. He -was,-in-his opinion/a man-after Mr. Service’s heart—a
federalist. One fact which gaVe him great satisfaction was that the New South Wales Government had appointed as bi's
'

colleagues

colleagues two gentlemen witfr wlibm’he could work'.for.thagood of tkc-Colony. A', person cpuld take a tram at Adelaide
to-day and go throu°li to Brisbane in a few hours, a trip which fire 'years ago was regarded as impossible. He would try to
justify tlie/eonfideiide which: the.New South Wales G-orcrnment had reposed in him, and to give .-satisfaction to the-large
number, of friends who would, watch his career with intere?t.
.
i' ' * •'
v
«•
.
Mr. Q.. Coppin, M.L.A., proposed the health of-the Chairman, who, he- said, was the lather of our foreign policy., Since1
that policy was created the Colony had progressed more than it had ever done previously in the same space of. time, for we had
attracted attention frorii all-parts of the world through our own.and other exhibits; It was toibe regretted that Mr. Service
had taken liis departure in peace from the scene of the storms ^and broils in'the Legislative-Assembly. He(Mr.Coppin)would far sooner see-him back-there again. (Hear, bear.)
.
' The Chairman said that he was pleased, in bis old age, to think that during the thirty-five years he had lived here he
had secured, to a certain extent, the kindly feeling ofJiis.neighbours end fellow men. That was a goal worth aiming at,
although he confessed that it was not the goal he aimed at at first. After all the old political disturbances, and fights, and
other troubles they had been engaged in, the successes they had accomplished, the difficulties they had overcome, and were
to overcome, -welded them together and gave them a kindly' feeling' towards one another which would last while life did.
Mr Coppin"had been good enough to refer to-the future. ■ -No-one could'tell what would happen. He could repose at his
ease in the other chamber; and had no desire to go down to the Assembly so long as nights were passed in doing, worse
t'lian nothin01. (Hear, hear.) Nothing was more- pleasing >to. him than a good stand-up fight, when it was condnctfed
in. a friendly and amiable spirit, but it was. a monstrous-state of things when public affairs- could not be conducted
■without personal bitterness. ' (Hear, hear.) The-public-business could only; be conducted when the eonstitutionail .practice'
was adhered to Some people said that it was the province of the Opposition to oppose. He denied that utterly.. It
was the duty of the Opposition to criticise thoroughly and 'heartily, but without personal abuse, such as we have had
too much of in the Australian Colonies. He could say, as one who had visited the old country, that nothing, made the blood
fly to his face more than to read telegrams, in the papers there about scenes in the Australian Parliaments. The blood was
brought to the face of every Australian in England, on reading such telegrams. It depended' upon the constituencies whether
the country should have those scenes or not. The duty of every constituency was-to see at-the-ensuing generahelection.that
the men who disgraced Parliament.should no longer be sent there.^ (Cheers.)
_
Mr W Wilson proposed.the health of Mr. Speight and the other Eailway Commissioners.
_
•Mr" Speight responding, said that he was glad that the selection of the Victorian Eailway Commissioners m’et.with
the approbation°of the Colony. (Cheers.) If it were' not that they felt they were strongly backed up in-wbateverreourse
they took by public-opinion,.their duties .would be too much for them.to carry out.. Mr. .Eehon would., do.well to, bercareful
of public opinion and see-.that no friction existed-in his department. He would, ensure-, success■ if. lie. preserved, unanimity
amongst thp.Commissioners.- Discord was bad-enongkootside, bufit was-ten.times worse inside... He-.was-glad to/hayehad
the opportunity of wishing. Mr. Eehon.God-specd..
.
The gathering then broke-rup.
_______ '
_____________ ________ -

The Honorable. "William. Wilson,.Melbourne,.to.The Colomab Secretary,,
■
New South Wales.
■

,
gir

Australian Club, Melbourne, 17 December; .1888.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your favour of 13tli instant, and in reply thereto
beg to state that Mr. Wm. M. Fehon was. Traffic Manager of the Victorian Kail ways during 1869. and
portion of 1870, when !• received my appointment as Commissioner, of’sadd. Railways.
The late Mr. Tiros. .Biginb.otham was then Engineer-in-Chief, and head.of all the Departments. I
found this arrangement very awkward, and therefore deemed it.advisable that a change should be made
in the responsibilities of the several offices, and in carrying out the new arrangements I obtained most
valuable assistance from.Mr. Eehon.
,
.
■
.
n
t i ia m
I appointed "him Traffic Manager as head of the Department, and during all the time I held office
as Commissioner of Railways, I had'every reason to he more than satisfied with his general knowledge of
the duties to be performed, and his tact in managing that branch of the bervice, and looked upon him as
a most valuable, capable, and efficient officer, and in recognition of the ability, displayed by him. I was
instrumental in securing an increase in salary.
' .
., . . .
I may further state that privately Thave known him.ever since, and can.confidently say that m my
opinion a more honourable or upright gentleman does not exist, and one incapable of doing a-mean or
dishonourable action. \
.
.
1JAMi W-iLSOB.

Tbe Honorable. Janies Service,, Melbourne', to Tbe’Colonial-Seeretar^,
New Soutb Wales.
■
'
119 Collins-street, WestMelhourne, 17'December; 1888.
-'
I have the honor to acknowledge-receipt of yours of 13th instant,- and'have read: your enclosed
Hansard in the matter of Mr.. Eehon.
. .
,
‘ , . , . . I-^
In beply, I Beg. to say first, that. I.have no knowledge whatever of'the things charged against that
gentleman, and second,,that Ido not Jsno.wof anything in Mr, Eehonls-career which renders him.unfit to
hold any office or post in which the strictest honour and .probity are essential qualifications.
J
I am, &c.,
.
t
.
JAMES SERVICE.

.

Tbe.Honorable Trancis Longmore to Tbe Colonial Secretary..
■
gjr.
“ Tiillaree,” Tarwin Lower, 2T.December, 1888-..
< . .
j have the honor'to. acknowledge receipt of your letter-of the' 13th instant, also official
reports .of. debates in' the- Legislative Assembly of your'Colbny, in.which' attacks were made upon the
character of Mr. W. M. Eehon, lately appointed'by your-Colony to the office'of Railway Commissioner.
In your letter you ask me to inform' you of' any knowledge I may possess. “ hearing upon the
misconduct imputed to or insinuated against Mr. Eehon, either in his capacity as an officer of the Railway
Service of Victoria-oi-in any other capacity.”
,
T, ,
In reply, I beg to say that Mr. Eehon was Traffic Manager of the Victorian railways when I had
charge of them in the years ’09 and ’7.1, and I never heard any “misconduct imputed or insinuated
against him.” I looked upon him as a very able officer.
'.
He resigned his position voluntarily for reasons that I sympathised with at the time.
I know nothing whatever of his dealings.sinc.e.lie..b.ecame;cpncected with M‘Culloch & Co.
'
I have, &c.,
................................
'"
PR AN CIS LONGMORE,.
————-

4 ¥■
Nv-
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W. M. Fehon, Esq., to The Colonial Secretary.

.

Dear Sir Henry,
Eailway Commissioners’Office, 28 December, 1888.
,
,
“av® ^uc“ pleasure m handing herewith for your perusal and information an address sinned
^a70r 7d Councillors of the City of Melbourne, as well as by the principal merchants and others
ot that City, wherein they express their sympathy with me in the charges recently brought against me bw
Mr. J. H. want, and tneir confidence in my integrity and honor,
J‘
■
.
I am, &c.,
W. M. FEHON.
[Enclosure.'j
■

To William M. Feehon, Esq.
it,raVfi u.mvarranted attaok haa been made upon your character by some persons who have either allowed
their feehngs to blind their sense of honor and of justice, or who have some ulterior object in view, we, who have
°U f°r ^fny yetr8’ de31re t0' a33are y°u of our nnshaken faith in your probity and honor, and of our
thorough belief that you could never have given cause for the aspersions so wantonly cast upon you.
John K. Smyth, Managing Director, Australasian Mort
Wm. Dean & Co.; 91, Flinders-lane East.
gage and Agency Co. (Limited).
W. Greenlaw, General Manager, Col. Bank of Australasia.
David Elder.
Simon Fraser, M.L.C.
Stratford, Strettle, & Co., Bourke-street West.
Yin. Macmurtrie, General Manager, Land Mortgage'
Campbell & Sons, Kirk’s Bazaar.
Bank of Victoria.
°
D. B. M‘Gregor, J.P., 56, Queen-street, Melbourne. .
Rolfe & Co., 98, Bourke-street West.
Cyan Hammond, 57, Bourke-street West, Melbourne.
W. H. Dodd, Flinders-lane West.
Richard Feehan, Brunswick.
Hy. Wilson, Kilmore, Victoria.
•
J. M. Peck & Son, Bourke-street West.'
Jno. S. Horsfall, Director, Goldsbrough, Mort, & Co.
John M. Highett, M. L.A., Melbourne.
(Limited).
•
Arthur S. King & Co., 67 Bourke-street West, Melbourne.
Lawrence & Adam, Merchants, Melbourne.
Richard Gibson & Co., Queen-street, Melbourne.
W. W. Couche, Merchant, Melbourne.
Parsons Bros. & Co., Merchants, Collins-street West,
Couche, Calder, & Co., Merchants, Melbourne.
Melbourne.
William T. Raleigh, Melbourne.
James Craig & Co., 15, Queen-street.
.
Joseph Raleigh, Melbourne.
D. Whitley & Co., Grain Merchants, 24, Queen-street,
Felton, Grimwade, &.Co., Melbourne.
_
Wm. Peterson & Co., Merchants, 6, Queen-street.
John McGee & Co., Melbourne.
Jh. F. McKenzie & Co., Merchants, Queen-street.
Alfred E. Clarke, Melbourne.
G. Geo. Cuspin, Managing Director, Greig & Murray
Robert Wallen, Melbourne.
(Limited).
John Currie, Melbourne.
.McClure, Valantine, &.Co., 5, Queen-street.
Jno. Morris, Melbourne.
' .
Connell, Hogarth, & Co., Flinders-street.
Thomas Alston, Melbourne.
,
M.. Glassford, Flinders-street.
'
Thompson, Moore, & Son, Melbourne.
Chris. Geo. Turner, Flinders-street West.
’
Pegton, Dowling, & Co., Melbourne.
Geo. Horace Hayes, Managing Director, Water and
Ettershank, Eaglestone, & Mann, Melbourne.
Kerang United Roller Mill Co.
Bell, Bruce, & Co., Melbourne.
Robert Chamberlain, Hay Market.
John Blyth & Co., Melbourne.
William C. Yuille & Co., Bourke-street West.
Nicholson Sc Co., Melbourne.
Geo. Glasscock, Bourke-street West.
Thomas Brunton, Melbourne.
James McRae, Managing Director, Dalgety & Co.,
B. Benjamin, Mayor of Melbourne.
Melbourne.
Councillor John Zevemboom.
Johnson & Appleton, Queen-street, Melbourne.
Councillor W. Howard Lane.
W. Siddeley, Collins-street West.
Councillor John Walker.
Wm. Adamson, 474, Collins-street West.
Councillor James Garton, J.P., Melbourne
Jno. Wilkinson, 123, Collins-street West.
John Mills, Melbourne.
■
James Service & Oo., 119, Collins-street West.
Councillor James W. Peirce, M.L.A.
'
Pigott Brothers & Co., Market Buildings, Melbourne.
Councillor James T. Buxton..
M ‘Lean, Brothers, and Rigg (Limited), Elizaheth-street.
Alderman Thomas O’Grady.
H. Jennings, 37, Queen-street.
Councillor William Jevers, jun., Melbourne.
H. Creswick, Hawthorn.
■
Andrew Gratley, Melbourne.
'
R. H. Blackwell, Market Buildings, Melbourne.
Alderman Wm. Hughes.
John G. Dougharty, El wood, Melbourne.
.
R. Bowen.
Henry Ricketson, Barratta Station, Deniliquin.
Councillor Joseph M. Pratt, J.P.
D. E. M'Bryde, Brighton.
■
Alderman Charles Smith, M.L.A.
Todd & M'Bryde, Melbourne.
Geo. Godfrey, Solicitor, Melbourne.
Robert Laidlaw, Heidelberg.
Councillor Benjamin Lee, Melbourne.
Wroggs & Hearn, Restdown Station.
Lorimer, Rome, & Co., Melbourne.
'
Edward Agar Wynne, Balaclava,
J- W. Young, Manager, London Chartered Bank, Mel
H. Butler, Melbourne.
bourne.
Angus Robertson, .Yarrabee Park; N.S.W.
'
Thos. F. Gumming, Collins-street, Melbourne,
Frank Madden, Mooroolbeck, Studley Park.
John Robb, Collins-street, Melbourne.
Geo. Robertson, 33, Little Collins-street West.
James W. Tod, City Road, Melbourne.

O‘

The Colonial Secretary to W. M. Fehon, Esq.

.
Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 22 December, 1888.
In reference to the statements made in the Legislative Assembly by Mr. J. H. Want, impucming
your character in connection with the important office you hold in the Civil Service of this Colony, fhave
read, your several letters of explanation, and have received and carefully considered the replies to
inquiries made in Victoria, copies of which I forward herewith for your information.
' - •
. . On behalf of the Grovernment I have pleasure in informing you that it is considered that the
aspersions cast upon your character have been fully and satisfactorily met. ’
'
’
I have, &c.,
'
HENEY PAEKES.

[6d.j

-

Syluey : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.

Legislative Assembly-.

NEW

S O U T dJ : WALES ,

HAILWAYS.
(CORRESPONDENCE, &c., BESPEOTING APPOINTMENT OF -RAILWAY INSPECTORS.)

Ordered by the Legislative -Assembly to be printed-, 12 December; T888: '•

Mr. James Angus—Salary, £600.
Minute Paper by The Chief Commissioner for Railways.
■
Subject :^Mr. James Angus—Salary) '36600.'
Mb. -James Aa'gus, the civil engineer, whose services have been obtained through Mr. Gr. Findlay, -the
general-manager- of the London and North-Western' Railway of England, is an engineer of great
experience and ability, and has had a long training as engineer for a contractor in making new lines, and
for the last ten'or twelve years has had charge of the maintenance of the permanent-way works of. two of
the heaviest sections of the London and North-Western Railway,'the first part of the time having .con
trolled the Birmingham and South Staffordshire-section, and for the last seven or eight years having been
in charge of the southern section, including the London District.
.
E. M. G. EDDY.

Mr. D. H. Neale—Salary, £550.
D. H. Neale, Esq., to E; M. Gr. Eddy, Esq.
Dear Sir,
73, Broadway) New York,'24 August, 1888.
I hear from Mr. Barattoni that you are leaving the Caledonian for' Australia. I k-m sorry
that I shall miss seeing you in Glasgow, which I hope to visit shortly ; but I can, at -any rate congratulate
you on the wonderful run of the Scotch express from -Carlisle to Edinburgh, which has-caused quite a
sensation here.
'
.
I hope if you -are in want of an intelligent and experienced officer in the locomotive, carriage, and
waggoii department'-that you will bear me in mind. I have had twenty-one years’ railway experience'in
Great Britain, the Cape-of Good Hope;-and the United States and have held a great variety of positions,
and met railroad men from, I think, every country in the globe, from Russia to Venezuela.
.
I have sent you copies of testimonials, &c., addressed-to New South Wales ; but Mr. Drummond-,
Mr. W. Adams, and Mr.-George Macallan, works manager at -Stratford (Great Eastern Railway), can
speak as to my abilities'. Mr. Massey Bromley,.under whom I served for nearly four years, is dead;but
Mr. Adams can tell you what Mr. Bromley thought of my service's.
Wishing you a pleasant voyage, and hoping that you will find your new position satisfactory and
pleasant,—
'
‘
’
I remain, &c.,
v
---------------D. H. NEALE.
This letter overtook the Chief Commissioner at Naples ; and from Port Said he wrote a letter to ■Mr'.

Neale, stating that he did not know what the requirements of the New South Wales railways- were, blit
that it would be better if he wrote a further letter, giving more particulars of his experience in controlling
locomotive, &c., works'; and the following is an extract from the reply received under date of 13th
October, 1888 -.—
'
'i
“ In regard to your inquiry concerning my experience in actual charge, I had Charge of the shops
of the Cape Railways, near Cape Town, for some time, nearly a year, and enlarged them, and infused
more life into the workmen. When I went the repairs were greatly in arrears. We had only five broad
gauge engines, two were running with known defects and the other three were in the shops, and had been
there for months. I got all five in working order, and the old Jjocomotive Superintendent told me that
he never recollected all being fit to run at any' one time before. I sent you a copy of my testimonial from
the General Manager, addressed to you at Sydney.
.
“ As regards salary, I have been getting $3,000, say £600 here, and they have offered me $3,600,
say £720, to stop. I understand, however, that rent, &c., is far cheaper in Sydney, and therefore I
would be willing -to take less. Prices are enormous here, and as I should much like a change I should be
willing to take £550. I got £400 when I first joined the Cape Railways, and it was raised to £450 after
I had been with them six months.
■
.
“ I should mention that the shops were the largest in the Colony. I had nearly 100 locomotives
when I left, and over twenty in steam daily at my works. I had for a short time charge of the entire
Locomotive'Department.”
________________________________
Mr.

[Private]

Neale>

Esq-=

to

E.

M. Gr.

Eddy, Esq.

Dear Sir,
Railroad Gazette, 73 Broadway, New York, U.S.A., 23 August 1888.
•
. t, i -f1? ^T-Y^rT0?1, <ieParture for Australia will prevent my seeing you on my approaching
visit to England, but I trust that your new appointment will prove satisfactory to you in every respect. '
i ,
1 j Pe
“ y?u. wanf a man in
Locomotive Department you will bear me in mind I have
^ the North London. then under Mr. Drummond on
Die IS oith Biitish, and afterwards as Chief Draughtsman on the Great Eastern. I was also on the Cape
Hallways as Assistant Locomotive Superintendent, and had charge of the shops, and effected a good many
re orms, putting the men on piece-work and materially increasing the amount of work turned out
..
I inspected locomotives, water-cranes, &c, for the South Indian Railway, of which Sir Charles
Douglas Pox is engineer. The engines (83 in all) were built at Sharp Stewart’s-, and at Neilson’s, so that
I had a good opportunity of seeing the best locomotive builders practise.
I had a good deal of experience with different forms of brakes while in England and the‘Cape, and
was appointed one of the Committee to conduct trials and choose the best freight brake for this country
I enclose a copy of our final report which I drafted, and copies' of some testimonials
'
1 am nea^ f°rty-°nf- and have had twenty-one-years railway experience. ' My salary in the Cape
at starting was £400, and it was increased to £450 after I had been there six months
1
- .J-.-haveheld my present post nearly five years, but my salary $3,000 (say) £600 is not sufficient in
my opinion, m such an expensive place as New York, and I feel sure this trying climate would not suit
the English lady to whom I hope to be shortly married. I therefore should be glad to get a post in the
Colony, for which I believe I am well fitted, both by age, disposition, and experience. •
'
reach m ^
^
a(idressecl eitller
Broadway, New York, or Neale, Dartmouth, England, will
me'
■
• I remain, &c.,
.
------------------D. H. NEALE..
.
[^Enclosures.-]
Dear Sir,
South Indian Railway, Engineer’s Offlee, 5 Delahay-street, Westminster, S.W., London 9 May 1876
manner in ih^rv^have
of the 5tn instant, and can only say that I have been perfectly satisfied^vith the
Recommendation ?
d.seharged your duties as Locomotive Inspector, and .hall be always glad to give you a
D. H. Neale, Esq., 1 Holywood Crescent, Great Western Road, Glasgow.
My dear Sir

’ CHARLES DOUGLAS FOX.

Lonclou and South-Western Railway, Locomotive'Engineers’ Office, Nine Elms Works,

of Great EMton'aiR^64 t0 7011 ^ ^ Neale’ “ °ld PUpil °f mine' n0W °hief

the'strRtfordWOTks

R desilTS
obtaining employment on the Cape Railways, and, as I consider Mm a thorouehly ra-aetical
S^econuimnding'him' to'ycu^11'^ P0S1*;l0n ln bbe Leeomotive or Carriage Departments of a Railway, L have nfuch pleasure
C.H. Gregory, Esq.
cate Tr

*

'

.

_________

^“’^ADAMS.

b7 theRearfr’ ^ D' H- 0'^aIe Neale’that

cate from you as to Ins service under the Great Eastern Railway Company owing to a change of Locomotive Superintendents
unril AuRu t 1881 as^RhirfDR 8 h “g ^
waa ^PloyedV jol Company8 under me, from SuaRy 1878',
uut-1 _ugu»t 1881, as Chief Draughtsman in the Locomotive, Carriage, and Waggon Departments and during that time his
brains, capabilities, and attention to business always gave me complete satisfaction.
• ’•
®
Hoping that the above may be of use to Mr. Neale in his application for another position ; and, with kind regards,
W. Birt, Esq., General Manager.

m,

D. h. o-» ^
about sS wReks°r

'-----------

b,.„ in

' "“"’mASSIT BEOMLEY.

o.,.

Urteen

S’

lng whioh he haS a°ted as

Superintendent of the Western System

.

Me leaves the Service at his own instance on personal grounds.
’
.
C. B. -ELLIOT,
'
•
^
"'
•
General Manager,
x
iv
.
-.
The Manchester Ship Canal, 68b Market-street. Maneho^tev SO .Tfmnnrrr
HAivrf •nU'C^,? ei8Ure 1U ®fcafcl“g
during the time I was in command at the Cape I had the very highest opinion’of yoiir
capabilities m the Locomotive Carnage, and Waggon Department; and I consider that, in spite of the difficulties you met with
you accomplished wonders m the reduction of expenses and the increase of. effieiencr. If the Government hacRadonted mv
recommendation, ana pensioned off the Locomotive Superintendent, yob would have7been put in this place.
.
P
7
iWI
R ue-rer can speak m terms sufficiently warm of the painstaking way in which vou evolved order from chaos and
■reduced inefficiency and extravagance within proper bounds.
you mtuvea oraer irom cnaos, and
To D. H. O’Neale Neale, Esq.

■

'

.
^

[3A]

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer._1888.

J- LAWRENCE,
General Manager.

’

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CITY RAILWAY- EXTENSION,(PETITION EROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OP CITY AND SUBURBS IN PAVOUR OP.)

Received ly the Legislative Assembly, 28 November, 1888.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
;
The humble Petition of the undersigned residents of the City of Sydney and Suburban Towns
and Boroughs, as well as of the Country Districts of New South Wales,—
.
Respectfully Showeth':—

_

1

(1.) That urgent need exists for the extension of - the main line of Railway to the deep waters
of Port Jackson, at Circular Quay, and that such extension has been repeatedly promised by successive
G-overnments.
'■
(2.) That nearly four years ago your Honorable House passed the vote for such extension, and two
years later plans and book of reference were approved, but- nevertheless, and notwithstanding the promises
above referred to, the work has never yet been carried out, a work required not only for the benefit of the
metropolis but to meet the travelling and commercial requirements of the inhabitants of the whole Colony.
‘ (3.) That, according to the railway-returns for last year the suburban railways were the only lines
paying more than interest on cost of construction. .The returns for these lines would be considerably
increased if the traffic were carried to the heart of the city, instead of stopping short at its southern
extremity.
'
_
'
•
■
- (4.) That a large sum of money is annually expended by the Railway Department for the delivery
of wool by drays and lorries, within the city, causing a loss to the Department of nearly £10,000' a year,
and an incalculable amount'is also lost to the public by reason of the distance that goods, intended for
transmission by rail to the country, have to-be carried from the wharves and other parts of the city.
(5.) That the estimated cost of the work will be materially increased, by being longer delayed,
owing to the rapid advance in the value of city lands.
*
'
•
Your Petitioners therefore pray that precedence over all other newlines be given to this most
necessary work, and that it be commenced and completed forthwith.
'
.
,
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
'
'
,
\
[Sere follow 64,029 signatures.]
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW.SOUTH WALES.

EAILWAY LOCOMOTIVES.
(FURTHER PARERS RESPECTING FIFTY COLONIAL MADE.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 11 January, 1S89.

\Laid upon the Table of the Legislative Assembly by the Secretary for Public Works on 11th January, .1889,
Minutes and Reports in connection with the Manufacture in the Colony of Locomotives for the Railway
Department^]
.
.
.

Minute by The Secretary for Railways to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
I am instructed by the Eailway Commissioners to forward the report of Mr. Mideltbn, regarding the
manufacture of locomotives, ashed for by the Minister for Public Works; but they desire me to state that,
in forwarding the report asked for, it will not be considered that they are expressing any opinion upon,
the subiect under review.
'
B.C., 9/1/89.
.
D. VEENON.
Submitted.—J.B., 10/1/89.
•
With reference to the latter portion of the minute of the Secretary for Eailways, I desire to state
that, in sending the papers to the Eailway Commissioners, I advisedly omitted asking for their opinion on
the subject, as I am well aware that in this matter I was the Minister responsible for the action taken.
My only desire in obtaining tlfe report of Mr. Midelton on the subject, was to shoy upon what grounds
I based my action, Mr. Midelton being the officer responsible to me in the matter.—John Shthebland.

Minute by Mr. Superintendent Midelton.Eeport upon Mr. Dalton’s speech in Parliament on the 28th November, 1888. [See Hansard, 28/11/88.]
In accordance with the instructions contained in Commissioners’ 88-22,434 herewith, I have the honor toreport as follow's_
Mr. Dalton does not appear to have read the Parliamentary papers on the locomotive question,
which were printed on the 13th October, 1887, so assiduously as he has the Indian, Colonial, and
Poreign Engineer and Builder. On page 2 of the former he could have seen that “ twelve copies of
each specification for colonial-built engines, and ten copies of each specification for engines to be manu
factured in England or elsewhere,” v'ere forwarded to the Commissioner by the late Locomotive Engineer,
Mr. Scott, on the 31/8/86, so that is quite true “ there was one specification for the foreign, and another
for the local manufacturer ” for his engines only. Steel fire-boxes, shells, and tubes were introduced,
because they are best, and lessen the first cost of the engines, and it is “ all nonsense to say that this has
been done in the interest of freetrade.”
Speaking generally, those persons who have had no actual experience of a thing are the most
emphatic in their opinions, and Mr. Dalton tells us the author of the article “is a scientific^gentleman,
who understands what he is writing about” ; but I question whether he ever had a day’s experience of
steel fire-boxes. He, like others, seems to think that copper boxes give no trouble, never crack, or want
repairing, and are perfect. He makes use of the orthodox statement about the value of the old metal,
the conductivity, &e., &c., but he says nothing about the thickness of plate (copper being i", and steel -f-f
and I"). Now, as the conductivity of silver .is 100, copper 74, and steel 60, one would think that silver
fire-boxes would be best, but they are not yet spoken of, although the old metal would sell well, no doubt,
when worn out. Neither do we hear of marine, portable, or stationary engine builders proposing to use
copper fire-boxes. It is left almost exclusively to the English locomotive engineers to use that metal, and
they do not forget to ride their hobby well. They. have lately ventured to use steel plates for shells of
locomotive boilers, and perhaps, in the course of a century, they may adopt steel for inside boxes too.
Their American brethren, with their 150,000 miles of railway, use steel, 1 may say, exclusively, as Mr.
Dalton could see, if he would peruse the American engineering papers, a book entitled “ Eecent Loco
motives,” “ The Proceedings of the Institute of Civil Engineers,” and other papers.
The
361—A

%

2
The Government Analytical Chemist,. Mr. Hamlet, would perhaps kindly tell us which is the most
scientific and perfect boiler, one made of steel or iron throughout, or one made of copper, brass, and wrought
iron, metals having different ratios of expansion and considerable galvanic action, when made up into a
locomotive boiler.
'
Mr. J. N. Paxman says his firm began to iflanu-facture steel fire-boxes in 18'79, and up to 1883 had
made 230 with very fair results. Sir Fred. Branwell, Bart., said in 1883, the steel fire-boxes, under a
lengthened inspection which he made on the Grand Trunk Eailway of Canada, “appeared to be perfectly
satisfactory.” That company continues to make steel fire-boxes.
Mr. B. Connor, late Locomotive Superintendent of the Caledonian Eailway, stated that the steel
fire-boxes which were put in between 1860 and 1863 were still working in 1871, and only two out of ten
'
had been slightly repaired..
' Mr. Worsdell, now Locomotive Superintendent of the JTorth-eastern Eailway (England), formerly
of the G. E. E., L. & N. "W. B., and the Pennsylvanian Eailway, stated in 1883, “he was so satisfied with
the quality of the material (steel) that before he left Altoona, he had put in 250 to 300 steel fire-boxes,
and.he did not remember a single failure due to steel.
Sir John Plawkshaw, C.E., said in 1883, “ he had been twice to America during the last four or five
years, and finding that such a thing as a copper fire-box was unknowm there, he naturally inquired into
the reasons for the use of steel.”' He said also “the Americans did several things better than English
men”—an opinion I cordiall/ endorse.
In 1877, Mr. Stirling, Locomotive Engineer, of the G. N. B., saida copper fire-box lasted for
three to five years, and Mr. Kirtley, Locomotive Superintendent of the L. C. & D. Eailway, also spoke
about copper boxes. These two authorities gave 100,000 miles as the average life of a copper box; and if
so, American steel boxes were doing twice the duty of English at one-sixth the cost.
Mr. D. Adamson, the most eminent boilermaker in England, said last year, “ in 3,000 steel boilers
' of his construction, there had not been one accident in the subsequent working, at pressures from 50 to
250 lb. per square inch. This was about the best testimony he could furnish in favour of steel, namely,
its enormous endurance and its increased trustworthiness, as the heat was raised to about 400° Eah.
.•
Mr. Tomlinson speaks of a copper fire-box lasting twenty-three years on the Metropolitan Eailway,
and would lead some people to think that it had never been repaired, and he does not tell us that hot feed
water is used on that line, and that when those engines were made in 1864, copper was copper. If he
would turn to the “'N. 0; and Locomotive Builder,” of November, 1888, page 164, he will see that an
engine has run continually on the Old Colony Ballroad with a steel fire-box for twenty-five years. She was
built in 1863, cost 27,500 dollars, and is now in the shops for the Jlrst time to receive a newr box. MTe
have engiues on our own lines, wdiich have steel fire-boxes, and have now run the following mileage :—
miles.

Engine 105 began to run October, 1877...
...
... 150T79
130
April, 1879 ................
... 171-221
35
33
131
... 228294
>3
33
33
••
* •132
.... 148-794
33
33
33
••1
■••
133
September, 1879
...
... 151-287
33
33
134
... 234-444
33
33
33
■••
•’•
135
August, 1879 ...
...
... 178-245
33
33
136
September, 1879
...
... 141-493
3-*
• 33
137
• 3j
...
...
... 242-383
•3
33
... 231132
3 3' 138
33 ,
139
August, 1879 ...............
... 198-037
3)
33 .
140
September, 1879
...
.... 154-592
33
33
141
... 173-807
33
33
•••
••
33
I think I cannot do better than quote the following from a letter by an eminent locomotive engineer
in America to me, dated New York, 3rd November, 1888 :—
“ I have been watching the progress of your struggle as closely as possible, and from the fury of
. . . . I concluded that you were getting the best of the battle, and it pleases-me very much to learn
that the inference was correct. It appeared to me from the first, that you were working to put on your
lines the machinery best adapted for the woric to be done, while your opponents were striving to make
machinery designed for entirely different conditions, and to perform the service through force of traditions.
Your railways must be similar in many respects to those in this country, and that being the case, the
rolling-stock best adapted for our roads is certain to be better for you than that of British design. In
that tiresome controversy about the relative merits of English and American locomotives, the English
.writers generally assumed that American engineers had made an arbitrary design of a locomotive, and
improved it to suit the conditions of operating; and I do not think any people are less wedded to their
own traditional habit than Americans. They have had good opportunities of judging how English
locomotives compare with those of'American design, from the experience of Canadian Eailways. If there
was any reason at all to believe that English engines would do the work as well, and at less expense than
those of their own type, I feel sure that American railroad men would soon put the matter to a practical
test.” With this I concur.
“ In districts where the water is not badly charged with lime salts, the life of a steel fire-box is about
500,000 miles. I was for some years in.charge, of the running locomotives of a Western Eailway, where
the water was rather bad, and the average service of a fire-box was about 180,000 miles. As a measure of
economy, copper fire-boxes were recommended (through the prejudice of a Scotch . . .) I favoured
the-experiment, and we got four engines with fire-boxes of that material. They did not prove any more
durable than-the steel fire-boxes. My experience then led me to prefer good soft steel for fire-boxes, and
charcoal iron for tubes.
“ You appear to be leading the railway officials in New South "Wales in the same line of progress
as other engineers at an earlier day led Canadian railway men, after the. latter had made prolonged efforts
to run.their business to accord with English interests and ideas, and their zeal and labour had proved
futile. You are not only going to give your lines better machinery,,but you are going to aid materially
in the development of the natural resources of the Colony by helping the people into a way of manu
facturing their own machinery. You need, however, expect to have nothing but hard words,from our
British contemporaries.”
.
p

■
J[ aim .sorry that .Mr. Dalton and o.tlrers -do not -seem to think it worth while to see facts within a
few yards of their own .doors, instead of preferring to .pay so much attention to what is said by irrespon
sible -writers 16,009 miles aw,ay. If he would come to Ereleigh works, I should be glad to show him steel
fire-boxes which have been in use ten years, and new .copper plates which bare cost the Government £99
15s. per ton, which will not stand flangeing., It break-s like cardboard when it is worked in the heated state.
He could also see the trouble we have with copper fire-boxes and copper stays.
*
THOS. MIDELTON.

'

'Minute by the Under Secretary for Public Works.

Subject:—Manufacture of Locomotives.
Tun Secretary for Public "Works would be glad if the Board of Eailway Commissioners would kindly
instruct the Locomotive Engineer, Mr. Midelton, to report upon the statements made in the enclosed
speech, delivered by'Mr. Dalton in Parliament on the 28th ultimo.
■
---------J.B
Urgent. B.C., 31/1'2/8-S. Secretary llailways. The Commissioners approve.—A. B. Loco..
Engineer, B.C., 2/1/89. Eeport herewith.—T.M., 7/1/89.
"
[Extbacx from Hansard of 23th November, 1888.]
Mb. DaTjTOJT : A great deal has been said with reference to tbe unfortunate fifty locomotives, for the
construction of which the Government have let contracts in the Colony. I hold in my hand a paper
published in London called the Indian, Golonial, .and Foreign Engineer and Builder, an acknowledged
authority upon engineering matters, from a recent issue of which—15th October last—I will read a few
extracts on the subject:—
The course pursued by the authorities in New South Wales in respect to the new locomotives ordered from local
firms, raises several questions of very general interest, apart from that of localizing the contract by-altering the specification of the machines.

There can be no doubt that the specifications were altered.
foreigner and another for tbe local manufacturer.

.

■

There was one specification for the

The engines to be made in the Colony are fitted with steel fire-boxes and tubes instead of copper fire-boxes and brass
tubes. By thus varying the material it is estimated that £300 per engine will be saved in raw material, and there will be
a further saving of £68 in items as between best Yorkshire iron and steel. Setting aside the question of favouritism, the
point of practical interest is whether the substitution of steel for the materials hitherto used does affect a genuine economy.
The first cost cannot be considered in this connection without reference to the durability and efficiency of the
different materials, and also their possible value when worn out. The answers to questions put in the Legislative
Assembly on these subjects have been vague. It is “assumed ” that the life of copper fire-boxes, “with repairs and partial
renewals more or less costly,” may be taken as averaging seven years, and that of steel fire-boxes five and a half years. Let
us, however, turn to the teachings of actual practice. In the discussion of a paper “On the Construction of Canadian
Locomotives,” read last year before the Institution of Meehanioal Engineers, Mr. Tomlinson, late Locomotive Engineer of
the Metropolitan Hallway, London, said: “There are engiues now running on the Metropolitan Ilailway, with copper
fire-boxes and brass tubes and wrought-iron boilers, which have run over 650,000 miles, and are still in good working
order, and carrying the original steam pressure of 130 lb. per square inch, that they had when they started new in 1864,”
that is, twenty-three years previously. “ They have run on an average 30,000 miles a year, from 1864 to the present
time.” This shows a very different term of life from that assumed by the New South Wales authorities, and exhibits a
very great advantage in favour of copper-boxes. In regard to the tubes, it is admitted that the life of the brass tube is
three times as long as that of the steel.
A matter that is entirely ignored in the official reply is the fact, at the end of their time, both old copper fire-box
plates and brass tubes are of considerable value—one-third to one-half of their original cost—while old steel plates and
tubes are scarcely worth the labour of cutting up ; and furthermore, the repairs and renewals required with steel as the
material, are more frequently necessary, so that there is a greater loss of service ; and in addition to all this, steel being .
inferior as a conductor of heat to both copper and brass, the steaming qualities of the engines are reduced.
Some attempt has been made to support the adoption of steel on account of its superior strength as compared with If the plates in
copper and brass ; but it should be borne in mind that fire-boxes and tubes do not fail by yielding to direct pressure, as a J>°th cases are
rule, but by corrosion and cracking, induced by unequal internal strain from heating and expansion, and these causes of ness* which ttiey
injury have a far greater effect on steel than on copper.
arenot.—T.M.
From all these considerations it is obvious that the advantages are entirely on the side of copper fire-boxes and brass
tubes, both as to ultimate cost and convenience in running, and the sophistries raised to indicate the contrary are worth
less ; but, even if this were otherwise, it would not alter the injustice of comparing the prices of different manufacturers
when they do not tender to the same specification.
.

The concluding words of the article are as follows :—
If it was intended by the Government that the local manufacturers should have the work, it would have been -better
not to invite tenders from foreign makers, and then there would have been no occasion to adopt an inferior article, and so
risk impairing the efficiency of the Railway Service.

That is an article which bears the stamp of truth on the face of it. It is written by a scientific
gentleman who understands what he is writing about. It has been stated here this evening that the
contractors for the locomotives are providing copper fire-boxes and steel tubes instead. If that be so,
and the eostiu the old country would,be equal to £368 per engine, it would be interesting to know what
the cost will be here. It is all nonsense to say that this has been, done in the interests of free-trade ; it
is protection of the most pronounced kind.

Extract
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•

At length a settlement of this question, so far as.lhe manufacturing of locomotives in the Colony is con

cerned, has, after a fashion, been .arrived at by the New South Wales Government, by the letting of
twenty-five passenger and twenty-five goods engines to manufacturers in Sydney, at £2,987 and £3,000
per engine respectively, although the means of meeting the immediate demand of the Eailway Department
lor additional engines had not been disposed of at the date of the latest newspapers to hand from the
Colony.
As the lowest tenders received from this country for the passenger and goods engines specified-by
the Locomotive Engineer, delivered rin steam in the Colony (even under the unfavourable conditions
imposed) were £2,375 and £2,245 respectively, or an average of £2,310 per engine, it will be seen that
Governmeu''

-

G-overnmenfc which climbed to office on the ladder of free-trade, in avowed contrast'to the policy of itspredecessors, has not scrupled to “ protect ” tbe local manufacturing interests by granting them a bonus,
which on the very face of the transaction stands at 30 per cent, advance on import prices. This fact in
itself would call for some remarks; but, in addition thereto, the course which the New South 'Wales
' Grovernment has thought fit to pursue in arriving at their decision is so entirely opposed to that fair and
honorable treatment which those manufacturers outside the .Colony who submitted tenders on the
invitation of the previous Grovernment had a right to expect at their hands, that we cannot refrain from
commenting at some length on the matter.
.
The earlier steps taken in this business by the Minister for Public Works, in his individual capacity,
are already known to our readers, and need only therefore be briefly referred to. Suffice it to say that
it having been found that the tenders of the colonial firms to the original specifications were 60 per cent,
in excess of the English tenders—an amount obviously too high for any Grovernment, whether free-trade
or protectionist, to pay, by way of premium, for “ fostering local industries”—the difficulty, as it will- be
remembered, was attempted to be met by the Minister inviting fresh tenders from the local firms to pattern
engines of entirely different design, and constructed of cheaper materials. This'was done under the
far-fetched excuse that the specifications of the Locomotive Engineer (to which the original tenders had
been iuvited) “ provided for a different type of engines to any the Department had then running.” This
attempt on the Minister’s part to balance colonial and foreign prices in favour of local firms proved,
however, an entire failure—the new tenders being found to be over 50 per cent, in excess of the English
.quotations. The Minister having thus far failed in his endeavour, and public discontent having been
expressed at the protracted delay that had been allowed to take place in deciding the question, the Cabinet
was forced to take the matter in hand, with the result that the Minister was authorized to make the local
firms an offer of £3,000 per engine. This offer, amounting to 30 per cent, in advance of the English
tenders for engines of a superior class, was, however, declined by the local firms. In these circumstances
it would have been supposed that the question would have been brought to a close, as far as the local
manufacturers were concerned, by the Government recognizing that they had gone quite far enough in
their attempt to reconcile free-trade theory with protectionist practice, and forthwith leaving the local
manufacturing interests to their fate. ' The political morality of the members of the present New South
Wales Government seems, however, -to partake somewhat of the free-and-easy character of the financial
morality of the father who, in sending his son out into the world said: “ My son, make money—honestly
if you can; but make money.” In this instance they have apparently acted on the precept: “ Make
political capital—by the exercise of free trade if you can ; but make political capital.” Having failed to
-adjust the political situation in unison with their free-trade professions, the Government forthwith threw
free-trade and its principles to the winds, and authorized the Minister for Works to introduce such changes
in the structural details of the locomotives as would enable the local manufacturers to submit new tenders
at, or within, the limit they had fixed of £3,000 per engine, with the result, as before stated, that twentyfive locomotives of each class have been let in the Colony at £2,987 and £3,000 per engine, respectively.
It has not yet been made clear .what the full extent of these alterations are, although sufficient
may be gathered as to their nature from an answer given on behalf of the Minister for Works in the
Legislative Assembly, as reported in the local press. We quote from the Sydney Morning Herald of
May 16th, as follows : “ Mr. Eoberts (for the Minister) said that alterations had been made in the
plans and specifications of the locomotives proposed to be manufactured iu the Colony. The main
frames in the pattern engines ” (of American make, it may be noted in passing) “ were very heavy and
costly forgings, necessitating much smith’s and steam hammer work; but the altered frames were made
of bar iron in pieces, which will be much simpler and less costly to make, and yet be interchangeable with
the present frames. . Steel would be used instead of copper for fire-boxes, and steal tubes instead of brass.
Steel was considered to be equally adapted for the work, and it was cheaper. The boilers would be of
steel throughout, and built with fewer parts, joints, and plates than the pattern engines, and yet would
be interchangeable. Cast-iron would be used instead of brass for slide valves, because they were cheaper
and lasted very much longer. Copper chimney tops and brass dome covers would be abolished, and castiron used instead. Brass or Dalziel’s metal would be used for bearings where required, but in much less
quantities than in other engines, and a cheap and effective engine would be obtained. These alterations
should cheapen the cost of construction, but the actual figures could not be obtained until the tenders
were received. Some of the locomotives imported by the Government had been constructed (sic) and
similar material had been used as was now proposed under the new specifications. They had been as
lasting and had done as much work, with as little cost for repairs, as the type of engine imported from the
best makers in England and America.”
It is needless to say that nothing is easier than to “ cheapen” the manufacture of any article or
machine, provided one is only sufficiently indifferent as to the quality of the material used, or the sub
stantiality of the machine when constructed ; and so far as the above quoted paragraph throws light on
the subject, it is evident that the cheapening of the locomotives in question has, in the main, and with the
exception of a few minor details, been effected at the expense of their substantiality and durability, not
withstanding all that was said in the Legislative Assembly to the contrary.
. But assuming, for the sake of argument, that the make of engines substituted for those specified
by the Locomotive Engineer are all that their advocates have said in their favour as regards quality com
bined with cheapness in first cost, and that the subsequent modifications in designs and materials in
nowise detract from their efficiency, while further reducing the cost of construction, by what process of
reasoning, we should like to know, have the New South Wales Government persuaded themselves, or
hope to persuade the public at large, that they have acted iu accordance with free-trade principles in
- limiting the competition for these modified and “ cheapened ” locomotives to the colonial firms ? Eor it
cannot be questioned for one moment that, if tenders had been invited for them in-this country, it would
have been found—in view of the difference in the rates of wages alone—that the price at which the engines
have been let to the colonial firms are, at the lowest estimate, from 50 to 60 per cent, in excess of the
prices at which they could be imported.
No reasons consistent with free-trade that would stand a moment’s consideration can be advanced
by the New South Wales Government—as is obvious to any one—to justify their decision in this matter,
while they have made it clear that it is hopeless for manufacturers outside the Colony to expect either fair
treatment or ordinary courtesy at their hands.
Extbact
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Locomoxites roil ]ST. ew South Wales.

■

In a recent article (vide 'Engineering, page 193 ante) ’ ■e incidentally
_ alluded to a matter in connection
^
•with this subject as affording further evidence of the partisan spirit that seems to have guided the action
•of the New South "Wales railway authorities in this affair since the accession to office of the present
■Government. We allude to the so-called “ trial” of the engines advocated, respectively, by the Loco
motive Engineer and the Tramway Superintendent, the latter of whom, it will be remembered, was called
■in by the Minister for Public Works to advise in the matter over the head of the Locomotive Engineer,
notwithstanding the latter being retained in his position as responsible head of the Locomotive
Department.
_
■ In proceeding to give particulars, we would preface our remarks by saying that, as far as the main
■point of the case we are about to deal with is concerned, the relative merits of tbe locomotives advocated
by each is of no more importance than was the personal matter between the Locomotive Engineer and his
late subordinate, touched upon in our previous article. The point in the case has reference to the unfair
ness that marked the conditions under which, by the authority of the Minister, the trial was mad’e, and
■which, in our judgment, indicated a preconceived desire to make, out a case in favour of the engines
advocated by the Tramway Superintendent, to the prejudice of those specified by the Locomotive
Engineer, whereby an excuse might be afforded for ignoring the tenders received from this country, and
diverting the orders for locomotives into other channels.
_
. .
It will, perhaps, serve to elucidate the case if we give, in' the first instance, a brief description of
the engines recommended by the Locomotive Engineer, on the one hand, and by the Tramway Superin
tendent on the other. Those specified by the Locomotive Engineer for goods traffic were outside-cylinder
six-coupled engines, with a two-wheeled bogie iu front, having a fixed -wheel base 11 feet long, the driving
wheels being 4 feet in diameter, and the cylinders 19 inches, with a stroke of 24 inches, the grate’ area
■20'8 square°feet, the total heating surface 1,143 square feet, the weight on the coupled wheels 35i tons,
■and the tractive power of the engine 180 lb. per pound of effective pressure in the cylinders. The engines
■specified by the Locomotive Engineer for passenger traffic were also outside-cylinder engines, but with
four coupled wheels and a four-wheeled bogie in front, the fixed base being 8 feet 3 inches long, the
driving wheels 5 feet 6 inches in diameter, and the cylinders 19 inches, with a stroke of 26 inches, the
■ grate area 20 square feet, the heating surface 1,214 square feet, the weight on the coupled wheels 30
•tons, and the tractive power 142. It is with the latter engines we have at present more especially to deal,
ns having been tbe subject of trial with those advocated by the Tramway Superintendent.
■
The engines recommended by the last-named for passenger traffic were of the make illustrated on
page 194 of the New York Railroad, Gazette of 27th March, 1885, to which we alluded.in our former
urticle, these having outside cylinders, six coupled driving wheels, with a two-wheeled bogie in front, and
•a fixed’ wheel base 15 feet long, the driving wheels being 5 feet in diameter, the cylinders 18 inches, with
■a stroke of 26 inches, the grate area 17 square feet, the heating surface 1,306 square feet, the weight on
the coupled wheels 35 tons 5 cwt., and the tractive power 140. The engines recommended for goods
■traffic were of the American “ consolidation” type, with eight coupled wheels, 4 feet in diameter, and a
two-wheeled bogie, the cylinders being 20 inches in diameter, with a stroke of 24 inches, the fire-box .9
•feet 10 inches long inside and 2 feet 9f inches wide, and the total weight of the engine and tender in
■ working order 72 tons.
.
.
It will be observed, on comparing the passenger engines, that the essential difference (apart from
.any differences in detail) is in the size of the driving wheels, and in the distribution and amount of the
■adhesion weight, the engines specified by tbe Locomotive Engineer having four coupled wheels, loaded to
SO tons, while those recommended by tbe Tramway Superintendent have six coupled wheels loaded to 35
> -tons 5 cwt. It is clear, therefore, that to the latter the advantage would fall on tbe steeper gradients, while
' the advantage would be with the former on the more level portions of the line. The papers laid on the
■ "Table of the Legislative Assembly show that the purpose for which the Locomotive Engineer intended
' the engines in question was that of running passenger trains from Sydney to Bathurst, on the Western
- main line, a distance of 144 miles, on which the gradients for the greater length do not exceed what are
■ regarded in New South Wales as normal and moderate, namely, short though frequently recurring
"lengths, varying from the level up to 1 in 60, and occasionally 1 in 50; but on a portion of the length, com• mencing 36 miles from Sydney, the line, in crossing the dividing range of mountains, ascends on gradients
•of 1 in 30 for 2f miles, succeeded by long and frequently recurring gradients of 1 in 33 on a length of
.about 27 miles to the summit of the line. Thence, after a run of some 22 miles over gradients varying
• up to 1 in 55, the line descends rapidly by gradients of 1 in 40 for about 5 miles, until it reaches a way■ side station at Eskbank, 94| miles from (and 2,990 feet above the level of) Sydney, whence the distance
■ to Bathurst is 50 miles, over the more easy gradients we before referred to, the total fall in that distance■being 890 feet. It is no part of our business to express an opinion as to which of the two types of engines
■ in question was the more suitable on the whole for the purpose intended. Our object, as we have
already said, is to criticise the spirit in which at times locomotive questions are determined by the
■authorities in New South Wades, and which has formed so marked a feature throughout the whole of this
transaction.
'- .
.
.
•
The proposal to go through the form of a trial to determine the question between the Locomotive
'Engineer and tbe Tramway Superintendent, appears to have followed a reply by the former to the report
of the latter, which, it will be remembered, was withheld from the knowledge of the Locomotive Engineer
• -until after its publication iu the press.
On this point, in addressing his reply to the Minister,' the
Locomotive Engineer wrote : “ It would only have been an act of justice if, before such documents had
been made public, the Honorable Minister had submitted such to me, and requested that I would reply
-to them. Such reply could then have been considered in conjunction with 'the strictures on my recom- -.mendations made by the Superintendent of Tramway Rolling Stock and such a course would, if the Minister
• had seen fit still to maintain the action he has taken, at least have given him an opportunity of judging of
the correctness or otherwise of my opinions and actions.
The first intimation I had concerning this
■matter was from the columns of the public press ; and a consideration of the Minister^ action, without
-.reference in any form to me, forces the conclusion that any explanation _I may have to offer will not in
any way have the effect of altering his. decision.” In the concluding opinion the Locomotive Engineer
cwas entirely correct, as subsequent events proved.
Ak-
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At this stage the Com-missioner for Railways seems to have come on the scenes as a supporter of
.
the Ministerial action against the Locomotive Engineer, and in a minute dated 20th May, 1887,.he
requested the latter to furnish him with tne “proposed conditions of test’’under which the engines
advocated by him should be tried against those recommended by the Tramway Superintendent.
The
reply of the Locomotive Engineer was a fair and reasonable one. He suggested “ that each class of
engine should be put to run the day passenger trains between Sydney and Bathurst, and an accurate
account kept of load hauled and stores consumed.” In the mean time the Commissioner appears to have
■requested the Tramway Superintendent also to name conditions, who, in reply, laid down a number,
which, as was perhaps natural in the circumstances, were entirelv in favour of the engine recommended
by himself. The more notable of these were: “ That the trial'trips should be from Sydney to Eskbank
and back ” ; that the train should consist of a definite number.of carriages, viz., “ eight of the double bogie
type ” ; that water should be taken only at stations specially selected by him; and last, but not least, that
“ neither engine should have any sand in the sand-boxes,” and that the “ brake-blocks, hangers, and rods
should be taken off each engine.” One condition he proposed to which we may refer, not’as beingunreasonable, but as one which, in contrast with the others, seems to us reasonable and practical and for
which we are only too pleased to give the author full credit. The proposal was that the trial trains
^
should be “ run to a time-table made out by the Traffic Manager, time the same as the Western mail on
jfr
the up and down journey.” At the "foot of these extraordinary conditions the Commissioner wrote a.
Tes-but this wa mi'nute>
coming from a non-professional man on a matter ‘of locomotive practice, is probably only
the absurdity : equalled in its absurdity by the various Ministerial minutes on the subject. It was as follows : “ The tests
wi toosmamd ProPosed bIthe Superintendent of Tramway Rolling' Stock are preferable. Will the Locomotive Engineer
we wanted ' say if he has any observation to make or any suggestion in connection with them ? ” The Locomotive
■gr^erpower—Engineer had, reasonably enough, several important observations to make on them, as being, he said, “at
varrnnce with the work” for which his engines “ were designed, and intended to perform.” He pointed out
.
that “ about two-thirds of the journey proposed was overthe mountains,wherefastrunningwasnotpossible
with any engine,” and that, in order to give a fair result, the trials “ should be made to extend toBathurst, where the engines had to run with the trains, or from Sydney to Goulburn” (a similar length
of railway on the Southern main line), “and, if possible, a clear run of about 30 miles between stopping
places arranged for, so that the speed might be ascertained.” With regard to the load proposed by the
II am way Superintendent, he pointed out that it was equal to sixteen ordinary carriages, whereas the
train load in regular service was twelve carriages, adding : “ I therefore consider that what i’s proposed is
simply a test of power, where a goods engine will, of course, give better results than a passenger engine,
particularly over the portion of the line proposed by the Tramway Superintendent, chiefly mountain
grades, where the running is slow. I consider the “ service load ” should be adhered to in the trials.”
As regarded the watering of the engines he considered that “ water should be taken when each considered
it necessary, but that time lost in taking it should be calculated.” He objected to “ dispensing with any
thing provided for the more efficient working of the engines.” On that account he “ protestedligainst the
sanding arrangements not being availed of, if necessary,” as well as to the removal of the brake arrange
ment. He further stated that, “ if it were decided to have the engines tested as to their relative merits
under all circumstances,” he thought “ such tests should be conducted under the direction and supervision
of properly qualified locomotive experts outside the Department, who could have no interest in the result,”
and he concluded with the very apt remark that the Tramway Superintendent “ appeared to be stipulating
for conditions to suit as nearly as possible the type of engine he recommended,” while “ the conditionslaid down should approximate as closely as possible to-those under which the traffic had to be worked, and
which a locomotive engineer would be guided by in ordering his type of engine.”
’
Regardless, however, of the opinion of the Government Locomotive Engineer, the conditions laid
down by the Tramway Superintendent were, on the recommendation of the Commissioner, approved by
the Minister for Works, and ordered to be adherred to, the only concession granted therefrom being that
“if, in the judgment of the experts, the rails were greasy, sand might be used,” although “ if the day wasfine and dry no sand was to be placed in the boxes.” It was also conceded that water should be taken asrequired. Further it was agreed that the “ testing ” of the- engines should be made “ under the super
vision of two locomotive experts.” The Minister, however, reserved to himself the nomination of theexperts, while, at the same time, the testing was directed to be confined to a single trip by each engine in
each direction on separate days, and to the limited portion of the line between Sydney and Eskbank.
■
That there might be no departure therefrom, the experts were supplied by'the Commissioner for Railways''yitj1 copies of the conditions laid down. The minute by the Commissioner giving the reason for the above•t
limitations is, we have no hesitation in saying, entitled to jirominence amongst the many minutes written
III connection with this matler. Itis as.follows
“ If the trials be made beyond Lithgo'w ” (i.e., Eskbank
Station) “it will mean four days instead of two will be consumedin the trials. The°trials will not com
mence till Wednesday morning. On Friday we shall require all our rolling stock to meet the require
ments of the excursion traffic of Jubilee. I must, therefore,.decide that the test be made between Sydney
and Lithgow, and be concluded on Thursday night.” It is thus, after months of needless delay, that
locomotive questions, involving the expenditure of hundreds of thousands of pounds, and in dealing with
which both the Minister and the Commissioner must needs leave their proper duties to assume the role of
amateur engineers and meddle in technical details, are summarily disposed of in New South Wales.

*■
-

Where are the papers ? If they have been printed, please attach copy.—Ch.A.G., 4/6/88.
It has now (.7/1/89) been proved, over and over again in actual practice, that the engines recom
mended by Mr. Scott cannot do the mail service lo time between Sydney and Bathurst, neither can they
haul the loads he stipulated without the use of sand. Both types of engine have now been tested on the
Goulburn and Western lines, and it is admitted thaLmy engines are.the best in every respect; indeed, the
proof of the correctness of my words in my report of the 19th .April, .1887, that “ I have gone very care
fully into the merits of the design of these engines,.and must express my .conviction that their unsuitaibility will be established on trial; they cannot be successful unless they are ruinously overloaded on the
coupled wheels” ; indeed, it is well known that .on the trial day that if the engine had no sand she
would never have mounted the 1 iu 30 grade at 36 miles west, and .1 do not .think any engineer could
justify the-use of sand on a bright clear fine day such as that was.—T.M., 7/1/89.
.
The

The English critic does not understand the case.. His strictures, therefore, may he taken for"
’what they are worth. They hare little but their impudence to recommend them ; and the author, who is
welEknown, had nothing else to recommend him when he was. engaged iu and discharged from our Service.
Mr. Scott’s conditions were as absurd and extraordinary as Mr. Midelton’s conditions were said to have
been. In view, however, of what was required—an engine to take an adequate passenger load over the
mountains (instead of employing an assistant engine)—Mr. Midelton’s conditions, while they were those
to which his engines could respond, were exactly what was wanted. If the service load only were taken,"both engines would be found efficient; but the service load was altogether inadequate, and the proposal
that the load should be confined to that load was simply a piece of childishness, which,, since our critic
.approves of the conditions proposed, he is to be credited with. The day is gone by when so-called
■“ engineers” can claim exclusive knowledge. The locomotive is a machine easily understood, and we do
not need to speak of it with “ bated breath,” as if it were some occult thing which high priests only should
be allowed to talk about. These “ high priests,” or, as they are pleased to call themselves, locomotive
engineers, are (the best of them) good mechanics, for the most part uneducated, and knowing little or
nothing beyond their trade. They choose to call it “engineering,” and claim it as a profession ; hut they
have no diplomas, they can produce no certificates, and they become professional men merely by calling
themselves so. It is not so with any other profession, except that in which the experts practise sleight of
hand. Professor Jacob and other conjurors have this advantage, that while we do not know their tricks,
we know and can expose the tricks practised by our would-be critic and bis confreres.— Cu.A.Gr.

'
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regard to tbe locomotive tenders, a great deal has been heard from onr own point of view. But
there is another point of. view, that of the English tenderer, or foreign manufacturer, as he is- called by
■our protectionist friends, and tbe case as it appears to him is ably stated in . articles which have recently
appeared in JEyyzrecenriy and the Glasgow Herald. Our contemporaries seem to be well informed as to
the facts of the case, with which we in Sydney are of course familiar. Early in 1887 tenders for fortyfour engines were invited simultaneously from locomotive makers in Europe, America, and this Colony.
A number were sent in, but none were accepted. The Sydney tenders were about 60 per cent, above the
•offers from Home, and were therefore out of the question ; but the English tenders were laid on one side
because, in tbe first place, it was desired to give the local manufacturer another chance, and iu the second
place, because the Minister for Works disapproved of the type of engine which had been tendered for
under the specifications sanctioned by his predecessor.
AlnyMzm-Mzy represents that tlie English manufacturers have been unfairly treated from first to
last. It refers first of all to the unusual conditions which were imposed in the case of manufacturer's
. outside the Colony. They were required to provide themselves with workshop accommodation for the
■erection of the engines on landing, and payment was deferred until a certificate that the engines had been
delivered and had run a stipulated number of miles had been granted. These conditicns, our contemporary
says, “ were justly regarded as operating prejudicially to the manufacturers outside the Colony, and had
the effect of limiting the number of tenders, as well as of considerably enhancing the amounts quoted in
those sent in.” According to this, we have not yet had the true measure of' the -difference between tbe
cost of constructing locomotives in tbe Colony and the cost of constructing them in England. ’Engineering
deals severely with the Minister for Works for setting aside the specifications of the Locomotive Engineer
in favour of those proposed by the Superintendent of Tramway Boiling. Stock, who had nothing whatever
to do with the Bailway Department. With regard to these ■ specifications, Mr. Sutherland, it .will be
remembered, wrote a minute to tbe effect that “ they provide for a different type of engines to any we
have now running, and their adoption would, in my opinion, he a serious mistake.” The minute went on
to say that a report on the subject was desired from the Tramway Superintendent, with regard to whom
tbe Minister said:—“He has already designed ten locomotives, which, after two years’ service,. have
proved to be the most economical in working that we bare.” To call in some one outside of the
Department to reverse the recommendations of the responsible officer is regarded by Engineering as
extraordinary conduct on the part of the Minister. Our- contemporary fails to see how the Tramway
Superintendent can be regarded as an authority on the question, and it disputes the originality of the
design for which he is praised by tbe Minister. “As regards the ten locomotives, with the design of
which the Tramway Superintendent is credited by the Minister, we may mention,” says the paper from
which we quote, “ that an illustration of them is to he found at page 191 of the New York Railroad
.
of March 27, 1885.” It is asserted that the engines illustrated are “practically identical in
general features with the ordinary American ‘Mogul’ engine, as made by the Baldwin Company, who
supplied them, 5-feet coupled wheels having simply been substituted for tbe usual 4-feet wheels, tbe
steam dome being dispensed with, single, slide bars substituted for double bars, and the connecting rods,
in common with the coupling rods, fitted with solid bushes at both ends, in place of being provided1 with
straps and cotters, as is usual in ordinary practice.” Having shown that the engines said to have been
designed by the Tramway Superintendent were only modifications of the Mogul type, Engineering offers
some pertinent comments upon the remarkable conduct of tbe Minister in setting aside the specifications
of Mr. Scott and calling upon Mr. Midelton to draw up new ones as the basis of fresh tenders. We
quote a couple of sentences. “ The action of the Minister in this matter was, as’will have been seen,
of tbe most arbitrary kind. Although, no doubt, entirely within bis powers as Ministerial bead of tbe
Department, we venture to say, in view of the fact that the Locomotive Engineer was retained in his
position as responsible head of the Locomotive Department, that the action cf the Minister was not only
unjust to that officer, but subversive of all discipline and responsibility.” This is exactly tbe view that
was taken here at the time ; it is scarcely possible, in fact, to arrive at any other conclusion. The The impartial
in all
so-called trial of locomotives of the types recommended by the Locomotive Engineer and Tramway observer,
probability, is
Mr.
Bennett,
the
Superintendent respectively, is condemned as unfair both to Mr. Scott and the engines which lie late Locomotive
recommended. Here, again, we find an impartial observer in London taking much the same view as that Engineer, whose
services were
which found expression at the time on the spot.
dispensed with.
But what tbe Home jDapers chiefly complain of is the cavalier manner in which tbe Hew South Get the
from
Wales Government has treated the British manufacturers, who have been made a convenience, of, and have article
Ewineeriny
been denied even ordinary courtesy. The whole proceeding, which is regarded as a breach of faith, has and put with
this.—Cii.A.G.,
excited 14/4/88.
"With

excited, the Glasgow Herald says, great indignation amongst the engineers of England and Scotland,,
It is-

-who have determined, we are told, to send a remonstrance to the New South Wales Government.

obi ect in inviting ■.
„
*
here will cease to enter the lists.” But this is not all. Engineering, in concluding a lengthy article on
the subject, remarks, that to the unwarrantable treatment which tenderers outside the Colony haveexperienced at the hands of the New South Wales Government has been added the discourtesy of
withholding from them official notification either of the rejection or aficeptance of their tenders. It must
he admitted that the Home manufacturers have grounds for complaint. They have been made conveniencesof, and they have not been treated with common civility. It is right, of course, for Ministers to do the
best they can for the Colony, but in protecting the interests of the Colony it is not necessary to bring usinto disrepute at Home. Tenders should not have been called for in Great Britain unless we were
prepared to deal with them on their merits ; but when it was determined to set them on one side, and not
to deal with them at all, those who were concerned should not have been left in the dark. ■
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Eriday, 24tli February, 1888.
New South Wales.

The locomotive question in New South Wales, to which we referred at some length in our issue of March.

18 last, and which has been dragging its weary length along over since, has now arrived at a stage which
gives occasion for some additional remarks.
It may be well, in the first instance, to recall to mind the main points bearing on this vexed,
question. It will be remembered that early in 1887 tenders were invited from locomotive makers in
Europe and America, simultaneously with like invitations to manufacturers in the Colony, for sixteen
passenger and twenty-eight goods engines. Scarcely, however, had the invitations been issued by the.
Agent-General than a change of Government took place, when instructions were received, from the Colony
to alter the conditions of tender for manufacturers outside the Colony. These alterations consisted in
requiring them to provide themselves with workshop accommodation for the erection of the engines onlanding, and in postponing inspection and payment until delivery of the engines in the Colony, payment
being made contingent on the granting of a certificate from an inspector in the Colony that the engines
had °been delivered and had run the stipulated number of miles. These new conditions were justly
regarded as operating prejudicially to the manufacturers outside the Colony, and had'the effect of limiting
the number of tenders, as well as considerably enhancing the amounts quoted in those sent in.
Yet, notwithstanding the disadvantage at which the “ foreign ” manufacturer was thus placed, a.
comparison of the prices quoted by the local and foreign manufacturers showed that the lowest prices
tendered by the former were no less than 60 per cent, in excess of the lowest prices quoted by makers in.
this country, who beat all other competitors, both Continental and American, in lowness of price. Under
these circumstances it was at once seen by the railway authorities that it would be impossible for the New
South Wales Government, with any regard to the free-trade principles on which the majority of the
Legislative Assembly had been returned at the general elections, to place the orders with the local firms.
In view of this, and pending a decision of the matter by the Cabinet, currency was given to a proposal by
the Minister for Public Works that the locomotives should be made in the Government workshops, th&
proposal being based on an estimate furnished to him by a former subordinate officer in the Locomotive
Department, whom the Minister appears to have called in to advise in opposition to the Locomotive
Engineer in charge of the Department, that locomotives could be built in the Government workshops at
an advance in price of only 10 per cent, on the English tenders.
.
The inherent absurdity of this estimate, seeing that the rate of wages in the Colony is double that
paid in this country, is obvious. But apart from this, the proposal was condemned by the Cabinet as
vicious in principle, the Prime Minister stating in Parliament that he would rather resign his position than
give his consent to a proposal that would inevitably lead to “ corruption and jobbery.” In the awkward
position in which the Minister for Works had placed himself, and with the latent desire, doubtless, on the
part of the Ministry not too ruthlessly to disappoint the hopes that had been raised in the breasts of
manufacturers and workmen possessed of votes, the Government acceded to the Minister’s _desire_ to
make a final struggle to retain the manufacture of the engines in the Colony, and authorized his inviting
fresh tenders from the local manufacturers, to enable them to come, if possible, within such a distance of
the English prices as should warrant the Government in placing the work in their hands. The fresh
tenders were opened by the Tender Board on December 20. But, notwithstanding some reduction on the
prices previously quoted, the tenders are, as we learn by the Sydney Press, still so high as to be regarded
even by the Protectionist Minister for Works as rendering it impossible for the Government to place the
order with the colonial firms. Hp to the date, however, of the latest advices from the Colony, nothing,
had apparently been done by the Government in settlement of the matter.
Already there has been an amount of unnecessary delay attending this question, which is strangely
inconsistent with the pressing need under which the Bailway Department stands, and has stood for a long
time past, for additional locomotive power, and which gives support to the general belief that influences
are at work to divert the orders for locomotives—which, it is clear, must go outside the Colony—into,
channels to which they could not possibly go if matters were allowed to run a free and unfettered pourse.
The urgency of the question may be seen by the following paragraph which appears in the report‘of the
Commissioners for Railways for 1886, under date of July 20 last:—“ The Locomotive Engineer renews
his statement that more engines are required for the economical working of the traffic.” .The Locomotive
Engineer’s reference to the matter is even stronger. He says—“The drought having broken up, there is
every probability of increased traffic on our lines during the present year (1887), and as in the past great
-difficulty was experienced in supplying the motive power for the traffic, I would again urge upon the Com
missioner the necessity for increasing the number of passenger and goods engines with as little delay as
possible.” Yet, notwithstanding the difficulty in which the Department stands, the official papers recently
laid on the Table of the Legislative Assembly disclose an apparent disregard of everything but the promo
tion of Ministerial hobbies or of political and party interests.

The date fixed for the delivery of the tenders advertised for in the early part of last year, to which
wejnade reference in our opening remarks, was April 12 (1887). On April 14 the result of the tenders
received in this country was communicated to the Government by the Agent-General, showing, as we have
already stated, a difference in favour of the manufacturers in this country of 60 per cent. Significantly
enough, this result was followed in the course of a few days by a remarkable minute by the Minister for
Works. On April 18 the Minister wrote as follows :—“ With reference to the specification for twentyeight goods and sixteen passenger engines, it seems to me, from a perusal of them, that they provide for a
different type of engines to any we have now running, and their adoption would, in my opinion, be a serious
mistake.” Coming from the political head of the Department, who is, we believe, without any technical
training or experience whatever,, this expression of opinion on the specifications of the Government Loco
motive, Engineer is not a little suggestive. Further on in the minute, the Minister entered on a review
of the character of the lines, the nature and tendency of the traffic, and the speed at which, in his opinion,
the trains should be run, and concluded with the following extraordinary proposal:—“ Eor the purpose
of obtaining opinions as to the best class of engines for this purpose, I wish an early report from the
Superintendent of Tramway Rolling Stock, he having had a large engineering experience both in England
and the colonies, and has already shown evidence of his ability with regard to his plans for the Goulburn
running-sheds, and in regard to his advice in connection with the Eveleigh workshops. He has already
designed ten locomotives which) after two years’ service, have proved to be the most economical in working
that we have; and for these, and other reasons, although he is not now in the Railway Locomotive Branch,
I should like his opinions on this question.”
'
Here we may remark that we are not concerned about the personal aspect of this matter as between
the Locomotive Engineer and his late subordinate, and under ordinary circumstances we should not have
thought it necessary even to refer to it. But when the Government of. an important Colony like New
South “Wales treats with something more than discourtesy manufacturers in this country, from whom their
predecessors in office had thought fit to invite tenders, and when the Minister for Public Works thinks
proper to base on the report of an irresponsible officer, whom he has called to his aid over the head of the
responsible officer of the Department, a justification or excuse for setting aside the tenders, it becomes
'necessary to examine a little closely the grounds on which the Minister seeks to justify his selection of
the individual chosen. As will have been observed, the Minister had “ other reasons ” than those he
enumerates for his selection of the Tramway Superintendent, feeling conscious, doubtless, that those
named by him were far from adequate. What the reasons were which he thought fit to suppress may well
be left to the imagination of the reader to determine. As regards those he vouchsafes to give, we can
only say they seem to us to be, on the one hand, far-fetched and irrelevant, and, on the other hand, where
relevant, to be of little weight. What bearing the giving of advice, or even the submission of plans, in
connection with workshops and running-sheds, has on the question of locomotive practice we are at a loss
to perceive ; while, as regards the ten locomotives with the design of which the Tramway Superintendent
is credited by the Minister, we may mention that an illustration of them is to be found at page 194 of the
New York Railroad Gazette of March 27, 1885.
Those of our readers who are interested in the matter have thus the means of satisfying themselves
how far the engines in question indicate any special ability or fitness on the part of the Tramway Superin
tendent for the position for which the Minister selected him. As far as we can. judge, the engines illus
trated are practically identical in general features with the ordinary American “ Mogul ” engine as made
by the Baldwin Company, who supplied them, 5-ft. coupled wheels having simply been substituted for
the usual 4-ft. wheels, the steam dome dispensed with, single slide bars substituted for double bars, and
the connecting-rods, in common with the coupling-rods, fitted with solid bushes at both ends, in place of
being provided with straps and cotters, as is usual in ordinary practice. The circumstances which led
to the placing of this lot of engines with -an American firm have already been commented on by us in
Engineering of March 5, 1886. As was explained by the Minister at the time, the order was given to
meet an emergent case. Makers in this country being unable by pressure of other orders to supply the
engines in the short time available, a telegram was sent to the Baldwin Company, who, the Minister said,
“ offered to supply the whole of the engines within eight months, and six of them within two months.”
On that account the offer was accepted, although the cost to the Department of the ten engines in question
was, as given by the Minister, no less than £3,000 each. So much as regards the engines with which the
Tramway Superintendent is credited by the Minister for Works.
Encouraged by the minute of the Minister, the late subordinate of the Locomotive Engineer was
not long in sending in a lengthy report. It was perhaps more than could have been expected of human
nature as developed in the atmosphere of political intrigue that prevails in some of the Australian Govern
ment Departments, for the Tramway Superintendent to have, declined the invitation of the Minister for
Works. Its acceptance, however, placed him in a somewhat invidious position, requiring no little self
restraint to discharge it faithfully. As was perhaps to be looked for in the circumstances, the report did
not spare either the Locomotive Engineer or his specification, but proved to the satisfaction, we doubt not,
of the author, and not less so, we presume, to the gratification of the Minister, the utter incapacity both
of the Locomotive Engineer and his engines for their respective duties. The report, however, to our
thinking, shows a shallowness and superficiality in its treatment of an important subject that is only
equalled by its needless personalities, and it will, we feel sure, have little weight with any one competent
to form an opinion on it beyond the circle of those for whose benefit it was intended. With the opinions
expressed in it as to the relative merits of six-coupled and four-coupled engines for passenger traffic, the
advantages or otherwise of steam domes and single slide-bars, and other like matters on which opinions
differ, it is not necessary that we should here concern ourselves. Suffice it to say, that the Minister,
without affording the Locomotive Engineer the opportunity of even seeing the report of the Tramway
Superintendent, forthwith adopted its recommendations, and on the 26th of April wrote as follows :—“I
consider it would be detrimental to the best interests of the Railway Department to accept any tenders
which have been received for the engines in question owing to their indaptability to our traffic require
ments, and I have directed tenders to be invited in terms of the recent resolution of Parliament for fifty
engines, twenty-five each of the types I have referred to.” (Those recommended by the Tramway
Superintendent)! ■ .
.
.
. “ I have directed the Superintendent of Tramway Rolling Stock
to draw up such' specifications as may be' necessary, and he will dismantle two engines and have them
placed in the shed so that manufacturers can see the design, and I shall have the locomotives constructed
under the Tramway Superintendent’s supervision.”
The
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The action of the Minister in this matter was, as will have been seen, of the most arbitrary kind.
Although, no doubt, entirely within his powers as Ministerial Head of the Department, we venture to say,
iii view of the fact that the Locomotive Engineer was retained in his position as responsible head of. the
Locomotive Department, that the action of the Minister was not only unjust to that officer but subversive
of all discipline and responsibility, and therefore hardly consistent, one would' think, with the,11 best
interests of’ the Railway Department,” which the Minister professed to have" so much at heart. The
“recent resolution of Parliament” to which the Minister referred, as affording aii excuse for ignoring the
tenders already received, was one passed by the Legislative Assembly on April 24 (1887), to the effect—•
11 That, in view of the wide-spread distress amongst the' iron trades, this House is of opinion that the
government should take immediate steps to call for tenders in the Colony for the manufacture of 100
locomotive engines, and that the following be the conditions of such tenders:—That the construction of
the said engines be carried out by labour already in the Colony, and that only such' material be imported
as cannot be produced here” ; a rather curious “free-trade ” resolution, indeed, by a free-trade majority
in a free-trade colony. No one, we fancy, would question the right and title of the' Legislative Assembly
to pass whatever resolutions it deemed fit, without reference to interests outside the Colony, but seeing
that tenders had been received only ten or twelve days previously from these same firms for forty-four
locomotives, at prices 60 per cent, in excess of those at which manufacturers in this country were
prepared to supply them in steam on the railway, the resolution passed by the Assembly was not a
little absurd, unless, indeed, the object of its promoters was, as is believed, to delay the settlement of the
question.
•
•
■
It might, no doubt, be urged that by increasing tbe number of engines to be tendered for Lorn
forty-four to 100, the local firms would be enabled to tender at a lower price per engine; but as the
Minister'himself limited the number for which fresh tenders were invi'tecf to fifty, the aim of the
Legislative Assembly'in this respect was defeated by the action of‘the Minister, and the whole affair
.rendered more absurd than ever. Its inherent absurdity was shown’ by the result. The fresh tenders
received from the local firms, taking the lowest in each case, were only some £120 less than the previous
pneSj giving’ a reduction of little over 3 per cent., and leaving their prices fully fifi per cent, in excess
of the offers made by makers in this country under the altered conditions, deferring acceptance and
payment until the arrival of the engines in the Colony; and this, too, notwithstanding that the make of
locomotives to which the Minister directed the new tenders to be invited were—if the opinion of the
Tramway Superintendent be accepted—considerably less costly than those for which the English tender's
were invited..
" "
Another feature of this case, to which-we may refer in passing, is that a-(so called) “trial” of
.locomotives- of the types recommended by the Locomotive Engineer- and the Tramway. Superintendent
respectively, was gone through at the instance of the Minister, with the object, apparently; of giving a
semblance of substantiality and weight to the opinions enunciated by the Tramway Superintendent.
The papers oh the subject laid on the Table of the Legislative Assembly, show an amount of unfairness
to .the Locomotive Engineer and the engines he recommended, in tlie conditions under which the trial was
directed by the Minister to be made, which we would hardly have been prepared for, had it not been for
the prior action of the Minister in the matter. With this part of the ease’ we purpose dealing on a
subsequent occasion.
.
.
, In concluding this article, we may remark that to the unwarrantable treatment which tenderers
outside the'Oplo’ny'have'experienced at the hands of the New Sbutfi Afales government has been added
the discourtesy of withholding from them official notification either of the rejection or acceptance of their
tenders, the only information on the subject being such as may be gathered from the papers laid recently
before the Legislative Assembly. They have consequently suffered the inconvenience of being held in
suspense as to the result of their offers. No sufficient reason has been disclosed to warrant this treatment.
Ifi would have been but reasonable for the Government—pending the settlement of the question as to the
fostering of local manufacturers—to have taken action on the tenders submitted in response ’to the invita
tion of their predecessors. The remote period named by the local firms for commencing delivery of the
engines’and the slow rate of supply promised by them renders it impossible for them—apart from' other
considerations—to meet the existing demands of th’e Department for Locomotives.
We shall not be surprised to find that the delay which has occurred in dealing with the matter will
.be followed by the discovery at the last moment that the pressing need of the Railway. Department for
additional engines can only be met, as on previous occasions, by ordering from America, and without
competition, locomotives at prices much in excess of the English tenders.
•
This is altogether wrong, the engine being of a different type no comparison can be made. It is
idle to say that they are 56 per cent, above the English prices unless we know what the English prices
are. The writer’s argument leads him constructively into the- assertion that engines in England, whatever
their character, dimensions^ &c., are built at the same price.—Ch.A.G., 16/4/88.
’ " ’

Railways.—Further papers respecting Tests for suitable type of Engine.
Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed,’ 25 October, 1887.

Mr. Acting Locomotive Engineer Midelton to The Traffic Manager.
.
New Engines for working Mail and Mixed Trains.
•Now I have this matter in hand, I should be glad to know your views as regards the maximum number of
vehicles (or total weight of train exclusive of engine and tender) you desire to work on your mail trains
regularly.
.
.
..
:■ ' As you of course know, we have .been using two powerful engines on our mail trains for some time,
I hardly think it necessary to point out how prejudicial this-is in many ways, as you, of course know that
also.
"
•
If-
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If you will kindly let me know the weight of the heaviest train you desire to work, at an average'
speed of (say) 35 miles per hour, I should he glad, as the practice of employing two engines on one Southern Line,
train should be discontinued as soon as possible. I am preparing designs for. an engine which shall take .^r®^“t£iue
the train I think you will propose, that is, of course, keeping within bounds as to safety on our steep 3,658 feet.. ’
grades.
,
.
I have my opinions of course, and when I have yours probably I shall find I have under-estimated
your requirements. Please, therefore, let me have this as soon as you can.
..
.
THOS. MIDELTON, 20/3/83.

Memorandum to The Traffic Manager.
'

Locomotive Engines Branch, Redfern, 13 April, 1883.

'■

Will the Traffic Manager kindly return my m.p., 83-2,17-9 re new engines for working mail and mixed

trains.

The paper was sent te Traffic Manager on 21/3/83.
---------

‘
R.J.S.

The information we require from Inspectors not .yet, furnished. Will return the paper in the
course of two or three days.—W. V. Read {pro J.P.), iR/i/SS.
I shall be glad to have, your reply-as
early as,possible; I have several important questions standing for this paper.—T.M., 17/4/83. Traffic
Manager.
, .. TT. ,
,.
I return the paper herewith, and from inquiries I have made, I find that an engine capable, of main
taining a speed of 35 miles per hour on an ordinary road, and of drawing thirteen loaded vehicles up an
incline of 1 in 30 or 33, would meet the requirements of the Department. I do not mean, of course, that
a speed of that kind should be maintained upon such ah incline,because that would be impossible. It will be a
great desideratum if such an engine can be procured for our passenger trains, because I quite concur
with;Mr....Midelton, .that it is undesirable to have,/wo,engines doing the work of one, as they have very
frequentiy to do at present.—W.T.R, 25/4/83. Mr. Midelton. :
Please see L-E.., 84-2,-946, Comi-s.,84-10,3.52-and,84-9,1.34.
.
. .t .
I am sorry it has taken two years to accomplish that which is so generally admitted to be so desir
able. We now possess ten passenger engihes which will do what is required, vizf, take thirteen vehicles'
.over any portion of the N.S.W. lines at.any.time.-table speed the Traffic M^p^ger likes to decide upon. I
have to-day (15/4/85) hauled a train of 101 tons (exclusive of engine and tender) from Penrith.to Glenbrook under conditions which cannot be said to be favourable, the boiler of No. 311 engine (the one in
question) being very dirty indeed, and also the water. The engine ‘steamed freely, did hot prime, hauled
the load with ease, and ran perfectly cool all. round. On‘the return journey No. 311 was attached to the
up passenger train, and ran often at a speed of over 40 miles.ah hour fora long distance. I consider this
most satisfactory, and these engines are capable of successfully working any passenger train we have,
even the express, where, if one of them were used, a train of double the weight of the present one could
be worked, but of course I should not advocate the use of a six-coupled 5-ft. wheel engine where a fourcoupled 6-ft. wheel will do.—T.M., 15/4/85.
Traffic Manager will please note and return, so that I may forward paper to L.E.—Seen.—W. V. ■
Read {pro D.K.), 16/4/85.
,
■
Locomotive Engineer.—T.M.’, 16/4/85.

. Minute by Mr. Midelton, Locomotive Overseer.
On letter received by Commissioner for Railways from Mr. W. Rhodes (of the Baldwin Company),
offering six locomotives of the “ Mogul” type, dated 1st December, 1883.
■
,ii.
.
.
,
■
.
. .
■
1
.•< .
This represents the class of engine and tender / am now designing in accordance with a minute by you
on a previous paper. I have ever since I came to-the Colony—in. 1880—argued that an engine such as..
here illustrated, having.18 x 26 cyls, and a set.of, 6-coupled wheels, 5 0 diameter, would with .a suitable
engine we could have, such as would be capable of working any passenger trains, or goods, traips, or fast
eight-wheeled tender to cari^r 3,000 gallons of water and 5 or 5^ tons o"f coal, be the best “ all round” class
of cattle traffic, in short it could be attached to any train and work it satisfactorily. I have already made my
views known iu the,report and specification rc the twenty he,\v Mbgul engines recehtfyicabled for from
England, but I regret’to hear that my suggestions were not regarded. If the Loco. Ehginee'r will give me
iseshowtL°in
his full support I shall have very great pleasure in preparing “ Special specifications” as alluded to in the the papers.—
attached printed circular (extract from the Chicago Railway Age, May *29th and June 5th, 1879), and w-sguarantee to have an engine which shall give equal performance, and tinder similar,circumstances, to those
named by Mr. Einney, and I recommend that such specification be prepared and submitted to the Baldwin Mr. Midelton has
Company for prices for six engines and tenders as suggested by Mr. Rhodes, as I am quite sure they will whenUiconsider
give us greater satisfaction than any engine we now have. It grieves me to .see two engines on our mail ho aright.—
trains when one (such as I propose) would do the work comfortably in all weathers. ' '
'
T.M., 22/12/83.
'

, The class of engine submitted by Mr. Rhodes, on behalf of the Baldwin 'Cbmpah'y, would be a great
improvement on the Consolidation class supplied to us by this firm, and pfovid.ed/they’undertake to build
such a type of engine on our specification I recommend an order be given for six of them if the price be
reasonable. The class of engine which I consider best adapted to our requirements is a 19 x '26 .cylinder
and a 54-inch driving wheel. This type of engine ivould have a tractive power of about 1.74,(and can be
run at a.speed.of 35 miles per hour, allowing a^ood margin of safety, which,!, consider would be‘ample
for any mixed passenger oi? live stock. traihs. Believing that‘the speed of o,ur mail trains must be increased
rather than reduced, T could hot think of . recommending the uSe of sUch an engine as Mr. Midelton
advocates for running mail trains.—W- Scott. 2/1 /84. The Commissioner.
• .
Will
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Will the Loco. Engineer be good enough to direct Mr. Midelton to draw up a specification to his
design, and I shall he glad to receive a specification from Mr. Scott to his own design, as explained in his
,.
minute of 2/1/84. Then I think it would be well to obtain prices from Baldwin Company on a competi-.
tive basis for one or both of these engine. Let Mr. Midelton state the speed to which the engine he pronUiMdper hour poses can be run to with perfect safety.—Cn.A.G., 22/1/84.
1 . .
on specification.'
j must agree with Mr. Midelton that it is a grievous thing to see, when a train is slightly added to
—(say) 40 tons added, and not weighing on the whole 120 tons (without motive power) that two
engines should be required to move it. If one engine can do such work by all means let us have a design
of it.—Ch.A.G., 22/1/84.
Memo, to Mr. Midelton, 25 January, 1884.—Eeferring to your minute of 22/12/83 on Mr. Ehodes’
letter of 1st December, the Commissioner desires that you will draw up a specification of the engine you
propose, and slate the speed to which the engine can be run with safety.—W. Scott.
_’
Specification herewith. I very much regret there is not time for preparing complete drawings
also.—T.M., 26/2/84. Loco. Engineer.
■
'

Extract from Commissioner’s Minute Paper, 84-10,352.
*
*
*
*
Mr. Midelton has designed a powerful passenger engine which, when required, can
be used as a goods engine. The two specifications are herewith. The latter engine is to enable us to in
crease the weight of our passenger trains without using two engines. *
*
*
*
*
*
*
•
s
r
5
a
Ch.A.G., 27/3/84.
.

Approved.—F.A.W., 3/4/84.

--------- -

Railways.—Tenders for Engines and Tests for suitable Type of Engine.
Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 13 October, 1887.

■

The Locomotive Engineer to The Commissioner for Railways.
Additional Engines required for new extensions, &c.- ’
In view of the number of additional miles that will be opened for traffic within the next two years, I beg
to recommend tenders be invited at once for the number of engines required to work them.
_
■
On the Northern Line there are not sufficient goods engines now in stock to meet the traffic in the
busy season, and when the line is opened to Tenterfield we shall have very great difficulty in meeting the
increased requirements, so that it is absolutely necessary that more locomotives be supplied at the earliest
possible moment for that line. .
_
While we have sufficient engine power to meet the traffic on the Southern and Western Lines at
the present time, yet when the new extensions are opened (over 300 miles) an increase to our locomotive
stock will be indispensable.
.
In view of the many advantages accruing from as few types of engines as possible being used, I
strongly recommend that the terms of the specification for the two' classes now required be strictly
adhered to.
The class most suitable for our passenger traffic is that provided for in the specification upon which
tenders were last invited, and for which the Vulcan Eoundry Company, of England, obtained the contract.
The advantages gained by having even the same class made by the same makers are so considerable, and in
view of the very low price at which the Vulcan Eoundry Company are supplying, induces me to strongly
recommend that an order for those now required be given to the same firm.
Eor the goods traffic I do not think that a more suitable engine than the Mogul class, specification
No. 191, can be obtained. We have now had some years’ experience of them, and, as regards loads hauled,
economy-in “Eunning Stores,” and small cost of repairs and renewals, they have given general satisfac
tion. I therefore strongly urge that this type of engine be adhered to.
The following are the number of engines required, and the estimated cost:— .
Great Northern Railway—
■
4 Passenger Engines, @ £2,450 each
8 Goods
„
@ £2,780 each
Great Southern a/nd Western Lines—
12 Passenger Engines, @ £2,450 each
20 Goods
„
@ £2,780 each

................
................— 9,800
......................................... — 22,240
...
...

...
...

...
...

... — 29,400
... — 55,600

£117,040
Total
I intend to submit a separate paper upon the quantity and description of tank engines which will
be required to meet the increased requirements on our suburban.lines.
W. SCOTT, 25/5/86.
I cannot concur in Mr. Scott’s recommendation that for the reasons given the order for the sixteen
passenger, engines required be given to the Vulcan Company without competition.
.
We have not, I think, received the engines which the Vulcan Company obtained recently the con
tract for, and therefore cannot know much of the quality of the work ; but even if it be all that can be
desired, I dot think it right that we should depart from the. approved system of inviting tenders.—
Ch.A.G., 28/5/86.
'
_ _
:
The system of inviting tenders should not be departed from. It is represented that it is absolutely
necessary these engines should be obtained. I therefore approve of tenders being called.—W.J.L.,
29/5/86.
___________________________ __
'
Memo

(■

■

'
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Memo, by The Locomotive Engineer to The Commissioner for Railways.

Tenders for Locomotive Engines. •
I Porwaed herewith a draft advertisement, calling for tenders for the supply of locomotive engines,
approved on your 86-8,560 herewith, which will, I trust, he inserted as early as practicable.
.
I also forward herewith twelve copies of each specification for Colonial-built engines and ten copies
of each specification for engines to be manufactured in England or elsewhere.
.
■
■ '
W. SCOTT, 31/8/86. '

Send copy of draft specification and conditions for locomotives to D. & W. Robertson, Mort’s Bock,
Atlas Company, Vale, Wearne, Hudson Bros., and Chapman and Company, and ask them to peruse them
and let me know whether there are any alterations which, in their opinion, should be. made therein to
meet the reasonable requirements of Colonial manufacturers. Suggest that they have a meeting and act
in concert in any suggestions which they may have to make.—Ch.A.G., 2/9/86.

Tbe Commissioner for Railways to Messrs. D. & W. Robertson and others. .
Gentlemen,
Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, 2 September, 1886.
,
I have the honor to enclose herein for your perusal copy of our specifications for the supply
of engines, for which tenders are to be shortly invited. I shall be glad if you will let me know whether •
there are any alterations in the conditions which you consider should be made to meet the reasonable
requirements of local manufactures. I may add that a similar communication has been addressed to the
^
firms mentioned in the margin. It would perhaps be desirable for a meeting of representatives of these vaic, ciMm/an '
firms to be held in order that any suggestions may meet with their entire concurrence.
BrS ’lSco.
I have, &c.,
.
’
'
CHAS. A. GOODCHAP
(Per D.C.M'L.),
t
'
■
Commissioner for Railways.
.
Please reply on or before the 15th instant.

The Secretary, Iron Trades Employes Association, to Tbe Commissioner for Railways.
Iron Trades Employes Association, Box 256, General Post Office,
Sydney, 14 September, 1886.
Tour favour of 2nd instant, together with copies of specifications for supply of locomotives,
were duly received, and the several firms having had a conference on the subject, acted under their
instructions, I have the honor to request that the following alterations be made in the conditions, viz.Sir

■

■

Goons Engines.
’
■
• 1.—'General Arrangements, page 2.
'
In lieu of the contractor preparing the working drawings, the employes-consider it to be the duty See MiniSter’s
of the Government to supply plans and specifications from which the contractor should work.
decision ; conx

^

■L

x

'

'

tractors to pre»
pare their own
drawings.—

'

2.—Wheels and tires, pane 4.
"
’ ^
_
Ch.A.G.,
The Colonial manufacturers consider that, as there are several English firms with quite as good a 25/10,86. ^
reputation for this class of work as that of Vickers, Sons, & Co. (such as John Brown & Co., Cammell & decision!^615
Co:, Brown, Baley, & Dixon), it is not fair or to the interest of the Government they should be limited to JJ.'-A®-’
.
one particular firm, especially as the principal railway companies in England and elsewhere obtain their "' ' ’
material from those and other equally good firms.

3.—Boiler, page 4.
'
The “ Earnley” brand of iron to be included with Lowmoor, Bowling, or Taylor Brothers, as the See Mr. Scott's
minute con
makers of that iron stand on equal terms in England.
.
ceding this.—

Ch.A.G.,

25/10/86.
4.— General conditions, page 11..
.
Alterations.—The minor alteration to be executed by contractor should be limited to £5 ; anything See Mr. Scott’s
minute con
beyond that value should be paid for.
ceding this.—
Cost of Arbitration.—The employers consider it would be more equitable for the contractor to bear Ch.A.G.,
expense of arbitration if he be not awarded an amount equal to one-half his claim, instead of three- 25/10/86.
See Minister's
fourths, as now specified.
decision.—
h.A.G.,
Hoping this will meet with your approval,
. C25/10/86.
.
.
I have, &c.,
. JAS. CHAS. PRATT, ■
--------.
Secretary.

Mr. Scott for report. I do not see how the Colonial manufacturers can be prejudicially affected
by our mentioning Vickers’ steel for tires. The same condition will apply as regards the description of
steel if English manufacturers compete. I strongly doubt whether the firms named by the Contractors’
Association do make as-good tires and axles as Vickers ; our experience is the other way.—Ch.A.G.,
23/9/86.
'
.
'
The
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The Locomotive Engineer to The Commissioner for Railways.
CoKTBACToiis’ suggestions re alterations in specifications for engines proposed to be built in the Colony
■t
(f•) l^e object of stipulating that contractors should provide their own working drawings is to
obviate the necessity of employing a staff of locomotive draftsmen for which there is at present no
accommodation..in addition to which we could not find permanent employment for them.
(2.) I cannot' admit the contention that the other firms mentioned have as good a reputation as
Messrs. Vickers have as makers of axles and tires,-and in view of the importance of having the very best
quality of material, I do not think the alteration suggested should be granted. X assume that, provided
tenderers are !supplied at-the prices now charged to the Government by Messrs. Vickers, they are not
prejudicially affected.
.
,
.
' '
• 4 - (3.) I have no objection to the Ifarnley brand of iron being included. In fact the proviso that
tenderers were to name the brand of iron they intended to use was specially inserted to meet such views.
(4) I have no objections to the value of the minor alterations in detail being limited to £5.
W. SCOTT, 28/9/86.
In whpt way can it be stipulated that the contractors shall have the axles and tires at the price
paid by the Government ? The only way that I can see to accomplish this is to provide in the specifica
tion that the axles and tires shall be provided by the Government.—Ch.A.G., B.C., 30/9/86.
Mr. Scott.—Urgent.
...
■
'. .?
a. conversation with Mr. j. N. Vickers, of Bond-street, who represents the firm in the
I11
subject, and he gave me to understand that they could supply contractors building,
pngipes/for the Government at the same price as they are supplied to the .Government, and he informed
™-0.
intended to see you on the subject. I would suggest that he be written to so as to obtain a
written offer to that effect.—W. Scott, 2/10/86. Commissioner.
I have no doubt if the undertaking were made that the firm would carry it out, but I do not think
it desirable that the Department should contract for third parties, as complications might arise. Before,
however, the question-is finally, decided, the contention of the manufacturers that we should take other
tires ,p}id..ax]es must be submitted to the Minister. Manufacturers will push their wares, and no doubt
the Department lays itsell; open to ungenerous suspicion in advocating a special article made only by one
manufacturer, but if an accident were to occur through defective axles and tires —and on our mountain
lines the consequences would be perhaps exceptionally, .se.vere^—those .who advocate cheap axles and tires
vrould not be held responsible, but the officers of the Department would be for weakness in not resisting
the use of inferior .material in such vital parts of our rolling stock. Of course the manufacturers named
would urge that their tires an axles are as good as Vickers’, but the report of Sir Johii Towdbr and our
own experience are to the contrary—Ch.A.G., 7/10/86. ■ .
-,
...
I see no objection to the contractors providing their own working drawings ; on the contrary I
believe if it; were done it would be a considerable saving to the Department. With regard'to the use of
tires, and axles, I deprecate any proposal to obtain these unless they are of the best quality, and obtained
of makers of the.,highest standing. There can be no objection to the contractors arranging with Messrs.
A ickers & Co. for the supply of the same class of tires, &c., as wre are now using. It is undesirable that
the Government should make the arrangements, as they ivould thereby become third parties to the
transaction, which might cause .complications, but contractors should have direct communication with the
Gpyernment reserving to itself the right to accept or reject any supplies. With reference to
the-iise of -axles and tires_.othef than Vickers’, unless experts in whom the Department’and the public
have confidence are prepared to recommend other makers I certainly cannot take the responsibility of
authorizing any alteration.—W.J.L., 11/10/86.
.
WiM tlie Minister decide question as to cost of arbitration, as provided in specification ? It reads
that, unless the contractor is awarded three-fourths of his claim, he must pay costs ; this is, of course, to
prevent excessive claims being made. The contractors say “ one-half,” but that seems to me absurd'. ’ At
contractor claims £100, and is .warded £50, which sum xve may have been willing to pay, without going
to arbitration, .and yet we should have to pay costs. It would be better to say that the cost of all’
references to arbitration shall be borne equally by both sides, or make it in proportion—that is the same
proportion as the award bears to claim and offer.—Ch.A.G., 14/10/86.
If the contractor does not.get an award of more than offered by the Department, he should pay
all costs, and if he obtains one-half his. claim (being more than we would pay), the Department should pav
half costs.—W.J.L., 21/10/86.
;
Communicate to Colonial manufacturers the decision of the Minister on the points raised, and the
other points which the Locomotive Engineer has conceded. Then to Mr. Scott to have specification and
.conditions amended in accordance therewith. The payment of arbitration costs should-be arranged as
provided in the accompanying printed copy of conditions as to arbitration, clause 13.—Ch.A.G., 25/10/86.

The Commissioner for Railways to The Secretary, Iron Trades Employes
Association.
Sll’>

Department of Hallways, Sydney, 3 November, 1886.
. Wrth reference to your letter of the 14th September last, suggesting certain alterations in the
speciucations for the manufacture of locomotives in the Colony, I have the honor, to inform von that the
matter has had very careful consideration, and I have to intimate that Mr. Secretary Lyne has decided as
follows on the various points raised :—
Eirst. As to drawings, that it is advisable the contractors'should provide the working drawings.
Second. Wheels and Tires : That, in the interest of public safety, it is essential they should be
ot the very best quality, and obtained from makers of the highest standing.
Relative to the use of axles and tires, other than Vickers’, Mr. Secretary Lyne cannot accept any
responsibility m authorizing the receipt of tires and axles, the manufacture -of any other firm, but would
be prepared to consider the matter if experts, in whom the Department and the public had confidence,
were prepared to recommend other makers.
Third

jr

*
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Third.—Inclusion of the “Parnley” brand of iron ; and
Pourth.—Cost of alterations above £5 to be paid for. These points will he conceded.
•
Pifth.—Cost of arbitration: The cause relating to the costs of arbitration to be amended as
follows:—
. •
■
'
.
“ If, upon an arbitration in respect of claims made by the contractor the sum awarded to the
centractor shall be less than one-half of the amount of his said claim, all the costs, charges, and
.expeiises of, and incident to, the said arbitration and award shall be borne and paid by the con
.
tractor, but if the amount awarded shall exceed one-half of the amount of the said claim, then
......... each party shall pay his own costs and one-half of the arbitrators and umpire’s fees.”
■
• '
' I have, &c., ’
.
CHAS. A. GOODCHAP,
Commissioner for Eailways.
.

Memo, from The Locomotive Engineer to The Commissioner for Railways. .
I shall be obliged if you will kindly inform me when tenders will be invited for the engines to specifica
tions, Nos. 188a and 191, which were forwarded to you on 31/8/86.
As the engines cannot be delivered for a considerable time after tenders are invited, I would point
out that unless tenders are soon called for serious inconvenience mav be caused in working the traffic.
'__________________ ,
"
W. SCOTT, 29/10/86.

The Secretary, Iron Trades Employes Association, to The Commissioner for Railways.
Iron Trades Employes Association, Box 256, General Post Office,
" '
'
Sydney, 12 November, 1836.,
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your favour of 3rd instant in reference to the
locomotive specifications, and am instructed to say the employers acquiesce in the specification being
amended in accordance with/your letter now under acknowledgment.
"
I am 'further instructed to ask if you would favour the employers with the prices paid by the
Government for the Vickers’ wheels and axjes and tires.
' '
‘
I have, &c.,
JAS. CHAS. PRATT,
--------.
1 Secretary.
Sir,

Locomotive Engineer.—D.O.M'L., 15/11/8.6.
The information can be supplied by the Store
Branch if the Commissioner approves.—W.S., 17/11/86. The Commissioner. .
This paper was sent to Loco. Branch to amend the specification.. The matter mentioned in fhe
second paragraph of Mr. Pratt’s letter is being dealt with separately.—D.C.M‘L., 18/11/86.' Locomotive
Engineer—A.R., B
C 18/11/Rfi
The Specifications
Snecifioatinns with
with the
thealterations
alterationsapproved
annroved by
bv tlie
the Commissioner
Commissioner
B.C.,
18/11/86.
The
" Printer’s
In a*'week to see if'specifications
are in the
Printer’: hands.—W.S., 19/11/86. The Commissioner.
are ready, 23/11/86.
’
'
,
!
‘"
' '
‘ '
* '
‘
- - •
i do not
think we get the wheels from Vickers. Please inquire'? Be careful there'is no'mistakes'-as the-tenders
will probably be based on the price we name.—Ch.A.G., 16/11/86.
.
" ‘ K •*.t >- .‘.if
Retuen of prices paid for tires and axles during 1885-1886.
Date.

’

Maker.

'

Invoice cost
per ton.

Description.

£*

s.
.' d.

Cost in .Colony
per ton.

£ s. d.,
• •<»

1885 ......................

20 0 0

21 11

1885' ......................

22 0 0

23 13 3

1885 ......................

24 0 0

25 13 0

1886 '......................

18 0 0

19 10 10

1885 ......................

26 16

28 13 6>

1886 ......................

do

do

do

.............

94

IS 0 0

3

19 10 10

•' ••1 >f<

Memo, by Tbe Locomotive Engineer to The Commissioner for Railways.
.
,
.
Tenders for Locomotive Engines.
I hebewith forward twelve copies of specification No. 188a,"and twelve copies of specification No. 191,
which are complete, in accordance with your directions on86-4,423, re provision for Colonial manufactures.
Draft advertisement also herewith.
'
...
--------W. SCOTT, 23/11/86.
The specification must embody in itself, and not in the form of addenda, the alterations made to
Monk bridge boiler-plate, to be included with other brands. Is it not proposed' to invite tenders in
Europe and America at the same time?—Ch.A.G., 25/11/86. Locomotive Engineer.
I will have the specifications altered, to include the amendments referred to in their proper places;
but as this will involve the reprinting of them, some delay will necessarily occur. In regard to'the
Monk bridge.-plates I regret to say that I have not sufficient confidence in their quality to justify my
including them in the specification, more particularly as regards the boilers; hut I see no objection to
their being used in tbe frame-plates, and will provide accordingly. I wrould, however, suggest; for your
. consideration,

16
consideration; tlie desirability of sending a cable to the Inspecting Engineer in England, to the following
effect:—“ Are Monk bridge-plates considered suitable for locomotive boilers P” 1 assumed it was your
intention to invite tenders in Europe and America, and provided for it in a separate specification.—
W. Soott, 30/11/86.
.
'
Prepare cablegram for Agent-General.—Ch.A.G., 2/12/86.
Cablegram forwarded to Public
Works for transmission to Agent-General, 2/12/86.—D.C.M'L., 2/12/86. Locomotive Engineer.
Eight specifications for passenger engines herewith. The specifications for goods have not been
received from the Printer yet.—W. Scott, 29/12/86. The Commissioner,

•

Memo, by The Commissioner for Railways.
Specifications for Locomotives.

It is time the advertisement was out for locomotives.
Tenders are to be invited in the Colony, and simultaneously in England and America.
Let me have completed specifications and notices.—Ch.A.G., 30/12/86.
Specifications for the passenger engines herewith; those for the goods engines have not yet been
turned out by the Printer. ■ Advertisements might however be put in the newspapers saying that specifica
tions for the latter can be obtained after (say) the 7th proximo. Please say how much notice should be
given of .the date for reception of tenders.—I).C.M‘L., 30/12/86.
'
The Commissioner wishes you to submit at once the draft advertisement. I would point out that
the specifications sent only provide for the engines to be made in the Colony. "Where are the specifica
tions to be tendered from in England and America ? The matter is urgent, and the Commissioner wishes
it attended to with the utmost expedition.—D.C.M'L., 30/12/86. Locomotive Engineer.
Draft advertisement herewith. The specifications were only received from the Printer’s this
morning. There are ten of each description for Colonial tenderers, and twenty of each for foreign
tenderers. More can be forwarded if required.—W. Scott, 4/1/87. The Commissioner.
The specifications have been forwarded to your office.—W.S., 5/1/87. The Commissioner. ■
* Specifications
included in
papers laid on
the Table of the
House, and
ordered to be
printed,
27 April, 1887-

Enclosed are papers and specifications* containing all necessary information for the invitation of tenders
for the following locomotive engines:—■
16 of passenger type
......................................................12 at Sydney, 4 at Newcastle.
28 of goods type.................................................................. 20 at Sydney, 8 at Newcastle.
The mail leaves via Melbourne on Wednesday next, and it is proposed to call for tenders in America,
England, and the Colony,-returnable in each place on the same, date (12th April). The tenders received
in Sydney will not be open until the Agent-General reports (which he will be able to do by cablegram)
the result of. the tendering in England, America, and on the Continent.
■
—-----Ch.A.G., 10/1/87.
Approved.—W.J.L., 10/1/87. Write to Agent-General at once.—A.E., 10/1/87..
Draft letter
to Agent-General.—C.A.B., 11/1/87.
■

The Secretary for Public Works to The Agent-General.
. Sir,

Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 11 January, 1887.
I have the honor to inform you that, in view of the expected opening of new lines, it has'
become necessary to obtain a further supply of locomotives, both for passenger and goods work, and the
Government have determined that tenders shall be invited for them in England, America, the Continent
of Europe and the Colonies.
The locomotives required are :— .
.■ ; • Sixteen four-coupled outside cylinder passenger bogie engines with tenders to specification, 188a
(twelve to be delivered in steam in Sydney, and four in steam in Newcastle).
Twenty-eight six-coupled outside cylinder bogie goods engines with tenders to specification, 191,
of which twenty are to be delivered in steam in Sydney, and eight in steam in Newcastle.
Eor these engines you will please invite tenders in England, America, and on the Continent;
tenders to be lodged by the 12th day of April next.
................. " '
As time is now an important consideration, I will ask you to be good enough to communicate to
me by cable the result of the tendering, and the recommendation of the Consulting Engineer, in order
that it may be considered with the Colonial tenders. By this mail I send you forty copies of specifica
tion.No. 188a, and a similar number of specification No. 191.
.
■
'
•
•
•
I have, &c.,
•
W. J. LYNE, •
.
.
.
Secretary for Public Works.

'.

The Manager, Phoenix Poundry Co., to The Locomotive Engineer.
.

’
.
Phosnix Eoundry Company (Limited),
• Dear Sir,
. . .... .Ballarat,-11 January, 1887.
I notice by the papers that you will be calling for tenders shortly for the locomotive engines
you mentioned some time since. When the specifications, conditions, &e., are'ready, I would be obliged
if you would kindly forward me a copy of same. I will remit the charge for same per return. With
best wishes to yourself and Mrs. Scott for the new year,—■
.
.
.
I am, &c.,
W. H. SHAW,
Copies forwarded.
_____________
Manager.
The
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,

The Manager, Phoenix Poundry Co., to The Locomotive Superintendent.

'

.

The Phoenix Poundry Company (Limited),
Dear Sir,
.
Ballarat, 19 January, 18S7.
Eeferring to the specifications for forty-four locomotire engines which you have kindly sent
us, we notice that the, specifications state the engines are “To be manufactured in the Colony of New'
' South Wales,” and in the conditions also, “the remainder must be manufactured in the Colony of New
. South Wales'.”
Will you kindly inform me if these conditions are imperative on all tenderers, or if they are
intended to apply to New South Wales tenderers only.' If they are imperative ort all tenderers, they, of
course, shut us out entirely, because, although we do all the work ourselves, and only import the raw
materials, yet none of our work could be done in New South Wales, and, consequently, we could not
' comply with this condition.
"
We-trust you will see your way to make these conditions apply to all the Colonies.. Awaiting your
reply,—
■
I am, &c.,
■
.................... W. H. SHAW,
_
_______ s__________ ._____________
Manager,

Minute by The Locomotive Engineer to The Commissioner.
Copies of the specifications for Colonial tenderers were forwarded to the manager upon his application.
I now submit his subsequent letter, which opens up the question as to whether they must be built in this
' Colqny. I submit that the Phoenix Foundry be treated as a foreign firm, and be supplied with the
■ specification relating to foreign builders. •
'
•
.
■
W. SCOTT, 25/1/87.
For Minister’s consideration.—I think Yictoria, or indeed any of the Australian Colonies, should
be admitted.on the same terms as the manufacturers of New South Wales.— Ch.A.G-., 29/1/87. The
present tender is for engines to be made in the Colony, in accordance with the resolution of Parlia
ment.—J.S., 20/5/87."

Tenders for Fourty-four Locomotives.
The Agent-General for New South Wales to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

'
’
5, Westminster Chambers, 22 April, 1887.
In accordance with your instructions, as conveyed to me in your letter 86-140, of the 11th
January last,' and the Honorable the Colonial Secretary’s telegrams of the 5th March last andrthe 4th
instant respectively, I have invited tenders from the Continent, America, and the United Kingdom for
the forty-four locomotives required by the Government. Tenders were received at this office on the 12th
instant, and on the 14th idem I informed the Honorable the Colonial Secretary, by telegram,"as follows :—
“ lie Locomotives.—Four tenders received from United States 6f Americathree from Continent;
twenty-two from England: ■ Eleven according to original, and twelve to new conditions. Six infor
mal, ' English tenders lowest, and very close. Neilson’s lowest according to new conditions, but
without design—passenger, £2,375 ; goods, £2,245. After further examination of tenders I will
telegraph again.”
...
.....
...
On the 19th.instant I further telegraphed as follows:—
“ Tenders locomotives. Large difference between old and new conditions to cover possible-rejection
risks and deferred payments. Six firms not tendered under new conditions. CoEsider Government
best served (Dubs) £2,165, passenger (Beyer) £2,495—payment in England as hitherto. Believe
■ Beyer would take £100 less.”
•
I have now the honor to forward, for your information, the Inspecting Engineer’s letter of the
' 21st instant, .having reference to the "analysis of the tenders received, together with schedules of the
tenders for each kind of engine.
.
I have, &c.,
'
SAUL SAMUEL.
-■ * U
’' 1
'
■
"
.

.

-

... \_~Enolosure.\

.....................

.

-

Sir,

-

2, Queen’s Square Place, Westminster, S.W., 19 April, 1887.
I have gone very carefully through the detail's of the tenders, plans, and specifications of the locomotives.
Of the various plans which have been sent in, six firms do not tender on the altered or new conditions, and the
difference between the original and new conditions is in some cases large—namely, as much as £460 per engine. This is
excessive : about £150 would perhaps’represent the money value of the different modes of payment and cost of shed-room.
There is the interest on the deferred payment, the commission to the Financial Agent in the Colony, and the exchange in
sending home the money, &c. In the instance where the large increase is made, I think the manufacturers have put down
the difference to compensate for risk of rejection in the Colony.
'
The low’est tender under the new conditions is, as previously stated, that of Messrs. Neilson & Co.; but no plan has
been sent with the.tender, and before any acceptance of this tender it would be absolutely necessary to have plans and
details to be approved, so that wm may know what they propose, as Messrs. Neilson have not hitherto made engines for
the New South Wales Government.
■
1 ■
•
'
If it be a question of excellence of manufacture, I should recommend that the goods engines be given to Messrs.
..pubs'and the'passenger'engines to Beyer and Peacock, who have made similar locomotivgs for the Colony, and have
ahvays given satisfaction in their work.'
,
'
Also,'that payment be made in'England in the usual manner, the price being respectively’* £2,265 for the goods
engines at Sydney, and £2,495 for the passenger engines at Sydney. The Newcastle delivery is £25’each more.
’
•

'

'

The Agent-General, New South Wales Government.
. .
.
'’Price since been reduced by £1003

361—C

J api, &c.,
JOHN FOWLER.
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'
28 outside Cylinder Bogie G-oods Engine, with Tenders.
Schedule

Original conditions—
Pay in England.

of

Altered conditions—
Pay in Colony.

Informal
conditions.

Firm
Price each for
, 20 Sydney
engines.

Price each for
8 Newcastle
engines.

Price each for
20 Sydney
engines.

Price each for
8 Newcastle
engines.

Price each for
the 28
engines.

£

£

Dubs & Co.................

£
2,265

2,290

2,725

2,750

Beyer, Peacosk, & Co.

2,345

2,370

2,495

2,520

£

£

.

Stephenson & Co.........

No tender... No tender..

Kitson & Co.........................

2,990

2,990

Sharp, Stewart, & Co.........

2,368

2,368

Neilson, & Co.............. :.......

2,228

2,228

2,245

2,245

Clyde Locomotive Company

2,375

2,400

2,425

2,450

Vulcan Foundry Company

2,336

2,386

2,135

No tender... No tender..

Burnham, Parry, Williams,
>>
••• ■ >>
& Co.
Canadian Locomotive Com
3>
•••
33.
pany.
Sachsisehe Company ...... About £2,518 Ahout£2,500
,,
...
,,
...
(price given (price given
by weight). by weight).
Socb3t6 de Construction ...
No tender for these engines.

Schedule

of

2,950
2,500

Place of delivery.

.

20 in steam, Sydney
8 ,,
Newcastle.
20 „
Sydney
8 ,,
Newcastle.
F.O.b., London or
Liverpool.
20 in steam, Sydney
8 ) ) Newcastle.
20 33
■ Sydney
8
Newcastle
33
20 3.3
Sydney
8
Newcastle.
33
20 3 3,
Sydney
8
Newcastle.
3.3
20
Sydney
33
8
Newcastle.
33
Alongside vessel,
New York,
F.o.b., New York ...
20 in steam, Sydney
8 ,, Newcastle.

Designs
accompanying
tender.

Engine & tender.

>>

»

)3

JJ

No design of en
gine or tender.
Engine; no ten
der.
Engine & tender.
33

33

No design of en
gine or tender.
93

39

Tendek.

(P 1475.) ’
16 Outside Cylinder Bogie Passenger Engines, with Tenders.
Original conditions—
Pay in England.

Informal
conditions.

Altered conditions—
Pay in Sydney.

Firm
Price each for
12 Sydney
engines.

Dubs & Co...........................

£
2,425

Beyer, Peacock, & Co......

2,495

Price each for
4 Newcastle
engines.

'

Price each for
12 Sydney
engines.

Price each for
4 Newcastle
engines.

£
2,450

£
2,885

£
2,910

2,520

2,645 1

2,670
2,350

3,090

Sharp, Stewart, & Co........

2,516

Neilson & Co....,.................

2,358

2,358

2,375

Clyde Locomotive Company

2,475

2,500

2,525

Vulcan Foundry Company.

2,530

2,580

Burnham, Parry, Williams,
& Co.
Canadian Locomotive Com
pany
Sachsisehe Company.......... About £2,775 About.£2,851
(price given (price given
by weight). by weight).
Soci6t5 de Construction ...
3,150
3,250

3,090
2,516
’

Designs
accompanying
tender.

£

Stephenson & Co..................
Kitson & Co, ......................

Place of delivery.

Price each for
the 16
engines.

2,375
2,550

No tender... No tender...
2,900
2,400

12 in steam, Sydney Engine & tender.
4 ,,
Newcastle.
12 „
Sydney
4 ,,
Newcastle.
F.o.b., London or
12 iu steam, Sydney
4 „ Newcastle.
Sydney
12
4 „ Newcastle.
12 „
Sydney
4 ,, Newcastle.
Sydney
12 „
4 „ Newcastle.
Sydney
12 „
4 „ Newcastle;
Alongside vessel, New
York.
F.o.b., New York ...

No design of ten
der and engine.
Engine, no tender
Engine & tender.

No design of en
gine and tender.

12 in steam. Svdnev
4
„ Newcastle.
33

••• .

3-3

•' *

12
4

Sydney Engine & tender.
Newcastle.

„
„

Telegram from London Station to The Colonial Secretary.
Locomotives

tenderers pressing for answer; please reply.

.

Eefer to "Works.—C."W., 10/5/87.
Eailways.—J.E., B.C., 12/5/87. , Submitted for Minister’s direction.—
D.V., 13/5/87.
I think we should cablegram to say: “ Cannot finally decide till all the tenders are in hands of the
Government.”—Ch.A.G., 25/5/87.
Approved.—J.S., 26/5/87.

Minute
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Minute by The Commissioner to The Locomotive Engineer.

1

'

I am informed that the engines, for which tenders hare recently been invited are of a different type to any
that we have now in nse. Our object should be to reduce and not to increase the types of engines. ~We have
now some thirty different types. My wish is to reduce the number of types to five : An express engine,
an ordinary passenger, an engine for mixed trains, a heavy goods, a tank engine, and perhaps, though
this is not certain, a light mixed engine for the level lines in the interior.
Loco. Engineer.
Ch.A.G., B.C., 12/2/87.
”
Will Mr. Scott be good enough to explain why he has increased the types of engines.—Ch.A.G,
It has always been my object to lessen rather than increase the number of types of our engines.
I entirely agree that five types should be sufficient, and it will be found that my recommendations have
been in accord with this.
.
' The goods engines, for which tenders are now invited, are of our ordinary heavy goods class,
“ Mogul type,” with very slight alterations to cylinders, which are increased 1 inch in diameter; the
tender enlarged to hold 500 gallons more water, and an extended smoke-box provided with the view of
assisting to prevent emission of sparks from the chimney.
.
The passenger engines are exactly the same as those now under order from the Vulcan Eoundry,
and will be of our ordinary heavy passenger type. The necessity far taking heavier loads required by
traffic rendered it necessary to enlarge the cylinders and tender-tank. The extended smoke-boxes are
W. SCOTT, 14/2/87.
also provided for in these engines.
The Commissioner.
------- —
Let me know the number of types of engines which have been introduced since Mr. Scott has been
Locomotive Engineer.—Ch.A.G., 18/2/87.
.
■

'

Memo, to The Locomotive Engineer.

X have to inform you that the Commissioner wishes to be furnished with a statement, showing the
number and description of types of engines which have been introduced by Mr. Scott since he succeeded
to his present position.
'
.
’
Please forward this information early.
D.C.M‘L., B.C., 22/2/87.
41 express engines, of the Standard type.
.
' GO goods engines, of the Mogul Standard type.
18 tank engines, for suburban traffic.
2
do
for Camden Line.
12 passenger engines, of the 79 class, but with increased cylinder power and tender capacity.
The Commissioner.
W. SCOTT, 25/2/87.

Not new.
Not new.
New,

Did the enclosed paper go to Mr. Scott with this covering paper ? I do not think his answer quite
corresponds with the question I put.-^Cn.A.G., 28/2/87.
No.—D.C.ML., 1/3/87.
,
The Mogul goods have been altered, and also the passenger, in the recent indent for forty-four
locomotives. Did not Mr. Scott propose a heavier engine for the suburban traffic ?—Ch.A.G., 1/3/87...
The question of providing a more powerful tank engine for suburban traffic has been under
discussion, but so far the Locomotive Engineer has not submitted any design. The matter was awaiting
the settlement of the question as to the maximum load a suburban engine is to haul. The decision
arrived at was that the present engines have sufficient power, and that a new type of engine is not
required.—D.C.M‘L., 1/3/87.

Memo, by The Secretary for Public Works.
.
Locomotives.
Tenders invited in England, America, and Europe for,—
Passenger engines
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Goods engines ...
...................................................................
‘

'

...
...

16
28

■

'
_
.
.
,
. 44
Tenders are to be received up to the 12th April next. Agent-General written to, 20th
January, 1887.
. The conditions provide that:—
“ Payment will be made for each engine as follows:—90 per cent, in cash in London oh receipt
’
by the Agent-General for New South Wales of the bills of lading, together with a certificate
.
from the Inspecting Engineer, that the terms of this specification, as to completion, and packing,
&a., &c., of the engines have been fulfilled.”
•
I consider it desirable that this condition should be amended, both as regards inspection and
payment,
....
The area of competition has been widened, and European and American firms, as well as English
and Colonial firms, have been invited to compete. The engines if made in the Colony will be subject to
the inspection of an Inspecting Officer here. If made in England the Inspecting Engineer there-will be
able to perform the duty, but if a Continental or an American firm should obtain the contract we shall
have no Inspector in those Countries.
.'
• Under these circumstances it seems to me that the inspection should be in the Colony only, and
that payment should be made in the Colony on the certificate of the local Inspector, in the following
proportions
75 per cent, upon Inspector’s certificate on the arrival of the engines, and the balance, 25 per
cent., after they have run to his satisfaction, 1,000 miles.
'
' '
'
A

20;
. A cablegram-must be sent to tbe Agent-Q-'eneral to alter Abe conditions accordingly; before tenders
are invited.
'
'
'
'
. '
.
It is not likely that any action in this respect has been taken, as the indents have been in the hands
of the Agent-General only a few days, if indeed they have yet reached him.
:
JOHN SUTHERLAND,
•
---------- /
.
28/2/87.
Send telegram to Agent-General:—“ The specifications for forty-four engines alter conditions as
to payment; no inspection on your side necessary; 75 per cent, will be paid on certificate of Inspecting
Engineer in Colony; balance on his certificate when they have run 1,000 miles; manufacturers must find
their own workshops here for erecting engines.”—Ch.A.G., 28/2/87.
.
Locomotive Engineer to note and please return quickly—D.C.M'L., 4/3/87.
Noted—"W.
Scott, 5/3/87. Commissioner.
Does Commissioner wish any further action. taken on this paper? —
D.C.M'L., 9/3/87.
Any persons representing, foreign houses, either American or Continental, who
have received in the Colony copies of the specification should be apprised of the change, and also firms in
the neighbouring Colonies who may wish to compete.—Ch.A.G., 10/3/87.
"Write letter to AgentGeneral confirming cablegram, and explaining the reason for the change more fully.—Ch.A.G. The
Agent-General, 15/3/87.
The Locomotive Engineer.—A.R., B.C.,. 19/3/87.
Letters written to
Augustus Morris, Esq., Messrs Carson Wood, & Co., Messrs. Mason Bros., Messrs. Parke & Lacey,
Mr.-Shaw, Phosnix Eoundry, Messrs. Gauz & Co., Messrs. Ostermeyer, Dewez, & Co.—W.S., 24/3/87.
The Commissioner.
•

. •

The Secretary for Public "Works to The Agent-General. .

Sh,

Department of Public Works, Railway Branch,' Sydney, 18 March,-1887.
I have the honor to confirm my cablegram of the 1st instant, relative to the conditions of
payment for the supply of forty-four locomotives.
.
I may say that the area of competition has been widened for this supply, European and American,
as well as English and Colonial firms, having been invited to tender. Should, an American or.Continental
firm obtain the contract there would of course be no provision for inspection before arrival in the Colony,
and to place all on an equality it has been determined that the engines shall be inspected locally, paymcnts^to be made as follows :—75 per cent, upon the inspector’s certificate that the engines have arrived,
and 25 per cent, after they have run 1,000 miles to the satisfaction of the responsible ofiScers.
■
■
I have, &c.,
'
.
JOHN SUTHERLAND,
.
.
.
--------Secretary for Public Works.
■
1 wish the tank engine papers separated from these, as they have not received final action. I shall
exhaust every effort to make our present engines (suburban) answer before I consent to the introduction
of another type. As. I have before said, five types of engines should be sufficient, but owing to the total
disregard of this necessity for economic locomotive working in the early years of our railway management,
we have nearly thirty-three different types of engines. I feel certain I shall have the’sympathy of Mr!
Secretary Sutherland hi this effort to reduce the number of types of engines, as he has long, been aware
of the mischievous effect on pur working expenses this multiplication of types of engines has had —
Ch.A.G., 4/3/87.
■
I entirely concur with the Commissioner in this matter.—J.S., 9/3/87.
Locomotive Engineer to
see—A.E, 9/3/87.
Seen.—W.S., 14/3/87.
'
5

.

Mr. O. Wood to The Locomotive Engineer.

Sir’
Tn
i
.
.
Sydney, N.S.W., 24 March,'1887.
v ' r j. £
i
eav . 0 P0lut out to y-ou t^at my sole reason for troubling you about the specifications
tor forty-tour locomotives was on behalf of the Charleroi Engineering Societe. Tour to-day’s letter,
winch I have now the pleasure of acknowledging, modifies, you say, the terms of this contract. You will
please see at this late date I have no means of notifying my principal that the terms of contract are
changed. I must protest on behalf of European clients who ar.e put to "immense cost and great trouble .
and at the eleventh-hour I am here nolified, 1G,000 miles from my principals, that the conditions of
tender are changed.
...
■
I will enclose your letter or a copy to my principals to-day. ’
■ •
.
CARSON WOOD.
Eor your information.—W. Scott, 28/3/87.
The Commissioner.

Telegram from The Agent-General, London, to The Colonial. Secretary, Sydney.
Deputation from the locomotive builders urge specification should provide for inspection in this country

as hitherto, and that Government find accommodation erection • engines ; charging contractors’ fixed
price per engine. I advise reconsideration'. !Last condition causing much feeling here.

Telegram from the Agent-General, London, to The Colonial Secretary, Sydney.
'

25 March, 1887.
Contractors inquire what
immediate reply 0thei' GoYernment dues wl11 be charged locomotives on arrival and landing. Require
t

,

'

Locomotives.—Answer urgently required to my cablegram of- 18th March.

The Under Secretary, Public Works.—C.W., B.C., 28/3/87."
'

.

.

Railways.—J.R., B.C., 29/3/87.

Reply:—

Beitee tender at certain price, wharf and-Customs duties to be added.”— Ch.A.G. 5/4/87.

.
-

Cablegram sent to Public Works for transmission to Agent-General, 6/4/87. ’
.
;--------•
' "

The
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..
The chief objection seems to be that wo should require English and foreign manufacturers to find
their own erecting shops in the Colony instead of giving them the free use of our erecting shops as here
tofore. Colonial manufacturers will not be allowed any facility of the kind, and if tenders are to be
obtained on a fair competitive basis I do not see why foreign and home manufacturers should have the
advantage they ask for. The condition is not prohibitory, for there will be little' difficulty in obtaining
conveniences for erecting engines should a home or foreign manufacturer secure the order. There is,
moreover, a precedent for this course ; the contractors for the supply of dump-cars were required to find
premises for their erection on arrival in the Colony.— Ch.A.G., 28/3/87.
I should advise the following message being sent to Agent-General,—“ Amended conditions as to
payment and inspection and contractors finding their own premises for erection will be strictlv adhered
to.”.—Ch.A.G, 28/3/87.
_
_ /
'
Approved—J.S, 30/3/87. Cablegram sent to Public "Works for transmission to Agent-General.—■
D.C.M'L, 31/3/87.
•
■
List

op

Tenders received for Locomotives proposed to be manufactured in the Colony. *
20 Goods South.

8 Goods

North.

12 Passenger South. 4 Passenger North.

Name.
Total.

Price.
'

A

£

Price.
£

*3,750

30,000

Mort’s Dock Company.............................................

3,995

79,900

4,185

Atlas Company.........................................................

4,040

80,800

4,225

3,785

75,700

3,680

73,600

Hudson Brothers .....................................................

*Only tenders to supply eight engines.

3,760

£.

Price.
£

Total.
£

Price.
' £ .

Total. .
£ .

*3,750

30,000

33,480

4,375

52,500

4,555

18,220

. 33,800

4,405

52,860

4,585

18,340

30,080

3,820

45,840

3,970

15,880

■■ ■■
Ineligible, as the offers are for engines to their own specifications and for
’
delivery in America.
’
1
•
.

Australian and American Agency Company

_

Total.

Those underlined thus

are the lowest offers.

Memo, by The Secretary for Public Works.
Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 18 April, 1887.'
I have
many reasons for desiring thaf.gentleman’s report, although he is not in the Engineering Branch of the
Railways. I shall be glad to have the papers and report on Wednesday, the 20th instant.
•
--------JOHN SUTHERLAND.
Mr. Midelton accordingly.—Ch.A.G, 18/4/87.
Report on Commissioner’s 86-8,560 and
specification No. 188a and 191 herewith.—T. Midelton, 19/4/87. Commissioner.'
The Commissioner will please send the papers aud specifications to Mr. Midelton for full report.

Minute by The .Secretary for Public Works.

,

'
'
Be Railway Rolling Stock, &c.
With reference to the specification for twenty-eight goods and sixteen passenger engines, it seems to me,
from a perusal of them, that they provide for a different type of engines to auy we-have now running,
and their adoption would, in my opinion, be a serious mistake. There are many ..provisions that would
make the engines unnecessarily complicated and costly, and debar Colonial makers from having.any
success in tendering. I think we might, for instance, substitute best steel for iron ; it would be cheaper,
and would give the locomotive a longer life.
. .
.
Three-fourth s'of the trade we have over the mountains, on the steep gradients, could be best and
cheapest carried by one class of engines, simple in construction and powerful in action ; but we have a.
number of engines of various designs that it would pay the Department better in the long run to put on
the.scrap heap, if we could bo sure of replacing them by a class of engines more suitable to our
requirements.
.
.
•
•
. I am not in favour of any increase in the rates for passengers and produce to augment our revenue,
as, I believe, by improving our rolling stock, we shall be able, with economical working, to improve our
returns, so as not to require any increase.. We have at present a large traffic in live stock, which has
proved unprofitable, both to the Railway Department and the owner, the latter asserting that the loss to
him through delay in transit by rail, &c., is sometimes equal to 10% on the value of the consignment;
and this must be taken in a degree as adding to the railway rates. We will always have a large traffic,
either in live stock or dead meat, and I do not think a permanent improvement will come until we have
improved rolling stock for this traffic, both in engines and trucks. Stock .trains should be run at almost
the same speed as our mail and passenger trains, and should give precedence to nothing but them. .
Eor the purpose of obtaining opinions as to the best class of engines for this purpose, I wish an
early report from Mr. Midelton, now Superintendent of Tramway Rolling Stock, Mr: Midelton having
had a large engineering experience both in England and the Colonies,-and has already shown evidence of
his ability with regard to his plans for the Goulburn running sheds, and in regard to his advice in'eonnee-'
tion with the Eveleigh workshops. He has already designed ten locomotives, which, after two years’ service,
have proved to be the most economical in working that we have; and for these and other reasons, although ■
he is not now in the Railway Locomotive Branch, I should like his opinions on this question; •
--------JOHN SUTHERLAND, 18/4/87.
'
Mr. Midelton.—A.R., B.C., 19/4/87/. Seen. .
My report was forwarded on the morning of the
'20thto the Commissioner.—Thos. Midelton, 22/4/87.. .Commissioner.'
■ ;
The
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The Superintendent, Tramway Rolling Stock, to The Secretary for' Public Works.
Report on Additional Locomotives.
.
Sir,
.
.
After a careful perusal of the papers which provide for the addition of forty-eight locomotives
to our present stock, I have the honor, in obedience to your command, to report as follows :—
:
In the original recommendations of the Locomotive Engineer, dated 25/5/80,1 notice he writes
there are “ many advantages accruing from as few types of engines as possible being used. I strongly
recommend that the terms of the specification for the two classes now required be strictly adhered to.
The class most suitable for our passenger traffic is that provided for in the specification upon which tenders
were last invited, and for which the Vulcan Eoundry Company of England obtained the contract. The
advantages gained by having even the same class, made by the same makers are so considerable, and in
view of the very low price at which the Vulcan Eoundry Company are supplying, induces me to strongly
recommend that an order for those now required be given to the same firm.” Although Mr. Scott has
had a very long experience here, I venture to assert that he is in error upon this question. We have had
no experience of the engine which the Vulcan Eoundry are now supplying, and I am at a loss to under
stand how Mr. Scott arrives at the conclusion that they are the most suitable for our passenger traffic. I
have gone very carefully into the merits of the designs of these engines, and must express my conviction
that their unsuitability will be established on trial; they cannot be successful unless they are ruinously
overloaded on their (four) coupled wheels.
Referring to the goods engines, Mr. Scott states: “Ido not think that a more suitable engine
than the ‘Mogul Class’—Specification No. 191'—can be obtained. We have now had some years’ experience
of them, and, as regards loads hauled, economy in running stores, and small cost of repair and renewals,
they have given general, satisfaction. I therefore strongly urge that this type of engine be adheked to.”
I will at once say that my views, based on a large experience of the running of these engines, are quite to
the contrary, and the records will show that I tried to improve them when the second lot was being
ordered in December, 1883, (vide Comr’s. M.P., 83/19,720), but Mr. Scott opposed it; indeed it is evident
Mr. Scott now practically admits that the principal feature—the hauling power—is deficient, for he stipu
lates that the power of the new engines is to be increased 5lb. by making the cylinders 1 inch larger in
'diameter, and by shortening the stroke 2 inches. I would point out in this connection that, while the
improvement as regards increased power is immaterial, Mr. Scott contradicts, by introducing .it, his
professed anxiety to limit the types of engines—for undoubtedy he thus introduces another class.
In reporting on Specification No. 188a, for twenty passenger engines, it will be well to consider
what has already been done in the matter of equipping our railways with locomotive engines. We-,
unfortunately, have no less than forty-t-wo different “ classes” at the present time of nearly every possible
shape and dimensions, twenty-two of which are for passenger traffic, and the rest for goods traffic. This
is objectionable and costly, for almost any railway could be properly worked with, at the most, sixdiflierent
“ classes” of engine, and many lines could be worked with three.
We began in 1855 with a “ class” which exerted a power of 93TO lb.
In 1856 we had
97'85
))
5>
„ 1865
71T0
5)
>>
5)
„ 1867
112-70
i)
jj
„ 1870
105-00
>> JJ
„ 1875
168-00
>?
5)
„ 1877
117-80
}>
}>
)5
,,.1877
123-40
■
5)
„ 1880
102-40
>>
•»
55
„ 1883
104-00
))
5)
„T884
117-00
55
•
>5
„ 1884
140-40
>)
55
55
.
I have here referred to twelve “ classes,” but do not think it necessary to name the other passenger
engines which were introduced between 1855 and 1886; as they are all less powerful than the above.
As we have a large stock of the class which give off a power of 117‘80 lb., this would lead some
people to the conclusion that they were the best engines for our lines. But such is not the case, as it
often—daily, I might say—happens to be necessary to put two of these engines on many of the passenger
trains to work them to Schedule time. The class of passenger engine introduced by me in 1884i (vide
,Com.M.P., 83/2,350, &c.), which exerts apower of 140'401b.,has answered our requirements satisfactorily
in every respect during the past two years on all lines, and the proof of it seems to reside in the fact that
the author of the Specification 188a actually describes an engine which will exert exactly the same power,
but will be of totally different design and dimension-, and not only that, it will not be such a suitable
engine for the New South Wales lines generally. It will have cylinders and wheels each larger in
diameter than is necessary for the power required, and the insistent weight on the wheels will be much
more—7| tons per wheel—as against 0 tons. This, I need not remark, will be destructive to the per
manent way and to the engine itself.
The comparison between the two engines stands thus:—■
.
Present Passenger Pngine and Tender.
Cylinders—18" diameter, 26" stroke, 60" driving wheels, 6 wheels coupled, and 2-wheeled bogie
Power = 140'40 lb., as aforesaid.
Tender on 8 wheels carries 3,600 gallons of water, and 6| tons of coal.
.

Proposed Passenger Engine and Tender.
•
Cylinders—19" diameter, 26" stroke, 664" driving wheels, 4 wheels coupled, and 4-wheel'ed bogie.
Power = 141T4 or -742 lb. more.
Tender on 6 wheels carries 2,500 gallons of water and 3 tons of coal.
’ t _ We here propose to introduce another “ type of engine” of practically the same power, but which
will in practice be certainly not so serviceable an engine as the present one, but why it is done it is difficult
,
to
,

23
to see. I contend it would be best in every way to go on reproducing the type which has proved to he
the best, instead of further complicating matters aud increasing our difficulties and expenses for no good,
purpose. It is more than probable that the weight on the coupled-wheels of the proposed engines will
largely exceed the weight specified, viz , 30 tons ; if it does not, the engines will slip, and will require the
use of a lot of sand, which'will increase wear and tear of rails and tires, and cause other trouble. It is
best to so proportion an engine that the use of the sand shall be avoided, and this has been done in the
engines we have; and as it is specified that each box shall holdd cubic feetof sand, it is evident that much
is to be expected from the free use of it, if the load on the coupled-wheels does not exceed 30 toils. To
be a good reliable engine in all weathers there should not be less than 9 ions on each of tbe (four) coupledwheels, but as that weight is too much for our rails it is proposed to put
tons on each wheel, and that
is excessive. In short, the engine should have six coupled-wheels instead of four coupled wheels, and I
cannot see a valid reason for proposing to have such engines. Quite the contrary, we should now reproduce
in our own shops the engines and tenders we have found to answer our requirements best; and as locomotive
builders only manufacture very little of our engines and tenders, I consider tbe Government should import
the necessary raw' material—consisting of steel plates for boilers, copper plates, boiler tubes, Staffordshire
iron plates, steel tires, axles, &c., &c. (articles which cannot for some time be made in the Colony), direct
from the various manufacturers of such articles, in the same way exactly that the locomotive builders do at
Home, and I dare say the G overnment could obtain such material at tbe same—perhaps lower—prices than
they do. Then we could, ■with the splendid special machine tools and new workshops at Eveleigh, fully
and profitably employ our skilled mechanics and others constantly in constructing new engines aud
repairing old ones, under the supervision of specially trained, expert officers, on the spot, and I feel
confident that the total cost of engines built in this manner, under proper discipline and control, would
not exceed the highest—perhaps the average—tender which will be received for supplying the engines
now' under consideration, as the profit now' paid the manufacturers, cost of freight, inspection, trial,
dismantling, and other items wmuld about balance the extra price of labour here. Indeed, ‘unless this is.
done, I do not see how the new Eveleigh Works, which have cost about £600.000, can be fully utilized.
We have only recently been able to haul, with one engine, mail trains, consisting of thirteen carriages, or
104 tons, exclusive of weight of engine tender and passengers, up a grade of 1 in 30, and over the 8-ohain
curves of the AVestern road; we cannot do more wnth the proposed new engine; they will not do as
much, if constructed to the specification, which specification I might say is certainly a curious one. The
first few lines run thus :—■“ Specification for a four-coupled, outside cylinder, passenger (bogie), with
engine and tender.” Sixteen are to be delivered in Sydney, and four in Newcastle. Now, as it is almost
certain that railway connection wuth the Southern and Northern lines will be established long before the
' delivery of the engines takes place, it would have been more convenient and economical for all of them to
be delivered in Sydney.
' The general arrangement of the engine, it is stipulated, is to be in accordance with a plan - to he prepared hy the Gontractors, in which certain leading particulars are to he faithfully embodied and adhered
to. Eor instance, the cylinders are to be 6 feet 3 inches apart, centre to centre, and the slide bars are to
be 5 inches wide, the slide blocks I inch thick, the tires are all to be 5| inches wide. Now, if these
dimensions are faithfully adhered to, I think the bogie wheels will, in radiating, rub hard against the
mainframes, or the slide blocks or bars, or the sharp curves of the Western road, and serious results
might occur, as the “ clearance” is certainly not sufficient. The said specification is not only curious, but
it is incongruous and amusing, as can be seen by comparing the above with the last clause on page 13,
which states that “ Tenderers in England or America may either tender to the within Specification, or if
they wish to depart from it—in almost every particular—they will be allowed to submit alternate ‘ Tenders,'
provided they adhere to the general dimensions of the engine.” This piraetically means that the author of
the specification describes an engine such as he thinks he wants, but he is so undecided in the matter that
if any contractor will design and specify a better engine, he will accept it and his tender. A specification
embodying such conditions could have been printed on half a sheet of foolscap, and the trouble and expense
of preparing the present one entirely avoided.
I consider the engine and tender unnecessarily 'complicated, and consequently expensive to
manufacture. To give an instance, it is specified that one of three makes of Yorkshire iron is to be used
in the boilers, whereas steel, of far greater strength, and about half the cost, should have been used
instead. The connecting rods are composed of no less than sixteen separate parts, whereas only three are
necessary. The same argument also applies with equal force to the side rods, and nearly all the other
details. There are to be four slide bars where two only are required. The driving and trailing axle-boxes
are to be of wrought iron, well case-hardened. This is wholly unnecessary, and very expensive. Brass boxes
and keeps are to be used on the bogies. Cast iron is all that is necessary, and it is of course cheaper and
better.
The steam “ dome” in the boiler is very expensive to make; it is ugly; not only that, but it
weakens the boiler, and it is utterly useless.
'
The regulator is of a class which is anything but good. The spark arresters are to be of the “ best
design” known. That is very vague; surely something definite could have been specified.
The Eoscoe Lubricator is a very old device; there are many others less expensive and far more
efficient lubricators to be had. A water-jet is to be applied to each tire of each wheel of the engine and
tender for the purpose of “ cooling,” and it might have been added, for the purpose of causing the engine
to “ slip” on the rails unnecessarily, which they will do oftener than is convenient, even with a dry rail,
as they have not sufficient weight on them to use up the cylinder power.
It is also difficult to see why the tender and train brakes only are to be worked by the "Westinghouse gear. The engine brake is to be worked by hand, I notice, whereas the whole lot should be worked
by one handle operating the Westinghouse gear to be thoroughly efficient and up to modern requirements.
The tender, which is to have a “ well,” is a costly and inefficient design ; the water and coal capacity
is small, and the coal will have to be piled up very high to enable the proper quantity to be carried.
This is dangerous, as it often happens that large lumps drop off and sometimes strike the men engaged in
repairing the road. There are only six wheels to the tender ; this is a grave error, as each wheel will be
excessively loaded. There should be eight wheels (two bogies), but it would seem that six wheels are
preferred.
The side-lamp brackets should be put at the front end of tender, and not at the back, for many
good reasons.
” uTo
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_ To sum this 'matter up, I consider that the author ot the specification has ignored the main
questions, of-first cost, utility, simplicity, and efficiency; and I Have no hesitation in saying that a
simpler, a far more efficient, and less costly engine and tender could be made iu our own workshops at
Eveleigh than the one proposed. I should strongly recommend the construction in our own shops of
twenty-five more of the 304 class of engine, which were designed for and intended to work five different
kinds of traffic, viz., mail trains, fast cattle and goods, suburban passenger, and goods traffic, and shunting
. generally.
Specification No. IQlfor Twenty-eight Goods 'Engines.
specification describes what is known here as the 205 class of engine; indeed if it were not stipulated
that the cylinders were to be 19" in diam. and 24" stroke, instead of 18" diam. and 26" stroke, it would
■ exactly describe the 205 class of engine, a great many of which we have been supplied with by Messrs.
Beyer, Peacock, & Co.; but the author of the specification is not content with introducing another class
of passenger engine, but he wishes to have another class of goods engine also, without securing any benefit.
The 205 class are well known to be the most sluggish engines we have, and there are grave defects in
them, as at times enormous weights are thrown on the bogie and trailing wheels, on account of the
absence of proper compensating levers in the required positions, and I notice that it is not intended to
remedy this defect, therefore we are not only destroying the permanent way with the engines we have,
but we propose to build a still heavier type to expedite the destruction. The 205 class are evidently poor
copies of the American Consolidated engines introduced in 1877, and intended to compete with them, but
they have ignominously failed, and if the proposed engines are built further failure will take place. I
consider the Consolidated type have proved themselves to be the best goods engines we have; they are
lightly loaded per wheel, and are therefore easy on the road. They give of 200 00 lb. of power, and the
proposed engine will give off ISO'S lb., only more wreight per wheel. I should strongly recommend that
the new design be abandoned, and that twenty-five more of the consolidated engines be built in our
Eveleigh Works. Nearly all the arguments I have advanced against the passenger engines can be made
to apply to the proposed goods engine's.
We'now have eleven engines (of the 48 class) which are lighter, and give off 195'00 lb. of powerfar more than is proposed; therefore wre are taking a backward step by ordering less powerful goods
engines than we now have.
.
As the recommendation indicates, the passenger engines are to be made by the Vulcan Eoundry
Co.; and it is evident that tbe goods engines are intended to be made by Messrs. Beyer, Peacock, & Co.
In my opinion it wrould be a serious mistake to have such engines constructed. I should advocate
not only what I have hereinbefore stated, but I would construct a great many new engines of a more
suitable type, in place of a lot of. obsolete, engines vve seem to be unable to utilize. We have the. best
appliances for the purpose, and unless this is done it is difficult to see wh at use the appliances can be
put to; indeed, it is a huge co-operative concern, in my view, in which every railway man is personally
interested, and as the railways are State properties the whole question is a national one.
'
'
'
I have, &c.,
.
w
THOS. MIDELTON,
19 April, 1887.
Superintendent of Tramway Bolling Stock.
This

The Minister wishes to know if there are specifications for the two classes of engines which Mr.
Midelton recommends ; if not, could engines be built to the types of engines, one of each of w'hich could
be exhibited as a model, with perhaps some modifications in regard to’ material to be substituted for the
material used in the engines exhibited ?—Ch.A.G., 25/4/87.
There is a specification and there should-be drawings also for the passenger engines onlv.
Engines could be built to a model engine as proposed, and I think it would be necessary to specify (say)
“British'steer’instead of “steel” only, and a few other matters of a like nature’—T.M., 25/4/87.
Commissioner.

Resolution of Legislative Assembly.
'
Belative to Manufacture of Locomotive Engines.
' (1.) That, in view of the widespread distress amongst the iron trades, this House is of opinion that the
Government should take immediate steps to call for tenders in the Colony only for the manufacture
of one hundred locomotive engines, and that the following be the conditions' of such tenders :—That the
construction of the said engines be carried out by labour already in the Colony, and that only such
material be imported as cannot be produced here.
.
• . "
■
(2.) That the above Eesolution be communicated by Address to His Excellency the Governor—put and
, passed.
.
■
'
.
r
Invite tenders for twenty-five engines of each of the above types, in accordance with recent
resolution of the Assembly.—J.S., 25/4/87..
■ ■
'

°
.

.

Minute by The Secretary for Public Works.

'

■

'
Department of Public Works, 26 April, 1887.
‘
Tenders for Locomotives.
.
WriH reference to the loco, engines, tenders for which were invited in the Colony and in England before
1 took office, I must express my disappointment that the Loco. Engineer, while professing to do so, did
not display that regard for minimising the number of types of engines whicht is- so essential for the
economical working of Ins branch of the Department. He had already in his charge and in active use on
our lines twmtypes of locomorives, which answer more satisfactorily than any other the requirements of
our traffic. .1 allude to the Consolidation goods engines which were introduced through my instrumentality
when 1 was m office previously, and the locomotives designed by Mr. Midelton for the express service
over the mountains. - Instead of ordering engines to correspond with these designs, Mr. Scott proposed
toy introduce two _ other types, thus multiplying the undue number we have already on hand, and
necessarily increasing thereby the working expenses of the Loco. Department.
I

.
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I consider that it would be detrimental to the best interests of the Eailway Department to accept
any tenders which have been received for the engines in question owing to their inadaptability to our
traffic requirements, and I have directed tenders to be invited in terms of the recent resolution of Parlia
ment for fifty engines, twenty-five each of the types I have referred to. As there is no time to obtain
plans and detailed specifications for these types of engines, I propose to have patterns of each exhibited
in the running sheds at Eveleigh. Other material might perhaps be substituted for some of that used in
regard to tires, wheels, and boiler plate, but this can be specified.
I have directed Mr. Midelton*to draw up such specifications as may be necessary, and he will
dismantle two engines and have them placed in the shed so that manufacturers can see the design, and I
shall have the locomotives constructed under Mr. Midelton’s supervision.
JOHN SUTHEELAND.
Mr. Scott to see.—Ch.A.G., B.C., 2G/J/S7.
Done.—D.C.M'L., 27/4/87.
Deceived, 28/4/87.
W. Scott, 12/5/87. Commissioner.

Inform Mr. Midelton by separate-memo.—Ch.A.G.
Please see my minute of to-day’s date herewith.—

Minute by The Locomotive Engineer to The Commissioner for Railways.
In referring to the Honorable the Minister for Works’ minute, and decision respecting additional locomo
tives required by the Department, and the strictures on my recommendations made by the Superintendent
of Tramway Eolling Stock, which have been accepted and endorsed by the Honorable the Minister for
Works, I would respectfully point out that the perusal of such has given me no small degree of pain, as
the action taken practically implies a want of confidence in my ability to fulfil the important duties
devolving upon me as Locomotive Engineer of the New South Wales Eailways
Without any desire to enter inio a controversy with the gentleman’s opinions, which appears to
have guided the Honorable the Minister in his action on this occasion, or even to refer to any of the
circumstances of the past which led to that gentleman’s services being severed from the Eailway Depart
ment of this Colony, I respectfully submit that in justice to myself, considering my past career in tbe
Department for over thirty-one years, coupled with the fact that the honorable position I now hold has
been attained by untiring energy and ability displayed while filling subordinate positions to my present
one, it would only have been an act of justice if, before such documents had been made public, the
Honorable the Minister had submitted such to me and requested ihat I would reply to them, Such reply
could then have been considered in conjunction with the strictures on my recommendations, and such a
course would, if the Honorable the Minister had seen fit to still maintain the action he has taken, at least
have given him an opportunity of judging of the correctness or otherwise of my opinions and actions.
The first intimation I had concerning this matter was from the columns of the public press ; and
considering the Honorable the Minister’s action, without reference in any form to me, forces the con
clusion that any explanation I may have to offer will not in any way (with his present views of my
capabilities) have the effect of altering his decision. Still, I trust I shall not be considered as exceeding
my, duty in explaining such action, even now that the question has been decided.
A great deal is attempted to be made of the numerous types of engines on our lines as if such a
thing was unknown anywhere else, which is not the case. Several of the “ types ” were introduced fully
ten years before we had mountain lines with heavy grades and sharp curves, and some of them even before
such lines were thought practicable. It is ridiculous for any one who is unacquainted with the history of
our railways to criticise the action of those who had to provide for the lines opened and proposed over
'twenty-five years ago. It is a matter for congratulation that all the engines ordered within the last
twenty years are still performing good and profitable work, and I question very much, considering the
extensions opened, the varying grades and traffic to be provided for, whether such a satisfactory result
has been obtained anywhere else under similar conditions. I have always been opposed to increasing the
types of engine unnecessarily, and I can confidently refer to the records of the Department in support of
this. The engines recommended by me are practically the same as the Standard design of passenger and
goods engines, of which we have eighty-one and eighty respectively. It is absurd to say that minor altera
tions in the details constitute a new type, and I venture to predict that there will be many such altera
tions from the pattern engines if built in the Colony as proposed. I have really only introduced one
“ new type ” of engine on our lines during the six years I have had the control of the Locomotive Branch,
and these are the tank engines for suburban traffic, in which service they are giving entire satisfaction.
If this gentleman was sincere in his contention that even the difference of an inch in the cylinders
constitutes a “new type,” it is singular that he overlooked it when he classified the engines in stock during
my absece inEngland. If reference is made to the table framed in the Commissioner’s room, signed “Thos.
Midelton, Acting Loco. Engineer,” it will be seen that he places engines Nos. 36,37, 38,39, 75, 76, 77, and
78 in one class, whereas six of them have 16-inch and two of thorn 17-inch cylinders with a ditferenee of
power, viz., 93T lb. as against 105’llb. Again, in the same table of classification of engines, Nos. 23, 24,
25, 26, 27, and 28 in the same class with Nos. 32, 33, 34, and 35, although the former have four coupled
wheels 5' 9" in diameter, whereas the latter are four coupled wheels 5' 0" in diameter, the relative power
being 112’7 lb. and 132’97 lb.
'
The Superintendent of Tramway Bolling Stock states I have no experience of the class of engine
I recommended, and therefore he is at a loss to understand how I arrived at the conclusion that they are
the most suitable.
Erom this he w-ould have it inferred that I have taken a leap in the dark instead of being guided
by my experience. He forgets that he might have been asked the same question when he recommended
the “ 304 class,” of which we had no experience at that time. I have not the slightest doubt that the
engines of the same type I recommended, now being supplied by the Vulcan Eoundry Company, will
draw an equal load to the “ 304 class,” and at a much higher rate of speed,-and the price of them after
running our trains 2,000 miles satisfactorily, is only £-2,315 each, which is considerably cheaper than any
passenger or goods engines ever tendered for before; hence my reason for recommending that the order
be given to the same firm, in addition to which we would secure that the several parts be interchangeable-,
which, I may remark, is never the case when engines are built by different makers even to the same
drawings and specifications.
The
•
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The question of wMcn is. the most suitable engine should-he considered from the standpoint of
how far it is desirable to sacrifice “ speed ” for “ power,” and we cannot shut our eyes to the fact that when
our lines are opened to Newcastle on the North, and Kiama on the. South, we shall have to compete,
particularly in the former case, with water carriage served with very fast steamers. Again, the public,
are constantly complaining through the press about the slow speed of our trains, and unfavourable
comparisions are drawn with the trains of other countries. I therefore submit that if we want fast trains
we must have a different class of engine to the “304 class,” which-has only 5 feet driving wheel. The
recent trial of one of this class with the “ Pireman’s special ” will fully prove this. (See Commissioner’s
' 87-3,216, with the report from the traffic and locomotive officers on the subject.)
.
I also understand that there is a desire for increased speed with the morning train from Penrith,
which can only be attained by the use of engines adapted for fast running.
The specification for the “304 class ” stated that they were intended to run at a speed of from 38
to 40 miles an hour. This is altogether beyond the working speed of such a class of engine, which is
more of a “ mixed train engine ” than a passenger engine.
,
My critic expresses his conviction that-the unsuitability of the engines I recommended wdll.be
established on trial. I am quite content to abide by that test, and, as four of them are now being
delivered, we shall very soon be in a position to decide the point. I have no fear of the result.
Reference is next made to'my recommending the Mogul class of goods engines, in which I state
that after some thirty years’ experience of them they have given general satisfaction, and this type should
be adhered to.
•
My critic asserts that his experience of them is quite the contrary; so that it comes to a question
of who has most experience, and who is best able to decide. As regards experience, this class of engine
first commenced to run in 1882, and I have had control of this Branch all Ihe time, so that I ought to
know what work they can do, and. have done, and also whether they are expensive to keep in proper
running order. He forgets that we have ten engines of the “ Mogul class ’’ with precisely similar cylinders
as those recommended running on our fines -for the past two years ; so that I have experience to guide
me, and his assertion about my introducing another class is not correct.
In reference to his comments upon what has been done in the matter of equipping our fines with
locomotive engines, he asserts that there are forty-two (42) different classes at the present time of nearly
every possible shape and dimension on our fines. As a matter. of fact there are only twenty (20)
altogether, and of these seven are odd ones, which have- been purchased at different times from contractors
and others at very low prices, and four engines, which* constitute a class, were built as an experiment upon
the recommendation of Mr. James Henry Thomas, who was appointed in 1869 to supervise the construc
tion of new engines and rolling stock in the Colony, and these had afterwards to be altered from “ Tank”
to “ Tender ” engines. When the Superintendent of Tramway Eolling Stock classified our engines in
1882, he made only twenty-nine classes, and this number has since been reduced, so that at present time
there are only twenty classes, exclusive of the old ones before referred to, and of these 75 per cent, are
included in four classes, and, as a matter of fact, our orders for new engines during the past ten years for
our main lines have been confined to seven types, including the two classes he takes credit for ; so that
there is no reliance to be placed on his statement on this subject. It is perfectly absurd to assert that
such fines as ours, with different descriptions of traffic to be provided for, could be advantageously, or
profitably worked with only three types of engines. Perhaps he can show where such a thing exists. The
follovving classes will be found on all well managed lines, where such traffic as we have has to be provided
for, viz.:—
1. Express engines.
.
'
2. East mail and passenger.
3. Ordinary passenger.
4. Mixed train.
5. Groods engines for minerals, &c.
6. Goods engines for ordinary traffic.
7. Suburban tank for heavy trains.
8. Suburban tank for ordinary trains.
.
9. Shunting engines.
•
With reference to the greater power of the “304 class ” over our ordinary passenger engines,
saying the use of an assisting engine, on many occasions the “ 304 class ” has to be assisted, as the load for
it is twelve vehicles, and not thirteen as asserted, and as the loads arc always increasing the number of
times the “'304 class ” will require the aid of an assisting engine will increase ; so that what is a slight
advantage now will then become a disadvantage, as the “ 304 class ” uses more fuel per mile. My critic
says why not go on reproducing the type that has proved to be the best, while he acted entirely different'
when he recommended the “ 304 class,” so that he reflects upon me for the very -thing he did himself
during the short time he was in this Branch, but he evidently considers that he alone is capable of judging
what is best; but it would be more to the point if he would state on what railways fast passenger trains
are run with six coupled wheels 5 feet in diameter, which in this respect are similar to the goods engines
on the London and Brighton Line. (See Mr. Stroudly’s remarks, page 76, vol. 81, of the Proceedings of
the Institution of Civil Engineers.)
,
The proposal to build the fifty engines in our new workshops at Eveleigh upon the grounds that
with the appliances there they could be built at “perhaps the average ” of the tenders received, shows
how little he knows of the subject he is dealing with.
I am positive he could not build engines of the “ 304 class ” for 50 per cent, over the price paid to
the.Yulean Eoundry Co., and bearing on this I would ask where a sufficient number of specially trained
experts are to be found in the Colony who are to secure such results ? No. fear need be entertained.about
the new workshops and appliances being fully and profitably utilized without, our undertaking- the
building of new engines and rolling stock, and I have no doubt but that the saving: to be effected in our
repairs and renewals will, when we get them into full operation, more than cover the interest on the capital
invested in them, and as our wants increase the advantage in respect to economy and; efficiency will be
still more marked. When recommending that the Eveleigh shops should be built I looked beyond our
present requirements, and although they are much le.ss extensivedhan many of the railway shops in.other
countries, I am pleased to say, compare very favourably with any that I have, seen immy tour through
England and America, both in design and equipment.
X
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I will now refer to the criticism upon my specifications, and I have no doubt I shall be able to do
so satisfactorily to every one acquainted with the stipulations aud conditions usually embodied in such
documents.
.
-First.—As to the provision for having a number of the engines delivered at Newcastle, my critic
'
asserts that we shall be connected with the Northern Line long before the engines will be
delivered, therefore it would be more convenient and economical to have them delivered in
Sydney. I know that some of the engines axe required on the Northern Line now, whereas I
am informed tbe Hawkesbury Bridge is not likely to be finished before two years at least.
.
Second.—Exception is taken to my stipulating that the general arrangement of the. engine is to be in
accordance-with a plan to be prepared by the contractors, in which certain leading particulars
are to be faithfully embodied and adhered to.
‘
‘ The reason for such a proviso is so obvious that it is difficult to imagine how any one having any
knowledge.of the subject should cavil at it. When contractors make their own drawings it places the
responsibility of their correctness upon them, in addition to which all locomotive builders of repute have
a properly trained staff of draftsmen for the special purpose. As to the prediction that if the dimensions
and distances of the several parts mentioned are adhered to the bogie-wheels will in radiating rub hard
against the main frame when running round the sharp curves on the Western Line, I am sure he will-be
.surprised, if not gratified, to find that I have provided for all this, and that nothing of the sort can occur.
The provision in my specification which he terms incongruous and amusing, viz., that tenderers could send
in “ alternate tenders,” was inserted, not as he would have it supposed, that I was undecided as to what
was best, but was the result of a discussion on this subject with the Commissioner, and it was deemed
advisable in order that foreign builders should not be debarred from tendering to insert the proviso. It
is scarcely necessary to say that we have no experience in the suitableness of the material used by.
Belgian and other foreign locomotive builders, some of whom were desirous of competing, so that by
admitting alternate tenders to be sent in they could, of course, receive consideration if the prices were
appreciably lower than those sent in strict terms of my specification. If I were undecided about what
was best, 1 would not have specially stipulated that certain material was to be used, and his reference
to my specifying for three makers of Yorkshire iron in the boilers which he takes exception to, upon the
grounds that steel of “ half the cost” and of “ greater strength” could be used instead. It would be more
to the purpose if he were to follow my example and mention the particular brands of steel that will fulfil
these conditions. This point is evidently introduced for effect, but the fact remains that up to the,
present time the extended experience of English and foreign builders, has not yet given them sufficient
data to universally substitute steel for iron in locomotive boilers, and, in reality, can only yet be considered
in-an experimental stage. Steel has been used, but then those who did use it made their own steel, like
Mr. Webb, the Locomotive Superintendent of the London' and North-Western Eailway, did at the
“ Crewe Works.” When in England in 1883, I made special inquiries on the subject, which was then
being discussed by the Institute of Engineers, and the opinions I obtained from the Chief Locomotive
Superintendents were adverse to the use of steel in locomotive engine boilers. As the responsible head
of this important Branch of the Eailways, I conceive it to be my duty to specify for material that is
almost universally used, and which my own experience proves to be suitable, rather that to stipulate for
steel which, as before said, may yet be considered in its experimental stage, and of which there are no
generally recognized “ brands ” specially adapted for boiler work, that I know of, and further, considering
its being in such a stage, I did not, neither do I think any experienced Locomotive Engineer would at
present recommend so large an order of this material, in view of the fact that what I stipulated for is
the recognized practice of all English and Colonial Engineers,—I am content to differ with him.
The driving and trailing axle boxes which I stipulate to be of wrought-iron, well case-hardened, he
designates to be unnecessary and very expensive, &c., as cast-iron is all that is necessary, and it is cheaper.
This is again a matter of opinion, in which I am pleased to disagree with him. If I only considered the
first cost, I should be m favour of cast iron, but my experience tells me that “first cost” in this case is
more than counter balanced by the cost of renewals. However,-as my critic has nothing to do with this
responsibility, he naturally disregards it as unworthy of notice.
The comments upon my specifying for a “ steam dome” to the engines, clearly shows to what an
extent my critic’s vanity leads him in engineering matters. He states that it “ is very expensive to make,
it is ugly,” in addition to which, it is utterly useless. Erom these objections it would be supposed that
such an expensive and dangerous contrivance would, if used at all, be only in some isolated part of the
globe where the advance of science was unknown; but what, I may ask, is the universal practice ? They
are used all over the world, with scarcely an exception, and the very substitute he suggests was tried over
thirty years ago. The fact of its being practically abandoned, and also that no locomotive engineer of
experience has deemed it worthy of consideration since, shows that it cannot contain the advantages
claimed for it unless, indeed, locomotive engineers in all parts of the globe , are, like myself, unable to
comprehend its value. I scarcely think any person would like to take up the position that locomotive
engineers in other parts, who have retained the “ dome,” are unqualified for their positions; and one of
the very classes (the Consolidation) which my critic now recommends has a “ dome,” so that he proposes
the very thing he so strongly condemns in my specification—perhaps from the fear that to dispense, with
it would involve another type of which he expresses his condemnation so strongly. So much for
consistency.
The comment on the terms used in my specification about the “ spark arrestors,” viz., that they are
to be of the “ best design known,” is very ingenious, as it leaves it to be inferred that I did not know
what is “best;” but when I explain the object sought by the introduction of these so-called “ vague”
terms it will be seen what grounds there are for the insinuation that they were inserted because I had
not the ability to deal with the subject. It is admitted by everyone who has seen the spark arrestors in
our engines, which I take credit for, that they are the best they have seen ;■ so that I can well afford to
treat it with contempt.
.
The sole object for stipulating for the “ best known design ” was to protect the Commissioner
from being mulcted in heavy damages for fires alleged to have been caused by sparks from our engines, as
the law as laid down in our Courts is that, provided the Commissioner for Eailways has in use what is
“ best known to science” to prevent the emission of burning matter from the engine, he is not liable ; and
the production of the specification in Court that the. engines have been built under such a proviso has on
several occasions been accepted as satisfactory evidence upon-this-important matter; The
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The “'Roscoe” lubricator is an old device, but it is nevertheless a very good‘one, and many of those
so-called improvements upon it will, I have ho doubt, he found much less effective.
■
The reference to the “ water-jet ” causing the engine to slip is absurd, as it is not, of course,
intended to apply it to the wheels when the engine is pulling ; therefore the slipping cannot occur from
that cause.
'
'
The reason why I made no provision for working the engine hy the Westinghouse brakes, and
confine its operations to the tender and train, is because I consider it entails unnecessary expense in the
wear of the tires without effecting a corresponding advantage.
•
The objections raised to the tender I recommend are—“ it is to have a well,” is “ costly and ineffi
cient in design,” “ the water and coal capacity is small,” and “ the coal will as a consequence have to be
piled up high to enable the proper quantity to be carried.” This is alleged to be dangerous, as it often
happens that large lumps drop off, and sometimes strike men engaged in repairing the road, also that I
provide for six wheels instead of two four-wheeled bogies, which is considered a grave error. Well, as
regards the cost, I have only to say that it is all included in the £2,315, which is for the engine and tender
complete, and I think it will be found in this respect to compare very favourably with those to be built
under his specification. As regards the “ design,” it is of the usual horse-shoe form, which for convenience
in coaling and general efficiency has given entire satisfaction, and will in these respects compare very
favourably with the American pattern which he advocates. The quantity of coal and water to be carried
was fully considered, and I have no fear about the capacity being equal to the requirements in these
respects without it being necessary to pack the coal up as alleged. As regards the assertion about the
danger to the permanent-way men through being struck with lumps of coal falling, I have no recollection
of such a thing occurring on our lines, and I am confident there is no foundation for it. I prefer the six
.wheels to the two four-wheeled bogies, for the reason that they admit of greater controlling power being
exercised by the brake upon the wheels, and our experience undoubtedly proves this. The objection
raised to the position of the lamp brackets on the tender affords ample testimony of the “ straits” my
critic was put to in finding something on which to ground a difference of opinion.
My critic sums up his objections to the class of passenger engines I recommended as follows : —
“ I consider that the author of the specification has ignored the main question of first cost, utility,
simplicity, and efficiency, and I have no hesitation in saying that a far more efficient and less
'
costly engine and tender could be made in our workshops at Eveleigh than the one proposed.
“ I strongly recommend the construction in our own shops of twenty-five more of the ‘'SOI; class ’ of
engines, which were designed for and intended to work five different kinds of traffic, viz.
“ Mail trains, fast cattle and goods, suburban passenger and, goods traffic, and shunting generally.”
As I have already disposed of his absurd assertions as to the cost, if built at Eveleigh, as he
recommends, I will not again refer to it beyond mentioning that the engines he recommends cost £2,600
each free on board of ship at New York, and that when cost of freight, insurance, shipping, wharfage,
cartage, erection, Ac., is added, it would bring the price up to about £2,970 each in steam, as against
£2,315 for those delivered in steam under my specification. No one who has the slightest knowledge of
the question would make such wild assertions unless with the view of misleading. If, as I understand,
the lowest Colonial tender received for engines under my specification was over 60 per cent, higher >than
the lowest English tender, it is certainly a subject for grave consideration how far work done by G-overnment labour, even allowing for our superior appliances at Eveleigh, would be economical.
As for the assertion of my ignoring the main question of utility, simplicity, and efficiency, I am
satisfied the engines I recommend will prove satisfactory in these and every other respects. I never heard
of an engine being specially designed for so many different kinds of work (from mail trains to shunting)
before, and ! think such a, statement will be a surprise to Locomotive Superintendents who have hitherto
acted in the belief that it is 'desirable, in the interest of efficiency and true economy, to have each class of
traffic served as far as practicable by engines best adapted for it.
Specification No. 191, for twenty-eight Groods Engines.
My critic starts his comments on this specification by saying that if it were not stated that the
cylinders were to be 19 inches diameter and 24 inches stroke instead of 18 inches diameter and 26 inches
stroke, it would exactly describe the “ 205 class,” so that he here practically admits that they are not
a new class, as he previously said they were. As a matter of fact, ten of the “ 205 class ” have cylinders
of exactly the same size as those specified for, as I have before mentioned. He designates the “ 205 class”
as being the most sluggish engines we haye, that they are but' poor copies of the Consolidation engines,
introduced, in 1877, with which they were intended to compete, but have ignominously failed to do so,
and that if the proposed engines are built further failure will take place. Erom these condemnatory
terms it would be assumed that they have nothing to recommend them in his opinion, but it will be seen
on reference to the Commissioner’s 83—19,720 that in my absence he himself suggested some improve
ments—that such is not the case, as in the report referred to he says :
‘ Generally speaking these are a good class of engines, and I consider them a marked improvement
upon the 93 class, but there is, still room for many improvements in them, &c., &c.”
Hg then goes on to mention the details in which the improvements could be made, which are almost
identical with those which he now says the want of renders them what he designates “ failure.” It is
notorious of my critic that he never sees anything that he could not improve on if he had a chance. It
is singular that he should suggest improvements in the “ Mogul class,” which he now condemns, when he
could have recommended the Consolidation engine instead, if he then considered they were best; it was
clearly his duty to do so. ..
,
am
a ^os?
know what he means by designating the “ Mogul ” as copies of the Consolidation
engine, the more particularly when he repeatedly asserts that a difference in detail constitutes a “ new
type, for, as a matter of fact, they are of an entirely different design, as the following will show :—The
Mogul is a six-coupled 4-foot wheel with a bogie; the cylinders are 19 inches diameter, by 24 inches stroke,
with the usual English tender on six wheels, whereas the Consolidation is an eight-coupled 4-foot wheel
with a bogie; the cylinders are 20 inches diameter, by 24 inches stroke, and the tender is of the American
pattern, carried on two four-wheeled bogies.
•
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. The difference in power amounts to one truck on the ascending grades over the mountains in favour
-of the Consolidation, but the load on the descending grades is the same for both classes ; but the
■Consolidation require an extra fireman, the expense of which in itself is sufficient to justify my not
-recommending them ; but there is a still more important objection to the Consolidation, w'hich is the much
-greater wheel base, that causes the leading bogie wheels to lift off the rails when running round the
'8-chain curves on the Western Line. When this was pointed out to the Baldwin Company, who built
■and introduced them into the Colony, they admitted it was a defect, and upon their suggestion several
schemes have been devised to effect a cure, all of which have failed to effect the desired result.
■
The statement that I intended the goods engines to be made by Beyer, Peacock, & Co. is evidently
made with the view' of having it inferred that I unduly favoured that firm. The fact that I recommended
that public tenders be invited for them affords sufficient testimony, if any were needed, that such was not
"contemplated. It wdll, I flatter myself, take more than his insinuations to prejudicially affect my
character for integrity, so I shall treat it as unworthy of further notice.
In conclusion, my critic states he would advocate, not only the building of the fifty engines before
mentioned, but would advocate the construction of a great many new engines of a more suitable class in
place of a lot of obsolete engines we seem to be unable to utilize. He will be surprised,- no doubt, to hear
•that most if not all of the obsolete engines he refers to have already been replaced by others more suited
to our wants, and as other engines become useless or worn out they will be replaced in like manner. I
-will, for obvious reasons, refrain from- alluding to his remarks about “ the best appliances, &c.,” being “ a
huge co-operative concern in w'hich every railway man is personally interested,” and the railways being
State properties, the whole question is a national one
but I would call attention to the fact that the
'“best appliances” referred to were specially selected by me, and afford convincing evidence that I know
-what was “ best” in such a very important professional matter, and that even he has to admit it. As the
■question of the experience of my critic has been introduced into this matter, I assume it wdll not be
considered out of place if I state what mine has been.
After serving my apprenticeship in an engineering works in Scotland, I joined the Edinburgh and
'•Glasgow Bailway in 1845, and remained three years in the shops as a leading fitter, when I went to the
Locomotive Works of the London and North-Western Eailway at Wolverton, where I was employed as
a leading fitter for three years. I was then promoted to the position of Locomotive Eoreman of the
-Camden Town Dep&t, which I held for three years. I was appointed by Mr. McConnell, the Locomotive
'.■Superintendent of the London and North-Western Eailway, to supervise the construction of the engines
and rolling stock for this Colony—he being the Consulting Engineer of the agent of the “ Sydney and
G-oulburn Bailway Co.” When the engines and rolling stock were completed, I came to this Colony in
charge of them, under agreement, and arrived here in January, 1855, and remained in the employ of the
-Company until the railways were taken over by the Government, shortly after which I received the
appointment of Locomotive Overseer, which position I held until April, 1882, when I was promoted to
the office I now hold of Locomotive Engineer of the New South Wales Eailways.
W. SCOTT, 12/5/87.

Minute to The Commissioner for Railways.
Me. Scott’s remarks of 12/5/87 (Comr’s. M.P., 87/9,852), upon Mr. Midelton’s report (requested by the
Honorable the Minister for Public Works) on specifications and recommendations submitted by Mr. .
Scott for obtaining additional locomotive engines.
Tlo dispose of the plausible assertions and peculiar reasoning advanced by Mr. Scott, I am compelled to go
into the matter at greater length than I could have desired.
'
Mr. Scott in the first place says, “ Without any desire to enter into a controversy with the
^gentleman’s opinion, which appear to have guided the Honorable the Minister in his action,” and then he
immediately writes twenty-five pages of foolscap to upset my opinions, occasionally descending to personal ■
references of invidious nature; at one time alluding to what he terms my “vanity,” then of being
notorious” for qualities which he wishes understood as baneful, and again that I make “ wild” and
“ absurd” assertions, his great effort being directed to depreciate and cast doubt upon everything I have
said in furnishing the Honorable the Minister with my conscientious opinion upon the matter which he
referred to me for report.
I will, however, at once analyse the mass of mediocre matter, which, with a certain amount of
"ingenuity displayed in cloaking true facts and raising false issues, is all that Mr. Scott’s remarks really
represent.
'
It seems to me that Mr. Scott’s attempt to depreciate my remarks, against adding to the
■already excessive number of types of engines in use on our railways, recoils upon himself. Every railway
man of locomotive experience is fully aware that the great advantage in having as many engines of one
type in use as possible lies in their dimensions admitting of interchangeability of the parts. This is what
-was in my mind when I referred to the forty-two classes of engines now on our railways, and to Mr.
.Scott, as a locomotive man, the justice and force of my reference must have been quite apparent. Tet,
with considerable subtlety, he attempts to show that I cannot be “ sincere” in my representation, because,
'.as he says, the classification sheet of the engines bearing my signature does not show as many classes as
stated in my report to the Honorable the Minister. The classification referred to is based upon the
general outline of the engines and in regard to the description of work they are equal to, the object being
to group together, as much as possible, the different engines of similar power, and within one class are
Included many engines of different “ types ” ; but to prevent the possibility of misconception in the matter,
there is a special column in the classification sheet distinctly describing the difference in dimensions of the
engines included within each class. Of this, Mr. Scott is perfectly informed, and it is from the very
details entered by me on the classification sheet that he gathers the particulars with which he seeks to
belittle my remarks against unnecessarily increasing the types of engine. But he shoots very wide of the
mark intended, as I will now show. Mr. Scott knows that the engines he instances as included within
one class will not admit of interchangeability of parts, and indeed, Mr. Scott himself, goes on to actually
- prove the gravamen in my reference by quoting the dimensions of several types included in one class in
my classification. Had I used the word “ types” instead of classes in my report, Mr. Scott would not
Lave had available the peg upon which he hangs his peculiar argument; but this is only a fair specimen
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, of the disingenuous reasoning apparent throughout Mr. Scott’s remarks. If the fact that other railways
have too.numerous types of engines in use, is consoling to Mr. Scott, to me it seems only reason why we
should avoid the same' error. He states that he “has really only introduced one new type of enoine on
our lines during the six years he has had the control of the Locomotive Branch.” This is incorrect, for
Mr. Scott caused the introduction of the “ 255 class,” and there .are four types within that class. The
American Mogul engines—the suburban tank engines in opposition to my direct proof against the
suitability of those engines as shown by the papers on the subject at the time; and now he adds the
Vulcan engines. At one time he preferred inside cylinders, and at another outside cylinders—thus
showing his indecision. And notwithstanding his assertion that it is “absurd” to say that minor altera
tions in the details constitute a “ new type,” I affirm that it is the alterations in the details that constitute
a new type of engine. I might add that the prediction upon which he ventures “ that there will be many
alterations from the pattern engines, if engines are built in the Colony,” will not be verified should the
engines be built in the Colony, as there is a special clause in the specification directed against it {vide
specification). Indeed, I have arranged that as many parts of the passenger engine as can be made tosuit the goods engine shall be so made.
.
‘
.
In his reply to my remarks upon his want of actual experience of the “ Vulcan” engines, Mr. Scott
■ .says I wish to infer “ that he has taken a leap in the dark,” and that I forget that I u might have been
asked the same question when I recommended the 301 class.”
Now, as a specimen of disingenuousness, the whole of the paragraph referring to this question
stands out with perhaps greater prominence than any other portion of Mr. Scott’s lengthy statements.
There is no analogy between the position and circumstances in which Mr. Scott and myself were severally
.placed. When I designed the engine (304 class) I had the knowledge that there was not an engine on
the New South Wales Eailways equal to the task of taking thirteen loaded carriages over the mountain
line. I also had experience'of the “ 60 class” engine, built expressely for this work in 1875, which engine
gives off a jjower of 168 lb., and yet could not do the work. So I designed an engine giving off only
■140 lb. of power with the same sized wheels as the “ 60 class” engine, which has proved itself fully equal
to the work I have stated. And now Mr. Scott, although possessed of the same experience as to our
wants years before I arrived in the Colony, made no attempt to produce an engine equal to the service
required, but when the success of my engine becomes a fact accomplished, with the latter experience, he
steps in and recommends another type of engine of exactly the same power. (In literature this kind of
action is called plagiarism.) Therefore if they will do the same work (which I very much question), he
has made a serious mistake in endeavouring to increase the types of engines unnecessarily. I might add
that (as I have already pointed out in my report to the Hon. the Minister) this engine must have a most
injurious effect upon the permanent way of the railways.
With due deference to Mr. Scott’s remarks relative to the increased speed required in running
the trains, I would poinLout that an engine of the 304 class runs the passenger train from Penrith, which
train is heavier now than it ever has been. According to time-table and reference to Commissioner’s'
M.P. 83/23,540, will show that I anticipated all that Mr. Scott now raises, and that the “304 class”'
engines possess all necessary to meet the requirements of the Penrith trains, being equal to a maximum
speed of 35 to 40 miles an hour, in accordance with my specification.
With reference to^the “ Blogul” type of engine, No. 205 class, I must again point out that Mr.
Scott’s' representations are incorrect. I had considerable experience of these engines before Mr. Scott
had. They were put together and run for some time during the period I was Acting Locomotive Engineer
when Mr. Scott was in England, and at the Commissioner’s request, after Mr. Scott’s return, because of
this very experience, to which the Commissioner makes special reference (see his M.P. 83/19,194), I
reported upon these engines on the 27/11/83, intimating clearly the different direction in which improve
ments should be effected, aud Mr. Scott agreed with my suggestion. (Keference should be made to the
paper.) Again, after further experience of the Mogul engines I wrote on 23/4/84, on the Commissioner’s
, M.P. 84/5,900, in favour of the “ Consolidation” engines, and from the thirty-eight reports from different
inspectors and engine-drivers re failures of the Mogul engines, such as slide-valves, crank-pins, and draw
bar springs, &e., breaking No. 219 engine with fifty brass tubes put in, and tube-plate bulged after eleven
months’ service, I had come to regard the Mogul as a costly engine to keep in repair, as well as beino; verv
destructive to the road.
.
Mr. Scott says, referring to myself, “He forgets that we have ten engines of the ‘Mogul’classr
with precisely similar cylinders as those recommended.”
I do not forget, on the contrary I pointed it out at the time the type of engine of No. 295 class
was introduced by Mr. Scott. (The engines of this class were made in America at the same time as my
engine, No. 304 class,) The following minute on the Commissioner’s M.P. 83/23,540, shows' that Mr,
Scott objected to my engine (304 class), and introduced the one in question with a foot smaller wheel,
and which engine he stated would run 35 miles an hour and “ allow a good margin,” which would be ample
for any mixed passenger or live stock train.
“ Believing that the speeds of our mail trains must be increased, I could not think of recommending
the use of such an engine as Mr. Midelton advocates for running mail trains.”
Now what are the facts re the service rendered by the two classes of engines just referred to ?
Why, my engines have worked the mail trains over the mountains successfully, for the last two years,
whereas Mr. Scott’s engine have never been tested at all to ascertain if they will fulfil the condition laid
. down by himself.
With further reference to the too numerous types of engines, Mr. Scott says:—“ It is perfectly
absurd to assert that such lines as ours, with different descriptions of traffic to be provided for, could be
worked advantageously or profitably with only three types of engines.”
.
Perhaps he can show where such a thing exists. Pirst let me point out what my words referring to
the necessity for avoiding too many types of engines were. “This is costly and objectionable, for almost
any railway could be properly worked with, at the most, six different classes of engine, and many lines
could be worked with three.” I think the object sought in endeavouring to fix me to saying, “ Three
types of engines could properly work our railways,” is not difficult to see. And now to comply with Mr.
Scott’s request as per the last line of the foregoing-extracts. If he will refer to the National Oar Builder
of May, 1885, he will see illustrations of four types,of engines used in working the traffic of the New York
West Shore and Buffalo Eailfoad—a line of 850 miles, the equipment of which being 177 engines and
7,291 vehicles. The types of engines being A and B, passenger; 0, Consolidation; and D, six wheels
coupled
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coupled tank engines. This line is acknowledged' by all railway men to be the finest and'best equipped in
America, even not excepting, the Pennsylvania railroad—and all this equipment was being prepared during
the very time that Mr. Scott was in America and had he been so inclined he could have obtained valuable
information in respect thereof.
With reference to the “ 304 class ” engines not now being allowed to take thirteen vehicles over the
mountain line, all I can say is that such a fact reflects upon Mr. Scott’s management of the Locomotive'
Branch, for when 1 had charge of the engines under Mr. Scott, thirteen vehicles were taken without the
■service of an assisting engine and the same thing can be done now.
•
I will meet Mr. Scott’s remark “ That it would be more to the point for me to state on'what lines
engines with 5-fqot wheels run express trains,” by simply pointing out that as far back as 1872 Mr.
Webb, of the London arid North-western B'ailway, ran a train from London to Liverpool, a distance of
ever 200 miles, in five hours, with an engine with four coupled wheels of 5 feet diameter, and that the
same rate of speed has been run on our lines by my engine. If reference be made to the Commissioner’s
M.P’s. 87/3,216, 87/4,076, 87/4,334, and 87/5,898, the facts revealed, if estimated correctly in regard tothe special trip made by one of my engines with the firemen’s train, on the 22nd Pebruary last, show a
performance so good that I very much doubt if anything superior is on record'.
Mr. Scott’s assertions on pages 11, 21, and 22 of his remarks, to the effect that he is positive that
I could not build engines at the Eveleigh workshops for 50 or 60 per cent, more than the cost of the
engines now being delivered bytheYulcan Co., are mere assertions, and the matter he advances to
support them simply specious pretences put forward to hide his own inability to grasp this important
question in all its bearings, and I am not surprised that he cannot properly appreciate the advantages to
accrue to the Department in dealing with it in the manner I have recommended. In his efforts to show
that the position I have taken up in the matter is an untenable one, I am charged with making absurd1
and wild assertions; need I remind Mr. Scott that abuse is not argument. I repeat here all I have
already said in regard to building new engines at the Eveleigh shops, but I do not think I am at present
called upon to.submit particulars of. the line of detail actions I should take and consider necessary fbrthe success of such an undertaking. I am content to simply direct attention to the fact that as yet Mr.
Scott has shown no reason for his self-satisfying declaration that he has disposed of my absurd assertionsas to tlie cost of engines if built at Eveleigh.
#
In reply to the remarks bearing upon the subject, I may say that I am perfectly aware that when- _
contractors make their own drawings for engines they have to- build, that it places extra responsibility
upon them, and I am also aware, if Mr. Scott is not, that such course relieves the locomotive engineer of
the responsibility which properly and exclusively belongs to such an officer, and forms a very important
part of the special duties for the performance of which he is paid a salary.
.
'
Passing over the intervening matter, as possessing no special significance, till I come to Mr.
Scott’s remarks re steel versus Yorkshire iron for boilers of engines, I would say this: The proof of Mr.
Scott’s undecided tendency lies in the fact that he had two brands of Yorksbire iron for boilers printed,
in his specification, and he afterwards added in manuscript a third. I can import the best boiler steel
made for £8 2s. 6d. per ton f.o.b. Glasgow, whereas the Yorkshire iron preferred by Mr. Scott would'
cost from £30 to £39 per ton.
The following extract from tlie Presidential address at the N.E.O. Institute'of Engineers and
Shipbuilders, 1885-6, will perhaps enlighten Mr. Scott:—“ The success which has attended the intro
duction of mild steel in the construction of marine boilers is so marked that but one opinion exists as to
the suitability of this material for such purposes; and as Mr. Head says, ‘ One contributing cause for
this development is doubtless the employment of the higher pressures now in daily use ; or, perhaps to
speak more correctly, the capabilities ofithis material have assisted to render possible such advances in
pressures as would'otherwise have been out of the question. But be this as it may, call it what you like,
cause or effect, there can be no question as to the success of steel boilers built by the Company with
which I was connected in the spring of 1878, which are now running without having cost a penny for
repairs, and practically in as good' a condition as ever, and doubtless other manufacturers could bear
similar testimony.’ ” Mr. Scott could have seen lately at the Circular Quay, in some of the new Orient .
steamers, steel boilers 15 feet in diameter carrying a working pressure of 160 lb. to the square inch. Now
surely in the face of this-- there cannot be much that can be considered an extraordinary departure inproposing to make of steel locomotive boilers of 4 feet 6'inches diameter, carrying 140 lb. to the square
inch, more especially when one considers that Mr. Scott quotes Mr. Webb as having used steel of his own
make on the London and North-western Eailway. And here let me say that had Mr. Scott been as
alive to bis opportunities as he might, and ought to have been, when in America, he would have found
hundreds of steel boilers in use in locomotive engines. • Yet with imperturbable self confidence Mr. Scott
asserts that this matter can only yet be considered as in the experimental stage. I fear that steel for
boilers, as well as many other advancements in engineering science, would have remained in the
“ experimental stage ” were the majority of engineers as conservative as Mr. Scott. Perhaps it may not
be out of place to also point out that of ninety-seven motors in the Tramway Department of the Colony
ninety-two are fitted with steel boilers, and that even the two motors built by Mr. Wearne in Sydney are
fitted with steel boilers, so that if Mr. Scott had taken the trouble to watch what was passing under his
eyes so to speak, he could have acquired valuable information relative to the use of steel in locomotive
boilers. As he asks for it I have not the slightest objection to putting Mr. Scott on the way of obtaining,
a,few of the best brands of steel which will fulfil the conditions I have named; they are,—
The Steel Company of Scotland (Limited), Glasgow.
The Landore Siemens Steel Company, Swansea.
The Leeds Forge Company, Leeds.
Park Bros. & Company, Pittsburgh, U.S.A.
•
Ohio Steel, Company,,Cleveland, O.
Perhaps this will suffice.
In reply to Mr. Scott’s.peculiar remarks re steam domes, I did not think it necessary to take the
dome off the boiler of the pattern engine No. 133 for the mere sake of allowing the contractors to see
the engine without a dome. When I mention that the engines of 304 class have .run for over two- years
without a,dome,.the success of the change is established.
.
Mr.,
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Mr. Scott should keep pace with the times. Evidently he did not notice the domeless engines ore
the Great Northern, Great Western, and South-eastern Railways in England. Yet the fact remains that"
such engines are largely in use, in fact exclusively so on the Great North Railway, which had over 500'
engines in the year 1876.
.
In regard to Mr. Scott’s perforated plate, which he takes credit for as a spark arrester, I see;
according to the light he now throws upon the subject, that it was Mr. Scott’s retiring nature which
prevented him from stipulating for his own spark arrester in his specification, but as he stipulated for
“the best,” and as he now tells us his spark arrestor is admitted by everyone who has seen it to be “ the
best,” the inference is obvious.
'
My reference to the water-jet acting on the wheels causing the engine to slip is not “ absurd,”
and the attempt made to place me in a false position by explaining that it is not intended to be used,
when the engine is pulling is puerile.
.•
I say that if the jet is often used on down gradients the wheels would be wet, and in ascendinggradients with wet wheels, and it would happen at times the handicap on the engine would be greatI certainly think, after reflection, that this is a case where the disadvantages outweigh the advantages.
I am therefore opposed to the watef-jet arrangement on engine wheels.
_ "With reference to the remarks dealing with the Westinghouse brake, I think a little reflection wilP
make it quite clear that the reason advanced by Mr. Scott for not working the Westinghouse brake on.
the engine is really a reason in favour of its being so worked.
I can afford to ignore Mr. Scott’s remarks about “horseshoe” versus “wedge” shaped tenders..
. I will, however, again refer to the seemingly small matter of the position of the side-lamps on the tender,,
as it is just one of those small matters sufficient to be important in averting or occasioning serious
accident. The reason the side-lamps should be placed on the front end of the tender rather than on the;
back end is that the men on the engine may be enabled to see ahead or behind without having a dazzling
light thrown in their eyes ; indeed, the proper place for these lamps is on the side of the engine-cab,
above the men’s head, in which position it would help instead of hinder their range of vision.
•
It is quite true that my engines (304 class) cost £2,600 each, f.o.b. New York, but it must not be
forgotten that there was no .competition for supplying them—that they were built to a special specification
stipulating wide departures from the beaten track, all of which tends to increase the cost of the first
engines of a new type,—and I have no doubt whatever that if engines were tendered for now in England
- and America under the same specification, with the detail drawings now available, that we should obtain
them for a less price than actually paid for the Vulcan engines now being delivered. I might mention,
because Mr. Scott does not refer to the fact, that the ten engines (296 class) built to his specification by
the year 1884. the same makers, and at the same time as my engines, cost exactly the same price.
And now to refer to the cost of the Vulcan engines, which Mr. Scott quotes over and over again
in the course of his remarks at those points where he apparently thinks it is likely to create effect, as
£2,315, and as the cheapest engine ever offered to the Government.
It will no doubt be a rude shock to the reliableness of Mr. Scott’s statements when I say that
reference to the invoices of the Vulcan Company will show that the amount paid, or to be paid, for their
engines is very much nearer £2,500 each than the figures stated by Mr. Scott, and as to being the cheapest
engine ever offered to the Government, reference to the Commissioner’s minute paper 80/5,712 will
show that offers were made to the department by Messrs. Beyer, Peacock, & Co. to supply goods engines
of the 205 class at £2,300 each. I need not say that Beyer, Peacock, & Co. are second to none as loco
motive manufacturers.
I now come to the question of goods engines, but I will not combat Mr. Scott’s incorrect assertionsIt is sufficient to say that I have always recommended “ Consolidation ” engines for goods traffic ever
since 1880, when I first had experience of them and of their merits, evidence of which is afforded on theCommissioner’s minute paper 84/5,900 by my minute of 23/3/84, as follows :—
•
“*
*
*
If it is decided to import goods engines I recommend that we have the Consoli
dation type, and to be exactly like those last imported, except as far as this specification (Spec, for 304
class engines) can be made io hold good.”
This is good evidence I think that I have been consistent in endeavouring to limit types as much:
as possible, and make the parts of goods engines interchangeable with passenger engines. Again, Mr.
Scott has purposely suppressed a very valuable report on the utility of the Consolidation engines by
Driver John Jones,, dated 15/11/79 (copy attached). I may mention that Driver Jones was a superiorengineman, and was always selected by Mr. Scott himself to run special trial trips of engines for test
purposes, therefore his remarks are entitled to great weight.
Mr. Scott makes a point of the second fireman being required on the Consolidation engine, and
states “ that in itself was sufficient to justify his not recommending the Consolidation engine.” To this
I would reply that when I had the opportunity I tried by certain alterations to the arrangement of the
brake gear to dispense with the second fireman, and should have succeeded had I met-with proper support
from Mr. Scott.
In the engines I proposed to build to the pattern Consolidation engine No. 133, I have, by simply
removing the cab 15 inches further back, and rearranging a few details, taken all the action necessary todispense with the second fireman.
.
.
,
The best answer I can give to the sensational paragraph about the bogie-wheels lifting on thecufves is that the engines have been running successfully over the Mountain line for close upon ten years.
" In regard to Mr. Scott’s remarks in attempted refutation of my statement that “ it was evidently
intended that the goods engines should be supplied by Messrs. Beyer, Peacock, & Co.,” I repeat what I
• said, and to anyone acquainted with the favourable circumstances in which that firm stands to supply the
engines in question, the reason is obvious.
In conclusion I beg to point out that it is most unsatisfactory to continue to debate the question
as to the most suitable engines for our requirements, which can only be satisfactory and finally settled by
actual experience of the working of the different types of engine under precisely similar conditions. And?
I submit that at least my engines have by their work during the past two years demonstrated beyond all
•question their great efficiency in all important respects, and I trust that this, with the facts I have stated,
in this paper, will assist the Commissioner in arriving at a sound decision upon this important, though,
unnecessarily rendered somewhat intricate, question.
THOS. MIDELTON, M.I.M.E.
Randwick AVorks.
[ Enclosure.']:
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Mr. Tipping,—
'
'
■
Sir,
1
'
Penrith, 15 November,' 1879. '
I have travelled with all the Consolidation engines on the Western line, as requested, &c. I beg to make the
•following statement to the several questions :—
1
•
. 1. Do these engines keep up sufficient steam with an ordinary load ? They do since I have been with them. Thera
,
has been no case of sticking .up, but one or two struggles to reach the destination, where the pulling has been long
and severe. This, in my opinion, was caused by unskilful firing. They require more’judgment in'firing'th'an the
old engines, having such a large area'to fire over, and sometimes inferior coal will creep in. cThere are instances
.
of the old engines sticking up, sometimes for want of steam from various causes, but as a rule the Consolidation
engines steam as well as the old engines, and better than some of them.
2. Do they require any more attention than any other class 'of goods engines? They do not, excepting in watching
that bolts and nuts do not stack back through not having a split-pin in to secure them.
■
■
3. Is the present mode of firing the best; if not, can you suggest any alteration ? Different men have different ways cf
■firing ; but I consider the best to be a low flat fire, so as not to choke up the arch,' and fire about six shovelfuls at
a time.
4. Is the quality of the coal suitable ? It is, as the mountain coal niakes no clinker ; it is readily acted upon by the
rocking fire-bars.
•
•
.
,
.
■
5. Is it absolutely necessary to have a second fireman beyond Lithgow, or between Bathurst and Orange ?. It is at
present, not altogether on account-of the-hard work, but the inability of the drivers to assist in braking. If the
■driver was supplied with a steam-brake in his corner, or things could be brought closer together, so that the
driver could assist his ihate in shunting, &c., then I think the second fireman 'could be dispensed with on the
,
, easier lines.
.
.
.
■
• ^
•
,
6. Report on the brake powder of both engine and tender ? The tender brake is a good one, but takes sometime to get
'
it on, owing touts peculiar construction. The great loss of power is in the engine brake, which ’should, have eight
’ blocks instead of four, and six inches longer, if it is possible to get them on', owing to the great weight of the
'
engine. f-The brake-rod and screws ofboth engine and tender should ■ be lengthened 2 or 3 inches,’so that they
'■■! ;
could be taken up a. hole before starting, instead.of having to wait until they are worn right up, and'having to
,
start the journey with about two dr three threads on the screws.
> > .
•
,, . .
7. Do the drivers take sufficient interest in these engines, and give them a fair trial as to their taking the maximum
.
load with due regard to economy in fuel and stores, keeping time, &c. ? .The drivers take a'very fair amount ofinterest
in them, as they must do to get along the roads’ ; but there is not that pride and care exercised as there would be
.
if every man had his own engine. ' His care arid attention .extends of course to the end of the trip only’; as h'e will
have another engine the next day, and so on ; but, generally, speaking, Ido not think the men appreciate them at
.
present as they will by-and-bye when they get more accustomed to them. The engines have power to’ take one
" - or two waggons more, but I do not think the .water in.tender would hold out between some of the water
cranes, and they are very difficult to get along with their'present sand gear in greasy weather.
. .
.. i
•
■
General Remarks.
.
In the Consolidation engine we have, I think,, the grandest goods-engine ever placed on (he'Western road. They are
very'heavy certainly, but they pull and run well with very little signs of heating if properly lubricated ; peculiarly adapted
for the Western line ; runs.round the curves better; and is, in my opinion, much safer on the. curves than the oM'goodsbngines.
The bogie in front of them is in fact a splendid idea for the goods engines for the Western road, but their brake-power is
not sufficient, and their sand boxes and gear should be altered to suit our requirements. As we have sand boxes and gear
on some of the old engines, which, I think, cannot be excelled, it would be a good idea to put them on these. Their sand
box being placed on the top of the boiler occasions great loss of time and much labour in filling it. Two large sand-boxes
could be placed on the truck in front, or bracketed on the side as on the old engines. They should have the short lever
and quadrant, instead of their straight-pulling handle, as a much better means for gauging it. They should be worked
separately, as it is impossible to catch the right and left curves, &c.
.
i
Straight Road.
I know there is an objection to sanding one rail at a time, owing to all the strain coming one side ; but these engines
•■
are doing the same thing now,-as one sand-pipe is-running ihe sand on the ballast instead of the rail on the sharp curv'es
.
and wasting it, owing to the cause above-mentioned. The practice also of running these engines down the mountains,. It was not
tender first, cannot be too soon put a stop to, as it. is unsafe in greasy weather through not being able to get any sand stopped until
under tender-brake, and the small brake power of the engine, they are unable to . hold the ti’ain properly. 1 believe the,
ln 1882two first goods engines that arrived here are. the- best with the short blast-pipes. They are more lively, pull better, "arid
"
burn less fuel, .and do not heat their smoke-box like the others; but their injectors-should be-horizontal, as they work
much better iri tha,t position. Tn conclusion, I beg to say that I think all-the present difficulties-will-disappear iu the
future, as the men get more accustomed to them, and the alterations which I have suggested are-carried-out.■ ■•
’
'
•
• ■
’
•
...........................
I remain, &e., •1- - •
•
..................... ' .......................................................
<.......... ...............
_ - .
JOHN JONES. ’
Loco. Overseer (Mr. Scott).—John Tipping, 17/11/79.
Sent the original papers to the Commissioner on the 1/7/82, with these comments ; “.The attached reports by driver
J. Jones is, in my opinion, a very valuable document. He is a very steady, thoughtful man ; and ,1 agree with what he
has written in almost every particular. My experience of these engines here leads me to almost the same conclusions. I
forward these papers for your information,” The Commissioner replies thus on 10/7/82.
■
“ I shall be glad if Mr. Midelton will make these engines as effective as possible by the additions of the improve
ments suggested by driver Jones, in which Mr. Midelton concurs, and will report to.me the result (say) at the end of this
year.”
■
-------■ >
Ch.A.G.
I .think the original papers should he put with these, as I fancy I wrote more than is stated in rny
memo, above, which I have copied from my own copy of Jones’ report.—Tnos. Midelton, 20/5/87,

Minute by Tbe Chief Clerk'to tbe: Commissioner for Railways.

.

'
Tenders for the manufacture of fifty Engines in the Colony.
~ ~
In the advertisement for the above it is stated thaC particulars can-be-obtained at this office. One
gentleman called to-day, hut I was not in a position [to furnish him with, aiiy,particulars further than.to
inform him that the pattern engines would be dismantled and on view at EveTeigh running shed. ’ To
whom am I to refer intending tenderers as to the details of the engines required ?
.........................
■
—.......
................... ,
••
D.C.MIL.’, 27/487., T
Instruct them to go to the running shed, Eve
Mr.
Midelton
will
please
say
if
he
wishes
any
one in attendance
leigh, inspect No. 308 engine and tender and No.
133 engine. Any engine and tender between at Eveleigh.'* If instructions were given to the employe in charge of
804 and 313 inclusive can be inspected—T.M., shed to point out the engines which are to he placed there as pattern
28/4/87.
engines, I presume that should suffice for that portion of the public
Draft specification left with Assistant Secre
In the specification to be drawn up the general
tary for printer at 11*30 a.m. to-day.—T.M., requirement.
28/4/87. ..
dimensions of. the engines will be given, and also..a statement .of ..the
No doubt, ultimately, detailed drawings
Yes, when ,we receive the drawings from material which is to be used.
America, and make drawings of goods engines will be'required, but these .could perhaps be rbe'tter /supplied when a
here.—T.M.
contract has been accepted, clt will not ben convenient-,', to persons
intending to compete- to. visit Randwick for the purpose of seeing Mr. Midelton. The skeleton specifica
tion should be at this office, and perhaps Mr. Midelton could arrange to meet those interested in Sydney
at this office at stated-times.—Ch.A.G-., 27/4/87.
Minute
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They represented that they understood from the public prints that the Government intended to
allow contractors for the manufacture of locomotives the use of the machinery at Eveleigh workshops, and
they contended that this would be an injustice to the firms who had spent large sums of money in building
up private workshops.
...
6
They further considered that it should be the aim of the Government to encourage private firms;:
If, as suggested, the Government allowed the use of the shops, or undertook to build the engines, they
would be entering into competition with private firms who had invested fully £1,000,000 in buildings and
. machinery, and m a sense they would-be causing the manufacturers to be entering into competition with
themselves, for iu a degree they were part owners of the Government works at. Eveleigh, as they were
taxpayers. When the Government proposed to erect these works, and asked Parliament to vote the
funds, it was never intended that these shops should be used for manufacturing work, as it was stated
they would be devoted to the repairing of machinery and stock; They contended that it would not only
be an injustice to them for the Government to enter into competition, but it would be unwise, as the
Government never got work done so economically as it was done in private workshops. The system had
b.een tried in other parts, and experience showed this. In.America -they had no Government works, and
in England they had recently decided not to extend their Woolwich works, but to allow the State
requirements to be met by private firms. They thought it was an unwise policy for the Government to
be adopting a large plant. A foundry had been set up at Eveleigh, but the private foundries in existence
already met all requirements, and if -private persons found that the Government were providing these
appliances they would decline to invest capital in manufacturing industries, and this would act most
injuriously upon the best interests of the Colony, as in times of danger we would have to rely largely upon
our local manufactories.
r
.
It was stated that through the inducement offered by the Government some of the best mechanics
in the private, firms left to join the Government works, and throughout-the country there was a desire on
the part of young men to look for Government employment rather than take up private service or to take
up land for production. They thought the Government should, as far as possible, break down this system
• rather than increase it, by undertaking new works, and consequently employing more labour. When the.
motion was'carried in the House to have 100 locomotives made in the Colony, it was never anticipated
that they, would probably be made in the Government shops.
'
•
I informed them that the Government had no intention whatever of adding anything to their
present heavy responsibilities with regard to the employment of labour. They were aware they had engaged
twice or three times as many men as they should, and that this was prejudicial to the interests of the
Colony. The farming interest was crippled because the young men of the farming class looked to the
Goyerninent for.employment rather than to obtain a living from the soil. The. Government were aware
of all this and would give the matter their best consideration. I was the medium for bringing the matter. under attention," but theconditioiis would "be altered, as it had .been decided that all' deputations to all
Ministerswould.be received in the .Cabinet-room, when reliable press men'could be present. At the
present time,' with divided deputations, the press writers were scattered, and to meet the exigencies some .
days young reporters were sent out who did hot fully understand the position, and were unwittingly the ’
medium of misrepresentation. "
.
.
It had b.een taken for granted that we were to make the locomotives in our works ; but I might
say at once that no. such thing was intended, and no such proposal had engaged the attention of the
Government. I was fully aware of the merits of this matter, and would be very careful in any representation
I would make, knowing as I did what the effect would be if the Government were to increase the number
of men they now have employed. I fully agreed with them that we should so seek to establish our
private manufactories as to be able to rely upon them in case of emergency, and I had expressed that
years ago in connection with the manufacture of torpedoes. I believed our local works should keep pace
with the times, and by obtaining the best improvements be able to do any nature of work.
. _ 'yV'ith regard to the offer to allow contractors the use of tools, I pointed out that we had at Eveleigh
certain special tools that, were perhaps not possessed by any private firms, and to facilitate the contract I had
approved of tenderers being allowed the temporary use of these specialities under our supervision; but in
, their tenders they would have to state what tools they would require and certain terms would then be
fixed; but the Government would entertain no speculative offers in this direction, and the whole arrange
ment had beep made in the.interests of the contractors. I was giving them every opportunity to secure
tjps work by giving them reasonable terms and simplifying the design of the engines. I was glad to hear
that masters and men had determined to do their best to secure this contract for the Colony, and if they
did not take advantage of it, it would be a bad thing for the Colony. The employer and employe must
agree to let the Government obtain as low a price as possible, because they might not get so good a
chapce again. The Government had the English prices, and they were not likely to' give the colonial
tender ah advantage that could not be justifiedin giving an undue benefit to a. certain class.
v u
keen rlffiltlJ sai<i that the Eveleigh workshop belonged to the people, and they as taxpayers
shoiild not be compelled to compete against themselves. The Government, I believed, would not attempt
to do that,- and so injure interests in which, as they pointed out, a million of money had been invested. I
admitted1 that in many ways the contractors of the Colony had not had fair play, but I was trying now to
give them the greatest fair play, aud if they did not take advantage of it, it would be no fault of mine.
,
“atter would not be finally decided by me—it would be settled by the Government after full
chnsideration, and I would submit the various points that they brought under my attention; but my
sympathies were in favour of having all work, whether woodwork or iron, made in the Colony so far as it"
cOuld fairly -be done.
"
._
" '■
'
'
JOHN SUTHEELAND.

Locomotive-
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- Locomotive Engines.
Minute by Tbe Superintendent of Tramway Eolling Stock to Tbe Commissioner •
for Eailways.
•

In compliance with the foregoing minute I have the honor to report as follows :—The very important
question of designing and manufacturing, as well as repairing, locomotive engines, tenders, and rolling
stock generally, in the workshops owned by a State or by a railway company, as the case may be, has
occupied my mind for over twenty years ; and I may say that I have studied the matter as much perhaps,
as any man in the Colony, in consequence of my professional training, which commenced in very large'
works in England owned by a railway company, where all the roiling stock they required was designed
and manufactured by their own officers and men, the work being done better and at considerably less cost
than it could have been done hy private firms.
.
■
. • The company alluded to (the Great Western Kailway Company), like other similar companies in
England, not only did as I have said, hut they rolled in their own rail, mill nearly (all the rails they
required for the maintenance of lines opened for traffic and the construction of new lines. The London
and North-western Kailway Company do more, for they make their own boiler plates, tires, axles, &c. When I first came to this Colony, in 1880, I was engaged hy the late Locomotive Engineer (Mr.
K. H. Burnett) to design the proposed new workshops at Eveleigh, hut nothing was done, practically,
until I became Acting-Locomotive Engineer, when you, on the 19th of January, 1883, approved and
endorsed my design of the Eveleigh shops in the following terms : “ May be carried out, both Engineer
for Existing Lines and Locomotive Engineer concurring ;” and the shops now erected and to be erected
are substantially my design, and they have been expressly laid out for the purpose of manufacturing, as
well as re-pairing, railway rolling stock, and will be equipped with the best machinery and appliances
accordingly; and it is satisfactory to note that Mr. Scott, the present Locomotive Engineer, who was
sent on a tour by the Government through America and England, and who had copies of the designs of
these works sent to him in London to work to, reported in July, 1883, when he returned to this Colony,
that he was “ exceedingly pleased to be able to say that our new shops will compare very favourably both
in design and general arrangements with the best I have seen in my travels.”
'
This I could cordially endorse if Mr. Scott had done as he promised he would do—that is, “ worfc
strictly to the drawings I sent home for his guidance.” But he has, unfortunately, altered the overhead
travelling cranes, and also the-main shafting arrangements, which alterations, I still contend, are a serious
mistake.
'
I also think that other mistakes are taking place at Eveleigh now, in placing the machinery, '
benches, &c.,.&c., the way it is being placed. In a new works like that, the machinery, &c., should he
properly placed, so as to avoid unnecessary handling of raw material, &c., and for turning out work
quickly and economically.
■
‘ In round figures, there will be spent on the Eveleigh works about £600,000; and I estimate that
there is £120,000 worth of machine tools, ■ exclusive of buildings, small hand tools, &c., employed in the
Locomotive Department of the New South “Wales Kaihvays, at the following stations:—Redfern, Eveleigh,
Newcastle, Randwick, Penrith, Bathurst, Goulburn, and Junee shops. This, if properly placed and fully
employed, would be far more than sufficient for keeping our present rolling stock in efficient repair, and
we could in addition manufacture all the locomotives likely to be required in the whole of Australasia for
the next fifty years. Consequently, if we do not manufacture locomotives, &c., at least for ourselves, it
is evident that the vast amount of capital invested in buildings, machinery, &c., will only be partially
worked and utilized. We have, unfortunately, made the same costly mistake that many English and
other railway companies have made—that is, gone in for decentralizing our repairing establishments, and
large workshops have, in consequence, grown up at the stations I have named ; whereas w!e should havebuilt and equipped our central works at Eveleigh long ago, and do nothing but the daily running repairs
at the out-stations referred to. All manufacturing and /reauy repairing should be done at head-quarters
under the constant supervision of' the chief and subordinate officers of the Locomotive Department, in
whom personal responsibility should be centred, instead of its being divided, as at present, among a great
many subordinate officers hundreds of miles apart. Centralization is now the'recognized practice in the
Locomotive Departments of all well-managed railways, and, if it is justifiable for so many of the said
companies all over the world to manufacture their own rolling stock, rails, -plates, &c., &c., and many
other things they use on their lines, it certainly is equally justifiable, equitable, and philanthropic for a
State to do the same thing, because, in the first case, a few shareholders only are benefited, whereas, in
the latter case, the whole population is benefited and interested, and it really is a benefit to every indi
vidual in the State.
.
_
‘
It is, perhaps, not generally known that some of the Railway Companies actually 'manufacture
more of the details of a locomotive than the private firms do. Eor instance, they manufacture steel (boiler)
plates, iron and steel cranked and straight axles, steel tires, frame plates, &c., &c., whereas none of
the locomotive engine builders do that. They call for prices, and they purchase that class of material
from the various manufacturers of such articles ; then it is forwarded to their works to be manipulated
and made into a locomotive. I propose that'the Government should'do the same thing. They should
call for prices, and then import such articles as I have named, and which cannot, for some time to come,
be made in the Colony, the freight and first cost of which, delivered in Sydney, would not, I think, exceed
the cost of the same material delivered in the works of a Glasgow or Manchester engine-builder ; there
fore up to this point the Government stand in the same position as the manufacturers, the only question
now remaining for consideration being that of control or management of the workshops, and the price of
labour. Regarding the first, I do not see any insuperable difficulty or reason why the Eveleigh Works
could not be managed by one head upon exactly the same system, principle, or basis as private establish
ments'in the Colony of a similar character are controlled, books kept, and'a proper half-yearlyreport produced. Indeed I believe the artizans would much prefer such a system of management to the
present, because they would all know who was head, -and merit then would predominate and rise to its
proper level and be utilized, whereas now it is of no use whatever; it rather tends to hinder than advance
its possessors, and unless proper discipline and control is established, I should strongly recommend that
the work I suggest be never started.
.•
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The next question is the price of labour. This Colony has consented to pay a workman here on
the spot about as much again for what he does, as it-r-through contractors—pays a similar workman for
what he does in England; but the artizans here argue that they can do as much if not more work in eight
hours than can be done by their brothers in England in ten hours, and I believe this to be true where
proper discipline and control is practised; but of course the same, quantity of work cannot be got out of
machinery in eight hours as in ten. Therefore it is evident that a locomotive made here will cost more
than it would if made,//w» the same drawing, where labour is cheaper ; but this is not, under the circum
stances, sufficient justification for having our engines built outside the Q-overnment workshops.
X will now proceed to show the advantages to be gained, and the reasons why we should do as I
propose.
•
We have the workshops, the tools—such as no other establishment in the Colony has—the skilled
officers and.men, all specially suited for manufacturing as well as repairing, and if it is justifiable to do
repairing it is equally justifiable to manufacture ; indeed, much of the so-called repairing is manufacturing.
Unless manufacturing is done the shops and plant will not be fully utilized.
We should now, after the “tests ” of the locomotives which were made on the 15th and 16th of
June, adopt the simple and efficient class of locomotive and tender, which we can manufacture, and the
more we simplify the details the less the cost of production will become and the nearer we shall approach
the cost of the imported engine, which is usually paid for by weight, and which, however much it is
simplified, only puts more profit into the manufacturer’s pocket; whereas, if we supply our own engines we
profit most by it ourselves. It is clear, of course, that the simpler an engine is the less it will cost to
make and keep in repair, and the more that is done in that direction the sooner we shall balance the
higher price of labour here to what it is at home.
Work done by ourselves would be better done, because good work should and would be the sole aim
of everyone engaged upon it. Ho profits having to be made, all exertions would be thrown into the
quality and quantity of work to be turned out, and all difficulties of “ contracts,” inspection, and litigation
would be avoided. Manufacturers aim chiefly at making large profits, “ extras,” &c., and as everyone
engaged upon this work would see, or soon be caused to see, that the more he worked, and the better he
worked in this cause the more he would gain. I think the success of the scheme would be near and
certain, especially as there is no novelty about the matter ; we should be simply following established
precedents.
'
.
. What is generally known as the American type of locomotive can be made here, and we have now
lying idle hundreds of tons of good material which could be worked up at once in these proposed new
engines, in the bar frames, motions, wheels, cylinders, &e., &c., whereas the English type of engine can
not.be so easily made here ; for instance, we should either have to import “ frame plates ” or erect special
rolling mills for rolling them.
I have already reported that a simple, a far more efficient, and less costly engine and tender can
be made here in our own shops than those proposed and recommended so strongly by the Locomotive
Engineer. The correctness of this view is proved by .the fact that the Colonial tenders for my passenger
engines are £220 less per engine, and £290 less per engine for the goods engine I recommended than the
Colonial tenders received for the English type of engine referred to, and as the average tender from six
English houses for the passenger engines is £2,650, and £2,743 for the goods engines, I am convinced
that we can produce in our own shops as good an engine as the imported one for the same price.
One of the most magnificent class of passenger engines and tenders in Great Britain is made by
the Great Northern Eailway Company at their Doncaster Works, for £2,025 each, and I could name no
less.than twenty-seven different Eailway Companies, in England and America, who’make their own
engines in their own shops. The Great Western Eailway Company made no less than twenty-four new
engines during the
year ending 31 December, 1886, a#
cost of revenue, a,t tp&iv own. works. In
doing this they not only saved the profit which would go to manufacturers, and cost of inspection, tut
secured the exact type of engine which they knew test suited their requirements.
. The London, Brighton, and South Coast Eailway Company have practically rebuilt the whole of
their locomotive stock during the past twenty years at their works at Brighton, where they employ 1,200
hands constantly; and I notice in a recent American newspaper that the Pennsylvania Eailway Company
have given orders for forty new engines to be at once put in hand at their own works at Altoona.
It will be seen from the foregoing that in the building of the locomotives in the Government work
shops of the Colony the only serious drawback would be the extra cost of labour, for which we should
have to pay about double the English price; but on the other hand, in favour of that course, we should
save litigation, contractor’s profit, the cost of inspection, &c., and at the same time secure better work
manship in every respect, and an engine made in every way suited to the special requirements of our
railways.
.
As the latter appears to me to more than counterbalance the former, I have only to repeat my
former recommendation in favour of the engines being built in the splendid new shops at Eveleigh.
.
Eandwick Works, Sydney, July 11th, 1887.

•

'

THOS. MIDELTON, M.I.M.E.

Minute by The Secretary for Public Works to The Commissioner for Railways.
_

Department of Public Works, Sydney, 28 May, 1887.

Please write to .Mr. A Morris, Agent Baldwin Company, asking him upon what terms his Company will

suPP^'r. twenty-five engines to Mr. Midelton’s specification, and twenty-five Consolidation goods engines,
for delivery, f.o.b., New Tork, and in steam in Sydney; and also to state time of delivery.
,
JOHN SUTHEELAND.

The
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The Commissioner for Eailways to The Agent for the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Sir,

Department of Railways, Sydney, 28 May, 1887.
I have the honor, by direction of the Honorable the Minister for Public Works, to inquire
upon what terms yoiir Company (Messrs. Burnham, Parry, Williams, & Co.) will supply twenty-five
engines to Mr. Midelton’s specification and twenty-five Consolidation goods engines similar to those'
supplied to the Department in 1879.
I shall be glad if you will state price of delivery f.o.b. in Hew York, and in steam in Sydney, and
also mention time of delivery.
I have, &c.,
CIf AS. A. GOODCHAP,
.
.
Commissioner for Railways.

The Agent for the Baldwin Locomotive Works to The Commissioner for Eailways.
.

Sir,

•
■ '
Norwich Chambers, Hunter-street, 30 May, 1887.
I have the honor, in reply to your letter of the 28th instant (No. 3,120), to say that a cable
has this day been forwarded to the Baldwin Locomotive Works, asking them to name prices and times of
delivery of the two ■ classes of locomotives referred to by you-. Whatever prices may be named will
include any modifications or improvements which experience may have suggested to your engineers.I have, &c.,
.
• ' "
■
AUGUSTUS MORRIS, •
r
•
Agent.

The Agent for the Baldwin Locomotive Works to The Commissioner for Eailways.
Sir,

Norwich Chambers, Hunter-street, Sydney, 2 June, 1887.
I have the honor to communicate the following offers from the Baldwin Locomotive Works
for the supply of 100 locomotives.
The Baldwin Company are prepared to deliver, f.o.b. in New York or Philadelphia 100 loeombtivfe
engines during six months, commencing with December of this year, or with January of next, or as may
be preferred.
•
The price required for the Midelton engines, 8'30 D, is £2,600 for each, f.o.b.
.
The price required for the Consolidation engines, 10'34 E, similar to those shipped to the .Govern
ment in 1879, or according to the Baldwin’s Co.’s letter to the Commissioner, dated 31st May, 1884, in
reference to an improved type of consolidated engine, is £2,900 f.o.b. The materials throughout to be
identical with those on the Midelton engines.
If required to deliver and erect at the Eveleigh Station or Railway works under steam, £300 must
be added to the price of each engine.
■
The terms of payment to be the same as those agreed upon when the twenty Midelton and Mogul
engines were supplied in 1884.
.
:
In submitting these terms the Baldwin Locomotive Works are prepared to accept any modifications
of details which experience may have suggested, but which will not conflict with the general design of the
locomotives proposed, or be inconsistent with American practice.
‘
The fullest guarantees of the goodness of the materials and the efficiency of the engines that may
be desired will be given.
I have, &c.,
.
AUGUSTUS MORRIS,
.
Agent for the Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia.

Minute of The Commissioner for Eailways.
Refekbikg to answer to question given in House last night, as to conditions under which the engines
advocated by Mr. Scott are to be tested against those recommended by Mr. Midelton, I request that Mr.
Scott will furnish me by Monday morning next with proposed conditions of test.
Ch.A.G., 20/5/87..
I would recommend that one of each class be put to run the day passenger-trains between Sydney
and Bathurst, and an accurate account be kept of the load hauled and the stores consumed.—AY Scott,
21/5/87. Commissioner.
■

The Superintendent of Tramway Eolling Stock to The Commissioner for Eailways.
In response to your letter of the 19th instant, I beg to submit the following .conditions be observed in
case the 304 class of engines are tested in competition with the new engines from the Yulcan Eoundry
Co.:—
_
1. That each officer (Mr. Scott and myself) shall select his own engine, tender, and enginemen..
'
2, That each engine and tender shall be fairly equipped with coal and water ready for the road, and
that the weight on each wheel of engine and tender shall be accurately ascertained before going
out; neither engine to have any sand in sand-boxes or water conveyed to any of the wheels.
;
3. As much coal as may be considered safe by each officer in each case is to be put on each tender,
and the said coal to be either' Zig Zag or Yale of Clwydd, and to be taken from the same waggon
;
and properly weighed in baskets and put on the tenders, the total weight to be recorded in lb.,
and the coal which remains on the tender after the trial in ’ each case shall be taken off and
'
weighed in our presence.
4. The trial trips shall be from Sydney to Eskbank and back, and shall be run to a time-table to be
.
made out by the Traffic Manager, each train to start and return in daylight, and to be timed the
same as the Western Mail on the down and up journey.
5. The train to consist of eight of the Redfern carriages (double-bogie type), all to be coupled up as
.
, may be directed and properly lubricated and examined.
6. The general condition of each engine, the time each has been running, &c., shall be recorded.
. . 7. The weight of train shall be accurately ascertained.
8.
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8. Water to be taken at Sydney, Linden, and Eskbank only.
9. Each driver to record the trips in the usual manner, and no person to be allowed to ride on the
. engine or tender except the driver and firemen in each case.
10. Two guards to be supplied by Traffic Department—one to ride in front of train, and the other at
the rear, and they shall record the trips in the usual manner.
11'. A printed time-table to be supplied to those conducting the tests. .
12. As these trials are of great public interest, persons concerned in the matter, to the number of
,
about 100; could be allowed to ride in the carriages as passengers, but they must take no part
in the trials or assist in any way. The number of passengers so attending to be ascertained by
counting,/and this duty to fall to the two guards named. '
13. No brake-van to be used. The Westinghouse brake to be worked from the engine on the tender
and carriages only.
'
.- 1L The carriages are not to be uncoupled for any purpose whatever, and the same carriages to be
. 1
used by each engine in each trial.
.
, ■ 15. Each engine and tender shall be oiled and trimmed by each driver the night before the trials, and
on the running of the trial the enginemen shall procure frpm the store the stores they may require,
on the trip, and the same to be properly weighed and issued to them, and to be duly recorded by
storeman and driver on his sheet.
'
• 16. Nothing shall be done except Mr. Scott and myself are present to see what is done, and that it
is done properly and be properly recorded.
' _ 17. Brake blocks, hangers, and rods to be taken off each engine.
■ *T8. Each engine to be tested to blow off steam at 1401b., and the same gauge to be used in each case.
19. Mr. Scott to have sole control of everything the day his engine is tested.
i .20. Mr. Midelton to have sole control of everything the day his engine is tested.
•
THOS. MIDELTON, 23/5/87.'
The tests proposed by Mr. Midelton are preferable. Will Mr. Scott say if he has any observation
•toTmake or "any suggestion in connection with them.—Ch.A.G., 25/5/87.
■

Minute by Mr. Locomotive-Engineer Scott.
Mr. Scott’s own proposition was to test the
"engines between Sydney and Bathurst. Mr.
Midelton suggested Sydney to Eskbank and
return; but I presume there would be no objec
tion to extend the journey from Eskbank,to
Bathurst.—C
h.A.G-., 31/5/87..
. ,

I most decidedly and emphatically protest against many of the-eonditions stipulated by Mr. Midelton, (as they are at variance with the
work for which the “Vulcan” engines were designed and intended to
perform. About two-thirds of the journey proposed is over the
Mountains, where fast running is not possible with any engine—in fact, such a test would be more appli
cable to a “ Bank” engine than a fast “ Passenger” engine, such as mine is.- As mentioned in’my report
of 12th instant, the engines built to my'specification by the Vulcan Eoundry Co. were intended to compete
with fast water-carriage, and reduce the time of running of our principal mail and passenger trains";
therefore to confine the trials to a portion of the lines where such advantages would be reduced to the
minimum would be manifestly unfair. If it be decided to have the engines tested as to their relative
merits under all circumstances, I decidedly think such tests should be conducted under the direction and
This has been arranged for.- ch.a.g., 31/5/87.. supervision of'properly qualified locomotive experts outside the
Department, wEo would have no interest whatever in the result. I will now particularize some of the
objections that occur to me in Mr. Midelton’s conditions.
1, 2, and 3. I decidedly object to dispensing with anything provided for the more efficient working
. of the engines, and therefore protest against the sanding arrangements'not being availed of, if
necessary. To the other conditions I have no objections.
°
’
4. I most decidedly object to the trials being confined to this"portion of 'the line. To be fair, they
.
should be made to extend to Bathurst, where the engines have-to run with the trains, or from
Sydney to Goulburn; and, if possible, a clear run of about 30 miles between stopping-places
should be arranged for, so that tbe speed may be ascertained.
This is not reasonable. Mr. Midelton has said _
5. The load proposed is equal to sixteen, whereas the train load
that his first stipulation was, when recommend
ing his design of engine, that his engine would in regular service for tbe “ 304 class” is twelve vehicles. I therefore
take thirteen vehicles over the mountains ; that consider that what is proposed is simply a test of power, where a
they did so while he had charge of the Loco.
Branch,'blit that since the load, without reason, goods engine will, of course, give better results than a passenger
had been limited to twelve vehicles. Mr. Scott, engine, particularly over tbe portion of the line proposed by Mr.
in his report of 12/5/87, says that Mr. Midelton’s
engine will soon fail in its usefulness, as the ten Midelton, chiefly mountain grades, where the running is slow. I
dency is to' increase the load oftrains, hut if it
can take sixteen vehicles its usefulness will consider tbe “ service load ” should be adhered to iu the trials.
increase.—Ch.A.G., 31/5/87.

•

6, 7, and 8. As I object to the trials being made over the portion of the line, proposed, the. places
named for watering may not answer. I therefore consider that water should be taken when each
considers it necessary, but the time lost in taking it should be calculated.
.
9, 10, 11, and 12. As tbe engines were not designed for similar services, I think it more than probable
.that the opinions formed hy the public would he fallacious, and therefore consider that any
. trials decided upon should he purely Departmental. Of course this would not apnly to any
locomotive experts whose opinions the Commissioner might desire to obtain. The result of the
trials could be published for public information afterwards, if deemed-necessary.
.13. Although I do not apprehend anything occurring that would necessitate the use of a brake-van,
there is the possibility of it being required, and therefore it should form, part of the train.
’
14. I, of course, see no objection to the same class of carriages being used ; however, that implies that
the trials shall be made on different days, when the conditions under which, they, have to run
may be totally different. -1 therefore consider that the trials should he made on the same day,
so that the conditions of running should he as nearly equal as possible, or else have a number of
days for each engine. •
„
• 15. I see ho objection to the conditions proposed, excepting as regards the time, for oiling. Mr.
. Midelton-can of course have it done when he thinks proper, and I claim an equal privilege.
'
.16.

«*
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16. I see no objections to Mr. Midelton, or any one whom he may select, being present to see that
tbe proper thing is done, and I will do what I consider necessary to secure it being done.
17. I most decidedly object to the removal of the brake arrangements. They are part of the engine,
and should be retained, and used if found necessary.
'
18. I have no objections to the pressure of 1401b., but if the trials are to be carried out on the
same day description of gauges would have to be used which would be tested previous to the
trials.
.
19. 20. I scarcely see the necessity for specifying these conditions. I assume Mr. Midelton has no
desire to interfere in any way with any arrangements I may make in conducting the trials. I
certainly shall not in any way attempt to interfere with his.
'
In conclusion, I- would say that Mr. Midelton appears to be stipulating for conditions to suit as
nearly as possible the type of engine he recommends. The conditions laid down should, in my opinion,
approximate as closely as possible to those under which our traffic has to be worked, and which a
locomotive engineer would be necessarily guided by in ordering his type of engine.
' '
______________________________’
W. SCOTT, 30/5/87.

Minute by The Commissioner for Railways.
What was required was an engine which would take with reasonable speed a heavy passenger train over
the Mountains. It was a matter of complaint on my part that the trains could not be controlled except
by the use of an assisting engine, and I asked that an engine might be designed to obviate the necessity
of two engines being used. Mr. Midelton designed engine Class 304 accordingly, and up to the time of
his leaving the Locomotive Branch he says the engine performed the service required—viz., the haulage
of a train load equal to thirteen vehicles.
•
.
Mr. Scott says that the train load is being increased beyond that, and yet the engine he has
designed is not equal to the requirements—at all events he objects to its capacity to take sixteen
vehicles being tested, although Mr. Midelton is willing that his engine should be tested to that extent—a
condition which Mr. Scott should not be slow to accept if he adheres to his statement that the engine will
not take more than twelve vehicles.
_______________________________ Ch.A.Gt., 31/5/87.

Minute by Tbe Commissioner for Railways to Tbe Superintendent of Tramway
.
Rolling Stock.
.
I have made some remarks upon Mr. Scott’s paper, but, notwithstanding, I should be glad if conditions
mutually agreed to could be adopted. Mr. Midelton should see Mr..Scott’s observations, and, as far as
possible, try and meet the objections he has raised. The' conditions are numbered 1 to 20. Mr. Scott
agrees apparently to 1, 2, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 16, 18, 19, 20 ; of the eleven terms objected to, four—viz.,
8,12, 14, 15—may be considered unimportant.
The remaining five terms can be perhaps modified and agreed to :■—
3. Engines carrying and making use of sand.
■
4. Line upon which test is to be made—Sydney to Eskbank, or Sydney to Bathurst.
5. The weight of train—sixteen or thirteen vehicles.
13. Brake-van attached to train. [I assume that if brake-van is attached the number of carriages
will be reduced by one.]
17. Removal of brake arrangements from engines.
•
Ch.A.G-., 31/5/87.

Tbe Superintendent of Tramway Rolling Stock to Tbe Commissioner for Railways.
Remarks on Commissioner’s M.P., 87-10,284, herewith.
In I understand the matter correctly, the tests are to be carried out to prove whether Mr. Scott or I have
•given the best advice, and provided the best class of locomotives for the requirements of the Railway
Department,
.
Mr. Scott was asked to furnish “ Conditions of test,” and his reply was brief and unsatisfactory,
viz., that each class of engine be put to run the day passenger-train between Sydney and Bathurst, and an
accurate account be kept of the loads hauled, and the stores, Ac., consumed.”
.
I was also asked to submit “ Conditions of test,” which I supplied (see Commissioner’s M.P.
87-10,450). These having been .sent to Mr. Scott for consideration, he, of course, “ most decidedly and
emphatically protests against .many of the conditions stipulated by Mr. Midelton, as they are at variance
with the work for which the Yulcan engines were designed and intended to .perform.” Now, if these
engines are not designed to eclipse the iDerformance of all other engines in the Service, what are they
designed for ? Why was another class introduced ? Again, he objects to my conditions, but he does
not propose better ones, nor give a single reason why he objects to mine.
.
Seeing that six of my engines have been working the day passenger-train from Sydney and
Bathurst, and also the night mail-trains over the same road for about two years, they have answered that
test, therefore I see no use in doing it-.again ; .and to put the Yulcan engine on the work, .as proposed by
Mr. Scott, would mean delay, as many months would be swallowed up before .anyi-imig like accurate data
could be ob,tamed, or correct conclusions arrived at; therefore it is best to decide me question in a couple
of days, as I propose, especially as w.e are about to obtain .fifty more engines, and time is of great
importance.
■
'
.
There are two questions to decide—one has reference to the type of passenger engine, the other
to the type of goods .engine .required. I ,should like to prove, too, that my Suburban Tank engines are
the best we have, because Mr. .Scott stubbornly opposed me on that important question also. .
’
The conditions of test I have laid-down.are fair and reasonable, .and I desire nothing but what is
strictly right and proper, and if I have “stipulated fox conditions to suit as nearly .as .possible the type
of engine I recommend,” .andean fulfil them, and Mr. Scott eannot, then I hold .thatjfcp be proof that I
' 361—E
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.
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provided a better engine than Mr. Scott ha?, and if the weather is the same on each trial day, I see
nothing to reasonably object to. Of course I should select a fine day for each test, and exactly the same
conditions as near as can be obtained ; but if sand is to be carried and used, I must stipulate that the
test shall be made on a wet day in each case. Mr. Scott’s objections to my “ Conditions of test ” is
admission that my engine is the best by a long way, otherwise he would gladly work his engine under
those conditions. Again, if I alter my conditions to meet his views, I should virtually admit that my
engine can only do the same work as his; whereas I claim that it can do more, although of the same
power, and that it is the best “ all round” engine and tender ever put on the New South Wales railways.
He states the Yulcan engines were intended to compete with fast water-carriage, and reduce the
time of running of our principal mail aud passenger trains; so are mine, and not only that, but to haul
the “ service load ” of thirteen loaded carriages up to 1 in 30 at any time. This is a matter Mr. Scott
overlooks altogether.
.
He says :—“ If it be decided to have the engines tested as to their relative merits under all
circumstances, such tests should be conducted under the direction aud supervision of properly qualified
locomotive experts outside the Department.” Of course it is decided to make such tests, and I have drawn
up conditions accordingly.
(See Com. M.P., 87-10,480.) I state the worst possible circumstances.
Nothing more can be done ? I do not see the necessity for employing any experts. If Mr. Scott and I
obey the same conditions, and test each engine under- the same circumstances exactly, I should prefer
being judged by the logical-minded men who would attend the trials rather than by “ experts,” who cer
tainly cannot know more, if as much, of the details of these engines; and the conditions under which they
will work on our line, than Mr. Scott or myself. In addition to the tests provided for, I am prepared to
attach my engine to a train of thirteen carriages and run it over any portion of the New South Wales
lines to auy time-table which the Traffic Branch may think proper to (ever) work to. If Mr. Scott wants
to test “ speed ” in preference to “ utility,” we can have a 34-mile run to Penrith and back for the purpose
with the load I name. My reason for stating Eskbank and back was that I considered it the most severe
test, and because the journey can be done in one day. I have no objection to extend it to Bathurst or to
Bourke, but it will be an unnecessary expense and waste of time. _ It is astonishing that Mr. Scott has
reduced his wheel from 72 inches to 66 to attain “ speed.” He seems to revel in calling my engine a
“ goods engine,” whereas it is anything he likes to call it, because it will work amj train which the Traffic
Department choose to attach it to ; and as it can be safely run at high speeds over the 8-chain mountain
curves better than any other, will do 40 miles an hour on straight roads, and take good loads up 1 in 30. I
. think my conditions approximate as closely as possible to those under which our traffic has to be worked,
and which a locomotive engineer would be necessarily guided by in ordering his type of engine. I also
think that I have properly provided to-have the engines tested as to their relative merits under all
circumstances.
.
The “ service load ” has always been thirteen carriages up 1 in 30, even with two engines (or say
118 tons exclusive of engines and tender.) I should much prefer taking sixteen, as per conditions 5 aud
12. If I alter my conditions the relative merits of the two engines will not be tested by a long way,
therefore it would be useless to attempt the test at all.
As I claim to have put the best class of engine on the New South Wales lines, as they have done
better work than any others, and fulfil conditions which are highly beneficial to the Department, Mr.
Scott should now prove wich the Yulcan engine that he can do more, and do it btter—in short, surpass
me in every respect. Otherwise, he has made .a serious mistake, and introduced another type of engine
and tender without any good reason for so doing. Even if he can do all I claim to do with mine, he will
still be wrong, because there was no necessity for altering the type, seeing that we had introduced and
adopted a “good (s) engine.”
'
1, 2, and 3. Mr. Scott objects to running without sand, because he knows now that the “ adhesion”
is insufficient, although it is a heavier engine than mine by about 2 tons. Does anyone consider
• it fair to use sand on a dry rail in starting if an engine is properly proportioned ? The utility
.
of Mr. Scott’s engine entirely depends upon the use of sand; and if he runs out of sand between
two stations where sand can be obtained he will delay traffic, and fail to make much “ speed ”
' even with a 66 wheel. My engines carry sand, but it is rarely used—indeed I may say never
used. I need not point out the economy of this.
4. I am not at all particular where the trials take place—any part of the N. S. Wales lines will suit
me—but I thought I would stipulate the worst case I could think of, and do the work expe
ditiously and cheaply. I willingly consent to run to Bathurst, but four days will be occupied
instead of two. If Mr. Scott wants to test “ speed,” I will undertake to haul a greater load
than his engine can, and at a higher speed.
'
5. As the Yulcan engine gives off 14LT4 lb., and my engine 140'40 lb. of power, why does Mr. Scott
.object to the load I propose, for, as regards power, his is a “ goods engine ” as wrell as mine. I too
“ consider the service load—that is, thirteen loaded vehicles—should be adhered to ” in these
trials, or 8 double bogie Redfern ears, with 100 paseengers.
6. 7, and 8. I do not object to Mr. Scott’s proposal re taking water and coal; but as my engine can
■ run from Sydney to Linden (and probably to the bottom points at Lithgowr) without taking
water,_and from Sydney to Bathurst and back without taking coal, I need not point out to the
Commissioner the great economy of being able to do that.
9, 10, 11, and 12. If the engines are “ not designed for similar services ” they will be used in similar
service, that is certain ; and whether the trials are departmental and private, or entirely public,
I do not mind in the least, but I prefer being judged openly by those wrho may see fit to
attend, as well as by one or two whose duty it may be to decide the question. In my opinion it
is more of a public question—than it is one for experts ; and I have no fear of the public being
. able to correctly judge which is the best engine for our railways if -they see the facts as they
take place.
13. The reason I stipulated carriages only wTas that the continuous brake shall be wmrked by the driver
exclusively; and, as Mr. Scott does not apprehend anything occurring that would necessitate the
use of brake-van, I think the matter should stand as it is.
. II- I propose to make a trial on two different occasions with the same carriages under exactly the
same conditions in each case for each engine as far as it is possible, the same persons to attend
- each trial, &e., and nothing could be fairer.
15.
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15. Of conrse.eacli. driver may oil,' &c., as lie likes before starting, but I must see Mr. Scott’s engine
oiled; and be may see mine oiled, but it should be done as I say to be fair to both, and to
• ascertain the consumption of stores on the trial trip.
'
'
16. If Mr. Scott chooses to allow some person to act on his behalf I have no objection, but whatever
. he does I must see it, and it shall be binding on him, but I consider he should act himself;'.and
.
' ,
not delegate his powers to any one, and that condition 16 stands.
•
'
17. I have no objection to the engine brake-gear remaining on, but it should, in my opinion, be taken
off in such trials as these.
'
.
18. The steam-gauge will be the same for each engine ; it will be tested before being used on each
•- engine, arid also afterwards.
' 19 and 20. The conditions were made to prevent others from interfering. I certainly will not
interfere with Mr. Scott’s trial; but, as he is Loco. Engineer, some one may understand that he
would be in charge the day of my trial, whereas this should not be the case. '
’
I consider the' conditions as originally submitted should be printed and adhered to—they are fair
and reasonable—and if properly and courteously regarded there should be no difficulty or .dispute
whatever.. Mr. Scott appears to consider “speed” everything. . I, on the other hand, think general
utility the main question, and I have provided conditions of test and an engine accordingly. If he cannot
: comply with my conditions he must be held answerable for that. I know rhy engine will do all he
"wants. Will his engine do all I want ? if, so, the way ! suggest will'test and settle the question.
Handwick Works, June 3/87.
.
THOS. MIDELTON.

.

*
"
i
'
'

Minute by Mr. Locomotive-Engineer Scott to the Commissioner for Railways.
HAViim read the conditions for the trials of the two types of engine, I again most strongly protest against
any portion of the engine being interfered with in any way whatever. Each engine should be fully
equipped and in efficient working order, including sand in sand-boxes and all brake-gear and appliances
as in ordinary train-w'orking, so as to be available if required. •
I would also again point out that equal to twelve carriages is the maximum load for the Yulcan
engines on the 1 in 30 grades. If thirteen are put on I take no responsibility.
.
These engines are designed to work through passenger traffic, not merely for use as bank engine's.
Erom ten to eleven carriages is the usual load from Penrith, and the Vulcan engines are quite equal
to all that is required of them for general passenger trains on all lines. ■
--------W. SCOTT, 13/6/87.
It seems to me that Mr. Scott gives up the whole contention by this representation. Mr. Midelton
■claims that his engine .will do all and more than the Vulcan engine will do. It will take as great a load
•and will run as fast. It was designed to take thirteen carriages over the Zigzag, and Mr. Scott’s engine
should do the same. If it will not, and Mr. Midelton’s engine will run as fast, then it seems to be clear
there was no justification for ordering another type of engine, and Mr. Scott has not consulted the best
interests of the Department in doing so. Submitted for Minister’s consideration. I still think the
testing should be proceeded with upon the conditions named, and if Mr. Midelton’s engine does the work
■ {and- it must be remembered that Mr. Scott has practically said it mil not do it, for in working, he has
refused to allow it to take thirteen carriages up the Zigzag without an assistant engine—an expense the
•engine was designed to save, then I think it will be established, even if Mr. Scott’s engine also does the
work, which, however, he says it was not designed to do) that Mr. Midelton’s design should not have been
■departed from in ordering new engines.—Ch.A.G., 14/6/87.
-.
.
Approved.-—J.S., 14/6/87.
•
' Write separate memos, to Mr. Scott, and say that testing must take place under the conditions Memo^sent
•issued. That his engine, the Vulcan, will be tested on Wednesday, and Mr. Midelton’s on Thursday. 14/6,18''
Ask Traffic Manager to arrange for the running in accordance with time-table for the tourists’ run on Telephoned and
holidays, that is as regards time of departure, &c.,. &c.—Ch.A.G-., 14/6/87.
'
•
u/6/87.sen
.

Minute by the Chief Clerk to Mr. Locomotive-Engineer Scott.
With reference to your minute of yesterday’s date on the subject of the tests to be made of the engines
designed by Mr. Midelton and yourself, I am desired by the Commissioner to inform you that the testing
must take place under the conditions issued.
.
The engine built by the Vulcan Company is to be tested to-morrow, and Mr. Midelton’s on
. Thursday.
D.C.M‘L.
D.C., 14/6/87.
________________________________.

Minute by the Chief Clerk to Mr. Locomotive-Engineer Scott.
The Commissioner has written the following minute :—
_
.
“ If the trials be made beyond Lithgow it will mean that four days instead of two will be consumed
in the trials. The trials will not commence till Wednesday morning. _ On Eriday we shall require all our
rolling stock to meet the requirements of the excursion traffic for Jubilee.
.
“ I must therefore decide, that the tests be made between Sydney and Lithgow, and be concluded
on Thursday night.”
Please note the above decision.
fD.C.M‘L.
53.C., 13/6/87.
_________________ ;_____________
.

Telegram.
Testing relative capacity of Engines.
Telegbaph to Mr. Speight as under:—
“ Can you allow your Acting Locomotive Engineer, Mr. Alison Smith, to come to .Sydney for three
•days next week, or the following week, to test the relative merits of two classes of engines ? The Minister
jfor Works will be greatly obliged if you can do this.”
.
■ b
j
&
--------CH.A.G-. 19/5/87.
Telegram sent accordingly.—J.E.P., 19/5/87,12:30 p.m.
.
.
,

'

;
.

The Commissioner for Railways to T. Roberts, Esq.

.

Sir,

•
11 J ime, 1887.
With reference to the trial which is to he made of the Wo classes of locomotive engines
recommended by the Locomotive Engineer and Mr. Midelton respectively, I have the honor to inform you
that Mr. Secretary Sutherland has approved of your appointment in conjunction with Mr. Smith, of the
Victorian Railways, to conduct the said test, and I enclose herein a copy of the conditions under which
the relative merits of the engines shall be ascertained.
'
•
I have, &e.,
CHAS. A. GOODCHAP,
.
Commissioner for Railways
_______________________________
(Per A.R.)

.

•

'
•
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^

The Commissioner for Railways to The Assistant Locomotive Engineer, Victorian
Railways, Sydney.
Sir,

.
■
.
.
.
■
15 June, 1887.
With reference to the trial which is to be made of the two classes of locomotive engines
recommended by the Locomotive Engineer and Mr. Midelton respectively, I have the honor to inform you
that Mr. Secretary Sutherland has approved of your appointment, in conjunction with Mr. T. Roberts, of
the South Australian Railways, to conduct the. said test, and I enclose herein a copy of the conditions
under which the relative merits of the engines shall be ascertained,
I have, &c.,
CHAS. A. GOODCHAP,
Commissioner for Railways.

The Relative Merits of Locomotive Engines belonging to Classes of
'
Nos. 305 and 373.
Messrs. Allison D. Smith, M.E’., and T. Roberts,. C.E., to The Commissioner for
Railways.
*
Sir,

■
Melbourne, 22 June, 1887.
.In compliance with the request contained in your letter, Ho. 87/11,622, dated the 11th inst.r
• and your memo.- of conditions of tests, a copy of which -we attach (Appendix A), asking us, by the
direction of the Honorable the Minister for Works, to conduct practical experimental tests with the classes
of locomotive engines recommended respectively by the Locomotive Engineer and Mr. Midelton, we have
the honor to report.as follows :—
The engine, Ho. 373, selected by the Locomotive Engineer is a new one, of a type very favourably
recognized and much used in England, but following the. American practice in having outside cylinders,
horizontal steam-chests, and the swinging link four-wheel leading bogie.
.
The specification was framed by the Locomotive Engineer, but the engine was designed in England,
and built by the Vulcan Eoundry Company, of Hewton-le-Willows, Lancashire, and had run up to the
date when the tests were made 2,323 miles. It was in first-class order, although, like all new engines,
doubtless a little stiff.
.
The engine, Ho. 305, selected by Mr. Midelton, is one of the well-known American “ Mogul”
type, fitted wnth De Lacy’s patent balanced slide valves, and built by the Baldwin Locomotive Company,
of Philadelphia, United States; it had run 41,970 miles, up to 31st May last, .since it was put upon the
rails, and nothing had been done to it except ordinary, running-shed repairs ; the tires were considerably
worn, and.the bearings generally very free, otherwise it was in first-class working order.
General outlines of both engines, marked B and C respectively, are attached to this Report as
appendices. •
.
Before proceeding to make the practical tests over the mountains, wre accurately weighed each
engine in steam, and tender fully equipped with coal and water, carefully recording the weight upon each
wheel; these are detailed in Appendix D.
'
:
'
A comparative table below shows that, while the engines are of almost equal tractive power per lb.
of effective presure on the pistons, the “ Mogul” engine, owing to the greater weight on'the coupled
wheels' (there being six in this class as against four on the “ Vulcan” engine) has a larger percentage of
weight available for adhesion at the expense of a longer rigid wheel base and the disadvantage of coupling
in a third pair.
<
.
.
.
The number of lb. of tractive power per ton of load on the coupled wheels in the “Mogul” is an
average one, while that in the “ Vulcan” engine is excessive.
.
'
Cylinders.
No. of
Engine.

Type.
Diameter. Stroke.

Wheels.

Tractive Power,
per lb.
of effective
No.
steam-pressure.
Diameter.
coupled.

19

26

<4

305

“ Mogul”.

18

26

6

'

ft. in.
5 •6
5

■0

tons. cwt.
142-2

28

140'4

Rigid wheel base.

3

5-05

ft. in.
8 ‘ 3

©

in.

“ Vulcan”

CO

in.
373

Initial! lb.
Weight
Tractive Power
on
per
tori of load on
coupled wheels. coupled
wheels.

4:12

15

0

, -A-8
be seen by the diagram of general outlines (Appendix B). the tender of the “ Vulcan”
engine is carried on six (6) wheels,-having a rigid base of 11 .feet 6 inches, ■ with a -water capacity of 2,500
gallons, and space for 4|-tons of fuel; total weight loaded 2-9 tons 17 cwt.. .
.
The “Mogul” tender is carried on two (2) .4-w.heeled bogies, the greatest rigid base being 4 feet
6 inches, with a water capacity of 2,925 Imperial gallons, and space for-5 tons of fuel,; total weight
loaded 32 tons 6 cwt.
■
'
On

45On the IStli instant we made the experimental trip with the “ Yulcan” engine, starting at 7 a.m.,
and working to a time-table specially prepared by the traffic officers to the speeds of the“ Western mail.”
(Appendix E.) The load consisted of six (6) bogie cars, and weighed'in. our presence totalled, including
passengers, 102 tons. The length of the cars over buffers was 273 feet. The steam-pressure gauge was
carefully tested, and the safety-valves loaded to stand a pressure of 140 lb. per □ inch. Deducting,
allowances for stoppages and detentions on'the road, the engine lost six (6) minutes between. Sydney and
Penrith, and eight (8) minutes from Penrith to Katoomba; but gained 18^ minutes between Katoomba
and Mount Yictoria, and 7| minutes between Mount Victoria and Eskbank, which station was made the
termination of our trials. The whole journey was run in 12 minutes loss time than that allowed by thetime-table.
'
It was a fine bright morning, but until the sun attained a considerable altitude the rails were
slippery with hoar frost in the cuttings ; we found it absolutely necessary to allow the free use of sand to
keep the engine from stopping altogether, when slipping commenced, and water was sparingly used two or
three times on the flanges of the tender wheels.
*
We travelled on the engine together during the whole distance over the mountain, and observed
that on no part of the ascent could proper advantage be taken of the large cylinder power, steam having
to be cut off at 52-| per cent, of the stroke, or thereabouts, to avoid slipping. When urged beyond this,,
even on a dry rail, it required all the driver’s attention to prevent slipping.
'
The principal time lost was between Wentworth Palis and Katoomba, steam gradually falling to
105 lb. pressure per square inch till at about the 05J mile-post, on a rising gradient of 1 in 33, and in an
8 and 10 chain reverse curve it finally came to . a dead stop, were we remained for two minutes, until
steam rose to full boiler pressure, w'hen a start was effected without difficulty. The curves were taken
quite easily, and the engine vvas very steady on the foot-plate at all speeds, the highest rate of which we
noted on any portion of the journey being 40 miles per hour, and we do not think this was exceeded.
On the day following we made the second experimental trip with the “ Mogul” engine, leaving
Sydney at 8'45 a.m., or 1 hour and 45 minutes late, owing to an accident in the running-shed yard The
same pressure gauge was used as on the previous day, and the safety-valves weighed to blow off at the
same pressure as the “ Yulcan” engine, viz., 140 lb.; the same train was also taken.
Deducting allowances for stoppages and detention on the road the time occupied in running
between Sydney and Penrith was 19| minutes faster than allowed by time-table; between Penrith and
Katoomba 18i minutes were gained; between Katoomba and Mount Yictoria, 18i minutes were gained ;
and between Mount Yictoria and. Eskbank, 11| minutes—equal to a total gain of 68 minutes over time
table time for the whole journey. It was a fine bright morning, and as w'e reached the mountains later
than on the previous day, there was less frost on the rails, which was decidedly in favour of the engine.
Eb sand or water on the wheels was used, and on this trip the engine only slipped occasionally. When
working up the. steepest gradients steam was cut off at 70! per cent, of the stroke, and the engine
appeared to be thoroughly master of the work, indeed the great gain in time during the ascent shows
that the load might have beeu increased with safety. It should, however, be observed that, in approaching
the same portion of the road where the “ Vulcan engine stopped, the steam-pressure in this case likewise
fell, and the driver had allowed the water to get so low' that it disappeared from the gauge-glass'and gaugetaps, and did not again show until we had been standing at Katoomba for li minutes with both injectors
full on. This engine also took the curves very easily, and was quite steady at the highest speed we noted,,
viz.,45 miles per hour. Analysis of running given below:—
.
'

Miles.

Stations..

Analysis of Running.
1
Actual Running Time.
• Minutes
by
Time-table
for'
Engine
Engine
Running.
No. 373.
No. 305.

h. m.
Penrith ......................................
Katoomba ..................................
Mount Victoria..........................
Eskbank......................................
Total ..................

h., m.

1

10

1

17!

1
0
0

55
40
47!

94!

4

32!

34
32

11

.

h. m.

Time compared with Time-table.
Faster.

Slower.

•

Engine
No. 373.

Engine
No. 305.

Engine
No. 373.

Engine
No. 305.

Minutes.

Minutes.

Minutes.

Minutes..

2
0
0

16
3
214
40

0
1
0
0

50!
36!
2)4
36“

18!
7!

4

20!

3

24!

26

19!
18!
18!

6
8

ll!
68

14

■
We regret that the time at our disposal wai entirely too short to enable us to take indicator
diagrams, because had we been able to do so we could have stated exactly the horse-power that each engine
• developed at various portions of the journey.
■
The following table analysis shows the consumption of fuel, water, and stores, with the work
executed in train miles run :—
.
•

Engine.

.

Fuel.

■

'

.

Description.

.

No.

Total lb.

Lb. per mile.

Total gallons.

49-5

7'025

62-17

6-141

373

189

9,355

305

• 189

11,751

Lubrication—Oil and Tallow.

Water.

Train
Miles.

Lb. evaporated,
per lb. of coal.
-

Total lb. used.

Lb. per 100
miles.

75

12-25

6-48

522

11-25

5-95

The excessive.consumption of fuel by the “Mogul” engine is probably due to the high average
speed of 20 miles per hour at which the ascent was made, the difference in levels between Penrith and
Katoomba being 3,247 feet, equal to a constant gradient of 1 in 52 for 32 miles, with numerous curves of
•
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very short radius ; the .ruling gradient was 1 in 30 for 2f miles, and the sharpest curve 8 chains radius
reverse. In descending, and throughout the trials, the We'stinghouse automatic airbrake, with which the
cars and tenders were fitted, was used exclusively to control the speed and in station stops.
In conclusion, we are of opinion that the sis-coupled engine recommended by Mr. Midelton is
more suitable than the four-coupled engine, recomended by the Locomotive Engineer, for the particular
class of tratEc and road on which the experiments wore made.' The trials showed conclusively that the
“ Vulcan” engine had not sufficient adhesion on the coupled wheels to utilize its great tractive power.
The specification shows that the makers were authorized to load the coupled wheels up to 30 tons in the
first place, and in a letter to the consulting engineer in London, a press copy of which was shown to us,
and an extract from which we attach (see Appendix E), the Locomotive Engineer subsequently authorized
32 tons as a maximum. We consider that those who were responsible for designing the engines in Eng
land should have worked to the authorized maximum of weight, or in departing from that, have made a
corresponding reduction in the tractive power of the engine. Had this been attended to the engine would
have been well proportioned, although the weights on the coupled wheels would have been severe on the
road.. The advantage of the six coupled engine recommended by Mr. Midelton is, that it has 34 tons of
distributed weight availed of for adhesion, the greatest load on any pair of wheels being 12 tons—thus
making it lighter on the pennanent way, and able to utilize the full amount of tractive power developed
in the cylinders ; it has also the advantage of greater heating surface than the l: Vulcan” engine.
' . We desire to express our high appreciation of the great, courtesy extended to us by the Locomomotive .Engineer and his staff, who afforded us every assistance, and cheerfully supplied us with all the in
•formation and data that we required.
We have, &c ,
ALLISON D. SMITH,
M. Inst. M.E., M. American E. E. Master Mechanics Association, Acting Locomotive
Superintendent Victorian Eailways;
THOS. EOBEETS,
Assoc. M. Inst. C.E., M. Inst. M.E., Assis. Locomotive Engineer, South Australian Eailways.

APPENDIX A.
Government Eailways—Minute ‘Paper.
Subject:—Condition of testing Engines designed by Mr. Scott and Mr. Midelton.
I have considered the proposals and the objections raised to some of them and believe that justice will
be done, and the relative merits of the engines ascertained by the observance of the following conditions :
1. That Mr. Scott and Mr. Midelton shall each select his own engine and tender and enginemen.
2. The engines and tenders to be fully equipped, having a full complement of coal and water; if the
.
day be fine and dry no sand to be placed in the boxes, and no water be conveyed to any of the
wheels. If, in the judgment of the experts, the rails are greasy, sand may be used. The weight
upon each wheel of engine and tender to he carefully ascertained before going out.
3. As much coal as may be considered safe by each officer in each case is to be put in each tender,
and the said coal to be either Zig Zag or Vale of Clwydd, and to be taken from the same waggon
and properly weighed in baskets and put in the tenders, the total weight to be recorded in lb.,
and the coal which remains on the tenders after the trial in each case shall be taken off and
.
weighed in the presence of Mr. Scott and Mr. Midelton.
4. The trial trips shall be from Sydney to Bathurst and back, and shall be run to a time-table to be
made out by the Traffic Manager, each train to start and return in daylight, and to be timed the
same as the Western Mail on the “ down” and “ up” journeys.
5. The train to consist of rolling stock equal to thirteen carriages, and amount of dead weight to be
added equivalent to the weight of passengers if the carriages were filled, the carriages, &e., to be
coupled up as each competitor may direct, and properly lubricated, &c.
. 6. The general condition of each engine, the time each has been running, &e., shall be recorded.
7. The weight of train shall be accurately ascertained.
8. Water to be taken as required, the watering stations to be previously arranged.
9. Eeach driver to record the trips in the usual manner, and no person to be allowed to ride on engine
or tenders except the drivers and firemen in each case and the experts.
10. Two guards to be supplied by the Traffic Department, one to ride in front of van and the other
at the rear, and they shall record the trips in the usual manner.
'
11. A printed time-table to be supplied to those conducting the tests.
12. Press reporters and others, numbering not more than twenty-five (carefull checked by the guards
of the trains), to be allowed to .travel in the carriages only of the train; they are to be spectators
only, and not to interfere in any way with the trial.
13. The train to be worked exclusively by the Westinghouse brake and by the enginemen only ; the
use of the brakes on the engines to be prohibited; if a brake-van form a portion of the train all
parts admitting of manipulation of the brake to be removed from the brake-van.
14. The carriages are not to be uncoupled for any purposes whatever, and the same carriages to be
used by each engine on each trial.
*
15. Each engine and tender shall be oiled and trimmed by each driver the night before the trial, and
on the running of the trial the enginemen shall procure from the stores the stores they may re
quire on the trip, and the same to be properly weighed and issued to them, and duly recorded
by storeman and driver on his sheet.
16. Brake blocks, hangers, and rods to be taken off each engine.
'’
17. Each engine to be tested to blowr off steam at 140 lb., and the same gauge to be used in each case.
18. Mr. Scott to have sole control of everything'the day his engine is tested.
19. Mr. Midelton to have sole control of everything the day his engine is tested.
The testing of these engines will be accomplished under the supervision of two (2) locomotive
experts, who may make joint or separate reports.
They will be appointed by the Minister of Public Works.
The testing to take place between Tuesday, the 14th, and Eriday, the 18th instant.
8/6/W_______________________________
CHAS. A.. GOODCHAP.
.
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APPENDIX D.
Table of Weights on Locomotive and Tender Wheels on dates of Trial.
Weight.

Vulcan Engine, No. 373.

Mogul Engine, No. 305.

T. e. q4 13 0
3 14 0

R. front bogie
L.
„

4 11
3 15

0
2

B. driver coupled.

6 13
7 4

0
0

8

.

6 13
7 13

„

Total.

T. ■ c. q4 5 2
4 9 3

T. e. q.
8 15

L. leading coupled .
B.
„
.

4 14
5 8

1
3

L. driver coupled .

•

5 11
6 8

1
2

L. trailer coupled .
B.
,,
.,

.6 3
5 14

1
1

10

G 2
0

0
0

R.

„

14 6 0
Total

44 16

3 qr. 7 lb. of coal.,
L. leader ................
B. ,,
................

4 11
G 1

1
1

L. middle .
B. „
.

4
4

0
2

L. trailing.

6
4

5
9

1 qrs. 9 lb. of coal.
L. leading bogie........
B.
„
........

•

(i

11 19

3

11 17

2

42 15

2

8 10 0
3 14 1
4 15 0

R.

„

■

L. trailing bogie .
B.
„
.

3 19
3 13

2
0

L. trailing bogie.
B.
„
.

4 1
3 13

2
0

10 9 3
29 16

Total

0

3
1

3 19
4 10

I/, leading bogie .

0
3
3

Weight on coupled wheels .........

28

Total weight, engine and tender..

74 13

1

3

2

8 14 2
3

Total

2

10 12

R.

Weight.

0

13 17

B. trailing coupled

L.

L. leading bogie
B.
„
8 7

B. trailing bogie .
L.
„
..

L.

T. c. q.

_

1

7 12

2

7 14 2

Total ..

3 0

8 9

32

6

1

Weight on coupled wheels .........

34 0

1

Total weight, engine-and tender.,

75

1

13

APPENDIX E.
G-eeat Southeen, Westers-,

and

Richmond Railways.

• Special Train Notice, No. 55.
.
M.P., S7/3,S03c.
On Wednesday, 15th, and Thursday, 16th June, 1887, a Special Passenger Train will run from Sydney to
Eskbank and return as under:—
•
.
Up.

Down. •

No. 7.
Sydney ..............
Granville.............
Parramatta.........
Blacktpwn ...... .
Booty Hill......... .
St. Mary’s .........
Penrith .............
Glenbrbok .........
Springwood .....
Lawson .............
Wentworth Palls
Katoomba ..........
Blackheath.........
Mt. Yictoria .....
Mt. Wilson.........
Clarence.............
Zig Zag (B.P.) ..
Esk Bank .........

Hep.
C Arr.
(Dep.
f Arr.
1 Dep.

{Arr.
Dep.
‘ 3»
Arr.
Dep.

p.m.

a.m.
7- 0
7’32
7’39

Esk Bank..........
Zig Zag (B.P.)
ClHrencc Sidiug
Mb. Wilson ......

7-57
8- 5
8- 9
819
830 h
8-37 [
9-8)
9-31

o
CO o
o
'Si

10-17 h
10-24 /
10-44 f

11- 3j
11-20

Arr.
Dep.

11-30
1132
11-45)

12- 0/

( Arr.
\ Dep.
... Arr.

1215

12-20

Mt., Victoria......
Blackheath ‘......
KHtoomba..........
Wentworth Ralls
Lawson..............
Linden ..............
Springwood.......
Glenbrook .......
Penrith...............
St. Mary’s...........
Rooty Hill .......
Blacktown

to to

10

.gl

......

Parramatta ......
Grarmlle ..........
Sydney ...............

Dep.

12-50

o
1—i 3

( Arr.

•" i Dep.

1-47 >
1-57 |
2-15 j
2-29
2-40

......J cot~
3-18 j

Arr.
Dep.

>>

3-40
4-10

{ Arr.

Dep.

Arr.
{ Dep.

5- 0

Arr.

5-48

12-25

This train will also stop at Emu Plains, Jjucasville, Blaxland, Karaha, The Valley, Eaulconbridge,
Numantia, Woodford, Hazelbrook, Medlow, and Hartley Vale—allowing 30 seconds at each place.
Line must be kept clear for this train.
Acknowledge receipt by wire at once.
Traffic Manager’s Office,
■
W. V. READ,
'
Sydney, 14th June, 1887.
,
Traffic Manager.
APPENDIX E.
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Extract*from letter from Mr. Scott to Mr. J. D. Baldry, dated 16tli March, 18SG.

With reference to the cable re the greatest weight that can he carried on the. driving wheels of the

twelve engines-which-are. being built by the Yulcan Company, there, is nothing in the way of (say)
16 or 32 tons on the four coupled wheels. - I hope by this time the matter has been satisfactorily
arranged.
~

'

Minute of The Commissioner for Railways.

Eeport of Messrs. A. Smith and T. Roberts, Locomotive Officers, Yictoria and South Australia, on certain
engines tested by them.
Eokwabd copy of report to Mr. Midelton for any observations he may wish to make thereon.
I wish the report made not-later than the 6th July.
Ch.A.G., 2/7/87.

.

Minute by The Superintendent of Tramway Rolling Stock.

The report of these gentlemen fully confirms my report of the 19th April last to the Hon. the Secretary
for Public Works, and leaves no doubt whatever as to which class of locomotive is best for the Hew South
Wales lines.
.
■
I will now only make remarks where I think it necessary to do so-.
1. I do not quite understand what these gentlemen were requested to do.
2. The 373 type of engine is much more “ favourably recognized and used ” in America and
Australia than it is in England, Messrs. Smith and Roberts to the contrary notwithstanding ; the.
horizontal steam-chests on the tops of the cylinders are bad imitations of American practice, being so very
unhandy.
■
3 and 4'. I would point out that “up to the date when the tests were made” my engine having made
40,000 more miles than the other, has, of course, more frictional resistance than a brand new engine with
■ tires turned perfectly true.
7. It is admitted that a six-coupled engine is absolutely necessary, and that a four-coupled engine
will not do for these lines (at least for the first 200 miles from Sydney in any direction), and although
the rigid wheel base is long, my engine will traverse curves with less friction .than- Ho. 373 will; and the
condition of the flanges of her tires proves this. I doubt if the tires of 373 nine months hence will bear
favourable comparison.
I should be glad if it were shown how the same results can be better obtained without “ the
disadvantage of coupling in a third pair of wheels. Mr. Roberts himself has been compelled to put a
10-wheeled sia’-coupled engine on the Adelaide and Melbourne line for working passenger trains, the said
coupled wheels being 6 inches smaller in diameter than my engine, and it has singularly enough the same
grave, defect as Mr. Scott’s engine, viz., not enough weight for adhesion.
8. It has but 28 tons 8 cwt. 3 qrs.,. although the tractive force is more than either Mr. Scott’s
engine or mine, and the grades are 1 in 45 there against 1 in 30 here. Mr. Scott unwisely carries 16 tons
10.cwt. on his (four) bogie wheels ; Mr. Roberts carries 10'tons 14 cwt. on his (four) ; and I carry 7 tons
only on two wheels when the engine springs are properly adjusted. Ho. 305 now ! notice carries 8 tons
15 cwt., which indicates that the springs required adjusting, and although “ the. larger percentage of weight
available for adhesion is obtained “at the expense of a longer rigid wheel base,” it is admitted that
Ho. 305 “ took the curves very easily, and was quite steady” at a speed of 45 miles an hour; and had the
judges made templates of the “treads” of all her tires as they are now worn after running 42,000 miles
over 8-chairi curves, and published diagrams from them, with the diagrams of “ general outlines,” the
information would have been valuable and interesting.
9. Hothing is said about the dangerous height the coal was stacked on 373 ; it was quite 18 inches
higher than the top of the tender, and large lumps had to be specially packed round the sides and end to
enable 4f- tons to be carried at all. The weight, too, per wheel, was 5 tons, and often, no doubt, exceeds
Sitons, as the springs are not compensated. My tender wheels have a constant .load which never-exeeeds
4i tons on any condition of road. Other advantages have been overlooked. The /act of being able to
carry coal enough for a trip from Sydney to Bathurst, or Groulburn, and back is very important; this of
course saves the haulage of coal to those places in waggons, and also the various loadings and unloadings.
On the trial trip my tender ran from Lawson to Eskbank- and back (74 miles) without taking water: In
these items alone I consider the saving will equal the first cost of the ten engines in a few years.
12. The judges should have said “ we were—in opposition to the conditions of test—compelled to:
allow sand to be used on a dry rail a great many times with Ho. 373 to enable us to get the engine along.”
I saw sand used on a dry rail and water used at the same time on the tender tires, which lubricated them
and washed the sand off for the train to run easier ; I did not use sand or water on the rails, nor was it
necessary with 305 engine.
'
13. In this paragraph it is admitted that the large cylinder power cannot be utilized, proving my
words that “ their unsuitability will be established on trial.” The start at 65f miles from Sydney would
not have been made at all if sand had not been used freely,"and at that time the sun ha’d nearly attained
its greatest altitude, and the rails were quite dry and clean.
,
'
15. I am sorry the judges do not inform you that I pointed out to them that the train was not the
weight I expected it would have been, and on the morning of my trial I had another carriage put ready
for attaching to the train, but this was not allowed. I then directed my driver to malce good time at all
stations,, and to show that my engine could handle such a train with ease and., better than itiwas handled
on the-previous day by Ho. 373. This was done, and sixty-eight mzkw/es.made in a journey which, should
have taken 272'5 minutes (one-quarter less time than that allowed) .•
.16. Due allowance is not made for the serious nature of the accident in the Eveleighyard with my
engine before it started. I am not surprised that the coal consumption was greater-than-.with 373 under
•
•
■
such

such conditions. At G'20 a.m. my engine was baching out; it ran through a pair of facing-points which
had been wrongly left open ; tho tender was nearly upset, and the driver of course “.banked his fire,” and
never expected to go out at all that day; there was, however, a delay of one and three-quarter hours,
and in great confusion another tender wras obtained, and a start made at 8'45 from Redfern "with a
spoiled fire, coal consumed while standing, signals against us, and stops made several times during the
first 13 miles ; the driver and fireman both disheartened with what had occurred—and yet, with all this
and a dirty boiler (which had been in use two and a quarter years), an odd tender and a whole set of
tires which required turning up, better speed was made than with the new engine, and considering that
more work was done in the greater speed run, it is not difficult to see why more coal was consumed. I
think that the coal, oil, and tallow consumption for the work done during the past two and a quarter years
with my engines will compare favourably with any other engine on the New South Wales lines.
My engine “ only slipped occasionally,” and that vras when starting from one or two wayside plat
forms, where the driver seemed impatient and to think it unnecessary to stop at all. The load could not
only have been increased with “ safety,” but with advantage, and it is satisfactory to know that time was
gained on flue heaviest parts of Hie road.
19. The judges must, I am sure, admit upon reflection that the account of coal consumed and water
evaporated per lb. of coal burned is most erroneous. A lot of coal was wasted in being shovelled hurriedly
(some 8 feet) from the damaged tender to another tender. Indeed, no such accurate account of my coal
was kept as was kept with Mr. Scott’s engine. I do not see how the water evaporated per lb. of coal is
to be accurately accounted for. In my case very little water was wasted by the injectors, whereas the
Yulcan engine wasted immense quantities every time the injectors were used. I am not aware that the
water which entered the boiler of either engine was accurately gauged, and unless this be done any data
concerning evaporation is wrong and misleading.
'
The quantity of water drawn from each tender was roughly gauged, but all of it did not go into
the boilers, and of course, as the Yulcan engine wasted most, the evaporation is said to be the highest. I
am inclined to think that, as my boiler did the most work, the evaporation in it was highest.
The oil and tallow consumption is not accounted for in accordance with conditions of test.
.21. I cannot conclude without remarking that there is to my mind evidence in the report of
partiality, and a desire to tone down ..the defects in the Yulcan engine, so as not to reflect on.the Loco
motive Engineer, and this is hardly to be wondered at, seeing that Mr. Scott, some three years ago,
thought fit to recommend Mr. Smith for the position of assistant to himself,.and subsequently recom
mended Mr. Roberts for the same position, although I was his assistant at the time.
I beg most urgently to direct your attention .to all I have said in my former report (dated 19th
Apri}, 1887), and compare the .salient points in the report now submitted by.Messrs. Smith and Roberts.
THOS. MIDELTON, M.LM.B.,-6/7/78.
Refebencjs to'“ Engineering”'of April 15th and 29th last will show further proof of the correctness of my

views. On page 407 there is an illustration of a six-coupled engine, which-has 5' 2" wheels and 20" x 24"
cylinders, giving off but'14 lb. of power more than my engine. This engine is used for “hauling
passenger trains over-the mountains, which formerly required two of the (Lehigh Yalley Railroad) Com
pany’s engines of the ordinary 'construction.” It is also said “there has been of late years a growing
demand that heavy trains should be hauled at express speed, and while anxious to comply with this
demand, railway managers are unwilling to reconstruct their roads entirely with heavier rails, and’to
rebuild all their bridges, owing'to1 the enormous outlay of capital that such a course would involve. The
object of the design shown is to produce an engine able to cope successfully with very heavy express
trains, while keeping the*weight per axle much the same as it is on existing engines of the ordinary type.”
I need hardly say that this has been the object I have had in view for many years.
•
T.M.

Minute by’The Commissioner for Railways.
Subject .'—Report ofMessrs. A...Smith, and .T. Roberts, Locomotive; Officers, Yictoria.and South Australia,
.on certain.engines .tested by them.
Eobwaud copy of -report to .Mr. Scott'for any observation he'may .wish to make thereon.
J wishi.the.report.madeinotilater .than.the Gth July.
■
.
'
■
Ch.A.G., 2/7/87.

Minute by Mr. Locomotive-Engineer‘Scott to The Commissioner for Railways.
As desired by the-Commissioner, I have looked through the printed report .forwarded by Messrs. Alison
D. Smith and T. Roberts, the two experts appointed to test the '.relative .'merits of locomotive engines
belonging tothe classes Nos. 305 and 373.
I find page 3 of the printed, report is confined principally to a description of the engines. This
was so well known by yourself previously that comment is uncalled for.
In the first paragraph on page 4 (after describing the load taken by the Yulcan engine) deductions
are drawn which are not . quite correct, as will .be . seen by comparing the time-table prepared by the
traffic branch with the “running time” shown on the “.report sheets” of the driver and .guard. .The
experts state that ..the ..engine lost-6 minutes between Sydneyand Penrith. By the time-table, 1 hour 26
minutes was allowed .for the run. The.actual time taken (according.to the statement of the experts
themselves) was 1 hour 16 minutes, so that instead of losing 6 minutes the run was accomplished in >10
minutes less than the time allowed. Then.the experts state that 8. minutes were lost between Penrith
and Katoomba.
The time-table allowed 2 hours 19 minutes for the journey, but the actual running time was 2
hours 18 minutes ; therefore, instead of 8 minutes being lost, 1 minute was gained. Again, the experts
state that the run from Katoomba to Mount Victoria'was accomplished in 18| minutes less than the
allotted time, but seeing that the allotted time was 27'minutes, and the actual time taken was 23 minutes, .
.
■
it
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it follows.that the time gained was only 4 minutes, and not 18£, as stated. The actual running time from
Mount Victoria to Esk Bank was 43 minutes, and the allotted time 48 minutes, so that the journey was
done in 5 minutes less than the allotted time, and not 7| minutes, as stated. ■
‘
. It will thus be seen that the Vulcan engine did the whole journey from Sydney to Esk Bank in
17 minutes less than the time allowed, and not 12 minutes, as stated by the experts.
The second paragraph describes a condition of the road which, at this season of the year, may
naturally be expected as of almost daily occurrence ; and I stipulated, in accordance with the universal
practice, that sand-boxes should be fitted to the engines in order that the difficulty and danger of slipping
under such circumstances might be reduced to a minimum. "With reference to the free use°of sand, which ^
the experts state was absolutely necessary to keep the engiue from slipping, I may state only l-j cubic
feet of sand were used.
Water was only applied once (and that was on the up journey), and then only for the purpose of
cooling the brake-blocks after arrival at Springwood. The condition of the brake-blocks'even then did
not absolutely demand it.
•
Paragraph 3 calls for little comment beyond the fact that the engine took a load in excess of that
for which it was designed at an expenditure of 7,740 cubic inches of steam in each cylinder for each
revolution of the wheel.
.
.
.
Paragraph 4 records, an important fact as to the hauling power of the engine. It is clearly
demonstrated that on a rising gradient of 1 in 33, and in an 8 and 10 chain reverse curve, the engine
(with a normal boiler pressure) started its load without difficulty. Want of proper care and attention on
the part of the driver and fireman may have been the cause of the stoppage on the bank. This neglect,
however, afforded an apportunity of testing the capability of the engine starting on a grade of 1 in 33,
and it is gratifying to know that the result was so satisfactory, for it has established beyond question the
correctness of my calculations as to what the engine would do.
With reference to the performance of engine No. 305 on the following day, I note that the experts
state the conditions of the road were decidedly in favour of the engine, yet we are told that she slipped
occasionally, and that sand was not used. I submit that if the engine slipped under such favourable
conditions as regards the state of the road it may fairly be inferred that had the road been in the same
state as it was on the previous day the use of sand would have been absolutely necessary. The use of
sand for the prevention of slipping cannot be said to militate against the usefulness of either engine.
. The steam is said to have been cut off at 70| per cent, of the stroke. This means that the engine
took its load at an expenditure of 9,328 cubic inches of steam in each cylinder for each revolution of the
wheel, or 1,588 cubic inches per revolution more than the Vulcan.
■
.
In other words, engine 305 used more steam by 440 cubic feet per mile than the Vulcan engine.
The running.time of the engine, as stated by the experts, will also be found to be incorrect.
Eor instance, the time allowed for the run from Sydney to Penrith was 1 hour 26 minutes. The
actual time occupied was 1 hour 9 minutes, but the experts in their analysis of running state 501 minutes,
clearly showing that the deduction as to running is incorrect in both cases. .
filach engine is stated to have taken the curves easily, and to be steady at all speeds, but the
Vulcan is assumed to have run at 40 miles an hour, and the Mogul at 45 miles per hour. I may state no
instructions were given by me to run otherwise than in accordance with the time-table, so that nothing'
can be- deduced from the results of these trials to show that the Mogul is superior to the Vulcan as to
speed capability.
"
On page 5 it is clearly shown that in the consumption of fuel the Vulcan engine is decidedly the
more economical, viz., 49'5 lb. per mile for the Vulcan, as against 62T7 lb. per mile for the Mogul. I
note the experts state that the probable cause of the excessive use of fuel by the Mogul engine was on
account of the high average speed at which the ascent of 1 in 52 for 32 miles was made.
.
I scarcely thiok that such a deduction would be accepted as conclusive, and in justice to the experts
I must say that they do not assert it definitely.
. The conclusion drawn that 305 is more suitable for the class of traffic and road on which the
experiment was made will, I feel sure, be disappointing, inasmuch as it does not give a decision such as
was aimed at in making the. trial. The length and grades selected for the test not being anything
approaching the average condition of theTines of bur system may, however, account for the result.
I might, in conclusion, here repeat that, in recommending the Vulcan engine, I did not look upon
the .haulage power over 1 in 30 grades for about 32 miles as forming a base on which to recommend an
engine adapted to the general traffic and conditions of running on all sections. I aimed at securing an
engine capable, of hauling equal to twelve vehicles over the steep mountain grades, and taking' heavier
loads and running at higher speeds_on other sections, because I saw at no distant date that much would
be aimed at, not only to facilitate trade, but also, if possible, to compete with water-carriage.
I am pleased to add, for the Commissioner’s information, that three of the Vulcan engines, which
are now running passenger trains between Sydney-and Bathurst, are giving proof of their efficiency to
haul the stipulated load, equal to twelve vehicles. I feel sure, also,.that in the matter of economy the
■results obtained by the experts will be maintained.
.
.
W. SCOTT, 7/7/87.

Minute of The Commissioner for Railways.
The Minister wishes an experiment made with Eedfern type of carriages (2nd class) on the occasion of
.'the Volunteer Eiremen special train to Albury on Monday next.
■'
One of Mr. Midelton’s engines to be used. Please see that it is in perfect order.
'.)J J ' When change of engine is made, another of Mr. Midelton’s engines should be used to complete
• journey.
.
‘
J
a special account be kept of the consumption of fuel, water, &c.
,.,
.
Ch.A.G., 10/2/87.
,

. ' Eoco. Engineer to arrange and consult with Traffic Branch.—D.C.M'L., 10/2/87.
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Be Express Engines.
'
.
Consumption of fuel, water, and other running stores by express.engines with train Sydney to Albury:—
5 tons 2 cwt. 3 qrs. 24 lb. coal<= 29‘88 lb. per mile.
'
8,755 gallons of water.
■
'
Sl-j lb. castor, 8'8t
,
.
.
7i tallow ... 1'7
.
10'3i = 33d. per mile.
■
Comparative consumption in lb. per mile if trains were of equal weight:—
American.

,

Express.

55-13 lb...................................................
45-91 lb.'
Comparative consumption in lb. per ton weight of train for the whole journey :—
American.

Express.

180 lb.....................................................

154 lb.

■
GEO. DOWNE, 16/3/87.

Report from Driver S. Campling to Tire Locomotive Foreman.
I have to report for your information, re special passenger train run from Sydney to Albury on the 22nd
instant as follows :—This train consisted of equal to 12^ carriages, drawn by engine No. 311: The first
stop.made after leaving Sydney was Picton Lakes, 59 miles, at 7'46 a.m., departed 7'52i; 6| minutes
taking water; crossed up express at Bundanoon, instead of Wingello, as per time-table. Barber’s Creek,
109 miles, arrived 9'37, and departed 9'42 ; 5 minutes taking water; arriving at Goulburn at 10T6 a.m.—
31 minutes late—leaving Goulburn at 10-41—36 minutes late; 20 minutes being allowed for refresh
ments, 5 minutes more being taken to prepare the. engine to go on. A stop of 5 minutes was made at the
141-mile post, in .consequence of the road being lifted. Pish River tank, 160 miles; arrived 11-30,
departed 11-34, taking water, and found one of the tender axle boxes broke and got very hot. Stopped
nt the 201-mile post attending hot box,'12-51 p.m., departed 12-54—3 minutes. Binalong, T9—M2;'3
minutes hot box. 202| miles post, arrived.1-3.8, departed 1-44 ; 6 minutes hot box, after which it began'
to get cool. Harden; 227 miles, 1-58, depart 2'4, taking water. Bethungra, arrived 3’24, departed 3-28|-,
4|- minutes taking water. Junee, 286 miles, 4'0 arrived, 4'20 departed. Dinner—Wagga Wagga, arrived
5-0, departed AT, taking water, and .waiting to cross up mail, instead of Culcairn, as per time-table.
Yerong Creek, arrived 5-54v departed. 5A6,-2 minutes oiling,, arriving in. Albury at 7T1 p.m., 2 hours and
,11 minutes late. Delays as follows :^1 minute late leaving Sydney, 5 minutes at. 141 mile post, 12
minutes through hot tender axle box ; had it not been for these delays, the train would have arrived
about 6’40 p.m. - About 1 hour 40 minutes was lost by locomotive, the wheel being too small to maintain
a greater speed than which was run.
•
S. CAMPLING,
■
.
—:------- .
.
Engine Driver.
.
Referring to the special-train'which ran yesterday from Sydney to Alhury with the fireman, the
Commissioner wishes'to be furnished as quickly as possible with details of its running. Time of arrival
at the different depdts according to time-tables, and actual time of' arrival, causes of delay, the time taken
at each place for refreshment, or other stoppages, and the-actual running time, deducting all detentions.
Please give also the approximate weight of the train, including weight of the passengers.—D.C.M'L.,23/2/87. Tratfic Manager.
.
The following table shows the time the train was given to run the journey, in accordance with .the

Minister’s wishes, and the time-at which the special passed certain of the principal stations.
As per Time-table.
Sydney, dep. 6’0 a.m................... q
.
Picton ............................ :......... I
■ •
Mittagong..................................... 4 35f miles per hour
Wingello, 8'55.............................. [
■
Goulburn, arr. 9’45 ................. J
,,
dep. 10 5 .............
Gunning ........................... .
Jerrawa....................................
Yass .................................... ■..
Harden, arr............. •.... ...........
37J miles per hour
„
dep.............................
Wallenbeen .............................
Cootamundra...........................
Bethungra ...........................
Junee, arr. 2-10 p.m...............
„ . dep. 2-30 p.m..............
Wagga Wagga .................. :..
The Rock ...............................
35 miles per hour
Culcairn, 4T5 ........................
Gerogery ................................
Albury, arr. 5’0 .....................
Which necessitated a speed of 35 miles per hour
throughout, including stoppages.

Actual Running.
6'0 a.m .
7-28. „
8-39 „
9-28 „
10T6 „
10-41 „
11-42 „
12-3 p.m.
12-23 „
2' 0 „
2- 5 „
2 33 „
2-53 „
3-35 .„
4- 0 „

I
31£

miles per hour

■I

1 - 28f miles per hour

O “±U ,,

' -So miles per hour.
„
„
„
Giving an actual speed throughout, including
stoppages of 29$: miles per hour.
6-25
6-45
7-11

Of course I have not shown any stoppages for water which occurred at places other than those
shown above. Indeed, in that respect-I have given--the- actual-running the advantage of 5 minutes at
Harden, which I did not provide for in the special train notice, leaving it to the driver to make up the
time so lost.

.?■

’•V

f
56
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A

.
The only loss of time on the jojirney 'which -could have been avoided was about 5 minutes, by
permanent-way signal, near the Jldl-mile post. In every other respect it would be simply impossible to
give a train a clearer road, and‘this, T understand, the driver himself admits. Not only wa-s there
beautiful weather, and therefore a'peffect rail 'to run upon,'but every train,-even the express, which was
kept back 15 minutes, was made to give way to the special; 'and so completely was this done that not
once throughout the journey had a stoppage to be made to -enable the driver to sign for a “ train ahead
notice
all he had to do was to pick up one staff or ticket, and deliver the other as he passed.
■
It will be understood that when I drew out the first.time-table, giving the train 15 hours to do the
journey, I had no idea that .such special efforts were to be made to run it through ‘quickly, consequently
I allowed—
t
30 minutes at Mittagong, ’for breakfast and for an estimated 350 men.
10
„
G-oulburn,'to changeengines, andenable men to get out.
30
„
Yaas, for dinner.
10
„
Harden, to changeengines, andenable men toget out.
20
„
Junee, for tea.
100 = 1 hour 40 minutes, thus reducing the actual running time, and any other stoppages that might
be necessary for water, to 13 hours 20 minutes.
Exclusive of the time actually taken at Goulburn and Junee for refreshments, and at Harden for
water, and the time lost near the 141-mile post (55 minutes altogether), we find the actual running time
to be 12 hours 16 minutes, but that, as I have said, was attained under the most favourable circumstances
The train kept very fair time as far as Picton, but after that it lost time all the way through.
The following is the load of the train, exclusive of the engine and tender :—
- tons. cwt. qrs.

f Second-class,
!
. „
Redfern type-{
„
I
„
G
„
American car, first-class

No.
„
,,
„
„
,,

203

194

202
196
189
53

..
..
..
..
..
..

16 4
16 3
16 3
16 3
15 0
16 10

3
2
1
2
0
3

96 5 3
Estimated weight of 300 passengers, at 15 to the ton
Luggage about.................................................................

.20 0 0
.... 0 14 1
....

117 0 0

.

W. Y. HEAD, 24/2/87.
The actual stoppages for water, not embodied in the foregoing report, were :—
7 minutes
Picton Lakes
5
.Barber’.s Creek
4
Eish River ...'
)>
5
Bethungra ...
5
Wagga Wagga
26 minutes
I should also mention that, between the 201-mile post and Harden, from 10 to 15 minutes were
’lost’by thextender running hot.—D.K.
.
...................
_
I have'asked on other papers what engine was'used. I see that Mr. Midelton’s'engine ran quicker
to 'Goulburn than the express does.
Mr. Midelton’s engine
...
...
................
... 4 hours 16 minutes
Express
...
...
...
...
...
...
••• '4 „ "50
„
Resubmit when.Mr.,Scott’s-report is.reeeived.—Ch.A.G., 26/2/87.

Extract from Traffic Manager’s minute of TO/3/87, relative to the subject of accelerating the speed of
the morning train from Penrith.
“ I .have, arranged with the Locomotive Engineer to try one of Mr. Midelton’s engines on the train.—
W. Y. Read, io/3/87.”
'
Hereon Commissioner minuted, 28/3/87, that he “ wished the papers to be resubmitted at the end
of April, to ascertain whether better time bad.been made by Mr. Midelton’s engine.”

Report of Traffic Manager.
Better time,hasIbeenlkept with .the Midelton engine. This engine is able to make much better
time up the inclines,: and,-starts:from-thesstations much quicker. Inmew.table,.now in hands of printer,
I am taking 8 minutes off “ up ” .journey, and 3.minutes off the “ down.”—W. Y. Read,.20/5/B7.

Minute

o

6^?

ffinute by The Cominissioner for Railways to The Locomotive Engineer.
New Engine by the. Yulcan Eoundry Company.
#
#
*'
Let me know as early as' possible the total weight of the engine, and separately of the tender of the Engine and
above class of engines, and also the weight which is upon each wheel, empty, and fully equipped for the separately.
. ■
--------Ch.A.G.., 23/5;'87.
Please arrange for the new engine now running to be weighed as soon as possible.—AY. Scott,,
2575/27. Assistant Engineer.
Mr. E. Scott;—To have this done, and'attach result on separate paper.—G-eo/Dowot;, 25/5/87.
Details herewith.—W. Scott, 30/5/87. Commissioner.
Weight.of No. 373 engine empty,and loaded

Frocfc'b'ogie-wKeels..................................
Hind „
„
Driving
„
Trailing
„

Enoine. (empty).
Left.
Right.
T. c. ■ q.
T.'
9-

3 16
4 O'
5 T9.
6 16

2..
2:
2
8.

20 13 1

*

#

^

*
Total.
T.. c. q.

'

4. *2 3 } 0l1 b°gie--..............................

iS 17 2.

5 11 2 „ driving axle-.............. ,...
6 12: 2. „ trailing „ ............... .

1111 0
13 9 1.

20 4

2

40 17 3

EitaiE-E (eoaded).

Eronthogie'.wheel.
Hind. „.
„„
Driving
„.
Trailing
„

4 2.' 2
3 19' 3.1
4 4 3. .4. 5 2i
7" 4 0
7~ 0. 0"
7' 0 O' 6 19 0
22 11

1,.

„ u ■
'
0nb°eie:............................. 1612 2'
„ driving axle...................... 14 4 0
„ trailing.,, .................... 13 19 0

24. 4 1.

44 15.. 2;

Teedee (empty).

Eiont wheels
Middle' „
Hind

2’14

0

2' 0 0 Front axle ............

4 14 0.

5

3 3

2 2

2

2

4

7 2

2 3

3

3 0 0 Middle „
5 0 Hind

,;. ....................

701750

14 51

TbND'EE‘“ (ptfei,).

Front wheels
Middle * „.
' Hind
„

4-19
5 3
4 19
15

1

0
0
2
2

5 15
4.15
4. 15
15

2 Front axle ...........................
0 Middle „ ............................
2 Hind
...........................

6 0

________________________ __________

10 14 2
9 18 0
9 15. 0
30 7 2

W. Scott, 30/5/87.

Minute by The Chief Clerk to Mr. Locomotive-Engineer Scott.
Trial of Eocomotives.
Wi™ reference, to motion .passed in the House on the. 11th July, 1887,1 should be glad to have areport
showing respectively the total cost to the Government of each of the two engines lately submitted to a
trial test of efficiency between Sydney and Eskbank.
’ .
,
.
--------- ■
D.C.MTj., 21/9/87.
Engine No. 373, Yulqan Foundry Company, £2,479 6s. 9d.; engine No. 311, Baldwin Comparav,
£2,959 19s. lOd. According to information supplied by Superintendent, Stores.—W. Scott, 21/9/87.,"

Minute by The Secretary for Public Works.
'

,

Manufacture, of Locomotives.
.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 30 September, 1887.'
A DEPUTATION, comprising Messrs. Garrard, Hawthorne, F. Smith, Jeanneret, M’s.P., Hudson, Bloomfield,
Franki, Ileniy Mort, John Morris, Henry Vale, and Edginton, waited upon me to -day with reference to
the manufacture of locomotives in the Colony. They pointed out that tenders had been received five
months ago for this work, but as yet no decision had been come to, and they asked that an early decision
might he given. It was rumoured that, owing to the price of the Colonial tender, it was probable the work
would he done in the Eveleigh workshops, as it was alleged the work could be done there cheaper than
outside'. They protested against this proposal as it would he an undue interference with private vested
interests, as it would be an impolitic act to increase the number of Government employes unduly,. and
as it was the general experience that Government work was never carried out so economically as- work
done by private enterprise stimulated by competition.
They mentioned that at the present time many of, their machines were lying idle, and lar^e
numbers of workmen were unemployed. Bather than see the work go out of the Colony, or be taken up
m the Government shops, they were prepared to allow the work to he divided between them, the manu
facture of the engines to be supervised by a Government employe, and the Service paid for at the rate
of 5 per cent, on the actual cost price of.the materials. They thought the Government should encourage
the local makers ; the cost of the first service might be high, but as they became familiar with the work,
’
r
prices

prices would go down to a reasonable limit. This has been the experience in Victoria in private workshops.
They pointed out also that in Adelaide, where the cost of GrOYernment work had been examined, that
the result, when compared with the cost of private working, was unsatisfactory.
I informed them that I could say little that was new. I had stated previously when they and themen waited upon me that the matter largely rested with them, and if they compelled the G-overnment to
import the locomotives on this occasion it might be a long time before they would have such an opportunity
again.of tendering for the supply. The Government had now to face a difficulty in this matter, and it was
this difficulty that kept the question so long unsettled. So far as I was concerned, I was favourable to
having this work, and in fact all the work, done in the Colony, if it could be carried out at anything likethe price we could import, with the addition of incidental charges. I had, when in office previously,,
arranged for locomotives to be made here, and only on one occasion, and then under exceptional circum
stances, had I sent for engines out of the Colony ; the local manufacture had benefited the Colony, and
I believe if the manufacturers had been as anxious as I had been to have the locomotives made here
they would not have had any need to come before me that day. Certainly the engines could be madehere as efficiently as in any part of the world, and my desire was to simplify the article we wanted as much
as possible. I believed it could then be made' as cheaply in the Colony as anywhere else.
It had been said that the Government were about to make the locomotives in our own workshops,,
but the G-overnment had arrived at no decision-whatever in this matter. We certainly would like to be
in a different position, as the tenders we received were much higher than we expected and above what
would justify us in having them done here if we were going to have them done by contract; if we
decided on having them done by contract they must come from the other side of the water. They had
referred to work in Government shops, and a demand had been made for an inspection appointed from out
side the Service to cheek the time and expenses. I stated I would be happy to allow such an officer to go
into our shops to-morrow as I, with them, courted the fullest publicity. Some misapprehension had
arisen with regard to my desire to have everything possible made locally; some said it was protection,,
but in every instance since I had been in office this time the articles I had made here had been obtained
cheaper than if they had been imported, and I was therefore much surprised to find the prices for these
engines so much over the English price.
It was not unusual for Railway Companies all over the world to make their own rolling stock,
locomotives and carriages, and also materials, and they prove they can supply their own wants cheaper
than if the work was done outside. Mr. H. Hudson here stated that I was incorrect in this statement;
he knew from personal experience that in England and America the Railway Companies obtained their
supplies from outside makers, and instanced the large private workshops, such as the Baldwin Company,.
Beyer, Peacock, & Co., Dubs, Neillson, and others, from which the Railway Companies obtained their
supplies. The most the Railway Companies did was repairs; he knew of only one Company in England,,
the London and North-western, that made its own stock.
I stated I did not speak from personal experience but from reading the leading English scientifie
and mechanical journals, and it was stated there that the Railway Companies of the world largely madetheir own supplies, and even their own rails. I did not want to have the engines made in our shops, but
rather than have them go out of the Colony, I would have them manufactured there so as to afford work
to our own men. They had every .opportunity of tendering, and were aware their prices were much in
excess of the English offers, and the question simply was whether the G-overnment would give them a
large bonus over the manufacturers abroad. The matter would be for the Cabinet to settle. I would not
advise the work going out of the Colony. Their offer to do the work at an increase of 5 per cent, on cost
price was a new feature in the matter. They had, however, simply stated it verbally, but if they would
put it in writing I would represent the matter fairly to the Government.
JOHN SUTHERLAND.

Messrs. D. & W. Robertson to The Secretary for Public Works.

‘

Sir,
335, Pitt-street, Sydney, 3 October, 1887.
.
With reference to the manufacture of.fifty locomotives in this Colony, as it is reported the
local tenders are somewhat above the imported ones, and as there are only a few firms in Sydney who can
make a complete locomotive, we would respectfully suggest that fresh tenders be called on something like
the following basis :—
-'
1. Locomotive boilers.
!
2. Wall iron under-frames.
.
3. Locomotive tenders, complete.
4s. Set of boiler mountings, complete.
5. Cast iron-work, including cylinders, axle-boxes. &c.
6. Pistons, piston-rods, connecting-rods, &c., complete in sets.
7. Erecting the.different parts at Eveleigh.
The whole work to be made to ten plates to be passed and approved by the Government Engineers
during construction.
.
.
'
, .
In getting tenders in this way it would permit of a large number of firms tendering that otherwise
would not tender. -We ourselves, for instance, could make the boilers and tenders at less than imported
firms when it would not suit us to tender for a complete locomotive. In the same way several firms could
make the brass work, loco, gear, '&c., &c., aud if proper supervision was employed it would give full
employment for a large number of manufacturers in Sydney and District who otherwise could not share
in this important work.
'
We are of opinion that if our suggestion is tried it will be found the work can be done in the
Colony as cheap as the imported article, and thus give employment to the numerous first-class workmen
now Vainly seeking employment.
We have, &c.,
D. & W. ROBERTSON.

Messrs-

Messrs. Hudson and others to The Secretary for Public Works.
®'r>

.
33, Pitt-street, Sydney, 3 October, 1887.
have the honor, in accordance with your request, to put in writing the verbal offer made
to you by the deputation of engineering firms on Friday last, the 30th ultimo.
.
'
We have now the honor to state that-we are prepared to carry out the construction of fifty or more
locomotives required by the Government, at the rate of £5 per centum on the cost of same.
.
We have, &c.,
- ■
HENBY HUDSON' (for Hudson- Bhos., Limited.)
MOBEIS BEOS.
*
J- P- FBANKI (for Mort’s Dock and Engineering Co.)
'
• HENBY VALE.
„
'
JOHN ED GINGTON, Atlas Engineering Co.
-

We

I should like report from Mr. Midelton.—J.S., 5/10/87.
This proposal is very different from the original one made by Capt. Broomfield, as reported in the
newspapers. On behalf of Morfc s Dock Co. he said he was prepared to make these locomotives under the
eye of an officer of the Government, and only claim 5 per cent, profit on the cost of material and super
vision. This means that he would supply machinery and labour gratis. Now we find five firms who are
all prepared to execute the work “ at the rate of £5 per centum on the cost.” This means the more the
engines cost to make the-more the firms will profit by it. No Government or railway company would
entertain such extravagant proposals, and I am surprised that any firm should have the temerity to .make
them. It goes to prove that the only object these manufacturers have in view is profit, whereas if the
Department does its own work it will have no object in view but that of providing sound, good work at
the. cheapest rate, and work which will cost but little in maintenance. The proposal of the firms signing
the paper is certainly a safe one for themselves-, but most unsafe and unsatisfactory for the Government
Messrs. D. & W. Eobertson seem* to think that the Department require fifty locomotives made simply to
give employment to seven different firms, and to all the “ unemployed” hands in the Colony. This could
Be most completely carried out'if these firms obtain the work in the way they suggest. The proposals of
the combined firms, and Messrs. D. & W. Eobertson’s are untenable.—Thos. Midelton, 10/10/87. Com
missioner.
'
[Two plans.]

[2s. 6A]

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.
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Legislative Assembly,

NEW* SOUTH .WALES.'

■■ '

"RAILWAYS-

'

(REPOET OF BOARD ON COLLISION AT FISH RIVER TANKS.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 21 November, 1888,

Minute by The Secretary for Railways.
I am directed ly tie Railway Commissioners to enclose printed copy of the above for .the information of
the Honorable the Minister for Railways.
'

‘

■

•

The Under Secretary for Pinanee and Trade.

D. yERNON,
.

.

Secretary for Railways.-

,5.0., 17-19/11/88.

Report on Collision at Fish River Tanks, Great Southern Railway.
.
Secretary’s Office, Phillip-street, Sydney, 2 November, 1888.
We have the-honor to report, for the information of the Commissioners, and in compliance with their
order of the 29th ultimo, the result of our inquiry into the cause of the collision which occurred on the
27th ultimo at the Eish River tanks on the Great Southern Railway.
.
On this occasion what is termed on the service time-table as No. 22 up goods train was running
in two divisions. The first division, or train, consisted of engine and tender, fourteen loaded sheep-vans,
and composite brake-van; the second was composed of engine and tender, sixteen trucks of wool, and
brake-van.
■
The first of these two trains had just completed taking water at the Fish River tanks when it was
run into at the rear by the second train.
.
'
'.
'
'
Eight passengers in the first train were more or less injured, one, we regret to say, fatally, and
the van and six sheep trucks of the same train were practically destroyed. In the case of the second
train the engine only was slightly damaged. The total damage resulting from the collision to rolling
stock may be estimated at £1,530.
'

.

Description.

-The Fish River tanks are situated on the Southern line of railway, at a distance of 161 miles from
' Sydney, and 3| from G-unning Station, which is a little over 164 miles distant from.Sydney. Starting
from Gunning for Fish River we have a descending gradient of about half a mile; the line then rises
with an almost continuous gradient of 1, in 40 for about li mile, and then descends with a continuous
gradient of from 1 in 46 to 1 in 42 to the Eish River Bridge, 1| mile, .For a sketch of the gradients see
Appendix 0.
.
'
' ,
.
“ Up ” and “down” distant signals are erected, the former being placed at a distance of 743 yards from
the tanks, and the latter at a distance of 946 yards from the same point. These signals were erected, and
brought into use on the 15th,ult., up to which date trains had been accustomed.to take water without.the
protection of fixed signals. •.
.
.
A pumper is stationed at the tanks, but it is not his duty to attend to the signals beyond lighting
them at night. They are supposed to be worked by the guards of trains which stop there for water.
The lever of the “ up ” signal is fixed about 132 yards from the tanks, or as nearly as possible, without
being on the viaduct, to. where the brake-van of a train taking in water would ,be likely to stand, and tie
same with regard to the down signal, the lever of which is 100 yards from the tanks. '
' ,

.

.

Evidence.

'

The evidence in full will be found attached, but the following is a digest,-so ‘far as' it bears upon
the subject of our inquiry,:— '
•■ .
■ .
.
William Patrich. Morphy, night officer'at Gunning:—The first division nf the No>'22iup-goo’ds
(referring to train-book) arrived at Gunning at 3'40 a:m. on Saturday, andirleft at 4'30, as booked by
myself; the second division arrived at 4'5, and-left-at 4'45 ; the actual departure was a minute or so
later, as 4'45.was when the-driver got .the signal to go ; -the-first division received-a staff ticket from me,
and the second division also a ticket-and a “ Train ahead ” notice.
'
Alffed
161—
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Alfred Chandler, engine-driver, states :—I was driver of tlte first division of the goods train which
left G-unning on Saturday morning last at 4'30; the morning was very foggy, and the rails were very
greasy ; I had to sand a good deal coming out of Gunning ; we are not hooked at the tanks, and I did
not notice the actual time that I came to a stop there, but I noticed the time at which I was about to
leave ; I had taken my brakes off, and was just about to give the engine steam ; this was 4’55 ; the first
thing I heard was two short whistles, and they had hardly been given before I was struck; I had not
actually started when the blow took place ; I had whistled to start; I believe that I was occupied at the
tanks for about five minutes, as I did nothing but take water ; there are signals at the tanks ; I noticed
the one that I passed coming down to the tanks burning a white light brightly, although I could not see it
until I got close to it owing to the fog, which was very dense that morning; as far as the actual running
is concerned I got on satisfactorily; I had occasion to use sand coming down the bank to the tank; I
could have stopped at the signal had it been against me ; I did a good bit of slipping coming up the
bank from Gunning ; I have never passed Fish Fiver on the up journey without taking water; I opened
the.valve of the Fish Fiver tank, and my mate held the crane over the filling hole.
Bobert Walton, fireman to Chandler :—I was firing with driver Chandler on Saturday morning last;
I remember noting the time when we were leaving Gunning, and it was about 4'30 a.m.; of course I did not
notice particularly; we stopped at the tanks and took water ; I filled the tank while Chandler turned it
on; he then got up on his engine, told me to release the brakes which I did, and we were then in the ant
of starting when the collision took place ; I heard two whistles immediately before we were struck; it
was very foggy, as I could just see the end of the vans which remained attached to the engine; after I
went back I remember Evans speaking to me about seeing the second division coming down the hill as he
was going back to work the signals; I understood from what he said that he would not have had time to
get to the lever before the train had passed the signal, and that he would have been endangering his life
if he had stayed on'the bridge ; we had a little difficulty in some places in coming down the bank holding
the train ; I think my mate used sand ; we could have stopped at the signal if it had been against us.
David Evans, assistant goods guard:—I had charge of the first division of No. 22 up-goods on
Saturday morning last; we left Gunning at 4'30, which time I booked immediately before leaving there;
the night was very foggy and the rails slippery, as we lost a good bit of time coming up the bank out of
Gunning ; I did not notice the time we stopped at the tanks ; I remember- after coming to a stand I
jumped out of my brake and went partly back towards the signal lever; before I had time to get to the
lever J heard two whistles ; I turned and went partly back, and sang out to the passengers to clear out, ‘
as “ she was into us
I also called out and whistled to my driver to clear out, but I.do not suppose he .
heard me ; I do not think my train had started before the collision took place ; as I was not in the brake
I could not say positively whether she was moving or not; I did not hear my driver whistle to start;
before I had finished shouting to my driver the collision took place, and I was engaged in releasing the
passengers, being assisted by those who had got clear as well as by both drivers and firemen and guards of
the second division; after we had got all cleared away, Driver Hill,, of the second division, spoke to
me; he said, “ Dave, those signals were off,” and I said, “ Yes, I hadn’t time to go back and put
them upI said, “ If all the signals in Goulburn yard had been against you, Charlie, I do not
think you would have been able to pull uphe said, “ No, I don’t think they would have been
of any useI remember about a fortnight ago signing a general order informing of the signals
being erected for use; I understood that guards were to work these signals, as they were
so placed as to be nearest the vans; I looked at my watch immediately before my van was
struck and it showed 5 o’clock ; I remember comparing my watch with the driver’s while waiting at
Binalong, and I believe he was a little faster than mine; it was daylight from the time we left Gunning
only that there was such a thick fog ; the levers were, I should say, about 50 yards behind my van when
it stopped; I did nothing but take the brake off after coming to a stand at the tanks before jumping out
to go back ; the average running time from Gunning to Fish Fiver tanks, is 15 minutes ; I could not
say how long we were on this occasion, but longer than usual owing to slipping coming up the bank.
Charles Hill, engine-driver:—I was driver of the second division of No. 22 up-goods on Saturday
morning; I arrived at Gunning at 4 o’clock on Saturday morning ; I got the staff-ticket from the officerin-charge at 4'45 a.m. and the “ train ahead” notice, but I did not actually start for five minutes after-,
wards, as I did not get the signal from the guard; it was a very foggy, greasy morning; after leaving
Gunning I got on very well, being benefited from the sand of the previous train; I had sixteen of wool
on, beside the brake ; after turning the top of the hill I told iny fireman, who is a young hand and wanted
tuition, to put on the brake, and remarked to him that the preceding train might be at the tanks, and to
be careful; I also whistled for the guard’s brakes ; when I came to the signal I said to my fireman, “ It
is all rightI said this to give him confidence, and he eased off his brakes slightly; I don’t think I was
more than 2 or 3 chains from the signal when I first saw it that morning; I saw the light clearly but
not the post, owing to the fog ; after the fireman easing the brakes, and the speed slightly increasing,
I cautioned him to put them on again, which he did, and it was not until I was on the point of getting
on the bridge that I first saw the tail lamps of the train ahead ; I could have stopped at the signal if it
had been against me ; I immediately whistled and reversed, and as soon as I had reversed I struck the
train; I think the guard assisted me with his brake all he could down the bank; I gave my engine, which
was then reversed steam, and within a distance of about 161 feet, came to a dead stand; I asked the other
driver how he came to be there, and he said he had been slipping coming up the bank; that was all that
passed between us ; I was aware that it was incumbent upon the guards to work these signals, and that
there was no man stationed there for the purpose ; the time 1 was struck the brake-van was 5'5 by my
watch; my watch is a splendid one, and I have had no reason to regulate it since it was last cleaned,
over 12 months since; I had compared it with that of my guard before leaving Harden, and also with
Guard Evans after the accident, but I think I was 5 minutes in advance of him ; the average running
time between Gunning and Fish Fiver I estimate to be about 15 minutes ; that is, I reckon to have taken
water and ready to start in 20 minutes from leaving Gunning ; I challenged the distant signal and then
whistled again.when I saw the collision inevitable.
'
'
Q-eorge Hutchinson, fireman :—I was firing with Hill on Saturday last, the morning of the accident p
I dp not carry a -Watch, and am not sure what time we left Gunning on Saturday morning with No. 22
up, goods ; it was a very foggy morning, and we could not see anything more than 50 yards ahead of us ;
we had a little slipping wheti starting from Gunning and had to use the sand pretty freely, but had no
particular difficulty in trayellmg up the.bank ; it was pretty greasy coming down the bank, and we had to.
...
’
.
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use tlie sand; I know'the bank coming dortm to tbe tanks and the driver said to me “ Now, we'il bave to
go down here very cautiously, those cbaps have had plenty of time to get away, but in case they haven’t
gone we will have to go steady; ” upon this caution I put on my tender brake, and he said “ Let the sand
run,” and he put on his steam brake ; this seemed to hold the train very well w'hile the sand was running’;
when we got down to where we could see the signal, he said, “ They must be gone as the signal was off ; ”
•I was looking out for the signal, and so .far as I could say we were about 40 or 50 yards away from
it when we saw it; I eased off the tender brake until we were near enough to ease up to take water',
and we were just about on the end of the bridge when we saw the tail lights of the train ahead ; I sang
out to my mate, screwed on the tender brake, he put on the steam brake, reversed his engine, and
■before wre had time to give her steam we struck the brake; after we struck w'e went,"as near as I
could say, about 45 yards; my driver challenged the signal with a long whistle, and he whistled' for
brakes down -when he got on to the end of the bridge, where we could see the tail signals of the train
ahead; 1 don’t remember any other whistling; I think we had our train under control coming down the
■bank ; I ain not sure that we could have stopped at the signal if it had been at danger, but we might '
have been able to do it, or we might have been obliged to run a little past it.
’ ■■
.Richard William Davies, gxiax<l-.—I was in charge of the'second division of No. 22 up-good'S on
Saturday morning; the watch I am supplied with is a very good one ; we reached G-unning at 4'1’5 and left at
.4-4<5 ; I gave the signal to the driver to start; I gave it him three times, once out of the van which he did not
see, finally I had to get out of the brake to give him the signal as the wool prevented his seeing it; the'Stationmaster drew my attention to the fact that he could not see my signal; I booked the time directly after t
gave him the first green light; we had very good steady travelling between G-unning and the tanks ; at
the top of the bank I had my brake, as is usual, hard on; when about 300 yards from the signal the
driver whistled foi brakes ; I knew I could not put it harder on than I had it so I called to a man named
■Kundson who was in the brake to come and give me a hand with it; my wheels were not skidding; he
gave me a hand and we got a few more turns out of the wheel; we were just inside the signal, winch I
did not see, when he whistled again, (two pops), and then before he got to the bridge he whistled again;
meantime Kundson and I were hanging on to the brake; I said, “ Hang on we are in for a smash
just
■afterwards the collision happened, I jumped out of my brake, and looked at the signal lever and it was
down or showing clear ; the signal lever was between my brake and the first truck ; it was 5'5 when we
struck as I looked at my watch when I was running towards the engine; the collision first took place at
a spot a little on the G-oulburn side of the middle of the bridge.
. '■
Qeorge Bevjidd, pumper, at the Fish Kiver:—As I was in bed on Saturday morning, I heard
driver Hill’s whistles for the guard’s brakes ; I heard it I think twice, at any fate, which made me jumpup and go to the window just in time to see the collision take place; no damage was sustained to the
pumping gear in any way; I heard the second division coming down the hill, and from the driver’s
repeated whistles I knew he was in trouble; I did not see Chandler arrive at the tanks, but I was awake,
and the impression upon my mind is that he must have been there from 5 to 7 minutes before I heard
driver Hill’s whistling ; I remember thinking to myself that Chandler was there longer than usual.
'
Oharles Stanger, locomotive inspector :—I was on the site of the accident about 2g- hours after it
occurred, and the rough sketch prepared by Mr. Laughrey is, I think, fairly correct (see Appendix D) ; with
regard to the two trains concerned in the accident, the first train was provided with engine steam-brake,
tender hand-brake, and brake-van hand-brake, all in good order; the weight of engine and tender was
52 tons, and the weight of the brake-van 12 tons ; I consider the brake-power was ample to secure safety
in working; the second train had the same amount of brake-power, and engine, tender, and brake-van
were of corresponding weights.

Conclusion.
It will be seen that there is no. disagreement between the- ofiicer-in-charge at G-unning, and the
driver and guards of the two trains as to the time of their departure from that station. The driver and
guard of the first train agree with the G-unning officer, that they left his station at 4'30 a.m.; the driver
evidently derived the same result as to time from his watch, as the Gmnning officer did from his time-piece.
The same may be said of the driver and guard of the second train. They both agree with the officer-in
charge, that the signal was received to start from Gunning at 4'45 a.m., although, from the delay which
the driver experienced in getting this signal from the guard, owdng to the intervening loading, the traindid not actually start until a little later than 4'45 a.m.
Now, it may be fairly assumed that the wratches of the drivers .of these two trains,, seeing each
agreed with Gunning time, practically agreed with each other. When we come however, to inquire for
the time at which the collision occurred, we find a discrepancy of 10 minutes between the drivers’ statements ;
the driver of the first train giving it as 4’55 a.m., and the driver of the second train giving it as 5'5 a.m.
It is important to ascertain if possible, the actual time at which the collision did take place. There can
be no doubt, we think, as to the time of the departure of the trains from Gunning. The second train did
not get away, the driver says, until 4'50 a.m. The officer-in-charge says, he did not leave until a minute or
so after he gave him permission at 4'45 a.m., and the guard also testifies that he could not get his signal
taken by his driver at first and until after he had booked the time as 4'45. We may safely conclude therefore
that the second train did not leave G-unning until 4'46 or 4’47. Under any circumstances therefore it is.
not reasonable to suppose that it reached Fish Kiver at 4'55 a.m. The testimony of the driver and guard
of the first train, who give this as the time of the collision, cannot be accepted as correct. If, as we have
seen, the second train did not leave G-unning until 4 46 or 4'47, 5 o’clock would be the earliest time it'
could reasonably be supposed to reach Fish River. A goods train usually occupies about 20 minutes from
the time it leaves G-unning until it finishes.taking water at the tanks. When, therefore, the driver of the
second train reached Fish River he reasonably might, and no doubt did, expect the other train would have'
left the tanks. When labouring under this impression he found the signal “all clear;” he ho doubtconcluded that such was the case, and brought his train down the bank unprepared to stop short of the'
tanks.
Owing
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_ Owing to the dense fog, which all testify to, he did not obtain a sight "of the standing train or of
its tail and side lights until too close upon it to avoid a severe collision. Considering all the circumstances
of the case, we do not think that the responsibility of the accident can fairly be charged against the men with
the second train.- At the same time the evidence of guard Dayies and pumper Benfield as to the early
repeated whistling of the driver afford strong indication, that the train was not under that perfect control,
which, seeing he was carrying a “ train ahead ” notice, and the dense fog obscuring his view, the circum
stances called for.
The severity of the blow with which the other train must have been struck also points to the same
conclusion.
.
,
Seeing, as we have been obliged to conclude, that the collision did not take place until say about
5 a.m., it follows that the driver of the first train must have taken more than the ordinary time in making
the run, or occupied more time than usual at the tanks. The evidence does not disclose whether this
arose from dilatoriness at the tanks or was legitimately required on the road.
.
It is also clear from the evidence that the train had completed taking water, and was just in the
act of starting when the collision occurred. Under any circumstances, therefore, and notwithstanding his
statement to the contrary, the guard had ample time to perform his duty of working the signal. This
duty he is clearly responsible for neglecting.
,
But for the failure of duty on the guard’s part, the accident might have been modified, or perhaps
altogether averted. Had he put the signal up on his arrival he would not have been required to pull it
off until his train was
sfartf, or until nearly the moment of collision, when we find the second
train more than 600 yards inside the signal. The presumption is, therefore, that had it been put up it
would have been showing danger when the driver of the second train sighted it and checked his progress.
At the same time there is a possibility under this system of working signals by guards that the signal
might have been showing “ clear,” even had the guard not failed in his duty, as under this system the
signal has to he pulled off just when it is most required.
The collision we conclude therefore must be regarded in this instance as principally attributable to
the guard’s neglect to use the means which were at his disposal for the protection of his train. It
becomes a question however whether the Commissioners will be inclined to incur the expense of providing
day and night men^ at all watering tanks and sidings where the signals are now worked by guards, or
dispense with the signals altogether and rely upon a standing order to he issued that all drivers carrying
a staff ticket or a “train ahead” notice must approach such places at all times as if a train were standing
in front of them.
.
With respect to the Pish Biver tanks, at which trains regularly take water and which are
approached by steep and difficult gradients, we consider that it would be desirable to appoint men there
for the purpose of attending to them. In fact, we think that home as well as distant signals should be
provided,, and thus secure more effectually the safety of the traffic.
.
'
D. VERKON.
W. V. READ.
THOS. MIDELTON.

APPENDIX.
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Eish River Accident, 27/10/88.
Engine No. 202: Tyro of R. X). ■wheel shifted, left main frame bent, smoke-box front smashed, brake-gear damaged, steampip0 damaged, cylinder cocks, lubricators, and sand-pipes broken, three-springs broken, one sand-box.
a
£100
Approximate
cost-of repair
Brake-van No. 91 destroyed
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Evidence in full.

£1,530
H. STANGtER,
31/10/88.

j¥r-:
Patrick Morphy, night officer at dunningI have been five and a half years at dunning,
tor nearly the last four as mght officer in charge ; I was on duty, last Eriday night; the first division of No. 22 up goods
(referring to tram book) arrived at dunning at 3'40 a.m. on Saturday, and left at 4'30, as booked by myself; the second
division arrived at 4'5, and left at 4’45; the actual departure was a minute or so later, as 4'45 was when the driver got the
signal to go; these trains were detained at my station to allow of the crossing of the down mail, which was running about
alt -an hour late that morning; the first division, which left at 4’30, received a staff-ticket from me, and the second division
also a ticket and a tram ahead notice, made out in the usual form and the driver’s signature taken.
W. P. MORPHY.
j •
•' -A-lfreil Chauffer, engine-driver, states: I have been driving for four years next January; I was
driver or the first division of the goods-train which left G-unning on Saturday morning last at 4'30; I booked my time imme
diately on leaving; the morning was very foggy, and the rails were very greasy; I had to sand a good deal coming out of
Gunning; we are not booked at -the tanks, and I did not notice the actual time that I came to a stop there, but I noticed the
tune at which I was about to lea,ve; I had taken my brakes off, and was just about to give the engine steam; this was 4'55j
the hrst thing 1 heard was. two short whistles, and they had hardly been given before I was struck ; the blow was very shaip,

and
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and knocked me into tlie coal-bunkei'; at a yough calculation I think it must liaTe driven iny engine 10 or 12 yards: the first
tting I did after being struck was to put my engine and tender brakes on, which brought me to a stand ; I was very nearly
stopped when I did this ; my fireman then got off between me and tire hand-rail, and went to see what had happened; as
soon as I got my engine to a stand I went back myself, and assisted to lift the passengers out; I saw the guard of my train
and the guard of the train that had run into me, and Charles Hill, its driver; the only remark that was passed concerning the
accident was that of my own guard—Uvans—that I had been 25 minutes coming from Gunning to clearing the tank,
although I do not know how he knew that I had finished at the tank, as I had not actually started when the blow took'
plsce ; I had whistled to start, and he may have guessed it from that; I believe that I was occupied at the tanks for about 5
minutes, as I did nothing but take water; there are signals at the tanks; I noticed the one that I passed coming down to the
tanks burning a white light brightly, although I could not see it until I got close to it, owing to the fog, which was very dense
that morning ; I am not certain how long the signals have been there ; I remember seeing a circular in the general order -book
in the Goulburn shed with respect to these signals ; the usual way in which we receive information as to new signals being
brought into operation is by notification in the general order book, which we are expected to sign.
1
'
To Mr. Read : I believe my watch was showing correct time, as I compared it with the clock at Binalong, where we
were standing on the same trip for 1 hour and 35 minutes • I have compared my time on several occasions since the accident
with others, and I have not meddled with it since the accident.
To Mr. Midelton : I was due to leave Gunning at 1'10 a.m. with Ho. 22 up goods ; I left at 4'30 on this occasion ;
I take charge of the train at Harden, where I had to wait 1 hour and 45 minutes for-the train as it did not arrive; I lost 10
minutes at Galong waiting for No. 1 down goods and 1 hour 25 minutes at Binalong waiting for down express ; I lost 55
minutes at Gunning waiting arrival of down mail; as far as the actual running is concerned I got on satisfactorily.
To Mr. Midelton : Driver Chandler re-called:—I bad occasion to use sand coming down the hank to the tank ; I
could have stopped at the signal had it been against me ; I did a good bit of slipping coming up the bank from Gunning ; I
have never passed Fish Biver on the up journey without taking water ; there was about a foot of water in the sieve at Fish
Biver ; don’t, think I could have come to Goulburn light without replenishing at Fish Biver, which I did; I opened the valve
of the Fish Biver tank, and my mate held the crane over the filling hole.
To Mr. Vernon: After being struck I went back to give assistance, and I should say there was a gap of some 3 or
4 yards between the end vehicle which remained attached to my engine and the first of the vehicles which had been
damaged by driver Hill’s engine; there were about seven or eight damaged vehicles, and they lay. about in all directions, and
driver Hill’s engine was in the brake-van ; my engine was not moved after being brought to a stand following the collision
until she was cut off by the guard and left for Bredalbane.
.
ALFBED OHANDLEE.To Mr. Vernon : Robert Walton, fireman —I have been firing about six weeks, and was firing with driver .Chandler
on Saturday morning last; 1 carry a watch; I had not compared mine with the driver’s ; I merely looked at it at Binalong to
see how long we should have to wait for the express, which we were instructed to wait there for; I remember noting the time
again when we were leaving Gunning, and it was about 4'30 a.m.; of course I did not notice particularly; I used my watch
again at the tanks, but not until the accident was over; we stopped at the tanks and took water, I filled the tank, while
Chandler turned it on; he then got upon his engine; told me to release the brakes, which I did; and we were then in the act
of starting when the collision took place ; I heard two whistles immediately before we were struck ; I may say that after I
had filled the tank I had put a fire on, and had just finished this when we heard the whistles ; I think my driver had'given
the engine steam, hut could not positively say whether he had done so or whistled to.start; the blow knocked my mate down
in the bunker, and me also ; I think that immediately after we were struck my mate gave the engine steam, or it may have
been given belore, as I noticed the regulator open, and we went about 50 yards ahead; as soon as we picked ourselves up my
mate put the brakes on, and I went back ; it was very foggy, as I could just see the end of' the vans which remained attached
to the engine ; after I went back I remember Evans speaking to me about seeing the second division coining down the hill as
he was going back to work the signals; I understood from what he said that he would not have had time to get to the lever
before the train had passed the signal, and that he would have been endangering his life if he had stayed on the bridge.
To Mr. Midelton : We had a little difficulty in some places in coming down the bank holding the train; I think my
mate used sand ; we could have stopped at the signal if it had been against us.
B. WALTON.
To Mr. Vernon : David Dvane, assistant goods guard :—I have been out as assistant guard twelve months last August;
I had charge of the first division of No. 22 up goods on Saturday morning last; I took charge at Harden ; I left Harden 1
hour 45 minutes late ; we were detained at Binalong about 1 hour and 20 minutes waiting for the express; we were also
detained at Gunning about 45 minutes waiting for down mail; we left Gunning at 4\30, which time I booked immediately
before leaving there ; the night was very foggy, and the rails slippery, as we lost a good bit of time coming up the bank out
of Gunning; I did not notice the time we stopped at the tanks ; I remember, after coming to a stand, I jumped out of my
brake and went partly hack towards the signal lever; before .1 had time to get to the levers I heard two whistles ; I turned
and went partly back and sang out to the passengers to clear out as “she was into us ;” I also called out and whistled to my
driver to clear out, but I don’t suppose he heard me; I don’t think my train had started before the collision took place as I
was not in the brake, I could not say positively whether she was moving or not; I did not hear my driver whistle to start;
before I had finished shouting to my driver the collision took place, and I was engaged in releasing the passengers, being
assisted by those who had got clear as well as by both drivers and firemen, and guards of tlie second division; after we had
got all cleared away driver Hill of the second division spoke to me; he said, “ Have, those signals were off,” and I said, “ Tes,
I had’nt time to go back and put them up;” I said, “If all the signals in Goulburn yard had been against you, Charlie, I
don’t think you would have been able to pull up ;” he said, “ No, I don’t think they would have been of any use;” I don’t
remember making any remark to'my own driver beyond asking him why he had not cleared out; he replied he could not
hear me ; I was a good deal confused; I don’t remember anything else being said; I remember, about a fortnight ago, signing
a general order informing of the signals being erected for use—I understood that guards were to work these signals, as they
were st> placed as to be nearest the vans ; I am pretty well, acquainted with the rule-book, hut I don’t remember any rule
which requires guards to work such, signals ; I always understood it to be the duty of the guards to work these signals, and
have worked them myself on several occasions since they were erected ; I was employed eleven months as signalman in the
Goulburn yard before going out as assistant guard; I looked at my watch immediately before my van was struck and it
showed 5 o’clock; I remember comparing my watch with the driver’s while waiting at Binalong, and I believe he was a
little bit faster than mine.
■
To Mr. Midelton: I had fourteen trucks of sheep and a composite brake-van on my train; we lost time coming up
the Gunning bank ; I had my brake hard on from the top of the bank coming down to the tanks, and the train worked down
satisfactorily; I had no occasion to use any sand, and the driver stopped at the tank ; it was daylight from the time we left
Gunning, only that there was such a thick fog ; the levers were,.I should say, about 50 yards behind my van when it stopped.
To Mr. Vernon.- I did nothing but take the brake off after coming to a stand at the tanks before jumping out to
go back.
■
. •
To Mr. Midelton: I had five or six passengers in the van with me, and the two second-class compartments were full;
with regard to the passengers in my van, they were travelling “ O.S.,” with the exception of a drover; the others in the van
were coming to a pio-nie.
■
To Mr. Read: The average running time from Gunning to Fish Biver tanks was 15 minutes; I could not say bow long
we were on this occasion, hut longer than usual, owing to slipping coming up the bank.
DAYID EVANS.
To Mr. Vernon: Charles Bill, engine-driver-t—I was driver of the second division of No. 22 Up goods on Saturday
morning ; I took charge at Harden; it is ten years since I first went out driving ; the most of my running has been between
Goulburn and Harden; I arrived at Gunning at 4 o’clock on Saturday morning; I got the staff ticket from the officer inpharge at 4‘45 a.m., and the train ahead notice, hut I did not actually start far 5 minutes afterwards, as I did not'get the
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signal from the guard; it was a very foggy, greasy morning; after leaving G-unning I got on very well, being benefited from
the sand of the preceding train ; I had sixteen of wool on, beside the brake; after turning the top of the hill I told my
fireman, who is a young hand and wanted tuition, to put on the brake, and remarked to him that the preceding train might
be at the tanks, and to be careful; I also whistled for the guard’s brakes ; when I came to the signal I said to my fireman,
“ It is all right”; I said this to give him confidence, and he eased off his brakes slightly; I don’t think I was more than
2 or 3 chains from the signal when I first saw it that morning ; I saw the light clearly, but not the post, owing to the fog ;
after the fireman easing the brakes, and the speed slightly inoreasing, I cautioned him to put them on again, which he did,
and it was not until I was on the point of getting on the bridge that I first saw the tail lamps of the train ahead; (I
could have stopped at the signal if it had been against me); I immediately whistled and reversed, and as soon as I
had reversed I struck the train; I think the guard assisted me with his brake all he could down the bank; I gave
my engine, which was then reversed, steam, and within a distance of about 161 feet came to a dead stand ; I at
once sent my fireman back to protect my train, and myself went to the fettler’s house close by to get some one to send
back to Gunning to stop the express, and get a doctor; this I carried out, and then returned to the scene of the
accident, and gave what assistance I could; I asked the other driver how he came to be there, and he said he had been
slipping coming up the bank ; that was all that passed between us ; the signals have only recently been erected ; I was
informed of this by usual means of a circular in the general order book which I saw and signed for; I was aware that it was
incumbent upon the guards lo work these signals, and that there was no man stationed there for the purpose ; I have not
been stopped hitherto by this signal, but I have had occasion to use a similar signal at Socky Ponds ; I used it instead of the
guard being nearer to the lever than he was; I also pulled it off when ready to start; I have only been informed in writing
of the signals being there, but not of the precice means by which they were to be worked ; this was a matter of inference,
as we have other similar signals ; the time I struck the brake van was 5‘5 by my watch; I did not see the guard of the first
division until after I struck his train.
By Mr. Bead: My watch is a splendid one, and I have had no reason to regulate it since it was last cleaned over twelve
months since ; I had compared it with that of my guard before leaving Harden, and also with guard Evans’s after the accident,
but I think I was 5 minutes in advance of him ; the average running time between Gunning and Eish Biver I estimate to
be about 15 minutes, that is I reckon to have taken water and ready to start in 20 minutes from leaving Gunning; I
challenged the distant signal, and then whistled again when I saw the collisionlinevitable. .
’
’
CHAS. HILL.
To Mr. Vernon : George SatcUson, fireman :—I am 26 years of age; I have been firing a month last Tuesday with
driver Charles Hill; I was firing with him on Saturday last, the morning of the accident; I do not carry a watch, and am not
sure what time we left Gunning on Saturday morning with No. 22 up goods; it was a very foggy morning, and we could not
see anything more than 50 yards ahead of us; we had a little slipping when starting from Gunning, and had to use the sand
pretty freely, but had no particular difficulty in travelling up the bank ; it was pretty greasy coming down the bank, and we
had to use the sand; I know the bank coming down to the tanks, and the driver said tome, “ Now, we’ll have to go down here
very cautiously. Those chaps have had plenty of time to get away, but in case they haven’t gone, we will have to go steady.”
Upon this caution, I put on my tender brake, and lie said let the sand run, and he put on his steam-brake; this seemed to
hold the tram very well while the sand was running; when we got down to where we could see the signal he said they must
be gone as the signal was off. I was looking out for the signal, and, as far as I could say, we were about 40 or 50 yards away
from it when we saw it; I eased off the tender brake until we were near enough to ease up to take water, and we were iust
about on the end of the bridge when we saw the tail lights of the train ahead; I sang out to my mate, screwed on the tenderbrake, he put on the steam-brake, reversed his engine, and before he had time to give her steam we struck the brake; after we
struck we went as near as I could say about 45 yards ; after coming to a stand my mate sent me back with a red flag signal to
protect us from any following train; I went back about 400 yards past the signal, where I remained for about half-an-hour
until one of the fettlers came back from Ghuming; the rule book is the only source of information respecting signals that I have
been supplied with ; beyond this, information has been supplied by my driver, which I have had the benefit of.
To Mr. Beadj My driver challenged the signal with a long whistle, and he whistled for brakes down when he got on
to the end ot the bridge, where we could see the tail signals of the train ahead; I don’t remember any other whistling * I
think we had our train under control coming down the bank.
6’
By Mr. Vernon -. I am not sure that we could have stopped at the signal if it had been at danger, but we might have
been able to do it; or we might have been obliged to run a little past it.
°
GEOEGE HUTCHISON.
To Mr. Vernon.- Biehard William Davies, guard ;—I have been running as goods guard between Picton and Harden
for about five years; I was in charge of the second division of No. 22 up goods on Saturday morning; I took charge at
Harden; the watch I am supplied with is a very good one; we left Harden at 10-45 ; I compared with the driver and Harden
clock before leaving; I agreed with the driver, but there was a difference of a minute or a minute and a half—I forget which
way—between my watch and the clock ; we reached Gunning at 4-15, and left at 4-45; I did not see the staff or staff ticket
given to the driver; I gave the signal to the driver to start; I gave it him three times, once out of the van, which he did not
see; finally I had to get out of the brake to give him the signal, as the wool prevented his seeing it; the station-master drew
my attention to the fact that he could not see my signal; I booked the time directly after I gave him the first green light; we
had very good steady travelling between Gunning and the tanks; at the top of the bank I had my brake, as is usual, hard on ;
when about 300 yards from the signal the driver whistled for brakes ; I knew I could not put it harder on than I had it, so I
called to a man named Kundson, who was in the brake, to come and give me a hand with it; my wheels were not skidding;
he gave me a hand, and we got a few more turns out of the wheel; we were just inside the signal, which I did not see, when
he whistled again (two pops) and then before he got to the bridge he whistled again; meantime Kundson and I were hanging
on to the brake ; I said, “Hang on, we are in for a smash;” just afterwards the collision happened; I jumped out of my
brake and looked at the signal-lever, and it was down, or showing clear ; the signal-lever was between my brake-van and the
first truck ; this was after we came to a stand; I ran forward and saw two men under the bridge on the ground, and two
others in the brake-van of the train in front in a corner, under the iron plates ; Kundson, Walton, and I released them; I got
a couple of buckets of water for them and then I ran away to protect my train from the express which was to follow /it was
5-5 when we struck, as I looked at my watch when I was running towards the engine ; Hutchison the fireman went back with
me; I planted some fog signals at the usual distances; I left the fireman with a red flag, about 200 yards outside the signal;
the other man—fettler Hodges—went on to Gunning with a red flag which I gave him out of my pocket • after that 1
returned and got some lotion from Benfield the pumper, with which I rubbed the limbs of some of the injured men; Benfield
had the lotion ready; I am not a member of the Ambulance Corps, but I have bad some lessons; the application seemed to
be very acceptable to all who had the benefit of it; I saw driver Hill, and he helped me to get the buckets of water ; he told
me he had sent the fireman back, but I told him I knew all about that, as I had been with him and left him with a red flag ;
the collision first took place at a spot a little on the Goulburn side of the middle of the bridge ; after the collision, when mv
engine had come to a stand it and the brake-van into which it had run stood just at the Goulburn end of the viaduct; to the
brake-van was attached a sheep-truck or two; then I remember another lying between this and the tanks; there were ten
ahead of the platform,—seven in pretty good order, and the three others were more or less injured.
E. W. DAYIES.
' . / T°Mr. Vernon : George Benfield, pumper at the Fish Eiver As I was in bed on Saturday morning I heard Driver
Hill s whistle for the guard s brakes; I heard it, I think, twice at any rate, which made me jump up and go to the window
just in time to see the collision take place; I saw the sheep-vans moving forward from the effect of the blow, and tumbling
over, and the sheep_ escaping; I slipped my clothes on and went out; the position where the blow was first given was about
the middle of the bridge; I rendered wbat assistance I could taking the ladies and children up to the house and supplied some
lotion, which I had in order to relieve pain; no damage was sustained to the pumping gear in any way; just as 1 got up to
the window Chandler put on steam, making the engine slip violently; after the concussion I saw Chandler’s engine and train
moving away, and when I got outside ten vehicles were standing about 20 yards clear of the Goulburn end of the platform ;
the brakes had been put down and the engine had gone away to Bredalbane ; I noticed there were two waggons attached to
the van, and the other two were opposite the platform somewhere near the waiting room.
To

n
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To Mr. Midelton: I heard the second division coming down the hill, and from the driver’s repeated whistles I knew
he was in trouble, which made me jump up immediately, which made me just in time to see the blow and the trains spread ;
I did not see Chandler arrive at the tanks, but I was awake and the impression upon my mind is that he must have been there
from five to seven minutes ; before I heard Driver Hill’s whistling I remember thinking to myself that Chandler was there
longer than usual; before taking charge of the pumps I had twenty-eight years’ experience on the foot-plate on the Midland,
twenty-one of which was as driver, two years as deputy foreman, locomotive sheds, Derby ; I had to surrender this position of
driver on account of suffering from bronchitis. .
iGEOEGE BENFIELD.
To Mr. Vernon : Isaac Davies, ganger :—I reside about 100 yards from the Goulburn end of the Fish Eiver platform ■
I was at home, and up, on Saturday morning last, when the collision took place ; I saw nothing before I heard the crash, on
hearing this I ran out; saw the sheep tumbling about, and the driver of the first division of the train steaming in the
direction of my house, which he passed with vehicles (sheep vans) attached, and he came to a stand about 50 yards this,
Goulburn, side of my house j I subsequently met driver Hill, who wanted me to go ■ for a doctor at once; I went then to
where some of my gang were living, and sent off a man to Gunning accordingly ; I then returned and rendered what assist
ance I could at the scene of the accident.
•
'
.
ISAAC DAYIES.
To Mr. Vernon: -Charles Stanqer, locomotive inspector :—I am aware of the signals at Fish Eiver, provided for the
protection of the tanks; they have been in operation about a fortnight; I was instructed by circular from running foreman,
Sydney, respecting these signals being brought into use; we have what we call a signal notice book, in which all such notices
are pasted, the book being kept in the shed-inspector’s office, with the appearance book, for the information of drivers, who
sign the took in the case of every circular received; I was on the site of the accident about two and a half hours after it
occurred, and the rough sketch prepared by Mr. Lougbrey is, I think, fairly correct.
,
C. H. STANGEE. •
With regard to the two trains concerned1 in the accident, the first train was provided with engine steam-brake, tender
hand-brake, and brake-van hand-brake, all in good order ; the weight of engine and tender was 52 tons, and the weight of
the brake-van was 12 tons; I consider brake-power was ample' to secure safety in working ; the second train had the same
amount of brake power, and engine, tender, and brake-van were of corresponding weights.
'
1
‘
'
C. H. STANGEE.
To Mr. Vernon: Alexander Crawford, traffic inspector: —I received notice from the Traffic Manager on the 13th
instant of the erection of the signals at Fish Eiver; it is our custom to paste all such notices in the Guards’ Order Book, and get
the guards to sign them ; this was done in the present instance, and I hold the signatures of both guards for the circular in
question ; the circular does not prescribe the exact manner in which the signals are to be worked, but in previous cases such
as, for instance, those at Picton Lakes and Wingecarribee, entered in the Guards’ Order Book on 11th October, such instruc
tions do appear and are signed for by the same guards ; it w’as perfectly understood by the guards that it was their duty to
work them.
ALEX. CEAWFOED.
(B.)

.

.

Fish Eiveb Accident. '
Signals erected at Fish Eiver Tank—160 m. 77 c. south—to be brought into use on Monday, 15th instant.
,
The following is a description of the new signals erected for the protection of trains taking water at Fish Eiver Tank, which
will be brought into use at noon on Monday, the 15th instant:—
Down distant is a signal 28 feet in height erected on down side of line 846 yards from lever and 946 yards from tank.
Lever working this signal is fixed on up side of line 100 yards from tank.
p
Dp distant is a signal 22 feet in height erected on up side of line 611 yards from lever and 743 yards from tank.
Lever working this signal is fixed on up side of line (at the down end of bridge) 132 yards from tank.
These signals work to “Danger” and “All Clear” only.
. Acknowledge receipt at once.
,
.
W. V. EEAD,
Traffic Manager.

Board’s decision.
The Board of Commissioners, having had the Beport of the officers appointed to inquire into the cause of

the collision which took place at Eish Biver on the 27th ultimo under consideration, direct as follows:—
1. That G-uard Evans he disrated from the position of guard for his manifest neglect of duty.
2. That home as well as distant signals are to be erected, and the latter placed at least 1,000 yards
1 back from the tanks.
3. That signalmen be appointed to attend to these signals. The question of signalmen attending to
the pump to be taken into consideration by Traffic Manager and Locomotive Engineer.
D. VEBNON, 10/11/88.,
' Traffic Manager, Engineer Existing Lines, and Locomotive Engineer will please note and return.

[Two plans.]
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RETURN to an Order of tlie Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated 5tli October, 1887, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—
'
•
■
“ Copies of all correspondence, minutes, reports of officials, &c., in reference
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•
{Mr. Day, for Mr, McMhone.)

■

NO.

‘

*
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RAILWAY ACCIDENT AT PETERSHAM BRIDGE.
.
No. 1.
'
Telegram from The Station-master, Sydney, to The Commissioner for Railways.
Down express goods, wMch left here at 4'40 a.m. to-day, lias been wrecked at Petersham viaduct. A
steel axle of one of the trucks broke just before reaching the place named and caused about eleven trucks
and a carriage of the latter portion of the train to be thrown off the road and over the viaduct. The
engine and three or four trucks of the fore part of the train, as well as the two brake-vans at the rear,
remained on the road, but the latter and most of the trucks and contents together with the carriage have
been burnt by a fire that broke out amongst them shortly afterwards. The timber work of the bridge,
too, has been damaged by fire, but not seriously. No one injured. Traffic at present is being conducted
over the uji road between A shfield and Petersham, but both roads were blocked for some time.
'
'
'
P.J., 9/8/87.

-

No. 2/
•
Report by Driver Matthews.

At P40 a.m. I left Sydney with this train, which consisted of seventeen loaded waggons, one
composite carriage, and two brake-vans. Nothing unusual occurred until passing over Petersham viaduct
at 4'50 a.m., when suddenly! felt a jerk from the train, and upon looking back I noticed fire coming from
underneath it.
....
I was travelling at a speed of about 25 miles an hour at the time. I immediately ivhistled for the
guard to apply his brakes, and also applied the engine-brakes and pulled up. I looked back and saw the
train was in flames.
’
I sent the fireman bn to Ashfield as quickly as possible to inform the authorities of the accident
that they might block the road.
.
■
.
When I ascertained that the road was safe I went back, when I discovered that the train had
parted at the sixth waggon from the engine..
I examined the sixth, which was a “ C ” van, No. 128, and found that the trailing wheels were
missing also that part of the train had been precipitated over the viaduct and was completely wrecked.
The only way that I can account for this disaster is that an axle of one of the W'aggons must have
broken, and that some combustibles in the train had ignited by the concussion. Fortunately no persons
were injured by this accident.
The up and down main lines were blocked two hours and four hours and thirty minutes
respectively.
-----:—
HENEY MATTHEWS.
Assistant Locomotive Engineer.—J.O., 9/9/87. Locomotive Engineer.—G.D., 9/9/87.

-

No. 3.
The Traffic Manager’s Report.

eegeet to report that an accident of a serious nature occurred to the fast goods train this morning
between Lewisham and Summer Hill.
The train, which consisted of six C vans, ten D and one B waggon, one carriage, and two goods
‘ brake-vans, left Kedfern at time-table time, 4'40 a.m. When passing Lewisham platform the axle under
C van, No. 128, appearb to have broken close in to the wheel, which was found a few yards away. The
couplings, however, appear to have held the train together until it got within a few yards of the viaduct,
where there is every indication that the couplings gave way in several portions of the train, for the
engine, with the first six vehicles (including the one with the broken axle), passed safely over the bridge,
while three vehicles in the middle of the train toppled over the embankment at the Sydney end of the
viaduct, and all the remainder of the train fell over the bridge near the southern end.
•
. To add to the severity of the accident the train caught fire, and seven D waggons, one B waggon,
and two brake-vans, with their contents, were demolished and consumed. The carriage was also com
pletely destroyed, but strangely enough its only occupant, a man, escaped unhurt, and was seen two or
three minutes afterwards clambering up the embankment with his portmanteau in his hand. He went
on to Mittagong by the 9'6 a.m. passenger train.
The two D waggons and C van which toppled over the embankment at the Sydney end of the
bridge were also pretty well ruined, and their contents to a larger extent destroyed.
The driver and guard and assistant guard heard one or two reports, and it is therefore believed that
the fire was caused by the gas in the carriage reservoir exploding ; but the whole thing occurred in such
a short space of time'that it is not possible to say with absolute certainty that that was really the cause
of the -fire. The explosion may have come from gasoline tins which were in a track. The guard says that
the first sensation he experienced was a severe humping1 of the train, which threw him amongst the news
papers'; and he had no sooner recovered his feet than another jolt pitched him out of the brake-van Upon
the bridge.
_
_
The assistant guard says that the moment he felt something was wrong he rushed to his hand
brake and put it on.
v Fortunately no one sustained any injury.
•
Tbe trucks which were smashed contained about 52 tons of general goods. Senders have been
advised of the loss.
■
In

I

3
In addition to the damage to the rolling] stock the woodwork of part of the bridge was a good
deal charred and knocked about.
.
The van with the broken axle contained 6 tons 1 cwt. 2 qr. of sugar ; and as all trucks conveyed
by the fast goods are subjected to more than ordinarily careful inspection before leaving I cannot see that
anyone is to blame, because no one could have seen any indication of the possibility of such a disaster.
‘
'
W.V.R, 9/9/87.
Memo, to the Assistant Locomotive Engineer re accident to the express goods.
Deivee Henry Matthews states that he left Sydney with the express goods train at 4'40 a.m.. to-day
(consisting of engine No. 312, 17 loaded trucks, 1 composite carriage, and 2 brake-vans). Nothing un
usual occurred until the train arrived at Petersham' viaduct at 4'50 a.m. "When the engine reached the
south end of the viaduct we felt a jerk, and on looking back saw fire flying out from underneath the train.
We whistled for the guard and applied the brakes, and on looking back a Second time saw that the train,
had parted, and that the back part was in flames. After stopping, found that six trucks were attached to
the engine, and that the last one (C. 128) had only one pair of wheels, the end of the van resting oil the
rails. The remainder of the train was very much stnashed’up, some portion having fallen over the viaduct,
and all were more or less in flames. The timber top of the viaduct was somewhat damaged by fire. The
up line however was cleared for traffic by 7T5, and the down train by 6 a.m. It appears that the
axle of a truck broke, possibly that under C. 128, near the Lewisham platform, as there were evident
traces oil the road, at this spot; and the broken wheel wras found lying close by ; the axle had broken off
close to the top of the ■wheel. The axle is a Steel one, “ Brunswick brand.” Eroin the place where the
driver first felt the jerk to the spot where the engine stopped is 230 yards. The distance from where the
wheel alluded to was lying to where the other part of the axle was found is 288 yards. The total distance
from where the axle is supposed to have broken, to the place where the engine stopped, is 615 yards. ,

Locomotive Engineer.—G.D., 9/9/87.
Forwarded for the information of the Commissioner.
Mr. Braid’s report shewing estimated cost of repairing damaged stock attached.—"W. Scott, 9/9/87.
.

'

.
Locomotive Engineer’s Office, Sydney, 10 September, 1887.
' Memo, to the Locomotive Engineer.
•
Herewith please find estimated cost of vehicles damaged at Petersham viaduct on the 9th inst.
:
Estimated cost, £1,600.
■
.
1 Composite carriage, totally destroyed:
.
2
Do
brake-vans,
do.
1 B truck,
do.
1 C van,
do.
.
9 D trucks, .do.
'
1 C van, damaged.
--------T. BRAID.
Seen.—"W. Scott, 10/9/87.
Commissioner.
Memorandum from The District Engineer to The Engineer for Existing Lines.
Accident to express goods at Petersham, on Friday, the 9th inst.
I have to report for your information that-an accident occuiwed at Petersham viaduct on the 9th instant,
at about 5 a.m. It appears that an axle broke between the platforms at Lewisham Station. The train,
after running about 200 yards, separated, and tbe rear portions left the rails, three trucks going down the
embankment, and the balance of the disconnected trucks proceeded to the viaduct, when all but three
went over the side, and at once took fire, the three trucks on the viaduct also taking fire.
The damage done to the road and viaduct is as follows :—About forty or fifty chains broken, four
rails badly bent, and some thirty of the main deck timbers badly charred, and the deck planting for about
a quarter of the length of the viaduct destroyed, also the iron hand-rail carried away for about half of the
length of the bridge. One of the main piers of the bridge was badly scorched by the fire, and the face of
the brickwork burnt off. Although this does not improve the appearance of the pier it does not in any
way affect its stability.
.
I have carefully examined the ironwork of the bridge, but beyond the paint being slightly blistered
in places no damage has been done.
'
W-S., 12/9/87.

No. 4.
■
Minute by The Commissioner for Railways to The Secretary for Railways.
Inquiry into accident to the express goods train at Petersham viaduct, on the morning of the’
9th September, 1887.
The cause of the accident cannot be questioned ; the evidence of the broken axle is clear and decisive oy
that point, but inquiry is desirable in the public interests in regard to the supervision exercised, the
frequent examination of axles to ascertain their soundness, the oiling -of boxes, &c.
Inquiry should also be directed into the measures taken by the Department to secure the best
axles for our rolling stock.
•
_
The report of the Board to be appointed to inquire into this matter should be accompanied by a
return showing the number of axles which have broken on our Railways during the last five years, the
cause of breakage, the material used, the name of the maker, the number of axles of that particular make
in use, and the measures taken by the Department to reduce accidents arising from defective axles to a
minimum. .
The
■

n
i

4

■

_
The Board should also inquire into the origin of the fire which broke out at the time of the
- accident and destroyed the goods carried by the train, and a portion of the wood work of the viaduct.
I would suggest, for the consideration of the Minister, that the Board of Inquiry should consist
of gentlemen unconnected with the Railway Department, to give assurance to the public that the investi
gation will he freed from the suspicion of being influenced by esprit de corps.
.
"
In this respect the inquiry will be on a parallel with those conducted by the Engineer Officers of
- the Board of Trade, into accidents which occur on English railway lines.
Cir.A.Gr.,
The Minister.
'------------------10/9/87.
Minute of The Secretary for Public Works.
Ask the Treasurer if Mr. Cruickshank wrould be permitted to perform this duty.
'
I should be glad if this were done as soon as possible, and a diagram made of axle showing
fracture.
.
----- —
‘
J.S., 12/9/87'. °
/
_ Write to E.S. Treasury.—Cn.A.Gr., 12/9/87.
Ask Mr. Scott for diagram.
Make personal
inquiry at Treasury.—Ch.A.G-., 20/9/87.
The Colonial Treasurer has no objection to offer to the
appointment of Mr. Cruickshank, but it is necessary to obtain the assent of the Marine Board. This has
been asked for, and a reply will be sent to our letter to-day.—D.C.McL., 21/9/87.
'

.
No. 5.
.
Tlie Commissioner for Railways to The Under Secretary for /Finance and Trade.
Sir,
.
.
_
Department of Railways, Sydney, 13 September, 1887.
_ _
In connection with the recent accident to the express goods train at Petersham viaduct,
it is deemed desirable that an independent inquiry should be made; and I am desired by Mr. Secretary
Sutherland to ask if the Honorable the Colonial Treasurer has any objection to the appointment of
Mr. Cruickshank, of your Department, to undertake this duty.
’
•
I have. &c.,
CH. A. GOODCHAP,
Commissioner for Railways.
Sir,
The Treasury, Hew South Wales, Sydney, 2L September, 1887.
t
I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of the 13th instant, 87-3,811, and.to inform you,
in reply, that the Colonial Treasurer has no objection to the appointment of Mr. William Cruickshank as
a member of the proposed Board to inquire into the recent accident to the express goods train at Peter
sham viaduct.
1
I am to add that as Mr. Cruickshank is very much engaged with his duties under the Marine
Board Department, the President (Captain Hixson) requests that the time during which hie may be
employed in the duty above referred to may be limited as much as possible.
.
.
The Commissioner for Railways.
I have, Ac.,
^^
--------G. EAGAR.
_
_ Please prepare letter to Mr. Cruickshank (for the signature of the Minister), appointing him to
inquire into the cause of the accident, to call for witnesses and papers, and to report the result of his
investigation. Instruct all officers concerned.—Ch.A.G., 24/9/87.
Attended to, 26/9/87.

/

No. 0.
•
The Secretary for Public Worts to W. Cruickshanik, Esq.

,

.

Sir,
_
Department of Railways, 26 September, 1887.
_
With reference to the accident which happened to the express goods train at Petersham
viaduct on the morning of the 9th instant, I have the honor to inform you that it is considered desirable
that the cause of this mishap should be inquired into by some one unconnected with the Department) and
with, the concurrence of the Honorable the Colonial Treasurer, I hereby appoint you to conduct the
inquiry and report to me the result of your investigation. You are empowered to call for witnesses and
any papers which you may deem necessary ; and the officers of the Department have b.een directed to
afford you every assistance. '
'
I have, &c.,
.
'
JOHN SUTHERLAND,
_
.
Secretary for Public Works.

.
No. 7. .
(
Report by The Chief Engineer Surveyor, Marine Board, to The Secretary for Public
'
Works.
_
Marine Board Office, Engineer Surveyor’s Department,
Sir,
.
Sydney, 24 October, 1887.
.
In accordance with your instructions, I have the honor to submit the following, relating to
the accident which happened to the express goods train on the 9th of September, 1887 :—■
. .
.
Have carefully, and personally examined both officers and men who were likely to give such
information as would assist me in coming to some definite conclusion. (Evidence attached.)
.
All the evidence taken goes to prove—-and prove very conclusively—that the primary cause of the
accident was the breaking of the axle under No. 128 C van.
,
This axle (made of Brunswick steel) shows a true flaw, equal in extent to about 25 per cent, of
the entire sectional area.
...
• ..
The grain of the steel where the break took place (both ends) is very coarse, and, judging from its
appearance, looked more like bad east-iron than anything else.
.
, .
It has been running seven years, being branded August, 1880.
Acting

Acting.up to'the letter of.my instructions—that tho inquiry was to he conducted entirely outside
the Department—and to thoroughly satisfy myself as to the true nature of the material, I took the axle
.away, and gave Mort’s Dock the necessary directions to prepare suitable “ test pieces,” cut from various
parts, and which were all carefully tested by Professor Warren in my presence at the Sydney University.
(See tables and particulars of tests attached.)
.
.
.
,
,
The results of the tests clearly prove the material to be neither harmonious nor homogeneous—some
parts hard, others soft; .some extending 5, others 15 per cent., others nil; in fact, everything connected
with the experiments clearly shows the material to be unreliable, unworthy of confidence, and certainly
unfit for the work intended.
.
'
:
This is prominently seen in comparing the breaking strain of two pieces cut from the same axle,
where one broke at 36'5 tons, while the other (they were only separated by 1/S") stood d5'3 tons,
representing a difference of over 9 tons in the same bar.
'
.
:
Again, in noting the stretching or extension of the specimens, their behaviour is anything but
satisfactory. Two strips were prepared from the “ flawed ” end of the axle (the piece that was in the
wheel boss); one was tested just as'it was, the_other, annealed and cooled in ashes.
', ,
The breaking strain of the first, marked A, was 82,000 lbs., equal to 36'6 tons ; the contraction of
area, 3'7 per cent.; and the extension in 10 inches, 5'6 per cent. The other, marked A1, stood 89,000 lbs.,
equal to 39'7 tons contraction of area, 19’4 per cent.; extension, 14'5 per cent.
Two similar specimens were taken from opposite end of axle (the piece in wheel boss), one tested
as it was, the other annealed in ashes.
The'first, marked B, stood a strain of 101,500 lbs., equal to 45’3 tons, the contraction and extension
being 8'S and 9'6 per cent, respectively. The other, marked Bl, went at 100,000 lbs., equal to 44'G tons ;
contracted, 11'7 per cent., and extended, 11 per cent..
"
. Dour other strips were cut from the body of the axle; two were annealed in ashes and two in
water, but all the results obtained are bad, being most irregular and uncertain.
I also tested two strips prepared from a Tickers’ steel axle which broke under a D waggon, No.
2,454, at Lapstone, on 10/8/87.
•
. '
.
■
The results.obtained in this case show a most decided superiority over the Brunswick steel. The
breaking strain was 30 8 and 31'2 tons respectively ; the contraction of area in both cases, 49'6 per cent.,
and the extension, 25'5 and 21'2 per cent.
'
'
. ■
As regards suitability, this test is almost perfect, the behaviour of the material being prefeisely the
same as what is expected and insisted upon by the Board of Trade, Lloyds, and the Marine Board, in all
steel plates intended for the manufacture of high-pressure boilers.
_
. It appears that Sir John Bowler’s limit of tensional strength for steel axles is from 27 to 30 tons
per square inch ; anything over that would, or at all events,, should, be rejected, being far too hard and
brittle for the work. . How it comes that the Brunswick axle went up to 45 tons is not easily explained.
Of course this may be an exceptional case, but it may not; and I think the chances, are they will be found
far too hard to be trusted.
..
.
• . '
.
'
‘ ■
Again the design of this axle is very faulty, so is “ Taylor’s,” both having a square cut shoulder
close to the wheel boss. Why this is so nobody seems to be able to explain, but everybody agrees it is a
bad thing, and the principal cause of all the trouble.
.
.
•
There is no necessity or advantage in making an axle this way—on the contrary it simply amounts,
in my opinion, to a premium to make it break, as it is in very much the same condition as a bar of iron
which a blacksmith nicks on his anvil before he attempts to break it.
.
'
On the Home and Continental lines axles made in this fashion receive due consideration ; they are
not allowed to carry the same weight as others of superior design, although of the same material and
dimensions ; and on the Herman and other lines a very considerable reduction in the weight carried is
made, viz., 25 per cent, for iron, and 33 per cent, for steel. This shows that steel, when shouldered, is
more treacherous than iron— a lesson they have no doubt learnt from experience.
According to evidence the number of axles of the Brunswick brand now' in use is 395, and I
certainly think it highly desirable that although it is just possible this particular axle may be the only
bad one amongst the lot, still there is every reason for testing some of the others—the results of which
may or may not justify condemnation.
'
• The measures taken by the Locomotive Engineer to remedy and rectify the faults in constructive
design are at once sensible and commendable; they have been materially increased in size, have no
shoulders at all, no keys or key-ways, and from a personal practical examination of the axles recently
fitted they are entitled to all confidence, provided they are made of the best and most reliable material.
There are 16,000 axles in the service, and twenty-three have broken (when running) during the
last five years. . The cause of breakage is as follows:—17 by flaws, 4 by collisions, and 2 through the
breaking of other axles.
.
As to the materia], 19 were made by Taylor (of iron), 2 of Tickers’ steel, 1 of Brunswick steel,
and 1 by Cooper & Co.., of Leeds.
■
.
Erom the above it appears the average breakage in five years is about 1 in 700; and as 19 out of
the 23 were “ flawed,” it is very clear that if soundness of material w'ere possible, a broken axle would be
a novelty, or at all events the danger of such would be reduced to the lowest .possible minimum.
'
Bespecting the most suitable material, the evidence is exceptionally strong and quite unanimous as
to the superiority of Tickers’ steel. This is specially.so from the men who work it, both at the forge and
lathe. They describe it as being by far the best and most reliable steel—a material in which they have
the most perfect confidence, and which they all recommend should be used,-even if the Department have
to pay a higher price for it. This opinion is the outcome of a large experience, and is certainly entitled
to due consideration, besides being fully borne out by the tests.
, •
In answer to inquiries as to what means were adopted to ascertain the work done or the mileage
run by any axle, I find there is none; and the opinion is general, that it is scarcely possible to do it. ■ This
maybe so, and no doubt would entail some difficulty and trouble; but it is very necessary, and if attention
were specially directed to it some feasible plan might be proposed by those who are thoroughly conversant
with this particular branch, as I understand the mileage run by'the “ goods” is checked on the European
lines.
.
' _
•
....
The system of “ numbering,” which has'only been introduced since April, 1886, gives the officers a
good idea of the what, when, and wffiere of the repairs done, but it does not go far enough,-and can give
no definite idea of the actual work done by any axle or wheel.
Bespecting

6
Respecting the instructions given to the various officers as to the examination of axles, &c., the
.evidence is very satisfactory; every possible care seems to be taken to prevent any defective material
being used, and none of those examined had any suggestions to offer which in their opinion would have,
any tendency to improve the method of inspection.
.
.
I note, however, that as regards annealing, the instructions given are confined to iron axles only
(Taylor’s) ; this, in my opinion, is a mistake—it is quite as necessary—in fact, more so—to anneal the
steel axles, and it is very desirable that some practical experiments should be made to determine two
things :—1. The best method of annealing. 2. The effect of annealing on the steel.
I would mention that in working steel plates for general purposes, and especially boiler work,
annealing is one of the principal items, about which we are very particular, and which in all cases (when
carefully and properly done) has a most beneficial effect in restoring the original ductility of the material,
which is always disturbed and injured by punching, flanging, or continuous working.
Returning now to the express goods train, I find it commenced to run in May of the present year.
Its speed is practically the same as the mail, and its average weight about double ; the approximate
weights are 100 tons and 200 tons respectively. At first it -consisted of twenty-five vehicles, but it could
not keep time, and the number was reduced to twenty. The brake-power, at first, consisted of engine and
tender fitted with air-brake, also one brake-van with hand-brake, just the same as the ordinary goods,
running about half the speed, and it was left to the engine-driver and guard to find out that the brake
power was insufficient, as in their evidence they distinctly state “ that when, the signals were against them
. they were unable to control the train.”
,
.
.
In answer to my inquiry “if there was any rule or regulation in the Department for getting out
the brake-power in proportion to the speed and weight of any train ? ” I received the following:—“ The
brake-power of any vehicle must not exceed the weight of itself when empty.” This is not a satisfactory
reply, as there is no mention made of the weight or speed, nor the slightest reference to the road being
level or having steep grades, &c.
Again, to the question, “ Who is the officer that determines the amount of brake-power that has to
be put on any particular train ? ” The answer was, “ It is the duty of the station-master, and, of course,
of engine-drivers and guards, to point out if they should consider the hrake-power insufficient'’ (The Italics
are mine.)
It is scarcely credible that the determining of the brake-power in any train, and especially in. this,
should be left to the consideration of the engine-driver and guard, and Yet the evidence is very conclusive
on that point.
On the morning of the accident, the weight of the train was 192 tons, exclusive of engine and
tender. The. weight of the mail train on the same date was ICO tons, so that here is a train nearly double
the weight of the mail, running at the same speed, and its insufficiency of brake-power is only found out
after the engine-driver and guard report “ they can’t control the train.”
I must respectively submit that this system (if it can be called so) is simply dangerous, and
certainly not conducive to public confidence, for it is not only possible but very probable that in exceptional
cases like this, the insufficiency of. brake-power would only be discovered after a serious accident.
It is therefore highly desirable that some engineer possessing tbe necessary theoretical and practical
knowledge—one who is thoroughly acquainted with the New South Wales lines—should be instructed to
prepare suitable tables for the standard regulation of the brake-power, in which the weight, speed, and
road would be duly considered. This would be a guide for all station-masters and guards, and would
certainly commend itself as being immeasurably superior to the present method.
'
Regarding the amount of damage done to the train on the 9th September, the evidence is most
conclusive that if it had been fitted with an automatic brake, the injury sustained would, in all probability,
have been confined to the broken axle, and also that when the train parted the brakes would have gone oh
and prevented the trucks from going over the embankment and bridge.
.
.
In this I concur- -also in the opinion expressed by all capable of judging—that this train should
be fitted, with a continuous automatic brake at once.
In connection with the accident, I made a. careful examination of the Petersham Bridge. The
main structure has sustained no injury whatever, all the damage being confined to the charring of sleepers,
decking, hand-rails, &c., which have been efficiently repaired.
.
Respecting the fire, all the evidence taken is mere assumption and conjecture, its true origin will,
so far as I can judge, always remain unexplained..
_
In conclusion I beg to acknowledge with thanks the kindness and courtesy of the officers Who
assisted me in every possible way to obtain the necessary information.
I have, &c.,

'

wm. cruickshank:, m.i.m.e.,
T ,
Chief Engineer Surveyor to Marine Board.

Explanation of Test Tables.
Nos. 1 and 2.—Cut from a Vickers’ steel axe. which broke under a D waggon, No. 2,454, at Lapstone, 10/8/87. Branded
July, 1880.
A.—Cut from “ flawed” end of axle which broke at Petersham, 9/9/87; tested as it Was. Brunswick steel. Branded,
August, 1880.
;
A1.— Cut from “ flawed” end of same axle, but annealed in ashes.
B.—Cut from opposite end of same axle, but tested as it was.
.
B1.—Cut from opposite end of same axle, but annealed in ashes.
C.—Cut from body of same axle (flawed end), and annealed in ashes.
C1 —Cut from body of same axle (flawed end), but annealed in water of 80° Fahrt.
D.-—Cut from body of same axle (opposite end), and annealed in ashes.
D1.—Cut from body of axle (opposite end), but annealed in water of 80°Fahrt.
Vickers’ specimens, 8-inch centres; all the others were 10-inch centres.

University

UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY.
Specimen of Steel tested for Mr. Cruickshank.

Test number. |

Tested October 12th, 1887.
Original dimensions.

Strain in
pounds.

Strain
in
tons.

Contracted
dimensions.

Contrac Elon
tion of gation
area 1 per
Per Per Breadth Thick Area. percent. cent.
Total.
Breadth Thick
Area.
ness.
ness.
sq. in. sq. in.

Remarks

.

|

Description.

A

49-6

25-5

•71

•71

•504

49-6

21*2

,

1-99

*484

•963

3-7

5-6

,,

=43,000 „

1-80

•448

*806

19-4

14-5

„

=37,000 „

1-90

■480

■912

69000 69000 30-8

1-00 ■ i-oo

1*00

70000 70000 31-2

2-00

•50

1-00

82000 82000 36-6

2-00

•50

TOO.

8900C 8900C 39-7

2-00

•50

1-00 101500I10150C 45*8

2*00

1-88 •470 *883
•50 1-00 looooodooooo 44-6
Nora.—Specimens A1 and B1 were annealed in ashes.

1*50

•50

•752 64000 85106 37-9

1.505

•50

•752 30000 40000 17-8

1*510

•50

•755

1-505

•50

•752 66500 88430 39'4

7
Cut from the axle
■
1
A1
y which broke on the-<
1
B
Petersham viaduct.
B> )
V

2

*504

1-00

1-00

Limit of elasticity=36,000 total.

•71

1*00

(
X

>C.ut from broken axle .. <

•71

=36,000 „

8*8

, 9'6

„

=36,000 „

11-7

11'0

„

=34,000 „

20-6

15

Tested October 18th, 1887.
A Cut from
Cl

y

Dl
D

J

the axle ^

which broke on the-<
Petersham viaduct.
■ ■

|
V

1-34

•446

Limit of elasticity = 35,000 total
,

=35,000

J>

„

=34,000 ,

„

=34,000

67000 88741 39-6
1*335

•597 |

Immeasurable.
•442

.

•590 |

21*5

15

,
,

Note.—1. C and D were annealed in ashes ; specimens Cl and D1 were annealed in hot water.
2. The total elongation measured on 10 inches in specimen Dl was not more than ^ inch.
_
•
3, The loads recorded for specimen C1 are in excess, as the steel-yard was not quite raised when the specimen fractured.
W. H. WARREN, Wh. Sc., M.I.C.E.,
Professor of Engineering,
University of Sydney.

Evidence of Mr. W. V. Bead, Traffic Manager: —
The average weight of the express goods train ? The average weight of the express goods train between
Sydney and Picton, exclusive of engine and tender, is about 180 tons. The actual weight on the day of
the accident was 192 tons.
.
_
_
The average weight of the passenger mail train running over the same ground ? The weight of the mail
train in the same section is about 100 tons.
.
_
The average speed of both ? The speed of the goods is about 26^, and the mail 27!- miles an hour.
The brake-power fitted to both ? Apart from the engine and tender, in each case, there are two brakevans (one of them loaded) on the goods, while on the mail every vehicle is braked.
A list of the combustibles which were likely to explode, or by concussion cause a fire ? There was a
large quantity of spirits, and some gasolene, kerosene, and six tin-lined cases of vestas, and some dynamite,
but there is every reason to believO that the fire was not caused either by the matches, gasolene, or dynamite.
Your opinion as to whether it is desirable or necessary to have such a train fitted with an automatic and
continuous brake ? I am decidedly of opinion that such a train as the express goods should be fitted
with a continuous and automatic brake.
_
Your opinion if this particular train had been so fitted would the damage done he confined to the breaking
of the axle, or do yon think it would have prevented the trucks from going oyer the bridge P I can hardly
say that the damage would have been solely confined to the breakage of the axle if there had been a
continuous and automatic brake throughout the train, but I quite believe it would have prevented a
number, at all events, of the trucks from falling over the bridge.
.
_
Any information you may have that would tend to assist me in forming an opinion as to the origin of the
fire ? It is impossible to say whether the fire was caused by the combustible material which was in the
trucks, or whether it was due to an explosion of gas in the carriage which was on the train. _
_
Who is the officer that determines the amount of brake-power that has to be put on any particular train.
Has it been found necessary to increase the brake-power in this express goods train since it commenced
to run? It is the duty of the station-master, and of course of engine-drivers and guards, to point out if
they should consider the brake-power insufficient. The train ran for some time with one brake-van only,
the same as other trains, but it was pointed out to me that the brake-power was insufficient, and I there
fore gave directions for another brake-van to he attached.
Evidence of Mr. Scott, Loco. Engineer:—
The number of axles which have broken on our railways during the last five years ? During the last five
years twenty-three axles have broken whilst in service.
_
The cause of breakage? Seventeen by flaws, four by collision, two by the breaking of other axles.
The material of which, they were constructed ? Two steel (Tickers & Sons), nineteen Taylor Bros.’, one
Patent Shaft and Axletree Company, and one Cooper & Co., Leeds.
_
The age and number of axles now in use by same maker as the one that broke ? We have in use 395
axles by the same makers (Patent Shaft and Axletree Company) as the one that broke. Until about three
years ago no record was kept of the service of axles.
_ _ .
The measures taken by the Department to reduce accidents arising from defective axles to a minimum ?
With regard to the measures taken by the Department to reduce to a minimum accidents arising from
defective axles, I have to state that instructions have been issued to all carriage and waggon examiners
.and lifters .that .they are held responsible forlthe “tapping” and ..proper’examination of all wheels, tires,
'
' ’ '
'
'
.
axles,
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axles,:'axle-boxes, springs, couplings, &c., and that no vehicle is to be allowed to run unless it be in a per
fectly safe condition. Instructions have also been issued to the foreman blacksmith and foreman turner,
that when wheels with iron axles are taken in for the purpose of having their tires or journals turned up,
they must be thoroughly examined, and if the journals are found to be worn i" below the original size,
or any flaw detected in the axle, it must be replaced by a new one. Iron axles when taken out must be
annealed before being put in the wheels again. All axles dated 1870, and prior to that year, to be
stopped, the wheels pressed off, and the axles thoroughly examined and annealed before being pressed on
the wheels again; auy that may be found to have the slightest defect to be replaced by new ones. In
April, 1886, instructions were issued that all axles were to be marked with a distinguishing 'number,
since which time about 3,000 have been so numbered, and a careful record kept of their service. All
keys were dispensed with in. wheels and axles ordered during and since 1880, and the wheels have been
pressed on by hydraulic power, no shoulder being allowed on the axles at the boss. Two of these have
broken—one in consequence of a flaw in the centre, and the other in the journal. In ordering wheels
and axles during and since 1883 provision has been made for increasing by f in. the diameter in the
wheel-seat and journal respectively, and by | in. in the centre of the axle. ‘ Up to date none of these
have broken.
.
The total number of axles in the service, and the means adopted (if any) of ascertaining the amount of
work they do, and the mileage run—how often you lift and examine them ? We have about 16,000 axles
in service, and a record is now kept of when they were placed under vehicles, &c. The axles are not
allowed to run for a longer period than two years before they are lifted and thoroughly examined.
•
The speed of this particular train as compared with the mail, its average weight and its brake-power? The
average speed of the express goods train is 24'6 miles per hour, and that of the mail train 25'6. Average
weight of express goods is, including engine and tender (say) 250 tons; its brake power amounts to 80 tons,
in addition to which hand-brakes are fitted to each truck, which can be utilized if necessary.
'
Do you consider it is a desirable thing, or is it safe, to run this express heavy goods train (say) at 40 miles
per hour, without being fitted with an automatic brake ? I do not consider it desirable to run heavy
goods trains at excessive speed without the assistance of an automatic brake.
1’rom your knowledge of all the circumstances in connection with this mishap, do you think it would have
been prevented if it had been fitted with the vacuum or Wcstinghouse brakes ? I am not of opinion
that the accident would have been prevented had the train been fitted with the vacuum or Westinghouse
brakes, but think that the subsequent results might have been minimised had either been available.
As it is considered desirable to have the broken axle tested in various ways, will you kindly forward
same to Mort’s dock (the middle part and-the twm ends), as I prefer conducting the tests myself ?. I
have forwarded the broken axles to Mort’s Dock and Engineering Company, as requested.
Are you quite satisfied it was the breaking of the axle that was the primary cause of the accident, or
do you think it possible or probable of its being due to an explosion first, the breaking of the axle
following as a natural consequence ? In my opinion the primary cause of the accident was due to the
breakage of the axle.
'
■
Any other.information you may have which would tend to assist me in this inquiry ? I am not in
possession of any fresh information.
'
- .
AV hat is the age of the axle that broke? The age of the broken axle is seven years, being branded August
1880. [Photograph herewith']. '
• '
.
fa
’
Who is the officer that determines the necessary amount of brake power in any train ? The requisite
brake-power in any train is decided by the Traffic branch.
'
Is 1 here any rule or regulation in the Department for getting out the brake-power, in proportion to the
speed and weight of the train ? Hide for brake-power is, that the brake-power of every vehicle must not
exceed the weight of itself empty.
•
What is, in your opinion, the safe load that could be put on each wheel of auy goods truck ? The safe
load that could-be put on each wheel of any goods truck is as follows
iron axles, with 3J'' journals and
4F diameter iu nave, can have 2|- tons gross weight per wheel; steel axles, with 4" journals and G"
diameter in nave, can have 4 tons gross weight per wheel. [See also lists attached.]
'
Have you any regulation limiting the -weight on each wheel ? Regulations limiting weight on each wheel,
-weight of a waggon, and carrying capacity, are printed on its side.
AVI hat is the staudard practice in the old country, and in other Colonies, respecting the weight allowed on
each wheel of a goods truck? The accompanying list shows the standard Continental practice on both State
and. private railways, and is made obligatory for all new rolling stock. The- weights and dimensions are
similar in English practice.
■
■
Axles with journal centres not exceeding 6 ft. 6 in. must have the following dimensions at journal, and
in the nave carry the undermentioned maximum gross loads per axle.
'
Maximum.
Minimum diameter
of journal.

Minimum diameter
in the nave. '

For Goods Stock and
^

Tenders.

Steel axles.
mm.
62
66
VO

inches.
2*

H

74,

3
1

82
86.
■ ■ 90 '
■
94'
- 98

3i
- 3i
■
-3f

mm.
100
105
110
115
120
125
130
135
140
- 145 -

inches.
4

4-fu
4£
4f
5

siA
5#

5i
■ H

tons.
4-3
50
5-8
6-6
75
8-5
9-0
10-7
-120
13-2

Iron axles.
tons.
36
4-2
4-81
5*5
6'25
11
80
8-9
10-0
-110

Gross Loads.
For Passenger Stock.
Steel axles.
tons.
3-41
4-00
4-64
5-28
000
68
7-68
8-56
9-6
10-56 -

Remark

Iron axles.
tons.
2-S8
3 36
3-87
44
5 00
5-68
64
712
'800
8-8 •

Standard Continental practice on both
State railways and private railways.
The axles to be of best materiaCof
their respective hinds, and of proper
design, otherwise the loads must he
decreased.
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Evidence of Mr. Shellshear, District Eugineer.
Tour opinion on tlie primary cause.of the accident? I am of opinion that the primary cause of the
accident was the breaking of an axle, which threw the rear trucks off the rails.
.
Any information you may have relating to the origin of the fire ? I can give ho information on this
point beyond the fact that there was a large amount of combustible matter in the train, which was.
probably ignited either by the concussion or perhaps from direct contact with the train lamps.
■
The difference in speed between this particular train, the mail, and an ordinary goods train ? This train
is timed to run at practically the same speed as the mail train, and about twice the speed of an ordinary
goods train ?
,
What, in your opinion, is a safe load on the wheel of a goods truck running (say) at 30 miles per hour ?
This depends very much on the design of wheel and axle, and would vary from 5 to 10 tons per . axle,
according to design. .
■ ,
In standard practice what is the maximum load allowed on each wheel ? lam not aware of any standard
practice limiting the maximum load, except in the case of locomotive axles, the greatest weight on which
should not exceed 15 tons, with our weight of permanent way. Eor other stock this
is only.,
approached in special cases, but for ordinary waggon axles the limit ranges between 5 an^| ifops, as, a
general rule.
” '•
What is the standard weight in other Colonies and Countries ? The average weight in England on waggp.n
stock is about 7 tons on an axle, but it varies from about 5 tons a minimum to 8 tons for a maximum'in
the case of loaded trucks.
_
_
_
_
..
Do'you think it safe to run this express goods train without a continuous automatic brake ? I do not
consider it safe to run any train at the speed the express mixed train is timed to run, unless it is fitted i
with a continuous automatic brake, the same as our other passenger trains.
.
■
Had the train been so fitted would the damage have been confined to the broken axle, and would the
brake have prevented the trucks from going over the embankment ? I am of opinion that if the, train
had been fitted with the automatic brake, the same as other passenger trains, the damage done by the
broken axle would have been greatly reduced, and that the train would have been pulled up beforgfhe
trucks reached the bridge, and that they would probably not have gone over the embankment.
" • ,
Who is the officer who determines the amount of brake-power required for any train ? I presume this
matter rests with the Traffic Manager and Locomotive Engineer.
_
Is there any recognized rule or regulation by which the brake-power is in proportion to the weight and
speed of train ? lam not aware of any such rule in the Department.
,
Can you suggest anything having a tendency to increase the safety of this train ? The safety of this train
would be greatly increased if it were fitted with the continuous automatic brake, the same as the other
passenger trains.
'
'
Evidence of Mr. Pratt, Eoreman of Turning Shop :—•
Had many years experience in the examination and repairing of axles and wheels.
'
Has strict instructions from Mr. Scott to exercise the greatest care and caution when inspecting them,,
and if the slightest doubt exists as to their suitability or safety, to reject them'.
Has no reliable means of knowing what amount of work or mileage any axle has done.
Since the 1st of April, 1886, a system of numbering has been established by means of which they could
tell how, when, and where any axle or wheel was repaired. The number of axles and wheels numbered
up to date is not more than 3,000 to 4,000—about 25 per cent, of the entire stock. This was done at
Mr. Scott’s suggestion, and thinks it a very sensible and necessary thing to do.
The original finished size of the axle journals is 3i inches. Have instructions when they are worn down
to- 3i inches to discard them.
'
The wear which takes place in the axles is almost always due to the “ heating”' of the journals, and but
for that the axles run for years and give no trouble.
Cause of heating due principally to want of lubrication, dirt, &c.
Axles made and supplied by different makers used in the Department are—
Vickers’—Of steel.
Cooper’s—Steel.
'
Taylor’s—Double fagoted, all iron.
Brunswick steel—(the one that broke).
Brown, Bailey, & Dixson—Steel.
•
Have no hesitation in stating that Vickers’ steel axles are the best suited for the work. Have more
confidence in them than any other. ’
^
' .
Many of the axles—Taylor’s and the Brunswick—have a square shoulder cut in close to wheel boss ;
thinks it a bad plan, and has had instructions during the last four or five years to turn and round the
shoulders off. They stand much better since. These instructions apply to iron axles only (Taylor’s).
No.orders to turn the shoulders off steel axles, but thinks it would be a decided improvement if all the
axles were served in the same way.
. •
Does not think cutting key-ways in axles hurts them much; never saw any break through the key-way;
but the most recent axles are forced on by hydraulic pressure, and have no keys or shoulders; they
seldom or never come loose.
.
_
• _
■
Considers the present method of examination the best possible, and can suggest no improvement.

Note.—Asked Mr. Pratt to make out a written statement, giving a practical description of his examination.

Memorandum to W. Cruickshank, Esq., Engineer.
gjrj

Eveleigh Station, 6 October, 1887.
I beg to report to you as per request re instructions given me by the Loco. Engineer as regards wheels and axles
under my immediate supervision ; the instructions are as follows :—
'
' _
■
'
To examine every wheel and axle now running on our lines as they come through the turning-shop for repairs, &o,
If found to be worn small, or cut below the size stated to run, to have them taken put and replaced with new axles, and
not to allow any doubt to exist whatever.
•
.
.. , The stated size to run waggon wheels, 74 journals, is 3J" and no less,
Carriage axles, 8 in. journals, 2J" and no less,
Further
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Further examinations are as follows :—
..
When bent axles come in (iron do) we take them out, and if not bent badly we anneal them, put them through the.
furnace until dark hot, afterwards place them in ashes and let them remain until cool; after they are cold they go to the
lathe* and are strung up and sounded ; if the sound is good we turn back the shoulders and leave a good fillet, so that in
the future we can more easily detect any flaw there may be in the shoulders or elsewhere.
The. axles are thoroughly examined as regards tlie fillet of the same after they come out of the furnace.
I might state there are no new axles put in with square shoulders ; all axles are left with long round fillets.
,, I may further state that all axles and wheels froni April 1st, 1886, up to the present, have been numbered, and will
continue to be so until the whole are numbered—some 15,000 pairs up to date running.
I may also remark that I am very particular in examining all wheels and axles,' as I consider the wheels and axles
are one of the most important items on a railway.
'
WM. PRATT.

Evidence of Mr. Braid, Carriage Superintendent.
.
Had considerable experience in tbe examination of rolling stock ; pays particular attention td axles and
wheels, and in all cases, if there is the slightest sign or indication of a flaw of defect, they are invariably
condemned.
Hoes not know who the officer is wdio determines the amount of brake-power for this Or any other train.
Is decidedly of opinion this train should be fitted with a continuous brake; thinks it is scarcely safe to run
at the speed without it.
0f opinion that the damage done would in all probability have been confined to the broken axle, and is
almost sure the trucks would not have gone over the bridge, if an automatic brake had been fitted.
'
Believes the desirability of having this train fitted with a continuous brake has been represented to the
Minister.
Can suggest no improvement in the method of inspection ; only as the work is increasing two more men
ar§ required, as the present staff have rather too much to do.
,
In two and a quarter years four (4) axles have broken ; one of Tickers’ broke in the journal, the other
three close to wheel boss—don’t remember the brands.
Thinks the square shoulder is very bad ; it practically nicks the axle ; present, that is recent, axles, are
made much stronger, and are put on by hydraulic pressure, without keys or shoulders.
Considers this a great improvement; have had no broken axles since this system was adopted.
Has no doubt it was the axle which broke first; nothing to lead anyone to assume or believe an explosion
took place' first.
There was. a considerable amount of combustible goods in the train.
■
Evidence of Mr. Lennox, Eoreman Blacksmith:—
Had a large and varied experience in the handling, repairing, and annealing of axles (14 years).
The annealing is done by heating them in a slow furnace to a dark red, covering them with ashes, and
allowing them to cool.
Has no other guide but the1 eye in heating them; believes this annealing restores the original structure of
the material.
.
With continuous hard running and vibrations the axles become crystallized in places only—some parts
are hard and brittle, other parts remain soft and ductile; but when properly annealed, the harmony of
the particles is brought back to its original form.
Thinks the plan of annealing the best known. Did not know the method adopted by the Board of Trade
and Lloyd’s was to heat the steel chefry-red and cool it out iu water, whose temperature was 80° Eah.
Vickers’ steel is by far the best supplied to the Department, and is best suited for Our work. The most
reliable material he has overworked; you can depend on it.
,
Would always have Vickers’ steel, even if he paid more money ; it would be the cheapest in the end.
Large percentage of broken axles always go close to wheel-boss; the square sharp shoulder nicks the
axle in a somewhat similar fashion to what a smith does when he nicks an iron bar to break it.
Thinks that all axles after doing a certain amount of work should be taken out and annealed, but can
suggest no plan by which the mileage run could be ascertained.
Could never rely on Cammell’s steel; has little confidence in the material—not only axles, the spring
steel is bad; has often found it so.
Of opinion the system carried out by the Department is the best possible for ensuring the soundness and
safety of the rolling-stock, especially as regards axles and wheels.
Could think of nothing that would be likely t.o improve it.
Considers the material (Brunswick steel) of which the broken axle is made, is very much inferior to Tickers’!
Has strict instructions to reject all doubtful axles; if they show the slightest defect they are condemned.
.
Evidence of Henry Matthews, driver of train :—
Been ten years in the service ; four years driving ; and has driven this train ever since it started, which
was in May, 1887.
At first took twenty-five trucks, but found it too' much; reduced to twenty, because they could not keep
time ; engine couldn’t do it.
Average speed- about 30 miles per hour—sometimes goes quicker than that when we require to make up
time.
'
This train runs at the same speed as the mail; it is much heavier.
.
The brake-power was insufficient at first; had air-brake on engine and tender (Westinghouse); American
engines only have air-brakes on engines; found this with one brake-van; could not control the train;
but, on reporting same, another brake-van was put on at once—in fact anything for this particular train
is attended to at once.
_
When driving other goods train the speed ranges from 18 to 20 miles per hour ; this express goods goes
50 per c6nt. faster.
•
.
Difference between the brake-power of this and the mail train: Mail would have air-brake connected to
every carriage, also tender and engine, whereas this train has only air-brake on engine and tender, and
the hand-brakes on the two brake-vans.
When the train first ran, found, when the signals were against me, the power Was insufficient to stop the
train : hence my application fop additional brake-power.
.
Was

/
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Was pretty certain it was the ad.e that broke first; there is no evidence which would justify anyone
assuming that an explosion took place first, the axle breaking afterwards.
Think the fire was caused by concussion, but there can be no certainty about its origin.
"
'
Was of opinion that if this train had been fitted with an automatic brake the damage done would have
been comparatively small, and in all probability the cars would not have gone over the bridge.
;
Evidence of Charles Dunn, guard of the train
Has had considerable experience as guard; often watches the men examining the train before it starts;
they do their work carefully and well.
Examiner Selby is very attentive and painstaking in his inspection.
.
■ '
Tools used in examination; trusts to his eye principally; makes good use of his hammer, lamp, &c.
•
Was in the brake-van when the accident happened—it was lighted up with gas; the brake-vans are
generally charged afresh before starting ; don’t know the pressure in gasholders when charged.
' This train runs as fast as the mail ^fastest speed from 35 to 40 miles per hour; average about 30 miles per hour.
■Quite satisfied the accident was caused by the axle breaking, and that the fire took place afterwards ;
quite sure the explosion took place afterwards.
•
'
Only one axle broke in the train; never heard of any more than one breaking.
Of opinion that nobody can say with any certainty what caused the fire.
Had no difficulty in breaking the train in ordinary running, but when signals were against us the -brakepower was not sufficient'to control the train.
■
'
When application was made for extra brake-power it was granted at once.
Of .opinion that this train should be fitted with a continuous air-brake (autqniatic).
■
•
If this train had been so fitted the damage done would not have been so great, and think it would haye
prevented the cars and trucks from going over the bridge.
■
Twenty cars are as much as the engines can pull to keep time; took twenty-five at first, but had to dispard.five.
This train takes twenty trucks to Picton, then sixteen to hlittagong (with two engines), then .sixteen
through to Albury with one engine.
'
■
Difference between the speed of this and other goods trains ? This travels about 30 mfies, the ordinary
goods about 20 miles per hour.
.
.
This is the only axle that has broken in any train that he had been on.
,
'
The officers take every care and precaution in making up this train.
Who determines the amount of brake-power in any train ? Does not know.
Evidence of Mr. Harper, Goods Superintendent_
Has had 17 years experience at this work ; has the entire supervision of all the loading.The weight of each truck is distinctly marked on it, also the maximum load it is allowed to carry.
'
About 90 per cent, are marked, the other 10 per cent, are not; but any truck is quite safe with a load
of 6 tons, whether marked or not.
Knows nothing of what axles may be under any particular truck.
The Loco. Engineer determines the weight to be carried.
\No truck is marked to carry less than 6 tons or more than 8 tons (with four wheels).
Double trucks, with six and eight wheels, carry from 10 to 18 tons.
_
_
.
'
The system of weighing goods, is by making every thing pass over the weigh-bridge, when the correct
weight is taken ; the weight of the cart or trolly being always deducted afterwards.
.
Have special instructions to always distribute the weight as equally as possible ; every allowance is made
for overhanging weight, the object being that no matter how any truck may be loaded, the maximum
shall not exceed the direct load marked on the truck.
_
The C van, No. 128 (under which the axle broke) was loaded with sugar (all 70 lb. bags) and weighed
about 6 tons; the sugar wras uniformly distributed, and there was practically the same weight on each wheel.
Of opinion the trucks would carry more weight with safety ; the tendency of the Department is to under
load, hut when loaded by the owners of the goods, the tendency is sometimes the other way, but strict
orders are always given to prevent that.
Can give no information as to the origin of the fire.
■
Evidence of Mr. Baker, Examiner in “Waggpn and Goods Department
Been 16 years at this work. Has had considerable experience in examining goods rolling stock, and pays'
' considerable attention to the axles and wheels.'
^
Has all to do with the making up of the goods trains; made up the one in question.
Has particular and special instructions regarding this train; all the trucks, cars, brake-vans, &c., are always
of the best, and no car or truck is put in that train but what has been examined and lifted within .a .period
of two years.
.
.
,
This is done because of the great speed, weight, sharpness of curves, and length of journey, which this
express goods train has to contend with.
Axles with square shoulders are bad; they almost always break short off by them, close to wheel boss ;
they are the cause of all the trouble.
,
' ■
Axles seldom or never break in the journals; they sometimes get hot and cut, when they are condemned;
cause of heating is the want of oil principally; takes place more in the country than about Sydney.
_'
A special fexamination consists in selecting the very best and most reliable of the rolling stock for 'this
train; anything that is in doubtful order is never put in it.
The system of lifting has been in force since 1884; before that no record was kept of when or where the
examination and repairs were carried out; had nothing to guide us previous to that date, only experience.Do not think the method of examination could he improved; could not suggest anything. Have to trust
to the eye to detect any flaw, also the sound of the hammer to detect loose wheels, &c.
No man could have seen the flaw in the axle that broke; it was not possible to tell by sounding whether
any axle was sound or not.
( .
Vickers’ steel axles are by far the best; they never break; -they are the most reliable.
Evidence

n

'
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'
Evidence o{ Mr. Staunton, Carriage-liftet
Se6n many years at it (27 years).
.
'
.
In lifting, examines axles, wheels, &c.; has instructions to be very particular ; any defects or flaws are
always duly marked and sent into turning shop.
'
’
’
AH axles that have been examined and found all right, are painted in journals. This indicates they have
been inspected, are sound, and fit to go to work; they are also numbered and a record kept for reference.
. Heated journals often caused by mischief—boys and evil-disposed persons ; also by neglecting to oil the
boxes ; dirt, Ac. If the axle-boxes are properly attended to they will give no trouble.
Has recently received instructions that all axles made previous to 1870 are not to be used.
Some of the axles now in use have been running over twenty years ; believes there are some dating hack
to 1860. The first axles sent out was in 1855—they were of iron, and made hollow, having a li in. hole
through them, made by "Wright, of Birmingham.
'
■
Is of opinion that, considering the total number of axles now in use, the number that break is very small.
Vickers’ steel axles never break; have no doubt they are by far the best.
Brunswick steel axles are not reliable ; some parts are hard, some soft. Think the square shoulder has a
good deal to do with the breaking.
° Don’t think the mode of examination could he improved.
Consider that every possible care and precaution is taken.
,
Whenever the slightest defect shows in either axles or wheels they are rejected; the order to do so came
from Mr. Braid.
-------------------'
•
Evidence of Charles Selby, Examiner of Night Trains:—
Examined, the train in question; always inspect this train; his principal .duty.
,
•
His examination takes place after the train is made up.
Has instructions to pay particular attention to all the gear about this train.
All the best rolling-stock is always picked out to make it up.
Being subjected to special inspection is owing to its weight and the great speed it runs at.
When examining the train on the 9th September, went all round and under it; could see nothing wrono-.
No man could detect the flaw in the axle—it could not be seen.
°'
Considers the method of examination as good and as complete as can be made; does not think it' could
be improved.

"

No. 8.
Minute by The Commissioner for Railways. ■

Respecting Mr. Cruickshank’s report on the causes which led to the Petersham accident on 9/9/87
and his condemnation of the Brunswick steel axles, these axles must be removed.
Instead of removing them* at once, would it not do to lighten the loads of trucks so axled by 257
till the traffic slackens sufficiently to admit of the axles being removed altogether ?
.
Ch.A.G., 2/11/87.
,
Instructions have been given for ten axles to be tested, and unless the test demonstrates excep
tional and imminent danger, the loading of the trucks with these axles must be reduced bv 257 ("from
6 tons to
tons).—J.S.
.
° '

■

No. 9.
Issue of Writ, &c.

6/12/87
Messes. Christophee Newton & Co. issued a Supreme Court Writ to recover £250 for goods damaged
in the accident at Petersham viaduct.
6

No. 10.
The Secretary of Railways to Messrs R. Chalmers and Others.

‘

Gentlemen,—
Department of Railways, Sydney, 7 December, 1887
With reference to your claim for.goods consigned to J. Kennedy, Jerilderie, and destroyed
by accid.ent to the express goods train at Petersham, on 9th September last, I am desired by the Commis
sioner for Railways to explain that the refusal to recognise liability is based on the ground that the
Government are 'not insurers of goods entrusted to them for transit, but where negligence can be
established they are liable tor loss or damage. In this case liability is denied, as the accident was due to
a cause exhibiting no carelessness or neglect on the part of the Railway Department.
' I have, &c.,
A. RICHARDSON,
(pro Secretary of Railways)..
Sir>

. Department of Railways, Sydney, 6 January,.] 888.
Referring to your letter of the 18th ultimo, in. which you intimate that a consignment to you
by Campbell Bros., Sydney, was destroyed in the railway accident at the Petersham viaduct, and that you
have been called upon to pay for the goods, on account of this Department having asked the consignors to
repeat the order, I have the honor, by direction of the Commissioner for Railways,. to inform you that,
after a consideration of the question involved, he is not prepared to. accept any liability in respect of
claims through the accident in question, and I am to add that no instructions were given by the Depart
ment to Campbell Bros, to duplicate your order.
.
^
'
' '
'.
I have,, Ac,,
TT XT ■ C * „ ’ «
A- KICHARDSON,
H. N. Scott, Esq., Surveyor, Junee.
(pro Secretary of Railways),
•
‘ ,
Gentlemen,

Grentlemert,—
Department of Railways, Sydney, hi January, 188§. .
I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of. the 28th ultimo, with further reference to
.your claim for goods lost in the railway accident at Petersham, in AYhich you ask, before taking’further'
steps, whether the Department is willing to make any compromise with a view to avoiding legal expenses.In reply, I am desired by the Commissioner for Railways to say, that he is unable to compromise
the case, as he is quite certain that negligence cannot be established against the-Department. The
'Commissioner would be sorry to learn that your -firm have been advised to take legal action, as success is
improbable, and the result can only be greater loss. Altogether, apart, however, from any consideration
of this kind, it will be his duty to defend the action on principle.
I have, &c.,
• 1
.
D. VERNON,
:
'
Messrs. Atcherley & Dawson, Sydney.
Secretary of Railways.
Gentlemen,—
Department of Railways, Sydney, 10 January, 1888! •
With reference to your claim for compensation in respect of goods damaged in the recent
railway accident at the Petersham viaduct, I have- the honor, by direction of the Commissioner for
Railways to inform you that, after careful consideration of the question involved, he is not prepared toaccept any liability;T have, &c.,
.
A. RICHARDSON,
Messrs. Wickham & Martin, Clarence-st., City.
(pro-Secretary of Railways).

No. 11.
.
Minute by Tbe Commissioner for Railways;

.
’

- Action at law.—Recovery of value of goods destroyed at Petersham viaduct accident.
’ II is reported that we are in jeopardy of losing this test action from several causes. I shall beglad to
see the Traffic Manager about it. Who was it went to the consignors of the goods immediately after the
accident? Were any letters written?. I wish to see with Traffic Manager the officer who-gave-intimation
to the consignors, and also copies of any written communications which were made. - - "
. Ch.A.G., 10/1/88.

,

'
-No. 12..
Minute by The.Commissioner for Railways.

Axles, Sfc.
■ ’
Steel axles were first brought under the notice, of the Department by Mr.’ G. N. Vickers in the end of
March, 1880.
'
An order had previously gone to England for 800, made of Yorkshire iron, but it was altered to
“half Vickers and half Patent Shaft” steel, so that the relative merits of both might be tried. -These• ■arrived in the Colony several months afterwards, and were immediately put in use as required.
. In January,-1881, another order was sent for 750 of each, so that we have or had 1,150 Brunswick
steel axles altogether.
'’
’
In December, 1881, one of them broke under a van containing 5 tons 17 cwt. 3 qr.'of meat while
running over the Mountains. It had been running thirteen months, and where it broke there was no sign
of flaw. It was afterwards tested, and Mr..Scott reported that it was of “ an inferior and coarse-grained
metal, and did not prove so satisfactory as the iron axles.”
.
Immediately afterwards another test was made of a Vickers and another Brunswick steel axle, and
the latter gave very satisfactory results; indeed, it was found to be better than that made of Vickers’
steel. Still it has been generally admitted that the Vickers’ steel is the most reliable, and although no
danger was apprehended from the continued-use of the Brunswick steel axles the preference was given to
Vickers’ in all orders since January, 1881.
'
In November, 1882, a second Brunswick steel axle broke at Granville under a waggon loaded with
timber, which weighed 4 tons. The axle had been running twenty-five months, and bore evidence of -an
old flaw.
’
.
■
The only other Brunswick steel that has broken was in the Petersham accident in September,T887,
four years and ten months after the previous one. The grain was very coarse,- and -a flaw (which however
was not noticeable) existed equal in extent to about 25 per cent, of the entire sectional area. The van
under which the axle broke in the Petersham accident contained 6 tons 0 cwt. 2 qr. of sugar. It had been
running 7 years and one month.
•
The first Vickers’ steel axle broke in May, 1885, under an empty goods brake-van on the Mountains,
after having- been in use twenty-three months. It exhibited a bad flaw right across.
. In August, 1886, a flaw was detected in another axle, which was under a waggon loaded with wool;
and to. prevent accident the waggon was unloaded and. the axle removed. On being tested it exhibited
clear evidence that the flaw had existed from the time of its manufacture. It- had been running • three
years and three months.
. ■
In August, 1887, another Vickers’ steel axle broke under D 2,454, while running over the Moun
tains. The waggon contained 6 tons 10 cwt. 1 qr. of maize. The axle had been running six years and
seven months. The locomotive officers reported that although no defect could be discovered they thought
one must have existed.
,
.
- •
In November, 1887, a flaw was detected in a Vickers’ steel axle under a cattle waggon, and toprevent accident was removed. - It had been in use five years and three months.
>
Mr. Scott is satisfied that although since he has known their relative merits, he has always preferred
the Vickers’ steel to that of any other make, and has repeatedly written to that effect, he has never condemned
those made of Brunswick steel, nor has he ever apprehended any risk beyond the ordinary, risk from their
continued use. The strongest minute he has written about them was in May, 1884, when he said,.“ Our
experience of this Company’s axles shows thatthey are not reliable, three having broken under our waggons
whilst running.” Every search has been made in the Locomotive Office, but the records only show two to
have broken up to the time-of Mr. Scott’s report.
As

14
-As regards the inspection of axles Mr. Cruickshank admits that the evidence shows that “the
instructions given to the various officers as to the examination of axles, &c., is very satisfactory; every
possible care seems to be taken to prevent any defective material being used, and none of those examined
had any suggestions to offer which in their opinion would have any tendency to improve the method of
"inspection.”
.
Speed of Train.
.
i
As regards the speed of the train and the brake-power I cannot see how a case tried before the
Court could be against the Department. No doubt the mail train is controlled by a continuous brake,
although its weight is only half that of the goods train, but there is no analogy between the two.
.
It will not be disputed that it is very desirable to have the express goods fitted with a continuous
automatic brake, but it is not between Sydney and Picton (where the average speed is only 26| miles an
hour) where such a brake is required, but on descending gradients or the level country in the interior where
the speed is very high (as much as 45 to 50 miles an hour) in order to make up for the time lost on the
ascending grades.
. ■
. In England goods trains without any continuous brake and with only one brake-van (we have two)
.are run at upwards of 30 miles an hour including stoppages, and on our own lines, the South-Western
.and Western, between Nyngan and Bourke, our mixed trains, -which have no continuous brakes, run at a
greater speed than the express goods between Sydney and Picton, and they have only one brake-van.
.
.
.
■
Question of Liability as Insurer.
' • Since it is evident that the axle which broke on the express goods was duly examined, and no sign
of a flaw detected, and as moreover there has never been any reason to apprehend danger from the use of
the Brunswick steel axles the next question to consider is whether the Commissioner for Railways as a
common carrier is an insurer of goods entrusted to his care.
.
In “ Ivatt’s Carriers’ Law,” pages S78, 879, and 880, will be found particulars of cases Stokes v.
Eastern Counties Railway Company and Lee v. Cork and Bandon Railway Company, both .of which were
decided in favour of the Companies, and they are very similar to ours. Again, on page 881, Readhead v.
North Midland Railway Company, and page 884, Phelps v. Great Eastern Railway Company, judgment in
both cases was in favour of the Companies.
But all these were cases of personal injury. In the case of Readhead ». North Midland Railway
Company the Judges spoke as follows :—
Mr. Justice Lush .—The Courts have drawn a clear distinction between the liability of a carrier of goods as an insurer
and the liability of a carrier of passengers for negligence.
Mr. Justice Mellor —Why carriers are held to be insurers is'founded on the dinger of carriers (in old times) coU-uding
with thieves if they were allowed to set up robbery or loss by accident as an excuse for failure to deliver goods, and—
Mr. Justice HacTcburn:—I quite agree with my two brothers that the carrier of passengers is not like the carrier of
goods, an insurer who undertakes to carry safely at all events unless prevented by exceptional perils.

Then again on page 880, in the cause Dawson v. Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway
-'Company, where the passenger was injured through the breaking of an axle which had exhibited no visible
sign of flaw, justice was given against the Company. The Company appealed, and the appeal was heard
before Chief Baron Pollock, who said—“"We have held where an accident happens as in this case to a
passenger in a carriage on a line of railway, either by the carriage breaking down or running off the rails,
that it vi, prima facie evidence for the jury of negligence on the part of the Company.* There was such
prima facie evidence of negligence here, and it was not rebutted by any evidence on the part of the
Company.”
, - . Judgment against Company.
There are no. cases of goods lost or damaged in transit where such loss or damage arose through
the breaking of an axle or tyre, or similar cause.
Mr. Harper, the Goods Superintendent, and Mr. Price, of this office, went round and saw the
consignors of the goods on the day of the accident and informed them what occurred, but nothing was
■ said about duplicating the orders—that was left to the option of the senders.
.
The position of the Department was fully discussed in the Traffic Manager’s Office before
Mr. Harper and Mr. Price started on their mission, and it was held then that the Department would not
entertain responsibility.
They were told, however, to get a look of the senders invoices so as to see the value of the goods
in case of the Department being held responsible.
* The Company it would seem omitted to give evidence that they had used care throughout. They pleaded they were
not the makers of the axles; it was held, however, that their obligation went beyond this—they were bound to use every
precaution to secure good axles, and they had submitted no evidence that they had taken -these precautions. In our case we
shall be able to show that the axles (one of which breaking was the cause of the accident) were selected with due care—not
only were they purchased from a well established firm of great repute, but their manufacture was supervised by our inspecting
engineer in England, in accordance with a specification which provides for such inspection and also for tests. We should not
fail on any grounds of want of proper care.—Ch.A.G-.

"Will Mr. Badbam draw up from this paper a minute, for my signature, submitting the case for tbe
'. consideration and advice of the Crown Law Officers ? The cases quoted may be given pretty fully. The
question of liability will depend upon the legal position of common carriers in regard to the delivery
- of goods. If they are insurers of goods in regard to safe delivery (the act of God and the Queen’s
enemies excepted), we shall be cleariy liable in the case of the Petersham viaduct. That there is force in
this view seems to me evidenced by the fact that there is no case in the books showing that any claim
for the recovery of the value of goods lost under similar circumstances has been resisted, although
there are several instances in which claims for personal injury have been successfully resisted. It seems
to me that common carriers are insurers of goods, and the only relief afforded them is that given by
Lord Campbell’s Act (adopted in this Colony by Judge "Windeyer’s Act), requiring that, as regards
certain classes of goods, an insurance fee over and above the ordinary or regulated charge for carriage
shall be paid. Any goods lost (coming within the category) which were not insured as provided we
shall not be liable for.—Ch.A.G., 24/1/88.
No. 13,
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The Commissioner for Railways to The Crown Solicitor.
'

So.

.

.

'

'

’

‘

"

'

'

'
Question of Commissioner’s liability for goods damaged in Petersham accident.
In the accident which happened to the express goods at Petersham viaduct on the 9th September last,
goods of various kinds, to a considerable value, delivered to the Department for conveyance, in its capacity
of common carrier, were destroyed, and actions are now pending against the Commissioner for the recovery
of the value of such goods.
I wish, therefore, to submit, for the consideration and opinion of the Crown Solicitor, the ques
tion, whether we can resist, with any prospect of success; the claims thus made against the Department ?
I am satisfied that no imputation of negligence can be fairly sustained against the Department.
.
The primary cause of the accident was the breakage of an axle under one of the waggons,' and it
cannot be disputed that the fracture was due to a flaw in the axle, which Mr. Cruickshank, in his report
on the subject, describes as equal in extent to 25 per cent, of the sectional area of the axle.
Now there are none of our appliances to which more attention is given than the axles. Only the
most approved makes are purchased, and the axles, before being put into use, are subjected to the most
rigid examination and test. Every effort, in a word, is made to secure the best quality of material and
superior workmanship.
Upon this point Mr. Cruickshank, in his report above referred to, states that “ respecting the
•instructions given to the various officers as to the examination of axles, &c., the evidence is very satis
factory ; every possible care seems to be taken to prevent any defective material being used.”
As regards the speed of the train to which the accident happened it may be stated that it did not
,ex-ceed 26-| miles an hour.
.
■
The train was controlled by two brake-vans, while in England goods trains are run at upwards of
30 miles an hour with one brake-van only.
w
...
■
It being thus clear that there was no negligence on the part of the Department; that the axle
which broke was thoroughly examined without any flaw being detected;. that the speed of the train was
moderate, and that the brake-power was ample, the question presents itself whether the Commissioner
for Railways as a common carrier is an insurer of goods entrusted to his care.
,
In Ivatt’s Carriers’ Law, pages 878, 880, particulars will be found of the cases—Stokes v. the
Eastern Counties Railway Company, and Lee v. the Cork and Bandon Railway Company, both of which
were decided in favour of the Companies, and they are very similar to our case. Again (page .881)'
Readhead v. the North Midland Railway Company; and (page 884) Phelps v. the G-reat Eastern Railway,
in which also judgment was given for the Companies.
.
But all these were cases of personal injury. In Readhead’s case the Judges spoke as follows :—
Mr. Justice Lush—“ The Courts have drawn a clear distinction between the liability of a carrier of goods
as an insurer, and the liability of a carrier of passengers for negligence.” Mr. Justice Mellor—“ Why
carriers are held to be insurers is.founded on the danger of carriers (in old times) colluding with thieves
if they were allowed to set up robbery or loss by accident as an excuse for failure to deliver goods.” And
Mr. Justice Blackburn—“ I quite agree with my two brothers that the carrier of passengers is not like
the carrier of goods, an insurer who undertakes to carry safely at all events unless prevented by
exceptional perils.”
In the case of Dawson®, the Manchester, Sheffield, and Lincolnshire Railway Company (page 880),
where a passenger had been injured by the breaking of an axle which exhibited no outward sign of flaw,
judgment was against the Company. The Company appealed, but the appeal was dismissed on-the ground
that the Company bad produced no evidence to rebut the prima facie evidence of negligence. The
Company, it would seem, omitted to give evidence that they had used care throughout. They pleaded
that they were not the makers of the axle, but it was held that their obligation went beyond this, that
they were bound to take every precaution to secure good axles. The Company, however, submitted no
evidence that they had taken such precautions.
But in our ease we shall be able to show that the axles were selected with due care. Not only
were they purchased from an established firm of great repute, but their manufacture was supervised by
our Inspecting Engineer, under a specification which provides for such inspection, and also for tests.
We should not fail on any ground of want of proper care.
It seems to me from the cases quoted that the Commissioner, as a common carrier, is an insurer
of goods entrusted to his care, except those mentioned in Windeyer’s Act, for which he would not be
liable unless a premium in excess of the ordinary carriage rate was paid.
.
.
,
Ch. A. GOODCHAP,
'

...

'

.

No. 14.
Tlie Crown Solicitor to The Commissioner for Railways.

'

1/2/88;

•

■

Newton ®; You.
_ •
,
. Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 13 Eebruary, 1888.
I have the honor to forward herewith declaration herein, received by me to-day, and to
request that you will .cause me to be instructed as to the nature of the defence you wish me to set up,
-not later than Thursday, 16th instant.
.
I have, &c.,
JOHN WILLIAMS,
—^—Crown Solicitor.
I think this letter has been written under some misapprehension of the facts of the case. I am
asked to say what defence is to be set up. On the 2nd instant I forwarded for advice a very exhaustive
• resume of the facts of the case, quoting decisions in English Courts, and asking that it might be deter
mined upon the facts therein set forth whether I had any defence to these actions, expressing my own
■belief that there was no defence, and that the Commissioner under the law was an insurer of goods
entrusted to his care, except in certain specified and specially legalised cases. Ah officer from this
...
...
Department
■

Sir,

n
i

16
Department has called almost daily since the 8th instant at the Crown Law Department to ascertain
whether a reply could be given, without any satisfactory result. This letter from the Crown Solicitor
asking me to say what defence I wish set up takes me therefore by surprise, and induces me to conclude
that it has been written in forgetfulness of the action already taken by me.—Ch.A.G., 14/2/88.
.
Write to Crown Solicitor, and say that I cannot reply to his letter of the 13th.until he replies to
the case for advice on this very subject which I sent to him on the 2nd instant.—-Ch.A.G., 14/2/88,
'

Newton «. The Commissioner.
.
Sir,
.
'
Department of Eailways, Sydney, 14 Tebruary, 1888.
With reference to your letter of the 13th instant, forwarding declaration in the above matter,
and asking the nature of the defence to be set up therein, I have the honor to inform you that I cannot
reply to your communication of yesterday’s- date until you answer the case for advice on this very subject
which I sent to you on the 2nd instant.
•
I have, &c.,
1
.
■
•
CH. A. GOODCHAP,
The Crown Solicitor, Sydney.
Commissioner for Railways. ■ '

No. 15. '
The Crown Solicitor to The Commissioner for Railways.

‘ .

Sir,

,
Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 16 lebruary, 1888.
I have the honor in reply to your letter of yesterday, respecting the case of Newton v. The
Commissioner, to state that I submitted the case mentioned in it to Mr. Attorney-General for his advice
thereon, and that I have this morning received his opinion,-a copy of which I send herewith.
.
The.Act referred to in Mr. Attorney-General’s opinion as 41 Yic. No. 21 is the Common Carriers’
Act of 1878, and will be found at page 134 of Oliver’s Edition of the Statutes. The Section 1 referred
to limits the liability of a common carrier for loss of the goods of the description therein named above
the value of £10 unless declared, and an extra charge paid for same.
■
.
. The concluding paragraph by you at the foot of the minute submitted, correctly states the
difference between a contract for the carriage of goods and for the carriage of passengers. In respect of
the carriage of goods you are an insurer with full liability, excepting so far as it is limited by the Common
Carriers’ Act, but with respect to passengers you are only liable for damage occasioned by negligence
either direct or implied.
•
Erom the opinion now sent, you will be able to instruct me as to the defence in the action
Newton v. You ; it is necessary that the papers sent and instructions for the defence should be forwarded
with as little delay as possible.
'
.
I have, &c.,
'
JOHN WILLIAMS,
.
• Crown Solicitor.
\TLnclosure?\
Copt Opinion.
I AM of opinion that in the absence of any special contract limiting the liability of the Commissioner as a common carrier,
he is responsible for injury to the goods during transit, although suoh injury was not caused by any negligence of the
Railway Department. The Commissioner is an insurer of all goods not coming within Sec. 1 of 41 Vic. No. 21. If the goods
are injured which do come within that Section, the Common Law liability is taken away unless-the requirements of that Act
are complied with. I am not aware whether there is any special contract in the case.
'
G-. B. SIMPSON.
15 February, 1888.

■

1

No. 16.
Minutes by Mr. J-._ Harper. .

.

'
’
Petersham Accident Claims.
.
I have a lisb showing the invoice value of most of the packages damaged or destroyed in this accident,
but in order to determine the extent of our liability it will be necessary to know the description and value
of the articles. There are some seventy consignees concerned, and it will occupy some little time in
obtaining this information, but every effort will be made to procure it at once, a trustworthy officer
having been specially detailed to do it.
'
JNO. HARPER, 18/2/88.
Traffic Manager.
>
•
.
.
'
.1 have been able to. get the necessary information from all concerned except Messrs. Wright,
Heaton & Co., who haye referred us to their solicitor, Mr. M'Laughlin. I called on the latter gentleman
with a view of obtaining the necessary particulars, and.have been promised a detailed list in a few days. .
I may state that on the morning of the accident ! was able to get a sight of the invoices of goods
sent through them by Sydney houses, but several of the consignments came from other Colonies, and I
was unable at that time to ascertain their value.
'
- I gathered from Mr. M‘Laughlin that steps were taken by him to institute proceedings against
the ..Department, and it was suggested that if -\ve intended to adjust the claims it would be as well if he
was formally apprised of the fact by the Crown Solicitor, so that further legal expenses might be avoided.
.Traffic'Manager.
JNO. HARPER, 24/2/88.
■fi : But-where is the^list aslved-for hy the Commissioner ?ss-J).K.,o25/2/88,
. J76w. herewith, 3/3;’88,
■
"
.
. , '

Goads Superintendent,
.

n
i

. ' '

.
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■

.

•

.

‘
Accident at Lewisham Viaduct.
. .
.
I now forward the list required by tbe Commissioner, which is as complete as I can make it.
In a number of instances the senders refer us to Messrs. Wright, Heaton, and Co., and the latter
decline to give us any particulars, but refer us to Mr. M'Laughlin, solicitor.
'
Mr. M'Laughlin has been seen, with the result stated in my minute of 24th ultimo.
,
I attach the accounts which I have been successful in obtaining; and where I have given a reference
to Commissioner’s papers on the list, accounts will be found attached to the papers quoted.
i
The figures shown in the columns “ value of goods ”, were obtained by me from senders at the time
of the aQcident, and in those cases where erasures have been made the accounts now obtained differ
slightly in amount.
•
.
So far, the only items for which the Department is not responsible are:—'
£15 10s. Goodlet and Smith, for one case glass.
,
.
£11 18s. M‘Arthur and Co., for silk handkerchiefs, &c.
Begarding Chris. Newton and Co.’s account for £79 9s. 7d., there were twelve out of the fifteen cases of
samples returned to them. Particulars of the goods which they received back. we are unable to get from
them.
•
JNO, HABPEB, 5/3/88,
Traffic Manager.

’

No. 17.
Claims, &c.
Claims made for goods lost or damaged in the Petersham accident.

Station to which goods Truck No.
were consigned. ,

Value of
goods.

Consignees.

Senders.
■

Wagga Wagga
...
Do
...
....
1 Do
...............
Do -...............
Do
... ' ...
Do
...
...
Do
................
Do
...............
Do
................
Do
................
Do
................
Do
................
:
Do
................
Do
................
Do
...............
Do
................
Do
................
Do
................
Do
...
...
Do
................
Narrandera
...
Do
...............
'
Do
................
Do
...
Do
...............
Do
................
Do
................
Do
................
Do
...
...
Do
...
...
Do
................
Do
...............
Do
................
Do
...............
Do
................
Do
...............
Do
................
Do
...
...
Jerilderie ... ■ ...
Do
...............
Do
...
.■..
Do
...............
Do
...
...
Do
...............
Do
...............
Do
...............
' Do
...
...
Do
................
Do
...............

... Wright, Heaton, & Co.
D 3108 Wright, Heaton, & Co.
do
...
* do
do
do
do ...
do
...
do
do
do
do ...
do
do
...
do
do ...
do
do
dodo
do
do ...
do
...
do
do
do ...
do
do
do
do
...
do
do ...
do
.
do
do
...
do
do ...
do
...
do
do
do ...
do
do
...
do
do
do ...
do
do
...
do
do
do
do ...
do
...
do
do.
do ...
do
do
'
do
,
...
do ...
■ do
do
do
...
do
do
.do ...
do
do
•
...
do
do
do ...
do .do
do
do
...
do
do ...
do
do
...
. do
do
do ,f.
do
,
...
do
do ...do do
do
...
do
do
do ... .' do
do
...
do ...
do
do
do
■
do
...
D 3078
do
. do
do
»
do
...
do
do
.
do
do ...
do
...
do
do •
do
do ...
do
- ...
do
do ...
do
do '
do
...
do
do
do
"do ...
do
... ' do
do
do
■ do ...
'
do
...
do ...
do
do
- do
do
■ do
...
do
do ...
do
do
...
do
do
do
do ...
do ...
do
do
...
do
do
do ...
do
...
do
do
do
do
...
do ...
do
do
do
do ...
do
...
d’o
do
do
do
...
do
do ...
do
do
do
...
do
do ...
do
do
do -...
do
do
...
do •
do
do ...
1 do
do
...
do .
do
do
...
do
do
do
• do ‘
do
do
do
* ...
do
D 3101
do
do
do
do
do ...
do
J do
d0
do
do
...
do
do
...
do
do
do ...
do
, do
....
do. ,
do do ...
do
do
do
do ./.
do
...
do
do ...
do
do
...
do
do
...
do
do
do ...
do
do
do
do
...‘
do
do ...
do
do ‘ ‘
do
...
' do
do ...
, do
do
do ...
do
do
...

134^0

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
*...
...
.;.
...
...
...
.:.
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

■

£ s. d.
0 16 0
ir
2
5
7
9
14
101
22

i
8
13
5
11
13
9
0

3
0
7
0
3
10
6
0

,.12 12
362 18

0
1

14 1 10
3 12 •0
3 12 0
• 3 0 0
6 2 0
5 0 6
. 8 18 0
9 5 7
6 16 5
27 2 9
12 0 0
2

3

11 6
2 . 8
2 8
1 8

0
0
0
6

68

7

38

6

29 ' 6 10

9 10 0
39 16 0
32 18 6
12 13 6
109 17 ii
9’11 8
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Station to which goods
■ Truck No
were consigned.

Senders.

Consignees.

Jerilderie ...
..
D 3101 . Wright, Heaton, & Co.
... WrigM, Heaton, & Co.
Do
...
.. - do .. ■
do
do'
...
do
do
1
Do
...
... '
'do ..
do
do
... ' do
do
v. Do - .
•
■ -do
..
do
'•
do
...
do
do
Do
......................
do ..
do
do
...
do
do
Do
......................
do- ...
do
do
...
do
do
Do
......................
do ..
do
do
....
do
do
Do
..............
do ...
do
do
...
■do _
do
.
Do .
....
■do ...
do
do
...
do
do
j.
Do
...
...
do ...
do do
....
do
do ’
Hay,
......................... D 3097
do
do
...
do
do
Do ' ......................
do ...
do
do
'
...
do
do
Do
........................
do ...
. do
do
...
do
do
Do
........................
do ...
do
do
...
do
do
Do
.......................
do ...
do
do
...
do
do
Do
.......................
do ...
do
do
...
do
do
Do
........................
do ....
do
do
•
...
do’ .
do
. Do
...
...
do ...
do
do
...
do
do
■
too
...
...
do ... ■ do
do
...
do
do
Do
...
...
do. ....
do
do
........
do
do
Do
...
... do ...
do
do
..
do
do
©o
...
...
do
do
do
...
do
do
Do
...
... do ...
do
do
...
do
do
Do
...
... do ....
do
do
...
do
do
' Do
...
...
do ...
do
do
...
■do
do
Jerilderie ...
...
B 34,
A. B. Chane ....
.......................
M. Curtin ....
...
“ out of.”
Do
.......................
do ... Chris. JSTewton
...
W. Hamilton
...
Do
........................
do ... J. Erazer
...
...
.
J. & H. Harris
...
Do
....
... do .... Australian Drug Company .... It. Hartman ...
...
,
Do
....
...
do ... Holdsworth & Co. ...
... W. M'Vittie...............
Gaondni: ....
... do ..... De Lissa & Phillips ...
... A. Gr. "Warren
...
Colombo ...
...
do ...
do
.do
..
W. Morris
...
iathong. .....
...
do ... W. S. Efiend.& Co.
T. MTarland
...
Narrandera
...
do
. Goodlet .& Smith
...
... S. Richards & Co........
Wagga Wagga
... D 3670
E. Vaughan ...
...
... W. Warren ...
...
Do
...
do .... T. Williams
'
...
... D. Copland ...
...
too.
do ... — Blackburn
...
... J. J. M‘Grratli
...
Do
...
do ... W. Lysall ...
...
... W. Warren ....
....
Do
,
...
do ... Geo. Robertson'
...
..
Morrison & Daly ....
,' Dp
...
do
On Chong ...'
........................ On Znen Lee
....
too,
....
do ... T. Edginton ..."
........................ W. Warren ...
...
Jjinee’ , ...
..
D 594... Townsend ... '
...
Walmsley ’
...
Do
...
...
do .L.. Hoffnung
'
...
... Davis & Lymingten...
Do . ...
.
do ... G. Griffiths ..."
...
... E. H. Williamson
...
, Do
...
... do ... Campbell Bros.''
...
;.. W. M. Scott...
- Do
...
... do' ... J. R. Love ..."
...
.
J. L. Castner
C.ootamjindra
... D 27.88 De Lissa & Phillips....................... H. Ryan
..
. too
... do ...
do
do
... M. Solomon ...
Do
■ ... do ... Biddell Bros. '
...
... T. Chambers...
»o
" ... do ... Mason Bros.... '
...
.
T. Mangan .
Do
‘ ... do 1 .... John Pope ...'
... W. M. Campbell
Do
...
do ... Say well’s Tobacco Co.
...
T. Mangan .... '
too
* ... do
A. Rowan & Co.
...
..
Matthews Bros.
, Do
...
do ... Elliott Bros____'
.
Johnson
.
too
^ ■ ...■ do ... C. Bath
...:
. .
J. Treacey .
<$pola.e
...
• ... C 64, out Atcherley & Go."
...
..... Glasscock
.
of.
Gundagai ...
... D 2,0.05
Saunders
'
...
‘
Do
...
... C 64 ... Wickham & Martin...
...
Holdsworth & Co. ...
...
.
i - do
Do
...
... do
. Darcy & Co...."
...
...
Go..,.
, Do
................ do ... Tucker & Co. ‘
...
.
Do
...
..
do .... Chris. Newton"
...
Do
...
...
do .... Atcherley & Co!
...
...
. Smith
Do
...
... do ...
do
"
................
, Lenehan
Do . ...
..
do
"do
..
'
Do
...
•... do ... H. S. Bird ...
...
./ Dip
...
... do ... John Keep
' ' ...
...
.ilbury
...
.... BV 61... G. A. Moorhouse ...
..
T tod ‘ ’ . :..
..
do ...
do
'
...
...
Do
................ do ' ... Weymark ... '
...
... .
' .....
JeriMerie ...
... D 2,684 Gibbs, Bright,' & Co.
_................. -1,
-—t- ------------- t----------------------- -

Value of.
goods.
£

s.

d.

5 8
19 11

0
6

45

0

0

10 11 10
15 0
3 18
34 16

0

6
4
4

20

20
11
•17 13 1
12 6 0
4 11 0
40 16 0
11 10
.9 . 5
130 16

3
6
6

5 17

0

143

4

6

2

8

0

79 9 7
6 14 2
16 4
4 0
17 18 0
52 3 0
11 7 3
15 10 0
2 6 0
6 13 6
18 14 10
4 10 0
12 10 10
11 10 0
18 10 9
4 9 0
11 3 9
4 15 0
37 10 7
2 2 0
20 6 0
50 10 0
8 14 5
19 4 10
3 7 0
21 13 7
18 15 0
2 14 2
158.. 15 0
7, 0 0
10
24
5.
93
18
26
21
22,
t>
1

,6
4
16
6
15
13
3
18
19
14

10
0
2
0
0
10
0
0
0
0

10 17
5 0

3

0
2 0 0
17 17 6
141 16 11

n
i
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;

Minute by The Traffic 'Manager. •
Newton v. Commissioner for Bailways.

‘
'

.
'

The action is for recovery of tlie value of fifteen cases of samples wliich. were in the accident at Lewisham

viaduct on-the 9th September, 1887.
'
,
Twelve of .the cases apparently were 'not damaged, and were taken possession of by Newton. The
remaining three cases were partially destroyed.
•
i
Several attempts have been made to obtain an inventory of the contents of the cases, but Newton
is not inclined to supply it.
'
' .
As the case is understood by me, there is' no plea to set up. The decision of the Attorney-General
, is that the Commissioner is responsible except for such articles as are exempted under the Common
Carriers’ Law; therefore it seems that the only thing -to be done is to arrange a compromise of .the
matter.
_
'
'
'
.
, D.K., 6/3/88. '
• The Commissioner.
‘
.
.

.

'

N^o. 19.

Memo.

.

.

Total amount paid for claims in connection with the accident .at Petersham viaduct, £4,029 14s. lOd.

[Is. M.]

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—:1S88.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.

(RETURN SHOWING TRAFFIC AND REVENUE. AT CERTAIN SUBURBAN STATIONS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be 'printed, 5 December, 1888.

[Laid upon the Table of the Honorable the Legislative-Assembly of New. South Wales information in
reply to .Question No. 1, of-the 5th December, 1888. J
.
RETURN of Total Traffic and Revenue and Total Traffic sExpenditure at the undermentioned. Stations
-___________

.

for October, 1888.
Revenue.

Stations.

No. of
Daily
Tickets
issued.

No. of
Weekly
Tickets
issued..

Macdonaldtown ...

8,645

1,230

Sfcanmore........

7,142

303

Ilewisham .....

10,337

’ 425
689

No. of
Season
Tickets
' issued.

Total
Tickets
issued.

Total
Coaching
Revenue.

Expenditure.

Tonnage.

&

MarrickTille

9,276

'

Revenue
(grand
total).

Salaries
and.
Wages.

£

Stores,
Expendi
Uniforms, ture (grand
&c.
total).

&

£

£

56

14

70

83

15

98

58

12

70

579

.70

8

78

............

189

45

6

51

9,901

186

186

7,539

295

295

132

10,894

519

519

93

■
■

10,058

345

Tempe ...........

4,375

414

4,831

189

Rockdale............

7,922

738

8,-760

489

572

• 100

689

62

8

Kogarah ..........

7,126

800

8,014

446

200

23

469

57

9

66

HuratviJle ......

4,963

225

. 5,233.

409

.463

68

477'

86

6

’ 92

IM:}..

&

.

29

Total
Goods
Revenue.

263—

45 •

1,277

234

'

70

'

m

%

j-

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES

RAILWAYS.
(RETGEN SHOWING OVERTIME WORKED BY DRIVERS AND FIREMEN, PICTON DISTRICT.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 5 December, 1888.

[Laid upon the Table of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, information in reply
to Question No. 3 of the 5th December, 1888.]

■

Questions.

(3.) Railway Drivers and Firemen, Picton DistrictMr. McCourt asked the Colonial Treasurer
. (1.) The names of the drivers and firemen in the Picton District who have worked ten hours and
over per day, frem 1st September to 31st October, 1888?
.
_
(2.) Have any drivers or firemen, during same period, been called upon to resume work after having
left off work , only eight hours or under ?
■
•

Answers.
Drivers.
Kennedy, James
M.oon; Henry
Graham, John
Tildsley, John .
Quinn, John
Edwards, John'
Scott, William
Hogan, Michael
Burges, Henry
Blatch, George
Ridgway, Alfred
■ Davidson, James
Mathews, Frederick
Murray, John
Lareude, Predk.
Reeves, John
Kitching, Thomas
Tallintur, William
MTnnis, Lachlan
Gillaid, James
.

Diremen.
Masters, Henry
Deneen, Denis
Cracknell, Joseph
MTnnis, Hector
Sykes, James
Brown, Gbl.
MTnnis, Jonathan
Knox, Andrew
Kearney, David
Hill, Arthur
Kennedy, William
Cahill, Thomas
Wall, James
Mathews, George
Sell, Henry
King, Albert
Leighton, Thomas
MTnnis, Alex.
Hodges, George
Mathews, George
Eraser, James
Eletcher, James

Note :—A driver’s and fireman’s work is 55 hours per week, equal to 10 hours per day for 5 days, and a shed day of 5 hours.

n
1

•V-.

r

'f

i. ■

■i

4i;

4

n
i

f

.

■

*

,

'

■

,

.

.
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Legislative Assembly.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

RAILWAYS.
(RETURN SHOWING STOCK VEHICLES ORDERED TO LOAD MORE THAN ONE WEEK AHEAD FOR
SIX MONTHS ENDING 30 NOVEMBER, 1888.)

• Ordered, by the Legislative Assembly to be'printed, 21 November, 1888.-

[Laid upon the Table of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of. New South Wales, further information
.
in reply to Question No. 5, of 21 November, 1888.]
"•

RETURN showing number of Stock Vehicles ordered to load more than a week ahead, from date of
'
*
order, for six months ending 30th November, 1888.
,
•
Date
Ordered.

Ordered by.

Number Trucks.

23 May...
24 „ ...
28 „'...
2S ■ „ ...
28 „ ...
29, „ ...
29 „ ...
23 „ ...
28 „ ...
30 „ ...
30 „ ...
30 „ ...
30 „ ...
30 „ ...
1 June..
1 „ ...
1. „ ...
1
...
29 May...
4 June..
28 May...
29. „ ...
5 June..
5 „ ...
8- „ ...
x ;,...
12 „ ...
11 „ ...
12 „ ...
i.
11
...
14 „ ...
18. „ ...
16. „ ...
19 „ ...
20 „ ...
18, „ ...
19 .......
20 „ ...
21. „...
26.
26 „ ...
27, i, ...

Trebeek & C.................................
Graves..........................................
Hill & C........................................
do
................................
CroBsing ...................... '....:........
Inglis ...................................... .
Hill & Co........:............................
Goldsbrough & C........................
Wilson & C..................................
Oooper...... :....................;.............
Hill] C„ & Co. '..........................
■ do
..................................
Wilson & C.................. ...............
G-oldsbrough & C.........................
Pitt & Co.................■...................j.
Hill & Co.....................................
Leeds. & Co...................................
Goldsbrough & C.........................
do
..................
J. Bridge ..................................
Graves..........................................
do ..........................................
Goldsbrough & C........................
Graves..........................................
do ................................:.........
M'Kellar & C...............................

17 C. waggons ...

do ..................... .....................
.do ..........................................
M'Kellar & C...............................
Graves..........................................
Hill, Clark, & C..........................
Leeds & C....................................
Wilkinson & C............................
Pitt, Son, &B.............................
Wilkinson & 0.............. ..............
Goldsbrough & C........................
J. Bridge
................... ..........
Graves......... *................................
Mort & C...................... ...........:..
Pitt, Son, &■ C.................. ...........■

28

Graves.................................. .......

223:—A'

Owner.

Loading Station.

Date
Loading.

fi
ft
R

2 S. vans..........
11
2
5

■a
it
a

do
.....
.do .........
do
W. Sly ..............................

a
ft
ft
r

12

do

...

19

do

...

10
do
...
12 C. waggons ...
M'Culloch..........................
28

15

do ..........
do ...........

d<U !

5 do
26 do
15 do

...

.......
...........

Hill, C., & Co.....................

M'Kay........ i.......................

ll
19.
13
13
15
15
16
19
20
21
23
22
22
23
26
27
27
28
29
30
30

.

,
„
„
!!
.

3
ft
3

..

.
.
.
..
„
„
„

74
2
Date
Ordered.

Ordered by.

Hill, Clark, & C.......
J. Pitt......................
Inglis & Son ...........
Anderson & C..........
Leeds & C.................
do
...............
Gardiner..................
Graves......................
H. A. Cox ..............
Lee ......... ,...............
Somer & C................
Hill, 0., & Co...........
do
...........
do
..........
Wilkinson & L.........
Ellis...........................
Hill, C., & C.............
Richards..................
Hill, C., & C.............
Bolton .....................
do ......................
Wilkinson & L.........
Hill, Clark, & C. ...
Wilkinson & L.........
Hill, Clark, & C........
Anderson & C...........
Hill, Clark, & C. ...
do
...
do
...
Bolton .....................
Trebeek & C.............
9 „ •• Graves.............. ........
10 „ .. Wilkinon & L.........
16 „ .. Anderson & C..........
16 „ .. Pitt, Son, & B..........
14 „ .. Hill, C., & C............
do
...........
16 „ ..
do
...........
16 „ ..
17 „ .. Pitt, Son, & B..........
do
.......
18 „ ..
18 „ .. Graves......................
do ......................
18 „
16 „ .. Hill, C., & C............
17 „ .. Pitt, Son, & B..........
18 „ .. Graves ...................
18 „ .. Bolton......................
19 „ •• Griffiths & C............
19 „ .. Pitt, Son, & B..........
23 „ .. Graves......................
23 „ .. Harrison & C...... .
17 „ .. Wilson & C..............
18 „ .. Richmond ...............
Graves .....................
21 „
do
...... ............
23 „ ..
23 „ .. M'Lean Bros.............
23 „ .. Gardiner ...............
24 „ .. Harrison & Co..........
19 „... Griffiths & Co...........
do
.......
19 „ ..
20 „ ..
23 „ .. Bill, C., & Co..............................
23 „ ..
24 „ ..
24 „ .. Hill, C., & 0................................
25 „ ..
24 „ ..
25 „ ..
26 „ ..
26 „ .. Bill, C., & 0................................
27 „ ..
27 „ ..
27 „ ••
27 „ ..
24, „ ..
26 „ ..
26 „ ..
25
27 „ ..
23 „ .. Wilkinson & C.............................
30 „ ..
30 „ ..
26 „ ..
26 „ ..
27 „ ..
27 „ .
27 „ ..
28 „ . Hin & Co................... ..................
28 „ .
30 „ . Leeds & Co.
30 „ . Graves.........

27 June.
27 „ ...
27 „ ...
27 „ ..
28 „ ..
28 „ ..
25 „ ..
28 „ ..
29 „ ..
25 „ ..
26 „ ..
28 „ ..
30 „ ...
30 „ ...
2 July.
2 „ ..
4 „ ...
4 „ ..
5 „ ...
4 „ ..
6 „ ...
7 „
3 „ ..
30 June.
7 July..
10 „ ..
7 „ ..
11 „ ..
10 „ ..
1 6 „ ..
14 „ ..

Number Trucks.

22
1
1
14
10
3
14
14
1
1
8
21
14
13
2
1
14

C. waggons ...
C. waggon ...
do
....
S.. vans..........
Cl waggons ...
S. vans..........
C. waggons
S. vans...........
C. waggon ...
C. ear ...........
S. vans..........
C. waggons ...
S. vans..........
0. waggons ...
S. vans..........
C. waggon ....
C. waggons ....
do
......
do
..... .
do
......
do
...
do
...
do
...
1 S. van............
5 C. waggons
42 S. Tans........
14 C. waggons .
14
do
..
15
do
.
8
do
.
5
do
.
1 yan ..... .
3
vans........
14 do ...........
5 do ..........
14 C. waggons ...
14 S. vans..........
14 C. waggons ...
14 S. vans..........
2 C. waggons ...
14 S. vans..........
28 do ..........
4 do ..........
7 do ..........
2 do ...........
11 C. waggons ...
14
do
...
22 S. vans......... .
3 do ..........
1 S. van ..........
11 S. vans...........
8 do ..........
34 do ...........
28 do ...........
2 do ..... .
3 C. waggons ...
7 S. vans ..........
1 S. van ..........
2 S. vans

s.
s.

Owner.

Loseby
Stevenson .........
Humphrey & C..
W. W. Baird

J. Bundle...
Richardson .
J. Matchett ,
W. Hobbs...
Bootle ......
Shaw & Co.

R. Ridge ......
Donnelly Bros..
Tindale Bros. .
Shaw & C.

M'Caffney..
R. Bridges
Cooper ......
Richardson
Walhallow ...
P. M'pai-land
W. W. Baird
J. Peacock ...
W. Doyle ..
J. Peacock
J. E. & H. White
Cook.....................
J. Innes ................
N. Flynn .............
Campbell & Co. ..
J, Peacock..........
A. & W. Pidham .
A. Hall.
W. Baird

14 C. waggons ...
J. Peacock
10 0. waggons ... Shaw & G...

10

do

..........

J. Peacock .........
M‘Williams .........
M‘Queen&'C........
Cooper & Co.........
Osborne.................
J.. Simpson .........
C. Johnson .........
G. A.&P. Mein ..
Hopkins..............
J. E. & H. White.
Evans Bros,........
T. Evans ............

4 C. waggons ...

18
1
2
5
1

E. W. Armytage
J. Elliott ...:.....
R. Carter ..........
E. English ......
T. Coutts ..........
do .......... J. English..........
Chard & Co.........
M'Eay Bros. ...
do
.......... P. Cahill ..........
S. vans.......... H. Cully ...........
do
J. M'Almon......
S. van
J. M‘0affney ....

Loading Station.

Dubbo ......................
Rylstone ..................
Marulan ..................
Bourke ......................
Wellington ..............
Parana ......................
Dubbo ......................
Nyngan....................
Mudgee.................
Molong......................
Trangie......................
Dubbo .....................
Rylstone ..................
Nyngan.......................
Whitton ..................
Dubbo ......................
do
......................
Rylstone ..................
Bourke:.................... .
Wagga ......... ............
do ......................
Bourke .......................
Neverfcire ..................
Gunning ..... ............
•Bylsfcone ...................
'Bourke......................
do
.......................
Dubbo .......................
do’ ......................
Wagga ......................
Byrock ......................
Whitton. . ..................
Jerilderie ..................
Bourke.....................
Tarago ......................
Girilambone............. .
Nevertire .................
do
..................
Blayney.................. .
Jerilderie.................
Nynean.....................
Dubbo ........... ...........
Nevertire ........... ........
Bourke ..... ................
Dubbo ................ ......
Wagga ..... ................
Wellington ........ ......
Rylstone ....... ..........
Colombo ................ .
Jerilderie ..........
Rylstone .................
Hay ..... ....................
Mudgee......................
Rylstone ...................
Capertee ...................
Trangie .....................
Rylstone ............ ......
Whitton ...................
Bundure ................ .
Hevertire ............... .
Narramine ...............
Bourke ......................
Dubbo .......... ...........
Bourke ............. ........
Hyngan............. .......
Dubbo .....................
.Gowra .....................
Hay ...... ................
. Uevertire .................
Cowra ..................

Hevertire .*.............
do
..............

Hyngan ...................
Rylstone .................
Wallerawang............
Capertee .................
Nevertire .................
Wagga ......................
Bourke................. .
Byroek.....................

Murrumgudgery ___

Darlington .............
do
..............
Dubbo .....................
Carrathool................
Murrumgudgery .....
Jerilderie .................
do
.................
Murrumgudgery.......
Whitton .................

Date
Loading:

3 July.
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5

6
6
7
10
10
10
10

12

13
13
16
16
16
17
18
18
18
19
.20

21
23
23
24
24
25
25
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
27
27
27
27
27
28
31
31
1 Aug.
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4.
■4
6

6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
.7
7

n
l

B
Date
Ordered.
30 July...
30.
30 ” ...
31 „ ...
31 „ ...
28 ^ ....
so
....;
31 ” ...
31 „ ...
27. „ ...
30
...
30
...
so ;;....;
30 „ ...
31
...
31 „ ...
31 ", ...
1 Aug...
i

Ordered by.
Wilkinson & L............................
Leeds •& Co......... ........ ................
Pitt & Co......................................
do
.................. .......... ......■
Hill &■Co.....................................■

•Number Trucks.

Owner.
Mills & Co..............................

Pitt & Co. ..................................
Powers &'Co................................ 27 do
........
Hill & Co..................................... 14 C. waggons ...
Griffiths & W.............................. •
Gordon & C. ...............................
Hill A Co............................ ........ ■
13 C. waggons ...
Wilkinson & L............................
Wilkinson. ..................................
Hil, C., & C.................................
Pittj Son, & Co.................. .........
Graves.-........ ...............................
Hill, C., & C..............................
T. Cornish.............................Griffiths & W...............................
J. P. & H. White
............
do
...........................
1 .Aug...’
Hill, C., & Co.............................
i
i „... Pitt, Son, & C............................. 11 do
.
.
3 " ... Sullivan ...................................... 7 do
1 „ ...
2 " ... Trebeek & Co..............................
3
... Wilkinson *& L............................
3 ’’ ...
1 C. waggon ...
3 „ .... Hill, C., & C................................ 1
do
3 “ ...
do
.........................
2
.... Leeds & C................... *...............
G. A. & P. Mein..................
3 „ ... Wilkinson & L........................ .
3 do
..
......
3 „ ... Harrison & C............................... 2 do
3 „ ... Wilkinson & L............................
1
...
3
... Thucker.....................................
■2 do
. ...
3 „ ... Hill, C„ & Co.................. ...........
2 do .......
3 „ ... Griffiths & C..............................
4 ”, ...
6 ”, .... Wilkinson & L...........................
do
........................
6 „ ... ■ Harrison & C..............................
6 „ ... Graves .....................................
6 „ ... Pitt, Son, & B............................
3 do ..........
6 „.: Nash ..... ..................................;
2 do .
• Graves.......................................
1 „
1
.. ■ do ...................... ..................
3 „ ... Trebeek & C.............. ...............
4 „ ... Leeds .................. ......................
4 „ ...
T. Cook..........................
6 „ ..
6 „ .. Anderson & C...........................
31 July.. Pitt, Son, & 0............................
do
.........................
2 „“... Douglas ......................................
2 „ .. Griffiths & W..............................
J. F. & H. White .............
2 „ .. Horwood & C.............................
3 do
. . . .
6 ” .. Leeds & C.......................... L__ _
7
.. Wilkinson & L............................
7 ;,..
do
........................
7 „ .. Hill, a, & c..............................
do
.............................
7 „ ..
do
.............................
7- „ ..
8 „ .. Harrison & C..............................
9 „ .. Horwood & C.............................
3
do"
9 „ .. Muller.........................................
9 „ .. Graves........................................
9 „ .. J. Lee.........................................
3 „ .. Griffiths & W.............................
7 „ •• Hill, C., & C...............................
8 „ .. Leeds .........................................
8 „ .. Richards.....................................
9 ;,.. Anderson & C............................
6 „ .. Graves.......................................
do ................................. .......
7 „ ..
W. W. Band ......................
Wilkinson & L...........................
9 „ .. Graves.........................................
9 „ .. Hill, C„ & Co.............................
8 „ .. Wilkinson & L...........................
8 „ .. Leeds ........................................
8 „ ...
do .......................... ..............
9 „ .. Graves........................................
9 „ ... Pitt, Son, & C..............................
W. Sly ..................................
10 ;,.. .M'Parland ............. ...................
10 „ ... Manning & C..............................
10 „ ... Wilkinson & L. .........................
1 do
.......... T. W. Bull ..........................
11. „ ...
do
.......................... ,1 do
..........
13 „ ... Goldsbrough & C........................
13 „ ...
do
.................
13 „ ... Hill & C....................................... 17 do ........
Hill & Son ..........................

•' Loading'Station.

Date
Loading.
*7 Anrr.
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8 JJ
9
9
9 JJ
9 ■“
9
9
9 JJ
10 79
10 11
10 JJ
11 JJ
11
11
ll
11 JJ
13
13
13 JJ
13 JJ
13
13 JJ
14
14 JJ
14 JJ
14
14
14
14
14 79
14 79
14 JJ
14 JJ
14
14
14
14
15 JJ
15 J1
15
15
15
15
15 JJ
16
16
16
16'
16
17 JJ79
37
17 JJ
17 JJ
17 JJ
17 JJ
17 JJ
17
17
17
17
18
18 JJ
18
18
18
20
20 77
20
20 77
20 JJ
21 77
21
21
21
21
21
2j
21
21
21
21 79
21

4
. Date
Ordered.
13
9
9
10
11
4
7
8
. 9
15
8
11
11
14
15
13
13
14
16
16
13
11
13
13
18
20
20
20
13
13
13
20
4
11
n
13
21
11
16
17
18
16
17
16
17
17
23
23
27
27
27
13
13
17
17
20
23
24
25
27
27
27
27
28
28
14
16
22
23
23
2'4
10
16
27
17
17
18
20
22
28
17
26
20
20
29,
30
30
18
20
21

Ordered by.

Aug.. Wilkinson & L............................
33 ••• Pitt, Son, & B.............................
)}
Anderson & C..............................
Hill & C.....................................
Graves ................*.....................
Pitt, Son, & C..............................
n
do
.........................
}J
Hill & C.......................................
Pitt, Son, & C..............................
Horwood & Co.............................
Hill, C„ & C................................
Ryrie ..........................................
33 ■ Campbell.....................................
H. Brown ..................................
Goldsbrough & 0.......................
Douglas ........ ...........................
Cbenery Bros..............................
Griffiths & W..............................
Chenery Bros...............................
’
do
..........................
Anderson & C.............................
Sullivan .....................................
Pitt, Son, & C............................
Union M. & A. Co.....................
Graves .......................................
Wilkinson & L...........................
Pitt, Son, & B............................
Webb ...... /..........................
Hill, C., & C................................
Pitt, Son, & B..............................
Hill, C., & C................................
•do
..............................
Pitt, Son, & C..............................
do
..........................
Hill, C., & C................................
do
..............................
Harrison & C...............................
Hill, C., & C................................
)1 •• Pitt, Son, & B............................
Hill, C., & C................................
Anderson & C..............................
do
..........................
Hill, C., & 0...............................
do
..............................
Wilkinson & L...........................
Ryan & C...................................
Graves..........................................
do „.........................................
Brain & Co...................................
Devlin..........................................
do ..........................................
Bradford......................................
Pitt, Son, & C..........................
Hill, C., & C...............................
do
.............................
Brain & C....................................
do
...........................
>> • • • Graves .. r................................
'Leeds & C....................................
Harrison & C...........................
Wilkinson & L........................
Sanger.............. .......................
>f • • Bobertson .................................
Wilkinson & L.............................
Holloway
........
M'Kay .......................................
Anderson
...............
Griffiths
.............................
Graves ..................................
t> •
do
................................
A» ••
U • Anderson & C......................
>> • • Pitt, Son, & C. . .
Anderson & C......................
i> •
>» • Hebden & Son..................
U •• Wilkinson & L.....................
Hill, C., & C....................
i>
)* • Leeds & C............................
U ... Besnard .
..
.
.
» ••• Pitt & Co..........................
Graves....................................
Hill & Co.............................
..
Chenery Bros. . .
Wilkinson & L.............
...
it ... Anderson & C...............
. .
Griffiths & C........................
t>
Chenery Bros..............
King & Co..................
. .
Leeds & C........................
.
Pitt, Son, & C.......................
Pitt & C.......................................

Number Trucks.

Owner.

Loading Station.

1 S. van ...........
IOC. waggons .
14
do
. .
'17 do

..........

W. K. M'Millan ...........

23
do
...
20
do
..
10
do
.
2 S. vans..........
6
2
13
12 S.

do
..
do
...
do
...
vans.........

11 do .........
23 do
.......... J. F. & H. White
10 C. waggons ...
9
do““
...
23
do
...

..........

7 C. waggons ...
3 do
...........
14 do
.........
1 S. van ..........
14 C. waggons ...
28
do““
...
14
do
...
8 S. vans..........
28
20
1
5
9
9

S.vans ........
C. waggons ...
S. van ..........
S.vans..........
C. waggons ... Christian & G........................
S.vans..........

Date
Loading.
*>.1
22
22
22
22
23
23
23
23
23
24
24
94
24
24
24
25
25
25
25
27
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
29
29
29
29
30
30
30
30
30
31
31
31

A n rr

)>
a
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
11
JJ
JJ
JJ

JJ
J» *
JJ
JJ
JJ

JJ
JJ

*

3
do
...
12
do
..
8
do
...
20
do
42
do
.
14 S.vans ........

1
1
3
3
3
3
3
1 S. van .........
3
1 do
..........
3
4
16 C. waggons ..
4
4
13 S. vans .....
4
4 do
...........
4
1 S. van ..........
4
5 S. vans ........ Watts .................................
4
17 do
......... G. A. & P. Mein..................
4
3 do
......
4
2 do
..........
4
4
2 S. vans..........
4
1 S.van .........
4
1 do
.........
4
1 C. waggon .
5
5
28 C. "waggons ...
2 S. vans ... .
5
3 do
........ .'. Peacock..............................
Dubbo .....................
5
28 do
.......:..
5
do
..................................
28 do
.........
5
14 C. waggons ... Christian & H.......................
6
34
do””
..
6
3 S. vans ....
6
19 do
...........
7
20 C. waggons ... Richardson .......................... Bourke ......................
7
17
do
... Rouse & Co...........................
7
18
do
...
7
38 S. vans ........ Christian & H........................
7
4 do
..........
7
13 do
..........
3
16 do
..........
8
28 C. waggons .. J. Grieve ..............................
10
35
do
...
Bourke....................... 10
39 S. vans........
10
1 S. van ...........
10
26 S. vans ........
10
18 C. waggons ... Rouse & Co............................
11
28
do”
... Christian ..............................
11
5
do
...
11

JJ
JJ
JJ

'

Date
-Ordered.

Ordered by*

•

.

. . . Owner.

.Number Trucks.

TTill Xr. Cn......................:............:
9.1
91
90
9.Q.
90
90
an
£1
90
90
99
94.
90
9.0
90 "
9.?l
40 ,, ...
9S
94.
9.0
.
9ft
94
ftO
ftO'
ft!
.ftO
ft!
7 Sppt.

Hill Sr, r^o.

Hill n ^r. 0
Hill & n

30

do

...

10
£0

do
do

...
...

..........................

.

...............
........................

17 do

...........

Hill, C., & C. . ‘ ......................

9ft
94.
94.
ft 1
9.7'Ang
9?79R
ftO
ftO
ftl
ftl
ftl

Hill Jtr. n

.
11

do

...

Hill, f!., * n............................

1
A
ft
ft
.
ft .
ft
4, • ■
r»
10 .
pin, & n.

4

do

.•.........

23

do

..........

...........

Hill & C.......................................
ftl
9ft
9ft
ftl '
ftl
90

.
.
.
,

ft
Hiii& c............. ;............... ........

29 ..
20 .
50 „
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
7
7
8
8
8

,
"
.
,
„

ft

..

.

10
37
7

do“
do
do

...
...
...

•

Dubbo ......................
McDonald & C....................... Bourke......................
do
................
Mullengudgery ......
Jerilderie .........-.........
Hall .......... ........................... -Bylatone- ..................
• Gulcairn ..................
Carratbool..................
Groongal- ..................
Bourke......................
do
......................
.
do ......................
Dubbo ......................
Rylstone ..................
Kelso..........................
Nevertire ..................
Bourke
................
Wagga ................ .
Dubbo ..... :...............
Nevertire ..................
Bourke..................... 1
Nevertire..................
Byrock ......................
Bourke ......................
Trangie '..................
Dubbo ......................
Wellington ..............
Mudgee......................
Trangie ......
Wagga.................. .
Bourke......................
Bourke......................
Trangie......................
Bourke ......................
Nevertire..................
Bourke......................
do
.................................. Dubbo ......................
do
.....................
Brrock......................
Trangie......................
Bundure ...................
Wellington ..............
do
.................................. Jerilderie..................
do
......... :.......
do
..... ............................
Darlington ..............
Carrathool ..............
Colombo ..................
Bourke ......................
Carrathool ...............
Groongal ................
Jerilderie..................
Bourke ......................
.Molong . :....................
Bourke ......................
i
do ......................
■ Rylstone ..................
■ Nevertire..................
Dubbo ......................
' Nevertire ..................
Bourke......................
* Byrock......................
Wagga ......................
' Rylstone ...................
' Binalong ..................
Nyngan......................
Nevertire ..................
Dubbo ......................
Bourke ......................
Nyngan......................
Bundure ...... ...........
do
..... .............

Pitt & C......................................
mil & c:.............................. ;......

„
...
.
j>
!
..
.. .
■ 3

10 „
10
10 „ .
10
ftO „ .

do

...........
Bull ......................................

Hill & C.......................................

14

do

...

Loading Station.

Date
Loading.

ll*Ser»t.
ii »>
ii
ii
ii
ii
ii
ii
ii
i?, )*
12 >»
12
12 3>.
12
12 )>
13
13
13
13
14
14
14 £
14
14
14
15
15
15
17
17
17 a
17
17
17
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
20
19
20
20
20
21
21
21
21
21
24
24
24
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
G-roongal ..............
25
Nevertire................... 25
25
25
Carrathool ............... 25
25
Colombo ......... ......... 25
25
25
25
25
25
25
26
26
■ -

6
Date
Ordered' ■
1 Sept..
13 „ ...
i7 „ ....
29 Aug...
6 Sept..
29 Aug...
3 Sept.
6 „ ..
6 „ ...
7 „ ...
8 „ ...
10 „ ...
10 „ ...
10 „ ...
29 Aug...
30 „ ...
29 „ ...
29 „ ...
10 Sept...
11 „ ....
11
11 „ ...
11
11 „
12 „ ...
12 „ ...
12 „ ...
12 „ ...
13 „ ...
13 „ ...
13 „ ...
13 „ ...
14 „ ...
14 .......
29 Aug...
29 „ ...
11 Sept...
11 „ ...
13 „ ...
24 „ ...
29 Aug...
29 „ ...
31 „ ...
29 „ ...
30 „ ...
30 „ ...
31 „ ...
10 Sept...
11 „ ...
12 „ ...
13 „ ...
13 „ ...
14 „ ...
14 „ ...
30 Aug...
29 „ ...
31 „....
29 Sept...
30 Aug...
12 Sept...
12 „ ...
14 „ ...
14 „■...
14 „ ...
■15 „ ...
15 „ ...
15 „ ...
15 „ ...
15 „ ...
15 „ ...
15 „ ...
15 „ ...
17 „ ...
17 „ ...
17 „ ...
17 „ ...
17 „ ...
18 „ ...
18 „ ...
18 „ ...
18 „ ...
18 „,...
18 .......
19 „ ...
29 Aug...
17’Sept...
17
18 „ ...
29 Aug...
9Q

Ordered by.

Pitt & Co....................................
Harrison & C..............................
Griffiths & W.............................
Pitt & C......................................
Rich & C.......... ............................
Pitt & C........................................
Hill & 0............................'...........
Bich & C................... ...................
Pitt & C........................................
Q-ardiner......................................
Hill & C.......................................
Wilkinson & L. ...........................
Goldsbrough & C........................
Wilkinson & L............................
Besnard ......................................
Hill & C.......................................
Pitt&C..........l............................
Horwood & C...............................
Wilkinson & L.............................
do
......................
Graves..........................................
Leeds & C.....................................
Hill & C.......................................
Graves..........................................
Wilkinson & L...........................
Leeds & C....................................
Wilson & C..................................
Wilkinson & L.............................
do
..........................
Hill, a, & Co..............................
Brain & Co...................................
Pitt k Co.....................................
do
........:............................
Wilkinson & L.................. '..........
Pitt & C........................................
do
......................................
Leeds & C.....................................
do
..................................
Hill & Co.'..................................
Goldsbrough & C........................
Pitt & Co....................... .............
do
............. ........................
Wilkinson & L.............................
Pitt & C........................................
Graves..........................................
Pitt & C.......................................
Leeds & C.....................................
Goldsbrough & C.........................
Hill & C..r.............:.....................
Wilkinson & L.............................
do
..........................
Leeds ft C....................................
Pitt & Co.....................................
Wilkinson & L. .......... ................
Hill ft Co.....................................
Pitt & Co.....................................
Wilkinson ft L.............................
Inglis ......... ................................
Pitt & 0...................... .................
Wilkinson ft L.............................
Harrison & C.............. .................
Wilkinson ft L............................
Hill, C., ft C................................
Wilkinson ft L.............................
do
...........................
Graves..........................................
Harrison & C................................
do
...............................
Graves................................. .........
Leeds ft C....................................
Wilkinson & L.............................
do ..........................................
do .....................................
Wilkinson & L............................
do
.........................
Graves.........................................
Leeds ft C....................................
Hill ft C.......................................
Brain & 0....................................
Hill ft C.......................................
Pitt & Son ...... ;..........................
Graves..........................................
do ..........................................
Pitt & Co.....................................
Hill ft Co.....................................
Crossny&Cox ..... ....................
Pitt ft C.......................................
’ do
......................................
do
......................................

. Number Trucks.

Owner.

'

I S. van ...........
1 C. waggon ...
5 C. waggons ...
28
do"
....
10 S. vans...........
17 C. waggons ...
10 do ..........
14 do ...........
14 do ............
7 do ..........
12 do .......... Lindsay Bros. ___ \......... ■
30 do ..........
23 do ...........
21 C. waggons ...
18
do""
...
45 do
...
4 do
...
23 S. vans..........
5
do ..........
4 do ..........
23

do

.......

20 S. vans..........
14 do ...........
10 do ......... .
1 S. van ..........
1 do ..........
10 do ...........
4 do ..........
28 do ..........
2 do ..........
28 C. waggons ...
28 do
1 S. van
2 S. vans...........
2 do ...........
28 C. waggons ...
28 do ..........
20 do ..........
21 do ..........
10 C. waggons...
32 do ...........
14
14
3
14
28
4

do...... .*......
do .......... M‘Gaw..................
do ...........
do ...........
do ..........
do ..........

56
10

do ........
do ..... *....

14 S. vans..........
4 do ...........
2 do ..........
10 C. waggons ... Hill ......................
6 S. vans..........
2 do ..........
2 do ........'..
5

do

..........

28 ’ do
5 do

..........
...........

1

do

...........

14
12.
2
10

do
do
do
do

..........
..........
..........
..........

20

do

..........

Hill ..........................

5
do ..........
6 do ........... Hay
.. ..
J ......................
4
2 do ...........
56 C. waggons ...
8 S. vans.,.........
7
do ...........
1 S. van ...........
28

do

...

'

'

Loading Station.

Date
Loading.

27
27
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
28
29
90

»j
j)
it
ii
13
33
a
33
a
a
a
a
a
)>

1 3>
2 ii
2 a
2 a
a
a
2 i>
2 a
2 a
2 a
2 i*
2
2 a
2 it
2 it
2 a
a
3 a
a
»
a
3 a
3
4 a
a
a
s it
a
g ii
5 ii .
5 3>
g it
a
5 a
5 a
g a
5 a
a
a
tt
it
a
9 a.
it
9 33ii9
a
ii
a
9 3?
a
ii
ii
,r
a
a
9 a
ii
a
9 a
it
ii
>i
9 ti
9’ it.
it
10 a
a
a
a
a .
12 a .

7

Date
Ordered!

Number Trucks.

Ordered by.

30 Aug.. Pitt & C
31 „ ....
1 Sept. •RiVl & n
10 „ ..
12 „ ..

IV „ ..

18 „ ..
18 „ ..
26 „ ..

............

...........

.28 „ ..

2 Oct... mn n
29 Aug..
31 „ ..
29 „ ...
30 „ ..
12 Sept..
14, „ .. mu n
18 „ ..
19 „ ..
19 „ ..
19 „ ..
19 „. ..
19 „ ..
19' „ ..
20 , „ ...
20 ., .
20 „ .
20 „ .
20 „ .
20 „ .
20 „ .
20
.
20 „ .
21 „ •
21
.
21 „ .
21 „ .
22 „ .
22 „ .
22 ■ „ .
22 ,, .
mn f! a-, n
22 „ .
24 „ .
24 „ .
29 Aug. Pitt-, fop,
20 Sept,
22
24
mu n
n
24
24
26
24
Pit-fc & f!
29 J
29
29
30
3S
4
5
5
12
22
24
24
25
25
25
mn n & n
26

7

Pith fe.O,

mil

..

...

27 . do

6 do

■

.
........

'

...............

'

n

18
21
22
22

mil & fin

24
24
24
25
25
26
26
26
26
26
26
27

thu r\ * n

10
23

do
do

28
37

do"^
do

28

do

.

'

’

'''

’

Loading Station.

j Date

Nevertire ........... .
do
.......i...........
do
...................
Byrock ........ .............
Whitton ..................
Colombo ..................
Nevertire .......... ........
Carrathool ..............
Hay ..........................
do ................ ..........
Kelso..........................
Nevertire ...................
Nevertire ......... .........
do
...................
do ' ...................
M'G-aw.................................. Whitton ............. .....
Hill .............................. ....... Nevertire ...................
Carrathool ...............
Jerilderie ...................
Darlington ...............
Narrandera ...............
Narramine ...............
Dubbo ........... ........
........
Darlington .............. .
Carrathool ...............,
Hill .................................
Carrathool .... ........
Jerilderie ............... .
Carrathool ...............
Jerilderie ...................
do
...................
do
.................
dO
__ __ _
..........
Colombo ................ .
do
.................
Mullengudgery .........
Carrathool .............
Wagga ....................
Nevertire........... .
Carrathool ....-.......
Cowra ..................... .
Jerilderie .................
Colombo ................
Wagga.......................
Nevertire ...... ..........
Du oho ....................
Kelso ....................
Gunning .................
Perth......... *............

...

iTiii & n

Owner.

Dill .................................. Hay .......................
Orange’....................
Bourke ....................
Nevertire ................
Bourke ....................
Nevertire ................
Bourke ............... ;...
...
do
......... ..........
...
Cootamundra .........
Bourke....................
Whitton ................
Narrandera .............
Colombo ................
Liddle ............................. Bundure ...:............
Carrathool .............
Bundure ................
Harden................ .
Dubbo ..................
Goulburn................
............... ...............
Nevertire ................
..
Bourke ....................
..
do ................ .
Nevertire ..................
Rylstone ..................
Carrathool ............
Mullengudgery ......
Nevertire ................
Girilambone........ ....
Colombo ................
Croft................................. Narrandera .............
Whitton ................
Hay .......................
Nevertire ........ ........
Colombo ................
. Bundure ................
Bell .............................. . . Carrathool ...... ......
.
do
........ ...........
. Darlington' .............
.
do
.............
Nevertire................

3
1
1
3
1
3
3
1
3
3
3
]
]

16 ,
16 '
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
18
18
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
■19
20
22
22
22

23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23

0
Date
Ordered.

Ordered by.

27 Sept. Wilkinson & L............................
Hill, C., & C...............................
27 „
27 „ .. Oraves.........................................
27 „ .. Goldsbrough & C.............. *.......
27; „ .. Higgins .....................................
28 „ .. Harrison, J., & Co.:....................
28 „
do
.................
28 „
Graves..........................................
28 „ .. Harrison & 0...........................
28 „
Wilson & Co........ ......................
HamsonT «T.t & 0.......................
29
29 „ .. Hill & Co............... ;...................
1 Oet. . Wilkinson & L...........................
15 „ .. Cox.............................................
29 Aug.. Pitt & Coi ..................................
24 Sept.. Wheatley ..................................
27 „ ... Hill, C„ & C................................
29 Aug.. Pitt & Co......................................
29. „ ...
do
..................................
3 Sept.. Hill, C., & Co..............................
4 „ ...
do
..........................
8 „ ...
do
..........................
24 „ ... Pitt & C...................................... <
•24 „•... Wilkinson & L.............................
25 „ ... Graves..........................................
26 „ ... 1 Wilkinson & L............................
27 „ ... Goldsbrough & C........................
3 „ ... Hill, C., & C................................
3 „ ... Rvan & Co.................................
do
..................................
3 „ ...
3 „ ... Anderson & C..............................
16 Oct... Ryan & Co..................................
4 Sept... Hill, C., & C................................
15 „ ...
do
..........................
do
..........................
18 „ ...
27 „ ... Graves..........................................
27 „ ... Goldsbrough & C........................
28 „ ...
do
..........................
28 „ ... Wilson & Co................................
1 Oct... Harrison & 0...............................
do
..............................
1 „ ...
1
... Wilkinson & L..........................
1 ,, ... Goldsbrough & C........................
1 „ ... Graves............................. .'...........
1 „ ... Pitfc & Co..............................
’2 „ ... Hill & Go.....................................
2 „... Pitt & Co............... ..................
2- „ ... Wilkinson & L.............................
2 „ ... Pitt & C.......................................
2' „ ... Wilkinson & L............................
2 „ ... Qraves.......................................
3 ....... Bolton .. .■......................................
3
... Wilkinson & L...................... .
do
...........................
3 „ ... •
3
' do
..........................
26 Sept..
do
..........................
3 „ ... Anderson & C................. ............
4. „ ... Hill &■ Co.....................................
24 „ ... Wheatley ......................... ■.......
40ct.... Pitt & Co..............................
4 Sept.. Hill, 0., & Co..................... :.......
29 „ ... Wilson & C: ..............................
7 „ ... Wilkinson & L.............................
Leeds & C....................................
8 „
Hill & C...................................
11
.....................................
11 „... ■ do
25 „ .... Graves......................................
29 ....... Goldsbrough & C........................
2 Oct.... Pitt & 0....................................
2 „ ... Wilkinson & L.............................
3 „ ... Hill, C., & C...............................
10 Sept... /Anderson & C..............................
14 .......
do
..........................
17 Oct.:.. Wilkinson & L..................... *......
7-Sept... Hill ■& Co....................................
3 Ocfc.... Pitt, Son, & C.........................
do
..........................
3 „ ...
do
;.........................
3 „ ...
4 „ ... Graves......................................
4 „ ...
do ..........................................
4 „ ... Harrison & Co.....................
do
...........................
4. „ ...
4 „
Wilkinson & L........................
4 „ ...
do
..........................
5 „ ... Graves..........................................
5 „ ...
do ....................................
5. „ ... Wilkinson & L............................
5 „ ... "Hill & Co. ...................................
5
Leeds & C............... ...................
1

Number Trucks.
3 S. vans.........
3 do
.........
20 S. vans.........
13 do
.........
6 do
.........
2 do
.........

Owner.

Loading Station.

Cahill ..............
Gilchrist & C........................
Flvnn ...............
rln

3 S. vans ..:.....
15 do
.........
1 S. van .........
4 S. vans.........
1 S. van .........

Bull ..:.......................

95.
9ft
9ft
9,fi
9,ft
4X3 „
9,ft
9ft
9,ft
9ft
9Q
9.Q

...
...
...

28 C. waggons ...
21

do

...
... Hiu ..:..................
...

15 do
2 do
15 do

...
...
...

3
6
4
6
4

do
do
do
do
do

... H'Phee
...
...
...
...

10
4
28
12
27

do
do
do
do
do

...
...
...
...

1
1
2
21

9Q
9.Q „
4V
9n >, :
OU
9(1
90

...

11
do
10
do
14 S. vans

.

.

90
90
90
90
90
90
t90

.....

90
ou ,,
£0
90
go
oU ,,

.......

£0
90

S. van ..........
do
...........
S.vans ..........
0. waggons'...

gn
•
31 ”

1 S. van ..........
21 C, waggons ...
10 S.vans...........
15 C. waggons ... Norlev ................................
36
do
...
11
do
'... M'Donald & 0.
9
do
...
1 S.van ..........
10 S. vans......... .'
28 do
..........
12 do
..........
23 do
..........
28 G. waggons ...
14
do
:..
15
do
...
43 • do
...
26 S. vans..........
2 do
...........
4 do
..........
2 do
..........
3
1
1
2
3

Ol

J,

9

" a
9
5
K° )>
°K a

° a

do
...........
S. van ..........
do
.......... Beggs ..........................
S. vans..........
do
..........

I S. van .......... Pyle ..........
25 8. vans...........

99.
•
40 ,,
9,9.
40 ,,
99
.99
40 „
99
.
99
99
9..9
.
9.9
94.
4* ,,

2 S.vans ..........
2 do
..........
28 C. waggons ...
4
do
...
20 ’ do
... M'Donald & 0....................
30
do
...
do
.....................
5
do
...
do
■ ............
14 do
1 S. van
15 S. vans

Date
Loading.

ft
ft
O „
nay,- ..........................
b

if

b

ti

9
Date
Ordered.

Ordered by.

6 Oct... Horsley .................
6 „ ... Pitt & C...................
6 „ ... Goldsbrough & C...
23 „ ... Pitt & Co................
do
.................
22 „ ...
6 ....... Harrison & C..........
6 „ ... Graves.....................
8 „ ... Wilkinson & L........
do
'.....
8- „ ...
8 „ ... Pitt & C...................
9 „ ... Graves.....................
• 9 „ ... Pitt & C..................
9 „ ... Wilkinson & L.......
do
......
9 „ ...
10 „ ... Harrison J. & D., ..
10 „ ... Graves.....................
10 „ ... Goldsbrough & Co.
10 „ ... Wilkinson & L.......
do
......
10 „ ...
13 „. ... Pitt & Co.................
16 „ ... Hill, C., & Co..........
19 „ ... Pitt & Co.................
7 Sept.. Hill & Co.................
11 „ •• Ryan & C................
24, „ .. Wheatley .............
6 Oct.. Wilkinson & L........
10 Sept... Campbell & C..............................
10 „ ... Hill, C., & C................................
do
...............................
6 „ ...
7 „ ... Wilkinson & L............................
11 „ ... Anderson & C. \................. .......
11 „ ... Hill, C., & C................................
14 ....... Wilkinson & L............................
8 Oct...
10 „ ...
10 „ ...
11 Sept.. Ryan & C.....................................
Anderson & C..............................
11 ,,
do
..........................
14 „ ...
7 „ ... Wilkinson & L............................
Hill & Co......................................
11 „
do
..................................
11 „
12 „ ... Leeds & C....................................
14 „ ... Hill & C........................................
.15 „ ... Wilkinson & L.............................
do
....
9 Oct..
9 „ .. Horwood & Co......
10 „ •• G-rares....................
10 „ .. Pitt & Co...............
do
............
10 „ ••
11 „ •• Wilkinson & L......
H ,, •• Harrison & Co.......
11 .. •• Goldsbrough & C..
do
........
11 ,, ••
11 „ •• Lea & Co...............
11 „ - Graves.................. .
Barker..................
11 „
11 „ •• Graves...................
12 „ .. Pitt&C.................
12 „ .. Hill & C................
12 „ .. Harrison & C.........
12 „ .. Leeds & Co..... .
Wikinson & L........
13 „
13 *, *» Graves........... :......
13 „ .. Goldsbrough & C.
15 „ .. Graves..................
15 „ .. Harrison & C. ...
15 „ .. Wilkinson & L......
15 „ .. Leeds & C.............
15 „ •• Goldsbrough & C.
15 „ •• Pitt & Co..............
15 „ .. Wilson & C...........
do
.........
15 „ ..
6 „ .. Pitt & Co..............
11 Sept.. Hill & Co..............
15 „ - Wilkinson & L......
15 „ .. Leeds & C.............
12 Oct.. Hill, C., & C.........
16 „ .. Pitt & C.................
, do
...............
16 „ ..
do
...............
16 „ .
Harrison & C..'......
16 „
17 ' „ . Wilkinson & L. ...
7 Nor. Hill, C., &C. ...
do
..........
16 Oct.
do
..........
16 „ .
19 Sept. Ryan & Co..........
18 „ . Hill, C., &Co ...
11 „ . Anderson &C. ...
11 .. • Hill & Co..............

223-P

Number Trucks.
6 S. vans........
14 do
........
2 do
........
1 S. van ........
1 do
........
4 S. vans....*...
4 do
........
2 do
........
14, do
........
........
13 do
........
2 do
........
4 do
1 S. van ........
2 S. vans........
1 8. van ........
3 8.vans........
7 do
........
5 do
........
5 do
........
3 C. waggons .
14
do
,
1 C. waggon ,
28 C. waggons .
20
do
,
2 8. vans.......
14 do
.......
9 C. waggons
14 . do
10
do
15
do
24
do
20
do
6
do
20 S. vans.....
14 do
.....
28 do
.....
20 C. waggons
14 - do
28
do
15
do
25
do
6
do
35
do
6
do
10
do
2 S. vans.
6 do ........
3 do
........
28 do
........
........
14 do
4 do
........
do
........
3
........
5 do
12 do
........
15 do
........
1 8. van ........
3 S. vans........
1 8. van ........
28 8.vans........
14 do ........
3 do ........
25 do ........
1 8. van ........
4 8. vans........
1 8. van ........
3 8.vans........
3 do ........
2 do ........
2 do ........
2 do ........
3 do ........
15 do ........
1 8. van ........
2 C. waggons ,
35
do
24
do
25.
do
.
14 8. vans......
10 do .......
7 do .......
4 do ......
14 do .......
2 do .......
4 C. waggons
15 do ........ ’
6 C. waggons ,
14
do
.
24
do
.
26
do
.

Loading Station.

Owner.

Date’
Loading.
Nov.

Carrathool .............

Carrathool .............
Hay .......................
Colombo .................
■JlPfjA.ll ..............................

Carrathool .............
do
.............
Jerilderie................
Carrathool .............
Carrathool .............
■do
.......
Nevertire ..................
Whitton ................
Nevertire ................

TTi'll Jtr. Ann

.......

Gunninff ................
Hay ..........................
Bourke......................
Bourke......................
do
......................
Nevertire ..................
Bourke......................

Bourke......................
do
......................
do
......................
do
......................
Nevertire..................
TTill Jtr. Snn

.............
Nevertire......... —...
Carrathool .............
Wagga-....................
Carrathool .............
Hay .......................
Darlington .............
Jerilderie................
Bourke ....................
Carrathool ............
Narramine .............
Carrathool................
Jerilderie ................

a A Jtr, P. TVTflin ................

Carrathool................
do
................
do

................

Carrathool................
Grong Grong .........
Breadalbane.............
Nyngan....................
Wallendbeen
M'nnll ..............................

a Ttfift
...........................
Dnhh & fin .........................

.........

Narrandera .............
Darlington .............
Nevertire .................
Kelso.......................
Dubbo .......................

M£lirilln.Ti '

...........

Bourke.......................
do
......................

,

74!
IQ
Date
Ordered.
12 Sept..
13,,,. I18„ ...
19,, „ ...
25 „
10 Oct.
11 j
12, „ ...
15 „ * .
16 ” ■.
i6...
16 . „,..
16. „ ...
17 . „ •
17 , „ ,..
17, „ ;..
17 j, ...
17 „ ...
i7;; .
18 „■...
18 „ ...
18 „ ...
is';;...
11 Sept...
10 Oct....
11 Sept...
19 „ ...
22....
17 Oct....
17 „ ...
17 „ ...
19 „ ..
i9
...
23 „
29 „ ...
30 „ ...
31 „ ...
31 „ ...
31 ” ...
3i.;;...
1 Soy...
2 „ ..
6 „ ...
14 Sept...
21 „ ...
26 „ ..
20 Oct....
26
..
3 Hov...
6 ’ „ ...
8 „ ...
8 „
12 3, ...
13 „ ...
13 „ ..
26 Sept...
18 Oct.,..
31 „ ...
1 frov...
5 „ ...
12 Sept...
14
...
11 Oct....
12 „ ...
18 „ . .
19 „ ...
i9 ;;...
20, „ ...
22 „
22 „...
22 ;;.
22 „ . .
22 „
22 „ ...
23 „ ...
23
...
23 „ ...
23 „ ...
23 ;;...
23 „ ...
25 ;;...
25 „
25 „ ...
26 „ ...
26 „ ..
27 ,, ..."
7 Noth..
16
..
22 Oet...
25 „ ..

.

(Ordered by.

Leeds & C..................................
Hili & Co...................................
do
.................................
Harrison & C........■.....................
Graves
. .. .............................

Number Trucks.
35 C. waggons
6
do
6
do
4
do
2
do

Pitt & Co...................................... 28 do

.......

Hill & C....................................... 24 do
Graves
............•..■•..................
6 do
Pitt & Go..................................... 11 do
8 do
IJarrison & C.............................
Trebeek & C, ............................. 3 do
Pitt & C........................................ 28 do
Graves ........................................ 2 oo

... .
... .
.
...
... .
......
... .

P.tt & C......................................
Wilkinson & Tj...........................
Hill & Co.................................

28 do
8 do

.

Wilkinson & L.............................
Anderson & C..............................
Leeds & C...................................
Hill & Co....................................
Pitt & Co....................................
Hill & c.............. •......................
Pitt & Co......................................
Wilkinson & L...........................

10 do
......
14 0. waggons
2(5 S. vans
.
27 C. waggons
20
do
36
do
14 do

Armjtage & C. ,.......
Hill ... .
Watts ..
Dickson..........................
S. M'Caugliey..........
F. Godfrey .................
Wiseman ......................
Ashcroft
.................
Edmondson & C. ...
T. Woods ......... ;..........
J. RrCulloch .............
Learmonth ...
. .
W. Turnbull..
..
Jl'Gaw ..................
Harrington..................
G. Simpson .................
Moreland ......
Simpson
.................
“ Ilhllawa”
..............

.......

do................
...............
4 S. vans.......
do
...................................j....................................
22 do
..............
Graves.....................................................................................
Pitt & C.
........................................................

7 S. vans.................
8 do
. .

Pitt & Co.....................................
do
...................................................
do
................................................................
Graves ...............................................................................
Somer & Co..................
..............................
Hill & Co.........................................................................
Leeds & Co............................- ...........................
Dunn .....................................................................................
Griffiths & W.............................................................
Anderson & C............................................................
Hill & Co......................................................................

4 do .................
1 S. van. .. .
1 C. waggon
10 S. vans... .
6 C. waggons
20
do
.
6
do
10 S. vans... .
36 do ... .

do
.....................................................................
Griffiths&W.
.........................................
20 do
do
..............................................................
Hill & C............................................................................
Anderson & C............................................................
MfKay .............................................................................
Anderson & C............................................................
Harrison & C............................................................
Wilkinson & L.........................................................
Leeds & C.......................................................................
Hill, C., & C..................................................................
Sullivan & Son .....................................................
Pitt & C.............................................................................
Wilkinson & L..........................................................

. ..

.

10 do
.
.
4 do
................
19 C. waggons
3
do
15
do
.
25
do
.
5
do
35
do
6
do
.
25
do
.
38 S. vans................
10 do
....

Hill & C............................................................................... 14 do
Wilkinson & L....................................................... 12 do
6 do

..

.

..
.

do
................................................
2 C. waggons
do
................................................
3 S. vans
Groldsbvough & C
. .............................
Wilson & C..................................................................... • 3 do
.............
fim & Co........................................................................... 14 do
....
Graves ............................................................................. 1 S. van ... .
do .................................................................................... 4 S. vans . .
G-oldsbrough &, Co...........................................
Hill, C , & Co............................................................. 8 do
...
Wilkinson & L.........................................................
Harrison & C..............................................................

3 do
3 do

...

Owner.

.

...

Wilson & C.............................................'
.
10 do
................
Wilkinson & L.........................................................
Goldsbrough & C.
, ’
.
1 C. waggon
Hill & C............................................................................. 12 C. waggons
Pitt & C.............................................................
5 do
....
Leeds & C.........................................................................
Wheatlev ..................................................................... 2 dn
i
'
1

Lomax
.................
M'Millan ......................
Barton ..........................
Richardson ................
Learmonth ..................
M‘Gaw
....................
Harrington ................
Yerdon .........................
Carroll .........................
3. Peacock .............
Bolton.........................
Munster .....................
P. Ormsby .................
Fletcher .....................
Brain & Co...................
J. & F. M‘Evoy ...........
J. Thompson ............
T. Lang ..................
Lee ..........
F. Campbell
J. Glasson.................
R. & W. Oakes .. ..
Dowling
................
J. F. & H. White .
Lee
..................
do .
.............
W. Wilson ..........

Fitzgerald . ...
Fletcher ........
Armytage & Co.
3. Tyson ......
Dickson
.......
Illillawa .............
Newton Bros.........
Wen thworth.........
Lindsay Bros. . . .
Tranter.......
M'Queen & C. .
J. Reid
.........
3. Collins
.....
Peisley.................
M'Caughey .........
A. Gibson ............
J. Hamilton
....
W. Arnold
.....
J. Smith .... '. ..
3. Egan .............
J. Campbell..........
M. Kirvin..............
Fletcher
............
M'Caughey ...........
W. Ryan ..............
F. Jenkins .
J. Harrington .......
J. Glasson.............

Loading Station.

Date
Loading.

Bourke ......................
Nevertire ..................
do
.................
Mudgee ...!................
Carrathool ...............
Wagga
...............
Bourke
.................
Nyngan ....................
Jerilderie ..................
Hay
.....................
Mudgee
.................
Darlington .............
Wallendbeen ....
Jerilderie ............
Colombo ...................
Groongal . .
.....
Bundure...............
Whitton ..................
Colombo .................
Jerilderie ................
do
. .
. .
do
.................
Waradgery ..............
Bourke......................
Blayney....................
Bourke ....................
do
......................
do
.....................
Groongal ..................
Whitton ...................
Colombo .................
The Rock
.............
do
.............
Wellington ..............
Wagaa ...............
The Rock..................
Cowra .....................
Bomen
................
TJardry ....................
Gundagai..............
Young .....................
Carrathool .............
Nevertire...................
Dubbo......................
Wellington ..............
Goulburn .........
Cueanbeyan.......
Bourke .....................
Newbridge ...............
Kelso
....
.....
Lue .........................
Wallerawang
.......
Kelso ..................
Nevertire ...............
Newbridge ...............
Bourke .
...........
Wagga ......................
Bourke .....................
Wellington .............
Wagga ......................
Bourke ......................
Dubbo ......................
Bourke .....................
Nyngan..............
Waradgery ..............
Colombo ................
Carrathool ..............
Byrock......................
Colombo ..................
Hay ..........................
Nevertire .................
Carrathool .. ..
Cowra
..................
Jerilderie ..................
Young ....................
Carrathool ..............
do
...................
W hitton.................
Nevertire ..................
Wagga ......................
Carrathool ...
.
Jerilderie...............
Bomen
.................
Jerilderie .............
Yerong Creek ....
Narrandera...........
Nevertire ...............
Colombo .. .......
Blayney ......... .
Gunning ................

20 Nov.
20 „
20 „
20 „
20 „
20 „
20 „
20 „
20 „
20 „
20 „
20 „
20 „
20 „
20 „
20 „
20 „
20 „
20' „
20 „
20 „
20 „
20 „
21 „
21 „
23 „
23 „
23 „
23 „
23 ,.
23 „
23 „
23 „
23 „
23 „
23 „
23 „
23 „
23 „
23 „
23 „
23 ,,
23 ,.
24 „
24 ,,
24 „
24 „
24 „
24 „
24 .,
24 „
24 „
24 „
24 „
24 „
26 „
26 „
26 „
26 „
26 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
27
27 „
27
27 ,
27 „
27 „
27 „
27 „
28 „
28 „

ll

Date
Ordered.
6 Nov...
2 Oct'...
24
26 „
1 „ ...
16 „
16‘ „ ...
16 „ ...
22 „'...
23 „ ...
24 „
26 „ ...
27 „'...
27 „■...
27 „ ...
29 „ ...
29 „ ...
31 „ ...
31 „ ...
2 Nov...
12 „ ...
12 „ ...

•

.

Ordered by.

Owner.

Number Trucks.

Anderson .......... .-......................
do“
...
Hill, 0., & Co.............. ................. 14
Wilkinson & L............................
do
..........................
do
..........................
Pitt & Co........................... .......... 35
do
...
do
.........................................i....................
7
do
...
Leeds & Co.......... ....................... 7
do
...
Wilkinson & L............................
Hill & Co.....................................
Wilkinson & L........... ................. 20 do
..........
HiU'& C......... .............................
Pitt & Co......................................
Wilkinson & L......................................................... 2 do
......................
Qoldsbrougli & C.................................................
■Wilkinson & L.........................................................
. • do
.....................................................
do
.............................................
10 do
.....................
Pitt & Co...........................................................................
Wilkinson & L............. !............... 1...................... 4 do
......................
do
.....................................................
Leeds & C. ...'........................... :.............................

Loading Station.

Allen & Co...........................................................

Date
Loading.

9,9
29
29
an
SO
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

.
.

30
30

H. Terry
Fletcher
Lee i

.....................................................

..

.............................................................

.............................................................................

30 j
30 7
30 j
30
30 ,
30
,

[9<?.]

.
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BRIDGES- ON DUPLICATED LINE BETWEEN PARRAMATTA
■
AND PENRITH.
.
(PROFESSOR WARREN’S REPORT ON.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 November, 1888.

KETUEN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated 14th June, 1888, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—
,
“ Copy of Professor Warren’s report upon the Bridges on the duplicated
“ line between Parramatta and Penrith, together with all correspondence
’ “ between Professor Warren and the Department relative to his report.” .
{Mr. Lyne, for Mr. J.

.
NO

P.

Abbott.)
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■.
No. 1. .
- ■
■ ■ V'
Memo, from Mr. District Engineer Shellshear to The Engineer for Existing'
Lines.
.
'
'
1
Bridges between Parramatta and.Blacktown.
■
'
I have to report, for your information, that on inspecting the bridges yesterday I find that since you
visited the bridges between Parramatta and Blacktown- with me, on the 6th October last, that the abutment
of the'bridge at 'Wentworthville has gone over a little more, and that the upper part of the brickwork is
badly shaken, and there is a horizontal crack at the level of the washer-plates of holding-down bolts, and
the lower part of the wall has been thrust forward nearly I" in advance of the upper part from this level
on the up-line side, next Parramatta. I am of opinion that it is necessary to reset the stone and
strengthen the abutment, as. at present there must be. a heavy .compression strain on the girders, which,
with the vibration-of passing trains, puts an undue strain on the structure. The abutment has come over
fully li" at this point.
■
'
' .
'
’• 1 ■
(
To make this bridge secure,' I consider it necessary to build counterparts along the face of each
abutment, and reset the girders and bed stones. This wiil'cost about £1,000.
The
.
135—A
’
.

• [930 copies—^Approximate cost of printing (labour and material), £25 17s. 9d,]

7 hr?
i z_JLj

2
The bridge at Parramatta Park, the ends of the girders of which were cut, as per your verbal
instructions have nearly closed again, and I am also of opinion that it is necessary to strengthen the
abutments, the same as proposed for the bridge at Wentwortliville, at a cost of £1,000.
The bridges at 16 miles 48 chains, and 20 miles 72 chains, are also shaken, and the bed stones
working. To repair and strengthen these would cost about £900'each, making a total cost for the four
bridges of £3,800.
—----WALTER SHELLSHEAR, .25/11/87.
I will see you about this matter.—M.T., 19/12/87. Mr. Shellshear.
Mr. Thomson seen.
I
'examined these bridges yesterday, and find that bridge at Wentworthville and Parramatta Park are more
shaken than they were at the date of my last report. The abutments of the bridge at Parramatta Park are
11" out of plumb, and the girders over the pier are again close, having come together more than 1" since
they were cut. I consider it most advisable that the work should be taken in hand at once.—Walteb
ShjeIiLsheab, 20/12/87. The Deputy Engineer.
Under these circumstances I would recommend that the abutments of the bridges at Parramatta
Park and Wentworthville be at once strengthened at a cost of about £2,000. Those at 16 miles 48 chains
and 20 miles 72 chains are not so bad, and the pressure behind the abutments could be lessened by taking
out some of the present embankment, and refilling with rubble and ashes behind the abutments.—M.T.,
22/12/87. Engineer for Existing Lines.
'
I will inspect these bridges with you in the course of a few days.—U.C., 4/1/88. Deputy
Engineer.
Let me have an estimate of cost of putting ashes at the back of these abutments, a plate on each
of the walls, and square timber (for the three highest bridges), say 12 feet long, under the rails, with one
end resting on abutment; also repairs to abutments.—G.C., 10/1/88. Deputy Engineer.
Estimated cost about £550 for each bridge. I attach sketches showing the amount each abutment
has been forced out of plumb.—Walter Shellshear, 25/1/88. Engineer for Existing Lines.
Will
Commissioner please approve of this expenditure ? The abutments have been forced out with the swelling
ofthe clayin the late wet weather, it having been poured in in the dry weather probably too hard.—G-.C.,
30/1/88. Commissioner.
Bridges must be made safe.—Ch.A.G., 2/2/88.
Engineer for Existing
Lines, B.C., 2/2/88.
Mr. Shellshear to note and carry out.—G.C., 3/2/88.
Mr. Purton to carry
out.—W.S., 4/2/88.

^

No. 2.
G. W. Townsend, Esq., to The Commissioner for Railways.

■

Sir,

Railway Survey Office, 10 Eebruary, 1888.
I have the honor to request that you will make inquiry into the present state of the abutments
of one or more of the bridges recently erected on the duplication of line, Parramatta to Penrith, as I am
informed that they are showing signs of failure ; also that you will satisfy yourself whether my designs
for those. abutments were adhered to, and whether, in case the designs were departed from, such
departure is or is not the probable cause of alleged failure.
The facts are as follows:—Previous to making the above designs, I had found that a 12-feet
culvert at 16i- miles on Western Line had completely failed, the brickwork, though of excellent quality,
having burst and cracked in all directions; this culvert was removed and replaced by a 40-feet girder
bridge ; the failure of the culvert I attributed to the swelling of the earth of which the bank was formed
in which the culvert was placed; this earth was taken from an adjacent cutting through Wianamatta
shale, which has a most dangerous property of swelling after being placed in embankment; to guard
against this danger, as the same shale runs throughout the line, I made the designs for the bridge
abutments with a large quantity of dry hand-packed sandstone rubble placed between the abutments and
adjoining bank. I am informed that the whole of this rubble packing was left out in carrying out the
work; if this is really the case there is no doubt but that it is the cause of failure. I wrote you a
previous letter on this subject some months since, but as I had heard of the matter from a source that I
could ■ not mention without injury to the man who told me, I deemed it better to wait for further
development of the case, so did not send the letter.
I have, &c.,
--------GEO, WM. TOWNSEND,
P.S.—I am further informed that at one of the abutments in question the earth has been
excavated from behind the abutment and the space filled in with dry ashes, which has prevented any
further movement of the brickwork.—G.W.T.
Please return with report.—A.R., B.C., 13/2/88. Engineer for Existing Lines.
Returned with
report herewith.—G.C., 9/3/88. Commissioner.
Report on Abutments of Bridges, Parramatta to Penrith, by Engineer for Existing Lines.
With reference to Mr. Townsend’s letter of 10th Eebruary last, it may be stated that some of the high

abutments on the line between Parramatta and Penrith have been found out of plumb, caused no doubt
through the earth filling.behind them—which was put in during very dry weather—being soaked through
during the heavy wet weather last year, thereby expanding to an unusual extent. This has not been
caused through the departure from Mr. Townsend’s design, because if this had been followed these
abutments would probably have been down long ago. The designs were altered for the sake of safety.
Mr. Townsend’s designs provided for work built in lime mortar, with only a thickness of about one-sixth
of the height—out of proportion altogether—and the hand-packed rubble referred to would, if anything,
have a tendency to decrease rather than increase the stability of the work in the way Mr. Townsend pro
posed to dispose it, and being some £4,600 more expensive than the designs to which the work has been
carried out. The designs were consequently altered to properly proportioned work, built in cement, and
of a thickness of about one-fourth of the height, but such alterations have nothing to do with the matter
of the abutments being forced out of plumb, as they are much stronger than those designed by Mr.
Townsend.
,
To Engineer for Existing Lines.
--------MAX THOMSON, 8/3/88.
.
Forward copy of this report to Mr. Townsend.—Gh.A.,G., 13/3/88,
’
------- -------- —
'
'
,
Sir,

3
Sir,

Department of Railways, Sydney, 19 March, 1888.
With reference to your letter of the 10th ultimo, asking that inquiry might be made into the
present state of the abutments .of one or more of the bridges recently erected on the duplication of line
between Parramatta and 'Penrith, I have the honor, by direction of the Commissioner for Railways, to
inform you that the matter has been referred to the Engineer for Existing Lines, and to enclose for your
perusal a copy of the report received in reference thereto.
I have, Ac.,
....
.
D. VERNON,
,
Geo. Wm. Townsend, Esq., Railway Survey Office, Pitt-street.
Secretary of Railways.

'

No. 3.
Minute by The Commissioner for Railways.

Has anything unusual or exceptional taken place recently in connection with the maintenance of the line?

It is the duty of the Engineer for Existing Lines to report to me any unusual occurrence. _
A bridge, fqr instance, showing signs of weakness in any part; any structural repairs required to
any particular work; in short “ anything out of the common.”
.
•
•
'
Ch.A.G., 8/3/88.
Engineer for Existing Lines, B.C., 9/3/88.
Nothing unusual has taken place; except the repairs
to bridges between Parramatta and Blacktown, and which were approved by you oh attached papers;—
G.C., 10/3/88. Commissioner.
.
,
_ .
*
The reason given for the failure of these bridges is that the abutments have been “forced out with
the swelling of the clayin the late wet weather, it having been primed in the dry weather and perhaps too
hard.” Who designed these bridges—was the original design departed from, and for what reason ? I am
informed that when first designed the treacherous nature of the clay or shale was known, and the designer
proposed to overcome this difficulty by hand-packing with rubble between the abutment and the formation,
•the shale being taken out for this purpose. When the work was carried out this precaution was not
taken, but the abutment wras strengthened .to resist the pressure of the shale. Again, it was found that
the foundations for the abutments wrere not put in deep enough, but the engineer, instead of continuing
the mode of construction by counterfort, carried the extra foundation down plumb. I must have a full
report on the subject. An expenditure of over £3,000 has to be incurred, which, it seems to me, might
have been avoided if the work had been carried out properly in the first instance.—Ch.A.G., 12/3/88.
Engineer for Existing Lines.—A.R., B.C., 13/3/88.
Please see report attached.—G.C., 23/3/88.
Commissioner. ■
■
'

Repoet by Engineer for Existing Lines to The Commissioner.
Repeeeihg to iny previous report on this matter on 8/3 /88, I can only say that it would have been

impracticable to carry out Mr. Townsend’s design, and the rubble behind the abutment, as shown by him,
instead of doing any good wmuld increase the danger of the abutments overturning,—That the work as
.carried out is much stronger and better designed than what was proposed by Mr.- Townsend, will be seen
,at a glance from attached tracing, as v'ell as the impracticability of carrying out Mr. Townsend’s" design.
Again, he made no provision for retaining the ballast on top of embankment.
. .. _.
• . . The’work was properly designed and carried out, and I can assign no other reason for the failure
of these abutments than that previously expressed, viz, that the work was constructed during a very dry
season, followed by an extremely wet one before the earthwork had had time to settle, and thereby quickly
■expanding it to an unusual extent and putting a sudden strain on the abutments • while they ■were
almost, green. The fact also that the girders are absolutely rigid, without any elasticity or deflectioil,
.would contribute towards decreasing the stability of the abutments, as the girders are light and have but
a small bearing surface, and every time a train passes over them they jump and create a regular hammer
ing action or succession of blows on the abutments and piers, which I know to be the case from actual
observation.
.
.
It is a fact, which should not be forgotten that it is only between Parramatta and Blacktown. that
the abutments, show signs of weakness. Between Blacktown and Penrith, where they are carried out
just the same, they stand alright, so the failure cannot be attributed to any want of strength of the work
but to other causes which could not be foreseen and therefore beyond control; one of these unfortunate
circumstances which will happen occasionally and cannot be averted.
, . ,
G.C., 22/3/88.
Ask Mr. Townsend if he wishes to offer any observations on these reports.
him to see papers in this office.—Ch.A.G., 26/3/88.

Please write note" to

'

Dear Sir,
Department of Railways, Sydney, 28 March, 1888.
I shall be glad if you will be good enough to call at this office on an early day and see me
‘with reference to the matter of the maintenance of bridges between Parramatta and Blacktown and late
reports thereon.
Yours, &e.,
,
A. RICHARDSON,
,
G. W. Townsend, Esq.
Assistant Secretary.

No. 4.

r?
/
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■
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No. 4.
Reply by Mr. Townsend.

Correspondence re “ Bridges, Parramatta to Penrith.”
22nd December, 1887.—Mr. Thompson states: “ Those at 16 miles 48 chains and 20 miles 72 chains are
not so had, and the pressure behind the abutments could be lessened by taking out some of the present
Sections of such embankment and refilling with rubble and ashes behind the abutments.”
refilling should
he shown.—
*
3rd March, 1888.—Mr. Thompson states: “ The hand-packed rubble referred to would, if anything,
G.W.T.
hare a tendency to decrease rather than increase the stability of the work in the way Mr. Townsend
proposed to dispose it, and being some £4,600 more expensive than the design to which the work has
been carried out, the designs were consequently altered to properly-proportioned work.”
23rd March, 1888.—Mr. Cowdery says : “ I can only say that it w'ould have been impracticable to
carry out Mr. Townsend’s design; and the rubble behind the abutment, as shown by him, instead of
doing any good, would increase the danger of the abutments overturning.”
Mr. Cowdery signed these very designs, thereby adopting them as his own.; subsequently he alters
them, ostensibly, to make them safe ; then, when he finds the safe work failing, he falls back, when.
too late, upon the means I proposed to. overcome the difficulty that I anticipated, and that has now
arisen, viz., the peculiar swelling of this-earth. The wall that Mr. Cowdery mentions as left out in my
design for the purpose of keeping back loose ballast was, owing to my different disposition of the sleepers,
not needed, but could have been replaced by a row of border stones, and it could in no way affect the
stabilility of the work.
•
In making my work £4,600 more expensive than that adopted, Mr. Thompson has evidently
debited me with cost of rubble, and has not credited me cost of his increased amount of brickwork—in
fact my design was the cheapest.
'
But, as my design was not followed, I am relieved of all responsibility in the matter of the failure
of these abutments.
■
.
'•
3rd March, 1888.—Mr. Thompson says': “ Mr. Townsend’s design provided for work built in limb
mortar, with only a thickness of about one-sixth of the weight—out of proportion altogether.”
I have had excellent work done in other parts of Australia with lime mortar. "We have excellent
limestone here that I have proved will make first-class mortar for dry situations if properly used. . Brick
work in cement costs one-fourth more than that in lime, the average prices being 50s. and 40s. per cubic
'yard. I was therefore anxious to make this saving in such portions of the work as could be suitably set in
lime mortar. Prices for both lime and cement were shown in my schedule, and had I not been satisfied with
the sample of lime shown by the contractor I should have had the work set in lime; .but I am, certain that
with proper care a very large saving could be effected in all our works, and I strongly deprecate the wasteful
and indiscriminate use of so expensive a material as Portland cement that is at present practised on
nearly all our railway works. In many instances the slow setting of lime mortar is an. absolute
advantage over the brisk setting cement mortar. Of course in such portions of brickwork or masonry as
are exposed to the action of water, as we have no hydraulic lime, the use of cement is necessary; but in
such portions as can never be so exposed it is wasteful and unnecessary. As for the bad proportion of
one-sixth the weight shown in my design, I can point to two heavy retaining walls that have been
standing about five years carrying a heavy timber bridge over the Coogee tramway, that were designed by
me, of exactly the same proportions as those now in question, only without rubble backing. . The Coogee
walls have to support about 25 feet depth of loose sand. The hand-packed rubble, as designed by me for
the Parramatta to Penrith walls, would have relieved the walls of nearly all normal pressure from the
earth behind, and by the slight giving of the rubble the abnormal pressure caused by the swelling of the
earth-would not hare been communicated to the walls.
•
The failure of these safe (?) walls as designed by Mr. Cowdery, though costly to the Department,
is valuable as an instance of the inutility of heavy masses of brickwork unscientifically applied. •
. Further, in his minute of 22/3/88, Mr. Cowdery says:—“ The fact also that the girders are
absolutely rigid, without any elasticity or deflection, would contribute towards decreasing the stability of
the abutments, as the girders are light, and have but a small bearing surface, and every time a train passes
over them they jump and create a regular hammering action or succession of blows—which I know to be
the case from actual observation.” . Mr. Cowdery admits that my girders are Tight and exceptionally
strong-, but if they are “ absolutely rigid, without any elasticity or deflection,” they cannot cause the
hammering action complained of; but how is it that these girders, from their alleged hammering action,
produce disintegrations in some abutments and not in the contiguous pieces, and not in other abutments,
for further on Mr. Cowdery says :—“It is a fact that should not be forgotten that it is only between
Parramatta and Blacktown that the abutments show signs of weakness
and in no case does he say that
the pieces show signs of failure. Besides any amount of hammering action, though it doubtless would
cause disintegration, could not possibly cause a tendency to overturning in the abutments, and this is
what ■ is complained of. The hammering action complained of is due to the injudicious placing of the
coping-stone in the adopted designs as compared with the placing of the same stones in my design. The
bearing surface is ample, only giving a pressure of less than 1-/ cwt. per square inch of surface.
GEO. "WM. TOWNSEND,
.
------—
~ ’
'
3/4/88.
.

It is fortunate that these girders are exceptionally strong, or, on the failure of the abutments, they
would have been completely destroyed by the united action of the load they have to bear in the course of
traffic, added to the heavy compression strain they have been subjected to by the thrusting out of the
■abutments.—-G.W.T., 3/4/88.
' .
.
'
....
I think it desirable that an independent report should be made, and would suggest that Professor
Warren, of the University,' be asked to report upon the girders and abutments.—Ch.A.G., 5/4/88.
Approved.—J.S., 5/4/88.
..

No. 5,

5
No. 5.
The Secretary for Hallways to Professor Warren.
Sirj
' :
•
Department of Railways, Sydney, 5 April, 1S8S.
■■
In view of a difference of opinion wliicli exists witli regard to the design and construction of
certain bridges on the duplicated line between Parramatta and Penrith, the Commissioner for Railways
considers it desirable that an independent report in the matter should be obtained.
To that end I am desired to ask that you will be good enough to inspect such bridges as are reported
to be defective, viz,, those' between Parramatta and Blacktown, and report upon the girders and abut
ments of such structures.
■,
I have, &c.,
. .
'
,
D. VERNON, .
.
■
.
, Secretary for Railways.

.
No. 6.,
G. W. Townsend, Esq., to The Secretary for Hallways.
Dear Sir,
■■ ■
•
University of Sydney, 17 April, 1888.
■ I have been through the tracings supplied to Professor Warren of the bridges, Parramatta to
Penrith, and I find the sheet of diagrams -.showing rail bridge in detail has been omitted. May I suggest
that Professor Warren be permitted to see the original of that and all drawings of these bridges. '
,
I am, &c.,
.
--------.
G-. W. TOWNSEND.
. Inform Mr. Townsend that any and all information we have is at Professor Warren’s disposal
should he desire it.—D.V., 18/4/88.'
•
Sir,

'
Department of Railways, Sydney, 20 April, 1888.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 17th instant, and in reply to
say that any arid all'information we have relative to tlie railway’bridges referred to in your letter is at
Professor Warren’s disposal should he desire it.
■ I have, &c.,
r
A. RICHARDSON,
_
Geo. Townsend, Esq., Athenseum Club, Sydney. '
(For the Secretary of Railways).

■
_

No. 7.
Memo, from Professor Warren to The Secretary for Hallways.

'

Sir,

....
,
. I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 5th instant.
■
I shall be glad to report on the bridges as requested, and should like to have the drawings both of
the girders and the abutments as designed and as carried out as soon as possible, As I may have to make
more than one inspection, will you kindly send me a pass. I will send back my jjass for last month
to-morrow.
.
I have, &e.,
~
. . .
'
“
‘
.
--------W. H. WARREN.

■
Issue pass, then refer 1o Mr. Cowdery.—H.M‘L., 7/4/88.
Pass issued, 9/4/88.
Mr. Cowdery.
lie plans.—D.V., 9/4/88.
Please furnish tracings of plans required.—M.T., 10/4/88. Mr. Fischer.
Tracings (4) herewith.—G.E., 13/4/88. Deputy Engineer.
.
.
'
'
'

Memorandum from Professor Warren to The Secretary for Railways.
Sir,
•
.
Thursday, 12 April.
,
,
With reference to my report on the bridges between Parramatta and Blacktown, I have, the
honor to state that I have not yet received the drawings and specifications of the bridges as originally
designed and as carried out in accordance with the request contained in your-letter of April 6th. I under-,
stand that the matter is urgent, and should therefore be. glad to receive the particulars asked for as soon
as possible.
■
. 1
.
Yours, &c.,
■
.
.
■
------.
.
.. W: H., WARREN,
,
Engineer for Existing Lines.—A.R., B.C., 13/4/88V Most urgent.
Specifications and tracings
herewith;—G.C., 13/4/88..
.
'
'
'
• '
Sir,

'
'
Department of Railways, Sydney, 13 April, 1888.
In compliance with your Request of the 6th instant, I have the honor to forward to you, under
Separate cover, the drawings and specifications of the bridges between Parramatta and Blacktown.
I have, &c.,
• :
'
■ •
‘
H. M‘LAC HR AN,
.
(Pro Secretary'for-Raihvays).
W. H. Warren, Esq., Professor of Engineering, University of Sydney.
:
Sir,

University of Sydney, 23 April, 1888.
‘. I have the honor to state that I have inspected the bridges between Parramatta , and Black
town-, and hate also tested the deflections and side oscillation of the superstructure. I have had trialshafts sunk in order to ascertain the nature of the foundations with a view to explain the cause of the
numerous cracks which exist in the wing-walls and abutments. I have also completed the necessary
calculations with regard to the strength and the stability of the bridges. I understood when I received
your instructions to report on these. bridges that the matter was very urgent, and I have been engaged
■every day in collecting data for my report, which I propose sending to you not later than Friday next.
•
■
Ihave, &c.,v ■
"______
'
AY. H. WARREN.
The Commissioner for Railways.
Seen.—D.Y. (pro Commissioner), 27/4/88.
No. 8.

n
i
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No. 8.
,
, .
Professor Warren to The Commissioner for Railways.
Sir, -

University, 27 Aprils 1888.
I have the honor to enclose my report on the bridges between Parramatta and Blacktown.
•
Ihave,'&C;,' •
'
.
------------------W.> H. WARREN.
’
[Enclosure.']
'
Report from Professor Warren to The Commissioner for Railways.
’
Sir,
University of Sydney, 27 April, 1888.
In accordance with your instructions I have the honor to state that I have thoroughly
investigated the strength and the stability of the bridges between Parramatta and Blacktown, and also
the original designs for these bridges, as prepared by Mr. Townsend, and herewith report as follows :—■
General descrip*
The bridges referred to are eight in number; which for convenience of reference will be denoted
tion of the
by numbers, commencing with the bridge in Parramatta Park, thus —
bridges.
No. 1 bridge consists of two spans of 44 feet each.
2~
one span of 44 feet.
3
twp spans of 44 feet each,
4
one span of 44 feet,
5
two spans of 44 feet each,
6
one span of 44 feet.
7

8
They each consist of Warren girders resting upon brick piers and abutments. The main girders,
Mr. Townsend’s as originally designed by Mr. Townsend, are arranged one. under each rail. They are 44 feet long over
design.
all and 5 feet 3 inches deep.
.
'
The top flange is formed with double angle-irons, each 5'' x 5" x
riveted to a stringer plate 141 in.
deep by {- in. thick, forming a T section. The bottom flange is formed with double angle-irons, each
5'' x 5" x •£". The.web consists of channel and flat bars , riveted to the stringer plate of the top flange,
and to rectangular plates in the bottom flange, each 22" long x 14|" deep x f" thick ; the bars intersect at
Main girders,
angles of 60° and form a single system of triangulations. The end members of the web consists of two
Mr. Townsend’s
flat bars, each 5" wide x f" thick ; the other members consist of double channel-irons
m section
design.
from 5" x 2i" x 1" to 5" x 2|" x f".'
The girders are prepared at each end for fixing to or sliding upon cast-iron bed-plates, which latter
are bolted to the bed stones on the piers and on the abutments. There are six rivets in the attachments
of each of the two end bars to flanges, and also in the second bars from each end; there are five rivets
in the third and fourth.bars from each end, and four in the remaining bars. All these rivets are shown
.1" in diameter. '
_ The top flanges of the girders are braced together in a horizontal plane with angle-iron lattice
Transverse
bracing 3" x 3" x f" riveted to the top flanges of the main girders with one rivet at each attachment, the
bracing to main
diameter of which is omitted from the drawings. There is also a footway on each side which is supported
girders.
off the outside main girders by triangular cantilevers formed with Z irons S" x 3" x f",-apparently
intended to be fixed at each apex of bracing to main girders not shown on the drawings, excepting at the
•ends of main girders there is an angle-iron 3" x 3" x -J" attached to the top. flange of the inner main
girder, and to the bottom flange of the outer main girder which is only shown at the ends.
'
The rails are shown fixed to longitudinal sleepers 12" x 6" which are bolted to the flanges of the
main girder.
Abutments,
The abutments, wing-walls, and piers are shown of brick, with stone copings and girder beds. The
wing-walls J
abutment-walls have been designed for a height of 24 feet from coping to foundation level; they are shown
and piers.
'21 ft. wide at level of bed stones, and the face is battered 1 in 12; the thickness of the wall at the
level of bed stones is 2 ft. 3 in., which is increased by stepping to 3 ft. 9 in. at foundation level. There
are four counterforts at the back of the wall, each 2 ft. 6 in. wide, with a back batter of 1 in 12 ; the
total thickness of brickwork through the counterforts is 5 ft. 3 in. There is a backing of rubble stone
work which extends backwards for a distance of 3 ft. 8 in. from back of counterforts.
.
The wing-walls are 3 ft. 9 in. at the base at the top of the bank where they join the abutmentwall, and 2 ft. 3 in. at the base at the foot of the bank ; the rubble stone work is diminished from 3 ft.
8 in. at the top of the bank to 1 foot at the foot of the bank. The piers are designed for a height of
25 ft. from top of coping to foundation level; they are 3 ft. thick at the level of the bed stones, and
5 ft. thick at the base, with a batter of 1 in 24 ; the piers are 21 ft. wide at the level of the bed stones,
• and they are formed into curved cut waters on each side. The specification states on page 4, clause 27,
that the brickwork is to be laid in courses of headers and stretchers alternately (English bond) in mortar
or cement as may be hereafter directed. Clause 27 states, “The bricks to be well bedded, and joints
flushed with mortar or cement at every course and well jointed, and finished with a neatly-struck outside
joint.” In the schedule of quantities, item No. 7, is brickwork in cement, &c., &c., 200 cubic yards, item
No. 8, brickwork in mortar, &c., 10,331 cubic yards. • ■ .
.
,
Revised design .1
_
The following alterations and modifications of Mr. Townsend’s design have been made in the
revised design in accordance with which the works have been executed:—
.
1. In the main girders the end bars of the web have been altered to channel bars, 5" x 2f" x
; the
rivets have been altered from 1" diameter to §" diameter, and the main girders have been spaced
5-6 in. apart (centres).
.
2. The angle-iron horizontal bracing has been altered to flat bars, 4" x
with two rivets in each hair
i" diameter.
3. The outside footways, with their cantilever supports, have been dispensed with, also the angleiron bracing to bottom flanges of outside girders.
.
4. The top and the bottom flanges of each pair of main girders are braced together in a vertical
plane at the ends and at two intermediate points by means of double Z irons 3" x 3" x f"
riveted to the top and to the bottom of the flanges, with flat bars 4" x f" connecting the top
flange of one girder with the bottom flanges of adjacent girders. There are also three trans
verse T irons 6" x 3" x f" riveted, to the top flanges forming with the flat bars (referred to in
clause 3), a complete top bracing in the horizontal plane.
5.

75/7
7
5. The longitudinal sleepers 12" x 6" have been altered for cross sleepers 9" x 9", spaced 2 ft. apart,
centre to centre, with angle-iron guard rails 5" x 4" x i".
1
6. A footway is formed in the 6-foot by means of two planks, each 12'1 x 3", supported on joists
’
8* x 4", laid bn top flanges' of main girders.
' '
■
7. The piers and abutments, also the wing-walls, have been built in cement mortar.
8. The width of the abutments at the level of the bed stones have been increased in width from 21 ft,.
to 25 ft., and dwarf-walls and pillasters built to house the ballast.
9. The rubble backing has been dispensed with.
'
10. The abutment-walls are designed with a vertical face instead of battering, 1 in 12., as in Mr.
’
Townsend’s design. The thickness of the abutment-wall at the top is 3 ft., and at the founda
tion level 5 ft. 3 in.; there are only two counterforts at the back of the wall, each 2 ft. 3 in.
square, stepped back in the same manner as in the main walls.
The inspection of these bridges consisted chiefly in examining the condition of the brickwork and inspection of the
masonry in the abutments, wing-walls, and piers, and, by means of trial-shafts, the nature of the founda'
tions ; measuring the heights of the piers and abutments, to see whether any modifications of the type
drawing were necessary ; examining the superstructure to see how it had been affected by the condition
•
of the brickwork in piers and abutments.
‘
No. 1 Bridge.—The abutment-wall, Parramatta end, leans over at the top 2,4 in. on the up side
and If in. on the down' side. The wing-walls are badly cracked in three places on the down side and in
two places on the up side ; the coping stones are bulged forward, and the joints unset. There are several
small cracks in the brickwork in addition to the large ones referred to. The abutment-wall, Blacktown end,
leans over at the top 14 in. on the up side and 2 in. on the down side; the wing-walls are cracked on each
side from top to bottom in two places. All these cracks, and those that will be subsequently referred to
in the other bridges, slope diagonally from the coping-level downwards towards the centre of the railway ;
they are open from 4 of an inch to f of an inch at the-top, and die out to a line at or before reaching the
ground-level. The dwarf-walls which retain the ballast are shattered, and the brickwork in abutmentwall, down to the seventh course from the top, is cracked and unset at the joints. The brickwork in the
central' pier is cracked in several places and unset at the joints. Pour trial-shafts were sunk down to the
shale at the corners of the abutments where they join the wing-walls.
'
Trial-shaft No. 1 down side Parramatta end disclosed the fact that the abutment-wall rests upon a
bed of concrete 2 ft. thick, the top of the concrete is 4 ft. below the ground-level, so that the wall is 27 ft.
below the level of the rails, which is therefore 3 ft. higher than in the section shown on the type drawings'.
The foundations consist of clay with bands and patches of ironstone. There is a bed of solid shale 2 ft.
2 in. below the foundation of the wall at this point.
■
Trial-shaft No. 2 on the up side, Parramatta end, showed that the^concrete here also was 2 ft.
thick, and that the height from rail-level to footings of brickwork was 27 ft. 4 in. The foundations are
similar to those disclosed in trial-shaft No. 1.
■ Trial-shaft No. 3 on the up side, Blacktown end, showed that the abutment-wall rests upon a bed
of concrete 2 ft. 10 in. thick, and that the height from rail-level to bottom of footings of brickwork was
29 ft. 7 in. The foundations consist of soft blue and yellow clay, with occasional patches of ironstone
mixed with clay, varying in extent and thickness. One band of ironstone is about 3 ft. thick at about
the level of the old foundations, but it runs out to nothing in a few feet. The shale is 6 ft. lower.
Trial-shaft No. 4 on the down side, Blacktown end, showed that the abutment-wall rests upon a
bed of concrete 3 ft. 8 in. thick, and that the height from rail-level to the bottom of the footings of brick
work was 28 ft. 6 in. The foundations at this point consist of blue clay and black mud, interstratified
‘■with ironstone in small patches. The shale is 6 ft. 4 in. lower, and between the shale and the bottom of
the concrete the material is very soft, so much so, that a small crowbar can be pushed in 9 in. by hand
without difficulty.
.
The District Engineer, Mr. Shellshear, is at present building a face-wall to each of these abutments,
'
which is 9 in. thick at the top, at the level of the bed stones, and battering 1 in 8.
Mr. Shellshear has carried these walls down in every case to the solid shale, and, in one place, as
'disclosed by trial-shaft No. 4, he has gone 1 ft. into the shale ; the shale at this point however, was soft
and unreliable at the surface. The old walls and the new are bonded together by cutting out pockets in
the old brickwork, and also by inserting old rails and bar-iron. Samples of the materials from the
foundations, upon which the abutment-walls have been built, and also of the shale upon which Mr.
Shellshear has built his face-walls, were taken out by myself in the presence of Mr. Shellshear, Mr. Lucas,
•Mr. Townsend, and my assistant Mr. Vicars; they were tied up in canvas bags and numbered with
reference to the trial-shafts from which they were taken.
The main girders have been compressed by the abutments moving over, and they have been forced
together over the piers ; they are in contact with the dwarf-walls on the Parramatta end.
No. 2 Bridge.—The abutment-wall of this bridge at the Parramatta end, leaned over If in. on the
down side, and If in. on the up side, and the abutment-wall at the Blacktown end leaned forward £ in.
on the down side and -f in. on the up side, when they were first measured by Mr. Shellshear, on the 6th
Eebruary, 1888 ; they are now only 14 in. over on the down side, Parramatta end, and 1 in. over on the
up side. The cracks in the brickwork, and masonry .in wing-walls, abutment-walls, and dwarf-walls, are
similar to those referred to in No.'1 bridge.
.
’
.
One trial-shaft was sunk under the centre line of railway, close to the abutment on the Parramatta
end. The thickness of the concrete upon which the abutment-wall is built is 4' 6", the height from raillevel to. bottom of footings of brickwork is 30'feet, the foundations are little better than soft'mud, the
shale is 15 inches lower.
■• ■
'
.............
No. 3 Bridge.—The abutment-wall of this bridge leans over 14" on the up side, Parramatta end, and
on the down side; the abutment-wall, Blacktown end, leans over If" on the upside, and 14'' on the
down side. When these corners were measured by Mr. Shellshear on Eebruary 6th, they were 4" less
in three cases. The cracks inthe wing-walls and abutments are similar to those in No. 1 bridge; thus,
on the up side in wing-wall, Blacktown end, there is one crack f" open at the top, running out to nothing
at the bottom ; there is a large crack and a small one on the down side. At the Parramatta end there
are two cracks .on the down side, open 4" and 4", there are several vertical cracks immediately under the
girder bed stones, the dwarf-walls are thrust over and fractured. The central pier is cracked in many
places to a slight extent, the joints in the brickwork are more or less unset, and the pier has the appear
ance of having been shaken with the traffic.
•
Trial-

8’

Testing.

Trial-shafts were sunk under the centre line of the railway, close'to each abutment, from which it
was ascertained that the foundations on the Blacktown side consisted of soft clay, interstratified with
iron-stone. The thickness of the concrete is 8 feet, and the height from rail-level to the bottpm of the
footings of brickwork is 29' 6".
’
.
'
'
'
The trial-shaft on the Parramatta side showed that' the concrete was 5 feet thick, and'that the
height from rail-level to bottom of footings of brickwork is 28' 9". The foundations here were soft, and
a hole 1 foot deep was jumped with a small crowbar, using one hand, in 1 minute. The'main girders
of this bridge are jambed against the dwarf-walls, or are binding on the expansion bolt's on the 'abutments,
Blacktown end, up side, Parramatta end, both on up and down sides, and on central pier they are in
contact on the up side.
.
' '
'
'
No. 4 Bridge.—The abutments of this bridge lean over on the Blacktown side f" on'the down side,
and
on the up side. At the Parramatta end they are V over on the up side, and
on the'down side.
The abutments and wing-walls are cracked in a similar manner, but not to the same extent, a,s in 2fo. 1
bridge.
'
‘
.
..
.....
No. 5 Bridge.—The abutments of this- bridge lean over
at each corner on the Blacktown'end,
and i" on the up side, and
on the down side, Sydney end. There are a few slight cracks which occur
in the pier and in the abutments.
‘
.....
.
No. 6 Bridge.—The abutment on the Blacktown end leans over
on the up side only, at the
Sydney end it leans over i" on the up side, and
on the down side.1'
' ‘
'
The bottom flange of the main girders is 1' 4" above ground; the brickwork and main girders are
in fair order. I ascertained that there is not a large quantity of water passing under this bridgepn times
’ of.heavy rainfall.
''
'
.
No. 1 Bridge.—The abutment on the Blacktown end leans o'ver
on the up side, and .f" on the
down side. At the Parramatta end the abutment, is over f' on the up side, and -j-" on the'down side.
There are a few slight cracks on the Parramatta side, and the fifth course of brickwork from the top is
unset in a few places. I.ascertained that the flood-level has risen on two occasions 18" above the bottom
flange of main girders, and that considerable quantities of timber are brought down with the flood.
..
The underside of the girders are not properly bedded upon the ,bed-plates.
No. 8 Bridge.—The abutments of this bridge on the Blacktown end lean over li" on the down side,
and 1" over on the up side.. At the Parramatta end they lean over 1" on the down side, and li"
on the up side. The wing-walls and abutments are badly cracked, and the joints unset immediately under
the girder bed stones. Two bed stones on the up side Blacktown end are unset. Two trial holes were
sunk under the centre of the railway, one for each abutment. • On the Blacktown side it was ascertained
that the foundations were blue and yellow clay, mixed with ironstone. A. small crowbar was pushed 9"
under the concrete by hand. The thickness of concrete is 4', the height from rail-level to bottom of
footings of brickwork is 22', the shale is 6" below the bottom of the concrete, and the foundations are
very wet on-the Parramatta side. The foundations are on the shale in some places, while at others an
inch of pipe-clay intervenes between the bottom of the concrete and the shale. The concrete is built
leaning over at the top 3|", the thickness is 3'6", and the height from rail-level to the bottom of the
footings of brickwork is 21'. In every case where trial-shafts were sunk in this and in the other bridges
samples of the materials have been selected and tied up in canvas bags, numbered for future reference, if
considered necessary.
"
The main girders of this bridge have been compressed by the movement of the abutments. The
end diagonals are in contact with, and grind against, the bed stones.
I have made a general inspection of the bridges between Blacktown and Penrith, in order to .
compare with those between Blacktown and Parramatta, and shall refer to them in my conclusions.
.
'
In order to test the deflection of the girders with passing trains, and also the oscillation and
vibration, I borrowed Mr. W. C. Bennett’s apparatus for testing bridges, and with it I measured the
deflection and side oscillations of No. 1 bridge, No. 3 bridge, and No. 8 bridge, and the oscillations only
of No. 6 bridge. I also noted the vibrations and oscillations of the girders with trains passing over at
different speeds by standing between the girders and on the flanges, holding with my hands the bracing.
I was unable to note any great vibrations or oscillations more than those observed in other bridges. The
following table gives the deflection, with the number of the engine and the total weight:—
•

'

•

Results

of

Testing

the

Beidges.

■,.

■

' Deflec tions.
Number
of •
Engine.

Weight of
Engine.

Weight of
Tender.

Weight of
- Total
Engine and .
Tender.

Up Line.

Transverse
Down Line. . Oscillation.

Remarks. .

Outside. Inside. Outside. Inside.

T: cwt. qrs.
63
323
94
91
A
132 &
145
18
168
323
300
87
247 &
252
' 323
369

37' 5
42 8
33 16
37 11

3

1
0
3

T. cwt. qrs.
25 18
24 6
22 11
21 13

3

1
0
3 .

T. cwt. qrs.
63

4
14
56 7
59 5

66

2
2
0
2

•275"

•2"

•

12"
12"
12"

•

•2"

•175"

•

•

12"
•1"

(•46
(.37
, 30
37
42
42
37
(■42
(.42
42

4
11
5
11
8
11
11
8
8
8

2
3

0
3

1
0
3

1
1
1

25
21
20
21
24
26
‘ '21
24
24
24

15
13
7
13
6
15
13
6
6
6

3‘
3

2
3

1

3
3

1
1
1

• 72 0
59 5
50 12
. 59 5
66 14
69 6
59 5
66 14
66 14
66 14

•3"

2)

2
2
2

•3"
•25"
•3"

3

2
2}
21
2

, -3"

J

•27"
■25"

•20"

•33"

•25"

•27"
•35"

•20"
•25".

' No. 3 Bridge.
'
Two deflection levers were fixed
’ on the down side of this bridge,
and one on the up side.

• ••

•25"
...

No. 1 Bridge.
I Two deflefction levers were fixed
on the down side' only, and one
oscillation apparatus was also
| fixed on the down side.

j Kc. S Bridge

•175"

T25"

No'. 1 .Bridge.
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CALCULATIONS 'ON STRENGTH ON GIRDERS. .
Effective span, = 42 feet.
•
'
” depth, = 5’25 ,,
'
■ Live load, = -9 tons pier foot run on each main girder.
.
= 5‘4 „ on each apex, -- W'.
Dead „ = '134 ,, ’ per foot run on each inain girder.
.
= -8 . „ on each apex, =: W'.
•
■ 9, = 30°.
:
.
• Sec. e, — 1T54.
.
W, Sec: j8, —z -923 tons.
•
■
■
.
"W7, See. 6, = -89 ,,
'

l ■

■

(W + W') tonfl, = 3-58

„

■

•

.
Due to Dead Load.

1

Diag.

1 Stresses ........................
I

- I.

II.

in.

— 2-77

+ 2-77

— 1-85

-

IV.

V.

+ 1-85

'

VI.

-

— -92 -

X -92

yn."'' '

Due to Live and Dead Load,
Bays.

A,

B;

C.

D.

E.

F.

Stresses ........................

-f 10-74

-f 28-64

+ 39-38

+ 42-96

— 21-48'

— 35-80

G.
— 42-96 .

Due to Live and Dead Load.
Diag.

■ WT,

W'a.

W'3.

wv

C.

. w'°-

T. ■

E.

.

I..................................

— 5-34 — 4-45 — 3-56 — 2-67 — 1-78 — •89

II .............................

+ '5-34 + 4-45 + 3-56 + 2-67 + 1-78 + •89

+18-69

Ill.........................

■j? *89 + 4-45

+ • -89 —13-35 — 1-85

— 21-46 ’

— 18-69 -^-2-77 '

3-56 — 2-67 — 1-78 — •89

IV............................... -r- .■89 + 4-45 + 3-56 + 2-67 + 1-78 + -89

+ 21-46

+ 2-77

,

T.

C.

— 15-20

-89 +1-.85 . +15;20 ■

+13-35 -T-

......

V ............. ................. .+ -89 + 1-78 — 3-56 — 2-67 — 1-78 -z, -.89 , + 2-67 — 8-90 .— -92
'

+ 1-75 — 9-82

VI..............................

+ 9-82 —' 1-75

-{- -.89 — 1-78 + 3-56 + 2-67 + 1-78 + •8?

+ ,8-9.0 — 2-,67 + -92

VII ........................... + ’89 + 1-78 + 2-67 — 2-.67 — 1-78 — -.89

+ 5-34 -r 5-34

.

.

+ 5-34 — 5-34

+ 28.64

+ 10-74

\vi:

vii

-21.48

-35.80

iv /

III

\ II

-42.96

I
The .stresses figured in the ahove .diagram will he somewhat increased in the flanges, .as Die intersection of the bars in
the w.eb does not .occur at the centre of gravity as it should do, but above it, hence the flange stresses in- the.centre of both top
and bottom member may be 42\96 x
= 44'7:5 tons.
.
Hence unit stress in top flange =■ 44-75
15
•44-75 .
„
„ bottom „

3 tons nearly.

ny: 3'82 tons.

135—B

.
'

.
.

•
.

.

-

■

-

...

Unit •

n
i

10
.
Unit stresses in tension bars ofioeb.
The sectional area of two flat bars 5" x -f" to form diagonal x deducting for one rivet each
diameter is 2 (5-1'00)

= 5'00 square inches, hence the unit stress is =

=

4-3

1

tons per square inch.

5'0U

Calculations
The sectional area of the channel bars forming diagonal in is 2 (9-l'75) i = 7'-25 square inches,
the strength ;
Mr. Townsend’
hence
unit
stress is
= 2'09 tons per square inch. The sectional area of the channel bars forming
girders.

diagonals v and vn is 5'6 square inches ; hence the maximum unit stress in v =
•

= T64 tons per
50

e.Q/i

square inch ; hence the maximum unit stress in yi = —— = '95 tons per square inch.
1
5'60
The stresses in bar yi alternate between a tension of '95 tons and an equal compression. Unit
stresses in compression diagonals of web and factors of safety against buckling.
_
The ■stress per square inch at which the struts would buckle according to Professor Rankin, is
given by the formula:—
,
'
P
:f
•’’
’
•
.
'
------------ ------ which for double channel irons as in the present case becomes
S
P

8

19

19

“ 1 + so ar ~ 1 +

5Iti4
22500

= 16 tons per square inch nearly.

The maximum working stress in diagonal
factor of safety against buckling is =

=

11

is

21'46

= 2'38 tons per square inch.

Hence the

1'4 tons per square inch.

Hence the

6'7.

2'38
The maximum working stress in diagonal iv is =
6

0

6'98

factor of safety against buckling is = — = 11'4.
1'4
Conclusions on
The maximum working stress in diagonal yi is smaller, and the factor of safety correspondingly
the strength o e
Mr. Townsend’s larger than in diagonal iy.
,
.
.
girders.
.
The maximum working stress occurs in the six rivets which unite the 5" x f" end bars to the booms,
which is 2'27 tons per square inch.
The strength of girders such as these designed by Mr. Townsend, where the line load is about nine
times the dead load must be considered with reference to the ratio of the minimum to the maximum unit
stresses, as the Board of Trade rules do not apply.
, The experiments of Wohler and Bauschinger, which apply strictly to such cases, show that the
maximum working tensile stress should not exceed 4 tons per square inch in the' bottom flanges, and in
the end bars which are always in tension, but in diagonal v which are subjected to stresses which alternate
between tension and an equal compression, the maximum working stress should not exceed 2 tons per
sqparp inch. In the top flange 4 tons would not be excessive. Hence it follows from the foregoing
calculations that these girders are strong enough for the line load of '9 tons per foot run for which they
were designed, which is in excess of the loads’due to the heaviest traffic..
Conclusion on
■ The defects in Mr. Townsend’s design of the main girder and superstructure are as follows:—:
Mr. Townsend’s
design of main
1. The diagonals of web do not intersect at the centre of gravity of the flanges but above it which
girder and' side
increases slightly the stresses in the flanges.
bracings.
I understood Mr.
2. The end tension bars are weakened by cutting away the area with six rivets 1" diameter, five rivets
Townsend to say
¥ diameter would have made a stronger joint or the bar should be made wider.
that he designed
the bar wider.
'
3. The bottom flanges of the two inside girders are not braced to resist side oscillations and mud.
There should have been four vertical frames of angle-iron bracing together the two girders under
each pair of rails. It is necessary to state that this lateral bracing could be added to the design
at a trifling expense.
4. I consider Mr. Townsend’s drawings are incomplete.
Conclusions on
1. The design from'which the wrork has been executed has not been altered so as to make the
revised design.
bars in the web intersect in the centre of gravity of the booms.
Mr. Townsend
says he designed
2. The flat bars 5" x ■f" have been replaced with the channel bars 5" x 2¥ x -i", vdiich meets my
them wider.
objection to the cutting away of plate area. I should, however, have preferred a bar 6" x f",
with five rivets ¥ diameter.
. 3. The lateral bracing referred to has been supplied in the revised design, but I consider it to be
an objection to brace the four girders together, as by doing so there is an increased deflec'
tion and corresponding stress thrown upon the outside girders over those upon the inside
girders; this is clearly proved, as will, be seen by referring to the table of deflections on
page 15. It is better practice to brace the two girders together -under each pair of rails so
that each line of way is distinct from that of the other with regard to stress and deflection.
4. The modifications of the horizontal bracing to the top flanges of the main girders in the
revised design works in very well with the lateral bracing above referred to, and it is at least
as good as the horizontal bracing shown in Mr. Townsend’s'-design.
5. The substitution of cross sleepers on the curves was absolutely necessary, as the longitudinal
’
sleepers shown on Mr. Townsend’s design could not be applied. I consider, moreover, that
the spacing of the main girders at 5' 6" centres to be good practice, as the road is more
Mr. Townsend’s
specification for
elastic, since the weight is first brought upon the cross sleepers, which deflect in trams-'
iron.
mitting the weight to the main girders. I consider this specification to be a very good one.
Comparative
cost of bridges
I find, by calculating the weight of the ironwork in one span of Mr. Townsend’s design, and
built on Mr.
Townsend's
'adding
to it the necessary bracing referred to, that the weight for a double line of way is 15?,- tons per
design and
plate-web girder span. A well designed plate-web girder bridge, completely braced, of the same span, and carrying the
bridges.
same',loads, would weigh in ironwork 16f tons.
- , ' .
'
By

This calculation seems to be inaccu
rate; the footpaths in, Townsend’s
design have been added; tHey weigh
1 ton ; leave them out, to correspond
with plate girder bridge, and the
difference in weight is as 14£is to 16J,
2J tons.
r
Mr. Townsend’s design requires more brickwork, the cost of which or
The price for Townsend’s girders,'
would more than compensate for this small saving in ironwork.
'
.£16 16s. 9d'., cpmpares favourably
! with-the price for plate girders, which
I consider the plate-web girder bridge to be the better of the two.
average, as per list, £18; with these
corrections the price for Townsend’s
girders is not £15 per span cheaper,
h.A.G. .
.
.
_
There is about the same amount of brickwork shown in both designs but£56.-C
Conclusions on the abutments and
‘
in the abutment-walls, although' in the revised design the wing-walls are wing-walls. Both designs.

By referring to the list of contract prices furnished by the Depart
ment on page 22, it will he seen that there is a saving in ironwork in-Mr.
Townsend’s, design, which is about £15 per span.

thicker. I consider it to be a great mistake to build walls as thick as these
abutment and wing walls in ordinary lime mortar, as the lime can only set
by absorption of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere, which is impossible in
the interior of a thick wall. In G-loucester-street retaining wall I obtained
soft mortar six months after it was built. , Hence, I conclude that ordinary
lime mortar will not set in the interior of a thick wall.
,
.
more slowly the wall is carried up the better chance the mortar will have for setting. Sothat, in spite of the reduced cost of ordinary lime mortar, I think the advantages are all on the side of
either hydraulic lime mortar or ot cement mortar, and therefore I agree with the substitution of cement
tor lime mortar. It is at the same time necessary to state that the specification allowed this change to be
made (see page 4, clause 27, specification). There is also a slight advantage in the disposal of the
brickwork, as shown m the revised design, where there is more in the body of the wall and less in the
counterforts; the thicinesses are well proportioned but they are scant. It should have battered 1 in 12
as in Mr. Townsend s design, winch would have considerably increased its stability, and have at the same
time reduced the pressure on the foundations, a point that will be subsequently dealt with.
i i
^ow!lsen<l8 design a wall of rubble intervenes between the abutment-wall and the fillino' at
the back; this backing is a necessary precaution where the filling is of a retentive character, and in°the
present case it would at least have had the effect of minimising the earth-thrust. The two walls are
compared on the two following pages, although by neglecting the effect of the union with wing-walls the
want ot stability and pressures on foundations are slightly overstated in both designs
Statement showing contract prices for supply of ironwork to Existing Lines Department,
Total
weight
in
•contract.

Description of Ironwork.

Rate per ton
delivered,
exclusive of
erection.

Place of delivery.

,

Date of
contract.

Where manufactured.

Tons.

£ s.

d.

Warren lattice girders, designed by Mr. Town
send.
' ‘

675

16 16

9

Darling Harboui

29/7/84

Plato girders for Redfern Tunnel.....................

304

17 0 0

Eveleigh ..........

8/4/84

37

16 19 0

Redfern Station..

22/4/84

do.

- 60

20 0 0

Site of bridge ...

4/11/84

Sydney.

10 15

Darling Harbour

16/12/84

do

Harris Park over-bridge plate girders ........
Plate girders, Wells-street Bridge..........
,

.

Plate girders for duplication, Parramatta to Pen
rith.

90

8

Part in Colony and
part in England.
England,

Eabteejt Ceeek.
Lattice and plate girders for "William Henry-street
Bridge, Darling Harbour.

260

17 10 0

Site of bridge ...

Plate girders, with cross girders, Burren-street,
Macdonaldtown.
.

Mi

20 10 0

Plate girders, Collingwood and Gfenfield viaducts

62i

17 0 0

Lattice and plate girders for duplication, Q-oulburn
to Joppa.

88

19 15 0

Do-

Plate girders for bridge at Cootamundra;

10

19 0 0

44
16

Lattice girders, bridge at Moss Vale.......... .

.

Plate girders, bridge near Slrathfield ..................

.

Do

16/12/84

England.

...

3/2/85

Sydney.

Darling Harbour

12/5/85

England.

...

7/7/85

Sydney.

Do

...

8/9/85

do

19 0 0

Do

...

29/9/85 1

do

16 10 0

Do

...

12/7/87

do

■

Stability

12:
Stability op Abutments—Me. Townsend’s Design.

"

.

The weight of The wall and foiir counterfort's is equivalent to 10,422 lb. per foot run. The maxi
mum earth-thrust, by Babkins’ formula,
tau2
^ where. 0 = 54D in consequence of the rubble
backing, and w = 100 lb. per foot cube = 2,252 lb. per foot run.
, , An inspection of the diagram will show that in consequence of the batter of the wall, and the
diminished earth-thrust due to the backing, that the resultant pressure falls well 'within the point A, and
the pressurewill be distributed unequally over the whole of A B ; the maximum pressure at A is found thus :
-----~ x —-----— 2j900 lb. per square toot nearly == If ton about.
Kail level.

.

.

^Kas./.
O CP-Off

10422ft

It is necessary to point out that the original drawings of abutments prepared by Mr. Townsend
were incomplete in the following particulars. The width of the abutment-wall shown on the drawings
was

•13
was insuflieientj and ilo provision was made for housing the ends of the main girders,- arid for holding
back the ballast. I consider that the additions shown on the revised design were necessary.
:
,

’

Stability of Abutments—Eevised Design.'

'

The weight of wall arid two counterforts is equivalent to 10,008 lb. per foot run. The maximum
earth-thrustj by Kankins’ formula,
tau2
^ ) where w = 100' lb. per foot cube, O = 45 is to
3,G55 lb. per foot run.
.
,
, .
,
r
'
An inspection of the diagram will show that the resultant pressure passes very riear to the point
A; about which the wall tends to rotate, neglecting the adhesion of the brickwork to the concrete ; the
pressure 10,008 lb. will be distributed over an area of 1'5 square feet, and the maximum pressure at A is
nearly 6 tons per square foot.
■
...
-

Rail level.

.'

//////,

Ground level

ID QOSlb

The

\_

r?
/
14
The two^sketches-on pages 26,and--27 show that Mr. Townsend’s design for the abutment-wall, has
s P s“blllt7 ai1 a smaller pressure on foundations which are due to the batter of 1 in 12, and to
ru b ® backing. In No. 1 bridge and in No. 3 bridge, although the height of the abutment-walls
failure Of the
measured to the ground level-is from 3 feet to 5 feet greater than the height shown on the contract
abutments;
drawing and measured to the level of bottom of footings from 3 feet to 5 feet 6 inches greater, the thickncss. of the brickwork has not been increased. In No. 2 bridge for an increase iu height to ground level
em,8 m<Ts’ and to foot™gs of 6 feet, the thickness of the brickwork has been increased 9 inches. '
The summary
. .
1 e contract section as illustrated on page 27 has very little surplus stability, and wherever tlm
should have
shown thus.
i{
^s .^creased a corresponding proportional increase s’hould have been made in the thickness of the
It is clear that if —-ji
the
o..,; thickness
(..nenuess of
of ^" a .
7 mcreasmg the.thickness of the wall the stability would have been greater and the maximum
incereMedfheeen Press’|F?1 EP square foot on the outer toe of the foundations considerably reduced.
As it is the walls
by yielding to the excessive pressure on the soft foundations.' In the ease' of No. 8 bridge,
dations would : although the height of the abutment-walls is not greater than that shown on the contract drawing the
LTthrghPheo^
Blacktown end, owing to the accumulation of soakage water
failure is due to aDoJe tlle shale;
It .was obviously wrong to stop the foundations at a point so near to the shale 6 inches.
stm“r0ns* _, he
rarest Parramatta there is a layer of pipe-clay 1 in. thick intervening between the con
still'a better
design
would
-----. e aM the shale m some places, although the wall may be on the shale in other places. The compres
have mitigated sion ot this pipe-clay would allow the wall to come over at the top.
The foundations should have been
the evih
taiien at least 6 inches into' the shale. It should have been ascertained by means of trial-shafts iu all
these bridges, whether the shale was at a reasonable distance below the surface, and it should then have
been considered whether it would be cheaper to spread the concrete out sufficiently to distribute the
pressure oyer the material such as it is, or to go down to the solid shale merely increasing the thickness
o\P^p0 A.n 1° j increased height or dept-b to foundation level. In the case of No. 1, No. 2, and No.
8 bridges, the foundations should have been carried down to the solid shale. I can prove this from the
samples which I have taken from under the foundations of these bridges. In No. 3 bridge the founda
tions might have been spread over a.larger area. •
•
u -idthat the District Engineer, Mr. Shellshear, has only exercised ordinary prudence in
building the face-walls with which he is strengthening No. 1 bridge upon the solid shale, instead of the
soft clay and black mud upon which the present walls have failed. I-also agree with the method adopted
tor strengthening the walls, and suggest that similar face-walls be built to support the abutments which
ave failed m Eo. 2, JSo. 3, and No. 8 bridges. No. 2 bridge is at present propped up with timber.
'
Not Mr Townsena; the
me en. , y is necessary to state that at the time, when these foundations were put in there had been a
send
fe^nslSe0 ^
5r0Ug1¥’ and the ground which is now soft clay, and in some cases almost mud, would appear
young Mr. Cow- nar(y a^11 unyielding, still I consider that the engineer who is responsible for these foundations has at
dery,
least shown an error of judgment.
■
fn No. 7 bridge the type of girder is unsuitable, as it does not give sufficient headway for the
water which comes down with logs of timber in times of flood; a through bridge with cross girders
rf8^ms °n tlle
fangus shouid have been used. In No. 6 bridge the girders are also unsuitable
been suffieffint ' 6 Water COmes down > an ordinary plate-web girder bridge of 20 feet space would have
Conclusions on
the cause of the

.1
; P16 damage to the piers in No. 1 and in No. 3 bridges is due to the excessive vibration eaused by
abutmehtT bemS COmpres8ed together and lifted off their bearing plates owing to the failure of the
Conclusions on
testing;

,. „ The testing of these bridges demonstrated the fact that they possess sufficient vertical and lateral
stillness, ana there is nothing to show that the failure of the brickwork is due to the type of girder.
Bridges between
• bbe bridges between Blacktown and Penrith, where Mr. Townseud’s girders are extensively used
Blacktown and
Penrith.
are m good order, and the ironwork requires nothing more than painting. The abutments on these
bridges do not m any case exceed the height, shown on the contract drawing to ground level, although the
piers are in some cases 10 feet higher.
.
5
. S° ^?at 1 C011sider the failure of the brickwork in these bridges is entirely due to the failure of
the foundations.
•
I have, Ac.,
.
'
‘

_________________________

. W. H. WARREN,
Wh. Se., M. Inst., C.E.,
Professor of Engineering.

No. 9.
Minute of Commissioner.

.-

Please make a, synopsis of this report, bringing out the conclusions arrived at with more clearness for
the Minister s information,—

1st. As to Townsend’s design of girder—the character of his abutment's, &c.
'
2nd. The general effect of the alteration made in girder, and the result which, followed an alteration
m the form of abutment.
.
'
.
■ 3rd.. The cause of the abutments of the bridges showing defects.
.
4th. Are the measures taken for the security of the bridges sufficient.
‘
Ch.A.G-., 1/5/88'.
Mr. Eisher’s synopsis herewith, 5/5/88.

Synopsis

15
Synopsis of Professor W. H/Warfen’s report on tLe strength and stability of the bridges between Parra, matta and Blacktown, also on'the original designs for these bridges, as prepared by Mr. Townsend;
.
. (Is;!.) As to Mr. Townsend's design of girders, the character of his abutments, Sfe.
.
■ 1st. The design of girders shows ample yertical strength, but, as appears from original plan, they
were very deficient to resist side oscillation and wind.
.
’
’ • t It is necessary to state that this lateral bracing could be added to the . In the top booms provision ample ;
(see page 18), it' is deficient for lateral
design at a trifling expense.
bracing to bottom flanges of two inside
.
Professor Warren considers that Mr. Townsend’s drawings are girders. incomplete.
.
.
.
’ ..
The design of abutments, as regards power of resisting overturning,
See page 26, Professor Warren goes
must be considered good ; the rubble backing shown on.drawings having the further—he says that Mr. Townsend’s
for the abutment-wall ha<3
effect of minimising the earth thrust against abutments ; the pressure per design
advantages (over the • substituted
design) in stability and .smaller
square foot of foundations being only about
ton.
,_
Professor Warren, however, strongly objects to the proposed use of
:lime.mortar, as the lime can only set by absorption of carbon—dioxide from
. the atmosphere, which,is impossible in the interior of a thick wall. He
points out that clause 27 of specification makes provision for substituting
cement mortar for lime mortar, although the schedule of quantities makes
provision for only 200 cubic yards of brickwork in cement, and 10,331
cubic yards in mortar..
He also states that,—It is necessary to point out that 'the original
drawings of abutments prepared by Mr. Townsend were incomplete in the
following particulars:—The width of abutment-wall shown on the drawings
was insufficient, and no provision was made for housing-the ends of main
girders, and for holding back the ballast.
'
'
•

pressure on foundations which are
due to the batter of 1 in 12, and to
the rubble backing.

Although lime mortar specified, pro
vision made for cement mortar.

Trifling -detail
Townsend.

explained

by Mr.

{2nd) The general effect of the alterations made in girders, and the result which followed on the alterations
’
made in the form of abutments. .
, 2nd. The alterations made in . the design of the superstructure—which consisted in providing an
efficient lateral bracing, wider spacing of main-girders, and substituting of cross-sleepers for lonoitudinal
sleepers—have tended to generally improve the superstructure.
°
The amount of brickwork is about the same as in original design,
although in the revised design the wing-walls are thicker. The substitution This does not seem to me to he
exhaustively compiled. See pa-e 20.
of cement mortar for lime mortar is a decided improvement, although Professor
Warren speaks more un
increasing cost. There is also a slight advantage in the disposal of brick favourably of the abutments substi
tuted for those of Townsend’s than
work in revised design, the thickness being well proportioned, but scant. this summary would lead one to
It should have been battered 1 in 12, as in original design, which would have suppose. He shows that the height
of the walls was increased without
added to its stability and have at the same time reduced the pressure on the any corresponding thickness being
and the absence of this in
foundations, which reaches a maximum of nearly 6 tons at the toe. He made,
creased the pressure upon the foun
dations.
considers that the additions shown on the revised design were necessary.
On page 21 of report, Professor Warren gives the cost of a bridge built on Mr. Townsend’s design,
compared with a well designed plate-webb girder bridge, 1 both. of the same span, and concludes that
although the plate girders would cost about £15 more per span, Mr. Townsend’s design requires more
brickwoi'k, the cost of which would more than compensate for this small saving in ironwork. He con
siders the platewvebb girder the better of the two.
...
..
'
,
tf^rd!) The course of the abutments of the hridges showing defeets.'~
.
.. . ■
3rd. Professor Warren concludes his report thus :—
.
,
“ To that I consider the failure of the brickwork in these bridges is entirely due to the failure of
the foundations.” This -is substantiated by trial-shafts which have been sunk and which disclosed the
fact-that some of the abutments were found to be-built-on very-bad .foundations. This is very fully dealt
with in detail in the report, but Professor Warren adds“ It is necessary to state, that at the time
when these foundations were put in, there ba,d been a period of drought, and the ground which is now
soft clay and in some cases almost mud, would appear hard and unyielding. Still I consider that the
engineer who is responsible for these foundations has at least shown an error of judgment.” He also
says that there is nothing to show that the failure of the. brickwork is due to the type of girder, which
seems to be substantiated by the fact that the -bridges .between Blacktown and Penrith, which are of
the same designs, show no signs of.failure. •.
.
■
'
' ■ (Irf/i.) Are the measures talcen for 'the security oj the bridges sufficient. ■
• ' 4th. At present,-face walls are being built to the abutments at No. 1 bridge.' Professor Warren
considers that the District Engineer has only exercised ordinary prudence in building the face-walls upon
the solid shale, instead of the soft clay and black mud upon which the present walls have failed. ■ He also
agrees with the method adopted for strengthening the walls, and suggests that similar face-walls be built
to support the abutments which have failed in No. 2, No. -3, and No. 8 bridges, of which No. 2 bridge is
at.present propped up with timbers.' The piers at No. 1 and No. 3 bridges which have been damaged
indirectly by the defects in the abutments, will necessitate careful observation, and should the damage
further develop, may require -to be rebuilt -entirely.
Q-.T., 3/5/88.

.

.

.

No. 10.

.

Minutes "by The Commissioner to The Engineer for Existing Lines.

-. .

Please furnish me with original drawings for bridges, duplication of line Parramatta to Penrith, also the
drawings of the girders at Einnigan’s Siding designed by'Mr. Townsend, if these cannot be fbund, please
measure the end diagonals.
Ch.A.G., 5/5/88.
Engineer for Existing Lines.
.

Original

16
Original and amended drawings for these bridges are herewith—the drawings of the girders at
Finnigan’s Siding were lent to the Road Department some time ago, but cannot be found how; the. end
tris of these girders measure 5" x —G.C., 10/5/88. Secretary.
,
)(
It stands to reason that if the girders at Finnigan’s have end base measuring 5 x f , that Mr.
Townsend did not design the end bars for the larger girders 5" x f7. If Mr. Cowdery will refer to the
correspondence now in the hands of the Official Assignee of J. and R. Robertson, he will see a letter from
Mr. Townsend, dated August, 1884, requesting that the end bars might be made 5' x f', the figures ^ on
plan being an error. If this letter be found as stated, and the structure would have been with this
foundation strong enough (as I gather from Professor Warren’s report, it would have been),why was the
design altered in this respect.—Ch.A.G., 17/5/88.
Mr. Cowdery.
_ _
I have seen the letter referred to but as it was a private communication from Mr. Townsend, I was
not until now aware of its existence, consequently seeing that a mistake had been made with respect to
this part of the design it became my duty to rectify it. Mr. Townsend never informed me that he had
communicated with the contractors on the subject. The alteration was made for other reasons also m
order to increase the lateral stiffness of the structure and make the several members of the same more
uniform with a view of duplication of the parts.—G.C., 22/5/88.
Commissioner.
_
Put with Professor Warren’s report. I should like to see Mr. Townsend on Monday with all papers.
Let him see Professor Warren’s reply to my communication. Inquire whether weight of foot-paths was
included in the 15i tons per span.—Ch.A.G.
Weight of one 44-ft. span for double line as designed by G. W. Townsend for duplication,
Parramatta to Penrith,—
lb,

Top boom, 5" x 5" x -f" angle (2), 44'
................
14" x
plate (1), 44'............................
Bottom boom, 5" x 5" x f" angle (2), 38'...
...
14" x
plate, 13' ...
...
...
Web bars, 5" x f" flat (4), &11 ............................
5" x 2|" x i" channel (12), 5‘1'
...
5" x 2i" x i" channel (12), 5'1'
...
Angle-iron in ends
...
...
...
Rivet heads, &c.
...
...
...

1760
1283
1520
280
255-4
979-2
734-4

200
200
7212
4

6448
4480
19680
20160
Tons.

Four girders.............. .
...
Bracings for whole bridge ...

12-9
2‘7

Including foot-paths................
15-6
This is 15 tons 12 cwt. for the whole span for double line for 44-ft. span, centre to centre, with a
foot-path in either side as shown in the drawing of my design, with the extra bracing added as recom
mended by Professor Warren.
■
„ ,
J

See Strathfield
Bridge of forty
spans without
foot-paths.’

Tons. Cwt.

A plate girder bridge of similar span, without foot-paths, would weigh
Foot-path ........................... .
...
.

...

16
1

15
0

,17 15
G. W. TOWNSEKD.

No. 11.
Minutes by The Commissioner.
Professor Warren’s Report upon the Bridges between Parramatta and Penrith.
On page 21 of his report, Professor Warren says:—“ I find by calculating the weight of the ironwork in
one span of Mr. Townsend’s design, and adding to it the necessary bracing referred to, that the weight
for a double line of way is 151 tons per span.”
_
_
Ask the Professor if he included in this calculation the foot-path on .each side which are provided
for in Mr. Townsend’s design. The ironwork weighs a little over a ton, and if the foot-paths have been
included, the comparison made with the plate-girder bridge, which is without foot-paths, should be as
14.4 tons is to 16f tons—a difference of 24 tons or 15 per cent.
_
_
.
. ,
Again, the Professor—on page 22—gives a statement of the contract prices for ironwork, in which
it is shown that the rate per ton of Mr. Townsend’s girders was £16 16s. 9d., while the average price
paid for the plate girders therein enumerated amounted to £18 per ton.
_
If the calculation were made on this basis—and I shall be glad to know if there be any objection
to the calculation so being made—would not 144 tons at £16 16s. 9d., and 16f tons at £18, show a
difference in price per span of £56, and not £15 only.
Ch.A.G-, 12/5/88.
■

The

n

i
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The synopsis furnished—while it brings prominently out the strictures on Mr. Townsend’s design
—does not, it seems to me, sufficiently mate manifest the objections which Professor "Warren has taken
to the design of abutments and wing-walls substituted for those of Mr. Townsend’s. Nor is it shown
that the Professor has expressed the opinion that a batter of 1 in 12, with rubble backing as proposed by
Mr. Townsend, would hare minimised, by reducing the earth thrust, the mistake made in not going
sufficiently far for secure foundations. The omission is due no doubt to the belief that these are
comparatively unimportant points. On another paper I have directed a communication to be made to
Professor Warren as to whether there is not an error in the calculation respecting the comparative
cost of spans of bridges to Mr. Townsend’s girders, and to the plate girder design to which he refers.
The Professor makes the difference of £15 per span in favour of Mr. Townsend’s design, whereas if
deduction be made for weight of bridge foot-paths introduced in Townsend’s design and omitted from
the plate girder design, and the actual cost of ironwork in both designs, the difference is £56 per span
in favour of Townsend’s design. When a reply" to that ooninjunication is received I will submit the
papers to the Minister—Qs.A.Gr,, 15/5/88.

■

■

/No. 12.,
The Secretary for Railways to Professor Warren.

Sir;

Department of Railways, Sydney, 16 May, 1888.
Referring to your report upon the bridges between Parramatta and Penrith, I have the honor,
by direction of the Commissioner for Railways, to ask if you included in the calculations appearing on
page 21 the foot-paths on each side which are provided for in Mr. Townsend’s design. The ironwork
weighs a little over a ton, and if the footpaths have been included the comparison made With the plate
girder bridge, which is without foot-paths, should be as 14| tons is to 16f tons—a difference of 2| tons or
15%; On page 22 again, you give a statement of the contract prices for ironwork-, in which it is shown
that the rate per ton of Mr. Townsend’s girders was £16 16s. 9d., while the average price paid for the
plate girders therein enumerated amounted to £18 per ton.
.
If the calculations were made on this basis—and I am to say that the Commissioner will be glad
to know if there be any objection to the calculation being so made—would not 14-j tons at £16 16s. 9d.,
and 16f tons at £18 show a difference in price per span of £56 and not £15 only.'
.
I have, &c.,
D. VERNON,
;
-------------------Secretary for Railways.
Sir,

Professor Warren to The Commissioner for Railways.
'
■
.
. ; University, 18 May, 1888.
' I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 15th instant referring to
the conclusions on page 21 of my report on the bridges between Parramatta and Penrith.
;
.
With regard to the question '“Did I include in the calculations appearing on page 21 the foot-paths
on each side which are provided in Mr. Townsend’s design,” I answer I did not include them. I state on
page 21 “ I find by calculating the weight of the ironwork in one span of Mr. Townsend’s design, and
adding to it the necessary bracing referred to, that the weight of one span is l5|- tons.” , /
It will be seen by referring to the conclusions on page 19, clauses 1, 2, and 3, how t consider the
bridge should have been designed, the modifications and additions referred to would have increased the
weight of the revised design by i of a ton. The weight of the ironwork in one span of the revised design
(in accordance with which the bridge has been constructed) is 15i tons.
•
.
•
'
I have recalculated the weight of ironwork, and I consider that 15i tons is the minimum weight
of one span of a properly designed bridge on Mr. Townsend’s principle. ;
'
With regard to total weight of ironwork and price per ton in a bridge designed on Mr. Townsend’s
principle compared with a properly designed plate-web girder bridge of the same span and carrying the
same loads with the same rivet stresses, I may state that the bridge recently erected at Strathfield is sucly
a bridge, excepting that the span is slightly less.. The total weight of one span is 16 tons, and if the span
had been the same as in Mr. Townsend’s bridges it would have weighed 16f tons per span. • The Strathfield Bridge consists of four main girders under the permanent-way, with an open deck, so .that it is strictly
comparable with Mr. Townsend’s bridges. In comparing the price per 'ton it should be noted'that 675
tons were contracted for in Mr. Townsend’s bridges, while only 16 tons Were Contracted for in the,
Strathfield Bridge, which I think suggests that if the quantities had been equal in both bridges, the price
per ton would have been still more in favour of the Strathfield Bridge.
/
.
It is incorrect to compare a through bridge consisting of two main girders and cross girders, with
a deck bridge consisting of four main girders, with no cross girders, hence it is not correct to take the
average price per ton from the list given on page 22 of my report as suggested in your letter,
The cost of these bridges is therefore shown as follows:—
16£ tons, @ £16 10s. per ton
= £276 7 -6 .
.
15| tons, @ £16 16s. 9d. per ton = £260 19 '7|
Difference in favour of Mr. Townsend’s £ 15 7 101.
I shall be glad to give you .fuller particulars on this question, or on any other question arising out
of my report on these bridges should you desire it.
-i have, &c.,
—----'
W/H. WARREN.
Acknowledge the receipt of Professor Warren’s letter, and say that I Sin obliged to him for the
explanation he has offered. , I accept without question his contention that it is incorrect, to. compare a
through bridge with cross girders with a deck bridge on -rail girders. *1 should not presume to contest
'
with
*1 would, however, point out that in the list of bridges given by Professor Warren, there are two which can, even
with this correction, be compared with Townsend’s form of bridge, viz., the Strathfield Bridge which the Professor had adopted,
and that over Pastern Creek in the duplication between Parramatta and Penrith, the latter has the advantage for the pur
pose of more correct comparison of having been ordered at the same time as Townsend girders, and met of course a similar
market—the price was £l9 15s. 8d. Striking an average, however, between this price and the price for the Strathfield Bridge,
the amount is £18 2s. 10d., being slightly in excess of the figure whicfi I erroneously suggested should be taken-;
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.

with the Professor any scientific point in this matter, but on a question of figures which are open equally
to non-professional as to professional men, I hope he will permit me to take advantage of his kindly
expressed offer to afford me fuller particulars on any question arising out of his report. I no longer
question that the weight of a span of Mr. Townsend’s bridges is 15| tons as stated by the Professor, but I
may reasonably ask how it is that the calculation shows that the Strathfield Bridge is 16 tons for 40 feet
span, and only 16f tons for 44 feet span—if the weight increases in proportion to span would not the
correct weight be 17 tons 12 cwt.
Ch.A.G-.

iSTo. 13.
The Oommissioner for Kailways to Professor Warren.
Department of Railways, Sydney, 29 May, ,1888.
I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of the 18th instant, and to express my obligations
for the explanation you offer. I accept without question your contention that it is incorrect to cqmpare
a through bridge with cross girders with a deck bridge on rail girders. I would, however, point out that
in the list of bridges furnished by you there are two, which can, even with this correction, be compared
with Townsend’s form of bridge, viz., the Strathfield Bridge, which you have adopted, and that over Eastern
Creek in the duplication between Parramatta and Penrith. The latter has the advantage, for the purpose
of more correct comparison, of having been ordered at the same time as Townsend’s girders, and met of
course a similar market. The price was £19 15s. 8d. Striking an average, however, between this price
and the price for the Strathfield Bridge, the amount is £18 2s. 10d., being slightly in excess of the figure
which I erroneously suggested should be taken.
I should not presume to contest with you any scientific point in this matter ; but on a question of
figures, which are open equally to non-professional as to professional men, I hope you will permit me to
take advantage of your kindly expressed offer to afford me fuller particulars on any question arising out
of your report.
I nq longer question that the weight of a span of the Townsend bridges is 15^ tons as stated by
you, but I may reasonably ask bow it is that the calculation shows that the Strathfield Bridge is 16 tons
for 40 feet span, and only 16:1 tons for 44 feet span. If the weight increases in proportion to span, would
not the correct weight be 17 tons 12 cwt. ?
I have, &c.,
•
.
'

CE. A. GOODCHAP,
'-------------------Commissioner for Railways.

Commissioner for Railways,
.
.
.
University of Sydney, 2 June, 1888.
_ I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 29th instant. With regard
to the bridge over Eastern Creek, you state ■“ that it lias the advantage for the purpose of more correct
comparison of having been ordered at the same time as Townsend’s girders and met of course a similar '
The reasons why I did net select this bridge from the list for comparison with Townsend’s.are
market.
as follows: ■(!) the span is smaller; (2) the design of the girders is such as to render them more difficult
to manufacture than either Townsend’s girders or the Strathfield girders ; (3) I could not add something
to them, as in Townsend’s bridges, but I should have been obliged to have mado a radical alteration in the '
design in order to reduce the weight and cost of manufacture.
I had these considerations in mind when writing the report and also my letter of the 18th instant,
but.I lost sight of the fact that they were ordered at the same time as Townsend’s girders and met a
similar market.. The question really is what would have been the price per ton of a well designed plateweb girder bridge, such as the one at Strathfield, ordered at the same time as Townsend’s bridges? Having
regard for all the circumstances of the case I think that the mean of the prices per ton for the Strathfield
and Eastern Creek Bridges, viz., £18 2s. 10d.; is as nearly correct as possible.
.
With regard to my estimate of the weight of a well designed plate-web girder bridge of the same
span and carrying the same loads with the same unit stresses as Townsend’s bridges, I state in my letter
qf the 18th “ that the bridge recently erected at Strathfield is such a bridge.” This statement I now see
is somewhat, misleading. I took the weight of 16 tons from the list given in my. report, but I arrived at
the weight of the 4-plate web girders and bracing for the same span as Townsend’s quite independently
by simply remembering the design and calculating the stresses and weights, which gave me IGf tons for a
length of 44 feet, and found that the weight of the Strathfield Bridge could have been considerably reduced
with perfect safety then.
1
, 1. The effective depth has-been taken 2 inches less than the distance between the centre of gravity
of the flanges which would increase the stresses and consequently the weight of material beyond that
actually necessary. 2. The flange-plates are longer than necessary and there are packing pieces under
every
iron "stiffener and in other places to avoid joggling with Ti rons. 3. There is no necessity
(except for oxidation) for the web-plates in the centre of the girders.
So that without saying anything against the Strathfield Bridge, which is beyond a doubt the best
designed plate-web girder bridge I have seen, I think that 16| tons is quite sufficient for such a bridge of
the same span as Townsend s, although the weight, 17 tons 12 cwt., suggested by you could not be
considered excessive if the :extra 17 .cwt. were disposed of in simplifying the design so as to reduce the cost
of-manufacture:'
.
‘
•
Adopting the 16f tons, we have-—
£ s. d. - .
>
.....
16f tons, at £18 12s. l()d. per ton
...
...
...
... 303 17 5-}
;
15| tons, at £16 16s. 9d. per ton............................
...
... 260 19 o"
' . Difference in favour of Townsend’s bridges, £42 ISs. 5^d.
,
.
J hope you will not hesitate to write to me again if I have not sufficiently explained myself.
I have, &c.,
W. TI. WARREN-.
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The Commissioner for Railways to Professor Kernot.

i- -

®irJ

.
Department of Eailways, Sydney, 18 June, 1888.- ’
.
t am desired by Mr. Secretary Sutherland to ask you to furnish him with- a report upon thebridges'on •the railway line between Parramatta and Blacktown.
' '
I have, &c.,
'
• . .
•
CH. A. &OODOHAP,.
.
..
•
.
. --------Commissioner for'Bailways;
The Minister wishes as soon as possible the tracings of bridges; Parramatta to'Penrith, supplied to
■Professor
arren-; similar1 tracings'of the 30-feet spans at Eastern: Creek; copy of deflection tests taken
by Professor Warren.—D.C.M'L., 25/6/88.
Will Mr. Cowdery please attend to' this matter?
Required urgently. —H.M‘L., 28/6/88.
Mr. Thomson for tracings similar to those supplied- to Professot
Warren.—G-.C., 29/6/88.
Please supply tracings as soon as possible.—M.T., 29/6/88'. Mr; Pischer.
Copies (nine) of original and amended’ bridge plans, Parramatta to Penritli, herewith'.—G.T., 3/7/88i
Deputy Engineer.
Nine tracings', herewith’. The deflection'tests1 taken by Professor Warren have not
been furnished to me, so I am unable t'o furnish-them.—M.T., 4/7/88. Secretary.
'
.

C. A. (xoodchap, Esq., Commissioner for Bailways;—
.
.
■
.
Sir,
.
.
Fniversity, Melbourne,-28'June, T888-.
I write to. ask whether the Honorable Mr. Sutherland1 is still1 anmous-that I should report
upon the-design of the Blacktown1 Bailway bridges,, and, if so, when I< may expect tube supplied with the
-. necessary documents-. .
Tours1- &c;.
-

’

’h/c.-KEBNOT.

Be good enough to furnish me with'the- plans (or tracings) of the bridge at' Strathfield, known'ahthe Phoenix design, adopted by Mr..Pischer.—Ch.A.G., 3/7/88.
Engineer for Existing Lines, B.G;;
3/7/88-.
Two'blue prints herewith—G.O.^ 7/7/88.
Secretary. I understand that Professor'Kernot
has asked- for these plans in connection with the report, he has to make on Mr; Townsend’s design'of
girder bridges ; forward with Minister’s approval;—Ch.A.G., 10/7/88.
Minister wishes drawing^
:
forwarded properly protected.—H.M‘L., 10/7’/88.
When sending plans, to • Professor Kernot, of bridges which'he is to report upon; please" send'
Professor Warren’s deflection tests, they will he found in report on bridges, and a'copy of the weifihtkof bridges sent fo Warren.—Ch.A.G., 11/7/88;
r
t,
a
'
®ir>
.
Department of Bailways, Sydney, 14' July, 1888. ;
.
Beferring to your letter of the 28tli' ultimo; asking that you may be furnished with' the
documents necessary to enable you to report upon the bridges between Parramatta1 and'Blacktown; I am
desired by the Commissioner' to forward herewith by Parcels Post, in1 tin- cover, tracing showing the'
bridges, &c., and-copy of deflection-tests and weights of bridges supplied by Professor Warren;
•
■
I have, &c.,
■
D: VEBN0N,
■
Professor Kernot, the HniV'ersity, Melbourne:
Secretary, of Bailways.
■
University of Melbourne, 28'July, 1888,.
TotheHonorable-John Sutherland; M'.P., Secretary for Works, Sydney,—
.'
.
■
Sir,
■■
In obedience to the request contained in the communication addressed to me by the1Commissioner for Bailways, dated June118th, No. 3,300; I have- the honor to submit the1 following'
remarks upon the bridge's on the railway hue between Parramatta and Blacktown, and also upon certain1
other bridges, of which particulars wereforwarded’me'on the 14th instant, correspondence No. 3,795.'
'
Thfi Irpido’fiS.fl.rft'AnmnAmfiarl i-n ■hlio-i-p -n-iwnn-n

No.

Mileage from Sydney.

Namber and size of’spans.

“

1 Square feet
Area of waterway to lower- • AYca-ofcountry drained. of-waterway1 per
side of girders.mile of country
■ drained.

!
I1 . 15 miles 20 chains

2

ii

4
5

6

7.
?

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

16 „
17 „
, 18 „
> iy ,,
20 „
20' „
24 „
. 24 „
27 „
28 „
28 „
30 „

48
53
53
34
36
72
23
78
50
12
50

. 30

14
43 )>
76- ))

31
31

„
„

>>
>5
>>

‘
;

}J
>1

!

2 of 40 ft.
2 of- 40 ft..
1 of 40 ft.
2 of 40-ft.
1 of 40 ft.
1'of 40 ft.
1 of- 40 ft.
5 of 40 ft.- and 8 of: 30 ft.
1 of-40. ft.
1 of-19 ft:
2 of 19 ft.
3 of 40*.
16 of 40 ft.
3
1
1

of 40 ft.
of 19 ft.
of - 40 ft.

.

sq. ft.
T,400
1;200
440
. 480
200
320'
360
•
3,200
240 )
150 >510
120 )

*

.f
$
-About 20 square.miles ,
'

25'Square- miles'

Ijm9,280
1,920.
40
240

h11’200

4

,>

12

,,

no-

„

■*

128-

,

127

;

93

;
102

.

(

Salt'Clay Greek;
' ' Gootamundra1....... 1

,

of 40 ft.
8 of1 30 ft.
4 of 19 ft.

'

•

'

3
U

Total... .........

.

.

{
.

220

29

i
a
5...

■ 8'ft> barrel culvert:

53

• 20;3'square miles'

v.

-4.
..

- — •
.....
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'
The first and most important • consideration, is that of waterway, for while on the one hand a
deficiency in this respect may he fraught with great danger both to the railway itself and to adjoining
properties, an unnecessary excess may easily lead to an increased cost far greater than, for instance, that
which would he involved by the adoption of the least economical instead of the most economical.type of
iron girder in ordinary use.
. _
_
,
The waterway required depends upon the area of the country drained, taken in conjunction with
the.rainfall and character of the surface.
’
The areas drained given in the preceding table were obtained from a map of the county of Cum
berland, printed at the Surveyor-Greneral’s Office, Sydney. The scale is half-an-inch to the mile, and the
map shows all the principal watercourses clearly and distinctly. In drawing the watershed lines I have
had to some extent to use my judgment as to their probable position between the sources of the water
courses shown. ■ Hence the areas given cannot be guaranteed as minutely accurate. On the other hand
they cannot possibly be so largely wrong as to vitiate my conclusions, especially as I have, when in doubt,
drawn the line so as to include as much country as possible, and thus reduce the apparently anomalous
and excessive proportion of waterway to area drained that I shall presently refer to.
.
•" The rainfall is obtained from the statistics of rain gauging which show the district extending from
Parramatta to Penrith to be subject to a very much smaller rainfall than that which obtains in Sydney
and the immediate suburbs. This latter varies from 40 to 50 inches per annum, while the former is
given by rainfall maps in my possession (and Avhich were prepared in the Melbourne Observatory from
data furnished by H. C. Bussell, Esq., Government Astronomer, Sydney) as being only from 20 to 30
inches, thus corresponding with the rainfall in and about Melbourne, Sandhurst, and many other parts df
Victoria where rainfall and stream discharges have been carefully observed for many years.
■ . • The determination of the proper waterway of a bridge or culvert draining a given area of country,
from a priori considerations, is a difficult and somewhat indeterminate problem. Eortunately, however,
there is a large mass of accessible experience connected with streams that have been well watched, and
their behaviour recorded for twenty, thirty, or even forty years past, by means of which when the rainfall
and general character of the country is known, the requisite, waterway may be fixed with sufficient
accuracy for all practical purposes.
'
.
_
' ' Collating a considerable number of examples of old standing in parts of Victoria, when the rainfall
and character of country corresponds with that between Parramatta and Penrith, I find that about 50
square feet of waterway answers very well for 1 square mile of country, 150 square feet for 5 square
miles, 250 for 10 square miles, 400 for 20 square miles, and 1,200 for 100 square miles, the number of
square feet of waterway required for each square mile of area drained diminishing as that area increases
for very obvious reasons.
• Comparing the waterways of the bridges between Parramatta and Penrith with the above results,
one arrives at the astonishing conclusion that they are in various cases from four to nine times as large
as they need be. Eor instance, we have 4,400 square feet waterway for 20 square miles of country,
when.700# square feet should suffice, and 11,200 square feet waterway for 110 square miles of country,
when about 1,300 should do.
.
•
...
With reference to the latter of these two instances, I may state that we have in Victoria two
important rivers, the Varra and the Barwon, each draining an area of about 1,600 square miles, which
have for the past thirty years found no difficulty in passing through bridges only two-thirds the size of
that provided at South Creek, near Penrith, for a catchment of only 110 square miles.
.
Even if we go to India, with its tropical climate, we find on the authority of Colonel Dickens,
as quoted in “ Jackson’s Hydraulic Manual,” a recent'and standard book, that the flow of the streams of
Bengal and Bahar is only double what has been observed in Victoria, and therefore the waterway required,
even according to Indian experience, comes out from one-half to one-fifth of what has been actually
provided in the various cases.
I therefore see no way of escape from the unwelcome conclusion that these bridges are enormously
larger than is necessary, and so represent .a most serious waste of public money.
As an example of a tremendous error in the opposite direction, I may refer to the case of the Salt
Clay Creek, near Cootamundra, the scene of the great and fatal disaster of the 25th January, 1885.
Here a culvert of 53 square feet waterway was provided to carry off the drainage of 20 square miles of
country.
...
It was stated by Mr. Whitton, Engineer-in-Chief of the New South Wales Bailways, in his sworn
evidence to have been correctly designed and to represent his ordinary practice in these matters.f It •
really was a fair provision for 1 square mile of country only, and. needed to be increased eightfold to
enable it to discharge the drainage of 20 square miles. Mr. Whitton based his opinion on a calculation
’ which started with the utterly erroneous assumption that 1 inch in 24 hours was the maximum rainfall
that had to be provided for, whereas there are most abundant and reliable records of rainfalls at Sydney,
Melbourne, Adelaide, Sandhurst, Ballarat, and other places of rain storms exceeding.! inch per hour on
numerous occasions during the past thirty years.
This astounding evidence on the part of an engineer of Mr. Whitton’s position and experience
caused the utmost horror and consternation amongst hydraulic engineers in Melbourne.
The contrast between the practice of the Bailway Department at Cootamundra and on the line
between Parramatta and Blacktown is most startling. The areas are in each case 20 square miles. The
rainfall according to the best information accessible to me is practically the same, the country at least as _
unfavourable in the former as in the latter case, and yet at one place there is provided 53 square feet of .
waterway, and in the other 4,400 !! Could inconsistency further go ?
.
The only conclusion I can draw is that culverts and bridges on the New South Wales Bailways .
have been constructed without any regard to the real requirements of the case, and I would strongly urge
that without any delay measures be taken to determine approximately the areas draining through the .
various culverts and bridges, and compare the results with approved practice elsewhere. In this way
information of the highest value in view of future railway construction will be obtained, and most
probably the occurrence .of disasters such as that at Cootamundra averted.
The
, * I say 700, instead of 400, to allow for the fact that the water is discharged at several openings instead of one,
there being several areas of about 3 square miles each instead of one of 20 square miles.
t See Sydney Homing Herald and Daily Telegraph of. 13th June, 1885,-
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The tabular statement on pages 1 and 2 refer to the bridges as they exist' at present. The draw
ings supplied me show the waterways to hare been larger in the original timber bridges, and to have been
reduced considerably in bridges 8 and 12, and slightly in the other cases in the original design for the
permanent structures, and again in the case of No. 8 largely increased in the amended design. In view
of the preceding investigation, I must regard this last alteration as a very grave mistake, involving serious loss of money.
.
■
_ _
Leaving now the question of waterway, I will proceed to discuss the secondary, but still important,
questions of the construction of the brick abutments and piers and the iron girders.
_
•
_
Comparing the orginal with the amended design of the brick abutments, I find the original design
to be superior in the following respects:—
,
.
1. The abutment-wall being battered on the face possesses much greater stability than if vertical, and
distributes its weight more equally upon the foundation, thereby greatly reducing the liability,
to settlement.
.
•
2. The wing-wall guides the flood-water smoothly into the opening of the bridge, the stream lines (or
paths of the particles of water) being less disturbed- than, in the amended design... This,
practically, slightly increases the discharging power- of the opening.
■
3. The counterforts are arranged with a definite relation to the girder seats strengthening the "wall at
the points where the girders discharge their load.
'
4. A mass of what appears to be hand-packed rubble is placed behind the wall. This would increase
the stability and facilitate drainage.
•
'
.
On the other hand the width of the abutment in the original design is altogether insufficient to stop
a double line embankment surmounted by the usual allowance of ballast. If terminated as shown 2 feet 9
inches below the bottom of the rail it would need to be at least 29 feet wide instead of 21 as shown ■ and
figured. Had the abutment been built as shown it would have been found necessary to raise the brickwork
at least 2 feet 6 inches all round in order to prevent the ballast spilling over the edge.
•
The drawings of the original design of the abutment are not complete. A front elevation should
have been made, and this would at once have revealed the necessity of considerably adding either to the
height or width in order to retain the ballast. .
The amended design is superior to the original design in the following respects.:—
.
1. It is both higher and wider, and is sufficiently so for its purpose, but without any excess.
Prom this point of view it is correctly designed. 2.. The drawings are properly worked out, every view
necessary for the information df the persons engaged in carrying out the work being given.
In neither the original nor the amended designs do I see any weepholes shown. This is a very
grave mission and if it exists in the work as executed would go far to account for the failures I observed
during a cursory inspection last month.
,
■
In both the original and amended drawings the thickness of the abutments and wing-walls appears
rather scant, and in the original design the footings are decidedly weak, the projeetion_of 9 inches being
obtained in three courses only instead of at least six as in good practice. The amended design shows,
great improvement in this respect.
There is very little difference in the designs for the piers, but the drawing of. the original design
is rather obscure, so that I am not quite sure how the ends are formed. The piers in the amended design
is a very, good one and is very clearly shown.
•
Not-having copies of the specification I am unable to discuss the quality of material or mode of
construction.
'
'
■ .A very brief inspection of some of these bridges leads me to believe that the ■ failures are due to
sinking of the foundation under the great pressure at the front edge of the abutment, due to its not being
battered as. originally designed. The steps being taken to prevent further movement appear judicious.
I would suggest that great care be taken to bind the new work well into the old and to see that proper
weepholes are left to drain away the water that may accumulate behind the wall.
The next point for discussion is the ironwork. The main girders of the 40 feet pans are of the
type known as “Warren girders.” This type is not very usual on so small a scale, though often
employed for bridges of 80 or 100 feet spans. The usual, though by no means universal practice both in
England and America, is to employ plate girders for such spans as those between Parramatta and Penrith.
Many arguments have been used for and against both forms of girder, the comparative merits of which are
probably nearly equally balanced.
’
On behalf of the Warren girder it is claimed,—
'
1st. That it is rather more economical of material.
2nd. That it requires a smaller number of rivets.'
‘
3rd. That it offers less surface to wind pressure.
4th. That in the event of water rising higher than was expected it can, if necessary, flow through the
girders.
5th. That the metal being concentrated into comparatively massive bars, instead of being, spread out
in thin sheets is less likely to suffer serious reduction of sectional area through corrosion. ,
6th. That it is more pleasing in appearance. On behalf of the plate girder it is urged,—
1st. That it is very rigid.
2nd. That the work is simple and straightforward and costs less per ton than in' the Other (this
is certainly true in Melbourne.)
3rd. That it saves a few feet in height of the piers.
My own predictions are in favour of some open form of girder such as the Warren. At the same time
I am bound to admit,that the practice of the great majority of engineers including some of .the highest
eminence is in the other direction.
•
,
.
I have computed the stresses on the various parts of the girders both in the original and amended
designs, and find that under an engine and. tender of 70 tons weight, and 44 feet wheel-base they do not'
exceed 4 tons per square inch on the top and bottom members, and 2 tons per square inch on the central
diagonals. These stresses are in accordance with the best practice and agree with the latest German
investigations.

'

.

The
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compressive members'are stiff enough to be in no- danger of lateral buckling. ■ • ■ j., .
snearing and bearing areas of tbe rivets in the original design are ample if not excessive, and
the riveted joints are consistently arranged.
. ■ The intersection of the mean fibres (or lines drawn through the centre of gravity of the cross
pections) ot the diagonals and bottom members is fairly accurate. In the case of the top member, this is
not the case, the mean fibres of the diagonals meeting about 5 inches above the centre of gravity of the T
shaped section built up of .the plate and angle-irons. Hence there is a certain bending action. On the
other hand the top’member is made so massive (being nearly double the sectional area of the bottom
piepi^er) that this bending action is innocuous. This additional sectional area could not in any case
have been dispensed with, as the top member has to act as a beam to carry the weight from one apex to
ino iioxl.
1
■
■ u j,
^lay1e :a° information as to whether the holes were drilled or punched. If the latter I think that
a flat bar only 5 inches wide as used in-the-end diagonal of the original design rather narrow for a double
row of 1 inch rivets. If the former I should not urge this objection.
.
The top members ot the four main girders are braced together in a horizontal plan, by a continuous
lattice work of lio;ht angle-iron. This bracing is of great importance in view of heavy wind pressure on a
tram traversing the structure; and is the only latteral bracing that I regard as really essential in such a
ease; - nis designed it is abundantly strong for its purpose, but a, bracing consisting of fewer and more
massive members would have been cheaper and less likely to be injured accidently during erection or
..
«
addition to this the outer girders are braced in a vertical transverse plan by a system of anodeirons-, the primary object of which appears to be to'carry a gangway for foot passengers. I do not'see
what: need-there was tor tnese overhanging gangways as any person desiring to cross the bridge could'do'
so: on the 6-toot.
.
°

^lie.inne.r ^ain girders-are not braced in a vertical transverse plane, and would probably oscillate
a, httleduring the passage of a train. I do not think such oscillation would be dangerous, and I know oflight Warren girders without lateral bracing that have carried railway traffic for years without mishap.
- khe ians aredaid on continuous longitudinal sleepers, bolted on the top members of the girders,
in the amended designs the following modifications have been made :—
,
t The girders have been spaced 5 ft. 6 in. apart instead of 4 ft. 8J- in., and transverse sleepers have
•
been used instead of longitudinal. This I regard as-an improvement, securing a more elastic• - ‘ „■ road, a more eflective gauge tie, and rendering the ironwork more accessible for inspection and’
painting.
l
■
end diagonals have been made of 5 in. x 21 in. x £ in. channel-iron instead of 5 in. x |- in. bars.
- ■1ms slightly simplifies construction by reducing the number of sizes of iron needed, but on theother hand renders the rivets rather less accessible, which is not a good thin°-.

•’ ' 3. The rivets- have been reduced from 1-in. to i in', diameter. This facilitates construction, but
.
■ increases the stress on the shearing and bearing area of the rivets. The pressure on the bearino-"
•'
•'
tons, per square inch. This'would not be objected to by British engineers, hut
Americans limit it to 5-5-tons.
' ■
°
■
4. AdditionalT-ivets have been introdneed1 connecting the plate and angle irons forming the top
- .
member. This I approve-of, as in their absence the angle-irons would be deflected by the engine
wheels independently of the plate.
•
.
J
°
.
' -5- The horizontal lateral bracing between the top members of the girders has been altogether altered.
I he alteration is in some respects an improvement, but.not in all. The unnecessarv'overhano-ihg
part at each side is done away with, and the total number of bars somewhat reduced. Provision

-

'
■
■-

.
•

‘
‘

■

isalso iiiadefqrconveniently erecting one half of the bridge at a time. One of the defects of the
amended bracing is that it does not extend to the ends of the main girders,' hut starts some
distance snort. Consequently under a heavy wind pressure there is a verv considerable

.
stres.s on tJie top members of the girders: Another is that the mean fibres
■ ‘ or the diagonals do not intersect as they should in the centre line of the girder. I consider that
■ . a simiile angle-iron bracing like a Warren girder laid on its side, and extending completely from'

i

end to end of the main girders, would have been simpler, cheaper, and better. I should apply it
mu ■
.tween each pair of girders, leaving the central space under the 6 foot quite open.
‘ " ’6- The vertical transverse bracing introduced in the amended- design I altogether object to. The
practice of binding four girders together transversely by a. stiff vertical system is wrono- inl1?mc.1P . and injurious in its effect. It causes the whole structure to twist when only one line
o± rails is loaded, thus increasing the deflection of the outside girder on the loaded side beyond
what it would be were both lines loaded. .The table of deflection supplied shows clearly how
much more severely the outside girder is punished than the inside one. Careful experiments
r
. • snow that this injurious and unnecessary bracing .reduces the strength of a bridge by about 10
per cent. ’
•
°
o j
. .. . . A four-girder bridge for a double line of railway should be made as two entirely separate bridges,
each capable of- deflecting independently of the other. If it is desired to connect them together so that
they may aid each other m resisting wind'pressure or other lateral-force, the connections should either be
made with winged joints (as is actually done in one of the largest and. most recent Victorian viaducts),
or should; he so constructed as to be extremely flexible in'a vertical'direction while stiff and' unyielding
horizontally. I recommend that the central portion of this transverse vertical bracing be-removed forth
with from all tnese bridges. The lateral portions are not injurious. They are probably of use in checking.yibratiqns of. the lower members of the main girders, hut are-larger and more complete than is'
necessary for the very slight stress’ they have to endure.
■ In concluding this part of my report I must hear witness to the completeness-and clearness of the-,
clra-wings p± the amended, design..
.
.
,
•
■
TQ-f .
QD§st tHe waTinJP °f.
desiSn tllere is one OB) showing a smaU Warren birder of
d
oJV* the d,esiSn ^ This girder I cannot agree. The tension in the bottom member:
if- “ut litJe- over 20 tons, and for this a net sectional area of 9 square inches is- provided where (k
.__________

'

‘

’’ The dmvin£is incomplete, not showing at what points or how many times this tracing is introduced in the span.

would ;•
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■would be enough. The compression ou tbe end diagonal is 15 tons. This is discharged upon a length of
half an inch of a pin 1-g- inches diameter, giving a. diametrical bearing area of
square inch correspond
ing to a bearing pressure of 16 tons per square inch, whereas 8 is regarded as good practice in England
and 5| in America. The top members of these girders are efficiently but not economically braced in a
horizontal plane, but no bracing is shown in a transyerse vertical plane. In the present case this is a
serious omission, as the girders are supported on the bottom, and not, as in the case with the larger ones,
by the top member, and hence need at each end an efficient vertical transverse bracing to prevent them
falling over sideways. I note, however, a pencil memorandum which appears to intimate that the draw
ing is not complete or authoritative. ■
In bridge drawing No. 3 we have a plate girder designed to replace the preceding. It is in almost,
every respect preferable, being amply strong and comparatively simple. I must confess, however, to a:
little misgiving as to the durability of a plate-web J inch thich, though I .must admit .these thin webs
are greatly used in Victoria and elsewhere. Eifty years hence more will be known on this question .of
durability. In any case I would suggest that periodical painting be not neglected.
In drawing No. 1 of contract No. 3 we have details of the additional 30-feet girders for bridge
No. .,8. • These contain sufficient iron to render them equal in strength to the 40-feet Warren girders in
the same bridge.
The pressure on the bearing area of the rivets connecting the web and flanges is rather high near
the ends of this girder, reaching 8 tons per square inch. Had the pitch been reduced to 3 inches per 8 feet
at each end it would have been better prabtice.
•The lateral bracing of these 19 and 30 feet girders is most erroneously designed.
,
The requirements of the case are threefold, and are stated below in order .of importance :—
1. To keep the top flanges from bending sideways under, wind-pressure, &c.
■
‘A. To keep the ends of the girders perfectly upright.
.
. 3. To keep the bottom members from vibrating laterally.
In designing the tracing of their bridges the first two requirements have been utterly ignored.
There is no horizontal lateral bracing, and consequently the girders are subject to horizontal bending
actions of serious amount, due to wind-pressure. There is no transverse vertical bracing at the ends of'
the girders, at which point most Victorian bridges of similar design have a massive transverse diaphragmplate, while the third and least important requirement has occupied the whole attention of the designer,
who has introduced costly massive transverse frames, which weaken the main girders-10 per cent, by the "
objectionable twisting they cause. In the 30-foot spans one of these frames is situated in the exact
centre of tbe span—the spot where it does most harm by causing twisting ; and further, its attachments
cut away a full square inch of metal at the very place where the tension du(e to the load is most severe,
and all the available strength is needed. I would urge that the objectionable transverse frames be
removed from under the 6-foot, thereby allowing each pair of girders to deflect independently; that a
horizontal "Warren girder bracing of stout angle-iron be introduced between the top flanges of each pair
of girders, and that the ends of each pair of girders be united by a diaphragm-plate or stiff bracing frame.
_ If this be done, the bridges will become fairly satisfactory structures.
.
Lastly, a drawing has been forwarded of a bridge at Strathfield (7'miles 38 chains). This is a
most meritorious example of a plate-web bridge. In it all the mistakes I have so far condemned are
most carefully avoided. As special points in which it compares favourably with the 30-foot girders
previously mentioned, I may note—
•
K •
1. It has a greater proportional depth, which conduces both to economy and rigidity.
2. The flanges vary in section with the varying stress, instead of being uniform throughout, or, as is
actually the case with the 30-foot girders, being weakest when they should be strongest.
3. The riveting is intelligently arranged, the pitch diminishing toward the ends where the horizontal
shearing stress increases.
. 4. Each pair of girders forms a distinct structure capable of deflecting independently of the other,
whereby twisting and undue punishment of the outer girder is obviated.
5. The horizontal lateral bracing is well carried out and extends quite up to the ends of the girders.
6. The ends of the girders are substantially braced by a massive transverse frame.
7. The bridge is about one-third stronger than the 30-foot or 40-foot girders between Parramatta .
.
and Penrith. The objection of these webs on the score of corrosion of course applies to this
■bridge. How much weight should be attached to it is a question of debate.
’
In conclusion, I append a brief summary of the results arrived at:—
1. In view of long experience under similar conditions in Victoria and elsewhere, I am compelled to
regard the bridges between Parramatta and Penrith as unduly and wastef ully large.
2. That this excess, coupled with the frightful and fatal deficiency at Cootamundra, drives me to the
unwelcome conclusion that there is no proper system of proportioning waterways in use in the
New South "Wales Railway Department.
■
.
3. That the original design for the brick abutments was better than the amended one, in view of
stability, free flow of water, and intelligent arrangement of counterforts; but that it was
defective in not possessing sufficient width and height to stop the bank, in having ill-propor
tioned footing courses, and in not being fully delineated in the drawings. In these latter
respects the amended design was unexceptionable.
.
4. That the failure was probably due to the foundations' yielding under the unequally distributed
pressure; and that, had the abutments been built according to the original design (but with the
necessary additional width and height), would most likely not have occurred.
5. That the relative merits of Warren and plate girders are a fair subject for difference of opinion.
• 6. That the original and amended designs of the AVarren girders, of 40 feet span, do not differ much
in merit; the original being better in point of principle, but the amended better worked out in
"
detail and better shown in the drawings.
7. That the lateral bracing of the bridges, as carried out, causes an objectionable twisting when one
line of way is loaded, unduly punishing the outside girder and reducing- the- strength- of the- ■
,
bridge about 10. per cent.
'

S.

f

r7;

\

24
,*

=8. That-the 19-foot Warren girder is objectionable as having far too great stress on the bearing area
.
of the end pin, and further needs special’bracing to keep the ends of the girders upright.
•
’ 9. That the 19-foot plate girder replacing the last- is abundantly strong. ■
TO. .That the 30-foot plate girder is about the same strength as the 40-foot Warren girder; but that
it suffers, as also does to some extent the 19-foot plate girder, from a most unsuitable system of '
.
lateral bracing, which ignores the most important requirements', and weakens the bridge by
unduly loading the outside girders.
,
ll. Lastly, that the Srathfield Bridge is a most intelligent design, free from all the faults of the
others, about one-third stronger, and highly commendable.
.
As no particular issues were definitely referred to me with regard to these bridges, 1 have treated
them from a general all-round point of view.”
,
_
I trust that my remarks may be of use to the Department in the way of enabling it to avoid or
remedy past errorsj and secure in future structures perfect safety at a minimum cost.
I have, &c.,
.
'
W. 0. KERNOT, M.A.C.E.,
i
--------- --------Professor of Engineering.
• JT _ .
6 A. .
• '
■
'"‘
Note re supposed effect of Hawkesbury back-water on tributary creeks.
It has been supposed in some quarters that, as the Hawkesbury River backs during high floods up the
tributary creeks, it requires larger bridges to be used upon them than would be needed by their own
proper discharge. This view I have very carefully considered, and have further made a series of hydraulic
calculations and comparisons with Yictorian streams whose behaviour is well known, and I cannot see
that the view is a correct one.
The country between Windsor, St. Mary’s, and Penrith is generally so low and so ,level that a high
Hawkesbury flood would spread far and wide, inundating miles of country j ust as the Murray about
Echuca does. But, owing to the very small fall or hydraulic gradient, this submergence would be by
quiescent or very sluggishly flowing water, incapable of any destructive action. Also a great flood in the
Hawkesbury would neither rise nor fall instantaneously, but would take many hours, or indeed days,
during which comparatively small openings would permit the passage of all the back-water. This is the
only conclusion I can arrive at after the most careful study of the question.
.
..
.
W. 0. KERNOT.

[Is. 3T]

Sydney; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1S88*
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NO. 1..

Minute by The Commissioner for Railways.
Doubling tbe line from Parramatta to Penrith.

Me. Cowdeey to state what the cost of the above work would amount to.

Ch.A.G., 1/9/82.
Mr. Hyndman for cost.—G.C., 4/9/82. Urgent.
Estimated cost, £84,203.—E.A.H., 4/10/82.
The Engineer for Existing Lines.
Commissioner.—G.C., 5/10/82.
Be good enough to furnish
details of this estimate. Is not the line made for double way and the bridges also. Why, under these
: circumstances, should 20 miles of line cost over £4,000 a mile ?—Ch.A.G., B.C., 6/10/82. Mr. Cowdery.
Detailed statement attached.—G.C., 13/10/82.
.
estimate of doubling line Parramatta to Penrith from 14 miles 60 chains to 33 miles 60 chains.
.........................................
£8,502
Earthwork
......................................................
.........................................
28,512
Doubling bridges
.........................................
...
...
...
...
850
Doubling culverts
.........................................
...
...
...
...
250
Level crossings ...
...
...
...
...
.........................................
250
Stations ...
...
...
...
...
...
................
................
43,939
Permanent-way ...
...
...
...
...
................
................
1,500
Over-bridges
....................................................
.........................................
250
Platforms
...
...
...
...
...
............................ ,
...
150
Timber openings.....................................................

Detailed

£84,203
•
..
w —~ Estimate for the bridges is based upon the assumption that all the present bridges will be replaced by new
ironi ones, and the proportion due to doubling them is charged to this estimate, that is, the difference
between the cost of bridges for double and single way. The banks and cuttings require to be made wider,
• generally about 11 feet. In some few instances they have been slightly widened. The old bridges are
. all for single way
.
■ Engineer for Existing Lines.
E.A.E., 12/10/82.

,•

My questions are not answered.—Ch.A.G./B.C., 18/10/82. Mr. Cowdery.
Mr. Hyndman, for
replies to Commissioner’s questions.—G.C., 18/10/82.
Ho ; the bridges and cuttings are not made for
double way.—B.A.H., 19/10/82. Engineer for Existing Lines.
Commissioner.—G.C., 20/10/82.
No. 2.

n
.
■
■

3

.
No. 2.
Minute of The Oommissioner for Railways.

/

•Wttat is the estimated amount to be charged to -working expenses in consequence of the renewal of
timber with iron bridges for the single way, and which would have to be incurred sooner or later whether
the line was doubled or not ?
■
....
I understand that this amount, whatever it may be, will be in addition to the sum of £84,203-^the
.estimate for doubling the line,, and which will, of course, be charged to capital account.—Ch.A.G-.,
B.Q., 22/10/82. Mr. Cowdery.
'
Mr! Hyndman.—G-.C., 23/10/82. Urgent.
£39,798 for renewing timber bridges with iron ones
lor single way; this sum is in addition to the estimate of £84,203 for doubling the line.—B.A.H.,
'25/10/82. The Engineer for Existing Lines.
_
.
How long would the present timber bridges last if it were determined not to replace them with
iron ones, consequent upon the doubling of the line. Please enumerate the bridges and their position,
and the cost of renewing each for single way, and the probable time for renewal in each case.—Ch.A.G:..,
B.C., 28/10/82. Mr. Cowdery. .
. .
. _
_
Mr. Hyndman.—G--C., 3/11/82. Urgent.
A report attached, containing information required by
the Commissioner.—B.A.H., 15/11/82. Engineer for Existing Lines.'
Commissioner.—G-.C., 16/11/82,
Beid&es—Parramatta to Penrith.
Distance.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11 ■
12
13
14
15

mis. chs.
16
47
52
17
34
18
49
18
36
19
36
20
72
20
23
24
0
25
42
27
5
28
28
12
0
30
12
30
74
31

Cost of
Cost of
Present bridge for When needing Cost to repair Will last if repaired. Proposed to replace new
bridge— new bridgethoroughly.
by—
renewal.
single line. •
single line. double line.

20 ft. bays
20 do
12 do
20 do
12 do
12 do
20 do ■
20 do
12 do
12 do
20 do
12 do
20 do
20 do
20 do

... At once......
...
do ......
...
do ......
do ......
...
...
do ......
do
......
...
do ......
...
...
do ......
do ......
...
do ......
...
...
do
......
do ......
...
...
do ......
...
do ......
do
......
...

224
154
70
190
70
138
152
950
184

69
494
161
2,368
466
162
5,852*

>

'

£

6
4
3
5
3
6
4
25
8
3
13
7
36
7
4

From 5 to 7 years
do
...
do
...
do
...
do
...
do
...
• • do •
...
do
...
do
...
do
...
do
...
do
...
do
...
do
...
do
...

8 ft. culvert ....
12
do
...
do
...
8
30 ft. girder......
20 do
......
25 do
......
30 do
......
50 do
......
40 do
......
10 ft. culvert......
50 ft. girder......
20 do
......
Two 50 ft. girders
50 ft. girder.......
40 do
......

£ '

£

1,060
880 ‘
846 680
314
484
4,28.02,450
■2,920
1,600
3,408
2,025
8,862
2,450
7,200
4,150
5,740
3,300
690
449 ■
7,200
4,150
2,920
1,600
8,300 , 14,600
■7,200 4,150
3,300
5,900
68,310-1:

89,798
28,512t
.68,310

* To repairing present bridges to make them last from five to seven years. This estimate does not include the domain bridge.
lines.
X Double line.

!

.

4 To doubling
'

South Creek Bridge.—It is in such bad repair as to be dangerous, and the white ant has got such
hold that it is impossible to say what portion is sound. The same remark applies to a less extent to all
the timber bridges.

GEO. WM. TOWNSEND.

Amended estimate for bridges furnished to Mr. Cowdery. Total amount, £66,918.-^-G.W.T.,
14/2/83.
'
'
------ — ■
‘
'
The present timber bridges, if repaired, may last from five ,to seven years. Such repairs will cost
about £6,000. Without such repairs they are at present unsafe. If the line is doubled it will be
impossible to keep the present bridges without incurring great needless expense. Eor remuneration,
position, and description of bridges, see detailed report attached. The whole of the wooden bridges
ought to be replaced by iron ones at once, as the white ant is in the timber to an alarming extent.-rB.A.H, 15/11/82. Engineer for Existing Lines.
_
^
The bridges reported to be unsafe must be made safe at once, especially South Creek Bridge
reported to be dangerous. Engineer for Existing Lines to note and to return papers early.—Ch.A.G.,
17/11/82.
...
'•
Mr. Hyndman to carry out Commissioner’s minute, 17/11/82.—G.C., 20/11/82.
_
,
Three gangs of men are constantly employed on repairs of these bridges. One gang is now at
South Creek. Every precaution is taken, but it is impossible to say any of these bridges are safe..-^?
E.A.H., 24/11/82. Engineer for Existing Lines.
■
Commissioner.'—G.O., 27/11/82.
Mr. Cowdery will please visit these bridges at once and test them. If not safe, as Mr. Hyndmap.
persists in saying, the trains must be run over them at greatly reduced speed; but it is-probable that Mr.
Hyndman is using alarming language unnecessarily.—Ch.A.G., 29/11/82.
_
I visited these bridges yesterday, and tested two (the South Creek and Eastern Creek) with a
heavy engine. The South Creek Bridge is in a bad state. I had some of the worst of the girders bored
and found white ant in them. One was very bad, but a temporary support, was put under the centre of if,
making it perfectly safe for the running of the traffic; but it was so bad that I did not like taking the
risk of removing the upright to test the strength with the heavy engine I had for the purpose. Several
of the other girders have temporary uprights under them until they can be removed ; and the great
drawback to this is the non-supply of girders, and which, I believe, has been the case for years. At thepresent
time we want at least 1,000, but they come in very slowly. In the course of a. few years this class of
timber will be more difficult to obtain than it is now. ' At the same time we do not feel the want to
.
.
anything

4

■

anything approaching the extent we shall do in a few years, when the bridges on the late extensionVbegin
to decay, some of which are of enormous extent, viz., the Wagga 'VVagga Bridge and others on the north.
I would therefore recommend that no more bridges with wood tops be constructed on any of the extensions
or it would be almost impossible to beep pace with the demands for repairs.—G-.C., 1/12/82.
. "What progress has been made towards strengthening these bridges ? Mr. Cowdery for early
report.—Ch.A.G., B.C., 1/2/83.'
Mr. Hyndman for immediate report.—G.C., 12/2/83
Urgent
Mr. Burton for report.—R.A.H., 13/2/83.
Report herewith.—J. P. Pukton, 15/2/83.
The District
Engineer.
Be strengthening timber bridges Parramatta to Penrith. 17 miles 9 chains —A line of
temporary girders fixed under road. 24 miles 43 chains, Eastern Greet.—Temporary struts fixed uhdef
ten bays. 30 miles, South Creek.—Temporary struts fixed under fourteen bays.—J. P. PtrnTOir 15/2/83
The District Engineer.
Engineer for Existing Lines.—R.A.H., 16/2/83.
Report of work done
attached.—G.C., 17/2/83-. Commissioner.
.
' In an. important matter like, this I should prefer having Mr. Cowdery’s guarantee that the
precautions taken have made the bridges safe. Mr. Cowdery sends the paper to Mr. Hyndman who
apparently does not know what has been done, as he sends it to Mr. Purton, and then it is returned to
me without comment on Mr. Purton’s report. I must have Mr. Cowdery’s assurance that the bridges are
safe.—Ch.A.G., 26/2/83.
&
These bridges are now quite safe.—G.C., 19/3/83. Commissioner.

. .
No. 3.
Miniite of Tlie Commissioner for Railways.

’

Doubling line from Parramatta to Penrith.

,

The bridges on this length have recently been repaired, and will be serviceable, the engineer states, for
- at least five years. As at the end of that time they must be renewed at an expense of £40,000, it ^sub
mitted that they should be made of a size to carry a double line of rails—the cost of renewing the bridges
for a double way will be £68,310.
°
6
. The traffic upon this section of the line is now so great that I think no time should be lost in
making provision for doubling it—the cost will be:—
Bridges, £68,310 (of which £40,000 will be chargeable to working expenses) ...£28,310 0 0

Permanent-way, rails, &c................................................................................................
.

55,893 0

or (say) £85,000 to be paid from capital.

0

’

.
.
--------- Ch.A.G;, 24/3/83.
!
Provision having, been made on the Loan Estimates for this service^, these papers might now be
returned to the Under Secretary for Public Works.—E.K., 12/4/83.
The Under Secretary for Public
Works.-J.T.,;B.C., 12/4/83. / Railways.—J.R., B.C., 14/4/83.
Mr. Cowdery.—G.B., B.C., 7/5',83.
Will Commissioner please say if survey may be made, and plans and sections prepared for the purpose of
inviting tenders for this work.—U.C., 18/5/83. Commissioner.
Yes.—Ch.A.G., 19/5/83.
MrCowdery., B.G.
Mr. Hyndman to have surveys made and plan and sections prepared.—G.C. 22/5/83.'
Mr. Townsend.-—R.A.H., 23/5/83.
Two surveyors put on to this work.—G.W.T., 28/5/83 ’ District
Engineer.
Two surveyors now engaged on this.—R.A.H., 1/6/83. The Engineer for Existing Lines'
.Two surveyors are now engaged on this work.—G.C., 2/6/83.
°

No. 4.
"
T. Pc. Smith, Esq., M.P., to The Commissioner for Railways.

■

Dear Sir,
. .
.
9 April, 1883.
i 1. ,, , As th0 teaffic of the Western Line is increasing so rapidly, it appears to me necessary that you
should at once approve of a double line to Penrith. This is a matter I have brought before your notice
months since.
°
J
.

Yours, &c.,
,
--------T. R. SMITH.
onM/oJk^0™ tliat Provisiou lms 136611 macle by Parliament for doubling the line to Penrith.—Ch.A.G.
•20/4/83.
‘
.
’

Sir’
-nr..,
j.
Department of Railways, Sydney, 21 April, 1883.
> a vi .. WUm reference to your letter of the 9th instant, urging the necessity for the construction of
for this1 work6 t0 Perl^ith, 1 bave t1ie llonor to inform you that provision has been made by Parliament
'

I have, &c., .

T. R. Smith, Esq., M.P., Sydney.

___________________________ _

'

-

Commissioner for Railways.

No. 5.
,
The Minute of Commissioner for Railways.

.

Mb. Townsend has, ! understand, a new form of girder (or new in the Colony) for iron bridges

It is
cheaper in construction and lighter m proportion to its strength than any girder we now use, and at the
same time is equally, if not more, stable.
and bp su^bcted to"a test7dery 8668 ^ ob•iectiorl, tllat a sPecimeu girder might be made in our workshops,
•

.

•

.

.

- CH.A.G., 26/7/83.

.

"

Mr.

n

' _4

■O
'

.

$

.

1

.

Mr. Hyndman to tave a girder made in shops and tested.—G-.C., 2^/7/33.. ’ Mr. Townsend for
drawing.—R.A..H., 30/7/83.
Noted.—G.W.T., 30/7/S3. .
Please give charge.—E.A.H., 31/7/83.
The Engineer for Existing. Lines.
Charge to revenue—G.C., 1/8/83. Mr. Hyndman. ' Mr. Purton.—
E.A.H., 2/8/83.
Noted.—J. Portoit, 6/8/83.
Engineer for Existing Lines.—E.A.H., 7/8/83.-

;
Mr. G.

W.

No. 6.
•
Townsend to The Commissioner for Railways.

.

'

Sir,
Eedfern, 18 February, 1881.
. ,
I have the honor to inform you that the girders I have designed by your orders for replacing
the wooden bridges and viaducts are proved under a severe, test a complete success. . Bridges constructed
with these girders will be less than half the weight of any iron bridge of similar span (42 feet) that has
hitherto been built on our railway lines while they will be exceedingly rigid under load, and very
durable!
:
.. . T have the honor to request that I may be allowed the necessary machinery for the construction
of girder work at a cost not to exceed £2,000, viz., a hydraulic riveter, a multiple driller, and a cold
saw; with this machinery I can turn out these girders at a cost for labour only of £7 per ton. I can
import suitable iron for about £8 per ton.
.
I have further the honor to request that I- may be allowed to design and construct a bridge for
150 ft. clear, span for double line to be charged to Store Advance Account, the weight of main girders
not to exceed that of the main girders in our “light lattice girder bridges” of similar span for single-line,
but the weight of ironwork in the bridge will of course be greater than in our existing bridges by reason
of the greater length of cross girders required for double line, such bridge to carry a line load 'of 3'5 ton4
to the foot run safely equal to twice and a half the line load, that is considered excessive to apply as a
test load on our existing. “ light lattice bridges.”
.
_
When I am supplied with the machinery applied for, the cost for proposed bridge will not exceed
£1.8,per ton, after one is made I can turn them out for about £15 per ton, with iron at £8 per ton. I
am willing to make the offer publicly if need be, and stand or'fall by the result. '
.
_ .
I have, &c.,
;

.

’

---------

GEO-. WM. TOWNSEND.

.
. If such girders can be made in England at £11 a ton, I do not see why we should pay £18 or
even £15 a ton for them.—Ch.A.G., 18/2/81.
I wish Mr. Cowdery to make an independent test of
these girders, and to report exactly their behaviour under trial, and further to express his views on their
stability and general suitability.—Ch.A.G., 18/2/84.
.
I have tested these girders with a weight of 64 tons rolling by 9 tons dead load, being equal, to the
■heaviest running load that can be put on them. They are perfectly rigid, the deflection being I may say
-scarcely perceptible. They are in every way suitable where there is sufficient headway, and particularly
so for duplicating a line, as the roadway can be completed before interfering with- the old line. I do not
quite see the advisability of constructing a bridge 150 feet clear span to be charged to Store Account. If
such abridge was required anywhere it would be different; I could then only recommend it as an experL
inent, as there is already plenty of work in the Department.—G.C., 7/3/84. . Commissioner.
The Minister to see. I cannot recommend any experiment of -the kind referred to by Mr. Towns
end, but if the Engineer for Existing Lines is satisfied that the girder would be a good one to adopt for
the bridges which are to replace the wooden bridges on the double line to' Penrith, I would recommend
their adoption.—Ch.A.G., 18/3/84.
■ 1 '
It would be well, before submitting this paper, if Mr. Cowdery would state what the cost of these
bridges would be if constructed with these girders, and what the cost would be if Constructed upon the
design usually adopted here ; and also what the cost of wooden bridges would be.—"Ch.A.G,, 18/3/84.
The cost of bridges if constructed with these girders would be £42,600. If constructed ;of timber,
£58,000.. If constructed of plate, main girders, and cross girders, £70,000.
*.
.
.
Detailed statement attached.—G.C., 25/4/84. Commissioner.
'
‘
-Doubling line—Parramatta to Penrith—Detailed statement of relative cost of bridges-.
Proposed new girders 1,704 feet aggregate length double line.
.
.
Ironwork in 44 ft. spans, 35 tons per ft., @ £20........................................j
................ £ll,928
Brickwork 8,180 cub. yards, @ £3 ...
...
...
...
...
....
....
..... 24,540
Longitudinal sleepers and flooring...............
............................
....
...
6,132
'
'
£23'3 per foot run.

'

,
£42,600
.
.
...
Timber 2,670 feet aggregate length double line.
This extra length of opening is necessary to keep the tail of the banks clear of the water.
2,670 feet, average cost per ft. £16'3
...
....
............................
...
l. £43,521
Add extra cost of keeping line open
\a . ...
-...
-...
...
... 14,479
• -£58,000
£2-1'72 per foot run.
Plate main girders and cross girders J ,704 feet aggregate lengths double line.
■
1,704 ft. ironwork in 44 ft. spans,'64 tons per foot, @ £36
...
...
£39,260
including temporary work for keeping traffic open.
'
■
'
■
Brickwork 8,180 cub. yards, @ £3 ....
...
...
................
...
:..
..•. 24,540
•Longitudinal sleepers and flooring ....
<...
.a
... ■
..,
'.v.
... ' ...
6,200
- £40'0 per ft. run,

£70,000
GEO,, 'WM, TOWNSEND, 10/4/84.

m

6
Cost of bridges for doubling line beyond Parramatta to Penrith.
With the new girders, 1,704 ft....................................................................................£42,600
With timber, 2,670 ft....................................................................................................
58,000
. With plate girders and cross girders similar to the Parramatta Bridge, 1,704 ft. 70,000
(This cost in each case is for double line).
The principal cause of the great cost of timber bridges for this work would be the difficulty of
carrying up the portion for the new line while keeping the old open for traffic. The same remark applies
to the ordinary iron bridges but not to the new proposed bridges, as with them one line can be built quite
independently of the other.
GEO. WM. TOWNSEND.
I recommend the adoption of Mr. Townsend’s girders for the bridges to replace the wooden bridges
on the double line to Penrith.—Ch.A.G., 29/4/84.
Can this work be done in the Colony.—E.A. YV\,
30/4/84.
Mr. ’Cowdery, B.C.
Tes; the work can be done in the Colony.— G.C., 2/5/84. Com
missioner.
I concur in Commissioner’s recommendation. Let tenders be called in two forms—(1) work
to be imported ; (2) work to be done in the Colony.—E.A.W., 7/5/84.
Mr. Cowdery, B.C.
Mr.
Townsend to note and return.—G.C., 12/5/84.
Noted.—G.W.T., 13/5/84. The Engineer for Existing
Lines.
Noted.—G.C., 15/5/84, Commissioner. .

No. 7.
Report by Mr. Gr. W. Townsend.
See original.

' '

Be building girders in Permanent-way Shops.
Bt importing proper machinery we can reduce the cost of such work in the Colony at least 25 per cent.,
without in any way reducing the profit, and under the trade independent of skilled labour in case of
strikes, for any intelligent labourer is capable of working all the machinery used.
In case of using imported iron, the cost of freight and transport from wharf to yard of such iron,
allowing for waste, will be less than that of girders containing the same amount of iron, and will be less
liable to damage during transport.
The principal reason of the great difference between cost of girder work done out here and that of
imported work is that we use too much hand labour, nearly the whole of which has to be skilled labour.
About £2,000 will supply the necessary machinery, viz., multiple driller, travelling riveter, and cold saw.
We-require about 700 tons of girders for doubling the line, Parramatta to Penrith. The last
imported girder work (Cook’s Kiver) cost, landed on the trucks in railway yard, over £ 17 per ton. I am
confident we can turn out this work here for £15 per ton, with iron at £8; so on the one job we can
save the cost of the required machinery—£2,000. Suppose we make only the 700 tons, we shall have
established an important local industry; for the various firms of contractors will soon profit by our
experience, and will successfully compete with us as to price, while we shall have increased the efficiency
pf our workshops at a trifling outlay. GEO. WM. TOWNSEND, 6/3/84.
Since writing the above I have made a fresh design for the girders, Parramatta to Penrith, in which
1 have -reduced the number of rivets to less than half of what were in tbe old design, in which I noticed
.several minor points that could be improved while retaining the main features of tbe design, getting a
father stronger girder without extra weight, with greater simplicity of design.—Geo. Wm. Townsend,
29/3/84. ‘
‘
_
------ ------------~
'
Cost of bridges for doubling line beyond Parramatta.
■
■
With the new girders, 1,704 ft......................................................................... £42,600
With timber, 2,670 ft................................................
.........................................
58,000
,
With plate girders and cross girders, similar to the Parramatta Bridges, 1,704 ft. 70,000
(This cost is for double line).
The four bridges in Parramatta are estimated to cost £22,000. The same to he replaced by timber
would have cost about £14,000.
The principal cause of the great cost of timber bridges for this work would be the difficulty of
carrying up the portion for the new line while keeping the old open for traffic. The same remark applies
to the ordinary iron bridges ; but not to the new proposed bridges, as with them one line can be built
quite independently of the other.
The Engineer for Existing Lines.
_
GE0- ™ TOWNSEND.
Eeturn must be made out without reference to works under contract.—G.C., 27/3/84. Mr.
Hyndman.
I put this information in the return, as the last I sent in was sent hack for this same
information.—G.W.T.

No. 8.
Question.

■

.

, .
Legislative Assembly—Wednesuat, 16 Apbil, 1884.
(5.) Bailway feom Paebahatta to Peneith :—Mr. T. B. Smith asked the Secretary for Public
Works,^—When will tenders be called for doubling the railway line from Parramatta to Penrith P
Mr. Wright answered,—During the currency of the present month.

Mr, .Cowdery.—G.B., B.C., 26/4/84.
Specifications are now being printed, and will, I hope, be
completed in a few days.—G.C., 29/5/84. Commissioner.
Mr. Cowdery—G.B., B.C., 9/6/84.
Draft
advertisements (2) inviting tenders herewith.—G.C., 30/6/84. Commissioner.
Let me see specifica
tion and plan.—Ch.A.G., B.C., 1/7/84. . Mr. Cowdery.
Two specifications and eight plans here
' with.—G.C., 3/7/84. Commissioner.
Insert advertisement. I see provision is made for safety of
public,—Ch.A.G., 5/7/84. Mr. Cowdery.—B.J.S., B.C., 7/7/84.
Noted.—G.O., 9/7/84. Commissioner.
,.....................

-

.. No. 9.
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■ No. 9.
'
'
Mr. T. Wearne to The Secretary for Public Works.

' .

■

Sirj
386 Sussex-street, Sydney, 18 July, 1884.
■
I have the honor to respectfully direct your attention to the great disadvantage I, as a lo'eal
tenderer in common with others, am placed at, through the cash deposits' required on contracts. Tenders
are now invited for iron bridges required in the duplication of line from Parramatta to Penrith,, the- cask
deposit on which is £2,000.
'
’
_
_
.
_ '
The whole of my capital, excepting that which I require for labour and material,, is locked up in!
plant and machinery, which I have specially erected to enable me to carry out works of this class to any
extent. X have been contracting with the Grovernment for the last sixteen years, and have’ never failed
in completing any contract satisfactorily; but if it is compulsory for me to make the cash deposit to- make
my tender formal, I shall be debarred from tendering, although I could find approved suretie's for the;
amount required.
.
_
Trusting you will kindly give the matter your favourable consideration,, and accept the sureties in
place of the deposit,—
I have, &e.,
.
*
THOMAS WEAHNH

.

.
No. 10.. .
...
Messrs. D. & W. Robertson to Tbe Acting Secretary for Public Works.
Central Exchange Buildings, Tork-street, Sydney, 18 July, 18’8'4.
Dear Sir,
Duplication of line from Parramatta to Penrith.
.
Beferring to the ironwork portion of this contract, at present being called for, we notice- the
deposits required by the specification from the successful tenderers will he- £2,300’ in all.
As we consider such a very large deposit for such a comparatively small contract- to be rather' top
much we bring the matter under your notice with a view to get it reduced, which would be for the Benefit
of all likely tenderers.
I have, &c.,
D. & W. EOBERTSON.
P.S.—The total value of this contract is not likely to exceed £15,000 altogether, and we think a
deposit more in proportion to what railway contractors have to place, would facilitate tendering.—D. &
W.R.
———
Railways for report.—J.B., B.C., 21/7/84,
Mr. Cowdery for report.—B.J.S., B.0., 22^7/84.
I cannot recommend that the security be reduced.—Gr.C., 25/7/84. Commissioner.
What is the
estimated amount of contract.—Ch.A.H., 26/7/84. Mr. Cowdery. '.Urgent.
Estimated amount,
£12,825.—(l.C., 29/7/84., Commissioner.
Inform.—Ch.A.G., 29/7/84.
Gentlemen,
■ Department of Railways, Sydney, 6 August, 1884.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter, addressed to the Acting Secretary for
Public Works, asking for reduction of amount of deposit required from contractors for duplicating
line, Parramatta to Penrith, and have to inform you that I am unable to sanction any reduction in the
amount.
'
I have, &c.,
CH. A. GOODCHAP,
.
.
Commissioner for Railways.
Messrs. D. & W. Bobertson, Central Exchange Buildings, Tork-street.

No. 11.
Tbe Under Secretary for Public Works to Tbe Commissioner for Railways,
'

Sir,

Department of Public Works, Sydney, 29 July, 1884.
Supply of iron
The tenders, three in number, for the work specified in the margin, are. referred to you for bridges—-DupliJ
report, and you will have the goodness, as early as possible, to return them to me direct for submission cation of line
between farra*
to the Minister.
■
I have, &c.,
matta and
--------JOHN RAE. Penrith,
The Engineer for Existing Lines.—Ch.A.G., B.C., 29/7/84.
Iron bridges for duplication of line—Parramatta to Penrith—Analysis of Tenders.
£
s. d.
D. & W. Robertson................
...
................................................... .
...
11,365 6 3
Mort’s Dock and Engineering Co. (Limited)
...
...
...
..............
14,175 0 0
Hudson Brothers (Limited)...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
14,850 0 0
The tender of D. & W. Bobertson is the lowest, and I recommend it he accepted.
.
G.C., 1/8/84. Commissioner.
B-ecommended.—Ch.A.G., 5/8/84.

Approved.—G.B.D., 11/8/84.

No. 12.
Messrs. D. & W. Robertson to The Acting Secretary for Public Works.
Central Exchange Buildings, Tork-street, Sydney, 2 August, 1884.
’Iron bridges, duplication of line—Parramatta to Penrith. . ‘
.................
Dear Sir,
We have the honor to bring under your notice our tender for the supply of the above bridges,
amount £11,365, or £16 16s. 9d. per ton overhead.
We

§
We believe this to be tlie lowest price such ironwork has been tendered for in N.S.W/;' and it is
om desire to make them in the Colony, so that they may be made under the inspection of the Governjnent officers while in the eourse of construction, so much difficulty and dissatisfaction lias been lately
loan'd with imported work, notwithstanding every precaution having been taken in England, and after the
strictest inspection by the Agent-G-eneral’s representative, John Fowler, Esq.
y° laa^;e ahoye important work in Sydney would cost a little more than if it were made in England1,
but not very much in this case, as the specification, we understand, has been got up specially for this
purpose. The option, however, was given for importers to tender against colonial manufacturers, and the
price- has accordingly been cut down to the lowest possible limit. '
j ■
^re awar®
a slight preference having been given for colonial manufacture on one occasion',
and we beg respectfully to suggest that if the Government can see no objection in this case, that we be
allowed an inducement to make this work in Sydney if the Government decide to accept our tender, as it
would enable us to give employment to ironworkers, and would assist the establishment of an important
colonial industry.
<
1
We would be quite satisfied to make the work in Sydney for the Government estimate.
"
We have, &c.,
tjo
'
- .
.
. .
D. & W. BOBERTSON.
x.o. Ibis suggestion is without prejudice to my tender as it now stands.
Be^re *lie letter of acceptance is forwarded will you please report on this letter?—E.J.S., B.C.,
12/8/84. Mr. Cowdery.
I cannot recommend that the specification be departed from, nor any increased
price be given.—G.C., 15/8/84. Commissioner.
" Gentlemen,,
Department of Railways, Sydney, 20 August, 1884.
. ,
I have the honor to accept your tender, dated 29th ultimo, for the supply of iron bridges in
connection with the duplication of the Great Western Railway from Parramatta to Penrith, in accordance
with plan and specification, and to the entire satisfaction of the Engineer for Existin01 Lines of Railway
for the sum of £11,365 6s. 3d..
.
.
J
Please forward deposit receipt for cash security mentioned in the specification, in order that the
bond may be prepared by the Crown Solicitor.
■
I have, &c.,
CH. A. GOODCHAP, '
Commissioner for Railways,
Messrs'. D. & W. Robertson, York and Market Streets, Sydney.

.
Duplication of
Great Western
Railway from
Parramatta to

Penrith*

.

.
. .
No. 13.
.
. The Under Secretary, for Public Works to The Commissioner for Railways.

,
1
.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 29 July, 1884.
■
•
.The tenders, twelve in number, for the work specified in the margin, are referred to you for
report, and you will have the goodness,1 as early as possible, to return them to me correct, for submission
to the Minister.'
•
I have, &c„
1
.
. JOHN RAE.
Mr. Cowdery for repo.-t—Ch.A.G., 29/7/34

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.-

6.

Doubling line—Parramatta
£
s.
John Ahearn
...
79,343 1
Griffin & Co.
...
...
79,775 10
Angus & Co.
...
...
83,050 14
Poster & Brigg
...
...
85,997 19
George Pishburn ...
...
89,807 6
Shaw & Monie
...
...
89,898 19

to Penrith—Analysis of Tenders.
d.
6
7. Bl!Ardle & Thompson
...
0
8. Herbert Coates & Co..,
2
9. Meeks, Thurston, & Gaity.
2
10. Mitchall Kinshela
..
4
11. John Stewart & Co.
...
0
12. M'Sweeney & Kirwan ..

£ • s. d.
99,870 12 0
100,213 17 2
100,821 6 10.
103,099 15 0
108,977 1 0
111,000 19 0

.
-The tender of John Ahearn is the lowest, and I recommend it be accepted. . There is one
inaccuracyiu the s.chedule which requires correcting.—G.C.,'1/8/84. Commissioner.
Recommended.—
Ch.A-.G.,-6/8/84. Approved.—G.R.D., 11/8/84. Mr.Cowderyfor specification.—G.P.,.B:C., 29/8/84.—
Noted, and specification, herewith. The inaccuracy iu the schedule has been corrected by the contractor.—•
G.C., 3/9/84. -Commissioner.
. Let Mr. Ahearn know at once that his tender is accepted, modified by
subsequent arrangement respecting tbe substitution cf iron for wooden sleepers.—Ch.A.G., 27/8/84.
Address—Ashfield..
.- 1
®ir>

1
...
'
Department of Railways, Sydney, 28 August, 1884.
1 have the honor to accept your tender, dated the 29th ultimo, for the duplication of the
Great ALestern Railway from Parramatta to Penrith, in accordance with plans and specification, and to
the entire satisfaction of the Engineer for Existing Lines of Railways, at the schedule of prices named ■
therein, but modified by the subsequent arrangement as to the substitution of iron for wooden sleepers. '
Please forward deposit receipt for cash security mentioned in the specification, in order that the
bond may he prepared by the Crown Solicitor.
•
.
I have, &c.,
CH. A; . GOODCHAP,
M-r. John Ahearn, contractor, Ashfield.
Commissioner for. Railways.
No. 14,

9
■

/v

■

■ .
. .
No. 14 .
Mr. J. Ahearn to The Commissioner for Eailways. .

'

®ir>
,
_
.
•
Ashfield, 31 August, 1881. ■ ■
. .. ^ am
receipt of your letter conveying notification of acceptance of my tender for the
duplication of line from Parramatta to Penrith, subject to the alteration in schedule of prices, agreed do
in my second tender, for iron sleepers to be Supplied by the Government, instead of wooden ones supplied
by me, and. in. reply I bea respectfully to point out that under the new conditions the amount of the
contract will be reduced By the sum of £15.000. I think the Government should reduce the amount of
deposit required for security from £5,000 to £4,0.00, which means ayj/o rata reduction.
'
'.
. Immediately upon receipt of a reply to this request, I- will be prepared to male the necessary
deposit, whether the Government look favourably upon this application or not. v '
• ; .
.
I have, &c.,

.

^ --------

. Mr. Cowdery, B.C., 2/9/84.
£4,000.—G.C., 3/9/84. Commissioner.

-

■

,

■

JOHN AHEAEN.

I see no objection to the amount of security being reduced to
Approved.—Ch.A.G., 4/9/84. • Informed.
.
_

'
■

.

No. 15.
Deposit Receipts.

■
•

'
•

'

■
’

Pixed deposit on contract for doubling line from Parramatta to Penrith. ' ’
Two deposit receipts for £2,000 each in the Commercial Banking Company, Sydney (CampbelHown
Branch), in the name of the Commissioner for Eailways, received from Mr. Ahearn this day—No, 1,737,■
for £2,000, is payable on 21st March, 1885, and No. 1,847, for £2,000, is payable on 6th September,
1885.
‘
---------- ■ ■
;
’
KE.J.S.,B.C,'8/9/84.
Eeceipt acknowledged.—H.S., 9/9/84.
‘ Herewith.—E.J.S., B.C., 9/9/84. Accountant for
cashier.
Eeceived deposit receipts as above.—J.E.N., 9/9/84. Accountaut.
I should be glad to •
know when the contract time expires.—W.W., 10/9/84. Secretary.
Crown Solicitor for bond
instructions, 19/9/84.
'
' ■ . . • .
•
.
.

■

No. 16.
Messrs. D. & W. Robertson to Tbe Engineer for Existing Lines.

’

Dear Sir,
Central Exchange Buildings, York-street, Sydney, 9 September, 1884.
With reference to the proposed alterations on bridges for the line, Parramatta to Penrith, we
have now carefully gone in to tbe matter, and find that the additions for extra riveting, drilling, sub
stituting channels for flat bars, and extra handling, cutting, Ac., &c., will come to £48 14s. 5d..’for each
bridge.
•
•
. There are 2,191 extra holes to drill; 301 extra rivets in each bridge to be put in some £2 10s.
per ton extra in price on some of the iron used, and considerable extra handling, which all helps to . tell
on an overhead price per ton; and we may say that with the former specification and drawings we wouldbe nearer the mark at our contract price than by doing the extra work required at the price specified; we
have, however, named this low price with a view to making them in the Colony, and having wired some
weeks ago for all the material in accordance with the first drawings, we will be glad if the matter can be
finally settled at an early date to let us get on with the work.
•
.
.
. •
■ Yours, &c.,
: '
'
,
_
D. & W. EOBEETSON.
P.S.—The Writer will have the honor of waiting on you at 12 o’clock to-morrow regarding this matter.
.
,
.------------------'
D.&W.E.
Central Exchange Buildings, York-street, Sydney, 11 September, 1884..
'Geo. C. Cowdery, Esq., Engineer-in-Chief for Existing Lines of Eailway,—
Dear Sir,
As requested, we have again carefully considered the price named in eurs of 9th instant for
proposed extra work on Penrith to Parramatta bridges. Besides, the increased number of holes and
rivets, we find there is also a difference of some 10 tons in the weight of the cast-iroU bed plates, which
are lighter than formerly; and as we tendered for malleable iron, including this cast-iron,.the new
specification would therefore be £75, worse for us than the old one on this account. Thetb are also
some bolts shown which would add to the price a little. The channel-iron also would be to our
disadvantage.
.
The weight throughout per ton is now lighter for the labour required to make them. The. stiffness
of the inspection, which we have had some experience of to our loss, requires very superior work, difficult
to obtain in England or even in Sydney. The extra handling on the iron in the new specification is quite
15s. per ton extra.
'
!
. Up to date we have spent £50 in cablegrams regarding the material which we ordered for the old
drawings some weeks ago. .
■
•
.
■
'
_
No price per 100 for rivets we might name would.represent the extra labour- on a large quantity of
ironwork like this, or the difference between the two specifications to us, without doing us an injustice in
the price we would name, and to do so would be totally outside the recognised customs of the trade or
terms of the original specification.
The overhead price quoted for extras per each bridge, £48 14s. 5d., is really the lowest we could do
this work, at, and as the whole job is at a standstill, we would be obliged for an official notification for
our authority to delay further in the matter.
■
•
.
We have, &c.,
■----------- s-----D. & W. EOBEETSON.
.
136—B
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10
Central Exchange Buildings, York-street, Sydney, 18 September, 1884,

G'eo. Cowdery, Esq., Engineer

for Existing Lines,—
'
Pfenrith to Parramatta bridges.
Dear Sir,.
•
.
.
.
/We will be prepared to make the above bridges to the new specification, showing the
alterations, from the original contract as under :—
(1.) Eor labour in putting in each rivet in excess of those on plans, against which we tendered;
.. . ... . Is. sterling each.
•
(2.) For drilling each hole through one thickness of plate, bar, angle, bar, channel bar, or tee iron,
... as.shown on new plans, in excess of those against which we tendered, 5d. sterling. ,
"
In above prices we include all extra labour in handling extras on material substituted from
original specification, and all other extras which would be incurred by us on the new specification as
compared with the old ones.
Yours, <fcc.,
--------- '
.
D. & W. ROBERTSON.
I Rate gone into this matter, and find that the alterations which have been made to the 40’-feet girders
have slightly increased the weight of wrought-iron, viz., from
'
'
15-56 tons per span for double line......................................................
=
^15-08 tons
to 34,861, or in all 1,082 lb. (say) and increases the cast-iron from 1,522 to 1,620 lb., or 98 lb.
3 p.c. These alterations involve the following extra work, which, as extras, could be paid for at the rates
given:—
_ .
£5 10 0
184 i" rivets in place, at £3 %
..........................................................
15 15 0
21
'4

Add contractors’ profit, &c., at 20s. % ...
Add 411 rivets to be supplied, f" for 3 f" plates, say 152 lb., at say £28
per ton
'.........................................
.........................................
...
Difference in cost of channel iron and flat bar, in end beam of girders—
Total weight per span, 1,200 lb., say -j ton, at £1 10s. per ton
...
Total extras per span for double road ...

Mr. Cowdery. ’

0
0

25 10

0

1 18

0

0 15

0

.
.
.

£28 3 0
F.M.A.., 22/9/84.

No. 17. .
.
Minute by The Deputy-Engineer to The Engineer for Existing Lines.
..

v. . . i.

5
5

.'

J
Duplicating Line from Parramatta to Penrith,
iWiLL the engineer be. good enough to let me know as soon as possible the nature of alteration (if any)
to .design for bridge pins and abutments, together with drawings of such alterations. The contractors
will be ready to start this part of the work very shortly. With reference to constructing the waterways,
as 'shown bn contract plan, I have consulted with Mr. Waring (who is thoroughly acquainted with the
couhtry), and he says that in time of flood there is a large quantity of branches and debris coming down
the different creeks and lodging against the viaducts, and he is of opinion that the openings should not
be contracted much from what they are now, especially if iron girders are substituted for the present
wooden structures. He says that often iu time of flood men have to be stationed at the viaducts to
clear away the debris, &c., in order to keep the openings clear. I am not myself acquainted with the
nature of the- country with regard to floods, but it seems to me that some of the openings have been
contracted too much,.especially the Eastern Creek and Pope’s Creek (with tributaries).
■
Please let. me know if any alterations are to be made with reference to this.
MAX. THOMSON, 12/9/84. '
In c'ompainy with the District Engineer I have inspected the waterways between Penrith and Parramatta,
ail'd I recommend that the following alterations be made in the arrangements originally proposed:—
At 28 miles 12 chain’s, where one 40-ft. opening is shown, there be provided two openings of 20 ft.—
as the creek does not give a proper amount of heading for a girder 5 ft. deep.
'
At'27 miles 50 chains, where one 40-ft. is provided, one opening of 20 ft. should suffice.
At 24 miles 23 chains (East Creek), where four spans of 40 feet are provided, and the rest of the
present waterway, sixteen bays of 22-ft. centres are proposed to be blocked—that the amount of
' waterway be kept pretty much as it is now, by the introduction of an additional 40-ft. span and
eight spans of 30 ft.
. .
At 16i miles (Wentworthyille)', where there is a single culvert of. 12 ft. span, that a 40-ft. opening
. be provided.
The result of these proposed alterations means the provision of three extra openings of 20 ft. each,
eight extra openings of 30 ft. each. The cost of this extra provision will be approximately, as follows
For abutments and piers
...
...
£2,125
•
'
•
For girders
.........................................
1,900
.
; ■ . .
' Mr'.‘Cowdery/

'

-

Total
'

■'
■

...............
’
;

£4,025
'
FRED. M. AYERN,
Assistant Engineer, 19/9/84.
I

.

11

I recommend that these alterations be approved, as I think they are necessary.—G-.C., 19/9/84.
Commissioner.
Eeeommended.—Ch.A.G., 23/9/84.
Approved; it is a pity a little more attention
Mr. Cowdery.—Ch.A.G,,
was not paid to this question before work was started.—F.A.W., 26/9/84.
B.C,, 26/9/84.
Mr. Thomson to note and return at once.—G.O., 29/9/84.
Noted.—M.T., 1/10/84.
Engineer for Existing Lines.
Draft advertisement inviting tenders for the supply of the ironwork
herewith.—G.C., 31/10/84.
Commissioner. Mr. Cowdery.—G.B., B.C., 8/11/84.
Noted.^G.C.,
11/11/84. Commissioner.
.

.

No.. 18.
The Crown Solicitor to The Commissioner for Railways.

:

Sir,

.
Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 10 October, 1884,
In compliance with the instructions contained in your. B.C., 19.|9/84,1 nave.had prepared, and
forward herewith, the agreement for duplication of Great Western Eailway, Parramatta to Penrith, duly
signed by the contractor, and stamped.
:
'
The tender and all other papers herein are returned herewith,
~
I have, &c.,
,■

JOHN WILLIAMS,
Crown Solicitor.

No. 19.
Duplicating line—Parramatta to Penrith.
In consequence of duplicating Western Line between Parramatta and Penrith, it will be necessary to get
out plans, &c., for the management and improvements of the intermediate stations. As. I presume: such
plans will be got. out in the Engineer’s Office, it would b.e advisable that they he taken under consideration
as soon a‘s possible, in order that the stations may be taken in hand and got ready at the same time as the
line.
MAX. THOM SOX, 30/10/84.
Mr. Avern.—G.C., 7/11/84.
Mr. Parry to submit proposals for this work. He. can obtain
pkns from Mr. Thomson.—E.M.A., 20/11 /84.
• _
Will Mr. Thomson please have plans of South Creek, Eooty Hill, and Seven Hills completed as
below to enable me to make new designs or alterations to station arrangements. South CVee&.—Plot on
cross-sections from A to B, to boundary line on up side, and to centre of street on the down side, also
gradients of mainline. Booty Hill.—At east end of station cross-sections on down side A to B as in
pencil. At west end of station cross-section on up side A to B as in pencil, new loop marked on and
levels of main line through yard for 250 yards east of platform to. 400 yards west. Seven Hills.—Survey
as it exists required Cross Eoads—survey required.—J.P., 3/2/85.
Mr. Halligan,—M.T., 5/2/85.
Plans,—Wentworthville, Toongabbie, Seven Hills, Eooty Hill,
Mount Druitt, South Creek, Cross Eoads Siding all complete, sent to Mr. Parry as requested.—E.M.H.,
19 /3/85. District Engineer.
'
'

No. 20.
Messrs. D. & W. Robertson to Tbe Engineer for Existing Lines.
.

Dear Sir,
Central Exchange Buildings, Xork-street, Sydney, 22 September, 1884.
■
Beferring to conversation and our correspondence on above matter, we. agree to go on with
the Penrith and Parramatta bridges new specification at £30 each for extras, we erecting the’bridges_ in
yard until you are satisfied they are going together right, and herewith guarantee that the others, which
may be passed through not bolted up in position, will be corrected (should anything be- found wanting):
when such defect is pointed out to us after delivery is taken, as provided in specification, at our yard.
With reference to enclosed cablegram, referring to lengths of plates, we wish to divide the.length
in two pieces, as it appears to be impossible, to get them in one length, and will be obliged if you will give:
bearer the lengths which would be best, so as to break the joints (say) at 20. ft. and 24. ft., or otherwise
as you may direct.
.
.
.
/
We agree to above arrangement in order to meet your wishes m the matter, although the, price, we
consider, is very low, and get on with the work, and will ‘cable to-day about the plates if: you will give
bearer the lengths.
. Tours, &c.,

--------

D. & W. EOBEETSON.

Bequests Commissioner’s approval of the sum of £30 per span of iron bridges on Parramatta to
Penrith duplication, being paid to Messrs. D. & W. Eobertson as extras to cover cost of extra rivets and
slight increase in weight consequent on revision of design, asper-detail on hack of minute paper,.84/7,401,
of 19 -September. This arrangement was come to with Messrs. D. <& W. Eobertson in September last,
after considerable trouble. By an oversight Commissioner’s approval was not applied for at that time —
E.M.A., 16/12/84, Commissioner (f°r Engineer for Existing Lines).
Approved.—Ch.A.G., 19/12/84.
Mr. Cowdery, B.C.
Noted.—G.C., 20/12/84.

No. 21.

No.'21.
Petition.
.
Seven Hills, 9 I'cljruary, 1885.
To Chatles A. Q oodeliap, Esq., Commissioner for Eailways, Sydney.

Si'f,

,

,

‘

.

_
_ AV’c, tie undersigilfed landliolders in the district of Seven Hills, near Parramatta, and others
interested in tlie good management of the Eailway system of this Colony, having heard with much surprise
than an application will he probably made to the Government to remove the present station at Seven Hill's
to a site about half a mile easterly therefrom, and nearer Toongabbie Platform, desire to record our
eaiftiest protest against the removal.
_ We have every confidence that the public interests are safe in your keeping—that you will not
permit those interests to be trifled with, and that only byjnisrepresentation of facts are you likely to be
induced to sanction an arrangement which we do not hesitate to say would be unjust, impolitic, and
destructive to vested interests.
_
We would most respectfully remind you that a station at Seven Hills has been established about
twenty-two years; the approaches thereto are excellent and cannot be improved; a large amount of public
money has been expended in providing all the usual accessories in connection with a station where a large
miscellaneous trade is conducted. We would regard a change of site as an unmixed evil, aud we are con
fident there cannot be anything to justify an application to the Government for the purpose.
,
We have, &c.,
[51 Signatures.]
Presented by Mr. Lackey, M.P.—Cn.A.G, 25/2/85.
.
Informed deputation that I knew nothing of any such proposal, and that I could promise them
that nothing would be done under any circumstances until the w'hole subject had been properly investi
gated.—Ch.A.G., 25/2/85.
'■ _ Are there any papers on the subject.—D.C.M'L , 26/2/85.
Does Mr.'Cowdery know anything"
of this matter.—D.C.M'L., B.C., d/3/85. / Has Mr. Thomson heard anything of such a proposal.—
G.C., 5/3/85.
No. I have not heard anything about such a proposal.—M.T., 7/3/85. Engineer for
Existing Lines. ' Iknownothingof such a proposal.—G.C., 13/3/85. Commissioner.
Traffic Manager
to say whether he is aware of any such proposal—D.C.M‘L, 17/3/85.
Superintendent Eichardson for
enquiry and report.—W. V. Eeap, 17/3/85.
I do not believe any such thing was ever thought of, and
I told some of the deputation so on the morning they waited on the Commissioner.—H. ErcirAEDSoy,
19/3/85. Traffic Manager.
I do not know of any proposition to remove Seven Hills Station.—W. V.
Eeap, 20/3/85.
Seen.—Ch.A.G., 23/3/85.

No. 22.
.
Mr. J. Aliearn to The Engineer
for
Existing;
Lines.
o
o

'

Petersham, 1 May, 1885.
_
As one-half the contract for duplicating line Parramatta to Penrith was finished' on the 1st of
April, and as the retention money at that time equalled the amount of the deposit (£1,000), the whole of
the money now in the hands of the Government as security is over £8,000, I have respectfully to apply
to you to recommend that my certificates in future be paid iu full and that no per centage be taken off.
I have, &c.,
--------JOHN AHEAEN. ,
_
I cannot recommend.that the certificates be paid iu full, but I see no objection to the security
being returned, as we now hold £‘1,919 3s. 7d. as retention.—G.C., 8/5/85.
'
I should recommend that £4,000 of the retention money be allowed, certainly not the security
money, but before anything is done I should like to know what sum is yet to be paid the contractor for
completion of contract, and whether the remainder of the work to be done is more difficult or expensive
than that which has been done. How is the contractor situated as regards the “ time ” portion of the
contract? Is there every prospect of the line being completed within prescribed time ?—Ch.A.G..
13/5/85.
Mr. Cowdery, B.C.
. •
Mr. Thomson for report on work yet to be done.—G.C., 14/5/85.
Eeport attached. The sum
to be yet paid to the contractor is approximately £37,600.—M.T., 21/5/85. Engineer for Existing Lines.
The amount yet to be paid is about £37,600. The most difficult portion of tbe work has been
completed. The contract time expires on 31 March, 1886, and I have no doubt the contract will be
completed before that time.—G.C , 27/5/85. Commissioner.
I recommend that the contractors be allowed payment of £3,000 retention money.—Ch.A.G.
28/5/85.
Approved.—E.A.W., 29/5/85.
Mr. Cowdery.—D.C.M:L., 1/6/85.
Noted.—G.C.,’‘

'

•
No. 23.
'
Minute by tbe Inlocking Engineer to Tbe Engineer for Existing Lines.

Hebewith I forward tracings, S-329 and S-330, showing new platform and sidings, &c., for Seven

Hdls Station, and new sidings at Wentworthville, necessitated by the duplication of the line Parramatta
to Penrith.
,
. I have not shown an up platform at Wentworthville, as I understand from Mr. Eichardson, Coaching
Superintendent, that, in all probability, the present platform would be dispensed with. There is, however,
room left if it is required. Will you please forward these to Traffic Manager for approval as to accom
modation before I estimate the work.
J.P., 25/3/85.
Eorwarded

Forwarded for Mr. Bead's approval as to accommodation.■^■Gr.C., 20/3/85. Mr. Bead.
Super
intendent Richardson for report.—"W. V. Read, 27/3/85.
_
_
The accommodation, as shown on accompanying plan, will I consider' he ample. I am glad to see
it is not proposed to put up large and expensive station at Seven Hills.' Except at large towns these big,
stations we are putting up are unnecessary. The Permanent-way .Department have not pro.vided for.
platforms at Wentworthville. I told Mr. Parry I should like to see present platform removed to a more
suitable place, but as it was erected at cost of Mr. T. R. Smith, I expect there will be more.difficulty in
removing it:—H. Rlchaedson, 30/3/85. Traffic Mana'ger.
.
.
c' " I.-concur as regards the accommodation.—W.Y.R., 1/4/85. -Mr. Cowdery. • Mr..Parry to note
Mr. Read’s minute, 1/4/85.—G-.O., 8/4/85. Mr. Parry.
Noted.—J.P., 21/5/85.
,
.■
I forward herewith tracing S-333, showing proposal for alteration to sidings at Cross Roads: for
duplication of line Parramatta to Penrith. Will you please forward same to Traffic Manager for approval
as to accommodation, &c.—J. Paekt. Engineer for Existing Lines.
■
Forwarded to Traffic Manager as to accommodation.—Gt-.C., 30/3/85. Mr. Read.
, :The.
accommodation as proposed will do.—W.Y.R., 11/5/85. Engineer for Existing Lines.
Mr. Parry.- ■
G.C.,13/5/85.
....................................................
•
• .
.
■
I forward herewith tracings showing.proposed rearrangement of station yards at South Creek, Rooty
Hill, and Mount Druitt, in connection with the duplication of. line. Parramatta to Penrith. At South
Creek and Rooty Hill I have provided more accommodation' for goods than is. necessary .at present, bub
have marked on plan which sidings are to go in at once. . The others .can of course be put in at any time
without having to rearrange .the yard. I presume you will forward these to the Traffic Department
before estimates are prepared.—J. Paeet, 10/3/85. Engineer for Existing Lines, i
' . _
.
Forwarded to Mr. Read as regards accommodation.—GKO., 31/3/85. Mr. Read.
Superintendent
Richardson for report.—W. V. Read, 2/4/85.
..
. .
.
• .
. .
; ■
:
, n i
Mount Druitt—There should be a through road connecting up and down roads at the South Creek
end of yard, as there is no entering into siding at the Rooty Hill end from down road.. At. Rooty .Hill
and South Creek there should be a second through road, so that engines can run' round .the - trucks and
draw them on to up road, as there is no way of getting into sidings from down road. The cattle pen at
South Creek should be on up side and not on down side. The water-closets and urinals should be at the one
end of station only, and detached from main building, the same as on Illawafra Line Stations; • Lamprooms should be provided at Rooty Hill and South Creek. No necessity for station-master s rooms a
good ticket office is all that is .required.—H. RichaedsoIt, 4/4/85. Traffic Manager.
.
. I agree with Mr. Richardson, as regards the accommodation, but it appears to me that the cross
over roads°he asks for are already provided for oh the-tracings. He will be good enough to look at them
again. Do these tracings show sufficient siding accommodation for the traffic ?.—D.K. _ Mr: Richardson.
I did not notice the through roads from main up road to the sidings on down side were compound ,
crossings. Being compound crossings, there is no necessity for the extra roads I applied for. Yes, I
think ample provision has been made at each station. I visited each place .with Mr. Parry, prior to these
plans being prepared, and we agreed as to accommodation required.—PI. Richabdson, 13/4/85.
Traffic Manager.
■
■
I agree with Mr. Richardson, that the cattle pen at South Creek should be on the up side. All
gehtlemen’s water-closets and urinals should be detached from the main buildings, and a lamp-room should •
be provided at Rooty Hill and South Creek. A station-master’s office is not necessary at either of - these
places, but the booking offices should be fairly large.—NY.V.R., 24/4/85. Engineer for Existing Lines.
'.
Mr. Parry to see and forward estimate.—G-.C., 28/4/85.
■ ■■ ■'
.
Will Mr. Leggatt please furnish estimate for new station, waiting, sheds on down side,' and plat-.,
forms at South Creek, also new goods shed and stage for same. New -waiting sheds and platform on
down side lengthening in timber, the up platform removing of goods shed and stage at Rooty Hill-as per
plans.—J.P., 1/5/85.
.
,
Estimate herewith.—A.L., 11/5/85. Mr. Parry;
.
,
.

Approximate Estimate for alterations to Sidings, New Stations, &c., for duplication of line—Parramatta

.

,

'

to Penrith.

.

South Creek Station i—
.-•
Excavation..............................................................................................
New sidings, and removing old ones, removal of crane, fencing, &c
Cattle pen ................................. '............................................................
Metalling apparatus to sidings ..........................................................
■ New station, platforms, &c............................. ..........................;.........
Total
Hoot if Silt Station :—
14,000 cubic yards filling.......
New sidings, crane, &e...........
Metalling approach to sidings
New station, platforms, &c....
.. Total,
Seven Sills Station ;—
.
New siding and Goods shed, draining, &c.
New station, platform, &c...........................
Total, i
Cross Roads and Mount Druitt afe only extensions of crossing.

...
£ 8. d.
750 0 0
860 0 0
60 0 0.
4,600 0 ,0
•3,710 0 0
£9,980

o’ 0

1,750
• 1,473440
1,612

0

0 0

£5,275

6 0

440
3,000

0 0
o, 0

£3,440

0 0

0
O' 0
0 .0

81
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Plans and estimates for new station arrangements—Parramatta to Penrith—duplication of line.
I. fobwaed herewith tracings 4 sss as 4 an<i is showing proposals for. rearranging station yards, and
new station, &c., at South Creek, Rooty Hill, Seven Hills, Cross Roads, and Mount Druitt.
:
. These alterations are necessitated by the duplication of line—Parramatta to Penrith—and will
require to be proceeded with so as to be ready for opening new line.

■

The estimates for same are herewith attached.

•

Engineer for Existing Lines.

.

Mr. Leggatt’s estimate attached.—Gr.C., 11/5/85.
21/5/85, Engineer.

j. PARRY, 21/5/85.

Mr. Parry.

Estimates herewith.—J.P..
’

In reference to your minute as to work yet to be done on this duplication and value of same, I beg to.
state that I estimate it at about £37,600, computed since the return of the last certificate. May 1st, and is
comprised as follows:—
'
Earthwork, 8,000 cubic yards, at 2s. 9d. ...
..
£1,100 0 0
Brickwork, 1,800 cubic yards, at £2 10s. ...
...
4,200 0 0
Concrete, 350 cubic yards, at £2
................
...
700 0 0
Excavation, foundations, 1,500 cubic yards, at 5s.
...
375 0 0
Ironbark, 400 cubic yards, at 5s. 6d.
...
.,
...
110 0 O
Hardwood, bridge sleepers, &c., 6,850 cubic yards, at 4s. 6d
...
1,541 0 0
Ballast, 32,300 lineal yards, at 7s. ...
...
... 11,305 0 0
Porming 400 chains, at 10s...............................
...
200 0 0
Sleepers, 26,300, at 5s. 6d. ...
................
...
7,232 10 0
Laying permanent-way, 32,406 lineal yards, -at 2s 6d.
...
4,050 0 0
Iron girders, &c.
...
...
................
...
1,686 10 0
Stonework, 400 cubic yards, at £5 8s.
...
...
2,160 0 0.

Sum required to complete bridges over streets, Parramatta
Total

34,660
1,950

0
0

0
0

... £36,610

0

0

...

................

a. R. COWDERY,
Resident Engineer, 20/5/85.
Mr, Max Thomson.

.

'

Seen—M.T., 21/5/85.
Detailed estimate herewith with five tracings which I recommend be approved. This work is caused
by the duplication of the line.—Gr.C, 29/5/85. Commissioner.
Is the site for the station at Seven
Hills to be altered ? I made some enquiry about this sometime ago, when some gentlemen from Seven
Hills, accompanied by Mr. Lackey, were making representations of a suggested charge as to which it was
stated there was no foundation,—Ch. A.Gl., 3/6/85.
The expense of all these alterations amount to nearly £19,000. Was this outlay included in the.
original estimate for doubling the line, and will the vote clear it ?—Ch.A.G. Mr. Cowdery, B.C.
It
is not intended to alter the site of the present station. The cost, of this work was not included in the,
original estimate. The present vote will not bear it.—Gr.C., 26/6/85. Commissioner.
'
I cannot too strongly condemn this negligent system of making estimates. It seems that these
alterations are the direct consequence of doubling the line, and yet the cost of them is not included in
estimate. Who made the estimate, and what explanation can be offered ?—Ch.A.G., 27/6/85. Mr.
Cowdery, B.C.
.
The estimate was made by Mr. Townsend of this Department. The total cost of the new bridges
apd culverts on duplication of line—Parramatta to Penrith—will be approximately £55,0.00. ' The amount
to be charged to the renewal of the existing bridges will be approximately £28,500. The exact amount
cannot be given before the work is completed, but the above figures represent the cost as nearly as can be
ascertained at present.-—G.C., 24/7/85.
Commissioner.
_
I wish to have as clear statement of the case. Amount voted for doubling the line ; the amount
which is to be charged to working expenses by reason of the work being, replacement; the amount
required to complete work (estimated) ; the works which require to be authorized—Ch.A.G., 27/7/85.
Mr. Cowdery, B.C.
.
Mr. Thomson for reply to Commissioner’s minute 27/7/85.—G.C., 28/7/85.
Please see state
ment attached.—M,T„ 30/7/85.
Engineer for Existing Lines.
Duplicating line—Parramatta to Penrith—Statement of Estimated Cost.
Cost of Parramatta Town Bridges
.........................................
£18,240
Less amount to be charged to working expenses
................
• ••
.............. 12,583
To be charged to Yote...............

...

.............................

Construction of Line—
Ahearn’s contract ...
...
...
...
...
...
Estimated excess of contract
.........................................
Rails and fastenings, 2,500 tons............................
...
Total...

................(say)

•••

...

£76,800
10,000
20/000
jj •
£107,000
Iron

15
Iron Superstructures (contract prices)
................................................................. £14,800
Alterations to Parramatta and Penrith Stations
...
...
...
...
... (say)
Other station arrangements
.........................................................................................................
Temporary cross-over roads, and strengthening old bridges...........................’.
................
Engineering expenses and contingencies

...............................................................................

2,000
19,000
2,500
£151,000
4,000

,
Total estimated cost of works
...................................................... £155,000
To be divided as under:—
,. ■,
1. "Working expenses—
^
Eenewing existing bridges........................................................................................... £28,500
Station arrangements
............................................................................................
4,500
-----------33,000
2. Capital amount
.....................................................................................................................
122,000
Total...
The following items are authorized:—
Paramatta bridges.........................................
Eenewing existing bridges
................
Amount voted for duplicating line
...

£155,000
£5,700
28,500
85,000'

Total...
The following items require to be authorized:—
Chargeable to Vote—
To complete construction of line ...
...
...
Alterations—Parramatta and Penrith ...
...
Other station arrangements
...
...
...
Temporary cross-over road, &c..................................

£119,200 '
£12,300

2,000
14,500
2,500
£31,300

Chargeable to Working Expenses—
Station arrangements—Eenewals...

4,500
Total

£35,800

The amount required to complete the works is £70,000 (besides the £85,000 already voted),
divided as under:—
Parramatta bridges
...............
£6,700
Eenewing existing bridges
...
28.500
12,300
To complete construction of line
Alterations—Parramatta and Penrith
2,000
Other station arrangements—
...
14.500
Chargeable to Yote...
do
Eenewals ...
4.500
Temporary cross-over road, &c.
2.500
Total...

£70,000
MAX THOMSON, 30/7/85.

Pull statement herewith.—G-.C., 11/8/85. Commissioner.
It may be full, but it is not clear. In the first place, the first total is wrong, viz., £155,000, as it
does not include that portion of the cost of the bridges which is to be charged to working expenses. Let
me know how much of the whole sum is to be charged to working expenses, and why ? And what amount
in addition to the £85.000 voted for duplicating line is required to be provided by capital?—Ch.A.G.,
13/8/85.
'
Mr. Cowdery, B.C.
Mr. Thomson.—G.C., 14/8/85.
Urgent.
The £155,000 includes the cost of running the existing bridges and station arrangements, which is
to be charged to working expenses, as will be seen from the summary marked (A) and the details on
page 2 of the statement; but of the whole sum (£155,000) the following amounts are chargeable to
working expenses, viz.:—
Eenewing existing bridges
...
...
„.
...
...
...
...
...
... £28,500
Eenewing and improving present station arrangements
...
...
...
...
...
4,500
Total............................
£33,000
The amount for bridges (£28,500) is chargeable to working expenses by reason of the work
requiring to be renewed irrespective of duplicating the line, and the amount for station airangements
(4,500) is chargeable to working expenses for the same reason. In addition to the £85,000 already voted,
£37,000 is required to be provided by capital, divided as under:—
...
£5,700
Completing Parramatta bridges
...
12,300
To complete construction of line
...
..,
...
2,000
Alterations—Parramatta and Penrith Stations
...
14,500
Other station arrangements
...
...
...
...
2,500
Temporary cross-over roads
...
...
..
Total
Engineer for Existing Lines.

.

... £37,000
M.T., 15/8/85.
Commissioner.—

790

.
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Commissioner.—G-.C., 17/8/85.
I wish to know how the £28,000 is made up—what .bridges.;
and let me see authority for charging same' to working expenses.—Ch.A.G-., 20/8/85. Mr. Cowdery, B.C.
Mr. Thomson for reply to Commissioner’s minute, 20/8/85.—G-.C., 20/8/8.5.
Please let me have pre
vious papers referring to this matter (duplicating line, Parramatta to Penrith).—M.T., 21/8/85. Engineer
for Existing Lines. ' Papers herewith.—G.C., 22/8/85. Mr. Thomson.
"
‘
t.
,. The total cost of the new bridges between Parramatta and Penrith will be about £55,000. Half-of
this 1 amount, or £27,500; plus £1,000 for strengthening the-old bridges=£28,500, will be the cost of
renewing the -existing bridges. List of bridges attached. The Commissioner minuted, 24/3/83, that the
post of renewals would be chargeable to working expenses.—M.T., 25/8/85. Engineer for Existing Lines.'
• Commissioner.—G-!C., 26/8/85. .’
.
.
'
.
Full cost of doubling line from Parramatta to Penrith
...
...
...
..-.
... £155,000
Deduct amount chargeable to working expenses for renewals
... ................
33,000
,

•

‘

’

122,000

'

£

Account voted.,.

...

,,,

...

...

...

...

85,000

Still required

..................................................................

£37,000

•
I wish an explanation of the reason the cost of this work chargeable to capital was under-esti
mated, viz., £37,000, being nearly 50 per cent. ’
,
.
Mr. Cowdery, B,C.
.
CH.A.G-., 28/8/85.
This estimate was prepared by Mr. Townsend, under Mr. Hyndman, and I regret to say was very
much under the amount required, nothing being allowed for station arrangements.—G-.C,, 27/8/85.
.
_
Commissioner.
The additional amount of £37,000 must be provided for. Will Minister approve of its being
placed on estimate?—Ch.A.G-., 1/9/85. I cannot acquit Mr. Cowdery of contributory negligence in this
matter; he should have carefully revised the estimate;
.
.
■ Seen:—G-.C., ll/9;85. Commissioner.
Accountant to note for estimates.—D.C.M'L., 12/9/85,

.

.

.

.
No; 24
...
The Deputy Engiueer to The Engineer for Existing Lines.

.

Station Arrangements—Parramatta to Penrith.
Eefeeeino to my memo, of 31st October, 1884, re arrangements of stations between Parramatta and
Penrith in consequence of duplicating line, I would again point out the necessity for a speedy settlement
of this matter, as if -not taken in’hand at once serious inconvenience and delay to the traffic will ensue,
the works of duplicating being otherwise in a very forward state of progress.
. ’
'
'
------ //
7
MAX THOMSON, 30/6/85.
See minute paper returned to you to-day.—G-.C., 2/7/85. Mr. Thomson.
Mr. G. B,. Cowdery
to see, also note my minute on, separate slip attached.—M.T., 3/7/85.
Noted.—G.R.C.,. 7/7/85.
District Engineer.
Seen.—M.T., 8/7/85. Engineer for Existing Lines.
’
-

List of bridges to be renewed in duplication of line—Parramatta to Penrith.

At 15 miles
16 }>
„
17 ))
„ 18 J)
„ 19 5)
„
20 J)
„ 20 . >>
„
24

20 chains 7 20 ft. Bays..
. 6 20 ft. J)
47
5)
4 20 ft. J)
52
3i
'5 20 ft.
53
>>
3 12 ft. >5
34
6 12 ft. )>
36
»
4 20 ft. >>
72
JJ
25 20 ft.
23
)>

At 24 miles
27 >>
>>
28
J)
28 >5
)>
30 . }>• '
30 39
)>
31 93
. >5
31 99

78 chains 8 12 ft. Bays.
3 12 ft. „
50
99
5
13 20 ft. „
39
7 12 ft. „
12
99
36 20 ft. „
12
39
7 20 ft. „
14
99
3 10 ft. „
43 .' 93
4 20 ft. „
76
93
M.T., 26/8/85.

No. 25.
Mr. J. Ahearu to The Commissioner for Railways.
--

Sir,

.
Petersham, 7 September, 1885.
Of the deposit of £4,000 which is to your credit in the Commercial Bank, Campbelltown, a
security for the completion of my contract for duplicating the line, Parramatta to Penrith, one half of it,
: or £-2,000 is at interest, and the time (12 months) expires to day. Will you please forward to the Local
Manager, the deposit receipt for renewal for a further period of six months at the ruling rate of interest.
•
'
I am, &c.,
,
JOHN AH EARN.
•
Accountant.—D.C.ML., 9/9/85.
I am hot aware of the date on which the contract expires for
this work. Should the deposit be renewed ? Please say.—J.Y., 11/9/85. Secretary. Urgent.
Will
Mr. Cowdery please say.—G.B., B.C., 11/9/85. Urgent.
The contract time expires on 31 March,
1886.—G.G.,-12/9/85.' Commissioner.
Deposit should be renewed!—b:C.M‘L., 14/9/85. Accountant.
Better renew for 6 months.—J.Y., 15/9/85. Mr. Neale.
Renewed to 6 March, 1886.—J.R.N., 17/9/85.
Accountant.
Entered.—W.W., B.C., 1/10/85. Secretary...............
'

No. .26;
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No. 26.
Mr. J. Aliearn to The Commissioner for Railways.
Sir
.
.
Burwood, 23 October, 1885.
■
My last certificate for the duplication of line—Parramatta to Penrith—is still unpaid, owing,
I believe, to the vote having been .exhausted.
1
. As the work is so far advanced could you. not recommend the payment to me of one-half the
£4,000 deposit held by you as security for the due performance of the contract. I could then willingly
await the uncertainty of a fresh vote being granted within a reasonable time by the new Parliament.I -wish respectfully to point out that the Department hold of my money at present the sum. of
£11,600 upon this contract, made up as follows :—
..
£
s. d.
Deposit as security. ...
...
...
4.000 0 0
Detention money, 10 per cent. . ...
3.800 0 0
Last certificate
...
...
...
1.800 0 0
Work done and not yet returned for
2.000 0 0
£11,600 0 0
.
.
I think you will admit that the amount above stated is rather excessive and will justify me in
assuming that you will take a favourable view of this application.
.
I have, &c.,
--------JOHN AHEABN.
Mr. Cowdery.—D.C.M‘L., 24/10/85.
If the vote is exhausted I see no objection.—Gr.C.,
26/10/85.
Commissioner.
Accountant. Is vote exhausted?—D.C.M‘L., 26/10/85.
Urgent.
Yes.—W.W., B.C., 27/10/85.
•
•
I recommend that £2,000 be allowed Mr. Ahearn out of security money. Indeed, as it seems we
. have £3,800 in hand as retention money, I should offer under the circumstances no objection to the
contractor having all the security money, but he applies only for half and promises to wait till further
vote be taken if half be granted. I recommend that course.—Ch.A.Gr., 28/10/85.
■
Approved.—W.J.L., 3/11/85.
Mr. Cowdery, B.C.
Seen.—Gr.C., 6/11/85. Commissioner.
Accountant—Please have the matter arranged.—D.C.M‘L., 10/11/85.
Deposit receipt herewith for
Commissioner’s signature.—W.W., 11/11/85.
Signed.—Ch.A.G-.
Received the above.—John
Aheaen.
Noted.—J.H.N., 17/11/85. W.W. Accountant, B.C., 23/11/85. Secretary.
.
• Sir,.

.
,
Department of Railways, Sydney, 10 November, 1885!
I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of the 23rd ultimo, respecting the non-payment
of your last certificate for the duplication of the line—Parramatta to Penrith—owing to the vote having
-been exhausted, and asking for return of one-half the £4,000 deposit for due performance of the contract
pending a further.vote. In reply, I have to inform you that the matter has been considered, and Mr.
Secretary Lyne has approved of a compliance with your request.
■
•
• • ‘
■
I have, &c.,
' ■
. ,
'
CH. A. GOODCHAP,
John Ahern, contractor, Burwood.
Commissioner for Railways.

■
No. 27.
Minute from The Deputy Engineer to The Engineer for Existing Lines.

.

Station Arrangements—Parramatta to Penrith.
,
Refeeeing to my previous memos, re this subject, I will again point out the necessity for these works
(including Blacktown) being taken in hand without delay. The contractor is progressing very fast with
the laying of the permanent-way,- and in order not to stop the progress of his work I have to make all
'sorts of temporary provisions (temporary cross-overs, &c.), which all means additional expense that might
have been avoided if the stations were rearranged as required, or at least the work of doing so in hand.
The Engineer for Existing Lines.
MAX THOMSON, 4/9/85.
Urgent.
--------Forwarded to Commissioner. 'This refers to minute paper returned to Commissioner, 28/8/85.—
G-C., 9/9/85. , Commissioner. Mr. Cowdery, 10/9/85.
Papers returned to-day. Will Commissioner
please say if station arrangements can be proceeded with as it is urgent.—G.C., 11/9/85. Commissioner.
Yes.—Ch.A.G., 14/9/85.
Mr. Cowdery, B.C.
Mr. Thomson to carry out.—G.C., 16/9/85.
Please
have duplicate tracings made of these station arrangements (Blacktown included) at once.—M.T., 17/9/85. ■
Mr. Halligah. - Very urgent.
One set of tracings herewith; second copies being made.—E.M.H.,
23/9/8.5. District Engineer.
Mr. Waring to carry out according to tracings herewith. Mr. G. R.
Cowdery will set out the work and furnish levels and other information required.—M.T., 24/9/85. Mr.
Waring^ Noted.—J. Waking, 26/9/85. District Engineer. Mr. Purton to carry out platforms, &c.,
required in accordance with tracings, which, will be ready in a few days. Mr. G. R. Cowdery will set out
and furnish particulars.—M.T., 28/9/85. Mr. Purton.
Noted.—J. T. Pukton, 30/9/85. District
Engineer.
Please set out this work, and furnish levels, &c., as required.
See tracings herewith, of
which please .take copies for your own use, and return originals as soon as possible. Duplicate tracing of
Cross Roads, Mount Druitt, attached for your own use.—M.T., 7/10/85. Mr. G. R. Cowdery. I return
original plans of Cross Roads, Mount Druitt, and Seven Hills, retaining South Creek, Rooty Hill, and
Blacktown until copies have been taken.—G.R.C., 10/10/85. District Engineer.'
■
• ^ I think the small waiting sheds at Seven Hills and Mount.Druitt,'as well.as several'gpods sheds
and loading platforms, might with advantage be constructed, by, the, Department in connection with
platforms and sidings—the goods shed at South Creek has already been approved of in another paper, to
136—Q
'
bp
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be renewed by tbe Department.—11/10/85. Engineer for Existing Lines.
Approved.—
G-.C., 12/10/85. Mr. Thomson.
Mr. Purton to carry out.—M.T!, 14/10/85. - Noted.—J. Puiiton,
15/10/85. District Engineer.
Mr. G. E. Cowdery to note.—M.T., 17/10/85.
Noted.—G.K C.
21/10/85.
:
■
It will be necessary to have the plans for main station buildings at Seven Hills and South Creek,
as well as Station-master’s residence at the latter place, prepared as soon as possible.—M.T.,-24/10/85.
Engineer for Existing Lines.
Mr. Leggatt for plan.—G.C., 26/10/85.
.

■

. No. 28.
...
Messrs. D. & W. Robertson to The Commissioner for Railways.

-

'

’
Exchange Buildings, Tork-street, Sydney, 12 August, 1885.
' ,
Penrith to Parramatta bridges.
.
Dear Sir,
The question of penalties having been raised by the Department, we desire to bring under
your notice the following—why no penalties whatever should be deducted from vouchers for this
contract.
’
1 1st.—The time of completion originally specified is 1st July, 1885; but as our tender., was not
accepted until the 20th August, or twenty-two days after tenders closed, and that thereafter the
whole design of the bridges were altered—adding a great deal of extra work which took us
time to do, and delayed the plans and final instructions to proceed for an additional two months
—our time for completion is therefore 20th September, 1885.
.
■
, 2nd.—One delivery was in our own premises, Pyrmont, and we- have had this work finished for a.considerable time, waiting instructions, and have been told that we were completing it too rapidly,
• ■
as they were not able to utilize it, and could - not, remove it. "We wrote, frequently urging the
Department to take delivery. We will have the whole of this work away by the 20th September.
■ We have only some 15 tons to supply still out of a total quantity of 670 tons.
'
.
.
Tours, &d,
•
;
’
D. & W. EOBEETSON.
Mr. Cowdery for report upon these representations.—D.C.M'L., 13/8/85
Mr.' Thomson for
report.—G.C., 14/8/85.
.
■
The representations made by the contractors are quite correct, and I do not think the Department
is justified in incurring ally penalties in this case. In the first instance, the contractors were considerably
delayed (neatly three months, I believe) through the design being altered, and through delays in accepting
the tender. Secondly.—The contractors were debarred from delivering the girders when ready, through
the delay in obtaining lighters to carry the work round to the Eailway wharf. Thirdly.—The work is even
now being delivered faster than required.—M.T., 15/8/85. Engineer for Existing Lines.
.
Under the circumstances I recommend no penalties be enforced.—G.C., 17/8/85. Commissioner.'
Penalties cannot be enforced under the circumstances.—Ch.A.G., 21/8/85. . Inform.

Gentlemen,
Department of Eailways, Sydney, 24 August, 1885.
Eeferring to your letter of the 12th instant, in which you urge reasons why the penalties
incurred by your firm in connection with contract for iron bridges, Penrith to Parramatta, should not be
enforced, I have the honor to inform you that upon a careful consideration of the facts of the case I have
approved of the fines being remitted.
' I have, &c.,
....
.
CH. A. GOODCHAP,
Messrs, D. & W. Eobertson, Tork-street, Sydney.
Commissioner for Eailways.
' ,, Mr. Cowdery.—D.C.M‘L., 25/8/85.
28/8/85. Engineer for Existing Lines.

Mr. Thomson to note.—G.G., 26/8/85.
'

Noted.—M.T.

No. 29.
Minute by The Examiner of Accounts.
Supply of iron bridges for duplication of line from Parramatta to Penrith.

D. & W. Eobertson

.
Contractors.
’
The tender for the above work was accepted on 20/8/84; specified time for completion, 1/7/85.
The contract was completed on 31/8/85, and Commissioner decided on M.P. 85U,707c, that
penalties for non-completion at specified time could not be enforced, as delay was caused by Department.
.The contract price is ...
... ...
...
...
...
...
...
...£11,365
6 3
Authorized extra, £30 on each span—forty spans ....
...
...
...
...
1,200 0 0
■

,
Amount of final certificate

...

...

...

...

...

...

Amount iii excess

...

...

...

...

...

...

...-

,

...

...

...

...

£12,565 6 3
12,a76 15 7
£411

-

9 4

This is caused by the increased weight of girders, &c., 699 tons 8 cwt. 3 qrs. being supplied, and
ofily 675'tons specified. I presume-final certificate may be passed.
.
The-Secretary.'
--------.JOJJN P, ITNEGAN: .

'

■.

I
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I shall' require some .explanation of this increased weight; was it authorized P—Ch.A.G., 18/9/85. Mr.
Cowdery, B.C. ' Mr. Avern for report.—G.C., 18/9/85.
The weight of girders was increased in
consequence of'an alteration iu design, and was approved on Commissioner’s minute, attached.—G.C.,
23/9/85.
Pass.—Ch.A.G., 24/9/85. Examiner, B.C. The examiner calls my attention to the wording
of the minute, upon which my approval was obtained, for allowing £30 per span additional, It. would
seem that the increased weight of iron was included in that item.^Cu.A.G., 25/9/85.
Mr.
Cowdery, B.C.
The difference in weight is caused by the iron being rolled slightly heavier, than the calculated
sizes, and as it is only a small percentage on the whole, and the bridges are proportionately stronger, I
think it should be allowed. The allowance of £30 per span does not interfere with it.—G.C., 26/9/85.
Commissioner.
Approved.—Ch.A.G., 28/9/85.
Examiner, B.C.
Youcher forwarded for
payment.—T.S., 29/9/85. Secretary. . Mr. Cowdery.—L.P.J., 1/10/85.
Seen.-—G.C., 2/10/85.
Commissioner.
■
.

No. 30.
Minute by The Assistant Accountant.

.

The enclosed voucher, being advance (No. 4) . to. John. Ahearn, in contract for doubling the line to
Penrith, has been returned from the Treasury, there not being a. sufficient balance on the vote for this
work to meet this payment.
I would suggest that a letter be written to the Treasury enclosing the account,' and requesting
that this and similar items may be paid fro'm the Treasurer’s Advance pending the passing of a
supplementary vote for the work.
■
'
The matter is urgent, as the sum due should be paid without delay.
The Secretary.

-=—J. VERNON, 17/9/85.

The Commissioner, B.C., 17/9/85.
E. ANY,.19/9/85.

'

Eor Minister’s approval.—Ch.A.G., 17/9/85.
'

'

'

'

'

Approved.-^-,
'

.

.
No. 31. ■
,
The Commissioner for Railways to The Under Secretary for /Finance and Trade.
Sir,

Department of Eailways, Sydney, 21 September, 1885Eeferring to the voucher advance (No. 4) to Mr. John Abearn, on his contract for doubling
the line to Penrith, returned by you to this Department, the balance of vote for the. work in question
being insufficient to cover payment of the certificate, I have the honor to enclose the account, and shall
be glad if this and similar items can he paid from the Treasurer’s advance, pending the passing of a
supplementary vote for the work.
I have, &c.,
CH. A. GOODCHAP,
------- ^
Commissioner for Eailways.
The advance account will not cover this or similar items. The Commissioner must give me full
particulars of the extent to which he is likely to require—payments in excess of votes—that I may ask
Parliament for a special vote (temporary).— G-E-®-! 25/9/85.
The Commissioner for Eailways.—G.E., B.C., 28/9/85.
The accountant will please prepare
statement showing amount required to cover liabilities incurred and to he incurred in excess of votes^
say to June, 1886.—Ch.A.G., 29/9/85:
.

No. 32.
.
Tbe Commissioner for Railways to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
Sir,

Department of Railways, Sydney, 26 November, 1885.
"With reference to tbe endorsement of the Honorable the Colonial Treasurer up.on my letter
of the 21st September, in which he inquires particulars as to. the extent the Department is likely t.o
require payment, in excess of votes for railway works, I have the honor to inform y°-h that the, votes
exceeded areTamworth to Tenterfield,” “ Wallerawaug to Mudgee,” “ AJbury to th.e Eiver Murray-,’'’
and “ doubling the "Western Line tO'Penrith.” Information regarding the first-named vote has, I under
stand, been sent to the Public Works Department, and doubtless the Eugiue.er-kuChief has perused the
same course in respect'to the items “Wallerawang to Mudge.e” and Albury to. the Eiver Murray.”
As regards the doubling of the line to Penrith, however, the sum of £70,000 is required to complete
before June next.
I have, &c.,
CH. A. GOODCHAP,
--------Commissioner for Eailways.
Mr. Thomson.—G.E., 8 /12 /85.
It is impossible for me to deal with this, unless the. sums,
required are-mentioned in, connection with each service. Perhaps the Commissioner might, he requested
to give them.—J.T., 8/12/85.
The Commissioner for Railways—.y.T., B.C., 22/.12/85. ' . ’

No. 33.
Mr. J. Ahearn to The Commissioner for Railways.
Sir,

Burwood, 4 December, 1885.
In connection with my contract for duplicating the line,. Parramatta to Penrith, I have
respectfully to point out that my last three certificates for payment of advances, remain unpaid, notwith
standing that.one of the clauses in the general conditions states that the “ Contractor will be paid 90-,
per cent, monthly as the work proceeds.”
I think you can pay it out of some vote other than the one taken for the contract, and in view ofthe fact that bank interest on overdrafts, which I have to avail myself of, is- 8. per cent., the Department:
should; find some means of paying me.
-1 have. &c.,
—----JOHN AHEARN.

Mr.

n

/

i
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■
Mr. Ahearn said that if we gave him what he last asked for—return of part of- security -money,
he would wait for a vote.—Ch.A.G-., 5/12/85.
.
•
.
■
What was the amount of the three last certificates, and to what extent did the advance of
£2,000 from security money pay them. Could not the balance of the security money be returned, and
could not the vote for additions and alterations be made available for the payment of the amount due?—it
is a vote peculiarly applicable to this particular service.—Ch.A.G-., 7/12/85.
Accountant, B.C., 7/12/85.
.
---------.
Memo, by Accountant.
.
Mr. Ahearn’s Certificates :—•
£
s. d.
No. 12 — 1,789 1 7
13.— 2,431 5 9
11.— 4,071 1 5
'
.------------------ - £8,291 8 9
Security returned
... 2,000 0 0
•

'

Balance................

. ... £6,291

8:9

'

The retention money amounts to £4,243 18s. 3d., and security now held is £2,000.
The vote for alterations and additions has been operated upon to a large extent by the Treasury
advancing, temporarily, for claims-—Tamworth to Tenterfield and other extensions. I see no reason why
Mr. Ahearn’s claims should not be paid from the same source.
Commissioner.
---------H. WICKHAM, 9/12/85.
Approved. Please make arrangements, andinform Mr. Ahearn when he can get money.—Ch.A.G.,
9/12/85.
Mr. Ahearn has been paid.—H.W., 18/12/85. Commissioner.
.
Duplication of line from Parramatta to Penrith—John Ahearn, contractor. On the certificate of
work performed on the above contract during the month of December there is an amount of £66 10s. for
cartage of iron girders from Pinegan’s Siding to Parramatta at the rate of 7s. per ton. Will you bo
good enough to let me have Commissioner’s authority for this.—J.P.F., 12/1/86. Mr. Cowdery.
I arranged with Mr. Ahearn to cart these girders direct, as required, and now forward for
Commissioner’s approval.—G.C., 13/1/86.
Commissioner.
Approved.—Ch.A.G., 16/1/86.
Mr. Cowdery, B.C., 17/1/86.
Noted.—G.C., 19/1/86.

No, 34.
Mr. J. Ahearn to The Commissioner, for Railways.
Burwood, 9 April, 1886.
I have respectfully to apply for an advance of £2,000 upon the retention money for the
contract for the duplication line, Parramatta to Penrith. Should you accede to my request you will then
have as security for the completion of the work the following amounts :—
... £2,000
•
Deposit receipt
...................................................................
................
... 3,300
Detention money
...
...
...
...
...
...
•••
... 1,000
Work unpaid for
............................................................................................
... 1,000
Material worked, but not fixed, and for which no advance has been made
Sir,

£7,300
The contract being so near completion the above amount should be considered fair security, as
£5,000 will complete the whole of the work now to be performed. I may state in justification of this
reqiiest, that I require the money for working other contracts I have with your Department. Trusting
you will take a favourable view of this application.
I have, &c.,
J
_____
■
JOHNAHEAKN.
Mr. Cowdery, B.C., 10/4/86.
Mr. Thomson for full report.—G.C., 12/4/86.
The value of the work yet remaining to be done on this contract is estimated at about £8,800. I
would suggest, that if the contractor’s application for extension of contract time (now under consideration)
be granted, he be paid in accordance with the monthly returns of work performed until the job is com
pleted.—M.T., 18/4/86. Mr. Cowdery.
As the extension of time has been granted the monthly payments can be made as usual.—G.C.,
22/4/86. Commissioner.
_
_
Since writing tbe above I have seen Mr. Ahearn, and he wishes £2,000 of the retention money
paid to him, independent of the monthly payments. I see no objection to this, as we will then have over
£3,000 retention money, and £2,000 balance of security, in hand.—G.C., 27/4/86. Commissioner.
Approved.—Ch.A.G., 27/4/86.
Mr. Cowdery, B.C., 27/4/86.
Noted.—G.C., 29/4/86.
Commissioner.
•

,

■

.

No. 35.
Minute by Mr. J. Waring to The District Engineer.

The new up-line between St. Mary’s and Penrith will in a short time be ready for traffic.

This cannot be
opened for traffic until necessary alterations are made at the east end of Penrith Station. I have not been
supplied with a tracing of necessary alterations. I saw Mr. Parry this morning, and find this matter has
not- vet been settled. Please see into this, and supply me with a tracing as soon as convenient.
1
v
J. WADING, 1/6/86.
______
Tery

n
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Very urgent.
Has Mr. Parry arranged .the .plan for these alterations.—M.T., 3/C/86. JEngineer'
for Existing Lines.
Mr. Parry.—G-.C., 3/6/86.
Plan herewith.—J.P., 3/6/86.Penrith station-yard—Alteration for duplication of line.—I forward herewith tracing ,1, showing' •
in red alterations to roads at Penrith, which will be required for the opening of the duplication of line,
Parramatta to Penrith. The District Engineer has made application for this plan iu order to do the work,
' so as not to delay the opening.—J. Pabey, 3/6/86. Engineer for Existing Lines.
■
Approved.—G.G.; 3/6/86. Mr.Shellshear.
Mr. Waring to carry out.—W.S., 5/6/86.Will
he carried out immediately tracing is received.—J.W., 7/6/86. District Engineer:
Tracing to Mr.
Waring.—H.J.M., 7/6/86.
This work will be taken in hand at once.—M.T., 8/6/86.
The Engineer
for Existing Lines.—G-.C., 9/6/86.
■

-

,
No. 36.
Mr. J. Ahearn to The Commissioner for Railways.

Sir,
i
_•
Burwood, 2 July, 1886.
.
In connection with my contract for the duplication of line, Parramatta to Penrith, I have
respectfully to call your attention to the fact that although the section from St. Mary’s to Penrith was
1 ready for opening five weeks ago, owing to delays of the Department that portion is not yet open for
traffic,' thus preventing me completing the South Creek Bridge within my contract time, which time
. expired yesterday. As it is uncertain when' this section will be opened, Executive sanction not yethaving been obtained, I have to apply for an extension of time of two months.
'
•I am, &c.,
'
--------,
JOHN- AHEAEN.
Mr. Pickering,—Please see about this at once. We applied for Executive sanction about a week
ago.—D.C.M‘L., 5/7/86.
Mr. Budge informs me that Executive sanction was given to-day" to .the
opening of the line referred to. . Papers will be sent to this office to-morrow morning.—J.E.P., 6/7/86.
.

Sir,

:
.
. Department, of Eailways,. Sydney, 10 July, 1886. .
In reply to your letter of the 2nd instant, stating that in consequence of the delav which
has occurred in opening the duplicated railway line from St. Mary’s to Penrith you have been prevented
from completing the South Creek Bridge, I have the honor to inform you that Executive sanction was
given on the 6th instant to the opening of the-line in question.
• .
I have, &c.,
■
•
,
CH. A. G-OODCHAP,
John Ahearn, Esq., Burwood.
Commissioner for Eailways:
Mr. Cowdery for report re, extension of time asked for.—D.C.M'L., 12/7/86.
Mr. Shellshear
for report.—G.C., 14/7/86.
Mr. G-. E. Cowdery for report.—W.S., 17/7/86.
’
Delay of about three weeks arose in obtaining Executive sanction. -This, coupled with the delay
of'a fortnight in making the necessary alterations by Department at Penrith to work the new up-line,
has hindered the contractor from commencing work on the down side line, St. Mary’s to Penrith. The
contractor is also being further delayed in the Department removing the old wooden bridge's. South
Creek Bridge cannot be pulled down within the next three weeks unless a larger gang is employed. Of
course this , is delay to the contractor, and prevents him from completing the work expeditiously.—
G-.ii.C., 9/7/86. The District Engineer.
.
■
The hew line from Parramatta to Penrith is complete, and the work remaining to be done by the
' contractor is the renewal of the bridges at South Creek. There has been some considerable delay iu
getting Executive sanction for opening the different sections of the new line, and the work,of removing
the old bridges by the Department has delayed the- contractor. I consider he has a fair claim for an
extension of time.—W.S., 22/7/86; Mr. Cowdery.
,
-

No. 37.
Mr. J. Aliearn to The Commissioner for Railways.
Sir,

.
•
Burwood, 16 July, 1886.
Eeferring to my letter of 2nd July, applying for an extension of time of two months for my
contract—duplication line, Parramatta to Penrith—I have now to apply for an extension of time for
three months on this contract. The line to Penrith was opened on the 13th instant. The Department
have still to pull down South Creek old bridge before I can commence the erection of the new one.
This operation will probably occupy the men three weeks more, so that practically I cannot proceed until
.five weeks of the time has elapsed. The delay having been caused through the line not being taken over,
as completed, I respectfully submit that my application should receive your favourable consideration.
■
■
■
I have, &c.,
- , ■
'
.
'
--------JOHN AHEAEN.
' Mr. Cowdery for report.—D.C.M‘L., 17/7/86.
'
As the completion of this contract is being delayed through work having to be done by this Depart
ment in pulling down the old bridges, &c., and through the loug time elapsing before obtaining Executive
sanction'to open-the line, I recommend that the extension asked- for-' be granted.—G-.C., 24/7/86.
Commissioner.
.
'
.
"What has delayed the pulling down of South Creek old bridge ?—Ch.A.G-., 28/7/86.
■ Mr. Cowdery, B.C., 28/7/86.
Mr; Shellshear for report.—G-.C., 28/7/86.
; ."
The work of removing, the old bridge could not be taken in hand until the' traffic had been turned
on to the new up-line.. This was done on the 13th July. Since then a large gang of men have been
employed, and the work is being proceeded with as rapidly as possible.—"W.S., 30/7/86. Mr. Cowdery.
Commissioner.—G-.C., 30/7/86.
' Under the circumstances stated the contractor-is- entitled to the
extension of time asked for (3 months).—Ch.A.G-.-, 31/7/86. Eor Minister’s approval.
Approved.—
W'.J.L, 3/8/86.
.
.
■
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No. 38.

Mr. J. Ahearn to Mr. Cowdery, Resident Engineer.

Sir,

•
•
'
Burwood, 16 September, 1886.
Before finally settling up for tbe iron bridges on the railway, Parramatta to Penrith, I wish to
direct your attention to the fact that the bridges as erected by me from amended plans supplied to me by
the Department, include a large quantity of extra riveting to bracing, &c.,not contemplated by or calcu
lated for by me, such riveting not appearing on the plans signed by me when I undertook to erect these
bridges for a lump sum of £1,687 10s. The number of rivets in excess of the quantity originally
contracted for is 400 per span. The riveting, as sublet to some of the men in the early part of the work,
cost me for wages about £2 per 100 rivets. Add to this the cost of coal, tools, supervision, &c., I find
that the cost in excess to me has been £2 10s. per i00 rivets, or £10 per span. This amount, although
barely covering the cost, I am agreeable to accept for the forty spans of 40 feet each, which I have erected
on the line. The total amount, therefore, that I claim will be £400.
A comparison of the original plan with the one that I have worked to, will convince you of the
equity of this charge.
■
I have, &fc.,
,
'
--------JOHN AHEARN.
As I have never seen original plan of these girders I cannot say the number of rivets in them. If
there is a difference, as stated by Mr. Ahearn, I think it is clear he has a fair claim against the Depart
ment. The following are the number and sizes of rivets in the single 44 feet span, viz.:—l-f" x f" rivets,
206; 2i" x f" rivets, 176; 2'|" x f" rivets, 208; 31" x f" rivets, 48; total, 638.—GR.C., 17/9/86.
District Engineer.
This refers to the extra riveting in the cross bracing of the bridges. This bracing was added after
the contract was let, and I consider the amount asked a reasonable claim for the extra work.—W.8.,
18/9/86. Engineer for Existing Lines.
Mr. Thomson for report.—G.G!, 20/9/86.
•
After the contract was let and signed by Mr. Ahearn, the plan of the girders was altered and
improved, involving the addition of about 400 extra rivets in each span. The contractor has a just claim
for this extra work, and I consider his charge of £10 per span reasonable.—M.T., 22/9/86. Engineer
for Existing Lines.
I recommend this extra of £10 per span be approved.—G.C., 22/9/86. Commissioner.
Payment
is not authorized.—Ch.A.G., 2/10/86.
■
.
I can see no justification for such a departure from the original plan without authority; besides,
the contractor should have taken exception at the time. The lump sum was £1,687; to increase this by
£400, nearly 25 per cent., apparently without authority, was unjustifiable. A very full explanation must be
afforded.—Ch.A.G., 2/10/86.
Mr. Cowdery, B.C., 2/10/86.
Mr. Thomson for full explanation.—
G.C., 5/10/86. The matter wras, I believe, explained when the alterations to the girders were sanctioned.
Please attach previous papers.—M.T., 5/10/86. Engineer for Existing Lines.
Papers herewith.'—
G.C., 6/10/86. Mr. Thomson.
,
.
. At the time the original design for these girders was revised and altered, it was pointed out that
there would be additional riveting to be done, for which work it was approved to pay the manufacturers
of the girders £30 per span extra. Please see Engineer’s minute of 16/12/84, and Commissioner’s
approval. The contractor states that at the time he took no particular notice of the altered design, and
did not notice the extra riveting before he started erecting the girders.—M.T., 7/10/86. Engineer for
Existing Lines.
Report herewith.^—G.C., 7/10/86. Commissioner.
Examiner to see me. Ahearn, I presume, is the contractor for the erection, D. & W. Rpbertson
. for the construction. £30 a span was authorized for the construction. Did Ahearn tender to the old or
new design? When did Ahearn tender—how long after the acceptance of D. & W. Robertson’s tender
for the. construction of these bridges?—Ch.A.G., 10/10/86.
Ahearn is the contractor for the erection, D. & W. Robertson for the construction. £30 per span
was authorized on 19/12/84. Ahearn tendered to the old designs and signed the original plans. D. & W.
Robertson’s tender was accepted on 20/8/84, Ahearn’s tender accepted on 28/8/84.—J.P.F., 12/10/86.
Eor Minister’s approval. The charge, it seems, is very reasonable.—Ch.A.G., 12/10/86.
Since
writing this minute I have been informed that Mr. Ahearn will have some further claim. I will not make
any settlement till I know what the full amount of claim is,—Ch.A.G., 13/10/86.
Mr. Cowdery, B.C.,
■ 14/10/86.
Mr. Thomson for reply to Commissioner’s minute.—G.C., 14/10/86.
Please let me have the following information:—1. The number of spans (44 and 20 feet
respectively) originally provided for in the contract. 2. The number of extra spans (30 feet and 20 feet)
afterwards introduced. ' 3. The number of rivets put in by Mr. Ahearn in the 30 feet and 20 feet spans,
and the number of rivets which he would have had to put in the 20 feet spans as originally designed.—
M.T., 21/10/86. District Engineer.
,
Mr. G.'R. Cowdery to supply.—W.S., 22/10/86.
.
Attached is the information required.—1st. Forty 44-feet spans and one 20-feet span were originally
provided in specification. 2nd. Three 20-feet spans and eight 33-feet spans were afterwards added. 3rd.
Number of rivets put in a single 33-feet span by Mr. Ahearn was 285, and in a 20-feet span 174 rivets.
As no bracing was shown in the original 20-feet span, of course no rivets were required.—GR.C.,
28 /10/86. District Engineer.
•
’
The Deputy Engineer.—W.S., 28/10/86.
1
.
•
The original contract was for forty spans of 44 feet and one span of 20 feet—£1,687 10s. Since
the contract was let eight 33-feet and three 20-feet spans were added, the price for erecting which at the
original schedule price will be £31 5s. and £20 16s. 8d. per span respectively. For extra riveting £10
per span of 44 feet is claimed. Worked out pro rata, the total amount of extra on this then will be as
under:—Erecting eight 33-feet spans at schedule rate, £31 5s.—£250; erecting three 20-feet spans,
at £2016s. 8d.—£62 10s. Extra rivetingForty 44-feet spans, at £10—£400 ; eight 33-feet spans, at
£7 10s.—£60; four 20-feet spans, at £5—£20 ; total, £792 10s.—M.T., 3/11/86.. Engineer for Existing
Lines.
■
Commissioner.—G.C., 4/11/86.
Mr. Badham.—Please prepare precis.—D.C.M'L., 5/11/86.
Brecis

23
,
Precis.
Mr. John Aliearn’s claim for extra work in connection with duplication of line, Parramatta to Penrith.
TJedeb date of 8th October, 1884, Mr. Ahearn entered into a contract for the duplication of the line from
Parramatta to Penrith. In this contract an item of £1,686 10s. was included for erecting iron bridges.
_ The contract for the construction of these bridges was taken by 11. and W. Robertson, who for
certain extra work in them, rendered necessary by a departure from the original design, were paid £30
,per span over and above the contract price.
•
•
'
Under date of 16/9/86 Mr. Ahearn wrote that the bridges as erected by him contained a quantity
of extra riveting not shown in the plan which he had signed. There were 400 rivets per span more than T
he had contracted to supply. He had sublet some of the riveting and paid £2 per 100 rivets. Adding
coal and other items the cost would be £2 10s. per 100 or £10 per span. That would barely cover the
outlay, but he was willing to accept it for the forty spans, which would make £400.
;
Mr. Shellshear minuted that this was the riveting for the extra bracing which was added after the
contract was let, and the claim was reasonable.
■
'
.
Mr. Thomson concurred, and Mr. Cowdery recommended payment.
Commissioner could see no justification for such a departure from plan without authority. The
lump sum (in contract) was £1,687, and to add 25 per cent. (£400) to it whs unjustifiable. A very full
explanation would be required.
_
Mr. Thomson minuted that when the plan was altered it was pointed out that there would be extra '
riveting and that for this the makers with Commissioner’s approval had been paid £30 per span extra.
' Commissioner minuted that he presumed—(1) that Ahearn was contractor for the erection; (2) '
D. and W. Robertson for the construction ; (3) that £30 per span was authorized for the construction ;
(4) did Ahearn tender to the old design; (5) how long after the acceptance of Robertson’s tender did
Ahearn send in his tender ?
Examiner replied—(1) yes ; (2) yes; (3) yes; (4) yes ; (5) that Robertson’s tender was accepted,
20/8/84; Ahearn’s, 28/8/84.
.
•
,
Commissioner minuted that he was informed Ahearn would have some further claim and that he
must know what the full amount would be.
•
Mr. Thomson reported that the original contract was for forty spans of 44 feet and one span of 20
feet, that eight 33-feet and three 20-feet spans had since been added, and these at the original schedule
prices would be £31 5s. and £20 16s. 8d. each respectively. Worked out y>ro rata the claim would stand
as under:—
'
“
'
Erecting additional spans—
£ s. d.
■
Eight 33-feot spans, at £31 5s.
...
...
...
...
... 250 0 0
Three 20
do
at £2016s. 8d.
...
...!
................
62 10 0
■
Extra riveting—
'
: Eorty 44-feet spans, at £10
...................................................... 400 0 0
Eight 33
do at £7 10s.............................................................
60 0 0
Eour 20
do at £5.........................................•
................
20 0 0

'

.

£792 10 0
C:A.B., 15/11/86.

Why was design altered ? 1 should like to see Mr. Thomson.—Ch.A.G., 21/11/86.
Please attach all papers referring to duplication of line, Parramatta to Penrith, also papers referring
to Mr. Townsend’s iron girders and papers referring to Wearne’s contract for iron girders.—M.T.,
23/11/86.
■
b
'
’
The design of these girders was altered in order to introduce a proper system of lateral bracing
and flooring, so as to make better provision against wind-pressure and the effects of floods, the creeks
carrying a lot of debris and drift-wood in time of flood. The extra 33-feet spans were obtained in order
to preserve the original waterway at Eastern Creek, and the extra 20-feet spans were used for the same '
purpose at other creeks. (The papers referring to these extra spans are not with this file).—M.T.,
1/12/86. Engineer for Existing Lines.
Commissioner.—G.C., 2/12/86.
The papers should be found, and a precis made of them.—
Ch.A.G., 10/12/86.
Papers herewith.—J.J.W., 20/12/86.
Mr. Badham for precis.—D.C.M'L.,
21/12/86.
______
1
Precis.—Mr. Ahearn’s claim.
Mb. Cowueby submitted a claim in favour of Mr. Ahearn for extra work on the bridges between Penrith
and Parramatta.
,
Commissioner called for the papers on which the'extra work was authorized.
These papers are now submitted, and it appears that, after the tenders had been received and
accepted, the designs were altered, and three 20-feet and eight 30-feet bays added to the bridges.
Mr. Secretary Wright sanctioned the additions, but thought it was a pity a little more attention .
had not been paid to the question before the work was started.
The above agrees with the claim now put forward for Mr. Ahearn for additional bays.
As will be seen by the precis, there was also extra bracing to all the bridges, which involved
additional riveting. This makes up the remainder of Mr. Ahearn’s extra claim.
■
The amount claimed is £792 10s.
■
C.A.B./ 2/2/87.
.
This is a very urgent matter. It has been so very long delayed through no fault of Mr. Ahearn,
who has had to suffer.—A.R., 3/2/87.
Pay—authority having now been found for incurring outlay.—
Ch.A.G., 3/2/87.
Engineer for Existing Lines, B.C., 3/2/87.
Please note, and furnish final
certificate at once.—M.T.,-4/2/87. District Engineer.
Einal certificate herewith—G.C.-, 21/2/87. .

No. 39.
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'

Minute by The Examiner of Accounts.
Duplication of line—Parramatta to Penrith—John Ahearn, Contractor.
Enclosed is the final certificate for the above work amounting to £91,267 16s. 6d. . This exceeds the sum
of the contract price (£79,343 Is. 6d.) and authorized extras (£1,635 4s. 8d.) by £10,289 10s. 4d.
Will you please furnish particulars of the excess for the Commissioner’s information.
■
JOHN P. EINEGAN,
Mr. Cowdery.
•--------,
23/2/87.
1

There are other papers explaining this matter in which it was pointed out that an error had been
made in the estimates and quantities of this work and fully explained to the Commissioner, who conse
quently obtained supplementary supplies to carry out the work. The papers referred to will show that I
pointed out that the original estimates were not correct, and that consequently it would be necessary to
obtain additional supply, and it was there further pointed out that Mr. Ahearn’s contract would be
exceeded by some £10,000 or more (I am speaking from memory only), and combined with other works
the result was that the supplementary vote was obtained. The excess of this contract has been duly
authorized, but at the same time the papers referred to should be found and attached. They contain the
original and my amended estimates.—M.T., 24/2/87. Examiner.
Will Commissioner please say if final certificate may be passed.—J.P.E., 26/2/87. Secretary.
Will Mr. Badham please make statement of case for submission to Commissioner.—D.C.M'L., 1/3/87.
Duplication of line, Parramatta to Penrith—Mr. Ahearn’s Contract.
Particulars.

Amount.

£
s. d.
Total amount of final certificate..........................................................................................................
Mr. Ahearn’s tender amounted to ...................................................................................................... 79,343 1 6
Authorized extras, as under:—
To riveting and erecting additional spans of bridges consequent upon alterations of bridge
designs......................................................................................................................................
792 10 0
To cartage of girders from Rnegan’s Siding .........................................................................
66 10
0
To difference in cost between laying and ballasting hydra-headed rails, at 7s. 4d. per yard,
and laying ordinary Permanent-way, at 2s. 6d. per yard; 3,212 yards, at 4s. lOd........
776 4 8

Amount.
£
s. d.
91,267 16 6

80,978
Balance for which no specific authority has been obtained .................................................................................. *£

6

2

10,289 10 4

* As regards this difference between the amount of the final certificate and the tender and
authorized extras quoted, Mr. Thomson informed me that he bases the authority for incurring this extra
expenditure on an item of £10,000 which was included in the statement furnished by him on 30/9/85 in
connection with the supplementary vote of £70,000 for the completion of the duplication of the line.
On the 8/9/85 the then Secretary for Public Works (Mr. Wright) in a condemnatory minute as
to the careless manner in which the estimates for works are prepared, approved of the additional amount
being provided for the completion of the line, but the papers do not, as Mr. Thomson admits, show any
special authority (beyond the mere inclusion of the item referred to in the supplementary vote of
£70,000) for the work which has absorbed the amount of the difference shown. Mr. Ahearn as per final
certificate on file has been paid £90,267 10s. 5d. on account of contract, and the balance therefore due is
£1,000 6s. Id.
G-.A.8.; 1/4/87.

.

No. 40.
Mr. J. M. Townsend to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

.
Athenaeum Club, 26 January, 1888.
Eeferring to a recent conversation re estimate for doubling the line, Parramatta to Penrith,
I have the honor to inform you thatNdrawings and estimate for this work were prepared in the Sydney
District Engineer’s Office, of which office I was in charge as District Engineer. Drawings, estimate, and
specification when completed were handed to Mr. Cowdery, were examined, and, I presume, found correct
in his office, as they were signed by him. The contract was let for a term closely approximating the office
estimate,' but after the work was commenced numerous alterations wrere made that largely increased the
cost of the work, for which I am in no way responsible, as before the work was commenced I had been
transferred to Mr. Whitton’s branch for the purpose of making the Colo Yallev survey.
I have, &c.,
J. W. TOWNSEND.
The contract price for the iron bridges on this work, which were my design, was the lowest either
per ton or per span for which such work has ever been done in the Colony.—J.W.T. ’
It had been represented to me that to a large extent Mr. Townsend was responsible for the under
estimate of the cost of doubling line to Penrith, that several necessary works had been omitted by him.
I do not know that he ever had an opportunity of explaining the matter before, but he does not seem
disposed to accept any responsibility.—Cn.A.G., 8/2/88.
'
The Commissioner will be glad to receive-your report-re this, Engineer for Existing Lines.—
A,E., 8/2/88.
Full report herewith.—Gf.C., 9/3/88.
—^—«
Duplicating

Duplicating line—Parramatta to Penrith.
In’ October, 1882, Mr. Gr. W. Townsend submitted preliminary estimate foi” this work, amounting to

£84,203. A supply of £85,000 was obtained in consequence, and survey proceeded with. This estimate
did not provide for the expenses to be incurred in'altering the existing station arrangements, <fcc.
Subsequently tenders were accepted for the supply of ironwork for bridges and for the con
struction of the line, amounting to, as .under:—
;
£ ^ s. d.
1. ■. Superstructure for bridges
...
..............................
11,305 6 3
■ Necessary alterations to bridges to make them safe
1,200 0 0
2. Additional bridges at Eastern Creek (superstructure) ■
2,138 9 5
3. Construction of line ...
...
...
...
...
79,343 1 6
; ,
.
£94,046 17 .2
To which is to be added extras-:—
'
1. Under estimated weight of ironwork
...’
...
...
...
-419
9
4
3. Excess caused mainly by under estimated quantities, and concrete required to
secure good foundations, &c.
... '
.........................................
................ 11,924 15 0
< .
,
.
£106,391 1 6
To. which should be added the cost of permanent-way material and station arrangements.
1
The total cost of the work, as far. as can be ascertained, will be about £169,250, put of which'
£33,000 is to be charged to working expenses for removing existing bridges and stations, leaving £136,250
for new work, or some £52,000 in excess of the original estimate.
' _ The alterations made, referred to by Mr. Townsend, were :—-Dispensing with hand-packed rubble
behind-the abutments, and building the latter in cement instead of mortar, by which a saving of some'
£4,600 was effected, which, however, was swallowed up through the extra foundations which had to be
provided for the abutments. The alterations to the bridge superstructures were necessary in ■ order to
‘fehsure-their stability and safety, and involved an extra expenditure of some £3,000..
!
'
,
. It is true that Mr. Townsend afterwards submitted an estimate for-constructing the line without
supply of iron bridges, rails, or station arrangements, but it did not agree closely with theyontract price as
stated (being some £4,400 below the latter, and required revision and correction), and does not alter the
fact that the original estimate was wrong and the quantities undermentioned, as shown above.
;
J.-'-’•'
M.T., 2/3/88.
_ Mr. Townsend may be supplied with a copy of report. I have not seen Mr. Townsend’s estimated
■quantities, &c., nor the comparison which I asked for between the actual quantities and Mr. Townsend’s
quantities.—Ch.A.G-., 13/3/88. Engineer for Existing Lines.
Comparative statement of original estimate and actual cost now attached—the latter as near as
can be ascertained at present, to which will have to be added some £400 for completing St. Mary’s.
Station, now under construction.—M-T-j 27/3/88. Secretary.
r
.G-eeat Western Railway.—Duplication of line—Parramatta to Penrith.
Statement showing comparison between Mr. Townsend’s Estimate and Actual Cost.
Mr. Townsend’s Estimate.
Description.

’

Amount.

.

Over
Estimate.

Under
Estimate.

Total.

Amount.

Amount.

.

Actual Cost
Description.

Amount.

Eabthwobks.
£

Earthworks...

8,502

s. d.
0

0

£
s. d..
£
s. d.
Cuttings.............................................. 18.303 14 6 18,303 14 1 6

£

s. d.

£

s. d

9,801 14 . 6

Bbidges and Ctjlvebts.

Doubling
bridges.
Lengthening
culverts.

28,512

0

0

850

0

0

29,362

0

0

Excavations to foundations............... 4,991 17 6
Concrete.............................................. 6,626 0 0
Brickwork in cement ...................... 21,928 2 6
Masonry.......................;...................... 2,215 10 0
Hardwood timber.............................. 3,113 2 0
Fixing iron bridges .......................... 2,479 0 0
Strengthening, pulling down old
wooden bridges .......................... 4,608 3 9
Constructing iron bridges .............. 16,199 4 3
62,161

0

0

Less bridges on old line to be
charged “ Working Expenses.’,’,.. 28,500 0 0
33,661
Level Cbossings.-

* '
Level
crossings.
Stations

0

0

0

304 10

4,299

O

C

0

54 10

C

'■ --------;--- 23,433 16 8

23,183 16

8

.

Removing and re-erecting gates......
* 12" drain pipes..................................
Broken metal..'............:......................
250 0 0
Re-erecting wing fences ......... \.......
250

0

Alterations to stations and sidings

144 0
123 15
21 0
15 15

0
0
0
0

£ 23,433 16

8

1

800
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Mr. Townsend’s Estimate.
Description.

Actual Cost.

Amount.

Description.

Total.

Amount.

Over
Estimate.

Under
Estimate.

Amount.

Amount

Pbemanbnt-wav.
£

s. d.

£
Ballast
.......................................
Sleepers .........................................
Porming.............................'.............
■Laying Permanent-way ...............
Laying and ballasting hydra-headed
rails .........................................
Bails and fastenings—main line ...
Making connection with main line
and diverting traffic ...............

Permanent
way.

s. d.

£

s. d.

£

a,

d.

£

s. d.

11,112 10 0
8,566 10
257 0
3,474 2
1,177 14
14,016 14

6
0
6

8
6

5,185 16 10

43,939 0 0

43,790 9 0

148 11 0

977 9 9

672 10 3

/

-...........

OVEBBBID&ES AND TlMBEB OPENINGS

Oyerbridges...
Timber open
ings.

1,500 0 0
150 0 0

Ironbark.........................................
Iron bolts, straps, &o, ..................

632 10 0
344 19 9

1,650 0 0
Plateobms.

Platform.......

250 0 0

Kemoving and re-ereoting platforms

1,206

.

0

0

Compensation for land................

200

0

0

Contract day labour, &c.................

328 2

1

Engineering expenses ..................
Inspection approximate ...............

1,300 10
3,000 0

1,206

0

0

956 0 0

200

0

0

200

328 2

1

328 2 1

4,300 10

8

0

8
0

126,505 12

84,203 0 0

0

8

4,300 10
821

1

8

3 43,123 13 11
821 1 3
£ 42,302 12

8

M.T., 27/3/88.

No. 41.
Minute by Tbe Chief Commissioner for Railways.
there any correspondence in the office—tempus 1884—re Townsend girders ?
pondence, I think.—Ch.A G-., 5/5/88.
Herewith.—C.A.B., 11/5/88.

Is

Some press corres

Be good enough to separate the papers referring to the design of girders. Make a precis of them,
and place the whole with Professor Warren’s report on these bridges. I wish Mr. Townsend to see
these papers ; they may account for some discrepancies to which he has called my attention. I refer to
the' correspondence with D, and "W. Eobertson re price to he charged for extras, and the late Mr. Ayern’s
report thereon.—Ch.A.G-., 10/5/88.
Mr. Badham, please make precis. Mr. Townsend has seen papers.—H.M‘L., 10/5/88.
Mr. Townsend’s design of girder for bridges—Parramatta to Penrith.
TTitdeb date of 18th February, 1884, Mr. Townsend reported that the girders he had designed under
Commissioner’s instructions to place wooden bridges and viaducts had proved a complete success
under a very severe test. Mr. Townsend also made some suggestions in regard to providing machinery
for the making of a bridge for further trial, but as they were not acted upon no further reference need be
made to them.
.
.
. Commissioner thereupon directed Mr. Cowdery to make an independent test of the girders,
reporting their behaviour under test, and expressing his view as to their stability and suitableness.
Mr. Cowdery reported that the girders had been tested with the heaviest running load that could
he put upon them, and that he found them perfectly rigid, the deflection being scarcely perceptible.
They would be very suitable where there was sufficient headway, and especially in duplicating a line,
because the roadway could he completed without interfering with the old line.
•
Commissioner thought it would he well before submitting to state the cost of bridges to this design .
in comparison with the cost of wooden bridges, &c., for the duplication of the line, Parramatta to Penrith.
Mr. Cowdery reported that the bridges would cost, if made of this design, £42,600; if of timber,
£58,000; if of plate, main girders, and cross girders, £70,000.
Commissioner recommended the adoption of the Townsend girder ,for the bridges, Parramatta to
Penrith.
'
Mr. Secretary Wright approved. Tenders to be invited (1) for imported work, and (2) for work
to he done in the Colony.
.
Tenders were invited accordingly, and the tender of D. & W. Eobertson was accepted.
■
•
—r-—
■
C.A.B., 11/5/88.
Did
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Did the bridges cost more or less than £42,600?—Ch.A.G., 14/5/88.
Engineer for Existing
Lines.—A.E., 15/5/88.
The total cost of the bridges and culverts was £62,161. The cost of the
culverts has not been kept separately, but would not amount to more than £2,000.—G.C., 18/5/88.
Commissioner.
Perhaps Mr. Cowdery can explain why he estimated the cost of these bridges at £42,600, or rather,
why they have cost £60,000. The alterations made to the design did not affect the price very much, and,
if my memory serves me, the cost of the iron per ton was less than the original estimate.—Ch.A.G., 28/5/88.
The estimate for these bridges (on which the money for carrying out the work was obtained) was
£28,512 for single line bridges, which should have been pointed out in the prices, and corresponds pretty
nearly with the actual cost taken in proportion to the double line. In addition to the bridges originally
provided for eight spans of 30 ft., and three spans of 20 ft. were added, and the alteration to the design
increased the cost, also both in the cost of the ironwork, and the quantity of timber for sleepers. The
discrepancy between the original estimate of £28,512 for single line bridges, and Mr. Townsend’s later
estimate of £42,600 for double line bridges, escaped my notice at the time.—G.C., 30/5/88. Commission'er.
I wish to know what the figures £42,600 should have been at the time the estimate was given to
me. Of course the eight spans of 30 ft., and the three spans of 20 ft., must be included, and also ebst of
alteration in design. Are the other figures correct—£58,000 for timber bridges, and £70,000 for bridges—
in the design then in use when Mr. Townsend’s girders were accepted ?—Ch.A.G.,- 1/6/88.
I am not aware what Mr. Townsend included in his estimate of £42,500, or what he intended to
do for that amount, but the estimate should have approached nearer to the actual cost of the work and
the estimate previously furnished to me by Mr. Townsend, and on which latter the moneys for the work
were obtained. And I now notice that in this estimate of £42,600 Mr. Townsend has not made any
allowance for masonry and excavation for foundations, nor for the strengthening of and pulling down
the old bridges, which amount to some £12,000, bringing up the estimate to something like £54,000,
being approximately the actual cost of ■ the work, exclusive of the additional 30 feet and 20 feet spans.
With regard to the other estimates of £58,000 and £70,000 submitted by Mr. Townsend for timber and
plate girder bridges respectively, Mr. Thomson, Mr. Eischer, and myself have carefully considered the
same, and basing the estimates on the figures assumed by Mr. Townsend, I find that timber bridges could
' have been constructed for about £45,000, and iron plate girder deck bridges for about £46,000, which in
both cases includes the cost of strengthening and pulling down the old bridges (which amounts to about
£4,500,- and was not provided for in Mr. Townsend’s estimate of £42,600) ; but in order to make the
comparison equitable the masonry and excavation are not included, as these items were omitted by Mr.
' Townsend in his estimate. I notice, moreover, that Mr. Townsend in his estimate puts £36 per ton. for
plate girders against £20 per ton for his own design. The reason for this I do not know, as at any time
plate girders would be obtained as cheap, if not cheaper, than lattice girders. I do not want to excuse
myself if any blame can be attached to me in this matter, but I must point out that the estimates of Mr.
Townsend now under question were submitted to me after,the money for the work had been granted on a
more accurate estimate, and then they were forwarded on to the Commissioner by my Chief Clerk during
my absence without my seeing them in the first instance, hence I came to overlook them and not compare
them with the original estimate. In matters of this kind I must of course rely on my subordinate officers
to a certain extent. If I were to personally check all figures and quantities, whether in the field or office,
I should find time for nothing else.—G.C., 11/6/88. Commissioner.
.
I think Mr. Townsend should have an opportunity of replying to this statement.—J.S., 12/6/88.

.

No. 42.

. .

Reply by Mr. Gr. W. Townsend to Mr. Cowdery’s 88-2,899.
Me. Cowdekt says on his M.P.: I Mr estimate of £42,600 for forty 44-feet spans of iron bridges on
am not aware that Mr. Townsend brick piers and abutments as designed by me, included all
included in his estimate of £42,600, necessary masonry for coping and bedstones, and all excavations for
or what he intended to do for that foundations, those being covered by the price of £3 per cube yard
amount, but the estimate should for brickwork (50s.) being a fair price. The designs were not comhave approached nearer to the actual pleted when this estimate was furnished, so I put a high price on the
cost of the work than the estimate brickwork to cover detail contingencies. This estimate allowed
previously furnished to me by Mr. . £28,000 for single-line bridges on a less economical design than
Townsend, and on which latter the that which was subsequently adopted,
moneys for the work were ob
tained.
.
.
Estimate previously furnished.
.
Mr. Cowdery’s M.P.: And I now
As above stated the masonry and foundations were included in the
notice (11/6/88) that in this esti- high price of £3 per cube yard for brickwork, 50s. being a fair price,
mate of £42,600 Mr. Townsend has
Strengthening the old bridges I considered should certainly not
not made any allowance for masonry be charged to the cost of the new ones, but to maintenance. Pulling
and excavations for foundations, nor down the old bridges should have been paid for by sale of material,
for the strengthening of and pulling
My estimate of £42,600 was for forty spans of 44 feet each,
down the old bridges, which amount
The work done comprised fifty-one spans, viz., forty of 44 feet,
■ to some £12,000, bringing up the eight of 30 feet, and three of 20 feet. These have been made to
estimate to something like £54,000, cost £62,161, but that sum really includes about £2,000 for culverts,
being approximately the actual cost leaving £60,161 for the cost of the fifty-one spans. ,
of the work, exclusive of the addiThe brickwork, concrete, masonry, and excavations cost about the
tional 30 feet and 20 feet spans.
same for large and small spans.
.
The cost of superstructure will be about £960 less for the eleven
small spans than it would for the same number of 44-feet spans. By
deducting the sum of £4,500 for strengthening and pulling down
.
the old bridge from and adding £960 to £60,161, we get £56,621 as
the actual price for comparison, and can arrive at what the forty
'
spans of 44 feet cost, viz., £44,408. This gives an excess of £1,808
..
over my estimate of £42,600, which, considering the alterations which
..
were made from my design, is close enough.
"
" With
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With regard to. the other esti
mates of £58,000. and £70,000,
.submitted by Mr.'Townsend for
timber and plate girder bridges
respectively, Mr. Thomson, Mr.
Pischer, and myself have carefully
. considered the same; and, basing the
estimates on the figures assumed by
Mr. Townsend, I find that timber
bridges could have been constructed
for about £45,000, and iron plate
girder deck bridges for about
£46,000, which, in both cases, inT
elude the cost of. strengthening and
pulling down the old bridges (which
amounts to about £4,500, and was
not pro.vided for in Mr. Townsend’s
estimate of £42,600); but, in order
to make, the comparison equitable,
the masonry and excavations are
not included, as these items were
omitted, by Mr. Townsend in his
estimate. I notice, moreover, that
Mr. Townsend puts £36 per ton for
plate, girders against £20 for his
own design. The reason for this I
do not know, as at any time plate
girders would be obtained as cheap,
if not cheaper, than lattice girders.
r

Mr. Cowdery’s M.P.: I do not
want to excuse myself if any blame
■can be attached to me in this
matter ; but I must point out that
. the estimates of Mr. Townsend now
in question was submitted to me
after the money for the work had
been granted on a more accurate
estimate,
And they were forwarded on to
the Commissioner by my Chief
Clerk during my absence, without
my seeing them in the first
instance; hence, I came to over
look them and not compare them
with the original estimate.

:

Mr.
Cowdery’s
M.P.: In
matters of this kind I must of
course rely on my subordinate
officers to a certain extent. If I
were to personally check all figures
and quantities whether in the field
or office, I should find time for
nothing else.
■
G-.C., 11/6/88.
Please make a precis leaving

My price for the timber bridges was £43,521; cost of keeping
traffic open during construction, £14,479 ; making a total of
£58,000. This was for a length of 2,670 feet, the extra length
being required to keep the toe of the banks clear of the running
water.
'
I gave no estimate for deck bridges • with plate girders ; but for
through bridges, such as were then being built, with, two main
girders and cross girders. Pour such bridges were being erected
over the streets in Parramatta at the time I made, the estimate in
question, the ironwork for which cost, I believe, £22 per ton, and
the erection, including temporary work, cost fully £14 a ton
more. It was upon this work that I based my price of £36 per ton,
as stated in note upon the estimate—£22 per ton, with £14 per
ton added for erection and temporary work—which was about the
cost of the Parramatta bridges. My bridges cost, erected, about
£20 a ton. Those four bridges in Parramatta, of an aggregate
length of about 350 feet, were estimated to cost £22,000. Numerous
others, equally wasteful and extravagant work, were being can-ied
on about the same time, from 1883 to 1885; and I determined, if
possible, to make a change.
As to'plate girder deck bridges, Professor Warren has shown
that of the very highest and best construction possible they would
cost £42 per span more than mine. If of the type of the Phoenix
Co’s design, which has been copied and made use of at Strathfield,
which Professor Warren reduced in weight, considerably for com
parison, the difference in favour of my design would be £57 per
span for 44-feet spans—the brickwork, masonry, and excavations
being the same in either case; but these are far -more economical
than any plate girders in use at that time, and are ot the newest
and most approved American design.
Then why wras the money not sufficient ?
_
There was no necessity for the extra openings that were put in
at Eastern 'Creek. I had allowed ample waterway from an accurate
knowledge of the watershed area. It is this and other extra work
ordered after the estimate was prepared that caused the estimate to
be exceeded.

The estimate in question was prepared by me and sent to Mr.
Cowdery, from whom I received it back with a request that I would
give some instance in support of the high price given by me for
through bridges with two main plate girders and cross girders. I
copied the first estimate exactly with the exception that I inserted
a note as follows, “ The four bridges in Parramatta are estimated
to cost £22,000, the same replaced by timber would have cost about
£14,000.” I then sent to Mr. Cowdery the original estimate
.together with the copy with note inserted. A few days afterwards
I received the two back with the following note on the second one
in Mr. Cowdery’s own handwriting. “ Eeturn must be made with
out reference to works under contract.” I wrote across the note
objected to, “ I put this information in the return as the last I sent
in was returned for this same information.” I then made a fresh
copy of the original, and sent the three back to Mr. Cowdery.
Mr. Cowdery’s note is signed, G.C., 27/3/84. The date of my last
copy of estimate is 10/4/84. The three papers in question I saw
recently amongst the papers relating to this subject. - Mr. Cowdery
is therefore in error when he says he did hot see or check these
estimates.
G. W. TOWNSEND, 22 '6/88,
:------- out personal references.—Ch.A.G., 24/6/88

Mr, Townsend’s design of girder for bridges, Parramatta to Penrith,
In precis of 11/5/88, it is shown that the estimated cost of the above bridges if Mr. Townsend’s design of

1/6/88

girders were used was £42,600. If timber were used £58,000 ; and if plate-iron main girders and cross
girders were used £70,000. These estimates were prepared by Mr. Townsend while acting as District
Engineer under Mr. Cowdery.
. .
Townsend’s girders were used in the bridges for the duplication of the line from Parramatta to
Penrith, and the bridges cost £60,000. '
•
.
,
Commissioner asked for an explanation of this, and Mr. Cowdery replied, stating that the original
estimate was £28,512 for single line bridges, and that amount doubled would be pretty near to the actual
cost. The discrepancy between the original estimate and Mr. Townsend’s later figures £42.600 for
double bridges, escaped his notice at the time. In addition to the bridges originally estimated for, eight
spans of 30 feet each, and three spans of 20 feet each were supplied, and the designs being altered as well
as the cost was increased.
, ,, ,
,
, ,. ,.
.,
'
Commissioner then requested to know what the figures £42,600 should hare been at the time the
estimate was given to him.
*

29
Of course the eleven additional spans must he excluded and also the cost or the alteration of design. W88Would like also to know if the other figures £58,000 and £70,000 were correct for bridges to the design
then in use when Townsend’s girders were accepted.
Mr. Cowdery says he is not aware what Mr. Townsend included in the estimate of £42,600, or what 11/6/88.
he intended to do for that amount, but notices now that no allowance was made for masonry, excavations
for foundations, strengthening of some and pulling down other old bridges, which exclusive of the eleven
additional spans would bring the £42,600 to something like £54,000.
,
Begarding the other items of £58,000 and £70,000, Mr. Cowdery says, he together with Messrs.
Thomson and Fischer have carefully considered them and find that timber bridges could have been built
for about £45,000 and iron plate girder deck bridges for about £46,000. These figures include the cost
of strengthening and pulling down the old bridges (about £4,500), but they exclude the cost of masonry
and excavations in order to make the comparison with Mr. Townsend’s figures an equitable one.
Mr. Cowdery observes further that Mr. Townsend estimated £36 per ton for plate girders against
£20 per ton for his own design, whereas at any time plate girders would be as cheap if not cheaper than
lattice girders.
'
The Minister thought Mr. Townsend should have an opportunity of replying to Mr. Cowdery’s
statement, and he has now done so.
Mr. Townsend1 says his estimate of £42,600 did include the cost of masonry and. excavations, but
he did not include the cost of strengthening or pulling down of old bridges. He thought the strengthening
of Midges was a charge against maintenance, and the pulling down of the old bridges should have been
paid for by sale of material.
From the actual cost of the bridges, viz., £60,161, the following amount must be deducted:—
.
Item strengthening bridges and pulling down
............................
............................ £4,500
.
.
,
£55,661
Add difference in proportionate cost of superstructure of eleven spans and the price of
the 44 ft. spans originally stipulated for
...
.'.....................................................
960
Total cost of fifty-one spans
.;
................
................£56,621
The forty spans originally estimated for will thus be £44,408, which exceeds the original by £1,808;
The estimate for timber bridges, viz., £58,000^ is arrived at as under:—
Timber and construction £43j521 (for a length of 2,670 ft.)
.
Extra cost in having to keep trains running
................................................................. £14,479 '
1
£58,000
In his estimate of £70,000for iron bridges of two main girders and cross girders, such as were being
built at the time, Mr. Townsend estimated £22 per ton for ironwork, and £14 per ton more for erection
and temporary work, which was the same as the work then proceeding over the streets in Parramatta
was costing.
'
' 1
His own design of girders cost about £20 per ton including erection.
■
As to plate girder deck bridges Professor Warren has shown that the very lightest and best con
struction would cost £42 per span more than his (Mr. Townsend’s) design, and in the Phoenix type which
has been reduced in weight considerably for comparison, the difference in favour of Townsend’s design is
£57 per span of 44 feet. These are of the newest and most approved American design and in either case
are far more economical than any plate girders in use at the time of Mr. Townsend’s estimate.
Extra work ordered after the estimate was prepared caused the amount to be exceeded: There was
no necessity for instance, for the extra openings that were put in at Eastern Creek.
■
.

•

------—

,

A.P., 28/6/88.

.
This case is now ready for submission to the Minister—it seems that £4,'500 incurred for removing
old structures, charged as portion of Mr. Townsend's figures, were not included in his estimate, and that
his estimate of £42,600 has only been exceeded by £1,808, the expenditure in excess of this amount, viz.,
£11,253, was caused by extra work ordered after the estimate was made.—Ch.A.G., 29/6/88.

No. 43.
Minute by The Commissioner for Eailways.

.

Mr. Townsend’s reply to Mr. Cowdery’s report of 11/6/88 re the causes which explain why the cost and
•
estimate of cost of certain bridges do not correspond.
'
I should like to know how the sum of £4,500 for strengthening some and removing others of the old
bridges was made up. Has credit been taken for the value of the old material ?
It seems to me that Mr. Townsend, in framing his estimate of the cost of timber bridges, was right
to take into consideration the cost of keeping traffic open during construction.
One of the reasons urged for the adoption of the Townsend girders was that they would admit of
the traffic being carried on at small cost, and in regard to the plate girder bridges estimate Mr. Townsend
was also right to compare the cost of his new girders with the cost of plate girder bridges at that time in
existence. It seems the Parramatta bridges did cost £36 a ton as against £20 for the Townsend Bridges ;
the cost of erection in the former case being £14 a ton, while in the latter it was something less than £4.
Mr. Cowdery may have some observations to offer on the point to which Mr. Townsend has
addressed himself.
1
‘
1
■
■
I shall be glad to have papers back by the 12th instant.
'
.
--------Please see report attached.—G.C., 12/7/88. Secretary.
136—E

Ch.A.G., 5/7/86k

' '
'
Report.
In reply to Commissioner’s minute, 5/7/88,1 may mention tliat no credit has been taken' for the old
material from the old timber bridges between Parramatta and Penrith, as the timber cannot be used for
any similar purpose again, but only for backing up and small repairs.
_
The item of £4,500 for strengthening and pulling down the old bridges was made up from the
actual expenditure on this item, which amounted to £4,608 3s. 9d. in all. A large amount of this was
incurred through several piers of the new bridges coming just in the site of the old ones, which
necessitated the employment of temporary piers during construction.
_
_
With regard to Mr. Townsend’s statement that he included the excavation and masonry in hjs
price for brickwork, I am not inclined to believe that such was the case, as at the time he made his
estimate in question we paid as much as £3 and more per cubic yard for brickwork, and up to the end of
1884 not less than £2 15s. (Mr. Townsend’s estimate was furnished in the beginning of 18841; and this
belief is borne out by Mr. Townsend’s own figures, as in his first estimate he'provides for 8,180 cubic
yards of brickwork 'only, which is said to include excavation and masonry, whereas in his Schedule
quantities for the contract he provides for 10,330 cubic yards of brickwork, exclusive of excavation and
masonry, which latter items are provided for separately, besides 900 cubic yards of dry rubble not
mentioned in his first estimate.
•
•
j
I notice that in his report Mr. Townsend avoids any reference to the extra expenditure which had
to be incurred in order to secure a safe formation for the abutments and piers. Mr. Townsend repre
sented to me at the time that he had made accurate borings, showing the depths to which the piers and
abutments had to be carried, and these supposed depths were submitted to me on the general plan of the
bridges, and I naturally took Mr. Townsend’s report and representations as being correct, he being
deputed to carry out and conduct all details connected with the work in question. On carrying out the
work in practice it was found that the abutments and piers had in all instances to be carried to a greater
depth in order to secure a firm foundation than what was provided for by Mr. Townsend.
The cost of strengthening the old bridges having to be incurred as a consequence of the construc
tion of the new ones, should, I think, be charged against the construction. With regard to the pulling
down the old bridges, it would be a matter of opinion how the cost should be charged. Such portions as
were pulled down in consequence of the new bridges having to be erected, but not requiring immediate
renewals, otherwise the cost might fairly be charged to construction, and in case of such as required
immediate renewal the cost would of course be chargeable to maintenance. Mr. Townsend’s estimate of
£14,479 for keeping the traffic open during constructing timber bridges is altogether excessive and out of
proportion, as the construction of timber bridges would not impede the traffic more than the construction
of iron bridges, as in either case one line could be constructed independently of the other with a judicious
arrangement of details.
<
.
. ■
.Mr. Townsend states that he based his estimate for plate girders on the basis of those at that tiihe
being constructed in Parramatta. These latter had of necessity to be made “ through bridges’ with cross
girders in order to obtain headway for the street traffic under them, but in the case of the duplication no
one would have thought to adopt a similar construction, because the circumstances were quite different,
and, as a matter of course, if plate girders had been adopted the bridges would have been constructed as
“ deck bridges,” and in order to show what reliance can be put on Mr. Townsend’s figures, I would point
out that while he' says that the Parramatta bridges cost £36 per ton erected, the actual cost was only
£23 16s., viz., £19 5s. per ton of ironwork supplied, and £4 11s. for erection, including temporary staging,
&c., and it might further be pointed out that when Mr. Townsend submitted his'estimate we were
obtaining girder-work, both plate and lattice work, such as Redfern tunnel, Orange footbridge, &c., for
£17 perdon, and extra high-class work such as roofs at Eveleigh, at £17 15s. per ton, so there was no
justification for Mr. Townsend to put such a high price on his estimate for plate girder-work.
_
■
With regard to Professor Warren’s report on those bridges, lean have nothing to say as it has
not been sent to me for either report er perusual, and I have never seen it, whereas Mr. Townsend has
apparently had .the advantage of having perused it.
_
.
With regard to the bridge at Strathfield, I would point out that it is not a copy of the Phoenix
Co.’s design,; it contains as much of the Keystone Co.’s design as of the former or any other design, if in
any case it can be said that any bridge design can belong to any particular company or individual. The
bridge at Strathfield is one of our recent standard patterns designed specially for renewal of timber
bridges; and the depth of girders, dimensions, and general construction are specially adapted for this
particular purpose.
.
.
With regard to the necessity for the extra openings put in at Eastern Creek, I have simply to state
that in times of flood during the time of the old timber bridges the water has been known to rise nearly
up to rail level, which sufficiently proves, I think, the necessity for not decreasing the. waterway .from
'■what .it was before, as Mr..Townsend proposed to do, and that I acted wisely in preserving the original
waterway.
.
.
' I think that on a fair comparison the above explanation will put a different aspect on this case to
that which Mr. Townsend has been trying to imply. '
■
■ .Commissioner.
•
&.C., 12/7/88.
[7 plans.]

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1888.
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RAILWAY DIFFERENTIAL RATES.
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'

(COEBESPONDENCE, &c., IN EEEEEENOE TO.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 November, 1888.

L ET (JEN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated 27th October, 18873 That there be laid upon the Table of this
• House,—
• .
Copies of all papers, correspondence, petitions, and other documents in
“ reference to the origin and continuation of differential rates upon the
“ Railways.”
,
.

(Mr, Lyne.)

NO.

SCHEDULE. '

'

PAGB,

1. Letter from Heyde, Todman & Co., enquiring rates for goods sent from Sydney to Wagga, with reply of
Commissioner thereto. 6 September, 1879......................................:............................................................................
2
2. Minute of instructions to Traffic-Inspector Roberts to procure information relative to traffic in Riverina district
and Mr. Roberts’s reply. 27 September, 1879 ................. .*.........................................................................................
3
3. Minute of directions to the Secreta.ry of Railways to visit Hay and district and report upon traffic. Secretary’s
.
report. 23 October, 1879............. ..................... . .............................................................................. i............................. 5
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■ No. 1.
.
Memo, from Heyde, Todman, & Co. to The Secretary for Railways.

,
'

.

-

.

,
York-street, Wynyard Square, Sydney, 6-15 September, 1879.
A valuable constituent of ours in Hay, New South Wales, write's:—“ Will you get us a copy of the'
railway rates on goods from Sydney to Wagga also*memo. of rebates allowed by the Department (if any)
on goods to be shipped by river steamers.”
Will you kindly furnish us with the required information, as you may be aware all the goods for
this district have hitherto been forwarded via Melbourne, so that if there is any rebate or inducement
■within the power of the Department to offer, it is as well to do so as an inducement to have goods for■ warded through our own Colonv.
.
'
.
'
HEYDE, TODMAN, & CO.
Inform of the rebates allowed for distances which in effect are rebates for goods being carried to
Hay and other places in Riverina. Show what the rate 'Would be Sydney to Wagga—if no rebate was
allowed, and what it is.—Ch.A.G-., 16/9/79.
.
- Messrs. Heyde, Todman, informed, 19/9/79.
■ ,
,

Department of Public Works, Railway Branch, Sydney, 19 September, 1879.
Gentlemen,—
■
.
In reply to your memo, of the 6th instant, asking to be furnished with a copy of the rates
charged on the New South Wales lines, and enquiring whether any rebate is allowed on goods consigned
for shipment by the Riverina steamers, I have the honor to inform you that no special rebate is made on
goods to be shipped by the river steamers, but a general reduction is made on all goods carried for long
distances, which in effect is a rebate on all goods consigned to any part of Riverina. The reduction is in
proportion to the distance carried, thus on goods over 100 miles a reduction of 10 per cent, is allowed on
the rate per mile ; over 150 miles, 20 per cent.; over 200 miles, 40 per cent., and a further reduction of
20 per cent, is made on all goods comprised in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th classes, conveyed for distances
over 300 miles (the distance from Sydney to South Wagga AYagga is 309 miles). The character of the
Rates per Rates per
Class, ton without ton with rebate will be seen more plainly by the figures quoted in the margin, where I
have shown the price that would be paid per ton for goods consigned to Wagga
rebate.
rebate
allowed.
£ s. d.
£ s. d. Wagga if the uniform rate per mile was charged, and the amount that is charged
A
1 12 7
16 2 with the reductions allowed. It will be observed on reference to the figures quoted
B • • 1 19 10
1 11 4
C
2 ID 3
2 7 0 that the concessions made are very liberal, and such as to offer every reasonable
D
3 6 4
2 12 3 inducement to residents, in the Riverina districts to obtain their , supplies direct
1st
5 3 6•
3 '7 8
2nd 6 9 6
4 4 0 from Sydney.
3rd
9 0 6
5 17 1
Enclosed please find rate sheet asked for. '
4th
11 12 6
7 10 11
I have, &c..
.
D. VERNON,
Secretary of Railways.'
Messrs. Heyde, Todman, & Go., York-street, Sydney.

-No. 2.

4
'

.

No. 2.

.

Minute to Mr. Traffic-Inspector Roberts.

-

-

Tub Commissioner would be obliged if Mr. Roberts could give Mm any and all information possible as to

tbe nature and amount of tbe traffic which we'do now by river, so that he could form some idea of the
extent to which present revenue would be affected by any changes which may be made in the direction
referred to by Heyde, Todman, & Co.
If any extra traffic could be gained the proposition would be worth entertaining.
• Reply early.
•
--------■
■
D.V., 27/9/79.
Rettjen showing Tonnage of Goods forwarded from South Wagga by steamer, for month ending

September, 1879.
.

.

'

. .

Tonnage.

Description of Goods.

Consignee.

”

■

.

ton cwt. qr.
0 14 1
1
9 3
1 6 3
12 15 0
Groceries and oil stores..................................................... 2 3 3
2

11

1

11

0

0

5

0

10

0

1

2

23

8

2

O'
1
1

,

Return of goods consigned to the different officers in charge of steamers at North Wagga for the months of July,
August, and September, 1879. Captain Laing, Sinclair, and Mr. Barbour.
•
.
July, 1879—Captain Sinclair.
lb.
tons ow’t.
0
0 8
1 July, 1879................. 8 bars iron, 1 bag bolts and nuts ...........................
■
:
August, 1879—R. Barbour.
‘ "
18 August ....................... 18 bags lour .........................................................
1 16 0 0
'
September, 1879—Capt. J. Laing.
........ 5 boxes soap, 10 cases kerosene oil, 2 cases salnion, . .
5 September.
2 cases sardines, 2 cases starch, 1 cask soda,
2 casks currants, 2 cases apples, 10 boxes
‘‘
sperms, 6J chests tea, 10 boxes tea, 8 bags
rice, 4 cases jams ..............................................
1
1 0 0
5.September.—R. Barbour.
0
- 15 cases brandy, 15 cases whisky ......................
0 12
0
5 cases pickles, 5 cases lobsters, 5 cases marmalade 0 15
Tons.,

4

13

Return of goods received at North Wagga Station, for transmission by steamer to Hay and Narrandera, from the 1st July
to the 30th September, 1879.
_
Date.
1879.2 July

Consignee.

tons cwt. qr. lb.
Bench of Magistrates
A. Lakeman ............
S'. Jenkins ...............
H.M. Government........
Mr. Bryne ...................
Mr. Simpson ...............
Bentwith & Co...............
Bench of Magistrates ..
Postmaster ...................
Max Monash ...............
Whitcomb Bros.............
G. H. Stivens...............

23 July

Tonnage.

Description of Goods.

Perrier & Co.

Max Monash

9 cases furniture ................................................................
8 boxes tobacco ........................................................... ........
3 boxes soap, 1 package brooms, 1 package groceries, 1
bag salt, 5£ chests tea, 12 cases kerosene oil, 1 case
groceries, 11 bags salt.
.
’
4 gallon tubs, 4 buckets, 1 package clothing, 1 bale
blankets.
’
'
1 package saddlery
.............. ,......'..... .'...........•..................
I package saddlery, 1 box .................................................
II boxes tobacco, 1 bundle trees
.!...................................
1 bale blankets ............................... '....................................
1 water-proof safe..........................,.....................................
28 bags potatoes, 2 bags onions.............................. '■■■■......
10 cases jams ............................................ ....................
J cask brandy, 2 bags bacon, 8 cases fruit, 2 cases nails,
1 case hollow ware, 6 cases whisky, J-cask brandy,
1 cask currants, 6 cases pickles, .1 package, 1 case
drapery, 12 boxes candles, -J cask brandy, 12 cases
vinegar, package hops, 2 bags split, peas, 6£ chests
tea, 1 case herrings, 12 boxes tea, 1 case stationery,
1 case drapery, 1 case syrup, 1 package hollow ware.
J cask-brandy, 16 cases Cordials, J cask rum, 1 package
samples, 12 cases whisky, 12 cases brandy, 6 cases
gin, 4 cases schnapps, 6 boxes sperms, 5 cases oil, 3
cases brandy, 1 case, 1 coil lashing, 1 case groceries,
1 case ironmongery, 4 drums oil,
6 grindstones, 1 bundle boards, 2 boxes glass, 10 drums
oil, 1 case hollow ware, 2 bundles bedsteads, 1 case, 1,
case sundries, 8 cases nails, 1 box glass, 20'kegs lead,
12 cases gin, 28 bags potatoes, 3 bags onions.

1
0

.0 0
10 1

0
0

1

10

3

0

0

0

2

2

0

0

10

0
0

0
4

0

10

0 3
2 4
0 5
2 19

2

4

27
00

0

00
14
00
0
0

310

13

3

0

Tonnage.

Description of Goods.

Consignee.

Date.

tons cwt. qr. lb.

1879.
23July ...

ease ...................................................................................
1 box tobacco, 1 paper parcel.............................................
1 paper parcel.......................................................................
1 package fittings.................................................................
1 box plants
.............................•...........................................
4 mats sugar, 1 cask brandy, 1 cask brandy, 1 case claret,
3 cases kerosene oil, 1 case bottled fruit, 1 box
samples, 4 packages stoneware.
1 ton drapery,. J rum, 1 case books, 1 small box
..
2 cases boots ...............................................................

Clerk P.S........ .......
M. Harmond ........
H.M. Government.
Denis M'Grath ....
W. Elliott ............
J. & D. Adams ....

27 July

G. H. Stivens ....
Billington & Co.,

For July.—Tons..
1 case saddlery, 1 case grindery..........................-.....
7 cases fruit ...............................................................
20 cases brandy, 7 -cases schnapps, 1 case bitters, 2J
chests tea. .
.
2 bales wbolpacks............................................................
7 cases baking powder, 2 cases boots
..........................
1 package sundries ......... ,.......................... '■......................
1 package sundries ............................................................
1 case books, 19 bags potatoes, 7 cases cheese -..............
1 box glass, 1 keg screws, 1 case hollow ware, 23 bags
potatoes.
2 boxes tobacco....................... ...........................................
1 case saddlery, 1 case grindery...................... ................
I case, 1 box .......................................................................
5 cases gin, 5 cases whisky, 1 box C., floor, 1 bag peas
4 cases groceries, bale woolpacks, 10 cases gin, 5
bundles mattresses, 1 case galvanized iron, 1 cas<
confectionery, 5 cases oranges.
II bags salt, 2 boxes boots, 8 bales woolpacks, 86 bag!
sugar, 4 cases sundries, 13 bags potatoes, 10 drum:
tar, 2 bales drapery, 1 case sauce.
'

Carrol! & Co.
Mr. Gaw .....
— Janeell.....

18 August

j. M'Gan.........
G. W. Stivens..
— Turnbull......
F.-W. Roberts
— Turnbull....
Max Monash ..
— Billington
— Carroll __
H. Adams ...
Perrier & Co.

P. W. Jenkins

September.,

Telegraph Master
G. H. Stivens......

2

cases,

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

10

0

0

0

6

2

14

0

1

0

0

16

19

1

25

0

2

0

0

0

3
14

2

0

2

0

0

10

0

0

0

5

1

0

-0

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

18
3

1

0

3

0

2

0

2

0

0

-0

4

1

0

0

0

3

0

3

0

2

0

1

0

0

17'

12

3

0

0

3
15

7
•

— Anderson.'.....
Police ..............
— Simms........:.
— Gough ...........
Hubden & Sons

1
1
1
1

0
0

16

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

16

3

0

0

.
.

1
0
0

.

case ham, 2 cases currants.
case hollow ware..... ..■............
case furniture.........................
case ......................................-..
case lamps .............................

■ '
For July ...............................................
For August ...........
For September......... ...........................

tons
16
17
22
57

Tons.

Mr. Inspector Roberts.

.

0
0
0
0

0

1

0

18

0

0

0

3

0

6

1

0

1

0

0

1

3

0

4

0

0

o • 19

1

0

13

3

0

0

0
0
2

22

Grand Total-

0
1

3

0

,

1

-

0

3

.
.
.
.
s
s

2

4
3

0
8

1

sugar, 2 bundles iron, 18 bars iron,
cases spirits, 1 box candles, 1 oct.,
whisky, 12 chests tea, 1 keg vinegar.

S. Bowman

3
0

0

12

P. Jenkins ...
Max Monash
T. Gough......
A.J.S. Bank
— Smith ......
Perrier & Co.
— Turnbull..,
— Bentwell...

.

2

keg bluestone

1 package, 2 boxes.
cases brandy, 6 cases gin, 6 cases whisky,
wine, 1 bundle guttering,. 1 case.
15 bags potatoes......................................................
29 bags potatoes, 6 bags oats, 1 case..... ..............
2 cases billiard tables, .3 cases furniture ............
1 case stationery
...................................................
3 cases sundries, 2 boxes tin, 1 seat
............
1 ease, 1 box drapery, 1 truss..............................
100 bags potatoes
......... ,......................................

H. D. Adams

12 September..

1
1

0

For August—Tons................
8

0
0

1

Tonnage..
cwt. qr. lb.
19 1 25,
12 3
0.
13 3 0
3 25

J- WALKER, 11/10/79,

Tonnage of Goods received by Mr. Barbour and his officers, and forwarded by his steamers, viz.:—»
Tons
cwt.
qr.
lb.
"

•

;

,

'

25

1G

0

0

.

Tonnage of Goods forwarded by steamers for various consignees between "Wagga and Narrandera

(inclusive):—
’

.

.

*

Tons

.

cwt.

qr.

lb.

.
3G
9
.
0
18
_
.
Tonnage of Goods forwarded by steamers for various consignees between Narrandera and Hay
(inclusive) :—
'
1 "
■

■

Tons

cwt.

qr.

lb.

■

.

23
2
1
7
...
It is only within the last few months that we have had any traffic worth speaking of with the river
steamers. Mr. Barbour, the proprietor of the steamers plying between Wagga and Hay, is the principal
Consignee of goods, such as flour, potatoes, groceries, &c., which he disposes of to the settlers on the banks
of the river, as per statement attached. It appears he received 25 tons 16 cwt.
■
.For

■

5

- • 1’pr the various consignees who reside between Wagga and Narrandera, it appears that 30 tons
9 cwt. 0 qr. IS lb. of goods was dispatched by the’ steamers. These are not new customers to us ; they
prefer getting their goods by steamer when the river is navigable, the freight being cheaper than by road. ■
The various consignees situated between Narrandera and Hay are all new customers, and appear
to have received 23 tons 2 cwt. 1 qr. 171b. of goods ; but I am of opinion that these people'would not
trade with Sydney unless the river is navigable, the freight by road being too high, but will, on completion
of the Narrandera line become permanent customers.
.
Or. J. ROBERTS,
The Secretary.
'
'
14/10/79.

,
•

.

No. 3.

;

.

.

.Minute by Tbe Commissioner for Railways.

Mb. Colts’ Simpson, M.P., and Mr. Andrews (of Andrews and Turnbull, Hay), waited upon the Minister
with reference to some scheme being adopted to enable storekeepers and others at Hay, and places
. between that and Narrandera, to obtain their supplies from Sydney instead of from Melbourne as
heretofore, by a. system of rebates on riyer-borrie goods, similar to the system adopted by the-Victorian
Railway Department.
'
■
,
’
’
.. .
The Minister thinks it desirable that a scheme should be prepared for the consideration’of the
Government. The Victorian rates and rebates allowed are shown in accompanying paper. Will the
Secretary.be good enough to look into the matter, and submit a list of rates which will correspond with
those of Victoria, and which would, in all probability, be the means of securing the object of the deputation.
.
'
.
•
'
CH.A.G., 23/10/70.

.
_

I think it is desirable that fuller information should be obtained in regard to the traffic to Hay,
and the. means of diverting it to our railways, and for the purpose, I propose that the Secretary (Mr. .
Vernon) accompanied by an officer of the Traffic Branch, should proceed to Hay by the river from Wagga
Wagga, and should place- himself in communication with the merchants, shopkeepers, and others who,
being desirous of trading with Sydney, will be glad to afford him particulars of the traffic, and the most
. effectual means of securing it with the least disadvantage to the Department. ' I am disposed.at present
to concur in the proposal for a through rate, the Department undertaking to deliver at Hay ; but it will
■
be necessary to ascertain first what facilities are available for-conducting the river traffic, &c.
It is not improbable that the Railway Department of Victoria will further reduce the rate for
goods landed between the Wakool Junction and Wentworth to the rate which they charge for goods
’ landed beyond that point; viz., 30s. a ton, but this action could be met I have no doubt.
483 ton.03
The first step, however, is, I think, to obtain full information respecting the traffic, and the way in
which it can be controlled under existing circumstances, and I recommend the course I have suggested
for the Minister’s approval.
.( --------CH.A.G., 29/10/79.
As far as circumstances have permitted, since the date of Commissioner’s minute of 23rd instant,"
I have looked-into the question brought under notice by Messrs. Colin Simpson and Andrews with respect
to the desirability of establishing business relations with Hay. With a view of obtaining as much and
as recent information as possible I have, since 'Commissioner’s minute, paid a visit to Wagga.
There cannot, I think, be the slightest doubt as to the necessity which exists for measures being taken by
this Department to secure traffic for the Railway, which we have now extended to the borders of a district,
the trade of which hitherto has been solely with Victoria and South Australia. It is equally evident that,
■
unless we are to content ourselves with merely the local traffic about Wagga (and the sarnie thing may be
said,when wo open to Narrandera), which, of course, would leave our railway extension comparatively
useless and certainly unremunerative, if we are to secure any portion of this hitherto purely Victorian or
South Australian trade we must be prepared to do it upon much the same terms. If equally favourable
•rates are not offered the result is very certain, w'e shall do no business. Taking for the present the
.
district, of which Hay may be said to be the centre, and confining myself to river-borne traffic, the cost of
„ .
carriage between Hay and Echuca and between Hay and Wagga is about equal. Considering how
unequal the distances between these point are, this may at first be matter of surprise; but maybe
accounted for by remembering the amount of traffic which is being done, the efforts which are being made
to keep it, the greater depth of water permitting of larger boats and larger cargoes, and such like facts.
;
As regards the passage by river between Hay and Echuca, it is open, I understand, for about five or six
months in the year. With the aid of the Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers, and-as far as present
information will serve, I do not think there will be any difficulty in keeping the river between Wagga and
Hay open pretty well the whole year round. Of course the-boats used must be suitable for the purpose,drawing very little water, and, if necessary, they might carry light cargoes. Let the trade once offer,-and
I do not anticipate there will be any difficulty in the matter of boats and appliances for the traffic by
water. To come, now to the charges by rail.' As the Commissioner is aware, the Victorian terminus,
Echuca, is about 156 miles from Melbourne. • The distance of the New South Wales terminus from
Sydney being 309. The ordinary rates from Melbourne to Echuca for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th classes
respectively are 52s., 65s., 78s., and 91s. per ton. That for all goods going below Wentworth on the
Murray or beyond Wentworth on the Darling, these rates are reduced to a uniform rate of 30s. per ton
only, and to 48s. per ton for all goods landed between the Wakool Junction and Wentworth. This latter
represents the business, with which we are more immediately concerned, and which we should direct
■
either in part or whole.- Our railway charges (309 miles) to Wagga are, for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th classes
respectively, 61s. 8d., 84s., 117s. Id., and 150s. lid., and it appears to me we have no resource but
to offer at once such rebates as will bring them down to a uniform rate per ton, corresponding to that of
the-Victorian Railway Department, viz , 48s. per toivfor all,goods going below “ Darlington Point,” on
-the Murrumbidgee, which is the point at which the Victorian rebates commence to operate. In carrying
this into effect I would suggest it should be done by adopting a through rate. This would involve the
necessity for proper- arrangements being entered into by the Department for the carriage of the goods by
river. . Any risk could in this respect be covered by insurance. There would be no difficulty in carrying

810
6

.

this system out I think, and it is the one which offers the surest protection against fraud. The plan
. adopted by Victoria is, as Commissioner is aware, to require bonds, and declarations, &c., which, in my
opinion, is not nearly so satisfactory. With respect to wool—river-borne. I beheve that were proper
facilities and appliances for the water carriage afforded, wool could be landed now as cheaply, per bale,
in Sydney as it can at present be delivered in Melbourne. The saving of time will always be an advantage
in favour of Sydney; as also will the fact of an open water-way for a much longer period than is the case
between Hay and Echuca. I cannot, however, vouch for the correctness of the latter remark, indeed, on
many points more precise and reliable information is desirable than'was at all possible for me to obtain,
and this should be obtained withou loss of time.
I should like to point put, while dealing with the wool
other than river-borne, we draw nothing at present from stations south of the Murrumbidgee and west of
a line drawn (say) from Wagga through Tarcutta, Oberon, and Adelong Crossing. _ A great deal of this
might be drawn to Wagga by offering a slight rebate (say) of Is. to Is; 6d; a bale, and having certain
impracticable portions of road put in order. In fact there are some few thousands of bales that might
now be secured were the offer of a rebate sanctioned, at least, I believe, it is not too late. This is a step
which I also think, in the interest of our railways, we should take, and which will bring in a great deal of
business to Wagga which now goes- to Wadonga. ■ There is the Tumberumba district, which might
perhaps be mentioned as an instance. Although 30 miles nearer to Wagga than to Wadonga, the traffic
all goes to the latter .station, on account of the nature of the road. Then again we have lost the wool
from stations very much nearer Wagga, that we might have had by offering a rebate of Is. or Is. 6d. a
bale. Unless the Department is prepared to adopt some such measures, it is out of the question to expect
the traffic. There are one or two items, such, as fencing wire and rock-salt, for which a special rate
should be allowed, and here again I would suggest that we carry such articles on the same terms as they
are at.present conveyed by the Victorian Railway. Department. I may observe the cost of carriage
between Hay and Echuca and Hay and Wagga would be something like 40s. per ton. As traffic,
however, became diverted to this side the tendency would be to cheapen this rate, while, as traffic
grew slacker on the other side, the tendency would be in an opposite direction—the less there was to' do
between Hay and Echuca tbe higher the price would rise. I must apologise for these crude and hasty
observations, time has not permitted of my more efficiently dealing with the subject.—D.V., 28/10/79.
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E. Barbour, Esq., M.Pi, to The Secretary for Public Works,
Dear sir,
Parliament House, Sydney, 22 September, 1879.
How that our railways have reached Wagga Wagga, and tapped the Murrumbidgee, one of
the navigable rivers of the south-western part of New South Wales, it is I have no doubt your desire to
acquire a knowledge of the trade of this locality bo enable you to make such arrangements as will increase
the traffic returns upon our railwavs, and bring all-the trade possible into New South Wales.
The great distance from the seaboard and from the metropolis has hitherto shut out this district
from rapid direct communication with Sydney, the trade has consequently gravitated to Melbourne, and
having so largely benefited thereby for the last fifteen years, she will no doubt make great exertions to
retain it. However, as New South Wales has determined to 'extend her railways into the interior, she
must also see that her trains shall not run empty, but that whatever traffic there is to be done with her
own territory, shall be done by her, that her railways may become the benefit they .are intended to be,
not only as a source of revenue and profit, but to encourage settlement and bring trade to her merchants.
'
It was about the year 1865 that Victoria extended her railway system to Echuca, on the Murray
River border, and as this connected her with the Edwards, the Murrumbidgee, and the Darling Rivers, all
of which are. in New South Wales territory, the building of river steamboats followed and increased
rapidly, until the trade now done on these rivers is enormous. Now, however, that New South Wales
railways have reached the Murrumbidgee River at Wagga, and will shortly reach the Murray at
Albury, she will be expected to also compete for the river trade in addition to Victoria and South
Australia, and the question is, will we allow the other two Colonies to run away with the trade, or will
we seriously realize the position, and offer to tlie New South Wales colonists the opportunity of dealing
with Sydney by making the rates of carriage upon our 'railways equivalent to those chargeable by the
.other Colonies.
'
.
As will be seen by the latest goods classification issued by the Victorian railways, a difference
is made in the freight of goods that pass into New South Wales, there is the produce rate, corresponding
to our own of about a Id. a ton, the special or miscellaneous rate, and the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th class
rates, ranging from 52s. to 91s. per ton from Melbourne to Echuca, and upon all such goods taken
by steamers a rebate is made which reduces the classes 1, 2, 3, 4, to 48s. per ton, and fencing wire to 30s.
a ton.
The connection with those navigable rivers will open a large extent of our own territory to us, but to
induce our people to use our railways, and to draw them to our own capital we must at least place them
on a par so far as prices are concerned with those of the other Colonies, for claiming to belong to a free
trade Colony, they will also claim to buy in the cheapest market. I have every reason to believe that the
.steamers freight from Wagga Wagga will compete with these from Echuca in so far as the Murrumbidgee
River is concerned, but our railway freights must be altered to compete with the Victorian railway
freights, otherwise the trade on these rivers will still go to Melbourne.
.
I would therefore recommend that a rebate be made upon all freights on goods intended to be
sent riverwards, equal to the rebate made upon the Victorian railways. And when we remember that a
steamer takes 80 to 100 tons at a time, and that it secures an additional and altogether extra traffic and
profit to our merchants, and that even in the matter of fencing wire at 30s. per ton (which may well be
carried in empty cattle trucks), would bring £7 10 per truck, and for classification goods 48s., or about
£12 per truck load; experience may yet prove that these are good payable rates after all.
.
I have not specially referred to wool, carriage, because arrangements have already been made, and
no alteration now will influence a single extra bale, but next season, say not later than June, inducements
should be offered, and thousands of bales will come to Sydney in place of going to Melbourne.
I have, &e.,
■
.
.
___________________ ____________ROBT. BARBOUR.
■
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Mr. W. Turnbull to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sh,

.
Sydney, 15 October, 1879.
I nave the honor herewith to hand you statement re railway goods charges as approved of by
the.deputation who waited on you this morning.
•
"
Any further information you may desire I shall be happy to afford.
’ I have, &c.
*
.
.
W. TURNBULL,
(Care of Messrs. Anderson & Son, Tork-street.)
\JEnclosure.~]
Sydney, 15th October, 1879.
Statement made with the view of having the railway goods tariff so modified as to develop the trade of Sydney with
Riverina.
The following figures will show that the yiotorian Government have taken active measures to counteract the legitimate
results to be expected from the extension of the Railway ,to Wagga Wagga. By -a system of drawbacks they have
practically abolished the classification of goods, and made an uniform rate of 48s. per ton to Echuca. This action of the
Victorian Government would be effectually checked by carrying 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th class goods to Wagga Wagga, to be
there shipped for stations below Wagga Wagga at an uniform rate of 48s. per ton ; wife and galvanized iron (our greatest
imports) at a rate of 30s. per ton ; produce, as at present, viz., 26s. 2d. per ton to Wagga Wagga.
* °
Goods are landed at Hay from Melbourne free of all charges (insurance excepted) by all the agents at an uniform
rate (through) of £4 per ton ; produce, wire, rock salt, at £3 per ton.
*
Wool is carried from Hay to Melbourne at a through rate of £3 15s. per ton (insurance extra), £1 5s. ; total, £5.
Echuca and Melbourne Class.

Produce......................................................................
Wire ................................................................
Rock salt ................................................................... .
1st class goods..................................................
2nd
„
................................................ . ,
3rd
...................... ;...................................
4th
..................................................................
Wool downwards from Darlington Point, per bale of 4 cwt.
Wool dumped.................................................
Wool above Dariington Point..........................
Wool dumped...........................................

Victoria:
Usual Rates.

£ s.
1 0
2 12
1 19
2 12
3 5
3 18
4 11

d.
6
0
0
0
0
0
0

Victoria
Rebate in goods for
Murrumbidgee.

Victoria:
Net Charges.

New South Wales:
Sydney to
Wagga Wagga.

£ S. d.
Nil.

£ s. d.
1

0

6

1

6

1

2

0

1

10

0

8

0

7

0

9
4
17

3

1

10

0

1

11

4

0

2

8

0

0

2

8

0

1

10

0

2

8

0

2

3

0

2

8

0

.0

5
4
5
4

9
9

3 1 8
4 4 0
5 17 1
7 10 11
0
9 0
0
7 fi
0
9 0
0
7 6

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

£ s. d.
2

River carriage may be considered from Wagga to Hay at same rate as from Eehuea to Hay—30s. per ton.

, _ Mr. Read should visit Narrandera, and see what is required to facilitate traffic between the railway
terminus and the riverv—in what way the residents on the southern bank of river can best communicate
with Narrandera, so as to reach the railway ; what the facilities are for conveying goods between Hay
and Narrandera, and what inducements should be offered so as to turn the tide of traffic from South
Australia and Victoria to N ew South Wales. Mr, Read will ascertain whether there are any impediments
to the navigation of the river between Narrandera and Hay, which it is desirable should be removed. The
Traffic Manager will probably he unable to spa-fe the time at present to visit Hay; but he should send an
intelligent and trustworthy officer of his staff (Mr. Kirkcaldie might well be entrusted with this duty)
along the river to Hay, and to make report as to wharfage accommodation at that place, the extent of
trade done, the qost of carriage from .where it comes from, including all charges of insurance, &c., &c.;
and what the difference is between our charges and river charges to Hay, and the charge made where
goods are obtained from or forwarded to South Australia and Victoria,—Ch.A.G-., 4/2/80.

No. 6.
Minutes relative to charges for goods forwarded to Junee.
..
Telegram from Station-master, Junee, to Sydney Goods, 7/1/80.
I see you are still invoicing 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th class goods at North Wagga rates .hence it
causes me a great deal of trouble in rectifying the undercharges. I have been advised by the Traffic
Manager to charge goods in accordance with the new rate sheet from Sydney to Junee.
’
I presume Commissioner’s 78-10,492, authorising the charge of Wagga Wagga rates for goods
to Junee has not been withdrawn.—J. Haiupeb, 7/1/80. Superintendent.
Not that I am aware of. It may, however, be just.as well to raise tbe question—G T Evans
7/1/80. Traffic Manager.
'
’
Papers on same subject wei'e sent from Audit. Would Commissioner please say if the Wa^ga
rates are still to, he charged on Junee goods.—W.V.R., 7/1/80.
What effect has the reduction had in
increasing the tonnage?—Ch.A.G, 9/2/80. Traffic Manager. Urgent. B.C.
Since the opening of the line from Sydney to Junee in September, 1878, the higher tonnage'during
that month is attributed to the fact that Junee". was the terminus of the Southern line for about ten
days during the early part of September, and some 30. or 40 tons of Wagga goods were consigned
there. The busy season of 1878-79, including October, November, December, and January, shows an
average of 39 tons 15 cwt. per month. The busy season of 1879 and 1880, including September, Octo
ber, November, December, and January, shows an average of 134 tons 7 cwt., but as Messrs. Eishburn
and Morton commenced sending their contract material in September, 1879, this average requires to be
reduced by 48 tons. That being the average tonnage of that firm for the mopth in question the net
ordinary.tonnage of the station has therefore been 86 tons 6 cwt., an increase of 46 tons 11 cwt. or over
100 per cent.—G. T- Evans, 12/2/80.' Traffic Manager.
Sydney

8
Sydney Goods.—WilLTraffic Manager please decide whether we are correct in charging North
AVagga rates-on goods consigned to Junee, as per Commissioner’s paper, No. 78-10,492. Up to the .
present time no notice of its withdrawal has reached us.—J. Haupee, 9/2/80.
•
•
’ I may state that owing to the action taken hy Junee in the matter I understand consignors are
now sending their goods to Wagga, and returning them from thence to Junee, thus involving an addi
tional haulage of 17 miles.—J.H.
_
,
'
The Commissioner’s authority has never been withdrawn so far as I am aware, and I recommend
that the practice of charging North Wagga rates for Junee traffic be at once reverted to. I understand,
however, Mr. Carlisle gave a decision to the contrary a short "time ago. (For Goods Superintendent),
David Kiekcaldie. Traffic Manager.
.
.
' The Commissioner to see.—W.WB,, 12/2/80.
Seen.—Cn.A.G.
.
■
.
Memo, to The Traffic Auditor.
Sir)
Junee Station, 6 February, 1880.
'
Beferring to my memo., No. 45, of 22nd January, relative to the way in which goods are being
invoiced from Sydney to this station, viz., the wrong rates being charged. This is still being continued,
and which is causing me a great deal of unnecessary work, by my having to make under-charges on nearly
everv efftrv. I shall be very thankful if you would kindly have this matter rectified at once.
'
J • 17
j
.
j
.
CHAS. HOEN.
Mr. Harper for report and particulars of wrong charges referred to by S.-M., Junee.—Tnos.
Clerk in Charge, Sydney G oods.
• '
_
•
Junee goods, under authority of Commissioner’s M.P. 78-10,492, which has never been withdrawn. I
again submitted the question to the Traffic Manager, and have reason to think he decided that we were,
correct.—J. Ha epee, 10/2/80. Traffic Auditor.
_
'
'
I presume the minute referred to is still in force, although the rates were revised on 1st January,
1880.—Tnos. Caelisle, 13/2/80. The Commissioner.
Tes, for the present.—Ch.A.G., 16/2/80.
,
Traffic Manager.—G.B., B.C., 17/2/80.
Goods Superintendent to note.—W.V.B., 18/2/80.
Station-master, Junee, to note.—G. T. Evans,-18/2/80.
Noted. I have made under charges on goods
invoiced up to 18th instant, which T presume will be passed.—Chas. Hoen, 20/2/80. The Superintendent,
Sydney.
I presume the charges made by Junee had better remain as they are. —G. T. Evans, 21/2/80.
Traffic Manager.
Tes.—W.V.E., 23/2/80. Goods Superintendent. .Station-master, Junee, to note.—
G. T. Evans, 23/2/80.
Noted.—Chas. Hoen, 24/2/80.
Superintendent Evans, Sydney.
The '
Commissioner.,—W.V.B., 2G/2/S0.
•
■ . •
■
Caelisle, 10/2/80.

■

No. 7.
Ileport of Mr. Traffic-Manager Bead.

•

.

-

In accordance with the Commissioner’s instructions, as contained in M.P. 80, I visited Narrandera on
the 13th and 14thinstant, with the following results:—The railway station is conveniently situated for
the town and’surrounding districts, but is about 1£ mile from the river, and will have ample accommodation
for carrying on of the"coaching and goods traffic ; but no arrangements appear to have yet been made for
the live stock traffic. There is a most suitable place for the yards on the opposite side, to the station,
about 100 yards on the Junee side of it. It can be approached hy a public road through a Government
reserve, as during the greater portion of the year the live stock will be the principal traffic. I would ask
that the erection of yards be proceeded with in such time that they may be completed by the opening of
the railway.
'
• .
■
River Loading.—The station being about 1-j mile from the river, some arrangements for receiving
loading direct from vessels will be necessary. From information gained from old residents there is no
site so suitable as that on which Eishburn and Morton aro unloading the rails, &c., they have brought
down the river from AVagga, as the water near it is deep. The banks areliigh, and parts of it have never
been known to have been under ■water, even during the very high flood of 1870. It is situated on a
Government reserve, and to it the contractors are laying a temporary line for hauling their material. This
temporary line could be made available at least whilst the terminus is at Narrandera for the hauling of
wool, &c., from and of stores to the vessels. A small wharf would have to he erected, and a small steam
launch with a jib would be required for hoisting and lowering. The wharf, or part of it, should be built
about 4 feet above our rail level,- and connected with it. should be an 8 or 10 feet wide platform, running
out to take in about ten trucks, or the line should be brought round with a curve to run alongside the
wharf. The erection of the wharf might be left to the Harbours and Bivers Department, one of whose
officers (Mr. Bertham) has before erected wharves on the Murrumbidgee. Communication to the,
southern side of the river is by a punt. It is a very fair one. It is private property, and belongs to a
• Mr. Jenkins, who leases it to the man now working it at £190 per annum. . The tolls charged are as
follows:—Each passenger, 2d.; horses, &e., Gd.. each; two-wheeled vehicles, Is. each; four-wheeled
vehicles, Is. 6d. additional; cattle (under ten), 4d. each ; cattle (over ton), 3d. each; lamb, sheep, or goat,
-jd. each. The approaches to the punt are not good, and require repairing.
•
State of the River.—The river is now at summer level, and not navigable at least between AVagga
and Hay. From inquiries made of masters of steamers and others it would appear that some little work
at snagging it would make it navigable much longer in the year between Narrandera and Hay, and it was
to this portion of the river that I chiefly directed my inquiries. From Narrandera, for about 120 iniles,
down to a place called Groongal, there is a considerable amount of snagging to be done. Beyond that, to
Hay, the river is comparatively clear. There is nothing to prevent these difficulties being removed, so I
am informed, by October next, if the work is proceeded vigorously with. There is no work going on at
present'. The steamers are laid up and the men discharged, it is reported, for want of funds, and this is
the most sixitablc time of the year for snagging.' The sole chance of our bringing the traffic from down
the river depends on its being made navigable at reasonable times, and I would impress on the
_ Commissioner the necessity of tho work being at once vigorously proceeded with. There arc five winches
on the river belonging to the Government waiting to be employed, ■
'
'
'
Irafio

'
!Tra/fictj Itay.—t sent Mr. Kirkcaldie on to Hay to make inquiries about this traffic, and will
Report further on his return ; but there will be great difficulties in the way of our securing it untikthe
railway is pushed on to Hay, and I would impress this fact upon the Commissioner, in order that the
Parliamentary approval may be obtained to, its construction this session. On the other matters mentioned
by the Commissioner I will report on Mr. Kirkcaldie’s return.
■
. . ,
W.y.R., 16/2/80.
The Commissioner.
--------.
In continuation of previous report re arrangements opening Narrandera line and securing river
traffic, I now beg to enclose Mr. Kirkcaldie’s report. On Mr. Kirkcaldie’s journey towards Hay he called
upon nearly all the principal squatters, and they, as well as the’ people of Hay, all expressed a wish to
trade with and forward their wool to Sydney, if satisfactory arrangements could be made. The informa
tion obtained shows that there is a very large traffic, and that it would be of great benefit not only to the
railways but to Sydney if it could be secured. The trade is now with Melbourne, and the figures show that
wool can be conveyed to Melbourne from Hay at from 75s. to 90s. per ton. Insurance would be about
25s. per ton. The rates on general merchandise from Melbourne to Hay are about the same ex insurance,
which, of course, would be in accordance with value and quality of merchandise. Kates on produce and
fencing wire are 20s. per ton lower. To compete with above charges, and, as Mr. Kirkcaldie points out,
they may be lowered, we should have (taking Hay as point of competition) to carry between Sydney and.
Narrandera, wool at about 85s. per ton, as from what I can gather, the steamer charges between Hay.and
Narrandera will be about 15s. per ton, and the insurance from 7s. 6d. to 10s. per cent.—this would ■ be, at
17s. per bale—our rates will only be 10s. per bale from Narrandera, so that we may -make pretty certain
of the wool. But it is upon . the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th class goods we shall have to make large,
concessions, and carry all goods at about the above-mentioned rates, viz., 85s. per ton; On the morevaluable goods, on which insurance is high, a higher rate might be obtained. On galvanized iron and
fencing wire extra concessions will have to be made. To offer extra advantages to those using the NewSouth Wales railways I would suggest that the wharves at’Hay belonging to the Government be reclaimed
and made fre'e New South Wales railway wharves, and that when used for traffic to or from the other
Colonies wharfage dues be charged. There would be the expense of a wharfinger, but he. could at the
same time represent the Railway Department at Hay, and give information as required by the public.
The matter of river dues, I am aware, the Commissioner has already taken in hand. I can only add that
I hope they will be approved by the Government, as their adoption will enable .us to compete on more
even terms with the adjoining Colonies for the river traffic. Mr. Kirkcaldie’s suggestions re live stock
traffic are brought under the Commissioner’s notice. In special cases reductions .might be made, but I
think the market will in a great measure influence the direction in which stock will be forwarded. We
get so little out of this traffic now that I am hardly prepared to recommend further reductions, unless in
special cases. The necessity for the early opening of the Narrandera line—August next—is also brought
under notice.—W.V.R., 9/3/80. The Commissioner.
.
Murrumbidgee Traffic.
■
,
.
Sydney, 27 February, 1880;
In accordance with your directions I proceeded to Hay for the purpose of obtaining some
information as to the wharf accommodation there, the extent of trade done, and the rates of freight and
insurance to and from the various quarters of that district, and have now the honor to submit my report
thereon.
.
•
.
I may mention at the outset that I visited all the squatting stations—except two, and in those
cases I was informed that the proprietors were out of the Colony—from a point 50 miles west of
Narrandera, with the view of ascertaining the feeling of the owners or (in their absence) the managers
as regards a diversion of their trade from Victoria to New South Wales, and I found that without
exception they are all anxious to trade with Sydney instead of Melbourne, provided the rates are
suitable, and that arrangements can be made for taking the wool regularly away from the stations as has
been done hitherto, and for delivering it promptly on arrival at Sydney.
■
' •
I should state, however, that the shearing at stations below Narrandera commences about the
5th to the 20th of August and finishes-about the' end of September or beginning of October, so that
unless, arrangements can be made for improving the navigation of the river between Narrandera and Hay,
and for opening the railway to Narrandera during August next, there is little probability of our getting,
any wool to load there this season; and I fear the river rates between Hay and Wagga by river would'be
so high as to preclude the possibility of-holding out any inducements to the squatters in that direction.
The tenders for the freight of the wool are generally sent by the contractors at Hay to the squatters
during the months of May and June, and are always accepted in July, so that in order to secure any of
the. trade some definite action would require to be taken before that time.
‘
As soon, however, as the navigation of the river is improved, the railway opened to Narrandera,
and facilities are provided there for removing the wool from the boats and loading it direct into the
trucks—the squatters have an objection to their wool being too much handled—I think we are certain to
secure a large proportion of the wool that now goes to Victoria ; and when the railway is constructed
through to Hay, I have no doubt but that we shall get every bale of it.
Sir,

’
Storage and Wharfage Accommodation at Sag.
'
'
There are altogether six wharves, exclusive of one belonging to a firm of brewers, and used only
for their own traffic; and in the busy season the river banks are also frequently, I might say constantly,used with advantage for the loading and unloading of boats.
'
'
Taking them in order as Hay is approached from Narrandera, the first wharf is at the east end of
the town, and belongs to Messrs. Wm. M'Culloch & Co. (Limited), forwarding agents. It has a frontage
of from 200 to 250 feet to the river, and although so. awkwardly constructed as to have no room for the
storage'of goods upon the wharf itself, there is large shed accommodation immediately at the back'of it,and a small tramway enables Messrs. M'Culloch & Co. to run all goods direct from the boats into the
shed. There is also a small derrick crane upon the wharf capable of lifting from 25 to 30 cwt., and it is
Worked by a donkey-engine. Messrs. M‘Culloch & Co. only discharge goods at this wharf. All the wool
arriving
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arriving in Hay by teams consigned through them is loaded into boats from the bank at a point about
2-miles^ further down the river—1 mile by road—where they have a shed capable of holding from 1,000. to
1,200'bales,, but no crane or other facilities.
'
' '
i^hput 700 or 800 yards beyond Messrs. M'Gulloch & Co’s, wharf, and at the west end of the town
the other five' are all- ranged adjacent to each other; for their positions I beg to refer, you to the;
accompanying, tracing.
'
'
'
.
’Pollard’s wharf has a frontage of about 12 feet to the river and carries a derrick (worked by hand
power) capable of-lifting about 20 cwt. It is on private ground and has fair shed accommodation.
’
Blewett’s wharf has a frontage of about 10 feet to the river, but ishiof strong and is not, therefotej-much used. It has, however, fair shed accommodation but no crane. The ground' on which this,
wharf stands; is G-overnment leasehold property and I am informed that the lease expires in December next.
Moss’s wharf has" a frontage of about 20' feet to the river, and carries a derrick (worked by &
■ donkey-engine) capable of lifting 15 to 20 cwt. The wharf is on G-overnment leasehold property too, and
I aim informed that the lease expires in December next at the same time as Blewett’s. Moss’s wharf, and
the store: hc'edmm'ridation connected with it (the latter of which is private property), are at present
ohcupiied by Mefsrs;. Permewan, Wright & Co., forwarding agents.
.
'
.
. •
' " The'Government wharf has a frontage'of 75, feet to .the river, is in a very good and convenient.
- Ib'sitiohy ahd, except that it has not so much frontage as MHulloch & Co-’s., is- in' every respect the best
in; fhpplade,
it ifi quite new. and projects 10 or 12 feet nearer the channel of thd' river than any of the;
pthers; so that boats: can lie alongside when- they cannot get near the other wharves; It has, however, no;
shed op tramway a'ccommodation ndf crane appliances, but there is a Government Reserve immediately
behindiit capable of holding more goods or wool than are ever likely to be laid upon it. By referring to
thelffaciiig it will be seen that part'qf this reserve has been or is proposed to be,granted to the town for
the;brhetion of Miunicipal Chambers, but it.is stiB unfenced and is not likely to be used for a number of
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; Simsotfs wharf is. about 50 or 60 yards on the west side of the Government wharf. It has about
2h;fe‘6f'£rbidtage.to the fiver, but is seldom of ever used, and has no appliances of any kind except that it
His! yery fair shed accommodation.
.
.
” . WhejS; qt Hay, I was, informed that while a sum of £5,000 had been. voted for the construction of
th'e:.Goyefnmeni wharf there; it had only cost about half that ahiouht,.an,d that Messrs. M'Culloch <& Co'.,
.
either applied or intend applying to'-thp. Government to expend the balance ini building; another wharf
doptigbipus to: their shed and loading place further down the fiver. Were it not intended to construct
a^tail^ay td' Hay, the'best course, in' my opinion, would be to Cancel Blewett’s and Moss’s leases at the'.,
ehdo'f the. year,' and; as the. wharf accommodation is limited, extend the wharf recently erected By some)
thing. Md 160! feet sb that two"'boats could be. alongside at the same, time (each boat is about 120 feet
Ipngy,- and pr'evidd sbfficient sheds and; cranes. But in view of the railway being constructed to Hay af
ti'ef&isfant date', I think it vtould be preferable to erect a wharf' adjoining Messrs. McCulloch & Co’s) shed
about 2 miles further down the river, being as I was informed, the nearest point, to the place at which it
is intended that the railway station shall be built, and: because the whole of .the land between the two
places belongs to the Government, so that a siding could be, run alongside the wharf without encroaching
on priyate, property, while, to gain similar access to any of the other wharves a good deal of private
property would require, to be purchased (see attached plan of the. town of Hay). From these remarks it
b^i seen that more wharf accommodation is: required, and it is. just a matter for consideration, where
it, Shpuidbq placed. As far as I could see,, however,; there is no. urgent need'for it, because;the traiSc
seems to'-have been satisfactorily conducted hit'herfb, and the fciovernm’ent wharf has since been added.
In the event of our commencing a river trade between Hay and- Narrandera, I think it is worth
cpnsidefatiqn whether thVne.w Government wharf should not be leased to one.'or'other of the forwarding
firms), b.eeause. while, it remains a purely public wharf every one will claim a right to it, and although it is'
- njojl |fbly. to, bej often- used by the general public, it may be sufficiently often used by them as to make, it
p]fajCti,Caily Useless tpafiy pf the. two large.firms, Messrs. M'Culloch &rCo. and. Permewan Wright & Co.,
dithey of whom would, I should think, be able to make good use of it, while the small wharves would .be,.
amply sufficient for any other boats plying on the river.
, .
'

Extent- of Tirade..

'

P.ur-ing, the. season 18.79,-80 the following is as nearly, as possible a. correct statement of the traffic,
fib'fwmcded an® received at Hay and the. various stations on- the fiver :—
.
Wobd forwarded to Melbourne from stations between Naffalndera arid Hay
#15j026'bales)
'22,382 „
,,'
'■
. Hay by river to Echuca from back'cbuntfy
teams to Deriiliquiri from Back country, arrived
3,500 ,,
too. late for water carriage) say ...
..................
stations'between Hay and Ea'cMari Jrinetipri, say .... 7,106 „
• stations be'tween Eaenlari' Junction arid Baifahald; say
2;000 „
Balfanald arid- stations below, say
...
..-.v. 10,000 - „
Total................

60,008 bales.

^iv«f fFoifi Me^ouj^b at place's between Lachlan Jurietiori and Darlirigtori, about 4,600 tons.
The-season iri question is generally represented as a bad one, but I could riot get sufficiently
feliablfe; data of any previous ones. ' I was. informed that in consequence,. Of its having, been a 'bad; season
thej squatters' had suspended; ail impro'vemerits which would otberwisCi have, been-carried on, It is saidfhdf;nekt: season the) wo.ol; clip, vdll not only be larger hut that the irijvafds traffic, may b^t expected.tq
reach; ab.out 8i0O.O tons. I was told that in fofmef season’s the traffie' has reached to frpm 6,600 to 1^0,OO.. tdriSi
•
.
'
,
.
...
*-These figures are correct, the others are estimated as nearly as possible.

11
Bates of Freight and Insurance.
The through rates on wool to Melbourne last season {exclusive of insurance) were as follows:—
Greasy, Scoured)
per ton. per tort.

From Cuba and Darlington Point respectively, 59 and 66 miles west of Narrandera
... 105s. 120s.
„ Hay and Stations near Hay
............................................................................................
75s. 90s.
„ stations below Hay.....................................................................................................................
70s. 85s.
From stations above Darlington Point the rates are proportionately higher, and between Darlington
Point and Hay they are gradually reduced according to distance. The through rates charged being so
much per ton ; scoured wool is charged 15s. per ton more than greasy on account of the railway trainage
from Echuca to Melbourne being the Same per bale, while the scoured bales are considerably lighter than
the others ; they occupy as much space. These rates may be divided as follows:—
Greasy Wool—
'
From Hay to Echuca
...
........................... 25s. per ton. I am told this pays.
Commission to Forwarding Agents at Echuca ... 5s.
)}
Wharfage at Echuca
.........................................3s.
„
Collected by Victorian Customs.
-Railway trainage to Melbourne, say
................32s.
„
Computing 5-| bales to the ton at
5s. 9d. per bale.
_
65s.
Leaving......................................... 10s, profit to Agents at Hay.
75s.
The trainage on scoured wool may be taken as about 12s. per ton more than the greasy, thus
leaving a profit of about 13s. to the forwarding Agents.
‘
The rates of insurance are equal to 5s. per bale, each bale being insured at £20 at 25s. per cent.
I hear that these rates are likely to be reduced, and I may also mention that several stations have now a
floating policy, and they thus get their insurance done considerably cheaper.
When wool has to be taken by team to Deniliquin the rate varies from 50s. to 60s. per ton.
I was unable to find out whether the Victorian Government allow any drawback on wool riverborne to Echuca from stations on the Murrumbidgee. It does not appear on their wool rate-sheet, and if
there is such an arrangement it must be a private one.
Stores from Melbourne.
The through rates for general goods from Melbourne to Hay vary according to the competition on
the river from 80s. to 90s. per ton, ex insurance. Last season the rate was 90s. For produce and fencing
wire the rates were 60s. to 70s. per ton, ex insurance.
The general goods rates are made up as follows:—
Railway trainage Melbourne to Echuca
...
..
... 48s. per ton.
Commission to Forwarding Agents at Echuca
...
... 5s.
„
Steamer freight
............................~J .............................25s.
„
Leaving from

...

The insurance rates by river are:—
Echuca to Balranald...............
„
Lachlan Junction .,.
»
Hay
.................
„
Cuba
...
...
„
Narrandera
...
„
Wagga Wagga ...

78s.
„
2s. to 12s. per ton profit for the
----Agents at Hay.
80s.

Imperishable Traffic.

Perishable Traffic.

20s. per cent.
22s. 6d. „
25s.
„
27s.-6d. „
80s.
„
37s. 6d. „

40s. per cent.
45s.
„
50s.
„
55s. „
60s.
,,
75s. '

Liquids in bulk, timber, metals (not oi e), and tallow, are insured at half the imperishable traffic
rates.
When the river is not navigable the rates by team from Deniliquin to Hay vary from 60s. to 100s.,
and when feed is scarce, they reach as high as 140s. per ton. The following are as nearly as possible the
rates for team carriage to and from the back country in good seasons :—
Under 50 miles, Is. per ton per mile.
50 to 100 miles lOd.
„
,,
100 to 150 miles, 8d. „
,,
Upwards 6d. to 7d.
„
„
These rates are very much higher in bad seasons when feed is scarce. I think it right to mention
these particulars, and to state that as regards wool the forwarding agents generally contract for a
through rate from the stations to Melbourne and they arrange for the cartage.
As regards the wool traffic, I think it is highly probable that the Victorian Government will offer
further inducement in the shape of reduced rates, and in order to counteract the effect of such a step,
I am of opinion that power should be obtained to impose sufficiently high river dues both on cargo and
the registered tonnage of the boats (they average from 80 to 300 tons each) as would keep the trade in
the Colony, and still leave a margin of profit. As regards stores, I fear the same course will have to be
adopted as the Victorian Government have had in force—viz., to make a general charge per ton on all
classes of goods. River dues should be imposed on them too,-and in all cases where the traffic is carried
over the N.S.W. Railways (especially for long distances) the dues might be remitted.
I made inquiries respecting the probable cost of river freight from Hay to Narrandera, and was
told it would be something like 20s. per ton, and insurance about 10s. per cent, additional.
From Hay to Wagga Wagga the rates would be about 40s. per ton, and insurance about 17s. 6d.
to 20s. per cent, additional; but it is said that, in the present state of the rivor, it is seldom possible to
take

12'
take any but light draught boats higher up than Narrandera, and not often even so far. Wien they do
go they are gradually loaded at the different stages on the way down the river, while the reverse would be
the case if we were to take the trade up the river. I have no doubt that these rates would be considerably
less if the river were more free of impediments.
.
.
,
There have been no South Australian beats in the Murrumbidgee during the past season.’

*

Live Stock Traffic.
■
■
In consequence'of the Victorian stock tax and the high rate of commissions charged in Melbourne
as compared with those of Sydney, I am inclined to think that a large trade might be done with Sydney
if it, were generally known among the squatters that a discount is given on consignments of twenty trucks
and upwards. Only those who are constituents of Messrs. Wilkinson, Graves, Minchin, and Lavender
seemed to be aware of such an arrangement, and none of them forward less than 2,000 or 3,000 at a time.
Such an arrangement, should be generally known among the squatters, and it is worth consideration
whether a similar concession should not be made on large consignments of cattle. T may add that in
Victoria live stock are loaded by the Railway Department, while in this Colony the trucking agents charge
the squatters from 3s. 6d. to 4s. per truck for this service.
I have, &c.,
.....................
■
.
DAVID KIRKCALDIE.

'

.

No. 8,
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.

Mr. "W. Turnbull to Mr. Traffic-Manager Read.
Dear Sir,
,
Hay, 5 April, 1880.
Enclosed I beg to hand you a clipping from the Melbourne Argus of the 2nd instant. This
will give you an idea of the wool that left the Murrumbidgee for Echuca up to December, 1879; but
since that date a large quantity has been conveyed by teams to Deniliquin, in transit to Melbourne. This
is, of course, irrespective of any that may have gone to Adelaide.
I perceive that the Melbourne Erozen Meat Company intend establishing, a depot at Deniliquin for
killing and sending meat to Melbourne ; should a similar company be started in Sydney, Hay would be
without description the best and most central position in the Colony, and should be glad if at any time
you can say a word in its favour.
.
.
It is the general opinion here that the line from Hay to Narrandera, or rather, vice versa, ought to
be commenced at both ends, and should be stipulated for in applying for tenders. Would you kindly
mention the matter to Mr. Goodchap?
I am, &c.,
'
,
•
----------------- -'W. TURNBHLL.
’

[Miclosure.'}

,

■

.

Extract from the Argus dated April 2nd, 1SS0.
'
The Murray River Trade.
.
- .
The official statistics of the Murray River trade for the year 1879 are^not yet available for publication, but from trust
worthy sources I have gathered sufficient information to prove that the season just closed was a very prosperous one in
regard to imported tonnage, and a very inferior year-as regards exported goods. In round numbers, 110,000 bales of wool
were received at Echuca last season. Out of this total 81,000 bales were river-borne. Of the total river-carried wool,
about 17,000 bales came from the Darling, about 8,000 from the Edwards, the great bulk of the wool being received from
the Murrumbidgee, and a not inconsiderable quantity from stations with Murray River frontages. Last year only 98,000
bales of wool (all sources told) passed through Echuca, so an increase of. 12,000 is apparent, due to favourable seasons,
absence of drought, and the fact that the selectors are growing a large amount of wool. The inward tonnage (imports)
for the season amount to 20,082 tons, and the outward tonnage (exports) to 7,290. The previous season’s figures were
Inward, 22,000 tons; outward, 12,000 tons; showing a falling off of inward, 2,000 tons; outward, 5,000 tons. The
falling off is chiefly attributed to the extension of the Riverina railway, and the fact that the South Australian shippers
reaped an advantage when the Darling was flooded before the Upper Murray rose. Complaints were made of the wharfage
dues demanded on wool, 3s. per ton, equivalent to 7d’ per bale of greasy. A new branch of the river trade is apparent in
regard to the carriage of grain, of which 20,000 bags came by river to Echuca last season, against 3,000 during the pre
ceding- season. The red gum carriage has shown a great falling off, which is chiefly attributable to the action of the late
Government in calling for tenders for 1,000 sleepers at a time, instead of ten times that amount. The wool which arrived
at Echuca during the late season was valued at between two millions and a quarter, and two millions and a half sterling.

Forwarded for the Commissioner’s information. Mr. Turnbull called on me when in Sydney some
time back, and gave me considerable information re Riverina-traffic.—W.Y.R., 8/4/80.

"

No. 9.

Reports from Mr. Connebee to Mr. Traffic-Manager Read.
Sir,.

Wagga Wagga, 13 August, 1880.
I now beg to report as follows :—
Pomingalarna Station (Mr. G. Wilson).—I visited this bn 5th instant. There will be 350 bales
■wool, which will be forwarded to Sydney, via South Wagga.
Berrigery (J Leitch).—About 150 bales will be forwarded, same as last station.
.
.
. Warrengoberfying (Rudd).—Small clip will forward as above.
' Finding that I could not proceed to Buckinbong, owing to creeks and lagoons being flooded, I
returned to Wagga, and started for Narrandera, where 1 arrived on Saturday evening, 7th instant. - On*
Monday, 9th, I visited the Narrandera punt, and with reference to this have to report:—
I drew attention
1.sThat the approaches on both sides to the punt are flooded when river is high, and that-all traffic is
to this in my
stopped then.
.
report after a
visit to Narran
2. That the difficulties of crossing from the south side to the north greatly impede wool and stock
dera in February
.traffic, because the river is most liable to flood just at the wool season.
'
.
last.—W.Y.R.
3.. A steam punt would not meet the want-here, ■ as, without good approaches to the fiver on both
.
sides, a punt is rendered useless.
.
'
.
4. There is not any good site for a punt within a distance of 2 miles.
■
' 5. To secure the traffic from the south side of the river, i.e., Yanko South, Yamrna, and other stations,
'
at all times of the year, a bridge is necessary.
' .
'
The

/

■

.

xa

■

. The scale of chaiges at this punt are as followsSheep 40s. per 1,000, in small lots, and 30s. per
1,000 iii'large lots ; horses, 6d. each; cat lie, 4d. each-.
•
'
Buckinbong Station.—I found that the manager was absent, aiid did not go there. The wool from
this station will go to Melbourne,-wm Walignuyah.
'
'
North Tanko (H. and C. Douglas).—I visited on Monday evening, 9th. Mr. Douglas absent in
Sydney. Mr. Flockhardt, manager, informed me that .the wool would be sent to Melbourne, through
Messrs. M‘Oulloch & Co. The rate to be paid will cost Messrs. Douglas' quite 18s. per bale. ' Shearing
commences on 26th instant. The clip will be 1,000 bales. .
■
.. . Tubbo (Executors of Mr. Peters).—This wool has been engaged for Melbourne, through Messrs!
Permewan, "Wright, & Co. Shearing commences 15th instant; clip about 800 bales; rate similar tor
North Yanko.
'
•
..."
"
(xogeldree (Messrs. Hebden & Sons).—This clip was sent to Sydney last year, via Wagga,. .Mr.
Hebden states that he had so much trouble with teams and Messrs. W: H. & Co. that' he decided to'
send to Melbourne this year. AVould have sent to Sydney had railway been completed to Narrandera in
time.' Shearing commences 13th instant; clip about 800 hales. Bate to Melbourne similar to Yanko and
Tubbo.
Cuba(Messrs. M'Graw & Co.).—Mr. M‘Gaw was from home. This clip will go to Melbourne,
through M‘Culloch & Co.
'
,
.
'
:
.
I arrived at Darlington Point on Tuesday, 10th instant. The punt at this place requires great
improvement. - At present the punt used is quite inadequate for the traffic. At the most not more than
30 cwt. can be conveyed across. . Teams have to unload. Not more than 100 sheep can be crossed at one
time. A narrow pontoon bridge is being provided, but this will only help sheep traffic,
i ;
The cost-of crossing is high, and much delay is caused.
' The approaches to the punt are liable to flood, and there is not any place between Darlington Point
and Waddae where a punt could work during flood, except a steam punt were provided. A good crossing
could then be made between a point known as the Red Bluff, on the south side of the river, township of
Waddae, and the point where Bennett’s store is situated at Darlington Point.
■ ..
If good provision is made here for crossing wool, goods, and stock, it will greatly help to induce
the stations on the South side to send to Darlington Point railway station.
..
..
.
.
Bynya Station (Leonard.) This clip (500 bales) will be sent to Melbourne via Woligumyah,
Messrs. Permewan & Co. have contracted at a through rate of £7 per ton, which cannot possibly pay
them. ..Teams will want £5 10s. at least.
Benerembah, Kerarbury, and Groongall.—Wool from- these stations will all go to Melbourne this
season.
.
‘
,
Bundigery.—This wool will come to Sydney;;—a small clip.
'.
. . Midgeon.—Will be loaded at Narrandera if railway open; otherwise sent to Wagga.
’
•
G-rong Grong and Berembed.—To Sydney.
■
;■
On Thursday I went along the line from Narrandera. The contractors are pushing work at the
Narrandera end, and have now about 17 miles completed there. After mailing about 3 miles- more, the
supply of rails will have run out, and stop work there.
.
Kiandra (Mr. Stinson).—On my way to Junee I called, but found that Mr. Stinson had gone to
Sydney. This wool will come to Sydney, and will be loaded at Cowabbie if line opened in time. Clip,about 300 bales. Shearing commences next month.
.
.
. . The line between Junee and Narrandera is completed from the Junee end up to 29-mile post.
Erom what I can learn, there seems to be but little prospect of .the whole line being completed under 8
weeks from now, which will be too late for many of the stations, as shearing will be in full swing about
September or October, and several stations have not storage room for any great quantity of bales.
'
Hanging Bock (Mr. King), and Pullitop (E. & A. Westley).—I have just met Mr. King and Mr.
A. Westley. Both speak of sending to Melbourne via Wodonga. They wish me to go to their stations
ndxt week, and will enter fully into matter of tariff.
.
/ •
Bullenbong (Davidson).—This clip came to Sydney last year, and was then forwarded to Mel
bourne. I understand it will be' sent direct to Melbourne this season, but will see Mr. Davidson next
week.
•
•
'
’
■ T. W. CONNEBEE,
(
--------'
.
13/8/80.-• Erom all I can gather it would not be advisable to offer the contractors any considerable bonus for
opening by the end of October ; it will be too late in the season to secure this year’s wool. Nearly all the
squatters have decided as to where they will send their wool, and the opening of the railway at once
would not cause them to alter their arrangements.—W.V.R., 16/8/80. The Commissioner.
The Traffic Manager,—
Sir,
.
.
Sydney, 16 August, 1880..'
As I wish to receive your instructions with respect to my future route, I have come to Sydney
this morning for that purpose.
:
While in the train last evening I met Mr. Wright, of Messrs. Wright, Heaton, & Co., who informed
me that Marrar Station wool would be sent to Melbourne by teams from station to Wodonga, and thence
by rail; also that several other stations were forwarding wool in like manner. Mr. Wright complains
much of the delay occasioned last season in delivery by the Railway Department and delay m shipment
by the wool brokers, He mentioned that in some instances weeks had elapsed in the delivery of several
parcels' of wool. He further stated that, owing to the lax management in Sydney that he had ceased to
urge station owners to consign to Sydney (although he had previously fought hard for .same), and now
he endeavoured to secure the wool equally for Melbourne as for Sydney. .
■
Erom my observation and from information gathered* during my recent trip, I am of opinion- that
the wool brokers of Sydney do not urge their claims upon the wool trade of Riverina, and-do not support
the Railway Department in its endeavours to secure same. ••
' •'
,> I am also inclined to the belief that Messrs. Wright, Heaton, & Co. work as much for Melbourne
market as this, especially as Mr. Wright informed me that Wm. M’Culloch & Co. were forwarding wool,
&c.,.for which they had contracted.at half commission'.
•
'
'
•
The

818
.
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.
The reduction of the rates for conveyance of wool from Eiverina to Victoria is not so much the
inducements held out hy Victorian railways as the fact that the competition between forwarding agents,
•M'Culloch, Permewan, and others, is keen. Nearly all the station owners and managers admit that the
rates by N. S. Wales railways are lower than sending to Victoria.
_ The facilities offered in Melbourne with regard to finance is also urged as an induceinent to do
business with Melbourne, and with respect to wool sales the prices obtained in Melbourne and for wool
dipped from there to London have been much better than the Sydney market of wool shipped thereffpm.
Lachlan District.—Every station of any importance in the vicinity of Hillstpn, Booligal; Mdsagieli
and thence south to Hay and Balranald has been secured to Victoria for the present season.
“
,
Darlington Point.—I enclose rough sketch showing the positions of the Eed Bluff and Daflinglnn
Point referred to in my memo, of 13th instant.
.......... .. ' "
.
Euture Eoute.—With reference to this, I would respectfully suggest that I take about a week or
©ight days to visit the stations between Hanging Eock and Albury.
' '
This has been
After doing so, I am of opinion that further travelling will be unnecessary for the present season.
approved. Mr.
Connebee pro*
.
...................
——
t. w.’cOfjiiSiir
ceeds south
again to-night.—
The
Commissioner.—W.V.E.,
16/8/80.
'
,
W.V.R., 16/8/80.
The Traffic Manager, Sydney,—
Wagga Wagga, 25 August, 1880.
■
1 now beg to report having visited the following stations, namely'
Sandy Creek (P. Best) .—Will sheaf 25,000 sheep in October. Had arranged to sell in the Melbourne
inafket, but will how probably send to Sydney via Sandy Creek statibh, and if price,not satisfactory ship!
to Melbourne.
'
_
..............
,
Hanging Eock (John King).—This wool will go to Melbourne via Sydney. Will be sent to
Hanging Eock station. Clip about 200 bales; shearing in October. The wool from Mr. King’s station
in the hofth will gd to Muffuihburrah.
Mahgopla1 and G-fubben (Cox Bros.).—The wool from these stations will all be shorn at Mangoplaj
and will he forwarded hy Wright, Heaton, & Co. to Wodonga and thence to Melbourne at a through fate
from station to Melbourne of £5 per ton. , This had been arranged. If this wool were forwarded to
Sydney it wciuld cost, station to Sydney, £3 15s. per ton. The total clip of two stations will be 500 to
#50 bhles. Sheafing in October.
Doodle COoma (P. Keighran).—Clip 150 or 160 bales. Shearing in October. This wool has been
engaged hy Messrs. W. M'Culloch & Co. at a through rate, station to Melbourne, of £4 per ton. Mr.
Keighran has never done any business with Sydney. He admits that wool and stock rates to Sydney are
cheaper. This wool, if sent from Verong to Sydney, would cost £2 17s. per ton.
‘
.
Mundawaddera (Charles Edgehill).—This clip will be 250 bales or more. Shearing in October.
Provided that provision is made at Yerong Creek station for the reception of the wool he will send it via
Wool mil be
received at this that station to Sydney for shipment to London. The wool would be carted to railway by his own team.
siding.—W.Y.R.
Kindly state whethef it is the intention of Department to provide a platform for same.
Mittagong (E. Gill man).—This clip of (say) 250 bales will go to Melbourne this season via
Wodonga at a cost of £5 5s. per ton through.
Obtain distance '
Teams have already been engaged to take tbe wool to Wodonga—price, £3 per ton. If this clip
on line it is
was sent via Hanging Eock to Sydney it would only cost £2 15s.'per ton, and if then forwarded to
from Sydney,
and estimated Melbourne by steamer £2 additional.
'
'
traffic.—W.Y.R.
Egan Creek (Wm. Love).—This clip will be scoured on station and sent to London. Mr. Love ‘
Arrangements
will be made for intended sending to Melbourne, but is now disposed to send to Sydney for shipment, provided platform
receipt of wool ,
at Yerobg Creek is made at Yefong. ' Shearing commences iii October. Clip about 150 bales.
siding.—W.Y.R.
.
Pullitop (E. & A. Westby).—Will shear 500 bales in October. Arrangements for this year have
been concluded with Melbourne. It will cost £5 at least to land from station to Melbourne; whereas
if sent to Wagga, and thence to Sydney, would cost only £4 per ton. Principally washed wool from this
station. Messrs. Westby are quite satisfied that New South Wales railway rates are lower than Victoria,
and -will no doubt do their business with Sydney next season. .
Several matters have been suggested to me by Messrs. Westby, King, and others, to bring under „
your notice, which I will do to-morrow as I have not time to do so by this post.
. Since iny arrival in Wagga, to-day, I met Mr. E. Cox (of Marrar). This wool will come to Sydney
via junee, if the line is not completed in time to take wool from Cowaby Station. Clip about 300 bales.
Shearing commences 7th October,.
.
.
,
.. Brqokpng.—rl20 bales of this wool was at Hanging Eock station yesterday afternoon, and other
teams, were close.at-hand. No provision had been made for taking delivery of same at Hanging Eock,
but I have been informed that Wright, Heaton, & Co. have now sent men to attend to it.1
Supply Mr.
. Merchandise Eate Books.—Have you a supply of these, as I have promised 'to send copies to a
Connebee with number of stations. The squatters express a wish to he brought more in direct communication with the
the number
he requires.— Department than hitherto, both with regard to wool and live stock traffic, instead of doing their business
W.Y.R.
through agents. This and other items I will report further upon.
.
. Einance. —Erom what I can judge, I am inclined to think that the Melbourne financial companies
have been more liberal (or more speculative) with the graziers of Eiverina than tbe Sydney companies,
and there is but little doubt that the fact of the Melbourne market having been better up to the present
time, -and financial arrangements combined, now, cause so many station owners to do business with.
'Melbourne, although their inclination is to do business with Sydney.
' •
.
'
T. W. CONNEBEE, 25/8/80.
'■

'
■ Wagga Wagga, 26 August, 1880.
To the Traffic Manager, Sydney,—
'
"
Eeferring to my report of yesterday’s date, I now beg to submit for your attention the
following suggestions, viz.;—
The Com
Approaches to Gklcairn.—It has been suggested to me to bring under your notice the desirability
missioner’s at
tention is drawn of advising the Public Works Department to improve the approaches to the Culcairn Railway Btation, by
to this.—W.Y.R., making a bridge on the road from Germanton to the station, and also to make a siding on the road on
30/8/80.
north side of the creek.
’
Trucking

'

15.

•

..
Trucking of Stock.—Most of the station proprietors whom I have visited agree in the opinion that The appointment
of trucking
it is desirable for the Department to appoint a thoroughly competent man at each trucking station, to agents
would
superintend the trucking of sheep and cattle. All would be willing to pay an increased rate to cover this not do; they
would
not
extra cost, and it is also argued that the increased rate would more than pay for contingent losses, through employed abe
death in stock while in transit. At present agents charge for trucking* and do not do it satisfactorily, quarter of their
Our por
because they employ men who do not thoroughly know their work, and the result is that the sheep andtime
ters soon get to
, tie do not arrive in the Sydney market in as good condition for sale as they would if more carefully understand
the load
• trucked.
.
* about
ing of live
-AgfftC' A number of the station proprietors express a wish to do their business more directly stock.—W.V.R..
30/8/80.
with the Department instead of through agents, and I would respectfully suggest that this matter is
worthy of consideration.
.
■
During my late travelling in the district between Wagga Wagga and Albury, and while I have
endeavoured to rather assist the forwarding. firm of Wright, Heaton, & Co. than otherwise, the fact is
forced upon me that Messrs. Wright, Heaton, & Co. have not used their best efforts to bring trade to the
Wew booth Wales railways, and I have reason to believe that there exists a mutual understanding
“tween the forwarding firms, Messrs. Wright, Heaton, & Co., of New South Wales, and Messrs. Wm
M Culioeh & Co., of Victoria, and that either firm shall not trespass beyond a certain fixed boundary
upon the trade of the other firm.
Team Carriage. The following are the rates of carriage being paid to teams for conveyance of
wool from stations north of the Murrumbidgee to Hay, viz.:— .
Per Wm. MOulbch Sf Co.

£

G-unbar
...
Merringle ...
Vandembah.,,
Down’s Lake
Trida
...
Hnnthawong:
Coombie ...
Coan Downs
Marooba ...
South Merrowie
Wholy
...

2
3
3
3
4
3
4

s.
7 6 per ton.
0 0
10 0
„
„

10 0
8 9
10 0

,

„
„

10

0.

5 10

0

„

4 7
3 0
5 0

6
©

„
„

0

„

„

Per Permewan, Wrigid, Sf Co.
Mein Merrigal
North Merrowie
Yathong ...
Wiehelba ...
Cowl Cowl...
Bedpoba ...
Thrile
...
Wirlong ...
Willandra ...
South Thohonga

4-10 0 per ton.
3
7 6.
„

5 10,

0

6 0

0

;,

3

0 0

„

6

0 0

„.

5 10

0

„„

6

0

0

„

3

17 6

2

5 0

„

„

--------T. W. CONNEBEE, 26/8/80.
Walsh & Co. represent to me that goods for Temora sent to Junee are charged North Waeea
xaa 9A TX/vn /»/vn+- -P™.
-,4.
„-11 „ _j_ -Lt_ _ j Jl ♦
______ _ _n
•
-r
• ° .
...
^
. PP
rate, less
20 per cent, for distance. TI ^
do not
recollect that this was authorised. Is it done?—Cn.A.G.,
B.C., 3/8/80. Mr. Bead.
North Wagga rates are, charged to Junee. Aft papers' were, returned to your office: on 26th
February last.—W. Y. Bead, 6/8/80. Cornmissibnef.
' Must be discontinued directly the line to
Narrandera m opened. Cn.A.G., 12/8/80.
Manager.—D.V., 1278/80.
Mr. Harper to see and
carry but.—W. V. Bead, 12/8/80.
Inspector Boberts to see.-^-J. Haepee, 13/8/80;
Noted and
Junee and North Wagga informed accordingly.—G. T. Bobeets, 14/8/80. Goods Superintendent. The
Sydney staff and all others concerned have been advised.—J. Haepee, 16/8/80. Traffic Manager.
I,. Presume we shall soon be carrying permanent-way material for the Narrandera and Hay
extension which, I suppose, will fee cnarged afr the ordiparj Junee rates, otherwise; we, shall fee cfearipQf*
pne rate; for it before We open to Narrandera and another (higher) rate- afterwards; I presume wo had!
better charge the actual mileage' rate all through in that case, had we not ?—W.Y.B., 16/8/80.
Commissioner.
'
......................•
■
It has since beeii decided that rate-sheet rates to Junee are to be enforced in all cases.—Ch A G
^
Mr. Bead.
*
i A Charges tg Junee. . The new system of charges for goods for Junee will not come into operation till
ni
f’00l‘s cd&sigped before 4 o’clock to-day will be taken ait old rates—Cn.A.G., 23/8/80.
Manager.
Mr. Harper to arrange accordingly.--W.Y.B., 23/8/80;
Ad just the: charges by
casmbook account sheets.—John Haepee. Station-master, Junee.
Noted.—Chas Hoen 26/8;/8©;>
MvHarpef.
I have/ informed all concerned.—G.T.E:, 28/8/80, Traffic Manager.
Comffiissioiier;, —W. V. Bead, 30/8/80. ■
.

No. 10.

No. 10.
,
Minute bj Tbe Commissioner for Railways.

.

Extract from Newspaper dealing with the Victorian Policy of Differential Bates for New South Wales
Traffic..
"
'
Teaffic Manager for report. It seems to me that we must follow the practice of Victoria and draw an
imaginary line, beyond which only the discount will take effect. It is beyond measure objectionable to
promote the interests of the traders at one place against the traders of another place. It is conceived to
be contrary to public policy when private railway companies make differential rates with this object, and
the law can be mocked to remedy the eyil. How much more is it to be objected to when a state railway
is so worked to have the effect pointed out in the paragraph ? The result is incidental and not substan
tive; but immediate steps must be taken to prevent injustice.
r
CH.A..G., B.C., 17/8/SO.
See my M.P. 80-15,289 of this date—W.V.B., 23/12/80. Commissioner.
On and after
to-day actual Junee rates are to be charged on all goods traffic forwarded to that station instead
of 20 per cent, off South Wagga rates as heretofore.—W. V. Beau, 20/8/80. Mr. Harper.
Stationmaster, Junee, to note.—J. Haepee, 21/8/80.
Noted.—Chas. Hoen, 22/8/80. Mr. Harper.
I have
advised the staff at Sydney as also the staff at Junee.—J. Haepee, 23/8/80. Traffic Manager.
Seen.
—W. V. Bead, 23/8/80. Commissioner. ~

• . No. 11.
J. & E. Barnes and others to Tbe Secretary for Railways.
Sir

c ,

■

Cootamundra, 19 August, 1880.
We, the undersigned, being in business in Cootamundra, respectfully request you to take into
consideration the unfair difficulties under which we are at present labouring in consequence of the railway
rates from Sydney to North Wagga Wagga, as compared to those from Sydney to Cootamundra. In the
rate-sheet, published on the’ 1st January of this year, the following articles are altered: Woolpacks,
galvanized iron and wire, from one class to another, also a deduction of 20 per cent, from the class rates.
We are in a position to state that some persons at Junee had their goods forwarded from Sydney to North
Wagga Wagga and to Junee, saving some 7s. per ton thereby. Tour Department, we suppose, to avoid
the extra haulage, has since charged Junee, North Wagga Wagga rates. It did not matter much to
Cootamundra till brought into competition for the Temora trade ; but now that this competition exists,
and that goods are sent out of their usual way to save railway carriage, we are placed at a great
disadvantage, as you will see by the appended list of rates. We therefore request that you will, in all
fairness, give immediate orders either that persons at Junee pay the rates on the rate-sheet, or that we
be allowed to pay North Wagga Wagga fates.
’
We have, &c.,
•
J. & E. BABNES.
MATTHEWS BEOS.
EDWABD STBONGITHAM.
BICHAED JONES.
PEED. PINKSTONE.
T. C. BEOWN.
.
JAMES SIMPSON.
A. N. TAYLOE & CO.

'

[Enchiure.']

Table of rates, showing the extra charges on 'goods from Sydney to Cootamundra,. as compared to Sydney to North
'
'
'
Wagga Wagga.
Specification.

Charge to Cootamundra.

Charge to North Wagga
Wagga.

Extra charge, Cootamundra.

Per ton.
£ s. d.
3 13 3
4 11 1
3 13 3
4 11 1
6 6 9
8 3 4

Per ton.
£ s. d.
3 0 4
3 6 10
3 6 10
4 3 1
6 15 8
7 9 1

Per ton.
£ s. d.
0 12 11
1 14 3
0 6 5
0 8 0
0 11 1
0 14 3

'

...

Cootamundra, 19 August, 1880.

•

Junee rates, as per rate-sheet, are to be charged. No rebate to be allowed to goods consigned'to
Wagga and reconsigned to Junee. Give directions to station-masters at Wagga and Junee to keep a
good look-out that this decision is not evaded. Inform storekeepers and consignees generally who trade
with Temora, in order that they may not be taken by surprise.—Cn.A.G., B.C., 20/8/80. Traffic Manager.,
Mr. Harper to note and inform all concerned.—W. V. Bead, 21/8/80.
Inspector Boberts lor
attention.—G.T.E., 24/8/80.
Noted, and Junee and Wagga informed accordingly.—G. J. Eobeets,
25/8/80. Goods Superintendent.
It would be as well, I think, to advertise this in the Sydney papers.
—J. Haepee, 28/8/80. Manager.
.
-- -

Memorandum
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'
'
Memorandum to Station-master, Junee. - ■ 1
"
_
_
South Wagga Station, 25 August, 1880.
It has hitherto been the practice to consign Junee goods to North Wagga, and then reconsign them back,
to Junee, as it has been found the cheaper way of transmitting goods from Sydney to the latter station;
hut, in consequence of complaints arising among the. storekeepers at Cootamundra, the Commissioner has
decided that the Junee rates must be charged in every instance, and no rebate allowed. You will therefore
he on the
we, and any instances of reconsignment of goods from North Wagga to Junee will he
immediately reported to the Goods Superintendent.
■
'
.
'
G. J. EGBERTS..
•

Sir,

Railways, Junee, 7 September,, 1880. .
_ In accordance with attached instructions received from Inspector Roberts, I have to report
for your information that Mr. George Dobbyns, storekeeper at' Junee, is now having his goods consigned
from Sydney to North Wagga, then reconsigued from the latter station, in order to get the rebate allowed
on goods carried the distance of 300 miles.
•
I am, &e.,' ' '
Superintendent Evans, Sydney.
‘
CHAS. HORN.
I see no necessity for advertising.—W. V. Read, 31/8/80. Commissioner.
•
•
Inform what has been done, and point out till the.opening of tbe Temora Gold-fields the concession
made'to squatters, traders, .and others in the Riverina country did not affect the trade of Cootamundra,
and that so soon as it was found to be detrimental to the interests of the traders of Cootamundra, the ■
rebate was discontinued.—Cn.A.G., 2/9/80.
Gentlemen,
• ■
• -Department-of Railways, Sydney,'4 September, 1880.
'
In acknowledging the receipt of the memorial signed by yourselves and others, resident iu
Cootamundra, representing the disadvantageous position business people are placed- in as compared with
other stations on the Southern line, in consequence of the unequal rate charges to'Cootamundra and North
Wagga, I have the honor to inform you that, with the view of allowing Junee no undue advantage over
any other stationjm the line, directions have been given that Junee rates, as per Classification Sheet, are
to be charged on all goods sent to that station, and that no rebate is to be allowed on any goods consigned
to Wagga Wagga and reconsigned to Junee.
'
■
•
I may add, that until the opening up of the Gold-fields at Temora, the allowance made to squatters,
traders, and others in the Riverina country, did not affect the trade of Cootamundra : but so soon as it
was found that the concession-was detrimental in its operation to the interests of the traders of Coota
mundra, the rebate was discontinued.
1 have, &c., ■
...
.
' .
CHAS. A. GOODCHAP,
'
.
.
.
Commissioner for Railways.
Messrs "J. & E. Barnes, Matthews Bros., E. Strongitharm, Cootamundra.
Eor the Traffic Manager’s information. Please advise:—G. T. .Evans, 10/9/80.
. If the goods
were consigned to North Wagga in the first instance, who reconsigned them there to- Junee? Is this
practice carried on to any extent ?—W. Y. Read, 11/9/80. Goods Superintendent. •
Station-master, ■
Wagga Wagga, for report.— G. T. Evans, 13/9/80. Station-master, North Wagga, will please give- the
required information.—John .Gbay, 14/9/80.
...
..
'
Consignees instructed me by letter and wire to forward any goods that, were at North .Wagga for
them to Junee. Mr. Dobbyns is the person who principally takes advantage of the discount. We have
had four reconsignments, three of which have been for Sir. Dobbyns, this month. Weight of reconsigned
goods amounts to about lO tons; value of freight, omitting extra irainage to Junee, £30.—S. W. Alliband;
15/9/80. Goods Superintendent.
Traffic Manager.—G.' T. Evans, 1G/9/80.
I should like to have a detailed statement of the goods reconsigned from North Wagga to Junee,
showing the w.eigbt, rate, .and trainage on the down-journey, and also between the stations named.
Against each entry I should like to know what the trainage--would-.have-been if the goodsjiad.been '
invoiced from Sydney to Junee direct.—W. V. Read, 16/9/80. Goods Superintendent. Urgent. .
Mr. Allibaiid for attention. Let me have the statement on a separate paper.—G. T. Evans,
17/9/80. I attach the return. We have lost about £6 in freight.—G. T. Evans, 23/9/80. Traffic Manager.
When goods are first consigned to North Wagga, and then reconsigned to Junee, in order to benefit
by the reduction of the rates which applies to North Wagga, the trainage between North Wagga and
Junee should be charged at the difference between the North Wagga and Junee and Sydney rates: Eor
instance, the rate from Sydney to Junee, third-class, is 138s. 7d. per (on, and to North Wagga 158s. 8d., "
leaving a difference of 22s. lid. per ton ; while the rate from North Wagga to Junee is only 10s. 2d.
You will, therefore, issue instructions that all goods reconsigned in this way are to be charged at tho
higher rate.—W. YR., 24/9/80.. Goods Superintendent.
Inspector Roberts to see and inform all concerned.—G. T. Evans, 28/9/80.
Noted, and Junee
and North Wagga informed.—G. d>Roberts, 80/9/80. Goods Superintendent.
.
.
.
’
Is the rate laid down in my minute of the 24th September still being adhered to, and are goods
still being consigned to North Wagga, and from there to Junoe to any extent ?—W. V; Read, 3/11/80.
Inspector Roberts for report.^-G. T. Evans, 4/11/80.
.
' Mr. Dobbyns is the'only person who gets his goods consigned to North Wagga and then recon
signs them to Junee. The rates laid down by the Traffic Manager in his minute of the 24th September
is being adhered to. Mr. Dobbyns calls at North Wagga, pays freight, and carts the goods outside of
the yard and then returns with them and consigns to Junee. In these cases only ordinary rates can be
charged.— G. J." Roberts, 10/11 /80. Goods Superintendent.
.
Please see Inspector Roberts’ report.—G. T. Evans, 11/11/80. Traffic Manager.
Does Mr.
Dobbyns get much goods consigned in this way?—W.Y.R., 12/11/80. Inspector Roberts.
'
In October Dobbyns received 4 tons 16 cwt. 1 qr.; Walsh, 6 tons 12 cwt. 2 qr.; and Meagher
5 tons 8 cwt.; and in November (up to 13th instant), Dobbyns has received 3 tens 17 cwt.—G. J.
Roberts, 20/11/80. Traffic Manager.
' ' '' ■
I
183—0

'

822
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I think this is a matter up©n which it would he well to have the Crown Solicitor’s opinion. Mr.
Dobbyns lakes delivery of his goods at North AVagga, takes them outside the station gates, and then brings
them back and reconsighs them, and he therefore gets the advantage of the 20 per cent, discount for
distances over 300 miles, and only the ordinary rates are charged from North Wagga to Junee. I am not
certain whether by doing this a fresh consignment is constituted, because no doubt the goods he consigns
to Junee are those he gets from Sydney, and the fact of his taking delivery at North AVagga is only that
he may save a little money. I think that, notwithstanding his having taken delivery and then reconsigriing the goods, we would be justified in charging the higher rate named in my minute of 2-1,9/80,- were
it not that Mr. Dobbyns might add to the packages when he got them at North Wagga, in which case he
might have an action against us if we refused to accept them as a new consignment.—W. V. Read,
22/11/89. Commissioner.
: . State a case for the Crown Solicitor.—Ch.A.G., 25/11/80.
_

Minute by the Commissioner for Railways to the. Crown Solicitor.

'

I have to invite your attention to the matter hereunder, and to: request that you will please furnish me
with your opinion upon it.
,
;
-

As the Great Southern and South Western Railways are extended towards the Border, there is
keen competition between the Railway Departments of the respective Colonies for the trade of the
Border Districts. In order to secure the trade for this Colony, a redaction of 20 per cent, in the railway
rates has been made on all goods of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th classes, carried over 300 miles. Thus, for
at ton of goods sent 290 and 3Q1 miles the rates would be respectively:—
■
miles.
£ s. d.

miles.
£ s. d.

- 290

301

1st class
...
..........................................
...
4 0 8
...
3 6 3
2nd „
......................................................
...
5 0 4
...
4 2 6
3rd „
...................................................................
6 19 8
...
5 14 10
4th „
...................................................................
9 0 0
...
7 8 0
A person consigning goods to a station (say) 290 miles from Sydney would find it cheaper to send
them the longer distance, and then have them reconsigned and pay the rate charged for the carriage of
goods for 11 miles.
The station that is principally affected in this way is Junee, distant 287 miles from Sydney, the
rates for goods being respectively :—

'

-

£ s. d.

£ s.

d.

1st class ............................
4 0 1
3rd class .............................
6 18 7
2nd „
............................
4 19 7
4th „
.............................
8 18 -8
_ North Wagga Wagga is distant 304 miles from Sydney, and goods sent to this station, therefore,
obtain the benefit of the discount of 20 per cent., the rates charged to North Wagga Wagga being as
follows:—
.
.
‘
•

.

£ s. d.

'

£ s. “d. '

1st class............................
3 6 10
3rd class ............................
5 15 8
2nd „
.................
...
4 3 1
4th „
............................
7 9 1
From North Wagga Wagga to Junee is 17 miles, and the rates for the carriage of goods for this
distance are respectively :—

£ s. d.

£ s. d.

1st class ............................
0 6 8
3rd class ...
... "
...
0 10 2,
■
2nd „
............................
0 7 10
4th „
...........................
0 13 6
Persons sending goods from Sydney to Junee find it cheaper to send them first-to North Wagga
Wagga and then have them reconsigned to Junee, the rates per ton, in comparison, showing as follows
1st class.

2nd-class.

3rd class.

4th class.

£

£

£ 8. d.
6 18 7

£ s.

4 19 7

s. d.

s. d.

d.
8 18 8

From Svdnev to Junee direct................................ ............................. .

'4 0 1

From Sydney to Junee, via North Wagga ..................................

3 13 6

4 10 11

G 5 10

8 2 7

And saving....................................................

0 6 7

0 8 8

0 12 9

0 16 1

This course was adopted by some of our customers at Junee ; but as it was found to act against the
interests of the Department and injure storekeepers in their business at Cootamundra (in supplying
goods to Temora), directions were given that on all goods reconsigned in this way, instead of charging
the ordinary rate from North Wagga Wagga to Junee, the difference between by the direct rate from
Sydney to Junee and that from Sydney to North Wagga Wagga was to be charged. This has been
adopted, but some of our customers, to defeat the end we have. in view, transact their business in the
following manner :—The goods are received at North Wagga Wagga and paid for ; they are then taken
outside the station premises, brought back, and then sent to Junee as a fresh consignment. They are,
however, practically the same goods ; but we are doubtful, under the circumstances, whether we can
enforce the direct and higher rate from Sydney to Junee, and I shall be glad if you will please advise me,
in' the matter.
.
------------------Cn.A.G., B.C., 27/11/80.
Sir,
Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 8 December, 1880.
.
I have the honor to return herewith your minute of date, 27th November last, .respecting the
carriage of goods between Sydney and North Wagga Wagga and North Wagga Wagga and Junee, and
to state that I have submitted same to Mr. Attorney-General, a copy of whose advising- thereon will be
found attached.
'have, &c.,
.
JOHN WILLIAMS,
-'
------ 1 ■ Crown Solicitor.
closure.
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•

. " .

:

■
Opinion.
:
I am clearly of opinion that it is not in the power of the Commissioner for Railways to charge on goods forwarded from'
Sydney to Wagga and back to Junee, under the circumstances mentioned in Mr. Goodchap’s, minute, the higher rate'
chargeable on goods sent direct from Sydney to Junee.
8/12/80.
.
,
.
ROBERT WISDOM, A.G.

Traffic Manager will act accordingly.—Ch.A.G-., B.C., 9/12/30.G-oods Superintendent.—W.V.
Inspector Boberts to see Attorney-General’s advice, and inform all concerned, for
future guidance.—G. T. Evans, 13/12/80.
Noted.
I have, cancelled my previous instructions to.
Junee and North Wagga, and told them to resume charging the usual rates.—G. J. Bobekts, 14/12/80.
Goods Superintendent.
Mr. Harper to see.—G. T. Evans.
Seen.—J. Haepee, 15/12/80.
Bead, 10/12/80.

No. 12.
Memo, from Mr. Traffic-Manager Read to The Commissioner for. Railways.
Wool Mates.
As I personally informed the^Commissioner, full replies to his minutes respecting the rates for wool were'
not sent for the reason that I -was waiting for information as to what the competing rates from Hay to'
Melbourne by river, via Echuca, would be. Last year they, were 75s. per ton, but this year I am afraid
they will be less, and it was only on a request through the telephone that a rate for wool from Hay should
be at once sent, that my minute of 16th April, 1882, was written.
The rate per bale from Hay to Sydney being fixed at 12s., I recommend the following rates from
other stations on the South-western line :—
Present
rate.

Rate
recommended.

11s. 6d. per bale.
Carrathool to Sydney
11s. per bale.
11s.
* „
Darlington
,,
TOs. 6d. ,,
10s. 3d. „
- 10s. 9d. „
Hulong
„
10s. 6d. „
10s.
Narrandera ■ ,,
„
9s. 6d. ,,
10s.
„
Coivabbie
,,
t hardly think it. probable that we shall be asked to carry wool for Melbourne, via Albury, from the South
western line, as the rates to Sydney and thence to Melbourne by sea will be considerably less than by
Albury ; but should the Commissioner decide on publishing a rate, I would recommend the following
Erom Hay to Albury, 12s. per bale, and from the other stations, corresponding rates as to Sydney. The
grounds for charging such rates would be the reconsigning of the wool at Junee, as at that place it -would
have to be detached frpm the train and forwarded in a different direction. Our ordinary rates for—
168 miles, Hay to Junee, would be ...
...
...
...
..;
8s. fid. per bale.
99
,, Junee to Albury ...
...
...
i..
...
...
6s. 3d.
„
_ 14s. 9d.;
•
but in this case we would not have to unload the wool at Junee. But I would not recommend the pub
lishing of a rate for wool to Albury at all. "We do not quote one from Wagga Wagga and other stationson the Southern line. If it is published, it will show a great disparity as compared with the rates for
corresponding distances to Sydney. The public will not understand the grounds upon which the rates
are based.
Although we carry at these reduced rates from Hay and other stations on the South-western line,
on account of the competition there is for the wool traffic, I am not prepared to recommend a general
reduction to make the rates uniform throughout the lines. It would be better to sacrifice the Hay traffic
altogether than do.that; but the latter procedure is not necessary, as, on the South-western traffic, we do
obtain a profit, although much less than on the other lines.
W.Y.B., 24/4/82..
Wool rate-sheet to be prepared as proposed for submission to His Excellency the Governor and
Executive Council.—Ch.A.G., 29/4/82.
'
■
••
' I have to inform you that the Commissioner has approved of the wool rate from Capertee being
fixed at 7s. 3d. per bale. Will you please issue the necessary instructions accordingly. It is not pro
posed to issue the.amended wool sheet until the line to Hay is opened, because if it were issued now the
rate from the stations on this side of Hay would all be increased, and it is presumed that- you do not
-intend the increased rate from those stations to be charged until the line is opened for/traffic to Hay.;—
G.B., B.C., 5/5/82. Traffic Manager.
.....
•
’
1
Instruct Goods Superintendent to inform all concerned that the rate for wool from-Capertee to
Sydney will be 7s. 3d. per bale.—W.YB., 8/5/82.
■
Chas. A. Goodchap, Esq., Commissioner for Railways, Sydney,—
.
Dear Sir,
Melbourne, 24 Apri],1882.
In view of the approaching wool season, we have the honor to request you will inform us
what the rates of carriage on wool between Hay, Carrathool, and Hulong, or any intermediate sidings
between Hay and Hulong and Sydney, will be ; also, what allowance will be made for dumped wool. •
As we are now making our contracts, we will be glad to know what the rates will be at your./
earliest convenience, as we anticipate arranging'for a large quantity of wool for' Sydney.
.v
Vv P navA fir.o

'

-

.

.

’ WM. MCHLLOCH & CO. (Ltd.) '
Gentlemen,

.

20
, Gentlemen,
'
' Department o£ Eailways, Sydney, 1 May, 1882.
_
With reference to your letter of the 21th ultimo, asking the rates proposed to be charged for
the carriage of wool between -Hay and Hulong and intermediate places.to Sydney, and the allowance on
dumped wool, I have the honor to inform you that the following have been fixed as the charges to be made
when the line is open to Hay.
.
.
..
.
.
Prom Hay
...
12s.
per bale.
Prom Hulong
10s. 9d. per bale.
’
„ Carrathool . 11s. 6d.
„
„ Narrandera...
10s. Gd.
„
• •
„ Darlington
lis.
„
•
j, Cowabbie ...
10s.
„
.
' An allowance of 15.per cent, will be made on the above rates for all wool properly dumped and.
hooped with iron, and for all bales not exceeding 250 lb. in weight.
■
’
I have, &e.,
"
‘
.
CH. A. GOODCHAP,
'
,
.
•
■
•
■■
• ■
Commissioner for Railways.
Messrs. Wm. M'Culloch & Co., 123, Collins-street West, Melbourne.

The enclosed is a proof copy of-the new wool rate to be issued on the opening of the extension of
the railway to Hay. Will Traffic Manager please say whether it is correct, or whether there are any
other stations which should be inserted P Please return early, as the papers are to be submitted at the
next Executive Council meeting.—D.C.M'L., 2/5/82. Trafiic Manager.
.
It is correct. I do not think it necessary-to insert any more stations.—W.V.R., 3/5/82.
The Trafiic Manager has omitted Capertee. This station will open this month, and a rate should
be inserted. I have asked, by telephone, what rate the Traffic Manager proposes, and he names 7s. 3d.
per bale. Does the-Commissioner approve ?—D.C.M'L., 4/5/82.
Tes.—Cn.A.G., 5/5/82.

'
'
No. 13.
.
'
The Secretary, Victorian Railways, to The Commissioner for Railways, Sydney.
Sir,

*
'
Railway Department, Melbourne, 19 May, 1882.
Adverting to the very low rates charged for the conveyance of wool from Hay to Sydney, I
have the honor to inquire whether you will be prepared to enter into some mutual arrangement with this
-Department respecting the Riverina traffic, with a view to prevent the charges for wool and merchandise
being reduced to so low a pitch that they will pay neither Colony.
' •
'
I have, &c.,
■
P. P. LABERTOUCHE.
■
------------------Secretary.
Sir,
Department of Railways, Sydney, 30 May, 1882.
' With reference to your letter of the 19th instant, respecting the rates charged for the convey
ance of wool from Hay to Sydney, and asking whether I am prepared to enter into some mutual arrange
ment with your Department “ respecting the Riverina traffic, with a view to prevent the charges for wool
and merchandise being reduced to so low a pitch that they will pay neither Colony,” I have the honor to
inform- you that you are wrong in the assumption that the rates fixed for the carriage of wool and*
merchandise between Hay and Sydney are unremunerative, as both rates return a good profit to the
Department, and could, in fact, be further largely reduced without actual loss.
- •v It is to be regretted that tho tariff of your Department should be, with a view to secure the Riverina
traffic, so fixed, as do result in a loss in consequence of the charges being unremunerative; and this'Department would be willing to entertain favourably any proposition which, while not disturbing the
natural course of trade, would have the effect of increasing the rates of carriage in both Colonies. As,'
however, the rates of carriage in this Colony are not, as it seems they are in Victoria, below the earningpoiht as regards the Riverina traffic, an uniform rate of increase would clearly be unnecessary.
;
,
I may add that I regret to observe that, notwithstanding your admission that your rates of carriagefor supplies required in New South Wales, and for the produce thereof, are unremunerative, your Depart
ment has, since the date of your letter under reply, further reduced the rate for the carriage of wool
grown in this Colony.
'
'
■
I have, &c.,
••
The Secretary, Railway Department, Melbourne.
' CH. A. GOODCHAP,
'
--------- ---------Commissioner for Railways.
. Wool Rates from Hay.
seen rates quoted for the carriage of wool from Hay to Melbourne -which show clearly that*
privately, bonuses are being given by the Railway Department of Victoria to the railway carriers for
bringing the wool to their metropolis.
•
■
(.
The price quoted by M'Culloch & Co. in a private letter is £3 10s. per ton. Our rates, at 12s. per
bale, will amount to £3 12s. a ton.
.
.
■ Twelve shillings was fixed in the first instance, so as to admit of our reducing the rate should the
Railway Department, of Victoria reduce their existing rate.' It was considered better to have a margin
than to go at once to the minimum charge.
They have publicly made a reduction of 9d. per bale in their
rate, and privately, by giving a bonus to the carriers, they are making a further reduction. '
I would-therefore recommend that pur rate from Hay and Carathool be reduced to 11s. per bale.
Enclosed is a letter from the Secretary of Railways of Victoria, with my reply thereto, on the
subject of a mutual arrangement for a revision of the rates in both Colonies for the carriage of the Riverinatraffic.
■
At the time the Railway Department of Victoria addressed their letter to me they had determined1
upon a further reduction in their rates, and so there is reason to doubt their sincerity in the matter.—
Cn.A.G./3-1/5/82. ■
•
I hate

Approved.—

21
Approved.—J.L., 31/5/82.
<
Traffic'Manager to see and to return at once. •’Wright, Heaton, & Co. have been informed'of the
reduction!- Let other forwarding agents know, also Mr. Oottee and the other financial managers. The
publication of the reduced rates may be postponed till the Railway Department of Victoria have had an
opportunity of replying to my letter of 30th instant.—Ch.A.G-., 31/5/82.
Seen and attended to.—W.V.R., 5/6/82. Commissioner.

’ ' '
.
No. 14. '
•
Report of Mr. Assistant Traffic-Manager Kirkcaldie to Mr. Traffic-Manager Read.
,

'
■

- .
Merchandise Rates.
>
.
Traffic from Melbourne, via Wodonga.
While in the southern district I have taken occasion to make some inquiries respecting the rates charged
.
on the Victorian lines for traffic coming into Hew South Wales, and I find that for general goods coming
from Melbourne to stations north of G-erogery, and including'all the country north.of .an imaginary lino
drawn straight from Jingelle on tbe Murray; thence to the southern portion of the .Urana Swamp ;
thence to the south-west boundary of Thurowa Station, to include in that line Coeketgedong, Colombo,
and Thurowa Stations ; thence in a northerly direction to the south-west boundary of Ugobit Block A, to
include in'that line Bundure/Yanko P east, and Ugobit Block A'; thence in a westerly direction along
.
the south boundary of the fiver bade blocks to the intersection of the Murrumbidgee River at Balranald,—
the rates to’Wodonga have beeiTreduced from 62s. 6d. per ton first class, and 65s. for second, third, and
■
fourth classes, to 30s. per ton all round; and even upon Albury goods the same low rate is now charged
for 'the following goods, carried in lots of not less than 5 tons, viz.:—Wire, woolpacks, salt, rocksalt,
timber, sugar, cement, tea, kerosene, candles, oilmen’s stores, spirits in cases or casks, bottled beer, bar
iron, and tanks of malt:'''.These greatly reduced rates, which came into operation on the 1st instant, have
had the effect pf driving the Wagga Wagga storekeepers and others to Melbourne for their supplies,
particularly" as, at the present time, the rate by team from Wodonga to Wagga Wagga for general
goods' is’ only 35s. per ton; and I even saw a letter, dated the 3rd instant, from Messrs.. Wm.
M'Culloch'& Co., of Wodonga, to Messrs. Wright, Heaton, & Co., at AVagga Wagga, intimating they had
had the offer of teams for 30s., and as low as 28s., per ton. This, I am informed, will continue until
March next, during which time wool will be being .conveyed to Wodonga by teams, and even after that
time I am told the rate of carriage will not exceed 40s. per ton ; and, if that be so, the maximum rale
from Melbourne to Wagga Wagga will henceforth be, allowing 5s. for forwarding charges at AVodonga,'
equal to £3 15s. per ton. Last week five bullock teams left Wodonga for Wagga AVagga with 25 tons
of general goods, viz., groceries, drapery, sugar, wines, spirits, ironmongery, &c., and two more teams were
'
loading yesterday with 10 tons of .sugar and groceries.
"
Our existing rates from Albury to Wagga Wagga are as follows :—40s. 1st, 49s. 3d. 2nd, G7s. 9d.
3rd and 4th class, and to each of these would require to be added at least 5s. for forwarding charges and
cartage from Wodonga to Albury. These rates, it must bo admitted, were fixed high for obvious reasons,"
.•
and the result, until the present.reduction on.the Victorian lines, has fully justified the step that was
•
taken ; but some alteration will now be necessary to counteract the action taken by the Victorian Railway
Department.
.
My opinion is that the rates between Albury and AVagga Wagga should be left as they are, and
that -whatever concession is made should take effect from the Sydney end, whence the maximum rate for.
any class of goods (except explosives) should be £5 10s. per ton to stations on the Southern and South
western lines distant over 305 miles from Sydney, and that a truck rate of £20 should be fixed for any or
all kinds of 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th class goods not exceeding 6 tons, and, if that be agreed to, the truck
rate for sugar .would of course, have to be reduced from £24 to £20. Assuming that 5 tons can be put
in a truck (and it is very rarely indeed that such, a weight of 3rd or 4th class goods can be got into one—
in fact, the; average weight'of truck's forwarded from Sydney to Wagga AVagga during September was
3 tons 16 cwt. 3 qr.), that would be equal to £4 per ton ; and I am inclined to think we would get that
rate ; but as'the. rates from Melbourne are' now 'so very low, I do not think we will get more. It would
hardly be possible to estimate the loss to the' revenue consequent upon such a reduction, because; notwith
standing the reduction of the rate per ton,-.we'.would .secure full loading for .the'trucks. ' I am having a
return prepared of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, andsAth class goods received at AVagga Wagga from Sydney during
the first nine months of this year, but it will hot be finished for several days yet; and a statement is also
in course of preparation of the traffic that has come from Victoria into Hew South AVales at Albury
during the six months ended 30th September ultimo. ■ • ‘
'
'
.The only possible way that the Victorian reduction could be resented would be by placing several
heavy tolls on this side of the Border ; but I understand that the road between Albury and the Murray
is within the municipahty of Albury, and that after leaving that town, northwards, there are so many
different, roads which the teams could take, that such a’ plan would be impracticable, and, therefore, the
only alternative is to lower our own rates.
When at Albury, I was informed that after the extension from Albury to Wodonga is opened i always thought
early next year, the ALetorian Railway Department will have a goods shed at Albury, and that they will mScefo^now
receive and deliver all their Hew South AVales goods there. If that be so, it will be so much the more in victoria to bring
favour of that Department.
■
. •
.
. imTinto68 °
I saw the first of the Hew South Wales -wool (five teams) arrive at Wodonga from tbe Urana
district, and I have ascertained that up to Saturday, the 7th instant, 426 bales of Hew South Wales wool
is/io'/ss.
have been taken to Wodonga by team and taken to Melbourne.
.

'
.
Traffic from Melbourne, via Echuca and Biver, to Hay.
These rates have also, been reduced from 48s. to 30s. per ton for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th class goods; and
when at Hay I was shown a letter from Messrs. AVm. M'Culloch & Co. to the principal storekeepers
(Messrs. Meakes & Ray who informed me that during the past six weeks they had paid Messrs. M'Culloch
and Co. nearly £1,200 in freight alone, and that, all things being equal, they would much prefer dealing
.
■
in

in Sydney), quoting a through rate of 57s. 6d. per ton for general goods from Melbourne - to Hay, and
52s. 6d. for such traffic' as corrugated iron, wire, &c. The insurance charges have of course to be added
to these rates, but they are now also very low—being 10s. per cent, for iron, wire, &c., 20s. per cent, forliquids, drapery, produce, &c., and 40s. per cent, for sugar, salt, cigars, &c. I make full allowance for all
these charges when I recommend a maximum truck rate of £20.'
.
. . At Hay I was introduced to a Mr. Gordon, who has commenced the manufacture of soap in that.
TraffioManag“0 di®trict’ ai!d he called ^.7 attention to the high rate for silicate of soda as compared with soda crystals and
some days ago soda caustic, and he informed me that of the former he uses about 30 tons per annum. I told him there
ofsoStolame6 were obiecfciolls to the reduction of the rate for soda silicate, which he recognized; but he said he could
rate as caustic not possibly pay 130s. per. ton from Sydney when he- can get it from Melbourne for about 60s. I have
io/H/82.11 A,G'’ 11° doubt that the £20 truck rate would secure the traffic, and I merely mention the incident in support
of my recommendation.
.
^
Complaints were also made to me at Hay about the rates for gunpowder and other explosives from
Sydney, which are at present. £22 14s. for quantities in excess of 10 cwt., and £35 Is. for smaller
quantities. As the revenue will not be effected to any material extent, I think the maximum rates from
Sydney might be fixed at £10 and £15 per ton respectively for any line.
. In. the course of a few days the Western line will be opened to Warren Eoad, and whether the
maximum rate of £5 10s. per ton or £20 per truck should apply to that line is quite another matter. My
opinion is that the reductions herein recommended should apply solely to the Southern and South-western
lines, and only because of the special circumstances of the case. I hope that at no very distant date we
shall be able to raise the rates again as far as the more distant stations on the South-western line are
concerned, but that will only be possible after river dues have been imposed to such an extent as to raise
the rates on the Victorian lines to the same amounts as are charged to those persons who live in that
Colony (Echuca for instance) or to those who do not live within the favoured imaginary line.
• The wool traffic from Hay up to Saturday the 7th instant amounted to 1,688 bales forwarded to
Sydney, and 10,645 bales to Melbourne, and it is generally'believed in the Eiverina districts that next
year we shall get a large number of the clips that this year are being forwarded to Melbourne.
,
I aP) strongly of opinion that if the reductions recommended are approved, they should be brought
.
into operation at the earliest possible moment, because there can be little doubt, I think, that every day’s
loss of time since the reductions in Victoria will tend to alienate tlie trade from Sydney, particularly as
far as Wagga Wagga is concerned. As regards the Hay trade, we have only been getting a very limited
snare of it yet; but I think tbe reduction proposed will tend more than anything else to induce the store
keepers to look to Sydney for their supplies.
The rates for.live stock are, in my opinion, already low enough, and reductions are neither desirable
nor necessary, even if it should be decided to abolish the stock tax in Victoria.
.
Our rates from Hay to Homebush are as follows
'
Cattle (say ten head), £10 5s. per truck
............................
£1 0 6 per head.
Sheep (say one hundred head), £8 10s. 3d. per truck...............
0 1 9
„
While the rates to Melbourne are:—
Deniliquin to Melbourne—
•
'
Cattle (say ten head), £6. 7s. 9d. per truck
...
.
0 12 5 per head.
Driving to Deniliquin and depreciation ... '
................
0 5 o
„
0 17 5
Deniliquin to Echuca and Echuca to Melbourne—Sheep’(say 100
.
head) £6 Os. 3d. per truck
...
...
...
...
... 0 1 2 per head
Driving to Deniliquin and depreciation
......................................... 0 0 7'
The rates to Melbourne are of course exclusive of the Victorian stock tax, and the impression
among the squatters is that our live stock rates are very reasonable.
DAVID KIEKCALDIE, 10/10/82.
.
.Deport to Qommissioner that Mr. Kirkcaldie visited Hay, Wagga, and Albury, with a view of
reporting on the effect of recent reductions in Victorian railway rates, &c., on our traffic, and that his
report shows that to retain the Eiverina, Wagga, and Albury traffic it will be necessary to fix the
maximum rates for all goods, except explosives, on the Southern and South-western lines at £5 10s. per
ton, and £20 per truck, for distances over 305 miles.—W. V. Eead, 11/10/82. Commissioner.
I must recommend this for the present. The rates proposed will pay ns, and we must sacrifice
some of the profit we are making to retain the trade and get more of it. I shall be glad if the Secretary
will obtain the Minister’s approval, if possible, to-morrow, for I should like to advertise at once at Wagga
and Hav what the new truck rates will be £20 instead of £24. They should come into operation atonce, before the reduced rates of Victoria get too great a hold of the trade.—Ch.A.G.,' 12/10/82.
Approved. J.L., 13/10/82. Traffic Manager.
Please submit, draft advertisement early
to-morrow.—J .PL, 13/10/82.
Draft advertisement enclosed. I am issuing general order to-dav and
will watch the effect.—W. V. Eead, 14/10/82. Commissioner.

Extract from newspaper on the subject of the Eiverina traffic was submitted to the Commissioner, who

wrote:—
'
A good horse team eight horses—will carry 6 tons (that is £12) between Wagga and Alburv.
There would be no return traffic, or (say) at the outside 2 tons—in all £16 for the double trip. The double
journey would take ten days. If in constant.work, thirty trips in the year could he . made. The gross
earnings being—thirty trips at £16 — £480, what would the expenses be ? The teamster would have to he
paid £110 a year ; the wear and tear of plant and renewals would be £60 a year;' the horse feed would
be 10s. a week for each horse, or £4 a week, equal to, (say) £200 a year; leaving a margin of £110 a year
to meet interest upon eajntal and profit. It/loes not seem good enough.”
’

'

" '

It ‘

827
2S
■

It may be, Lowever, that tlie traflSo or trade is going to Melbourne from "Wagga. Of course it
is expected that the Traffic Manager will watch the course of traffic, and give me timely notice. I
should like to see Mr. Koberts, the local Inspector’s report, on the representation made.
.
.
'
.
Cn.A.G., B.C., 7/10/82.
Traffic Manager.
------- r■ . T bog to refer the Commissioner to my report of this date respecting the rates between Melbourne
and Wodonga and Echuca.—W. V. Eead, 11/10/82.
Commissioner.

No. 15.'
'
Ileport of Mr. Assistant Traffic-Manager Kirkcaldie to Mr. Traffic-Manager Head.
Passenger Pares to and from the Riverina District.

/

. ■

The reduction of the passenger fares, which came into operation on the 4th instant, is being favourably

commented upon in Eiverina.
' '
The new fares from Hay to.Sydney are—1st class, 72/G ; 2nd class, 48/9; 1st excursion, 96/9 ; 2nd
excursion, 65/-; while Melbourne they are as follow's :—■
Hay to Albury
...
Coach to.Wodonga ...
Wodonga to Melbourne ■

...
...
...

Hay to Deniliquin by coach ...
Deniliquin to Echuca................
Echuca to Melbourne...
...

...
...
.:.

..
... .
...

)st class.
49/3
1/6
31/-

2nd class.

81/9

55/-

30/12/26/-

.

68/-

2nd excursion.

1st excursion.

44/3/31/-

65/9
3/46/6'

33/- '
1/6
20/6

30/9117/-

115/3
A
50/24/39/-

56/-

113/-

■

78/A
50/18/25/6
93/6

-

A—Available for one monfch.

Excursion tickets on the "Victorian lines are only issued ou Fridays and Saturdays.
‘
I do hot think there is any necessity at present, at any rate, for issuing excursion tickets every
day from Hay to Albury, as is done to Sydney, because, although I ascertained that the coaches are
being tolerably well patronised from Hay to Deniliquin, it is principally by shearers returning to the
Deniliquin and Echuca districts after finishing the shearing in the district of Hay. The journey is about
80 miles, and occupies about fourteen hours, including the whole of the night, so that it is difficult to
conceive that firs^t-class Melbourne passengers would undergo such fatigue for the difference of a few
shillings going round by Albury ; and it will be seen that the second class fares are about the same, and
indeed excursion tickets are considerably cheaper by Albury. Of course persons going by way of Albury
have to stay a night en route both going and returning, but even that is not much consequence compared
with the discomfort of travelling by coach. For the present, therefore, I would not recommend any
alteration of existing arrangements. I think, however-, that excursion tickets to the Southwestern'line
should be issued at main line stations by the Thursday evenings’ mail trains, and at the South-western
stations by the Friday’s day trains, seeing that there are no night trains ou that line.
I requested the station-master at Hay to keep himself conversant, as far as he possibly can, with
the course of the traffic, and to advise you regularly what is going on.

■

’
■
Parcels Rates.
These are greatly complained about at Hay, and have been the subject of considerable comment in
the public Press there, and I strongly recommend an immediate and substantial reduction.
' The present rates from Sydney are :—
31b.

31b.
to
71b.

71b.
to
14 lb.

14 lb.
to
28 lb.

28 lb.
to
56 lb.

56 lb.
to
84 lb.

84 lb.
to
112 ib;

Every 28 lb.
or part
thereof.

2s. 4d.

4s. 8d.

5s. 8d.

8s.

10s. 4d.

12s. 8d.

14s. 3d.

3s. 3d."

while the rates from Melbourne and coach from Deniliquin are, except for light parcels, considerably
lower.
,
I recommend, therefore, that the maximum rates to and from Sydney be fixed at the 315 miles
rates as follows:— .
'
•
31b.

31b.
to
7-lb.

7 1b.
to
14 1b.

Is. 6d.

3s.

4s.

W. Y..Eead, Esq., Traffic Manager.

14 lb.
to
28 lb.
5s. 6d.

28 1b.to
56 lb.

7s.

.

56 lb.
to
84 lb.
8s. 6d.-

S4 lb.
to
112 lb.
10s. Id.

Every 28 lb.
or part
thereof.
2s. 5d.

DAVID KIEKCALDIE, 10/10/82.

Seen. Kecommend for Commissioner’s approval that the maximum rate for parcels be the rate for^
315 miles.^W.V.E., 11/10/82.- Commissioner.
................................... ..
I recommend this strongly. A parcels trade leads to-a general, goods trade, and as our passenger
trains must run to Hay I do not see why we should not carry parcels, even at a lower rate if necessary ;
but the rates proposed will catch the traffic.—Ch.A.G., 12/10/82. ,
_ •
Approved.—J.L., 13/10/82.
I have included the reduction in the draft advertisement respecting
the goods rates.—W.V.E., 14/10/82. Commissioner.
....
.
■
'
[Draft

24
-

•

• [Draft Advertisement.]

Bedtjction

Mebchandise

of

aed

•

•

Paecels Bates.

Merchandise Hates.
Oe and after Monday, the IGth Octolier, a truck rate of £20 will bo charged for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4lh
class goods conveyed from Sydney to stations on the Southern and Southvwestern lines, for distances 305
miles therefrom, and load not to exceed 6 -tons. Wire will, however, remain -at £18 per truck as at
present.' Por smaller consignments under the classes named the maximum rate to the stations indicatedwill be £5 10s. per ton.
•
Por gunpowder and other explosives, the rate for quantities' in excess of 10 cwt. will be £10 perton, and for smaller quantities £15 per ton.
• .
Parcels Hates.
■
•
The maximum rates for parcels between Sydney and any station on the South and South-wmstern
lines will be reduced as follows:— • ■
.
■
.
31b.
to
71b.

7 1b. .
to
141b.

•

14 lb.
to
28 lb.

28 lb.
to
56 lb.

56 lb.
to
84 lb.

84 lb.
to
112 lb.

3s.
4s.
5s. 6d.
Is.
8s. 6d.
and for every additional 28 lb. or part thereof, 2s. 5d.
■
■
Por further particulars apply to the Traffic Manager or the Station-masters.

10s. Id.

..
Commissioner for Eailways.
Department of Public Works, Bailway Branch, Sydney, 14th October, 1882.
-

- No. 16.
Alleged diversion pf New South Wales Traffic to Melbourne.

.

h ewspaper article containing statement that New South Wales-traffic was being served from Melbourne,
•
submitted to Commissioner, who wrote:—
.
..
The new railway rates will come into operation on the 4th October next. The Traffic Manager should
keep himself informed of the course of traffic at Wagga;
'
I discredit the statement that recojirse is being had to the Melbourne markets. As to carriage by
road competing with, the rates between Albury and Wagga, it is not possible I think.
- . .
• '
■
.
.
CH.A.G., 28/9/82.
, I regret to find that the paragraph is quite correct. The Victorian Eailway Department reduced
their rates on the 1st instant from Melbourne to Wodonga to 30s. per ton for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th class
goods, whereas they were previously 62s. 6d. per ton first class, and 65s. for 2nd, 3rd, and 4th classes. See
my rejjort of yesterday, please.—W. Y. Boead, 12/10/82. Commissioner.
*

■ No. 17. '
Mr. J. Caro to Sir Patrick Jennings.

-

Dear Sir,
...
'
Dubbo, 28 October, 1882.
Beferring you to our conversation, re the railway charges, I take the liberty to send you'
enclosed a table showing the differences so much in favour of Warren.
■
. ■
■ _. If you will, as you kindly promised, interest yourself in this matter, and get the authorities, in
justice to Dubbo business men, to equalise the charges, you will confer a great favour on them and be of
great benefit to the town generally. ' •
'
■
■
■ ,
Begretting that I am compelled to trouble you.I am, &c.,
•
.
.
. ’ --------‘
.
. .
’.JCLIPS CABO.
Traffic Manager for report.—Ch.A.G., 27/11/82. .. If these figures are correct, the discounts;,
make the charge Sydney to Nevertire less than the charge Sjffiney to Dubbo in most cases.—Ch.A.G.
[Enclostt,re.\ '

-.

..

■

Bran, pollard, grain, flour, potatoes,
and all other goods in Class A.

Sydney fco
Dubbo. .

Dubbo to
Nevcrtire.

£ s. d.
10 9

£ s. d.
0 G 6

1' 19 2

O 11

Total cost to
Nevertire. .

£ s. d.
17 3

£ s. d.
1 3 11
Less 20 % 0 4 • 9£
■ 0 19

Clara B (including salt)...........'...........

0

'2 10 2

1

2nd ....................................................
3rd ..................... ................................
4th .......................................................
Sugar .....................................................
"Wire..................................................
Galvanized iron .................................

12 0
17 0

5

6

1 17 0
8
t 6 15 6
8 14 7
2 8 0
11
Per truck 23 3 8
8 2 0
31
18 0 0
6 12 0
24
18 0 0 ~ 6 12 0 - --24

0 3
4 4

■
.

12

6

2 7
5 8
12 0
12 0

1

0

8

2

1 16 5

0 13

9

4 10 10
5 13 1
Maximum
6 10 0

0 9
0 11

5
3

•
2 5-6
Less 20 % 0 9 1
-

3 18 3
4 17 4

Difference in favour of
getting goods from
Sydney to .Nevertire.

Direct.

*
- ,

7 10 0
Per truck
•• 24 VO ■ ■ ■■
18 0 0
18 0 0

2

2 6

3 12 7
7 5 8
6 12 0
6 12 0

■

,Minute by Mr. Traffic-Manager Bead.

'

•

'.Mr. CaiIo is mistaken in deducting 20 per cent.-from tbe A and'B rates between Sydnef and Nevertiite;
therefore the difference between the through and the two terminal rates are 3s. 4d. and 4s. 8d. per tdri
respectively, not 8s. 2d. and 13s. 9d. as stated by that gentleman. On the other hand he ought to have
.. deducted 20 per cent, from the Ist and 2nd class rates between these stations, because the distance is 341
miles, and according to the fate-book such a discount is allowed on all 1st and 2nd class rates for distances
' over 340 miles. When such a discount was first made, it was, as the Commissioner is aware, to enable us
to compete with the Tfctorian lines in the southern and South-western districts. When the present goods
rate-book was being prepared the opening to N evertire was not taken into consideration, otherwise the
clause respecting the 20 per cent, discount, and the arbitrary rates of £6 10s. and £7 10s. for the 3rd and
4th classes would have been altered so as to apply to the Southern and South-western lines only, because
there is really no. necessity for our making it on the West. If the Commissioner approves, a new rate
book could be brought out on 'the 1st January, or perhaps as we have begun giving the discount any
charge had better be deferred until we open to Nyngan two or three months hence, and then the altera
tion will have less chance of being noticed, because the traffic to Nevertire will then be almost nil. 'To
revert to Mr. Caro’s letter, I may state that the differences on the through rates between Sydney and
Nevertire, and the rates to Dubbo and then to Nevertire, are 27s. 7d. 1st class, and 33s. lid. 2nd class ; .
they would have been 9s. 5d. and 11s. 3d. respectively but for the discount alluded to. Mr. Caro has
correctly stated the truck rates for sugar, wire, and galvanized iron. Bor the former the rate per truck
to Nevertire is 16s. 4d. more than to Dubbo, and for wire and galvanized iron the rates are the .same to
both stations. Mr. Caro is one of those gentlemen who think that two terminal rates* should be the
same (or only a trifle more) than the through rate. I would refer the Commissioner to the evidence he
gave before the Bates Commission twelve months ago.—W.V.E., 5/12/82. Commissioner.
, At the time the reduced rates were made to, apply to the Western line over a certain distance,
storekeepers and others were obtaining their goods in Melbourne and sending them to Narrapdera and
thence by teams to Cobar, it was deemed, owing to the road being better and the rates lower the more
desirable route, I do not know whether the circumstances have altered. Traffic Manager should look into
this.—Cn.A.G-., 12/12/82.
'
'
'
. No traffic is now being taken from Narrandera or Hay to Cobar now, the distance from Hay being
280 miles, and from Narrandera even more, while from Nevertire it is only, about 86, and when the line is
opened to Nyngan the distance to Cobar will only be 55 miles. The only thing we bave to fear will, be
the competition by the Darling, but the distance from the river at Louth (the nearest point) to Cobar is
about the same as from Nyngau, and the uncertainty of the navigation of the river will tell most materi
ally in favour of the regularity and despatch by railway.. Bor a considerable time we have been carrying 1st,
2nd, and 3rd class traffic from Sydney to the Western terminus for the Great Cobar Company at 2nd
class -rates, but when the line is opened to Nyngan there will be no necessity even for that. As the
extension will, I presume, be opened within the next few weeks, I shall be obliged if the Commissioner
will be good enough to give the matter his early consideration.—D.K., 23/1/83. Commissioner.

No. 18.
El-win &. Co. and C. J. Graham to The Commissioner for Railways.
Memorandum of rates charged for the carriage of ale on the Southern and Western Eailways and remarks
,
thereon.
'
•
'
'
Orange, 22 December, 1882.
Country brewers suffer seriously from tbe great advantages ' given' to competitors .in Sydney by the
excessive reduction in' rates for long distances.
...
Eeductions in which they do not share, whilst they have to pay the high rates attaching to shorter
distances on the merchandise, they get from Sydney and use in their business.
• '
'
Taking the case of Orange, where we carry on our business, and Nevertire, the present terminus
of the railway, as an instance, the injustice of which we complain becomes very apparent.
We in Orange pay the comparatively high rates attaching to a distance of 192 miles on hops, malt,
sugar, casks, and other material, averaging between us about £200 per month. If we sell ale to any
customer at or beyond Nevertire station, the charge for carriage from Orange (149 miles) is £4 4s. 4d.
per ton. At the same time the brewer in Sydney can sell his ale to a customer in the same locality, and
though he has paid- no carriage on- the material used and never does pay any trainage for any purpose
whatever; in fact is not a contributor to the railway revenue, the Department carries his produce to
Nevertire, a distance' of 341 miles, for £4 4s. lOd. per ton.
Thus the charges are as follows:—
■
■ ■
'
Sydney to Nevertire, 341 miles ...
Orange to Nevertire, 149 miles ...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
... .

... £4 4 10 .
...,4.44'

■

So that we are very large contributors to the railway revenues, and should contribute much more largely;
but for these anomalous rates, find ourselves shut out by men who, through no merit of their own, but"
simply because they reside in Sydney, carry on business there, and contribute nothing to the railway
revenue, have their manufacture carried by the Bailway Department, a distance of 341 miles, for the same
.sum (less 6d.) that is charged for carrying and manufacture 149 miles. In other words, the Department
carries the Sydney man’s manufacture a distance of 192 miles for nothing. If our material was brought
here for nothing we should have less ground of complaint, but the Department charges'us high rates.
The general allowance for long distances is also very excessive and unfair. We could not complain of a
reasonable allowance of a small percentage for every 100 miles, representing labour of. unloading and
loading, &c., but the reduction made is not reasonable,

■ ;
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'

■

Thus,
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...
...

...
...
................

£ s. d.
2 10 5
5 4 5

Sydney to Dubbo, in the two journeys ... ■.............................
Actual charge is, for 278 miles ...
...
...
...
...
Again—Sydney'to Dubbo
....................................................
„
Orange
,......................................................

................
;..............
................
...
...

7 14 10
6 15 6
6 15 6
5 4 ■5

...
...

1 11
2 10

Thus, if we send our ale from-—■
Orange to Dubbo (86 miles) we pay ...
Sydney to. Orange (192 miles) is charged

'

Orange to Dubbo, paid by Sydney
Orange to Dubbo, paid by us ...

...
...

...
....

............................
...
...
...

...
...

1
5

...
... 0 19 4
.
Balance in favour of Sydney................
...
So tliat our goods, travelling over a certain piece of line 82 miles long, are charged 19s. Id. more than are
the Sydney goods, travelling over the same piece of line, after their journey to Orange.
•
It must be borne in mind that, besides being ourselves large contributors to the Railway Depart
ment in the shape of carriage on material, we have frequently to visit Sydney on business, and so
contribute to the passenger revenue. W e also employ a number of men, whose tea, sugar, wearing
apparel, and all other imported necessaries have to come up by rail. We therefore contribute largely in
;am indirect way to the railway revenue. The larger our establishment the more men we employ, and the
jgreater the revenue ; yet in spite of this the whole system of railway rates is made favourable to the non-.
contributing Sydney manufacturer, and not only unfavourable, but in many cases prohibitive to us.
We feel our grievance is a real one, and that we have a fair claim to redress.
W. H. EDWIN & CO.,
.
C. J. ORA H AM,
--------Brewers, Orange.
These figures must, I think, be wrong. A ton of beer, Sydney to Nevertire, would be charged,
would it not, £6 10s., not £4 4s. 10d., as stated, unless there be (which I am not certain of) an arrange
ment by which a truck to hold 6 tons is given for the payment of a sum equal to 4 tons.—Cn.A.Gf.,
B.C.-, 16/1/83. Traffic Manager.
The .figures given by Messrs. Elwin & Co. and Mr. Graham are correct with the exception that the
present rate from Sydney to Nevertire for ale is £4 10s. 5d., not £4 4s. 10d., as stated, and the reason of
its. being so low is that when the present rate-book was published the opening to Nevertire was not taken
into consideration, otherwise I would have recommended that the 20 per cent, .discount allowed upon 1st
and 2nd class traffic for distances over 340 miles on the Southern line should not be allowed on the West,
because there is not the sa'me necessity for it. Nevertire is just 341 miles from Sydney, is entitled under
the present rate-book to the discount alluded to, but I recommended that advantage might be taken on
the opening of the line to Nyngan to abolish the discount on the Western line. It so happens, too, that
while ale is charged 3rd class rate for distances not exceeding 340 miles,- greater distances are charged
2nd! class rates, so that with a further allowance of 20 per cent, the difference in the rates for long and
short distances is very great. When the next rate-book is published (and I think this should be done on
the opening of the line to Nyngan), I would recommend that the 20 per cent, discount on 1st and 2nd
class traffic be abolished, and that as the truck rate to stations distant over 305 miles from Sydney on the
Southern and South-western lines does away with any necessity for transferring goods from the 3rd to the
2nd class, the present practice of charging the lower class for distances over 340 miles is no longer neces
sary and may fairly be discontinued. If that be done the rates for ale would be as follows :—
s. d.
, .
Sydney to Orange
. ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
104 5
’
Orange to Nevertire
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
84 4
'
Sydney to INevertire direct

..................................................................

...

188
157

9
6

Difference

...

...

31

3

...

...

...

...

...

...

...

.

•
The difference, doubtless, seems a large one, but it can only be altered by modifying the discounts
allowed for long distances. Messrs. Elwin & Co. and Mr. Graham should not forget, however, the rate
for malt in bags from Sydney to Orange is only 60s. 7d. per ton; sugar, 75s. 2d. per ton in small quanti
ties, or in truck , loads, 59s. 7d. per ton, and new casks, 30s. 3d. per ton, so that although they pay a
proportionately higher rate for the ale in consequence of the shorter distance carried they get the raw
material carried much more cheaply.—D.K., 23/1/83. Commissioner.
■
I forgot that for distances over 340 miles 3rd-class goods were carried at 2nd-class rates. This
must be, with discount added, remedied at once,—at all events as regards articles like beer, which can be
made locally, and is made at many places along the line. The chief reason that the discount rate was
made to apply to long distances on the Western Tine was the practice that was growing up, for consignees
living at Cobar obtaining their goods from Melbourne, and sending them via Narrandera to Cobar. This
.made Melbourne'and not Sydney the cheaper source of supply, and to remedy the effect of this the policy
. of giving exceptionally high discounts for distance was adopted. However, the extension of the Western
line from Dubbo has again made Sydney, owing to the reduced rate of road carriage as between Nevertire
and Cobar and Narrandera and Cobar, the cheaper source of supply, and advantage should be taken of
this to .abolish the high rate of discounts for long distances.—Ch.A.G., 24/1/83.
Messrs. Elwin & Co. and Mr. Graham complain that in consequence of high rates of discounts for
railway freight carried long distances, the manufacturer of beer in Sydney is placed in a superior position
'*to the brewers of Orange. See papers herewith. Traffic Manager will lose no time in modifying ratesheet in the way suggested in accompanying minutes.—Ch.A.G., 26/1/88.

Gentlemen,-
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Gentlemen,
Department of Public Works, Eailway Branch, Sydney, 30 January, 1883.
In reply to your letter of the 22nd ultimo, with reference to a disadvantage under which
brewers on the Western line labour in consequence of the reduction in rates allowed to Sydney brewers
for long distances, I have the honor to inform you that the large discounts referred to by you were
allowed in order to divert the traffic of the far western districts from Melbourne and Adelaide to Sydney.
It is admitted that, with regard to goods which can be manufactured, like beer for instance, at inter
mediate places between Sydney and Nevertire, these large discounts place the country brewers at some
disadvantage, and immediate steps will be taken to modify the rates of discount to meet such cases.
I have, &c.,
Messrs. W. H. Elwin & Co., brewers, Orange.
CHAS. A. GOODCHAP,
--------Commissioner for Railways.
Minute by Mr. Wm. Clarke, M.P.
This paper has reference to the other paper I left with you signed by W. H. Elwin and C. J.
Graham, about which you expressed an opinion that the rates had not been correctly stated. Please
inquire.—William Clabke, 29/1/83.
Memorandum, re calculation of railway rates charged for the carriage of ale from Sydney to Nevertire,
and from Orange to Nevertire.
Sydney to Nevertire ...
...
...
...
...
...
..
... 341 miles.
Orange to Nevertire ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 149miles.
Taking the pamphlet of rates dated 4th October, 1882, which I believe is the latest, refer to page 8,
and under the head of “ ale in bulk’ ’ we find for distance “ under 340 miles, class 3,” “ over 340 miles, class 2.”
Now refer to pages 13 and 15, and we find on page 13 that the charge for ale in bulk, 149 miles, Orange
to Nevertire, is £4 4s. 4d., being rate charged for class 8. On page 15 we find the charge for ale in bulk,
341 miles, Sydney to Nevertire, is £5 13s, Id.
Thus up to this point we have as follows :—
£ s. d.
Sydney to Nevertire, 341 miles ...
...
...
...
...
...
... 5 13 1
Orange to Nevertire, 149 miles ...'
...
...
...
...
....
... 4
4 4
Turn now to page 21, and as a foot-note to the general table of rates we find as follows
“ N.B.—A reduction of 20 per cent, on the above rates will be allowed on 1st and 2nd class traffic
carried between Sydney and stations distant over 340 miles.”
We must, therefore, discover what is 20 per cent, on £5 13s. Id.; this proves to be £1 2s. 7d.,
leaving £4 10s. 6d. as my calculation, though £4 4s. lOd. was given as the rate at the station.
NOte.—On examining the figures it appears evident that the clerk who made the calculation at the
station allowed 25 per cent, instead of 20, and hence the mistake. The rates therefore are:—
£ s. d.
Sydney to Nevertire, 341 miles ...
...
...
...
...
...
... 4 10 6
Orange to Nevertire, 149 miles ...
...
...
...
...
...
... 4
4 4
Subtracting...................................................................0 6 2
We get 6s. 2d. as the price paid by a Sydney brewer for the carriage of his ale over 149 miles of
railway, whilst the Orange brewer pays for the same service £4 4s. 4d., after having already paid heavily
for the carriage of the material with which the ale is made.
Orange, 22nd January, 1883.
0. J. GRAHAM.
The Honorable the Minister for Works,—
Sir,
Newcastle, 29 January, 1883.
I have the honor to draw your attention to the following injustice in the railway rates, to
which I am sure it is only necessary to call your attention to have them altered, viz., the rates charged
on Colonial ale in comparison with Colonial wine.
Erom Newcastle to Uralla, a distance of 245 miles, Colonial wine is charged under table B,
£1 15s. lOd. per ton, whilst Colonial ale is charged for the same distance, under table 3, £6 3s. lid. per
ton. Now Colonial wine pays almost nothing to the revenue; the grower, manufacturer, or seller pay
nothing until it comes to the retailer, who pays a wine license of £2 per annum. Whilst with Colonial
ale the brewer pays a license of £30 per annum in Sydney, £20 in the country, and the material beer is
made from—hops, malt, and sugar—pays a duty to the revenue, and the retailer pays a duty of £30 per
annum. Is this just ?
It may be argued that to reduce the rate would be detrimental to the interest of up-country
brewers ; but that would be protection. The material they make their beer from, viz., hops, malt, and
sugar, does not come to more than one-third (I am advised) of the weight of beer, that is, the material is only
one-third of the weight of the manufactured article; so in sending beer up the country, it is necessary to
pay freight on two-thirds water.
_
The railway would be no loser by the reductions prayed for, as the increased quantity would more
than compensate for the difference.
It is argued, I know, that if the rate on Colonial ale was reduced, it would be necessary to do so
on the imported article, but this would apply equally to wine.
Braving your favourable consideration of the above,
I have, &c.,
SAMUEL BELL
'
(Representing Wood Bros. & Co., and Prendergast, Wood, & Co., Newcastle.)
What is being done re the rebate made to brewers for carrying beer long distances ? See Mr.
Dalton’s remarks in House on debating Einancial Statement. In fixing the rates for long distances, so
as to compete with Victoria for the traffic, attention should have been given to the fact that too high rebates
.would affect country brewers. The question, however, was gone into before Mr. Dalton alluded to it,
and I made arrangements for rectifying the oversight. Let me have papers.—Ch.A.G., B.C., 19/2/83.
Minute
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•

'

'

Milute by Mr. Traffic-Manager Head.

■

'

Alteration of Goods Eates.
As stated in my minute of the 23rd ultimo, when the railway is open to Nyngan, we shall be even in a
better position as regards retaining the Bourke, Cobar, &c., trade than we are at present, because, as far
as Cobar is concerned, it will be about equi-distant between the railway and the.Darling, and as the latter
is navigable up as far as Louth only a few months in as many years, as a rule there is no reason, in my
opinion, to make a special bid for the traffic of the district.
• When the river is not navigable, there are ho other means of getting goods to Cobar and Bourke than
by rail (as has been the case for some time), and when it is navigable, even the reduced rates which apply on
the South and South-west will not secure the traffic.
I recommend, therefore, that the reduction of 20 per cent, on the 1st and 2nd class rates between
Sydney and stations distant over 340 miles, and the 3rd and 4th class maximum rates of £6 10s. and
£7 10s. per ton, respectively,'be confined to the Southern and South-western lines, and that the rates as
they appear in the rate-book be charged to stations on the Western and Northern lines.
■
This will not get rid of the' difference between one and two or more terminal rates, nor is it
possible to do so without reducing the rates for the shorter distances (which would, mean throwing away
a' large amount of revenue) or increasing them for long distances, which I do not think it is desirable to
do, as they are quite high .enough already. These differences are caused by the large discounts given
upon long distances, and there is no other method of reducing them, except by altering these discounts
and making them lower than they are (which, as I have said, would increase the rates for long distances)
or lowering the rate per ton for the shorter distances.
•
'
■ ■'
The truck rates for corrugated iron and fencing-wire should also be confined to the Southern and
South-western lines, and the ordinary tonnage rates charged on the West and North ; and the maximum rate
•.of £24 per truck for sugar should also apply to the South and South-western only..
•
Exclude ale and
Galvanized screws and washers and nails are carried at second class rates up to 380 miles, and
porter from the
•first class rates for greater distances ; the latter should only apply to the South and South-western, and so
concession
altogether on
also should the rate for ale and porter in bulk for distances over 340 miles..
any line.—
Ch.A.G.
The special rate of £20 per truck for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th class goods from Sydney to stations
on the Southern and South-western lines, distant over 305 miles from Sydney, should be published.
.Truck rates for hay, straw, and chaff. There is a foot-note to these rates that “the charge for distances
not shown will be one-fifth of the difference in rate between every 5 miles.” The distances shown are 16,
,26, 35-, 41, 40, 54, <&c., so’that the remark referred to does not apply, and some doubt has been expressed
as to how 18 miles, for instance, should be charged for. I propose that the first distance be made 15
miles, then 26, and so on, and the apparent anomaly will thus be got rid of.
Cattle and sheep, page 37.—The minimum rate of 15s. has been, by some overlook, left out of thepresent beok ; it should be reinstated in the next, and so also should the remark be added to the sheep
rates “ for single-decked trucks only two-thirds of these rates will be charged.”
Powder or other explosives, page 36.—A regulation should be inserted to the effect that “ Powder
or other explosives will not be left at any place where there is not an officer in charge unless there is
someone present to take delivery, but will.be taken on to the next station and left there.”
■

"

—------

■

W.Y.E., 21/2/83.

■
Prepare rate-sheet on this basis for approval.—Ch.A.G., 2/3/83. Traffic Manager, B.C. The
Commissioner requested, per telephone, that these papers should be returned. Please return as early as •
possible.—W.V.E., 22/5/83.
Sir,-

_
Department of Eailways, Sydney, 1'March, 1883.
Eeferring to your letter of the 29th January last, respecting the alleged anomaly in the
; rates charged for the carriage of Colonial ale and Colonial wine, I have the honor to inform you that
several considerations determined the Government in making the difference between the rates charged for
-the'articles mentioned. Colonial wine is generally carried in bottle, while Colonial beer is invariably
carried in bulk. The weight of the bottles is equal to 70 or 80 gallons to the ton which beer gains, and
the wine loses. Then again, Colonial wine is not sent to districts where it will compete with wine locally
grown ; not so with Colonial beer. Country brewers have a good deal to contend with in competing with
the beer made in Newcastle and Sydney. Some of the brewers located a few miles only from the places
-named have been, even with the present freight charges, obliged to close, and if Colonial beer were carried
as cheaply as Colonial wine, country breweries, with immaterial exception, would all have to close, unless '
indeed the charges for the carriage of sugar, glucose, and malt were also greatly, reduced. Those con
siderations, while showing .that the charge for Colonial ale should be maintained, it is admitted, do not
wholly account for the great difference that is made in the rates for the two articles. Judged from a
-railway economic standard the rate charged for the carriage of Colonial wine is too low; the concession
was made, however, by the Government principally on social grounds, to give encouragement to the con
sumption of Colonial wine in preference to the deleterious alcoholics, which it was represented the non*
•wine growing districts of the Colony were being supplied with.
.
•
'
I have, &c.,
'
CHAS. A. GOODCHAP,
Samuel Bell, Esq,, Newcastle.
Commissioner for Eailways.
■
[This letter was not sent. Mr. Bell called on Commissioner, and on the next page the purport
of what transpired is stated by Commissioner.]
I have seen Mr. Bell, and argued the matter out w;ith him. He does not seem able to take up
readily new impressions. After admitting one by one the principles I laid down, the result of wffiich
went to prove that the charge for beer trainage cduld not be reduced to the metropolitan brewers -without
doing injustice to the local brewer, he -was unable to grasp the conclusion his admissions confined him
to, and he came back with illogical butrenewed vigour to his first demand that there should be areduction.
■
'
.
His

His trump card argument seemed to him to be unanswerable, viz., large quantities of water were used fotf
beer, and consequently, in our charges for carrying beer, we were charging a high rate for the carriage of
the water it contained. He could not understand the obvious reply that the vendor did not charge for
the beer as he "would if it were water, and that it must be carried at the value the brewer set upon it.
If it" were lost or destroyed by the Department, the basis of the claim for. compensation would be on the
value of the beer, not on the value of its component parts. I think the paper may be put by.-rCh.A.G, 6/3/83.
.
‘
.

•
•

The Hon. the Minister for "Works,—
•
'
■ Sir,
"
'
15 March, 1883.
I have the honor to remind you of a petition I forwarded you, praying for the reduction of
the railway rates on Colonial ale, it being charged under table or class 3, v.'hilst Colonial wine is under
table B.
'
The manufacture of Colonial ale is a large industry, and the materials, malt, hops, and sugar, from
which it is made, pay a duty to the revenue. The brewer in,Sydney pays £30, the country brewer, £20,
per annum, and the retail seller, £30 per annum, against Colonial wine, which pays nothing to the revenue,
except the •retail seller, who pays £2 per annum. The distance from Nevrcastle to Uralla is 245 miles.
Dor this distance Colonial ale pays £6 3s. lid., whilst Colonial wine only pays £115s. lOd. per ton, and not
'
even 4 hhds. carried tp the ton.
The materials. from which beer is manufactured, hops, malt, and sugar, are only one-third of the
weight of the manufactured-article. The persons in the country who get it, having thus to pay on twothirds rates, "whilst the up-country brewers get more than one-third advance in price.
.
I may instance Armidale, from which place I write, "where the brewers get £5 per hhd. against
our £3 12s., which is more than one-third advance, and they,have only to pay on material.
English ale can afford to pay this rate, as it commands double the price.
which cotonla^beerlaf^froni!
•

.

•

1 think it would be unreasonable

.
. I had the honor of seeing Mr. Goodchap on the subject. He, very courteously, showed ratrthanHngliahbter-c&a
me the Commissioner’s report on this subject, but it appears to me that' he was the only This is not the cose several
person examined on the matter, and as he appears to be prejudiced against a reduction of gaveovidence on the subject,—
these rates, from the fact of his stating to me, “ He would not allow one penny to be taken ‘ '
■ off if he could help it,” can hardly be taken for an impartial witness.
.theychwge bf nottoohteh.^nd
Erom the fact of this'high fate goods arc sent to Glen Innes and Vegetable Creek* by that to lower it would be to prefer
way of Grafton which ought to come this way, thereby driving freight from the Government brevrerfasuongexpressiorTo"^
‘railway, carriage being cheaper that way, bad as the roads are.
intention to resist a reductioif
■
The railway would be no loser by this reduction,‘as the amount carried would be so o^aIg. 810" & mp»r a. ^
•much increased as to make up for any deficiency.
_
The relative, value of the two articles being—Colonial ale, Is. 4d. per gallon; Colonial wine, at a
•low average, from Gs. to 7s. per gallon.
• ■
•
•
. Praying for a redress of this grievauce,
.
. ■
;
I have, &c.,
SAMUEL BELL
. .
■'
(Representing "Wood-Brothers & Co. and Pendergast, Wood, & Co., Newcastle).
.

* Beer is not sent this way.

.

A letter was prepared to be sent to Mr. Bell on the 1st March, but he called to see me before^ ifc
was sent,.and I have, on the back of that letter, stated what transpired at the interview. That letter, the
endorsement thereon, and my comments on Mr. Bell’s present letter will show.how the matter stands.—
Ch.A.G., 24/3/83. Under Secretary, Public Works.
•
.
' .
‘
Mr. Bell admitted to me that his object in seeking a reduction in the rate was to supply the navvies ,
engaged on the railway, who w7ere now being supplied by the local brewers of Tamworth and Armidale at ■
.a cheaper rate than he could supply them, but I fail to seeNthat the rate-sheet should be so framed as to
admit of the metropolitan brewers competing successfully with local brewers. If, as Mr. Bell states,
.beer contains so much water (the valueless, or nearly valueless nature of which should induce, he says,
cheap carriage), it seems to me that this very quality of cheap material should enable him to lower his
. price for the beer he sells.—Ch.A.G., 24/3/83.
■
■
' ■
I consider this quite untenable. It would be introducing a most novel phase of protection, that
goods made in the Colony should be carried at lower rates than goods iptrodriced into the country of gamp
character.—A.S., 26/5/83.
' ;
Railways.—J.R., B.C,, 5/6/83.
Inform.
■
'

■

Telegram from Mr. H. A, Elworthy to The Commissioner for Railways.
'
Orange Station, 21 May, 1883.
A deputation" of country brewers desire to wait .on you on Wednesday, morning, 12 o’clock, re youp
.letter, 31st January.
.
‘
.
--------- "
H. A. ELWORTHT.
■

I asked Mr. Berner to get me all the information to reply to deputation. There was a return
showing quantity of beer sent by Sydney brewers. What is being charged now ? Where is rate-sheet ?
It is of little use returning me the papers in this shape.—Ch.A.G., 22/5/83.
I saw the deputation and promised that the alteration should be made on the opening to Nyngan.
Malt in tanks to be lowered. They say the difference between malt in bags and malt in tanks is too .
great.—Ch.A.G., 23/5/83.
' .
'
Altered in new rate-book.—W.V.R., 26/5/83. Commissioner.

No. 19,
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■

■

No. 19.
Dalton Bros, to The Commissioner for Railways.

.
Sir,
•
Sydney; 6 June, 1883.
r
Will you be good enough to. inform us if the same regulations for truck loads obtain, on the
Western,, as on the Southern line of Eailway.
.
The rate per truck for special trucks from Eedfern to Nyngan (for mixed goods) ?
The distance from Eedfern to Nyngan ?,
Tour early reply will oblige.
'
Tours, &c.,
.
--------DALTON BEOS.
The. truck rates for general goods do not apply to the Western line.
charged on actual weight.—W.V.E., 18/6/83. Commissioner.

Actual mileage rates are

Gentlemen,
Department of Public Works, Eailway Branch, Sydney, 7 July, 1883.
.
With reference to your letter of the 6th ultimo, respecting the regulations and rates for the
conveyance of goods at truck rates on the Great Western line, I have the honor to inform you that truck
rates for general goods do not apply to this line, actual mileage rates being charged on actual weight.
The distance from Sydney to Nyngan is 377 miles.
.
. I have, &c.,
Messrs. Dalton Bros.; Pitt-street, Sydney.
D. YBENON,
.
Secretary of Eailways. ,

,

No. 20.
Minutes relating to issue of new goods rates pamphlet.

j have to enclose herein the Executive minute, approving of the amended goods pamphlet, together with
the. latest proof of the same; and shall be glad if you will have the final amendments made, in order that
the copies can be printed and the amended rates brought into operation.
'
G.B., B.C., 10/7/83.

I enclose a proof which I only got from the Government Printer yesterday afternoon. I have
inserted the Camden Tramway rates on page 40, but as there are no C and D classes in the railway classi
fication now, they should be altered in accordance with my minute, which also embodied live stock rates.
I should greatly like to see the Camden rates in the new book, but if there is not time to decide upon
them, they had better be expunged for the present. [I have, however, shown the rates as I think they
should be, and shall be glad if the Commissioner will approve of their being inserted.—W. T. Bead,
20/7/83. Commissioner.
I have not time to revise the rate-book, but the Secretary should see that it is correct in accordance
with decisions. Please look at Mis. rates for Camden Tramway, page 40, re 5 tons, witb the exception
'
of, firewood and mining props, the minimum which is 5 tons. What does it mean ?—Ch.A.G., 23/7/83.
'
I have looked into above. It was a clerical error to quote the minimum for firewood and mining
props as 5 tons. It should be 4 tons. The book has been corrected.—D.C. M‘L., 24/7/83.
Traffic
Manager—G.B., B.C., 16/7/83.
The, new rate-book, which is now in the printer’s hands, provides for bulk ale and porter being
charged, at second-class rates for all distances, instead of, as at present, third-class for distances not
exceeding 3dQ miles, and second-class for greater distances, so that the great differences to which Mr.
Graham refers will be done away with. I need hardly remind the Commissioner that the second-class
rate for distance's over 340. miles was made some time after the South-western line was opened beyond.
* Torn away in Ale sent from Sydney to distant stations and------*, as almost nil. The paper is not among these that are in
ongni paper
hands respecting the alteration of the rates, but I presume it is in the Commissioner’s office, and if it.
could be found, it would'show very clearly that what I say is correct. Moreover, if the country brewer
has. had to pay a high rate for the manufactured article, he has always had the raw material carried at a
cheap rate. In the. new rate-book it has been provided that malt in tanks shall be reduced from 2nd to
1st class.-—W.V.B., 16/7/83. Commissioner.
.
The Commissioner will not accept this without previous papers.—G.B., 17/7/83. Traflic Manager.
The. papers, are now herewith, with a complete proof of the new rate-book which I got from the
’Government Printer yesterday-afternoon.. I should like to see it printed and distributed at once.—
"W’.V.E., 20/7/83. Commissioner.
'
.
■'
Is book to be printed and issued P—D.C. M‘L.
Tes.—Ch.A.G.", 23/7/83.
. .

, ■■■''■
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No. 21.
Memo, by Mr. Traffic-Manager Read.

I told Mr. M'Kee some time ago to keep a sharp look out upon the traffic between Hay and Melbourne,
and keep me advised of what was going on.
•
For some months the river has not been navigable, and almost all the traffic has consequently gone
from Sydney, but the river is now navigable, and I should like Mr. M‘Kee to inform me, if he possibly
can-, what the. prospects are of wool coming to Sydney this season, and also whether, from all he sees and
hears, the trade of the district is being diverted to Sydney, or if it still comes from Melbourne when the
fiver- is up.
•
'
.
,--------W.Y.E., 6/8/83. ,
I have been keeping a sharp look out for the trade between.Melbourne and Hay, and feel convinced,
from what I can hear and see, that the trade is gradually finding its way to Sydney. The chances of an
increased quantity of wool for Sydney this season are extremely probable. I base my opinion upon the
experipn.ee of last year, the influencing causes then existing being present to a much greater extent this
■
>
year.
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year. Last season forwarding agents, and carriers had entered into contracts to lift the clip early in the
season. There was a plentiful supply of feed, and consequently carriage low; the river was also navigable
much earlier. Notwithstanding, a large quantity of wool brought in and stored for transit by river, had
to he carted to the station and despatched by rail to Sydney, entailing extra charges and knocking about
of wool. I find arrangements have not been entered into so early or extensively this year, and shearing
later ; consequently wool will be later reaching Hay, when, guided by the past, there will be no river
expedition, and safety ensured by rail must eventually count, and I think lead the trade to Sydney.
Those who have capital sunk in boats will, of course, do all they can to work the trade by river. I do
not think freights are likely to be lowered, and I am still assured that insurance rates will be higher. I
hope to forward you statement of river-borne goods for July in a few days.—Wm. M'Kee, 10/8/83.
Traffic Manager.
_
'
I sincerely hope, Mr. M'Kee’s expectations will be realized, but I must admit that I have doubts
about it. The proprietors of river boats and the Victorian Eailway Department will offer all the
inducements they possibly can to secure the traffic. Our rates are now so low that I do not think they
should be made lower. We give a far better service than can be obtained under the best conditions with
Melbourne; and if that, combined with our low rates; does not secure the traffic, there seems to me
to be nothing for it but to adopt the measures I have previously recommended.—W.V.E., 13/8/83.
Commissioner.
.
■
.

■ '

No. 22. ,
Mr. G-. E. Cass, M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.

■
•

Sir,

122, George-street West, Sydney, 13 August, 1883.
Eeferring to my interview with you on the 3rd instant, in accordance with the wishes of the
residents of Nyngan, bringing under your notice the existing high rates of carriage charged for
merchandise, &e., on the Western line, I do myself the honor to forward you a telegram received by me
from W. N. Willis, Esq., chairman of a meeting held to protest against the same, and to request that you
will, without delay, cause the necessary inquiries to be made with a view to granting what the residents of
Nyngan require..
Eespectfully requesting your prompt attention.
I have, &c.,
•
G-EO. E. CASS.

.

■
'

[IShclosure.'l
Telegram from Nyngan Station to Or. E. Cass, Esq., M.P.

Monster meeting of indignation held here Tuesday night to protest against the existing high rates of carriage charged for
merchandise on AVestern line. It was resolved to wire Mr. Cass, the senior member for the district, asking him to
interview the Hon. Minister for Works and request abolishment of truck system. Meeting well attehded. Stormy feeling
expressed on the matter. JDo all you can. Wire me.
■
.
W. N. WILLIS,
.
Chairman of meeting, Nyngan.

.
. No. 23.
' Memo, by Tbe Secretary for Public Works.
■

Eeductions in Wool Eates on Victorian Lines.

Will Commissioner for Eailways please note and report ?—E.A.W., 14/8/83.

Traffic Manager, B.C., 15/8/83.
• #
.
There is not the slightest necessity for granting the same low.rates on the Western line that are in
force between Sydney and stations on the Southern and South-western lines ; because, were it not for the
competition on the latter lines, the rates would be as high as they are on the West. They would at least
be assimilated. When the line was only open to Dubbo the people of the district of Nyngan had heavy
cartage to pay from there, whereas the following are the differences in our rates between Sydney and
Dubbo and Sydney and Nyngan:—
,
A.

B.

Mis.

1st.

2nd.

3rd.

4th:

'

•

4s. lid.
9s. 11 d.
4s. 2d.
19s. lOd.
24s. 9d.
34s. 7d.
54s. 7d.
and the distance is 99 miles. No reason has been given'by the public why the rates to Nyngan should be
reduced, except that they are higher than those to stations on the Southern and South-western lines, a
similar distance from Sydney, and I.presume they will not contend that they are paying, as high rates now
as they were formerly by team, and the service is not to be compared. As the Commissioner very fairly
puts it, if the rates on the Southern and South-western lines had not been reduced as they were we would
most certainly never have got the traffic either from Wagga Wagga or Hay, and the loss to the revenue
would therefore have been greater than it is while the expenditure would have been very little less, than it
is at present. As I have stated before, I am not in any way wedded to the present nates. If they were
prohibitive I would at once say reduce them, but nothing has been advanced to show that they are .'so, and.
I am therefore of opinion that they should not be reduced at present, for the simple reason that we cannot
afford to forego the revenue. If we were to reduce the rates to Nyngan it would be strengthening, in a
very great degree, the arguments of such gentlemen as Mr. Mugridge and many others,, who were
examined before the Eates Commission,, and who stated that the rates were to favour Sydney at the
expense of certain districts.—W.V.E., 17/8/83.
.
,
.
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No. 24.
■ ■
- Memorials from Residents of Mount'Itope and Nymagee,

'
Petition presented by R. BAUxoif, Esq., M.P., 19 September, 1883. ,
'fo tbe Honorable tbe Minister for Public Works, Sydney,—
,

Honorable Sir,
.
■ .Tbe bumble petition of tbe undersigned inhabitants of Mount Hope,—

Respectfully Showeth:—

•

~
l; That at a public meeting, convened by tbe said inhabitants, to consider tbe present high rates of
carriage charged on goods between Sydney and Nyngan, it was decided to ask,—■
. •
That you would be graciously pleased to cause the present rates to be lowered to tbe same as tbe
rates charged on the other railway lines of this Colony, which would give a great impetus to traffic on the
■line of road between Mount Hope and Nyngan.
'
, And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. ■
.
■
•
.
We have, &c.
•
[Here follow
signatures^]
.
’
Petition presented by R. Baiitoy, Esq., M.P.
To the Honorable the Minister for Public Works, Sydney,—
•
The humble petition of the undersigned residents of Nymagee and district,—
Showeth :—

.

i

.

,

'

.

•
That , your petitioners would most respectfully protest against the increase in the railway
rates on goods from Sydney to. Nyngan, as such increase if persisted in must materially injure the
prospects of this rapidly rising town and district. Tour petitioners beg to draw your attention to the
fact that this district is mostly supported by the working classes ; that their wag.es are not equal to those
ruling in Sydney; and that the additional rate of trainage will materially increase the cost of living,
which is already too high, and must in the end seriously injure this great mining and squatting district.
Tour petitioners would further add that this increase of rates will divert the trade from Sydney
to South Australia, as goods can be delivered in Nymagee at a far less figure from South Australia as
soon as the Darling River is navigable.
.
Tour petitioners sincerely trust you will giye this matter your careful consideration, and cause a
reduction to be made in the said rates.
’
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
\_Sere folloio

.

signatures]

■

,No. 25..
Minute by Mr. Traffic-Manager Read. .

'
.

He a paragraph in Sydney Morning Herald, of 14th August, 1883, on Extension of Victorian wool rates
•
concessions to certain districts of New South Wales.
Submitted to the Commissioner, who wrote in reference to statement tba't Victorian rates were being
lowered to catch wool from New South Wales :—“ Traffic Manager to say how this will affect our wool
traffic in and about Narrandera; wool previously brought to that station may by this extension of the
‘ imaginary line ’ be diverted.”—Ch.A.G., 16/8/83.
,
'
. The clause formerly read :—
•
“Wool.—The clip of stations north of an imaginary line’ drawn from the southern portion of
Drana Swamp, on the west to Gerogery Station on the North-west line on the east, and east of an
imaginary line drawn from Gerogery Station to Jingelee on the Murray.”
I suppose the above may be accepted as the decision of the Victorian Railway authorities, as to
the greater.facilities that are to be given to draw the wool away from New South Wales, although I
cannot think that they can ever hope to draw to Wodonga the clips of such stations as Tanko, Goolgumbla, Singorambah, or even Coree, and it seems more strange still that the line should be drawn west
ward to the intersection of the Murrumbidgee at Balranald. No doubt the concession is made so that
they can retain their hold of the wool from the Urana and Jerilderie districts ; but, to my mind, it goes
further than that, and almost appears to anticipate the imposition of;river dues on the Murrumbidgee,
although why they should do so in the absence of some tangible demonstration from this side I cannot
imagine. I am trying to find out what wool clips we may expect from the Murrumbidgee this year, but
have not yet been able to ascertain. In view, however, of the low rates to Melbourne, I am very doubtful of
getting much, if any, from the south side of the’ river to the west of Buckinbong, even if we get that
station’s clip. There is very little doubt in my mind that all the wool on the - south side, and within an
easy distance of the river, will go by river to Echuca' as formerly. I hear that Burrabogie wool will
go to Melbourne this year, jerilderie and Urana wool will doubtless be taken’ to Wahgunyah by team,
from which station the rate to Melbourne is the same as from Wodonga, and that is 4s. 6d. per bale, and
5s. to Williamstown or Sandridge, so that even when we open to Jerilderie our hold upon the traffic there or
of the Urana, will be very insecure, unless special rates are quoted. Urana, even then, will still be 15 or
.16 miles from the railway, and the railway journey to Sydney will be about 380 or 390 miles, against
which there are 55 miles of road to Wahgundah, and 173-| miles of railway from thereto Melbourne.
Still, if we could secure the traffic on the south bank of the river by imposing river dues, we ought to'be
able-to secure pretty well all the wool between Jerilderie and the Murrumbidgee, when the Jerilderie bne is
opened. I-could not fairly recommend a further reduction of our rates, but am of opinion, that whatever
action is taken should be in the shape of an impost upon boats and traffic taken along our rivers1, which
are kept open at our expense.
•

t
Commissioner.

.
•

. W. V. READ, 28/8/83.
.
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No. 26.
Minute by Mr. Traffic-Manager Read.

'

is indeed surprising after all the Department lias done towards securing tlie Biverina trade to Sydney
as against Melbourne, that a Sydney newspaper should be found to misrepresent the facts to the extent
the-EcAo does on 8m instant. The reduction-of rates was first made on the Yictorian side, and.'New
South Wales was thus compelled to follow suit, or be content to see the whole of the • Biverina district
supplies drawn to Melbourne, moreover the rate frpm Sydney was not, reduced to £3 per ton, but to £20
per track of 6 toils, and as trucks generally contain from 4-|-to 6 tons, and smaller consignments:are
.chargeable at £o 10s. per ton, the average is considerably over £3, and never in any case below £3 6s 8d
per ton.
.
Albury has a great advantage over Wagga with regard to Melbourne traffic, while so far as Sydney
is concerned, it has the .benefit of the same rates as Wagga, although 77 miles further away. It.is
not true that the rates from Albury to Wagga are equal to or more than those charged from Sydney
Aik m7’ but 6Ven “i I7 w<Te’ ^ aPPears to me that the advantage is all the more on the.side of
Albury, because it would furnish a good argument for advancing the latter. As the rates stand Albury
merchants may draw supplies from Melbourne and send them on to Wagga at the same cost as the Wagga
merchant can supply himself direct, which is an advantage on the side of Albury not obtainable at any
other station midway between the points of import and consumption. If Sydney is to supply the Biverina
district, the Wagga merchant must have an .advantage in his own neighbourhood over Albury, as it would
be absurd to suppose that the Department would carry first from Sydney to Albury and then from Albury
to Wagga at a less cost than from Sydney to Wagga direct. If, on the other hand, the question is left
open, I think it will be generally admitted that the Sydney importer should have the advantage rather
than the Melbourne one.
. . . °
It

.

\

' W.V.B.,

.

.

-

.

No. 27.
Precis.

2/11/83.

.

'
,

Hay requirements—Mr. C. A. Simson’s letters.

'
.

Mu. Snisoy wrote a note expressing his regret that when he called to ask to have a decent 1st class 3 Au*
carriage put on between Junee and Hay, he found Commissioner out.
“’
•
Commissioner asked Traffic Manager if it was proposed to give the Hay passengers' any advantage
/
m connection with the Express, remarked that he had himself. noticed the inferiority of He first ckss
carnages on that line, and directed that a really good first-class carriage should be put on that line.
^W:-0
rePorted’ that1 for reasons stated, they could not do better in respect of train
accommodation than they were now.'domg until the. traffic would warrant-their putting on a separate
tram for passengers between Junee and Hay. As regarded carriages, one 1st class (doubtless the one
fair condition' Comimssl01ler) had recentl7 been withdrawn, and all the carriages on that line were now in
TW ,-Sn
1 Jlme’,18S.f’ Mr- Unison wrote again, stating that there was a strong feeling in the
Hay distnct-infa.vour of railway communication with Deniliquin, but that he.had refused to sign the
Swl0ni°r Vt Tif8/**0 be unneces'sarD that the coach carries double as'many passengers ^ the
i ailway does, that if the trains were run to meet the express or other passenger trains to Melbourne the
passenger traflic w-ould be quadrupled, it would be a great boon to the public and profitable to the Departwernpt»lC7mP+amed agam0bthe ™comfortable carriage arrangements, and stated that if some consideration
were shown to passengers from Hay, it would do much to allay the desire for a railway to Deniliquin.
on
^0mt?.lssl0neJ minuted that he had pa,id attention to the improvements of carriage accommodation
f
lme’
tbvt be
would be desirable to run a train to meet the express train to and
8r*’'"d *1,eref”e the
not impede
Traffic M.anager reported that it would be better for through passengers if the S -W trains ran in
connection with mam line express but the difficulty was that the latter did not carry 2nd class Passen4s
and only ran five days a week. The first named difficulty might easily be got over, but the fast not so
e hf tW? dT the
traiu were run in connection with the mail. The great
object of the Department was to induce people to come to Sydney instead of going to Melbourne but he
did not see how the proposed change would affect this, for although Victoria refused to carry 2nd ckss
passengers between Sydney and Melbourne, they would not object in the case of passengers from the Hav
district, winch was the competition ground between the two colonies, and therefore Hay people would
still go to Melbourne, although some might go by way of Albury.
•
JP P
Coach proprietors would not let passengef traffic go without a struggle.
Cobb & Co^ now issue excursion tickets, Hay to Melbourne, 'Ma'Deniliquin 1st class £5- 2nd '

S
9s‘ •MUraud0| ydr7)uT ** 16s-9d-r?^ 5s. respectively; while to
£6 Js. 3d. and £4 6s. Thus excursion tickets to Svdnev are 1st 3s Qd
4

9nd on/
in u. ’
Melbourne proving, Traffic Manager maintains, that it is no question of cost or convenience whichftkes
passengers ^ Melbourne instead of Sydney, but. business. Had always maintained thft if we could
secure the goods traffic the passenger traffic would follow. Unfortunately the opposition rates Ire mfre
favourable when the river is navigable, which it always is during wool seasoifP Could not however ■
recommend reduction of rates while large-sums are being spent in snagging river, and so proUdffio a
highway-for traffic to other molomes. Beverting to the question of passenger traffic from Hay pointed
that, although there is no difficulty between Albury and Junee, there are^steep grades-on-this^ide of
] U COIlU
llmltnilml?el' f. P^sengers from South-western line, Ind that in holiday time
express might require two engines, m which case it could not keep time
133—E
•
.
_
.
On

1883

'

June, 1884.

Aug., 1834.
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On the 12th instant Mr. Simson again wrote charging Commissioner with discourtesy in not
replying to his two previous communications, and enclosing a sheet of Victorian wool-rates, showing that
that Colony is making large reductions on carriage of wool from Biverina. Becommended Commissioner
to “ do likewise.”
.
As regards the imputation of discourtesy, it is true that.Mr. Simson!s first note was not answered,
hut his complaint was remedied, and I doubt if it was essential that a note of so informal a character
should be answered.
.
' .
.
Mr. SimSon’s second communication has not been answered, because Traffic Manager’s report, upon
which the reply would necessarily be based (and of which an abstract is given on the other side), has only
just' come to hand.
'
------------------C.A.B., 22/8/84.
Victorian Competitive Bates.
A uerusal of attached paragraphs by the general public not directly interested in the rates would lead to
the supposition that the Victorian authorities had taken the first step towards the abolition of a regrettable
competition between the two Bailway Departments for the Biverina traffic. It is a step in the right
direction.no doubt, but the rates they charge from Melbourne to Albury are still very much lower than
ffdin Melbourne to Wodonga, while from Melbourne to Albury, if the goods be consigned to G-erogery or
any point north of Gerogery, the net cost to the consumer is very much lower still.
The figures are
,
' 1

.

MelbbUfhe to "Wodonga, 187 miles
Melbourne to Albury, 191 miles

...
...

Misc.

1st.

2nd. .

3rd.

4th.

48/42/6

62/6
53/6

78/6
53/6

94/63/6

1Q9/6
63/6

If goods are consigned to G-erogery or any point north thereof the net rates, after allowing rebate,
are as follows ■—
.. .

Melbourne to Albury, 191 miles

Misc.

...

32/6

1st.

2nd.

3rd.

4th.

33/6

33/6

33/6

33/6

.

Prior to the opening of New South Wales railways to Albury, the Victorian Department charged
one rate for Wodonga traffic, a lower one for Albury, and a lower still for Biverina traffic. At the time
our lines opened to Albury they revised their rates and put Albury traffic on the same footing as other
places in the Biverina. I never could see any reason for so sweeping a reduction, and I think if any
reports are turned up it will be found that I expressed myself at the time to that effect. Binding their
mistake the Victorian authorities have again advanced the rates as far as Albury is concerned, but not to
the figures they formerly charged to Wodonga, while to other places in Biverina, Wagga for instance, no
charge has been made at all. It is sheer nonsense therefore to talk of the new rates being “ expected to
remove all legitimate grounds on the score of unfair competition between the Victorian and N. S. Wales
Bailways.”
.
.
While increasing the rates to Albury, it would appear they have actually reduced those for wool
from the Murrumbidgee and Darling Bivers.
The reason given for the further reduction, is that the railway station “ at Hay has been found to
have attracted a considerable portion of the Victorian (?) trade during the past few years.” The fact is,
the Victorian Department have deliberately resolved to continue the struggle for New South Wales traffic,
and instead of endeavouring to remove grounds of complaint on the score of unfair competition they are
actually making the difference greater.
'
I am not prepared to recommend any reduction upon our rates, but I do wish something could be
ddne to check these persistent reductions made upon wool conveyed to Melbourne, and that could be done
as far as river-borne wool is concerned.
W. V. BEAD,
Commissioner.
,
.
23/8/84.
Dear Sir, .
.
Mungadal, Hay, N.S.W., 12 August, 1884.
Although you have not had the courtesy to reply to my two previous communications, I still
Venture to forward yOu a third from which you will see Victoria is making a large reduction in the carriage
of wool from Biverina. New South Wales will require to do likewise or take a back seat.
Tours truly,
0. A. G-oodchap, Esq., Commissioner for Bailways, Sydney.
C. H; SIMSON. -

Minute by Mr. Traffic-Manager Bead to The Commissioner for Bailways.
I .eefobted fully on the rate question, to which I have nothing to add.
If the Victorian Bailway Commissioners are willing to carry Murrumbidgee wool from Echuca,
Wodonga, or Wahgimyah to Melbourne for such a low rate as 3s. per bale, While for wool grown at
"Wodonga they would charge 7s. 6d., it shows how much they value the trade of the district, and how little
importance is to be attached to their statement about removing the cause of the competition between the
Victorian and N.S W. Bailways.
.
I am not disposed to recommend any further reduction in our rates. The fact that the Victorian
Bailway Department considers it necessary to further reduce theirs is almost the- best assurance we can
get that they feel the result of the competition in N. S. Wales, and if we did make a reduction it is just
as likely that they would follow it with another, and the result would be a ruinous competition.
Even if we did reduce our rates I do not believe that all the extra traffic we would get would make
up more than what we would lose on that traffic which we are sure of.
,
I do not think the present competition will ever cease until something is done by this Colony to
check it.—W. V. Bead, 2/9/84.
.

No. 28.
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No. 28.
•i ■
Mr. W. H. Mattliews to The Commissioner for Railways.

'

’

Sir)

Cootamundra, 1 September, 1884.
I send you herewith particulars re differential rates between the towns between Harden and
and hope that you will see your way clear to make such concessions as may so equalize the
tariff, that no one town will be in a better position, as far as competition is concerned over railway rates
than another:—
'
'
" ’
£ S. d.
£ s. d.
£ s.
Wagga
.
20 0 0
Junee
.
41 11 6
3 18 6
23 18
Cootamundra
38 0 6
9 17 6
29 17
Harden
.
35 12 0
14 5 0
34 5
I have, &c.,
W. H. MATTHEWS,
Hon. Secretary, Deputation re Railway Rates.
t
Traffic Manager for report. There is a district which is so situated that with some small difference
it can be equally well supplied by Wagga or by Murrumburrah storekeepers. The low rates to Wagga
seriously handicap the Murrumburrah storekeeper. The proposal made if accepted would not, as regards
Murrumburrah, affect the revenue to any material extent, but with Cootamundra the difference is greater,
and with Junee it is of course nearly double. If, however, a storekeeper at Wagga wished to compete
with a storekeeper at Junee, the latter would be placed at a great disadvantage.. Tbe Wagga storekeeper
could deliver at Junee, after paying freight from Sydney to Wagga, for £3 iSs. 6d. per truck, the whole
cost being £23 18s. 6d., while the Junee storekeeper has to pay £41 17s. 6d. per truck. These figures, I
am sure, are incorrect, because the compiler of them has gone on a wrong basis; he has assumed the'truck
to contain more that in practice it really does contain.—OH.A.Gi., 4/9/84. Urgent.
I shall be glad if the G-oods Superintendent will let me know without delay whether full loads of
6 tons oT third-class goods, are, as a rule, put in trucks for Wagga Wagga, or, indeed, whether 6 tons of
any kind of general goods ar.e ever put in one waggon for that station. In the figures given by the
Messrs. Matthews, it is assumed that the trucks contain 6 tons of third-class goods in each case. .As a
rule, what is the gross weight put into a waggon (charged at the £20 rate) for Wagga Wagga, and
what are the wmights of the respective classes ?—D.K., 8/9/84. Goods Superintendent. .
' •
It will be advisable to show a fortnight’s traffic to Wagga.—G.T.E., 9/9/84. Mr. Harper.
_
Nearly the whole of the goods consigned to Wagga Station are carried in truck loads; an’d in most
instances the load reaches or exceeds 6 tons. We cannot give the weights of the respective classes as the
consignments are not separated for classification purposes, but a large proportion of the goods are of the
third-class.—Jno. Habpjsb, 10/9/84.
_
.
1
There can be no doubt the £20 rate for 6 ton lots has had the effect of improving our average
loads to Wagga, and it would be found that tbe same argument applies to stations on the South-western
line. Mr. Matthews bases his argument on the 6-ton lots, but vvould he be able to guarantee full loads
for the three other stations enumerated. I have no doubt Junee could hold its own, in fact it is the rule^.
for one firm to send their goods to Wagga, and return them to Junee, that course being cheaper than
■ through rate from Sydney.—G.T.E., 10/9/84. Traffic Manager.
.
- '
’:_
#If the trucks were always fully loaded with 6 tons of third-class goods, Mr. Matthews’ figures, * The remain4er
of: t^ia fnihutp .
with one exception, which I have corrected, would be correct, but it is very rarely indeed that 6 tons of. has
unfortu-:
third-class goods can be put in an ordinary D truck, and the load is therefore generally made up of heavy natejy* been
lost.-r-J.E.P.
goods of the first or second class, but unfortunately we cannot give the weights of the different .classes,
because, not being charged at a tonnage-rate, we have no occasion to keep them separately. Inform that
I find upon inquiry that his figures are wrong, inasmuch as they are based upon the assumption that the
truck carries 6 tons of third-class goods to Wagga. In practice it is found that the truck load consists
of a large proportion ^of articles, subject to lower than third-class rates, and consequently the difference
is not so great; there can be no doubt that the storekeeper of Wagga gets an advantage by the truck
system, but if it were taken away, and he was charged at a mileage basis, it would not serve the interests
of the traders of Cootamundra or Murrumburrah, as he would simply obtain his goods from Melbourne,
aud would be able to undersell other traders competing for the trade of the district referred to. With
the present low rates the Department has all it can do to compete with Victorian railways for the carriage
of the merchandise taken at Wagga, and some storekeepers continue to have their commercial relations
with Melbourne. Point out to Mr. Matthews that if we lost this trade, the inevitable result would be that
we would have to increase the charges made to other stations, so as to earn the money required to pay
interest upon the capital expended, an increase in the rate to Wagga would therefore have no beneficial
effect in diverting the trade of Temora and other places to their more legitimate, because nearer market,
as Wagga merchants would still hold the trade with goods obtained from Melbourne, &c.—Ch.A.G.-, 2-6/9/84;
* Take Cootamundra, and assume that of the 6 tons, 3 tons only were 3rd-class goods:—1 ton,
2nd class; 2 tons, 1st class—the charge instead of being £38 Os. 6d., would be £30 17s. lOd. Point this
out.—Ch.A.G., 26/9/84.
■
‘ ••
Sir,
'
Department of Railways, Sydney, 2 October, 1884.
■
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 1st ultimo, with particulars
respecting the goods rates from Sydney to Wagga Wagga, Cootamundra, and Harden, and requesting that
such concessions may be made to Harden and Cootamundra, as will place them in equally as good a
position as Wagga Wagga, to compete for the trade of the district.
'
.
In reply I have to inform you that the matter has been carefully considered, and I may point out,
in the first instance, that the figures quoted by you are not altogether correct, inasmuch as they are based
upon the assumption that the trucks carry 6 tons of 3rd class goods to Wagga Wagga. In practice it is
found
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found that the track load consists of a large proportion of articles wliich are subject to lower than 3rdclass rates, and consequently the difference.is not so great. For instance, the truck might, as an average
load, be assumed to contain. 3 tons of 3rd class, 1 ton of 2nd class, and 2'tons of Ist-class goods, and at
the ordinary rate the freight to Cootamundra would amount to £30 17s. 10s., instead-of £38 Os. Gd. per
truck, quoted in your letter. There can be no doubt that the storekeeper of "Wagga reaps an advantage
by the truck system, but if it were taken away, and he were charged upon a mileage basis, it would not'
serve the interests of the trader of Cootamundra or Murrumburrah, as he would simply obtain his goodsfrom Melbourne, and would be able to undersell the other traders competing for the trade of the districtreferred to. With the present low rate the Department has all it can do to compete with Victorian
railways for the carriage of merchandise taken at Wagga Wagga, and some storekeepers continue to have
their commercial relations with Melbourne. I might point out that if we lost this trade, the inevitable
result would bo to increase the charges made to other stations, so as to earn the money required, to pay
interest on the capital expended. An increase in the rate to Wagga Wagga would therefore have-no
beneficial effect in diverting the trade of Temora aud other places, to their more legitimate, because
nearer, market, as Wagga Wagga merchants would still hold the trade with goods obtained from Melbourne.
I have, &c.,
■
.
CH. A. GOODCHAP,
;
' .
Commissioner for Eailways.

•
•

.

No. 29.
Mr. F. S. Palkiner to The Commissioner for Railways.

’

' Sir,

.
'
' ‘
’
Moonipia Spring Plains, 4 September, 1884.
This property is midway between Jerilderie and Deniliquin. If you -take my wool to Sydney
at ,the same rate the Victorian Eailway are taking Sir Samuel Wilson’s Yanko wool, viz., 5s. lOd. per
bale, to Melbourne from Deniliquin, I will send my wool to Sydney via Jerilderie. If not, it goes to
Melbourne. As I am the owner of two stations I have more bales than Yanko, which joins this property.
•
.
I have, &c.,
■
'
--------'
P. S. PALKINER.
Traffic Manager.—E.J.S., 10/9/84. Urgent.
•
If we can only get 5s. lOd. per bale, I should say by all means let the wool go to Melbourne. It
■ would be absurd to think of carrying .it 40G miles to Sydney for 5s. lOd. a bale.—W. V. Re in, 11/9/84.
Commissioner.
'
Twenty-eight bales can be carried in a truck, and at 5s. lOd. will realize £7 3s. 4d. .The working
expenses are about equal to 3d. per truck-per mile ; empty and full, the running would be equal to 600
miles, which represents a cost of £7 10s. I therefore cannot recommend that any effort shoiild be made
to obtain this wool at the price named.—Ch.A.G., 16/9/84.
•
I concur. Let the wool go to Melbourne.—P.A.W;, 18/9/84.
Sir,

Department of Eailways, 24 September, 1884.
, With reference to your letter of the 4th instant, stating that you are prepared to send your
wool to Sydney.from Jerilderie if it be carried at 5s. lOd. per bale, the same rate as the Melbourne
Eailway Department charge for conveying it from Deniliquin, I have the honor to inform you that I am
unable to approve of your clip being carried at the price named as it would not be remunerative to the
Department.
I have, &c., *
...
.
.
.. CH. A. GOODCHAP,
P. S. Palkiner, Esq., Moonipia Spring Plains, via Jerilderie.
Commissioner for Eailways.
Respecting differential charges for competitive purposes, Victoria v. New South Wales.-—I do not
see that any action is required upon these papers. Commissioner has marked “ Seen ” upon the only
papers which have come in since precis was submitted.—O.A.B., 1/10/84. Acting Secretary.
Does Commissioner require these papers again ?—G.B., 1/10/84.
■
See minute paper sent to Traffice Manager the other day. Statistics required showing effect of
abolition of competitive rates in both Colonies.—Ch.A.G., 3/10/84.
'

No. 30.
Minute by Mr. Traffic-Manager Read.
In differential rates were abolished in both Colonies, the rates for goods traffic between Sydney and
stations on the Southern and South-western lines, and between Melbourne and the same stations will be
found in the following figures, and, for the purpose of comparison, I shall also give the present rates. I
do not consider it necessary to quote the special or miscellaneous rates, because there is really no com
petition to speak of in such traffic:
1st.
2nd.
4th.
3rd. Sydney to Wagga' (non-competitive) ...
84/6
188/7
146/4
105/1
Melbourne to Albury
Albury to Wagga

do
do

...
...

60/
26/8

81/6
32/10

97/
45/2

92/8

114/4

142/2

Sydney to Wagga, present (competitive)

84/6

105/1 .

Melbourne to Albury
Albury to Wagga .

33/6
40/-

33/6
49/3

73/6

' 82/9

do
do '

...
...

'
■.

110/-

-

112/6
5S/6
171/-

■

110/-

33/6
67/9

33/6
87/9

101/3

' 121/3
It
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It will be seen, therefore, that our first and second class non-competitive rates from Sydney are
lower than the non-competitive rates from Melbourne, biit the third and fourth class rates on the
Victorian lines are each Id. per ton per mile lower than ours, so that those rates would' be 4s. 2d. and
17s. 7d. per ton respectively lower from Melbourne than from Sydney- These differences would not
. prejudicially affect the Sydney market if there were nothing else to consider ; but the Commissioner will
remember two years ago, when the general goods rate'from Melbourne to Wodonga was reduced to 30s.
per ton all round, teams were found to convey the goods from Wodonga to Wagga Wagga for 30s. more
(60s. in all), and it was at that time that we were obliged to quote a special rate from Sydney of £20 per
truck not exceeding 6 tons, and as most of the traffic to Wagga Wagga is conveyed in 6-ton loads the
rate is virt'ually G6s. Sd. per ton instead'of 84s.. 6d., 105s. Id., ILOs., and for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th'
class' respectively.
.■
I merely mention this lest in the event of competitive rates being abolished it were possible to
convey goods from Wodonga toWaggaWagga byteam again for 30s. per ton, because in that case the rates
• would be :—
.
.
Melbourne to Wodonga
Wodonga to Wagga ...

...

...
...

Inclusive of dclivery at Wagga
....
While from Sydney to Wagga they
would be, exclusive of delivery ...

Isfc.

2nd.

62/6
30/-

78/30/-

92/6''

108/-

84/6

105/1

. 3rd.

'

4 th.

93/6
30/-

109/30/-

123/6

139/-

146/4

188/7

I may say, however, that teams could not afford to convey goods from Wodonga to Wagga Wagga
for 30s. per ton unless they were, to get loading both ways, which would be most improbable, except
during the wool season, and not even then if the competitive wool-rates were abolished on the Victorian
lines. (I shall deal with the wool-rates further on).
!
;
It is hardly necessary to deal separately with all the stations south of Wagga Wagga, because the
further we go south the more favourable do'the rates become towards Melbourne. I shall, therefore,
content myself by showing the respective rates to Culcairn (as being the most central station between
Wagga Wagga and Albury) and Albury :—
.
1st.
3rd. ■
4th.
2nd.
Sydney to Culcairn (non-competitive)
93/10
162/9
206/116/10,
Melbourne to Albury
Albury to Culcairn

do
do

■ ...

66/■11/-

81/6
13/3

97/
17/9

77/-

94/9

114/9

135/9

Sydney to Culcairn present(competitive)

'75/1

93/6

110/-

110/-

Melbourne to Albury
Albury to Culcairn

33/6
16/6

33/6
19/10

33/6
26/7

33/6
. 34/10

50/-

53/4

6,0/1

. 68/4

99/10

124/4

173/1

223/2

66/-

81/6

97/-

• 112/6

Sydney to Albury present (competitive)

79/10

99/6

110/- '

Melbourne to Albury present (com
petitive) ...
...
...
...

53/6

53/6

63/6

■

do
do .

...
... ■

Sydney to Albury (non-competitive)
Melbourne to

do

do

'

.

112/6
23/3

'

110/'

63/6

Of course the £20 truck rate from Sydney applies- to Culcairn and Albury also.
In respect of wool grown in Victoria, the rate for a 4'cwt. bale from Wodonga to Melbourne is
7s. 6d., while, if grown in the competitive district of this Colony, the rate is only 4s. Od. Our wool-rates
can hardly be said to be competitive ; certainly they would perhaps be a little higher from the most distant
stations on the Southern and South-western lines were it not for the competition with Victoria, but the
difference would hot amount to much.
.
The rates to stations on the South'-western line are rather more difficult to deal with, because, in
addition to the trainage from Melbourne to Echuca, we have the more difficult problem of river freight to
consider.
.
The comjjetitive rates for general goods from Melbourne to Echuca, for places on the Murrumbidgee
which can be served by our South-western line, have for a long time been 30s. per ton all round, and the
freight from Echuca to Hay has, since the South-western line was opened to that town, been as low as
from 22s. 6d. per ton for rough traffic to 27s. 6d. and 30s. per ton for general goods, in each case exclusive
of insurance.
If the competitive rates were abolished in both Colonies the rates from Melbourne and Sydney to
Hay would be:—•
.
.
'

’

Sydney to Hay...
•............................
Melbourne to Echuca'...
...
...

1st.

2nd.

113/6
52/-

141/4
65/-

’ '

3rd.

197/1
78/-

.

4th.

253/1©
91/

and from Echuca to Hay the present river freight would doubtless be considerably increased ; but they
would still be kept very much below the rates from Sydney, so that, unless we could control the river
freight by a tremendously high impost, the abolition of the competitive rates would, as far as we are
concerned, be simply playing into the hands of Victoria.
‘
'
’
•
The
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*Vide No. 42.

.

The only feasible arrangement I can see is that both Departments should endeavour to come to
some understanding whereby the present great and necessary reductions should, to a great extent,be
done away with. I do not suppose the Victorian Commissioners would agree to abolish entirely their
competitive rates if we agreed to increase ours by amounts equal to the differences between their com
petitive and non-competitive rates, because that would be asking them to do a' thing which we are not
prepared to do ourselves.
Perhaps a discussion of the matter might, lead to good results, but I cannot, see how we can
possibly dispense with our competitive rates, and the only effective way I can see of getting a fair and
reasonable return for the conveyance of traffic on the South-western line is by the imppsitien of river
dues on a pretty extensive scale, on all traffic that can be readily accommodated by -the railways. Five
years ago, before any of the South-western line was laid, the rates for general goods and wool between
Melbourne and Hay, varied from 80s. to 90s. per ton, exclusive of insurance, and of that amount the
Victorian Department got 48s. per ton, but that was reduced about two years ago to 30s.
To the north of Hay there has been very little traffic from Melbourne. by the river, since the _
South-western line was opened, but I have no hesitation in saying that if the competitive rates were
abolished without our exercising any control over the river freight, a very large proportion of the Biverina
supplies would again be obtained from Melbourne.
In ..th.e case of .Narrandera, for instance, our non-competitive rates would be 94s. lOd., 118s. Id.,
164s. 6d., and 211s. lid. for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th classes respectively, and goods could 'be landed muchmore cheaply from Melbourne than that.
.
The effect, therefore, of abolishing the competitive rates would be that Melbourne would be the
best market for all supplies for places south of "Wagga Wagga (and even Wagga Wagga itself we could
not be too sure of) and Narrandera and stations on the South-western line to Hay ; indeed it has only
been the £20 truck rate that has enabled us to retain a considerable portion of the traffic for these
places hitherto.
W.V.B.,
Commissioner.
.
------>—
22/10/84.
Differential rate.—I can add nothing to the reasons given in enclosed letter. The paper* which I
submit herewith shows clearly that two Committees of the House of Commons, appointed to inquire into
the alleged injustice of differential rates on railways have pronounced directly in their favour, as being
framed in the interests of the general public.—Ch.A.G-., 9/5/85.
,

No. 31.
Memo, by Mr. Traffic-Manager Read,
I beg to recommend that the rates for wool per bale, not exceeding 4 cwt., from Bungendore and Young
to Sydney be fixed as under :—
Bungendore ...
...
...
...
8s.
.
Young...
...
...
...
...
9s.
And in view of the opening of the line to Bourke, I would recommend that the rate from that station to
Sydney be 15s. per bale not over 4 cwt. The rates from Jerilderie and Hay are 11s. 6d. and 11s.
respectively; but the reasons for these low rates are obvious : On the Northern line we charged 12s. per
bale from Glen Innes to Newcastle, a distance of 324 miles, so that my recommendation to charge 15s.
from Bourke to Sydney (504 miles) is not out of the way.
To bring the rates more equable from other stations on the Western line, I propose that the rates
from Byrock, G-irilambone, Nyngan, and Nevertire be increased as under:—
Byrock
from ...
...
...
12/6 to 13/6
.
G-irilambone
,,
...
...
... .
11/6 to 12/6
Nyngan
„
...
...
... ^ 11/- to 12/Nevertire
„
...
...
...
11/- toll/6
.
I shall be glad if the Commissioner will consider these recommendations as soon as possible, so
that if approved they may be included in the rates-pamphlet now under revision.
.
•
W.V.E.,
--------18/5/85.
There has been a revision of the wool-rates recently on the Victorian line. I should like to know
the direction it has taken before making any alteration in our rates.—Ch.A.,G\, 21/5/85.
I attach copy of present Victorian wool-rates. A new one will appear in about a fortnight.—
H.M‘L., 27/5/85.
Forward to Traffic Manager. I should like to see Victorian rates which are to come
into force for next wool season.—Ch.A.G-., 28/5/85.
A copy of the new Victorian -wool-rate sheet is attached. The only alterations to speak of are that
the wool will be conveyed from Kerang and Numurkah at the same rates as from Wodonga, Wahgunyah,
and Echuca, and the additional 6d. per bale that used to be charged, from Melbourne to Port Melbourne
and Williamstown has been struck off all wool arriving at any of their border stations by road or rail.
There is nothing in these alterations to induce me to recommend a reduction of any of our rates, and I
therefore ask the Commissioner’s approval to those named in my minute of 18/5/85.—W.V.B., 11/6/85.
Commissioner.
• .
The Traffic Manager recommends the following rates from new stations :—.
177 miles—Bungendore
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 8/- perbale
. 249 miles—Young ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 9/,,- • •'
504 miles—Bourke ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 15/,,
For existing Southern stations no alteration, but the following changes -on West so as to make
the rates throughout more equitable :—455 miles—Byrock...
...
...
...
...
12 /6 to 13/6 per bale
405 miles—Giralambone ...
...
...
...
11/6 to 12/6
„
377 miles^—Nyngan
...
................
...
11/- to 12/„
341 miles—Nevertire
...
............................
11/- to 11/6
„
H.M‘L., 16/6/85.

39
I do not think we should increase rates now—it is too late. Contracts for the carriage of wool •
have been made' on the faith of present rates. For Minister’s approval.—Ch.A.G-., 18/6/85.
I
concur.—F.A.AV., 22/6/85.
Traffic Manager.—G-.B., B.C., 22/6/85.
.
Seen. But I may point out that 15s. from Bourke will seem a high rate as compared with 12s. 6d.
from Byrock, the difference in the distance being only about 48 or 50 miles.—AV.Y.R., 30/6/85.
Commissioner.
•
'
.
G-et approval of Governor and Executive Council to the rate frpm Bourke. It must be explained
that immediately this season is over the rates from Byrock will be increased.—Ch.A.G-., 4/7/85.
Sir,

.
Sydney, 27 May; 1885.
We'shall be glad to know, at your earliest convenience, the rate fixed for carriage of wool
from Bourke to Sydney.
■
AVe have, &e.-,
■
The Commissioner for Bailways, Sydney.
G-ABBICK & CO.
• Traffic Manager.—D.C.M‘L., 28/5/85.
Some days ago. I recommended a rate of 15s. per bale.—
D.K.j 28/5/85. Commissioner.
Question of Bourke rates now submitted.—H.M‘L.,-16/6/85.
G-entlemen,
Department of Bailways, Sydney, 6 July, 1885.
In reply to your letter of the 27th May last, asking the rate for carriage of wool from Bourke
to Sydney, I have the honor to inform you that the rate will be 15s. per bale. The line will probably be
I have, &cZ,
'
.
'
ready for opening early in September.
.
'
CH. A. GOODCHAP,
Messrs. Garrick & Co., 95, Pitt-street, Sydney.
Commissioner for Bailways.
'
.
Wool-rates from various Stations to Sydney.
I hate the honor to subjoin a list of rates which it is proposed to charge for the carriage of wool from
certain stations to Sydney, and to request that you will be good, enough to obtain the approval of the
Governor and the Executive Council to the same as soon as possible :—
'
From Bungendore to Sydney
...
...
....
...
...
...
8/-per bale
.
From Young to Sydney
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 9/„
From Bourke to Sydney
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 15/- „
.
Although the rate from Byrock (12s. 6d.), the present terminus,- is low compared with that
proposed for Bourke, it is not intended to increase it until immediately after the next wool season,,
because contracts for. the carriage of wool have been made on the strength of the present tariff.
Under Secretary, Public AYorks.
G.B. {pro Commissioner), 8/7/85. ,
AFrite minute for Executive. Council.—J.B., 10/7/85.
.
Department of Public AYorks, Sydney, 10 July, 1885.
I have the honor to submit for the approval of His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council
the following amended rates for the carriage of wool on the Great Southern and AYestern lines of railway,
viz.:—
From Bungendore to Sydney
................
■.........................................
8/- per bale
From Young to Sydney v ...
...
...
...
...\
...
...
9/;,
From Bourke to Sydney
...
...
...
...
................
... 15/- .
.

-

F. A. AYBIGHT.

The Executive Council advise that the amended wool-rates, herein recommended, be approved.—
Approved.—A.L., 13/7/85.
Bailways,—J.B., B.C., 22/7/85.
AYrite niemo. to those concerned, and see that the new rates are included in the new rate-book, Ac.—
D.C.M£L.,, 23/7/85.
, '
' ,
'
Beferring to the Commissioner’s minute of 18/6/85, I beg to inform him that I have received a
letter from Messrs. Goldsbrough & Co., respecting the rates proposed for the' conveyance of wool froin
Bourke to Sydney, copy of which I enclose. I have replied that the-matter has'already been fully
considered, and that it is not proposed to make any alteration this year.—AY. V. Bead, 7/8/85.
Seen.—Ch.A.G., 11/8/85.
'
.
Alex. C. Budge, Clerk of the Council.

Sir,

.
AYe have the honor to call your attention to the apparent excessive rate proposed to be
charged by the Bailway Department, for the carriage of wool from Bourke to Sydney, and would beg to
bring under your notice the following -.—
■
1; AYhen the head of the railway extension was at Nyngan the charge per bale was lls:
2. AYhen at Byrock (78 miles further) the charge was 12s. 6d. ,_
3. The distance from Byrock to Bourke being 48| miles, an increase of 2s. 6d. for this distance in •
*
. comparision with Is. 6d. for 78 miles seems disproportionate.
4. A pro rata charge would be from 13s. lOd. to 14s., and we beg to commend the matter of a
reduction to your consideration.
‘
AYe have, &c.,

.. ..
AY. V. Bead, Esq., Traffic Manager, Eedfern Railway Station.

E. GOLDSBBOUGH & CO.
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No. 32.
'
(
Correspondence relative to the opening of Railway to Bourke and the diversion of
the Darling River Trade to Sydney.
[Extract from the Sydney Morning Serald, Tuesday, 15 September, 1885.]
The Daeling Ettee Trade.

opening of the railway line to Bourke is an achievement long talked of. Parliamentary discussions
on the question have been innumerable—on the time when it would be accomplished, on the traffic it
would divert to Sydney, on its effects in the opening up of the country, and on other points. Experience
will show how far it attains these various objects.
_
.
The history of the Darling Elver does not go back much beyond a generation—settlement before
that was very inconsiderable; but the immense area of the country watered by the river, its natural
richness in pastoral resources, the possibility of irrigation, and the consequent improvement of parts of it
for agriculture, and the valuable discovery of copper, silver, and lead -within its boundaries, open out a
future to which the leading Colonies of the group are fully alive. The competition for the trade of the
Darling and its tributaries has for many years been very active. Although for the principal part of its
course the great Australian river traverses th,e territory of New South Wales, this Colony had for a long
time but a very small portion of the trade, and indeed at present it has but a very little. Whatever the
railways have done in securing for Sydney the commerce of the Murrumbidgee and the Lachlan, they have
yet made no very great diversion of the trade of the Darling. Before the railway was finished much of
the trade of Walgett and Bourke found its way to Sydney. It can hardly be doubted that nearly all the
traffic of the river from Bourke upwards wall henceforth be by our railway, whatever may be the course
of that of the lower part of the river.
.
South Australia w;as the first Colony to take energetic measures to open up commercial relations
with the Darling. On the authority of the special correspondent of the South Australian ^Register we
learn that, through the encouragement of a bonus of £4,000 from the Glovernment of that Colony for
the first two iron steamers that should successfully navigate the Lower Murray from Coolwa to Went
worth, the Murray Steam Navigation Company was formed, and a steamer named the “ Lady Augusta ”
started on her trial trip on the 27th August, 1853. She navigated the Lowrer Murray as far as Swan
Hill, and thence carried a cargo of wool for Adelaide, establishing commercial relations which, in 1879,
had swelled to such dimensions as to require the service of ninety steamers and eighty barges, with an
aggregate of about 17,000 tons. These vessels navigate the Darling as far as Bourke, and occasionally a
good deal further.
Victoria also has striven vigorously to secure a share of the Darling trade, and a very considerable
part of it has been directed by way of Wentworth and up the Murray to Echuca; thence by railway to
Melbourne. No effort has been spared to accomplish this object. Eailway rates have been reduced to a
non-paying point; and, for the loss on which, compensation was supposed to be found in direct benefits,
present and prospective. Even differential rates were made in favour of the wool-growers of the Darling,
so that they should find it worth their while to use the Victorian railway. Such was the value set on the
commercial connections that it was suggested in some quarters that Wentworth should be connected by
railway with the nearest point on the Victorian line, so that the productions of the district should be
taken direct to Melbourne, but that suggestion was never carried out; and, from tables published below,
it will be seen that the course of trade from Wentworth has tended down the Murray to South Australia
rather than up that stream to Echuca and thence by rail to Melbourne.
What the amount of the Darling Eiver trade is will appear by the following tables, taken from the
last volume of the Customs statistics. They also show the tonnage of the vessels passing AVcntworth
both ways during the past decade :—
The

Outward.

South Australia.

Victoria.

|

Yea

South Australia.

Victoria.

Yeai
Value.

1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

£
265,622
417,421
253,838
387,180
289,306
238,157
234,897
410,127
404,322
218,937

Tonnage.

11,732
15,349
16,549
26,973
26,200
26,930
17,188
28,035
32,005
17,781

Value.

Tonnage.

£
73,555
72,560
40,860
102,771
83,378
92,482
90,459
89,085
54,241
39,732

7,302
6,763
8,013
15,367
15,390
12,577
10,630
■ 11,297
13,093
8,389

Value.

1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

£
.............. 564,213
.............. 552,812
.............. 209,914
.............. 954,754
.............. 629,465
.............. 637,152
.............. 298,004
.............. 921,427
.............. 771,010
..........
1,029,134

Tonnage.

12,598
14,415
17,540
26,510
27,006
26,986
16,133
27,947.
30,417
21,665

Value. .

£
280,666
163,846
50,953
201,155
247,031
214,093
111,453
150,021
71,122
330,652

Tonnage.

5,626
5,602
5,879
14,664
17,037
12,238
10,155
10,003
12,309
12,969

Erom these returns we gather that on the whole there has been a considerable increase in the
volume of the Darling Eiver trade during the past decade. The figures do not represent the full measure
of the increase, because wool and other produce that formerly went by the course of the. river has for two*
or three years past been coming in increasing proportions to Sydney. Eor instance, copper from the
Cobar Minos, which a few years back went via Louth and Wentworth for shipment, is now sent by rail to
Port Jackson. What is the total value of the trade thus diverted to the Pacific Coast cannot be told ;
but the figures indicate that, after all has been withdrawn on that account, there still remains a growing
volume of river trade, which last year assumed dimensions reckoned at over £1,600,000 in value, of which
about £1,250,000 was with South Australia, and £350,000 with Victoria.
It will be seen that the
tendency of the increase in the trade has been towards South Australia rather than towards Victoria.
AVe imagine that the increase in the volume has been greater than the increase in the value of the trade,
.
no
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no doubt attributed to tbe reduced prices of both our exports and imports, of which it is to be assumed
our Customs authorities take cognizance in'their valuations. And this view is borne out by the fact that
the tonnage arriving and departing from Wentworth, on the whole, shows a much greater increase, than
the value, whilst tbe numbers of the vessels increased from 93 in 1875 to 199 in 1883. ,A striking
feature of the river trade is shown in the yearly fluctuations of both volume and values, due not so much
to the falling off in the production, or the requirements of the district to which the Darling serves as a
highway, though bad seasons must exercise some influence, but to the state of the river itself. In some
years the stream is scarcely navigable, and in consequence the wool and other produce has to be got to
market in other ways, or to be kept on the stations until the river rises. This feature is shown in a still
more marked manner by the following table, which we also quote from the Customs statistics. The table
Wentworth to South Australia and Yictoria, with remarks
shows the number of bales of wool exported
from the Collector of Customs on the state of the river:—
Year.

1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

,

............................
............................
................
1..
............................
............................
...........................
............................
............................
............................
............................ ■
............................

S. Australia.

Bales.
13,273
15,379
24,770
5,706
39,282
24,936
25,432
- - 14,198 ■
50,798
38,075
45,937

Victoria.

Bales.
11,089
9,993
8,812
2,744
11,924
13,553
13,238
6,011
7,828
2,992
13,478

Remarks.

'

Navigable* ■
do
do
Very low.
Navigable.
.
do
for short period.
do
do
'
do
very short time.
Rose twice during the season.
Unnavigable nearly the whole season.
.
Navigable twice for short time.
•

This table confirms the view of a very considerable increase in the volume of the Darling River trade.
Wool constitutes probably more than nine-tenths of the river-borne traflic downwards. As the
wool has increased, so probably has all other produce, whilst the return trade in the shape of station
supplies no doubt increased in something in nearly the same ratio. Teams usually look for traffic both,
ways, and steamers likewise find it profitable to carry cargo up as well as down the Darling River.
The river-borne traffic of the Darling district being determined at about one million and a half
sterling; the next question is as to where ifc is gathered: The country watered by the Darling is of
immense area-—estimated at about 200,000 square miles. The length of the river itself is reckoned at
about 1,160 miles from its source to its junction with the Murray at Wentworth. It is navigable about
530 miles, from Wentworth to Bourke, and sometimes to Walgett. After leaving Wentworth, which is
620 miles from the mouth of the Murray, a steamer proceeding up the river would reach the first con
siderable place, Podncarie, in 130 miles, where there is a growing trade. A further distance ‘ of 90 miles
would bring her to Menindie, which it was reckoned a few years back had a trade of £250,000. 100 miles
further on she would reach Wilcannia, which is regarded as having a business larger than that of Bourke,
and estimated in some quarters as approaching a million sterling. '130 miles still higher up the river is
situated Louth, where the Cobar Copper Company at one time shipped their produce, and 78 miles still
higher the voyage might end at Bourke, 528 miles from Wentworth. The commerce of Bourke has been
reckoned at £750,000 ; but we have no very satisfactory data on which to base calculations as to the pro
portion of the trade gathered at each particular place. Some estimates published have exceeded the
figures shown in the Customs statistics, but these must be regarded as the most trustworthy. The South
Australian writer to whom reference has already been made admitted that, five years ago, a very great
deal of the Bourke and Walgett trade went to Sydney. Every year since, as the railway approached it,
a still larger proportion has come this way, and it may be doubted therefore whether any very consider
able part of the business of those districts is included in the figures representing the aggregate traffic at
Wentworth.
The question as to the proportion of the Darling River trade that will be secured by the Bourke
railway has yet to be determined. Some suppose that all the trade from Wilcannia will go down the
river ; whilst others think that probably some portion of the wool and other produce from that port, and
most of that from stations above, will be conveyed by steamer to Bourke—that, in fact, Bourke will be a
great central depot for the gathering of the productions of the country north and west, as well as of all
the country watered by the northerly branches of the Darling. It is believed that, by the use of small
steamships of light draught, flat-bottomed barges can be advantageously utilized in bringing produce down
the river from Walgett, and up the river from Wilcannia, when it would be found impossible to take the
larger steamers and barges now employed from Bourke to Wentworth. These vessels gathering produce
would return station supplies. If this view be realized the future of Bourke can hardly fail to be one of
great importance. It will be the great central city of Australia, and the railway traffic to and from Sydney
will eventually assume vast dimensions. Even should no considerable portion of the lower river traffic
trend to Bourke, as some have supposed, there is still an immense country of which it will be the com
mercial depot, furnishing an ever-increasing traffic for the New South Wales railway system—a traffic
that, without the railway, would in a large measure go to swell the volume of the river trade going by
Wentworth to the sea. If it is found that Bourke secures the commerce of Wilcannia, the necessity for
the line sanctioned from Orange via Eorbes to that place will not be very apparent; and it may be found
desirable rather to construct the second line across the plains to Menindie or Pooncarie,'lower down the
river, and thus divert all the New South Wales traffic of the Darling River to Port Jackson. • .If two lines
across the great western plains will suffice, there is no reason why a third should.be constructed.
•
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Daelikg Biyeb Teade.
Thebe is a very exhaustive and suggestive article in the Herald of to-day with reference to this trade of
the Darling, and a suggestion is made that probably private enterprise may direct the river traffic to
Bourke from Wilcannia on the one side and Walgett on the other, by means of barges of very light
draught which would be able to travel nearly all the year round.
I should feel greatly disposed to give every official encouragement to such a scheme. It is true
that as regards Walgett we have already obtained the traffic, either by the way suggested or else by cross
country to Jvarrabri, where it is taken up by the North-western railway; but a river service between
Wilcannia and Bourke, 208 miles, would be the means of diverting an immense trade to Sydney, and, as
I said before, I would he prepared to give encouragement to the enterprise.
I wish the Traffic Manager to institute inquiries, and to see on what terms a through rate could be
established, and the probable time goods could be delivered at Wilcannia by this route, as compared with
the river route from either Echuca as the river port, which is. the entrepot for goods to and from Adelaide.
Mr. Kirkcaldie might journey to Wilcannia perhaps via Bourke, and from thence per river or road,
and ventilate the proposal there with the steamboat proprietors. Much will of course depend upon the
facilities of river navigation between Wilcannia and Bourke.
CHAS. A. GOODCHAP, 15/9/85.

_ If the merchants of Sydney will assist in the scheme, I think that goods could be delivered at
Wilcannia cheaper and quicker than by any other route.
_
-As the Commissioner has asked for the return of these papers this afternoon, I need hardly say,
in sending them-, that I have not had the time to give the subject that consideration which its great
importance demands; hut I have long foreseen that the opening of the Western line to Bourke would
raise the question of the importance of the trade of the Darling to this Colony. I think a report similar
to that written about five years ago on the Murrumbidgee trade would be of very considerable advantage
to the Department, and I am inclined to think that we would not have the same difficulty in securing the
trade of the Darling as we have had with that of the Murrumbidgee ; but in order to arrive at a fair idea of
the extent of the trade at the various points, and the practicability or impracticability of the navigation, the
best plan will be to do as the Commissioner says and make inquiries on the- spot. It may be advisable to
expend a sum of money in improving the navigation between Bourke and Wilcannia, and probably as far
as Menindie.—W.V.B., 17/9/85.
I understand that Mr. Kirkcaldie will be able to start this week. It is a report similar to that
which he made at my request on the Murrumbidgee traffic which I require of the Darling Eiver traffic.—
Chas. A. Goodchap, 17/9/85.
. Write to the leading firms of Sydney and state what is proposed to be done, and ask them to co
operate by endeavouring to establish commercial relations with the storekeepers and others at Wilcannia.
—Chas. A. Goodchap, 17/9/85.
Firms written accordingly.—18/9/85.
■
Permewan, Wright, & Co. to The Commissioner for Eailways.
Dear Sir,
Sydney, 10 October, 1885.
There are several clips of wool ready for transit in the Wilcannia district. I think a good few
of those could be brought to Sydney by a reduction of freight from Bourke to Sydney. Land carriage is
comparatively low at present, and there is a good opportunity, although the owners are holding back for
river traffic.
_' _ H you think this matter of sufficient importance, I could see you on Monday evening, and discuss
it with you. I shall be running Sydney on Monday night, and shall be away on next week.
.
I may mention that we are now bringing the following clips from that district to Bourke, viz.,
Tonga, -Nelyambo, Winbar, and we are now in treaty for Cultowa.
Tours truly,
JAS. STEEES,

-------

Manager.

Traffic Manager.—Ch.A.G., B.C., 13/10/85.
Please see my report of this date in which I stated that I had offered to convey from Bourke to
Sydney any wool clips from and near Wilcannia at the 250-lb. rate (12s. 9d.) on all bales weighing not
more than 280 lb. That is equivalent to a reduction of 18s. per ton on bales weighing over 250 lb. and
not exceeding 280 lb., which will embrace nearly all the scoured wool. There is not any appearance of
a rise in the river, and I do not think it is necessary to make a further concession this season, except
perhaps on scoured wool properly dumped. The space that would be saved by such a process, and the
consequent saving in working expenses to the Department, would fully justify the Commissioner in allow
ing a further rebate of 10 per cent,, which would reduce the rate for dumped scoured wool in bales notexceeding 280 lb. in weight to 11s. 3d. In view of the river being navigable next wool season, further
reductions are recommended for adoption before that time. If the Commissioner agrees to the reductions
recommended for this season’s wool they should be well advertised in the Wilcannia newspapers, so that
Die squatters may be conversant with them ; and, if the other reductions recommended in my report are,
approved of, it might be added that further reductions are in contemplation before next wool season.—■
D.K., 30/10/85. Traffic Manager.
I have recommended the adoption of these proposals on Mr. Kirkcaldie’s report on the trade of the
Darling which accompanies this.—W.Y.B., 31/10/85. Commissioner.

Sir,

Mr. Assistant Traffic-Manager Kirkcaldie to Mr. Traffic-Manager Bead.

_
I have the honor to report that, in accordance with the Commissioner’s instructions, I have
visited Bourke and Wilcannia, (and, while doing so, took the opportunity of calling at the stations between
those towns), for the purpose of making inquiries as to the most effective means of diverting to Sydney
the trade of that immense district drained by the Darling Eiver, which, until within the last year or two—
when our'Western line has been rapidly approaching towards Bourke, and has now been extended to that
town—was nearly entirely monopolized by Adelaide and Melbourne.
If
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If the river were as navigable as the Murrumbidgee, there can be no doubt that we would have to
make considerable concessions to secure the trade; but the great uncertainty of tbe navigation impresses
me with the belief that, with the exception perhaps of two or three leading lines- of heavy goods upon
which it may be advisable to make a reduction, the trade of Bourke and for a large district round about,
will now naturally trend to Sydney, in consequence of the certainty of conveyance and the quick dispatch
afforded by the railway. The country in question being, as is well known, an exclusively pastoral one, it
will perhaps be as well that I should deal with the wool rates before touching upon those applicable to
general goods ; and I may here mention that my attention was called to the inequality of the wool rates
from Bourke, Byroek, G-irilambone, and Nyngan. No one contended that the Bourke rates are too high,
but they are generally regarded as excessive as compared with those from the other stations named. ‘ I
assured those who mentioned the subject to me, that it would be fairly considered, and the rates equalized
before next wool season.
.. .
The navigation of the river is so very uncertain, and so much depends upon the availability or
otherwise of barges when a rise (not unfrequently only lasting a few days) does occur, that the rates of
freight vary to a great extent; and so many boats have sunk in the river during the last few years, that
about two years ago the rate of insurance upon 'wool was doubled, and is now as high as 47s. 6d,.per cent,
from Bourke, and 45s. per cent, from Wilcannia to Adelaide or Echuca.
.
■
The following are, -however, regarded as fair average rates from Bourke to Adelaide or Melbourne,
viz.:—
.
Greasy.
Scoured.
Ereight, 100s. per ton, —
20s. per bale.
120s. per ton, =
15s. per bale.
Insurance, 47s. 6d. %,-estimated
47s. 6d. %, estimated value £150 ,. .
value £50 per ton................
4s. 9d.' „
per ton ...
...
... 8s. lid. „ .
24s. 9d.

23s. lid.

• The rates to Sydney, including -delivery, are 15s. per bale not exceeding 4 cwt., and 12s. 9d. per bale
not exceeding 250 lb. in weight, so that I am decidedly of opinion we have nothing to fear from river
competition, even under favourable circumstances, in respect of - wool-coming -from the districts nor.th of
Bourke, or as far to the south-west as Curranyalpa or Kallara, or from the country to the east of the
Paroo Eiver, but the wool from stations at a distance from the railway or river is burdened- with such a
high rate of team carriage, that, where water is available for the purpose, it is nearly all scoured before
being dispatched ; and that suggests a question which it may be well not to pass unnoticed. Bal.es of
scoured wool vary in weight from 2 cwt. 1 qr. (252 lb.) to 2 cwt. 2 qr. (280 lb.), and as we charge the
full 4 cwt. rate on all bales in excess of 250 lb. it follows that the squatters (very few of whom are
conversant with our rates, and who. generally enter into a contract for the wool to be lifted from the
station and delivered in Sydney at a rate agreed upon), must either limit the quantity of wool that can be
put into a pack or forego the rebate of 15 per cent, allowed upon the bales weighing not more than 250 lb.
If the rebate of 15 per cent, were given on all bales weighing not more than 280 lb., instead of I recommend
for adop
250 lb., nearly all bales of scoured wool would come within the scope of the concession; and, this
tion.—W.VTR
considering the extent of the difference between the present 250 and 280 lb. rates, I recommend that
the alteration be brought into operation generally before next wool season. The woolpacks being of the
same size, it follows that the 280-lb. bale is not more bulky than the one'weighing ^250 lb. (the only
difference being the one is better pressed than the other), so that an equal number of bales can be got
into a truck, and in that way the direct-loss to the Department would not be great, while the advantage
to the squatter would be considerable,
' ■
.
■
,
The effect on a clip of 250,000 lb. (exclusive of the weight of the woolpacks) would be as follows:—
Present rate 250,000 lb.
250 = 1,000 bales at 12s. 9d. = £637 10
Proposed „ 250,000 lb. 4- 280 - - 893
„
„ ■ = 569 - 5
\

Difference

...

^................

£68

4

0
9
3

but the number of trucks used in the conveyance of the wool would be reduced by three; and as it is well
known that we have to send numbers of empty trucks both west and south-west in the season to bring
wool to Sydney, it is apparent that the direct loss to.revenue would be largely compensated for byr the
saving in working expenses.
■
.
- And as an inducement to squatters and others to dump scoured wool, whereby from 20 to 25 per
cent, more bales can be loaded in a truck than those undumped, without exceeding the weight the truck
is authorized to carry, I strongly recommend a further rebate of 10 per cent, upon all scoured wool Becommended.
properly dumped. I consider this of even greater importance than the extension of the limit of light —W.V.R, ' ‘
bales from 250 lb. to 280 lb., inasmuch as the saving in working expenses would largely exceed -the
amount of the concession.
•
■
,
...
The river has been entirely unnavigable for the last six months, and, to a great extent, during the
last two and a half years ; but it is generally stated that,during the last three years it has been .unusually
impracticable, and that for four or five previous succesive seasons it was always navigable within two-or
three months after shearing to such an extent as-to permit of the wool being taken away; -in fixing pur
rates, therefore, we must anticipate such seasons again.
■
. - .....
. Erom Buckambie Station, which is nearly equi-distant between Bourke and Wilcannia, wool can
be sent to Melbourne or Adelaide when the river is navigable at the following rates, viz.:—
Greasy.
Ereight, 80s. per ton, =
16s. per bale.
Insurance, 45s. %, estimated value,
£50 per ton
...
...
4s. 6d. „
20s. 6d.

Scoured.
100s. per ton, =
12s. 6d. ber bale.
Estimated value, £150
.
per ton ...
... 8s. 5d.
„
20s. lid.
while-
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while the rates by river to Bourke and the trainage to Sydney would be :
Eiver freight (say). 25s.- per ton, = 5s. per bale;
30s. per ton,
= 3s. 9d. per bale.
Insurance (say) 15s. per cent., = Is. 6d.
Estimated value, £150
per ton............... 2s. 10d...
„
Trainage to Sydney
.............. . 15s.
„
Trainage to Sydney 15s.
„

Becommended
—W^Y.R.

21s. 7d.
21s. 6d.
but if my proposal to allow 15 per cent, on all bales not exceeding 280 lb. in weight is adopted, the
through rate on scoured wool, will be reduced from 21s. 'Zd. to 19s. 4d. per bale.
■
It will be observed that I have based my estimate of the value of the wool upon the present very
low ruling prices, but I have done this purposely, because, although the price of wool will doubtless
increase, it is not at all improbable that the rates of insurance will be considerably reduced when the
river becomes once more fairly navigable, which would still leave the gross rates about the figures
quoted ; and in addition to that we must, in such a case, anticipate considerable reductions in the river
freights as well.
/
'
:
I am therefore of opinion that the only effective method of diverting the trade, short of constructing
a railway to the district, will be to make considerable concessions upon all wool, put on the rail at Bourke
from Buckambie aud stations below having a frontage to the Darling on the eastern side, and on the
western1 side-from Marra and all stations south and south-west thereof, and lying wholly to the west of the
Paroo Eiver.
.
This concession should, I think, be about 25 per cent, on the present rates for greasy wool, and the
same on the rates herein recommended for scoured wool, dumped or undumped, which would make the
rate from Wilcannia.to Sydney as follows:—
■
■
Scoured.
’
Greasy.
Ereight to Bourke (say) 35s. per ton, = Vs.
per bale'; (say) 40s. per ton,= 5s.
3s. 9d.
Insurance
(say) 20s. per cent., = 2s.
9s. 7d.
Trainage to Sydney............................ “11s. 3d.
i
'
= 18s. 4d.
Through rate for undumped wool,
=20s. 3d.
lid.
Eebate for dumped wool
............... ,
10 per cent, on 9s. 7d.,
Is. 8d,
Through rate for dumped wool

....

17s. 5d.

18s. 7d,

While the rates by river to Adelaide or Melbourne are :—
' Greasy. .
Ereight, 60s. per ton, =12s.
per bale;
Insurance
............... = 4s. 6d.
„

•
Scoured..
80s. per ten, =10s.
per bale.
= 8s. 5d.
„ .

'
16s. 6d.
ISs. 5d.
„
the latter being capable of considerable reductions while the river'is navigable.
.
'
I have a strong impression that the reduction I have mentioned would cause a large quantity of
wool to be sent to Sydney, even by teams to Bourke when the river is unnavigable, which is now held
back for a rise in the river, or is sent to Adelaide, via Terowie.
'
The utter impracticability of the river has secured us all the wool this season as far down as
Nelyambo (about 180 miles from Bourke) on the eastern side, and from Marra on the western sidebut
from all I could gather we would not have got any from Buckambie or stations lower down, possibly not
even from one or two of those higher up, if the river had been navigable.
All clips below those stations are being held for a rise in the river, partly, very probably, because
of the very low price of wool at the present time, and in the hope that the market wall improve, and
. partly because of the high rates to Sydney, the team carriage from Wilcannia to Bourke being as high as
£8 per ton = 20s. per bale on scoured wool:
Recommended.
While in the district I offered to convey all bales weighing not more than 280 lb. of Cultowa and
—W.V.R.
Momba wools (the former clip is about 1,500 and the latter 4,000 bales) from Bourke to Sydney at
the 250 lb. rate; and I also let it be known that any other clips coming from stations further down the
river would receive the same concession. I am inclined to think that the owners of the clips in question
will send to Sydney at the rates offered, and should they do so I shall be glad to have approval of the
concession.'
While in Wilcannia I was interviewed by a number of business gentlemen of that town and district,
who impressed upon me that the trade of the district would never be effectively secured to Sydney until the
line is constructed to that town. I pointed out to them that the question of the railway did not come
within the scope of my commission, but that if they could furnish me with any statistics showing to what
extent such a railway would still further tend to divert the trade to Sydney, I would be glad to lay them
before the Commissioner; and in response to this I have received two communications from Mr. Hay don,
the Manager of the Commercial Bank in Wilcannia, which I attach. I need hardly say that I am not in
a position to check Mr. IIaydon’s figures, but a glance at the map will suffice to show that on the com
pletion of the South Australian -Eailway to the border of that Colony with New South Wales, the clips of
very nearly all the- stations named- in his statement will be sent Overland to Adelaide when the river is
impracticable,'because the railway named will then be within about 150 or 160 miles of Wilcannia, and
the distance by rail to Adelaide will only be 330 or 340 miles, while the distance from Wilcannia to
Bourke is about 230 miles, and the railway to Darling Harbour 504 miles.
.
. Before quitting this part of my report, I think it advisable to recommend that the restriction as
regards bales of dumped wool being-hooped with iron be rescinded. It appears that some stations are
now provided with improved dumping presses, which render the hooping of the bales unnecessary ; and so
long as the latter do not exceed twenty (20) feet cubic measurement the regulation as to hooping might
b» readily dispensed- with!
As
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As regards merchandise from Sydney, I am of opinion that, with the exception of two or three Recommended
—W.V.R.
heavy leading lines, there is no necessity to make any reductions in the present rates upon traffic for
stations north of Buckambie or Marra, or east of the Paroo River,—the lines referred to being sugar,
galvanized iron, and fencing wire. Traffic of this kind is generally ordered in large lots, and when there
is a good river it can be conveyed from Adelaide to Bourke for £4 10s. to £5 per ton, including insurance;
and in such a case there would always be an inducement to order supplies of general stores which, when
forming the same cargo, would be conveyed at the same low rate of freight, although, according to value,
the insurance would be higher.
Our rate for sugar in truck-loads, from Sydney to Burke, is £36 13s. 8d. = 122s. 3d. per ton/J, Recommended.
—W.V.R.
while for galvanized iron and fencing wire it is 123s. 3d. per ton, in lots of not less than one ton ; and I
am of opinion that if a maximum truck rate of £30 per truck on each or all these lines of goods were
fixed for the "Western line, all the other rates might be left as they are.
The only other station of any importance that would be affected by making the rate in question
the maximum for the Western line would be Byrock, to which place all traffic for the Brewarrina district
is consigned ; and the reasons which induce me to recommend the reductions in the case of Bourke apply
with much the same force to Brewarrina.
Ror traffic consigned/toot Sydney to the district from which I have recommended a reduction of Recommended.
25 per cent, on the wool rates, I suggest a truck rate of £24 for sugar, galvanized iron, and fencing wire, —W.V.R.
and £30 per truck (=100s. per ton on third class goods) on all other general goods except explosives.
_
The reduced rates, except those respecting the wool, should, in my opinion, be brought into opera
tion as soon as possible (the sooner the better), so that we may get a good hold upon the trade before the
river rises again ; but it would be better, I think, not to publish the reduced wool rates for some months
yet, particularly as I understand that the Queensland Government purpose making considerable
reductions on the railway rates in that Colony, and it is not desirable that, before doing so, they should
be aware of any action that may be taken in this Colony in that respect.
I mention these rates after careful consideration both of the navigation of the river and in view of
the completion of the South Australian Railway to the border of that Colony (within about 15 or 16
miles of Silverton), which will be a formidable competitor for the trade of a very large district northwards,
and eastwards towards Wilcannia. This line is expected to be completed in December, 1-886, and
extensions will' be opened before that time. I have had considerable difficulty, in consequence of the
impracticability of the river during the last two or three seasons, in defining the district, which will, with
a navigable river be competitive, or in suggesting the extent of the reductions which should in such a case
be made, but the proposals I have made appear to me to be the most fair and equitable.
It will, however, be to the advantage of the Department if an officer is sent throughout the district
about the same time next year, when the river may be navigable, and when it is expected that a consider
able portion of the Terowie-Silverton Railway will be opened for traffic ; he will then be better able to
form an opinion whether the competitive district has been sufficiently well defined, or whether it will be
necessary to make even greater reductions than those now recommended.
I may mention that I saw a number of teams conveying goods from Bourke to Wilcannia; but as
the through rate from Sydney by train and team is about £20 per ton on third-class goods, storekeepers
naturally keep their orders as low as possible, in expectation of the river rising.
While in Wilcannia I was fortunate enough to meet Mr. Byrnes, who is in charge of the snagging
of the river, and with wdiom I had a conversation respecting the practicability of improving the naviga
tion between Bourke and Wilcannia, so as to permit of the passage of boats drawing not more thau 3
feet of water. It appears that the river has been thoroughly cleared of snags between Wilcannia and
Wentworth, but as yet nothing has been done to that portion of it between Wilcannia and Bourke, where
snags abound to a great extent, and where the rocks in the bed of the river are much more extensive than
they are below Wilcannia.
A better time for improving the navigation, now that the river is so low, could not possibly be had,
and I strongly recommend that the work be commenced at once. The snags could at least be all removed,
and the Engineer for Harbours and Rivers might perhaps consider whether it is not also practicable to
further improve the navigation, when the river is low, by cutting a channel off the tops of the rocks, the
worst of which are at Jandra, Toorale, Curranyalpa and Kennedy'. I do not mean to say that that
would give a continual navigation, but Mr. Byrnes and Captain Pickhills (who has been on the river for
twenty-seven years) are of opinion that if it were done we would in most seasons have river navigation
five or six months out of the twelve, in which case, with the reductions recommended in the rates, I feel
strongly of opinion that the great bulk of the trade as far down as .Wilcannia would be conducted with
Sydney.
The work, I am informed, will not be a very expensive one; and Mr. Byrnes was to write to Mr.
Moriarty on the subject after I saw him.
In connection with this, I have to refer to the report I sent you from Bourke regarding the This is a matter
is deserv
position of the wharf which is to be erected there. If the wharf is to be of any practical value it should which
ing of the most
be on or near the Gaol reserve, and not in the centre of the town as was intended.
careful con
Tbe latter would necessitate cartage of all traffic between the river and'the railway station, at a sideration.—
W.V.R.
cost of about 3s. 6d.- per ton, while by placing it on the Gaol reserve and extending the railway to it1 (a
distance of between 950 and 1^000 yards) that expense and the double handling of the traffic would be
saved.
.
The wharf is not required for the town of Bourke, because there can be no doubt that the whole
of the trade of that town will be done through the railway, but for traffic going down or coming up the
river it will be a great advantage if placed on the site I have named. This, too, is a work which
should be taken in hand and completed as soon as possible, so as to be of advantage when the river is
navigable.
’
.
•
.
Some modification of the parcels rates is also desirable, and would very probably lead to an increase
of traffic in that directiom
•
'
The
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The present rates are—
Distance.

31b.

315 miles' ......................................................

And for every additional or part of additional
15 miles...................................................

3 to 7 lb.

s. d.

j? to 14 lb.

Every
112
additional
14 to 28 lb. 28 to"56 lb. 56 to 84 lb. 84 to
lb.
28 lb. or part
thereof.

s. d.

s. d.

s. d.

6

3 0

4 0

, 5 6

s. d.
7 0

rs. d.
8 6

0 1

0 2

0 2

0 3

0 4

0 5

s. d.

s. d.

s. d.

s. d.

s. d.

5 2

6 2

8 9

IV 4

13 11

1

s. d.
10 1
0

s. d.
2 5

0 1

which makes the rates from Sydney to Bourke—
s. d.
2 7

s. d.
15 6

s. d.
3 6

Considering that we generally refuse to carry single articles under 56 lb. by goods train, it follows
that the rate from Sydney to Bourke for a parcel weighing upwards of 28 and not exceeding 56 lb. by
passenger train would be 11s. 4d., while a 56 lb. parcel by goods train would only be 5s. 6d.
.
I recommend the adoption of the following scale in lieu of the present:—
Distance.

•.

Recommended.
—W.V.R.

315 miles ......................................................
And for every additional or part of additional
50 miles...................................................

31b.

3 to 7 lb.

7 to 14 lb. 14 to 28 lb. 28 to 56 lb. 56 to 84.1b.

Every
84 to 112 additional
lb.
28 lb. or part
thereof.

s. d.

s. d.

3 0

6

s. d.
7 0

8 6

s. d.
10 1

s. d.

6

s. d.
4 0

s. d.

1

0 1

0 2

0 2

0 3

0 4

0 5

0 5

0 1

s. d.

s.' d.

s. d.

s. d.

s. d.

4 8

6 6

8 4

s. d.
10 2

s. d.

3 8

5

s. d.

2 5

which would make the rates between the stations named—
s. d.
1 10

11

9

2 9

W. Y. Bead, Esq.,
I have, &c.,
Traffic Manager.
DAVID KIRKCALDIE,
'
--------’
30/10/85.
The Commissioner.—W.V.R., 30/10/85.
At your verbal request I have seen Mr. Barling, of the Harbours and Rivers Department, res
pecting my report on the Darling River trade, and he tells me it will take some time to report on the
improvement of the navigation. I knew that that could hardly fail to be so, but that part of the question
need not delay the settlement of the rates by railway. They should be decided at once, so that store:
keepers and others may probably be induced to come from Wilcannia to Sydney to get their supplies.
If the river gets in flood again before anything is done it will militate very much, and perhaps for a
considerable time, against our getting a hold upon the trade. The river question can be settled after
wards, although, in that respect too, if anything is to be done no avoidable delay should take place in
doing it.—D.K., 29/12/85. Commissioner.
.
I recommend the adoption of the proposed rates, and that the railway be extended to the river,—
Ch.A.G-., 31/12/85.
I have carefully read these papers, and with especial satisfaction the admirable report of Mr.
Kirkcaldie. I am favourably disposed towards the proposed alteration in traffic rates •, but as I under
stand the wool contracts will not be taken for some time, and the success of the scheme largely dependsupon the free navigation of the Darling between Bourke and Wilcannia, I think the further' consideration
of the question might be deferred until we are in receipt of the Harbours and Rivers report, which I have
this day requested Mr. Moriarty to expedite.—J.G-., 5/1/86.
1 approve of the rates herein referred to.—J.G., 1/2/86.
Report on the best means of securing Darling River trade.—The Commissioner has desired me to
ask when Mr. Kirkcaldie’s report on the above matter will be furnished, and also to say that, as the con
struction of the Government wharf at Bourke has been suspended until the receipt and consideration of
such report, and as it is desired to minimise the amount to be paid to the contractor for the stoppage of
the work, it is hoped that no time will be lost in supplying what is required.—D.C.M‘L., B.C., 26/10/85.
Traffic Manager.
Herewith. The report would have been sent forward some days ago but that Mr. Kirkcaldie has
been waiting for some information from Darling Harbour respecting the wool traffic.—W.V.R., 30/10/85.
Commissioner.
•
..
Before any action is taken I should like the Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers to read
Mr. Kirkcaldie’s report, with special reference to the site for the wharf at Bourke and the improvement of
the navigation of the river between Bourke and Wilcannia. I shall be obliged to Mr. Moriarty if he will
return me the papers as early as he possibly can, in order that I may submit them to the Minister.—
Ch.A.G., 2/11/85.
Extract taken and paper returned to Commissioner, with thanks. I will now deal with the
matter.—E.O.M., 6/11/85.
1 recommend that the measures to secure the diversion of the Darling River traffic from South
Australia, Victoria, and Queensland to our lines, proposed in the accompanying report from the Assistant
Traffic Manager, be adopted. The mercantile community of Sydney have been communicated with, and
have promised their co-operation in a well-designed attempt to secure the trade. It must be remembered
that it is the trade of our own territory, and that until the extension of the railway to Bourke we have not
been in a position to compete for it.—Ch.A.G., 10/11/85Besides
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'

Besides the alterations of rates, the following measures will he required to be carried out.
1. Improvement of the navigation of the river between Wilcannia and Bourke.
'
2. The construction of the proposed wharf for Bourke at a site which will contribute to the comple.
tion of the scheme for diverting the traffic.
I
3. The extension of the railway line from its present terminus at Bourke to the river, in the imme
diate vicinity of the proposed wharf.
.
.
;
Ch.A.G., 10/11/85.
. Will Mr. Moriarty report upon the navigation of-the Darling River, herein referred to.—W.J.L.,
11/12/85. _ Under Secretary for Works, B.C., 11/12/85. . Mr. Moriarty, B.C., 17/12/85.
Darling River traffic.-—Will the Commissioner please inform me whether any decision has yet been
come to respecting the rates for the Darling River trade. In the present state of the river, a suitable reduc
tion of rates would almost-to a certainty induce storekeepers and others in the Wilcannia .district to send1
to Sydney for their supplies, but the opportunity will in all probability be lost if the river should again
become navigable before the diversion is effected. My opinion is that, if any reduction is to be made, it
should be done as soon as possible.—W.V.R., 17/12/85. Commissioner.
Obtain papers at once. Mr. Secretary Lyne was favourable to the rates proposed, but was doubt
ful about the scheme for making the river navigable.—Ch.A.G., 29/12/85.

...................
.

No. 33.

Messrs. Headley, and Lauglianier to G. Day, Esq., M.P.

.
.

. Sir, . ’
1 .
Albury, 1 December, 1885.
• ' '
_ We wish to bring under your notice the hardship that Albury manufactures are subject to by
the excessive railway charges on goods from Albury instituted to handicap Victorian productions, and
although Mr. Goodchap states a mileage rate is charged on Albury goods this is not done or only in
exceptional cases; but should the Hon. Minister for AVorks write a minute at the Albury station- that all
Iona fide Albury productions be charged at mileage rates, th'e vexatious question would be satisfactorily
settled. As we know this subject has been previously ventilated, we will not further trespass on y'ourvaluable time.
And remain, &c.,
.
HEADLEY & LAHGHAMER.
I am told that the goods manufactured at Albury are being sent along the road. Brewers, iron
workers, furniture makers, and farmers send their wares in that way, but they would not do so if the
usual rates were charged. We are already bringing the special class goods from Albury at the ordinary
rates, and it is a question whether goods manufactured in Albury should not also be taken at ordinary
rates. The objection would be, in the case of a competitive manufacturer (say) at some place between
Albury and Wagga. If he obtained his raw material from Melbourne he would be charged the excess rate
on that material, while the manufactured article might be carried for an Albury manufacturer at as cheap
a rate or cheaper. Let me know how the matter really stands. Eor some years probably there will beno manufactory established between Wagga and Albury.—Ch.A.G., 4/12/85. ■
.
Are not all articles manufactured in Albury (or rather north of the Murray) charged the ordinary
mileage rates when sent along the line? Reply fully and quickly, please. What are the principal,
manufactures?—D.K., 5/12/85. Goods Superintendent.
,
Station-master, Albury, for early report.—,I.D., 7/12/85.
Please report on this at once,
referring to the particular instances in which mileage rates have been charged by authority.—A. Willis,
9/12/85. Mr. Cullen.
j
j
>
Mr. Headley was under the impression that he was charged at the rates for Victorian importations,
and on referring to his consignments of Colonial ale in bulk, I convinced him this was not the case. He
had been charged only mileage rates. Mileage rates have been charged on goods manufactured in
Albury in all instances, namely, in the case of goods from breweries, farms, soap manufactories, iron
workers, and furniture makers.—T.AV.C., 10/12/85.
'
’
To see A. Willis.—Supt. Evans, 11/12/85.
I note the Commissioner speaks of local manu
facturers obtaining the raw material from Melbourne. This I know to be the case in one instance, if not
more.—A. Willis, Ll/12/85.
I should like to have Mr; Headley’s assurance in writing that he is satisfied mileage rates only'
are charged. I presume the firm obtain their raw material from Sydney.—J.D., 12/12/85. Stationmaster, Albury.
■
■
Please obtain this. You had better go yourself to the brewery.—A. Willis, 14/12/85. Mr.
Cullen.
I attach a memo, from Mr. Headley giving the desired information, and as he was out of town
for a few days I was unable to get it earlier.—T.W.C., 19/12/85. Goods Supt.
Traffic Manager.— ’
G. Evans, 22/12/85.
.

Siu

i
Albury, 18 December, 1885.
Since my previous communication we have ascertained that our goods are sent at mileage
rates, which are satisfactory, and as we make-all our own malt from the local barley, we consider we are
fairly entitled to the concession we asked.
Yours, &c.,
.
•
HEADLEY & LAHGHAMER.
Messrs. Headley and Laughamer are now satisfied that mileage rates are charged on goods manufac
tured in Albury sent north by rail. They were under a misapprehension when they wrote to Mr. Day,
M.P.—W. V. Read, 24/12/85. Commissioner;
Inform Mr. Day.—Ch.A.G., 29/12/85.
•

Sir,
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Sir,

.
.
. Department of Eailways, 81 December, 18S5.
With reference to the letter of Messrs. Headley and Laughamer, brewers, of Albury, forwarded
by. you to this office, complaining of excessive railway charges on goods from Albury, I have the honor to
inform you that from verbal inquiries it seems the firm were under the impression that they were charged
at the. rates tor Victorian importation, but are now convinced they have been charged only the mileage rate,
with which they are perfectly satisfied. I may add that I am in,receipt of a letter from Messrs. Headley
and Laughamer to this effect.
I have, &c.,
0. A. GOODCHAP,
George Day, Esq., M.P., Arleston House, Petersham.
Commissioner for Eailways.

No. 34
A. J. Bolton, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works,
Sir,

1
"
Sydney, 24 November, 1885.
In compliance with the request of the inhabitants of Junee Junction, I do myself the honor
to draw your attention to the inequitable rates charged upon goods carried by rail to that place.
As I am informed, the rate charged for 3rd class goods to Junee Junction, which is 287 miles from
Sydney, is £6 18s. 7d., and no reduction is made where a full track is taken. The same class of goods
are carried distances over 305 miles at £20 per truck, equal to £3 6s. 8d. per ton. Galvanized iron and
wire is carried to Junee Junction at the rate of £24 per truck, and to distances over 305 miles at £18
per truck.
,
The inhabitants claim that they are entitled to the same consideration as the inhabitants of other
places, and therefore request that if the truck system is to be continued, it may be adopted with regard
to their town, and if that be not conceded, that their goods may be booked direct to Junee Junction at a
rate equal to the truck rate with the return charges added thereto, and thus avert the necessity of further
continuing the farce of having goods consigned to a greater distance than is required, to be then recon
- signed back to place of destination.
It appears to me that the demand is so in accordance with just rights that I feel you will see your
way to at once comply with it. To carry goods past their destination in the first place, and then consign
them back appears to me so absurd that I feel Jyour sense of justice will at once prevent the farce being
perpetrated any longer.
I have, &c.,
—----A. J. BOLTON.
I should like this question reported upon by Mr. Goodchap, and a clear statement prepared
why the present system should be continued or why the request made should not be granted.—G.E.D.,
24/11/85.
■
The Commissioner for Eailways for report —J.H.L., 24/11/85.
' J.E., B.C., 25/11/85.
Traffic
Manager.—G,B., B.C., 27/11/85. Urgent.
_
This matter has already been pretty fully reported on on several occasions, and nothing has
since transpired to induce me to alter my" opinions or to make any alteration on the present arrangement.
■ As the Commissioner is aware, the truck rate of £20 from Sydney to stations on the Southern and
South-western lines, distant over 305 miles from the metropolis, was established because of the great
reductions that had been made on the Victorian lines upon goods coming into this Colony ; but it has
never been considered necessary to reduce the rates to Junee Junction or stations further north. It is
quite true that goods sent from Sydney in truck loads are conveyed to Wagga Wagga, and can be returned
from there to Junee at tonnage rates at a large saving to the storekeeper, the saving on 1st, 2nd, 3rd,
and 4th class goods being 5s. Id., 23s.. 58s. 10d., and 94s. 9d. per ton respectively. It is also a fact that,
the great bulk of the Junee traffic is first sent to Wagga Wagga in this way and returned from there, the
tonnage during the months of August, September, and October being

2nd class.
c. q.
36 14 0

st class.
t. c. q.
6 9 2
1

t.

'

3rd class.
t. c. q.
94 5- 2

i 4th class.
t. c. q.
1 1 1

3rd class.

4th class.
' t. c. q.
13 3

ect to Junee was—

1st class.
c. q.
9 12 2
t.

.

-2nd class.
t.
c. q.
19 2 0

t. c. q.
30 11 1

upon which, of course, ordinary mileage rates were charged. If the traffic which was sent to Wagga
Wagga had been left at Junee on the down journey and the Wagga truck rate, plus the tonnage rates.
The cost of this from there to Junee had been charged as is suggested, it would of course have saved the haulage of 138
Department the tons 10 cwt. 1 qr. (= twenty-three trucks) a distance of 44 miles ; but, on the other hand, we would have
might fairly he lost the difference between the foregoing rate and the actual mileage rates on the traffic that was
^stimatedat^ sellt direct from Sydney to Junee, and that difference amounts to £117 19s. 3d. Nor is that all. If the
!n7ai9sga3dSt concession were made as regards Junee it could hardly be denied to stations further north similarly
’ ’ affected. The rates from Sydney to Cootamundra, for example, are :—

2nd class.
91/1

1st class.
73/3

3rd class.

126/9

4th class.

.

163/4

while'to Wagga Wagga, at the truck fate, and back to Cootamundra, at the tonnage rate, they would
be :—
,

1st class.

2nd class.

3rd class.

66/8

66/8

66/8

19/8
86/4

'

24/1

32/11 .

90/9

99/7

4th class.

66/8

42/9
109/5

thus making a difference of 27s. 2d. per ton on 3rd and 53s-. lid. per ton on-4th class goods-in favour of
the journey to Wagga Wagga and back. During the months of August, September, and October 36 tons
5 cwt. 1 qr. of third and tons cwt. qr. of 4th class traffic for Cootamundra was first sent to Wagga
.
Wagga
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Wagga at the truck.rate and returned from there’at tonnage rates. It would doubtless have been better
if we had not hauled these goods 112 miles for nothing; but, during the same months, 490 tons 17.cwt. Twelve trucks at
outside. The
of 3rd class and 13 tons 16 cwt. 2 qr. were consigned direct from Sydney to Cootamundra; upon these cost to Depart
ment
ordinary mileage rates were charged, and if these had been carried at Wagga Wagga truck rates, plus1 fairly might
be taken at
tonnage rates from there to Cootamundra, the Department would have sacrificed revenue to the extent of £23.—Ch.A.G.
£724 14s'. 4d. If all Cootamundra and Junee goods were first consigned to Wagga Wagga and returned £23 as against
from there, it would be unquestionably to the interests of the Department to comply with the request £724 14s. 4d.
that has been made ; but, so long as such, a large proportion of them are sent direct, it would, in my
opinion, be very inadvisable to alter our present arrangements. If the request of the inhabitants of
Junee were conceded it would save those even of Harden 8s. lOd. per. ton on 3rd and 23s. lid. per ton
on 4th class goods _ if the concession were extended to that station ; and if granted in one case it could
hardly be refused in another.’—W.V.R, 9.12/85.
.
.
The Department would lose a large amount of money by adopting the course suggested. I
cannot, therefore, recommend it.—tCh.A.G-., 12/12/85.
For consideration of my successor.—W.J.L.,
17/12/85.:'
’
I have not had time during my tenure of office to go thoroughly into this question as it needs ; but
that it needs revision, if not an entire revolution, I am fully persuaded—J.G-., 18/2/86.

'

No.

35.

*

Minute by Mr. Traffic-Manager Read.
I now enclose a draft advertisement, which should be pretty freely inserted in the newspapers at Sydney,
Bourke, and Wilcannia.
\
'
Since Mr: Kirkcaldie’s visit to the Darling district, followed the appearance of some well-written
articles, which appeared in the Sydney Morning Herald, in September last, it would be to our advantage
if that and other papers were to comment at some length at the action that has been taken, so as to give
as much prominence as possible to the. reductions that have been made.
■
If that were done it might safely be assumed that if any exception is to be taken to the proposals
that have been made and adopted (and.it is not to be expected that they will please everyone) someone
would point out any weak points either to the Commissioner or through the columns of the press, and
such criticism would be useful for future guidance.
■
'
I think, too, that it would be well to have hand-bills printed and freely circulated, and I enclose a
draft of that as well.
The question of improving the navigation of the river should not be lost sight of. If that can be
accomplished, the reductions that haye been made in the railway rates should go a long way towards
securing the trade of the Wilcannia district.
As the Commissioner has approved of au officer being sent through the district, I think the journey
should be undertaken sometime in May.
'
. .
’ ’----------------- -■ '
W.Y.E., 8/2/86.
■
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 6 February, 1886.
New South'Wales Government Railways—Reduction of Merchandise Rates between Sydney and the
• Darling River district.
'
On and after Wednesday, the ,10th instant, the maximum rate for sugar, galvanized iron, and fencing
wire from Sydney to any station on the Western line will be £30 per truck load not exceeding 6 tons ;
smaller quantities will continue to be charged at the ordinary tonnage rates.
■
•
' •
From the same date the maximum rate for any class of merchandise (except gunpowder and other
explosives, and sugar, galvanized iron, and fencing wire) from Sydney to Bourke for the district from
Buckambie station, and all stations below having a frontage to the Darling River on the eastern side and
on the western side, including Marra and the whole district south and south-west thereof, and stations
lying wholly to the west of the Paroo River, will be £30 per truck not exceeding 6 tons, but the ordinary
tonnage rates mil be charged in the first instance and the rebate allowed on production of a certificate
on a form, which will be provided by the Department, to the effect that the goods have been delivered in
the districts named.
'
.
Sugar, galvanized iron, and fencing wire for these districts will be charged £24 per truck.
Wool Rates.
'
The rebate hitherto allowed on bales weighing not more than 250 lb. each will be extended to bales'
weighing not more than 280 lb., and will be applicable to all lines.
.
A further discount of 10 per cent, will be given upon all scoured wool properly dumped.
The necessity of hooping dumped wool of any kind with iron bands will not be insisted upon, but
the rebate will be allowed, provided the bales do not exceed 20 cubic feet measurement each. •
IVool put on the rail at Bourke from the districts specified in clause 2 will be allowed a rebate of
25 per cent, upon the ordinary rates.
'
■
.
‘
CH. A. GOODCHAP,
.
'
■
•
' Commissioner for Railways.
Re New Rail Rates for Lower Darling aud west of Paroo.
'
Bourke, New South "Wales, 16 March, 1886.
Would you kindly advise us whether the truck rates for mixed goods will be allowed Nocolecbe
station, which has leasehold lands on both sides of Paroo, and Wanarring station, which has leasehold lands
only on the west side of Paroo, but are in present occupation of resumed lands on east side. In the
-event of your deciding in favour of truck loads for Nocoleche, the stations further up the Paroo will,
of course, also participate iu same advantages. AVe would point out that until lately these stations were
supplied with goods and sent their wool to AVilcannia.
"
133—G
,
We'
Sir,

854
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We also read tHat our customers- are entitled, under the new rates, to put (say) 2 tons each of wire,
galvanized iron, and sugar, making 6 tons in all, and paying £30 or £24 per truck, according as to whether
they are in or out of bounds named. Would you kindly put us right upon this subject ?
■
Another matter we are interested in, and that is, that, the truck rates, &c., may be.extended to
goods going into Queensland. A great number of our customers live west of the' Paroo, in Queensland;
Do- we understand they are entitled to truck rates and advantages named in your late memo. ? At
present we do a fair share (or rather not we, but New South Wales) of business with the Warrego and
South G-regory districts of Queensland. The first-named district will—or at least part of it will—for
some time deal through this Colony, but the South Australian Railway to Milparinka (perhaps to Innanimka) must draw the trade of the South Gregory district at an early date if your office do not extend some
such facilities of transport as are now offered to the Albert .district of this Colony. Our questions are
many and our letter long, but we hope the importance of the questions will atone for same, and asking
youf kindest and most convenient reply.
Tours, &c.,
.
WILLIAMS & CO.
P.S.—We have already received orders from two stations in the Albert district, who never dealt
in Sydney before. Thus the change in rates has already had a small but successful influence.
The Commissioner for Railways, Sydney.
■
I could hot well answer this at the time, but I have since seen Mr. Williams, of Williams & Co.,
and informed him that, fcft- the present at all events, no further concession will be made than has been
already advertised.—W. Y. Read, 9/4/86. Commissioner.
.

Dear Sir,
'
’
27 March, 1886. '
We are sending a representative of this Company to the Queensland border district, and
should like to know if we may anticipate any reduction in the rate's for wool,'&c. from the district named
via Bourke.
*
'
You will no doubt have noticed the reductions made by the Queensland railways.
=
The favour of an early reply will oblige.
Tours, &C.,
:
•
/
'
PERMEWAN, WRIGHT, & CO.
The Commissioner for Railways.
’
•
Traflic Manager.—C.A.G., 2/4/86. Urgent.
If I mistake not, Wright, Heaton, & Co.’s representative has already gone to Southern Queensland,
and I need hardly point out that it would not be right to give Permewan, Wright, & Co. information
which the former firm has not got. In any case, I am not aware whether it is necessary to give any
facilities beyond the ordinary rates for any of the traflic of that district. I have heard, however, that
some concession will have to be made if we are to bring the trade to Sydney, and when an officer goes
through the' Wilcannia district about the month’of June, it would doubtless be well if he, or some other,
should visit the country about the Queensland border, and elicit all the information possible about the
trade and the rates.—W.Y.R., 6/4/86. Commissioner.
.
Approved.—C.A.G., 12/4/86.
Gentlemen,
Department of Railways,'14. April, 1886/
Referring to your letter of the 27th ultimo, intimating your intention to send a representative
to the Queensland border-district, and asking whether it is probable any reduction will be made for woolforwarded from that district to Sydney, via Bourke, I have the honor to inform you that the matter has
had attention, but so far, nothing has been decided in favour of giving any concession in the direction
mentioned, but an officer from this Department will probably be sent to Queensland border about the
month of June, to elicit all the information possible about the trade and rates.
- ,
.
I have, &c.,
.
C. A. GOODCHAP,
'
Mess*s. Permewan, Wright, & Co., Sydney.
'
Commissioner for Railways. Darling River Trade.
In accordance with instructions, I enquired at the Harbours and Rivers Department as to the matters

referred to by Mr. Kirkcaldie in his minute of 12/3/86. I was informed that the officer who was detached
to report on the question of improving the navigation -of the Darling River has not done so; that a sum
of £5,000, which was placed on the Estimates dated 4th Eebruary, 1886, for snagging, that river, had
been reduced by Mr. Secretary Lyne to £2,500; and further, that the site proposed by this Department
for the wharf at Bourke had been adopted.—J.E.P., 13/4/86. Mr. D. M'Lachlan.
.
Traflic Manager to see.—D.C.M‘L., 13/4/86.
Seen.—D.K., 27/4/86.
Dear Sir,
16 April, 1886.
We are in receipt of yours of 14th inst., and regret you cannot give us a more definite reply.
Our traveller will be at Hungerford next Sunday week, and we should like to place him in possession of
full information.
The arrangement for wool will be complete by the middle of May, and if nothing is decided before
that date, it will be too late to influence the wool to our border.
’
We must respectfully ask you to reconsider this matter, as we have several old constituents in the
Queensland border district, whom we should not like to see sending their traffic to the Queensland-ports.
We have to submit our rates at once, and if the Queensland traffic is less- than ou-rs, we cannot expect to
retain the business.
.
If you think it advisable we will see the Minister on the matter.
:
Tour early consideration will oblige.
Wo have, &c.,
PERMEWAN, WRIGHT, & CO.
I he Commissioner for Railways.
--------If contracts are to be made in May the Traffic Manager will see that a decision as to the rates
should be arrived at before. To postpone the question till June seems to be postponing it beyond
available opportunity of benefiting in the decision.—C.A.G., 20/4/86,
_
Until
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Until some one has been over the. ground it is simply impossible to say what concessions will be
made to divert Queensland traffic to Bourke or where the imaginary line will be drawn, beyond which the
concession will be given. As far, however, as I can see at present it will not be necessary to make any
reduction upon traffic to and from the Hungerford district, and Permewan, "Wright, & Co. had better act
upon our existing rates. If 1 am not mistaken Messrs. Wright, Heaton, & Co., and Lee, and M‘Alister
have already been over the ground and they have no more information than Permewan, Wright, & Co.—
W.Y.'B., 26/4/86. ‘ Commissioner.
s
.
Inform that it is not likely that any reduction will be made as regards the Hungerford district.—
C. A. G-., 30/4/86.
.
.
'
.
'

Gentlemen,
Department of Eailways, Sydney, 3 May, 1886.. ,
With reference to your letter of the 16th ultimo, further respecting the proposed reduction in
the rates for wool from the Queensland border district via Bourke, I have the honor to inforin you that
it is not likely that any reduction will be made as regards the Hungerford district.
I have, &c.,
C. A. GOODCHAP,
■
Commissioner for Eailways.
Messrs. Permewan, Wright, & Co., 178, Clarence-street, Sydney.
lie Differential Bates, Junee.
.
A deputation, consisting of Messrs. Humphreys, Davies, and Emslie, introduced by Mr. Gormly, M.P.,
waited upon me to-day with reference to the position of Junee with regard to the differential rates.
Junee is 287 miles from Sydney, and is therefore shut out from participating in the reduction allowed on
goods carried for distances 305 miles or more. Wagga Wagga is 22 miles further from Sydney, yet a
truck of 6 tons of goods to that town is carried for £20 ; but against this they had to pay £6 18s. 7d. per
ton, or £41 11s. 6d. for 6 tons, and in fact they could send their goods from Sydney to Wagga and have
them returned to Junee for £4 5s. per ton, as against £6 18s. 7d. if they were forwarded direct. Again,
on the other hand, Junee was under a disability on the up journey. They could send a ton of goods to
Albury for £2 18s., but if they wanted to bring goods from Albury they had to pay £4 7s., while the
same goods would be carried from Albury to “ Old Junee,” 5 miles further on, for £3 Os. 2d. These
rates were for 3rd class goods, as it was these that were principally affected, and under the present system
their town was unduly handicapped against their rival Wagga Wagga. They asked, therefore, for two
things:—
'
1. That ordinary mileage rates be charged from Albury, or
.
2. The £20 truck rate be extended to Junee.
It was mentioned further that, on the South-western line, the distance where the concession
commenced was 340 miles, and as Narrandera was 341 miles it enjoyed the reduction.
.
I informed them that, at the present time, I did not feel favourably inclined towards making any
alteration in the rates from Albury to Junee or Sydney to Junee. The reason for the differential rates
was on account of the ridiculously low rates fixed by Victoria to her border for the purpose of securing
the border trade, and we had therefore to introduce the differential rates to compete with Victoria. That
was the real object of them. In fixing these rates the line of limitation had to be drawn somewhere, and.
unfortunately for Junee it was drawn so as just to shut her out, other towns by the accident of their
position enjoying lower-rates under the differential system; but there was no doubt that, unless we
adopted this system, the trade of the Eiverina district would be diverted to Melbourne, and the railway
revenue would suffer considerably. No doubt the differential rates were very low, but they were not
fixed below a paying point.
"With regard to the rebooking of goods from "Wagga to Junee, I promised to obtain a return
showing the extent of the rebooking. I had this information with regard to Cootamundra and quoted
figures. I pointed out that the whole question required very careful consideration, as "a very slight error
might make a serious difficulty. I would be glad, as far as possible, to remove any disability under which
they laboured, and if I could meet their wishes in any way without disturbing the system materially I
Traffic Manager
would do so. I stated I was not aware Narrandera enjoyed the benefit of the truck rates, and could for
report on
hardly see it was necessary as the competition with Victoria could not.well extend to that town, but I this.—Ch.A.G.,
21/5/86. ~
promised this would have consideration in connection with the general question—W.J.L.

No. 36.
.
Minute by The Secretary for Public Works.

.
’

Will the Commissioner report ?

"
'

---------

W.J.L., 15/5/86.

Traffic Manager to furnish return of rebooking Wagga to Junee, and to report generally as to
relief.—Ch.A.G., B.C., 21/5/86.
.
Competitive Bates—Deputation from Junee.
No doubt all the arguments advanced by the deputation which waited upon the Minister are perfectly
true, but the Minister wms equally to the point when he informed them that the line had to be drawm
somewhere, and that, unfortunately for Junee, it had been drawn so as just to shut out that township
from the reduced rates.
,
Had it been possible to draw the line at Wagga Wagga it would have been , greatly to the
advantage of the Department, from a monetary standpoint, to have done so ; but if that had been done
it would have resulted in our losing the Wagga Wagga trade almost entirely. Indeed, we know that
just before the truck rate was introduced, goods in considerable and increasing quantities were conveyed
by rail from Melbourne to Wodonga, and by team from Wodonga for as lowT as £3 per ton.
There has never been any. necessity to apply the truck rate to Junee.
'
No
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No doubt my minute of 9/12/85 shows that a considerable proportion of Junee traffic is consigned
from Sydney to Wagga Wagga, and reconsigned from there to Junee, so as to escape the ordinary higher
rates from Sydney to Junee'direct; but I also showed that the small cost the Department was put to in
respect of extra haulage was far more than counterbalanced by the trainage derived from the goods that
were consigned direct. Dor the months of September and October last the extra haulage alluded to
amounted to about £14, while the Department avoided a loss of £117 19s. 3d. by maintaining the
ordinary rates on those goods that were sent direct.
_
,
■
■ If, in response to the wishes of the deputation, the £20 truck rate were extended to Junee, there
would be no good ground for refusing it to Cootamundra (where it has already been repeatedly asked
for) or even to Murrumburrah and Harden, and that, it is needless for me to say, would result in a very
considerable loss of revenue.
.
Nor-can I recommend ordinary mileage rates from Albury to Junee, because the increased rate
was put on simply to counteract the very low rate charged upon the Victorian railways.in respect of all
goods sent from Melbourne to New South Wales north of Gerogery ; but for that low rate there would
be no necessity to charge more than the ordinary rate from Albury to Junee.
It was not without due consideration that the reduced rates were applied to Narrandera. It is
well known that the Murrumbidgee is navigable as far up as, and often beyond, Narrandera for several
months every year, and I do not doubt for one moment that if the ordinary mileage rates were charged
'to and from the Narrandera district (and of course the argument becomes stronger the further we go
towards Hay), the trade would be done with Melbourne by river, as it was in former years.
Nothing has as yet been advanced to induce me to recommend any modification of the existing, rates.
.
W.Y.R., 28/5/86.
». , Uniform mileage rates, which some large number of persons advocate, because of the apparent
justice of this mode of charging, would have-no other effect than.to enhance unduly the value of property
and the development of its resources within a certain area of the shipping ports or markets of disposal,
and to render unprofitable for cultivation all land beyond that area. Differential rates are therefore
absolutely necessary for the development, of the resources of a country and to create traffic for its
railways, even in circumstances in which the element of competition for the traffic is absent. In
cases where the traffic is competed for by opposing systems of carriage, or by different routes to reach
the same, or perhaps another central market, the introduction of anomalies in the rates of charges is
carried necessarily to a degree which, to the uninitiated, seems absurd. We have an instance of this in
the conditions which operate in connection with our efforts to secure the trade of Eiverina, and their
peculiar application tothe goods consigned to Juuee; but such anomalies arenot confined to our railways.
Only recently the farmers of Penzance, in England, appealed to the Railway Commission for redress
against the action of their railway company, which established charges by which foreign grown produce
Was Carried from Penzance to London at a considerably less rate per ton than the same description of
produce locally grown. The Company, however, successfully contended that this apparent injustice to
the local farmer was really a benefit to him, for unless they had secured for their railway the traffic of
the'foreign grown produce—and they could not have secured it except by chargiug exceedingly low
freights the farmers of Penzance would have had to pay a higher charge even than they were then
paying, in order that the railway might be able to make a proper return to its capital expended. If we
are to continue to compete with Victoria and South Australia for the trade of our border land, I do not
see how the anomalies which arise from our system of charges to secure that object are to be removed —
Cn.A.G., 1/6/86.
.
'
The figures show that it is more profitable to the Department to continue the system of running
goods for Junee to IVagga and return than to put them out at Junee, with the additional charge on them,
because all goods are not so consigned as to escape the higher rate, and t hose sent direct to Junee bring
in proportionately a revenue in excess of the revenue derived from the goods sent via Wagga even, when
credited with the expense incurred in the extra haulage which that route necessitates.—Cn°A.G., 1/6/86.

'
.
No. 37.
’
Mr. D. Brown to The Commissioner for /Railways.
S'r,

.
Kallara Station, by Bourke, 19 May, 1886. .
Allow me to bring to your recollection an interview I had with you in Eebruary last, in
company with Mr. Quinn, M.P., referring to the special rates for carriage of wool and goods from and
to the stations on the Darling.
•
•
I then explained, that as Kallara wool and goods required to be carried as far as there from
Buckambe, we were equally entitled to the concession,, and Mr. Quinn corroborated my contention.
Buckambe is 128 miles from Bourke, on the same or east side of the river. Kallara is 120 miles from
Bourke, but on the opposite or west side of the Darling; and, as the bridge is 4 miles above Bourke,
we have that 4 miles to travel up and back again, thus making our distance quite equal to that of
Buckambe.
.
No other station is in this position on our side of the river, the west side. The next station is
Dunlop, 40 miles nearer Bourke, and, therefore, at the average r-ate of cartage, viz., Is. per ton per mile,
£2 a ton more favourably situated than Kallara.
On the east side, the next station to Buckambe is
Barranyalpa, 20 miles nearer Bourke, and, therefore £1 a ton, or just about the amount of the concession,
more favourably situated. Kallara, having the same distance of road cartage as Buckambe, is, therefore,Without the concession, £l per ton at a disadvantage as compared with Buckambe and Barranyalpa, and
£2 as compared with Dunlop. 1 therefore submit that we are equally entitled to the concession with
Buckambe, and beg to ask that my contention may be considered.
With the concession, I am prepared
to.Gugage that all the wool shall go by rail to Sydney. Whether there be a river or not, without the
concession the wool must go via Adelaide. In the event of the river being-navigable, anticipated clip
2,000 bales.
.
I am, &c„ 1
-

---------

.

.

D. BROWN.
. Traffic
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TrafficManager.—D.C.M'L., 27/5/86/
I reported upon tliis matter on the Commissioner’s M.P., 86-l,037d, and have nothing to add
thereto. For the reason' stated in that report, I do not favour the granting of the reduced rate to
Kallara.—W.V.R., 2/6/86. Commissioner.
■ .
'
^
^
Is there no paper referring to the interview which .Mr. Quinn and Mr. Brown had with me. •
Ch.A.G., 5/6/86.
No trace of any.—L.P.I., 6/6/86.
Inform.—Ch.A.G., 9/6/86.
.
■
gjj

Department of Railways, 10 June, 1886.
’ ' With reference to your letter of the 19th ultimo and previous interview, asking that the
special rates for the carriage of wool, &c., from, and goods to stations west of the Paroo may be extended
to your Kallara station, I have the honor to inform you, with regret, that I am unable to comply with your
request.
■
^ h^ve, &c.,
4
'
.
.
C. A. GOODCIIAP,
David Brown, Esq., Kallara Station, via Bourke.
.
Commissioner for Railways.

No. 38.
Memo, by The Commissioner for Railways to Mr. Traffic-Manager Read.
Rates for wool from Bourke. •
I wbote recently to know whether the rise in the river would require us to revise our rates. The
Minister is now inquiring on same subject. Let me know early how our rates and time of carriage
compare with river.borne goods.
_____
23/6/86.
In accordance with your instructions I proceeded to Bourke to inquire into the prospects of the
river traffic and the alleged intention of the Bourke merchants to deal with Adelaide unless large conces
sions in freight were made to them by this Department. My telegram on" Monday conveyed to you the
actual state of the case. The river is now navigable from Menindie to Brewarnna, hut there being no
water in the Murray to back the Darling up, and the Darling itself having commenced to fall at Mogil, .
unless additional rains fall in the country drained by the Namoi, Macintyre, and their tributaries, the
present navigation cannot last long. None of the Adelaide steamers have yet been placed on the berth
for Bourke, as although it is just possible that steamers might reach Bourke, on the present fresh it isvery doubtful whether they could get back, and the experience of the last two or three years is against
risking a detention in the upper waters that might last for many months or even a year, lurther
interviews, however, convinced me that the river traffic is not the real point of issue with the merchants
at Bourke. They would deal with Adelaide quite as willingly as with Sydney. Their real grievance is
(and it must be admitted that their grievance is a real one, as it affects their pockets) that owing to the
concessions made to Wilcannia and the Paroo country, two or three towns are able to send goods back
and undersell them at their very doors, and that much of the traffic between the Darling and the laroo;
up to the Queensland border, that used to be done with Bourke is now done by Wilcannia and other
places within the favourite area. So long as the river was closed, although this concession to Wilcannia
was felt at Bourke, it did not handicap the Bourke merchants so heavily as at present, when steamers
can ply between Bourke and Wilcannia, carrying goods that have come from Sydney at £5 a ton down
to Wilcannia for 30s., and bring them back to some station near Bourke for 203., making the whole
charge £7 10s. for freight, whereas-the Bourke merchants have to pay £10 14s. 3d. a ton tor 3rd class
goods and (say) £1 per ton steamer’s carriage to the same place. In such an instance the differential
fates Would directly favour Wilcannia at the expense of Bourke to the extent of £4 4s. a ton and m
revenge for this loss of business they threaten to deal with Adelaide as soon as they can unless placed onthe same footing as Wilcannia. If the river navigation was permanent the Department would, no doubt,
be forced to come to terms, as the railway, except at a heavy loss, could not compete with the water
carriage; but it is most intermittent, and steamship owners prefer, if possible, to load a whole cargo tor
one person, except when shipping on their own account, to sell on arrival. It was, therefore, the usual
custom for a merchant in Bourke, taking advantage of what might be the only flood of the season to_ get
up 500 tons of goods at a time, for which he had to pay on arrival, or m many instances before arrival.
Since the railway has been opened they have been buying a few tons at a time from Sydney on the usua
terms, and although, no doubt, the Adelaide merchants would meet them m.every possible way, it may bo
questioned whether a large stock to lie idle for several months, even at cheap freight would pay better '
than small stocks, the value of which was constantly being turned over and over at a high freight, dhe
present flood in the river has come too early for the wool. That will not be ready for another four weeks
at least. I notice that the wharf at Bourke is getting on very slowly. At the present rate of progress it
will - not he finished this year, and .that the line has not yet been extended to the river side. It is most
important that we should be in a position to truck wool direct from the steamer, otherwise, should it be
possible for the'steamers to get down, we may lose several clips. The 3s. 6d. a ton cartage through the
town of Bourke and the extra handling involved would tend to keep the wool on the steamer. M. A.
Hobnidge, 23/6/86. Traffic Manager.
;
i
n .t -tv r
•
Be good enough to see the attached report from Mr. Hornidge respecting the trade of the Darling
district. Nothing has occurred as yet to induce me to recommend an alteration of the existing rates in
any way. As Mr. Hornidge points out, it is very questionable whether the river will remain navigable
so long as to permit of boats getting up as far as Bourke, and even if it does, I am doubtful whether
storekeepers and others will venture to get up such large supplies as they must obtain by river when
they can keep themselves in small stocks, although for these stocks they have to pay a higher rate per
ton for the finer class of goods than by river. My opinion is, that we have very little it anything, to tear
as regards the trade .of the Bourke district being again diverted to Melbourne or Adelaide, so long as it
is well served by railway. The cause of the agitation, amongst the storekeepers is not far to seek ; the
reductions that were made in the rates some months ago have enabled the storekeepers of that town to
outbid those of Bourke for a certain portion of the trade between the towns named, as well as a portion
of the trade to the west of the Paroo, which would be done by the Bourke storekeepers

©
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Wilcannia had to pay full mileage rates and (earn carriage in addition.' It must not be forgotten, however
that with a navigable river, the Wilcannia people can get their supplies landed there from Melbourne or
Adelaide tor rather less than we land them at Bourke, even at the reduced rate's, and if we were to charge
them the full mileage rates, we would get very little goods to carry for that district, even if the river were
not navigable, because when the railway is completed to Silverton (or near to there) it will be from 70 to
80 miles nearer to Wilcannia than Bourke is. It is therefore iu my opinion of great importance that we
should geta firm hold of the trade of the district before that occurs. What may be a loss to Bourke is
a gam to Wilcannia, and to the merchants of Sydney, as well as to this Department.—W.Y.R. 6/7/86.
If the river runs for any length of time, we may have to reduce the advantage which Wilcannia
gets over Bourke in supplying stations, in consequence of the concession made on goods going west of the
Baroo, but at present there does not seem to be any reason for making a change. To foster the traffic on
our railway, I must again urge the desirability of the wharf and the railway to the wharf being completed
as early as possible.—Ch.A.G-., 9/7/86.
•
b
1

No. 39.
T. Jones, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
DearMr.Lyne,
'
'
20 August, 1886.
, „ 1W10U C you kindly have the enclosed letter from one of Mr. Want’s constituents rephed to
and forwarded to me.
1
„
* kan^d you another letter on the same subject about three weeks back (I think in your office)
from Mr. * •Cohen, the Secretary Adelong Progress Committee, which has not been replied to, that I am
aware of. Would you oblige by seeing that it is also forwarded.
.
Yours, &c.,
T. JONES.

'------------------;

Dear Sir,

.

[Unclosure.]

.,

oah y^r immediate attention to the following facts that are at present acting'’so adversely 'to ^tlie

ExeTat £2018s1 Gd0WwWktafd dl ^lct' The w°°1 s,rason is close at hand, and the price of wool per ton from Gundagai is
SvHn lw tilt, 6S M
some 20 miles further> it rs £2 8s. The carriage of all shearing supplies from
ofth^dttect mns^tort? d!fferelltlal rate,s present the same disproportion, and unless something is donethe ehtire trade
r
lnlury.of every trader, be absorbed by Wagga., I was yesterday offered a very large order for
no chance dPcomnetithfn1011 WJ?11*8 for a station holder a few miles south of here, but in the face of thJse rates there is
n C(?Petltr’ a“d wrthout some alteration the entire trade must pass away to that highly favoured locality
.
, ■ C~— something be done to meet this emergency. Our district, by population, production, ^nd age, is entitled
f!. c°“slderatlon> and surely the Railway Commissioner must have learned by this time that these differential rates
Can von mvXrPSheslrUnl
Sydnf? ^ t0 distrcts situated like
the death stroke
moraT&anv
-1
“f? matters- as
knw how> uPon his attention, and by some change add one
more to tne many benefits we have received from your exertions.
j am
’w.‘’bibo.

Gundagai would appear to labour under the same disadvantages as Junee as compared with Wagga
but so long as we have to compete with Melbourne for border trade I do not see that any alteration can
be made, and the differential rates, though perhaps an evil, must be a necessity—W.J.L., 20/8/86. ■
Sir’

w.,,
,
^
„
Department of Railways, 24 August, 1886.
r. .
yeference to your letter of the 20th instant, enclosing communication from Mr. W.
Bibo complaining of the disproportionate rate charged for the carriage of shearing supplies, ironmongery,
®c-> il0m Sydney to Gundagai, as compared with the rate current from Sydney to Wagga Wagga, I have
t e honor, by directions of Mr. Secretary Lyne, to inform you that he has given attention to the matter,
but lie is unable, so long as we have to compete with Melbourne for the border traffic, to see any method
by which the present arrangements and differential rates can be. altered.
.
.
. '
I have, &c..,
m Tnr,
v
CHAS. A. GOODCHAP,
.
' .. es’. s<4
___________ _________
_______
Commissioner for Railways.
ttu

JNo. 40.

.

.

Minute of The Commissioner for Railways.

Papers about Rates.
J!“SEKTATIT
the D^ing is navigable unless the Railway Department makes considerable
concessions on freight charges the trade will be lost to Sydney at Bourke.
fwest nf thAPnthat n°
is refiui're^ at present. The concession made to.Wilcannia
the
militating against .the interests
the storekeepers at Bourke may require-to be

<^of
!

Paroo) is

of

^.mplet/°“ of wllarf at Bourke to which the railway is to be taken is a matter of importance.

ao-as*. CS^’^KSJJsJuST*-wil1
Resubmitted, 1/9/86.

"a“y to ‘he ti“r' “d

Traffic Manager for report.—D.C.M‘L., 1/9/86.

m’t

CH.A.G., 3/8/

lie Bourke River traffic.
Tn-n
•
,1
,
i -i
,
„ Traffic Inspector’s Office, Wellington, 9 September, 1886.
suspended! Tt^Yn TverY incompkte state " ^ laSt f°Ur
^ W°rk
8 “ conseriue^e been
difference SbernY/wnYYYf0
“nfemed the state of the river has made no perceptahle
kfP Tf YYw t
7 Y16 Y^1’' Tlle W°o1’ owms t0 the rain and strike among the shearers, is very
iaUwav ^1 carrvYhYYnlT £ u
th^
It is’ lloweTOr- generally understood that the
y
y he bulk of it, notwithstanding the cheap freights offered by the steamers.
Traffic Manager.

-_____ _
"

"1f:

M. A. HORNIDGE.
•
Jl#
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’

Re Murrumbidgee Eiver traffic.
Traffic Inspector’s Office, Junee Junction, 10 September, 1886.
■
-Hay.—Up to tbe present, the rise in'the river lias not affected the traffic, except to the extent of
about 16 tons of timber, which has arrived from Echuca, but I understand that the greater part of wool
from district will go by river.
'
■
•
Garratlwol.—No traffic has gone by tbe river yet, but I am informed that some of the wool that
was sent by rail last year will go by the river.
'
Darlington.—I am informed that the Kerrarbury clip, which amounts to about 450 or 500 bales,
will go by the river this year. The information I'have been able to obtain up to the present is very vague,
and I am short of replies from Narrandera, and full information from several other stations. However,
I will make further inquiry, and let you know the result as early as possible.
.
G. J. EGBERTS,
Traffic Manager.
------------------'
.
Be good enough to peruse the attached reports from the Traffic Inspectors. Erom inquiries made
by Mr. Hornidge, it appears to be thought that notwithstanding the cheap freights offered by tbe steamers
on the Darling the bulk of the wool will be forwarded by railway. My own opinion is, however, that we
shall not despatch nearly so much wool from Bourke this season as we did last, and that will be due partly
and no doubt principally to the low river freights, and partly to the increase which was recently made upon
the railway rates, such increase having, as I have’already repeatedly stated, been made at a very inopportune
time. I refer of course to the increase from the competitive- districts only. I have been in hopes that
the wharf would have been completed at Bourke, and the railway extended to it before the wool season
commenced, so that, with tolerably low railway rates, we might have reasonably expected to get a large
portion of the wool from both up and down the river, but as things are I confess I do not expect to get
much of it in that way, because of the expense of cartage between the river and the railway, and the
additional handling. It appears from Mr. Hornidge’s report that the wharf is now under water, but I
should think it is hardly likely to remain so for any length of time, and very probably it will be free from
water before the wool season, which, is late, begins.
’
'
.
I must say that I was particularly anxious to get,-if possible,- affirm hold upon the Darling trade
this season so that commercial relations with Sydney on such a basis that there would not have been much
inducement to alter them, but I now fear that, to a considerable extent, this will not be accomplished,
and as the railway to the South Australian border is expected to be finished within three or four months,
we shall always have a difficulty in securing a hold of the trade of. the Wilcannia district. The subject
is of very considerable importance, and -I suggested that Mr. Evans • should'be- sent wmst to make some
inquiries, but have had no reply. Mr. Kdberts’ report re the Murrumbidgee trade is also enclosed, but
it is not very complete. I do not, for instance, attach much importance to the statement that “ up to the
present time the rise in the'river has not affected thetrafijc,” because wool shearing in the district has but
very recently commenced, and boats will not come up the river to lie for weeks until they can get a cargo
back again. It is significant, however, that information is received both from Darlington and Carrathool
. to the effect that wool which was sent by rail last year will this year go by river. While competition
lasts I am of opinion that it would well repay the Department to send an officer to make a tour of the
competitive districts every year about the months of March or April, because the conditions are continu
ally changing, and he could” by collecting information on the spot, know what was necessary to secure the
traffic. Eorwarding agents send a representative through the whole of the districts, and if it pays each
firm to do so I think the money spent by the Department in the same direction would be well
expended.—W.V.R., 21/9/86. Commissioner.
'
If it is not too late I would even now recommend such a reduction of rates as would induce at least a
large-quantity of the Darling and Murrumbidgee wool to be sent to Sydney.—W.V.E.
.

-

-•

No. 41.
J. Gormly, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Worts.

'

Sir,

Legislative Assembly, 16 September, 1886.
I have the honor to enclose a letter signed by the Hon. Secretary of the Coolaman Progress
Committee, and would respectfully request that the concession asked for will receive your favourable
consideration.
.
I have, &c.,
.
JAMES GOEMLY.
Submitted for inquiry it may be considered whether it is necessary to draw the differential limit,
outside Narrandera.—W.J.L., 17/9/86.
'

' [Enclosure.'Y

James-Gormly, Esq., M.P., Wagga,—
•
•
,00'"
Dear Sir
■
Coolaman, 4 September, 1886.
We, the residents-of Coolaman, beg to call your attention to the great disadvantage we have to labour under
the existing rules of the differential railway rates and the truck system. Previous to October last year we could procure
goods by truck loads from Sydney at the same rate as Wagga or Narrandera, viz., £20 per 6-ton truck, and for
which we have now to pay £44,—an increase of £24 on 6 tons; the only stations this new rate affected here, Coolaman
and Grong Grong, and as comparatively little traffic goes to the latter (especially as they are-so near Narrandera), it can
affect them but little. The truck system was a boon to Coolaman residents and surrounding settlers, outside of the imme-..
diate advantage it was tothe storekeepers and others, as goods going back to Temora, Broken Dam, Barmedman, and
other stations were forwarded from here, which cannot now be done .under the existing rates. This district does such a
small trade that,- under this new system, -theadvantage either way to Government is insignificant that-it would seem some.
interested party was at the bottom of the altercation for their own aggrandizement.
.
The Victorian trade if available to Narrandera is also available here ; the distance from Sydney to Coolaman is olu
miles and Wagga is the same distance, and the distance by road from Wagga is 23 miles, it must be quite evident
to every disinterested individual that the present system must eventually crush the trade of this place.
We see our goods daily going past our own station ere route for Narrandera, which not only causes delay but must
beta useless expenditure of power and haulage, and now that the Government’s great policy is retrenchment we think that
this is a matter whereby more labour and more expenditure is caused by this useless haulage.
.
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The district is quite new and purely agricultural, and' all settlers are heavily handicapped with' this new and
excessive extortion. We may add that this part of the Murrumbidgee electorate polled the third highest number of votes,
which shows that it is worthy of consideration.
•
’
We would also add to, yourself that we have noted the way you have pressed various matters forward, and we may
add that if the boon is conferred of having 6-ton trucks running here at a cost of £20, as heretofore, you will confer a boon
on us all, and will at future elections win you every possible support.
■ '
.
■.
•
.
.
Weare, &e.,
W. MACNAMARRA,
'
Hon. Sec. Coolaman Progress Committee.

Petition of the residents of Coolaman for reduced rates for general merchandise forwarded from
Sydney.—Prior to the issue of the last merchandise rate-book on 1st October, .1885, the £20 truck rate
for general merchandise applied to all stations on the South-western line distant over 305 miles from
Sydney, but in consequence of the traffic for Temora and Barmedman finding its way to Coolaman at the
£20 truck rate (whereas the more direct route was via Cootamundra, where the truck rate did not apply,
thus causing a loss to revenue to the Department, and complaints from the storekeepers, about the inequality
of the rates), it became expedient to extend the. distance on the South-western line to which the truck
rate should apply, and, after consideration, it was fixed at 340 miles, thus excluding all stations east of
Narrandera. Since the 1st October, 1885, therefore, actual mileage rates have been charged to Coolaman,
and nothing has transpired to induce me to recommend a reversion to truck rates.—W.V.E., 6/10/86. .
Eor the Minister’s information.—C.A.Gr., 10/10/86.
Inform.—W.J.L., 13/10/86,
Sir,

^
Department of Eailways, 20 October, 1886.
Deferring to your letter of the 16th ultimo; forwarding communication addressed to you by
the Secretary of the Coolaman Progress Committee, urging that the £20 truck rate .might be again
extended to Coolaman, I have the honor, by direction of Mr. Secretary Lyne, to inform you that the
matter has been considered, and that it is not deemed advisable to revert to the truck rate as stated.
'
‘
.
I have, &c.,
, ,
.
.
C. A. GOODCHAP,
James Gormly, Esq., M.P., Legislative Assembly.
Commissioner.for Eailways.

No. 42.

.

Minute by The Secretary for Public Works. ' ,
.
Differential Bates.
A Deputation from Goulburn, accompanied by Messrs. Teece, Ball, and Holborrow, M’s.P., waited upon
me to-day, and, amongst other matters,'brought under attention the question of the differential rates.
They represented that these rates unduly prejudiced the trade of Goulburn ; that it was impossible
for Goulburn traders or storekeepers to compete with the Sydney merchants in the distant districts, and
their trade was, therefore, limited practically to a local one.
.
•
Mr. Bogers submitted the statement enclosed, showing 'the nature of the differential charges, and
how they affected Goulburn.
'
I informed them that I admitted the importance of the matter, but the question was one surrounded
by difficulties. - It was a question engaging attention on almost all railways. It was being fought in
England and in America ; they sometimes carried goods 1,000 miles for the same rate as they carried
them 50, and the Company found it paid them to do it. Mr. Eogers had submitted a very full and clear
statement, and it deserved consideration, and it seemed to me there should'be iu some way an alteration.
I could not promise them an answer off-hand, as the question was such a large one ; but I stated
I would give it full consideration, and consult with the officers of the Department who had 'a knowledge
of the question.
•
°
'
—-----'•
J.S., 11/3/87:
Put with this extract from Beport Committee of the House of Commons on “ differential rates.”
The statement of the different charges between Hay, Wagga, and Albury (Erect, and those places via
p-oulburn are startling, of course the latter is the equal mileage rate, and the former the competitive
rate to win the traffic. We are still competing for it, even at the reduced rates, and any attempt to
charge equal mileage rates,'would simply be tantamount to handing over the trade of Eiverina to Victoria.
We do not lose on the low rate charged; indeed, if we could secure twenty times as much, the profit
made would.be of an appreciable character. Jt would be better to surrender the trade of the country
comprised within the competitive districts than to charge the same rate to intermediate stations not
affected by the competition. It is the case the whole world over, that traders-at intermediate places cannot
successfully cpntend for the trade of - a competitive district supplied from rival metropolitan centres —
Ch.A.G., 16/3/87.
.
.
.
1
Extract referring to differential rates, from the report of the Select Committee on'Bailways appointed

- '
by the House of Commons—Ordered to be printed, 1882. . • • . •
■. •
™
,^e,90n^nittee consisted of =—Mr. Ashley, Mr. Barclay, Mr. Bolton, Mr. Callan, Lord Randolph
Churchill, Mr. Craig, Mr. Cross, Mr. Dillwyn, Sir Daniel Gooch, Mr. Gregory, Mr. Lowther Mr Monk
Mr. Samuel Morley,'Mr. Mullhplland, Mr. W. N. Nicholson, Mr. O’Sullivan/Mr. E. Paget, Mr. Jos’..
Pease, Mr. Pell, Mr. Samuelson, Mr. Sclater Booth, Sir Henry Tyler, and Sir Edward Watkin.
.
Fxxxnn Bates. .
.
The question of the rate which a railway company has the power to fix for any particular kind, of goods

under their special Acts, and with due reference to the-charge they make for other goods conveyed under
similar circumstances, is one of considerable difficulty. Railway managers contend that they have theright to. charge any sum notin excess of the maximum authorized by the special Act, and that they oughtin no respect to be controlled in charging.much more for one kind of goods than for another, although the
cost .
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cost of performing the service is no greater in the one case than in the other. It is indeed contended, as in'
the case of heef carried from Glasgow to London, that railway companies may properly carry the same '
kind of goods under similar conditions, from different consignors, at very different rates.
According to the evidence of the railway managers who appeared before ns, no general principle
or system for fixing rates has been adopted on any railway in this country. The charge for conveyance,
they informed us, was such a sum, within the power of the company, as they thought the traffic would
hear, having regard to competition, both of other means of conveyance and of other districts or markets ;
or, in other words, as much as could he got, and without reference to the cost to the company of per
forming the service. Indeed, the managers examined informed us that they found it impracticable to
determine with accuracy the cost of conveying any particular kind of goods between two stations.
The railway managers assert that they carry no goods at a loss, and that even the lowest rates
yield a margin of profit over working expenses ; but in making this statement they do not include any
charge for interest on capital.
No witness has recommended the adoption of equal mileage rates for the conveyance of goods, but
may have complained of the anomalous charges by railway compauies, and urged the general advantage
of fixing rate's on some intelligible principle, instead of arbitrarily at what railway managers think the
traffic will bear.
.
It appears in evidence that in the case of one, if not of more, railway companies, no maximum
rate has been fixed over a large portion of their system. The Committee are of opinion that it is essential
to the protection of the public that a maximum rate should be fixed in all cases.
_
In some cases particular kinds of goods, or goods over one portion of a railway system, are carried
at very low rates, as compared with those charged for other goods, or the same goods over another ^portion
of the same system. .
...
There is no question as to the existence of these “ preferential” or “exceptional” special rates-,
the latter epithet being the term used by representatives of the railway. The evidence given under this
head comes almost entirely either from persons engaged in production, who are being charged proportion
ately higher rates than producers resident in other parts of the country, or from towns or places through
which traffic passes, who, as engaged in the business of carrying or distribution, complain that it is
diverted from them by the lower rates charged on other routes. But for the competition introduced by
the low rates given by railway companies, trade would be much more local, and the trader who was
nearest the market would probably make a large profit; but, on the other hand, this competition cannot
but be advantageous to the public ; that Greenock sugar refiners should be in the same market as the
sugar refiners of London, while it may be a grievance to London refiners, must be an advantage to
Greenock refiners, and cannot be a disadvantage to buyers of sugar. It may be worth while to follow
this as a typical case :—Thirty-nine towns in England to which sugar is sent are at an average distance of
292 miles from Greenock, and the same towns are at an average distance from London of only 150 miles.
The rates for these distances, from London and Greenock respectively, are about the same representing
in the case of the Greenock rate, l'09d.; but in the case of the London rate, 2T3d. per ton per mile. In
other words, sugar from Greenock is for the same sum carried double the distance as sugar from London.
This enables Greenock to compete at these thirty-nine towns, and this is what the refiners of London
object to. The demand from London, therefore, is that either the rates for the longer distance should be
raised, or those for the shorter distance reduced. The effect of compliance with this demand would be to
close some of these markets against Greenock sugar, to deprive the Northern lines of a considerable
portion of their trade, handing it over to the Southern lines, and to give a practical monopoly to the London
refiners of sugar, who would he real gainers by the transaction. It does not appear to your Committee
that such a result would be either just or reasonable.
_
,
Although equal mileage” rates, that is to say, rates proportioned exactly to the number of miles
run, have not been advocated on this occasion as before former Committees; still, ideas have been put
forward so closely resembling such as would naturally support the mileage system, that it may be worth
while to recall the words of the Committee of 1872:—
“ (a) It would prevent railway companies from lowering their fares and rates so as to compete with
traffic by sea, by canal, or by a shorter or otherwise cheaper railway, and would thus deprive the
public of the benefit of competition, and the company of a legitimate source of profit.
“ (&) It would prevent railway companies from making perfectly fair arrangements for carrying, at a
lower rate than usual, goods brought in large and constant quantities, or for carrying for lo'ng
distances at a lower rate than for short distances.
•
. “ (e) It would compel a company to carry for the same rate over a line which has been very expensive
in construction, or which, from gradients or otherwise, is very expensive in working, at the same
rate at which it carries over less expensive lines.
“ In short, to impose equal mileage on the companies would be to deprive the public of the benefit
of much of the competition which now exists, or has existed, to raise the charges on the public in many
cases where the companies now find it to their interest to lower them, and to perpetuate monopolies in
carriage, trade, and manufacture in favour of those rates and places which are nearest or least expensive
where the varying charges of the companies now create competition. And it will be found that the
supporters of equal mileage, when pressed, often really mean, not that the rates they pay themselves are
too high, but that the rates that others'pay are too low.
.
“ Pressed by the difficulties, the proposers of equal .mileage - have admitted that there must be
numerous executions, e.y., where there is sea competition {i.e., at about three-fifths of the railway stations
of the United Kingdom), where low rates for long distances will bring a profit; or where the article
carried at low rates is necessary, such as coal. It is scarcely necessary to observe that such exceptions
as these, whilst inadequate to meet all the various cases, destroy the value of ‘ equal mileage as a principle;
or the possibility of applying it as a general rule.’ ”
"
But some kind of equality of charge is pressed .in other forms and on other grounds. Eafmefs
complain that imported agricultural produce is given a bounty over home produce, by being carried at a
lower rate ; that foreign corn and meat are carried from Liverpool to London for less than English corn
and meat; that American cattle are conveyed from Glasgow to London for less than Scotch cattle ; that
cattle landed at Newcastle are carried inland for less than cattle-reared in Northumberland a-nd-Durham:
' ■
■
that
13.3—H
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that foreign fruit and hops are carried from Boulonge or Blushing to London for less than fruit and hops
from Ashford or Sittingbourne. Wire manufacturers complain that Belgian wire and other goods are
brought from Belgium to Birmingham for less than similar goods are charged from Birmingham to
London. Makers of chemicals complain that the coal which they use is made to pay higher rates than
the coal sent past their works to Liverpool for exportation to their foreign rivals; and Limerick
complains that foreign bacon and provisions are carried from Liverpool to Limerick at much less rates
than is charged for Limerick bacon over the same route to the same port. Bradford complains that the
export trade from both Manchester and Bradford enjoy rates which are preferential as compared with
those for the home consumption trade. In short, the complaint is frequently heard that railway companies
prejudice home producers by low import and export rates.
_
Tour Committee think that many of these differential charges afford substantial grounds for com
plaint, but they do not consider it necessary to express an opinion as to how far these differential rates
constitute undue preferences, because that is a point which the proper tribunal has full power to deter
mine, and each case must be considered on its merits.
At the same time, it must be admitted that when a farmer sees American wheat carried at a lower
rate than his own, or when a manufacturer near a market has his profits in that market reduced by a
competitor at a distance, who is brought into the market by the lower rates given to him, it is not
surprising that there should be complaints, and that attempts should be made, and from time to time
repeated to fix some standard by which rates shall be determined. One form in which this proposal has
been made is, that the rate ought to bear some fixed proportion to the cost of the service performed ;
or, in other words, that the companies ought not to be allowed to make a higher profit on one part of
their traffic than on another. It would be an answer to this suggestion to say that any such standard of
charge would be difficult, if not impossible, in practice. To ascertain what is the relative cost and profit
of each description of traffic would be beyond the functions of any Government Department or Court of
law, and the companies allege that it would be beyond even their power. It would entail the finding and
consideration of such items as the original cost of the particular line; the cost of carriage of the particular
goods on that part of the line as compared with the cost of carriage of other goods on the same line,
and of the same and other goods on other portions of the line ; and the proportion of all these to the
whole charges and expenses of the company. But assuming it is to be practicable, it is open to question
whether the public would gain by this or by any other fixed standard of rates.
Any fixed standard of rates would materially interfere with competition. Supposing such a
standard fixed, the result would be that the traffic which is now carried at a low rate in competition with
a sea route would be driven from the railway to the competing sea route, whilst the railway, if it is to
make as much aggregate profit as before, must charge a higher rate than it now charges on the traffic
which remains to it.
If Parliament were to say that the North-eastern and Great Northern Company shall make no
greater profit on cattle or on fish brought from Newcastle, or from Hull, or Grimsby to London, than
they do on cattle and fish brought from Scotland or from abroad over the same portions of their
respective lines, the effect would be either to send the Scotch and Foreign goods by sea to London, or to
prevent them going to London. In either case the traffic of cattle and fish to the London markets would
be restricted; the prices would be raised; and though the price would be raised the English producer
would not get the benefit of it, for the railway companies would be able to raise their rates on English
cattle and fish, in order to recoup themselves for the loss of their Scotch and Foreign traffic ; or again,
if the Great Eastern were not allowed to have a cheap long distance rate to London, the trade of Norfolk
and Suffolk in agricultural produce would almost disappear as regards cattle.
Therefore when it is said that low rates always increase traffic, and that the companies will adopt
universally the lowest rates they are now charging to anyone, the answer is that they are likely to under
stand their interest better than the Legislature; that if you force them into equal rates they will no
longer have any inducement, or indeed be able, to make the experiment of low rates, whereas under the
present system competition and self-interest oblige them to make these experiments.
Again, taking the case of the inland towns which complain of the lower mileage rates granted
between towns which have better access to the sea, it is obvious that the railway companies are really
only preserving to the latter the advantages which nature has given them, and that to prevent them
giving the lower rates, would really benefit no one except the owners of steamers. Places less accessible
by natural avenues, like navigable waters or the sea, may be less fortunate, but it is scarcely just or
profitable—it must be unprofitable to some interest—to undertake by arbitrary laws to supply the
advantages denied by their situation. Or, taking the preference alleged to be given by the railway
companies to Barrow and Fleetwood over Liverpool, or to Hartlepool and the Tyne over Hull, it seems
most unlikely that the companies would have incurred the expense of the docks of their own at Holyhead
or at Hartlepool, unless they were satisfied that the trade was such as to pay them for these docks, and
for the longer railway journey, without destroying what the companies already possessed, viz., the traffic
from Liverpool and Hull. If the rate to Barrow and Fleetwood were raised the traffic to those places
would suffer, and the railway companies, in order to recoup themselves for the lost profit might charge
higher rates to Liverpool; so that Barrow and Fleetwood would suffer, while Liverpool might not gain.
The probability is that the trade of the country gains, as a whole, by bringing these routes into operation.
It may therefore be assumed that some of the inequalities of charges complained of are to the
advantage, rather than to the disadvantage, of the public. Where there is an “undue preference” the law
now gives a remedy. A preference, to be illegal, and to furnish a reasonable cause of complaint, must he
unjust. It is not unjust so long as it is the natural result of fair competition, and so long as equal rates
are given for like services under like circumstances, and for like quantities of merchandise. It has thus
been repeatedly decided in the case of passenger fares that there is no ground of complaint, merely
because the fares over one part of a railway system are higher than those over other parts. It has aLo
been decided in the case of goods that circumstances which make the cost of carriage differ such as steep
gradients or difference in quantities to be carried, wdll justify difference in charge ; and this is but right;
what is reasonable for a road of easy gradient and a large volume of business would be unreasonably low
for a road of heavy gradients and a smaller traffic. This discrimination or preference as regards quantities
is recognised by the natural laws of trade, and is common to all branches of busiuess. A man who buys
goods wholesale expects and will receive more favourable terms than the one who buys at retail. The
seller
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seller by one wholesale transaction is saved the trouble and expense of many smaller ones as well as the
cost of storage. This is so natural and founded on reason that no one thinks of calling it preference. The
.same thing must be recognised in the business of transportation; there must be all the difference in cost
whether an unbroken full train is hauled to the terminus of. a line, or whether the trucks of which it is
composed are distributed .at numerous different points, with the delay and expense of stoppages and
“ shuntings.”
.
'
Traffic Manager for report.—Ch.A.G.

Mr; Traffic-Manager Bead’s report.

Statement.—Prom 1st January to 22nd March, T887. '
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in Goulburn.
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2
0
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10
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10
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1
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Bates for 4th-elass goods “ in 6 ton lots.”
Hates per ton.

Miles.

Stations.

s: d.
4 18
8
5 6
2
6 11
9
8 18
8
8 18
8

Amount.

Tons.

£

£

134
145
187
283
287
454
153
149
320
175
252

Sydney to Goulburn...
,, • Bathurst ...
,,
Yass...........
,,
Gundagai...
,,
Junee ......
,,
Hay ..........
Goulburn to Junee ...
,,
Gundagai
..
Hay ......
„
Wagga ...
.
„
Albury ...

5 11
5 11
9 13
6
4

8 2

29
31
39
53
53

6
6
6
6
6

4 .
4

6

6

6

6

6

11

6

s. d..
12 0
17 0
10 6
12 0
12.0

33 8 0
33 8 0
58 10
37 7 0
48 17 6

6

Sydney to Goulburn
Goulburn to Hay ..

£ s. d.
29 12 0
58 1 0

Total—Sydney to Hay
Sydney to Goulburn .............. ..........................
Goulburn to Wagga .........................................

87 13
29 12
37 7

0

,
Total—Sydney to Wagga
Sydney to Goulburn ............. ................................
Goulburn to Albury ...............................................

19
29 12
48 17

0

9

6

66

78

Total—Sydney to Albury

0
0

0
6

Miles.

309 Sydney to Wagga Wagga ..........................
...
,,
Narrandera..................................
454.
,,
Hay..............................................
386
‘ Albury..........................................

Maximum rate, £5 10s. per ton, or
£20 per truck of 6 tons.1

Railway rates for goods train, New South Wales, for *third class goods.
Miles.

Stations.

134
174
‘ 308
134
, 320
454
134
+217
•351
Sydney to Albury direct ..........................................
2nd class goods would form the average rate.

6-tons

Rates per ton.

^ Tons.

£ s. d.
3 6 5
416 6

6

3

6

5

6

7

10

2

3

6

6

6

6

Amount.

,|

£ s. d.
48 17 6
0

0

19 18 6
45 1 0

|

64 19

6

0

0

19 IS 6
37 18 0

|

57 16

.6

£' s. d.
19 18 6
. 28 19 0

'

20

6

20

5
4

6
6

of 3rd class goods cannot be got into a truck.

20

0

0

t Wrong mileage ; 252 is right. r

4tli
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4th Class Goods.—Eor 6 ton lots.
London to.Sydney by sailing ship, 15s. per ton of 40 cubic feet, or say 30s.
per ton weight
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Sydney.to Hay, 454 miles.
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
London to Hay ...
Sydney to Goulburn
London to Hay ....
Goulburn to Hay...

£

s. d.

•9 0 0
20. 0 0

...
29 0 0
............................................................ 29 12 0
£29 0 0
58 1 0; extra
..............
39 1 0

Sydney to Hay

20

0

0

Sydney to Goulburn
Goulburn to Hay...

29 12
58 1

0
0

£87 13

0 being £67 13s. extra for breaking journey.
Miles.
134
454
320

Sydney to Goulburn
Sydney to Hay
...
Goulburn to Hay ...

£ s.
29 12
20 0
58 1

d.
0
0
0

The Commissioner has so clearly and fully stated the case, as far as the Department is concerned, that I
do not think there is anything I can add. I can, of course, quite understand the arguments of the
deputationists, but I cannot propose any way of effecting a remedy. As the Commissioner fairly points
out, it would pay the Department better to sacrifice the Eiverina traffic altogether than to reduce the
rates for short distances to the same basis as that traffic which is highly competitive; and if that were
done, the Goulburn merchants would not only not be. assisted, but they would'have to help, by paying
higher-rates than at present, to make up for a lost revenue.
Commissioner.
.
"W.Y.E., 4/4/87.

I wish Mr. Pickering to prepare statement, showing what the rate is for 100, 200, 300, and'400v
miles, under Miscellaneous, Class A, Class B, 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Class, and what it would be at equal ■
mileage rates—take two prominent articles from each division—also live stock.—Ch.A.G., 31/3/87.
Particulars required herewith.—D.C.M'L., 6/4/87.
I have sent all the particulars, with extracts
from authorities, to Mr. Kirkcaldie, to be worked up into a paper on subject.—Ch.A.G., 20/4/87.
Eeport herewith.—W.V.E., 3/5/87.

Bethen

showing effect of the introduction of equal mileage rates, on Eailways of New South Wales :—
- Class.

To Wagga.

.

To Cootamundra.

' To Harden.

Description. ^
V.
Agricultural Produoo ...................
Ale (in bulk)...................................
-Boilers ...... ..............
Castings......................
•Cement .............. •
Dairy Produce ......................
Fencing Wire...............
Furniture (in cases}............'
Hardware .....................
Iron—Bar, Rod, &c....................
Iron—Corrucated .......................
JNails ...................
Lead ..... ...................
Machinery...................
Salt .........
.
Sugar ...............
•
Oil cake ..........
Whiting.............. •
Woolpaeks.......................

AP
M
3
3
S

From
N. S. W. Melbourne.
A
2
2

B
1

1

I
3
3

3
3
4
M
M

27/9
77/3
91/7
94/7
55/4'
78/2
78/2
107/5
107/5
94/7
77/3
70/10
84/7
107/5
94/7
78/2
58/84/7
58/65/4
55/4

2

2

2
2
1

1

2

o
3

3
2

2

1

M

B

2

2

M
i
,s

B
B
B

From
Sydney.
28/11•
128/9
128/9
128/9
51/6 '
103/103/180/3
180/3
128/9
128/9
. 103/128/9
180/3
128/9
103/51/6
128/9
51/6
51/6
• 51/6

From
Melbourne.
33/100/7
117/11
117/11
64/8
96/10
96/10
140/1
140/1
117/11
100/7
87/6
107/11
140/1
117/11
96/10
67/4107/11
67/4
74/8
64/8

•

From
Sydney.

From
Melbourne.

23/9
105/5
105/5
105/5
42/2 •
84/4
84/4
147/7
147/7
105/5
105/5
84/4
105/5
147/7
105/5
84/4
42/2
105/542/2
42/2.
42/2

48/1
113/1
130/5
130/5
69/8
106/10
106/10
157/7 '
157/7
130/5
113/1
99/6
120/5
157/7
130/5
106/10
72/4
119/7
72/4
79/8
69/8

Note.—Now South Wales equal mileage rates worked out on subjoined basis
Miscellaneous Class l}d. whole distance.
A
Class l&d.
„
^
B
„ 2d.
„
a
3

,,
„

ou.
7d.

From
Sydney.
21/1

93/9
93/9
93/9 '
37/6
,75/75/131/3
131/3 .
93/9
93/9
' 75/93/9.
131/3
93/9
75/37/6
' 93/11 .
37/6
37/6 •
37/6 ■
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Miscellaneous.

Distance.

100

Smalls.
Per ton.

Trucks.
Per ton.

Bricks.
Ores..,

Bricks.
Ores. •

A.

200

/S

.

Cattle.

Sheep.

Per truck.

Per truck. •

66/8

63/4

47/5

39/8

Flour.
Meal. -

Flour.
Meal.

Coke.
Copper.

Soap.
Wire.

Iron.
Sugar. •

General
goods.

9/9

9/9

17/2

34/4

42/5

58/7

18/10

■31/8

■31/10

44/6

14/7

31/4

62/8

77/10

108/2

123/4

98/9

11/8

85/8

63/4

63/8

89/-

94/10

78/4'

19/6

19/6

34/4

68/8

84/10

117/2

133/4

126/8

16/11

21/10

18/9

41/4

82/8

102/10

143/2 '

156/8

127/11

15/-

80/-

16/S

38/6

95/-

95/6

133/6

148/3'

■117/6

29/3

29/3

51/6

103/-'

127/3

175/9

200

26/10

22/4

51/4

102/8

127/10

178/2

190/-

39/-

39/-

68/8

137/4

169/8

. 234/4

266/8

13/2

16/10

18/6

10/-

25/--

3.
Per' ton. .

13/4

25/400

.

Per ton.•

15/8

.

2.

Per ton.'

6/S

18/9

.

Per ton.

5/.

20/10

1

Trucks.
Per ton.

16/8
300

'

Smalls.
Per ton.

8/46

B.

20/1

33/4 ■

.

■

5/6-

.

■

.

/-

190/
157/1

.

253/4 ■

Present rates are shown in black type.
'
. ■
Italic figures show rate on equal mileage basis, starting with rate for 400 miles ; thus—Miscellaneous, 400 miles
(present rate for 400, 25s.), 75 x 300=18s. 9d., reduced rate for 300 miles.
■
Figures in ordinary type represent charges on equal mileage basis, starting with rate for 100 miles. .
_
Note.—It will be seen that if the equal mileage rate be calculated upon the present rate for 100 miles the figures
will be much greater for the intermediate stations than if the 400 mile rate be taken as the basis.

What is required is the present rate and the equal mileage rate. There is a basis for every rate ; ‘
for the 15 miles it is so much, and for every mile thereafter (that is for the 16, 17, and 18 mile the rate is
fixed on some scale) for first class it is 4d. a ton per mile; for second class, 5d.,; for third class, 7d.
What I want is our present rate for (say) 300 miles, and what it would be if equal mileage rates were
charged. Take oilmen stores for 300 miles—3rd class, our rate is 7d. per ton per mile; tlie charge,
owing to differential reductions for distance, £7 3s. 2d.; but at 7d. per ton per mile, with nothing for i
terminal charges, the charge would be £8 15s.; difference, £1 11s. lOd. Again, to secure the trade of
the South-western line, the charge to Hay (454 miles) is £5 10s. per ton ; or, by truck load, equal to
£3 6s.' 8d. The equal mileage rate will make it for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd class as under :—
•
1st, £7 11s. 4d,; 2nd, £9 9s. 2d.; 3rd, £13 4s. lOd.
.
Again, Bourke (505 miles):—
•
.
■

1st class.

2nd class.

3rd class.

Present charge................
*£6 3 8
£7 14 1
£10 14 11
Proposed............................ •
...
8 8 4
10 0 5
14 14 7
but to catch the trade beyond Bourke we have to make a rate for£5 a ton for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd class. •
Please get out the information in this shape.—Cn.A.G., 8/4/87.
.
I wish it ascertained how far Victoria, with present' rates, could supply Eiverina, if we charged
equal mileage rates. At a rough estimate, I .think we could not well supply beyond Cootamundra.
Please make the calculation.—Cn.A.G., 8/4/87.
'
I enclose'a table of calculations, which show that, if an equal mileage rate were adopted on these
lines, Victoria would secure nearly all the traffic south of Cootamundra, while we should lose all the
traffic (salt, oil-cake, and woolpaeks excepted) between Junee and Albury. Harden would really be our
trading limit, for there can be no doubt that, if the equal mileage rates were brought into operation in '
this Colony, Victoria would secure the trade of Cootamundra, which would be left to us. I also subjoin
a statement showing what the rates for certain ' distances would be on the basis referred to in Cominis- •
sioner’s minute of 8/4/87 :— •
■ M.
A.
B.
1.
2.
‘
3.
100 miles
10/5
9/4
16/8
33/4
41/8
58/4
200
20/10
18/8
33/4
' 83/4
66/8
116/8
300 „
31/3
50/28/100/■ 125/175/400 „
41/8
37/4
66/8
133/4
166/8
233/4
500 „
52/1
46/8
83/4
166/8
208/4
291/8
Basis ... lid. per mile; lid. per mile; 2d. per mile; 4d. per mile; 5d. per mile; 7d. per m
.----------.
J.P., 13/4/-87.
Minute by The Commissioner for Eailways.
Differential Bates. •
■While our position is impregnable as regards the ordinary allowances for distance, I cannot help thinking
that we are weak in the case of the special discounts we make for the traffic of the competitive districts—
not that we are not right in making these rates, but in their application to one central market only. The
traders of Bathurst, .Orange, and Dubbo cannot supply.Bourke for places west of the Paroo,;because the
•
truck
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truck rate for £30 is confined to goods sent from Sydney; so as regards truck rate on goods for Wagga
and ‘for distances beyond 346 miles on tbe South-western line, traders at Goulburn and Coota
mundra cannot avail themselves of this rate. I have not thought the suggestion right out, but it has
occurred to me that, as regards the special rates, traders at intermediate stations might be allowed the
truck rate at the Sydney charge for the competitive district. For instance, why, if a merchant at Goulburn
wished to do business at Hay, should he not be allowed to send a 6-ton truck load from Goulburn at the
same rate as is charged by the Sydney merchant ? I do not suppose it would mean much loss of revenue
if availed of, but it is not likely that it would be available of to any great extent, but it would take the
sting out of the complaint of undue preference shown to the Sydney merchant.
Traffic Manager.
Cn.A.G., 11/4/87.
This paper only reached me this morning after my minute of yesterday’s date on the same subject
had been sent forward to the Commissioner.—W.Y.E., 14/4/87. Commissioner.

To the Honorable gentlemen constituting the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament
.
assembled.
The petition of the undersigned residents-of Adelong Crossing, Grahamstown, Mount Adrah, Snow
ball, Mundarloo, Edwardstown, and surrounding districts,—
’
Humbly Showeth :—

First—{a.) That your petitioners consider it an injustice that the trade of towns over three
hundred and five miles (305 miles) from the metropolis, such, for instance, as Wagga Wagga, should be
' unduly stimulated at the expense of neighbouring towns, within that distance by means of the system of
rates charged on our railway, known as differential, under which a truck load of fourth-class goods is
delivered from Sydney to a distance of three hundred and nine miles (309 miles) for thirty-three pounds
twelve shillings (£33 12s.) less than if sent a distance of two hundred and eighty-seven miles (287
miles).
.
■
'
'
(5.) Your petitioners are further of opinion that all 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th class goods should be
charged for by the ton only ; as at present a truck load of 4th class goods is delivered in places distant
over three hundred and five miles (305 miles) for thirteen pounds (£13) less than if paid for by the ton,
which unduly promotes the interests of large storekeepers and carrying firms, to the detriment of small
traders and at the expense of the taxpayer.
(c.) Your petitioners are still further of opinion that a mileage rate per ton should be charged on
all 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th class goods, instead of the differential rates up to two hundred and fifty miles
(250 miles), with no increase in the charge to any place beyond that distance.
Second—(a.) That, in view of the policy by which successive Governments have been guided to
open up the interior, and to settle the people on the lands, it. is desirable in the best interests of the
Colony to carry grain at rates considerably lower than are at present charged on our railways. And your
petitioners express the opinion that the rates for the carriage of grain should be brought to something the
same level (say, one half of the present rates) as those charged in the United States of America, to enable
our farmers to compete with those of other countries, where, the rates are not more than one sixth of
those charged on oUr lines, and that the rates for hay, straw, and chaff be reduced twenty (20) per cent.
(S.) Your petitioners are further of opinion that such reductions will be a gain to the revenue
derived from our railways, as it must result in promoting settlement, consequently increasing passenger
and merchandise traffic.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
.
.
[Signed by 40 persons.]
.
In response to your request, made during an interview with Mr. Kirkcaldie this morning, that I
should submit a report upon your proposal to make the reduced rates which now apply from Sydney only
to the southern competitive districts (upwards of 305 miles south and 340 miles south-west) applicable
from any station on the Southern line, from which the actual mileage rates to the districts named are
not lower than those from Sydney, I beg to state that the proposal is a perfectly just and fair one ; but I
am afraid it does not go far enough to satisfy the gentlemen at whose instance the recent deputation from
Goulburn was formed to wait upon the Minister. Their contention, as I happen to know, from conversa
tions with Mr. Eogers, of Goulburn, long ago, is that merchandise sent from there to Goulburn stations,
and particularly to the competitive districts, having already paid the ordinary rates of trainage from Sydney,
should be conveyed from there (Goulburn) to the more southern at something like the through rate from
Sydney, plus a small charge for the break of journey; and it is not necessary for me to inform the
Commissioner that that opens a very wide question, which I am quite sure he will not be in favour of. I
attach a draft advertisement, embodying the Commissioner’s views and extending the principle to the
Western line. I had hoped to be in a position to say what the probable effect would be by the alteration
upon the revenue as far as the Southern line is concerned, but find this will not be possible till Friday. I
have no hesitation in stating that the effect upon the Western line will be nil.—W.V.E., 13/4/87.
'
Commissioner.
[Enclosure.^
[Draft advertisement.]
Department of Eailways, Sydney,
'
188 .
On and after the
tlie maximum rates on the down journey from any station on the Southern line to any
station distant upwards of 305tmiles on the Southern and 340 miles on the South-western lines from Sydney will he the
same as from Sydney, viz. :—
"
1st and 2nd class traffic—Actual mileage rates less 20 per cent, maximum..................
3rd and 4th
„
..... ........ ......................................... .....................;......................
General goods (except explosives) in truck loads not exceeding 6 tons..........................
Corrugated iron and fencing wire ........................................................................................
-

110s. per ton.
110s.
„
£20 per truck.
£18
,,
Similarly
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Si'milarlyj the maximum rate for merchandise (other than explosives) consigned from any western station to Bourke for
the district from Buckambe station, and all stations below having a frontage to the Darling River on the eastern side and
on the western side, including Marra and the whole district south and south-west thereof and stations lying wholly west
of the Paroo River will be £30 per truck load not exceeding 6 tons.
Sugar, galvanized iron, and fencing wire, £24 per truck.
■
Commissioner for Railways.

The Minister- is of opinion that the rate for the districts which are known as the competitive
districts (viz., beyond 309 south and 346 south-west and for the districts west of the Paroo) should be
apportioned to distance, that is to say, it is 454 miles to Hay, the rate is £20 a truck; Goulburn is 320
miles from Hay, and the rate should be the proportion of £20, which 320 bears to 454, and so through
out their difficulty in arriving at a proper rate, because the first rate, Sydney to the competitive district
is not fixed on a mileage basis, it is the same for 346 miles as it is for 454 miles.—Ch.A.G., 22/4/87.
'
In continuation of my minute of the 13th instant, I beg to state that for the three months ending
the 31st March last, assuming that the Sydney rates of 110s. were made to apply to traffic sent from
Goulburn to the southern competitive districts, the decrease in revenue would only have been
£5 19s. lOd. = £23 19s. 4d. per annum. In no case was there a truck load so that the truck rate would
not have applied. . I think Goulburn is the only station that would be affected.— W.V.It., 15/4/87.
. Commissioner.
'
The future traffic cannot well be estimated from what the present is, allowing Goulburn and other
places to train their goods at Sydney rate may have the effect of bringing a large increase of traffic.—
Ch.A.G., 20/4/87.
'
'

'

.

'

.

No. 43.

Minute by The Commissioner for Railways.
On the proposal for equal Mileage Rates.
Notice of Motion by Mr. William Teece,—That, in the opinion of this House, the differential
rates charged for the carriage of goods and merchandise on the Railway Lines of New South
Wales should be abolished.
The term “ differential” used in connection with our rates will probably convey an incorrect-impression ; The meaning
the term
it will to many persons imply the existence of a practice of charging different rates to different persons of
“ differential.”
for the carriage of the same class of goods conveyed under similar conditions, whereas on our lines all
persons are charged alike where the conditions are similar.
I assume that' Mr. Teece’s motion refers to the competitive rates which exist in respect of the Scope of Mr.
carriage of general-merchandise from Sydney to the southern and south-western districts of the Colony— Teece’s motion.
rates that were forced upon the Department in this Colony by the aggressive policy of the Victorian
Railway Department, which, while charging full mileage rates upon all traffic in Victorian territory, has
granted, for many years past, exceedingly low rates for. the conveyance of traffic going from or coming to
this Colony.
Long before our railways had penetrated to any great extent southwards, Victoria had completed Measures taken
secure
her railways to the border, and so secured, with but little effort, a-, hold upon the trade of the more to
Riverina trade.
southern and the whole of the south-western districts of New South Wales.
'
But about seven or eight years ago, when our railways were being rapidly -extended southwards,"
the Sydney market was made as readily accessible, at our ordinary mileage rates, as the Melbourne market
had been ; the Victorian Railway Department began to foresee that if that Colony were to retain the trade
which’it had become accustomed to regard as its own, special inducements would have to be offered,
and that was done in. the shape of a considerable reduction of railway rates.
'
A competitive policy followed—our Railway authorities felt it to be their duty to secure as far as
, they possibly could, the traffic of the districts through which qur lines passed, and as the reduced rates
on the Victorian lines were turning the stream of traffic towards Melbourne, while its natural channel
was towards Sydney, the only course available was to reduce the rates on our .lines between the metropolis
and those districts of the Colony affected by the concessions given on the Victorian lines, and to raise the
carriage-rates on goods between Albury and Wagga.
■
The success of this arrangement became so apparent, that after a time (in 1882) the Victorian
Railway Department, in order to regain the trade, which it had to a large extent lost, offered to convey
it over their lines at even lower rates still, and these rates have been in existence ever since.
For a brief, but only a very brief, time, this concession had the effect desired; it was met, however
by our Railway authorities introducing a truck-rate, which, while it offered a lower average rate per ton
than formerly, had also the effect of securing full loads for the waggons, and so yielded about as much
revenue per waggon as had been realized previously, thereby securing the traffic without loss.
Since the time in question, with the exception of a little modification, in regard to the rate for
the carriage of wool, no further effort lias been made by Victoria to regain tlie trade; indeed, it is
difficult to imagine what further concession they could give, unless they carried the traffic for nothing.
To show, however, the extent of the endeavour made by the Victorian Railway Department to
obtain the trade of this Colony, two illustrations are given (one as regards general goods//wh Melbourne,
and the other as regards wool to Melbourne).
•
First illustration.—Fourth class traffic (comprising furniture, liquors, glassware, and numerous
other articles), conveyed from Melbourne to Wodonga (187 miles) for use in Victoria is charged at the
rate of 106s. per ton; if the same traffic, crosses the border to Albury (190 miles) the charge is reduced to
63s. 6d., and//'77 m co»OT//n(3f/ to any part of this Oolo'ny north of Oerogery (20 miles from the border)
the rate as far as Albury is only 32s. Od. per ton.
■
It will be at once apparent that if, as Mr. Teece’s resolution proposes, our competitive rates are Effect of Mr.
abandoned, whilst those of Victoria are retained,-that Colony will be enabled to regain not only all she has Teece’s proposal.
lost but the whole of the trade of this Colony for a distance of 50 to 60 miles further north—as far
indeed as Cootamundra, which is 253 miles from Sydney, and 32-3 from Melbourne—-as the respective rates
for1 general traffic would then be 126s. per ton from Sydney, and 108s. from Melbourne. The whole of
the Riverina traffic as well as that of the Tumut district would be lost to us.
Second'.
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Second illustration.—The Victorian rate for wool grown in its own territory, is 7s. 6d. per hale,
not exceeding 4 cwt., from Wodonga to Melbourne, but ifgrown in any part of New South Wales, bounded
by the Murrumbidgee on the south, and longitude 144° west, the charges are only 3s. per bale, not exceeding
300 lb., and 3s. 6rf. per bale exceeding 300 lb.
.. ^ is therefore very certain that the abandonment of our competitive rates, even if it does not
prejudicially affect the traffic as far north as Cootamundra, which I have shown to be not only a possible
but a probable result, will have the effect of depriving Sydney of the whole of the trade from Junee
■southwards and from the south-western district.
■
.
'
Result of
.
The policy we have adopted to secure this trade has had the effect of causing not only an enormous
measure to
increase of business to the old-established mercantile firms and others of Sydney, but has also resulted in
secure trade.
bringing over a number of the largest Melbourne firms to retain the connection which no other course
would accomplish. Amongst the firms referred to may be named Goldsbrough & Co. (Limited), Bright
Bros..& Co,, Cunningham & Co. (Limited), &c., &c.
Although this has been the result, and that the public in the districts referred to have obtained
.the benefit of very low rates of carriage, it is, nevertheless, to be regretted that such keen competition
as I have described should ever have existed. The position, however, was forced upon, not initiated
Wider scope of by, the-railway authorities of this Colony. And to abandon what we have secured would be uncommercial
Mr. Teece’a .
and suicidal. It may be, however, that Mr. Teece’s motion is not intended to affect this competitive
motion.
traffic, but is confined to asking Parliament to resolve'that the rates throughout the lines shall be fixed
upon uniform rates per ton per mile according to distance.
■ lb anyone conversant with the principles which govern the conveyance of traffic, either by land or '
water, it must be apparent that there would be as little .reason in such a system as there would be in
charging the same rate for the carriage of coal as for silks.
Considerations _
-Charges for_carriage should, with other consideration, be proportioned to the cost of the service;
which govern
it costs the Department more per mile for the carriage of goods 100 miles than it does for carrying them
the fixing of
rates.
200 miles, and the public who require the goods carried the longer distance should reap the benefit of
this decreased cost by being charged a proportionately decreased price. Not only is such a system of
charging fair in its incidence, but a contrary practice would most probably drive from Sydney the whole
of the trade of the Colony from Murrumburrah southwards, because the conveyance of a ton. of general
merchandise between Sydney and Murrumburrah would cost £6 13s:, while from Melbourne, via,
Wodonga, the charge would be £6 Os. 6d., notwithstanding the distance is 120 miles greater. Most
.certainly such a system would divert from Sydney all traffic from Cootamundra southwards since a ton of
goods from Sydney to that station would cost £7 7s. 7d., while from Melbourne, a greater distance by
70 miles, the cost would be only £5 10s. Id.
■
Effect of uniform
The introduction of uniform mileage-rates would, as regards the carriage of agricultural produce,
mileage-rates on
agricultural
have the contrary effect to that which the producers have been contending for, viz., a pro rata reduction,
produce.
' for distance. This has been granted to them, but they want it to a larger degree. The adoption of Mr.
Teece’s proposal would increase the rates as follows :—
•
Por a distance of 100 miles, from 9s. 9d..to 10s. 5d. per ton.
„
„
200
„
10s. lOd. to 20s. lOd.
„
„
„
300
„
21s. lOd. to 31s. 3d.
„
„
400
26s. lOd. to 41s. 8d.
„
and so. on. Uniform mileage-rates would be the means of closing all the agricultural country beyond
200 miles from its market, whereas by the adoption of the sliding scale of rates proportioned to distance,
agricultural country within 500 miles of its market can be made available for the profitable cultivation of
produce.
Inquiry made by
.
An exhaustive inquiry, which extended over several months towards the end of 1881, was made into
Rates Board
in 1881.
the question of rates on our railway lines by a Board of three gentlemen, entirely unconnected not only
with the Railway Department but with the Civil Service; and these gentlemen, in submitting their report to
the Minister of the day (and here it may be stated that at that time the competitive rates were in exist- .
ence), the ‘Board stated that they had commenced the inquiry “ fully impressed with the importance of
the subject, and the influence the policy of the Railway Department, in regard to the rates charged for
the conveyance of goods, has upon the progress and development of the Colony.”
.
The Board examined seventy-seven (77) witnesses, “who were fairly representative of the various
interests in the Colony,” and obtained the written evidence-of four gentlemen, who were unable to attend"
personally ; and perhaps I cannot do better than quote from the report of the Board the conclusions they
arrived at. They said—
Conclusions
•“ The rates relating to the pastoral interests have not drawn forth much criticism, the principal
arrived at by
Board j
matters complained of being the difference between the mileage rates for the carriage of stock and wool
ior long distances in comparison with the rates for short" distances. The charges are, however, defended
on commercial grounds and on the score of exigency. . We do not see that any alteration can judiciously
be made so as to equalize tbe rates, and we believe the effect of such an alteration would be, in the first
place, to divert to other Colonies a considerable portion of the traffic that now comes to our metropolis ;
and, secondly, to cause much of the cattle now sent by railway to be travelled by road.
.
“ The principal complaints tendered on behalf of the commercial interests are made by the country
storekeepers, who state that their trade is practically limited to their own particular district by the
differential rates, to remedy which an equal and uniform mileage rate is proposed. We have considered
the feasibility of the adoption of a uniform rate, but cannot recommend it. It is against the practice, we
believe of any railway company in the world ; it is against the common practice of carriers, who will
convey-goods for a long distance at a cheaper proportionate rate than they will for a short distance ; and
in this Colony the concession would simply benefit the storekeepers, who must obtain their goods from the
terminal station; and the uniform rate, while an advantage to them, would be a disadvantage to the people
jn the interior, who require the greatest consideration.
;
■
_
“ Taken as a whole, the opinions of the various witnesses we have examined are very diverse, and
evidently based upon mere local experience derived from the business in which each is most interested—1
in many cases diametrically opposed to each other—and in no instance offering any comprehensive or
practical suggestions for the revision on the rate-sheet, but admitting generally that the present rates are
fair and equitable.
.
.
“ Taking
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11 Taking the evidence tendered to tlie Board, together with- the Commissioner’s able and exhaustive
tommen'ts and explanations thereon, we are constrained to accept his assurance that the officers of the
Bailway Department have studied the question of the freight of charges from every point of view, with the
'
object of affording to all interests concerned fair and equitable rates, and to agree with him that it is not
desirable that any bard and fast rule from which departure is inadmissible should be laid down, because
■ •
changes must be made from time to time to -meet the variable conditions of trade, as well as the traffic,
.
and the effect upon.the traffic, brought about by the rates charged.”
■
While these conclusions have been arrived at by our own authorities after careful investigation, Opinions of other
it may be as well to know what authorities in other parts of the world have to say on the subject.
authorities.
. ■ Mr. Farrar, Secretary to the Board of Trade in England, says, with reference to. the rates
question:—
.
“ 4s to equal mileage rates, they would put an end to competition. The result would probably
be ‘ levelling up’ and not ‘ levelling down.’ Parliament would never consent to take the lowest profit
which a company now makes by its cheapest traffic as a standard, and fix maximum rates accordingly
for all their traffic. The endeavour would be to fix a medium or average rate, and in the struggle over
•
this, the companies must inevitably have the advantage of the public. But, supposing such a standard
.
fixed, what would be the result ? The traffic, which was now carried at a low rate, in competition with a
sea route, would be driven from the railway to the competing route; while the railway, if it was to make
as much aggregate profit as before, must charge a higher rate than is now charged on the traffic which
remained to it.. If, for instance, Parliament were to take from the South-Eastern.Railway Company the
power of charging on fruit and hops from Boulogne the low rate they now charged, the result would be
that French fruit and hops would reach London by water, and that the Bailway Company, to recoup
themselves for the -loss of the French traffic, would probably charge more on Kent fruit and hops. This charge the Kent fruit and hops would be able to bear, because the price would be raised in the London
market. It was probable, therefore, that most of the inequalities of charges complained of were to the
■
advantage rather than the disadvantage of the public."
'
Applying to our circumstances the principle underlying these remarks, we should find as I have Effect of loss of
endeavoured to show, that the adoption of an uniform mileage rate for all distances' would offer no
advantage to the distant producer to send his produce to market; and that for those goods which must
’■ '
under any circumstances go into the interior for the requirements of the people there, water-carriage by
rivers, wherever available, and the competing rates of the neighbouring colonies, would reduce our trafficto a minimum. To compensate for this it would be necessary to charge very much higher rates than are
at the present time charged for the carriage of goods for short distances, or to places from whence the
traffic could not be diverted by competitive routes.
.
’Writing on the same subject, in reply to a communication which I addressed to him, Mr. Swarbrick, Mr. Swarbrick’s
the General Manager of the Great Eastern Railway in England, says:—
■
°Pinion.
“ You cannot, in my opinion, lay down any very hard and fast line for fixing rates. As a general
rule, our home experience is that it is better to foster large quantities and longer distances by means of
relatively lower rates, than to try by means of smaller quantities and shorter runs to secure a-higher
1
percentage of profit over a smaller area. We also, where there is an exceptionally large industry, or
where necessary to foster any export or import trade, make special rates to meet the case, and thus our
rate-books are full of anomalies and apparent contradictions to the benefit, as we think, both of ourselves
and customers.”
'•
And as the result of an inquiry held in England some years ago, by a Select Committee appointed conclusions ,mved
by the House of Commons, on the question, the Committee reported that :—
_
ikuseoTcSmoSs.
“ There is no question as to the existence of these 1 preferential ’ or ‘ exceptional’ special rates, the
latter epithet being the term used by representatives of the railway. The evidence given under this head
comes almost entirely either from persons engaged in production, who are being charged proportionately
higher rates than producers resident in other parts of the country, or from towns or places through which
traffic passes, who, as engaged in the business of carrying or distribution, complain that it is diverted
from them by the lower rates charged on other routes. But for the competition introduced by the low
rates given by railway companies, trade would be much more local, and the trader who was -nearest the
market would probably make a large profit; but, on the other hand, this competition cannot but be
advantageous to the public ; that G-reenock sugar refiners should be in the same market as the sugar
refiners of London, while it may be a grievance to London refiners, must be an advantage to
G-reenock refiners, and cannot be a disadvantage to buyers of sugar. It may be worth while to follow
this as a typical case :—Thirty-nine towns in England to which sugar is sent are at an average distance of
■
292 miles from Greenock, and the same towns are at an average distance from London of only 150 miles.
The rates for these distances, from London and Greenock respectively, are about the same *
*
*
In other words, sugar-from Greenock is for the same sum carried double the distance as sugar from
London. ' This enables Greenock to compete at these thirty-nine towns, and this is what the refiners of '
London object to. The demand from London, therefore, is that either the rates for the longer distance
should be raised, or those for the shorter distance reduced. The effect of compliance with this demand
would be to close some of these markets against G-reenock sugar, to deprive the northern lines of a con
siderable portion of their trade, handing it over to the southern lines, and to give a practical monopoly to
. the London refiners of sugar, who would be real gainers by the transaction. It does not appear to your
Committee that such a result would be either just or reasonable.
’
“ Although ‘ equal mileage ’ rates, that is to say, rates proportioned exactly to the number of
.
miles run, have not been advocated on this occasion as before former Committees ; still, ideas have been
put.forward so closely resembling such as would naturally support tbe mileage system, that it may be
worth while to recall the words of the Committee of 1872 :—
“ (q) It would prevent railway companies from lowering their fares and rates so as to compete
’
with traffic by sea, by canal, or by a shorter or otherwise cheaper railway, and would thus
deprive the public of the benefit of competition, and the company of a legitimate source of
profit.
“ (5) It would prevent railway companies from making perfectly fair arrangements for carrying
at a lower, rate than usual, goods bought in large and constant quantities, or/or carrying

for long distances at a lower rate thanfer short distances,
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.
“ In short, to impose equal mileage on the companies would be to deprive the public of .much of the
competition which now exists, or has existed, to raise the charges on the public in many cases where the
companies now find it to their interest to lower them, and to perpetuate monopolies in carriage, trade, .
and manufacture, in favour of those rates or places which are nearest or least expensive, where the varying
charges of the companies now create competition. And it will be found that the supporters of equal
.
•
mileage when pressed often really mean, not that the rates they pay themselves are too high, but that the
rates that others pay are too-low.
'
•
“ Pressed . by the difficulties, the proposers of equal mileage have admitted that there must be
' numerous exceptions, e.g., where there is sea competition {i.e., at about three-fifths of the Railway Stations
’
of the United Kingdom), where low rates for long distances will bring a profit; or where the article now
carried at low rates is -a necessary, such as coal. It is scarcely necessary to observe that such exceptions
as these, whilst inadequate to meet all the various eases, destroy the value of equal mileage as a principle,
or the possibility of applying it as a general rule.
_
■ “Any fixed standard of rates would materially interfere with competition; supposing such a
- standard fixed, the result would be that the traffic which is now carried at a low rate in competition with
.
a sea route would be driven from the Railway to the competing sea route, whilst the Railway, if it is to
..
make as much aggregate profit as before, must charge a higher rate than it now charges on the traffic
which remains to it.
.
“ It may therefore be assumed that some of the inequalities of charges complained of are to the
advantage, rather than to the disadvantage of the public. A preference to be illegal, and to furnish a
reasonable cause for complaint, must be unjust. It is not unjust so long as it is the result of fair com
petition, and so long as equal rates are given for like services under like circumstances, and for like
quantities of merchandise.”
.
_
' Kate charge, made
It is gratifying to find that the principle upon winch the railway rate-sheets of -this Colony have
iipheld by
been compiled are supported by such unimpeachable authorities as I have quoted; but as railway manageauthonties.
ment jg a progressive science, it may be as well to know what the authorities say to the latest date.
Mr. Grierson's
The following extracts are taken from a book written in the end of last year (it is in fact, dated
pSSl’d'i^thority December, 1886), Jby Mr. Grierson, the eminent General Manager of the Great Western Railway in
miieagJerates;ef*ua* England, on “ Railway Rates, English and Foreign.” He says:—
■
.

-

^

.

.

'
•

■
.
'
.

Page 21. While shrinking from advocating equal mileage rates, many persons take up an intermediate position.
They object to rates being much out of proportion to distance ; they do so, although the traffic may-not be carried over the
same parts or sections of a railway. The. rates to which objection is taken are of several kinds—transit or through rates,,
special rates generally, special rates for long distances as distinguished from short distances or intermediate traffic.
Such differential rates exist in all countries in which railways have been developed; and it will be found that here as
elsewhere they have been- adopted not solely or even chiefly with a view to benefit railway companies, but mainly to meet the.
not unreasonable demands of traders and consumers.
’
23. Special lower rates enable the manufacturers of exported goods, such as manufactured cottons froin Manchester,
and hardware from Birmingham, to seud them to London, and to avail themselves of lines of steamers sailing from several
ports. But for such facilities exporters would be confined to one, and that the nearest port, and they would lose the benefit of
the competition in facilities and sea freights.
The railway company which happened to own the route to the nearest port would possess a monopoly of the traffic,
and might charge their full rates insteM of the present reduced rates.
■
.
31. Many apparent anomalies arise from competition of the railways with the sea; others are the results of com-.
parison of the rates charged by railway companies, which must carry, if they are to carry the traffic at all, at the same rates
as a company having a shorter route. Inasmuch as competition between railway companies is carried on extensively, many
such disparities exist.
'
Tin plates are carried from South Wales vi(L Stockport for Liverpool at lower rates than to Manchester, because the
Midland Kailway Company has to compete with two shorter routes between-these places. This (apparent) anomaly would .
be entirely removed by the Midland Company ceasing to compete for the Liverpool traffic ; but the consumers of tin plates
in Manchester would not in any respect be benefited by the change.
32. One more illustration : Steamboats ply between Liverpool and Bristol. Goods carried by railway between
these two places by one or other of the three available routes must pass through some one of the following places—
Birmingham, Worcester, Hereford, Shrewsbury, Chester, or Warrington.
'
The local rates to all these intermediate towns may appear disproportionate to those charged between the extreme .
points, but is there any real injustice done ?
.
What injustice is done to those whose goods are carried to and from intermediate inland places by the fact that their
rates are higher, or higher in proportion, than the competitive rates, provided the rates to intermediate places are in them
selves fair and within the Company’s legal maximum ?
33. A third source of complaint • of disproportionate rates arises from the competition between ports. Assume, for
instance, port A to be 51 miles, port B 72 miles, and port C a greater distance from D, one of the great seats of manufacture
and commerce.
_
The merchants and shipowners at C and B desire to compete with A, and they induce the Railway Company to
carry from all three at the same rates.
The result is that the rates are lower for the throughout distance than to and from some of the intermediate places.
The grounds of grievance would be removed by the Railway Company ceasing to carry from C and B at the same .
rates as from A.
' ...
.
34. The chief explanations of differential rates have been mentioned ; another cause less important is in operation.
■
Of the various kinds of outlay on the part of a Railway Company, a large portion remains fixed, whether the distance
run by a train is 10 miles or 100. Such, for example, are the cost of terminal accommodation, loading and unloading,
clerical work, ■ and, broadly speaking, such are the interest on construction cost; maintenance, &c. Another kind of
expenditure increases directly with the mileage run ; for example, the provision and wear and tear of.locomotives, rollingstock, and permanent way, and liability for loss of or damage to goods in transit.
Certain kinds of expenditure increase with the distance run, but not in the same ratio.
•
34, 35. Obviously, wages, cost of locomotive power, and cost of haulage generally, are not four times as much in the
case of a train which has run a hundred miles as in one which has run twenty-five. With the progress of railways, with
improved economy in the use of machinery, and in other ways, this tendency—recognized to some extent by the Legislature
in the rates for short-distance traffic—in expenditure not to increase in the same ratio as mileage distance, becomes an
important element. The result of all this is to make mileage less a criterion of cost, and tends to place large towns at a
greater distance at an advantage as compared with intermediate towns, and to give rise to differential rates. It is also
obvious that from many intermediate towns the quantities forwarded are not so large and regular as from terminal towns,
and that from the former there is not a constant traffic to and fro.
_
■
Differential rates have arisen in no small degree out of the same causes as have necessitated a classification of goods.
Goods of small intrinsic value will not be conveyed at all unless at low rates ; only on special terms can such goods
produced at a great distance be brought to market.
.
36. Sometimes it is urged as an objection to differential rates that by reason of them companies sustain, on long
distance traffic, a loss which is made up by charges on short-distance traffic; but though producing, no doubt, a lower
percentage of profits than the latter, the former yields some profit, unless where undue competition exists. If a company
be deprived of this long-distance traffic will it not be forced to raise rates on other traffic to maintain its revenue?
But,
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But, it is also objected, differential rates deprive the inhabitants of certain towns of the natural advantages of their
geographical position.
'
'
. . This argument would be more persuasive than it is if it were not generally expressed in the very language of protec
tionists—if if were not so often a claim of an exclusive right to supply certain markecs, and a scarcely concealed dislike to
the intrusion of competition.
Preserving the natural advantages of one town means preventing the removal of the natural disadvantages of others.

I could quote from other railway authorities to the same effect, hut while it would lengthen it Sumi?ary
would not materially strengthen the case. '
proposal eflect°f
To put the matter very briefly, the points to be considered are :—
“ 1st. That the abolition of competitive rates would mean the diversion from Sydney to Melbourne of
the trade of that part of the Colony from Junee southwards, and the whole of the trade of
Eiverina, which is now conveyed on the South-western line ; and
“ 2nd. That the adoption of uniform rates per ton per mile will either involve the loss of an enormous
amount of revenue on the short-journey traiflc if the ‘levelling down’ process is adopted—that is
to say, taking the longest-]'ourney rates as a basis, and fixing all those for shorter distances in
•
proportion, or otherwise divert to Melbourne the whole of the trade of the Colony from Coota
mundra southwards.”
I may perhaps be pardoned for saying that, after the success that has attended the efforts of the
Department to secure, against keen competition,- the trade of our Colony', any action that may be taken to
alienate it will be greatly to be deplored, not only in the interests of the .Railway Department and its
revenue, but of the Colony generally, the commerce of which will be, in a material degree, prejudicially
affected.

.

,

Alternative Proposal by the Commissioner.
Prom inquiries I have made on the subject I am led to believe that the agitation for equal mileage Agitation for
rates derives its existence from the representations of country storekeepers that their trade under present £ OTomfd
system of charging is pratically limited to their own particular districts.
by country0 e
They contend that they should be allowed to break journey with their goods, and be charged no
P 3"
more than the through rate, beyond a small terminal charge for unloading and loading at the intermediate
stations. A trader at G-oulburn, for instance, pays £3 16s. 5d. per ton for goods from Sydney for that
place, but he wishes, subsequently, .to send a portion of them to Cootamundra, and the charge from G-oul■ burn to Cootamundra is £3 8s. 7d., in-all £7 5s.
.
’
•
.
. , The storekeeper, however, at Cootamundra can obtain goods from Sydney direct, on the reduced
sliding scale for distance, for _£6 6s. 9d., and practically the Q-ouIburn storekeeper is shut out from-trading
with Cootamundra and the district surrounding it.
.
The Traffic Manager, in a'report on the proposal to grant this concession, has given some excellent Traffic Manager’*
reasons against it—a copy of his report is_ appended ; but on the whole I fail to see that the objections reP°rt reviewedare insuperable. The Traffic Manager is in error as regards the statement that the Rates Board dealt
■
with this aspect of the case. I think I am right in saying that this particular phase of it was not before
them, the Board deprecated the introduction of equal mileage rates in the interests of local storekeepers •
to the disadvautage of settlers in the more distant part of the Colony, but the proposal to overcome the
admitted disability of country storekeepers trading beyond their immediate district with goods brought
from Sydney by the introduction of a “ break-journey ” rate was not discussed by the Board beyond its
application to wheat stopped in transitu to be ground into flour, and this principle of charging they found
to be in active operation, and approved of it.
_
.
r
- _ There are, it is admitted, difficulties and perils in the way of the application to goods generally Break-ofof this principle of charging, especially in cases where there are manufactories at the intermediate towns; :iou™ey rate'
but if there be no abuse of the concession I do not see how the Railway revenue can suffer. Country storekeepers are not now supplying such goods to districts beyond their immediate neighbourhood ; they
- are supplied direct by metropolitan tradesmen and merchandisers ; the adoption of the proposal will .
have the effect of disseminating trade, and as regards the more distant storekeepers, decentralizing it.
The revenue (if there be no malpractices) would obtain a benefit, inasmuch as the terminal charges for
break of journey can be made sufficiently high to show, not only a return for the service rendered but a
profit upon it.
■
'
’
It is only the comparative absence of local manufactories which makes the introduction of this Alternative
system of charging possible ; it has no parallel in any other country, and I would not willingly introduce nSd and°m'
it here, I only submit it for consideration because I fear that, unless this concession be made to country ^y.
storekeepers, they will have suflicient influence to induce Parliament to sanction the scheme of equal
mileage rates, which will result disastrously, not alone to the Railway revenue, but to the general commerce
of the Colony.
'
CHA8. A. GOODCHAP.
12 May, 1887.
Commissioner for Railways.
■

Report of Traffic Manager-to Commissioner for Railways on proposal'to introduce a rate for goods which
'
break journey at intermediate towns.
.
I have carefully considered the proposal to give traders, at intermediate towns, the benefit of the
reduced rates to the competitive districts proportionate to the distance they are situated from those
districts, and would respectfully point out that a powerful argument against the introduction of the
principle is, that, if adopted in the case of traffic forwarded from Goulburn or other station on the
Southern line to the competitive districts, it is all but a certainty that a similar demand will be made
'
throughout
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tHr-oiighout the "lines even where no competition exists; indeed the Commissioner will remember-that this
very matter was pressed upon the Board, which inquired into the rates some years ago, by some store-*
keepers in Orange who thought they should be able to reconsign goods (which had originally-come from
Sydney) to Dubbo at a through rate, plus a small charge for the break of the journey at Orange. .
The effect of the adoption of such a principle would mean that the nearer a storekeeper lives to
Sydney the better his position to compete for the trade of the districts lying near to a town many miles
farther into the interior.
•
Por example, let it be assumed for the moment that competitive rates do not exist, but that
ordinary mileage rates are charged throughout the lines. A storekeeper in a large business in Goulburn
pays trainage from Sydney at the rate of £3 16s. 5d. per ton upon -third-class goods, while the through
rate to Bomen is £7 4s. 7d. His contention is that we should allow him to reoonsign goods (originally
received from Sydney) to a small store at Bomen at the latter rate, plus (we shall say) 7s. Gd. per ton,
= £7 12s. Id., altogether. But if the "Wagga Wagga storekeeper, under precisely the same conditions,
dc sires to supply the -same small store at Bomen, h'e must pay;—
.

Prom Sydney to Wagga Wagga
„ Wagga Wagga to Bomen

.

"Total

............................
............................

.........................................

£7
0

6
9

£7 15

4 per ton, and
0
„
4 per ton.

So that; in the matter of railway carriage, he is beaten at his own door by a competitor living 170 miles
away.
.
.
.
I would respectfully submit that the competitive rates do not affect the principle; moreover, these
rates were forced upon us. We did not adopt.them from choice, and it would seem judicious that they
should not extend beyond the limits suggested by the Commissioner.®
_ There is another aspect of the case which has, perhaps, been overlooked, and that' is that the
adoption of the suggestion will necessitate a very largely increased staff at country stations, if adopted
generally; and there is a further fear that it would open the door to fraudsj the opportunity of which, in
the light of past experience, should be avoided.
.
. ,
•
Take the case of a storekeeper at Orange, who, for every ton of leather he gets from Sydney, gets
ten in the district. He sends a ton to Dubbo, and asserts that it came from Sydney and should be’charged.
the through rate, plus the small charge alluded to. AVho is)to say that this particular .ton of leather did
not originally go frem Sydney, and yet there may be strong presumptive evidence that it did not ? The
door would certainly be open to a dishonest clerk to defraud the Department by acting in collusion with
the sender without much, if any, chapce of ever being found out.
'
It is solicitude for the wmlfare of the Department which induces me to make these observations. ■ I
believe the introduction of this system of charging, while it might please storekeepers who live nearest to
Sydney, it would give dissatisfaction to those living far in the interior, and, in my opinion, the latter
■ deserve the most consideration.
■
'
.
.. .
.
•
W.Y.R., '
'
'
.
■
'
' '
4/5/87.

■

No. 44
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Minute by Tbe Commissioner for Railways upon extract from the

Central Australian'.

.
.
Bourke, 16 July, 1887.
Exteact from-the Gentral Australian of 16th July. Copy of paper forwarded by mail.
'
The Editor satisfied himself as to the bona-jides of this statement before insertion. A confidential officer
might pick up something here, but it would only be done to a very confidential officer.—Editoe G. A,
To Commissioner for Railways,
'
Confidential.
■ .
•
.
■
• ,
Even the paragraph does' not necessarily show that any improper manipulation is going on, as a
forwarding agent might give his customers, the benefit of the truck rate, even for small quantities, but it
is worth enquiring about.—C.A.G., 18/7"/87.’
'
.

I visited Bourke and saw Mr. Parsons, the editor of the Gentral Australian. He apparently.
, misunderstood the position of carrying agents in the matter of rebates. His impression was that the
0 tons must be the property of a .single individual. There is no doubt, however, I think, but that the
system has been, and is being, abused, and false declarations made, and Mr. Parsons information to this
extent is correct. It is not only the general impression of the Bourke people, but it is the cause of a
great deal of irritation to them. Prom another unquestionable source I gathered that at least two
steam-boat proprietors, and one firm'at Wanaaring, are concerned, and I-have arranged to be advised'
when their next consignments are to hand. I would suggest that one or two confidential officers should
travel by the steamer and ■watch the disposal of the goods, many of which, I gather, are disposed of before
reaching the boundary of the rebate system. I may state that the merchants of Bourke are very loud in '
their condemnation of this differential rate, and are no doubt placed at a very serious disadvantage by it.
They" have been very anxiously aw-aiting the result of Mr. Kirkcaldie’s visit, and, in the meanwhile, have. ,
'been-dealing largely with Adelaide and Sydney by river, the rate from Sydney to Bourke being about
£5 per ton with insurance.—J. Haupeb, 28/7/87. Traffic Manager.
.
...
•
Commissioner
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Commissioner to ses. In Mr. Kirkcaldie’s report on the Darling .River trade, a proposal was
made which would effectually stop*the abuse alluded to.—W.V.R., 28/7/87. Commissioner.
This matter has been so far settled that no higher charge for wool than rates from Byrock are to
be charged.—C.A.Gr., 30/8/87. Traffic Manager.
I note the reduction in the rates for wool frpm Bourke, and have taken steps to advise the stations
and brokers.—"W. V. Ri?a:d, 1 /9/87,
■
Wool Rates, Western Districts.—Referring to the conversation! had with the Commissioner, yeg.
terday, respecting the wool traffic of the western districts,.! now recommend that our present rates from
Byrock to Sydney, viz., undumped scoured wool, £5 Os. Sd. per ton ; greasy wool, £4 Os, 3d. per toUj be
• made the maximum wool rates from the western district. These figures are a reduction of 11s. 3d. and
9s. respectively on last year’s quotations from Bourke. The reasons "for making a reduction in the rates
from Bourke have been fully explained in previous reports.—W.Y.R., 24/8/87. Commissioner. '
Ror Minister’s approval.—C.A.Gr., 26/8/87.
Approved.—J.S., 26/8/87,
A.R., 1/9/87,
Instructions issped per Gr.O., No 69,'—W.V.R., 22/9/87,

Traffic Manager,—
•

No. 45.
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J. Haynes, Esq., M.P., to The Colonial Secretary'.

.

[Extract from the Eoening Hews, Saturday, October 15, 1887.]
.

Railway Rates.

'

•

'

Memoranda ou the existing merchandise rates of our railways, with proposals for an alteration of
1
the same.
.
The following has been addressed by Mr. J. Haynes, M.P. for Mudgee, to the Premier:—

.

‘/ To the Hon. Sir Henry Parkes, K.C.M.Gr., Colonial Secretary,—
“ Dear Sir,—1 beg to submit to the Government, through you the following memoranda on the
present system of merchandise charges on our railways. I am aware that, in some respects, the matter
concerns the'Works Department, and that my proposals might have been submitted to either the Com
missioner for Railways or his chief, the Minister,for Works; but as, according to my view, the whole
thing is a question of public policy, affecting the government of the interior districts of this country, I
have thought it the better course to submit the proposals to the Cabinet. In this work I stand represent-,
ing the entire inland community, who are affected One way or another—for good or for harm—by the
management of our great national highways. The question as to this management or control is one far
beyond official or departmental concern, and -is; in reality, a question of public policy. The represen
tations in regard to the management of our railways which I now make, are from the country.'" It is
fitting that these representations should be maAe to the Minister who represents the Government. There
fore I address you; and have only to hope that as the reforms proposed are really of an urgent character,
no time will be lost by the Government in ascertaining whether they are sound or unsound. With these
few introductory words I beg to proceed. •
.
1. Por a considerable period of time, principally during my last five or six years connection with
the Press, I have watched the relative advance in trade development of our metropolitan and inland dis
tricts, and I have been struck with the comparatively small headway of the latter, notwithstanding their
varied and great resources. Of late many bitter complaints have come up to us from the country of the
continued unproductiveness of labour and enterprise of every kind. The tillers of the soil, spread over
the railway-traversed centres of the country, have complained that they are almost wholly shut out from
' the great coast markets ; while, on the other hand, those markets inland at all available are reached by.
cheaqrly-borne produce from outside Colonies. Very many of our farmers took up their lands years ahead
of railway communication, and they have in the interval plodded on, expecting a complete change with
the appearance of the locomotive. But to these the railways have come, and the farmers find their
position changed if anything but little ; in many cases they are the worse off. This disappointment has,
been felt inland, not by the farming interest alone. Almost every branch of trade, manufacturing as well
as mercantile, has long been suffering from drawbacks which all could feel, but few describe. The recent
three or four years of depression, felt here as in other parts of the world, lias intensified' the effect of this '
condition of things; and after all it is not perhaps surprising, in the uncertainty of the hour, many of our •
inland people, hitherto conspicuous as a body in their attachment to free trade, should lend for a time, at
any rate, a partially willing ear to the delusive cry of protection.
,
~
.
2. I always felt that there must be something radically wrong with our governmental or adminis
trative system (and as far as our inland communities are concerned they are one and the same under
our centralising system), which would' induce men to entertain even for a moment a proposition that to
relieve trade of depression we must burden it with fresh handicaps rather than free it from those which
it already bears. I was convinced that fre^e trade meant deep and lasting prosperit}'-, and 1 perceived
that the existing handicaps to inland development could not come from our fiscal policy. I could see
that our farming community were a laborious and steady people, and that our country business men
were as energetic as any that could elsewhere be found. I turned my attention to our facilities for
transport, and I must say I was not long examining our railway tariff system before I discovered what I
believe to be' the great—the one only;—hindrance to inland development, and the ever-present cause of
agricultural depression in this country.
'
.
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3. 1 now propose to set forth in this paper the results of my
investigation on this head, giving in detail particulars of existing
handicaps, and appended hereto will be found my proposals for a com
plete remedy. Before proceeding further, I must here state my belief
that the Commissioner for Railways (Mr. Gloodchap) has at all times
striven to shape our railway system to the wants of. the general com
munity ; and I believe, further, that his occupancy of office has been
an executive success. He has organised for the country a staff of
officers second to none in any other part of the world—steady, reliable,
and competent. We can realise this when we note tbat (with almost
an entire absence of sacrifice of life or loss of property) we carry
between 53 and 54 million passengers and about H million tons of
The rate sheet has not been
merchandise on our railways and tramways in a single year. In. this
the work of any one person, nor
way, as an executive officer I believe Mr. G-oodchap to have succeeded.
. the outcome of the policy of any
But I must say that it is in this executive work his success begins and
one Government; it has been
ends: I regret that I will in this paper have to show that not only has
shaped by the policy of the times,
he failed to grasp the wants of the interior as regards our goods traffic,
and the ever varying conditions
but that he has exercised ministerial rather than official powers, and
of trade.—Ch.A.G-., 17/10/87.
has inaugurated a system of rates which is illegal as well as being
diametrically opposed to the declared free trade policy of the country.
4. The profound blunder of our railway goods system is that it
is shaped to meet a wholesale rather than a [retail trade. It is impos
sible, on examination of the system, not to observe that it is to the few
any favourable consideration is shown, and that the one object—benefit
to the metropolis—is kept always in view. I- will have to show that
the wholesale principle is the body and soul of the system, as far as
the metropolis and (in some respects with the view to benefiting
Sydney) Newcastle are concerned, and that where the principle is
extended inland at all it is to coal-mine owners and wool-growers.
5. Now -it has been proposed to abolish the differential rate
Mr. Haynes is going to level
system, namely, that under which a specially low rate of carriage was down his proposal to give the
devised to secure our trade in the terminal districts of the south and short-journey traffic the benefit
south-western trunk lines. Now, I propose—it is a paradox—to of the long^-journey ..rates—he
abolish the system by making it general. I believe it can be shown is going, in effect, to demolish
that the Commissioner is acting directly contrary to law in charging the raihvay revenue.—Ch.A.G-.,
any Such thing as a differential rate; and I believe a Maitland, -17/10/87.
.
Mudgee, Goulburn, or Bathurst trader could successfully resist in a
court of law any further payment for - carriage than tfie average for
distance under the differential rate. (Mr. Teece, M.P., for G-oulburn,
informs me that the English Courts have decided the differential rates
are illegal.)
.
6. As above stated, it is a paradox for me to say I propose
obliterating these differential rates by maintaining them in general
application over the entire stretch of our railways. My point is that
the differential system, low as it is, pays the-Department; and, ex
tended all 'over the country, might be calculated to lead to a vastly
increased traffic.
Eirst of all, for general information, it may be as well that
I. describe what the differential rate system is and what it really means
in pounds, shillings, and pence. It Was inaugurated, as is well known,
to enable Sydney to compete for the trade of our southern border with
Tictoria, who had. devised a specially low railway rate to retain her
hold of it. Our concession to the Sydney business people was this :—•
(1.) The maximum rate for any.class of traffic (except explosives) from
Sydney to stations distant, over 305 miles on the Southern and 340
miles on the South-western lines will be £5 10s. per ton; or if in truck
loads not exceeding 6 tons, the maximum charge will be,—corrugated
iron and fencing wire, £18 per truck; other 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
class goods, £20 per truck. (2.) A reduction of 20 per cent, will be
allowed on 1st and 2nd class traffic from Sydney to stations on
Southern and South-western lines, distant over 340 miles. With
regard to the Western line, a differential rate of £35 per truck of'
6 toils is made for a distance of 503 miles.
8. The working out of the system may here be briefly illustrated.
A Sydney trader may send 6 tons of corrugated iron 454 miles for £18;
but a Maitland trader sending his 6 tons to Tenterfield (120 miles
less haulage) would pay £26 17s. Under the same system a Sydney
firm dealing, say in Victorian-made agricultural machinery, could
send 6 tons of. it 450 miles for £20 ; but the Maitland man, sending
exactly the same goods only 334 miles would pay £46 10s. 6d. Under
the . same arrangemeut, a, Sydney merchant sending goods, known
as fourth-class, would get his 6 tons for £20 for 450 miles, while the
Maitland man, sending 120 miles less, would have to, and does, pay on
6 tons his £59 ]9s. Sending to Bourke, 503 miles, goods of this sort,
the Sydney merchant would he charged £35, but if he had to pay the
same rate per mile as the Maitland business man he would contribute
not £35 but £82 15s. to the railway returns,
9,

This has been' replied to in
anticipation by an official paper
written on Mr. Teece’s proposed
motion for the abolition of the
differential rates, supplied by an
article in the Herald on 27th September, 1887.—Ch.A.G-,

But in practice we know that
6 tons of fourth-class goods
never forms a consignment.—
Ch. A.G-.
-
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9. It might be contended that this instance of Maitland on the
Northern line, where the differential system does not apply, is hardly a'
fair illustration of the workings; but it may be illustrated with equal
effect as regards intervening districts on the very lines where the
differential system is in operation. Eor instance, .Orange. This town
is 192 miles from Sydney. A trader there getting up 6 toas of iron
mongery, agricultural machinery, <-:c., would pay for the distance
£31 6s. 6d., while a Sydney merchant could send his 6 tons 451 miles
for £20, or 262 miles further for £11 6s. 6d. less. If the trader at
Orange were receiving 6 tons of fourth-class goods he would pay
£40 8s. 6d., but the man at Sydney could send his 6 tons 311 miles
further on the same line for £5 8s. 6d. less; and on the Southern Line
262 miles further for £20 8s. 6d. less.
■
10. How it has worked out may be judged from this fact: A
storekeeper at Cootamundra, being 253 miles distant from Sydney, and
consequently too near for the differential system, would pay for 6 tons
of ironmongery, machinery, &c., £38 Os. 6d. But he knows the
differential ropes. IJe books his goods to Wagga (56 miles further
on) so as to get within the differential reach; gets the 6 tons up to
"Wagga for £20, retrucks them back from Wagga to Cootamundra for
£9 17s. 6d., and saves £8 3s. on the consignment by giving the
Department 112 miles of extra haulage.
11. This is the differential system briefly illustrated. It is not
for me just here to bring the whole thing right out. That will be
done further on. My object now is to justify by illustration my con
tention that our railway system is the embodiment of the wholesale
^rather than the retail principle; that consequently it is dead in favour
of the metropolitan man, whether he be a big or a little trader, and that
where it does extend any advantage to the country, it does it. mostly to
the big man, represented in the wool or the coal ring. And here I
may just keep this idea clear and distinct on the surface, that I do not
propose to deprive these men of the advantages they possess under
the tariff, but claim rather for an extension of the advantages to every
man of the inland community. I have said that the wholesale idea is the
No; the truck load does not
principle of our railway system, and then make the apparently illogical average 6 tons ; it may be made
assertion (as above stated) that the little man (or the retail trader) of up of any class of merchandise,
the metropolis is favoured. The point is very simply shown. Eirst of and this admission invalidates
all, it is seen that the wholesale Sydney merchant can send his 6 tons at Mr. Haynes’s calculations, which
the reduced rate of £20, and the 6 tons may be made up of any class of •are always based on the supposi
merchandise. The Sydney merchant usually deals in large consignments, tion that the merchants send
and they are as often over as under 6 tons. But even if under the 6 in some cases fourth-class goods,
tons the same advantage is gained; and herein is the way the retail or but never less than third-class
small man in Sydney gets the benefit of the wholesale -principle. In goods.—On. A.G-.
.
Sydney, as we know, there are carrying or forwarding agencies— .
Wright, Heaton, & Co.; Lee, Macalister, & Co.; &c. Now, when a
Sydney trader, large or small, has 4 cwt. of a consignment to send, he
forwards it to the agents; twenty others do the same thing, and a £20
truck load of 6 tons is made up, the agents charging only commission;
and so the £20 principle is extended to and enjoyed by the little and
■ big man alike in Sydney. But the inland, man, the farmer or the store
keeper, battling his way on any part of the vast stretch of our railways,
knows nothing of such a grand arrangement. The farmer is a retail
man, and as a retail man the system kills him. Illustration and proof
of this will be amply given further on.
12. Now, with regard to the application of the wholesale
principle inland. That it applies to the wealthy coal-mine owner and
the wool king is indisputable. Eor instance, 6 tons of coal are carried
(say) 96 miles for 46s., and at Newcastle or at Darling Harbour the
use of the cranes or staiths, which have cost the country huge sums of
money, is given in free. Now the colliery man is a wholesale customer.
The farmer is not. But if he has to send his 6 tons of dairy produce
the way in ninety-nine cases out of 100 it is sent, it will cost' him the
96 miles, not £2 6s., but £12 4s. 6d.; while his ploughs, harrows, &c.,
would cost him £16 19s. 6d. As to the woolgrower, he is essentially a
wholesale man, and gets his wool down 454 miles for £2 19s. per ton.
Now the farmer has the wholesale principle offering to him with respect
to grain that he seldom uses. If he sends 6 tons of wheat he can travel
at a low rate (and I will show that it may be one at 100 per cent,
cheaper) ; but he is oftenest a small dealer, and at that rate his grain
costs him for the 6 tons £34 Is. 6d.
13. In hay, straw, and chaff, the farmer has got a consideration,
but these are by no means the staple products of the interior, and the
farmer prefers dealing in 1 ton to 4 or 5 ton consignments of, hay,
chaff, &c., especially if he has any transactions with inland.markets.
The

To be accurate, Mr. Haynes
must leave Newcastle out of the
calculation;. the northern coal is
carried on very different terms
to those he states.

Mr. Haynes’ s figures are wrong
—but it appears that the
principle he advocates here is
that dairy produce should be
carried as cheaply as coal; now,
coal is worth 5s. a ton, while
dairy produce is worth 6d. a lb.,
or £56 a ton.
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The concession applies to consignments of 5 tons or so ; hut if a less
amount is sent .he is' charged for the truck load ; or his consignment,
of 1, 2, or 3 tons is charged first-class rates, actual weight. Por This is not correct,
instance, a wool-king can send his wool'down by the ton at £2 19s. for
454 miles ; but a farmer sending 1 ton of hay or chaff that distance Figures are wrong.
would pay £5 13s. 6d.; or from my district, Mudgee, 192 miles,
£3 Os. 7d.—a rather high percentage on its value. These are illustra
tions that our railways are conducted on the wholesale principle to
the advantage of a few. The farmer gets concessions that he seldom
uses, while on the other hand, the very wholesale principle of the tariff
is used as a means to swamp him in his own adjacent inland markets.
Proof of this latter statement is found in the following fact:—Millers'
and storekeepers (say) at Tamworth and Armidale, &c., on the approach
of harvest time, get up cheaply by rail on the wholesale principle
large lines of imported flour from Newcastle. Then, when the farmer
comes to' town to sell his wheat, the large cheaply-carried stocks of
flour are pointed out to him, and he is forced to accept any price,
■&c., &c.
.
'
14. I proceed now to show the whole merchandise system in
operation; but before doing so I must lay down this idea: We have
no right to consider.this or that trunk line separated from any other.
All the lines form a system, and the line from Sydney to Albury is as
much the property and concern of the Maitland trader and the Grlen
Tones farmer as is the line from Newcastle to the Queensland border.
As portions of the general community, the Grlen Lines and Maitland •
people have to bear the cost and the loss, if there be any, of the
Southern and Western lines,' and concessions granted to one portion
of the people cannot be-refused to another.
•
• ■ •
15. Now, let us take the case of a Maitland business man wh o
does a trade extending' along our Queensland border. I will illustrate
my point with eight lines of ordinary merchandise, which may be
taken as a sample of the articles' in which business is every day done.
The Maitland merchant sends his goods 330 miles to Tenterfield, and
pays as follows:—
'
•
■
■
.

■

£
"Half ton of flour ...
' ' bacon, cheese, &c.
„ salt ■
... •.
» sugar _
...
Two tons furniture
■ Half ton galvanized iron
'
„ . fencing wire
One ton machinery

s. d. ■

.. 2 15 2
..244
.. 2 15 '2
.. 19 1G 0
.. .2 4 4'
..244
... 7 13 -8
£41 17

0

A Sydney merchant, however, could send his G-ton consign
ment 454 miles—exactly 120 miles further—for--oai'ly'£20.' Or a coalshipper at Newcastle, who brings flour from Melbourne almost .as
ballast, could send from Newcastle, 354 miles, his G tons of flour for
£6 4s., as against the Maitland man’s £41 17s. 4d.
‘
-

But"a Sydney merchant would
pay as much if he sent the stuff
330 miles on the ’Western Line.
It simply means that if lie' sends
the stuff to' a certain station
which is the entrepot of the com-'
petitive' district he can do so at
a cheap rate.—Cn.A.G-.

16. If the Maitland man wish to send 6 tons of galvanized iron
and fencing wire, 6 tons of iron irrigation pipes, 6 tons of pastoral or
agricultural machinery, and 6 tons of general merchandise, he pays
for the 24 tons in their respective, classes a total of £164 4s. 4d. for
330 miles; but the Newcastle flour-ballast importer can send his
24 tons of Victorian produce 354 miles for £24 16s. If we take the
same goods and see what the Sydney man can do, I find that, while
the Maitland man pays £164 4s. 4d. for 320 miles, the favoured man
of the metropolis will send his‘ goods 454 miles for only £78 18's.
Those are instances of a monstrous 100 per cent tax fixed on the
shoulders' of the inland trade.
•
17. Let me illustrate it further. If we take a hundred busi
The comparison between flour_
ness men' in Maitland doing .the above' trade—and we know it merely ’ and the- miscellaneous articles
represents their everyday transactions—and put them side by side with enumerated is, as regards freight
a hundred Melbourne business men doing business through their agent rate, absurd.—Cn.A.G!.
at Newcastle, we find the result as follows:—The men of Victoria
would pay £2,480, while the Maitland men would contribute £16,421
13s. 4d.; and let it be understood'the Maitland men would have 2,000
miles less haulage than the Victorians. Is it to be supposed that the
Maitland merchant stands all this heavy tax ? No ; he passes on to"
his customer as much as he legitimately can; and so we find the
.•
farmer

/
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farmer bearing a ruinously heavy tax for-all he requires, while, on tbe
'pther hand, his very local market is flooded with produce carried for
.next to nothing, the trucks unproductively returning empty.

18. -At Mudgee, the constituency I represent, there are
extensive lime-burning works. At a large outlay of money two or
three-local men have put the industry in full swing, and 100 hands,
with a prospect of many more, are employed. A few months ago the
work had no existence. Let us see how our railway policy helps this
inland industry. The Department will carry G tons of limestone 190 , Whoever heard of limestone
miles for £3 IGs. Id.; but for turning the limestone into lime on the being carried 500 miles. .. Mr.
spot the company have to pay for 3 tons, 190 miles, £9. Or the lime Haynes should be practical; his
stone, 6 tons of it, may be carried 500 miles for^£G 18s.'8d., while reductio ad ahsurdwn argument
3 tons of lime would cost just £18 18s.—a tax on the Mudgee industry is misleading. If limestone or
of only a few hundred per cent. The lime is mostly ordered by the lime were carried such distances
ton or half-ton, and when any less quantity than 4 tons is carried (the the-rates would be very-different. wholesale principle’ in operation) the amount is charged as 4 tons, or —Ch.AIG.
raised to first-class rates and charged actual weight.
.
t
See reasons' given in rates,
19. Again, Mudgee. There is a tannery in the town, not so
large'now as it used to be, which is not surprising when we know the Board inquiry, for this,apparent
why and wherefore. IE-the tanner wishes to send his leather to Sydney anomaly. It is a scientific fate,
.(for the benefit mainly of the Sydney manufacturer, or the produce and can be well defended; it is
auction mart people or exporters) he can forward G tons under class 1 called for by the circumstances
.
'
.for £18 ; but if he wished to reach another and better market inland of the case.
he would find his goods raised to another class, and 190 miles, not to
This is the only piece of argu
Sydney, would cost him £22 7s. If the Mudgee man sought to travel
to Bourke direct with his 6 tons of leather he would pay £45-17s., ment approaching common -sense
. while the Sydney man could send it the same distance to the same which Mr. Haynes has yet used.
place for £10 less; and on the Southern line cou]d send it very nearly Bourke market should be as
much open to Mudgee tanners as
the same distance for the monstrous amount of £25 17s. less. .
it is to Sydney tanners, and I
have urged, this.—Cn.A.G-. .
20. At Dubbo there is a soap-making industry, and, as we know,
soap is not ordered by the G-ton lot. Well, the Dubbo maker, sending
his goods l-ton at a time, would, pay on a total of 6 tons for 250 miles,
• say to Bourke, the sum of £27 2s.; while at the other end of the linethe favoured man of Sydney could send his. 6 tons nearly double the
distance for only £20.
•
21..At Lithgow there are'pottery works, which have had a
severe struggle to get to their present success. If the company
attempt to do business westward, direct from the works, they are
punished for ignoring Sydney. . To send 6 tons of their goods 408
miles they would have to pay £31 5s. 6d., while the imported article
could: be sent from Sydney, 50 miles further, for £11 5s. Gd. less.
- Now, we know that the Lithgow Pottery does not execute G-ton
consignments—|--ton orders are oftener the rule. Then up go the
goods to class 2, and when 6 tons have been sent the cost for 408
miles is .£38 19s., while the Sydney importer, sending his goods -|-ton
. at a time, can, through the carriers’ agency arrangement previously
mentioned, send his G tons for £20 for 454 miles. When I was at
Lithgow recently the foreman said to me—“ We. must have 15 or 20
percent, protection against the imported article.” But here I have
shown that this very industry is taxed, as compared with the imported
article, by -over 100 per cent. If I can get this 100 per cent, knocked
off, I wonder whether the Lithgow pottery man will have need to cry
out for 15 or 20 per cent, protection.
22. At Bowenfels, 97 miles from Sydney, there are tweed mills.
Say the proprietors have transactions amounting in all to 60 tons,
sending 6 tons at a time. They would pay £170 10s. for 970 miles
of haulage. But a similar amount of Geelong or other .imported
tweeds could be sent on ’a haulage of nearly 5,000 miles from Sydney
for- only £30 more. If the Bowenfels firm wished to trade with
Bourke they would pay £541, while the Victorian or other imported
tweeds could go along the same line for £191 less, while using 970
miles more haulage. From Bowenfels to Bourke, 406 miles, the com
pany would pay £503; while on another trunk- line the Victorian
manufacturer or importer at Sydney could use 454. miles for £303
less. But if the Bowenfels man was sharp and looked closely after
the shillings, he would not send to Bourke direct. He would first
’ send- his goods to Sydney, and thence to Bourke, thus saving £23 by
giving the Department 1,116 miles of useless extra haulage. . In
, reality, with regard to our railways we give the outside or foreign
’ manufacturer an advantage of from 150 to 200 per cent, against our
local manufacturer. This, simply, is freetrade in a straight-jacket. ’
133—K

23,

The low rate to Sydney is-to
allow the manufacturer to‘ get
to his ccnlraL market; this- is
right and defensible:—Ou.AiG-.

This is’ the compcfitivo • ex
port argument again dressed in
another shape. '
.
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23. At Armidale, on the New England Plains, is a first-class
man of business—currier, tanner, and boot manufacturer. If he
wishes to reach Newcastle (the nearest practicable terminus to Sydney
at the present time—the Hawkesbury connection being incomplete),,
he could send his leather down under class 1, and for 260 miles he
would pay on 6 tons £22 4s. But if he attempted to reach Maitland,
where a fine new market is developing, lie would find his goods
raised to class 2, and for travelling 20 miles less he would pay £4 3s.
more. Now, does the Armidale man send his goods to Maitland
direct p No. Eor the last ten years he has sent his leather to
Newcastle, and retrucked it back to Maitland. Suppose he has done
100 tops transactions with one Maitland man in that tinie, then he
has saved himself £130 by giving the railway 4,000 miles of needless
extra haulage.
:
24. At Newcastle, as is well known, there is one of the
largest and most successfol biscuit factories in Australia. The pro
prietor, after a big battle for sucess, does a great trade in biscuits
all over our northern country. Let us see how the liailway
Department assists him. Eor his 6 tons of goods, 350 miles, he pays
£48 4s., while the imported or other-biscuits may be sent from
Sydney 100 miles -further in one direction for £28 4s. less, and iu
another direction 150 miles further for £13 4s. less. While, more
astonishing still, if the Newcastle importer of ballast-borne Vic
torian flour wishes to send his 6 tons over the same stretch of our
northern line as the Newcastle biscuit-maker does, he pays not £48 4s.
but only £6 4s. In other words, we give- the outside man an advan
tage over qur own of about 800. per cent. Evidently the country
does want protection—but it is protection from the administration of
our railway system.
__
25. At Tamworth there is a musical warehouse, and when the
proprietor comes to sum up his transactions he finds his 6 tons cost
him £35 18s. 6d. for 1G7 miles. But our Victorian squatting friends
resident down about Hay, and who do their business in Melbourne,
can have their goods sent round to Sydney, and thence by rail to Hay,
454 miles, the 6 tons costing only £20. If the Melbourne trans
actions (or for the matter of that they may be Sydney transactions)
were taxed the same as the Tamworth man’s they would pay not £20
for 6 tons, but £76 3s. But the real position of the Tamworth busi
ness man is this (and I am giving the case as illustrative of the dread
ful handicaps placed on inland development )—First, from Newcastle
to Tamworth, his 6 tons to supply his warehouse would cost him £38
16s. for 183 miles, and his transactions in the same goods with the
people of Tenterfield, 171 miles distant, would cost in carriage £36
12s. 6d.—a total of £75 8s. 6d. for a use of the railway on a haulage
about half that given to the Sydney man for only £20. This is simply
a tgx o| nearly 7.60 per cent, on the Tamworth business man. At
Tamworth, a lot of people, ignorant of these imposts on their trade,
are crying out for a miserable 15 or 20 per cent, duty at the Custom
House. I propose to relieve them of a huge taxation, of which they
appear to know nothing. But with these facts before us, will anyone
deny that the time for decentralization has arrived, and that the first
step towards its realization is a sweeping change in our wretched railway
system.
'
_ 26. At Newcastle there are several foundries, which, besides
turning out first-class marine engines, are capable of the best foundry
and engineering work. Now, at the present time there is a movement
on the Namoi to store the water and irrigate the land. Well, while
the farmer finds that the foreigner—(we may call the Victorian a
foreigner from Ms very hostility to us with regard to his tariff)—can
send his 6 tons of flour or fodder to G-unnedah (106 miles) for £4 5s.
lid., bqth he (the Gunnedah farmer) and the Newcastle foundry man
find that 6 tons of their necessary iron material costs them £22 19s.,
while 6 tons of their machinery costs £3l 18s.
_ 27. At West Maitland is to be found one of the most ex
tensive agricultural implement and machinery depots ip. the interior
of the country; and when I was recently in that town I found some
of the members of the firm inclining to protection. Let us compare
this firm with (say) a Melbourne branch house in Sydney, now pushing
its Melbourne-made manufactures in our southern and western
districts. Take for any period transactions in ironmongery up to 500
tons, and in agricultural machinery up to 500 tons. On the two kinds
of merchandise, the Melbourne firm at Sydney, using a haulage of
149,850 miles, would pay, in 3-ton lots, £3,340. Now, supposing the
Maitland firm used neither the Newcastle nor the Morpeth line
to Maitland, but, loading them at Morpeth by steamer, brought their
•

■

goods,

This is a rate to a shipping
port—“leather for exportation”
—quite defensible, only Mr.
Haynes is ignorant of the why
and wherefore.

But not in the same direction.
If the Newcastle biscuit-baker
wishes to s.end to Bourke he can
do so precisely on the same
terms as the Sydney biscuitbaker or the importer. I have
not space here to answer all the
statements.—Gil. A.G., 18/10/87.
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goods on by dray to tbeir depot, then their transactions would com
mence with up-country. Their business, carried on in exactly the
same way as the Melbourne firms, would result in their paying £7,'600
for a haulage of only 109,890 miles. In other words, the Maitland
firm, for using nearly 50 per cent, less haulage, would hare to pay
over 100 per cent, more money. If the Melbourne or Sydney man
were served like the Maitland firm, he- would pay for his 1,000 tons','
not £3,340, but £9,814 ; while, if the Maitland man were treated as
leniently as the other, he would pay, not £7,600, but under £2,650.
28. Let us take the case of a farmer at Cootamundra, 253 miles,
who turns his attention to bacon-curing.. He pays on 6 tons of salt,'
f ton at a time, £22- 11s.; and sending his bacon to market in the
same way he pays £27 6s. 6d. On the other hand, Hew Zealand and
. Victoria bacon imported to Sydney can be sent 221 miles further for
£7 6s. 6d. less.
29. When at Morpeth recently I found two leading residents—
one an engineer, and another a cabinet-maker, both in a large way of
business—very active in the cause of protection. They wanted a 15
to 25 per cent, duty at the Custom House! Here is hoW they stood
with regard to the railways : If the cabinet-maker attempted business
with the new centres about Tenterfield, 330 miles distant, he would
pay on his 6 tons £46 2s.; while on another stretch of our railways an
importer could send his 6 tons 454 miles in one direction for £20, and
500 miles in another for £35. In point of fact the Morpeth cabinet
maker who cries out for 25 per cent, lives under ah impost of some
thing like 130 or 150 per cent, that he knows nothing of. With regard
to the Morpeth engineer and agricultural implement maker, I found
that if he attempted to reach the grand new wheat areas of the New
England tableland he would pay on 6 tons, 334 miles, £46 10s. 6d.;
while a similar consignment of Melbourne-made (imported) machinery
would be taken on another .stretch of our lines 450 miles for <£20.
However, the New England farmer is not likely to do much business
in furniture for his home or with improved agricultural machinery for
his farm. He is robbed by railway freight on the one hand, and on
the other ruined, even in his own local markets, by cheaply-borne
Victorian produce. The farmer’s machinery costs him £46 10s. 6d.,
but a similar load of Victorian flour can be run up on the same line
the same distance for £6 4s. Is there any wonder in the Morpeth
engineer and the cabinet-maker crying out for relief ? In this gloom
they cried out for a delusion.
.
30. We know that half-ton orders of galvanized iron are. the
rule. Well, if a Maitland firm, who does a large business in the line,
sends 6 tons in that way to their constituents, the freight is £32 2s.
for 330 miles, but a Victorian squatting firm down by Jerilderie or at
Hay can get bis 6 tons for £20 on a run of 454 miles.
31. At West Maitland there is just forming a great inland
produce depot or bazaar. That the development of this new centre
of trade should be assisted is a matter that cannot be questioned.
Buyers flock in increasing numbers from Sydney, Newcastle, the
mining districts, and from all the towns above and about Maitland;
and a business is doing which augurs an annual cash overturn of
£500,000 in a few years hence. Let us see how the railway system
helps the thing. A Guyra or Ben Lomond farmer, midway between
Glen Innes and Armidale, whose pits and barns are filled with produce
which is rotting, never to reach a market, would find, if he attempted
to reach Maitland in lots to suit trade, that on his 6 tons of potatoes
he would pay £21 13s. for 281 miles, while on his bacon sent in the:
same way he would pay £29 8s. 6d. On the other hand, he would
find the wholesale flour importer at Newcastle sending 6 tons the same
distance for £5 3s. 9d., while a 5i truck load of chaff would go for
£2 17s. Id. Is it to be wondered at that the New England and
Liverpool Plains farmers should say they have no markets ?
32. At East Maitland are the Shamrock Meat-works; and if
their goods are sent to Newcastle (centralising system again) they are
carried under special class A. If, however, they are sent in any other
direction they are raised to first-class goods (and I am not sure that
they are not raised to third-class), Well, taking it at first-class.
Now, for 330 miles the Maitland merchant sending these goods north- .
ward to his customers would pay £26 12s,; whereas, if the same rate
prevailed upward as downward, he would pay, not £26 12s., but
only £7.
,
33. The hay, straw, and chaff rates look very liberal for the.
farmer, but they are not framed to facilitate the small man or the inland
trade. If a farmer executes an order for 2 tons of chalf he finds a
tremendous

'

.

.

tremendous jump iu prices, and lie pays from Mudgoe to Sydne3r,-192 • ■
.
•
•
miles, £.6 Is.'2d., and when a total of 6 tons is reached he has paid
£18 3s. 6d. At Newcastle, however, where the coal exporter deals in
.
return, with wholesale lines of Victorian produce, the 5|- tons can be
'
sent 350 miles for £3,10s. If the Mudgee farmer wants to execute a
.
2_-ton order of chaff for Bourke, 500 miles., he would pay £12 6s. '6d.,
, .
■and his 6 tons would cost him £36 19s. 6d.-; while the wholesale
importer at Sydney could, as he sends it, send it the same distance for
■ ^
£411s. 7d. .
...
' .
•
/
.
34. Ale and porter, as well as spirits, are lines in which a great
'
'
.husiness is done. Here is how the question of freights affect them :
.
The Maitland brewer sending.his 6 tons of ale to Glen Innes, 300 miles,
• '
„
would pay £30 17s.; hut imported ale on another stretch of our lines
■
could go the 6 tons, 450 miles, for £20. The man at Tenteriield pays
for his whisky or brandies £48 4s. for 350 miles; but on another
'
branch of our lines only £20 is the cost for 450 miles. ‘ Why even the
■
,
hotel-keeper at Mudgee, 192 miles, pays.£31 6s. 6d.. for goods which
■.
another man,, distant 450 miles, gets for £20. Is this not monstrous ?
35. I will now instance how a Glen Innes farmer is swamped
in competition by reason of these oUe-sided railway rates (and I. am
■
putting it .in the absurd way the Department expects a farmer will, send
<
Ids dairy produce—a ton at a tiine). , He consigns to Newcastle,6 tons
of bacon, 1 ton at a time,, and in return for his sale gets tip 3 tons of
.
'
agricultural machinery and 3 tons of furniture. Now the freight would 1
'
.
•
stand thus: —
.
.
.
6 tons dairy produce ...
....
.... £26 5 0
3 „ .agricultural machinery
....
22 14 9
•
3 „ furniture
................,
.....
22, 14 9 ■
'
_
.
£71 14 6
.
Against him the Newcastle importer of Victorian flour or fodder could
send the following goods on the very same stretch.of railway :—
12 tons Victorian flour
...
.... £10 3.0
10 trucks Victorian chaff'• .... .
...
27 15 0
'
24 tons Warrnambool potatoes .
... .
20 6 0
12
American timber
....
.....
10 3 0
'
■

.

'

£08

7

0

.

'

„

"

,
But so can the New South.
Wales grower send his own pro-.
duce by specifying Victorian.
flour, chaff, and potatoes.
■
'

,

Balance still against the Glen Innes farmer, £1 18s. The above case,
.
bad even as it is, puts the farmer in a much better position than he ■
.
usually occupies. He does not send down his bacon in tons, but
■
quarters, and so his cost in the above transaction would be increased
■
Horn £26.5s. to £32 9s.
.
.
30. A Gonlburn boot manufacturer sends 6 tons of his boots
•
to Wagga, 175 miles, and pays £28 19s.; but a Sydney importer or
.
manufacturer can send his 6 tons 454 miles, to Hay, for £20. In
other words, the Gonlburn man pays £8 19s. more for travelling 269
'
,
miles less. Let me take a large transaction in which we may illustrate
•
.
how.the trade of an entire town is affected. The Gonlburn trades
people get up 500 tons of ironmongery, furniture, spirits, &c., and
•
would pay on the amount, for 134 miles, the sum of £1,769 15s. 10d.,
•
the total, in 6-ton lots, representing a haulage of .'about 10,988 miles.
'
"
Now, the Sydney merchant, for sending the same goods on the same
'
line, would pay only £1,680 for a haulage, not of 10,988, but of' 37,228
miles, or about £120 Jess' for 26,240 miles more haulage.
37'. It would be useless to proceed further with these illustra- This is all nonsense,
.
t-ions. Every branch of industry or occupation inland is affected, and
.
an incalculable amount of mischief is done. I believe' I' would be
•
correct in saying that a general feeling of disappointment has followed
■
on _ the opening of many of our railway extensions. The farming
•
community, after waiting, for years: in expectancy' of reaching near
.
and distant markets, find themselves shut out from both,. while those
r
very immediate centres hitherto held by themselves are flooded with
'
cheaply-borne produce from outside sources. It might, in fact, be
urged that positive disadvantages have, in many cases, come to ’ inland
■
■
traders from the opening of our railway extensions. ■ The ordinary
road-carrying business has disappeared as the locomotive has advanced,
•
and the people have now no alternative but to use the present costly '
.
system of the railways.
'
.
.
38. It appears to me that, a .radical alteration of the whole Eureka!
■
system is required, and I beg to submit proposals in that direction, and
.
■
I do so with full confidence that my proposals will lend long-promised but long-denied aid to inland trade development; that they will assist
.
.
our farmers to regain. not only the, intervening but also the coast
- • •
markets of this country, and-that they will bring increased returns-to '
our railway revenue.
'
'
,
39.

11
39. From time to time quite a number of proposals have been
put forth by way of a remedy; but they more or less have .been .of a
patchwork character—special-rather than common. Some reformers
have proposed a ^variety of systems which really have no .uniform
applicable basis. . In the present tariff we have this style of grasping
the difficulty, and it is consequently not perhaps, surprising to find the
noxious principle of protection mischievously adopted to accomplish
that .which-a.sound, fair, and common-sense system alone would have
won.-.
•
’
40.' My proposal* is'to come’to a common basis, allowing dis
counts, or decrease in charges where the run of the .train is lengthy—
not as is done now, simply to bridge the distance out of sympathy for
our-people and enmity to our neighbours, but on account of the less
handling or terminal work, and the consequent less cost in carriage.
■The differential system pays or it does not pay. If its pays, then it
should be general; while if it be a loss, then a-few should not benefit
at the cost of the many. But we can safely go on the basis that
differential system does pay, and that it may be expected to greatly
increase the returns when general.
_

• This is done; see our paper
where it is defended—Teece’s
motion. -

And by their value, and the
41. There must still be a classification of goods. Classification
is affected by either the bulk of the goods, their perishable or other freight they will stand—-the most
character, or the amount of handling required in the loading and important factors of all : apply
'
unloading. Now, the classification at present adopted is notoriously them in this case.
defective and nonsensical. For instance, 6 tons of ironmongery is in
most cases neither bulky nor fragile, and certainly does not require as ■
much care, say, as flour. Tet we find that 6 tons of -flour are carried
500 miles for £7 14s., while the carriage of the ironmongery for only
half the distance would be £37 14s.
42. I have already pointed out that for every class of goods,
1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th, or for .large or small consignments of anything,
the differential system exists in Sydney from the fact that forwarding
agents, acting for a number of people, can always secure a 6-ton truck
load for conveyance, the maximum distance for the minimum cost.
43. Now, I propose that the present.classification be altered to
accommodate inland trade in the same way; but as there are no
carrying, agencies except here and there, I propose that the goods
sheds or receiving stations act as such, that the. goods be received in
large or small parcels, and the loading or-unloading be-done under the
direction and with the assistance of the porters in charge’.
44. I propose that for general merchandise there be but one
class—on the 6-ton per truck principle, applied retail as well as whole
sale at every platform and station in the country, just as it has been
so long and successfully applied solely in Sydney.
^
,
.
45. The differential rate appears to be about Ifd.. per ton per
inile, and so while we would get for it 13-truck goods train the sum of
£260 (at £20 per truck of 6 tons) the cost would only‘be about
£85 9s. for 350 miles. .
'
'
'
■
.

If general merchandise is.
carried at Ifd. per ton per milo
for any distance, there will be
no net revenue to speak of.—
Cii.A.G-. '

46. Now, I suggest that all goods be received on any stretch of
inland railway for 25 miles and over at 2d. or 2fd: per ton per milewool, mill and farm produce, coal, wood, 'hay, &c., being dealt, with*
specially ; the basis of this one general merchandise rate to be actual
weight, with a reasonable addition in the case of unusual bulk. - This
would mean that as the Sydney man can take his 1 or 2 cwt. of goods
of any‘description to the carriers’ agent and have his consignment
forwarded under the differential rate, as if he were sending a truck
load, so the inland man may take his goods to the station, and forward
them in amounts as low as 2 cwt., or lower, on the differential estimate,
a booking or entry commission- being charged for receiving and
handling, &e.
'
. -

This is some advance on the
Ifd. per any distance.

47. Let me illustrate this just and simple arrangement. If a
farmer now sends 1 ton of bacon 350 miles, the cost is £4 12s. .8d.,
and 6 tons costs £27 16s.; while if he sends at half a, ton at a time
the 6 tons costs him about £34 12s. If he were in Sydney his 6 tons,
whether sent in the one lot or by f cwt., would only cost him £20.
' Well, applying the differential system to the farmer, he would pay
only actual weight at 2d. or 2|d.’per mile, and instead of paying
. £5 15s. 4d. per ton in small lots, he would pay only £3 12s. lid., and
his 6 tons would stand him in £21 17s. 6d. (I have here reckoned at
2Jd. per mile). With regard to ironmongery or machinery ordered by
him, he would on 6 tons, in small or large lots, pay, not £48 4s., but
only £2117s. 6d. (it will be seen that I am working out these figures
above the differential'rate, for a purpose subsequently to be seen,).
The arrangement would bo actual weight down to 56 lb., with a small
commission or handling .charge added. As to bulk goods, there would

I.do not think this is correct:

be but little extra charge in regard thereto, as a truck will accommo
date 6 tons of almost any goods. A truck which carries 6 tons of flour
•—concentrated produce—will also carry nearly 6 tons of wool, the
bulkiest of all merchandise except hay or straw.
47if. blow, the question of grain seems to be one which might,
I do hot see ho\v this is'shown.
on plain commercial principles, be considered with a.view to increased Mr. .Haynes would lose half the
return traffic. It might fairly be expected that if we assisted the revenue' derived- from down traf
farmer by concessions to reach our coast and export markets, a large fic, and make Up for it by losing
up-country return trade would result. And, as I have shown that half the revenue derived from
there is a substantial profit on the differential rate, the reduction on up traffic ; but while two nega
the downward or coastward rate would be largely or more than com tives are said to make an affirm
pensated for on the increased inland trade. This is the difference ative under some conditions,
between the protectionist differential rate and that which I propose — under no conditions can two
a free-trade or soundly economic rate.
losses result in a gain.
.
48. I find that wheat can be. landed from Melbourne to the
Sydney wharf-side miller at about 3d. per ton ; but as now the rail
way freight to our farmers is about 6|d. per bushel. The waterfreight from Newcastle to Sydney is 2fd. to 3d. .per bushel extra, while
at the Darling Harbour terminus cartage is to be added. Now, what
we want is not protection against the Victorian 3d. per bushel carried
wheat, but extra facilities to our own farmers, and' the conflict may
b,e left tb' the future. Of course, in my estimate above, of 6|d. per
bushel, I am: conceding to the Department for the moment that the
farmer is a wholesale man, and always sends in 6-ton lots. If the
farmer sends anything less up go the freights, and a 4-ton consign
ment would cost him lOd. per bushel, and a 2-ton lot would cost him
Is. 8d. per bushel. Now, a downward or coastward run of thirteen
trucks (our lines unfortunately are under the 50-feet grade), containing
78 tons of wheat, would cost the Department, roughly, £85. At the
present rate the return would be £80 12s. In point of fact, they
about balance. But on the return journey the profit to the Depart
ment would be, at 2fd., about £179. Now, against this profit might
be charged a 100 per cent, special reduction in the coast-bouud wheat
rates. This would bring the carriage rate down to about 3d..per
bushel, and I propose that the rate should apply to actual weight down
to 1-ton lots. All kinds of grain to be similarly treated. Potatoes,
included as well, would come down from £6 for 6 tons for 350 miles
to £2 18s. or £3. It is rare that a farmer sends more than half a ton
of potatoes to intervening markets, in which case he would now, on
a-ton consignments, pay £27 10s. for 6 tons. Under the hew arrange
ment he would be charged actual weight, like the man is charged -who
lives in Sydney.' (Inward rates on mill produce, &c., I'propose to
charge actual cost and profit.)
49. The other propositions are that (1) with regard to bay,
-stfaW, chaff, An, the present rate be made to apply to lots of not less
than 1 ton; (2) goods under class A and B to be brought under above
rates with charges on actual weight; (3) miscellaneous to remain with
but slight alteration; (4) Class 1, 2,.3, and 4 of the present classifica
tion to come under a general merchandise rate, actual weight down to'
56 lb.; (5) the minimum to be fixed at a low parcels rate.
50. Thus have I concluded my work. It will be seen that the
Mr. Haynes may think so, but
Whole of the proposals are to extend to the country that which the if he means to persist in this
city at present enjoys, and to accommodate the system to catch in a matter he will fidd that he has
retail way an enormous wholesale traffic which the railways up to the not commenced' his work yet.
present have (much to inland loss and distress) never been able to
secure. I suggest that special attention be at once given to our
Newcastle terminus, as the outlet of a new,.enormous trade certain to
come from the north under the change I propose.
.
51. I finally urge on the Government to immediately obliterate
from the system the principle of protection, with which it has through
shortsighted official notions been impregnated ; and I ask on behalf of
the great army of toilers inland, those in our towns as well as those ■
on the lands, to so have our railways controlled that they will assist
inland development in every way, and bring to us at a near day a
realisation of the grand and saving policy of decentralization.
Yours obediently,
JOHN HAYNES.”

Minute

79
' Minute by The Commissioner, for Railways.

•

Put also with .this the departmental paper re the abolition of differential rates and the competitive rates,

and also the article in the Herald of 27th September, which was based on the official paper. The two
documents answered in anticipation of Mr. Haynes’s contentions. As I have said on other papers, Mr!
Haynes’s contribution to the controversy “ bristling” with errors. He has one example which be
continually repeats, iterates, and reiterates ; nine-tenths of his paper might have, been omitted had he
been content with one illustration. He tries to give it a new dress with every fresh instance of treatment,
but it is the same argument, and the anomaly, in charges which he seeks to establish thereby, is accounted
for by the policy of granting competitive rates on the South-Western Railway and at Bourke. He
further (while admitting the necessity for classification) exposes what he considers to be a gross injustice,
viz., that flour (especially Yictorian-grown flour) is carried on the down journey at a cheaper rate than
general merchandise. He wishes to cheapen the carriage of flour on the up journey, which at present is
carried at the same rate as it is on the down journey. And this freetrader, with a perfect horror of the
protectionist leaning which he thinks he has discovered in the present tariff, is unaware, apparently, of
any inconsistency in the proposals he makes.
.
'
As regards the principles upon which the rate-sheet is compiled, Mr. Haynes is not probably
aware that in attacking them he is “ couching a lance” at the universal railway practice in this respect,
and that in his remedial measure he has proposed to put something in place of the tariff which, if
adopted, would have the effect of paralysing the railway revenue.
The Traffic Manager may be directed to answer in detail Mr. Haynes’s paper, and I shall be pleased
if he will see the Traffic Auditor, and let me know what the railway revenue would be for goods"traffic,
based upon the tariff which he proposes should be adopted in lieu of that in operation ; it will not be
possible, as the statistics have not in recent years been kept, to give the present quantities under each
line and the loss that would accrue on each article; but this can be approximated to by taking the
quantities returned when the statistics were kept, and adding a percentage increase for existing traffic.
"
As Mr. Haynes will no doubt follow up his paper by sonie Parliamentary action, it is desirable
that the information I have asked for should be got out as early as possible.
In the penultimate paragraph of his paper, Mr. Haynes says triumphantly,*“ Thus have I concluded
my work.”
'
.
,
’
I can promise the honorable Member that so far from this being the case, he will find, if he persists,
that he has not yet even commenced his work. It will be my duty to resist the establishment or adoption
of his crudities, and to expose his fallacies; but I shall do so with the conviction that onlv in the interests
of the country will any sharp criticisms be defensible, for I am prepared to acknowledge thatMr. Haynes
is animated by a belief (often held by others, and as frequently demolished), that the method he
•’
advocates is a true one, and ought to be established.
"
' '
• .
...
■ Cn.A.a., 18/10/87.

■

'

Minute by Mr. Traffic-Manager Read.

•

A GitEAT deal of the subject upon which Mr. Haynes has 'written at such enormous length was so fully
dealt with some months ago in minutes written in answer to motions wdiich were then on the Parliamen
tary business paper in the names of Mr. Teece, on the differential rate question, and of Mr. O’Sullivan,
as regards live stock and agricultural produce rates that, generally, there does not, at the first glance,
appear to be much more to be said. I attach copies of the minutes.
The reasons for the existence of the low rates between^ Sydney and the competitive districts in the
southern and south-western parts of the Colony are so well known, and were so exhaustively dealt with
in the reply to Mr. Teece’s motion, that, as far. as that part of the subject is concerned, at all .events, it
will not be necessary to go over the ground again, particularly as Mr. Haynes will be found to have stated
those reasons in the 7th paragraph of his letter.
In the fourth paragraph of his letter, Mr. Haynes states that “ the profound blunder of our railway
goods system is that it is shaped to meet a wholesale rather than a retail trade
but if I am able to judge,
I should say that it is framed to meet both—the retail even more, much more, than the wholesale.
. In paragraph No. 5 it is stated that it has been proposed to abolish the differential (of course Mr.
Haynes means competitive, for we have no differential) rate system. Except the motion of Mr. Teece’s to
which I have alluded, and which was never brought before the House, I am not aware of such a proposal
ever having been made. Certainly it has never come from any of the railway officers, who are but too
well aware that so long as the Victorian railway authorities, who initiated the competitive rates, adhere to
them, we must in self-defence adhere to ours, or make up our minds to sacrifice the traffic to and from the
competitive districts altogether, in wffiich case it would, as a matter of course, be necessary to charge higher
rates upon the traffic in the non-competitive districts to compensate for the revenue so sacrificed. And
here let me say, in answer to the numerous examples quoted by Mr. Haynes of exceptionally low rates from
Sydney to Hay—they are the same to Wagga Wagga, 309 miles—as compared with the higher rates from
Maitland to Tenterfield—which, by the way, is 361, not 334 miles as stated—that for the traffic of the
Hay district we have to compete with very low water-carriage as well as greatly reduced rates on the
Victorian railways, while for the Tenterfield traffic, any more than that of all stations north of Wagga
Wagga or east of Narrandera or Bourke, there is no such competition.
But let Mr. Haynes take any 3G1 miles, or any other distance, on the Southern and Western lines
outside of the competitive districts, and he will find that they sxq precisely the same as. on the Northern line.
If that gentleman would, as he says in paragraph 6, make the low rates of the competitive districts
general all over the lines—that is, take the existing rate for the longest distance, and reduce it pro
portionately-for shorter distances, which appears to be the only way he sees out of tbe difficulty—I have
no hesitation in telling him that he would diminish the revenue by something like £150,000 to £200,000,
and, rather than do that, I am satisfied it would he in the interests of the Department to abandon the
competitive rates altogether and make Victoria a present of the traffic. It would take much time and labour
to work out the sum with accuracy, and the Traffic Auditor tells me his hands are already full of returns
which have been asked for, but Mr. Haynes’s proposal is so inadmissible that perhaps the estimate I have
named will suffice for the present purpose.
.
'
'
The

80
The idea that the competitive rates extended all over the country might be calculated to lead to a
vastly increased traffic is purely imaginary. Low rates are .advisable when they are likely to foster a
production which would otherwise languish; but it is useless to say that reduced rates.would add vastly
to the conveyance of general goods, and it is only upon such goods that competitive rates exist. . All our
other rates are very low for the express purpose of fostering production.
.
:Paragraph 7 contains a fair statement of the reason for initiating the competitive rates; but as
Mr. Haynes seems to make a point of their having been introduced to enable Sydney to compete'for the
trade of our southern border with Victoria, it may be as well to mention that in the latter colony they
only apply from Melbourne upon general goods, and even from there, only lohen the traffic comes into Nao
South. Wales.
'
•
Mr. Haynes’s reference to the rate for corrugated iron in paragraph S is quite correct; but he is
evidently not aware that it.has been decided to carry lots of 5 tons or upwards of any kind of machinery
in a truck at ysrs^-eZass rate, according to which three tons conveyed a distance of 200 miles would be
charged as 5 tons at first instead of actual weight at third-class rate, the former being the lesser charge
to a small extent; so that if 6 tons (the quantity named by Mr-Haynes) were put in a truck and. sent
from Maitland to Tenterfield, the charge would not be £i6 10s. 6d. for 334 miles, but £28 9s. for 361
miles. The amended rate was approved of since the present rate-book was issued; but it is inserted in
■ the proof now in the hands of the Government Printer.
,
'
I cannot make out what deduction Mr. Haynes means to be drawn from paragraph Ho. 9, in •which
he implies that, as regards trainage, the trader at Orange is in a less enviable position in connection with
the conveyance of his goods from Sydney than the sender in Sydney is in sending the same class and
weight of goods 311 miles further (Bourke). Mr. Haynes must know that, as the sender in Sydney does
not pay carriage, it is immaterial to him whether it amounts to 20s. or £20 per ton, so why he should
think that the competitive rates play particularly into the hands of the Sydney merchant is somewhat of
a mystery, since the goods all go from Sydney in the first instance, whether to Orange, Bourke, or Hay.
.
In paragraph No. 10 Mr. Haynes shows how a storekeeper at Cootamundra can save money by
consigning his goods from Sydney to Wagga Wagga at the £20 truck rate, and having them re-consigned
from there to Cootamundra. That has been known to us for a very long, time, but we have also known
that it has only been done to a small extent, and experience tells us'that it is to our advantage to adhere
to the present practice rather than to carry the goods direct to Cootamundra at Wagga Wagga rates, plus
the additional charge from Wagga Wagga to Cootamundra.
And in paragraph No. 11 it is contended that the truck rate is the embodiment of the wholesale
rather than the retail principle, and that, consequently, it is dead in favour of the metropolitan man, whereas
it is well enough known, and a moment’s reflection would have convinced him, that it was introduced
purely upon economic grounds ; moreover, in tbe very same paragraph, Mr. Haynes admits that it is not
the metropolitan man at all but the country constituent who reaps the benefit, since be who does not get
a truck load on his own account can get them sent through forwarding agents at a proportion of tho
truck rate, plus a small commission for the cost of collection and forwarding, &c. It would not pay the
Department to run a truck from Sydney to Hay with 2 tons of goods for £6 13s. 4d., but it docs pay
when that truck, by carrying 6 tons, earns £20— although, of course, it would be very acceptable if we
could get more. Mr. Haynes goes on to say that the wholesale Sydney merchant can send his G tons,
made up of any class of merchandise, at the reduced rate of £20, and that such merchant usually deals
in large consignments which are as often over as under 6 tons. In this assertion Mr. Haynes is very
greatly mistaken, but even if it were correct,it does not seem to have occurred to him that the consic/nments of the Sydney merchants are entirely dependent upon the orders they get from their country constituents,
who alone reap the benefit of the truck rates, while the Sydney merchants only reap the advantage of
* the orders for the goods which would otherwise go to Victoria, where every inducement is ofiered by the
•railway authorities to attract them.
The fact, already alluded to, that small consignments are collected by forwarding agents until a
truck load is made up, and that those agents only charge a commission for their trouble, shows that the
small storekeeper and farmer have their interests as well looked after as others doing a large business. .
In the following paragraph, No. 12, Mr. Haynes mixes up coal, dairy produce, agricultural
•machinery, wool, and wheat, and seems to be astonished that we should carry coal so much cheaper than
tbe other articles named, or why we should insist upon its being carried in wholesale quantities, i.e,
•truck loads. As regards the coal, he has made a slight mistake in stating that we carry 6 tons of coal a
distance of 96 miles for 46s.; the correct amount is 48s., and that is about 150 per cent, of its.value. As
we cannot put dairy produce or any other goods in a truck beside coal, it is not difficult to understand
why we specify that it will only be carried at such a low rate when it is in truck loads, or that, when ■’
consigned in smaller quantities, a higher rate is charged.
.
Dairy produce, in lots of one ton and upwards, is charged 33s. per ton for the same distance, so '
that the trainage of 6 tons would only be £9 18s., not £12 4s. Gd, as stated by Mr. Haynes, and
. £9 18s. is only about 20 per cent, of its value, assuming that value to be £-30 per ton, which, I think, is
rather under than over the mark. Bor £12 4s. Gd.—the amount named by Mr. Haynes—the 6 tons
can be forwarded in consignments of 1| cwt. at a time, and it surely cannot be held to be unreasonable
that we should charge more for 100 consignments distributed over a number of days and, consequently, a
number of trucks, than for one consignment.
■
Ploughs, harrows, &c., would only cost £9 18s. if loaded in one truck, not £16 19s. 6d. as stated. .
The assertion that the farmer has the wholesale principle offered to him, which he seldom uses, and
that consequent upon his being oftenest a small dealer, his grain costs him for the 6 tons £34 Is. Gd.
• for 454 miles, is not in accordance with fact. The great bulk of agricultural produce is carried in truck
loads, and the farmer gets it carried in that way a distance of 454 miles for £7 4s. lOd. for the 6 tons,
while, even if he sends it in lots of 1 ton, he gets the 6 tons conveyed for £8 17s., and twelve consign
ments as low as 10 cwt. each would only cost him £17 14s.
•
'
■ _
It is not very long since a gentleman largely interested in the iradc stated that we ought to carry
. live stock 100 per cent, cheaper than we do, and now we are told that the same thing might be done in
respect of agricultural produce. It would be preposterous to suppose that These gentlemen are not aware
that their proposals literally mean carrying the trafficybr nothing ; but so it is, and it would be interesting
to know-from what other source the revenue so sacrificed is to come, or why the general public should be
taxed for the special benefit of the farmer or the grazier. . ■
1
'
Mr.
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' ’ ' Mi1. Hayries admits in'paragrapli No: 13 that as regards hay, straw, and chaff, the farmer has got a
consideration. That is, to say the least, a;mild way of putting the Case ;• for I can assure that gentleman
that, owing to the weight of such traffic, which can be,'and is, put upon trucks—weights which, a few years
ago, were considered by farmers and others to he impossible—itis actually conveyed at considerably less
than coal rates.
,
■
•
It is true that -£2 19s. is the rate for a-ton of greasy wool from Hay to Sydney, while the same'
weight of chaff or straw would be £'4 5s., not £5 13s. 6d." as stated ; but it is perfectly well known that
no hay, straw, or chaff comes from Hay, o'r even from the district; and, even if it did, it is in the very
highest degree improbable that it would come in small consignments when the truck could.be loaded
up to 6 tons for the same money. On the other hand, wool is the staple product of the district; and,
'so' great are' the inducements offered by low water-carriage,.coupled with exceptionally low rates on the
Yictorian railways, that we have great difficulty in getting £2 19s. per ton for it. Still a full truck of'
wool would earn £17 14s., as against
for a full truck load of straw or chaff. Indeed, as I have
already pointed 'out on other papers, the inducements thus offered have attracted an unusually large
. quantity of Eiverina wool to Melbourne this season. Mr. Haynes is mistaken again in stating that the
rate for -a ton of 'hay dr chaff from Mudgee to Sydney is £3 Os. 7d., for it is only £2 12s. 9d. for hay,
and £2 6s. 8d: for chaff, and in each case the farmer can put 6 tons of the same kinds of traffic on the
truck for the same money. ■
_
The assertion that millers and storekeepers at Tamworth and Armidale get large lines of imported
flour from Newcastle does not say much for New 'England farming if it be true, considering that it has
to bear the cost of transit and insurance to Newcastle, whilst the lowest charge from thence to Tamworth
• is 13s. 9d. and to Armidale 17s. 3d. per ton.
'
.
_
In the 14th- paragraph of his letter, Mr. Haynes says:—“We have no right to consider this dr
that trunk line separated from any other..................... .As portions of the general community, the Glen
■Innes' and Maitland people have1 to bear the cost and the loss, if there be any,'of the Southern and
Western lines ; and concessions granted to one portion of the public cannot be refused to another.” ' At
■ the first glance this seems a reasonable contention, but suppose, as I :have already said, it were preferable
to abandon the competitive rates'altogether the certain effect would be to drive .the competitive traffic to
Victoria, and to compensate for the traffic so sacrificed toe luould have to charge -increased rates in the non
competitive districts. Mr. Haynes could not call that good policy.
. . . '
■'
And-he has Imade a slight mistake in the 15th paragraph as regards the conveyance of certain
specified kinds of .traffic from Maitland to Tenterfield ; the 'half ton of flour and half ton of salt should be
added together and charged as 1 ton at B rate, which v/ould reduce the .charge upon these two articles'
by £2 4s. 4d. It is quite true that a 6-ton consignment, such as'that specified by Mr. Haynes, would be
conveyed to Say for £20 if it could he got into a truck, which I have no hesitation in saying it, could not,
but it would not be carried in any other direction the same distance for less than the charge from Mait' land to Tenterfield. The distance on which Mr. Haynes has calculated is 330 miles. The corrdet distance
from Newcastle to Tenterfield is 361 miles. Such a mixed consignment as Mr. Haynes mentions could
not. be got into one truck.
'
But this rather extraordinary paragraph -goes on to say, “ Or a coal-shipper at Newcastle, who
brings flour from Melbourne almost as ballast, could send from Newcastle, 354 miles, his 6 tons of flour
for £6 4s., as against the Maitland man’s £4117s. 4d.” What analogy there is between a consignment
of 6 tons of mixed goods from Maitland and a consignment of 6 tons of flour from Newcastle itis difficult
to see, since, as regards the flour, there is no competitive rate—the charge being exactly the same on all
parts of our lines.
And precisely the same argument applies to the 16th and 17th paragraphs of the letter. It is
only necessary to mention that the 24 tpns of goods specified in the 16th paragraph would only be
charged £125 18s. from Maitland to a distance of 330 miles, not £164 4s. 4d. as stated. But the idea
Mr. Haynes seems to have that we should charge as high a rate for flour as for furniture is little less
than ridiculous.
In the following paragraph—the 18th—Mr. Haynes draws attention to an imaginary anomaly in
the rates for-hmestone and lime. “ The Department,” he says, “ will carry 6 tons of limestone 190 miles
for £3 16s. Id., but for turning the limestone into lime on the spot the company (a Mudgee company)
have to pay for. 3 tons, 190 miles; £9; or the limestone, 6 tons of it, may be carried 500 miles for
£6 18s. 8d., while 3 tons of lime would cost just £18 18s.—a tax on>the Mudgee industry of just a few
hundred per cent.,” and then he deprecates the fact that the minimum charge for lime is as for 4 tons at
A, or actual weight at first-class rate. Now, in this, as in other instances, that gentleman has shown a
want of knowledge of our rates, which I should not have expected from anyone who has undertaken
to criticise them so exhaustively. The charges for 6 tons of limestone are, it is true, £3 16s. Id. for
190 miles, and £6 18s. 8d. for 500 miles ; but the charges for the lime (6 tons of it, if the company likes
■ to put that quantity into the truck) are not £9 and £18 18s. as stated, but £4 4s. 6d. and £7 14s.
respectively.
'
_ _
And the grievance pointed out in paragraph No. 19 is really purely imaginary. It is difficult to
know why it should be regarded “ as for the benefit mainly of the Sydney manufacturer, or the produce
auction-mart people, or exporters,” that the Mudgee tanner should be able to send his leather to Sydney
for 2d. per ton per mile less than the same material can be sent from Sydney to Mudgee. One would have
thought that the advantage was rather in favour of the Mudgee tanner, who is enabled to get his leather
conveyed to what must undoubtedly be his best market, at a low rate of trainage. To the Department it
is beneficial in every way to encourage inland manufactures, for in addition to getting the products to
carry, we get the general supplies, and it is from the latter we derive our principal source of revenue.
It is simply-a waste of time to talk-about 6 tons of leather being sent into the competitive districts,
for such a consignment never has been, nor is ever likely to be sent.
Mr. Haynes is again wrong when he states in paragraph No. 20 that the trainage of 6 tons of soap
from Dubbo to Bourke, in half-ton lots, would amount to £27 2s. The correct amount is £25.5s., and if
he sent it in lots of 1 ton it would only cost £20 6s. As many as 120 consignments of-1 cwt. each would
not cost so much as £27 2s.
'
...
And in paragraph 21 Mr. Haynes is very much astray in his figures, although in this case the
mistake is quite pardonable, as the new rates have been adopted since the existing rate-book was issued.
133—L
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in 188o; still, as Mr. Haynes admits having visited the Lithgow Pottery Works, and conversed with the
foreman (who appears to be a protectionist as far as his own business is concerned, at all events), a simple
inquiry would have put him right on the rates question as well as upon others, and he would not have
hazarded the assertion that the Company are punished for ignoring Sydney if they do business westwards
, o tons of their pottery, carried a distance of 408 miles, would not be charged £31 5s. Gd, but £15 13s. It
Soq ote<* t lat ^ f0:nvarded. in half-ton lots the charges for the same distance are £31 5s. 6d. (not
£38 19s., as stated) ; but it is useless to say that the Sydney importer can send his half-ton lots through
a carrier s agency for £20 for a distance of 454 miles, because in the one case we know that the truck
doeh earn the £20, while in the other, as there is really no loading at Eskbank beyond the half-ton of
pottery for the same place, the truck would only earn £2 12s. 2d. for 408 miles.
i +■ i, -kTearly f.*1.6 whole of t,lie remainder of Mr. Haynes’ letter might have been left unwritten if he had
■ left the competitive rates alone instead of comparing them with the non-competitive rates, between which
as the terms imply, there cannot possibly be any analogy.
’
His reference in«paragraph 23 to the Armidale tanner paying
What does it matter whether
more for the conveyance of his leather to Maitland is, as I notice for auction sale or for export.
the Commissioner has observed, due to the fact that Newcastle is a The probability is that lots of
place of export; besides, the lower rate to Newcastle only applies when leather submitted to auction at
the leather is forwarded in consignments of 1 ton and upwards— Maitland would ultimately find
smaller consignments are charged the very same rate per ton per mile their way to Newcastle for export.
to' both places. Still, instead of making the reduced rates apply to
Sydney aiid Newcastle only, I think they might be made to apply to all leather carried on the up-journey.
0/l.
The comparison between the rates for flour and biscuits is equally uncommercial (vide para<raph
f-L £
tl3at a 6;to11. consignment of flour is 'carried 350 miles for £6 4s., what has that to do with
the tact that 6 tons of biscuits would cost £48 4s. for the same distance ?
,
.To beg'n with, there is admittedly a great difference in their respective values, and while it is more
tne rule than the exception to carry 6-ton consignments of flour, where
can Mr. Haynes or any one else point to a 6-ton consignment of
Flour, about £10 per ton;
biscuits ? To get the advantage of the £6 4s. rate for the flour it biscuits, about £50 per ton.
must be sent in one consignment—for £48 4s. the biscuits may be sent
in nearly 250 different consignments.
.
"
The statement that we give the outside man an advantage over our own of about 800 per cent, is
utterly at variance with facts—in each case the “ outside man ” pays precisely the same as our own.
In paragraph No. 26 an extraordinary comparison is made between the rates for flour iron and
machinery, the rate for which latter is £18 9s. 6d. for 196 miles, and not £31 18s., as stated. But suppose
we went so far as to reduce the rate for machinery to the same as that for flour, would it help the engineers
at Newcastle m anyway, or would it not mean a sacrifice of revenue which would result in putting
probably a good deal more money into the pockets of the Victorian implement maker than into those of
our own. It is an undoubted fact, whether Mr. Haynes knows it or not, that the bulk of the machinery
used m the Colony comes from Victoria.
J
' ■
+1* ls.unnecessary to follow Mr. Haynes in the examples cited in the 27th, 28th, and 29th paragraphs,
since the circumstances in each case are so different, and seeing that these circumstances have already
been fully dealt with. If he will take the same conditions and distances outside the competitive districts
. ^ tiie anomalies which he has made.so much of will disappear. In the 30th paragraph we find Mr.
Haynes stating that half-ton orders of‘galvanized iron-are the rule, and that if a Maitland merchant sends
6 tons m that way to Tenterfield, 361 miles, the trainage is £32 2s., while “a Victorian squatting firm
down by Jerilderie or Hay can get his 6 tons for £20 on a run of 454 miles ” (Hay). Now, if we take
the same conditions in each case it will be found that twelve half-ton consignments from Sydney would
be charged £33, while if the whole 6 tons are sent in one consignment the trainage is only £18, not £20,
as stated; and if the squatter could not get the iron from Sydney for that money he would get it from
Melbourne. Equally misleading is the example quoted in paragraph No. 31. It is a most extraordinary
circumstance that Mr. Haynes should conceive the idea of a farmer near Armidale or Glen Innes sendincr
his 6 tons of potatoes to Maitland in lots of 5 or 6 cwt. at a time, as he must do to cause the trainage to
amount to £21 13s., and in the same breath bewail the possibility of the wholesale flour importer at
■Newcastle being able to send (in one consignment) 6 tons “the same distance” for £5 3s. 9d., and that
too, into a farming and comparatively thinly populated country. Put the 6 tons in one consignment in
"each, case and tne trainage is exactly the same.
Prom flour and potatoes we come, in the 32nd paragraph, to meat, and here we are challenged
with carrying preserved meat from the country districts to the ports of shipment at Sydney and Newcastle
• at lower rates than to the country districts further northward, southward, and westward. ‘
Haynes cannot see a good reason for the concession to Sydney and Newcastle as outlets for
country-killed and preserved meat, I am afraid it will be useless to point it out to him. I question
whether any is sent from the country stations to places other than Sydney and Newcastle, and if there is
it must be m very small quantities.
.
Fresh meat is charged the same rates everywhere throughout the lines.
Hi paragraph 33 we are told the hay, straw, and chaff rates look very liberal for the farmer, but
*1
are ^ frame<* to facilitate the small man or the inland trade, and then itis asserted that 2 tons
ot chaff from Mudgee to Sydney cost £6 Is. 2d., and that consequently three such consignments (or 6 tons
m ail) costs £18 3s. Gd. Mr. Haynes is very imperfectly conversant with the rate-book, otherwise he
would not make such glaring mistakes. As a matter ofJact, 2 tons would only cost £2 6s. Sd1., and if the
chaff is well pressed and 6 tons put upon the truck it would not cost more.
It is almost unnecessary to say that the assertions about the rates for 500 miles being £12 6s. 6d.
for 2, and £36 19s. 6d. for 6 tons, are equally wrong. In each case they are really only £4 11s 7d and
the rates are the same on all lines.
’
Paragraph 35 gives a very peculiar mixture. Here Mr. Haynes states that the Glen Innes farmer
sending 6 tons of dairy produce, 3 tons of agricultural machinery, and 3 tons of furniture to Newcastle
-would have to pay £71 14s. 6d., which is quite correct; although why a farmer should send agricultural
maclnnerv and furniture to Newcastle (these can hardly be called the products of his farm), instead of
flour, chaff, and -potatoes, which he grows in the district, but is supposed by Mr. Haynes to get from
Newcastle, it is difficult to know-.
j
&
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The figures named by Mr. Haynes as the cost of conveying the produce are wrong.
enumerate them, and place the correct figures side by side with them. •

■ ■
12
10
24
12

,

Mr. Haynes’ figures.

tons Victorian flour
trucks Yictorian chaff
tons Yictorian potatoes
tons American timber

...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...

................
................
................
................

£
10
27
20
10

s. d.
3 0
15 0
6 0
3 0

I shall here
'

Correct figures. '
£ s.
11 16
33 3
23 13
14 15

£68 7 0
■ •
£82 ■ 8
And of course it is hardly necessary to say that these amounts do not refer to Yictorian produce or
American timber, but to the same traffic, no matter where it is produced or upon what line it is conveyed.
It is somewhat strange that all the mistakes Mr. Haynes makes are in favour of himself or his argument
and against the Department.
.
’
The assertion “ that a general feeling of disappointment has followed on the opening of many of
•our railway extensions” is as new as it is astounding. Evidently Mr. Haynes wishes we had back the
“good old times” when farming was unknown where it is now largely carried on, and the farmers
.-had to burn their straw upon the ground because it would not pay to cart it to the railway and send it
to Sydney, whereas now it is carried 200 miles by rail for about 8s. or 9s. per ton, and is then sold at
prices varying from £110s. to £3 10s. per ton. Is it likely that the farmer is desirous of revertin°r to
the old order of things ?
•
°
.
^ In the 40th paragraph Mr. Haynes, unlike some previous writers on the' rates question, advocates
the “ allowing of discounts or decreases in charges where the run of the train is lengthy,” and this, it is
■scarcely necessary to say, has always been-our practice, as well as it has been the practice of all carriers
both by land and sea; but in the same paragraph he again introduces the threadbare subject of what he
is pleased to term “differential,” but is in realitv competitive rates, upon which it is not necessary to
enlarge further. .
" 1
.
.
And in the 41st paragraph, while the necessity for. a classification is admitted, Mr..Haynes contrasts
the cost of carrying 6 tons of flour, which, for a distance of 500 miles, is £7 14s. with' an equal weight of
ironmongery, which, for half the distance, is £37 14s. This contrast, I must say, is a peculiar one.
Conceive the quantity of flour used throughout the country as compared with ironmongery, and then
. consider that the cost of -the. former is about £10 per ton, while the latter is worth from five to ten times
that amount. _ And then let it be borne in mind that a much greater weight of flour could, as far as
measurement is concerned, be put upon any of our trucks than they are authorised to carry, whereas of
.the general ironmongery we could not possibly put nearly 6 tpns upon our ordinary trucks. Mr. Haynes
must surely have been dreaming when he wrote that “ 6 tons of ironmongery is in most cases neither
fragile nor brittle, and certainly does not require so much care as (say) flour.”
' '
In paragraph 44 Mr. Haynes proposes that there shall be but one rate for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and
4th class traffic, which means that, under all circumstances, whether the traffic is competitive or non■ competitive, he would charge as much for the farmer’s dairy,produce or his seed as he would for a like
■ quantity of silks, which are worth probably fifty times the value, of the other ! !! ' Where would.be the
justice of such a course, or what becomes of the classification Mn Haynes has admitted the necessity of ?
Then how would the truck system work in cases, of which there are thousands, where there are
only a few cwt. of goods to be sent from one station to another ? Are they to be kept, probably for
many weeks, until- a truck-load is made up ? How would that answer in respect of dairy produce, which
Mr. Haynes has taken so much pains to show is only forwarded in lots of a few cwt'. at a time ? ’ Why
introduce, when there is no necessity for it, the wholesale system, which he condemned so strenuously iu
.the beginning of his letter ?
•
'
J
If we do introduce the wholesale system generally, it will have to be with the knowledge that,
•while the trucks containing goods are provided with full loads, many will have to be run to the country
empty to bring back farm produce at rates which, although they may answer well enough for return
loading under present .circumstances, would be absolutely ruinous if we had to run the trucks emptv to
get the traffic.
'
.
'
1 J
■ Mr. Haynes is entirely mistaken when he says (vide paragraph 47) that a truck “ will accommodate
6 tons of almost any goods,” and his assertion that “ a truck which carries 6 tons of flour (concentrated
produce) will also carry nearly-6 tons of wool,.the bulkiest of all merchandise, except hay and straw',” is
also 'wrong. As far as accommodation is concerned, much more flour could, as I have already said, be
put on any of our trucks than their dead-weight carrying capacity would render safe ; and the same may
he said of greasy wool; but it is impossible to put on anything like that quantity of scoured wool, which
is more bulky than either bay or straw.
*
In paragraph No. 48 Mr. Haynes starts away with the assertion that “the railway freight upon
wheat to our farmers is about 6fd. per bushel,” but he does not say whether that rate is for 30 or 300
miles. . As a matter of fact, the trainage of 6fd. per bushel is for a distance of 380 miles, when the
wheat is carried m 6-ton lots and that is only about 17 per cent, of its value. The trainage of an equal
weight of coal would be only about 10 per cent, less, while it is only about one-eighth the value of tho
wheat.
•
And it is absolutely incorrect to say that “a 4-ton consignment would coskbim (the farmer) 10d.
■per bushel, and a 2-ton lot Is. .8d. per bushel; ” for, in either case, and even if the consignment did not
weigh more than 1 ton, the charge would be'only equal to 7|d. per bushel.
'
Still Mr. Haynes contends that “ a 100 per cent., special reduction in the coast-bound -wheat rates ”
should be made; and, he innocently observes, “this would bring the carriage-rate down to about 3d. per
bushel; and I propose that the rate should apply to actual weights down to i-ton lots.” ' Keduced to
practice, this means that, m the absence of other loading for a truck, it would run 380 miles for 5s and
that too m the face - of-, our being compelled to send trucks to the country empty to return with produce
if the wholesale system is made general as regards general goods; and Mr. Haynes wishes the. same
principle applied to all kinds of grain, potatoes, &c.
' '
;.......................... ■
As

m
■

' ' Ks regards Kay, straw, and'chaff, he proposes («i(fe'paragraph'49) that£fthe'present rate he made
to apply to Tots of not less than half a ton,” the meaning of which is that while half a ton of wheat,
valued at £3. 10s., is to be conveyed a distance of 380 miles for 5s., an equal weight of straw, which is
about half the value of the wheat, is to .be charged 6s. 2d.!!
And Mr. .Haynes says that “under the new arrangement he (the country farmer) would be charged
actual weight, like the man is charged who lives in Sydney.” I confess I can scarcely follow him in this,
for the farmer would not be charged actual weight if he only sent 5 cwt. and was charged Mr. Haynes’
proposed minimum of 10. Surely that gentleman cannot be unaware that as far as farm produce is con
cerned “the man who lives in Sydney” occupies the same position as the one who lives at 'Bourke,
■ Albury, or Hay.
. _
. .
And this, we are told by Mr. Haynes, is the completion of his work! .'Well, as the Commissioner
has observed, nine-tenths of his letter is taken up with contrasts between the competitive and the.noncompetitive rates, the former of which must, as I have said, either be adhered to or the traffic abandoned
to Victoria; and if he had been conversant with his subject, as so avoided the mistakes and incongruities
to which I have drawn attention, there certainly would have been no necessity for the remaining tenth of
his letter. .
Briefly summarised, Mr. Haynes contends at the beginning of his letter that ‘ the protound
blunder of our railway goods system is that it is shaped to meet a wholesale rather than a retail trade,”
but before proceeding far he advocates the general adoption of the wholesale system. This, again, he
practically condemns towards the end of his letter by submitting that farm produce should be carried in
lots of half a ton or upwards, and other traffic under classes A and B at actual weight under the existing
rates.

.
• t
£ i '
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I may point out, however, that if the small farmer wishes to take advantage, either ot the truck .or
the ton rate, he can easily do so by arranging with some of his neighbours to make iip the consignment.'
Now'let us see how Mr."Haynes’ proposals will work in actual practice. Hitherto the down and
up traffic have tolerably fairly balanced each other as far as trucks are concerned; but adopt the whdlesal'e system for general goods throughout the lines and we shall at once be faced with the necessity of
having to send large numbers of. empty trucks to the country to return with small consignments of farm
produce, assuming, of course, that small consignments are'sent, as Mr. Haynes seems to think will be
the case.
,
'
,
In this we should hot only lose £150,000 to £200,000 on the general goods, and something like
£50,000 in the farm produce, if the reductions proposed by Mr. Haynes were carried out—to say nothing
of other kinds of special class traffic being carried at actual weight at existing rates—but our working
expenses would be enormously increased by the number of additional trucks that would be used, and
consequently, the extra trains that would have to be run. .
If Mr. Haynes had recommended what he is pleased to call the wholesale system both on the down
and the up journeys there would at least have been consistency in his- argument, but as it is there is none.The reductions he proposes on the farm produce would make the rates from 30 to 50 per cent, less
than those for coal, although the latter commodity is twenty or thirty times less valuable.
_ .
.
I would commend to Mr. Haynes a book which was written on “Bailway Bates, English and
Foreign” by an eminent English railway manager, and published in the end of last year; the reports of
the Select Committee appointed by the British House of Commons on the rates question; the report of
the Board which was appointed by the Government of this Colony some years ago to inquire into the
matter; ahd any railway rate which he can get hold of, and I do not hesitate to tell him before-hand that
howKdfli will he find carried into effect the extraordinary ideas he has promulgated.
_
' :
■ Oh the contrary, he will find very much greater apparent anomalies than he will be able to dis
cover in our rate book. Although, as far as produce is concerned, he is not likely to find a more liberal
tariff than ours.
,
-i
•
-i • -l j. i
And it is somewhat extraordinary that farm produce is the only country product m which he takes
any interest except, perhaps, the lime burnt at Mudgee, for he appears to deprecate the idea of a country
tanner or meat-preserver getting their products sent cheaply to the central markets at Sydney or New
castle.
•
W.V.B., 3/11/87,
Commissioner.

■Beport by The Traffic Manager, Northern Line.
The purpose of Mr. Haynes’s report is to expose the''anomalies brought about under the system .of

differential rates, which, as everyone knows, are intended to conserve the interests of the Colony as a
whole by keeping its trade within its borders. Indirectly every taxpayer in the Colony benefits by thispolicy, and would inevitably suffer to a greater or less extent if tho measures adopted were not in force,
and the money now generally diffused went to other Colonies with the trade.
_
_
The system is in .accordance with the law of self-preservation, and to abolish it by levelling down
would be as suicidal as levelling up, while another Colony maintains the practice.
.
_
Bailway companies in all parts of the world, conducted, as no person will deny, on commercial
principles, which are prescribed with much persistency as the thing necessary to bring the management of
the N. S. "Wales lines to a proper state, have tariffs to meet competitive circumstances, and consequently
the anomalies that Mr; Haynes so much objects to. In business firms, where commercial principles may
be supposed to have the fullest scope, it is no uncommon thing to sell goods at a distant market more
cheaply than on their own ground, so as to cope with competition.
_
The numerous illustrations, multiplied to a wearisome extent, conveying to'the minds of the public
that the tariff is as a whole anomalous, absurd, and unjust, are—notwithstanding the variety of treatment,
elaborations, inversions, and changes of all kinds, but the one thing, and one plain statement if the public
required any, would have been ample.
'
,
The public in general know that owing to the pressure upon our trade from other Colonies we
carry to districts where this pressure is operative goods for longer distances for less money than for
distances where we are free from it.
But
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:Bu£ many Northern people have been led by Mr. Haynes’s mode of exposition to suppose (not
Having looked into the subject themselves) that as a general thing the rates on these' lines are higher thah
on the Southern-and Western,-even where there, is no competition, and they consequently feel aggrieved
that their lines have to make up for losses on the other lines. Mr. Haynes has not told them that all .
within the 305-and- 340 distances respectively on the other lines have also to make up for loss5 on
differential rates—supposing there is any. ’
•'
'
The way in which unlike cases have been paired; and in which he has cpmpared conditions that do
not exist, and never will, with natural conditions, is amazing, completely nullifying all -the intended effect
of his-afguments.
. ‘
. .
If such irregular reasoning and arbitrary comparisons are allowable, it is competent for any person
• to bring euelid or the science off astronomy into ridicule.
.. , .
.
In paragraph 40 an approach to reason is made in the admission that goods should be classified
according to risk, bulk, amount of handling, fragile character (though he says nothing about values, which
all-'over the world are'an unavoidable factor in freights), but throughout the whole of his article Mr.
Haynes ignores the principle. For'instance, in No. 12 he speaks of the injustice of carrying Newcastle
coal, run .over a portion of the Coal Companies own lines, in their own waggons, millions of tons annually,at a- lees rate than dairy produce, carried in small- quantities at a time, and in Grovernment waggons,
wholly on Government lines..
' • .
It is further stated that the use of the cranes is given free. .1 am afraid this imperfect knowledge
pervades thb whole of Mr. Haynes’s article.
'
'
■
’
,
, l. -It is stated roundly that in many cases the extension-of railways has affected inland farmers
injuriously,- because they are almost wholly shut out from the coast markets, while on the other hand,
the-inland markets are reached by the cheaply-borne produce from the other Colonies.” A farmer reading
this would be indignant to learn that the produce from other Colonies is carried cheaper than his own.
The farmer, however, is misinformed,' because the implied difference in rate against him is not a fact.
Paragraphs 1 and 2 are founded on this assumption, and are therefore baseless.
4. While it is accordant with “commercial principles” everywhere to charge higher,pro rata, for
small quantities than for large ones, Mr. Haynes says it is a, “profound blunder” for the New South
Wales Bailway Department to carry out this principle. He has admitted that cost of handling, &e.,
should have a part in classifying, but, although small quantities cost more, 'pro rata, than large ones for
handling, and do not admit of economical loads as a rule, we must still charge the same rate as a large
lot, fulfilling all conditions of economy for the Department.
8. Here Mr. Haynes gives an impossible case—one that never occurs—in speaking of 6-ton lots of
fourth-class goods. Any reasoning founded- on 6-ton- lots of fourth-class goods is invalid, because unreal.
13. “ Millers and storekeepers, say at Tamworth or Armidale, . * . * * get up cheaply by...rail
large quantities on the wholesale principle of imported flour; then when the farmer comes into the tbwil
to sell his wheat the large cheaply-carried stocks of flour are pointed out to him, and he is forced to
accept any price.” Tamworth is a great wheat-growing district. The farmers do not grow wheat retail.
The millers, as everywhere else, sell flour wholesale as well as retail. Though it is implied that it is
dearer to send a given quantity of Tamworth flour to Newcastle than to send the same quantity of
Adelaide flour-the other way, it is not a fact. There is here a distinct, though unintentional, impeachment
of tbe business capacity about Tamworth- With the same chances, the Victorian or Adelaide flour is
nevertheless, run in upon him, although it has to pay two railway freights and the sea freight—at least
Mr. Haynes says it is. If it he true, it is a state of affairs for which the railway tariff is not answerable.
15. Victorian flour is again compared with (among other things) furniture, although, as the
articles differ so widely, there, is no common ground for comparison. The admission that there should be
classification is forgotten.
16. Victorian flour, irrigation pipes, and agricultural machinery compared as regards freight
needs no comment.
17. Speaking of the country farmer, Mr. Haynes repeats an inaccuracy, to which I have before
alluded. He says “ his local market is flooded with produce carried for next to nothing.” If the inward
produce is carried for next to nothing, so is the country farmer’s. While -the inequality of differential
rates is loudly complained of, so are the rates that act equally everywhere. It is hard to say whether
Mr. Haynes has most objection against equal rates or against the competitive. If neither is right, what
system is ? A higher rate on Victorian flour, I take it.
- •
.
23. Leather to Sydney or Newcastle 1st class; to other stations 2nd class. Mr. Haynes does not
appear to comprehend the reason for the lower rate to the ports. It is, of course, to allow easier access
to the great markets, and consequently admits of tanneries-being established in the country. If the rate ,
were higher, access to market would be retarded, and the tanneries would have to be established on the
coast. Mr. Haynes favours decentralization; this rate, in the way indicated, has that tendency. The
Armidale tannery (Messrs. B. A. Moses & Co.) has shipped a considerable quantity of leather from
Newcastle direct to London. To give a cheap rate the other way would allow the Sydney tanner a better
opportunity of competing in Armidale with the local establishment. This rate is not in favour of the
Sydney merchant, as it is implied that the rates in general are.
24. A complaint that Victorian flour is carried cheaper than the Newcastle biscuits. There is no
need to defend it. Gives the rate at which Newcastle biscuits are sent a given distance on the north, and
- imported biscuits on the south and west—like is seldom compared with like.- Newcastle biscuits can be
sent at same rates on all lines as other biscuits. Arnott’s biscuits, as a matter of fact, are sent to the
competitive districts on south and west, and get the benefit of the rates.
.
25. A Tamworth musical warehouse gets 6 tons musical instruments for £35 18s. 6d., and this is
compared with the competitive district’s rate.
'
26. Complains that the “ Victorian foreigner ” can send his fodder more cheaply than the New
castle foundries can send irrigation pipes and machinery to the country. This is a curious kind of attack
on rates.
31. Speaks of produce rotting at Guyra and Ben Lomond that can never reach a market. If a
Ben Lomond farmer sends 6 tons potatoes in lots to suit purchasers “it will cost £21 13s. for 281 miles.”
This is a misstatement, unless the farmer sent 120 lots of 1 cwt. each to different persons at different
133—M
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times;

times; he would then pay £24. If he sent a truck load of 6 tons he would pay £5 8s: hd. for the load.
The unfairness of Mr. Haynes’ statement lies in the fact that it is stated it will cost the Ben Lomond man
£21 13s. for the same tonnage that the Newcastle importer pays £5 3s. 9d. (should he £5 8s..6d.)-for. ,
:
32. The “centralising system” of charging A rates for'preserred meats to ports—the Only outlet
to, a suitable market that these meats hare—is alluded to. Mr. Haynes quite, misses the point,, and
complains of the high rates on preserved meats to the country, where they never go, and would not go if
they were carried for nothing. He does not perceive that cheap rate from the meat preserving establish
ments to their natural markets through the ports aids decentralization by. permitting such establishments
to be set up in the country. If there was not this special rate either the factories could not start or
they would have to be located on the coast.
'
It is not worth while pursuing the investigation of this report any further. I have dealt with
Mr.' Haynes’ illustrations and facts,-which are typical of the whole. Though all varied, and,the changes
rung with some skill, they all apply to the one thing.
,
,
The remedy Mr. Haynes proposes is extremely crude,, and would deprive the railways of the
greater part of their revenue. He fails to know that rates must be made to suit particular circumstances,
and that his hard and fast recommendations would not work.
.
,
,
'
;
Railways are about to be established in China. If that nation’s producing powers be developed,
in anything like the ratio that railways have developed those in England, America, and other countries,
China’s production will, before many years, become a menace to the industries of . all nations on the globe.
'
If, however, the Chinese could be persuaded to adopt Mr. Haynes’system the railways would
before long become extinct, and the danger to other nations from China’s competition be averted.
~
J. HIGGS;
•
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RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated 14th June, 1888, That there he laid upon the Table of this
House,—
'
‘
“ Copies of all papers, minutes, reports of officers, or other documents,
“ having reference to the construction of a Railway from either Bowral of
, “ Moss Vale to Robertson.” '
•
(Mr. Me Court.)

'•

.
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No. 1.
’
Petition from certain residents of Moss Yale to The Honorable John Lackey,
Minister for Works.
The Petition of the undersigned, residents of Moss Vale and surrounding districts,—
Eespectpuilt Showeth :—

.

_ _
That Parliament having affirmed the principle of constructing tramways as feeders to the
main lines of railways, your petitioners desire to point out, that a line from Moss Vale to Robertson
would be a great benefit to the settlers, and remunerative to the Grovernment.
- That the country through "which the line would pass is thickly populated, haying been selected in
small farms since 1861, and from which G-overmnent is now receiving considerable revenue by way of
interest. The land is rich and very productive; but its productiveness* would he greatly increased if
bettor means of transit to market were offered to the settlers.
_
That if the tramway were constructed, nearly the whole of the present large expenditure upon the
main roads would he saved.
_
That the residents of Kangaroo Valley, who are now almost isolated, would he greatly benefited
if the ahovenamed line were constructed, as it would save them a distance of some 20 miles along very
inferior roads.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
THOMAS TATE, Moss Vale,
.
----- -------------and signed by 197 residents.
Petition

3
'

• Petition for-Tramway from Moss Yale via Burrawang, Wild’s Meadows to Robertson. .
'

'

■

To The Honorable Tbe Minister for Works,—

The humble Petition of the undersigned inhabitants of the districts of Burrawang, Wild’s Meadows,
Robertson,—
Showeth :—

t

' '

That your petitioners are for the most part
settlers, representing an area of 325
square miles of the richest agricultural land in'the Colony, who for some years past have suffered great
inconvenience and serious losses for the want of good roads and cheap and rapid communication with the
'
markets of the metropolis. '
2. That your petitioners, numbering over .1,200 adult males, are chiefly occupied as dairy farmers,
with holdings free selected since 1801, of .from. 40 to, .320 acres each, a large portion of which is now
cleared and used for grazing, agriculture,,and orchards, which, twenty years ago, wras one vast impene
trable scrub; but, by many years of toil, and the expenditure of large amounts of capital, has been
converted into prosperous homesteads, now valued at from £50.0 to £5,000 each, whilst land has risen in
price from £1 to £20 per acre, very strong evidence of the great progress which these districts have made.
3. That the districts enumerated above are situated at a^distance of from 10 to 15 miles from the
Moss Vale railway station, the roads to which from various places named are very heavy and in condition
bad, and in winter very difficult to travel over ;■ that the' cost of carriage is very high, being from 15s. to
£1 per ton for the short distance of 10 miles, or double of that charged for the whole distance (80 miles)
by train from Moss Vale to Sydney, which, taken in conjunction with the great loss of time, and the large
amount of damage done to the goods during their carriage to the station, your petitioners would most
respectfully submit, are very strong reasons for urging upon your Honorable House, that a cheaper and
more expeditious means of transit is absolutely necessary than that now in vogue, in order that your
petitioners may be placed on- a' more equitable footing, so as to enable them to compete fairly with those
more favourably situated, and especially so with-the farmers of the neighbouring Colony of Victoria.
:
4. That the districts interested in this Petition have a total population of 6,200 ■ that there are
■ eight public schools, with an aggregate average attendance of 400 scholars ; two or more churches in each,
.with clergymen, post and telegraph offices, three mechanics’ institutes and schools of art, three friendly
.societies, with public halls, two or more general stores in each, three large steam saw-mills, whilst at
Burrawang, the central district of the group, there is a Farmers’ Club of over 200 members, and a splendid
public hall, a race club, and an agricultural society which ranks either fourth or fifth in the Colony for
importance, whore annual show is attended by 3,000 persons, thus marking the great social and com
mercial progress of the district; but your petitioners believe that all this would be more than doubled in
a short time if a tram-road rvas added to our present system of traffic in the district.
5. That the district through which the proposed tramway will pass is the richest and most populous
in the Colony, and is capable in itself of supplying, the whole of Sydney with field, garden, and dairy
produce in abundance, whilst its mineral resources, slumbering in the soil unworked, are rich and varied,
such as coal, iron, limestone, kerosene shale, and copper, and quarries of building stone abound every
where. It possesses a great variety of trees useful- for building purposes, and its natural scenery alone
would command a very large passenger traffic in the event of the tram being constructed; but, despite all
these natural advantages of our district, your petitioners would urge the attention of your Honorable
House that, we have not advanced as we should have done for the want of cheap, easy, and rapid commu
nication with Sydney.
•
6. That, upon a mere rough calculation, about 10,000,000.quarts of skimmed milk'is thrown on the
soil yearly which could be utilised in fattening calves ; that there are 6,000 cows in daily milk, and that
4,000 gallons of new milk could be sent daily to Sydney ; that 5,000 calves are annually destroyed—not
even the skins are preserved—both of which could be utilised; the calves would be fattened and the skins
preserved and sent to market; that fully 5,000 more pigs would also be forwarded on, and that hundreds
of tons of the best English fruits, which are abundantly grown here, but mostly thrown to pigs, and many
thousands of tons of potatoes more, which are produced in unlimited quantities, and unsurpassed by any
in Australia for quality, would be sent to the metropolis, instead of being allowed to rot in pits as at
present to the extent of many hundreds of tons annually.
7. That, should your Honorable House view with favour the contemplated tramway from Moss
Vale to Burrawang and Robertson, your petitioners would represent that a great extent of these rich dis..triets would be almost immediately cTeared and brought under cultivation; that many industries would spring
up which are at present quite impracticable; several steam saw-mills would be set in operation by which
many thousands of tons of excellent timber would be utilised and sent to the market, instead of the trees
being ringbarked or destroyed by fire that the great coal measures existing on the line of road would
soon be actively worked, and a large amount of capital and labour brought into the district; that, dense
as the population of these districts is, there is ample room for thousands more to settle in our midst, and
by affording facilities for transmitting our produce to the markets, a great impetus will be given to further
settlement all along the proposed line of tramw'ay, which would drain the metropolis of a deal of its
surplus labour, and add very considerably to the traffic and tonnage on the line; that considerable
advantage will be gained in the punctual and safe delivery of the daily mails in each of these districts, and
at considerably less cost to the Government; and that the annual grant of public money to construct and
repair the roads and bridges would also be greatly diminished ; so' that, apart from the great boon that
wrould be thus granted, your petitioners believe that the cost of construction of such a work wall not only
be met by ample returns, but that a considerable amount will be .added to the revenue of the Colony, as .
well as paying full interest for the outlay, and also the working expenses of the proposed line.
8. Your petitioners would invite the attention of the> Assembly to the following approximate
' returns of a tramway from Moss Vale via Burrawang to Robertson. The data'thus afforded having been
collected with much care by parties specially appointed for that purpose at Burrawang, the central district
of the group ; but no allowance has been made in the estimate below for the use of, and the receipts from,
the tramway for the conveyance of goods and passengers, &c., on the return trip ;• but it is based on the
fare charged for a single passage from Burrawang to Moss Vale only, estimating the return traffic to be
/
■
'
about

894
,

i

.

'

about one-1liird. Your petitioners believe tbe total receipts would equal tbe cost of tbe working and ’
construction of tbe line, and be considerably in excess of tbe figures here quoted, namely:—
• Data of approximate returns.
£ s.
3,000 0
............... at -Is. per ton
15,000 tons potatoes and turnips
...
. 1,000 0
5,000 „ sawn timber
................
.....................at 4s.
...
... • at 2s. Gd. ,,
500 0
4,000 ,’, stone and brick
...
...
750 0
3,000 „ store goods............................
...
’... at 5s.
,,.
300 0
1,500 „ grain and meal
...
...
............... at 4s.
„
200 0
................ at 4s.
„
1,000 ,, artificial manure ...
...
250 0
1,000
sundries
................
............... at 5s.
„
................ at 10s.
„
750 0
1,500 „ butter and cheese................
000,000 gallons milk per annum...
...
... at |d. per gal. 4,166 13
75 0
G,000 cases of fruit
...
...
...
...
... at 3d. per case
25 0
2,000
„
eggs
................
...
...
... chti 3d. , ^
500 coops fowls
...
...
...
...
1 i.. at Is. per coop
25 0
-250 0
5,000 calves
...
.............................
...
... at Is. each
250 0
5,C00 pigs...................................... ;.
...
... at Is. ,,
•
100 0
1,000 stock sundries ...
...
....
.■.............. at 2s. „
36,000 passengers per annum, estimated at 100 per
’
day ................’..
...
... , ... at Is. „
• 1,825 0
72 16
16 miles mail contract, at 3d. per mile per day ...
...
...
£13,589

9

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
.0
0
0
0
0
4

9. That tbe approximate cost of tbe proposed tramway is estimated, according to the opinion of
persons competent to judge, at about £25,000, including tbe stations and rolling stock for tbe total
length of tbe line—10 miles ; and your petitioners feel that they are'in a favourable position to appeal to
•your Honorable House, since it has become an established principal adopted by the Government to
construct tramways as feeders to tbe great trunk lines, in connection with tbe great railway system of
the Colony, and that tbe tramway herein proposed your petitioners have every reason to believe will,
both commercially and economically, prove a great success.
= .
:
••
■ 10. That, with a view to gather exact data as to tbe proper route, and cost, and construction of tbe
line ,for information of your Honorable House, your petitioners would respectfully suggest that an
engineer and surveyor be directed to visit these districts, and make tbe necessary survey, as soon as'
possible ; that tbe cheapest, most suitable, and the most desirable route, is that indicated in this Petition,
as it presents no engineering difficulties, is tbe shortest line; almost equally divides these districts,
■running, as it will, through the centre of about 300 farms, thus benefiting a very large majority of the
.inhabitants, whilst it would favour a further extensive settlement along the whole line of tramway, and
satisfy the most sanguine expectations of your petitioners’ future hope of success. ’ __
, .
11: That your petitioners believe that the construction of a tramway from Moss Yale, through
these districts, via Burrawang to Boberlison, has-become a necessity, as -without this public work, being
farmers, and depending solely upon the markets of the metropolis, we are placed at a great disadvantage,
and suffer great inconvenience, loss of time, damage to goods, and serious pecuniary losses from bad
•and heavy roads, slow transit of goods, and high charges for carriage; your petitioners are exposed to
, undue peril,- and may perhaps be overtaken by positive ruin.....................
. .
12. Your petitioners, therefore, for the reasons stated, and for others which 'could be deduced,
humbly pray that your Honorable House will fake these premises into your favourable consideration,
convinced as your petitioners are, that a tramway from Moss Vale to Burrawang and llobertson would
amply pay cost of construction, with interest; and also, not only pay well for the. repair and of tho due'
working of the line, but actually yield a good profit, to be added over and above to the revenue of the
Colonjr-.
' '
_
.
.
■
And your petitioners will ever pray.
.
Dated at Burrawang, this 24th day of January, a.d. 1881.
.
■
•
[Here follow 317 signatures to Petition.]
.
Eesidents of Burrawang, &c., urging construction of Tramway from Moss Yale to Eobertson, via
.
,
.
Burrawang, Wild’s Meadows, &c.Get map of district, and show thereon line of tramway sought for.
■ '
. .
.
.
.
--------- , ■
CH.A.G, 24/2/SJ.
The Minister considers it desirable that an exploration of the country should be made fo ascertain
if there is any prospect of a trial survey resulting in a suitable line being found.—Cii.A.G., 1/4/81.
Mr. Secretary Lackey wishes the petitioners to be informed that an exploration of the country
will be made. Will Mr. Cowdery direct an exploration.—Ch.A.G., 6/4:/81.
■
Sir,

.
Department of Eailways, Sydney, 5 April, 1881.
Deferring to the deputation introduced by you to the Minister for Public Works, on the 19th
Eebruary last, for the purpose of presenting a Petition for, the construction of a tramway from Moss
Vale to Eohertson via Burrawang, Wild’s Meadows, &c., I have the honor, by direction of Mr. Secretary
Lackey, to request that you will he good enough to inform the petitioners that an exploration of the.
country-will shortly be made, in order to ascertain whether there is any 'prospect of a trial survey resulting
in. a suitable line, being found.
, ' •
I have, &c.,
,
'
•
CHAS. A. GOODCHAP,
.•
'
.
- •.....................
Commissioner for Eailways.
Thomas Garrett, Esq,, M.P, •
•
■
.
No.. 2.

' '
' No'. 2.
'
'
'
.
.;
The Hon. Secretary, Burrawang Committee, to The Commissioner for Railways.
Sir,

■
Burrawang, 22 April, 1881.
I have the honor to inform you that your letter of the 5th instant, No. 81-903, referring to
the proposed tramway from Moss Yale to Eobertson via Burrawang and Wild’s Meadows, was duly
forwarded to me by.Thomas Grarrett,' Esq., some few days ago, and after due consideration of same by
the committee, it was determined to forward you the enclosed sketch of the proposed route, believing
that it might he of some service to the engineers when making a trial survey of the said' tramway line.
I have, &c.,
'
1
’
WILLIAM BAEEETT,
■
.
.
.
Hon. Secretary, jpro. tem>.

No. 3.
’
The Hon. Secretary, Burrawang Committee, to The Secretary for Public Works..
Sir,

Wild’s Meadows, Burrawang.
If the tramway route from Moss Yale via Burrawang and Wild’s Meadows to Eobertson, as
asked for by the petitioners, he not approved of, I would suggest that the road from Moss Yale to Wild’s
Meadows, by the lower road be examined, as I believe this would save considerable in costs of construc
tion ; also a branch from Wild’s Meadows to the Camhewarra Eoad, at top of mountain, Kangaroo Valley.
This would intercept the mail passenger and goods traffic from the coast district, and will he found to he
.the best paying routes of any submitted, as the line would pass .through the best land in the district,
Hoping the same may be examined in connection with the other routes specified;
'
1 am, &c.,
'-------- THOS. BLENCOWE.
.
Mr. Cowdery, B.C., 27/4/81.
Mr. Halligan’s report forwmrded herewith.—G.C.; 6/5/81.
Seen
by Minister, to be considered at the proper time.—Ch. A-GL, 9/5/81.
.

'
.
’

.

•
Eailway Department, 2 May, 1881. t
George Cowdery, Esq., Acting Engineer for Existing.Lines, Eailways and Tramways,—
Sir,
•
■
Acting on your instructions, I proceeded to Moss Yale on Tuesday last, the 26th April, to
report on the question of tramway communication between Moss Vale and Eobertson via Joe Wild’s
Meadows and Burrawang, and have the honor to submit the following:—■ •
~
_
■
From Moss Yale to Eobertson there is one macadamised road. Starting from Moss Yale, the main
Southern Eoad is followed to point marked M- (on the accompanying sketch), from thence to Eobertson
via H and K. The old road use to go from H to Burrawang, and from thence to K. This still exists, but
heavy traffic all.passes direct from H to K. This direct road from Moss Yale to Eobertson is, with a few
exceptions,, very good indeed, the gradients being very easy for most of the way. _ .
.
In three or four places only would it be necessary to make cuttings or deviate from the road. By
deviating from the road at any of the hills a good gradient could be obtained. -The road is l.chain wide,
and the length from Moss Vale to Eobertson is 15 miles. .
.
.
.
;
The next route proposed is from Moss Yale to Bunter’s, the same as before. From Bunter s a
side road is taken to a point E via D ; from E across country to Eohertson via point F. This route from
Bunter’s to point F is very good indeed, and will accommodate more people than the main road, as it
passes through the traffic centres of the populous districts of Yarrunga, Burrawang, and Wild’s
Meadows. From point F to Eobertson a line will have to be chosen, and by following up Meadows Creek
I think a good line could be obtained. This route has a decided advantage over the first one, viz., the main
road, inasmuch as the main road is entirely north of all the districts which will feed a tramway, and this
latter route passes right through them.- , The village of Burrawang is on top of a hill, and is out of the
■question; blit from the village to point F is scarcely a mile. ■
_
.
■
Another route, and one which, I think, will answer the requirements of the locality better than
either of the others, is from Moss Yale across country to B ; from B along a road at present unused to
point C ; from thence across a paddock to D; and from D the same route as last-to Eobertson. The main
road being north of all the districts requiring a tram, it is so much better to have this latter road, which
is three-quarters of a mile further south, and also along a Government road, which is much less hilly, and
where cuttings or banks could.be made without interfering with traffic.
.
.
_
■ In conclusion, I beg leave to draw your especial attention to this latter route, which is easier in
grade to any of the others, and more central. Certainly it passes through about 9| miles of private
land altogether, and is altogether about 1 mile longer than the main road, and .the same length as the
deviation from Bunter’s ; but it catches more traffic, and will leave the main road untouched. . •
.
. •
...
,
I have, &c.,.
•
.
'
-------- EDWIN MOLLOY HALLIGAN.,
.
Commissioner.— G.C., 6/5/81.
’
...
.

No. 4.
Mr. D. T. Smith to The Secretary for Public Works.

.

•

Dear Sir,
Burrawang, 28 April, 1881.
,
I would draw your attention to the fact that Bunadoo is abetter tramway junction than Moss
Yale. Mr. E. M. Halligan has been sent up to inspect and report upon our present roads as to their
suitability for the proposed Wingecarribee tramway (so we understand from him). Now, it is wellknown
bv the public that when roads were surveyed through this district in the first instance the country was so
thickly timbered that it was impossible to pick out the best routes. That dray tracks were followed by
the surveyors, and that to save time they ran their lines over the steepest hills regardless of severe
■
•
*
,
gradients

&

6
gradients or public^ convenience. In proof of this statement consider tbe fact tbe Eoad Inspector is every
year making deviations round and over tbe hills, and that at the present time efforts are being made at
Eobertson to give up two impracticable (surveyed), roads, and to make a new one (avoiding three severe
hills) which will shorten the distance between Eobertson and East Kangaloon by one half. I have no
hesitation in saying that our main road to Moss Yale is an expensive and improper route on which to l#y
clown a tramway.
.
'
But observe that the principle on which Mr. Halligan is to base his observations is, that the main
roads must be the line on which the tramway is to be laid, and if this principle is persisted in Moss Yale
must be the junction, to the marring of the gradients of the line and loss of public money. It seems
strange that our common roads can be deviated year after year through' private property, but that a tram
way which is to serve generations is to be marred at the outset by not being allowed the principle sanc
tioned by this privilege.- The petitioners were so convinced of the main roads being impracticable that in
their estimate of the cost of the line they set aside a sum of money to purchase the land for the tram
through private property, and the action of the Grovernment (if correctly reported) negatives this portion
of their prayer.
.
Mr. Halligan’s report is unknown to me, but I fear that it will be biassed by the Moss Vale people.
They shepherded Halligan closely in Moss Yale.and Burrawang, and a leading- Moss Yale man said in my
hearing he should refe'b'mmend the main road to Moss Yale as the route. Moss Vale people have no land
or interest, hpre, hut now they can stop the progress of our line lio longer, they take improper means to
gain a deviation of our line to suit themselves.
- - .
- '
The line recommended by the M°ss Yale people with Halligan is to start from Moss Yale, follow
■ the main road up to the hack of Barrett’s mill, Burrawang, and then go on to Eobertson. I am not now
concerned to discuss whether the proposed line should come any nearer to Burrawang. But I will take
Barrett’s mill as a point common to both lines. Is Moss Yale or Burradoo line a short distance'from the
mill? Is the Wingecarribee Swamp the source of the Bong Bong Eiver? The country by the side of
this swaprp and along the course of this river is perfectly level, and the fall so slight as to he imperceptible.
It runs in a straight line from the mill to Burradoo; the line, therefore, would traverse a level open
valley crossing the properties of Shipley, Perkins, and Throsby, at foot of Sheepwash Hill, keeping to same
level country it passes over Eiiey’s run to Bunadoo Station. There is not a hill to impede, or cutting to stay
the road. The Moss Yale Eoad, on the contrary, is continuous hill and dale from end to end, and graded
in many places from 1 in 5 to 1 in 20. But allow me to point out more advantages than a level and in
, expensive' track:—
1. This Bunadoo Line would be more central as regards Upper Mittagong, and would save at Canole
platform 5 miles road carriage to Bowral.
.
.
2. The carriage of goods from West Kangaloon would come to the Sheepwash platform, and save a
road carriage of
miles. The Moss Yale Eoad would be useless to both these places.
3. And worthy of notice is this last fact, that by the Bunadoo Line. the distance to Sydney would he
shorter (by 5 miles) than by the Moss Yale route. A premium on every ton of produce carried,
. I may remark that the length of the proposed rival lines is the same in both cases, and Bunadoo
.
is nearer to Sydney by 5 miles than Moss Vale.
The Bunadoo Line will have to run through private property. It avoids the main road, and thus
does away with the risk of frightening country horses and breaking tbe necks of country people. The
cost of the land would be met by the money saved in construction of an inexpensive route. This Bunadoo
route should he granted in justice to Upper Mittagong and West Kangaloon people; it would disarm
their opposition to the tram. At present these people are shut out altogether, and the benefit is to he
reaped by Burrawang and Eohertson, and indirectly by Moss Yale. The Bunadoo route is a benefit to
Eobertson and Burrawang, as it saves 5 miles of carriage on tbe Southern Line.
What is required is—
1. Power to put the line through private property.
.
.
2. A complete survey, with estimate of cost, including bridges, earthwork, cuttings, and gradients of '
the lines. This survey to extend to all feasible rentes.
'
;
There has been mention made of a third line from Mioss Yale to Burrawang .vice Yarrunga.
Mr- E. M. Halligan was to inspect this road ; but as it runs on the boundary of the district and skirts
poor barren country, it hardly deserves consideration compared with the Bunadoo central line, though
no doubt, failing to get the Moss Yale main road line, the whole force, interest, and support of the Moss
Vale people would be given to this one. Of course at the present juncture we hear little about it; but in
equity it should be surveyed and cost ascertained.
’
I have no interest in one line more than another. I feel interested in all the districts, and seek
the greatest good to the greatest number.
'
I claim also to have seen something of tbe difficulty and expense of working a line with steen
gradients.
1
_ I'take the liberty of addressing you on the subject from the following considerations. You take a
great interest in the welfare of this district. My own duties prevent me giving any time to writing up this subject iu the press or advocating it
upon the platform.
That even if I had time it would he prejudicial to the interests of my church and of myself to
contend with judgments blinded by self interest and the cliques of different local parties.
_
_ That the interests of this district will naturally suffer if a costly and difficult line is made not only
in freights hut also in the extension of the said line.
‘ J
That I cannot see public money uselessly spent and not do my duty in making a protest.
■
I am, ‘&c.,
, '
DAYID T. SMITH.
,
I would be glad to show the Bunadoo line to any one taking an interest-in the matter.
Mr. Cowdery.—Q-.B., B.C., 10/5/81.
ISfo. 5,

1:

'

No.. 5.
.
T. Garrett, Esq, M.P.,.to The Commissioner for Railways.
.

.

Tramway to Eobertson.
Sjr ■
Land and General Agency, 283, George-street, Sydney, 3 May, 1881.
’
I be» to forward you herewith a letter from Mr. T: Blencowe on the subject of route of.
proposed tramway from Moss’Yale to Eobertson. The statements and suggestions of the writer may be
of use to your Department.
_____ _
.
1
GAEEETT. '
Forwarded to Mr: Cowdery.—On.A.G., B.C.j 5/5/81.

Mr'

■

.

.

.

-

Wild’s Meadows, 2 May, 1881.

'
An officer bas been'sent by the Government to look over the route for the tramway from
Moss Vale to Eobertson. The route over tbe range through Burrawang -was condemned, and it now.
remains
route-bj
..
„
.
use your ihfiuehcb in the matter in favour ot the route by
'

pa_Tiiat

.
■ '
■

the object of the petitioners in asking for the tramway was to facilitate transit of agri' cultural produce. To effect this tbe line was asked through the centre of the district by Wild’s
Meadows to Eobertson, and a branch from Wild’s Meadows to the Kangaroo Valley Eoad to the
top of tbe mountain. The whole of the land is first-class through wdiich these routes pass, and
includes five-sixths of the district. There are ten public schools located on these routes, and the
population would number 90 per cent, as against the line on the north side of the range, and the
people benefited by the direct route to Eobertson.

Now if the line is constructed on the north side there is but one-sixth of the population would
derive any benefit from this route as the dividing-range forms an obstacle that debars the south from
narticipatino- in any benefit conferred. Again, the Wingecarribee Swamp-runs direct for G miles in line
with this route on which not one single person is living, being a water reserve; and there are only twentyfour farms on the north slope of the range that would receive any benefit from this line. I may also add
there is but one public school on this line, namely, at Eobertson. You will see from this that the tram
way' if constructed on this line of route, will be of no use to the district whatever, and the result will be
as far as paying <mes, a total failure. Why, the produce from Wild’s Meadows side is now at least 80 per
cent more than that taken from Eobertson, and if a Petition from the people was sent 1,000 signatures'
could be obtained against 100 from Eobertson in favour of the south side of the range. Hoping you will
do your utmost to prevent an everlasting injustice being done the district m my excuse for troubling
I am, &c.,
you with this long letter.
THOS. BLENCOWE.

No. 6.
Mr. W. Barrett to T. Garrett, Esq., M.P.

.

Burrawang, 2 May, 1881.
Dear Sir,
'
'
I be" to inform you that Mr. Halligan was up in our district on last Wednesday and Thursday
making an exploration of the various roads with a view of having a survey of the most suitable site for
the tramway. Would you kindly furnish me with a copy of his report on same as early as you possibly
can
Yours, WILLIAM
&c;,
can do
no so
so, ahd
ana by
oy so
so doing
non g you
yo will very
J much oblige,—
6 >
BAEEETT.

Would the Commissioner for Eailways kindly accede to this request.—T.G.,. 3/5/81.
Cowdery for report.—Cii.A.G., B.C., 5/5/81.
- .

■
No. 7.
.
‘
Messrs. Barrett Bros, to T. Garrett, Esq., M.P.

Mr.
-

••

j)fear gjr)
.
.
Burrawang, 16 May, 1881.
Would you kindly inform us if you have yet heard anything respecting the report of tramway
route We think it is now quite time that some steps should be taken in the matter, and trust that you
will stir up the Department with respect thereto, and advise us of result at your earliest convenience and
oblige
'
Yours, &c.,
0DJlge'
'
BAEEETT BEOTHEES,
■________
.
{per W. Barhett.)
’
Memorandum by Mr. Garrett.
My dear Goodchap,—Can you give me any information as to the matter referred to in the enclosed.
I wrote some days back on the same subject.
^^MIOMAS GAEEETT, 17/5/81..
Ch. A. Goodchap, Esq.

.

.

•
No. 8.

■k
V
8

■
No. 8.
.
Memo, from Mr. W. MeCourt to T. Garrett, Esq., M.P.

'
.

.
Deputation re Tramway from Eobertson to Moss Yale.
.
Dear Garrett,
A deputation of five or six from here and Burrawang wish to wait upon the Minister on Friday next,
with reference to the tramway from Moss Yale to Eohertson. Would you arrange for their reception by
the Minister: It has been decided to push this matter, or we will be left out in the cold.
■
W. McCOUET,
--------■ Moss Yale, 5/12/81.
Friday, at 11—J.L., 6/12/81.
Inform Mr. Garrett, M.P.—J.E., 6/12/81. •
'
'

Sir,

_ ’
Department of Public "Worts, Sydney, 6 December, 1881.
Eeferring to Mr. McCourt’s letter of yesterday’s date, I am directed to inform you that the
Secretary for Public Works ivill receive the deputation on the subject of a proposed tramway from'
Eobertson to Moss Yale, on Friday next, the 9th instant, at 11 o’clock a.m. ■
.
.
'
I have, &c.,
•
Thomas Garrett, Esq , M.P.
--------JOfflSTEAE.
Eailways—J.E., B.C., 6/12/81.
Mr. Cowdery.—G.B.,B'.C., 8/12/81. Most urgent. The country
between Eobertson and Moss Yale has been explored by Sir. Halligan, an officer of this Department.
See his report with attached papers.—G.C., 8/12/81. Commissioner.
Put report of deputation with
this.-G.B., 9/12/81.
"
'
•

•
No. 9.
•
T. Garrett, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary.for Public Works.

-

Sir,

;
'Sydney, 10 June, 1882.
I enclose your letter from Secretary to the Burrawang Farmers’ Club, asking for a day to be
fixed upon which the Minister would kindly consent to receive a deputation upon the subject of the
projected tramway to Moss Yale.
■
I would ask you to inform me the day it would suit the Minister’s convenience to receive the'
deputation.
•
I have, &c.,
'
----------- =------THOMAS GAEEETT,
■
.
[Enclosure.']

Burrawang Farmers’ Club and West Camden Agricultural-Society,
Dear Sir,
Burrawang, 9 June, 1882.
.At a large meeting of the above club held at the “Club Hotel” on the 1st instant, it was unanimously,
resolved that a deputation from this society should again wait on the Honorable the Minister for Public Works, and urge
his special attention to the matter of the tramway from Moss Vale to Burrawang and Eobertson, which formed the subject
of their Petition presented - nearly two years ago, and furnishing data which, in the Minister’s opinion, fully made their
claim good.
.
■
In furtherance of this object, it is now proposed to ask the Minister to have a trial survey made of the proposed line,
and I am instructed by the society to ask the aid of your kind services by accompanying the'deputation, and assist in'
obtaining the object of their visit. If you will kindly state in reply what Friday you can make it convenient to see the
Minister with the deputation you will much oblige,—
Yours, &c.,
S. K. MILLER,
Thomas Garrett, Esq.; M.P., Sydney.
,
Hon, Secretary.
Inform nothing can be fixed till Minister returns.—J.E., 13/6/82.

.

.

Sir,

•
■
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 14 June, 1882. ‘
Eeferring to your letter of the 10th instant, requesting an appointment for a deputation onthe subject of a proposed tramway to Moss Yale, I am directed to inform you that the Secretary for
Public Works is at the present time absent from Sydney, and that nothing can be done in the matter
until his return.
"
_
I have, &c., .
■
Thomas Garrett, Esq., M.P.
•
’
JOHN EAE.

•
•
No. 10.
'
The Hon. Secretary, Burrawang Committee, to The Under Secretary for Public"
•
Works.
,

The Burrawang Farmers’ Club and "West Camden Agricultural Society,
30 June, 1882.,
.
Will you kindly inform me as early as possible when the Honorable the Minister for Public
AVorks. will be able to receive the deputation from the above society.
'
'
The object of the deputation is to obtain from the Minister a trial survey of the proposed line of
tramway from Moss Yale to Burrawang and Eobertson.
.
•
The deputation will consist of the followfing prominent gentlemen of the above club (the members
of which number 350), viz.:—'
.
D. Moffitt, Esq., J.P., President; AY. Barrett, Esq.; Jno. Hanrahan, Esq., J.P.; and Thos, Blencowe, Esq.
' The deputation will also be accompanied by the following influential Members, viz.
Thos. Garrett, M.P.; Jno. Kidd, M.P. ; Hon. A. Campbell, M.L.C; Hon. Jno. Marks, M.L.C.; Dr.
Tarrant, M.P.; G. H. Eeid, M.P. ; Major Holborow, M.P. ; and W. Hezlett, M.P.
As the above gentlemen desire to be informed of the date a day or two before the time fixed by
the Honorable Minister to receive the deputation, I shall feel greatly obliged if you can, by return post,
furnish,the necessary information. I may state that Friday, the 7th instant, would suit all parties if
convenient to the Minister himself.
1 have, &c., ' '
'
■
S. K. MILLEK,
———
Hon. Secretary.
- -Friday, 20th, 11-30.—J.L., 13/7/82.
•
Burrawang
Sir, •

'9
Burrawang.Farmers’ Chib and West Camden Agricultural Society.
Tbe Hon. tbe Minister for Public Works,—1
'
Sir,
Bandwick, 7 July, 1882.
AVill you kindly let me know, as eai-ly as possible, when it will be convenient for you to
receive tbe deputation appointed by tbe Burrawang Farmers’ Club and West Camden Agricultural
Society on tbe matter of a trial surve3r of tbe proposed tramway from Moss Yale to Burrawang and
Bobertson, which is the subject of a Petition signed by 357'farmers, presented to you in January, 188 L.
Your reply, stating tbe day and hour that the interview can take place, may either be sent per
post or telegraphed to me to Burrawang wh Moss Yale.
I have, &c.,
•
"
S. K. MILLEB,
----------- :------- '
Hon. Secretary.
Sir, _
-Department of Public Works, Sydney, 15 July, 1882.
' '
Beferring to your letter of tbe 30th ultimo, I am directed to inform you that the' Secretary
for Public Works will receive the deputation from the Burrawang Farmers’ Club and the Camden
Agricultural Society on the subject of a trial survey of line of tramway from Moss Vale ‘to Burrawang
and Eobertson on Friday next, the 21st instant, at 11'30 o’clock a.m.
•
I have, &c.,
JOHN EAE.
Mr. S. K. Miller, Secretary Burrawang Farmers’ Club and West Camden Agricultural Society,
■■
Burrawang.
.
'
Sir,

Department of Public Works, Sydney, 15 July, 1882.
Beferring to your letter of the 10th ultimo, I am now directed to inform you that the Secretary
for Public Works will receive tho deputation from the Burrawang Farmers’ Club and the Camden
Agricultural Society on the subject of a trial survey of a line of tramway from Moss Vale to Burrawang
and Eobertson,. on Friday next, the 21st instant, at 11'30 o’clock a.m.
'
.
I am, &c:,
Thomas .Garrett, Esq., M.P.
■
JOHN EAE..
Eailways for the necessary information,—J.B., B.C., 15/7/82.
Mr. Cowdery, B.C.,. 18/7/82.
An exploration has been made of this route, and particulars forwarded to Commissioner. I cannot at
present spare a surveyor for the purpose of making a trial survey.—G.C., 18/7/82. Commissioner, '
'

No. 11.
' •
Telegram from The Hon. Secretary, West Camden Tanners’ Club, to -T. Garrett,
.
:
‘
Esq., M.P.
•
'
17 July, 1882,
Bukbawas'o deputation, re tramway, wait on Minister, Friday, 20th instant,' 11 a.m.

Dear Bae,—
,
.
■
Let me know at once whether this is fixed for, or, if not, will it suit the Minister.
1
'
Yours, &c.,
.-------------------THOMAS GAEEETT.
Sir,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 19 July, 1882.
' .
Eeferring to Mr. Miller’s telegram to you of tho 17th instant, I am directed to inform you
that I wrote you on the 17th instaut intimating that the'Secretary for Public Works would receive the
deputation on the subject of a survey for a tramway from Moss Vale to Burrawaug on Friday, the 20th
instaut, at 11 o’clock a.m.
I have, &e.,
•
Thomas G-arrett, Esq., M.P.
’
JOHN EAE.

'
No. 12.
'
‘
Mr. A. Osborne to Tbe Secretary for Public Works.

,

Sir, '
Barrengarry, Kangaroo Valley, 20 November, 1882.
'
I beg to call your attention to matters in connection with proposed tramway lino from Moss
Yale to Eobertsoh.
In the first place the original Petition presented by the deputation was signed by a large number of
residents at Kangaroo Valley and Kangaloon, on the grounds that the1 line would be constructed to suit
the requirements of the whole, of these districts, which will necessitate branches, if the present proposal
from Moss Vale to Eohertson is carried out, thereby causing a large expenditure in the working of the
lines hereafter. I therefore request, in the interest of those districts and two-thirds of the people who
signed the Petition, that a through'line he surveyed and constructed from or near Bowral through
Kangaloon, crossing the main range in a depression between Burrawang and Eobertson’s, thence by
Wild’s ■ Meadows to the top of the Barrengarry Mountain, at which place it will he necessary to provide
for a township. This line has an immense advantage over any other, and although a little more difficult
to construct, the line will run through the centre of these rich farming lauds, and will bring double the
traffic to the railway than the route now proposed, thereby making the line a complete success financially
and satisfying the \yhole of the districts concerned.
'
.
'
I would also call your attention to the fact that 80 per cent, of the traffic would be to Sydney, and
as this will shorten the distance thereto by 6 or 8 miles than the detour through unproductive country to
Moss Vale, is of itself sufficient evidence in favour of this route being approved of.
"
In conclusion, I have it from those most interested that a large majority of the people of Burrawang
concur in this route as being more direct, bring double the traffic to the line, and satisfying the.require
ments of the original petitioners.
.
I therefore ask that a survey may he made of the route suggested as soon as practicable in, the
interests of the districts a? a whole.
I am’, &c.,
'
’
'
’
'

alick
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No. 13.

900
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No. 18.
Tin! Secretary, Bowral Vigilance Committee, to The Secretary for Public Works. .
Honorable Sir,
Bowral, 23 January, 1883.
Some months ago your predecessor in. office promised, in reply to a Petition sent in from a
number of residents in this district, ashing for a trial survey of a route for tramway—Bowral to Kangaidbn and Eobertson—that, as soon as an officer could be spared, one should be sent to make the survey;
since that time nothing has been done in the matter. I would respectfully ask you in the name of the
petitioners to see that the matter is attended to.
,
The Petition was sent down some time in the month of July.
,
. Tour attention will very much oblige.
Yours, &c.,
W. J. OSBORNE,
. .
.
'
Secretary, Bowral Vigilance Committee.
I have the honor of forwarding the,within request.—~W. McCouet, 24/1/83.
B.C., 27/1/83.

Eailways.—J.R.

No. 11.
The Hon. Sec. Burrawang Farmers’ Club, &c., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Railway from Moss Vale to Burrawang and Eobertson.
_
Burrawang Earmers’ Club and West Camden Agricultural Society,
Sir,
Burrawang, 31 January, 1883.
At a general meeting of the members of the above society, held on the 25th instant at the “ Club
Hotel,” Burrawang, the subject of the light line of railway from Moss Vale to Burrawang and Eobertson
(which was promised hy the Honorable John Lackey, late Minister of Public Works, in reply to a
Petition signed by over 350 farmers), was considered, and it was unanimously resolved “that the honorary
secretary of the society be instructed to write to the present Minister, and request that this important
matter may receive his early and favourable consideration, that the promised survey of the proposed line
of railway be at once proceeded with, and, as the necessary grant is on the Estimates of the late Ministry,
it is confidently hoped that the work of construction will be commenced with as little delay as possible.
The favour of an early and satisfactory reply in reference to the above matter is respectfully requested.
.
I have, &c.,
.
‘
S. K. MILLER,
.
—---Hon. Secretary.
Recommended by Mr. Garrett, M.P., for the early and favourable consideration of the Minister.—
T.G., 10/2/83.
Eailways.—J.E., B.C., 15/2/83.
Put answer in Parliament to-day with this.—GB
20/3/83.

No. 15.
Questions and Answers.

•

Legislative Assembly, 20th Maech, 1883.
Me. Badgeey, for Me. Gaeeett, asked the Secretary for Public Works,—
(1.) Is it the intention of the Government to submit an estimate to cover the cost of a system of light
line railways in connection with, and as feeders to, the existing main lines of railways ?
.
(2.) If so, will one of such lines be one from Moss Vale to the township of Eobertson ?

Light Bkanch Railways

Mr. Stewaet answered,—Hollowing up the intentions of our predecessors, this matter, with others, will
be considered during the recess.

No. 16.
Minute by the Commissioner for Eailways.
Extension of Tramway, Moss Vale to head of Kangaloon Valley.
letter open care of Thos. Garrett, Esq., M.P.
■

Write to J. T. Mulligan.

Send

Ch.A.G., 21/4/83.
Sir,

Department of Eailways, Sydney, 21 April, 1883.
With reference to your personal representations respecting the necessity for the construction
of a tramway from Moss Vale to the head of the Kangaloon Valley, I have the honor to inform you that
the question of the construction of this line will be considered with others, during the recess of Parliament.
I have, &c.,
...
.
.
CHAS. A. GOODCHAP,
Mr. J. T. Mulligan.
.
Commissioner for Eailways.
In Mulligan’s letter was a request for the Minister to see a deputation on the subject. Is this
request to be complied with ? Next Tuesday week will do.—Tnos. Gaeeett, 24/4/83.
Approved.—1
A.S., 24/4/83.
Appoint Eriday week at 11, and inform Mr. Garrett.—J.E., 24/4/83.
Eailways.—J.E., B.C., 24/4/83.
.
■
Sir,

Department of Public, Works, Sydney, 24 April, 1883.
In reply to your letter of this day, I am directed to inform you that the Secretary for Public
Works will receive the deputation from those interested on the subject of construction of tramway from
Moss Vale to head of Kangaroo Valley, on Eriday, 4th proximo, at'11 o’clock.
,
I have, &c.,
Thos. Garrett, Esq., M.P.
JOHN EAE
--------'
■
'Mr.

ii

Mr. Cowdery to say if he has any papers re the survey of lines by Kangaloon Valley. Mr.
Surveyor Halligan, I think, surveyed route to Eobertson. It seems to me that the route via Kangaloon
Valley should have been surveyed. There is a large number of producers in this valley, and though the
line would he a little longer to Eohertson via the VaU'ey, the increased traffic secured would pay for the
extra cost.—Ch.A.G., 27/4/83.
The line should start, if it goes to Kangaloon Valley, .some 3 or 5 miles this side of Sutton Forest
or Moss Vale.—Ch.A.G., 27/4/83. An exploration only has been made between Moss Vale and
Eohertson via Joe Wild’s Meadows and Burrawang. The route via Kangaloon Valley has not been
explored.—G.C., 1/5/83. Commissioner.
'
As the tramway to Eobertson is one' of the lines in contemplation, the route via Kangaloon
Valley should be explored and report made.—Ch.A.G., 7/5/83. Mr. Cowdery.
Mr. Hyndman to arrange
early for Mr, Halligan to make an exploration of the route referred to by Commissioner—G.L., 8/5/83,
Mr. Hyndman.
.
Mr. Halligan instructed.—E.H.H., 10/5/83. Mr. Cowdery.
.

.

.

•

No. 17.
Petition.

,

'
Kangaloon Valley, 22 March, 1883..
To the Honorable the Minister for Works,—
'
The Petition of the inhabitants of Kangaloon Valley and district, praying that a line of light railway
be constructed to the top of the Barrengarry Mountains.
Showeth:—

.

'
'
From the undermentioned statements the absolute necessity for the constrilctioh of a line of
light railway to the top of the Barrengarry Mountains,—
'
1. That the population of Kangaloon Valley is over 1,000 at present, and rapidly increasing.
2. That the inhabitants are principally employed in dairy farming and other agricultural pursuits, and
that a very large quantity of produce is sent out, viz., some 500 kegs of butter, 30.0 pigs and
.
calves, besides other produce, weekly, arid that, if a proper means of transit was available, a
large supply of milk would be sent to the Sydney market.
.
3. The district is an exceedingly fertile one, and produces fruit and grain in great quantity and
.
abundance.
4.‘ The general merchandise imported and exported into and from Kangaloon Valley exceeds 30 tons
'
per week.
.
5. The passenger traffic from Moss Vale is very great, and hundreds of persons are continually
.
visiting the'Fitzroy Waterfalls.
'
' • 6. The immense quantity of valuable timber growing upon the Crown lands adjacent to the proposed
line would cover a large proportion of the cost of construction, and the said Crown lands are also
•
very rich in minerals.
7. That tbe inhabitants of this and the surrounding district are suffering great loss and inconvenience
on account of there not being no proper means of conveyance for their produce to Sydney.
And your petitioners,, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
'
ALICK OSBOENE, J.P.,
and 500 others.
Eailways.—J.E., B.C., 12/5/83.

■

No, 18.
Mr. T. Blencowe to Tlie Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

.

.

.
Wild’s Meadows, Burrawang, 16 May, 1883.
I wish to call your attention to the proposed tramway, or the now substituted light railway
line from Moss Vale to Eobertson. I have been sent as a delegate on three different occasions to wait on
the Minister for Works in reference to this line, and was first to propose the line in question at a public
meeting held at Burrawang. I have been a resident of this parish for the past twenty years, and claim to
have a good knowledge of this part of the district; and as the present Government is now in recess, and
preparing their railway policy for next Session, I feel a responsibility on this matter ; and as I have the
present and future welfare of the district at heart, I ask patiently to be heard on this subject.
■
I beg to call your attention in the first place to the route of line. You will remember that,
• originally, it was intended to construct the tramways on the main lines of road. This was the policy
avowed by your predecessors ’in the first instance, but it was afterwards discovered that trams were
■unsuitable for goods and heavy traffic. Light railways were then substituted.' Now, my resolution asking
for this line was based on the tramways running on the lines of road, as your predecessors had stated; but
as the policy has been changed to light railways, if a better route, more suitable to the requirements of the
district, and that will pay at the least 400 per cent, more than the line first proposed, it will be infinitely
better for the district and the country to adopt this line of route in preference to the originally proposed
line.
,
,
’
My proposal, as amended, is to construct a branch line from or near Bowral to Kangaloon ; thence
through the range between Burrawang and Eobertson to "Wild’s Meadows, with the terminus at Barren
garry Mountain.
I will now deal with the leading features of this line. Commencing at Bowral, the first 5 miles
•would skirt the foot of the Mittagong Eange, and is good pastoral land. The farmers are chiefly engaged
in dairying pursuits, and grow large quantities of potatoes, &c., for local and Sydney markets ; but the
' special features are the immense quantities of iron ore found in the range, and spurs, forming an item of
.prospective value beyond calculation. The next 4 miles is through thickly-populated country to
. Kangaloon, laid down in rye-grass and clover; from which the best dairy produce is sent to Sydney;
.
'
.
.
thence

$

902
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tkeiice. crossing- the "Wingecarribee Swamp. The embankment- across. the swamp would serve to make a
large fresh-water lake above, while below the land is of the best description for dairying purposes. The.
nest 7 miles is through splendid land and densely populated, the land all laid down in artificial grasses-,'
and capable of growing anything grown in a cold climate. The last 2 miles is poor sandstone country to
the Kangaroo Valley Eoad, on top of Barrengarry Mountain, and most of it is reserved from sale. The
terminus would be suitable to lay out .a township, as it is Grovernment land! Kangaroo Valley
immediately adjoins the terminus at a depth of 1,800 feet. In the valley and the sides of the mountains
are' large numbers .of people engaged in farming and dairying pursuits, who, I safely estimate, would
contribute one-third the traffic on the line in question. Immediately to the terminus the mountains are
broken down in perpendicular cliffs, and have revealed splendid seams of coal, said to he of good quality.
;
I wish especially to call attention to the vast mineral wealth on this route. Abundant coal at the
terminus, with unlimited quantities of iron ore at the Bowral end, with one of the thickest-peopled
localities in the .Colony on the central part of the route, will make this line, if constructed, one of the
most attractive and payable in the Colony. The charming scenery in which this district is unrivalled,
with the magnificent Fitzroy Falls and Belmore F’alls within 2 miles of the line, the bracing atmosphere
and healthy climate, will bring, ere long, large numbers from Sydney, who already recognize this district,
as the grandest summer climate in New South Wales.
'
.
AVith regard to the originally proposed route from Moss Vale to Robertson, the first 8 miles is
through second-class pastoral country, not capable of contributing much produce or traffic on the line, as
population is scant, and the soil is too poor for farming or dairying purposes. The next 8 miles is
through splendid land, thickly populated, as already described in the Bowral route; The two lines would"
intersect each -other about the centre of the 8 miles, or (say) 3 miles' west of Eobertson. This line,
instead of intersecting the ranges, would run between them, thereby accommodating only about one-third
of the district, and, if constructed, will not pay interest on cost alone. There are interested parties at
■Moss Vale, Burrawang, and Eobertson, who favour this line. The reasons are simple enough. Moss
Vale is jealous of Bowral becoming the leading place, Burrawang because the Bowral route would take
it from their property, and Eobertson because the terminus would not he-there. But is the district to
be sacrificed to these factions ? . Are the Kangaroo Valley people and -Kangaloon to be sacrificed, and the
immense mineral stores of wealth to lay undeveloped for ever, because these miserable selfish people want
to especially benefit themselves at the sacrifice of the district and expense of the country ?
.In conclusion, sir, I am satisfied I have done my duty in calling your attention to this matter, and
have not the slightest objection to any one seeing this paper;; as my object is the -good of the district at
large, and not private individuals, for their especial benefit.
.
All I ask is that Ministers, if possible, and officers will thoroughly inspect this amended' route and
obtain all the information possible from all sources in this district before committing themselves to any
scheme, and that the best route for the district as a whole may be approved and constructed.
.
I remain,- &c.,
.
THOS. BLENCOWE.
Acknowledge receipt, and say that prior to the receipt of his communication directions had been
•given for a survey of a-route from the neighbourhood of Bowral via Kangaroo Valley to Eobertsoh, and
that I am glad to see, by the valuable information afforded in his letter; that it is'more than probable that
the survey will result in the adoption of areally good route.—Cii.A.G-., 27/5/83.
.

.
'

No. 19.
Minute by Mr. Surveyor Halligan.

Mr. Armstrong,—
Eailway Department, Sydney, 1 June, 1883.
Will you please let me have papers relating to Bowral and Kangaloon tram-line, as I wish to affix my
report, &c. .
■
•
-------- '
G-. M. HALLIGAN.
- „ Papers herewith, but return them at once, as they are wanted by Commissioner.—G.L., 6/6/83.
Mr. Hyndman.Mr. Halligan’s report herewith with plan.—E.H.H., 8/6/83. 1 Mr. Cowdery.
Forwarded to the Commissioner with plan.—G.L., 12/6/83.
‘
District Engineer’s Office, Sydney, 7 June, 1883.
R. D. Stephens, Esq., District Engineer, Goulburn,’— '
Sir,
'
•
,
-, I have the honor tb report that, acting on instructions; I proceeded to Bowral to report on the
practicability of constructing a tramway from Bowral to Eobertson via Kangaloon, and beg to" submit the
•following.
.
.
.
: Before describing the various routes suggested to me by the different people interested in the
district, and hy the Vigilance Committee of Bowral, I beg to call, your attention to the accompanying
plan, which shows most of the roads, creeks, and places of importance in the district.' Each route is
lettered distinctly to catch the eye;—
'
1.'-The first route is the road from Bowral to Kangaloon and Robertson, shown A, B, C, L, D, N, H.
This route is altogether too rough for a tramway, it being (after leaving C) a succession of hills
■
• and valleys. '
■
•
■
' '
2. This route starts from Bowral (A) and follows main Kangaloon Eoad to C, thence it follows dotted
blue line to D, M, and H (Eohertson). From C to D is very flat and construction easy, but the
'
remainder is very rough and passes almost entirely through private farms—length, 15 miles.
•3.-- This route starts from Bowral as before, and follows main road to Kangaloon to point L; from
■ thence along road to P and to.H, continuing on from H to F and E, and terminating at Moss
Vale, making a complete horse-shoe, and connecting Bowral,- Eohertson, and Moss Vale. The
'
total length is about 35 miles. The portion of this route from C to L, P,'and H is very rough,
and -line could not-he constructed oh main road'without spoiling road with'cuttings' arid
•
' embankments.
4.

13
4.- This route is the same as others from Bowral to point 0 ; from thence ■um dotted blue line to D ;
thence along Sheepwash itoad (crossing Wingecarribee River) .to point B; thence to P and along
■
main roa'd to H (Robertson)—length about 15 miles. This route is undoubtedly the easiest to
construct, and I also think will meet the requirements of the greater portion of the inhabitants
of the district. If a line be constructed from Moss Vale direct to Robertson then the inhab
itants of Kangaloon will be left out entirely. In the same way, if a hue be constructed from
Bowral to Kangaloon the people of Burrawang and-Yarrunga, Wild’s Meadows, &c., will'be
left out. A line cannot be constructed from Bowral to Robertson via Kangaloon without great
expense. '
. .
As there are other suggestions likely to he made, every day about leaving out Robertson and .
carrying line on to Kangaloon Valley, and Barrengarry Mountains, I beg to state that my instructions
were to report oh a line of route from Bowral or Burradoo to Robertson, and in recommending one for
your favourable consideration I call your attention to route A, B, C, D, E, K, H as being the cheapest to
construct, and I believe the most central for all parties, and the most remunerative to the Crown.
All the routes mentioned can start from Bowral (A) or Burradoo (K). A to B. being shorter than
K to B by a quarter mile. I think if it be determined the line terminus be on the north of the Winge
carribee River, the Bowral should be the terminus in preference to Burradoo, as Bowral is 2 miles nearer
Sydney and'will 'save
miles haulage, and is an established town, whereas Burradoo is nearer a railway
platform.
■
v
.
■
.
, . .
E. C. HALLIGAN.
'

1
No." 20.
.
T. Garrett, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.

'■

_

Sir,'

■
■
I have the honor to enclose for your consideration a communication from the hon. secretary
of the Burrawang Earmers’ Club', as to the position of the question in your Department regarding the
proposed hue of railway or tramway from Moss Vale to Burrawang and Robertson.
Petitions have been presented, deputations received, flying surveys and plans prepared and
submitted, and what the society whom the wrriter represents wishes to' know is what do the present
Government intend to do in the matter. An early answer will obhge. . .
.
.
Yours, &c.,
r
. .
•
•
THOMAS GARRETT, 16/7/83.
•
Mr. Whitton for report.-—E.A.W., 16/7 jS3.
Mr. Garrett states that a survey has been made ;
if so, nothing is known of it in this Department.—J.W., 20/7/83. Under Secretary for Public Works.
Railways.—J.R., B.C.,'17/7/83. There was a survey made fortramway. There are a large number of
papers on the subject. Obtain.'—Ch.A.G., 24/7/83.
•
[JEJncIosure.]

.

-

Burrawang Earmers’Club and West-Camden Agricultural Society.
^
Thos. G-arrett, Esq., M.P.,—
'
i o r i i aa* ■
Dear Sir,
Burrawang, 13 July, 1883.
. At a large meeting of the members of the above society, it was unanimously resolved to ask the Members of the
district to urge -the following matters upon the Minister to whose Department they severally belong, viz.i
1st That the hon. 'secretary write to the Members to wait on the Minister of Works ahd ascertain what has been
done, or what is intended to be done in the matter of the promised line of railway from Moss Tale' to Burrawang and
Eobertson, and the survey of same line by the present Government, and if it is found that nothing further is done or intended
to be done, to withdraw the Petition from the office of the Minister for Public Works, and carry same into Parliament as soon
as it again assembles, and also then call for all papers, documents, correspondence, &c., to be laid on the Table of. the Pj'0'18®
in reference to same, with,a view to support our claims to this work, and obtain soinethingAefinite in the matter. It was stated
at the above meeting by one'of the Members that he waited bn Mr. Wright, the Minister, and he said he knew nothing
whatever of the matter,
^
I am,
‘
■
Hon. Secretary. .
•

-

■

No.- 21,
Mr. A. M‘Niven to The Hon. Secretary, Earmers’ Club, Burrawang.

■

:

gjr
Barrengarry, Kangaloon Valley, 20 July, 1883.
'
’
I am instructed by the Kangaloon Valley Progress Committee to inform' you, that some time
auo a deputation from this district waited on tbe Minister for Works, with the view of having the tramway
extended to the top of Barrengarry Mountain, in the event of its coming to Burrawang, and a promise to
that effect was given by the Minister.
, ,
,
u -ri
I am, therefore, requested hy the committee to state that the .inhabitants of Kangaloon V alley
kre desirous of co-operating with the residents, Burrawang, in'- urging the necessity of steps being taken
for the immediate construction of this line, but that we advocate no particular route.
’
I have, &c., ■
A. M‘NIVEN,
.
Hon. Secretary.

,
gjj,

No. 22.
T. -G-arrett, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works. .

•
.

21 July, 1883.
’ . I am desired by the members of the Burrawang Earmers’Club to ask you to be pleased to
name a day when it will suit your convenience to receive a deputation of the members of the club, to
urge the early extension of a light railway or tramway from Moss Vale to Robertson via Burrawang,
which has formed the subject of correspondence and deputations for some time past.
I have, &e.,
______
■
THOMAS GARRETT.
.
Will Mr. Eord fix the hour for Friday next ?—E.A.W., 21/7/83. Railways.—J.R., B.C., 24/7/83.

14
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.

,
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 23 July, 1883.
1 am_ directed to inform you, in reply to your letter of the 21st instant, that the Secretary for
Public Works will receive the deputation on the subject of a light railway from Moss Yale to Eobertson
ma Burrawang, on Friday next, the 27th instant, at i2‘30 o’clock p.m.
~
I have, &c.,
ihos. G-arrett, Esq., M.P.
____
JOHN RAE.

.

No. 23.
Minute by Tbe Commissioner for Eailways.

•The railway or tramway to Robertson should go, in my opinion, by the Kangaloon Talley or near it.

'

It is in that valley that the greater proportion of the traffic will be found.
If the1 line goes direct from Moss Yale to Robertson, the Kangaloon Yalley will be left put
altogether,, and if it is taken by the Kangaloon Valley, Burrawang will be left out. A compromise might
be effected by taking the line from Bowral by the 'line marked A, 1, 0, D, E, E, H, to Robertson, and
this will benefit in some degree both Kangaloon Yalley and Burrawang.
'
.
____________________
• ‘
CH.A.G., 24/7/83.

"

^
'
.
No. 24.
‘
Minute by The Secretary for Public Works to The Engineer-in-Chief.
Extract from M.P. 83/3,327.

The Minister for Works’ (Hon. E. A. Wright) instruction to make a trial survey for a light line of

railway, Bowral to Robertson via Burrawang.

.

August,. 1883.

No. 25.
Mr. S. K. Miller to T. Garrett, Esq., M.P.

>

.
Burrawang Farmers’ Club and West Camden Agricultural Society.
Dear Sir,
_
Burrawang, 24 August, 1883.
.
At an adjourned meeting of the members of the above society, when yours and Mr. McCourt’s
letters were warmly discussed, having reference to the trial survey authorized by the Minister for Public
■Works, for a light line of railway from Bowral tp Robertson via Burrawang, I was instructed to ask the
Members of the district to see the Minister and urge him to have a survey made of the line he' promised
to the late deputation, from Burradoo or Austermere to Burrawang' (at the foot of the hill at Barrett’S
Steam Saw-mills), which branches from this point to Robertson and also from the same point to Wild’s
Meadows, and to the Barrengarry Mountain.
Yours, &c.,
‘
SAMUEL K. MILLER,
’
•'

-------Hon', Sec.
Inform Mr, Garrett that it is quite impossible to have the survey,asked for made for many months
to come. There are already three surveys made in this district, and I have now a fourth one in view 6f
.the fact,—E.A.W.
. .

:
Sir’

No. 26.
.
T. Garrett, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
v
,
7, Gresham-street, 27 August, 1883.
V

-

„ ,

•
'-'n behalt of my colleague and myself, I have the honor to enclose a letter from the Secretary
of the Burrawang Earmers Club, urging that when the officer of your Department is sent or instructed
to survey the light railway from Bowral to Eobertson via Burrawang, that he should also be instructed to
survey aline from about Burradoo or Austermere to Burrawang, with branches from the latter place to
Eobertson and ma Wild s Meadows to the top of Barrengarry Mountain, so as to establish the Kangaroo
Valley and south coast traffic.
Hoping that this very reasonable request may meet with your approval,^
.
I am, &c.,
.
THOMAS GARRETT,
.
.
--------(For self and Mr. MeCourt, M.P.)
That trial survey now ordered will take time.—twelve or eighteen months—to complete, and there
fore 1 cannot grant the additional one asked for.—F-KW., 28/8/83.

, ’
.

■

..
No. 27.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. G. L. Wilkins.

,r
,
.
.
.
................... 22 October, 1883.
You may;now proceed with yonr party to Bowral on the Southern Eailway, and may mate a trial survey
'from that place to Eohertson ^’# Burrawang.
.
.
.
J
V*1<3n You
fie there, and I will forward to you, addressed post office, Bowral, a county
°I. the distrjet, on receipt of which you will please examine the country, and report before commencing
the survey on the route you may propose to adopt for trial survey.
.
HERBERT PALMER,:
No. 28.

15
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1 No. 28.■
M. Gr. L. Wilkins to The Engineer-in-Ohief.

Su’,
Bailway Survey Camp, Bunyan, near Cooma, 24 October, 1883.
■
With reference to your letter No..83-30$, I have the honor to state that I shall be at'Bowral
on the 2:7th instant.
'
,
I have, &c.,
Gr. L. WILKINS.

No. 29.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Gr. L. Wilkins.
,
26 October, 1883.
Undee separate cover I have forwarded to you to the above address a map of the county of Camd.en,,
You may proceed without delay to examine the country between Bowral and Bobertson, and may
report on the route you consider tbe most suitable for a trial survey from Bowral to Bobertson via Burra7
watig, returning at the same time the county map, on which you should sketch, as nearly as practicable,
the route you propose to survey.
■
'■
HEBBEET PALMEB.

No. 80.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. G. L. Wilkins.
.
1
3 November, 1883.
You inay proceed with the trial survey from Bowral to Bobertson by the route recommended by you in
your report, dated the 2nd instant. I will forward to you without delay tracings of plan and section of.
the Southern Bailway, near Bowral, to enable you to show the iunction on your plan of trial survey.
.
'
HEBBEET PALMEB.

'
No. 81.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. G. L. Wilkins.

'

6 November, 1883.
separate cover I have forwarded to you a tracing from the 10-chain plan of the Southern Bailway,
near Bowral, which you will ■ be able to transfer on the commencement of your plan of trial survey,
Bowral to Bobertson; also a tracing from the working section from the Gribralter Tunnel to Burradoo,
from which you will be able to obtain the correct reduced level of the rails at your point of junction.
HEBBEET PALMEB.

Unb’ee

No. 32.
. Mr. G. L. Wilkins to The Engineer-in-Ohief,'
Sir, ' ■

Bailway Survey Camp, near Bowral, 10 November, 1883.
I have the honor to request that the following may be forwarded for use on Bowral to
Bobertson trial survey:—
,
Two level-books.
.
Two field-books.
,
Plan of roads between Bowral and Bobertson via Burrawang, would also be useful to show on the
plan of above trial line shortly to be forwarded.
I have, &c.,
'
,
&. L. WILKINS.

No. 33.
•
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. G. L. Wilkins.

'

.
'

•
13 November, 1883.
I find, there is no through plan of the Bowral and Bobertson Eoad that would be of use to you, and
this being so short a length it will occupy but little time to traverse and plot this road on your plan,
where it is sufficiently near to the centre line of your trial survey to render it necessary that it should
be shown.
.
.
HEBBEET PALMEB.

.

No. 34.
. Mr. G. L. Wilkins to The Engineer-in-Chief.
Sir,

Bailway Survey Camp, near Bowral, 1 December, 1883.
I have the honor to report progress made with trial survey, Bowral to Bobertson via Burra
wang, November, 1883.
The reconnaissance survey was finished and ■ reported on early in the month, and instructions
received for trial survey to be made, on route examined. ■
■
Leaving the Southern Bailway near Bowral the trial line traverses undulating downs until reach
ing the Wingecarribee stream, at 2 miles 30 chains, marshy ground prevailing on the southern side of that
fiver for half-a-mile; thence to the end of the present work (7 miles) a very easy line of country, only
requiring light cuttings and embankments.
'
.
Before adopting the above line for survey the alternative plan of keeping on the north bank of the
river was examined so as to defer crossing for 3 miles and avoid all marshy ground, but it was found that
the line would thereby be lengthened 1 mile, besides having a worse section and many curves,. .There
remains about one-half,- or 7 miles, of this survey to be completed. Camp will be moved to 'Burrawang
early in December.
I have, Ac.,
•
GEOBGE L. WILKINS.
•
.
No. 35.
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No. 35.
Mr. G. L. Wilkins to The Eng-ineer-in-Chief.
.

.
Railway Survey Camp, Burrawang, 7 December, 1883.
I have the h&ior to reqixest that all letters for me may be forwarded to tbe above address in
'
■
I bare, &c.,
'
G-. L. WILKINS.

' Sir,

future.

.
.

No, 36.
Mr. G. L. Wilkins to The Engineer-in-Chief.

'

.

gjj.
'
.
Survey Camp, Burrawang, 3 January, 1884<.
.
.
’ I have the honor to.report progress made with trial survey, Bowral to Robertson yja Burrawang, for
the'month of December, 1883.
,
Tbe survey has been completed as far as the town of Burrawang, with all necessary traverses. Plan
and section have been plotted thus far.
.
, •
.
The road between Robertson and Burrawang has been traversed and roughly levelled, and the trial
line marked for about 1 mile.
'
•
‘
. Owing to the dense bush prevailing for the greater portion of the route progress has been slow.
There now remains' about 3i miles of this survey, which may be expected to be finished about the
10th instant.
'
■
'
.
I have, &c.,
•
•
.
'
G. L. WILKINS.

No. 37.
’
Mr. W. McCourtj M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir)

Moss "Vale, 10 January, 1881.
I write to ask if you would kindly receive a deputation from this district on Briday, 25th
Januarv, concerning the survey, &c., of routes of railway between Robertson and Southern Railway.
‘
'
Yours. &c.,
'
W. McCODRT.

. .

'
No. 38.
•
■
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. G. L. Wilkins.

.
14 January, 1884.
On completing your trial .survey from Bowral to Robertson you may forward, without delay, the
plan, section, book of reference, field and level books, &c., after which you may proceed with your party
to Goulburn to take up one of the alternative trial surveys to Crookwell, viz., from the Sydney side of
Goulburn to Crookwell, with branch to Taralga.
’
■
•
HERBERT PALMER'.

No. 39.
Mr. G. L. Wilkins to The Engineer-in-Chief.
■
Trial Survey, Bowral to Robertson via Burrawang.
.
Railway Survey Camp, Burrawang
Moss Vale, 14 January, 1884.
’
I have the honor to report that the field-work of above survey is now completed. Plan and
section will be forwarded to-morrow.
.
I have, &c.,
■
--------G. L. WILKINS.
. .gjr

.

Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 15/1/84.
Instructions were sent to Mr. Wilkins yesterday to proceed
to Goulburn on completion of his present work, to survey one of the alternative rentes to Crookwell and
Taralga.—H.P., 15/1/84.
'
'
'

.
'

.

•

No. 40.
Mr. G. L. Wilkins to The Engineer-in-Chief..

gjr

.
■
'
.Goulburn, 19 January, 1884.
’
Tinder separate cover I have the honor to forward level-book and field-book of trial survey,
I have, &c.,
Bowral to Robertson. .
T1
G; L. WILKINS.

.

No. 41.
.
.
Mr. G. L. Wilkins to The Engineer-in-Ohief.

gjrj
Railway Survey Camp, near Goulburn, Post Office, Goulburn, 22.January, 1884.
’
With regard to book of reference for trial survey, Bowral to Robertson ufaBurrawang, I have
the honor to inform you that owing to absence of land plans and difficulty of obtaining information on
the ground, I did not satisfactorily complete this branch of the work.
'
'
If approved, J will proceed to the locality on the 2Gth instant, and obtain the necessary information.
A tracing of trial survey would expedite the work, besides making references clear.
.
a
■
Ihave, &c.,
- .
.
G. L. WILKINS.
No. 42.
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'

■
• No. 42.
.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Gr. L. Wilkins.

*■
24 January, 1884.
When making the trial survey from Bowral to Bobertson you must have been aware that a reference
to the plan would he required.
’ '
. Tour statement that the difficulty in obtaining information on the ground as to ownership prevented
your supplying this information can hardly he considered a satisfactory one when you suggest that by
returning to the distract for one day, viz., the 26th, you would be enabled to obtain the necessary
information.
.
.
.
.
On the completion of your present survey you may, on your way to Sydney, collect the information
■required.
•
HEBBEET PALMEB.

.

No. 43.'
The Secretary for Public Works to The Engineer-in-Chief. .

. .

Trial Survey, Moss Yale to Bobertson.
■
‘
A deputation, accompanied by Messrs. Garrett, McCourt, and Humphery, waited upon me to-day to ask
for a trial survey from Bobertson to Moss Yale. The advantages of such line are set forth in the Petition
enclosed. I promised to send an officer up to examine the country and would place him in possession of
previous .papers on the subject in regard to proposed routes. I would obtain a report from the officer
entrusted with the survey as to which was the most practicable route, and would be guided by his opinion
in the matter.
•
E-A.-W., 25/1/84.
Will Engineer-in-Chief send some person up to examine and report upon this country.—E.A.W.
.25/1/84.
1 Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 6/2/84.
Mr. Bell proceeds to Moss Yale to-day to make the required examination of the country from
Moss Vale to Bobertson via Tarrunga, Wild’s Meadows, and Burrawang. Mr. Bell takes with him the
plan and section of survey already made between Bowral and Bobertson, which will enable him to compare
the two routes, and he will report on his return to Sydney.—H.P., 26/2/84. The Engineer-in-Chief.

No. 44.
.'
Mr. Gr. L. Wilkins to The Engineer-in-Chief.
■

.

Sir,

'
Survey Camp, near Goulburn, l.Eebruary, 1884.
I have the honor to report progress made with the trial surveys, Bowral to Bobertson and
Goulburn to Crookwell, for January, 1884.
.
.
The former survey was completed on the 15th, and plan and section forwarded to you.
;
In commencing trial survey Goulburn to Crookwell via Woodhouselee, the ground was thoroughly
examined for the best route from the junction with the Great Southern Bailway, at 130 miles 24'30 chains
to the northern boundary of the Norwood Estate.
■
The centre line has been staked between these points, and the section will probably show an even
ascent of about 350 feet for 6 miles.
'
■
Before leaving the locality-a deviation of about 2 miles will be required to obtain, if possible, a
better crossing of the Wollondilly Biver. •
I have, &c., .
■
.
G. L. WILKINS.

■
No. 45.
■
,
Tlie Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to The Engineer-in-Chief.
'

Sydney, 15 Eebruary, 1884.

Attached is a tracing for the Lands Department, showing the centre-line of the trial survey lately made

from Bowral to Bobertson, for the purpose of dealing with reserves.

.

-

’
HEBBERT PALMEB.

.
No. 46..
.
■
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to The Engineer-in-Chief.

.

_
Sydney, 26 Eebruary, 1884.
instructed Mr. Bell to proceed this evening to Moss Vale to make an examination of the country,
as directed by the Minister for Works, between Moss Yale and Bobertson. I have to recommend that,
while on this work, he may be allowed £1 per diem for expenses in lieu of equipment allowance.
'
--------HEBBEBT PALMEB.
Appd.—J.W., 27/2/84.
'
I

have

•
No. 47.
'
Mr. W. 14. Bell to The Engineer-in-Chief.
-

'
.

'Beport on routes for proposed Bailway, Bowral or Moss Yale to Bobertson.
Trial Survey Office, Bailway Department, Sydney, 12 March, 1884.
. . •
‘ On the 26th Eebruary I received instructions from the Engineer in Charge of Surveys to instructions
■.proceed to Moss Yale, examine the district towards Bobertson,-and report upon the most suitable route
for a railway connecting Bobertson with the Great Southern Bailway.
'
•
Having
226-C
.
Sir,

•18
Having made the examination and devoted considerable time to inspecting the districts to be served
bj the proposed railway, I have the honor to report as follows :—
_
The township of Robertson, about 11 miles east of Moss Vale,'lies on an elevated plateau, and is •
Description of
country.
approached from tbe Southern Railway at Moss Vale and Bowral by the Burrawang aud Kangaloon Ranges,
between which lie the Wingecarribee Swamp and tbe Bong Bong River. These two ranges are covered with
extensive tracts of rich chocolate soil, eminently adapted for dairy farming, and this good land extends
3 or 1 miles past Robertson, gradually getting poorer however.' Around Robertson settlement is not so
advanced as in the more westerly parts of the district.
.
.
_
Opposite the west end of the 'Wingecarribee Swamp the ranges die out about 5 or 6 miles from
the Southern Railway, and are succeeded by grazing country.'
_
.
On the Burrawang Range, 10 miles from Moss Vale, lies the private township of Burrawang,
through which the line already surveyed from Bowral to Robertson passes. Three-quarters of a mile
southward, at the foot of the hill, is the head of Joe Wild’s Meadows, formerly a swamp fed by the
Meadows Creek from the southern slope of the Burrawang Range. This meadow is now occupied by dairy
farms; it runs out towards the Ritzroy Waterfall, a favourite of pleasure-seekers, and is crossed at its ■
lower end by the road from Moss Vale to Shoalhaven and Broughton Creek, and is bounded on east and
west by fertile ranges. The Shoalhaven Road, 3 miles after passing Wild’s Meadows, descends the Barrengarry Mountain by a road 4 miles in length and falling more than 1,500 feet into the Kangaroo Valley.
This is the most important district in the neighbourhood, and comprises Kangaroo, Barrengarry,
Broger’s, and Camhewarra Creeks, and the district round Bendiela. Up each'of these creeks are large
tracts of fertile land, a great portion of which has been cleared of brush and dense scrub, and is occupied
by dairy farms of from 40 to 100 acres and upwards. The tenure is largely freehold, and the land is
already selected on the hillsides up to the foot of the cliffs. The climate is very mild, and the settlers
could thus keep up the supply of produce throughout the winter, when the upland pastures were unpro
ductive.
•
_
•
Between Wild’s Meadows and Moss Vale is the parish of Tarrunga, containing the settlement of
Manchester Square. The land is in small farms, but the soil is not so fertile as in the. districts already
described.
•
.
.
There is already a railway-line surveyed direct from Bowral to Robertson. Starting from the
Description of
route existing
Great Southern Railway near the former place it runs in a south-easterly direction for 2f miles, where it
survey.
crosses the Bong Bong River in a flat half-a-mile across, and subject to floods upwards of 6 feet deep.
Gontinuing in the same direction through pastoral land it crosses the Moss Vale and Robertson Road
about
miles from Bowral, and begins to ascend the Burrawang Range, keeping on the north side of
the ridge until at Ilf miles it crosses a saddle, whence it continues on the south side of the road and ridge
to near Robertson, which it enters on the south-west. It passes through Burrawang township at 10
miles, and the summit is reached at 12-| miles from Bowral.
_
The districts it serves are the Burrawang'Range, Robertson, and through it East Kangaloon, while
the West Kangaloon people would meet it about 0 miles from Bowral. The Wild’s Meadows settlers would
have to either travel uphill to Burrawang (at 10 miles), or go out to. meet the line on the level, at the
.crossing of the -Moss Vale Road, 7 miles from Bowral. The Kangaroo Valley and Manchester Square
traffic would he entirely cut off.
’
Accommodation
The various districts would he accommodated as shown hereunder.
^
_
of districts.
Kangaloon is completely cut off by Wingecarribee Swamp from communication with Burrawang
Kangaloon.
direct; East Kangaloon has, therefore, an outlet by Robertson, the country falling in that direction,
while West Kangaloon, sloping towards Bowral, would be accommodated only at the “ Sheepwash ” by
the line as now surveyed.; hut considering the short distance saved and the extra mileage to Bowral, it is
doubtful whether the western settlers would avail themselves of the branch line.
_
In deciding therefore upon the rente for a railway to Robertson, Kangaloon interests must be set
aside, as nothing less than a railway through Kangaloon would serve the country properly, and the district
is .too rough and too circumscribed to justify the construction of a line.
'
Burrawang Hill.
The Burrawang Range is best served by the surveyed line, but the district is too small of itself to
make a railway pay, there being actually only half-a-mile to a mile of land between the surveyed line and
Wingecarribee Swamp, the virtual boundary on the north, whereas all the other districts lie to the south
of the line, and to reach it would have to come uphill.
_
_
A line by Wild’s Meadows would give the settlers three-quarters of a mile more to carry their pro
duce, hut as this is downhill, and as no part of the Burrawang District would be 2 miles from such a line,
they would have nothing whatever to complain of.
'
Their objections to such a line resolve themselves into a fear that the present township would be
hurt, and that stores would have to he brought three-quarters of a mile uphill.
Wild’s Meadows.
Of Wild’s Meadows and the districts between Burrawang Hill and the Shoalhaven (Kangaroo
Valley) Roitd, the centre is about 2i miles from the surveyed line, and the carriage is uphill, whereas the
proposed line would not he inore than 2 miles from the centre, and would meet the traffic on the flat.
; At present there are two modes of exit from Kangaroo Valley by which produce is brought out.
Kangaroo Valley
The one is via Barrengarry Mountain to Moss Vale, about 20 miles from the valley township, and the
other is over the mountains to Broughton Creek, about 16 miles.
_
At Broughton Creek .the exports, consisting of butter, eggs, fowls, pigs, and cedar are shipped on
a small steamer for Shoalhaven, where they are again transhipped to the coasting steamers. By this route
there is great loss and deterioration, as after the heavy journey up and down the mountain the produce is
much knocked about and delayed in the several transhipments. One item of produce, viz., calves, cannot
be transported either via Broughton Creek or Moss Vale, and farmers have consequently to destroy large
numbers which might otherwise he a source of profit.
In coming out of the valley via Moss Vale, there is only one hill to climb, but the distance is such
that the double ^journey cannot he performed in one day. The settlers in the valley were unanimous in
stating that their wants would he well satisfied by any line that came sufficiently near the top of the hilR
on the flat, so that each man could take out his produce by his own vehicle and return to the valley the
same day.
■
This would he accomplished by a line at the upper end of Wild’s Meadows, hut the valley traffic
could-not he counted upon if, in addition to the long carriage up from Barrengarry, the carts had to climb
•
another

909
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another hill at the end. It is a matter for consideration, how much of the traffic would he diverted from
• such a line by the completion of the Illawarra Line to Shoalhaven, hut so important is the valley traffic that
•
it might even bo advisable to lengthen tlie proposed lino by going so far down "Wild’s Meadows in order to
bring it nearer to the Valley Hoad, and also to accommodate visitors to the bitzroy Falls, which at holiday
times are visited by great numbers of people.
.
.
•
'
One of the largest landowners in the valley has at present to devote a large part of his land to
.
fattening cattle, whereas, were there better facilities for getting to market, he would lay it out in dairy
farms. There is always a great amount of clearing going on, which will greatly increase the traffic in the
district as the land is brought into use.
'
•
The Yarrunga and Manchester Square settlers would be accommodated only by a line from Moss Yarrunga.
Vale via Wild’s Meadows.
'
"
■
There are three practicable routes other than the line at present surveyed ; they would, unite before Proposed new
reaching Wild’s Meadows, which would be passed on the level ground, they would have easier gradients and 1'0Ut;e3
a considerably lower summit level than the present line.
•
'
1st. Leaving Bowral by the line already surveyed, and following it for 7 miles, then bearing to the south
•.
so as to get on to the southern side of the Burrawang I? an go on E. Shipley’s sectionof 378 acres,
then keeping up to the head of Kelly’s Creek through Stagg’s 237 acres to water reserve, where
Meadows Creek crosses Wild’s Meadows Hoad; keeping thence on the slope of Burrawang Range
up the Meadows Creek to the saddle on William Hanrahan’s land at head of the creek; thence
in to Robertson nearly on the line of the existing survey.
.
.
2nd. Starting from Austermere, on the G-reat Southern Railway, keeping round the bend of the Bong
Bong River, crossing the western boundary of Throsby’s 4,000 acres, about 30 chains from the
southern corner; thence straight to meet the first proposed line in Shipley’s 378 acres ; thence
via top of Wild’s Meadows to Robertson as before.- .
3rd. Starting from the Great Southern Railway, 20 or 30 chains to south of Moss Vale Station, and
keeping up White’s Creek ; thence bearing, eastwards through the 1,000 acres, originally Chas.
Throsby’s, along the southern side of the watershed separating the Bong Bong basin from that of
the Meryla to a point about a mile to the north of Yarrunga School, where the selections of
■ Messrs. T. Seery, Bath, and Hayter adjoin ; thence keeping up by Kelly’s Creek and joining the
,■ first proposed route between Shipley’s and Stagg’s land, whence it is continued via Wild’s
Meadows to Robertson as previously described.
' The three proposed routes coinciding from near Shipley’s 378 acres to Robertson the advantages of
that portion over the surveyed route are :—It is more in the centre of the district, and from 'that' part
’
whence the line is diverted the traffic is downhill. The rise does not commence until afterjeaving Wild's:
Meadows, and the gradients up to Robertson are easier, the summit level being nearly 100 feet lower than
on the present survey; There is 'a good permanent supply of water in the Meadows Creek. ■
•
1st. Of the portions of the proposed routes before they unite, the advantages of the first running on
' •
the surveyed line' to Bowral are that it will save (3 miles of carriage on Sydney traffic over a line
'
starting from Moss Vale, and it will partially serve-West Kangaloon.- -The disadvantages are ’
- the scantiness of the population and the liability of the Bong Bong River to floods.
'
2nd. The second route starting from Austermere will avoid the Bong Bong River entirely, and will
save 2 miles on the Sydney traffic over the Moss Vale route. On the other hand, the junction
is away from a township, and the population for the first 8 miles from the Southern Railway is
scattered.
.'
3rd. The line to Moss Vale has the advantage of joining the main line near the" township, which at
.
present is the chief place in the district, and it also serves'the Yarrunga residents. It is carried
for some distance on the watershed, and thus avoids gullies and creeks. The only disadvantage
is that the distance towards Sydney is 6 miles longer than via Bowral
It therefore appears that the most payable line would be one from Robertson down the south side Reoommen- _
of the Burrawang Range, past Wild’s Meadows, and that the most suitable junction would be at Moss datl0n'
Vale, unless the saving in mileage on the other routes would override other considerations. It would be
necessary to open a road along the side of Wild’s Meadows to enable the Kangaloon Valley traffic to come
from'the head of the mountain to. the railway on the level, as the present road runs on the top of a range,
.
The lengths of all the routes do not differ greatly, but on the new proposals the heavy work com
mences on leaving Wild’s Meadows; and it is worthy of consideration whether the line should be con
structed to that point in the first instance, leaving its extension to Robertson to a future time. The draw
back to such a course would be that it would very greatly retard the progress of East Kangaloon.
^
s
I have, &e.',
--------WM. REID BELL.
.
■
-I have attached to Mr. Bell’s report portion of a county map bn which I have shown the line
already surveyed from Bowral to Robertson and the alternative routes that have been suggested and
examined by Mr. Bell. It appears from this report that a line from Moss Vale to Robertson would pass
through the most populated part of the district, and I think a trial survey of this route might be made, to
compare with the route from Bowral. I do not see any necessity for surveying the intermediate routes,
0,5 I imagine the point to be eventually decided will be whether this line is to leave the Southern Railway
at Bowral or at Moss Vale.—H.P., 14/3/84. The Engineer-in-Chief.
Forwarded for the information of
the Minister for Works.—J.W. (per W.H.Q.), 20/3/84. Under Secretary, B.C. Submitted, 21/3/84.—
J.R.
I approve of Mr. Palmer’s suggestion that a trial survey be made from Moss Vale to Robertson.—
F.A.W., 22/3/84.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 25/3/84. Instructions given to Mr. Bell to proceed with this
survey without delay.—II.P., 26/3/81.
,

Kb. 48.

■
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'
■
•
No. 48.
'
P. J. Humphery, Esq., M.P., to The tinder Secretary for Public Works.

:

Deputation, Trial Sarvcy from Wild’s Meadows to .top of Barrengarry Mountain. . .
Dear Sir,
'
.
•
Sydney, 10 May, 18S4.
•
A deputation from Kangaroo Valley desire to wait upon the Honorable the Secretary for
Works bn Wednesday next, to ask for a trial survey from Wild’s Meadows to the top of Barrengarry
Mountain, and I shall be obliged if you will be good enough to inform me if Mr. Wright can conveniently,
receive the gentlemen who have been appointed to form the deputation. .
■
..
Yours, &c.,
■
--------D. J. HUMPHEKY.
,
Write Friday, at 11'30.—E. J. HoApheet, Esq., M.P., 13/5/84.
Mr. Whitton.—J.E., B.C.,
13/5/84. . Seen.—J.W. {•per W.H.Q.), 14^/5/84. Under Secretary, B.C.
'
.
■.

■

'

Trial Survey, Wild’s Meadows to Barrengarry Mountain.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 15 May, 1884.
A deputation', consisting of Messrs. Osborne, MTlwrath, Miller, and Alexander, waited upon me at the
Assembly .last night to ask that a trial survey might be made for a light railway from Wild’s Meadowa to
Barrengarry Mountains. Wild’s Meadows is on the line being surveyed from Moss Yale to Bobertson,
the distance between Wild’s Meadows and the mount is about 6 miles, and the country is said to be level.
The deputation stated that already there was a considerable population in the vicinity, and the traffic
assumed fair proportions ; but -were a convenient means of transit afforded the traffic would be largely
increased, and would pay a good return upon the railway if constructed.
I informed the deputation that I would be glad to grant their request for a trial survey; but I
could hold out no promise that the railway would ultimately be constructed, as subsequent action would
depend upon the character of the reports I received. At the same time I stated that our experience of
light lines had not been a bright one, the experimental line, that to Camden,.proving in working
unsucessfuL
'
.
14/5/81.
------------------Railway Trial Survey, Wild’s Meadows to Barrengarry Mountain.—Ko. 2 deputation, Mr. T. J.
Humphery, M.P. 11'30 o’clock.
•
'
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 16 May, 1884.
The Engineer-in-Chief has not yet been instructed in the matter. Letter enclosed. What reply shall be
sent to Mr. Humphery.
•
.
Proposed railway, Bowral, Eobertson Park, Barrengarry, Robertson, &c.—Deputation, 12 o’clock.
Thos. Garrett, M.P. (See.memo, of Commissioner for Railways.)
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 8 August, 1884.
Mb. Gaeeett, M.P., informed 15th instant at 12 o’clock noon, 9/8/34.
"

Submitted, 15/8/84.

.

No. 49.
■
.
W. McCourt, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.

’

Sir,
.
Moss Vale, 11 July, 1884.
'
As the Government arc now preparing their railway policy I trust the line to connect the
township of Eobertson and the sp’eniid agricultural district of Wingecarribee with the Southern Railway
will be included in the proposals. The late Minister for Works (Mr. Lackey) promised a deputation that
if he remained in office he would sanction the construction of this line, and as the present Government
have sanctioned different trial surveys to be made, and are now in a position to fix upon the most suitable
route, I do hope our railway will be placed amongst the" new lines of railways to be constructed by the
present Government.
'
Yours, &c.,
--------.
'
W. McCOUET.
,
Inform matter now being considered by Cabinet.—G.E.D., 13/3/84.
'

■
.
,

•
No. 50.
Mr. W. Barrett to T. Garrett, Esq., M.P.'

.

.
.

Dear Sir,
.
' Burrawang, 4 August, 1884..
Referring to your memo, on my letter of 25th ultimo, re railway route, I regret you -were
unable to furnish me with the necessary information on this point. Do you think it wrould be to our
interests to get up a deputation to wait upon the Minister for Works and point out the necessity of con
structing the Bowral lire in order to suit the requirements of the whole district? As this route would
suit Eobertson Park, West Kangaloon, Yarrunga (where the line crosses at Shipley’s Corner), Burrawang,
then the branch line to top of Barrengarry Mountain would run through Wild’s Meadows, and in addition
to all this .the line is easily constructed. No matter what any selfish person may say there is no other
line that will serve so many people as this one.
'
Should you think it advisable to form a deputation for first Eriday, if you send me a telegram to
morrow (Tuesday) I will be in Sydney for that day. My reason for asking you to wire is this : I have to
be in Moss Yale early on Wednesday morning, so that if I knew to-morrow I could arrange to go on to
Sydney from Moss Vale on Wednesday night instead of coming home again that evening. I shall pay for
telegram at this cffice.
’

If

21
I£ you think that- the following week would be time enough you could write and let me know.
However, the people of Robertson, Burrawang, Kangaloon, and Bowral are anxious about this line; but.
the people of both Wild’s Meadows and Moss Yale are striving to obtain the Moss Yale line if possible. •
.
You will, therefore, now know how to act in this matter, and I shall await your early reply by
either wire or letter as herein directed.
I have, &c.,
'
W. BARRETT. _

-

1

No. 51.
The Acting Secretary lor Public Works to The Engineer-in-Ohief.

Let me have Wilkins’ report, with others, by Thursday next when the Cabinet is. considering.
*
.
.
Q'.R.D., 15/8/84.
Memo.—Will Mr. Palmer please say if Mr. Wilkins has famished a report on trial survey from
Bowral to Robertson, in compliance with circular sent to surveyors, dated 18th January last.—W.H.Q.,
18/8/84.
‘ .
- I do not think so. This survey was finished by Mr. Wilkins before the circular was issued.—H.P.,
18/8/84.
______________:_________________

No. 52.
The Engineer-in-Chief to The Secretary for Public Works.
•
•
Sydney, 21 August, 1884.
Railway Trial Surveys, Moss Yale to Robertson via Wild’s Meadows; branch line thence to top of
Barrengarry Mountain, and Bowral to Robertson via Burrawang. In accordance with the Minister’s instruction of 15th instant, I forward the accompanying reports from
surveyors emploved on the undermentioned railway trial surveys, viz.:—
Mr. W. R. Bell’s report on trial survey, Moss Yale to Robertson
Wild’s Meadows, dated 5th
June, 1882.
•
•
'
Mr. W; R. Bell’s report on trial survey for branch line from Wild’s Meadows to top of Barren
garry Mountain, dated 8th August, 1884.
.
Mr. G. L. Wilkins’ report on trial survey from Bowral to Robertson via Burrawang, dated 2nd
■
November, 1883.
'
JOHN WHITTON,
.--------- '
{per W.H.Q.) ,
Seen.—F.A.W., 13/10/84..
_________________'
'
.

■
.

'

.

'
.
No. 53.
Mr. G-. L. Wilkins to The Engineer-in-Ohief.

'

Sir;

'
. Railway Survey Camp, Bowral, 2 November, 1883.
Under separate cover I have the honor to return the county map of Camden, on which I have
shown by a red line the route which I recommend for a trial survey from,Bowral to Robertson via Burra-wang.
_
,
.
The proposed line will give an easy upward gradient of -good section from the curve on the main
line, about 20 chains south of the Railway Station at Bowral for a distance of about 8 miles ; thence
gradient of about 1 in 40 will be necessary to approach the town of Burrawang, which is situated on very
high ground about 10 miles from Bowral. Krom Burrawang to Robertson (4-| miles) either side of
the leading range may be followed for the trial survey, and in-this locality the works are-likely to be heavy
owing to the steepness of sidings, and depth and number of watercourses. The gradient for this portion
is also ascending. The route for the greater part of the'way is heavily timbered.
.
I have, &e.,
' . -' .
■ G. L. WILKINS. .
. . Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 3/11/83.
County map received, and instructions sent to Mr. Wilkins to
proceed with the trial survey.—H.P., 3/11/83.
'

•

•

.

No. 54.
Mr. W. P. Bell to The Engineer-m-Chief.

Report on Trial Survey—Moss Yale to Robertson via Wild’s Meadows..
‘
Wild’s Meadows, 5 J one, 1884.
In handing you the plan, section, and reference book for this survey, I have the honor to
report as follows:—
.
Leaving Moss Yale the line passes for the first 4 miles through open country, the flats being
swampy, and the earthwork is light, except at the Moss Vale, end ; the next 4 miles (to 93 miles 40 chains)
is through ridgy country, the earthworks being heavier. By keeping more to the south, between 91 miles
and 92 miles, a more regular section would be obtained, but the length would be increased too much.
There is a wide detour between'92 miles and 94 miles, necessitated by the high ridge along which the
Yarrunga Road runs. .
'
•
_
A line of- the same length as the one surveyed could be obtained by keeping to the south, ap shown
by the dotted red line on plan. The line surveyed was adopted in the first instance, as the gradients on
the southern alternative are very steep. Both, lines would have been surveyed, but so much time was lost
through bad weather that the survey of the alternative was abandoned for the present. In making the
permanent survey it would be well to survey the alternative route, and to adopt it if satisfactory, as it
brings the railway nearer to the Yarrunga residents and saves cutting off the frontage of the sections at
92'miles 40 chains.
'
-

Sir,

9125
2-2
■
The line from 94 miles presents no great difficulties, except at 98 miles 50 chains, where it is neces-.
sary to go through a very heavy rock cutting. The line should, have gone round the hill at this point, hut
the alignment would he bad, and would have to cross a gully 60 or 80 feet deep. The summit level from
this cause is only 66 feet below the summit of the.previous survey via Burrawang, instead of 80 or 90 feet
as anticipated.
- ' • From Moss Vale to 931 miles the formation is sandstone and shale, the sandstone being of moder
ate hardness and suitable for ballast. From OSJ miles to Bobertson the rock is an excellent basalt (hyper
sthenic), except at the water reserve at Wild’s Meadows and at 97 miles 40 chains, where sandstone and
shale appear—the former of fair quality at the reserve. The distribution of the. stone renders it unneces
sary to specify any particular quarries on the plan.
Except at the summit-level, aud on the basalt spur at 97 miles 40" chains, cuttings from 94 milesonwards will come upon rock at a depth of 10 or 12 feet.
'
Bricks are obtainable at Moss Vale and at about 93 miles, though the clay is not of first-class
quality. Timber is obtainable between 90 miles and 92 miles, but is all in private hands.
The most permanent water supply is at the water reserve at Wild’s Meadows, but good water is
obtainable from 90 miles onwards, and at Moss Vale.
'
. Station accommodation would be required at 90 miles, 93 miles, 941 miles, and at Bobertson and
platforms at 88 miles 50 chains and 97 miles 30 chains.
'
It may be necessary to repeat that I have studied thoroughly the country from Kangaloon, south
wards, aud the general route surveyed is the only one suitable for the requirements of the district, and the
one from which a branch to the top of Barrengarry Mountain can be made.
I have, &c.-,
.
---------WM. BEID BELL.
The trial survey from Moss Vale to Bobertson, with a survey of a branch to Barrengarry Mountain,
was made after the completion of the Bowral and Bobertson trial survey. The sections of both trial
surveys have been graded and the earthwork quantities computed. The Moss Vale and Bobertson routepasses through the best district and gives the lightest average of cost per mile. There is but little differ
ence in the lengths of the two lines, each one being between 14 and.15 miles, but the through distance to
Bobertson via Moss Vale will be about 5 miles greater than if the line was constructed from Bowral. The
proposed branch to Barrengarry Mount is'about 6 miles in length,'and the section is an extremely easy
one—H.P., 19/8/84.
'

..

No. 55.
Mr. W. Pc. Bell to The Engineer-in-Chief.

’
N.SW. Bailway Department—Mess Vale to Bobertson Trial Survey.
Beport on Trial Survey of Branch Line from Wild’s Meadows to top of Barrengarry Mountain.
•
Sir,
8 August, 1884.
I have the honor to report on the above survey as follows :—
. •
This branch line leaves the main survey on the water reserve at Wild’s Meadows, 95 miles 48'79
links from Sydney, and skirting the east side of Wild’s Meadows, passes about 70 chains to the east of the
Fitzroy Waterfalls ; thence it goes through Crown land and crosses the Shoalhaven Boad, where the road
to Burrawang branches off • it terminates on a selection belonging to Fox, of Moss Vale, on the roadside',a few chains north of the tree marked 4 miles 27'76 links, at the head' of the Barrengarry Mountain.
'
' it could be shortened about 7 chains by going down the centre of the meadow, but the ground there
j's xiot so solid; the lower end is subject to floods, owing to rocky bars in the Meadows or Waterfall Creek
in tlie neighbourhood of the falls, and the line as adopted runs close to spurs, whence good ballast would
easily be obtainable. Where the line crosses the swamps the ground for a great part has been drained
and is fairly firm, although it consists chiefly of peat. After leaving the swamps it passes through barren
country, aud the cuttings would reach the sandstone at a depth of from 1 to 3 feet.
Water can in all seasons be obtained from the Meadow Creek, but there is no permanent supply
at the top of the mountain..
. f- ' On the Crown land between the Meadow and the top of the mountain fencing and sleeper timber
is-found, and a plentiful supply of timber for all purposes can be obtained from Kangaroo Valley.
Blue metal is found on the spurs along the east side of the Meadow, and sandstone more or less
- suitable for building near the terminus of the line.
Bricks could be made near the upper end of the Meadow.
■
I have, &c.,
WM. BEID BELL.
Mr. Palmer, for report.—W:H.Q., 12/8/84.

.
No. 56.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to The Engineer-in-Chief.
Trial Survey—Bowral to Bobertson.
'Mn, W.i.lkixs went to this district at the end of last October to examine the country previous to making
a trial survey. His report on what he considered the best route for survey was sent in to this office on
the 2nd of November,.and instructions were at once sent to him to proceed with a trial survey from
Bowral to Bobertson via Burrawang. The survey was completed and the plan and section were for
warded to this office about the middle of last January. Since that date other trial surveys have been made
from Moss Vale to Bobertson, with a branch to Barrengarry Mountain, and quantities have been com
puted in this office from all the sections of the surveys made, so that comparative estimates may be made
when required. On the 1st of December, 1883, Mr. Wilkins reported as follows :—“ Leaving the Southern
Bailway, near Bowral, the trial line traverses undulating downs until reaching the Wingecarribee Stream,
at 2 miles 30 chains, marshy ground prevailing on the southern side of that river for half-a-mile; thence

23
to tlie end of tlie present-work (7 miles), a very easy line.of country, only requiring light cuttings and
' embankments. Before adopting the above line for survey the alternative plan of keeping on the north
bank of the river -was examined, so as to defer crossing for 3 miles and avoid all marshy ground ; but- it
was found that the line would thereby be lengthened 1 mile, besides having a worse section and many
.1 curves. There now remains about one-half, or 7 miles, of this survey to be completed.”
'
The rest of Mr. Wilkins’ monthly reports merely refer to the date he expected to complete the
- rial survey. ....
.
______________ H.P., 28/8/84.>

' .

. .
'

No. 57.
Petition.

.
.

.

" To the'Honorable tbe Minister for Works,—
The Petition of the undersigned freeholders, selectors, and electors, residents of the districts of Kangaloon,
■ East Kangaloon, Burrawang, Eobertson, and the Pheasant Ground, praying that you will cause to
be placed on tbe Estimates a sum of money for the construction of a line of railway from Bowral to
Eobertson.
Tour petitioners are of opinion that many Honorable Members voted against this item under the
impression that the majority of the inhabitants of the districts were in favour of the Moss,Yale route. .
•
• Tour petitioners took no action in the matter before the vote was submitted to Parliament
(although the subject had been discussed here), because they were quite content to leave the matter, as to
■ route; to the decisicn of the Ministry, in whom they had the fullest confidence, and because, further, they
considered that much valuable time of the Minister had been taken up and his patience sorely tried by the
number of deputations upon railway and other multifarious subjects continually being submitted to him.
Tour petitioners are in favour of the junction with Bowral, because it is the nearest route to tbe
metropolis, the market that purchases our produce and supplies us with the various necessaries we require,
but consider a better route can be found than that surveyed by Mr. Surveyor Wilkinson.
Tour petitioners desire to bring under your notice the large and valuable tract of land adjoining
• the Kangaloon and Tarr-awa Districts, known as the Wingecaribbee Swamp, which, if subdivided and sold,
• would go a long way, if not entirely pay the cost of the railway in question, and would be a weighty
reason in favour of the Bowral route, because of the great addition of settlers it would give to Kangaloon,
_ every one of whom would be best served by the Bowral route.
'
Tour petitioners pray you to cause the item {via Bowral) £126,000 to be again placed before the
x Parliament; and we trust that Honorable Members, when they are made fully aware that we shall be best
served by this route, will give us their favourable consideration ; and your petitioners, as in duty bound,
shall ever pray.
’
’
{Here follow 230 signatures.']
■
Place with other papers upon the same subject. Acknowledge receipt, and inform Mr. Garrett,
M.P., that the matter shall have due consideration.—E.A.W., 28/11/84.

•
■

No. 58.
The Commissioner for Railways to T. Garrett, Esq., M.P.

*

•

Sir,

Department of Public Works, Eailway Branch, Sydney, 2 December, 1884..
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a Petition, bearing your endorsement, from
' residents of Kangaloon, Burrawang, &c., praying for tbe construction of a line of railway from Bowral to
■ Eobertson, and to inform you, by direction of Mr. Secretary Wright, that the matter shall receive due
attention.
I have, &c.,
.
CHAS. A. GOOD CHAP,
. . 5
Commissioner for Eailways,
'
{per D.Y.)

No. 59.
E. T. Humphery, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.

'

Dear Sir,
'
.
Sydney, 9 August, 1886.'
I have been desired to ascertain if it will be consistent, with the convenience of the Honorable
the Minister for Works, to receive a deputation from Kangaroo Valley on Eriday morning next upon the
subject of the construction of a tramway or light railway from the Southern Eailway system to the top' of
Barrengarry Mountain.
.
Kindly let me know and oblige,—
Tours, &e.,
.
.
--------.
E. T. HUMPHEET.
Deputation appointed for Eriday, 13 August, at 11’30.—J.K., 10/8/86.
Deputation for construction of Tramway or Light Eailway from the Southern Line to top of Barrengarry
Mountain.
'
.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 13 August, 1886.
' The deputation from Kangaroo Talley, &c., accompanied by Messrs. Kidd, Humphery, and Tarrant, Ms.’P.,
waited upon me to-day with reference to the above matter, and asked that, in the first railway proposals, the
Government submitted an extension from the Southern Eailway to Wild’s Meadows and Barrengarry
Mountain might be included. It was pointed out that the late Stuart Government in their proposals had
included such a line, but owing to some petty jealousy the proposal had been defeated. The desirability
* of the railway had, however, been affirmed by that Government, and they asked that it might again be
submitted, when they believed it would be passed by the House. The line, it was represented, would be
a remunerative one, as it tapped a fertile and well settled district; large quantities of produce would be
carried from it, and also coal,' while a large tourist traffic would pass to it.
'
With regard to the point of iunction, they were quite satisfied to leaye that to the officers of tbe
Department.
'
'
I
.
-

24
I informed them that I had the papers by me in this matter, and remembered the discussion in the
House, although I was not personally acquainted with the district.
I thought it extremely doubtful that any railway policy would be submitted to the House this
Session, as the House would be fully engaged with the measures, of which notice had already been given,
but I would be pleased at a convenient opportunity to submit the question of this extension to my'
colleagues for their consideration,
_ _
’
It was stated that Mr. Surveyor Kennedy had made a survey of this line, but had not been ashed
for a report. I promised in reply to their request to obtain a report from Mr. Kennedy relative to this
survey.
----- —
W. J .L.
" Engineer-in-Chief, B.C.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q,, 20/8/8G.
.
The surveyors employed in this district were Messrs. Ball and Willuns (not Kennedy). Trial
"Surveys have been made from Bowral, and from Moss Yale to Robertson; and a branch line (6 miles) has
been surveved from the Moss Yale and Robertson line to the top of Barrengarry Mountain. Various
reports and answers to questions have been given; among others I find estimate of Bowral to Robertson
(15 miles), £126,192, and from Moss Vale to Robertson (11| miles), £106,770 ; also a 'report that the
section from the Moss Yale and Robertson line to Barrengarry Mountain is an extremely easy one.—
H.P., 24/8/86.
‘
,
Under Secretary.—W.H.Q., 25/8/86.
K line for a tramway was explored by Mr. Halligan, of
the Existing Lines Branch. It is possible that Mr. Halligan’s exploration (mistaken for Kennedy) is the
survey referred to.—Ch.A.G., 5/9/86. Ask Dr. Tarrant if this can be the surveyor referred to.—W.J.L.,
10/9/86.
___________________________

No. 60.
The Commissioner for Railways to Dr. Tarrant, M.P.
Sir,

Department of Railways, Sydney, 24 September, 1886.
Referring to the deputation which waited upon the Secretary for Public Works on 13th
ultimo, relative to the construction of a light line of railway from some point to be determined on the
Southern Line to Wild’s Meadows and Barrengarry Mountain, and to the statement made that Mr.
Surveyor Kennedy had made a survey of this line, but had not been asked for a report on the subject, I
have the-honor to inform you, that, upon inquiry, I find Mr. Kennedy was not engaged in this district.
I may state, however, that a lipe was explored by Mr. Halligan, but not surveyed.
I shall be glad if you will inform me if Mr. Halligan is the surveyor referred to.
I have, &c.,
CHAS. A. GfOODCHAP,
Commissioner for Railways,
------------------{per D.Y.)
Dear Sir,
207, Maequarie-street, Sydney, 24 September, 1886.
In reply to your letter, 86-14,902,1 beg to inform you that, when I mentioned at the deputa
tion the name of Mr. Surveyor Kennedy, I intended to have mentioned Mr. Surveyor Wilkins, as I think
he was the gentleman who made the survey of the line from Bowral to Robertson, after having inspected
all the different proposed routes. It appears that ho was not called to report as to the best route to be
adopted by the Department, although Mr. Bell, who subsequently surveyed the line from Moss Yale to
Robertson, was requested to do so.
My object in asking for Mr. Wilkins’ report is, that he being an experienced officer in the Depart
ment, and having examined all the different routes, would be able to satisfactorily report as to the best one.
I am, &c.,
■
Ch. A. Gfoodchap, Esq., Commissioner for Railways.
H. J. TARRANT.
Engineer-in-Chief.—Ch.A G., 27/9/86.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 29/9/86.
Mr. Wilkins is now away in another part of the Colony, and I doubt whether any report he could
furnish would have any great value. There are at present in this office plans and sections of all the
routes of trial survey made in the district, giving all the information required to enable a decision to he
arrived at as to which would be the best line to construct.—H.P., 29/9/86. Engineer-in-Chief.
Undersecretary.—J.W., 30/9/86.
Railways.—J.R., 1/10/86.
Eor Minister’s information.
Shall Dr. Tarrant be informed?—Ch.A.G., 5/10/86.
Yes; and submit surveys of various routes.—W.J.L., 9/10/86.

No. 61.
The Commissioner for Railways to Dr. 'Tarrant, M.P.
Sir,

Department of Railways, Sydney, 13 October, 1886.
I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of the 24th ultimo, explaining with reference to
the deputation which waited upon the Minister relative to the construction of a light railway from the
Southern Line to the top of Barrengarry Mountain, that Mr. Wilkins was the officer who made the survey
of the line from Bowral to Robertson, and suggesting that he, having inspected all the different proposed
routes, would be able to report as to the best one.
In reply, I am directed by Mr. Secretary Lyne, to inform you that Mr. Wilkins is now away in a
distant part of the Colony, and it is questionable whether any report he could furnish would have any
great value ; but there are in the Engineer-in-Chief’s Branch plans and sections of all the routes of trial
surveys made in the district referred to, giving all the information required to enable a decision to be_
arrived at as to which would be the best line to construct. These data will shortly be submitted for
consideration.
I have, &c.,
CHAS. A. GOODCHAP,
•
Commissioner for Railways,
—---------------{per D.Y.)
-Sir,

Sir,
207, Maequarie-street;, Sydney, -iG October,. 1880.
•
In reply to your letter, 13th October, my object in asking that Mr. Wilkins should be called
upon for a report is that he was first sent to examine the country between the G-reat Southern Line and
Eobertson and survey the line which he considered most suitable, when he decided upon the route Bowral
to Bobertson; subsequently another surveyor (Mr. Bell) was instructed to do the same, and he recom
mended and surveyed a line, Moss Vale to Eobertson. Now, my grievance is that Mr. Wilkins was not
called upon to make any report in writing but that Mr. Bell was asked for one, which he furnished, and
with which many of the residents are dissatisfied. Although, as is stated in your letter, Mr.'Wilkins'is-in
a distant j)art of tbe Colony, I think he is sufficiently acquainted with the district' that he could by
' reference to his book report upon the different routes without visiting the place, and therefore, I trust,
Mr. Lyne will ask him to do so.
.’
I think a light line of railway, at a cost of not mere than £3,000 a mile, would be sufficient. ■
'
■
Yours, &c.,
....
Commissioner for Eailways, Sydney.
--------HAEMAN J. T A EE A NT,
,
Engineer-in-Chief.—Ch.A.G-., 20/10/80.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q.., 22/10/86. ■ On receipt of
this letter.I instructed Mr. AVilkins to furnish a report, wEich I now forward herewith.—-H.P1., 16/11/86.
Engineer-in-Chief.
’
.

Proposed Eailway, Bowral to Eobertson.—Beport.
Sir,
Eailway Survey Camp, Brunswick, 5 November, 1886.
•
In reply to memorandum £6-254,1 have the honor to report on the above line, surveyed
November, 1883—January, 1884.
’
The route was recommended to you for trial survey on account of the easy nature of the countrv
prevailing for two-thirds. of the distance, the proximity of the line to the towns of Kangaloon and
Burrawang, and the junction with the Southern Eailway, being about 9 miles nearer to Sydney than the
alternative proposal via Moss A7ale.
'
_
'
The branch leaves the main line of railway about half-a-mile south of the Bowral Station, and'
traverses undulating downs until reaching the AVingecarribee Stream at 2 miles 30 chains. The swamp
through which this creek runs is about 40 chains in width, but the position of the flood-level shows that
an embankment maybe formed across it to the site for the bridge without danger from unduly confining
flood-waters. A favourable line of country follows to the crossing-of the Kangaloon Eoad (7 miles), and
the Moss Vale—Eobertson Eoad (about 8 miles), light cuttingsand embankments only being required.
Easy gradients are obtained until approaching the town of Burrawang (10 miles), which is situated on
elevated ground. In order to reach the only ground suitable for a station, a heavy cutting will be
required near the township through the main I’oad, where an overhead bridge'must be provided for the
ordinary traffic. Prom Burrawang to Eobertson (10 miles to 14 miles) the trial line follows the general
direction of the road connecting those places, and the earthworks on this length will be heavy owing to
the mountainous nature of the country. ■
The works will comprise, in addition to the earthworks and the AVingecarribee Bridge already
adverted to, a few small culverts at watercourses.
'
°
'
Timber, principally messmate, may be obtained with facility near Burrawang for railway and
fencing purposes. The manufacture of bricks is largely carried on near Bowral, where clay suitable for
that purpose may be obtained in any quantity required. Material for ballast can also be obtained within
a short distance of the line.
.
A sufficient quantity of water for locomotive purposes would be supplied by the creek near
Burrawang. At other places where stoppages are likely to be made sinking would have to be resorted to.
The country through which this line has been taken is of a fertile character, capable of a high
state of cultivation. At the time of the survey, however, the parts occupied in small holdings at the
Burrawang and Eobertson end were used for dairy farms only, aud the remainder, with the exception of
a market garden near Bowral, for sheep and cattle runs.
. The total length of this branch line a little exceeded 14 miles. The station site at the Eobertson
terminus would probably be on the Government reserves in that township. The permanent line could.be
staked parallel to the main street, which would afford the most favourable direction for the continuation
of the line beyond the town for future requirements.
I have, &c.,
.
The Engineer-in-Chief for Eailways.
G. L. WILKINS.

'

No. 62.
Dr. Tarrant, M.P., to The Commissioner for Railways.

•

•'

. Sir,

207, Maequarie-street, Sydney, 18 October, 1886.
In addition to what I stated in my letter of the 16th October, in reply to your statement,
“ there are in the Engineer-in-Chief’s Branch plans and sections of all the routes of trial surveys, &c.,
giving all the information required to enable a decision being arrived at as to which would be the best line
to construct,” I desire to say that the plans do not give “all the information required,” and that the
papers arc incomplete without Mr. AVilkins’ report, if any consideration is to be given to Mr. Bell’s.
**
.
.
'
Yours, &c.,
■
_______________ '______________ _
HAEMAN J. TABEANT.

No. 63.
.
'
T. Garrett, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Si'’,

'

'
'
19 May, 1887.
I have the honor to forward you enclosed a letter from Mr. Thomas Blencowe, a resident
formerly of Wild’s Meadows, in favour of the construction of a line of railway from the Southern Line,
through Eobertson to Barrengarry, or Kangaroo Valley more properly speaking, which I hope will not ;
escape your consideration when the subject of the proposed line is brought before you.
.
■
’
■ Yours, &c.,
"
------------------,
THOMAS GAEEETT.
226—D
[Enclosure.]

[Enclosure]
Hon. Thos. Garrett, Sydney,—
'
Dear Sir,
■
Wild’s Meadows, 18 May, 1887.
I notice by the papers that your Government intend to bring before the House a comprehensive system of
railways during the present Session. If so, 1 hope as our representative you will include the one from the Southern
Railway to Barrengarry and Robertson. This line was one of the first branch lines proposed many years ago, and was
favourably' entertained by the past Ministers, including Hon. J. Lackey, Mr. Wright, Dibbs, and Mr. Lyne, who
unhesitatingly pronounced it as one of the most promising remunerative lines of any proposed. Petitions have been
presented at different times by the farmers and residents, and a number of deputations have waited on Ministers setting
forth'their claims to a railway. Indeed the money has been placed on the Estimates for the construction of a railway ; but
was not constructed, owing to different opinions as to route. Several lines have been surveyed, and the people are willing
to.leave the matter of choice to the Government.
' ' If the-present Ministry require any further information than already set forth the people here are ready to furnish
the same. Also a good deal of information could be obtained from Moss Vale and Bowral Stations. I have no doubt fivesixths of .the traffic is from these districts. As you are aware the produce is chiefly produce at present, and as I am engaged
in that pursuit, I presume most of the farmers in the district are able to send to market about the same quantities of
produce, more or less, as I can myself. In looking over my books I find that 1 have sent to Sydney market—450 cases of fruit,
40 cases of eggs, o coops of fowls, 60 pigs (in pork and bacon), 150 kegs of butter. Now, if there was a railway, I could in a
short-time send away 1,000 cases of fruit, and if instead of butter the milk would be 100 gallons per day, 1 estimate that
Leonid place on a railway per annum—160 tons milk, 25 tons fruit and sundries—in all 185 tons. Now you will say why
do you notsehd this amount now." The answer is—that niilk and fruit are perishable goods and require quick transit.
The roads are a quagmire after rain, and therefore impracticable. I had 1,000 cases of fruit this year left to rot on the
ground from this cause.
'
I ara>
6
'
THOMAS BLENCOWE.

Tlie matter, has previously liad consideration, and iMinister would like to see papers.—H.M'L.,
19/5/.87.

.
.
........ .

No. 64j.
T.-Garrett, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.

Hon. T. Garrett, M.P.—Deputation. Branch line of railway from Southern Line to Wingecarribee
'
... '' •
District.
.
’
Dear Sutherland,
.
'
25 July, 1887.
.
Some of my people want to see you to-morrow week as a deputation about a branch railway
from the Southern Line out to Wingecarribee Districts. Will you see them at half-past 2 o’clock on that
day! . "
'
'
Yours, &c.,
•
.
--------THOS. GAEEETT.
Eailways.—J.E., B.C., 29/7/87.

.
'

'

No. 65.
Minute by The Secretary for Public Works.

.

Eailway to Wingecarribee District.
.
.
Public Works, S3ulney, 6 August, 1887.
A deputation introduced by the Honorable Mr. Garrett, M.P., waited upon me to-day with reference to
the necessity for a railway from the Southern Eailway to the Wingecarribbee District. Messrs. McCourt,
M.P., and E. Martin, M.P., accompanied the deputation. It was pointed out that the district referred to
was a very fertile one, and was well settled; a considerable traffic would be given to any railway in the
shape of farm and dairy produce as soon as it was built, and in addition, it would be used for the carriage
of minerals. They believed tlie line could be constructed at comparatively as low cost, and that it could
be made remunerative. The line had been proposed by a previous Government, viz., by that led by Sir
A. Stuart in 1884.', butowing to the opposition aud owingto the disputes locally as to the point of direction
the line had been thrown out. Those interested had now sunk all differences, and were quite prepared to
accept any line the Government might propose, but they asked that the question of the junction might be
carefully considered, an unbiassed survey being made and a route chosen which would be best in the interests
of the' district and the Colony. I informed them that I was well acquainted with the district, and was aware
that if the people interested had agreed upon one line coming to one station, Parliament would have passed
the vote when it was before' the House. When they were so strongly divided amongst themselves, they could
not expect the Government to be wholehearted, and I was now glad to hear they had sunk their differences,
and were prepared to accept any line the Government might suggest, if it were determined to submit one.
I promised to obtain full information in the matter, and to get reports from the Traffic and Engineering
Branches of the Department, and when I was in possession of the information, I would then consider
whether I would be justified in submitting the line for the approval of the Cabinet.'
--------- J.S.
.
The Engineer-in-Chief first.—A.E. (for Commissioner), B.C., 9/8/87.
.
Two trial surveys have been made »from the Great Southern Eailway to Eobertson, viz. -.—Erom
Bowral to Eobertson, 15 miles—estimated cost, £126,192; and from Moss Yale to Eobertson, 14^ milesestimated cost, £106,770—exclusive of cost of land and compensation in each case.—J.W. [pro W.H.Q.),17/8/87. ....
■
•
.
Eor the Ministers information.—J.W. (pro W.H.Q.), 17/8/87. Under Secretary, B.C. Eailways.-—
J.E., B.C., 17/8/87.
A.E., 19/8/87.
I do not think tbe Traffic Manager has yet reported upon this
proposal. Will he kindly do so now.—A.E., B.C., 19/8/87.
Eeport enclosed.—W.Y.E., 6/9/87.
.

No. 66.
Proposed Railway, Moss Yale to Robertson.
The whole of the districts Yarrauga, Burrawang, Wild’s Meadows, and Eobertson, comprise an area of

about-325 square miles of very rich country pretty thickly populated, in holdings of from 40 to 320 acres
selected since 1861, a large portion of which is now clear and used for grazing, agriculture, and fruit
growing ; the said holdings have risen in value from £1 to £20 per acre,—a strong evidence of the
progress these districts have made.
The
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The districts enumerated are situated at a distance from 10 to 15 miles from Moss Vale Station,
and during wet and wintry weather the roads are heavy and difficult to travel over ; the freights in con
sequence are high.
.
■
•
'
,
......
The population of the districts immediately interested in the Moss Vale route arfe estimated at
between six and seven thousand .souls, having the usual complement of public schools, churches,.post and
telegraph offices, mechanics’ institutes, and schools of art, and other evidences of progress and affluence.
The capabilities are in a manner unlimited, and could be extended to almost any length, were it not
for the want of a cheap and expeditious mode of transit. The districts have not made the progress they
could have done if facilities had been given at an early stage.
. .
'
The township of Eobertson lies on an elevated plateau near the eastern edge of the southern
tableland, about 14 or 15 miles from Moss Vale, and at an elevation of over 2,000 feet above the sealevel. The climate is healthy and bracing; the settlers around are engaged principally in dairy farming
and the rearing of stock. Towards the sea-coast the country becomes rugged; and ,in many places steep
and precipitous, so that the only available outlet for their produce is tow'ard's either Moss Vale or Bowral.
Eobertson is approached from Moss Vale by the Burrawang and Kangaloon Kanges, between
which lie the Wingecarribee Swamp and the Bong Bong Biver. The ranges are covered with extensive
tracks of rich chocolate soil, eminently adapted for dairy farming, and this good land extends 3 or 4 miles
past Eobertson.
_
. . > " ...... ,
On the Burrawang Bange and about 10 miles from Moss Vale lies the township of Burrawang;
situated close by is the source of the Wingecarribee Creek, a tributary of the Wollondilly Biver. The
adjoining country is undulating and fertile, and the land is settled upon and used for dairy farming and
grazing. About three quarters of a mile to southwards is the head of Wild’s Meadows, which is. now
occupied by dairy farmers, and about 3 miles further on is' Barrengarry Mountain, a road from this
leading into Kangaroo Valley, with a fall of about 1,500 feet.
_
There are two modes of exit from Kangaroo Valley by which produce is brought out, viz., one by
Barrengarry Mountain to Moss Vale, about 20 miles ; and the other oyer the mountains to Broughton’s
Creek, about 16 miles. By the latter route great loss and deterioration is sustained by shipping in sinaii
steamers to Shoalhaven, and then transhipping into coasting steamers for Sydney.
_
The two routes mentioned, viz., one via Bowral, Kangaloon, and Eobertson, and the route via
Moss Vale, Yarrauga, Burrawang, Wild’s Meadows to Eobertson, have each their advocates, who set forth
their rival claims.
.
. . ....................... -■
From the extent of the country opened up, population, and above all, cost of construction, I aui of
opinion that the Moss Vale route is the preferable one of the two, as trade will always seek the nearest)
cheapest, and best route, and as by far the greater amount of trafflc passes through Moss Vale it clearly
demonstrates that this is the best point of connection.
.
j
,
The argument laid down by some of the Bowral advocates that the Bowral route should be prej
ferred because it cuts off 6 miles of distance between Bobertson and Sydney should not be entertained
for a moment, because by this the Department is asked to construct 14 miles of railway, but would, vir
tually get only 8 miles additional freight.
.
_
.
■ ;
I have compiled from information supplied by Moss Vale and Bowral a return showing the pfob-able revenue to be derived by the construction of this line, and append the same hereto :—
Beturn of Traffic passing through Bowral and Moss Vale from the districts of Yarrunga, Burrawang)
'
Wild’s Meadows, Eobertson, and East and West Kangaloon :—
Via Bowral.

tons.

East Kangaloon
West Kangaloon

............................
...
...
...

800
600
—1,400 tons;
800
110
300

...............
...
...

Pigs ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Cattle
...
...
...
...
...
...
Approximate number of passengers...
...
...
'
Via Moss Vale.
1,331 tons.
Yarrunga, Wild’s Meadow's, Burrawang, and Eobertson
500
Rgs...
............................
.......................................
360
Passengers ...
...
...
...
...
...
.
If this line wras made via Moss Vale we vmuld get all the East Kangaloon traffic in addition to the
other places mentioned, and it would stand thus :—
tons.

.

...
800
... 1,331
------2,131 tons.
... 1,200
Pigs (say)
...............................................................................
...
200
Cattle ...
...
...
....
...
...
................
...
630
Passengers
...
...
...
...
...
...
Take the whole distance at 14 miles, and that the bulk of the traffic consists of special A and
1st class goods, it may be summarised thus :—
£ s. d.
...
300 0 0
1st class goods, 1,000 tons, at 6s. ...
...
...
...
...
...
113 0 0
A class goods, 1,131 tons, at 2s.
...
...
...
...
...
...
14 0 0
Pigs, 1,200, i.e., 40 trucks, at 6d. per mile ...
...
...
...
...
7 0 0
Cattle, 200, t.e., 20 trucks, at 6d. per mile ...
...
...
...
...
14 17 6
■ Passengers, 210, 1st class, at Is. 5d'..„
...
...
...
...
...
19 15 0
,,
420,2nd class, at lid. ...
...
...
...
...
'

East Kangaloon ...
...
...
...
...
...
Yarrunga, Wild’s Meadows, Burraw'ang, and Eobertson

To allow for discrepancies, add 25 per cent.

...
...

...'
...

468 12
117 3

6
2

£585 15

8
Actual
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. Actual -working experiaes,'Wages, only
1 Station-master (say)
...
...
1 Porter
.........................................
1 Griiarcl
...
........................... .
I'Engine-driYer
...
...
...
... 1 Fireman . ...
...
...
...
1 Cleaner
.........................................
10 Permanent-way men
...
...

..
..
.
,

Traffic Manager.'

................

8. d.
0 0
10 0
17 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
5 0

£2,060 12

0

1,474 16
5,000 0

4
0

Thus leaving a loss of...
................
Then 5 per cent, on £100,600 capital
Total loss of

£
200
109
140
219
140
78
1,173

... £6,474 10 4
A. CRAWFOED, 0/0/87.

No. 67.’
The Engineer-in-Chief to The Secretary for Public Works,
’

.

■'
• I FOEWAKD

this line.

Proposed Eailway from Great Southern Line to Ephertson. .
- ■
Engineer-in-Chief’s Office, Sydney, 18 August, 1887.
herewith, for the Minister’s information, a copy of a'report, dated -10th of October, 1884, on
.
.
.
J.W. (per W.H.Q.), 18/8/87.
■
- '
[-Enclosure.]

“It was reported, with reference to the Bowral and Eobertson survey, that starting from the Southern Eailway,
about 20 chains south of the Bowral Station, the section would be a fairly easy one for a distance of 8 miles ; thence the
approach to Burrawang would require a 1 in 40 grade, and that the works between Burrawang and Eobertson, for a
distance of 4J miles, would be heavy.
“The report on the Moss Vale and Eobertson survey, or rather on that portion between Moss Vale and Burrawang
(the portion thence to Robertson being common to both routes), deals chiefly with the nature of the soil, &c., which is said
to be better than on the Bowral route, and it also points to the fact that a line by this route (Moss Vale) would benefit a
greater number of settlers than would be the case on the other route.
’
.
.
“Referring generally to the two routes, it has been ascertamed that a line from Moss Vale would pass through the
best district, and would give the lightest average of cost per mile, that there wmuld be but little.difference in the lengths
of the two routes, each being between 14 and 15 miles in length ; but that the through distance from Sydney to Eobertson
via Moss Vale would be about 5 miles longer than via Bowral.”
-

Railways.—J.E., B.C., 18/8/87.
In a week.—A.E., 22/8/87.
It will be well for the traffic
officer, who is reporting on the proposal, to see this—perhaps Traffic Manager.—A.Ri, 22/8/87.'
Papers
returned herewith.—W.V.E.,- 6/9/87. Secretary. . For Minister’s information. See report upon
probable traffic.—Ch.A.G., 10/9/87.
Inform Hon. Mr. Garrett and Mr. McCourt of estimated traffic,
&c.—J.S., 22/9/87.
■
•
. I hardly like limiting the statement of ti-affic tp these figures. Add that, even allowing that the
prospect of a railway would, by the time the line is -completed, induce production which wmuld treble the
present ascertained traffic, which is an anticipation very much probably in excess of the result which
would be realised, the outlay wmuld not seem to be justifiable on economic grounds.—Ch.A.G. 24/9/87.
Hon. T. Garrett and Mr. McCourt, Ms.’P., 27/9/87.
’
’
'

■
'

.
No. 68.
.
. The Commissioner for Eailways to W. McCourt, Esq., M.P.
'

'

Branch Railw'ay to Eobertson.
.
_
Department of Eailways, 26 September, 1887.
.
With reference to the representations made to the Honorable the Minister for Public Works
last by a deputation, of which you formed a member, as to the desirableness of constructing a
railway.from the Great Southern Eailway to Robertson, I have the honor, by direction of Mr. Secretary
Sutherland, to inform you that the reports received show that while the probable revenue from such a
railway would only amount to about £585 per annum on present traffic, the actual working expenses
(wages only) wmuld be £2,060 a year, and, adding to this 5 per cent, on the estimated capital cost
(£1QO,000) £5,000, the total approximate annual loss upon the line wmuld be £6,475. I am to add that
eiif'I\.a
ProsPec^
a railway would, by the time the line is completed, induce productions
which wmuld treble the present ascertained traffic, which is an’anticipation very probable much in excess
of the result which would be realized, the outlay wmuld not seem to be justified oh economic grounds.
.
I have, &c.,
.
■
_ ■
•
’
—----- —------ '
CHAS. A. GOODCHAP.
On. receiving the above communication a public meeting took place at Eobertson', wdien a Committee
was appointed to collect evidence, to ascertain the present and prospective traffic in support of our claims
to a railway, and do appoint a deputation to-wait on the Minister for Works and lay before him the result
of our investigations. The following evidence has been supplied to the Committee from the storekeepers
farmers, carriers, publicans, and others from various parts of the district:—
.
Tarrunga Saw-mills.—Messrs. Serry, Hayter, & Co., timber merchants, furnish one year’s supply
from Moss vale together stations of timber, 103,648 feet; weight; 311 tons; cost from mills to Moss
Vale by teams, £155 IQs.; by rail from Moss Vale to other stations not ascertained.
'
C.
^r>
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C. Tildsley, storekeeper, Robertson.—Statement from January, 1886, to January, 1887, from Moss
Vale to Sydney, 3,200 kegs'butter; cost by road out, £160; by rail out, £290; on bides, pigs, fowls,
eggs, &c., by road, £48 6s. 8d.; by rail, £191. Prom Sydney'to Moss Vale, goods, 300 tons;.cost by
rail, £288 Is. 6d. ; by road, £225.
•
.. O. Alcorn, Kangaloon, storekeeper.—Prom 1st October, 1886, to 1st October, 1887, to'Bowral, 2,150
kegs butter; goods from Bowral, 85 tons.
'
'
Messrs. Moule and Turwin, carriers, Wild’s Meadows.—Estimated quantity taken out per week 96
kegs butter at present, or 3,200 per year ; goods, 120 tons.
.
P. Wright, Kangaloon Valley, carrier.—Taken out per week about 100 kegs butter,' or 4,000 per
year'from Moss Vale ; goods, 220 tons.
Greorge Schladdt, Robertson, hotel proprietor,'—Goods received and despatched to and from Moss.
Vale in ten months, 77 tons.
.
James Graham,. Robertson, hotel.—Goods to and from Moss Vale for the past twelve months is
90 tons.
.
John Graham, Robertson, carrier.—To Moss Vale, 30 kegs butter per week; and goods, 4£ tons
average per week.
P.. Paulkes, butcher, Tarrunga.—About 70 tons of pork and bacon to Moss Vale.
F. Baxter, Tarrunga.—60 tons of bacon and pork to Moss Vale.
T. Blencowe, Wild’s Meadows, farmer.—To Moss Vale in twelve months, 150 kegs butter and 500
cases fruit. If railway was made could put on 150 tons of milk and 100 tons of fruit and vegetables.
Mr. Acres’ “Commercial Hotel,” Burrawang.—Goods received from Moss Vale Station in twelve ,
months, 20 tons.
Barrett Bros., storekeepers, Burrawang.—Goods from Moss Vale per annum, 260 tons. If railway
was made and mill going could send over 1,000 tons.
G. Bartlett,- storekeeper, Tarrunga.—Goods in and out 10 and 40 tons respectively.
.
Mr. Mackie, storekeeper, Wild’s Meadows.—Goods in and out 100 tons per annum. ■
Mr. Bridge, Burrawang, butcher.—Goods in and out 15 tons.
Statement.
Robertson—C. Fildsley ............................ .
.
Tarrunga—Seery, Hayter, and Co.
...
Kangaloon—Alcprn
... ' ...
...
Wild’s Meadows—Moule & Turwin
...
Kangaloon Valley—P. Wright
...
...
Robertson—G. Schladdt ...
...
...
Do
James Graham
...
...
Do
Jno. Graham............................
Tarrunga—P. Paulkes
...............
...
Burrawang—Barrett Bros.
...
...
Wild’s Meadows—P. Mackie
................
Burrawang—W. Acres
...
!..
...
Tarrunga—James Baxter ...
...
....
Wild’s Meadows—Thos. Blencowe...

300 and 3,200 kegs butler.
311
85
2,150
„
120
3,200
„
220
4,000
„
77
90
225 . 1,500
„
70
1,260

100
20
80
•••
2,958

150 fruit cases.
14,200

If railway was constructed the following wmuld be the estimate:—Miscellaneous, at present, 14,200.
tons of milk ; passenger traffic, 6,000 per annum; 4,958 goods ; passenger, 18,000 ; numbeir of dairy cows,,
7,000; vegetables, 3,000 tons; calves sacrificed annually, 6,000; fruit, 1,000 cases; potatoes (formerly
grown), 1,000 tons.
.
Mr. John Kidd, the late Member for Camden, stated at Burrawang that, had the tram-line now
laid to Camden been laid from Moss Vale through your rich aud fertile district, as it should have been, but
for underhand influence, it would be a positive proof of the best-paying branch in the Colony.
The Honorable John Lackey stated he knew of no branch line in the Colony that would prove so
remunerative as this. I speak from experience, as I have a thorough knowledge of your district.
•
Mr. O’Hara, au Inspector of conditional purchases, stated : “ I have travelled over 200 miles' in
the Northern- Districts, and I declare I have seen more grass at Wild’s Meadows than in all the country I
have recently travelled over. Tour district is, without a doubt, the most fertile in New South Wales.”
Mr. Harris, of Sydney, says: “ I have recently gone over the garden of Victoria, the Gippsland
District, and the other day on my return I w'as through' your district, which is quite equal in fertility and
richness to anything I saw hero.”
'
.
A gentleman two years ago made a journey through Victoria, South . Australia, and .Western
Australia, and on his return made a trip to the Darling River, and on arrival here said : “ Tour district is
a Paradise. There is nothing like it in Australia. The only green grass from the time I left, till I
returned again I saw in your district.”
■ •
■
"
Dr. Maddern, of Moss Vale, on his return from Tasmania, states : “ Ton do not knowr the value of
your own district. Prom my experience of fruit-growing there, the climate aud soil of the Moss Vale
District is better adapted for producing the same varieties of fruit as are grown there, and this district alone
could supply Sydney market with all the fruit required.” '
.
.
. This district is, without doubt, from its elevation and abundant rainfall, its superior climate, fertile
soil, and dense population, one of the best in Australia, and needs but a railway to make it attractive and
develop its resources. As proof of the value of land for farm purposes, if any is offered for sale in the
market, it realises from £20 to £40 per acre readily.
■
- ,
'

No. 69.
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No. 69.
W. McCourt, Esq., M.P., to The Commissioner for Railway^.

’

-

'

Sir,
....
.5 October, 1887.
: ... .
Having received an official letter, giving probable earnings and expenditure of proposed rail
way to Eobertson, would you be so kind as;to have sent to me a full statement of how the Estimates were
arrived, at.
.
.
'
.
I should feel obliged if this statement could be forwarded to me at Bowral by Saturday next.
' . ..............
Tours, &c.,
.......................
;--------ly. McCOUET.
Attend to this.—Cii.A .G., G/T0/87.
Letter'sent to Mr. McCourt, with copy of statement on twm
last papers of Mr. Crawford’s report.—D.C.M'L., 6/10/87.
.
’
u

Sir,

,
.
_
Department of Eailways, 6 October, 1887.
In reply to your letter of yesterday’s date, asking for particulars of probable earnings and
■ expenditure of proposed railway to Eobertsdn, I have the ‘honor to enclose herein a statement giving the
information required.
I have, &C’.,
CHAS. A.' GOODCHAP.
W■. MeCourt; Esq., M.P.

.
.
.
No. 70.
W. McCourt, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.

'

.

Sir,

' '
.
17 October, 1887.
■ I have been requested by the residents of Eobertson to ask you if you would kindly receive a
deputation with reference to railway to Eobertson on Eriday next, 21st. I should feel obliged if deputa
tion could be received at 12 o’clock or after that hour.
Tours, &c.,
■
W. McCOUET.
Eriday, 21st instant, at 12-o’clock.

Inform.—E.E., 19/10/87.

Eailways.—J.E., B.C., 19/10/87.

Sir,

"
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 19 October, 1887.
In reply to your letter of the 17th instant, I am directed to inform you that the Secretary for
Public Works will receive the deputation from residents of Eobertson, on tbe subject of constructing a
line of railway from Great Southern Line'to Eobertson, on Eriday, the 21st instant, at 12 o’clock noon.
'
'
’ '
I have, &c,,
AT. McCourt, Esq., M.P.
JOHN EAE.

. No. 71.
Minute by the Secretary for Public Works.
'
'
Eailway to Eobertson.
, .
_
21 October, 1887.
A. UKruxATiofr from Eobertson, introduced by Mr. McCourt, waited upon me to day in connection with
the request for a railway to Eobertson.
■
'• "
They had previously -waited upon me, when I promised the matter would have inquiry, and the
question had been considered by the traffic authorities, who submitted statistics showing the probable
traffic: and revenue that would be derived from such a line.
'
..
The.result showed that the probable earnings would be £585 per annum, and tha working expenses
and interest £7,060, leaving a net loss of £6,475. The object of the deputation was to prove these
figures, as they said, altogether inaccurate and absurd, and they allege they must have been prepared by
some one who was totally ignorant of the resources of the district and its-productions and settlement.
Taking the first item—passengers—the traffic officers calculated the traffic will be £630 for the year ;
they (the fesident's) estimate the traffic, including residents and visitors, at £18,000 per annum, and a.
large disproportion exists in every item of traffic. A committee of gentlemen interested in the matter
has prepared returns of the traffic, which may be expected, and the probable revenue, which tends to
show the line will be a paying one. Their statement is enclosed.
- ■
I informed them that I thought it my duty to give them an opportunity of seeing the figures
prepared by the Eailway Department, so that they might point out any error that might be made. The
figures they submitted certainly differed greatly from those made up by'the traffic officers, and I promised
that reliable officers should be sent through the district to collect evidence, and they could then have an
opportunity of verifying their statement, if they could do so they would do a great deal for their district. •
In this matter I wanted nothing but truth, and the more correct the figures obtained the better it would
be for all parties.
'
;
.
--------JOHN SUTHEELAND.
Will the Traffic Manager be so good as to carry out the Commissioner’s directions, and furnish
early report.—A.E., B.C., 25/10/87.
Please arrange to visit this district, and let me have a report
showing as fully as possible the traffic that would be carried.—W.V.E., 27/10/87. Inspector Crawford.
As Mr. Crawford has already reported upon this matter it will be better that the great disparity
b'etween his figures and those of the petitioners should be examined by some other officer. It has been
arranged for Mr. Harper to do it, and I shall be glad if he can visit the district on Thursday next, the
JOth instant. Inform Mr. McCourt to-day that he will do so, as I understand he will put Mr. Harper
in the way of collecting information.—D.N., 5/11/87.
-ZBe
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■ ' ■■
i2e Railway to Eobertson,
■
'
•Inspector Crawford,—
.
2 November, 1887.
Let me have your reply please, to my letter of tbe 25th ultimo hereon, as early as possible.
W. Y. READ,
-----------------(per J.D.W.)
lie Railway to Robertson.
Inspector Crawford,—
Please see paper attached and let me have a further report upon the matter.
-------------------

■

.
25 October, 1887.
.
W. Y. READ,
.
:
(per A'®'),

•
Railway to Robertson.
•
I can quite understand the charges of lamentable incapacity or wilful negligence heaped upon me. It is
usually the case, when any pet theory is not accepted, the unfortunate individual who dares to place' plain
figures is at once charged with everything except honesty of purpose.
I based my report on the actual traffic received from the districts named. The returns were
compiled by the station-masters at Moss Yale and Bowral from their boohs. I have no reason whatever
to doubt their accuracy.
.
. .
'
To show what reliance can be placed on Ranson and Tuston’s attempt at figures.
.
The total quantity of butter shipped from Moss Vale Station averages 11 tons 18 cwt. per week,
but all this butter does not come from the districts concerned in this railway.
Still, take the actual quantity of butter sent from Moss Yale, 572 tons 10 cwt., at 6s. for 14 miles,
only gives £171 15s. per annum.
As for the passenger traffic, everyone knows that a farming population is not a travelling
population.
The timber trade from this district cannot compete either in price or quality with timber nearer the
larger centres of population.
The stone traffic is visionary and the milk traffic is ridiculously Over-estimated. The supply at
present is very much greater than the demand, and if we get milk, we shall not get butter, cheese, or
bacon.
'
■
■
It is certainly a most extraordinary fact that hay and chaff are shipped from Tarago to Moss
Yale for consumption. Yet hay and chaff is put forward-as a probable source of revenue, grown in the
district.
.
•
Goods Superintendent.
•
■
ALEX. CRAWEORD, 4/11/87.
Eorwarded to Mr. Harper, who has other papers on this subject.—W. V. Read (per E.B.), 7/11/87,

'
.

•
No. 72.
•
Minute by Mr. Traffic Manager Read.

.

Proposed Railway to Robertson.
.
. ;
Department of Railways, Sydney, 4 November, 1887.
All papers herewith. I have told Mr. McCourt that you will visit the district on Thursday next, the
10th instant, and have asked him to give you all the assistance he can in the way of collecting information.
Please let me have your early report upon the matter.
•
■-•■■•
*
W. V. READ.
Goods Superintendent.
,
------------------'
Railway,—Moss Yale to Robertson.
'
■
By appointment with Mr. McCourt, M.P., I visited Moss Yale on Wednesday last for the purpose of
meeting the local committee who are interested in the construction of the abpve line of railway, in accord
ance with their wish, X accompanied them through the districts it is proposed to serve by this line, and
was afforded every opportunity of judging of its extent and resources. The general impression left on
my mind by this experience is, .that for richness .of soil, variety of scenery, and salubrity of climate, it'
stands unequalled in this Colony, if not in Australia, and one is forced to admit that it must have a/-great:.
future before it when a denser population looks for new centres of production, and the tourist and healtliseeker appreciate its advantages. At present it is given up exclusively to dairy farming, if some halfdbzen orchards bearing the finest fruit be excepted. The soil of ihe whole district is capable of growing,
almost anything to perfection, with the exception notably of wheat, for the successful cultivation of which'
the climate is too humid.
■
....
.
■
The holdings are all comparatively small, and the result is that, a large population is scattered
throughout the district, and it is estimated that Robertson, East Kangaloon, and; Pheasant Ground contain
8,000 persons, and Wild’s Meadows, Burrawang, Yarrunga, and Kangaroo Valley is populated by a similar
number.
Were the railway constructed, the residents of the former settlements would be served by a station
at Robertson, distant 14| miles from Moss Yale, and of the latter, by a station at Wild’s Meadows, 11
miles from the main Southern Lines.
•
'
■
After seeing the district, I can readily understand the extravagant estimate formed by the settlefh
of the traffic it might develop, and the most biassed would concede,- that it is capable of great improve- •
ment. The scenery of the district, including as it does the two waterfalls, Fitzroy and Belmore, also' gives
assurance that its passenger traffic, apart from its population, would be far greater than that estimate'd by ’
Inspector Crawford. • Whilst a,t the Eitzroy Falls, I casually asked the caretaker to what extent they werevisited, and he informed me that he had counted as many as 540 people on a holiday, tlie great bulk of ‘
whom were visitors to the district.
- .
...............
However,

However, the chief object of my visit I considered to be-to afford the committed a.-H opportunity
of proving the present traffic of their districts, and I suggested, with a view to this being done to their
entire satisfaction, that we. should go through twelve months invoices, way-bills, &c.,- at Moss Yale and
Bowral Stations, and that they should pick out each consignment sent from or to the localities to be served
byvthe railway.. Tbe suggestion was gladly accepted, and a gentleman from each of the places referred
to selected to co-operate. They were afforded every latitude consistent with my duty to tbe Department,
and the work was thoroughly done, occupying three days, and although tbe result was most decidedly
against them, they readily admitted that they had been met by every consideration at the hands of the
Denartment, and that the figures were unchallengeable. As already stated, there would be two principle
stations, viz., Bobertson (15 miles) and Wild’s Meadows (11 miles) from Moss Yale, and for the purpose
of accuracy, the traffic falling in at each was taken separately, and for a similar reason, it was taken out
in classes. As most of the trade came from or went to Sydney, the mileage rate has been worked out as
between 86 and 97 miles, and 86 and 101 miles. Trom November, 1886, to October, 1887, was Selected
by the committee as being the most favourable year, and the following is the statement during that period
of the
'
.
.
, Goons Teati'ic.
'
■From Robertson.
To Robertson.
£ s. d.
■
.
£ s. d.
17 tons, at Is. 3d.
113
Special Class A.321 tons, at Is. 3d.
20 1 3
4
„
5s.10 0
1.
26
„ 5s.
6 10 0
353
„
Gs. 3d. 110 6 3
2.
72
„ 6s. 3d. 22 10 0
3. 127
„ 8s. 5d. 55 8 11
546 tons.

Timber.

Special A.
.
1.
2.
3.

£102 10

To Wild’s Meadoxus.
£ s.
23 8
511 tons, at lid.
4 0
3s. 8d.
22
4s. 7d. 14 8
63
6s. 5d. 47 16 .
149
>>

d.
5
8
9
1

£89 13 11

845 tons.
15 miles.

2

374 tons.

£112

7

6

From Wild's Meadows.
.
£ s. d.
*27 tons, at lid.
1 4 9
85 ' „
3s. Sd.
15 11 8
627
„
4s. 7d. 143 13 9
739 tons.

£160 10

2

The traffic to and from Bobertson includes the following tonnage sent via Bowral:—
To Robertson.
■
From Robertson.
17 tons.
Special A. 74 tons
Class
1st.
~
9 u
140
„ 2nd. 17
„ 3rd. 25
The total goods traffic therefore carried to and from Bov;ral and Moss Yale for those districts
amounted to 2,504 tons, and its value would be £465 Is. 9d.
'

Live Stock Tjurnc.

* 16 miles.

During the same period we carried to aud from these stations stock traOie
districts as follows:—
'
.
.
£
43
1,552 cattle and calves, 86 trucks, 8d. per mile*
31
6,281 sheep
62 ,,
„
,,
29
2,273 pigs
79 „
6d.
„
12
. 186 horses
24 „
Sd.
„

belonging to these
s. d.
0 0
0 0
12 6
0 0

Total value carried by rail from Bobertson
... £115 12 6
I have assumed for the above purposes that 18 cattle and calves, or 100 sheep, or 8 horses repre
sented a truck, and 30 pigs half-truck, and with this the committee were perfectly satisfied. Coining
now to
Paecels Teaefic,

which may be'estimated at £20, we have the whole of the at present known value of ihe traffic, which,
summarized-, is:—
£ s. d.
i
............................
465 1 9
Prom goods
................
............................
115 12 6
Live stock ...
...
...
... ..........................
20 0 0
Parcels
...
...
Total

............................

...

£600 14

3

The committee claim, and with some degree of reason, that this could be largely increased were .
better facilities given to transport their trade to market. At present their roads are the reverse.of good,
and the high rate of carriage, and distance from the railway, is a great obstacle to those who feel disposed,
to cultivate fruit and vegetables, and there is no doubt the natural advantages of the soil and climate
would constitute a strong.ir.ducement to carry on these industries were the. railway at hand. They also
claim that extensive deposits of coal and shale within 2 or 3 miles of the terminus ; but, as I pointed put to
them the fact of other extensive deposits of these minerals being worked nearer their markets, must
render this a very problematical item of traffic. Similarly, with regard to the estimated quantity of milk,
the difficulty would be not in producing, but in finding consumers, and I find from inquiries I have made

923
33
in Sydney, that the supply is fully equal to, if not in excess of, the demand, and that several dairy farmers
who are half the distance from Sydney are turniiig their "attention to converting their milk into hutter.
I do not think we should, for mapy years to c,ome,'haye any.'very extensive trafl^c in this article, and it is
not a factor wor.th re.ckpnipg.
.
' '
I may mention that many of the pepple of these districts purchase their supplies in Moss. Yale,
and as this.is the. result of their business1 bringing them to that town, as the only means of reaching the
railway, a certain'proportion should be added to’ the goods the'proposed line' would carry. Even,
however, assuming, thathll these, pauses doubled the traffic', we’should'still have but a revenue of £1,202 '
for goods.'traffic.
*
'
The passenger traffic is, of. course, a matter of pure speculation; but I am satisfied that the.
original estimate is far too Ipw. With a population of 6,000, the greater! proportion in c.ompayatively'
comfortable cifcumstanc.es, it would be fair to assume that at least ope half would pass over the‘line once
per. year, particularly as the Land Court and Police Courts are at Moss Vale,'and one of the most
successful agricultural shows in the Southern Districts is annually held in that town. This assumption-is ■
also fully justified by the passenger traffic on the Camden tramway, where the population and district is
in many respects similar. Then again, it must certainly be admitted that the scenery, when once known,
would attract many visitors, and I am strongly disposed to think that at least 4,000 or 5,000 people per .
annum would use the line. . Taking the latter, number, and dividing them in proportion of 3,500 2nd class
fares, 1,500 1st class fares, and assuming that the whole are carried to Robertson,.'a distaince of 15 miles, at
ordinary return fares for. that distance, the value of the traffic would be:—
"

'

'

"

.............................................

1,500 1st class fares, @ 4/6
3,500 2nd class'
’@3/2'

■

"

.

...

Add mail allowance, 15 miles, @ £12

...

...

•

...

...

■

£

s.,

d. ■

...
...

...
...

337 10, 0
554 3 '4

...

...

891 13
180 0

1 ’ ’

.
"

4
0

'

£1,071 13 4
I have, of course, in allowing a double gppds traffic, and the above, passenger traffic, left a, most
liberal margin in favour of the supporters of the railway, and it may be fairly taken as the maximum
earnings of the line for .some years after its construction, and its most ardent advocates cannot claim
otherwise. Summarized, the traffic would stand :—■
£ ' s. 'd. '
Present goods, live stock, &e., doubled
...
...............
1,201 8 6
.
'
Estimated passenger traffic- •
- ...
... - .............. :
1,071 3 4
£2,272 11 10
which, if other running expenses, were added to Inspector Crawford’s estimate, would barely cover
working cost.,
'
‘
,
'
My impression is that, all things being considered, the time has not yet arrived when the construction
of a railway to Robertson would be other than ain addition to the list of non-paying lines. ‘
JNO. HARPER, 26/11/87.
Traffic Manager.-----;— •
It is quite evident that, taking a sarnguine view, of the traffic, the traffic upon the proposed line
would not, for many years, yield more revenue than would cover working expenses, if as much, so that the
interest upon the capital would have to be borne by the cquntry.—W-V.R., 30/11/87.. Commissidher.

Moss Vale and Robertson Railway.
The further, report of the probable traffic likely to be derived from this line is now to hand. Please make

summary of the figures given in Mr. Crawford’s report, and show-in juxtaposition those'in the latter one
furnished by Mr. Harper.
'
Mr. Stephenson.
■
■
D.C.M'L., 22/12/87.
Revenue.
'
.
.
Summary of prospective revenue to be derived from the proposed line as per the reports furnished
by Messrs. Harper and- Crawford respectively:—
’
"‘
'
Description of Traffic.

i' Mr. Harpers Figures.

* Mr. Crawford's Figures.
i

1
Passenger traffic, &c.................................................................................................... .
|
To allow for discrepancies add' 25 per cent... /...... ................................*...... .
.

’

Total.....................................................................£

£
1,071
1,201

s. d.
3 4
8 6

,
•;

• 2,272 11 10

£
34
434
117'

-f
.‘

s. d.
12 6
0 O:
3 2

585 15 8

Expenses.,
The expense <?f operating the line is estimated (exclusive of running expenses) at £2,060 12s., add
interest at 4 per cent, on estimated cost of construction, which is put down at £106,000'; total,
£6,30012s.
‘
'
'
■
■
G.A.S., 30/12/87.
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Minute by The Commissioner for Railways.
"

'

Thebe is not much difference between Mr. Crawford’s and Mr. Harper’s estimate of the goods traffic.

Mr. Crawford estimated on the basis of the present traffic, that the goods, traffic would be £551, and
Mr. Harper, after going through the invoices of goods, for the most favourable twelve months the
committee could select, found it to be £601. He has doubled the estimate, on the ground that the rail
way would increase the traffic, and he has put down for passenger traffic a sum which is based not upon
the present travelling, but on an anticipated amount of travelling which will be induced by the picturesque
beauty of the district which the railway will pass.
'
If these-somewhat fanciful sources of revenue are developed, the gross earnings will be £2,273, an
amount which fails short by £4,000 of the sum required for making the line a self-supporting one.
For Minister.
Inform.—J.S., 4/1/88.

--------- -

Cn.A. Gr., 3/1/88.
.

No. 74.
The Commissioner for Railways to W. McCourt, Esq., M.P.

'

’ Sir,

Department of Eailways, 10 January, 1888.
Eeferring to the deputation which you introduced to Mr. Secretary Sutherland, on the 21st
October last, on the subject of the proposed railway from Moss Yale to Eobertson and to the circumstance
of the accuracy of the statistics previously collected having been challenged, also to the Minister’s reply,
that an officer of the Department would be detached to confer with those interested with a view .of arriving
at a true estimate of the prospective traffic, I have the honor, by direction of the Minister, to inform you
that an officer has (as you are doubtless aware) visited the district to confer with the local committee, *
who are interested in the construction of the line, and that an examination of the invoices of the goods,
live stock, &c., traffic for the most favourable twelve months, with a reasonable increase for new traffic
that would be developed from the revenue derivable from the districts to be served by the line, would be
£1,202, while the passenger traffic, which is based not on the present travelling, but on an anticipated
amount of travelling the line will create, is estimated at £1,071, or together £2,272, an amount which,
falls short by £4,000 per’annum of the sum required for making the line a self-supporting one.
I have, &c.,
.
CHAS. A. GOODCHAP.

No. 75.
W. McCourt, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.

■

Sir,

■
Bowral, 12 January, 1888,
Would you kindly oblige by forwarding to me at Bowral a copy of Mr. Harper’s report on the
probable income and expenditure of proposed railway to Eobertson.
.
Yours, &c.,
'
---------W. McCOUET.
Please forward, 14/1/88.
Sir’,-.

Department of Eailways, Sydney, 24 January, 1888. .
"I have the honor, by direction of Mr. Secretary Sutherland, to. forward herein for your
information a copy of the. Goods Superintendent’s report upon the proposed railway, Moss Yale to
Eobertson, as requested in your letter of the 12th instant.
■
I have, &c.,

D. VEBNOH,
W. McCourt, Esq., Bowral.,

(pro Commissioner for Eailways).

No. 76.
J. Williams, Esq., to The Secretary for Public Works.

.

Sir,.

,
.
Bob’s Eange,. Oaks,. 17 January, 1888.
Dam writing to you concerning the proposed new line of railway to be constructed, as I hear
that some of the farmers are agitating to have it run through the Oaks, but I think the new route will be
the best, that is, toj cross Monkey Creek and enter Burrawang at Bend Creek, as it will open up a lot of
land that would never be populated otherwise; besides going through a lot of coal country, which, if worked,
would give work toj a great many who need it. The timber for the railway can be found close to the line,
whereas, if it runs through the Oaks, it will only benefit a few farmers, and give very little work to any ;
besides it will take the traffic' from the Camden tramway, which only runs 12 miles from the Oaks. ” I
forgot to mention that there could be a good trade done with timber all along the line, if it runs through
the forest into Bend Creek.
I have, &c.,
'
‘
JOHN WILLIAMS.

No. 77.
.
■
W. McCourt, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

.
. .
.
.
,
. Bowral, 13 February, 1888.
I trust the proposed railway to Eobertson will not be overlooked when you are considering
railway policy to be submitted to Parliament. Am glad Government have decided to construct light
and cheap branch lines, which is just the sort of line to suit the Eobertson traffic. I feel sure if a line
costing £40,000 or £50,000 is constructed to Eobertson, it will produce a paying revenue.
Yours, &c.,
.__________________________
W. McCOUET.
‘
\
No. 78. "

k

’
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No. 78.
W. McCourt, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.

,
Sir,

.
Sydney, 27 June, 1888.'
I have beeen requested by the Wild’s Meadows and Yarrunga Farmers’ Union to ask you to
kindly receive a deputation on Friday, 6th July, at 12'30, on the subject of construction of light line of
railway from Moss Vale to Eobertson. -An 'early Answer addressed to Bowral will oblige,—
'
'
.
■ Yours, <&c.,
.

.

--------

Appoint Friday, 6th proximo, at '12,30 p.m.

W. McCOUET.

Mr. McCourt informed.

•
.
No. 79,‘
. .
Memo, by The Secretary for Lands to Tbe-Secretary for Public Works.
In forwarding this to the Honorable the Minister-for Works,. Mr. G. desires its statements to bo taken
-into careful'consideration by Mr.-Sutherland.
-

’

1

T.G., 7/7/88;-

Str,
_
_
_
_
Sydney, 6 July, 1888.
_
As representing the deputation which you introduced to-day, with reference to the construction
of a light line of railway from the Southern Line to Eobertson, we wish to draw your attention to the
fact that when this line was Occupying the notice of the Government some time ago, an officer, Mr.
Surveyor Bell, was sent, not to survey any line, but to report as to the best route, such line should take
in the interests of the people. His report was wholly in favour of a line from Moss Vale to Eobertson
via Wild’s Meadows, as suiting the great bulk of the people, and which the great bulk of the people, as
you know, entirely concur with. This line was afterwards surveyed by Mr. Bell. We are dravving your
attention to this, as you in introducing our deputation to-day stated, as we think inadvertently, that we
were asking for the line from Bowral to Eobertson, and which statement might lead to further delay in
this matter. The plans of one line are as complete as those of the other, and if our railway is to be
considered by the Government this time, we trust that you will see that the line in the peoples’ interests,
and the Government officer’s line {vide Mr. Bell’s report) will receive that consideration which it so justly
deserves.
We have, &c.,
THOMAS BLENCOWE. .
. .
.
WILLIAM MOSES.
The Hon. Thos. Garrett, Minister for Lands,.Sydney.
.
J. T. HAYTEE.
•
_________ '
____________ EOBEET M. GEAHAM.

No. 80.
Minute by Tbe Secretary for Public Works.
Eailway to Eobertson.

'

.
.
.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 6 July, 1888.
A I.A.B&E and representative deputation waited upon me this morning, with reference to the construction of
a railway from the Great Southern Line to Eobertson. The deputation, was accompanied by the Honor
able Thomas Garrett, Messrs. Martin, McCourt, Colls, Waddell, and Stokes, Ms.’P.
'
,
Mr. Garrett introduced the deputation, and stated that this matter had previously been considered.
_
The proposition they now wished to make "was that the Government should propose a light branch
line to Eobertson. They would be perfectly satisfied with a light line, and it had been demonstrated by
inquiry that such a line would pay, not only the working expenses, but also the interest upon the capital
expended. He was aware of the opinion I entertained with reference to the construction of light lines
of railway, and believed that this was a district to which alight line might fairly be extended. He trusted
that this line would be referred to the Public Works Committee that had recently been appointed, and
he had no doubt that they would be able to make out such a case as would lead the committee to approve
of the proposal.
.
'
'
r
.
Mr. McCourt as one of the Members of the District, stated that he supported the proposal of .this
line of railway, and stated that he thought they were justly entitled to such a line in view of the popu
lation and the production of the district; he believed that the line would pay as well as any that had been
submitted by the Government. The estimates that had previously been submitted had been made up on
the basis of our main lines, but he thought a light and cheap line of railway, costing not more than
£4,000 or £5,000 at the outside, should be adopted, making the total cost about £70,000; he was convinced
that taking the traffic as revealed from the business done at Moss Vale, Bowral, and Mittagong which were
three of the best paying stations on the. Southern Line, that this line would pay handsomely. He, there
fore, asked that this line might be submitted for the approval of Parliament, and he did not fear the
result of any inquiry,
Mr. Blencowe pointed out that the products of the district were such as required quick transit to
market. They did not require a heavy and costly line of railway, but he would be quite satisfied with a light
line. He pointed put that the district was one of the most fertile in the Colony, and the soil was proved
to be remarkably rich, capable of growing most luxuriantly all kinds of grass, fruits, and vegetables,
although it was rather too humid for the successful cultivation of wheat. The population of the district
was from 12,000 to 15,000 persons, and he found, according to the statistics for 1886, that the total
traffic at Bowral was £13,552, at Moss Vale, £22,155, the largest portion of which would be affected by
the proposed line of railway.
J
An officer of the Department had been in the district, and had borne testimony to the great fertility
of the place, and its suitability of sustaining a large population, and admitted that if a railway were made
it would give a great impetus' to production and settlement. '
Mr.

)
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Mr. Harper had made an estimate of the probable traffic, but he (Mr. Blencowe) was satisfied that
he had greatly underestimated the probable traffic. Bor instance, he had made,, no, allowance for milk,
which he was satisfied wdufd form ajconsiaer&ble item. Mr. Harper, had put down the traffic at lid. and
Is. 3d. per. ton. ‘ Ait present they paid 15s. to 20s., and if an average of 8s. per ton were taken, at least
£1,000 more than Mr. Harper’s estimate would be obtained, and he believed the line could be made to
pay at least 3 per c.ent/pn a capital of £76,000, which was equal to the rate paid by the Great Southern
Railway, while the N.ortfiern Line paid less than 3 per cent. He 'believed if a light fine were made it
Would be one of the best paying lines in the Colony.
In reply, I stated that they asked me to submit their proposals at once to the Parliamentary
Public Works Committee, but I could submit npthing to that, cp.mipittee. without, the plans and books of
reference and other necessary information.
.
•.
Mr. Garrett: I think you will, find thaf. these have, all been, prepared some time ago on the ordinary
scale.
’ .
1 stated that I was not aware the Parliamentary, plans were ready, if so it would materially expe
dite the matter. • It- was nof.of much moment as to the kind of plans proposed, that, copld be, amended
very easily to meet’a.ny'alfefed conditions in the way of making the lirfe a'fight on'e.' 'I had-to see.Mr.
Whitton in. the afternoonhvith'the schedule of tfie lines-proposed, and I would’ consult him in'the matter
and have information ready to submit to Cabinet on Monday,.’ Mr. '©araeit' was. aware I was. in favour of'
light raiiways,'‘.and in fact it seemed to me useless if we adopted a system of light railways for these branch
lines' we would have to do without these feeding lines altogether.
• I thought as a fight line this branch might be made to pay, but not as a heavy one.
. .
.
If tlie plans were c.omplefe I would lay .them, before the Cabinet on Mondajy.
.
■
'
WilliMr. Whitton'please say if plans and book’of referencearje ready.’’
'
..
’
■
•'" "■
1
JO.if’If SHTHERLA.HD, ^/7;/8’8. ’

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1888 •
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

MUSWELLBROOK-CASSILIS RAILWAY LINE.
(OOB.BESPONDENCE, &c., RESPECTING.)

^
£

.
‘

Ordered hj the Legislative Assemlly to he printed, 25 Octoler, 1888.
_________ ■
.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 14th June, 1888, That there be laid upon tlie Table of
this House,—
'
“A copy of all plans, specifications, reports, documents, and other papers
“ connected with the Muswellbrook-Cassilis Railway line.”
(Mr. LaJcemcm, for Mr. Fitzgerald.)

SCHEDULE.

NO.

-

1. Be. itiori from the residents of Scone to the Honorable the Minister for Pablic Works in favour of a line from
• Scone to Mermva and Cassilis. 17 November, 1882...........................................................................................
2. Petition from the Districts of Muswellbrook, Denman, and Merriwa. 13 November, 1882 .......'...............................
3. Loi ter, from Mr. Henry Stokes to the Honorable Alexander Stuart, with letter from Mr. E. Parnell, recommendmg a line from Singleton to Cassilis. 13 April, 1883 •..............................................................................................
4. Mr. O’Keefe, Honorable Secretary, Merriwa Railway Committee, to. Mr. John M’Laughlin, M.P. 23 July, 1883
5. Mr. John McElhone k> Mr. Secretary Wright, asking for survey. 14 July, 1833 ......................................................
C. Mr. N. F. Asser to the Honorable the Minister for Public Works. 20 February, 1883 ...........................................
7. Mr. Surveyor Burrowes to the Engineev;in-Chief. 7 September, 1883 '..............;.......................................................
8. Mr. J. P. Abbott, M.P., to the Honorable the Minister for Public Works, forwarding a letter from Mr. N. F.
Asser. 13 October, 1883 ................................................................................................. ..........................................
9. Mr. John McElhone, M.P., to the Honorable the Minister for Public Works, forwarding petition from in
' habitant s of Denman. 16 October, 1883...........................'........................................................................ ...............
10. Mr. John McElhone, M.P., to the Honorable the Minister for Public Works, urging survey via Denman, and
..survey Cassilis to Coolah. 22 October, 1883.............................................................. ........... ..................................
11. Mr. John McElhone, M.P., to the Honorable the Minister for Works, with enclosure. 23 February, 1884 ......... .
12. Mr. John McLaughlin to the Honorable the Minister for Works, with enclosure. 25 February, 1884..................
13. Mr. Surveyor Burrowes to the Engineer-in-Chief, informing him of a severe drought. 15 January, 1881............. .
14. The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Burrowes. 17 January, 1884 ......................................
15. Mr.,Surveyor Burrowes to the Engineerdn-Chief. 19 January, 1884..........................................................................
16. The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Burrowes. 25 January, 1884..........................................
17. Telegram front Mr..Surveyor Burrowes to the Engineer-in-Chief. 19 January, 1884 ..............................................
18. Mr. Surveyor Whitlock to the Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys. 16 May, 18841 .............................................
19. The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Whitlock. 19 May, 1884 ..............................................
20. The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Whitlock. 19 May, 1884 ..............................................
21. Mr. Surveyor Whitlock to the Engineer-in-Chief. 9 June, 1884 ...................................................................................
22. The Assistant Engineer for .Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Whitlock. 13 June, 1884 ..............................................
23. Mr. Surveyor Whitlock to the Engineer-in-Chief. 30 June, 1884................ '................................................................
24. Report of line from Muswellbrook to Cassilis, 25 miles 34 chains. 11 August, 1884..................................................
25. Mr. O’Keefe to Mr. Surveyor Whitlock. 4 August, 1884 ..............................................................................................
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26. Mr. Surveyor Whitlock to the Engineer-in-Chief. 6 August, .......................................................................................
27. The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. SurveyOT Whitlock. 11 August, 1884 ..........................................
28. Mr.'Surveyor Whitlock to the Engineer-in-Chief. 15 August, 1884 ...........................................................................
29. Mr. Surveyor Whitlock to the Engineer-in-Chief. 20.August, 1884 ..........................................
30. The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Whitlock. 27 August, 1884.........................................
31. The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes. 27 August, 1884..........................................
32. The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes. 27 August, 1884..........................................
33. Mr. Surveyor Whitlock to the Engineer-iu-Chief. 1 September, 1884 .......................................................................
34. Mr. Surveyor Whitlock to the Engiueer-in-Chief. 1 September, 1884 .......................................................................
35. The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes. 9 September, 1884 ......................................
36. Telegram from Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to Engineer-in-Chief. 10 September, 1884 ..............................................
37. The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Whitlock. 25 September, 1884 ..................................
38. Mr. Surveyor Whitlock to tbe Engineer-in-Chief. 27 September, 1884 ......................................................................
39. Mr. W. H. Quodling to the Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys. 10 October, 1884 ..............................................
40. The Honorable J-. P. Abbott, M.P., to the Honorable the Minister for Works. 1 November, 1884 ......................
41. Deputation re bringing line nearer to Denman. 11 December, 1884 ........................................................................ '
42. Mr. T. O. Brecht to the Honorable the Minister for Works asking for a fresh survey to be made from Hunter
River to confluence of Goulburn River. 12 December, ..........................................................................................
43. The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes. 23 December, 1884......................................
44. Mr. Charles Worth to the Engineer-in-Chief requesting return of Parish Maps. 4 February, 1885 .......................
45. Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to the Engineer-in-Chief. 23 April, 1885 ..............................................................................
46. The Acting Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes. 27 April, 1885 ...............................
47. The Acting Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to the Engineer-in-Chief. 22 July, 1885......................................
48. Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to the Engineer-iu-Chief. 25 July, 1885 ..............................................................................
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No. 1.
Petition.

'
•

.

[Presented by Mr. Bell, M.L.C., Mr. M‘Laugblin, M.P., and . Messrs. Clive, M‘Intyre, Parking, and
'
others, 10/11/82.] '
■
■
.
To. the Honorable John Lackey, Minister for Works, &c., for tbe Colony of New South Wales,
The-Petition of the undersigned residents of Scone, and of settlers on the route of the proposed
.
railway from Scone to Merriwa and Cassilis, in public meeting assembled,—•
Respectfully Showeth,—

■

■

■

That your petitioners unanimously assert that, in the construction of a branch line of railway
from Merriwa and Cassilis, to join the Great Northern Line, the most direct and least expensive route
would be that to Scone, from which place to Merriwa the distance is 16 miles shorter than that from
Muswellbrook, via Denman.
‘
'
■ ■
■
■
That your petitioners are confident that the line they advocate would accommodate a larger present
' population than that via Denman, and that moreover there is every-prospect—on account of the superior
country through which the line now advocated would pass—of settlement increasing at a greater rfttio on
that route than on that of the line proposed from Muswellbrook.
That your petitioners would call,attention to the fact that, in the opinion of professional surveyors
and engineers, the difficulties-of the intervening country on the respective routes are infinitely less by the
route now proposed than on the proposed line via Denman, and would further notice that a saving of
expense of at least £30,-000 or £40,000 would be effected in erecting a bridge across the Hunter,
■ necessitated if the latter route were adopted.
.
_
■ That your petitioners firmly believe that the population and industry—grazing and agricultural—
■distributed along the country between Scone and Merriwa would he a very important element in.the
traffic which, by the facilities of a line such as this advocated, would he constantly and greatly augmented.'
That your petitioners would finally ask that the foregoing facts may be taken into serious con
sideration, and would pray that before any decision he come to in favour of any other route, a trial
survey may. he ordered -of the route via Scone.
■
■ •
"
And your petitioners will ever pray, &c., &c., &e.
. A.- BELL,
■
'
• Chairman.- ;
Scone, 14th October, 1882.
-;-------'
Acknowledge receipt. Railways.—J.R., B.C., 14/11/82.
Ackgd., 14/11/82.
The Engineerin-Chief.—D.Y. {pro Commr.), 15/11/82.
I agree with the petitioners.-and think itwould he advisahle_
to start the line from Scone instead of Muswellbrook; hut, before■ deciding-, surveys should, be - made'.—
JAM, 17/11/82.
End of year, 17/11/82. . No funds available for trial surveys at present.—'W.H.Q.,
3/1/83. .End of March.
No. 2.

.

No. 2.
Petition.

......

.
'

Messes. Hungerford, McLaughlin, M’s.P.—Petition from the district of Muswellhrook, Denman,
and Merriwa; for the construction of a branch line of railway to connect Penman and Cassilis with the
Great Northern Line at Muswellbrook.
"

Railways.—J.E., B.C., 13/11/82.

J.W., 17/11/82.

[Presented ny Mr. Hungerford, M.P., Mr. Bettington, Mr. White, and Mr. M'Laughlin, M.P.,'
10th November, 1882.]
*
.
To the Honorable the Minister for Works.
The Petition of the undersigned, representing the towns and adjacent districts of Muswellbrook,
Denman, and Merriwa, in public meetings assembled,—
Respectfully Sheweth,—

'

■
That at monster meetings of the residents of the several localities named opposite the signa
tures hereunto appended, it was resolved unanimously that the construction of a branch line of railway to
connect the towns of Denman, Merriwa, and Cassilis with’the Great Northern line at Muswellbrook, is
highly desirable, the route indicated being the natural course of traffic from the last-named town and
the’best available junction to the main trunk line for the towns and 'districts lying north-west of
Muswellbrook.,
....
.
■ '
. That a. railway line has already been surveyed from Muswellbrook to Mudgee, which, with very
slight deviations, will answer all the purposes required.
That.the country through which the line—as surveyed—would pass, presents no engineering
difficulties, is of the richest description, yields under cultivation immense crops of cereals of the finest
quality, and is admirably adapted to grazing, which under the present mode of traffic is the only remu
nerative pursuit.
"
'
'
'
. ■
That the population and statistics of the localities interested shew that the line hereby advocated
would be at least self-supporting; the lands through which it would pass being so suitable for agriculture,
an immense impetus Would be given to that industry which at present is languishing because an extensive
market for its produce is practically inaccessible.
_
That the method of conveying goods by dray to and from the railway at Muswellbrook is
inadequate for the existing traffic.
•
'
That should this line be at once proceeded with, the necessity for making expensive mountainous
roads over the range of various points to feed the Mudgee-Wallerawang line would be obviated, as that
traffic, to be carried on these roads, would be secured by the proposed line from Muswellbrook to Cassilis
and westward.
Tour Petitioners, therefore, pray your earnest consideration of the foregoing facts, and ask that
you will be pleased to cause a sufficient sum of money to be placed upon the Estimates to carry out the
said railway.
'
.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever humbly pray, &c.
'
’
■
S. J. DOWEL, Mayor and Chairman, .
Por and on behalf of meeting held at Muswellbrook, on Monday, 25th September, 1882.

.

JAS. B. BETTINGTON, Chairman,
For and on behalf of meeting held at Merriwa, on Saturday, 30th September, 1882.
EDWD. WHITE, Chairman,
For and on behalf of a meeting held at Denman, on Saturday, IGth September, 1882.
FREDK. WM. MORRIS, Chairman,
For and on behalf of a meeting held at Hall’s Creek, on Friday, 22nd September, 1882.
.

. .

•
■
No. 3.
H.' Stokes, Esq., to The Hon. A. Stuart.

Newcastle, 13 April, 1883.
Be proposed Railway between Muswellbrook and Cassilis.
My dear Mr. Stuart,
.
.
'
. • . The enclosed letter has been handed to me by Mr. Edward Parnell, a gentleman who' has:
resided in this district for many years, and Who is the owner of large properties in Newcastle and Jerry’sPlains.
He wishes me to represent to you that a more profitable railway can be constructed between
Singleton and Cassilis, via jerry’s Plains, than between Muswellbrook and Cassilis.
'
If you will kindly read his letter, and do what you think right in the matter, you will confer a
favour upon me.
Yours, &c.,
'
HENRY STOKES.
■

. Railways.—B.C. 17/4/83. Forward to Engineer-in-Chief.—B.C. 21/4/83.
W.H.Q. 24/4/83, Seen, H.P.-24/4/83. E.-in-C. 25/4/83.

Mr. Palmer to see.-r-

[Enclosure.

[EnclosureJ]'

Dear Stokes,
.
' '
Newcastle, 12 April, 1883.
.. ,, „ 6 *■ M- KeraU I noticed tliat a question had been asked the Colonial Secretary, by Mr. Olliffe, for M'Elhone
respecting the Scone or Muswellbrook Eailway to Cassilis, and the answer given was to the offe'ct that these lines should be
surveyed for the purpose of determining which of the two should be adopted.
■
Now I believe if the Glovemment were made aware of all the circumstances they would accept neither line, and I will
endeavour to show you why, m the hopes that you will use what influence you possess in endeavouring to prevent a waste of
some pubhc money. This I need hardly say, is I believe a duty incumbent upon every Australian, and one I believe you feel
and this must be my apology for troubling you on this subject.
J
’
Now some time back, Mr. Gould, the member for Singleton, asked Mr. Copeland if he intended constructing a line
between Singleton to Cassilis via Jerry s Plains. He said he did not because the Engineer-in-Chief had protested against it,
or the reason that it would be 80 miles from Singleton to Cassilis by that route, (I am speaking from memory), whereas,
the line to connect Cassilis by Scone with the Great Northern Eailway would be only 50 miles, or from Muswellbrook only
60 mdes, therefore one of these two lines would be adopted. Now I presume Mr. Copeland; or the Engineer-in-Chief know
little of the country round about Cassilis, Scone, Miuswellbrook, Merriwa, Denman, Jerry’s Plains, and Singleton, or they would
not come to the conclusion that, because the line is longer between Singleton, yia Jerry’s Plains to Cassilis, than it is between
Cassiha and Scoiie or Muawellbrook, that it must necessarily be more expensive,
• These gentlemen are perhaps not aware that about 24 years ago, a line was marked somewhere about Singleton and
continued to, or nearly to Cassilis by a person named Eowland, a suryeyor of high character, he being one of the twelye Sir
William Denison was instrumental in bringing to the Colony for the special purpose of surveying and reporting upon the best
lines for general railway purposes. And I heard Mr. Eowland say, the Jerry’s Plains line was the best he ever surveyed • andone presenting few, if any engineering difficulties.
^
I contend therefore, that this last-mentioned line would he the best, because either of the other lines would he more
costly, as there are high ranges to cross in both cases, and in one the Hunter to bridge. And if these were effected, the
result would be a much longer line, as it is 50 miles from Cassilis to. Scone, and 46 from Scone to Singleton, making that
distance 96 miles, and from Cassilis to Muswellbrook 60 miles, and from thence to Singleton 31 miles making this line 91 miles
So that in coming from Cassilis to Singleton through Scone it would be 96 miles, or from Cassilis through Muswellbrook it
wou d be 91 miles now as it is only 80 miles from Singleton to Cassilis yia Jerry’s Plains, there would be a saying of haulage
by this last named route of 16 miles m the one case and 11 in the-other. '
'
s .
t
, jia triu; fche,re jre in tlle ®°one route 46 miles already available, and 30 in the Muswellbrook line, despite this advantage
1 00“te1“d> and1llundrfds agree with me. that the line from Singleton through Jerry’s Plains, Denman, and Merriwa to Cassilis
would be the, cheapest, as there are no high mountains to cut through, or Eivers to cross, except the Wolombi*Brook and the
Gpulbum which is a mere tributary of the Hunter, and the best as a “ Feeder” because it passes through five times’as much
valuable country as the other lines, and possessed by ten times as many proprietors, and last but not least passes through a
great deal of Government land (between Singleton and Jerry’s Plains) and would thereby enhance the value of the national
estate, as the uimhenatcd land alluded to is covered with a forest of very valuable ironbark and other trees,
- Ivow-to make this matter lucid I have been guilty of great repetition, which I trust you will excuse.
■
Believe me to be,
.
Yours, &c.,
__________________________________
EDW. PAENELL.

.
No. 4.
Memo, from Mr. O’Keefe to J. M‘LaHghlm3 Esq., M.P.

'
•

Dear

.
.
July 23,1883.
xour. letter to hand last night. The Committee are in great anxiety about the survey of our
not being proceeded with at* once^ as promised. I am requested to enquire from you if it is necessary
to send a deputation to the Minister for Works, or can you get this promise fulfilled. There have been
two’surveyors sent to a line which was promised since ours, viz., Mudgee to Coonamhle, and a promise
has been given to survey a line, Werris Creek to Dubbo, which would shut us out completely. Gather
what information possible, and let us know at once to appease anxiety of the people. I want to call the
Committee together but have no information to lay before them.
Inform Mr. M‘Laughlin that survey from Muswellbrook to Cassilis will he made__PAW
yWtton, B.C., 31/7/83.-J.R.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 1/10/83.
The trial survey
from Muswellbrook to C assilis, via Merriwa, has already been commenced by Mr. Burrowes.—H.P., 1/10/83

'
'

'

No. 5. \
Memo, by The Secretary for Public Works.

Be Survey of line, Muswellbrook to Cassilis.
Me-. John McElhone, M.P., has written to me asking that a survey might be made for a tramway or
railway to Cassilis. I have written to Mr. McElhone promising that as soon as surveyors are available a
survey would he made from Mus’wellbrook to, Cassilis which I consider the best route to adopt.
*
■
E.A.W., M/7/83.
■ -Railways.—B.C., 14/7/83.
1/8/83.
Noted.—H.P;, 2/8/83.

Engineer-in-Chief.—B.C., 19/7/83.
'

Mr. Palmer—WHO
V5’*

No. 6.
N. E. Asser, Esq., to The Secretary for Public Works.
c,lr’

_ .
Scone, 20 Eebruary, 1883.
Being one of the deputation that waited upon the late Minister for Works re the railway from
Scone to Cassilis, I consider it would not he acting in justice to myself and - inhabitants of this district
not to apprise you of the fact that a petition is being got up by the people of Muswellbrook urgiug their
route, and collectors are getting this petition signed by all and whom they can. The collectors of these
names have a contract for such names as they get, and are paid for such at the rate of 7s. per dozen, or
7d. for.every name this collector gets. I hope you will take this into consideration when the petition
is presented, as I am informed numbers of signatures have been obtained to this petition who areneither interested in one spot or the other, hut have signed it on account of the pressure brought to
bear by these paid collectors of names.
•
I have &e
N. E. ASSER..
Railways.—B,C., 22/2/83!
No. 7.

6
»
.

.

;.

.
7.

'

Mr. Surveyor Burrowes to The Engineer-in-Chief for Railways.

.

Sir,
_
..
.
•
Railway Survey Camp, Muswellbrook, September 7,1883.
.
1 have the honor herewith to inform you that after due and careful examination of the country
west.of Muswellbrook, as far as Pike’s Gap (Wybong Creek) I find that it is thoroughly impregnable for
i line of railway, the mountains and gorges being very steep and broken, and, the way that I now propose
to run my line is down the'Hunter River for about seven miles, on the south bank. By doing this I
avoid all mountainous country, and am on good open country, and then cross the river and strike due
west on a good open flat to Wybdng 'Creek, the only gap in the range that a line can be taken through,
biit, by keeping about 2| miles to the south, I avoid the range altogether, where the range terminates on
the Goulburn. I then have good level country the whole ■way.
.
•
'
.
I have, &c.,
•
.
.
CHARLES A. BTJEROWES,
.
”
.
Railway Survey, Muswellbrook.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 7/9/83.

■

Seen.—H.P., 7/9/83.

.No.'8. '
■
J. P. Abbott, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.

■

Sir,
i
6 and 7, Wentworth Court, Sydney, October 13, 1883.
■
I have the honor to enclose to you a letter from Mr. N. F. Asser, of Scone, in reference ^ to
a trial survey of the line from Merriwa to the Great Northern. I would urge that before any decision
is arrived at,’that a survey should be made between Scone and Merriwa, and that the owners of land on
that route, as also upon the one from Muswellbrook to Merriwa, should be asked to sign a document, .
agreeing to give the land required free. I am quite sure the bulk of the owners will do so.
■
‘
■
I have, &c.,
.
J. P. ABBOTT.
Inform Mr. Abbott that as the trial survey now being made from Muswellbrook to Cassilis is being
made via, Merriwa, I. cannot see any reason for an additional survey; but that if surveyor can be spared
from other work the line may be surveyed in time—F.A.W., 19/10/83.
Mr. Whitton.—J.R, B.C., 23/10/83.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 26/10/83.
Noted.—H.P.,
26/10/83.
'
'
.
' ■
'
■

.

[Enclosure^]

Honorable J. P. Abbott, M.P.,—
Scone, 11 October, 1883. ■
'
Dear Sir,
.
.
.
.
T
'
I bad intended seeing you when you went through yesterday, but could not get up to station in time. Last
year I made one of a deputation that waited upon the late Minister for Works, the Honorable J. Lackey, re a survey for a
Railway from Scone to Merriwa, &e., which Mr. Lackey promised, that a trial survey should be made from here as well as
Muswellbrook. The survey is at present being made from Muswellbrook, and we in this district believe that the line taken,
from Scone would serve a greater number of people than via the Brook and Henman, and be cheaper, and Donald
Macintyre, Esq., who was also one of the deputation, offered the land required going through his property on the Scone
route. So far as I can learn a practicable route cannot be had direct from Muswellbrook, and it would have to be taken to
Piercefield before crossing the river, which will take a very expensive bridge, If you will kindly lay this matter before the
Minister for Works you will oblige yours respectfully,
■
■
■
N. F. ASSER.
•
Sir John Robertson and R. H. Levien promised to see Mr. Wright about this matter, but I thought more the better. -

.
,
No.'9.
.
John McElhone, Esq., M.P., ’to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,

_
.
Sydney, 15 October, 1883.
I have the honor to- enclose you petition from the inhabitants of Denman, praying that the
railway survey-from Muswellbrook to Cassillis may be taken or made by Denman, and have the hohor to"
request that you will be pleased to give instructions to have the survey made via Denman. It is thecentre of a large district, and a large quantity of wheat, wine, &c., is produced on the Goulburn River,
close by Denman, and its natural outlet is at Denman. Trusting that you will grant the request of the
petitioners.
I have, &c.,
.
.
JOHN-McELHONE.
Inform that I cannot consent to a line surveyed to Denman hence to Cassilis, as it would be too
much of a round, Denman being very much out of the direct line.—F.A.W., 17/10/83.
J. McElhone,
Esq., M.P., 18/10/83. . Railways.—J.R., B.C., 19/10/83.
. .
.

[Enclosures.^

■' •

Dear Sir,
■
- Denman, 10 October, 1883.
We had a meeting in reference to the subject of the enclosed Petition a few days [ago] at Denman. The following
motions .were unanimously carried :—:
•
' .
,
“ That Mr. James Gillies be elected Hon. Secretary.”
!
’
’
.. “That Messrs. J. Gillies and W. C. Brecht be anthorized to draw up a draft PetitioA.”
'
“That Messrs W.. C. Brecht, M. Doyle, J. H. Saunders, W. Day, H. Stent, and G. Ross,‘ be appointed a Committee
to collect signatures and carry out the purposes of the meeting. ”
.
.
■
We now confidently put the matter into the hands of you and Mr. McLaughlin, knowing from past experience that
you will do all in your power to forward our interes’ts. We beg to request that you will use all possible despatch,-as the1
Railway Surveyor has now reached the point where the line will turn towards or turn away from Deninan, and he is waiting
instructions as to which way he should run it.
''
■ Yours faithfully,
'
. .
. '
.
...
JAMES GILLIES
. John McElhone, Esq., M.L.A., Sydney.
'
(Pro.Committee and other, signers.)
To

7
To the Honorable the Minister for Works, Sydney
'
The Petition of the undersigned inhabitants of Denman and the surrounding district;—
•
Respectfully showeth :—
,
That”having anxiously watched several years for the construction of a line of railway to connect our township
and district with the Great Northern Railway, it is with regret and surprise that we learn that it is contemplated'to run
the line which is now being surveyed from Muswellbrook to Cassilis at a distance of over 3 miles from Denman.
■
That Denman is the natural centre and outlet of about 200 square miles of rich, agricultural and pastoral land and
wheat growing and wine culture are extensively carried on in the district, and large quantities of these commodities and
also great numbers of fat stock are annually sent away.
.
.
That the neighbourhood of Denman has a population of over 800, and the township contains three substantial
Church buddings, School of Arts, Stores, Hotels, Flour and Saw Mills, a Court-house and Police Quarters, Post and
Telegraph Office, and a'Public School attended by 100 children, besides the usual private dwellings ; and there is every
reasonable prospect of a large increase in the settlement and population of the neighbourhood, as there is available a good deal
of Crown Lands which is being rapidly appropriated and settled on (as can be ascertained by reference to the Lands Office),
as well as a large area of town allotments, Government property, the value of w-hich by bringing the railway near to them
would be enhanced to an extent that would nearly if not quite compensate for any extra cost that might be incurred in
slightly deviating the line to suit the conveniences of the people.
, ,
That all these interests would be most prejudicially affected, our properties depreciated in value, and we would be put
to most serious loss and inconvenience if the line were to run at such a distance from the township.
We therefore regard the matter with utmost concern and anxiety, and beg humbly to-submit that, as the ground is
quite level and no engineering difficulties in the way, a fact which the engineer surveying the line, after having carefully
inspected it fully admits, we have good grounds for requesting that the line be brought through the township.
• We trust that you will take these premises into favourable consideration, and your petitioners, as in duty bound,
will ever pray.
■
Occupation.
Address.
*
Storekeeper Denman.
Stockman.. Merton, Denman.
,,
Gardiner ... Merton,
Farmer and Greenwood Park, Denman.
Grazier.
Thos. A: Hewitt ..... Grazier and “Ferndale,” Denman.
1
.
Farmer.
,,
G. H. Hewitt .......... Farmer...... Engaddie,
,,
F. J. Hewitt............. Farmer...... Ferndale,
,,
H. A. Stent ............. Grazier and Bureen,
Farmer.
A. Frazer ................. Farmer...... Goulburn River, ,,
,,
Henry Frazer .......... Farmer...... Goulburn River,
,,
Arthur Frazer .......... Drover...... Denman,
,,
AVilliam Dobby ...... Farmer...... Denman,
,,
John Rose.................. Farmer...... Goulburn River,
,,
Henry Rose ............. Farmer..... Goulburn River,
,,
Humphrey Rose ..... Farmer...... Goulburn River,
,,
Reuben Rose ............. Fencer...... Goulburn River,
John T. Harris......... Farmer...... Martindale Creek, ,,
Jacob Nelson............. Sawyer...... Martindale Creek, „
Frank Mills ............. Sawyer...... Martindale Creek, ,,
George Henry Wells. Farmer...... Martindale Creek, ,,
Thomas John Wells.. Farmer...... Martindale Creek, ,,
William Wells ......... Farmer...... Martindale Creek, ,,
Edward Medhurst .. Farmer...... Martindale Creek, ,,
George T. Medhurst. Farmer..... Martindale Creek, ,,
Faben Medhurst ..... Farmer...... Martindale Creek, ,,
,,
W. Ingram ............. Carrier...... Goulburn River,
,,
W. G. Kellwell...... i. Selector ... Horseshoe,
Michael Doyle ......... Hotelkeeper Denman.
Isaac Gallimore......... Drover...... Denman.
Thomas A. Doyle.. .. Butcher ... Denman.
Robert Allen............. Gardener... Denman.
James Lommon......... Butcher ... Denman.
Timothy Ryan ......... Gardener... Denman.
John, Mills...... ■.......... Farmer...... ConnardFarm, Denman
John Hughes............. Miner ...... ConnardFarm,. ,,
,,
Charles Castledine .. Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
William Killin......... Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
John Killin ............. Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
{Samuel Killin ......... Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
Benjamin Hardy ..... Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
James Bennett .......... Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,;
James Bennett......... Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
Christian Neilson..... Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
Daniel Barry............. Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
„
Tburiter Barry......... Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
James W. Barry ... . Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
Rosser Barry............. Farmer..... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
Christopher O’Hara.. Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
Daniel O’Hara ......... Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
James O’Hara ......... Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
„
Jdhnas O’Hara......... Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
James Foster............. Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
Joseph Castledine .. Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
Edward Castledine .. Carpenter.. Doyle’s Creek,
,,
J. A. Castledine ..... Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
JolmCastledine ... . Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
Jesop; Cox ................. . Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
Daniel Allen............. Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
Mathew Allen ......... . Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
•
C. Wl Powell............. Mason ...... Denman.
,,
AVilliam Mills ......... . Farmer..... ConnardFarm,
,,
Michael Ragan......... . Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek,
,,
Daniel Murphy......... . Farmer.. .. Doyle’s Creek,
■
P. Becker ................. . Labourer ■.. Denman.
Denman.
.
Alexr. Wyllie ...-..... Carpenter.
Denman.
William Geo. Marsh.. . Carpenter..
.
George Munro ......... . Drover..... Denman.
•
’ Alex.l Munro............. . Drover..... Denman.
'
Name.
John H. Saunders ...
George Brown ..........
Daniel Taylor ..........
Walter Cousins..........

. Name.
Occupation.
Address
Henry Rose .............. Farmer. Denman.
..
John Learning .......... Labourer ... Denman.
Richard Scott ..... .
Labourer..,Wybong, Denman
.
Henry Parkinson...... Teacher...Denman.
Robert Ward.............. -Butcher ... Denman.
James Frazer.............. Drover......., Denman.
Thomas Elliott......... Drover....... Dehman.
Richard Pendleton ... Drover...... Denman.
Apsley Hewitt .i........ Selector ... Denman.
John Bogan .............. Groom ....... Denman.
George Rye .............. Stonemason Denman.
AdamBrindle ......... Carpenter... Denman.
'
James Brindle .......... Groom....... Denman.
Henry Spohr.............. Carpenter... Denman.
Robert Rose.............. Stockman... Martindale, Denman.
C. M. Mills ...............Clerk in Holy Denman.
Orders.
D. Herps .............. . Drover-...... Denman.
Andrew Mackenzie ... Freeselector Hall’s Creek, Denman.
James Gillies............. Teacher ... Denman.
Stephen Booth.......... Farmer...... Denman.
John Booth .............. Farmer...... Denman.
John Smith .............. Farmer...... Denman.
John Baker, senr. ... Labourer... Denman.
John Baker, junr. ... Labourer... Denman.
.
Samuel Jennison ........ Blacksmith Denman.
Francis Mathieson ... Blacksmith Denman.
Edwin Trowbridge ... Stockman.. Denman.
Stephen Munn.......... Landholder Denman.
George N. Munn...... Householder Denman.
T. L. Coughlan.......... Telegraph Denman.
operator.
E. Kibble .................. Freeholder. Denman.
•
John A. Mason.......... Drover...... Denman.
Elijah Budden.......... Saddler ... Denman.
Charles Jones .......... Storekeeper Denman.
Walter Leon Medhurst FreeselectorDenman.
George Woodhouse ... Gardener... Martindale,Denman.
Joseph Ham .............. Selector ... Hall’s Creek,Denman.
George Capping ...... Mills.......... Denman.
■
William Alinson .......................... Denman.
Charles Nagle .......... Farmer...... Denman.
.
John Nagle .............. Winegrower Denman.
Harry Fleming.......... Groom....... Denman.
William Day.............. Hotelkeeper Denman.
•
A. King..................... Labourer ... Denman.
B. J. Nater .............. Contractor. Denman. .
M. G. Hanrahan...... Butcher..... Denman.
Geo. A. Saunders...... Miller ...... Denman.
H. M'Connell .......... Super. ..;... Woodlands,Denman,,
John Barclay.............. Storekeeper Denman.
Owen Huden.............. Contractor. Denman.
Peter Cleary.............. Stonemason Denman.
Albert T. Churehland Bricklayer . Denman.
Daniel M‘Ara ......... Carpenter.. Denman.
W. C. Shilling.......... Brickmaker Denman.
G. Allen...................... Brickmaker Denman.
T. Allen...................... Carrier ....
.
.
-■
R. Courtney............. Labourer .., Denman.
Robert A. M'Kenzie.. Drover...... Woburn,Denman.
James Ham .............. Labourer... Hall’s Creek,Denmau.
T. W. Merry.............. Drover....... Giant’s Creek, ,,
W. H. Sandels.......... Labourer... Jain’s Creek, ' ,,
Henry Modinger ......Winegrower GianFs Creek, , ,
John Hornery, sen.... Farmer...... Giant’s Creek, ,,
John Hornery, jun.... Farmer...... GianPs Creek, ,,
■W..H. Parker........... Stockman... Giant’s Creek, ,,
William Parker ...... Drover....... Giant’s Creek, , . .
George Parker .......... Stockman... Giant’s Creek, , ,
W. J. Parker ......... Drover....... Giant’s Creek, K,

8
Name.
Occupation.
Address.
A. R. Parker.............. Drover....... Giant’s Creek, Denman.
Henry Parker .......... Farmer....... Giant’s Creek,
,,
Reyran Hennessey ... Farmer..... Giant’s Creek,
,,
William Maxwell...... Drover....... Goulburn River, ,,
William Lawenoff. Farmer............. Hall’s Creek,
,,
John Ham........... Farmer.............. Hall’s Creek,
,,
James Ham .............. Farmer....... Hall’s Creek,
,,
Alfred Ham .............. Farmer....... Hall’s Creek,
,,
William H. Purvis ... Farmer and Denman.
vigneron.
.
W. L. C. Brecht...... Vigneron... Lower Goulburn, ,,
E. Brindle. Labourer ... Denman.
T. Beuschel....... Farmer.............. Denman.
George Oxford. Stonemason Denman.
Thomas Oxford. Stonemason Denman.
Henry Oxford, sen. ... Stonemason Denman.
Henry Oxford, jun.... Stonemason Denman.

.

Name .

Occupation.

Address.

Daniel Murphy.......... Farmer...... Doyle’s Creek, Denman
Charles Margin.......... Stockkeep'er Denman.
William Pool.............. Farmer....... Denman.
Joseph Hilton .......... Selector ... Denman.
Hilton Harrison ...... Bootmaker. Denman.
Thomas J. Purvis...... Selector ... Denman.
Alex. Graham, sen. ... Farmer....... Richmond, Demhan.
AVilliam H. Purvis, jun Farmer....... Denman.
A. Graham .............. Grazier....... Richmond Grove, Den
.......................... man.
Arch. Graham ......... . Farmer...... River Side, Denman.
T. Graham.................. Farmer...... Richmon Grove, Den
man.
H. Brecht.................. Vigneron... Rosemount, Denman.
Anthony Bush.......... Vigneron.., Denman.
Jacob Bush .............. Vigneron... Rosemount, Denman.

No. 10.
J. McElhone, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.

'

*
'
'
Sydney, 22 October, 1883.
_ I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of letter of 18th instant, advising me that *
Denman is considerably out of the direct line—Mudgee to Cassilis—and the Secretary for Public Works
is unable to comply with my request to survey a railway line to Denman.
_ I have the honor to inform you that I did not mention the Mudgee line to Cassilis, as there is no
such line.
■■
'
The petitioners requested that the trial survey of a line from Muswellbrook to Cassilis Line might
be made via Denman.
.
As the surveyors are close to Denman, and it would cost very little to make thie survey asked for,
I have again the honor to request that you will be pleased to order that a survey may be made via Denman
to Cassillis.
•
i And I-would point out to you that a trial survey which cost a lot of money was made via Port
Hacking to Woollongong, and which I believe would not have been made if one of your colleagues had
not owned a large area of land through which this survey went.
t
Such being the case, and as it is unusual to refuse to grant a survey of a few miles to Denman,
which will cost very little to make, I hope you will reconsider your decision, and order a trial survey to be
made to Denman of the line being surveyed from Muswellbrook to Cassilis.
t
also requested that you would be pleased to give instructions to continue the trial survey from
Cassilis to Coolah, as Coolah is the centre of a large wool-producing district. As the latter must have
escaped your'notice I trust the survey will be continued from Cassilis to Coolah.
•
.
Tours, &c.,
The Hon. P. Wright, Minister for Works.
---------J, McELHONE.
_
Inform of mistake and state that when survey now being made between Muswellbrook and Cassilis
is complete I will, in deference to your repeated request, have a survey made of a route which will
include Denman,-but that I cannot promise a survey from Cassilis to Coolah.—E.A..W., 24/10/83.
John McElhone, Esq., M.P., 24/10/83.
Eailways. J.E., B.C., 26/10/83.
Engineer-in-Chief {pro Commissioner).—Gr.B., B.C., 31/10/83.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 2/11/83.
H.P., 3/11/83.
'.
>
>
i i

No. 11.
J. McElhone, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for,Public Works.
Sydnev, 23 Eebruary, 1884.
.
. f have the honor to forward you letter received by me from Mr. E. O’Keeffe, Secretary of the
Merriwa Eailway Committee, in reference to the trial survey from Muswellbrook to Merriwa being stopped
at or near Giant’s Creek.
I will feel obliged if you will cause me to be advised as to the cause of the stopping of the above
trial survey if it is stopped, and if so, when it is likely that it will be again gone on with.
■
'
Tours, &c.,
--------------- —
J. McELHONE,
,
[JEnclosure.']
'
•

Pear Sir, .
Merriwa, 20 February, 1884.
r An compliance with a resolution passed to-night at a meeting of the Merriwa Railway Committee.
I am directed to inform you that the survey of our railway line, Muswellbrook to Merriwa, has been suspended,
ine survey has reached Giant’s Creek, about 30 miles from Muswellbrook (rumour says through scarcity of water), but such
an excuse, if put forward, is not feasible ; there being a sufficient supply of good water all along the route.
'
The Committee requests that you will be good enough to ascertain from the Minister the real cause of this stoppage, *
and urge the continuance of this survey without delay. .
rr « »
I am, &c.,
...
.
EDWARD O’KEEFFE,
‘
■
Hon. Secretary, Merriwa Railway Committee.
< P.S.—The people are in a ferment over this stoppage, which they fear is an attempt to shelve.our railway..—E.O.K.
John McElhone, Esq., M.P. .
1 loio-A Mr' WMttion for report.—E.A.W., 26/2/8L
J.E., B.C., 27/2/84.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q.,
1/3/84. .
.
This survey was stopped through the surveyor who was eugagedupon it having reported tbat there
was-a total absence of water along the whole route of survey between Giant’s Creek and Merriwa, after
"
having

.having.been specially instructed to,examine the country throughout and to ascertain whether there was
any portion of the survey that might he taken up. Another surveyor may be sent to continue the survey
-immediately after the district has been visited by a sufficient fall of rain.—H.P., 3/3/84. '
| Under Secretary, B.C., '5/3/84.
P.W.O., 6/3/84. ■
Inform—P.A.W., 7/3/84.
John
McElhone, Esq., M.P,,. 10/3/84.
Mr. Whitton, B.C., 10/3/84.—J.B.

.
No. 12.
.
J. M'Lauglilin, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Dear Sir,
Temple Court, King-street, Sydney, 25 Eebruary, 1884.
Herewith I enclose you a letter received by me from the Hon. Secretary of the Merriwa
Bailway Committe; kindly peruse same and let me know the present position of the survey referred to.
■
I am, &c.,
'

-

---------------- '
[jEWZoswre.]

JNO. M'LATJGHLIN.

Dear Sir,
.
Merriwa, . 20 February, 1884.
In compliance with a resolution passed to-night at a meeting of the Merriwa Railway Committee, I am directed
.to inform you that the survey of our railway line from Muswellbrook to Merriwa, has been suspended (rumour says through
scarcity of water), but such an excuse, if put forward, is not feasible, there being a sufficient ■ supply of good water con• veiiient all along the route. The survey work has reached Giant’s Creek, about 30 miles from Muswellbrook, and now
stopped. ■
.
.
•
•
The Committee request that you will be good enough to ascertain from the Minister the real cause of this stoppage
of the survey, and to urge the continuance of the work without delay. '
I am, &c.,
. EDWARD O’KEEFFE,
Hon. Secretary, Merriwa Railway Committee.
John M Laughhn, Esq., M.R,
j
. . j

Place with letters from Mr. McElhone and send on to Mr. Whitton for report.—E.A.W., 26/2/84.

No. 13.
Mr. Surveyor Burrowes to The Engineer-in-Chief.
Sh.
'
Railway Survey Camp, Hall’s Creek, via Denman, 15 January, 1884.
. . 1 have ^e honor to inform you that, owing to the severe drought in this district, the water is
fast failing, and I am now reduced to one small hole on the township reserve at Hall’s Creek, there being
no other waters available. Giant’s Creek is dry, as well as Hall’s Creek, with the exception of this hole,
and as travelling stock are coming along this road in great numbers and dying in hundreds along the
road, and in the waterhole that we get our water from we have had to drag a couple of dead bullocks out
of, the water cannot last but a few days longer without rain, and the nearest water is the Hunter and
Goulburn, about 20 and 10 miles away. Please instruct me further. If we get rain it will be all right
here, but if none I am at a loss as to know what to do. All the farmers have to leave their farms and go
on to water, and the country here, in general, is in a deplorable state.
.
.
I have, &c.,
CHARLES A. BURROWES,
Railway Surveyor.
.
Mr. Palmer.—JW., 17/1/84.
'
Mr. Burrowes instructed to report whether, in the event of a continuance of the drought, there
are other points along the route of this trial survey (say) at Merriwa or Cassilis where there is a
sufficiency of water to enable him to take up the survey and work back to meet the portion already
surveyed.—H.P., 17/1/84.
End of month.
.
J

No. 14.
1
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Burrowes.
-nr

j.
.
,
17 January, 1884.
reference to your report dated the loth instant, as to the scarcity of-water at Hall’s Creek, where
you aie now engaged on the ALuswellbrook and Cassilis trial survey, you should ascertain and report
without delay whether there are other points along the route of this trial lino (say) at Merriwa or
Cassilis where you could obtain water in sufficient quantities to enable you to carry out your work, and
from which you could survey to meet the portion already surveyed. This course should not be adopted
unless you are compelled to do so, and as it has been raining here to-day, I trust your supply has been
augmented.
' .
_______
HERBERT PALMER.
With

No. 15.
.Mr. Surveyor Burrowes to The Engineer-in-Chief.

;

.
.
Merriwa, 19 January, 1884.
.£
. r' h>‘dmei’s letter to hand, No. 84-17, on receipt of which I left for Merriwa and Cassilis to
see if a point could be taken up where I could connect my work with my present working, and after
carefully inspecting round Merriwa find that there is no water here or between here and my line. The
country is simply in a deplorable condition, and my men are suffering from the very bad water, one man
having to leave me and go to the hospital. The water is simply putrid, aud from what I learn at present
there is little or no water between here and Cassilis, but will report to you by Tuesday’s mail.
' Yesterday was- a very cloudy day here, but to-day is as usual, dry, hot winds again. I had to sink
a hole for water, but obtained none, and have had to drag dead cattle out of the hole we are now using.
. 17-B
6
In

_ In thp event of not getting water, between here and Cassilis, I might mention that it would be
-&4yisable to strike my camp and leave it at Hall’s Creek until such tipae as we get rain, and discharge my
men. They 'are sinking in the Hunter Eiyer for water at the present time at Muswellbrook and other
places, aud the Goulburn River is quite salt.
■ ............................
” " .
'
If we do not get water I fear that we will have serious illnesses in camp through such water.
Will write further on inspection between here aiid Cassilis. ’
' .....................
~
. ’
.
'
•' ' .............. I have, &c.,
•
CHARLES A. BURROWES.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 22/1/84.
H.P., 23/1/84.

.

.
.
. . No. 16.
.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Burrowes.

'

' '
■
. .
25 January, 1884.
As it appears from your reports that the trial survey from Muswellbrook to Cassilis cannot be continued
at present in a satisfactory manner, through the scarcity of water in the district, you may break up your
party and returnlo Sydney.. As it is uncertain at what time this survey will be again taken up,"you
should either bring your equipment to Sydney or leave it stored, so that you might have it forwarded to
Sydney without difficulty when required. You will be allowed to bring to Sydney those of your party
only tliat you took up with you.
•
' • ’
'
■' J
■__________________________
•
HERBERT PALMER.

No. 17.
Telegram from Mr. Surveyor Burrowes to The Engineer-in-Chief.
A.M leaving for Merriwa and Cassilis re water. No rain. Country deplorable. Will write Monday’s
mail. Have sunk for water,.but udhe.
.
’
"
*
'
-.......... ..... ............. CHAS. A. BURROWES.
Railway Department.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 21/1/84.
Seen.—H.P., 21/1/84.

. .
■

‘
No. IS.
■
'
..Mr. Surveyor Whitlock to The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys.

■

Sir>
’
Post Office, G-iant’s Creek, 16 May, 1884. '
1 hW® rui:l a curve roughly at the Muswellbrook station, but to stake it out will take some time, owing
to obstructions, &c.; therefore 1 went on to the above place, and am running the line as you directed ;
then I will proceed with the main work onward, back, and also forward, so as to try and raise the gradient
aud get clear away. I can at any time drive down to Muswellbrook and complete that part of the work,
but perhaps the curve as it is now set out may be improved so as to keep'off the banks of the river. Will
you allow me to. try tp do so, or propose a -way to deviate the creek. Address Giant’s Creek for the
present.
■
'
I have, &c.,
.
-------J. S. WHITLOCK;.
Instructions sent to Mr. Whitlock.—H.P., 19/5/84.
Put by.
-

No. 19.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Whitlock.

•

.
;

............
...
.
May, 1884.
You must procure, without delay, the additional information at Muswellbrook, where the trial survey to
Cassilis- leaves the Northern Railway, as I instructed you before leaving the office, viz., to stake a traverse to
suit approximately the curve I laid down on the plan, and level the same; also to take the few-necessary
cross levels to show whether the floods from the Hunter River will prevent any portion of the line, as
surveyed by Mr. Burrowes, being adopted.
- ’
HERBERT PALMER, -

-'

No. 20.
. The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Whitlock.

:

-19 May, 1884. •
Unuer separate cover I have forwarded the parish maps and reference sheets as requested. There is no
report of Mr. Burrowes that could be of any use to you.' You must examine the country from the
termination of that surveyor’s plan and section to Merriwa, and after completing the survey to that point,
can examine the remaining length to Cassilis, before continuing the survey beyond Merriwa.
’
HERBERT PALMER,
tt

'
.

.
No. 21.
.
Mr. Surveyor Whitlock to The Engineer-in-Chief.

.
.

. ’ Sm,
Survey Camp, Gungull, Muswellbrook, 9 June, 1884.
•
In reply to instructions, 9th May, 1884, No. 84-105, which I will carry out, Mr. Burrowes’
reports will be of no use to me, and I need not have asked for them, except under orders to do so. There
will' be no difficulty in defining the route into Merriwa, the starting point having'been determined by
'
’ '
- "
’
'
'
Mr /

Mr. Burrowes, where he left off work, and traced out the line, the direction of which goes up the Giant’s
Creek Yalley,- which takes the line over a ghaut or gap from Giant’s to If all’s Creek, similar to the one
at the 19th mile or near Pyke’s Gap. I have tried some deviations and cross sections. The line over this
g&p, as per section enclosed, can be inuch improved. I will report on the line to Merriwa as early as
possible, as per instructions to examine the country. To save time and expense, perhaps (if you deeiii if
advisable) it may he as well to employ some one for a day or two who knows the country well, to accom
pany me, to go-over the ground, before 1 lay out the proposed line of railway, dnd probably by so doing,
I might get the best line at once, as it is a rough country beyond Gungal.
•
. The line having been fixed by Mr. Burrowes to go through the ghauts or gajDS at the 19 and
27 miles, you may not have any objection, there being also another gap (via the "Wappengai), which will
necessarily (under any circumstances) have to be crossed, a distance of 7 miles, before reaching Merriwa.
On the contrary, should you wish to consider a line, via Denman, keeping level country, avoiding
altogether the gaps at the 19 and 27 miles, as this is not in my work, and no time allowed for it, I shall,
however, avoid reporting in any official diary on such matters, except in carrying out instructions received
from time to time. As per instructions, No. 84-104, the 25-chain curve, as marked on my sketch tracing
to suit approximately the ground, crosses the Sydney St. (Denman’s Bead), some distance from the
present railway level crossing, and would destroy some good houses and one large hotel. The junction,
or points would also leave the rails at the south end of the Muswellbrook platform (which may be objec
tionable). The levels are nearly the same as over the original line. The highest flood levels of Biver
Hunter reached about 3 feet below the present level of the railway, crossing the Public Boad north of
the railway station, and came over the road about 6 chains below the crossing (Denman’s side of the
same). There is no fear of floods preventing any portion of the line, as surveyed by Mr. Burrowes, being
adopted, as the line where it crosses the Public Bead bridge] is out of flood level. This flood level will
apply along the line by the Biver Hunter. The floods have never gone over the Public Boad bridge.
Muswellbrook Creek might be much improved by diverting the stream to let out the back water. The
present curve, a 15-chain radius, goes off north of the railway station.
By reducing the radius of curve leading from the Muswellbrook Eailway Station, if you wish and
deem it advisable, to 12-chain radius, a longer.lead can be obtained for the points from the station, and
perhaps you may approve of the line being nearer the present railway level crossing, or nearly into the
same, and also to run the line about half a chain further off the river, and join the original line further on
by a curve. It might probably be so arranged as not to interfere with the present Public Boad bridge
crossing the creek at the railway level crossing.
.
.
.
There may be curves of 12 chain radius on other portions of the line near stations. Perhaps it
may be deemed advisable to adopt a smaller curve than 15 chains, looking at the advantages to be gained,
and the line can be kept parallel to the river bank.
Absence from my camp for some days on the line towards the 20th mile, delayed me sending this
information, and I was anxious to send levels of the gap at the 27th mile.
.
Under instructions, ! have inspected and tried some deviations at the ghaut or gap, 19th mile, to'
try and improve the original line. These all give a grade of 1 in 40, and on the summit, 20 chains of
tunnel with 100 feet above it, too deep for open cutting. Under no circumstances can the original line be
improved at that point. It is confined to a small area in crossing the gap, and-runs nearly on the square
from valley to valley; by trying to creep up the sides of the hills could only be done by taking a long
circuit and returning on the other side to the same point.
At Pyke’s Gap, some distance off where the mail coach goes on the Public Boad, the gap at the
19th mile is much easier and a better line, so that it cannot be improved at that point. The direction of
the line onwards has been fixed by Mr. Burrowes (via Giant’s Creek), which I am trying to improve at the
gap, by going a. considerable distance back, and creeping up the sides of the hills to reach the summit, or
by diverging into another gap a little further down towards Gungal, and so try and get it nearer the
township.
.
•
I have, &c..
----- -JOHN S. WHITLOCK.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 12/6/84.
Seen.—H.P., 13/0/84.
I presume Mr. Whitlock has’ had
all necessary instructions for the direction of this line.—J.W., 20/6/84.
Mr. Palmer. • I went care
fully through plans of this district with Mr. Whitlock before he left, and gave him all necessary instruc
tions.—H.P., 20/6/84.

No. 22.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Suryeyor Whitlock.
13 June, 1884.
Please forward at the end of the present month a tracing of reduction (to the county map scale of 2

miles-to an inch) of the plan of your trial survey completed to that date, from the end of Mr. Burrowes’
work towards Cassilis, and at the end of each succeeding month send in a similar tracing, shewing the
monthly progress made with this survey until completion to Cassilis.
•
HEBBEET PALMEB.

.
Sir,

No. 23.
■
Mr. Surveyor Whitlock to The Engineer-in-Chief.

Wappengai, Gungal P.O.,»«ffl Muswellbrook, 30 June, 1884.
I have the honor to state that, under instructions, I beg to forward a tracing of a reduction
(to -the county map scale—2 miles to an inch) of the survey plan complete to date. I commenced to run
the centre line and take the permanent levels from the end of Mr. Burrowes’ work, viz., the 21st mile,
B.M. 22, datum, 542*64 ft., 1 chain east of line.
A similar tracing, showing the monthly progress made with the survey until completion to Cassilis
will be furnished hereafter, as per your instructions, No. 84-124.'
I shall proceed to inspect the route to.Cassilis on the completion of work to Merriwa-, about the
end of next month, as per instructions, No. 84-105.
Two

12■
Two Gaps or High Hills have been crossed, similar to the one at the 19th mile, viz’., from Giants
to Hall s Creek, at 28| miles, and the other to get to the Worondi Creek, about 33 miles, marked oil
tracing.
'
Gradients, probably averaging 1 in 60-50 ; width of Hall’s Creek average 1-| chain,’ with drainage
area, say 20 miles by 4 miles.
,
■
t
1 estimate that in the distance from the 21st to 33rd mile, four 6-feet, and three 12-feet openingswill be wanted for drainage to the creeks, and these may answer for cattle passes and occupation roads.
3 road crossings will, necessarily be required at the 26th,-28£, and 32nd miles.
. . Drainage area to small openings is onlyi limited in all cases. Hills surrounding’and ground undu
lating, &c., to the creeks.
.
I •
’
G-ood building stone and lime is to be found, also an average supply of timber in the above locality.'
Supply of water, very limited.
.
, I
furnish a report from the 33rd mile on to the Wappingai Gap in July report hence to
Merriwa. This gap appears to be the most difficult one to cross. Gradients may be expected from 1 to
35 to 40.
’
’
J
l
It may be.desirable to run more than one trial line over it to find the best crossing,'also to take
some cross sections to the Worrondi Creek.
. believe after passing Merriwa the country is more favourable—less undulatingconsequently not
so tedious in selecting the route.
.
•
'
I estimate it may take at least four months to complete the length to Cassilis.
bupplies cannot be had nearer than Muswellbrook, and this only for daily cash payments.
The district from the 25th mile to the 35th mile is very tough and undulating, and beyond it toMerriwa.- ....
I haTe) &c.,
’
„
.
--------JOHN S. WHITLOCK.
Copy of sections of gaps will follow.—J.S.W.
'

.
.
No. 24.
Report of Line from Muswellbrook towards Cassilis, distance 25 miles 34 chains.
.....
Kailway Survey Department, 26 Kebruary, 1884.
The Engmeer-in-Chief, Railway Department, Sydney,—
■ Sir,
•
'
■
.
1 have the honor to report as follows, respecting my trial survey from Muswellbrook towards
Cassilis:—
.
.
-The first is over Muswellbrook Creek, on a 15-chain radius, at the approach to the
Muswellbrook railway-station, and can be spanned without much difficulty, as the banks on both sides are
very high. No. 2 is over the Hunter River, at Pearcefield, distance from Muswellbrook, 9 miles 50 chains.
The foundation to’this is really first-class, being a fine ledge of rocks extending over the river at an angle
of 10 degrees. There is here, on the right bank, a very heavy seam of first-class coal, aud showing itself
in many places, and this has been tested and found equivalent to Newcastle coal. The . banks on the
river here are also very highland the approaches good. No. 3 will be over the Wybong Creek, distance
from Muswellbrook 16 miles 47 chains. This also is on a ledge of rocks, with good high banks ;•
and this creek has never been known to overflow its banks. No. 4. The fourth is Giant’s Creek, a small
creek some 22 miles from Muswellbrook, and is not of any importance, being only a little over 1 chain wide,’
and as this creek has never flooded I think there will be no difficulty in having a very light structure here.
Culverts. The culverts are not numerous, and only pertain to water ruts and very small gullies, a
shown on general plan, many of which by training water courses can be avoided altogether.
Ballast. This line is well supplied with first-class blue metal, and after the Wybong Creek is crossed
metal of the very best description is attainable all along the line, aud extra large quantities may be had
anywhere, and especially at the foot of the range on the Stock Reserve, distance 22 miles from Muswell
brook.. • •
■
timber. -.The timber is of a first-class description, being stout iron-bark, and different descriptions of
gums, and also Cyprus pine of a large sort. The timber is in every way adapted for sleepers, piles, and
railway construction in general, and the pine of a large enough description to be utilised in railway
buildings, stations, &c.
'
fFh/e;-.—Permanent water is only found in the Hunter River and the Wybong; but the Wybong
has run dry this year, a thing which has never been known before.
This <8 not cor ■
Tunnels. There are no tunnels of any description, and, with the exception of one.or two places, is
rect. There will
‘
,
be a tunnel re comparatively level.
quired through
Cuttings. There are only two cuttings of any importance, which will be seen on my section—that on
Pike’s Gap, 23
chains in length. the main range, Pike s Gap; and one distant about four miles from the Hunter River.
—H.P., 11/9/84.
Forming. Por the first 14 miles, with the exception of a small rise at Eden Glassie, distant from
Muswellbrook about 4 miles, it will be all forming; and from the small cutting required at Eden Glassie
there will hot be found much bank to utilise in the formation. The rest of the. line, excepting that shown,
will be undulating country.
The Soils from Muswellbrook to a point 14 miles from Muswellbrook will be found to be a light
loamy clay for a depth of about two feet; then will be found a sort of gravelly clay, with chalk stone
suitable for forming. .
o
j
Bricks. At a distance of two miles and nine miles will be found, a short distance from the line,
some splendid clay, suitable in every way for first-class bricks. Bricks of a very good description have
been made at both these places.
CHARLES A. BURROWES, '
Railway Surveyor.
Mr. Palmer for report.-r-W.H.Q., 12/8/84.
.
i^16 sec^on
this portion of the proposed Muswellbrook and Cassilis Railway is a fairly easy one,
with the exception of about 4 miles—viz., about 2 miles on each side of Pike’s Gap. Here, according to
the section of trial survey, there will be a tunnel, 23 chains in length, with very heavy cuttings on either
side and grades of 1 in 40 for the greater part of the length. The bridges over the Muscle Creek and the
River Hunter will also add considerably to the cost of the line.—H.P., li/9/82.
No. 25.
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.
No. 25.
Mr. O’Keeffe to Mr. Surveyor Whitlock. _,

-

Dear Sir, , ,
.
_
■
.
Merriwa-, 4 August, 1884. ’
^ I am directed to inform you tliat at a public meeting, held- at the School of Arts this evening,
a resolution was carried by a majority of nearly three to one in favour of the junction of Yenacher and
M'Kenzie Streets being the best site for the Railway Station at Merriwa, this being most convenient for
the townspeople, and clean in all seasons.
'
t I may here remark that, the Chairman (Mr. Bettington), in expressing concurrence with the
meeting, stated that the site adopted was identical with that which you recommend.
I am, &c.,
EDWARD- O’KEEFFE,
,
Hon. Secretary Merriwa Railway Committee. •
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 4 Sept., 1884,

,

.

.

Seen.—H.P., 4/9/84.

.No. 26.
Mr. Surveyor Whitlock to The Engineer-in-Chief.

...
.
Merriwa, G August, 1884.
Report on the proposed trial line of railway, Muswellbrook to Merriwa, hence Cassilis, ending July, 1884.
Havutg previously remarked upon the line from the 21st mile (where Mr. Burrowes"left off the work) as
far as the Wappengai Gap, I now forward a general summary of the main features of the line from
Muswellbrook to Merriwa, viz.:—
'
.
Ho. 1. Gap at 19 miles.
>
,
2. Gap crossing from Giant’s to Hall’s Creek, at 28 miles.
.
3. Gap near the public road, at 38 miles.
.
1
, 4. Gap Wappengai, crossing the Worondi Creek,' 37| miles.
■ Owing to difficulty in crossing the last-named place, it was necessary to abandon about 2 miles of
the line previously set out, before approaching the valley and summit,' and take the line further on to meet.
agully (which I afterwards found), and run it up, for an easier'approach over the Wappengai Gap—
hence a better.gradient into Merriwa^ Gradients in this length will be about 1 in 40. Building and limestone plentiful, also good and suitable timber for general wort, but not for pile-driving and girder
bridges; water is very scarce'in these districts.
- ‘
Bridges of importance—
•
' One crossing the Hunter River, about 9| miles from jMuswellbrook.
. One crossing the Wybong Creek, at 16|. miles.
One viaduct, at 34| miles, crossing, a deep gully.
One viaduct, at 37 miles, crossing Worondi Creek, and valley approaching the Wappengai Gap..Length of each, about 4 to 5 chains. A similar one required over the Merriwa Creek.
•
Earthwork of an easy nature, as previously remarked'. The deep cuttings composed of soft rock.
Railway Stations—
"
Permanent one required, about 29 miles, for passenger and goods traffic, to accommodate Giant
and Halls valleys, and the public road, near Gungal, of some importance on the route. A
station or platform may also be wanted at 21 and 35^ miles.
. I have completed the survey as far as the 41st mile, and fixed the entrance into and leaving the town (crossing the river on the square), and for a few miles leading to Cassilis ; as also I have settled upon the
site for the station at the town of Merriwa. I shall at once proceed to inspect the country forward to
Cassilis, as per instructions, 84/105. In the meantime the men will be engaged clearing the line and
removing camp.
•
'
it
jWaS necessal7. ^0 employ a guide for a few days to accompany me and point out the different
gullies and valleys, crossing the Wappengai Gap, and hence into Merriwa, and in like manner it may be
desirable to have some, one for a few days over the ground to Cassihs. I understand that the country is
very undulating, crossing from valley to valley, all the way more or less.
■
A tracing- of a reduction to the county map—scale, 2 miles to an inch—of the trial survey plan
forwarded of work completed as per instructions, 84/124.
'• '
■
.
. . . Drainage area of the Worondi Creek is limited to a few miles ; this I could not ascertain. There
is no danger from floods in the creeks-to bridges or railway embankments, as the fall in the creeks is rapid,
and the water does not exceed the banks.
.
Mr. Palmer. W.H.Q., 11 Aug., 1884.
Mr. Whitlock instructed to send in without delay the
plan and section of his portion of the-survey as far as Merriwa.—H.P., 11/8/84.

'
No. 27-.
'
■
The Assistant Engineer for Tidal Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Whitlock.
m
i i
-i.
-n/r
.
'
11 .August, 1884.
Ihe trial survey between Muswellbrook and Merriwa having been completed, you will be good enough to.
forward without delay the plan and section of the lengths surveyed by you, and if not ready to send in on
receipt of this memo, please reply by what date it will be forwarded.
•
.
_________________ ;_____________
HERBERT PALMER. -

'

.

Ho. 28.
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No. 28.
Mr. Surveyor Whitlock to The Engineer-in-Ohief.

■

Sir,
P.O., Merriwa, Muswellbrook, 15 August, 1884.
, ■
I have the honor to reply to your memo. No. 84-152, posted in Sydney on'the 12th instant,
reached me on the 15th. Telegram to hand. . I will endeavor to dispatch plan and section of my work
early part of nest week. There is iio mail from Merriwa on a Tuesday; will, if possible, send it on
"Wednesday, so as to reach Sydney on Thursday.
I have, &c.,
.
.
.
JOHN S. WHITLOCK
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 18/8/84.

, . .

Tracings received.—H.P., 23/8/84.

.
No. 29.,
Mr. Surveyor Whitlock to The Engineer-in-Chief.
‘

Railway Survey Camp, Merriwa, 20 August, 1884.
Trial survey, Muswellbrook to Cassilis.
■

"Sir,

,

_

.

_

.

•
I have the honor to forward tracing of plah and section and list, showing length of lines;
bearings, &c., as per memo. 84-152.
:
I required a little mote information to make the survey complete as far as Merriwa. Perhaps you
will fix the ruling gradient on the Wappengai 1 in 24 into Merriwa. The gradients at gaps 28 and 33
miles will not now have to be considered as per my previous reports. Probably as good, if not better,
gradients may bo had crossing the Wappengai and much shorter route into Merriwa by keeping a little
further south-west of the present line, leaving it at about 32 miles. If cost of line is guided by gradients
it may be desirable to run a trial line. This would terminate at the same point at Merriwa,. leaving it
again onwards to Cassilis. Unless I get instructions, I do not wish to spend the time at present to try it.
The station ground at Merriwa could be as per. pencil on section, in case a better line cannot be
had on the north side of the town. Probably advisable to try it, in case of your decision as to cost of
line, gradients, and guage, &e.
.
'
Building and lime stone, and a good supply of timber for general purposes in the district rnay behad: water very scarce. See previous reports.
•
'
I have, &c.,
JOHN S. WHITLOCK.
Mr. Palmer.—J.W., 23/8/84.
The section forwarded by Mr. Whitlock is useless for railway
purposes, taking.into consideration fhat 1 in 40 is the steepest'grade allowed—a fact that Mr. Whitlock
must be aware, of. I think, under the circumstances, it will be useless to allow Mr. Whitlock to continue
this work, arid have to recommend his being recalled.—-H.P., 25/8/84. The Ehgineer-in-Chief.
■Approved.-^—J.W., 26/8/84-. Mr. Palmer.
Another surveyor must be sent to this district. Perhaps
Mr. Edwards had better go there instead of returning to Sydney.—J.W., 26/8/84: Mr. Palmer.
Mr.
Whitlock recalled, and Mr. Edwards instructed to complete the trial survey to Cassilis.—H.P.', 27/8/84.
Noutheen Lines.—Trial survey.^—Muswellbrook to Cassilis.—List of positions, showing length of lines

:

.

and bearings.

,
Bearings.

Bearings.
Length of lines.

Right.

iii. clis. Iks.

25 00 00

'

m. clis'. Iks'.

End of Mr.
Burrowes’ line.

315°
327°
340° 26"

C
O
t-H
C
O

322° 16"
296° 34"
280°
' 265° 30"

315°
335°
•06°
O

»H

C
O

323° 09"
330° 30"

0

52i
25 08 52i
96
' 25 42 48£
44*
26 39 92J
34-i
27 67 27J
67t
28 10 95 '
04
28 18 99
86
28 65 85
88 • 29 22 73
15i
29 54 88*
59|
30 04 48
36i
30 46 84* •
01
30 67 85*
29J
32 10 15
71'
32 65 86

Right.

Left.

O

08
33
77
' 107
.
23
■ 8
46
36
. 32
29
42
21
102
55

Total.

Length of lines.

Total.

m. clis.
54
56
21
41
31
58
18
19
25
246
34
73
89

Iks.
46*
06|
38
70*
22*
38-}
93
57*.
19}
46*
90*
93*
38

rb.
33
34
34
34
35
36
36
36
36
39
40
41
42

chs.
40
16
37
79
30
9
28
47
72
79
34
28
37

Iks.
32*
39
77
47*
70*
09
02
59*
79*
25*
15}
09
47

Left.

299° 26"
311° 30"
284°
312° 30"
327°
09° 30"

335° 30"

340°

266° 30"

285° 30"
268°
246° 30"

42 37 47
310’

•

JOHN S. WHITLOCK,
.
"
20 August, 1884.

No. 30.

1

“

'
No. 30.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Whitlock.

I

.
.
27 August, 1884. .
The tracings of the plan and section lately forwarded by you of the trial survey you have made into
Merriwa being useless, as regards any proposals that may be made for making a line of railway into the
town of Merriwa, the Engineer-in-Cldef has decided that you may break up your, party and return to
Sydney without delay.
‘
•
................................
........................... '__________ ■
HERBERT PALMER.

No. 31,
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Edivardes.

.
'

.
27 August, 1884. ;
Oh the completion of the field-work of your present trial survey to Ooonabarabran, you may proceed
with your party to Merriwa, to' complete the unfinished portion of the Muswellbrook and Cassilis trial
survey. Report by what date you will be at Merriwa, and I will forward to you then all necessary field
plans, instructions, &c.
' •
.............
-

HERBERT PALMER.

No. 32.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes.
.
27 August, 1884.
With reference to the plan and section, field-books, reference and report of your present trial survey to
Copnabarabran, you should forward them to this office with as little delay as possible, but you are not to
allow the completion of this work to interfere with the earliest possible commencement of your next
field-work on the Muswellbrook and Cassilis trial survey.
■
HERBERT PALMER.

.

No. 33.
Mr. Surveyor Whitlock to The Engineer-in-Chief.

■

Railway Survey Camp, Boggabri, Bow, Merriwa, 1 September, 1884.
Sir,
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your memo. 84-1-74, on my return from inspecting
■ the country beyond. Boggabri towards Colloroy and Cassilis. I beg to forward the working plan and
section, and to state there is only 16 miles more to complete the work as far as Cassilis. This I am fully
able to finish (put-oLdoor work), but not the plotting early in October. As I have traced out the line
’ TOHghly, and settled upon the direction, so there would be no delay to complete, if you think desirable,
and the men are now in proper training. I have also my full camp equipment, four horses and carts’
and a good supply of horse-feed and stores for the men, in hand. On the contrary, and I get no -further
instructions, shall dispose of several things, and the stores, &c.,to the best advantage (not worth transit),
and, as per your orders, proceed to Sydney, after settling the monthly account ending August. I deemed
it desirable to mention the short distance yet to complete to Cassilis, which may have not been taken into
consideration. In the meantime, I shall be making every preparation to move camp, and the men to
prepare, &c., for the march. I will leave all my out-door work complete, in case at any future time it is
. desirable to continue it or add to it in any form. Should a tracing of the county map be required,
showing the proposed line as far as I have inspected and settled for it, I can forward it without delay.
I have been pushing pn the work as fast as I could possibly do during the three months from the
21st mile to the 47th, or 26 miles. The line was very rough, and somewhat difficult to locate, with long
journeys to my camp, and the short days ; besides, I was for some time unable to get out of camp from
a scalded foot, but which is now quite better, and the wound healed and sound for active duty again.
’
‘I have, &c.,
.
JOHN S. WHITLOCK.
.
N.B.—Reference to plan forwarded.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q.—4/9/84.
Plans and section received, and Mr. Whitlock instructed to
carry out the instructions that were sent to him on the 27th ultimo.—H.P., 4/9/84.
" ’

No. 34.
M?. Surveyor Whitlock to The Engineer-in-Chief.:

;
:

Sir,

Railway Survey Camp, Boggabri, Merriwa, September 1, 1884.
I have the honor to forward the usual monthly tracing of trial survey, as per Memo. 84/124.
The centre line set out (and marked every 2-chain pegs by a ring) is over the best ground I could
select in the direction of the course of the line selected. Plan shows fences and boundary lines pegs
that could be found. On leaving Sydney I understood that Mr. Burrowes’ plan would be a sufficient
guide for me as to work required, although it showed no curves or radius: these I have put on my plan ;
his section had no heights or flood levels on it, which I have carefully defined at'all important points, and
fixed radius of curves with sufficient lengths of tangents to suit the ground in every case, and the levels
on the same ground will be similar as those shown on the section at the same position ; the length of
tangents and curves, as also angles at intersection, can be had from bearings shown on olan and list
forwarded previously, and a correct length of line ascertained round curves; these I have not fully stakedout until something more definite was agreed as to route ; as if an alteration was made the work would be
wasted and time lost; radius of curves are given on plan ; the detail survey can also be extended if route
is decided from pegs and marks well defined on the ground ; pegs have been left at these places, painted;'
and trees marked.
.
.
■■ !
■
.
I

♦

I have checked all levels, fixed BM at every mile and mile posts, painted the |‘and i-mile pegs'
and trees near the line, and in the usual way marked all intersection pegs by a ring, and pegs round the
same, and-also every 2-chain pegs, as described to me on a former occasion; large mile posts have been
fixed, and the-distances noted.
The tracing of -plan and section previously -sent was merely to show the. location of the line and
surface of the ground, as I expected from the telegram and memo, to forward these urgently, it would
suffice for general information as to gradients and route. The working plan and section were in an
unfinished state in pencil, and I did not wish to cut the roll of paper at the time, expecting tbe" work to
go as far as Cassilis, only a short distance; the remaining paper being insufficient, I had not plotted up
the work, as I could only do this when not at out-door work or in the evenings, and it is generally left
until return to the Sydney office; more detail can be put on plans if desirable at a future time, on return
to Sydney. The line I have selected is the best one the country will give in the general direction of the
course I made for,- but there are other parts that might be tried if desirable, but probably with no better result as to gradients and cost of line.
I have, &c.,
JOHN S. WHITLOCK.
Mr. Palmer.—W;H.Q., 4/9/81.

Tracing received.—H.P., 4/9/84.

.No. 35.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes.
.

September 9,1884.

Undeii separate cover I have forwarded to you a tracing from county map of the district between

Muswellbrook .and Cassilis, showing the route of the trial survey made betweeen Muswellbrook and
Merriwa, also tracing of the plan and section of the trial survey made by Mr. Whitlock into Merriwa. ' A
portion of the section near 31-miles requires cross-levelling, and the latter portion of .the-section into
Merriwa must be abandoned as useless. I have made notes on the section for your guidance, and I
wish you to proceed with the least possible delay with a new trial survey from the point where you may
select to leave this trial line, thence to Merriwa and Cassilis.
'
'
'
HERBEKT PALMER.

No. 36.
Telegram from Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-iu-Ohief.
'

Awaiting yo.ur further instructions, Merriwa-Cassilis trial survey.

Merriwa.

CHAS. A. EDWARDES, ,
Railway Surveyor.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 10/9/84.

Instructions were sent yesterday.—H.P.,. 10/9/84.

.
No. 37.
' .
'
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Whitlock. .
■
_ 25 September, 1884.
ON-the 27th of last month I wrote to you instructing-you to break up your party and return without
delay to this office. As. you only reported yourself to-day, you will be good enough to report why you
failed to carry out these instructions, and how you have been occupied from the date on which you received
these instructions.
______
.
HERBERT PALMER.

'
.

No. 38. . .
Mr. Surveyor Whitlock to The Engineer-in-Ohief.

.

.

.
.
Sydney, 27 September, 1884.
'
J-n forwarding fche chainman’s pay-sheet and my diary of work for September, I have the
honor to state that I finished up my work as soon as I possibly could do without delay. Although I was
desirous of going to Armidale, as per my request, I.co.uld not do so when I found the time would not allow
it; therefore I shall have to ask your permission to go, if-necessary. I.cpncluded that the work I had
done was not sufficiently complete to enable you to decide as to the line to be adopted ; aud as I had to
begin the. work where Mr. Burrowes left off, and to continue it from that surveyor’s work to Merriwa
hence. Cassilis, the course being fixed. I could not deviate from that point where he left off. I got the
best line that the country would afford, and knowing that no better gradients may be had into Merriwa,
I considered it my duty to the work to finish improperly in case any further reference should be made to
it. I might have been called to account for neglect, hence I considered a little time spent’in this-way
would not be.looked upon as a delay. If, however, I have not acted properly - and with judgment in this
respect (as is usual in such cases to complete one’s work properly), I beg you will overlook it on this
occasion, and in any case I must abide your decision on the matter. I .have not been absent from the
work, nor yet neglected my duties, which you can at any time ascertain, and.as per my diary enclosed.
I had also a scalcled foot, and much indisposed for over a month, besides having other troubles. I
left some of the work incomplete on the outside survey and cross sections, which.I could at any time
complete, and.merely at first run the centre line and levels to ascertain the route and section ; and at the
time of receiving instructions to stop the work, I had temporary camps for the purpose of finishing the
work, as I could not walk long distances ; and this was the reason I did not complete the outside work
when the plans were sent in, as requested.
.
I

a-.
&
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I was obliged to continue on the work, so as to show a monthly return, as per tracing asked for,
otherwise I could not have carried out the instructions had I merely tried portions to find out the rate of
gradient, and I was not aware that a gradient of 1 in 40 was required, or whether for a light line or
tramway, hut-1 merely continued the work on from the end of Mr. Burrowes’ line.
Now that I have returned to Sydney, it is my firm decision to return to England as soon as I can
get away ; hut at present, having some urgent business to settle, I shall have to remain until such is
settled ; hut I cannot remain away any longer from my family. This also may explain to you my wish,
after having had instructions to finish the work, of my anxiety to return; and with this object I am
disposing of my things. I had to sell my horses and carts and tents, and what I could dispose of,
at Merriwa- and Muswellbrook. This also dejayed me a day or two ; besides, when I received the
instructions to leave, being so sudden, I could not.at once have proceeded. The men had a lot of -stores
on hand, and X had to get money to settle their accounts ; but the chief thing was that I did not wish to
leave the work incomplete on no account. In any case I shall be much out of pocket from the great
expense of horse-feed and other expenses for so short a period. When I received the instructions I had
about 1 ton stock of horse-feed. Besides it rained in succession for about five days shortly after I
received the orders to break up camp.
I might have finished up the work better as I went along; but I could not have shown so much
■work at the end of each month, nor had the centre line and levels through the country, and see what
section and grades it gave ; besides I had a scalded foot for over a month, and had to leave the outside
work where there was much walking required—this can be proved by my foot at the present time—and
■in other respects I was not in good health from other causes, and a desire to get to England, and shall
therefore have to leave Sydney as soon as I can arrange my business.
■
I finished up my work as soon as I could do. I was never absent from my duties at any time,
except going into Merriwa. on two occasions to settle some accounts and my own affairs. As soon as I
received funds I settled all the accounts for the men and my own.
'
I continued the work where Mr. Burrowes left off, and took that direction, but the route proved to
give a gradient of. less than 1 in 40. I had no orders to go back on his work, or I might have branched
off before- coming to the Hunter Biver (via nearer Denmau) ; but I thought that I carried out the
instructions fully, - and it was not my duty to suggest-or in any way alter the route Mr. Burrowes had
commenced, as it might have received your previous sanction, and besides I was informed that his reports
were not required by me; so, under all these circumstances, I acted in the best wray I could to get a line
run through to Merriwa.
I might have left my work incomplete, but I had not been used to do so on any former occasion,
and I thought it would not be in accordance with proper business rules. I had also some of my things,
as stated, to dispose of, and to get up money to settle the men’s accounts before I left the district, as the
people wanted everything settled before I left the district. The settlers would not reuder me any
assistance when I first went to the district, owing to Mr. Burrowes having deceived them in his payments—■
he received considerable sums and goods without payment.
I have, &c.,
.
.
JOHN S. ■WHITLOCK,

No. 39.
t
t
’
Mr. W. H. Quodling to The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys.
T. S. Muswellbrook to Cassilis.

.

PnEA.SE say if Mr. Whitlock’s further report on this trial survey has yet been furnished in accordance

with previous instructions—
--------.
_ _
W-H-QI have not pressed Mr. Whitlock for any further report on the survey made by him in this District.
The plan and section of the trial survey made by him, showed that he had selected an impracticable^ route
in the neighbourhood of Merriwa, which was the cause of his being recalled. The survey is now in the
hands of Mr. Edwardes who will I believe find a satisfactory route—H.P., 10/10/84.

- No. 40.
.
The Hon. H P. Abbott, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir

*
,
1 November, 1884.
I have the honor to inform you that it has been stated to me upon a very good authority, that
the survey of the line for the Eailway from Muswellbrook to Cassilis has not been made so as to bring it
much nearer to Denman than it is now proposed to be, that by a slight deviation it can be brought within
one mile of the town, and if this is the case I hope everything that can be will be done before it is definitely
determined that Denman shall be left as far away from the line as is now proposed. I understand that a
Mr. Burrowes made the survey, and that in consequence of his blunders part of the line near Hall’s Creek
is now being re-surveyed, and, in connection with his survey I am informed that he has taken the line over
a high gap on the right bank of the Wybong Creek, which could have been altogether avoided, without
anv deviation, by a survey nearer to Denman.
I have &c.,
J
J
-----J.P. ABBOTT.
•I should like Mr. Whitton to give this matter his best attention.—E.A.W., 4/11/84.
Mr.
Palmer.—W.H.Q., 7/11/84.'
.
.
,
1
A deviation is to be surveyed which will bring the line near to Denman, m accordance with
instructions already received before the through route for this extension is decided upon. The, high gap
mentioned in Mr. Abbott’s letter will certainly be avoided as there is no necessity to take the line in that
direction. It is only within the last month or two that it has been possible to make a proper start on this
trial survey. It was originally commenced at a time when a large number of surveys were ordered and
when .many new surveyors had to be employed, and since the commencement of the survey it has had to be
-discontinued on two separate occasions on account of the withdrawal of the surveyors for incompetency.—■
H.P., 8/11/84.
..
.
.
- 1W
Under Secretary.—J.W., per W.H.Q., B.C., 12/11/84.
Eorward to Mines.—E.A.W.,
14/11/84.
The Under Secretary for Mines.— J.E., B.C., 14/11/84.
I shall be glad if the
information here contained is sent to me in the usual way as a reply to my letter for I want to send it on
to those who are interested.—J. P. Abbott, 15/11/84.
The Under Secretary, Public Works. G-.H-,
for U.S., B.C., 17/11/84,
• The Hon. J. P. Abbott, M.P.—18/11/84,
Engineer-in-Chief for Kailwys.—J.E., B.C., 18/11/84.
.
;------------------ ;

17—C

Dear

- Dear Sir, _
’ '
.
'
Eosemount, Denmau, 2^! N’ovemI)er,'1884!>
I notice by the Upper Hunier Standard that through your influence, part of our request, vizi,
'a survey of the railway line nearer to Denman is already granted.
;
'
.. . numerously attended public meeting was held at Denman on last Saturday, the 22nd instant,
when it was unanimously decided to petition Grovernment to have the railway constructed to within a
convenient distance of Denman, for it appears that to where the proposed Denman Station was to be
erected could not be reached in less than 5 or 6 miles from Denman.
.
”
Messrs. J. H. Saunders and myself were elected to'form a deputation to wait on the Honorable
the 'Minister for Works, to present the petition, and to urge upon him the justice of our request.
'
. ' I have now to ask if you will further favour us by attending with-the deputation, and also to ask
■you if on or about the :2th. proximo would be a suitable time.
"" ■
■
'
In the meantime we will have the petition signed'by all the residents of the district.
•
' ■
'
’
'
I remain, &c.,
Hon. J P. Abbott, Esq., Minister for Mines, Sydney.
W. L. C.. BEECHT.

-.
Will you kindly inform Mr. Brecht that you will receive him as requested.—-J. P. Abbott,
•2712/84.
Will Mr. Eae inform this gentleman that the deputation can be received on Eriday the 12th',
.at 1-1 o’clock.—P.A.W., 2/12/84. •
Mr. W. L. C: Brecht, 3/12/84.
A
•
■ Mr. Whitton for the information necessary to enable the Minister to reply.—J.E., B.O., 4/12/84.
Please to forward all necessary information for the Minister.—J.W., 9/12/84. Mr: Palmer.
■"
' PrW:0., 11/12/84.
The trial survey from Muswellbrook to Cassilis has been completed as far
.as Merriwa. This survey passes about 4 miles to the north of Denman, and a survey of a deviation to
pass as nearly as possible to Denman was ordered some time ago. I instructed the surveyor on completing
the survey at Merriwa to return to’ Denman to survey this deviation before continuing the survey to
.'Cassilis, and from his last report I believe he is at the present time engaged on this survey or travelling
■to the neighbourhood.—H.P., 1Q/12/84;
.
•
■ '
'
The Engineer-in-Chief.
Under Secretary.—J.W., 10/12/84.
'
' • . ' •

'
■

.
•

No. 41.

.

.

Deputation

re bringing line nearer to Denman.
■
That survey of railway-route, Cassilis to Muswellbrook be brought nearer to Denman.—11 o’clock. Mr.
.
L. C.. Brecht.
..
■
§
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 11th December, 1884. ‘
The deputation, Messrs. M'Laughlin and Honorable-J. P. Abbott, Ms.P., with Messrs. Campbell, Brecht,
Hungerford, and Saunders waited upon me to day to ash that the proposed railway, Muswellbrook toCassilis, might be brought nearer to Denman than was .shown- in the original survey. ■ The petition
enclosed was submitted-in favour of the wish expressed by deputation. Mr. Hungerford pointed out
also .that generally a better route coiild he obtained than was now fixed by surveyors. I informed the
deputation that I had already given instructions for the survey to be made, so as to bring the line as near
as practicable to the town of Denman, and read Mr. Palmer’s minute to show what had been done. With
Tegard to Mr. Hungerford’s remarks, I asked him to submit in writing the route he. proposed,.and. I
would have tho matter referred to the Engineer-in-Chief, with the view to the surveyor meeting Mr.
Hungerford on-the ground.
’
.
'
---------E.A.W.,
*
.
’
12/12/84.
Mr: Palmer;—W.H.Q'., 18/12/84. ' -I have instructed Mr. Edwardes, who ismow making the trial
survey-of a-deviation to bring the line nearer to Denman, to communicate with Messrs. Hungerford and
•0 Brecht, and request them to .point out to him the route they wish to be surveyed.—H.P.,-23/12/84.
.•
Mr. Whitton.—J.E., B.C., 12/12/84. ■
-J
•
■ '
Denman, 22 November, 1884.
-To the Honorable the Minister for Works, Sydney,—
'
.
.
The Petition of the inhabitants of Denman and surrounding districts—
'
..Humbly Siioweth—

’

.

i. That,we.view with deep concern and anxiety the prospect bf the projected railway line from
Muswellbrook to .Cassilis being constructed at a distance of several miles from Deninan. '
'
.• .
2. That, if thg railway were constructe'd along the line'as at present surveyed, great inconvenience
would be occasioned from the station being so far distant from the town.
.
• -- - 3.- That-this would necessitate the opening and construction at heavy expense of a road from
.the town to the.station through private property.
.
. ■
- ■ . '
That were the station at such a distance as is at present proposed, a great portion of'the traffic
;to and from the district would consequently be diverted from the railway.
- ■
.
■ ' '
That the fact of the site of Denman being chosen as the most central and suitable for the
.traffic and Convenience of the district, the hotel and ample paddock accommodation there available,
-the passing of one of the principal' stock roads of the Colony through the town, the large amount of
public and private capital expended in laying out the town and erecting buildings, the large area of
.Qovern’ment land in the township and vicinity,'the considerable population settled in the neighbourhood
of Denman and surrounding districts are, we respectfully submit, facts and circumstances which-justify
-your petitioners in requesting to have the line constructed within-a convenient distance of this town.
-.6. That the disadvantage of a deviation from a direct course (if any be required)- would be more
.than •counterbalanced by the following advantages, viz., there would be fewer difficulties in the way; it
'
-.....................
■ ■1 •
•
would-

19
would save tte expense of opening and'making a road through, .private-property from Denman to the
station, it would render the railway more serviceable, and bring it nearer to a very large area of country
containing s_ome of the richest and most fertile land on the .Upper Hunter, there is available an
excellent site for-a station on Crown lands adjoining the main road about a mile north from the town,
this would be sufficiently near to meet our wants, thence the line would pass almost entirely throughCrown lands to Sandy Hollow, distant 9 miles in a direct line towards Merriwa, and'would run through
large reserve at the junction of the Goulburn and Wybong Eivers, .whereas the line, as at-present
_
marked out, runs, through private laud and over more difficult country for that distance.
7. That the road from Muswellbrook to Merriwa via Merton, and Denman, has been the main
traffic.and mail route for the last forty years, ever since the district was first settled. :
■ _
Therefore we, your petitioners, humbly request that you may'be pleased to take the foregoing
premises into your favourable consideration, and to take steps to have the railway carried along the line,
which will suit the convenience of the public and meet the traffic requirements of our district.
'
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
' John Bogan,'Eockville, Denman
'
W. T. O’Brecht, Denman
E. J. Bogan, Eockville, Denman
.
Edwd. Mill, Martindale
■
A. Goodwin, Denman
.
John H. Saunders, Denman
J. Smith, Denman
.
Henry Spohr, Denman
.
John H. Holt, W. B. Cm., Goulburn Eiver
Arthur-Peacock, Muswellbrook
.
William Buchanan, Goulburn Biver
George Eoss, Denman
Eobert M’Kenzie, Denman
John Saiith, Denman
A. M'Kenzie,.Denmau
H. Luther, Perry Creek,-Wybong
Jas. Pascoe, Denman.
.
Henry Brecht, Denman
W. Pascoe, Deninan •
.
Wm. H. Purvis, sen., Oakdale
J. Prith, Denman
,
'
Wm. H. Purvis, jun., Oakdale
.
John Hornery, Denman
Jas. Prazer, Denman
' A. M'Kenzie, iGungal
his
'
■ •
William Hornery,. Giant’s Creek .
John x Baker, Denman
. ■
Joseph Nebauer, Gungal
.
mark
•
Jacob Nebauer, Gungal.
Witness—H. H. Connell
■ .
William Pankin, Giant’s Creek
Oliver Silcocks, Denman
.
Henry Parker, Giant’s Creek.
John Deeming,-Denman
■
Eobert Allen, Doyle’s Creek
William Day, Denman
•
Michael Eagen, Doyle’s Creek
P. J. Hewitt, Denman
Henry Benge, Doyle’s Creek
A. H. Hewitt, Denman
W. Eveleigli, Doyle’s Creek
'
Thos. Hungerford, Baerami, Denman
Benjamin Hardy,. Doyle’s Creek
C. Simpson, Baerami Elver
■
Jolm Dowling, Woodlands
.
.
E. N. Hungerford, Baerami Elver
C. O’Hara, Doyle’s Greek
■
H. Simpson, Baerami Eiver _ _
James Newton, Doyle’s Creek
.
Predk. Wm. Morris, Baerami Eiver
James Poster, Doyle’s Creek
.
Arthur Tindale, Goulburn Eiver
■
Thomas Ellis, Oak Eange
*
John Buchanan, jun., Goulburn Eiver
Jesse W. Baxter, Appletree Flat
. ,
Thomas L. Sullivan, Baerami Creek .
. , '
Charles Neilson, Appletree Elat '
Joseph 0. Thompson, Widden Creek ■
Jno. Graham, Goulburn Eiver ■
. .
P. E. Hungerford, Baerami Jolm Nagle, Denman
.
James Peberdy, Gungal.
George Oxford, Denman
. '
■
Thos. A. Hewitt, Perndale
■ •
George Morris,'Denmau .
George Daniels, Denman
.
■
Charles Nagle, Denman
,
, ;
Prederick H. Spohr, Denman
Anthony Bush, Denman
.
Nicholas Bush, Denman
• .
A.. H. Hilton, Denman
•
. ,
Henry Prazer, Denman
■ ■- W. H. Gates, Denman
•
.
. .
Sydney. W'insor, Denman
A. Graham, Denman.
.
■
. .
.
James Smith, Denman
' ■
■ S. Booth, Denman
,
' .
James Jones, Denman
■
John Morrison, Denman
•
. .
George T.-Medhurst, Martindale
James Gillies, Denman
. .
Walter L. Medhurst, Martindale
• ■
W. S. 0. Brecht, Eosemount, Denman.
John T. Harris, Martindale
•
Thos. Elliot, Denman
.
1
William Wells, Martindale
Owen Hudson, Denman
.
George H. Wells, Martindale
•
G. H. Hewitt, Denman
' ,
Thomas Wells,- Martindale
■ ■
Hilton Harrison, Denman
,
Arthur Shaw, Denman
W. G. Marsh, Denman
.................b
Victor Alexis de Trerana, M.D., Denman
John Booth, Denman
David Herps, Denman
“'
. C. M. Mills, Denman
J. D. Kibble, Denman
Jas..'Erazer, Mossvilio
.
. .
E. Kibble, Denman
•
■
A. Frazer, Mossville ■ .
■
■
H. Simpson, Kerrabec
' ' ~
' '
'
Jacob NhE°n! Denman
...
W. Dobby, Denman
Albert Prazer, Mossville "
A. Munro, Denman
. ■.
Hugh McConnell, Woodlands
" ■ '.
G. Munro, Denman
.
Daniel Murphy, Doyle’s Creek '
, . .
J. T. Lucky, Cassilis
'- David- O’Hara, Doyle’s Creek
.
E. P. Chapman, Pickering
.
Thomas O’Hara, Doyle’s Creek .
- .
J. Daley, Pickering ■
■
Daniel Allen. Doyle’s Creek
. Geo. H. Edwards, Denman . ■
Daniel Barry, Doyle’s Creek
■ .. ^
E. E. Jjavender, Denman
■ Eos'coe Barry, Doyle’s Creek .
. .
.
J. Donovan, Denman
Hunter Barry, Doyle’s Creek
Beale & Company W. Maitland
.
• James-Barry, Doyle's .Creek
'
' ■
William Ma-xwell, Goulburn Eiver • - -J. T. Castledine, Doyle’s Greek _
, .. .
. Kergan.Hennessy, Giant’s Creek

946
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.

Joseph Cas'fciediue, Doyle’s Creek
John Castledine, Doyle’s Creek
Charles Castledine, Doyle’s Creek
William Gilbert, Doyle’s Creek
E. Castledine, Doyle’s Creek
J. Bennett, Doyle’s Creek
W. Bennett, Doyle’s Creek
-William Killin, Doyle’s Creek
Mathew Allen, Doyle’s Creek
P.urves-Graham, Denman .
.j* Adam Brindle, Denman
Evan Brindle, Denman
.
Thos. A. Doyle, Denman
M. Doyle, Denman
William Dawson, Denman
John Gallimore, Denman .
Harry Eleming, Denman'
•John Barclay, Denman
John O’Neill, Denman
Eobert O’Neill, Denman
James Greer, Denman
.
William O’Neill, Denman
A. P. Saunders, Denman
B. Pendleton, Denman
William Mills, Denman
John Mills, Denman
Humphrey Eose, Denman
.
Henry Eose, Denman
John Eose, Denman
Eenben Eose, Denman
George Mills, Denman
George Brown, Denman .
Thos. Hewitt, Denman
Eobert Gillimore, Denman
John Neagle, Denman
Sami. Jennison, Denman
E. Mathieson, Denman
•
S. Munn, Denman
G. Munn, Denman
W. Gosper, Denman .
J. A. Mason, Denman
Charles Joner, Denman
E. Ward, Denman
.
J. Brindle, Denman
■
J. Baker, Denman
B. T. Baxter, Denman
M. Murphy, Denman
Isaac Thompson, Denman
E. Eeeney, Denman
A. Eraser, Denman
C. Barling, Denman
M. Hanrahan, Denman
.
. J. Cooper, Denman.
John A. Eoss, Denman
D. Cooper, Denman
H. Dunning, Denman
William Denney, Denman
Henry Stent, Goulburn, Denman
Albert Parker, Denman
James Cavanough, Giant’s Creek
James Ham, senior, Hall’s Creek
Albert Ham, Hall’s Creek

Joseph Ham, Hall’s Creek
‘
Jacob Gorgeler, Goulburn Eiver
George Critchley,- Goulburn Eiver'
John Gagler, Goulburn Eiver
.
William Tolpp, Goulburn Eiver
Henry Myers, Goulburn Eiver
Charles Modengen, Giant’s Creek
Henry Modengen, Giant’s Creek
James Ham, junior, Denman
John Busch, Denman
John T. Eees, Muswellbrook
Eobert J. Luscombe, Muswellbrook
E. E. Sunkins, Muswellbrook
David Stewart, Muswellbrook
.
Henry Cox, Muswellbrook
W. E. Holler, Muswellbrook
E. A. Stewart, Muswellbrook
' T. J. Purvis, Muswellbrook
Geo. E. St. Clare, Muswellbrook
Geo. Dobbie, Muswellbrook
J. D. Barclay, Muswellbrook
Carl Brecht, Muswellbrook
Ernest Chas. Brecht, Muswellbrook
P. James Eoley, Muswellbrook
S. J. Dowell, Muswellbrook
E. Spencer, Muswellbrook
W. Yick, Muswrellbrook
W. H. Smith, Muswellbrook
W. Clendinning, Muswellbrook
H. Winna, Muswellbrook
P. Largoon, Muswellbrook.
S. Harris, Muswellbrook
E. Nicol, Muswellbrook
'
James Green, Muswellbrook*
Edward Teller, Muswellbrook
Eobert Stewart, MuswellbrookA. Palithorpe, Muswellbrook
, James E. Spence, Muswellbrook
Alexr. Clendinning, Muswellbrook
John Yarves, Muswellbrook
E; W. Daires, Muswellbrook
Wm. Clarke, Muswellbrook
W. Shilling, Muswellbrook
•
H. Armitage, Muswellbrook
Edwd. G. Gordon, Muswellbrook
Thomas Lawson, Muswellbrook
G. G. Proudfoot, Muswellbrook
James Lang, Muswellbrook
A'. Buchanan, Muswellbrook
. C. Peachey, Muswellbrook
'
II. E. Watts, Muswellbrook
W. J. Gardner, Muswellbrook
E. W. Cafe, Muswellbrook
A. Southcombe, Muswellbrook.
G. H. Skinner, Muswellbrook
. W. Davison, Muswellbrook
A. Bussell, Muswellbrook
_■
George Gunter, Muswellbrook
J. Stafford, Muswellbrook
A: Whiteman, Muswellbrook
Alex. Whiteman, Muswellbrook
A. A. Eoberts, Muswellbrook.

No. 42.
Messrs. Thos. Hungerford and W. T. O’Brecht to The Secretary for Public Works.
.

Sir,
•
•
•
Sydney, 12 December, 1884!.
.
We have the honor to call your attention to the proposed amendment of the survey of the
railway lino from Musclebrook to Merriwa, in that portion of it which extends from the Hunter Eiver to
near the, confluence of the Wibong Creek with the Goulburn Eiver ; and to state that, in our opinion, the
route chosen through Pike’s Gap is not only not much the shortest but necessitates much more severe
gradients than would be experienced by a line passing a point much nearer Denman, and so meet the
desires of a large number of inhabitants of the Denman district.
.
.
We, the undersigned, would be happy to assist any exploration in connection with this line;
and have the honor to remain your obedient servants,
THOS. HTJNGEEEOED.
.
•
. W. T. O’BEECHT.
P.S.—We shall be happy to meet the surveyor in charge of the line, or any other officer at
Denman, at anytime.
.
.
*--------W. T. O’B.
Acknowledge,

.

Acknowledge, and ask Mr. 'Whitton to instruct his surveyor.—F.A.W. , 16/12/84;. ' Eriglneerin-Cliief for Eailways.—B.C., 18/12/84.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 19/12/84. _
.
.
The route suggested is, I believe,-the one now being surveyed, but I have instructed Mr. Edwardes
to request these gentleman to show him where they wish the survey to be made, and to report as to its'
practicability or otherwise.—H.P., 23/12/84.
.
_

'
No. 43.
'
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes.
.
.
•
23 December, 1884.
A communication has been received from Messrs. Thomas Hungerford and W..T. O’Brecht, in which
they state their willingness to accompany any surveyor of this Department over what they consider a
better route for a portion of the Musclebrook and Cassilis survey, in the neighbourhood of Denman, than
has been chosen so far. I have not the address of these gentlemen, but I have no doubt you can
ascertain in Denman how they may be communicated with; and I wish you to do so, and request them to
show you over the route suggested, after which you are to report as to its practicability or otherwise.
•
■
- HEEBEET PALMEE.

'
No. 44.
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Worth to The EngineerTin-Chief.

•

Sir,

'
Merriwa, 4 Eebruary, 1885.
About fifteen months ago I lent to Mr. Burrowes, who was making a trial survey of a line of
railway from Musclebrook to Cassilis, several parish maps, and a rough plan of a road in parish Yarraman, joining the main road from Denman to Merriwa to Saudy Hollow, close to the Goulburn Eiver.
The parish maps are Brogfieda, Wybong, Yarraman, and Worondi; the road survey was forwarded
to Mr. Burrowes shortly after survey, and before a tracing could be procurable from the Survey
Department. If any notations are made upon'the parish maps, new ones can be sent, but I would prefer
my own copy of road map, as I am under the impression I planned it upon the back of a map of another
road survey; however, in this case a correct tracing of both roads would serve my purpose sufficiently.
I have, &c.,
—:----.
CHAELES WOETH, L.S.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 6/2/85.
Eeturned to Mr. Worth.—H.P., 7/2/85.

.
. No. 45.
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.

.

Sir,

’
Eailway Survey Camp, Cassilis, 23 April, 1885.
Having now the survey from Musclebrook to Cassilis, within a few miles of the latter town,
hope to be able to complete the fieldwork in connection with same in about ten days from date.
I have, therefore, the honor to request that I may be furnished with your fresh instructions.
'
I have, &c.,
.
.
.
.
—-—
CHAS. A. EDWAEDES.
Mr. Deane.—W.H.Q., 25/4/85.
Instruction sent, 85/106.—H.D., 28/4/85.

■
No. 46.
,
The Acting Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes.
'
'
_
'
‘ _
’
April 27, 1885.
When you have finished the fieldwork of the line you are now engaged upon you will please return '
to this office, without delay, bringing all books and plans, but leaving your equipment so that you can send for it should it not be necessary for you to return to the district.
■
'
H. DEANE. .

’

. .
.
.
No. 47.■
Memo, from The Acting Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to The
,
Engineer-in-Chief. .

■

'

Department of Public Works, Eailway Branch, Engineer-in-Chief’s Office,
’
-.
. •
Sydney, 22 July, 1885.
.
.
Musclebrook to Cassilis.
*
.
I eoewaud herewith tracing showing the position of the trial line between the above places, for trans-,
mission to the Surveyor-General, with.a view to having the usual railway reserves proclaimed.
'
Of the two routes shown opposite the town of Merriwa, that passing through Merriwa would
probably be adopted for permanent staking; but as- there is some uncertainty about it, I presume that
the reserves could be made to include bpth lines.
H. DEANE.

■■

'
Sir,

No. 48.
’
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.

.

"
'

Eailway Survey Camp, Merriwa, 25 July, 1885. ,
I have the honor to herewith forward you under separate cover, plan and section of proposed
deviation of the Muswellbrook to Cassilis trial line—for lower crossing of the Koui Eiver.
This deviation commencing at 58 miles 33'00 chains, terminates at 02 miles 72T3 chains, being 10'31 chains longer than the original line.
. A

' A-14 chain eurye I have used in order to get a level grade at crossing, the latter being 25 feet above
flood level, is the lowest I could obtain.'
.
,
The approximate grades I have shown in pencil on section. The cross levels I have tahen in-view
of a further improvement of the line.
I have, &c.,
.CHAS. A. EDWAEDES,.
Mr. Deane.—W.H.Q., 28/7. _ Noted.—H.D

.
• '
No. 49.
•
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Ohief.

-

-

Slr,>
'
Eailway Survey Camp, Muswellbrook, 25 August, 1885.
:
_
Upon examining the country for proposed alteration of trial line Muswellbrook to Cassilis,- viz.,
crossing the Hunter Eiver-at Muswellbrook, and thence along west bank to junction with former line at
about 11 miles, I find that such a line would, at river crossing, pass through about 2 miles of flooded
country, as shown on section herewith. Erom point B, as shown on parish map, a line (dotted blue) can
be obtained by skirting the ridges to a junction with former line, at point C, such line being about If mile
longer.
•
'
“ ........
. In view of such increased distance, and flood, at river crossing being about as great as that on
original line, together with, severance of private property from river frontage that would occur by such a
route, I am of opinion that a line, as shown in pencil on'plan, with 10 chain curve at crossing of Muscle
Creek, would be the most practicable.
■' ■
In order to show detail of survey more clearly, I have drawn plan to a large scale.
'
.
I would request that I may be forwith furnished with your instructions as to the desirability ofa further survey of this portion of the line.,
•
'
■
. I have, &c.,
^
.
•
CHAS. A. EDWAEDES! '
Plan, section, and parish map herewith under separate cover,
.
■
.
Mr- Deane.—W.H.Q., 28/8/85.
Instructions sent, 85-198.—H.D., 31/8/85.
.
'

~
,
No. 50.
- - •
The Acting Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes.
,
.
.
28 August, 1885.
' . .
.
. Muswellbrook to Cassilis.
.....
'
In reply to your letter of the 26th instant, the line crossing the river at Muswellbrook is not a favourable
one, tho position shown by you in pencil is no doubt better, and may therefore be staked out.
' '
• •

’

'

H. DEANE,

. .
No. 51.
' Telegram from Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief,

TT

.

.

.;

Have completed deviation on trial line.

.....
_
Await your further instructions.
■
■ -

Muswellbrook.
CHAS. A. EDWAEDES.

Mr, Palmer. _ Surveyors should always report beforehand, so that instructions can be sent and
prevent any loss of time.—J.W:, 9/9/85.
Mr. Edwardes instructed*to return to Sydney. I will caution
him. on.his .return with reference, to the above.—H.P., 11/9/85.
:

.
No. 52..
•
Telegram from. Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The-Engineer-in-Chief. - ......

"...

.

■ i

Muswellbrook.

Am still awaiting.your .fresh instructions. ' Further work already wired for and requested in journal

‘

.................

.

Mr. Palmer. W.H.Q., 11/9/85.
Sydney.—H.P., 11/9/85.
-

-

.

..............

•................................ - “ CHAS. A. EDWAEDES.
Mr. Edwardes instructed to break up his. party and return
_ '

to•

....... -...................... No. 53.,

Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The .Engineer-in-Chief.

.

Sir>
'
Eailway Survey Camp, Muswellbrook, 10 September, 1885.
I beg to forward you, under separate 'cover, plan aud section showing alteration of part of
trial survey, Musclebrook to Cassilis, viz., between 67 miles and 72 miles.....................
Deviation, No. 1, A B, made in order to obtain better crossings of Borambil and Two-mile Hollow
Creeks, commences at 67 miles 7'60 chains and terminates at 72 miles 24r75 chains, being -21'86"' chains
longer than original trial lines.
.
■ .
...
1 '
i
k® found that this deviation throughout gives a better section than original, although the ■
length or tunnel has been increased. °
.
y,
“
Deviation.

Jt

23
■
*
-

Deviation No.'2, C'D., Tun'in order to avoid tunnel atidve referred to, commenees on deviation
A.B., (point.C.), at 68'miles 43til chains, terminates- at 73 miles 14'95 chains, being ! mile 34'29 chains
longer than deviation No. 1, or 1 mile 5615 chains longer than original line.
'
' The approximate gradients I have shown on section of deviation No, 1, which I believe to be the
most practicable line to be had. ' •
'
.
•
The cross levels shown in blue I have taken for a further improvement in locating position of line.:
'
.
'
-I have, &e..
'
,-----— . . •
CHAS. A- EDWAEDES.
.. Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 11/9/85.
Plan and section received and instructions sent to Mr-. Edwardeh
to return to Sydney.—H.P.., 11/9/85. ....
i
.
.
.
....

'
'
No. 54.
.
.
Minute from The Secretary for Public "Works, to The Engineer-in-Chief.

;

■ - '
9 April, 1886.
The Minister has verbally instructed.me to request you to. jprocped with th.e .pernraneut surveys of the
undermentioned lines as early as practicable, viz.:—
.
''
.
.
' .''

#

#

*

*

#

#

#

*

#

Muswellbrook to Cassilis.
W.H.Q.
...
Surveyors into, the field immediately to carry out the Minister’s instructions with reference to the
lines above named.—J.W., 9/4/86.'
Mr. Palmer.
With the exception of Mr. Hogg, there is no
one at ..present in the office that I can recommend to be sent on the Muswellbrook and Cassilis
survey.—H.P., 21/4/86.
.
. .
.
. _
, .
• ,
...

■
.
No. 55.
• ’
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Suryeyqr_Edivard.es.

•

■

.
.
5 May, 1880.
Orf'completing the' field work of the Culcairn and'Corowa Permanent Survey, I shall. be able to
‘recommend your being employed on the permanent staking of the‘Muswellbrook and Cassilis Extension,
provided you are able to return to'Sydney before it is necessary to make other arrangements for'that
survey.
'
■
.
’
.'
‘
HEEBEET PALMEE.

'
.
No. 56.
■ ■ ' . The Assistant Engineer for Trial'Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes.

.

,

.
25 June, 1886.
‘On completing the field work in connection with ‘the permanent survey of the Culcairn and Corowa.
Extension, including the measurement of the lockspitting of the centre, line to the end .of the staking,
and of .the trial holes as far as particulars of sinking have been sent to you, you may return with your
party to Sydney. When you have handed over in this office all plans, books, and other documents
connected with this work, to my satisfaction, your services will next he required on the permanent
staking of the Muswellbrook and Cassilis Extension.
.
'
.
.
‘
HEEBEET PALMEE...

. ,
No. 57.
. "
E,. Gr. D. Eitzgerald, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Public Works.. _

•'

‘

Sir,

Muswellbrook, 22 June, 1886..''■
I shall be obliged by your letting me know when it is expected that the work in connection
with the survey of the railway line from Muswellbrook to Cassilis will he resumed. Your early reply will
oblige. .
Yours &c.,
-' •
■
■
• • EOBT. geo: d. eitzgeeald.
What is being done?—W.J.L.
Engineer-in-Ghief, B.O., 23/6/86.- Mr. Palmer, W.H.Q.,
’28/6/86.
Mr. Edwardes, who was engaged on the trial survey of this line, has reported having com.pleted the permanent survey of the Culcairn and Corowa Extension, and he is now under instructions to
return to Sydney, and proceed to Muswellbrook to commence the permanent survey, thence towards
.Cassilis-.—H.P.,- 28/6-/86.
-The Engineer-in-Chief..-Under Secretary,-B;C., 29/6/86.
J.W.
.{per W.H.Q.)
Eailways-^J.E., B.C., 30/6,86.
Inform Mr. Eitzgerald, M.P.—W.J.L., 8/7/86.

- '

'

'

....................

No. 58.'

W. Bowman, Esq., to The Secretary for-Public Works.
Sir,

\
'

'

.
■
t
Muswellbrook, 27 July, 1886.
. As the final survey of the railway line from Muswellbrook to Cassilis "is now being carried
on):, I .wish to draw your attention to the line passing through my property (Balmoral), situated about
2,miles from Muswellbrook- - - .....................
. .
- ' .
The line, as marked at the last survey, passes close to my residence, and between my stables and
/barn, through my yards connected with the stables, separating my homestead and stables from all water,
which.will, if carried out, give mo any amount of trouble, annoyance, and danger,‘in crossing stock to
water,
•
___________
_____ ____________
If

;
If tie line could be removed 1 or 2 chains to the west when passing my barn it would hot separate
it from the stables, nor destroy my yards, and lessen the damage to my property considerably. Likewise,
as there is a water-course the line has to cross, and a slight fall in the ground, I. believe it would give me
an under-crossing sufficiently high for stock to pass under to the creek. If only an over-crossing is left
it will give me a great deal of extra trouble and expense in getting stock to. water, especially stabled
stock, such as stallions and bulls, which will have to be done twice a. day, and an extra person would be
required to open and shut the gates. ' Trusting instructions will be given to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes, who
is now at work on. tho line, to see if what I propose cannot be carried out, so as to lessen the damage done
to my property as much as possible.
•
I remain, &c.,
'
'
--------WM. BOWMAN. .
Acknowledge. Done, 30/7/86.
Engineer-in-Chief.—D.C.McL. {fro Commissioner.), B.C.,
29/7/86.
Mr. Palmer for report.—W.H.Q., 3 Aug., 1886.
Mr. Edwurds instructed to show all these
details on the cross-levelled plan, so that the best arrangements admissible may be made when the permanent
centre line has to be selected,—H.P., 4/8/86.
.

,

No. 59.
.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes.

.

.
..
4 August, 1886.
Me. Wat. Bowman writes that the line of trial survey (Muswellbrook to Cassilis) passes through his
property known as Balmoral, doing much damage by passing close to his residence, and between stable
arid barn, through yards, &c. He also suggests that the line might be removed 1 or 2 chains to the .west,
and considerably lessen the damage to his property.
,
You must be careful to show these details on the cross-levelled plan, so that the best possible
arrangement may be made when the permanent centre line has to be selected.
, _
HERBERT PALMER.
You should try a deviation to pass between Balmoral and the road, or extend all cross-levels
towards the road.

.

• .
'

.
.
No. 60.
Mr.' Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.

' • "Sir,
Railway Survey Camp, Muswellbrook, 7 August, 1886.
•
■
I have the honor to herewith forward you plan and section showing proposed deviation of
the Muswellbrook-Cassilis line at Muswellbrook, and cross-levels on the trial line from Muswellbrook to
8 miles.
'
■
'"
’
'
■'
This deviation, branching from the Northern Railway between passenger station and goods shed,
at Muswellbrook,. would pass for 5 chains through the Recreation Reserve, being part of 32 acres
dedicated for Show Ground and Recreation Reserve, and would cross the Maitland Road and Mitchellstreet on the level.
.
A.reference to properties near to line fronting Maitland Road" I have inserted on plan, Nos. 3, 4a;
those that it would be necessary to resume being wooden buildings of small value.
•
.
Between 2 mijes and 3 miles, in order to avoid “Balmoral” (W. Bowman), I have extended the
cross-sections.
.
.
The laud here to west of line is low-lying, and greater part liable to heavy flood.
..
On plan, I have shown in pencil a modification of the trial line, in order to run parallel to the
Denman Road, and thus lessen the severance of property fronting it, and also “ Balmoral.”
This alteration would increase the length of line 9 chains.
,.
approximative section of the pencil line is shown in pencil on section. Owing to the Hunter
River being at present uncrossable, I have been unable to complete the cross levels to the 12-mile peg,
and trace flood line on vrest bank of river from this camp.
°
.
•
I have, &e;,
'
'
--------CHAS. A. EDWARDES. .
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 9/8/86. Plan received and returned to Mr. Edwardes, with instructions for
the permanent staking of the first 8 miles of this line—H.P., 10/8/86.
...
■

'
.
-

t

^ .
No. 61.
'
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.

.

,
...
Railway Survey Camp, Musclebrook, 11 August, 1886.
I beg herewith to forward you under separate cover, lithographs of the town of Musclebrook,
and parish maps, Brougham, Vaux, in. the country of Durham, on which I have shown (in red) the
first 8 miles of the centre line of tho permanent survey from Musclebrook to Cassilis, to be permanently
' staked.
'
I would request that the lengths and bearings of the allotments and surveyed portions, with widths
of roads, through which the centre line passes, may be inserted on the above maps, and the latter then
returned to me.
.
'
.1 have, &c.,
--------CHAS. A. EDWARDES.
Mr. Palmer. W.H.Q., 13/8/86.
Maps returned with all information obtainable marked on
them.—H.P., 17/8/86:
.
.

. '

Sir,

*
e
No. 62.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes.

.
■
.10 August, 1886.
UnnEB separate cover, I have returned your cross levelled plan of tho first portion of the Muselobrook and Cassilis trial survey, on which I have shown by blue lines how the first 8 miles may be
' perinanently staked.
®
•
■
HERBERT PALMER.
No. 63.

.

No.. 63.
Memo, from The Assistant.Engineer for Trial Suryeys. to Mr.,Suryeyor Edwardes.
•

Department of Public Works, Eailway Branch, Engineer-in-Cliiefs Office,
.
Sydney, 3 September, 1886.
Please forward a tracing from tbe first part of the working ■ plan of the Muswellbrook and Cassilis
extension, showing the junction with the Northern Eailway, the Park, and the crossings of Maitland and
Mitchell streets, and the main road to Denman.
'
.
.
.
.
--------HEEBEET PALMEE.
Tracing as required herewith forwarded under separate cover.—Chs. A. Edwaedes, 7th Sept.,
1886. The Engineer-in-Chief.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 7/9/86.
Eeceived—H.P., 8/9/86.
■
'

No. 64.
Memo, from The Assistant Engineer for Trial Sarvcys to The Engineer-in-Chief.
Department of Public Works, Eailway Branch, Engineer-in-Chief’s Office,
.
Sydney, 27 September, 1886.
As Mr. Jamieson will shortly complete the plotting of plans, &c., connected. with his portion of the
permanent survey lately made between Glen limes and South Grafton, I can recommend his being allowed
to take part in tho Musclebrook and Cassilis permanent survey.
---------HEEBEET PALMEE.
Approved by E.-ih-.C—W.H.Q., 29 Sept., 1886.
Mr. Palmer.
Noted.—H.P., 29/9/86.
E.-in-C., 30/9/86.
.
'
' 1

No. 05.
.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Suryeys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes.
T.
.
..
.
6 October, 1886:
I have instructed Mr. Jamieson to join you on tho permanent staking of the Muswellbrook and Cassilis
line, and I shall expect you to work together so that the survey may be pushed forward as rapidly as
possible. . I shall leave you to arrange to work together until I have an opportunity of visiting the district,
when, it is possible, I may make arrangements for placing more surveyors on the survey. I. have
explained to Mr. Jamieson how I consider the work should be divided when two parties are placed on
the same length.
■
'
■
. ,
.
HEEBEET PALMEE,

No. 66.
‘
The Council Clerk, Muswellbrook, to T. Hungerford, Esq., M.P.
_
_ Municipal Council Chambers, Muswellbrook, 16 August, 1886.
1 nave the honor, by direction of the Council, to forward you the two following resolutions,
carried unamiously at a meeting held the 11th instant:—■
• 1st. That this Council haying become aware that it is intended to alter the route of the proposed
railway line to Cassilis, through the Municipality, by taking the same through the park, crossing
Maitland and Mitchell Streets and the main road to Denman, protests against such deviation
,
from original survey for the following reasons:—
1. That the original survey will do the least injury to-town property.
2. That the existence of seven railway gates, already in the town, over principal thoroughfares,
cause great inconvenience to the inhabitants, and the proposed route will cross other two
important streets and the Great Northern Boad.
'
.
3. That the original survey will necessitate one, or at most two gates only over unimportant
back streets. .
.
'
4. That a double crossing in Bridge-street would be far preferable and much less expensive
. than the number which will be required by the proposed deviation from'the original survey.
5. That a large sum of money has been expended in the maintenance and ornamental planting
of the park, and should the deviation be decided upon the people will lose the entire benefit
of the same.
This resolution,-with the reasons for the protest, I have forwarded to the Minister for Works.
The second resolution as follows:—
.'
That the foregoing resolution be forwarded to the proper officer of the Government through the
.
Members for the district.
.
°
A copy sent toE. G. D, Fitzgerald, Esq., M.L.A.
■
■ I have, &c.-,
. .
J. STAEEOED,
.
--------.
Council Clerk.
■; . Presented by Mr. Hungerford, M.L.A.—J.W., 16/9/86.
Mr. Palmer for report—J.W., 16/9/86.'
This is, I think, a copy ofa paper'on which I lately forwarded a report, with a tracing, showing- how the
first part of the Muswellbrook and. Cassilis extension has been permanently staked.—H.P., 17/9/86.
The E'ngineer-in-Chief.
■ :
. .
1
■
■
.’
'

,

'
No. 67.
.
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.

.

'

Sir,

.
Railway Survey Camp, Muswellbrook, 4 October, 1886.
.
I have tbe honor to herewith forward you two level books containing the through levels of
the permanent survey from Muswellbrook to Cassilis, from O.M. to 8 miles 40 chains, and the cross levels
taken between O.M. and 5 miles 12 chains. The check level book containing levels, O.M. to 8 miles 40
chains, I have for the present retained for the insertion of more levels,
.
I have, &c.,
•
—CHAS. A. EDWARDES.
1 . Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 5/10/S6.
Received.—H.P., 5/10/8G.
.
.

-

'

No. 68.-

.

■

.

Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.
Sir,
Railway Survey Camp, Denman, 22 October, .1886.
•
I have the-honor to herewith forward to you, under separate cover, a field plan, with traciug
of sections, showing the cross levels taken on the trial line of the Muswellbrook-Cassilis survey, from 8
miles to 21 miles, for the-further determination of the straights and curves to he permanently staked.
.
In order to obtain an easier section through the dividing ridge, at 14 miles, I surveyed the devia
tions A. 13., as shown on plan.
This deviation gives a section with smaller amount of earthworks and slightly easier gradients, the
through distance being increased 4T1 chains thereby.
- .
. Eield plans with section tracing under separate cover.
I have, &c.,
.
•
'
------- -CHAS. A. EDWARDES.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q, 23/10/86.
Received.—H.P., 24/10/86.
'

No. 69.
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-iu-Chief.
Sir,

Railway Survey Camp, Denman, 28 October, 1886.
T beg to herewith forward'you, under separate cover, the following parish maps :—Parish of
Clauricard, county of Brisbane; parish of Wybong, county of Brisbane; parish of Denman, county of
Brisbane ; parish of Tarraman, county of Brisbane, on which I have shown, in approximate position, the
centre line of the Muswellbrook-Cassilis Permanent Survey.
I have the honor to request that I may be supplied with the lengths and bearings of the-boun
daries of the measured portions through which the line passes, together with widths of roads crossed ;
also a tracing of road plans, Merriwa to Denman, catalogued No. R. 5-972, Merriwa to Muswellbrook,
catalogued No. R. 900-1,603.
’
•
I have, &c.,
•
‘
--------CHAS. A. EDWARDES.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 30/10/86.
Eorwarded.—H.P., 11/11/86.

.

.
‘
No. 70.
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.

,

.
.•

. Sir,
Railway Survey Camp, Denman, 1 December, 1886.
'
1 have the honor to herewith forward you, under separate cover, two level hooks, containing
levels of the Permanent Survey from Muswellbrook to Cassilis, viz., the through levels from 8 miles 40
chains to 19 miles 5 chains, aud the chock levels from 20 chaius to 12 miles 40 chains.
'
'
I-have, &e.,
'
. --------CHAS. A. EDWARDES.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 3/12/86.
Received.—H.P., 9/12/86.
.

.

:

No. 71.
Mi*. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.

Sir,
Railway Survey Camp, Denman, 7 December, 1883.
’
I have Ihe honor to herewith fonvard jmu, under separate cover, one level hook, containing
the cross levels on the Permanent Survey from Muswellbrook to Cassilis, from. 12 miles 11 chaius to 16
miles 30 chains, aud from 16 miles 40 chains to 20 miles 10 chains,
'
I have, &c.,
—=------ .
CHAS. A. EDWARDES.
Mr. Palmer..—W.H.Q., 8/12/S6.
Reesived.—H.P., 9/12/86.

No;. 72. •
- .
Mr. Surveyor Jamieson to the Engineer-in-Chief.

.

Sir,
" •
Railway Survey Camp, Denman, 20 December, 1886.
■
-I have the honor to forward, iu conjunction with Mr. Edwardes, trial plan, showing cross-levels
taken on (rial survey (from 26 miles to 3L'40miles), Muswellbrook to Cassilis, fora further determination
of straights and curves.
I have, &c.,
\
'
-------- JOHN J. JAMIESON.
'
Mr.:Palmer.—-W.H.Q., 22/1?/86.
. Plan aud section returned to Mr. Edwardes, with
instructions.—H.P., 23/12/86.
.
No. 73.

No. 73.
Mr. Suryeyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.

-

.

Sir,
Eailway Purvey Camp, Denman, 20 December, 1886.
■
_
I bare the honor to herewith forward you, under separate cover, a field plan; with section,
showing the cross-levels taken on the trial line from Muswellbrook to Cassilis (from 22 miles to 31i miles),
for the further determination of the straights and curves to be permanently staked.
’
.
The mileage now shown on plan is the new through mileage from IMuswellbrook.
,■ '
' I have, &c.,
'
'
---------CHAS. A. EDWAEDES.
Mr. Palmer.—W. H. Q., 22/12/86. Plan and section returned to-Mr.- Edwardes, with instructions.
—H.P., 23/12/86.
.
■
.

No. 74.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Suryeys to Mr. Suryeyor Edwardes.
2i5 December, 1886.

TTitdee separate cover I have returned your cross-levelled plan of portion of the Muswellbrook and Cassilis
trial survey, on ’which I have shown how ■ the centre line is to be permanently staked from 22 miles to
31i miles, excepting between 23 to 24i miles, where, as you will see by a line I have marked in pencil,
with a note also in pencil, that a trial survey should bb made to ascertain whether it may be advisable to
go round the bend of Hall’s Creek in place of crossing it twice. Please return the plan and section as
early as practicable, with the required information, so that no tiine may be-lost in carrying forward the
chainage through this length.
The first part of the working plan should also be sent in as soon as possible, so that the Parlia
mentary plan may be proceeded with in this office.
HEEBEET PALMEE.

■

No. 75.
■ ■ ;
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Ohief.

' •
.

Sir,
' Eailway Survey Camp, Denman, 3 January, 1887.
■
I have the honor to herewith return you the cross-levelled field plan of portion of the Muswell
brook-Cassilis trial survey, on which I have shown the deviation of the trial line between 23 miles and
24| miles, made in accordance with your memo. No. 86-399 of 23 December, to avoid the double crossing
of Hall’s Creek.
'
The mileage by this new traverse has been increased, as shown on section 28'37 chains.
_ _ I also forward a lithograph of the parish of Wickham, on which I have shown, by red line, the
position of the line to be permanently staked.
'
.
I would request that I may be supplied with the lengths and bearings of the measured portions
through which this part of the survey passes.
'
Plan, section, and litho. herewith, under separate cover.
'
I have, &c.,
--------CHAS. A. EDWAEDES. ■
Mr. Palmer.—W. H. Q., 4/1/87.
Plan aud section returned with instructions. The remaining
information required will be forwarded when ready.—H.P., 4/1/87.

No. 76.
’
.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Suryeys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes.
.
.
.
.
4 January, 1887..
Ujs'DER separate cover I have returned your cross-levelled plan and your section of portion of
the Muswellbrook and Cassilis trial survey, on which I have shown how the centre line may be
permanently staked round tbe bend of Hall’s Creek, between 23 and 24 miles.
Tbe information as to lengths and bearings of measured portions shall be forwarded as soon as
readv.
-*
HEEBEET PALMEE.

.
'

No. 77.
'.
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.

. '

Sir,

Eailway Survey Camp, Denman, 28 January, 1887.,
I beg to forward you, under separate fcover, one level book, containing the through levels
Of tbe permanent survey from Muswellbrook to Cassilis, from 19 miles 5 chaius to' 29 miles 73 chains, the
check level hook being retained for the insertion of further levels.
I have, &c.,
:
--------CHAS. A. EDWAEDES.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 31/1/87.
Eeceived.—H.P., 8/2/87.
-

No. 78. '
Mr. Surveyor Jamieson to The Engineer-in-Chief.
Sir,

'
'

Post Office, Denman, 6 February, 1887,
I have tbe honor to forward, under separate cover pter same post, three books, one containing
check levels from 12 miles 40 chains to 24 miles 75 chains, and tbe others containing cross levels from
21 miles 4 chains to 26 miles 15 chains (by Mr. Edwardes), and from 26 miles 17 chains to'30 miles
75 chains bn the’centre line of tbe proposed railway, Muswellbrook to Cassilis.
I have, &c.,
'
’
--------JOHN J. JAMIESON.
Mr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 8/2/87'.
Eeceived.—HE/, 8/2/8?.

.

No. ''79.
Mr. Suryeyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.

Sir,

Eailway Survey Camp, Denman, 17 Eebruary, 1887.
'
I have the honor to herewith forward you, under separate cover, the working plan part Wo. 1,
• of the Muswellbrook-Cassilis extension, embracing the permanent survey from 0 miles 0 chains at
Muswellbrook to 21 miles 50 chains, and book of reference to same.
Together .with the above I also forward the following plans
.
Cross-levelled-field plans, Nos. 1, 2, 3.
•'
Lithographs, town of Muswellbrook.
’
„
parish of Brougham, county of D urham.
•
.
„
„
Vaux, county of Durham.
.
■
»
»
Clanricarde, county of Brisbane,
i)
„
Wybong, county of Brisbane.
'
>,
■*„ . • Denman, county of Brisbane.
• ■
■.
. \.)i
,,
Tarraman, county of Brisbane.
...
I have, &c.,
. ‘ •
,
.
--------CHAS.' A. EDWAEDES.
Mr. Ealtnef.—W.H.Q., 19/2/87. Eeceived.—H.P., 21/2/37.

No. 80.
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.
Sir,
...
.
Eailway Survey Camp, Deninan, 17 Eebruary, 1887.
.
.
conjunction with. Mr. Jamieson, I have the honor to forward you, under separate cover, a
field plan, with tracing of section, showing the cross levels taken on the trial line from Muswellbrook to
Cassilis, from 31 miles 50 chains to 38 miles 40 chains, for the further determination of the straights and
curves to be permanently staked.
I have, &e.,
'
--------- CHAS. A. EDWAEDESMr. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 19/2/87.
Eeceived and returned to Mr. Edwardes, with instructions for
. permanent staking of this portion of the Muswellbrook and Cassilis line.—H.P., 21/2/87.

.

'
No. 81.
. The Assistant Engineer for Trial Suryeys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes.

-

.
.
. 21 February, 1887.
In future, when forwarding to the Engineer-in-Chief-the remaining lengths of cross-levelled plans of the
Muswellbrook and Cassilis trial survey for his determination as to the centre line to be permanently
staked, you may mark out in pencil through these cross levels the centre line you may propose to
permanently stake for his approval,
.
HEEBEET PALMEE.

'

.
No. 82.
•
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys do Mr. Surveyor Edwardes.

T

.

...

,

,

21 February, 1887.

Under separate cover I nave returned you 4-chaiii plan showing cross levels taken on a portion of the

Muswellbrook and Cassilis trial survey, pn which I have shown how the centre line is to be ^permanently
staked. Enclosed in this plan is your tracing of the section of trial survey.
■
. .--------HEEBEET PALMEE.
The section I find has been also forwarded to you under separate cover.—H.P.

■

No. 83.
The Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Jamieson.
-r, ‘
£
.
.
...
2PFebruary, 1887.
J! OE the tuture, when forwarding to the Engineer-in-Chief the remaining lengths of cross levelled plan
i j -M-uswehbrook and Cassilis trial survey for bis determination as to the centre line to be permanent!’
s aked, you may mark out in pencil for his approval the centre line you may propose to permanent!
stake- ■
- HEEBEET PALMEE. '

No. 84.
Mr. Surveyor Jamieson to The Engineer-in-Chief.
^r’
T ,
•
'
.
Post Office, Denman, 23 Eebruary, 1887.
.
. -d-T76
, honor to enclose tracing showing alienated portions in the parish of'Worondi,
county ot Brisbane, through .which the centre line of proposed "railway, Muswellbrook to Cassilis, will
pRSS*

.

.

, Tlease cause the hearings, distances, &c., to be written on tracing, and returned to ine with the
least possible delay, so that I may connect same with centre line.
Mr.. Palmer.—W.H.Q., 2G/2/87.
"I have, Ac.,
.
t
JOHN J. JAMIESON.
Tracing received and the information required forwarded.—E.E.T., 3/3/87.

V

'No, 85.
Mr. Surveyor Echvardes to The Engineer-iu-Chief.

■

Sir,

Eailway Survey Camp, Denmau, 26 February,'1887.
I beg'to forward' you, under separate ■ cover, lithographs of the parishes of Worond'i,'
' Mackenzie, and Merriwa, county of Brisbane, on which I have shown by red line the MuswellbrookCassilis extension.
'
■
I would request that ! may be supplied with the lengths and bearings and reference'to corners of
the portions in the above parishes through which the line passes.
■
’ ■
I have, <fec.,
--------CHAS. A. EDWAEDES.
Mr. Palmer.—"W.H.Q., JL/3|87.
Lithographs received and the information required forwarded.—
' E.E.T., 4/3/87.
.
' _________________________________
'
•
.

No. 86.
The Assistant-Engineer for Trial Surveys to The Engineer-in-Chief.
Muswellbrook to Cassilis—Permanent survey.
Edwardes and Jamieson have, all necessary instructions for the permanent staking of the centre
line to within l or 2 miles of Merriwa. For the remaining length to Cassilis they have been instructed
to forward cross-levelled plan of trial, survey with the line they may propose to permanently stake laid
down in pencil through the cross-levels, for approval of the Engineer-in-.Chief prior to actually staking
the centre line.
'
'HEEBeET PALMEE, 5/3/87.

Messes.

J.W., 7/3/87.

.

.

Mr. Thomas.—W.H.Q., 2/5/87..

Noted.—E.E.T., 2/5/87.

.No, 87.
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-iu-Chief.

Sir,

■
Eailway Survey Camp, Denman, 16 March, 1887.
■ I beg to herewith forward you, under separate cover, one level-book containing the through
. levels of the Muswellbrook to Cassilis extension from 29 mis. 73 chs. to 38 mis. 35 chs.
'
•
I have, &c.,
--------CHAS. A. EDWAEDES.
.
Mr. Thomas.—'W.H.Q., 17/3/87. Level-book to hand.—E.E.T., 18/3/87.

No. 88.
.
■
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.
gir,

.
.
Eailway Survey Camp, Denman, 16 March, 1887.
I have the honor to request that I may be furnished with field-book, No. 3, containing the
. field-notes of the deviation of the tri'al survey from Muswellbrook to Cassilis at Merriwa, as when plotting
the next cross-level field plan the above notes will be of great service to me.. I would also request that
I may be supplied with the following :—Tracing or lithograph of village of Merriwa ; 4 level-books.
I have, &e.,
.
--------- '
CHAS. A. EDWAEDES.
Mr. Thomas—W.H.Q., 17/3/87.
Field-book No. 3, tracing of village, and four level-books
■ forwarded.—E.E.T., 18/3/87.__________________________ •

.

No. 89.
Mr. Surveyor Jamieson to The Engineer-in-Chief. -

gir)

Post Office, Merriwa, 17 March, 1887.
I have the honor to forward under separate cover by "to-day’s post two (2) books, one containing
check levels from 24 mis. 75 chs. to 37 mis., and the other cross levels from 30 mis. to 34 mis. 29 chs.
taken on the permanent staking of the line Muswellbrook to Cassilis.
■
1
I have, &c.,
,
--------JOHN J. JAMIESON.
• Mr. Thomas.—W.it.Q., 19/3/87.
The two (2) level-books received.—E.E.T., 21/3/87.

'

■

No. 90.
Mr. Surveyor Jamieson to The Engineer-in-Chief.

*
■
Camp, Merriwa, 1 April, 1887.
'
I have the honor to enclose, in trial plan, a parish map of Watt, county of Brisbane, upon
which "is shown, in'red, the proposed line, passing through the alienated portions. Please cause the
bearings and distances, also reference to corners, to be noted upon, same, and returned to me as early as
nnssible
■
■
I have, JOHN
&C.-,
•
■
p0SSlble'
______
J. JAMIESON.
Mr Thcmas.—W.H.Q., 4/4/87. The Engineer-in-Chief.
"Plan and section to hand this day,
and forwarded for approval—E.E.T., 4/4/87.
Map returned, to. Mr. Jamieson, with information
thereon.—E.E.T., 21/4/87. .
_________________
No. 91,

.

No. 91.
'
Mr. Surveyor Jamieson to Tlie Engineer-in-Chief..

Bir,

.
.
'
Camp, Merriwa, 1 April, 1887.
I have the honor to forward, under separate cover by to-day’s post, plan and section of portion
of the trial survey, Muswellbrook. to Cassilis, from about 43 miles to 49 miles 40 chains, showing cross
levels, &c., to enable yon to determine the straights and curves for permanent staking. I have, in accord
ance with your instructions, shown, in p'encil, the straights and curves which I propose to be permanently
staked; also, on portion of the section, have shown, in pencil, the probable section which the line I
propose will give.
I have, &c.,
•
------ =JOHN J. JAMIESON.
■Plan and section herewith.—W.H.Q., 15/4/87.
Mr. Drewetf—^Received above, 1G/4/87.
Plan returned, to Mr. Thomas for fresh levels to be taken near Cassilis, see No. 1,442-87.—J.W.D.,
20/4/87.
Mr. Thomas.—W.H.Q., 20/4/87.
Plan and section received, without any instructions as
to the further permanent staking of the line—E.ll.T., 21/4/87.
The Eng’ineer-in-Chief wishes the
permanent staking to be proceeded with, including the deviation near Cassilis, and Messrs. Jamieson and
Edwardes can now go on with the work.—J.W.D., 23/4/87. Mr-. Thomas.
Instructions forwarded to
Mr. Jamieson.—E.E.T., 23/4/87.

■
No. 92.;
The Acting Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Jamieson.
.
.
.
’
23 April, 1887.
The Engineer-in-Chief wishes the permanent staking of the Muswellbrook to Cassilis Eailway to be
proceeded with, over the line shown in pencil on plan.
Owing to a deviation near Merriwa, and extending to the western side of Merriwa Eiver, you will
have to arrange your junction with Mr. Edwardes’ staking.
/
,
Eield plan and section’ forwarded under separate cover, even date.
EDWIN E. THOMAS.

Mr.

. No. 93.
Surveyor Edwardes to The _ Engineer-in-Chief.

_

Sir,

’
Eailway Survey Camp, Denman, 2 April, 1887.
I have the honor to forward you, under separate cover, a field plan and section, showing the
cross levels taken on the trial survey line, from Muswellbrook to Cassilis, between 38 miles and 43 miles
30 chains.
’
Upon the above plan I have marked, in pencil, a line passing through these cross levels, which I
now submit for your approval of the permanent staking of same.. 1
The section, as reduced by the cross levels, I have shown in pencil, also approximate gradients.
_ At 42! miles l have marked a proposed site for station at Merriwa, which I believe to be the most
practicable one obtainable.
I have, &c.,
■
.
--------CHAS. A. EDWAEDES.
_
Mr. Thomas.—J.W., 4/4/87. The Engineer-in-Chief.
Plan and section to hand this day, and
forwarded for approval.—E.E.T., 4/4/87.
.
'
Will you please to instruct Mr. Edwardes not again to send in a plan and section with different
horizontal scales. The plan is 4 chains to an inch, and the section 10 chains, of the Muswellbrook and
Cassilis survey, now forwarded.—J.W., 15/4/87.
Plan and section herewith.—W.H.Q., 15/4/87. Mr. Drewett.
Eeceived the above.—J.W.D.,
1G/4/87.
Plan returned to Mr. Thomas to have levels taken over the ground shown by a pencil line on
plan near Cassilis. J.W.D., 20/4/87.
Mr. Thomas'.—WIH.-Q., 20/4/87.
Mr. Edwardes instructed
to take section near Merriwa, and plot sections to same scale as plans:—E.E.T.; 21/4/87.
Eor
instructions see No. 1,444-87 this day;—J.W.D., 23/4/87. Mr. Thomas.
Instructions forwarded to
Mr. Edwardes.—E.E.T., 23/4/87.
■
Telegram from Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief for Eailways.
.
Survey Camp, Merriwa.
Field plan forwarded on 1st instant. Am awaiting your instructions for further staking line.
.
CHAS. A. EDWAEDES.
.

No. 94.
The Acting Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr; Surveyor Jamieson.
■
21 April, 1887.
Engineer-in-Chicf wishes that all sections in the future to be plotted to the same horizontal scale as
the plans.
.
EDWIN E. THOMAS.

The

'
No. 95.
The Acting Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes.
m

.

■

.

23 April, 1887.

The Engineer-in-Chief wishes the permanent staking of the Muswellbrook to Cassihs railway to be proceeded

with from 38 miles 35 chains on pencil line on plan, including the deviation near Merriwa.
Tod will have to arrange junction with Mr. Jamieson, owing to deviation. ' Field plan and section
forwarded under separate cover, even date.
,
EDWIN. E. THOMAS..

■
.

No. 96.
. Memo, from Tlie Acting Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor
.
Edwardes.

■
Department of Public Works, Eailway Brandi,
.
^
•
Engineer-in-Cliief’s Office, Sydney, 21 April, 1S87.The Engineer-iu-Chief has given instructions that you are to level over the blue line shown on the
tracing t'orwmrded under separate cover, and forward a section of the same plotted to scales of 4 chains
to 1 inch horizontal, and 40 feet to 1 inch vertical.
In future, the Engineer-in-Chief wishes all sections plotted to the same horizontal scale as the
plans.
■
•
_
-------- rEDWIN E. THOMAS.
•‘
Section of deviation as shown by blue line on tracing plotted to scales as required herewith
(together with tracing) forwarded under separate cover.—Chas. A. Edwaeues.,26/4/87.
The Engineerin-Chief.
Mr. Thomas.—W.II.Q., 28/4/87.
The section of deviation and tracing of plan received
and forwarded herewith, that the height of the formation for the bridge over Merriwa Eivulet may be
decided.—E.E.T., 2/5/87. The Engineer-in-Chief.
Mr. Edwardes to return original section, 2/5/87.—
W.H.Q. Mr. Thomas.
The original section of trial line and Mr. Edwardes’ proposed alteration of same herewith, plotted,
to -a 4-chain scale horizontal, and 40 feet vertical to I inch, also section of proposed deviation. Mr.
Edwardes has by this date nearly reached the point of junction of proposed deviation, and will need
instructions as to the further staking from this point. Is the “lock-spitting” and “trial-hole-sinking” to
be proceeded with on this line? . No instructions have been given for this work.—E.E.T., 9/5/87. What
has been done in this matter?- Mr. Drew'ett.—J.W., 13/5/87.
Will Mr. Thomas please reply ? Mr. .
Thomas.—J.W.D., 1G/5/87. Mr. Edwardes was instructed on the 9th instant to proceed with permanent
staking of deviation at Merriwa. See note on Mr. Edwardes’ communication of the 5th instant.—E.E.T.,
16/5/87.
'
'
'
.
.

.No. 97.
.
Memo, from the Acting Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor
Edwardes.
4 May, 1887.
Piease to return as early as possible the original section from 38 miles 35 chains to Merriwa Eivulet.

.

,

EDWIN E. THOMAS.

Muswellbrook to Cassilis.—Section of trial line from 38 miles to 43 miles 30 chains at Merriwa
Eivulet (with cross sections noted) herewith returned under separate cover.—Chas. A. Edwaedes,
6/5/87.
The Engineer-in-Chief.—W.H.Q., 9/5/87. Mr. Thomas.
Section returned.—E.E.T., 9/5/87.

No. 98.
.
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.

.

.Sir,

' .
Eailway Survey Camp, Merriwa, 5 May, 1887.
In accordance with your telegram of 2nd'instant, received, by me by last night’s mail, I beg to
herewith forward you under separate cover a section of part of the trial line from Muswellbrook to Cassilis,
from 41 miles to 43 miles 40 chains. Section of trial line is shown in black, that of proposed alteration
of line as marked in pencil on plan being shown by dotted blue line, plotted from cross levels shown on
plan.
’
I would request that I may be at once informed by telegram should any alteration be now made in
the deviation of line shown in blue on tracing forwarded, I having partly completed the staking of the
same.
I have, &c., '
■
CHAS. A. EDWAEDES.
Mr. Thomas.—W.H.Q., 7 May, 1887.

Section received, and instructions wired.—E.E.T.. 9/5/87.

No. 99.
Telegram from the Acting Assistant Engineer to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes.
9 May, 1887.
Stake line of deviation as per memo., 23 April ultimo.

No. 100.
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.
Sir,

.
Eailway Survey Branch, Sydney,'18 May, 1887.
I have the honor to herewith forward you plans (2), sections (2), with book of reference, of
trial survey, made in accordance with your instructions, from Muswellbrook to Cassilis.
This survey embraces—(1.) an amendment of Mr. Purrowes’ trial line between 7 miles 47 44
* chains and 22 miles, with deviation from his line at 10 miles, passing near Denman. (2.) Continuation
of trial line from 22 miles to Cassilis via Merriwa, with deviation (rough staked) passing south of that
town.
'
’
. Erom Muswellbrook to main dividing range at 34 miles the country traversed by line is of a sand
stone nature, .valuable for agriculture and vine growing, that part of. the Hunter Valley, crossed being of
an highly fertile nature. Erom 34 miles' to Cassilis the country is chiefly basaltic being' good agricultural
land. With the exception of Crown reserves,, as shown by green tint on plans, the line passes through
private property, all more or less improved by cultivation, ringbarking, and clearing.
Erom-

Prom 17 miles to 34 miles, and in the vicinity of the Goulburn Eiver, ironbark timber can be
obtained; from 34 miles to Cassilis the timber, chiefly box and gum, is of a worthless description. - Ironbark forests exist on Crown land near Ironbark Creek and Green Hills, distant about 7 miles south-west
from Cassilis. Ballast is available the whole length of line ; freestone for quarrying can also be obtained.
Prom Muswellbrook toWorondi Creek, the soil is suitable for brickmaking. Beyond to Cassilis, owing to
limestones and sand, the soil is.of an unfavourable nature. Water for locomotive purposes can be had
at the Hunter Eivers, Merriwa, Krui, and Munmurra Eivers.
■
_
The amendment of Mr. Burrowes’ line 'from 7 miles 47'44 chains (A.) to 23 miles 78'57 chains (D.)
is 65'89 chains shorter, and gives throughout a line with much easier grades and earthworks.. The flood .
level of Hunter Eiver (see diagram) is highest visible. I have also shown on plan a known flood mark of
flood of 1872. The flats on each side of river being more or less flooded for a distance of about 70 chains.
on each side of river at and adjacent to crossing will necessitate piling the approaches to bridge.
I examined the country with a view of carrying the line as near as possible to the town of Denman.
As will.be seen from section (B.C.) the deviation near Denman, commencing at 10 miles on Mr.
Burrowes’ line, involves very heavy grade and earthworks, being 79'94 chains longer than line from 7
miles 47 44 chains (A.C.), any line taken nearer Denman being blocked by mountain range between
Hunter Eiver and Goulburn Eiver. Alljtraflic westerly for Muswellbrook is taken via Bell’s Lane instead
of Denman, it being about 3 miles shorter. Platforms erected at about 7 miles and 15| miles would I.
believe fully meet the requirements of the locality, should the direct line be adopted. Prom 22 miles to
34 miles the country traversed is mountainous, the summit at 29 miles is the lowest gap available, occur
ring in range between Hall’s and Worondi Creeks.
'
At 34 miles.a tunnel 13 chains in length will be necessary. Prom (P.) summit of .main range, at
36i miles to Cassilis the country is hilly with swelling ridges. At70f miles I have surveyed the line with a
tunnel through range between Two-mile Hollow Creek and Munmurra Eiver. By skirting this range the
tunnel could be avoided, but would increase the distance by If.miles.
The deviation south of Merriwa (P.G.) passes through country similar to that via Merriwa, being
2 miles 56T0 chains shorter, giving a line with similar rate of grades, with slightly easier earthworks.
The mileage by this survey is as follows :—Mr. Burrowes 22 miles continued via Merriwa, 74 miles
-40'31 chains ; 10 miles continued near Denman and via Merriwa, 74 miles 54 36 chains ; 7 miles 47‘44
chains continued via Bell’s Lane and Merriwa, 73 miles 54’42 chains; by line south of Merriwa, 2 miles
56T0 chains shorter.
_
The grades noted on section are those to which I have mainly worked. ■ The approximate size of
important water ways are also noted.
'
I discovered a discrepancy in Mr. Burrowes’ levels between 7 miles and 22 miles.
As will be seen, the route from Merriwa to Cassilis is circuitous. I thoroughly examined the
country to north of road between these two points with a view of obtaining a more direct route byway of
Dunlop, Ailsa, and Pembroke, but could see no way of obtaining a line in that direction.
*
In conclusion I would beg to point out that in view of a possible extension of this line from Cassilis
westerly towards Denison Town, Coolah, thence Coonabarrabran, great difficulty would occur from present,
terminus of this line, it being blocked by range between the Pour-mile Creek and Munmurra Eiver.
•
_
' By altering present line from about 69 miles, and passiug within about 2| miles of Cassilis, this
difficulty could I believe be avoided. Prom present terminus of line au extension could be obtained
towards Quirindi.
.
This survey was commenced September, 1884, and completed May, 1885.
' .
'
I have, &c.,
CHAS. A. EDWAEDES.

No. 101.
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.
Sir,

Eailway Survey Camp, Merriwa, 25 May, 1887.
I have the honor to request that I may be. supplied, as early as practicable, with the
following:—
.,
.
Tracing of plan and section showing the deviation of trial line, Muswellbrook to Cassilis, at crossing .
.
of the Koui Eiver.
.
The level-books containing the levels of the trial survey, Muswellbrook to Cassilis, from 48 miles 22
chains to Cassilis (including the deviation of survey).
25 ft. plan paper (for field plan.)
25 ft. section paper (for field section.)
.
10 ft. tracing paper.
•
.
Three level books..
One field book. •
•.
I have, <Ssc.,
■ --------CHAS. A. EDWAEDES.
Mr. Thomas.—W.H.Q., 28/5/87.
The above have been forwarded to Mr. Edwardes.—E.E.T.,
31/5/87.
'

No. 102.
'
.
Mi*. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chiefi
Sir,

_
Eailway Survey Camp, Merriwa, 25 May, 1887- '
I have the honor to herewith forward you, under separate cover, three level-books, containing
the following levels of the Muswellbrook-Cassilis permanent survey :—
(1.) Through levels, 38 miles 35 chains to 45 miles.
(2.) Cross sections levels, 34 miles 38 chains to 39 miles 46 chains.
(3.)
„ '
„ 39 miles 47 chains to 43 miles 43 chains.
_ ‘
.
I have, &c.,
■'
.
--------CHAS. A. EDWAEDES.
Mr. Thomas. W.H.Q., 30/5/87. ' Level books, as above, received.—E.E.T, 31/5/87..

,33
.Iso. 103.

.

.

Mr. Surveyor Jamieson to The Engineer-in-Chief. '

Sir,

T i
I. i
, .
,
.
Survey Camp, 2 June, 1887.
1 have the honor to forward, under separate cover, per same post, two level books one
containing permanent levels from 45 miles to 49 miles 50 chains, and the other check levels from 3.7 miles
to 48 miles, taken on the centre line of proposed railway, Muswellbrook to Cassilis;
'
'
'
.1 have, &c.,
--------JOHN" J. JAMIES.ON. '
Mr. Thomas.—W.H.Q.,.2/6/87.
Level books (two) received.—EiE.T., 2/6/87.

No. 104.
The Acting Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to The Engineer-in-Chief.
.

Department of Public Works; Eailway Branch, Engineer-in-Chief’s Office.
£
‘
-Sydney, 17 June, 1887.
loEWABDEn herewith, for your approval, are field plans and sections of the line, Muswellbrook to Cassilis
showing the line proposed to be permanently staked, from 49 miles to .63 -miles.
The grading .can be improved .on .the -working, section.
'
-------- Line shown in pencil may be staked.—J.W., 18/6/87.
to Messrs..Edwardes and Jamieson.—E.E.T. 22/6/87.

E.E.T.
Mr. Thomas.

Instructions forwarded

No. '105..
'
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.
-

T
,
..
Eailway Survey Camp, Merriwa, 18 June, 1887.
u
or<ier ^ exPe|hte'fck® fiehl mui.of the permanent survey from Muswellbrook to Cassilis
1 would request that I may be furnished with instructions regarding the further staking of the line—field
plan and section of which was forwarded on the 14th instant-^as early as practicable.
•
■ I have; &c.,
™
®r- ?ll0mys/r.y■22/G/87. Instructions with field plan and sectioif^OT^dec^'to
t

Mr. Edwardes.—E.E.T-, -22/6/87.

'

No. 106.
1
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.

Sir,
Railway Survey Camp, Merriwa, 18 June, 1887.
, . 1°- reply
inemo., No. 87/745, of 14th. June, re progress made, length yet to be done
and probable date of .completion of the permanent survey from Muswellbrook to Cassilis, I beg to report
that the permanent survey of the fine is now completed to 49 miles 50 chains, to which point the working
plan, part 2, has also been plotted.
•
16
_ There now remains about 25 miles to complete the staking to Cassilis. After consulting with Mr.
.J amieson, 1 beg to state that, in conjunction with him, I hope to be able to complete the field-work of the
above by the end of September.
t i-,oVP
--------’ CHAELES EDWAEDES.
Mr. Thomas^-W H.Q 22/6/87
E.E.T., 23/6/87.
J.W., 24/6/87.
How is this surveyprogressing P-W.H.Q., 3/8/87 Mr. Thomas.
The July journals of Messrs. Edwardes and Jamieson
are not to hand ; but from the field plans that have been received it appears likely, if the weather remains
javourable, that the survey will be completed by .the epd of September next.—E.E.T. 4/8/87.
End of
month.—4/8/87.
Mr. Thomas. W.H.Q., 31/8/87. • This survey will most likely be completed within
a. short period or tlm time stated, unless the weather has interfered considerably with its progress.—
E.E.T., 2/9/87. The Engineer-in-Chief.
End of month.
Mr. Thomas.—W.HQ 4/10/87
This.
survey should be completed within this month.—E.E;T., 5/10/87.
The Engineer-in-Chief.
t

,

'

1
No. 107.
Mr. Surveyor Jamieson to The Engineer-in-Chief.

■

Sir.
' ■ T,
.i,
......
„ _
P.O., Merriwa, 20 June, 1887.
^
u /.Itlie 1 °r to ?e]Jy to y°U1’ memo, S///44, re the progress, length' of survey yet to be
made, and date of completion of the permanent staking, Muswellbrook to Cassilis
1
I beg to state that the permanent survey is completed to 50 miles, and there now still remains about
i, mi Is -i- 0
out *0 Caf
-Alter consulting with Mr. Edwardes, I find that the field work will in
all probability, be completed about tbe end of September.
■
*
The plotting and drawing of working plans will then take another month before the work is finallv
fimshed‘
I have, &c,
,
7
■
Mr. Thomas;—W.H."Q,j22/6/87.

17—E

-

------ —
E.E.T,,-23/6/87.

JOHN J. JAMIESON.

.No. A 08. -

34

No. 108.
_
_ . _
' Mr. Surveyor Jamieson to The Engineer-in-Chief.
P. 0., Merriwa, 16 July, 18S7.
’
I have the honor to forward by to-day’s post (2) two level books, one containing permanent levels
from 45 miles to 54 miles 30 chains, and" the other cross sections from 43 miles 47 chains to 50 miles 60
chains, taken on the centre line of proposed railway, Muswellbrook to Cassilis. Also, per same post, I
am forwarding the parish maps of Collaroy and Borambil, county of -Bligh, upon which is shown approxi
mately in black dotted line the position of centre line passing through alienated portions.
Please cause the bearings, lengths of lines, and relerence to corner trees to be noted on same, and
returned to me as soon as convenient.
I have, &c.,
'
--------JOHN J. JAMIESON.
Mr. Thomas.—'W.TI.Q., 19/7/87.
Through level and cross-level books received, and information
on parish maps forwarded.—E.R.T., 25/7/87.

.

No. 109.
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.
g;r

Eailway Survey Camp, Merriwa, 22 July, 1887.
I have tbe honor to herewith forward you under separate cover, two level books, containing
the following levels of the permanent survey of the line from Muswellbrook to Cassilis, viz.:
Through levels, 54 miles 30 chains to 59 miles 70 chains. Check levels, 47 miles 75 chains to 59
miles 70 chains. I would request that the book containing the through levels may be returned to me for
the insertion of further levels.
1 have, &c.,
______
CHAS: A. EDWAEDES.
Mr. Thomas—W.H.Q., 26/7/87.
The level books received. The through level book will be
returned to Mr. Edwardes as soon as plotted.—E.E.T., 27/7/87.

No. 110.
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.

/

,

gir

■

Eailway Survey Camp, Merriwa, 30 July, 1887.
I have the honor to forward you,under separate cover, the field piano! the permanent staking
’ of the Muswellbrook-Cassilis Eailway, previously sent in by me, on which 1 have now shown additional
cross levels, taken to 64 miles 40 chains.
_
\
.
Erom last tangent permanently staked (shown in blue) I have marked in pencil through the cross
levels the remaining straights and curves to 64 miles 40 chains, the staking of which 1 now submit for
your approval:—
.
_
.
'
The alteration of section, also forwarded, I.have in pencil shown.
A lithograph of parish of Collaroy, county of Bligh I also forward for lengths and bearings of
portions through which the line passes.
I would request that this plan may be returned to me as early as practicable.
Plan, section, and litho. herewith, under separate cover.
I have, &c ,
’
’
1_____
CHAS. A. EDWAEDES.
Mr. Thomas.—W.H.Q., 2/8/87.
.
Eield plan and sections, also lithograph of the parish of Collaroy received. Plan and section
forwarded herewith for your approval of that portion beyond the last permanently staked line, shown in
blue on plan at 59 miles. The lithograph will be returned to Mr. Edwardes with the information required
thereon—E.E.T., 3/8/87. The Engineer-in-Chief.
Stake out. the line so as to give the section shown in pencil.—J.W., 3/8/87.
Mr. Thomas,—
Instructions witEfield plan and section forwarded to Mr. Edwardes.—E.E.T., 4/8/87.
' -v#'_________________________________

’
~ •
No. 111.
.
The Acting Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes.
Eield plan and section forwarded yesterday.

in pencil on plan.

4 August, 1887.
The Engineer-in-Chief approves the staking of line shown

v

No. 112.
,
Mr. Surveyor Jamieson to The Engineer-in-Chief.
■

'Sir,

Post Office, Merriwa, 6 August, 1887.
I havhthe honor to forward by to-day’s post plan and section of portion of the trial survey,
Muswellbrook to Cassilis, from about 64 miles to 72 miles.
I have cross-levelled the above length thoroughly, and have shown same on plan; also have struck
■out a line in pencil, which I submit to you for approval ot permanent staking. _
_
1
. . .
The section is tolerably easy from 64 miles to 70 miles, but from that point to the top of dividing
ridge between the 'Two-mild Hollow Creek and the Munmurra Eiver, I had some difficulty in obtaining
a good section.
'
_
.
Mr. Edwardes, when making the trial survey, tried several routes, which I also show on my plan and
section.
_
_
.
The line recommended by me is shown in blue on plan, and is considerably better than any of the
lines run by Mr. Edwardes.
_
I’wish to draw your' attention to the crossing of the Two-mile Hollow Creek, which I have shown
to be crossed on an (8) eight chain curve and a 1 in 40 grade. Any other curve increasing considerably
the embankment across the creek would also reduce the length of the line, consequently the cutting would
also be increased. If the line should-not m'eet with yourapproval, would you kindly suggest the way in
which dt should be permanently staked.
There

35
There will, oa completing this length, be still about 3 miles to be set out to Cassilis, which, will in
all probability be finished the first week in October.
.
.
,
’
Please return the plan with approved staking at an early date, so that there will be no delay in the
fieldwork.
"
Ihave, &c.,
•
^
^
^
JOHN J. JAMIESON.
.
. Thomas.—
9/8/87.
Plan, section, and tracing herewith.—E.E.T., 11/8/87. The'
Engineer-in-Chief.
Plan, &c., inspected by the' Engineer-in-Chief, and returned herewith.—'W.H.Q.
23/a/87. Mr. Thomas. . Plan and section received. Both forwarded with instructions to Mr. Jamieson_’
E.E.T., 24/8/87.. The Engineer-in-Chief.
J.W., 25/8/87.
‘

No. 113. '
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Ghief.
Slr>
■
Eailway Survey Camp, Merriwa, 31'August, 1887
. „ .
, 1 °e§ to herewith f orward you under separate cover three (3) level books, containing ■ tbe
following levels of the permanent survey from Muswellbrook to Cassilis:—
■
(1.) Through levels—59 miles 70 chains to 63 miles 60 chains. ■
(2.) Check levels—59 miles 70 chains to 65 miles 10 chains.
.
(3.) Cross-section levels—50 miles 65 chains to 60 miles 38 chains. "
’
' '
‘ I have, &e.,
--------CHAS. A. EDWAEDES.Mr. Thomas.—"W.H.Q., 6/9/87.
Level books as above (3) received.—E.E.T., 7/9/87.,
The
Engineer-in-Chief.

No. 114.
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.
Slr’
. j,
. „ ,, ,
£ i.-, - n/T
®a,'iway Survey Camp, Merriwa, 31 August, 1887.
« ,, n , ■
ncxt hem plan of the Musw'ellbrook-Cassilis permanent survey will embrace the staking
oi the final portion of the survey at Cassilis, I would request that I may he informed before furnishing
you with such plan, whether, in determining the line to be permanently' staked, any provision is to bemade for the extension of the same beyond Cassilis to the Western District, as from the point of present
termination of the trial survey adjacent to the township of Cassilis, great difficulty would occur in
extending the line m the above direction.
.
\
&c.
'
'
„
...
, ,
,. „
,--------CHAS. A. EDWAEDES.
-„r m, ery Provis^on must D® ma,le for the extension of this line beyond Cassilis—JW 6/9/87
Mr. Thomas.
IN oted, and Mr.-Edwards informed.—E.E.T., 7/9/87.
The Engineer-in-Chiefi
'

.
No. 115.
. .
The Acting Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes.
17

••

, ,

,

.

^

7'September, 1887.

Eveet provision must he made for the extension of the Muswellbrook to Cassilis'railway beyond Cassilis

.

._______ '

'

■

EDWIN E. THOMAS.

No. 116.
Mr... Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.'
Slr’
'
Eailway Survey Camp, Cassilis, 23 September, 1887.
,r
J'haZ;0
b°n°r t® herewith forward you under separate cover, field plan and section of the
Muswellbrook-Cassilis railway from 70|- miles to termination of survey at Cassilis.' On this plan I have
laid down m pencil the straights and curves, the permanent staking of which I now submit for your
approval.
.
J
On plan I have shown by rough traverse D E, E P, how the line could he extended from Cassilis
and on district map I have denoted by dotted red line a route I explored to summit of the Great Dividing
itange, bearing towards Uarbry.
■
.
b
.
I’rom Uarbry the Talhragar water could he followed to near Dubbo, or the Mudgee-Coonamble
trial survey he connected with near Mundooran.
The country from Cassilis to Coolah is of a very broken nature, being a series of lofty ranges and
intervening creeks-, to cross which great difficulties would he met with in extending a line in that direction.
’
I have, &c.,
.
V/JALOlU.
_ Mr. Thomas. W.H.Q., 27/9/87.
Plan, section,.and map forwarded for your approval. The
Engineer-m-Chief.—E.E.T., 27/9/87.
The line may be staked as shown in pencil. The line is a heavy
one throughout, and I cannot imagine that it will ever he constructed t.o a private township like Cassilis —
J.W., 29/9/87 •
Plans returned herewith.—W.H.Q. Mr. Thomas. - Plans received, and instructions
forwarded to Mr. Edwaides.—E.E.T., 30/9/87.
The Engineer-in-Chief/
"
'

'

'

.

■.

■ '

No.

117.

'

Mr. Surveyor Jamieson to The Engineer-in-Chief.

fcilr’
T t,
11 i
.
,
Post Office, Merriwa, 24 September, 1887,
•i
, n
, bf/e the llGnor to. forward under separate, cover, by tq-day’s post, level hook, containing
7 trough levels taken on centre line of proposed railway, Muswellbrook to Cassihs, from 63 miles 6U
chains to 72 miles 60 chains.
,
I have, &c.,

Mr. Thomas.—W.H.Q., 27/9/87.
.

Level hook received.—E.E.T., 27/9/87.

The Engineer-in-Chief.
No. 118.

i-i
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No. 118.
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-m-OMef.
g-r

Railway Survey Camp, Cassilis, 3 September, 1887.

’

j beg to inform you that I Hope to be able to complete tbe permanent survey of the -line from

Muswellbrook to Cassilis by the-15th instant.
. ,
.
- 1 have, therefore, the honor to request that I may be furnished with your fresh instructions at
an early date.
.
1 have, & , ^
uiriw a titvfk

May return to head quarters, as soon as all the field work has been finished.—J-W., per W.H.Q.,
5/10/87
Mr Thomas. Instructions forwarded.—-B.R.T., 6/10/87. The Engineer-in-Chief.
End
of month—7/10/87.
Mr. Thomas.—W.H.Q., 1/11/87.
Mr. Edwardes has completed the survey
and permanent'staking. He returned to office on October 20th, and is engaged completing working
plans.—E.E.T,, 2/11/87. The Engineer-in-Chief.
•

.
No. 119.
,
The ilcting Assistant Engineer for Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Edwardes.
6 October, 1887.
When- you have completed the survey, Muswellbrook to Cassilis, and have measured up the, trial holes,
&c., you are to return to Sydney.
,
You have given a list of those trial holes that have not been supplied from this office, as proposed
in a former memo. 87/47.
u. TTTriM a s

.

-

No. 120.
Mr, Surveyor Jamieson to The Engineer-in-Ghief. '

gjj,

Post Office, Merriwa, 28 September, 1887.
’ I beg most respectfully to inform you that I have this day posted a level book, containing cross
levels taken on the centre line of proposed railway, Muswellbrook to Cassilis, from 60 miles 39 chains to
6» mites 15 chaim.
______
1 TOHNX JAMIESON.
Mr. Thomas.—W.H.Q., 1/10/87.

Cross level-book received—E.E.T., 1/10/87.

No. 121,
Mr. Surveyor Jamieson to The Engineer-in-Chief.
.
Cassilis, 3 October, 1887.
I have tbe honor to report the completion of the survey from 65 miles to 72 miles 60 chains.
. My camp is now being removed to Cassilis, and will assist in tbe staking of tbe final length of (3)
three miles, and, with tbe assistance of Mr. Edwardes, expect to have tbe whole survey, Muswellbrook to
Cassilis, finished on tbe 15th of October. Please forward at an early date instructions as regards my
future utotemenfe..
______
I ’""ioSk J. JAMIESON.
Sir,

.May return to bead quarters as soon as all tbe field work has been finished.—J.W., per W.H.Q.,
5/10/87. Mr. Thomas.
Instructions forwarded.—E.E.T., 6/10/87. The Engineer-in-Chief.
End
of month 7/10/87.
Mr. Thomas.—W.H.Q,., 1/11/87.
Mr. Jamieson has completed tbe survey and
permanent staking. He returned to tbe Office on 17th October, and is engaged completing-working
plans.—E.E.T., 2/11/87. The Engineer-in-Chief.
'

No. 122.
The Acting Assistant Engineer for,Trial Surveys to Mr. Surveyor Jamieson.
-

6 October, 1887.

When von have completed the survey Muswellbrook to Cassilis you are to return to Sydney.

vv HEIN you

i

:

j

EDWIN E. THOMAS.

- No. 123,
Mr. Surveyor Edwardes to The Engineer-in-Chief.

Eailway Survey Camp, Cassilis, 13 October, 1887.
I have tbe honor to herewith forward you,under separate cover, one level book, containing the
permanent levels of tbe Muswellbrook-Cassilis Eailway, from 72 miles. 59 chains to 77 miles, being tbe end
of tbe staking of same.
I have, &c.,
Sir,

Mr. Thomas.—W.H.Q., 15/10/87.

CHAS. A. ,EDWARDES.
- Level book received.- -E.E.T., 17/10/87.

Questions

I

37
■

• Questions and Answers.
Legislative Assembly—Tuesday, 3bd July,

1888.

'

(19.) Eailway Line from Muswellbrook to Cassilis — Mr. McElhone, for Mr. Fitzgerald, asked the
Secretary for Public Works,—
.
•
.
•
(1.) What was the total cost of the trial and final surveys of the proposed railway line from
Muswellbrook to Cassilis ?
■ (2.) How many surveyors were employed in carrying out these surveys from first to last ?■
• (.3.) What was the total cost of lock-spitting and trial-holes on the proposed line ?
(4.) When was the final contract for lock-spitting, &c., completed ?
'
Mr. Sutherland answered,—
(1.) Trial surveys, £1,090 16s. 5d.; permanent surveys, £3,77-8 13s. 7d.; total, £4,869 10s.
(2.) Pour.
■
• "
,
■
(3.) £185 4s. lid.
,
'
.
■
(4.) 2nd April, 1888.
'
.-

.

Legislative Assembly.—Tuesday, 3rd July, 1888.

. .

(3.) Eailway from Muswellbrook to Cassilis :—Mr. McElhone asked the Secretary for Public Works,—
' (1.) Are the plans and sections of the railway from Muswellbrook to Cassilis ready ?
(2.) Did the late Grovernment have the money voted for the above railway; if so, is it the intentionof the Government to call for tenders ?
(3.) If so, when ?
,
Mr. Sutherland answered,—
(1.) The surveys have been finished, and the plans and sections are nearly ready.
,
(2 and 3.) The necessary amount of money has been voted, but tenders cannot be called until plansand sections, &c., have-been approved by both Houses of Parliament.
'
'

[Two plans.]

1

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—X883.

/
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1888.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH- WALES.

RAILWAY PROM INVERELL TO GLEN INNES.
'

(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS IN FAVOUR OF.)

Received ly the Legislative Assembly,.20 November, 1888.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales.
■
The humble Petition of the undersigned, residents of the district of Inverell,__
Respectfully Showeth :—

■

.

•

That, in the opinion of your Petitioners, the proposal to connect Inverell with either Guyra,
Uralla, or Kentucky, is inimical to the interests of the Colony, of no service to the large and important
farming district of Inverell, and a useless expenditure of public money.
That, in the opinion of your Petitioners, tlie line of railway from Inverell to Glen Lines, already
adopted on two different occasions by your honorable House, is the only line that can serve the interests of
this district, the ulterior object of your Petitioners being to reach the coast at the- nearest practicable
point.
'
Your Petitioners therefore pray that your honorable House will take the foregoing statements into
your most favourable consideration, and act as in the wisdom of your honorable House may seem best in the
premises.
.
'
.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, etc.

,

*

\Here follow 2,166 signatures.]

r

[3d.]

249.

5

1888.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES-.

Tramway. Frauds-Inquiry Commission.

OP THE

BOYAL

■

■

COMMISSION,

APPOINTED. ON THE 16th AUGUST, 1888,

TO INQUIRE INTO THE RECENT ALLEGED TRAMWAY ERAUDS, AND TO
REPORT UPON THE MOST EFFICACIOUS MEANS FOR SECURING THE
TRAMWAY REVENUE EROM MISAPPROPRIATION IN THE EUTURE;
TOGETHER WITH THE

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.

OEDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,

25

October,

1888.

SYDNEY: CHARLES POTTER, GOVERNMENT PRINTER.
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• Commission.
VICTORIA, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender
•

-

of the Faith, and so forth,—•

To Our trusty and well-beloved—

'
'

Alexander Richardson, Esquire;

.

Richard Wind ever Thompson, Esquire, M.P.; and
Frederick Ahnoier Brock, Esquire, J.P.,—

Greeting:

.

.
,

Know Te, that We, reposing great trust and confidence in your ability, zeal, industry, discretion,
and integrity, do, by these presents, authorize and appoint you, or any two of you, as hereinafter men
tioned, to mahe a diligent and full inquiry into the recent alleged Tramway Frauds, and to report upon
the most efficacious means for securing the Tramway Revenue from misappropriation in the future: And
We do, by these presents, grant to you, or any two of you, at any meeting or meetings to which all of you
shall have been duly summoned, full power and authority to call before you all such persons as you may
judge necessary, by whom you may be better informed of the truth in the premises, and to require the
production of all such books, papers, waitings, and all other documents as you may deem expedient, and
to visit and inspect the same at the offices or places where the same of any of them may be deposited, and
-to inquire of the premises by all lawful ways and means : And We do give you power at your discretion
to procure such clerical aiid other assistance as you'may deem necessary for enabling'you duly to execute
this Our Commission : And Our further will and pleasure'is that you do within one month after the date
' Pf ^is Our Commission, or as scon as the same can be done, using all diligence, certify to Us, in the Office
of Our Secretary for Public Works, under your, or any two of your hands and seals, what you shall find
touching the premises : And We hereby command all Government Officers and other persons whomsoever
.

within Our said Colony, that they be assistant to you and each of you in the execution of these presents :
And We appoint you the said Alexander Richardson, Esquire, to be President of this Our Commission,
which said Commission We declare to be a Commission for all purposes of the Act 44 Victoria Ko. 1,
intituled, “ An Act to regulate the taking of Evidence by Commissioners under the Great Seal.”
In testimony whereof, We have caused these Our Deters to be made Patent, and the great Seal of
Our said Colony of New South Wales to be hereunto affixed.
■

--

'

Witness Our right trusty and well-beloved Councillor, Charles Robert, Baron
■Carrington, Knight Grand Cross of Our Most Distinguished Order of Saint
Michael and Saint George, Our Governor and Commanderdn-Chief of Our Colony
of New South Wales and its Dependencies, at Government House, Sydney, in New
South Wales aforesaid, this sixteenth day of August, in the fifty-second year of
Our Reign, and in the year of Our Lord one thousand eigtht hundred and eightyeight.
CARRINGTON.
(seal.)

By His Excelleny’s Command,
JOHN SUTHERLAND.

Entered on record by me, in Register op Patents, No. Id, pages 229-230, this sixteenth day of
August, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-eight.
(For the Colonial Secretary and Registrar of Records),
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.
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TRAMWAY FRAUDS INQUIRY COMMISSION.

of Proceedings of, the Royal Commission appointed on the 16th August, 1888, to make a
diligent and full inquiry into the recent, alleged Tramway Frauds, and to report upon the most
efficacious means for securing the Tramway Revenue from misappropriation in the future.

Minutes

, THURSDAY, 16 AUGUST, 1888.

■

Members Present :—

'
' A. Richardson, Esq., President, in the Chair.
•’
.
.
R. W. Thompson, Esq.,.M.P.,
|
F. Aungier Brock, Esq., J.P.
The Commission met, at 10 a.m., at the office of the Secretary for Public Works.
.
The Commission ivas read by the President.
.
^>res^en^ announced the receipt from the Commissioner for Railways of papers bearing upon
the subject of the inquiry, including the evidence of various witnesses at a previous departmental
investigation.
.
The Commission read the papers and deliberated.
It was resolved that the examination of witnesses should be proceeded with on August 21.
'
[The meeting adjourned at 11 a.m. until 21st. August, at 10 a.m.]

TUESDAY, 21 AUGUST, 1888.

:
■

Members Present:—

.

.
A. Richardson, Esq., President.
’
R: W. Thompson, Esq., M.P.
|
F. Aungier Brock, Esq., J..P.
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
_1T , "U®. following witnesses were called in, sworn, and examined :—Pietro Gaspardo, Charles Cook,.
William Moran, Jules Pierre Rochaix,
.
' [The meeting adjourned at 4'30 p.m. until 22nd August, at 10 a.m.]
•

'

•
.

WEDNESDAY, 22 AUGUST, 1888.
Members Present:—

;

A. Richardson, Esq., President, in the Chair. R. W. Thompson, Esq., M.P.,
|
F. Aungier Brock, Esq., J.P.
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
■
The following witnesses were called in, sworn, and examined:—George Masoora, John Walsh,
.Nicholas Johns, John Bremner, Pietro Gaspardo, Marcus Alafousas, John Sotero, George Dummett, John
Fountain, and Michael Malsiniotis.
[The meeting adjourned at 4T5 p.m. Until 23rd August, at 10 a.m.]
.

THURSDAY, 23 AUGUST; 1888.

•

Members Present:—

A. Richardson, Esq., President, in the Chair.
.
R. W. Thompson, Esq., M.P.,
|
F. Aungier Brock. Esq., J.P.
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
The following witnesses were called in, sworn, and examined :—Michael Malsinioiis, Robert Stove,
U-eorge Kead,
Hoskison, Alfred Martin, G-eorge Masoora, Lefteras Epaminondas, Janopolis
Yaselli, Marcus Alafousas, Pietro Gaspardo, Frederick Harris, Thomas. Mulligan.
[The meeting adjourned at 4;50 p.m. until 24th August, at 10 a.m.]

FRIDAY, 24 AUGUST, 1888.
Members Present

'

A.. Richardson, Esq., President, in the Chair.
R.W. Thompson, Esq., M.P.
|
F. Aungier .Brock, Esq., J.P.
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
. . •••
-b vi TTre t0ll°wil:l?' witr>esses'were called in, sworn, and examined:—Ah Lum, John Graham, Robert
Reid, J ohn F. Saunders, Albert Keen.
-

meeting, at 4'30 p.m., adjourned until 28th August, at 10 a.m.]
TUESDAY,

TUESDAY, 28 AUGUST, 1888.
'

Membebs Peesent

■
A. Eichardson, Esq., President in the Chair. '
\
E. W. Thompson;'Esq., M.P.
|
E. Aungier Brock, Esq., J.P.
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
'
•
•
t, T ^
The followin'1' witnesses were examined:—John Graham, John Charles 1'rost, John E. Coder,
Alfred Weston, Spero Magray, Eobert Stove, Walter Bennett, Giacomo Vita, Portrase, Joseph Powell,
William Moran.

[The meeting, at 4-20 p.m., adjourned until 29th August, at 10 a.m.]

WEDNESDAY, 29 AUGUST, 1888.
Members Present :—

A. Eichardson, Esq., President, in the Chair.
E. W. Thompson, Esq., M.P.,
|
E. Aungier Brock, Esq., J.P.
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
^
n t,-T- .
n • t
The' followin'^ witnesses were examined:—Gustave Adolphus Kopsch, Eobert Maher, iatnclc
Greeley, Michael Henry Howard, William Branch, Erederick A. Blackstohe, Muir, William. Nixon,
James Dixon,Helena Dummett.
....
-•
[The meeting adjourned at 4T5 p.m. until 30th August, at 10 a.m.]
•
THURSDAY, 30 AUGUST, 1888.

'

Members Present :—

A.. Eichardson, Esq., President, in the Chair.
E. W. Thompson, Esq., M.P.,
|
E. Aungier Brock, Esq., J.P.
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
.
Tlie following witnesses were called in, sworn, and examined : —William Hannam, James Hadwell,
Arthur Simpson, Thomas Musgrave. ' .
.
[The meeting adjourned at 5T0 p.m. until 31st August, at 10 a.m.]
"
FRIDAY, 31 AUGUST, 1888.
.

.

■

:

Members Present :—

.

.
..

'
A. Eichardson, Esq., President, in the Chair.
E. W. Thompson, Esq., M.P.,
|
E. Aungier Brock, Esq., J.P.

The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
The following witnesses were called in, sworn, and examined:—Daniel Power, Thomas Musgrave,
Henry Perrier.
[The meeting adjourned at 5 p.m. until 1st September, at 10 a.m.]
SATURDAY, 1 SEPTEMBER, 1888.

.

Members Present:—

'

'
A. Eichardson, Esq., President, in the Chair.
E. W. Thompson, Esq., M.P.,
|
E. Aungier Brock, Esq., J.P.

'

The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
_
_
_
The following witnesses w'ere called in, sworn, and examined :—Henry Perrier, Archibald-Fraser.
[The meeting adjourned at 12.30 p.m. until 3rd September, at 10 a.m.]
MONDAY, 3 SEPTEMBER, 1888.
Members Present :—

.

A. Eichardson, Esq., President, in the Chair:
■
,
F. Aungier Brock, Esq., J.P.
'
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
• '
'
'
■ The following witnesses were called in, sworn, and examined :—Griffith Jones, William Moran,
Henry D. Elliott.
[The meeting adjourned at 5 p.m. until 4th September, at 10 a.m.]
'

TUESDAY, 4 SEPTEMBER, 1888.
.

. Members Present :—

A. Eichardson, Esq., President, in the Chair.
.
E. W. Thompson, Esq., M.P.,
|
F. Aungier Brock, Esq., J.P.
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
..
.'
The following witnesses \vere called in, sworn, and examined:—John Graham, Frank Coll, John
Connors, James Siddons, Francis Joseph M;Mahon, William Dolan, Patrick Stack, Ambrose Scott.
[The meeting adjourned at 5 JO p.m. until 5th September, at 10 a.m.]
WEDNESDAY,

5
'

WEDNESDAY, 5 SEPTEMBER, 1888.
Mehbees Pbeseni : —

.

'

_ _ ,
A- Eictardson, Esq.., President, in the Chair.
E. W. Thompson, Esq., M.P,
|
E. Aungier Broek, Esq, J.P.
.
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
■
,
Alfred ThomtSl:WitUeSSeS' W6re Called
SW°m’
examined :-i)atrick Quin, James Eolerts;
,

■

[The meeting adjourned at 4'30' p:m. until 6th September, at 10 aim.]

'

THURSDAY, 6 SEPTEMBER, 1888.
’

Members Present :—

•

A. Eichardson, Esq, President, in the Chair.
'
E. W. Thompson, Esq, M.P,
|
E. Aungier Brock, Esq, J.P.
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
,
„ ,
Th®
witnesses were called in, sworn, and examined :—G-ustave-Adolphus Kopsch Alfred
Solomon, James Marwood Elton, William Lambert, Elizabeth Elton.
^ ’
[The meeting adjourned at P40 p.m. until 7 September, at 10 a.m.]
FRIDAY, 7 SEPTEMBER, 1888.
'

Members Present :—

'

-

A. Eichardson, Esq, President, in the Chair.
E-W. Thompson, Esq, M.P,
|
E. Aungier Brock, Esq, J.P.
The following witnesses were called in, sworn, and examined • John Bell
j
Bramston, Hugo Balms, Alfred Solomon.
exammeu . John Bell, George Andrews
a

•

[The meeting adjourned at 4 p.m. until 11 September, at 10 a.m,] .
TUESDAY,

11

SEPTEMBER, 'iSSS.

Members Present
A. Eichardson, Esq, President, in the Chair.
E. Aungier Brock, Esq, J.P.
.
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.

'

.

•
•

Mt be

- a’« •‘•—rf

' ■ [The meeting adjourned at 1030 a.m. until 12 September, at 10 a.m.]
WEDNESDAY, 12 SEPTEMBER, vm.
.
Members Present :—
A. Eichardson, Esq, President, in the Chair.
E. Aungier Brock, Esq, J.P.
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
'
The President read a communication from Mr. E. W Thomnsnn M P ntin

.

.
n

■ •

'

f “i,bie *° ““»d
resolved that the examination of witnesses be proceeded with.

it
.
The following witnesses were called in, sworn, and examined-—Jamps PnEoTUc wir
t>
^
Patrick Greeley, Erederick Oakes, John William Tyrer, Albert Erederick PrimroS, William LambeH07 ’
[The meeting adjourned at 5 p.m. until.13 September, at 10 a.m.]

’

. THURSDAY, 13 SEPTEMBER', 1888.
Members Present :—- •
A.-Eichardson, Esq, President, in the Chair.
■
E. Aungier Brock, Esq, J.P. '
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
.
Edwin Tatha<m.°Win° WitneSSeS Were called'in>
and examined :-William Hannam, Walter Wigg,.
[The meeting adjourned at 4 p.m, until 18.September, at 10 a.m.]

'

TUESDAY, 18 SEPTEMBER, 1888.
Members' Present :—

.

A. Eichardson, Esq, President, in the Chair. '
E. Aungier Brock, Esq, J.P.
‘
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment. ‘
.
phe Pfes.ldent announced the receipt of a communication from Mr. E." W. Thompson M P one
of the Commissioners, stating that he could not attend this meeting.
ompson, m.r, one[The meeting adjourned at 10'30 a.m. until. 19. Septe.mbef, at 10 a.m.]
WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAY, 19 SEPTEMBER, 1888.
'
•
Mehbees Pbesent :—
A. Richardson, Esq., President, in the Chair,
.
'
.
.
E. Aungier Brock, Esq., J.P.
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
v .
The President.announced the receipt of a communication from Mr. R. W. Thompson, M-P., one
of the Commissioners, staling that he would attend the meeting of the Commission on the following day."
The following witnesses were called in,' sworn, and examined:—;Albert Frederick Primrose, Frank
O’Brien, Frederick Oakes, William Hannam.
[The meeting adjourned, at 4 p.m., until 20 September, at 10 a.m.]
-

THURSDAY, 20 SEPTEMBER, 1888.'
Mehbees Beesekt :—
A. Richardson, Esq., President, in the Chair.
R. W. Thompson, Esq., M.P.,
|
F. Aungier Brock, Esq., J.P.
'The Commission met pursuant to adjournment..
^
,
....
The following witnesses were called in, sworn, and examined:—John Walsh, John Martin, 1‘rancis
Joseph MacMahon, William Lambert.
•
[The meeting adjourned, at 4'30 p m., until 21 September, at 10 a.m.

FRIDAY, 21 SEPTEMBER, 1888. .
Mehbees Pbesent
.
A. Richardson, Esq!, President, in.the Chair.
'
R. W. Thompson, Esq., M.P.
|
E. Aungier Brock, Esq., J.P..
. ^

.

.

'

The Commission met pursuant to adjournment. ,
.
.
The following witnesses were called hi, sworn, and examined:—Cecil Peters, George Love, George
William Macdonald, Matthew Williams, William Tipping, Edwin Stafford, Michael Leaney, John
William Tyrer.
"
•
[The meeting adjourned, at 5 p.m., until 25 September, at 10 a.m.]

•

TUESDAY, 25 SEPTEMBER, 1888.
Mehbees Pbesent :—
.
■ - • A. Richardson, Esq., President, in the Chair.
R, W. Thompson, Esq., M.P.
|
E. Aungier Brock, Esq., J.P.
'

The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
The President submitted a Draft Report.
The Commission deliberated upon and amended the Draft Report.
[The meeting adjourned, at 5 p.m., until 27 September, at 10 a.m.]

THURSDAY, 27 SEPTEMBER, 1888.
.
■ Mehbees Pbesent:—.
<.
'
A. Richardson, Esq., President, in the Chair.
.
.
F. Aungier Brock, Esq., J.P.
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
.
The President announced the receipt of a communication from Mr. R. W. Thompson, M.P., one
of the Commissioners, stating that he could not attend this meeting.''
~
A witness, Alfred Charles Tomkins-, was called in, sworn, and examined.
. The Commission deliberated upon and amended the Draft Report.
.
[The meeting adjourned, at 5. p.m., uutil 28 September, at 10 a.m.]
‘

FRIDAY, 28 SEPTEMBER, 1888. .
.
'
Mehbees Pbesent :—
■
.
A. Richardson, Esq., President, in the Chair:F. Aungier Brock, Esq., J.P.
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
_
.
The President announced the receipt of a communication from Mr. R. W. Thompson, M.P., one ot
the Commissioners, stating that he would not be able to attend any further meeting of the Commission
this week.
_
o i
j ” • i-' n i
Tlie following witnesses were called in, sworn, and examined:—John Sale, xrcderieK (Jakes,
John. Allen, and James Roberts.
.
.
.
The Commission deliberated upon and amended the Draft Report.
[The meeting adjourned, at 4.30 p.m., until 1 October, at 10 a.m.]
'

MONDAY,

MONBAT, 1 OCTOBER, 1888.
'Members Present :—

•

A. Richardson, Esq., President, in the Chair.

,

.

E. Aungier Brock, Esq., J.P.
•
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
»
,
,, „
President announced the receipt of a communication from Mr. R. W. Thompson M P one of
the Commissioners, stating that he could not attend this meeting.
> •
The Commission deliberated upon and amended the Draft Report.
.
[The meeting adjourned, at 5 p.m., until 2 October, at 10 a.m.]

TUESDAY, 2 OCTOBER, 1888.
'

Members Present :—■

A. Richardson, Esq., President, in the Chair.
R. W. Thompson, Esq., M.P. '
|
E. Aungier Brock, Esq., J.P.
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
A witness, Edward Warby, was called in, sworn, and examined.
The Commission deliberated upon and amended the Draft Report.
'
[The meeting adjourned at 5 p.m., until 3 October at 2 p.m.]

WEDNESDAY, 3 OCTOBER, 1888.
Members Present.:—

.
A. Richardson, Esq., President, in the Chair.
•
R. W. Thompson, Esq., M.P.
|
E. Aungier Brock, Esq., J.P.
The Commission met pursuant to adjournment.
The Commission deliberated upon the Draft Report, as amended, and adopted it
to the Report eSldeUt’ ^ E'
Thompson’ M" P-’ au4 Mr- R A- Brock> J-p-> attached their signatures
. . On the motion of Mr. Thompson, it was resolved“ That the President he authorized to pay any
outstanding accounts not yet sent in, and any petty expanses incurred in connection with the completion
or the-Uom'mission s-labours.
■
A
[The meeting then adjourned sine die.']
'
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To His Excellency the Eight
Carrington, Knight Grand
of Saint Michael and Saint
Chief of the Colony of New
Mat

it please tour

Honorable Charles Egbert,- Baron
Cross of the Most Distinguished Order
George, Governor and Commander-in
South Wales and its Dependencies.

Excellenct,—

•

■

^ e, the undersigned, Members of the Koval Commission appointed on
the 16th of August, 1888, to make a diligent and full inquiry into the recent
alleged Tramway Frauds, and to report upon the most efficacious ineans for securing
the Tramway revenue from misappropriation in the future, beg, as the result of our
inquiries and deliberations, to submit the following Report:_
. Wb desire at the outset to point out that we have had to deal with a number
of witnesses of a highly unsatisfactory class, some of whom have manifestly sworn
falsely, while others have withheld information which it was evidently in their power
to give.
.
1
■ Thu history of the frauds, so far as the evidence, carries us, may he briefly
stated as follows Eor some considerable time past—with the conflicting, testimony
on this point, it is impossible to say for how long—certain conductors have by various
means intercepted tickets collected by them, and resold them to vendors, who have
in their turn retailed them to the public. In this way large quantities of tickets
have realized a second penny, while one penny only, their standard value, has found
its way into the Treasury.,
^
1*® apparent on reflection that these frauds have been of a character
likely to escape detection, for, owing to the fact that the tickets twice used would
only once be legitimately sold, and once only passed into the Receiving Office, no,
discrepancy would follow upon a comparison between the number of tickets sold bv'
the Department and that collected by it.
.
'
^ order to indicate to some extent what these frauds may have amounted
to, it will‘be necessary to refer somewhat in detail to the evidence which brings us
indisputably to the conclusion that frauds have been perpetrated.
Accprding to the evidence of Driver Graham, pages 24-31 and 36-38, a
conductor named Thomas Musgrave, since dismissed, told him that from a fort^ aEer his appointment to the Tramway service some two years and a half a^o
he had been more or less engaged in defrauding the Department by one means or
another. During the periods in which the system of bell-registers had been
in operation this had been effected by the manipulation of a spring inside the
register, so that on the insertion of a pin or piece of wire in the slot at the foot,
the register when brought into use would cease to indicate, although the bell attached
to it would ring as usual. The tickets collected during this process were not placed
in the hag piovided for the purpose. It is obvious that by this means risk of detec
tion was minimized, because any conductor, having brought himself under suspicion,
could pass- the test of having his register and the contents of his bag compared on
any part of his journey, when, 'owing to the plan adopted, they would be found
substantially in agreement, and this appears to have been actually the case with
G
'
'
Musgrave
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Musgrave on one occasion. The pin or wire could readily be released, as was done
when the register was wanted to discharge its proper function, for it is needless to
say the plundering had to he carried on with discrimination, or it would soon have
led to detection by a striking deficiency in the returns sent in by the conductors.
Although Graham was so far confided in with reference to the fraud which was
being carried on by Musgrave, he was unable to gain information from the latter as
to the means by which he disposed of the tickets which came fraudulently into his
possession. The most Graham was able to learn from him in this direction was that
he had an interest, or, to use his own words, a “ say ” in a shop at Newtown, where
tram-tickets were sold, but the locality of this shop, or the name of the person by
whom it was kept, did not transpire.
_
Musgrave’s complicity in the matter rests to a large extent upon the evidence
of driver Graham; but in estimating the credibility of this witness we find our
selves materially aided by the evidence of Musgrave himself, lying, contradictory,
and full of prevarication though most of it unquestionably is. (Pages 57-90.)
Amidst the mass of falsehood and pure invention with which these 33 pages
of evidence abound there is sufficient agreement to show one of two things,
either that Graham’s evidence may be relied on, or that he is an unprincipled
scoundrel, who, for no apparent purpose, perverts the confidence of a foolish, mis
guided, but in the main innocent, youth, into a confession of crime. On his own
admission Musgrave was for a considerable period in possession of registers which,
with his concurrence, had been tampered with. With these registers he showed
Graham the means by which fraud could be perpetrated, and actually demonstrated
this by collecting fares without registering them, afterwards showing Graham that
the indicator had not moved during the process. If Musgrave had not so evidently
sworn falsely we might be in some doubt as to his guilt, but entertaining so
strongly this view of the case, and seeing that Graham’s statements are largely
borne out by the evidence of firemen Reid and Simpson, driver Hadwell and
others, we have little difficulty in concluding that driver Graham has spoken
the truth, and that his evidence may be relied on, although he should, immediately
he became possessed of the information, have reported the matter to his superior
officer. Independently of Musgrave’s version to Graham of the extent of his mal
practices, the fact that frauds of considerable magnitude have been carried on for
some time past has come before us in connection with another phase of the frauds,
viz., the purchase of tickets from conductors. It is therefore clear to us that
Musgrave was systematically defrauding the. Government from early in the present
year up to the date of his dismissal, and, accepting this view of the case, there
seems no reason to doubt the correctness of Musgrave’s own statement to Graham
(which of course he denies) that he was engaged in this systematic fraud for a
much longer period.
We have now to refer to two other persons who, on the statement of Mus
grave to Graham, are implicated in this wholesale dishonesty. These are Archibald
Eraser, a conductor, and Henry Terrier, once a conductor, but later employed in the
Railway Locomotive Department as a labourer.
We will deal first with Eraser. He still stands on the books as a conductor,
but seeing his name in print in connection with the departmental inquiry, which was
instituted with regard to these frauds more than two months ago, withdrew
from his work, and intimated in writing to the Superintendent that he would not
resume duty until his character was cleared. Apart from Musgrave’s statement to
Graham, there is not much direct evidence of Eraser’s complicity in these frauds;
but the evidence which is forthcoming with regard to Eerrier—corroborated as it is
by the testimony of Graham, which shows that Eraser, like Eerrier, received his
instructions from Musgrave—-leads us to conclude that Eraser is guilty. A highly
suspicious circumstance, and one which appears to us to furnish strong circumstantial
evidence of Eraser’s complicity in the matter, lies in the discovery of a large velvet
pocket placed on the inside of a uniform jacket belonging to this man, and the
very unsatisfactory evidence given by Eraser in connection with this pocket (page
102, questions 3300-3611), convinces us that he placed it in the position it occupies
for the purpose of holding stolen tickets.
Eerrier, to whom we now direct attention, stands self-convicted to conductor
Greeley; and in his case there is a reliable witness in William Moran. Moran’s
knowledge of what occurred has not, however, the effect of causing Eerrier to
confess
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confess his share in the transactions, hut leads him to adopt the shallow and flimsy
pretence that his confidential statements to Greeley were the result of a desire to
perpetrate a hoax upon the latter. This may, in the absence of any more direct
evidence against him, serve to shield Eerrier from criminal prosecution; hut it is
altogether too transparent to deceive persons of common sense, coupled as it is
with a knowledge of Eerrier’s conduct and character during the time he was under
surveillance, and other evidence connecting him with the sale of stolen tickets.
We will not at present deal further with the question of the abstraction of
tickets by the employees, but pass on to the evidence which discloses the second
process, viz., the disposal of the tickets abstracted.
.
It is to he regretted that we have not been able to gain any very definite
information on this point, still less to trace with certainty the connecting link
between the ticket abstractors and the purchasers of the tickets abstracted. We
have done our utmost to obtain this; and our opinion is that if one witness—Pietro
Gaspardo—could have been induced to reveal all he knows, the information neces
sary to enable the Government to prove the guilt of many of those concerned in the
frauds would have been forthcoming. It may not here be out of place to point out
the difficulty with which we have had to. contend in eliciting the desired information,
the fact being that we have had to. rely chiefly upon the testimony of active parti
cipators in the frauds, and have further been thwarted by evident collusion on the
part of several witnesses.
'
'
The evidence of Pietro Gaspardo is of a most unsatisfactory character, so
much so (pages 2—5, 6—7, 14—15), that wre should be disinclined to give it much
credence, were it not supported by the evidence of Michael Malsiniotis, who received
his information from one of the ticket receivers, Constantine Pappadocci, and which
we have otherwise reason to consider reliable. The gist of the evidence of Gaspardo
and Malsiniotis is, that the lessees of an oyster-shop at the corner of Liverpool and
Elizabeth streets (Constantine Pappadocci and George Masoora), had been carrying
on a large traffic in second-hand tram-tickets, amounting in sixteen months to a sum
variously stated, but probably not less than £2,000.
,
Some three or four' months ago Constantine Pappadocci sold his share of.
the business to his partner Masoora, and left for his native country, Greece, taking
with him it is alleged, about £1,000, as his share of the booty. Another Greek, •
named Nicholas, left for Greece about the same time, and, it is said, received £150.
from some of those implicated in the frauds as an inducement to hold his tongue.
The partner, George Masoora, who still conducts the business, gave Pappadocci
£300 for the good-will. There is unfortunately no evidence beyond that of Gaspardo
to implicate Masoora, and, as might be expected, he strenuously denies any knowledge
whatever of any irregular transaction. (Pages 8, 9, 10, 11, and 19.)
If Gaspardo’s evidence is to be relied on—and so far as it concerns Pappa-.
docci and Nicholas, there is proof in the’testimony of Michael Malsiniotis that,
it is—the fraudulent purchase of second-hand tickets from the conductors is wider
spread than any details we have obtained would indicate. According to Detective
Rochaix (page 6, question 109), Gaspardo distinctly told him that several of the .,
tramway employees had been engaged in trafficking in these tickets, and that hewould be able to identify them. When under examination, however, Gaspardo,
after much prevarication, stated that there was only one conductor concerned in
the sale of these tickets, and this statement he persisted in. Gaspardo informed us.
that he would be able to identify this person, and this was put to the test by enabling
him, unseen himself, to see Musgrave, Eraser, and Eerrier; but he reported that
neither of these three men was the one who had been seen by him selling tram-tickets
at Pappadocci’s shop.
*
We are of opinion that Gaspardo, in proffering information, was actuated
solely by the hope of securing to himself a substantial reward. In fact he made
no secret of this, as will be seen by a reference to the evidence of Loder (page 4Q,.
q. 1196), whom he first consulted with respect to the matter, and to that of Detective
Eochaix (page 6), to whom he subsequently made overtures on the subject. Our ■
impression is that Gaspardo, finding he was likely to fail in bis object of securing
a reward, has told just as little as possible, and would not have told that little if he
could safely have avoided doing so.
,
Apart from the direct evidence of the purchase of tickets from the tramway
employees at Pappadqcci’s shop in Elizabeth-street, there is nothing which points
'
absolutely
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absolutely to the fact that large transactions of this' kind have taken place elsewhere,
, but there is the somewhat indirect statement of Gaspardo that Marcus Alafousas and
other Greeks have been engaged in this traffic. ■
’ '
Considerable suspicion has attached to Charles Cook,. a man who keeps a
barber’s shop at 94s, Liverpool-street, and who seems to have an interest in some
other establishments. He is a man of very questionable character, and has been
observed frequently riding short .distances with conductors (page 1, q. 1), and
according to the . statement made by him to one of them, Patrick Greeley, he
was engaged in the purchase of tickets in large quantities from some of the tramway
conductors. In fact Cook himself admits (page 8, q. 146) that he made offers for
the purchase of tickets to several conductors, and that some of them threatened
to throw him . off the trams. He certainly alleges that he was endeavouring to
get up a case for Detective Hoskison. He has been seen by Moran and others
leaving the trams after some of these short rides with a black bag in his hand, and
according to Greeley, Cook informed him on one occasion that this bag contained
5,000 tram-tickets, and went the length of showing Greeley the contents of the bag,
which Greeley declares were tram-tickets, although Cook claims that they were racetickets. In addition to this we have Mrs. Dummett’s statement 'that Cook offered
her, on behalf of her husband, £7 worth of tram-tickets in ones and twos, advancing
in explanation of his having so many tom tickets that he had been doing an
immense business in tram-tickets, rendering it necessary for him to keep a boxful
of loose tickets in order to meet the rush of purchasers which occasionally set
in. This is sufficient to prove that Cook has not only been engaged in dealings in
tram-tickets, but that he has been guilty in his evidence of two direct falsehoods
in denying that he had ever sold tram-tickets, (questions 144 and 145, page 7), or
that he had offered the tickets referred to for sale to Mrs. Dummett. We believe
that Cook is a man on whose word very little reliance can be placed, but if he is to
be believed, the sale by him of £1 worth of tickets at Pappadocci and Masoora’s
.shop for 15s. is another proof that these persons were in the habit of buying used
tickets.
.
There is evidence that such tickets have found a market in other places.
We have Elton’s statement as to a purchase by his wife at a shop in Darling-hurst,
and as, to the presence there of a conductor who was evidently selling a consider
able number to the keeper of the shop (page 155). We have also evidence , by
Messrs. Solomon (page 169), Colls (page 144), and Griffith Jones (page 105), all
pointing to the same conclusion. We strongly suspect, also, that Siddons, a shop
keeper at Waterloo, has been largely engaged in traffic of this kind.
Having now disposed of the evidence pointing to the existence of frauds, we
have to consider the most’efficacious means of preventing them in the future.
We are of opinion that the present system of ticket sale by licensed vendors
should be abolished. There can be no question whatever that so long as it exists
there will be strong inducement to ill-disposed conductors and others through whose
hands undefaced tickets pass to make use of them for dishonest purposes.
Reviewing the means of check at present in operation to prevent dishonest
manipulation, there is, as far as we can learn, a perfectly satisfactory check upon
the ticket transactions up to the point of their sale by the Department to the
licensed vendors. Erom this point, however, in the light of recent events, the
checks cannot be said to be so satisfactory as could be desired. The check upon
the collector—the tram conductor—is in the form of a bell register, regarding the
merits of which even after what has come to light, opinion appears to be somewhat
divided. It is without doubt a very rapid process, and on ■ that account well
adapted to the seating capacity of the cars and the almost systematic over-crowding
to which at some periods of the day they are subjected.
Regarding the bell-register, however, in its most favourable aspect, and under
such circumstances as secure it beyond question from fraudulent manipulation at
' the hands of the conductors, we have no hesitation in condemning it as an
unsatisfactory check, and’one which can be improved upon. No system can be
' regarded as satisfactory which ’ cannot be relied upon to indicate that the work
■ which it is designed to check has been accurately performed.
'
It is clear, apart from the evidence of Messrs. Tyrer, Oakes, Primrose,.and
others practically conversant with the subject, that' these registers cannot, by the
■most honest and careful conductor, be so worked when the traffic is heavy, that.the
’
number
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number of tickets indicated shall- agree with that actually collected. With this
indefiniteness, even: under favourable circumstances, such a system can hardly be
expected to afford a check of much value upon fraudulent manipulation.
Setting aside altogether the more studied form of fraud which has evidently
been practised, the lazy and ndn-inventive rogue, who wishes to supplement his
earnings, may place his hand in the hag, when opportunity serves him, and abstract
during the day sufficient- to add considerably to his income, trusting to the unreli
ability of his register to save him from detection. It is imperative that the registra
tion should be such as to give the Department the right to demand, from the collector
the value indicated, as having been collected by him.
,
,
Hitherto the practice has been to read the registers once a day only. In our
opinion, whatever system may be adopted, the returns should be handed in and the
registers read after every round trip, and in no case should a register be allowed to
be in a conductor’s possession when off the ears.
.
Another evil of the present system is that after tickets have been collected
and handed in, the danger of misappropriation still exists, for until they have been
destroyed, there is always the jmssibility, even under the strictest supervision, that
some of them may a second time he brought into circulation. The Department has
shown itself alive to this contingency. N early two years ago the system of .tearing
tickets was-adopted, but after a. trial for nine months was abandoned as unsatis
factory, and the register. reverted to—a step which the evidence unquestionably
justifies..
Several very ingenious substitutes for the present system of ticket collection
have been brought under our notice. Those introduced by Mr. Tatham and Mr.
Bramstone, although varying considerably in detail, are. almost identical in their
two‘main features, which consist of the issue of tickets .to passengers from a
.continuous roll, enclosed in a small metal case, and a system of sectional
obliteration, under which passengers would be required to hold their tickets until
the end of the section on which they had been issued, at the risk of being a second
time called upon to pay. Mr. Tatham’s invention includes a printing machine for
the production of the tickets, hut Mr. Bramstone’s scheme, with greater ingenuity,
provides for the printing and dating of tickets during the process of issue and
obliteration—a great safeguard if it could be depended upon to work with accuracy.
Mr. Tatham has furnished us with models—Mr. Bramstone with, a drawing only.
The model register submitted by the former is too flimsy, and the bell too undecided
to be satisfactory, but this could probably be improved upon. While recognizing,
however, that both of these inventions display, considerable ingenuity, and would
be applicable to our tramway system, we are inclined to think that their mechanism
would be liable to get out of order, and moreover that too much is left in the hands
of 'the conductor with regard to the sectional alterations and obliterations which,
if not properly dealt with, might lead' to confusion and consequent irregularity
instead of furnishing the-additional check desired:
We think the New York-Melbourne bell-punch system, as described by Mr.
Elliott (page 107), or the Glasgow system, brought under notice by Mr. 0‘Brien,
, of the Tramway Department (page 211), would be better than either of these. Both
of them may be fairly depended upon for accuracy, and fraudulent manipulation
would be a matter of difficulty.
.
'
An objectionable feature in connection with the New York-Melbourne system
is the sale of tickets by the conductors, which admits of fraud (Page 211, question '
7,231) ; but the fares on our Tramways being so low, the issue of tickets by
conductors at a reduced rate' would seem to be unnecessary. . With this exceptionthe system is really a cash one, the collections being recorded by the conductor by
means of a bell-punch, with which he punches a hole in a ticket slip fastened to his
coat. The punch registers each fare, and the piece punched out of the slip is retained
in the instrument as an additional check. Every passenger is expected to see his
fare punched for on the proper ticket slip, according to the price of the section.
Another objectionable feature in connection with this system, as applied to our
Tramways, would he the necessity for two fare slips of different value, viz., 2d.
and Id., the system being really framed for one rate of fare. It would be simple to
■have 2d. and Id. slips, but a sharp conductor, dishonestly inclined, might -without
much difficulty punch for a 2d. fare on a Id.-slip. .
.
The
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The Glasgow system differs only from the New York in that the former
provides for the issue and punching of tickets, instead of the punching of slips
incidental to the latter.
_
The system which of those submitted to us we regard with most favour is
that of Mr. Bell (page 165). This is in the form,of a metal case, which is locked
into a hag, and provides for the reception, at several apertures, of fares in the shape
of pence only. The pence, in passing through the receptacle, are automatically
registered, and then find their way into a portion of the hag accessible to the con
ductor, who is thus enabled to utilize them in giving change, at the same time
lightening his hag. The pence are, in all cases, to he deposited by the passenger.
It is unquestionably an ingenious device for the reception of cash-fares, is simple in
its operation, and if properly carried out would place the collection and registration
of fares ■ out of the hands of the conductor. The chief drawbacks are the time
consumed in the process, and the trouble and inconvenience entailed upon the
public. Seeing, however, that the public accept uncomplainingly the difficult and
often inconvenient method of fare-paying entailed upon them by the Omnibus Co.,
we fail to see that there would be reasonable ground for complaint on their part.
It is probable that considerable difficulty will be experienced in adopting a
slower process of collection and registration, as one of two courses will be necessary :
either to get rid of overcrowding, or to make some alteration or modification in the
seating of the cars. "Whatever may be the form of fare collection and registration,
the difficulties will be largely increased when the cars are taxed over their carrying
capacity. The collector will then experience great difficulty in reaching the pas
sengers, and receiving from them their fares, and still more in distinguishing those
who have paid from those who have not. The cars in connection with our tram-lines
are probably, at certain times of the day, more overcrowded than those of any system
to be met with elsewhere. This, in our opinion, may be remedied by passing the
usual stopping places when the cars are loaded to their full capacity. It will be
urged, no doubt, that the passing of an advertised stopping-place will increase
the risk to foot and vehicular traffic, but we venture to think that the matter only
needs to be systematized to place it upon a safe and satisfactory basis. It must be
admitted that if a fully loaded tram pulls up at a stopping place the one or two
conductors in charge are absolutely powerless to prevent passengers from getting on
at some point or points, and in this way at stopping-place after stopping-place the
cars add to their loads until such overcrowding results as to cause great discomfort
to the public, and to render it impossible for the ablest and best-disposed official to
do his collecting duties and look after the public safety with any degree of satisfac
tion.
_
When a tram has become fully loaded, the conductor in charge should
acquaint the driver, who should exhibit some signal to be arranged by the Depart
ment, which would at once be known by crossing keepers, and would soon be learnt
and understood by the general public. The driver would then approach the crossings
at reduced speed, and give several short whistles, as provided for by the regulations.
This course would, we believe, remove all risk, and a serious abuse would be satis
factorily disposed of. In order that persons wishing to alight should not be carried
beyond their destinations, it would be the duty of the conductor to pass along his car
calling the name of the street, in sufficient time before approaching it to admit of
the tram being brought to a stand.
_
If overcrowding were prevented almost any system of collection and registra
tion could be applied to our cars; but as it would be necessary, under Mr. Bell’s
system, for each passenger to deposit the fare, some modification of the seating
arrangements of the cars might be deemed advisable.
Under any of these systems ticket selling would be abolished, and it is there
fore apparent that a large annual saving in commission and salaries would be
effected.
_
_
Before proceeding to submit the conclusions to which we have arrived in
connection with both branches of our inquiry, we would direct attention to Mr.
Elliott’s evidence (page 112, question 3901), also to the printed regulations under
which the bell punch system is worked (question 3808), as illustrative of the care
taken by American Tramway Companies in the selection of men for the responsible
position of conductor, as also of the restrictions with which they are surrounded,
and the penalties to which they are subject in the event of failure to properly carry
out their duties.
We

We are of opinion that no one should in future he appointed to the position
of assistant conductor who should not, in addition to finding security and passing
the medical and other examination provided hy the regulations of the Department,
he passed as suitable by the following officials the Tramway Superintendent, the
Chief Railway Audit Inspector, and the Inspector of the Division in which the
necessity for his services inay have arisen; and further, that no promotion to the
position of senior conductor should he made without a certificate from the same
officers. In this way a more select class of men would, we think, be obtained
for these-positions,^—a very important point, seeing that under the best system
which can possibly he adopted something must he left to the 'care and honesty
of the officials concerned. '
’
Our inquiry has disclosed a lack of system in connection with the office at
which the conductors hand in their takings. It has been customary for the clerks
employed in that office when receiving the returns from the various conductors to
accept without question the conductor’s statement as to the lines upon which he has
been working; moreover, there is evidence that a conductor might, -without
detection, absent himself, and fail to return his register and takings. It is
absolutely necessary that a tabulated statement should be furnished to. the Receiving
Office hy the foreman, or other officer dealing with the subject, showing the
daily running allotted to each conductor, any variation from which should be
specially and promptly reported. This list should be carefully and systematically
checked by the receiving clerk with the returns and statement furnished by each
conductor, and any irregularity, misstatement, or absence from duty, should be at
once reported. In order to prevent fraud in the Receiving Office, each conductor
should have a book in which should be entered his return for each round trip, and
which should bear the initials of two clerks, one belonging to the Receiving Office,
the other to the Audit Rranch of the Department, and these hooks should be
audited monthly (books being issued bi-monthly for the purpose) and compared
with the returns of cash paid to revenue. In order also that the cash collected during
every round trip may be regularly handed in by each conductor, the correctness of
the amount ascertained, and a receipt given to the conductor in the book to be
carried by him for the purpose, the Receiving Office should be located as near the
City terminus as possible, and sufficient time should be afforded to each conductor
to discharge satisfactorily this part of his duty before proceeding on another trip.
It appears that at present a conductor has, occasionally, no time to do more than shunt
his tram before he has to start on another journey. This should be altered, for it .
is important that the transactions for each round trip should, be definitely disposed '
of before the conductor leaves the Receiving Office, and that the register indicator
should be replaced at zero before the conductor proceeds upon his next journey.
A great advantage, arising out of the regular and systematic collection of
takings and reading of registers after every round trip, will be the accurate and
permanent record which it will give of the earnings of each line, and under a cash
system the sum total of all line earnings daily should be balanced with the total
cash handed in by the conductors, and the correct amount be paid each day to
revenue. .
In conclusion, we are of opinion—
.
(1) That extensive frauds have unquestionably been perpetrated; but that
it is impossible to ascertain to what extent the revenue has suffered.
(2) That Thomas Musgrave, late assistant conductor, Henry Terrier,
formerly a conductor but lately employed as a labourer in the
.
Railway Locomotive Department, and Archibald Eraser, an assistant
conductor, have undoubtedly participated in the said, frauds.
(3) That the action of the Department in dismissing Musgrave and
Eerrier. was entirely warranted by the circumstances; and that
.
Eraser’s withdrawal from the service of the Department should be
followed by his dismissal, to date from such withdrawal.
(4) That the conduct of conductor Greeley is open to such grave suspicion
. as to warrant his dismissal.
(5) That the general character of conductors Connors and Hannam, as
disclosed by the evidence, unfits them for the position of conductor.

(6) That with a view to the better eontrol of 'the condiictors the tramway
system should he divided into three districts, and that an inspector
should he placed in charge of each, to control and supervise the
' conductors.
'
•
(7) That the claims of Messrs. Wigg and Moran, special conductors, from'
whom we have received great assistance in the prosecution of our
labours, he considered in connection with these appointments.
(8) That as soon as arrangements can he made for the introduction of a
'
new system, the use of the present hell registers and the sale'of tickets
hy licensed vendors should be abolished.
.
'
(9) That a trial should he given to Mr. John Bell’s automatic cash register,
with, a view to its being brought into general use.
Certified under our hands and seals this 3rd day of - October, 1888,—
~
A. RICHARDSON, President. ■ •' (l.s.)
R. W. THOMPSON.
(l.s.)
P. ATJNGIER BROCK.
(l.s.)

:
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TRAMWAY FRAUDS INQUIRY COMMISSION.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.
■

TUESDAY, 21. AUGUST, 1888.
present:—

A. RICHARDSON, Esq., President.
R. W. THOMPSON, Esq., M.P.,

|

E. A. BROCK, Esq., J.P.

William Moran called in, sworn, and examined:— ■
1. President.'] We want to have from yon as briefly as possible your whole knowledge of the frauds in William
tram tickets, beginning from the earliest period ? The first that I heard about it was that some man in
0lan'
the Sailors’Home was selling tram tickets in November, 1887, at the reduced rate of something like
7s. 6d. for 10s. worth. This information was brought by Constable Taylor, about nine or ten months ago'.
’
I think this was during the time the tearing of the tickets was being done. I went to see this man, who
•
had been convicted for a swindle at.the Sailors’Home. He denied having sold them. - I 'went to this
man’s house, and looking over an album, saw the portrait of Jessop, a conductor. We asked if he knew
this man, and he said he did not know him, and could not account for his portrait being in the album.
He denied all knowledge of him. I think he was convicted about this time. He was under suspicion or
trial about this time. Next we heard was that Conductor Q-odby, in the service now, had reported other
conductors for carrying passengers free. About the 23rd Juno, Conductor Greeley came to me and told
me some one had made overtures to him about buying tickets. We had watched C. W. Cook, a monte
player, jump on and off trams frequently. On June the 23rd we saw him jump on Greeley’s tram.
Wigg went on with, him, and I said I would follow and see what the game was. Coming back I
jumped on his tram, and asked Greeley what Cook’s little swindle was. He said that Cook had 5,000
tram tickets in the bag, and that he paid a man £10 per week. Cook also said that the bells
were faked and he would show how it was done. I told Greeley to make an appointment to meet
him and learn how it was done. He arranged to meet Cook but Cook did not turn up. On the
27th June Eerrier told Greeley how the bells were to be faked, and how to make money, and
promised to let him into the whole business. I told him to make an appointment with Eerrier and
1 would secrete myself in the house and watch the proceedings. On the 7th July he came to Greeley’s
house as arranged, and, whilst Wigg watched outside, I was planted behind the bed. Eerrier-had ,
'
promised to be there at half-past 7. I was in the house at 7 o’clock. Eerrier came and sat on
the bed with Greeley. He struck a match and made some remarks about feeling a bit nervous, and he
told Greeley things were a bit unsettled and he had better wait a few days. He said that he'would take
the bells away to some man at Eveleigh who would do what was required. When they are done you can
use them and neither Moran, Wigg, nor the Commissioner himself, could know what you are doing. He
told Greeley that he had better try them on the Waverley and Coogee lines as there was abetter chance of
doing business than on the Waterloo lines, as there were generally holiday seekers on these lines, and
as they were twopenny sections the tickets would be clean. This would not be the time Musgrave’s bells
were taken from him. We had the “ office” from head-quarters. They went to catch one man but he was
‘
put fly and knew alj about it. I can only account for his knowing all about it in one way, and that is
that the clerks in Mr. Roberts’ room saw the reports and let him know.
2. dtTr. Brook.] How do you think the clerks were interested in the matter ? The relationshio between
one of them and Musgrave. Colls is a brother-in-law I think of Musgrave’s.
*
3. JAr. Thompson^] Do you think Mr. Roberts himself had anything to do with the matter ? I cannot
say. I had an opinion that he had, but I have not sufficient ground for that opinion. The only reason■
that caused me to think that, was on account of the information getting out so quickly.
4. President^] I ask you in justice to Mr. Roberts do you say you have no legitimate reason for holding
1
the opinion that it was he who gave the information. We are holding this inquiry for the purpose of
getting-to the bottom of the whole tiling. Now Moran I order you to say whatever you know about
it, no matter whom it may affect, be he in a high or low position? Yes, X have no legitimate reason for
my opinion, except as I stated the fact of the reports getting known so soon.
■
5. You have sent several confidential -reports to Mr. Roberts, some of which have been sent on to
'me. Have you any idea that any of those have been made public ? No.
6. Then what is the explanation ? I think it has been stated in the office that the clerks saw the reports, and
there is no doubt whatever' about it that the information came direct from the office, but it was not mven
' by Mr. Roberts.
.
b
7. Will you now proceed with your narration of the circumstances in connection with Eerrier’s visit to
Greeley’s house ? Eerrier told Greeley that he could make £10 per week, if he got' a shift. .He must -.
, ;get onto the Waverley or Coogee run as they were all too poor a class on the Waterloo-line. Greeley' . •'
could call at Eerrier’s mother’s place and the bells would be ready after they had-been doctored, but
- i;;
he would have to wait a few days as they had to be done by a mechanic. In the meantime Greeley was
•
''
'to get a shift. He -then made an appointment in the room to come again on -Monday -night. On Monday
morning Greeley came from the office to see me because I had to get the bells specially from the office, and
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was talking rather confidentially to me, when I said, “ Look out Musgrave is coming.” Greeley, how
ever, followed me and as soon as Musgrave saw me speaking to G-reeley he suspected something. About
21 Aug., 1888 10 o’clock Colls came to Mr. Eoberts, and said Musgrave had something to state to him. Musgrave
' came in, but what took place I do not know. Mr. Eoberts sent for me, and said, “ Musgrave has come to
make a confession of his guilt.” Perrier on the same evening jumped on Greeley’s tram and said, “Things
are all up, and I won’t touch the bells for 50 quid.” This was the same day. I have no knowledge of
what took place when Mr. Eoberts came over with Musgrave to Mr. Ternon or Mr. Eichardson, except
that immediately afterwards Perrier was sent for up to Eveleigh on the following day. He came
down with a clerk in a cab, hut what took place I do not know. Perrier was dismissed that day. On the
same day after he had been dismissed he met Musgrave at the pointsman’s box at Devonshire and George
Streets and they had a long conversation. It must have lasted over an hour. Conductor Kenny told me
that they were standing there when he passed in and when he passed out again. It would be about an
hour to get hack. After Musgrave made the confession he went back to work and worked up till the
following Monday.
7i. Presidenti] How did Musgrave have so much time to spare if he were on duty ? It might have been
whilst he was off duty or waiting to relieve. I think it was before he came on duty. They have
eight-hour shifts. Hickey, I believe, was the pointsman’s name. I do not think Hickey heard the
conversation. I do not think that Musgrave made the appointment. They may have met by appoint
ment. Perrier was going about with his eye bad, having got hurt whilst drunk. Musgrave at this
time was living at Hewtown, and had to come into town to sign on. I came to Mr. Eichardson
and made a statement of who I suspected. I knew they were spending more money than they could
earn, and living a fast life. Perrier and Musgrave I thought were living much above their means—
Scott and Yelland for different reasons. Yelland on one occasion made a statement to one of the
conductors how they could fake the bells. Scott had been on the railway, and was dismissed for stealing
money. I have seen him frequently with Musgrave and Perrier; Yelland made a statement to Graham;
Greeley can say the same. The report was that Yelland had made £1,800, and had run away with
another man’s wife. Keen informed me that the Eailway Department discharged Scott for thieving.
Connors was frequently in Perrier’s and Musgrave’s company. This was the only reason for my suspicions
of him. I have not seen him spending much money. It was not so much the meeting them but it was
the way of meeting—jumping on and off the trams. I told Mr. Eoberts, and he came and watched. On
four or five occasions I saw Cook jump on trams with Connors. Doolan threatened to throw Cook off the
tram for making overtures to buy tickets. Connors made a statement that Perrier had made overtures
to him about buying tickets before the reports appeared in the papers. Beyond this I have no reason to
suspect Connors. Connors assured me that he neither knew Cook nor had he spoken to him. The only
further reason for my suspecting Connors was that Cook told me that he camped with a “little girl” who
told him her husband was a tram conductor named Chuckey Connors. About the latter end of December last
Greeley came to me and said that Siddons, who is a tobacconist in Botany Eoad, had jumped on his tram,
and asked if he could sell some tickets, and said he “ was in the habit of buying large quantities of tickets
from men ; that he paid one man £3 10s. per week; the only thing you will have to do will be to see that
they are not marked, so that the detectives will not trap you ; I will come to your house or you to mine;
the trick is done by altering the bell.” He also told Greeley that he need not be afraid, it would not
be detected, only he must be particular of the marked tickets; he would explain the whole thing and
let him into the secret. I reported this to Mr. Eoberts. We then purchased tickets at Siddons’. They
were all twos and threes, and had evidently been used before. I went one day and sent a little
girl for tickets. Siddons came and said, “ Who sent you; was it Moran ?” The girl said she did not know.
He came and had a look outside. He said, “ I am a little too fly for you.” His license is cancelled now.
He then made further overtures to Greeley. I brought Greeley to Mr. Eoberts, and suggested that he
might be allowed to entrap Siddons by selling tickets, in order that we might find out who were in the
swim. Greeley made an appointment with Siddons, and in the meantime I saw Mr. Yernon, who
objected to this being done. He said he would cancel his license and have done with him.
8. Mr. Yernon did not like detective work? No; I told Mr. Yemen that we might find out
something. He decided to cancel the man’s license ; previously Siddons had been up on two occasions,
charged with receiving stolen property.
9. Was it not thought we had a case for a prosecution ? No ; we bought the tickets from Siddons. We
had repeatedly gone to the different vendors of fruits—Italians, Greeks, and other foreigners—in Eliza
beth-street, Belmore Park, and other places. Their answers are that they take them from school children
in exchange for lollies and fruit. On one occasion Mr. Badham, in this office, wrote to the Department
about a Miss Dunn, of Waverley, buying in ones and twos, and Miss Dunn made the same statement
that the children gave their tickets in payment for lollies and fruit. About the time.it was decided to
cancel Siddons’ license, Wigg and I went one day to Waterloo, and though we kept away, and the little
girl we sent in put the money on the counter, he asked who sent her, and when she told him two men, he
would not serve her. We tried several times to entrap him, but did not succeed. I have a suspicion that
even now he sells tickets. After this matter was settled Greeley came again to me, about the 3rd or 4th
of March, and said, “ What do you think ? I have found a lot of tickets in my great-coat pocket. I put
my hand into my pocket, and I found a handful of tickets. There were 22.” I told him I would have
to report it. I made the report about it. James Tunks was his mate on relieving shift. Tunks denied
having put the tickets there, and thought they had been placed there by Greeley.
10. President.'] Was that the way it came out? Yes; this is Greeley’s account. Greeley told me
. he thought it was a trap for him. Erost was with Greeley and saw him pull the tickets out of his pocket.
11. What is your opinion of Greeley’s character ? I believe Greeley is an honest man.
Moran.

Pietro Gaspardo called in, sworn, and examined:—■
P. Gaspardo. 12. President.] What is your name ? Pietro Gaspardo.
13. What are you ? A Greek.
31 Aug., 1888.14. What is your occupation ? I was in business, but am looking for work now.
15. We have been told that you can give us valuable information with regard to these frauds, which have
been carried on by the Government tram conductors in connection with the tram tickets, and that you
are desirous of giving this information ? I cannot give you any valuable information.
16.
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Gaspardo.
' 16. Why can you not give us this information ? Because the persons who had these dealings are not
here now. Both have left the country and gone to Greece. About three months ago I could have given
'
5
21 Aug., 1888.
the information, but I cannot do so now. It is against my principles.
17. How do you mean that it is against your principles ;—what are your principles ? I cannot prove
anything.
1,8. How do you mean that you cannot give us this information now if you could have done so before
these persons left the Colony ? I can only say what I have already told you.
19.' It is a fact, is it not, that you have seen numbers of tickets sold improperly by persons in connection
with the -Tramway Department. How give us the information in your own way as clearly and fully as .
possible ? I can prove nothing, and I cannot give you any information.
■
20. Mr. JBroc7c.'] Why not. Are you frightened to give the information ? The persons who told me
about it have gone away.
,
•
21. President.'] Thfe object of this Commission is to get at the bottom of these frauds, and I am able to
hold out to you from the Government the promise that you will be protected in case you may have any
thing to fear as a result of your giving evidence ? If you give me time to search, I will be able to give
you information.
22. Have you told anything to Detective Rochaix ? I have told something to Detective Bochaix.
23. What you told him you must tell us P I cannot tell.
24. Mr. Thompson.] What we want to get at is how these things have been managed. Tell us how the
conductors have been able to cheat the Government of the money and steal these tickets. Any suggestion
you may be able to give of the method adopted to cheat the Government will be kept secret, and you will
not have the slightest reason to fear injury ? My principles are very strong.
25. President.] Have you told Bochaix that you have seen men bring tickets to the keeper of a shop in
Elir.abeth-street; did you give him the dates on which the tickets were brought and say that you could
identify the men who brought them ? I was told so.
■
26. Our information is that you have seen them ? Lwastoldso.
27. How then do we come to have been told that you saw them? I do not know.
2b. Air. Thompson.] Who kept the shop ? Constantine Pappodocci.
29. Where is he now ? He has gone away.
.
30. When did he go away ? About three months ago.
31. Were any of your countrymen there also ? Nicholas was there. He went away with Constantine.1
32. Were you employed in the shop ? I was employed in the shop for awhile. 1 afterwards had my
own business. I retailed oysters and fish in the town, and also at my own place in Albion-street.
33. How long were you employed at Elizabeth-street? I was employed about four or .five weeks in the
shop.
34. President.] It was during this time that you saw these stolen tickets sold ? I cannot tell you any
thing about it.
35. I say it was during the time you were employed there that these tickets were sold by the conductors ;
—is it not a fact ? 1 cannot tell you.
'
.
36. Tou have not denied having seen tickets sold, and naturally it must have been during the time that
you were engaged in the shop ? I was engaged assisting in the shop. It is against my principles.
37. Mr. Thompson.] If you are hesitating under the impression that money will be offered you for your
evidence, I must tell you that no such offer will be made, but you will be paid the same as any other
witness ? I would nbt have my name put in the papers. Bochaix used to come bothering me every day,
and 1 told him one day in French that some people were making a good deal of money out of tram
tickets, and he has made all this bother.
1
38. President.] Tou have admitted the correctness of the statement to Bochaix that you did see the.
conductors selling tickets to the owners of the Elizabeth-street shop ? If you give me four or five days’
time I will give you full information.
.
39. How long ago is it since you told Bochaix ? It is a good while since —four or five weeks. It does
not interest me, so I can tell you nothing.
’
40. Mr. Thompson.] Did not some one give Nicholas, who went away, £50 to go away ? I cannot tell
you. I do not know that he did get £50. He went home with the French mail-boat. I went to see
him away.
41. If you give evidence which is really valuable we have made up our minds to recommend you for a
special gratuity, but we can only promise to pay you for your attendance otherwise. Tell us what you
told Bochaix ? Bochaix will tell you more than is necessary.
42. Both Bochaix and Wigg say that you want money for your evidence? No, not at all. What I told
Wigg was, that I did not think it worth while coming, as 1 did not know anything myself.
43. Did they sell tram-tickets at this shop ? Yes, and they do so at the present moment. George Masoora
keeps the shop now. He bought the business from Constantine. It is a fruit, fish, and oyster business.
44. According to you, Bochaix must have told a great many untruths when he said you- told him that you
had written down the number of tickets bought, the dates on which they were bought, the price given for
them, and that you could recognise the men who sold them ? I never said it. I told him I was told who *
the men were. Nicholas told me who the men were. If you give me time I can get you full information,
'45. Mr. Brock.] Tou know just as well now who the men were as you will know in a few days ; you
know the men’s names now—you know the men by sight? I do not. I was told that the men were
selling the tickets. I cannot tell you that I could identify the men if I saw them.
46. President.] How long is it since you were employed there ? I cannot give you exactly. It is three,
months since he left. It was about three months before that I was in his employ that is about six
months ago.
.
1
.
47. And yet you say you are not, prepared to identify them now ? N o, I cannot identify them now. I
could have done so a few days ago. I cannot be an informer. That is my principle.
4^. Do we understand then that you distinctly refuse to give us the information which you have in your
possession ?' I cannot be an informer.
,
,
49. Mr. Thompson.] We want to know in what way you will be made an informer. Tou will have to give
the evidence or take the alternative of going to gaol until you do give it ? That is my principles.
50. What price do you put upon the information ? I will put no price upon it.

51;
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P. Gaspardo. 51. Mr. Brock.'] Has any one threatened you with harm if you give information ? No, I did not say , so.
/—I cannot prove" anything.
.
_
•
'
21 Aug.,1883. 52. Mr. Thompson.] We do not want you to prove anything, What we want is that you should give us
anything, even the smallest item of what you have heard or seen. It does not matter whether people have
told you lies or not, it may enable us to find out what is of importance to this Commission’s inquiry. I
'
cannot identify these men. I shall have to leave the Colony if they get to know that I have given infor
mation. I would have my brains blown out. '
,
'
53. President.] You have no reason to fear that anything you say in this room will be known outside.
The Commission is sitting with closed doors, and the newspapers will therefore have no opportunity to
report the proceedings. The gentleman who is taking down the evidence is Secretary to the Commission,
and is recording the proceedings for pur information only ? They know that I have come here,
of. Mr. Thompson.] Then are you frightened ? Yes. I would have my brains blown out.
55. You have nothing to fear in that way; you are in an English colony, where such things are not
allowed. You never hear of a witness in a Court here'being killed because he gives evidence against a
man. You had better give us this evidence, for it will have to be given. The Commission is clothe'd, as
are all Eoyal Commissions, with ’ the same powers as those of the Supreme Court Judges. The
Commissioners, through their President, have power to issue a warrant and send to gaol for refusal to
give evidence or for telling an untruth. In the case of a witness being sent to gaol he would be taken by
a policeman, and everybody would know through the newspapers e'xactly what he had been sent to gaol
■ for. Did you tell any person but Bochaix about this matter ? Only Bochaix ; but I did not tell him all he
states I did.- He used to come bothering me continually, asking me what I knew and, after a long time,
I told him the Glovernment was being robbed.
56. You did what was quite right in the matter by telling Bochaix. If you saw a murder committed would
you not inform P Yes; but I must not stop in the Colony if I give you evidence. .
.
57. Mr. Brock.] Do you believe that the evidence you will give may lead to your being hurt. Do you
want to leave the Colony ? I do want to leave the Colony.
58. Mr. Thompson.] If you want to leave the Colony I think we can arrange for that. Neither Nicholas
nor Constantine can be hurt by your evidence, as they are out of the Colony. It is a right and proper
thing for you to tell these things, and let us know who are the people that are robbing the Government.
You pay rent and taxes, and they are robbing you as well as others, and you should look at it in this
.
light. You understand English quite well ? No ; not well.
59. Where did you learn to speak English andErench? I have been most of my lifetime amongst
English people. I picked up Erench in America, where I was in a restaurant with Erench boarders and
cooks.
.
'
.
60. President^] Please tell us exactly what you said to Mr. Bochaix ? Bochaix tells lies; I told him
nothing. I must not stop in the Colony if I tell you.
~
61. Mr. Thompson.] That can be arranged for, but you must give us full information. Lots of these men
have told heaps of things against the conductors, far worse things than you can tell—some of them being
up to their necks in it, and yet no. one has been hurt. Unless you open your mouth outside this room
■ there will not be a word known outside ? If you give me a thorough understanding that I may get out
of Sydney, I can tell you something. The people know that I have come here to give information and
they will hurt me.
62. President.] You are in a worse position how because people believe you have given evidence ? I don’t
know that.
63. Mr. Thompson^] Did you tell Bochaix that you could give valuable information with regard to the
tram frauds if you were paid for your information ? I did.
,
64i. Did you tell him that you had seen large quantities of used tram-tickets sold to a shopkeeper at the
corner of Elizabeth and Liverpool streets ? Yes.
65. Did you tell him that you had taken the amounts of such stolen tickets, the prices paid for them, the
number of times they were bought, and that you could identify the persons who sold them ? Yes.
66. Do you know a man named Nicholas Johns, a bootmaker, in Begent-street, Bedfern P I do.
67. How many tramway tickets do you think you saw sold altogether by the tramway conductors whilst
.
you were in the shoj) of Constantine Pappadocci ? I cannot tell you the amount.
"68. Mr. Brock.] Do you think there was £20 or £100 worth ? I cannot say. If I told you I cannot
remain in the Colony.
.
.
'
69. President^] We will promise you that you shall leave the Colony if you wish to do so ? I do want
to go. This affair went on to my knowledge for about eight months. The tickets were brought in twice
a week and once a week. They were sold by one man; always the same man. Erom £60, sometimes
£40, and sometimes £20, were brought once a week and twice a week.
70. Mr. Thompson^] What price did Constantine pay for them? I think 10s. in the pound. They were
always used, or second-hand tickets.
71. President.] Were the tickets in ones, twos, threes, and fours, or were they in large fresh sheets?
No, they were all soiled tickets. Once there was a young fellow came to me when I was keeping a shop
'
and wanted to sell cigars or cigarettes and used tram-tickets to me. He said, “I have sold some to such a
man and he has made money,” and I said, “ I do not want tram-tickets; I do not sell them.” He said he would
sell me £1 worthfor 15s. I said I did not want them. He said he had done a good business in them. I
thought he was a larrikin, not a tram conductor. I have not seen him since. I think he was a bit of a
scamp.
■
•
,
72. Did he show you the tickets? No, he had no tickets with him ; he was going to bring them. He
said I met two or three men with money. He said he could sell me cigars and tram tickets.
( 73. Mr. Thompson^] Did you know him ? I never saw him before. It was about ll-30 p.m. one night as
I was shutting up my own shop that he came to me. I do not think he had anything to do with the trams.
74. President^ Where are the men who sold tickets to Constantine? I do not-know; I have not seen
him lately. I do not know his name, but would know him if I saw him. He was a conductor. I cannot
tell you what line he was on. He came in citizen’s clothes on Sunday morning. I have seen him in
Liverpool-street with his bag on going up the street. It is a good while since; about 2% months ago. He
was a man about 30 years of age, clean shaved, with a little fine moustache, full face, moustache between
black and white; a big well-built man.
.
'
75. Mr. Thompson.] Have you seen him since Constantine and Nicholas went away? Yes, but I have
not taken the slightest notice of the affair as it does not concern me.
. 76.
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7G. Mr. Brock.'] AVliat line was lie on ? I cannot tell what line. I think I have seen him on the railway I>- Claspwi.o.
line. I have seen him ffoing on the railway tram I think. 1 have not taken the slightest notice of where
,
.
°
°
J
.
°
21Auk., 18SS,
he was on.
■
■
•
'
D
77. Mr. Thompson^] Have you told any person about these people cheating ? I never passed any remarks
because it did not matter to me. I was going to bring this man so that you could catch him and the
tickets as well. He was a friend of mine who had been in the force before. His name is Jack Loder.
.
He has an office in Elizabeth-street. He is a hotel broker, and advised mete have nothing to do with the
matter and to say' nothing about it as I could prove nothing.
78. Mr. Brock.] How much did Constantine and his partner share per week P I believe about £40
per week between them. This was out of the money for the tram-tickets. Loder knew nothing at all
about it. I told Loder.
’
<
_
79. President.] When did you first give information about this. Tou saw this going on and you knew it
was wrong and yet you did not tell about it? I told Loder who has been in the police force and he told
me it was not worth while to take any notice of it as it would cause me a lot of trouble and I would get
,
nothing for it because I could prove nothing.
•
80. 'Mr. Brock.] When did you first get to know about this cheating ? I was told before I went to
Constantine’s. Nicholas told me before I went there.
81. President.] Was he sharing in the profits made out of the stolen tickets? He told me he was
not sharing in the affair but it was going on. • I do not know that it was going on when I first went to ’
Constantine’s. It was a good while afterwards that I told Loder. I told him that there were tremendous
robberies being carried on in the Government trams.
'
'
82. Mr. Brock.] When did you know of these robberies ? The last week I was at Constantine’s I knew it.
I was not in his service all the time but I used to go back and forwards and then I saw it.
83. President.] When did you first tell Loder ? I informed Loder when I was in the employ ofCon
stantine.
_
_ .
_
84. Mr. Thompson.] Howr long after you spoke to Loder did you speak to Eochais ? A good while after.
85. Do you think that Loder told Eochaix ? • I cannot say. Loder said to me that I would get into '
trouble, and nothing, else.
'
' _
86. President] Have you seen tram-tickets sold by conductors anywhere else than in Constantine’s
shop ? Nowhere else.
__
r
87. Mr. Brock] Ton'take a long time to answer a question;—how is that? I do not w'ant to tell you
'
a lie.
,
,
88. President.] Tou have told us that you knew the persons who sold these used or second-hand tickets,
and that you could identify them ? I can only identify one person, not others.
89. Tell us. everything you know—keep nothing back ; you have nothing to fear. Tou have seen far
more tickets sold than you have told us about ? No, I have not.
90. Mr. Brock.] Where is the conductor now? I do not know where he is now ; I have not seen him
since.
.
_
91. Mr.-Thompson.] What did you do with your memorandum of all the tickets sold to Constantine—the
prices given for them, the dates of the sales ; where is it now ? I have not got it; I destroyed it.
,
92. Who told you that they divided as much as £40 per week ? Nicholas did.
93. President] When Constantine sold out were you in his employ? No, I was in my own shop.
94. Do you remember the circumstances which caused Constantine to sell out ? I do not know.
95. If we were told that you were engaged in Constantine’s shop when he gave up, would it be true ? '
No; I had left.
'
■
'
96. Mr. Thompson] Did you share the proceeds of this cheating ? No; I had nothing whatever to do
with it.
.
97. Do you know a man named Nicholas John, who keeps a shop in Eegent:street ? I do not know
which Nicholas it is. There are two or three living in Bedfern. I do know Nicholas Johns the boot
maker right enough.
■
■
98. President] Johns says you were employed by Constantine when he gave up business ? He tells a lie.
99. Mr. Brock] What do you mean ;—had you left him ? Tes, I had left him, and was away. I can tell
you nothing about why he sold out.
100. Mr. Thompson] Is it not a fact that several of the tramway men have asked you not to say a word
against them? Not a single man has come to me about it.
101. President] Do you know a man named Cook, who keeps a shop, and sells tram-tickets ? No.
102. As we have positive information of all you can give us, why do you waste so much of our time ? I
do not know any more ; I am telling you all I know about it. .
_
103. Tou are holding back information; what are you afraid of? I am afraid of the others—shop
keepers and others.
104. Mr. Thompson] Tou have been told about some other shops where these used tram-tickets have
been sold. Tell us the names of the keepers of these shops ? I have heard from a person who is not
here nowT that the man at the top of the railway station, in the little fruit-shop—a little fruit-shop
.
opposite the school in Elizabeth-street. I (do not know the name of the man near the railway station.
I was fold by Nicholas that a shop near the railway station, and in Wexford-street, kept by Nicholas
Williams, were buying tickets from the tram conductors.
_
'
105. Did Nicholas tell you how -much they were selling at these little shops ? _ No.
...
.
106. Mr. Brock] Tou told a deliberate untruth when you said you could give us all the information in
four or five days. Tou can tell us now, but you intended going away and not coming back ? I was not
going away. I came to tell you only what I saw.
‘
.
107. President] Tell us distinctly before you go, have you no further information to give us. If we find
afterwards that you have kept anything back, it may not turn out satisfactory for yourself ? I do not,
know anything more. I will go around the shops and find out for you.
Jules Pierre Eochaix called in, sworn, and examined :—■
J. P.
108. President] Mr. Eochaix, we have sent for you in consequence of the statement of Pietro Gaspardo,
We were given to understand that he had.given you considerable information on the subject of the tram^ Eochaix.
ticket frauds ; but after a great deal of hesitation, prevarication, and delay, he has given us very little 21 Aug., 1888.
information
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information of consequence. Will you be good enough to let us know what he told you ? About twelve
months ago I was told by a thief that a certain shop in Elizabeth-street was crooked. I watched the place
and found that Gaspardo was working there. I believe he was working there more than live weeks. He
21 Aug., 1888. knew me. About three months ago, one Sunday, I met him in Wexford-street, coming out of a Greek’s
shop, kept by a man named Nicholas Williams. He beckoned to me, and said he wanted to tell me some
thing. I left Detective Roche, who was with me, and went into the shop. He said “ Will you tell me
whether I can get any reward if I give information which will save the Government thousands of pounds ?”
I said, “ I cannot give you an assurance, but I think you would get a reward.” He said, “ I will give every
information to the Inspector-General.” I said, “ If you do not tell me something about it I cannot assist
you.” I then dropped the matter, but went again several times. On one occasion he said, “ It is in
reference to the tram-tickets and those who sell them.” I said, “Are you ready to give this information ?”
He said, “ Yes, if you will get me an assurance of a sum of money to go away.” I said, “ I cannot do
anything of the kind until you give me the information.” I received from the Inspector-General this
anonymous letter. [Appendix A.]
109. This is probably Johns’production? I think Johns has written it out of spite. Gaspardo told me he
knew of some one writing, but he did not say who it was. I saw Mr. Roberts, Superintendent of the
Tramways, about the matter. I went to see Gaspardo often, to try if I could get any information from
him. One time he showed me a piece of paper with numbers on it. They represented the sums of'
mon'ey.paid to different persons, and amounted to £2,000. He positively said he could point out several'
men who had received money for these tickets. I made him speak it several times so that I should
be quite certain. He laid great stress on it that there were several men, and not only that, but several
shops, that bought the used tickets. I know Gaspardo frequents all these shops. I have frequently
seen him going into all of them, and he appears to be at home in them. They are all Greeks.
110. Did he make any overtures about payment ? He said if he could get a sufficient sum of money he
could point out the men, and he would bring others who were in Sydney now. Connin and Peterlein told
me some time ago about the writing of the letter.
111. Mr. BroclcP\ Do you know a shop in Stanley-street, nearly opposite the school, where tickets are
sold ? ' Yes, Ice-cream men take tram-tickets, postage-stamps, or duty-stamps in payment. Gaspardo
told me that they were not sheets which were sold in Constantine’s shop. He said he was present when
these transactions took place.
Bochaix.

.
P. Gaspardo called in and further examined:—
112.
President.~\
.
You
recollect
how strongly I told you that you were keeping back information which
P. Gaspardo.
you had, and how very persistently you kept it back ? I do not know.
21 Aug., 1888.113. You persisted that only one man came to Constantine’s shop when you were pressed, but you
repeatedly said that there were several persons. You have also said—if not here, at any rate to others—•
that you had a memorandum of every sale which took place, the price given for the tickets, number of
tickets sold, and that you could identify the men, and state how much each received ; that the whole of
the fraudulent sales amounted to over £2,000. How was it you did not give us this information this
morning. How many men were there ? I have only seen one man there.
114. Did you not say to Rochaix that there were four or five conductors bringing these tickets, and that
you could point them out ? lean point out one. The amount of £2,880 shown is in Loder’s Writing.
I’used to take the account to Loder, who made it up from my figures.
115. You are not being straightforward; you knewr all the time that the amount wras £2,880, and yet
you said when asked that it might be only £20 ? Mr. Loder made up the amount.
116. I asked you very distinctly whether these men brought you single tickets or twos or threes, or large
sheets ? No sheets whatever.
'
117. Is it not a fact that some men or the same man came with sheets of tickets rolled round their bodies ?
I have not seen them.
118. What men came to Constantine’s shop ? I do not know them.
'
'
119. Did you not say to Rochaix that you could give information about these frauds which would be
worth thousands of pounds to the country ? I did say that I would not give the information unless I
was paid for it. I never saw sheets brought in by these people and bought by Constamtine.
120. Mr. Brock.'] Did you and Constantine part good friends when he left ? Not exactly good friends—.
we were neither bad friends . nor good friends. We had not fallen out; we did not use bad words when
he left.
1
121. President^] Did you not tell Rochaix that when these people came into the shop and sold tickets
they used to lock themselves up with the man who was buying so that no one should see what they were
doing ? No, I do not recollect. I only saw two bundles—no sheets ; they hurled the two packets on to
the floor ; the packages amounted to a pound’s worth each ; they were made up in parcels of a pound;
they were bent up and made (wrapped) up in pieces of paper. I have seen them in paper bags, once in
a portmanteau, once in a bag, and once in cases packed in bags.
.
122. Is this the amount he made or paid? They got it, and divided it between the three of them—
between the seller and the buyer. ",
123. Mr. Brock.] Who was the seller ? The conductor ; I do not know his name ; I cannot tell you his
name.
.
■
124. President.] Who reckoned this amount up ? Mr. Loder and I reckoned it up. During six months
£2,880 was made.
.
'
■
125. Who made the notes of these transactions from which you got this calculation made ? I made, a
,
rough guess of so much per week.
126. We can understand a rough guess of £2,800, but not of such a sum as £2,880. Tell us^ exactly the
same as you told Mr. Loder, so that' we bah make our own calculation ? I took £20, £40, and £60 per
week for twenty-five weeks.
127. Mr. Thompson.] This would only make £1,000 for six months. Did you put the figures down'? No,
I did not put the figures down.
128. President^] How did you get the amount per week and the number of weeks ? I was told by
•
Nicholas that it had been going on for that length of time, and I saw it myself.
,
.,
!, 129. Mr. Brook.] How long did you notice it ? The last week;
130,
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President.] You told us tins morning that you were five weeks there, and yet.you only noticed this P. Gaspardo,
during the last week; now you tell us you were only three weeks there r1 I do not understand.
.
131. ilfr. Broclc.] Do you know a shop in Stanley-street where they sell tickets ? I do not.
; 2lAug'> 1888.
132. President.] You told me that you heard of other shops where they buy tram-tickets? Nicholas
. told me, but I did not see them myself. I have been in a shop near the police station, in Wexfordstreet, in Elizabeth-street, and near Belmore Markets. Nicholas told me of these places. It is sometime
last week since I was in Palesi’s. They are no friends of mine, none whatever.
,
133. Mr. Brock.] All these men whom you say you only know by sight are intimate friends of yours ?
No, 1 only know.them by sight. . I only know the Greeks. I know Peterlein. I do not know the people
living next door to him.
■
,
1
134. President.]. We want all the information we can get, and if you are keeping anything back you
are acting very foolishly, for we mean to have it in 'some way. Masoora could identify these men equally
' as well as you can I suppose ? Yes, better. He knows everything, and much more than I did. He
cannot speak Erench., Masoora was Pappodocci’s partner.
■■
.
135. How much did Nicholas get when Constantine sold the place? Nicholas got £150 from those
people who were selling tram-tickets—I suppose the shopkeepers. Pappodocci gave Nicholas the £150.
It was Nicholas who wrote the letter alluded to. I heard that he wrote it. I heard it from Nicholas
himself, but I never saw Nicholas get any money.
.
13G. Have you any witness besides yourself that Masoora shared with Constantine ? No.
137. Was there any other person in the shop when these men came in to sell the tickets? - No; there
were no others in the shop when they did this business. They were always inside in the box. I was in
the room in the yard. They objected to my being present. I know Nicholas Williams, in Wexfordstreet. I have heard that he bought tickets from the conductors. Nicholas is a Greek, I think. . I was
told the conductors were getting the same price at the other shops where they were selling.

Charles Cook called in, sworn, and examined:—
138. President.] What is your name and occupation ? My name is Charles Cook. I am a hair-dresser, C. Cook.
94, Liverpool-street.
/—N
139. We have sent for you because we have been given to understand that you are both able and willing 21 Aug->1888to give us considerable information in connection with these tramway frauds ; and we may tell you that
any evidence which you may give and desire not to be made public will not be made public, and we will
afford you protection if any of your statements implicate yourself ? My name was used in connection
with Greeley and the tickets. 1 was going to Randwick one day, and had a bag full of tickets which we
use in betting. I gave him 3d. for my fare, and I noticed that he did not ring the bell. I said to him,
“ You do better than going to the races,” and he said, “ That is a drink at the other end.” I had a large
bag about 2 feet long. It was full of betting tickets.
■
■
140. Mr. Brock.] What are they like ? They are If inch by 2 inches. If I had had tram-tickets I would
■
not have taken them to the racecourse. This part of my evidence I would not like to be known: I have
a friend in the detective force, who said to me, “ You know lots of the talent; if you hear anything
crooked about tram-tickets let me know. There is a reward, and I want to get promotion, and will try
and fathom this tram-ticket business. Try if you can get me information.”
141. President.] Do you know a man named Eerrier? I had been told that a man named Perrier had
tickets, but I never had anything to do with him. I went one day and bought £1 worth of tickets, and
marked them with a lead pencil. I then took them to a shop in Elizabeth-street and sold them, getting
15s. for them. It was an Italian, at the corner of Elizabeth-street. He said this was more than he
usually gave ; ho gave only 12s. 6d. if they were in three’s, and 10s. if in two’s. I watched the shop for
a week, and then I told my friend. Detective Hoskison was the friend. He said afterwards that he
could not get a case up. This is about six months ago ; but I am not sure, it may have been six, five, or
four months ago. The shop was Constantine’s, at the corner of Liverpool and Elizabeth .streets.
Detective Hoskison said I might get a reward if I could give sufficient information.
142. Mr. Brock.] Do you not know any other shop where tickets were bought ? I do not. I was told ‘
of a place in Waterloo, but this person would not buy them except in the usual way when I tried. I told
the Italian that-the tickets were bought from the guards. I met him twice or three times since, and he
asked me when I was going to bring up the other tickets.
143. President^] Did you sell tram-tickets in your shop ? I never sold tram-tickets. My shop is 94,
Liverpool-street; it is one door from George-street. Some relatives of mine about six weeks ago bought
a shop in Elizabeth-street; Miss Riley is her name ; she is not selling tickets because she has no |license.
Coll bad a license but did not renew it; Coll lives in the Glebe now; I know the house but not'the
number ; his name is Prank Coll; he had the- license but did not transfer it to my relatives. She was in
bed with a bad leg, and could not get out to see about it; she used to sell tickets, and went to get them
herself, but she was told not to sell any more ■; Coll does not own the place : he will not make
it over because she owes him £20 yet; she was told she would be summoned for selling tickets, so she
dropped it. I have no other shops now ; I had one in King-street a little while ago; George, my younger
brother, was in business with me ; Henry, the other brother, used to keep a shop in Glebe Point Road
two years ago ; he is lessee of the Opera House in King-street now; he does not mix up in shops now. =
'
1 know Dummett of the Glebe; I-have bought wood off him; he sells tram-tickets ; he bought the shop
from Grosvenor, who bought it from my brother ; I never had any business with Dummett; he never'■ '
bought tickets off me; I told Mr. Roberts that I bought tickets for the place Dummett now has. I
bought £10 worth for Coll, and £5 for Dummett’s shop when my brother was in it.
144. It is said that you made an offer to Dummett to sell him tickets ? No ; it is a mistake. Dummett
has' only been in the shop three months; I was never connected with Grosvenor. He bought from my
brother; we are not very friendly; he swore he would serve me with a writ for something I did to him.
He had a case in the Supreme Court some three years ago. I have not sold tickets-in my shop since it has
been open.
145. People are prepared to swear that you bought tickets at that shop ? It is a mistake. Not to my
knowledge have any tickets been sold in the place. I may oblige a man with three tickets, but there are
no tickets for sale. I know William Moran; I told him I knew nothing about the affair; the only man
I
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I knew was Greeley. He told me that they found a lot of used tram-tickets in his pockets; he said if
he got the sack he would split on others to save himself; I did not tell Moran.
_
21 Aug., 1888.
jjpj y0U say
y011 ]}ac[ tried several conductors for tickets ? I made offers for tickets to several
of them, and some of them threatened to throw me off the tram. I saw Iferrier, hut he would not sell me
any. Hoskison said he would like to get up a case, and I bought tickets and sold them at Constantine s
shop. This was the only place at which I succeeded in selling the tickets.
_
147. Do you know Powell of Devonshire-street ? No, I know Mrs. Jeanette in Liverpool-street, I did
not try whether she would buy the crooked tram-tickets. I would have no truck with women; When the
conversation with 'G-reeley took place I had a boy with me-. The betting cards have a number, and m}name printed on them.
•
■
148. You said you told G-reeley it was not worth his while going to the races when he could make money
so easily. Did you see him manipulating his register' with regard to the fare ? I gave him a shilling, and
he gave me 9d. without ringing his bell. I intended to see whether he forgot it or not, and he said it was
.
a beer at the other end.
149-. Did you not tell Greeley that if he did what others were doing he could make £10 a week ? Those
are not my words ; I said, ” I have heard that some of you are making £10 a week. It was only hearsay.
When I saw him take 3d. I thought he would take Is. or £1. I have spoken to several tram men, and
asked them to get me some tickets ; some of them have cut up rough, and I have had to pass it off as a
joke ; some have threatened to throw me off the tram if they saw me on it again; it is about live months
since I did this ; this last three months I have not been very much in Sydney; I have been in the country,
in Bourke, Armidale, and other places.
.
.
,
. 150. You can give us very valuable information if you like ? I cannot tell you anything that I do not
know. Some men have very elastic consciences and Mr. Eoberts is one of them. He told me that anything
I said about this affair would not go out of the room, and yet within twenty-lour hours he spread it
broadcast over the country and my name appeared in the papers in connection with it. The tram
authorities have.summoned friends of mine for selling tickets ; Miss Eiley is a step-daughter of mine ; I
am not interested in the shop ; if I had wanted to buy it I could have done so..
.
151. You know a great deal more than this P Eeally you make these assertions, but.I do not know how
'
- you arrive at your conclusionsI cannot tell you more ; I have nothing to fear ; I suppose there will be
no criminal prosecution ; I have never had any traffic in second-hand tram-tickets, and I know nobody
who has except from hearsay.
.
_
_
152. Who would be the people who told you? Jockeys and others who' might want tickets. I have never
met a tram conductor to my knowledge in a gambling place ; I do not gamble now ; I used to do so. The
place to which I went would not admit tram conductors ; the play would have been far too high for such
'as they.
.
.
.
, •
153. Do you know a place in Crown and Oxford Streets where gambling has been carried on ? Only
.
from the newspapers. The owner was fined £5 for gambling. I know a public-house near Carrington
running ground. I have never met tram conductors there. I know the case of gambling, but I do not
know the man.
.
.
154. Mr. Thompson.^ How long were you working in Hoskison’s interest for the purpose of trying to
get up a case ? I was not exactly working in his interests ; it was not with -his knowledge that I was
doing this. I was told that Eerrier had some crooked tickets, and was selling them ; but I did not come
across him for some time, and I thought that if in the meantime I could find out where the tickets were
■
being bought it might assist me to find out who wras selling them. . I told Constantine that I could find a
good supply every week. I watched the shop for about a week, but made no discovery. I remained
there till about 8 or 9 o’clock at night, and saw men go in, but they could not be recognized. I paid 20s.
for my tickets, and sold them for 15s.
_
155. President.^ You believe in these frauds thoroughly, do you not? I do not believe there are any
honest officers in the Department, and I think it only human to have a drink at each end. Constantino
told me that he was doing pretty well out of the tram-tickets. He said he never gave more than 10s. for
single tickets, and 12s. 6d. for threes. I tried to get out .of him who was selling to him, but he vTould not
tell me. I think a man outside now was one who was in the shop when I went there. There were
always ‘five or six in the shop. I had my tickets torn into ones and twos. .He made no difficulty, and was
evidently accustomed to it.
/
'
156. Mr. Thompson.^ If you hear anything more you will be good enough to let us know ? I know
nothing inore now, and have not been interested in the sale of the tickets.

■

WEDNESDAY, 22 AU&VST, 1888.
itoamt:—'

A. RICHARDSON, Esq., President.

,
E. W. THOMPSON, Esq., M.P.,
|
E. A. BEOCK, Esq., J.P.
George Masoora called in, sworn, and examined
G. Masoora. .157. President.'] What is your name ? My name is George Masoora.
r
i
^---- -—^ 150. Of what nationality are you and what is your occupation ? I am a Greek, and I keep a iruit-shop
22 Aug., 1888. and sell fish, lollies, &c., at the "corner of Liverpool and Elizabeth streets. I have been in it some eighteen
months. I have been about four years in this country. I have not conducted this business berore 1
bought it. Constantine was my partner about three months ago. I bought- Constantine Pappadocci out.
'We'were about fifteen months in partnership. We dealt largely in tram-tickets during that time. We
bought tram-tickets of different colours and kinds. I, always stayed inside the shop. My partner always
did the outside work of buying tram-tickets, fish, fruit, lollies, and other things.- He did all the buying,
and everything was bought in his name. He had the -license to sell tickets, not me. He used to say we
want £20 for tram-tickets, and he took it. He then threw the 6s. commission into the till. He would
^ay there.is so much expenses for the day’s sales.
_
-159. Do you mean to tell us you did not]knowT all the transactions that were going on ? I cannot tell you
■anything else. He used to say so much has been sold to-day, and so much has been expended. I caii,'>ot;
tell you anything else.
.
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160. Have you a license now for the sale of tram-tickets ? I have.
161. Let us know how you get them ? I buy my tickets from the Post Office, and give my order for £10 a'- ^aso°raor £15 worth. I sometimes buy more and sometimes less, just according to what I want. Sometimes
'
I buy on Tuesday, sometimes on Monday. On Saturday I buy £40 or £50 worth.
'^u° H888.
162. But you are now buying differently from what Constantine did ;—let us know how he bought them ?
I do not know how Constantine bought them. He used to go out and buy them.
163. Do you mean to say he did not buy second-hand tickets ? The tickets were often dirty, because 1
tore them sometimes after I had been opening oysters.
•
164. Were they not often bought in ones, twos, and threes ? They were always in big sheets, some in
fifties, some in twenties. I never saw tickets come in bags or in envelopes myself. I never saw any bags
of tickets.
’
. '
:
•
j
s
165. We have certain information as to how these ticket's came into the shop and what was done with
them, so it is useless for you to deny it, and I advise you to let us know all that you know about the
matter ? I do not understand.
.
'166. Tou understand quite well what I say ? I cannot quite understand. I never went out to buy.
167. Do you mean to tell us that during all the time you were in partnership with Constantine Pappodocci
no tickets were sold in the shop to yourself or Constantine Pappodocci ? No ; I do not. If Pappodocci.
bought anything outside he would come in and say, “ I spent £2, £3, or £4, or any sum,” and he would take
m01ley from the till and pay himself. He might steal or buy the tickets when coming from the Post
'
Office. f I used to row with him. because -I had been satisfied that I was not getting my proper division, of
profits from the business. We were always quarrelling and growling, and I bought him out altogether.
I quarrelled with him just before he left. Everything was entered in the book by my partner. I
examined the books myself. How do I know that he was paying the right price for anything. If he
said he paid 10s. for a case of fruit, I could not leave the shop to go round to the markets and find whether
he had-paid only 9s.
.
168. The fruit and oysters you could not check, we are quite aware of that; but every tram-ticket is a
penny, and every penny is so much commission to you ? I do not know how you mean to check.
-^Lr. Brock.] Did no one else bring tickets there except your partner ? I will swear that no one
else did.
y°u not see your partner pay other people who came and sold him tickets ? No.
171. Were you always on the premises ? No; sometimes I went out and left him alone and sometimes I
was asleep.
'
Do you know Pietro Gaspardo ? I do ; he was stopping at my place, and my partner gave him a
job to work for him. I gave him work two or three times. He was employed as shopman six or seven
months. It might be eight months. He sold tram-tickets. The man who is in the shop now sells them.
1 saw tram-tickets of .different colours—some white; some red. The man serving in the shop sells all fruit,
lollies, tram-tickets, and everything. I have only'been in the ice-cream line before taking this shop. This
is the only business stand I have had.
- .
' 173. DkI you square up accounts with your partner when you dissolved partnership ? Tes, ' I paid , him
£30() and bought him out. I had £215 of my own, and I borrowed the money to pay the balance. Con
stantine said he was going to Greece. I cannot say what he made. I made £200 in sixteen months. I
borrowed £70 from a Jew to pay the’balanee of the purchase money.
,
174. Did you know a man named Nicholas? I know Nicholas who went home with Constantine. I did
not speak to him. It is over two years ago since I spoke to him. He was never a partner with us. I
would have kicked him out of the shop. ' He owed me 15s. nearly three years ago, and I had a row with

176. Is it not a fact that during the time you were in partnership you shared about £2,000, and when
your partner went away you received a sum of money from him ? I gave Nicholas nothing. I cave
Constantine £300 for the business right out. It is true. I can bring him back. Ihave his receipt for
Die money, and can produce it. I can show you my, books, and you can countthe money yourselves. .
Constantine put down the money always and made up the books.
'
- ‘
177. Do you know Sotero ? Ido. I have not been in his place. He came to my place. I know his •
face, but he is no friend of mine.
.
,
^
^
your P^ner giving up business and going to Greece in such a hurry ;—
what made him do it ? I was always quarrelling with him, and sometimes he quarrelled with me, and he
did .not care too much for me, nor did I care, much for him. He said to me that if I wanted to sell he
would buy me out, or if you want the place you can take it. I asked him how much he wanted, and he
said,, ‘ I want £300 for my share, or will give you that sum.”
.
179. Mhy did he go to Greece? I cannot tell you what made him go.
180. How much money did he take with him ? I cannot say. It was his business. I never asked him
how much he had m the bank.
>
"
,
181. ]&r. Brock.] Do you mean to say that you did not know how much he had in the bank, and yet you
were partners ? I do not know how much he had in the bank.
.
.
^■ ■President:] Tou remember very well that little trouble which occurred in the shop just before he
left tor Greece;—tell us about it ? I do not know what you mean.
183. Do you not recollect when a man was in there selling used tram-tickets that one of the officers of
the Tramway Department came in, and that a great commotion took place, and the man hurriedly put
k® fronts . I do not remember it. I remember a lot of conductors, engioeers, and others’being
184. Mr. Brook] Drinking .what—rum? No.; sometimes they drink milk, lemonade, or soda, or had
cigars. I did not sell rum.
■ •
^ i o -P^merLtk] Pappadocci went away in a great hurry, and there was a very sudden break up, was there
not? 1 cannot say. I do not know.
186,. I want you to show the difference between the way you now conduct your tram-ticket business, and
the . way it was conducted before ? I do not know of small tickets. I used to make the sir all tickets
from sheets. I never saw any small tickets.
. ,
10—B .
187.

10
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G-. Masoora. ] §7. Do you know Johns, a bootmaker in Bedfern, who is a brother of Sotero’s P Yes; hut he is no
friend of mine ; I have never spoken to him : I do not know if he is a friend of Constantine’s ; I only
22 Aug., 1888. ]mow hjm by gight.
188. Was there not a great talk between Johns, Constantine, and this Nicholas before they went away ?
I do not know; Nicholas never came to my place; Gaspardo alone came to my house.
_
189. Mr. Thompson.^ We have been told that before Nicholas and Constantine went away, Nicholas
said he would split on all of you if you did not give him money to keep his mouth shut, and that you and
some others collected about £300 to keep his mouth shut and clear out ? I do not know anything about
that; it is over two and a half years since I spoke to Nicholas.
_
190. President.^ We find it very difficult to believe your evidence ; we have the sworn evidence of those
who saw tickets purchased in your shop from men who frequently came there to sell them. It is also
said that you have been present when these sales have been made. Our object is to get at those persons
in the Tramway service who have been guilty of robbing the Government, and we advise you to give us
any information in your power, because we are convinced that you know of these fraudulent practices,
and we have further knowledge of your complicity in the matter. If however you will give us information
which will convict these persons who have been robbing the Government, even though you thereby convict
yourself, you have our assurance that no proceedings will be taken against you ; if, on the. other hand,
you do not choose to give us this information, we shall endeavour to punish you. You know that
Constantine was buying these tickets at less than market value, and that they were bought in your
presence, and that you shared with him the profits. We want to find out the conductors who, while
receiving Government pay, have been selling these used tickets, thus robbing the Government. You will
not be punished if you tell all the truth ? I do not understand.
_
191. I am quite sure you understand the question I put thoroughly, and if you do not choose to give us
the information we will make use of our sworn evidence, and will—if possible—prosecute you ? I can
not say what I do not know.
_
192. Mr. Thompson.] If you tell us the truth—no matter whether it makes you a party to the cheating—
we will hold you free from harm ; but if we find you are telling us a lie we will prosecute you, and put
you in gaol. We know that you bought lots of single tickets for 10s. We had a gentleman here who
went to your shop out of curiosity and offered 20s. worth for sale, and he received 15s. The man who
gave him the 15s. said it was more than the usual sum—they only gave 10s. for single tickets, and 12s. 6d.
for tickets in twos ? If that man sold the tickets, ask him to whom he sold them —whether to me or to
some one else.
193. Do you deny that it is true that on several occasions these used tram-tickets were brought to the
shop once in a paper bag, once in a portmanteau, once in a case, and once in something else—and as much
as £20, £40, and £60 was paid to the man who brought them ? I never saw a man bring them ; he never
sold them to me—I never saw him selling them.
194. Are you not always in the place ? I go to sleep for a couple of hours in the afternoon, and I some
times go out for a walk.
'
195. President.] It has been sworn that you were present on some of the occasions on which these stolen
tickets were brought in for sale. You must know that these risky transactions were not done in the
street ? I never saw them.
196. Mr. Thompson.] What bank did Constantine bank at P I cannot tell you; I bank at the Barrackstreet and Post Office Banks.
197. Mr. Brock^] Will you swear you do not know where Constantine, your partner, banked ? I swear
,
I do not. He was my partner. He had some in the Post Office.
198. President.] Do you understand your subpoena. We want your books ? Yery well; I’ll get them. [Witness left, in company with Wigg, one of the tramway officials, for the purpose of producing his
books.]
Nicholas Johns called in, sworn, and examined:—
199. President^ Your name and occupation? My name is Nicholas Johns ; I am a bootmaker, residing
at 15, Begent-street, Bedfern ; am a Greek, and belong to the Greek Church.
22 Aug,, 1888. 200. We have asked you to attend here because we have been given to understand that you can give ns
■
some information bearing upon the tram-ticket frauds—that you have known or know some persons who
are suspected in connection with these frauds, and that from them you have obtained certain infortnation ?
I will tell you what I know. About two months and a half ago a man named Nicholas Lavastosh came
to my shop and asked me if I would let my wife write a couple of letters for him. I asked him what
sort of letters, and he said one to the Colonial Secretary, and the other for the Minister for Bailways or
Tramway Department. I asked him what he had to say in his letters. He said it was about the ticket
affair. As I could not write in English I asked my wife, who is an English woman, to write it. My wife
refused to write it, and said these things have to be written by a man’s hand. I told Nicholas that my
wife refused to write it, and he said, “ Never mind, I will soon get someone else to write it for me.” I
asked him if he could prove what he was going to write. He said, “ Never you mind, that is my business ;
I want to write that I know something about it.” On the second day afterwards I told my brother
Sotero. I do not know whether the letter is written yet or not. I asked him no more. That Nicholas
is not here now; he went away with Constantine Pappodocci. Constantine went to Suez, and Nicholas
to Port Said.
201. Mr. Thompson.] Where did they go to ? Constantine told me he was going to Suez, and Nicholas to
Port Said.
202. President.] Had you any conversation with Constantine which led you to believe that he was
making a great deal of money ? • Three years ago I was in Liverpool, England; I saw Constantine there,
and he said some bank had failed. I then left for my own country, Salonica, and afterwards came on
here, I know Comino who keeps an oyster-shop in Oxford-street. I heard that Constantine and Masoora
were making a lot of money. I could not understand how they were making so much from what was
being sold in the shop. I have heard-that they have cleared over £1,000 each since they started. I know
Masoora. I know nothing about him. Masoora did not tell me about tickets being sold in the shop by
tram conductors. I was not good friends with Constantine, the partner of Masoora. I have not heard
that
N. Johns.
—s
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that tickets were brought under the man’s Test. Comino does not sell tram-tickets. I do not know more
know™0 COndllctorS altoSetlier- 1 Wl11 do all I can to assist, and if I get more information I will let you

'll
N. Jolins.
22A^1888.

203. We^shall want an interpreter during the day and shall be glad if you remain and act in that

G-eo. Masoora recalled and further examined through interpreter (Mr. Nicholas Johns)
President^] What are these books ? The business books ’ of Constantine Pappodocci and George Q- Masoora
Masoora as partners. There is a day-book, a weekly ledger, and an abstract or journal. Constantine .—
M°C<im Wa^S
t le k0°ks- 21st May last was the last entry made by Constantine.
22 Aug., 1888.
205 Mr. Thompson] Axe there any entries which show the amount of money divided between the
partners f None. We started business on 3rd. April last year.. We paid £T per week rent. The
' books show the weeks takings and. the'expenditure, as example—
’
:
'
'
■
'

• April 10—Takings,
„ VI
„
„ 24
„
May 1
„

£34; expenses, £23.
£31;
„
£27.
£29;
„
£24.
£25;
„
£19.

and so on. There are no entries whatever of tram-tickets either bought or sold. Always made over £1
a week profit out of the tickets. We sold between £80 and £90 a week of tram-tickets. We got li
per cent, commission.
206. President.^ When you were in partnership did you have a partnership account? Tes, for myself
only, m the Post Office and Barrack-street Saving Bank; Constantine did not have a Bank.
207. Mr. Brock.] Did you not draw cheques whilst Constantine was with you as a partner ? No.
208. Mr. Thompson.] Did you keep a partnership account in any Bank, or what did you do with the
money that accumulated all the week ? We kept no partnership account in the Bank. Every Sunday
we counted the money and halved it and it was done with.
209. President] We see by your books that of the money taken some £30 was paid for wages. Where
did you keep the money all this time ? We paid the wages every Sunday. We kept the money in the
desk up-stairs m a safe. Sometimes we took'the till up and put it into the safe with the money for the
tram-tickets and the tickets on top. We kept all the money on the premises till it was divided. The
money I put in the Banks is my share of the profits. We paid cash for the tram-tickets.' We sold over
£50 on Sundays and Saturdays. - Every second day and sometimes every third day I used to count the
tickets and money received for them. I threw the money I received as commission into the till for the
tram-tickets. If I buy £20 worth of tickets I got 6s. commission, and this 6s. I threw into the till. I
■sell £10 of tram-tickets-every day, and I put these, 3d., 6d., and Is., together, every day in the till, and
then take this money to buy tickets with. I pay all this small money to the Tramway office for
tickets.
‘
,
210. Selling as you do so many tram-tickets in a day, there is a great chance of mistakes being made, and
the profit is very small; how do you check them; do you never concern yourself as to whether you are
making or losing money ? The tram-tickets are more trouble than they are worth, and less profit is made
than by other things. We sell many more on Sundays when people are going to Coogee and other places
than at any other time. People come in for tram-tickets and always buy something else as well.
,
211. How do you check your ticket accounts and know that you are not losing money, or that your man
is not robbing you ? I try every second night or so, and notice, the number of tickets‘sold and remaining
together, with the amount of money remaining in the till I did the same during the partnership on
Sundays and Eridays. Sometimes we were both counting them, sometimes one and sometimes the other
of us.
.
212. Although you were doing this every second night yet you know nothing of the pounds’ worth of
tickets which were brought to the shop and sold to Constantine at 10s. and 12s. 6d. for a pounds’ worth ?
No, I do not ; my partner always bought the tickets himself. I have never bought them except two or
three times in the-fifteen months. All the others were bought by my partner during the sixteen months.
213. Tou remember you said this morning that you did not understand something I then said to you.
I am now going to repeat it through Mr. Johns, who will interpret it In Greek, and will translate your
answer to us. Tell him clearly, Mr. Johns, that we are in possession of sworn evidence which proves
-to us that used tram-tickets -were sold to his -partner—Constantine Pappadocci—and many times these
•used tickets were sold in his presence, that we have clear evidence of this," and that we have other evidence
which makes him an accomplice in. the matter of these frauds. If he gives us the information that we
•want, which will, lead to the punishment-of those concerned in the frauds, we will guarantee to him that
'he shall go free-so far as any complicity on'his part in the matter is concerned ; on the -other hand if he
.gives no information, we will, as far as we are able, put the law in force against him. ? I know
•nothing about it; it was nothing to do with the expenses. If my partner did these things I knew
nothing about it; if I had known anything like that I would not have bought the shop. I cannot do
-any more..
.
1
.T°u thoroughly understand the matter. We will give you till to-morrow morning to give us a
•definite answer to that question ? Very well.
•■

■

John Sotero called in, sworn, and examined :—
215. -President.] Tour name, nationality, and. occupation, please? My name is John Sotero. lama
Grrefek, of the Grreek Church. X live at Miller’s Point and keep a shop. It is a hairdresser’s and J. Sotero.
'tobacconist.
.
• *
.22 Aug., 1888.
216. Tou can give us some information bearing upon the fraudulent sales of tram-tickets by conductors
we understand. Will you be good enough to tell.us what you know ? Some time ago some of our tribe
came
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came to my shop and said that Constantine and Masoora were making a great amount of money, and that,
they had divided about £1,200 between them. I asked how did they make such a large amount, of
22 Aug., 1888. money in fifteen months, for I could not do so in as many years. They said—“Well, they have made it.”
The next night I went to my brother’s place, and we talked about it. I asked how they had made such
a great amount. He said, “ They are making money out of the tram-tickets.” I went up to a shop in
Oxford-street the next Sunday night and asked the proprietor if he had heard the news. He asked, “ What
news ? ” I said, “ The news of the large amount of money Constantine and Masoora are making by selling
tram tickets ?” He said, “ They must be stealing the tickets, or something, and .defrauding the Government.”
I heard afterwards that on one night there was a man selling used tickets in the place. The man who
used to bring the tickets was there, and the inspector came in. The man with the tickets took
fright and went away. I spoke to Masoora, and asked him why his partner wanted to sell
out. He said, “My partner .is quarrelling and fighting every day with me, and he insults
women who come in to buy. He insulted and pulled one woman about and hurt her. We
are 'going to dissolve partnership.” I asked if the shop did not pay, and he said, “ It paid very
well; we clear £30 to £35 per week.” I saw Michael Malsiniotis, and told him. He said
he could not pay his expenses, and could not understand how they made £30 to £35 per week clear.
Malsiniotis is a doctor, but does not practise here. He was Greek consul. Dr. Malsiniotis told Constan
tine when he came up next time that if he could not stand it any longer here he had better have a disso
lution of partnership—either take or give. The doctor said Constantine told him that Masoora would give
£300, and he would take it and clear out. In the morning of the next day Masoora went to the shop of
Comino the barber, and wanted to borrow £150; but Comino wanted too much interest, and Masoora
left;"’ The next day Masoora got the money he wanted from a Jew at less rate of interest. Masoora says
now that they used to make £20, £12, and more, by selling tram-tickets.
217. JWr. JBrock.] Do you think that Masoora knew how Constantine bought the tickets ? Of course;
there is no doubt about Masoora knowing all about the matter.
_
218. President.] Is it not strange that Constantine went away when the shop was paying so well? Con
stantine said he wanted to go home. Gaspardo was the working man in the shop, and knows all about the
business. ■ - My brother says that you may look over the books and you will not find', any tickets entered.
There is no trace of tram-tickets in the day-book. Nicholas was bad friends with this man, and so when
he found that there was something wrong he tried to make money out of him. They had to give him
money to shut his mouth and to go away. They had to pay £22 for his passage money by the Messageries
mail. He bought dress-coat, dancing boots, clothes, and other things to use on the road home. They had
to give him a sum of money as well. There is an entry in this book (the day-book) of 11 Something and
something, 40/3,” on July 15, but no trace of tram-tickets. ‘
J. Sotero.

Inspector Bremner called in, sworn, and examined:—
219. President^] We have asked you to attend in order to give information about the tram-ticket frauds.
Bremner. The information may perhaps not be very direct, but what you have we shall be glad to receive P My
22 A 1883 name is John Bremner. On the 11th of the present month, at the request of Mr. Eoberts, of the
ug->
• q’ramway Department, I went with Wigg and Moran to a public-house in Crown-street, near Oxfordstreet. Before we went in we heard dice being thrown. I sent Senior-constable Eoberts to the back, of
the house. I went and found the door blocked. I forced it open and found they were playing dice, and
there was money on the table. • Amongst those present we found Frazer, who gave the name of Jones ;
and then Wigg said'there were present also Ferrier, Sheehan, Brown, Shields, and Turner. The
pointsman was not there when we went in. I proceeded against the publican for allowing gambling on
his licensed premises. , The case comes on next Thursday. One holiday I was at Bondi, shortly after the
aquarium was opened. I saw a tram-conductor collect a large number of tickets,- but he did not tear
them up.I inquired why, but found that a day or two before the bells had again been brought into use.
I saw him take either sixteen or eighteen tickets, and I went and asked him. I did not see him ring the
.
bell. I saw him put the tickets into his satchel,- but I thought it was into a side-pocket. On opening
the clasp I noticed a lot of tickets in the other division. I saw him put his hand down by his side.
220. Mr. Thompson.] Did he put his hand into the division where the bulk of the tickets were P No,
into another division. I do not know his name. The Inspector can identify him.. I pointed him out
afterwards.
.
_
221. President.] How do the conductors generally collect the tickets? With some guards I have noticed
that they collect singly all the tickets before ringing, and it is impossible to know whether they ring
correctly or not. They hold them all in their hand and then ring them off. I have tried frequently but
I could not count them. I have had information of the improper selling of tickets. The matter was
published in the newspapers and stopped us doing anything in the matter. A shop in Oxford-street was
receiving them. Another shop was down the town. Constable Stove sent in a report on the matter and
the very day it was sent on it was known to the tram-guards. ■ The report was sent to the InspectorGeneral marked “ confidential,” and sent on to your Tramway Department. The same day Stove was asked
on the Waverley tram who was the constable that sent in the report on the tram-tickets. I kept it locked
up for a week in order to see if there was anything in it. I then sent it on to Mr. Byland, who sent it
on to the Inspector-General, and he sent it on to the Tramway Department. I cannot say whether it was
sent to the Commissioner for Eailways or to the Superintendent of Tramways. If the paragraph had not
appeared I would have been able to have traced everything. Cook kept a barber’s shop in Liverpoolstreet. I think Cook had several shops. When Stove told me that he had been asked about it I was very
much annoyed and went to the Superintendent to complain. This was about the date it first appeared in
the papers and I had had it in hand three weeks before. The report was sent along as a confidential
report from the Inspector-General. I know the Tramway Superintendent had it at this time. Mr.
Eoberts said he did not know how it could have become known outside. Constable Stove will tell you
•
that the conductor spoke about one of the constables having given the information. There was a clerk in
the office named Colls who was a brother-in-law of Musgrave’s. This information is principally to identify
. .
. .. him as a man w7ho knew something about the matter. I have often noticed.the conductors. Some are
' as honest as can be, particularly those on Crown-street.. ,
Inspector

John
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222. President] What is your name, and where do you live P My name is John Walsh.

I live at 151, J. Walsh.
Woolloomooloo-street, Sydney.'
^
223. We have been given to understand that some three, years ago you saw a tram conductor, in charge of 22 Aug., 1888.
a railway tram, pay a hotel score of £1 5s. by giving £2 worth of tram-tickets ? It is so. There were
two hands full of tickets, though I cannot say exactly how many there were. I should not like it to be
,
known who gave you this information, as it might cause me trouble, and the man who took the tickets is a
friend of mine.
.
221. Mr. Thowpsond] You are not likely to get into trouble. We are a secret Commission, and what you
say will not be known outside ? I went into Harris’Hotel, in Kedfern-street, Itedfern. It is kept by
.
Tred Harris. Not Belvoir and Elizabeth Streets. Whilst in the hotel I saw a tram conductor, whose \
name I do not know, come in and pay a score with tram-tickets. He was a man about 45 years of age,
stout, full whiskers, very dark complexion, and was on the railway line. I called Mr. Harris’ attention to
it, and he said he would do it no more. I have not seen the man lately, and do not know whether he is
in the Department or not. _ I do not know the man’s number. The tickets were in lots of ones and
twos. . They were white tickets, and had evidently been used. I do not think Mr. Harris would give
any information. I think he would withhold information, because a publican must not take anything in
payment for liquor bills except money.
.
225. At this period of time he would be absolutely blameless ? I accidentally caught him receiving these
tickets. _ He must have used the tickets. He had no license to sell tickets. I suppose he found it a
•
difficult job to get his money from the conductor, so he took it in this fashion, as the only chance of
getting it. The conductor lived nearly opposite the hotel in Kedfern-street, Kedferu.

George Dummett called in, sworn, and examined:—
226. President^] What is. your name and your occupation ? My name is George Dummett; I keep a
Gt. 1
confectionery shop in Glebe Road ; I sell tram-tickets.
Dummett.
227. You can tell us of some proposal which was made to you to get rid of tram-tickets which were not' /—'
properly come bywill you give the particulars ? A personal friend of mine, named Martin, asked me 22 -^ug->1888.
one day whether 1 wrould buy some tram-tickets. 1 asked him who had them, and he told me Charley ■
Cook. He said Cook asked him to see'if I would take them off him. He asked Martin if he thought I
wmuld buy these tickets, and Martin asked him what he meant. He said he had a lot of tram-tickets for
sale. I am under the impression that Martin told me I was to receive 5s. in the pound as commission.
When Martin asked me I told him be might tell Cook I would not buy. A day or two elapsed ; and on
my return home my wife told me that Cook had come up to see me. I told her I did not want to see
him, and v'hen he called again I wras not in. I told her what was up, and that she was to tell him that I
did not wrant any tickets. He came again and asked my wife if I would take £7 worth of ticket's, or any
part of them. He told her he wmuld allow Is. in the pound to her '; and said he was in business, but was
leaving it and selling it, and having a large number of tickets on hand he wanted to dispose of them,
bhe asked if they wmre in sheets or torn up. He said we keep them torn up ; we have a proper ticket
till, where we put them, and we must always have them in readiness, as we sell such a large quantity of
them. She told him that she would have none of them. I did not see Cook at all. He spoke to.m.y
wife, and to a friend of mine, Martin, Greek-street, Glebe. My wife understood him to say he would
allow Is. in the pound, and Martin, whom I saw last night, is not sure, but he thinks it was only Is. in
the pound. I do not think Martin knows anything of Cook, except seeing him at the racecourses. I do
not know any of them personally. I know George and Charley. I hear a good deal of tram talk; in
fact it is all tram talk with these gentlemen. About three months ago I told them the Department was
being robbed.
'
■
John Eountain called in, sworn, and examined:—
'
22S. President.] What is your name ? My name is John Eountain.
——j.,
229. You ivere sometime ago employed as a conductor, I believe ? I was in the Tramway service as con-- Eountain.
ductor for four years and a half.
- - ----- -230. You have asked to be allowed to make a statement, be so good as to make it r1 Mr. Roberts-and I 22 Aug., 1888.
had a few words and I tendered my resignation. I gave some information to Mr. Thompson,'M-P.
borne time ago I heard John M’Gregor, who was killed at Randwick, say that on one occasion when .lie •
took his bag into the office he was told by the clerk that he was 5s. short. M‘Gregor said, “ That, -be
.
damned !
The other said, “ Yes, you are.” M‘Gregor said, “ Did you get half-a-sovereign in my bag ?’-’
Ihe clerk said, “No, I did not get the half-sovereign.” M'Gregor said, “If you look you will find the
half-sovereign rolled up in a piece of paper.” He found the money, and the clerk said, “ That makel
" '
your account correct.” This.I stated sometime ago. It occurred at the railway some four or five.years
ago. I did not hear him say anything about being 5s. over.
■
231. Mr. Prod.] How did he get the half-sovereign ? He got it to change. When the trams first
started we used to take £4, £5, and £6 in an afternoon. We used to go several times during the day to
the office for change. I have taken two or three sovereigns from people coming in from the country!
232. President.] If we are to infer that :the..clerk'committed fraud it was a very transparent one ?-T
•'
only tell it to you for what it is worth.
.
. "'r-!'
'
233. Have you no other information to give us. I thought you were going to tell us something of '
importance as bearing upon the tram-ticket frauds? 1 know nothing of the conductors .sellinotickets. As far as I know none of the conductors are anything but honest. I was ip the service from its
commencement and remained four years and a half.
....... .
Michael Malsiniotis called in, sworn, and examined..
234. What is your name ? Michael Malsiniotis.
.
,
M. !
235. You are prepared to make a statement ? I can make no statement without an interpreter. '.. . ..." Malsiniotis.
23'j'tFvW F11? llave yf0? ^®en1in,t5ie Colony ? I
been twenty years in Australia; can speak Greek
and Italian but very little English.
.
i'
' 22Aug^l888,
237. President] li you will come to-morrow morning, at 10 o’clock, we will have an interpreter here P
Yery well; I will come.
,
L.
Marcus

i
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Marcus Alafousas called in, sworn, and examined :—
238. President^ "What is your name—Nicholas Williams ? No, Marcus Alafousas ; Nicholas Williams
had the shop before me and his name still appears.
99 a
lass 239. What is your nationality and your occupation ? lam a Greet. I have a refreshment-room at
22 AuS-<1888-194) Elizabeth-street. The other is in Wexford-street. It runs from one street to the other.
_
240. We want to know something of your business in tram-tickets with Constantine ^ Pappodoci and
. Masoora ? I never had anything to do with Pappodocci and Masoora, and know nothing about their
business in tram-tickets. I only sell about £2 or £3 per week. This last eighteen months I have done
.
this small trade. I employ two men—one in one shop and one in the other.
241. How many tickets have you purchased from tram conductors ? I know nothing of tram conductors
•
having sold their tickets.
242. You know Pietro Gaspardo ? Yes.
.
243. What have you said to him about tram-tickets ? He has never had any conversation with me about
the tram-tickets, neither has he been working for me.
244. Do you know Vaselli employed in your shop and that Moran called one day to see him. I have
Vaselli in my employ now. I recollect Moran calling. I said I knew him well for years. I told Moran
he lived in Wexford-street, but I did not know whether he lives there now. I cannot tell you where he
lived. I know Pietro very well. I have never had any conversation with him upon the subject of the soiled
tram-tickets. He comes down to me every day to sell oysters. He was keeping an oyster-shop in Albionstreet, about four or five months ago. I saw him every day but he had no conversation with me about
tixe tram frauds
245. Did you know him when he was in the employ of Pappodocci and Masoora ? Yes ; but I never met
him outside. He was six or seven months there. I did meet him sometimes outside and sometimes he
came to my shop. He frequently came down to my shop. He never in all these times made any allusion
to these tram frauds!
. '
246. Did not a conversation take place between you on the morning the detectives came when he said he
was afraid of his life as the frauds were known ? No.
247. How long have you known Vaselli? About three months. He came out from the old country
about that time. He is a Greek. He comes at 5 o’clock in the morning, and he lives at my shop. He is
not working at Masoora’s at all. Neither of my men went to Masoora s at all to serve. I have the whole
of their services. I change my men often when they do not suit me. One of those I have now has been
about two weeks with me, the other about three months. I have never had a man who served partly in
my shop and partly in Masoora’s, I do not know anything about what they do when they go out of my
shop. One is paid 15s. and the other £1 per week. I cannot tell where they go when they go out. If
Vaselli was in Masoora’s shop on Monday I cannot say. I cannot tell you where he was at 3 o clock last
Monday. I was at my own place on Monday, I might be asleep about 3 o clock.
o at
t
248. Mr. Brock.'] Do you not know that Vaselli was serving in Masoora’s shop last Monday ? No. I
do not know where he was last Monday. I pay the men for their whole service. I sometimes have a
sleep about 3 o’clock.
:
249. President.] Have you had tram-tickets offered to you by conductors ?. Never. I buy my tickets at
the office. I have obtained some from Masoora. I always paid him 20s. for the £1 worth. They were
sheets and not torn tickets. I used sometimes to ouy off Constantine as well. I always paid him 20s.
for each pound’s worth of tickets. I have made a statement that I was selling between £40 and £50
worth of tickets a week. At the first when I started I used to sell as many ; bur, since the opposition of
the other shops I do not sell many. I .get tickets from the grocers and other places near me, and also
from Masoora. I only' sell £2 or £3 per week now ; sometimes less. I have had always sheets from
Constantine and Masoora’s. I do not know Palesi in George-street.
„
250. Mr. Brock.] What do you sell at your shop ?_ I sell lollies, fruit, and confectionery. Sometimes
children bring me tram tickets in exchange for lollies and other things, but I do not serve them. I send
them away.
251. President.] Do you know a man named Cook who keeps a shop ? I do not know Cook.
M. ,
Alafousas.

Pietro Gaspardo called in and further examined
?<
P. Gaspardo. 252. President^] We understood you very clearly and distinctly to say that Masoora was cognisant of
- in, * ^^ tbes6
ticket fr^i/uds ^ "^gs
*
22Aug., 1888. 253. Tell us what Masoora knew about these frauds? Hejwas there when the tickets were sold ; he was
■present when they were sold, and he bought some himself
254. What was the row about one night ? I was not there.
. ,
255. Did they not quarrel about something ? I heard that they had quarrelled, but 1 cannot tell what
they quarrelled about.
.
.....
•„
256. What is your opinion of Constantine going away by himself and the other man buying the business t
He cleared out with a large sum of money. Massoora must have his half now.
.
257. Mr. Brock] How long were you at Constantine’s place ? I was there several weeks. I cannot
"tell whether they kept books about the tram-ticket transactions. I was not behind the counter. One of
them was in the ticket side and I was in the other side. While one of them was in bed the other wmsm
the shop. Constantine used to keep his money in the Australian Joint Stock Bank and the Post Office
-Savings’ Bank. I have not spoken to Johns this last five years. I saw him once in the Wexford-street
shop. I have not spoken to Sotero for about five years.
.
258. President.] You are able positively to prove that Masoora was a partner, and knew as much as any
one else about these tickets ? Yes; lam.
.
259. We are talking about the partnership in-stolen tickets? All the other shops and all his country
men know that Masoora and Constantine were partners. Nicholas Williams knew it. I don’t hnow of
anybody else who can prove it. The man who was in the shop before I went there is now,in Melbourne.
The man who is there now came after I left. He is still there. He is a tall young man. He sometimes
;
serves in Williams’and sometimes in Masoora’s. He is a tall sickly looking young chap.
-i tj i o
- 260. Mr. Brock.] Are you sure that Constantine had money in the Australian Joint Stock Bank-.
Constantine told me that it was the Joint Stock Bank.
261.

*
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2G1. President!] What do you know of a man named George?- I only know George Peters by this P-Q-aspardo.
' name.. He is a barber near a public-house in Oxford-street. I do not know his surname. I know George
Caselli, a barber in Elizabeth-street. I know him because we were mates in a place in George-street. I ^ Aug.,1888.
have not spoken to him since that time. We were mates together, and he was frightened I would get his
place because he could not do his work, and we quarrelled. I did not know his surname, only knew him
as George.
„
262. Mr. Thompson.] All your countrymen believe that you can give information to sheet these thefts
home, and you can tell a great deal more than you have told ? I can say no more.
268. Who was employed in Constantine’s shop at the same time that you were? There was only
Epaminondas and myself employed at the same time. A young fellow ■whose name is Epaminondas.
264s- President.] What are you doing at the present time? I am at present dealing in fish and oysters.
265. What wages were you getting at Constantine’s ? I used to get 32s. 6d. per week. These wages did
not pay .me, and I would not work for it.
.
266. Did you not tell Constantine that if he did not pay you more you would say what you knew? I did
not tell them that I knew anything about it, nor did I ever threaten to give information if they did not
increase, my wages.
267. Tou did not try to put the screw on to get more ? X never did.
268. What made you tell Loder ? I only told Loder in order to find out if it would be worth while
giving this information. He said I would only get myself into trouble and bother, and I had better leave
'
it alone.
’
269. Where does Loder live, and what is he ? Hear Market-street. He is an hotel broker in Elizabethstreet, near Market-street.
'
270. Mr. Thompson.] What time used these men to come to sell these used tram-.tickets ? They came
about 3 30 p.m. on Saturday, and one Sunday morning, about. 9 o’clock. They came singly.
TIP President.] How many times have they come ? I have seen one, man come three times. He sold
to Masoora once and to Constantine, twice. He sold two parcels on one occasion, another occasion a
portmanteau full, and on the next, time two paper bags. When Constantine was not there Masoora
took two bags.
'
'
’
■
272. Do you know Nicholas Williams ? Yes. His real name is Marcus Alafousas. I‘ have known him
tor seven years. I made his acquaintance whilst he was working in different places. I never told him
that Constantine was buying these tickets. As a matter of fact, I have never told him.
273. Mr. Proch.] If he says that you told him all about these cheating tricks, is it true ? I never told
him any such thing. He is more interested in it than I am. He knows more about them than I do,
because he could tell me about them. I have heard that he knows more about the tickets than I do.
Nicholas who went away with Constantine told me that he knew more than I did about this matter. I
knew from another man that he knew much more about them. I never saw Marcus buy tickets at
Constantine s. I am not very intimate with him. I am no more intimate with him than any one else
who goes in and takes a cup of tea and pays for it. That is the way he is a friend, nothing more.
2/4. President.] Let us know what passed on the morning Moran was looking for you? The morning
Moran came to find.me I went into Nicholas Williams’ shop. I did say to him that I was afraid
Nicholas knew that you were detectives.
*
'
•
275. Mr. Brock!] Have you and Nicholas never spoken about this matter? Did he know that you could
put him away ? I have never spoken to him about it since the detectives, came round.
'
'
276. Tou spoke to Williams about these tickets being sold to them ? Tes, I did.
277. President!] Do you recollect a man being drunk in Constantine’s place one evening, and they'said
*
he was only shamming, and not drunk ? Tes ; I heard about it. Masoora came into the place and told
me about it. Constantine rushed out saying the man was not drunk, but was a detective, and went to
Oommo s. Masoora said there was a man drunk in the place last night. He was one of the detectives,
and was going to summon him. The drunken man told Masoora that he was one of the detectives. I do
not know that the man was coming in with tickets. I have not spoken to Comino since I had to pay a
i j Trr^i- r dri,nk
■aof sell- I do not know any men who are selling fraudulent tickets. I
told Williams that I would give all information, and the least thing he could do was to let out all the
information he had. I was speaking to him from here down to George-street.
278. How do you know what he knows about it ? I do not know what he knows. He told me he knew
nothing about it.
279. Mr. Brock.] Tou say that he knows more than you do
how is that ? He knows more than I do
because I often saw him with them. I cannot say that I saw him buy tram-tickets.
’
280. Has not Williams told you that he knows more than you do ? Of course if I were in the company
ox a person often I should know something of his business.
■
1 J
281. Mr. Thompson.] Do you not know that he was doing a very large business in the shop ? I have
seen one of Williams’ men with a large roll of tickets, bringing them from the l3ost Office. I saw him
wice m Elizabeth-street.. It is a good while ago ; over twelve months ago. The man is nowin a shop in
William-street. .Johans is his name.
1 ‘

TRUEST)AT, 23 AUGUST, 1888. .

.

iprenent:—

A. RICHARDSON,
R. W. THOMPSON, Esq., M.P.,

Esq., President.
|

E. A. BROCK, Esq, J.P.

Dr. Malsiniotis called in, sworn, and examined through interpreter (Mr. John Sotero) :__
.ij82. President.] Tou have a statement to make, Dr. Malsiniotis. Will you proceed with it ? My name
Dr.
is Michael Malsiniotis. I keep a shop in Oxford-street. Have been in Australia twenty years I can
not speak sufficient English to make myself understood. Can speak a little French. Can speak Italian Malsiniotis.
and Greek. Keep a refreshment-room in Oxford-street, and sell milk, lemonade, cigars and drinks 3 Aug., 1888.
Constantine Pappodocci came to .my premises, and said he could not .stand his partner any more because
he could not agree with him. His partner did things which were not fit or proper to be done in the shop.
*
v

Masoora

&
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Dr.
Masoora used to insult women and do other improper things, and so Constantine was about to
Malsiniotis. dissolve the partnership. I told him he had better go away and try to settle the differences, and after' a few

weeks come back and let me know what he had done. After a few weeks he came back and commenced
He said ho could not bear it any longer, and would sell the
place and go home to Greece. I asked him if the shop paid, and if it did pay what was the reason why
he would sell out. He said the shop paid very well, but his partner’s conduct was so bad that he could
standitno longer. I asked him what he wanted for his share of the business. He said he would take £300,
or he would give Masoora £300 and keep the business himself. He went away and told hm partner, who
said he would give £300. He afterwards came back and said that he had settled the business and his
partner had bought it for £300. I asked what was the reason of his partner giving £300 if the business
was paying so well P also what was the ticket business a week ? He said sometimes £10, sometimes £15,
and sometimes £20 each clear was divided. I asked him what was the reason he sold for such a small
amount of money; would it not be better for him to remain here and make more money ? He said,
“ I have plenty of money to go and live in my own country.” “ How much do you make a week ?” He
said,; “Sometimes £25 to £50, and sometimes £60 per week.” I said, “What! do you sell fruit and
make this amount ? Lemon squash, lollies, and milk ?” I said, “ It is impossible to make such a sum in
a week. I am in the same business and I cannot make anything out of it. If you divide that amount
between you there must be £350 worth of refreshments sold every week before you can do so. Tou tell
an untruth if you say so, and you must have some other way of making money.” He said, “We sell
between £70 and £100 per week of tram tickets.” I said, “ Well, if you sell £50 worth you get 15s.
commission; £70, 17s.; and £100 worth, 30s. Where is the remainder got from to make up such a
profit ?” He could not tell me, and he turned away frightened. I told him, “ Tou must have stolen the
tickets and that is how you make the money.” The nest day he came back to me and went away again
shortly. The next time he came I said, “ Tell me the truth about the tram-ticket business ?” He
said that some persons used to bring tickets to him for sale, and he used to buy them. Sometimes he
gave 15s. in the £, sometimes 10s., and sometimes 8s. in the £ for tickets. I afterwards told him that
if the Government found out about this business he would find himself in trouble. The next morning
he came back and bid me good-bye as he was going to his country.
283. Mr. Brock?\ Have you any idea where he got the tickets from ? I have no idea of where he got the
tickets.
284. Mr. Thompson^] Did Constantine tell you when he left who was selling the tickets ? Ho. .
285. President.] Did Constantine lead you to suppose that his partner was as much in the swindle as
himself ? Constantine did not give any information. He told me that they divided the money between
them.
286. Tou only.took it for granted as a man of common sense ? That was so.
287. What would you judge from the fact that Constantine was not particular as to whether he sold out
or remained in and bought Masoora out; if Constantine were frightened he would not have made this
offer, surely ? I think this was a blind in order to deceive his partner and get a better price for the
business.
288. Mr. Thompson.] Do you know Masoora? I do. I am not on friendly terms with him, but I know
him.
289. President.] When Constantine made this disclosure to you did you not consider it right to acquaint
the authorities ? I had no power to report this because I do not belong to the Government.
290. Why do you think it necessary that you should be in the Government service before you could make,
such a report? Because it is Government business, not mine. In all Drench and Greek law the
Government has to go round and find things out, not the private person ; I do not know what the English
law is, but .the Greek law makes the Government find out these things. ,
291. Mr. Thompson.] Do you know Nicholas wrko went home with Constantine ? Tes.
292. Do you know that before Nicholas went away he got a large sum of money under a threat that he
would tell the police what was going on ? I never spoke to the man this last six years.
293. Did Constantine tell you how much they had made altogether, in the business ? No, he did not.
294. President.] Apart from what you have already told us, do you know anything, else? No, but if you
ask me any questions I will answer them if I can do so:
. .
295. Mr. Thompson.] Do you know from any of your countrymen whether any one, besides Constantine
and Masoora, were dealing in these tickets ? I have never heard of anybody.

23 Aug., 1888 ' to tell me what his partner did against him.

Constable Stove called in, sworn, and examined:—
296. President^] What is your name ? Eobert Stove.
Stove.
297. Tou are a constable in the Police Eorce? I am a senior-constable, stationed at Waverley.
298. We understand that you have something to communicate to this Commission with regard to the
23 Aug., 1888,
malpractices which have occurred on the tramways in connection with the tickets ? My information is
only what I have heard—not what I personally know.
299. Mr. Thompson^] This may lead us to obtaining a clue to something else which may be of use to us ?
I shall be glad to give you what I know.
.
300. President.] Tou are aware that a man named Musgrave tampered with his register? No; I only
heard it, and I reported it to my department. I heard, on or about the 11th or 12th July last,’ that
Musgrave was tampering with his bell, and had been doing so for the previous seven or eight months.
301. Can you give us the name of your informant ? I cannot tell his name.
302. How is that ? Because I have promised not to divulge the man’s name who told me.
303. Mr. Thompson^] On a Eoyal Commission, under the Great Seal of the Colony, we can ask you any
question ? I cannot divulge the name. I am in honor bound not to do so.
804. President.] It is useless to say you cannot divulge the name—you will not, you mean ? I say I
will not.
_ _
305. We must press you to give the name ? I will not give it. I am in honor bound not to give it.
306. Mr. Thompson.] Tou will have to give it ? I should not be pressed to give the name in a Court,
and I decline to give it here.
307. President.] Tou say you would not be pressed to give the information in a court of law, and this is
probably correct. What was the object of the person in asking you to pass your word not to give his
name ? Because he does not wish his name to appear in connection with the matter in any way.
308.
Constable
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Constable
30$. Is lie implicated in the wrong doing P • I do not think so.
309. If he is not, what reason has he to fear? He does not want to be known at all. He- came to '.me ■ Stove.
one day and said he could put me on a good thing if I would not tell who put me up to it. I took some
23 Aug., 1888.
time to consider before I gave him my word, and then I told him I would not give his name. So with all
due respect I cannot give the man’s name. The evening I got this subpoena I saw .and told him I
should no doubt be asked to give his name, but he pressed me not to do so, and I again promised, him- I
wpuld not.
310. 'Mr. Thompson.'] Is he frightened on his own account ? . He has nothing to do with it.
'
311. Was he going to be engaged with these people—with Musgrave? He was going to be-connected
with him in business. He is a man quite outside of the Department. He had not.,bought, any tickets.
He did not buy any.
. 1
'
^12. President.] We will for the present waive our right to demand his name. Meanwhile let us have
particulars of what he told you ? He informed me that Musgrave had to take his bells home at night,
and somehow or other he came to the conclusion his bells were broken, and he inserted a small nail into
it and put a piece of wire about the size of a hair7pin into the bell. He pulled the bell, it rung, but did
not -register. He studied the arrangement and found that he could ring the bell always without the
register moving. He carried this practice on for some time before letting any one else know, and he
would never use the pin except on twopenny or threepenny sections. He used to take the pin out when
he wanted the bell to register. When he did not want the bell to register he would reinsert, it. He got
- sick and could not make anything whilst sick. Another conductor, a chum of his, called to see him and
he instructed this chum in the job.
313. What was this conductor’s name ? He did not give me the man’s name. He did not know either
the man or his name. This conductor told someone else, and it went on. According to my informant,
he knew of only three in connection with the manipulation. He said they were, Musgrave, on the
Waverley line; and I think he said another on the Newtown line; but the location of the third he did
not know.
.
.
314. By this manipulation whenever he liked he appropriated certain quantities of tram-tickets? Tes.
He sold them. I would have found out where in another week if I had had the time, but I was baulked
by the newspapers getting hold of the information and spoiling me. I knew that it was in Oxford-street
that they were sold. I knew Soper’s shop. He is dead now. I do not know the shop in Oxford-street.
I have been in Waverley live years. We do not come nearer town than Windmill-road.'
315. We are advised that you know the man with whom Musgrave had arranged for the sale of the
tickets, and the man has been refused a license ? He has been refused a license. When this man gave
me the information, I sent in my report to my Department, who forwarded it on—marked “ private and
confidential”—to the Tramway_Department, and that very same night T heard that the policeman at
Waverley had sent in a report about the tram frauds. I was asked who was the constable who sent in
the report. It was known outside on the same evening as the report was sent in.
316. -Have you any idea how it got to be known outside ? It .came from the Tramway Department. I
do not know how it came out, but I know it did come from the Tramway Office, and I was very .angry.
I'went in and saw my superior, and told him it was no use making reports if they wereto be known
outside immediately they had been sent in. A-guard on the tramway told me about it on the same
night, a few hours after the report had been sent in. I do not know the guard's name.
317. Would it not have been easy to find out his name ? I did not ask.
'
318. Mr. Brock:] On what line was he ? I cannot say. He is a great big fellow, and used to go in plain
clothes; he used to go with Wigg in plain clothes; he was in possession of the information from the office.
319. President.] How long after your report went in was this man in possession of the particulars.? .The
same evening he asked me who -was the policeman at Waverley who sent in the report about the tramtickets.' It seemed to me to be jiretty generally known.
'
.
320. Have you any further information to give ? I have none. I did not give the information about the
person who had arranged with Musgrave. Soper had bought tickets from conductors. This man applied
for a license and has been refused. It is Wigg who gave you the information, I think, and he must have
misunderstood me in the matter!
■
'
.
321. Mr. Thompson.] Can you tell whether he had applied for a license before ? I cannot tell you.
322'. Where does he live. Ton are pledged not to tell his name, but you are not pledged not. to tell
where he lives ? I do not know where he applied for his license. I do not know in what district .he
applied. Tf I told you his address I might just as well tell you his name.
323. Mr. Brock.] In what district do you think he applied ? I cannot say in what district.
324. President.] That is no answer. We warn you that we will not allow you to trifle with us ? T knew
when he gave me the information where he lived and where he lives now.
.'
325. Mr. Brock.] If he were living at Waverley is it not likely that he would apply for the Waverley
district,-and not for Forest Lodge ? But he was not always living at Waverley. ■
.'
326. So far you have been allowed to keep your promise so far as the name is concerned, but you pro
mised nothing else ? Mr. Inspector Bremner was here, and he knows the name as well as I do.
327. Mr. Thompson.] Perhaps you do not know our powers and their extent, that by the Act we have
full power to compel a witness under penalty to answer any question that we may put to him ? I do not
doubt it. '
'
■328.' Mr. Brock] What is the man’s name who gave you'the information ? I will not give it. I have
given every possible information except the name and address.
329. President.]! put it to you plainly, whether this man desired his name to be kept back because there
was any complicity between him and Musgrave ; if so, it seems to me that in the interests of justice you.
may fairly forego your promise and give us his name ? I cannot.
‘
'
330. You must know that this man was actually gaining his living by fraud ? I only inferred it.
.
331. Mr. Brock.]' And you, a police-constable, want to screen him? I do not; and if the InspectorGeneral advises me I will- disclose the person’s name. You hardly understand, I think, the motives which
impel the police to give promises of this kind.’ It they did not adopt such a course much crime would go
unpunished,
for we-should not „get the valuable information which we get:
get from this class of person. This
man has already enabled me to bring several important cases to a successful issue,

10—C
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' '

G-eorge Eead, Esq,, called in and examined:—
.
Q-. Read, 332. President.~] Mr. Eead, we have asked you, as Inspector-General of Police, to attend on account- of
the refusal of Constable Stove to give us the name of a person which, in the interests of justice, we think
oo'T^o h desirable he should disclose to us ? I will see him alone, and find out what his reasons are for declining
23 Aug., 1888. to digcloge t}ie fiame
333. Mr. Thompson.'] The reason, as explained by him to us, is simply that he has made a promise to the
person giving him certain information that his name should not be allowed to transpire ? I will speak to
the constable, and advise him as I think right.
334. President^ You have now conferred with the constable, will you favour us with the result, Mr.
Eead?. I have advised him to disclose the name ; but as the person in question has been of great use to
the police, I. shall be glad if you will not make use of his name if you can possibly avoid it.

Constable Stove called in and further examined :—
335. President.] You are now prepared to give us this man’s name ? Yes; the Inspector-General has
advised me to give it up, and I will do so if you still press it.
_
336. It is quite possible we may decide to summon him as a witness ? If so he is bound to know exactly
23 Aug., 1888. who gave you the information and we will get nothing further from him.
337. Mr. Thompson.] We will not summon him directly ?, I can give precisely the same information as he
can. His word would go nowhere in a Court of Justice. His name is Dominic Lacerdo; he is a barber.
It is a positive fact that he does not know the name of the other conductor. When he applied for a
license he applied iu the name of Parkes, and it was refused. I have no further information to give at
present.
■
Constable
Stove.

Detective Hoskison called in, sworn,-and examined :—
Detective 338. President^] Your name and calling please ? My name is John Hoskison, and I am a detective in
Hoskison. the police force.
.
' -A-—^ 339. We have considered it very probable that you may, in the exercise of your oBScial duties, have come .
23 Aug., 1888. across information wdth regard to the tram-ticket frauds, and that you will no doubt be willing to impart
it to us ; and independently of this your name has been mentioned to us by a man of a somewhat
questionable character—Charles Cook,—who alleges that you have made use of him to endeavour to obtain
for vou information as to where tramway-tickets were being fraudulently sold ? As regards Cook, some
time ago, I cannot recollect the date I met him, and Ke told me about certain matters in connection with
the pilfering of tramway-tickets. He said that pilfering was going on, and told me how it was done. It
was done by the guards on the trams. I instructed him to find out if he could where these tickets were ,
being disposed of. He promised to do so, and he asked me if I thought I could get him some reward for
doing so. I mentioned the matter to Mr. Eoberts, of the Tramway Department, but it came second-hand.
The Department had already got the information. It is some two or three months ago. I mentioned it
to my superior officer first and then to Mr. Eoberts. Mr. Eoberts told me they were aware of the fact,
and the men were under surveillance at the time. I therefore let the matter drop, as I had plenty other
work on hand. I met Cook some time after. I reported the matter, and asked for a reward of £25 if I
succeeded in getting up a case for pilfering. I did not succeed in getting the offer, so the negotiations I
had with Cook fell through. I think the names of Eerrier and Musgrave were mentioned in connection
with the pilfering. Cook did not know where the tickets were being sold at that time, but the mode of
manipulating the registers was by using a piece of wire, a pin, or something. I have known Cook for five
or six years, He was under committal for a large jewellery robbery in Melbourne, but got out of it. He
was in”trouble here, and received a sentence for stealing, but he appealed, and the conviction was quashed.
340. Have you any idea whether he has been dealing in these tickets himself ? I could not say. I have
not gone into the matter.
341. Cook says he did take the matter up, and sold some tickets at an oyster-shop ? He was to get some
tickets. That was the understanding. He did not do so, because the thing lapsed.
_
_
342. Is this all that you know in connection with these frauds;—have you not known others in connection
with the matter ? No.
_
...
343. Have you had no communication with the Greeks, Italians, and other foreigners on the subject—■
Do you know Pietro Gaspardo ? I have known Gaspardo some seven years. He is an associate of thieves
and prostitutes. He is no good, but has never been convicted.
■
344. Do you know Masoora ? I noticed Masoora in a shop.
_
_
345. Mr. Brock.] Did you know Constantine Pappodocci? I did not. I have never been in his shop.
346. Mr. Thompson^] Did not Cook tell you that tickets were bought at these shops ? Yes, he did.
347. He gave you a list of places where these tickets were being sold ? No.
_
_
348. We understood him to say that he did so, and that he told you he had sold tickets at Constantine’s ?
No, he did not.
349. What conductors were spoken of as doing the pilfering ? Only Eerrier and Musgrave. I have
heard since of Eraser. I go a good deal into gambling-houses. I have never met any of these tramway
men in the gambling saloons. I have never been in the ;’ Evening Star ” hotel, Crown-street; I cannot
get into a regular gambling den or gaming-house ; they keep men posted on the look-out, and I am well
known to every one.
.
350. President.] Do you know a man named Hunt, a tobacconist, in Crown and Devonshire streets ?
Yes ; I know him by sight.
351. Have you seen Eraser in that house ? No ; I have not been there since I left that district.
352. Do you recollect Cook speaking to you about a man who was keeping his mother and whom he
wished you not to follow up? No.
353. Do you know a man living in East-street who is connected with these frauds ? No.
354. Dp you recollect Cook telling you not to follow up this man? No; I do not think this was
mentioned. He said the man had a lot of tram-tickets but did not say how much. He did not mention
the man’s name. I never met Cook at the corner of Eedfern and Elizabeth streets. I met him about the
23rd July coming from the races. I know Marshall’s, shop in Market-street, near Elizabeth-street. I
'
only
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only know Dick Marshall. There is a shop opposite Punch’s hotel. I never heard that £10 worth of Detective
tickets had been sold there for £8. I did not hear it in an indirect way from Detective Cockingham. I HosIubod.
do not know a Chinaman named Ah Ping or Ah Lung. I do not know a jeweller in Waverley named
Morgan. Cook has been up several times for welshing.
He is no good; he was arrested on a warrant 23 Aug., 1888.
for clearing out his goods without paving his rent, and he had to pay. He was in Lyndhurst-stre'et or
Talfourd-street, Glebe.

.

.
Alfred Martin called in, sworn, and examined :—
355. President] What is your name and the nature of your employment? Alfred Martin. I drive A. Maitin.
a cart.
.
y— ^ ^
356. Do you know Charles Cook, who keeps a shop in Liverpool-street ? I do.
23 Aug., 1888,
357. Have you had any dealings with him in tramway-tickets ? Not as far as I know.
358. Have you never bought tram-tickets from him or sold them to Mm ? No.
1
359. You had some conservation with Mm about tram-tickets ? I met Cook somewhere about tram-tickets.
360. Where was it, do you recollect ? I think it was at the liosehill Races. Dummett was with me.
Cook said to me, “ You know Dummett,” and I said, “ Yes ; I am well acquainted with him.” “ What
sort of a fellow is he,” asked Cook, “ Do you think he would buy any tram-tickets ?” I said, “ I did not
know.” I thought nothing more about it until 1 saw Dummett again. I then told him about it. I told
him I had been talking to Cook, and Cook asked me to mention it. Dummett told me he would have
nothing whatever to do with Cook.
.
. .
<
361. Do you know any of the tram conductbrs ? I know none.
'
362. Mr. Thompson.'] Did you not say to Dummett that Cook had some crooked tickets which he wanted
Dummett to sell, and did not Dummett say, “Can a duck swim?” No, I did not say so, nor did
Dummett use that expression. He said “I would not touch them with a 40-foot pole.”
363. How did you know the tickets were fraudulently come by ? Knowing the sort of man Cook is, I
thought they were crooked tickets. The stables are at Waverley, and I live at the Glebe.
' 364. Where are the stables ? Just opposite the park gates. '
■
365. What did Dummett say when you told him about Cook wanting him to buy these tickets ? He said
he would not have anything whatever to do with them.
'366. Did he not say, “ Can a duck swim?” I cannot say whether he did say so or not. T took no
notice of it.
•
~
367. Do you know a man named Grosvenor ? Yes, I do. He kept the shop that Dummett is in now.
368. Do you know whom he was in partnership with in that shop ? No.
1
369. Were you ever in the shop during his time ? Yes.
370. Do you know a man named Coll ? No, I do not.
371. Have you met Dummett in a gaffing school ? I have never seen Mm in one.
372. Do you know a man named Perrier, whose name has been mentioned in connection with these frauds ?
No.
‘
373. Have you been in Cook’s company at various places ? I have never been in his company.
.
374. Did not Cook call you on one occasion one of his “ ready bucks ?” Never.
375. How many of the Cooks do you know ? I only know Charley Cook.
'376. How did you know him? Because he was fighting one day; I was never in George-street with
George Cook ; I never stood anywhere with George Cook; I only know Charley,- I do not know where
he lives.
377. Do you often call in at Dummett’s ? Sometimes I go up to Dummett’s on Sundays ; I am out at 5 .
' o’clock to walk to my work, and by the time I get back again at night it is nearly 7 o’clock, and time
to go to bed, and I am quite ready for bed; I can play cards, euchre, and cribbage.
378. Can you play poker ? I cannot play poker; I cannot play pak-a-pu ; I do not know what it is.
379. Do you know Detective Hoskison ? I only know him by sight, and have never spoken to him.

George Masoora called in, and further examined through interpreter (Mr. Sotero) :—■
380. President^] We gave you until this morning to consider whether you would make a further statement ;•
what is the result ? I cannot tell you anything more than I did yesterday.
381. The information which we advised you yesterday was in our possession has since been strengthened
by other evidence ? I cannot understand what you want, I have already told you all I can tell you.
382. Do you deny having had any share in the proceeds of the sales of fraudulent tram-tickets ? I know
nothing at all about it. A lot of engineers, drivers, and conductors used to come in for drinks, but they
did not sell me tickets.
383. You persist in denying all knowledge of your late partner Constantine’s transactions ? Yes, I deny
it all.
384. You clearly understand that we have positive evidence that these purchases were made in your
presence, and yet you deny it ? Yes, I deny it.
*
385. Mr. Thompson7\ We were told that you made large profits from stolen tickets and nothing, else, and
that you and Constantine divided the profits ? I know nothing about it,
386. Mr. Erode7] How much did you get as your share ? I took £200 clear for sixteen months. I
paid £300 for one half of the property. I pay £4 per week rent. I built the place myself.
387. President.] It would take two years before you could get your money back ? How can it take two
years ? It is only half of this.
388. W© shall not give you another opportunity of coming before us? You can do what you like. If
you like I Will bring Constantine here.
389. How are you to get him ? I do not know whether he would come back or not. He might be back
in six months, or in three years, or not at all.

Lefteras

. <L
Maspora.
a-T'n
Aug., 1888.
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Lefteras Epaminondas called iu, sworn, and examined, through interpreter (Mr. Sotero):— '
1
390. President.'] Your name and ' occupation ?' Lefteras ’ Epaminondas’I work’at Domino’s'shop in '
Epamiaondos.
Oxford-street.’
'
.
391.
How
long
haAm’you
keen
working
there?
About
fouivmonths.
'
'
'
23 Aug., 1888.
392. Where did you work before that ? ' At Summer Hill.
’
’
'
393. Eor how long ? Five months.
394. Did you work in Constantine’s shop ? I worked four days in Constantine’s shop, when I pricked
my finger with a fish-bone and left.
.
■
395. What do you know about the tram-tickets sold there by conductors ? I do not know about selling
of tram-tickets.. I was in the kitchen cooking fish and prawns. I never served in the shop. I never '
was in where they sold. I never was in the shop when any one came to sell tickets. Masoora used
sometimes to go and sell tickets. He has no license now. Have been working at other places. Wais
sent with £1 to buy sheets. They gave no commission. That is all I have had to do with tram-tickets.
396. Whilst you were at Constantine’s or other places did you hear any talk about tram-tickets ? Know
nothing about it,—never heard it talked about.
.
.
....
397/ Do you know Nicholas Williams? I know Marcus, who succeeded Nicholas Williams ; I have often
been there ; I have a cousin living-there ; they sell tram-tickets ; my cousin is there'now; he has been
there about three weeks.
:
398. Mr. Erode.] Do you know Mr; Sotero’s’brother ? Yes.
• ,
'
399. President.] Have you told us all you know ? Yes. ■
.
'
'
400. Mr. Thompson.] You will be held harmless if you speak the truth ? This is all I know.
. l- :

' '
Janbpolis Vaselli called in, sworn, and examined, through interpreter (Mr. Sotero)
J. Vaselli. 401. President.] Where are you working ? Working.in Marcus’(Nicholas Williams) shop for three and
—'■——^ a half months.
.
‘
23 Aug., 1888. 402. Do you work all your time there? Yes, always there; came out from home and went there. .
■
403. Have you not been employed in Constantine and Masoora’s shop ?. I have never worked for either '
,
Masoora or for Constantine.
.
’ .
.
404.' Is it not a fact that you are half-time at Masoora’s ? . No.
■
.....
■
405. Wore you not on Monday last serving behind the counter at Masoora’s? A man was leaving .
Masoora’s on that day, and I went up to bid him good-bye, and came away again in my slippers and with
my coat off.
.
.
406. Where did you buy your tickets on that Monday ? Bought no tickets on Monday last,—Onlv went
’
up to see them ; used to buy them there before, but since the license was cancelled have not bought any
more tickets.
.
’.
,
,,
407. Mr. Brock.] Where did you buy your tickets ? Used to buy tickets from,Masoora, paying him £1.
Sometimes used to buy fr.om the grocer at the corner of the street; when out to get tobacco used to call
'
round.
.
408. President.] Why pay full price instead of going to the office and getting the discount? Never had
time to run to the office; always paid full price (£1) for them.
~
■
’
409. Did you not get a pound’s worth at Masoora’s for ,15s. or 17s. 6d. ? I gave a sovereign.
410: You know something about these tickets sold by the conductors—give us the information ? Never
heard of such a thing.
■
. .
.
’
.
.
411. Have you not had many conversations with Marcus about these frauds, or wdth Gaspardo ? I do not
.
knpAV anything at all about it.
’
.
412. Did not Marcus find fault with you yesterday for coming into the.shop when Moran was there?
We know' all about it, and you had better tell us, therefore. Do you not know that Marcus denied you
to Moran yesterday, and that you just then dropped in ? I was in the kitchen when Moran came, and he
came in from the kitchen.
.
■
,
. Marcus Alafousas called in and further examined:—

•

M.Alafousas. 413. President.] Do you know Wigg and Moran ? I know them.
. .
.
—• 414. For whom did they ask when they came yesterday ? For Yaselli first. ‘ I told them I had not seen
23 Aug., 18,88. him. It was 5 o’clock.
■

'' -

.

415. Did you not say that Yaselli had not been near the place all day ? ’ I never said so.’ I could not
understand who-was wanted. I-recollect Moran describing him. I'will swear I never said I did not
know him. ■ I said nothing to him when he came in. •

Janopolis Vaselli called in and further examined:—
.
.
J. Yaselli. 416.-iPreszYew#.] Do you know Gaspardo ? Ido.
•------------ 417. Did not Gaspardo tell you all about these tickets being bought from the conductors ? He never told
23 Aug., ISSS. ^e^ytp-jjjg a;bout it.
.
’
'
418. Did he not speak about Wigg and Moran ? No.
. ■
■
419. Did he not say they were two detectives from the Tramway office ? No. ’ " ’
■
420. Did he never speak to you at alFabout them ? No.
•
421. Did he tell you he was afraid of his life ?■ No.
Pietro Gaspardo called in and further examined :—•

-

President.] What did you tell Yaselli last Monday in Marcus’ shop ? -I' do not recollect telling him
anything.
. ,
.
■
23 Aug., 1888. 423. :Did you tell him that Moran and Wigg were detectives from the Tramway Department ? ’” I do not
recollect.
. .
. •
424. You told him something about these little goings on ? I do not recollect.
425. You did or you-did not? I am not sure I did nor I did not. I told another man, not this one.
This has come through Rochaix. , I told Moran I would come down and see him in a few minutes after I
, .
got dressed. I went in Wexford-street.
426.
P. Gaspardo.
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426. Did you not tell them that Marcus and his man, Vaselli, were watching them, and said that they V Gaspardo.
were detectives ? I do not know.
^
427. Did you not tell them that you were afraid of your life as Marcus and others suspected you of giving Aug., 1888.
information to the detectives, and that if your countrymen knew it you would not be able to stop in
Sydney ? I cannot say I said it or not.
■
.
.
428. What did you tell Eochaix ? I told Eochaix that it was a thing I could not prove and I cannot say
anything.
1
429. Do not Vaselli and Marcus know all about these ticket frauds? Marcus knows all—Vaselli nothing.
430. ilfr. Thompson,You told us the other day, before you gave us the information fully, that you
,
could give us all the information in three or four days. Can you give us more information now. Tell
us what Marcus knows ? I told you Marcus knew, because he was always talking about their business
with Masoora and Constantine, and Constantine was often at his place.
431. When you were there and they were all talking together what did they talk about? They never
talked about this affair in my presence.'
.
'
432. President^] How long were you with Constantine ? Five weeks t worked there. I was there more
than seven months but not constantly. . I slept there at night, but was never there during the day-time.
'
When I had my own shop in Albion-street I was not there at all. I was dealing outside in the day-time
after I gave up my shop, and was at Constantine’s at night. These fraudulently obtained tickets were
.
brought m in broad daylight in paper bags, a portmanteau, conductor’s bag. The tickets were thrown
down under the table.
’ ‘
.
433- Mr. Broclc.~], What time of day used they to bring these tickets? It was during summer and
winter at 3 30 p.m., and at 9'30 a.m. on Sunday. I have seen these times. They came three times.
434. What do you think they divided between them ? Constantine, Masoora, and the conductor divided
between them £2,880.
,
.
■
.
.
435. Mr. Thompson.} £20, £40, and £60 per week would make only £1,000 but you made it £2,880 ?
I cannot swear that they come to more than £1,000. It. is quite guess work.
.
,
Frederick Harris called in, sworn,-and examined:—
■
43t>. President.’} Your name, occupation, and residence ? Frederick Harris, hotelkeeper, 77 Morehead-1 F. Harris,
street, Eedfern.
i
■
437.’ We have been informed, and I may as well tell you at once that our information is of an absolute 23 Aug., 1838.
character, that you some time ago accepted a number of tram-tickets in payment for a grog score. Our
desire is not to punish you; in fact after this lapse of time you are not punishable by law, but we want l
the name of the conductor who paid his score with these tickets ? I am not sufficiently acquainted with
the tram conductors * I do not know any but Cates, who lives near me.
.
J
438. The man lived nearly opposite your hotel at that time, three years ago ? I do not know any one who
lived there then-.
.
.
,
. '
.
■
!
439. Mr. Thompson.} You recollect receiving the second-hand tram-tickets in payment of your score ?
"
I never received any tram-tickets in payment for a grog score.
440. Second-hand tram-tickets ? I never received second-hand tram-tickets ; it is a lie ; it was not done. I
■ .
441. President.} The grog score was 25s., and the payment was 40s. It is really useless to deny it ? It S
is a lie ■, I never allow more than 2s. to run a week, and I never take tram-tickets.
442. It is very difficult, I expect, sometimes to collect grog scores, and for this reason you were doubtless
glad to get paid in any shape ? I have, now and again taken a tram-ticket in part payment for a drink,
but these are the only tram-tickets I have received in my life, and even this I have done against my will ■ ’
I have no use for tickets; I use the ’bus much oftener than the tram. Will you say who the person was
who gave you this information ? .
. ,
.
'
1
443. UTr. Thompson^} Ho; we have exactly the same objection to doing that as we have to giving the I
conductor your name. How long have you been in your present house ? Eleven years.
°
:
444. Where wrere you previously ? In Waterloo. I have never allowed a man to run up 25s. for liquor
445. President.} Did you not keep an hotel at the corner of Elizabeth and Belvoir streets, Eedfern ? Ho!
446. Do you recollect speaking to Mr. Eoberts about a dog ? I did not keep that public-house when I
spoke to him about the dog.
...
447. Mr. Brook.} Give us the name of the man who gave you the tickets ? I never got them.

Thomas Mulligan called in, sworn, and examined:—
448. President.} What is your name ? Thomas Mulligan.
T
449. How are you employed ? . I am working for myself.
.
.
Mulligan.
4i50'
are given to understancl-that y°u know something about these tram frauds ? I have heard about ,-----'-----,
them, but I can give you no information. I have told no one that I could give information.
23-Aug., 1888
451. Mr. Thompson!] Who asked you to give information ? Mr. Eoberts asked me. I have never
mentioned to Conductor Laney that I could give information.
•
452. ■ Do you know Musgrave ? Ho.
'
'
453. President.} Do. you know Marcus ? Yes. I have worked for Marcus,—serving in the shop, opening *
oysters, running messages, or doing anything that was wanted. I left about twelve weeks ago. He got
his.tickets froni Hardy s, the grocer. X do not know why he got them there. I went to get them sometimess. I haye never got any at Constantine Pappodocci’s. I have never got any tickets from the post
office. I always paid full value for the tickets, and got no commission. He simply got them because
customers asked for them. I have never heard the Greeks or Italians talking about the frauds. I never
saw anything there to lead me to suppose that anything improper was being carried on. I never saw
anybody there selling tram-tickets. I left there on some holiday, about thirteen weeks ago. It was
about Queen s Birthday. I was there about the early part of April. I never saw any tickets sold there
by anybody. I do not know any of the Greek fellows. I never met or associated with the Greeks. I
know, no language except my own. Marcus kept a lodging house. People paid for beds and went
.
away m the morning. I used to sleep in the shop. I know a lot of the conductors. I have heard
several of them talking about it, saying that there was nothing in it. They said, “ I have heard so-and-so
was

]
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Mulligan.

was making £10, £9, or £8 per week. These were different conductors whose names I am not acquainted
with; I know them by sight on account of my travelling on the trams to solicit orders for wood and coal.
. -18gg. I cannot identify any of them. I have never taken any interest in the matter, and I have never noticed
’ any of the conductors humbugging their registers.
454. J/r Brock.'] Do you not know anything more about it than you have told us. ? No.
455. Do you know any conductors who are selling tickets ? No.
456. Can you not identify some of those whom you have heard speaking about the frauds ? No.
457. President.] You have frequently seen conductors at Marcus’ shop ? I have seen conductors having
refreshments in the place and then going away afterwards. I have never seen Musgrave. I know Eerrier;
have seen him once. I know Eraser and Greeley ; I have seen them on the trams. I have never seen
Gaspardo with Eerrier. I saw one man, but I do not know his name; he is a tall,dark man, shaved, about
36 years of age, but I cannot say what line he travels on. I go a good deal on the Waverley line.
Eerrier was not on the trams when I saw him in the shop. This was about fourteen days before the
24th May.
'

Marcus Alafousas called in and further examined:—
458. President^] Do you know Pietro Gaspardo ? Yes, I know him well; about 11 years.
Alafousas. 459. Have you had any conversation with him on the subject of these tickets ? None.
23 An 1888
^r'
We are told that you spoke a good many times to him about the frauds? Never ha.d
u®'’ s' any conversation with him nor with Constantine about them.
461. Do you know Constantine ? I knew Constantine well but had not been in his shop for some time
before he went away.
462. Have you had any conversations with Masoora about this matter ? No.
463. Mr. Thompson.] What was your license stopped for ? I have my license yet and I do not know that
it is stopped.
464. Mr. Brock.] Is your name Nicholas Williams ? No. My name is Marcus Alafousas. I have no
license now. I went by the name of Nicholas Williams, because that was the name on the shop.
465. How long is it since the license was cancelled ? About three weeks.
466. Do you know why the license was cancelled? No. I got a paper and I cannot read English, A
'
gentleman who was there said it was to stop the license and I could sell no more tickets.
467. President.] It was cancelled because you were selling these improper tickets ? You used to buy
these tickets from Constantine and Masoora and you sold a lot of loose tickets ? No. I do not remem
ber selling a lot of loose tickets to Moran. I cannot say if he tore the sections or not.
468. Did not conductors come in to your place late at night for coffee and oysters ? They might do so
but I do not remember them.
469. President?] You have made up your mind to tell nothing ; now we know exactly what information
you can give ? I know nothing more.
■
'
470. Mr. Brock?] We know you have committed perjury, and you may be sent to gaol ? I do not.
471. Mr. Thompson?] There are no less than two witnesses who deny what he says, and say that he knows
all about this matter—and if he does not tell the truth he may be sent to gaol ? I know nothing about it.
472. You were very often at Constantine’s shop ? I only went about once a week.
473. Why did you buy tickets at Constantine’s instead of going to the office ? Because I sold so few,
and lately only about £1 worth a week.
Since the other Italian shop in Elizabeth-street and the barber
shop came in opposition, I have sold very few.
474. Mr. Brock?] How long ago is it since you bought tickets from the Post Office ? About eighteen
months. I have bought all my other tickets from the shops; the grocer’s at the corner, and other shops,
I have not sold tickets this last three weeks.
475. Mr. Thompson.] We are going to examine all the conductors and guards, and if we find from them
that you do know anything and have had anything to do with these frauds, you will surely be prosecuted
for perjury ? I cannot help it.
M.

FRIDAY, 24 AUGUST, 1888.
frmnt:—

A. RICHARDSON,
E. W. THOMPSON, Esq., M.P.,

|

.

Esq., President.
E. A. BEOCE, Esq,, J.P,

'

Ah Hum called in, sworn, and examined through interpreter:—

Ah Lum. 476. President?] Have you been naturalized ? Yes.
-----. 477. Are you able to understand the nature of the oath you have taken ? Yes.
24Aug., 1888. 478. What is your occupation ? I am a storekeeper.
479. How long have you been in the Colony ? It is over twenty years since I first came here, but I haye
been backwards and forwards.
* 48.0. Yet you are unable to speak English ? I can speak a few words.
481. Only a few words—yet you have been here twenty years ? I understand a little of business language
that is all.
’
.
482. We have sent for you because we understand that you can give us some information as to tickets
having been sold by a tram conductor either to yourself dr to others of whom you may know ? I do not
know of any tickets having been sold to any other Chinaman, but I met a man in the street and bought
some off him once.
483. How long ago ? About two months ago.
484. Where did you meet this man ? In Bathurst-street, near the Park.
485. Will you tell us exactly what took place on the occasion to which you refer ? I had come in from
Waterloo in the tram, and 1 got out at Park-street. A man walked up to me and said, “ Do you want
any tram tickets ?”
486. Had the man who spoke to you come in with you in the car from Waterloo ? No.
487.
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48^. Then we are to understand that you saw nothing of this man until you got off the tram at Bathurst- Ah Lum.
street? Yes.
_
488. "Without any previous conversation or previous knowledge he came up to you and asked you to buy 24Aug., 1888.
tram-tickets;—is that so ? I was not previously acquainted with the man, but no doubt he had often seen
me riding in the tram.
,
489. Why is it likely that he would have seen you so often riding in the tram ? Because I have come in
and out from Waterloo in the tram very often.
490. Did you know the man who spoke to you to be a conductor of a Waterloo tram ? I know that he
was on the Waterloo line.
'
491. You say he asked you to buy some tram-tickets
did he show you how many ; did he ask you how
many you wished to buy, or what did he do ? He showed me some tram-tickets. I asked him how many
there were, and he said 200.
492. Well, what did he want for them ? He asked me 18s., and I said that I would not give him more
than 12s. I then walked away, but the man came after me and said that he would take the 12s., as he
wanted money particularly.
493. Did you conduct the transaction in the street or did you go inside anywhere ? We stood by the
side of the street.
494. How much money did you hand him ? 12s.
495. For the 200 tickets ? I do not know exactly how many there were. The man said there were 200,
and I took his word for it. I do not think he counted them ; I think he guessed the number.
•
496. Did you not count them afterwards ? No ; I used them from time to time as I wanted them.
497. Were the tickets single. Were there two together, or how were they ? They were in fours at the ■
■
most, but many were in ones and twos.
.
■ ^
498. Do you really mean to tell us that this was the beginning and end of your transactions of this
character ? I have bought no tickets since then. I have been'up the country a good deal.
49.9. When you got on to this conductor’s tram again, did you not have some conversation with him on
the subject? No.
■
500. Did you not even say good morning or good evening to him when you saw him again on the tram ?
Sometimes ; but I may not always have been upon his tram.
■
501. Did you not remember the man at all. As a matter of fact what did happen when you got on to
his tram again ? When I got on to his tram I could see of course that he was a conductor.
502. Will you swear that you did not know that before ? I did not. He was wearing plain clothes when
I bought the tickets from him.
503. What do you imagine led this man to ofter you tram-tickets for sale ? I suppose he had often seen
'
.
me riding on the trams.
504. Do you know whether this conductor is still upon the Waterloo run? I have not seen him during
the past few days.
505. When did you last see him ? A few days ago.
506. Would you have any difficulty in pointing him out to us? It was between 9 and 10 o’clock at
night when I bought the tickets, and it is quite possible that I might make a mistake. '
507. But was it night time when you saw him a few days ago ? A few days ago when I saw him I said
to myself, “ That is the man who sold me the tickets.”
,
.
•
508. Ha:d you not seen this man frequently before you bought the tickets from him ? After I had
bought the tickets when I first saw the man I imagined that he was the same.
509. You saw him afterwards several times, and the last time a few days ago ? He has looked to me to
be the same man, but I have never spoken to him.
510. Will you describe him ? He is not very stout.
511. What is the color of his hair. Is it brown or black ? I could not say what color his hair is.
512. Yet you say that you have often seen him on the tram? Yes ; but he has always worn his hat.
513. What was the colour of his beard. Had he a beard ? He had no beard. I think he had a mous
tache, but I forget whether he had any hair on the chin or not.
•
-514. But you say you often saw the man before you bought the tickets. Surely you must have noticed
these things ? I do not remember the man well before I bought the tickets. 1 did not remember that it
was the same man until I saw him again on the tram. Then I noticed that he looked like the man who
had sold me the tickets.
515. I must remind you that you have taken an oath to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth. Now do you not know perfectly well that it was the same man ? I have not seen the man
during the last few days, but a few days ago I saw a man on the tram whom I thought very like the man
of whom I had bought the tickets.
516. That is not answering my question. We expect you to tell us the truth. Do you not know per-,
fectly well that the man you saw on the tram was the man who had sold you the tickets ? If I saw the
man again I might be able to point him out.
.
517. Now please describe to us the man you saw a few days ago. Was he tall or short, stout or thin.
WTiat was the colour of his beard, and so forth ? The man was pretty tall and thin. He had a thin face.
I believe he had no hair on the chin, but I am not certain.
518. About what age was he ? I should think between 30 and 40.
519. Is he a red-faced man or a pale man ? I did not take particular notice. .
520. Do you know Gouldtown ? Yes.
521. Is he a red-faced man or a pale man ? I did not notice.
522. Do you know a man whom Gouldtown summoned ? Yes; I might know him.
523. You have not been speaking to him ? No.
524. Would you know him if you saw him now ? I think I might.
525. Do you know a conductor named Paddy ? No; I do not know the name.
.
526. Do you know Ah Ping ? There are a number of Ah Pings. I do not know which one you mean.
527. I mean the one at Pitt Place ? There are two Ah Pings at Pitt Place; one a tobacco agent, and the
other a storekeeper.
.
.
528. With whom do you live at Pitt Place ? I sleep at Ah Ping’s, the tobacco agent’s,' and board with
Ah Ping, the storekeeper.
.
529/ Are you in the habit of selling tram-tickets to your own countrymen ? No ; I used all the tickets
I bought for myself, and I have bought many sixpence and shilling’s worth besides,
530,
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Ah Lum.

530. Have you uot been in the habit of buying tickets from three conductors at the rate of 30s. worth
for£l? lsTo.
•
■
■
•Aug., 1888. 53]^ Have you made any overtures to three tram conductors to sell you tickets ? . No.
.
532. We are in possession of evidence to the effect that you did do so ? Then it is not true. .
.
533. We have also heard that you wanted these tickets in order that you might sell them at fan-tan houses ?
I used all the tickets I bought for myself.
' .
534. Do you mean to swear that you have bought no tickets at the rate of £1 for 30s. worth ? ...Tes, I do.
535. Is it not rather strange that having made one purchase of tram-tickets in this way you should hot
have been on the look out for any more ? I am often travelling to and from the country on business, and
I have not required the tickets.
_
'
.
536. But you said just now that you used a large number of tickets, and that you were constantly buying
' Cd. and Is. worth ? Tes, that is true ; I have bought many tickets from the fruit-shop down below here.
537. When you had found such a convenient market is it not rather strange that you should not make
• use of it again ? I did not want particularly to buy tickets, but they were offered to me cheap and I
bought them.
.
' .
.
538. The object of this inquiry is not to reach you in any way ; it is to bring to light persons who have
been robbing the G-overnment ? I cannot say that I have bought more tickets than I have bought. I
cannot speak of things I know nothing about.
_
.
• ,
539. Is it true that you are a gambler ? I have a store at Mundala, and if you do not believe me you
can go to people in Sydney with whom I deal. I can refer you to Sullivan and Norton Bros.
540. Did you ever sell any tickets to Lee Kee ? No.
541. What name did you give to Moran at the police court ? I understood that he wanted my address
and I told him to inquire at Ah Ping’s.
. .
542. We want you to identify the man who sold you the tickets ? Then it had better be within the next
fortnight, because I shall be returning to my business in the country at the end of that time.
543. The Commission are not altogether satisfied with your denial that you speak English. . We have
every reason to believe that you can speak English very well indeed P I can speak a little.
544. Tou understand it perfectly well ? I understand some of the questions I have been asked to-day
but not all.
■
.
Driver John Graham called in, sworn, and examined :—

.

.

Driver
545. President.'] Tou are not surprised, I presume, that the Commission should have sent for you. having
J. Graham, in view the evidence which you have already given before the Department ? No.
■
24‘Aug., 1888.

546. Tou have already given evidence which goes a long way to convict certain of the employees of
malpractices ? Tes.
■
_ _
547. By what we have heard from other sources as well as from your own evidence we are of opinion that
there is a great deal more that you could tell us. Now I have to request that you will give us the fullest
information; that you reserve nothing. If you do so your -own chances and your own case will be all
the better. As your evidence now stand's there can be no doubt whatever that you did not at once and
immediately give information to the officers of your department that you knew that frauds w;ere actually
going on ; that is to say, you knew of frauds going on for a considerable time before you gave any notice
of them; and it is not clear that at last you informed the Government detective from the very purest and
best of motives. We have an idea that you gave the information to a certain extent, because you thought
that if you did' not everything would be found out, and that you yourself would be found to be in
complicity with others; however that may be, your wisest and best course with us, is to give us all the
information you possibly can ? I shall be glad to do so.
.
• ,
548. I may also, say that if in your information you disclose facts which connect you with the frauds or
render vou liable for complicity in them, the Commission have power to say that no criminal prosecution
will be made against you. We do not say that your position is such, but we think it well to let you
know how you stand. We advise you to give us the fullest information, in your power. It will be better
for you I think to give us the story in your own words, with, if possible, more explicit information than you
gave before the departmental inquiry; will you for instance give us the dates ? That is what I cannot do';.
I did not take any particular notice of the dates.
549. Will you tell us what you know ? When I first became aware of what was going on I was on the
Waverley run.
550. How long ago was that? It might be seven or eight months ; I could not say within a short time.
551. What did you then discover or see P 'Conductor Musgrave came on to my engine and asked me for
a piece of wire; I gave it to him, and he put it iu the bell-pull. I asked him what it was for; he had put
it in a little hole between the pull and the register itself.
'
552. What is the hole there for ? 1 do not know. It is a little oblong hole, and it is connected with
something inside. I think I asked him what the wire was for. He did not altogether tell me then. In
a subsequent conversation he told me that it stopped the bell from ringing or registering.
553. How long afterwards was it that lie told you ? On the same day. He illustrated it to me. He
collected a car-full of tickets just to show me how it was done. He put the wire in in my presence and
the pull only registered one. When he had collected the car-full of tickets he came up to the engine just
to show me that the register had not moved although he had collected all the fares.
554. Did he show you the tickets he had collected P No ; but I know that he had them in a separate
part of his bag.
■
555. Did he tell you what he was going to do with them ?. He told me that they were as good as 16s.
for a pound’s worth to him.
,
1
556. He came to you for this bit of wire because he had not the pin which he had been using ? Tes, I
suppose so.
• •
557. Not having his piece of wire with him he could not go on with his trade and he wanted you to give
him a piece to serve his purpose ? Tes.
558. Did he say how long he had been up to this business ? He did not tell me then, but afterwards ho
told me that he commenced to do it after he had been on the tramways a fortnight.
559. Did he say what he had made by it up to that time altogether? lie never told me what he had,
made. At one time he was dismissed with some other hands for a short period, and he told me that
during that time his being off was as good-as £400 or £500 out of his pocket.
'
■
560. When did he tell you that? . When he was-on again.
....
'
. SQL
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561. Did he tell you of any others in the same thing with him ? He neveractually told m6 ofotWs1;
. Driver, .
but I was led to believe from his talk that there were some more in it
-J. Graham.
562 Did you never ask him? I did not ask him, but I felt pretty certain that Fraser was in it. I sus
pected Fraser myself and Musgrave did not say yes” or “ no.”
'
24 Aug., 1888.
564 But v^wtre^H^fi^^rf11611 ? T<T5
he did not give-me anyanswer 5 homerely smiled. '
Ub4. Mut you were satisfaed that your conclusion was correct P Tes
J
565. Did you catch Fraser at it ? No.
’
’
_
'
bufF^Ser^nrmerbyS0^61’
t0 y°U " did y°U name
otters to
1 mentioned none,
“e if iSTJ^S1 *** 1 Can ^n0 t0 ^
569.
570.
571.
’ wq‘

heoftea

are y°u rmming now ? On the Waverley line.
Did Musgrave name O’Donnell to you ? No.
.
Do you know him ? Tes.
*
What line is he on ? He is a spare conductor.
Sf! y°U ever °bserve<1 anything of this kind when you have been running with O’Donnell P

matter

1

No

Ileanng that I knew something about them he asked me what I really knew of the

575‘ ™ whatdid rSTorP^H.01116 ^ abou\bimsf> I oppose ? That did not occur to me then;
surine inshirand that wantJ^
i? T f
tbe reglsters. He said that there was a little

thf hole

„“g

^ ** “ ^ “d •*- « * I>“ ™

dLtiv0", ?Ta„ tSSlf ™ XSb? f°r '“>me

P“‘

be£ore 70,1 me,‘*ioned “t0 toe o£ ‘h8

SS'
5S0.
599
o82.

S0W l0ng do y0U SUiI)-p0ren?
a month or six weeks; I am not positive.
Musgrave gave you ms full confidence ? Yes
^
St?0 yr think made biom doT 80 ? Tbat is wbat I could not say.
Did he make you any offer ? No.
J
•
5® dkd n®^ 0®er t° share any of the takings with you ? No
584. 1 ou were never a conductor ? No.
'
d°T
^bknb cause<t Musgrave, a conductor, to come to you, a driver and oive vou his
H S ,»
™7;olZSe‘oSo?Um ‘0ge‘to 5,1 tl,e
587. You know it could not have been the fact of Musgrave wanting a piece of wire which led him to

“do”betL'
588. Why ? I could not say.
589. Merely because you were friends, you think ?
you'-

116761

^? d

£

I suppose so.

'

y?? any ProP°sal OT offer-that he did not, for instance, say to
S”? NOti" tl“‘
have said:

mide^aiiy^iuch proposition^’ “ Y°° l“P ^ “Cret> "d “ "" bo “U lhe be“«r £o'
M *“ 8oi"g»** •*«* “ "«*»

H. never
j»

~a..«T'

bL3’

tte? le/ y°n t0Tmake a disclosure to one of the detectives ? Tes.
Wttb t y°P vuni! Vu 1 ^ad been talking over tbe affair m spare time.
°95' mt1™ wbom ^ With other drivers and firemen.
596.. Then you broke your confidence almost at once? Well, I did not disclose anv names I was
Sotlfr mdTttawl™ "'1, " "T r °isH “ ,,le
^ ™e hiking »bout one thing »nd
on-tLt ftnewnU
°tP
' *P"8 "0t P“Jms- 1 tl,e“ “id ‘h** 1 W ''h“‘ ™ “™d
IS S he^dw'fte?/ S ““

“ h6 lMW le W°“ld S™

S 1““!?ntSL tSnf"Not™ 1“

•

PU‘ S0me0“, °" tte l™*:

cno'
cogit^ed over the matter for some time longer? Tes.
. .
hadVouVn/quarref withSsgr^T^M7011 deCi<le t0 tak6 ttiS aCti°n ^ tbinkillg'tbe

'

^
°''er-

rou wn y°rrm,enlion tbe matter to anyone else ? I told conductor Keen.
;;bat dld be say wten you told him? He did not believe me.
‘
With ^ driTerS °n tbe Subject ? Tes>1 remember speak^ t0 ***
^ben ?. About the same time—that is, within a few days.
dMot?he mlE?8 fel™ ” t'1"e m“‘H “ the C“6
^ T™

'
made up yonr mind to

608. You spoke, I believe, to Mr. Moran ? Yes.
you tf'brSTouT'Lofitt^^TlrTn LaVf ?,reSSed uPon J°?T mind at.tbat particular time inducing
trams beinn nlaced in Hip hnnH ’ f
ad been talkmS *° some °f the men in the department about the ■
trams being placed in the hands of a company because they were not paying. I had often heard Musnrive •
srp^sTw&^ot,rv,N? wondf ^don,t pay’”aSd 1 Su,ngfii^t
.
,t '
,
• ,
lodoo dfit

p

1®n ^ ou ieard Musgrave make this remark, as you say in conversation with others did
“d W“‘ to know what be meant ?d Tb.j did not oeem to toko pSn"

nio' Thbey dld,uot ask'Musgrave why the trams did not pay ? No.
•
nfflH„r!irmSAbeSe Srf WerjS^rberl you were keePing this matter not altogether to yourself but from
pfficjai report how often did Musgrave see you and converse with you ? Only occasionally.
613
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613. He was your conductor ? At times. I was then a special driver.
J. (Jraham. 614. How often did he come to you and say, “How, whatever you do, Jack, don’t he pitching?” Not
> once.
_
24 Aug., 1888.
Jjq himself never appear anxious to know if you were keeping the thing to yourself ? No. At
different times he told me more in connection with the matter—how they were doing it, and how long
they had been doing it, and so forth.
_
_
616. Did he tell you in these conversations how much he was making on particular days or how much a
week ? No ; hut I remember that he once held up the wire and said that it was as good as a tenner a
week to him.
617. This was while you were keeping his confidence ? While he thought I was.
_
618. Tou have not said how it was that you came to make this statement to Moran ? Through talking
to somany others about it I knew how the frauds were carried on, and they all advised me to say something
about it. My fireman, Eeid, and myself were always talking about it. I did not like to take it to the
Department myself. I thought to myself, “ I will do it quietly. I will put the detectives on the track
and let them discover it for themselves, so that I should not be brougTit into the affair.”
_
619. Why did you not want to he brought into the affair ? Because Musgrave had told me about it.
620. Did he tell you about it in this ready manner without making you promise or swear that you would
never divulge it ? Not then. He has since said to me, “ Never, for God’s sake, tell anyone.” He may
often have said that since, and I have said in reply, I dare say, “ Oh, that’s all right,” or “ 1 have nothing
to do with it,” passing it off in that way.
_
_
_ _
621. Did it never occur to you that in answering him in that way you were placing yourself in complicity
with Musgrave ? No.
622. Suppose that a man came up to you and confessed that he had committed a murder or had robbed
a bank, what would you do ? I should tell somebody about it.
623. If you did not would you not consider that you were liable to be taken up as an accessory ? I do
not think so. Why should I, because a man told me that he had committed a crime ?
624. Perhaps you would not be an accessory in the eye of the law, but in this instance you actually gave
Musgrave an instrument, with the aid of which you knew that he was about to commit a fraud ? Tes.
625. Knowing that you had done that you did not hesitate an hour or a day, you hesitated weeks, and I
think I shall be able to show months, before you considered it necessary to disclose the fact to the
authorities ? Tes.
626. And you saw Musgrave robbing tbe Department again and again ? I cannot say that.
627. But you knew that he was doing it ? Tes.
_
_
,
628. Now, as a matter of fact, did not Moran himself bring up this subject of the frauds in conversation
with you, and was it not that which led to you making the disclosures you did ? I do not think so. I
think I told Moran that there was something crooked going on in the Department, or words to that effect.
629. Did not Moran come to you and say, “ Graham, some crooked things are going on in this Depart
ment, and I believe you know something about them” ? I do not remember.
630. Will you swear that he did not say that ? I will not swear it.
_
_
631. But you do not think it was so ? I do not think so. The conversation to which I am referring
occurred in a car when I was on my way out to Waterloo. Moran was going the same way.
632. Tou perhaps remember that he commenced to talk to you about crooked dealings and frauds in the
Department, and did he not afterwards say to you, “ Graham, I believe you know something about it” ?
I do not recollect his saying so.
633. Tou told Moran, either on his suggestion or on your own suggestion, what you have told us-—what
happened further, do you remember ? Nothing more than that. I knew that the thing was going on
just the same as it had been before, that was all.
634. Tou knew that the frauds were continued ? Tes.
635. For how long were they continued to your knowledge ? Until the whole thing came out.
636. Seven months ago you were asked for this wire to enable these men to rob the Government?
Musgrave did not say that the wire was to enable him to roh the Government.
637. But you knew that he did rob the Government ? I found it out afterwards. He showed me what
he did with the wire afterwards.
638. About six months afterwards you told Moran ? About that.
639,. How long after that did these frauds go on to your knowledge ? Until it came out.
640. How long ago is that ? About a month ago.
_
641. This was going on about four months after you told Moran about it;—you knew that it was going
on ? Tes.
...
642. During that time were you not seized with the feeling that although you had given information, and
' nothing had come of it, you might have done something more in the matter; did you give any names
to Moran ? I thought that when I had mentioned the matter to Moran that was all that was necessary.
643. Although you had not given any names ? I gave the names afterwards. I first suggested a plan to
Moran by which he might find out what be wanted.
644. How long afterwards was it that you told Moran the names ? I do not quite remember.
645. Did he ask you for the names in the first instance ? I do not think he did.
646. Can’t you give us some idea of how long afterwards it was when you gave him names ? It might
have been a few days or a week afterwards.
647. Tou still saw this business going on ? I did not know that it was going on.
648. But you saw the pins in the registers ; you must have known that it was going on ? Tes.
649. Tou saw this repeatedly going on, yet it never occurred to you to press the matter further and see
what could be done so that this continual robbery might be stopped ? 1 thought that when I had told
Moran that that was all that was necessary.
650. But you saw the robbery still going on, so that it could not have been all that was necessary ; you
saw the pin used; you saw the different compartments in the bags; you knew that Musgrave was
making so much money out of the Government every day of his life, and yet you took no further steps ?
I thought I had done all that was necessary. At first I suggested to Moran that if he tried some of the
bells he would find that they, were defective, but he said that the bells would be tried in the office.
651. Tou being so much in Musgrave’s confidence, when did he first know that you had broken that
confidence and had split on him ? He did not know until my name was published in the papers.
652.
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652. Till you had given your evidence before the Department ? No.
.
653. Do you ever see him now ? No.
•
J^Grpham.
654. Have you seen him since giving your evidence? No.
_
24±U20888‘
655. He never challenged you with meanness or anything of that kind ? No one knows what I have said
g'’
*
beyond what has been seen in the papers. But one morning, just after the thing came out about Eerrier
and Greeley, he came to me on the engine and said, “ Eerrier has been making a mess Of it.”
656. That was before he was dismissed P Yes; he was not dismissed until I had given my evidence.
657. "What interval was there between Eerrier’s dismissal and Musgrave’s dismissal ? Musgrave was
dismissed about a fortnight afterwards. I think I had not given my evidence. ,
.
658. Did he tell you that he had told Mr. Roberts something about the matter P He said he had gone
to him about two months ago and had told him that the bells could be rigged. He knew before it was
' publicly known iu the Department—I suppose from someone in the ofEce—that Eerrier had been caught,
and; before the matter came to him, he wanted to tell Mr. Roberts. Musgrave must have got the informa
tion out of the office—I think he got it from Colls—that is, that Eerrier had got into trouble.
659. And to make himself right, as he imagined, he told a cock-and-bull-story to Mr. Roberts ? I have
heard him say that he could not get caught, because if anything went wrong he could always get a wink'
from the office.
.
660. You have told us of your last interview with Musgrave; he has not been near you since ? No but
I have heard that he has been inquiring for me. Since I gave my evidence before the Department I have
been away on my holidays.
..
661. I want to know now from yon have you seen Eraser since he left? Several times. ‘
.
.
662. What have you conversed about, in connection with this business'—what have you said together ?
We have had various conversations about it.
.
. _
663. Briefly, what has been the purport of those conversations ? I never told him that I had told any
thing about him. He knew that I knew something of the affair, but he did not know that I knew he was
implicated in it, and I did not tell him.
664. You are sure he did not guess that you knew ? I am almost sure he did not.
/
665. Did he not ask you to be most careful about what you said of him ? No.
666. Will you swear that ? I will swear it.
_
_
667. Has he sought these interviews with you or have you’sought him out ? They have been accidental
meetings.
.
.
.
'
668. Where have you met ? At the Botany handicap, and at the Crown-street pomts m Oxford-street
on one occasion. Last Saturday night he came to me and asked me a question.
669. What question ? He asked me if I had told Moran, that I went to a shop with him when he was
going to sell some tickets.
■
•
(i70. That was not an accidental meeting ? No ; he came to me on the engine.
.
671. What line was Eraser on ? He was a spare conductor.
.
.
.
.'
672. He often ran with you ? Occasionally.
_
673. When did he commence this game ? That I cannot say. Musgrave told me that he had given him
£50,-or one half of the first £100 worth of tickets, to know how it was done. Musgrave put Eraser’s
register so that it would cheat, but he did not give him the cue. He did not give him the secret because
if he had done so Eraser would have been able to use it as often as he wanted. Of course Fraser could
always have done it with the same bell once the bell had been rigged—that is, if it were not altered at
the office.
■
■
.
.
.
..
674. But there was always the risk that the repairer would get the bell into his hands, and would put the
spring right? Eraser would then be unable to manipulate the bell until he had been to Musgrave again,
•sO that at last there was an agreement that Eraser was to be put in possession of the same information
as Musgrave possessed ? Yes.
.
•
' 675. And for this information this payment of £50 worth of tickets was to be made. Is that how .the
matter stood? Yes; I think so..
.
_
.
.
676. How long is it since Musgrave rigged Eraser’s bell for him ? That I could not say.
_. _ . .
677. How long is it since Musgrave told you that he had done so ? He did not tell me when he did it; but
sometime afterwards he told me that Eraser was doing it.
•. _
.
678. You want us to believe that being in the habit of selling this secret for £50 he imparted it to you
for nothing ? I suppose he did not think that I was sufficiently interested totake any notice. Hetoldine after
wards that he had been to Mr. Roberts’ office and had told him; but that Roberts would not believe him. ■
679. When you yourself told Moran about it did he refuse to believe you ? No, I do not think he did.
680. Do you know what steps he took ? I do not.
_
......
681. You had subsequent conversations with him had you not ? Yes. When I told him the names of
those whom I knew were implicated, 1 said that at any time he liked I could point out Musgrave to him
wdth his pocket full of. tickets.
682. You told Moran other names than those you have yet mentioned to us; we should like to have those
as well ? . I cannot remember any more at this moment. _
683. We have the names of Musgrave, Eraser, and Eerrier. You told Moran of others you suspected ;—
will you give us the names .of those other persons ? I could not rest my suspicion on any one in
particular.
_
684. Did you not tell Moran that you suspected certain persons ? I do not remember it.
685. Do you often meet Eraser at night ? No.
686. Do you know what Eraser frequently does at night? No.
687. Are you not aware-that Eraser visits gambling rooms ? Yes ; I believe he does occasionally.
688. Have you never met him in such places yourselt ? Never.
689. You are sure of that? Positive.
.
- ,
690. Mr. 3rock.~\ Do you know, as a matter of fact, that Eraser has lost large sums of money m gambling
rooms ? I have heard so.
691. You yourself bet pretty heavily at the Botany handicaps—do you not ? No.
692. You are there continually? Yes ; but I generally go there wdth the engine. _
. . . ■
693. President.'] Did you express sorrow7 to any one with regard to Eraser having heard that he would
be implicated? No.
..
v nvr
6
694. Did you not say that you were sorry for Eraser, because he had been dragged into it by Musgrave.
I do not remember saying anything of the sort.
695-
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095. Yo'tf k-Sow pretty well what Musgrave did make out of it ? I do not know altogether ; I could.
J-. Graham. ■ no£
. .
.
2^A_^1888
y°U no't say that you thought Praser had made as much money out of it as Musgrave ? I do
ug'’
8‘ not remember saying so'.
•
697. How long was it from the time Musgrave was paid off at the reduction of hands until the time he
was taken on again ? I could not say.
'
~
698. Have you any idea of the time ? It .was some months.
'
'
' 699. You knew that he could make £500 in that period ? I did not know that, but he said that his being
off during that period was as good as the loss of £500 to him.
.
.
'700; How long was he altogether at the work ? He told me from a fortnight after he joined the
Department.
.
.
.
701. Estimating then that he could have made £500 during the period of his dismissal, we can form some
idea of the sum he made ? He told me at one time that he was thinking of purchasing a public-house at
the corner of Hegent-street and Parramatta-street, and that there was: only £100 or so difference between
his offer and the sum wanted.
.
702. Did he make a cash offer ? I think so.
703. Do you know what the price asked was ? I could, not say. He told me he thought of taking a,public-house. This was before he left the Department.
704. Was he not interested in some shop-in Newtown ? He said so.
705. What shop—do you know ? I could not say.
706. Did you never find out ? No.
.
707. In fact you took very little interest in the matter, either as regarded yourself or the Department ?
I did not think I could be brought into the matter.
.
■
708. You knew that the Government were being systematically robbed ?' Yes.
709. And yet you did not think it any concern of yours ? Of course I knew that it was my concern as.
well as anybody else’s concern.
,
. .
■
710. You seemed to think that the Government might lose the trams and that you might be thrown out
of employment—that was all you cared about the matter? Seeing that the trams, were not paying, and
thinking of the advice of others, I thought I would tell all that I knew.
•
711. Did Musgraye ever tell you that a man named Scott had shown him how to rig the bells ? No.
'
712. Did youknow Scott? I knew that he was one of tbe Waverley conductors.
713. Did you not tell Moran that you suspected he was in it as much as any of the others ? I do not
remember it.
%
■ .
714. You must know what you thought about it. Had you not a good idea that Scott was in the thing—
that he was one of those who had been defrauding the Government ? No.
,
715. You had no reason of any kind for thinking so ? No.
716.. You know a man named Yelland ? Yes; I have been told since that he has made a good bit out of'
it.
'
‘
,
717. Who told you ? Greeley.
.
718. How did Greeley know ? He said he had seen him off by the boat when he went down to Eiji.,
719. Do youknow anything of Greeley’s connection with this matter ? No.
'
' .
•
720. Have you any idea. that, he is connected? I believe that he is not—that is, any further than has been,
described.
•
■
721. Do you remember when the tram-tickets were found in his pocket? Yes.
722.. Were you the driver he spoke to ? No.
723. But you remember the circumstance ? Yes.
.
724; What was the general opinion—that some one else had put the tickets into his pocket, or that he had
put them there himself ? I think the general opinion was that he had put them there himself.
725. Do you know of any drivers who saw tickets in his hand ? I think one was Jack’Erost. .
.
726. Have you now given us all the names you can call to mind ? Yes.
.
727. You are sure you know nothing in regard to Scott ? Yes.
728. Have you never been told by anyone that Scott was in tbe thick of it ? Yes ; I believe I have.
729. Refresh your memory and see if you can tell us who told you ? I was talking in the yard to a
shunter (John Saunders), and he mentioned Scott’s name. He had heard that he was one of those who.
were in it.
730. On what, line was Scott running then ? On the Waverley line.
731. That is your particular line? It was only last month that I went to Waverley permanently.
732. I understood that you were, driving upon the Waverley line when the disclosure was made to you
by Musgrave ? Yes.
,
733. That is seven months ago ? Yes.
•
.
•
734. When was. Scott on that lino ? I. do not know,, exactly. Saunders mentioned his name to me when,
the thing first came out.
735. Is. that the first time you heard Scott’s name mentioned in connection with these frauds ? I think
. it was.
.
'
■ .’
736. Did Musgrave not mention his name to you ? No ; I am sure of that.
737. Were they friendly ? Yes.
"
•
738. Were they on the same trams? Well, Musgrave would be working with Scott as an assistant
conductor.
739. Could he commit these frauds without Scott knowing it ? Yes; I'think so.
,
740. But you could see him doing it from the engine ? Yes ; but then J. knew that he was doing it..
How should Scott know ?
~
.
741. How could you tell, at that distance, that he had the pin in ? I' could see his bell. He was on the
car next to the engine.
~
742. But at that distance could you see whether the pin was in? Very easily..
.
743. Yet you say that there was no chance of his fellow-conductor seeing it ? Well, he told me one day
that he. handed his bell to Murray, in the office, with the wire in it, and that the man did not find it out.
He found out, afterwards that he had forgotten to take out the wire, and he was telling me how he felt.
H® said, he felt as-if ho was going to faint, and that he. was in such a state that when Murray asked him.
pn yhat lipe be was running he could not apswer him,
'
’ .
’
7^.
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744. Is it not strange that Musgrave should have been so very confiding with you; and that he-should;
Driver.
not have confided in Scott, who was on the same line, if he did not think there was any danger in taking J. Graham.,
a man into his confidence, is it not strange that he did not go to Scott and say, “We will make a nice
.
little hauhtogether ?” He was only occasionally with Scott, not regularly.
•
24Aug., 1888.
745. Are you sure that you have not heard anything about Scott frequenting gambling-rooms ? Not to.,
my knowledge.
‘
746. Do you know a conductor named MacMahon ? Tes.
747. Have you heard anything of him in connection with this matter ?' No..
.
748. What does he do apart from being a conductor—does he not keep a shop ? I do not know kiin out;
of the Department.
749. As far as you know, his name has not been mentioned in connection with these frauds ? As far
as I know.
.
'ToO. Tou have not heard it said that he was a receiver of these tickets at his shop ? No ; I do not know ■
him out of the department.
'
751. Tou sometimes go to oyster-shops, do you not? Very seldom.
752. Do you know an oyster-shop at the corner of Elizabeth and Liverpool street's, kept by a man named*.
Masoura ? Tes ; I have noticed the name.
__
758. Have you ever been in there ? Tes.
754. What have you seen there; have you ever seen anything suspicious going on ? No; I have only
been in for ,a plate of oysters after the theatre.
'
755. Have you not noticed the selling of tickets there ? No.
756. Have you ever seen Eraser there? No.
, .
■
757. Or Musgrave? No.
,
758. Or any other conductor? No. ■
■
759.' That you are certain of ?■ Tes.
760. How often have you been in there ? Only about three times.. On two occasions I'was with another.driver named Branch.
.
761. Did you not know that this man was buying their tram-tickets ? No..
762. Tou bad not heard that up to the present time ? No.
763. 'Do you mean to say that Musgrave never told you how he was getting rid of' the tickets ? I asked,
him, and he evaded the question'by saying that he had an interest in a shop at Newtown.
764. And you never found out wheYe that shop was ? No.
765. Did he say that he sent tickets out to the shop'at Newtown to be sold? No ; he did not take me.
altogether into his confidence. He told me a little, and then I asked him questions.
"
.
766. Tou know that you have not the slightest interest in keeping anything, back ; you must see that it
is to your interest to make the cleanest possible breast of it ? I will tell you anything that I absolutely
know.
...
.
.767. Do you know absolutely nothing as to where these tickets were taken, to after they had been..
dishonestly obtained by the conductors ? I do not know where they went to.
768. Have you never heard? I have heard that they are sold at. the rat.e of 16s. for a pound’s worth,,
'
and that is all I know.
■
'
'
769. Have you never had the curiosity to ascertain ? Tes; I have asked Musgrave questions, but he has,
evaded them.
1
770.- Does not Eraser now know that you knew of his connection with the business ? He might know
from some one else, but I have never told him that I knew anything about it.
‘
771. Tou are sure that you have told us the nature of your conversation with him the other night ? Heasked me if I.had told Musgrave that I had gone to a shop at the Glebe with him, and that he had offered
to sell tickets there in my presence.
‘
772. What shop was that? He did not mention the shop. I said, “No, I did. not tell Musgrave;
•
anything of the sort.”
'
.
773. Tou were never in a shop with Eraser at the Glebe where he offered to sell tickets ?■ No; I have*
met him accidentally—that is all., We may have had a drink together.
.
774. Do you know a conductor named Connors ? Tes.
■
775. What do you know of him in connection with this matter ? Nothing at all.
776. Have you ever had a talk with Branch on this subject ? Tes.
.
777. What happened between you and him ? I told him, as I had told the others, thatI knew what wasgoing on, and that I knew who was carrying it on.
’
•
■
778. Do you think that any of the drivers are pecuniarily interested in this thing ? None that I know*
of; those I have told of it would not credit it.
'
/
•
779. Tou do not seem to have taken much pains to impress it upon them ? I told them exactly how it;
happened, and explained to them the way in which it was done.
'
780. Tou say that what principally led you to make the disclosure was that the trams wrere not paying,,
and that the Government were about to hand them over to a company ? No ; that was not, the principal '
reason.
,
'
>
.
781. Tour fireman put it to- you in that way, did he not? Tes; he said that weought toput them"
aw-ay ; that we had a good position here ; and that they were only robbing the public.
''
.
782. He urged you to tell "then ? .Tes.
'
783. Have you given us a complete list of those to, whom you mentioned the matter ?' Tes;
'
- :^ 784. Mr. Brock.] Was Musgrave a drunkard ? ' No.
'
.
■
■ ■
785. Was he a very sober man ? He was a very fly man; a man who never took enough to make himself
drunk if he. was in company. He often told me'that the Department could never get, at him-,, because hq
never had anything in his own name.
'
•
■<■
786. Whose name w.as it in? I could not say.
'
787. Do you mean to say- that he banked the money-in someone else’s name ? Tes; I have often told!
him that He would be getting caught, and he has said, -“ There is no fear of' that; I have- nothing in
'
my own name. The Only chance of my being caught is when I take my bag imripThey might search me,then.” I suggested to Moran how he might catch him with his pocket full of tickets,- '
’
*
788.; Tou never heard him say that he took the name of Beegan ? No..
■
'
-789. Did bfe not tell you several times that he coqld always get-the office from, head-quarfers; and that ftjs
1 ...........-'................
' ”
.
' '
'
'
£rievf'
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knew all that was going on ? Tes. When I have said to him, “ Tou will be getting caught at it,
■ rA am' Tommy,” he has said, “ No-fear; I can get the wink from above if ever they move in the matter.”
24Au2 1888 ^90. President.'] Do you know a conductor named Doolan on the Waterloo line ? Tes.
■
' 791. Don’t you know that he is connected with this business ? No.
792. What do you know of him; is he a gambler ? Not to my knowledge.
7§3. Is he a steady man ? Not altogether a steady man.
'
794. Is he a single or married man ? Married.
795. He goes out to the handicaps and bets on them, does he not ? Very likely.
796. Tou have never heard that he manipulated his register in this way ? No.
797. But you heard that he got out in his tickets somehow, and that he could not account for it ? No.
798. Tou have no reason to suspect him ? None whatever.
799. But, at the same time, you would not be surprised if you heard that he was implicated ? I should
•not.
/
.
800. What was your reply with regard to O’Donnell ? I never knew anything about him.
801. Did Musgrave ever tell you how he found out how to do it ? No, he did not.
802. He told you distinctly that he made Fraser aware of it ? Tes, and Eerrier.
803. Was he the one who gave it to Eerrier? Tes.
.
804. Did Eerrier give him anything, do you know ? No ; he was a particular mate of Eerrier’s.
805. Eerrier was as fly as he was ? Tes.
806. Tou have no idea as to how Musgrave got the information ? I think he got it from the office.
807. Can you not explain that further. Did he not tell you who in the office gave it him ? He told me
that Colls would always put him fly to anything that was going on. .
808. And you inferred that he got the way to do this thing from that man P Tes; Colls being his
brother-in-law, and they living together.
.
809. He did not say absolutely that Colls told him. No ; but he did say absolutely that he was told by
someone.in the: office? Tes.
’
810. How would Colls know when a confidential report was sent from the Police Office to the Tramway
- Department ? It is easily found out. Is not Beegan always in Mr. Boberts’s office?
811. Who is Beegan ? He is Mr. Boberts’s messenger.
812. And you think that he knows as much as Mr. Roberts knows? I do not know that; but he is
always in Mr. Boberts’s office,
813. And you conclude from that that Reegan told Colls, and that Colls told the others ? It might be
so. Perhaps Colls could find out for himself.
814. We have strong .evidence that a confidential report from the Inspector-^ General of Police was spread
all over the town in a few hours. That v'ould have been addressed to the Superintendent of Tramways
privately. , Colls and Reegan -would, have no. access to it. How could it get out ? I do not know ; I
could not say. But suppose Mr. Roberts opened it and left it on his table.
.
815.: S.uppose" that he locked it away in his drawer ? At any rate it came out of the office, and Musgrave
got it before any action was .taken, and he went up and confessed to Mr. Roberts.
§16. But he did not confess. Did he not affect innocence of his share in the work ? He told Mr.
Roberts of the matter, so as to put the scent off himself.
817. Did he tell you tbat he had.confessed ? No ; he told me what he had told Mr. Roberts.
818. Mr. Thompson.] Where does the confessing come in then ? He confessed that he knew the thing
was being done, from what some man had told him two months before.
819. Tou are perfectly frank in this matter ? Tou. really do not know, how this thing came out of the
office—but. you believe that they got it through Reegan and Colls? I would not say they went to
Reegan, but I think Colls-might have given it. ~
.
820. How do you suppose that Colls got the information—would Mr. Roberts tell him ? Very likely, he
being a man in the office.
.
.
821. Don’t you know that Reegan is a colleague of Musgrave’s ? No.
■
822. Have you any reason to suppose that Beegan knows anything of these frauds ? No ; no reason
whatever.
.
.
.
823. Now I will ask you another question: Do you know anything more of Colls’connection with this
matter ?. No.
.
824. Tou know all about this fly business—how he tells Musgrave directly anything happens ? Tes; I
think from what Musgrave has told me that he gets it from Colls.
.
825. President.] He confided in you and never offered you anything—from Eraser he received £50.
What was-the nature, of his transaction with Colls—that is what we should like to know—how has Colls
benefited ? I could not say.
.
826. Did not Musgraye tell you that Colls was paid for giving him the information ? No.
.
827. To'u are sure of that? Tes.
.
828. Tou say that Musgrave was going to purchase the good-will of the t! New England Railway Family
Hotel”? Tes.
829. Have you any idea that Eerrier is well off ? No.
830. He is a great gambler ? I believe so.
881. And you think he has lost all he has made? Tes; and perhaps more. That is why he went to
Greeley, I suppose. He was getting hard up. Musgrave told me.how it was the cat got out of the bag.
Eerrier went to Greeley and said, “If you will give me £10 I will show you how to rig your register.”
832. What did Greeley say ? “ All right ”—-at least so Musgrave told me, and they then made an
appointment at Greeley’s house.
-833. Did he go to Greeley or did Greeley go to him? Musgrave said that Eerrier went to Greeley and
said---that he'would buy the tickets off him.
.
834. Tou know Eerrier ? Pretty well.
835. Tou have had frequent conversations with him ? Not lately.
836. What.has he disclosed to you? He does,not know more than Musgrave has told me.
837. Tou have had cofiversations with Eerrier about the frauds ? None whatever..
''838. Has hot Eerfier oftfen tallced to you generally about the state of his finances—about his want of
money and so forth ? No.
839. He has not told you that he could get sums of money if he wanted them out of certain conductors to
j-^et him to hold his tongue ? No.
840.
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840. You are sure of that ? Positive. Alii know of Perrier was through Musgrave—that is as to the
Driver ■
frauds.
J. Q-iahain.
841. When did Musgrave tell you that Perrier was in the business ? About the same time that he told
me about Praser.
°
J
■
.
■
'
■ 2* Aug., 1888;
842. Did he tell you about Yelland at the same time? No ; I heard that otherwise.
843. And you are perfectly certain that Musgrave did not tell you about any others besides himself,
Perrier, and Praser ? That is all.
'
'
‘
844. Now I dare say there is a good deal more which you can yet tell us? Nothing I can think of. I
know that Perrier could not rig the bell himself, and that Musgrave would never let him know how it
was done.
.
845. Who rigged Perrier’s bell then ? Musgrave.
'
.
846. But how was he going to tell G-reeley how it was done ? He must have got Musgrave to do it and
Musgrave must have reaped the benefit; Musgrave himself would not have anything to do with Greeley.847.'You think that this teaching as to the manipulation of the registers came from the office ?. Yes.
848. You are sure of tbat? I am sure Musgrave told me so.
.
849. Did you never hear that a man employed in the railway workshops did this thing for them ? No.
850. You never heard that ? No. Musgrave told me it came out of the office, and from what I learnt
afterwards I think it must have come from there.
•
'
‘
'
851. Can you tell us how long ago it was that Praser paid this £50 for this knowledge ? I cpuld not say.
852. How long is it since Musgrave told you ? At the beginning.
'
’
853. So that Praser might have been at it further back than nine months ago ? Yes. Musgrave often
asked me if I knew of anyone else who was carrying on the business.
’
■
’
’
854. These frauds were committed on the Waverley line chiefly—not on the Googee line ? They happened
wherever these particular conductors happened to be. They were not more particularly on the Waverley
line than on any other line, but the assistant conductors would be more on that line.
'■
855. On what line was Greeley ? On the Waterloo line.
'
856. Is there anything more you can tell us ? Nothing that I can think of at present. Other things might
occur to me if you were to ask me questions.
857. If anything further occurs to you will you attend and give the information ? I shall be-glad to do so.'
858. You quite understand that you are not to repeat the evidence which you have given here to-day ? I
quite understand that.
,
859. The more you do for this Commission, representing the Government, the better will it be for yourself
when your own case comes up for consideration—that is, as to how far you are connected with this matter
yourself? I can think of nothing more now. As I told you at first I did not take particular notice of'
the dates.
.
860. Mr. Thompson^] Can you remember whether it was winter or summer when you first came to know
of this thing ? I think it was in the summer. I know that it was fine and warm weather at the time.
:
861. Was it holiday time do you think ? I think it was just after some holidays.
862. On what run vrere you when Musgrave came to you for the pin? I was running between Queen-'
street and Regent-street. It was in the afternoon.
.
"
863. Do you think it was near to the 26th January ? I think it was after that. He first asked my fire-'
man for a piece of wire, and the fireman sent him on to me.
.
’
864. Did he give your fireman the confidence he gave you ? Certainly not.
■
•
865. Anything that the fireman might know he would have got from you ? Yes.

.
-

-

Robert Reid called in, sworn, and examined :—
President^] You are employed as a fireman in the Tramway Department ? Yes.
'
867. How long have you been in the Service? Going on for six years.
. Kreman
868. When did you first hear of these irregularities in connection with the tramway-tickets ? It must be .
going on for five months now, as nearly as I can remember.
'
.
869. Are you saying that with any degree of certainty ? I could not say for certain.
24 Aug., 1888«
870. Do you not think it is more than five months ? It may be; I cannot exactly say.
,
871. Will you tell the circumstances within your knowledge ? I was oiling the engine when someone
came on and said, “ Have you got a bit of wire, Bob ? ” I said, “ Go round to my mate.”I did not look
up. Afterwards I said to Graham, “Who was that?” He said, “Musgrave.” Graham was my driver. 872. You did not recognize the voice ? No, and I did not look up. I am frequently asked questions
when I am oiling the engine. People come up and want to know what time the tram goes, and so, on.' I
do not know whether it was on the same day or on the day afterwards that he told me there was a robbery .
going on. At first I doubted it, and I said, “ How?” He said,'“ By putting a bit of wire in the bell.” ’ I
said, “ Are you sure ?” and he said, “ Yes.” I said, “ How do you know ?” He said, “ Tommy'Musgrave '
can do it.” Some time afterwards we spoke about it again. I said, “ Why not let it out ? ” ' ' ‘ "
873. How long was it after Musgrave came for the wire that you said that ? It was either on the same
or on the next day.
-.
... -................
874. It was not- on the day that Graham told you that Tommy Musgrave could do it ? I am not sure '
whether it was on that day or on the next.
....
•875. What was his reply to that? He' said, “ So I will.”
’
876. Did you say anything more to him ? I said, “ It is taking our living from us. The tramways will go
into a company. These men will have got the benefit, and we shall get our wages reduced.” ‘'Some ‘time
afterwards—it might have been two months or more—he told me that he had told Moran.
' '
“
877. During that two months,' or it may be more, how often did you impress upon hini thq necessity for .
reporting the matter ? We often used to speak about it.
’
j “
878. Did it not appear to you that apart from Graham altogether you had a duty in the matter ? No ;
on the engines we. always leave it to the driver. He is the head man on the engine, the firemen is second.
879. No matter how great aVrong may be going bn on the engine it would not be the duty'''pf'the fire-
man to bring it under the notice of the authorities ? Oh yes. *................
‘
'
‘
880. But don’t you look upqn this as a great wrong ? I do.
881. And you merely advise'd Graham to report the'matter ? Yes.
866.

882.
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882. Tou found that he did not do so for two months or more ? Tes.
•
■ B-Kctd. 883. Did it not seem to be your duty to say to Graham, “ If you do not bring this matter up I shall r”
oa Amr isos ■^■e sa^> ^ shall do it.
He knew how it was done and was told all about it. Alt that he told me was
' ■
&• - o- that he knew the whole lot of it. -•
•
.
884. Did he not tell you the whole lot of it ? He told me that it was done with a bit of wire. He told
me no more.
.
885. Tou knew that a fraud was being perpetrated by the use of a bit of wire. Tou could have told that
much ? I cannot reply to that.
'
,
886. How often did you bring this matter under your mate’s attention ? I may have brought it up more
than once. We spoke of it more than once.
887. Did you ever say to him, “ Graham,’if you do not at once report this I shall”? No, I did not.
888. Tou did not consider that a part of your duty ? In one sense it was a part of my duty, but as he
said he would do it I left in his hands. It may have been some days after when I spoke to 'him again.
I did not know whether lie had done it or not.
"
889. But it was over two months, if anything, before Graham told Moran ? Tes.
•
890. Did you not recognise the fact, that the Department was being robbed ? I could only go bv what
- he told me.
Jbj
891. Did you not recognise the fact when you made the remark that the trams would be leased. Why
did you think they would be leased? Because they were not paying.
892. Why were they not paying ? Because if they were being robbed they could not pay.
893. Tou did recognize the fact, then, that the tramways were being robbed, but you did not deem it
important that you should inform the Government, in order that the robberies might be discontinued, until
it occurred to you that your wages might be reduced in consequence of the trams being leased to a Com
pany ? Well if Graham had not told I would have soon done so. I had made up my mind to that.
894. How many months would you have allowed to pass over ? I would not have let it go so long. ’ If he
had not have told I would have out with it. I would have told the head of the Department what he told
me. At first I was rather doubtful of such a thing being done. I did not believe it could be done. I
thought that the -bells were made in such way that no one could tamper with them,
had never seen the
inside of one of them.
.
.895, During these two months did Graham ever say to you, “ There he is; at it again ” ? I do not
recollect that. .
'
'
896. .Are you sure ? I would not say for certain, but I do not remember his saying that. He might have
said it,
-897. Do you mean to say that there was any doubt in your mind as to the thing being actuallv done after
you had had these interviews wdth Graham ? I was doubtful at first, because I did not believe they could
tamper with the bells.
898. Then how could you say wdiat you said just no w—-that you knew the Department was being robbed ?
Well it was if the thing was being carried on.
899. Tou saM that you knew it ? If it was I knew that the country must be getting robbed. My
greatest suspicion was th'at Graham had said, “ Musgrave won £40 last night, and went .to bank it.”
900. In what way did that excite your suspicion ? I did not think that Musgrave could so easily win £40.
901. Tou thought it w-as the result of the sale of tickets ? Tes.
'
'
902. Was this after you thought that Graham had informed ? I think it was after Graham told me that
he had told Moran.
.
.
903. Tou are sure Graham knew how it was done? If he did not show me he told me it could be done.
904,. Had you ever told anyone else about this until you told Mr. Ternon? No. I do not remember
telling anyone about it.
.
905. Did you never tell anyone about the thing from the hour you first heard it until that date ? I
remember being present when Graham was telling Keen.
"
906. When .did you hear Graham tell Keen ? I cannot say for certain when it was.
907. Was it after he disclosed the thing to Moran or before ? Before.
908. Who is Keen ? A conductor.
909. What did Keen say about it ? I do not know what remark he made.
910. Did you hear Graham tell anyone else besides Keen ? I heard him telling Hadwell the driver
911. Was that before or after he told Moran ? I could not say whether it was before or after.
912. Apart from your conversations with Graham, did you not know something of these frauds otherwise ?
1 know nothing at all except what I have been told.
913, Do you know Musgrave ? He has been with us with specials ; but he is no particular friend of
mine; 1 have spoken to him in passing, that is all.
‘
914 . Are you a, married man ? Tes ; I may say that if Graham had not have told I would have out with
it, 1 did not intend to .see the tramways robbed.
915. Still you left it alone for over two months ? That is all right, because Graham knew all about it;
if I went to give information they may have said, “How is it done?” I could only have referred
xk
ri^e-r' ^ course I did not see anything—nothing was shown to me ; Graham was so conhdent that the thing was being done that it began to dwell in my mind.
'
' ,
916.. Did Musgrave never mention the matter to you ? I was in the yard, one day standing at No. 5 pit.
1 said,
\Vby don t you do some Parliameutaries, Tommy ? ” He laughed, and said, “ I do very well
without Parliameutaries.” We get time and a half for that work ; that is, if we do six hours’ work we
get nine hours pay. _ •
t 4.^’ i^iur3 ^
Power
get Parliamentaries ? We all get a turn, but we are never compelled to stop.
T- too^ Musgrave to mean that there was something in it; he laughed and winked at Graham : I thoimbt
that Graham knew something.
°
918. Was that after Graham had told Moran ? I think it was afterwards : Musgrave did not know that
I knew anything about it.
•
°
919. As you haye mentioned the subject, we should like to know a little more about these Parliamentaries •
who arranges who shall stop and who shall not for these trips ? It is left to the Traffic
'
920. Who is the Traffic ? Either Mr. Halliday, or Mr. Saunders the shunter
,
ooo
•W0lld the ®hu.D*er have *° do witt ifc? He is left in charge when Mr. Halliday goes home.
922. He is m charge at night sometimes ? Tes.
923.
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923. And allots tlie work ? Tes.
Fireman
924. Does lie say, I have so many Parliamentaries to run, and I want so many men,” or how is it R- Reid ,
arranged so that there shall be no squabbling or anything of that, kind ? If he tells you to stop and you
don t want to, you need not.
■
24 Aug., 1888,
ooc’
:^our
wanted to stop, and he only wanted two ? I do not know how he arranges that.
,
92b. Do the men take it m turns ? I do not know. A man may stop two nights sometimes ; or, if my
.
driyer shoukbsay, I have done sufficient work to-day, I want to get home,” he is not compelled to stop. .
Borne or the men do not cafe about stopping.
'
ooo'
^°U ?al1
Us al30ut ^ese frauds ? I do not remember anything else that I can tell you.
"j .n suPPose s° ■‘:ar as ™e Parliamentaries are concerned—that if a man were a friend of the shunter’s,
and there were only two men required, and four ready to go, he would stand a good chance of getting the
work. I cannot say; it all lies with the Traffic—I am only a fireman, and I have to do as I am told. If
1 am told to stop 1 have to stop ; the driver can object to stopping but I cannot.

John P. Saunders called in, sworn, and examined
nort’ ^>res^fen^ You are employed as a shunter in the Bridge-street yard ? Tes.
’
Shunter
930. How long have you been in the employ ? About five years.
J.F.Saundera.
' '•
/011
o6001116 a'^are that there was something wrong in connection with the tickets
—\
received by the tram conductors ? Only about three weeks ago.
24Aug.,l887.
932. At the time that the general public were made aware of it ? Tes.
933. Did you become aware of it by the same means as the general public became aware of it P Only
through the papers.
or
j
the presJ6 ^ ^ ^ S°me COnversation witl1 driver Graham on the subject ?■ Only after I read it in
+W
“nvefation ^ad y°u with driver Graham. Will you give us particulars ? When I heard
W, •
Jeen bei°r?Se department on the subject, I asked him what he knew. He said that he had
kted. LtLT/ffiLotS^^6’
^
graTe L-d t0ld himthat the registers had been manipu936. Is that all the conversation that passed between you ? That is all.
937. Tou are quite sure of it ? Quite positive.
.
938. Tou know the conductors, I suppose ? Tes, every one.
.
.
not tbe 113,1116 ^ Scott come up between you and Graham ? Ho
940. Tou are quite sure of that ? Positive.
•
. .
hpWdmtLteU +WV/f ir1-^1'aTa?1’S SW°rn evidence he has said that you told him that Scott, you
iKyTwff
1 do not remember saying anything about conductor Scott.
■'7
Department13 hlS charaCter ?
name^^havp^lw^8011
w

1

d° not know his private life at all.

I do not know him out of the

b^d •men^°ined
ma^:er at all, you should have mentioned his
h,m “ be,ng “ h0”“ ”a“' 1 h”e
^
i»

Gift T°J a:re <1U!,te sure tliat y°u neyer mentioned Scott’s name to Graham? Tes.
'
•0n rf+nCtl°n y°U Sa?
y°u w'ould have no reason to mention his name ? No ; because I
know nothing of the man except from working with him.
subieS^'N^^rnP^p0103111'68 wi1’6■+Tade Prbliu’ hadyouno conversation with any of the men onthe''
concerned.^° ’ 1
a^oclated ^ any of them.off duty, and on duty only so far as my work was;

'

“'P"1*’ a*‘ «** things were goi.g on
949. Tou did not even hear the men talking about them ? No
950. Tou are never in the conductor’s room ? No; only when I haveto go in to call aconductor out
951. Have you been all your time inthe Bridge-street yard ? No
’
the bottom of £ ySd.
^ m0ming ^ ^ Week) and nigllt WOrk tlie next? 1 am down at
953. Were you in the habit 'of having conversations with Graham when you met him P
way matters, and we never met outside the Department.
yen mei mm .
954. I mean in the shunting yard ? No; never.
'
OK* wu y0U not d,° 80 occ.asionally ? Well, merely passing remarks.
••

Never on tram-'
in ever on tram■
'

,h5„6„Z“Z?rAfjrS,sLm“S,J™»l
b'“
mbi“taHow many shunters are there ? There is one at the top points, and I am down below
with Gr^a^on^he^subiect (ff tbp0fr'meHlt?0Il'^A^'S na?16 to G'raham) but you did have a conversation
witn wranam on the subject of the frauds ? I did one day ; but only for a few moments I iskerl him
rMh^saffi^twolr three ”ad He ^
kneW°f them long ^o- I asked him who he suspected,
gsq Tv jT fwo or three;
He mentioned Musgrave’s name and Praser’s.
'
1
Qfin ^’d he mention Perrier? Tes; and Telland also. . That was all, I believe.
on?'
waS afte.r tle matter had been published in the newspapers ? Tes
•
not.' Dld 7011 CTer hea'r °f hlS mentionillg i* to anyone else before he mentioned it to you ? No ; I did
J°U?

10—E

■®e Save me th® information; I knew

Albert

'

■
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Albert Keen called in, sworn, and examined.?:—
Conductor 903. President.You are a conductor ? Yes.
A. Keen. 904 How long have you been in the Service ? About four years and four months.
24A^^I888
When did it first come to your knowledge that there were irregularities practised in connection with
g'’
‘ the tramway-tickets ? I could not say exactly; but it is about six months ago.
i)(56. l\[ill you tell us how it came to your knowledge ? Yes ; driver G-raham told me.
907. Will you narrate the circumstances under which driver G-raham told yon—where you were, and so
forth ? We were coming in from Handwick on a tram ; Graham told me that he knew how to fake the
bells. I said, “ I don’t believe you can.” He said, “I could show you.” I said, “How is it to be done ?”
He then showed me.
.
9.68. How ; had he a bell ? He used the bell I had. He s'aid that if a pin were put in the little slot you
could pull and it would register once, and that you could pull it as many times as you liked afterwards
but it would not register again.
969. In what sort of way did he tell you of this ? In a very earnest way. He said he thought he
would like the Department to know of it. He said he thought it a great shame, and that he knew of two
or three men who were robbing the Department.
970. What else passed between you ? I said, “ I don’t believe it can be done.” He said, “ It is right
.
enough because one of the men showed me how to do it.”
.
.971. Did he tell you which man showed him P He said Fraser.
'
972. Are you sure he said Fraser ? I am almost sure ; there were three men he mentioned altogether—
Ferrier, Musgrave, and Fraser.
973. Which of these three had told him ? Fraser. He said again that he saw the same man Fraser at the
time of the Centennial celebrations with his pocket crammed full of tram-tickets.
974. Did he say on what run he was ? I believe he said the Leichhardt run.
975. Do you know yourself on what run he was ? On any run; he was an extra conductor.
976. Mr. Brock.'] Do you know Musgrave, Ferrier, and Fraser ? Yes; they have been fellow conductors
of mine at different times. When I went home that day after Graham had spoken to ine about the
matter, I thought I would see if the thing could be done," and I made up my mind that if it could I would
speak to Mr. Eoberts. Having tried it I found that it could be done.
977. How did you do it ? I did it with pi scarf-pin.
.
978. In what way? By putting the pin in the slot.
979. Without interfering with the inside .at all ? Yes.
980. How long had you been in possession of the bell with which you succeeded in doing it ? I cannot
very well remember.
981. President^] Cannot you give us any idea of the time ? About three months, I believe. I do not
think it could have been much more.
982. That is about six months ago ? Yes.
■
'
983. Do you.know who had them before ? I could not say ; the registers are taken from us, and we are
given new ones.
984. I suppose there is anj account in the office as to who had the register before you ? I suppose there is.
985. This register you had -must have been put out of order by some one, and it might have an unfortu
nate bearing on yourself if we cannot trace the person who previously had it. You succeeded with your
register, and you did then—what ? I put it in my bag, and I went down to Mr. Eoberts on that evening;
he was not there. The next day T'saw him, and told him, as Graham told me, all about it. I said I
had tried it, and had found that it could be done. He then brought in Mr. Tyrer and Mr. Primrose.- Then
he brought a pair of registers and tried it, and said that it could not very well be done.
.
986. What about the register with which you had succeeded ? He did not ask me for mine, and I did
not say a word about it.
987.' They did not test the register with which you had succeeded ? No. Several days after I had found
out who were the men who were doing this, Mr. Tyrer told me he did not believe it because the register
had to be out of order very much before it was possible.
988. He had no anxiety to see the register with which you had succeeded ? None at all.
989. You say that Mr. Eoberts sent for another pair of registerswhat happened then? He tried it on
them. He used a piece of copper wire and he could not do it. Mr. Primrose said the registers were new
or had just come from the repairer ; that they were in good order.
990. Did no one say : “ Where is the register you did it with ? ” No.
991. Did.it not suggest itself to you to say: “ Here is the register I did it with ? ” No.
992. Where was it at the time ? In the box at the yard or at home. .
993. Did it not occur to you to say to Mr. Eoberts: “ I did it with mine; .1 will bring them to you and
will show them to you ? ” It did not occur to me; I thought it could be done with every register,
994. When Mr. Primrose said that the register was new you might have told him that you could do it
with yours but you did not ? No.
.
.
995. Did it not suggest itself that if the one register would not do it because it was in good order, the
other register did it because it was in bad order? Well it did not.
996. How long did you use your register after you knew it was in this, state ? A month afterwards.
997.. What became of them then ? They were put in the office and they gave- me a new pair ; they failed
and they were taken in. Sometimes the conductors have two pairs a day which fail, and they have to be
taken into the office. When they fail they do not ring at all. .
998. Do you solemnly swear that you did not meddle with the inside of your register ? I do.
999. You did no more than put the pin in ? I did no more than that.
1060. Did you ever open it at all ? I never opened it.
■
1001. How long were you with Mr. Eoberts and Mr. Tyrer when you first spoke to them about it?
,
About a i of an hour or 20 minutes.
1002. That, we understand was on the day after you had tried it with your own register ? Yes.
1003. Did you tell them from whom you had obtained the information ? Yes ; I said from Graham.
1004. Did your register ring when you gave it in ? No ; not when I handed them in to be repaired. The
ticket bell had gone wrong.
1005. Mr. Thompson.] When was it you exposed those who were playing this game ? It was nearly a
fortnight before I could get the information out of Graham.
1006.

1021
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1006. Ton pumped G-raham in the meanwhile and then disclosed the names as he had given them to you ? Conductor
I promised Mr. Eoberts that I would tel! him if I possibly could who the persons were, and I asked A. Keen.
G-raham.
'
24Aug;, 1888.
1007. Whom did you name to Mr. Eoberts as being the parties ? Musgrave and Eraser.
1008. President.'] This, you say, is six months ago ? About that.
,
1009. Tou have some further information which you can give us;—what do you know about Eraser ? 3ome
time before Graham spoke to me about this faking of the hells Eraser saw me one day coming, out'.iif a
shop, and jumping on to one of the Newtown trams, he asked me if I kept the shop. I had been into
the shop to pay my rent. He asked me if I had the shop in a kind of joke. He did not say it
seriously. I said, “ Tes.” Of course I told a lie, hut it was only in joke ; so he said, “Do you?” He
added, “ Do you sell tram tickets ?” I said, “ No.” I was going to juanp off at the next stopping place,,
and he said, “ If you want a pound or two’s worth I can let you have them,” thinking all the time, I
suppose, that I really kept a shop ; I then jumped off the tram, and Eraser went on in it.
1010. How long ago is that? I dare say that is about eight months ago.
1011. Did you not press him to know what he meant by selling tickets to you? I did not take much
notice of it; there were often jokes like that passed on the runs.
1012. As to selling tickets ? Well, not exactly that kind. I did not think much of it until G-raham spoke
to me.
1013. Tou did not think that Eraser had the tickets ? Pdid not think he was speaking in earnest; I did
not know what he was giving me.
'
'
1014- Had you no suspicions of your own before Graham mentioned the matter to you? I had my
suspicions of Eraser after G-raham had told me that he was one of those who were faking the bells, but,
not before.
!
'
’
1015. We should like you to try to fix your memory as to the dates. We do not say for a moment that
you can remember them, hut will you refresh your memory as to when Graham spoke to you coming
down from Eandwick ? It was on a light engine.
1016. What sort of weather was it ? It was summer weather. The pocket-book I now have with me I
got on the 20th Eebruary last; I will look in the book which I previously had, and see if I can find
anything there which will enable me,.to remember the date ; there may be some memorandum which will
fix the time.
1017. Tour ojfinion is that it was not far from the 20th Eebruary when G-raham spoke to you? I think
it was about that time; I will look in the other book, and let you know7 if I find anything.
1018. Is this all you absolutely know about this matter ? That is all that I know-all that I can possibly
tell you.
'
'
'
1019. We must ask you to give us the fullest information in your power ? Tes ; I understand that.
1020. Any deduction you have drawn from anything you have seen or heard may he of value to us ? I
can think of nothing at this moment.
1021; Mr. Thompson.] If there is anything vdiich you have kept in your own mind in reference to the
matter let us know of it, please, so that honest men may get their due, and others may get their deserts ?
I should be quite willing to tell you anything I knew.
’
'
1022. What is your age ? I am 24 next birthday.
•
.
1023. Are you a married man ? Tes.
"
1024. Do you ever frequent gambling places ? No. I remember that I was speaking to Musgrave the
other night. I forget the date, but it is since his services have been dispensed with—and he said, “ Have
you been up at this inquiry yet ? ” He also said, “ They have given me no show yet ” and “They won’t
do anything with it. If they had gone the right way about it at first they might have done something.”
Then he got off the tram at Simonds-street, Newtown.
1025. That is all Musgrave’said to you ? That is all.
1026. Have you seen anything-of Fraser lately ? Not since he has left—the morning I was up before
the Department. He took my tram to Marrickyille while I was up there, and I have not seen him since.
1027. Are there any other persons you have reason to suspect in connection with these frauds beyond
those you have mentioned ? None whatever.
'
1028. Do you know a man named Scott ? Tes; well.
'
1029. What run is he on ? Wo'ollahra, Waverley, and Bondi.
1080. On the same line as Musgrave ? Tes. I never speak to Scott now. I lent him half a sovereign
seven years ago, and he has never repaid me. "He was in the ticket office at Ashfield, and some money
was missing ; I think he got dismissed for it. He said there was £4 missing out of his cash, and that he
got dismissed for it. That is what he told me.
■
1031. But you had no reason to suspect him in connection with these frauds ? No.
1032. Have you heard anyone say that they suspected him ? No.
' ’
1033. Haye you any reason to think that he is not honest ? I do not think he is honest, or he would
have repaid me my half sovereign. He is a flash kind of fellow, and I never speak to him. ' ' ’
'
1034. Does he frequent gambling saloons and racecourses ? I believe he does a bit of betting on the
racecourse, but I do not know'about his frequenting gambling saloons. I know nothing about them
myself.
j . c . . ..
Ah Lum recalled and further examined :—
1035. President.] We understand that you have put this little matter to the test as to the conductor
who sold you the tickets on the night to which 'you have referred? I have'pointed out to Mr. Wigg the
conductor who sold me the tickets. ’ ’
"
'
............... 24 Aug., 1888.
1036. Is there the slightest doubt in your mind that the man you have pointed out is the man? I think
I am not mistaken.
■
■ ■
.
.
.
' '
1037. Tou have no doubt in your own mind ? No doubt.
11)38. Have you had any conversation with Gouldtown about Greeley since you were here this morning ?
1039. Have you seen Gouldtown since this morning ? I saw him over there just now.
1040. Had'Gouldtown any connection with 'your identification of Greeley? I told him how the man I
pointed out had sold me .tram-tickets.
•
1041. Did you see Gouldtown before or after you had pointed out Greeley ? Afterwards.
Walter

Ah Lum.
----------- -

'
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Walter Wigg recalled, and farther examined'
W. Wigg. 1042. President.'] Tou have heard what the last witness said ? Tes.
^ 1043. Tou did not hear his evidence this morning ? No.
21 Aug., 1888.
Tou have heard him say that he has pointed out a man as being the conductor who sold him some
used tram-tickets some time ago ; will you he good enough to name the man pointed out by him ?
Conductor Greeley.
1045.- Tou were there when Ah Lum pointed him out ? Tes.
1046. Was there any hesitation in his manner ? No.
1047. What did he say ? I do not know; he spoke in Chinese to the interpreter.
1048. Was he sitting there waiting, or was Greeley there first? He was sitting there waiting. First,
conductor Tanks came along in a Waterloo tram, and he said something in Chinese to the interpreter.
I then said to the interpreter, “Is that the man?” and he said “No.” About a quarter of an hour
afterwards Greeley came up to the platform in his tram. I told the interpreter that the Botany tram was
pulling up. Ah Lum then looked at Greeley and then spoke to the interpreter in Chinese. I said,
“ What did he say ?” and the interpreter replied, “ He says that that is the man.”
1049. Did he wait for you to ask him ? Tes.
.
1050. He did not say at once “ That is the man ?” No.
1051. We have heard of Gouldtown ;—-is he a Chinaman ? Tes.
1052. When did you see him to-day ? About 5 minutes after he had identified Greeley.
1053. Where did he come from ? From the lower part of Bridge-street.
1054. Tou are quite sure that Ah Lum could have had no conversation with Gouldtown from the time
he saw Greeley until he recognized him? No; I am quite sure that he could not.

'

TUESDAY, 28 AUGUST, 1888.

frrurnt;—

A. RICHARDSON,
‘

E. W. THOMPSON, Esq., M.P.,

j

'

Esq., President.
F. A. BEOCK, Esq., J.P.

John Graham recalled and further examined :—

Driver 1055. President.] I understand that you have come here to day in order to add to your statement of
J. Graham. yesterday something which you had forgotten? , Tes, in reference to the reason why I thought Musgrave
took me into his confidence in this business. He asked me if-1 had any friends who could do a few
8 Aug., 1888. p01111(ls worth of tram-tickets per week. Another thing which I noticed happened on a race-day; Musgrave
was conducting on the cars in the morning and I noticed that he was taken off the cars when the rush
commenced.
1
,
:
1056. He was taken off the cars as a conductor ? Tes, he was taken off as a conductor and placed in the
yard car-cleaning. I asked him in a joke was he promoted, and he said, winking his eye, “ yes, there is
something on the hoard.” The next thing I heard was at Eandwick when I was told that they had dropped
upon two of the conductors who were caught keeping fares hack.
1057. Who had dropped on them ? Two outside detectives.
1058. Do you know the date when this occurred ? I do not know the date, but if was the same day that
one of them, Hendy, was dismissed, and O’Donnell was the next.
1059. What drew your attention to Musgrave’s being taken off on that day? Being a very busy day I
noticed it, as all the others were doing overtime, and, Musgrave being a smart young fellow, I thought it
strange that he should have been put car-cleaning on that day.
1060. Do you mean to say that the officers put him off the cars so that he might not be caught by the
detectives who were at work on that day ? Tes, I took it so.
1061. Were these special trams on which a special charge was made? Tes—Musgrave was always a
special or spare conductor.
'
~
1062. Was he in the habit of acting as conductor on the race trams ? Fes.
1063. Was he taken off at any other time? Not that I noticed.
,
1064. Had you any conversation with him afterwards about it ? I had.
1065. Tou had. Well let us know how it came about ? It came about in talking about Hendy being
caught, and he said he did not think Hendy was such a bloody fool,
1066. Did he say how he happened to he taken off the trams on that day ? No, he did not.
1067. Did it not seem a strange thing to you ? Tes.
1068. Who could take him off ? I can’t say.
,
1069. Who could arrange that he should be taken off ? I do not know.
'
1070. Do you think the yard foreman could take him off on a day like that ? Ido not think so.
1071. Mr. Brook.] Who do you think did it ? It must have been some one inauthority,—I believe
Mr. Eoberts did it.
•
1072. President.] Why do you think Mr. Eoberts did it ? I think so, because he is always about the
yard when anything special is done.
1073. Had information been given to the Department by the Police which led to Hendy’s being taken?
Not that I know of. I knew nothing about it until he had been taken.
1074. Mr. Brook.] Might he not have been taken off the cars to prevent his having anything to do with
this matter, as they already suspected him ? Tes, I think so.
.
1075. Mr. Thompson.] When Was this: was it before Musgrave made his so-called confession? It was
some time before that.
1076. Mr. Brock.] I would like to know the exact date on which Hendy was dismissed ? I find it was
April 7th last.
1077. President.] I am not satisfied yet with this. Tou, Graham, gave us distinctly to understand that
Musgrave was taken off the cars on this particular occasion for the purpose of saving him from the fate
which overtook Hendy ? Tes, I did.
1078. And you go on to say that Mr. Eoberts took him off to save him ? This is assumption on mv part.
■'1079.
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1079. 'As far as you know was the Department aware that some one would he caught manipulating the
Driver
registers on this particular occasion ? Yes ; I am sure of it.
/
Gralinm1080. And you think that Mr. .Roberts was moved to take Musgrave off the cars on that day to prevent
his being caught P I am positively sure that something moved Mr. Eoberts to take Musgrave off to save i US'’
*
him from trouble.
'
,
•
1081. How was the swindle done with the wire in the bell which Hendy was using ? I do not know how
it was done:
'
1082. Do you know how Musgrave did his swindling ? I do.
'
1083. Do you think he did it often ? I beli'evp he did it on every race-tram. It could be done on racetrams just as well and in the same way as on others.
1084. Have you not some certain information which you .are not fully giving us as to the way Musgrave
was drawn off this particular tram P I presume from the way he was taken off that it was done to save him.
,
1085. Mr. BrocTc.'] Did Musgrave not tell you afterwards what it was done for ? No.
'
1086. Are.you sure ? Yes.
1087. President.'] Did he not tell you that if he had not been taken off he would have been caught ? No.
1088. You stated positively that Musgrave was taken off by design in order to save him from being
caught, and you went further and said that you were sure that he was taken off by Mr. Eoberts who had
been moved by someone to do it • in order to save him ? I know that he would most likely have been
caught if he had not been taken off.
'
.
1089. Do you know anything further of Musgrave on the day Hendy was dismissed ? No.
'
1090. You only know that he was taken off the car and put car cleaning; is that your reason ?, I put the
two things together and formed my opinions.
'
1091. Was he in charge of a tram again on that day, do you know ? ‘ Not to my knowledge.
■
"
1092. Have you anything else to tell us in the matter? Nothing further.
1093. Mr. Brock.] Was there anybody else in the yard on that day who would have the authority to do
this ? No. I think no one would have the power on these occasions except Mr. Eoberts.
1094. Why would it be Mr. Eoberts ? Mr. Eoberts is always in the yard on these occasions.
1095. President] Did not Musgrave confide in you a great deal as to what he’was doing? Yes.
1096. Did he tell you that the race-tram was a good thing for him ? I believe he did. I remember him
remarking that he wanted one day to get off, and he asked the foreman to let him off, and he passed the
remark to me that it would be a damned sight better for the Department to let him off altogether. I
have made this remark in another place.
'
1097. Mr. Brock] There is a special tram on which the charge is 3s. 6d., and you must get tickets.
Does Musgrave go wjth this tram ? He never, was on that tram, and could not defraud in connection
with it. It is a special ticket, and there are two men who go regularly with this tram.
1098. Do you think that Musgrave was cheating on the race-trams as well as on other trams ? I am
s ure of it.
.
1099. Have you any other information to give us ? I have told everything that I can think of now.
*
1100. President] I cannot see what you can gain by suppressing information ? I do not know anything
more positive than I have stated.
■
1101. I cannot understand that Musgrave had no conversation with you about this. It is contrary to
.
human nature ? He told me afterwards he knew that they knew bloody well in the office that\he was
carrying on this game.
1102. When was this ? This was in the course of a few days afterwards.
'
1103. When he called out to you and said there was something on the board did he appear angry or sorry?
He did not seem to care a bit.
.
1104. Did he not tell you this was a loss to him ? No he never passed any remark. He did not have any
'
opportunity to pass any remarks as I was only passing him coming into the yard.
1105. Do you know Seddons, a barber, at Waterloo ? No. One day I was in a barber’s shop in Botany
Eoad, and. there were two chaps sitting on a chair, reading in the Evening Mews about the tramway frauds.
This was in Powell s, 91, Botany Eoad. They said they thought as much, as whenever you go to Seddon’s
you always get tickets in ones or twos.
'
•
1106. Does Powell sell tram-tickets ? No it is a barber’s shop and he does not sell tickets.
1107. Did they say anything more? No ; the conversation dropped at that ivith them.
1108. Mr. Brock] Was Musgrave always put on on the race-days ? G-enerally he was.
1109. Was he a conductor or an assistant ? He was an assistant conductor; spare conductor is the
proper name.
1
'
.
1110. President] Was there any gambling going on at Powell’s ? Gambling for cigars.
1111. At what time does this gambling generally take place ? It goes on at any time there are two or
three chaps there.
1112. Have you taken part in it ? I have.
1113. How do they gamble with cards ? They play euchre and cribbage for cigars instead of money.
1114. What do you play for if you play euchre ? You play for three cigars.
.
1115. Do you take cigars every time you win ? No, it is only to see who pays for them.
'
1116. Mr. Brock] What do they charge for them ? Threepence each and we pay the owner for thecigars.
’
1117. President] How long do you play ? A couple of hours is the longest I have played.
1118. How much have you won in that time ? I have gained eight or nine cigars in the time.
1119. Does this gambling as you call it go on late at night ? No.
1120. W hen used you to go to this place ? If I were on the evening shift I went in in themorning,
and
perhaps if there were two or three chaps there we had a game ; but perhaps we might not.
1121. Are there any other tramway men who go to this place ? James Dixon, fireman, and James Prost
driver.
■
’
1122. Mr. Brock] Did Musgrave play there ? Not to my knowledge.
1123. President] Have you anything more to tell us ? No.
AZK Brock] Do you not know conductors now in the Service who are carrying on this cheating or
who did carry it on ? No. About Scott, Saunders was the first one to say to me, had I heard aboutMusgrave, Perrier, Greeley, Scott, and a lot more doing this thing. He said he did not know for certain
about Scott.
1125. Was Musgrave the first who spoke to you about manipulating the bells?' Yes.
1126.
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1126. Any one else ? No one.
J. Graham. 1127.
President^ Tou told us about Telland. He has gone away with a good sum of money. How

28Aug^l888 did he manage it ?

He did it by booking his register; then reading it the same as they do in the office
aad then filling in what was wanting.
1128. Mr. Brock.] How do you know that this was the way ? Musgrave told me this was the way, but
that he was the only one who could do the ringing business. Tou must recollect I did not get all this
information in a day or two. I got snatches of it now and then, and it took very many weeks.
1129. President.] Did you ever tell anyone that Musgrave received instructions as to how to do it from
the office ? I do not recollect it. In conversation I said “ I believe it came from the office.”
1130. Did you say that the information given to Musgrave as to how to doctor the bells got out from the
office ? That is what I said. I did not inquire any further into the matter, knowing that Colls is his
brother-in-law, and is in the office. I thought he told him how to do it, and from his telling me he knew
it and did it from a fortnight after he went on.
1131. Is he a mechanic ? He is not a mechanic, neither, is Colls.
1132. Did Colls and Musgrave divide the proceeds ? I have no information as to this. Colls is married,
and is Musgrave’s sister’s husband. ■ Mr. Oakes is something in the ticket-office. I have not said that he
was mixed up in the mess. I have not said so. nor have I any reason for supposing it. '
1133.. What is he ? He now reads registers.
1134. Have you any reason to suspect him in any way ? I have no reason whatever to suppose that he
has in any way interfered with the bells, or shown the conductors how to manipulate them.
1135. Tou know Mr. Colls, I presume ; have you had no conversation with him on.the subject of the
ticket frauds P I know Colls, but I have never had any conversation with him about these things.
1136. Is it not strange that you did not speak to Musgrave again about being shifted into the yard ?
That'is just the reason that I would not speak to him.
1137. Why ? Because it would have told him that I knew.
‘
1138. Tou are sure you have not spoken to Colls? I did not know Colls sufficiently well to speak to him.
1139. Musgrave was in the Department when the ticket-tearing method was in force was he not ? I
believe so. If I said anything to Colls I take it for granted he would haye told Musgrave.
1140. Mr. Brock.] How did they manage when they were tearing the tickets ? Just as easy as they do
now, only that they did not do it in the day-time.
1141. President^ How did they do it ? They did not tear them at all, but got them lengthwise, that is
how Musgrave gave me to understand he did it.
1142. When he gave the information first the registers had been back for some time ? Tes.
1143. Mr. Brock?\ When did Musgrave tell you about tearing the tickets lengthwise ? He told me after
the tearing had been abolished. He told me that he had been doing this since he was a fortnight in the
service.
'
John Charles Frost called in, sworn, and examined :—

Driver
1144. President^] What is your name ? My name is John Charles Frost.
. 0. Frost. 1145. How are you employed ? I am a motor driver.

‘

28Au^~l888
kave sent :for y°u
attend because we understand that you are able to give us valuable
u®'’
information in connection with these tramway frauds ? I don’t think that I can tell you much.
1147. Mr. Thompson.] We are given to understand that you have been offered tickets for sale on one
occasion, if not on more ? No.
1148. Absolutely no ? Absolutely no.
1149. Mr. BrockP\ No one has offered to sell you tickets ? No.
1150. President?] Is it not a fact that when you were about to buy tickets on one occasion, Graham said
you had better buy them from him ? No.
1151. Will you swear that? I will swear positively that it did not occur.
1152. Will you swear you did not tell Greeley so ? I will swear positively that I did not tell Greeley
anything of the kind.
1153. Do you remember tickets being found in Greeley’s pocket? Tes; we had been to get a drink, and
when walking back he took some tickets out of his pockets, and said he had often heard that swindling
was going on, but he had never seen or believed if until now.
1154. How did he bring them out? He dragged them out wdth his left hand, and showed them to me.
1155. Did he think you saw them first, and, under that impression. show them to you ? I do not think
he saw me looking at them.
1156. If he had not shown them to you would you not have noticed them ? I do not think I would ; we
were walking alongside each other, and he brought the tickets out of his left-hand pocket, and showed
them to me.
1157. Was it not when he came to pay for the drinks in the hotel that he pulled the tickets out of his
pocket? No, it was not.
1158. Are you quite sure of that ? I am quite sure it was not; it was after we had left the hotel, and as
we were walking down.
1159. When did you first hear about these frauds ? I was told about them some five or six months ago,
when going from a Parliamentary tram.
>
1160. Who told you ? Graham told me.
1161. What did he say ? We were walking home ; he told me that there were chaps on the job who
were making £10 per week.
.
1162. Did he name them ? He would not say who they were.
1163. Did you ask him to give the names ? I tried to get the names, but he put it off, and would not say;
he did not tell me any of them.
.
1164. Did you threaten to report the matter if he did not ? I did not.
1165. What did you advise him to do ? I said, “ Well, I would lay somebody on to them,” or something
to that effect.
'
"
‘
■
'
1166. When Greeley took the tickets out of his pocket, what did he do with them ? He handed them to
me to mark, and I did so. I told him to put them into his bag. I told him that he had taken these
tickets, and was trying to put the blame on some one else. When he drew them out of his pocket they
did
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did not come out whole, they were together, as if they had been collected ; they came out-altogether in
his hand. I do not believe that he put them there. If I do not believe that he put them there, somebody J. C. Prost.
must have put them there to trap him. He told me that a man had had his coat for some time, but he
J 28 Aug., 1888.
did not tell me who it was.
.
'
1L67. Mr. Brock!] Did Q-raham refuse to give you the names of the persons he said were making £10
per week ? He did not actually refuse, but said, “ Ah! that’s hardly good enough!” or something to that
effect. How the conversation came about was about the trams not paying, and then he said about the
£10 per week.
1168. President.] Is that all you know about the frauds ? Yes, I think so.
'
1169. Mr. Brock.] Do you think somebody borrowed Greeley’s coat, and put the tickets in the pockets ?
I have formed no opinion on that matter. I thought it a very mysterious thing, though.
1170. Mr. Thompson.] Did you never have any conversation with Graham on the subject of the frauds,
except on that one occasion ? • Not for months. _ I think it was about two mouths ago, when the thing
was beginning to spread ; he then told me that he had told the detectives. This was about five, six, or
,seven months ago—the night of the Parliamentary tram.
1171. Mr. Brock!] What did Greeley mean by the expression he made use of to you when he drew the
tickets out of his pocket ? I should think it did not mean that he took the tickets himself.
1172. President!] When did this occur P It was about three months ago.
1173. When Greeley spoke to you about swindling, did you not tell him what you had already heard
from Graham ? I did not. Greeley is a great man to talk, and I. say very little to him. I did not tell
him when he told me about the frauds being perpetrated that I left Graham to do that work.
,
1174. In connection with the matter of Graham offering tickets to you, the statement made is very ele'ar,
and it seems impossible to us that it could have been dreamt by the man who made it. The statement
made by Greeley is that you told him that on one occasion when you were going to buy tram-tickets
Graham said you might as well purchase them from him ; also, that you saw a large number of tickets in
Graham’s possession at the time ? I positively swear that such a thing never took place.
1175. Do you know Powell, a barber ? I do. He is also a tobacconist.
1176. Does he sell tram-tickets ? I have never seen tram-tickets there. I do not know whether he sells
them or not. I went there because I found that he was in the habit of supplying a pot and brush.
1177. What else did you go there for ? I have had a game of euchre there. Graham, Dixon, Powell,
my father, John Prost, of Botany, and some others, who I do not know, used to go there. I used to be
intimate with Graham, but did not knock about with him. I have never been in Powell’s at night. It
was when I was on my holidays last week that I was there. It was- between 10 and 11 o’clock in the
morning.
1178. Mr. Brock.] Have you never been in the place after dark? No, never. I played for drinks and
cigars, never for money.
1179. President!] Did you play for tickets ? Never for tickets. I do not know whether the man has a
license to sell tickets.
.
1180. Mr. Brock.] How long have you been in the Service ? About six or seven years.
,
1181.. I cannot understand you not giving information when you knew about this. All you had to do was
to have gone to Mr. Eoberts and told him. Whatever your information had been worth he would have
been the judge ? My information was worth very little, and it would have placed me in an awkward
position if it had been incorrect.
;
.
,
1182. President.] Did you mention it to .anyone ? I told my father the day after I heard it from Graham.
1183. Is your father, John Prost, lately a railway engine-driver ? Yes, my father was about thirty years
in the service. I am 32 years of age. . My uncle, Charles Prost, has been many years in the Service, j I
have a young brother in the drawing office. Beyond mentioning to my father, I have never mentioned it
to a soul.
1184. Is it not a fact that at first you were going to take the tickets from Greeley and make use of them ?
No.
.
1185. But on reflection you considered tbat it might be a trap and you returned them ? No. I marke.d
the tickets. It was not after we thought it might be a trap that I returned them. I did not think about it.
1186. Mr. Brock!] How many tickets were there ? Twenty-two. I think I marked up to that number.
1187. Mr. Thompson.] Why was he to put the tickets in his bag again. What did you tell him to do
that for ? It is such a foolish thing to be putting tiqkets into the man’s pocket.
1188. Your first impression was that he had stolen the tickets and he was making a profession of inno
cence to you ? I hardly know what I thought.
1189. Mr. Brock!] Were you in the habit of buying tram-tickets? No,my wife does generally if we go
out any place together.
.
. .
1190. Were you going to buy tickets when Graham said buy them from me ? I have never been out of a
holiday with Graham. I have never been in Graham’s company in a shop when I was going to buy tramtickets.
.
1191. President!] Where did you go with Greeley for a drink when the tickets were found in his pocket ?
It was Gibbons’ hotel where we, Greeley and I, went for the drink. After coming out Greeley pulled the
tickets from his pocket. It was not his uniform coat from which the tickets were taken. It was a big
overcoat.
.
1192. Is there nothing more that you can tell us ? I can assure you on my word as a man, let alone the
oath which I have taken, I know no more than I have told you.
1193. Mr. Brock!] It is a pity you did not strike sooner ? Well it has been published in the papers
frequently. No one has made the remark to me that if was no wonder the trams did not pay.
'
John E Loder called in, sworn, and examined:—
1194. President!] Your name and occupation ? My name is John Eli Loder. I am a general commission j. e. Loder.
agent at 147, Elizabeth-street.
,_ a
1195. We have sent for you because we understand that you can give us some information about these 28 Aug., 1888.
tram frauds ? I do not. come to make any statement about them.
1196. Do you know a man named Caspar or Gaspardo ? I know a man named Gaspardo. He came to me
thinking
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J. E. Loder. thinking that I could give him some advice as I had been in the police. It was in reference to some
A-—^s business which he termed “coining money.” I asked him what he meant and he said robbing, the
28 Aug., 1888. Government. He would not give me the details. He asked me if I knew whether the Government
allowed anything to informers. I told him I did not think so. I told him I did not think there was any
reward for coining, that is, if they were really false coiners. ■ I took it literally that they were coining
money.
1197. He gave you certain numbers or figures did he not ? He stated how much a week they were making
and so many months, and asked me to make up how much it came to. I believe I ran him up some
scribble or another. He said that they were robbing the Government of £30 to £40 per week.
1198. Mr. Broch7\ Coining money would not be robbing the Governments He told me it had been carried
on for three or six months. I made a calculation for him, but not carefully.
'
■
1199. Ton ma,de your calculations to the £10, so you worked it out to a nicety? I gave him a rough idea
and said that is near enough.
"
1200. President^] When did this occur ? In the early part of the year.
1201. "Were you hot interested, from your previous connection with the Police Force, in finding out what
this robbery was; that is, its details ? I was not. Living as a citizen I did hot think that I should '
interfere in the duties of the police. I thought they might go on coining money. It had nothing to do
with me.
1202. Mr. BrocTc^] Did he not tell you all about it ? Ho, he did not.
1203. Nor where it was going on ? No.
,
1204. President.'] Tou did not consider it your duty to take any notice of it? No. He wanted me to
give him advice as to how to go,to work to get a reward. I said, “ Go to the Inspector-General of Police,
and no doubt he will make arrangements for a reward if your information is good enough.”
1205. Mr. BrocTc^ I would not call coining money robbing the Government ? I thought he meant
coining money.
'
1206. President.'] Tou actually told him if he wanted to lead a peaceful life to let it drop ? I told him
to go to the Inspector-General of Police. I was trying to get the information for myself, and I can prove
’
Ibis by one of the detectives; but I said I was not to be mixed up in it.
1207. Mr. Thompson^] What detective ? Detective Power.
1208. Mr. Brocks] How long were you in the force ? About three years.
1209.. Why did yon leave it ? I object to answer that question.
1210. Why did you leave it, sir ? I tendered my resignation.
1211. Why did you resign ? I resigned to attend private business of my own.
1212. What was your object in not answering my question ? There are many unnecessary questions.
1213. I think you must have been a very indifferent sort of constable if your duties were carried out in
the same way that you carry out those of a private citizen. I am very anxious to know how you left
'
tbe Police Force. Why did you not take the man to the Inspector-General of Police? I do not think
there is a bad mark against me. What would I have benefited by taking him to the Inspector-General ?
I told the police and Detective Power that if I could get particulars of the case I would tell them, but I
was not to be named in it. I would not be an informer. I reckon a man is an informer who would take
the reward as a means of living.
1214. If you saw a man killing another you would not interfere then ? I would.
1215. But you would be an informer if you told of him? That’s different.
1216. Mr. Thompson^] How did .you come to know Gaspardo ? In my ordinary course of business. Heis
.
a man always in little businesses in town, and I have places to let.
’
■
1217. President^] Where did you first know him ? He was in a fish and oyster saloon, and then he came
to my office several times to inspect different hotels for a lady. I have seen him in the oyster-saloon; I
had the letting of it; it was in Albion-street. I was walking by the shop in Liverpool-street when 1 saw ■
him, and said, “ So you have taken this place.” This was a long time before he told me anything about
the frauds. I saw him for the first time when he asked me to'value the things in the place for him. I
did not value them, because it was too far for me to- go for so small a job. I believe ■ he and the owner
,
came to arrangements. I have seen Gaspardo in the shop at the corner of Elizabeth and Liverpool streets.
I do not know who keeps that shop. I went into it for a cup of tea, and he was serving behind the
counter. It was after he had left the Albion-street shop. It was after I saw him in this shop that he
came to me for advice. It did not' strike me that he was alluding to this shop. He said, “ Coining
money.”
'
1218. Mr. Thompson] Is it not a fact that you were in that shop continually ? It is not. I may have
■
been twice or once a week. I do not know the proprietor of the shop.
1219. Mr. BrocTc.] Was it Gaspardo ? I do not know.
.
.
1220. President.] Did it not occur to you that Gaspardo’s statement was in connection with the shop ?
.
No; I did not think of it.
■
1221. Mr. BrocTc] He came to you for an express purpose ? He would not tell me anything. He
wanted me to tell him whether there was a reward. He said, “ What is the use of me putting any one
. away without I get something for it? ”
1222. President] Do you know the shop of Nicholas Williams, running from Elizabeth-street to Wexfordstreet ? Tes.
.
'
1223. Have you been in there ? . Tes.
•
■ 1224. In company with Gaspardo ? No, not in company with Gaspardo. I met him there ; not by appoint
.
ment. I have been often in Williams’. Early in the morning, about 8 o’clock, or late in the evening,
6 or 7 o’clock.
1225. Mr. BrocTc] Do you know the lady for whom Gaspardo wanted to mspect the hotel? No.
1226. Mr. Thompson] Did it not strike you that he was rather a peculiar person for a lady to employ as
an agent ? I knew he was a good business man in an hotel. I knew he was running about with a fishbarrow. I did not go to Elizabeth-street to find the lady for whom he wanted the hotel. •
■
1227. Mr. BrocTc] Have you seen women in the shop ? Tes.
1228. Were they employed in the shop ? No.
•
1229. Who kept this shop ? I cannot tell.
'
1230. Mr. Thompson] Did you not go to these shops much more frequently now than before—were you
■
'
not
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not often there? I used often to call at Williams’ for a cup of tea, because I believe in running a man up
to do business if I see a chance of doing it. What I could understand was that the lady was worth money.
1231. Mr: Uroch?^ You have not told us how this money was being coined? Ido not know. I only
heard for the first time last night from Wigg and Moran what was meant. I had not the slightest idea
of where it was being coined. Of course I read the newspapers, but I do not know anything myself.
.
1232. President^] Do you know a shop in Market-street where tickets are being sold ? I have .obtained
tickets from many different shops.
•
1233. One near Elizabeth-street, into which you went with Gaspardo? Marshalls’s! I was not in there
with him that I am aware of. I do not know whether they have a license to sell tickets. I have been
there for postage stamps, but only about half a dozen times. I think the first time I ever saw Marshall
was last night. I was with a person who was going to Marshall’s, but said he did not know where it
was.- Neither did I; but as we went along the street we came to the shop, and Marshall was standing
at the door. I asked him if this was Marshall’s, and he said “ yes.” The man then went and did his
business. The first tickets I.ever saw sold there was last night. I never saw tickets offered to Marshall.
I do not know Eerrier who used to be a conductor.
'
1234. Do you know Charles Cook? I know one of them.- I have been in the shop, 94 Liverpool-street.
I do not know them except through business transactions. Cook was never in my office in his lifenot
auy of the Cooks. It is hot a fact that Cook and Eerrier have been at my office. I do not know
1 errier at all.- I know Cook bya transaction in filters, for which ! was agent, and as I could not sell
them I gave one to Cook to try. He said he had no money, and I said all right. Before this he was living
in Elizabeth-street,-and is now in Liverpool-street. Cook never had money when I went for it, and I said
“ The best thing for you to do is to shout cigars and I will make you a present of ithe filter.”
1
1235. Mr. J3roclcC\ What kind of a filter was it? It was a nickel-plated filter for fixing on a tap. .1
have never seen him outside this transaction. Eerrier I do not know.
. ’
1236. President^ When did you see Gaspardo last ? I have not seen him this last six weeks.
1237. Did you not have a conversation with him last Saturday night ? . No.
1238: If we are told that you had a conversation with him at that time, is it absolutely untrue? I will
swear that I have had no conversation with him during the last ten days.
1239. You have had a conversation with him about this matter ? I have not.
.
1240. I am speaking of this last ten days covering the sitting of this Commission,? No.' '
1241. Mr. Brock.'] Do you know Constantine Pappodocci? No.
,
1243,. President.] Have you had a recent conversation with Nicholas Williams on this matter ? No.
1243. But you know him very well, I believe ? Yes; I know him very well, but I have had no conversa
tion, with him on the subject of this inquiry.
■
1244. Mr. Thompson] What did you drop off going to Nicholas Williams’ in such a sudden manner for ?
Well, a person can please himself.
1245. President.] You know a number of the conductors ? Yes .; I know a number of them by sight.
1246. Do you know Musgrave? I do not.
"
.
1247. Have you not had negotiations about the lease of the “Southern Cross Hotel?” I cannot recollect. .
1248. You may be able to give us the probable price of the place? If I knew the length of the lease I
could give you an idea of its worth-.
•
.■
1249. Mr. “Thompson.] If the lease were eight years and the rent £8 ? It would be about £2,000.
1250. President.] What would he be required to pay down ? I believe the amount would be about
£-1,000 or £1,200 to go into it.
’
'
1251. Mr. Brock.] Do yoxu know Masoora ? I do not know him by name, but. might know him by sight.
1252. Do you know anything about the tram frauds ? No.; I know nothing about them.
'
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Alfred Weston called in, sworn, and examined:—
. ’
1253. President.] What is your name and your-occupation ? Alfred Weston; I keep a little shop in A, Weston,
Slanley-street.
'
—a
1254. How long have you been in business there ? I have been in it two and a half years.
28 Aug., 1888.
1255. Have you a tram-ticket license ? I haye never had a. license to sell tram-tickets.
•
1256. Have you ever applied for one ? I have only applied once for a license—a short time ago.
1257. But you have been selling, have you not? I have been selling tram-tickets in a very small way
ever since I have been there.
1258. Are you still selling ?' I have not sold since I applied for tbe license. I have always been aware
of the law. I am liable to a fine for selling without a license. At first I was selling without the know
ledge of the law.
.
.
1259. Mr. Brock.] Where do you get your tickets from ? The schoolboys from the Grammar-school
come for biscuits and other things, and give tickets instead of money.
1260. What is the largest number you have ever had in stock ? The largest number I have had on hand
is two dozen.
.
1261. Are you certain of this ? It might be more—it fluctuates—sometimes it is less.
•
1262. We want to know the largest number you have ever had ? I have had perhaps three 'or 'four dozen
at one time.
1263. Where do you keep them ? I keep them in a small box in the fill. The box was there -when I
went into the shop.
'
4-M,gar‘'box’is ^ “0t ? It is nofc 80 lal'ge as a cigar-box. It is a smallpox-andkept in the till.
l_6o. Will you swear it is not a large cigar-box, and that you-keep-it on a shelf behind vou? I will
'
swear that it is not, and that I do not keep it on a shelf.
"
'
1266. How long do you say you have been there ? I have'been- in the shop two and a half years.
1267. On the 22nd September, 1887, I bought tickets from you, and you took them froni a box—a-500- ;
...
cigar-box and you took it from a shelf at the back and put the box on the counter in front - of me I
■
paid you Is. ? I deny that it was a 500-cigar-box. I must have taken the till out.
'
1268. The box was on the counter, and full of tickets ? You make a mistake.
•
:•
1269. President.] Where was the box ? I swear that the ticket-box is in the drawer in the’till..
.
,
1270. Mr. Brock.] Do you recollect my coming and buying tickets, the' day after a tall,-dark’lady,

•.
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A. Weston, had bought tickets at your shop? I do not recollect you. I do not remember a tall, dark lady, coming
/---- A——'s in and buying tickets.
28 Aug., 1888. p27l. The lady was my wife, and she saw the big cigar-bos; when she came home she told me ; I then came
On purpose to see it for myself? I have never bought a ticket from anybody but the boys and I would
’
not tell a iie.
, .
1272.' President.My opinion is that there may have been a misunderstanding-as to the position, but I
cannot see how there can be any mistake as to the large cigar-box ? It is a drawer.
'
1273. Mr. I}rock.~\ I went with an object in view. I had heard about the cigar-box, and I went and saw it.
1 The officers of the Department also saw it; the box was nearly full when I saw it ? You make a mistake
in the size of the box.
_
1274. Mr. Thompson.] Did you take the tram-tickets as money ? Yes; as pennies.
1275. President.] You have done general dealing with them ? They come and buy goods in the shop;
I have not done other dealings beside tram-tickets.
.
1276. It is not a fact that the boys have given you paper—foolscap, writing, cartridge paper, &c., for
fruit? No, it is a deliberate falsehood.
1277. Did you give full value for the tickets, that is equal value to a boy who gave you tickets as to one
who gave you coppers ? Yes; equal value.
1278. Mr. Thompson.] You must have taken four or five shillings worth of tickets during the day;^-how
do you get rid of them ? I never take that amount in a day nor half of it. The boys may forget their
dinners, and I often give them cakes on trust; I also often give them tram-tickets if they have none.
1279.' Mr-. Brpclc^] How long have you been doing this ? Up till about six weeks ago, but not to the
extent I did before.
1280. President.] Why did you give up selling ? On account of a man being fined.
■
1281. When vou recently applied for a license to sell tram-tickets did you volunteer any-information ?
I told them what a lodger told me, that the conductor did not collect tickets from Camperdown to
Bathurst-street. The lodger’s name is Barker, and he lives with me at 2, Stanley-street. He works at
Westlake’s, the harness maker. He said he got off and walked away without paying. All the passengers
were wondering why he did not collect the tickets. I gave the information in order that the Department
might find out for themselves. I have gone on the trams and have not had my tickets collected, and
have got off before I paid. My lodger said he did not pay, but got a cheap ride. It would be an advan
tage if I had a license, because people now have to cress the line at Liverpool, Bathurst, and Park
’ .
streets before they can get tickets.
.
’

- Spero Magray called in, sworn, and examined:—
.
Spero
1282. President.] What is your name, and where are you employed? .Spero Magray. I am working
Magray; for ]y[r John Black, oyster-shop, Botany Eoad.
/'~Tqoo 1283. Were you previously employed at Constantine’s shop ? I have been sometimes at Constantine
. uf='’
' Pappodocci’s shop, but never worked there.
•
1281. You know Constantine and his partner ? I know both Constantine and Masoora.
1285. What do you know of their transactions in tram-tickets ? I have seen them coming along the
street from the office two or three times with tickets.
'
1286. When ?' It was last year I saw them fetch them.
1287. How did they, bring them ? They brought them open in their hands.
_
1288. Have you not seen them buying loose tickets ? I have never seen them buy loose tickets.
1289. Did you not tell anyone you had ? I did not tell anybody that I had.
•
'
1290. Mr. Brock.] Where else have you worked ? I worked for Nicholas Williams last year.
12^1. President.] Did you not see loose tickets bought at his shop ? No.
.
'
1292. When were you employed there ? I was there last year, about three months, and all I know is
. that he sent me down to the office sometimes to buy tickets ; sometimes he gave me £5 to buy them.
■
1293. You are not telling all you know about this ? I know nothing more. I am telling the truth.
...
; 1294. Tell all you know, and no harm will come to you, or to anybody belonging to you ? I do not know
anything. If I knew more I would tell it.
’
1295. Can you give us the dates on which you went to the office to get the tickets ? No ; I can get
them. Last year, about this time.
1296.' We must have the month, if nothing nearer ? It was about April, May, June, and July, or
between these four months.
1297. Mr. Brock.] What name did you give ? I suppose Nicholas Williams.
.
•.
1298. Who wrote it? It was written down for me, and I gave the paper in and got the tickets ? I
cannot read English. Somebody else wrote it down for me.
1299. President.] Did you not tell them at the office that these tickets were for Nicholas Williams ? No
I never told them; I used to take a form signed by Marcus.
.
1300. How many times did you go for tickets ? I went about ten or twelve times during those four,
- months. It might have been twenty times.
...
.
1301. Do you know in what name these orders was signed ; was it a long or a short one ? I think it was in
the name he was called by everybody—Nicholas Williams. I took no notice of the name.
'
■
1302. President.] We have been told by Gaspardo that you have seen tickets bought by Marcus at his
shop; if we find out that you have kept this back from us you may expect to be punished ? I am telling
' the truth. All right, sir ; all I say is what I know.
Constable Stove re-called and further-examined:—
1303. President.] I understand, Constable Stove, that there is something further you wish to communh
cate to us ? The only fresh thing that I have been able to gather from Dominic is that it was during the
time Musgrave was out. of the Service, having been discharged during reductions, that he told the man ou
28 Aug., 1888,,
j^ewtown Eoad how to work his register, but Dominic does not know this man’s name.
1304. Mr. Thompson] Do you suggest that Dominic might be of service to us? No; I asked him, and he
said he could tell you nothing more than ! have told, as he had told me everything.
1305.
Constable
Stove.

QEOf
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^i111 .^at a,s we know so much about it he might give us evidence which, Constable
w hilst we will not make use of except to punish the guilty, and which will not he used against him, might Stove,
be 01 use to us m connecting other links together. He will be paid for his time ; we would not like to
''
force him . ' 1 uo uot think he would be of any service; I put it to him that I had been called and
questioned, and that I am likely to be fined if he does not let me give his name, and I asked him if he
would let me be fined. He said he would sooner let me tell his name than that I should be fined. Per-squally 1 think you would get nothing more from him if you did call him. He said he could sell very few
tickets 111 a week so it was not worth his while getting a license.

Walter Bennett called in, sworn, and examined :—
.
1306. President.'] What is your name and how are you employed? Walter Bennett; I am a motorDriver
dnver.
.
.
W. Bennett.
1307., W® want to know anything and everything you know about the tramway frauds ; when you first
heard of them and what you heard ? I heard nothing of them until I saw an article in the Evening Star. 28Aug.;i&88.
1308. Hid you not. hear of them from a less public source ? Yes. Graham told me.
.
1309. When did he tell you. I cannot say when it was that he told me, except that it was about the
time that one of the first letters, “ Reasons why the trams do not pay” appeared.
.
■
1310. When did the letter appear ? It was on one Saturday. The article went on to say that there was
systematic fraud going on in the Service and the tickets were appropriated and sold. It is about two
months ago since these articles appeared. It must be more than a month ago since they appeared,
because 1 went on my holidays and I relieved Graham. I heard a driver was connected with the business
and that it was Graham, so I asked him. He said he had no hand in it, and I said you had better be
careful or you will be implicated. He then said that he had told Moran some months before. '
13LI. President.] If Graham has sworn that he told you about these frauds some months ago ? It would
be untrue.
1312.. Graham s statement is that he told you and others some months ago, and before he told Moran ?
He did not tell me. He said he had put the matter in the hands of the Department, and afterwards he
was brought up before the Commissioner. He told Keen several months ago, soon after having told
Moran. He said he had told Moran that h.e would give liiin the tip in time to catch these men at work.
1313. What did he tell you about the frauds ? ..He said he had..seen Musgrave go away with his pockets
chock-a-block with tickets, and he knew no reason why Moran did not catch this man.
1314. Hid he say he had pointed Musgrave out to Moran when the former was going away from a tram
with his pockets full of tickets ? No ; he did not say that. He said that he would show Moran any time
•.
tae man going away with his plunder.
•
•
j
■
1315. What more did he tell you? He told me the first time he saw anything was when one day
Musgrave was standing on the apron behind, when, on looking back, Graham saw Musgrave with a piece
of wire and his bell. He said “ Halloo Tommy ! are you putting the iigger on ? ” and time after time he
learnt a little bit.
'
1316. Did he say how Musgrave had learnt to rig his bell? He told me he did not know how Musgrave
learnt it, but he thought Coll shelved him how to rig the bell. Musgrave told him a little bit at a time ■
was very cunning ; showed no one how to do it, and would do it himself.
’
3
Did he tell you how long it was after he had ,seen this wire business before he told Moran ? He
did not say.
.,
1318. Did you ask him how long ago it was since Musgrave told him ? No, he did not tell me all that I
have told you at one time. Sometimes be told me very little, and sometimes nothing for days.
1319. When did he first tell you? He told me nothing about it until it came out in the Star. I think'
it was one Saturday night we read it in the paper. This was the first I heard of it. The chaff went
round pretty freely amongst us, and some one said, “ I hear that your mate is mixed up in the affair ”
When I came to relieve him I asked him if it were true that he was in the affair.
’
1320. You are very confident in saying that when Graham first told you he gave you to understand
that he had told Moran several months before ? I am particularly sure, for he said he could not under
stand how it was that Moran did not catch this man.
132L.. But you are quite sure that he had not mentioned it to you before? I am perfectly sure that no
mention was made, and that no suspicion had crossed my mind until the article appeared in the evenum

Giacomo Vita called in, sworn, and examined, through interpreter (Pasquale Torzillo) :__
1322. President] We understand that you have been, selling some tram-tickets to Mr. Elliott. Where Giacomo Vila
did you obtain them ? Prom the boys when they have bought fruit. They get the fruit, throw the
’
tickets into the basket, and run away; they take the fruit first, and then thrown down the tickets; they 28Aug., 1888.
always do the same thing.
■
1323. You understand English well enough; we are not going to be hoodwinked by you ; we know how
many tickets you had and how many you sold. How many have you sold altogether ? I do not remember
whether it was six or seven; I do not know how many I have sold altogether.
1324. How long have the boys been giving you tickets ? About two months.
•
1325. How many in the day ? One or two a day.
1326. How did you resell them or get rid of them ? I got rid of them by riding on the trams.
’
1327. What made you sell them to this gentleman, who has giveu us information ? He happened to be
near the tram, and he asked me for them.
’
1328. How came you to sell eight tickets for 6d. ? The gentleman did not give me time to count
them, as the tram was coming.
1329. Are you a rich man ? No.
1330. Can you afford to lose 2d. on. each bargain ? No, I could not afford to lose 2d. every time. I was
confused on this occasion by seeing the tram so close, and I had not time to count them ; this is the first
time I have sold tickets—all the others I used myself.
1331. We do-not believe the running away part of the proceedings: in parting with the fruit for the
ticket
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OiacdmaVita.

^ ,y0U g[ye fu^ valUe p Yes, just the same value. I •'would noi* know when the boys took the
fruit whether they would give money or tickets.
. .
'
28Aug.,1888. 2332. Your statement is incorrect; this gentleman states that he was not waiting for a tram. Ihat is
'
all I have to say. _
’
.
1333. ;Are you sure that you did not get these tickets from the tram conductors ? I am quite certain
that I did not.
■
'
.
ISSd. Mr. BrockHave tram conductors ever given you tickets for fruit?- No-; I hardly know a tram
.
conductor.
■
1335. President.'] If you have not told us the whole truth, and we find out that you have not clone so,
you will he liable to he punished ? I have never bought tickets from conductors, and I am telling you
the truth.
'
,
'
•
Portrase called in, sworn, and examined
Porlrase.- 1336. President^] You are a Hindoo fruit-seller, I believe. We want you to tell us truthfully where
r——\ you got.the tickets you'sold .to Mr. Elliott ? I got them from boys who have no money, and give me
28 Aug., 1888. tickets for lollies instead of money.
.
.
1337. How do you get rid of them-afterwards? Sometimes I go on the tram to the Markets, and use
•
them.
■
.
1338. Mr. Brock?\ ■ How much fruit do you give for 3d. How many apples or oranges.? Sometimes a
dozen and sometimes two dozen oranges.
.
.
n
.,
„
1339. President^] If I come to you and have a penny or a ticket, will you give me the same quantity of
fruit, for each ? I will give you two bananas for a penny. I will give you the same number for tickets.
1340. How do you. manage to sell five tickets, for 4d., and twelve tickets for 9d. ? When I have no
money and I want to get home by the train I sell the tram-tickets.
_
1341. This gentleman asked you how much you would take for twelve tickets, and you said 9d. ? I have
none to-day. Sometimes I pick up tickets. I do not know the tram conductors to speak to. One day
I picked up a large number.
■
.
1342. After you got rid of one lot of tickets you offered another lot ? I said, “ If you want more tickets
you give me the money,.and.I .null go and buy them.”

.
Joseph Powell called in, sworn, and examined:—
1343. President.] You keep a fruit-shop in Devonshire-street. We understand that you have seen
instances of the improper sale of tram-tickets, and can give us particulars of those sales ? Yes ; they
28 Aug., 1888. have‘been principally by women and children. I have taken eight or ten at times from women who
.
wanted money. They were not broken up into ones and twos. I gave full value for the tickets. I have
had children offering them in exchange for fruit, but I have never taken them. I have had postage
stamps frequently offered me, and at half their value. Persons, generally women, bring twopenny stamps,
and-offer them for one penny. ' These women bring them, I think, principally with the intention of going
• and getting drink. They are mostly of the vagrant or depraved class. At one time it wms a frequent
occurrence; that is, women coming into the shop and wanting fruit-or something in exchange for tramtickets. ' ;I have declined to buy tickets from them, and do not have any dealings with them. I have
never had tickets offered to me by conductors, nor by any men. I am not acquainted with any tramconductors.
.
•
1344. Mr. Thompson] About what would be the outside-number of tram-tickets you know to have been
offered you ? 1 have never taken them as a sale. I think the ■ ten spoken of before is the greatest
number that has been offered. I have not had a license, and I would not begin to sell tickets until I saw
whether people would be likely to require them. I, howrever, bought a fevr at the railway station, thinking
that my having them would tend to increase my trade in other things. I gave full value’ for them when
buying. I had to sell every day, and on holidays I got lio rest. My trade did not increase, as' people
. onlv came in for tickets, and seldom bought anything else ; and as I got no rest, and tram-tickets did not
pay, I am glad that I have done away with their sale. I used to get about £2 worth at a time,
but I got nothing for them, and have given up the sale of tickets altogether, as I thought my rest was
wrorth more to me than tram-tickets.
■
■
J. Powell.
—\

William Moran recalled and further examined :—
President.] We left off on the previous day with my question to you of whether you considered
./
Greeley was an honest man ? I am inclined to believe that he is honest.
28 Aug.,i8S8.. 2346. Mr. Broclc.] Do you think that the tickets- were placed in Greeley’s pocket as-a trap? I cannot
understand it.
.
.
,
1347. Mr. Thompson.] What did Greeley say to you about it ? He said he' had lent the coat to lunks,
who was his relieving mate, and it was after his return that he-found the tickets in the pockets.
1348. Do you think Tunks placed them there ? I do not think so. I think he is honest, and would not
do so. The reason I have for believing Greeley is honest is that he is always fond of giving information.
1349. What first made you think that there was something wrong ? The hints of the men themselves ,
then, the information that some man at the Sailors’ Home w'as. selling tickets ; next the report that a
' conductor was carrying a man free, but receiving newspapers in return. In the first instance I thought
these were only rumours and. could not be followed up. My first thought that Cook was doing some
thing wrong was caused by his way of meeting Musgrave and Eraser,_ coupled wdth Cook s character,
which is by no means good. This led me to watch Cook. I saw him jump on the tram with Greeley,
travel as far as White’s, the baker, and get off.
, . , „
' 1350. Mr. Brock.] Do you believe they were tram-tickets Cook had with him on the day at Kanawiclv.
He was notgoing to Handwick this day, but to Waterloo, and he was talking to Greeley on the way
down, and Greeley told me he had shown him a lot of tickets made up in twos, fours, and sixes, all ready
'
for use. Greeley’s statement was’ that they were in a bag—that they were all small tickets and separated.
This is what Greeley told me after I had asked Cook about them.
•
13ol.
-Moran,

1345.
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. 1351. President.'] With regard to Musgrave : how is it possible to find out whether he was taken off on. W. Moi’an.
that particular day in order to save him ? My own impression is that he was not taken off for that
23 Aug., 1888.
purpose.
'
•
1352. Who is it that arranges the order in which these conductors go out ? Yard-foreman Haliiday
and Yard-foreman Q-amgee.
'
1353. Mr. Thompson.] Is there no record hook of the .day’s work ? There is a service book which should
show who was in charge of the yard at that particular time.

•

WEDNESDAY, 29 AUGUST, 1888.

.

:

iprmnt:—

.

A. RICHARDSON, Esq., President.
B, W. THOMPSON, Esq., M.P.,

|

E. A. BEOCK, Esq., J.P.

Gustave Adolphus Kopsch called in, sworn, and examined :—
•
1354: President.] You are I believe instrument mechanician to the Telegraph Department; ,we have sent- Gustave A.
for you because we are anxious to have a practical opinion from a person outside the Railway Department. Kopsch.
We are given to understand that the registers of these bells have been tampered with, the springs
—\
weakened, and wire inserted in the foot of the bell in such a manner as to prevent the register working 29 Aug., 1888.
though the bell rings. It has been said that the putting of these registers out of order has the same
effect as a lengthened period of wear ; that the bending of the spring one thirty-second part of an inch
is sufficient to put them out of order, and that this is equivalent to the wearing of the springs by constant
usage. The tampering with the bells has probably been done by the conductors when .at home at night.
.
It has been found impossible, without employing six or seven extra men, to prevent the registers from being
taken home? It will be necessary for me to go and bring my tools in order to open.the bells and see the *
inside of them to make the examination.

' •
Robert Maher called in, sworn, and examined:—
,1355. President.] You are I believe a motor-driver on the Waterloo line; we want you to tell us all you
Driver
know about these tramway frauds ? I know nothing whatever.
•
Maher.
1356. Have you had no conversations with anybody about them ? Only what Patrick Greeley told me —_____^
of the night Perrier was at his house. That is all 1 have heard about the frauds.
'
'
29 Aug., 1888.
1357. Have you not had a conversation with Graham about these frauds ? No.
1358. Did you not tell him that frauds were going on in the Department? No.
1359. Do you know Saunders ? Johnny Saunders, the shunter—yes.
.
1360. Have you spoken to him about the frauds ? Not to my knowledge, except to ask him how the
frauds were getting on. I know him wrell. I have had no conversation with him as far as T can
relnember. I never knew of the frauds until the disclosures in the newspapers. I have been on the
Waterloo line since the day after Easter Monday. I was on Crown-street for four years. I have never
suspected anything going wrong. I know nothing of Saunders except as a shunter, and I very seldom
.
speak to him, as I have no time to do so. I have nevrer spoken to him about this matter, and I know
nothing about him.
1
1361. Mr. Thompson^] Have you never grumbled about certain conduct of his ? Not to my knowledge.
1362. But in connection with the overtime tor Parliamentary trams ? Oh, yes. I have always asked
• him not to put me down for these. I have had a bad cold this last twelve months, and Prost used to take
the Parliamentary tram for me.
'
.
'
'
1363. Was there never any complaint as to the distribution of this overtime, and the appointment of the
. particular men to do the duty ? I cannot,tell; I have heard no complaint to my knowledge. I have
heard that he has taken men for overtime whilst others should have had the turn. I was not in Saunders’
shift until Easter Monday. I have had no one complaining to me about the overtime. Beyond what I
have told you now I know nothing.
1364. Did not Greeley tell you how he managed to let the detectives know? He told me about the
night Perrier was at his house, and the detectives were there also.
1365. Mr. Brock.] Did he mention any other name besides Perrier ? He mentioned some one, but I do
not recollect who it was, although I think it was Musgrave.
*
'

Patrick Greeley called in, sworn, and examined:—
1366. President.] Your name is------ ? Patrick Greeley. I am a tram-conductor on the Botany and Conductor
Waterloo line. I have been in the Service five years next January.
'
Greeley.
1367. We want to know from you everything you know'in connection with these-frauds ? The first r---- ------information ! had about it was by a Chinaman-wanting to-buy tickets. He said he had been buying 29iSSS.
tickets before from men. He asked me again sometime afterwards, when he was going to Botany. ■ His
name is Ah Lum. On December 23rd last, I was in Siddons the barber’s shop getting a shave. Howard
came in and said he had made a grand harvest. Siddons asked me if I had any tickets or if I could • get
some. He said he was giving 20s. for 30s. wrorth of tickets. I said, I would see wdiat I could do
on Boxing-Day. He came again to me and asked if I had the tickets. I said that I had not, and
that I was a staff-man aud had no opportunity of doing anything; but if I had a chance on New
Year’s Day he could come again. He said, “ I am giving a man as much as £3 10s. per week ” ; I said
I could not see how it was done. He said the man used to miss registering the tickets, keep an account,
and then take the tickets first thing in the morning. I said I did not think the game worth the candle,
. but a man might make a few tickets in a day, not a hundred a week. He said, “ You have nothing to
fear. As long as no third party knows it they can all go to hell. I will take good care not to have too
many in the drawer at one time, and I will see that no service tickets are in with-them ; if I come across
any•! will destroy them.”
•
'•
1368.

»
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Conductor iggg, Mr. Brock,'] Where was the drawer he alluded to ? In his shop. He did not tell me who the man
twee <sji
wag
j apuded in the early part of my narrative. 'I told this to Moran who reported it and I was
29Aue~1888 ^a^en
'Vernon and Mr. Roberts, and was introduced as the man who gave the information about
g’’
‘ the tickets. Moran tried very hard to get me leave to entrap Siddons, but it was not granted. This was
some time at the latter end of January, or the beginning of February. My coat was taken out of the
locker in Bridge-street yard and was away about six or seven weeks. On the following Friday, after its
return, the weather being very cold I used the coat, and on putting my hand into the pocket I found a lot
of tram-tickets. This I also reported.
_
1369. President.] What did you report ? I reported having found the tickets in my pocket. I was in
company with Driver Frost when I found them. We were coming from the hotel after haying a drink.
I put my hand in my pocket and found the tickets. I think I said, “ (rood God! what is this ?” When
I pulled them out I said, “ I am convinced now ; this is sufficient proof; there is something wrong about
the tram-tickets.” I told him the history of the coat. He said, “ Give them to me; they will do for the
old woman” ; I gave them to him at first but then said to myself “ This may be a trap,” and took them
back saying that I would report it.
' '
1370. Will you swear that Frost took them and said they would do for the old woman ? Yes. I am pre
pared to swear it. He put them in his pocket.
1371. Did not Frost say, “I would advise you to put the tickets into your bag?” No, not when I
showed them to him. I have some idea that he did advise me afterwards to do so.
1372. You say that he wanted to take the tickets and was going to give them to his wife to use them,
and that he actually did take them. Dow do you reconcile this statement with the statement that he
advised you to put them into your bag ? I am not sure about the way it occurred. He asked for the
tickets first and I gave them to him for the old woman. 1 think I then said to him that it might be a
trap. I am quite sure I took the tickets from him, but I do. not perfectly remember his saying “ put
them in your bag.” When I said I would report it he agreed with me that it was the best thing to do.
I did give them to him in the first instance.
1373. Mr.. Thompson.] How many were there ? Twenty-two.
1374. President.] Was it not in the hotel when you were pulling out money to pay for the drinks that
you pulled out the tickets ? No, we were walking down the lane.
1375. Are you sure that you were walking down the lane, and that you were not at the time in the bar of
the hotel ? I am quite sure that it was not in the hotel, and that I did not drag them out to pay for drinks.
1376. Who paid for the drinks ? Frost paid for the drink. I gave the tickets to Moran on the same
day.
1377. Do you know Cook ? Yes. He came on to the tram on two or three occasions and asked me if I
knew where he could see Ferrier or Musgrave.
1378. Mr. Brock.] AYas Musgrave on the Waterloo line then? He was an assistant on any line. On
Saturday, the 23rd June, Cook came on my tram at Liverpool-street and rode as far as White’s, the baker,
at Redfern, and when he got down he asked me where he could see Musgrave or Ferrier. I said, “ If it
is anything I can tell them I will do so, as I may see them.” He said it was something very particular.
I said, “ Go to the yard at 12'30 in the day and you wall see Musgrave. Ferrier is not on the trams
now, but Musgrave will be in the yard.” He said he could not do that as he was going to the races; and
he asked me if I had any “ dead birds,” and said, “ If I were in your place horseracing would trouble
me very little; I would make a lot more than you can make going to the races.” I asked him what he
meant, and he said, “ I am giving a man on the place not less than £10 per week.” I said, “ You are
one of those very smart fellows that we hear so much of; I would like to see how this is done ; I do not
think there is a man on the job making 10s. a year.” He said, “I don’t care what you think about it.”
He then promised to meet me at 7 o’clock at night. I met Ferrier and asked him about it, and told him
that a man told me he was making £10 per week, and that he might let me into it. Ferrier said, “ You do
not mean to say that you have been on the job all this time and that you do not know how to do anything.”
Moran, who had got on at Liverpool-street and ridden to Castlereagh-street, remained there till I returned,
and got up again and asked me what the game was. I told him. On the following evening I saw Ferrier
again, and he told me he knew men who were making lots of money at the game, and that I could do the same,
but that he would advise me to get a change to the Waverley or Randwick line, and he said, “ I will take
the bells for you.” From what lie had said I was convinced that there was wholesale fraud being carried
on. This was all that took place on that occasion. I afterwards saw Cook again, and said to him, “ I
wish you would let me know how this thing is done ; I would make one in it.” He asked me when I
should have some slack time. I told him any time after 7 o’clock, as I was on the evening shift; he said
“Very well; I will come out and meet you.” On the following Monday, the 25 th, as I was coming in
from Waterloo, Ferrier got on my tram at Boundary-street. As he got on I said, “ I thought you had
made enough on the trams to keep you from having to go to hard work.” He said, “ I did not make
much.” I said, “It is no use you telling me that yarn, for the man who has been asking several times for
you tells me that he is giving men on the job not less than £10 per week.” He gave me no more
information on that evening. On Tuesday evening when he eame he said to me, “Do you mean to tell me
that you have been all this time on the job, and made nothing out of it?” I said, “Yes ; I am not inthe
secret, and I cannot find out how it is done ; you might show me how it is done, if it can be done.”
.
He said, “It can be done and it is done to a great extent. £10 a week is nothing to make. It is very
‘ cronk,’ but I will tell you as I know that I can trust you. You have been in trouble with a Chinaman,
and they have got you set, so you had better make as much as you can while you are in the department.
You had better get off this line and get on to the Randwick and Coogee lines ; you get better tickets and
more in number, and they are always cleaner.” I said, “ I believe that it is done by the bells being
faked.” He said, “ Yes, I know how to fake them; when is your Sunday off?” I said, “ I never have
a Sunday off.” He said, “ What time do you go to work next Sunday?” .1 told him—I think I said
1’57. He said, “ I will come and get your bells on Saturday night, and take them home with me and
fake them, and bring them back by 11 o’clock on Sunday morning.” This I communicated to Moran,
and we arranged that he should get a pair of extra bells from the office, and that when Moran brought
them to my house he should secrete himself under the bed and watch Ferrier when he came. At 7
o’clock Ferrier put in an appearance and I went down to open the door, leaving Moran secreted under the
bed. When I opened the door I said, “ Come upstairs, Harry.” He said, “I won’t do it to-night; things
are cronk ; I got the straight ‘ griffin’ from the office that Moran and Wigg have got hold of it.” He also
'
said
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said that the other conductors had knocked off doing it for the present. . He said, “ Let it go for a day or Conductor
two and I will come some night and get the bells when things have blown over; I will either bring them Greeley.
back or leave them in a basket with my mother, and tell her that a gentleman will call for them.” The 294^1888-.
date of this interview in my bedroom was Saturday 30th. He also told me in the room on this evening
that there were others much higher than conductors in it, and that if they did not mind, themselves and
treat him properly he would round on them. He said, “You have nothing to fear. I always get word
from the office when they are going to do anything. When they were going to catch a man some time
ago at Eaudwick I got word about it and went right away and told him, so he was on the alert.” I have
not the slightest idea to whom he was alluding. I asked him how the business was done and who was
doing it. He said he would not tell me who was doing it; but he said that they were parties the Depart
ment never would suspect; that there were ten or twelve in the Department who knew about it, but he
would not tell me who they were. 'On the following Tuesday night, 3rd July, Terrier got,on my tram
at Park-street. I asked him when he was coming to take the bells. He said, “ Not if you gave me £50 ;
I have heard something fresh from the office.”
•
'
'
1379. President.] You are quite certain that it was Tuesday on which you met Terrier again, and when
he said he would not have anything to do with it because he had got fresh information from the office ?
Yes.
.
1380. Then if you are told positively that July 7th was the date on which Terrier came to the -bedroom
when Moran was concealed, the further interview with him must have taken place on the 10th I
suppose P Yes; in the morning of that day I was talking with Moran at the office, and Musgrave, when
passing, saw us talking. Moran gave me a hint to go away ; but I.did not understand it, and Musgrave
saw us. In the evening Terrier came to me and said he had beard something fresh and would not touch
the bells if I gave him half a hundred.
1381. Do you think Terrier came to you owing to Musgrave having seen you speaking to Moran P I
think Musgrave must have told Terrier, because Terrier seemed to have come specially. That is all that
has passed between Terrier and myself.
‘
1382. You know something of a publican at Eedfern having been paid a grog score with used tramtickets ? Yes ; Walsh told me that he knew a man who had run up a grog score of 25s. and who had
paid it with 40s. worth of tram-tickets, and I understood Walsh to say that 15s. change was given, and
that full value was given for the tickets. Walsh would not mention the name of the hotel-keeper. He
said that he was a friend of his. I think he said it was the “ Man of Kent Hotel.” He said he could
swear to the thing as he had seen it with his own eyes. That is all I can think of in connection with the
matter at present.
■
1383. You have mentioned in your evidence that Terrier told you there was no occasion for fear as he
always got the straight “ griffin ” from the office ? Yes.
.•
1384. Did you ask him what he meant ? Yes, I asked him to explain what he meant, but he refused to
give me any further information.
.
1385. Did you ever find out what he meant by the statement that he got the straight “ griffin ” from the
office ? I have never found out what was meant.
1386. You remember that they were going to catch somebody at Randwick one race-day ?. Yes ; Terrier
told me that he told the man that he was to be taken off his regular tram at. 10 o’clock and be sent to
Randwick, and he also told the man that they were going to catch him. The man went on the Randwick
tram but took care not to be up to tricks..
1387. Was this the day Hendy was dismissed ? I think it was since Hendy’s dismissal.
I do not know
who the man was. I asked him if it was Hendy or Tom O’Donnell, but he would not say anything more.
I do not think he alluded to Hendy.
"
’
1388. Do yoii remember when Hendy was dismissed ? Yes ; I heard that another man was to have been
taken, but that he had been “ put fly.”
.
1389. Who was that man, do you know? I heard that it was O’Donnell who had been “put fly.”
O’Donnell was on the tram on .that occasion with Hendy. I heard that O’Donnell was a couple of rings
.short, but that he accounted for them. I never heard that Musgrave was on the run in the forenoon, and
was taken off and put into the yard car-cleaning. I do not know what time it was when Hendy was taken.
1390. Terrier told you that there were men in the Service committing these frauds whom the Department
would never suspect ? Yes.
'
1391. Did he give you any names? No, not one.
1392. Did you ever have a conversation with Graham on the subject of the frauds before they were
exposed in the newspapers ? Not that I can remember.
1393. Terrier told you that there were others who were higher up in the Department than conductors
mixed up with the frauds, and that if they were not very careful he would round on them—were you
not anxious to know who these people were ? I was certainly anxious to know, and I made every inquiry,
pressing him on every occasion when I could get a chance. He would give me no information as to who
they were. He said that he would not tell me who they were, and that he would not tell them that I was
in it. He said he would never be short of £5 as he could always get it from those who were in the swim,
and that if they did not give it to him he would round on them. He gave me no idea whatever who
they were.
' 1394. Going back to the time when Cook got on to your tram what fare did you collect ? He got on at
Liverpool-street and rode on a twopenny section. I cannot tell you what money he handed me. I have
no recollection whatever of what he said to me.
1395. Do you not remember that the first words he said were, “ Halloo ! you did not ring that bell ? ” No.
1396. And,you replied, “ That is a drink at the other end? ” I did not reply.
1397. Did he not give you cash ? He never gave me a cash fare in his life.
.
.
1398. lYas he often on your tram ? , He has not been on my tram three or four times a week.
1399. Was not the conversation introduced by his calling your attention to your not striking the bell
when you received his fare ? No; I will positively swear that was not the way the conversation was
introduced.
'
1400. We want to know what money you received from the Chinaman for the 200 tickets you sold to him
in Market-street ? I never sold any tickets in Market-street.
'
1401. We have sworn evidence that you sold tickets to a Chinaman named Ah Lum, in Market-street,
some time, ago, and that you received only 12s. for these 200 ? I will swear that no such occurrence took
place:
1402.
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Conduetor 1402/ It is as well to caution j-ou that you have been recognised by the Chinaman as the man-who soldGreeley. ]1|m ^.jie
? j 1,^0 never sold tickets to any person.
•-/"a
1403. By your own showing you have been mixed up in a curious transaction.
Whoauthorised you to
29 ug., 888.
ag a "Departmental detective ?. I was trying to get information for the Department.
'
1404. You have, by your own showing, led. Cook and Ferrier to believe you would fall in with their
designs.’ Were you instructed by the Department to act as a’ detective, and assume the role of a
.
dishonest man ? No ; but I considered that I should get the information if I could for the Department.
1405. Mr. Brock.] Whom did you suspect of having had your coat? My mate,'Tunks, took it. I saw
him with it on. I do not know who put the tickets in the pocket. He had it about six or seven weeks.
I told him that I found the tickets in iny pocket. He said he did not put them there.
.
.
1406. President.] When did you first commence to act as a detective for the Department, Greeley?
'
After-I had reported Siddons’ affair, in the latter end of December or January. Mr. Eoberts called me
'
up and said; “If this can be proved, I will recommend a shilling a day rise to Wigg and Moran.” I had
. no instructions from the Department up to that time. Siddons had been following me about for a fort
night, asking me for tickets.
'
■
1407: Had you instructions from the Department that you should dissemble with Siddons; and dangle
with his proposals—it was a very dangerous thing to do ? No, I had no instructions.
1408. You are quite sure that you never carried the dissembling to the extent of selling tickets ? I never
sold a ticket in my life to anybody. '
1409. Were these conversations which you had with Siddons the first conversations of the kind which
you had? No ; the Chinaman’s was the first. That was about nine months ago. His name is Ah Lum.He wanted to know if I would sell him some tickets. I took no notice of it, as I thought it was only a
joke of his. I was not insulted by his asking, because I thought it only a joke, as they and we often pass
jokes. He frequently; when he came to ride on the tram, asked me to sell him tickets, but I took no
notice of him. Had he not been a Chinaman I should have taken notice of it.
'
1410. How long was he trying to tamper with you before you told Moran- or Mr. Eoberts about it ? I
told Moran about the matter the first time the Chinaman spoke to me about it. Moran was on my tram
coming from Waterloo, and I called him and pointed out the Chinaman to him; He followed the China;
man to Circular Quay. This is about ten or twelve months ago. .
.
.
1411. You have told us all you know in "connection with this matter ? All I can recollect at the present
time.
■
.1412. Mr. Thompson.] Have you never had a talk with Musgrave about this? No; The only conversa
tion I had with him was when he said they were going the wrong way about finding the right man. That
was all he said—nothing more. He said, “ Somebody will pop it for this lot.” I said; “ Serve them
right.” And he said, “ They are going the wrong way about finding the right man;”
1413. He meant that they might get dismissed, I suppose ? Yes, I suppose so.
1414. Did you not find out in all your conversations where these tickets were got rid of? No. Ferrier
told me that they were selling as much as £160 worth per week at one place ; that they gave sometimes
.
as much as 6s. per hundred; and that if I went in with him I should have half,.-and that he and the
seller would have the other half between them.
•
1415. President^] It is very strange that you have so very little information to give us about this matter,
.
seeing that you were so deeply interested in it ? I do not recollect anything else now. Sometimes, when
I think of it, I can recollect other matters; but I have had a lot of other things to think of since it
occurred. About three or four months ago I got into trouble about a Chinaman, and I had a lot of
trouble to get back in the Department, notwithstandinsj many influential men came to intercede for me.
I was told there was a serious charge against me, and it caused me great anxiety, as I thought it might
be an accusation of stealing tickets. The gentlemen who came to intercede for me were Mr. Thomas
Williamson, Mr. John Williamson, Mr. Wm. Stephen, Mr. Colls, I think; and others. This was before
I met Ccok,' but not before I met Siddons. It is since -I gave up the tickets which I found in my
pockets.
...
1416. Mr. Broclc.] Who did you say came to intercede for you ? Messrs. Thomas and John Williamson,
J. Bridge; Fletcher, Stephen, Johnson, Colls, and several others whose names I cannot now recollect.
1417’. Do’ you know what was done with the bells to enable the frauds to be carried on ? No, I do not.
1418. Mr. Thompson!] If you think of anything else which you have omitted, for your own sake put it in
writing and send it in to us ? I will try.
■ . '

Michael Henry Howard called in, sworn, and examined :—
Michael H. 1419. President!] You are an operator in the Telegraph Department ?, Yes.
.
Howard.
1420. We have sent for you because we understand that there is some inform'ation which you can give us

in connection with the fraudulent manipulation or sale of tram-tickets ? There is a man of the name of
29 Aug., 1888. ]\fjxon
sayS i,e pas Pegu in the habit of purchasing tram-tickets from a man on two or three occasions,
at less than their value, giving 5s. or 7s. Gd. for 10s. worth. He purchased them from a man named
Whetton, at tbe“Eoyal Hotel.” Whetton lived at Waverley. I canuot say what he did at the time.
There was a lot of conversation at the time about the frauds, and I asked Nixon if he had bought tickets,
" and he said he had bought some from Whetton, and that Whetton was unemployed, and knocked about
with some tram-guards. Nixon is a glass-blower,-living at Balmain. I think he would have no objection
to give evidence here. He said he had bought 10s. worth of tickets for 7s. 6d. They were all single
tickets. He told me he thought it peculiar at the time, but there was no talk of the tram frauds then.
Whetton went to Queensland about a month ago. He had been in the habit of going about with Mus
grave. I have seen them often together. ..
.
.
1421. Do you know Musgrave ? Musgrave was pointed out to me as having been dismissed from the
.
tram service. I knew Whetton as an habitue of billiard-rooms. He was a billiard-marker first at another
hotel, and then he used to play billiards at the “ Eoyal.” It was in the billiard-room of the “ Eoyal" that
Nixon bought the tram-tickets from him. Nixon remarked to me that it was peculiar that Tom Whetton
. •
could sell tram-tickets at the price. I cannot say whether Nixon asked Whetton where he got them or not.
1422. You made a statement to Mr. Eoberts? Yes ; I told Mr. Eoberts all that I have now told you
about this, and he said, “ If the Board of Inquirv send for you will you come down ? ” I said “Yes.” ■
'
1423.
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1423. Do you know if Nixon bought tickets of anyone else ? I do not know. If so he did not tell mei Michael H,
I understood that Whetton was the only one that he bought them off, but I understood that he did so .at Howard,
different times.
'
,
r—^
1424. Mr. Broclc.'] I understood that he had bought from others P He may have done so, but that I do
not know. I understood Nixon to say Whetton told him he was hard up, and he had tram-tickets, for
which he wanted money. _ I was never present when Nixon bought them, though I may have been there
I did not see the transaction. When I spoke to Nixon he said he supposed the transaction was all right.
1425. How do you know he is in Brisbane. Will you try and find out without arousing suspicion ? I
met a gentleman yesterday who saw him in .Brisbane. About two months ago Whetton went away from
Sydney, up the country. He was habitually in the billiard-room, and his absence caused inquiries to be
made. It was said he was up on some station. About three weeks ago he came down again, and the same
afternoon left for Queensland. He said he w'as going to Rockhampton. A friend of mine, a Mr. Clark,
said he saw. him in Brisbane last week ; Mr. Clark is a commercial man. The morning Whetton came
back to Sydney I saw him, and he said he had been on some station near Cunnamulla ; he was only in
Sydney in the morning, and left for Queensland in the afternoon. It is about three weeks ago, and it was
a wet day.
1426. .President.] Will you give us Nixon’s address, and also Whetton’s ? I think I can find Nixon
-.during this morning, and will try and get Whetton’s address.
-

William Branch called in, sworn, and examined:—
1427. President!] I understand that you are a driver in the tram service. We want you to tell us all you
Driver
know about these frauds ? I cannot say I know anything at all about them. ■
'
Branch.
1428. Had you no conversation with anyone about them ? I- may have spoken to some of the tram people
—n
about them. .
29 Aug., 1888.
1429. Had you no conversation with anyone prior to the disclosures being made in the newspapers ? .1
cannot say that I had.
,
1430.. Did Graham .ever make, a statement to you about them ? No.
1431. Are we to understand that you were perfectly ignorant of the whole matter until the disclosures
in the paper? Yes.
•
1432. You had not the slightest inkling of the frauds before this article appeared ? I might have had an
inkling, but it was iu my own mind. I could not afford to buy houses and land, although I was steadier
than some whom I knew were buying.
1433. What men were these you saw building houses and buying land ? Drivers Tommy Lane, and Jack
Smith.
'
1434. Whom else'had you in your mind when you said this ? I cannot say.
1435. Did you think there was anything going'wrong when this occurred to'y'ou ? No I did not, only I
could not afford to buy land and build.
*
'
1436. You must have had more men in your mind than the two vou have mentioned ? Well, conductor
Tom Godbee was buying ground.
•
"
’
1437. You seem to find some difficulty in remembering them ? There are plenty of them who have bought
.
land and built, but I cannot remember them now.
°
1438. Mr. Broclc.] Did you not suspect fraud when you saw these people buying land ? No, I did not,
but I-wondered how they could do it on their pay alone.
’
1439. Why^ did you mention Lane and Smith ? Because they were the two drivers who came into my
head, as I live near them.
•
.
'
1440. Mr. Thompson.] There are .a good many more than Godbee, are not there ? There are any amount
more.
1441._ President!] You will make us think directly that there is something in the background, and that you
are disinclined to give us the information. You volunteered a statement to us that you thought it strange
that these people should bo buying land and building houses. We did not drag the statement from you,
therefore you can go on with it and tell us all you know. Is Graham one of them ? .1 do not know
whether the house he lives in is his own.
•
1442. Is Greeley one of them ? I do not know that he owns his own house.
1443. Although you say there are lots of them, Godbee is the only one you can mention. Can you not
recollect some more of the number? I know Jim Cook, and he has just bought a house.
1444. Do you remember the names of the conductors ? It appears to us, that if this is all you nan
remember you have a very slippery memory. Is Charles M'Mahon one of them ? I do not know.
•
1445. Is Keen one of them ? I do not know,
1446. Is Musgrave? I cannot say.
1447. Is Terrier ? I do not know.
1448. You have made a most extraordinary statement, and yet when you are pressed you can give us no
satisfactory answer, except that Godbee and Cook are two who have been building houses and buying
land. Have you any reason for your suspicions of these two men? No, I have no reason for tho
suspicion that either of them are dishonest.
.
1449. Yet you mentioned them as being in. your mind ? I said it was strange that they could afford to
build houses whilst I could not.
_
'
'
1450. Mr. Brock.] That statement was made by you when the President asked you if you had any other
evidence. You said “No; I have not,’’and you then supplemented it by these .names ? They were
connected in my mind at the time, and I could not think how it was done.
1451. Mr. Thompson.] And it put the thought into my mind as well that these men were put in the same
. category as the others ? I know plenty of conductors as well.
1152 President.] Give us their names? They may be more frugal than I am, for I believe in bavins
anything I want.
s
1453. You said you knew absolutely nothing about these frauds, and then you stated that you knew of
men building houses and buying land, while you could not afford to do it? I said I could not see how'
they could do it when I could not.
1454. Mr. Brock!] What you led us to believe was that they got money outside their wages and that
you could not do so, and wondered how they did it ? I don’t think I said that.
’ 1455
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. Driver : 1455. Mr. Thompson.'] Evidently you believe this is the case. Ton need not be afraid of naming these
.Branch, persons. .Xou have given us a sample of them, and we will find out in spite of you. Your conduct leads
---- - US
conclusi°n that yon are totally unwilling to tell the truth. You have put your foot in it, and
«29 Aug., 1888. you now refuge
pUt; your-leg in? There are a lot living in Leichhardt who have bought houses and
■land—Eavensworth, Tipping, G-eo. Cox.
, ■
..
.
.
d456. Jessop ? Jessop has not a house of his own.
.
.
’
1,457. ..President^ What do these houses at Leichhardt cost, £50 or £10p? .1 do not know ; I have not
seen, theni; but they are cheap out there.
,
. ’
. .
'
. ,
1458. You have no reason to suspect these men of being dishonest ? No.
. .
1459. Mr. Thompson.] Why did you give us the reason that the first thing which excited your suspicion
was these men building houses, whilst you could not do so ? I said I knew that these men were building
houses, but I did not suspect them of fraud.
.
.
..
.
i
.
1460. President^] Are you positive that Graham made no disclosures to you before the newspapers
noticed the matter ? 1 am quite positive he did not.
• ~ .
1461. If he has sworn that he did make a statement about the matter some seven or eight months ago it
is untrue ? Yes.
_
.
■
l^Q‘l._.Mr.:.Thompson.]\ Graham never let, you understand that there was anything going on ?' No, there
is many a remark passed on the job between.us that is simply a joke, and the remark as to hqw.much you
have made to-day is often said as a joke.
1463. President.] Are we to understand that these jocular remarks' were used before the frauds were
disclosed? Yes.
.
....
.
1464. Mr. Thompson.] How did the remark come up ? I believe the shilling tram fares..to th.e races,gave
.
rise to it. We simply said it in a joke.
. ‘
.
■
'
•
:
. '
1465. President.] Was this not a’peculiar joke to apply to a decent honest man? No, we are always
.
passing these jokes to each other without meaning wrong. .
................ '
'
146.6: You are quite certain that Graham never made a disclosure to you, telling you that there were
frauds being carried on to a very large extent, at any time before the matter was made public ? No-.
1467. Do you know Saunders the shunter ? Yes.
.
'
1468. Have you had any conversation with him about this matter ? I have had no conversation with him
•at all. I heard that he was to be called as a witness before the Gommission—that was all. .
'■••■. ,
1469. Have you ever made any statement.regarding Saunders’conduct ?, Never.
.
. ■
T470. Eegarding any impropriety of any kind ? Nq. "1471. Have not complaints been made regarding his conduct ? Persons have told me that if they wanted
to go to one place he would send them to another.
1472. Would Saunders regulate the Parliamentary trams ? . I do not know.. -1 have never run one.
1473. Mr. Thompson.] Have you not made a complaint that you were not getting a Parliamentary tram ?
No, I am on the broken shift—getting off at 7 o’clock and going home.
,
.

Erederick A. Blackstone called in, sworn, and examined
1474. Presictent.] You are receiving clerk in the' Tramway Office P. Yes.
Blackstone. 1475. We want to see Musgrave’s entries on Saturday, April 7th j— -what does this book show ? It shows
r——x the reading of the register.
. ■ .
29 Aug., 1888.1476. Where was he on that day ?. I cannot tell you.
1477. Does he not sign a book when he comes on ? I know nothing about that.
1478. Take Thursday’s entries ;—what does this show ? It shows .that he was at the racecourse. T he
niimber 5,666 is what his register stood at before he went there and 5,753 was the number after he
returned; The difference between 5,666 and 5,753 is £4 7s. The next number 5,767 being after he had
returned from Leichhardt, represents his takings at Is. 2d.
,1479. What time was this ? That was late at night; somewhere about 9 o’clock.
■
1480. He will not appear again in that day’s list I suppose ? No.
. .
1481. When was a new register issued to him ? On that very Saturday.
...
,
1482. Mr. Broclc^] Is it possible to get a new register in the Colony ? I do not think so.
1483. President?^ You read the register and only know how much they get for the run ? That is so.
Hnless-we read a man’s register we do not know whether he is on duty or not.
1484. We want somebody to tell us where Musgrave was during that day. We want some one to follow
him right through the whole day ? I know nothing about Musgrave until after 3'5 p.m. that day, and 1
would have known nothing of him except for a note I made at the time.
"
1485. What caused you to make this particular note ? I was instructed to do so.
1486. Take these figures you have mentioned—does it follow that after he had come from Leichhardt he
started for the races ? The reading is going out not coming in.
■
,1487. The question is whether he could have gone out before ? He must have gone out after.
,1488. Mr. Thompson.] It does not follow that he went out at all ? Oh yes, he did, because he has a
receipt for Is. 3d.
'
1489. President.] It might have been that morning or the following day that the register was read? The
time he read at Is. 3d. he had 469 tickets on his register and only 468 in his bag. He had rung for one
more than he had.
'
,1490. Does not this book show that on the 5th and 6th he was not conducting at all ? It shows that wo
,
got no money from him.
.
..
1491. Do”you think he could have retained the money he took after his register had been read on the
4th, and not have put it in for two days ? I am under the impression that these were his earnings on
the Waverley line after the reading of the register on the 4th. He may have done another trip afterwards
but it would not come in till next day, and the money being a small amount he may have kept it in his
possession until he came on again. Possibly this, entry that we have for him on the 7th is the tickets
which he took on the 5th. We cannot tell what time he gave in after 3'5 p.m. He may have taken a
run on Thursday morning, and having only a few tickets did not account for them until he was ordered
to go to the racecourse on Saturday.
.
'
■
1492. Suppose he-did not return his bag for a week ? Unless someone put the thing to us we would
^'
have
■p ^
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have no knowle'dge' of -whether there were any tickets in the bag. We are not called upoh.todo anything
hut account for the tickets.
' .
,
■
?lackstoiie.
1'493.' When-the inaii came in on the 7th, and you noticed that he had not been in since the 4th, did it not arouse your suspicion ? No : he was not a regular man. "
- 29 AuS'>18881494. These two entries apply only to-the race-day ¥ If the man had been running to any other place
beforehand lie s'hould have come in and have had his register read so that he might go out with a.clear
register to the racecourse.
'
‘
1495. You have heard. Mr. Muir say absolutely that he did not run before 2 o’clock on Saturday^ or
he would have claimed payment for it. How do you explain that P He may have done a trip to any
place between 2 o’clock and'3’5 o’clock.
.
.
.
1496. When did you see him first on the 7th P The first time I saw him was at 3'5 p.m.
-.
1497. It appears that this man had the coolness to do a run on the‘oth. without giving up the tickets he
•had collected on that day, until the 7th instant ? It is possible that he never gave up his tickets which
he took at Waverley until the Saturday.
•
‘
■
. •

•
'
Timekeeper Muir called ‘in, sworn, and examined :— ■
- 1498. .Pmident] You are.time-keeper in the yard? Yes.
.
. Timekeeper
1499. Will you tell us how you take the time of the different conductors ? From the time they sigh oh
Muir,
in the morning till they go off in the evening.
. /—-A-—'
1500. Where do you take this information from ? The time-book.
, ,
.
29 Aug., 1888.
1501. Supposing the name does not appear ? The mail will be then marked absent.
1502.. If he does not sign he will not be paid for it ? No. '
.
,
1503. Take the case of Musgrave. It is evident that he has been running on April 7th, yet he does not
sign as a conductor but as a car-cleaner ? Did you make any inquiries as to his whereabouts ? I did
'■
jnake inquiries and found out that he was returned by me as a conductor.
1504. We are referring to the day Hendy got into trouble, and we find no sign of Musgrave ; but we are
- fold that he was at Eandwick Bacecourse, aud we are also told that he was taken off and put car-cleaning ?
I have him charged as-a conductor. •Tinder the new system my books do not show what line the inah
'
.
was running on, but under the old system they did. . ■ '
1505. When was this hew system brought into use P About the 5th or 6th of April.
'
1506. Do you know the' object of the change;—was the old.system of no value that it was discontinued ?
It was never explained to me why the old gystem was discontinued.
■
'
1507. Explain why you entered Mm as a conductor on that dhy when he was entered on the book as car
cleaner ?. Musgrave was a conductor and car-cleaner.
. ' .
'
1508. Is it usual for a conductor to be also- a' car-cleaner ? I think about that time he had something
wrong with him, and he, was put car-cleaning........................
.'
■
1509. Why did you enter him on that particular day as a conductor? I must have asked the foreman,
or I would not have charged him. .1 do not know any further than my book shows.
1510. Is this method the regular one to adopt in these cases ? This would not, have been the regular
way, because he signed at first as a caf-cleaner at 2 o’clock.
•
'
1511. Are you sure that he did not work before 2 o’clock on that day ? I am certain that he'did not "
" ‘
..work before-2 o’clock on that day. There is no overtime charged for on that day.
.
1512. If we are told that he was on a tram in the morning, would it be untrue ? Yes. Assistant con-■ .
:
.ductofs come on at 12'30 on Saturday, and if he had been brought on that day as an assistant conductor
he would have been y>aid overtime.
,
1513. Is it hot just'possible that he came on at 12'30, did not enter his name in the book, and never said
anything about it? He was the wrong man not to say anything about it. I feel very confident that his
first duty on that Saturday was 2 p.m.- ---••■
.
1514. Mr. Thompson.'] He signs on here on Thursday, 5th, as a -car-cleaner. He came on at 2 o’clock,
and signs off at 8 o’clock, having worked short time—the hours being till 10 30 p.m. This shows, that he
._
either djd not work his full time or he put-the remainder of his time in another book. What were his '
hours as a broken shift-man ? He would -come on at 7 o’clock in the morning and work two hours; in '
the afternoon he would come on as a car-cleaner, and finish the remaining six hours.
'. ,
1515. President.] Why on one occasion is it perfectly satisfactory for him to sign in one book and on*
*
other occasions in two books ? He is brought on as an assistant conductor in this book at 7 o’clock, and
"signs off again at 9 a.m.
!
■
*
'
•
1516. Supposing he does not sign off at all, what would you say then ? I am supposed to mark him absent.
1517. He gave in no return that day as a conductor, and does not sign off? He did sign off—there is the
entry.
1518. He may not have taken any tickets on that day ? It is not possible that he did not collect any
■‘tickets.
'
..
- - •
1519. He comes on in the busy time of the morning, and does not deliver up his tickets ? Thfe time would
be recorded.'
’ "
‘
"
- "
1520. Did you pay him for that day as a conductor ? I know that I paid him for that day as a car-cleaner
the same money as a conductor.
...........................•
William Nixon called in, sworn, and examined :—
'
1521. President.] You are a glass-blower, residing at Balmain ? Yes.
-yy. Nixon.
1522. We have summoned.,you because we have been given to understand, in fact it has been sworn before
us that you have purchased tram-tickets from -a person named Whetton on various • occasions
will 29 Aug.,.1888.
you be good enough to give us the particulars? I became acquainted with a fellow named Whetton in .
'
'the “Eoyal Hotel.” He had owed me 5s. for some time, and on one occasion he said to me, “ Do you '
„.
often travel on the trams ? ” I told him that I did occasionally. He said, “ Will you mind taking tram-,
' ltickets instead of money ? ” I said, “ It is just the same as money to me,” and I took them for the 5s.
Some time afterwards he canie again to me and said, “ Are you out of tickets ?—I have some more,” and
T took another 5s. worth from him.
,1523. How many did you get on this occasion? 1 only got a few over the number.
1524."
.
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W. Nixon., 1524. We are told that you got 7a. 6d. worth for 5s. ? I believe that I did receive 7s. Gd. worth on the.
second occasion.
.
29 Aug., 1888.1525. If a man is offered 7s. 6d. worth of goods for 5s. ho would naturally turn the thing over in his
mind ? I thought it peculiar.
1526. What were the tickets like ? They were all clean—in ones and twos.
1527. Do you think that they had been used ? I could not swear positively that they had not been used*.
They were all very clean, hut they might have been used.
1528. If you thought they had been used, were you not doing very wrong in using them again;—how long
ago is this? About seven or eight months ago.
1529. Has he come to you since ? He has not come to me again wanting me to deal further, except on*
one occasion, when I refused.
1530. When did you see him last ? About two months ago.
1531. Up till about two months ago he was regularly frequenting these hotels, and he offered you morq
tickets ? Tes ; and I refused to take them. I then began to think the thing was not straight.
1532. Do you know if he offered tickets to anyone else ? I do not know whether he sold them to any
one else.
~
"
1533. Mr. Thompson^] Did he tell you that he had s'old any to any other person? No. He said, “If
.
ever you are out of tickets I can always supply them.”
1534...1 suppose he could have kept twenty or thirty persons supplied if he had the tickets wrapped up in
little parcels ? I hardly think he did so.
1535, President.~\ He was owing you 5s. on the first occasion, and he said he would give you it in tramtickets
did you see him again, or did he. give you them directly? I think he gave them, to me directly.
I was doubtful whether I would get the 5s., so I thought I had better take the tickets.,
1536.. When he came to you again, and offered you the 7s. 6d. worth for 5s., it seems to me that you
should have said, “I will have nothing to do with you.” Was this the last time he offered tickets to you ?
I am sure it is the last time. It is over four months since he last spoke to me about them.,
1537. Mr. Brock] When did you see him last ? He had been away for some time, and. I saw him about
a month ago.
'
1538. You were pretty intimate with him ? I never saw him anywhere, else, than at the, “ Eoyal,” and it
' was two or three months before I knew his name.
1539. President] You did not give him the 5s. before you knew his name? I was backing-a man at
Botany, and he wanted to go in partnership. This is the way he owed me the 5s.
1540. Have you not heard of conductors selling tickets ? No.
1541. Do you know any of the conductors ? No.
1542. Do you know Musgrave ? No; not even by sight.
1543. We are given to understand that Musgrave was very intimate with Whetton, and was frequently
in his company ? I do not know him.
■
1544. Mr. Thompson] Have you heard of anybody else buying tickets from.him? No.

Gustave Adolphus Kopsch called in and further examined:—]
G. A. Kopsch. 1545. President] You have examined some of these registers ? Yes; four of them.
r
1546. What is the result of your examination ? I find that by placing a piece of wire under the lever
29 Aug., 1888. which pulls the bell in three pairs of them the bell rings hut the wire stops the indicator registering. The
fourth pair appear to be out of order, but do not appear to have been tampered with.. It is always the
left-hand bell which has been altered. I will, with your permission, take them to my workshop, examine
them more thoroughly still, and report further. .

.
James Dixon called in, sworn, and examined:—
Fireman 1547. President] You are a fireman in the Tram service ? Yes. '
Dixon. ] 548. Have you been told anything in connection with these ticket frauds ? I have often had a bit of
/
—\ chaff with the conductors about making £10 per week.
29 Aug., 1888. 4549_ l)|,! y0u hear anything about this before the disclosures appeared in the papers ? No.
1550. You know Driver Graham ? Yes.
1551. Have you not had a conversation with him on the subject? I have had no conversation with any
man on the job with reference to the frauds.
'
1552. Who is your mate ? Collins is my mate. I knock about with Graham outside.
1553. Is it a fact that Graham had not spoken to you before the disclosures appeared in the papers ? It
is a fact that he had not spoken to me previously to the report in the newspaper;
1554. Do you know Dowell’s ? Yes. I go there and play for drinks, cigars, &e., and we go to- the
public-house to get the drinks,.
1555. Is it not a gambling-house ? I have not seen gambling going on in the place this last ten years.
1556. You say very positively that Graham did not converse with you before the disclosures were made ?
Yes.
.
1557. And in point of fact you know nothing about the matter ?. No.
1558. You never even suspected it ? No.
.

Helena Dummett called in, sworn, and examined:—
1559. President] You are the wife of------ ? George Dummett.
Hammett. 1560., We have sent far you because we have been informed that you have been asked to purchase tramtickets in an improper way. We wish you to tell us all about it? About a couple of months ago a
29 Aug., 1883. man came int0 the shop and asked if Mr. Dummett was in and I told him no, but I asked him if I
could do anything for him, and he said “ No.” He said he would call again.. He did not leave his name.
He came again on Sunday and asked if my husband was at home, but I told him he was not. He. wanted
to know how long he would be but I could not tell him. He then said his name was Cook, and that hi
- '
brother8
Helena
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brother was married to Mrs. Riley. He left and said be would come again on Monday. When my
Helena
h usband came in I told him Cook had been there and was coming again, and he told me that he was not in at Hammett,
any tiine to him. He gave me to understand that he bad seen Martin and that .Martin had told him oqT^^isss
something of the business Cook wanted. We knew ourselves how he had treated Grosvenor, who had ^ ugl
*
the shop before us. On Monday Cook came again and I told him my husband was not at home. Cook
asked if I could do with' any tram-tickets ?. I said I did not think so. I said, “ What about them ?
He said, “ I have £7 worth in twos and threes' that I want to sell.” I said, “ What was your idea of
tearing them into twos and threes ? ” He said that he had been in a very large way of business and used
to be rushed by customers, and tore them up into twos and threes for convenience.” I said, “ We never
thought of doing that.” He said he kept a bos just for these tickets. He said he would, allow me Is. in
the £ on what I bought. I think I said, “I did not see how he could do so as the office allowed only
Is. 6d.. in £5 worth.” Mr. Dummett told me that he knew Cook was crooked and he would have nothing
to do with him; besides we had no money as it took all we had to buy the business. Cook told me that
Grosvenor- and his brother were in partnership, but not in the shop we have now. He also said his brotherhad it in for Grosvenor for saying that he had served a writ on him when he had never been near him.
1501. Do you know where the shop was ?' Cook, gave me to understand it was somewhere in George-street.
1502.. Do you know Cook’s Christian name ? No, I do not. I only know Mrs. Riley, who is the wife of
one of the Cooks. She has a daughter named Margaret.
'
1503. Mr. Brock.'] Do you think if you had offered to give him 15s. for the £1 worth that he would have.
•
taken it? I do not know. I did not say anything to him about money.
1501.' President] Then you know absolutely nothing about the frauds ? Nothing’jbut what I have read
iu the papers. .
.
.
'
1505. Did Cook show you any ticket's ? No ; I never saw any with him.
'
1500. Which of the Cooks did Mrs. Riley marry ? It was Charley Cook she married. I do not know
the man. He had a- big, heavy moustache, with a dark and light shade and very heavy. It looks as if it
had faded at the ends.
"
1507. What is your shop ?’ It is a confectionery and’fruit shop.
1
1568. Do any tram conductors come in for refreshments ? No, none.
"
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firruent:—

A. RICKARDSON',

R,. w:, THOMPSON, Esq., M.P.,

|

Esq., President.
E. A. BROCK, Esq,, J.P.

Assistant
William- Hannam called in, sworn, and examined .-—■
.
Conductor
1509. President] How long have you been in the Service ? About three years next November.
Hannam.
1570. You are a conductor? Yes ; but I have not been so all the time. I have been in the yard about
one-half of the time.
.
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1571. What is your position now ? I am an assistant conductor.
1572. What do you do in the. yard.when you are not conducting ? I am always conducting now. I was
about eighteen months car-cleaning.
.1573. On what line are you employed now ? On any line'; I am an assistant conductor.
1574. We.have been given to. understand that you can tell ns something in connection with these ticket
frauds which have taken place ? I will tell you all that I know., It is not a great time ago—somewhere
about seven or eight months—when Musgrave, who had been an assistant conductor, spoke to me. At
the time he spoke to,me he was one of the men who had been dismissed at the time of the retrenchment,.
I had a tram coming in from Newtown, and he got on to one of the cars. As we were coming down he
said something to me to this effect:—“ How much do you make ? Do you make anything out of thetrams ?” I looked at the man, and thought he- was only just having a joke, or something like that. I said,.
“ What are you giving me ?” or something to that effect. So he said, “ I can tell you how. to make some
thing.” I said, “ How?” He said, “ I can tell you.” Presently he said, “I can tell you how to rig the
bells.” I thought at that time that he was joking—that he was trying to take a rise out of me; Nothing
more passed between us ; he got off the tram then. I do not know whether it was a week or a fortnight
afterwards, but it might have been a week afterwards, when he came to me repeating the same thing, and
said that if I w-ould meet him at some place he would show- me how to do it. I took no more notice of
it; I just wrent on doing my work.. He wanted to make an appointment out at Waverley.with me..
1575. That was the second time ? Yes..
.
'
1576. You are. sure he wanted you to go to Waverley ? Yes. He said that if. I would meet him there'
' ho would show me how to do it.
•
1577. What did you say to that ? I thought that the man must surely be in earnest. However he got
off the tram, and I never sfoke to him about it afterwards..
1578. You say that he got on to your tram a second time? Yes.
1579., Was.that a Newtown tram again ?. Pes.. I think he w'as living out at Newtown at that time..
1580. Did you never see him again ? Yes ; I have seen him since repeatedly.
'
1581. Did he not refer to the subject again ? He was taken into the Service again, and then he seemed
to Jet the matter drop ; at least he did not mention it to me again..
1582. You did not broach the subject to him again ? No; I never said anything more to him about it..
1583. Is that all the information you have to give us ? Yes.
1581. Have you had any conversation with others on the subject ? Not that I can recollect..
1585. Have you had any conversation with a man named Keen, another conductor, about it ?
Yes.
1586. We should like to know what passed between you aud Keen on the subject? I believe Keen
broached the subject to me, saying something in reference to the frauds.. I did not take any notice of it
at the time; I did not think there was any truth in it.
;
1587. How long ago did you have this conversation with Keen which you are going to describe? I could*
not say exactly; I did not think anything of it at the time.
“
.
1588.
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-1508; "Was it before publicity was given to the frauds ? Tes; about fo'ur or five months ago, I think.'."
passed between you P I can hardly recollect the exact nature of the conversation—that is,
bow it came up. I have known Keen since he was a baby, and he was speaking about these tram frauds;
an<^
course f told him about what Musgrave had said to me.
•
1590. Veil? That is all I have to say.
. .
15.91. You told him all that Musgrave had said to you P Tes.
.
'
1592. And what did Keen say ? He said he was on to watch the man.
.
1593. That he was watching him ? Tes ; to catch him.
.
.
1594. Djd he say that he had been asked to do this by any one ? I do not recollect that he did.
1595; Did he not seem surprised when you told him ? No ; he said that he knew all about it, or he led
me to suppose that he did.
.
,
‘
*
1596; And that, in point of fact, he was watching Musgrave ? Tes.
.
/ 1597. Now with regard to your conversation with Musgrave, did he not gd much more into detail than
' you have led us to understand ? No ; all he said was that he could rig the bells—that was the expression
he used—so that you could make the tickets.
'
1598. Did he not go on to say that he would take all the tickets off you that you made in that way ?
Tes, of cdurse he did.
.
.
.
1599. You did not tell us that before ;—that is an important detail? It is so long ago, and I did not
take much notice of the man at the time.
.
1600. He told you that he would, take all the tickets off you that you made-in this way ? Tes.:
,
1601. Did you still think that he was joking when he went into details'of that kind P I did not know
what to think—what to make of the man.
. .
1602. But were you not indignant at his proposal ? I did not want anything to do'with it; therefore it
did not trouble me.' That is the reason I did not take any notice of the man.
.
1603. Did you tell anyone else about this ? No ; Keen is the only man I spoke to about it.
.
1604. Did it not occur to you as being of sufficient importance for you to report at head-quarters ? This
man Musgrave was not in the Department at the time. He was "not in the Service when he made this
• proposal to me. I did not take any notice of it,; I let it pass.
.
•
1605. If I understand you correctly he did not.repeat his proposal after he had returned to the Service ?
No; he never mentioned it.
....................... .
...
»
1606. Mr. Thompson.^ What did he want you to go to Waverley for;—did he tell you what object he
had in meeting you at Waverley ? . The object was to show me how-he did the bells.
1607. As he lived at Newtown why did he wish you to go Out to Waverley ? He may not have lived at
Newtown; and from what I have seen of the man. he seeiUs to have lived anywhere-like. H,e has friends
here and there, hirst he is living at Newtown ; then at Waverley ; then at other places. That is as far
as I can see.
.
1608. Mr. Broclc^] Did he name any particular place at.Waverley ? T cannot recollect that he did.
1609. President.^ We do not think that you are willingly keeping back any evidence, but you have shown us
’
that your memory will bear a.little refreshing;—in the conversations did" hot . Musgrave tell you how much
you might make if you adopted his proposal ? I do not recollect his saying anything like that. - ■ '
-~
1610, Did he tell yOu what he could afford to give you for each pound’s worth of tickets? I do not
' recollect.
'
‘
'
’
1611. Did he not say that he was keeping a number of shops ? No.
1612. Tpu are sure-he did not? I am positive he did not.
'
•
'
'
1613. Since these conversations took place, and since Musgrave returned to the Service, have you not
been working on the same trams with him ? - No.- ■ .
,
- '
.
1014. Never ? . I do not think ever.
- ,
1615. You have hot been on the same tram ? I do not think so—not with him. Of course it would be
very hard for me to say. I may have been. Eight months is a good long while.
1616.’ If you were you had no further conversations on the subject ? No.
J 617. Mr. Thompson.'] Have you had an opportunity of seeing Musgrave during this time—of observing
whom hepvas with, and who his mates were? I do not know his mates. The only man he has anything
to. do with that I know of is Eerrier. '
•
1618. President!] herrier was particularly intimate with him ? He seemed always to be a pal of his.
1619. Had he any other pals, apparently—that is, as far as you know? Not that .1 know of.
•
1620. Was he intimate with Eraser ? Of course I do not know of anything outside the Department. I
have only noticed the man while I have been at work, and we did-not know that Eraser was a pal of his.
1621. You noticed him with Ferrier though ? Tes.
1622. Did not these conversations take such a hold upon you as to lead you to imagine that there was
something wrong going on ? Not at that time, because there was a sort of bye-word noth conductors on
the trams. They would say to one another, “ How much are you making ?” and so on. You would hear
tha.t every day, and it was passed between almost every conductor on the tramways.
1623. Iherefore you did not become alive to the fact that fraud was going on ? Not till the frauds came
out, and then I thought that-this man must have been up to it.
•
1624. Mr. Broch!] You said just now that when he asked you to go to Waverley to be shown how the
bells were rigged you thought there was something in it? . When, he asked me to go out I was rather
suspicious about it,
'
'
*
.
'
'
1625. The great mistake you made after that was in letting. the man come back into the' Service-.
If you had informed the Department Musgrave would not have been readmitted ? There was so much
of this chaff going oh at the time that I did not take much notice of it.
'
1626. Mr. Thompson!] You mean that there was so much chiaking one another ? Tes.
" 1627. President!] Did you noi have a conversation with Eraser in the corridor just now about these frauds ?
icon
a cbn,vers‘1'^orl witb him f About other things but not about the frauds.
1629. You are sure nothing caine up about the frauds ? No. He simply asked me if I had been examined
and I said I had not.
, .
'
.
1630. Did he give you no advice as to the evidehce'you should give? None-whatever.
. ."
1631. -Is he a friend pf yours ? I never-saw the man until he came on to the tramways.
■
1632. .Have you told us everything you know in connection with this matter? Everything I can recollect.
'
‘
'
.
'
1633.'
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1633. Mr. Brock;'] Don!t you know anything of shopkeepers buying or refusing to buy these tickets ?
Nothing at all.
'
' •
1631. President.] Do yon know Driver Graham well? 1 know him well.
1635. Did you never have any conversation with him on the subject? Never.
1636. Mr. Thompson.] Nor did he approach you on the subject ? No.
1637. Mr. Brock.] How often do you see him ? A.great deal when he was on special runs, but not often
since he has been on regular runs.
’
' '
1638. You saw him frequently before ? Yes.
,
'
1639. .Did.no one else ever speak to you on this subject except Keen and Musgrave ?■ No one.

5^
Assistantconductor
Hannam.
30 Au'g., 1888.

"
James Hadwell called in, sworn, and examined :—■
1610. President.] You are a driver in the Tramway service ? Yes.
unver
1641. How long have yoii been so engaged ? I think 1 entered the Service on the 18th April, 1881.
/ Hadwell.
1642. Seven years ago ? Yes.
’ '
'
,— a
1643. Are you able to give Us airy information in connection with these ticket frauds on the tramways ? 30 Aug., 1888<
I beard about all 1 know of it m a conversation "which took place in the Bridge-street yard about seven
months ago.' ........... ' ..........................
“
.
*
'
1644. Will you tell us what that conversation'was ? There were-four of us sitting in a car—I really
cannot tell now what was the cause of the. conversation—that is.how the question eame up. I think it was
first in reference tothe trams not paying; we" were wondering how it was that they did not pay considering
thelreavy loading. " The four sitting in" the car were driver Graham and his fireman, aud myself and my
fireman. We had been upon special duty about three or four years, and about seven weeks ago the
schedule was altered and we were scheduled on to the Waverley line. On this occasion we were standing
•by'and sitting in the car. - Graham said, “Well,'it is not much wonder that they do not pay.” I asked
him if he had seen anything queer, and he said there was something which had been troubling his inind
ever since he first heard of it. He said, “1 do not like to be an informer.” I said it was a very
unpleasant thing to do, especially among a body of workmen, and that he might cause himself to be
victimised through so doing. “Still,” Isaid, -“if you have-observed any direct fraud I think you ought
to adopt some means of letting the Department know of it.” I did not make any secret of the' matter
and I did not hesitate to speak of it. X did not wish to victimise Graham, but I had a number 'bf conver•sations with different conductors on'the subject. ■
'
1645. Afterwards ? Yes, repeatedly; some of the conductors thought it was hardly possible that it could
be done, so one morning, just by way of experiment, we got a piece of wire, and tried it.
1646. Mr. Thompson^ Are you not a. little bit ahead with your story. You have not told us yet how you
came to know that'a bit of wire would do the Business ? I will answer any questions you ask to the best
of my ability.
'
...
1647; President.] You had got to the point in the conversation where Graham said it was no wonder that
the trams did not pay? I will go back to that. I think that talk occurred shortly after the Centennial
'
holidays ; as is well known, the loading just about that time was very heavy. Graham said, “ During the
Gentennial holidays a certain assistant conductor -he did not mention his name—got on to my enoine, and
asked me if I had a piece of copper wire I could give him.” Of course we nearly always have a° piece of
copper wire on the engine, and the conductors are aware of the fact. Graham said he gave the man a bit
of wire, and he said that the man afterwards took him into his confidence, and doctored his bell in the
presence of himself and his fireman, Eeid; the conductor requested him to notice the register. I do not
know whether they were going to or from Bridge-street. I did not ask him. Graham said that he had a
large car on, and what we call a pet; he had an extraordinarily heavy load, aud when the tram arrived at .
the terminus—wherever it was—the conductor came up and opened the register, and showed it to him.
Graham said that he heard that the register was continually ringing as the conductor was passing round
the cars collecting the fares, but I understood him to say that he noticed that the register had not moved,
or, if it had moved, that it had moved but a very little. I think that was about the extent of our conver•sation. I said I considered that if he did not wish to be the informant direct he should take an
indirect course to bring the matter under the notice of the-Commissioner. I said I thought it-was some
thing monstrous, and that it was to the interest of every employee on the tramways that they should pay,
and that if this kind of doing was permitted it was not likely that they would pay.. About three or four
months after Graham had mentioned the matter to me I was talking to a conductor; I could not say now
who the conductor was, but he said he did not believe it could be done.
'
1648. Mr. Brock.] You and the conductor tried it with the wire ? Yes,
■ ■
:
1649. Try to remember who the conductor, was ? I have spoken to so many, and I should not like to
mention a name unless I was positive; we got a piece of wire, and passed it through the slot, and the
conductor rang it, but the register did not move.
•
■
!
1650.. You did nothing but put the wire in ; you did not open the register ? We did not open it at all.
1651. President.] You are quite certain of that ? Yes.
■
' ’
T652. You are positive that it rang, and did not register ? Yes.
■
1653. Mr. Brock.] Where .did this take place ? At Leichhardt. I am trying to recollect who the
conductor was.
.
1654. We should like to know ? I have no idea; we had so many at that time.
■
1655. President.] It would be an important corroboration of your evidence ? I have sworn to-'tell the
truth, and I am not going to tell any untruth ; whatever questions you ask of me I will answer them
truthfully.
’
■
.
■
- 1656- It is important because, unless we are much misinformed, this thing cannot be done with a. register
„
in good order. That points to the fact that the register which the conductor to whom you were speaking . .. '' ' ' v
had must have been tampered with ? I am afraid I cannot remember the conductor’s name.
. 'j
1657. If we can trace the bell back to any of the men who we know have been guilty of this thing it may
‘
■be of use in enabling us to detect fraud ? I was under the impression that when registers were issued to
" conductors they kept them as long as they were in working order.
-.
;
1658. You are sure this happened on the Leichhardt run? Yes.
•
••
_'
■ 1659. Quite sure? Yes.
•
1660. If we could give you a sheet with the names of the conductors', would that help' you to remember ,?
-Even then I do not think I could remember.
1661.
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1661.. Mr. Brock.'] Would you remember the man’s name if you heard it, or if a .number of names were
written down could you pick it out ? I doubt it.
'‘
1662. Mr. Thompson] Does it not strike you that possibly this was a man upon whom you felt you could
30 Aug., 1888. depend—to whom you could talk with some little faith that he would do the right thing. In a matter of
this kind you would not go to a good^-for-nothing fellow—a gambler or a drunkard you would go to a
man who could be depended upon ? As far as that is concerned I know' that the man to whom I spoke
felt very strongly upon the subject; I, myself, often used to give expression .to my feelings, and I .did not
care whether people liked it or whether they did not. That was the reason I told driver Graham that if
I were in his place and did not want to do the thing directly, I would hav.e^brought it under the Com
missioner’s notice in an indirect manner.
•
•
1663. President.] One thing seems a little strange. You have shown such correct feeling in the matter
that it is a little surprising that you yourself did not interfere when you found as I imagine you did—
that Graham did not do what he ought to have done. Did you stir him up occasionally ? I stirred some
one else up.
'
.
1664. You did not report to anyone P I did not wish to. I believe I caused something to be brought
before the Commissioner in reference to the matter.
.
■
1665. Mr. Brock.] Did you take any steps to bring tho matter under the Commissioner’s notice before
you had made .the experiment ? No ; it was after that. .
1666. Shortly afterwards ? Yes.
1667.. It was about four months after Graham spoke to you'? Yes.
_
_
1668. When did you first hear of the name of the man who took Graham 'into his confidence ? T did not
hear it.
_
__
1669, You have not heard it yet ? I have heard it lately.
,1670. 'Graham never took you into his confidence sufficiently to tell you the name of the man .? No;
what actuated him I think rvas that he did not want to make himself a victim.
"
1671. President.] How do you mean make himself a victim ? I will tell you how it could be done.
Perhaps you have had no experience in the matter. But it -would be a very easy thing for collusion to
take place between .a number of men, and they could worry and harass a certain man until they got him
out of the Service.
'1672. Mr. Thompson.] No matter how rightly he had acted they could band themselves together, and by
constantly nagging at him could make his life a burden to him? Yes; and probably they would
eventually do .something to get him dismissed:
_
__
1673. President] Do you know Graham well ? I have known him ever since I have been on the road.
I came out on to the road on the opening of the Coogee Bay line.
•
1674. Do you think in your own mind that Graham is above suspicion in the matter ? I think so; I do
not think he has had any connection with the frauds. This is sufficient to convince me; if he had why
should he speak to me about the matter. How did he know but that I would expose it; if he was deriving
a benefit it would not be to his interest to mention the matter to anyone.
•
1675. Mr. Brock] And you say you heard him mention it to three persons ? Yes.
1676. You look upon Graham as a thoroughly reliable man ? I have never known anything to the con
trary. I have always found him a truthful man.
1677. Mr. Thompson] When he spoke to you did he give you the impression that he really was sincerely
troubled about the matter, and-that he did not know how to act in it ? I was under that impression ; he
said it had troubled him ever since he heard it, and that he believed there were others doing it besides the
man who told him. He told me that after this assistant conductor had taken him into his confidence by
showing him how he doctored the bells, it troubled him to think that after he had drawn a heavy load,
from terminus to terminus, he might have done so for nothing so far as the Government were concerned.
1678. President] Do you know the name pf Graham’s informant ? I have heard that it is Perrier..
1679. Did Graham tell you that Perrier was the man? No.
1680. You are sure Graham did not tell you ? Quite sure; when we used to be conversing about the
matter he did not mention who the man was who had told him. I have not mentioned Graham’s name.
In talking about the matter I have said that a certain driver told me. I did not wish to expose him in any
way.
,
'
1681. You have never mentioned Graham’s name ? No.
•
1682. Mr. Broclc] Who told you Perrier was the man? I would not be positive whether it was Graham
•who told me after I had heard that Perrier-had been brought before the Commissioner.
1683. Mr. Thompson] The fact of Perrier being dismissed might have led your mind in that direction?
Perrier was not iu the Service at that time.
1684. Mr. Brock] You say you spoke to several conductors about it? Yes; I could not tell you to how
many. I spoke also to the loco. men. The conductor with whom I made the experiment spoke very
strongly on the subject, and said that if it was possible for it to be done, and if it had been done, the parlies
who had done it ought to be imprisoned.
'
.
1685. Do you remember the names of the others to whom you spoke? No; as I said before, I have
spoken to so many I should not like to mention anyone’s name unless I was positive.
1686. You made the experiment with only one conductor ? That is all.
1687. "Was he the only man present when you made the experiment ? I think the .fireman was there.
1688. The same fireman you have now ? I think it was.
.
Driver

Hadwell.

.
Arthur Simpson called in, sworn, and examined :—
A. Simpson. 1689. President] We have sent for you to speak to you generally on the subject of the tramway-ticket 30A A~"l888 t'rauclSl kutto all°w °f your mate going away I am going to ask you a question perhaps a little'’ out of
ug'’
order;—were you on the Leichhardt run some four months ago with Hadwell? Yes.
1690. Do you remember a conversation at the Leichhardt terminus between yourself, driver Hadwell, and
a conductor, in which the trial of the insertion of a pin in the register was made to see if the register
would ring ? I remember a conversation, but I cannot say that a pin w7as used.
- 1691. Who was the conductor ? I could not say who the conductor was. There have been so many talking
about these frauds. I could not say who the conductor was on that day.
:
1692'. Do you change about very often on the Leichhardt run ? I think the man we had at this time was
Matthews.
.
1693.
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1693. Mr. Brock.~\ At what time e£ day Yras it when tliis conversation occurred ? I could not say. These A. Simpson.
conversations were a frequent occurrence. Almost every lime we sat down to a'meal we used to talk '-----A'r,"~x
about these frauds.
«
30 Aug., 188S,
,169-1. I mean the conversation as to whether the bells could he rigged by the insertion of a piece of wire ?
I don’t remember trying with a bit of wire, but I remember a great conversation on the subject.
1695. President.'] Cannot you remember what conductor it was ? As nearly as I can remember it would
be Connors. I remember a conversation between Connors, Hadwell, and myself, in reference to these
frauds. The conductor I remember said that it was a pity that the men could not be caught at it. I
would not be positive, now I think of it, that he did not try the bell with a pin. .
.
1696. As Hadwell has told us that-the man who did. make such a remark was the man who made the
experiment with the pin, might it not have been Connors ? I could not say. We are placed in this
position that we sometimes have five or six conductors in one day.
1697. Did not Connors make this remark ? Tes.
.
1698. And if the driver knows that the man who made the remark and the man who tried with the pin
were one and the same it would be Connors ? ■ Yes.
1699. We want you to tell us all that has been told you in connection with these ticket frauds before the
matter became public property ? All that I know is hearsay from driver G-raham.
1700. We would like to know something about it;—how long is it since he told you? It was in the
presence of my driver and his own-fireman.
•
■
1701. How long ago ? As nearly as I can remember between six and seven months.
1702. Just after the Centennial holidays, was it ? Tes ; sometime after that.
.
1703. What happened. What did driver Graham tell you? The four of us were sitting in the car having
tea I think. A conversation came up in reference to the trams not paying and there had been great talk
in the papers about their being made over to a Company. Graham passed a remark that it was no wonder .
that the trams did not pay. Then I think my driver or myself asked him why. He then said that they
could tamper with the bells. He said that he remembered that on a certain day a certain conductor had
.
come to him and had asked him for a piece of wire. I believe he said that he gave him the wire.
1701. Did he name the conductor ? Ho ; lie used no names. He gave the wire to the conductor and the
.
conductor wanted him and his fireman to take notice of his register, which they did. He then went away
and at the end of the journey he brought the register back to the driver and requested him to notice it
again. Graham said he could not notice that the register had shifted, although he had heard the bell going
.
on the journey down.
1705. Then what followed ? My mate said that it was a scandalous shame and that it was to the interest
.
of every man in the Department to bring it to light if such a thing existed. G-raham said that he would
mention no names, but that he had felt very uneasy ever since he heard of the thing. He also said that he
would see and report it to someone, which I believe he did. I think that was all the conversation then.
I believe one .of the shunters called one of us away and that broke up the conversation. At that time we
■'
were with special engines.
1700. Did you have after conversations with Graham on the subject ? Some months aflcr I spoke to him
and he said that he had told someone. He did not tell me who he had told until after tho matter was
made public. Then he told me that he had told Moran.
.
.
1707. Did he not tell you who the man was ? He never told me.
1708. When did you first know who he vvas ? I .did not know at all.
-•
1709. You do not know now even ? I cannot say what man he was referring to. I said that if I were in
his place and knew who the man was I most certainly would not wait for anything at all; I myself would
'
have gone to the Department there and then had I known who the man was.
'
1710. You have heard nothing more from anyone ? No.
.
1711. Have you any other information you can give us ? No.
-

.
Thomas Musgrave called in, sworn, and examined :—
1712. President.] You were a tram conductor ? Yes.
■
■ T. Mnsgravef
1713. Dor how long ? About two years and a half.
—A-----s
1714. Is that including the break ? No.
.
30 Aug., 1888,
1715. Dor how long were you employed up to the break, and for how long afterwards ? I went on two
years last February, and the break was from last August until about the beginning of January. .
1716. You were on again from January last up to the time of your dismissal ? Yes.
1717. "When was that ? At the beginning of last month.
1718. We have sent for you, because we wish to have your own statement as to these ticket frauds, which
have been committed? I made a statement to Mr. Vernon.'
"
. .
1719. We do not require to know anything about that, nor do we require a repetition of the statement.
•
You have taken your oath to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. We are in full
.
possession of that truth, but we call you because as I said before we prefer to hear the story from.you in
your own way, and in your own words. My advice to you is, to tell us all you know about it ? Am I
a witness in the case,'or what am I ?
.
•
1720. You are here before the Commission to answer the questions you are asked ? I am willing to
answer what I am asked, and to give a correct statement of anything I know. Of course I want to redeem
my character—that is all I want to do.
1721. Mr. Thompson.] So far as we are concerned we are in no way anxious to redeem your character,
That may be well for you. Our object is to elicit the whole and absolute truth ? I understand that very
well, but I want to act in my own interest as well as in any other. I thought the Commission was walling
to do justice to everyone.
1722. Why do you ask what is your position here ? Because I do not know'. I was sent for, or
subpoenaed, or whatever you call it.
1723. President.] You are here as a witness ? I know that; I have been dismissed, but on what grounds
I do not knowr.
1724. You are here as a witness to state everything you know ? Yes.
•
1725. And you know that that is a very great'deal ? I-do not know that it is so much, All that I
know I have stated before.
.
.
1726,
10—H
'
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T- Musgravc. 1726. Don’t go back on that; we do not want that. It will not help you in any way whatever ? What
is it you want to know from me ?
30 Ang.,'1888. 1727. You have told others a great deal; tell us a great deal; tell us all you know of it from first to last.
If what you have told others be untrue, tell us that it is so ? Now I understand. Of course you must
know that anything I have said to anyone else was no secret. As far as that went anything I said to
■
anyone else was to get information for myself. As a matter of fact I mentioned the matter to anyone I
might come in connection with—to anyone I might talk to.
1728. Give us a history of your knowledge of the affair. You know that there has been a large amount
of cheating in the matter. You know that there has been a large amount of robbery ? I do not know.
I do not really know.
1729. You do know and we want to know all that you know, beginning from the first hour in which you
became in possession of any particulars ? It is not so long since I came in possession of any particulars.
1730. When did you join the Service ? About two years ago last February.
1731. And within a fortnight of that period this robbery was going on? I beg your pardon, I do not
know. I do not know that there was. I could not swear that there was. Like all the public they think
there has been, but whether rightly or wrongly has to be proved. I cannot prove it.
1732. I am beginning to think that you are not intending to give us any evidence at all ? But you will
not wait until I try. I will tell you what I told Mr. Vernon.
.
1733. We do not require anything of the kind. We know perfectly well that what you told Mr. Vernon,
even if there is a smattering of truth in it, is only one hundredth part of what you know of the affair ?
I do not know about that.
1734. You may beat about the bush as much as you like, that will not do any good. We have got very
full information. It was almost a moot point as to whether we shouldsend for you or not ? You have
sent for me and I will repeat the tale as I told you before. As a matter of fact I knew thatthe bells
could be manipulated. I told Mr. Roberts before I knew anything; well, I told him—there.
1735. How long ago ? Well, it might be two months ago.
1736. As a man on your oath that was the first you ever knew of the manipulation of the registers ? No
it was not; I knew before that.
1737. Now when did you know and what did you know ? Before I knew it actually could be done it
is about four or five months I daresay. I could not exactly swear how long ago. How I came to know
was this: It is about sixteen months ago—nearly two years ago—when a man came to me—a man well
known to the men on the tramways ; although I could not swear to his name because he gives different
names. It might be nearly two years ago when this man came to me.
1738. About two years ago ? I don’t think it is two years ago. He
goes by different names ; he has
conversations with the different conductors and tries to make himself known among them, and that sort
of thing.
-1739. Is he in the Service ? No ; he was living at Parramatta as far as I knew ; that is all I could make
out about him. He is a mysterious sort of man. I should have thought that he belonged to the Depart
ment, and that he was going about trying to find out things and pumping conductors.
1740. Do you mean that you thought he was a detective ? Something of that kind. He came to me
telling me how he could make money, and how the bells could be manipulated, i did not take much
notice of him on that account; I did not know anything before I was knocked off. During that time I
did not see anything of him ; I was trying to find out if what he had told me was the case.
'
1741. You have got very quickly down to the time of the break. We want to know a little more of this
man’s actual conversation ? I cannot remember; he first came to me about eighteen months ago. He
came to me after my return, when I had been dismissed.
1742. What passed—what did he do—what did he say ? He was always trying to make friends
with me and taking me into his confidence. I saw him occasionally—not often—and from the time I
first saw him I was trying to find out if what he said was the case.
1743. What was the case ? Well, as I w'as saying he came to me about eighteen months ago.
1744. And gave you his confidence. Well what did he say? He told me he could show me a way to
make plenty of money out of the trams, and that the bells could be manipulated. I did not take much
notice.
1745. Will you swear that you did not say to him, “ What is the use of your telling me that; I know
more than you do about it ; will you swear that you did not say that ? 1 will. I used to see him once
a month. I saw him severaHimes after that, and then after that he said, “What about this thing ? You
can make something out of it ; and all that kind of talk, I do not remember it exactly, but it was some
thing to that effect. I did not see anything more of him until after my return to the Service. I did not
see anything of him all the time I was off, but I was trying to find out if anyone was doing it and who
this man was. I was seeing if anyone could give me an idea as to who the man was. I never could see
the man or could* see anyone who could remember him. I never could make anyone understand who he was.
When I had been back awhile on the trams he came to me again, and I asked him to show me how it was
done. 1 would not have anything to do with it, but he used a lot of threats to me, and I thought I would
let the matter rest for awhile. I told him that I would not have anything to do with it. He said that he
could get rid of the tickets as much as I liked. I said nothing more about it. I thought he thought I
would make use of what he had told me, and would have nothing more to do with him ; besides, I did not
know then that he was not connected with the Department. I do not even know now that he was not,
although I have not seen him since. I do not know him now. Well, ho showed me how to rig the bells,
and a little_while after that I thought I would tell Mr. Eoberts, so that he could look into the matter and
stop the thing from going on.
1746. You did know it was going on then ? Well, if what he said was the case. He told me it was. I
did not know whether it was or not.
1747. You value your oath a great deal, do you ? I do.
1748. You said just now that you did not know whether it was going on ; —is not that untrue ? It is not.
1749. Are you sure ? I did not know the men who bought and sold the tickets, and I did not know any
of the conductors who knew that the bells could be manipulated.
1750. You swear that you did not know anything about it until this man showed you? I did not
1751. You swear to that ? I do.
1752. You swear that you had not before this shown two persons how to do it yourself ? No, I had not.
1753:’
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1753. Mr. Broclc.'] Will you swear that you never showed anyone how to do it? I told Mr. Eoberts. I T- Musgrave'.
did not tell anyone else.
.
1754. Will you swear that you never showed anyone but Mr. Eoberts how to manipulate these bells ? I
Aug., 1883.
will swear that I did not show another soul. I may have said to the others that it could be done. All
'
that I have said to anyone else would be for the purpose of gaining information.
'
1755. President.] What is the operation of the thing: you have had it shown you ? You open the bell.
1756. What happens ? Whenyou have opened the bell you push in a brad-awl and touch something inside.
1757. What did you use ? I used nothing. This man did it. I never used anything.
.
1758. Afterwards you knew that your bells would ring without registering ? When this man had done it..1759. Do you mean to say that you never carried the bells ? I gave them into the office and they gave
me another pair of bells. I had for months before that a pair of bells which are in the office, I suppose*
-and which can be examined.
•
.
1760. When this man had done the thing you took the bells into the office ? A few days afterwards.
1761. Tell us what you do to the bells? You take one of the screws out and take the face off. Then.
.
.there is something at the end that has to be pushed. I could find it if these bells were opened. You
push something out-of the way, and then, of course, there is a pin put in here. Everybody knew it when
this man first talked about it.
.
1762. Everyone knew it because you were fool enough to show everyone yourself? If anyone spoke to
me about it 1 might have said how it was done. I knew that if a bell had not been opened and a pin
were put in it. would not ring at all. I found that out by putting a pin in, and I had great difficulty in
getting it out again.
1763. Well, what happens when the bell has been opened ? The bell rings but it does not register—that
•is, after they have been properly manipulated.
1764. They do not register although they ring, is that it ? Yes.
.
1765. Therefore a man using a bell of that kind might collect a whole car-load of tickets; it might be at
Centennial time, when the cars were tremendously crowded ; he might ring his bell and there would be no
register; be might, in fact, put the whole of the tickets he had collected into a side-bag and rob the
G-overnment of the whole lot ? Yes.
1766. As you did on the last Centennial holidays ? As I did ?
1767. Yes, you ? I did nothing of the kind.
.
1768. And you showed others that your register had not moved ? I swear I did not show a' soul
.anything of the kind.
.
1769. J/r. Thompson.] You have been talking to us of a man of whom you pretend to know nothing—of a
man whom you even now believe to have been connected with the department as a detective;—did you not
distinctly tell someone that this man’s name was Scott, and that he lived at Granville ?' I told Mr. Yernon
that he told me that his name was Scott. I asked the others, and they gave me different names.
1770. Let us have some of the names, will you ? I cannot think of any.
1771. Try and think;—you could not even think of Scott just now ? Some one would say that his name
was Brown, or it might be any name. I know that he told me his name was Scott.
■
1772. "What was he like? A young man—not old—about 26 or 27. He had a moustache, and a little
whisker at the side.
1773. Is he a small man? A medium man.
.
,1774. Smaller than yourself ? No; taller than I am I think.
1775. Had he a dark moustache ? It was neither dark nor light—between the colours. I suppose you
would call it a fair moustache. I think you might call his whiskers at the side, light. He was what you
•
might call a fair man.
_
1776. This man you say you know nothing of beyond what transpired in these conversations;—thinking
him to be a detective of the Department, believing that his name might be Scott or. Brown, and that he
might live at Parramatta; you say all this in face of the fact that he had previously had such a lot of
tickets from you ? He did not have any tickets from me.
1777. Will you swear that he never had any tickets from you ? I swear that neither he nor anyone else
ever had any tickets from me.
.1778. Is this man in Queensland do you know? I could not say now.
1779. But he may be ? Eor aught I know I have seen him only once since then.
.
1780. Since when ? Since the time he showed me.
1781. Who are the other men to whom you have seen this man Scott or Brown talking ? I have seen
him talking to other conductors and to other men outside of the Department.
'
1782. Who are the conductors with whom you saw him talking? I have seen him talking with several;
—with anybody I may have been on the cars with. Perhaps if I saw anyone I knew on the car I would
ask them if they knew the man.
_
•
•
1783. But who are the conductors ? The conductors are nearly all on the Waverley line.
1784. Name anyone of them, will you ? I could not name any of them in particular. I saw him talking
to almost anyone of them.
'
1785. President.] There is such a thing as committal for contempt. You are carrying on pretty well but
you may go too far. You know these men as well as you know yourself, yet repeatedly when you are
asked to give their names you refuse to do so ? There are a number of men on the Waverley line and
perhaps he would not be talking to them.
1786. But you have just sworn that he was ? Perhaps he may have passed a word to them. He generally
stood on the platforms of the cars.
’
1.787. Give the names please ? There are a lot of them.
1788. Name one ? There is Erancis. There is Steele. . I cannot think of the names now; I almost forget
them, and I might hot say the names of the men to whom he was talking.
1789. But you have sworn that.he talked to all of them ? Not all. I could name the men on that line.
I have asked these very men if they knew the man. I have pointed him out to them and have asked them
if they knew him.
.
.1790. You swear that to these two conductors you have named you have pointed him out ? I do not say
that I pointed him out to them.
1791. Eor about eighteen months you seem to have been acting the part of a detective, trying.to find out.
who this detective was ? It was not my business but any one I accidentally saw I may have asked about
him. He would sometimes get on to my car and stand on the platform.
1792.
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T. Musgrave. 1792. Prom tlie time lie first spoke to you you were continually asking persons to. whom you had seen him
speaking if they knew who he was, what was his business, what was his name, and so forth ? If there
30 Aug,, 1888. was ariy one alongside of me I knew I may have said “ Do, you know that man” ; or “ What is his name.”
1793. Will you name any one single man in the Tramway service to whom you have spoken about this
’ man, and of whom you have asked his name ? -1 have asked nearly all. I cannot exactly remembernow
■
who it was that I did ask.
■
1791. You know perfectly well that you did not ask any one ? That is not right.
1795. You find yourself involved in another untruth and you do not know how to get out ofit ? No; I
am not.
'
1796. Mr. Broch^] Name any one single man whom you asked ? I believe to the best of my recollection
that I asked Prancis and Munro.
.
.
1797. You pointed him out to them ? I did. He seemed to be continually changing his name. One
would say it was so and so ; another would say that it was Brown, and so on. I have asked people off the
tram his name and they have said different things, perhaps one thing and perhaps another.
1798. Mr Thompson.'] There is too much “perhaps” about you. We do not waut so much surmise ? I can-,
not swear to it.
.
•
1799. But we want you to swear to the things you say because,you are sworn? I understand that.
1800. President.] You have already sworn that you have pointed out this man to several conductors and
that you have-asked them who he was. Name one of these conductors? I could not swear but I am
almost positive that I asked Munro and Prancis. Some said they did not know his name. Others said
his name was Brown or something of that kind, giving some other name which I cannot remember. . 1
1801. Some name equally convenient ? . I do not remember the names they did tell me.
1802. At the time you suppose you asked Munro where was he and where were you ? We were on the
cars together. He would be collecting one and I would be collecting the other. I would get on to his
car probably and would say “ Do you see that man there; do you know him?” Perhaps he would then say
what he thought his name was. I never knew any one that knew him by the name of Scott, the name he
gave me. I have seen him talking to Yelland.
_
1803. Did you find that any of these men knew who this man was ? Not for certain.
1801. APhat names did they give ? They would say —.
1805. AYell what did they say ? They said I suppose whatever name they thought it was.
1.806; Come what names did they give you ? I cannot think. ' ’
,
1807. Did the name agree with what you had been told ? It did not agree with the name he told me,
Scott.
1808. What name was given to you as being the man’s name ? Scott.
.
1809. But by the others I mean ? I cannot think of the names. There were several names. Some would
say that they did not know him at all aud that would end the matter. I could not fiud any to say that
his name was the same as the one he gave me.
'
.
1810. Mr. Thompson.] You asked, a little while ago, if you were here as a witness. You might have
known that from your having been sworn to tell the whole truth. Now this is our power and your right:
Any witness appearing before such Commissioners shall have the same protection and shall be subject
to the same liabilities in any civil or criminal proceeding as a witness giving evidence in any case tried
in the Supreme Court.” I may as well tell you that for prevarication a witness can be sent to gaol by
tho Judge before whom he is giving evidence.. We have the same power. Any witness refusing to
answer straightforwardly can. be sent to gaol until he pleases to answer. We have the-same right. A
witness who, in the opinion of the Judge, is telling an untruth can be committed for perjury. AVh have
the same right ? I will answer your questions as best I can. I can’t do more.
1811. I think we are all agreed that you are not answering our questions straightforwardly. I am sure
that you have hardly told one word of truth since you have sat in that chair. I may tell you that
there is yet another punishment beyond those which I have enumerated. Any witness who shall refuse
to answer the questions put to him by the Commissioners is liable to a penalty not exceeding £20, to be
recovered in a summary way before any two Justices of the Peace; and if the sum is not paid the witness
may be imprisoned for six months ? 1 do not see what that has to do with it. I am answering your
questions as well as I can.
'
1812. We have given you plenty of latitude. Knowing what we know about you and this matter, we
can understand that you are unwilling to state anything which would hurt yourself ? I do not think
■ anything, can hurt me.
'
.
1813. Don’t let us have any such nonsense as that; it is such a transparent absurdity. You surely don’t,
think that when three men have come to our age a comparative boy like yourself can stuff such nonsense
as that down our throats ? Of course I have not had experience in any kind of law.
y°u a,re quite old enough to know the difference between telling the absolute, truth and cockand-bull-yarns like those which you are trying to stuff down our throats now. Listen to what you have
told us:. I or nearly two years you have been on the track of a man whom vou have supposed to be in
t e Department. You never could find a man wL.0 knew his name and business—you say lie was going
under all sorts of names and, notwithstanding all your exertions (you having been in the Department
all this time) you have been unable to find out anything about him, even his right name ? I only used
to see him occasionally on the cars ; I could not get off the car and follow him to see where he went.
1815. How do you know that he lived at-Granville; is it Granville or Parramatta? He said between
Granville and Parramatta.
1816. President.] When was the first time you handled a pin in connection with vour register? . When,
he. showed me the way it was done.
'
'
1817. When this unknown man showed you ? Yes.
1818. And that is how long ago ? Not more than a few months back.
.‘
1819. A few months may be eight or ten or twelve ? It is about three or four months ao-o ; I could not
say the exact tame.
1820. Up to_thaf time you swear that you never handled a pin or a piece of wire in connection with your
register . Kot up to that time.; I tided if it could be .done when he. told me that'it could. He told me
that it could be done with a bit of wire.
1821. When did he tell you ? He did not tell me anything at first. He said nothing about the bells
when he first met me.
•
.
■
&

1822.
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1822. Not very long ago you swore that at the outset he said that the hells could he faked? He made T. Mussrare.
friends with me at first, taking me into his confidence. He did not jump on to the car audited me right „n'T" ^ Tooq
■ away. He gave, me cigars several times, and talked to me, asking me about the working of the trams, and
u°'’
'
so on.
....
1823. Still I am anxious to know when was the first time you made use of a piece of wire iu connection
■
with your register—I want a straight answer to that question ? I cannot think ; it is a good while ago
■
since I first tried it, and it would not strike ; that was directly he told me, and I dare say it is over twelve
months ago.
_
1821. Ton tried it then and it would not answer; how soon did you make it answer ? I did not make it
answer. He showed me. He opened the bell and pushed something inside with a brad-awl, I think. ■
1825. When was that ? A few months back.
1826., How many ? About four months ago—about two months previous to the time when I told Mr.
Roberts about it. It might have been more, but I could not swear to the time.
_
,
1827. Ton had your bells rigged in this way for two months before you told anyone about it ?. Before I
told Mr. Roberts I did not have the bells. I gave them in to the office.
•
1828. When ? I could not say.
_
1829. You carried the bells after they had been rigged for two months ? No, not that long.
1830. How long ? Not long ; they broke. We often have to change the bells for that reason. The last
.
pair I had for some time.
•
'
1831. How long did you have these bells after they had been rigged ? I could not swear,—but until
they broke ; until they got out of order.
1832. That might be six months ? It was not six weeks.
■
_
'
1833. How long was it from the time they broke down before you got another pair ? I got another pair
"
*
as soon as I got into the yard.
.
1834. It was not a loss of £500 to you that time ? It was not a loss to me.'
■
,1835. The same as when you were knocked off in the retrenchment time ? That was not a loss to me.
,
1836. You know that there wras a loss of -£500 to you when you were off ? I beg your pardon.
1837. You know you said it was ? There' wras no loss to me except the pay when I was off.
1838. Why I thought there was a clear Joss of £500 when you were off ? There was a loss of nothing
to me except my wages.
I
•
1839. Will you swear that you did not say that there was a loss of £500 to you ? I swear that there
was no- such loss.
1840. Will you swear that you did not tell anyone that there was a loss of £500 to you ? I swear that
.1 never said anything of the kind. I never said that on any occasion.
1841. It may have been twelve mouths ago, you say, since you first tried this business with your register ? '
It may have been that since I tried, but it would not answer. It was not until some time afterwards—
when my bell had been opened—that I succeeded.
.
,
1842. It is not twelve months ago since your register was put in the condition necessary to the working
of this fraud ? No.
>
1843. Well, how long ago ? I cannot say. A few months back. It is twelve months since the man first
told me-that it could be done.
1844. But you say that you tried it at once ? And found, as I thought, that it could not be done.
'1845. How many.months elapsed before the successful experiment was tried ? I went off the cars, and
did not see him any more of course.
.
'
1816. We want no of course? It is twelve months since I left the trams, at the time of the retrench
ment. Just before I left he told me that the bells could be manipulated. I saw no more of him then,
hut I was trying to find out from others if it could be done. I thought the man was sent to me as a sort
of trap, to see if I was doing anything of the kind. I did not know till I came back on the cars that it
could be done.
1847. You continued to make inquiries about the man when you were off under the supposition that he
was a detective ? Well, several times I inquired about him when I came back. I did not think somehow
that there was anything in it, and I thought it a frivolous thing to go and say anything about it.
1848. Just about that time you said you were £500 out of pocket by this frivolous thing ? If anyone
has said that it is untrue.
'
1849. You are sure you said nothing of the kind ? Sure. I did not say anything of the kind to anyone.
It stands to reason that a man could not make it, however much he tried to do it.
'
'
1850. It was-not as good as that then ? I am sure it could not be.
.
1851. You can speak because you have had such experience ? I have not had experience in that way, but;
your own common sense would tell you.
'
■
1852. How much did you make ; you had better tell us all about it ? I did not make anything.
.
1853. How long were you off the cars at the time of the retrenchment ? We left the day after eighthours day, and when I came back to work I did not go on to the cars at once. At first I went into the
yard; then I was on the cars again—on and off.
"
1854. When did you go on to the cars again ? Twas on and, off. They used to send me out when they
were short of men. I think I went on permanently again at the beginning of January.
1855. You were off the. cars three months, and there was a little drop of £500 in that time ? Any one
with common sense must know that it is not true.
1856. It does seem almost too startling to be true. We were under the impression that you made only'
a tenner a week. That is what you told someone else ? In the way of joking I may have said so—in
trying to find out anything they might know.
x
'
,
1857. You did say something of the sort to someone then—that you were making a tenner a week ?
I do not remember.
1858. You said it was as good as a tenner a week ? I did not.
1859. But you admitted just now that you, might have done ? I do not admit saying anything about a
tenner a week. But I have said to others, “ Do you know about the bells ? ” or, “ How much are you .
making ? ” That is’ often said by several conductors—by anybody perhaps ; by anybody at all. This'
kind of talk is always going on—as to what they are making, and that kind of thing. We were often
joking down there in the room...
•
1860. Such a man as Hendy could not make a penny at the work—he was “ too big a bloody fool,” was
he. not? I do not know. He was a conductor.
.
1,861..
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T. Mnsgraie. 1861. Don’t you know what happened to him P Of course I do.
1862, Were you not astonished at it ? Tes; I was.
30Aug., 1888. 1863. Did you not say, “He is too big a bloody fool to be at that game P” Tes; I might have said so.
Almost any one would agree that he is a thick-headed fellow. I did not think he would be foolish
.
• enough to do anything like that.
1864. He was not the kind of man to make a tenner a week, as' you said you did for the last two and a
• halt years . It is about two and- a half years since I first went on the trams, but altogether I have been
employed only about two years.
'
wou^
correspond with the snug little amount you have ready now—between £1,300
and £1,500 ready to buy your public-house ? Oh, that is nonsense.
1866. Tou have not anything ? I have not got anything.
-1867. JH-r. Thompson.'] Perhaps you blew it all at the gaffing schools ? I never visit gaffing schools ; I
cannot say about them; I never did anything iu that way. I gamble a little, but not to any extent; I
could name nearly every time I have gambled in my life; I have not done so more than an ordinarv man
would speculate.
1868., President.] Tou think that you went on to the trams again permanently in January—that is,
when you succeeded in getting this thing right ? It was sometime after I was on the cars that I suc
ceeded m knowing it.
1869. _ Just a little while ago you gave us to understand that soon after you came back this successful
experiment was made ? No ; it was not soon after ; it was some little time after.
iSvO. When was it that you made this, public exhibition of your skill. Plenty of them sawitPI asked
seyeral it they knew anything about it. I.told several—not exactly together—that it could be done.
i*1Ju 18 i Sai^ ^ i ■ "earc^
ft
be done. In getting conversational with the men I asked them
i
eW an7^^inD about it. I never found any one who did know anything about it.
toIo w-l
I did not know it could be done at the time of which I was speaking.
1872 Why did you say so often, “ No wonder the trams do not pay ?” That was when Ifound out
about this.
'
‘
•
1873. But you say you did not find any one who did it; still you said to several people, “ Ho wonder
• the trams do not pay ? ’ Tes ; and I have often done that.
1874. Why ? Because I had found out that the bells could be manipulated.
jfkat does it matter about that if they never were manipulated? I do not say they were not.
.
- 17 °1U Say y°u, kne’iT
^ coul(* k® d-0nej but that you did not know any one who was doing it ? I
i
must k® <^omgifc- If this man came to me I thought he must go to them.
’
1877. So that you became at last perfectly convinced that others were doing it—just about as convinced
as it you had told several how to do it ? I did not tell any how to do it.
.
,1878. Tou swear beyond the possibility of contradiction that you never told anyone how to do it ?' Bar
^cat it was done with a bit of wire, I never opened the bell and showed it to anyone.
i oon rl0U neTer °Peile<I aiH °f fhese bells ? With my own hands I never opened any of them.
1880. It was done for you ? He showed me how it was done . That is the only pair of bells that I saw
opened. It was only done once in my presence.
in meddTn
a^rea<^r
us
y°ur hell8 were meddled with twice ? Tou don’t call putting a pin
1882. Tou said that twelve months ago this man showed you how it was done ? I did not say so any
Xro v Pu^ln? a hit of wire in the bells. He said that the bells had to be opened. "
'ffl o
that
.stucka hrad-awl in, that your bells broke, and that you returned them to the
omce P That was sometime afterwards.
1884. When you had another pair of bells then he showed you how to do it ? He did not show me how
to do the next pair. They were never touched m my possession. They were numbered, and I suppose
. they can be found now.
>
ru n
1885. When andwherewas.it that this man used a brad-awl to your registers ? He jumped on to He cars
fooT ^.er,vere r™ning through from Bridge-street to the terminus.
’
1886. What terminus do you mean ? Bondi Junction.
1887. Where did he get in ? He jumped in at Bridge-street.
1888. Was this a service tram ? Tes.
1889. Mr. Broch.] Tou had no passengers on it-except Mm ? Hone.
1890. President.] When did he bring this screw-driver out and do the thing?
through.
'
s • When we were running
i ooo wuere ^ad y°U got t0 W^en ke did it ? We were going through the streets.
He took^bnfd
Stan?“s \ 1 was ^tingiuside the car with this man with the windows shut.
e took hold of the thing and-took a screw out. Then he opened the register. I was watching him all
the time. He just pushed something with his brad-awl and then closed them up. I put a bit of wire in
the slot, and found then that it could be done.
■
1
-l pui a on or wire m
They iJulTmA * ^ °f registerS in good order and mserted the.pin they would not stop registering ?
defraudp6 IbeHeve^o8* ^ °Pened
looft"
? Te»

^ ^ be PUt in a Position in wllicl1 tkey can be used to

th,;a kas keen done Ibey will ring without registering ?
noTemto™*0 ^ the

Tes » -isW »l™»t be called

rn;raSi£raeTcSr1‘e” J°U ““ * W“' C,r-1“i 0f «*"

>*<***

?

I

I“me“w ■“"* «»“
1899. Air. Thompson.] Who do you say ? Graham the driver.
IladSr
the*

ft*

It was just directly after this man had
He ieemerftnowrattSabout He
”0‘“J“nS

bUt he t,ira

p9®?' President.] When was your first conversation with Graham and what was the nurnort of it?
Grahambemg a driver I have had a lot of conversations with him. I cannorealllo mSd Eavs rf He
•

-'

'

' 1901.
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■Mu^griye;.
1901. Mr. Thompson^] Well let us hear what your first conversation with Graham was, if there be such a
man ? There is such a man as Graham, of course.
3.0 Aug., 1888-;;
1902. Why of course ? Well I should think so.
1903. Are you sure that you are right ? That is the name he is known by on the trams.
1904. Well what did you say to Graham ? I asked him if he knew anything about it., and he did not
know that it could be done, although he felt convinced iu his own mind that such a thing was going on,
as he knew people made money by it.
'
1905. What is the date of this conversation ? I cannot think. I know he mentioned the names of some
conductors who had been dismissed for dishonesty and so on, men I did not know and who were not on
the cars then.
*
.
1900. What are the names of those he told you had been dismissed ? Chandler, I think he said was one of
them. I thiuk he said that one of them had taken an hotel somewhere in the country.
■
1907. President.'] Have you taken an hotel yet ? No.
■
■
1908. Mr. Broelc.] Do you remember making this little speech, holding up a piece of wire at the time
“ This is as good as a tenner a week to me ” ? I do not remember ever saying that. 1909. President.] Tou have some memory and we want you to make the best use of it—to go back to
these conversations with Graham, and to give us the probable date of the first one P I never anticipatedanything of the kind, or I would have taken notice of it. I can get very near the date though.
■
1910. That will do for us? I don’t think I said' any thing to Graham before I left at the time of
the retrenchment. I do not think it is twelve months ago but I am not quite sure.
■
1911. Shall we say that date P I do not know whether I first spoke to him twelve months ago or whether,
it was after I came back.
.
1912. When did you come back ? Early in January.
'
.
1913. Perhaps it was about then that you had this.conversation, although you do not seem to think it was ?'
I could not be sure. There is nothing definite about it. I am nearly sure that it was not till I came back..'
1914. Will you swear that you had no conversation with Graham on this subject before you were dismissed
at the'time of the retrenchment ? I would not swear that I did not, but I do not think I did.
1915. We are anxious to hear the precise details of this conversation P Well, as I have told you, I asked,
him if he knew anything about it.
.
•
1916. Cannot you give us any more details ? I only asked him if he knew anything-about the bells being
manipulated. He said, “ No.” I said, “ I think they can be.”
.
•
- ■
:
1917. What made you ask Graham this ? Well, you see, we were often talking.
■
1918. He was not like yourself, a conductor? Bat he seemed to know a lot about the other condiictorsj
and about the conductors who had been dismissed. He said they had made.a lot, and there was that kind
of talk. I said to myself,“This man must know something aboutthe bells.” I thoughtthat he must have
been told, so I asked him if anyone had told him that the bells could be manipulated.- He said, “ No, but
he was sure that something could be done with them, as he knew these men must have made money out of
them.” “ Some of them,” he said, “had taken hotels, and were in good positions.” I never said anything
more to Graham then.
'
1919. What did you say ? That is all I can remember. I think I said, “ I am nearly sure it can be done.”1920. Was that the time you told him you were doing it ? I did not tell him I was doing it.
1921. Will you swear you did not ? I said it could be done. I showed Graham how it could be done. I
put the pin in and showed him.
_
■
1922. Where did you get-the wire from; what sort of wire was it? It was a bit of thin wire.
•
1923. Do you carry it with you ? I might have a pin. There is a pin in my waistcoat now.
'
1924. I said nothing about a pin; I suppose you always carry a pin, and then you always have it ready ?I do not always have one. .
•
1925. Did you ever find yourself short of a pin ? I don’t understand what you mean.
•
1926. I mean when you wanted one to fix up your register to cheat with? I did not do so.
_ •
1927. Tou never found yourself short of a pin ? I never wanted one. I never did anything of the kind.1928. Tou never had any need to ask anyone else for anything—for a piece of wire? I believe I asked
Graham for a piece of wire at the time I showed him how it was done.’
'
1929. That was after he told you about these fellow-workmen—that is, about the hotels and that sort of
thing? No, not at that time ; it was on another occasion.
■ •
_
1930. I advise you to be very careful; we have cautioned you two .or -three times; you will get yourself
into such a pit directly that you will find yourself unable to get out again ? I am giving you as correct
a statement as I possibly can.
■
'
_
'
1931. "Where was this man who told you his name was Scott when you were showing this thing to Graham ?
I do not know.
1932. Tou said just now I thought that Scott showed it to Graham ? I did not say so.
1933. But you inferred it ? I did not.
'
1934. Who was present when you showed it to Graham ? Nobody.
■
1935. Was no one looking on who could see what you were doing? Not that I saw. I went up to
Graham about the first time I found it could be done. Of course I spoke to him before I knew for certain
that the bells could be manipulated. I was trying to find out if it was so. After I found that it could be'
done I got on the motor, and said to him, “ It is a fact about these bells, it can be done.” Then I showed
him how it could be done.
_ ■
1936. How long after that was it that you borrowed the piece of wire from him ? It was about that time.
1937. I thought you led us to suppose just-now that you had-a pin on that occasion? -I could not say
whether it was a pin. I do not know whether I got a piece of wire from Graham or not at that time or
at any other time. I remember showing Graham how it was done. This man had been saying, “ Tou can
do it with a pin or bit of wire,” and that sort of thing. Whether I had a pin, or whether I got a piece of
wire from Graham, I do not know.
- - _
1938. Just now .when you were illustrating the matter you took a pin from your waistcoat, and said
that yoii put a pin into the bell; the idea of the piece of wire seemed to dawn - upon -you when I first
mentioned it, and when-you saw what a mess you-had made of it? -Not at all-;--the man who-told me said
that it could be done with a pin.
.
. . ,
.
‘
.
'
193.9- Comeback to this bit of wire-borrowing; you say that it was not -wlien-Graham was telling you
about the hotels and the money-making—that it was after that ? Perhaps he repeated the same yarns at
that time; because I have often been .talking to him and to others-.-..................................... ’ - - ■ ‘
-1940.-
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T. Musgrave. 1940. Did you not say just now that it was not at that time ? It was not at the time of the first con
. ^—A—-s versation I had with him that I showed him how it could be done. It was after that that I found out
30 Aug., 1888. ti,at ft coui(i i)C done, and I got on to the motor and told G-raham that I knew all about it.
' .. .
1941. That was not the time you borrowed this piece of wire from him ? I do not' remember whether I
'
got a piece of wire from him.
_ '
.
_
' _
.
"
1942. Why, in answer to one of my questions you yourself introduced the bit of wire ; I did not say that
you had borrowed it from G-raham. Tou yourself suggested the idea. I did not say that you had
borrowed a piece of wire from anyone ? -----•
■
. 1943. Are we to understand now then that you made a mistake in saying that? . I think I did get.a bit
of wire, I know that when I tried the thing myself I used a pin.
.
1944. Where you got the bit of wire you are not quite certain about. What did you do with it ? I
showed Graham how it could be done, and then threw it away again.
•
.
1945. Who picked it up ? I do not know that it was ever picked up.
.
.
1946. You do not know w'hether anyone was looking on or not ? There may have been, but I cannot sec’
how there could, be.
_
,
1947. Where were you when this happened, when you borrowed this piece of wire ? I do not know for
certain that I did do so, but to the best of my belief I got a piece of wore from G-raham to show him how
it could be done.
.
.
•
1948. Were you between stopping places at the time-? Yes ; we w'ere going along.
■
1949. You were on the motor ? Yes.
.
'
1950. What were you doing there in the middle of your business, when the passengers were getting up
and down ? It was a slack time.
’
1951. You just jumped on to the motor and said, “ Graham lend me a bit of wire; I have dropped my
pin?” ’ Nothing of the kind.
•
•
1952. You yourself have mentioned both a pin and a piece of wire in connection with the business ? I
said that it might be done with a pin.
.
1953. Mr. Brock.'] How did you come to give this man who showed you a ride on the service car ? He
jumped' on. People often jump on in that way, when we are running through.
1954. Mr. Thompson.] During the adjournment for lunch you have had some little time for cool reflec
tion; I hope you have made up your mind to tell us the truth ? I never had any intention of doing any
thing else.
'
.
’
1955. Mr. Brock.] You had better begin now in the middle of the street, you have been on both sides of
the road, you have been backwards and forwards, and you have almost stood on your head ? But you
'
have been asking the same questions again and again. You do not'seem to understand the way I
answer them.
,
.1956. How can we understand when you say one thing now and another thing 5 minutes afterwards?
But I have not done so.
■
•
1957. Brcsident.] We want particularly to get from you what we have not yet got ? If you will ask me.
1958. But you don’t let me finish. % You are constantly stopping me in the middle of my questions. We
are anxious to get from you what we have not yet got, and that is, the date on which you had this ride in
the service tram from Bridge-street to Bondi with this Mr. Scott, alias Brown, or alias anything else.
'
When did that ride take place ? . As far as T can recollect it was from this date about five months ago.
1959. You mean to say that it was after you returned to duty ? Some time after I came back, I think.
1960. Do we understand you to say that it was after this ride to Bondi that you made the exhibition to
the man you described as G-raham? Yes ; it was a little time after that. '
1961: Which was after? It was after the man showed me, of course.
1962. The ride to Bondi was before this wire business? Before I actually knew that the thing could be
done this man told me that it was done with a wire or a pin. This was long before I knew that it could
■"
really be done. You don’t seem to understand me. This man told me that it could be done with a wire
or a pin put in the bell-; I tried it and it would not answer. That is as far as I got for some month's.
1963. But you did not give what I call .the exhibition until you had fixed the thing properly. You did
not show these people the trick before it would work ? I did not show it to anyone at all. I said that it
could be done.
•
1964. You said this morning that you showed how it couldjie done ? After I had found out that the
bells could actually be manipulated.
'
.
,
1965. Not till then ? Not till then; I only showed Graham actually.
1966. Mr. Brock.] What you really mean to say is that you did not show anyone until yen knew how
to do it yourself ? How could I ? I said, as I had been told that it was done with a pin or a bit of wire,
I was thinking that if a thing inside required to be moved every time you wanted the bells not to register,
it was a foolish thing, and could not be done. He said to me, “ It is not that at all; you insert this pin
when you don’t want them to-register. When you want them to register you pull the pin out.” '
:
1967. Fresident.] How long after this thorough showing in the special ride to Bondi—:—? It was the
same time.
.
...
■
1968. Why do you not allow me to finish my question ? I knew what you were going to ask me’. It
was what you said just now you wanted to get at—what time it was that I showed Graham.
1969. Why I did not even mention Graham’s name? Well I knew what you wanted to know.
1970. Mr. Thompson.] You are following us with regard to Graham;—is there such a man ? That is the
,
name I have known him by; it is the name he has gone by ever since I have known him.
1971. If he is a driver he must have some one helping him ;—what is the name of his fireman ? His
name is Eeid.
.
1972. You are quite certain that is the man ? Quite.
1973. President.] How does he spell his name ? I do not know.
.
1974. Well how long afterwards was it that you showed Graham? I showed Graham about the same
time that I was shown; the same week, I think, or very shortly afterwards.
.
1975. How long after the Centennial holidays was it ? I cannot think; I think it was since then.
•
1976. Mr. Brock.] You are sure it w'as not before that ? It is since then that I found out—that is, that
I actually knew.
1977. That you knew how to do it ? Yes.
1978; How long after the Centennial was it ? I cannot say as regards the Centennial; I cannot remember.
1979. Do you remember when the Centennial holidays were; do you remember the. unveiling of the
Statue? Yes.
•
‘
■ .
.
.
- -................ " •
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1980. Tou also remember the laying of the foundation-stone of the new Houses'of Parliament? .Ido T. Musgra-r.e.
not recollect the exact dates.
,
qoa^^iIss
1981. President^] Ton were doing so well as a general thing that you cannot remember the enormous .. “S->.
amount you made during the. Centennial holidays, the whole car-loads of tichets which you manipulated
and took away ? It is no use asking me that; it is nonsense talking like that. If you have such a belief
as that it is of no use asking me questions. If you say I did that it is of no use asking me anything else.
1982. I do say that you did it? I can say safely that I never did anything of the kind.
_
1983. Tou may discover that you cannot do so safely ? I can safely say that I did not doany such thing.
1984. Mr. Brock.'] Some short time ago you were injured in some way ? I was ill.
1985. Where'were you stopping then ? At Mr. Coils’.
'
1986. Who is Mr. Colls ? . He is a brother-in-law of mine.
•
198.7. Is he employed in the tramways ? Tes ; he is in the office.
1988. 'Mr. Thompson.] Are'you a married man ? No.
■
1989. Mr. Brock.] Did you ever live at Newtown ? I live in Newtown now.
.
;
1990. I thought you were living with the Colls ? I have been living in Sydney up to a little time ago ; I
have lived in several places. Hp to the time I was sick I was living with the Coils’.
1991. Were you living there the whole time you were sick ? Tes.
1992. That you swear ? Tes.
'
1993. Do you know a house in Pitzroy-street, off Crown-street? Tes.
1994. What sort of house were you running there;—were you keeping a woman there ? I was not.
1995. Was this during the time you were laid up ? I was not on the cars at all then. ■
1996. I am not talking about the cars;—were you.never at that house at night during the time you were .
on sick leave ? What house ?
.
■
1997. The house in Pitzroy-street ? I was not on the cars at the time ; it was the time of the retrench
ment.
•
■
1998. Were you never there during the time you were laid up on sick leave ? No.
1999. Tou never were in that house, then;—you swear that ? At the time of the retrenchment------ ,
2000. I am not talking about that; I know where you were living at the time of the retrenchment;, you
were living with this woman ; but when you were on the sick list were you stopping in Pitzroy-street
with her? That is not so. At the time I lived in Pitzroy-street I was not on the cars at all. It was the
time of the retrenchment;' that was the time I lived there.
■
.
. ■
•
2001. I know you were there during the time you were ill ? I was not.
'
.
2002. Tou may say what you like, but you are making a big mistake ? I am doing, nothing of the sort.
Tou are mixing up one place with another. The time I was in. Pitzroy-street was the time of the
retrenchment—from last October until January. That is the only time I lived there. I was there a few
weeks.
.
'
■
2003. Tou have not been in the house since ? No.
'
,
•
2004. Not since you returned in January? No ; 1 came back to work in January, but I was not on the cars.
2005.- Mr. Thompson.] Tell us who was living in Pitzroy-street ? A man and his wife—people named .
Sumners. I was boarding there.
■
'
2006. Who were there ? Other boarders. They were keeping a.boarding-house.
2007. Who was the woman you used to sleep with ? I do not see that that has anything to do with the.
matter.
. ■
2008. That is just what we happen to wrant to know ? I refuse to tell you anything about it; I under.
stand that I came here to explain what I know' about the tram frauds.
■
2009. And wre w'ant to know of your connection with this particular -woman ? , Tes ; w'ell?
_
2010. How long will you take to consider whether you will, answer the question or will you go to gaol-for
refusing to answer. Por refusing to answer a question you can be sent to gaol, and be kept there until
1
you ausw'er it ? All right.
•
•
2011. Then ymu distinctly refuse to answer the question ? Tes.
2012. Were you keeping that woman there ? No.
2013. As you will not answer the other question will you give us a description of the woman with whom
you used to sleep ? Anything you ask me in connection with the tram frauds I will answer, but any
thing in connection with my private affairs I will not answer. I refuse to answer the question.
2014. Would you sooner go to gaol ? I will not answer anything in connection with my private affairs.
2015. Mr. Brock.] We will defer that matter until the close of your examination. Tou have been.,
intimately acquainted for many months with this man who you say showed you how to open the registers?-.
I knew him by the name of Scott.
'
'
2016. I know for a positive fact that you do not know him by the name of Scott. Sou know his name
intimately, and you will give it up ? I do not know him by any other name.
_
2017. Tou know that every time you say you do not know' his name you perjure yourself? I only know,
him by the name of Scott.
’
.2018. Tou know it is not Scott ; you know that-you know' him intimately. Tou have been seen with
him'dozens of times within the last month. Tou know a friend of his by the name of Scott, but you do
not know him by that name ? I do not know any friend of his.
■
'
2019. Tou do, sir ? I do not.
'
2020. I know that you do ? I do not.
.
•
2021. Mr. Thompson^] Tou appear to think that you have kept everything secret; but you have been
watched, and everything you have done dowm to the time of your going to bed with this woman at night
has been noted ? That has nothing to do with me.
'
■ 1
2022. Mr. Brock7\ I again press you to give up the name of this man; I know' for a fact that you are
intimately acquainted with him, and that you have been for some time ?-----2023. Mr. Thompson.] I note that this is the second time you have deliberately refused to answer a
.
question put to you by a member of this Commission. I will pass on to other questions, leaving these
two other matters still open to be dealt with. Before the adjournment for luncheon, you told us that it
was about five months since you showed to this man Graham the method in which tho bells were rigged?
It was about that time that I showed him the actual way of rigging them. Before that I had conversa
tions with him.
.
■
■
■
■
2024.
10—I
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T- MusgraYe, 2024. When you showed >him five months ago, did you take the face of a bell off, and show him how it
was meddled with inside ? No.
.
30 Aug., 1888. 2025. Tou must be telling us a dreadful untruth now, or else you told us one before. If your bell was
correct and had not been meddled with, how could you show him how the thing was done by merely
sticking a pin in. Tou have told us that if a bell is in good condition the mere sticking in of a pin will
not do the thing? Tou do not seem to understand. When once a bell has been opened and a brad-awl
has been put in and something moved.
■
2026. I know about that. Tou set the ratchet-wheel wrong by running a brad-awl between the two wheels.
Ton put them so that they would not catch—so that they would not travel truly ? I only showed Graham
how by putting in a pin the bell would not register.
2027. But you said before that putting a pin into a bell that had not been meddled with nothing could be
done. Now this bell must have been meddled with, or you must have meddled with it, then, in order to
show Graham what you say you did show him ? It was just a little while after my bell had been meddled
with that I showed Graham. That bell I afterwards gave in.
'
2028. Mr. Broch^] These are the bells you allowed to be middled with by a man whose name you did
not know. Tou did not even know his name, and yet you allowed him to do this thing to your bells. Is
that what you ask us to believe ? That is what I did.
2029. Mr. Thompson.'] Supposing that five months ago this man showed you how this was done, and
experimented on your bells for your amusement in this service tram, it is a matter of absolute fact that
for three months afterwards you kept these bells in your possession before you handed them iu ? Not the
same bells.
.
2030. How long was it after this man did this thing for you that you handed in the bells to Mr. Roberts ?
I could not say ; the bells went wrong a little while afterwards, and I handed them in and got another
pair.
.
2031. How long after this Mr. Scott, aZfas'BrOwn, alias Perhaps, meddled with your bells did you hand
them in ? I could not say for certain.
.
2032. Mr. Brock.] But we should like to know something like the time. Was it a month? I do not
think it was.
.
2033. Was it three weeks ? I could not say how long it was. It was under a month.
2034. Mr. Thompson.] Were you quite convinced, when this man showed you five months ago that he
was right, that the thing could be done ? Of course I was.
2035. Then if you wanted to hold yourself out as an honest young gentleman, why did you not tell Mr.
Roberts or someone else at once ? This man used threats to me; I thought I -would let it quieten down
for a little and then tell Mr. Roberts.
>
2036. Mr. Brock.] He used threats to you you say ? He did.
'
2037. That is not true. Tou know it is not true. He never used threats ? He did.
2038. Why did you not tell your brother-in-law. Tou lived at his house ? I did not see any cause to
tell him.
‘
2039. Tou lived with him, an official in the Tramway Department, for two months. • Tou carried during
.
the whole of that time bells with which the Department was swindled ; and you only gave them up when
you were compelled to do so ? I did not carry the bells for two months and I did not swindle the
Department.
.
2040. There is not a bit of evidence to show that you put the bells right during that time ? I never
touched the bells afterwards. I gave them in. I should not know -what to do if I did touch them after
wards.
2041. Tour hells had been tampered with with your permission, under your own eyes, and you kept them
'
until they went so wrong that you could not use them any longer ? The bells often get out of order.
2042. Will you tell us how much in the shape of money or tickets you returned to the Department
that your bell did not record at all ? I did not give in any.
2043. Although your bell was not registering ? When one bell goes wrong you ring on the other. Por
.instance, if the ticket bell goes wrong you ring on the cash-bell until you get in ; it is only a question of
■
one trip. Tou might have a bell which would break down on the first trip, That does sometimes
happen.
2044. Mr. Thompson.] But suppose both bells had been tampered with ? Both could not have been
tampered with.
2045. Only one bell. Was that the ticket bell? Tes.
.
2046. President.] Do you want to make us believe that during these three or four weeks you had your
register in the condition in which this man handed it to you; you never inserted a pin at the foot ? Never
to defraud the Government.
’
2047. Tou put it in several times, but it was only just for a bit of fun ? I put the pin in when I showed .
it to Graham.
■
,
2048. How many times did you show Graham ? Only once.
2049. Mr. Thompson!] How many times did you let Graham—if there is such a man—and his fireman,
>
Reid, see that you were playing this little game ? I did not show Reid at all.
2050. Mr. Brock.] Who else besides Graham ? No one.
2051. Tou will swear that ? I will swear it.
.
2052. Graham is the only man you ever showed how to do it ? Tes.
2053. Did you ever charge £10 to anyone for showing them this secret ? Never.
2054. And tell them at the same time that money was to be made out of it and that you would take a
tenner out of them to let them know how it was done ? Nothing of the kind.
2055. Did you not also say that you would take the bells home and fix them up for them ? No I did not.
2056. President.] Did you not receive £50 worth of tickets from one conductor whose bells you had fixed
up ? No.
' .
2057. £50 out of the first £100 worth he took ? I swear I did not.
2058. Will you swear that you never told anyone you did ? I never remember telling anyone anything
of the kind.
'
2059. Will you swear that you did not tell anyone ? I may have said something to some one in conver
sation when trying to get information from them. I may have said a lot of things,
2060.
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2060. What more information did you want than you had;—it seems to me that the others wanted T. Musgrave.
information from'you? I never gave anyone information. They never asked me for it.
A~-—n
2061. You offered it to them for a consideration? Before I found out that the. hells could be manipu- 30Aug., 1888;
lated I asked others if they knew anything about it. I wanted to see who this man was.
2062. Mr. Bracks] You knew who the man was ? I did not.
•
_
2063. It is of no use your • going on with the lesson you learnt before you came in here ? I learnt no
lesson.
‘
2064. Do you remember the 7th April last ? Ho, I do not.
2065. Do you remember the autumn meeting at Randwick
there were races on the Thursday and races
on the Saturday ? There may have been.
2066. Do you remember it? I remember that there were races, but I do not recollect the exact time.
2067. Did you go out with a race-tram on that Saturday morning ? I may have done.
2068. You cannot recollect if you did ? I cannot.
2069. You do not recollect going to the race meeting in the forenoon, and going car-cleaning in the
afternoon ? I do hot remember. I may have done.
2070. President^ I think you answered the question this, morning;—you know what you said about
Hendy being taken ? I remember being asked about Hendy.
2071. What were you asked ? You asked me if he was fool enough to do such a thing:
.
2072. Mr. BrockYou remember the day he was sacked ? Yes.
2073. Did you go out to the racecourse that afternoon ? 1 went out in the afternoon after Hendy was
suspended.
2074. President.^ How was it that you did not go outln the morning ? I think I was car-cleaning.
2075. But you had been out on the Thursday? I think I was car-cleaning. I was only sent out at
times when we were short of conductors.
'
2076. Are you sure you were car-cleaning that morning ? At some part of the day I was : I forget about
the morning. We had shifts.
.
2077. Were you on duty at all on the forenoon of the day Hendy was suspended ? If it was on Saturday
I think I came on at half-past 12.
2078. And went one trip to the races ? In the afternoon.
*
2079. What would you do at half-past 12 ? Go car-cleaning.
2080. Mr. Brock.'] Suppose you did not come on until 2, what would you be doing between 2 and half
past 3 ? The day Hendy was suspended I was car-cleaning in the afternoon for some time.
2081. What did you actually do between 2 and half-past 3 ? I am almost sure I was car-cleaning.
2082. Is it likely that you would be car-cleaning from 2 until half-past 3, and then be sent out to
Eandwick ? I expect I was sent out in Hendy’s place.
2083. You are sure you did not take some other trip to another suburb before you went to Eandwick—
some other trip between 2 and half-past 3 ? I was sent out one afternoon, I remember, to help the
trams in from the racecourse; but whether it was on that afternoon or not I cannot remember.
2084. Suppose you went out as assistant on a tram some days previously, and were relieved before the
tram came into town ; that you had your bells and your tickets with you; and that you did not come in
on the next day ;—what would you do with your tickets ; when would you give them up ? I should keep
them until the next day, or until I went on duty again. We always take some home with us every
night.
.
■
2085. Suppose you had taken some home on Thursday night, and that you did not come in again until
Saturday morning ? I should keep the tickets and register at home. We never take home many. We
have our bags emptied the trip before we go home, and we generally take home with us what we collect
.
on the last trip going out.
. .
2086. President.] What is the longest time you have kept your bag like that with tickets in it ? Not
more than a day, and then there would be only a few in it.
2087. You have not so kept it for more than a day ? No.
2088. Have you never been from Wednesday until Saturday with tickets collected on the Wednesday—
that is, not returning your tickets with your register until Saturday ? I may not have been at work
during the time.
2089. I do not care where you may have been;—the books will show that ? I do not remember it.
2090. How often have you done it? I have never done it.
2091. Except at times ? I do not remember doing more than the other conductors have done. I did
about the same as the others have done. They take the tickets the last trip out, and when they come in
again they get their bags emptied.
2092. There is a record of a reading on Wednesday, and then the next reading is on Saturday;—what
did you do with your tickets between the Wednesday and the Saturday? Verylikelyl was car-cleaning.
2093. And you passed the Pitt-street office with your bag and bell? I do not remember doing it. It'
may have happened. We have lockers down in the yard. If I was car-cleaning my bag and bells would
be locked up in the yard.
2094. Do you sometimes lock up your bag and tickets without the register being taken ? Sometimes.
.
2095. Not knowing when you would be put on to a car ? We only got our bags emptied once a day.
2096. But in one case you had your bag for three days ? There may have been a few tickets in it. I do
not remember ever doing it, but if I did I could not swear that there were not a few tickets in it.
2097. You were not in the habit of doing it? No; whenever I have had tickets in my bag I have
always got it emptied.
2098. Mr. Brocki] You were generally on the race-trams ? Sometimes, only sometimes; I do not think
I have been on the race-trams more than five times during the year.
.
2099. President^] You remember the day Hendy was suspended ? I can remember seeing him go down
into the yard and go away ; I think I was car-cleaning at the time. In the afternoon I think I was sent
out to the race-course.
'
2100. Eix your mind oh that day;—did not someone express surprise to you when he saw you car;'
cleaning that you were not out at the racecourse ? I could not swear it. I do not remember it. I
know that such a thing as this might be said to anyone, although it is an untruth. They might say,
“ Halloo, how is it you are not on the races; it is a bit of a loss to you, is’nt it ? ”
2101.
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T- Musgrave. 2101. And when this was said to you did you not wink your eye and say, “Ah, there’s something on the
board” ? I do not remember ever saying it.
'
■
30 Aug., 1888. 2102. You will swear that it did not take place; you are piling it up you know ? That was after Hendy
was dismissed.
•
2103. It was not after ? I can swear at all events that I never said anything of the kind. It is not in
my option to go to the races. You go’ down there and you are sent wherever the foreman chooses to
send you.
,
2104. Will you swear that you were not on the berth for.these. races, and that you were taken off ? I swear
I was hot. .No man knows where he is going to on a day like that. I do .not know whether anyone else
does, but I never did. The foreman comes down and says what trams you are to take.on a holiday; on
other day's you are appointed for trams. ...
'
2105. You say you remember the day Hendy was caught distinctly P Yes.
2106. You knew that he was going to be caught, did you not ? I did not.
2107. Will you swear that you did not know all about it ? I swear it.
2108. Did you not know that the detectives were put on on that occasion ? I did. not.
.
2109. Mr. Brock.'] By whose instruction did you get on to the race-trams that day ? I was sent out by
the foreman.
.
.
,
2110. Which one ; .you know their names, do you not ? ' I cannot think now which one it was.
2111. You are sure it was a foreman ? Yes.
i
'
2112. Will you swear it P ■ Yes ; I think I can.
.
’
•
- .
2113. Was not Gamgee away out at Eandwick ? I remember seeing both of them on that day, but I
forget which' told me to go. ’
■
.
2114. Was not Gamgee away at the races-from early in the forenoon until late in the afternoon ? . One
was at Bridge-street and one was at Eandwick. I could not say which one was in the yard and which
was'out at Eandwick. I was not out at Eandwick long. It was after 4 I think.
2115. Suppose you went out after 4 would you take passengers out? No; there were no passengers
out. I am sure o'f'that.
'
■
2116. You would bring a big load in ? Yes.
.
.
2117. Do you remember what you returned as your whack of the passengers ?' I cannot remember now.
'
2118. You ring once for Is. in cash, and once for a shilling’s worth of tickets ? Yes.
.
2119. 'You'"cannot'remember your return for your tickets and your cash that evening?, I have not the
slightest idea. I worked only one car; I never work more than one car. I am always helping some one
else. .
.
2120. But the car you did work would be pretty well loaded, would it not ? Yes ; pretty well. The cars
are supposed to hold sixty, but there would be some standing about perhaps.
.
. ■
2121'. Don’t you think there would be more than sixty on a race-day ? There are cars that hold more.
Of course when'overloaded they hold more than sixty. There is standing room. I should think T had
sixty on that day coming in from the races. Sixty is the number the smaller cars hold. On this day I
think I had a double-decked ear. That was the last time I was at the races. I do not rememb.er
whether I was out there on the Thursday before; I believe I had only one trip to the course on the
Saturday.
~
.
■
2122. You say you do not gamble, but you have spent a good deal of money at- foot and horse races at
different times ? I don’t know; I used to do a lot of it myself at one time. When I was lighter I used
to ride myself.
,
' '
.
•
.
2123. .That was before you were in the Department. You did not act as a jockey ? I was not exactly a
jockey at any time. 1 was well up in horses. I was small and light, and I used to ride well. .1 used to
ride up country, but only for friends ; consequently I got to know a lot in connection with horse-racing.
Since I have been in Sydney ! have known a lot who have been able to tell me when they had a. good
horse, and something of that kind—to tell me when it has been worth my while to put on what I have
had to spare. I have been lucky at times, and at other times I have been unlucky. As to gambling, I
have gambled at times, but not to any extent—nothing to speak about. There was a watch raffled once
or twice at a certain place. I raffled one myself at a certain place. Then we might start throwing dice,
each putting a shilling in—that is the extent of my gambling.
,
2124. On what tram were you when Mr. Brown introduced himself to your notice ? He used to travel
up and down the Waverley line, and I was generally on that line. He would generally come-down stairs
and stand on the platform, and talk away there. . When I had collected all my fares we would talk about
different things. He would talk about racing and one thing and another. Sometimes he would come to
me and say, “ What about the races ?”' Several times I told him of horses I thought would win. Some
times he told me of what he thought would win. That is how he introduced himself to me.
2125. Have you ridden since you have been down here ? No; I have ridden up at the Macleay, where I was
born. .
'
■
• 2126. President.] Do you know Terrier ? Yes.
,
■
2127. When did you have your last conversation with him ? I was sitting with him this morning.
.
2128. But before that ? 1 have met him- now and again lately.
'
•
'
2129. You have talked over these frauds ? Yes ; he asked me what I thought of it; I told him what I
had told everyone else—that I did not know what to think of it.
2130. Can you tell us how long ago it was that you went to Mr. Eoberls and showed him your bells, and
told him the whole thing ? Yes; it was about the beginning of last month.
2131. It was about the beginning of July ? Yes; or about the latter end of June,
■
2132. Had you met Terrier the night before ? ' No.
'
2133. Was it not due to what Terrier told you that you went to Mr. Eoberts with a cock-and-bull-story—■
a pack of lies ? No ; nothing of the kind. ■
'
2134. You swear that ? I had not seen him for I do not know how long before.
.
.
2135. You swear that it was not in consequence of a conversation with Terrier that you went to Mr.
Eolierts? Yes.
'
2136. You did not tell any one that ? No. I.did not.
'
2137. Mr. Brock] What influenced you to go to Mr. Eoberts ? I always intended to do so.
2138.
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2138. Did’Mr. Colls say anything to you about going to Mr. Roberts and making a clean breast of it? ^Musgrave.
No ; I told Mr. Colls the night before I went to’Mr. Roberts that I knew about the bells, and that I
thought it could easily be stopped. I.then went to Mr. Roberts and asked him what he thought about it. 30 ug-’1338'
2139. Didn’t you tell Mr. Colls that you were in a regular fix? Nothing of the kind; I went to him and
.
told him that I intended to tell Mr. Roberts about the bells being manipulated. He said that if he were
me he would tell him straight away, or something of that kind.
'
2140. You said just now that that was the first time you mentioned the matter to Colls. Is not that '
utterly untrue ? No ; it is not.
,
2141.. You know that he knew about it all along ? Nothing of the kind.
2142. Do you mean to say that Colls did not tell you when anything was going on ? He gave me no such
intimation.
,
•
2143. You will swear that he never warned you ? Yes, I will.
•
2144. Mr. Thompson."] He never told you that if you were carrying on this game you had better stop it
at once ? Nothing of the kind.
•
2145. Mr. Brock.] You were saying that Colls told you you had better see Mr. Roberts ? When I told
him that I intended to go and see Mr. Roberts he said that that was the best thing I could do. He said,
“ Go and tell Mr. Roberts at once.” That was one Sunday night; I was only there a few minutes.
•
2146. Did you not tell him how long you knew it ? I did not tell him anything about it. I did not think
he knew how long I knew it. In fact I am sure he did not.
'
2147. Mr. Thompson!] I want you to bring you memory back to this man Scott. You have told us three
different yarns about him ? I do not think so.
■
2148. -Erst of all you told us that it was more than twelve months ago' that he came to you and spoke to
■
you about it and showed you about it? He told me about it. He told me it could be done.
2149. You said on one occasion that he showed you then how it could be done. Then you ran away from
that and said that it was only a short time before you saw Mr. Roberts about it. Then yo.u said it was a
short time before you told driver Graham—about eight or nine months ago. Then you said it was about
five months ago. So that in reality you have told us four different yarns about this man Scott ? I never
mentioned eight or nine months ago since I have been in the room. Eight or nine- months ago I was not
on the tramways.
■
2150. Did you not come back in January of the present year ? Yes.
2151. You were regularly on as an extra conductor early in the year ? Well I was in the yard for about a
.
fortnight. I asked as a favour to- be let go car-cleaning as I did not feel well.
.
2152. What was the matter with you,—had you the mulligrubs ? I was not well. Pasked the foreman if
he would allow me to go car-cleaning for a little while as I was not well. He said “ all right.”
' .
2153. Mr. Brock.] What was the matter with you ? I do not know I am sure. I did not feel well.
’
2154. What doctor was attending you? Dr. Smith—a doctor out at Waverley.
.
2155. What is his address at Waverley ? In the Waverley road I think now.
.
2156. Mr. Thompson!] Have you any objection to tell us what the doctor said was the matter with you ?
There is the certificate in the office I suppose. I was suffering from a cold or chill I sent in a certificate
to the department.
•
2157. President.] Whose certificate ? Dr. Smith’s.
■
2158. What Smith ? -At Waverley. He certified that I was suffering from' a cold or chill which prevented
me from going on to the cars.
.
2159. I should have thought that standing about in cold water .would have been worse than standing on
the cars travelling ? At the time I was first sick I used to go on the cars. I had no doctor at all at that
•
time. I used to get giddy and I asked if I might go car-cleaning. •
. .
2160. You said that you had a conversation with Eerrier the night before you told Mr. Roberts ? No I
did not.'
.
2161. Do you say that you had not ? I had not.
2162. Had you or -had you not ? I had not.
2163. When had you seen Eerrier last before you went to Mr. Roberts? I cannot remember when I
saw him the time before that; it was sometime before.
■
.
2164. I repeat—when did you see Eerrier before that ? It was sometime before that.
’
2165. You are acting very foolishly; we have the dates ? I am telling the truth; if he says he saw me
-he is telling an untruth.
'
•
,
'
2166. - When you told Mr. Roberts, on the 11th July, did you not know perfectly well that Eerrier. had
been trapped? No; I knew nothing about Eerrier, or anything of the frauds in connection with
anyone else.
2167. Did you not know that Eerrier had arranged with Greeley to rig his bells ? No.
.
1
2168. You did not know that anything had passed between Eerrier and Greeley? No, I knew nothing
about Eerrier’s conversations with Greeley.
.
’
2169. I had not mentioned that ? I know, but was not that the first.outburst of the tram frauds; that'
is the first I knew about it.
2170. About what ? About Eerrier.
- .
2171. What about Eerrier ? He was dismissed.
2172. Had I said anything about Eerrier’s dismissal ? You asked me whether, on this day, I had any
conversation with Eerrier.
. .
.
2173. Which day ? The day before I went to Mr. Roberts.
'
2174. What has that to do with Eerrier’s dismissal ? You asked me what I knew about it.
2175. I did not; I asked you whether you knew that Eerrier had been trapped—not dismissed? I did
not know that; I knew nothing about it.
.
2176. You know that Eerrier went to Greeley’s house ? I know it now.
■
2177. Did not Eerrier tell you ? Not till after he had-been dismissed.
,
.
'
2178. He did not say that he had an appointment with Greeley? No.
'
9,179. Mr. Brock.] You knew nothing about Eerrier in connection with these frauds? No; I only knew
him as a conductor.
N
..
2180:-Did-you think-when-you went to Mr.-Roberts that anyone was suspected? No, I did not.
2181.' You did not know that Moran and Wigg were endeavouring to find out about the frauds ? No.
^
2112.
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T. Musgrave. 2182. President.~\ You did not think there were any frauds even ? This man showed me the hells.
2188. Four months before, you say ? Yes.
.
30 Aug., 1888. 2184. And’after the lapse of four months you suddenly rush to Mr. Roberts to tell him what you know ?
It was not four months.
■
■
■
2185. You had no purpose in going to Mr. Roberts? Nothing more than to tell him that such a thing
was going on.
2186. How did you know ? I knew it could be done.
2187. Y ou say you knew it was going on ? I did.
2188. Of course you did; that is just what we want you to tell us ? I knew that it could be done.
2189. Mr. Thompson!] You told the truth then by mistake ? Not at all; I said I knew it could be done;
this man who showed me the bells told me he had shown others ; whether that is true or not I do not
' know, but if he showed me it is likely that he would show others.
2190; Did he tell you who the others were ? He did not.
2191. President.] How long ago is it since you first met Scott? It is about eighteen months ago since I
first Saw him; he did .not say anything about it for a good while after I first knew him.
2192. When did he first tell you that he could show you the way to make tickets ? That was just before
'
I left; just before the retrenchment.
2193. And you took no notice of it then ? No.
2194. Mr. Brock!] Did you go to this man and say that something was wrong with your bells, and that
you wanted him to put them right ? I did not.
■
•
2195. You did not ? I did not. He first told me about twelve menths ago, and a little time after that
came the retrenchment ; I did not see him for a long while after.
2196. I thought you said you saw him again and again during the time you were away ? I did not see
him during the time I was away.
.
2197. But you said you saw him getting on to the trams constantly ? While-I was on the cars.
2198. And not when you were off the cars ? No.
2199. You said you inquired about him during the whole of the time you .were away ? Not while I was
off the cars.
‘
2200. You said distinctly that you were doing so. You admitted, in effect, that you were interesting
yourself in the frauds all the time you were off the cars ? I did not interest myself much, but when it
occurred to me I may have spoken about it.
2201. President.] Scott only told you how to do the thing; he did not tell you anything else ? Of
course we had other conversations.
2202. But nothing of any consequence ? No.
2203. He did not say what he was doing ? He said he lived at Parramatta.
2204. He only told you how to rig the bells and that he lived at Parramatta ? Yes.
. 2205. You swear that? Yes.
2206. You swear that he did not tell you what sort of business he was doing ? He gave me to under
stand that he was making a living out of the trams. I tool:: that for granted.
■
2207. He did not tell you that? Well, by his conversation I mean.
.
2208. What did he actually tell you ? He said he could get rid of plenty of tickets. Then I came to
the conclusion that he must have shops or something of that kind. I dare say if I had done any business
with him I should have known more about it.
2209. You did not do any business with him ? No.
2210. You did it with the other people ? Not with anyone.
•
2211. You did it at Masoora’s shop. ' Do you know him ? No.
2212. I mean the oyster-shop at the corner of Liverpool and Elizabeth streets ? I did not do it with anyone.
2213. Mr. Brock.] Do you mean to say that you were never in there ? I have been m there once or twice to
purchase anything I required. I do not think I have been in there more than three times. I recollect
that I once jumped off the tram and ran in there for change. The tram stops opposite in Liverpool-street.
I remember going into the shop once to get change of Is. for a passenger. That is not so long ago.
2213a. What tram were you on then ? I cannot say. I was changed about evervwhere.
2214. Is that the only time you were there ? I was in there afterwards.
”
•
2215. Who with ? By myself.
2216. How often ? I dare say not more than three times.
oo^q" "If0
? I can swear that I have not been in there more than four times in my life.
2213- -And then all alone ? Yes; I think so. I think once I had my sister with me; I went in to get some fruit.
2219. Was that one of the four times ? Yes, and I think I was only in there once afterwards.
2220. You were always alone or with your sister ? Yes, I was only there with my sister once.
2221. You swear you were never there with anyone else ? Yes.
2222. When you say your sister do you mean Mrs. Colls ? I do not.
2223. Is not Mrs. Colls your sister ? She is a step-sister. I have only one sister.
2224. You persist in swearing that you were never in there with anyone else ? I can swear I never was.
As tar as I can recollect, even my sister stood outside while I went in.
2225. IVill you swear that you were never inside with Eraser and another man ? I was never there with
Eraser of anyone else.
.
2226. President!] Is that the time you showed your pocket full of tickets ? I can swear I did not do
anything of the kind.
2227. Do you know a conductor named Hannam ? Yes.
2228. Let us have the history of your overtures to him ? I never had any either with that man, or with
anybody else.
2229. That we can believe ? I mean in the course of conversation-.
2230. You several times got on to Hannam’s tram and made propositions to him. Let us know what
'
noo^
, tK1 dld say an.ything to Hannam, it was to try to get some information out of him.
oooo a j dld ^i011 ja7 to do
^
as^ed him if he knew anything about the bells.
'
2232. And what else did you say ? I said, “ I suppose you are making a lot of money out of this.” I forget
ooqo TWei' he gave me'- }n some i°kinS
110 said something, but I forget now what he did say.
'
. 22dd. You were not satisfied with one time; you repeated it several times. Me want to know the
.several conversations—the appointment at Waverley you made with him? He was coming out on the
tram towards Waverley ; that is where I met him. ,
2234
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2234. Tou met him on the Newtown tram? Tes ; he lives there.
T. Musgrave.
2235. What made you ask him if he made anything ? I thought he might know something about it.
s
2236. How long ago was this ? Some few months back, I think.
3()
l83®2237. Did you suspect Hannam ? I thought he might know something about it.
2238. Mr. Brockd] What do you mean by that ? I was not sure that anyone knew ; I am not sure now.
2239. Was it while you were off that you got on to his tram at Newtown ? No.
2240. Then what were you doing on another man’s tram on the Newtown Road making inquiries in this
way ? When I was disengaged I might be on the trams, but I was not always.
224].. What did you want this information for—were you doing the detective business ? I wanted the
information. I did not know at that time that it could be done. I saw Scott standing on the same tram
as Hannam. That is what made me go to Hannam. I asked him if he knew anything about the bells.
2242. President^ Tou know what you were doing with Scott, and when you saw Hannam talking to
Scott you said to yourself, “ Here’s another in the game; ” that is why you went to Hannam ? Nothing
of the kind.
2243. Mr. Eroded] Do you know a man named Constantine ? No.
2244. Did you ever hear of him P Never.
2245. Constantine Pappadocci;—you never heard of him ? Never.
2246. President.1] Did you not tell Hannam that you could take tickets from him, and that you could get
rid of tickets for him ? I do not remember saying that. As far as I can recollect, I might have said this
to him, because I was trying to find out what he knew. I said, “ Do you know anything about the
bells ? ” and he would be sure to say “ No.”
2247. We do not want to know that. Did you not tell Hannam that you could dispose of tickets for
him ? I do not remember it.
,
2248. Will you swear that you did not say it ? I may have said that it would be easy enough to get rid
of them. I think I said so because several times when I was speaking to him he said, “ Tou could not
get rid of them,” and I have said, “ It is easy enough to get rid of any number.”
2249. Tou said “ any number ? ” That is what this man told me.
2250. Who do you mean by this man ? I mean Scott.
2251. And yet you said lust now that you did not know that anything at all wTas going on ? I was not
sure—I could not swear it.
2252. Has this man Scott a shop in Sydney ? Not that I know of.
2253. Tou said he had several shops P I thought so, seeing that he could get rid of so many tickets,
2254. Mr. Thompsond] Did you not say to Hannam, “ I can show you how to rig the bells ? ” Tes, I
told him that; but I did not show him, and I never had any intention of showing him.
2255. Did he not say to you, “ How do you do it ? ” I said, “ I will tell you some other time.”
2256. I repeat, did he not say to you. “ How do you do it ? ” I could not say for certain.
2257. But you said just now that you had said to him, “ I will show you some other time ? ” Tes.
2258. Did you come to him a second time about a week afterwards and try to make an appointment to
meet him at Waverley so that you might show him how to do it? I was living at Waverley at the time,
and he said he would be running out there again. I said, “ I will see you out there some time, and show
you.” We had no more conversation.
2259. Tou are sure that this did not happen while you were out of the Department—while the retrench
ment was going on ? It was not then ; it was while I -was on the tank run. When I came back to the
Department I went on to the water-tanks.
2260. President ] Tou say you do not know whether Scott had shops or not ? I do not.
2261. Have you not met him frequently at various tobacconists’ shops in the city ? I have never met
him off the trams.
2262. Tou were on the trams in every direction about the city ? I believe I was.
2263. Wherever you happened to be this bird of evil omen was hanging about you suggesting this thing
to you ? I think I only saw him once off the Waverley line, and that once was on the railway tram ; all
the other times I met him on the Waverley tram.
2264. Mr. Thompsond] Did you not ask him how it was that, living, as he said he did, at Parramatta, he
was continually on your tram at Waverley? He was not there continually—it was only occasionally
that I saw him.
2265. But you said very often just now. What do you really mean? I should say once a week or so.
At other times I would not see him for some time. Then again I would see him again within a very few
days.
2266. As far as you can gather, what was his business at Waverley when he lived at Parramatta ? ' I
could not say, I am sure.
2267. Did you ever suggest to any other conductor or driver that this man was a detective, and that he
was continually trying to lay traps for you, and to get you into trouble ? No ; I do not remember saying
anything of the kind.
"
2268. Mr. Broc7cd\ What made you think he was a detective ? Because I knew nothing about the man.
I was wondering why he came to me. He was rather free in talking to me.
2269. Tet you never knew his name ? He said his name was Scott.
2270. Can you remember no other name beside Brown or Scott that he has given to the conductors to
whom you have spoken about him ? Tes ; I think one told me his name was Curran.
2271. Presidentd] Do you know Nicholas Williams’ shop ? No.
2272. Tou do not know where it is ? I do not,—not that I am aware of. I do not know it by that
name.
2273. Mr. Broclcd] Do you know a man named Marcos ? No.
2274. Mr. Thompsond^ Do you know a shop leading from Eiizabeth-street into Wexford-street, where the
perfect ladies used to congregate at night sometimes ? No.
2275. Have you never been there ? I do not know where you mean.
2276. Have you never been there in Perrier’s company ? I do not know where you mean.
2277. Do you know a man named Mulligan, who used to be an oyster-opener, and who used to live at
Tass with you when you were a boy? 1 do not know the place; I was only several times there.
2278. Where were you brought up as a youngster ? At Toung.
2279. Presidentd] Do you know a tobacconist’s shop in the Newtown Boad ? No,
2280.
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' T. Musgrave. 2280. Will you swear that you never sold any tickets at a tobacconist's shop in the Newtown Koad ? I
. -r—A---- ' will swear that I never sold tickets at any shop.
.
■
•
'
30 Aug., 1888. 2281. Mr. Thompson.'] Ton have sold none in Sydney dr its suburbs? Nor anywhere else.
•
2282. Have you given tickets to anyone else to dispose of'for you? No; I have not.
2233. President.] Do you mean to say that you never gave any to a man named Whetton? No.
'
'
2284. Do you know him ? He used to he a billiard-marker near where I used to live. Wo used to call
him Tommy.
.
'. ;
2285. Where was he a billiard-marker ? At Waverley.
2286. Mr. Brock^ Did he never buy tickets from you ? No.
2287. President.] Tou admit that you know this man Whetton ? Tes.
t
2288. You do not know him well, I suppose ? I do not know anything about him. All I know is that
he used to he in his bilhard-room.
2289. It was at the billiard-room that you met him ? He used to rent the bilhard-room. He was there
for some time. I used often to go to the billiard-room. There used to be often discussions about the
trams, some saying what they thought ought to be made on them.
'
‘
1
2290. Tou had these discussions at Whetton’s billiard-rooms ? Tes ; not only there but at any place.
2291. But it was only at this billiard-room that you used tp meet Whetton ? That is all. He left there
,
afterwards. I used to see him on the trams and at other places accidentally.
2292. Where else—come now ? He used to live out at Waverley. I don t know where he went to after
.
.
. ■ .
wards.
2293. Mr. Thompson.] Tou said you saw him at other places? Tes ; m crossing m the streets in bydney.
2294. President.] Only in the streets occasionally ? Tes.
■
‘
2295. Tou know that he had tickets, do you not? _ No.
_
•
-j r
j
2296. Did you-never have any conversation with him about tickets, as to how many he got rid of, aim so
.
forth ? . No, not beyond joking over the thing, as with other people. He used to say things to me, but I
.
never took any notice of them.
2297. Did he not talk to you about the chance of getting rid of so many tickets, and so forth,—how
many he could manage with and how many he could not ? No.
2298. Did he not say that you were giving him too many, and that you would have to stop? No; I
swear he never said anything about it.
•
'
n j n rm. , •
2299. Mr. Thompson.] How much did you give to Whetton to clear out to Queensland.
that is
nonsense." I could not possibly have given him anything. I never knew whether he went to Queensland,,
whether he was in Sydney, or where he was.
•
_
,
.
.
'
2300. How many billiard scores did you clear up by giving him tram-tickets for them ? I did not have
any scores to pay up.
,.
. .
T
’
2301. Tou always used to win? No ; but I never lost anything at his room. I was not very often there.
2302. Tou were making money on the cars and you were losing it on billiards, races at the Carrington
Ground, and so forth ? No, I was not.
_
.
^
2303. What did your little pleasures in the way of boarding out in Fitzroy-street cost you? I do not
know—nothing very extraordinary.
■
2304. How much a week ? I was only there for several weeks.
2305. So that you will remember all the more readily ;—how much did you pay to the man keeping the
house and how much to the woman you kept? As far as that is concerned that is part of my private
affairs, and I refuse to answer any question of the kind.
.
2306. Tou have acknowledged that you did keep ’ a woman there ? I did nothing of the kind. Tou
asked me how much it cost me to stay there.
_
2307. These questions entirely bear upon the matter? I do not see it. Tou said I was here as awitness; you are trying to make me a defendant.
'
2308. There is no plaintiff or defendant; we want to know the truth of the.matter? Tou have asked
me what I know of it, and I have told you all I know of it.
2309. What wages were you receiving from the Department at the time?. I was'receiving no wages ;
I was not in the Department—that was, when I was in Fitzroy-street.
2310. Tou were there only while you were out of the Department? Tes.
2311. Tou have not been there since? No. When I left there I owed some money for board. I have
paid it back since I have been in the Department.
■
2312. That is, you owed it to the people with whom you were boarding. What did you pay to the
woman you used to keep there ? If you want to know more, I did not pay any woman anything.
2313. Tou put this woman forward as your wife op several occasions? Tes.
_
2314. What were you paying for her and her board ? I will not answer such questions.
2315. While you were In the Department what wages were you getting ? I was getting 7s. a day.
2316. Including Sundays ? Tes; and overtime. •
.
2317. That is, £2 2s. a week ? £2 9s., and my overtime made it up to about £5 a fortnight.
■
2318. As a matter of fact were you not paying to these boarding-house people more than £2 2s. a week
,
for this woman reported to be your wife and yourself ? Nothing of the kind.
_
2319. How much were you paying ? When I went to this boarding-house I had some money. I paid
some of it to them. In fact I "lent them some money—a few pounds. I did not give them any more
■
until after I came back upon the trams.
2320. How much did you lend them? About £.3 or £4. I think all the time I was there they got £6
■ or £7 from me.
,
2321. How long were you there ? A few weeks. I knew the man well; he used lobe a reporter for
one of the papers. His name was Sumners.
2322. Did you take him in about this woman—did you palm her off as your wife ? I did not say any
thing about passing the woman off as my wife ; you suggested that, '
*
2323. Tou cannot get us to believe that a decent man—a reporter on one of the newspapers—would
permit you to keep a prostitute under his very eyes. Did you not sleep with her ? Tou said I was here
.
as a witness. Anything as regards the tramways I will answer. Anything in connection with my private
affairs I refuse to answer.
.
2324. President^] Have you had legal advice about this matter ? I refuse tp answer you.
2325.'
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2325.-1 iasist upou your answering me. Have you had legal advice ? I have never spoken to a lawyer T
about it.
’
.
'
2326. Why could you not say so at once ? I did not see any occasion for it.
2327. Do you know the Academy of Music ? Tes.
2328. Tou have been there .pretty often ? Once or twice.
.
.
2329. How often, have you shouted champagne for the Federal Minstrels there ? Never.
2330. Never in your life ? I swear I have not.
2331. Mr. Brock.'} Did. you shout anything else for them ? ' No.
2332. Nothing at all ? No. I have been there once or twice—not more than four times.,
2333. President.'] Were you not there with other conductors ? I have met other conductors there.
2334. Were they shouting champagne ? No. One was Morris, and the others were Dooney and Carmody.
2335. Mr. Brock.] Did you ever see Whetton at the “ Eoyal Hotel ” ? Tes.
2336. Anyone with him ? Not that I knowr of. He used to go there pretty often.
2337. Did you sell him any tram-tickets one day outside or near the “ Eoyal Hotel ” ? No.
2338. President.] Are you sure that the name of the man with whom you wTere living at Surry Hills is'
Sumner? Tes.
'
.
.
2339. Can’t you tell us where he is now ? I do not know where he is now.
2340,. Mr. Brock.] He is an old friend of yours ? No, I know him—that is all.,
2341. Tou said you lent him £3 or £4 when you first wrent there ? Tes.
.
2342. Mr. Thompson.] Was not the £3 or £4 to furnish a bedroom for yourself and the woman you used
to keep there ? Nothing of the kind. I can swear to that.
‘
2343. Cannot you remember any of the other names by which this man Scott, alias- Brown, alias Curran,
wras.called by ? No; Scott, was the only name I knew him by. Some said his name was Brown.,
'
2344. Will you tell me any one man beside yourself who ever said that his name was Scott? No,"I do.
not know anyone who said so.,
.
’
2345. Can you tell me of anyone who has said that his name is Curran ? No, but I can remember someone
telling me that that was his name.
'
’
'
2346. Can you remember the person who said that his name was Brown ? , No ;■ they would say to me that
his name was Scott or Brown, or whatever they might think.
.
'
2347. When you found that they were iu doubt about his name, why "did you not tell them ; you think
that by your giving these names wre cannot identify him, but you are giving yourself a lot of trouble for
nothing ? I do not know his name; Scott is the only name he gave me.
2348. Did you ever tell him, during the eighteen months you had these long conversations with him, what
a curious thing it seemed to you that he went by so many names ? No. He said, “ A very few know me
about,” or something of that kind.
'
'
2349. Tet he was parading himself on the tram continually to you and to others ? Not continually to me.
2350. I thought you said he spoke to you often? The man was travelling up and down. There are a lot
of men I could pick out who travel about—I should say that.I saw them occasionally.
'
2351. This man, remember, took you to be a thief, and proposed all kinds of dishonest tricks to you, wanting
you to rob the Government; therefore you had good reason to be either .very suspicious of him or veryconfiding in him ? I was very cautious about him. I took good care not to let him get hold of me in any
way. 1 was not going to be caught by his telling me how the bells wore done because I never practised
the thing.
2352. When was it he first used the brad-awl or screw-driver in the bell to show you how it was done? I
told you that before.
2353. Tou have told us four different yarns
which particular yarn do you pin yourself to ? I did not
tell four different yarns.
~
.
’
2354. Will-you tell me again. My memory is faulty ? As far as I can recollect it is five months ago.
2355. Since he first showed you how to do it ? Tes.
2356. And you showed Graham afterwards, within some weeks ? Tes.
"
,
2357. If anyone who saw you show Graham tells us that it was eight months ago he must be telling an
untruth ? Tes. It would be an untruth. I can swear to that.
2358. This man showed you only once, you say, and that once-would be four or five months ago ? I was
speaking to him before about it, but it was only once that he showed me that it could be done.
2359. At the time he put in the brad-awl or screw-driver he showed you the whole method of doing it? Tes.
23(;0. How long after that did you deliver up the bells ? I can’t remember how long afterwards it was.
2361. As nearly as you can make it ? . I may have had them a fortnight or three weeks or so afterwards.
2362. Mr. Brock.] They remained in that defective conditioi^all the time ? Tes.
’
2363. They would ring without registering ? If you put the pin in or whatever it was,
2364. Mr; Thompson.] Then the man showed you most distinctly by the pin or by the wire that the bell
would ring, but woulcl not record any more than one ticket ? That it would not record any after putting
the pin in.
'
‘
2365. President.] Do you remember some months ago being taken off your car at Waverley by Mr.
Eoberts? Tes.
....
2366. Will you tell us what happened ? He changed my bells.
'
2367. What did he do that for ? I do not know. He took the bells and bags and everything else tosee
if everything was all right I suppose.
.
"
2368. Had it ever been done before ? I had heard of it being'done.
, .
2369. Did you not know perfectly well that you were suspected when it was done ? No ; I cannot say
that I did.
■
■
2370. Although you were taken off your tram in the middle of your tripand your register was examined?
I was not taken off. At the Queen-street waiting-room Wigg came and said, “ Mr. Eoberts wants you.”
I went and he asked me for my bag and bells and he gave me others. That is all I know about it.
2371. Has such a thing been done to your knowledge before or since ? Not to me.
2372. To anyone else ? , I understood that that was how they caught Hendy and others.
2373. And yet you had no suspicion ? I thought he was doing it to all, and Mr. Eoberts gave me to
understand that he did. He said “ Mr. Wigg, that is three we have got now.”
■
'
2374. At that time had Scott given you your instructions ? Tes.
'
2375.
10—K
" ’
'
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T. Musgraye. 2375. Then was not this a good opportunity to make a clean breast of it to Mr. Eoberts ? It was not
4
long after he had told me ; I thought that a man of that kind would have many friends, and I was not
30 Aug., 1888. going to run myself into danger.
2376. Tou thought you were in for it yourself ? I did not think I was in for it myself.
2377. When you were told by Perrier how he had been trapped by G-reeley, you thought you would save
your own skin by running to Mr. Eoberts and telling him a cock-and-bull story. Tou knew that four
months before you had been suspected because your bells and bag had been examined on the road—a
thing that would not be done to any man except to find him out in thieving ? I understood that
Mr. Eoberts was going through them all; Moran and Wigg told me so.
2378. Do you know a shop in Oxford-street that used to be kept by a man named Soper ? I do.
2379. Tou never sold any tickets to him ? No.
'
2380. Do you know Dominic the barber ? No, I do not.
2381. Do you mean to say that you do not know him ? I cannot call him to mind.
2382; Do you mean to say that you were not in treaty with him for the purchase of tickets from you ?
Whoever he is, I will swear that.
2383. Does it not strike you that there must be a lot of villains about to tell all these untruths of you ?
They cannot mean to tell them of me, I think; there must be a lot of supposition about it; they may
have seen me talking to this man, but that is all; I may know the man you refer to but I cannot think'
who you mean.
2384. Mr. Thompson.'] He was never known except as Dominic Lacerda or Dominic the barber ? In
Oxford-street, do you mean ?
2385. Tes ? I do not know him.
2386. That is not the name over his door? If you tell me that I may know him.
2387. President] Do you know Pietro Gaspardo ? No.
2388. The man who was to purchase these tickets if he succeeded in getting a license—a man keeping a
shop in Waverley. He applied for a license and it was refused, and he could not buy tickets from you ?
A man keeping a shop there asked me what he had to do about getting a license. I do not know his
name, but I believe it is “ Don,” or something of that kind they call him.
2389. Where is the shop ? At Waverley, out near the Bondi junction—about three or four doors from
where I was living. He said to me one day when I was there, “ Do you think I could get a license ? ”
I said, “ Tou will have to apply for it. ” He asked me where to apply, and I told him at the office.
2390. Mr. Thompson^ What is the name of this young lady with whom you used tp live on such intimate
terms in Eitzroy-street? I will not tell you.
2391. Is she in "Sydney now ? I will not tell you anything of the kind. I refuse to answer any questions
in connection with my private affairs.
2392. What used you to allow her by way of spending money ? I will not tell you anything about her,
or anything in connection with my private affairs. Anything you ask me as far as I know about the
trams I will tell you, but I do not see that my private affairs have anything to do with the matter at all.
2393. How often used Scott to get up on to the ears when you were conducting ? Perhaps I would see
him twice a week, and then not again for a fortnight or three weeks.
2394. What made you say that he was always getting up on to the cars ? Whenever he got up he would
always try to have a yarn.
‘
2395. What made you say he was always getting up on to the cars ? Whenever he did get on he used
to talk..
2396. What made you say he was always getting up on to the cars ? I say so now.
2397. Do you say so now ;—come now as a matter of fact? As a matter of fact the man got on two or
three times a week. If I happened to be on a car he would get on and have a yarn to me.
2398. Mr. Brock^ Does this man go to the races often ? I could not say. He seemed to know a good
deal about races.
.
2399. Did you ever see him with a pocket full of race-tickets ? No.
2400. Mr. Thompson.] Why do you say that he was always getting on to the cars ? I was trying to
make you understand that he was always trying to make himself familiar. When he did get on he got
on for that purpose; at least I supposed so.
2401. Mr. Brook.] He was very familiar ? Tes. He generally had cigars.
’
2402. And although you had no transactions together he continued to get on to the trams three or four
times a week? Not every week.
2403-4. Mr. Thompsond] Were you not curious to know what it was he wanted to show you ? I thought,
as I said before, that he was trying to lead me into a trap.
2405. I want to know whether you were not curious to know'- what it was wanted to show you ? Tou
asked me my opinion about him, and I told you.
2406. Were you not curious to know what it was he was going to show you—yes or no ? Most decidedly
I was, and I intended to find out. Prom that time I did not see him any more until I came back just
after the time of the retrenchment, when he spoke to me about the manipulation of the bells.
2407. Presidentd] Although you had been doing it yourself from a fortnight of the time of your joining
the Service, as you told someone else ? Nothing of the kind.
•
2408. Mr. Thompsond] Did he not tell you how he found out how to do this thing? Tes. I asked him
that question—how he found it out—and he could not answer.
2409. Will you swear that ? I asked, and he could not tell me.
2410. Have you ever said anything different to that ? No.
2411. Do you remember telling some one that he told you he found it out by examining a gas-meter ? I
said something about that; I told it to Mr. Eoberts. The man said something about a gas-meter. That
was nothing to do with the way in which he found it out. He said the registers read like a gas-meter.
He said, “ Have a look at a gas-meter.” He did not say that was the way he found it out.
2412. He did not say that was the way he found it out ? He said it could be done with a gas-meter in
the same way. He may have said “That is all I took it from” or something like that, or that it was
through a gas-meter.
2413. Beyond that he never told you how he found it out ? No.
2414. What did you think this man’s occupation was ? I said “ I thought he was making money out of
the trams—that is if he was not employed on the trams,
2415.
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A sliort time ago you said you thought he was a detective ? If he was not in the department. ' T. Musgrave.
241G. You mean, you thought he must make money by selling tram-tickets ? Yes.
s
241.7. Whom was he to get the tram-tickets from ? I do not know, I am sure. It struck me that he was 30 Aug.,18B8.
a detective first of all.
2418. You were rather alarmed I suppose when he got on to the tram and stood near you ? No ; this is
the only man 1 ever suspected of trying to lead me into a trap.
"
2119. It was only at first that you suspected him of being a detective ? He may be now for all I know
to the contrary.
■
2420. Mr. Brock.'] Yet he put you up to the secret ? Yes.
2421. And let you carry it on for two years ? It is only five months ago since he showed it to me.
,
2422. President.] Did this man tell you that he had been manipulating his gas-meter ? He told me that
it could be done with a gas-meter.
1
248.3. Mr. Brock.] Did.you ever try it with a gas-meter ? I never tried it.
.
2424. Mr. Thompson.] Did not this man tell you that he had done several of the bells forconductors F
Yes ; but he did not tell me who they were.
2425. Mr. Brock.] And you do not know ? No.
2426. You would not be likely to know ? No.
. .
. .
2427. Did you think he must have had a good deal to do with it when he talked to you inthis way ? I
did not believe him ; I thought he was trying to lead me into a trap ; that is what I thought.
'
2428. You did not think that he was at the head of the whole matter and had been the means by which
it was all done ? I don’t know what he was.
2429. Just imagine your statement: You thought he was a detective; you thought he was leading you
into a trap, and yet you carried your manipulated bell for two months ? The fact of my having the bell
would not mean that I had ever used it.
'
•
2430. The fact of your having a bell upon which a fraud could be committed, of your carrying it knowi.ngly ;—would that have no effect P I did not think there was any harm in it.
2431. You seem to think that no one knows what you have been doing? I have told a number of it
myself, that it could be done.
'
2432. And a good many you did not tell ? That may be.
■
2433. Mr. Thompson.] You did not think he was at the head of the whole matter, that he was carrying on
the whole of the fraud, and you never told anyone that you did think that ? I most decidedly did think
that he was, or .that if he was not he was a detective.
2434. Mr. Brock.] Who are the other men he told P I do not know.
2435. You do know ? I dp.not. .
2436. Mr. Thompson.] You have told us of Graham and Eeid ;—did you tell Eeid ? No.
2137. Have you told anyone beside Graham? I have said that it could be done in the room when there
were twenty or thirty conductors present.
‘
2438. If that'may be can you tell us of any man to whom you have told this who could corroborate you ?
Almost anyone of them.
2139'. Can you name a single man who will say that in the presence of twenty or thirty men you said this .
'
could be done ; was Graham one of those who was present at the time ? I made no secret of the thing.
2410. Will you name any single man who was present among the twenty or thirty conductors to whom
,
you said publicly, and openly that this thing could be done, and how it could be done ? I did not say how .
it could be done. They were discussing the matter.
.
2441. Will you name any single man in whose hearing you said it? I cannot remember who was in the
room at the time.
24 42. Can you name any one single man among the twenty or thirty who were present? I could not
swear to anyone. So many are constantly in and out. They have said, Do you think such a thing could
be done ?” and I have said, “ Yes ; I think it could be done.”
2443. Mr. Brock.] When was it that you only thought so ? It is not so long ago I said I thought it
could be done.
•
2444. Mr. Thompson.] Was this before you made your confession to Mr. Eoberts ? Since that.
2445. President.] Since Eerrier was dismissed ? Yes, Hannam was one of the men I asked if he knew
anything about it.
2446. You swear that in the presence of twenty or thirty conductors you said it could be done ? That is
lately.
'
2447. Since you confessed to Mr. Eoberts ? Yes.
2448. We will put all this aside. Before you made this statement to Mr. Eoberts did you tell any man
besides Graham how this thing.could be done ? Bar Graham and Mr. Eoberts, I did not show any one.
2449. Nor did you tell anyone before you showed Graham ? I have asked others if they thought it could
be done, but I have not said that I could do it.
2450. Mr. Brock.] You never told Mr. Eoberts until you knew that the game was up. You said to yourself,
“ I cannot make any more money—I may as well tell ” ? That is not so.
2451. What was the use of asking others when you knew of it months ago ? I did not. At all events it
is, not more than five months ago.
.
2452. Since you knew how this thing was done ? Yes.
.
.
2453. Will you swear it was not six? I am nearly sure it was not; I cannot exactly remember how long
ago it was.
2454. Will you swear it is not eighteen months ago ? I will swear it is not eighteen. I will swear it is
not eight months ago.
.
2455. Will you swear it is not seven? I will swear it is not'seven.
2456. "Will you swear it is not six ? I could not exactly swear that it is not six months ago from now,
but it is not any more.
2457. Did you tell this man alias Scott a,Vias Brown that you were frightened to have anything to do with
the tickets ? I told him I did not think it was safe ; I never did intend to have anything to do with it. ,
2458. You said that ? That is the answer I made to him. He said to me, “ If you say anything about
it you will never live to give any evidence.” I told Mr. Eoberts quietly, and he promised that my name
should never be mentioned in the matter.
'
.
2459.
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T. Musgraye. 2459. That was only the other day ? If it came out sooner I thought this man would suspect me and that
, /
I should he putting myself in danger.
.
30Aug., 1888. 24G0. Mr. Thompson^] Will you swear,-with regard to some man who was on a tram—whether it was
Graham, Reid, or M'Mahon—that you did not, on one occasion, take your bell, show it to this man, and
collect a car-full of tickets, bringing the bell back to him, and showing him that it .had not registered
more than one, you, yourself, having bagged the rest ? I did not do anything of the kind. Graham is
'
the only man to whom I showed that the bellwmuld not register.
.
2461. Did you show Graham how you were capable of cheating the Government by going round a ear in
the way I have described ? After I had showed Graham he heard me ring the bell and I came back to
him. I had taken only two or three tickets ; I put them in the bag and I said to him, “ Do you see,The
thing has not moved at allthat is what I was telling you about before.
2462. Mr. Brock.] What do you say you did with the tickets ? I put them in the bag.
2463. Mr. Thompson^] If you came back and showed Graham that you had not registered the tickets you
had taken how did'you make up for it afterwards. How did you make your register tally with your
tickets ? There were only four tickets.
2464. And you bagged them ? I put them in the bag. ■
2465.. But you bagged them for yourself ? I put them in the Government bag.
2466. How did you make your tickets tally with the register then ? I did not bother any more about it.
2467. Mr. Brock.] Tou were four tickets over that night? Tes; Ido not think anyone can go much
nearer than four or five tickets.
_
2468. President.] Will you swear that you did not often tell Graham that you were doing it ? In a
joking way he has said, “ How are, you getting on ?” and I have said, “ Fine ; I am going to have a public
next week, like those others.”
2469. Did you not often show Graham your register with the pin in ? Ho.
2470. Y bu swear that ? I swear it.
2471. How often did you say to Graham, <! For God’s sake don’t tell anyone about it” ? I did not say
that, but at the time I showed him how it was done I may have said, “Tou need not say anything
about it.”
^
2472. How often did you say that ? T just said it to him once.
2473. Did you not repeat it during several months when you used to meet him ? No.
2474. Tou swear to that ? Tes.
t ,
2475. Mr. Thompson.] Tou will swear that, you did not say, “For Christ’s sake don’t say anything about
it, or I shall get into a bloody mess ”? No.
.
2476. Tou said that you put these tickets into the Government bag? I said just now that I put them
into the Government bag.
'
2477. From the way in which you talk of the Government bag one would almost suppose that there was
a bag which was not a Government bag ? Someone said something about your own bag just now.
2478. I did not. I suggested that you might have bagged them for yourself? Tou may have said
that, and I said, “ into the Government bag,” as much as to say they went into the office.
2479. President.] If Graham and Reid have both positively sworn that over and over again they saw you
with your pin in your register, are we to believe that they have sworn falsely ? Anyone who says they
saw me with it in has sworn falsely.
,
.
2480. Mr. Thompson.] One thing is clear : At the time you saw Graham, your bell had been faked so that
you could do this ? Tes.
2481. President.] Do you mean to tell us that you were not in treaty for a public-house ? It was only
in a joking way.
■
2482. Do you swear on your oath that you were not in treaty for a public-house at the corner of
Parramatta-street and Regent-street ? Graham said, “ What house are you going to take ?”• and I said in
joke, “That big one down near the railway—the Railway Hotel.” It was only a joke.
2483. Did you not say that there was only £100 or £200 between you ? I do not think so.
2484. Mr. Brock.] How much was there between you ? I never did any business in the matter. It is
easily found out if I ever went and made any inquiries about the hotel. None of them know me. I did
not even know that it was for sale, and I do not think it is. A man named Smith has been there for a
long time.
2485. Mr. Thompson.] What were you doing out on the Newtown Road during the time you were under
suspension, or even when you were in the Service, and when you got on to the tram to conductor Hannam ?
I often used to go out that way. I have a sister living there.
2486. Is she married? She is a widow. I used often to stay at her place; in fact I often stav there now.
2487. Is she in business, or has she a private house? She has a private house.
”
2488'. Mr. Brock.] Have you had any conversation with conductor Keen since this inquiry commenced ?
I have come down on the cars with him once or twice.
2489. Did you speak to him ? Tes, and he has spoken to me.
2190. What passed in reference to the frauds ? Nothing. He asked me what I thought about the tram
frauds, and I said I could not make anything out of them.
2491. Did you not tell him that they were going the wrong way about it to find out ? I always said they
went the wrong way about it. I have said that to any one.
2492. If they had begun properly they would have caught the right ones ? I said that they had not got
the right ones at all, and that if there was anything in-it they had gone the wrong way about it. They
nev®™^ed
cafch this man who showed me. I thought he was connected with the Department, because
no effort was made to catch-him or anything else. I said so in my statement to Mr. Ternon.
2493. Did you make any remark to Mr. Graham about the evidence you had given to Mr. Vernon ? Not
that I know of.
2494. Will you swear you have not ? I have only seen Graham once since. It was after he had been up
and it was reported that he had said this and that thing about me. I asked him what ho had had to say
about me, and he said, “ Only what you told me about the bells.”
hG”’*' N^
Sa^ ^ra^am’ “ ^ ^lave pitched Vernon a bloody fairy'yarn, ami mind you keep quiet over
2496.
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^96. Will you swear that? Yes. I may have said that I had made a statement to Mr. Yernon. He T. Musgrave.
said, lou went up and told Yernon that I knew all about it. I knew nothing more about it than you
-s
told me.
X said, “ That is not true; I did not mention your name.”
30Aug., 1888.
2497. Will you swear positively that you did not use the words 1 have quoted ? I never said anYthing of
the kind.
jo
2X98. Mr. Thompson.] How long is it that Scott first. mentioned to you that he could rig the bells, and
put you m the way of making tickets P He told me that at once, about twelve mouths ago. Thatis'when
■
he first told me. I did not see him at all afterwards, because it was the time of retrenchment. It was
just before the retrenchment. That was the only time I saw him then. ’ I first saw Scott about eighteen
months ago. Ho did not tell me when he first saw me. He was trying to get me into his confidence all
the time.
2499. Was he six months trying to do that ? - About four months he was travelling about. I used to
see him occasionally travelling about.
■
2500. How long did you know him before he told you that his name was Scott ? I could not say how
long. It may have been two months or it may have been three. Ho used to talk to me, and I did not
know what his name was, You do not like to ask a man at once what his name is, unless you have some
thing special to talk about.
•'
2501. Ihen how many times did you see him during the four months before he told you that he could
show you the way to rig the bells and to make some tickets? I could not say how many times—
once or twice a week or so for lour months; then he would disappear for a while, and then I would
accidentally meet him again. He never knew bn wdiat line I wmuld be on.
■
2502. He used to find out though? He appeared to me to get onto the cars accidentally. I did not think
I was the only one he used to look after.
2503. What makes you think thatyou were not the only one he used to look after ? Well,I do not know ; .
I do not see why he should pick me out.
.
_
2504. Do you suppose that he was chevying after the other men in the way in which he chevied after
you .
I have seen him on other cars. He alwavs used to be standing on them as he used to stand on 1
mine.
.
"
'

.

•
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' Ji) resent:—

*

A. RICHARDSON, Esq., President.

• E, W. THOMPSON, Esq., M.P.,

|

E. A. BEOCK, Esq., J.P.

.

Daniel Power called in, sworn, and examined:— .
.
2505. 'President.'] You are a senior plain-clothes constable ? Yes.
Senior
2500. I believe that, acting under instructions last night, from your head office, you put a certain person Constable
under surveillance ? Yes..
'
D. Power.
2507. Will you tell us what you saw ? After I left Mr. Moran and Mr. Wigg I went back to watch-a '—
house near Davenport’s wool factory. The name of the street I do not know. After waiting there 31 AuS-A888.
awhile I saw a tall gentleman walking up and down outside. After he had been there a short while he
whistled, and a- small man came out, a man who I believed to be the person I was watching. I could not
get close enough to him without being seen. After they had been talking for a while, the only words I
could catch were this tall person saying, “ They. can’t make anything out of that.” When they -were
parting I heard the tall man saying, “ I will see you again to-night.” He walked down the street and
went into the house next to Davenport’s wool factory. I saw no more of him. I could not be quite sure
that the little fellow was the man I was watching or not, but I am almost sure it was. It was rather dark,
and I could not get a good look at him. I did not want to get too close. I was lying on the grass about
30 yards away from him.
'
2503. You know Musgrave ? Yes, well.
*
2509. Mr. Brock.] You knew him before this ? Yes.
2510. There is not much doubt in your mind that it.was he? I feel sure it was, but I should not like to
swear positively that it was. I stayed there last night until half-past 11, and this morning I got out
there by the first tram. I watched the house until 15 minutes past 9 and he never came out. I then
came into town, as I had to attend the Central Police Court. AVheu I came to the place where I left
Moran and Wigg last night I saw Musgrave-coming up Simmonds-streot towards the Newtown tram.
This-was at about 20 past 9. I came straight in. Musgrave got out at Market-street. I could not get
a good glimpse of him.
‘
2511. President.] Did you not follow him then? I did not. It was about 10 minutes'to 10. I think he got
off to see if I was following him. He turned down Market-street. -He looked round at me several times
in the tram coming in.
.
2512. Do you know Mr. Loder in Eiizabeth-street, an hotel-broker ? Yes.
•
2513. Did he come to you a few months ago and tell you that he had some kind of information about
some coining which was going on ? Yes.
'
2514. Did he ask your advice about it ? Yes.
,
2olo. What did you tell him ? I told him to see the Inspector-General. A large reward was wanted.
I asked Eoder if he could bring the man to see me at his office. ■ He said he would do so the next morning,
but the man did not come. I instructed Loder to see the Inspiector-General and take this man with’him,
and see -what reward would be given.
251G. Do you know if he ever did so ? I do not know.
.
■
.
•
2517. Mr. Brock.] Loder is an ex-policeman ? Yes.
'
2518. How did he come to leave the force ? I do not know.
'
2519. President.] You understood from him distinctly that this was a coining business? Yes. The .
reason I came to know him was that I had an inquiry about a partner of his who disappeared mysteriously.
2o20. Mr, Brock.] Why .did you -not go to the Inspector-General of Police about this, coining ? I had
no-information to go upon. Loder himself could not give me the information.
'
2521.
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T. Musgrave. 2G00. Did uot these, men pay you cash for the tickets P What tickets ?
—>'----^ 2607. The tickets you collected aud sold ? I did not collect any tickets., lie said,. “ Didu t you get all
31 Aug.,1888. y0Ur m0Iiey jn?” and I said “No.”
„
.. .
.
.
2608. Did you not say when you went into the hotel, “This is -bad luck for me, this happening there
^o-day
"S”gs
2609 J What did you say when Moran asked you whether you had all. your money in yet ?. I said. “ No.”
2610'. Did you not say that you had not one-fifth of it in ? I do not remember it.
2611.' You do not deny it now so forcibly ? I do not remember saying anything of. the: kind. I remember,
saying that I had not all my money in. I can swear that.
^ T
2612; Will you swear that you did not say one-fifth of it? Yes. Well I will not swear it.
_
2613 Mr Brock.'] Will you swear that you can forget a conversation which, only took place last night ?
.
I do'not remember the whole of it. I did not think of this before, because you said there were three,
■
• conductors who owed me money.
•
m
2614. Mr. Thompson.] That is not so. The question asked you was: “Among the men m the Tramway
Department who are the three men who owe you money for gambling”? You replied, “I refuse to
answer fclie question
X did not think of any such, amount as this. These men did owe me a little
money and they paid me.- I did not think of it at the time.
■
2615. Was it necessary to say, •“ I refuse to answer the question ”? I do not see that I was bound to
«ive you the names of any of them. What I meant was that I did not think so.
_
2616. President.] You were asked a plain question and instead of saying that you did notthink so you
absolutely refused to give the names ? I did not think I was bound to give such names..
.
2617. Blit you had the names to give? They have paid me since. Three men owed me money.0‘Donnell does not owe me £1 now.
'
2818. Yet you absolutely refused to give the names of the men owing you money ? I do not know-what
you mean. They had owed me money, but they had paid me.
_
2619. Mr. Thompson.] What money were you referring to when you said to Moran, “ It has been a bad
day for me down there, because I have been unable to collect my money” ? I was only joking. Only two
men owed me money, and one paid me last night.
2620. You say that one of these men paid you last night ? Yes, Bluey paid me.
•'
2621. Where"did he pay you ? I met him in Oxford-street last night.
2622. At what time ? A little before 7.
'
2623. Will you swear that you were in Oxford-street a little before 7 ? It was about half-past 6—
between that and 7.
T
2624. Were you in Oxford-street at all between 6 and 7 o clock yesterday evening ? Tes, 1 was.
2625! At what time did you get to the house in Simmonds-street yesterday evening ? I went out in the
'
' 10 past 7 Marrickville tram.
'
2626. Were you up in Oxford-street before that ? Yes.
;
.
2627. President^] Explain that? I walked into Oxford-street from Eiley-street. I was up to see my
mother ; I went up there to tea.
'
2628. Where is your mother living? She lives up country, but she is staying m Foveaux-street now.
She is staying with Mrs. Colls.
,
•
2629. Tou went to Mrs. Colls’ house last night, did you ? Yes.
.,
•
2630. How long were you there ? About 20 minutes.
2631. From there where did you go ? I came into Oxford-street.
2632. And from there ? I came down to 0‘Donnen’s place.
2633. Where is that? Just up here—iu Phillip-street.
•
■
^
2634. What is O’Donnell ? A conductor.
2635. Where does he live—in a boarding-house? No; he lives with his wife aud family in Phillipstreet. He lives just past Bent-street. He is the man who owed me 18s.
.
■
2636. What time did'you get there ? I came straight from Oxford-street. I could not say the exact
time, but I should think it was about 7 o’clock.
2637. After that did you go down to the Circular Quay ? No ; T went home. O’Donnell was not at
home. He has a gun of mine, and I wanted to get it. I was standing waiting for the tram, and he came
alono-. I asked him about the gun, and then I got off at Liverpool-street and waited for the Marrickville
tram? I do not know where ODonnell’s tram was going to. He had empty cars. .
2-638. Did you pay your fare ? I did not.
'
■2639-. ODonnell was the conductor? Tes. I wanted to speak to him.
_
.
.
2640. He allowed you to go from Bent-street to Liverpool-street without paying him anything ? Tes.
2641'. Do you travel free on all the trams ? No ; I do not.
.
2G42i'Did you pay your fare to Marrickville ? As far as Enmore.
2643. Where did you go to from Enmore ? I went to Mrs. Johnson’s.
•
2614. Did you get word at Mrs. Johnson’s that Moran wanted to see you? Tes; I waited there until
Moran came.
'
2-645. Where did you get word first? I called at a friend’s place, and she. told me that Moran had been
there and wanted to see me. I went from there to my sister’s place.
2646. This friend’s place is the young lady’s about whom we were asking you yesterday ? I refuse to
ansv/er any question of that kind.
.
.
2647. Mr. Brockd] We know all about it ? I do not see that it has anything to do with the case.
2648. President.] Tou did not get your money from ODonnell ? No.
■
2649. Did you ask him for it ? I did not say anything about it, and he said he could not give it to me
just then.
"2650. Where did you meet the other man iu Oxford-street ? At the corner of College-street.
2651. What did you say to him ? I did not say anything ; he put his hand in his pocket and asked me
how the Commission was getting on.
_
2652. He said, “ Here, I owe you something ? ” He had promised to pay me last night.
2653. What is ho ? A fireman.
2654. He was on his motor? Tes ; he put his hand in his pocket and gave me 5s.. He said “How is the
Commission getting on ? ” I said, “ 1 do not know much about: it.-” I stood there talking, while .the
inotdi stopped— only for a minute.
■
•
2655.
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2655. Mr. Thompson^] Before we take any extreme steps, will you take a few minutes to think whether J- Musgp.Te.
you will disclose to us what we know you can disclose. ~VVe do not want to take any extreme step with
you, but you may oblige us to do it in the interests of justice, so that it may not be said that we are here . ,
upon an errand which we cannot carry out ? I do not know what I have to make up my mind about. .
•
2656. We have now given you an opportunity of saying whether you will do what we think is right, and
what we know you can do if you choose to do it. Have you made up your mind to make any statement
of your own free will, without any further pressure on our part ? I have told you all I know.
’
2657. President^ Tou know a man named Cook, do you not ? . I know a conductor named Cook.
"
2658. I do not mean conductor Cook ? That is the only man I know of that name.
'
2659. You do not know Charles Cook well ? I do not.
'
2660. Tou do not know him ? Hot that I am aware of.
■
’
2661. So that if we have been told that you have been frequently in his company we have been told
another untruth ? Tou have.
2662. Tou have never heard this man Cook spoken of ?. I have.
'.
2663. Tou mean that you have heard the other Cook spoken of ? I have heard of a man named Cooke.
I have heard of his coming before the Commission.
■
■
■
2664. Before the Commission ? So I heard.
. .
2665. As a witness ? I do not know how it was I have heard that a man named Cook was implicated.
Moran told me a little while back. He described him to me, showing me how he walked ; that is all I
.
know about him. I heard that he said different things before the Commission but not about me.
.2666. Tou swear that this man never got on to a tram and spoke to you ? IS! ot that I am aware of.
2667. Tou positively swear that you do not know him ? I positively swear that I do not know a man
named Charles Cook. I do not think I know the man at all.
■
.
2668. Tou know that he was frequently asking for you, don’t you ? I don’t; I never heard that he was
asking.
2669. Did not Greeley tell you that he had been asking for you ? I never had any conversation with
Greeley about anyone.
_
.
2670. It would be much better if you were to say “ Tes ” or “ Ho.” Did not Greeley say that Cook
had been asking for you ? Ho.
'
2671. You know Greeley ? I do.
2672. And you never had any conversation with him ? Ho.
’
2673. Tou never had? I had conversations with him when others were there, but never by myself.
2674. Hever on the subject of the tram frauds ? Ho.
2675. Do you remember seeiug him in conversation with Moran on the morning before you made your
statement to Mr. Roberts ? I have seen him in conversation with Moran often.
‘
2676. Tes or no to my question, please ? I think I did see him somewhere a little time before.
2677. Did you see Greeley iu conversation with Moran the morning before you. made your statement-to
Mr. Roberts ? I could uot be sure. I could not positively say that I did not. I remember seeing them
get on to my car, but- whether it was the morning before or a week before I could not say.
2678. Will you swear that Greeley had not a great deal to do with your making your statement to Mr.
Roberts ? He had nothing whatever to do with it.
_
2679. What do you know of O’Donnell ? I do not know any more of him any more than that he is a
conductor.
■
.
2680. Does he not owe you money ? Tes.
.
'
2681. Under what circumstances did you lend it to him ? I lent him £1 one day at Botany.
.
'
2682. Is he one of the men you suspect ? 1 do not wish to say who I suspect. I would not like to make an accusation against any man.
2683. Tou say that O’Donnell is not one of the men you suspect ? Ho ; I never suspected him.
2681. You believe that he is perfectly square ? I believe he is.
.
2685. Was he not suspected at the time that Hendy was taken ? I do. not know at all.
2686. Tou knew that Hendy was taken? I knew that he was suspended, because I saw him signing and '
going away.
,
2687. And you knew that he was going to be suspended ? I did uot.
- 2688. Tou did not know the day before ? I did not.
2689. Tou did not know that certain men were going to be taken? I did not.
2690. Or that certain men were suspected ? I did not.
_
'
2691. Mr. Thompson.] If anyone has told us that you have been repeatedly seen talking to Cook-in your
.
travels is that an untruth? He may have been talking to me, but I do not know it. I am not aware who
the man was.
.
■
2692. Tou go to the races a good deal do. you not ? Hot very often. I have never been out to the races
.
except when I have been sent on the cars.
• .
_
2693. Do you go to the .Carrington aud Botany Handicaps? I.have been there a few times.
2694. Betting on them ? Sometimes.
.
'
2695. Making a book ? Ho.
.
.
2696. What is the extreme that you would venture to pledge your oath and conscience that you ever
betted on any race or handicap foot-race ? Different amounts—I have won and lost.
2697. What is the extreme ? Sometimes I am lucky, and win a little.
2698. What is the extreme you have gone to; we are not asking this question without knowing something
about it; you have been such a very fishy character that you have been under observation for months ;
'
your whole history is known, and we want to see to what extent you are telling us the truth ? If I have
had the money to lay out I would bet.
2699. But what is the extreme ? I cannot call to mind how much I have bet.
.
2700. Your memory is like a sieve ; you have been into betting again and again, and you cannot remember
what sum you have ventured ? What.I have won you mean ; sometimes I have won,a good deal.
2701. What is the biggest bet you have ever won? Over a.t the Melbourne races I won a good bit,of
money—about £70 ; that is about the largest I ever wou.
•
2702.’ When was that? Some time ago—at the time of the Hewmarket Handicap. '
.2703. Was it at the spring or at the autumn races ? I think it would-be about the beginning of the year.
2704. Was that while you were under suspension? Ho.
’
'
2705.
10—L
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Musgiire. 2705. How did you manage to get a holiday to go over to Melbourne to see the races ? I betted here.
,
I did not go over to Melbourne.
.
31 Aug., 1888. ijyQg. "What horses did you back? I had the double—Oranbrook and Carlyon.
2707. Who did you win the money from P I won £25 from Blakey, a man in the yard.
2708. What odds did you get? He had £200 to £1 about one double, and I had £100 to 10s., and
saved £25 with Blakey.
2709. You only staked 10s. and you won £75 P Yes.
2710. Mr. Sroch.~\ You say you saved £25 with Blakey;—who is the other man you won from ? X won
from Wakeley.
_
.
2711. Is not that one of the things you were telling Moran about last night? Yes; that is what.I was
referring to.
.
’
271.2. Mr. TTiompson.~\ Where used this man Brown, alias Scott, to be talking to you when he was
tempting you in the manner you describe ? On the cars.
2713. Whereabouts ? On the platforms.
2714. That would be under the stairs ? Yes.
2715. Did he pay. his fare ? Yes.
.
2716. Are you aware that that is the very place where you have been seen talking to Cook ? It has
been unawares. I do not remember talking to him. I do not know the man’s name.
. .
2717. Do you know the people you bet with ? Yes.
2718. Have you not bet with Cook again and again ? Never, to my knowledge.
2719. Do you mean to say that you bet with people you do not know ? I am sure that I never bet with
Cook ; I do not remember ever meeting him ; I do not know him by that name. I do not think . Cook
would say that I knew him; I do not remember him by that name. In fact I do not know anything
about him.
.
_ .
.
•
2720. Will you swear that you have not been talking to Cook since he gave evidence before this Com
mission. I warn you to be careful what, you say ? I am sure I have not; .
_
_.
2721. What makes you sure ? Because no such man ever spoke to me. I did not speak to him about it,
knowing that his name was Cook. Plenty of people have asked me questions about the frauds.
2722. I want to ask you about something which cropped up in some evidence which you gave yesterday,
as to what took place on the tram when you first showed Grraham howto .doit. You remember the
occasion perfectly well ?. Yes.
■
.
2723. And where it was ? ■ Yes.
■
_
;
.
2724.. Will you swear that before you asked Graham for a bit of wire, on that day, you did not ask
.
someone else for a bit—I mean someone on the motor ? No; I did not.
2725. You swear that ? I do not remember speaking to anybody.
.
^ 2726. Have you spoken to fireman lieid since you gave your evidence yesterday ? No; I have not.
.
2727. If he tells me that you came to him and asked him for a bit of wire, is it true or is it not ? It is
not true.
....
. .
2728. If he says that he told you to go to his mate, Graham, is it true or is_it untrue ? I am sure it is
not true.
•
2729. You never asked Eeid for a bit of wire ? Never.
_
2730. On the occasion that you got it from Graham ? I did not.
. .
.
.
2731. Will you swear that you did not? I will.
_
.
;
2732. Do you remember what time of the day it was when you were telling driver Graham about this
matter ? It was in the evening, that is, at night'.
_
2733. Did you ever show Graham how you could flick the pin out of your bell with your thumb or your
finger in case you were come upon suddenly, and in order that you might escape detection? I showed
him how it was put in and out.
...
2734. I wantito know if you will swear that you never showed Graham how you could flick it out, in an
instant with the thumb or the finger, so that you might not be detected ? I do not know, about that, I
may have said, “ It is simple enough to knock it out ” or something to that effect. . .
,
.
2735. Did you ever tell anyone that if the Commissioner himself was standing alongside of you you could
do the trick, and he would be none the wiser ? I swear I did not.
.
2736. Did anybody ever caution you that if you did not mind what you were about you would be caught
or trapped ? No.
■
.
2737.. Will you swear that you did not say in reply to that, “No bloody fear because I can knock the
pin out in a second ?” 1 never had such a conversation.
...
2738. Did you not give up your bell one night and forget to take the pin out ? I never had any pin in it.
2739. Once more I repeat: Did you give your bells up at the office with.the pin in them ?. I never did
anything of the kind.
'
2740. President.^ You handed your bells to Murray ? Often.
,
2741. Mr. Brocki] With the wire in it? Nothing of the kind.
2742. Mr. Thompson^ Will you swear that you did not tell anyone that when you had found out that
you had handed the bells in in this condition you felt as if you were going to faint, and that you found
out the next morning when you got your bells that they were in exactly the same state ? Nothing of
the kind.
'
2743. I believe you have stated that Scott has left the country ? I did not say he had ; I said I thought
he might have.
.
.
'
2744. You did hot say that he had ? Not in my opinion.
■
2745. You said so within the last twenty-four hours ? I said I thought he had, because I had not seen
anything of him. I said that there had been such a fuss that he might have left the country.
_
2.746. And he a detective in the department. If he was not a detective ? I do not know whether he is
or not. I came to the conclusion that he had left the country ; anyone naturally would.
.
;
. 2747. Because you did not see him twice a week ? Because 1 had not seen him for such a long while.
There had been such a fuss about the matter that I felt sure he had gone.
. .
■
2748. Do you know a man named Drank Coll ? I never heard the. name.
:
2749. Mr. Brock7[ Do you not know where his place of business is ? I do not. .
.
2750. Mr. Tkompson.~\ You never supplied anyone with tickets ? I did not; I never supplied anyone.
.
.2751.
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2751. Bid you hand your bells to Coll on any occasion to get repaired? I do not know Coll; I gave T-Masgrare.
them into the office when they wanted repairing.
'
2752. Did you ever hand your bells to Coll to get repaired? No; I do not know the man ; I never ^
1888,
handed them to anyone to get repaired. When they get out of order I hand them in at the office.
2753. Just tell me how long after Scott had opened your bells and had put in the brad-awl—how long after
that it was they went wrong and would not ring ? I cannot think how long it was—some few weeks.
It may have been a fortnight, or it may have been three weeks.
2754. I want to know this on your solemn oath: Did not he deal with both of the bells at the same time,
and did they not both go wrong at the same time. Did you not hand them both in as being in an imperfect
state ? No; nothing of the kind ever happened. The bell that was manipulated went wrong.
2755. It was only one bell ? Only one bell.
.
2756. And that was the one that went wrong ? Tes.
"
2757. Now will you give me a definite answer to this question: How long after he manipulated the one
bell was it that you handed the bells into the office ? I should think about a fortnight or three weeks. I;
said so before.
•
.
,
2758. Tou said five minutes ago that you could not remember ? I said I could not remember exactly how
long, but that I thought it was about a fortnight or three weeks'.
2759. How long before this man meddled with your bells was it that he threatened you that if you let out
anything about it he would stiffen you ? He did not say that. He said that I should never live to give
evidence.
2760. How long before he touched your bells was it that he threatened you in this way ? It was after he
had meddled with Ihe bells and when he found that I would not do anything with them—-that is, when I
would not let him have tickets.
.
.
2761. How long after he had meddled with your bells was it that he threatened you ? The next night he.
met me and asked me how I was getting on. I said, “ I will not have anything to do with it.” When he
heard that he used the words I have described.
.
.
2762. It was at night-time in a service tram when he showed you how to do it ? Tes.
2763. What light had you'to manipulate the bell by ? The light of the car.
2764. .And where was it, and at what time of night or day was it, that he threatened you ? He got on to
a car at King-street and went as far as Bathurst-street. He asked me first how I was getting on, and I
said that I would not have anything to do with it. He then used this threat to me. I only saw him
about twice after that.
2765. And you are absolutely certain that this happened after you had been put off at the time of the
retrenchment ? . Tes.
'
‘
.
2766. Then he never did show you before you were put off at the time of the retrenchment how the thing
was done ? No; we were tearing tickets then.
'
2767. When was this ? Some time ago.
2768. After you came back from your suspension ? No.
.
■
2769. Were you tearing tickets the whole of the time you were on prior to the retrenchment? Not the
whole time.
'
“
'
■
'
2770. Were you en during the whole of the time they were tearing tickets ? Tes.
.
2771. How long ago is it ? I do not remember how long ago.
...
.
2772. Were they tearing tickets when you were suspended? No; the bells came into force the day
before I left. When this man heard of the bells coming back to the Department again he came and. told,
me how they could be manipulated.
2773. President^ When he heard that the bells'were to be in force again he came and told you for the
first time how they could be faked ? Tes.
2774. Did you not swear before that it was some time before you went off at the time of the retrenchment
that this man came to you and spoke to you about the bells being manipulated? No, that is not so. I.
had several conversations with the man. The bells were taken back on the Eight-hours Day.
2775. Is it hot a fact that you were paid off on the night of the 30th September? I could not say about
the date.
.
2776. Will you swear that the registers were in us.e the day before you were paid off? Tes.
2777. And that that day was Eight-hours Day ? Tes.
'
.
2778. Tou swear distinctly that this man Scott, or whatever his name is, spoke to you only on the day
'
before you left with regard to the manipulation of the bells ? . No, that is not so. It was a week or so
before.
.
2779. How did he come to know that the bells were going to be used again ? Everyone knew of it—I
did myself.
.
2780. And you told him ? He said to me, “ The bells are coming back,” and then he told me this thing.
2781. Tou swear you did not tell him ? I will not swear that I did not tell him they were coming back. .
2782. Mr. Brock.1] Is Eraser the man who owes you £50? No one owes me £50.
.
2783. Did he pay you £50 ? He never owed it me.
.
2784. But he paid you £50 ? He did not owe it me.
.
2785. Will you swear he did not ? Tes.
•
2786. Not in any shape or form ? I swear it.
2787. Mr. Thompson.] Did Scott tell you how he had found the trick—that is, how to fake the bells ?
No ; he did not tell me how. I asked him how, and he made some allusion to a gas-meter, and said gasmeters could be done the same.
2788. Did you ever make a statement to anyone that he told you that he knew all about it, and how he
had found out how to do it ? He knew all about it—he certainly knew all about it, and I asked him how
he had found out.
.
:
2789. Will you answer the question ? Tes ; he said that, and I told it to Mr. Vernon.
2790. Was that true, or were you telling an untruth? It was true, of course.
2791. President.] Although you told Graham that it was as false as it could be ? I did not tell him any
thing of the kind.
’
.
2792. Tou swear that ? I do. Graham said to me, “ What have you had. to say about me up there?” •
He said, “ Tou told Mr. Eoberts that i knew all about it.” I said, “ Tou only knew as much as I told
.
.
'
you
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T.'Musgrave. you'myself—what I told you that time.” He said, “You told him I. knew all about it.” I said, “I
never mentioned your name—it is false; if anyone told you that I told Mr. Eoberts that you knew all
;3i Aug-., 1888-.
it it is false.”
• .
2792. If Graham swore that you made the statement I have mentioned to him he swore falsely ? ' He
must have misunderstood me. I said, “ If anyone said that to Mr. Eoberts it.is all false—it is all a yarn.”
2793. You do not think that Graham would wilfully swear falsely? I do not know, I am sure.
2794. Do you think he would wilfully swear falsely ? I have no idea.
•
•
2795. You know the man? I do not know him ; I do not know anything about him.
.
.
2796.' Do you mean to say that you are not intimate with the man to whom you showed the tickets which
you had collected and of which you had swindled the Government, ? I am intimate with him in a way—I
am intimate with Moran.
'
.
2797. Do you'believe that Graham would willingly swear falsely ? I could not say that he would not; I
should not think he would be the man who ivould.
.
2798. Did you not tell Mr. Vernon an absolute untruth when you said that.there was no other man you knew
of who could do it ? No other man I knew of in the service.
2799. "Was not that an untruth ? No.
_ .
2800. Did you not show Graham how to do it ? I only showed him how it could be done by putting the
pin in ; I did not open the bell; I told him the bell would have to be opened. .
2801. Mr. Thompson^] Did you not deny a short time ago that you had opened the-bell ? I did not say
that it had not been opened.
2802. The man who showed you took the face off ? Yes.
2803. He did not push the brad-awl into one of these holes ? No ; when he got the face off he pushed
the brad-awl into some part of the works.
2804. ’ How many have you taken to pieces ? I have not taken any to pieces. That is the only time
.
I saw the inside of a bell.
'
2805. Will you swear that when you gave your bells in they were not both faked in the same way ? I
swear they were not. The pin would not work in the other part; I tried it.
2806. That is why you got the piece of wire—because the pin would not work ? I am sure it is-not.
2807. That is why you asked Eeid for the wire? I am sure it is not. I do not remember doing so...
2808. Do you know that when you swear that you do not remember a thing which it is absolutely clear
that you must remember, and that when you swear two different things with regard to the same matter,
both of these swearings are perjury ? You have put the questions in such a different way that I do not
know sometimes what you are talking about.
'
2809. Every time you have professed not to understand we have repeated the questions as many as three
' times, so that you have had every chance ? I have no recollection of asking Eeid for a piece of wire.
On the occasion that I spoke to Graham I never spoke to Eeid. I do not remember asking Eeid for any
wire, and if I did it was not for that purpose.
2810. President.] How much money has Eerrier had from you during the past six months ? Nothing
much’. ’
. .
2811. How much ? I do not know. At one time he was sick and I lent him some money.
2812. How much during the last six months ? I could not say.
.
.
2813. Has he had £100? No.
*
2814.'£50? No.
.
'
2815. How much? I do not suppose it would amount to 30s. Now and again he used to borrow a few
shillings from me.
2816. Did you ask Graham to say that the occurrence between you, when you showed him how to rig
the bells, took place only two months ago ? I did not ask him to do anything of the kind.
2817. You swear that you did not do that ? I swear that I did not ask him anything about it.
2818. Mr. Thompson.] 'Will you say how long it was after this man had shown you how to do it that you
showed Graham ? It was a little while after—a very few days afterwards.
2819. Then if Graham has been telling people about it, and if someone has known how to do it for the
last six or seven months at the very least, it was not from you that he got the information ? No; because
it is not more than six months ago since I knew myself.
’
2820. President.] And yet you told Graham, that you had been doing it from a fortnight after you first
joined the Service ? I did not tell him anything of the kind.
.
2821. Mr. Thompson.] Do you say that that is an absolute and unconditional lie—I suppose there is no
other way of putting it ? If he says so.
2822. What did you do with the car-load of tickets you collected when your register was not working—
when you showed Graham that you had collected a car-load ? I said, “ I will just go along the car and
show you,” and I went along and collected four tickets.
2823. That was the car-load ? I had been round before. There were two or three persons who had just
got in. I forget whether it was on a twopenny or on a penny section.
2824. President.] You admit that you faked your bell, and that you collected certain fares without
registering them ? I collected four tickets.
"
.
"
.
2825. You had faked”your register first, and then you collected certain fares that you did not register;—
that you admit ? I admit collecting four tickets when the bell was out of order.
■
2826. Did you put your bell out of order ? I put the pin in to show Graham.
2827. You put your register out of order. You inserted a pin, and then you collected fares without
registering them ? I collected four tickets.
2828. Without registering them ? Yes, and I put them in the bag and gave them in at the office
2829. Yet while you did that for which you might be convicted at any moment, you were under the
impression that the man who had shown you how to do it, was a detective, and had only shown you for
the purpose of trapping you ? I thought so.
.
2830. Although you thought that a detective showed you for the purpose of trapping you you laid
yourself open to a criminal conviction ? I do not see that it was so.
2831. You collected fares in a fraudulent manner. I do not care whether it was four or fifty; but we have
evidence that it was a car-load ? There was nothing of the kind. I held the tickets n my hand,--and
showed them to Graham.
■
:
.
: ■
.
2832.-
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■
' j
2832. Why did you collect these tickets without registering them P To show Graham that it could be done. T‘ Musgrave.
2833. W hat occasion; was there to collect tickets' in order to show Graham ? I wanted to show him, and
if I had not done so I should have had to ring the bell upon the motor, and people would have wondered ^
18®®*
what it was.
'
'
'
2834. But without collecting tickets, could you not have convinced Graham that the bells would ring
without registering ? I did not like to do so on the engine.
'
■
283o. Mr.. Thompson!] Up to what time was it that you still believed that this man was a detective ?
Well when I did not hear any more about it I came to the conclusion that he was not a detective. He . '
■ used to approach me, and that kind of thing. He may be a detective for all I know now.
2836. President!] Tou were afraid you would be found out if you rang the bell on the engine? I was
not afraid of being found out, but it would cause people to wonder what it was.
.
2837. Tou laid yourself open to the whole car, seeing that you were swindling ? I do not think I laid
myself open. I did not think of it at the time.
•
2838. I can readily believe that because you had been doing it so long ? I had not.
•
2839. If Graham swears that on that occasion you collected a whole car-load of tickets, does he swear
falsely ? I am sure he does. He could not tell how many I collected.
•
,
2840. He heard the ringing ? I only rang four times.
.
2841.. Mr Brock!] He was watching you; he saw you go round the whole car? I only had four tickets,
and I held them in my hand.
■
.
2842. Mr. Thompson.\ Where was it that you showed him the tickets in your hand?. I got on to the
motor.
b
2843. Upon what part of your journey ? Coming from Waverley to Paddington ; it was about Queenstreet ; somewhere about that.
2814. President.] Tou left your work to show him ? I just got on to the motor.
• '
2845. Was it on a penny section ? Just at the end of a penny section. I was talking to him about the matter
while we were at the tanks, and I then went back on to the car, and collected the four tickets I went
all over the car, and there were only four to collect.
•
•
2846. It was on a twopenny section? Ho; on a penny section.
2847. Mr. Brock.] Tou had passed Queen-street before you went round ? It was on a twopenny section
that I showed him, but I did not go round the car on a twopenny section.
.2848. Mr. Thompson ] Why did you not wait until the tram reached the- terminus before you showed
Graham instead of leaving your work, and crossing from the car to the motor while the tram was moving?
I did not do so. ihe tram stoped for a few minutes.
•
2849. There were two stopping places then ; at the first you showed him' how to do it, and at the second
you sho wed him what you had'done ? Tes; it was while the tram was going that I collected the tickets.
.A? nA "■ow whiner I waited until the tram stopped, or whether I crossed from thecar onto the motor
while the tram was going.
.
•
’
■^res^en^-\ ^0U
just now that you did not like to show Graham on the engine, because you were
airaid the passengers would notice something. Tet you were not afraid to step off from your car on to the
motor before you arrived at the terminus to show Graham. Tou did not think that the passengers would
toedo°U d°mS S°metbllS extraordinary ? We often get across to tell the driver something we want him
th^"

^-Oul'i you have been afraid of doing that before ? • I was only afraid of ringing my bell upon

2852. 11'hy were you afraid of that ? Because the passengers wmuld hear it and wonder what I was
doing.
•
2853. What would happen then ? Well I do not know who would be listening.
2854. And if anyone had been listening ? They wmuld perhaps want to know what I was'doing and would
report me.
- °
2855. Tou did not care what you did so long as they did not hear you. Tou did not mind doin^ the
thing in itself but you did not want to be caught ? I did not do it with the object of defrauding the
Government.
°
2856. How did it come about that this tram in which you were with Scott, when you faked the bells,
ran through to Bondi ? It went to Bondi junction. ‘
'
■
2857. Without a stoppage? Tes; to bring in passengers.
2858. Is that the usual thing ? Tes.
■
2859. How often does that, occur? It is generally done when there is anything going on or on
Saturdays.
.
_
J
6 b 6 . ’
2^0. flow often have you taken out a tram' from Bridge-street to Bondi without stopping? Very often.
2861. How long did it take Scott to do the bells? It did not take him any time; not more than 10
minutes altogether.
,
'
. .
2862. Tou gave Scott a free ride ? He did not pay on that occasion.
oqci' wTT 0rt,en d'd k® S)et on to y°ul; ft’am without paying ? He always paid on the passenger trams.
2864. Why did you not wThen you handed in the bell which had been faked and which went wrong tell the
whole truth about the matter ; why did you not say that it had been faked, and that it had gone wrong in
consequence ? I did not know that it had gone wrong in consequence of being tampered with. As I said
oo 0 UWaS atraid ■ 1 shoul(1 put myself in danger if a noise were made about the thing
'
2865. Mr. Brocl^ If you were in the habit of taking service trams out to Bondi, would you consider that
you were entitled to take people out for nothing ? Ho.
.
2866. But you took Scott out for nothing ? On that occasion.
’
2867. What time of day was it ? It was at night-time.
2868. At what time did you leave Bridge-street ? I cannot say exactly.
2869. We should like to know exactly—to a minute ? I could not swear'to the time.
2870. What was it—within six or seven hours ? It was between 6 and 8 o’clock.
2871. Tou had had your tea ? Tes ; I think I had.
’
2872. Where did you have it ? In the yard.
2873.
- Thompson!] What time of the year was it'? It.was about five or six months a^o
'
2874. Will you take your memory back and say what month of the year it would be ? - Itwould be aboutFebruary or March.
‘
.
^g^'g
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T. Musgrave. 2875. "Were you assistant conductor or conductor of the tram ? I was the conductor in charge.
2876. Were there two of you ? I had two cars and there was no other conductor with me.
.
31 Aug., 1888. 2g7y_ Who was the driver P I cannot remember.
.
2878. Tou can remember all about it? I cannot remember. ..
...
.
2879. Who was the fireman ? That I cannot remember.
2880. It being February or March when this man Scott showed you how to do the thing, how long was it
after that that you handed in your bells. Be very careful now ? I should think it was about a
fortnight.
2881. What did you do with the tickets and the money you took after your bell had gone wrong and
would not ring ? I gave it in at the office.
2882. How did you account for them by your register ? I registered all on the one bell—tickets and cash
together.
2883. For a whole fortnight you made your returns on your cash-bell? No ; only for one trip when the
- bells went wrong. I gave them in directly.
2884. Mr. Brocki] When one would not ring ? When one would not ring I registered on the other..
2885. President.^ Is that the last pair you handed in ? I think I had another after that.
2886. What condition were the last bells in ? Mr. Eoberts tested the last pair. They were right.
2887. Then you had only your bells for one trip after they had gone wrong ? Only for one trip ; I think
• I was coming in from Paddington.
'
2888. Mr. Thompson^] Did you not tell Mr. Vernon that you had known of this thing happening only
.
two months before he examined you ? I told him I could not think how long it was. It was a few months
back I think I said.
2889. Did you not sign this document which I am reading ? Tes.
2890. Tou said, “ This was about a couple of months ago. I have seen him since. The last time was
.
about a month ago.” That was your statement to Mr. Vernon ?^ That is right; because it is two months
since I made that .statement.
2891. “The last time I saw him was about a month ago,” you said? It may have been longer than a
month ; but I do not quite remember.
2892. Tou told us this morning and yesterday that it was only about three months ago since this was
done. When I asked you if you could swear that you had not told Grraham six or seven months ago you
swore that it was five or six months ago since this took place in the cars. How can you reconcile your
swearing first of all that it was only three months ago and then five or six months ago—in February or
March ? I said about that time. I could not swear it was in February or March. I said' it was about
five- or six months ago.
2893. Tou said about February or March ? That is what I have always said.
2894. Do you remember what you told us about this man coming -to you after you had been reinstated ?
About the first time he came to you after you had been reinstated?. Do you mean what he said to me ?
'
2895. Tes. And how long was it after your reinstatement that you saw him ? I do not remember. It-'
was not very long ; not more than a week or so after I had been on the cars.
2896. How was it do you think that he looked upon you as a thief—whether he -was a detective or a man:
who was trying to help you in thieving;—how came he to look upon you as a thief,1'or at all events as a
dishonest man ? I have no idea at all. He used to talk pretty freely to me,
.
,
. 1
2897. Why did you say to Grraham about that unfortunate man Hendy that you did not think he was
such a fool as to go in for anything of the kind ? Such a fool ?
2898. Tes ? I think I said I thought he was a very foolish fellow.- ' It was well known that he used to'
miss fares. I said I thought it was neglect. I did not think he would try tp rob the Government; Of
course we understood that the passengers he had on his car were counted, and that he had not.the
amount in his bag to correspond with the-passengers. I said I did not think he ever collected them, and
that he missed them, seeing he was a foolish sort of fellow.
2899. The passengers on the cars were counted, and it was found that Hendy did not return a certain
amount, but that he had got some money elsewhere which made up the deficiency ? I did not understand
that. I understood that Hendy had ninety-three passengers on, and that he had only seventy recorded
on his register and 11s. in the bag not recorded. That is why I said I thought it was neglect. ” I thought
he was a foolish kind of man and very neglectful. He was often discussed by the men. Every one used
to talk about him, giving their opinion, and I gave mine. They would agree with me and say they
thought it was on account of his neglect. The man might have been-doing the other thing for all I know.
2900. Mr. Brock,] Were your passengers counted that afternoon do you think. I could not say I am sure.
2901. Did you know before you went oiit what Hendy was suspended for? For not being correct in his
bag, I understood.
'
2902. Who told you ? I forget now who told me ; some of the conductors who came in.
2903. Who told you that Hendy was sacked because he was short in his tickets? I cannot remember
who it was, but anyhow it was some of the conductors who came from the racecourse. Of course it was
all over the place.
2904. Tou remember the facts about Hendy readily enough, but you do not remember your own case ?Well, it concerned every one.
2905. Where did you get your information from ? I heard it since. I could not say who it was who told me.
2906. Tou know though? I do not know. I heard it in conversation. Perhaps others were talking
about it. Perhaps they would be talking to some one else, or talking together, and one would say,
“ What was he wrong ?” Another would say, “ He had so and so in the bag,” or “ He had so much cash
too much or too little.”
. '
2907. Mr. Thompson.] Now you have not answered my question. How is it that this morning-and
yesterday you told us that it was only about three months .since this man faked your bells for you, - and
that just before you went away for dinner you told us that it was five or six months ago—that it- was:
February or March
how do you account for the difference in the two statements ? I did not say that itwas only three months since the bells were faked.
.
:
.
•
2908. When you made this statement to Mr. Vernon, how long was it after you had seen Mr. Eoberts ?
About a week.
'
.
.
:
2909. Did you tell Mr. Eoberts exactly what you told Mr. Vernon, or did you- tell more to the one than
.
-to -
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to the other? I think I told Mr. Eoberts at the beginning of the week, and that I told Mr. Yernon at T. Mtfsgraye>
the end of the week.
. .
2910. Did you not then say to Mr. Yernon that this had happened only two months before you were
speaking to him ? He asked me how long it was.
.
v
' 2911. Did you or did you not say to Mr. Yernon that it was about two months since the time that you
were talking to him that this was done ? I said about two months—it might have been more ; I see from
the document that you have that he put it down two months.
.
2912. Why did you say two months, or it might be more, when you swear now that it was flye or six
months from the present time; going back to the 20th July that would be four or five months ? Well
that is seven months ago; it is almost as good as two months.
2913.. When you spoke to Mr. Yernon about it six weeks ago your memory must have been much fresher
than it is now—-is not that so ? It must have been longer ago, I think.
2914. What do you mean ? I mean that I could not be positive as to the time, but I told him as near as
possible.
'
2915. How did you come to make such an egregious blunder as to say on the 17th July that it was only
two months before. That would have taken you to the middle of May ? I meant before that; I must
have made a mistake.
2916. Will you swear that this man did not tell you, and show you antecedent to tho time of your being put
■.out of work when there was retrenchment ? I am sure he could not have done so, because I had no bell.;
I had the bell for only one day before that.
2917. We asked before whether you were tearing up tickets during the whole of the time before the
'
-retrenchment, and you said “ No ?” When we first had the bells it was a long time ago. I did not know
the man then; I had never seen him.
'
’
'
.2918. You said on one occasion that you had known him nearly two years ?- Eighteen months.
2919. Will you swear that you did not say on one occasion that you had known him for two years ? I do
not think it is that long ; I do not remember when I first did see him.
1
2920. Will you say that you did not, on one occasion, swear that you knew him first of all about two
:years ago ? I may have said it, but on recollection I think it is about eighteen months.
.
2921. On your oath—before, the system of tearing.tickets began did you not learn from him that the bells
could be faked ? I did not.
'
.
.
'2922. And you have not said so before ? I swear that I have not said so.
. 2923. Will you swear that you did not here yesterday tell us most distinctly that about eighteen months
ago this man came to you and told you that the bells could be faked—that he could show you how to do a
■
.lot of tickets, and that he'was doing £100 a week ? It is nothing of the kind. I did not say it was when
he first told me of it. It was when the bells were coming into force again.
2924. Listen to this : “ A man came to' me about sixteen months ago and told me that he could show me
the way to make tickets. He told me his name was Scott. I do not know whether that is his. correct
name.” Did you say that to Mr. Yernon ? Yes.
2925. Then why did you say just now that he did not mention this until the bells came into vogue again ?
That was when I first saw the man. It is sixteen months since I first saw him. When he first made an
intimation about the bells, was when he heard that they were coming into force again.
.
. ,
2926. Did you not tell Mr. Vernon that a 'man came to you about sixteen months ago, and told you he could
show you a way to make tickets ? That is when I first saw the man.
■
2927. At one time you say.it is eighteen months ago, and at another time you say it is sixteen? It is
sixteen months from the time I made that statement.
2928. Did he, or did he not, eighteen months from the present time, tell you that he could show you a
way to make tickets ? No.
.
■ 2929. Then why did you say so to Mr. Yernon? He asked me when I first saw the man, and I said about
sixteen months ago.
.
.
2930. Was this statement read to you? Yes; I was thinking-----2931. Never mind that, you say that you signed it, it had been read to you ? Yes.
2932. Did you make the statement of your own free will? Yes.
2933. Did you, or did you not say, “ A man came to me about sixteen months ago, and said that he could
show me a way to make tickets ”? Yes; but he did not tell me at that time.
2934. Did you or did you not tell that to Mr- Yernon ? Yes, I think I did.
2935. Was that a lie or not ? I do not mean that he told meat that time. Of course he made my
acquaintance first. I meant that that was the first I saw of the man. That was what I was asked.
After that he told me how to do it. He did not tell me at the time. It was not until the bells came
back into force.
'
• ■
.
2936. What did you tell Mr. Eoberts ? I told him the same.
.
2937. Did you not tell him most distinctly that it was about eighteen months ago that this man came to.
you and first spoke to you about faking the bells ? No. I said that he had been going about for that
time, and that that was the first I saw of him.
.
.
.
2938. Mr. Broekj] When did you first tell Mr. Colls about it ? The Sunday night before I went to
Mr. Eoberts. I think I went to Mr. Eoberts on the Tuesday.
2939. Where were you when you told Mr. Colls ? At his place. It was Sunday night.
2940. Mr. Thompson.'] Here is what you said: “ A man came to me about sixteen months ago, and told
me that he would show me the way to make tickets”? I had had several conversations with the man.
He was always getting on to the cars, and offering me cigars and so on. I was curious to know what he
had to show me. • He told me how to put a pin in the bottom of the bell, which would prevent it from
'
registering. That is exactly what I told Mr. Yernon. I am telling you now just what I told him. ' I
did not state then any more than I do now, that the time he showed me how to do it was the time he first
told me about it.
2941. How long back from rhe present time is it since you last saw him? About three months.
. - .
2942. How long after you told Mr. Eoberts did you tell Mr. Yernon ? It was the end of the week,-1
. think, when I told Mr. Yernon, and I told Mr. Eoberts at the beginning of the week. ■
•
■
2943. Mr. Broclcd] As a matter of fact the 17th was on a Wednesday ? I think it was on Saturday that
I went to Mr. Vernon.
.
■
.
'
2944,
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tT:.'Musgrayo. 2944. Mr. Thompson.~\ Having refreshed your memory, are you certain that it was about l1 ehruary or
March that this happened ? I am not certain about it, lint as far as I can recollect it was about that
31 Aug.,1888. yme
I did not take much notice.
.
.
2945. May I ask you why, if this thing happened in February or March, you waited until July before'
you said a word to Mr. Roberts or to anyone else about the matter ? I did not want the man to think
that it was me who was the cause of the thing being found out. I thought to myself that he must have
tt lot of friends and that kind of thing, that his people who knew about it, or who knew that he could
get tickets. I have thought there were also a lot of people who might be getting tickets from him.
294G From whom, the detective P I did not know then who he was. I did not know what he ivas. I
at first thought that he was a detective. I did not know ■what to think about it.
_
. 2947. What was the nature of his threats ? When I told him that I would have nothing to do with the
bells, he said, “ If you say anything about it you will never live to give evidence.”
2948. Why did you not give him into custody at once for threatening your life ? I was on the car at. the
time, and I could not very well get off. I did not take very much notice of it.
'2949. Tou thought that was the way in which a detective would act ? I did not know. _
2950. Tou knew Moran at the time
did if not occur to you to go to him and ask him whether there
was a new detective at work ? No, it did not.
•
*
2951. Now let us know when it was that you held up this piece of wire or bent pin, which you were
constantly using,- exhibiting it to Graham, and saying, “ This is worth a tenner a week to me ” ? I never
did anything of the kind.
.
....
2952. I thought you said it in a joke P I said something to him about a public-house in a joke.
2953. But you swear you never said anything about the tenner a week ?- I do not remember ever
'
saying it.
'
2954. It would not have been a strange thing for you to say would it ? I might say it in a joke to him.
I do not remember bolding up a piece of wire.
2955. Did you take the tickets by way of a joke ? I did not take any tickets any more than the four I
mentioned, and I put those in the bag.
>
■
.
..
2956. After Ferrier was caught what did you say to Graham when you got on his engine ? I asked him
what he had to say about it. He had been up at the inquiry at that time.
2957. Where ? He had been before Mr. Roberts.
2958. Not at all ? He told me that he had, and he said that I had told Mr. Roberts that he knew all
about it. I said that it must be only a talc, or something of that kind. I told him that I did not mention
his name. We were talking just while he stopped at Bent-street.
2959. Did you not say to him as you got on to the engine before he said a word to you, “Ferrier has been
making a nice mess of it ” ? I swear I did not.
2960. Will you swear that you did not say to Graham when he told you to be careful that you never could
get caught, because you always got the wink from the office ? I swear I never said anything of the kind.
2961. Will you swear that you did not say to Graham at another time that Colls would put you fly to
anything that was going on ? I swear I did not. . I never mentioned Coils’s name. _
2962. Will you swear that you did not tell Graham that you put Fraser’s bells for him so that they would
cheat ? I swear I never did.
.
■
2963. Do you mean to say that you never said that you had faked Fraser’s bells ? I do.
2964. Did you not also say that you refused to put him into the way of doing it until he gave you £50
out of the first £100 worth of tickets ? Nothing of the kind.
•
•
.
2965. Tou swear you did not say it ? I do.
2966. President.'] We want to know where the shop is at Newtown, or wherever it may be, of which you
told Graham ? That is nonsense.
’
.
■
_
2967. Will you swear that you did not tell Graham several times that you had a say in a shop at New
town ? I may have mentioned it in just the same way that I mentioned the public-house—jokingly. .
2968. But you did say when he was pressing you again and again to know what you did with the
tickets—you know that he did press you again and again ? I believe he asked me wha't I was doing with ‘
the tickets.
.
.
'
2969. I was saying that over and over again he pressed you ? No, I do not think he did.
2970. Well, 'a great many times ? Well, he might have said to me, “ Do you get rid of anytickets,” or
something of that kind, as I said just now jokingly.
2971. Did he not press you again and again to know what you were doing with the tickets? No.
2972. Tou swear that? Anything that passed'between me and Graham was a joke. It was said just as
we happened to pass one another.
2973. Mr. Thompson.] Do you know Murray ? Tes.
2974. Do. you remember giving your register to Murray with a pin in it ? I never did.
2975. Do you remember his asking you what line' 3rou were on, and your being in such a state ofmind
that you could not tell him ? I have no recollection of anything of the kind occurring.
2976. Don’t you remember thatyou felt so faint that you could not answer his question? I swear I
did not.
_
2977. Will jrou swear that you did not tell Graham distinctly that this thing happened ? I swear I did
not do anything of the kind.
•
2978. Don’t you remember feeling so flabbergasted that you could not tell Murray the name of the lino
• you were on ? Nothing of the kind.
1
,
2979. Dp you swear that no such conversation ever passed between you ? No such conversation as that.
2980. What was the conversation that did pass then ? Graham used to say to me, “ I suppose you are
doing very well now, and have a shop or two round about.” I said to him at another time, “ I am going
to take a public-house next week.” Tou see he had been telling me about the other men doing so well.
He had also told me that he felt .sure that there must be something of the kind going on, as he knew
other men who had been sacked, or had left and had gone into business, some of them being able to keep
hotels. •
'
.
'
'.
- 2981. Will you tell me what was to be the reward of this man for showing you hpw to fake tho bells—
what profit was he to make out of it ? I was to give him the tickets.
-2982. Mr. Broclc.] To whom? To Scott; I was to let him have the tickets,
• 2983. At what, price ? 10s. for every £1 worth........................................
2984.
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2984. Was there not a. different value for different tickets; that is to say, were not tickets in.twos' and T..Musgraye*
threes more valuable than tickets which were single ? He never said anything about that.
,
.
2985. Had you an arrangement of that kind with any other people. Did they not give you more money a^ug.Jao0o..
for tickets which were in threes and fours? I do not know anything about it.
or''
2986. Mr. Thompson] Have you not three different prices for the tickets, 10s., 12s. 6d., and 15s. ? I
swear that I never had anything to do with tickets. I never sold anyone any tickets.
2987. Where did you go to during the dinner hour to-day ? I went up to my dinner.
2988. Whereto?. To Mr. Coils’.
_
_
2989. We asked you to be here at 2 o’clock, and you did not arrive until a quarter past 2 as you said .
I had to walk to Liverpool-street..
2990. Why .did you go out of town to yourjunch at all ? I do not know ; I did.
'
2991. Did you go.yesterday to lunch at the'same place? I did.
' '
.
.
' '
2992. You got here yesterday in time all right ? Yes, I caught the tram yesterday ; I did not have time
to have any. dinner at all yesterday; I just caught the tram ; to-day I missed it, and had to walk down to
Liverpool-street.
.
2993. And,you swear that you went from here straight to Mr. Coils’,. and back again, and that you did
not speak to anyone except the members of his family ? I spoke to my sister and mother and the other
inmates of the house—that is all.
'
_
2994. You did not see your solicitor to-day ? No; I have no solicitor.
2995. President] Have you not consulted a solicitor at all ? No.
2996. Have you not seen one to-day ? No. .
2997. Mr. Brook] You mean to say that you did not speak to a solicitor about this matter ? No.
2998. Why did you refuse to answer our questions yesterday ? I did not see that they had anything to
do with the tramways.
'
...
2999. President] Having refreshed your memory about this barber living near the Bondi junction,.we
want to know all you told him ? I did not tell him anything.
.
'3000. You swear that of course? Yes. All that passed between us was this: I was m there several
times, and he asked me if I thought he could get a license. The man who was there before him had a
license to sell tram-tickets. “ Tram-tickets” was written up in the window. I told him that he would
, have to apply down at the office for a license.
'
.
3001. Do you remember that night when you took your bells home, and came to the conclusion, alter
examining them, that.they were broken ? I do not remember that.
'
,
3002. Do you not remember putting in the small nail, or piece of wire about the size of a nail, into the
bells, and then finding that vou could ring without registering ? No.
.
3003. You never told anyone that, after finding that out, you carried on the cheating for some-considerable
time before you let anyone else know ? No ; I never said anything of the kind.
■
3004. Did you not tell the same person that you invariably used the pin on the twopenny or threepenny,
section ? I never said anything of the kind.
.
3005. And that when you wanted the bell to register you took the pin out ? No.
3006. Do you,remember getting sick some time after that ? Yes ; I was off.
3007. You could not make anything while you were off could you ? No.
^
3008. It was then that you gave the secret to another conductor, a chum of yours, who called to see you at •
night? No conductor called to see me that I can recollect.
3009. You swear that ? Berrier has been to my place.
■
.
3010. Do you remember the first time you put Berrier up to this? He has not been on the cars since I
lmew.it myself. He has not been on the cars since the retrenchment. I only saw him a few times after
the time of my reinstatement.
'
3011. You absolutely swear that you did not make any treaty with this man for the sale to him oi tickets—
X refer to Dominick, the barber ? I never spoke to him about the sale of tickets.
3012. Mr. Brock] Did he apply for his license ? I believe he did.
3013. Did he get it ? I did not think so.
'
3014. Did you put in a word for him ? I did not speak to anyone.
.
•
-u
•
3015. Did you not speak to Mr. Colls about it ? I think he asked me it I knew anything about_it. He
said “ Your brother-in-law is in the Tramway Department; can’t you gethim to advise me ? . He asked
me-to ask Mr. Colls where he would have to apply for it.
• ■
3016. And he asked you to put in a word for him ? I asked Mr. Colls. .I said he wanted a license. . I
think he asked Mr. Colls himself. I forget now.
■
'
3017. President] Did you not ask Mr. Colls to put it through for him ? No ; I do not think so. 1 do
not remember asking him. I was not that much interested in the matter. .
'
■
3018. Will you swear that you did not ask Mr. Colls to put it through for him ? I do not think he could
put it through.
.
_
3019. Answer tbe question, please? Well, I would not be sure ; be asked me to ask JYLr.-L'Oiis.
3020. Will you swear that you did not ask Mr. Colls to put it .through for him ? No; I did not. . _
3021. Well, to help it through; to get the license granted? I may have said, “ You can give him a
license;” or, “ Can you give him a license ? ”
, . ,
,
, jo
, •
3022. Are you in the habit of advising Mr. Colls as to the licenses which should be granted ? lhat is
the onlv time I ever spoke to him on the subject.
. _
3023. Mr. Thompson] Although you were so little interested in the man you did this for him ? He
asked me to do it as a favour for him. I think he was instructed how to go about it, and that was all.
3024. When was he instructed how to.go about it ? Mr. Colls told him to apply to the office, and I told
him to do so.
.
■
_
,
.
'
'
j o tx x u
3025. President] Do you remember a conversation with him after his license was refused r He told, me
that he did not get a license.
1
•
' ■
.
3026. What else ? I do not remember what passed, exactly. I think he expressed surprise that .lie did
not get it.- I said that I did not know anything about it.
'
■
3027. Will you swear that he did not say something more? I do notremember. . I was there talking,
and I could not make it out.
3028. Did he not say, “ We are off now, then ? ” I do not know what you mean.
■
3029. Will you swear he did not say that ? I do not remember him saying it.. . ‘
10—M
'
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3030. Will you swear lie did not say that ? “ We are off.” I do not know quite what you mean,
3031. I am merely giving you his phraseology? I do not remember hearing precisely that.
' 3032. Will you swear that he did not say so ? “ We are off ” ?
3033. ^es? Ido not know what you mean. Ido not know why he should say so. I cannot quite
remember the conversation we had. I never remember anything taking place in that respect.
3034. Will you answer the question Cr not ? I am answering it as best I can.
■
3035. Will you swear that he did hot say that? I do not remember hearing him say it. .
3036. Will you swear he did not say it ? It is of no use trying to make me swear that he did or that he
did hot. I cannot swear either Way.
3037. Will you swear that he did not say it ? I will not swear that he did not use those words, biit as
to what it was I do not know.
3038. Mr. Broch!\ When you were asked yesterday if you knew Dominick, the barber, you pretended
n^t to remember that such a man existed ? I did not know the man at all by that name;
3039. Then it transpired that you might have gone into his place once or twice to get shaved. Now it
appears that you interested yourself in him sufficiently to endeavour to get him a license ? I did not
know at first Who' the man was you were referring to. I thought you said he had a barber’s shop in
Oxford-street.
"
3040. President.'] Will you swear that you do not know a barber in Oxford-street ? I do not know a
barber there personally.
3041. What do you mean by personally ? Not to speak to.
3042. Have you never been into a barber’s shop in Oxford-street ? Tes,. several times; but Wigzell is the
only barber I know by name. I knew Dominick when you made it clear to me who the man was. At
first I did not know who you were referring to; I know that they called him “ Dorn.” I did not know
him by the name of Dominick. When you said Dominick it did not strike me about him; I had forgotten
all about it.
.
3043. Tou say that this man Scott, for showing you how to do it, was to get the tickets which vou
managed to manipulate ? Tes.
'
3044. Scott appears to have completed his part of the bargain;—how often did he come to you and request
you to complete your part ? He came to me on the next night, and asked me how I was getting on; if
I had made anything,jand how the thing was working. I said that I had not tried to do anything with it,
and that I would not have anything to do with it.
'
’
39^5. How long was it after he made this stipulation with you that you took the tickets on the Waverley
run with Graham and Eeid—when they saw you ? I think it was a week or ten days afterwards.
.
3046. And will you swear that that was the first time after he had shown you that you had put it into
operation ? That was the first time; when I got home that night, and saw it would answer, I never did
anything with it afterwards.
3047. Did you have a meeting with this man Scott on that evening after you had made this trial which
was witnessed by Eeid and Graham ? No, I did not see him that night; I saw him only about once
afterwards.
3048. Mr. Broch.] Did you tell Scott that you had shown it to Graham ? I did not tell him ; he asked
me, and I told him, “ No.” He asked me if I had said anything about it to anyone, and I said “ No.”
3049. That is the time he threatened you ? No ; the next night after that he saw me and threatened me.
3050. If he showed it to you one night, and saw you the next night and threatened you, you could not
have had much opportunity to show it to anyone in the meantime ? No.
’
"
3051. Scott must have thought you a nice young man to obtain this information upon the understanding
that you were to do a certain thing for him, and then throw him over ? I suppose he did, and that was the
reason he threatened me. I suppose he thought I was going to inform.
3052; Mr. Thompson.] Tou said that after he threatened you you were frightened that he would do you
some harm ? I was afraid he might.
3053. Then why did you tell Graham all about it, show him everything, and expose the whole thing on
the motor in such a way that it could be seen ? I had been speaking to Graham before this time.
3054. Before what time ? ‘ Before this time when I showed it to him; I spoke to him before I knew how
it could be done.
3055. How do you mean before you knew ? Before I knew that it could actually be done I had conver
sations with Graham ; I asked, him if he thought it could be done, and I said I thought it could.
3056. Why, if you Were so frightened, and could not tell Mr. Eoberts or anyone else in the Department,
did you tell Graham ? As far as I know he did not say anything about it.
3057. Why did you tell Graham after you had been threatened, and when, according to your own
admission, you were too frightened to tell Mr. Eoberts ? I do not know why I told him exactly ; I did
not think he would say anything about it; I told him not to do so.
3058. President!] Before we dismiss you 1 may tell you that it is the opinion of the Commission that you
have given your evidence in anything but a straightforward manner; that you have been most untruthful
throughout; and that, in our opinion, you stand convicted, upon the evidence given to us alone, of wilful
perjury ; therefore you need expect no mercy at our hands.

Henry Eerrier called in, sworn, and examined:—
H. I’errier. 3059. President.] Tou were employed as a conductor in the Tramway Department some time ago ? Some
/— ---- \ time ago.
31 Aug.,1888. 3060. Will you give us the date? I do not remember the date.
3061. How long were you a conductor ? Nineteen months.
3062. After that you were paid off under a system of retrenchment ? Tes.
3063. When were you re-employed? About a week afterwards—some eight days afterwards. I, was
employed to go away to Juneeas repairer, and they put me wool loading. The wages did not pay my
expenses. _ I was afterwards employed in the workshops at Eveleigh.
‘
3064. Until when? I forget the date. I do not remember the date I left there. I did not take
particular notice of it.
'
3065. Was it July 14 ? That is about it.
3066.
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IC Femer,
3066. What happened then? A communication was sent to' me.
3067. You were dismissed ? Yes.
.
_ M Aug!,"l888.
3068. Before calling on you, Ferrier, to tell us what you know about these tramway frauds I think it
wise, on behalf of the Commission, to give you a caution ? All right.
3069. We wish you to know that we are in possession of a very large amount of sworn evidence, which
implicates you and others in these tramway frauds. Bear this in mind, that if, in endeavouring to save
yourself or in endeavouring to save others you give evidence which can be proved to- be false, you will, as
surely as you sit in that chair, he prosecuted for perjury. I think if right to give you that caution, and,
having done so, I will now ask you to give the Commission every information in your power in connection
with the frauds ? Well I do not know what information I can possibly give you at all.
3070.' Mr. Thompson.'] Are you going on that line ? No. Any questions you like to ask me I will
answer.
"
.
3071. You will not run the risk of" making a statement ? I will make a statement—certainly I will.
3072. It will he infinitely better. Make your statement in your own way. Make it as favourable as
truth will permit it to he, and it will prevent our asking disagreeable questions, which we do not care tp
ask if they can he avoided. Make a clean breast of it, and tell us the whole truth, and you will find that
in the end it will be the better way. Not that we can hold out any promise to you in any way, but you
will find in this, as in all other matters, that truth is the best ? Some time ago—I do not remember "the
date—this man Greeley came to me and spoke to me, and told me that a man going to Bpsehill —;—rr- ..
3073. President.]^ Give us something near the.date; some time ago is of no use to" us? I cannot
remember the date—I cannot, really. If I knew the date I would tell you.
.
3074. But give us something about the time? "if was about a fortnight before I was dismissed from
Eveleigh. '
.
3075. You are bearing in mind the caution I gave you ? lam bearing it in mind.
3076. Well, go right back to the first that you knew about the frauds ? I tell you I knew nothing about
it at first before Greeley spoke to me.
3077. What was the first ? The conversation I had with Greeley.
3078. When you said that you did not know anything about it at first what were you alluding tp ? There
is no first so far as I am concerned.
'
3079. Go back to the first of your connection with the frauds ? I am not connected with the frauds in
any way.
3080. Well, tell us what happened about a fortnight before you were dismissed ? You will not allow me
to tell you.
3081. Go on with what you were saying ? It is no use my going on.
3082. If you do not go on you will find yourself somewhere else. • You will find yourself committed for
contempt. Don’t think you are coming here to humbug us ? I don’t think anything of the kind.
3083. Then go on from where you left off? I had a conversation with Greeley and he said that some
man going to Bosehill had said that he was paying conductors as much as £10 a week. I said I did not,
believe, it, and he said, “ Oh you know something about it.” I told him I did not know anything about it!
After collecting his fares he came back again. I thought some one had been joking, and we started
speaking about it again. I cannot remember all the conversation. I said to myself some one has been
joking with him, and I thought I would have a joke with him myself. I said, “ How much will you give
ine if I show you how to do it ?” He said, “ I will give you £10.” I said, “ I will showypu.” He said
“ When ? ” I said, “ Any time you like.” He said, “ Saturday night.” I said, “ All right, Saturday
night.” He said, “Come down to my hoqse.” I said, “All right.” I went down to his house on
Saturday night; 1 did not know how to get but of the joke. I did not like to tell him I was joking. I
did not know how to get out of it, I said that it was too dangerous, and that we should be getting into
trouble. He asked me who the others were who were doing it. I said, “No one is doing it now.” He
then wanted to know who were the men who bought the tickets. I did not tell him any names at all,
because I could not. There were other conversations. I cannot think of all that really did take place.
After I left him I never gave the thing a second thought. I promised to meet him again on the Monday
night. He said, “ Will you see me again.” I said, “ I will see you on Monday night.” I went away and
left him. I was coming down town' accidentally and got on to his tram at Park-street. I had to come
to Hunter-street. ■ When I was getting off he said, “ Arn’t you going to do these bells for me.” I said,
“ I am not going to do them at all, ” and I went away. I think that is about all that took place.
3084. On that occasion ? It was something to that effect. There may have been other words but I
cannot remember them all.
'
3085. What were you doing riding on different men’s cars after you had left the Service ? If I wanted
'to come into town or go out anywhere I would get into a car ; that is all.
1
3086. Without paying ? Sometimes I paid and sometimes I did not. Some [of the conductors would
charge me and others would not.
'
3087. You were frequently in the habit of getting into the cars? Not frequently; perhaps sometimes ;
two or three times a day.
'
•
3088. On whose cars did you ride? No one’s in particular-—anyone—the first that came to me.
3089. Will you swear that you were not frequently riding short distances on cars with Musgrave, Fraser,
Connors, Yelland, and Scott? I swear that I do not live out of town. I live in town, and"! get on to
the trams at Belmore and come up to King-street.
‘
"
3090. Do you know Musgrave ? I know Musgrave well. I worked with him for nineteen months. He
was conductor at the same time that I was.
3091. Did you ride with him ? I have ridden sometimes on cars with him, but npt frequently.
3092. With Fraser ? I have been on cars he has been in charge of.
■ • •
3093. With Connors ? Yes, I think so.
3094. With Yelland ? I may haye. I have ridden with all the conductors.
.
3095. With Scott ? Yes.
3096. But you denied this when I put the names to you collectively just now? Denied what.
3097. You swore that you did not frequently get on to cars with these men ? You'said frequently, and
I said that I had not. I swear that I did not frequently ride with any one of these men.
’
3098. Not with any of them ? Not frequently. I have been on their trams.
.3099.
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’ 3099. Suppose we were to say two or three times a week? I may have been once in a week and
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3100. With each of them ? Perhaps I would not see any of them for some time.
3101. If there were five of them then perhaps it would be five weeks before you rode a second time with
the same man ? Perhaps I might ride on one man’s tram two or three times a week. If you were to
name the whole of the conductors I should have to say yes to your question.
.
3102., Since you have left the Tramway Department ? Tes.
3103. "What is the total of your free riding since you left the Department ? I could not say.
3104. "Would it be worth £5 ? Hot that much.
3105. Tou said that Greeley came to you on his car ? Tes.
3106. What were you doing on the car ? I was riding home from my work.
3107. Tou say he came to you ? Tes.
.
,
3108. Tou did not get on to the car to him ? Hot the first time. ■
3109. And the second time ? I got on then to come to town.
3110. Ton swear you did not make overtures to Greeley ? Hot till he spoke to me first.
,
3111. When you were at Greeley’s house you admit that you were there to show him how to put the
register wrong ? So he thought.
3112. Tou admit deceiving him ? Tes.
.
3113. Did you not tell him that you would in half-an-hour put his bells so that he might take the money ,
of Moran, Wigg, or the Commissioner himself, without detection. Be careful. Tou are on your oath ?
I may have said that. I do not remember saying it. If I said it I did not do anything. Anything I said
• .
I will own to ; anything I did not say I will deny. I will not swear that I did not say these words
because I may have said them.
•
.
■
3114. Did you offer to buy tickets of Greeley? I said that if he had any tickets for sale I would buy
1 ’ them off him.
.
3L15f And pay him 15s. for every £1 wmrth? Tes.
,
.
,
3116. Tou remember Musgrave’s bells being taken from him. on one occasion ? I do not know whether he
had his bells taken from him or not. I will swear I never mentioned Musgrave’s name to him. ■
3117. And you swear that you did not say to Greeley in his bedroom, that you knew when Musgrave’s
bells were to be taken away, that you knew it was going to be done ?
.
3118. Tou will swear that ? I will.
3119. I suppose you know who heard you? I know that. I have seen the papers and I know who was
there, but I will swear that it is not so.
'
3120. But hdw could they hear you if you did not say it ? I never said it; I know who heard my con
versation, but they did not hear that.
3121. Did you say that they were going for another man but that he was put fly ? I may have said it;
I said a lot of random things.
■
.
'
3122. Tou said that they were going for another man, although you did not say that they were going for
the first man ? I do not remember saying it.
'
3123. Did you say that Greeley would have no difficulty in making more than £10 a week over his
business ? I believe I did say that.
3124. What did you gauge that by ? Because he told me that he was only making 30s. a week himself.
3125. But whose makings did you gauge it by ? By his telling me that this man was paying £10 a week
to other conductors.
■
‘
3126. That made you tell Greeley that he would not be much good if he could not make £10 a week ?
Tes.
3127. Did you tell him to let the thing blow over before he did anything further ? ‘ I do not remember
' ever saying that.
,
.
3128. And that he should get shifted to the Coogee and Waverley line ? I told him that. How I came
■
to tell him that was that he said that they had a down on him. I said, “ Why do you not get shifted off
here on to another line?”
3129. Tou did not tell him to get the shift because on these lines they were mostly twopenny sections,
•
and the traffic was irregular, on account of its being composed of holiday people; also that the tickets
were cleaner ? I do not think I said that.
.
3130. After that night you knew perfectly well that your little game was up ? I did not; I never had
any little game.
■
3131. Tou did not know your game was up ?' No.
3132. Tou did not know at the time that anyone had heard what you had said, but you knew it after
wards. Tou knew that what had passed between you and Greeley in that bedroom was known to a third
r person? I saw it in the papers.
•
'
3133. Tou knew that very night that the conversation which passed between you and Greeley in his
bedroom had been communicated to a third person ? That night you say.
"
3134. Tes ? I did not.
n j
j
.
3135. Tou did not see Greeley that night in conversation with a third person ? That night ?
3136. Tes ? I did not. I saw him in the hotel. He had a person with him in the hotel after coming
. from his house. After that I never saw him.
.
3137. When was it that you told Musgrave that the whole thing was blown. Was it the nextday or the
night after ? How do you mean that the whole thing was blown ?
3138. Answer the question ? I did not see Musgrave for some time afterwards.
3139. How long ? It may have been a week afterwards.
3140. We do not mean the Saturday, we know all about that; we mean before that ? It was very nearly
a week afterwards.
3141. That you first saw Musgrave after you were in Greeley’s bedroom ? Tes.
3142. That you swear ? That I swear.
3143. What did you tell him ? I’m blest if I know what I told him now. I could not say what con
versation we had.
.
'
3144. Tou could not say ? I never think of my conversations with people.
3145. Do you mean to tell us that your conversation was not wholly and solely on the subject of these
tram frauds? I told him I was dismissed.
3146.
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3146. Do you mean to tell us that you had no conversation with him till you were dismissed after your TL I'errier.
night at Greeley’s ?• After that night I had no conversation with him till I was dismissed.

31 Aug., 1888.

3147. Did you send any message to Musgrave ? No message at all.
314S. You had an interview in which you told Musgrave that the game was up. , You can deny it as much
as you like. It is immaterial to us what you deny.. We are going through a matter of form and it will be
better for you to go creditably through it rather than discreditably ? I saw him after I was dismissed. .
3149. But not before ?' I do not remember seeing him before. I don’t think I saw him. I am sure I
did not.
3150. You described the whole process to G-reeley did you-not ? He gave me an insight into it first.
3151. What is the process ? He told me to work the piece of wire.
3152. Are not you afraid to sit there and perjure yourself? I don’t know. I swear I do not know the process.
3153. You don’t know it now ? I swear it, beyond that it was worked with a piece of wire.
3154. You swear that after doing it for months you do not know now ? Doing what for months.
.
3155. You swear that you do-not know how it is done now? I do not know how it is done. I never
interfered with the bells in my life. I never saw the inside of a bell in my life. I do not know how it is
worked. I swear that.
■
3156. Do you mean to say that after Musgrave fixed your bells up he did not show you how it was done ?
Musgrave never put a hand on my bells in his life. He never showed me how it was done.
3157. Mr. Thompson.'] Win you swear that you did not tell G-reeley that you would fix his bells for £ L0 ?
Yes, I could not have done it if he had given me £1,000. I may have said so but I could not have done it.
3158. What were you going to do with the £10 ? I was not going to take it.
’
.
3159. What were you going to do with the bells ? I was not going to take them either.
3160. Did you not tell G-reeley that as the Department had a set upon him he was a damned fool if he
did not make as much as he could while he had the chance ? I believe I did.
3161. And when Greeley told you that he could not do it because he was not up' to the way, you told him
that you would show him the way ? I told him I would show him the way.
3162. Did you tell Greeley that you were in the habit of receiving the straight tip from the office ? I told
him that but I did not say from the office.
.
3163. Did you not tell Greeley that there was no chance of a conductor being caught when he was doing
this thing because when the bells were fixed the bells and the register always tallied ? I do not remember
that.
3164. Will you swear that you did not ? I will not swear that I did not and I will not swear that I did.
3165. And further that the pin could be easily removed so that if any one should rush the conductor they
could not catch him ? I do not believe I did. I don’t think I said that.
3166. You explained to him this little inside pocket that was used, did you not ? No.
3167. Will you swear you did not ? I will swear it.
■
3168. Will you swear that you had not a little inside pocket that you used ? I swear it.
3169. Have you all the coats you wore when you were on the tramways ? There may be one in the office.
3170. Is there any false pocket in it or in any one of them ? There are no false pockets in my coats.
3171. Where used you to put the tickets then ? In the bag.
’
.
3172. What part of the bag? The bag to receive the tickets.
3173. You put some there? All those I collected.
3174. President.] Where did you put those you sold at the oyster-shops ? What oyster-shops ? I never
sold a tram-ticket in my life, unless when I have been riding in a car. I might have sold six pennyworth
one day going down to Coogee when I was a passenger.
3175. Do you know the oyster-shop at the corner of Liverpool and Elizabeth streets ? Yes. '
3176. How often have you been there ? Once.
3177. That you swear? That I swear.
3178. Whose company were you in ? I was in there with two gentlemen having some oysters.
3179. Who were the gentlemen ? Mr. Roberts, the Superintendent, and Regan.
3180. On what occasion was that ? About 12 o’clock in the day.
3181. Were you only at this oyster-shop once? Yes.
3182. That is all? Yes.
3183. You swear to that ? Yes. That is the only time that I have been in the shop.
3184. Did you go in with Mr. Roberts ? He called me over. I was walking- past and he called me over
and asked me if I would like to go over to Melbourne and try to get on the trams there. I told him that
I was there and that I applied for a billet, but that I was too short. He asked me to have a plate of
oysters and I went in.
‘
'
3185- You swear that this is the only occasion on which you went into the shop ? That is the only
occasion I can remember being in the shop. I think it is the only time.
3186. You do not know the man who kept it ? I do not know him. I know nothing about him. I
should not know him if I saw him.
•
'
3187. Mr. Thompson.] You think it safe to swear that, as he has gone away to G-reece ? I should not
know him if I saw him. I know nothing about him.
3188. Is G-reeley the only man you have conversed with on this subject ? I think he is the only man.
3189. The only man to whom you have made overtures as to fixing the bells ? Yes.
.3190. Will you swear that you did not go on to another conductor’s car and ask him to engage in a
traffic of tickets—be careful ? I am careful. I do not remember speaking to anyone else about it.
3191. Will you swear you did not go on to Connors’ car and make such a proposition to him—to fix the
bells ? 'Yes. I swear I did not.
3192. What proposition did you make that time when you went on to Connors’ car ? I made no pro
' position to Connors that I can remember. I never remember speaking to Connors.
3193. Have you a goqd memory ? I have not a very bad one. I never think of anything like this-.
3194. Are you so continually making propositions to men to be rogues and thieves that it does not stick in
your mind ;—is that what you mean ? I am not continually at it.
'
3195. When you went in with Mr. Roberts to this oyster-shop do you remember what persons were
there ?' I think only three of us' were present. I do not think anyone else was in the shop.
,
3196. Who was the third person ? Regan, a messenger in the Department.
3197.
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3197. Were you not frequently seen about this time, when this matter got to be talked about, with Colls
31Auei888 0n the top
cars ir! confidential talk ? No.
'
'
,.L
>„• 3198. Have you ever travelled with Colls on the top of the car having a talk with him ? I have.
,
3199. How often ? I could not say how often. It may be two or three times. He lives up my way.
I take the tram up with him.
'
'
1
3200. W hat line are you on ? I live at Surry Hills and he lives somewhere about there.
3201. .Did Greeley when speaking to you name the man who was netting £10 a week out of this job ?
No. He said some man living at Waterloo was buying the tickets.
3202. And he did not mention his name to you ? He said some name; I cannot remember it; I have tried
to do so.
.
. ,
3203. Was it Siddons ? Some name like that; I would not swear that that is the name.
3204. ’ Had you never heard it before ? Not that I know of.
...
.
3205. Will you swear that you have not been seen in Siddons’ shop a great many times ? Where is it

■

■

3206. At Waterloo ? I swear it.
3207. President^ Do you know Nicholas Williams’ fruit and oyster shop at the bottom of Elizabethstreet, running into Wexford-street ? Yes, I know it.
.
3208. flow many times have you been in there ? Several times. I go in there to have oysters or anything
3209. Are you a married man ? No.
3210. 2Ir. Thompson!] You know it is a place where there is exceedingly choice company in the way of
ladies ? I have seen ladies there.
'
'
'
'
3211. Perfect ladies ? Yes, perfect ladies.
32 L2. ITave you betted a good deal on horse-races and foot-races during the last twelve or eighteen
months ? I bet but to a very small amount.
3213. How much were you and Tommy Musgraye in together in the Newmarket handicap ? I did not
win much. He won a little and I won about £2 10s.
3214. You were not whacks with him ? I was in one.wager, but not in that one ; I only got £5 off the
man and I had to divide it with him.
'
3215. You and Musgrave were pretty good mates ? We were at one time.
3216. Chummy ? Yes, we were.
3217. Were you in with him. in any of the foot-races ? What do you mean ?
-w 'k-6 Carrington Grounds or at Botany ? I have been out there with him when he has been there.
3219. Were you betting together ? No, we have not been in a foot-race together.
3220. Had you no bets with Charles Cook ? No, not with him; not that I know of.
3221. How long have you known Charles Cook ? I have not known him very long to speak of. I know
him by sight, but not very long to speak to.
’
3222. How long to speak to ? Only a few weeks ; since this affair started. I have known him longer
by sight.
'
'
‘
‘
“
3223; He is a well known betting man about race-courses, is he not ? Yes, he is well known. I might
have spoken to him several times.
’
3224. How did you and he get mixed up in this tramway business, that you came to speak to him
intimately w-hen these tram frauds came out ? I went to a place next to Tattersall’s. I was sitting there.
It was a billiard-room. There were two detectives there. I was sp.eaking to them. I have known one
. F ISany years. I asked one of them to have a game of billiards. We had a game, and while
we were doing that Cook came in and sat down. He was speaking to Detective Draper, and was telling
him that he was down here about the tram frauds. Draper called me over and said, “You had Cook
down there about the tram frauds ?” I said, “ What has'he got to do with it ?” Cook said, “ They seem
to think I know all about it.” I heard them speaking together for a while afterwards.
3225. Is that since we began this inquiry ? No; soon after it came out in the papers.
3226. Since you were dismissed ? Yes.
'
3227. ■ How many weeks back ? Pive or six weeks.
3228. Have you not, as a matter of fact, made some bets with Cook on one of the races or at one of the
foot handicaps ? I might have bet with him. I never take any notice of men I bet with on races out
there. I might have bet with him once.
'
'
3229. Were you and Musgrave generally together at the races while you were chummy ? Once or twice
perhaps, that is all.
'
'
'
3230. You cannot remember whether you bet with Cook ? No, I cannot.
3231. You cannot remember whether you and Musgrave betted with'him or whether you betted with
Cook fpr yourself and Musgrave ? I have no one in particular to bet with. I bet with anyone: but I
bet a very little.
'
j
>
. .
3232. President.] Have you and Musgrave had a talk about this matter since your dismissal ? Yes. I
have spoken to nim about it.
1
1
_ '
3233. What was the subject of your conversation ? I am blest if I know. I could not think of all our
conversations. We were speaking about it generally.
'
3234. We can scarcely believe that you could forget such a thing as that, Perrier; because, however much
you may brazen it out, we cannot help thinking that a man in your position, dismissed summarily, must
have xelt what happened ? I did feel it. I felt it very much. I feel it now.
"
3235. It is only reasonable to suppose that you got talking about this matter, and you must know what
you were talking about, and we need not tell you that* Musgrave is as much implicated as you are
yourself, because you know it ? I know nothing at all about it.
...........
323fi. Therefore wp naturally conclude that you and he having been talking about the matter you would
be able to tell us of the subject of your conversation ? I could not tell you, because I cannot think of it.
We were talking together.
.
'
....
3237. How lopg was it from-the time you were dismissed till he was also dismissed? I do not know
when he was dismissed. I have not the date.
...
■ 3238. You know he is dismissed? Yes.’ v
.
3239. How soon did you know it ? One of the conductors told me on the day. He told me that he was
being dismissed that morning.
*
' ,
.
’ 3240
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H. Perrier:
3240. Mr. Brock^\ What day was that ? I could not say.
3241. President^ How long was it before you saw Musgrave from the date of your own dismissal ? Very siAugloiss.
nearly a week.
'
3242. On what day of the week were you dismissed ? On a Thursday.
>
,
3243. When did you see Musgrave after that ? I do not know on what day it was, but it was nearly a
week afterwards.
,
3244. Was it Saturday or Sunday ? I could not say on what day it was.
,
3245: You swear that? I could not say on what day it was.
.
3246. You met him on the Saturday, did you not ? I met him one Saturday afternoon.,
,
, ,
3247. You were dismissed on a Thursday;—was it on the following Saturday ? It was the next Saturday:
I think I saw him coming to work the next Saturday after I was dismissed.
3248. That is not a week ? I saw him waiting for a tram.
'
3249. Had you then a long conversation with him ? He knew it all.
,
3250. Have you had no long conversations with him since ? I have had some, but not long one's.
3251. How many ? Three or four, I think.
’
3252. It might he six, or seven, or a dozen ? Not that many.
.
,
3253. Mr. Thompson.^ Tell me this : As you are a great chum of Musgrave’s,- do you know a man named
Scott, alias Brown, alias Curran; he used to be a good deal on the cars ? I do not know him.
3254. You never saw him ? I never saw him in my life.
.
, .
3255. Did Musgrave not tell you that he was intimate with a man of that name ? He never did.
3256. Did he never tell you that he knew a inan who called himself Scott ? No. I only knew one man
named Scott, and he was a conductor.
3257. When did you have your first conversation with Musgrave as to the possibility of the bells being
faked ? I never had any conversation with him on the subject at all.
...
.
3258. Are the conversations you have referred to the only ones you are going to admit? They are'the
only ones I have to admit.
3259. You swear that you have never had a conversation with Musgrave on the subject of manipulating
the bells ? I do.
3260. President^] Do you remember the Saturday following your dismissal ? Yes.
3261. Had you a black eye on that day ? I had one split clean open.
3262. You saw some conductors ? Yes.
3263. How did you account for your black eye ? I told them that a detective gave it to me.
3264. Did you mention any names ? I said the tram detectives gave it to me.
3265. Did you say they did it because you were too fly for them ? I do not remember saying it. Iwas
very tight that night. I had had a lot of drink too much.
.•
3266. Are you in the habit of indulging? Not often. I do drink sometimes. I drink very heavilyj too;
when I start.
3267. How often have you been with Musgrave in Williams’ shop ? Never in my life.
3268. You swear that ? I swear it.
’
. 3269. Do you know a man named Mulligan there ? I saw him there one day.
.
3270.' How do you know that his name is Mulligan ? He has known my people about twentyyears. I
do not know him well.
3271. Where do you come from ? Erom Young.
,
,
.
3272; Did you know Musgrave at Young ? No, I was born at Young, but I lived at Cootamundra for
fourteen years.
3273. You did not know Musgrave in the country then ? No.
3274. Mr. Brock.'] Does your father live at Cootamundra ? Yes.
3275. President.] You are in the habit of going to gambling rooms ? No.
.
3276. ■ How often have you been ? I. could not say. I have gambled a bit in my life. Not much.
3277. How often during the last six months have you been gambling ? I could not say. About four or
five times perhaps.
,
3278. At what houses were you ? I decline to answer that question. I don’t see what it has. to do with
the case.
'
.
.
.,
3279. Mr. Thompson.] We think that it has something to do with it ? I do not see why I should answ.er it;
3280. President.] I insist on your answering it ? I do not see why I should. Anything to do with the
case I will tell you about, but this has not.
.
3281. Mr. Thompson^] Do you know that you can be fined £20 and sent to prison for six months in default
for refusing to answer ? Then I shall have to go to prison.
3282. The Act says : “ Any witness shall be subject to the same liabilities in any civil or criminal proceeding
as a witness giving, evidence in any case tried in the Supreme Court.” Eor refusing to answer the
question, you may be sent to gaol until you purge your contempt, that is, until you choose to answer.
That is one punishment, and we may double it in this way : “.Any person who shall neglect to produce any
book or shall refuse to answer any questions put to him by any Commissioner touching the subject of the
inquiry shall be liable, to a jjenalty not exceeding £20, to be recovered in a summary way, to be recovered
before any two Justices of the Peace.” Then in the Justices Act there is a proviso “ that in case a fine of
£20 is imposed on any person, and. that the fine is not paid, it may be recovered by levy and distress, and
in default of sufficient distress six months imprisonment maybe inflicted”? ,1 do not see what this
question has to do with the case.
.
3283. Were you not actually caught gambling in a public-house somewhere up at the end of Oxford-street
not long since ? I was caught in an hotel; but I was not gambling.
3284. President?^ You swear that ? I swear I was not gambling.
3285. Do you swear that you were not throwing dice when the seizure took place? . I swear it.
3286. Mr. Thompson^] Do you know that you were being watched all the time ? No; I do not;,
.
3287. You were not subpcenaed as a witness in the case in which the publican was pulled up and fined for
allowing it? No, the hotel-keeper did not know my name.
_
.
3288. Will you swear that you were not seen by the police and the detectives actually throwing the dice
some time before they entered ? Yes. I swear they never saw me throw the dice. I never threw a dice'
that night. I was not taking any part in it. I was sitting down. I had no money to gamble with.
.
3289. Mr. Brock.] Or you would have gambled ? I might. If there was any gambling, going on I might
have gambled.
•
3290.

•
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H. Ferrier. 3290. President.'] How: often have you actually gambled during the last six months? Not very often.
SlAu^^lSSS 6291. Howioften? Five or six times.
ug-’
3292. Have you been gambling since you were at Colls’ place ? I decline to answer that question—I
'
don’t see what it has to do with it.
3293. During this gambling of yours how much did you win, or how much did you lose ; how did you
come out ? I never won much, and I never lost much. If I go gambling I never take much money with
me—only a few shillings.
'
"
3294. Mr. Thompson.] Are you afraid of being robbed, or are you so good at it that you can scoop the
pool ? I never lose much money in gambling.
3295. Who were with you that night in Colls’ place ? There were five or six there that night—tramway
men, firemen, and others.
3296. Name them ? Fraser was there, Turner, Shields, Brown, and Sheehan.
.
3297. What were the stakes they were playing for? I do not know what they were playing for, or
'
whether they were playing for stakes at all.
3298. Do you know that there was a lot of money on the table when the police came in ? I did not see
a lot of money there.
3299. Did you see any money there ? I saw some money paying for some drinks.
3300. Was not the money scooped up when the seizure was made ? I did not see any seizure made. A
■
policeman rushed in and put his arms over the table. I did not see any money there.. He may have got
money, but I did not see any.
'
3301. Mr. Prockd] Do you remember the day when you, Cook, and Musgrave were together in the tram ?
We were never in the tram together.
.
'
3302. You swear that ? Not to my knowledge; not in company.
.
3303. Were you not in company on the tram together ? Never.
• 3304. How often did Cook get up with you ? I never saw Cook on my tram.
3305. You never saw Cook on Musgrave’s tram ? Never in my life.
3306. Did you ever see Cook and Musgrave together ? I swear I never did.
3307. Will you swear it ? Yes.
3308. Do you know where Cook’s shop is ? He has a shop in Liverpool-street.
•.
3309. You have been there ? Yes ; I have been shaved there.
3310. Does he do the harboring himself ? No ; a boy shaved me when I was there.
3311. Do you know the other Cook? Yes ; there is a George Cook, who used to be in King-street.
3312. President.] A brother ? I do not know.
3313. You do not know this man Cook intimately ? Not intimately; I have seen him often enough.
3314. You have not often met with him in shops and different places ? I was never in a shop with him
in my life.
,
.
3315. Will you swear positively that he never had any tickets from you ? He never had.
3316. You have seen him with tram-tickets, have you not ? IN ever in my life.
3317. Did you ever see him in his own shop selling tram-tickets ? I never saw any tickets there.
.
3318. Mr. Brock.] Was Musgrave living at Young ? No, about Yass.
'
'
3319. Where do you live now ? At Surry Hills.
3320. President.] With your mother ? Yes.
•
3321. That was where you proposed to leave the registers for Greeley, was it not ? Yes.
3322. How did you propose to leave them there ? I said that I would leave them there and that he
could call for them.
.
3323. You did not say that you would leave them there in a basket ? No, I said in a parcel.
3324. That was after you had rigged them for him ? Yes, after I was supposed to have fixed them.
3325. Where did you see Greeley again after that bedroom scene? I think I saw him.on the Monday
night.
.
'
' 3326. When was the bedroom scene ? That was on the Saturday.
■
3327. What passed on the Monday night ? I was speaking to him coming down. I jumped off the tram
, at Hunter-street. He said, “ You are not going to fix those bells ?” and I said “ No.”
3328. Did you give any reason for not fixing them? No ; I ran away up the hill. I had an appointment.
■ 3329. You did not say, “ I would not do them now if you gave me a £50 note ?” Something to that
effect.
^
.
.
3330. You did not say when you had that interview in his bedroom that the thing was blown ? No; I
did not.
,
'
3331. And that he must remain quiet for a bit ? I do not remember ever saying that. I cannot think of
all the conversation.
•
3332: It is important for you to remember ? I never gave it a single thought afterwards. I did not think
the man was such a fool as to say anything about it.
.
3333. iI4V. Thompson.] What were you dismissed for ? I do not know.
3334. Was there a light in this bedroom where you had the interview ? No.
3335. Was it not a funny thing to go and play in- the dark a practical joke such as you say you were
, playing ? I did not know what w'as up. He -asked me to come upstairs, that was all.
.
3336.- Knowing all that we know about this matter we cannot swallow, what you tell us now ? I cannot
help that. You say you doubt that I am telling you the truth; if so, what is the good of your listening to
me at all.
3337. We listen to you because we are obliged? If I am not telling the truth you are not obliged to
listen to me. What is the good of accusing me of not telling- the truth.
3338. Did it not occur to you when you found yourself going into a dark bedroom to turn round and say
“ Come, we have had enough of this ?” I was not afraid of going into a dark room. There was nothing
against me that I should be afraid of going into a dark room.
.
3339. PresidentYou were in too great earnest to turn back from a dark room ? I was not in earnest
at all.
,
3340. You state that deliberately, and swear it? I swear deliberately that I had no intention of Over
touching the bells.
'
3341. And that you had no intention of taking them away and getting them done ? I swear that too.
3342. Or that you did not say that you could get them done for £10 ? I swear it. .
3343. •
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3343.

.Mh .Broe&.] Wliat. was your object in doing it at all then? Only as a joke. He came to me for H. Ferrier.
information, and I told him I did not know anything about it.
•
----- —>
3344. President!] When you went to Greeley's house and ascended that dark staircase, did you not tell ^ Aug'»1888.
hiui that you were very nervous about it ? I do not remember ever saying it. ■
3345. That is a convenient way of getting out of it ? Not at all. If I said, so-----.
.
3346. And you spoke in whispers ? Very likely ; not very loudly.
' ■.
3347.. This is the way you carried on your great joke—telling the man that you were very nervous ? I do
not believe I said so.
3343. Will you swear you did not? I will not swear I did not,, but I do not remember saying it.

SATURDAY, 1 SEPTEMBER, 1888.

$1 resent

A. BICHARDSON,
E. W, THOMPSON, Esq., M.P.,

|

Esq., President.
E. A. BEOCK, Esq., J.P.

Henry Eerrier recalled, and further examined :—
3349. President.] How long is it .since you have been off ? Since the 14th July ; I think that was the H. Ferrier.
date.
.
1 Sept., 1888.
3350. About six weeks ? Yes.
3351. I want to-know how much money you have received from Musgrave during that period ? I have
not received any money from him.
■
■ •
3352. You swear that ? Yes.
•
3353. How much money have you received from him during the past six months? I have not received
.any money from him.
'
3354. Do you swear that positively ? Yes.
:
3355. You swear positively that during the last six months you have received none from him ? • Yes! ’
3356. Will you swear that you have not said you need never be short of money, because you could always
" get a fiver when you wanted it, as they knew that if they did not give it to you you would round on them ?'
I swear I did not.
3357. You were almost ready to swear that before I had completed the question ? I knew when you
started what you were going to ask'me.
.
3358. You are sure you did not say that you could always get a fiver when you wanted it, because if you
did not get it they knew you would round upon' them ? I did not.
. 3359.. Did you say then that you need not be short of a fiver at any time ? No.,
'
' 3360. Not even m joke? No. ' I am short of money now; 1 have, been short of money for months-;- I
have not a shilling in the world to bless myself with.
'
'
3361. Mr. Brock.] What is the name of your solicitor ? I have none.
3362. What is the name of the solicitor who is acting for the lot of you ? There is none acting for me
individually.
'
.
. •
3363. But acting for you, Musgrave,-and two or three others ? There is none to my knowledge. I will
swear that I know of no solicitor acting for me individually or otherwise.
.
3364. And you have not consulted any solicitor ? None whatever.
'
‘
'3365. Mr. Thompson.] Will you swear that with reference to rounding upon people you did not say that
there were those high up in the office who had everything to do with the matter, and that if they did not
take care you would round on them ? I did not say so.
3366. Or anything like it ? No.
‘
' 3367. Mr. Brock.] Did your solicitor tell you that you could defy the Commissioners ? I have no
solicitor, and I have seen no solicitor.
'
3368. Did not one of your mates tell you that he had seen a solicitor, and that the solicitor said that you
could defy the Commissioners, and that you need not answer questions ? He did not; I have had no
advice at all.
’
'
'

Archibald Eraser called in, sworn, and examined:—

■

3369. President!] You have been a conductor in the tramway service ? Yes.
,
'
A. Fraser:
3370. You occupy a somewhat peculiar position, Fraser ; if we understand rightly, on seeing your name ^
^
mentioned in connection with these tram frauds you were so indignant at such a connection that you 1 ®ePt-> 1888took it upon yourself to go away from your office and declined to take up duty until your character was
cleared? Yes.
'
'
.
3371. Gf course if you feel that you are upon that high pedestal of innocence that your name is above
mention and so forth, this may have been an exceedingly honourable course for you to adopt. Looking..
at the matter in that light, I suppose we are not to expect any great information from you in regalrd.to
these tram frauds ? I know nothing about them.
.
3372. You know nothing whatever about them ? I do not.
'
3373. Do you know anything of a man named Musgrave ? I know him well. '
'
■ 3374. In your opinion is he a man whose word could be relied upon ? As far as I know it is.
.-3375. You would at any time readily accept his word, I suppose ? I don’t know. I never had any
•
dealings with him in any way.
•
'
'
'
.3376. But you know him well ? I know him as a fellow-workman, that is all.
■
3377. Would you believe him on his oath ? I should think so.
,
'
■
"
3378. If he swore that anything was true, would you believe it ? I would.
3379. If he said that such and such a thing was the case, you would believe it ? I would believe a man
on his oath.
.
.
3379^. You would only believe him on his oath; would you take his word at any time if ho said a thing;
would you say, for instance. “ Well, Musgrave has said it, and he would not tell a lie,” of. would you say,
'
“Musgrave has said it, and ! do not believe a word he says ;” you have said you know him well? As a
fellow-workman.
.;
' 338,0,
10—N
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A. Fraser.

*3380. Then if you know him pretty well, what is his character ? I do not know his character. ^ I have
only known him since he has been in the Department. I had never known him before.
1 Sept., 1888.3381. Have you met him outside the Department ? Yes.
3382. I thought you only knew him in the Department; what is his character outside the Department as
far as your knowledge goes P I have met him in several billiard-rooms playing billiards.
3383. Have you met him in gambling-rooms ? Never in gambling-rooms.
_
3384. What is your knowledge of him in billiard-rooms P He is a good billiard-player, that is all.
3385.- Does he make bets ? Yes.
3386. Does he pay bets at once, or does he refuse to pay them ? I never knew him to refuse.
3387'. Is he a straight fellow ? He is straight. .
_
,
3388. Would you believe or would you not believe his word? If he made a bet with me and I won, I
believe he would pay me.
3389. But if he told you a thing would you believe it ? It all depends upon what it was.
3390. If he told you something very extraordinary you would not believe him ? I would not.
3391. Why would you not ? Because I do not suppose he is bound to tell the truth always.
3392. You don’t think he would tell the truth ? Not at all times ; I don’t think he would tell the truth
.

at all times.
■
3393. Although you have told us that you believe him to be an honorable man, and that you Would
believe him on his oath, you now say that you would not believe his word as a matter of course ? I

•

.

would not.
.
,
'
.
3394. In other words vou have a very good idea that he would tell a lie when convenient. All this is
introductory to this. If Musgrave has stated positively that you are deeply implicated in these tram-frauds
has he stated that which is true or that which is false ? It is false.
3395. Utterly false ? Utterly false.
.
3396. If he has stated absolutely that he showed you how to rig your register has he stated that which is
true or false ? False; he never did.
3397. If he has stated that out of the first tickets which you abstracted you gave him £50 worth as a fee
for learning the secret, has he stated that which is true or false ? It is’ false, every word of it.
3398. You swear that ? It is false every word of it; I swear it.
3399. Mr. Brock.'] You say that Musgrave is not bound to tell the truth, don’t you ? Not at alltimes.
3400. Is no man bound to tell the truth ? No man.
'
3401. Yes ? Not in the ordinary course of conversation ; I should not think so.
3402. You don’t think much of lying then, evidently, to start with ? When I am on myoath I tell the
yi'Ui'ii*
3403. President.] And when you are not on your oath you please yourselfis that what you mean ? I
say that I am speaking the truth here.
3404. That is not an answer to my question. You say you speak the truth when you are on your oath ;
I ask you what you do when you are not on your oath; do you speak the truth or falsehood according to
circumstances, when you are not on your oath ? No ; but I do not always speak the truth when I am
not on my path.
1
_
3405. Mr. Brock.] In other words you acknowledge yourself to be a liar ? I do not. _
_
3406. You say that a man in general conversation is not bound to tell the truth ;—-is that your idea of
morality ? Yes.
'
...
3407. Did it ever strike you that if you were to tell a lie to a man in ordinary conversation by means of
which you induced him to commit a murder you would be just as much a murderer as the man himself ?

Certainly so.

.

.

.

3408. You go about and make it a practice to lie ? I do not make it a practice to lie.
3409. President] You are in the habit of frequenting billiard-rooms ? Not much ; I am not a billiardplayer.
•
3410. You just go to look on and to make small bets on the game ? I never made a bet in Sydney on
the game.
'
.
, 3411, You are a little fond of gambling, are you not? I do a very little of it. I do not do it twice in
twelve months.
_
3412. Have you ever been in a gambling-room since you retired from the Service ? Yes.
3413. Might I venture to ask what your business was ? It was a public room in an hotel; we were in
there to have a drink.
3414. After you had had your drink how was it that you came to throw the dice and so forth ? We were
throwing dice for drinks, and not for money.
•
3415. How was it that there was a pile of money on the table ? There was no money on the table
whatever.
1
3416. If it has been sworn by members of the Police Force and others that money was on the table, has
falsehood been sworn again ? There was no money of mine on the table.
_
3417. Was there anyone, else’s money there? I could hot say if there was or not. Ido not think
there was.
,
.
3418. Have you announced to us your code of morality in order to bear out your action on that particular
occasion;—you remember what your action was on that occasion in the gambling-house ? What my
action was ?
_
3419. Yes ; your action when the police came in;—what was it? I was seated at the end of the table
when the police came in. I had no dice in my hands nor no money. It was at the other end of the table.
3420. Well what happened ; had you any conversation with any one ? With any one ?
3421. We should like to know what the conversation was after the police came ? I had no conversation
with any one.
34.22. Was any conversation addressed to you ? They asked us our names.
;
3423. Did you make any answer ? Yes.
3424, What did you answer ? I told them that my name was Jones.
842,5. That you considered one of your permissible falsehoods ? I did not want to be brought up at the
police-court about it.
8426. You thought it a better thing under circumstances of that kind to tell a falsehood; I am not
surprised at it after what you have told us ? Anyhow that was what I said.
3427.
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3427. You were only throwing for drinks ?

That was all.

3428. Have you thrown for drinks before ?

In that house on two or three different occasions.

3429. Have you not thrown for drinks in the open bar ? No ; never.
3430. Have you never seen people throwing for drinks in the open bar or in the little side bar ?

i
In the

side bar.
_
3431. What made you lock the inside of the door;—what made you lock the door if you Were only
throwing for drinks ? I never locked the door.
3432. Was it locked? It was.
3433. Who locked it ? I do not know. I did not. I never knew it was locked.
_
3434. You would have us believe that all that was going on was throwing for drinks ?That is all I was
in. They started before I did. They were in the parlour a long time before I went in.
. 3435. You tell us distinctly that you were playing for drinks ? Yes.
_
3436. How many hours were you at it? I was there no hours at all. When I first went into the house
it was 9 o’clock.
3437. What time was it when you were taken ? About half-past 10 when the police came to the house.
3438. Will you swear that you were not engaged in that room locked up for two hours ? I will not
swear it. I am not certain to half-an-hour.
3439. Will you swear that there was any drinking in the room at all during that time ? I swear that
there was none in the room where I was.
3440. And yet you were playing for drinks ? In the parlour I mean.
_
3441. You were playing for drinks in the parlourwhat were you doing in the locked room? We did
not have time to have the drinks.
3442. Although you were there two hours or an hour and a half ? We were not there two hours.
3443. Were you'not in the room for an hour and a half ? I will swear that I was not in there for an
hour and a half.
_
3444. Did they open the door for you;—did they unlock it for you ? It was not locked when I was in.
3445. Dor how long was the door locked when the police came ? I could not say how long.
3446. Will you swear that it was not locked for at the very least an hour ? I swear that I was not in
there an hour.
3447. How long ? I have no idea; but it was not an hour.
3448. But during the time you were there there was no drinking in that locked room ? No.
3449. And yet you were playing for drinks only ? We were playing for drinks.
3450. Which never came ? We asked for them, but they never came.
3451. I suppose you throw the dice, and whoever is lowest has to pay for drinks ? Whoever is lowest;
has to pay.
_
_
3452. How many were there throwing for drinks ? I think six or seven.
3453. There were seven;—how long does it take seven to throw to see who has to pay for the seven
drinks ? Not long.
3454. Would it take more than 5 minutes ? It would not.
3455. Then in 5 minutes these seven thirsty men would demand their liquor ? I was not thirsty myself.
3456. It seems that they were locked in the room for a whole hour without tasting a drop ? Yes ; some’
were in there before I went in.
3457. Is it reasonable to suppose that these men occupied 5 minutes in throwing for drinks* and then
waited in a locked room for a whole hour for the drinks to be supplied ? We may not have been shaking
• the dice all the time.
3458. I never mentioned that—answer my question ;—do you consider it reasonable or unreasonable ?
To suppose that we could be locked up there for an hour ?
_
3459. To suppose that you could be locked up there for an hour without a drink, although that is the
purpose for which you were there ? I do not know what the others might have been doing. I was not
locked up there an hour. They may have been drinking before I went in.
.
3460. Is it not an absolute fact that when the police made the seizure there was only one glass in the
room, and that the glass with which the dice were being thrown ? That is a fact.
3461. Do you know Terrier ? Yes.
3462. Have you gambled with him? I never gambled with him.
•
3463. Was he not there this time ? Yes, he was there.
3464. Do you mean to tell us that you and Terrier have not played in that house until early morning?
Yes.
3465. It is not a fact ? It is not a fact.
3466. You swear that? I swear it.
3467. You swear that you two, after having been in there for several hours, have not come out at 2 o’clock
in the morning and walked along Crown-street, half drunk and singing ? I swear it.
3468. Will you swear that it is not true ? 1 am quite safe in swearing that.
3469 Were you with Terrier that night he got a black eye—the night he was so drunk ? No, I was not
with him.
3470. Mr. Thompson^ You know nothing about it ? I know that he had a black eye.
3471. Do you know that he was drunk ? I did not know that he was drunk.
3472. Do you believe that he was ? I believe he was.
3473. President^ But it is not a fact that you and he have played together till early in the morning, and
that you have gone home together drunk and singing ? It is not a fact.
3474. Well, did you go home sober and singing at 2 o’clock in the morning? I never went home with
Terrier at 2 o’clock in the morning. I am never out until that hour in the morning—not more than once
in two years.
3475. How long have you been in the Service ? A little over two years.
3476. Are you married ? I am.
3477. Have you a large family ? No, only one.
3478. What are you doing now ? I am not doing anything.
3479. You are waiting for the decision of the Commission ? That is what I have been waiting for all along.
3480. Will you swear that ? I will,
3481.
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'

'A. Fraser. • 3-181. That you arc not iu business at the present time? My wife’is in .business.
■
....
, ;?Y—3182.. Was your wife in business while you were working for the trams P No.
_
1- Sept.,-. 1888. 3483. Only since you have retired ? Only since I have retired.
^
3181. Did you not purchase the business ? My wife purchased the business.
■
.
3185. How can she purchase it; I thought that husband and wife were one, and that all the money was
the husband’s P ,1 am not up in law, but I suppose that what is a man’s wife’s is his.
' 3186. Will you be good enough to say what you gave for the business ? £100.
3187. You managed to save a little then while you were in the tram service? • I never saveda shilling
■
while I was in the tram service.
’ .
•
3188. This was money then that came from other sources ? It was money that my wife had when she was
married.
■ •
.
.
’
3189. Where is your business ? In Cleveland-street.
.
■
3190. What is it ? A tobacconist’s and hairdressing saloon.
>•
'
3191. Do you sell train-tickets ? I do not.
3192. You never sold them ? No.
,
.
.
'
3193. Never in your life ? I never'sold any.
'
‘
'
3191.. Mr. Brock] Will you tell me what you heard had been said about you inducing you to give yourself
a holiday during the past few weeks by putting yourself out of employment and riding, the high horse ? I.
have not been riding the high horse.
'
'
3195. Standing on your dignity then ? Yes, that is right.
3196. What did you hear inducing you to take that extraordinary step ? I did not hear'anything.
3197. Was'anything said to you inducing you to take this step ? No, nothing was said to me. . What I
saw in the papers induced me to take the step.
'
3198. Mr. Thompson] You see a mere flam in the newspapers and you cut yourself off from the Depart
ment in the way you have done ;^is that so ? That is so.
_
3199. What did you see in the newspapers;—will you tell us the substance of it ? I never saw anything
about you leading'me to suppose you would do such a thing.------3500. What was said about you ? I have not the paper, and I could not tell you exactly.
3501.1 Tell us the substance; how were you spoken about ? It said that strong suspicion attached to me
in consequencte of my somewhat mysterious association with Terrier and Cook.
3502. Who is Cook ? I do not know the man. I never saw the man that I am aware of.
'
3503. Mr. Brock] Is this business settled on your wife ? It is not settled at all yet—the money is not
paid over yet.
.
3501. I thought you got £100 with your wife when you were married ? So I did—more than that—but
it. is not settled yet.
■ '
•
*
.
3505. You said it was out of that money that you bought the business ? That is what I meant.
3506. Is it so settled that you cannot touch it ';—has she'a seuarate estate under the Married Women’s
■
Property Act ? No.
*
350,7. You have full control over it ? Yes.
.
■
.
3508. And over any money she brought to you ? Yes.
’
3509.117?’. Thompson] How long have you been in the business ? A week last Tuesday.
'
■
3510. Mr. Brock] Whom did you marry ? I dechne to answer that question.
3511. But you must answer it? I will not.
3512. It-is only a question of going to the Registrar-General’s Office ,;—whom did you marry ? I don’t
see'that it is necessary to-say.
■
■
3513. But we do see that it is necessary ? Then I decline to tell you.
3514. Where were you married ? In Cowra.
’
'
3515. Where were you-born ? At Windsor. .
„
•
•
3516. What were you doing up at Cowra? I decline to answer that question. I was a miner at Mount
Macdonald for a considerable time. I don’t see that your question is necessary.
,
- .
3517. President] Itlooks suspicious when you do not like to-answer these questions. Have you had
any conversation with Musgrave or Terrier since they gave evidence ? Yes.
3518. I suppose they told you how finely they baulked the Commission upon certain points when they
.
were pressed to give answers ? No, they did-not.
3519. Did they tell, you that they had refused to answer certain questions ? They told me that they had.
3520. Mr. Brock] Will you answer this question ? I will answer anything in reason.
3521. It is for us to decide whether it is in reason or not. Whom did you marry ? I married a Miss
■
Kerr.
•
3522. Where did her parents live ? They lived on Howell’s Creek, near Burrowa.
.
3523. Was he a free selector ? No, he was a small squatter; he kept an hotel there on the roadside; he
was a'dealer as well.
.
•
• 3524. How many acres had he ? Thousands.
■
3525. How many ? I do not know ; he was also a dealer and storekeeper.
■
. 3526. What is your wife’s Christian name ? Catherine.
3527. President] I think I understood you to say a little while ago that you did not know a man named
Cook ? I still maintain that I db not know the man.
,
3528. Do you know a shop in Liverpool-street—No. 94? I know two or three shops in Liverpool-street.
3529. Is there not a tobacconist’s and barber’s at No. 94 ? I know where Cook’s the tobacconist is, and
■
I think there is a barber in the shop.
.
■ ■
3530. Do you mean to say that you do not know the man ? I do not.
■ 3531. Is it a fact that vou have been in the shop since these exposures ? Only once since :—that is the
only time. .
.
3532. Have you had any conversation in that shop ? I asked the man if Mr. Cook was in, and he said,
“ Cook does not live here.”
.
'
•
■
3533. Have you had conversation in that shop ? I asked the man if Mr. .Cook was in. He said, “Mr.
Cook does not live here—he comes in for a shave as well as anyone else.” He -added afterwards, “ I
suppose you are from the Tram-Office?—the Cook'you want does not live1 here.” '
>
'3534. Whakdid you want there? I wanted to ask him what he had-had to say- about me.. I had heard
that he had had a lot to say.
'
,
.
■
- 3535.

i
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3535. Mr. Thompson.'] "Well, according to the papers, he must have had a lot to .say, .or at all events some-, 4’ ^raaer J
thing;—and you were curious to know what it was he said? I was.
3536. Did you not follow him up after you had been to the shop ? I never went' after him.
1 ®ePt,» 1_888.V
3537. You made no attempt to find him ? Not the slightest;
3538. President.] Do you know an oyster-shop kept by Masoora, at the corner of Liverpool and Elizabeth
streets ? I do not know the name, but I know the shop at the corner.
•
’
3539. You have known it for many months, have you.not? I have known it for some time.
3540. Did you ever go into that shop with a portmanteau or bag in your hand
be very careful how you
answer ? I may have had a bag in my hand. I have been in and had oysters, in uniform, many a time;
3541. What did you take your bag in for ? I could not leave it out in the street.
* '
'
'
3542. I am not referring to your tramway-bag. Did you not go into this shop with'a sort of travelling
bag or portmanteau ? No, never.
.
3543. Be very careful, please ? I do not ever remember going in there with a bag.
3544. Did you ever go in there with a box ? No ; that I will, swear. It is not likely that I would be
carrying a box about in that way.
■
3545. You do not remember going in with a bag or bundle ? No; I cannot remember what I have been
carrying when I have been there.
'
.
3546. You have been in there so often ? Not often, but at different times.
3547. Scores of times ? No, not scores of times.
.
.
3548. When did you last see the man who kept it before the present man—I mean the man who went away to
Greece ? I do not know who kept it before. The same man has always been there since I have been
going there.
.
3549. Will you swear that you did not know the partner who went away to Greece? Would I swear I
did not know him ?
.
3550. Yes ? I do not think I know anyone who worked there. I might know them if I saw them.
3551. Do you mean to say you' have hoard from me for the first time that this man went away to Greece ?
For the first time.
,
3552. You did not know where he had gone ? I never knew he had gone at all.
3553. Will you swear that ? Yes.
>
.
.
3554. Do you know a man named Graham in the Department ? Yes.
3555. Have you been in there frequently with him ? . I never was in there with him.
.
3556. But you have been there frequently with Musgrave? I never was in there with Musgrave.
, '
3557. You swear that? I do.
.
°
!
3558. Now we are on the subject of shops I wrant to ask you about a few more; Have you been in the
habit of frequenting a shop in the Newtown Hoad where tramway-tickets are sold? No; 1 never was
.
m a shop in the Newtown Boad.
■
3559. Perhaps I may help you by telling you that it is the shop in which Musgrave has a say, to use his
own words ? I do not know anything about it. I never was in the shop. I do not know where the
shop is.
...
3560. You have had Musgrave running as, assistant with you on the Bondi line, have you not ? I think
I have been assistant with him, but I will not be certain on what line.
3561. Do you remember a man who used to get on to the tram and converse with Musgrave ? No I do
not.
.
3562. Not getting on as an ordinary passenger, but getting on to the tram and having particular conver
sations with Musgrave ? No, I do not remember it.
3563. You would have us believe that you have not the slightest idea of any thing wrong goin^ on in con
nection with these tickets ? No, not the slightest.
3564. Not the slightest ? No.
3565. It came upon you as a great surprise ? Yes.
3566. It was a perfect shock to you when you saw your name in the paper ? When I saw my name in
the paper it was.
.
J
.
.
3567. You had no idea whatever that anything of the kind had been going on ? Not the slightest.
'
3568. Mr. Thompson.] You had not even heard it reported publicly ?
I did not believe it.
3569. And you did not hear it spoken of among the men ? Yes; youcould hear that and nothing else.
3570. Even before the exposure ? Not before it came out in the papers.
,
■
3571. Not before ? I never heard a word of it.
3572. Was it not common talk among the men ? It was common talk in this way: They would say
“ How much did you make to-day ?” or something like that.
'
3573. And that arose from nothing you think—that is to say, that no man was making more than his
proper earnings ? I do not know what they were doing.
.
3574. And will you absolutely swear that you never put a pin in your register ? Yes, I will swear that.
3575. Mr. Brock.] Or. a piece of wire ? Of anything.
1
.
3576. Mr. Thompson.] Have you done anything in the way of racing ? Yes, sometimes I have.
‘
3577. Have you made anything worth speaking about during the last two years ? I have not made
much.
'
3578. Were you in with Musgrave in the Newmarket Handicap when he made that lump ? No I was ■
not.
r
•
3579. Do you mean to say that you cannot remember as a fact whether you did go out with .Musgrave.as
a conductor ? I remember going out with Musgrave as a conductor. .
.
3580. On the Bondi line ? Perhaps. I cannot say whether he was assistant or whether I was..
3581. Was he not always junior to you ?Yes, I was always senior to him.
3..)82. Then how came you to be an assistant ? That is often the case. We ranked the same, but I was
getting more wages than he was.
■
.
3583. Mr. Brock] How often did you run together in the same line? Not very often, not more than1
two or three times at the very outside.
< •
.
3584. Did he never say anything to you about faking the bells ? No.
3585. You never had a conversation with him about it at all ? Never.
3586. And you never knew that he knew how to do it ? No, I do not.
'
3587. Do you know now that he knew how to do it ? No, I do not.
3588.

Vr^\
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3588. Mr. Thompson^ You do not believe then apparently that anything of this kind ever was done ?
Not to my knowledge. It could be done and I would know nothing about it.
I Sept., 1888. 3589. D0 you think the Government have been defrauded to a very great extent ?
I do not.
3590. How used you, when you were a conductor, to deal with the tickets that you took ? That I took?
3591. Yes ? Supposing that as a conductor you went out with your uniform and bag and so on, how
used you to deal with the tickets you took, not when you were tearing them up, but when you were
recording them with the bells ? How used I to take them ?
3592. How used you to deal with them ? I put them in the bag.
3593. Always ? Used you to take your dinner and your other meals with you in the car? Not always.
3594. Suppose you were away at the dinner-hour—you would have your meal on the car, would you not?
Certainly.
3595. If not, you would have them in the yard or at the terminus ? Yes.'
3596. How do you carry your meals with you ? I have a can; sometimes I used to have a basket.
3597. Will you swear that you never used to carry your dinner in your pocket ? I never carried my
dinner in my pocket.
3598. On no occasion ? I am quite certain about that.
3599. Not as a blind to something you wanted to hide ? I am quite certain I did not.
3600. Did you ever alter your uniform in any way to permit of your carrying an extra weight of any
thing? No; I never.
3601. Were you provided with uniform trousers as well as uniform coat ? Yes.
3602. Do you understand the question I put to you. Did you ever alter your uniform in any way ? No ;
I never altered it in any way.
3603. Did you allow anyone to alter it for you ? No.
3604. Did you lend it to anyone ? No ; I do not remember lending it to anyone.
3605. Did it ever come back to you from anyone altered in any way ? No.
3606. Did you, although you did not alter it, make an addition to it. Now Fraser I will time you, if
you are going to take all this time to answer such a simple question. How long are you going to be?
You ask me did I ever put any addition to my uniform. No ; I do not think I ever did; I would not be
certain; I may have put a pocket in.
3607. You swore just now that you had never altered it ? That is not altering it much.
3608. President!] What did you put a pocket in for? To carry my books ; I always had more than I
could put in my breast-pocket.
3609. Mr. Thompson.] Did you carry a big Bible about with you ? No; I do not read it.
- 3610. What books had you to carry? A pocket-book, a rule-book, and a time-table.
3611. Will you give us some idea of how big your pocket-book would be—your departmental pocket-book
I mean. You had no business to carry anytmng else ? I had to carry the time-table and the rule-book.
The pocket-book provided is about the same as the one you have in your hand ; just the same I think.
3612. And the time-table;—how big is that ? I think it is about as thick as that, and a little wider.
3613. You do not mean one of the ABC tables ? No, a service time-table.
3614. How many pockets had you in your service coat, that is, how many pockets did you find there when
you got your coat ? Three.
3615. As you think you added a pocket to your coat will you tell me how big that pocket was ? I do not
know what sort of pocket I added to it.
3616. What have you done with that coat ? I sent my uniform into the office, but I think I have a coat
or two yet left at home.
3617. Uniform coats ? Yes.
3618. Worn out coats ? No, I have a new one. I could not find it when I packed the things up, because
we were just moving.
3619. Have you an added pocket in your new coat. Do you invariably put a pocket in your uniform,
coat ? I do not know. I do not think I did.
3620. What particular coat was it that you did put it in as you have some remembrance now about it ?'
I cannot remember what coat I put it in or whether I put it in any or not.
3621. Will you swear that in view of the particulars which you have given us as to the necessity for
putting this pocket into your coat in order to permit of your carrying certain books. You swore you
know that having taken your oath you would tell the whole truth, although you admitted that you might
tell a lie outside your oath, you said that when on your oath you invariably tell the truth. I have not the
slightest hesitation in saying that you are shirking the truth if you are not doing something worse. You
said you had to alter your uniform because the pockets were not big enough to hold your books. Do you
suppose that anyone will believe you when you now say that yeu do not know whether you did it or
whether you did not. Your way of giving evidence makes one very suspicious? I remember that I added
a pocket to one coat, but I do not know what coat it was.
3622. On what part of the coat did you put this pocket ? It would be in the inside.
3623. In the breast of it ? Yes.
3624. Why did you not hand in all your uniform coats ? I couldnot find them just at the time.
3625. How was it that you happened to have this one so handy ? I think I sent intwo, I would not be
sure.
3626. Mr. ProeTc?\ Did you send in the one with the pocket in ? I will not be sure.
3627. Is this coat yours ? Yes, that is mine.
3628. How do you know ? I know the pocket.
3629. Which one ? This one inside.
'
’
3630. Mr. Thompson!] That is the pocket you have been speaking about is it ? Yes.
3631. That is the pocket you did not know whether you had put in or not ? Yes.
3632. It is made of velvet is it not ? I think so.
3633. Will you give us an idea what the length of it is ? I don’t know I am sure.
3634. It is about 8 x 6 is it not ? I suppose it is about
that.
3635. Will you swear that you put that pocket in for the purpose of carrying a pocket-book and time
table because the pockets already in your coat were insufficient ? Yes; I swear that that is why I put
it in.
3636.
A. Fraser.
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3636. What used you to carry in the other pockets? I could not carry much in one o£ the pockets. .FraserThere is a hole in it.
'
3637. President.'} Did you send your memorandum-book into the office ? No, I did not.
1 fcept, 1888.
,3638. Why did you not ? I did not think of it at the time.
I can send it in though.
3639. You know, that it is usual to send anything of the kind in, do you not?
I do not knowthat
it is.
.
3640. Do you know a conductor named Keen ? Yes.
3641. What do you know of him ? I know nothing of him. I have worked with him once, and that is
about the only time.
3642. You are not prepared to certify as to his character ? I am not.
,
.
.
3643. T want you to turn your attention to an occasion on which you met Keen coming out of a shop on
’
the Newtown Koad. Do you remember it ? I do not.
.
...
3644. I will try to refresh your memory. When Keen came out of this shop you asked him if it belonged
to him.
Do you remember that ?
No • I do not remember it.
I dp not remember meeting Keen out
at all.
.
.
■ ■
3645. You do not remember asking him whether a shop in the Newtown Road belonged to him, and his
replying to you in the affirmative. Will you swear that no such conversation happened? I do not
■ rememberit.
...
,
.
3646. Will you swear that you did not say to Keen, when he told you that the shop belonged to
him, that you could always sell him two quid of tickets if he wanted them ? I swear that I never said
that.
........ .
,
,
.
3647. You swear that you never said it: ? Yes." ,
.
..
,
.
. ,
3648. And if Keen has absolutely sworn that that conversation took place betweemyou he has sworn that
which is false ? It is a deliberate'falsehood.
.
..
.
. '
, ,
,
.
. . ..
3649. How long had you your bells before you left the Service ?. How long ?
...
3650. Yes. Did you not give them up when you gave up your coat ? Yes,
;
. , , .
3651. How long had you had them ? Before I left the Service ?
.
.. .
.
3652. Yes? I could not say.
,
. .
,
, . .
■
................. .
, 3653. Will you give us an idea of how long? ’ I have not the slightest idea, , I have had a good many
pairs of bells.
' 3654. Had ypu them six months ? I do not think I had, I do not think I had them more than three. ,
3655. You are aware of the fact that the bells you gave,up had been tampered with, are you not?. . Nq ;
I am hot aware of it.
. .
.
.
... .
...... ...
3656. We can inform you of the fact that the bells you gave up, and which you had had for three months,
. had been tampered with? Not by me.
.,
'
..
.
. .y ;
3657. Will you swear that they were not tampered with by you ? I swear it., ,,
'
3658. It is awkward that they should, have been in your possession for, three months in this, condition.
Are yon curious to know what they would do ? Yes.
.
, .
3659. Do you not know very well yourself ? No, I do not know.
,,
.
..
;
3660. This register that has been returned by you is in such a condition that, when a pin ts inserted, it
rings without registering the fares ? I.know nothing of that.
.
.
. .
.
.,
‘
. 3661. That is the awkward condition in which your bells were returned after you had been using them for
three months. Have you anything to say to that ? I .know nothing whatever about it.
.
.' ,
,
3662. And you say you may have had them for six months ? I may.
.
, ,
.
,
, ■ 3663. However long you had them you know nothing as to their being in this condition ? I know nothing
about it.
...
3664. If the bells therefore had been opened and a portion had been filed away it had been done entirely
without your knowledge ? Entirely.
.
.
3665. Do you know a man named Hunt ? Hunt?
•;
. 3666. Yes ? I know several named Hunt.
:
1
3667. I mean a man who has a. shop in Crown-street ? Yes, I know him.
,
3668. Are you in the habit of frequenting that shop ? Yes; I live a few doors from there, .
:,
3669. You are pretty often there ? Very often.
.,3670. Do you know that he was fined for selling tickets without a license ? Ido.
.
3671. "Where did he get those tickets from ? That is hard for me to say.
3672. Don’t carry on this fool’s game any longer ? What fool’s game r
'
. 3673. This game of telling untruths ? I am telling the truth.
.
3674. You have not the slightest idea where he got the tickets ? Not the slightest.
3675. You know that these tickets he sold were not in sheets, but were in twos, threes, and fours? I
never bought tickets from him.
3676. But you were often there, and therefore, I suppose, have often seen tickets there ? I have seen
him selling tickets while I have been in the shop.
3677. What did he keep the tickets in? I could not say; I was never behind the man’s counter.
3678. Where did he get them from when he sold them ? Erom behind the counter somewhere.
3679. Did he not lift something out from behind the counter ? Not in my presence.
.
3680. And you swear that you never saw the stock of tickets from which he was selling ? I have seen
him sell tickets.
3681. But the stock ? I never saw that.
, 3682. When was he fined for selling without a license ?• Not long ago.
3683. Since this blow-up has occurred or before ? Since.'
3684. Has he ever had a license ? Not that I know of. ,
3685. How long was he selling tickets without it ? I do not know. He was selling when I moved into
that street.
3686. How long ago was that ? Eighteen months.
3687. During the whole of that time, as far as you know, he has been selling tickets ? As far as I know.
3688. And he has never had a license ? I do not think he ever had one.
3689. Do you know a barber who keeps a shop at Waverley, not far from the Bondi junction ? No.
3690. You don’t? I don’t; I don’t know anyone there.
.
.
3691. You do not know Dominick the barber ? I do not.
3692.
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3692. You swear that ? I swear it.
3693. Or Tom the billiard-marker ? No.
.
1 Stept., 1888. 3694. "We must have been egregiously misinformed, then;—I would like, for your own sake, to refresh
your memory about this conversation with Conductor Keen ? I cannot bring to mind ever seeing him
out. The .only time I was ever in his company was at night. We went to North Shore together. It wras
church-time on Sunday night. I believe that was the only time.
.
3695. Have you ever been cautioned by anyone about suspicious conduct on your part ? No.
3696. You are quite sure ? Yes.
■
3697. So that this conversation sworn to between yourself and Keen is a pure fabrication ? I do not
remember saying such a thing to Keen.
1
.
3698. Were your transactions so multifarious in that way that you do not remember one or two of them?
.1 do not remember being in his company except when we went to North Shore..
3699. Did you ask him then if he had a shop in the Newtown Koad ? No, I did hot.
3700. Mr. Thompson.'] Db you remember the subject of your conversation with Keen that night? We
went over to see the North Shore tram-cars. That is what we went over for.
.
3701. How did you happen to go with Keen to see the North 'Shore tram-cars ? He asked me to go, and
paid my fare over and back.
3702. You had no conversation with him before? Nothing, only what we had in the conductor’s room.
I do not think I ever worked with him.
3703. ■ Yet he singled you out to join in this little excursion to see the tram-cars ? ' Yes.
.
3704. And during that little visit no conversation turned up about the tickets ? No, none.
.
.
3705. President!] You did not press him about them, and say, “T have not had any of those from you
yetwill you swear that ? I will swear I did not say that.
.
3706. Mr. Thompson.] Did you consider it your duty, while you were in the Department, to behave
honestly in all respects by the Department ? Yes, I did.
.
3707. And you did so ? I did.
,
3708. You have already told us something that shows us that you did not? I did as far as I know.
3709. You consider it your duty, and you did it ? Yes.
.
.
3710. Did you not know that Hunt, in selling tickets without a license, was cheating the Department,
and cheating you as one of the public ? No ; I did not.
3711. And you do not know that it was wrong ? I do not know that it was wrong.I think that at that
: time anyone could sell tickets without a license.
■
.
.
3712.. Therefore he ought not to have been fined ?■• There has been an alteration since then.
.
3713. Do you know when the alteration came in ? I could not say how long ago it was.
3714. But roughly ? I have not the slightest idea how long ago it was. It might be three or four months,
or it might be six months.
•
.
■3715. What took you so often to Hunt’s shop ? I used to go in there to pass the time away.
' 3716. You told us that you betted a little on horse racing ; were you concerned in any of these foot
handicaps ? Yes ; I have been to the Botany and the Carrington grounds.
3717. And have betted there ? A little.
3718. You were a bit of a runner yourself ? I never could run.
.
'
.
' 3719.Do you know a man named Scott, alias Curran, alias Brown, agreat chum and palof Musgrave’s ?
I do not. I do not know any of Musgrave’s pals.
3720. Do you know a man named Whetton ? No; I never heard of the name.
.
3721. Did it never occur to you to ask Hunt how he came to be selling tickets in the' way he was after you
knew that he ought not to sell them without a license ? No ; I never asked him anything about it.
' 3722. It never occurred to you to ask him ? No.
3723. It never occurred to you to inform the Department that he did this thing ? No.
3724. You would have thought that that was informing ? No.
.
'
3725. Has anybody tried you at all, to see whether you would go crooked with regard to selling tickets ?
No.
■ '
'
.3726. No one has suggested it or tried it ? No.
.
■
3727. Did you never hear of a man going about trying the conductors, a man who nearly got his neck
broken on one of the cars one day, asking them if they could sell tickets iu the cars ? 1 have heard it
lately.
3728. Only since this inquiry ? Only since. No man ever came to me about it.
'
3729. You did not hear it from the conductors long before there wras any noise ? I heard Greeley say in
the room that he had seen a man with a bag full of tickets.
3730'. In what room was that ? In the conductors’ room in the yard. ■
’
3731. Do you mean tram-tickets ? I do not know what sort of tickets, he said “ a bag full of tickets.”
3732. Did he mention the man’s name ? No ; he did not.
3733. You are sure ? Quite sure.
.
3734. Was that in the presence of several others besides yourself ? Tes ; several.
.
3735. How long ago is that ? • About five or six weeks ago, or it may be only four weeks.
3736. At any rate it is since you dismissed or suspended yourself ? No ; it was before.
3737. Mr. Brock.] You were awfully indignant at being accused of this ? I was. •
■
3738. What would you have done if any of the conductors doing it had suggested it to you ? I would
have had nothing to do with it whatever.
'
: '
.
3739. What would you have done if you got the slightest inkling that such a thing was being, done.
Since you are such a moral man what course would you have taken ? Well I am a bit moral sometimes.
'
3740. Supposing it had been suggested that you should join them in this game ? I would not have joined
. . them.
'
.
.
•
•
3741. What would you have done ? I would not have done anything,
.
3742. You would not have gone to the Department and reported it ? No ; I would not.
'
. 3743. But if you had looked at it going on you would have been as guilty as the men who -were doing it ?
But I never looked at it.
.
.
3744. President.] You told us just now that you had never been cautioned by anyone as to your conduct
being under suspicion. I should like you to reconsider that answer ? I never was cautioned.
'
3745. Do you know a gentleman named Finegan in the Department ? Yes,1
’
3746.-
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374G. Will you swear that lie never came to you and said, “ Fraser, you had better look out what you are
doing, because Mr. Roberts is suspicious of your conduct ? ” He never came to me and said such a thing
3747. Not in any shape or form? Never.
'
•
'
-.l
3748. Have you ever had any conversation with him ?■ Tes ; I often see Mr. Finegan.
3749. And never at any one of these conversations did he give you this message, this word of warning? '
He never did.
.
45
3750. That you positively swear ? Tes,
'
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Esq., President.

T\ A. BROCS:, Esq., J.P.

Griffith Jones, Esq., called in, sworn, and examined:—
3751. President^} Tou arc a solicitor practising in Sydney ?' Tes.
■
STM. We have asked you to attend, because we have been given to understand that you have some
G-. Jones,
information to give us m connection with the fraudulent sale-of tram-tickets ? I decline to mention
Esq,
names, because no good can arise from it. My informant is dead, and he gave me no information as to
the parties connected with the transaction. This gentleman said to me one day, not thinking I suppose 3 Sept., 1888.
of what he was saying,
I do pretty well out of tram-tickets.” I replied, “ How do vou do well but of
them; the Government allowance is only 1| per cent.; I should think they were not*worth sellin°\ I
often wonder that people do not strike and refuse to sell them.” He said, “I do better than that*’’ I
rephed, “ How do you do better than that?” He said, “ A couple of fellows on the trams dropped in and '
asked me if I wanted any tram-tic.kets. I said that I did and I did not. They said they had 20s. worth
and that they would take 10s. for them.' I took the tickets and asked no questions.”
■
3753. We know the man’s name; it was-a tobacconist in Oxford-street-how did you get to know this?
It was quite casually.
j
a
■
3754. Why did you not expose the man at once ? I did not think it had anything to do with me. .
3755. Did you never ask him any questions about it? No; I never thought any more about it. He
just said to me, “ I asked no 'questions, and I was told no stories about it.”
3756. Did he never speak again about it? No, never.
3757. Did you not actually see him take £10 worth, and give only £8' for them ? No ; I never saw him
either buy or sell tram-tickets.
3758. This was merely a conversation that he did better than under his license;—he had a license I
suppose ? That I do not know.
’
3759. Was that the whole of the conversation? Tes, that was all.
•
•
■
■
••
60. Was that the statement you made to Mr. Roberts ? That was the statement I made
‘
,3761. Were you in Mr. Roberts’ office on business, or did you go to tell him ? I was in on business, and "
I saw the fraudulent bells on the table. I said, “ By Jove, Jim, that brings back to my mind that a fellow'
said to me some time ago that ho could get a pound’s worth of tickets for 10s. •” and Mr Roberts said
that is how it
“‘ Well,
Well. yes,
vos.-that
if, was done,
drmo ” If I had thought I would have been hero I would not have said
anything about it.
3762. Is that absolutely all you are able to tell us ? Tes, that is the whole.
'
3763. Did not the same person tell you, mentioning the name of Musgrave, that this
individual was
making £10 a week selling these tickets ? No, and he never mentioned any names,
I was standing in
the shop, and he simply said what I have told you.
•
’
3764. Was he a client of yours ? No, he was not a client.
3765. Well why not give his name ? It would be a breach of faith, aud could do no good. ,
''
3766. I cannot understand it being a breach of faith, under ordinary circumstances ? Well when I
mean a breach of faith, I thought about his being dead.
’
; 7
3767. And really, at the time, is it not strange that you did not follow it out in your miud ? No • I
never gave it a thought until I dropped into the office and saw Mr. Roberts explaining to the reporters
X was on© ot too witnesses as to how the thing was done with the pins.
’
3768. Mr. Brock.] But you .do not think that 20s. worth of tickets can be properly sold for 10s ? Opr
tamly not..
'
jj.
j
;
3769. Did you not consider it your duty to let'the Department know of such a thing being done J> No'
ofUCPuXnsaand1tellhim?nty
°f SmUSgled cisars> do y°u think 1 should rl111 down to the Collector
(Efferent thteg^ a

kiU arLother’ wollld

not be' your dutJ to iufoi,m of him ?

That would be a

3771- President] Do you know a man named Musgrave ? I do not to my knowledge.
'
3772. How long ago is it since this person told you ? Eighteen months.
'
3773. Tou are quite sure that he did not point out to you any person ? How could he ? It would be a
most singular circumstance if he did show me any person. The whole thing was done in a second.
' ;
o774*. VV as there nothing else ? I know nothing more whatever.
■
*’
3775. It would be very desirable if we could get from this clue some information which would assist usthe*'window.
y0U
°W l£ the P™ who ^ you bad a ticket license? I saw some sheets in'
3776. Mr. Brock.] In this same shop ?

10-0

Tes.

-

William-
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William Moran recalled, and further examined:—■

W. Moran. $1'l‘l. President!] Tou have, I believe, some further information to give us? Tes. On March 29th
r—. A
last I followed Graham on to a Waterloo tram. From seeing him frequently in close conversation with
3 Sept., 1888. Fraser and Musgrave I suspected there was something wrong. I said to Graham, “Tou know there is
something crooked going on. I know that you know it, and you had better tell me.” Graham said,
“ Well, I know that the Department has been robbed.” I said, “How do you know it?” He replied,
“I went into either a public-house or oyster-shop with Fraser and Musgrave; they were a bit
‘tonicked,’ and they had their pockets full of tickets.”
I asked him how they got them, and he
replied, “ They faked the bells.” Previous to this he had said to me that he did not want his name
brought up in this matter, and he would not have it mixed up in the business. Judging from that I
thought he might deny having spoken to me.
_
.
3778. Did he tell you of the wire then ? No not then. I asked him how he knew this and stated he
could prove to me that the bells were “ faked.” I then went to the Superintendent and told him what
Graham had said, and asked permission to take a pair of bells out of the office so that Graham might
show me how it was done. Mr. Roberts said, “ We have heard that yarn before, but I will get you the
bells, and see if you can carry it out.”
.
.
_
3779. Did you get the bells ? Tes. I waited for Graham, and saw him on the top of a tram
going home. This would be on the 2nd April. . I got into a conversation with him, and he said
“ Tommy Musgrave is making a punch.”
I then said, I did not see how it could be done with
the bells. He replied, “ It is done. They insert a piece of wire in the bell and though it rings it
does not register.” I then said, “ Now Graham, here is a pair of bells; you know how it is done; show
me.” I pulled the bell out, and he replied, “Well, I do not know how it is done; but I saw
it demonstrated to me by Musgrave and Fraser.” He told me he could not explain the process of
how it was worked, but he knew that something had been done with the inside of them. I had a piece of
wire with me, and inserted it in the stock of the bell. He replied, “ The inside of the bell has to be faked
before it will work with a wire.” He told me that things were a bit blown about Greeley’s coat, and he
said, “ I will know when they are doing it again and will, let you know. Tou can then come on them
.
when they have their tickets about them.” He said, “ Mind you, if my name is mentioned I know nothing
about it.” I said to him, “ Then you know all about it, and it is your duty to assist in exposing it.” He
replied, “ I am not going to be an informer, and if anything happens I know nothing about it.” He
positively declared that he did not know how it was done, but he admitted that they had proved to him
that the bells would ring but not register. I took the bells back to the office, and told Mr. Roberts exactly
what Graham had told me, and suggested that the bells should be submitted to examination to see if it
were possible to fake them. Wigg and I w'ere told that it co.uld not be done.
.
_
3780. By whom ? By Mr. Roberts, about three days afterwards—it was an old yarn that it could not
be done. This threw me off the scent, and made me think Graham was hoaxing me. After this I kept a
watch on Musgrave for some time. ..
...
3781. Did you see Graham again ? I saw him several times, but he said they were not doing it again yet.
3782. Tou told him the result of the examination? Tes, and he said it had been done and could be done.
3783. Did you go to see the repairer ? No; we have to put in our report or written statement to the
Superintendent.
3784. Was Mr. Tyrer there when Mr. Roberts said it could not be done ? I do not remember. Wigg
was there. I then saw Musgrave collecting tickets just after leaving Bent-street. I jumped on the car
to speak to him, but as soon as I stepped on to the car he stepped down on to the foot-board, and as he
stepped down I saw in the coat-pocket some tickets.
,
_
3785. How many were there ? There must have been a good few for me to see them. He hurried
along the foot-board and up the opposite stairs. I went up at once, but when I got up I saw that he had
removed the tickets and put them into his bag.
3786. Did you challenge him ? No; I did not.
3787. Did you see the wire ? No; but I was looking for it.
.
3788. Mr. Brook.] It would have been very easy to have taken Musgrave’s bell ? Yery easy, but we
have no authority to take bells. I made no remark with reference to it, for I saw that he was “ fly,” and
knew what was up. I went back and told Mr. Roberts what I had seen. I suggested then that he should
be pounced upon quickly and quietly.
_
3789. When did this occur ?
About the first week in April, just before the Hendy business. Mr.
Roberts challenged him when he came back, and he denied it, and denied it indignantly.
3790. Were you present ? No, I was not present.
_
3791. Do you think Musgrave knew who gave Mr. Roberts the information ? Certainly he did. Pre
viously to this Wigg and I suspected, from the way he was going around and dodging away from us
whenever we got on his tram, that there was something wrong, and Wigg said to me, “ If we only had the
authority to search that fellow something important would turn up out of it.” After this Mr. Roberts
arranged to come on him suddenly, and take his bag and bells from him.
3792. Who did he arrange that with ? With Wigg. This was about the 23rd April.
3793. Do you think that Colls could get that information ? No,
3794. Do you think that Musgrave got it ? I do not think so.
3795. Did he know that he was suspected? Tes.
3796. Did they catch him ? Tes ; they came on him at Queen-street.
3797. Did they search him? No. They took his bells and bag from him.
3798. Were you present ? No.
3799. What was the result ? The tickets and register were right and square.
3800. Did he show any signs of fear when they took the bag and bells from him ? No. He handed them
over apparently quite pleased.
.
'
3801. President.] Is it not a fact that, until Ferrier had told his tale in Greeley’s room, the Department
was really without definite information as to mode of covering fraud ? Tes.
.
3802. Mr. Brock.] But Graham had told you some time before that the bells were faked ? Tes; hut
after he had told me that the bells were faked they were submitted, I was told by Mr. Roberts, to the
examiner or repairer of bells, who, Mr. Roberts told me, gave it as his opinion that it could not be done,
and this report led me to believe that it was a mistake on the part of Graham.
3803.
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3803. Was this a professional report? Tes ; this was the next step I took,—not yet being satisfied. I W. Moran.
questioned Graham several times, watched him, and saw him frequently meet Fraser and Musgrave and
talk quietly to them. I repeatedly said to him, “ Well Graham, are they doing it yet ?” and he said, “ No, 3 Sept,, 1888.
’ they have given it best; I think they are afraid.” On another occasion I met him at Botany and asked
him. He then said he did not know—he was having no truck with the other crowd he said. Nothing
further turned up for some time beyond our following Cook. We watched him and saw him frequently
jump on trams with Musgrave and Fraser, ride to various parts of the run, and then get off. I repeatedly
saw. Cook coming away from the tram with a bag and followed him. Mr. Roberts sometimes accompanied
Wigg and me in order to see this mysterious jumping on.and off. The next thing was Greeleyls state
ment about Cook getting on and off, and about Cook’s overtures on the day of the Rosehill Races. This
took place at (say) 10 or 10'5 a.m. Even at that time, when Greeley told me that Cook said he would
show him how to work it, I found it hard to believe that it could be worked in the face of the expert’s
report that it could not be done. Cook, however, never turned up to show Greeley. After this Ferrier
came on the scene, and Greeley told me that Ferrier would show him how it was done. It was. on the
27th June. Greeley told me this, and on the 7th July I was in the bedroom when Ferrier came. I had
got behind the bed, and Ferrier said when he got up-stairs that he was a bit nervous. He struck a match
and blew it out, being apparently satisfied.
.
3804. He put the match out ? Tes; seemingly satisfied.
‘
3805. How did the conversation commence ? I forget how it commenced, but it is just what I have said
in my examination previously. . This now completes the evidence I can give you I .think.....................

Henry D. Elliott called in, sworn, and examined:—
3806. President.'] What is your name ? Henry D. Elliott.
H. D. Elliott.
3807. Tou have been connected with tram-ways ? Tes, I have been on the tramways in San Francisco,
and New Tork, and elsewhere in the United States.
3 Sept., 1888.
3808. We think it would be to the advantage of the Commission to have detailed to them the system upon
which the tramways with which you are acquainted are worked ? The system is called the bell punch
system. It is used in Edinburgh, Dublin, Melbourne, and all over the States, and the following are the
particulars of its working:—
Collection

of

Faees

undee the

Bell Punch System.

Fares to be collected.
A eaee either in cash or tickets must be collected from every passenger except Inspectors in uniform.
Passenger’s luggage.
Passengers may carry personal luggage up to 28 lb. weight, or eighteen inches square, free ; but such luggage must
be put under the seats or carried in the lap. Pull fare must be charged and punched for any article oyer that weight or
size. No article to be taken over that size which cannot be put under the seats, or which would inconvenience other
passengers.
.
Care to be used in taking fares and giving change.
~
Great care must be used to collect the proper fares, according to the rates shown on the printed notices, from each
person who rides, and to give correct change. Conductors are expected to pass away the bulk of the copper coin received
by them, but must never try to force passengers to take it against their will. Must never give tickets as change.
Method of collecting fares.
_ Pares to be collected on each trip as soon as car has passed points fixed hy notice, beginning at the front of car and
working back to rear platform. As the fare is received the conductor should notice the passenger’s face so that he may not
ask for it again. The conductor must announce distinctly as he reaches each section of car Fares ready, 'please. After
first collection, other fares must be taken immediately after the passengers have entered and seated themselves, but must
not be taken while passing cross streets.
Fares to be settled before being punched for.
. W.hen collecting fares.for more than one person, or for children or luggage, the conductor must state how many he
requires, and have a distinct understanding before punching as to how many or for what luggage he is to be. paid. He
must be especially careful in reference to half-fares and luggage.
•

.
Mutilated tickets.
If passengers present mutilated or defaced tickets he must refer them to the head office to exchange them.

Action of conductors if unable to collect fare.
If unable to collect fares from passengers, through inability to give change, or owing to a passenger being without ‘
money to pay the fare, the slip must not be punched, but the name and full address of passenger obtained, and entered on
back of day report with particulars, and passenger must be asked to call at head office and leave the fare.
.
Supply of change.
Conductors must keep themselves supplied with small change to the extent of £1 at least for the purpose of making
change for passengers. Failure to exhibit change as above, whenever called upon by inspector, will render the conductor
liable to suspension or dismissal.
Outfit to be obtained, &c.
'•
A few minutes before starting the day’s work, each conductor must obtain from the receiver a bell punch, a supply
of up and down trip slips for each rate of fare, trip reports, tickets for sale, day report form, a pocket-book to hold his
papers, and he must replenish his small change. Up trip means towards the suburb, down trip from suburb to city. The
above out-fit must be carefully examined at the time of receiving it from the officer, and any mistake must be rectified at
once, as no claims will be recognised after conductors have left the office window. The punch must be signed for on the
proper sheet by both conductor and receiver, whenever received by them,
■
Position to wear trip slips.
Before starting from either end of route an up or down trip slip, as the direction may require, for the full or half
fare, with the blanks properly filled in, must be attached to the coat in the right position, the full fare slip to the left side
and the half fare "and penny slips, when used, to the right side.
~ .

Fares

sJ--
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..

. Fares to be registered, and ia the presence of the passenger.

/

'

.

.

..
Each full, half, or other fare received, whether in cash or ticket, must be recorded on the proper trip slip by the
3 Sept., 1888. punching out of a number for it. The slip being held with the left hand and punched with the right, the lowest numbers
being punched first. The slip must be punched and the bell rung in the presence of the passenger who pays the fare and
’
before others are oolleeted. If change has to be made the slip must first be punched. Any wilful violation of this rule
will be sufficient to cause the immediate discharge of the offender.

'

.

~
-

,
.

.
/

< •'

’

■ •
'

.
.
Directions for making up returns.
.
•
When within three minutes of the end of each up trip conductors must make up their trip slips for both half trips,
first counting the holes that have been punched out, and-entering the number as fares in proper place on the trip slip, count
'their tickets and cash, fill in the' blanks in the trip slips, and copy results on the.trip and day reports ready for making
returns at the Office. If more than one trip slip is used on each lip and down trip they must be numbered consecutively
in the proper place and returns entered on last slip used.
'
'
Fares collected to be paid in each trip.
'
;
All fares collected and cash received must be handed in to the receiver’s office at the end of each trip with the
proper returns.
i
_
.
’’
Tickets to be kept distinct.
,
,
. .
•
The various kinds of tickets received must be kept distinct and fastened with an elastic band and handed, to the
treceiver in neat condition.
•
' •
'
' .
Day report.
•
..
After-the returns of each trip ai-e made up, but before they are handed to the receiver, the totals from the trip
report must be entered in the day report distinctly and accurately at the end of the day’s work. The day report must be
deposited in the Superintendent’s letter-box. Before leaving the receiver’s office, after finishing day’s work, conductors
must prove their day report correct.
.
,
’
Punch to be earned on strap, &c.
'
The punch must always be carried hanging by its strap outside the coat or overcoat at the right side,' and when in
use must be held with the handle upwards. Must only be put in coat-pocket when shunting.
Punch to he handled with great care.
.
.
. . Great care must be used in handling the punch. Should it be injured from any cause while in the possession'of the
Conductor he. will bo required to pay the amount of damage. Should the punch be lost conductor will be charged £12
'(twelve pounds).
Handling of punch.
Must never allow any person except the punch inspector to handle the punch after taking it from the office, and must
never exchange it with other conductors.
All shorts charged to Conductors.
The register of the punch indicates the number of fares collected, and if the punch system is worked correctly will
correspond with total shown by the trip slips'and day reports. If it does not correspond all shorts will be charged to the
conductor at the highest rate of fares, and must be paid by him unless accounted for to the satisfaction of the Super
intendent. Errors of any kind will indicate carelessness, and be a sufficient cause for discharge.
•
'

■

'

-

Punch to be returned when going off duty.
The punch must be returned to the receiver every time a conductor goes off duty and obtained when he starts again.
At the end of the day he must hand over to the receiver his badge, punch, pocket-book, unsold tickets, and all unused trip
slips and other forms and reports. The trip slips and other forms must not-bc defaced unnecessarily or wasted.

3808i. Mr. Brock.'] Are there any cars in use like those in Sydney ? No,
380Si. None with doors in the sides ? No.
■
■
_
.
3809. President.] Those in use here were brought from Philadelphia and were in use there at that
time, 1879 ? . I believe there are none in use there now.
3810. Will you now continue with your description please P These punches are made by a New York
firm. They establish one general agency in whatever country the system is to be adopted.. This is to
prevent fraud and to prevent other people using their bells. The punches are simply lent to the parties.
3811. Is it their punches which are used in the cities you have mentioned? Yes, they are all simply
rented to the companies.
.
’
-3812. 3Ir: Brock.] Was this system tried in New Zealand ? Yes.
■
-3813. Can you get a punch? Yes, I will get one from Melbourne. 'In Dublin they are worked on a
ticket instead of a slip. The punches are opened by a word or alphabet. There are two alphabets which
spell the word and open the punch. These are the slips used in Melbourne. I got them from a friend of
mine. The punch is perforated on one side, and when a slip is punched the bell rings so that it can be
heard by everybody. The other side contains a register similar to those you use here. The slip is
attached to the conductor’s coat, and it has one number for every fare taken. By the colour of the slip
. the amount of the fare is told. The total amount of money taken at each punching is also shown on the
slip. Every piece punched out of the slip goes into the rim of the punch, and is retained there. The
punch registers one for each time the bell is rung off whether rung on the slip or not.
_
3814. President.] What do you mean by ringing off the slip ? The bell may be rung accidentally but it
would still register.
.
_
"3815. Mr. Brock.] What would be the total carrying capacity of your car ? I do not know. I have seen
a great number on it, over the carrying capacity. The sitting accommodation is generally forty-four'. The
largest number was when there was a load on the platform besides the car and dummy.
.
3816. President.] How does the conductor take the fares then if his slip is limited to forty-four ?
He can use as many slips as he likes. He receives in the morning as many as will, last him all the day.
The half-fare slip is on the right side, and the full fare on the left. Then there is atrip report. These
trip' reports must be made up at the end of every up-trip, and passed into the office. The punch is kept
' untihthe evening.
.
. '
•
■
»
'
3817. When does he hand in the trip slips ? At the end of every journey. He takes the totals from the
slips and puts them on the report.
'
....
.
- 3818. You have had a good deal of experience, in tramway work ? Yes, and I am confident that this
'system would answer here.
•
.
,
:
.
' 3819. Let us understand how you would apply this system to our tramways ? There is a receiver at the
office, who receives all the cash taken by the conductor on each trip, together with the trip-slip and
report.
.
.
3820,
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3320. Mr. Broclc.'\ How does he manage if there are more passengers id the tram than he has on his
Elliott
slip ? He would use a second slip, and, if necessary, a third. This could be remedied though by making the
slips longer, according to the carrying capacity of the car.
.
,
® Sept., 1888;
3821. Suppose you run three cars heavily laden, you would be bound to have a conductor on each car ?
No ; I think two would do for the three cars.
3822. Suppose you had two long cars on one occasion and the conductor goes out with these loaded and
be comes back with a double car, how would he manage ? It does not matter whether the slips are made
for the carrying capacity of the car or not. They are usually ’made so, but it is of no consequence, as
when one slip is done with "another will replace it. His trip slip will give an account of the number of
tickets taken. The punches are sent up to the head office in the evening, or whenever a conductor goes
off,. When, the register is read, if it agrees with the total number of punches in the rim, the tally is
,
fight, but if they do not agree the conductor has to pay the deficiency if he cannot account for it
satisfactorily.
..
.
...
.
3823. Do they often show an incorrect return ? No ; the balance is exact in the majority of cases; . (
3824. Suppose the man is engaged on the evening or morning trams, when the traffic is very great, would
he bring but a perfect balance ? Certainly. The rule is made, and should be. made here, that the'
conductor does not start collecting the fares until a certain block of cross street is reached. Then he
collects the fares from all the passengers riding on the car. In doing this he has to sell some tickets and give
change. At the outset he has six or twelve dozen tickets given him to sell to the public, at the rate here
of (say) 2d., or one dozen for Is. lOd. He is only allowed to sell by the dozen. . These tickets are all
numbered and lettered.- I do not approve of your tickets; they are not numbered of lettered, nor is
there any water-line on them.
.
3825. President.'] Are you sure of that? Weill cannot see any, and I have looked carefully. , . ;
3826. They are water-lined, but I believe the line can be seen only with a glass. . What is the object of
lettering of numbering them ? It is a check to prevent them being imitated; The first sheet of our
tickets is numbered A; the next would be B, and so on.
,
.
.
3827. You do not sell to anybody to sell again? There are very few tickets in circulation, except those
which are bought from the conductors on the cars.
.
.
3828.. You think there would be no difficulty in adopting that system here ? No. It may not seem so
■
handy at first, but people would soon find the benefit in having it.
.
3829. You see here tickets are the rule and cash the exception; what is it in New York ? The opposite1—;
cash is the rule, tickets the exception, except in the case of regular travellers. You would find if this
systerd was adopted the public would prefer it to the present system. .
3830. Say a conductor enters a car going to Waverley, which is crowded.from end to end; he commences
collecting his tickets from the back of the car he is on;—what is his first process ? Conductors always
start from the front of the car with us and work backwards.
’
3831. Under our system he gets rid of each compartment in half a minute; under your system how long
would it take ? The conductors will take cash just as fast as with your system they take tickets. .
3832. Say that one or two out of the ten in the compartment want change for half-a-crown ? He will
give change as easily as tickets.
.
. .
.
3833. I should estimate that it would take three times as long under your system as it does now under
ours ? Our system can be worked equally as well as yours, Passengers will buy tickets, when they
t get used to the system, especially when they get them cheaper. As regards missing fares here, I have
’ seen several miss their fares. We find that with a full car there are fewer misses than with a light car.
3834. But you do miss fares under your system ;—I thought you did not ? Well, there are some persons
>yho always make it their object to try and miss paying their fares.
•
,
3835. How is your traffic worked? We have first-class and second-class conductors. The first-class
conductors work the regular traffic, and are paid regular wages. The second-class conductor we pay by
the trip, and he does not do so much work. The first-class are men who have been in the second-class;
and have by their conduct received promotion.
.
3830. .When do the second-class conductors work ? They work night and day during the busy times.
3837. I want you to consider one of these heavy trips very carefully. We have cars holding ninety, and
these when rushed will have 120 packed on them. Our sixty-seat cars will carry eighty on a push; You
mustfemember that you are carrying bn the top, and that you have a difficulty in wriggling in and out
.
amongst the passengers, some of whom are jammed on the platform, others on the steps, and who are
sitting round the rails. You probably have to sell a dozen .or more tickets during your progress.round
and through this crowd, as well as to give change here and there, besides which you must recognize the
•fact that the traffic is run with a great deal of danger ; you have therefore, at each stopping-place, to look
.out for passengers getting in and out bn the proper, side, cross over to the other side to see that everything
fis clear, and then blow your whistle. How long do you think it would take your conductor to complete
his work ? Well, say he starts at Market-street, he would complete at Liverpool-street;
.
3838._ You must remember that he has perhaps collected up to a certain point, when he comes to another
stopping-place, has to.leave the collecting, go through the same performance, looking right and left, before
he blows his whistle, then return to the point at which he left off collecting, and begin again. Do you not
think he will miss some fares ?
I do not think he is likely to miss his fares, as he knows from whom he has
collected ; we miss very few, although we run workmen’s trams at about l-jd. each. ,
•
- i
3839. Where would you start from to collect an upper-deck load ; from the passengers on the stairs ? We
commence with the passengers who are standing up.
■
.
3840. We will say that you have collected all the standing fares, and you have got to the near side of the
top deck, when you commence and take four fares ; you then come to a stopping-place; you have to look
over the side to see passengers getting in and out, then cross to the other side to see that everything is
clear,, also blow your whistle, and go-back to the place where you left off collecting.
Do you think yoii
would readily pick up the point where you left off ? I think so.
:
3840J. How do you do with your conductors when they first come on ? The conductor is. put on trial for
.
a fortnight-before we accept him. He is put with an bid hand, and when the old hand thinks him fit he
is put on by himself. The inspector will then go in the busy, time of the day and watch him.. He has a
good deal of bother at first with his time-card, as he has to be very particular, in keeping time. He must
■
collect
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H. D. Elliott. co]lect }jig tickets aud get to the time-point at the proper time. If he gets there before the time notified
3 Se t 1888 on
care^
wa'^ 101 his proper time to start, and to see that everybody is seated before he starts.
eP •> .
• After two or three trips at different times the inspector makes his report. The inspector very quickly.
tells whether the man is any good or not, and if he is not he is discharged.
During the fortnight he is
on trial he receives no pay. Our seats are wider than yours, and there is sufficient room for people to
stand between the seats; The conductor has to make entries on his trip report and day report as to the
number of fares taken, the amount of cash received, and other items.
3841. When is the man to make these reports ? He makes his trip report, and when he gets near the
end of the up trip. He commences to fill this in when nearing the end of the journey.
■
3842. How can he do this and collect his fares at the same time ? When nearing the end of the journey
there are no passengers getting in, and all the tickets have been collected, so he has nothing to do. He
commences making up his trip-report from the trip-slip, by counting the holes punched, and entering
their number as fares in the proper place for passengers, employees, &c.
3843. How does he do with Service tickets P He punches for them the same as any ordinary passenger.
3844. Tou issue Service tickets then ? Tes. He then counts all his cash and puts it down, also the
number of tickets he has sold. He does the same at the suburban end. He keeps the totals of all his
trip-reports, to enter into his day book report.
~
3845. Mr. Brock. What do you mean by up-trip ? Up-trip means with us from the city to the suburb}
down trip, to the city.
3846. President.^ Then your terms are the opposite of ours ? Tes.
.
3847. What does he do with these reports ? He gives them, together with his cash, to the receiver each
trip. If he has rung off accidentally he must report it also.
r
3848. How do you mean accidentally rung off? By pressing accidentally the lever he rings the bell, and
thus registers a fare against him. He must report it, or he will be charged with the amount.
=
3849. Supposing a man finds himself half a dozen fares wrong ? He knows that he will have to pay for
them, and will be careful not to make such a mistake. If he does accidentally do so he must report it,
and it is an evidence of carelessness. If it occur again the punch is taken from him and he is discharged,
3850. Mr. Brocks] The man must know how many there is in the punch from his tickets ? Tes ; and
.
if he has rung more than that number he makes a report of having rung but not having received any fare
for it.
3851. President.'] Assume a case where a man is about to cheat; he has punched correctly; and he
writes on the back of his report: “ There was a great crowd on the top, and I was very much pushed and
pressed, my bell rung perhaps a dozen times more than it should have done ” P We accept this explana
tion, but if it occur three times he is dismissed as incompetent. We also have private detectives, called
“ spotters,” who receive a certain number of tickets. They travel about on the cars watching the con
ductors, and they make a report for every ticket used. They take notice of the number of passengers on
the trip, and send in a report of the trip in the same way as the conductor. These reports are compared
in the office to see if they agree.
,
3852. How many of these detectives have you ? We only have a few of them. They are generally
drafted off or discharged.
3853. Tou must admit that on a crowded car there would be a reasonable chance of the conductor missing
a few fares ; let us say he is a regular hand and a good careful man; how do you detect him with your
“spotters?” He would he called on to make an explanation, which would be considered. Our notice?
state that it is the duty of the conductor to furnish a fare for every fare received, and the public know
this. I have known a case in which a conductor took a fare and did not punch it. The passenger looked
up and asked him why he had not punched the fare. The conductor said, “ I have punched it with a
pencil, my bell is out of order.” This may occur, and the passenger not hearing the bell may tell the
conductor that he will report him.
.
3854. Mr. Brock.] These trams generally belong to private companies, and they have friends who are
always looking after their interests ? Tes.
.
3855. President.] When a man is collecting tickets in a crush he may punch only four instead of five?
We only allow him to take one fare at a time.
3856. Tou are still convinced that they could collect correctly with a very crowded car? I am sure they could.
3857. How do they do when the punch breaks down:—what check is there on them then ? They must
report to the receiver.
3858. A dishonest man may make a harvest on one trip with a broken register? Oh yes, he might, but
it seldom occurs that the bells are out of. order.
,
.
3859. Have you seen any of our crowded cars (say) on the Waverley or Leichhardt line? Tes. When
we send out a car that we know will be heavy we send another collector with a bell punch.
3860. How many conductors or collectors would you have on a Botany tram ? We would have two—one
on the top and one below.
3861. By this means the upper deck man would be free to collect his fares without regard to the safety of
passengers getting on and off ? Tes ; the lower man would attend to that and look after the public safety.
3862. Tou have a collector on the dummy and one on the car? Tes, and we have inspectors who count
all the passengers and then notice how many the conductor’s slip shows.
•
3863. I understood from you a little while ago that this system was so reliable as between the trip-slip
and the day report, that they balance exactly;—why then do you require to pay inspectors if that is the
case ? Tes, providing the conductors are honest, we would not require them, but in order to protect our?
selves we keep them, and the conductor does not know the minute one may come. It is a perfect test}
and they are employed to prevent fraud.
3864. How much do you pay these inspectors ? We pay 6 dollars a day.
,
3865. How many do you employ ? Only a few, say two or three on five or six roads. The head inspector
is the only one who handles the punches, opens them, reads the drums, and sees that thev correspond with
the-trip-slips.
•
"
.
.
3866. In order to make the system perfect with us how many inspectors would vou require ? About
four.
^
:
3867. Do they wear uniform ? Tes; and they ride free. Spotters get 2 dollars a day.
3868. How many spotters would be required P Two.
3869.
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3869. What are the duties of the spotters as you call them ? They get on a car and count the passengers;
Elliott,
then get off. They also notice the number on the conductor’s slip, and if satisfactory he says nothing, The „
next day he jumps on at a different part of the trip, and then possibly does not go on that car again for " “ePk> 1888.
some days. Of course certain conductors would be followed up repeatedly if they were suspected of
being dishonest.
.
3870. He does not speak to the conductor ? No he simply counts the passengers and looks at the slips.
3871. Mr. Brock.^ Supposing he uses three of these slips how is he to know how many have been taken
on this trip ? A conductor does not start a second slip until the first is completed or full; that is, you
commence at 1 and punch down that side, then turn your slip over and punch down to 44.
.
3872. PresidentTou seem to think there is some considerable opening for fraud? Oh no if he goes in
fpr fraud he can only make very little. They pay a deposit of £5 when they are put on so they would
not make, much in a day.
,
.
3873. What good is a deposit ? If he be found out he loses his deposit and his work.
'
3874. Supposing his deposit is £10, and he robs to the extent of £1,000; what is the use of the deposit ?
It cannot possibly be done.
•
'
•
3875. We are bound to say that, in our system, if a conductor comes out with six tickets short or over in
a journey he is fairly correct? Tes ; but if they do not agree, with our system, he must make up the
difference.. With us the punch cannot be opened except by a key or alphabet, the only one having it
.
being the head inspector.
.
3876. How do you do with a heavy load? If we know we are going to have a heavy load we put on an
extra conductor.
.
•
3877. Kecollect that every morning on Marrickville, Paddington, Waverley, and other lines we have very
heavy loads ? I am convinced that one conductor could collect these fares on the run. Tour conductors,
after they have collected one lot of tickets simply hang about doing nothing instead of being constantly
moving. I have seen them come around twice only in Crown-street. The more a collector is kept going the
fewer tickets he misses and we always find that the heavier the load' the less the loss of tickets. The fewer
the passengers the more fares missed.
•
3878. Tou do not use a top deck ? No.
•
.
3879. How long would it take under your system to collect one of our top deck-cars very much crowded ?
I think he could collect between Market and Liverpool streets.
-3880. He would have to sell some tickets and give-change as well. Tou must bear in mind that your
conductor is the only person who can sell the tickets? Tes, certainly he can sell tickets aud collect as
well. ■
.
3881. I can hardly believe that a man would get through his collection with the other business as well
between Market and Liverpool Streets with a full car. He would more likely be iu Oxford-street before
he had completed his work. He might on occasions do it but not as a rule. The looking after tickets,
giving change, selling tickets, looking after the safety of the passengers, and blowing his whistle would
almost invariably keep him fully occupied until reaching Oxford-street? Well this is the system at work
in New Tork, but there they have no crowded upper-deck cars.
3882. What size are your dummies and cars ? They are much larger than those at North Shore, One
of our cars carries twenty-two seated inside, and six on each platform, and twenty-two on the dummy.3883. Mr. Broch.'] Have you seen your system used on cars similar to our lower deck cars ? No; not
on these cars. Our cars have a lane through them for the conductors to pass through them, and I would
•
suggest a similar road or track through your cars.
•
.....
3884. Do you think you could seat four people in each row with, as you suggest, a track through-the
centre ? Tes.
‘
3885. President.'] But you might find your passage blocked on the busy runs ? The way to get over that
is to run an extra car at these times, say morning and evening, and it will not occur. We run our cars
every 2 minutes, and we can put an extra one on at any time.
3886. If we had cars of the small capacity of those you refer to we should have to run at intervals of .
half-a-minute on the Paddington line, during the busy times, if we were to prevent overcrowding?
I daresay.
.
3887. Mr. Broelc^] How do you succeed at night in working your system? We have any amount of
light in the car and on the dummy, so that we carry on as well at night as in the day.
,
3888. Have they double deck cars in Philadelphia ?
They had,- but I believe they have been done away
with.
,
3883-90. President!] How do you arrange for change ?
That is another thing in which the inspector’s .
.
services are needed. The conductors has to find 20s. worth of change himself, and must always have at least
that amount of change on him. If an inspector comes on to a car and finds the conductor without 20s.
- . worth of change he reports him, and he may be dismissed or suspended. In our system we entirely depend
upon the conductor getting the fare. If he be unable to collect it for.any reason he must get the name
and address of the person and report it, at the same time asking the passenger to call at the office and pay.
There is an office at each .suburb and the trip slips are made up,- when nearing this office.
3891. Tou pay a second-class - man by the trip; then it is broken pay; a man may make a day to-day,
and not make another for two or three days ? We have a regular system of pay for them, and sometimes
they make more than a regular man.
'
.
.
3892. When does your conductor get fresh tickets ? Whenever he gives in his cash he replenishes his
tickets. We also allow transfers in our system. In San Prancisco you may travel 20 miles for 5 cents,
being transferred from one system to another.
■
3893. How do they arrange the transfer system ? A passenger wishes to go to some place not on the
line he is entering : he tells the conductor, who gives him a square card with the time at which it is given
.
marked on it; this will carry him on any line he requires to go, the only restriction being that it must bo
used within the hour in which it has been jmnehed.
.
3894. There are (say) 300 going to Botany ;—could all-their fares be readily collected under your system ?•
Tes ; I have known conductors who preferred good loads ; they would go around the lot and collect,, and
they, never missed a new-comer.
.
.
3895. Mr. Broch.] People are coming in at Market, Park, aud other streets ? They would not miss'them.; every new-comer they would know. Tramways working under this system have paid' when they have never paid before.
/ ,
. .
. .
3896.

.

3
.
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H. D. Elliott.'3890, President.] A great advantage in your system is that you have no commission to pay to people \vhoj
„/C
sell ticfeets, and therefore you do not run the same risk of fraud as we do ? Yes, in our. system it is
• e? - 8' reduced to the conductors, and they can make very little—even if they tried. They pay the money in tq
the receiver every trip, besides having given a deposit of £5.
*
.
'
3897. Are you quite certain after what you have heard about the manipulations here, that no ingenious
person could get into the inside of the bell-punch ? It is not done.
'
.
'
3898. There will be no such thing as allowing the conductor to take his bell-punch home with him in the
evening? No.
' .
’
. 3899. And I suppose, even if it cost you the wages of sis men to prevent it, you would not allow the
punches to be taken home at night ? No ; they are all handed over to the receiver every evening when
the men go off duty, and the men have, a sort of reverence for their bell-punch, and they will scarcely,
allow a person to look at it even.
.
.
.
3900. You can quite understand that under our system you would require some five or sis extra men to
prevent the bells being taken home ? Yes; but we compel the return of every conductor’s bell, bag,
tickets, slip, and reports at the finish of his day’s work.
■
.
. .
•
3901. How do you pick your first aud second class conductors ? Uniform inspectors note the conductors
and men at work, and select the best men. When they find a good man they put in a good word for him;
.
if they find men slack at their work they work them up, and if they do not give satisfaction will discharge'
them.
These inspectors have not only to attend to these duties but they have to attend to everything in
connection with the line and the traffic. The men know this, and try to get into the inspector’s good
graces; and an-inspector when he sees a good man will always look after him. With some of the
conductors the inspectors seldom or never travel, whilst with others who are slack they will be constantly
riding ; and if there is no improvement shown the inspector discharges them. The men are usually of a
' good class. They have to pay £5 deposit, and work fourteen days without pay. They have to find their
own uniform. I think in Melbourne gripmen get 52s. and conductors 45s. a week. This is low pay. We
pay better in' America, because things are dearer all round than here. A conductor of the highest class
gets 3 dollars to 3 dollars 50 cents, and a gripman 4 dollars to 4 dollars 50 cents; but they run longer
hours than here—say, twelve to thirteen per day.
•
*
.
3902. Mr. JBrock.] What is the greatest number of cars running together in your system ? Two; but we
pan put on any number, one after the other, at intervals of half a minute between them.
'
3903. President.] You have been on the Botany line, Mr. Elliott, during the interval; what were your,
experiences ? I got on the Botany tram at Bridge-street at 1G, and at Park-street the first collection
was completed, there being twenty or a few over on the top deck. Then thirteen got on and the second
collection was made, only seven being collected and six being missed. I counted everybody who came up
and out of the thirteen he missed six. Under our system we would have had three conductors. Two
people eat on each side of me and'did not pay. The conductor was a red-haired man with red whiskers
and by his appearance I would have thought him a first-rate conductor. . 'He was a steady looking main
I noticed he said “Any more fares please?” This I think is wrong; he should simply say “Pares please.”
If these tramways are not handicapped very heavily I would guarantee to collect all the fares. . Alter this,
he collected the penny sections and got all.
There were about 33 on the top deck where I was and only,
about 22 did he collect. The seats were not anything like full. I stood up to have a view. This was a
very ordinary load; there were only a few standing, the majority being seated. I do not think there would
be any difficulty in working my system under the present circumstances.
'
3904. Mr, Brock.] Was the lower floor loaded ? They were ladies, nearly all,
.
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3905. President.] We have recalled you in order to ask you to give some further evidence of importance,
and before I do that I may say that, although during your first examination and on several occasions we
may have spoken somewhat harshly with regard to your apparent complicity in the matter, and wecertainly held considerable doubt as to the genuineness of the transactions on your part, we wish to tell
you that, after the evidence we have received from others, we have come to the conclusion that you have
acted throughout in good faith ; and although you were for some reason or other rather chary in givinginformation directly to the authorities, still we have corroborative evidence that you did almost imme
diately make a number of your fellow workmen acquainted with the facts, although • you did not give
any names. Your evidence, as you may readily imagine, is of a very strong1 and important character, and ■
I may at once tell you that it has been very strongly contradicted by the person mainly guilty. - It is-notsurprising, perhaps, that the evidence has been contradicted, although -the witness was upon oath. - But
we have sent for you, in order to put these several points to you more Strongly again, that you may on
reconsideration either confirm, strengthen, or modify them,- as may seem to you correct. You remember a
conversation which took place between you and Musgrave in the Pitt-street yard on the day on uhieh
Hendy was taken off his tram for having tickets unregistered;—I think it was on the 7th April, on a raceday ? It was on a race-day; I remember.
3906. You remember telling us distinctly that you observed Musgrave car-cleaning ? I observed Musgrave with a broom in his hand, standing in the yard.
3907. And you sa,id to him : “ How is it that you are not at the races”? I did not say that. I said,
“ Tommy, how is it.that you are-not off to the faces ?’■’ or something to that effect.
'
3908. And his reply was-------? That there was something on the board. •
.
•
3909. I think you said that he accompanied that remark with a wink ? Yes.
3910, Now let me ask you, if Musgrave has absolutely sworn that no such copversation ever took place,
has lie-sworn truly or falsely ? Palsely.
.
'
" ............
8911.
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3911. Musgrave lias also sworn absolutely that he never said to you on any occasion whatever that he j Graham
had suffered a loss during the time he was under suspension of some £400 or £500 ; in fact he swears
that he never made any such’remark
has he sworn truly.or falsely ? Falsely.
4 gept#j ig8gi
3912. Have you the slightest doubt in your mind that he made such a statement to you ? Not the
‘
slightest. 1 remember it perfectly well.
.
'
3913. Musgrave in his evidence, when he apparently saw that he could not altogether escape from
making such a statement, admitted that he went on one occasion and got a piece of wire from you on
your engine. He further admits that he put this-piece of wire into his register, as you said he did. He
admits that he showed you the register number, and then he makes this very important modification in
the statement, and swears that it is correct—that instead of collecting a car load of tickets ho collected
four tickets only—that he was having a bit of a joke with you ; and to show you how it was done ho
collected four tickets, which he put honestly into his bag, showing you afterwards that the register had
not moved, and showing you at the same time the four tickets whicli he had in his hand ? I will give you
my opinion about it. ' He got On to the motor between Queen-street and Elizabeth-street, just at the
beginning of the twopenny section, and I can solemnly swear that there were more than two passengers
in the car that he collected. He went all round the car.
3914. Mr. Broch.'] Tou are positive of that? Tes, he went all round the car.
3915. President.] Was it a top and bottom car ? Tes.
3916. And you heard his bell ringing ? Tes; as'he wont along the side.
_
3917. Give us an idea of how often his bell rang, speaking within bounds. According to him it rang only
four times. He swears that it was on a penny section, aud that it happened between the tank and the
top of Queen-street ? It was'between Queen-street and the next stopping-place, and he got off the motor
at that place.
.
3918. Where did he borrow the wire from you ? Between Queen-street and Elizabeth-street.
•
3919. At the commencement of the twopenny section ? Tes.
■
■
3920. How many cars were there on ? Two.
'
3921. Were they fairly loaded? Tes; I think there were a good few passengers.' They were not what
you would call loaded. I think we came from Waverley on that trip.
3922'. How many'passengers do you think there were ? lean swear that there were more than twenty
in the first car.
’
•
3923. And he rang the proper number for the twenty ? As far as I could hear.
3924. What is your idea of the number of times he rar g ? I can say positively that he rang over twenty
times.
.
.
'
'
3925. When he got to Elizabeth-street what did he do ? He got off at Elizabeth-street and went along
the car. When we got to Regent-street he came on the motor again. He then showed me that the
register had not moved.
.
3926. Did he show you the tickets ? lie did not.
3927.'He did not show you any tickets ? No.
.
'
3928. He said he showed you four tickets ? He did not.
■
•
3929. My recollection of jmur evidence was that he did show you tickets ? Not on that occasion. If he
did I do not remember. I have seen the tickets that he made on other occasions.
.
3930. On which you have seen them collected in this improper way ? Tes.
. '
3931. Where did this occur ? On the Leichhardt line.
'
• •
3932.. In what way did you see them ? In his pocket.
3933. Did he show them to you in his pocket ? Tes.
- '
3934. How ? Putting his hand in, like this.
3935. In what pocket ? In his trousers, pocket.
_ _
3936. Tou fold us in your first evidence that you frequently saw him with the pin inserted ? Tes, .1 have
seen him frequently with the pin inserted.
3937. Tou are positive about that ? Tes.
'
_
_
3938. Aud vou are very positive as to his holding the wire up and letting you see it on one occasion ?
Test
"
.
3939. And saying, 11 This is worth a tenner a week to me ?” Tes.
■
3940. Tou swear to that ? Tes.
3941. Tou frequently saw that the pin was in when Musgrave -was collecting his fares ? Tes ; on several
occasions afterwards.
3942. Did he not.tell you on several occasions that he was doing it ? He did not tell me, but I under
stood from hints.
^
_
3943. What sort of hints Would he give you ? He would show me his pockets—show me the bulk in his
pockets ; sometimes in his breast-pocket and sometimes in his other pocket.
3944. Did you ever see that kind of game carried on'with a velvet pocket in a coat ? No.
3945. Nor anything like it ? No.
_
3946. He swears positively that when he got on to your motor for a piece of wire that was the first
oocasion he brought the matter under your notice;—-is that so ? Tes, that is the first time.
_
3947. W.hen was it that he told you he had been up to this game ever since he had been in the Service a
fortnight? That was in a subsequent conversation when we were lying at the cricket ground. On such
occasions as that we would have conversations, and they generally turned round to this subject.
. '
3948. He told you distinctly that he had been at this game during the whole of that time? He told me
he was at'the game from, a fortnight after he had been in the Service, and that he was the only man
who knew how to do it that way. He was boasting that no other conductor knew how to rig the bells.
3949. Mr. Broch.] Did he tell you how he found out to do it ? He did not. He told me how he got it
out of the office. I asked him, and he said, “ I got it out of the office.”
_
_
3950. President.]] Tou arc very positive that he told you that he instructed Eerrier, or rigged Eerrier’s
bells for him ? He did not tell me that. He said that Eerrier was at the game too.
._
3951. In your previous evidence did you not say that Musgrave told you that he had rigged Eerrier’s bells
for him ? If I said that it is correct.
.
•
.
3952. Why do you say now, “ If I said that it is correct?” Because I suppose I must have remembered
it at the time,
'
‘3953.
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3953. Do you remember it now ? It is correct. I do not think he mentioned Perrier exactly, but he
told hid he had shown others how to rig the bells.
3954. .First of all you said, “ He never actually told me of others, but I was led to believe from his talk that
1888;
thefti were-indie in it?” Yds; that is so.
3955. Although you said in the early part of your evidence that there was nothing certain given you as to
tti'e bttVefs; you afterwards said that Musgrave had told you that Fraser had given him £50, or one-half
of tlid, first £l0’O worth of tickets to know how it was donedo you remember that ? Yes ; it is a fact,
lie told ihe so-.
•
3950; 'Ihat you swear absolutely ? Yes.
_
fibs'/. What you meant was that Musgrave told you that Fraser gave him £50 worth of tickets to have
liis belk. figged ? That is what I inean.
'
3953. Yoii have not the slightest doubt about it ? I swear that he told me that.
3'959; Iii your previous evidence you also swore distinctly that Musgrave informed you that he gave
information as to the manipulation of the registers to Ferrier and Fraser? Yes.
,
3960. Aiid ^oii still swear positively that he told you so ? Yes.
39GI. Your evidence is of the highest importance; aud it is not satisfactory to hear you say; “ If I said so
before it is correct ?” I do riot think I could recollect all that I have said, and I thought, you. were
•■eferring to the first time Musgrave came to me. 39G2. Surely you would remember whether Musgrave had told you about Ferrier arid Fraser, or whether
Tie had riot ? lam positive that he did.
3963. But, just now you were riot. You said; “ If I said so the other day it is correct ?” I thought you
iriearit at tlie beginning of the affair. I thought yoii meant did he tell me about Ferrier and Fraser then.
3964. Have,yoii had any conversation with Musgrave during the last few days ? No.
'
3965. You siVeaf that ? I have seen him; but I have not spokeri to him.
.
396G. Did he not try to speak to you ? No.
.39.67.. Is he friendly with you now ? I do not know. He looked at ine. Fraser spoke to me just now in
thri corridor.
‘
'
.
,
.
3,968. .Did.Musgrave have any conversation with you after he had giveri evidence before Mr. Yefnon ? I
dori’t rebbllect speaking to him about it.
,
,
3969. Did he not say to you, “ I.have spun a bloody fairy yarn to Mr. Yernon. Mirid you say it only
happened two months ago ” ? He did not say that about Mr. Vernon. That was after he had been before
Mr: Bdbefts;.
. . '
'
39'/0. AYas that the expression he made use of? Yes; he said he had stuck a fairy tale into Mr. Roberts,
' arid he asked rue to say, if I was called upon, that it only happeried two months ag"b; also to say that I spoke
from hearsay; and riot to say that he told ine. He asked me to say that it came from general conversation
with other men. He said he did not want me to mention his name in the matter, or something to that
effect.
.
3971. I suppose Musgrave knows the nature of the evidence you have given?
If he recollects what he
tpld me he must have a pretty fair idea.
.
8972: Did your mate, Reid, see Musgrave when he came on to the motor to show you that his register
had not moved ?
My mate told me that he could riot swear that it was Musgrave who asked for the
wire;
.
3973. But when he came on after collecting the fares ? I could riot say whether my mate saw kirn when
he came on then or not.
„
3974. Is there anyone else who to your knowledge has seed Musgrave with .this pin in at any other time ?
Not to my knowledge, because no one knew positively how it was done.
.
•
3975,. You do not think he ever showed anyone how it was done.
AVe understand you to say that
-Musgrave, acedfditig to liis own statement to you, never showed Ferrier or Fraser how the thing was done,
but that he himself did it for them or got it done for them ? Yes, that is correct.
3976. There is another important point on which you are utterly contradicted by Musgrave.
He was
• very positive indeed on this poirit, and said that it must have been a pure fabrication ; that is, a conversa
tion which he told you had taken place between him and Murray at the ticket-office. You remember you
told us that when he was giving in his register one day he forgot to take'out the pin, and ’ that bis
. expression to you was that he was nearly fainting when he discovered that he had made this mistake, and
that when. Murray asked him on what line he was he was unable to answer ? I swear that he told me
that.
'
■
- 3977. You say he also told you that he got his register back with the wire in without anyone having
noticed it ? Yes, that is correct.
,
3978; There is one point on which you were evidently in error. You told us when you were last here
that you were quite certain, that Musgrave was on a race tram on the forenoon of the day on which Hendy
was taken off, and that Mr. Roberts himself went down to the yard and withdrew him from the run. You
were very positive about that; but we have absolute facts from the books and other sources to show
that on that day Miisgrave did not come oh until 2 o’clock, and it is absolutely sworn to us that he did not
go out on a race-tram until after 5 miriutes past -3 in the afternoon ? I know that I saw him, because I
was speaking to hirii.
.
3979, At what time ? In the morning before the races commenced—before the rush commenced to go to
the. races.
3980. Not on a face-tram ? Certainly not.
.
;
- 3981. AYhefe was he ? On another tram. I met him in Elizabeth-street.
- .
.3982. On duty ? He was on the car—whether he was on duty or not.I do not know. It was between
Market-street and Park-street. I was goirig out.
. .
;
3983. AYas it after that you saw him with the broom, in the yard, as if he were car-cleaning ? Yes.
,
3984: Can you fix the exact hourwhen he winked and said that there was something on the board ? I could
perhaps, if I knew the date. I am sure he was in the yard before 2.
.
3985. How long before ? Some time before.
.
. ' 3986. Before 1 ? Yes; if I am not doing double shift duty I get relieved before 1 o’clock. I don’t
• know whether I did do double shift duty on that day.
'
.
.
' 3987. Your main point in this was that he was taken off the race-cars and put car-cleaning, whereas, as
•a -matter of fact, he took a race-tram out at half-past 3 or 4 ? I saw him on a car when I was going out,
and when I came back again he was in the yard with a broom,
3988.
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3988. It would be between 2 and 3 when you saw him car-cleaning ? Before that.
•
■ ':
■
Driver
3989. He says he thinks he was put on to take Hendy’s place ? Yery likely. He would be in the yard, J;
and there would be no other spare conductor there. Someone would have to go Out with the tram.
3990. There is an exceptional entry in one of the books as to the hour at which Hendy’s suspension took *
“
place, and it is clear, from this entry, that Musgrave had his trip out to the racecourse after 3'5. It is
also certain, from the books, that Musgrave did not come in until 2 o’clock that day, and that if he did he
did not get paid for it ? I am positive that I saw him in the yard before 1 o’clock.
.
3991. You went off at 1 that day ? I am not sure.
3992. If you are not sure of that you are not sure as to when you saw Musgrave ? No.
'
3993. All you know is that you saw him before you went off ? Yes.
•
3991. Gould you have been referring in your own mind to some other race-day—could you have mixed up
some other race-day with the race-day on which Hendy was caught ? It is' possible, but 1 hardily
think so.
'
.
3995. Could it have been the Thursday in the same week P I don’t think so.
•
3993. Will you look this up further in your book and let us know ? Yes.
.
,
3997. Mr. Jjroe]c.~\ At what hour was Hendy suspended do you know ? I could not say.
■
3998. Mr. Thompson] In additionfo Musgrave saying to you, with a wink, that there was something on
the board, he said he had got the straight griffin from the office ? Yes ; something to that effect.
3999. Has anyone asked you what you had to say about them with regard to this matter ? Fraser told
me that Tom Musgrave was looking for me, because he wanted to know exactly what I had said.
,
4000. To whom did he suppose you had been speaking ? This was after the inquiry before Mr. Vernon. '
He wanted to know what I had said to Mr. Yernon, but I was not here. I was in Melbourne at the
time they were looking for me.
4001. Mr. Brock] Do you know a man nanied Dominic, the barber ? No ; my acquaintance outside the
tramway nien is very slight indeed.
'
*
4002. You said'more than once in your first evidence that you knew for a long time that Musgrave was
systematically robbing the (xovernment? For a long time.
' '
.■
’
4003. You are sure of that P Yes ; from the time he first told me until I gave information.
'
:
4004. You have not a shadow of doubt about it in your own mind ?- No ; because he told me so distinctly
that they could not catch him. The only fear he had was that they might catch him with tickets in his
pocket after he had given in his bell and bag for the day.
*
4005. President] And the view of the question that this was’ shown to you by Musgrave as 'a joke must
be scouted as ridiculous, must it not ? Yes.
,
400G. Do you remember telling anyone that Fraser and Musgrave went into a public-house or an oystershop with you, and when there showed you'their pockets full of tickets? I do not remember being in
Fraser and Musgrave’s company.
4007. Do you recollect when Moran got into a Waterloo tram with a pair of bells, and asked you how it
was done. You said you did not know, and that it was worked inside. Do you recollect saying that you
.
Y
knew it was done, because Fraser and Musgrave went into an oyster-shop or public-house with you, that .
'
.
they were ‘ tonicked,’ and that they showed you pockets full of tickets ? I do not remember saying so. •' : .
’•
4008. Do you recollect speaking of Musgrave having his pocket full of tickets in any place ? Np ; I dp ‘
know that he lias done it, because I have seen him'with them, but I do not recollect any particular place.
4009. Can you swear that you did not tell Moran that ? No ; I cannot swear it.
...
4010. But you do not remember it ? I dp not ;"I do not remember being in the company of Musgrave
and Fraser together.
.
4011. You have frequently seen tickets in Musgrave’s pockets ? Yes : I will give you an instance : He
came opt late one night; I think it was the last trip to Leichhardt; it was on a Saturday night; he had
made a fine old punch that night; he would not come down the Newtown Boad ; he got off at Leichhardt
and ran across Johnson’s paddock ; he showed me his tickets ; he had more than.one pocket, full of tickets ;
he showed me the bulk of them.
.
'
'
4012. Dp you recollect saying that the thing was'blpwn, and that when he had his pocket full of tickets
again, you would tell Moran how tp catch him ? Yes ; something to that effect.
4013. You referred to Musgrave and Fraser ? Yes.
■
,
4014. Have you ever seen Fraser with tickets ? No.
1
'
4015. How came you to refer to Fraser P I might not have referred directly to him; I might.have
•irientipned his name, but I know that I meMione(i Musgrave’s.
(1 / .
4010. Why did you mention Fraser ? I knew he was doing it, because Musgrave told me, but I never
actually saw Fraser with tickets ; I could put my hand on him at any time when he had tickets on him,
because I knew—I mean Musgrave.
,
4017. Mr Thompson] Did you ever watch to see if Fraser or Ferrier did it ? It never cost me a thought;
it was only from '?le hints that Musgrave gave me that I knew that others were doing it. They were,
completely in the dark about my knowing it.
.
4018. I should have thought you would have done it from natural curiosity ? I took it for granted;
Musgrave told me that much about it that I thought they must be doing it.
4019. President] Are you not still very good friends with Fraser P I have been all along up till this
morning.
'
.
4020. Although you knew that he was robbing the Government ? Yes.
4021. You have met him several times since this inquiry has been going on ? Not several times. .
4022. How often? Once. Last Tuesday.
.
4023. Have you not told Fraser that you would shield him P No, I never said so.
4024. What did you tell him ? Well I did not tell him that, because he did not know that I knew any
thing about it.
'
4025. Do you mean to say that in your frequent conversations in Crown-street and elsewhere you have,
not got on to the subject of the frauds and his dismissal ? I have not said anything to that effect.
4026: What do you mean ? I have not promised to say nothing which would implicate him.
.. . . •
4027. But since he felt his dismissal so keenly surely he must have spoken to you about the matter ?
.Not about his dismissal. He told me he did not care a damn about that, or something to that effect.
I think he told me that if Musgrave got bowled put properly he would tell everything about it.
..

-
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That is what he told me at Botany one day. I think he said that Musgrare would tell all that he knew
. J. Graham.
]ie wel:e bowled out.
•
.
...
4-S<rt>~l888Have you riot said that you were sorry for Fraser because Musgrave had dragged him into it ? I
.
'' . ' have said that I was sorry for this reason, that he had a wife and children to look after;
4029'. Ton believe that Musgrave had drawn him into it ? I believe he did and I said so.
■
4030. Tou still believe it ? Tes.
'
4031. I suppose Fraser is pretty comfortably off, is he not ? I could not say.
•
'
'
4032. Mr. jBroc/c.] Do you know-where his shop is?' No; I heard he kept a shop near Crown-street
somewhere.
■
4033. Mr. Thompson!\ Tou remember distinctly that Musgrave said this to you : “If they say anything
to you about the time, say that it happened two months ago ” ? Tes ; that was after he Went to Mr.
lioberts.
■
•
■
■4034. Can you,.by anything you can remember with regard to the holidays, tell us how soon after the
holidays it was that he first showed you this thing. Tou remember that at the Centennial time there was
the unveiling of the Queen’s statue, the laying of the foundation-stone of the Houses of Parliament, and
the &hibition of fireworks on the water; you remember all that ? Tqs.
'
4035. llemembering that'holiday-time, can you tell us how soon after that, or whether it was before that,
'
that Musgrave showed you how to work this thing ? I think it was after'that. •
4036.- If so how soon after;—can you give us any idea ? I could not say exactly, but I think it was after
'
January, about the Centennial time. I could not swear that it was not before it.
'
'
4037, Tour own opinion is that it was shortly after ? Tes.
.
.
■ "4038. At holiday-tiirie he would make a punch? Well he would never be on a car unless it was loaded,
.
because he was a special conductor.
.
4039. Tou did not quite finish telling us about the time he made that punch going out to Leichhardt.
'
What made you think that he had made a punch that day ? I saw his pockets. He generally wore a
• light overcoat over his uniform.
■
.
•
_
4040. President.^ I suppose there is no doubt-whatever in your own mind that both Fraser and Ferrier
have been doing this thing ? I have not the slightest doubt about it.
4041. -Do you mean to say that you entirely took Musgrave’s statement for it ? Tes, I did. What was
the use of his telling me a lie about the thing ? Why should he tell me that Fraser was doing it merely
for the sake of saying so ?
4042. Tou have no knowledge of Fraser’s and Fender’s complicity beyond Musgrave’s statement?
Nothing beyond. He was always asking me if I knew of anybody doing anything in that line.

Frank Coll called in, sworn, and examined:—
P. Coll.

4043. President.] What is your occupation or business ? I am a watchmaker. .
4044. At what residence ? I am working at Bathurst-street.
4 Sept., 1888, 4045. At what establishment ? At Mr. Hellyer’s.
‘ 4046. Tou have been in business for youiself have you not? Tes.
.
•
4047. Will you let us know when you were last in business for yourself, and where ? Do you mean in
my. own trade ?
.
4048; In any business for yourself ? About three months ago.
•
4049. Where was it ? In Campbell-street.
4050. That is at the Haymarket ? ; Tes. ■
4051. Do you know certain premises in Elizabeth-street where tram-tickets have been sold ? Tes.
4052. How did you come to take out a license for it ? Weill took ihe place; I gave up my place in
Campbell-street to take it.
•
.
4053. But you never did take it did you ? Tes.
.
.
4054. Tou never were there yourself ? Tes, I used to be there at night-time and on Sundays.
4055. What arrangement did you make for the management of the business during the day ? I had a
girl in the shop.
••
4056. Margaret Biley ? No ; another girl.
4057.-Who then ? I do not know what her name was. Several girls have been in the shop.
'
4058. Was not Margaret Biley there ? Not when I was connected with it myself, but since then. As
it stands now it is my business.
.
4059. I don’t quite understand. Is it still your business then ? It is and it is not.
'
4060. Who is working it now ? Margaret Biley. Let me explain and then you will -understand : I
cannot be sure whether it was in June or in July that I came to an arrangement with Margaret Biley
that she was to pay me £50 for the business. She paid me £30 down and she was to pay the other
during September. I then gave over the business entirely to her.
4061. Don’t you know Cook in the matter ? No.
4062. Has he nothing to do with the business ? Nothing.
4063. Ton do know Cook very well don’t you ? Tes, I do.
4064. Tou have been connected with him in business ? There are several Cooks.
-4065. Charles'Cook I mean ? I never had anything to do with him.
■ 4066. What about Henry Cook ? Tes, I know him.
'
4067. Do you know George ? No.
•
.4068. Tou know that Charles Cook is connected with that business apparently managed by Margaret
■Biley don’t you ? 1 don’t believe he is connected with it. I don’t believe he has anything to do with it
either as regards the profits or the management.
4069. Mr. Thompson!] Don’t you know that Margaret Biley is a step-daughter of Cook’s, aud was living
with him for a long while ? I believe she is a relation.
■
4070. When you first took this place did you not take it in connection with Henry Cook ? No, I took
. the place in my own name.
4071. But was it not in conjunction wdth Henry Cook ?
He Was to have had ■ something to do with it,
.but we had a disagreement, and that is why I got out of it.
.
4072.
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Mr. Brock.'] He had an interest in it at one time P Yes; I in tended.-to go into the hn-sihess arid
work it myself, but in consequence of some disagreement we had I got out of it.
■'
■
1
4073. Have you signed orders for tram-tickets required for carrying on that part of the business ? Yes.
40/4. President.] And you continued to do it after you gave it up ? Well I signed for Margaret Riley
to get the tickets. '
,
.
4075. Do you mean to say that you signed once aud for all for her to get them, or upon every occasion
when they- were required P I used to sign five or six forms at a time.
407G. The license being always in your name P Yes.
4077. And it is cancelled now ? I do not know whether it is cancelled or notthey- refused to sell' any'
more tickets; she wanted the license transferred as soon as she went in, hut I would not have it done
until she settled with me.
,
'
4078. You know the mechanism of tramway registers do you not?
I never saw one; that is, I never
saw the inside.
i '
1079. We are given to understand that you had one to repair once ? You must be mistaken, I think.
4081).. You are quite certain that you never repaired a broken bell register for any conductor ? Positive.
4081. 'And you never took one to pieces ? Never in my life ; I have never had one in my hand ; I’have
only seen them in -the hands of the conductors.
•
4082. You havAdieard a good deal about thesis frauds, I suppose ? Yes.
4083. Are you ableTo give us any information ? No, I cannot; I do not know more than what I have
heard casually, and what I have read; what I have heard has merely been a repetition of what has been
in the papers.
.
.
4084. You have no knowledge of any conductors selling these tickets P No.
■
.
4085. You do not know any conductors ? No.
•
'
'
• 4086. Mr. Brock.] Don’t you know a conductor named Musgrave ?
I do not know the names of any
conductors, not that I know of. I may know them by sight, and they may know'me by sight, but I do
not know their names.
.
■
4087. Do you know Wigg and Moran, two tramway officers ? No.
4088. President.] Have you not seen them in reference to your license, and as to the way the tickets were
being got for you ? Yes; now I think of it I have.
-.
'
.
4089. Don’t you remember telling them, about a month ago, that you had not signed a requisition for
the past two. months, and that you had given Cook permission to sign your name ? I do not remember
exactly.
•
4090. Mr. Thompson.] Do you remember what you did say ? I don’t think I said much at all; they did
not say who they were-; they did not say that.they were upon the tramways, and I said to myself, “ Who
can they be?”
4091. President.] Don’t you remember Moran saying to you, “ If anyone has signed your name for you it
is a forgery, then, is it not,” to which you replied, “No, I have given Cook permission to sign my name?”
I- don’t think so.
,
•
•
4092. Is’it a fact that that is how the matter stood ? No.
■
.
:
4093. You have not signed for several months ?, When they came to me I had signed some forms for
Miss Riley a few days before.
■
4094. Will you sign your name to this paper ? Yes.
.
■
•
4095. This is your signature to the requisitions you have sent in ? Yes.
• '
4096. Don’t you remember Moran putting it to you about the forgery ? Yes; I do remember something
about it.
4097. And did you not reply that it was an arrangement between you and Cook, and that you had
allowed him to do it ? No, I- have not given him that power.
.
•
4098. Then if we find that any tickets have been obtained upon any signature other than that which you
have given us we shall know that it is a forgery. Is not that so ? Well my signature might, perhaps, be
a little difierent from that which I have given you.
.
- '
4099. But suppose we found that it was absolutely in a different handwriting we should know that it was a
forgery ? Yes.
'
4100! Mr. Thompson.] You never signed yourself “ Prank;” in full ? Not on these forms.
'
. 4101. What do you sign Prank in full to. Have you two different signatures? I sometimes sign my
name in different ways, but I signed it in the way I have given you to these forms in'order that it might
be more legible.
•
4102. Then your ordinary business signature is- different from that ? Yes.
■
.
4103. President.] Will you give us your business signature ? Yes.
'
'
4101. I observe that there is an additional initial in your business signature ? Yes, “ A.”
4105. Mr. Rroc/r.] Why did you not sjgn
P. A. Coll” when you were signing for the tram-tickets ?
Sometimes I do not put the “A.” in my signature.
'
4106. You have a lot of signatures then ? I have no fixed style of signing my name.
_
. '
4107. How old are you ? Twenty-four.
■
,
4108. Are you a married man ? No. '
‘
•
4109. President.] Do you remember what caused Moran to speak to you about the forgery. When it
came to be a question of ascertaining whose signature had been sent in for the tram-tickets did you not
say to Moran, “I have not been near the shop for some time,” and did not Moran say, “Well then, if this
requisition has been signed with your name it must be a forgery.” Is not that the way he put it? I
remember something about it, but I would not be quite positive.
'
4110. At the time he went to you you had not been near the shop for some time-—you had given it up
altogether ? I had very likely been at the shop that morning or on the previous night.
4111.- Will you swear that yon did not tell Moran that you had not been there for months, and if you did
tell him that why did you tell him an untruth ? Well these men came to me and asked me all sorts of
questions. I did not know who they were and I left them to think pretty well as they liked, and to have
their own way.
'
'
•
■
1
4112. Mr: Thompson!] Then you admit that you may have led them to believe an absolute untruth with
regard to your being in that shop ? Yes.
*
'
4113. President.] Did you not say distinctly that you had allowed Cook to write your name for you ?
X had-not allowed him.
’
.
4114.
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4114. Positively you had not ? I had not.
4115. Tou never authorized him to sign your name ? No.
feeP-v;> -■ ■ ■ 4116. Do you remember the day Wigg and Moran were with you P

-

'
Tes.

.

4117. Do you remember telling Cook the next day that two tramway detectives had been with you making
some statement about a forgery ? I may have told him. I daresay I did tell him.
.
4118. Therefore you knew these two men after all ? Well, I guessed who they were.
.
4119. We understood just now that you bluffed them because you did not know who they were? I never
saw them in my life before to my knowledge. I did not know that they were tramway detectives.
4120. Did you hear it afterwards then ? 1 went round to the shop that night. Miss Biley said something
about some one having been there and I said then that I thought it must have been the two men I had
seen.
4121. Whp did they say they were P They did not say anything to my remembrance. They asked about
the license and about the shop in Elizabeth-street.
4122. Was it Miss Biley who said that they were detectives? She did not say they were but I at .once
thought it fpr myself.
4123. That was after her telling you that tvyo men had been to her making inquiries ? Tes.
.
4124. Did I not understand you to say in commencing your evidence that you did not know Charles
Cook? No; I did not say that; I said I had not been in business with him.
.
.
4125. Is it not a fact that you know him very well indeed? No, I am not intimate with him.
4126. Will you deny, that on the evening to which I have been referring, ypu were closeted with him for
two whole hours ? That evening ?
4127. The evening on which ypu saw Miss Biley ? Certainly I do.
'
.
4128. Do you mean that seriously ? I deny that I was ever closeted with him fpr two hours in my life.
4129. Was it on the night after you had spoken to Miss Biley that you had this long interview with him ?
I could hot say; I think I saw him the same night at the theatre. I have an idea that I did. I know
that I did not see him at the shop. I met him out somewhere.
4130. Tou went to the shop that evening and you met Cook did you not ? No.
.
4131. Tou had a long walk down by Farmer’s and so on. Tou had a long slow walk talking until you got
back to the shop ; you then went in with him, and you were there with him for another hour ? Decidedly
not. I do not remember walking out with him.
4132. Mr. Thompson."] How did you come to meet him at the theatre ? By accident. He happened to go
to the same theatre that I went to.
4133. And, notwithstanding all this, do you mean to tell us that you had no business transactions with
Charles Cook ? I had no business transactions with him.
4134. Although all this signing of the name was going on you never had any connection with him in
business ? No.
4135. Did he ever show you a bag with a lot of tram-tickets in it? No ; he did not.
4136. Did he never tell you that he was doing a good deal of business in connection with used tram-tickets ?
No ; he did not.
■
4137. Tou are quite certain about that? Quite.
4138. Then there must be a terrible lot of liars about ? I am not so intimate with him as to permit of
his telling me anything like that.
•
.
. 4139. Tou would be surprised to hear what people say of your intimacy with Cook. At how many other
places have you been in business besides the shop in Campbell-street and thp shop in Elizabeth-street ?
I had a place in Abercrombie-street at one time.
•
.
4140. And where else ? I was once at Glebe Point.
"
4141. How far away from that shop at Glebe Point did one of the-Cooks have a
shop? When Ifirst
went there one of the Cooks was next door to me.
■.
4142. Which one was that? Henry Cook.
4143. From being next door to one- another -at Glebe Point you turned up together in partnership at
Elizabeth-street? Tes.
.........................
4144. Tou must have begun business pretty early in life? Well, I don’t know.
4145. Where did you serve your apprenticeship ? Where I am working now—at HeUyer’s.
4146. Is it not a fact that you have been knocking about in various places since you left Hellyer’s during
khe past three years ? I pan tell you where I have been. When I left Hellyer’s I went to a man named
Elbert in George-street. I was with him eighteen months, or it may have been a little more, When I
left there I took a shop at Glebe Point.
. 4147. That was the first flutter on your own account ? Tes ; after that I went toMelbourne.
4148. And you were there about the time of the big jewel robbery, for which Cook was pulled up ? I
could not say; I have been back from Melbourne about thirteen months; I was oyer there five months.
4149. Did you over hear anything of this jewel robbery? Tes, I heard of it. That was before I ever
knew the Cooks.
...
4150. When you came back what did you do ? I opened a shop in Abercrombie-street.
415L From Abercrombie-street you went to Campbell-street, and from Campbell-street to Elizabethstreet? Tes,
'
'
" "
4152. How long is it since you saw Dominic Lacerda ? I see him when I go to work in the morning ; I
pass him at the door, and I say “ Good morning.”
•
4153. Dp you mean the old Dominic or the young Dominic? The old Dominic is the only one I know.
4154. Where do you live now ? At Bedfern.
'
4155. And the old mau lives near you ? He used to have a shop next to mine. He has a shop next to
where I used to have one. I don’t know where he lives.
- ...
.
.
4156. How long is it since you and Cook were at Dominic’s together? I wras never therewith Cook.
4157. How long is it since you and Cook were at Dominic’s place together ? At his shop ?
4158. Tes? I cannot remember ever being there with Cook.
4159. Will you swear that you have not been ? Let me see. When I had a shop next door I think
Cook came to see me once, if that is what you mean. He may have seen Dominic at the same time.
That is the only time 1 remember being at his place with Cook.
'
4160. And where is that shop—in Liverpool-street qr in Campbell-street ? In Abercrombie-street.
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4161. 1?rni'tentDid you ever go to races“with Cook P I was never on a'racecourse hut Once in
my life,
•
.
4 Sept., 1888.
4162. And that was with Cook? No.
4163. You were a great friend of Mr. Thomas Walker’s once upon a time ? Yes, I was on fairly good
tenns with him.
4164. You used to recite at his seances;—did you not ? I used to get paid for reciting at his lectures.. .
41.65. You know that the people at the oyster-shop were in the hahit of selling second-hand tickets ? At
what shop ?
.
:
■
4166. In Elizabeth-street ? Never to my knowledge did they sell any tickets.'
4167. Do you know Pietro Gaspardo ? No, I never heard of him.
4168. HoW long is it since you first took this shop ? It was in April, I fancy.
.
.
4169. About five months ago ? Yes.
■
4170. Mr.,Thompson.'] What did you and Henry Cook fall out about in connection with that business
matter ? Well there was an arrangement about fittings. He was to fit the place up, and he did nofdo what
f I wanted done, and I said; “ I will get out of this as soon as ever I can.”
'
,
4171. How did you first become acquainted with the Cooks ? I do not know.exactly.'
4172. You do not know ? I think ! met him ohe morning about three or four years ago at the Gaiety
Theatre.
.
4173. .How do you reconcile that with your, evidence that you did not know Cook till you came back
from Melbourne thirteen months ago ? If that is -put down it is a mistake. I have known Cook
to speak to for three or four years.
' ,
. 4174. Did you know a Cook in Melbourne, at Emerald Hill ? No, I did not know any Cook at all at
Melbourne.
4175, Mr. Brock.'] Did you'ever hear that the proprietor of that shop in Elizabeth-street was suspected
of selling second-hand tram-tickets P No.
4176.. President^]' Your shop is not an oyster-shop ? No, niine is a fruit and confectionery shop. .
4177. Have you ever heard it reported that the proprietor of the oyster-shop at the Corner of Liverpool
. and Elizabeth streets was buying tickets from conductors ? No.
4178. Have you been there at all ? I have been in there to have oysters.
.
4179. Have you never met Cook there? No, I went in there last Saturday night With several friends.
, 4180. Do you know a man named Ballard, a watchmaker, living at Waterloo ? No, I do nOt .know him.
■ I don’t know him by that name ; I might know,him by sight. A great number come into the shop where
I work. I don’t remember hearing of the nanio.
'
.
. ■
.
4181. This Ballard has a shop near Siddons’ at Waterloo. Do you know Siddons at Waterloo ? lam nOt
well acquainted with Waterloo.
•
4182. But you live there ? No, more over towards Darlington; I live at Shepherd-street, Golden GrOve,
4183. You do not know Siddons? No, not at all.

:

■

-

.
■

,

■

.

'
John Connors called in, sworn, and examined:—
Conductor
4184. President.] You are a conductor'in the tramway service ? Yes.
.
J, Connors.
How
many
years
have
you
been
so
employed
?
About
four
years
this
month,
on
and
off.
.
4185.
4186. Are you on any particular line ? No.
4 Sept., 1888*
4187. You are what they call an extra conductor ? An assistant conductor.
4188. We have sent for you to give us all the information in your power in connection with these
tramway-ticket frauds ? Yes.
4189. We believe that you have some information you can give us, and we will ask you to give it as fully
and clearly as possible. You know a man who was a conductor some time ago—a man named Perrier"?
Yes.
.
.
4190. Were you intimate with Perrier ? I was always an enemy of his.
4191. You have had some conversation with him, have you not, on the subject of the disposal of tickets,
and so forth ? No conversation.
- '
'
.
4192. What happened ? I left Bridge-street one afternoon at 2 o’clock to go to Botany, and as We
turned the corner of Devonshire-street into Castlereagh-street Perrier and another man got on to the car.
4193. Who was the other man ? I do not know, I should know him if I saw him.
4194. Was he a conductor ? No. I came down the stairs and asked Perrier where he was living. He
told me at Cleveland-street. We had got to Cleveland-street by that time, and he got off.
4195. What made you ask Perrier where he lived? I had not seen him up that wav before, and I knew
that he lived somewhere off Oxford-street.
"
.
4196. Were you enemies at that time? Yes.
.
4197. What do you mean by enemies? He was always up to some tricks in the room ; and when the men
would go to sign on or off duty he would put a pin in them, or pinch them, or something of that sort.
On two different occasions he did this to me and I hit him. I knew that he was a notorious liar. I
never cared about being with him at any time.
„
4198. You asked him where he lived;—what did he say when he got off the tram at Cleveland-street ?
When he got off he said to me, “ Can you give me a couple of pounds worth of tickets ? ” I said, “ If
you want a couple of pounds worth of tickets you had better go to some ticket-office and get them.” He
then walked up Cleveland-street, towards Elizabeth-street. I saw Perrier in the same way about a
fortnight afterwards. I did not notice him getting on to the tram on that occasion. I do not kriqw
where he got on. The same man was with him. The man who was with Perrier gave me 6d, and
at the same time that he did he gave a bit of a cough. They dropped off as we Were going aloim between
Elizabeth and Queen Streets, Paddington.
4199. Did he pay for Perrier then ? Yes.
4200. Was not Perrier a conductor at that time ? No ; that was all that ever passed between Perrier
and myself, and that is all I know about him.
4201. These are the only occasions on which you saw Perrier ? Yes. •
„ •4202.
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4202. Mr, Brock!] What is the man like'who was with. Terrier ? He was a man of similar build to
Terrier, only he was dark. He had a. little bit of black side-whisker, and a black moustache. .
.
•
4203. Had you ever seen him before ? Ho.
.
4 Sept., 1888.
4204. Have you ever seen him since ? Ho.
_
4205. Ton have no idea who he was? Hot the slightest. I think'it was this which led to its being
said that I was in mysterious company with Terrier and Cook.
_
_
4206. You heard it said that you had been spoken about as constantly keeping mysterious company with
Terrier and Cook ? Yes.
,
_
4207. Did it make you indignant wrhen you read that in the papers ? Yes. Cook I have never seen in
my life to my knowledge.
■
■
,
4208. President.] Have you never had anything against you before that you should have been so
indignant about this matter ? Hot that I know of.
4209. Is it not a fact that you have been charged with being drunk on your car ? Yes, I was.
4210. And you were let off ? Yes.
_
4211. Is it not a fact that you frequented racecourses and gambling places, and kept your wife without
money? I never did.
■
4212. You swear that ? I swear that I never frequented racecourses or gambling saloons.
4213. If your wife said that she said that which was not true ? She did.
.
4214. How long have you been married ? Tour years last July.
.
4215. Are you aware that your wife has complained of your treatment of her? She may have done.
4216. Without any cause whatever ? Yes.
'
4217. Don’t you remember an occasion when you were sent for by Mr. Eoberts ?
Yes ; he sent for me
and asked me if it was a fact.
'
4218. And you denied at the time that you were in the habit of getting drunk, and squandering your
money in gambling ? Yes, I did.
4219. You denied that you were in the habit of getting drunk when you were not on duty ? Yes.
4220. I cannot understand a man being indignant at seeing his name in the papers in this way when he
has such records as these against him ? There is no truth in what the wife has stated there, no truth
at all. ...
.
4221. Mr. Brock.] Are you living with her now ? Yes.
.
. .
4222. Mr. Thompson.] Is it not a fact that she was obliged to live away from you for some time ? It is.
■4223. Why ? I was living in the house with her people. They were always going on at me, constantly
nagging. Her mother told me that the best thing I could do was to live with my people, and let my wife
live with her.
I went away, and allowed her a pound a week. While I was allowing her this I
discovered that she ivas wrorking in a •private bar. The house was kept by a man named Lysaght; ■ I
waited'there one night till the house was shut up ; I saw her get intoa cab with two other barmaids and.
three men. There was a man to each woman.
They drove away down to the Circular Quay, and went
together to a house at North Shore ; I then refused to support her. She summoned me, and there was a
verdict with.consent, allowing her 15s.'a week.
'
■
■
4224. But you are now' on good lerins with her ? Yes ; I am now'.
.
‘
4225. You have been steadier lately ? Yes; since I found that she had turned over a new leaf as I
thought.
'
'
...
4226. It was this disturbance that led you to drink? I do not mean to say that I was ever a drunkard.
4227. Is it not abominable that you should get drunk on your tram, in charge of public property and
public life ? I wras accused of being drunk, and I denied it at the time.
'
4228.- Were you not taken off your tram and another man put in your place ? Yes.
4229. What is your age ? Twenty-eight.
■
'
•
4230. When had you first any inkling whatever of these tram frauds ? I first heard of it when I was in
the conductors’room on a Thursday or Triday night.
.
'
4231. How long ago ? Only a few weeks ago.
4232. Do you mean to tell me that you never heard anything about it before. It all appeared in the
papers'? Yes.
'
.
4233. It appeared in the papers sis weeks ago? I heard about it then. I heard it just before the
deputation waited on the Minister. There were five or six men in the room talking about it. That was
the first I heard of it.
.
■
‘
.
4234. Who were the men ? I could not say. Toreman Halliday w'as one of the men in the room. I‘
. told them all that Terrier got on to my car on one or two occasions and I told them w'hat he had said.
4235. Don’t you know'Conductor Musgrave ? Yes.
'
•
4236. Have you had no conversation with him about this matter ? Hever.
.
4237. President.] And what you have told us is absolutely all-that you know'? Yes.
4238. We can understand that a young man who was so indignant'at the mention of bis name in the
newspapers iff connection with this'thing, would be most desirous of giving us the fullest information in
his power so that bis name might be thoroughly cleared ? Certainly.
4239. Mr. Thompson!] Were you one of the men who attended the meeting at which the deputation was
appointed ? I believe I was. There were, twm meetings ; I w'as at one but I do not know' at which.
4240. Mr. Brock.] Were you one of the deputation ? Ho.
'
.
■
4241: President!] Do you remember who formed the deputation ? MMahon, Peters, Morgan, Jessop,
and I think George Traser was one.
.
. 4242: Mr. Thompson.] When you w'ere at this meeting do you mean to say that a great deal more did not
. come out as between the men than w'hat you have told us of. You met together and you were very
' indignant—naturally so provided you were all honest—that this kind of thing should be said about the
tram conductors generally. You took the matter up to got the thing.righted, and the outcome wras the
appointment of this Commission. Yet not one of you men who moved in the matter have given us one
atom of information that w'onld lead to anything definite ; yoii yourself have told us nothing except
. this little thing about Terrier? T said nothing at all at the meeting I sat there andlistened to the others.
4243. Did they not mention the names of the men who they had reason to suspect were acting dis
honestly ? I never heard them.
4244i Do you mean to say that talking among yourselves before this noise occurred you never heard of the
jnen who were making money out of the tickets and w'ho were buying houses and land? I have- often
‘
heard
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heard of the joke when men have been running out to Uie racecourse they may have said, “ How much have Conductor
J-.' Connors,
you made to-day ? ” That used to he a regular by-word and it was always put down as a joke.
4'Se^Cl88^
4245. Mr: Brock.~\ Were you ever out there on the same tram as Musgrave? .Yes.
4246. How long ago ? I could not exactly say how long it was. Somethinglike amonth before .he got
discharged.
4247. Do you mean to say that you never had any conversation with him about faking the bells ? No never,
4248. Did he never tell you that he was making a good thing out of it? No.
■
4249. He never referred to it in any way ? Never to me.
•
4250.- And you never knew that it could be done ? No I did not.
■
4251. President^] You know driver Hadwell ? Yes.
4252. Don’t you remember some months ago at the Leichhardt terminus showing Hadwell and Simpson
the way in which the bells could be worked by inserting a pin, and telling them how it was said that this
game was being carried on ? No, never.
4253. Do you swear that ? Yes.
4254. Do you remember having any conversation with driver Hadwell on the subject? Yes.
4255. What passed ? Well it was not before this thing was spoken of.
.
4256. Where did the conversation take place ? It was not with Hadwell alone; there .were five or six
others.
.
J
'
■
4257. That is not the conversation I want you to try and remember ; the one I refer to was with Hadwell
and Simpson at Leichhardt ? I never had it.
4258. Did you never run there with them ? Yes. ’
.
’
4259. And you never had any. conversation of this kind ? Never.
.
4260. Mr. Broch.'] Do you know Archibald Fraser ? Fes.
4261. Have you had any conversation with him about it? No.
>
4262. Mr. Thompson.'] Who are the men among those you know who used to be most conspicuous on the
racecourse betting and gambling ? I never was at the racecourse further than running out there with the
trams.
.
4263. Did you not go to the Eosehill Faces once ? It was when ten or eleven of us were discharged.
That was when I was up there.
.
' . .
4264. Were you there on the 1st July, 1886 ? Yes, I think so.
4265. President^] Listen to this: “ He came to me at 1 p.m. in a drunken state only a short time'before he
was going on duty, and on the following Saturday he went to the Kosehill Faces. If he was on a different
run he would not have so much spare time.” That is a statement by Mrs. Connors ? That is not true.
I have been out there only once and that was when we were discharged.
4266. You never have been to any racecourse except when on duty? No, with that exception.
4267. Mr. Thompson.] You distinctly deny showing Hadwell at any time the way in which the bells were
faked? Yes.
4268. Mr. Brock.] Do you know yourself how to rig the.'bells? No.
4269. Did you ever hear it said that it could, be done by inserting a pin in the slot at the bottom ? TE
heard' it said one night when Hadwell and Simpson were talking; it was on a Saturday night after the
thing had appeared in.the papers and they were talking about it.
4270. But you did not hear of it before ? No.
■
4271. And you did not think it was going on ? I had not the slightest idea of it.
4272. You did not even suspect Ferrier ? No, 1 did not. When Hadwell was talking he said he believed
there were two men who’used to put pins in their bells, and collect a couple of car-loads of tickets
without any'of the fares being registered. That was all that ever passed. That was the only conversation
between myself and Hadwell.
•
4273. President!] Don’t you remember telling Hadwell at Leichhardt that it was a great shame that these'
men could not be caught at it. That is a remark I made, in the yards. It was not at Leichhardt.
4274.. Do you know Cook ?
Not that I know of. When I was brought down to identify the man who
got on to the tram with Ferrier, Cook was brought down to the office with_ Ferrier, and I said that he
was not the man.who got on to the tram with him. That is all I know of him; The first I saw of. him
was on the Friday fixed for the deputation.
.
4275. You have never seen him on a tram? Not to my knowledge. He may have been on my car at
different times, but I should not know him.
4276. You do not know of anyone, with the exception of Ferrier, who got on to your car and made over
tures to you about the tickets ? Nobody.
•
4277. If anyone has said that some man was constantly getting on to your car at different places trying
to tempt you to defraud the Government that is utterly untrue ? It is.
4278. Mr. Brock.] Were you not speaking about these frauds some time ago? No. The first time
it'struck me about the frauds was when they were talking of it in the room. That made me mention the
matter about Ferrier in the presence of the others.
. ,
4279. Were not your suspicions aroused when Ferrier made overtures to you? I had not the .slightest"
idea then of what he meant, but when I heard them talking about it it struck me that that was what they
must mean.
'
4280. You did not think he did it with any improper motive ? No, I did not.
4281. Mr. Thompson.] Why did you tell him to go and buy the tram-tickets at a shop ? He was always
at some sort of trick of this kind, and I said it to put-him off.
4282. Mr. Brock!] Suppose you had £2 worth of tickets what would ho have given you for
them ? I don’t know. He would not have given me 20s. in the pound. They would have been of no
use to him at that rate.
•
4283. You are pretty well convinced now, however, that these frauds were carried on ? I suppose I shall
have to be convinced now.
'
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James Siddons called in, sworn, and examined:—

-

- •

•

4284. President.'] _ What business are you in, and where do you reside ? At the corner of Botany-road.
4rSept., 188$.- 4285. And you are in business there as what? I have a general store at the corner and a hairdressing
’ ' '■......room along the side.
.
' .
. ,
.
■
4286. Do you sell tram-tickets ? I have not sold any for five or six months.
.
4287-. Have you ever had a license ? Yes.
.
■
,
4288. When did you give up your license ? My license was cancelled.
4289. What for ? That I do not know.
.
4290. You have not the slightest idea ? No.
4291. Was no reason given to you ? No reason at all.
4292. Did you receive any letter from the Department ? One informing me that my license was cancelled.
4298. And nothing happened to disclose to you the reason it was cancelled? No.
4294. Had you ever any transactions in tickets with any of the conductors ? No.
4295. Do you know a conductor named Greeley? Yes.
4296. Do you mean, to say that you have not made overtures to Greeley ? No, I have not.
.
4297. I mean for the purchase of tickets from him ? No.
4298.. ,You had better be careful? I have nothing to' be careful about that I know of.
.
4299. I presume you know the object of this inquiry ? Yes.
4300. You know that certain frauds have been going on? Yes.
,
4301. And that this Commission has been appointed to get at the very bottom of them ? Yes.
4302. We have sent for you because we believe you have it in your power to give us certain information,,
and we have it in our power to say to you that we are not seeking you in the matter, and that if you will,
give us information which may lead to the conviction or finding out of those employees of the Govern-.
ment who have been dishonest, no action shall be taken against you, although what you tell us may.
connect you with those transactions. It is of the highest importance that we should get to know. who.
these dishonest men are ? I know no more than what I have mentioned.
'
4303. What tramway employees have been in the habit of frequenting your shop in uniform ? Several.
•
I could not tell you exactly who. I do not know many by name, but I know a good many by sight.
4301. You know Greeley by name well ? Yes. I have heard his name since these -frauds came up. I
cannot say that I knew his name before.
.
4305. If Greeley has sworn positively before the Commission that on several occasions you made over-,
tures to him for the purchase from him of tram-tickets has he sworn falsely ? Yes, he has.
4300. You absolutely swear that no such thing has ever taken place? I dp.
4307. You say you had a license ? Yes.
4'08. Dor how long ? Upwards of two years.
'
4309. Do you remember on one occasion a little girl coming into your shop to buy some tickets and your,
refusing to sell them ? There have been several hundreds, I dare say.
.
4310. To whom you have refused to sell tickets ? Yes.
4311', Why ? Because at the time I had not a license.
4312. Did many people come when you had no license ? They came in dozens. I dare say fifty every day.
4313. When you have had a license have you ever refused to sell tickets ? I never refused while 1 had a
license.
■
4314. I presume you will not deny that you have sold from your shop tickets that have been used before ?
I am certain I have not. Not to my knowledge; of course I have bought tickets of a man named Gain,,
on the Botany-road.
•
.
43L5, Who is he? A storekeeper.
4316. And in what shape have you bought them ? In £1 worth, or £2 worth, or 10s. worth.
4317. But in what shape ? In sheets.
4318. Have you not purchased tickets from any one which have not been in sheets ? No.
4319. You must know perfectly well that you have sold tickets in a very dirty condition, and that you
have sold them in ones and twos ? Of course I have sold them in ones and twos; I don’t deny that at all.
4320. The tickets to which I refer were in a very dirty condition. You sold them frequently and to all
appearance they had been used before? Not that I am aware of.
4321. Do you deny again that you refused on one or two occasions to sell some tickets to a little girl or
a little boy who came into your shop for them ? Did I refuse ?
4322. I mean, while you had a license ? I could not answer that question; I may have done so because,
several times we have been out of tickets.
'
4323. Will you deny that on one occasion while you had your license a little girl asked you for tickets
and you said, “ Who sent you?” and you followed that up by saying, “Was it Moran who sent von ?” I
deny that.
‘
4324. Do you deny it absolutely ? Yes.
4325. Do you deny that on another occasion you asked, “ Who sent you ?” and followed it up bv savin"
“ Was it two men ?” Yes I deny that.
.
iJ J J a’
4326.- And you followed it up by saying that you would not let her have them because youknew thatWigg and Moran had sent her ? No, I cannot say that I knew them by those names.
4327. You did not know Wigg or Moran? Not by name.
.
4328. Who is Moran ? The gentleman sitting over there.
.
4329. Do you know a conductor who is in the habit of leaving his tram and going to vour place for a;
shave ? I could not say that I do.
'
'
4330. Do you know Terrier ? No, not that I know of.
■
4331. Or Musgrave ? No.
4332. Or Traser ? Not that I know of.
,
4333. Greeley then was the only man whose name you have ascertained. Can you explain that ? It is;
since these frauds, since there has been so much talking about it.
4334. Have you not had several conversations with Greeley on the subject of tickets ? None whatever.
4335. And we are to believe that Greeley has concocted this story entirely ? I cannot say what you are
to believe; I do not know anything at all about it.
W^^
an°ther way: Greeley must have concocted it ? If he says I had any conversation
with him with regard to tickets he must have been telling lies,
4337.
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■43:17. Have you seen Greeley since this inquiry commenced ? Yes.
'
■
IT. Siddonsi
4338. Have you had any conversation on the subject of the frauds ? None at all. "
■4339. .Youhverehot in any way curious on the subject ? I cannot say that I was.
•
4188®'
4340. Greeley did not tell you. that he had been obliged to give evidence with respect to these transactions ?
;N0. . '
■
" '
'
.
4341. If any One states that they bought tickets from you in ones and twos, and that they had evidently
,heen used before, is that true ? I could not say about ones or twos.
‘
4342. Or that they had evidently been used before ? Not to my knowledge.
4343. Is it not a, fact that Greeley frequently left his tram, and remained in your shop till the-tram
returned ? I could not say that. .
‘
.
..
4344. Mr. Thompson.'] How long is it since you were up for fencing that stuff ? Somewhere about twelve,
months ago. You must understand that there was no evidence at all.
4345. You were one of the unfortunate ones who got blamed for a thing.you did not do? I was
Unfortunate. ” I have not got over it yet, I can assure you.
•
434(5. What was it? . I took two rings from a young fellow who owed me some money, and in time it
Came out that these rings were stolen. A party came round and asked me if I bought them, and I gave
them to him. About a week afterwards they arrested this young chap, and served me with a summons.
'
J reserved my defence, and got committed for trial.. Then I was discharged without any evidence at all;
that is to say, the jury discharged me on the evidence of the Crown.
'
:
4347. And gave you the benefit:of the doubt? Yes.
. r
.
.
•
4348. Is there ever, any gambling at your shop ? No.
;
\ "
*
'
..
4349. No play of any kind? None whatever.
.
. '
■.
4350. Don’t the conductors make it a sort of loungmg-place ? No; nobody does. I have nobody there.
4351. Mr. Broch.] What did you pay for. these tickets that you bought at the other shop? The ■same
price that is paid everywhere—a pound for a pound’s worth.
•■
4352. But when you buy from the office you get commission ? Yes; 1| per cent. But I do not always'
happen to have £5 by me, and that is why I have sent out for them. At another time I should have had'
to leave my shop to come into town, and should possibly have lost 3s. in custom for the sake of making'
Is. fid.
'
i
^
.
s
4353. You never sold tickets which hadbeen used then as far as you know ? No.
•
'
4354. How could you sell them and not know it? Why do you say “not as far as I know” if you had
pot done it ?' I don’t know.
......................
■ .
43o5. YoU do not appear to be quite sure whether you have or have not sold second-hand tickets ? I am'
sure, as far as that goes, that I have bought thorn from the shop I mentioned.
•
4356. ■ But-you" said just now that as far as you know you had not sold any of these second-hand tickets ?
Well I could not swear to anything I do not know.
.
'
"
4357. And you don’t know whether you have sold second-hand tickets, or whether you have not? -You' .
might say that this man of whom I bought them had second-hand tickets. How was -I to know ?
(
4358. Then it comes to this, that you cannot swear that you have not sold second-hand tickets ? T can
swear that I have paid the full price for every ticket I have sold.
'
4359.' B ut how could tickets which you say "you bought in sheets have been used before ? I could not say.
4360. You swear that you have never bought them otherwise than in sheets ? Yes, I swear that.
.
4361. And yet you are not able to swear that you have not sold second-hand tickets? Of course I can
swear that in one way I have paid the full price for every ticket I have sold, and I have bought them in
sheets ; but how can I say that they have not been used before ? Gain can swear that he sold the tickets
to me, and I suppose He knows whether they were second-hand or whether they were not. If you call
Gain’s tickets second-hand tickets I have bought them ; if they are not second-hand tickets I have not
bought any.
' .
. .
. ‘ •
4362. You swear that you never bought tickets except at that shop and at the office? I never have. ■
4363. You swear that ? Yes.
•
4364. You also swear that you never tried to buy any second-hand tickets ? Yes.
4365. Do you persist in swearing that you do. not know Musgrave ?
Yes.
•
'
4366. Do you know Fraser ? No. '
•
4367. You have never heard of him ? -Not that I know of.
■
'
4368. Do you mean seriously to say that you do not know Fraser ?
I donot knowhim.
•
4369. You dojiot even know his name? No.
.
•
■
■
4370. You might hear a dozen names and yet not know them ? Yes.
4371. You do not know a man called Fraser, a conductor in the tram service ? No.
'
4372. Do you know a man named Ferrier in the tram service? . No,
.
4373. President!] I must press you to let us know the names of these other men who used to go into your
shop ; we cannot really credit that you do not know some of their names? There is a young fellow living
about a quarter of a mile beyond me who used to be driving a van, but I cannot tell you his name. I
might be able to tell you if you mentioned it.
4374. Is he a conductor ? Yes.
..
4375. Describe him? He is a young fellow, rather tall. He shaves all round.He has very light
whiskers, and he used to come there regularly.
.
" .
. '
~
4376. You say he is a tall man ? Not particularly.
,. . .
437^. What line is he on ? - He has been on the Waterloo line on several occasions.
,
■
4378. How long has he been on the trams ? I could not say.
'
4379. How long is it since he was a van-driver ? About six or seven years ago;
4380. And you do not know his name ? I know his name, if I can think of it.
"
_
' 4*381. You knew this man seven years ago, you know all his movements, and yet you swear that you do
not know his name ? I know it if I can think of it. A man who is asked a question has not always an
answer at his fingers’ ends.
4382. What color is his moustache ? About the color of my own,
,
4383. What street does he live in ? I think he lives on the new estate. He is the owner of a couple of
houses over there.
.
.
1
4384. Mr. Thompson.] He lives in one of them himself ? Yes.
■
■
4385.
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4385. Think of one or two. of the other men who have been in the habit of frequenting your place, coming
t • iofio *n
a s^avo an<l so forth ? I daresay a thousand come into my shop through the year.'
,
QP. "\
• 4386. President^] But not all conductors in uniforms? Well, it would be very rude of me if I were to
ask the-name of every customer who comes into my shop.
.
4387. We should not expect that, .but when men in uniform are in the hahit of frequenting your shop you
get to know their names; you hear them talking to one- another. G-reeley, for instance, would say,
Halloa, Connors ; how are you this morning ?” and so on? ■ Well I cannot think of any names at present.
4388. Did you know conductor Morgan? JNTot that I know of.
438:). With regard to the man you have been speaking of is his name Clements ? Tes.
4390. Mr. Brock] How long is it since you have seen him ? About a fortnight ago.
•
4391. Is Greeley a.man who gamble's ? Not that I know of.
'
4392. Do you know anything of his private life ? No.
4393'.. Where does he live ? I could not tell you.
4394. Is it not strange that this man should come in and swear most positively that he has had all these
conversations with you and that he has received these overtures from you making up an absolutely
perjured yarn in order to get you into a mess ? I look at it in this way : If thismanhas sworn this and
knew that he could get me into a mess,'why did he not do so ?
4395. Have you seen him since he has given his evidence ?
I do not know when he gave his
evidence.
.
4396. When did you last see him ? I rode down in the same tram with him theotherday.
4397. Were you speaking to him ? No ; I just bade him good morning.
4398. Did he appear friendly ? Tes.
4399. He always was very friendly was he not? Tes ; as far as saying good morning goes'.
4400. When you made these overtures he did not refuse them ? I never made any.
4401. Mr. Thompson] Do you go to the races? No,
4402. Nor to foot races ? No.
.
"
4403. And you do not make a book ?. No. '
_
4404., President] I think you would have adopted a better course had you been a little more
communicative ? I could not be.
•
. '
4405. Do you know Powell the barber? Tes.
•
4406.. Is he near, you ? Tes..
.
4407. Do you know that a number of tramway employees are in the habit of frequenting his place ?' T
4408. Do you know that there is a little playing going on there ?
I could not swear it.
4409. And you never thought of getting up a counter-attraction to divert the custom ? No : I am in the
wrong family for that.
.
.
'
4410. What do you mean ? We are a little bit too highly respected for anything of that sort.
•
4411. Mr. Thompson] Pray who do you belong to that you are disposed to brag of your family in this
way r Well I have got my name to look after. I was born within a few yards of where I live, and I
have been there all my life.
4412. Tou do not suggest that.anything disreputable went on in Powell’s shop? Well, you cannot cail
playing anything else.
'
•
"
4413. Tqu would condemn it?' Tes.
.
a kaud. of cards for cigars ; you would condemn that as being disreputable ? Tes.
4415. In short you are the man we should expect to give us all the information you can ? I have none
that 1 know of to give you.
' ■
44|J1- You would not allow card-playing in your own house ? My wife would not if I did.
4417. Mr. Brock] Did you never play cards ?■ I have done so.
‘
'
4418. How long since ? Pour or five year's ago,
4419. Do you know a man named Cook ? Tes.
,
4420. Charles Cook ? I .could not say whether that is his name.
4421. Were you in partnership with him at one time ? No.
.
4422. What was he ? The Cook I mean was on the tramways.
4423. We mean the Cook who is a barber and bookmaker ? I do not know him.
4424. He lived close to you at one time did he not ? Not that I am aware of.
4 2o. Tou remember Cook selling off a barber’s shop three or four doors from you, opposite Powell’s?
Yas a harber s shop opposite Powell’s, but I did not know that that was the name.
TTo^' PA, 1}l0mPS0n-l H you heard the name would you remember it ? I think it was Turner,
4427. Did you never meet Turner or Cook ?' I should not know them if ! did.

v.
Prancis Joseph ’MacMahon called in, sworn, and examined :—Prcsid.ent] Tou are a tramway conductor ? Tes.
Conductor
P. J.
aloA |4ow long have you been in the Service ? Eight years on the 11th October-next.
MacMahon.
i 'V i
^°U , la4 ^as
us l10 send for you : To,u attended a meeting of the employees, and you'
A a—i. iooo were elected as one of a deputation to-wait upon the honorable the Minister ? Tes.
4431. Were you the chairman of the deputation ?
Tes; I was also chairman of one of our meetings
previous to the deputation. Mr. Schey introduced the deputation.
■
'
4433- Y°u held your meeting because you felt that these frauds affected the whole of the Department—
that they indirectly affected every man in the employ ? Tes.
.
4433. It is a matter of some little surprise to the Commission that you. as^well as others who formed the
deputation have not given us a little more assistance than you have done ? I have never been asked to
do so up to the present time.
.
. .
4434.^ But you took a great interest in the whole affair. Tou waited upon the Minister as chairman of' a
deputation, asking that a Commission might be appointed, and therefore it seined to us that you were
very highly interested in the matter ? So we were..
.
..
'
4435.
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4435.' And therefore we should look to you for some little information. We should expect that you Conductor
F. J..
would rather go out of your way to give us some little information ; so far you have given us no help at
■ MacMahon.
all ? I did not thiuk I could call and ask to he present for the purpose of furnishing information ; I
thought that if auy information was required of me I should be sent for.
4 Sepf., 1838.
4436. Mr. Thompson!] Are you in a position to give us any information that will take us one inch beyond
what has already become known ? I am in the dark as far as that is concerned ; I do not know what has
already become known. ,
.
4437. President!] What do you know of the matter. Just let us know what was the first thing you
heard in connection with these frauds. Did you hear nothing before the whole thing was disclosed in the
press ? I did not know anything until I saw it in the papers—that is, in the Star. That was the first I
heard of it; that was the first intimation I had in reference to these frauds.
,
4438. That was the first inkling you had that there was any fraud whatever going on ? Tes; that was
the first inkling or information 1 had of any fraud taking place. I saw it stated in the paper that frauds
were being committed by conductors ; mentioning, I think, ten, and going into certain theories as to how
it could be done. Of course I thought it was not feasible.
.
4439. Did not the papers give any names ? I thought it was not feasible that such a thing could be done,
and knowing the facilities for fraud in every quarter, I thought that if any fraud was committed, it must
be done somewhere else, and that in order to cloak the thing over the odium was cast upon the
conductors..
4440. Do you mean to say that yoR had not heard of conversations constantly taking place among con
ductors and drivers many months ago ? What conversations ?
4441. Nothing very definite as to fraud, but conversations in which frauds were suggested, or in which
the possibility of frauds was suggested, and that sort of thing—as to how it could be done and what
they made, and so forth. Why, we understand it has been a standing joke for months and months, if, not
years, in connection with race-trams for instance ? I have often heard the remark used jocularly, but at
this stage you must-excuse me if I raise an objection. I don’t wish to treat the Commission with any
discourtesy, but I think that Moran should not be present at this inquiry, he being an officer of the
Department. It would prevent men-speaking perhaps as they otherwise would do. There is always a
possibility of these things being carried to the heads of Departments, and so a certain amount of intimi
dation is exercised.
'
4442: Is there anything you could state in Moran’s'absence that you cannot state in his presence ? I
could not say that there was.
'
4443. If you would rather that he should not be present we will ask him to go out ? I would rather that
he should be absent than present. Tou were just speaking to me, about things being said in jokes. I
remember some time ago, being in the office, I heard' the Superintendent of Tramways remark to some
men, “ How much have you made to-day ?” and I thought it was a very nasty remark.
4414. Do you mean Mr. Eoberts ? Tes. I heard him say it in a jocular way to the men. I did not
like the remark at all. I thought it came from him with very bad grace, although it was in joke. Ever
since then it has been a joke among the men.
4445; How long ago is that; is it a matter of two years ago ? -More than that—four or five or six years
ago, when the office was in King-street.
"
«
'
4446. Surely it is not so long ago as that ? I think it is nearly six years ago since I heard that remark,
and I thought it came with very bad grace from Mr. Eoberts. That was the outcome of the remark,
among the men, “ How much have you made to day.? ”
■
4147. Tou don’t think that the outcome of this joke among the men was some knowledge of this kind'of.'
thing actually going on ? I do not think it was.
4448. Mr. Thompson.] Tou think it began with Mr. Eoberts then? In some way like that.
4449. Mr. 'Broch!] Don’t you think Mr. Eoberts may have meant to ask the conductors their opinion of
what business had been done ; that is, not what they made for themselves, but what they had made for
the Service ? I do not think it could be applied in that light at all.
.
4450. Is it not quite possible that a master—a man having a large factory or some business—might say to
one or two of the men, “ How much have you made to-day ? ” meaning not for themselves but for him ?
Tes, I see what you mean, but I do not think it could be applied in that way. If it was meant in that,
sense anyone with any sense at all would know it.
4451. President.] Tou think if it had been meant in that way you would have known? Tes ; because
it would have been impossible for a guard to form an estimate in any case of what he has been doing during the day.
_
4452. Mr. Broch!] But any conductor could form some estimate of wdiat he had taken ? They could, not.
do so. They simply have their bells, and they ring and ring away.
_
4453. But they handle all the tickets ? Tes, but they could not tell what they had taken in any one day.
4454. Tou have been in the Service seven years, and you mean to say that you could not tell any one
roughly what you had done for the Department on any particular day ? No, I could not, unless I took,
the trouble of counting as I went along.
'
'
4455. I do not mean accurately ; I mean roughly or approximately. Eor instance, you might come home
and say to your friends, “ We have' had a good day to-day ; we must have made so many thousand or hundred
tickets,” as the case may be. Don’t you think it is likely that anyone knowing that you could give that
information would put the question in that way ? If it had been asked of me on that day of course I
should consider for a few moments and then reply to the question. If it had been put to me in that way
it would have been very different but in the way it was put to'me ; it had a different bearing altogether.,
4456. President.] The question is are you not able to form a pretty fair estimate of what your takings
are during a day ? I never took the trouble to estimate one.
4457. Mr. Broch.] I expect the Superintendent met you and said, “ Have you had a good day to-day, or
have you had a bad day ?” Don’t you think that is the way in which he meant it, meaning,-of course, the,,Department ? Such questions are never put to us, and never have been.
4458. But you say that this question was put to you on one occasion only, and that that was over four,
years ago ? I think I heard it put once, and that is all; that is in the way you describe; but in the
other sense I have often heard it said. I think I have heard it many times from Mr. Eoberts, himself in.
a jocular way.
•
4459. When would it be said by him—when the conductors were going in with their returns ? It occurred
in this way: We were in the office waiting one day; it was one Sunday morning; Mr. Eoberts came
through, and as he passed he made that remark.
4460.
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y°u ut that period of the day he could not have expected that you would'have
MacMahon. mac'-e ^uch ? When I say the mornmg I mean about dinner-time, say."
•
'
•
's' 4461. What conductors were present on that occasion P I could not recollect.
. •
-4 Sept, 1888. 4462. President.'] But you recollect the expression ? Tes.
'4463. It struck yeu as being singular ? Yes, I thought it was not very pleasant.
.
,
.
4464. Was Mr. Eoberts on such terms as those with the conductors. Did it not indicate his being on
rather more friendly terms with his subordinates than the head of a branch should be ? He did not
.address me personally—he addressed us all. He is very friendly with all of us—too much so, I think.
4465. Tou mean that he is what is called free ? Tes, too much so for a gentleman occupying the position
4466. Tou would rather he kept you more at a distance ? Tes, I think it would be better for all if that
were done.
4467. But still you have no reason to suppose that this remark was anything more than a -jocular one ?
• No, I have not.
■
.
4468. A bit of chaff ? Tes.
:
.
4469. Mr; Thonvpson.] Tou appear to think that it was very misplaced P Tes, the reason it made me
think so was this: I came from a position which I had held for a number of years. I had been at
Kidman s, managing his shop, and I used to have thousands of pounds passing through my hands. When
I came into the Tram Department I thought this was a very nasty remark to make, after I had been in
.such a responsible position before.
.
■
.
•
. '
4470. But it was not addressed to you particularly ? I do not think so. It was addressed to us in a
body. . ■
'
.
4471. Tou think that he had meant to ask you what you had made in an unfair and an improper way
not what you had merely made iu the exercise of your duties ? Tes.
'
'’
4472. Mr. Broch.] That is the construction you put upon it ? Tes.
4473. President.] Was any answer made to this by any of the men? I could not remember.
.4474. Did you resent it yourself? I did not. I was only new in the Department, and I would not be so
impertinent as to resent it.
'
4475. Mr. Broch\ How many others were there ? There were several.
4476. Cannot you remember the names of any of them ? I could not, really.
'
.
&[esident:\ Aud y°u think that it gave rise to 'this chaff among the men. Tou did not think that
the chaff was used from a knowledge on the part of some of them that there were black sheep in the flock
who were doing that kind of thing ? I do not think that was the origin of it.
44/8. Have you any reason to suspect any of the conductors of improper practices? No: I have no
reasons whatever.
‘
4479. Mr. Broch.] What line are you on? Waverley, Woollahra, and Bondi.
4480. Tou said that you were a manager at Kidman’s, and that thousands of pounds passed through VoUr
/?ao 8 Yv suPPose y°u were to receipt of a good salary ? About £2 16s. a week. 4481 Did you consider that being a tram-conductor was a better billet than that ? ' Mr. Eidman gave up
the shop at the corner of Harris-street and Parramatta-street. It expired when the lease expired, and he
did not renew it. I then went up to Bathurst.
.
■
.
.
4482. Could not Mr. Kidman have put you in somewhere else? Not very well. Then I took a holiday
lor a while. I was not very well at .the time. The reason I came on to the trams was principally to
benent my health, and to get shorter hours. The hours in a grocery business are very long, from 7 in the
morning until 8 o clock at night.
^
4483. Do you consider that the work of a tram conductor is very healthy ? Tes; I have been very
healthy since I have been at the work. Outdoor occupation has agreed with me.
'
4484.. The work is a trifle light, I suppose? The running about and the vibration make you extremely
tired m the legs, but there is nothing further than that. Before I was ordered to the country Dr. Sparke
advised me to leave the grocery business.
.
fioo’ xr
,Bey°nd
y°u toave told us there is no information which you can give us ? None.
44»b. Mr. Broch.] Tou never suspected that any of these frauds were going on? No; I had no
suspicions.
‘
°
■
’
^too" Although you were oh the Waverley line? I had no suspicions whatever.
.
moo ti/t
never hear any rumours at all about it ? No, I never heard any rumours.
.
-.
4489; Mr; 1 hompson.] Did you never hear what driver Graham has been saying to lots of men about as
to what he had seen ? I never knew anything about it until the frauds were exposed. Then I.heard
something m. reference to it.
■ . ' 4490. President ] Is the paragraph which appeared in the Star on the Saturday what you are referring to ?
f hat-is part ot h.. In the Monday’s issue there was an elaborate display. It was said that men were making.
£1C a week by putting pins in their registers. The paragraph you have was published on the 14th, and
the elaborate description was published on the 16th.
.
4491. Did you never hear of certain conductors being suspected and having their beds taken off them on
the trip tor examination ? No; I never did.
.
4492. Do you know Musgrave ? Tes, well.
’
Have you been on the same tram with him ? On many occasions.
ZTok' "W rn? riever had any conversations with you about this matter ? None whatever.
- 95'
j • Thompson.] Did it not strike you that the returns of some men were marvellously small as
compared with what they ought to be ? No.
J
.
4496. Were not these returns noticed when the men came into the office ? We never knew anything
about the returns or passengers.
J
b
4497. .Where was the question asked you as to what the traiflc had been and so on ? It was not asked
of us m that sense.
,
4498 Mr. Broch.] Did you never hear anything about the trams not paying ? I have repeatedly read
l9,U know nothing about the matter further ? Only what I have read about it.
'
45UU. Mr. Thompson.] Were you never told that the returns which you and Musgrave passed in for the
same tram were marvellously different—that yours were much the larger number; and that his were
comparatively.nothing ?• I never .heard so at any time. I-never heard it mentioned; I never had any
inkling ot it-T-from the number of tickets which one man and another sent in.
,•
4501; *
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Conductor.
4501. President!] Have you ever sold tram-tickets ? No.
FJ4502. It was alleged that you had on one occasion, was it not? Tes ; anonymously. I wish they would
MacMahon.
do it openly, and put their names to it. I would give £10 if they would.
4503. Tou never had a license ? Not to sell tram-tickets.
4 Sept.,. 1888.
4504. Tou have got a shop though? Tes ; I keep a shop. The Commissioner gave me permission. • My
wife keeps it. It is on the. Glenmore Hoad.
■
■
.
.
.
_
4505. Mr. Thompson.] Had your wife been in business before you married her; was she a business
woman? No.
'
4506. She had no shop when you married her ? No; but she had been accustomed to business.
•
4507. Tou bought the business then ? I put her in it.
,
4508. Had it been an established business before you went into it, or did you set it up and start it ?
There was no shop in the neighbourhood where I went to live, and I took a house and converted it into a
shop. My.wife carries it on when I am away, and when I am at home I do a little at it. myself.
4509. What family have you ? Five children. I do not go drinking and gambling at races. I thought
I might as well do a little in business, as others were buying and selling houses and land, and all that
kind of thing. .
. .
'
4510. Others were doing this, and yet you had no suspicion of them ? No.
.
4511. Mr. Broch.] Tou made rather a strange insinuation just now, when you referred to the buying of
houses and land ? I think you misunderstood mei
. .
4512. The emphasis you used would certainly lead one to do so ? Will you repeat your question?
4513. President!] The emphasis you used led me, as well as Mr. Brock, to misunderstand you, if you did
hot mean to convey an insinuation against others of the tramway men, leading us to. suppose that they
did this kind of thing ? ' I did not mean that.
4514. I thought you meant to say that those who gambled and bought houses . and land could not have'
done so honestly ? I meant that others in Government positions all over the country , were buying land
and building houses, acting quite honestly. As I could not do that kind of thing I thought 1 might as
well keep a shop.
.
4515. But you spoke of gambling and horse-racing ? Well, sometimes people are successful in gambling.
4516. Then, again, you said that you did not drink ? Well, I don’t.
'
•
4517. But you evidently thought that some one else did ? I did not think they did so dishonestly. I had
no reason to think so. If I had any reasons I would state them.
4518. Tou don’t even think that they gambled dishonestly ? I do not think they do.
,
.
4519. Did you ever go in for these vices ? No.
■
'
.
. .
4520. Then you do not know much about it ? No. The extent of my gambling is an occasional half
crown in a sweep. I don’t consider that gambling.
,
’
4521. Mr. Thompson.] Among those you know in the Department who gamble and go to horse-races, are
there any whom you could reasonably suspect of having done so from means outside of their salaries ?
No; I have no reason to suspect any men at all.
.
■
_
_
4522. Tou were, as I understand, one of the main hands in getting up the agitation by means of which
this'Commission lias been called into existence. Am I right? Tou are.
.
4523. Why did you take the step which led to this Commission being called into existence if you could
not help us further than you have done ? Well the statement in the papers implied that ten conductors
were doing certain things, and it went on to speak in such a manner, that it threw suspicion over the whole'
of us, and a lady said that in future she would not pay any more fares in tickets but that she would pay
in cash, because she knew very well that if she paid in tickets the Government would not get them. Thatappeared in the Star.
.
4524. Have you suffered any insult while discharging your duty as a conductor ? A few remarks have
been passed m a casual way, but they have not been impertinent to me. They all know me very ■ well'
upon the line. I do not think any of them would say anything to me to hurt my feelings in that way.
Tou asked me just now if I sold tram-tickets ; I think that in my own interest it is desirable that I should
say a little more on that subject. One of my children had a quarrel with a child of a Jew named Prince
who lives opposite to where I do. His children broke my window with a stone I complained of it, and
threatened to summon them for breaking the window; however, I did not do so. A short time afterwards
little Prince struck my little boy I threatened to strike Prince’s boy, and I told him I would strike his old
man too. This is about six months ago, and after that Prince kept throwing off at me about my keeping
the shop, and that he would do this, that, and the other. An anonymous letter came to the Department—
J think there were two, one to the Commissioner and one to Mr. Roberts—stating that I was keeping a
shop and selling tram-tickets, and of course I replied to this and stated.that I did not sell tram-tickets
and never had. I challenged any inquiry from the Department, or from anyone in reference to this
statement.
'
4525. How long ago is it since that letter was sent in ? About six months ago.
_
.
4526. That is before the noise of these tram frauds got about? Tes; it was only done from spite to
injure me in the shop that was all.
_
4527. As regards the shop did you build it yourself or are you renting it ? I am not renting it now ; I
rented it for the first eighteen months I was in it. I have purchased it. I have paid a deposit on it and
I am paying the balance off. I bought it from Mr. Hart. There were twm houses together. The house
next door I rent. I borrowed £500. I made a bargain for a piece of land over on the Duxford Estate.
I bought it for £7 a foot and sold it for £10;
4528. What price did you give for the house ? £800. I bought it of Mr. Hart, a builder, of Redfern.
I cannot remember exactly the circumstances of the purchase; I know I borrowed £500 from the bank.
I think I put £100 to that. I believe I had to borrow another £50 to make it up. I think I gave £6Q0,
and then I gave a promissory note for the remainder, covering the land I held on the Duxford Estate. _
4529. I suppose you do well out of this business conducted by your wife ? Not much. There is nothing
much in grocery.' It is not worth bothering about. There is another shop around there now. We takea few pounds a week.

William
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William Dolan called in, sworn, and examined :—

4&20; President.^ Tou are a conductor ? Tes.
.
a
4531. How long have you been in the Service P About seven years.
■ “ePfc" 1888, 4532. We have sent for you to see if you are in a position to give us any information whatever bearing
W. Dolan.

■

upon the tramway frauds ? Tes.
4533. Is there anything that has come to your knowledge in connection with them? The only informa
tion I can give is that it happened about four or five months ago. I should say it was about four months
ago. I was on a Botany trip. I was coming in from Waterloo. A man stood on the front of the back
car. I was collecting fares, and I asked him for his fare.
He said, “ Tou are a fool to be ringing for
tickets ; I can show you how to make 30s. or £1 a week.” I said, “ Do you take me to he a damned
rogue as you are yourself? I have two minds to pitch you off the car, and if you do not get off at the
next stopping place I will put you off.”
This was between Belmore and Liverpool Streets, and at
Liverpool-street he got off.
'
•
'
4534. Do you know that man ? I could not be positive that I could identify him. I know he is a short
man.
4535. Have you seen him again ? I have not.
'
"
4536. Have you heard anything in connection with him ? No. It was dark at the time. I think he had
a black moustache. I know he was a short built man, with either a black or brown moustache. I will
not be certain which.
.
4537. Beyond that little incident you have nothing to tell us ? Excepting this, that a Chinaman said to
me, “ Do you sell tickets ? ” I said, “ No, I sell no tickets.” I thought he was only skylarking, and I
took no notice of him. That happened about twm or three months ago I suppose.
4538. Still it looked as if this Chinaman had been getting tickets ? It looked so. Of course he might
not have done. He said it in a laughing kind of a way, and I took no offence at it.
4539. Was he a big Chinaman ? Tes.
' ' '
.
.
4540. Was he a man who came in and out pretty frequently ?
I have not seen him lately. He did at
that time come in very frequently.
4541. Tou do not know what his name is I suppose ? No, I do not.
1
4542. Tou have no reason to suspect any of the tramway employees ?
No; I have no reason
whatever.
4543. Of course you must be aware that it is exceedingly desirable that wre should get at the very bottom *
of this thing ? Tes.
4544. Were you one of those who waited with a deputation upon the Minister? No, I was not; T
attended the meeting.
4545. It seems to us that we have hardly received that assistance from the men that vTe had a right to
expect? l am well aware that everybody wmuld be pleased to give any explanation they can.
4546. The men got up an indignation meeting. They waited upon the Minister, and it wras certainly
understood that they would do all in their power to enable the Commission to get at the bottom of the
matter, and wo have some reason to complain that not any of them have coine forward. Tou say you.
wero not one of the deputation ? No, I was not.
'
4547. Mr. Thompson.'] We do not get a trace that we can follow up, no little clue even ? No doubt some
of them must know something about it.
4548. President^ Are you acquainted with Greeley ? He has been on the Waterloo line for the last four
years. I am on the Waterloo line.
4549. Do you know him well ? Not very well. We have not been the best of friends lately.
4550. Have you any reason to suspect him ? No, I have no reason to suspect him.
'
■
4551. But you do, nevertheless? I do, nevertheless, as you say. I can’t say. why I do, but I do.
4552. Did nothing more take place between you and this man who made this offensive offer to you ? No ;
I would have thrown him off the car had it not been between two stopping places. He cleared out- at
Liverpool-street. .
4553. Mr. Thompson.] At that shop ?
Well there is a shop on the opposite side. A Greek, I think,
keeps it.
'
4554. I suppose it is difficult for you to understand how honest men could receive overtures of the kind
you have described and play with them ? I do not think any honest man would play with overtures of
that kind. Previous to my being on the trams I was five years in the Artillery. I am a master gunner,
and I had the mounting of all the guns at the South Head
.
4555. Have you ever had any conversation with other conductors about these frauds ? No ; I have heard
rumours in the conductors’ room—just hearsay, that is all; but you cannot take any notice of it.
4556. How long since ? This is since the Board has been sitting.
'
'
4557. But I mean before the frauds became public ? I never heard the slightest mention of it. I never
thought there was such a thing going on.
4558. Did you report this offensive offer made to you ? I do not think I reported it officially. I think
I mentioned it to some one—to Moran, I believe. I never sent in any official correspondence. 4559. Mr. Broch.] Did you ever hear of a man named Cook ? Tes, I'have heard of him since this matter
-began.
4"60. Have you ever seen him ? No ; not to my knowledge.
4561. He answers your description of this man? The man I told you of was a short, thick fellow. He
may have had a little whisker, but he had a hlack or brown moustache, very heavy.
.
4562. Mr. Thompson] Was he a sharp speaking man ? Tes, he spoke pretty sharply. I think he was at
the Botany handicap. I believe I had three cars on at the time.
4563. He was standing under the ladder, I suppose ? Tes ; I will not be certain whether I had on two
or three cars. If I had-on three cars it happened on the middle car ; if 1 had bn two cars it happened on
the back car, underneath the front part.
.

Patrick
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Patrick Stack called in, sworn, and examined :—
‘ ' '
’ .'' ’
4564. President.'] You are a conductor ? Yes. .
•
4565. How long have you been in the Tramway service ? Seven years.
4566. I suppose you have heard a good deal about these frauds ? I have.
'
' •
456?. How long ago did you first hear of them ? The first.I knew of them was from what I saw in the
papers.
■
4568. Before you saw the paragraph in the Star you never had the slightest inkling that there was
anything improper going on ? I never heard of it. I. never thought there was such a thing.
4569. Were you at the public meeting ? I was.
'
4570. What did you say ? I said that it looked very bad for a clerk in the Department to be along with
a man who had been suspended from the tramways for dishonesty.
''4571. Was he suspended at that time? Yes.
■
.
■
"4572. Who is the man you mean ? Perrier.
•
4'5]?3. And you saw Perrier with whom ? Mr. Colls.
45?4. "When and where ? I could not give you the date, but I mentioned it at the meeting. I got
Perribr to substantiate what I had said at the meeting. ■
.
4575. ^You saw these two together ? Yes.
.
.
4576. Where ? ' I was down town on private business in the morning. After I had done it I-wanted to
catch the,pian I was to relieve to ask him to do a trip extra for me, because I could not go on. When I
came to Market-street I saw Mr. Colls along with Perrier. The tram upon v'hich I expected to see my
mate came-along. The two of them got together on the tram. I got up behind them-. They went oh to1
the top of the’car and stood alongside one another. - I was standing close to them. When I came to
Crown-street junction'I came down, and Ferrier went away with Colls in the direction of Colls’house.
Perrier himself does not live in that direction.
.
4577. You are sure Perrier was dismissed at the time? He was dismissed long before that.
. 4578; You are quite sure of it ? It was about four days before the meeting. If Perrier had not been
dismissed I should have had no cause to complain of Colls being seen with.him. I should hot have
hoticed the fact of their being together ?
4579. Mr. Thompson^ It would not have been a matter of observation ? No, not at all. But the two of
them were talking in the street, and then got up on to the tram. It was dinner-time, and seeing Perrier
go up the hill with Colls it struck me that it did not look well. I would be very sorrv to be seen in
Perrier’s company myself, or in the company of any one who would be implicated in a thing like that.
4580. Is it not a fact ’that you said something a,t the meeting about Colls being a brother-in-law of
one of the men who had been stealing ? Yes ; he is a brother-in-law of Musgrave, and Musgrave himself
had been suspended and Was implicated in it.
4581. ifr. Brock.] What do you suppose Perrier did walking with Colls? One can draw their own
conclusions as to things of that kind, but with due respect to you Colls’ brother-in-law was implicated
in this- matter at the time.
.
4582. You think that Musgrave being Colls’ brother-in-law, and being implicated in the matter, it did
'not look well for Colls to be seen walking with Ferrier? That is just what I think. Perrier had been
dismissed, and Musgrave had been suspended if not dismissed.
.
4583. He was not dismissed, was he ? But he was up two or three times before he was dismissed. .Mr.
Eoberts had him up several times before this meeting about the bells. Perrier was dismissed,, and the
other man had been up before Mr. Eoberts, and he.was afraid of something coming.
,
.
4584. What made you think that? Because he was up once or twice at Mr. Eoberts’ office about the same
thing.
4585. Can you tell us anything more? I knew' nothing till I saw' it in the papers. I did not dream of
anything being wrong with the bells or with the tramways.
.
4586. You had seen it in the papers before you saw Colls and Perrier together ? Yes ; a good bit before
that. If I had seen them together before I saw it in the papers I wnuld not have thought anything
about it.
■
4587. President.] Did Colls challenge you on the morning after the meeting about having made amis*
statement about his connection with Perrier? Well Colls said that he had- never done anything to me
that I should say anything about him at the meeting. I told him that I had said nothing except what-I
had seen."
4588. You made no apology to Colls ? I could not do so. He knew it was true. If ho did not he could
haye called upon me for an explanation.
'
'
.
. .
.
■
4589. Mr. Thompson.] He has not spoken to you about -it since ? Never since that morning.
.
■
&5Q0. President.] Could you repeat the statement you made at the meeting? No; but you know, the
meaning of what I said. Perrier w'as in the room at the time.
.
.
. • •
4591. Were you wrongly reported in the newspapers ? I do not know how the report went in. - .
4592. You saw the newspapers ? Yes ; but I do not know exactly what they said.
'. ■
.
- 4593. T presume Colls came to you on seeing it in the papers ? Yes ; of he might have heard of it before
he saw the papers at all.
•
•
4594. Hfr. Thompson.] You stuck to w'hat you had said, and you had no apology to offer because you had
spoken the truth ? Yes ; Quin, the guard upon the tram who took Perrier’s ticket, could substantiate
what I said.
.
:
4595. You do not know' whether at that time Musgrave was stopping at Colls’ ? I did not know he lived
there.
4596. President^] Do you know where Perrier lived ? I do not know ; I think he lived somewhere out at New'town; he did not live iu Crown-street anywhere.
,
4597. Did he not live in East-street ? I don’t know'; it is not near Crown-street.
4598. Mr. Thompson.] How far did the two of them go together ? I do not know; I loft them at the
Crown-street junction:
.
4599. President^] Are you sure that you know Musgrave and Perrier apart ? I am quite sure that 1
should not confound them ; I know' them too well; I have known them for years, 'ever since they have
been on the trams.
4600._ Mr. Thompson.] How far did you see Colls and Perrier .go together ? I got down at Crown-street'junction, and they went-away tow'ards Surry Hills.
4G01
' 10—E
'
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Conductor

4601. What time was it ?

P. Staple.

4602. Tou were merely going home to get your dinner ? Tes.

It was on the 2 minutes past 1 tram.

_
^^tooo 4603. That is how conductor Quin came to be taking the tickets ? Tes ; he is my mate; I went on to ,
4 Se*-W the tram to see him.
...
.
4604. Tou did not hear what Colls and Terrier were saying, did you? No. They were standing at
Market-street when I came up ; they might have been there half-an-hour before for all I know.
4605. Did you hear their conversation on the top of the car ? They were not talking there.
4606. When you told Colls on the morning after the meeting that you had only spoken of what you had.
seen did he make any reply ? No ; he did not contradict me ; he thought, I suppose, that I had no right.
to mention his name at all.
4607. He seemed to feel a little hurt ? Tes.
:
4608. Tou mentioned at the meeting that Musgrave was a brother-in-law of Colls’ ? Tes ; I was under
that belief; he passes as such.
:
Ambrose Scott called in, sworn, and examined:—
Conductor 4609. President.'] What position do you occupy in the Department ? I am a full conductor.
A. Scott.
4610. How long have you been in the Service ? About five years and a half.
/—'A'-—n 4611- Are you able to' give us any information in connection with these ticket frauds ? None whatever.
4 Sept., 1888.4612. What was the first that you heard in connection with the matter? The first information I knew
about it was what Greeley gave.
4613. How long ago is that ? About two months ago now.
4614. Did you hear it from Greeley ? No; it was the talk of the yard,
.
4615. Tou mean the meeting between Greeley and Perrier ? Tes.
.
4616. That was some little time before anything appeared in the Press, was it not ? Tes, it was about four
or five days before.
4617. Was it before Perrier was dismissed ? Tes, I think it was.
.
4618. Briefly what did you hear? I heard that Perrier had met Greeley and had told him about the :
manipulation of the bells, and that Greeley had invited him to his house, where I was told Moran was at
the time, and so the whole bubble was burst. That is all I heard.
4619. Tou are sure that was before Perrier was dismissed ? I think it was about a day previous— not
very long.
_
4620. Have you never had any conversation with conductors or drivers on the subject of the frauds
"
generally ? None whatever. _
4621. Have you never heard them talking about it as to how much the conductors made and so forth ?
No. ’
.
'
"
4622. Were you ever a party to this joke that seemed to be going the round of the conductors as to what
they made when they went to the races in connection with the trams ? I do not think so.
4623. Did you never hear it ? I may have heard it.
4624. That is to say, one conductor would say to another, “ How much did you make to-day?” and so
forth ? Tes.
4625. Have you any idea of the origin of that ? None whatever.
.
4626. Do you know driver Graham? Tes.
4627. Haye you ever had any conversations with him ? No.
4628. On what line were you ? On the Waverley line.
4629. Do you know Musgrave ? Tes.
4630. Very well? As an employee.
4631. Was he not your assistant for some time ? I have had him on and off.
.
4632. Have you ever had any reason to suspect him ? None whatever.
.
4633. Tou always thought him honest ? Tes.
4634. Did you ever see him with his pockets bulged out with tickets ? No.
4635. He never told you that he was putting a wire in his register ? No.
4636. I suppose you would converse with him frequently? Oh, yes.
4637. He never told you that his life was almost pestered out of him by a man who kept getting on to his
tram two or three times a week suggesting, to him that he should defraud the Department ? No.
4638. He never mentioned a syllable of it to you ? Not one word.
4639. Nor did he ever show you that by fixing a wire at the foot of his register he could defraud the
Government? No.
4640. Mr. Broch.] He never told you that he knew a namesake of yours ? No.
4641. He never told you that a man named Scott used constantly to get on to his tram ? No.
4642. Has anyone ever got on to the tram to you and made overtures of an improper character in regard
to the tickets ? No one.
4643. Are you married ? No.
4644. Mr. Thonvpson^ Musgrave has mentioned a man named Scott. He swears that this man was re
peatedly trying to get him to sell him tickets at a less price than that at which they are sold to the
Government. Are you that man Scott ? No.
4645. He said that Scott showed him how to fake the bells. Tou are not that man ? No ; not at all.
4646. President.] He said that this man Scott was known to all the conductors under various names,
Brown and Curran for instance. Did you ever hear of a man going under either of those names ?. No.
4647. Mr. Broch.] Were you always on the Waverley line? Tes.
4648. President^ Don’t you think it highly probable that if a man such as I have described was constantly
getting on to the tram, that this man Musgrave would have mentioned it to you, or that if he had not
mentioned it, you seeing that he was always talking to Musgrave would have observed it? Tes; I
think I should have observed any one particular man constantly doing so.
'
4649. I suppose there are particular men getting on to the tram at the present time in the ordinary way
whom you notice ? Tes.
4650. Does it not seem to you that if this man had been, getting on and teasing Musgrave in the way he
is represented to have done, that Musgrave, if he had been honest in the matter, would have mentioned
to-, you the trouble he was in, and the way in which he was bothered ? Tes ; I should think so, certainly.
.
.4651.
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.46.51. Especially as the man was a namesake of yours ? He never told me that he knew any namesake Gqnductor
A; Scott.
of mine.
4652. Did he give you any confidence in the matter at all ? No.
4 Sept., 1888'.
4653. Mr. Thompson.'] He never asked your advice or hinted at anything of the kind P No.
4654. President.] He never showed you a wire and told you that this certain wire was worth a tenner a
.week to him ? No.
4655. He never gave you an illustration of how he could collect a car-load of passengers and pocket the
whole of the tickets ? No.
4656. Mr. Broch.] Did not G-raham ever say anything to you about it ? Never.
,
4657. Was Graham often the driver of the car on which you were conducting? Not often. I might
have had him once in six months. He was a special engine-driver, and he might come' on in- case of a
breakdown, or anything of that kind.
.
4658. He would not be there twice in a fortnight ? No.
4659. President.] We have very strong proof that Musgrave and Graham were frequently together;—
how could that happen if you say that Graham was so seldom on the line ? Musgrave was an assistant
conductor, and Graham was a special driver. He used to take out special cars anywhere. I think
Graham "was a special driver for two or three years. If Graham was going out on a special run anywhere
he would take the first assistant conductor the foreman could lay his hands on. That is the way they
met I suppose.
4660. Permanent drivers and permanent conductors, as a rule, go together I suppose ? Tes.
4661. As far as we can understand, Graham has repeatedly observed certain things in connection with
Musgrave when riding on the Waverley line in connection with him, and I cannot quite understand how1
that can he if he met Graham so seldom ? On a Saturday’s service there was. a special run up to
Waverley at one time, and they always used to take that one run. It was the I'4 from Bridge-street.
4662. Tet you say that you and Musgrave were very frequently together ? Not frequently. He was an
assistant conductor, and might he hooked for me now and again. I might have him for a week and then
for another six months I would not have him.
4663. Mr. Broch.] You were never sufficiently long with him to become a chum of his ? Never.
4664. Do you not meet him off the trams in the yard ? I have seen him off duty.
4665. Have you often been in conversation with him ? No.
4666. President.] Where were you before you canie into the tramway service ? On the railways.
4667. Where were you ? I.was a booking clerk at Newtown and Ashfield.,
4668. How came you to leave ? My services were dispensed with.
4669. Why P I cannot say.
’
4670. Was any charge made against you ? None whatever.
.
4671.' Was it owing to retrenchment that your services were dispensed with ? That I do not know.
4672. Tou must'know something about it? I wrote to the Department several times, and could'get no
explanation. I took what papers I had received from the Department, and the copies of the letters I had
written, down to Mr. Barton, the ex-Speaker. He wrote a note to say that he was perfectly satisfied with
iny explanation. I gave that note to Mr. Goodchap, and Mr. Goodchap placed me on the trams'.
4673. Who was over'you on the railways ? Up at Ashfield I was under Mr. Bissett. When I was there
there was a sum of £4 missing one day. I was suspended for two or three days. I was then reinstated
and sent down to Newtown. I was at Newtown for about two months. I went on my holidays and cane'
back again, and I was there about a week when my services were dispensed with.
4674. And nothing fresh had occurred ? Nothing whatever.
4675.- Are you iu debt at all? No.
.
4676. Tou do not owe anything to anyone ? I might owe two or three pounds—nothing more.
4677. But only in the ordinary way ? Tes.
4678. Therefore if people say that you. owe money they say that which is not true ? They say that which
is not true. ' I suppose the whole of my indebtedness would not come to £5.
'
4679. Do you know a man named Keen ? Tes.
4680. Do you owe him anything ? Not a penny.
■
'
4681. Tou swear that ? I swear that.
'
4682. How long have you known Keen ? I knew him at Ashfield first of alb
4683. What was he then ?- He used to do odd jobs as" a painter.
.
4684. Perhaps a little debt was incurred then, and it has escaped your memory ? I never had any
monetary transactions with him whatever.
4685. It is only fair to you to say that Keen in his evidence said that you owed him 10s., and that you
had owed it to him for seven years, and that he could not get it but of you ? I never ow'ed him a penny
in my life,- and he has never made any application to me for money.
.
4686. Mr. Thompson.] Were you ever examined as a witness in a case at Windsor? Tes-.
4687. Did you swear then that you were a married man and a householder ? No, 1 did not.
4688. If I can show to you that you did, what do you expect at our hands ? I suppose if you can prove'
that, you can do what you like with me.
4’689. But what do you think ought to be done ? Well, you know what perjury is.
4690. Do you speak to Keen ? Tes.
4691. If he says, “I never speak to Scott now,” is that true? ■■ It is a lie.
4692. Have you had any quarrel with him ? Not the slightest.
4693. Did you not tell Keen that you were dismissed, because £4 was missing out of your cash at Ashfield ?
No.
.
4694. I suppose as a matter of fact it was known that £4 was missing from” the cash, and- that you were'
taken to task about it ? Certainly, I was in charge of the money.
.
•
4695. Were you one .of those who attended the meeting out of which the deputation came ? No'.
• 4696. Do you attend gambling saloons and racecourses ? I attend racecourses now and again. I was"
never in a gambling saloon in my life.
.
,. .
•
4697. And you only attended racecourses as any other man would ? That is all.
,
4698. Have you heard nothing at all with regard to all these villains,-who have been going about pfb’cUfiilg.
the sale of tram-tickets, faking the bells, and all that kind of.thing ? I have heard a-lot since the'inquify
was first started.
4699.
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Conductor '4699. But not before that? No, nothing whatever^ except the rumour that there were forged tickets.
• A. Scdtt. That I heard in the press now and again.
■
'
■•4 Sept.,’ 1888 4700. Do you know Dominic the barber ?

I know Dominic Lacerda.
1
■
4701. Where is his shop ? At Waverley. This side of the Bondi junction.
4702. What do you know about Dominic ? That he has shaved me ; that is all.
'
4703. Do you mean to say that Dominic has not made any mention to you of tram-tickets ? None whatever,
4704. Has he never expressed to you an anxiety to get a license ? No.
4705. Are you quite sure ? Positive.
•
•
4706. Have you often met Musgrave-there ? No.
'
■
•
'
4707. But you have met him there sometimes ? Never.
4708. -You know that Dominic'is a crooked stick—-that he is no good ? -No, I do not.
.
4709. Mr. Brook^\ You are positive you have never met Musgrave there? Quite positive.
4710. Mr. Thompson^] How do you know that Dominic Lacerda is the man’s name. ■ That is not the name
over the shop ? I do not think there is any name at all over the shop.
. ■
4711. Do :you know a jeweller’s shop in the same neighbourhood where the conductors congregate a little ?
I know' that there are two or three jewellers’ shops there, but I have never seen any conductors congregating
there. '
. _
_
'
‘
'
4712. Do you know Constable Stove ? Yes.
4713. Have you ever had any conversation with him on the subject ? No.
4714. Where do you live ? At 189, Windsor-street, Paddington.
■
4715. How old are you ? Twenty-six.
,
,
•
4716. You were' very young when you were in the Bailway Service ; how old were you when you joined ?
Eighteen or nineteen.
’
’
4717. How long were you there ? Eighteen months.
'

*
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. F. A. BEOCK, Esq, J.P.

Patrick Quin called in, sworn, and examined

Conductor 4718. President.'] You arc a conductor in the TramwTay Service? Yes.
P. Quin. 4719., How long have you been in the Service? About six years and one month.
eP •>

•

4720. We sent for you to ask you more particularly one question;—do you remember on one occasion
• ]\fr Colls riding on your tram iu company with' Ferrier, who at that time had been dismissed from the
. Service ; it was-in the middle of the day, about 1 o’clock? I remember Mr. Colls, and Ferrier rode on the
same place on the car, but I could not be sure if they wore together, that is, if they were in one another’s,
company.,
4721. Did they go up together ? No. To the best of my recollection Colls got up at Market-street, and
Ferrier got up at Liverpool or Bathurst streets.
'
4722. Where did they both get down ? Ferrier got down at College-street, and went along Liverpoolstreet towards Woolloomooloo. Colls got down at Foveaux-streefc.
'
4723. Are you quite certain about that;—are you sure they did not get down together? I am quite
certain, of that.
'
4724. You are quite sure they did not pass the Crown-street junction together? Quite sure.
4725. Is there any information you are able to give us in connection with these frauds ? None. I know
nothing whatever about them.

James Eoberts called in, sworn, and examined:—
'1726. President.'] You are Superintendent of Tramways ? Yes.
■
• 0 ert8‘ 4727. .How long have you held that position ? About eight years.
5/Sept~1888
wanl; you t° be good enough to give us as briefly and concisely as possible a history of your
1 ■’
’ knowledge of these frauds ;—when you first heard of them ; what steps you have taken in regard to them,
and so forth ? The first inkling of the frauds I had was in reference to conductors sending in reports in
connection with Service-tickets, which are supposed to be used only by the ofiicers. of the Department,
When the tickets were being taken from the passengers they would say from what shop they had pur-i
chased them. At first I did not take any notice of it, but when, it became so general I took notice of it,
’ and I saw Mr. Yernon immediately.
.
4729. How long ago is that ? I think it is about seven months. Then I took Wigg and Moran into- my
confidence.
'
■
4730. That was about Centennial time? Yes, about that time. Then I began to suspect that something was1
wrong with the conductors. I then began to think that some of the men were supplying certain shop
'
keepers with tickets, and among the tickets these men had received some of the Service-tickets that had
'
inadvertently been introduced. They would probably sell them to a low class of people who would not
know the meaning of the cross on the tickets.
■
4731. You thought that these people were getting the Service-tickets, not among tickets which had been
properly obtained, but among dishonestly obtained tickets ? Yes. There, were several reports from
private gentlemen, among them, I think, Mr. Brock, to the effect that certain' shopkeepers were selling
dirty or soiled tickets. I immediately made inquiries about the places reported to me. , I watched them
myself, and I found that children were taking their tickets there and getting lollies for them; they
would probably get about a pennyworth of lollies for three-penny worth of tickets. Then these Service-,,
tickets began to come, in much oftener. I spoke to William Moran, and we agreed to. watch and see •.
•
\ .
what •
t
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what men we thought were doing it. We thought it a bit queer that some of these men we suspected
Supt. •.
would get. off the tram at Liverpool-street, aud some at Bathurst-street. There used to be meetings J. Eoberts.
° °r ie tram-guards> and this aroused my suspicion as'to who the men were
■
--------- -- •
4732. Who were the men you suspected ? The first men were Perrier, Musgrave, and Eraser ; within 5
1888.
the. last two months I have suspected Connors. I noticed that Perrier met him on two or three
occasions. Wigg and Moran had seen Cook get on to the tram with this man Perrier. I thought there
could be no good m these meetings between Eraser, Perrier, Cook, and Musgrave ; then Perrier was also
m the habit oi getting on to several conductors trams, going short distances, and then getting off a<min
I tried to block Perrier from getting into the Service, and I would have-done more if I had°had
my way. ■ I blocked a man named Paulsen who wanted to get back into the Service. I did not give him
the reason then. I did not let anything transpire as. to why I objected. He was sent up to the railway
•
station, and I took another man from the railways into the. Tramway Department, an old conductor a
man named Head. Wigg and Moran were watching, and when they saw Perrier and Cook meeting they
used to come down and tell me, saying that there was something on on such and such a night with them
I then used to go m their company. .These men were just as fly as men who were considered to be
W^ld hi k^ibesfSr6 and Ferner Wei’e Very Smarfc’ and if they Baw me lookiDg ^out everything'
4733. How long is it since you took Musgrave’s bells from him ? It was one night, I suppose a couple
of months ago ; it may be a little more.
■
’
4734. You and other witnesses seem to forget the time which has elapsed since the men were dismissed •
two month1s uow smce Ferrier was dismissed ? Then it must be four months a<m
’
4735. C^uite two months before there was any expose? Yes.
° "
4736. You suspected him strongly at that time ? Yes.
'
.
.
Sqq‘ -S? he n0t,rraiiT-to
that you suspected him by that very act of yours ? Of course he-had1.
4738 Did you not tell him that you were going to do the same thing to all the rest ?. I could not say
I said I was going to take several of the bags, I think.
'
J
' I7?9- ,This "f aftr l?U had taken Musgrave’s, and had found that things were all right, I'suppose you
did not want to make him suspicious ? I did not want to let him to think that he was the only one marke'd
out; his tickets corresponded with the register, and I gave him a fresh bag and bells.
4740. Did you know at that time of the faked bells ? I knew there was something On the board • I did
notknowthatMusgravewas.onethatwasdoing.it.
b
•
’
fn^thl^ 7011 had WS bellS “ y°lU’ hand’ Why did yOU not ^ 14 ? 1
them off him and put them
4742 When he saw you I suppose he put his bells right? He could not see me ; I was in the Queen[ street waiting-room, and directly the tram drove up I went out and took his bells and ba* from him I
came into town with him, and gave the bag up to Mr. Primrose ; there was no pin in it °
‘
4743. But he could not always have a pin or a piece of wire in his bells ? No ; he must register somei timen. I am not saying the pm was m that night.
‘
°
' 4744. If you knew how the bells could be faked why did you not see whether they had been tampered
with when you took them away from him ? The wire would have been in the bag. I came so suddenly
! on to him that he could never have touched his bells with his hand at all
4745: Mr Thompson.] That would be when he came off the penny section ? He came from Ocean-street,
i down to Queen-street—a penny section.
wo7uld notbc using the pin there ? No ; it would probably be on a twopenny section
4747.. President.]. You knew thegame which was being played; I suppose you knew that they were
putting _ m this pm when they liked, and that when they did put it in the bells would-ring' without
registering; that they put the tickets they collected elsewhere, so that at the close of the day the bells"
• and bag would agree. Did you understand that ? Yes.
‘
J
'
• 47d8V,Th- wherf. T the ?mit7 ?* J0Ur takinS hia bag and bells at all ? I might have caught a man'
with the wire m his bag or he might have put it in his register; he had no idea that I was going to take
his bag that night; probably he did not intend to put the wire in until he got some distance on the
twopenny section.
.
4749. Then you fully understand that the taking of the bells for comparison with the bag was of no use
whatever? Not ot any use.
.
4750. Because they would agree? My idea was to-see if the piece of wire was in ; to see if the bells
were faked up then.
■
475L But you sureiy don’t imagine that he wouM have had the wire m his bag; if he hadn’t it in his '
bells, do you seriously think that he would have put it into a bag which he intended to hand into the,

Department; he would naturally put the piece of wire into his pocket ? He might have intended to take
it out when he was collecting his fares again; he might have put a.piece of wire into his bag just before,
he came to his stopping-place.'
■
'
'
■
4.7o2. There would be no difficulty in his taking the wire out of his pocket again when he wanted to use
it; why should he put it into his bag ? Someone might see him.
4753. But he might stand on the top of the stairs or under them ? Well my idea of taking the bags and
bells was that 1 thought I might get the pin or piece of wire in them.
4754. I cannot see the object of your taking the things if you did not afterwards try the bell’s to see if
they wei© faked. I banded the bells over to Mr. Primrose j they were tried in the office and found tobe all right. He could not have done it with those bells.
4755. Will you g° .on with your statement? A man named Keen was the first man who came to melie
told me that he had heard from driver Graham that Praser and Musgrave were defrauding the Depart
ment, by using •pms m their bells.
^
4756 Was that after you had taken Musgrave’s bells? Before. That was how I first got an inkling'
about it. _ I asked Keen if he thought his authority was good, and he told me that it was Graham. ' I'
said to-lnm, You had better see Graham, and ascertain if he has any objection to making a statement.”
I sent* downstairs, for a pair of bells and brought them into the room. The way in which Keen illustrated
it it could not be done. The bells were in perfect working order.
■
4757. Did he not tell you that he had taken his own bells home—that he had tried them, and that he had
succeeded m doing it with them ? Most decidedly not. If’ he had told me that I would-have made him
bring the bells to me,, and I would have seen for myself.. He never showed it to me on his own bells.
•
‘
4758.

r
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Supt.
4758. But did he not say that he had tried with his own hells and that he had succeeded ? Most decidedly
J. Roberts. not; he mentioned nothing to me whatever about his having tried it with his own register. He only
5
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came to me once, and I showed on another pair of bells that it could not he done. He never said that he
had done it.
4759. When you said that it could not be done he did not say “I know that it can he done ” ? Ho. I
showed him on one or two hells that it could not.
4760. Are you quite positive that he did not say he had done it ? Quite. From this time I continued to
try the registers time after time.
4761. Whose was the first register with which you did it? I got four or five; and among them were Fraser’s,
Reece’s, and Morgan’s. I think there were another pair; one pair were a broken pair. I immediately
brought the register over to Mr. Yernon, and showed him how the frauds could be done when the bells
were out of order or had been tampered with. Of course it is quite possible that some of the men may
have had the registers innocently. Mr. Yernon told me to watch them more closely; and Wigg and
Moran have brought up all the evidence they could collect up to the present time. Mr. Yernon took
some evidence in the matter and the registers were handed over to Lambert. If Keen had told me that his
register would do it I should have had the man who repairs the registers down to see if it had been tam
pered with. There was another occasion when Moran got a pair of registers for Graham to try; they
were also found to be all right. I had Lambert down to examine them and he said that the frauds could
hot take place if the registers were in good order.
4762. Hot in that way ? Ho.
4763. Of course in order to fake the bells they would have to be opened ? They would have to be opened.
4764. Mr. Uroelc.^ Did you not get a report from H. A. Skinner ? A verbal report, not a written one.
4765. What was it about ? As to some man not ringing his fares at Market-street I think.
.
4766. He collected the whole of an upper deck on a crowded car without ringing one ? I looked into thef
case there and then ; I watched the man for some while afterwards and found that he was correct.
4767. Did you try his bells ? Immediately Mr. Skinner came to me and they were all right.
4768. Mr. Allison, of Her Majesty’s Theatre, was there, and they say that the man collected the whole of
the upper deck and did not ring once ? If I am not mistaken Reece was the man in that case ; I looked
into the matter directly I put on Wigg and Moran to watch him and see if he rang all his fares and they
found that he did so.
4769. President.'] I understand that on the occasion to which you refer the excuse made was that the
bell was broken ? It may have been.
'
4770. Are there papers ? Yes, I will let you have them if you want them.
4771. I suppose that this man would be likely to know Wigg and Moran ? Yes, but he might not know
what they were after. We had no idea of being defrauded then as we have been lately.
4772. How long would that be ago ? It is nearly twelve months ago I should think.
.
4773. Do you remember getting a confidental report from the Inspector-General of Police in connection
with Musgrave ? Previous to getting it I had suspected Musgrave and I had recommended that he should
be prosecuted. Two or three days afterwards I got a communication from the Inspector-General of
Police, saying that Constable Stove could give some valuable information about one of the men, I think it
was Musgrave, who defrauded the Department by putting a piece of wire in his bell. I then sent up to the
Inspector-General and asked that Stove might be sent to me. He came and in the course of conversation
he said he had heard two or three things about this matter which he could not say outside of his Depart
ment. I wanted him to divulge the person who had given him the, information but he would not do it. I
sent back to the Inspector-General of Police saying that Stove’s evidence was useless and that he would
not give me the information I wanted.
4774. A great deal is made of this even by Stove himself, that this confidential report sent to you to enable
you to place your hands on these men was sent to you to-day as it were and before the morning was all
oyer the country. Constable Stove had the whole of his plans upset and he wondered that Musgrave
should know what he did ? When Musgrave came to me he told me that he knew Stove had a down upon
him and that some other constables were in the same position towards him.
4775. Can you give us the date of the report ? I can give yon the report itself.
4776. Have there been two reports ? I can only remember one. 1 brought the report from the’
Inspector-General to Mr. Vernon in the first instance. Ho one saw it from my hands.
4777.- What date was that ? I can’t quite remembei*. Ferrier was dismissed and Musgrave came and
made a sort of confession ; he told me how the thing could be done, that is how the bells could be fakedr
but he did not tell me he was doing it. I said to him, “ Your report is all second-hand, Musgrave.” I
came over and told Mr. Yernon and the Commissioner exactly what Musgrave had said.
4778.' This report was never out of your hands unless under lock and key ? Wed it was not under lock
and key.
4779. Who' could see it besides yourself ? I think it was registered ; I know it was registered in the
office of the Inspector-General; it came through eight or nine hands in his office, and any of those men
might have seen it and noticed what it was.
4780. Is there anyone in your office whom you suspect of giving information ? Ho one.
4781. It has been stated positively that Ferrier and Musgrave have said that they have had the “ straight
griffin ” from the office ? I have a sort of idea that they refer to Colls ; the only time I have heard of it
has been since this inquiry has been on.
.
4782. Don’t you know that Ferrier told Greeley in his bedroom that they could not be caught, because
whenever anything waa.up they got the “ griffin ” from the office ? I believe that Ferrier only said that
to lead Greeley on so that he might make some money out of him. He saw that Greeley was a bit
frightened to comply with his request, and he would naturally turn round and say, “ I can give you the
‘ straight griffin.’ ”
4783. But he said also that the thing was “ being blown? ” That was because he had seen Musgrave
come to my office. Ferrier was to be caught on the Saturday night with the bells we sent for him to take
away, and Musgrave saw himself surrounded by so many difficulties that he came to me on Friday
morning.
'
4784. Was-that the date ? I am not certain about it.
.
4785. Mr. Thompson.] Have you any entry of it ? Ho,
J'
.
. .
............................ .
..................
, 4786
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4786. President^ What did you do when Musgrave made his statement ? I came over 'and saw
Mr. Vernon and the Commissioner.
4787. The same day ? Tes.
' •
4788. You know the time of the meeting in Greeley's bedroom ? Yes.
.
4789. Did Musgrave come to you before or after that ? After that.
4790. Is it not a fact that the meeting was on the Saturday night ? Yes, I believe it was on a Saturday'
night.
. ' %
4791. And there was to be a future meeting between Greeley and Ferrier on the Monday or the
Tuesday ? On one night early in the week.
■
4792. It was between these two meetings that Musgrave came to you ? Yes.
.
4793. Therefore when was it that Musgrave came to you? It could not have been Saturday, but it
might have been on Monday or Tuesday; early in the week probably.
’
'
4794. Was Musgrave suspended on the day on which he made his statement to you ? No; I think on
the day after.
. ■
4795. He was not suspended before he was dismissed ? He was suspended and dismissed on the same
day.
•
.
■
.
4796._ When Musgrave made his confession to you Ferrier was still in the Loco, department? He-wasnot dismissed. Musgrave was not dismissed for some days afterwards.
■
4797. With regard to this-confidential report can you say on reflection when you received it? I think
on the morning of the 17th.
•
'
"
4798. ■ What did you do then do you say ? I wrote to the Inspector-General asking him to let Stove call
. upon me on the following day. Musgrave came to me before Stove’s report reached me, I believe. ’
•
4799. Which morning was that ? On the 19th, I think. Musgrave said then that he knew how theDepartment was being defrauded.
'
.
.
4800. Then how could that have been before you received the report ? Musgrave did not know I had the ■
report. I said to him, “You are too late, all you have told me is known.”
.
. ■
■
4801. It could not have been on the 19th when Musgrave came to you ? It might have been earlier •- it'
might have been on the 13th.
’
'
’ .
4802. You are quite sure that you received the report on the 17th ? Yes.
'
.
■■
4803.' What day of the week was that? It was on a Tuesday.
.
’■
4804. And you believe it was on that day that Musgrav.e came to you to make his statement ? Yes; Ithink it was. I was wrong iu saying that he came to me before I had the report. I do not quite'
remember the dates. I know that I came straight over to Mr. Yernon with the report and told him about
it; I also told the Commissioner. I find that the report was not registered in my office, although it-wras
registered in the Police Department. I did not register it at all. I put it at the bottom of my basketuntil Stove arrived. Nobody knew I had it.
'
.
4805. It seems that you even mentioned it to Musgrave ? Nothing about that report. I had received •
information about Musgrave before. When I spoke to him what I referred to wrs Keen’s telling me how it'
was being done. Keen had told me this some time before, and that was why I told Musgrave that I •
knew all about it.
4806. What time elapsed between your receiving the report and Musgrave’s interview with you ? It was
upon the same day.
.
4807. You received the report in the morning ? Yes.
..
4808. Musgrave came to you in the forenoon ? I think in the morning. Mr. Colls came to me and -said '
Musgrave would like to see me. I believe it was on Monday or on Tuesday morning, at 9 o’clock, Mus
grave came in and said that certain things were going on. Now I come to think of it I really think that ■
I saw Musgrave first, but I cannot be sure about the times. I remember that Musgrave came the 'first
thing m the morning. My memory is rather bad. I have been seriously ill lately. I want to keep '
nothing back,, although I am a little mixed up in dates.
4809. You did not mention the report to Musgrave? On my oath I mentioned it to no one except to
Wigg and Moran,' Mr. Yernon, and the Commissioner. I am almost certain that no one saw it and that no '
one else knew of it. When I received it I put it at the bottom of my basket with some blank minutepapers on the top of it.
'
4810. If anyone had seen it it would not have been of much consequence ? No, because it was all known.
4811. When were you in possession of information leading you to recommend Musgrave’s dismissal on '
the 20th? I think it was on the 19th that I recommended'his dismissal. It was after Graham gave '
information to Mr. Yernon.
'
' 6
.
4812. In all probability Graham had given information to Mr. Yernon about the same time that the
report reached you ? Yes.
4813. Mr. Thompson.'] With regard to the general statements that have been'made with regard to infor
mation being given from the office to these rascals, there is no one in the office whom you suspect ? No • '
I do not suspect anyone.
’
’ ■
4814. You have no suspicion whatever of Colls ? I only spoke to Colls once about Musgrave in my life,
and he said to me, “ Let him put up with the consequences.” That is the only conversation I remember!
I took particular care to have no conversation with anyone about it, I made up my mind not to speak
about the thing at all. If you mention a thing of this kind to one man a dozen others may be put up .
4815. You knew of Colls’ relationship to Musgrave? Yes.
4816. About what time was it that you spoke to Colls in the manner you have described to us ? I think '
it was on the morning he told ine that Musgrave was coming to see -me.
'
4817. Have you any idea that Colls knew of Musgrave’s complicity in these frauds for some time ? I do !
not think he knew.. I think he would have told me. I myself have cautioned Musgrave several times. '
I have had him up in my room and cautioned him.
1
4818. Was this before you took his registers ? Yes ; it was not on account of his defrauding the Depart- :
ment but on account of the sluggish way in which he collected his fares and the careless way he had of '
going about his cars.
,
.
*4819. Therefore if Musgrave had had anything on his mind for a long time he would have ample "■
opportunity tp tell you before he actually did do so ? Yes; he knew he was watched too.- I am certain--'-'
he did.,
4820.
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4820. Would you be surprised to hear that’ these frauds hare been going on, as far aS Musgrave is.conJ. Roberts. cerne^j ever since he joined the Department, with the exception of the first fortnight—That would. be
•C''Ta“^L almost two years ago ? Well I could hardly believe that. I have watched nearly all the men.
.
CP '>
1 4821. Without making any discovery in the end ? -----•
'
4822. President.^ As far as I can understand, if it had not been for G-raham no discovery would have
been made up to this hour? That is so. If Graham had not told Keen it might have been going
on now.
. . . . •
4823. So that you have no reason for expressing surprise merely because you were watching, because the
mere watching, as we have seen, might do no good whatever ? . It might not.
.
4824. Apart from these conversations that you have had with Musgrave, do you know the man well.; his
Character outside and so forth ? I know very little of him. I mean that I have had no conversation.with
him and that sort of thing.
■ ' ■
4825'. Do you remember when he joined the Department; two and a half years ago ? Tes.
.
. •
■ 4826. How soon did you begin to think that he was not one of^your best men? I thought so when I had
observed his lazy manner.
.
4827. How soon afterwards was that ? Six or seven months afterwards. _
.
. ■
4828. He went on pretty well at first ? Very well at first. I never liked him as a conductor; he was very
careless with the passengers, and he had a flashy, bad way with him; he would never get off to assist
people in or out; he was yarning under the stairs continually, and he was always coming late to work,
driving it off to the very last minute when he had to go out.
4829. And losing time too I suppose? Tes.
"
_
_
•
'
4830. Do you remember how long he has been away ill ? He has been away at different times three, four,
or five days.
4831. Not longer? I do not think he has.
•
_
4832. Have you not inspectors who look after the men and so forth ? Harper reports, and Wigg. and
•
Moran report. '
,
.
'
_
.
4833. Who is your inspector who would report upon the conduct and character of the men ? "O’Brien is
supposed to be the inspector.
•
4834. Does he deal with that kind of thing ? He deals with everything.
_ _
_
4835. Does he ever make reports to you about the character of the men, and about suspicious circumstances'in connection with them ? Sometimes. .
4836. Has he ever reported anything in connection with these frauds ? In one or two cases he may
have said that the conductor had hot rang their proper fares.
■
4837. Has he never made you a report to the’ effect that certain conductors should be regarded with
• suspicion ? In conversation he has mentioned them to me.
4838. What men has he mentioned? The men we have got off, and several other men.at different times..
4839. Has’he been able to give you valuable information in regard to the character of the men ? I could
not say that. "
.
..
..
4840. Mr. Thompson.^ If he cannot do it whose, duty would it be to do so, or to whom can you look for the
information ? 1 myself can give you the character of any of the men. I have watched nearly every man
in the Service. T know them better than they are known by any other man in the Department.
.
4841. Do you know conductor Ambrose Scott ? Tes.
4842. What is your opinion of him ? Not of the best.
_
•
4843. Have you any reason to think that he is connected with these frauds in any way ? It is hard to
say. I have watched Ferrier get on to his trams at Liverpool-street and get off at College-street, often
riding a short distance in that way. It has seemed to me sometimes, when I have seen him getting off
cars in this way, that it looked as if the conductors would have nothing to do with him.
'
4844.' President.'] He seems .to have a good straightforward manner ? Tes; but at times I have seen him
when I have thought that he was not ringing for his fares.
'
4845. Did you challenge him ? ' No, because I was not certain.
4846. It is a difficult matter to be positive about it, is it not ? Tes, unless you are right in the com
partment.
...
4847. And even then it is difficult, under the plan which some of them adopt, of collecting the whole of
the fares at once? Tes ; and sometimes one of the passengers will collect the whole of the fares before
the conductor arrives.
■
4848. And then he has to ring them off all at once ? Tes; and of course, on a- full car on a twopenny
section, he would have to give twenty rings.
4849. Do you know anything more definite with reference to these frauds than has already transpired—
you know what came out at the Departmental inquiry—have you any information more definite than that ?
I can give you nothing further except this, that I do not believe Greeley is a straight man. I believe
that he had the tickets that were found in his pocket for a dishonest purpose. He came to me, and, in
'
the course of conversation, he said, “ I believe Dolan is the man who is selling Siddons tickets.” I
watched Siddons three or four different nights, aud he was the only man (that is, Greeley) whom I saw
going into Siddons’. shop.
.
.
.
>
4850. Dolan is the man who had Greeley’s coat ? No ; Tunks is the man.
"
,
4851. Did you ever authorize Greeley to act as a sort of detective in addition to Wigg aud Moran ?
Never.
"
4852. Did he not tell you and others that he was souudiug this man Siddons to try and see if he could
not catch him ? No.
.
4853. Tou are aware, I suppose, that he does not make any secret of his dealings with Siddons ? I do
not know that he had any, excepting those -which I knew myself.
.
.
4854. Of course it is stated and it is Greeley’s own statement that, believing that Siddons was pur
chasing a lot of tickets from conductors, he, with a view of testing him, made overtures to him ; are you
sure that you gave him no authority to do so ? .1 am sure, and I would not believe Greeley on his oath.
4855. Top-gave him no authority ? No, none at all.
• 4856. It is possible that Moran may have asked him to do what he did ? I do not think he would have
asked him without first asking me.
'
4857. Did you hear of a transaction that Greeley had with a Chinaman, Ah Lum? Tes, but only lately.
.
'
4R58. - -
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4S58. How did you lioar and what did you hear ?, I heard that a Chinaman made some overtures to - Supt.
•
Hreeley to purchase some tickets off him; then again, I heard that this Chinaman said that he bought J-Roberts.
•* wo™ off him for lOa. One day at the Central Police Court we got what we could out of this
Chinaman, and we got it brought here.
'
1 .
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G'reeley should try this Chinaman, and see if he could getanything out
ot him. I should not give any such instructions unless I gave them in writing.
..
4860. Jlfr. Broch.'] Greeley was not the man to whom you were likely to give suchinstructions ? No • I
would not trust him. I believe he told me a lie about Dolan.
.
«81. Mr. Thompson.] You do trust Dolan ? I believe he is an honest, straightforward man.
■
48o2. President. There is one thing that seemed to us to be very irregular ; we have looked at the book
in which they enter the receipts, and it was evident from that book that conductor Musgrave was
.
allowed to hold his bag from the Wednesday until the Saturday ; that is to say, he made a trip on the .
vVednesday, and did not returii any account of it until the Saturday.- When we questioned the clerk he
said there wds.no way of checking this irregularity; that there was no list of the men that Were out on a
certain day? ihere is an absentee book kept in the foreman’s office. This book has been kept for a con
siderable time. I go down every morning and look at it myself, and see what men are away. If any
.particular man is away, who ought not to be away, I send immediately to know why he is away, and call
upon him for an explanation for his absence. In the case of Musgrave T think he got hurt and he stayed
away a couple of days ; it may have been three or four days. It may be four or five months ago. That
•
is the only time I can remember Musgrave has been away under such circumstances.
4863. _ Mr. Thompson.] Could you give us from any document the exact time that he was away; that is,
when it was alleged that he had got hurt ? I think I can give you the exact date:
■
•
•
4864. President.] That would be all very well as far as your own observations would go; you would .know
what conductors were improperly staying away; but that would not meet the case I am referring to P I
think it would, because I give Mr. Primrose the information, and if I am away Mr. Tyrer does it.
4865. Blackstone showed us figures proving beyond doubt that Musgrave made a trip on a Wednesday
for which he did not account until the Saturday; we asked Blackstone why he did hot call attention to
that suspicious circumstance ? I think I remember the occasion. I believe Musgrave was taken ill going
4866. The matter stands thus, that going home on Wednesday he took tickets which he did not return
until the Saturday^ or that he took tickets on the Wednesday and returned nothing at all? Going out on
.1 he Saturday morning and making a return for the Saturday, he may possibly have taken one run out on
the Wednesday and not have come back again. There might be only ten or twelve tickets in his bag.
4867. He should have returned them on the Thursday morning ? lies.
'
.
4868. Suppose that at the very time when he was shown to be on duty car-cleaning on a Thursday
mornmg, he was really conducting, and that he did not return his tickets until the Saturday. . Suppose
he were car cleaning between the Wednesday and the Saturday, would he not return his bag ? But he
may have had the foreman’s bag—he had a spare bag—and Musgrave may have been called from car
cleaning.
,
. '
- ’
4869. It occurred to us that while this practice of allowing conductors to take home their bags was continned, men acting fraudulently would have a splendid chance:—a much better chance than if they, had to
return their bag immediately. It appeared to us that if they could take, their registers home they would
be able to do away with perhaps a great deal if not the whole of the takings ? If we could trust to the
registers the man might keep his bag a month.
.
.
.
.
4870. But once you know that the registers can be manipulated with a pin, the case is altered, and under
these circumstances a man has a far better opportunity of making a good haul if he keeps his register
more than a day ? But he would not be on the cars.
.
4871. Mr. Thompson] On some occasions the man might go out as an extra, his timewould be up and-he
could get off the car without coming in at all and returning his bag ? If he did it he. would do it illegally
and wrongly. I do not believe Musgrave would have done such a thing, he might have done it, but he
was a fly boy, and he might possibly have been up to it.
.
4872. President.] Does it not occur to you as it has occurred to the Commission that the present practice
is a very dangerous one, and that it may possibly have led indirectly to these frauds—I refer to . the
practise of allowing conductors to take their bags away on the night shift ? Yesbut a man has to. start
out from the terminus in the morning ; suppose for instance he has to come in from Leichhardt, he has'to
be there the first thing in the morning.
.
..
,■ / ,
4873. I am aware that you have given this matter consideration, but does it not occur to you in the. light
of what has happened, that it would be better to pay a considerable number of extra men to take. the
bags and registers away at night than to allow the men to take them home ? Well the day men are
relieved at 2 o’clock, so that they would start in the morning with their bags empty.
4874. But what about the men who were on the other shift, and who take home their bags and registers
with them? ,. The bags are emptied about 11 o’clock, so that it would be only a question of the last trip.'
4875. The emptying of the bags is not the only point, you surely must readily admit that a conductor,
while upon the tram has little opportunity of opening his register and examining the contents of it, but
when he gets quietly at home at night it seems a great temptation to him tp open the funny thing and see
what it is.made of. Does it.not occur to you that this may have been the way in which the frauds haye
commenced—the conductors having these things in their leisure, and unprincipled friends coming in and
looking at. them ? It is.hard to make all men honest; an honest man would not do that. Look at the
difficulty in which you would put the Department if a man on the Leichhardt trams had to come into
Sydney the last thing at night to bring in his bag; you know w'hat your life would be the next .morning-..;
there would be half a dozen Members of Parliament here the next morning, pointing out the hardship of
the thing. You know very well the difficulties under which wre have to work.
\
4876. But in the light of what has happened does it not occur to you that it would be better, in future,
to incur considerable expense in the way of having men stationed at the different termini at night, in
order to receive the bags and registers and bring them into town ? Well then, those men would have to
bring the bags in, and the office would have to be kept open very late indeed before all the returns were
received.
.
4877. Mr. Thompson.] Have you not to send out a motor to the various termini every morning ? Yes.
. 10-S
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4878. Then why cannot the bags and bells be sent out to the men by the engine-driver on the following
J. Kobcrts. moriling ? That could be done, but then they would have to meet the men on different portions of the
5 Sept., 1888.

President.'] It appears to me that the difficulty lies not so much in sending the bells and registers
out inthe morning as in getting them in at night? It would be 2 o’clock in the morning before some of
the conductors would be done. I should have to send out to each terminus to get the bags in.
4880. But the driver has to bring the motor in? Only to the engine-shed, and if anything went wrong
with the bag the conductor would blame the driver.
4881. Mr. Broclc.] How many bags and bells are left out at night ? About five or six, for the early
morning trains.
■4882. What do you think of the present system of bell registers,—are you satisfied with it ? We haye had
several systems if it could be done. I think it would be well that the ticket should be perforated directly
v it is collected. The public want some sort of receipt; the present system gives receipt to the public,
whereas the tearing up of the tickets gave them no receipt. Very often, instead of the men tearing them
•up, they used simply to tear them down the perforations on the top of the cars at night; they could easily
pretend to tear them. At other times they could bend them back, and tear, perhaps, three instead of six.
4888. Tou think then that the tearing system is just as bad as the present system ? I think it left it
more open for the conductors to be dishonest than any check we have had. The first check we had was
good if it could be worked on these cars—I refer to the bell punch. Every ticket punched was recorded
inside the bell, and the punch could not be interfered with.
4884. You know the Melbourne system ; could that be worked here ? Not on these cars; they are too
much overcrowded; it would take the conductors too long to get through.
488£>. Does it take long ? It is very slow. One has to do so many things before the ticket is finally
taken and punched. Often the conductor will have to sell tickets to the passenger. First he has to
receive the ticket, then he has to punch it, and then he has to put it in his pocket. Here we have only
one process, and the conductor can work with one hand leaving the other hand free, that is to say, he can
collect tickets and go along the car at the same time.
4886. You do not think it could be worked with the upper deck ? I do not think so—not with the
present -staff.
4887. President.] Of course you know that the sale of tickets would be only in the hands of the
conductor? Yes.
4888. He could sell tickets by dozens ? Yes. My report is in reference to that. I believe in the system
if it could be worked here.
4889. Why was the bell punch system done away with here ? It is too slow. I think with reference to
the sale of tickets that it ought to be kept in the Department. In the first place the percentage would be
saved. That is one thing in favour of the Melbourne system. The congestion of the traffic between
Bridge-street and Liverpool-street makes it very difficult to deal with, the fact being that there are 1,200
cars a day going in and out.
4890. Do you remember the day Hendy was dismissed ? Yes.
4891. That was the day that Musgrave had had his bag and bells for three days—that is to say, from the
previous Wednesday to the Saturday morning ? I will look it up.
4892. Mr. Thompson.] Have you ever suspected Connors as being dishonest? Well, I have seen Ferrier
get up on the tram with him and meet him lately. Previous to that I had a good opinion of Connors as
a conductor. I am not speaking of his private life. Lot me say here that Paulson is one of those I have
also suspected.
'4893,' Why did you suspect Greeley when you knew, as I suppose you did, that he really was being of
some service to Moran and Wigg ? I believe that Greeley was only of service in trying to crawl out of
the blot he had made with reference to the tickets being found in his pocket. If that had not come out
Greeley would never have given his assistance.
4894. Do not you know that it is said that Greeley produced the tickets from the off side pocket, and that
the man with him would not have known unless Greeley had taken the tickets out and had shown them to
him ?■ The information I got was that the man was pulling out his handkerchief and pulled them out by
accident.
4895. Do you knovv Frost ? Yes.
■
4896. Have you any reason to suspect him ? I think he is saying this to clear Greeley. I firmly believe
that Greeley put these tickets in his pockets for a dishonest purpose.
4897. If Frost wanted to protect Greeley what need was there for him to say a word about it ? That is
best known to themselves. Perhaps someone else had seen them.
•4898. Why do you suspect Greeley ? I believe he took the tickets for a dishonest purpose. When I
cautioned him he turned round and said to me privately that Doolan was the man who was selling- tickets
to Siddons. I said, “ It is strange that you should come and put your mate away without my asking you.”
As I have said, I watched Siddons three or four nights, and Greeley was the only man who visited the
place. I had Siddons’ license cancelled. I knew that if there was nothing in it Siddons was the first man
who would put up his back and say, “ Why did you cancel my license ?” But he has never asked me that
'question from that day to this. Siddons did not know me at the time, and I don’t suppose he knows me
now. I went into his shop one night and asked for tram-tickets. He said he had none, and he added,
“ I must try and get a license. My life is pestered out of me.”
4899. President.] I suppose he meant by persons applying for tickets ? Yes. I knew that if he had
'been going straight he would have made inquiries as to why his license was cancelled, but he has asked no
question about it up to this day.
'
4900. You say that you suspect Connors merely because you have seen Ferrier getting on to his tram ?
Yes.
4901. Many times ? Yes ; five or six times.
4902. Do you suspect Graham ? I do not.
4903-. With regard to Morgan’s case, when the bells came in were they found to be tampered with ?' No.
•They were rigged-with a pin. He may have got the bells in that state or they may have just gone bad
when he got them.
4901. Were they not actually proved to have been tampered with ? No. Although they would ring
Without registering.
4905.
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4905. If they would ring without registering surely thet was evidence that they had been tampered with ?
Supt.
No. They might have been worn away, and they might he ringing without registering, while Morgan J- Eoberts.
knew nothing about it. It would not do to condemn a man simply because he was found with bells K
which rang without registering.
‘
490G. Has your mechanician, Mr. Lambert, come to the conclusion that the bells may wear so much that
the application of a pin in the slot will have the same effect from mere wear as if the bells had been
improperly dealt with ? Lambert can point out those that have been tampered with, and those that have
gone wrong by wear.
4907. Is it not a fact that Lambert pointed out with regard to Morgan’s bells that they had actually been
filed ? He stated that one of the bells, I could not say from memory which it was, had been filed. I
could not say whether he mentioned Morgan’s or Fraser’s bells, or whose bells he mentioned. I remember ■
that Morgan’s bell would ring without registering, but then Morgan himself may not have known of it.
4908. Mr. Thompsonl] When Musgrave came to you wdiat exactly did he tell you ;—start from the
beginning and tell us, because we want to compare what he told you with what he told us ? He called
on me and said that he wanted to tell me how the Department was being defrauded by the insertion of a
pin in the registers so that they would ring without registering. I asked him if he could show me how,
and I believe he said that if I would give him a pair of registers to take home he would show me. I said
to him, “Well, Musgrave, the information you have given me I already have from, somebody else. It isof no use to me now ; you are late.” I then came over and told Mr. Vernon and the Commissioner.
4909. President.] Is that all he said to you ? lie did not wrant to be very communicative.
4910. Did he not say who were doing it? He did not appear to know who were doing it. He had only
heard that it had been done.
4911. Did he say how he happened to hear it ? He did not tell me anything. He would not tell me.
4912. Why did he want to take home the registers to find out how it was done; did he say whom he was*
going to in order to find it out ? Not that I can remember.
4913. He was going to do it himself ? He did not say that anyone was going to do it for him.
4914. Did you hear that he brought his register to the office one night with a piece of wire in it, and
that it was there all night ? I did hear that he told Graham that.
■
4915. And that when he Was asked what line he was on he was in such a funk that he eould not speak ? I
can hardly believe that it happened.
'
4916. You don’t believe that hedeft his bells in the office with the wire in ? No.
4917. You think it is merely a piece of blow on the part of Musgrave ? Yes; because the day after he
told me he told Graham that he had bluffed me and had told me a long rigmarole.
4918. Would Musgrave be asked in the morning what line he was on ? No; he would be asked on the
previous night when he gave his bag in.
4919. Mr. Brock!] You have not much doubt about Fraser being guilty I suppose ? Not the slightest.
4920. President.] What makes you suspicious of Fraser? Seeing him meet Ferrier and Cook so often.
I also go by the man ever since he came here. By the whole of his surroundings, by his actions,- and by
his mode of living.
■
4921. You do not know anything about Cook? I know him to be a thorough scoundrel in any swindling
business which may be going on.
■
4922. Do you know anything against him in connection with these tramway frauds ? My idea is that he
would not be meeting these men night after night for nothing. Why should he be so constantly meeting
Ferrier and getting on to Fraser’s trams.
4923. Have you anything tangible against him ? No, only these things that I have seen. I know him to
be a bad character, and an infernal liar. The police have been trying to get something tangible against
him for years, and they cannot catch him. He is too fly.
4924 After all you only suspect Fraser. You really know nothing about him. You do not know that
he has been defrauding the Department ? I can’t say positively that he has done so. I did not see it
myself. I only know from Graham’s evidence.
4925. Mr. Thompson.] As a matter of fact you have not been able to detect to the proof any swindling ?
It would be impossible for me to do that. I have done the best I could in every instance.
4926. President.] We have a certain something tangible against Musgrave, and a certain something
tangible against Ferrier, but it seems to me that we have nothing tangible against Fraser. It only amounts
•
to suspicion ? Well, he has been about with these two men, and a pocket you remember was found in his
.
coat. I know that he goes about betting, and that he has plenty of money.
,
4927. This is all indirect ? I should not like to make any statement I was not certain about.
4928. Mr. Brock.] He said he married money ? Well, I don’t know; he was very hard up when he came
here.
'
4929. Was he married then? Yes, he was.
4930. Mr. Thompson!] What had he been before ? I could not say. He came from Burrowa way.
4931. Do you know how he got on to the trams ? He was recommended to me by Mr. Finnigan. I may
here say that I have seen him miss ringing his fare several times.
4932. But not to such an extent as to permit of you saying anything definite ? To such an extent that
I was able to tell his friend that I thought he was a damned thief.
4933. Who did you tell ? I told Mr. Finnigan, who told Fraser, I believe, that I thought him a damned
rogue, although there was only my word against his. Finnigan has already told another person that I
asked him to caution him.
4934. If Fraser swears that Finnigan never cautioned him, he has sworn falsely ? I believe he has. I
believe Finnigan has told Moran that he cautioned him. With regard to Connors, I desire to say that
he always did his work well, and although certain representations were made to me by his wife, I could
not take any action so long as he did his work well.
4935. Was he not drunk on his car ? I suspended him, but I think I gave him another chance.
4936. President!] What do you know about Keen ? Any information which Keen has given me I have
found to be true in every respect. He gave me information about the men gambling at the “ Evening
Star Hotel.”
49 -7. Do they know that he gave you the information? No; he also gave me information about
Graham knowing this affair.
4938.
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. Supt.. . ■4938. How does Graham get on with his mates now ? I have heard no complaints. I do not think there
J. Roberts* is any feeling in that way in the Department. I think the men are generally pleased with the idea .that
is coming out which can be brought.
- _
6 Sept.j i88§ everything
4039. Do you know these Greek scoundrels—Pietro Gaspardo, for instance—at the corner of Liverpool

)

and Elizabcth-streets ? One Saturday, when I was going home, I saw Perrier hanging about there. I.
got out of the tram and I said to myself, “There is something on. I will watch and see what it is.” I
asked Perrier to come and have a plate of oysters. I took him into the place and gave him the oysters
and paid for them. He said he had an appointment, and he went away. I think he paid something about
waiting for Musgrave. I walked outside, and just outside the Greek’s door there is a place where they
put in the shutters. I went in there, pretending to Perrier that I went in there to pump ship. When I
came .out, and come along again, there was a regular commotion in the shop apparently between one of
the Greeks and some one else. I could not see who it was. Perrier cleai’ed out and mpt Musgrave
coming along in a tram.
_
_ •
4940. Tou do not think that Ferrier returned to the place after pretending to leave it P No; I left him at
the door. He seemed to be going down Elizabeth-street. I had an idea that there was some commotion,
in the shop on account of my sitting down at the table there with Perrier, but I knew my own business,
and they could think what they liked. .
_
_
4941. Did you suspect these p'eople of buying the tickets ? I suspected these men of buying the service
tickets, because it was reported that they were bought at that shop.
4942. Who would give them to the conductors ? Some of the Eandwick people. Wigg and Moran also
use them. O’Brien uses them. In fact there are a dozen people who use them.
4943. And you are under the impression fhat this row in the shop was caused through your presence—?
that you were recognized ? Tes.
'
4944. Constantine was one of the people who kept this place, was he not ? Tes.
4945. Have you met this man Gaspardo, who was going to give us so much evidence ? Tes.
'
4949. Has he told you anything ? He has told me nothing.
4947. Tou have given us the whole list of the conductors you suspect? Tes, I think so. There is
Paulsen, who has been away for some time. Then there is Perrier, Eraser, Connors, Musgrave, Greeley,
and I might add a man named Kavensworth. ■
'
4948. Tou don’t like Eavensworth ? No.
4949. What reason have you to suspect him ? Prom his surroundings. Prom what I have seen of him,
and from his bringing in some tickets rolled up in a packet at one time. Prom the general surroundings
of the man I do not believe he is honest.
4950. What do you think of MacMahon. Do you think ho has ever sold tickets ? I do not believe in
MacMahon. He makes a lot of fire, but I think he makes it for his own purpose. It is funny how some
of these men get rich so soon.
4951. He was on the Waverley and Woollahra line ? Tes, and he is there still.
4952. Mr. Thompson.'] Are there not several of the men who have got marvellously well off in a short
time? Tes, several,
4953. Can you name any of those who you know yourself to have got into apparently affluent circum
stances on the wage of 7s. or 8s. a day ? I haye heard that MacMahon, Godbee, and Tippin are well off.
Lots of them have land and buildings.
4954. Still you do not suspect the men you are naming now ? No; but I thiuk that MacMahon is a
vindictive sort of man.
4955. Why do you think fhat ? Well he likes to have-his own way, and to be the boss of the shop.
4956. Is there not a saying among the men of “ What have- you made to-day ? ” or something to that effect ?
In years gone by there was, but I stopped- it.
4957. How did it originate ? It originated through a man named Chalmers, who was on as a conductor.
I put a couple of detectives on the tram. It was going to Botany, and the fares were a shilling, and all
' the fares were to be collected before they got to Waterloo. I sent Mr. Primrose to Waterloo to take the
hells and bag, and I put two men on to count the number of his fares. He had from fifty to sixty fares,
and he gave us 30s. I then dismissed him, and recommended that he should be prosecuted. We were
advised however that the fares must be seen to have been given to him before we could prosecute him.
After I dismissed him he came down to the yard, and he used to say, “ Well boys, what did you make on
this trip ? ” and so< if came to be a sort of by-word among the men.
4958. Did you ever make use of this by-word yourself. Did you ever say it fo several conductors who
were standing in the lobby of your office ? I might have said, “ Don’t you be coming Chalmers’ game.
Don’t miss the fares, and stop that saying ‘ What are you making to day.’ ”
4959. How long is it since Chalmers was dismissed ? Perhaps five or six, years ago. This has since been
a bye-word among all the men.
4960. Tou yourself never used it ? I do not make that free with the men. Of course in some instances
I have to make free with them, but it is for the purpose of getting information for the Department.
Sometimes they will stop.me in the street to tell me certain things, and I cannot always turn round and
say, “ Come up into my office and tell me.”
'
4961. Mr. Brock.] Have you any idea of Musgrave’s financial position. Has he any property ? I do not
think he has. . I do not know anything about his private affairs.
’
4962. It was sa;id that he was going to buy a public-house? There was some talk about it. I do not
know if there was any truth in the rumour.
4963. President.] Do you know the circumstances under which Colls got into trouble about' Nicholson’s
cheque ? .It has been a rule since I have been there that no cheques are to be cashed unless I initial
them ; no cheques whatever, whether signed by Mr. Yernon or the Commissioner, are cashed without my
initials. In one instance Colls cashed a cheque for Nicholson, and I believe it was there a day or so
waiting. I heard of it, and I said that it must be paid up at once, and that was done. I do not think
there were any papers about it. I gave Colls a reprimand, and said that if he did anything like that again
against my orders I would bring the matter before the Commissioner.- I have written instructions to
check the cash every week. I gave them to Mr. Tyrer.
•
4964. I suppose that when he was checking the cash he found this cheque ? Tes, When it was cashed
Nicholson was a contractor for clothes, and the money was supposed to be paid into the Bank, but it did
.
not
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Dot get there in time.

I myself never handle the cash or tickets. I gave Tyrer written instructions to
Supt. •
examine the tickets and cash once a week. I was absent when the cheque was cashed. This is the J- Eoberts.
explanation that Colls gave me : He said that I was absent and that Mr. Tyrer w7as absent. He said that
Kicholson had a voucher, and took it over to him, showing him that money was due to him.
’
5 Sept., 1888.
49G5. It would not be in Colls’ power to benefit Mcholson in any shape or form? No, not at all. Colls,
as far as I know, has never done a similar thing since.
'
'
•
'

Alfred Thomas Colls called in, sworn, and examined r
49G6. President.} Tou are a clerk in the tramway office P Tes.
A. T. Colls.
4967. How long have you been there ? About six years last April.
.
,__ ,
4968. We have sent for you because during the evidence we have received some very suspicious circum-.6 Sept., 1888.
stances have arisen in connection with yourself as connecting you undoubtedly in some way with
Musgrave and Ferrier ? Indeed.
4969. It has been sworn very clearly in evidence that there has been some connection between you and
Musgrave on several occasions in reference to this matter. It has moreover been brought out very
strongly that information has been given from the office, which has as far as we can judge on more than
one occasion defeated the ends of justice. Now we advise you Mr. Colls to let us know everything that
you know respecting this matter, everything you can tell us respecting your 'connection with Musgrave
andlerrier? I shall he happy to tell you what I know about it. In the first place as to giving
information out of the office I never gave a soul information for the simple reason that I did not know
that there was any information to go to them, and had I received any information I should certainly, not
have put Musgrave up to it.
.
.
4970. I think you are beginning rather early.
I should like you to begin with your first knowledge of
Musgrave and so forth P I may say that my wife is his step-sister. When he first made application to
go on to the trams I tried to get him on. At the first time he could not get on, but I knew he had a
mother a sister and a brother to keep. His father died at my place. I tried hard to get him. on and I
could not do so for the simple reason that there was no vacancy. Two or three years afterwards he. sent
in an application again and I used what influence I had to get him a billet.
"
4971. Was he successful then ? Tes ; the last time I think it was mainly through Mr. John Harris.
4972. And to what position was he appointed ? He was assistant conductor at first.
.
.
•
4973. Had you known him well previously ? Tes; I took a great interest in the boy. When he came
down to Sydney I put him to a school at Paddington for twelve months. I paid for it myself, and then
I got him into a shop at Paddington.
.
.
4974. Was he in that shop at the time of his going on to the tramways. No ; he left.
4975. Do you know why ? I could not tell you.
. .
4976. What do you know of his character before he entered the Tramway Department ? Before he came
there I would have trusted him anywhere, and so would his friends. I and my wife took a great interest,
in the hoy on that account. After he left this place I think he went out to a man named McKenzie, a
grocer at Leichhardt; he was living with him.
Mr. M‘Kenzie told me that he was one of the best lads
he ever had in the place. I knew he used to work there up to 11 and even 1 o’clock on Saturday nights.4977. Tou just told us that up to the time he joined the tramways you and his other friends would have
trusted him to any extent ? To any extent.
4978. When did you first alter your opinion ? The first thing I could speak of positively was the Sunday
night he came to my place.
‘
4979. How long ago ? I think only about a month or six weeks ago. It was when he started to tell me
about the bells. He has not been living with me for a long while back. He has been with me only
about a fortnight during the last eighteen months and then he was sick.
..
.
4980. This was the first occasion you had cause to suspect Musgrave or to change your opinion of him ?
Of course I have known that he has been out at night billiard-playing and so forth. I have heard fromhim that he gambled a bit. I could never speak about it because I never saw him playing billiards in my
life. He was always on the afternoon shift, and when he came home at night I was always in bed. I was
away again in the morning before he was up. He did not come into the yard until 2 o’clock. He was
with me for about a fortnight when he was sick. My wife sent for the doctor. When he got well he
went out to his sister’s. His mother was up at Toung looking after some business.
.
.
4981. Have you really got down to this Sunday night, Mr. Colls.? I do not think there is anything more
that I could speak about positively. I know he used to go out at night, but there is nothing else that I
.can think of to tell you.
4982. And you are sure that he never took you into his confidence ? Never in his life. He knew that if
he did I would have gone straight to the office and that I would not have shielded him more than I would
any other man.
4983. Well, come to the Sunday night then? He came to my place after tea. The conversation turned
round to the trams not paying. I saw at the time that he was a bit fidgety. I do not know exactly what
it was he said. I think he said that he could tell a way in which he could stop a lot of it.- I said, “Will
you tell me ? ” He said, “ Tes, I will tell you.” So he told -me how the bells could be altered. About a
couple of Saturday nights before that 1 was going home in one of the trams, and it seemed to me -that .one
'■of the conductors did not ring for all the tickets. I mentioned this matter to Musgrave, and he said to
me “ He will ring for them, because he would ring and you would not knovv anything about the tickets, for
the simple reason that the bells could be worked.” I said to him, “Do you mean that sometimes when the
'bell rings it does not register ? ” He said, “ Tes, it will ring and not register.” I said, “ The best thing
you can do is to come down to Mr. Roberts with me at once.” 'This‘was on Sunday night at half-past 7'.
On thinking the matter over it occurred to me that, it-being Sunday night and church-time, Mr. Roberts
probably would not be at the office ; so the first thing on Monday morning, directly I came to the offi'ce.i
I walked straight up to Mr. Roberts’ room, and asked him if he would send for Musgrave as he had"
something to tell him. I think Musgrave came in on the Tuesday afternoon. Mr. Roberts, I know,
sent for him on the Monday, but I think he was off. I think that is all I cau say about the matter.
-I did not hear any conversation between them. I know that Musgrave went to Mr. Roberts, and I think
that it was on the Tuesday. I not only mentioned the matter to Mr. Roberts the first thing on the
.
Monday
6
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T-. Colls. Monday morning, but I tried Musgrave a dozen times afterwards to see if he would give me any
more information about it. He said, “ If I went to goal to-morrow I could not give any more informaS.-Segt., 1888. tion.” I said, “ Can’t you give me some idea of any of the conductors who are doing it ? ” and he
said, “ No.’’
‘
.
4984. Had he his bells with him on that Sunday night ? Tes.
4985. Did he show you how they were worked ? No.
4986. Did he not put a piece of wire in ? No.
.
4987. Surely on this. Sunday night he told you a great deal more; did he not tell you the details of the
thing, how he had learnt it and so forth ? No ; I never asked him the question.
4988. Did he not say that he had known it for a very long time ? He did not tell me.
^
. 4989. Did he not say that a certain man had been pestering him for the last twelve months ? No;there ,
was very little conversation at all. He had to get back to his tram by half-past 8. As soon ashe told.
' me he walked out ;■ aud I said, “ I will tell Mr. Eoberts the first thing in the morning.”
.
4990. Did he not speak of a certain man haunting him for twelve months ? I never heard a word about
that. The conversation was only about 10 minutes. My wife was sitting in the dining-room, and he
called me out into the verandah, just before he went away, and told me there.
4991. When was Musgrave last staying with you ? About the Centennial time. He was there a fort
night when he was sick.
_
4992. Are you sure of the time P It was about that- time.
■
4993. IS that the last time ? He has called there to see his sister.
4994. Did he say nothing to you about this matter at that time ? No, because he was very bad. He was
in bed.
4995. What, during the Centennial week? It was somewhere about February, I think. The first
intimation I got about it was on this Sunday night. If he knew before that he kept it to himself.
4996. Was he on sick leave when he was with you ? I think so; I could not say.
■ _ . ..
4997. Mr. Thompson^] What was the matter with him ? I think he had a strain. It was a strain or a
rupture. I fcno'w he" had something the matter with his testicles.
_
4998. Did he riot get some dirty disease from a girl ? Not at this time. I think.
_ .
4999. But at some other time ? I know that he has had it often. When the doctor came I helped him
to bandage up one of his testicles. It was very much swollen, but whether it was from what you speak
of or riot I do riot know'.
5000. He was in the Service at the time? Tes.
5001. President.] Tou said just now that he did not tell anyone about the bells ? None of our people..
He did not say a word to rrie. I do not know whether he told anyone else.
§002. Is it not strange that he should tell others and not you ? If he had said one word about it to me
I should have reported it long ago.
.
...
5003. It is unquestionable—there is not the shadow of a doubt about it—that information got out of
your office. For instance, on one occasion the Inspector-General sent a private communication to your,
office^ which would in all probability have led to the detection of this fraud. Within twelve hours of
that private' communication being sent to your office it was all over the town ? Well it never came from
me.
.
....
.
5004. Have you any suggestion to make as to the quarter from which the information came ? About
the letter ?
.
5005. Tes ? No.
.
5006. It knot a suspicion, it is an absolute certainty, that this private information was spread all over,
the town in twelve hours, to the great disgust of the police in charge of the case, who threw up their
hands at once;, and said, “ If this kind of thing is to take place it is of no use our trying to help in the
detection of the frauds ; we shall be thwarted ” ? It never came from me.
,
5007. Have you any idea where it came from ? Not the least. If I had I would tell you.
,
5008.- Mr. Brockf] Did you see this document ? No.
.
5009; Tou have never seen it? No.
.
5010.- Who wtiuld be likely to see it besides Mr, Eoberts ? I do not know of anybody else..
5011; Are you often in Mr. Eoberts’office? TJpstairs?
.
5012. Yes ? Not often.
.
.
5013. Does any one go to Iris office when he is out ? Tes, they go in and out.
5014. President.] Who ? Possibly the clerks. I hove sometimes gone up to his room to enquire for
him.
5015. Dobs he riot lock the door and take the keys with him ? No;
5016. Tou have told us of your limited acquaintance with Musgrave, and the statement has surprised us,
because we thought the acquaintance was a vriry familiar one? No, it is not.
5017. We shall be glad to hear of a man named Ferrier? I have known him as a conductor on the cars.
5018.. Nothing more? Nothing more; only that I think that he and Musgrave used to knock about
together at times.
5019. How often have Ferrier and Musgrave met at your house ? Once.
5020. With, Musgrave ? Tes. I was not at home ; I only know of it from Musgrave.
5021; Tou know that Ferrier was dismissed ? Tes.
5022. On the 14th of July ? Tes.
5023: We Want to know what took place when he went with you to your house after that ? Ferrier went
to my house, do you say ?
5024. Tes ? He never went to my house—never. .
.
5025.- Will you carry your memory back to an occasion on which you rode on a tram with Ferrier after
his. dismissal ? I recollect the day well.
5026. It was in the direction of your house ? Tes.
5.027. You got up on to the tram together, and you got down together ? No, we did not.
5028; Without wishing to say anything offensive to you it does seem to us very strange that an officer
1 holding the important position in the Department which you hold, should allow yourself to be, for one
moment, in ihe company of a man who had been dismissed for improper conduct in connection with these
frauds?. That is likely to occur any day. ’ I will explain the reason I was on the tram, and how it
occurred:
A.
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occurred: T got on to a Waverley Iram at King-street, and I met inside Mr. ThomasTout. We both A. T. Colls,
got out at bhaiveys, at Bathurst-street. We were talking there about 5 minutes. It was nearly I
—*
o clock, and Mr. lout asKed me to go and have dinner with him. I said I could not go because my wife SSePt-« 1888>
would be waiting tor me, knowing that I generally came home in the 2 minutes past 1 to Crownstreet While I was waiting Ferrier came up. I do not know where he came from. He told me that
he had been dismissed. I said that I knew that, The Crown-street tram came up, and I got on to it
Terrier followed me upstairs, and stood alongside of me. I fancy he got off at Mark Foy’s, hut I never
saw anything more of him after that. When he was standing alongside of me the conductor came up and
demanded his ticket. He nodded his head, as much as to say, “ Pass me.” I heard Quin, the conductor
demand bis ticket. The tram on the top was packed. Although we were standing close together I do not
think we said two words. I knew perfectly well the position the man was in. I went straight home, and
the conductor m charge of the tram cau bear out that part of my statement.
5029. Tou are absolutely certain that on one occasion be did not go to your house ? I have never seen
him there with my own eyes in my life.
5030. Mr. Thompson. Tou are sure that he did not pass the corner of Crown-street F I could not say
whether he did or not; I took no notice of him.
J
5031. President.-] Although he was standing alongside of you ? I thiuk he got out and went down Brisbane-street, at the corner of Mark Foy’s.
5032. Do you remember the occasion on which Ferrier had a meeting with Greeley, in Greeley’s bedroom p
Only from what I saw inthe papers.
5033. Just try to recollect yourself ? I do not recollect anything about it. The first thing I knew about
it I saw m the papers.
&
5034. We know that Musgrave’s confidence to you on that Sunday night was immediately after Ferrier
■was with Greeley m his bedroom ? Tes; I found that out since.
5035. And immediately after Ferrier knew that he had been detected by the officers of the Departmentin other words, immediately after he knew that the game was up; and on the next night Musgrave went
to you and made a sort of semi-confession ? The chances were that he had heard something and thought
it was a good idea to come to me.
B
5036; The chances are strongly that he had P I do not doubt it for a moment. But as to Greeley and
Terrier meeting, I knew nothing about it.
J
5037. Tou were not aware of in any way conveying to Musgrave the risk he was running by still keeping
silent on the matter ? No, I am not. The first information I got was on that night I have toldyou
about, i tried dozens of times afterwards to get Musgrave to lot it out and to tell me all that he knew
about it, and I persuaded him to go to Mr. Eoberts.
kaqo' 1“
certain Hat you are being absolutely candid with us ? I am, indeed.
5TV ', f-1 J. ,can ?aJ 1S. “at if you are candid, you are very unlucky to have had your name mixed up
with the thing m the way m which it has been ? Tes; it has been very unfortunate for me. With
regard to what happened on the day I met Ferrier: if you have any doubt about it I can get Mr. Tout
to come here as a witness.
6
5040. But Mr. Tout had no connection with your ride with Ferrier ? No; but I was going home to
dinner, and Ferrier happened to get on to the same tram.
5041. What we should like to have proof of is that you and Ferrier did not get off the tram together?
Quin, the conductor, can prove that.
^•
5012. Mr Broclc.] Was there any one else you knew on the tram ? Conductor Stack was standing up
there; I think he got off at Crown-street.
B 1
notice M°himS ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 866 ■Ferrier after you had Passed Mark Poy’s ? I never took any
5044. Were you not standing talking together ? We were not talking.
5045.. But you were both on the top of the tram together ? Tes; I was standing in a corner, and he was
standing alongside of me.
6046. Was the ear crowded ? Tes.
5047. He was not there as your companion ? No.
went off F^ No ^ ^ n°tice where he went
auy more than y011 noticed where any other passenger
5049. President.] Ton remember Stack seeing you with Ferrier ;-do you remember Stack making some
statement at a meeting of the men m connection with the matter, and do you remember on the next
morning tailing Stack to task about it? Mot the next morning,
5050. But soon after F I saw him on the Sunday morning, and asked him if the statement in the papers
He s.t1at.ed *hat 11 waa r,ot> and that he did not intend it as it appeared in the papers
50ol. W hat was said m the papers F It was said that Musgrave had a brother-in-law in the office. This
is said what Stack is said to have mentioned; and I asked him what it had to do with this arrangement at
a . P rom the way in which Stack used the words it seemed to convey an imputation that I was mixed
up m the affair. That was the way it went into the papers.
5052. Aud you asked him what it had to do with the frauds F I asked him if they were the words he
Tf Said ii dld nPt mean ^ i*1 the way it was put in the papers, and that if I wanted a report
to that effect he would give it out.
^
5053. Did he not say to you, “ I told nothing but the truth and I won’t go hack from it ” P I do not
KAit?
aiS saymS a word about it. Wo were in the office, and it was on Sunday morning.
NTh jT W • y011, say il! would appear that he offered to go hack from what he had said F He said
that he did not intend it m that way.
5055. What do you mean when you say “ in that way ” F He merely stated a fact. It is true that he
is my brother-in-law, but as it was in the papers, it conveyed the idea that I was mixed up in the matter,
or that Musgrave did not get the sack before he did on account of his being my brother-in-law. The
inference being that I had used some influence in his favor.
"
5056. Was not Musgrave dismissed at the time of the meeting of the men F I do not know whether he
was or not. He may haye been ; I did not take mucb notice. Ho was kept on for a week or so after tbe
other men were dismissed. From what I can make out the men had the idea that he should have been
dismissed or suspended~at the same time as the other men.
5057.

,

1
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A. T. Colls. o057. Do you know nothing more about Musgrave in connection with these frauds ? I do not know a
y----- a-—^ word. If I did it would have been out long ago. In fact 1 gave all the information 1 had to the
5 Sept., 1888. Department. I knew that some second-hand tickets were being sold.
p • j e •
5058 Where? At a shop in Crown-street. I did not buy them ; they were bought by a friend of mine
named Osborne. He got four new tickets and two old ones. I asked him to give me the two old ones.
He would not take the 2d., but he gave me the tickets. I brought them to the office the next morn

■

ing.
.
6059. AVhat was the result of that? I think Mr. Eoberts told the men about it.
_
5060. What shop was that ? A little shop at the corner of Foveaux-street. A woman kept it then.
5061. Is it a grocery shop ? No ; a little fruit-shop.
5062. Had they a license ? Tes.
. .
,
5006. Are you sure that the two tickets had been used? I was almost positive or I would not Have
asked for them : I gave them to Mr. Eoberts.
5004. Could they not have got dirty in the stock ? No.
5065. Ton were certain that they were used tickets ? Tes; quite. _
5066. Did you send Osborne in for the tickets ? No. He was staying at our place, and I happened to
see the woman give them to him. I tried the place half-a-dozen times afterwards, and 1 could not get
any more; I tried it at different times of the day.
5067. Ton got tickets ? Tes ; hut not used ones.
_
5068. I suppose you were known to he in the Tram Office? I do not think she knew I gave her her
license; I do not think she knew me. She may have got the information since I went to live there, but
that I can’t say.
5069. Talking of licenses
do you remember Musgrave coming to you to try ana get a license tor a man
named Dominic Lacerda, a barber, at Waverley ? I remember something about it. lie did not try to
get it that I know of. lie asked me in what way the man could get it.
_
5070. What did you say ? I told him that the man must send in an application. The man sent m
another name, but it was found out afterwards who ho was.
.
i.
T
5071. Did not Musgrave ask you to try to get that man a license ? I do not recollect his asking me; I
do not think he did.
■
5072. Was it not an unusual thing for Musgrave to come to you and ask you how a man could get a
license ? He had no right to come and ask me about it. I understood that he had been in bis shop
several times.
.
.
5073. Did not Musgravo tell you you would be doing him a good turn at the same time if you helped this
man to get a license ? I do not see what good turn it could do him.
5074. Will you swear he did not say that to you ? I will not swear. I cannot recollect. _
5075. Was not your impression that Musgrave was taking an interest in this man getting a license ? The
chances are that he may have been.
5076. What do you know of this man Dominic yourself ? I will tell you : I ivas talking to a policeman
at the corner of a street one Sunday night—at the corner of Newland-street, at the old South Head Koad.
5077.' What was the man’s name;—was it Stove? I can’t say. He was a tall sandy-whiskered man. I
saw him yesterday in town. We were talking about the robberies there, and he said there are some bad
coves about here; that barber is a bad man. I said, 1 am glad you told me that he is not a good man,
because he was applying for a license.”
5078. Ton said you would take care that he did not get one'? Tes.
5079. It is left in your hands to arrange these license matters and to report upon them ? Tes, I reported
against him.
^
5080. Ton said he ought not to have a license? ' Tes.
5081. Is your report in writing ? Tes.
_
5082. I suppose the records will show it? It is there somewhere. I did not say that I put it on paper
that he was a had man. There was another man with a ticket license alongside of him which prevented
him from getting another, but that would not de<er me from putting on paper what I thought of thp man.
5083. Did you not say to Musgrave, “ This man you came to me about trying to get a license for is a
good-for-nothing fellow ?” I think I did; I think I told him that I thought the man was a rogue, . .
5084. Did you not tell him to be more careful, seeing that upon his representation you might have given
the man a license? Of course I might have got into trouble, because he was a bad man—in fact one of
the worst, from what I can make out.
.
_
. .
5085. Tou say that Musgrave gave you no confiJence, and that you knew nothing of his complicity with
very suspicious characters until the Sunday night when he came to tell you a certain thing ? Hntil he
came to tell me.
i
.c
5086. Did you not know from your position iu the office that Musgrave had been a suspected man for a
long time ? I bad an idea that he was suspected.
_
,
5087. Don’t you know perfectly w'ell that some months ago he had his bells taken from him ? I heard it
on the next day.
5088. Did you ever warn Musgrave that he was a suspected man ? No, I don’t think I did.
5089. And that if he did not look out it would end in his dismissal ? I did not tell him that. I would
not tell him.
...
,
5090. "Withregardto the constable’s report, sent in by the Inspector-General of Police in which Musgrave s
name was mentioned as having some connection with this very man Dominic;—do you mean to tell us that
you did not see him on the day after that report reached the tramway office ? I did not.
5091. Now he very careful ? I am careful.
_
■
•
rr
5092. Are you sure that you are not making a mistake ? I have no recollection of ever seeing him. If
I had seen him I would certainly tell you.
_
_
5093. That was the case in which the constable head’d the next morning that the whole thing was out ?
Well, it never came through me.
_
5094. Did you not hear of a report to the effect that Musgrave had been arranging for the sale of tramtickets to this man Dominic ? I never heard a word about it—never.
5095. Tou are not surprised now when you hear that that was the substance of the report. Tou can now
understand why Musgrave was so anxious that Dominic should get a license ? From the look of it, and
from what I have been told, I do not wonder at his Hying to get the license.
5096,

*
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509G. If Dominic had not a license he could not sell any tickets whether obtained honestly or dishonestly ?
No; he could not sell tickets at all.
.
.
•
'
5097. And you never saw this police report in which the matter was mentioned ? I never saw it.
5098. Did you know about it ? I heard of it some time afterwards.
.
.
5099. From whom? I heard in the office that some policeman had reported Musgrave.
.
5100. In the office ? Yes, I heard the remark passed there.
•
,
5101. Who told you ? I could not say. The chances are that I heard it in my room.
' 5102. Was it Mr. Eoberts ? No.
'
5103. Was it Mr. Bowden? No I think it was among the clerks.
.
5104. It was not Mr. Tyrer ? No.
•
5105. How long ago was it ? I could not say. I heard something about it a week or ten days afterwards.
5106. About how many months ago ? Only about two months ago I think, is it not? . .
■'
5107. Why this so-called confession to you on the Sunday night is as nearly two months ago as it can
possibly be. You are not noting the progress of time ? I do not quite remember. .
°
5108. How long before that time was it that this police report was talked about? I think it was after
that.
’
5109. The police report was after that ? I think so.
'
5110. Why it must have been months before? I do not know anything about that report then. . The
report you are asking' me about is one that was known a couple of days afterwards where my name was
mentioned as being a brother-in-law of Musgrave’s. ■
. '
5111. Mr. Brock.] Do you know the date of the last report? . No.
5112. Do you know what rank the constable who talked to you held ? I do not know what rank.
*
,5113. President.] We are talking of the report sent in on the 12th July. That report you say you never
saw, but you say that you heard it tallied about in the office ? Towards the latter end of the week.
5114. Mr. Brock.] Do ordinary reports generally go to you? I never see a report.
5115. You have nothing to do with the records ? No. Only with the cash and tickets.
5116. Who attends to the records ? Mr. Bowden. The papers never come down stairs. I am down
stairs, and all the papers are sent up stairs. The only papers that come to me are in connection with
ticket licenses.
.
5117. When applications ai’e made for a license you go and make inquiries ? Yes.
• 5118. You visit the places ? Yes.
’
5119. And inquire into the character of the people ? Yes. And if there is anyone else selling near.
5120. President.] J. suppose the fact of the matter is that you have not been sufficiently particular
hitherto in inquiring about the character of the people. You have only had in view the fact of' there
being any one selling tickets near to the place ? I generally look to the character of the people.
•
5121. How do you find it out? The best way I can ; I just ask people about what they think' of them.
5122. Have you never heard that conductors have been selling tickets ? I have heard that they have been
selling tickets. At least there urns a report about that they had been selling them. Not only that but
my wife has bought some.
.
,
5123. Where? She told me that she vTas going to Leichhardt once and that she bought six-pennyworth
or a shilling’s worth of tickets at the corner of Elizabeth and Liverpool streets.
•
5124. Had they a license ? Yes. When she came home she told me that she thought that two or three
of the tickets had been used. I asked her why she did not bring them to me. She said she was almost
certain that they were second hand tickets—that they had been used.
.
5125. These people still have a license have they ? I think so.
'
.
.
5126. Have any steps been taken to inquire into the matter further with a view to the stopping of the
license ? I have not heard anything.' I have not been there for the last three months.
5127. When was this purchase made by Mrs. Colls ? About twelve months ago.
'
5128. So long back as that ? It must be all that. She said that she was not certain but that she was
pretty well sure that they were used tickets. '
'
'
5129.- Did you ever try to buy any of these tickets for yourself at this place ? I did but I,got good ones.
I tried one Saturday night coming from the railway.
‘
•
.
5130. Do you know whether you ever brought your suspicions under the notice of the Department ? I
do not know that I did not bring them under the notice of Mr. Eoberts or the detective, or the detectives.
I don’t remember.
.
.
5131. Mr. Thompson.] Did you take that course in regard to the shop at the corner of Foveaux-street ?
Yes; I brought the tickets down to the office the next morning.
'
.
5132. Mr. Brock.], You said that you were travelling in a tram one night and you said you did not think
the conductor rang for all the tickets. Did you take any notice of that ? I told Musgrave about it when
we were talking as I told you. I said, “ I did not think that this conductor when the compartments were
full rang for all the tickets.”
.
■
.
5133. Did you not notice the conductor ? I did not take much notice of him to tell you the truth. The
car was crowded and there were several people standing up. I fancy the conductor was Fraser.
51M. President.] One would think from your position Mr. Colls that you would take particular notice ?
The tram was crowded. I was standing up. The conductor got the passengers to collect the tickets, and
he stood at the side and rang away. It was on Saturday night at about half-past 10.
5135. Were you confident that the man did not ring ? I heard him ring but I do not think he' rang the
number.'
.
.
•
5136. Were you confident that he did not ring sufficiently often ? I could not say. I could not be certain.
5137. Mr. Brock.] You had not enough to go upon ? No, because so many tickets were passed down.
5138. President^] You heard these rumours of fraud and you thought that possibly this man might be
practising it ? I never heard any rumours of frauds before these frauds came out.
'■
5139. Mr. Broek^] Do you not know that there were rumours of fraud when Musgrave’s bells were taken
from him ? I heard that frauds were going on. I heard that conductors had been making away with the
tickets, and that people were buying tickets which it was known had not come out of the office.
5140. You had heard these rumours, and you thought that the fraud was being'done as this man was
doing it—that is, by ringing short? Yes; that is the way in which I told Musgrave I Thought it was
done.
5141.
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T. Golls. 5141. You suggested this to Musgrave ? I told him I did not think this conductor rang often enough..
. He said that I was wrong, and that if the man wanted to do it he could fix the hells, and then could ring
o Sept., 1888. ag long as he liked without registering. I said to him, “ You do not mean to tell, me that they can pull
the hells without registering ?”
5142. President.'] Had he bis hells with him on that occasion ? I fancy he had his hag and bells with him,
hut I would not he certain.
,
.
.
■
5143. And he never attempted to show you how the bells could he rung without registering r He did not.
My wife was sitting inside, and he could not do it out on the verandah. He said that the hells could be
faked in that particular way, although he said that he himself had never done it. ■
_ _
_
5144. He lived with you for a considerable time, and you have been, to a certain extent, intimate with
him. You took an interest in the lad, and so forth. I presume that inyour dealings with him you were
not severe with him ? No.
'
.
'
5145. You knew that he had little failings. You knew that he was not quite regular, and that he had had
a disease two or three times ? Yes, I knew that he had had that.
^
5L46. You knew that he was frequenting gambling-rooms and so forth. What did you say to the lad.
As far as I can understand you looked upon yourself as being to a ceytain extent responsible? Yes;
pretty well, until he got into the tram service and could earn wages.
_ ■ _
5147. How did you deal with him when you found out that this kind of thing wasgoing on ; that he was
.
diseased and so 'forth ? I never had anything to say to him about that. His sister was the one who talked
to him.
.
5148. Mr. Thompson.] Was he diseased when he was in your house ? Yes.
.
5149, Did you allow him to he there in that state ? Well the doctor was attending him.
. 5150. You did not threaten to turn him out? I do not recollect saying a word about that.
5151. President,] That leads me to this question : you were very benevolent towards him always? I
have-always acted well towards him.
_
5152. And yet you tell us very distinctly that this young man never confided in you in any way with
regard to what was going on. Dor instance, when Mr. Eoberts had the bells taken away from him he
did not come to you and say, “ You have known me since I wns a youngster. You have taken a great
interest in me. I am suspected of fraud? ” He never said a word. He never let me know anything
until that Sunday night.
_
■
5153. Mr. Brock.] Did you never hear of his buying a hansom ? No.
5154. Up to the present time you had not heard that ? No.
5155. President^] Did he confide in you in other matters. Did he tell you about the women he. kept, and
so forth ? He never told me. I knew that he was living with one, and I told him he ought not to do it.
He said that he was going to marry the woman.
'
5156. He did not confide in you at all in these matters ? Not at all.
■
5157. Did he confide in you as to his monetary matters, as to his losses at gambling, and so forth? He
never said a word about'it. I know that he made some money once over some races at Melbourne. I
knew that he was gambling to a certain extent. I heard it from some ot the conductors before I heard it
from him. That is as to his 'winnings at Melbourne. I knew that he won forty or fifty pounds, or
something like that.
5158. Has he any money now ? I do not think so.
5159. You have been already asked if you. cautioned Musgrave when you knew that he was suspected—
when his bells were taken away from him ? I did not. I do not think that if I had known I should
have told him. If he was up to the game, why should he not be caught the same as anyone else ? I
would not shield him any more than I would shield any other man.
5160. What did you think when you heard that his bells had been taken away from him? I thought it
was suspected that he had been up to the game.
'
5161. Did you not suspect him yourself ? I did not.
5162. Did you believe him to be honest after all that you knew of him ? After all that I heard about
' him, I could not think that he was very honest. I saw nothing to lead me to change my opinion. It was
only what I heard.
.
_
5163. Did you never ask Musgrave how he came to have his bells taken away from him ? I never asked
him.
....
5164. Mr. Thompson^] How long do you suppose there was between the time of his dismissal and the
time at which his bells were taken away from him ? His bells, I believe, were taken away from him
about three or four months ago.
_
5165. Mr. Brock.] Did you ever ask Mr. Eoberts why Musgrave’s bells were taken away from him? I
.
never asked him.
•
_
5166. President.] Are you intimate with Mr. Eoberts ? Well, I. know him.
5167. Do you converse with him on subjects of that kind—that is, as to the conduct of conductors, and
so forth? No ; I have nothing to do with that: ■ I look after the returns, the tickets and cash, and so
forth.
.
5168. Mr. Eoberts never consults you in the administration of the tramways ? No.
5169. You have no idea as to the Way in which these things go out of the office ? I have no idea—not
the least. I myself have nothing to do with the papers in the office. My room is downstairs and the
papers are upstairs.
•
.
5170. Do you know that it was a common expression among these rogues to say they could not be caught
because they always got the “ griffin” from the office ? I saw so from the report in the p apers. The first I
saw of it was in the papers.
„
5171. You can form no idea, helpful as it would be to yourself, from what quarter these things came out
•
of the office ? I have not the least idea.
.
■
5172. Everyone is of opinion that the news came from yourself ? They are mistaken then.
.
'5173. That is the universal opinion? Well, it is a mistake. I suppose they think that on account of
my being related to Musgrave, but I never shielded him. That is a mistake.
5174. You say, in point of fact, that you would be the first to give information ? If I saw anything
Wrong with Musgrave I would be the first to tell of him. In any case where I have found anything
wrong with the others I have always done so, and I would do the same to him. In fact I should be the
more inclined to do so if he did not know how to behave himself,
5175.
L
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5175. Mr. Thompson!] Did it not strike you that tliere was a double duty on your part to speak to A:
Q°Us.
Musgrave, not only as an officer of the Department but as being connected with him by marriage—by a
close tie ?-----'
^
o
^
? Sept>j isss
5176. Did you not think it your duty to point out to him that ,the way he was going on keeping women,
and constantly getting disease, spending money on gambling and at the races, was anything but the
conduct which should characterise a young man in bis position P He has had plenty of advice from me.
5177. I thought you said that you gave him no advice ? Well he was staying out at night. That was
all I knew.
5178. You have said that you knew that he was diseased, and that you also knew that he was given to
gambling and horse-racing;—how can you say that you did not know what he was about ? I did not say
that I knew he went with women. What I said was, that I did not know anything I could swear
positively about, it was chiefly what I heard.
■
'
■
5179. You must have known that he went with women, and all that kind of thing, because he came home
diseased, and was actually nursed in your house ? Of course I could tell from that.
'
5180. I want particularly to draw your attention to the time which you said you believed was February
of the present year, when Musgrave was laid up for a fortnight with a swollen testicle;—I wish you to
px your mind as to when that wms? About the time ?
'
5181. Yes ? I said I could notfix it, but I think I could find out from my wife.
5182. Mr. Brock^] Are you sui’e he was there a fortnight ? I do not believe it wms so long.
5183'. Between a wmek and a fortnight? Somewhere about that time.
’
5184. Were his wages going on ? I do not think so.
5185. Have you anything to do with the payment of any of the men, or the arrangement as to how much
they are to be paid for overtime ? No ; nothing at all.
*
5186. You do not know how that is carried on ? No. That is a matter for the time-keeper.
5187. Where do the tickets which are brought in by the conductors go to ? Into the front room, to
Mr. Primrose’s room. I have nothing to do with that room. Until about three months ago that front room
was under the audit office. We have nothing to do with that room at all. It belonged to the audit of
the railways. My room is at the back. When the conductors came in off duty their bags are taken to .
the window'and emptied. The register is read, and the tickets are put into boxes and weighed.
5188. They wmigh them ? Yes. That is the present check; before, they used to read the register, and
throw the tickets into the fire-place to be burnt. Now there is a different system. The bells are read
down in the yard by some clerks in the audit office. The cash and tickets are taken at Phillip-street, and
the tickets are weighed up there, and then they are burnt.
•
5189. You know Mrs. Johnson, of course, very well ? Yes ; she is a sister-in-law of mine.
5190. In what way does Mrs. Johnson provide for herself and for her family ? .Her husband is dead. He
died at sea. He was a surveyor. He left some money beside a life insurance policy for £500. There was a
draft upon him coming out for £280. I think under his father’s will he was allowed £4 until 1893 pr
1894, until one of the youngest children at home came of age; then there is about £16,000 or.£17,000 each
for them.
5191. How is it under these circumstances that Mrs. Johnson is obliged to keep lodgers ? I could not
tpll about her business, that is, about her keeping lodgers. I seldom see her.
.5192. You do not know that she keeps lodgers ? No, I do not.
.
5193. Don’t you know that she has a man named Hay living there ? I know that he is staying there.
5194. Is he’paying for his board? I do not know whether he has any means to pay for it. He is
working about the place, digging up the garden, and one thing or another. He came to stay there after
they got word about Mr. Johnson’s death.
5195. Mr. Thompson!] Who is there who would have an opportunity of seeing confidential reports that
come into Mr. Roberts ? I suppose Mr, Roberts would see them, and that Mr. Tyrer would see them,
and that they would then go on to the record clerk.
.
519.6. Would that apply to a confidential report ? No, only to general reports.
5197. I was speaking of confidential reports ? I could not say about these ; I do not know whether they
would register them or not; I do not know the rule in regard to papers of that kind, but ordinary papers
would go to Mr. Roberts or the chief clerk, and would then be registered.
5198. Then anyone who would care to see the general reports would know their contents ? Yes, I
suppose so, if they wanted to find out or to see. anything.
5199. Where is Reegan employed ? He is over at the office.
5200. I suppose that, in the course of his duty, he has to be all over the office ? He is generally all over
the place.
'
'
'
5201. He is no relation of yours ? No ; he is in a different family altogether.
•
5202. President.] What does he do in the office ? He is a messenger. _
5203. Mr. Thompson.] Do you know that he is very intimate with Musgrave ? I did not know it, if
he was.
5204. You really do not know it? I could not say ; I never went out at night, so that I should not see
them.
’
5205. You used to live at Waverley ; when did you leave there ? A little over three or four months ago.
5206. I wish to ask you what you may consider rather an impertinent question. Do you remember a man
named Grono ? Yes.
/
'
6207. Did anything occur to you antecedent to your joining the Tramway Department in which that man
was connected ? No.
.
5208. Or since ? Not that I know of.
'
5209. Was it with regard to a cheque—before or since you joined the Department ? Regarding a cheque.
5210. What was it ? There was a cheque in the cash over there, and it was held over for a few days ; it
■was a cheque of Nicholson’s that I cashed, and it was held over for three or four days.
5211. Who is Nicholson ? A tailor ; a Government contractor.
5212. Who is" Grono ; what had he to do with it ? I think Grono at that time was relieving one of the
ticket clerks over at the ticket office.
;
'
5213. Well? That is all.
5214. But how was Grono mixed up in the matter ? He was the ticket clerk, I believe ; I asked him to
hold over the cheque for a couple of days,
‘
. 6215.
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'A..T. Colls. 52.15. Was that a cheque which you took in payment of tickets? . Noit was a cheque which I cashed out
the takings.
■
■
6 Sept.,-1888. 52IG,. You were responsible for it?' Yes.
.
, , __
5217. What was the amount ?. I am blessed if I could say ; I think it was about £6 or £7 ; I do not'
think it was. any more.
'
.
'
5218. Did the man tell you when he gave it to you that it would have to be held over ? He asked me if
I would hold it over for a couple of days, and the fact is that I had to pay it afterwards myself.
5219. It was dishonoured on presentation ? Yes.
'
5220. Who signed it ? Nicholson, the tailor.
■
'
5221. Did he not pay you ? I got it afterwards, but I paid it myself meanwhile.
5222. He was a Government contractor, you say ? I do not know whether he was then, but I know that
he does contracts for Government clothes. ■
.
■ •
5223. He was not contractor for the tram uniforms ? I do not believe so.
5224. Did it not strike you that you did rather an improper thing ? Yes; it was. I found'it out after*
wards. It was a very foolish thing on my part, and I was very nearly losing my place over it.
5225. It was not a correct thing to do ? I admit that I have had a lot of trouble about it.
5226. Before you came into the Department what business were you employed at ? The last’ thing I was
farming up country.
•
'
'
'
'
” 5227. Were you never in the employment of a bank ? Yes. The first place I went into was a bank.
5228. How old were you then ? I was about seventeen, or younger than that.
5229. How long did you remain in the bank ? I was about four and a half years at Yass and Wagga.
52^0. Did' anything unpleasant take place with regard to your accounts,'necessitating your leaving the'
'
bank employ ? Not at Wagga nor the other place either—nothing in regard to the accounts.
■
5231. What was it then. Something
else occurred? There was a party at the Manager’splace one
night. I was pretty young, and I came down on to the stairs, where I met one of the se'rvant girls ; I
put my arm around her, and Mrs. Cottie was looking over the staircase, and saw me. Through that I
found out that Mr. Cottie was going to dismiss me, and I resigned.
: '
5232. That was the only matter in regard to your connection with the bank that was at- all disagreeable ?
.
Yes ; there could not be anything else,because I was ledger-keeper there all the time. I hadnothing
to
•
do with the cash at all.
.
5233. But where you are now you have everything to do with the cash? Yes; and I have had for the
last sis years, and-with the tickets too.
'.
■ •
'
5234. You sell the tickets in sheets ? Yes. We get a supply every week. On an average we take about
' a.thousand pounds’worth a week for our ticket clerks.
5235. And what check is" kept upon the quantity that comes in? There is.a check in two or three
different places., A check is kept by the accountant and the traffic auditor, and then there is the AuditorGeneral. He comes round three or four times a year, and goes through the accounts.
5236. But who goes through the tickets to show that a pound’s’worth at a time docs not go without being
accounted for ? They could not very well take them out by the sheet.
■
5237. Who has the keys of the safe ? I have.
5238. How often do you balance your accounts? Nearly every time I get tickets. It does not take me
10 minutes to balance my accounts.
'
'
‘
5239. What do you do with your cash ? Every morning it is sent to the cashier for Itailways. •
5240. What did you do with the cheque you have mentioned ? I put it in as cash!
'
5241. Do you mean to say that the cashier took that cheque as cash ? It was held over in the cash. .
.
5242. You gave it to the cashier ? It did not go to the cashier at all. It went over to the ticket-clerk.
•5243. Then your cash must have been wrong. If it was held over and not paid to the cashier you must
have sent in an untrue account of what your cash was ? I held it over because I knew then that it was
no good.
.
5244. Is it not a fact that to the extent of that amount you made an untrue return to the cashier during
the two, three, or four days it was held over ? Instead of sending in the cheque it was held over.
5245. You sent in a statement did you not ? No.
•
’
.
.
5246. Tou did not cook the accounts ? No, I did hot.
.
5247. Whose duty is it to send a statement into the cashier with the cash ? .1 send in what they call a
■
remittance-note.
•
' <
o248. Did your remittance-note not show that you were short by £7 or £8 every day that you held over
the cheque ? No, it would not show.
5249. Then, as a matter of fact, you sent in an absolutely false remittance-note during the whole time the
cheque was held over? Of course the money for the cheque should have gone in, but it was held over. I
cannot say that there was a false remittance-note. • The remittance-note was correct. Of course if the
cheque had not been there the chances are that there would have been £6 more going in.o250. Do you send in a statement of the tickets you sell every day ? Statement of money.
-5251. Do you make a statement of the tickets you sell each day representing that cash ? No.
5252. Where does the cheque come in then ? Tou are debited with so many tickets ? By Mr. Lewis at
the stationery office there is a requisition prepared. I make application for £1,000 worth of tickets. '
That is taken up to Mr. Roberts and signed. Then it is registered. Erom there it goes to the traffic
auditor, who takes a xtote of it, and puts his initials on, then it comes to Mr. Lewis, the stationery clerk,
and it is brought up here for the Secretary’s signature; then I am supplied with the tickets.
5253. Who debits it against you
the traffic auditor ? The traffic auditor, Mr. Lewis, and the AuditorGeneral.
■
.,
5254. But when do they make a check to find out whether you have accounted for what you have sold ?
The Auditor-General comes round three or four times during the year.
’ •
5255. President.] But you send in a return to show how many tickets you have sold surely ? Every day
there is what they call a statement—there is a daily statement.
'
5256. Where does that go to ? To the traffic auditor with the. returns.
o257. Ton send a statement of your sales to the traffic auditor, and of your cash to the cashier. When
.
does the check take place between these statements to see if they agree ? When the cash goes into the '
cashier there are two dockets with it. He initials one and sends it back to me. I .paste it in the book for '
.
•
■
.
‘
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my own safety down at the office. Then the statement is sent up to the traffic auditor everyday from A..T. Colls.-•
the cashier for railways.
•
,.
/—\ _
5258. Mr. Thopipson!] Therefore, on the day on which you. accepted Nicholson’s cheque and held it over, ® ^ePt-) 1888.,
tlie traffic auditor must have noticed a discrepancy between your cash and your statement of tickets ?.
He could not notice it/
■ •
'
‘
5259. Why not ? When the cheque was left there was £8 taken out.
52G0. President.'] Have you a certain amount of floating cash, a suspense account? No.
■
52G1. Then how could you borrow £8 without showing a discrepancy between your traffic auditor’s
statement and your cashier’s statement ? At 1 o’clock, when that cheque was cashed, the boy had £20.
I asked him to cash it and hold it over for a couple of days. It was never sent in.
5262. But would it not then appear from your account that £8 worth of tickets had been sold and not
accounted for ? They were accounted'for‘by the cheque which was held over.
52G3., Leaving the statement to the traffic auditor £8 short? No.
526L But there must have been a discrepancy between the statement of the tickets sold, and the amount
paid in ? £8 were taken out, representing £8 worth of tickets sold. It did hot go into the accounts for
days afterwards, when I paid the money in and took the cheque out.
,
5265. Did not the traffic auditor discover any discrepancy in the statement ? He could not find out,.'
because the cheque was held over in the cash.
5266. Mr. Brock.] But did not the value of the tickets appear in the statement that day ?' No. If I had '
not got the cheque £8 more would have gone through that is all.
' .
5267. President.] Suppose you sell £50 worth of tickets to-day ? Yes.
5268. But because of a cheque, which you have cashed and are going to hold over, you only send in £42
.
in cash ? Yes.
■
5269. Does not your statement go to the traffic auditor showing that you have sold £50 worth of
tickets ? No ; for the simple reason that they do not get in all the money.
5270. Then there is a suspense account? Each ticket clerk has a floating.account of £50 backwards and
forwards.
5271.. How often is your floating balance cheeked ? I generally used- to go through it once a fortnight. '
.
o272. But you are no check upon yourself ? But I am upon them. I am responsible for their monev.
5273. Who checks you? Mr. Tyrer.
•
5274. How often does the traffic auditor do it ? About three times a year.
•
•
5275. Was this thing not detected ? No. It was only a matter of three or four days.
'
0276. But was it not detected and reported to the Commissioner ? I think there was something about it.
5277. But you said something about getting into trouble and nearly losing your place ? There are the ' '
papers. It was about four years ago.
5278.. What happened ? I could not say unless I saw the papers.
'
5279. What papers ?' There was a row about it.
5280. Who detected it ? I could not say who it was.
5281. Was anything done to you? I do not recollect. It must be five years ago.
■
5282. How did you come to take the cheque from Nicholson
what did you take it for ? I cashed (he
cheque for him.
5283. And passed it into the Government cash? I held it over.
5284. But where did the money you gave Nicholson come from ? That came out of the Government cash
of course.
.
5285. Are you in the habit of cashing cheques for people ? Yes ; but I am not allowed to cash them now
unless I get the Superintendent’s signature.
,
'
‘
q28G. What made you cash Nicholson’s cheque on this occasion ? I do not know. I had not my
instructions then. 1 could cash any cheques I liked, as long as I thought they were good.
5287. You have had instructions since not to cash cheques ? Yes.
0288. You could not have thought that Nicholson’s cheque was good, because he asked you to cash it for '
him as a favour and to hold it over ? Well it went out of my hands that day.
,
■
0289. You expected that Nicholson would be in funds in two days and that his cheque would then be
honoured ? That is what I expected.
‘
5290. But that,, if it was presented before, it would be dishonoured ? Yes.
•
0291. And yon distinctly understood that if it was not paid you would have to pay it ? Yes ■ and I did
have to pay it.
■
"
0292. When did you pay it ? As soon as I got word about it; as soon as it was found out.
■
0293. Was it not paid into the bank through the office- and dishonoured, and was not an inquiry then
made ? I do not think it went into the bank at all. It wms held over in the cash.
5294. How did you find out that the cheque was no good ? He told me afterwards that it was of no use,
and I said to them it is of no use presenting the cheque, I will pay it. .
5295. Did Nicholson come back to you and say so ? Yes.
.
o296. Why had you not sent the cheque up to the cashier ? Nicholson told me that it would be no good
sending it in.
5297. When was this ? Four or five days afterwards.
.
5298. You held it over without doing anything for four or five days ? Yes ; then he told me that it was
no good, and I had to pay it myself.
'
'
6299. Is that the only cheque you have obliged Nicholson by cashing for him ? Yes : in that way. I
have cashed another cheque for him out of my own money though.
■
5300. "Was that before or after ? It is not very long ago.
5301. What was the amount of it ? £L0.
'
'
5302. Is that since he has been a Government contractor ? He has been a Government contractor for
years.
.
•
■
5303. He had no cash to meet the £10 cheque ? No; there was nothing to meet it.
5304. He owes you £10 now then ? Yes.
'
5305.. What led you to cash that cheque for him knowing what you did ? 1 happened to have monev at •
the time when he asked me to do it. .
_
.
5306. How long ago is that? Perhaps three or four months ago.
5307. Do you think you will get the money from him ? Yes j I am certain I .shall,
.
5308,
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Colls. 53,08. Hare you applied for it ? Yes; I saw him yesterday about it.
'
5309. Mr. Thompson.'] Hare you and he been very friendly ? No..
5-Sept., 18§8. r;g^Q_ Why on earth did you do this kind of thing for him a second time after you had got into such a
mess the first time ? I suppose it was from being too good-natured.
5311. Have you done the same kind of thing for other people ? I have lent other people money.
5312. President!] Have you anything to do with Nicholson’s contracts ? No.
5313. In the way of clothing I mean ? No.
’
5314. Have you had private transactions with him ? The Government clothes are not passed at our
place ; they are passed at Randwick.
5315. Who passes them P Mr. Dobson I think.
5316. Who is he ? The storekeeper out there.
5317. Mr. Thompson.] Do you deal with Nicholson for your own clothing ? I have had clothes from him.
53l7i. But as a matter of general business ? No; I do not. He made me a couple of suits and I could
not wear them.
5318. Yet you lent him £10 ? Yes.
5319. Did you think that the cheque was valueless when you presented it? He said he was expecting
some money from his wife’s estate. I did not know for certain that the cheque was valueless, but I never
presented it.
.
5320. Mr. Brock.] What is the relationship between you and Nicholson ? There is no relationship.,
5321. I mean in the way of business ? Nothing at all. I think I hare got two suits of clothes from him
since I have been here. That is all.
■
5322. But you would not cash valueless cheques for everyone you meet would you ? He was a friend.
5323. I understood you to say that he was not a friend of yours ? Well, I am friendly with him.
5324. Has he done you a good turn ? I never asked him to do me a favour.
. 5325. Mr. Thompson?^ Are you in a position to go lending sums of £10 to Nicholson without any
prospect of getting the money back ? No; I am not in a position to do anything "of the kind, but I
happened to have £10 at the time and I gave it to him.
.
5326. Is it not a fact that you are continually in difficulties about your own money matters—with trades
people and others ? I cannot say that I am. Like other people I am in trouble at times.
A. %
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Gustave Adolphus Kopsch called in and further examined:—^
5327. President.] Since you were here the other day you have, I understand, made an examination of the,
bell registers which were then handed you, and you have now a report to make to the Commission upon
6 Sept., 1888
the condition in which you found them? I examined the four sets thoroughly and carefully, and I found
that three of them were in the same condition ; that is, that by placing a wire at the bottom of the lever,
it would free the ratchet wheel, and ring wdthout moving the register. The fourth set of bells which I
received was in good order, and had not been tampered with at all. I contrasted it with the three bells
which had been tampered with, and I could see at once that the tension of the spring in the three bells
which were out of order had been relaxed. I believe that a spring in continuous use would relax itself in
time. The spring is. very small, and the ticket side is much more used than the bell side ; therefore one
of the springs would be liable to slacken from continuous use. There are no hnarks of any instrument
having been used in connection with the springs in any of the bells I examined. I looked at them very
closely with a magnifying glass. The bell bore traces of having been opened. Some of the screws had
been lost, and the holes had been filled up with sealing-wax. In the three bells which were out of order I
found only one screw ; the others were missing. The whole of the disorder in connection with the three
bells -to which I refer lies in the relaxed tension of the spring. .
5328. Was there nothing to show in connection with the spring of these three register® that they had
been interfered with in any way ? No. By taking a similar pair of bells, opening them, and stretching
out the spring so as to relax it, you would produce the same effect as would be produced by continuous wear.
5329. Mr. Thompson.] That is to say, by straining the spring beyond its proper tension? Yes; the least
bit will do it. There is a very small margin allowed, because the spring is very short.
5330. President.] But without the introduction of a piece of wire or a pin at the bottom they would
register all right? Yes.
5331. Even though the spring might be weak ? The spring might be weak, but they would still act.
5332. But the insertion of a pin is just sufficient to free the ratchet wheel from the click ? Yes.
5333. Would it not be possible for the wear to become so great that, without the introduction of anything
at all at the foot of the bell, it would fail to do its duty? No; it would not. The other springs are
heavy enough to overcome as great a resistance as is actually'- required.
5334. We have been told that the man who first found this thing out found it necessary to do something
to the inside of the register with a screw-driver, or file, or bradawl; what would it be that he would do? T
should say that he would carefully bend the spring back with a bradawl or file ; almost any tool carefully used
would answer the purpose. It could be done even with a match. You do not need any special appliance
for it. It is just a matter of bending back the spring so as to weaken it.
•
■
5335. If we were told that the spring would need to be shortened to the extent of a thirty-second of an
inch, would that be correct ? No ; I do not think so.
5336. Mr. Thompson.] Could the effect produced by interference with the spring be produced by putting
either instrument between the cogs of the wheel and that part of the machinery which comes against
the cogs ? No. It could not be done that way.
G. A.
Kopsch.

Alfred
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,
Alfred Solomon called in, sworn, and examined :—
5337. President.'] What is your occupation ? I am a florist.
5338. At wliat address ? Camden-street, Newtown.
_
5339. We understand you lia?e expressed a desire to come before this Commission in order to give us the
benefit of your views in connection with tliese ticket frauds, and their prevention in the future ? I merely
wished to make a few suggestions. I have brought a scheme with me, and I will endeavour to explain it
to you. It is gm arrangement to facilitate the collection of tickets, and the prevention-ol fraud. I have
with me two plans. One plan would necessitate the alteration of the cars to a certain extent. The first
plan I will submit to you is also a preventive against passengers riding without paying their- fares; it
combines these two advantages of preventing fraud and the passengers riding without paying their fares.
It is well known that a large number of people do travel without paying when they can—that a large
number never pay when they can possibly avoid it. I propose; in the .first place, to cancel all licenses,
making the sale of tickets entirely under the control of the Department. Then I would have ticket offices
established at all waiting-rooms and other convenient places which the Department could ascertain. I
would also have free access down the centre of each car, with an entrance at one end and an exit at the
other. I propose that the guard should collect the tickets at the exit'end.
'
534,0. When the passengers are going out? Yes ; he could stand atthe exitend, so that the people could
deliver up their tickets as they went out.
5341. Supposing they went out at the other end ? ■ I will come to that directly. I propose next to have
a turn-stile or spring door at the entrance to open inwards only. That would prevent people from going
out at that end. I would have a small office or deslc inside the car at the entrance end with a small
pigeon hole at which passengers could purchase tickets. By this means you would get the entire sale of
tickets into your hands.
5342. You would have these offices in each car ? Yes.
5343. Who is to sell the tickets ? You would have to appoint salesmen.
_
•
■
5344. Then it would be necessary to have a ticket clerk in every car? ' Certainly.
‘
5345. Then we should have to appoint at'least 120 ticket clerks ? That would depend upon the number
of carriages running on each journey. I do not know how many cars would be in use at the saine time.
‘Of course the clerks on returning to the yards would I suppose get into another car ready to go out, but
. perhaps you may be of opinion that the establishment of .ticket offices at all the waiting-rooms would be
sufficient, and in that case you could do away with my suggestion that ticket offices should be established
in the cars. Then I would post prominent notices in each car prohibiting the sale of tickets under a heavy
penalty. This would prevent people from selling tickets to oiie another. It is by the sale of tickets in
this way that the- Government are defrauded. If there wms no one to purchase tickets there would be no
sellers. I would have the upper part of each car arranged the same as the lower part. *
• _
■
'
5346. You would have upper decks then ? Just in the same way as the lower part of the carriage.
■
5347. You live at Newtown? Yes.
_
.
'
5348. Then you have had some experience of the heavy loading of cars ? . Yes.
_
5349. Do you think it .is possible to introduce a scheme of this kind limiting the entrance and exit to one
door in those heavily-loaded cars ? I think so.
■
5350. Surely you have' travelled on the Newtown car when people have been standing not only at each
end of the car, on the upper deck, but on the staircase ? Yes ; I have seen that.
■
5351. Where would your.entrance be for the top of the car? At the top, in the same place as at the
5352. I will give you a practical illustration of what I mean: You get on to a Newtown car at King-street
with'the intention of travelling to the Railway Station only. You get on to the top of the car. It is pretty
well crowded when you get on to it, but you manage just to push your way into the little entrance gate and
stand up by the side of the car. As you know very well there is not much time to spare when you want
to get off for the Eailwav Station, the car does not stop there very long, and there is only one exit tor
the people who wish to get off there. Even under the present arrangement, with all the means ot exit,
people who wish to get off at that particular place sometimes have great difficulty m doing so. A person under
your scheme wishing to get out would have to push his way along a crowded car. He would have a grea
'battle to squeeze himself down through your exit, and the chances are that before he could get off- the car
it would be in motion ? He would not have to push himself through the exit end, because there would
be no turn-stile or spring-door there. That would be at the other end; the exit end would be perfectly
free. The conductor would be there to take the tickets as the people go out, and that would act as a
preventive of people riding without paying their fares.
■
,
5353 Well, let us go downstairs and imagine a loaded car into which a very stout lady has introduced
herself, wishing to get down at the Railway Station. She forces her way down to the entrance end, and
you «an just imagine the difiBculty there would be in the crowd of people wbo would be wanting to get
out there. Don’t you think there would be great complaints of passengers being carried on beyond their
destination ? There might be a few complaints, hut I am sure they would not balance the trauds.
5354. Mr. Thompson.] Just imagine your system in existence when there is a rush of people, as there o±pen
is to get on to a car. At the present time there are five entrances, and there is a double means ot getting
to the upper deck. It stands to reason that with your system it would take just five times as long to get
the people on to a car as it takes at the present time ? It would take a little extra time I admit that
5355 But would not people necessarily be left behind over, and over again ? That might he, but would
all these things counterbalance the loss of money from which the Government sufter at the present time.
5356. President.] Suppose you are in King-street, or in some other place where a, great many Pe0Ple
waiting to get up. You have often seen twenty people rush forward to get lnt° a caj;’at on? 0± 3®®®
places There are five doors on each side, and even now the trams are. delayed by the rush. Ihese
twenty people would all rush to the one spot where they would find this spring-door Can t you imag n
that they would he jammed, and that a block would ensue ? Well, if you think that would be an
insuperable difficulty,' you might have the seats in the carriage lengthways, and allow the guard to collect
the tickets as he does now. That would permit of the people coming in at either end.
tsu.t
5357. Mr. Broclci] You would put the seats in the lower car just the same as they are upstairs . iNo,!
would have them so as to have a passage down the centre.
i •
5358. You would propose to leave both sides open perhaps, and then to have the seats downstairs, -just the
same as they are on the upper deck ? That might he done.
mp™,
5359. President.] Well what more have you to suggest ? Well I would dispense with the hells.. Jhere
need be no bells used according to my plan.
•
'
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'-.A.'Bolomoh. 5360. But liow would that be if you abandoned your entrance wicket? You could abolish the bells
,
because you would hare the sole control of the sale of tickets.
6 Sept., 1888. ggg^ 'pg whom would the passengers give their tickets ? To the conductor. There could be no harm
■in that because there would be no people to whom he could sell- them if you had the sole control of the
sale of tickets.
.
5362. But he could sell them to the clerks ? If you cannot trust your clerks of course that would put
an end to the matter.
.
'
5363. Mr. Thompson.'] You must know that, as a rule, when you get a great body of men aggregated,
some of them will be dishonest? ‘Well, of course, conduct of that kind would amount to absolute robbery.
5364. But it is absolute robbery against which we have to contend under the present system where the
conductors take the tickets and sell them ? Yes, of course it is; but I did not imagine that clerks would
lend themselves to anything of that kind.
.
_
5365. What would you pay the clerks ? Well, that is a matter for yourselves. Of course it is no use to
start with the idea that-almost every one in the Department is dishonest.
5366. Not necessarily so ; but still we must guard against it. Your system, it appears to me, would break
down if you had one dishonest conductor in collusion with one dishonest clerk ? Well that might be possible.
’
5367. Mr. Broch.] Whenever a youth goes into a bank or the Government service, some one has to
find a fidelity guarantee for him? Bor all that I think the present system is more open to fraud.
Under this, system which I am proposing your only rogues would be in the Department; but atthe
present time you have two classes of people to deal with. You have the conductors and the clerks
in the Department and unprincipled people outside. Besides it might be possible to have the tickets
dated so that they could be used only on one day, in the same way as railway-tickets.
■
'
5368. Of course if you were to go to the expense of having a clerk in each car there would be nothing to
prevent that;—a man might get his ticket stamped with the date and hold it till the conductor took it
away, after which it w'ould be so much waste paper ? Yes; I think that would be much preferable to the
present system.
.
■
•
.
5369. Might not the tickets be used a second time on the same day? That would not be possible if a
bell-punch were used.
...
5370. But we must take into account the enormous expense and the time occupied in the process ? The
expense-is preferable to the fraud.
•
5371. The expense would be continuous though? But it would be far more satisfactory to the Depart
ment to know that it was doing a genuine business instead of being robbed.
5372. But it is of no good a man running a business which is returning £10,000 and costing £11,000
to work ? No, I admit that; but I do not think there would be that disproportion. ■
.
'
5373. Mr. Thompson.] Do you think that the frauds are of such magnitude that the extra expense would
more than compensate the Government ? Well, 1 don’t know to what the frauds amount.
.
5374. President.] You recommend an expenditure right away of £12,000 a year. You save about £4,000
■ .
perhaps by getting rid of the licenses. This would be an extra expense of £8,000 a-year; then there would
be a great expense in connection with the alteration of the cars. To bring your system into operation we
should have to condemn all the cars .now in use, or to call them in, for alteration. In either case that
would represent a very large sum indeed—at the very lowest, another £15,000 ? I am, aware that the
scheme would lead to a certain amount of expense; but surely the present cars could be altered and
utilized at a comparatively small cost. The great thing in connection with my scheme is getting the
whole of the sale of tickets.into the hands of the Department. If you did away with the licenses there
would be no one to whom tickets could be sold. The alteration in the cars is a matter of small importance
compared, with that advantage.
.
5375. I suppose what you mean to say is that if you did away with the present system of selling tickets
it would not be at all necessary to alter the cars perhaps ? Possibly not. You could leave the carriages
almost as they are. You might think that the sale of tickets in the waiting-rooms would be sufficient,
and then the tickets could be collected in the same way as at the present time.
.
.
5376. Then there is another aspect of the case : You might have too few places for the sale of tickets,
and people would go to the omnibuses ? Yes, but the ’buses are very much slower.
•
5377. As a matter of fact they take exactly the same time ? I am not aware of that. I may also say that
by the method I have suggested you would not require bells.
.
5378. "Would not the bells be necessary, to have some check upon the collection of tickets ? If you had
the sale of tickets in" your own hands what would. be the use of manipulating the bells or dishonestly
obtaining the tickets ?
•
■ 5379. You seem to lose sight of the fact that there might be collusion between a clerk and a conductor ?
Of course there would be that danger; but there would be a certain amount of fear on the part of
both parties.
.
5380. They do not seem to have had much fear in the past? No ; but I think they would if the sale of
' tickets were limited in the way I have described.
•
.
5381. Mr. Brock.] What would you do then ;—would you allow the conductors to collect the tickets, aud to
leave them intact ? Of course I would. What would be the use of the conductors keeping them when
they could not sell them ?
■
'
.
■
5382. But suppose they were iu collusion with the ticket-clerks, .they might work it between them, aud
the tickets might be sold in just the same way as they are sold now ? Of course, as I said, that is a danger.
5383. But that is about the only danger at the present time, is it not ? Well you have a certain control
over the ticket-clerks, whereas you have no control at the present time over the people who sell tickets outside.
5384. We can cancel their licenses ? The great thing, to my mind, is to have the sale of tickets in your
own hands. If you have, a lot of pettifogging people engaged in small trades, in tobacconist-shops and
fruit-shops, people who have not £10 worth of stock in their places, it stands to reason that they must do
something to defraud you. My wife was telling me that the other night she went into a place near the
railway station, and saw two men come in aud sell a lot of tickets.
5385. When was this ? Some little time ago. I think the shop was kept by an Italian.
‘
5386. Where is the shop ? Near Hordern’s, at the Haymarket, near Belmore Park.
5387. On which side of the Park ? It is a private house. I have been there for tickets sometimes
myself. It is a few doors before you come to. Hordern’s. It is exactly almost opposite the tram-yard in
.
Pitt-street. I think it happened about ten days ago. ’
'
.'
5388. Surely it would not have happened so recently as that, with all this noise about the frauds going
on ? She told me that it weis jso. I could easily find out when it occurred. • ■
"
5389.
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5380. What description of men were selling the tickets ? I will find out, and let you know.
£
5390. Mr. Thompson^ Have you keen made acquainted by the newspaper reports, and by hearing people
talk about it, with the method in which the bells have'been dealt with to permit of the frauds ? No.
b
5391. Tou have no idea of the mechanism of these ticket-recorders ? No, I have not. I was going to
mention another plan to you.
•
5392. Have you any idea of the mechanism of these bell-punchers or ticket-recorders ? No ; I have not.
I was going to name another plan to you. I do not know whether you would care to have a lad or
young man, anyone you might think best, to go from car to car selling tickets.
5393. President.'] Carrying.them in a bag as the conductors do ? Tes.■
5394 You would want one lad for every train? Tes.
5395. If a train consisted of several cars one travelling ticket-seller would do? Tes. I think a lad
might be better trusted than a man.- You would have to have some indication on the lad’s uniform that
he was a ticket salesman so that the passengers might readily identify him.
5396. Would you make the passengers entirely dependent upon this young lad for the purchase of their
tickets? No. I would have the sale at the waiting-rooms as well.
.
5397. If you were to make the passengers dependent upon this lad and people were to get into a crowded
car the lad might not be able to get to the people who were wanting tickets ? Tou might just as well
say that a conductor could not collect tickets in a crowded tram.
5398. But then the lad has to give change. All this takes time ? Tes ; I admit that it would take a
little time.
.
■
5399. Mr. Thompson.] Tou would have to get respectable boys, boys you could trust? Tes.
_
5400. What salaries do you suppose you would have to pay them ? I suppose a lad of that age would be
living with his parents, therefore his salary would not be very heavy.
Say £1 a week.
.
5400i. If the cars were very crowded might you not have the collector wishing to collect tickets from the
passengers whom the boy had been unable to reach ?- I suppose that the majority would get their tickets
in the waiting rooms. The lads could not make away with any tickets because they would have to
account for them at night. Every night, for instance, they would have to give-so many tickets or so
much cash.
.
5401. Mr. ProcL] What about the different sections? The guards would collect-tickets in just the same
way. There would be no alteration's in the cars.
■
5402. Tou would not have a uniform charge ?- No; I would have twopenny and one penny sections just
as you have now.
.
* ■
\
■
5403. Mr. Thompson.] Have you thought at all about season tickets ? Tes ? Tes ; and also of the issue
of weekly tickets to working classes, travelling at 5 to 6 in the morning by the first trams when it is
very difficult for them to get tickets. They cannot get tickets unless they obtain them the night before.
5401. President.] Have you really looked into the matter ? Tes; I have thought it over.
.
5405. How would it be possible with such vast crowds as use the tramways to prevent the transfer of
season tickets from one person to another thereby defrauding the Government. Of course they could do
that as they do it at the present time on the railway, but they are continually detected.
' 5406. But the season tickets on the railway are sold by the station-master of each station; he has a list of
the tickets he sells and if a passenger does not renew his ticket the station-master at once makes inquiries
of the ticket collector as to what such and such a person is doing. These persons who do not renew
their tickets aind endeavour to defraud the Government in that way are carefully watched and almost
invariably get into trouble. How on the tramways would you be able to exercise a cheek of that, kind ?
How could the conductors carry in their heads the hundred's of people who would travel on monthly
tickets on the Newtown and Waverley lines ? I can quite understand that there is a difficulty. ■
5407. The matter has been seriously thought over, by the Department, ■ and that hitherto has been an
insuperable objection. Unless you get quite an army of officers you would not be able to overcome this
• difficulty. You would have to have station-masters at Waverley, Newtown, and other places with books
and everything else? Tes, that is true. But suppose you issue weekly tickets to the working classes,
available from 6 until 8 o’clock.
,
5403. Then I am afraid the same objection would apply, because the conductors -would be unable to
recognise the workman? Well, of course if you think that difficulty is insuperable, then of course there
is an end of the matter. I was going to make a suggestion as to passengers travelling on race-days. Those
are days on which the Government are defrauded of more money than at any other time. Suppose there
is a four days meeting. That occurs three or four times a -year. The guards by manipulating the shillings
make a very great deal of money. There are race-days, and other special days, when you might issue an
entirely different class of tickets which would entirely prevent fraud. '
■
5409. But at the present time we have special 3s. Gd. tickets for race-days ? Tes, I am aware of that,
but I see no reason why you should not have a special shilling ticket lor the race-course.
,
5410. Where would you have those tickets purchasable? At two places only, at King-street and at
Bridge-street. All those who go out to the races could go out of their way without much loss of -time, so
far as to go to one of those places.
■
.
5411. Are there not many four-horse omnibuses going out to the races? Yes.
5412. If we confine passengers to these two placei for the purchase of tickets, do wo not run the
risk of losing a great many passengers ? Tes, but by the time the tram gets to the top of Oxford-street
very few passengers get in. The cars are mostly loaded long before they get there. Besides there might
be a ticket-office at Liverpool-street. It might be necessary to have a place there for the convenience of
people who come in by the railway.
.
.
5413. Why not have a'tieket-office at the railway station ? I see no objection to that. I had no particular
object in only suggesting two places.
5414. Mr. Thotnpson.] What is your idea as to carrying out the minutire of the matter. In what form
would you have your tickets, for instance, so that they would not be dealt with on the first as on the
second day ? I am only making suggestions. Of course I leave any alteration you may think fit to make
in the details to yourselves. I would issue return tickets only to the racecourse.
.
5415-6. Why would you only issue return tickets? I was going to suggest that the tram runs right
through, and not pick up anv passengers after thev leave King-street.
'
10—U
"
*
5417
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A. Solomon. 5417. What about the railway passengers waiting at Liverpool-street ? They would have to get in at
- C''"''"-*"" King-street. I think that most of them would go to that place, the reason being that if they waited at
6 Sepi,’ 1888. Liverpool-street they might not succeed in getting a seat.
#418. Mr. B,rQ_ck.~\ Tou talk of having return tickets to the racecourse. In what position would a con
ductor be. at the close of a day when those who had not return tickets rushed the trams ? I would suggest
that the tickets be collected at the platform in just the same way as they are collected at Bosehill.
.5419. But that is a train, and not a tram r The same principle would apply. The trams would deposit
the passengers at the platform.
5420. President!] I suppose you would have a sort of wicket then ? Yes.
5421. Is not the crowd at the racecourse generally very rough ? No, they conduct themselves well.
5422. Supposing a big crowd arrived there anxious to see the first race, and the whole crowd had to pass
through the wicket gate, do you think they would stand that P They stand it at Bosehill, where there is
sometimes an immense crush. A man there once told me that it took him 10 minutes to get on to the
course, but he got there in plenty of time and he did not rush. I do not see why you could not have two
wicket-gates. A man would stand at each gate collecting one half of the tickets as the crowd arrived,
and the other half as they went back.
.
•
5423: Don’t you think that on a race-daya great many people would feel inclined to jump over the
lovv fence between your two wickets, not because they, were anxious to cheat but because they
wished to save time ? I don’t see what difference that makes, because they have their return tickets,
-and- -if they had not return tickets they would have to purchase them on their return to town.
There is another advantage in my system, and it is this, that there would be no cash collected at all as
at the present time.
'
-5424; It- Seeins to me that return tickets are by no means necessary to your scheme, if you are going to
•
collect your tickets at Bandwick, and pass your passengers through a wicket-gate. "What can be the
object of it—it is only a waste of time; you make no reduction ; why not have a single ticket P Well,
if you had single tickets you would have to have some one at Randwick to sell for the return journey, and
the passengers might just as well take a return ticket. If they did so they could not return very well by
the omnibuses ; they would not be very likely to throw the other half of their ticket away.
5425. But there might be a large number of people who wished to go out to the course in the tram without
intending to come home in it, and there might also be a large number of persons going out by some other
means who might wish to come home in the tram ? The only way in which you could right those cases
would be the issue of single tickets. I think that if you sold single tickets on the platform at Randwiek
you might, perhaps, catch a great many more.
5426. Mr. Thompson.] But then you must remember that there would be a number of places in-town
for the purchase of tickets as against one at Randwiek, and if you had only single tickets, look at the
rush you would have at the close of the day to that one office ; everyone anxious to come away at the same
moment ? Well of course there would be a difficulty if you had only one office.
5427. President.] Tou might issue single tickets, but people need not take only one ; they could take as
many as they wrant and so provide themselves for the return journey ? As long as the tickets are dated
it is all right; it does not matter how they are used.
5428. l am afraid that you would have a large number of people (say ten or twenty on each car) going
back without tickets and chancing it ? On the return journey the passengers would have to present thoir
tickets at the wicket-gate before they were allowed on to the platform.
'
5429. Then you would send back a large number to travel by some other conveyance ? Well under the
present circumstances the whole of the busses fill.
5430. But the passengers have not to get a ticket before they start ? No one will ride in a bus if he can
get a tram. I think it is most desirable that you should take the control of the cash out of the hands of
the conductors! That is the principal thing. Some plan should be introduced by w'hich the conductors
should have no cash in their hands at all.
5431. Do you think the people would stand your wicket-gate arrangement, because it seems to me that on
the return journey that would be the only means of preventing a large number of persons from travelling
.
without ticket ? I think people like the system at Rosehill, and I see no reason why it should not answer
at Randwiek.
5432. Is it not a fact that the crowd at Randwiek is often largely composed of persons who are entire
strangers to the place ? Not at Randwiek. It is not like Melbourne. At Randwiek you will see large
numbers of persons who have been following the turf for twenty years or more.
5433. But surely there will be a large number of people from the adjoining colonies ? Well, of course
there would be some.
5434. Such people as those might go out by the omnibus and might wish to come back by the tram ?
Most of the people who go out by omnibuses at the present time are strangers to the City.
5435. But then your system would shut them off the tram platform at Randwiek when they want to come
back ? Could you not issue tickets at the Randwiek platform for the return journey ?
5436. Once that became generally known you would have a great rush and a great deal of inconvenience ?
Tou have exactly the same rush now.
_
5437. But the people do not have to get tickets? ■ No. As I said at first, the issue of return tickets
front Sydney would prevent that.
'
'5438. Mr. Brook.] Suppose we issued a single ticket for Is. 6d. and a return ticket for 2s. Gd., could we do
that ? No, we could not do that, because the busses run for Is. Tou could easily prevent the use of the
tickets on a second day by having a different colour for each day.
5439. Mr. Thompson!] Is there anything more of moment that you can suggest to us ? No, I do not think
■ there is anything more. I think I have mentioned all I have thought of. I have given yOu the outline
and I leave it to you to fill in the details. Above all, I would impress upon the Commission the desir
ableness of cancelling the licenses.

James

'
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. ■
James Marwood Elton called in, sworn, and examined:—
..
.. . .
5‘139i. President^] What is your position in the Tramway Department? lam employed at Queen-street
as a fuel-man. .
•
•
•
5140. We have been given to understand that you can give us some information bearing upon these
ticket frauds about which-we are inquiring ? Tes. My wife bought some tickets in a tobacconist’s shop;.
5411. When? About twelvemonths ago. It was in a tobacconist’s shop oqiposite the Sacred Heart,
near Darlinghurst. They were all single tickets, and when she brought them home she told me that she
had seen a tramway conductor with a bundle of loose tickets on the counter; so she looked at-the
conductor, and looked at the tram-tickets. . The man behind the counter seemed to notice that she knew,
the conductor, and he swept the tickets down behind the' counter with his hands. This was what she told
me when she came home. I said that the best thing 1 could do was to give information straight away,
so I saw Mr, Wigg, one of the detectives, and Mr. James. I told them exactly where the tobacconist’s
shop was. I asked my wife whether she would be able to recognise thp conductor if she paw him again,,
and she said that she would. I asked her what'sort of man he was, and I got from her as good l1 descrip
tion as I could. I asked her if she saw the man whether she cpuld point him out. She said she had not
seen him lately, I went with her once or twice to see whether she could point him out. I could see
from her description of the man that it must be Musgrave or Lane.
'
...........
5442. What Lane ? Lane, the conductor.
■
■
,
.,
5443. Is he in the Service now ? He was then, I think, but I do not know what he is now doing. I
think he is car-cleaning.
■
,
5444. Isn’t it a fact that he fell off the car and injured his head, and that he is now back car-cleaning?
Tes.
5445. If your wife saw Musgrave and Lane together could she recognize which on.e of them it was ? Well
I fancy she could.
. '
'
"
5446. Is the man in the shop now—the man who had it at that time—and who was receiving these tickets
from the conductor ? That I do not know.
■
5447. What was his name ? To tell you the truth I never ascertained his name. I did not think it was
my duty to do so. I left it ip. the hands of those who I thought were the right parties to ascertain such
matters.
■
5448. And you did that at once ? Tes, directly I heard about it.
5419. I suppose if this man were still in business your wife would be able to identify him? Tes, I
believe she could.
'
5450. Did you hear afterwards that suspicion had attached to Lane? Ho, I heard of no suspicion
attaching to Lane. I suspected Musgrave.
'
'
5451. Have you since heard that in consequence of your report suspicion was attached to Lane ? Ho, I
bave hot heard that.
~
r
- .
. 5452. Tou said just now that, in your own mind, your suspicion was directed against Musgrave rather
than against Lane ? Tes, by the description.
.
"
5453. Do you now remember the description which your wife gave you? She told me that the man was
not very tall—a medium height. She said that he was a young chap, rather given to frolicking, and that he
had dark eyes and brownish hair. '
.
'
'
5454. Was anything said about a light overcoat he wore? Hotking in the way of apparel was mentioned,
except that she said he generally used to wear a soft felt hat.
5455. Instead of his uniform hat ? Tes, and that he used to draw it right down over his eyes sometimes.
5456. Do you know that as a fact Musgrave used to do that ? Oh yes.
•
5457. When he was on duty ? When he was on duty. I used to take particular notice of anything like
that.
‘
■'
■
5458. Tou constantly saw him then when you were on duty? Of course I did.
■
5459. I suppose you know Musgrave perfectly well ? Tes, perfectly. Of course Ido not admire his
mode of behaviour.
5460. What do you, not admire about him ? He is rather loose in his habits as far- as gambling and
betting go.
.
5461. How do you know that; by hearsay only ? By what 1 have seen.
■
5462. What is that ? What he says himself. What he owns himself as far as betting goes.
' -5463. Does he sometimes talk with you at your coaling station? Occasionally.
5464. .1 suppose he would be there waiting for his tram, sometimes half-an-hour ? He used to be assistant
conductor; he had no regular tram.
5465. He would come there to pick up his tram ? Tes.
•
5466. I suppose when he had a quarter or half an hour at his disposal he would chat with you ? Tes.
5467. It is from that that you judged that his habits were such as you could not admire ? Tes.
5468.- AThat do you suppose your wife meant by the expression frolicksome ? I suppose that he was given
to winking at the ladies or something of that kind.
' •
5469. As to his gambling, what do you know about that? Only from what he used to say about that.
5470. He is a man who blows a great deal ? Tes, I think he says a great deal more than he does.
- •
5471. Mr. 5roc/c.] Did he ever say anything to you about faking bells ? Ho.
5472. Did he ever show you a piece of wire which he used to put into his bells ? Ho. I never heard of
it until I saw it in -the papers.
•
- •
5'473. He did not take you into his confidence in that way at all ? Ho.
5474. He never told you that he was making a lot in addition to his pay ? I think he must have thought
that I was rather too cute, and he did not care to tell me too much.
5175. President.'] Did you ever have any conversation with Musgrave after you had given this information ?
Ho. He always kept aloof from me. I think he must have suspected me to a certain extent. He never
came hear me and never spoke to me and that is why I think he must have suspected that I knew some
thing.
■
■
'
.5476. That led you all the more strongly to believe that it was Musgrave who had sold the tickets ? It
made me think that it must have been him. .
•
'
5477. Tou did not hear that the Department was on the wrong scent in following up Lane ? Ho.
'
5478. If you had you would have put them right ? I would most decidedly.
5479
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J. M. Elton. 51.79. Mr. Brock] How long was it after your wife bought tliese tickets that sh'e told you ? She told me
«
as ^ were ’n th® afternoon and I informed about it on the next day.
6 Sept., 1888.
Suppose she bought the tickets in the morning, did-your wife tell you on the same day ? Tes.
5481. And the next day you gave-information ? Tes.
5482. President] Was this about the time that a great alteration was made in the time-tables P It was
before the alteration.
_
■5483. Therefore it was before the 1st October, 1887 ? Tes.
■
5484. Musgrave would have been on then ? Tes.
5485. It was before he was paid off? Tes.
5486. He was paid off early in October, was he not ? Tes.
. ■
5487. And you are certain that this transaction was prior to that? Tes.
.
5488. Might it have been two or three months prior to the new time-table ? I could not say.
5489. Tou knew when Musgrave was paid off ? Tes.
5490.' Arid you are quite sure that this took place before the 1st October ? Quite certain.
5491. Tou remember the time of the reduction of the hands ? Tes.
5492! Did not some men in the Locomotive Department have to leave at that time ? It was towards the
end of October when they went.
■
5493. But the conductors were paid off on the 3rd or 4th of October, when the new time-table came in ?
Tes.
.
'
5494. Now you are quite sure that this little occurrence was before the new time-table? To the best of
• my belief it was.
•
•
5495. If it was not, Musgrave atthe time would not have been a conductor ? Tes, I see that. I ought
to have told you that this man who had the tram-tickets for sale Was in his private clothes.
5496. How did your wife know that he was a conductor ? She had seen him on the tram. She knew him
perfectly well.
5497. Did she not know him by name ? No ; she did not know his name.
’
5498. But she knew that he Was one of the conductors whom she often saw ? Tes.
1
5499. Mr. Thompson] If I understand you rightly, it was your wife staring at the man as if she knew him
that made the shopkeeper sweep away the tickets ? Tes ; that is so.

William Lambert called in, sworn, and examined :—
■
W. Lambert. 5500. President] Tou are the repairer of registers in the Tramway Department, are.you not? Tes.
5501. How long have you been in the Service ? Between seven and eight years.
6 Sept., 1888. 5592! Ton have not been all that time register repairer I suppose ? No.
"
'
5503. Because, I suppose, you would have to drop out when the system was altered, for instance ? In the
first place I had to drop out for six months when the system was altered; that was when there were no
registers.
5504. Will you give us your experience with regard to registers. Tour knowledge of their mechanism,
and so forth ? I had no experience of registers prior to taking two pair of them to repair.
5505. How did you get those two pair to repair ? Mr. Eoberts gave them to me.
5506. Wliat position'were you in then ? I was revenue inspector in the Department.
5507. Where had you been to gain a mechanical knowledge ? My mechanical knowledge with regard to
this particular thing was gained from a brother-in-law, who is a watchmaker. Besides this I have a
general mechanical knowledge. I am a miller by trade, and to be a good miller you must understand
mechanical work generally, in wood, iron, brass, and so on.
•
5508. Mr. Thompson] In calling yourself a miller, do you mean that you are a dresser of stones or a
milling engineer? Well, if you take a flour-mill in a country district you have to be able to do anything;
to dress stones and to’fix the shafts and bearings, and to be able to do different kinds of wood work; it is
principally bevel work. It is much more difficult than ordinary carpentering. The tempering of millbells and dressing-stones has to be done by a blacksmith. .1 do it myself, as 1 do things in general. I
have done some turning, and I have a natural mechanical knowledge.
'
5509. Natural, do you say ? I consider it a natural knowledge on account of the different things that I
have been able to do. Prior to my gaining any knowledge from my brother-in-law as to watch-making
I repaired a mainspring of a Geneva watch.
.
5510. President] Mr. Eoberts, I suppose, hearing of your mechanical turn gave you a couple of registers'
to repair ? Tes.
5511. Was no repairer then employed ? Mr. Pelton, clock and watch examiner atthe railways, used to do
the work I think.
,
5512. How long is it since you were given these two registers to repair ? It is about four years ago.
5513. And you repaired them satisfactorily ? Tes.
•
5514. Prom that date you were appointed to the position of repairer? No ; I had the whole of them on
trial for six months. I had them for three months iu the first place; but I had not time to get the whole
of them in a satisfactory state of repair, and I asked for three months longer. I could not say that they
were exactly satisfactory previously, but by the six months I had them in good repair.
5515. Then you were permanently appointed repairer and inspector of registers ? ' Tes.
5516. How long had you this particular kind of register under your control ? Pour years, with the
exception of the interval of six months.
•
.
5517. What has been your opinion of the present registers from the first time you had anything to do
with them ? My opinion has been that they arc as far as my experience goes, as good a check as you
could have for the Sydney tram traffic.
' "
5518. I mean what is your opinion of the registers from your point of view as to their construction and .
so forth. Not as. to their successful use, but to their liability of getting out of order. Their likelihood
of their remaining in good order and so on ? My opinion is that when properly repaired they will remain
in good order as long as could be reasonably expected.
.
5519. But you don’t start repairing a register. Tou make a register iu the first instance and we want
your opinion of the new registers, not after they have been repaired but treating them as new registers.
Are they well and strongly made for instance, are they liable to get out of order ? They are strongly
made. They are sufficiently strong for the purpose for which they are employed.
55191.
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5519i. How long would a register go without requiring repair under ordinary and fair usage? I should
Lambert;
say they would average about three months.
,
'
. ■"—/s----'
5529. What would happen by that time ? Sometimes a spring might break.
® Sept., 1S88.
5521. Would that be by ordinary and fair usage ? Yes, a spring might break ; in fact two or three springs
might break. Then again the catch of the hammer might wear, particularly in the first place, when the
register came from the maker.
■
5522.-Why ? Because there is mot as much grip as I put in them; consequently they do not ring so ’
loudly, causing them to get out of order sooner than they do when I repair them.*
5523. Are they defective in that respect—in the matter of the grip ? I do not consider them so.
5524. Does not that very thing render them more liable to bo shifted as they have been lately ? The
.
grip I speak of is iu reference to. the hammer that causes the ring.
5525. You do not mean the grip of the cogs ? No, there is no grip to them.
5526. There is a grip when they catch? They are supposed to work perfectly free. I was not referring
to the cogs at all ; I was referring to the grips on the hammer.
.
5527. Has it come to your knowledge that these registers have been tampered with? I have heard it
generally spoken about in the Department.
5528. Has it not come to your knowledge as a repairer of these instruments that they have been
tampered with ? Not in the course of repairing them.
5529. You have never seen any sign of tampering on the inside of these registers? No; Ihave never
seen any sign. Let me qualify that by saying that I have seen no marks ; no marks showing that tliey
have been tampered with.
5530. I asked you if you saw any evidence on the inside that they had been meddled with, and of course
a mark would be the strongest evidence that you would have, but might you not see other evidence ? I
have seen the appearance or what I should have considered the appearance of something having been
done to the ratchet.
•
5531. When did you first notice it ? I have noticed it since this matter has been spoken about.
55,32. Since everybody knew of it ? Yes.
•
'
5533. Since your attention has been directed to it ? Yes.
6534. Up to that time when the registers came in for repair there was in your opinion nothing noticeable
abo.ut them, Is that what we are to understand. Are we to understand that there was nothing which
you noticed? There was nothing particularly noticeable.
.
5535. And nothing which you did notice at any rate ? Well there is. this, that the ratchet would be off
the ratchet wheel.
'
.
5536. To me that would indicate nothing; to you. what would it indicate? It would simply show me
either that it had been worn, or that the spring of the ratchet had been pressed back, or that the ratchet
had got stiff.
•
.
.
' 5537, Did this happen often? Not very often.
,
.
5538. What occurred to you when you saw it ? That it might be from ordinary wear, or that the ratchet
might have stuck from some cause connected with the oil, or the time it had been out.
5539. It never occurred to you that it was the result of improper manipulation? No.
•
'
5540. When it was pointed out to you that there had been improper manipulation you were able to see
that it might have been the result of that ? • Unless one suspected something of the kind one would have
to look very closely into the instruments before one detected it. It is possible that what one person'■
„
. might consider improper work would be ascribed by another person to the natural consequences of wear
'
and tear.
5541. Therefore until this matter was publicly brought under your notice you had no reason to suspect
that these instruments had been tampered with ? No, I had not. There was only one thing that occurred
to me, and it was this, that I thought they were wearing very quickly. I noticed this with one particular
register. I did not detect anything wrong with it, but I thought it had worn very quickly.
5542. Do you know whose it was ? I never had the names of the men.
•
5543. You did not think much of the matter, or you would have brought it under notice ? It would have ”
been useless unless there was a proper system.
.
,
5544. How do you mean ? I mean a system of letting me have the men’s names regularly,
5515. These you never have ? No.
.
,
5546. You do not know whose register you are repairing? N®.
5547. Still if you saw that a man obviously ill-treated his register you would mention the matter. Let
us suppose that you did not know anything about these frauds, and that a register came into you for
repairs in such a condition as to cause you to say to yourself “ This breakage is not the result of fair wear
and tear; the-man has been drunk; he has fallen down aud crushed his register?” I think Ihave
reported two cases of wilful breakage. I believe they both apply to one man.
- 5548. Who was the man ? Lane, 1 believe. They'’ came very close together, and I gave in the number
stating that, in my opinion, there must have been wilful breakage.
•
5549. How were they injured ? One of the pulls had been pulled down, but not quite to the centre ;
consequently it would remain down when caught upon the ratchet; then it had a knock upon something,
in one case stripping the screw threads, and so injuring the register.
5550. In the light of what you now know would you conclude that the register had been tampered with
for fraudulent purposes ? No, not in the-cases where I reported it had been wilfully damaged.
_ cases of- rough
, usage;. prob ably. Perhaps the man wanted to
55,51. ~
Do you think they
were merely
get away.
5552.' How do you mean ? To get off his trips.
.
5553. But would he be put off duty ? At that time, I believe, there was a scarcity of registers. After I
had reported the matter I heard that this man had been saying so himself. He had been reduced to car
cleaning because I had reported him for ill-treating the registers.
•
5554. You know now what has been done with certain other registers ? Yes.
5555. You know'the means which have been adopted to defraud ? Yes.
5556. Starting with this knowledge, is it in your power to at once detect any recurrence of it, or is it still
so. difficult to detect the manipulation that even now you would- be in the dark ? It could be detected if,
my suggestion were carried out in this way: I would have the registers tested once a week, and. if any
■
register
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W. Lambert, register was found defective, and returned to me, I could then tell in all probability if it bad been
\ tampered with. If there had been any filing of the ratchet, I should be able to detect it at once.
Sept., 1888. 5557. Is it not possible to manipulate the bell without any filing ? Yes; by pressing back the spring.
5558. Suppose, then, in one of the bells returned to you in this way there had been no filing, and that the
spring had only been pushed back ? My idea is, that every man’s name should be given to me with the
registers. I should make a note of what repairs I had made. If a man’s register came in this week with
a ratchet not acting on the ratchet-wheel, and weak, I should make a note of it. The register would be
tested the following week, and if it was then found to be defective in the same way, I should conclude
that the man who had been using it was not as he should be, because in such a short time his register
would not get out of order. The spring could not get weakened in that short space of time, and there
would not be sufficient wear to account for the injury.
5559. With examination once a week you would know that a spring had no right to weaken in such a
short time as that? ^ What I would suggest, that the next register given to the same man should be
thoroughly examined in the presence of a third person, and proved to be in proper order.
5560. 1 do not ask the question so much with a view to improvement in the future as to clearly get from
you the_ difficulties which exist in detecting the thing in any shape or form. It seems to me, according to
your evidence, that it would be almost impossible, if the spring bending had been adopted, to find out
whether it had been done by the conductor or whether it would be the result of the strain of the
register? Yes, that is so. It would be difficult to say whether the conductor had bent the spring.
5561. Then it would be almost impossible to say that the registers had been manipulated ? Yes.
5562. After these frauds came out you made a general examination of the registers;—did you ? Yes.
5563. How many pairs were submitted to you in all ? Your pairs.
5564. Were they not all called in? No; only as they were found defective, and others were given out
as soon as I had them in a fit condition.
5565. How many did you find defective ? Well, I found a number defective, butas far as this particular
defect is concerned, I think there were only three pairs, besides the four pairs Mr. Eoberts had; that
would be seven pairs in all.
5566. Even if you were told to whom these seven pairs of registers had belonged, you would not like to
say, as a matter of fact, that the seven conductors who had used them had manipulated them? No, I
should not.
5567. In fact there is no degree of certainty in your mind that such was the case. Of course some of
them may have been filedhow many of them appeared to be filed, as far as you could detect ? Eive had
the points of the ratchet off and two had not. Two, I should say, out of the seven were not manipulated^
or, at all events, not necessarily so.
’
5568. Not necessarily so? Not actually, I should say.
.
5569. But you would be inclined to think that the other five were manipulated ? The other five, I should
think, were.
5570. Mr. Brook.Could not the other two have had their springs bent back ? No, I do not think so.
5571. But they would ring without registering ? Yes ; but in one case it could not be so because there
was a feather on the ratchet, showing that it had worn down from the point where it had overlapped the
ratchet ring.
.
5572. You say you do not know the names of the conductors who had used these bells ? No; when I
get registers to repair I do not know who has been using them.
» 5573. They are all numbered ? Yes.
5574; Do you take the numbers of them ? Yes.
5575. President^] Have you the numbers now, and the dates on which you received them? I can give
you something like the dates on which I received them.
5576. I cannot see where the necessity comes in for your knowing the names of the conductors if you
have the numbers of the registers and the dates on which you receive them. The Department could tell
the name of the conductor who had been using the bells, and by that means we might know, for instance,
to whom the two registers you just mentioned belonged? As far as these particular registers are con
cerned they might.
■
5577. Then if you make an entry in your book of the number of each register, and you say that such and
such a register had such and such the matter with it, the Superintendent of Tramways would be able to
tell who had been using it? Yes ; but the Department would not keep an index or record in the same
way as_I should do. Suppose that a month ago a register came in which I thought had been tampered
with ; if the Department took any action, well and good, but the spring may have become weak. I
should have. the names of the men in front of me, with an entry on such and such a date a certain man
had a particular _ defect in his register. The Department would not have had this before them in the
same sense in which I would have it. They would have no record of the register given out before, that is
to say with regard to its particular defect.
•
5578. A register is handed to you for repair; you go back to the office and say, “ Begister No. so and so
has been tampered with,” the Dejiartment look up the books and say, “ Very well, we will retain this bell
apd give him a new one, and see what he will do with that” ; is not that sufficient;—you could not deal
with the man yourself ? No.
“
5579. I see no objection to your seeing the names, but I see no necessity for it? My experience of
things is this, that when there are too many j>eople doing a thing it is not so well done as when one
person is doing it. When you get two or three people doing one man’s work it is not, as a rule, so well
done. When I started my record I ruled a book for this particular purpose, but it was never carried out.
I wished to get the men’s names to see how they were treating their registers, and so forth.
.
5580. But if you keep your numbers correctly entered up in your book the balance of the information
can be obtained from the office, and a comparison can be instituted between the two records ? Hunting
up these things involves a great deal of trouble. If I had one complete record in front of me a great deal
of time would be saved.
•
■
,
5581. Supposing a certain number of registers are given to you to repair, you put down the date and the
number of register ; that is not any trouble ? No, it would not be any trouble to me, but in the office
they would have to refer to their book, and then to mine, and so on.
5582. How often do you get the registers in for repair, taking the average of each register. How many.
do you get every week ? I get about thirty a week.
5583. Thirty pairs ? Yes.
5584.
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5584. You outer them under a number, do you ? Yes.
.
W. Lambert.|.
5585. How do you keep the book—one entry after another, straight away? Yes.
'
.5586. Would it not be a better, system to open a ledger account, giving a separate folio for every number ; ® Sept., 1888
or, better still under your system", for the man’s name, so tliat if you wanted to see to repairs which had
been given to No. 30, you would have only just to turn up your volume at a certain page to see every.
*
thing which had been done to that register, and the dates on which the repairs were made ; for instance,
.you would see at a glance that No. 30 had been repaired four times within the last three months? I
have theni in the way you speak of. I have a heading for each pair qf registers, so that you could tell at
a glance the repairs to each register.
•
'
5587. What you require is a history, not only of each nurnber, but of each man ? That is my idea.
5588. A history of each man’s operations upon his register, so to speak? Yes, if' anything suspicious
„ occurred with any man’s pair of registers I would put it down. Of course he might not have done any
thing ; possibly the register might be only weak. 1 might enter a memorandum to the effect that the
spring was off the register ; if those bells came in the following day with the same defect I would become
suspicious.
'
. •
5589. But it would be quite open to you to follow the number just as you would follow the name, and if
you would see anything suspicious about No. 45, and noticed that it had been returned with the'sauib
defect after a short interval, you could report 45 in just the same way as you could report Smith,
Brown, or Jones? Yes, I have the numbers of the bells.
.
'
■
5590-1. And is not the number of the register associated in the books with a particular conductor ? ' The
same pair coming in with the same defect may have been used by different men; if I had the man’s
name to start, I should know the register each man had ; it would not be easy for me; it would involve
inore work, blit it would be less trouble for the Department.
• .
.
•
5592. Mr. Thompson.'] And if there was any improper manipulation, with the bells it would be more
easily found oiit ? Yes.
■
:
5593. How many bells are there altogether ? There are 154 pairs.
.
■
5594. You have thirty a week sent iu for repairs ? Yes.
■
5595. Still you think that’when repaired they are efficient in everyway, although one-fifth of them are
always in dock ? I do not say that that is always so.
' '
'
5596. But you have an average of thirty a week ? The inside of the bell is not always wrong. In some
cases the strap may be broken, or the case may be broken by a knock, or one of the bands may be off, or
something of that kind.
5597. Mr. Brock.] How can the glass get broken ? By the conductors knocking it.
5598. Surely that does not often happen ? The glass does get broken.
..
5599. If it happened often should you not think it was done on purpose, seeing that the register rests
upon the man’s chest, and the-glass has a metal cover ? You would be surprised to see the way in which
some men treat things. They drop the registers sometimes when they are putting them on or taking
them off.
5600. "What is the average of broken glasses ? I could not say.
5601. Could they alter the indicators if the glasses were broken ? No, they could not alter them.
'5602. President.] I want you to turn your attention to some months ago, when the question was first
suggested to you as to whether this thing could be done with the registers, that.is, by inserting a pin at
the foot, after the preparation in the inside, so that they may ring without registering. Do you remember
the question being submitted to you by Mr. Eoberts, Mr. Tyrer, or Mr. Primrose, four or five months
•
ago ? No, I do not remember it.
5603. It was on an occasion when a man named Keen reported to Mr. Eoberts and Mr. Tyrer that this
certain thing could be done. The matter was suggested to you, and you gave a certain report. Can you
.
remember what it was ? I do not remember anything about a pin being put in the register being submitted.
5604. That is not the question I put to you at all. You were asked as to the practicability of stopping
’the registering while the ringing continued, by inserting a pin or piece of wire in the slot, after
operating in some way on the inside ? I was going to refer to that. I have had no registers given to me
to examine with a pin inserted. I had not been asked that question prior to my getting the four pair of
registers.
5605. How long ago is that ? About two months ago.
5606. Do you remember that a man named Keen had reported this thing ? No.' I am not quite sure,
•but I think it was about that time that Mr. Eoberts called me into his office and showed me a pair of
registers, and asked me if they were in working order. He made no further remark. I examined them,
and I said that they were in order. As to the circumstances, I do not know whether it was the case I
.
allude to or some other ease. That is the only case I remember in which I had anything to do with the
'
registers.
'5607. Mr. Brock:] Did you take to pieces the registers which were given you ? Yes.
5608. And after doing that you said that they were in perfect working order? Yes.
5609. You are quite sure that you were not called to report upon this matter five or six months ago? ' No,
I made no report upon it. The thing happened in Mr. Eoberts’ room; he simply asked me to examine
the registers, and see if they were in proper working order.
.
5610. Did Tyrer have any conversation with you on the subject ? I do not remember speaking to him on
the subject at all.
•
'
5611. President^] You are quite sure that you did not report that this thing was impracticable, aud that
it could not be done with a pin ? I am quite sure that I did not.
5612. You are absolutely certain that you did not report that ? Yes.
■
5613. Who is the watchmaker on the Botany Eoad to whom you took a pair of bells ? I never took a pair
' of bells to a watchmaker on the Botany Eoad.
'
5614. You are quite sure of that? Quite.
' 5615. Mr. Thompson.] Where is your brother-in-law ? In New Zealand.
5616. Did you not say that you got some instruction from your brother-in-law about watchmaking ? .Yes,;
that was some years ago.
5617. Was he living in Sydney when you were first appointed’? He has not been here to my knowledge
for the last fifteen years.
5618.
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Lambert. 56; 8. President.'] Tou are quite clear that you never stated that it was impossible to rig the bells so that
they might be rung without registering ? No; because I stated that it could be done.
Sept., 1888. 5029_ When did you first discover that ? I .have known that it could be done ever since I have done the
work..
5620. And that is for-four years? Tes. The first of my saying anything about it was, as far as I can
recollect, three years ago, and the reason was that I understood that a person had applied for the job of
register-repairing. He had a pair of bells to try the same as I had. His pair of registers came back for
examination, and with them came a box containing certain parts of the register, which were supposed to
have been altered. In the box were the ratchets. I then said, “ If you allow this they will be able to do
what they like with the bells,” and I showed that by doing this- it was possible to do the very same thing
which is now done with the pin. .
5621.. To whom did you say this, and to whom did you show it? I said it to Mr. Tyrer, and I think to'
Mr. Primrose and Mr. Knox. That was in the ticket office. Mr. Itoberts was also there.'
5622. Tou are quite sure that you showed them'how it was done? Tes.
■5623. And did Mr. Roberts see this three years ago ? Tes.
5624. Who was Mr. Knox ? He was a clerk in the office.
5625.. In the front room ? Tes.- He is in the audit office now.
5626. Was Mr. Colls there ? No; I think not. I do not remember it.5627. Do you know him ? Tes..
5628. Then you would have known if he was there ? It is a long time since.- I do not think anyone else
was there.
.
5629. Mr. Thompson!] Who was the man to whom this other pair of bells were given to deal with ? ' I do
.not know;.
■
- .
5630. Have you any means by which you can fix the date at which they were handed to him ? I believe
he had them for about six months. I know that ! received them back about the end of November. That
was after he had repaired them. They were then issued to a conductor to try. The ratchets having been
removed I thought that the conductors could do what they liked with the bells.
5631. Will they work without the ratchet then? Just as well. The ratchet is simply there to make the
dial complete its revolution, and to prevent it from coming back before it has completed it.
'5632. If you once meddle with the ratchet everything is out of' gear ? The machine will work. If the
x ratchet is not there the revolution may not be completed.
5633. How did it occur to you to put a piece of wire in ? I did not use a piece of wire.
5634. I thought you' said just now that -you had found out three or four years ago that it could be done
with a piece of wire ? Well I did discover that it would not do to do without the ratchet, but I myself
used no wire.
^
■ 5635. . Tou yourself did not use a piece of wire at that time ? No; I did it with my fingers. I showed
them exactly the same result as is now obtained by the use of a piece of wire.
5636. Are you sure that it is so long as three years ago since you showed these gentlemen ? Tes ; it was
• at the end of November, 1885.
- •
.
5637. Tou discovered, I think you said, that five out of the seven bells which you recently examined had
had the ratchet filed ? That was my opinion, but some might say they had not been filed.
5638. President.] Don’t you know a watchmaker in the Botany Road ? I have since been thinking that I
have some recollection of the circumstance to which you allude. There was. a watchmaker down there
some years ago ; I do not know anything further of him than that I took Some work to him. He said that
he would like to see one of the registers complete—that is, with the. extra work on. I took one.down.
The circumstance had escaped my memory just now when you mentioned it. I showed him the register
and brought it away again.
•
,
5639. Tou did not leave it with him ? No ; nor was it taken to pieces.
5640. Tou don’t know the man’s name ? It is a small shop near Raglan-strcet; I paid about three visits
to the place; I had three watches repaired by the same man.
5641. Yet you do not know his name ? No.
5641. Are you quite sure that from what this -man saw of the bolls he did not ascertain the secret of their
working ? He did not take them to'pieces. In fact he did not take them out of my sight; they, simply,
laid upon the counter.
.
• .
5.613. Did you not explain the principle to him ? No.
.
5614. Why was he anxious to see them ? He said he wondered how they worked ; that was all.
•
5615. I have no doubt he did ; Did he continue to wonder or did he find out? He did not find out from
me any more than that. I merely showed him the register and took it away from him.
■
'
5646. Surely when he expressed wonder as to how they worked you gave him some explanation or what
was the use of taking the register there at all? I made no explanation of the registers ; I simply showed
them to him. '
’
.
5647. Tou opened it then ? No.
'
5648.; Then how could you show him? It was about the time that the new registers came in. The old
ones went gradually out of use and as others were required the new ones were used. In the course of a
conversation’about these registers this man said, that he would like to see one of the new ones to see.how
it worked-on the face ; that must be about four years ago.
.
•
5,649. Tou do not know this man ? I cannot say that-1 do.
5650. Mr. Brock.] Tet you paid three visits to him and he repaired’three watches for you? Tes.5651. Did it not occur to you that he had some sinister object in getting to see the bells ? No.
5652. I am rather inclined to think' that he had ? Tou must understand that he did not open them.
At ihe time he asked me the question the registers were as they are- now, and he wanted to see one
which worked on the face.
.
'
5653. What interest could he have had in that unless for some ulterior object ? I never dreamt for a
moment that he-had any object. He could get no information further than seeing the face.
.
5654. Did ho ask you to leave the bells there ? He did not ask me and I did not do so.
5655. Mr. Thompson.] I suppose there is a sort of freemasonry between you mechanicians which would
make you accede pretty readily to what he asked? J sqw nothing wrong; it was only showing him the
same.as could be seen on the cars.
5656.
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Thb nrst time you ever had any work of this kind to do for the Department was when the two hells W. Lambert,
were handed to you ? That was the first time. I had done a lot of clocks and watches and such things.
.
5657. W hat were you brought up to be. What was your business as a youngster ? I was apprenticed at 6 SePt-> 1888a mill.
.
* -r
5658. What branch was it that you were brought up to ; was it a journeyman ? Not as a journeyman but
I have worked as a journeyman since.
'
.
5659. Tou have to be apprenticed before you can be a journeyman ; is not that so ? Tes.
5660. When you were out of your .apprenticeship what was your journeyman work ; was it stone-dressing
or what particular part of the work of the mill were you in charge of ? I had different parts ; the whole
ot it in turn.
,
■r’
5661. While you were apprenticed ? Tes; while I was apprenticed I went through the whole business
'
ot a mill.
°
,
5662. When you became a journeyman how long did you continue in that business ? About two Years,
at home.
■
, .
j
>
5663. How long here ? Five years in New Zealand.
5664i. Having; done five years in New Zealand you joined the detective police ? No, it was prior to that.
I lett the police to go to. New Zealand.
5665. How long were you in New Zealand ? Five years.
.
5666. Having completed that time in.New Zealand, what did you do ? I came back to Sydney and went
on to the trams as a conductor. •
.
5667. Tou have been a conductor then ? I have.
5668. How did it come about that Mr. Eoberts knew that you could deal with these bells ? I asked to be
r™xrt0 fry tliem tecause they were so badly done at the time. There were constant complaints...
5669. How.long ago would that be ? Just about four years ago.
^70. Mr. Eoberts then handed you the bells and you made the discovery ? Tes.
.
Mou had been carrying the bells yourself some time previously as a-conductor? Tes - but not at
revo wf Tecause SOme time previous to my taking my present position I was appointed revenue inspector.
5672 What is a revenue inspector with regard to the Tramway Department ? . At that time'they were
called revenue inspectors, now they are called special conductors
5673. Were you on with Murray ? Tes ; I and Murray were-the first.
5674. Can you assure *us on your oath that you never meddled .with one of the bells until Mr.'
JKoberts handed you the two bells to repair ? I can.
.
5675. Tou never opened one ? No ; nor did I see one opened.
5676. Are many of the conductors who were in the Service then in the Service now; who are they ? !
Warbey, Peters, Steel, Dolan, McMahon.
XaSn Greel6y “ ^ SerViCe tllGn ? N°’ 1 d° UOt tllinVa°; and 1
- not quite sure 'about
5678. Was Jessop in the Service then ? No.
5679. Ton say you became- aware of the possibility of this thing three or four years ago when you gave
information to the Department; afterwards the whole matter became exposed through revelations made
by some one in the Department. Did you not from the time you first discovered that the thing could be
worked in this way presa upon Mr Eoberts’ attention the fact that an alteration ought to be made ?
IN o, I only pointed out that the bells were defective, showing that if they were used in a certain mannera certain thing could be done. I did not point this out with reference to. the register generally, and it was
not by way ot advice to him as to what he should do
°
o
j,
5680 Tou merely pointed out that it could be done ? Tes ; if those registers were used. I was not
5“,ltinjfron*tha*th®^“8 could 1,6 done or was likely to be done by the conductors generally. .
5681. Mr. BrocJc.j Did you not go and consult a watchmaker when, you first got this idea about the
roQ^T “ran8ei??nts G± the bells ? I never spoke to anyone about the internal working of the registers.
o682. Is the machinery on the same principle as that of a watch pr clock?. On the same princhile as
a clock with this exception, that instead of being worked by a spring it is worked by hand .
5683. It is not automatic P No..
'
J
*
Tou cannot think of'the name of the man living on the Botany Eoad ? I cannot.
’
568d. But you knew, his name at one time I suppose ? I cannot say that I did.
5686. Is he there still ? I do not know ; I have not been there for some time. I know nothing of the
man any more than that I took several jobs to him.
°
5687. Did he do them well ? I could not say, but I believe so. They were not for myself.
5688. Did you ever recommend anyone to take work to him ? . No.
•
'
5689. Mr. Ihompson.] Tou have told us that over and over again you repaired clocks and watches before
you started repairing these bells. .Why did you take these three jobs to a watchmaker. Why did you not
do them yourself ? I was too busy.
.
'
.
J
J
5690. Mr. Brock.] Tou can repair a watch then ? Tes.
o691. President.] What was it that you knew about the registers three years ago. Let me understand
it more clearly, that it the spring was weak this manipulation could be done ? - No. The ratchets were
removed by the party who took the bells. They were returned with other parts which were said to have
themt,tered' d ie ™an remarked, “I think the ratchets are too weak to stand the strain that is upon
5692. Who said that ? This watchmaker; I don’t know who he was who asked for the job.
5693. Was it Felton ? No, he had been repairing them previously.
5694. Why do you suppose this man removed the ratchets ? I do not know. They were in the box with
other parts. He said he had removed and replaced them with something stronger, which I said that he'
°
had not done.
5695. Were the bells supposed to be in proper working order without the ratchets ? I think I showed
that they were not.
^d *bis ipan suppose that they were? I suppose so. He delivered them as being correct for work.
tit A) rat d,d be put in place of the ratchets. Were they ringing and registering? Tes. When
Mr. Eoberts took them he said “they are all right,” and so they were apparently. -I asked him to let me
see them and 1 said,. Tou see they are not right, because if you have the pull down it will go only part
of the way back.”
'
b
56gg
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W. Lambert. 569.8. Tou said ttat under certain circumstances these bells could be fraudulently worked in their then
---- '« condition? Tes.
.
fa sept., 1888. 5699 Did it not make you doubly careful afterwards when they came in for inspection to see that they
'
were not in a condition in which they could be worked ? I have always been particular to do that.
5700. Have you not had the least suspicion all along that anything improper was being done to the
registers P I have not had any suspicion.
'5701. Did not this fact that came to your knowledge cause you to be suspicious. When you saw that
under certain circumstances these bells could be rung without registering did it not make you always on
the qici vive when the registers came in to see if they were in bad order or in a condition in which they
could do one service without doing the other ? I did see to that.
.
5702. But I understand from you that so far from being suspicious, you recognized the fact that when
’they had worn a bit they would become in a condition in which they could be manipulated ? Tes.
5703. But when you found that the bells were in that condition, you' could not be certain that it was'the
wear, could you ? No, because in some cases, when they had been out some time, they would get stuck
up through the oil getting clogged.
5704. But were your suspicions never awakened by the consideration that as you had found out yourself
'
some one else might find out and put to practical use? Anyone else who knew it of course could do so.
5705. Tou told Mr. Roberts that if the bells were issued in a certain shape the conductors could do what
they liked with theni ? Tes.
6706. Were you not suspicious that the conductors would find out. what they could do if the registers
were in weak order, and that they would put their knowledge to some use ? No ; the conductors are not
supposed to know anything of that kind. That is why I concluded that the Department would question
' Certain evidence given at the meeting by conductors. They are not supposed to look at the registers and
read them, because it cpuld be no advantage to them in any way. Some conductors said that the registers
got out of order, and that no one knew anything about it—that they would ring without registering, and
that no one would know. He' said that no one would have known about it if he had not taken them in
and pointed it out. What I wish to draw attention to is this: That if the registers did ring without
indicating, the conductor is not supposed to know anything about it, because he is not supposed to read
the registers ; and in the second place he is not supposed to be able to check it, because of the counting
of the tickets.
'
.
5707. Still you see how thoroughly it can be done ? As I. have already said, I knew that it could be done
■from the first time I took the registers in my hand.
5708. I cannot understand your action. I can understand that good mechanician though you may be,
you might be deceived; but I cannot understand that being in full possession three years ago of the
knowledge that under certain conditions these registers could be manipulated, you should not have been
wide-awake to what was going on when you saw these registers iu that condition,'and that your suspicions
should not have been aroused. There is no doubt that registers improperly manipulated for certain
.
purposes have passed through your hands, and if you have thought anything about the matter at all you
must have put it down to simple wear and tear ? Tes; that is so.
•5709. But how is it that with certain knowledge in your possession you did not say, “ I do not believe
■‘that all this is the result of wear and tear ; I believe that there is some roguery going cn ?” Ton must
know that when the registers have been out some time they get so worn that you cannot say whether they
have been manipulated or not.
'5710. I understand that. And if you had said that you did no! know that under certain circumstances
this thing could be done I should not have been surprised at your being deceived, but knowing as you did
that this manipulation could be done, I think it is strange that the registers should have passed through
your hands in this 'condition so frequently without it striking you that there must be something more
than wear and tear going on ? Unless you looked at it with a glass you could not detect it, and having
ho suspicion that anything of the kind was going on I did not look specially for any marks of manipulation.
Then it was useless for me to do so, because I had not the men’s names.
5711. It may have been better that you should have had that information, but that is no reason that you
should not point out a wrong ? I saw nothing which actually required to be pointed out. I believe that
it has been done only lately. There was only one case in which I thought unfair means had been used,
and on looking at the register closely I could not say positively whether it was so or not.
5712. How could you expect that these three gentlemen who are not experts, to whom you mentioned the
' ’mattertwo or three years ago, would keep the matter in mind, while you, an expert, had apparently entirely
lost sight of it ? I had not lost sight of it, because I bave on several occasions told Oakes aud others in the
Department who have the checking .of the conductors that it would be necessary to examine the registers
before anything was done, in the case of any of the men being incorrect in their tickets, because I knew
that this soft of thing was liable to be done. If the ratchet had been in the register the remark I made
• would' not have been called for.
5713. Mr. Thompson.'] Tou must remember that you were an apparently unskilled man as far as the
Department knew, and did it not occur to you that there might be a number of men employed in the same
way, who would have the same means of knowing that you had had, and who perhaps would not be quite
'so honest as you were. Did it never strike you that this kind of thing was being carried of. ? 1 never
dfeamt that anything of the kind was being carried on. I thought there would be a difficulty in getting
rid ;of the tickets. I still believe that prior to the registers being done away with for six months there
was nothing of this kind going on.
5714. Suppose w.e have the admission of one man in the Department that he knew of it -from a fortnight
after he joined the Service more than two years ago, and that he has been working at it ever since ? 'Well
I' Would not contradict it.
'
'
.
57l4|. Now would it create surprise in your mind ? Not now that it has been done at all. The only way
to reach them is in my opinion as I have described.
'5715. President] Upon one point I do not quite follow you. Tou say you do not’ think that action
should be taken against a conductor for a wrong return until it has been seen whether his register is in
order or not, but it would still ring and register even if it were out of order unless something further
were done. Is not that so ? Well, the-ratchet itself might get fixed up or clogged.
’
5716. And then the ringing would go on without the registering ? Sometimes it would register and some
times it would hot.
■
5717.
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5717. I should gather from your answers that this register is a very unreliable check ? Not while it is W. Lambert:
in order.
.
,-,t---5718. How long would elapse, do you suppose, from the time a pair of bells would be placed in the hands of a ® Sept.-j 1888.''
conductor in perfect order until they would he handed in by him as being out of order ? Perhaps a month, '
■ - and perhaps five months.
5719. We understand that Moran had his bells twelve months, and we understood from what you said
a little time ago that they would want repairing on an average every three weeks ? I cannot say what
the average is.
5720. Mr. .Broch?\ How are you paid for making the repairs. Are you paid for the time or for so many
pairs ? So much per pair per annum.
.
.
,
5721. Then if one pair came back a dozen times you woiild not be paid for it the second time ? No,- the
better I do them the less trouble I have. There are 156 pairs of bells, and I get 30s. per pair per annum.
5722. Tou get paid for all in use, whether they come in or not? Tes.
.
5723. At the outset of your evidence I understood-you to say that five out of seven registers which you .
examined had been tampered with, and that two were out of order from wear and tear; but not long ago you
said that it was impossible to tell whether the registers were out of order by foul means or fair means ? I .
would not like to say positively that the five pair to which I referred had been tampered with.
.
5724. ‘You say now then, that you could not possibly detect whether they had been tampered with or not?
I could not say definitely that they had been. Perhaps if you were to ask some people they would tell ,
you that they had not been tampered with at all. Another thing I was going to say was this : that from the time the bells are issued to the conductors originally they are not tried by any other person; therefore
if they ring without registering no one knows anything about it.
. .
.
5725... With regard to the pair of bells which came back without the ratchets; they were sent out, I
presume, at the request of a man who wanted to try his hand at it. Did a written report come back from .
him with regard to the bells ? I could not say whether it wms from him, but a report came with, them ■
suggesting that if they were found satisfactory he should receive the appointment.
:
5726. That is if the work he had done to them was satisfactory ? Tes.
■
,
5727. In the course of your investigation and of your examination of the bells, have you detected any .
other method by means of which the Department could be defrauded besides those of wdiich .yoii have ,
already told us? No, I have not.
'
5728. That is beside filing the ratchet or meddling with the spring ? No.
.
5729. Mr. Thompson.'] Is it not a fact that it can be done in another w-ay ? I do not think so.
5730. Is there not a method called muffling by which it can be done? Well they could blcck up the
holes and stop the sound of the bell, but it would be against their own interest because attention would
at ouce be called to the fact.
5731. The man to whom you have referred in sending in his report, besides asking for the work if his
repairs were satisfactory, also said that there were certain things in the machinery insufficiently strong to
carry on the work, did he not ? Tes; but he had not substituted anything stronger. I think he had
rather damaged the registers by what he had done.
. .
.
5732. Were you ever told who the man was, what his name wms, where he lived, and so forth ? No. .
5733. Were any of the bells afterwards submitted to him that you know of ? Not that I am aware of.
'
5734. What he did to the bells you consider in connection with the ratchets made his w'ork not duly of no
.
use but rather damaging? Well he did not put anything in place of them. He had merely taken them
out.
.
.
...
,
5735. Suppose a man has taken 500 tickets during the day, Could he not ring his register until he
exhausted it and then start afresh and ring a less number of times than wmuld represent his number of
tickets, showing for instance that he had only say 150? Well ho could not do so while he wms on duty;
but if might be done in another way, and that is the only way in which it is likely to be done. A man
going upon the last trip at night has his register read, but he takes with him the fafes-hc has collected on
that last trip and does not come in again, and while at home he might, perhaps, exhaust his register, .and
so account for less tickets than he had taken on that trip.
■
5736. Where do you do your work ? At home.
5737. Tou have no shop ? No.
5738. Tou haVe no office in the Department ? No.
5739. Are you on intimate terms with any of the conductors? No.
5740. Do they ever stroll into your home shop? No.
5741. Not any one of them ? No.
,
5742. I suppose you have friends who occasionally stroll into your shop ? No, I do not allow it.
.
5743. Tou exclude everyone from your shop ? Tes.
5744. That is a fixed rule of yours? Tes.

Elizabeth Elton called in, sworn, and examined :—■
5715. President.] Tou are the wife of James Elton, who is employed in tl'.e Tramway Department? Tes. Elizabeth
5746. Some time ago you went to purchase some tickets, and after so doing you made a certain statement ' Elton,
to your husband ? Tes.
..
'
t f—--------5747. This is about twelve months ago, is it hot ? Nearly two years ago.
,
.
‘ 6 Sept., 1888.
5748. Try and fix the date. Tou told your husband, I presume, oh the same day ? I do hot know.
57-19. AVell a very short time afterwards? Tes.
.
...
.
5750. Did Be not say that he had informed the Department of what you had told him? Tes.
„
5751. Is it not clear then that the date of your telling him and the dale of his'ihformihg the Department
must come close together ? Tes, I-suppose so.,
.
'
'
'
5752. Then if we find, that the Department was informed not quite twelve months ago instead of-two
years ago, which would’be right—twelve months or two years ? I am sure it is more than twelve months
' ago. since it .happened.
...
' '
5753. Mr. Thompson.] More than twelve months does not mean two years ? I will tell you liow I know :
My little boy was a baby at the time, and I was canying him. He is a little over 5 years old now. If
it were only twelve months ago I should not have been carrying him.
'
'
'
5754.

]
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.Elizabeth . 5754s. You are sure you were .carrying, him at the time? I am; lie had been ill, and I remember, its
; , Elton.
perfectly.
.
.
: 5755. What happened ? I went into a shop, to buy some tram-tickets, When I took them up I saw
6'Sept., 1888. that some were dirty, and I gave them back again.
.
5756. In the shop ? Yes ; I went straight back to the door and gave the tickets up.
5757. What did you remark ? I said that the tickets were so dirty that no conductor would take them.
5758. Did you say that they had been used before? I said that I believed they had. They looked as-,
though they had been put inside a glove on the hand, and as if they had been stained by the glove—the,
glove or the hand had left a mark.
.
....
5759. What did the shopkeeper say ? He gave me other tickets. He did not say anything that I can.
■remember.
.
. '
5760. Was anyone else in the shop at the time ? Yes, there was a conductor.
■
5761. How did you know he was a conductor ? I knew that he was; I had seen him on the trams.
5762. Was he in uniform ? No ; but I knew him again.
5763. Do you know his name ? No.
_
5764. Had you any idea as to who he was? No, I never knew the man at all; I had only seen him'in
one of the trams. .
5765. What did the shopkeeper say when he saw that you knew the conductor ? He did not sayanything; he snatched the tickets off the counter. I noticed that the conductor was very tall. .The
matter then went out of my mind.
.
5766. What else did you see—you have not told us all? I noticed that there were some tickets on.the.
counter. I went to the door with the tickets I had bought, and when I turned round I saw.him sweep,
some tickets off the counter.
.
.
_
5767. You say that there were some tickets on the counter :—you think they were second-hand or dirty
tickets ? I fancy they must have been. There was a piece of paper over them, I think. He served m&
from the tickets under the paper—at least I think he did; I am not quite sure.
5768. Were there a great number of dirty tickets ? I could not say how many there were.
.
. 5769. Was there a good pile ? There was a pile of about the size of that inkstand.
. 6770.. Have you any idea what led the man to sweep the tickets off the counter ? I could not say.
5771. Did you not tell your husband something ? I do not know why he did it.
.
5772. Did you not say you felt sure that the shopkeeper did so because he saw you recognise the con
ductor ?. I did not know him by name. I kne.w that he was a conductor. .
5773. Did you not tell your husband that the action of the shopkeeper evidently followed your recognition
of the man who was standing at the counter ? I would not like to swear that the man knew .that I had
recognised the conductor.
,
. .
.
5774. Did you not tell your husband that that was your opinion ? I.may have told him that.
5775. But did you tell him ? I may have done so, but I could not say for certain. I know it was what
I.thought myself.
‘
5776. What did you do when you got your dirty tickets exchanged for clean ones ? .1 went and got .into
a tram without making any further remarks.
.
...
5777. That was the afternoon of the day you mentioned the matter to your husband ? I am a very poor
judge of time. All I go by is what I was telling you about my baby. _
-.
.
5778.. If the thing surprised you so much, surely you would mention it to your husband, would you not.?
I had pretty nearly forgotten all about it until to-day.
.
5779. But when this thing occurred was it not likely that you would tell your husband the same evening ?
l. do not know. I may have mentioned it at another time. I had previously bought tickets that had been
torn asunder and pasted together again;, and I can give you the address where I bought them.
.
5780. Where was that ? At the corner of Queen and Ocean streets. When I got them I was .afraid to
use them, and I gave them to my husband.
5781. Do you mean the shop next, door to whpre the post office was ? Yes.
.
5782. President.'] Was that during the time when the system of tearing up the tickets obtained ? Yes.
I do not think it is more than twelve months ago.
.
'
.
5783. You knew that your husband gave information to the proper authorities about the dirty tickets ?
He told me he had mentioned it to someone. I did not think anything more about it.
.
5784. But was it not clear to you that the conductor who was standing iu the shop had some connection
with the tickets which were on the counter ? Yes ; but I did not see him give the tickets. I do not
think I should know who the man was if I saw him.
.
5785. Did you know that he was in there selling tickets to the shopkeeper ? Well, he was in the
shop.
.
.
5786. What was he doing ? He was standing in the shop, leaning over the counter.
5787. And where were the tickets ? They were on the counter, covered over with a piece of paper, as far
as I can recollect.
.
5788. You say that, the man was a tall man ; are you sure of that ? Yes ; a tall, thin man.
6789. Do you know a conductor named Musgrave? No ; Ido not.
.5790. Has he not been pointed out to you lately? No; I do not know the conductors.
5791. Did you.not tell your husband that you had seen this conductor on the trams occasionally ; that he
was frolicsome, and given to winking at the girls ?- I do not know.
5792. What was the age of the man you saw in the shop ? . He would be a man of 30 or 35 I suppose.
5793. Is he in the Service still-. ? I do not know.
5794. How long is it since you saw him last ? I think the last time 1 saw him was in the shop,
5795. How was he dressed ? As far as I can recollect he had on a short coat and a hard hat.
5796. Not a soft felt hat ? No.
5797. Had he on a uniform coat ? No, I do not think so. I cannot recollect what he had on.
5798. We understood your husband distinctly to say that you said you would have no difficulty in recog
nising him ? I could not recognise him at all.
5799. Are you sure that you are not shrinking from a very unpleasant task ? No. I have sworn to tall
the truth. ' I quite understand what I have done.'
§800. Aud you are not shrinking from a very unpleasant duty ? No ; I am not
.
'
'
‘
...............
■
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5801. You do not feel Awkwardly situated on being called upon to recognise this man ? No. I am Elizabeth
; Elton.
telling you what I believe to be the truth. I should not know the man again.
,
5802. I could understand your saying that you could not be positive P 'Well I could hot swear to him.
5803. But you described him accurately to your husband ? I may have remembered him then, but I 6 Sept'’ 1- '
could not do so now.
•
5804:. Mr. Broch?\ It is quite possible that if you saw him you might recollect him ? I might, perhaps.
5805. Could he not have been younger than 30 p He may have. I am not a very good judge of
S^6S.
•
■
•
5806 Did yon not tell your husband that he was quite a young fellow? Well I should not consider
30 old.
.
5807. Do you know a conductor named Lane? No. The man I saw in the shop strongly resembled
him so they say, Lane, I belieye was a fair man, and so was this man in the shop,
•

'

FRIDAY, 7 SEPTEMBER, 1888.
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flrraent:—

.

A. KIOHAKDSONj Esq., President.
K. W. THOMPSON, Esq., M.P.,

|

E. A. BEOCK, Esq., J.P.

John Bell called in, sworn, and examined:—■
5808. President.'] We have sent for you because we understand that you have-elaborated a system of cash j. Bell,
collection which in your opinion would be successful in doing away with the frauds which have recently — a
occurred. We will ask you to explain this to us, and in so doing to be as brief and concise as possible in 7 Sept., 1888.
justice to the merits of your own invention ; would there be any difficulty in putting it upon paper in a
descriptive form ? None subject to the model being shown. Of course I cannot give any diagrams or
explicit details.'
5809. Will you give us a brief and concise statement of your scheme ? Yes. About ten years ago my
attention was first directed to the matter of tramway fares, by the- offer of a small bonus for the best
system of collection and registration, made by a tramway proprietor in Dunedin, N.Z. As I was con’
nected with the passenger department of the railways at the time I was specially requested to think the
•
matter over, and accordingly I devoted considerable care to the question. After turning over many and
various ticket systems, I was forced to the conclusion that tickets were a most objectionable and unsatis
factory medium of payment. Almost every style of tickets left very much room for fraud, by forgery in
'
the first place, then by resale after collection, and also entailed such a cumbrous routine of printing',
stockkeeping, and record of issue to vendors, besides being hampered and discouhted by commission to
intermediate agents between the department and the public. Then again, tickets must be - either
mutilated at time of inspection by conductor, so as to be invalid in future, or they must be collected,
and such collection registered and checked again. Seeing that, under any ticket system, provision must
'
always be made for those ignorant and improvident persons, who will travel occasionally, unprepared
with tickets, thinking cash good enough to pay for their journey, I was impelled to 'conclude that, .
provided the due collection and registration of cash fares could be guaranteed, tickets were an unnecessary
obstruction between the authorities and the traveller. Innumerable schemes presented themselves to my
mind, only to be beaten by my inability to provide for a constant supply of change, combined with, a
limited space, such as a conductor could conveniently carry about with him. On leaving the railway
service I gave no more thought to the matter, save in a perfunctory mauner, when occasionally aroused
by seeing the different styles of fare collection as I travelled the various Colonies. Within four hours
■
however after my arrival in Sydney I was struck by the erratic collection of fares in a tram to Moore
' Park Cricket Ground, and I have ever since given more or less attention to the subject. Eroin constant
observation of non-register or incorrect record by the conductors of the Sydney trams I was more than
ever convinced of the insecurity afforded by a ticket system, which left such large opportunities for resale
with impunity ; as I noticed it was mostly when tickets were paid in unbroken quantities of four, six, or
more, on long runs, that the register was incorrect. When, added to the above, I found that cash was at
one time refused altogether, and at another charged a premium of 50 or 100 per cent, on ordinary fare,
with the multiplied opportunities for dishonesty by the use of an additional register, (as the same one
could not be used for cash and tickets), I was stimulated to greater effort to combat the difficulty.
Thoroughly satisfied as to the drawbacks to the ticket system, and impressed with the need for a cash
medium of travel, I was convinced that no system which left the registration of collections in .the power
of the collector would ever be satisfactory, and as all our lines are run on practically a penny fare basis', I
vvorked on that and have now, I think, perfected ,my'cash register, which I have submitted to you'. By
niy system the conductor’s bag is divided into two compartments, one of which, under special lock and
key, contains the cash register with the receptacle sticking out of the top of the bag, while the other part
has simply a flap cover with a strap. Communication is provided between the compartments, within the
bag, by a space below the centre partition, and the open part of the bag is slightly deeper than that con■
taining the machine. I purpose that every person must pay and deposit his or her own fare, so that the
conductor does not handle it. On satisfying himself that the fare is correct, the conductor releases the
coin, which passes through the machine into the bag, being automatically registered en route. Seeing that.
the coin has been registered, it is now available and- can be used by the conductor for giving change, as he'
•
has access to it by the flap part of the bag, 1 bus at once lightening his load and accommodating the'
traveller, who can always be supplied with change for silver coin. Of course it is at once apparent that
this system would be awkward in application to our present styles of cross-seated cars, but this I would
suggest could be easily met, by a slight sacrifice of sitting room in cutting a passage equal iu width to say
one person’s sitting room, through the several seats' of the car, thereby affording collecting facility for the
.
conductor and distributing passage for the passenger, after the tram was in motion. Again it will'be
.
probably objected that the public will take umbrage at, and resent a system, which provides a penny as a sine qua non on a tram-car. This difficulty is more imaginary than real, as the public is essentially teachable,
and docile, as proved by their submission to the arbitrary rule' which at present prevails, compelling them
fo buy tickets or pay heavily for their neglect. Moreover, the need to cany pence is reduced to a minimum
'1' V
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by the fact that the conductor will always have a supply of change available and circulating in his bag. I
would instance also all the trams in the principal towns of the old country, almost all of which run penny
7 Sept., 1888, sections, and where no grumbling is ever heard about the vulgar coin. In fact, substitute any term of fare
for the word penny and the objections vanish at once. I have heard suggestions of tokens being used and
sold as tickets, but all the objections to ticket systems again apply, while I cannot see any need for coining a
medium when we already have one, in the ordinary currency. Some objections may be raised, on the score of
weight for the conductor to carry, but when you consider, that pence weigh 3 to 1 oz., pr four shillings to the
pound weight, one pound value of coppers only weighs 5 lb., and by the process of constantly giving change,
the weight would not accumulate very rapidly, and I do not think the conductor would be overburdened.
Every machine could be adjusted by the authorised officer at the head office, the normal state being zero,
and they would all be interchangeable, so as to fit any bag. Each conductor, on setting out on every
journey from principal terminus, would be supplied with a given quantity of change in silver and copper,
the amount being duly debited on his machine, and on his return his cash would be taken from him and
counted, the machine again being set at zero. Once more the difficulty of seeing fares at night suggests
itself, but as nearly all our trams are fairly W'ell lighted up at night, only the top deck need be considered,
and here, if the tinkling of the automatic bell be deemed insufficient, the conductor could use a small hand
lamp to shine through the glass front of the coin box. As I notice, however, that all the newly-built ears
are of one deck only, and are much in favor, I think this difficulty will not prove inseparable. It would
be necessary to see that the amount of change furnished to each conductor at the beginning of each
journey was sufficient to provide for the contingency of an organised effort being made to obstruct, by a
large demand for change on the first few sections of the journey, before time was given to make any col
lections. In conclusion, gentlemen, while I do not claim as yet, perfection either in design or execution,
I think I have attained to such a degree of improvement on all previous modes of collection, as fully
warrants me in submitting my scheme to you, and praying for your careful and favourable consideration.
5810. How soon do you think you could have your invention so complete that it would be possible to make
a trial of it ? I have an idea that I can still decidedly improve it. I might be able to let you have one in
four or five days perhaps. This machine cost me £1, but in the event of their being made in large numbers
they ought not to cost more than 7s. 6d. The bag attached to the register cost me 32s., but I think you
ought to get it made for about 16s. '
581-1. Do you think that the cost of equipping each conductor with a bag and cash register complete would
exceed 40s. ? No,. I do not think so. Ton wdll observe that the machine is intended purely for the
collection of pence.
5812. Mr..Thompson.'] Have you considered the probability of a conductor being robbed when upon the
tram ? ‘Well, he docs not empty his receptacle upon the tram, aud nothing but coppers would go into it.
He can put the silver for which he gives change in his pocket or in some other receptacle.
5813. Suppose there has been a very busy day and the conductor has taken a lot of coppers wdiich it wrould
be well wrorth the while of some rogues to take from him; under ordinary circumstances it is not worth
■ wdnle robbing a man of his tickets, but coppers are not identifiable in any way, and if a man had £5 or £6
•worth.of- coppers you can easily understand there would be a great temptation to take them from him ?
I think it would be only in the case of the last run wdien there would be any risk whatever. There would
be so many of the ordinary travelling public about at any other time that it would not be worth the risk,
but the money could be taken out so frequently that the conductor would never be carrying more than the
proceeds of one round trip.
5814. Mr. BrocJc.'] Have you any idea of the weight of pence? About three to the ounce, I think they
go. A pound’s worth of coppers w'ould wreigh 5 lb. What occurred to me as an objection to the present
system was the necessity for dual registers—one for cash, and one for tickets. By introducing the current
medium, and having one register, you do away with this awkward system of dual register, thereby
minimising.labour and. ensuring greater accuracy. Moreover in any system of tickets you must either
provide a cash register for cash or else exclude cash altogether by an arbitrary rule.
5815. President.'] I wish now to go into a few objections to your system from our point of view. I
presume that having given so much consideration and thought to this admirable invention of yours you
have carefully considered it in connection with the present system of tramways. It seems to me that the
collection of fares in the way devised by you on the top of the tram would be simple enough ; but I want
to know how you propose to collect the fares on the lower deck when it is crowded, seeing that you propose
that the passengers should place their own fares in the register and that the lower portions of the cars
are divided into cross sections ? By introducing into the lower portion of the cars the formation of the
upper portion. This would leave the conductor perfectly free in the collection of his tickets, and would
afford to the public ten times the facilities for re-entry and distribution that they possess at the present
time. Let me give you an illustration: Under the present system we have a gentleman and two ladies
wishing to get into a crowded car. He has to run along from one door to another in great confusion,,
ultimately putting one lady in at one door another in at another, and getting in himself where he can, the
ladies, having no tickets, and he having to tell the conductor that he will pay for the two ladies. By
retaining the present side doors, you have the same facilities for exit and entrance that you have at the
present time, and in the suggested instance where a gentleman has two ladies with him, they can get on
to the car and adjust themselves after the car has started ? I would have the doors as at present with
this difference, that there might possibly be, as I dare say will be objected, a certain sacrifice of room, but
that sacrifice of room I would so minimise that the advantages will be hugely m favour of the Department
and of the travelling public. Tou would have almost a full broadside access to your car, something after
the fashion of the North Shore dummies, and you would at the same time have provision for shelter.
.Instead.of having a passage at each end of the seat as you have now, on the upper deck I would have one
passage in the centre, which I think would answer every purpose. It would allow people to circulate, and
would allow the conductor to pass from one side to the other in the collection of the tickets. The con
ductor would remain within the car doing the whole of his collection with perfect safety,
5816. What do you suppose would be the cost of aliering the cars ? Very trifling, I think, if the present
sitting accommodation were adapted.
5817. Do you think it would cost £50 a car? No, I think the present seats will do the whole business.
5818. Do you. think the conductor would have ample time to got through the whole of his work on a
crowded occasion.?. I think he would have ample time to collect his fares on any particular section.
'.I
5819.

..
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5819. Do you not think there would be great objection on the part of the public to the carrying about of
so many pence ? I cannot see any real objection.
5820. You do not think there is any danger of the public rising in a body and protesting against the use
of this currency ? They would only require to carry 2d. or 4d. at the outside. Passenger's at the present
time have to carry a receptacle for tickets. Why should they not carry a few pence P
'
5821. Do you think there would be a sufficient quantity of coppers in Sydney to answmr the purpose,?
That I do not know. '
'
5822. Mr. Thompson.'] Would it not do to introduce copper tokens instead of pence ? I do not think so.
5823. President.] Have you considered the matter in the light of the collection of fares at night ? Yes.
■ 5824. Yon think it would be perfectly safe at night ? Yes.
"’
■
5825. On the upper decks, for instance ? Yes.
•
5826. How could the conductor see whether a man put his penny in or not P By haying a bell attached
to the machine..
'
.
‘
r
5827. That is something extra then, it is not on the instrument now ? No, but it could be easily added,
5828. And in the matter of change what would you do ? Well I would supply each eond'ucitq'r with 2s.
or 5s. in coppers at starting, and these 1 think -would be sufficient until a certain number of fare's had
been collected.
■
■
'
' jr
5829. Don’t you think the necessity for putting into the register so large a number of coppers in the case
of a long journey such as Coogce,'Bondi, or Eandwdck, would irritate'many passengers, and would add to
the prejudice which would probably exist against the new system ? Well it might be 'so for a time, but
I think that difficulties of that kind would soon be overcome. There are always some people wffio complain.
when a system of this kind is changed.
.
■ . ’
' ’ '
5830. Will you show us next week the improvements which you intend to make in your register, and at
the same time give us any further information in your power to me.et some of the difficulties which we
■ have suggested ? Yes.
.
.
’
'
' "
■
George Andrews Bramston called in, sworn, and examined
5831. President.] I understand that you have some scheme which you wish to bring under pur notice,
which will facilitate the collection of tram-fares ? Yes.
’
' ■
5832. Will you be good enough to detail to us in your own words what you propose to do ? I will do so
as briefly as possible. The tram-tickets will be in the form of a roll. They wdll be printed upon 2-inch
lengths, and they will be of the same width as those at present in- use, one side will be blank and the' other
will be numbered from 1 to 1,000, or from 1 to 500,-as the case may be. Each roll will'.be of a
different colour, so that the different rolls may be changed from one line to another every week, dr if
necessary more frequently; I propose that the guard only shall issue the tickets taking cash, for' which
the ticket will be in reality a sort of printed receipt. The ticket will be stamped wffiile passing through
the tell-tale, so that it will be available only for the section upon' -which it is issued. . When the following
section is started, the tell-tale will be altered by pressing a spring, which will produce a different-number,
so that none of the previously issued tickets will be of any use then or at any other time. When the
tell-tale is received by the guard, the number of the first ticket will be entered in a book, and when-he
returns the cash it will have to tally with the number of tickets which -have been taken off the roll; for
instance, if the first ticket- is 200, aud when he returns the tell-tale, the number is 600, the conductor
will have to account for 400 fares. The amount will be entered in a book kept by the guard, and will be
signed or initialled by the person appointed to receive the bash, the book to'be audited periodically, but
not to pass through the hands of the officers who have received the money. ■ The tell-tale will be so con
structed that it will print on the blank side of the ticket the day of the month and the'year, also the
number of the section then being travelled upon.
'
5833. Yo.u have not a model of your tell-tale ? Not a proper model—no; I have a working model which
I constructed for my own guidance, that is all, but I can give you a rough drawing. This will' give 'you
merely the outline of the tell-tale.
'
'
5834. What is done with the ticket which is given when the cash is presented P The passenger keeps it
until the end of the section. He can afterwards destroy it or continue to keep it.
....
5835. Mr. Thompson^] But he would naturally keep it until the close of the section, or he might be asked
to pay again ? Yes.
'
"
5836. President.] How would you manage with your system under such circumstances as these : Suppose
a conductor made a trip to Leichhardt, and that he then worked in the yard until dinner-time, making'a
trip in the afternoon to some other place ? He would not have the tell-tale when he was working in the
yard. He would have given it up after the Leichhardt trip, and When he is .going out again in .the after^
noon he would have to say What line he Was going on, and he would get 'a tell-tale for that particular
line.
5837. But suppose a man started out to Waterloo and returned as far 'as the railway- station,'and Was
there detached to bring a railway tram into Bridge-street;—how would you manage that ? He- would still
Continue with the same tell-tale.
'
'
■
W
5838. You would allow him to keep the Waterloo tell-tale ? Yes; and if, he sells Hekets from that tell
tale it will register against him all the same.
'
5839. But would not that upset your plan with regard to your colour ? The'colours would be frequently
changed, and the public will not know what colour is fixed for a particular line.
'
5840. You have a double- check in the printing of the date and the colour of the tickets'-? Yes-.
.
5841. Reducing the chances of fraud to a .minimum ? Yes.
'
"
5842. Is there any bell ? No ; and if the passenger cannot show his ticket he must pay again-.
5843. But would you not have a bell when he pays in the first instance ? I see no nec'essity for .it.
5844. Mr. Thompson.] Would you not confuse your takings upon the different lines, if a man was
suddenly changed from one line to another, using the same colour on two or three different line's :ih the
same day? I do not think so. The number of tickets issued' on the different lines could be ascertained.
Moreover, there would be the book initialled by the person appointed to receive -the cash, a margin kept
by left for memoranda, and an entry could be made something in this why: “ Started'bn Eore'st Lodge
section with ticket 200, finished up with ticket 500. Started on Leichhardt section with'ticket'501;,
finished.up with ticket 600.” It would be easy to credit to each, line the issue of tickets due todtjand
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tHe tell-tale will still register the aggregate number of tickets. With, reference to the section number, if
Bramston.
a conductor were to go off the Forest Lodge on to the Leichhardt line it would be necessary for him at
7 Sept^lSSS, the time to change his section number to the number corresponding with that on the section to which he
was going. He can do this by simply touching a spring in the tell-tale.
5845. Mr. Brock.] He could change the number of the sections without drawing out any tickets ? Yes.
5846. Supposing a conductor issues tickets, and then picks them up and pretends to reissue them from
the tell-tale ? Of course the public will have to see that they do get their tickets from the tell-tale.
5847. But the conductor may appear to be issuing tickets from the tell-tale without doing so at all ? He
could not do that, because the tickets he would have picked would not correspond in their number with
the number of the section.
5848. Is this system in force anywhere ? Nowhere. I never travelled on tramways anywhere in my
life, except in New South Wales, therefore there is no piracy on my part. I do not think many tickets
will be picked up. The conductors would not have an opportunity to do so, and even if they did pick
up any. they could be used a second time upon the same section only, and upon the same journey only.
Even then you assume that the public would, not notice that he had not taken the ticket from the tell-tale?
5849. You propose to have a different number for every section ? Yes.
5850. Suppose there are four sections upon a line, the first section will be No. 1 on the outward trip
and No. 8 on the homeward trip. I am afraid the public would not understand ? It is not necessary that
they should know the number.
■
'
5851. Then if they did not know the number, how could they tell whether the conductor was selling them
an improper ticket; then again, the passengers themselves may pick up'tickets of the same colour, and
may hold them, sitting in a crowded tram, and leading the conductor to suppose that the number of the
tickets which they were holding was the number proper to the section, whereas it might belong to a previous
section ? The examination of the tickets would, I think, be quicker than the present operation, and the
guard would have some knowledge as to the person to whom he had issued tickets. He w'ould know
'
who had got in at the tram at the different sections.
5852. But suppose the tram was very crowded; a lot of men will throw away their tickets, and there
will be constant rows between people who have not paid and the conductor, who is anxious to make them
pay their fares ? Yes; but it will soon come to be understood that the passengers must retain their tickets
until they reach the end of the section.
■
5853. The same ticket may do two men for one section, one man getting down at one point and another
man at another ? But it is not fair to charge twice for the same section. What does the Department
lose even if two men do ride on the same ticket. They can travel only upon one section which . has been
paid for. .
5854. But the Government, as you must see, lose at least 2d. by that transaction ? Well that is a
matter which must be left to the conductor. If he were to do his duty such a thing could not be done.
If. two or three people got on to the tram together he ought to see that a ticket was issued to each
of them.
5855. President.] Suppose the conductor found a man with a ticket under the circumstances suggested
by. Mr..Brock, and a dispute occurred, the conductor charging the in an with not having paid his fare.
The man says, “ There is a ticket.” • The man might have an action against the conductor, even although
he might be a swindler, because the ticket would be a receipt for the money ?■ Yes, I admit that; but I
do. not think it is very likely to occur.
.
5856. How do you think your system would work at night-time ? Of course there would have to be
sufficient light upon the cars. The reason I have suggested that blank tickets should be .issued is that I
think a great number of the tickets now in circulation, instead of being printed at the Government
Printing Office, are forgeries.
'
5857. As to your machine getting out of order, what do you propose? It is very simple. There is only
one small, spiral spring. The rest is plain roll and tape.
5858. What would you use for marking the tickets ? The tell-tale would be self inking. Of course if you
thought it necessary to have a bell attached to the tell-tale that could be done without any alteration of
existing mechanism.
5859. Mr. Thompson.] You say that there is a spring ? Only one.
,
5860. Does that spring touch a ratchet so as to keep the ratchet on the wheel ? The spring will remove
the ratchet so that the wheel can revolve.
°
'
5861. Is it not within the bounds of possibility that a mechanician could take off the face of the machine
and. alter the ratchet and spring in such a way as to interfere ■ with the whole of the working of the
machine, putting out, at the same time, a false row of tickets. He would know the colours, and there
would be no difficulty in his.issuing the tickets if the machine could be manipulated? It is impossible
that this machine can be interfered with inside in that way, so that what you suggest is impossible.
5862.' No man could interfere with the machine in such a way as to palm off upon the public forced
tickets? No. ,
.
.
■
°
5863. But suppose a man were to take off the face of the disc, and were to take out the. proper roll of
tickets and substitute a false roll ? He could not do that.
5864. Does not your plan suppose that the conductor will be perfectly honest, and would not meddle
with the machine ? He would have to break up the machine to get out the roll of tickets.
5865. But I presume that when the proper roll of tickets is put in at the office the machine is locked.-'
Surely the conductor could get a key to fit the machine. Or, suppose again that the conductor and the
man in the office whose duty it was to put in the roll of tickets were in collusion, they might work it
between themselves that,a certain number should be taken off the proper roll for their mutual benefit ?
Of course the man who has the handling of the keys could do what he liked with it.
5866. Of course you understand that it is our duty to raise every difficulty which suggests itself to us ?
Of course I understand that.
' 1 ’
5867. It has been proved to our satisfaction that the present registers can be meddled with in two dif
ferent ways, so that it will ring without registering, permitting the conductor to take as many tickets as
he pleases from passengers without accounting for them, no one being any the wiser except himself ? -1
thmk the present registers are too complicated, aud I can quite understand that what you surest could
take, place;
5868. .Why ? If I had a small screw-driver for a few minutes I could so fix up one of the present
registers that it would not register unless I wished it to do so.
58G9.
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5869. Have you any reason for thinking that the present tramway-tickets are forged? No ; it is simply
Bramston.
my impression.
■
5870. President.'] But you say that it can he done? Yes.
5871. And your opinion is that it has been done ? Yes. I see no difficulty in it. I could find a man 7 Sept, 1888.
who would cut a stone to do it.
5872. We are satisfied that the frauds are not perpetrated in that way. There is a regular check upon
that. If you had a large number of forged tickets there would be corresponding discrepancy between sales
and collections ? Yes ; I see that. If you arrive at the conclusion that my machine is worth a test I' shall
be very happy of going to the expense of having oiie made, and if it should prove satisfactory, and should
be adopted, I should expect some remuneration in exchange for the idea.
'
5873. What do you think would be the cost of producing it ? I think the cost of a model would be from
£10 to £12 ; but it would not cost anything like that to produce the machine afterwards. It would be
composed entirely of light metal.
5874. Would it be as heavy as the two present register's ? I do not think so. It would be about the
same weight with the roll in it.
5875. Would £10 or £12 include the cost of putting the bell in? Yes.
Hugo Dahms called in, sworn, and examined:—
5876. President.] We understand that you have some proposition to lay before us with regard to the H. Dahms.
collection of fares on the tramways ;—is that so ? I am not aware that I have any very definite propo^
sition to make. All that I have to say I think I have said in a letter which I have already addressed to 7 Sept., 1888.
the Commission. I observed in the papers that the Board were desirous of having as many' opinions or
suggestions^ as could be offered, in order to enable them to arrive at a proper conclusion. I have been
thinking chiefly as to whether some way could not be adopted of avoiding or preventing frauds for the future.
A great many different suggestions have been sent to the newspapers, all of which are to my mind more or
.
less impracticable. It seems to me that the principal cause of the present frauds consists in the fact that the
conductors have the handling of the tickets all to themselves. They are in an open bag, and a great
temptation is thus presented to the conductor. However perfect a tell-tale maybe they will, put it out
of order, in order that they may yield to the temptation. The only way to stop this would be to construct
an apparatus into which the tickets could be put, and from which they could not be abstracted, except by'
an officer appointed for the purpose, who would have the key. I was thinking that two beys might be
used simultaneously,^ so that one man would not be able to pick the lock. I make this suggestion because
1 think it quite possible that the Commission may have confined their attention to improvement in the
tell-tale, without regard to any other plan for the collection of the tickets.
5877. Mr. Thompson.] No fraudulent manipulation of cash has come under your individual notice ? No.
5878. Has it not occurred to you that so long as the present registers remain in use your plan would be
a failure, because the guard, if he intended to defraud, would take good care not to put the tickets which he
wished to keep into your box; he would put them elsewhere, as he has been in the habit of doing in the
past ? A lot of things could be done to rectify that. You could make them punch a hole in the tickets,
so that when they had been once used they would be of no further use.
'
5879. And then you would find that a large number of tickets would not be punched at all. A man
would ring for 500 tickets, whereas he might have taken 700 ?■ "Where does he put the tickets ?
5880. You do not suppose that he puts them into his bag ? I have never seen the conductors putting
them anywhere else. The best safe is no safe at all to a prolessional thief, yet safes deter millions of
people from committing robberies. It has always seemed to me that there has been a great temptation
from the fact that the conductors have the tickets in their hands.
'
5881. Have you travelled on the trams frequently ? Yes.
•
5882. You appear to think that it would be too risky for the conductor to put the tickets into his pocket ?
Yes, I should think so, most decidedly.
■
■
5883. Then how do you think they have managed to rob the Government in the way in which they have
done—one man bringing in a bag with 500 tickets, and another man bringing in a bag containing a com
paratively small number ? "Well I should think the only way they have been able to do that has been by
interfering with their registers.
5884. What is your trade ? I am a watchmaker.
Alfred Solomon called in, and further examined:—
5885. President^] I understand that you wish to make to us a statement with regard to the irregular pur- A. Solomon,
chase of certain tram-tickets ? Yes. My wife told me that she was standing outside a shop-window, next to r———\
the “ Cheshire Cheese Hotel.” I believe it is a small fruit-shop. She says that she saw two men go in, 7 Sept., 1888.
and she states absolutely that she saw one of the men sell eleven tram-tickets, receiving in exchange for
them, 4d. I do not know by whom the shop is kept. If Mrs. Solomons is served with a subpoena she
will probably be willing to attend, and give you the information you require. With regard to the sugges
tion which I made to the Commission yesterday, I hope they will seriously consider the advisableness of
cancelling all the present licenses. I think that if the sale of tickets is not confined to the Department
fresh licenses should be issued only to old-established business people, of undoubted character. I would'
supply each of them with a stamp, which would date every ticket as they disposed of it, and I would
prohibit them, under a heavy penalty, from purchasing tickets other than from the Department.
5886. What good do you think the dating would do ? It would prevent tickets being used on another
day; they would be useful only for that day.
5887. Then the conductors would have to go through an additional check,—instead of only collecting and
'
ringing their bells they would have to be satisfied that the tickets were rightly dated ? Yes, they would
have to examine the tickets.
5888. Mr. Brock.] And every person, instead of buying a shilling’s worth, or 2s. 6d. worth of tickets, as
they do now, would have to buy only what they might require for a particular day ? Yes, that is so.
.
They would have to buy only such tickets as were necessary for their present requirements. Upon the
railways people do not purchase a week’s supply of tickets.
.
.
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James .Roberts recalled and further examined:—
'
Supt.
5889. President.'] We have asked you to attend again because there is a very important discrepancy
J. Roberts, between your evidence and that given by Mr. Lambert, the register repairer, and also that given by
^or£iI1’ t^e special conductor, and it is on a very important point indeed. The statement is that both on
Sept., 888.
occagion -when Keen reported the matter to you that according to Graham the registers could be
manipulated, and also on the further occasion when with your consent Moran took a pair of registers to
Graham to ask him how the thing could be done, you submitted the registers to Lambert the repairer,
and that he informed you that they could not be manipulated with a pin in the manner described ? Yes.
Keen made his first statement to me on I think about 18th February. Mr. Tyrer brought him into my
room somewhere about that date. I am not quite certain as to the day. When Keen first came I was'
out and he sat in Mr. Tyrer’s room. Mr. Tyrer eventually brought him up into my room, and he there
made a statement to the effect that he could tell me how the frauds were.being carried on. Eventually,
however, it seemed that he could not do the thing. Allowing Keen to remain in my room for a few
- minutes I immediately came over here and saw Mr. Yernon, and after .a few words of conversation with
I think Moran I sent young Muir out for Lambert, who came to me within I should say two or three
hours. Mr. Primrose will be able to tell you about it. He brought up a pair of registers to me for
Lambert to try, and Lambert most distinctly told me that no fraud could be perpetrated by a piece of
wire or by means of a pin. Mr. Tyrer will remember Lambert coming. He knew perfectly well that
he came, and I think both Mr. Primrose and Mr. Tyrer will remember that Lambert said that the thing
could not be done. I also told Moran that it coulcL not be done. I did not know anything about tbe
inside of the bells. I am not supposed to know anything about it. I said to Moran, “ We must alter
our plans. These frauds must be carried on by their not ringing for the, proper amount of tickets.”
I remember saying to Moran at the time, “We are wrong; this is not the way it has been done. If
there have been any frauds at all it has been done by their not ringing for a sufficient number
of fares.”. If Lambert had told me that the thing could be done I should have called the registers in
immediately and have had them all examined, but he so satisfied me that it could not be done that I
abandoned all my plans. I had got Camphin the detective and had brought him down to Mr. Yernon,
and we arranged with Mr. Yernon that we were to engage some man, a foreigner, to open a shop. I
allowed the matter to remain in Mr. Vernon’s hands to decide who should do it. I was so convinced and
satisfied in my mind, after my interview with Lambert, that the thing could not be done that I actually
went away for a short holiday. If I had been satisfied as to the result of that interview that the bells
could be manipulated in the way represented to us I certainly should not have gone away at that time.
5890. You thought when you got this evidence from Lambert, I suppose, that you had been upon an
entirely false scent ? Yes ; as far as committing any fraud with a piece of wire was concerned, because
I tried twenty different registers and they were all right.
5891. On what other occasion did you consult Lambert. Did you consult him again ? I am not certain,
I know that the register Graham had would not work. He found that he could not do it with that pair.
'
I also tried it myself at the time, and found that it could not be done.
5892. I imagine”that Lambert having definitely told you once, and as you thought for all, that it could
not be done, you did not think that it was of any further use to try the thing any more ? No ; he never
made any report to me about anything going wrong in connection with the other registers, and he bad
all the other registers to repair for years.
5893. If Lambert has stated and has sworn positively that he has never been asked whether by the
insertion of a pin or piece of wire this fraud could be perpetrated until after the whole of the disclosures
came out, is he swearing falsely ? He is altogether mistaken.
5894. Do you remember some three years ago, after Lambert was appointed to the position of register
repairer, that in your presence he stated to Mr. Tyrer (Mr. Primrose being also present, and I think a
Mr. Knox) that a register in a certain condition in which it had been returned by a man who was
applying for the position of repairer should not be used, because it would be open to conductors to do
what they liked with it ? Primrose was the first man from whom I heard that. I did not hear it from
Lambert. After bearing it from Primrose my impression is that I asked Lambert myself.
- ■ , 5895. What did he say ? He said that it would not be safe to allow the conductors to have that particular
register, and we never used it.
,
.
You understood him then to be referring to some careless act or mistake on the part of the
repairer of that particular register ? Yes. Some person who sent in an application that he might be
allowed to repair the registers.
5897. But you took Lambert’s observation to refer to the careless act on the part of this particular man
who wished to be employed as repairer P Well of course I did.
5898. And as referring only to that one register ? Yes ; only to that register.
■
0899. You did not understand that he referred to the registers as a whole ? No; not as a whole. If I
had thought that-1 should have called them in immediately.
5900. If you hear from us that Lambert understood that this particular weakness might apply to the
registers as a whole, are you not surprised that he did not make some recommendation on the subject ?
He should certainly have reported, the matter to me. I never heard anything of the kind except in
regard to this one pair of registers.
5901. If you had been told by Lambert at that particular time that there was this weakness, and that the
registers were liable to be manipulated, would you not yourself have made a special report to the Com
missioner, recommending their withdrawal or some modification of them ? Most decidedly.
'
5902. But you are quite positive that Lambert’s report on that occasion, which, as I understand, was not
made to yourself, had reference only to careless work on the part of a man seeking the office of register
repairer ? Yes. Lambert has always spoken to me in the highest terms of the safety of the register.
He has said that they could not be manipulated, and that he never knew that they'could be interfered
'
with
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Supt.
with in this way until the Greeley-I’errier affair. The only report I have ever received from Lambert as
to the manipulation or maltreatment of a pair of registers was with reference to a case which is on record. J. Roberts.
T refer to Thomas Lane’s registers. It is in these terms :—
.
■ 12Se^d888.
“ I beg to call your attention to the fact that some of the registers are being wilfully damaged.
N os. 5086 and 2990 were both broken, evidently by having the handles drawn down, but not
sufficiently far to allow them to go back ; they have been driven back by a blow; thus, in the
first case, bending the crank-shaft and stripping the screw thread, and in the second place,
•
breaking out the crank-pin. The first occurred in the end of last month and the second last
week. You will kindly ascertain who does so that the same may be discontinued.”
On the receipt of this report with reference to Lane’s register he was taken off the cars altogether. That
is the only report Lambert has ever made to me, and it is dated on the 18th June last.
5903. Mr. Jiroclc^ Do you remember the man who applied for employment as repairer of registers—the
man to whom.you have just been referring ? No.
'
.
5904. President!] Lambert seemed to think it hard that he was not supplied with the names of the con
ductors i He could have had the names if he had asked for them. He knows almost every conductor on
the line. He is himself an old conductor.
5905. What 1 mean is that he seemed to think it hard that he should not know the names of the" conduc
tors in connection with the registers sent in to him for repair ? That is a matter for the Traffic Auditor.'
Lambert could have got the name of any man who had had-any particular register by asking for it, because
fevery register is booked to the man who is using it.
"
5906. I don’t know but that what Lambert argues is fair. He says that if he had the names of the men
in connection with the numbers of the registers he could keep a little ledger against each man, and that
if for instance any particular man brought in his register two or three times for repairs within a short
period he would then have his suspicion aroused and would be in a better position to know whether
anything wrong had been done in connection with that particular register. It is quite true that he has
the numbers of the registers, and he admits that he would only have to go to the office to find out the
names of the men who had been using them; but he says, to give you an instance, “ Smith may. have
register 89 to-day, and to-morrow he may have 91.” And Lambert argues that if he had the informa
tion for which he asks, and saw that No. 91 had been treated in the same rough way as .No. 89, his
suspicions would be at once directed against a particular man, whereas, under the present system, he has
:not such an account to refer to ? He could keep an account of every register he takes away for repairs,
and he should do so ; and if a particular register came to him several times in succession wanting repair,
all that . he would have to do would be to go to Mr. Oakes, who deals with the books, and obtain the
information from him.
5907. I am afraid you do not quite follow the point. If a man, for instance, had No. 89 it would be easy
for the repairer to notice that this same register came in several times running, and even then his suspicion
might be aroused ; but there are cases in which the men change registers, when, for instance, a man
brings in a register for repair another register is issued to him, and there is not the same sequence in
Lambert’s books as he reports by number ; for instance, supposing No. 91 were the next register issued to
the man who had held 89, he would not necessarily connect the two numbers, whereas, if he' had the
names, he might at once say to himself, “ Here is the same man again with his register needing repair ?
Yes, it might assist matters in that way ; but there is at present no obstacle in the way of Lambert getting
■every information.
'
>
■5908. Still you think there would be no harm in letting him have the information for which he asks ?
■Well there might be harm in this way: Of course I do not say that it is the case; but suppose Lambert
had one or two favourite conductors ; these men might be suffered to perpetrate fraud continually, and
the repairing of their registers might not be properly brought under the notice of the authorities.
.
5909. You do not think it desirable that Lambert should have this information ? I do not.
• 5910. You think it is a good thing that Lambert should know the registers by numberonly? Of
'course.
.
_
■5911. And that he should report anything in connection with a particular number, and that it should be
then left to the Traffic Auditor to institute a comparison between the number and the names ofthe men
who had been using it, following up any delinquency which might be apparent ?
Yes.
.
5912. Mr. Brock.] Did not this man who applied for employment as register repairer send in a written
application ? Not to me.
5913. Was this when Lambert was appointed? No. Lambert was in full work when the application
■was received; but this other man professed his willingness to do the work much cheaper and much
better. I think he wrote to the Secretary about the matter. I know he did not write to me.
5914. You have no idea of the date of the application ? No, I have not.
5915. And you do not know the man’s name ? No, I do not. I was not consulted in the matter at all.
5916. I suppose you still have the register which this man repaired as a sample ? I think Mr. Primrose
gave them back to Lambert, in order that they might be altered again. I think we were short of bells. I
know that they were not used in the way in which they were returned .to us by this man.
•
5917. I thought yCu said just now that they had not been used ? Not in the state in which they were
first returned.
5918. You have no new registers at the present time ? No. We had to supply Newcastle, and I think we
have no new ones left.
”
5919. Do you consider Lambert a thoroughly efficient man ? I consider him a good man, but it is not for
me to say whether he is an able mechanic.
5920. But you appointed him ? I recommended him. I had seen some of his work. I think I had seen
some watches that he had repaired, and which he had done very well.
' .
.
5921. You had a good opinion of his mechanical genius? I have a good opinion of him now. I believe
him to be a straightforward honest man.
5922. You think that possibly in giving his evidence he has made some mistake of forgotten himself .; that
is, his evidence as to his not being consulted about the possibility of fraudulently manipulating the
registers by the use of a pin or a piece of wire ? I think he must have forgotten. I am certain that Mr.
Tyrer was there, and that he will know all about it. I told Moran about the matter also. ■ There can be
no mistake about it.
’
5923.

(
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5923. Lambert admits having been called over to your office to examine a pair ol registers, and be saj's
er^3' that he reported that these registers were in working order, but he says decidedly that he was never asked
anything about a piece of wire or a pin—that is to say, that he was never consulted as to whether fraud
could be committed in that way or not, but that he was merely asked if a certain pair of registers were in
■working order, he telling you that they were P I cannot say about the use of a pin, but I am positive
about the piece of wire.
_ .
5924. Had you the wire there ? Yes, I showed him the thing. We tried it, and we found that it could
not be done. He said then, “ That proves that the register is in good order.”
5925. You are sure that it was not after the whole thing came out that you showed him how the thing
was done with the piece of wire ? 'No ; I am sure it was at the time that Keen made his statement to me.
I remember it distinctly, because I thought at that time of opening a shop and catching the perpetrator of
the fraud in another way. I know that it was before the 1st March, because it was that date that I went
to Melbourne.
.
.
5926. You understand the great importance of this matter, because directly you told Moran that it could
not be done in that way he naturally concluded that he had been upon a false scent P Yes ; I quite
understand that. I remember saying to him, “ We must turn our minds to something else ; we must
look out for the men who do not ring sufficiently for their fares.” It put me off my guard altogether.
I should never have gone to Melbourne had I thought otherwise. I would have arranged something with
Camphin.
5927. In point of fact, Moran was not working outside you, but with you ? Ever since Keen made his
statement Moran watched him. He watched him that morning at my office until he went away. We
■brought Keen out privately on to my .balcony into Mr. Tyrer’s room so that he should not be seen by two
other conductors who were there. Then Moran came to my room and asked me a question at to what
Lambert had said. I told him Lambert had said that the thing could not be done.
5928. But surely Moran must have seen Lambert go into your room ? I did not ask him that question.
5929. Was he on the premises ? I could not say for certain.
'
5930. Did Moran come to ask about it immediately Lambert had gone ? It was not a second afterwards.
5931. Then Moran must have known that Lambert was with you ? Yes, of course. I presume he was
at the door waiting.
•
5932. Mr. Brock.] Have you ever compared Musgrave’s receipts with the receipts of other assistant
conductors on the same lines ? I have not to my recollection.
■
5933. President.] Don’t you think it was advisable to have done it ? It may have been done. I cannot
say. I don’t properly recollect.
5934. If there is no marked difference between Musgrave’s statement of receipts and the statement of
receipts handed in by other men upon the same line, it seems to me that it is very hard to suspect him of
wrongdoing ? I could furnish you with an account of the whole of his takings.
5935. Mr. Brock.] He has been assistant conductor on every line at different times; would not that
make it easier to detect him than to detect a man who always has the same line ? No; I should think it
would make it harder. It would always be harder, I should think, to detect an assistant conductor.
5936. But Musgrave has been on the Waverley line for a week at a stretch ? Yes.
5937. Could you not compare his return.during that week with the return of another assistant conductor
on the same line ? Yes.
5938. President.] Could you get at the returns for January, February, March, and April, and pick out a
week in each of those months, giving us a return of Musgrave’s receipts during those periods, and com
paring them with- the corresponding returns of some other assistant conductor on the same line ? Yes ;
I will do so.
5939. And the same with regard to Ferrier and Fraser, making a comparison between their returns and
the returns of some other man of the same rank on the same lines ? Yes.
5940. You remember in your previous evidence referring to Musgrave’s absence with his bag and bell
from a certain Wednesday until the following Saturday ? Yes. I found that Musgrave’s bag and bells
were not given in between a certain Thursday morning and the following Saturday. I have compared the
contents of the bag when it was handed in with the contents of the bags of other conductors under similar
circumstances, and I find that his return compares favourably with theirs.
5941. Mr. Brock.] Speaking roughly, what would a conductor on the Waverley line take in a week—say
an assistant conductor? I could not say. There would be an enormous number of tickets. He would
make about eight runs in one day. A man might take a round trip from Bridge-street and collect the
whole of his fares to Queen-street; that is a 2d. section, and possibly he might not account for
them. I should think he might make about 30s. on the round trip. I think it would be quite possible
for him to do that.
5942. Without your noticing any perceptible difference in his returns ? Yes. I should think a man
might easily make 8s. or 10s., or on some days even-a £1 without showing much, if any, difference.
When there is any bustle, and when there is heavy loading, people would not take much notice of the way
in which he collected his fares. This fraud, I am sure, is never done in empty trams. They use their
pins when the tram is pretty full. I find that, on a day which has already- been referred to in the
evidence, when Musgrave was on the Kandwick Kacecourse trip he brought in £4 7s., and that amount
compares favourably with the amounts brought in by the other conductors.
5943. President^ Still he may have taken a few shillings ? Yes ; and it is also necessary to bear in mind
that the men were about that day, and that he might therefore have been careful. I should like to say
here that I do not think that' Hannam is a very good man. About a fortnight .ago I received some
. information about him. I heard of his calling a woman off the street at Market-street. He took her to
Forest Lodge. He left his car there and went away with her, and came back again. When I challenged
him with the affair he admitted calling the woman out of the street and taking her to Forest Lodge. He
does not admit having connection with her, and he says she paid her fare. I am pretty well sure, how
ever, that she did not do so.
,
5944. Do you not think that would have been sufficient ground for dismissal ? I did not know what to
do in the matter because this inquiry was proceeding at the time.
5945. Mr. Brockd] How long did he leave his tram ? Only for a few minutes.
5946. Where could he have gone ? He could have gone straight down into Allen’s bush.
5947*

1
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5947. How long do you suppose that would have taken him ? Well I should say it would have" taken’
Supt.' /
him at least 10 minutes to go down'to Allen’s bush and back again.
■ J. Eoberts.
5948. President^] Having regard to Colls’ relationship with Musgrave, don’t you think it strange that
he should not know something more of Musgrave than he appears to know ? I don’t think Musgrave i2SepM888.
would trust him. My opinion is that if Colls thought there was anything wrong he should come forward
and speak to me about it. I don’t see why Colls should suffer because Musgrave happens to be his brotherin-law.
.
.
o949. But it is .known that Musgrave has stayed with him under very peculiar circumstances ? Musgrave
used to board with him.
'■
.
'
o9o0. But Colls has been very kind to him, and it seems to us rather strange that under these circum-stances he should have not made Colls his confidant, especially when it is borne in mind that he confided
in Graham ? Men working together would be in an entirely different position. Colls has told me a lot
of little things, and I do not believe he would hold anything back from me. I may say that Colls was
very much opposed to Musgrave being reinstated. He said he did not care about having any relations
on the line, and that Musgrave was a regular nuisance to him, because when he was ill he would be con
stantly asking Colls to see the traffic foreman, and that sort of thing.
'
5951. That surely is an argument against what you say. If he was such a nuisance to Colls in this .way
you would expect that he would have gone to Colls and have made him his confidant in a matter of
this kind ? I don t think he would have trusted Colls. I think that when Musgrave knew he was sus
pected he got so disheartened that he did not care what became of him. Colls, I ought to mention,
perhaps was the first person who told me about Musgrave. I remember asking Colls when he heard of it,
’
■
and he said, “ I only heard of it last night.”
William Boyd called in, sworn, and examined :—
.
•5952. President.'] You are a conductor in the tramway service ? Yes ; a full conductor.
W-. Boyd.
5253. How long have you been in the Service ? Six years and six months.
.
5954. On what particular line have you been running ? On the Waverley line.
.
12Sept^l888
5955. Have you been all the time there ? I have been over five years on that line.
5950. You remember the different systems that have been in operation in regard to thecollection of
tickets?. Yes.
■
5957. You remember that the present system was given up for about nine months, and that the system
ox tearing up tickets was introduced ? Yes.
.
.5958. Have you been running to Bondi ? Yes, to Waverley, Bondi, and Woollahra.
.
.
59o9. Were you running to Bondi on one holiday shortly after the Aquarium was opened ? Yes I
think so.
1 '
’
’
5960. You remember the reintroduction of the bell system ? Yes.
5961. It would be about the 1st of October last year ? Yes ; somewhere about that time.
5962. Do you remember the particular time to which I am referring ? I could not say.I know
Ihave
lost no time since 1 have been on.
.
,
5963.. Do you know Inspector Bremner of the Police Porce ? No.
5964. Did he speak to you on one occasion when you were at Bondi in reference to the collection of your
tares ? JNot that I am aware of. He may have done so.
5965. Is it a fact or is it not that on one holiday at Bondi you collected a large number of tickets and
did not tear them up ? No. I always tore up whatever I got.
,
5966. Have you ever collected a number of tickets at Bondi without tearing them up or ringing your bell
when the register system was in force? No. I have always used one process or the other when
collecting.
5967. Are you prepared to swear that on one occasion you did not collect a large number of tickets
without either tearing them or ringing your bell for them ? Yes.
5968. How many divisions have you in your bag ? Two.
■
.
5969. What are they for ? One is for cash and the other is for tickets.
"
5970. Are you quite certain that you always keep the tickets in one of those divisions ? Yes.
rnlo
nj?jr Put1them in botl1 ? 0ne or two may slip into the cash side when the other side is full.
59/2. What did you do when you gave up your bag if by any mistake you put the tickets in the wroim
division ; it would make no difference would it ? No. The tickets would still be in the bag.
.
°
was your ass's^allt at that time ? I could not say, we have so many. Sometimes we have
them for only a trip, and sometimes for all day. It is a strange thing that if this thing occurred so long
ago it was not reported before, because I was never guilty of anything of the kind. I have always tried
to do my best for the Department. I have been on over six years, and 1 have always tried to do my best
m ringing for fares.
•
■
v
J
o974. Has there ever been any report against you that you know of ? I think there has been one report.
Inspector O Bnen reported me for undercharging two boys. He said I failed to collect the tickets. We
were very busy at the time, and I had not time to ask the boys whether they were under
or over12.
I was in charge of both cars. I have a-copy of the report at home, and my reply to it.'
5975. Is that the only thing reported against you during the whole of the time you have been in the
service ? There may have been others, but I have not heard of them.
1
5976. But you would be sure to hear of them, would you not ? I never heard of any but the one you
have mentioned this morning, and that which I myself have referred to. If they had this other thing
against me it is strange that they did*not bring it under my notice immediately.
■
o977. As far as we can understand, Inspector Bremner s report has been brought forward only in connec
tion with this inquiry ? Well all I can say is that it is strange I have not heard of it before
5978. Mr. Proc/c.] Inspector Bremner is in charge of the Waverley Police Station. Don’t you know
anything of him ? I know him by name, that is all.
5979.. President.] As you are here, Boyd, we should like to ask you whether you know anythiim of these
ticket frauds ? No ; not a word. The first I knew of it was from the Star.
°
•598f)- ^ haJ® b®en
the Waverley line for some time ? I have been relieving M‘Mahon for five years
on the 12th of last month. We have been relieving mates all that time.
J
■
’ 5981.

I
c
(
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5981. Have you had Musgrave frequently running with you ? Yes.
5982. Have you had any reason to suspect anything in connection with his conduct ? No reason at all.
88f He was always on the first car next to the-engine, and I was in the hack car, and we were hoth on
different sides.
5983. Did he tell you anything about certain things he was doing in connection with his register ? He
did not tell me a word.
.
5984. Do you mean to tell us that you have not had the slightest inkling that anything was going Wrong
until the matter appeared in the paper P I had no inkling whatever.
5985. You have not shared in any way in this conversation which, we are given to understand, has been
taking place pretty generally among the conductors, firemen, and others ? No.
■
5986. I mean as to the trams not paying ? Oh yes, I have shared in those conversations.
5987. As to its being no wonder that they did not pay, seeing that certain things were going on; you
have not heard that kind of thing spoken of ? Never.
5988. Have you ever heard one conductor saying to another, “ How much did you make on that run, Bill ?”
Yes; I have heard that.
5989. When ? Repeatedly. I heard it immediately I joined the Service, and I hear it sometimes even
now. 1 thought it was only a lark. I have said it myself sometimes ; I admit that.
5990. Didn’t that give you some idea that there was something wrong to permit of such a thing being
talked about ? Well I have heard it said repeatedly, but I thought there was nothing in it.
5991. And you really have no information to give us about the frauds ? No.
5992. And you positively deny the charge made against you? Yes. It is not at all likely that I would
risk my position for the sake of a few tickets. I have often said that.
5993. Mr. Brock.~\ Were you one of the deputation which waited upon the Minister? No; I took no
active part in that whatever.
.
.
■
.
■5994. Are you a married man with a family ? Yes, with four children.
5995.. Where do you reside ? At No. 10, Johnston-terrace, Glenmore Road. I have been there over four
years. Anyone will tell you whether I knock about and spend money foolishly.
5996. President!] You remember the change in the system of taking fares ? Yes..
5997. Are you quite certain that when the change took place you were not for one moment without your
register when collecting ? I have often torn the tickets in mistake, and have not rung the bell; that was
immediately after the change took place. Many of the other conductors did the same thing at the time ;
but it was done purely by mistake, and it was owing to the change in the system.
5998. That would he shown in your hag, would it not ? Yes. Mr. Primrose knows that it was done.
5999. You are quite sure that at no time you have been without your register ? I am quite sure of that.
6000. Inspector Bremner says that on the occasion he refers to he asked you about the matter. Don’t
you remember that ? No; I never remember any one asking me about it.
6001. But he would be an inspector, wearing a uniform. Surely if he had spoken to you you would have
remembered it ? I don’t remember anything of the kind.
6002. You have no recollection of any conversation with a police inspector on the subject ? Not on any
occasion. I know Inspector Lenthall. He used to come in with me, on the Woollahra line, repeatedly;
and he could tell you whether there is likely to he anything of this kind against me.

Patrick Greeley recalled and further examined:—
Icy. 6003. President!] We have sent for you again because your evidence in certain respects is not been borne
^ out by evidence given by others. In the first place you reported that on one occasion, when Erost wanted
1888. ^-0 kUy tickets, Graham said, “ You might as well buy them from me ” ? I never mentioned anyone’s
name. I do not think I made any such statement when I was here last; if I did it was an error. I do
not remember saying so.
'
6004. What statement did you make to Moran on that subject ? Erost was going to Coogee on one
occasion, and he stated that there was a tramway man who had a pocketful of tickets, and he got out to
buy some tickets at a shop, when this man who had his pocketful turned round and said, “ You might as
well have bought them of me.”
6005. Who was this man? I do not know.
6006. Erost did not tell you ? No.
■
6007. Was that your statement to Moran ? No; I am not sure.
6008. Did Frost say whether this man was a driver or conductor ? I could not say, but my opinion is
that he said a driver ; I am not certain on that point. This was some time ago. It was before there was
any exposure in connection with the fraud.
6009. Do you swear that Erost told you what you have just now repeated ? I do.
6010. That he was going on one occasion to buy some tickets in a shop, when a man in whose pockets he
had seen a lot of tickets said, “ You might as well buy them off me ” ? Yes ; I will swear that.
6011. Do you know driver Maher ? Yes.
6012. Did you say that after the bedroom scene between you and Eerrier, Maher came to you, and was
able to tell you ail that took place ? I do not know that it was about that time; I think it was some
time afterwards—about a fortnight afterwards.
'
6013. You have not answered my question—it was very plain—as to whether Maher was able to tell you
all about this scene ? I do not remember saying anything of the sort.
6014. Therefore if Maher has said in his evidence that it was you who first told him all about it, it would
be correct ? About eight days after the report in the press I did tell him something about it.
6015. But he did not tell you anything ? At one time he told me something about an Italian having
‘made £2,800 out of the tickets.
6016. Do you remember what you said about Siddons ? Yes.
6017. What made you tell Mr. Roberts, in connection with that matter, that Dolan was the man
who was dealing with Siddons ? I did not say that. I said that Dolan was the man whom Siddons was
inquiring about. He asked where the man lived, and how he was getting on. ,
6018. Is it not a fact that you frequently went into Siddons’ shop in the evening ? Never off duty. I
think I went in twice to get a shave.
6019
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6019. Do you swear that ? I do.
.
P. Greeley.
6020. Ton swear that you never went into Siddons’shop when off duty, and the most you were everthere was about twice ? Yes.
12 Sept., 1888;
6021. You remember when you told Mr. Eoberts about Dolan? Yes.
’
6022. Now he careful about your answer. After that were you ever in Siddons’ shop ? Never.
6023. You swear that ? Yes,
’ ,
6024. Mr. Broch.~\ How could you go to get shaved when you were on duty ? The shop is near the,
terminus. I think the first time I went there was the day before Christmas eve.
was in late in the
evening, and I wanted a shave.
'&025.'President.'] You answered my question just now a little quickly. I should like you to take a
little .time to consider. I will ask you again: Do you remember teiling Mr. Eoberts that Dolan was the
man with whom Siddons was having some dealings ? I said that Siddons was inquiring about him.
6026. I ask you again: Will you swear that after that time you were not often in Siddons’ shop ? Never,
that I recollect; in fact I can swear that I have never been in there since.
■6027. If it has been sworn to us by a person who was watching you that you were there repeatedly after
that time would that be false ? It is false. I never remember being in there more than twice in my life.,
I am sure I have not been in there since the time you mention.
6028. Where did you have these conversations with Siddons about the tickets ? The first was when I
went in to get a shave, and all the conversations afterwards were on the cars.
6029. And on these occasions he was tempting you to dispose of tickets to him ? Yes; he was
persistently following me about for about a fortnight trying to get me to sell tickets to him.
,
6030. Did he tell you that he had had tickets from other conductors ? Yes.
’
6031. Did he name them ? No.
6032. Did you ask him to name them? Yes, but he would not tell me the names.
6033. He absolutely refused to name the men ? Yes.
'
•
6034. Did he give you any information leading you to suspect any conductors as being those who had sold
tickets to him ? No.
6035. Was it not strange that he did not give you this information ?' I don’t know.
'
6036. But you say he was persistently trying to get you to take tickets from him. He evidently did not
think that you were an honest man, and yet he did not say to you, “ Why so-and-so are doing it ” ? He,
did not tell me of anyone.
“
1
6037. To encourage you to negotiate with him, he did not say, “You need not be afraid ; it is all right;
such and such a man is doing it” ? He never did.
"
6038. There is no possibility of your making a mistake about your going to Siddons’ shop,is there? Not
that I am aware of. I do not remember being in there since the time you mention.
6039. But you have gone a great deal further than that in your previous answers; you have sworn that
you were not in there since ? I do not remember being in there since.
6040. Now you are qualifying your answer ? I have been in there only twice altogether. I do not think
I have been in there at all since I have reported the matter.
6041. That is qualifying very much what you said before ? I might have made a mistake, but to the best
of my belief I have not been in there since.
.
6042. But you could not make a mistake if it were a question of your being in there several times ? I
have not been in several times.
6043. You are ready to swear that you have not been there several times if at all ? Certainly.
6044. Did you ever have anything to say about Saunders, a shunter, in the yard ? I reported him once.
6045. Eor what ? Partiality.
■
~
6046. Was your report in writing? Yes.
, .
6047. Partiality, in what respect ? Por not giving me my share in overtime in connection with the
Parliamentary trams. I think Saunders’ name is mentioned in the report, butT reported (the foreman.
6048. In making that report did you attribute unfair dealings to Saunders ? Not to him exactly; he
has the doing of the thing in the absence of the foreman.
6049.. Have you ever attributed to him any unfair dealing in that respect ? No; I often used to think,
though, that he was more partial to some than to others.
6050. Have you ever said that he took tips for allotting this work ? No, I have never said so.
.
6051. Has anyone ever said that to you ? Yes ; I heard Maher say so.
6052. In what way did he say it ? He was going home in the tram one d when I put this report ih<
He said he was just after having a row with Saunders, and if Saunders was not very careful he would be
“ 0Iie. ”
him, and would report him- because he knew that he took tips from several drivers for giving
them Parliamentary trams.
"
fa
8
6053. Did you make use of this information in connection with your further renort ? No ; I did not put
that in at all. •
6054. How long ago was this report of yours made ? It was last November.
6055. When did you first mention what the driver had told you ? One of the drivers was standing along
side me, and I drew his attention to it there and then.
'
’
. 6
6056. When did you -report it ? I never reported that.
6057. But you reported that Saunders was acting partially ? Yes.
.
6058. Did you not see when the driver told you this that there was a fine chance for you to substantiate
your previous report ? Yes; but my report was in then.
'
6059. Did you not also recognise that it was your duty to report such an irregularity? I had reported
once or twice before that, but I had never got any satisfaction from my reports.
y
6060. What were your reports before that ? I reported twelve months ago the partiality that was carried
on m the Tramway Department in connection with the same thing.
6061. Who was connected with it then ? The foreman.
6062. Which foreman ? Halliday.
6063. Did anyone else ever tell, you that Saunders was taking tips ? Not that I recollect '
6064. Have you ever mentioned anything else in connection!with it ? No, not thatT know of.
‘
„
" 6065. r

\
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Greeley. 6065. .'Who is Branch ? He was the driver who was there when Maher was speaking to me about ifcj
12 Sept;, 1888. and I drew his attention to the matter there and then. I told him at the time that I would put it down
in evidence, and that it would strengthen my case.
6066. But you did not do so ? No; I did not report any more.
'
•
6067. Mr, Brock.\ You never reported Saunders individually? Well his name is mentioned in my
report.
_
.
6068. PmiVfeMtf.] Why did you mention his name ? He was connected with the working of the thing.

Frederick Oakes called in, sworn, and examined
Oakes.
6069. President.^ What is your position in the Department ? I issue the registers and check them.
—' 6070.. How long have you been in the Department ? Eight years. I joined in August, 1880.
Sept.,1888. 6071. How long have you been in your present position ? Since the 14th April of' this year; but I have
been connected with the registers for the last seven years.
6072. Tell us the difference between what you are now doing and what you were doing some years back ? '
There is no difference, only that the offices are separated. I was removed to the railway audit office for
. a time. Previous to going there we used to rig the registers and receive the cash and tickets in one
office. They made fresh arrangements, and now I have the checking of the registers, apart altogether
from the receipt of cash and tickets.
6073. To what branch are you responsible ? To the traffic audit branch.
6074. Just describe to us briefly what you do. Let us take conductor Smith for example; he is going
out to day; describe the process in regard to him for any one day ? He has his register in his possession
over night. When he brings it in in the morning it is read by one of the clerks or myself, and the figures
are entered in the book. The man has a separate account for each day: The register reading yesterday
and the reading to-day are subtracted, and the result shows the differencebetween the two takings. ■
6075. Do you examine the register at all ? How we do.
6076. Formerly you only read the register, and that was deemed sufficient? Yes.
6077. What do you do now ? How the registers are tested.
'
6078. Do you put in a piece of wire ? We can test them without doing that.
.
'
6079. You test them to see whether they can be manipulated ? I test them to see if they will ring without
registering.
6080. Under certain circumstances ? Yes.
6081. Formerly you did not do that ? Ho.
.
6082. You used then simply to read the register ? Yes, and give it back to the conductor. But ever
since I have had anything to do with the registers, if we found that a man’s account was running much
over we have called in the register, and we have frequently found that it would ring without registering.
Ever since I have been connected with them that has been the course. We have just mentioned to the
conductor that the register was out of order, and it has been given to the repairer to be repaired.
6083. Sometimes you have found that the bell would ring and not register, and that the conductor would
• have more tickets than he had registered? Yes. Frequently this has been owing to the way the
register has been pulled. In these cases' the men would not know anything about it. They have
'
brought in a lot of tickets which they had not registered.
■
6084. You brought these cases under the notice of the repairer ? Yes. ’
6085., And caused the registers to be repaired? Yes.
.
6086. But your suspicions were not in any way aroused ? Ho.
6087. Is it a fact that Lambert has repeatedly drawn your, attention to the circumstance that under
certain conditions the registers could be manipulated ? Ho, it is hot a fact; at least not to me.
6088: Has he not pointed out to you that it was necessary to be particularly careful on account of this
state of things ? Ho, he has never done so.
6089. It would appear from Lambert’s evidence that he told you that before you took any action against
a man who was incorrect in his returns it would, be necessary to have his register carefully examined—
'
that is, before you attributed any wrongdoing to a man ? That is so, certainly; but Lambert would
not require to tell me that, and I do not remember his ever doing so.
6090. You .yourself knew it? Yes.
•
6091. When did you first have any suspicion that anything was going wrong? Hot before it was a
matter of public talk.
' .
6092. Had you not ever heard it said that conductors were cheating ? Oh, yes ; • I have known that men
have been suspected, but I did not know that it was in connection with manipulating the registers. _
6093. You did not know that they were suspected of manipulating their registers ? Ho.
6094. Your impression, I presume, was that they were cheating in the ordinary way ? Yes; by not
ringing for the full number of fares.
6095. And appropriating tickets to that extent ? Yes.
.
6096. It is only since publicity has been given to the matter that you became aware that they must have
opened their registers for the purpose of manipulating them ?-----'
6097. You never had any idea before that any conductor had opened his register ? Ho.
6098. Did it never occur to you from what you evidently knew, that the same knowledge might be
possessed by the conductors themselves—that is to say, that they bad given in a lot of tickets more than
were shown by the register, owing to some defect in the machinery; might they not have obtained'that
information? Yes ; that has struck me often.,.
6099. And that having gained that information they might use it for their own purposes ? Yes ; I have
thought of that.
•
6100. Before the frauds came out ? Yes, often.
• ,
6101. Did you ever bring that phase of the question under notice? Hb ; but I have often said that I
did not think the registers were reliable.
■
6102. You quite understand my question. For instance, a man to day,-owing to some hitch in his register,
has brought in a lot more tickets than his register shows. He has gained that information. You would
mention the matter to him would you. not ? . Ho ; we should not,do so, and they are not supposed to open
the face of their registers.
'
•
6103. Would he notlinow? Ho ; not until his register was examined.
.
6104
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6104. But lie would know that there was something wrong from the fact of his register being taken from
him ? Not necessarily ; the register would ring allright, and he might not know why a fresh pair were
issued to him.
^ '
‘
.
6105. ’Would he know that it was a, fresh pair? Oh, yes ; they all know their bells without looking at
the number..
. .
.
6106. Have you any reason to think that this knowledge which you yourself possessed would be pretty
generally known—that is, that on occasions, owing to something happening to the register, the conductorswould bring in more tickets than were shown by the indicator ? No; I do not think so—only in the
office.
.
’
’
. 6107. By how many men would it be known? By all in the office who had to do with the registers at
that time.
- .
.
6108. How many would there be ? hour or five.
■
6109. It would be known to four or five clerks that frequently a surplus number of tickets would be
brought in by the conductors, owing to some inaccuracy in the registers ? Yes.
6110. Is it not possible that without intending-any haf-m this would be spoken about in such a way that
the knowledge might become general ? Yes ; it is possible.
’ .
.
6111. Without any intention of doing harm ? Yes ; I quite understand what you mean.
6112. A clerk might say, in talking to another person, “ These bells are not as good as they might be,
because'it often happens that something goes wrong with them, and the account is not right ”? Yes, that
might be the case.
...
6113. Supposing this became generally talked about, might it not occur to some conductors, who were not
very high-toned in their principles, that there was a chance of making a little capital out of the know
ledge? Yes ; by manipulating the bells you mean. That would be quite possible.
.
'
bllA And even probable ? Yes.
.
. 6115. But it has not led you to exercise any more caution in your examination of the registers ? No, not
previous to these disclosures.
f
6116. Although you yourself had such a bad opinion of the registers ? I did not think they were reliable
on this account, but I should not like to say because a man was inaccurate in his tickets that he was
necessarily cheating.
.
'
6117. You felt a great want. You felt that you would have liked to be in a position to say, “ Smith, your
register shows 325 tickets ; I want those 325 tickets—neither more nor less”? ' Yes ; that is just what I
should like to be able to say.
'
6118. Feeling this-you thought the registers were not quite as good as they should be ? That they were
not as good as they should be.
'
6119. Holding this view did you ever have a talk to Lambert on the subject ? Yes, frequently. 6120. You know what Lambert’s opinion of the register was ? I know that his opinion was. that they
were perfectly reliable.
. •
.
.
6121. Knowing what you did did you not consider it worth your while to combat that view and try and
impress upon him that they were the reverse of reliable ? Yes.
"v
6122. And did you do so ? Yes.
6123. What was the result of your argument. Did you ever move him ? No.
6124. He held to his own opinion ? Yes.'
6125. Although this discrepancy to which you have referred would occasionally happen? He might,
admit that something might go wrong with them, but he seenied to think that no other check would’be
better. Of course the registers break in many ways—they stop ringing, and all sorts of things, I have
seen registers which would indicate and which would not ring.
6126. You remember the system of tearing tickets ? Yes.
'
6127. What was your opinion of it; did you think it better or worse than the present registers? I
thought less of the tearing system than of the present system.
.
6128. Why ?' Well if a man were dishonest, or had any idea of being dishonest, he had a better chance
of taking the tickets under that system, because he was giving no receipt to the public as he was with the
bells. The public naturally listened for the sound of the bells.
6129. And you think very little of the tearing system ? In the way that it was carried out. If it had
been carried out as it should have been it would have been better.
6130. How do you mean ? That the tickets collected from passengers should be torn up in front of
them.
.
6131. That was the intention of the system ? But that was not carried out.
.
6132. How would that answer in the dark ? It was not carried out in any way, because a conductor
would collect the whole side of a top, and would go to'the end before he tore his tickets. There was no
check upon him because he might miss tearing half of them.
’
6133. And there would be the same amount of check from the way the tickets were collected down below ?
Yes.
.
'
’
- ' '
6134. And it was common for a conductor to collect a compartment entirely before, tearing any tickets ?■
Yes.
‘
6135. You would not condemn the tearing system if it were properly carried out-then ? Of course the
intention was that each ticket should be torn up.
6136. But would it not be difficult to carry that out? It could not possibly be done on some of the trips.
6137. Did Lambert some three years ago have a talk with you about the improper way in which a set' of
registers had been repaired by a certain man who was seeking the job ? ’ Lambert himself did not talk
to me about it. I did not happen to be in the room but I heard all the circumstances.
■
6138. "What did you hear ? I heard that this man had been given a pair of registers to repair.'
'
6139. What was his name ? 1 do not know. I heard that when the registers were brought back they
were given to Lambert, that he might examine them, and he found that this man had made alterations
inside of the register which ought not to have been made, and owing to his leaving the ratchet out it
would be possible for the registers to be manipulated.
•
6140. He left out the ratchets ? Yes.
.
.
■
:
6141. He thought he had improved on the ratchet ? Yes; he thought he had.
1
•
6142. It was ascertained that if that were done the registers would be at the inercy of the conductors ?That is what we heard............................ .V
.
..
.
... r ...... .
’ 6143, J
'
JO-2
'
’
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F, Qakes. G143. That is sotne years ago ? ' Tes.
j
1
6144. Lambert laid some stress upon this point. Did it make you at all suspicious of the manipulation
libcipt.jlass 0j
registers in general. No ; not at all. It was not said in that light at all. The only light in which
it. was mentioned was with regard to the pair which had then been repaired by this man. The effect of it
was to show that this man was not capable of repairing registers.
6145: It was not a1 reflection upon the registers generally ? No.
.
.
.
61-46: It was in effect this: that this man by clumsy workmanship had rendered a pair of registers
inefficient? Yes. That.is what we were told. I did not think so at the time. . .
.
6147; What did you think? I thought that the registers were splendidly repaired. Of, course I .could
not speak with reference tb the work inside; but so far as I could judge, working them as a conductor
would work them, they were splendidly repaired.
.
6148. You found that they rang and registered? Yes. To all outward appearance they had been
repaired,better than the registers had been repaired previously.
■
6149. What do you mean by that—were you in a position tb judge solely by outside appearance. Could
you, tell their condition from the way in .which they rang ? Yes ; to a certain extent;
'
.
,
6150. You mean that there was no sluggishness ? Yes; and that the sound was clear.- They were
apparently very accurate.
.
,
6151. Mr. Brock.] Still they might have been in a condition in which they would ring without registering ?
Yes;
.......
■
6152. President.] I suppose it was a perfectly legitimate thing on Lambert’s part to take this register to
pieces again. He was expected to do so ? Well the Superintendent gave them to him.
'
6158; To test the capability of the new man for that work ? Yes;
.6l54. Did this man not send in a sort of tender or offer to repair the registers at a certain rate ? . Yes.
I do not remember what it was.
'
,
.
.
6155; Was it altogether a right thing for Lambert, under the circumstances, to be made the judge ? No,
I do not think so.
. .
6156-. Was no suggestion.made that a third party should report? I do not know that that suggestion
,
was made to Mr; Hobefts; I know that the clerks in the office in which I was thought that that should
have been done.
„
6157. Mr: Telten, for instance, had some knowledge of the matter ; he might have been asked ? Yes..
6158: He repaired the registers at one time ? Yes ; before Lambert. .
6159. How were they repaired under Mr. Pelton ? Very badly indeed, as badly as they could be done. '
6160. Did Mf, Felton do them.himself ? I do not think he ever did.
,
6161. Then it does not follow that if a man is a good watchmaker he will be a good repairer of registers ?
■ No, it does not; We have had registers returned from Mr. Felton, as repaired, in such a condition that
we could not issue them. '
,
. .
6162. You think, perhaps, that he did not understand the work, or that he left it to some inferior person
to attend to ? . I could not say. It would be very difficult to say what person would be competent to,
report thoroughly upon the condition of these registers, because their machinery is so different to ordinary
machinery.
‘
.
6163. Could these registers.be manipulated in any way without putting in the piece of wire. Suppose
you got a pair of registers that had been faked, as they call it, would it have been necessary to put, in a
piece of wire ? Certainly net..
.
.
,
6164. How would you do it ? I could ring them a hundred times and they would register, and I could
ring them another hundred times and they would not register.
,
.
6165. Without the use of a piece of wire ? Yes.
'
.
6166. How would you do it ? By not allowing the pull to go right back. I always knew that a register
Would do that if it were out of order, that is, if the spring were worn or weak.
'
,
6167. Would these registers not have been much more perfect if they had been so secured by lock that
they could not be opened by anyone but the properly appointed officer? I do not think that one out of,
every ten persons who had anything to do with the registers could read them. It is a very difficult thing
- to read them correctly.
- .
6168. But they could see by looking at the register wdiether it had been manipulated or not ?. Yes,
certainly.
;
6169. Was it not intended to lock the registers ? Yes.
.
.
,
6170. Are they locked? No ; there are only some that have locks on.
6171. So that the men who take registers at night can always look at the indicator ?'Yes.
,
6172. Can they read them ? No, I do not think they can.
.
.
.
6173. Anyone who can read a gas-meter, I suppose,''can read them ? Not these registers, I think. Youhave to follow them through before you can read them. Sometimes I could not have read them myself,
had I not known what the previous reading had been. Of course I should like to say the men could read
them.; some of them are easier than others, and if a man put his mind to it he could learn how to real
them. ,r
"
■
6174. Have you ever seen a conductor read his register and make an entry of it in his pocket-book ? I
have heard of it being done, but I have never seen a conductor do it.
,
6175. Who told you of it ? I could not say ; I forget; it is a long time ago.
'
6176; Mr. Broeh.] What would be the average discrepancy between a man’s returnand reading if he,
Were running straight ? I should say it would be almost 2 per cent.
,
,
6177; Would it come within that as a rule? Yes, as a rule.
’
.
;
6178. Then a man could take two tickets out of every 100 and could say to himself, t; That will be all
right; it is near enough”?■ Yes.
,
:
6179: President.] What is the average number of tickets a man would bring in in a day ? I have known,
them to bring in over 4,000, but that is an exceptional number.
■'
6180: Out of that number a man would be able to take eightv tickets without much, if any notice; being
taken of it? Yes.
6181. That is, a man with a perfect reputation could pocket eighty out of that number ? Yes;
,
6182. Dctes that not go to show that under any circumstances whatever these registers do not give a
v
rebable return ? I do not think they do.
..
,
,
6183. It is not a return under which you can fix a man ? No; I do not think so.
. .
6184, J
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a propter system of registration, you would have it iu your power to say to a ipaB;
, That is the Dumber your register calls for; I want to receive exactly that number from you ?”
not do that with these registers.
..........................
”

?-•

You could- '^rUn***
‘ '..........12 §^.,18.8$.:

6185. Do you ever get a return exactly right ? Tes; especially with the cash. We frequently get the;
tickets coming out right.
• '
.............
” •
6186. Under the system of examining the registers once a day, how often would the return and the register •
come out right m regard to tickets ? Perhaps twice a month it would be exactly right.
’"
‘ ‘.f
61S7-. -Do you read the registers every trip now ? No, the bags are emptied every trip, but the registers ,
are rep.d only once a day. As the bags are emptied the tickets are emptied into the men’s boxes.
" .
6188. Would it not be better to read the registers every trip ? . No ; ‘1 do'not think so.' *,..
!
6189. Would it not be better to have the registers duplicated, so that every trip you could take oneregister .away from a man and give him another ? That would not 'answer: It :is possible tp'make .a;
mistake in reading a man s register; if I read him ten wrong to-day to-morrow it would show ■ him tenshort. If the man had that register only once this would not be shown, because another mau would have
it. -The reading, is continuous from day to day, and that is a check.
"" '
619.0. I could understand that if the reading came out right? The cash is generally-right.
'
6191. Is the cash never wrong? There is frequently a penny difference in the cash, but as a rule it is1
right.. .
■
..............................
"........... '
;
6192. Would it not be better to have a system of cash, by paeans of a -register, which would record to such a nicety that you would be able to say to a man at the end of a day, i.‘ Smith, you must give mei
45s.-2d.; nothing more nor less ?” Yes.
.............................
'
‘
; ‘
*•'
■ 6.193. Mr. Brock-] You think it would be better to adopt a cash system altogether, and to do away with'!
the tickets, if it would be carried out as accurately as the President suggests.
■
~'
.
6194. president'] So -that if a man were once wrong you could'say to him/' You will be let off this time,
but if this happens again you will be dismissed ??’ Yes.
- -■ .
.......................
6195. The men don t get punished now ? I have heard that the Commissioner punished ope manforbeing systematically short, but I have not heard it officially*........
* “
,
.
I?]?1!
Pffhsd in, sworn, and examined
.
6196. President^] What is your position in the Tramway Department? I am chief clerk.
W Tvrer
61.97. How long have ypii be.en so employed ? Since May, 1880^a little over eight ytears.
' ' _/a _
61.98, Had you any previous experience in connection with tramways ? None. " '
12Sept 1888
6199. How were you engaged before ? I was in business on my own account in 'England, but I was in
’
'
tile Tramway Departuient before May, 1880.
•
‘
'
■
.....
6200. Por how long ? "Prom February, 1880. Although I was not previously actively engaged on tram-
ways, still I pad a knowledge of-them in England.
- -. -- ■ 9 ? ■ * ....... ■
®?0i. In what way ? From daily .observation and from taking an interest in them.
'
0202. You were engaged in business in a city where tramways were a great deal used? Yes; in'
Armingham. I was acquainted with tramways in Birmingham, Leicester, and the Black country...... ' ’
■
6203. You have charge of the whole clerical administration of the traffic branch of the tramway, I pre- •'
sume,? Subject to Sir. Eoberts. Of course my rulings are sometimes'overruled. I am not left solely i
to-work-the thing, supposing it was left to myself.
'
'
’
'
"
"
r .
Apart from' that, you are responsible'for the general clerical work of the traffic branch ? ' Yes.'
1
620o. The ^tramways have been worked under different systems as far as the collection of-tickets is'■
concerned? Yes.
'
'
'
'
' ••
6206. Are you satisfied with the present system ? No.
.
*
.
-;
6207. What have you to advance against it ? It is easy for a conductor, if he is dishonest, to manipulate *
ms fare, so as to rob the Government.
- "
' '
' '
^208. We ^11 know that; how long-have you known it? .1 have known -that has been -possible ever since
I have been m the Department, but you have to trust to the honor of men to a certain extent * you -must ■
do so. •
'
'
'
'
'•
........ ;
6209. Why ? Because no system of which I know is quite perfect.
6210;. What is the defect of the present system ? ' Amah can ring’short. • Suppose that I am a conductor,;
and yon :are a passenger; suppose you have your wife aud one or two others with you, and -that you hand ^
me (say) six ticketsI ring five times, .and you say, •“ conductor, you only rang five.” ' I say, You-are ■
wrong.
In such a c.ase asr -that there is only your word against inine. You cannot prove-your case.
'
6211. But could much be made in that way ? Yes, at night, because a conductor could then ring consjderably short, especially if the ear were loaded.
'
' "
''
^212. W.h-y more then than (at any other time ? As a rule the tops of the cars are very crowded, and -the"
conductors take tickets from a number of passengers at a time, and ring very quickly. Besides, the public' will not take the trouble to assist the Department to check any wrong which may be going on.
." " ■
6213. My object in asking you -this is to compare tbe present system with others; are -you strongly dis
satisfied with it, compared with any other system you know ? To go -into that question, one would -require;
to' go into the whole of the details of working. Our traffic is vastly different to the traffic in England.
For instance, the cars here are made with side loading. -Our ninety-seat cars have fourteen ways of
Wgfpss and egress. .Gonsequently the conductor has not the same command over the car as if it were a ■
single-deck car, similar to those used in London or Birmingham, or the cars used at tbe North Shore, with r
the end loading. In such cars as ours the conductor has much greater means of conducting fraud on the part of the public, because the public frequently defraud the Department by -not paying.their fares/
' r
6214. We do not want to go into those details. We want you to consider the -present mode of conducting'1
the traffic. Do you consider the present system a satisfactory one.
Answer the question, please, in:
view of that system ? With the means we have at hand I think it is the best we can have in connection!
with the present cars.
.
•
'
' ;
6215. It is not so much a question of what you can do with-the cars as of -the reliability of the-registers. ■
What do you tbipk' of them ? I think they are only -reliable for a time after they are new. They have to ■
be pulled - so; many times by each conductor that the wearing parts'become defective ;"and when they'get'defective, as can be shown by tbe books, they do not always register when they ring. -..................... .........
i ' .
6216.
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J. W. Tyrer. 621G. Is it not a fact that with these registers the fares are never collected so as to balance with the
12 Sept.‘,1888. number indicated by the machine. When I say never, 1 mean hardly ever P As a matter of fact the

tickets do not balance, but there are many reasons to be adduced for that. For instance, a man working
a heavy car may take it for granted that the passengers would give him the correct number of tickets, and
he may ring in anticipation. He may not stop to count each lot of tickets he receives, and as a matter of
fact he may not receive all his fares. He may take it for granted that the tickets are correct, and I have
no doubt that in some cases that is the reason why the men are short.
6217. You mean that he may ring off according to the passengers rather than the number of tickets
collected ? Yes, he does not count them. A passenger will hand him the fares for a particular compart
ment. He notices that there are six persons there, and if it is a 2d. section he gives twelve rings,
taking it for granted that the number of tickets given to him is correct.
6218. Is that the result of your own observation ? It is. I know the difficulties of the system. You
may lay down a rule that the conductor shall take the tickets separately from each passenger, but it cannot
be carried out.
' ,
6219. I imagine he could not do that from the inside ? Well he could do it; at least he could have four
handed to him for each individual passenger; but then he would have to go round to the other side,
because he could not reach from the near side to the passengers on the off side.
6220. And the carrying out of the rule in the way you suggest would depend in a great measure upon
the passengers P Yes, I think that the rule is impracticable with the present traffic.
6221. Would you be surprised to hear that my observation is diametrically opposed to yours ? No, but
what I say is absolutely correct.
6222. My observation is that the conductors collect the tickets in the compartments, and then count them
out before ringing them off ? So they have at times, especially when they have seen me near.
6223>. You think that they do it when they know that they arc under observation ? Yes, I think that
some men may count the tickets before ringing off without being under observation.
6224. But as a rule you think they ring off without counting the tickets ? ‘Yes, when they are very much
loaded.
„
6225. Then you think they over-ring ? Yes.
6226. And consequently their tickets are short ? Yes.
6227. Do you think they do that often? Yes, the accounts will show who is over and who is short. In
the majority of cases they are over, particularly recently.
6228. As to the present registers, you admit that a balance between the tickets and the registers is not
to be looked for in common fairness P In common fairness.
6229. You at once admit, therefore, that there is a margin ? I do.
6230. In your opinion can any system, be said to be satisfactory in which a margin has to be allowed ?
No; but to go into that question you must take into account not only the method of registering and
collecting fares, but the particular kind of vehicles in which you have to collect them. The question
must be considered as a whole. These cars of ours are particularly awkward for the men who have to
manipulate them on account of their large carrying capacity and the number of sections. If a man
is working on the Waverley line he has to manipulate all the Waverley passengers three times. Take
the trip to the Bondi Aquarium on Sunday afternoon. The loading is specially heavy ; each passenger
has to pay three separate different times ; then the conductor has to manage all the stoppages, see to
the safety of his tram, to start it, and to collect his fares from double-deck cars. That means very
heavy work; so that I think, in common justice, that if a man is a few tickets short it might be
overlooked.
•
6231. You are getting altogether outside of my question. Do you consider satisfactory any system which
admits a margin ? No ; I think not.
'
6232. I did not ask you whether you thought the men were doing the best they could, but whether
you considered any system, making this margin a necessity, a perfectly satisfactory one ? I meant to
say “ no ” to that question, but to qualify my question by giving you the information I was proceeding
to give.
6233. When you admit a margin of this kind is it not almost impossible to take a man to task for a dis
crepancy between his register and his returns ? Yes ; if it is just over the line.
6234. If you once admit a margin, is it not difficult to say if it shall stop at ten or twenty; if a man is
able to say, “ No one is able exactly to balance his tickets with his register,” must you not at once admit
the difficulty of bringing home to a man the charge of acting fraudulently aud of punishing him for his
supposed fraud ? There would be a difficulty in punishing him in some circumstances, but I think some
allowance might be made to cover any cases of fraud.
6235. But if you admit—and it seems to me that you have to do so—that you cannot secure a balance,
you admit that there may be an irregularity, and where arc you to draw the line in regard to that irreguarity ? That is a question which remains to be decided.
6236. Do you not think it would bo better to have the registers read once a trip instead of once a day ?
I do not think it would be of much service in preventing them from being dishonest.
6237. Would it not give them a less chance? No ; I think not.
6238. Suppose a man does eight trips in a day, and he brings in in that day 2,400 tickets ; that brings his
tickets on each round trip down to something like 300. If his register were checked at the end of each
round trip would it not give him less chance of appropriating tickets, whether few or many ? 1 think
not, and I will tell you why. If any of these men were stealing tickets they would not take any large
number at any one time for fear of missing count; they would take a certain number at each Irip, of
which they could easily keep count; consequently, if the registers were taken at each round trip it would
not further the desired effect as a check, because they would ring short as many tickets as they had taken
on each round trip.
• 6239. That you consider the real weakness of the present system ? I do.
6240. You must surely admit that if it were possible to examine the registers at every street corner you
would reduce the possibilities of fraud ? Yes.
'
‘
6241. Then why do you think that, by doing it at every round trip as compared with the wdiole day, you
would not also diminish the possibilities ? At the end of each outward journey there is a certain
amount of dead time 5/10, or 15 minutes—and the man would have ample time then, when the tram is
lying
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lying icLc, to aDstract any tickets he may wish to take from his hag. Of course he will take means of J-’W. Tyrer.doing it which will reduce the detection to a minimum. The. public would be out of the car, the driver '
would be busy with his motor, and he would be left alone to manipulate his bag.
■
12Sept.,1888
6242. You think that nothing short of checking the register at every single trip would effect an improve-'
ment then? That might- effect an improvement on the short runs, but it would not do so on the long ’
runs. Take Botany, for instance. The distance between Waterloo and Botany is 5| miles, and there
are few stopping places, and R-man would have more ample opportunity to manipulate his bag than he
would have in running between hero and the railway. The only lights he would have would be those on
the cars.
'
.
'
'
6243. But you are taking an exceptional line? Well, take the Waverley—4 miles 16 chains.
.
6244. But there is population and stopping places all along the route? He would have ample opportunity .
going from Queen-street along the water reserve.
'
•
6245. It seems to me that, if you have no actual check against a man under honest circumstances, you have no check at all ? We have not.
|
6246. At the present time, with these registers, as far as I can make out, we have no satisfactory check ' .
upon the men who are doing their very best ? We have not.
6247. If a system could be devised by which cash fares alone could be taken, and by which we could get
rid of the sale and purchase of tickets ; a system under which the cash could be so registered that the ’
clerk could say to a conductor at the end of his journey, “ You must hand £3 4s. 9d., nothing more nor .
less ”;—would not that be much better ? Before you adopt such a system you would have to -overcome
several difficulties which occur to me.
.
- ■
'
6248. Suppose the clerk is able to say, “You must give me £3 4s. 9d.,” aud the register was of such a '
nature that there could be no get away from it, the conductor having to deliver up exactly that amount
of money, or not having it, be regarded as a careless man, who would be dismissed on-the recur-,
rence of the discrepancy;—would not such a system as that be infinitely preferable to the present
system? Yes; because the man would have to make up the money, whether it were missing through ' '
.
carelessness or misadventure, being dismissed, as you say, if the discrepancy occurred frequently.
6249. You think that would be successful ? I think it would be satisfactory,-but with cash fares only,
bearing in mind the present charges for the sections, would it not be rather awkward for the public. ■ In
the first place they would be required to carry a number of coppers. I think you would find that they '
wrould make considerable objection to that? If you had a uniform fare of three-pence the difficulty of
course Would be lessened.
.
'
6250. Suppose the cash charges were on the penny principle, and suppose that the registers were such
that, when the pence were once in, they would become for the time being the property of the conductor, :
he being able to give the passengers whatever change they might require, always requiring them to deposit
the fares in the register themselves; that is, if a person entering upon a 2d. section had only a three
penny bit, he would .require to get change and put in 2d.;—do you not think that such a system '
could be satisfactorily worked ? I do hot think it could be worked on our cars.
_
'
6251. Why not ? On account of the .number of passengers we have to carry. A conductor could not '
get through two cars with sufficient quickness if all the passengers had to pay in cash and he had to give .
change.
...
•
6252. Don’t you think that,-after such a system had been in vogue for a little time, people would get '
into the habit of carrying half-a-dozen coins instead of a bundle of tickets. If they were travellers to any ,:
extent they would have to carry a large number of copper coins. I do not think that such -a scheme ’
■would find favour with the public, and I do not think the conductors would get through their work with
sufficient quickness.
. .
^
'
■
6253. Suppose they had not to give much change? I am taking that into account. Suppose they had '
not to give change they could not manipulate the fares so quickly as they could manipulate the tickets
with their registers:
■
..
_
;
6254. But we have a number of penny sections ? We have.
' . ■ •
6255. Would not the majority of the passengers on those sections have their pence ready ? Possibly so,
if they were travelling only one section; but if they were travellers of any moment they would require to 1
have a good stock of coppers.
6256. I am thinking of the -speed with which the work could be done ; take a penny section ; the work
could be done as quickly as it is done now, could it not;—the conductors, would have nothing to do ?
Although they would not receive the fares in their,own hands I imagine that they would have to produce
a bag or a box.
'
’
6257. But that would be on the conductor’s person ? How would passengers on the far side of the car '
reach over, to put their fares into the bag.
. ■
'
.
6258. You are afraid of the inside ? Yes.
6259. The suggestion is forthcoming that the cars should be altered to the extent of dividing the seats,
making them hold four instead of five as it were, and in fact making them like the railway cars ; you ‘
know the Strathfield cars, that there is a smoker at each end holding fifteen; the back seat would still be
allowed to hold five, and the same would apply to the seat at the end of the other portion of the cay, so ;
that there would not actually be so much-loss of accommodation? It would decrease the carrying^
capacity by eight passengers.
• '
6260. With an arrangement like that it would be impossible perhaps to have an upper-deck ? Yes ; and :
upper-decks are not desirable.
'
6261. This system would meet your view in this respect ? Yes.
’
• .
6262. When you say that upper-decks are not desirable, wdiat do you mean? A man cannot have the
control over a double-deck car that he has over a single-deck bar. He has to be running up and down'
stairs to collect his fares.
6263. Still you recognise there is a great public convenience in the double-deck cars? They are cOnvenient for smokers ; they like to be up from the dust, and all that.
6264. Still you would forego all that ? I think so. ■
_
.
.
6265. You are certainly in favour of single-deck cars? Yes; but I may supplement what I said with'
regard to the alteration which you propose to make in the Strathfield cars by saying that when they Were'
loaded there would be a great difficulty in the conductor getting along through the central passage.to '
which you refer.
'62661
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J-, W* Tyrer- 6266. But bear in mind that there would be all the side openings; could not the conductor at a pinch
ipT'v^isrs eross from one side of the ear to the other P He would sometimes have difficulty in doing that. He
.eP
• wouPJ haye Jug bag or i)03; s]ung round him; he would have to turn his back to someone and that would
not always be pleasant. It may to some extent he unpleasant and inconvenient.
62,67. Tour idea is that the conductor should work down the centres of the cars to get his fares ? ' Of
course he could stretch half-way across from the step, but it is desirable that he should be outside as much
as possible so as to look after the safe keeping of his car. The loss of the seating is an important item
just now, because if the double deck cars are to be reduced, it stands to reason that we must have more .
rolling stock, or continue to overcrowd the cars very much.
,
6268. What is the carrying capacity of the cars in Birmingham ? Thirty.
6269. I suppose that in no part of the world is the seating capacity of the cars equal to that of the cars
in Sydney ? I have never seen it, nor have I heard of it. Then again we have to do exceptional work ; it is
really railway work.
6270. You are well up in the Melbourne system P I know the system.
6271.' Have you ever thought of that system as applied to this Colony ? The difficulty is this : that we
have two grades of fares. It might be easy to give a man two trip slips than two punches, but there is.
nothing to prevent him from ringing a twopenny from a penny slip. If the fares were only one grade
there would be no difficulty.
'
.
6272. .Still would there not be a difficulty in regard to the sale of tickets and the giving of change ? Tes,
,
in our cars it would be very difficult.
6273. There would be more to do under that system than under a penny cash system, such as I have
suggested ? Tes. I may say that at the inception of the tramways there was a system under which a
piece was taken out of the ticket itself.
.
6274. What do you think of that system ? It is very good providing it is applied to every round trip.
We used to take 6,000 a day when the tram went to the railway alone.
.
6275. It was stopped because it was too slow? No, on account of the registers. Those registers only
registered up to 1024. Now we have different values ; then there was a 2d. section from Hunter-street
to-the railway.
6276. What is your opinion of the system of tearing the tickets. Not a good one,
'
6277. Why ? A man could tear the tickets down the perforations and they would have just as good a
value as ever,
.
6278. The conductors could do that easily? Tes, or they could take a number of tickets, put their
fingers between them, and tear only a portion of them.
6279. At night on top of the cars that would be easy ? Very easy.
.
6.280, Ton do not think it is an improvement on the bell registers ? No, because there the passengers
have some audible receipt, They can hear the bell ring, although they may get cheated in the proper .
number of rings. When the tickets were torn they had nothing in the shape of a receipt. The thing has .
to be done so quickly ; it is not as though the conductor could tear the ticket in front of each passenger
and show it to him.
6281. Do you think that any of the conductors can read their registers ? I have no doubt they can ; it
is just like reading a gas-meter. The locks to the registers very soon get out of order. There was a lock
and a small key to each of them, but they soon got into such a condition that they could be opened with
а. penknife.
*
6282. That is a bad feature ? It is.
,
6283. You think that they ought to have been so constructed that they could not be opened in the.
ordinary way? Tes, they have been repaired times without number, but the mechanism is small. At.
onp time we had padlocks, but they were useless; the men could easily pick them.
6284. You are now of course well aware, as everyone else is, of this system of manipulating the registers .
by first putting them out of order inside and then putting a pin in them ? Yes.
6285. When did you first hear that such a thing was possible ? At the beginning of the year; I think
in February,
6286. What were the circumstances ? Conductor Keen came to me and informed me that Graham had
told him that the registers could be manipulated. At that particular moment Mr. Eoberts was out, and
for the purpose of having greater privacy I took Keen into his room. A few moments afterwards Mr.
Eoberts came in and I informed him of the object of Keen’s visit. I then left Keen with him. The
thing appeared at that time to be a failure; as far as Keen’s version went it could not be done; they must
evidently have improved upon it. Mr. Primrose brought up a piece of wire in order that the thing might.
be tried, but it did not work.
6287. Who made the trial; how many were present ? Mr. Primrose was there I think. I left the.,
matter in Mr. Eoberts’s hands. Mr. Eoberts sent for Lambert, and as far as I remember said it could
not be done.
.
6288. What could not be done ? That they could not manipulate the registers with ,a piece of wire so .
that they would not register.
,
б.289. Did Lambert see the wire ? I could not say.
,
6290. You were not present when Lambert was shown the register? Not at that particular moment.
..
6291. Were you ever present when a register was shown to Lambert in connection with a piece of- wire.,
and a.pin? Tes ; more recently.
•
■
6292. That was after the frauds became public? Yes ; he showed me where they had filed the ratchets..
6293. As a matter of fact you do not know that this question was put to Lambert at all, that is as to the
possibility of doing the thing by the insertion of a wire ?
No I do not think it was when I was present.,
6294. Did Keen say that he had done it, or that Graham had told him that it could be done ? They were
to find out from Graham I think how it was to be done. Keen did not say that he had done it, as far as ^
I can remember.
6295. Was there any idea in your mind or in the mind of anyone else in the office that Keen had done,
it ? Not in mine.
'
.
6296. Would you be surprised to hear that Keen positively states that when Graham told him that it
qould be done, he being curious took his own register home, tried the thing and succeeded in doing it.
with it before he reported the matter to you ? I should not be surprised because naturally he would;
not tell me that he had succeeded.
. .
"
6297. ^
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■6297. Wily not? If it were known that he had done it the question would arise as to how long, he had J. W.- Tyfer'i,
done it for his own benefit.■6298. And another question which arises is, that in order that the thing might he successfully done the 12iSfcpt.,188S.
register must first be put out of order by someone ? It must have been put out of order, or it must
hare been worn.
.
.
,
6299. But as far as you heard Keen made ho suggestion that he could do it himself?
No. ,
.
fiSOd; He merely carried the story from Graham ? He came to give information fhr the benefit of
the.
Department, at least his action had that appearance.
'.
.
6301. His statement is that he was told by G-raham when riding on the top of a ear, and that being
interested- as soon as he got home he made a trial for himself, and having succeeded, at once went to Mr.
Eoberts or to yourself and told of the matter ? I cannot say that he came immediately after..
6302.- Their of the next morning ? I know that he came in the morning, but lie did not tell me that he
had tried it himself.
,
...
■
'
. .
6303. He does say that he did, although he found that Mr. Eoberts,- Mr.- Primrose, and yourself ridiculed
■the thing, so to speak,- Notwithstanding this it never occurred to him to say, “ It can be done j I have
done it ? He failed to do it that morning.
.
6304. He tried to do it ? STes. He got pieces of wireof various thicknesses and it was tried,hut we
failed to do it on that particular register.
’
, .
.
6305. Was Mr. Primrose in the room with Mr. Eoberts when Lambert was sent for? That I cannot Say.
Mf: Primrose could tell you about the wire because he brought it.
.
. . '
6306. Did be bring it to you ? No ; it was when Lambert was there, I. understood.
.
6d07; You saw him going into the room with the wire ? No * but he told me he took a piece of .wire up,and that they had tried it with pins and with the wife.
.
.
6308. Had you ever had any inkling before that that anything of this kind was being done ? No.
y
6309. And you were given to understand at this particular time that it was not to be done ? No ; I was
fold that it had been done but that they had failed to do it.
•
.
6310. Did you not hear, after the interview between Mr. Eoberts and Lambert, that it was,all Moonshine
and that the thing could not be done ? If my memory servfes me right, Mr. Eoberts came over to Mr;
Yernon, but-1 do not know the result of his interview.
■
.
63li: Did lie not say to you afterwards “ It is all moonshine, it cannot be done ” ? He said it could not
be done; but I did not know the result of his interview with Mr; Yernon.
6312. Did he not say that Lambert had reported that it could not be done ? Yes ; but I was not in the
room when he said so; that is simple hearsay,
.6313. We had iiudef our notice the other day a case in which a conductor was allowed to hold his register'
for some time without giving ill the return. On our asking the clerk why this was done, his reply was'
that he had no control over the matter, that he did not know what conductors were running, and that,
therefore, he did not look for certain conductors to come up ; if they came lip, well and good, he took the
registers; if not, he left them alone. It was shown that a certain man did not bring, in his register,
between -a Wednesday and a Saturday. I belidve it has been satisfactorily explained that when he .went
to work again he was put to car-cleaning. Is. not a system which permits of such a state of things a bad
one? Well that is a weak point.
.
6314. Cofild it not be easily remedied ? As soon as I knew of it I gave instructions that a daily list
of the men absent should be sent up to both Mr. Primrose and the audit, and that all the men, excepting
those on that list, should account for their registers. Then came the question as to whether those who
were sick should not be compelled to send down their bells and bags to be kept in the office.
6315. Under proper system a clerk at the end of the day would say “ Here is Smith or Jones, who has.
not coirie in, and he is not on the absented list ” ? The man would be reported in writing and action,
would be taken. As to the bells and bags being in possession of the men, there are certain runs where,’
from the necessities of the case, it would appear to be inevitable ; for instance, the man doing the last,
trip to Botany has his bag and bells in his possession until he comes in the next morning.
.
6316. Don’t you think any system which allows a conductor to take his register home at night is anentirely wrong one ? Yes, if all men are to be treated as dishonest, but it seems to me that you must place
a certain amount of trust in them.
. •>
6317. But when you are instituting a check of any kind don’t you treat every man as being dishonest
if you wholly trusted men you would have no check at all ? Yes, that is so.
.
,
6318. Does it not seem to you that this manipulation of the registers would never have been heard of if
the men had not had this opportunity at home of seeing how their registers were worked, and of satis-,
fying their curiosity by opening them? Naturally, if the registers were not taken home, there Would be'
much less chance of that being done.
,
■
6319. What would be necessary in order to remedy this defect ? As far as I can see, one of two things.
Either the Men must come back to Sydney at nighty or a trusted officer must go out and take their registers.
Of course it would be expensive for them to come back again. The motor of the last trams to the various
outside terminal stations leaves the cars and runs in light.
.
;
6320. As a rule the chances of fraud on that last trip are very small, providing the registers were taken tip ;
to that point ? Yes; they are small.
'
.
>
6321. But would not the chances of loss be sufficient to warrant your having a junior clerk at each place.;
to take the registers after the last trip and bring them to some central place ? I am afraid it would cost. ‘
more to do that than the trips would earn.
’
6322. What would it cost ? Take Botany for instance. Someone would have to be there at 12'-10-. How:
could the man get back to Sydney. At Marrickville a man would be required at 11'55. He would have
to travel 5 miles odd-. Erom Coogee he would have to travel 6 miles ; and twelve changes at 12 o’clock at .
night three times a week.
i
6323. -I suppose you do not know of a'uy other place where the men are allowed to have their registers at ;
home ? I am not aware that it is allowed anywhere else, but here We have such a different system of :
tramways. The case of other countries is not at all parallel, as far as I can learn.
.
;
6324. But in other places they have terminal stations, have they not ? Yes. I forgot just -now to mention ;
AYaverley, a distance of 4 miles. A man would require to be there at 12'3, and afterwards to travel into town.
' . ■
. .. r

-
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J.'W. Tyrer. '6325. Would it not pay us. to have at our principal termini a station clerk who would take the registers
'-----''---- ' on every trip, night and day ? That would be an extra check during the day as well.
'
.12 Sept., 1888. 6326. It would be ah extra check. It would not give so much opportunity for fraud, but it seems to me
that the men could still perpetrate it.
6327. How p On the journey.
6328. If you bring the manipulation down to the journey you reduce it very considerably ? You would
■reduce it, but I think you would find that the conductors would make a certain number of tickets out of
each trip. They would ring that number short, and I do not think you would catch them.
6329. Does the conductor of the last Botany tram come back to Bridge-street ? No.
•6330.' Could you not have a station clerk at Queen-street, and make him take up all the bags on the last
trip ? Then there would be two sections to Waverley and two to Bondi.
6331. How many persons do you think it would be necessary to employ to prevent the taking of the
registers home at night ? Twelve; in fact more..
.
.
6332. Would you want one at Moore Park ? No.
6333. Would you require one at Bandwiek P Yes, and on three nights a week at Coogee; then you
would want two for the Waterloo and Botany line. Of course if the checking were carried out all dayyou would require a double shift.
6334. Mr. Brock] Could not the clerks at the terminal stations be made ticket-vendors ? I do not think
that would be advisable, for several reasons.
6335. President] But if it were proposed to abolish the present mode of sale, and to increase the number
of Government salesmen, you would have to place salesmen at all the termini and at all the waiting-rooms
in town. The men appointed for that purpose would perhaps be able to take: this night duty with the
bells and bags ? They could not do the two duties of reading the registers and selling the tickets, because
if there was much traffic, while they were engaged iu reading the registers people would be applying for
tickets. I do not think they could discharge the dual duty.
. •
6336. I do not mean that they should read the registers all day ? Of course it could be done the last
thing at night.
.
.
6337. Don’t you think there would be time to read the registers at the termini. Eemember that the
trams stop a quarter of an hour at some places ? There might-be time at an outside termini,
6338. Don’t you think that either the American or the Melbourne system, or the cash system, such as
that which we have suggested to you, if it could be satisfactorily worked, would be an improvement on
the present system ? If it could be worked. I have given you my idea as to some of the difficulties
which I am afraid would crop up. Of course, with the qualifications I have named,, those systems would
be better; but there is the difficulty of our sections being of two denominations, That would apply to
both of the systems you have named. Before the cash system was withdrawn we were sometimes sadly
pushed to get change in coppers even for the meu. The withdrawal of the cash system meant a loss of
about £10,000 a year. In 1884, the penny sections were a penny cash or a ticket; there was no fine upon
a penny section.
'
'
6339. Now you put on such a heavy fine on the Id. sections that the people carry tickets ? Yes.
6340. If they had only to pay Id. on a Id. section and 3d. on a 2d. section, a number of those who
invariably carry tickets would pay cash ? Yes, that is so.
•
6341. At present a man not provided with tickets would have to pay 7d. out to Leichhardt; but under
the previous system he could get out to Leichhardt for 5d. cash, and he did not trouble much about the
tickets? Exactly.
'
.
6342. Now they carry tickets more generally ? Yes. You have also to consider the fine attached to the
sale of tickets.
■
6343. Mr. Brock] You are not allowed to buy tickets from anyone now ? No; whenever I see it I
invariably warn people.
•
6344. President] You admit that it is a bad thing that the men should be allowed to retain their registers
and their takings for.anv time. -Is it not a fact that on the North Shore line the men are sometimes the
whole week without giving in their returns ? Yes. I do not know whether a-man has been for a week
there, but I know he has had them for some days. Two men are sent over there at the proper time to
collect the tickets, and to read the registers ; but the Superintendent tells men to go away, and does not
make provision for their registers to be taken. We are not responsible for that. We provide for the
reading of the registers and the collection of the fares at the proper schedule time. In the case to which
you!are referring the man is relieved earlier; he is a spare mau.
6345.. What would it have been necessary for you to do to secure the collection of his bag? The
Superintendent should instruct him to be there at the scheduled time.
6346. But what would you have to do under the circumstances? We should have to be advised of the
time the man was leaving duty, and then we should have to send over two men specially.
.
6347. Is it not a pity that you have anything to do with that line. You have nothing to do with the
management; how are you introduced into the collection of the registers ? Well we had the traffic and
all in the first instance, but the Minister or Commissioner said that as the thing was so small it ought not
to be under two heads ; and we continued to gather the tickets and read the registers,
6348. You have always done that ? Yes.
.
6349. That is taking the management out of the proper hands ? Well, I think it is a debatable point as
to who should manage it. I think the loco, should'simply provide the machinery for removing the cable,
and that we should continue.
.
.
6350. I am speaking of what .exists. The Locomotive Superintendent is the. general manager of the
North Shore line ?. Yes.
•
6351. Then it is quite irregular for the traffic manager of the city lines to interfere at all. It seems
to me that the traffic manager of the city lines should have no interference whatever ? If not, expense
will be incurred, because a separate officer vvould have to be told ofi to do the collection, and for such a,
small thing it would not be worth while.
.
■
.
6352. Has he not a foreman or leading man over there ? No. Mr. Brown, the-running foreman, looks
after the traffic at the Shore.
.
.
'
6353. So that it is absolutely necessary to find some one from your office to do this .work ? Yes,
6354. And the complaint is that this officer of yours does not go over sufficiently often? Well there is.
a scheduled time for the bags to be emptied; the fault lies in the spare man, to whom you refer to, not
being there at the appointed time,
6355.
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6355. Has it not occurred generally with regard to other men ? No ; I think not. That is the only case J
which has been brought under my notice.
~~
6356. In another case, that of conductor Wilson, the relief time being between 2'45 and 3’41 p.m., the '
conductor had leave to go at 12 o’clock;—what did the Loco. Department expect you to do on that
occasion. Were you expected to send a clerk over at 12 o’clock to.take that one man’s register? We did
not know that he was away.
'
6357. What is the position you have taken up. Have you objected to sending over at these wrong hours
to collect, or have you said, “ You must notify us when a man is being relieved at these irregular hours,
and we will then send someone ” ? I have said that the loco, should make arrangements, for our having
the register and the bag when they give a man leave. I do not think we should send over to take one
man’s bag.
'
•
'
6358. It would be a very expensive thing ? Of course it would. I think I have reported to that effect.
6359. It would really mean sending one man from the Audit Branch and another man from the Traffic
Branch to collect this one man’s returns ? Yes.
6360. The collection of a return would possibly cost more than the total of the collection itself? Yes.
6361. If it is said therefore that the time at which the men leave and start work does not interfere with
this question at all, and if a proper system were introduced they could leave at any time, that would be
entirely incorrect ? Most decidedly.
6362. Because if the men leave at any time you would require a resident officer from the Traffic Branch,
hnd a' resident officer representing the Audit Branch ? Yes. If they want their men to be relieved at
certain times they must make arrangements accordingly.
6363. There wrould be no difficulty iii making this note against, the day’s return—that such and such a
man had not given in his bag ? There was nothing m the case to which you refer to show that the man
was on duty. They say that the schedule showing the men on duty is readily accessible every day ; but
I do not know that it is so.
6364. Do I understand you to say that this irregularity in connection with the North Shore line is not a
frequent occurrence, and that it only occurs in reference to spare conductors, for instance ? To my
knowledge, that is all.
.6365. Even if you were to be asked to send over your man for these irregular returns, it would be
absolutely necessary that you should be advised by some one when you had to send ? Most decidedly.
6366. And you have not had that advice ? No ; that is what I have said.
• ■
6367. "What is your opinion of Lambert as a register repairer? The only thing I can say is just by way
of comparison. As regards his mechanical abilities I cannot say anything. I think he has repaired them
better than we had them repaired by Smart and Eelton.
..
.
6368. Who is Smart ? A watchmaker in Market-street. He was introduced to us by the gentleman who
brought us the registers.
■
6369. What led you to discontinue Smart’s services ? He repaired the registers so wretchedly. I think
•they were frequently taken to him and brought back again in their former condition.
6370. What led to Lambert being employed ? There were complaints about Eelton, and Lambert
applied for the position. In support of his application he produced a character from some one in New
Zealand for whom he had worked as a machinist.
6371. Do I understand that Eelton followed Smart ? Yes.
6372. And there, was no great improvement ? There was for some time. At first there was an improve
ment a.s compared with Smart’s work ; but latterly, whether it was owing to Eelton not being so careful,
or whether it was due to the extra wear and tear of the registers^ I could not say—the work wras not so
good.
■ .
6373. I presume that Mr. Eelton having to superintend the watch repairs could not give his personal
attention to the registers ? I suppose not.
6374. Mr. Brock.'] Do you know the name of the second applicant at the time Lambert was appointed ?
I do not remember.
•
6375. You know, that there was a second applicant ? Yes I remember that now, but I do not remember
his name. I know that he had one of the registers, and that he made certain supposed improvements.
6376. He took the ratchet out ? He took some part of the machinery out—1 do not know what it was.
6377. And when it was handed over to you it would ring without registering ? It wmuld.
6378. President.] Do you remember that wdien this person sent iu his register repaired, as it wras alleged
to be, it was submitted to Lambert ? It was.
■
1
6379. Did that not seem to you rather a singular mode of procedure? Personally, I should not have
done it. This man ivas submitting a tender offering to repair the registers at a. cut-down price. In' any
case Lambert was particularly affected if this man’s offer should be accepted.
6380. And if it had been Lambert would have been left out in the cold ? He w'ould.
.
6381. Was it not an extraordinary thing, under such circumstances, to submit the register to Lambert?
It was.
• .
6382. By whom was it done ?’ By Mr. Roberts.
,
'
6383. But apart from all that you have good faith in Lambert ? As I said just now', he has repaired the
registers better than anyone w;o have had before, but I cannot speak as to his qualifications as a mechanic.
6384. You find that there are far less complaints now than when the other two men had the repairing ?
Yes. The registers are bettor repaired than they were by the other two meu.
■
6385. Has not Oakes ever impressed upon you that these registers were unsatisfactory ? I knew that
before Oakes had anything to do with them. He has mentioned it.
■
6386. You have spoken rather favourably of the registers, if I understand you correctly ? I have said
they were not reliable.
‘
'
6387. But you said you thought that they W'ere as good as any other system which could be devised ?
'Eor the particular w'ork on our cars.
.
6388. Still the objection, we understand, that Oakes has made to them goes further than that; hehas
considered from the first that they w'ere very unreliable, and very apt to get out of order ? I think you
will-find that I said that they w'ould keep in order for some time after they were new, but that after
wards they were not reliable.
6389. The reports made by Oakes occasionally were not, in your opinion, sufficient to warrant you in
recommending a discontinuance of the system ? I occupy a somewhat peculiar position.
I am
simply the Chief Clerk, and I have merely to carry out my orders.
6390.
10—2 A
'
-
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J. W. Tyrer, 6390. Tou have not been called upon for an opinion in the matter ?

No.
’
.^Septaisg. 6392.' Do you believe in the tearing of the tickets ? No.
Were you consulted in regard to that system ? No.
6393. Did Mr. Eoberts introduce it, do you know ? No, he did not.
.
6394. When you went back from the tearing of the tickets to the register, were you consulted ?
No.
6395. If I understand you correctly, if you had been consulted when the tearing system had been introduee$ you would have been opposed to it ? I should.
6396. And if you had been consulted when the proposition to return to the registers was made, would
you have been in favour of it F Tes, as between that and the tearing system. .
6397. Do the conductors come much in contact with you ? Pretty frequently.
6398. Are you well able to judge of their character and efficiency as conductors and so forth P Pairiy
■wgll.
6399. Are there many men with whom you are dissatisfied ? Tes, a fair number.
6400. And in'what respect are you dissatisfied with them? Some of them are slovenly, and have not
sufficient polish for the position they hold, and some of them I should not like to trust.
6401. Will you tell us of those you would not like to trust? Tou place me in rather an awkward
.
position. As you are fully aware our men have not to pass any examination by me or by any .other
officer; we simply have instructions to pmt on a certain man, and he is put on if there is a vacancy,
irrespective of whether he is fit for the position or not. If a man does wrong he is punished. The next
thing is, that he goes to half-a-dozen Members of Parliament, and what we have done is to be practically
undone. Under these circumstances what is the good of my saying anything about the matter.
6402. Ton must not argue the matter in that way ; you are here to answer questions. I have asked you
a question, and I think it is a perfectly fair one ? I should prefer to run through the names of the men
first, and to give you the information afterwards.
64Q3. Will you give us further information then as to these men you consider unreliable ? Tes. Will you
excuse me pressing the point—that the information I give you has to be considered private,
6404. Not altogether private? Tou seethe position in which I am placed. I have to get my living.
Tou know how these things are done. Ido not wish to imperil my position. If I were an independent
man it would be a very different thing altogether.
6405. I cannot see that. I think it is your bounden duty to give the names. Mind you should have
grounds for what you say ? I have no proof; that is why the question is difficult to answer; it is
only my impression of the men, and if I were in business myself there are certain men whom I would not
employ.
64()6. Exactly. We should like to have the names of the men whom, if you ivere in charge of the concern
yourself, you would not employ ? I said if I were in business myself.
6407. If the concern were yours, then, give us the names of the men whose services yon would dispense
with? I will give you the information later on. The question is, to my mind, a very important one, and
it is one which may affect me. I should prefer, therefore, to be very careful in giving you an answer.
6408. I do not see how it can affect you. It is exceedingly desirable, in view of this Commission having
been appointed, that you should give us all the information you can ? If I had absolute proof in. any
case that I might give to you I should be perfectly safe, because I.could say, “ It is known that so and so
did such and such a thing.” The cases to which I refer are not those in which I have any proof of that
'
kind. I have formed suspicions only from my own observation, consequently I am not in a position to
give you the definite information -which I should imagine you would require.
6409. Would your suspicions be sufficient for you to act upon if the service belonged to yourself ? Tes,
because I should then be free and independent; I should be my own master.
6410. Mr. J3roclc.~\ What is your opinion of Greeley? I certainly would not employ him. I have put
almost as much in writing in connection with the case in which the tickets were found in the pocket.
*
6411. What is your opinion of that case ? I think the tickets were planted there.
6,412. Were you disinclined to credit the story that the coat had been borrowed for seven weeks ? I
do pot discredit that, but the statements made to me were of such a nature that I do not think Greeley
was telling the truth, and his great reluctance to give his version to me in writing strengthened that
impression. I had to tell him that I would give him half an hour, and if he did not do so I would suspend
him.
6413. Why did he say anything about the tickets at all—he volunteered the information ? No; it was
dragged out of him. He makes a mistake; he goes to a public-house while on duty, and takes with hini
the driver ; then he tells one of the special conductors, Moran, that he had been to have this drink, aud
that he put his hand in his pocket. It was a hot day for a man to be wearing an overcoat at 10 o’clock in
.
the morning. He puts his hand into his pocket and pulls out the tram-tickets.
6414. Why did he pull them out ? He did it unthinkingly. He pulled out the tickets, and the driver
drew his attention to them, and said, “ What have you got in your hand ?”
■6415. I doubt if I understand your mode of reasoning on this question : you doubt the man’s statement
about the overcoat ? It is strange that he should have had it on on such a warm day.
6416. Do you consider the mode of finding the tickets was invented
do you think that the whole story
as to how they were found was a yarn ? Not as to how they were found—there was a witness.
.
"
6417. Then it does not seem to me that the overcoat matters very much ;—At.was not necessary for him
to wear an overcoat in order to carry the tickets ? No.
6418. At any rate you doubt Greeley’s statement in connection with these tickets? Tes.
■
.6419. Ton think he stole the tickets himself? I do not think the man he charges with putting the
tickets there did so.
.
6420. What is your opinion of Tunis ? I think he is a decent fellow.
6421. Tou do not think he would have done such a thing ? I do not think so.
*
6422. That makes you suspect Greeley ? That, combined with the fact that he seemed reluctant to put
his statement in writing. As soon as the thing was reported to me verbally I made Moran put his state
ment in writing, and then I sent, for Greeley, and I eventually obtained his statement in writing; then I
had the driver, and put the matter privately, without registering it, before Mr. Vernon. Of course we
could prove nothing.
6423.
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6428. President.^ The way you have spoken about Greeley leads me to suggest au amendment m the J- W. Tyrei?'.
question, which I put to you originally. We want you to mention only such men as you have some cause
for suspecting; you had no hesitation in saying what you said about Greeley? No; because I had the 1 ep ., 8 .
case in writing.
6424. In asking you to let us know what men you suspect, I mean you to mention only such men as, from
their habits, or something in connection with them, you know that you have good ground for suspecting;
I did not mean you to name men under circumstances of such a doubtful character as would possibly
jeopardise your position ? J understand that.
_
6425. Now, I will ask you a question about another conductor who is either dishonest or a very ill-used
man;—what do you know of Boyd ? I know nothing about him.
6426. Do you know him ? I do.
'
6427. Do you know his private character ? I do not know his private character. He comes under my
observation only when on duty.
.
6428. What do you know of his official character ? I think he is a man who does his work.
6429. Do you think he is perfectly honest ? I have no reason to think otherwise^
6430. What do you think of Archibald Eraser ? I do not think much of him. I never did.
6431. Tou never heard of a report made by Inspector Bremner in reference to Boyd some months ago
collecting his tickets without tearing them or ringing his bell ? No ; we have had no charge of thkt
kind. If such were the case why did not Inspector Bremner report it at once.
6432. We do not wish you to give information which will injure yourself, but we should like to know the
names of the men you suspect ? I will give you any information in my power which I believe to be
reliable.
.
. • .
,
6433. In regard to some of the men whom you suspect, but in connection with whom you have no tangible
ground for suspicion, it might be well for you to give the Commission the names in confidence, so that
they may be guided in coming to conclusions; we should not act purely upon your report, but it
might, with other circumstances, lead us to a conclusion in regard to certain men ? Tes ; I understand
that, and will give you the information.
,

Albert Frederick Primrose called in, sworn, and examined:—
A. P.
6434. President.'] What is your position in the Department ? I am in charge of the receiving office, _
6435. How long have you been with the Department ? I have been in the Tramway Office seven or eight Primrose.
yG&rs.
12 Sept 1888
6436. Do you remember some months ago a conductor named Keen coming in with a story about the
^ ’’
‘
possibility of manipulating the registers ? I do.
_
_
6437. What did he say ? Mr. Eoberts came down and asked me to get him a pair of registers and a
piece of wire. I took them up to Mr. Eoberts’s room. Keen was there. I heard him say that the con
ductors had been manipulating the registers by inserting a piece of wire. Mr. Eoberts gave him the
register and a piece of wire and asked him to do it. He put the piece of wire in, but he could not make
the registers work.
6438. Did anyone else try it ? I saw Mr. Eoberts try it.
6439. Did you try it ? I believe I did, and I could not make it work.
6440. When you had all failed to make it work, what was the next step taken ? Mr. Eoberts asked me
to leave the register with him, and said he would see Lambert. That is all I know about it.
6441. Was Lambert sent for ? That I cannot say. I heard Mr. Eoberts say he would send for him, and
I am under the impression that he did send.
_ _
6442. But you did not see Lambert with him ? I do not remember seeing Lambert examining the hells
with him—not that day.
(
6443. Have you ever seen him examining any registers with Mr. Eoberts at Mr. Eoberts’s request ?
No, I do not think so ; not that I remember.
_
6144. Did not Mr. Eoberts tell you subsequently that Lambert had seen the registers you had taken up,
and had made a certain statement with regard to them ? I heard Mr. Eoberts say that Lambert had said
that they were all right; then the matter dropped, as far as I was concerned. After Mr. Eoberts had said
that I thought there was nothing in it.
_
_
6445. That is all you know about the matter ? I never heard anything more about it until I saw some
thing about the frauds in the papers.
_
_
_
6146. Tou are quite sure that you did not either go for Lambert, or that you did not see him with Mr.
Eoberts on that occasion ? I am certain that I never went for him, and I am certain that Mr. Eoberts
said that he would see Lambert.
6447. But as far as you know, did he see him ? I only know from what he told me afterwards.
6448. Therefore you cannot say that a piece of wire was exhibited to Lambert, and that he was asked
ivhether this thing could be done or not ? No.
William Lambert recalled and further examined :—
6449. President.] We have sent for you again in reference to a little discrepancy -which exists between* W. Lambert,
your evidence and that of Mr. Eoberts’s with regard to the possibility of the manipulation of the registers
with a pin or a piece of wire. Mr. Eoberts positively asserts that on the occasion of a conductor named 12 Sept., 1888.
Keen bringing this thing under his notice—that is, that it was possible under certain circumstances to
manipulate the register by the insertion of a piece of wore at the foot—he sent for you, and showed you
the register with which he had been endeavouring to do it. He also states that he showed you a piece of
wire, and that you reported that it was impossible to do the thing in the way suggested ? The only time
he mentioned anything to me about a piece of wire was in connection with the four pair of registers.
6450. That wras after the disclosures were made? Exactly.
6451. I asked him distinctly upon that point, and he said that it was five months ago when Keen came
to him wdth the statement that the registers could be manipulated. Now, I may tell you that we traced
vou beyond doubt on that occasion to Mr. Eoberts. Tou were seen going into his office and you were
J (
seen
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^ • a^1 el • seen comiag out again. His statement is that lie introduced the subject to you, that is, as to the possi12 Sept 1838'
0^ ,d°ing ^ie thing with a piece of wire. This is a very important point indeed. Mr. Eoberts was
’’
very positive about it, and he states in effect that understanding that you said that it could not be done
with a piece of wire, he told Moran about the impossibility of the thing, the result being that Moran
discontinued any effort to trace that kind of fraud. Wo want you to remember very particularly what
occurred at this interview with Mr. Eoberts on the subject of the registers? The first time Mr. Eoberts
asked me any question with reference to a pair of -registers and a piece of wire was when he handed me
,
the foul* pairs. As I told you before, I did not have any interview with Mr. Eoberts with reference to
any register and a piece of wire afterwards. I think you asked me if I had had any interview with Mr.
Eoberts as to a pair of registers. I had almost forgotten it, but it came to my recollection that about the
time you mention he did call me into his room. I will not be sure that he did not send for me. I am
under the impression that he did do so.
6451 i. That is five months ago ? It may bo. I believe he sent for me because I had my screw-driver with
me when I went into his office. He showed me a pair of registers, and I examined them. He said, “Are
they in good order.” I said, “Tes.” He said nothing about a pin, in fact he said nothing about the
circumstances under which they were being examined That is all that took place. He said, “Are they
reliable,” and I said, “ Tes.”
■
6452. There would be no force or reason in such a communication as that, because the registers submitted
to you were only an ordinary pair of registers handed to him by Mr. Primrose with which to make a certain
experiment. What object could he have had in asking you simply if the registers were in good order?
I cannot say. I know nothing of the circumstances. I did not know where the registers came from.
6453. That was the only question put to you. Tou were asked to examine the registers aud see if they
were in good order ? That is the only questien, 1 am on my oath, and I say that no word "whatever was
said in reference to the possibility of the registers being manipulated in the way they apparently had
been. There was no question as to a jiin or a piece of wire. I have no object in telling you anything
but the truth, because it could not affect me in any way.
.
6454. It is difficult for us to understand that you had this interview with Mr. Eoberts which you yourself
admit, and to which we are able to trace you, and that the whole conversation should be as to whether
that pair of registers wa,s in order or not. We know from what others have told us that there was no
question as to those registers being in order or not. The question was whether they could be manipulated
.
with a, pin or a piece of wire ? I was never asked a question of that kind. The piece of wire was never
mentioned to me prior to my receipt of the four pair of registers which I have already mentioned. I
know nothing of the circumstances under which this particular pair of registers was submitted to me for
■
examination. 1 know that I opened them, and that Mr. Eoberts said, “Are they in good order ? Are
they reliable ?” I said “ Tes,” and he said “ That is all I want to know.”
6455. I cannot conceive what object Mr. Eoberts could have had in asking you such a question. After
Keen’s statement he went over to Mr. Vernon, and concluded to send all the way out to Newtown for.
you, and you would have us believe that he did so merely to ask you a question which he could have
answered perfectly well himself ? As far as the manipulation of the registers is concerned I have known
of it since I undertook the job of repairing. Anyone who knows anything about mechanism will know
that it is so.
6456. And you say you told Mr. Eoberts this ? Tes.
6457. How long ago is that? At the end of November, 1885. Three years ago. Mr. Tvrer, Mr.
Primrose, and I think Mr. Knox were all present.
°
“
’
’
6458. I think you have already told us that you have a good opinion of these registers ? I have.
6459. Is it not a fact that Mr. Oakes and others, officers of the Department, have had a very bad opinion
of them ? I am not aware of it. I always understood that all except Mr. Primrose thought that they
were the best checks we could have.
■'
6460. Is it not true that Mr. Oakes from the first hour has always had a very poor opinion of them, that
he often combatted the matter with you-; that you have had frequent arguments on the subject; and that
you have praised the registers up, while he has run them down ? No ; I do not remember his arguing
against the registers at all.
6
6461. Tou are sure that he has never mentioned the subject to you ? We have often talked the subject
over.
J
6462. According to Mr. Oakes, you have often had arguments on the subject, in which you have been
for the registers and he has been against them ? I don’t remember his being against them in that way.
I know that Mr. Primrose was always against iliem
6463. Bearing in mind that Mr. Oakes is bred under Mr. Primrose, as it were, is it not possible that he
may have had the same idea ? I hardly think that Mr. Primrose and Mr. Oakes would have the same
opportunity of judging of the general usefulness of the registers as one in my position would have.
6464. That is not the point. We are rather seeking to get from you a confirmation of the statement that
Oakes has repeatedly argued with you against the registers, while you have defended them? 1 do not
remember it. I have heard conversations in which Mr. Oakes has spoken in such a way as would lead
me to suppose that he was rather favourable to them. I think I have heard him say that he could not see
anything as a substitute for them.
6465. A man may easily think badly of a thing, and at the same time shrug his shoulders and say “I
cannot see any kelp for it” ? I cannot say that I recollect Mr. Oakes arguing against tkem, but I know
that Mr. Primrose did.
6466. But you are absolutely certain as to what passed between yourself and Mr. Eoberts, and that he
never before the disclosures mentioned to you the possibility of manipulating the registers with a pin or
a piece of wire ? No ; never prior to my taking the four pairs.
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William Hannam recalled and further examined :—
,
.
64G7. President.'] We have recalled you because we are not' altogether satisfied, from what has since W. Hannam.'.'
come under our notice, that you gave us fully all that passed between yourself and Musgrave;—when
-'A—^
you were here before you told us of certain overtures which Musgrave made to you, and of a meeting at 13Sept., 1888.
Waverley which had been arranged ? Yes, I remember that.
'
64G8. But we think that you could give us further details if you would only do so? I told you all the
particulars. Of course I could not recollect the exact words Musgrave made use of. It is seven or
eight months ago, and I did not take much notice of the man at the time.
■
•
.
6469. Is it not a fact that you have been or are on very intimate terms with Musgrave? No, it is not. . .
6470. Have you not repeatedly been in close conversation, with him ? No.
.
.■
,
6471. Never ? Well on the two occasions I mentioned—those were the only times.
.
6472. You were not in the habit of frequently meeting Musgrave outside the work ? No.
'
,
•;
6473. What is this that we hear about your taking a woman on to your car out to Eorest Lodge some
time ago ; we understand that- you took her u.p in the street, and that you invited her to ride with you ? .
I don’t know anything about it further than that this person came on to the car, and piid her fare like an
ordinary passenger. She went to Glebe Point. I gave Mr. Eoberts the particulars about it when he
asked me.
■
!647.4. And are you now giving us the particulars ? I am not telling you the exact details. All I know
is that this young person ■went out to Glebe Point with me.
.
6475. Who was she ? She is a servant girl in the city.
6476. Do you know her ? I don’t know her intimately.
' ' .
6477. Still you knew something of her ? Yes.
•
6478. Did.you invite her to get on to the tram ? I didn’t invite her exactly. I put up my hand.
6479. Was she intending to ride with you before you put up your hand ? I could not say.
6480. But when you did that she came on to the tram ? Yes ; and went out to Glebe Point with me.
6481. And do you mean to tell us that she paid her fare out there? Ido.
' .
'
6482. Although you had to waive her on to the tram ? Yes.
■
.
6483. What happened when you went to Glebe Point ? When we got there we had about 8 minutes.
I went on to the side of the road about 50 yards from the tram, and we stopped there talking until a'
couple of minutes of the time to go. She then got up on to the tram again, and cameback to Sydney.
6484. And do you mean to sit there and tell us that she paid her fare both out and in ? Yes, I do.
6185. You expect us to believe it ? You can please yourselves about that.
6486. You must admit yourself that it is rather an extraordinary story. This woman had no business at
Glebe Point, except to take a pleasure-ride with you. According to your own showing, ou your arrival
at Glebe Point she merely had a chat with you, and then came back again to Sydney ; that is, she paid
4d. simply for the pleasure of this few minutes chat with you at Glebe Point ? Yes. Do you think she
would sit in the tram with other passengers and not pay her fare ?
■
6487. You are asking us questions now ? Well, it is rather an insult to offer to a man to say that a young
person would get on to his tram and not pay her fare.
6488. You regard that suggestion in the light of an insult? Yes.
•
.
.
'
6489. Did you allow the general public travelling on your tram to see you waive this young girl on to it ?
I don’t know whether they saw me or not. I didn’t make'any secret about putting up my hand. ■
>
6490. Since you speak about insult, do you think that this was a respectable and reputable thing for you"
to do—to call a young woman out of a street in Sydney on to your tram, aud to take her out with you on
your car to Glebe Point, and bring her back again to Sydney ? I don’t see any harm. • I merely put up
my hand, that is all I did.
,•
■
6491. On the journey out and on the journey in where was she sitting? Inside the car. ■
6492. Did you have any conversation with her during either of the journeys ? I don’t think so ; I may
have spoken; I could hot say for certain that we had no conversation ; perhaps I spoke to her as I passed
on, that is all.
■
_
6493. Does it stand to reason that a young woman would go out in your tram with you in this w'ay,.
'
paying her fare both ways, and having no.conversation with you on the journey, merely for the sake of
/
• '
5 or 8 minutes chat with you at Glebe Point? Yes, I think so. She is a young person I have known
■
for a few months. We had nothing very particular to talk about.
■
: 6494. What did you talk about ? Not anything connected with the tramways.
6495. I don’t suppose you did ; but what did you talk about. It must have been something very
important for a young woman to waste her time, and to.pay 4d, out of her'own pocket? 1 don’t'
recollect what we talked about. It was not very much anyhow.
... ■
6496. But you state positively that all you did at Glebe Point was to have this conversation with her ? '
That was all.
''
6497. Nothing iurther was done ? • Nothing further.
.
6498. Did you not tell Mr. Eoberts that she did not pay her fare ? ' I did not.
■
.
6499. You are sure of that ? I am positive about -it.
6500. Where was she when you called her on to your tram? At Market-street.
■
6501. You are sure it was not at Belmore Park ? Positive.'
■
■ ,
6502. What was she doing there on the footpath ? I could not tell you.
■
6503. Was she standing or walking ? She was standing.
6504. She was not going to Glebe Point, I imagine ? I could not say. I don’t suppose she was. - •
6505. Is this the first and only time this young woman has ridden on your tram ? I think she has done
so once or twice before.
'
6506. In the same way—just taken a trip out and home ? I could not say that.
•
>
. ■
'
6507.
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W. Hannam. 6507. I don’t mean riding in the tram in the regular way on these last occasions, hut taking a trip as on
'r*' f’ rich this occasion just for the sake of a little conversation with you ? I think she has done so once before.
13Sept., 1888. 6508_ 0n theJgame l;ne p

~
'

'
.

'

■

'

No_

/

■

6509. Tou are not permanently on any line ? No. I am an assistant conductor.
6510. Tou are a married man ? Tes.
.
6511. Have you not had some little trouble at home about these trips ? None whatever.
■ 6512. Have they not reached your wife’s ears in any Way ? No. .
6513. Tou don’t think this was a very regular proceeding on your part ? It may have been irregular as
regards my conduct, but not as regards my calling. I admit that I did wrong as regards my own affairs:
6514. Tet when the suggestion was made to you just now you regarded it in the light of an insult from
the ^Commission ? That was about not paying the fare. I would not allow my own wife to travel without
paying her fare, to say nothing of anyone else.
6515. But you told Mr. Eoberts I understand that this young woman did not pay her fare ? I swear
I did nothing of the kind.
6516. And you are still quite sure that she did pay her fare ? I am positive.
.
6517. Two pence on each occasion? Two pence on each occasion.
6518. Did you refund the money to her out of your own purse ? I did not.
6519. She was at the .cost of the trip ? She was.
6520. Did you give her anything at all ? I did not. ■
6521. Have you ever given her any money r 1 have not.
1
6522. Why did you hesitate in answering that question ? • I had to think about it.
. 6523. Are you positive that you have never done so ? I am positive. I never gave her sixpence. ■
6524. Do I'understand you to distinctly deny that neither on nor off duty you have had any frequent or
close conversations with Musgrave ? Never. I don’t think I have ever spoken to Musgrave twice off
the job since I have been here.
. ..
6525. If others have told us as positively that you have been seen doing so, they are saying that which is .
not true ? . They are telling a falsehood. I may have been once in his company off the trams off duty.
. I don’t quite recollect, but I have never hardly spoken to him off the job. He spoke to me twice on the
cars when we were working.
6526. But only once in your life off duty ? Tes.
6527. What do you do with yourself at night-time ? I stop- at home.
6528. Tou don’t frequent any of these betting-rooms ? No; I never go out once I get home.
6529. Or do any gambling or anything of that kind ? No; T never gamble.
.
6530. Have you never had meetings with this young woman at night ? No.
6531. Tou must admit, that it is a most suspicious circumstance, whether you are inclined to feel
insulted or not, your riding with her in the car in this way. Tou must admit yourself as a man of
common sense that the case looks very bad ? I don’t see it. A young lady gets up on to my car and
pays her fare. I cannot see any harm in that.
6532. Does it not look very suspicious indeed that a young woman should go out to Glebe Point simply
for the purpose of having a few minutes conversation with you ? Well she did do so.
.
6533. I suppose she was disengaged at the time, was she ? Tes.
6534. Is she in a situation ? She was in a situation. I suppose she had the night out.
•
6535. At what time did this ride take place ? Somewhere about 8 o’clock in the evening. I could not
be certain within half-amhour.
6536. Tou left Sydney at 8 o’clock ? About that.
.
6537. Therefore you were at Glebe Point in the dark ? Tes.
6538. But still we are to understand distinctly that during those 8 minutes at Glebe-Point nothing
further passed between you and this young woman than a conversation on the; footpath ? Nothing further.
I can bring both the driver and the fireman to prove that I was not further away from the tram than I
have stated.
•
6539. Tou are quite sure there.is no further information you can give us in connection with these frauds ?
I have' told you all I know about them. Musgrave is the only man who ever talked to me about'them,"
and I have told you the substance of what passed between us.
"

Walter Wigg recalled, and further examined i—^
Walter Wigg. 6540. President^] We have sent for you because we believe you are able to give us some information, wuth
1 7- “7' regard to a rather suspicious circumstance which occurred in connection with conductor HaUnam ? Tes.
• eP ■>
• 6541. The circumstance referred to is that of a young woman riding with him to and from Glebe Point
some time ago ? Tes, but I cannot say that she went to Glebe Point. I know that she got on to a Glebe
Point tram. ^ I got off at Liverpool-street. It was one Saturday evening. I am not sure about the date,
and I think it was between 7 and 8 o’clock. I was standing at the corner of Market-street. I saw a1
. young woman waiting there. She was leaning against a verandah post. I saw the Glebe Point tram
with conductor Hannam on it in charge come along. He beckoned to the young woman and she’went over
and got into the car. I thought there was something suspicious in the circumstance and I went over and
got on to the front of the car. She was in the second compartment. I stood and looked through the'
glass and saw that Hannam- collected the other fares and passed this woman by.
.
6542. Mr. Brock.'] Tou are positive about that ? Tes.
6543. President.] What did you do then ? I rode with him as far as Liverpool-street and there I got off.
6544. Tou did not speak to Hannam? No. I told Mr. Eoberts of the circumstance’the next morning.I did not report it in writing because I had other suspicions in reference to Hannam at the time-, and I did'
’
not want to put anything in writing just then.
’ ;
6545. What other suspicions had you ? I thought that he was one of those’ who’ were likely to be mixed '
up in these frauds.
■
:
■
.
6546. What made you think so ? Well I had seen him several times knocking about the worse for liqudr.
6547v Off duty? Tes.
.
°
1
,

1
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654]8.-.Anything else? No. There was nothing else except the appearance of the man. I don’t care Walter Wigg.
about his appearance very much.
13 Sept.,1888.
G549. But you don’t judge by appearances ? Sometimes.
(1550. Have you known him to be out at night often or anything of that sort ? No. I have never come
across him. _
,
65.51. Where have you seen him the worse for liquor ? Once at Newtown, on the Newtown Bridge.
6552. At what time was that ? It was in the day-time.
.
6553. Was he in his uniform ? No ; he was not.
'
6554. He was off duty ? Tes.
6555. It was not his shift ? No.
■
6556. Ton have never seen him intoxicated on duty ? I can’t say that I have.
•
6557. If you had you would at once have reported him ? Certainly.
•
6558. Have you ever seen Hannam in conversation with Musgrave ? No. I cant say that I have.
6559. Or with Cook ? I have seen Cook on his tram. That was one of the reasons 1 thought it would be
better for me not to report this other matter.
•
6560. You have nothing very tangible against Hannam causing you to suspect him ? No. I heard that
Musgrave had made some overtures to him, and I thought to .myself at the time that it that was true it
was most likely that he fell in with them.
■
_
.
6561. "Is he a man who is reported to be short of cash or anything of that kind ? Do you mean m refer
ence to his register ?
'
6562. I mean privately ? I don’t know.
_
6563. I ask you these questions because it seems to me that in order to have suspicions one must have
. some ground for them, and if a man is a married man and keeps to his home at night and so on, it is
difficult to entertain any strong suspicions regarding him ? Tes ; it is. I don’t know whether he keeps
at homo.
,
.
6564. You have only seen him.this once drunk or the worse for liquor? Now, I think of it, I saw him
so a few nights ago.
.
6565. Was he on duty then ? No ; he was going off duty. I met him as he was going home. He had
just gone off duty.
^
6566. What did you notice then? I thought that he was the worse for liquor. _
6567. Might not his red complexion give you some idea of that kind without anything further ? It might,
certainly.
,
6568. Was he staggering ? He was.
_
6569. Did you hear him speak ? Tes, I did ; and I thought that his voice was very thick. .
6570. Is there anything material which you could give us in the way of evidence in connection with these
frauds which has not been already elicited from Moran ? I might mention one thing. I was under the
impression that Moran knew about it, but he tells me that he did not. Just before Mr. Eoberts went to
Melbourne to the races, on the 1st of last March, he spoke to me in reference to getting a man to take a
little shop somewhere on one of the tram routes, and to put all these men we suspected on to that route,
and then to let this man become friendly with them without making any overtures to them, in order to
see if they would make overtures to him. I brought forward a man I thought suitable for this purpose.
6571. Who. was he? Charles Peck.
6572. Is he a straight man ? Tes, as far as I know.
'6573. What was the result of this ? Mr. Eoberts went away to Melbourne, and nothing more came - of
the matter.
"
6574. It Jell through ? Tes. Moran knows the man I recommended.
6575. Beyond this there is nothing more you can tell us ? No.
-6576. In connection with the frauds ? No.
...
6577. Tou have worked pretty well with Moran throughout in connection with this matter ? Tes.
.
6578. What sort of woman was it who got on to llannam’s tram ? She was a disreputable looking
character^
.
6579. Tou mean by that that you think she was a woman of the unfortunate class ? Tes ; I think ^so.
658Q- What men do you suspect in connection with these frauds on anything like good grounds ? Eraser,
.Eerrier, Musgrave, Connors, Hannam, and O’Donnell.
6581. We should like to know what reasons you have for suspecting O’Donnell and Connors ? I have
seen this man Cook on Connors’ trams several times, and I know that Connors, before he. came on to the
.trams, was arrested for assault and robbery.
_
■
'
6582. Do you know that for a fact? Well, I did not see him. I believe he was discharged; but I have
.heard from several different sources that he was arrested on that charge.
.
6583. Is he a man of known bad character ? He has been drunk several times. I had to go myself once
and take him off his tram.
.
■ , .
6584. That is on record, I believe ? Tes. His wife was always coming to the office complaining about
his not giving her any money.
.
. _ .
6585. What about O’Donnell. What reason have you for suspecting him? I saw him with Eerrier on
the evening of the day when Eerrier was brought here to the Commissioner for Eailways.
6586. After Eerrier had been here ? Tes,
_
6587: Was he with him in such a way as ivould excite your suspicion? No ; but it seemed to me that
he v'as evidently wanting to know wdiat had been going on.
.
6588. Were they conversing for any length of time ? I saw them in King-street, and they went away
together down the street. I did not, follow them.
•
■
6589. They were evidently in company? Tes. Then after Eobertson had been .here I saw O’Donnell
several times with him with the object, I suppose, of learning any news which might be going, although
■ I do not wish to connect Eobertson in any v7ay with the matter.
6590. What is your opinion of Eobertson ? I think he is a decent man.
6591. Tou wTere at Crow'n-street when he left his duty once or twice ? Yes. ,
6592. Tou saw him coming out with the gamblers on the first occasion ? Tes,
•
• 6593. How comes it that you call him a decent man when he wras in the company of these men coming
out from the hotel ? He came out at the same time that they did ; but he may not have, been in their
company; he may have accidentally got mixed up with them.
6594.
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Walter Wigg. 6594. Do you think that Robertson's explanation, that he was merely going there to relieve nature, is a
■ genuine one, or-that he went there to have a look at these men—to have a chat with them and to look
13Sept.,1888, at them gambling ? I do not know.
659'5. But you must have formed an opinion one way or the other ? My opinion was that he went in to
have a drink.
,
6596.' But although that was your, opinion you do not connect him in any way with these frauds ? No.
’
6597. Is he a married man P I believe he is, but I am not quite sure.
6598. Tou have never heard or seen anything against him ? Nothing beyond this matter.
6599. Have-you ever heard that he left his points before? No..
" 6600. Or that he was ever drunk ? No.
6601. Has he ever been reported for anything ? Not that I am aware of. I think not. I think he was
put off the cars because he got too heavy. He wished to be put off so that he might not have so much
running about. He got too heavy to run up and down stairs. He was a conductor until he went to
Crown-street.
■
6602. Mr. Brock!]- Tou think all the other men, except those you have mentioned, are good men—that is,
you would keep them in their present positions P I am rather suspicious about Ambrose Scott.
6603. Why ? He is always about racecourses,, betting, and so on.
6604. President.] Tou have heard the story about the severance of his connection with the railways ?
Tes, I was told that years ago.
6605. Perhaps it was that which made you suspicious ? Tes, a station-master at Ashfield told me that
he could not understand how Scott afterwards got on the trams.
.
6606. Who was the station-master then ? Mr. Bissett, I think.
6607. Did he tell you that the case against Scott at Ashfield was very clear. Did he lead you to infer that
it.was ? What he told me was that Scott had said that he left the room to go to the closet, and during
his absence some one purloined £5 or thereabouts of his cash. The station-master led me to believe that
.
this was only a got up yarn of Scott’s.
•
•
6608. Do you know conductor Keen ? Tes.
6609. Do you think that he is an honest and well-meaning fellow ? I have not a very good opinion of him.
Two or three times he has been anxious to run with yarns about his mates.
'
6610. Have you any reason to believe that these yarns were not genuine ? No, I have not.
■
6611. When you find a man so disposed in the Department you are not inclined to think well of him
is that it ? It is generally the case that they do it in order to find favour for themselves.
_
6612. Beyond the men you have mentioned, you have.a good opinion of the tramway employees generally ?
Tes.
‘
6613. There has been a great deal said, and perhaps even more insinuated, with regard to Mr. Colls in the
office ? Tes.
6614. And I think it is really due to Mr. Colls to endeavour to clear the matter up one way or the other.
Have you any reason to believe that Colls was in collusion with Musgrave or Ferrier ? No.
6615. What is the extent of what you have heard or seen with regard to Colls and his connection with
Musgrave? I only know that he is a brother-in law of Musgrave’s,. and that Musgrave lived with him
for some time.
6616. But with regard to this information going out of the office, have you formed any opinion about
that ? It would be only natural for Culls if he accidentally saw anything relating to Musgrave to tell
him to look out and be on his guard.
'
•
6617. Does it not occur to you that there could be no middle course in the matter—that there must be
either connivance or exposure ? Tes, certainly.
.
■ '
6318. Have you in your own mind any reason to believe that Mr. Colls knew that Musgrave was defrauding
the Government? . No, 1 have not any reason for thinking so.
■
6619. Tou have nothing at all to go upon except the relationship which you knew existed between Colls
and Musgrave; and Colls says that he would no more shield Musgrave than any other man in the service?
Well, I think it would be only natural that if, as a relation of Musgrave’s, Colls saw any report relating
to him he would say, “Tou had better look out.”
'6620. If you had a near relation who happened to be a scoundrel, what would be your action in regard to
him under similar circumstances ? I should kick him out of the house.
"
6621. Tou would shun him in every wav—perhaps the more strongly from the fact of his beinsr a
relation ? Tes.
6622. As. I have said before, there has been a good deal of talk aboiit information getting out of the
bffice. In one particular case the police have put it strongly that the contents of a certain report from
themselves got out of the office. As far as we have been able to see, that was a mare’s nest, because
the information given by the police did not reach the office until Terrier’s dismissal had taken place.
Under these circumstances, do vou think it is to be wondered at in any way that the information got
abroad? No.
.
•
.
.
6623. There would be nothing iu that matter to connect Colls ? No. The policeman, I think, charged
me with giving that information because I said something in this room which he did not like.
6624. What was that ? It was somethingT said in reference to an informant of his.
.
6625. With reference to Dominic ? Tes.
.
,
6626. What was it? Stove told me that he knew a man who applied for a license, and who was going to
get the license, and then take tickets from Musgrave and sell them. Stove at first denied that here, and
Would not give the name.
.6627. He did not deny having the information? He did at first. When I got outside the room he
commenced to bully me because I divulged something he had said to me—as he thought—in confidence.
"
6628. Mr. Brock.] What is your opinion of Greeley ? My first opinion of him was that if any one was
selling tickets it was he. I said so to Mr. Yernon, but Greeley appeared to be so anxious to follow this
thing up that I began to think he was genuine. With reference to the tickets in his pocket, I thought
he would have said nothing about that unless the other man had seen them.
6629. President.] Do you still think that Greeley is genuine ? Tes ; I fancy he is now.
6630. Are you aware of this, that after he told Mr. Roberts that Dolan Was the man who wras treating
With Siddons, he himself was seen in Siddons’ several times at night ? No,
6631; Were you aware of that ? No,
'
.
6632,
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6632. Are you aware .that he has positively denied it ? I heard that he had done so.
6633. Do you think that any decent mau would lend himself almost unasked to this kind’of detective
business ? I believe he was in the police at one time, and he may have gained his wish for it there.
. 13 Sept.,1888.
6634. He admits that he was angling with Siddons over the matter ? Tes; I think he received
instructions to do so.
; •
'
6635. Prom whom ? Trom Mr. Eoberts, I believe.
'
6636. If G-reeley had been caught during these two or three months, when he was apparently doing the
detective business, would you have believed one'single syllable of this ? Ho. Perhaps I ought to mention
that I was sent to countermand an order which had been given to him in reference to making overtures. 6637. Do you think Mr. Eoberts would be likely to give such au authority to a man like Greeley without
letting you and Moran know of it ? No, I don’t think so. I know that at one time he was told to offer
tickets or to sell them.
'
■
■
6638. Mr. Yernon, when he heard 'of it, disapproved of it, did he not ? Tes.
6639. He did not approve of a conductor being allowed to simulate the part of a dishonest man ? No j
of course it would be compounding a felony. I know that Greeley had some instructions, and that I had
to go and tell him not to carry them out. I distinctly remember going and telling Greeley to go no
further in the matter. Luckily he had not seen Siddons.
6640. Tou remember when it was first reported to Mr. Eoberts that the bells could be rigged by means
of a pin or a bit of wire ? Tes ;■ I think it was about the end of February.
•
66 tl. Who first brought it under notice ? Keen, I believe.
,
6642. Do you know what followed upon Keen coming to see Mr. Eoberts with a story about the
possibility of this thing being done ? Mr. Eoberts, I believe, submitted the bells to Lambert.
6643. How do you know that ? He told me so.
6644. Did he tell you that he would do it, or that he had' done it ? I understood him to say that he had
done it.
'
’
,
6645. Were you present when Keen went to the office and the registers aud the wires were used ? Tes;
I think I was in the office ; 1 am not sure.
6646. Do you remember Mr. Primrose fetching up a pair of registers and a piece of copper-wire? I saw
him with a pair of registers, but I didn’t see what was going on.
,
6647. Tou distinctly remember Keen making this statement ? Tes.
'
6648. Do you remember following upon that that Lambert came to Mr. Eoberts and saw him ; do you
know that of your ov?n knowledge ? Tes.
•
.
6649. How? The second tirne Moran got the bells to submit to driver Graham, and when he brought
them back, he spoke to Mr. Eoberts in reference to the matter, and Mr, Eoberts said, “ It is the same old
story; it cannot be done ; I have just shown it to Lambert.”
1
6650. Was Lambert there at the time ? I believe he was. I think he was inside the room then, but I
didn’t see him.
'
.
'
6651. What led you to believe that he was there ? Something Mr. Eoberts said, I don’t exactly know
what it was.
"
.
6652. From something Mr, Eoberts said you inferred that Lambert was inside the office ? Tes, in
Mr. Primrose’s room.
^
'
6653. And that he had just expressed the opinion that the thing could not be done? Tes; and after-'
wards, when I was speaking to Mr. Primrose, he said, “ Do you believe it can be done ? ” I said, “ They
say it can be done, but I don’t know how.”
•
"
6654. Did he say anything about Lambert’s expression of opinion ? Tes ; he said that Lambert had said'
that it could not he done.
■
6655. From whom did he derive that ? From Lambert himself, I suppose.■
6656. Or was it through the medium of Mr. Eoberts ? That I don’t know.
6657. There is an important discrepancy between the evidence given by Mr. Eoberts and that given by
Lambert. Mr. Eoberts states positively and distinctly that he consulted Lambert upon this particular
point; Lambert says that Mr. Eoberts merely submitted a pair of registers to him and said, “Lambert,
are these registers in working order ?•” aud that he never once submitted the matter to him in the form
of a question as to whether the thing could be done with a piece of wire or not ? It would be strange if
Mr. Eoberts did not do so, seeing that he had just previously been told that it could be done with a piece’
of wire; that would be the main point under consideration; why otherwise should he submit the
registers to Lambert at all? I am sure he gave me to understand that Lambert had told him that it
could not be done.
.
•
6658. What was the effect of this opinion, or, I should say, this supposed opinion of Lambert’s on the
operations of yourself and Moran ? I thought that we had been had by a hoax or something of that
sort.
' '
.
•
■
6659. But what was the effect of the information;—did you in any way lose ground ? Tes; certainly.
We thought there was nothing in the report which we had heard.
•
’
6660. Tou did not follow' the matter up ? We did not follow it up any further then.
•
6661. Tou let it entirely fall to the ground until when ? Sometime in June.
6662. From when? From March.
■
'
6663. From March until June you let the matter rest, under the impression that the information
emanating from Graham was a mare’s nest, Tou ceased from inquiries in that particular direction ?
Tes; I w’as awray on my holidays for three weeks.
.
’
6664. Otherwise you let the matter entirely drop ? Tes; until we saw this-man Cook about again.
6665. Where was that ? We saw him riding on the trams, and we saw Ferrier riding about a great deal.
Ferrier, too, had always plenty of money, and our suspicions were aroused again.
6666. How did Greeley come into the matter again early in June ? I saw Cook on his train, and I said
to Moran, “There is Cook on the train now; you had better go and see Greeley and see what is up.”'
Moran went on to the tram, and I w'aited for him.
.
'
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Edwin Tathaxn called in, sworn, and examined:—
1
President.'] We understand that you have an invention for the improved collection of tram-fares
iaSept lSSS. w}llel1 y0? desire to submit to our notice ? Yes.
’
6668. Will you asbriefly as possible explain the operation of your invention? Yes. The checks are
printed on a continuous roll or coil of paper by the patent machine, which also counts and records
the number printed and winds an arbitrary number upon spools each bearing a distinguishing mark.
The printer taking note of the numbers of the spools, and the number of checks thereon, hands them
to the chief of the fare department, ready for insertion in the “registers.” As required they are
inserted m the register, and accompanying each register would be a return sheet, checked by the guard
dnd a clerk, in which all particulars of its use would be summarised, and, if necessary, the ntimber which
the register indicated at any certain stage of its journey could easily be written up. If also deemed
advisable the check tape or paper might be made of various colours, say a distinguishing colour for each
route, or say a distinguishing colour for uncertain periods of time. The guard, being provided with his
register, would collect cash-fares and detach checks from his roll to the value of the paid fare, and hand
them to the passengers, these checks being cancelled and recorded as they leave the register. The fares
for a full journey could thus be collected from the passengers upon entering, and he would at the sections
only need to exhibit his checks. Eor dishonest persons or dishonest guards of course the usual regula
tions would be required, but in this system they would only be few.
G6G9. I must compliment, you upon the brevity of your statement, but it seems to me that, in the final
portion, you have if anything rather erred on the side of brevity; you tell us for instance that dishonest
persons or dishonest guards would of course require the usual regulations, but that, under your system,
these would, be very few;—we should like you to enlarge upon that point? The instrument I have
invented will give you two checks against the guard and one against the general public.
6G7D. What checks do you consider you have ? In 'the first place the tickets are in the form of an
endless tape, which is perforated by the machine which prints the tickets into sections. Each one of
these sections comes out of a ticket indicator after registration. Then you have the same check that you
have at the present time in the shape of a bell. It is impossible for the conductor to take out a ticket
Without i-inging the. bell. - When the conductor gets to the end of a section he has instructions to move a
lever, which will have the effect of loosening a figure and thus altering the obliteration line at the back of
the ticket In one of the machines, the same section wall alter the date and a letter at the back of the
ticket. These alterations can be made at the end of a journey or at the end of a section.
.
GG71. Do you find it necessary to have a printing machine in connection with your invention ? Yes. I
have had to invent a machine specially to print the tickets used in the ticket indicator. I have here a
model oi that machine. The tickets can of course be printed upon paper of any thickness you may deem
necessary, and there is this further advantage that the machine prints the tickets and perforates them at
the same time. '
.
1
6072. How many tickets can you print in an hour ? I will work the model and show you. You see I
have printed 300 tickets in 23 seconds. Mr. Dyne, the late Minister for Works, was so satisfied with the
machine that he gave the Government Printer instructions to have two machines made from this model
6073. Are they m the Government Printing Office now ? I do not know.
6674. Could you print enough tickets upon one spool to last for a week ? Yes.
6675. I see that you transfer the tickets from a big spool to a smaller one ? Yes; you can transfer them
m any number you please, and the machine is so contrived that it will count the tickets as they are
transferred.
'
J
6676.'I suppose you would keep the tickets in certain numbers afterthey have been transferred to the
small spool ? Yes.
'
6677. You must remember that in this matter it would be necessary to keep the printing department
sepaiate iiom the traffic department; the printer would receive a requisition for so many spools of tickets
each containing the same number—the number I suppose which would be necessary to charge the*
indicators each time ? Yes.
"
6678 The clerk, whose duty it would be to provide the conductors with tickets, would take those spools
and till up the empty indicators ? Yes.
.
1
ccoa’
tickets are used by the conductor they do not become numbered ? No.
6680. That is, they are not numbered until they are being used ? No.
.
6681. Then they are numbered in that process for the first time ? Yes.
6682. Then what check have you as between the printing-office and the traffic office. Suppose the traffic'
office requisitions for 50 spools of 1,000 each, or 50,000 tickets, what check is there if the tickets are not
priced ’ ihere 13 an ladlcator on t]l6 macl™e at the printing-office showing you how many are
6683. But how does the traffic clerk know that he has received 50,000 tickets ? Each hundred tickets
on tne spool is shown by a red mark.
6684. Do I understand that the clerk would have to unroll each spool to see if he had 1,000 tickets ?
i\o,^ie could see from the marks whether he had 900 or 1,000.
.
ecoe J0U tlu"k he could take the numbers from the coloured indications of each 100 ? Yes.
0680. Suppose that this could be satisfactorily arranged, remembering that there would probably be some
man intervening between the traffic clerk who acknowledged the tickets from the printer, and the traffic
clerk who supplied the indicators ;-what would be the next step. Would the clerk who handed the
the c°nductorLbe
a position to swear that there were 1,000 tickets on each spool ? Yes.
6687. You must remember that if we are to prevent fraud there must be no guesswork about the matter ?
1 quite understand that, but yon can make quite sure of the number. Besides that, I do not think it
matters whether the conductor has 1,000 tickets or not. He issues a certain number, which are indicated
by his machine, and he-must account for the number be has issued. He will have - to account for the
sh°W11 by hlS register, not for the number taken 'off the spool
- •
■
ovZ; fi!iPPwia c°nduct°r t0?k 100 tickets off a spool of 1,000 and registered away until he got to 900,'
Lill*+1?
P ue7er Sot 1’000 011 that sP°o1- Y°u must give me another 100”? He
« the
th+ 1-°0 +1° ^ be had take^ becallse hls bel1 must ring every time he issues a ticket, and
it the bell did not ring the passengers would know that he was not issuing his tickets properly. Then
S’bpcl0 6 n0t tabe T tlCketS °Ut
indicat0r witW 0Peni»g tbe instrument, and I think® t
could-be closed up m such a way as to render it difficult for him to do so?
' .6689.
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6G89. I notice that the hell has not a loud ring. Dp you think it would be heard by the passengers PIE. Tatham.
think I could improve the boll if you do not think it sufficiently loud.
s
G690. I think it rings too quickly. I£ the tickets were'withdrawn rapidly it would not show clearly 13 Sept.,1888.
enough the number of tickets abstracted ? I think that could be managed. Of course the guard must be
instructed when he arrives at the end of a section to shift the obliteration mark, and it can then be seen
by the indicator how many tickets have been issued on that section. The passengers must not throw away
their tickets until they reach the end of that section, or they will have to pay again.
6691, I observe that the obliteration-mark on the tickets is very slight, and'that the number obliterated
.. ,
is very small. Do you think a conductor would be able to see standing on one side of a car that a' '
■
passenger sitting on the other side held in his hand a ticket with a number proper to the section
\
~
obliterated? With tickets of the size now on the spool, it could not be seen at. a distance, but, at the
. j,
same time, you must remember, that the conductor going round the car wrould have some knowledge of
'
*
the passengers wdio had paid their fares. If he had any doubt in regard to. a particular passenger he>
would ask that person to show him his ticket, and. he'would at once see rvhether it was the ticket proper1
to the section.
■
■
.
.
..
.
.
6.692. But don’t you think that if the cars were in any way full the conductor would not have the know-1
ledge enabling him to exercise this check ? I think it would be easy, under ordinary circumstances.
6693. How many'tickets would each indicator hold? That depends upon the thickness of the tickets,-but>
it could be changed at the end of every trip if you thought fit.
.
.
'
6694. Having regard to the thickness of the tram-tickets now used, do you think you would be able tol
provide a register which would carry enough for a round journey, say 500 ? Yes ; and I do not think'
that the instrument provided would be much bigger than the present registers.
.
.
6695. Now we come to the conclusion of the journey. The man hands in his indicator, and receives1
another in lieu of it. Supposing, he has been running on a light line, such as Forest Lodge or Glebe
Point, where the indicator .would last for more than one double journey, the clerk would see that there
were perhaps 300 tickets left, and he would say to himself, “ Those will do for another round trip.” . He.ivould give the man back the same register, after having dotted down the reading. If, however, the register*
w^as exhausted, or nearly so, the man would have another register issued to him? Yes ; there would be'
no difficulty in arranging for the degrees of traffic on the different lines.
. .
.
6696. "Well, the conductor says, “ Here is my cash
the clerk counts it. What does he find ? He finds
that it agrees with the number on the indicator.
. \
6697.. If the conductor hands in 6d. or 3d. short, what does the clerk say to him ? He tells him that he*
is short of cash.
.
...
6698. Can he say to him, without any doubt, “You must give me another 6d., and the sooner the better.”
The conductor, under those circumstances, could not say, “ Oh, this register does not show the proper’
number.” Could the clerk call upon the conductor to make up the amount, knowing beyond doubt that,
if short, the conductor had lost the money, or that he had given some wrong change ? Yes, the clerk
c.ould do that without any hesitation. The instrument is absolutely certain in its operation.. .
6699. Do you urge that it is so accurate that a conductor deficient in this way several times could b6'
dismissed ? Yes..
.........................
.
6700. "Would there be no. difficulty in issuing the tickets from the. register?.. In. order-.that the conductor'
might be ready he should have a certain number let out of the instrument. He could then give them, off
the moment they were required. . .
..
.
. .
..
. .
.
. .
6701. But in this way a conductor will be almost sure to arrive at the .end of a journey with a number of '
tickets registered, but not issued. Suppose he trades on this by taking several fares just at the end of
his journey, tearing the tickets off, but not issuing them, pocketing the cash, and producing the tickets as
some he has drawn out without being called on to issue them ? Of course that might happen, hut that;
vtould tell against any machine.
‘
"
6702. I think it would be unwise to encourage the conductor to draw any tickets from the machine
until on the point of issuing them; moreover, if he did so, the passengers would not have the check
afforded by the ringing of the hell ? Yes ; that is so.
.
.
.
6703. Take a tram going to the cricket ground ; the conductor has not been able to collect the whole of
his fares, and a number of people get off there and say, “ Oh hang the tickets, what is the fare,” and then *
go. away giving the conductor cash, and receiving no tickets ? The. conductor has no business to postpone *
the collection of the fares until so late a period of his journey. A number of passengers under the cir-1
cjimsjtances you name would leave the conductor altogether, and that might happen. under the presentsystem. ’
'
,
.....
6704. Might not a guard pick up some of the tickets belonging to the previous section, and issue them
fraudulently on the subsequent section if he were allowed to draw* .tickets from the indicator., before ;
he was on the point of issuing them ? I do not think he would do that, because the passengers might
cpmpare their tickets, and would at once detect that one ticket had one number obliterated, wbile another*
ticket had another number oblitera'.ed. Besides that I would employ an inspector to watch the men.
6705. In such a case as you suppose might not the conductor say to the man who held the ticket, which 1
he had fraudulently issued, “ Here you have a ticket belonging to the previous section. You have not
paid for this section at all.” Under those circumstances some passengers might pay again ? . That is. not
very likely to happen.
.
.
6706. You referred in your opening remarks to some regulations which you seem to think it would be
desirable to have? I think it would be necessary to promulgate regulations.imposing penalties, on the
guard who tendered a passenger a cheek not detached from his register in the sight of that passenger.:
Upon any person who exhibited as a receipt for his fare any check not obtained from the guard of. the
tram on the same journey On which it is so exhibited upon any person who entered a tram-car with, any. undestroyed tram-checks in his possession ;. upon any person who upon leaving a train-car on demand ofany officer of the Department, does not exhibit and give up genuine checks of the value of the journey.'
he has just made, upon any person who barters, sells, gives, presents, buys, purchases, or accepts anyundestroyed tram-checks from any other person.
.
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Y. A. BROCK, Esq., J.P.

Albert Frederick Primrose called in and further examined :—
6707. President.^ When we sent for you the other day we did so merely to ask you a question or two
^__bearing upon the evidence given by others with regard to the manipulation of the registers. We think
19 Sept., 1888. ^'s desirable to ask you a few more general questions relating to your position in the Department. What
is your position ? I am in charge of the receiving-office. When the registers were first introduced I
came down with them from the audit office,
G708. You were previously in the audit office, then ? Yes.
0709. You came down with the registers, to do what ? To read them, and to furnish the returns.
0710. Describe the process of reading ? It is simply this:' When a conductor brings in his returns the
register is read, and the return is placed to his account.
.
0711. What do you mean by account ? Do you mean a book, a sort of ledger, with a heading for each
man, or a heading for each line ? A heading for each man and each line. The Waverley line, for
instance, and the Waverley men are in one place, and the Coogee line and Coogee men in another place.'
0712. What do you do with.the men who are transferred a good deal from one line to another. Suppose,
for instance, a man is on the Waverley line in the morning, and on the Leichhardt line in the afternoon,
do you enter his return under two headings ? That would be an assistant conductor. We should ask him
where he was running, and if he said that he had made so many trips to Leichhardt, and so many trips to
Waverley, we should have to apportion the return accordingly.
.
0,713. 'How would you apportion it ? The conductor would be asked how much he thought he had taken.
071L You read the register only once a day? The register is not read every trip, but tlie bags are
emptied every trip. We.continue to read the registers once a day.
0715. Then, when a conductor gives in his register at the end of the day, if he is not a fixed conductor
you ask him how much he thinks he has made on the different lines, and you apportion the return between
those lines, is that it ? Yes.
.
.
0710.. We should like to know by what process you apportion the earnings ?' The conductor would- tell
us what he thought he had taken.
'
0717. Let me give you an illustration: Suppose a conductor has made two runs to Waverley to and fro
in the morning, and that he has made in the afternoon two or three runs to Forest Lodge and back,- bv
what process do you arrive at the earnings of the Waverley line and of the Forest Lodge line, respectively ’?
We go by what the conductor tells us.
.
0718. What could the conductor tell you ? He would have some idea of how many tickets he had taken
on each line.
■
.
“
.
.
0719. Although his bag had been emptied after each trip during the day, and he had not examined his
register, you think he would be able to tell you how many tickets he had taken for the different trips ?
Yes.
.
. .
0720. Is that the only way of arriving at a knowledge of what is earned on the different lines ? Yes,.I
think so, under those circumstances.
0721. Do you consider it a satisfactory way ? Of course if the men were put on certain lines and finished
.
on those lines it would be better, but they are sent about from line to line.
.
0722. Are we to understand that this is exceptional, and that the majority of nien would be able to say,
“This is my register; it represents takings on the Waverley, the Forest Lodge, or the Leichhardt line,”
as the case may be. Would the majority of the registers represent the takings on one line ? Yes.
•
0723. It would be an exceptional case in which a man would say, “ Some of this belongs to Leichhardt,
some to Forest Lodge, and some to Glebe Point?” Yes. As a rule, if a man is put on the Leichhardt
line we get the whole of his returns from that line. Yery few returns are mixed up in the way you suggest.
0724. Therefore they are not material ? No, and it sometimes happens that a conductor, after his finish
at night on the Leichhardt line, may be put on to the Waverley line, in which case he would start upon
the Waverley line with a clear bag.
0725. Is there any reason why the registers should not be read at the end of every round trip ? That
could be done of course; the bags are emptied.
0720. Where are they emptied ? At the office.
0727. Where are the registers read ? They are read by Mr. Oakes down in the yard, as an independent
check,
0728. As the bags are taken to the office to be read at the close of every trip, is there any reason why the
registers should, not be read at the same time ; would there be time to do so ? Yes, there would be time.
6729. The reading of the register is a very short process if a man understands ? Very short. The onlything in what you suggest is this, that we should have about a thousand entries in a day.
0730. Would it make the check more difficult ? No, I do not-think so, but I do not think there would be
much check in reading the registers. It might be done to ascertain the earnings of each line on each trip,
but I do'not think it would be a check against the men taking tickets.
673.1. Why? If a man wanted to take a few tickets he could take them at the end of the journey just
the same.
.
■
673.2. Have you any particular reason for thinking so ? Ho.
‘
6733. But you jnust^haye a reason for your opinion? That is my private opinion.
6734. But what is your reason for it; why would not the men be caught and found out? Suppose he
rang .but did not register the tickets you could not find him out; for instance, a man might receive twelve
orfourteen tickets, and register only ten; he rings so fast that it would be impossible to detect the
difference. How could he be found out under such circumstances" as those ?
.
I thought you were driving at another idea; I thought you were going to say that the registers
wefe not much check, because the men’s returns were not expected to balance wittfthem exactly ? Since
I have, been in the office I have never expected a man to come out exactly right with his register.
-6736. What discrepancy would you consider a fair thing for a perfectly honest and capable man ?’ Do you
mean in a big day’s takings ?
gygy
Primrose
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6737. In an ordinary day’s takings ? I think if he came within twenty either way it would be very good. _ 4'
■
6738. If yoa were dealing with a perfectly honest and capable man you would not come to the conclusion
r™r ee*
that he was not as careful as he ought to be because he came in with twenty .tickets wrong P No, I should 19 afept.; 1888i
not.
.
•
.
1
■
’ '
6739. Do you mean for every trip ? No, for the day.
- •
.
6740. Then if the registers were read for each round trip you would bring out a much nearer balance ? Yes.
6741. What should you say would be the discrepancy on every round trip between the register and the
actual contents of the bag ? In a morning run I should not think it would be more than three or four.
6742. You think there would be that number out on every round trip with a perfectly honest and careful
man ? I think so.
.
.
.
,•
.
*
6743. Why do you think there would be this discrepancy ? Tor many reasons; many of the tickets get
close together, and a conductor may receive three tickets for two, or vice versa.
.
'
6744. Do you think that is likely ? Yes.
’
_
6745. But the trams ought to be doing much better than they are if many people give three tickets for
■ two or two for one ? Well a great many people make mistakes in giving tickets, if the tram is full the
conductor has to trust to the passengers a great deal. Of course if he carried out his instructions to the
letter he would be all right, because he would receive only one fare at a time; but I do not think he would
have time to carry out his instructions consistently. The passengers themselves collect the tickets, and
.
' the conductor may very easily be given seven tickets for eight or vice versa.
■
6746. Do not the conductors, as a rule, count the tickets when they are ringing them off at each com
partment ? I am sure they don’t.
'
6747. What do you think they do ? I think they count the passengers and take it for granted that the
tickets are right.
.
■
' _'
6748. My experience is that they count the tickets ? I have seen the cars so crowded that I am sure it
would be impossible for a conductor to collect the whole of the fares and register each fare separately. ,
6749. I have noticed particularly that the conductors count the tickets at each compartment before
'
ringing them off ? Of course in collecting the tickets in this way they are not carrying out their
instructions.
■
'
'
6750. What are their instructions ? On the receipt of each fare they are supposed to ring the bell. ■
6751. They do that when collecting the top, but when collecting the bottom they would not have time ?
Well that is what they should do in all cases.
'
"
6752. Mr. Brock.'] But the tickets are often collected by the passengers ? Yes ; and they may often be'
short of the proper number.
'
6753. But the conductor should count them ? That may be, but how would that be at night when there '
is hardly any light about.
■
’ '
6751. Under such circumstances you think the conductor counts the number of passengers ? Yes.- •
'
6755. President.] You seem to consider it impossible for the conductors to carry out their instructions. ’
Is it not a pity to give instructions which must be inoperative ? Yes; to carry out the instruction I.
speak of the conductor would have to get inside each compartment.
'
•
6756. You recognise that it would be practically impossible for the conductor to say to the passenger who
handed him the fares of four other passengers, “I cannot take them that way, I must have them singly ?” •
Yes.
•
•
_
'
6757. But if he counted the tickets when he got them into his hand and then rung them off, would not a''
careful man under that system come out right ? I am sure he could not come out exact?
~
6758. Have you any great opinion of these registers that will not balance correctly with the receipts ? ^
I have no opinion of them whatever.
.'
■
. ' *
6759. You believe in ticket tearing, I suppose? I believe in the tickets being cancelled on receipt.
’'
6760. We have had the ticket-tearing system for several months, what is your opinion of it? I think you
would have to trust altogether to the conductor’s honesty.
' ;
' .
6761. You think that under that system the conductors could do almost anything they liked with the;
tickets ? Yes ; they could easily tear them long ways instead of across. On an upper deck at night they 1
could do practically what they liked.
' ' '
6762. Pretty well what they liked ? Yes.
•
6763. Therefore if you think the register system bad you think the tearing system worse? Yes.
.
;
6764. Then what are we to understand. I understand that you approve in some measure of the tearing •
system ;—what tearing system would you advocate ? I believe that if we had tickets of different colours
the system might answer very well.
'
”
6765. You mean that tickets should have two parts? Yes.
'
'
6766. And you think that if the tickets were in two parts, and that if the paasenger had to give the
conductor one part only, retaining the other, there would be no possibility of fraud, because the ticket
would be of no use in the way in which it was handed to the conductor ? Exactly.
'
6767. But would you not have any .number of passengers giving up their tickets whole—passengers who .
would not be bothered tearing them up, and so on ? I do not know. You will have to trust the public}.'
to some extent.
'
'
' .
'
6768. You are advocating a system analogous to the omnibus bonus system. In that case there was some
inducement to the public to keep their little butts, because each butt gave a chance of a prize, and thfee-r1
fourths of the people knowing this used to keep their butts ; but even with this inducement it. is ..a fact};
that a large number used to throw their butts away ? Yes ; I am aware of that.
■
•
... . i
6769. But if you had no inducement of that kind, does it not seem to you that the passengers would ba'.
giving up whole tickets, leaving it to the conductor to tear them if he thought fit ? Possibly.'
6770. But if you admit that you admit the possibility of fraudj do you not? Yes; I do not think there is any perfect system if a man wishes to be a roguo.
'
6771. You know the Melbourne systemP I have not seen it, but I have heard about it. I believe.the •
.
best' system that we could have, if we could secure a proper check, would be entirely cash.
- • - , 6772. A system something like-the box system pf the omnibuses, if it could only be introduced ? Some’system of the kind if it could be adopted, ■
■ .
v . ' - j
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0773. What do you think of a system by which the cash would be collected as iu a box, and under which the
cash would, at the time of collection, register itself apart from the manipulation of the conductors P Yes j
but who would put the money into the box.
- -eE >>. - •- 677f. The passengers ? But they might put in bad coin.
6775. But supposing the receptacle was arranged for pence only? That would do very well.
6776. And suppose that these pence in passing through registered themselves so that if a conductor at
the end of a journey had not the exact number of pence registered, he could be asked at once to make up
the difference? Something like that would do.
6777. I gather from your answers that you are dissatisfied with any system which does not impose upon
the conductor the necessity for giving in a certain return ? Yes.
6778. You see that once you allow a margin you cannot draw any line ? Yes, that is quite true.
6779. If you say that you cannot fairly expect a conductor to bring in what his register shows it is
difficult to draw a line, and say that the conductor who is ten short to-day is honest, and the conductor
who is fifteen short to-morrow is dishonest, and should be punished? That is my view. I should be
sorry to punish any man who was fifteen out under the present system, especially if it came on to rain;
because from what I have seen of the system I am sure it is not reliable when the registers get wet.
6780. "Why ? Because the ringing is not perfect. I have seen so much of them in one way and another
that I once drew up a report and sent it in to the late traffic auditor. If you look at that report you
will discover my opinion of the registers.
6781. What would be the date of that report ? I do not know. It was before Lambert had the repairing
of the registers.
'
6782.- Long before ? I7o. They were taken away from Mr. Belton just afterwards.
6783. The report was made while Felton had them then ? Yes.
'
6781. What is your opinion of Lambert as a register repairer ? I should say that the registers have been
better than they were before.
6785. Do you think he has a thorough knowledge of the mechanism of them ? Yes ; he seems to under
stand them. They w'ere a perfect nuisance when Felton had them, because they used to ring without
registering,'and sometimes they would even register without ringing.
'
'
6786. They have done that since ? I believe they have.
•
6787. Did it often happen when Felton had them? Often. I have issued several pairs a day which
wbuld be wrong, but I am sure that the men did not know of it.
6788. Why ? Because when they have had registers which would ring without registering for a whole
day they have brought in the usual number of tickets.
6789. IJsed all the men who had bad registers to do so ? Yes ; their returns on those days -would corre
spond with their returns on other days.
6790. You have noticed the returns a great deal, I suppose ;—have you noticed comparatively the returns
of certain conductors, -who it is almost certain, have been committing fraud. Have you noticed any
particular conductors bringing in small returns for certain lines, in comparison with the returns of other
conductors running at the same times on the same lines ? I have noticed one conductor’s returns, and I
have heard of his being suspected ;■ I refer to Archibald Fraser. I have noticed that his returns have
compared favourably with the returns of other men. When he was on the Coogee line he always brought
in as' much cash as, or more cash than, the other men.3
6.791. Have you examined his returns since ?- I noticed them at that particular time.
6792. When did you hear that he was suspected ? I saw it in the papers.
'
'
6.793.- And you had no opportunity of checking him after that ? No ; he went away.
6794': Do you mean that, when you saw from the papers that he was suspected, you looked back at some
of his old- returns ? I did so while he was still in the Service.
6795. When and why did you do that ? We often singled out a few men and compared their returns.
.
6796. Was Fraser a suspected man at this time ? No, not then. When a new man is put on to a certain’
line-, we sometimes make a comparison of this kind.
.
6797. You have done it with regard to other men besides Fraser, on that particular line ? Yes.
6798. Did. it not occur to you to say when you found that Fraser was suspected: “ It is strange that he
has committed frauds, because his returns came out favourably when compared with the others ”? I was
looking at his account the other day because Mr. Roberts had asked me to prepare a return for the Com
mission.
6799. You mean a return showing the takings of Musgrave, Fraser, and Ferrier ;—is it ready ? Yes.
•
6800. How'did the returns come out? Yery well. ' Musgrave’s figures compare favourably with the
others. It is very hard to get out a return such as you want, because Musgrave for instance may be told
off to run on the Waverley line for a week, and then be changed to another line..
6801. But surely you know the nature of the return for which we asked. If for instance he were on the
Leichhardt tram for three days, we wished his returns compared with those of another assistant conductor
on the same line at the same time ; we did not want the Leichhardt returns set against the Waverley
returns, or vice versa ? I quite understand that. I have got out the return as nearly as I possibly could.
6802; What' does the return show on the face of it?' It shows what each man has brought in. The '
easiest way would be to put a certain man on a certain run for a week and then to put another man on to
the same fun for the same time, but the assistant conductors are shifted about so much that it is hard to
make a 'ceinparisoh of that kind.
6803. Would it not be a good plan always to put a conductor on to a line for a short period and then
change him to another ? Yes ; I think so. From wffiat I can understand I think it would be better if
the conductor in.charge had more power over his assistant conductor.
6804. Ferrier, Fraser, and Musgrave were all assistant conductors ? Yes. Fraser for a portion of the
time covered-by the return was in charge of the Coogee run in place of some one who was away on a
holiday.
.
6805. You think the assistant conductor ought to be more under the control of the conductor;—in what way do you mean ?. I think that when a man goes out in charge of a tram an assistant conductor should
be given to him, and that assistant conductor should not be given up and told to go upon any other line
until he had been formally handed over to the foreman by the .conductor. That is not the system now
adopted.
'
6806.
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6806. 'What is the system now ? An assistant conductor gets on to a Waverley tram, he jumps off that
A* ti1* .
tram at a certain street and then gets on to another tram and comes in with that. Suppose a conductor Primrose,
got on at Bridge-street and rode up as far as Begg-street—the heavy loading -would be finished there—he
would then get off the tram and return to Bridge-street with another conductor.
■
eP
•
6807. Still on the same line ? Well he may he sent on to Newtown.
6808. But that would be when he got hack to Bridge-street; he must finish his service on the'same line ?
Tes.
6809. He would not go with a conductor to Begg-street and on the return journey with another con
ductor—break off at Liverpool-street and get on with a Newtown conductor ? No.
6810. He would have to go back to Bridge-street ? Tes.
.
6811. But if he went to Begg-street he might go out with the Waverley and come back with a Woollahra
conductor ? He might do that. I think it is hard for the foreman to tell at times where the assistant
conductors are.
...
6812. But do not the foremen allot them to the other men ? Tes.
6813. If a man were wanted upon a Newtown run, who would send him there ? The foreman. He
would know where he started the man, but he would not know exactly where he was at any particular
time afterwards.
.
6814. If it rested with the foreman to say, “ Smith, you will have to go with Brown on the Waverley run
this morning,” he might afterwards find out that Smith was required to help Bobinson on the Newtown run,
he would take him off the first run accordingly ? Tes ; but suppose the assistant conductor went to Beggstreet with a full tram, and that when the loading became light he got off. Suppose he did not choose to
meet another tram, the foreman would not know where he was. The man might slope around a corner and
disappear for an hour or two. The foreman would not know whether the assistant conductor was on
another tram or whether he had gone on to Waverley.
'
6815. But what would be the assistant conductor’s instructions at starting ? That I cannot say.
6816. But if you are giving us an imaginary case, you must have your details ready—you must know
What you are talking about ? All I know is that I have heard conductors say that it was hard for them
to get an assistant, although the assistant was supposed to be somewhere about the line. I have heard
them say that it was very hard to get hold of one.
6817. That might be, and yet the foreman would know all about it ? Tes.
6818. But it would be very unsatisfactory for the foreman to put a conductor on to the Waverley line for
one trip and then know nothing about him all the daysurely that is not possible ? I say that it is possible
for an assistant conductor to go as far as Begg-street, and that he may get down there, no one knowing
where he is afterwards.
6819. Would not the foreman know that the assistant conductor had been only as far as Begg-street ?
No, because the man in charge might have had a full load, and might have taken his assistant on to
Waverley.
1
6820. Does the foreman say to the assistant conductor, “ Tou must go with conductor so-and-so until he
is done with you ?” That is what I should think.
‘
6821. But we want to know the practice, not what you think ? I cannot give you the practice.
6822. Then you may be giving a bad reputation to a system without knowing anything about it ? ■ I have
not followed it up, but I have often heard men in charge say that they have been in want of ah assistant
and have not been able to find one.
'
6823. But that would not show the state of things to be such as you imagine it to have been? All I
say is this : that I do not think any man should be in want of an assistant under the circumstances I'
have described, because there are plenty of them.
•
6824. Let us follow out your line of argument: Supposing that this extraordinary want of system exists.
A foreman sends an assistant conductor to work with a conductor until the conductor is done with him;—
do you mean to say that the foreman knows nothing about the assistant until he chooses to come in and
report himself;—is there no check upon him in connection with his wages or the returns he brings in ?
Well, he signs on and he signs off.
6825. Take an imaginary case: Let us suppose that an assistant conductor has been handed to a
conductor to run on the Waverley route until the conductor has done with him. He goes to Begg-street,
beyond which, the loading being light, he is not required; the conductor tells the man that he can get
back to Bridge-street. According to you, the assistant can clear out for two or three hours for his own
edification, and when he is tired of that can get on to a Waverley or a Wooilahra tram and return to
Bridge-street ? Tes, that is so.
6826. Is there nothing to check him and prevent him from going away for several hours ? I cannot see
how they can tell, unless there is a sort of running sheet, showing where the assistant was put down and
where he started again.
6827. As a matter of fact has not every conductor to give in a running sheet ? Not as to- his assistant.
6828. But has not the conductor to say, “ Assistant so-and-so ” ? Tes ; he could put down his assistant,
and you could trace him from one running sheet to another, but that is all.
6829. He would appear in the first sheet as going as far as Begg-street, but if he chose to absent him
self for several hours what check would there be when his name appeared upon the next running sheet ?
None that I know of ; 1 cannot see any.
6830. Mr. Brock.~\ Suppose a man discovers that his assistant has not come back, is nothing asked about
it ? Not that I know of.
6831. Was the system of reading the registers after each round trip ever adopted ? We did it once for
a week or a fortnight sometime ago.
6832. Why was it abolished ? It was adopted to ascertain the earnings of each trip under some new
time-table ; they wanted to get at the value of each trip.
6833. Who used to read the registers then ? They were read in our office then.
6834. The tickets were taken in the same place ? Tes.
•
6835. Fresident.~\ I have before me the return to which you referred, and it seems to me that it is of very
little use, because you are not able to give a comparison between the particular runs but only between .
the different days;—is that so ? Tes, the comparison is not as to the runs.
‘ '
6836. Let us take one example: On the Waverley run on the 8th July, Musgrave gave in 1,564 tickets; '
Beece, on the 18th, gave in 1,012 tickets. What runs would they represent ? That is just the point;
Musgrave’s runs may have been very much heavier.
6837.

gOQ
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6837. While Eeece’s runs might have been comparatively light?
Eoberts.
.

Tes.;.that is just what I told Mr,
.

6838. So' that the return is really worthless ? Yes.
.
■
J9 Sept., 1888,
' 6839. We wanted a comparison of the trips, that is, trip against trip, but I understand that under our
system that is impossible ? Tes; the tickets were not taken each trip as they are now. It is only during
the last two months that the tickets have been taken every trip.
'
.
°
6840. Are the tickets counted when they are taken now ? • No, they are weighed when the conductors
have finished. We have boxes with the men’s names, and the names of the runs upon them.
.
6841. It is of no use to count them at the time because you do not read the registers ? Quite so ; we do
not know what the register shows.
.
.
6842. How long does it take to read the registers ? It would not take a man who knew anything about.'
it any time at all.
.
,
. °
6843. Until the frauds were discovered the bags were not emptied at every trip ? No.
6844. This return refers to the time when the bags were emptied once a day, and not always then ? Tes
6845. In any one casein this return are you able to say that the runs are identical, or that the men have
had the same number of runs ?. No; not only that, but we could not say whether the men were on the
trams all the while. Of course Eraser’s case, at the period I have referred to, was exceptional; he was
in charge, and he would have to run.'
.
'
6846. Was Eoss in charge ? Tes.
.
6847. The return shows that Eraser, on the Coogee run, was engaged on the 7th, 8th, 9th, 11th, 12th,
13th and 14tb, and that Eoss was engaged on the same line on the same dates. Fraser gave in a total of
11,358 tickets, while Boss gave in a total of 10,380 tickets ; do these numbers refer to the same trips and
the same number of trips ? No, they refer only to the same days. One man might have been on No. 1~
run, and the other might have been on No. 2 run.
6848. Then this return is of no value? Well it is not worth much. A man must be watched and we
must'understand exactly .where he went if we are to compile a return of any use.
. ■
6849. Supposing a man had five trips to Waverley and one to Botany on the same day, to what line would
you credit the runs ? I should pay a portion into the Waverley line, and I should ask him how much lie
.
had from the Botany line.
6850. When the man came in would you ask him what line he was on ? Tes, certainly.
.
6851.: Supposing the man mentioned the Waverley line and forgot the Botany trip ? I suppose we would
have to take his word. .
6852. Suppose now that a man was committing fraud, and that while running- on a very heavy line he
wanted to make it appear that he was running on a light line : suppose he had been doing four trips to
Waverley and two to Forest Lodge, and that wishing to be cautious he said when he came in that ho had
been two trips to Waverley and four trips to Forest Lodge, reversing' the order of things ? Well in that
case we should put four trips down to Forest Lodge I suppose.
.
That would not affect that man’s returns if you were making an estimate of his runnino-. compared
with another man’s running ? No.
'
°
6854. Well is there no check upon that? No, unless the foreman could say where the man had been
6855. Have you no running_ board? We receive a paper from the foreman every week as to where a
man should run, but a:
w
_______
_______
i man might
be marked oil:___
for Waverley,
and on Monday night, when we ask him
Tm r might
U 4" find
J A-1^
^ Lvhe
n was _.going J-to
_ Marrickville.
*1*11
where he was running, we
that
6856. -Tou mean that the board is not adhered to ? .It is not.
.
68o7. Is it not right and proper that there should be a daily statement of the lines upon which the men
are running? Tes, I certainly think that we should have a statement which could be relied upon.
6858. Could that not be done ? It certainly ought to be.
.
6859. Who would do it ? The foreman.
.
6860. Could he not each evening make a statement of the runs ? He would have to be certain whether
a man had had so many trips.
6861. But could he not determine what he wms; going'to do on the next day ? No, I'do not think so.' A
man might be wanted for one line when he was marked off for another.
6«62. But could not the foreman say, “ As far as I know, that is how the men will be running to-morrow ?
t ***

J-

6,863. If an alteration took place, would it be a herculean task to let you know that Brown, for instance,
had been taken off one line and put on to another? No, I do not think so.
w J0U ha,d1 ®ucll a statement before you, would it not be a check against the men ? A great check.
bSbh. You wouid know something about them; whereas now you are entirely dependent upon the truthtulness ot the man as to where he has been running ? Tes; at present we never go out of the office to'
‘ know what a man is doing. ■
•
•
*
°
.
'6866. If it were only a matter of apportioning the earnings it might not be such a great question, but as'
tar as I can see it would be important for a dishonest man to say that he had been less upon one run
tnan upon another t It would, but suppose a man comes in and his register is right, it would not much
. matter on what line he had taken the tickets'.
.
6867:
^ fi;ssum,ing that a man’s register is not all right, and that he has been eookin*? Of’
course that would be a different matter.
■
. ' ■
f,86,8,TJlide,r,such circumstances would it not be important to the man to be able to say, for instance,
mfffo 6 ¥%' i.6?11 rU-ri?in? here upon the forest Lodge than upon the Waverley route, when as a
matter ot fact he might have been running almost every trip to Waverley? Tes; but if a man was:
reported ^ ^ WaVerley route and brought m'400 when we knew he ought to have 600, it would be
6869. Tou seem to lose sight of the fact that the man’s register would be faked. How often have you
ade a report such as you have .-just suggested ? If we thought that a man ought to have more tickets we
should make inquiries and see what he had been doing.
.
6870. Ha,ve you done that often ? No, I have not. °
.
.
Is.ia fact lhat you have given much consideration to the matter ? Sometimes I have thought that
a man ought to have more tickets.
6872.
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6872. If we are told as an absolute fact that the conductors are not asked where they are running to,
what would you say to that ? I know that they are asked. As far as I know (hey must be asked unless Primrose!
the clerk puts them down in the book by guess-work. They never check an assistant without asking him •
19 Sept., 18E87
Where he is running.
'
6873. But as to the conduetors-in-eharge ? They are booked for certain lines and they are alwaysOn them.
6874. Are they never taken off ? Yes ; last night a man on the Leichhardt run was at Waverley as an
assistant. He would be booked to Waverley.
.
687<'5. For the whole of the day you mean ? He came in at 5 o’clock, having finished his day’s work at
Leichhardt; then he went on to the Waverley line, making a clean start. .
■
6876. Is it a fact that the conduators-in-charge are shifted about ? ‘ Yes; when thev do overtime.
6877. But not as a rule ? No.
'
6878. Mr. Brock] The same conductor would be on the Coogee line for years ? Yes.
.
6879. President], Do you mean to say that a tram never comes in from (say) Leichhardt, changes its board,
and then goes out to a different place ? No ; not that I know of.
6880. Does that not frequently happen? No; not that I know of. I know that there is a conductor on
the Leichhardt line who changes about sometimes, but we know of that.
6881. As far as you know the motor always runs to the same place? Well sometimes on Sunday-a rail
way tram will be sent to Coogee or Bondi.
6882. But on ordinary days ? They may be changed, but I do not know of it.
.. ■
6883. You see the object of my question ? Under circumstances such as those I indicate aman will be fre
quently going on to another run. We could not say it was so 'unless the men told us.
’
6884. With a tightly worked time-table that might have to be done ? Yes ; I understand what you mean,
but the men should come up and have their bag emptied, and tell us.
6885. But you do not know whether the men do that? No; but when they come up we are always
ready to empty their bags. I think it would be better if our office were at the terminus, because we could
then keep a better lookout on the men; it would also save two men’s wages. There are two conductors
bringing the bags in now, and I consider that is very dangerous.
6886. Supposing a man came to the office and told you that he was going to the racecourse, you would
read his register ; suppose that man did actually five trips to the racecourse, and. afterwards came to you
and said,. “After all I did not go to Bandwick, I continued on the Botany run,” what check.would you
have against that? We could check him very easily, because when a man is going out to the race course'
his register is read, and there are clerks there to receive his earnings. We could easily find out whether
the man had been out to the course, or whether he had not.
6887. How ? By inquiry.
;
.
6888. It would be so exceedingly transparent that the man was obviously telling the truth or perpetrating
a great fraud that you would not allow the matter to pass‘without inquiry ? N°6889. Has it ever happened in your recollection that a man, after coming to you and having his register
read and prepared for a race trip, has come back and told you that he did not go upon the race run after
all ? They have done so.
6890. What means have you taken to verify his statement? The man might say, “ I did not go to the'
race-course; I went to the cricket-ground.”
"
6891. But do you accept his statement ? Yes.
'
■
.
6892. You actually say that if a man. who had been entered for the race run were to come and tell you
that he had been withdrawn from that run and had been put upon another, you would accept his state
ment ? Yes.
'
6893. Why did you not say that in answer to my other question about the man who might have been
running on the Botany line ? AYell the man could not have had five trips ; he, might have had one.
6894. But if he could have had one trip you would accept his statement? It might happen in this way :
A man would come up and say, “ I am going on to the racecourse,” he might then go down to the fore
man and be asked to go on to the cricket-ground; he would then come back and say, “ I have been on to
the cricket-ground, I am going on to the racecourse now.”
.
6895. You know that the man might have been ringing one for every shilling, and you accept his state
ment that he has been ringing one for every penny ? Yes.
6896. If you admit the principle—if you say that you would accept such a statement without question—I
do not see how you could limit the thing to one trip ; why should not the men do five trips as well as
one ? If it comes to that a man could go to the racecourse five trips, and say that he had been only
four.
'
•
6897. Don’t you see that in that ease a man would be ringing one for every shilling, wdiereas in the other
case he would be ringing one for every penny, thus making lid. for himself ? Well of course we have to
take the man’s statement.
'
.
QW&. Mr. Brock] Suppose the register is faked ? Of course that could be done.
6899. I understand you to say that under the present system you take the earnings every trip ? Yes.
6900. Then how is it that you would not know whether a man had made four trips or five trips ? The
conductor is instructed to come in at every trip, but he might not do so. The bags are emptied at the
racecourse during the day, and in the evening here.
6901. President] Does the clerk at the racecourse work in unison with you ? Yes.
•
.
6902. I suppose you compare your lists at the end of the day ? Yes.
6903. He gives you a return of the men’s running? He compares the bags emptied here ■with the bags he
has received.
;
6904. Would not the comparison of the lists act as a check upon the men? Well under certain circum
stances, a man acting as you suggest would be bowled out at. once, but I suppose that if he wanted to
•perpetrate a fraud he would not get out of his car at Bandwick.
.
6905. You said just now that you took a man’s word in regard to his trips, now you say you compare the
two racecourse lists; would not that act as a check? We might make the comparison, but if a
man’s name were missing from one of the lists, and he said that he had been running on some other line
we would have to take his statement.
'
6906. You enter the men I suppose who come to you to have their registers read for the racecourse?'
Yes; Snd we suppose they are going there,
■
'
6907
10—2 G
'
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G907. Could you not say to your clerk, who was going out to Randwick, “ Here is a list of the men that
are coming out to you ’? The clerk is already at Randwick, he will have gone out at 10 o’clock.
G90S. Have you not telephonic communication with Randwick ? Not that I know of.
-0909. IV’ould it not be very simple for you when you have ascertained the number of men put ou to tho
racecourse, to send that list out to your assistant at Randwick? I should have to send out a lot of lists
because a man might come up at any moment to have his register read. The men do not knovy where^
they are going to.
.
.
G910. Does it not strike you that the present arrangement is wretchedly imperfect ? I can see now'that
ft should be different.
6911. Are you not in your position expected to make arrangements for proper collection and for the
checking of conductors ? Well I am supposed to receive what the men bring in ; I am not supposed to
know wdiere they have been to.
G912. Tou do not deal with the registers now ? No.
G913. The men in the first instance would have to go to Mr. Oakes to get their registers read for the
racecourse, and they would afterwards bring in their returns to you ? Tes.
G914. Does Mr. Oakes accept the statement of the men that they have not been to the racecourse ? I do
not know.
G915. Do you think that Mr. Oakes, having prepared a man’s register for the racecourse, accepts his
statement that he has not been there ? I cannot say.
G91G. How often has a man come to you and said, “ I have not been to the racecourse, I have been to
some other placehow often in your whole experience has that happened? I should think that there
would be about two men on each race-day.
6917. As many as that ? Tes.
G918. Out of what number ? About twenty.
G919. And you accept the statement of these men without the slightest inquiry as to whether they have
been to the racecourse or not? Of course I should see the other returns from the various linos, aiid I
should know whether they were near tho mark.
6920. In our opinion this is a case in which cheating of a most exceptional kind could be resorted to. A
man is enabled to cheat to the extent of lid. every time he rings his bell; it is a chance which a man
would not get in a whole month of his ordinary time ? Tes ; I see that.
6921. And yet you have not seen that it is necessary to substantiate the statements which the men have'
made? Not in the way that you suggest.
6922. Tou still think that this has happened twice on an average every race-day? Tes ; I should think
there would be two men on an average.
6923. How often, as far as you can recollect, has Musgrave come to you and told you that having had his
register read for the racecourse he has been put on to another line ? I cannot remember Musgrave
having said so at any time.
6924. Can you remember the names of any of the men who have done so ? I think Bartley has done so,
but he is a very precise man. I am sure that if he "was running only to Liverpool-street, and was going
on to another line, he would have his bag emptied; he is so very particular.
6925. Is Terrier among the number ? Not that I know of.
6926. Is Fraser do you think ? If I looked over the book I could tell you.
6927. Do you remember O’Donnell having said such a thing? I should like to refresh my memory
before giving you any names.
6928. Are you able, from reference to your books, to give us this information reliably,—can you say^
definitely what men have done this thing and how often they have done it ? I could give you an idea I
have known men to have been to the racecourse, who have had their registers read, who have said that
they were going on to other lines, and who have come back to the racecourse again. They would go on
perhaps till the traffic was light; then the foreman would take them off again; but before going they
would come in and have their registers read.
6929. Is it the case that a man might be put on to the racecourse perhaps several times in the course of
one day? Tes.
6930. But it would not suit a man to be transferred from the racecourse to the Marrickville line and still to
have the racecourse earnings debited to him ? Of course that would not suit him. We have an order that
a man going to the racecourse shall start with a clear bag, but should I be expected to make inquiries in
every case where a man told me of a change ?
6931. I think if you did your duty properly you vmuld ? Then all I can say is that if I did I should
have a great deal of running about to do.
6932. Have you ever expressed an opinion about O’Donnell? Not that I know of.
6933. Have you ever said that you suspected any one of the conductors of fraud ? I don’t think so.
,
6934. When did you first become aware that the frauds were going on? When I saw them mentioned
in the Daily Telegraph,
6935. That is the first inkling you had of the matter ? With the exception of Keen’s register. 1 remem
ber that he came to the office, and I saw that he could not do what he said he could do. After that I did
not bother any more about the thing.
6936. During all these years you never had a suspicion that anyone was robbing the Department ? I did
not say that.
6937. Tou never suspected any one of fraud? I never suspected anyone of stealing tho tickets. I con
cluded that if the Government had suspected that there would have been a different system. I concluded
that the conductors were supposed to be all honest men.
6938. Tou do not know much about the conductors? Only from seeing them at the window. I never
had anything else to do with them in any wray.
6939. Mr. Brock ] Did you not suspect anyone at the time they were tearing the tickets ? No individual
conductor. I thought that if they wanted to make tickets they could do so ; but I never dreamt that they
were selling them.
6940. President^] What check have you in regard to the return of the registers by the men ;—suppose
that a man, instead of returning his register to be read on any one day, were to keep it for a week ? He
could not do that.
6942.
6941. Why ? Because we should ask for it.
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6942. When? We should'see him at the window.'
'
6943. But he would not come there? What would he do with his returns ?
'
' Primrose!
6944. He would keep them ? Being a week on the cars ?
19 Sept.; 1888.
6945.' Tes ? That would be impossible.
6946. Wc have had proof that this has been done from Wednesday until Saturday—that a man did a run
on Wednesday and did not bring in the return till Saturdaywhat check have you against a man
doing that;—I have no great faith in any of your checks ? Of course we have to trust to the men to
bring in their returns.
.
'
6947. If a man chooses to keep his register for a week it gives him greater opportunity for extractingtickets and so forth ;—he can do so without any check, except the fear that when he does so someone
will notice it ? I never knew a man to keep his register a week.
,
6948. How can you be sure that he does not do so ? If a man made no return I should ask if he was
still on—I should go and see the time-book and ask the foreman.
;
694*9. Why did you not do so on this particular occasion ? I do not know to what you refer.
'
6950. Musgrave kept his register from Wednesday until Saturday, when he returned a collection forWednesday, and, for aught we know, other days between ? When did it happen ?—I was away in March
and part of April; "
....
6951; But I suppose the system would continue irrespective of your absence ? I could not see how a
man could do such a thing.
.
■
6952: .What systematic check have you against such a thing being done ? The only check we have is totake the man’s word.
■
'
•
6953. Tou take that for everything it seems to me ? Well for a lot of things.
,
6954. But if you had a list of the men’s runs every day, and were to receive an intimation from the fore
man that such and such a man had been changed, you would have a perfect check ? Tes, I suppose, so.
6955. Tou would, see the list and compare the day’s takings with it, and you would at once wonder why
(say) Jones’s return was not in ? Tes.
'
.
6956. Has it ever happened that a man has been sent to the racecourse and has brought back. Cppgee
tickets, and that you have been unable to determine to what line the earnings should be credited ? I
remember a case some two or three years ago where a man went to the Cricket-ground-, to the races, andto Coogee.
'
6957: He had his register set for the races ? No, for Coogee.
.
6958: Blithe would not come in for a special reading for Coogee ? We used to read the registers' for
the Cricket-ground when the fare was 3d. The man was running to the Cricket-ground and was sent on
to .Cbogee. I think he also did a trip to the racecourse. I know that be had three runs.
6959; What did he return ? I do hot remember ; he credited so much to the racecourse and so much to
the other runs. .
.
.
6960. Supposing he had been a scoundrel he could have taken any amount of the racecourse earnings ?
Almost the whole lot.
6961. Is that what you call system ? No, it is not.
.
6962. Did you report it ? No.; it happened some years ago.
.
„
6963. If a inan did such a thing on that occasion could he not do it again? He could. I think the
system is wrong in that way.
6964. Was it not your duty to point it out ? ' I could not stop him ; there was no one to read his register;
6965. Could you not have reported the matter, so that someone in authority could have said, “ Lee, if
you ever do such a thing again you will be .dismissed as sure as you are standing there” ? The man would
have had to disobey the foreman. If the foreman sent a man to Coogee, and he came back and did not
have much of a load, and he were told to stop at the racecourse and pick up there,'what could he do ?
6966. A man is on the Coogee run, and, although he is running within Id. and 2d. sections, he is told by
the foreman to stop at the race platform and collect shillings ? Tes.
.
6967. What foreman told him to do that ? I. do not know.
6968. If it had been reported the foreman might have been brought before some authority and told that
if he did such a thing again he would be dismissed ? I only remember one case of the kind, and that is
Lee’s.
.
6969. That is the case of an honest man finding himself in a difficulty, and saying truthfully, “ I have
been on all three of these lines ; I do not know what belongs to one, and what belongs to the Other” ?
Tes.
■
6970. Suppose the man had been dishonest and had kept back all his race earnings, and had come to you
with his return, saying, “ Coogee;”—would you'havebeen any the wiser ? Not a bit; the traffic seems to.
be regulated by the foreman. '
.
6971. Is it not a fact that racecourse and other tickets are often mixed up in such a way that you.
cannot tell what has been collected ? No ; the racecourse tickets are always kept separate.
6972. Are the racecourse tickets the same as the others ? Tes ; there are twelve of them.
'
6973. Would it not be better to have shilling tickets? Tes, a great deal better.
'
6974. Suppose under present circumstances the racecourse tickets got mixed with the tickets of another
line, it would not be possible to distinguish them ? They never get mixed with another line.
6975-. But on one occasion, as you have admitted, they were mixed? Tes ; that was one case,but it is.
some years ago.
6976. Tou tell us in one moment that the thing has occurred, and then you tell us that it cannot occur ?,
■If every man were to bring in his return as he should do it would be credited separately.
6977. Has this mixing of the tickets not occurred more than once? The case I have mentioned is the
only one I have heard of. If a man were on the racecourse it is not at all likely that he would allow
himself to be put on to the Coogee line, where he would register a Id. at every ring, without reporting,
the matter.
'
.
6978. Have you not often told Moran that you have had racecourse tickets mixed up with others.? -I
never had much conversation with Moran.
. >
'6979. But did you not tell him that? I am almost prepared to swear that I never told him that.
6980. If Mora-n tells us that he did, he is fabricating ? I do not know much about Moran.
,
-1
6981. That is not the question ? I never had any conversations with Moran,about the working of the
office' that I know of. If I had anything to say about the working of the office I should hot go to Moran y
I should go to Mr. Eoberts or to Mr. Tyrer.
Trank
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Traffic
Trank O’Brien called in, sworn, and examined :—
•'
Inspector
,
.
' _
F. O’Brien. 6932. President.] What is your position in the Tramway Department ? Traffic Inspector.
_ /—6983. For how many years have you been so employed ?. Nearly five years.
IDSept., 1888. 6981 How are yon engaged; what are your duties ? They are principally in connection with accidents.
I have to keep to record of all accidents—to make a report of them and to collect information. In cases
of claim I prepare briefs for the Crown Solicitor. '
’
6985. Who gave you instructions to do that work ? The Commissioner in the first instance.
6986. Did he send for you personally and tell you to do it? I have had several personal interviews with
the Commissioner.
.
6987. Had you no instructions from the_ Secretary ? I received instructions afterwards from the Secre
tary from time to time.
’
6988. Who gives you your genera.! instructions ? The Secretary. Perhaps I had better explain the
matter from the beginning ■ I had several interviews with the Commissioner and the Secretary in con
nection with tramway management, and especially in connection with the frauds at that time. I was
engaged in considerable trouble, owing to different parties each defending themselves against the other.
'
I had to make inquiries in all matters of that kind. I went into the matter of frauds as far as the con
ductors went; then I had to take up cases of accidents specially ; now I continue to do those cases and to _
make any inquiries sent to me by the Secretary. I have a general supervision over the conductors, and if
I see anything wrong I go to Mr. Eoberts, or perhaps write to him.
.
.
6989. Are you under Mr. Eoberts ?’ No ; I am specially kept free from the different departments, so as
to enable me to make an impartial report of any matter sent to me when disputes arise between the traffic
and the loco.
•
.
.
6990. Tour duties are now pretty well confined to accidents? Tes, and to North Shore work.
6991. Does it keep you fully employed? Tes; in fact I sometimes have more than I can get through,
and there is an order that when I require assistance I am to apply to special conductors.
■
6992. Where do you get the details of the accidents from? The report is sent in from the conductor to
the traffic superintendent, and the fireman and driver send theirs to the loco. They are in turn sent to
me, and I make inquiry and report.
*
6993. Why did you send me in a private note, asking that Moran might be excluded from the room while
you were giving your evidence ? I did not know the course the inquiry might take, and years ago, when
I had more to do with the conductors than I now have, I had to report against Moran. I do not want to
bring up these old troubles, but I thought that something might possibly be asked me which, if Moran
were here, I should not, perhaps, like to answer.
6994. Tou thought that if Moran were in the room it might tend to the bringing up of am old trouble, is
that it ? No, not exactly that, but I thought that I might be asked some question bearing upon the
matter. I once got a great deal of abuse through bringing up a number of thieving employees wdio were
then upon the trams. The men banded themselves together in different ways, and subjected me to a
great deal of annoyance.
■
6995. I should have thought that you would be more likely to bring up matters connected with the old
grievance if Moran were absent than if he were present ? That is what I mean.
' 6996. But I understood you to say that your object in excluding him was that you might not bring them'
up? No, it was that I might not offend him.
6997. Is it not-a fact that you wanted Moran excluded in order that you might abuse him and bring up
this old trouble ? Not at all; I have no feeling against Moran now.
6998. Do yOu think it was very proper on your part to send me in that private note ? I did not know
what to do.
6999. Do you often write private notes ? I have done a great deal in that way.
7000. And is this the way in which you always write them ? Not necessarily.
■
'
7001. How would you write them otherwise ? That would depend upon the circumstances.
7002. Is this the form you always adopt? I cannot say.
7003. Do you always sign your name ? I sign my initials commonly.
7004. But always your name or initials ? Tes.
7005. Zou swear that ? Tes.
7006. When did you write this anonymous letter I have in my hand ? I cannot see to read it
without my glasses ; if you will excuse me for a moment------I swear I never wrote that. I may
explain that my handwriting is not certain. I have been shot through the shoulder, and I write very
differently at times.
7007. Then if we were to come to the conclusion that you had written this anonymous letter we should we
entirely wrong? Tes; dozens of anonymous letters were written about me at one time, and they went
so far as to send to the Commissioner a little model coffin for presentation to me.
'
7008. I. received this letter this morning; you are certain you did not write it? I am certain I never did,
but I think I know the man Martin to whom it refers. I had to get up an inquiry over the diamond stud
business, and Martin was discharged through it.
7009. Tou said that you had to get rid of some thieving employees in the Department. What connection
had Moran with them ? He was one of those who was under supervision at the time.
.
7010. What was he ? He was a conductor on the Botany line and he was reported for having appropri
ated cash fares.
7011. How did he relieve himself of the odium of such a report ? It was never proved against him.
/012. ‘But how7 came he to be removed from the position of conductor and to be placed in a more responsi
ble position? I do not know ; I could never understand it.
7013. Whose doing was that? I could not say.
7014. Would such a step as that be taken without the authority of the head office? I suppose it would
be upon the recommendation of the Traffic Superintendent.
7015. Did it ever come under the notice of the Commissioner or the Secretary that Moran was suspected
of dishonesty ? A number of names were submitted to the Commissioner and the Secretary at the time,
and Moran’s name was on the list I gave in.
‘
T^nWas 70u w^° suspected him then? Tes; but I had another source of information.
7017. What other source ? A conductor.
.
7018. What was his name ? He is not on the trams now.
7019.
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7019. Never mind that; give us his name P His name is Pierce.
■
.
Traflic
7020. What did he say ? He gave me general information ; it was necessary to do the side-wind business
i^Brien1'
to get at the matter; it was.of no use to go openly to such work.
7021. On the information he gave you did you detect any real fraud? Well, T have watched Mioran i^Sept.,133'3.
myself.
’■
''
7022. But did you detect any real fraud ? Tes.
v
.
7023. What was its nature ? The appropriation of a cash fare.,
7024.'Were other.conductors doing that P Yes.
'
7025. What was done with them ? Some of them were dismissed.
.
'
7026. Why were not all of them dismissed ? It was thought that if an example were made of five or six
of the wmrst cases it would deter the others and give them a chance of mending their ways.
7027. Although it was ascertained that, a certain number of men were actually dishonest, only a few of .
them were punished ? Yes ; it w'as with great difficulty indeed that even those men were punished. An
inquiry was held by the Minister of the day, Mr. Wright; papers were called for in the Legislative
Assembly, and.were ultimately produced. They will enlighten you as to the circumstances.
7028. Have they any reference to fraud in connection with tickets ? Yes.
7029. It was absolutely proved against certain men that they had robbed the Grovernmcnt, but it was
considered just and wise to dismiss a few of them only and keep the rest on? Yes.
'
7030. Do you know who suggested that course ? We could not prove the matter satisfactorily; we went
to the Crown Solicitor and submitted several cases to him ; he advised that we should not succeed legally
in open court and that we should really expose our own weakness. The recommendation was then made
to discharge a number of the men.
■
7031. Who made the recommendation ? Myself and Mr. Roberts.
7032. You have given us some most extraordinary arguments and reasonings. We have heard that a
number of men were guilty of fraud, and that a recommendation was , made that some of them should be
dismissed and that others should go scot free ? Mr. Roberts and myself compared notes. His source of
information was separate from my own. I mentioned to you the name of Pierce ; perhaps I ought to
add that he is now in a very good position in the Customs and I should be sorry if his name was dragged
into the matter.
7033. Is.it not a fact that you had no positive proof against any one of the men ?■ No legal proof. ■
•
7034. Were you satisfied in your own mind that every one of these men was dishonest? I was.
7035. Then how did you come to recommend that a few should be picked out for dismissal and that the
others should be retained in the Service ? I was speaking just now of the men actually dismissed.
7036. Did you not lead us. to suppose a little while ago that you were absolutely certain in your own
blind that all the men you suspected were dishonest ? No, not all of them. If I said so I did not clearly
understand your question.
7037. But did you not say that there wore a certain number of persons who were dishonest and that you
came to the conclusion that it would be better to pick out the ringleaders and dismiss them, and to leave
the others in the Department ? Yes ; we picked out the wmrst of them.
•
7038. Do you mean that you picked out those who had stolen pounds and that you left those who had
.stolen, shillings ? We picked out those against whom we had proof.
•
.
7039. With regard to the others there was merely suspicion? There was some doubt about the others.
We were not absolutely sure in every case.
■
7040. What was the nature of the fraud ? There were several descriptions of fraud.
'
7041. What was the system at that time? It was similar to that now practised. The same registers
Were in use. They were continually getting o.ut of repair and there were different methods by which the
conductors failed to .pull them.
,
7042. The same registers you say ? Yes.
'
7043. Well how was the fraud perpetrated? One way was this: They would get the tickets for one
compartment, and then miss ringing for some of them. This was easily done, because they got the tickets
in a- bunch, and they might, for instance, ring only eight for ten. They would go to another compartment
.and receive cash ; they would then ring the ticket-bell instead of ringing the cash-bell, and would put the
cash into their pockets, putting the spare tickets which they had previously collected into their bags.
That was one system.
.
.
7044. How did you prove that against any of them ? I have watched them doing it.
7045. You have absolutely seen a man collect a cash-fare and ring his ticket register ? Yes.
7046. What action did you take ? I reported it.
7047. And what was the man’s statement in reply ? He was never asked to make a statement.
7048. Was he dismissed for doing it once ?* He was among the dismissed men.
7049. For doing it that once ? Not for doing it that time alone ; it was a common practice with him. •
7050. Do you mean to tell me that the men accused had no opportunity of answering the accusation ?
Not in particular cases.
7051. Did not the men know you ? Not at the time.
'
7052. You were introduced really as a detective ? No; I was known to be employed at the time, but I
was hot generally well known to the men.
•
7053. Did the conductors know that you were employed ? ■ Not at first.
.
7054. Therefore you were to them an utter stranger? Yes.
7055. What was your course of action? When I noticed anything wrong with a man I made a point of
following'him, so to speak, for several trips, riding with him again and again to satisfy myself that I had
not been mistaken in the ■first instance.
7056. After satisfying yourself on that point you would recommend his dismissal? I used to put him
down on my list.
7057. Do you remember how many men you put upon your list ? I think I named a dozen men, and Mr.
Roberts also named some. By order of the Secretary we compared notes, our sources of information
„
being different. I think, if I remember rightly, we each wrote twelve names, and when we came to
compare them we found that eight or nine,-if not ten, were the same. .
7058. That is the same men on both lists ? Yes.
'
"
7059. How many did you dismiss ? Five out of the ten which were contained on both lists.
706Q. Was Moran one of the five who was retained ? Yes.
7061. '

•'
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7oGl. He. was one of your twelve ? Tes.
■
^062. Was he on Mr. Roberts’s list ? No.
_
'
■
7063.. How. did you come to strike him out ? When we compared notes Mr. Roberts said, “ I will give
10&ept.,1888.Wm another show.”.
.
•
.
,
.
7061. Mr. Roberts evidently did not suspect Moran ? No.
. .
•
7065. Did you suspect Moran as strongly as you suspected the other twelve on your list?. No.
7066. What did you see in connection with Moran ? I saw him put a cash-fare into his pocket on one
occasion.
7067. Well, what did he do then ? He did not ring for it.
7068. Was he challenged with that? I do not think so.
.
.
'
7Q69. Tou reported the matter, I suppose ? I made a note of it in my list at the time.
7070. Having notieed that Moran did this thing, I suppose that upon the principle you announced to us
just now you followed him up on several tripswhat was the result of it ? ' I followed him up as far as
I could-.
7071. What was the result ? I am hot sure.
•
7072.. When a man’s character is at stake we should like you to be very sure as to what you actually do
know ? I think it happened about the time that I compared notes with Mr; Roberts. As Moran’s name
.
was not on Mr. Roberts’s list I think I left the matter alone.
7073. Although you were perfectly sure in your own mind that Morah had put a cash-fare into his
pocket without ringing for it, you gave no special consideration to bis case as at all events a suspicious
one ? The matter dropped, as I just said, and after the men were dismissed I did not follow it up any
further.
.
7074.. How long after this did you find Moran changing his position ? I do not remember when it was.
7075. Is it not rather strange that you should have lost sight of the fact-when Moran’s position was
changed ? I was in no way connected with the changing of his position.
"
7076. But it was changed ? Tes.
'
7077. When did you know of it first ? I could not say.
7078. Did it not strike you as a very extraordinary thing that this man, whom yoU suspected and whom
you had actually seen pocketing coin, should be promoted to a position in which he would supervise
others ? I might have known of the circumstance, but Mr. Roberts might not have known of it.
7079. Did it not strike you as being exceedingly strange that Moran should be promoted in this way ?
Tes ; I have always been surprised at that.
.
7080. How soon did you consider it your duty to take it upon yoilrself to report that this was a thing that
should not be done ? I never reported in the matter-.
.
7081. Tou were perfectly satisfied that this man who, by your showing, was a rogue, should be promoted
to the position of looking after dishonesty in others ? I did not make any report about it.
.
7082. Has Moran’s name never appeared in writing in your reports for any action of the kind? No*
excepting the lists that I made at the time.
,
7083. Moran’s name did not appear on the revised list ? No ; his name was only in my original list when
I compared notes with Mr. Roberts.
,
.
7084. The original list was seen only by Mr. Roberts; it was not seen by the Commissioner or the
Secretary ? No.
.
7085. Knowing this, did it not occur, to you to be a duty of the highest importance that you should draw
attention to this matter when you saw that Moran was promoted as a specially trusted individual? I had
no proof.
.
7086. Mr. Broch.'] What do you mean by that, when you said just now that you saw him do the thing?
. Well, there was only my word against his—that was the awkwardness of the position.
7087. But your word was enough to dismiss five men? Not alone.
7088. Was Mr. Roberts’s opinion coupled with yours ? Tes ; we both initialled the same paper.
7089. ’President.'] Tou considered between you that these five men were not the stamp of men who should
be employed as conductors ? Tes.
'
7090. A list of ten went in officially, five were dismissed and five were retainedwith whom did the
decision rest ? With the Commissioner.
7091. I presume there was a report from some 'one as to these ten men, pointing out that five were
actually dishonest, and that, with regard to the other five, there was mere supposition? Tes, so far as
their honesty went;' they were unfit in other ways.
7092.. Tou mean that they were certainly careless if they were not dishonest ? Some of them were in the
habit of drinking, and were careless in collecting.
.
7093. Those were the five who were not dismissed ;—were they disrated ? No, nothing was done after
the dismissal of the other five.
,
7094. What happened in regard to the five men who were retained? I rather think that some of them
are yet in the Service.
7095. Could you not give us their names ? I might be able to do so by going over the whole list. ■
7096. Tou- seemed to remember the name of Moran glibly enough ? Well, I saw him here, and that put
him into my mind.
'
'
.
7097. Is that the first time you have had him in your mind since you saw him taking the 3d..? So far as
the other men are concerned I was called here this morning without preparation; I supposed that I
should not be called at all. I was under the impression that the inquiry was finished.
,
.
7098. Tou would like to have had a week’s notice of our intention to call you, I-suppose?. Not neces
sarily, but I cannot remember at a moment’s notice all these things that happened years ago.
'
7099. Tou remembered Moran’s name keenly enough ? Tes, some of these matters were brought back
to my mind very keenly day by day when I was gibbeted in the Assembly by Members of Parliament as
a'rogue and a vagabond.
.
7100. Tou have no personal ill-will or feeling towards Moran? No.
.
7101. Tou have not had any quarrels with him ? No.
•
7102. Have you ever had any conversations^with him ? Mony..
7103. Is it not a fact that you are largely indebted- to Moran-for almost every w'ork which appears to
your credit? Ns-.
'
.
‘
■
'
.
7104.
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7 LO-i'. Is it not a ^act that although you send in these reports, the hulk of the information is collected for
Traffic
you by Moran ? No, it is not—I am quite competent to do it myself. I have had twelve years experience'
r''
in Sydney in connection with street traffic. In these matters I instruct Moran and Wigg as to what
I want; they do not instruct me.
^
T19 Sept.', 1888..
7105. l)o they not collect a great part of the information to enable you to make j^our reports ? I have*
' 1" -1sometimes had more on my hands than I could possibly get through at the time, and on my explainingthat state of things to the Secretary a general order was given that when I required assistance it was to'
ho afforded me by Wigg and Moran. They have always done their best for me and have helped me in'
many cases, but they are not from their experience competent to instruct me in any way about reporting.
7106. Tou send in the reports and get the credit for doing the work ? Not special credit,
' ' ^
7107. But the work is considered to be yours ? ' Tes.
_'
.
7108. As a matter of fact, is it not largely helped out by these men? No, not lately; sometimes for
months I have not had to call upon them for assistance.
'
'
7109. Tou tell us distinctly that this alleged dishonesty on the part of Moran never came into your mind'
from the time you furnished your confidential list to Mr.-Roberts until you sent your private note into
me this morning ? It has often been in my mind.
• •
.
.
7110. I understood you to say in accounting for what I thought singular—that your memory should be';
so good in the case of Moran, that you never thought of the matter until you came here this niorning.and'
knew that Moran was here also ? I think you asked me as to when Moran was appointed to his present
.
position, and as to whether I did not think it strange ; I think I told you that I did think it strange.
7111. I understood you to say that you did not know when the change took place ? Ido not remember
the exact date.
■
■ '
7112. Although you thqught the change an extraordinary circumstance you made no report ? No ; I was
alone so to speak; there was simply my word against his.
'
7113. Then do you absolutely consider in your own mind that Moran is am improper person to be;
employed as he is now employed ? Tears ago I should have said so, but a man is not always bad because,
he has once been so. It does not follow that a bad man will be everlastingly bad; ' - '
'
'
7114!. Tou think that at one time he was dishonest ? I have no doubt about it.
'
- '
7115. Perhaps you think that on the principle of setting a thief to catch a thief it was after all not such;
a foolish thing to put him in his present position ? No ; Moran knew all that was going on on the cars'
and was therefore of great advantage to us.
. .
'
7116. Tou think on consideration that his action might give him a special fitness for the position ? To a
certain extent, because knowing how the thing was done he would be better able to detect it in others.
'
7117. Mr. JBrock.] There was nothing clever in what he did ? No ; but he would probably know all the
methods. It was proved in evidence in connection with the men who were dismissed that several of them
had been seen by officials pocketing cash-fares.
■
'
7118. Is it not possible that you are mistaken in regard to Moran? Not in this particular case.
7119. Tou know that he did not ring ? He did not ring; he simply put the cash-fare in his pocket with
out ringing.
•
7120. Is it not possible that he may have over-rung before? If he had there was nothing to show'that
he had done it. I know that such mistakes do sometimes happen.
■
7121. Is that the only time that yon suspected Moran, or had any grounds for suspecting him? Tes.
'
7122. How soon were you removed from that class of work ? I was never actually reproved from it; but'
just after the inquiry to which I have referred we were flooded with claims in connection with accidents,
and at an interview with the Commissioner he asked what was the best course to adopt. I had been,
accustomed to manage such matters in connection with the Omnibus Company. I pointed out to" the;
Commissioner what I thought was the best thing to be done—that we should collect all possible informa-.'
tion, and keep a proper record of it, so as to be prepared for these claims. Claims were being made threeor four months after the occurrence of the accident, and we were being constantly taken by surprise. ,
7123. Tou had been some years with the Omnibus company ? Six years.
'
. ,
7124. "What caused you to transfer yourself to the tramway service? I left the Omnibus Company to go;
to Melbourne ; Mr. William Cain offered me a better position there. My wife, however, is a confirmed,
invalid, and the doctor advised us to stay in Sydney rather than go to Melbourne. The directors of' the'
Omnibus Company then spoke on my behalf to the Commissioner ; this resulted in an interview, at whichthe Commissioner put me through a considerable verbal examination, and I finally received am appoint-'
ment.
.
.
7125. How long after that was it before you got these cases against the conductors and got rid of them ?
About eighteen months altogether.
'
.
•
7126. President.'] Tou were at work sometime before you made your report ? Tes—souietime before the
men were finally disposed of.
'
7127. Before that you were as well known to them as the Post Office ? Tes.
• .
7128. Therefore your usefulness in that particular line was really at an end ? Tes, so far as any secret
work was concerned.
'
'
7129. Tou were so well known that you might have got into’a car fifty times, and a'dishonest man would'
have acted honestly ? Tes ; if he thought I was there.
‘
.
- '
7130. Por a system of that kind to be of any use you must have strangers coming now and again? Tes;that is where Wigg-and Moran are placed at a great disadvantage. Whatever their will and experience,
may be they are put out of court by being so well known. I may add with regard to myself that for- six
months after I came into the Service my time was fully occupied in reporting for the Secretary upon
various matters occurring between different branches of the Service.
' ',
7131. What sort of reports would these be? In the first place the Board of Health were writing in the.
papers about a supposed pollution of the drainage at the Randwick works. 'I went out, and, in
conjunction with Mr. Howe, I went into the whole matter, and we made a combined report about it.
Another matter cropped up in connection with the giving way of the brakes. It was suggested that the",
brakes opened and separated, and there was a question as to whether this was a source of danger. I had'
to report upon that and a number of other miscellaneous matters.
'
7132. I hold in my hand a copy of the Parliamentary paper to which you referred ? Perhaps before you
proceed further I may be permitted to say that in the part I took in the punishment of the men referred
s
.
'
to ‘

1
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to in that paper I made some enemies, and that they have subjected me to continual insult and snubbing.
Anonymous letters have been written to the Commissioner, and also to my wife, couched in tho most
_filthy terms. I believe Mr. Eoberts also had a number of anonymous letters sent to him. Just after
19 Sept,1888 ,^s occurred a model of a coffin, which I hold in my hand, was sent to the Commissioner for presentation
. to me. The Commissioner joked about the matter, and said it was rather complimentary to me than
otherwise, and it showed that I had done my duty. I mention the matter to show that there was a good
deal of spite against me. That has continued almost till now. I have never reported against a man
unless I thought him deserving-of it.
/
7133. But this kiud of treatment may not proceed from men in the Service ? I very much doubt as to
whether some of the men now in the Service did not do it.
■
■
7134. Perhaps some of the suspected five P Very likely.
7135. What are the names of the five suspects who were not dismissed ? I suppose I may ask whether I
am liable in any way outside for evidence that I may give here. I am not in a position, after all these
years, to. give you absolute proof, but I think there are documents in the office which will show you
something about the matter.
_
.
.
7136. You can do no harm by mentioning the names of the five men who were under suspicion; you
need not say anything more than that;—the retention of the men in the Service itself shows that the
suspicions were not well founded, so that the mention of the names can do you no harm ? Conductor
Tipping, who is still in the Service, is one of them ; Matthew Williams and Thomas Lane, who are also inthe Service, were others.
'
. 7137. Lane went a little off his head, and was out of the Service for some time? I know that he has had
an accident since then.
.
7138. He was the man who smashed his register very badly ? I did not hear of that.
7139.- Are the other two men out of the five not in the Service now ? Cavanougli and O’Connell were
two others ; they are not in the Service now. - ’
. 7140. I presume you have since observed the conduct of the three men, viz., Tipping, Williams, and
Lane? Yes. ■
.
•
7141. Have you ever had cause since to suspect Ihem ? With Williams I have; but I don’t think I can
■
say fairly that I have, with the others.
•
■ 7142. What line is Williams on ? He is on the Leichhardt line. He was on the Bandwick line for a
considerable time.
7143. The stout dark man ? Yes.
7144. Was there ever any report about Williams ? He was on my list.
7145. But since then ? I fancy there have been, but not from me ; I think the Superintendent has had
many complaints about him. I do not know whether they bear upondhe question of dishonesty, but I
'
rather think he is very well known in that connection.
■
7146. When had you first any knowledge that these frauds were going on ? Ho you mean the present
frauds ?
7147. Yes ? I have no personal knowledge; I only know of them from what I have heard. The first I
heard of them was from a sensational paragraph which appeared in the Star about the 14th July. I have
• rumour of special conductors making inquiries, but I have known nothing about the matter.
7148. Are not these special conductors under you? No-; the only time they come to me is when I am
ushed with work; then they help me in making inquiries.
^ .
149. I thought they were assistant inspectors, so to speak ? No.
7150. But they are properly so ? They were called, at one time, revenue inspectors, but the term was
afterwards altered to special conductors.
'
7151. Were they employed at the time these men were dismissed ? Wigg just came into the Service at
the time these troubles occurred.- He was formerly connected with the detective police.
7152. Where was Moran before he was employed upon the trams ? I do not know.
'
7153. Therefore you really have no information to give us about these frauds? No, not about the
present frauds.
.
7154. You have observed from the papers that certain men have been suspected ? Yes.
7155. What is your opinion of these men—of Musgrave, Eraser, and Terrier, for instance ? I was not
a;t all surprised to hear what I did about Musgrave; he was knocking about'a great deal and living
evidently above a conductor’s pay; then he was running about on the cars all day, smoking good cigars
and dressing in a flash sort of w'ay.
'
.
. •
. •
7156. What about Fraser ? I did not likehismanner, but I am notprepared to say there was anything
1 wrong about him.
’
'
.
7157. And Ferrier, what of him ? I had a very bad opinion of Ferrier before he left the cars ; in fact I
have often spoken to Mr. Boberts about him. He was indirectly the cause of the death of a girl on the
Leichhardt line—that is, if he had been in his proper position on the tram the accident might have been’
averted. In talking that matter over with Mr. Boberts the question of his being a bad specimen of a
conductor cropped- up. .
.
'
.
7158.' Not so much as to his being dishonest as negligent and careless ? Yes ; he would be talking with
flash girls rather than looking after his duty and collecting his fares.
7159. I understand that for some years you have not very specially directed your attention to the super
vision of the men ? No, I have not. .
'
7160. It has rather been handed over to these specialconductors ? To someextent.
7161; Therefore you are not in as good a position as you formerly were to answer for the men’s characters ?'
No; whenever I-see anything now I go to Mr. Boberts personally, or write to him, and the same with
the locomotive branch. If it is not a matter requiring a special report, I mention it to the heads of tho
department or to the traflic or running foreman.
.
7162. Do you remember a conductor named C. 8. Wilson? Yes; he is. one of the men mentioned in
your anonymous letter.
7163. Are his initials C. S. ? I am not sure. I used to know him as Charles Wilson. You will find a
statement of his case in the Parliamentary paper I handed to you. He was one of the batch who w'ere
put down for dismissal.
7|64. On what date was he dismissed ? About April or May, 1884,
' •
’
7165.
l^O’BHen
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^
• ^ave y0^1 any .idea, where he is now ? I have not seen him for twelve months ; about that time I
saw him in hydney; he had a brother who was at that time driving a motor. He was one of the prime
moieis m the matter of the diamond studs ; he and Cullen were the two principal men who were against
Mr. Roberts in that matter.
•
r
r
&
7166. Did you know Martin ? Tes.
'
7167. What was the matter-with him ? He confessed at the inquiry that he had used Mr. Roberts’s name
tor the purpose ot getting other men to join in a raffle for a set of studs.
.
!
7168. Mr. SrocM] There is a great similarity between the writing in this anonymous letter and your own
.handwriting ? There may be; I do not always write alike.
.
7169. President.'] Do you know the writing on the anonymous letter which introduces my name ? No • I
■am not surprised at your receiving an anonymous letter or at my handwriting being imitated; Mr.
Roberts has been deceived by it repeatedly.
. '
°
717°. Do you not yourself recognise a similarity between the two handwritings P Tes.
*71 vl
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1
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. .
_ .
.
. o
7171. Look
for instance at the Jtwo words
‘you” ? It is a very good imitation, but I am not the writer
of the letter. . .
7172. It is not the writing you generally use, nor is it the writing of the note which you sent in to me
this morning; that also appears to be different from your usual handwriting? Whoever did it has done
so to place me m a false position—that is, by imitating my handwriting.
.
'
7173. .We do not think for a moment that any one has attempted to do that;—where is Martin now? I saw
him m the Supreme Court m Sydney about a month ago.
71.74. What is his history ? I only know it since he has been on the trams.
'
'JiVn i®® was dismissed ? Tes, for using Mr. Roberts’s name in connection with a raffle,
7176. Is he not the mm who persisted to the last that he was innocent? He has often told me that he
was innocent and that he has had to suffer for it. There was a man on the cars named Earley, and a
dnef shunter, named Webber, who had the credit of being infatuated with anonymous letter writing
Rightly or wrongly, the anonymous letters written about myself and Mr. Roberts in connection with the
diamond stud business were attributed to them. I remember Mr. Roberts getting an anonymous letter
about me ; the handwriting was a good imitation of mine and similar to that which you have shown me
this atternoon.
■
J
lilt .Ton are not connected^vith this letter in any way except in your own mind ? Except that I am
supposed to have sent it to stir up the old business about the diamond stud business.
*
i* s’mply says that two men can give us valuable information about these frauds ? No doubt
might grve you information about what was going on on the cars about that time.
71/9. We do not want to hear anything about the diamond studs because that matter was inquired into
by the Commissioner at the time and he came to a certain conclusion? Tes, I am aware of that but
some of these.men who write anonymous letters think because I was very much abused at the time I have
a feeling agamst the Department, and that I should only be too glad to ventilate a supposed gnevance
but I have no sort of grievance in the matter. My one idea is to get the thing right in the future il
possible and to have a better system of collection but the way in which they have written anonymous
letters to me is dieadful; it is simply because of the action I took m connection with the diamond 'stud
inquiry which took place about the same time as the other trouble which I have mentioned to'vou'in
connection with the conductors.
■
J.
7180. When did Martin leave the Service ? Just after' the stud inquiry.
7181. That would be nearly four years ago? Tes ; in 1883 or 1884.
7182. Now, as to the system of collection ;—you do not think much of the present system of bffll registers ?
I have no faith m the registers and still less faith in permitting the public to sell’tickets. . I think that
has always been a weakness
In the old days we tried the same thing with the Omnibus Company, the
result being that the 3d. tickets were picked out of the receptacle with a pair of tweezers,'and were sold by
^ooneTnTf°r llrd' t0 dlfferent sma11 sll°Ps and hotels, at which they were resold for their full value
7183. How many years ago would that be? About ten years ago.
’
M84. Tou are as much against the system of the sale of tickets by the public as against the bell registers?
7185. Why are you against the bell registers ? Because they can be rung without registering if they'are"
pulled m a certain way, that is when the works once get weak. At the time of inquiry to which I have
referred, I took several pairs of registers up to Mr. Eelton, who was then repairing them ;' we examined
them together to see if they were manipulated, and m every ease he came to the conclusion that it was
mere wear and tear. In- some cases the teeth had- worn put, and in other cases the spring had run weak •
the result of this was that the bell would ring and that the tongue would not go back sharply if it was
held by the conductor The conductor m fact could ring a dozen times without letting the tongue go
back at all, the result being that the fares would not be registered.
,b
6
2188. Therefore this thing was absolutely known years ago°? Tes, it was called tricking.
'
/187. Was the question never considered as to whether the registers ought not to be abandoned P It was
known that they were not reliable.
• •
‘
audit Y°U’ ^ a11 eVeUts’ WP63* to havc known it ? Tes ; Mr. Primrose knew it; he was then under the
7189. Lambert did not know it? This was before Lambert had anything to do with the registers
except as a special conductor
He had not the repairing of the registers at that time. Since Lambert
existed them 1167 iaVe be<3n kSpt m better °rder J but 1 suPP°se that tbe time 11-efer
some weakness
7190 Lambert seems to have known the weakness, but strange to say he had the highest opinion of the
registers as a system ? I cannot imagine that on the part of anyone who has studied them. They were
v L?tSe t°r a time, and when they were about to be brought into use again I wrote to the Secretary
about them. You may remember, Sir, that I spoke to you.about them, although IT did not' explain
- ■ their
delect.
■
7191. Not in the way you now suggest ? ■ No.
7192. Were you responsible for the introduction of the ticket-tearing system ? No not in the way it
was carried out.
10-2 D
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-7193. Tou do uot believe in that way ? No.
■
_
^194. Did you recommend anything at the time? I recommended that a ticket half red and half while
■
should be used.
-19 Sept., 1888. 7195. That is the system you are advocating now and about which you wrote to me? Not exactly.
'
■
’ The tickets should have been torn in two in the presence of the passengers and only one ticket should
have been taken at a time. The great weakness of the system was that they, were taken in a bunch, thus
enabling passengers to avoid payment and causing mistakes on the part of the conductors.
.7196.. Tinder your system the passenger would tear off a portion of the ticket, handing the remainder to
the conductor? Tes, and the portion given to the conductor would be put into a locked bag.
-7197.- "Were you not consulted about this -ticket-tearing system ;—my impression is that you were ? No, I
was not. There was a difficulty in getting sufficient bolls in good condition and I pointed out to the
Secretary that as we used little cash only one bell should be carried. The Secretary remarked that he
thought the bells would shortly be taken away altogether ; -that was all I knew of the system being adopted
by the Department.
7198. Is it not your opinion, as a practical man, that the ticket-tearing was less effective than the bell
registering ? In the way it was carried out, it was. We have badly lighted cars and there is every
opportunity for the dishonest conductor to practice up stairs without any possible fear of detection.. Of
the two systems I should still be almost inclined to favour the registers if they were reliable-^that is in
preference to the tearing-system as it used to be carried out.
7199. I presume you are aware that the registers can be so little relied upon that it is not considered a
fair thing to expect that the bag and the register will agree ? I am aware of that.
_
7200. Why cannot that be fairly expected in the case of a careful and honest conductor? He is so liable
to miss ringing, and then he may take tickets in a bunch and count the passengers instead of the tickets
ringing accordingly. He may often make a mistake in that way. Then we have to deal with great crowds;
in fact overcrowding is one of our greatest troubles.
7201. Tou believe that a careful and honest man put on to a very crowded trip would not be likely to
_
come out right in the end ? I believe he would not.
7202. Tou think it is too much to expect that the bag and the register should agree while these difficulties
exist? Tes.
■
7203. Do you think that they should agree upon a light run ? Tes.
■ '
_
_
7204. But that upon a crowded car a conductor with the best of intentions is very liable to mistakes ?
Tes, -on a holiday you may see men, women, and children, hanging on. to the footboards in a most dangerous
"
way. We incur'all the extra risk without getting any compensation for it, as the conductor could not
possibly tell who had paid or -who had not. Take a crowded compartment with a number of people standing
up; a conductor receives a handful of tickets and he cannot possibly tell whether they are right or whether
they are wrong.
.
7205." How do you propose to get over the difficulty of the sale of tickets by the public under the system
of tearing which you suggest ? It -would not be overcome; we would still have that weakness.
7206. Therefore you would recommend something different ? Tes.
k
7207. "What is your proposal now? It is on the lines of the Glasgow system; there they work three
sections, a 2dl and two Id. sections.
.
"
7208. Is not the Glasgow system identical with the Melbourne system? Not quite; in the one case the
conductor carries either a loose ticket or a small book with a counter foil; he tears out a ticket and punches
it with a bell punch, handing it to the passenger as a receipt for the money he has received ; under the
'
Melbourne system the passenger gets no receipt.
_
_
7209. But tlie punch is a receipt ? Well he hears the sound and that is all. It is one of the weaknesses
of a bell system of any kind that a conductor may carry a bell in his pocket which will sound the same
as in' his register.
7210. Tou think that the passengers should have both an ocular and oral demonstration ? Tes; the
ticket or slip, as the case may be, should be punched; in both cases the piece will be coloured to denote
the value, and will fall into a receptacle in the punch; these pieces can b§ counted to check the conductor.
- 7211. In our mind there is a serious objection to the Melbourne system—in the greater length of the
process; would not the process under the Glasgow system be still longer? Not if the conductors
adopted the plan of carrying a little book instead of loose tickets. I propose that they should be allowed
to collect through fares, a red ticket representing a 2d. section and a white ticket a Id. section. Take a
book on the Waverley line—the red portion at the top of the ticket would be marked from Bridge-street
to Queen-street, and the passenger going that distance would have only to pay 2d. If the passenger were
going to the Bondi junction, the conductor could punch the 2d. section ancLthc first of the two succeeding
Id. sections. If the passenger were going to Waverley, the conductor would punch all three sections,
handing the whole block to the passenger.
7212. Would not, that be a very complicated and long process ? It takes some time to describe it, but I
do not think it would take much time in operation. Considerable time would be saved in the collection
of through fares ; it would be of assistance not only to the conductors but to the passengers.
£213. Would you have the sale -of the tickets -in the hands of the conductors ? Tes, solely.
_
7214. "Would you not allow a man to buy a dozen tickets, giving him a small allowance, as in the
Melbourne system ? No, that is one of the weaknesses of the Melbourne system ; it- is done to oblige
the public ; to avoid the bother of getting change.
7215. Under your proposals you would have nothing but cash-fares ?
No.
_
_
7216. The conductor would receive the money and debit himself in two ways—by punching the ticket,
and by the record made in his -punch by the act of punching ? Tes.
'
7217. Are you satisfied that under this system the punch would show an absolute and reliable balance, as
in the Melbourne system ? It should do so if the punches were kept in proper repair, but they might go
wrong upon wet days.
.
7218. .Why ? ' Because then the tickets might get-wet and the punch might get plugged up.
.
7219. Is not that a fatal objection? Well, assuming that the conductor gives in his account at the end
of every round trip, his punch could then be examined.
7220. But if the weather were very wet and the difficulty occurred on every trip, would it not afford a great chance to dishonest conductors ? To some extent.
7221.
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7221. Whenever it is wet a dishonest man might say, with a shrug of his shoulders, “ It is wet weather, Traffic
my punch is plugged up ; you cannot expect the two things to agree ” ? It is not absolutely free from
that objection ; it is a feature in the San Franciscan system from which the Melbourne system is taken.
’
nen‘
7222. We have had this system fully explained to us by a gentleman who has been engaged upon the
,
trams in America, and who assures us that on almost all occasions the punch agrees with the collections,
®
!and if it does not agree the man is simply told to pay up ? No doubt it is so ; it is so in Melbourne.
7223. But in these places where there is perhaps more rain than there is in Sydney, how is it that they
have not met with the difficulty you mention ? It does not often occur.
.
7224. What does occur ? Merely that the tickets get wet through being carried outside. It would not
be so bad in my system, because the tickets would be carried in a book,
7225. What happens to the punch P It gets clogged up so that the piece taken out of the ticket by the
.
, ;
punch does not drop into the receptacle.
„
7226. Afr. iBroc/h.] But the books in which your tickets wrere contained would not get wet ? No.
.
, _
'
7227. In our cars the men could always be in shelter? Tes.
7228. President.] In your system you would have different books for different lines ? Yes, and they
would be marked from one section to another.
7229. Is this your own system ? No, Parkinson, one of the men on the North Shore line, who has worked
under the Glasgow system, the San Franciscan system and the Melbourne system, advocates it. About'
twelve months ago I was trying to get the Melbourne system brought into use on the North Shore line.
I had several conversations with Parkinson, and he told me how the whole thiug could be done. His
opinion is that the Melbourne and Glasgow systems are the two best. He tells me further that in the
Melbourne system the selling of the tickets is the one weakness; the conductors sell at 2s. 9d. per dozen,
and there is nothing to show whether the conductor is paying in a 3d. fare or one of the tickets at 2s. 9d.
per dozen; he punches the slip, and it shows the value for 3d., or one of these tickets, but the ticket itself,and that is the weakness, is not punched.
7230. He punches the slip ? For 3d. or for one of these, tickets. He gets. 3d. in another direction, and
instead of paying in the 3d. he can pay in the pay which can represent the same thing.
■
7231. Tou mean that a man may withdraw 3s.-worth of cash and substitute tickets for it,, thereby putting
3d. into his own pocket ? Tes.
7232. Mr. Proc&.J Is there not a different slip for cashing tickets? No, it is the same.
7233. President.] Are we to understand that the system you advocate is the Glasgow system in its entirety?
It is substantially the same, except that the book'is substituted for the loose tickets.
7234. Tour system involves a perforation and a butt? Tes.
7235. Where do the tickets come from in your Glasgow system; where does the conductor hold .them?
He carries them loose in a bag and puts the cash into his pocket; then there is the double check with the
bell punch; he must punch every ticket as he hands it to the passenger.
7236. Do you think tire public are so careful that a really dishonest man could not give them tickets
without punching them ? I daresay he could.
7237. Or on the other hand that he could not pick up some of the tickets and resell them ? That is just
what they used to do here, and what they are doing now at North Shore.
1
.
7238. How do you obviate that under your system? Tou could not help it to a certain extent. The
system is not absolutely perfect; you must necessarily trust to some extent to the conductors. We sadly
need some more outside supervision; a conductor can do almost as he likes from the time he leaves Bridgestreet until he comes back again. There is no one to jump on to the cars and check him in any way; to
watch him, or to look after him. The system which prevails in Melbourne is found to work well in that
direction; some of the older and trustworthy conductors get 6d. a day extra, and anything they notice on
the road they immediately report. This is known to all the men, and the system works very well.
7239. They have a sort of monitor conductor ? Tes. If a man is reported for doing anything wrong
you can employ .a strange detective and that detective will have a good chance of bringing the thing home
to the man.
7240. I suppose they have the same system of uniform inspectors as that which exists in New York ?
Tes, they can get on to a tram ou any part of the journey if they have reason to suspect a man and can
count the passengers.
7241. Do you think the system you suggest could be worked well on crowded trams ? Not on crowded
trams as we understand them, but it would answer on the new 70-passenger cars and on the single
decked 60-passenger cars. One conductor would be required for each car at a busy time, but there would
be a considerable saviug on the present cost of tickets and that would go far to meet the expense.
7242. Tou believe in doing awray entirely with upper decks ? Tes.
7243. Don’t you think that a system which would place the registration of the cash received entirely
beyond the conductor would be a good one ? Undoubtedly.
'
7244. An automatic system ? If such a thing could be done it would be a grand thing.
7245. That is to say that the_ passenger would have to put the money in for himself, and as it passed
through the machine it would register itself so that when the conductor brought in his returns he would
have a certain number of pence against him on the inside of the register and that amount he would
have to pay up. Any system which would prevent the conductor from handling the cash, which is always
a temptation, would be a good thing.
7246. Suppose the conductor were allowed to handle the cash to the extent of giving change out of it;
you would not like that? Not if a better system could be arranged. I have heard of a great number,
but I do not know of any such as you suggest in existence at the present time.
7247. Tou understand what I mean about the automatic part of the machine; you understand that every
fare will have to be deposited in the machine in the shape of a penny. To follow out your view it would
be necessary for a man to carry all these pence about with him ; if he had not access to. the cash for the
purpose of giving change ? Tes, I see that.
.
7248. That would be a serious objection, because a conductor would have such an enormous weight ? Tes.
7249. But if a system could be devised in which the automatic registration would be so correct, that you
could allow the pence to flow into tho conductor’s own hands so that he might relieve himself by giving
change as he went on, you would approve of it ? If such a machine could be got it would be well worth
trying.
7250.
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Traffic ' 7250. You like the idea, but you would also like to soe if it could be accurately worked ? Yes; there is
Inspector
Fi O’Brien. a Berlin system I believe, something like what you have described, but the tickets are printed from a roll

carried on the conductor’s breast.

The tickets are dated and obliterated in one process.

.

.

;19SepMS88. 7251. I suppose you are of opinion that the bus system of locked boxes is the best if it could be applied ?

It is the best check for busses.
account of the rolling stock.

'

We tried to get it in bags and boxes, but we could not work it out on
.
.

Frederick Oakes recalled, and further examined:—

F. Oakes.- 7252. President.'] We have sent for you to ask you one or two questions about the way in which you
f——deal with the registers for the racecourse. When a conductor is going out to the racecourse he brings in
19 Sept.,1888.
register to have it read so that he may start clear for the shilling collection ? Yes.
7253. Does it ever happen that a man after having had his register read for the racecourse has come to
you and said, “Oh,-I did not go to the racecourse after all—I went on to the Botany line ; therefore I can
give you only the ordinary fares ?, It would not occur in that way, but this might happen :—A man
would run a trip to the racecourse with a register which we had read, and he would afterwards briug it
back, have it read again and return to the racecourse; while lying at the racecourse he might be sent on
to Coogee to bring in passengers from there, and-in that way the fares would get mixed.
7254. What is the sense of that ? There is none at all that I can see.
7255. What would you do in a case of that kind ? AYe have always made the racecourse money right,
and have given the surplus to Coogee.
7256: But how could you make the money right P A conductor going out to the course in the' afternoon
would have only a few passengers. The clerk would have come in from the course, but if he had been
there the man would, I suppose, have had his register read before he went on to Coogee.
7257. Do I understand that the registers are read at the course every trip ? Yes; at each end on
race-days.
.
. 7258. You think-.that if a clerk were at the course all day this mixing of tickets could not occur ? -Not
if the register was read.
7259. What guarantee is there that the conductors who go to the course hand in their returns to the
clerk every trip ? There is no guarantee at all.
'
7260: The man need not go near the clerk at all ? I do hot'think he could avoid that because directly a
•
tram arrives we are expecting the conductor.
7261. AYhat is the average number of conductors appointed to the racecourse ? About twenty I should
think.
.
7262. And out of that average how many having been appointed would not go to the course but would
go upon some other line ? I have never known a man to do that.
7263. Is it not a fact that on nearly every race-day after the men have had their registers read for the 1
course at least two of the number are sent somewhere else by the foreman? I do not know that hasbeen the case ; I have known them to be sent to pick up at the Agricultural Society’s ground, or at the
Association Ground.
7264. You prepare a register for a racecourse and the conductor goes away ; when he comes back to you
you have him booked for the racecourse ? I should not book him until the returns were earned, because
the man after having his register read might return to the yard, and then be sent somewhere else.
7265. That is just the information I have been endeavouring to obtain. What is the object of the special
reading- of the register when a man goes to the racecourse ? It is read because there is a special fare.
7266. And vet you seem to think that it does not matter two straws whether the conductor who has had
his register read goes to the racecourse or somewhere else ? I did not say that I think; but after aman
leaves my window he may be sent on to another line. If that were the case the only difference would
be that his register would be read for pence instead of shillings.
7267. But suppose that the man, in telling you that he had been put on to another line, told a lie
suppose that after all he bad really been, to the racecourse, and that he had pocketed lid. out of every
.
fare ? Of course he could do that; that could easily be done.
•7268. But have vqu- never drawn attention to such a monstrous state of things ? I think attention has
been called to it almost every time there have been races.
.
'
7269. Still you have continued to take the man’s word that, instead of going to the races, he has been
' sent to Botany, for instance P That is easily proved by the man’s takings; his tickets will prove that.
7270. Why ? If he went to the racecourse he would not have perhaps forty-eight tickets in his bag,- but
if he went to Botany, he would have to have about 1,500. Then a man coming from the racecourse
.
would have to have his tickets in larger blocks on account.of the number required for the fare.
7271. Mr. Brock.] ~&ut suppose the man makes a guess at the probable quantity of tickets returned by a
' Botany run at that particular time of the day, and uses his racecourse cash to make up the deficiency in
the tickets, and then puts the tickets into his bag ? Of course he could do that.
7272. But he would not make more money on the Botany run than on the racecourse? No; but he
would take more tickets.
7273. President.] The probability is that at that period of the afternoon the run oh any. other line would be
a light-one? Yes.
"
■
7274.-AYhen men have made this statement to you and have asked you to consider their rings pennyrings instead of shilling-rings, have you not considered it necessary to test the statement ? • Yes ; and I
think I have frequently done so. I think that on almost every holiday since I have been in the Depart
ment attention has been-called to this mixed fare business—that is, to conductors going on to two lines,
the racecourse and another hue, and getting their fares mixed. The foreman has been instructed, I believe,
not to allow it.
7275. But this is not a question of mixed fares. A man comes to you really under the belief that he is
going to the racecourse, and when he gets down to the yard the foreman sends him somewhere else. • The
’ man goos to Leichhardt, and he says to you later on, “ I have not been to the races, I have been to '
Leichhardt.”- Would you; take that man’s word, even supposing you thought he had acted honestly,
or would you feel disposed to question the foreman ? I might do so.
- ‘
'
'7276,

1
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®a^e37276. Mr. Primrose says that on an average two men .would be put in.this position on almost every raceday, and that no inquiry would be made into the truth of their story? I think you have misunder‘
stood Mr. Primrose. "What he means, I think is, that a conductor' would be sent to the racecourse, and ■ ^
that while there he might be sent on to Coogee.
1
7277. ■We have had that statement from him as well, but there is this other distinct statement, that
out of an average of twenty men on the racecourse every race-day a couple are turned off, and are
told to go somewhere else, and that their story is invariably accepted? I cannot remember one case
where the thing has occurred exactly in that way, that is when a man has had his register read for the .
racecourse and has then gone straight away on to another line. I remember dozens of cases where meri
have befen sent to the racecourse and have then been sent- on to other lines before their registers were
taken.
...................
.
7278. Tou have reported cases in which fares' have been mixed have you not ? Tes.
7279. Can you refer us to any of these reports ? I have not reported it in writing.
7280. Whose attention did you call to the matter ? Mr. Tyrer’s and Mr. Roberts’.
.
7281. Is Mr. Tyrer aware of this? Tes ; he has always endeavoured to obviate it, and has said that we
should try to avoid it, but sometimes when a conductor has been lying out at Randwick and all the people
almost have come in from the racecourse, there still being a lot of people at Coogee, the foreman has sent
him on to Coogee to bring those people home.
.
■*
7282. Why could not the foreman read the register and afterwards give you the reading? ' I‘ do not
think he could understand the register.
.
■ 1
■
, . ,
7283. But it would be quite possible to insist that there should be someone there to read the registers to
meet cases of that kind ? Tes.
'
•
.
.
...
7284. The clerk wdio reads the registers at the racecourse sends in his return ? Tes ; he brings it in
'
when he comes.
.
'
•
■
•
• .
.
.....
7285. It is said that the men need not go to this clerk, and that he does not look after them? When I
am out there, and I am there a great deal, I always see how many conductors there are on the trams, and
then I see that their registers are read.
7286. 3Ir. Brock.] We are told that a conductor could sneak about one trip out of five for himself? I do
not see how that could possibly be done if he reads his register.
'
.....
7287. But you have heard of registers being faked ? Then he might take the whole lot,
.
■
7288. Tou have read the registers at the racecourse yourself sometimes ? Tes ; and I have always taken
care to ascertain who the conductors were.
.
7289. President^] Mr. Primrose led us to suppose that a man could avoid getting his register read at
Randwick, and that- he could then come back to the Sydney office and declare that he had been upon
another line. ' Mr. Primrose has admitted that there would be no check against such a thing as that ?
■
Mr. Primrose has not been to the course I' think and probably does not know the system.- The clerk
would naturally be expecting a conductor from each tram as it arrived.
•
„ •
..
7290. But would he make inquiry if the conductor did not come to him ? Decidedly.
’
7291. How many conductors would there be? Well, I should inquire howr many there were. Of course
.
if there were two in the swindle one might drop off at Darlinghurst. There are two receiving clerks at
Randwick besides myself. All that I do there is to look out lor the conductors.
7292. Tou do only the reading and the other man looks after the money ? Tes.
7293. AVho takes the cash out at the racecourse? Blackstone and one of the others.
7294. And wffiat about the money which the conductor brings back from the racecourse ? He brings back
nothing. He runs back empty. If two men come out to Randwick on to a car they would not come so .
quickly as to render it likely that we should miss them. There are long intervals between the trams, and
we are doing nothing but reading.
'
.
.
■
7295. Then there is no need for reading at the Sydney end? Ho; except when the people are coming
hoine from the races. .1 ought, perhaps, to exjdain, that under ordinary circumstances a man lying at
Randwdek would have his register read before being sent on to Coogee.
■
• 7296. What time do the readers leave ? About 2 o’clock.
' .
■
9
7297. A man arriving at Randwick after that time and being sent on to Coogee would not have his register '
"’ •
read ? No.
.
.
■
°
■
7298. But at any previous time of the day his register would be read*and his cash would be taken? Tes.
7299. So that in point of fact after 2 o’clock the Department is at the mercy of the conductors ?' Tes.
7300. Would it be a Randwick tram which would go on to Coogee ? A tram would be sent out to the
races in the afternoon. It might collect a few' stragglers, for which, of course, shillings would be collected.
■
The tram would lie at Randwick waiting for the people to come into! town. Presently the foreman might
find that he had several surplus trams, and hearing that there was a great crowd at Coogee, he would send'
.
one of these surplus'trams light to that place to bring a Coogee load back to Sydney.
- '•
'
7301. Is there no one at Coogee who could read the register as for the racecourse? No;
.
7302. Surely on such occasions it would be worth while to have a man there for the purpose? Perhaps.
7303. Mr. BrocJc.] If you saw two loaded cars come to the racecourse would you be satisfied if only one
conductor turned up ? No ; I should ask the conductor if he had a mate, and'I could tell immediately
from the returns if there was a swindle.
7304. I thought you raid that one man might get off at Darlinghurst, leading you to supposn'that
thqre was only one conductor on the tram ? I do not think that could be done without detection now!
think of it, because I should discover from the returns at Randwick that there was something wrong.
What I meant was that the man himself would not be missed if the other conductor said that he- h^.
no mate. I have been out at the racecourse a great deal—almost every time there have been races_aind I
am pretty certain that no man could come out there and return to Sydney without his register'being read,

William
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"William Hannam recalled and further examined:—
■
7305. President.'] We have a few more questions to ask you. Tou remember relating to us the circum
stances under which Musgrave made certain overtures to you on his car on one or two occasions? Tes.
19Sent 18881
We want you to fix the date of those overtures as nearly as you can ? I do not know how I could
’’
doit. I might, perhaps, come somewhere near it by looking at my hook.
7307. Perhaps I can help you. We understood you in giving your first evidence to say very distinctly,
that it was during the retrenchment period that Musgrave was on your tram ? Tes.
7308. Are you absolutely certain of that ? I am certain that he was not on the cars.
.
7309. That he was not at work ? I can swear that he was not on the cars at the time.
7310. But he might have been car-cleaning? No, he was not. I would not be quite sure, but I.think he may
have been on the water-tanks at the time. My impression, however, is that he was not then on the tram-,
ways at all:
......
,
.
7311. It would be somewhere about the time that he first came back you think ? Yes.
7312. That would be about December, or the end of November? Somewhere about that time, but I think
be was off the trains altogether w'hen he spoke to me.
.
7313. Mr. Brock.] Would it be shortly before he came back? Tes; I know that it could not have been,
very long before.
7314. President.] Tou remember swearing the other day that you collected a fare from that young'
woman who madeThe expedition with you to Glebe Point? Tes.
,
7315. When did you collect her fare ? Soon after she got in the car ; she got in at Market-street.
7316. .Where would your tram have been when you collected the fare ? I do not generally go for a fare
directly a passenger takes his seat. Perhaps I might let them go past the first stopping-place.
. ;
73l7< Had you collected any fares before this young woman got in ? Tes.
.
7318. When did you next go to collect fares ? We generally commence at Hunter-street, and then we
collect again at King-street.' We might go as far as Park-street before collecting again.
•
7319. Tou think that is where you collected this young woman’s fare? Tes.
7320. Tou are absolutely certain that wdien you went to the car to collect other fares after she got in you collected hers ? Tes, I do not think there were above half-a-dozen passengers in the car.
7321. And if it has been sworn positively that you went round to collect the fares and that you neverattempted to collect one from her, would it be true or false ? It would be false. There is a matter I
'
should like to mention,- although I do not know that there is anything in it: It was somewhere about the
morning "after this happened that Mr. Boberts called ine off the car and told me about it. Pie said, more- ,
over,- that I had taken this woman out with me,' and'had had connection with her at Glebe Point. I told
him that it was false and that I could bring both the driver and the fireman to prove that it was false.
He Said that he had got an anonymous letter containing that statement. I said, “ Bring your charge
against Hie, and I am prepared to disprove it.” I never heard anything more of the matter until now.
■
7322. Who were your driver and fireman ? Bose and Brophy. I may say that we get very little time onthe Glebe Point runs.
_ Ponrluetor

'
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John Walsh recalled and further examined :—
"
J. Walsh. 7323. President^ Tou are not surprised, I suppose, that we have sent for you again? Well, yes I am.
A—■, 7324. Did you not see a certain letter in the Daily Telegraph on the 12th September last ? Tes. .
% Sapt, 1888. 7325. Did you not feel sure that we should require you to confirm tbe statement which you had made,
to us ? I did not think you would.
.
;
7326. Have you seen Mr. Harris since you were here"? No.
■ .
- 7327. Tou have had no conversation on the subject ? No.
.
7328. He has not charged you with having made a certain statement to us ?. No.
.
7329. How long ago did this matter to which you previously referred occur? To the best of my know-'
ledge it Was about three and a half years ago.
7386'. When did you first mention it? The first time I mentioned it was about five weeks ago.
_
7331. After keeping'the matter snugly in your own breast for three and a half years you suddenly bring
it out-what led you to do so ? Well, Greeley was telling me and another gentleman about how the
tram-guards were defrauding the Government.
7832. Where were you ? In an hotel.
7833. Where ? At Woolloomooloo.'
7884. Greeley was there, you say ? Tes, and he was mentioning about certain • men,' and how ho had
caught them in the act—something like that. Then I told him about this matter, but I did not mention
aUy name.
■
_
.
7885. Tou told him that you were not surprised, because you knew all the time that there was something
Wrong ? Tes, and that I saw it on that occasion, anyhow.
7386., Mr. Thompson.] Tou refer now to what you have already related to us ? Tes.
7387. President.] Tou are aware that Harris has denied this matter absolutely ? Tes.
.
7338. He says that it is a pure fabrication ? So I see.
_
_
7889. He is anxious to know who gave the information, so that he may take proceedings against-the
person ? Tes.
7340. Now it seems to us that.you Ought to be on your mettle to prove the statement you have made ?
How am I to prove it ? There are only these words that I have said; I have told you all I know.
7341. Was no one else there at the time ? Tes, there was somebody else in the bar.
7342. Who was it ? I do not know7.
_
7343. Under what circumstances were you in Harris’ hotel ? I went in to have a drink.
7344. In the ordinary way ? Tes.
/345.
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7345. But you were out of your beat ? No; I was living there, at the time
7346. When did you leave Bedfern P About three and a half years ago.
7347! Are you still on friendly terms with Harris ? The best of terms.
7348. When did you meet him last ? I have not seen him for two or three months. I last met him at
the races.
.
7349. We understood you to say that when you saw Harris doing this thing you gave him a caution ?
Tes.
"
7350. What did you say to him ? I told him that it was not a right thing to do.
7351. Tou did not say that before any third party ? No.
7352. Not before the conductor ? No.
,
7353. Tou went into the back parlour ? No ; I stopped there and the conductor went out.
7354. What did Harris say ? I could not exactly tell you now what he did say.
•7355. Hid he endeavour to make out that the transaction was a straight one ? I do not think he remarked
anything.
7356. In what shape wmre the tickets ? They were loose.
.
7357. How did the conductor bring them ; were they in a bag ? He took them out of his pocket.
7358. They were unmistakably used tickets ? Tes.
7359. Harris made no attempt to dispute that point ? No ; he did not.
7360. Tou spoke to him again about it did you not ? No.
7361. What did Harris say when you gave him this caution? I could not exactly say.
7362. Did he say that you were not to interfere, and that it was no business of yours ? No.
7363. He took it kindly ? Tes.
7364. Did he say that it was risky, or did he say that he would do it again if he got the chance ? No.
I do not think he intended to do it again.
7365. Did he say he would not do it again ? Since I cautioned him I think he said, “ Oh, I do not do
this thing.” Those as nearly as I can recollect were his words.
7366. On the 22nd of August you said that Harris, in reply to you, said he would not do it anymore?
Tes ; I think those were the words he might have used.
7367. Did you not, when you mentioned this matter to Q-reeley in the public-house at Woolloomooloo, tell
him that the man was still a conductor, and that you could identify him if you saw him ? I did not say
that he was still a conductor.
7368. But you said that you could identify him if you saw him ? I could form a pretty good idea. It
was some time back, and the man was in uniform then.
7369. Tou told Greeley that you yourself had bought tickets from Harris ? One occasion I bought three
in a tram.
7370. Was that some time after ? Some time after.
7371. Some of these yery tickets I presume ? I could not say. Tou will often see one person in a tram
oblige another with tickets in that way.
7372. Tou have not had any misunderstanding or quarrel with Harris ? No.
7373. I suppose the idea that you dreamt or invented this story is to be ridiculed ? Well, I don’t know.
I don’t think myself that I could have invented it.
7374. Tou are absolutely certain that the thing did take place ? Tes. I saw the tram conductor pass
the tickets over to him.
7375. Then what was the action taken—was a receipted bill given ? No. The other party I referred to
in my evidence made the remark that a bill for 25s. was settled by the transaction. This is what the other
man told me outside.
7376. He said what ? That the conductor paid a bill of 25s. with these tickets.
7377. Tou had a talk with this other man then ? Tes, for about 2 minutes.
7378. Was this after you had warned Harris?- I did not warn him then; the man and I came out
together, and we stood there talking.
7379. Can you not remember, for your own sake, who this man was ? I could not say who he was.
7380. He evidently knew more about the transaction than you did ? Tes ; he was nearer to Harris than
I was.
7381. He was at all events able to give you information as to the amount settled by the tickets ? Harris
did not tell me that a bill was paid ; that was only what the other man told me.
7382. Did it not astonish you when you saw these tram-tickets handed to Harris, and nothing given in
return ? I saw the conductor take some liquor away.
7383. Mr. Thompson^ In his pockets do you mean ? Tes, a couple of bottles.
7384. President.'] Tour impression was that he was buying this liquor with the tickets and not paying off
his score ? I could not say exactly, but I fancied somehow that he was buying grog with the tickets.
7385. When you had your conversation with the other man who was present you were made wiser;—you
found out- that they were really given to pay off an old score ? Well, that is what the man said.
7386. Mr. Thompson^] Was it in consequence of your talk outside with this man that you afterwards
went to Harris and told him it was a wrong thing to do, and that he ought not to da it again ? Tes; it
was only what any man would do under the circumstances.
7387. As one friend would act towards another? Tes; this man outside said that the conductor was
knocking six or seven quid a week out of the thing.
'
7388. How long is it since you have seen the man who made this statement to you ? I have not seen
him since that night.
7389. He was not an acquaintance of yours ? No.
7390. President.] Do you mean to tell us absolutely that Harris has not challenged you with this matter?
He has not.
•
7391. Mr. Broch.] And you do not think he suspects you?
No; because if he had suspected me
he would have come down to me. 1 have generally gone into his place on Tuesday, and then he is always
asleep.
7392. Are you surprised to hear that the moment the thing was mentioned to him he asked whether you
were the informer 'i Tes ; I may say that I hope my name may not to be used, because I am in business
and it might injure me very much.
'
7393.
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7393. Tou place us in a false position;—we do not care about having letters of this character in the
papers ? Of course he ought not to have put it in at all;
• 7394,, Jfr. Thompson^ Tou observe that the writer says, “ I trust, as an honorable and upright man, I
never gave any person to think differently ?” Tes, I saw that.
,
.7395. President^] Did you not say that you had not seen Harris for three months ? As nearly as I can
recollect.
■
7396. August 19th is just one month ago ? Tes.
•
.
7397. Do you say positively that you were not with Harris on that day one month ago? Tes ; I think
I was talking to him then.
.
.
7398. That is not three months ago;—you will not do yourself any good by keeping anything back ?■ I
am not keeping back anything.
.
.
7399. Be as frank as you can in the matter ; you see that it is all your own doing; we did not ask you
to make the statement; you made it voluntarily to Greeley and to others ; you let it sleep for about three
years and a half, and then you suddenly came out with it five weeks ago ? I am very sorry I ever spoke
of it. I have never suffered so much mentally as I have suffered over this matter.
7400. But there could be no utility in bringing up a thing of this, kind unless you were prepared to follow
it out? Well of course Harris’s word is as geod as mine as far as that goes.
'
7401. Mr. Brock.'] I am surprised that you think that Harris’s word is as good as yours after the state
ments in his letter ? Well that is now how the matter stands.
.
.
7402. -The letter gave to-your statements the most absolute and unqualified denial? I am aware of.that.
7403. The matter is bound, to come out; Harris suspects you, and he is bound to have it out with .you ;
the best thing you can do is to .allow the Commission to make use of your name’ ? I do not care to do
.7404. President.] Tou had a conversation with Harris about the time you gave your evidence here? I
recollect that I went to see him just before I gave my evidence.
.'
•7405. Mr. Thompson.]' Tou have done absolutely the right thing, and not only for your own sake but for
the sake of public justice, and in order that right may be done you should do all you could in the matter,
even although you were to break friends with Harris ? I 'do not want to be bad friends with anyone..
7406. I may tell-you, with regard to this 'Gommission, that you are just.in the same .position as. though
you were a witness in the Supreme Court; you have precisely the same protection ? That may be. .
7407. President.] If the conductor were brought before you now could you be sure that he was the same
man ? _ I might be. I have told you the truth in the matter. It is not at all likely that I should come
here with a lie ; it would be of no benefit to me.
.
7408. .Did you not say that you could point out the man, because there was no other man on the trains
like him-? I believe I said I could point him out.
7409: Tou have often been with Mr. Harris ? Tes.
7410. Have you pften seen him taking ’bus tickets in part payment for drinks ? Hot ’bus tickets.
7411. Tou said in your evidence that a conductor in the case lived nearly opposite the place ? I said
somewhere about there, I think.
•
7412. Did you know the conductor well? Ho ; I had seen him only once before that.. I could not say
where he lived, but it occurred to me that he was living somewhere handy, because it looked as though he
had. just, come off the tram and was getting a drink before going home.
7413. Where did you live when you were at Bedfern ? 116, Toung-street.
'
’
7414. What business had you ? I had the same grocer’s shop, but my private residence was at Bedfern.

John Martin called in, sworn, and examined:—•
'
J. Martin. • 7415. President] Where do yeu reside? 134, Bourke-street, Woolloomooloo.
•
9nT~tnR«8 74i16' Wh-at is tlle n.ature of your business ?
I keep an hotel at the present time.
. •'
20 kept., 1888. 7417. We have received a communication to the effect that you have-it in yourpower to give us some
valuable information -with regard to the matter of tlie tram frauds generally ;—have we been correctly
informed ? Quite the reverse. I know nothing whatever about them ; it is four years since I left the
Department. At that time I considered that the tramways were honestly and straightforwardly
■
conducted. I was in the Service three years.
7418. Did you resign ? Ho.
'
7419. How did you come to leave ? Through no fault of my own; through a raffle I had in the
■
■
Department. ,
.
.
_ '
'■ 7420. Was there”anyone else concerned in the raffle? • Ho; I was the only one.
. .
7421. But you have ho information to give us about the receut frauds ? . Hothing at all,more than this :
that one evening, where I am living now, I heard Mr: Walsh giving some information to one of the
conductors about something which had taken place at Bedfern.
.
.
7422: What was the nature of it ? Greeley was at my place, and he was telling us about the tramways,
and as to how the tramway frauds were carried on. Mr. Walsh happened to be there, and he said, I
befieve there are a lot of crooked tilings among the conductors,” or words tothat effect. He said “ On
• one occasion I myself saw a conductor giving a publican tickets to pay a score.” I believe that is what he
rnioo ^^oeve^ ^as
you
I could be of any more information has made a great mistake.
7423. Did you hear Walsh name the publican at whose house this was done ? I heard him name the sign
of the hotel ; but I cannot remember that he made use of the man’s name at that time. .
. 74.«24. Was it tbe “ Man of Kent Hotel *’ P Xes, that is tbe name.
7425. Did you see a letter in the Telegraph .on the 12th of the month from the landlord of that hotel ? I
believe 1 did ; I tbiok I saw it in tbe Evening News.
■
7426. When you read it did you connect the'two things together ? Tes. ■ I took it that it referred to the
same thing winch had been mentioned at my house.
■
^l7,i
BSock:\ Whei1 Walsl1 mentioned the matter did you know the landlord of the “Man of -Kent
11th m^ y°U C°Uld liaVe f0Und °Ut ?

TeS’if 1

g;iUe Up there ; but t!ie ilpQg had uotWug t0 d°

7429. Walsh was.not keeping the thing any secret when he mentioned the name of the hotel 3
spoke it out openly,
■

Ho • he
Aq
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^430. President^] Were many others there at the time ? No ; there were only three of us.
Martin.
7431. Mr. Thompson.~\ Was your dismissal from the Service in any way connected with aman named
Wilson ; was he mixed up in the matter of the raffle ? Not that I know of.
20 Sept., 1888.
7432. Did you know Wilson'as a conductor? Tes.
7433. Did he not leave the Service about the same time as you did ? I fancy before I left it, but I could
not be sure ; it is four years ago.
'
7434. Tou were not mixed up together in the matter ? No.
743d. It was said with regard to your dismissal that it had something to do with some studs which it was
said belonged to Mr'. Eoberts ? Tes ; I believe they did say that.
.
7436. I should like to know how it is possible you could he dismissed from the Service from the
mere fact of your having held a raffle for a set of studs in your own house ? It was -not in my own
house.
.
7437. Where was it held ? In an hotel, George-street West.
’
7438. Was it the “Hunter Eiver Hotel” ? That I could not say.
7439. How could exception he taken to your conduct merely for raffling a set of stud£? The matter was
not in my jurisdiction or I would not have decided in that way.
•
7440.- How did the inquiry come about ? I do not know. Some busybody Member of Parliament brought
it up in the House ; anyhow I paid the penalty by'having to leave the Service.
7441. Tou were made a sort of scapegoat ? Well I know that I suffered.
7442. Suppose we received a communication of this kind: “If you get hold of John Martin, late conductor,
he will, if put on his oath, furnish you with some valuable information re the suspected frauds and in days
gone-by ? I cannot give you any information whatever ; I know nothing whatever about any frauds in
the Department. Whoever wrote that letter to you made a great mistake.
7443. President^] Do you know Mr. O’Brien in the Department ? Tes.
.
7444. Did you know him at the time of the stud matter? He came in the Department.a little before
that.
.1
7445. Was he connected with the case ? I believe he had something; to do1 with -it. He did not examine
me, but I believe he was gathering all the particulars he couldy^
'
■
7446. Mr. Thompson.How long after you left the Service did you take the hotel ? About twelve months
afterwards.
7447. And during your traimvay conductorship you were not following any business ? No. I had been
an hotelkeeper before I came into the Department. If I could give you any information which would
enlighten you on the subject of the frauds I would consider it my duty to do so, but I cannot.

lYancis Joseph McMahon called in and further examined:—
7448. President^ We have sent for you again,-because you have expressed a wish in writing to one of Conductor
P. J.
the Commissioners, Mr. Thompson, to come before us again and make a statement, but before you do so
I would direct your attention to the evidence which you gave on a previous occasion. Tou then told us M'Mahon.
that you had no information -to give, and that you knew absolutely nothing in connection with the
frauds? Nothing conclusive.
.
1 .’
'
7449. We are quite prepared to hear any statement you have to make, but do hot let it be a long rambling
one, having nothing to do with the question at issue ? I will he brief and to the point.
When I first'
‘
attended this -Commission I thought that, as a matter of etiquette, I should only answer questions, and'
- •
that I should answer them to the point, and that if I could not state anything conclusively it was no use
my stating it at all. I explained that to Mr. Thompson as soon as I could see him afterwards. I said I'
thought I should not be permitted to make general statements.
.
7450. Mr. Thompson.'] When you were here before I asked you whether you were in a position to give us;
any information which would take us one inch beyond that we already knew, and you said in reply that
you w'ere in the dark as far as that w'as .concerned ? Possibly.
.
7451. How is it that since you were here, and were evidently unable to give us any information, you have1
found yourself in a position to give us some ? I had the same information then as I have now, but I did
not think I had a right to do what I should like to-have done. I was told by one-of my fellow workmen,1 ■
Conductor Eoach, that at an inquiry of this character wm had only to answer questions.
7452. President.] But when you heard me trying to drag things out of you, trying to get any possible
information out of you, you did not think it your duty to give that information ? Not to make a state
ment.
.
7453. Mr. Thompson.] I put it to yojl as broadly as I could in the question to which I have referred;'
noting that you had taken an active part in the matter; I supposed that you would be able to tell us
something of value.. I want to do so to-day.
■ 7454. I must confess that I was infinitely disappointed to find that-you could not tell us anything beyond
. wfflat -we already knew’ ? , Well, I am perfectly willing to make a statement to-day.
•
7455. President.] What is the information you -wish to give us now’ ? I do not wish'to blame the Board :
in any way for not stating anything, but as I took such a prominent part in the deputation and in the :
meetings I thought it was my duty to state my reason for doing so. The reasons I advance now are not.
conclusive. _ I can only show you why I took such a part. I would have done so>on the previous occasion,
but Eoach informed me that I had only to answer questions. As soon as we saw the statement in the'.
Star, the guards were all very indignant about the matter ; several of them spoke to me, and we decided
to hold a meeting for the purpose of vindicating'our characters. At that meeting some'reference was
made to some officials in the office. s Stack referred to Musgrave'being a friend of Coils’, and riding about
with Colls on some occasions, which he said looked very suspicious.
7456. Tou are sure he said on some occasions ? Tes ; 1 think that is the remark 'he made. With ■
reference to Perrier being dismissed in connection with this matter I may say that I knew Perrier for •
some time as an assistant guard. At one time, when we had our concerts at the Protestant Hall to inaugu-'
_
rate the fund of the Sick and Accident Society, of which I am the President, I sold Perrier a ticket,
■
■
and it was a couple, of months before I got the money for it. He was always borrowing money whenever 10-2 E
■
•
-he
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J?*0* |je C0U|^j f111^ when I heard he had been dismissed for doing these frauds I thought some mistake must
McMahon, “e made about it. I looked at it in this light, that it was a curious thing that this man should always
,--- *—^ have been borrowing money when he was making from £10 to £15 a week. Then as to Musgrave, he was
20 Sept., 1888. very careless about the collection of his tickets; he was not particular at all, and one of the drivers, Batten,
told me that when he was on the tram with Musgrave, tickets were frequently given to him. It seemed
to me that this did not look like fraud, as I thought that if he was committing a fraud he would he anxious
to get as many tickets as he possibly could. That was my own calculation. These are some of the reasons
why I took such an interest in elucidating the matter publicly.
7457. We have not seen much elucidation yet? In my remarks at one of the meetings I referred to these
matters.
7458. Tou may have made some remarks at the meetings, but so far we have not seen much elucidation
of the matter ? I endeavoured to do so at the meeting—to show that it was not possible for the men to
make the number of tickets which was alleged in the Press. I am still of that opinion. I do not think
it is possible for any man to go ringing his bell and faking it, as it w'ere, in the way it was talked of.
7459. Have you come here as an advocate of the men who have been dismissed ? No ; I have not seen
one of them since I was here.
7460. I did not ask you that. Have you come here simply for the purpose of advocating the cause of
the men who have been dismissed from the Department ?' No. I am sorry that I neglected to state
these matters when I came first. I was aware that this matter might get into the House, and that it
would be seen that M'Mahon had taken a prominent part in the meetings and had made no reference to
it at all at the inquiry.
7461. Although you had such ample opportunity to do so ? I will not say that I had not; it was a mis
take on my own part. I admit that I had every opportunity.
7462. After having every opportunity for doing so you have heard something important which you have
T?fiJeV’1Ven US ^
°-11^ wanted to show why I took such an active part in these meetings.
uu +a
an ac^ve Par^
the meetings because you were convinced these men were innocent;—is
there waS sometlling wrong somewhere—what it was I could not exactly state.
7464. Mr. Thompson.] But you decided that Musgrave could not do what it was said that he had been
doing- making tickets ? I did not think it was feasible that he should do so when he was so neglectful
m collecting his tickets. It did not look to me so very suspicious.
7465., A man might be very neglectful and be a thief into tbe bargain ? It might possibly be so; I would
not dispute that, hut this is one of the reasons why I spoke out at this meeting.
^
7466. President.'] terrier being a man who was decidedly loose in money matters you at once concluded
m your own mmd that he could not possibly be a rogue ? I would not say that he was not, but it does
not look as if he were.
'
7467. Why so ? If a man is a rogue, making £10 a week, he would be able to pay me 2s. 6d. in less than
two months, and he would not want to borrow money.
7468. Mr. Thompson.] Did not the very fact of his keeping you waiting all that time for the money, when
you knew he was getting 7s. a day, show that he was a dishonest man, having regard to his obligation to
you as an officer to the society to which he belonged ? I should not look at it in that light.
7469. Did you know how much a day he was getting ? 7s.
7470. How much did he owe you for the ticket ? Half-a-crown or three shillings.
/rlwo' ^Mrd°f
baD an(^
keP^ you waiting how many months ? A couple of months.
7472. Where do you think his money used to go to ? I do not know. He asked me one night in the
room to lend him 2s. 6d. I thought to myself, “I am a married man, and you are a single man ; if you do
not know_ how to take care of your money I will not give you any of mine.”
7473. Being such a spendthrift that he had not a half-a-crown to bless himself with at the end of the week
he was probably a thief into the bargain ? There is a possibility of his being so.
And a gambler also, perhaps ? I was not aware of that. I may have been misled in
the matter by my own conclusions, thinking that he had no money. As one who had watched the thing
daily and who was m the habit of coming into contact with the conductors, I advocated that Terrier
-tvj 6 a stat®ment at the meeting.
Someone brought him there, but I do not know who it was
7475. Did you advise Terrier to make the statement he did—to say that it was all a joke—all a hoax ?
7476. Speaking for myself, I do not consider that you have given us any information of any value since
you came into the room. Tou may have something more to say. I think it is rather singular that as an
employee-you should think fit to express the opinion that these dismissed men have been improperly dis
missed . I did not say that; I do not wish to imply that in any way
7477. Tour statement amounts to that or to nothing ? It may be utterly worthless as far as its being a
statement is concerned. All that I wanted to do was to vindicate my conduct
7478. Mr. Thompson.] Tou say in your letter, “ I beg to state that when I was before the BoordI thought
1 had to answer questions only, as 1 have since explained to you. If you will recall me I will go into the
whole matter before the Board of Inquny. ’ What has the vindication of your conduct to do with the
wkole matter. Did you only wish to come here and say that in your opinion Musgrave and Terrier are
meetings18™1168* ^ ^ ^ SUpp0Sed to be ? ^ 1 came to tel1 you
1 teo]i sucl1 a Pal't in these
kn°w ,wliy the meetings were held. Some of the men who were indisputably honest thought
meetingsr?P0Tesin ^ neWSpapers reflected on the men as a, body. That I-suppose is the reason for the
Iff0-! Hr1? iy°Urgiy-e US - 7 i?formatio1n peJond that which you are giving us ? It would be hard to
get at the whole of this matter, because there is so much favoritism and cliquism in the Department.
7481. Never mmd the favorifasm and cliquism. We are a Boyal Commission appointed to get at the
very root of this matter. I am certain there is something on your mind which you have not let out. Let
us know what it is not only for your own sake but for the sake of your brother conductors. It is entirely
through the efforts of yourself and your brother conductors that this Commission has been brought
into existence, and you know from what! said to you before that I cannot help thinking that you and
the other mem have not done your duty by yourselves and by the public unless you tell us down to the
very root oi the matter all that you know, all that you have heard, and all that you suspect. If you have
anything to say say it out now, or for ever after hold your peace ? There is nothing I could say.
7482.
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7482. President^ What do you mean by the expression favouritism or cliquism ? Well there, is a lot of
favouritism in the Department.
7483. How—in what respect ? Men are favoured in many respects.
7484. Who are favoured P I cannot mention individuals, but some are.
7485. Are you one of the favoured ones ? I am not.
n _
7486. You are just the reverse ? I do not want favours from anyone ; I only want fair play.
7487. You think you are quite the reverse of a favourite one I imagine ? Yes.
7488. You think you are an ill-used man ? Ho ; I have never been ill-used.
_
7489. But you think yourself ill-used by others being favored ?
Others may be favoured and still I may
not be ill-used.
_
7490. Are you getting fair play ? I have nothing to complain of.
7491. What kind of favouritism do you mean ? There are a regular lot who are favoured. One man gets
what they call a soft thing and another does not get it.
.
_
_
....
.
7492. Mr. Thompson^ Our object is to fairly cleanse this dirty pig-stye if we can, because it is dirty and
it is through you men holding your tongues about the matter that the pig-stye has become as dirty as it
is. If you had been content to speak when this matter had begun to be blown about it would have been
upset three years ago ? A man must be very careful before he speaks that he can prove a thing. There
is a possibility of this that after I had made statements referring to certain persons they would be
refuted and then I should get into it.
_
tv
4- i t
7493. President^ If you know anything say it. Tf you know nothing hold jrQur tongue. Do not Jet us
have any more of these innuendoes. If you have even a fair reason for suspicion let us knew what that
reason is and we will dive into the matter if necessary and see to the bottom of it? At Dm time the
tearing-up system came into force I was in favor of it. I think it was far better than the ringing off of
the tickets. I thought the bells were wanting and were no good. I thought that they were an ineffectual
system because they could not be depended upon in any way. The first morning we went to tear up
tickets it was given out at the office : “ How do you like it.” _
.
7494. By whom ? By the Superintendent. I said that I liked it very well; that I thought it was a very
good’system. Others said that they did not like it, and I heard it down in the yard frequently that the
boss was against the tearing-up system, and as he was against it it was not likely to be a success.. In my
opinion the tickets were torn up and strewn about the streets indiscriminately because it was given out
that the boss was against the system. At that time, judging from the financial reports which I saw m
the papers, I think the trams were paying better than they did when the bells were in use. That is one
of my reasons for thinking that there was something wrong somewhere about the bells, and that is why I
condemned them. Another reason I thought that the conductors need not go selling the tickets was that
the whole transaction was in their own hands.
.
„
7495. Mr. 'Brook^ What do you mean when you say that the conductors need not. go selling their tickets <
Because the whole transaction is in his own keeping as it were. If he makes tickets and it is said that
that kind of thing has been going on he can turn them all into money himself.
7496. Turn what into money ? Turn the tickets into money without selling them to anyone.
7497. You are referring to the present system ?
Yes.
, . J x
7498. President.'] Go back to the tearing time
doyou mean to saythat a manhad uot two or three
times the scope for doing it under the tearing system than he has under the register system ? I do not
7499. What is to stop him ? His own conscience, if he has got any. The public would also stop him.
The public are supposed to watch him.
„ , ^
n j. i
„
7500. Suppose you were upon an upper deck, how would you collect the tickets P I would take them
singly, and tear them as I collected them.
l
„ ,. ,
, .
7501. Did you never collect a whole side and tear themaltogether ? I am notaware of
thatever being
done, except from hearsay.
, . .
7502. Mr. Thompson] Have you not heard of these torn tickets being pasted together with tissue-paper,
and being sold again in shops ? I have heard of it.
jn
,
,
,
7503. And have you not heard that, when the tearing ticket system was m force, the tickets were torn along
the perforations instead of across ? I never heard that. I have heard if said that they put them down their
hands in some way, but 1 do not believe they could do it..
.
.
.
7504. You yourself have heard of the various ways in which this thieving has gone on—now in ope way,
now in another, and you must know perfectly well, as a man of. the world, that where there is smoke there
is generally fire ? I never got any of the tickets which were said to have been pasted together again. It
they had been offered to me I should have refused them.
7505. Have you not received service-tickets ? Yes.
7506. Did you not know that they were stolen ? Ho.
7507. Did you not get them from the general public ? Hot to my knowledge. I would not accept them
from the general public if I knew it. Sometimes there would be a Government official sitting on the top
of the tram, and he would give me his ticket, and I would, not question him in the matter.
7508 President] I was led to understand from your earlier observations that you were very doubtlui as
to fraud having taken place; in point of fact., that you believed that there had been no fraud
is that
7509. You take long enough to answer a. plain question ? Do you want me to answer it from my
actual observation ?
,
.
7510. Will you answer my question ? I would answer it at once it 1 could.
T j
,
• ,
7511. I judged from what you first said that, in your opinion,, there had been no frauds t i do not wisii
to commit myself. You must misunderstand me. I do not wish to say a thing Hat I do not inean to say.
7512. How long shall I give you to answer the question? I do not know whether any traud has peen
committed or not, so far as I am concerned.
.
7513. But what is your opinion ? I do not know how to answer that question.
.
7514. You have told us pretty clearly that you do not believe that fraud was not committed by Musgrave
or Ferrier two men who have been dismissed ? I did not say that I believed that there was no. fraud on
their part.’ I said that their action at the time did not look to me as though they had been committing fraud
7515. Do you believe that they committed fraud or not;—what is your opinion as to these two men. 1
could not form an opinion.
" ’
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7516. Aud you have not formed an opinion in reference to the whole thing ? Well, they say the frauds
^ave ^eerL committed. '
if011 S° out of jour way to try to show us that there was no fraud while the ticket-tcarino20 Sept., 18S8. ousmess was on, hut that there was fraud at other times ? No, I am not saying that.
°
7d18. You led us to infer that just now when you said that if the returns were examined it would he
found that the-trams paid better when the tearing system was in force P 1 think so.
^"ould y°u not lead us to infer from that that the tearing system was the better check'? Yes.'
7520. Then what do you mean ? I mean that if there were any frauds at all there would be more during
■
the ringing than during the tearing system.
.
b
.
7521. Would you not really lead us to infer therefore that there was fraud of some kind ? No.
/522. You gave us by inference this fact. That Mr. Heberts had been instrumental in getting the
registers back, and that he was opposed to the tearing system ; that he gave the men to understand that
he was opposed to it, and that being opposed to it he preferred wrong to right ? He may have thought
that the registers were beiter.
^
.
. 7523. I should think he did; I do-not. know of anyone who would not think so. Do you mean to say
'
that you do not think the registers are better than the tearing system ? No ; I do not think tHev are
better than the tearing system.
■
"
^24,‘ vT°U rr^jk
re^erse
? I do- I think the tearing up increases the medium of fraud con
siderably. Under the present system the tickets leave us and go into someone else’s hands, that is to
those m the office. There are facilities for fraud there; in fact greater facilities than there are with'the
conductors.
■
ar<?
°piuion that the frauds have taken place in the office, and not among the conductors ?
I hat is my opinion. '
°
'
7526. We have got it out at last. You said just now that you had not formed any opinion with reference
tO'lraud, but, led by the experience of your opinion as to the innocence of Musgrave and Perrier we
have discovered your further opinion that those in the office have been committing the frauds P Well I
think so.
'
'
.
ftrnn'
^'aJ ? , I could not tell you in what way, because I do not know further than this ——.
7528. further than what P Only that the tickets go in there.
.7529. Nothing further than that ? No.
.
.
’
•
^'^k- that because the tickets go in there the fraud must be there ? Well there is a possi
bility of there being frauds. There is every facility for it.
burnt*’ d° y0U kn°W ^ pr0CeSS in connection with the tickets ? I know they are supposed to be

,
■

'rr-oo'
^
they are not burnt? I do not think so. When we held our meeting-----7o33. Mr Thompson.'] You have heard something. I will almost undertake to solemnly swear that you
lave heard something and you will not tell us. If you do not tell us we shall be under the impression that
vou have heard something that you are still endeavouring to keep behind and in the dark, merely hintinoat what you have heard and know ? I will tell you all I know with the greatest of pleasure, candour, and
trutntulness. 1 will assist you as far as I can do in answering any questions straightforwardly and as a man.
/0 j
come back to what you came here to tell us ; you must know that even your suspicions mav
lead us to fand out anything that is wrong ; I do not refer to vague suspicions, but your letter to the
Commission would lead us to believe that you know infinitely more than you have told us yet. Now let
. us know the truth. You keep coining to the edge, like a man walking to the edge of a precipice and then
.
retreating. As the matter stands, we may think that you are trying to make good the. position of the
conductors and to. make bad the position of the people in the office. If you have seen anything which
has reasonably aroused your suspicions or doubts, tell it to us, like a'man, and do not be fidgetting and
humbugging about in this way ? Well, when we bring our tickets in we simply give them to the ticket
clerks, and we know nothing fuither about them.
7535. President] Who are the ticket clerks? Sometimes Mr. Primrose, sometimes Mr. Knox Mr.
James, or Mr. Blaxland. Of course, they take the tickets out of the bags, and we do not bother anymore
about it, as far as the tickets are concerued.
J
7536.' Have you ever given up your tickets to one clerk alone. Are there not two- or three there ? There
are generally two.
.
7537. Therefore, if there has been fraud in the office there must have been collusion? One might go
out toa call of nature, and the other might be left there by himself.
.
7538._ Have you ever given your tickets in to one clerk only ? I have not taken particular notice on all
occasions. When I have noticed there have been two there, but I have not always taken notice.
.
j ‘ J-hompjion.] But from what you have seen, you believe there is an opportunityfor one or the
• other, under certain circumstances, to deal with some of the tickets in an improper way ? That is my
them"

^roc^c ^ ^ou accuse the three or four men you have named, do you ?

No, I do not accuse

5rfo‘ v° 3T aCCT 011®
them ? 1 saJ that if there has been fraud the facility for fraud is there. '
dlstmCtl? saii tllat J03? believed fraud had taken place in the office, and you named three o
nbt naffie thern ^ ^ °ffiCe Wh°’m 3r0U1' ol:lllU0n’iad an opportunity for committing the frauds ? I dh
dis^llctly named three as being in a position in which they were likely to have committei
traud . No ; there are four or five men m the office, and I would not say that it is either of them whi
^
1 referred only to the facilities they had for doing it.
.
+w!‘pYtU nam?d Mr' KnoY Mr. Blaxland, and Mr. Primrose. You say there are two more. Naim
’ p oannot remember two more. Mr. James takes the tickets sometimes.
hil\SreSldent-\[ Have you the slightest reason, beyond your own bare imagination, for saying that fraui
has been committed m the office ? No, I have not.
o
>
J *
'To7.only, reason for mentioning it lies in an endeavour to shunt the suspicion from one class t
“ecla-y°u represent to the cJass you do not represent; is not that a fact. Now b
, a frd • 1 will be candid. At our meeting, of course, in refuting the statements and allegations mad.
own
^ ^ln^0 c<msiderati°n the fact that there wore facilities in other . quarters besides om
n,. aud that is the reason I spoke out ab the meeting.
.
75i7
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7517. Mr. Brock] According to you, conductors have a conscience but other people have none ? Some CWductof
R J '.
of the conductors, I-dare say, are just as bad.
.
_
' ' M'Mahon.
7518. You said that their conscience would stop them from doing this thing ? No, I did not.
_
_
^
v
7519. You would have us believe that the whole of your class are_ thoroughly honest and conscientious, 20Sept, 1888.
and the whole of those in the office are rogues, scoundrels, and thieves ? I would not.say that.
7550. But vou have said so in effect ? I do not think so.
'
7551. President] You hardly answered my last question. Is it not a fact that you are, perhaps,'natu
rally from your position, advocating the cause of the conductors versus the cause of the office ? I advocate
the cause of honest conductors.
'
•
7552. But you have been advocating the cause of Musgrave and Perrier since you have been m the room ?
I am not advocating their cause. You misunderstand me altogether; I would not do such a thing. I am
not the advocate of anyone.
•
■
' ,
■
7553. Mr. Thompson] You virtually said that neither Musgrave nor Perrier could be a thief, because m
the one instance he was neglectful. and in the other he was a spendthrift ? As stated at our meeting—-™
■ 7551. Never mind the meeting ; we have heard quite enough about that, but if you wish to refer to it
further, give us exactly the facts, which you gave them ? I have already done so. I said that in conse
quence of the carelessness of the one man, and of the other in not paying me what he owed me I spoke
out at the meeting as I did.
.
.
7555. Mr. Brock] You said just now that you advocated the cause of the honest conductors ? Yes.
7556. Who are the dishonest'ones ? I do not know any dishonest ones. _
7557. You do not believe that any of them are dishonest P I do not believe they are.
,
7558'. But you believe that all in the office are scoundrels ? I did not say so.
.
,
;
7559. No, but you infer it, and it is a great deal worse to blast a man’s character by inference than by
straightforward talk? I did not say what you say I said.
■
7560. President] Did you not say that you did not approve of the bell system, and that you did approveof the tearing system, because you thought it a greater check upon the office ? A greater check all round.
7561. Mr. Brock] You prefer the tearing system? Yes, I thought it wasva better check. It was a check
all round.
.
.
. 7562. President] Were you not one of those who appealed against the extraordinary action of the
Department in printing on the back of the tickets : “ Please see that the ticket is torn up ?” No. . ' _
7563. You think that.was a perfectly legitimate thing to have printed on the back of the tickets ? It did
not look very nice to have that put on the tickets, but I did not have any objection to it.
7564. You do not think that any honest conductor would object ? Some complained. I did not make any
complaint.
,
7565. Do you know who complained ? I could not mention anyone in particular.
_
.
7566. Mr. Thompson] Did you hear any report of one of the conductors having a bell put up his sleeve
which he rang instead of ringing his register bell ? I never heard of that.
■
7567. Never? ' Never in my life.
. ■
7568. Tell us when you first heard of the tickets being dealt with improperly, in anyway whatever. When
did you first hear among the men that the tickets were being improperly dealtywith by the conductors or '
in the office? I never heard it..
7569. Until when ? Until I saw it in the <SW.
'
7570. I suppose you heard at that time that the bells were faked ? Yes, I saw it in the papers. _ _
7571. You heard that the men were making money, not only by faking the bells but by not ringing at
all when they took money or tickets ? I saw something like that in the papers.
.
_
7572. Coming back for a moment to the receiving-room: where you say that when the tickets are
received there is an opportunity for individual clerks to deal improperly with them;—did you ever see
any person in that room besides yourself and those who had a right there ? I have heard that others
have been in there. I have heard that any one could go into the room.
7573. Have you heard who has been there having no right to be there ? No,'I have not.
_
7574. From whom did you hear that those who had no right to be in the room had been there ? I think
I heard it from assistant-conductor Peters. I think he mentioned it to me.
_
■
_
7575'. Did Peters tell you who were the people he had seen there ? No, he did not. He said that any
one could go into the office when they liked. He said it in the same manner that you said it to me this
'
moment.
’
.
7576. Do you yourself know personally whether Ferrier and Mr. Cells, who was in the office, were at. all
friendly ? I do not.
■
'
i
i
j
7577. Have you heard anything about it ? No; I have not heard anything about it; only what I;heard
that Stack had said.
‘
.
7578. What was that ? It was in reference to Musgrave, I think.
7579. Musgrave and who ? Musgrave and Colls being intimate.
_
_
7580.. You know that they are brothers.-in-law ? Yes; there is nothing to _my mind in their being "
intimate.
'
'
7581. I may tell you once again my individual, opinion that there is still something in your mind which
you will not bring out, either from fear of consequences to yourself, or because it is something so nasty in
the way of suspicion that you do .not care to mention it. I do not know whether you have been told of it,
but you are absolutely protected in anything you choose to say here, no matter what it is, if it be the truth,
or if vou have a reasonable foundation for thinking that it is the truth ; but for Heaven s sake do not let us
have pure ungrounded suspicion for the mere purpose of sheltering yourself or the other men. Do be
sufficient of a man to think that you have a right to protect persons in another class as well as persons in
your own class. If vou have anything to tell us. do tell us for the sake of what is right. I shall make
no further appeal to you, and I shall be very disappointed if you do not tell us more than you have
already told us ? Whatever I have told you, I have told you the truth. The man who tells a story is a
coward, and I would rather trust, a thief than a liar. I can give you only my suspicion. I cannot give
you anything conclusively in connection with these frauds, nothing further than what I have stated to.
you. I have never seen anything conclusively. . I have only mere suspicions.
...
7582. Mr. Brock] Your suspicions lay only at the office ? I don’t say that they lay only at the office.,,
■
7583. You said you believed the conductors were all honest ? I did not say that they were all honest.
■
. 7584.
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£rail(jg |ia(j ^een commj^e(j |n
0gicep j
j believed the
were there. I did not say that the frauds were there.
7585.' Do you wish to withdraw your statement then ? How can I say such a thing when I have never
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'

.

7586. President.^ You said a little while ago that you had not the slightest ground for suspicion, and
that you spoke merely as the result of your own bare imagination. You said that the facilities for fraud
in the office were equal to, if not greater, than the facilities elsewhere, and that in your opinion frauds
had occurred in the office rather than among the conductors;—is that not -what you wished us to
understand? Thereis as much likelihood of fraud being committed in the office as among the conductors,
wt* I
as a hody of sensible men we should come to such a conclusion ourselves.
What we want from you is information. We do not want your opinions ? I was asked before if I could
give you any inkling I had.
.
7588. Bpt you have said that you had no reasonable ground for suspicion beyond the knowledge that
there were facilities, and that if fraud had been committed it might have been'committed in the office as
well as at any other place ? Yes ; I am not going to say positively when I do not know, and when I have
not seen it actually occur.
'
7589. Is there anything about the character or the surroundings of any of the clerks in the office who
have this power in their hands to lead you to suspect them in any way whatever ? No. I don’t know of
anything wrong with their characters at all.
7590. Mr. Thompson.'] Do you know of any of them who are spendthrifts ; who are racing or betting men •
who are gamblers or drunkards ? No. I do not mix at all with those in the office. When I have done’
my work I go away home .and stop there. I seldom run about unless I go out on a little business. I
seldom see the gentlemen in the office ; I don’t see much of them.
7591. President.] I do not know whether it is a matter of any concern to you, but I must say that I am
far trom satisfied with the evidence you have given us this afternoon. You have made certain injurious
innuendos, and when you have been put to the test you have failed utterly. You have not only been
upable to give proof, but you have not given the slightest reason for your innuendos ; therefore I believe
I ma.y say with the concurrence of my brethren that we are dissatisfied to a great extent with the way
m which you have given your evidence ? I am sorry for that. ■
. 7592. Mr. Proch.] I think your evidence has been given in a very cruel and unjust manner ? I am sorrv
to hear it,
...
j
7593. Mr. Thompson.] You have disappointed me, because I did hope that having regard to the knowledge
eMstmg among the men, that these frauds had been indisputably committed you as a mouthpiece of the
men who brought about this inquiry would have had something more to tell us ? You say I have not given
you satisfaction—that I have not stated anything in reference to the conductors
is that what you mean ?
As the mouthpiece of the men I stated principally at the meeting.
-Pr-esident?] Can you not leave the meeting alone ? That was one of my reasons for coming here.
I told the Minister for Works that I would assist this Commission as far as I could. I did not go into
this matter as I have done to day when I was here on the first occasion.
7595. Is there anything further'you wish to say ?. I have nothing to say.
Tell us what does your letter mean ? I think 1 have touched upon that matter.
7597. I know why you have come here this afternoon ? Why.
■
7598. To take the blame off your mates and to put it on to ybur bosses ? If you call Peters you will find
Ichh ^1 n 6 not; sP°ken to 0Ile of my fellow workmen in reference tothat matter.
7599. Mr.Thompson] Can you tell us of any one of the men who were concerned in these meetings and
m procuring this Commission who can tell us any more than you have told us yourself? I know' some
who have expressed a desire to come here.
7600. I thought you said you had not spoken to your mates since you were here ? Not in reference to
this particular matter, but a number have told me they want to come here and make a statement.
m. e anI statements which are more than bare suspicions ? I do not know.
-Sr
®1Ve U,S
names ? MtDonakl, Williams, Tipping, and Peters.
7603. were they on the deputation ? Peters was.
1^' ?;0W loug is ** since you saw these men ? I saw M‘Donald this morning
7605. President.] Did he speak about it then ? Not a word.
76°6. When did he do so ? Sometime since I was here before. I had been to see Mr. Thompson and
found that he was away m Newcastle. Williams had been to see him too.
1
’
at all mat dld M<I)ouald say ? 0nly tbat he wanted to come here. He did not tell me his business
make

^ WilliamS ®ay ?

Williams told me nothing either, except that he had some statement to

\n “““fction^
tram f,fauds ? 1 c°nld not state. I do not know what it is about.
7610. And Peters, what did he say ? I saw Peters last week.
T^1*086^61’8 WwSi.t0 ®ay
®aW people in tlle receiving-room who ought not to have been
there ? I do not know what he wants to say.
7612. Mr. Thompson ] When you saw me I expressed to you, as I have done to-day, a feeliim of bitter
moredhanThi S ^
moved ^ this
had not come forward to help the Commission
more than they had done; but not one single man concerned in the matter has given us any help in the
shape of evidence You remember my saying that ? Yes. The men did not know; they did not like to
come here themselves, and they would like to he called.
y
'
7613. Whatis the use of our calling them unless they can put us in a position to know that they know
vTw+bp8kb0nt tlle.matfer- , 1 fair tlnrig for them to do would be to submit to the President in writing
Splenty oTtlmrtrdTit6
1
7 W ^ abundance of time to do that ? ^es ; they have
Sin the iosffinrnf KttillS 8 u
witb tbe excePtion of yourself, not one of them has put bimwt Re,rthf P.°„sitl0n,of be“g called as a witness. Some among you men, honest as you may be, must know
1L1
lf+w d° T* ku°'I oi*erw!se’tllat tllese thefts have been committed. You mferentiallv led
us to believe that you knew of something of the kind occuriing long before the reports appeared in the
newspapers, because you approved of the alterations made in the mode of collection as1! check upon
.

.

fraud.
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fraud. Some of you heard of it as long bach as December, 1888, aud it is unreasonable for you to say Conductor
now that you did not hear of the matter until it appeared in the papers ? T did not have any
conclusive evidence or proof. When the bells were abolished it was said effectually that they were not ,
correct.
2'0Sq)t,)l88S.
7815. President^] But they were restored ? Tes.
,
7616. Do you think that was done without consideration or reason ? I suppose it had due consideration.
7617. Mr. Thompsond\ Don’t you know as a man of the Department that the change back again was tnade
just because it was said, if not found out, that the men were appropriating tickets by tearing them down
the perforations instead of across ? I was not aware that that was publicly known.
. .
7618. Mr. Brock^ Could not a conductor collect the whole of an upper deck at night without tearing any
of the tickets ? The passengers would see it.
'
7619. In the dark ? They could see whether he tore the tickets or not.
,
. ,
7620. But could they see him tearing them ? If they watched him closely they could. The' conductor
would not know whether they were watching him or not. He would not know who was watching him in
the dark. There might be a detective.
7621. But a detective could not see better than anyone else ? He vvould watch the conductor more
closely. Now and again, too, the trams come to a lamp, and then there is a light thrown on to the car.
7622. Mr. Thompson] You know the little shop at the corner of Ocean and Queen streets ? Yes.
7623. Did you not hear that people were buying from that shop torn tickets, which had beeh pasted
together ? No ; I did not hear that.
7621. You were on that line ? Yes. I was reported some time ago for selling tram-tickets. The Depart
ment sent in the report to you.
7625. Why did you think the Department sent in the report ? Because you had it here. , ,
k
7626. President] How did you know that we had it here ? Because you were reading it when you were
"
asking me questions the other day.
•
7627. Did I read it to you ? I do not think you did.
7623. Is there any reason why I should not have known of the complaint at the time it was made ? I do
not know what your position in the Department may be, but I thought that the Department had sent it
in to you against me.
'
7629. In other words, you thought that Mr. Boberts had sent it in? Yes.
7630. You mean to say that you have no ill-feeling against Mr. Roberts ? No.
7631. You will swear that ? Yes. He never did me a bad turn in all his life, and I should not like to
do him a bad turn either.
•
7632. The only two scraps of information you have given us are these: In the first instance you said that
a very improper term—■“ How much have you made to-day”—which was being bandied about among the
conductors, originated with Mr. Roberts six years ago. You held that in your memory six years-, and it
only came out in your evidence the other day. Then, with regard to the ticket-tearing system, you report
Mr. Roberts as having said, “ How do you like this?” and you say that it went abroad that the boss was
against the system, the consequence being that it was such a failure that it had to be discontinued. These
are the only two scraps of information you have given us in two days, and both of them contain injurious
innuendoes against Mr. Roberts ? Well, it is the truth.
•
7633. It is not possible that you have brought out these two matters in consequence of some ill-feeling
against Mr. Roberts ? I have no ill-feeling against him whatever.
.
7634. Then what is your object in mentioning these two things ? I mentioned both of them in reply to
questions which you put to me. I cannot do more than answer you truthfully.
7635. Are you truthful;—it is only a matter of opinion with you that Mr. Roberts’ expression lead to
this saying becoming general ? I have spoken to some more about the matter and they say the same as I
'
do. They say that they have heard the same thing.
7636. Who are they ? I think Peters would tell you the same thing.
,
"
7637. Did he hear Mr. Roberts say this thing ? I think so.
•
7638. These two references would certainly give one the impression either that you have ill-feeling against
Mr. Roberts or that there is something more in the back ground which you will not or dare not bring out?.
I have no ill-feeling against Mr. Roberts, and there is nothing in the back ground which I will not bring ■
out. I am not afraid to bring out anything I know of.
7639. Mr. Erode] At the commencement of the afternoon you said that there was favouritism in the'
Department; that is another imputation against the officers ? The favouritism might be down at Pitt- ’
street.
.
7640. Do you mean Mr. Roberts when you refer to favouritism ? I do not.
.•
7641. Where does it exist ? In our Department.
.
.
■
7642. Who are the men who benefit by the favouritism and who are the men who benefit by the cliquism ? :
I will tell you who they say are favourites. I cannot do more than that. They say Jacob Herman and
Harry Dumbrill are two. I should not like to definitely state others.
.
,
7643. You say they say these are favourites, but you have not been good enough to tell us of what the
favouritism consists. Is that all moonshine too ? The conductors as a rule state that these are two favourite men.
.
'
7644. President] Pavourite in what way ? Well, if there is a Mayor’s picnic at Botany, they will be'’
sent out there, and stop there all day, and that sort of thing. I do not trouble about them. Let them .
.
have their favourites if they wish.
■
7645. These two men are conductors ? Yes.
.
7646. Have you yourself seen any favouritism ? I see that there is a great deal of it in every way.
7647. Well, tell us what it is? You want me to state things definitely and so conclusively that I
cannot do it.
■
7648. We do not want pure imagination. You know that people do imagine things of the kind. They
imagine, for instance, that others are better treated than themselves. This occurs iu every walk of life,
and you must know that ? I have often thought it out myself. Men have often said that others are '
favourites, but I have not seen that there has been much in some of the complaints ; still there is a saying .
in the Department that there are favourite men.
.
'
7649. When we ask you to define these things you cannot do it. Surely we do not ask you anything
unreasonable if the thing is worth hearing at all ? Well, it is not worth hearing.
7650.
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?6S0. It is just tittle-tattle, is it not ? Well, it may be.
. .
■
.
,
Thompson^]. Where does the cliijuism come in. That is' still worse. There may be favouritism
fflmerL
are deserving of a little extra consideration, but where does the cliquism come in --^-i's it the
oflicers in the office against the officers outside of the office ? I do not know. •
ofit" ^ ^ ^ COn<^uctors against ^ drivers? They say there is cliquism, but I have not seen any
7.653 You have been acknowledged in some way as being a sort of representative of the men, and they
have been carrying you 'a lot of tittle-tattle. In reasoning the matter out for yourself that is apparently
the conclusion to which you have arrived. The men have made you the old hen sitting oil a mare’s
y°u haTe hatched nothing All that you have said to exonerate yourself and the honest men
of the Department is not worth a dump? Well, you see there is a lot of tittle-tattle. I go into the
room and sign on and off When I come to do - my work • I work and when I play I play. I never run
the other S t° COIlducto^S, but tbey come talkiug f° me on certain matters, telling me. this, that, and

■
:

7651. It seems to me that you have allowed yourself to be made the mouth-piece of mere tittle-tattle and
petty jealousies, which must necessarily exist to some extent in a large body of men. Ton have not
b®IPfedfr
our object being, as you understand, to
get to the bottoin of these frauds ? I have given you all the assistance I can. The reason I wrote to you
' meetingsth0US •1 had
a right to come and mabe ifc kuown to y°u wll7 1 took such an active part in the

■
William Lambert recalled and further examined
■WLambert. 7655. President.'] I understand that you have something to add to your previous evidence, in reference to
208^1888 3'.c'0I^rsatl0n^hlck t00k pace between yourself and Mr. Roberts, when he sent for you in connection
20 Sept.,1888. with the condition of a bell register ? Well, as I told you before Mr. Roberts handed me a pair of
,
ffS1® „rs’ au<a a^l;er P “a<l examined them, he asked me it they would ring without registering, and I said
■

7656. You are quite sure when he put it to you in that way he did show you a pin in connection with the
registers . lie did not. As I stated before there was nothing explained with reference to that, and niy
opinion was that I was called upon to examine the register to check a conductor who'was wrong in his
accounts, or tor the purpose of the registers being specially issued to someone.
■
j0® y°u fpl adhei'e to what you said when you were first examined—that you
became aware that the^ bells could be tampered with almost directly you obtained your position as register
repairer. I-knew of course the action of the ratchet, and consequently that if anyone opened the
registers they could be tampered with.'
J
^
■'"o
7.658. You knew that soon after you got them into your possession ? Yes.
'
7659. Your knowledge as a mechanic would tell you that that could be done ? Yes.
'
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President..

E. A. BROCK, Es;

J.P.
Cecil Peters called in, sworn, and examined:—•
.
Conductor 7660. President.] You are a conductor ou the Tramway Department P Yes
bdow. loDS have you been in the Department ? Seven years on the 1st'of August last.
21 Sept.,1888. IaT' v, A laVe ^ f°f y°11 bfause we have been told by conductor McMahon that you would like to
n shfwprfl UT
Tf® ^
Trnt ^ *iat 80 ? . 1 llever expressed a wish to come before you to make
7pcq
J 1
I1COUld Stafce Althing to throw any light upon this matter
7663 Did you not tell McMahon that you wanted to be called ? No ; I have expressed no desire what- . •
be (5a 1®d’ alfcll0ugh-1 am quite willing to give any information in my power, for instance, as to two'
Wb®TS'm ue T0T? ^th® officeT; / certainly must say that I think there are people in that room some-^ tou (lUght n0t \°j> x? ther ’o1 d° not say that 1<; bas anything to do with the frauds.
Irrl’ xr hat men WOpid the,Se b<l ? 1 Saw tbere 0,1 0116 occasion two New South Wales artillerymen
Rfmember of^Emms
^ ■Were doiDgtbere ? No 5 except, that oneof the officials in that room'

-

7666. Who is it ? Scholey.
"
7667. He went to the Soudan, did he not? Yes.
'
'
7668. Is he one of the clerks employed under Mr. Primrose ? Yes.
w bat 'V°Uld thes®-:meP be, doing ip there with him—just having a chat ? That is all I suppose.
7670. Have you seen others m there besides these artillerymen ? No ; I could not say that I have except
men belonging to the Department, that is to say, the foremen.
^
7671. You have seen foremen there ? Yes, and Wigg and Moran
wUt p suPP°f,tbe foremen would have to go in there about the traffic ? I think not.
7673 Would it not be necessary for the foremen-it would certainly be very desirable-to give inform !
vrvu Tf f reCemng c,1®rks 38 t0 tbe, conductors on different runs for the day ? I do not thifk they do so
^ 138 come °ut ln evidence that they do not give the information which they should give as'Yto the
different men on the runs for the day, but it seems to us that the clerks should get a list of these men
thefi- V foremeu’ •lu,st bk® a ruumng board, that is to say, that the foremen should give information as to
Sken
tPeuieU ’ aU<1 tbeP ^equepUy to the head clerk in the office as to the men who have been
xf f
Partlcnlar runs, so that when the registers or bags were received they would know exactly what ■
wrnn» pf’ f?£mstance’ a m'an dld not bring m his bag at all, they would know that there was somethin «•
suPP°sed when we come off'regular runs to say what lines we have been on.
°
7675. Would you from your point of view as a conductor argue that the clerk who is supposed to check
you shonhl tirke your word for everything? I think so, so far as that is concerned
PP
Hk w “.I th3t l11 alm?st everything it is necessary to have a check? Certainly.
/077. We do hope that people are generally speaking honest ? Certainly.
7673i
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7678. But you do not argue that we should so far consider people honest as to put away all check P Bor Conductor
myself I should like to- see more checks.
.
?eters7679. Does it not seem to you right that clerks in the office should be in a position from an independent 218^^1888
source to know on what line certain men are running and to know whether they have been put off those
’’
‘
lines or not ? Tes, I think so.
'
7680. Bor instance, no one would doubt your word in the matter, but I presume you do not think that
every conductor in the Service is an honest man ? I should not like to say that anyone was dishonest.
7681. You have not enough to go upon ? No.
'
7682. But you think it-only a.reasonable thing that there should be a certain cheek ? Tes.
7683. It has come out in evidence that a certain conductor ran on a Wednesday and did not give in his
return until the. Saturday. • In trying to search for a check upon that we found that the office was
.
unable to check it in the case of an assistant conductor, because it might be thought that he was away
car-cleaning, or that he was not running at all ? That of course is very wrong.
7684. It would be very wrong on the part of the conductor ? Tes. '
'
'
7685. And is it not wrong that a clerk should be powerless to check a wrong of that kind ? Yes.
7686. If would be for that reason we should think that it would be necessary for the foremen! to go into
the office ? I do not think there is anything improper in the foremen being there."
7687. Mr. Thompson,^ But you do not see any necessity for it ? No.
.
‘
7President.When you saw the foremen there they were yarning I suppose? Generally, but T ‘
could not say what their conversation has been, because until the present system of emptying bags came,
in we went up to the window only once a day ; in fact it is just the same now, because a conductor takes
our bags from the yard to the office; in my opinion the present system is bad in regard to emptying the
bags of the tickets every trip and not taking the money.
.
7689. Why don’t you give the money in ? They will not take it.
.
>
.
7690. Because of the distance of the office from the yard? I suppose so ; but it casts great suspicion
’
upon us when we get to Hunter-street or to Bent-street, because then we have to take the money but'of
our bags and put it into our pockets; I myself have a purse into which I put the money;' the public seeing
you do that would naturally think that you were appropriating the money.
"
'
7691. Ton have to do that under the system in order to give your bags in ? Tes, they will not take the
cash.
.
7692. Why will they not take the cash ? I do not quite know ; when the system was first started they
did take in the cash for a short time, and then they said that they would not take it in anymore until the
close of the day.
'
.
7693. I fancy the reason of that is this ; that the registers are not read at each trip, and they want to be
very accurate about the cash, and to compare the registers and the cash at the same time ? That is what
I believe.
, .
'
7694. But there would be no difficulty as far as you know in reading the registers every round trip ? No ;
except the short time we have in the yard in many trips.
.
..
’
7695. But the registers would be read down in the yard ? Tes, but we are no sooner there than we are
shunted and away again sometimes.
•
7696. Had you any reason whatever to suspect that fraud was going on before you saw it in the papers ?
No, I had not.
•
r r
.
7697. Had you no opinion'in the matter ? No.
~
7698. Ton had no reason to suspect any person or persons in connection with it ? No, I had not.
7699. Therefore you are really without information on the point? I have no information to give you on
that point.
1
7700. What led you to mention to M‘Mahon the circumstance of these people being in the ticket clerk’s
room ? It is common conversation with regard to people being in that room.
.
...
7701. It has been of frequent occurrence then ? It has been frequently talked of.
'
7702. How often did you see these artillerymen there ? Only on one occasion. .
' 7703. How often have you seen foremen there? On several occasions.
1
,
7704. There has been talk among the conductors about it? Tes.
'
7705. What has been the character of the talk; have other conductors seen in the room artillerymen or
other persons who ought not to be there ? I have heard the conductors say so, but I could not say who
the people were.
'
' '
.
■
7706. You have heard them say that they saw strangers there ? Tes. '
7707. Did not M'Mahon put it to you in this way : “They want to make out that the conductors are.
•
dishonest, but my belief is that dishonesty is in the office ” ? I would not say that he put it that way; I
have heard so many conversations in regard to the subject, it being such common talk among the men, that
I could not say word for word 'what was said.
‘
’
'
'
7708. But is that the feeling among the conductors ? I think it is. ‘
'
.’
7709. You think the feeling is that the conductors are-wrongly charged in this matter, and that the thing
has occurred iu the office P I do not say that conductors have been wrongly charged; I think the feeling
is that there are some conductors who are mixed up in it, and that perhaps some other persons besides
are concerned in it.
'
'
'
7710. But as far as you know they have no good ground for suspicion against anyone ? Not as far as I
know.
7711. Do you know anyone who has more than suspicion in the matter from conversations that vou mav
have had? No, I do not.'
.
.
^
7712. The information M'Mahon has given us amounts to nothing, although it has taken us a long time
to get it ; if you know of any conductor who from your conversation you would think able to give'us
any real information in the matter, his name would be serviceable to us ? I do not know of anyone.
7713. Mr. Thompson.^ M'Mahon, whether with your knowledge and consent I do not know, wrote to me
as follows:
fc>ir, I beg to state that when I was before the Board I thought that I had to answer
questions only as I have since explained to you. If you will please recall me I will go into the whole
of the matter before the Board of Inquiry. I feel that this is a duty I owe to myself on account of the
action which ! took to bring about this inquiry.”. We naturally gathered from that letter that M'Mahon
really had something to tell us.' Do you not think that that is a. fair inference ? Ido.
‘
•
'
' '
’ 10—2 B .
'
. '
.
" 1 .
7714,
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O^eter^
Witli regard to the meeting wliich. led to-the deputation and which, ultimately brought about this
j A / Commission, was anything said there by any of the men with regard to what had been going on as to the
21 Sept 1888 fraudulent taking and sale of tickets in the first instance ? I was only at the first meeting, I was not at
’
the second; in fact I was only a portion of the time at the first meeting, I was there at the opening of
the meeting, and, as I daresay you saw by the papers, I moved a resolution with regard to an inquiry.
The reason I moved it was this : I thought that the matter would be more thoroughly sifted out by an
independent Board than by a Departmental inquiry. I thought that the public would be more satisfied,
and that, perhaps, we should get more information. So far as I am concerned I was satisfied with the
Departmental inquiry. I never had any reason to complain of any injustice being done to me by the
Department or any of its officers. While I was at the meeting to which you refer I heard no remarks with
regard to what you just mentioned. I saw from the reports in the Press some things which were said at
the second meeting. Had I been there I should certainly have objected to a lot of the utterances.
7715. Don’t you see that the Commission, having been brought about by the action of the men, the
Commissioners are naturally very desirous that the men themselves should help in every direction that
they fairly and properly can ; don’t you see that this is reasonable ? Yes. ,
7716. Don’t you admit that, as far as those who actively moved in the matter are concerned, they have
been unable or unwilling to help us in any way ? Well, those who are connected with the frauds would
be unwilling, whereas those who are not connected with them would be unable.
7717. Did you not know that for months before public attention was drawn to the matter by the news
papers, and before your meetings took place there was a public rumour to the effect that there was fraud
connected with the Department, in which, almost of necessity, the conductors must be mixed up ? There
are so many rumours in the guards’ room that I take very little notice of them.
7718. Were there not, as a matter of fact, rumours that this fraudulent dealing with the tickets was going
on. ? There were rumours,certainly ; the papers had rumours of them months ago.
7719. Can you take your memory'back, and tell the Commission when it was when you first heard this
rumour ? I could not name the exact time.
7720. Have you had an opportunity, while you have been conducting, of seeing what has been the conduct
of Musgrave, Greeley, and Perrier P With regard to the three men you mention I cannot say that I
ever had a favourable opinion of either of them.
7721. In what way ? I always looked on the three of them as thorough blackguards ; that is my opinion
of them all round. Musgrave I know the least of. I do not know a great deal of Greeley; but I think
that Perrier, from what I have seen of him, is the most foul-mouthed man I ever met.
7722. Was it merely from his being foul-mouthed that you came to the conclusion that he was a black
guard, or did you observe any blackguardism apart from his coarseness of expression ? It was from his
coarseness of expression chiefly that I judged.
7723. Have you ever seen anything of him at night-time ? Ho.>
7724. What made you come to the conclusion that Greeley was a blackguard ? His coarseness of
expression a great deal.
7725. And although you knew comparatively little of Musgrave, what induced you to come to the same
conclusion with regard to him ? His obscene talk.
7726. What Church do you belong to ? The Church of England.
7727. Are you a regular attendant? No. A tram conductor has not much opportunity for church
going.
_
7728. Are you a married man ? Yes.
7729. Any children ? None.
7730. Are you late out at night when you are off duty ? I am out a great deal. I am a member of an
Oddfellows’ and a Masonic Lodge. I am sometimes out two or three nights a week at lodge meetings. I
was for nine and a half years treasurer of one of the largest Oddfellows’ Societies in the city.
7731. The very fact of your having been treasurer of such a lodge must have made you perfectly well
aware how necessary it is that a check should be kept to guard against the misappropriation of small
moneys coming in ? Yes.
7732. You remember the President asking you as to whether you were aware that in some instances the
men have taken away their bags, and have not accounted for them until a day or two afterwards ? Yes.
7733. If there is an opportunity for that kind of thing to be done, is it in your opinion an incentive to
dishonesty ? Well, I tnink it is; supposing, as we are led to believe, that the bells have been tampered
with, and I believe it is no secret that that is the case.
7734. If you have thought the matter out at all, can you suggest to the Commission any means by which
the Department could keep a more effectual check upon the taking of tickets by the conductors, and
upon the reception and taking of tickets and cash in the office ? I have thought the matter over a great
deal, but I do not know of any plan which I could suggest. The difficulty of collection in these cars is so
great that I do not know what to suggest; it is impossible to keep a perfect check with the bells. I know
myself I often ring more fares than I collect. When you are going over a crowded car with perhaps as
many as thirteen and fourteen in a compartment, you are handed a quantity of tickets ; you have not time
to sift these tickets out to see actually what number you have. You take the number at a guess in order
to get through the work, and perhaps you register more tickets or less tickets than there really are. Eor
instance, on some of the trips after the theatres at night, the peojjle come on in great crowds ; a good
many of them are in a half muddled, stupid condition ; you ask for their fares, and perhaps you get four
or five handed to you; then, after a little more persuasion, you get another lot. The recent tickets are so
thin that it is almost impossible to tell how many you have got in your hand, without sifting them out
one by one. Then in the day-time there will be school-boys and school-girls. Before you have the
.
tickets in your hand you will think that there are two coming and will ring accordingly. I know that I have
got into the habit of ringing for fares before I have got them into my hand, and instead of the boys and
girls giving you the two tickets you have expected, they will give you one, and that is a ring lost. Some■times people will hand you tickets in excess of the proper number, and just as you start ringing for them
they will take them back again. By a mere force of habit somehow you generally ring more than the
proper number.
7735. Have you at night-time ever been overpaid by people—a man who ought to give you 2d., giving you
3d., for instance? Yery often, and in the day-time also; scarcely a trip passes but that I have to
return tickets to people who have given me too many.
7736.
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7736. With regard to your own returns into the office, I do not ask the question offensively, has it been a Conductor .
fact that your register and your returns have shown a difference either one way or the other ? Yes; a C.'Peters.
week or two ago I had some discrepancy papers given to me. I remember that I was twelve short in one
day, four short on another, and nineteen short on another; hut it afterwards appeared that the nineteen 21SepM888.
was a mistake in the suhstraction, it should have been only nine.
7737. Do you get credit for any number which you may give in over the proper number? No.
7738. Have you been conscious that youhavesometimes over-rung, that you ought to have received credit
for it and that you have not received it? Yes.
7733. On the three occasions to which you have referred, or on any other of the same character on which
you have been debited with a deficiency,- can you tell us whether it was right or wrong, that is,
ivhether you were really out the number stated, or whether there was some blunder ? I do not think
they were all' blunders, probably I made some mistakes. The clerk who reads the registers counts the
tickets.
7740. President.'] Where ? Over at the office.
7741. Who are the clerks who read the registers ? Bates, Beverley, and Oakes.
7742. But the tickets never go near them ? The tickets are weighed in the office, but so many boxes are
counted every night by the clerks, who read the registers. Between 6 and half-past 7 the audit clerk in
charge at Bridge-street goes up and counts the tickets. , One day I saw a little boy counting them ; it is
some few weeks ago. It was a boy who has been taken on in the office since this fraud affair came out.
7743. Was he counting them without any supervision ? ' There were others there besides.
7744. Was Mr. Oakes there ? No ; the clerks in the receiving room.
7745. Mr. Thompson.] Without wishing to throw discredit on anyone in or out of the office does it not
seem to you that there are opportunities in both offices of misappropriating tickets ? It does.
■
7746. Without any check? Yes.
'
7747. Mr. Brock.] What was your opinion of the tearing-ticket system ? I believe it was a better system if
the tickets were torn ; but if you have got dishonest men they will not tear the tickets.
''
■7748. President.] What you mean by that is, that it confines the dishonesty to the conductor and does
not admit of dishonesty afterwards ? Yes.
7749. With the registers you have two places in which dishonesty may be perpetrated ? Yes.
7"750. By the conductors and by the clerks in the office, who afterwards have the tickets- in a perfect
state ? Yes.
'
7751. When the tickets were torn it was true that the conductors might not tear them, but the tickets
sent into the office would alwrays be torn?- Yes.
.
•
• 7752. But do not you think that the tearing system afforded greater opportunity to a dishonest conductor
than the present system ? Yes, I think it did—without proper supervision.
'
7753. It would not be at all necessary for the dishonest conductor to go to the trouble of manipulating
his register;—all that he would have to do on a dark night would be to pretend to tear the tickets ?
Yes.
_
'
7754. Mr. Brock.] Is there any by-law or rule in the office that no one except those belonging to the
Department shall be admitted into the ticket-office ? I do not know what rules they have in the office.
7755. Do you think there was anything improper going on when you saw the two artillerymen there ?
No, I do not think' so ; I should not like to say that I thought there was anything of the kind. All that
I thought was that it was loose.
7756. President.] You thought that no strangers should be allowed in an office of that kind any more
than a stranger would be allowed behind a bank counter ? Just so.
7757. Mr. Thompson.] With regard to the service tickets, have any come to you from the general public ?
Not that I am aware of, but there are so many people who have service tickets that it is hard to find out
whether they belong to the general public or to ths Service. Almost the only way in which we could find
out anything improper would bo by women or children tendering the tickets.
7758. Suppose a number of women and children were in a crowded compartment, and a man handed you
a bunch of tickets with three or four service tickets among them, you would not know from whom the
Service tickets came ? No.
>J
7759. Have you any reason to beheye that the service tickets are being improperly used ? No, I have
not. They are used on the railway tram more than any other, and I am on that line.
■
7760. Who would have a right to use them particularly on the railway tram ? I do not know.
7761.. President.] Yon know that there are large numbers employed clerically and otherwise at the
railway ? Yes.
7762. I suppose that the clerks and workmen in the Permanent-way and Loco. Departments would often
have to go down to the head offices and different places ? Yes.
7763. I presume that under those circumstances they would use service tickets;—would that not account
for a large number of them ? Yes.
7764.' But you would not have such a knowledge of the men using these tickets that you would feel
warranted in any case in saying, “ Yon have no right to use a service ticket ?” No, unless I knew the
man personally.
' ’
7765. Was it not formerly the custom to use ordinary tickets instead of these service tickets—that is,
when a messenger or clerk belonging to the Department travelled they bought the ordinary tickets and
afterwards debited them to a petty cash account ? I am not certain ; I know that at one time there was
an order that no one was to travel without paying, that every employee was to pay, and'I think it was
then that the' service tickets came out.
'..........................
'
7766. Hp> to that time were the employees of the Department allowed to travel indiscriminately ? Not
indiscriminately.
'
_
'
' ' ’
7767. What employees were allowed to travel. At the time the order came out the drivers and firemen
and conductors were supposed to pay.' Do they pay now ? No.
'
7768. The running staff never pay ? No ; the order came out that all were to pay, except the Commis-'
sioner and the two superintendents', and then the service tickets came into use.
''
7769. Mr. Thompsoni]' With regard to the cash : how much money have you yourself taken in the course
of a -day—money which, under the present system, you say you are obliged to keep all day ? Only a few
shillings ; the average is about 5s.; of course on race-days the money'is taken on every trip. *
1 '
■ '
7770.
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^C*11 Peters
-®roc^'] H°w
you thiiik a cash system would work? All cash?
■' Ae ers' ^771. Yes, suppose there were an efficient check, or a check as nearly efficient as could be obtained?
21 Sept 1888 There w°uld. be a great difficulty in regard to the change. lam afraid we could never get through the
7772. We will assume that tbere is an efficient check. Suppose/for instance, that tbere was a system
under which every fare was paid in a copper coin, and that that copper coin on being put into a certain
machine would register itself. Suppose too that the coin after registration would slide into a portion of
the bag accessible to .the conductor for the purpose of giving change ? The difficulty would be iu giving
change. I am afraid it would take too long.
,
'
7773. President.'] But don’t you think that after a very short time people would get into the habit , of
carrying copper coins in the same way that they now carry a certain' number of tickets ? They might.
7774. Would not the bulk of the people travelling have their 2d. ready? The ordinary passenger
would have; but you would have a great deal of trouble with people who were not ordinary passengers.
7775. You mean by ordinary passengers those who are accustomed to travel between their homes and their
'
business places ? Yes. Tor instance, the other night I had two cars loaded from the Rosehill Races'; by
the time j reached Liverpool-street I had hardly got through the fares, because there was several of the
passengers to whom I had to give change. ' .
7776. That was under the present system ? Yes.
7777. They were paying cash? Some of them. A lot,Tor instance, tendered 2s. 6d.
7778. Under the system I have suggested you would always have a quantity of copper coin available.' A
person wanting to pay for two fares would hand you 6d., and you would give him six coppers, four of which
he would put into the machine ? Yes, that would be easier. You mean that the passengers would deposit
the coins themselves ? '
'
77.79. Yes? : You. would find that a great many passengers would refuse to do it. We had the greatest,
difficulty when we had the cash system in getting people to take tickets for the cash. They would not
.
take the paper; they would throw it away.
7780. But they did not refuse to pay their fares. People do not refuse to do so under the omnibus system.
Take the case of a man sitting near the door ;-.he has to scramble along to get his change from the
driver, and then put his coin in the box ; you never hear people grumbling about that? No they do
not mind the inconvenience when they are travelling with the bus company, but they would not like it if
they were travelling under the Government.
.
..
•
7781. I have no doubt that you have taken an intelligent view of matters of this kind. You have already
■
told us.that it is not to be expected under the present system that the registers will come out in agree
'
ment with the tickets. Is it not a weak'point in any system when you are unable to say to a con
ductor, “ That is your return—you must give me so much.” If under the system I suggest the register
was so unmistakably accurate that the conductor would have to bring in a certain amount, and if he did
not do so would have to make up the difference, would not that be very satisfactory ? Very satisfactory
for the conductors...
'
'
.
’
7782. And for the Department ? And for the Department.
‘
7783. Then there would be no room for dispute; but when you are working under a system, in which there
is no balance, it'is very difficult to draw a line, and to say that when a man is ten short it is all right, and
then when he is twenty short he must be dismissed ? Certainly.
,
7784. If a system such as I suggest could be carried out it would be satisfactory to all parties ? Yes.
Under the register system two or three weeks afterwards we get a list showing that on certain days we
• were short, and we cannot after that interval say whether we were short or not.
•
7785. It would be too far distant for your recollection to serve you in giving an explanation? Yes.
7786. Of course, if the cash is short, there is so little cash that you can generally know the reason why it
is so ? Quite so. The papers I got the other day were the first of the kind I have received since I
have been in the Department.’ I was once told that in coming from the races I was £1 short, but it
turned out afterwards that in balancing the account they found there was more money than they thought
'
there was. It got entered to some one else; but that was a long while ago.
<
7787. They found the £1 ? Yes.. We get a receipt, as a rule, for all the money we take in a day, but on
race-days we get no receipt.'
■
7788. Why is that? Of course on race-days we collect £7 or £8 in .coming through from the races, but
I do not know why a receipt is not given.
.
•
7789. Where do you give it in ? In the office here or at Randwick.
'
7790. When, do you count your cash ? When we get race-course money we just hand the bag in as it is.
7791. But the clerk at the office might have a little book with a butt and a fly, and when he counts your
cash, while you are standing at the window, he could fill in a statement for you ? Yes; on ordinary days
we have a receipt-book for the cash.
.
7792. Would there be any difficulty in doing the same thing on a race-day ? No. At one time we hadno
receipt. When the-cash system was in force before we used to simply throw our bags in and get them
returned to us empty. We never knew what we paid in.
George Love called in, sworn, and examined :—
7793. President.] What is your occupation ? I am doing nothing at the present time.
.
7794. You were employed in the Tramway Department some time ago ? Yes..
■ ,
.
21 Sept., 1888. 7795. How long ago ? About seven or. eight months.
.
7796. We have sent for you on that account. Knowing that you were in the Tramway Department, we
, think it possible that,you have it in your power to give us. some information in connection with these
irregularities of which you must in some way or other have heard—the irregularities in connection
with,the sale of tickets and so forth. It occurs to„ us that in going about some of these things may
have come under your notice;—if so, any information which you may be able to give us may be useful?
The only thing I ever knew was this: I heard a remark passed by a stranger that there were tickets sold
in Waterloo to a tobacconist there.
.
,
.
7797. Who told you that? . I heard a bystander say that he had heard of Siddons buying tickets. __
7798. Have you ever been in Siddons’s shop ? Only once to get my hair cut.
7799. Do you know him ? Yes, I know him.
7800.
G. Love.
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V800. Does be bear a character for dishonesty or anything of that k-ind? He got in some trouble some G'- LoTetime ago for buying two rings under value.;
1
21 Sept., 1888.
7801. That is all you know of him? ■ Tes.
'
■
7802. Do you live in-that neighbourhood? Tes.
■■...■
7803. Does he pass in the neighbourhood as a decent honest man ? Tes ; he passes as an honest man.
7804. Have you ever seen.conductors going in there?, .Tes; I have seen conductors going into the shop.
7805i Were you on the Waterloo line ? 1 have been on all the lines.
'
7806. What made you leave the Service ? I had a bit of a row with one of the drivers, and I resigned.'
7807. And since you left the Department you have been back to your old occupation of bus driving, I
understand ? Tes.
7808. Mr. Thompson.'] Where were you living at the time you were on the trams ? At Waterloo.
7809. Were you living near Siddons’s place ? In Baglan-street.
_ .
7810. -Have you ever seen any of'these tickets going about ? No, except that I have had to take.them on
a bus instead of a fare sometimes.
. .
■
■
7811. What do you mean when you say you had to take them ? Sometimes people have not had sufficient
money, and they have given me two tram-tickets and'2d. for a fare. If I had not taken that I should
have had to go without.
•
7812. President^] Do hot the ’bus-tickets go about similarly ?• I have had them just in the same way.
7813. We have heard that’bus-tickets are frequently offered in hotels—that a man will go for a drink,
for instance, and will offer a ’bus-ticket for it? Tes ; I have seen people offer a bus ticket for a drink.
7814. Both ’bus and tram tickets have been used within your own experience in a marketable way ? • Tes,
I have seen them given for drinks. I have also seen people give stamps for drinks.
.
7815. What is the value of a’bus-ticket ? 3d.
.
.
7816. But they would want more than that for a drink ? I have seen people give - a ’bus-ticket and get a
glass of rum or a long beer.
,
7817. Mr. Thompson.] Deferring to what you said just now, that you had taken 2d. and two tram-tickets
for a fare, that would be equivalent to 4d. in cash? Well, we only charge 3d. cash. The company for
which I have been driving is a private company ; there are no tickets.
7818. Have you ever driven for the Omnibus Company ? Tes.
7819. Long ago? Tes, a long while.ago.
. .
7820. How long were you with the Omnibus Company ? Over five years.
•
' 7821. After that you came into the Tramway Service ? I went to Peate and Harcourt’s for' a short time
as a driver.
'
.
7822. President.]. As to your seeing these ’bus tickets given for drinks in certain public houses, have you
■ever seen the drivers of omnibuses giving tickets for drinks in that way ? No.
7823. While you were in the Company I suppose- you used to go about a good deal with the drivers ?
Well I was grooming for a good deal of the time.
■ 7824. If we have been told positively that the ’bus drivers have been seen giving tickets for drinks, have
we been wrongly informed ? They may have done so. ■
'
7825. In what way would the drivers have the tickets ? I could not tell you that; they may have picked
them up in the ’bus. We have often picked up even a dozen ’bus-tickets when we have been washing the
’busses at night time.
. .
'
'
•
7826. That would be 3s. worth ?. Tes. . Sometimes we would not pick up one at all. I have picked them
up behind the seats sometimes.
7827. Tou think that these might be the tickets which would be given for drinks ? Tes, sometimes.
7828. Did you yourself ever use any which you have picked up in that way ? ■ No.
'
7829. But you admit that you have picked some up ? Tes.
7830. What have you done with them? I have given them to the Mrs. I have seen passengers who
have been short of money give tickets for drinks. Of course no trams were running at that time.
7831. Tou never lived in Bedfern ? At one time.
•
7832. Whereabouts ? Pitt-street. ’
•
7833. Mr. Thompson.] Do you know old Dominic Lacerda ? Tes.
7834. Used he not to have a tobacconist-shop there? No; it was at the corner of Begent-street• and
Bedfern-street.
7835.. President.] When you lived iu Pitt-street you would not be far from where you live now ? No,
not very far. It is about twenty years since I lived in Pitt-street.
'
7836. Have you been living for any considerable. time where you are living now ? I have been living
there for about five months. . I live opposite St. Silas’s now—that is off Botany-street.
■
7837. Where did you live before that ? In Cooper-street, Waterloo.
7838. How long since is that ? About ten or eleven months.
.
7839. How long have you been living there altogether ? About eighteen months.
'
7840. Previous to that where were you ? At Surry Hills—14, Chelsea-street, near Baptist’s G-ardens.
7841. How long were you a conductor when you were in the Department ? About three years and a half.
7842. Did you ever hear that the conductors were making a bit ? No, not until I left.
7843. Only recently ? Tes.
.
7844. While you were occupied on the trams did you never hear it said' that some of the conductors were
making a bit ? Tes ; I heard something of the kind passed.
■
7845. Tou did not pay any attention to it ? No,. '
.
.
7846. Ton did not believe that if was so ? No.
■'■
.
'
■
7847. Do you know any of these men who have come under suspicion—Musgrave, Perrier, or Praser ?
Tes. .
.
. .
.
,
■ .
7848'. Do you know them well ? Only by being in the Service with them.
•
7849. Tou never suspected these men ? No. One of them is keeping a tobacconist-shop in Clevelandstreet now—-that is Praser. .
' ■
.
.
,7850. Mr. Thompson.] How long ago is it since yon heard that man telling about Siddons buying
tickets ? About eight or nine months ago.
,
.
7851. Before you left the Department ? Tes.
'
.
7852i. Did it not strike you then that it was a curious thing that he should be buying loose tickets in this
way ? Tes; I did not believe it.
7852*
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Q-. Love. 7852|. Then you really have no information you can s;ive us about the frauds ? No.
/---- *---- - 7853. G-ive it to us quite freely if you have any ? That'is the only thing I know of. I do not know the
21 Sept.,1888. man’g name. \ wag standing at the comer of Buckland-street and Botany Eoad when I heard the thing
said.
.
■
■
7854. What do you think of Dominic Lacerda ? I do not care about him. He would be quite likely to
be selling tickets. I would not put it past him.
_
7855. Tou know the father ? I know the whole lot of them ; they are all tarred with the same brush.

G-eorge William Macdonald called in, sworn, and examined :—
Conductor 7856. President!] Tou are a tram conductor ? Tes.
G. W.
7857. How long have you been in the Service ? Seven years and ten months.
Macdonald,
gent for y0U because we understand from M'Mahon, one of your fellow conductors, that
‘’iSe^'lLSSS you have expressed a desire to him to come here and give some information; if you have any to give we
“ T , ■ gba]j be very glad to receive it; did you express this wish to M'Mahon? Tes.
7859. What is the nature of your information ? Sometime ago I applied, with others, for a certain posi
tion in the Service. A Member of Parliament wrote, recommending me to the Commissioner for the
position. My application, with the recommendation, was sent on to Mr. Eoberts, and in answer to it
he said that there was no traffic foreman wanted at North Shore, and that if one was wanted I was the
last man in the Department he would recommend. I don’t know of anything against me, and I don’t
know why he should have sent me that report.
'
7860. But how does this bear upon the subject of our inquiry ? I do not know. That was all I wanted
to say.
_
7861. How do you know that Mr. Eoberts gave this answer ? I got his report.
'
7862. In writing? Tes.
'
7863. Where did you get it from ? It was sent to Mr. Cass, the member who wrote to the Commissioner
recommending me, and it was sent to me by Mr. Cass.
7864. Mr. Thompson!] Then what you wished to state was that you had a complaint that favouritism had
been exercised, or that undue influence had been used against you? Tes. .
■
7865. President.] Was anyone recommended for the position ? I do not know.
7866. Was anyone appointed to the position? No.
.
7867. This is' only a particular grievance of your own ; if you felt that the report of Mr. Eoberts was
wrong, and that you suffered under a- grievance through it, you should have made an appeal for redress to
the Commissioner through the Department, but we have nothing to do with anything of that kind ; have
you taken that course ? No.
.
7868. How long ago did it happen ? Two years ago. To tell the truth, I was afraid to do what you
suggest.
_ 1
. .
7869. Why ? T was afraid that they might bring some charge against me and dismiss me.
7870. Tou thought that some charge would be made ? Tes.
7871. What made you think that ? I do not know. I have seen so many curious things happen in the
Department.
_
7872. What are the curious things that have happened ? I understood first of all that it was to be given
.
to a man named William Grono.
\
7873. Where is he ? In the ticket office at Eedfern.
7874. What objection would you have to offer to that ? Well, I was an older hand. He considered that
he was an older hand, but he was on the permanent way when ! came into the traffic.
7875. But he did not get the appointment ? No.
7876. Tou said just now that may curious things happened in the Department; we should like to hear of
them apart from this particular grievance of your own ? I thought that it was likely that they would
have made a charge against me if I said anything about it, therefore I left it alone.
7877. Did you really think they would trump up a charge against you ? I did.
7878. Have you ever known them to do it ? I cannot say that I have known them to do it, but I have
heard that they have done it.
;
7879. Who do you think would be guiltyiof trumping up a charge against you ? Thave heard that the
Superintendent has done it before to-day.
7880. Can you give any cases in which he has done it ? I could not swear that he has done it. I have
only been told so.
(
7881. But in what cases ? I do not know that I can remember exactly now. There was one man,
Cavanough. I heard that he did it in his case. I cannot exactly remember the other cases now.
7882. But if there has been a charge trumped up against Cavanough, it will appear in the records, will it
not ? I expect it will.
7883. It will not be a verbal charge, it will be a written report against the man? I expect it will.
7884. And you have been told that this report was a trumped-up one ? Tes.
7885. What happened to Cavanough ? He was dismissed.
7886. Who are the persons who told you he was dismissed on a trumped-up charge ? I could not
remember—it was generally talked about.
■
7887. Was Cavanough dismissed at the time of the diamond stud robbery ? Shortly after.
7888. Did Cavanough give any evidence at that inquiry ? I am not sure.
7889. Tou are aware that in connection with that diamond stud matter an official inquiry was held before
the Minister for Works and the Commissioner for Eailways. Had you any reason to be dissatisfied with
the decision arrived at ? No; I cannot say that I have.
,
7890. Tou are labouring in your own mind under some terrible 'grievance which you evidently think a
great deal of. If you have any grounds let us know' all that you think ? Well, I saw Cavanough after
his dismissal, with a lot of money. He was going away then. He showed me a letter from Mr.
Eoberts to give to Mr. TTetcher, the Minister for Mines, to get him a billet. He said that he had got the
money from Mr. Eoberts.
.
'
.
7891. Did he say what he had got it for ? Tes ; to get rid of him.
He said it was a part of £200 or
£250 he had to get. He said he had another £100 to get.
;
■
7892. How much money did he show you ? I did not count it. He said thbre was £125.
7893.
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7893. Is he to he found now ? I do not know where he is now. This happened in the pointsman’s box Conductor
G. W. .
at Eedfern. Stafford, the pointsman, was present.
•
Macdonald. •
7891. Is he in the Department now? He is at the Eedfern Eailway Station, car cleaning, at present.
7895. Did Cavanough explain to you why he was to get this £250 ? It was to hold his tongue. I under 21 Sept.,1888.
stood that both he and Martin got so much each. ’
7896. What did Martin get ? I never heard what Martin got.
.
,
7897. And you believed this ? I believed it; I read the letter myself and saw the man.
,
7898. What did the letter say ? It was addressed to Mr. Eletcher asking him for God’s sake to get the
man some position, as Mr. Eoberts had been ruined by that man Berner. There was a mark in the lefthand corner of the letter, and Cavanough asked me if I knew what it meant. He said it was a Masonic
sign. He is a Ereemason.
.
.
,
7899. Is that all the letter said ? I do not remember anything more. I did not take much notice of it at
the time. Cavanough- is a man I do not care about. I happened to have a little business in George-street,
and I came to the box when Cavanough was there.
•
7900. Did it not seem to you extraordinary that a letter should be -written to Mr. Eletcher asking him to
find employment for this man because the writer has been ruined by another person ? Yes, I thought it
was. I did think it strange.
7901.. Could you understand the bearing of the letter according to your own showing if it had been to
this effect: “ Eor God’s sake find some work for this man—he has been sacrificed to save me” ; that would
follow on to what you told us would it not ? Yes, I did not know what to think of. it.
.
.
7902. Was there not something more in the letter that would explain what it meant ? Yes, .there might
be ; I did not pay any particular attention to what was in the letter any more than what I have already
stated.
'
7903. What did you think. Did you not think it was a most terrible thing—that it .was evidence of the
most awful dishonesty ? I thought at the time it was very strange.
7904. And yet you did not take any notice of it ? I did not consider that it concerned me at all. I
thought the thing was^one with then because Cavanough was going away up country.
7905. How long ago is this ? About eighteen months ago.
.
7906. Hot more than that ? I could not be sure.
7907. How long is it since the diamond stud matter occurred ? I do not remember; I did not give
evidence on that, occasion.
.
7908. Is it not a fact that the diamond stud business occurred early in 1884—about four and a half
years ago ? I may be mistaken in the date.
7909. How long is it since Cavanough left ? I do not know; I cannot remember. - I know it was soon
after that other matter.
7910. Then it must be about four years ago ? I did not think it was so long.
7911. Have you kept this incident locked in your breast for four years without telling anyone ? There
was a lot of people who knew it—a lot of men at any rate.
7912. You told a lot ? They knew it.
.
7913. How ? Stack had told them. I have heard it talked about on different occasions.
.
.
7914. When did you apply for this appointment that you did not get ? It was just before the Hortii
Shore tram was opened.
'
7915. Was it after you had this communication with Cavanough ? I do not remember whether it was
before or after.
,
,
7916. It never occurred to your mind that you ought to report the circumstance ? Ho ; I never thought
it was any part of my business to report it. I thought it was all settled before by the inquiry.
.
7917. Had you'connection with the diamond stud transaction yourself ? I was in the raffle. I,was not
there when it took place, but I paid to go in and some one threw for me. The night before the raffle
came on Lambert and Murray, who were the two special conductors at the time, came up on.to the plat
form, and Lambert asked me if I had any enmity against the boss. I said, “ Ho.” He said, “ Do you want
to go up to the inquiry ?” I said, “ Ho, for God’s sake do not mention my name in it.”
7918. Why ? I said “ It is a fishy piece of business and I do not want to have anything to do with it.”
Lambert said, “ Then you do not want to go.” I said, “ Ho, unless I am forced.”
7919. And you did not go ? I did not.
'
7920. Why did you want to stop away ? I did not want to be mixed up in it.
7921. Why ? I did not see that I could do any good or harm.
7922. What evidence would you have given ? I should have said I was in the raffle.
7923. Whose studs were they ? It was said that they were Mr. Eoberts’.
.
7924. Who said so ? When Martin asked me to go into the raffle he said that the studs belonged to Mr.
Eoberts and that he wanted to raffle them, and then I asked him what they were worth. I forget the
reply, whether it was £10 or £20.
7925. I am anxious to know why you did not want to give evidence there ? I did not want to get mixed
up in it.
•
7926. But four years afterwards when there is an inquiry into quite a different matter you wake up to a
sense of your duty and want to give evidence before this Commission. Is that what we are to under
stand ? If I had been pressed to give evidence at the time I would have gone.
.
7927. Did we press you to come here ? Ho.
7928. Did you not send word that you wanted to come ? Only on that particular matter I have spoken
about.
•
7929. Did you not say that you wanted to give'us information? Ho.
7930. Have you any information to give us in connection with these ticket frauds ? Ho.
7931. But you asked M'Mahon particularly to get yourself called ? ,Yes.
7932. In order that you might give information about a thing whjch.was .settled four years ago, and in
connection with which you particularly asked that you might not be called upon to give evidence because
■it was so fishy ? . I did not want my friends to see my name mixed up in it.
.
7933. But after the lapse of four years, although the matter is not in any way pertinent to this inquiry^
you do wish to be mixed up in it. Will you explain that ? I understood that that was what the question
was asked me for. I had no desire to bring the thing Up.
7934.
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C°n^otor 7934. Tou wanted to.come here to give the information? That was simply in connection with an
Macdonald. ^P°in4m®nt“tteDTlment; •
,
• •
,
n,
a
'udo. lint is it any part ot our business to enquire into the appointment of foremen and inspectors? I
21 Sept., 1888. donot know...
.
.
.
. 7936. Do you not know that this Commission was appointed to inquire into the recent alleged tram
. frauds, and to devise a meams for improving the collection of fares in the future ? I do not know.'
7937. 'What can the question of the personal grievances of the men have to do with that? I understood
that that was what you were sitting now for and that the inquiry as to the frauds had been closed.
.
7938. That we were now sitting to go into individual grievances? Tes.
■
'
7939. "Who told you that ? I heard it from' a lot of them ; I do not remember anyone in particular
■
telling me.
1
.
•
7940. Who pressed you to1 comh’forward and give evidence just now ? ]NTo one.
7941. Was it entirely your own doing ? Tes.
■
7942. It is singular that you should have been unwilling to give evidence at the proper 'time and that
you should be willing to give it four years after the whole had been settled ? I was afraid to do so at
that time, and I did not want my name to be mixed .up in it.
.
7943; How is it you 'are not afraid now ? If I get dismissed now well- and good, I cannot help it.
7944. How do you mean if you get dismissed now ? It is likely the Department will have a down upon
me because I have come here. I do not know that they will, but they may.
7945. Tou have no right to say anything of-the kind ? Perhaps not.
1
7946. Answer this particular question as to why you are not now afraid to rake up an old matter which
was settled four years ago without the benefit of what you appear to think was valuable evidence on your
part ? ■ I thought that was what your inquiry now was about, and that was what these other men had
come for.
;
.
7947; "Who told you that we were making any inquiry at all into this old matter ? I do not remember
who told me.
\
.
7948. When were you .-told ? About a week or ten days ago!
7949. Tou were told that we intended to inquire into the diamond stud matter ? Tes, that and other
matters.
'
.
.
7950. Did you hear at the same time that it was the intention of somebody to write an anonymous letter
to the Commission in order that this matter might be very conveniently brought up ? No.
■
7951. But you heard that it was the intention of the Commission to inquire into a matter that had been
dead for over four years ? I heard that.
■
7952. That is the reason of your coming forward.? Tes.
.
.
'
7953. Mr. Thompson.^ Did you hear it down in the yard—from any one in any position down there ? It
was from some of the men, I could not remember who.
.
7954. Tell me anyone of the men who said it to you, beginning from the foreman and inspector, and coming
down to the scrubbers ? I heard it casually mentioned, but I could not remember lust now who it was
who told me.
.
1
:
■- J
7955. Do you know Halliday ? Tes.
•
*
7956. Did he mention it to you ? No.
7957. Did G-amgee ? .No, I do not think he did.
7958. Was.it Saunders the shunter ? No, he is not in my shift.
'
79i59. Was'it Wigg or Moran ? No.'
. '
'
.
7960. Was it Peters ? I am not sure whether it was not Peters, in fact I could not swear positively who
it was.
...
j
7961. Was it M'Mahon? ■ No, it was not M'Mahon, at least I don’t think so.
■
7962. Was it Lambert? I have not seen Lambert for months.
.
7963. Was it O’Brien? No, it was not O’Brien.
:
7964. Have you had any conversation with O’Brien on the subject ? No. He was talking to me the
other morning, but not about this matter.
’
7965. What about ? ^ About Moran and G-reeley taking a public-house, but I thought it was only in a
jocular way. He said, “ Are'you going to take a public-house,” I said “ No, I am not.” He told me
tnen that Moran and Greeley were going to take one between them.
'
.
7966. That was all that passed ? • Tes.
7967. He did not mention this inquiry at.all? No.
7968. Tou say that the matter was so fishy at the time that you begged off being called as a witness. In
what respect was it fishy ; was jt fishy as far as you were concerned ; as far as Martin was concerned, or
how. I heard then that Martin was going to take the blame for the studs, and say that they were his
own,' and that his wife did not like them. ,
7969. Tou did not believe that the studs were Martin’s, although he was going to take the blame for it ?
Exactly.
■
7970. Tou are perfectly well aware from your having been at the meetings of the men when these frauds
were made public what gave rise to this Commission ? Tes. .'
.
■
■
7971. .Are you not in a position from what you have heard while you have been a conductor to give us
some information about the very matter into which we are now inquiring, passing over your stale fishy
old transaction ? The first I ever heard of the frauds was when I was called back on a Saturday afternoon
^at 5 o clock for special duty an announcement appeared in the Star, and one of the men was reading it.
That was the first I ever heard of it.
'
•
,
7972. Tou know nothing about it beyond that ? No.
^id y°U eyer llear of anything of the kind before ? That is the first I ever heard of it.
7974 The public knew more than many of you men appear to have known ? Very likely.' The first I
heard of it was what I saw in the Star.
■
• .
7975 Did you not hear that they were making tickets by rigging their bells ? No, that was the first I
heard of it. ■
•
7976. Tou never heard of the fellow who used to carry a bell up his sleeve and ring that ? I never heard
anything-about that.
'
■
'
•
BrockDo you know if the letter of Cavanough’s, to which you have referred, ever went to
Mr. h letcher . 1 do not know that it ever went. I only, know that Cavanough said that it had,
•
■
.
7978,
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'Conductor •
7978. Wliere is Oavauougli now ? Up country somewhere; he got some appointment out west. ■
a. w. '
7979. In the railway service F I do not know. I do not think so.
'
■
Macdonald.
7980. Is it in the Government service ? Yes, hut I do not know in what branch.
_____
7981. President.'] Did you absolutely see in this man’s hand a large amount of gold? No, they wcregigept 1888
Dotes. There was a roll of notes bigger round than my arm.
' '
'
7982. There can bo no doubt about it ? No.
'
■.
7983. What sort of sign was it on the letter—the sign which you say was masonic ? I do not remember
what it was like. It was just in the corner.
■
'
7984. You are not a mason yourself? No; the sign was in one of the corners, and Cavanough asked mo
■
what it meant.
■
~
7985. Was he a mason do you know? I do not think he was.
7986. What was Cavanough dismissed for do you remember? I do not remember.
7987. But you believe it was upon a trumped up charge ? I was told so.
7988. Why -was it necessary to dismiss' the man at all ? I do not know what he was dismissed for.
7989. But is it necessary to give a man a certain amount to hold his tongue and dismiss him at the same
time ? I heard him say that day that he had been dismissed and reinstated within half an hour.
7990. Mr. Thompson.] And then dismissed again ? Yes.
7991. President.] But had the dismissal anything to do with this other matter—the letter and the .
:
money ? That I could not say.
,
'
'
7992. AVhat made you say you thought it was a trumped up charge ? I heard the others talking about
it. I do not remember who it was ; it is so long ago, and 1 did not pay much attention to it. I heard it
said that some one went to'Mr. Abigail, and that the man was dismissed some few weeks afterwards.
7993. Through Mr. Abigail ? I think it was through something that Mr. Abigail said. I do not know
whether Mr. Abigail reported him or .who reported him, that I do not remember.
7994. But at the time be showed'you this letter and roll of notes was he a dismissed man ? Yes.
7995. For how long had he been dismissed ? I think he had been dismissed some time—pierhaps a few
weeks or' a few months—I could not say which.
7996. Mr. Thompson.] This letter was virtually begging that he might be re-instated or get some billet
under the Government ? Yes.
'
7997. President.] Because Mr. Boberts had been ruined by Mr. Berner ? 'Yes.
.
7998. Mr. Brochd] Did Stafford give evidence at the diamond stud inquiry ? I do not know ; I do not
remember.
’
7999. Did this man Cavanough receive this letter from Mr. Boberts unsealed ? I could not say; it was
open when I saw it.
.
800.0. Was it in an envelope ? Yes.
8001. Was the seal broken or was it left open by the writer? I do not remember that. I understood
at the time that he had given it to Mr. Bletcher, and that Mr. Fletcher had given it to him back.
8002. Saying anything to him at the time ? I do not remember." I cannot remember that he made any
remark.
8003. President.] Did you notice the date of the letter ? No.
8004. You think Stafford took more notice of the thing than you seem to have done? He may have
done. I was just walking past when he bade me “ good day,” and called me into the box. Cavanough
was there. There was a locker, and the money was on one. of the corners of the locker,

Matthew Williams called in, sworn, and examined :—
'
8005. Presidentd] You are a tramway conductor ? Yes.
.
'Conductor
8006. How long have you been in the service ? Nearly seven aud a half years.
M. Williams,
8007. We have sent for you, because we have been given to understand by M’Mahon, one of your fellow
conductors, that you have expressed to him a desire to come before this Commission to" give some 21 Sept., 1888.
information, if so, we should like to hear what you have to say ? That is perfectly correct.
8008. Will you say what you have come for ? I merely came in reference to the way in which I have
been treated by the Tramway Department. It happened about three years ago when there was an
accident with one of the engines.
8009. If you have come before us on a matter of personal grievance we must decline to hear it, but
if you have come to us with any information which, in the most indirect way possible, will throw .any
light upon the tram-ticket frauds, we shall be very glad to receive it? No; it is more a matter of
complaint.
'8010. Who told you that we were sitting here to adjudicate grievances ? I can hardly remember.
‘
8011. Did not someone suggest to you that you should come and give evidence No ; I came of my own
free will and accord,
8012. In connection with this grievance of your own which you were desirous to ventilate here,
we should like to know whether it has any bearing whatever upon the tram frauds ? Not in the slightest
shape or form.
■
8013. Does it show any sign of any general favoritism or improper treatment of the men? No, only
unfair treatment as far as I am concerned.
■8014. Have you been told that this Commission of inquiry was sitting to rake up an old matter which
was settled four years ago ? No.
.
'
8015. Are'you sure of that ? Yes.
•
'
8016. Have you heard any conversations in reference to the diamond stud matter during the last week ot'
ten days ? I heard that it had been brought up.
:
.
8017. Before this Commission? Yes.
8018. When did you hear that ? About a week ago.
8019. Who said so ? I could not be sure whether it was M’Mahon or who it was. I could not be sure.
8020. A re you sure that the person who mentioned it to you did not say that it was going to be brought upT
I would not be positive whether it was said that it was going to be brought up, or that it had been
brought up, but I was told for a fact that the conductor who had the selling of the studs had been
brought up.
•
'
'
10—2 G
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Conductor 8021. "When did you hear that ? Yesterday.
M. .Williams. 8013!. But tell us about the information you received a week 'ago. Was it M'Mahon who gave it to
you ? Yes, if I am not mistaken. ■
21 Sept.,1888. gQ22. 'Who told you yesterday that the conductor who had the selling of the studs had been brought up
■
and examined ? I could not say who it was, there was so much talk. I general manage to keep
myself aloof from the men, and mind my own business. I find I have quite sufficient to do.
8022!. You have no information to give us bearing upon the ticket frauds ? Not the slightest. There is
only one thing I would suggest in reference to the tickets to prevent any fraud in the future. I think
we might first ring for the tickets, and then tear them up afterwards. That would prevent all fraud, and
be a double check.
8023. It would prevent fraud either in the office, or on the part of the conductors ? Yes ; nothing could
be done with the tickets by the conductors, or by those in the office.
"William Tipping called in, sworn, and examined :—
■
Conductor 8023!. President.'] You are a tramway conductor ? I am.
W. Tipping. 8024. How long have you been in the Service ? About six years and six months. ^
8024!. On what line ? On various lines—on the Eorest Lodge, Glebe Point, and°Moore Park lines.
21 Sept.,1888. g025. Our sole reason for sending for you is that we have been given to understand by M'Mahon, one of
your fellow conductors, that you have expressed a wish to him that you might be called here to give
evidence ? I did not wish it, but he asked me, being one of the old conductors, whether I would not
like to make a statement. I said I had a little grievance I would like to state.
8025!. A personal grievance ? Well, yes.
.
8026. We are not sitting here to consider such matters ? I beg your pardon.
8026!. "W e are sitting here to inquire into the recent tram frauds, and to devise, if possible, a better mode
of collection in future. If you have any information bearing on either of these two phases of the subject
wre shall be glad to receive it? Well, in the first place, I certainly do not like the bells. I have
been many times going through Belmore Park when- a gentleman has handed me 3d. or two tickets. By
the time I have started to ring my bell the whistle of the engine has been blowing, the bell has not been
sufficiently loud to be heard above the whistle, and the gentleman would turn round and say that “ Guard
is not pulling his bell.”
8027. Have you heard such a thing said? Yes.
£027!i With regard to yourself ? Yes.
•
8028. You think the bells should be louder? Yes, certainly. The best system I consider would be to
use all cash fares, say 2d. I would give the public a chance for travelling for 2d., the same price as
tickets, and I would have a small book upon which the guard could give them a receipt. No doubt the
bells are the fastest, but at the same time these bells bear a nasty brand upon us.
8028!. Why ? In the first place it is disagreeable when we take our bells into the office. I may very
often have two heavy cars to manage, not being a favourite with the traffic foreman; these cars would be
so packed that I could not get standing room inside, and I would have to. stand upon the footboard and
collect; then of course I have to take the tickets from the gentlemen who pass them to me; I have to
hold on with one hand and to take the tickets with the other. I have only one hand with which to count
them ; there may be under the number or there may be over the number ; then I have to ring with the
hand in which I am holding the tickets, banging on to the car with the other hand.' The consequence is,
when I come to office, I get a memo., stating that I am so many tickets, under or over. Of course I have
done my best for the Department; I am not able to do any more. That is my objection to the bells.
8029. Your objection to the bells is that they cannot be depended upon to bring out an accurate balance ?
• : ■ ‘ - Certainly not. I was coming down this morning with a gentleman—^Alderman Meeks ;—he thought that
^ " he handed me two tickets. I said, “ How many are you paying for ? ” and he said, “ One.” I said, “ You
"
have given me four tickets.” If it bad been a dark night I should certainly have put them into my bag
without seeing that he had given me four.
8029!. That is no fault of the system ? No ; it is not fault of the system, but, at the same time, if we had
all cash fares, or if we had to tear the tickets, we should not be told that we were so many under or so
many over when we had done our best..
'
8030. Do you think that if you had all cash fares with all copper coins you could get through your work,,
giving the amount of change necessary ? Certainly, if the trams were run in a proper way; for instance,
take the run to Newtown road, or to Forest Lodge, or to Glebe Point, you have to wait perhaps half or
three-quarters of an hour for a tram; I may be on the Glebe Point tram coming first; perhaps there
would be sixty passengers waiting; they would take the first car; the consequence is that the Forest
Lodge or Newtown cars following me would be running empty, but if there were an interval of 10
minutes at the Newtown road the trams would not be so crowded.
■
8031. Did you ever try to make out a tram time-table ? No.
8032. Do you think you could ? Well I could try.
8033. Do you think you could arrange the time-table so as to get these intervals properly ? Well I
think I would try.
.
8034. Take the trams going to the western suburbs—-Forest Lodge and Leichhardt and so on, the
'
distance is unequal is it not; if you get your interval right going out of Sydney does it not follow that
you get altogether wrong coming back about the point you are speaking of ? Yes, I see that.
8035. It is right to preserve an interval if you can, but is it not the case that the difference in distance
would bring the trams together at this point ? Yes. Take Glebe Point; there is a difference of 3
minutes between Glebe Point and Forest Lodge ; one of the Glebe Point trams leaves at 8 26 and one
leaves Forest Lodge at 8’25 ; the consequence is if I start to my time I am down at Bridge-street before
my time. If I am on the Glebe Point line I leave a minute behind. We generally have 20 minutes
spell on that journey ; that leaves us plenty of time to get.water and for the driver to look round
his' engine. The tram leaves Forest Lodge at 8‘25 as I h^ve said; the consequence is that the two trams
are on to one another.
8036. It is a fact that not only do these two trams get close to one another at the Newtown Boad junction,
but ...all the time they are running the one from the Forest Lodge and the other from the Glebe. Point
•
. ••
•
.
. terminus,;
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terminus, they are so to speak, eating the earnings out of one another, are they not ? Yes; Another thing Conductor
I would lilie to refer to is this : I have been taken off a Yorest Lodge line and put to Waverley to look W. Tipping,
after a special. I have had two cars to myself. The ordinary tram comes behind me with two_ cars, the
conductor having an assistant; I get all the loading and the ordinary tram behind me will have about 2 ep -r
*
forty passengers ; the Porest Lodge people meanwhile are depending upon their tram and are disappointed.
"
8037. Do you mean to say that the regular tram is taken off the regular route ? Yes, t have been taken
off several times.
'
.
8038. Has not some one gone instead of you on the Forest Lodge route ? No.
‘ .
8039. You say that if the trams ran at better intervals you could do the work of collecting under a - cash''system ? ■ Yes. '
8040. Your idea would be that the fares should be the rule and as a check upon yourself you should give
a receipt ? Yes.
.
'
8041. What sort of receipt; would you have to fill it in yourself ? No, the same as we had when We
had the little' books some time ago—when we used to carry the tickets; I fancy it is fairer to the
conductor and also to the public. A man pays 2d. and- he gets a receipt for it.
'
8042. Suppose you had a cash system with a register which automatically registered the money as it went
through so that the conductor at the end of his trip round would by his indicator show the actual amount
of money which should be handed in;—would not that be still more satisfactory ? Yes.
8043. So that at the end of a journey, without any dispute, the register indicating £1 5s., the conductor
would have to give in that amount ? Yes.
'
8044. Instead of giving in tickets sometimes above the register and sometimes below it ? Yes; that will
be much better.
'
8045. You see no reason why a system of that kind should not work? It would be a very good-idea.
8046. Have you any information at all to give us in connection with these frauds ? Not the slightest;
no information at all.
,
8047. Mr. J3roch.~\ When did you first hear of them? I heard somebody.make the remark in the i’Ooin
about Musgrave and a few more of them going up to the head office in connection with the frauds.
8048. Since this inquiry commenced ? Yes.
•
8049. Is that the first you heard of tickets being sold ? Yes.
•
8050. President.^ You believe that the work of the tramways up to that time had been carried on with
perfect honesty on the part of all concerned ? That is what I believed.
8051. Did you not hear ot a paragraph in fas Australian Star? I did not see the Star. I saw the
Evening News commenting upon it. I did not read it, because the paper usually publishes so many funny
things about the conductors and the trams that it was hardly worth while reading them.
8052. Mr. Brock?] People generally read the papers when the articles concern themselves ? It is not
only now and again ; they are always writing about the trams.
.
80o3. You had some conversation with M‘Mahon as to your coming here to give evidence? Yes.
8054. Did he suggest to you.that you should give evidence ? Yes. He suggested that being one of the
oldest hands I should do so,
'
'
8055. President.] I want to ask you a few questions in connection with that conversation ;—did he not
suggest to you the channel in which it would be wise to give evidence ? No.
8056. Did he say anything like this to you : “ You will find that old matter connected with the diamond
studs is going to be brought up ”? No.
■
'
8057. He did not mention that matter to you at all ? No.
•
8058. Have you heard that this Commission was dealing witli the matter in any .shape or form ? A
conductor named Leany told me that the .Commission was summoning Cavanough. Thatwas all Iheard
about the diamond stud matter.
.
•
8059. Who is Leany ? He is a conductor.
.
■
.
■
’
■
8060. And he said the Commission was summoning Cavanough ? Yes.
- ■
■
8061. When did he say that ? About three weeks ago.
8062. Beyond that you have heard nothing about the diamond stud business ? No.
• ■
8063. You did not hear that the Commission was busying itself about that matter ? No.
8064. You did not hear that the Commission was going to do so ? No.
8065. You did not hear that it was intended to bring the matter under the notice of the Commission ? No.■ ' '
8066. What line is Leany on ? On the Bandwick line.
.
.
• . i
Edwin Stafford called in, sworn, and examined:—
■
■
8067. President.] How are you employed in the Tramway Department? lam a pointsman: but I am Pointsman
ill now.
1
1
’
E. Stafford.
8068. Are you at work ? Yes ; I am car-cleaning.
'
•
'
8069. How long have you been in the Tramway Department? Since it started.
.
.
21Sept.,1888.
8070. Do you know a man named Cavanough? I did.
'
.
8071. Do you remember being told something very remarkable by Cavanough in the presence of it
conductor named Macdonald, some eighteen months ago.? Yes ; it was in my box that it happened.
8072. Where is your box ? Just below the railway platform.
'
'
8073. Have you had any recent conversation with Macdonald on the subject ? Not that I am aware of.
8074. What do you mean ? Not that I am aware of. I have seen him, but I never had any conversation
about the like of that. I do not know what I was sent for.
80/5. When did you have any conversation with him last ? When we were working, together, but it was . .
not on this subject.

’

8076. Has he not spoken to you on this matter of Cavanough’s during the last week or ten days ? I.
think he has.
'
'
J
8077. Did he tell you that he was going to give evidence here ? No, not on that subject; it was on
another subject. ■
•
'
'
8078. He said he was going to give evidence ? Yes.
.
8p79. When did he tell you ? About a .week ago, I fancy; you hear .so many rumours here on the job
that you hardly take notice of anything.
_
- '
8080. Did you bring up the subject ? No.
.
8081.

^
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8081.. He has not refreshed your memory on the point? Not to-day.
'
■
•• a 01 • 8082. Not during the last hour ?. I have seen him during the last hour; just after he came up I. got
SSISept 1888 110^ce
come down.
.
•
’ 8083. Did'he not tell you what you were coming for ? He said I was coming down to the inquiry.
8084i. He did not tell you what evidence he had given ? No..
8085. Are you quite sure of that? I am.
8086. He did not tell you what he said as to Cavanough ? No, he did not, because he was fetching up a.
' special; he backed up with his special as I was coming down ; we just passed one another.
• 8087. Will you tell us what happened in your box some time ago ? To the best of my memory
Cavanough came up there, and he threw down I think £113 ; he told me to count the notes. I said;
“What for?” He said, “ I got them from old Jimmy,meaning the Superintendent. I said, “What is
it for ?” Of course Cavanough was a man you could not take much notice of one way or the other,
because he was always skitting about different things.
'
8.088.. He was not a truthful man ? He used to tell some tremendous lies at times. When he showed,
me the notes I said, “ Go along.” He said, “ Count them ; that is my tip.” Macdonald was in the box
at the time. I chucked them down and said, “ Sure enough it is there” ; there were £113 to the best of
. my belief. I said, “ Were did you. get it from.” He said, “ From old Jimmy,” meaning Mr. Roberts.,
8089. Did you go further into the matter ? No, I did not.
,
8090.. Did he'show you any letter at the lime ? I do not think he did.
8091. Did you believe him when he told you lie had £113 ? I hardly credited him.
8092.-. Did he not tell you how he came to get it ? He said it was over some diamond studs, or some'thing similar to that, but whether it was true or not I do not know. ’
.
8093. This took place about two and a half years after the diamond stud business ? About that time.
8094. . And all that time Cavanough had been working on the trams ? Yes, I think he had.
8095. Did he say he was to receive or had received more money than he showed you, or anything of thatkind ? No, he did not.
' 8096. Was he in the’ Service when he showed you the notes, or had he been dismissed ? It was about thetime he resigned ; when he was going up country on some other occupation I think, but I. would not
be certain about it. ’
.
'
.
. 8097. He showed you no letter ? No; I do not think he did, not to the best of my recollection. If I had
known I were to be asked about the like of this I should have been better prepared.
8098.. Did you tell anyone about this money matter ? Let me see ; I am blest if I know. I might have
mentioned it up in the.conductors’room. I would not be certain.
'
'
8099. Did you threaten Cavanough that you would at once go and tell Mr. Roberts what he had said?
No, I'did hot.
•
,■
8100. Mr. B rode.'] Did you hear anything about a letter hiving been written?’ No; not that I amaware of.
.
8101;. A letter to the;Minister for Mines, Mr. Fletcher? No; I heard nothing about it.
’
8102. You were not called as a witness at the diamond stud inquiry ? No.
’
8103.. Mr. Thompson.] Did you have any talk with Cavanough about the matter after the time to which
you referred? Really I could not say whether I did or not; it is a good while ago now. I have heard.
'
Cavanough going about a lot of times and saying they could not sack him.
8101. President^] That was before he showed you the money ? Yes ; but I did not take any notice of it.
.
8105. Mr. Brodcd] He said they could not sack him ? Yes.
■
81C6;. But they did sack him ? Fes. It seems they .did dismiss him after all for being drunk, or something
of that kind..
'
'
8107. That was Mr. Roberts’ act ? Yes.
’
8108. What is your impression about the matter now ;—do you believe that Mr. Roberts owned the studs ?
I should not care to pass any opinion about the matter at all.
.

Michael Leaney called in, sworn, and examined:—
Pi'esident.] What is your position in the Tramway Department ? Conductor.
8 HO. How long have you been in the Service ? About six years.
21 SentlSSS 8111. We have sent for you more particularly to ask you one question. Did you say to anyone, about a
’ '
"fortnight ago, that a man named Cavanough had been served with a summons to appear before this
■
.
Commission, or that he was about to be served with a summons ? , I heard it mentioned that Cavanough
7
was served with a summons.
.
'
8112. Who mentioned it ? Really I could not tell you. I did not take much interest in it at the time.
It happened when I was going to Randwick.
/
'
8113. Have you been attending these meetings of conductors ? I only attended one meeting:
8114. Which was that ? The second meeting.
,
8115. Since these meetings have you had any consultations with any of your fellow conductors ? No.
8116. With M‘Mahon, for instance? No. I do not think I have spoken to MiMahon since themeetings. • I might have seen him and bid him good-day ; but that is all.
.
•
8117. But you heard that Cavanough was to be subpoenaed by this Commission ? I heard it as a matter of
fact'on the cars..
'
8118. From a conductor ? I could not say whether it was from a conductor or from a pointsman.
8119. But it was from a tramway employee ? Yes.
8120. Mr. Brock.] It seems strange that you should know that it was a conductor or a pointsman whotold you ; but that you should not remember which ? Well, I heard it; that is all I remember. I may
have been talking to someone else about it after I heard it.
8121.-.Do.you remember saying it to any particular conductor ?. No.
8122. Mr. Thompson.] How many pointsmen are there between here aud Randwick ? There is one living at Randwick. It may have been he who told me about Cavanough, but I could not swear.
8123.- What is his name ? Mick Whalah ; I think he is pointsman at the Queen-street junction, and he
lives at Randwick.
8124.’
MaCt°r
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8124. He did uot jump up on to your car arid give you that solitary piece of information ? Ho.
Conductor
8125. Well, wliat were you talking about ? We were talking about tbe frauds, and Cayanough’s name
Leaney r,
came up.
.
8126. How did it come up ? The other man, whoever it was, suggested it to me.21Sept.,18S8;
8127. And the statement was made, not that Cavanough was going to be called before this Commission
but that he had received a summons or something to that effect ? I could not say the words.
8128. Was anything said in that conversation about the diamond stud matter ? Not that I am aware of.
If I had time to think the matter over I might be able to remember it better.
' •
.
8129. Did'this man tell you that the attention of the Commission had been drawn to this matter of the
diamond studs, and that Cavanough was going to be called in consequence? I did hear that-about
Cavanough.
'
8130. And that he was going to be called ? TesI believe the man I have named is the man who told me.
8131. You mean the pointsman at the Queen-street junction? Yes:
8132. Are you sure it was he? He is the only man I can remember having had any conversation with
about the matter.
8133. Have you any information you can give us in connection with the ticket frauds ? I have no facts.
8134. But have you any strong suspicions ? I have only hearsay.
8135. Presidetit.] What is that ? It is in reference to the Frenchmen selling the tickets.
8136. Which Frenchmen ? The Frenchmen up at Liverpool-street.
'
8137'. What did you hear about that ? I heard that Ferrier the conductor offered to sell' one of these
Frenchmen £50 worth of tickets for £25.
.
8138. Do you remember where you heard that ? I heard it on the cars from a carpenter working now onthe North Shore line. I believe he is working there now as a carpenter.
’
8139. What is his name ? Moloney.
.
8140. Did he appear to be well informed on the subject, or was he talking from hearsay ? I believe from
what he told me he heard the conversation between the Frenchmen and this conductor.
8141. This happened when ? About last May.
■
.
'
. 8142. Is not Moloney in the permanent-way department ? Not that I know of.
8143. By whom would he be employed ? By the Government; he is a-bridge carpenter..
8144. Then he is in the permanent-wuay department? Yes? I suppose so.
8145. Mr. Thompson.'] Have you heard anything more of the same kind ? Well there is a man named'
Mulligan; I have known him for about twenty years ; he lived with these Frenchmen for about a month
or five weeks. I asked him one day if there was any truth in the statement that the Frenchmen were
buying tickets. He told me that he had heard they did so, but that he had never witnessed any trans
action taking place.
'
.
8146. Was that all? Yes.
•
8147. Have you heard of any other matter which will in any way assist us in our inquiry ?. Well, Ferrier
and Musgrave were great mates, and I heard that Ferrier used to sell tickets.
8148. From whom did you hear that ? From Mulligan ; one day when Moloney was in at the Frenchman’s
having something to eat, the conductor came in with the tickets offering to sell £50 worth for £25. The
Frenchmen would not-give him £25 and he went away.
.
8149. President.] How long have you known Moloney ? Three or four years..
8150. Did you know him at the Eedfern Station ? No.
'
8151. Where then ? He was working at the Glebe twelve months ago ; but he was not in-the depart
ment ; I know that he is at present on the Pearce’s Corner line.
.
8152. Do you know his address ? No.
8153. What is his Christian name ?. Frank.
8154. Have you no further evidence to give us ? No ; if I knew anything about the tickets I would be
only too glad to come forward.
■
8155. Mr. Thompson^] Do you know what has become of Cavanough? No.
8156. Is he out of the country, do you know ?. I heard some time ago that he was up at Bathurst.
8157. Why did you not report to Mr. Eoberts what you had heard with reference to these Frenchmen ?
I did report it to Mr. Eoberts.
8158. What information did you give him ? I gave him the information Mulligan gave. me. •
.
8159. Not Maloney’s information ? No.
.
.
8160. Did Maloney ask you not to mention his name ?; No ; he just came on to the car and asked me if
I thought there was any truth in it. I said I thought there was not.' I told Mr. Eoberts about the.£50
worth of tickets being offered for £25.
.
8161. Do you know Musgrave ? Well.
'
8162. Did you ever hear anything about his selling tickets ? I did hear that he used to sell the tickets.
8163.. Who told you so ? I only know what Mulligan told me. He had only just hearsay—he had no
facts.
■
.
8164. Did you ever hear of any other conductors selling tickets ?. No..
8165. Did you hear.that Fraser was selling tickets? No.
.
8166. It was pretty generally spoken of among the conductors that Musgrave and .Ferrier were doing
this ? Yes; another man who might b'e able to give you information is a photographer named Finn.
"
8167. Where does he live ? In a boarding-house somewhere down in Lower George-street.
,
8168. In the Chinese quarter ? Somewhere near there.- He used to get out of the trams and walk down
Bent-street. He used to go down to' Coogee taking photographs. He was a particular friend -of Fraser’s.'.
8169. Has he a shop in Lower George-street ? No ; he is staying there in a lodging-house. He is a
'
'
fast man, about 25 years of age. He has a fair moustache.
8170. You think he could give us some information ? I think so.
8171. Do you know of any people who used to buy the tickets ? No.
8172. What line are you on ? On the Coogee line.
.
'
.

John
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John William Tyrer recalled, and further examined :—
J. W. Tyrer. 8173. President.'] We desire to ask you one or two further questions. It seems to us that there is a
21SepCj888. decided lack of system in connection with the way the registers are read and dealt with when men
are going to the race-course. For instance, a man will get his register read for the race-course. He will
go away, and when he eventually gives in his returns, he will say “ After all, they did not send me to the
racecourse, They sent me to Bondi or Forest Lodge.” Is that possible ? It is possible.
.
8174. Is it a fact P I do not say that it is a fact, but it is possible.
8175. We are actually told by Mr. Primrose that it happens on an average twice every race-day, and that
instead of considering it his duty to make special inquiries to verify the conductor’s statement upon such
a very important point, he always accepts the statement, and accepts the register-reading as being for
pence instead for shillings. Is that a satisfactory state of things ? No.
8176. Are you aware that such a state of things has existed P I should say that it did not. The foremen
are, of course, in charge of the men, and tell them off for special duty upon race-days. They have a
standing order with reference to race-days.
8177. I think the order to which you refer hardly touches the question ? I hardly think that such a thing
as you suggest would occur. If a man were told off for race-course duty, and did not go to the race-course
his bag would not be taken until the end of the shift. That would be before the present arrangement
came into force, but Mr. Eoberts is always down at this end. For the first six years of the races being
served by the trams I always took charge of the race-course. Mr.Eoberts would always be in a position to know
if anyone told off for race-course duty really performed that duty. I may say that on such occasions as
race-days, especially on public holidays, it was a matter of seeing how much work you could do in a stated
time, and I should be obliged to admit that there is not the system carried out on such days as would
be carried out on ordinary days. It would be either this or working to a complete system, but earning
less money. Anyone who has noticed the work down here on a public holiday must have noticed the large
amount of traffic which has to be done in an exceedingly small yard.
8178. Now you are branching off. We want you to stick to the subject we have brought under your
notice; that is, the extraordinary statement which has been made in regard to the race-trams, and
remember that the races are not necessarily held upon public holidays ? I only mentioned public holidays
and race-days because the two things combined make the traffic difficult.
.
8179. Tou admit that the registers having been read, it was an important consideration whether the
conductor is going to ring once for Is. instead of once for Id. ? Tes, of course.
8180. One of the officers in your branch has stated that on an average twice on every race-day the
facility for ringing once for every Is. has been given to conductors who have afterwards< gone on to
lines on.which they would ring once for every Id.;—it is said that the word'of these men as to what they
have been doing is accepted without any question ? The foreman of the yard would be better able to speak
upon that point than I could do. If such an alteration were made in the men’s duty it would be from
their instructions.
“
8181. We should have considered it perfectly satisfactory that such a thing should be done, provided Mr.
Primrose had taken the trouble to satisfy himself, by reference to the yard authorities, that the statement
of the conductor was correct. His version, however, was that he thought it quite unnecessary to do so.
But passing from that we are told in connection with these race-trams that a man may be sent out late in
the afternoon, and that he may be sent on to Coogee from Eandwick without having his register read.
Having collected a certain number of Is. fares, and having them in his bag, the conductor is sent on to
Coogee to collect Id. fares ;—is that correct ? It has been done; but it would not be done if the order
which has been given were carried out. I have been on duty at the course, and a certain order having
come out from Sydney, I have had no power to turn the man back again.
8182. What sort of order do you mean ? A man is sent on a late run to the race-course, and if there are
a large number of people at Coogee his order is not to be put at the sheds, but to go on to Coogee and to
bring in passengers from there. I have objected to it, but the reply which has been made to me is, “ What
is the use of allowing people to stand out there ; what is the use of our losing money ?”
8183. Do I understand you to say that on such occasions you would be at Eandwick, but that you could
not set aside an order made in Sydney ? I have been there, but I have been in charge of the traffic.
The taking of the money and of the tickets I had nothing at all to do with. That is done by separate
officers. What I had to do was to work the traffic and to see that the men who came in with the cars
delivered up the bags before they entered upon their journey back to Sydney.
8184. Tou found that a man was under orders from Sydney to do a Coogee run after he had done the
racecourse run P Tes.
8185. Was it not competent-for you to direct some one to take that man’s money ? He would have had
his money taken if he arrived during the hours the receiving clerks were at the office. But the receiving
clerks are obliged to come away from that end to work the Sydney office.
8186. If you were there yourself could you not read the man’s register? It would not be part of my duty.
8187. Would it not be your duty to protect the revenue ? Tes ; but my time was taken up in such away
that I could not possibly read the registers. I had my hands full.
8188. How would.you have your hands full. This would happen at slack time? I should be occupied
in regulating the traffic and getting the cars all laid back.
8189. But the trams coming in at this period of the afternoon would be in a slack time when the races
were half over ? No.
8190. Do you mean to say that you would allow your receiving clerks to go away while business was going
on ? No.
8191. Then it would be a slack time ? Comparatively speaking a slack time.
8192. That is to say there would be comparatively few persons going to the race-course ? Tes.
8193. So that it was not thought necessary to keep the receiving clerks ? No.
8194. Would it not be better to keep a receiving clerk out there until the whole of the business was
finished ? It certainly would—or rather, we should have a second lot of receiving clerks, because then
business would be beginning at this end directly.
8195. Mr. Primrose told us he thought that the orders for the men to go on to Coogee came from the
foreman at Eandwick, who, he explained, could not read the registers ? Well, the orders came from Sydney
8196. Is it not extremely desirable that on occasions of this kind, when a man is transferred from
a
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a shilling to an ordinary run, some arrangement should he made for the reading of his register, and the J- W. Tyrer.
taking of his cash. If this is not done the Department is entirely at the mercy of the conductor in regard
to the returns he gives in? Yes.
'
'
'
21 Sept.,1888.
8197. Perhaps- you will make some little inquiry about this other matter. This statement by Mr.
.
Primrose, the correctness of which I very much doubt myself, as to there being on an average, every raceday, two men told off to the racecourse, and then sent somewhere else. Mr. Oakes’ experience is quite
the reverse. He remembers several occasions when the mixing up of the tickets has occurred, but he says
he cannot remember an occasion on which a man has come back to the window and has said that he has
been somewhere else ? Neither do I.
8198. Mr. JBroc/c.] It seems to be Mr. Oakes’ opinion that it could be easily done ? Well, it is possible,,
but it is improbable.
•
- 8199. There is nothing to check it ? There is a possible check which I think can be reached. If a maa
was told off for Sandwich and did not go, but worked upon another line, of course nothing happens, but
if he went to Eandwick he would be checked at the other end.
.
.
8200. Not according to Mr. Primrose. He said that the work was, done so quickly at Eandwick that
every conductor could avoid having his register read by the receiving clerk, and make at least one trip
'
out of every five ? Mr. Primrose has not been there, so how could he tell.
•
8201. The register reader at Eandwick does not go to the conductors ? No, he is in the room.
8202. He expects the conductors to go to him ? Someone is always watching for them. The first thing
I always look to on the arrival of the trams is that the conductors take their bags to the little portion
which we have boxed off. The foreman does the same thing now that I used to do. As I said before, I
did it for about six years, until I got rather badly hurt. Now it is done by G-amgee or Halliday.
8203. Could they read the registers ? I could not say.
8204. But they can see that the conductors do not avoid the check ? Yes.
•
•
8205. Mr. Thompson.] With reference to the incident of Musgrave keeping his register from the
Wednesday until the Saturday, and not returning his money or his tickets, does it not seem to you that
that was a very glaring irregularity ? It certainly .was. ■
8206. And whose fault do you say it was ? The foreman in charge. This man was a car-cleaner and
occasional conductor.
.
,
8207. I think you said that on account of the shift a man could not be put from one line to another ?
No, I did not say that.
8208. Suppose a man goes out at 5 o’clock in the morning, and is bound to eome'back at 1'30, is it not a
fact that he could be put by the foreman on to three, or even four, different lines all different distances, and
. . ' ., „ ^
that there is no check in the world exercised upon the conductor in regard to the lines he has been on
'
' '
is there anything to keep a check oh that man, so that the department could know approximately .
,
what his returns would be ? There is nothing to show beyond his register. He certainly would not be
'
able to leave his car without some other man relieving him.
8209. But we know by this time that there are so many ways of swindling. A man's register might agree
_
with his tickets in his bag, and yet he might have, 200 tickets in his pocket and the department would
'
know nothing about it ? Of course if we are to assume that the whole body of men we have are thieves,
what you suggest would certainly be very feasible.
.
,
8210. President.] Is it not a fact that when a conductor goes upon several lines he has to name the
amount which he thinks he has taken on each line, and that it is apportioned accordingly ? Yes..
'
8211. You consider that satisfactory do you? No, I do not.
'
8212. Does it not give a man an opportunity for cheating; for instance, suppose he had been' four
Waverley runs and two Porest Lodge runs; when he was asked about these trips he might reverse the
order of things in order to divert attention from the smallness of his return;—is not that a yery unsatis-.
factory state of things ? Yes, it is, but there is one thing I would like to ask : Is it to be-assumed, from
the questions being put to me, that I am to be held personally responsible or that I am supposed to be
responsible for what you are- now stating in reference to the registers, and more particularly in reference,
to their not having been read. My reason for asking is this : I started on my holidays and I was sent
for. I found this system in vogue. I at once said, “ It is no use entering the bags unless you have the
registers read also each round trip.”
•
8213. But until these frauds came put is it not a fact that you not only read your registers only once a
day but that you also collected the tickets only once a day ? Yes.
'
8214. And that even now you collect your cash only once a day ? Yes.
'
■;
8215. Who is responsible for this state of things ? It is not my fault. '
•
.
8216. Mr. Thompson.] It seems that the whole thing is governed by Mr. Eoberts ? Yes.
'
. ,
8217. President.] Did you ever point out, under the old system when the collection was made once a day,
that it ought to be made every round trip ? I have suggested it, but for other reasons than the supposi-.
tion that the conductors were dishonest.
■
'
8218. Did you make the suggestion in writing ? No.
,
.
8219. You surprise me by saying so, because the other day you rather ridiculed the idea that the reading
the registers every round trip would be of any service whatever ? That is not so. As far as my memory,
serves me I said that the reading of the registers each round trip would show what they brought in'each
round trip, but that it would not prevent the conductors from stealing if they were so inclined.’
. ,
8220. When I asked you before whether you thought the registers were reliable and whether you could
expect that the takings would agree with the reading you said no, and that there must be a-considerable'
margin. Then I said, “Would it not bring it much nearer if, instead of reading the registers once
a day, you read them every round trip.” You said yon did not think it would bring the margin
closer ? I do not think it would. The conductors would still manipulate the tickets if they wished
to do so.
.
.
:
8221. How are you to find out the dishonest men if you have not a rule by which you can tell whether
.
the .honest men are right or wrong ? The only rule we can go by is thisThat the register will say so
’
much and that the result will be so much.
.
. ' ’
82‘22. But you do not believe that they will agree ? I have no'faith in the registers. .
’8223. You still think that it would be absurd to expect a man to balance his day’s takings with the
registerdoes it not follow that if you ’ divide the day into eight parts the men must come, out much
nearer right? -It seems to me that the total would be.about the same, whether the’eafniugs are taken
separately at different periods of the day or as’ a whole. ’
’ ’
' 8224i~
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J. W. Tjrcr. 8224. Will not a man be more careful if his register is taken every round trip than he would he if it were
taken only once a day P He might be. The mistake all along has been that there has been no limit fixed
21 Sept., 1888. guppogJug that we are to take the registers as reliable authority.
'
"
8225. Do you think if you had a test case that a careful man would come- out right at the end of the
test trip ? I think he would be wrong.
8226. Mr. Brock.] What is the reason that the registers are read at Eandwick and not at any other
place ? It is only on race days that they are read there.
'
■
8227. Why on race-days ? To secure the earnings from the men, and I suppose to take a certain amount
of temptation out of their reach.
8228. Why on that particular line ? ' Because on that line they get a shilling for each ring.
.
8229. Is it not done principally because the conductors collect their fares in cash ? That is the principal
reason.
8230. How is it that the tickets are taken in Sydney on every round journey and that the cash is not
,
taken ? The cash is very small in amount. The man gets a receipt for the actual amount of cash he pays
in. The tickets of course he does not get a receipt for.
'
8231. Mr. Thompson.] As a mere matter of lightening the labour in the office, would it not be infinitely
‘
- better that the returns should be made every trip so as to spread the work of entering them up in your
books over twelve hours instead of running it into Wo ? It would npt lighten the work particularly,
because we take the result; of the tickets by weight. If an entry had to be made up on account of each
journey, seeing that there are about 1,000 trips a day, it would mean considerably more work. We count
a certain number of tickets, but we weigh the bulk of them. Every week a certain number of men have
their tickets counted and compared with their registers. If there is a deficiency they are called upon to
show cause why it exists,
.

THURSDAY, 27 SEPTEMBER, 1888..

’

frmnt:—

A. RICHARDSON, Esq.,
.

president.

E. A. BBOCK, Esq., J.P.
.
Alfred Charles Tomkins called in, sworn, and examined:—
-A.C.Touikins. 8232. President^] What is your employment or business? I am a labourer at present. Last summer
—\ I got a little camera, and was taking photographs down at Coogee.
'
27 Sept., 1888. 8233. Are you at present in .any Department of the Government ? No.
_ '
8234. Do you know a man named Leaney, a conductor upon the Government tramways ? ■ Yes ; I think
I have heard his name.
•
.
'
8235. You do not know him personally ? I know them all by sightthat is all on the Coogee line,
but I ennnot say I know their names. I know a man named Warby, and another man named O’Leary.
8236. We have been given to understand that you can give us some information about these frauds that
have been going on in connection with the tram-tickets ; is that so? No.
■
8237. None whatever ? None whatever. I have been in the habit of riding down to Coogee on the
average about four times a week for about six months. That is how I came to know the conductors by
sight. All that I know is that I have often been unable to get any tickets down atCoogee, and that I
have sometimes ridden home on credit paying the conductor on the following day.
8238. Do you know a man named Perrier ? .No ; I do not know the name.
8239. Or Prazer ? I know a man named Prazer. I know his wife and his wife’s sister. I have seen
him several times on the Coogee line. He used-to be a sort of odd man. He would come down one day,
and then you would not see him again for a week or a fortnight.
_
8240. Have you ever sold any tram-tickets yourself ? I have obliged people if I have had them in my
possession.
'
.
•
8241. Where have you sold them ? I think I have sold sixpenny-worth or a shilling’s worth to the doctor
at the hotel at Coogee. There might be several people to whom I have sold halta-dozensometimes ; I
would have 4s. or 5s. worth of tickets upon me.
.
8242. Why did you buy such a large quantity ? Sometimes I use as many as 15s. worth in a week on
.
travelling to Botany and Coogee. Then on Saturdays and Sundays I would be down at the Aquarium at
Bondi.
,
.
' 8243. Have you never been obliged with tickets by the conductors ? Never.
8244. You have never bought any tickets from them ? No.
8245. You are quite sure of that ? Yes. The only way in which they have obliged me is this ; that when
'
I have had no tickets they have sometimes allowed me to go home on credit.
.
8246. Is it a fact that you have travelled repeatedly with conductor Praser ? No more than would be
necessary if he happened to be on the cars when I have been leaving Coogee.
8247. You have never travelled without paying your fare ultimately? No; I have always paid it
ultimately.
• 8248. You are certain of that ? Quite certain.
8249. Have you ever sold tickets at the waiting-room at Moore Park ? Never.
’
8250. Did you ever get into any trouble ? Yes ; once since I have been out here—for fighting.
8251. Where was that ? Down at the Circular Quay on a Saturday night a man insulted me.
8252. What happened to you ? A constable came along and this man’s eye was bleeding. The fight was
■
over. It only lasted about two minutes. The man insulted me. He said that I was, a cockney. We
had what I call a merry five minutes. The constable seeing the man’s eye bleeding asked what was the •
'
matter. He said, “That man struck me.” The constable said, “Will you give him in charge?” and lie
■ said “ Yes.” The magistrate discharged me on Monday morning, and said that the coastable ought not
to have done so. I was bailed out by my landlord.
8252|. You are sure it was not conductor Leaney ? Quite sure. He knows something about it.
,
.8253. Do you know a man named Maloney, a bridge carpenter ? No.
’
,
8254. Did none of the conductors ever tell you that they were having a little game with the tickets"?
No; J never was intimate enough with them for them to talk to me in that way.
8255.
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8255. Though you travelled with them frequently and you have told us that you sometimes did something A^CdTomkmi.
rather exceptional—that you travelled upon credit ? The conductors knew what I was doing down at
■Coogee, and they knew that there was only one little bit of a place down there where the tickets could be
1
'
bought. I have said, “Will you take me home if I give you the tickets to-morrow ?” and they have
said “ Tes.”
8256. Tou know conductors O’Leary and Warby very well ? I know O’Leary but 1 do not know
Warby. It is only by accident that I know their names. I know all the conductors by sight.
8257. Have-you ever frequented the G-reek oyster-shops ? No.
•
8258. Do you know anything of them P No ; they are a class of people I have nothing at all to do with.
8259. Perhaps you do not know that they are Greeks P No ; I know that they are. foreigners.
8260. I mean the people at the shop at the corner of Liverpool and Elizabeth-streets ? I do not know
any of them. .
8261. Do you know a Mr. Charles Cook ? No.
.
8262. Mr. BrocTcJ] Do you know a conductor named Musgrave ? No ; I never saw him to my know
ledge; I might know him by sight if I saw him.
_
8263. What Warby is it that keeps the “ Liverpool Arms ?” That is a brother to the conductor I have
been told.
.
'
. .
_ i
.
8264; President.] Do you know a man named Gardiner who keeps a shop at Eandwick? No ; I know
verv little of Eandwick. I pass straight through.
■
.

Fit IDAT, 28 SPPTEMBFR, 1888.
flrrsmt:—

A. EICHARDSON, Esq.,

in the

Chair.

P. A. BEOCK, Esq., J.P.
.
.
•
John Sale called in, sworn,'and examined.
...
.
8265. President^] Tou are the Chief Inspector of Eailway and Tramway Accounts, I believe ? Tes.
Mr. J. Sale.
8266. Tou were called upon by this Commission, the other day, to make a special examination of tramway ,—\
accounts and report to us—that you did? Tes.28Sept., 1888.
8267. We should like to know how often an inspection of these accounts is made by an officer of your
department ? About three times a year.
•
•
8268. .By yourself personally ? Generally. More often than by anyone else.
.
_
8269. How long previous to this special examination had an examination been made ? Speaking
from memory, I should say about five weeks. * I could supply you with the exact date if it were of any
consequence.
'
.
8270. Have you at any time had reason to complain of the state of the accounts ? Speaking generally, no.
8271. Tou have found things, for the most part, as you would wish to find them ? Excepting in matters
of detail, quite so.
•
_
8272. Our chief object in sending for you this morning is to ask you a few questions bearing upon the .
risk of appropriation which the tickets run in passing through so many hands after they have been handed
in by the conductors. I presume that is a branch of the subject, upon which you can give us valuable
information? Well,'I will give you the best I can.
■
•
'
8273. Into, what office are the tickets handed by the conductors ? Into the Superintendent’s office.
8274. Under what circumstances are they handed in—how many clerks are present ? There are always
two, and generally three, I think.
.
'
_
8275. What do these clerks then do with the tickets ? They are weighed and- entered in a book against
the name of the conductor and the section upon which he has travelled.
8276.. Then what is done ? They remain in that condition until the following morning.
8277. Are they packed in parcels ? They are subsequently. I am speaking subject to correction, but I
do not think they are packed into parcels until the following morning.
.
8278.. Do they he about loose ?. No; they are placed in separate boxes.
•
8279. In locked boxes ? No ; not that I am aware of.
8280. About how many of these would there be ? They would of course vary as the traffic varies. The
number of boxes would correspond with the number of conductors.
828 L. Each conductor’s tickets are kept in a separate box ? Just so.
8282. Ar.e these boxes labelled ? I am not quite sure, but I think they must be. One of our clerks
attends to the details of these matters.
.
8283. Why do.the tickets remain there all.night? I know of no reason unless it is for the convenience
of the. work of the checking clerks following upon the work of the receiving clerks.
■
8284. Should not these tickets be 'considered in the light of so much money ? Certainly the receiving
clerk and the clerk who checks should regard them in. that light.
8285. Then do. we understand that they are left in that office all night without any protection whatever ?
As far as I know they are, but I cannot say of my own knowledge. This is a matter in which the receiving
clerk can speak more positively as to details than I can.
8286. That would be Mr. Oakes ?. Tes.
....
. .
8287. Unless some satisfactory explanation can be given, it seems to us that there is a great risk during
that period of the tickets being abstracted and misappropriated ? Tes.. .
8288. Have you drawn attention to this matter ? No. I do not admit that it is within- my knowledge
that it is- so as a fact, consequently I should not be likely to draw attention to it.
8289. Assuming that the tickets remained there for one night, what does the clerk of your branch then
do? The tickets are gathered from several.sections and made up into several large' parcels, which'he
weighs, comparing his gross weight with the detailed weighings as entered by the receiving clerk, who- is
under the Superintendent.
.
•
:
- .
8290. How do .these weighings compare with the detailed weighings ? I am not ready to give you definite
information on that point, but some time .ago the discrepancy between the bell-registers and the returns .
were supposed to average 2 per cent.; anything exceeding 2 per cent, was called attention to . at once
!
10—2 H
and
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Mr. J. Sale. an(j a report was made. Now I understand that any discrepancy is called attention to. They do not
'Z '“TTN confine themselves to 2 per cent, as formerly.
28 bep
8. g29p_ j)0 y0U mean that when the audit clerk weighs the tickets in bulk and discovers in comparison
with the detailed weighings any discrepancy whatever he draws attention to it? Tes.
8292. But they never exactly agree ? Never.
8293. It would be almost impossible, would it not? I am afraid I shall have to qualify what I have said
on this point. We have, as you know, clerks in the yard who read the registers, and I think it is the
returns as compiled by them which are compared with the entries made, by the receiving clerks.
8294. Then you do not know whether the bulk weighings are checked with the detailed weighings ? Tes,
that is done.
8295. But you are not sure what discrepancy between these weighings is generally called attention to ?
Not in that respect; I was confusing the comparison of the register readings with the detail weighings.
8296. What we wish to ascertain has reference to the safety of the tickets after they have been handed
in by the conductors. Tou say you know, as a matter of fact, that the audit clerk does weigh the gross
day’s takings and compares the result with that obtained from the detailed weighings made by the
receiving clerk ? Tes.
,
8297. Do you know of your own knowledge that the comparison between these two weighings is such as to
lead one to fairly suppose that there is no misappropriation of tickets in the office ? I have never heard
of anything which would lead one to suppose that there was a difference between the two weighings
indicating anthing of the kind.
8298. As far as you have been informed they come out fairly well ? Tes.
8299. It could not be expected that one gross weighing would agree precisely with a number of small
weighings ? No ; but you will quite understand that any reports arising out of this comparison would
be made direct to the traffic auditor who would deal with those papers.
8300. The audit clerk having made his weighing of the number of tickets taken during the day and com
pared it with the detailed weighings, what is then done ? The tickets are destroyed.
8301. How? By fire.
8302. Where? Inthereceivingoffice. The audit clerk who has a check upon the receiving clerk, is present
at the destruction of the tickets which takes place in a large open fire-place.
8303. And we understand that the Traffic Auditor would be better able to give information as to the
possible misappropriation of tickets from the receiving office ? I think so; but I daresay it is within your
'
own knowledge that papers have been going to and fro discussing the general question of the accuracy of
the bell registers, and the system of check generally ? He has dealt with these papers so far as our office
is concerned.
'
8304. I do not remember papers bearing upon the question we are now discussing ? No, perhaps not, as to
the safety of the tickets; but I think it is an important question. As far as I am personally concerned,
I took the system as it stood, knowing that there had been correspondence between the Secretary, our
office, and the Superintendent, with a view to devise the most efficient system of check. My action has
been based upon what they had arranged.
8305. Tour inspection has been rather one of accounts than of any general arrangements in the Tramway
Department ? Tes.
•
8306. Who has charge of the accounts which you examine from time to time, and which you have recently
examined specially at our request ? The ticket stock is held by Mr. Colls. He supplies all the sale
agencies. There are two clerks at the Railway Station and two in Bridge-street. Mr. Colls supplies
the whole of these sale clerks.
8307. Suppose the system of ticket sales were abolished entirely, with how many clerks would the Depart
ment be able to dispense. How many are there with Mr. Coils' ? I am scarcely in a position to answer
that question, because I have never been able to very accurately gauge the duties of the respective clerks
over there. I could not say who would and who would not be considered ticket clerks with Mr. Colls.
The organization of the office does not appear to admit of a very clear definition of duties.
8308. But two clerks in Bridge-street and two clerks at Eedfern would be saved ? Tes ; and I think you
could dispense with two of our clerks.
8309. We think that the best system would be to have a united office, where the audit clerk would be a
check upon the traffic clerk in the receipt of the conductor’s returns, and that in this way the returns could
be dealt with more systematically than appears hitherto to have been the case. The conductor would
have a book, in which would be entered his takings on every run; he would then get that book initialled
by the audit clerk and the traffic clerk combined. Would that not be a good plan ? Tes.
8310. Under the system of reading the registers at every trip ? Tes ; quite so.
8311. Would that not be better than reading the registers once a day ? Tes ; it would certainly reduce
the possibility of manipulation.
8312. Under a cash system, such as I suggest, it would be possible to dispense with half-a-dozen clerks, if
not more ? Quite; I should think rather more than less.
8313. Have you ever had reason in your position to doubt the integrity of any clerks employed in the
Tramway Department ? No I have not. Rumors have reached us at times, as they possibly have reached
this Commission ; but I think we have never had anything more substantial than mere rumour to go upon.
They have never been sufficient to produce in my mind an impression of doubt as to the integrity of
any man.
8314. And as a matter of fact your examination of the accounts has proved the contrary of the
rumours ? Quite so.
•
• '
8315. Have these rumours had distinct reference to the receiving clerks ? No; they have been general
and indefinite—expressive of doubt—suggestive of something being-wrong—shadowy things which we
were never able to localise.
'
8316. Would they be in reference to the office or to the tramway system generally ? Sometimes in con
nection with the office. We have had them sufficiently definite as to hear that a doubt prevailed about
the accounts in the Tramway Office. I know that in the days of the late Traffic-Auditor I was sent down
at least twice specially on account of rumours which he had picked up in town. ■
8317. And in each case the result of your examination has been satisfactory ? Tes; quite so. It has
generally led to special directions being given to keep my visit a secret matter—that is that I shouldpounce
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pounce down upon them as suddenly as I could. Kemembering that the Branch Agency in Bridge-street
J- ®&1®*
and the Eailway Agency got their supplies through the Tram Office in Phillip-street, I had a man at the gag^t^lSSS
branch agencies while I was in the city, so that there should be no collusion.
_
_
P
■
8318. We understand from papers from the office of the Auditor-General that they are very satisfied with
the system down to the point at which the Department sells the tickets to licensed vendors.. Are you
acquainted with the earlier details such as the issue of the tickets from the Government Printing Office,
&c. ? No ; except in a general way which would be of no value to you. As you are aware, that is looked
after by the Accountant’s Branch. The basis of our operations is the supply of tickets through the
Secretary’s Department to the Tramways. We have a general knowledge of the accountant’s checks.
8319. But you are .advised that a certain quantity of tickets has been issued by the Secretary to the
Tramway Office ? Yes.
.
8320. And you take care to see that that number of tickets is accounted for ? We never inspect the
Tramway Office without applying to the Secretary to know what supply has been sent.
8321. Without going back so far as the Government Printing Office, you are satisfied that as far as the
tickets are dealt with in the Eailway and Tramway Department, there is a satisfactory check over the
operations with the new tickets prior to their being sent away to the salesmen ? Yes ; I would not like .
to say off-hand that I could devise any better check.
8322. With regard to the action in which the Government Printing Office is concerned that would be
dealt with only by the Auditor-General and his staff, I presume ? Yes.

Frederick Oakes recalled and further examined :—
F. Oakes.
8323. President^] Do you supervise the Deceiving Office as part of your duty ? Yes, to a certain extent
8324; "Do you not consider it part of your duty to see that the tickets received are dealt with in a careful
manner, so that the revenue may not be affected ? Yes.
. 28SepM888.
8325. Is it a fact that after the tickets are weighed they are kept in an unprotected state for the whole
night ? They, are locked in the safe.
8326. In an iron safe do you mean? Yes.
•
.
.
8327. What do the receiving clerks do when they get the tickets from the ^conductors ? There is a box
with the conductor’s name labelled upon it. Bach trip as it is brought in is put into that box. When
the man has done his running these tickets are weighed.
_
8328. From the time the tickets begin to come in until they are locked away in the safe is there any
chance,-without collusion, for any of them to be abstracted and passed into circulation ? Certainly not;
the clerks in the office would have to do it.
8329. How many ? Two at least.
....
8330. Two of the clerks would have to be in collusion to enable them to get the tickets into circulation ?
Yes.
8331. Who are the night clerks ? Murray and Scholey.
_
.
8332. Are they in responsible positions—are they leading clerks ? I think they get about £170 each.
8333. And if these two clerks Hired they could make away with a whole lot of tickets ? No ; because I
should detect it in the morning when I weighed them in bulk.
_
8334. You weigh them in bulk in the morning ? Yes ; and I compare my bulk weighings with all the
separate wreighings.
.
8335. What is the result of that comparison ? It differs. It ranges from a hundred tickets downwards-.
8336. How many tickets would you have in a day for one bulk weighing ? The average would he 13'0,000.
8337. Have you ever been more than 100 tickets out? Yes, once or twice ; but very rarely.
8338. What is the average discrepancy ? Twenty-five.
8339. Your book will show that ? Yes.
. _
8340. Therefore I imagine that in your own mind you feel perfectly certain that there has been no fraudu
lent manipulation in the direction to which I refer ? Decidedly so. Of course, if the tickets were
abstracted and the conductor’s returns were altered accordingly, it would nob appear in one way, but it
would be found out in another, because the conductor’s returns would be wrong ; his register would show
more than he had received.
8341. But suppose these conductors’ returns were altered and that tickets were abstracted, there would,
have to be several clerks in collusion in the Deceiving Office ? At night two, and in the day-time three
or four.
. .
■
8342. An endeavour has been made on the part of certain conductors to shunt the suspicion from them
selves on to the clerks in the Eeeeiving Office. In your own opinion, from what you know of the. weighing,
&c., is it at all likely that there has been any fraudulent manipulation of the tickets in the office ? No ;
I do not think so ; I never did think so.
8343. Is it not a sheer impossibility that tickets have been sold from the office to any extent ? Yes.
8344. You not only have your own check in comparison of the weighings, but if the clerks had altered the
conductors’ returns there would be a check in the register readings ? Yes ; that, I think, was the reason
why the registers were taken away from that office. I think it was to prevent anything occurring in
that way.
'
8345. How long ago is it since that was done ? The 14th April.
8346. Why was it done then ? I do not know. Mr. Sheridan, the Traffic Auditor, recommended it. The
registers were read in the room as well by the receiving clerks.
.
' _
_
8347. Were you not present at that time, you were working in the same room ?. Up to six or nine months
previously. I went to the audit office for a time. We were under the auditor at that time.
8348. The receiving room was under the auditor ? Yes.
.
'
8349. And as an additional check since April last the -receiving clerks have been put under the traffic
superintendent, and you have made a separate audit branch for the inspection of the registers ? Yes ; and
for the destruction of the tickets. The reason I left the office for a time was that the registers were done
away with temporarily. That was when the tickets were being torn.
• _ •
:
8350. Apart from the .possibility of fraud in the receiving office I suppose you know the characters of the
clerks there? Yes: very welli
■
'■

J

, 8351-2i
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8351-2. Is there anything to he advanced against any one of them ? I should not think so ; I know of
n0^ing nor have I heard of anything.
28Sept.,loco. g3gg> j Relieve you have given some attention to the street traffic? Yes. ■
8354. You were in the traffic branch for some time ? I was traffic foreman at Redfern.
8355. In your experience have you found that the overcrowding of cars militates against any system of
fare collection ? Decidedly so.
.
.
8356. Don’t you think that if a system of passing crossing places under clearly defined r ules as to slowing
down and whistling and exhibiting a special signal for the information of the crossing keepers were
adopted it would in a great measure tend to put an end to overcrowding? Yes; except on race-days.
The class of people who go to races would not be particular as to jumping on the cars when they were in
motion, and the arrangement might possibly lead to accidents.
8357. But that would not apply to ordinary traffic ? No.
8358. But you think it would apply to a great deal of the holiday cricket and race traffic and so forth ?
Yes. •
...
.
'
8359. Would you permit overcrowding on those occasions ? Not if it were possible to do it.
8360. Could you suggest any means? I do not know of any means; people will not be stopped from
getting on to the cars. I have kept a tram waiting at the railway station after a race meeting and I have
.
tried every means in my power to get the people off the cars but they would not get off. .
8361. Then I understand you to approve of the plan I suggest although you do not think it would apply
to public holidays ? I think I would apply it all through. The fact of the trams going through might
deter some people from getting on.'
. . ....... .
8362. You would take the risk even on race days and other similar occasions ? Yes.
.
8363. Is it not . a fact that for some time that arrangement was carried on. without any signal being
"
exhibited, that the conductor would inform the driver, and that the crossings would-be crossed at three
miles an hour with a shorting whistle? Yes. I do not know that it is not carried out when the trams
are loaded.
•
•
..
•
■
8364. You believe it is done now ? Yes ; I have seen it frequently in Oxford-street.
8365. Still it is not done with sufficient regularity to be well-known ? No.
8366. It is not. done as systematically as it might be done? No.
...
.
8367. You think the driver should exhibit a signal to the crossing keepers and the public that a . certain
tram is going out of its ordinary course ? Yes; and I think the public and drivers of vehicles would
very soon get to know.
. .
.
.
8368. Mr. Brock!] What is the arrangement about race trams now. Do they run right through ? I
think they do after they get full.
,
• , •
8369. Do they slow down at crossings ? Yes ; they slow down and whistle at crossings., I do not think
there is much chance of the.cars being rushed after they have passed Liverpool-street.
,
. .
8370. Is there not a great difference in the weight of the tickets when they are damp ? Yes.
8371. The register is then no check at all ? Not when the tickets are wet. If the tickets are damp of
course they weigh heavier; when I am weighing them in bulk I see how tickets will go to the quarter
ounce and weigh them accordingly.
.
'
,
• •
8372. You count so many and see what they will weigh? Yes; we have a standard scale applying to all
dry tickets, but when they are wet I generally test them.
John Allen called in, sworn, and examined:—
,
‘
.
J. Allen. 8373.’Presirfew#.] You are employed in the Government Printing Office? Yes.
.
**jv*^^\ 8374;.
understand that you wish to give us some information bearing upon, the tram frauds which are
28'Sepfc., 1888. now so much talked about ? Yes ; . it is something which came under my notice last night.
, 8375. What was it ? .1 had left iny work last night and was going through Elizabeth-street at about four
minutes after 6 ; I saw a tram nearing the stopping-place in Elizabeth-street. - My attention was drawn
to the conductor ; he was standing with one foot on the step and the other in the car ; I saw him put his
hand into a black leather bag ; he drew out a leather purse, and I saw him take out some tickets and put
them from the bag into the purse.
.
.
8376. Are you sure it was not money ? I am positive.
•
8377. You are certain they were tickets ? Yes; I saw them between his fingers.
8378. Do you know the man ? I think I could swear to him if I saw him ; I took the number of the tram
—it was No. 5..
.
• .
'
'
.
8379. Did you notice the destination of the tram ? . No, I did not; it was coming towards Hunter-street.
• 8380. If you are told that it is a common practice, which the system appears to necessitate, for a con
ductor when nearing the end of his jo.urney to take the cash out of his bag and put it into his own private
purse, do you not think that that is what this particular conductor may have been doing ? I think not,
because I saw the tickets.
•
■
.--?8381.' I understand that you have some further information to give us with reference to the sale of some
’ %iCkets at Ashfield ? I live there and come in every day, and on one or two particular occasions I have
thought it was a very loose thing for the Government to allow single tickets to be sold. On one occasion
I bought 6d. worth of tickets which were very much worn.
...
- '
'
‘8382. Where did you get them? At the office at the railway station.—from one of the boys. As I was
.holding the tickets one of them came in two ; I took it back and said to the lad, “ What do you call
this ?” He said, “I gave you 6d.-worth of tram tickets.”. I said, “You do not call this a tram ticket;
if the Government issue tickets of this description it is a very loose way of doing things. It is the first
time I have seen such tickets.”
.
.
8383. What'did the boy say to that? He gave me-another ticket for the one I returned, and said
nothing more. I thought it rather strange at the time, and I happened to mention it at the office to Mr.
Chapman. I then heard of the tram frauds.
.
8384. You are aware that when a man has a large number of tickets to sell he cannot possibly keep them
all in sheets ? I am well aware of that.
■
8385. Have you any reason to suppose that the tickets supplied you had been used before ? No doubt
they had been used, or they must have been in a man’s pocket for a long time.
8386.
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8386. Do you know the name of the clerk who sold you the tickets ? I do not.
8387: Is he in the office now ? I think so. There are three or four young fellows there. I did not take
28'Sept., 1888.
particular notice at the time.
8388. Could you not tell us which clerk it was so that we,might get him in from the station ? I really
could not. There are three of them very much alike, and I did not take particular notice of the clerk who
sold me the tickets.
.
_
_
,
8389. But if you thought they were used tickets, is it not strange that you did not go ;back and have a
good look at the clerk ? I think there were two lads there at the time; one of them was a sort of half
caste. I got the tickets at the small window, and I could not see very well.
8390. You' could not he sufficiently sure of the lad to enable us to get him in ? No; I do not think I
could.'
.
.
..
8391. Mr. Brock.'] What was the date of your purchase ? I think it was about the time the Commission
was appointed.
'
'
•
8392. That would be about the middle of last month ? I think it was about three months ago.
8393. You say there was a half-caste in the office ? Yes ; and there is now, and he was sweeping out the
place.
'
_
.
8394. Would he have any recollection of your buying the tickets and your going back to the window ?
He might recollect my bringing the ticket back.
’
8395. And he might be able to say who served you ? Yes.
8396. Perhaps he served you himself ? . No; I think he was sweeping out the office at the time.
8397. Had the ticket which you returned been torn across and pasted together again? No, it was greatly
worn. It seemed to me. to have been in a man’s pocket for a long time. It had become so ragged with
wear that it would not hold together.
8398. You do not think it was one of the tickets which had been tom under the tearing system, and
which had been gummed together again ? No.
.
'
8399. You did not see the receptacle from which the clerk took the ticket ? I think he took them from
the table ; but I would not be positive.
,
8400. You could not see if there were many? No, I could not.
.
8401. On which side of the station was this ? On the down side. I am sorry that I did not take par
ticular notice of - the clerk. I made up my mind at the time if he did not exchange the ticket I would see
the authorities about it.
,■
8402.. Will you describe the conductor whom you saw on the car last night? He was rather a tall man.
He was rather dark, and, if I am not mistaken, he had rather a bushy beard. I am almost positive I could
point out the man.
• ■
■
84Q3. How many cars were there on the tram ? I think there were two.
.
.
.
8404. What was the time, as nearly as possible ? . It could not have been more than four minutes after
six. I left the office at six, and went direct to the spot, on my way to the railway station.
8405. It is strange that when you had your suspicions aroused about these tickets at Ashfield three
months ago, you did not give some information about the matter ? I spoke to Mr. Chapman about it at
the time I heard of the frauds. I thought the case looked rather a suspicious one.
,

James Eoberts recalled and further examined:—
Supt.
8406. President.] You are I think convinced, even if you have not already stated so in your evidence,
that, the overcrowding of cars is one of the greatest evils in connection with our tramway service ? Yes. J. Robert*.
8407. And limagine that you recognise that it would be difficult to carry out anysystem satisfactorily under
such overcrowding as occurs at certain hours of the day ? Yes.
.
28 Sept., 1888,
8408. What means have you devised for stopping this overcrowding ? We have been prevented to, a great
extent by Sir James Martin’s ruling that we ought not to pass certain crossings without stopping.
8409. When was that ? A considerable time ago. If we were allowed to cross stopping-places without •
stopping it would be all right. Now in many cases I have to send empty cars from the yard up to King-street,
-and further ahead, to try and prevent it, and we cannot put more than three cars on to any of our motors.
8410. How long is it since you abandoned the plan of going over crossing-places at a reduced speed and
whistling ? We have not abandoned it. We risk it; and I generally get into hot water over the thing.
8411. Is it not really the best way to get rid of the overcrowding ? There is no doubt about it.
8412. It has occurred to us that if the plan were systematised all risk of accident would be removed.
.
Supposing that a conductor, on finding that his tram was full, communicated with the driver, and that tho
.
driver were to exhibit some signal which was decided upon by the Department—something which he could
put out on the motor so that it would be at once known by the crossing men, and the public. If that
were done, and if the same' precautions were taken as to slowing down and whistling, do you not think
that the public would soon get accustomed to it, and that risk of accident would- be removed ? The
conductor can do as you suggest now, but no signal is exhibited in front of the motor. I do not think it
would be safe to do away with the whistling. When the whistle is blown continuously for three or four
•seconds the public are, I think, sufficiently warned that the tram is going to pass through, and they are
enabled to take the necessary precautions at the different crossing-places.
'
8413. But do you not think that the exhibition of a signal from the motor would be a good idea ? Yes,
.
certainly.
.
.
84 L4. It has occurred to us that before reaching a certain street the conductor should pass along the car '
calling out the name, and if that were done we think people would not be carried beyond their destinations ?
That is what is done now; at least that is the instruction which is issued.
‘
8415. I was under the impression that this practice was discontinued at the present time ? I discontinued
it as much as possible ; but I think it would be a great mistake if the trams did not go through on racedays. •
.
'
8416. You think it would be a great mistake to discontinue the practice in any way ? Yes.
8417. Is it not a fact that it would for the most part do away with .overcrowding ? To some extent it
would ; but we should always have a certain number of persons trying to get on to the cars whether the
trams went, through or not.
8417*.
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8417i. That would be ou race-days P Tes ; cbieiy on race-days. I have them under control now. I
send empty cars to King-street. The difficulty occurs in this way: There are a number of persons
28 Sept 1888 going-to'Paddington who want to take the first tram in that direction, and if a tram were to go through
’
’ with a few vacant seats the conductor would be reported. If he stopped, forty or fifty people would
get on.
■

.
’

8418. Ton would not allow a tram to pass a crossing-place while there was room for anyone in it ? No,
decidedly not; there is a rule against it.
8419. Ton knew a man named Cavanough who was employed in your branch ? Tes.
8420. What led to his leaving the service? Drunkenness ; he was a regular blackguard fellow.
8421. How long is it since he left ? Two or three years ago ; I cannot call to mind the exact date.
8422. Is it a fact that you gave him a letter of recommendation to Mr. Pletcher ? It is not.
8423. If a man has said that he saw Cavanough with a letter in your handwriting -addressed to Mr.
Metcher, would it be untrue? He may have taken dozens of letters to Mr.Tletcher in my handwriting.
He was hanging about Mr. Pletcher’s office for some considerable time. I was in communication with Mr.
Pletcher about a case of coal-land down Wollongong way, in which, with Mr. Harris and Mr. Stiles,'! had
an interest; there was a difficulty about the rent. - Cavanough was hanging about the office, and he may
have taken a letter there.
8424. The letter to which I refer was said io be an open letter ; it was said that Cavanough was reading
it, and that you had recommended Mr. Fletcher to get him a job ? - I never recommended him in any way.
8425. Was he fiush of money ? I could not say anything about his private affairs. He was a regular
blackguard fellow, and he used to get drunk very often.
■
8426. It has been sworn positively by two men that they saw him in a certain pointman’s box with 113
pound-notes in his hand ; where do you suppose he got the money from? He was a gambler; ho used to
gamble a good deal.
8427. Have you ever known him to be well off—to have a lot of money ? I cannot say that I have.
8428. You know that he was afterwards employed by the Mines Department ? Tes.
8429. And there was a little trouble about it in the House ? There was some trouble in reference .to him ;
he was a tank-repairer, and he got drunk. I think he was dismissed for being drunk.
8430. From the Mines Department ? Tes.
'
8431. Attention was directed to the matter in the House when Mr. Fletcher appointed him ? ■ I am not
responsible for any action of Mr. Fletcher’s.
8432. Mr. Hawthorne said in the House that a man had been appointed on your recommendation, and Mr.
Fletcher denied it ? I never block anyone unless I have occasion. ' Cavanough is a man with a large
family. I think he was dismissed once or twice. On one occasion he had a row in the yard about
religion, but he was taken back again.
•
.
8433. Was this after the stud business? I dismissed him after that. Martin had a raffle for a set of
studs, and Cavanough was dismissed some little time afterwards.
8434. Did he return to the Service after that ? No.
, "
8435. Then he must have been dismissed about four and a half years ago ? He may have been.
8436. Did he ever challenge you to dismiss him ? No. I dismissed him immediately. I had grounds for
doing so. I think the papers will show that I suspended him and-recommended his dismissal.
8437. Will the papers show that he was reported to you by anyone else, or that you yourself dealt with
him ? I fancy that the matter was reported to me by the foreman.
8438. Then if anyone has advanced the statement that a charge was trumped up against Cavanough, it
•- will be utterly untrue ? A most infamous lie. He was drunk at the railway station. Half-an-hour after
I received the report about him, I took action in the matter.
'8439. Had he had any warning before that ? I think he had been cautioned once or twice. I generally
caution them several times. As soon as they are cautioned they run to their Member, and it was the same
in this as in every other case.
'
.
8440. Do you know of any reason other than your refusing, him as inspectorship, which should cause
M‘Donald to have any bad feeling towards you ? I was never so surprised in all my life as when I heard
he- had this ill-feeling.
8441. You heard then that there had been some ill-feeling ? I have heard about the thingd the men have
been, talking about as they have come from here.
•
8442. Mr. Brook.] What is your opinion of Mr. O’Brien? I always have a good opinion of everbody.
I live as I like to let live. Mr. O’Brien does not interfere with me.

TUESDAY, 2 OCTOBER, 1888.

.

A. RICHARDSON, Esq., President.

R. W. THOMPSON, Esq., M.P.
|
F. A. BROCK, Esq., J.P.
Edward Warby called in, sworn, and examined:—
Conductor 8443. President.'] You are a tramway conductor ? Tes.
E. Warby. 8444_ How long have you been in the service ? Eight years.
'
o^rTT^isss 8445. Oe what line are you engaged ? On the Randwick line.
c
’ 8446. Do you remember Thursday evening last ? . Tes.
.
.
8447- Were you about six o’clock running in from Randwick and near the corner of Elizabeth and
Hunter Streets ?' Tes.
8448. Were you doing anything extraordinary with your bag and tickets, or anything connected with
them? Not that I am aware of. I keep my tickets and cash' in my bag, and it is possible that ! may
have been taking my cash out of my bag and putting it into my purse. This we are obliged to do,
because at the end of the trip we hand in only our tickets.
8449. You are quite sure that you did not put any tickets into your purse ? Quite. "
845f).,Tf anyone has sworn positively that you were seen on Thursday evening last taking tickets from
your bag and putting them into your purse has he sworn falsely ? Tes.
8451.
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Conductor
8451. Mr. Thompson.'] I suppose you make no secret of putting your cask into your purse? No.
,
8452. Mr. Brock.] It kas keen positively sworn that you had tickets in your hand, although it was E. Warby.
suggested to the -witness that yon might have had cash ? I can swear positively that I never took a
ticket out of my bag and put it into my purse.
8453. Mr. Thompson.] I suppose you take out your cash when you find that you are not likely to take
any more cash fares ? At any time after we have passed King-street.
8454. What do you do with your purSe when you have placed the cash in it ? I put it iuto my pocket and
restore it to the bag when the tickets have been taken out.

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—'18S8.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

TRAMWAY EMPLOYEES.
(RETURN SHOWING NUMBER OF, DISMISSED FROM TRAFFIC BRANCH.)

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 7 December, 1888.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable, the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated 19th April, 1888, That there he laid upon the Table of this
•
House,—
“ (1.) A Return showing,—(1.) The number of men who have been
“ dismissed from the Traffic Branch of the Tramway Service, with the view
<c to retrenchment, during the six months ending 31st October, 1887,
“ specifying the name of each one dismissed, the date of such dismissal,“ the length of time in the Service before such dismissal, the offence or
“ offences (if any) for which each one was dismissed, the duties being per“ formed at time of dismissal, and the reasons which guided the Depart“ ment in the selection for such dismissals ; (2.) the names (if any) of those
“ who have been dismissed and who have applied for re-employment, the
“ names of such applicants who have been re-employed, and the names of
“ those Avho have been refused re-employment; the reasons also for such
“ re-employment and refusal respectively.
“ (2.) Copies of all letters, papers, correspondence, and all documents
“ whatever, having reference to, or in any way connected with, such
“ dismissals of re-employments.”
■

{Mr. Stephen.)

SCHEDULE.
NO.

1,.
2.
3.
4.
5.

'

Minute by Secretary for Railways, dated 16/9/87, re number of new hands employed on Platlsburg Tramway ......
Minute by Secretary for Railways, re alteration of Tramway time-table and reduction of staff ............................
Telegram from Assistant Secretary of Railways to Traflic Manager,"Newcastle .................................................
Telegram from Assistant Secretary of Railways to Traflic Manager, Newcastle, dated 17/9/87 ...............................
Memorial from employees, Newcastle Trainway, to.Mr. Joseph Greer, M.P., re transfer from Sydney of dismissed
hands, dated 21/9/87, with Commissioner’s minute, &o.......................................................................................
6. Letter from Secretary of Railways and Tramways Employees Association, dated 27/9/87, re manning of Plattsburg
Tramway ........................................................................................................................................................
7". Miffftte by Assistant Secretary, dated 29/9/87, re insubordinate terms of memorial of employees ..........................
8, Reply of Locomotive Superintendent, re employees’, memorial, with employees’ explanations and Commissioner’s
minute thereon ......................................................................................................................................-.........
9. Minute, dated 11/10/87, re number of employees dispensed with through retrenchment.........................................
10. Returns, showing employees dispensed with, re-employed, &.C., giving length of service, date of dismissal, &c., of
each.................................................................... ...........................................................................................
11. Notice of discharge to, and correspondence, .re case of S. Terrett.............................................................................
12. Application of J. Connors for re-employment, with minutes thereon.......................................................... ..........
13. Minutes, re re-employment of Conductor E. Thomas............................................;........ .-......................................
14. Correspondence, re case of Conductor G. A.Paulson; petition, &c..........................................................................
15. Be ease of Conductor E. Head "....................... .......... 7.......................................................... ................................
16. Be ease of Conductor T. Kenny......................................................................................... ....................................
17. Be case of Conductor L. G. Roache.......................................;............................................ .................................
18. Be case of Conductor Herbert M'Gee ...................................................................................................................
19. Be case of Conductor Thos. Musgrave...................................................................................................................
20. Be case of Conductor H. J. Ferrier ......................................................................................................................
21. Be case of Conductor Chas. T. Williams......... ......................................................................................................
22. Be case of Conductor R. G. Sutherland ................................................................................................................
23. Be ease of Conductor J. Downey ..........................................................................................................................
24. Be case of Car-cleaner John Cornwall ............................................................................................................. .
25. Be case of Car-cleaners Greer, Islip, Garvan, and England....................................................................................
[842 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £13 3s. 4d.]
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TRAMWAY EMPLOYEES.
No. 1.
Minute by Tbe Secretary for Railways.

.

New Metropolitan Tramway Time-tables.
These are to be brought into operation on 1st October.

The Commissioner wishes to be furnished at once with a list of new bands engaged on tbe Platts
burg line, as by directions previously given, and tbe Minister’s decision just announced, they are'to make
way for bands dispensed with from the metropolitan service under tbe new tables.
Notice should now be renewed to suit employees and fixed for the 1st proximo.
Mr. Higgs. Urgent.
.
D.M, 16/9/87.
There are only two new hands oil the tram, viz., Thomas C. Virgo and Joseph Lower. The other
men were withdrawn from the Railway staff, and some of them have been five and six years in the
Department. Still the notice, as requested, will be given.—J. Hm&s, 17/9/87. Secretary.

No. 2.
,
Minute by Tbe Secretary for Railways.

.
.

Government Railways.

.
The Commissioner desires to be
furnished with a list of the employees with whose services you can dispense.
,
The Minister has directed that as many as possible are to be drafted to the Newcastle-Plattsburg
line to take the places of new hands temporarily employed there, respecting which inquiry will at once
be made.
.
The Minister further directs that, in dispensing with the services of men who may not be required,
the preference is to be given to married men with families, irrespective of length of service.
Mr. Roberts. Urgent.
--------D.V., 16/9/87.
List of men attached.—J.R., 21/9/87. The Secretary.
•
The new time-tables are to be brought into operation on 1st October.

List of men to be dispensed with.
Time of
service.

ConcluctorsT. A.............................
................................
Counors, •
Territt, -

E................................
Head, E.
Kenny, T.
Itoaehe, L.. G...............................
M‘Gee, H.
T...............................
...................................
C. T............................
1, It. E........................

■HT-

yrs.
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
I
1
0

ms.

0
4
0
3.
9
8.
7
0
11
8
8
2
2

Rate of.

pay.

per
s.
9
9
8
9
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
7
6

day. Gar-cleaners—
.
d.
0
Keefe, B.S..............'............N.C.
0
Greer, Joseph..............................
6
Cornwell, John..........................
0
Islip, Wm...................................
6
Garvan, John................ .............
0
England, J. ..............................
6
Brown, Caleb ................... N.C.
6
.0
0
0
6
0

Time of
service.

yrs. ms.

Hate of
pay-

per day.
s. d.
7 0

No. 3.
.
.
Telegram from Tbe Assistant Secretary for Railways to Tbe Traffic Manager,
'
Newcastle.

Notice by newspaper outcry amongst men ; is it necessary to undo promotions, &c. ? It seems to me'
that ^Sydney tramway men should take places of new hands at whatever, work latter may 'be employed.
See Mr. Boag: Submit report. Do nothing till advised by Commissioner.
.
.
A.R., Assistant Secretary.

I have reported on this. As Mr. Boag is mentioned, I refer the paper, to him.—J. Higos,
22/9/87.
Mr. Boag says he had already sent a report on the subject through Mr. Scott. See my
report.—J.H., 23/9/87.
'
'
.

No. 4.
Telegram from Tbe Secretary for Railways, to The Traffic-Manager at.Newcastle.
Please let Mr. Superintendent Tramway Roberts know the vacant positions you will have -on Plattsbur^
tramway, in -addition to reporting to this office,
.
.
°
■
'
.
' --------D.V., 17/9/87.
Were the places of the men transferred from railway, filled Up ? If so, by whom, &c. ?■ If by new
bands they will have to fall out.—A.R., 19/9/87. Mr. Higgs.
Three

.

Three telephone operators—D. Cameron, at 20s. per week; H. Blandford, at 15s. per week- Gr.
lury, 15s. per. week—were brought into the coal traffic by the removal of three coal employes to'the
tramway. Three gatekeepers were also brought into the traffic service, all old men, who had been in the
permanent way branch many years .(one of them about. 28 years) through the opening of tho tram
system. _ Attached is a list of the employees on the tramway, showing their'-respective'dates of entering
the service, present position, &c. As I had at the start given all hands notice that appointments and
changes were temporary, I did not think it necessary to give operators notice.—J Higgs 23/9/87
•Assistant Secretary.
■’
' ' '
Tbamway Staff.
Name.

j. Yeomans .......
Q-. Wakely..........
O. Watt..............
T. 0. Vergo*.......
W. L. Gorton ....
Jas. Rice ..........
Percy Tinkler ....
AYm. Howe .......
Joseph Thompson
G. A. Whyte.......
G. Middleton ....
Thos. Penfold ....
Chas. Willis .......
Jas. Lower...........
M. Reed ......... .
J. M'Alpino .......

Joined service.

Bate pay.

20 Aug., 1882, asst, conductor, Sydney.
31 July, 1882, porter, Newcastle ......
19 Feb., 1883,
„
......
5 April, 1884, conductor, Sydney ...
6 Oct., 1881, porter, Newcastle ......
8 Mar., 1885, porter, W. Creek ......
7 April, 1884, asst, conductor, Sydney
19 Mar., 1886, loco..........................
11 Sept., .1884, porter, Newcastle......
8 Aug., 1881, West Maitland.........
23 Aug., 1884, gatekeeper................
16 Neb., 1880, permanent way .........
8 June, 1885, porter, Newcastle.....
19 July, 1887, gatekeeper ................
30 Aug., 1886, gatekeeper................
23 May, 1881, gatekeeper..............

s.
6
6
7
7
6
7
7

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7
6
7
7
7
6
7
6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Present position.

Kate pay..

Acting conductor from July.,..
>3
»

„
>3

.,.
...

Acting Pointsman ................
J)
))
*........ ..........
„
Shunter....................
,,
Car-cleaner .............
„
Pointsman .............
33

,3

,

...... ..............

„

Gatekeeper .............

„
„

Pointsman .............
Gatekeeper .............

33

>}

33

• • • ..................

s.
7
7
7
7
■ 7
•7
7
7
.7
7
7
7
7
6
7
7

d.
6
6
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

* T. C. Vergo resigned 29tli December, 1884; re-appointed to Service, llth July, 1887.

No. 5.
Memorial.
Joseph Greer, Esq., M.L.A..,—
Sir,
' .
. We>
undersigned, employees of the Newcastle Tramway Department, desire to bring under
your notice an injustice which is about to be inflicted upon us, and beg to solicit your valuable assistance
m preventing the action referred to being taken. A revised tram time-table is about to be introduced in
Sydney, the. result of which will he that a number of employees, engine-drivers, conductors, &c., now
engaged there will be surplus. To find employment for “ these surplus hands” the authorities have decided
to create vacancies in the Newcastle Tramway Department by removing the men who are now working it,
and substituting those drafted from Sydney. This proceeding is too apparent and iniquitous to demand
much explanation. In the first place the present staff have been employed since tbe commencement of
^a,I?.runll^D? here, and with the knowledge that tbe confusion which first prevails in a new undertaking
of this sort can only he ultimately overcome by the exercise of intelligence and energy by the employees,
who have tried to act accordingly, and pleased to state, have achieved" the desired end. Again, the servi
tude of the majority being long, most probably longer than those about to succeed us, the greater the
injustice appears, and certainly is most discourging after serving a considerable time in struggling for
^'hichj when attained, is snatched from us. Actions similar to this have a most deterrent
enect on the employees as far as tbe welfare of the Department is involved. Our duties have been discharged
to the entire satisfaction of our superiors ; what more, we ask, could be desired? And we are unanimous
that it the authorities here were afforded an opportunity of protesting against our removal for the substi
tution of actual strangers, and who, we contend, have really no right to the positions, would do so to the
utmost. The course about to be adopted is most unreasonable. Again wo ask, why should it be that.
because Sydney has a few surplus hands, the Newcastle men should he made the sufferers ? 'In the event"'
of an occurrence of this kind in Newcastle no such thing as drafting men to Sydney would be once
thought of. We had an instance some time age in Newcastle, when drivers were reduced to firemen, fire-i
men were reduced to cleaners, .and tbe surplus cleaners were discharged. The same occurred in the Traffic
Department, on account of dull times and very little work doing on the railway ; hut no men were sent
iV4ue7,'
we are
upon to quit our positions in the tramway and return to the railway, thereby
sufteriug for tbe welfare of others, it is a matter which we cannot comprehend, and therefore request that
you will intercede on pur behalf, and prevent, if possible, the enforcement of the intended unjust pro
ceedings upon us, for which we will be ever thankful.
'
.
.
J
1
We are, &c.
W. L. Gordon.
W. E. Horne.
O- Matthews.
Owen Watt.
G. H. Whyte.
J. Yeomans.
John Clayton.
Jas. Bice.
Geo. Brown.
Wm. Jackson.
C. Willis.
J. Thompson.
A. Beaumont.
G. Wakely.
The Commissioner for Railways will please read and deal with this document.—J.S., 29/9/87.
The language used in this letter is most insubordinate, and if I acted upon the regulations, which pro
mbit .employees going outside tlie Department, I should have to take very severe measures to‘prevent a
repetition oi such conduct. I wish to have a statement of the position each man occupies, and what
explanation he has to offer for acting in this matter. The men, if they feel aggrieved, have the right of
'
.
•
■ respectful

t., '.Vk,

•k<.
JMs
>

4
respectful appeal to the Commissioner, They have made no appeal to me, and yet I receive their commixnication, which states that a certain line of action which the Department proposes To carry out is
i <1' A list is enclosed/ dealing with nine of these fourteen employees. The other five are, it is pre
. $ K

sumed, loco, employees. Will Mr. Scott furnish the information and obtain the explanation asked tor m
connection with these five ?—A.It., 29/9/87. Loco. Eogineer.
_
PiiATTSBUnG Tramway—List of nine men referred to :

■K’a,

a*

■

Position.

Rate of pay.

1 Acting pointsman ..............................................

7s. 6d.
7s.
7s.
Is. 6d.
7s. 6d.
7s.
7s.
7s.
7s.

Name.

Acting conductor ...............................................

Acting pointsman ...............................................
M

...............................................
.■

•
No. 6.
The Secretary for Railways and Tramways Employees Association to The Commis.
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sioner for Railways.

■

.

’ '
N S W. Amalgamated Railway and Tramway Association,
gir
.
Elizabeth and Bathurst streets, Sydney, 27 September, 1887.
’
I do myself the honor, by instruction of the Council of the abovenamed Association, to address
you on the subiect of the manning of the JSTewcastle-Plattsburgh tramway. To-clay we hear the lamentable
intelligence that between twenty and thirty of our tramway employees are to be dispensed with tor lack
of further need for their services. Erom the newspapers and other sources we learn that the tramway m
question has been manned with men drawn from the Northern Railway system, and that it is now
contemplated that these men shall be displaced, and the men dispensed with from the Sydney tramway
system sent to fill their places. Hence the position briefly presents itself to us as being that there are
some twenty positions to fill, and some forty or more men available to fill them. Under the circumstances
both sets of men feel aggrieved, and naturally so, and I sincerely trust a way may be found out ot the
difiiculty, so that no hardship may be entailed on anyone.
'
...
We are informed that the'men noxv on the tramway have all been offered their former positions on
the northern line, but as many of them have received promotion by the removal, and others again
promoted into their vacant places, such a return to their former -positions would entail a very considerable
amount of hardship, not only on the men themselves but on a large number of others m various pJaces
on the northern line. Some of them again relying on their appointment to the tramway have removed
their homes and families to Newcastle, at very considerable expense to themselves, and considerable loss
will be entailed upon them should they be called upon to remove again, which, under the circumstances, 1
venture to hope the Department will compensate any such men for in an adequate manner. Nevertheless,
any scheme which will prevent any of our men being put out of work in the present very much over
stocked condition of the labor market, must commend itself to all men of reasonable minds. Ot course
wm fully recognize that this is a matter of Departmental administration, and that if these men cannot be
profitably employed, they must be dispensed with, and we have no wish to interfere m this or any similar
matter to prevent such action being carried out; but we venture to offer a suggestion, and trust you will
do us the honor to consider tbe same in the same frank spirit in which it is offered.
...
As these northern line men have all been offered a return to their former positions, it naturally
follows that these positions are available as well as the positions on tbe tramway. Now, we suggest that
seniority of service should determine the appointment in each grade, and that, when passed by this test,
those men from tbe northern line, who are juniors, should return to their former position, and the
places be filled by the senior men from Sydney; and where tbe northern line men are the seniors they
.‘'/should retain their positions on tbe tramway, and the junior men from Sydney should take up tbe positions
on the northern line, vacated by the other men, hut only in each case by seniority, reckoned with the
existing staff at any place to which they may be sent. Eearin-g that perhaps this, at first sight, may not
he perfectly intelligible, I give an example to further show our exact meaning : Supposing there were tour
drivers required and there were eight eligible, four from the northern line and four from the Sydney trams ;
place them altogether, irrespective of whence they came, and let the four who have been the greatestnumber of years in the service of the Department have the four positions, the four juniors then to fill tbe
places vacated by the northern men, which, it must be remembered, have been offered to these same men.
If any northern men are juniors, they will then return exactly to their former positions ; and if there be
any Sydney men among the juniors, let them fill the other places, provided always that into whatever
staff they may be drafted they must gain their rank by competency, and strictly as to seniority with the
then existing staff.
.
.
I be» to assure you that this letter is written m no desire to interfere m tbe duties of the
responsible management, but simply to express the views of the men on the subject, and to make a few
suggestions which may or may not be of any value in solving the point at issue. In either case I trust
you will recognize the purity of our intentions aud motives.
Bespeaking your favourable consideration,—•
I have, &c.,
•
F
6 J
.
‘WM. E. SCHET, General Secretary.
p.S.__I desire to add that I have addressed a similar letter to the Honorable the Secretary for
- Public Works.
No. 7.

-'
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No. 7.

■

.

Minutfe by Tbe Assistant Secretary for Hallways.

■
GrOVEENMENT RAILWAYS.
Me J
C
, M.P;, Mt with Commissioner a communication addressed to him from fourieen
employees on the Plattsburg Tramway opposed to their services being dispensed with, and their positions
allotted to employees dismissed from Sydney tramways, on account of revised time-table.
Nine of the number are under your control, viz.:
oseph

heek

Joined Service.

Name.

W. L. Gorton
J as. Rice ......
0. "Watt ......
G. Wakely ...
J. Yeomans ...
W. Howe ....
J. Thompson..
G. A. Whyte
C. Willis .....

6 Oct., 1881, porter, Newcastle ...
S Mar., 1885, porter, W. Creek ...
19 Feb., 1883, porter, Newcastle ...
31 July, 1882, porter, Newcastle ...
20 Aug., 1882, assistant conductor,
Sydney.
19 March, 1886, loco......................
11 Sept., 1884, porter, Newcastle ..
8 Aug., 1881, W. Maitland .... .
8 June, 1885, Newcastle...............

Present position.

Bate of pay.

Kate of pay.

Per day.
s. d.

Per day.
s. d.
Acting pointsman ,
6 0
,,
■ »*
1
7 0
,, conductor
7 0
6 0
6 0
car-cleaner
pointsman.,

7 0
6 0
7 0

rA A:*--,
■wr

7 0
7 0

The Commissioner wrote upon tbe communication tbe following
“ The language used m this letter is
most insubordinate, and I wish to have from each man any explanation he has to offer for acting in tins
manner.” Wl Mr. Higgs please give attention to this.
tJ/v/oi.
Traffic Manager, Newcastle.
.
He letter to Mr Creer, M.L.A.—Each of the men. named has apologised, and I venture to hope the
apologies may he accepted; Most of the men, if not all, I am convinced, did not read the text, but signed
the document because others had done so. This was indiscreet, hut I am fully of the belief there was uo
insubordinate or disrespectful intent. Papers enclosed.—J. H &QS, 7/10/87. Assistant Secretaiy.

b >

i

No. 8.
Memo, to Drivers by Tbe Locomotive Superintendent.
Be petition signed by you and other tram employees/addressed to Joseph Creer Esq., M.L.A., solid ling
1
■ h
mthorities from carrying out the proposed alterations in tramway woiking
SS&tet ^^^887,
.
....
i • * t __
___ ]
4-D^v 'Commissioner
rViv^vnooin-no-n to'
bn deal
Haa.I with,
With ^
T.hft
Commissioner h^mmute ^ ^

$

,g most jnsubordinate, and if I acted upon the regulations winch
.

-

prohibit employees going outside the Department, I should have to take very severe measures to
revent a repetition of such conduct. I wish to have a statement of the position each man
occupies and what explanation he has to offer for acting on this matter. The men, if they feel
airieved have the right of respectful appeal to the.Commissioner. They have made iJP appeal
to me, and yet I receive this communication, which, states that a certain hue of action nine i the
Department proposes to carry out is iniquitous. ’
Please explain in writing at once, Yery urgent.
THOS BO AO
•

QQjQj8ij

■

v.

4

At
Kf.

(Pro Locomotive Engineer).

The following explanation was submitted by each of the undermentioned drivers, viz. :^John
Clayton, Wm. Jackson, A. Beaumont, O. Matthews, Geo.Brown:—
“ Sl1’’ lu answer to the memo, addressed to me, I beg to state, in explanation of my name being on
the address to Mr. Creer, M.L.A., that I was asked for my name to be attached, never for a inoinentthinkinsr it was to he used for the purpose to which it has been applied.
.
, .
‘
Trusting that the above explanation will he sufficient, and also that no offence was intended on my
part in the letter.
Mr. Boag, Loco. Superintendent.”
Be letter to Mr. Creer, M.P., from tramway employees at Newcastle—The men signing
letter,
employed in Locomotive Department of the Tramway are Drivers John Clayton, Wm. Jackson, A.
Beaumont, George Matthews, George Brown. They are fifth-class drivers, pain at the rate of 11s. per
day and were promoted from the ranks of first-class firemen in-the Hallway Locomotive Branch, when
the’tramway was opened up to traffic. I handed each one a copy of the Commissioner s minute of
29/9/87, and requested an immediate explanation in writing. Please see their explanation forwarded
herewith—W. Scott, 4/10/87. Commissioner.
'
.
Explanations from the fourteen men, fiveBocomotive and nine traffic are now enclosed. The action
of the men would seem to he united, but all express regret.—A.E., 10/10/87.
• _
The decision was that all new hands employed in the. Plattsburg line should be made to give
y
to men who had been a long time in the Service, and who were discharged from the metropolitan tramway.
There is no hardship in this, at least no injustice, and the directions must he carried out—C.A.G.,
11/10/87.
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No. 9.

t;

i

<

V

The Assistant Secretaiy for Railways to The Commissioner for Railways.
Tramway traffic employees dismissed through retrenchment on the metropolitan lines, who wore as far as
possible, to be provided for in replacing new hands employed on the Plattsburg line. ’
«[fv^ICIVfnliaV-1DS tra£sferr®f. rai^way meu ^ fill the majority of the positions of the Plattsburg line
theie is little means of providing for the men dismissed from the metropolitan staff.
^
^ The number paid off is—conductors, 13 ; car-cleaners, 7 ; total, 20.
.„ , M p r
the .ear-cleaners have been provided for in connection with the wool traffic at Newcastle'
and M!. Read has by the Commissioner s directions been asked to employ as many men as he may require
at the-same class of work (wool unloading). There is nothing more now to he done hut to carry out the
Commissioner s verba! directions to dismiss “ Vergo,” the only new hand employed in connection with

and reP aCe lnm

Th0maS, the l0ngeSt Service ma11 (3i years) disP^sed with

No locomotive meii have yet been paid off, but Mr. Midelton has been requested to'expedite-the
hstof those no longer required and has been supplied with a list of those newly appointed1 hands at
Newcastle whose services are to he dispensed with to make way for his diseharo-nd men.
'
A.R., 11/10/87.

No. 10.
Return showing Employees dispensed ivith, &c.
[Asked for by Mr. TV. Stephen, M.L.A.]

Date of
dismissal.

Name.

"

4

fTerrett, Sydney
fConnoi's, John............
^Thomas, Jtdw..............
Paulson, Geo. A.........
tHead, Edw..................
fKenny, Thos..............
fltoache, L. G...............
fM/Gee, Herbert .......
t Musgrave Thos...........
fPerrier, Henry............
Williaips,-C. T............
fSutherland, R. E. ...
Downey; John............
^England, Jno...............
’‘'Garvan, Jno.................
*Islip, William ............
. Cornwall, Jno..............
*Greer, Joseph ......... .

Length of service
prior to dismissal.

Oct., 1887
}>

»
3)
33.
>3
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
3)
33
33

)}
))
3)
»
33
33
33
})
33
33
3)
33

J)
3)
3}
)3

Offence or
offences
(if any) for
which each
one was
dismissed.

Duties
performed al
time of
dismissal.

Reasons which guided Department in such
•
dismissal.

3 years 4 ninths. No offence Conductor... h

3
i.
2 „
■3
„
5 „
3
a,
3 „
2
„■ io ;,
2
„
9 „
3
„
1 „
2
„
0 „
1
10 „
1
„ 10 „
1
A> 3
„
2 months 15 days
'2 years 8 ninths.
1 year 7
„
2 years 8
„_
3
a.
5
„
3
=. 10
„
„
2 - „
J 5

33
3)

33

•>

■

*••

33

)j

••■
•••
...

33

33

•••

33
33
33

3)

j,

•••
...

33

'

Retrenchment alterations in time-table
necessitated such a course being taken.

Car-cleaucr..
33
33
33

j)
33

...
•••

]

>5 Transferred to the Ne’vvoastle-Plattsburff Tramway,
•t Temporary employment found on Railways.

J.R., 9/5/88.

Names of men who have
been dismissed and
who have applied for
■
re-employment.

Names of applicants
who have been
re-employed.

Terrett, Sydney.......
Connor, John .......
Thomas, Edwd..........

Connor, John ........
Thomas, Edward...

Paulson, Geo. A. ...
' Head', Edwd............... Head, Edwd.............
Kenny, Thos.............. Kenny, Thos............
Roache, L. G.............

Roache, L. G..........

M'Gee, Herbert........ M'Gee, Herbert ...
Musgrave, Thos......... Musgrave, Thos. ...
Eerrier, Henry ....... Perrier, Henry.......
Williams, 0. T.......... Williams, C. T. ...
Downey, John ....... Downey, John ... .1.
Sutherland, R. E. ... Sutherland, R. E....
England, John ........ England, John.......

Names of applicants
who have not been
re-employed.

Reasons for re-employment or refusal respectively.

Terrett, Sydney ... Did not perform his duties satisfactorily.
■
......... ............. A vacancy occurred as conductor.
............. i.......;•
Transferred to Newcastle, a vacancy having occurred for a
.
conductor.
•
Paulson, Geo. A.... Did not perform his duties satisfactorily. . .
•■■■■"■.....................

.......................

Transferred from railways to fill vacancy for a conductor.

A vacancy occurred for a pointsman—afterwards placed as
- conductor.
'
....................■
-An opening made as conductor, he having received injuries
while in service at the Soudan.
’ ....................... v A vacancy occurred as conductor.
• .....................
Appointed conductor of water tank.
.......................
Appointed to vacancy on railways caused by Edwd.- Head’s
transfer.
'
'
.......................
A vacancy occurred as ear-cleaner. *
■
.......................
A
’
”
”
'
.......................
A vacancy occurred as conductor.
.......................
Transferred to Newcastle—afterwards exchanged with Ben
jamin Smith Keefe as ear-cleaner.
‘

*

. ■

- #^

.

7
No. 11.

'

.

.The Superintendent of Tramways to Conductor Terrett.
In consequence of the alteration in the running your services will not be required, and I am directed to
give you seven days’ notice, the said notice to expire on the 4th proximo.
■
■
I have further to inform you that, as far as possible, employment will be found on the Newcastle
tramway-for the men whose services are now being dispensed with, and that, in any case, when a vacancy
occurs in this branch your claims will have prior consideration to outside applicants.
’
At the expiration of this notice you will hand to Mr. Muir all Grovernment property in your
charge when you will receive docket for pay due.
.
J. EGBERTS,
27/.f>/87.
'
Superintendent of Tramways.
My dear Goodchap,
Eeform Club.
Will you kindly see the bearer. He was once waiter here. You put him on the tram line;
has got-on well; deserving and steady, with a wife and aged mother to support out of his earnings. Now,
after working up well in the service, he gets notice to quit. Can you manage to keep him on, and oblige
_ t
Yours, &c.,
Commissioner for Railways.
------>—
H. H. THOEN.
_
Terrett states that there are single men retained, whose service is less than his. The Commissioner
wishes to halve a report.—A.E., 28/9/88. Mr. Eoberts.
Terrett is a married man, and virtually has a
family, including a mother and sister, depending upon him. He has been, he says, three years and four
months in the Service. Mr. Eoberts for report —D.Y., 28/9/87.
Let me have all this man’s papers,
also report from both traffic foremen. I have been pestered with this man over and over again prior to
this decision to dispense with his services.—J.E., 29/9/87.
Report of Foreman Halliday.

.
Bridge-street,-4 October, 1887.
_
In reference to Conductor Sydney Terrett I beg to state that, in consequence of his quarrel
some disposition, I was compelled to remove him from off the Leichhardt line, the drivers there not being
able to work, harmoniously with him. The traffic would have suffered had I not done so.
I consider that he is unfitted for the post of conductor.
_
.
JOHN HALLIDAY,
To Superintendent of Tramways.
_
Traffic Foreman.
1 saw Mr. Vernon re this man’s case and explained that Terrett is not by a long way one of the
best men. It is not true, as far as I can learn, that he is keeping any relative. His wife is.living apart
and getting into trouble in different ways. Terrett has given me false addresses, and the one he gave last
there is no such number or house in the street'. He also declined to tell where he was living, and who
with. He is one of the last men I should think of retaining to dispense with others who are first-class
men. These papers will speak for themselves. He has been one source of trouble to the Department
since he came to us.—J.E., 5/10/87. Secretary.
.
Where is this man now P He seems to have no special claim for retention in our service, and
should not be retained to the detriment of a better man.—Cir.A.G-., 8/10/87.
.Terrett is still about, but I cannot get his correct address. He is a most peculiar man. I have
had a deal of trouble wdth him, and have had to dispense with many men much more worthy of our
consideration.—J.E., 10/10/87. Commissioner.
I have seen Terrett, and have referred him to Mr. 'Bead.—A.R.,. 13/10/87. Mr. Roberts.'
•Terrett was-given work at Darling Harbour with the wool, but did not remain at it.—W. V. Read,
26/10/87. Secretary.
’
Sir,

99, Regent-street,- Camperdown, Sydney, 26 October, 1887.
I humbly beg to ask your assistance, under the following circumstances:—In June, 1884,1
was in the employ of the-Reform Club as clerk, from which position you was kind enough to place me as
conductor on the Government tramways, where I rose in course of time from assistant conductor at 7s.
to full conductor at 9s. daily, and in which service 1 remained until three weeks ago, when, through
reduction of staff,-my services were dispensed with.
I was afterwards offered and accepted temporary employ at Darling Harbour goods-shed at 6s. •
daily, but after starting I found the work was so laborious and heavy that my physical strength was'
unable to meet the requirements, and with deep regret was compelled to relinquish the occupation. '
I most respectfully beg to state that I am the senior conductor now ouk of employ, and that if you
can assist me to any position within the range of my physical capacity I shall be deeply grateful, and
will do my duty faithfully, and in no way. give you cause to regret assisting.
Yours, &e.,
.
--------SIDNEY TERRETT.
‘
Inform Terrett that nothing further can be done.—A.R., 28/10/87.
Terrett informed
accordingly, 31/10/87.
. .
.
Sir','

99, Regent-street, Camperdown, .10 November, .1887.
I most' respectfully beg to enclose my. address, which I omitted leaving with you at the
interview which you kindly granted me this morning; so as to enable' you to communicate with me, and
thereby avoid wasting your valuable time by my calling-upon you.
'
At the same time I beg to reiterate my statement that in whatever capacity you might be pleased
to appoint me I will perform my duty faithfully, and in no way give you any cause to regret assisting.
Yours, &c.,
•
--------•
SIDNEY TERRETT.
.
'
Is

Is it possible to -fiod-employment for Terrett; be is not strong cnougtb.to do tbe wool lumping ?—
Cn.A.G-., 11/11/87.."'’TraiSc Manager.
There is no vacancy at present,'but I have noted Terrett’s
name specially.—"W’.Y.R., 16/L1/87. Commissioner.
Inform—A.li., 21/11/87.
‘

Sir,

Department of Railways, Sydney, 22 NoA'ember, 1888.
Referring to your letter of the 10th instant, respecting your application for re-employment in
this Department, I have the honor, by direction of tbe Commissioner for Railways, to inform you that
there is no vacancy at present to which you could be appointed. Your name has, however, been specially
noted for employment when an opportunity offers.
Yours, &c.,
A. RICHARDSON,
Mr. S. Terrett.
------------------- . '
Assistant Secretary.
Sir,

99, Regent-street, Camperdown, Sydney, 4 December, 1887.
I humbly beg to recall to your recollection the interview I bad with you on Saturday afternoon
last re the following circumstances:—After three years and three months service as G-overnment tram
conductor my services were dispensed with in consequence of retrenchment. My character, given me by
my late Superintendent (Mr. J. Roberts), I beg to enclose.
'
After my dismissal I was given temporary employment at Darling Harbour, where the labour was
so heavy that I was reluctantly compelled to resign.
Dor the past two months I have been without employment, although I have diligently looked for
same.
■
.
'
Some time since I received the above memo, from the Railway Department in answer to my
request for re-employment, but have not since received any further communication. .
I humbly beg to state that if you can assist me in obtaining employment on the railway or elsewhere,
I shall be most thankful, and in no way ever give you cause to regret assisting.
'
■
Yours &c.,
T. Garrett, Esq., M.P.
------—
SIDNEY TERRETT.
Dear Goodchap,'—The writer is one of your late guards, and.was previously a waiter at the Club.
Ho is a very superior man of his class, and was one of the most efficient guards I have ever come across. I
have spoken to Mr. Sutherland about him. The busy time is coming on, and I hope you will bo able to
.give him a turn again.—Thos. Gaubett, 12/12/87.
'
.
. He should be offered the first fitter’s labourer’s position vacant.—A.R., 12/12/87. Locomotive
Engineer.
No vacancy at present. Name noted.—W. Scott, 15/L2/87.
Sir,

'
99, Regent-street, Camperdown, Sydney, 13 December, 1887.
I humbly beg to bring before your notice the following circumstances :—About two months
and a half ago my services were dispensed with (being a Government tram conductor) in consequence of
departmental retrenchment.' At the same time I was notified that should vacancy arise my services
would receive prior consideration.
I have been informed that on Saturday nest Mr. T. Musgrave, who was one of the tram conductors,
is receiving a reappointment to the Tram Department.
I most respectfully beg to state that being myself the conductor with the longest service who was
retrenched (with the exception of one conductor named Thomas, who was transferred to Newcastle) that
should Mr. Musgrave be reinstated, who was much junior in the Service to myself, it would be unjust.
I left the Service with a good character, a copy of winch I beg to enclose, together with copy of
letter received from Railway Department, in answer to my application for re-employment.
Yours, &c.,
The Hon. John Sutherland.
SIDNEY TERRET.
Endorsement by Mr. Garrett, M.P.:—I again take this opportunity strongly pressing Terrett’s
application for re-employment (if there is any vacancy) upon mv lion, colleague.—Tjios. Gaeeett,
14/12/87.
.
" ,
'
.
•
Por report.—J.S., 14/12/87.
Nothing it seems, suitable, can befouid for Terrett at present.
Every endeavour has been made to provide for him.—A.R., 19/12/87.
Seen.—Ch.A.G., 21/12/87.
Locomotive Branch applied for a fitter’s labourer, and I said on application that position should be offered
to Terrett.—A.R., 21/12/87. Locomotive Engineer.
Terrett was employed as labourer at Eveleigh on
28/L2/87; rate of pay, Cs. per day.

No. 12.
' Mr. J. Connor to The Commissioner for /Railways.
Sir,

20 December, 1887.
I have the honor to apply for a situation on the tramway or railway. I have been employed
previously as conductor for three years on the tramway, during wffiich time there was no complaints made
against me. I was discharged on the 4th October, and re-employed at Darling Harbour good’s-shed, and
was compelled to leave through a previous sickness, from which I had not thoroughly recovered up to the
time I started work at Darling Harbour. I am a married man with one child. ‘ Hoping you will give my
application your most favourable consideration.
J. CONNOR.

^ t k""

I

John Connor, late, conductor, discharged on account of reduction in staff. I recommend that
John Connor he appointed assistant-conductor at 7s. per diem, in place of Christopher Payne, resigned.—
J.R., 10/1/88. The Commissioner.
Approved.—D.V., 10/1/88.
.
Sir,

Government Tramways, Tramway Office, 3 /February, 1888.
I report for your information that in consequence of a report reaching the Bridge-street yard
that Conductor Connor was drunk in charge of a "Waterloo tram, I proceeded to Waterloo terminus^
with Conductor Downey to relieve him, if such was the case, taking cab 788 to do so. On arriving at
the terminus, Waterloo, I found Connor sitting in his tram, and although he was not helplessly drunk,
he was in a muddled state, and in ease an accident should happen to him I deemed it advisable to put
Conductor Downey in his place, telling him to come down to the yard and see the Superintendent,
which he did.
The Superintendent.
--------.
W. WIGG.
Connor is one of those men that we lately dispensed with, and took hack in Payne’s place. Mr.
Colls reported the matter to me, and I sent Wigg and a conductor out to relieve Connor. It is useless
having men we cannot trust, and Connor’s services had better be dispensed with. There are plenty of
good men waiting to get hack.—J.B., 3/2/88. The Secretary.
Is this his first offence, and what has been his general character ?—D.V., 10/2/88. Mr. Eoberts.
There is nothing against Connor. The man has called, and promised if I give him another chance
he will not offend against rules again. If he does, to be instantly dismissed. Lose pay for the time
absent I think will be sufficient punishment. Now will the Secretary please decide at once.—J.E., 13 /2/88.
The Secretary.
Approved.—D.Y., 13/2/88.

No. 13.
Minute by The Secretary for Railways.
He

Theee and a half years in the Service.
with him.
Mr. Eoberts, please see me.

Conductor Edward Thomas.
‘
Has an invalid sister to support, and has never had a fault found
.
.
--------.
D.V., 30/9/87.

Thomas is a first-class man, and I am sorry indeed to lose him. There is no alternative a,t,present
that T can see, if I am to do as directed by Minister re single men.—J.E., 5/10/87. Secretary.
A vacancy has been found for. Conductor E. Thomas on the Plattsburg Tramway, and he will
"require to commence duty at Newcastle on the 20th instant. Please inform Thomas.—A. Eichaedsok',
11/10/87. Superintendent of Tramways.
Thomas will report himself as directed on the 19th instant, to the Traffic Manager, Newcastle.—
J.E., 12/10/87.
He will take Virgo’s place at 7s. a day.—A.E., 17/10/87.
,

No. 14.
The Superintendent of Tramways to Conductor Gf. A. Paulson.
Ie consequence of the alteration in the running your services will not be required, and I am directed to
give you seven days’ notice, the said notice to expire on the 4th proximo.
I have farther to inform you that, as far as possible, employment will be found on the Newcastle
tramway for the men whose services are now being dispensed with, and that, in any case, when a vacancy
occurs in this branch, your claims will have prior consideration to outside applicants.
At the expiration of this notice you will hand to Mr. Muir all Government property in your charge,
when you will receive docket for pay due.
--------J.E., 27/9/87.
lie G. A. Paulson’s services being dispensed with, Paulson represents he has been over three
years in the Service, and although not married he has a family, consisting of a mother, three sisters, and
a younglbrother, to support, in conjunction with another brother. The family has to be kept by the two,
and on this ground he thinks he is entitled to the same consideration as any married man, with which view
I imagine Commissioner will concur.—D.V., 28/9/87.
Mr. Eoberts in the first place for report.—D.V., 28 /9 /87.
I am sorry to say I do not consider Paulson has any claims to consideration. His conduct since
he joined this Department has not heen the best. A glance at his papers will convince the Secretary that
there are many men with greater claims. Paulson’s services are not further required.—J.E., 6/10/87.
Secretary.
.
Inform Paulson that I regret nothing can be done at present for him.—D.V., 8/10/87.
Inform
Paulson, Mr. Eoberts, please.—A.E., 8/10/87.
Paulson informed.— J.E., 12/10/87.
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■
Petition.
The Honorable the Minister for "Works,—
Sir,
.
We, the undersigned residents of Leichhardt and district, hearing of the intention to dispense
with the services of a number of tramway, conductors, most respectfully beg to petition you to retain the
services of Conductor George A. Paulson, whom we have always found to be one of the most obliging,
civil, and attentive men on the line, he being one of the oldest conductors (regarding service).
• .
We humbly pray that you will kindly reconsider the decision to dispense with his services, and give
him. the benefit of your most favourable consideration and influence.
'
J. Reeve, Short-st.
Prancis Nugent, Balmain Boad
T. Willson, Leichhardt
John Thompson, Catherine-st.
P. Hammond,
„
W. Beardmore, Arthur-st. "
Mrs. F. Edwards, Leichhardt Hotel, Leichhardt
Robert Purness, Dean-st.
James Cox, Wells-st., Annandale
'
James Hurle, Carlisle-st.
. .
Prank Elliott, Coleridge-st., Leichhardt
William Nugent, Balmain Road, Leichhardt
.Dennis M‘Carthy, Short-st.,
„
John Smith, Norton-st.,
„
J. M. Robertson, Day-st.,
„
Alfred Nugent, Balmain Road,
„
his
William Brown,
,,
„
M. M‘.Donald, x Smith-st.,
„
P. Nugent,
_ „
_
„
.
mark .
P. MHuiness, Prancis-st., Leichhardt
A. E'. Hearn, Parramatta Road
P. J. Mills, Short-st.,
,,
€r. Hearn,
,,
A. Osborne, Allen-st.,
„
Gr. White,
„
R. Clarke, Short-st., .
„
Prances Brown,
„
J. Sparkes, Emma-st.,
,,
Joseph Hill, Leichhardt
W. Walton, Prancis-st.,
„
P. Bird,
„
W. J. Humphrys, Starling-st.., „
John Dooley, M‘Kenzie-st., Leichhardt
W. Johnson, Balmain Road
Mr. Jones, Petersham
Gr. A. Elliott, North-st., Leichhardt
Chas. Kelly, Renwick-st.
Y. Lewis, Annesly-st.,
„N. Powell,
„
Leichhardt
J. Loftus,
,,
„
A. J. Swinnerton, ironfoun.der, Leichhardt
W. Nashe, Norton-st.,
„
Anthony Hollis, Rof.e-st,
„
J. W. Coles, Catherine-st.,
„ .
P. Miller, Renwick-st.,
„
Thos. Arundell, Derbyshire Road, Leichhardt
.J. H. Sanderson, Leichhardt
Q. Hendry, Day-st.,
„
R. Cartwright,
„
P. E. Burk, Henry-st.,
„
John Linane, ..
„
Walter Bryant, Brennan-st.,
,,
R. Olivei’,
„
C. W. Leigh, Allan-st.,
.
„
William Meyer,
„
Chas. Redmayne, Parramatta Road
W. Moseley, Petersham
.
J. B. Hilaire, Petersham and Leichhardt
Pred, Kennard.,
„
Miss Weileinson, Leichhardt Hotel, Leichhardt
William.Boffeyi Leichhardt
.
Mrs. Hammond, Short-st., Leichhardt
Gl. Stanfield,.
„
Miss Edwards,
„
„
James Flamsteed,
„
James Ett, Leichhardt
Bartlett King, Petersham
John Dooley, M‘Kenzie-st., Leichhardt
George Frew, Parramatta Road .
H. Moseby, Balmain Road
A. Walsh,
„
Mr. Ogle, Elswick-st., Leichhardt
G. M'Clewohan, Petersham
'
W. Painter, Catherine-st., Leichhardt
John Hearn, Allen-st., Leichhardt
C. J. Costello, Norton-st.,
„
Geo. Jackson, Marion-st., Leichhardt
.
N. Petersen, Derbyshire Road, Leichhardt
Jno. R. Stone, Emily-st.,
,,
W. Edwards, Balmain Road,
„
Alfred Moles, Queen-st.,
„
.
Henry Chase, James-st.,
„R. Clarke, James-st.,
„
P. Edwards, Norton-st.,
,,
Francis Joseph, Parramatta Road
Henry Earl,
„
W. .11. Rogers,
„
E. Shase, James-st..,
„
J. Eckesley,
,
„
,
Walter Lurney, James-st.,
„
Toni Johnstone, Moore-st,, Leichhardt
W. Langley, Leichhardt
G. Seales, To,nng-st.„
„
S. Nugent,
„
H. J. Leddin, Catherine-st.,
„
J. Nugent,
„
’
R. Barre tt, Parramatta Road
M. Nugent,
„
.
Bam. Young, Leichhardt
W. Rapp, Balmain Road, Leicldiardt
William G Males, Parramatta Road, CamperMiss Berthwaite, Balmain Road, Leichhardt
down
Samuel TurreU, Arthur-st.,
„
Thos. O’Neill, Allan-st., Leichhardt
..
J. M‘Donald, Commercial Road,
W. Westbrook, Allan-.st.,
„
'
‘
.
P. Merritt, “Ivy Cottage,” Leichhardt
G. Galbraith, Petersham
Thomas Osborne, Allen-st.,
„
W. Crosse, Balmain Road
The above was signed at ticket vendors without any canvassing whatever.
Signed on behalf of above—
.
PREDK. EDWARDS,
.
--------Short-street, Leichhardt.
■ I think this case has already heen decided.—-A.R. (pro. Commr.), 12/10/87. Mr. Roberts. - Yes,
and those signing the petition evidently don’t know the man. I consider he is no loss to the Department.-^-!
J.R., 13/10/87. Secretary.
Please attach the papers, Mr. Roberts.—A.R., M/10/87.
Paulson’s
papers with this.—J.R., 15/10/87. Secretary.
Is Mr. Read able to employ Paulson in connection with
the wool P—A.R., 17/10/87.
Please send him here—W.Y.R., 18/10/87. Supt. Tramway.
Paulson
was sent to Mr. Read with the others.—J.R.
No. 15.
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No. 15.
.
The Superintendent of Tramways to Conductor E. Head.
Government Tramways, Tramway Office, 27 September, 1887.
In consequence of the alteration in the running your services will not he required, and I am directed to
give you seven days’ notice, the said notice to expire on the 4th proximo.
I have further to inform you, that as far as possible employment will be found on the Newcastle
tramway for the men whose services are now being dispensed with, and that in any case when a vacancy
occurs in this branch your claims will have prior consideration to outside applicants. M the expiration
of this notice you will hand to Mr. Muir all Government property in your charge, when you will receive
docket for pay due.
<T-B.
Dear Sir,
Town Hall, Eedfern, 29 September, 1887.
'
Referring to the dismissal of Conductor E. Head from the Tramway Service, owing to the
alteration in the running of same, I take the liberty of asking you to cause his case to be reconsidered,
for although he is a single man yet he has to support a widowed mother, and is a most respectable man.
He also has perhaps a prior claim over some of the others, having been in the employ since
January, 1885.
Tours, &c.,
The Minister for Works.
EDWIN BERRY.
Mr. Roberts.—D.V., 12/10/87.
I have seen Mr. Yernon re this man, and explained that there
is no alternative at the present time; but this man with others will be first considered should any
opening occur.—J.R., 13/10/87.
'
Sir,

7 November, 1887.
I beg most respectfully to make application to be reinstated as conductor on the Tramway
Service, as I have heard that there is to be more hands taken on, through the alteration in the time-table.
My service in the Tramway Department has been good. I have been in the Service since January, 1885,
and have never been reported unfavourably, or have I lost any time.
,
Trusting you will give my application a favourable consideration.
The Minister for Works.
'
E. J. HEAD.
Endorsement of W. Stephen, Esq., M.P.:—I will be glad to hear that this young man has been
reinstated.—W.S.
This man has a large charge, ,and is worse off than many married men. If there are any
men required let his claims be recognized.—J.S., 8/11/87.
It is not correct that more hands are to be
employed, I imagine ; but Head’s name should be specially noted.—A.R., 23/11/87. Mr. Roberts.
It
is not correct. I will not require more hands. Head’s case will, of course, be considered directly a
chance occurs.—J.R., 25/11/87. Secretary.
I am under the impression that Head has since been
employed. Let me have papers.—A.R., 6/12/87.
Has he been employed?—A.R., 7/12/87. Loco
motive Engineer.
Tes.—C.A.N., 8/12/87.
■

Sir,

■
I would respectfully inform you that since the removal of the loco, carpenter’s shop to
Eveleigh I find I need the service of an extra hand—a labourer. I shall have much work for him to do
in a variety of ways. The carpenters are often much delayed, having to lump their materials to and fro,
losing much time thereby. In case of cutting our' country orders for blocks (engine and tenders) I could
not possibly do without another hand.
H. HARRISON,
The Assistant Locomotive Engineerj
11/10/87.
If approved I suggest L. Hammond.—G. Downe, 14/10/87. Locomotive Engineer.
Recom
mended for approval.—W.S., 17/10/87. Commissioner.
In view of the necessity for retrenchment
could not this extra man be done without ? There is surely someone already in the Department who could
attend to this small matter.—D.M‘L., 27/10/87. Locomotive Engineer.
The man can be done without,
but with loss and inconvenience to the Department.—R.S., 1/11/87.
I think we should send for one of
the tramway men who were dispensed with.—D.Y., 11/11/87.
Tes. Perhaps Mr. Roberts can arrange
for this.—A.R., 11/11/87. Mr. Roberts.
Head will accept this billet if you will please send him
there.—J.R., 14/11/87.
Head may be employed if Mr. Scott considers him suitable.—D.V., 14/11/87.
Locomotive Engineer.
Edwin Head will present himself for duty for this work to-morrow morning.—
G.D., 14/11/87.
Edwin Head commenced work as a labourer yesterday. Proposed rate of pay, 6s. per
day.—R.S., 16/11/87.
E. Head, applicant for employment, formerly in trams.—H.M‘L., 30/1/88.
I
have ascertained that Head is still employed in the loco, shop at Eveleigh as labourer. I am afraid
nothing better can be found for him at present.—A.R., 31/1/88.
Seen.—C.A.G., 2/2/88.
I would be
glad to have Head back on the trams, as I have room for him, and Eerrier could take his place at Head’s
work at Railways. Will Commissioner please approve.—J.R., 14/3/88.
Eor Commissioner’s approval.—
D.V., 14/3/88.
Approved.—C.A.G., 14/3/88.
E. J. Head re-engaged as conductor at 7s. per day
from 16th March, 1888.—J.R., 21/3/88. Government Tramways, Tramway Department.

•
No. 16.
T. Garrett, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Railways.
Thomas Kenny, Tramway Conductor—Three years in the Service—No complaints. "
Dear Yernon, •
Department of Lands, Sydney, 4 October, 1887.
The above is one who has received notice to quit. If you' can possibly keep him on I wish
you would do, so, as he is the son of a very old friend of mine ;■ he has been a very good officer.
Tours, &c.,
--------THOS. GARRETT.
I

*1
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I understand Kenny is a good man, and, if possible, I should like him retained.—J.S., 7/10/87.
Kenny s re-employment was approved this morning.
Put this with his paper, please—D.Y. 7/11/87!
JTienT-e(lr^tar^ ^ Railways has notified me that Kenny (late conductor) is, by the express wish of
theMimster, to have the first vacancy.—J.'W.T., 4/11/87. The Superintendent.
I am recommending the appointment of Seven to the points at Elizabeth-street, in Russell’s place.
1 can therefore take Kenny in Beven’s place. Will the Secretary please approve of Kenny beineappointed at 7s. a day. The man will be glad to take anything at that rate.—J.K., 6/11/87. Secretary
Approved.—D.Y (pro Commissioner), 7/11 /87. Mr. Eoberts, B.C.
Kenny started work to-day
at As. per diem.—J.K., 8/11/87. Secretary.
Kenny now returns to his old work, andbeinga first-class
man. I recommend that he he allowed his old rate of pay, viz., 8s. 6d. a day—JR 1/12/87 Mr
Yernon.
Approved.—D.Y. (pro Commissioner), 1/12/87. Mr. Eoberts, B.C.
'
'

No. 17.

'

’

.

W. F. Scliey, Esq., M.P., to The Commissioner for Railways.
Sir.
•

T-uj.iT.iT
•
29 November, 1887.
I have the honor to draw your attention to the ease of L. G. Eoache, formerly a conductor in the
Iramway Department, and who has made application to he reinstated. Eoache, it appears, was in the
service ot the Department for over three years, and his services, and numbers of other emplovees were
dispensed with m the beginning of last month (October) on the score of retrenchment, but he was placed
at work temporarily at Darling Harbour. He, however, had to cease duty there through the heavy
nature of tho work coming against him, as he still suffers from the iU-effects of a serious accident that he met
with while m the execution of his duty as tram conductor. It seems that one night, about the middle of
November, 188G Eoache was sent m charge of a tram to do a special trip to the railway-station, and while
the tram was m the act of hacking up to the railway platform, Eoache, who was standing on the foot-hoard
ot the car giving signals,, got jammed between the car and a signal-box, and was so severely iniured that
he was taken to the Sydney Hospital. The injuries he received were of such a serious nature that for
some time his life was despaired of, and for three months after he was discharged from the Hospital he
was compelled to use crutches, and I enclose a copy of a certificate from Dr. Tarrant, dated 29th September
last, certifying that Eoache is liable to suffer from the effects of the injuries sustained by him through
the accident m question, for a very long period.
■
.
Eoache received full pay for the time he was off duty, and after resuming work was placed at
employment of a, light kind until such time as he was able to undertake his usual duties of tram conductor.
But m the beginning of last month, as before pointed out, Eoache’s services, together with other tram
employees, were dispensed with, and he was given temporary work at Darling Harbour, with the result
that, on account of the heavy work he had to perform, he was disabled from duty, and it is quite evident
that Eoache has been unfitted to perform any work of a heavy character through injuries he sustained in
the accident before alluded to.
.
.
°
J
Under these circumstances I am of opinion that Eoache’s application for reinstatement to his former
position of tram conductor is deserving of the favourable consideration of the Department, and I shall be
glad to hear that you- have been pleased to comply with his request, and have reappointed him to some
position that he may be capable of filling.
-------------------

W. E. SCHEY.

[Enclosure.]

.

andEtThouglihsuffidentided Mr‘ ■Ro,a°he in the e‘T'^est.Part of this yeal' for sevei'e injuries reoeived^hrough*tmriicddent,
foA^er^loug peHod.7 °Vered t0 reSUme hlS duties as ^“ctor, be is liable to suffer from the effects of those injuries
H. J. TARRANT, 21/9/87.
j ,. ThlS(,
a hard case. If I had known the particulars I think I should have authorized the
retention o.t Eoache s services. Is there any opening for him ?—Ch.A.G-., 30/11 /87. Mr. Eoberts.

"W. E. Schey, Esq., to The Commissioner for Eailways.
Sir,
t , rl
, -fdyertmg tomy letter, dated the 29th November last, and-to your acknowledgment thereof,
dated the 1st ultimo, having reference to the ease of Li G. Eoache, formerly a tram conductor, and urging
a favourable consideration of the same, with a view to his reinstatement, I now have the honor to ask yoS
S jgj°od ?S
advise me whether any decision has yet been arrived in- the matter ; or, in the event
ot any determination not having yet been come to, to let me know how it at present stands.
Awaiting the favour of a reply at your early convenience.
.

.

W. E. SCHEY.

/ooMraEobfts-—A'5r’ ^/y88: , Roache is now at work in this Department since 3/12/87.
-J.R.,
17/1/88. .Secretary.
Mr. Schey informed .accordingly, 20/1/88.
■

JN 0. IS.

Mr. W. M'Gee to The Commissioner for Railways.
Sir,

T
J. T
■
Marrickville Road, Marrickville, 5 October, 1887.
/S cons®(lu,ence of the running of the new tramway time-table my son, Herbert M'Gee has
Traffic1 Bran (An fKv C0nduc*0rs w,ho h“B teen dismissed on account of having too many hands on the'
Traffic Branch of the Tramway Department. He has been m the Service just on two years. I may state
that

r*
>
i ■

ttat he was placed in the Service hy yourself, as a favour to me; you may remember some time ago I
gave 15 chains of land to tlm Government to allow the tramway to pass through my property, and at the
opening of the line you promised that at any time you could do me a favour you would willingly do so
I just write you these few lines to remind you of your promise, and hope you will find him an early
vacancy, as he has no trade to depend on.
.
_
--------'
W. M'G-EE.
Mr. Eoberts for report, please.—A.E., B.C., ^ /10/87.
M'Gee is a first-class man but I
would be doing an injustice to other men who have been in the Service if I retained him and sent them
away.—EE., 10/10/87. Secretary.
em

'
.
.
'
Wollongong, 3 January, 1888.
Me. E[eebeet M'Gee, of Marrickville, was for about two years employed as a conductor on the Sydney
tramways under your Department, and about three months back, when some reductions were made in the
number of hands employed, he was- discharged, and understood at the time that he was to be again
employed as a conductor as soon as any vacancy took place on the staff. '
6
'SfepF/:. The tramway to Marrickville, when constructed, passed through his father’s (Mr. W M'Gee) land
for about 16 chains in length by 1 chain wide. The older M'Gee gave this land free to the Government
•without compensation of any kind. This might be taken into consideration in favour of his son’s (Herbert
M'Gee) being reappointed to the first vacancy as a conductor on the tramway.
. . If you can reappoint the applicant I would esteem it as a personal favour. With my respects
Wishing you a happy new year.
.
J
^
‘
The Secretary for Public Works.
--------j BIG-QMR
M'Gee could now return to the tram. I have room for him. Will the Secretary please approve.
—J.E, 14/3/88.
Approved.—DM (pro Commissioner),. 14/3/88. ' M'Gee started work to-day at
7s.—J.E., 16/3/88. The Secretary.
^

-

No. 19.
Minute by The Superintendent of Tramways.

Be Thos. Musgrave, late conductor.
In accordance with the Minister’s instructions I have placed .Thos. Musgrave in charge of one of the
road water-tanks, at 7s. per diem, from 14th December, 1887.
The-Secretary.
J.E., 28/12/87. .

Seen.—A.E., 29/12/87.

.

.

No. 20.
•
■
Mr. H. J. Terrier to Tbe Assistant Seci’etary for Railways.

.

T
.
I.. , ,
, ..
.
17 October, 1887.
1 most respectfully beg to apply for employment of any kind in the Eailway or Tramway
Department. 1 was one of the tramway employees that was put off the time of the retrenchment.
I was given employment,-since I left the tramway, on the railway at Junee Junction, to assist in
^he wool loading, but I had to travel from station to station, and I was not allowed expenses, and I was
only receiving 6s. per day, and it would cost 5s. per day to keep myself, and I have a mother and a large
laxmly ot young brotners and sisters to support, and they require the money more than I do, so I had to
resign and come-back to Sydney to see if I could not get employment in Sydney.
•
Hoping you will give this your kindest consideration.
’
T r
-u !
™ T, ,
•
, • --------H. J. EEEEIEE.
1 shall be glad if Mr. Eead can give this young fellow a job in Sydney. A family appears to.be
dependent upon him for support.—A.E., 18/10/87.
There is no vacancy at present, but I have noted
Eemer’s name.—W.Y.E., 23/11/87. Commissioner.
Sir,
r
,
.r n
• t
,
,
„ .
.
' '
^ February, 1888. '
.
. . ■*• most respectfully wish to lay a matter of vital importance (to me) before you, trusting you
will give it your kind consideration.
'
° J
My- son, H. J. Ferrier, who was in the railway service as tram conductor, received notice last
September that his services would be dispensed with in consequence of retrenchment in the Service but
when a vacancy occurred he would be reinstated. He is now out of employment four months, wMch is a
-severe loss to our family, as he was assisting to support a family of twelve. I had the misfortune to lose
a ®on 19 years old, who was killed by falling from the roof of the Eoyal Arcade on the day the Contingent
returned from the Soudan, which you no doubt remember.
when he iSttfi6 S
& “I1111!6 made and handed to H. J. Ferrier by the Superintendent of Tramways
'
Trusting you will be so good as to reinstate him,
The Secretary for Public Works.

•

'
•
HENET FEEEIEE, Sen.

. - ..Tor report, 5/2/88.
Papers to Mr. Eoberts.—A.E., 7/2/88.
No vacancy yet. When there
is this man will be considered.—J.E., 8/2/88. The Secretary.
Mr. H. Ferrier informed, 14/2/88
(ferrier was re-employed as labourer m the Locomotive Department on 14/3/88, vice Head, transferred
to Tramway Department as conductor.)
’
About

\

V,

.

♦

^

:
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*

1*

-

About four months ago my sou, H. J. Eerrier, received notice from the Tramway Department that in
consequence of retrenchment in that department his services would he dispensed with ; he has .been out
of employment since, which is a serious loss to us as he was assisting to support a family of. twelve, and
the longer he is out of employment the keener we will feel it. You would confer a lasting favour on us
if you would impress upon the Hon. the Minister for Works the necessity for his immediate reinstatement.
I felt sure Mr. Want would kindly attend to it for me; but he is so taken up with his professional
business that I do not like to trouble him.
I enclose a copy of minute my son got from the Superintendent of Trams. I sent a letter to the
Hon. the Minister for Works, and got an answer that' there was no vacancy at present, but if you state
the urgency of the case to the Minister I feel sure he will take immediate action.
'
Kino wing you will do your best for us in this matter.
■
Travers Jones, Esq., M.L.A.
--------HENRY EERKLER, Sen., 27/2/8S.
Mr. Roberts.—A.R., 5/3/88.
No vacancy at present.—J.R., 9/3/88. The Secretary.
Mr.
Eerrier informed accordingly, 15/3/ 88.
.

No. 21.

*

‘

.

Minute by Tbe Superintendent of Tramways.
Chas. T. Williams, late tram conductor—Services dispensed with on account of retrenchment.
Government Tramways, Tramway Office.
Cae-CLEANEb Doise having resigned, I recommend that Chas. T. Williams be appointed as car-cleaner
from 18/4/88, at 7s. per diem.
The Secretary.
'
--------•
J.R., 18/4/88.
•
What is Williams doing now ? Muir and Unwin are not being again lost sight of, I hope.—
A.R., B.C., 20/4/88. Mr. Roberts.
Williams is car-cleaning, and assistant conductor when required.
Mr. Stephens’ man', Unwin, will be attended to very soon.—J.R., 25/4/88. Secretary. Approved.—D.Y.
(pro Commissioner), 28/4/88.
’

No. 22.
Minute by Tbe Secretary for Railways.
R. G. Sutherland, late tram conductor.
Ask Mr. Tyrer to see me please.

-------- D.V., 7/3/88.
On account of so many men being away sick, the extra train on Leichhardt, men going off on
holidays, and the approaching Easter holidays, I can do with Sutherland.—J.R., 14/3/88.
Approved.—
D.Y. (pro Commissioner), 14/3/88. Mr. Roberts.
Mr. Muir to note.
Sutherland commenced
work to-day at his old rate, 6s. per day.—J.R., 17/3/88. Secretary.

1
.
■
,
J

*

■
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J. Barling, Esq., to Tbe Secretary for Railways.
^

*
'

tl)

•
1
■

No. 23.

.

Dear Sir,
.
Please see Mr. Conley from our office—he wishes to be introduced to you. I do. not know
what he wants, but he is a most deserving officer.
Yours, &c.,
.
------------------J. BARLING.
Dear Sir,
“ Hazelmere,” Station-street, Newtown, 7 October, 1887.
I desire to bring under your notice the case of a young man Downey, who for the last three
years has been employed as a guard in the Tramway Department, but who, I understand, has recently
received notice that his services are to be dispensed with on and after next week. His ease is one
deserving, I think, of merciful consideration,—a widowed mother and sister depending as they do almost
entirely upon him for their support. Mr. Roberts, the Superintendent of Tramways, gives Downey' an
excellent character, and if you can do anything towards his retainment in the Service it will be an act of
great kindness to his family.
.
...
...
Apologising for troubling you in the matter.
I am, &c.,
Donald Vernon, Esq., Secretary for Railways.
JAS. CONLEY.
Downey is a very good man indeed, and I am sorry to lose him. I see no alternative.
more men than I think I will be able to retain.—J.R., 10/10/87.

I have now
.

The Mayor of Waterloo to The Secretary for Public Works.
"
.
Dear Sir,
KeUick-street, Waterloo, 14 October, 1887.
_
It is with regret I trouble'you, knowing well the number of applicants you must have by
virtue of your position, on behalf of a young man (tram-guard) named J. Downey, discharged from the
Service last Monday. I know a number of other single men have also been discharged, but the. young
man in question is the sole support of an aged widowed mother. In addition to being a good son, he is a
respectable deserving young fellow. If you will see that he is taken back in the Service again at an early
date I shall take it as a personal favour.
Yours &c.
.
’weeks white,
—:-----Mayor.
.
Was
r
A

d
rh

*
o
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.

.

.

Was he offered work at Darling Harbour, do you know?—A.R., B.C., 20/10/87. Mr. Roberts.
Tes.' I sent him there. He told me he could not do the work. I do not require any more hands.—J.R.,
21/10/87.' Secretary.
Was he employed?—J.P., 22/10/87. Mr. Read.
Mr. Pauli, please say.—
W. Y. Read, 24/10/87. Mr. Pauli. ' I have only four men out of the Tramway. Some of them never
commenced here ; they came and looked at the work, and went away again. I do not remember ever seeing
Downey, and he is not at work here now.—Chas. Paull; 26/10/87. Traffic Manager.
Secretary.—
W. Y. Read, 27/10/87. Inform, and say there are no vacancies at present.—D.C.M‘L., 28/10/87.
Mr.
White, 81/10/87.
•
Sir,

•
Department of Railways, Sydney, 31 October, 1887.
In reply to your letter of the 14th instant, relative to the case of John Downey, I am desired
by the Commissioner for Railways to^inform you that inquiry has been made, but there is no prospect of
his obtaining re-employment on the tramway at the present "time. I am to add that Downey was offered
work at Darling Harbour, but he told the Tramway Superintendent that he was not equal to it.
"
I have, &c.,
v
•
A. RICHARDSON
Weeks White, Esq., Mayor of Waterloo.
' '
(Eor the Secretary of Railways).

No. 24.
Mr. S. Cornwell to The Commissioner for Railways.

- •

Sir,

32,. Lewis-street, Redfern.
John Cornwell having been discharged .from the. Tram Service through retrenchment, .1 do ask
a.favour of you to look into, this case, as he is the only support of his widowed mother, who is unable
now to support herself through indisposition. Dear sir, his late father was in the Government Service
for a period of twenty-eight years, but had the misfortune to lose his life there.
Hoping that you will find him some suitable employment,—
I have, &c.,
--------S. CORNWELL.
Mr. Roberts.—A.R., B.C., 29/9/87.
Strange this man could absent himself, time after time, through drink. He was then with some
friends or relatives. In dispensing with thesejinen I have had to part with some good men ; this is not
one of those, and I do not see I could keep a man like Cornwell, and dispense with much better men.
Cornwell’s services are not required.—J.R., 29/9/87. Secretary.
.
Inform.—D.V., 5/10/87.
Mr. Cornwell informed accordingly, 11/10/87.

No. 25. .
'
Telegram from The Traffic Manager, Great Northern Railway, to The Commissioner
for Railways.
.
.
Shald require four or five strong able-bodied men for heavy work.
•
--------JOHN HIGGS.
Send Greer, Islip, Garvan,' England, formerly car-cleaners in tramway, recently discharged.—
Ch.A.G., 6/10/87.
I am very short of hands. Please say when the surplus hands from the tramway
are coming. Unless I get them to-morrow or next day I must employ extra hands.—J. Higgs, 3/10/87.
The men named by the Commissioner to see me to-morrow morning at 10 a.m. Halliday instructed.—
J.R., 6/10/87.
Greer, Garvan, England, Islip, start for Newcastle to-morrow, Saturday morning.
I have given them passes for that'place. Will you inform Mr. Higgs, please?—J.R., 7/10/87. Secretary.

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1888.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

■v.

THE TRAMWAYS.
(PETITION. EEOM PUBLIC MEETING HELD AT LEICHHARDT IN OPPOSITION TO LEASING OE.)
.

'

A

Received ly ike Legislative Assembly,

12 December, 1888.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales.

'

The humble Petition of the Residents of Leichhardt,—
Showeth :—

.

1. That on the 12th day of November, 1888, a public meeting was held in the Town Hall,
Leichhardt, in reference to the leasing of the trams.
2. That the following resolutions were carried by a large majority of that meeting, viz..:—

;

This meeting is of opinion that the leasing of the trams to any private company or syndicate is
. impolitic, and will prove detrimental to the best interests of the public.
'

,:,*2

That the foregoing resolution be embodied in a Petition, to be signed by the Chairman of this
. meeting, to be entrusted to Mr. Hawthorne, M.L.A., to be presented to Parliament.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales will take into its favourable consideration the foregoing resolution. ■
*
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
i
■

Signed, on behalf of the meeting,—
SYDNEY SMITH,
Chairman.

,
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